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P R E F A C E . 

r P H E lines originally laid down for this Dictionary were, to prepare a revised edition of 
A Johnson's enlargement of Wilkin s-Richard son's Persian, Arabic, and English Dic-

tionary, by reducing the Arabic element and increasing the Persian, so as to 
produce a volume of moderate dimensions and price, specially adapted to the wants of 
the English Student. While the work was progressing, however, it was found that the 
mere reduction of the Arabic portion would not suffice to answer the purpose intended. 
It became evident not only that much that was superfluous had to be eliminated, but 
that, on the other hand, many additions were urgently required, and furthermore that 
the material had to be re-arranged on new and distinct principles. At the same time 
it was soon felt that the fresh matter to be introduced in the Persian part exceeded the 
limits contemplated, and necessitated in this respect a considerable extension of the 
primary plan. A few remarks on these points will here be useful, and may also convey 
Bome idea of the amount of extra labour spent on the compilation of the work beyond 
that which was originally anticipated. 

I. Persian is so deeply imbued with Arabic, and the two languages have, in the 
course of time, become so intimately connected in the literature of the former, that 
sooner or later the student of Persian must become a student of Arabic also, if he aspires 
to take rank as a Persian scholar of real eminence. When this moment has arrived, 
he will Daturally have need of an Arabic dictionary, constructed on a plan most conducive 
to the acquirement of that langnage, and based on the knowledge of its grammar. But 
what he will want until then is a copious Arabic vocabulary, " chiefly in relation (to 
quote Johnson's words) to the indefinite extent to which the best Persian writers avail 
themselves of the Arabic language, either to enrich their style or to display their 
erudition." While fully acknowledging the legitimacy of this object, it has nevertheless 
been thought that the accomplished and conscientious scholar who formulated it, in 
carrying out his task, has partly gone beyond and partly fallen short of his own standard. 
He himself admits that he retained in his work not only u a large number of Arabic 
words of very questionable usefulness, merely because they had found a place in the 
former editions," but also added " many others which may possibly be foreign to Persian 
literature, but which may also be found in it, and of an explanation of which the student 
may occasionally stand in heed." To justify this somewhat haphazard mode of pro-
ceeding, the plea " that superfluity appeared preferable to deficiency," would only hold 
good if this very indictment of deficiency in some essential points could not be urged 
againBt hiB compilation. 

I t seemed more advisable to restrict the selection to such words as may either 
reasonably be supposed to occur in Persian authors, or which are actually found in the 
prescribed text-books, and in those productions of Persian literature, the perusal of which 
will be most beneficial to the student. In the former direction it appeared to the present 
author that a collection made by a learned Persian for the use of Persians bad a para-
mount claim to serve as a groundwork for this part of the undertaking. 'Abdu 'r-Rashid 
al-Husaini, the author of a highly-valued Peisian dictionary called the "Farhangi 
Bashidi," has made a collection of this kind under the title of " Muntakhabu '1-1 ugh at," 
dedicated by him to Shah Jahan of Dehli. The following reasons have induced the 
author to embody the whole of this compilation in the present dictionary :— 

'Abdu 'r-Rashid professes in the introduction to his work to have made from the 
" QamuB," the " Surah," the " Sihah," and other sources, a seleotion of those Arabic 
words which are " necessary (zarurlyah) and of frequent use (Jcaslratu *l-isti'mal)," and 
to have explained them in Persian equally " comprehensible to the popular understanding 
('dm-fahm) and approved by the educated (khas-pasand) What he means by necessary 
and of frequent use becomes evident from the passages which he quotes in support of 
hiB explanations, and which are exclusively taken either from the chief Persian poets, 



as Firdausi, Anwar!, Khaqani, Nizami, Sa'di, Hafiz, &c., or from the Qur'an and Hadig. 
This implies that the words selected by him are indispensable to a Persian of a studious 
turn of mind who is anxious to understand thoroughly the poetry of his own language, 
or who aspires to an initiation into the knowledge most highly prized by Muhammadans, 
namely, that of matters theological, moral, and metaphysical, which abounds in quotations 
from and allusions to " the book" and the "traditions." If, therefore, an acquaintance 
with such words is considered indispensable to the Persian student, it must be so 
a fortiori to the student of Persian. 

The " Muntakhab," however, takes no notice of a large number of Arabic words 
which have become naturalized in Persian, to such a degree that a Persian of average 
education needed no explanation on their account. Foremost among these are many 
current technical and scientific terms. A discreet choice of vocables of this category 
was considered indispensable, especially in reference to grammatical and metrical ter-
minology, with which a student must make himself acquainted if he wishes to understand 
the native commentaries on the great Persian poets. 

Still greater importance has been placed on including in this dictionary Arabic 
words in daily use, such as in reality are met with in the best Persian authors from 
the days of the " Shahniimab" to the Riizniimahs (Diaries) of the reigning Shah. For 
this purpose their principal works, especially those read for examination, have been 
carefully gone through, witli the result that the information given by Johnson under 
many of his Arabic headings has been largely supplemented by instances where the 
Arabic words enter into Persian phrases of a highly idiomatical character. 

There is yet one other point to be noticed with regard to the Arabic element 
in Persian. Not only isolated words have to be explained, but in numerous cases com-
binations of words, that is to say, sentences or parts of sentences, either in quoting 
verbatim, or more frequently in merely alluding to, passages of the Qur'an, the " Tra-
ditions," and even of celebrated Arabic poems. To give a rather striking example, the 
Persian poet Minuchihri introduces in one of his odes the beginning of the " Mu'allaqah 
of Imru 'l-Qais" : qi/a nabki, "stay ye two (friends or travelling companions) so that we 
may weep (in remembrance of the beloved, &c.)." The reader who would try to puzzle 
this out with the aid of Johnson's dictionary would find for qafa (we must remember 
that in the printed texts the short vowels are not indicated) the equivalent " neck," and 
for nabh or nabalc (here again the final short i does not count) the rendering " hills." 
Arabic plurals being frequently used as singular in Persian, he therefore might translate 
" the neck of the hill," and thus, speaking figuratively, find himself fairly landed in the 
wilderness. Only an intimate knowledge of Arabic grammar, which he must either possess 
himself, or which his dictionary must supply instead, can teach him that, in the first 
word, the initial and, in the second, the final o£ the root is suppressed, and that they 
belong respectively to the radicals w-q-f "standing, stopping, staying," and b-Tc-y 
" weeping/' while the «. at the end of qifa and the n at the beginning of nabki are 
extraneous signs of inflection. 

It may be objected that this is an extreme case, and that Minuchihri, although 
a distinguished Persian poet, is not likely to be read by a student. Granted ! But in 
the " Sikandarnama" of Nizami, in the "Gulistiln" and "Bos tan" of Sa'di, in the 
" Diwan " of Hiitiz, in the " Anwnri Suhaili," &c., &c., all of which form part of his 
curriculum, he will meet with many phrases and fragments of phrases, or even simple 
?m/(j£-constructions, which require a similar elucidation, some of which have led to quite 
as ludicrous blunders as the one suggested above, while others have at least been 
strangely misunderstood in some of the best-known translations from the Persian, because 
the Arabic words were rendered according to their usually current meanings in Persian, 
and not in the specific. Arabic sense, which they bear in the particular connection or 
context. On this point much labour has been spent in assisting the student,—the 
student, be it here emphasized, who not merely crams for a more or less successful 
examination, but who works with steady and resolute self-exertion in order to become 
in time a scholar worthy of that name. 

II . As for the Persian part, great obligations are primarily due and gratefully 
acknowledged to the excellent Persian-Latin Dictionary, published by Vullers in about 
2,500 quarto pages. With infinite diligence the learned author has overhauled the 
Persian lexicographical sources from which his predecessors, Johnson included, had worked 
before him, giving their explanations in the original, and adducing numerous supporting 
passages from them and his own collectanea. I t lay, of course, outside the scope of 
the present work to follow him in this latter respect, but his results, as far as they 
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contained additional matter, were adopted, after having been in all cases verified, in 
some cases rectified, and supplemented with the necessary translation in other instances, 
where he omits to give the Latin equivalent for a Persian word or phrase, but contents 
himself with quoting the Persian text. By no means the least important feature of his 
work is the extensive use he has made of the " Bahari 'Ajam," one of the more recent 
Persian Dictionaries compiled in India, and including many modern phrases, metaphors, 
&c. not to be found in any other lexicon. Owing, however, to the circumstance that 
that book did not reach Vullers' hand until the greater part of his first volume had been 
printed, he could not avail himself of the contents of its first 457 pages, and the very 
copious extracts given from this source in our Dictionary form not only an essential 
complement to Vullers, but an entirely new contribution to Persian lexicography on 
European soil. Other recent publications, consulted with advantage, are the Persian 
Dictionary " Farhangi Nasirl,1' and Schlimmer's " Terminologie medico-pharmaceutique 
Franfaise-Persane," both lithographed in Teheran, the former in 1871, the latter in 1874. 

I t need scarcely be mentioned that the course of reading undertaken to define 
the Arabic portion of this dictionary was equally productive in augmenting the Persian 
part, and it can be stated without exaggeration that thousands of words have been added 
from this source alone. Many of these are taken from Mirza J a'far's translation of 
modern Plays, originally written in Turkish, a translation which, on account of its 
thoroughly idiomatic phraseology, has, in successive instalments within the last ten vears, 
been re-edited, with notes and vocabularies, in England, France, and Germany. A larger 
and more important amount, however, has been gleaned from the Shah's Diaries of his 
first two journeys to Europe in 1873 and 1878. Here we see Persia, in the person of 
its Sovereign, brought into immediate contact with the advanced civilization of the West; 
and as this Sovereign happens to be an exceptionally keen observer, who turned the 
immense opportunities afforded to him by his exalted position to the best account, his 
impressions, penned down on the spur of the moment, could not fail to enrich and 
fertilise the language of his country, which he uses with such unpretending ease and 
forcible directness. 

I I I . There are a few more words to be said about the general arrangement of the 
book, in order to facilitate its use. I t would have been impossible to introduce so much 
additional matter if all the entries under the principal headings had been given in 
the Oriental character as well as in transliteration. The latter had, therefore, to be 
framed not with a view to the exact pronunciation of the words, which in any language 
can only be acquired to perfection by oral teaching, but to give accurate equivalents 
for the graphical form of the consonants and vowels peculiar to the language in question. 

To render the consonants of the Arabic-Persian alphabet in the Roman character, 
as employed in English, five compounds had to be used, namely ch for g, gh for £, 
M for t , sh for j k , and zh (pronounced like s in "vision") for j . Eight letters are dis-
tinguished by diacritical points, namely A for e, $ for \j>, s for t for t , z for 
? for \J>, and z for k. The Greek spiritus lenis (*) and spiritus asper ( ' ) very appro-
priately represent 1 (alif-kamzah) and £ respectively, and m has been chosen to express 
the letter y before a labial. In the comparatively few cases where eh and zh are to be 
pronounced as separate letters, a mark is placed between (sth or ztli), showing that the 
8 or 2 terminates one syllable, and the aspirated h begins another. 

The original Persian vowel-system is that of Sanskrit, with exclusion of the semi-
vowel rt, which is peculiar to the latter. It consists of the three elementary vowels 
a, i, u, as pronounced in pat, pit, put respectively (in the Arabic-Persian character 
fathah 1., has rah zammah —) ; their long forms a, I, u, as in father, police, prude 
(VI, t5T, _}—), and their combination to mixed vowels and diphthongs, e (a + i) as in 
where, o (a + M) as iu more, both in Persian writing not distinguished from I and u; 
ai (a + i) as in aisle, and au (a + u) as in German, i.e. like ou in stout and 
This etymological groundwork of the system, and it alone, determines our transliteration, 
leaving, as said before, the question of the actual pronunciation at the present day, 
especially of the short vowels, to the grammar and the instruction of a competent teacher 
whose proper domain it is. As for the representation of ^ and j , when used as con-
sonants, the transliteration of the latter by w instead of v has been preferred on account 
of the analogy with yt except at the end of a Persian syllable or word, where v is 
written to indicate the somewhat stronger articulation of the letter in this case. 

The same need of compactness made it further necessary to unite all the different 
words of the same consonantal outline, which are distinguished merely by their vocalisationi 
under one heading. Many articles assumed thereby an almost inordinate length j but 



ill order to furnish the reader -with a thread leading him safely through the apparent 
labyrinth, any shorter or longer string of constructions and phrases belonging to one 
word has been included in crotchets, thus [ ], so that, whenever the student meets 
with this sign, before the explanations given have satisfied his want, he has only to 
run down the column to the conclusion of the crotchet, when he will find another 
interpretation of the same outline with a different spelling and meaning, perhaps more 
in accordance with the exigencies of his text, and so on until the end of the article is 
reached. A similar use has been made of parentheses, thus ( ) , where the same phrase 
may be expressed in various ways, by substituting one noun or verb for another, in 
which case any of the words thus bracketed may take the place of the word immediately 
preceding the parenthesis. 

Throughout the book a strictly alphabetical order has been observed, in accordance 
with the following simple rules:— 

1. Compounds have been given as much as possible in their proper order, unless 
they serve as examples under one or the other of their components. 

2. Any single noun forming part of a heading is first followed by such izafat 
constructions and phrases as begin with this noun in the order of the 
initial of the succeeding word; then by those in which the noun has a 
preposition or another noun in front, in the order of this preceding clement, 

3. With regard to the izdfat constructions of Arabic words, those in which the 
governed noun has the definite article al are given in their alphabetical 
order in the place assigned to the article, that is to say, at or near the begin-
ning, while in absence of the article the initial of the noun itself determines 
the order. This has been done not only for the sake of maintaining the 
alphabetical principle in all its strictness, but also in order to show the 
student at one glance in which combinations the Arabic or Persian con-
struction is more usual. Neither in this nor in other respects was a uniform 
principle of arrangement consistently adhered to by Johnson, whence arose 
the necessity of reconstruction, as mentioned on the title-page, and entailing 
an amount of labour which only one well versed in these matters can 
appreciate. 

Words of foreign origin are indicated by capital initials in front of the article^ 
as A for Arabic, G-. for Greek, H. for Hindi, M, for Mongolian, T. for Turkish, R. for' 
Russian. Where merely an Arabic element, either as member of a compound or as a 
formative, combines with the Persian, or where a word is common to both languages 
without proof positive to which it belongs originally, a small a has been prefixed, and 
so, mutatis mutandis, in the same case with regard to other languages. The indication 
(m.c.) for "modern colloquialism" after a phrase, shows that it has been taken from 
recent writings, and does not necessarily imply that it is of modern make, but simply 
that it is in actual conversational use, while for all that it may be a Persian idiom 
already employed by Firdausi, or an Arabic importation as old as Islam itself. 

I t is hoped that this Dictionary will justify its claim to comprehensiveness. 
I t is not and cannot be complete. The complete dictionary of any language has yet to 
be written. I t far exceeds the powers of any single individual, and depends for its 
realisation on the modest, although imperial, motto, viribus unit is. The author's only 
ambition was to advance the work close to the point at which the practical adoption of 
this motto, with regard to Persian, becomes a necessity, and should be seriously con-
templated by Oriental societies and congresses. 

In conclusion, I have to express my warmest thanks to Mr. Frederic Pincott 
for his careful revision of the proofs, as well as for many a valuable hint on various 
important points, of which I have gladly availed myself; and to his well-trained printers, 
for their intelligent and patient industry in setting up the copy, which I am afraid must 
frequently have proved a most trying task. 

F STEINGASS. 
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\ alif, the first letter of the Arabic and 
Persian alphabets, in arithmetic repre-
sents the number one, and in almanacks 
and astronomical books, Sundav and 
TauruB. I t also denotes an unmarried 
man. In writing it sei'ves as a prop for 
the vowel-signs: \ a, 1 if \ w, £ u, o, au, 

i, e, ai;—| a, at the beginning of some 
Persian words, denotes privation, as ajum-
bdn, Motionless. Prefixed to an Arabic 
sentence, it serves as a particle of interro-
gation, as in the Coranic phrase alastu 
bi-mbbi-kum, " Am I not your Lord ? " 
whence the Persian rozi alast, q.v. 
At the end of Persian words it marks the 
vocative, as in shdhd, O Shah, or it serves 
as a prosodial expletive in poetry, notably 
in the oldest parts of Firdausi's great 
poem. 

) a, (S. a) Preposition inseparably 
joined to verbs; — (Imperative and con-
tracted participle of amadan, aidan) Come. 

ab, (S. ap) Water; river; largesse, 
gift, price; (S. dbhd) lustre, splendour; 
honour, degree, dignity; power, glory, 
prosperity; grace, elegance; mercy, pity ; 
custom, habit, fashion, mode, rule ; quick-
silver; (met.) Pearl, jewel, gem; brilliant 
sword; bashful, abashed ; fellow-traveller; 
perfect soul, universal intellect. This word 
is much used in forming compounds, and 
metaphorical expressions ; — dbi dbistan 
(pregnant water), Tears of a lover, wine, 
blood (dbi dbistanl dadan, To fertilize 
ground) ;—dbi dtish-rang or dbi dtish-zdy, 
Wine; tears of grief or anger ;—dbi dtish 
zadah, Tears;—db atieh shud, The water 

boiled; a tumult was raised;—dbi dtish-
mizaj, Bed wine ;—dbi atish-numdy, Wine ; 
tears of grief ;—dbi dtishnak, Red wine ;— 
dbi dtiskin, Wine ; tears of blood —dbi 
djdm, Water stagnating in a reed-bank; 
moor, marsh;—dbi ahmar, Wine from dates 
or grapes; the Red Sea;—dbi azar, Red 
wine ; tears;—dbi dzarsd, Wine ; tears of 
grief;—dbi arghawdm, Red wine ; tears of 
sorrow;—db az jigar bakhshidan, (jive, 
bestow; — db az dahani gul chidan, To 
make love;—db az dlda pdk kardan, To 
wipe away one's tears, to dismiss uneasi-
ness of mind;—dbi istada, A pool, ditch, 
stagnant water ;—dbi afsurda, Cold or con-
gealed water, ice, jelly of meat, fish, &c.; 
glass; a bright sword;—dbi o-ra burd, He 
dishonoured him ; he put him to shame ;— 
dbi o bi-rez, Deprive him of his dignity 
or splendour; shame him ; — dbi angur, 
Wine ; — dbi inji'dl, Tears of shame; 
—db dwardan, To bring tears, to be 
ashamed ; to have a swelling about the 
hoof (a horse);—dbi aiydm, the sun ; light, 
brightness of the moon;—db ba-db na-
mirasad, Nobody derives advantage from 
a thing ;—ahi bdd-rang, or dbi bdda-rang, 
Blood ; tears of grief ;—dbi bdrik, Shallow 
water;— db ba-dil muhawad, The heart 
waxes cold;—db bar dtash zadan, To quench, 
to allay ;—db bar jigar ddrad, (met.) He 
possesses power ;—dbi buranda, Soft, diges-
tive water; water which undermines the 
banks or shores ;—db ba-ru'i kdrdmad, The 
business has taken shape, has come otf ; 
— db ba-ru'i kar dwardan, To bring a 
business into shape;—db bar zlr hishtan, 
To cheat, to deceive; — dbi basta, Ice, 
hail, snow, hoar-frost; glass, crystal ;—dbi 
baqa, Water of life ;—dbi baqqam ^h it dan, 
To be dyed red, to blush ; — dbi bun, A 
gummy substance which exudes from the 
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root of decayed walnut-trees ',—dbi bi-lijdm 
khwurdan, or dbi bl-ligdm khwurdan, To be 
independent, and subject to no control;— 
dbi bini, Water running from the nose, 
snivel;—dbi pukhiah, Broth, jelly ; boiled 
water; — dbi pusht, Water of the back, 
spinal marrow, semen genitale;—db tdkhtan. 
To urine;—dbi tdk, Wine;—dbi ialkh, Wine; 
the tears of a disconsolate lover;—dbi tang, 
A shallow ;—dbi jawiddn, Water of life;— 
dbi jigar-khun. Tears of grief ; — dbi josh, 
Soda-water (m.c.) ;—dbi chashm, Tears ;— 
ubi hardm, Wine; love ;— dbi hasrat, Water 
of desire : wish, appetite, longing; tears of 
desperation;—dbi hay a. (khajlat, khijdlat, 
sharm), Tears of shame, regret, or confu-
sion ;—dbi hay at, or dbi haiwan, Water of 
life, immortality ; pure, spiritual dis-
course ; divine love; the conversation of a 
friend ;—dbi haiwan guwdr (g-uhar), Water 
which has the wholesomeness or nature of 
the water of life;—dbi khdtir, Purity of 
thought; brilliancy of imagination ;—dbi 
fejiardbdt, Wine;—dbi Jchasaq, Juice of 
safflower (see eX^j) ;—dbi khazdn, Autumnal 
rains;—dbi khushk, Glass, crystal, a decan-
ter ;—dbi khizr, Water of Khizr (Elias), the 
fountain of which he is said to have drunk 
and obtained immortality ; inspired wisdom; 
—dbi khufta. Congealed water; snow, ice; 
glass, crystal; a sword in the sheath db 
kTitpurdan, To relent, to subside (auger) ; 
to make haste;—dbi khtpurehed, The water 
of life; — dbi khwutsh kjiwurdan, To live 
at ease; — db dadan, To give water, to 
steep; to sharpen, make brilliant, harden 
steel; to enliven ; — db dar jigar, In-
toxication ; greatness, opulence;—db dar 
jigar ddshtan, To become intoxicated, to 
be opulent; — db dar jigar na-darad, He 
is poor ;—db dar juy, Water in the river; 
prosperity, victory, honour, authority ; free-
dom from care; — db dar juy dmadan, To 
become opulent and prosperous; to regain 
prosperity ; to be invested with authority ; 
-—db dar juy na-mdnad, Fortune departs; 
—db dar chashm ddshtan, To be modest, 
shame-faced ; db dar chize kardan, To adul-
terate, to cheat;—db dar dil shudan, To 
experience heartfelt joy ;—•db dar dahdnash 
dmad, His mouth watered; he desired 
ardently ;—db dar dlda ddshtan, To possess 
a delicate sense of honour; — db dar ztri 
kdh ddshtan, To work in the dark;— 
db dar ear ddshtan, db dar shakar dash-
tan, To be in a weak and declining 
state ;—db dar hdwan sudan (koftan), To 
bray water in a mortar, (met.) to act 
foolishly; to b? uselessly employed ;— 
dbi damagh, Snivel;—dbi dandan, Water 
of the teeth, spittle, whiteness or cleanness 
of teeth ; (met.) people's talk ;—dbi danddni 
hartfe dwardan, To make one's enemy's 
mouth to water; needlessly to excite hos-
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tility against one's self;—dbi danddn-shi-
kan, Exceedingly cold water;—dbi dahdn, 
dbi dahan, Water of the mouth, saliva; a 
longing desire ;—dbi dldah, Water of the 
eyes, tears;—dbi didaHjam, A draught of 
wine;—dbi rukh, Water of the cheek, i.e. 
honour; — dbi raz (rarnn), Wine from 
grapes ;—db raftan, To lose one's dignity; 
dbi ru kndbud, or dbi ruknl, Name of a foun-
tain near Shiraz ;—dbi rang, Water-colour, 
coloured water, paint; a sketeh or outline 
of a picture;—dbi rangln, lied wine; tears 
of blood;—dbi ru, Freshness of counten-
ance (see dbi ruy below) ;—dbi rawan, Run-
ning water; a spring; ether; a sort of 
very fine muslin ;—dbi rosh, Beauty, ele-
gance, splendour; usage, custom; — dbi 
raughan, Oil, butter, fat of broth, liquid 
grease ;—dbi ruy, Water of the face, sweat; 
lustre, brightness of countenance, grace-
fulness, dignity of mien; reputation, re-
nown, glory, honour, estimation; rank, 
office, station ;—dbi ruy dadan (kardan), To 
honour;—dbi ruy rekhtan, To disgrace ; to 
lose one's honour;—db rekhtan, To dis-
honour; to be ashamed or disgraced;—db 
zadan, To extinguish, to quell, to appease ; 
to sprinkle the house in honour of guests ; 
—dbi mr, Liquid gold ; white wine ; saf-
fron ;—dbi zuldl, Pure, limpid water;—dbi 
zindarud, The river Zindarud ;—dbi zinda-
gdnl (zindagi), Living water, the water 
of eternity or youth, a fabulous foun-
tain so called;—-dbi zahra, Wine ; morn-
ing light, heat, splendour; — dbi subha, 
The splendour of God's glory ;—dbi sabuk, 
Digestive water ;—dbi surkh, Red wine;— 
dbi sard, A gelatine of fish or meat; 
—dbi siydh (dbi siyah), Black water; a 
disease of the eye producing blindness; 
the waters of the Deluge;—db shudan, To 
melt; to become ashamed or divested of 
honour ; to grow obsolete ;—abash roshan 
asU He possesses splendour, power, honour, 
opulence ;—dbi shaqd'iq, Wine ; blood ;— 
dbi shangarfi, Red wine ; tears of grief;— 
dbi shor, Brackish water, tears of grief; 
—dbi tabaristdn, Name of a fountain on a 
mountain in Tabaristan, which, it is said, 
ceases to flow when a noise is made, and 
flows immediately again when it is over;— 
dbi tabariyah, Name of a fountain which 
flows and becomes dry alternately for the 
space of seven years;—dbi tarab, Wine;— 
dbi tinat, The watered clay from which the 
human body was formed ;—dbi 'araq, Rose-
water ; — dbi 'ishrat, dbi 'asir, dbi Linab, 
Wine ;—dbi 'aisawl kesh, Water which has 
the power of 'Isa, i.e. which vivifies, revives ; 
—dbi ghurbat (safar), Tears shed in foreign 
lands, in exile, in travelling ;—dbi ghamdm, 
Rain-water;— dbi glrurah, The juice of 
sour grapes, or other unripe f rui t ; — dbi 
fitna, Tumult, commotion;—dbi Jitna tira 



shoMad, The tumult subsides ;—dbi fusur-
dah, Glass, crystal; a sword, or dagger; 
— dbi Mr, Beauty, elegance, splendour, 
dignity; usage, custom;—dbi kabiid (blue 
water), The Persian Sea, the sea of China; 
a damasked sword ;—dbi kurd, Water whose 
colour, smell, and taste have not undergone 
any change ;—db kardan, To track, to find 
a track (m.c.) ;—db kushddan, To let out 
the water formed about a horse's foot;— 
dbi kushdda, Weak, poor wine;—dbi kuma, 
a dark-coloured and fetid water found in a 
certain fieh, and applied in cases of frac-
ture ;—dbi kausar, The river Kausar in 
Paradise, said to flow with milk or nectar ; 
—dbi gardanda, The revolving heavens;— 
dbi garm, Warm water ; a hot bath ;— 
dbi girya, Tears of grief;—db gashtan, To 
become water, to be dissolved;—dbi gui-
tar-rang, Red wine ; — dbi gosht, Gravy, 
broth ;—dbi lutf, Bounty, liberality ;—dbi 
la'l, Wine; tears of blood;—dbi murghdn, 
Name of a place of recreation in the 
environs of Shiriiz, frequented every Tues-
day during the month of Rajab ; name of 
a fountain in Kohistan, the waters of which, 
wherever carried, are followed by a kind 
of starling that devours locusts ; — dbi 
mnrwdrid, The purity of a pearl; a pearl, 
or white speck in the eye ;—dbi maryam, 
Probity, honour, chastity; new wine ;—dbi 
ma'dani, Mineral water (m.c.) ;—dbi mu-
ghdn, Wine;—dbi munjamid, or dbi mun-
'aqid, Snow, ice, sleet; crystal, glass; a 
scimitar, a poniard ;—dbi mai-gun, Tears of 
grief;—dbi ndr, Red wine ;— dbi ndrwdn, 
A lover's tears; wine; blood;—dbi ndf, 
Sperm ;—dbi ndfi{, Red wine ;—-dbi nabdt, 
The juice or sap of any vegetable; — 
db na-khwurdan, To allow of no delay, 
to lose no time; — dbi nashdt, Semen 
genitale ; — db noshldan, To drink water ; 
to be stupefied, astonished, benumbed; 
—db u dtish, Mildness and irascibility; 
—db u dtish shudan, To have a mild 
and irascible temper;—db u ddna, Means 
of subsistence;—db u rang, Freshness and 
moisture; wine; tears of grief;—db u gil, 
Water and clay, i.e. the human frame ;— 
ab u hawa, Water and air; climate, atmo-
sphere ;—dbi hind, The Indus ;—dbi ydqut, 
Red wine;—dbi yafck, Iced water;—ba db 
anddkhtan, To launch (a ship) ; (met.) to 
remove, to put a w a y b a r db dmadan, To 
become manifest, to be divulged ;—bar db 
guftan, To speak readily, to answer ;—bar 
ru'i db dmadan, To be divulged;—ba-kdri db 
budan, To indulge in wine-drinking;—dar 
db faru shudan, (met.) To be annihilated, 
to perish; to vanish. 

db (in Zand and Pazand), Father. 
A db, The Syro-Macedonian month of 

August. 
A ab, A father ;—abb, Grass, pas-

turage (answering the same purpose for 
cattle as fruit for man). 

A. dbd' (pi. of ab), Fathers, ances-
tors;— dbd'i-'uhvl', Sublime fathers, i.e. the 
nine heavens,or seven planets;—dbd'i 'unsurl, 
Bodily fathers -, — dbd'i ma'nawi, Intellec-
tual or spiritual fathers, i.e. preceptors;— 
aba, ibd, 8 ibd'at, Refusing, rejecting, abo-
minating; with kardan or numudan, To 
refuse ;—aba (pi. of aba'at), Reed or reeds ; 
cane of which sacking or matting is made. 

M aba, Strange, wonderful;—(for ^ bd) 
With;—abd or ibd, Spoon meat, soup, 
bread ;—abd'i guld-gir (throat-tickling or 
choking soup), Worldly joy or sorrow ; joy 
at the death of an enemy ;—ibd, A pair; two 
oxen in a yoke. 

A S-1^ abdb (v.n. of s ^ ) , Preparing for 
a journey ; getting in readiness. 

A Jjrf^ abdb'd, A kind of bird, an owl, 
bustard, swallow ;—abdblli siydh, Swifts. 

s->1 dbdjdm, A place abounding in 
reeds. 

A ibdhat (v.n. 4 of tyt), Permitting, 
giving liberty ; rendering lawful. 

a abdhlyat, Name of a certain sect. 
dbdd, A city, building, habitation; 

cultivated, peopled, full of buildings and 
inhabitants; replenished, well filled (trea-
sury) ; an open plain; good, elegant, fair, 
beautiful, convenient; the Ka'ba or square 
temple at Mecca; salutation, congratula-
tion ; praise, eulogium, well done! bravo! 
(dbdd dmadl, you are welcome); name of 
the first prophet sent to Persia; when 
added to a noun it denotes a city or place 
of abode, as alldhdbdd, <fcc. q.v. ;—dbdd kar-
dan, To cultivate, render delightful, im-
prove, recreate, refresh. 

dbadan, Nearly synonymous with 
but more emphatic than dbdd, and never 
used in forming compounds; name of a 
city at the mouth of the Tigris ;—dbdddn 
shudan, To be inhabited; abound ;—dbdddn 
kardan, To build, cultivate, make habitable ; 
—ihyd u dbdddn kardan, To revive, refresh, 
exhilarate. 

dbdddnl, Cultivated, populous, 
pleasant; population, cultivation. 

abdddnidan, To cause to inhabit, 
to cultivate; to praise. 

^ juf to^ abddd'idan, To praise. 
a ibddat (v.n. 4 of Putting to 

death, exterminating. 
oV}̂  dbdd-kishii, One whose bark is 

over-freighted. 
dbadl, Pleasantness ; a follower of 

Abdd or Mahdbdd, the first prophet sent to 
Persia, and alleged author of the Dasdtir. 

( j b j ^ dbddiydn (pi. of the previous), sect 
of the Abadians ; tit to be inhabited ; flou-
rishing communities. 

dbddi kdghiz, Silk paper. 
Atf dbar, also abar, Burnt lead (good for 
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wounds and bruises);—(for awar, dwarah), 
A register, an account of daily expenses. 

A abdriq (pi. of ibriq), Ewers; 
bright swords. 

A ibdrat (v.n. 4 of ;y), Destroying, 
ruining. 

abar'glr, An accountant, a clerk. 
A abazir (pi. of abzdr), Aromatics, 

spices, sweet herbs or roots for seasoning 
meat. 

W-f v*Tf ab-dsyd, A water-mill. 
ubdsh, ubdsha (—aubash, q.v.), 

Mob, &c. 
A (jA l̂ ibdz, A rope with which the foot 

of a camel is tied up to his arm. 
ufcse-frŴ  ibdziyat, A sect of Muhammadau 

schismatics, named after its founder Ibaz. 
A abdtih (pi. of abtah, q.v.), Low-

lying, gravelly grounds, &c, 
A abdtll (pi. of bdtil), Trifles, 

vanities, follies. 
abdgk, A mark by burning; name of 

a place. 
abdg&uhie, Name of a medicinal 

plant. 
abagkurui, Name of a Greek phi-

losopher, perhaps corrupted from Anaxa-
goras. 

abaft, A kind of coarse soft cloth. 
A j M ibdq (v.n. of Running away 

(as a slave) ; withdrawing, absconding ;— 
ubbdq, Runaway slaves (pi. of dbiq, q.v.). 

A jVtf abal, Camels (pi. of ibil, q.v.). 
A ibbdlat, A bundle of grass or hay ; 

a herd or flock of camels, sheep, oxen, 
horses, or birds; a string of them following 
each other. 

ibalah, A privy, urinal. 
rV\ dbdm, A tower, fortress; a pigeon-

house ; a sign of the Zodiac;—(for dwam or 
team), Debt, loan. 

dban (pi, of db, water), Name of the 
eighth month of the Persian year, during 
which the sun continues in Scorpio; name of 
the tenth day of any Persian month ; name 
of & certain angel, whom the Pagan Persians 
supposed to preside over iron, and over the 
actions performed during the month or on 
the day above mentioned ;—ibdn, A pair, a 
brace. 

A <j>W ibbdn, A convenient time, a proper 
Beason ; the beginning or first of anything; 
—S, ibanat (v.n. 4 of Making clear, 
known, manifest; clearness, distinctness in 
speaking. 

jWt ^ db-anddz, A planner or measurer 
of the dimensions of aqueducts. 

^.irt ^ db-andam, Of a fair complexion 
and a graceful form ; splendour, bright-
ness, neatness. 

abdn-gdh, Name of the tenth day 
of the month Farwardm; name of an angel 
said to preside over water. 

ibani, Broth; a large dish. 

4 ) u ^ l 

dbdnidan, To praise. 
db-dward, Carried away by a tor-

rent ; froth, foam. 
abdy, A horse-cloth. 
dbdyd,n, Name of a mountain whose 

height is said to be forty parasangs. 
v^ db-bdrdn, Name of an agreeable 

place in Kabul, near to Khwaja sih varan. 
^ db-bdz, A swimmer. 

ĵV} s^t db-bdzl, Water-sporting, swim-
ming. 

^A db-barin, The bank of a river 
constantly being undermined by its cur-
rent. 

CjUVi -rA db-pdshdn, Name of a Persian 
festival, on which occasion each one 
sprinkles rose-water on his neighbour. 

^ ^ ab-pasht, A sprinkling of water; 
irrigation. 

^A db-paikardn, The stars, constel-
lations ; the brightness of the thirty-six 
stars called wujuTi by the astronomers. 

dbtdb, Splendour. 
Aflx?̂  dbtabah, A ewer, water-pot, or 

kettle, 
ibtdt (v.n. 4 of i ^ ) , Divorcing irre-

vocably. 
db-tdkht, Urine ; forcing of water. 

A ibtidd' (v.u. 8 of 1-M), Beginning, 
commencing ; originating ; an exordium ;— 
ibtidd'an, In the beginning, first place;— 
ibtidd Jcardan, To begin. 

A ibtidd' (v.n. 8 of Producing 
something new; inventing, contriving, 
altering, innovating (in matters of religion). 

A J ^ l ibtizdl (v.n. 8 of J ^ ) , Being care-
less in the preservation of anything; em-
ploying (a garment, &c.) for daily or com-
mon use. 

A j*i\ dbtar, Docked ; one who has no off-
spring to survive him ; a loser ; poor, desti-
tute ; devoid of all r̂ood qualities, full of 
defects, worthless; a deadly serpent with a 
short train ; a basket or bucket without a 
handle; a kind of verse. 

A sjl ibiisdm (v.n. 8 of Being 
cheerful, smiling, 

A ibtighd' (v.n. 8 of <j*}), Seeking, 
wishing, coveting ; behoving. 

A ibtikdr (v.n. 8 of jZ*), Rising, 
coming, going, or doing a thing in the 
morning; receiving or producing the 
first-fruits; ripening, come to maturity; 
bearing a male at the first birth; deflower-
ing a virgin. 

(j&x^ abtagan, Master of a family ; a 
Turk. 

nJM ibtild' (v.n. 8 of Trying, proving, 
ascertaining the truth ; being affected with 
misfortune, becoming indisposed or vexed. 

A ibtild' (v.n. 8 of Swallowing; 
deglutition. 



A JSwi\ ibtildl (v.n. 8 of j»), Being 
moistened. 

a ibtind (v.n. 8 of Construct-
ing an edifice. 

a ibtikd' (v.n. 8 of Being ac-
customed, familiar. 

A ibtihdj (v.n. 8 of ^F), Being glad; 
gladness, joy, exultation. 

A JV»\ ibtihdl (v.n, 8 of Jv ) , Lament-
ing, deprecating, being sincere in prayer; 
—ibtihalana, Humbly, submissively, in a 
supplicating manner, imploringly. 

a ibliyd1 (v.n. 8 of Purchas-
ing, buying. 

dbitln, dbiin, Name of the father 
of Faridun, the seventh king of Persia of 
the Peshdadian dynasty. 

db-jdmah, A washing-tub, bathing 
vessel, wash-hand bason ; a bowl, water-
glass, or drinking-cup. 

A abjad, Arrangement of the Arabic 
alphabet, according to the numeral value 
of the letterb from one to a thousand, as 
follows: 
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abjadi tajrid nawiehtan, To abandon the 
world, to devote one's self wholly to God; 
—abjad-khwdn, One learning his alphabet. 

fi\ \ ab-jar, Ebb-tide. 
db.ju, A rivulet. 

ab-joeh, Gravy ; name of a fruit. 
aback, A butt for archers ; an agri-

cultural implement. 
ab'chara, A light repast taken before 

making a regular meal, a whet; food of 
genii, fairies, wild beasts and birds. 

s^ db-chashi, Giving drink to a 
child, when about six months old, prepara-
tory to weaning him. 

ab-chln, A towel or cloth, with 
which they wipe the bodies of the dead ; or 
which iB used in the bath. 

A a&Aar, j^.l abfyur (pi. of bahr), 
Seas. 

abhul, Name of a king of Jabulsa. 
abkhaz, Name of a country in Turk-

ietan, the inhabitants of which are said 
to be very ferocious. 

iite^ db-khdna, A water-closet, cess-pool, 
or gutter; an aqueduct; a place for keep-
ing water. 

A uyyfĉ  abkhirat (pi. of bukhdr), Va-
pours, exhalations; raving, delirium. 

Sy4^ dbkhara=y&\ q.v. 
db-kJiast, A water-melon, a cu-

cumber j fruit acid and washy j evil-

hearted, wicked; an island uninhabitable 
on account of its putrid water. 

abkhal. More, most, or very avari-
cious, or miserly. 

ab'kho, An uninhabited islet in a 
river, 

abkhukk, Wry-faced; spittle; name 
of a country. 

db-khwur, db-khwar, A drinker of 
water; a lake, pool, or ditch ; a fountain 
head ; a watering-place on a river's bank ; a 
cucumber (as being a watery vegetable); lot, 
destiny, good fortune; splendour ; subsis-
tence ;—ab-Jchwuri dtishl, A drinker of wine; 
bloodthirsty ; the eye of one stricken with 
grief. 

db-khwurd, Good fortune; fate, 
lot; a dwelling, residence, settlement j 
delay, halt. 

1 'jj^.l db-khwura q.v. 
| tsj^s. s-*̂  db- khwurl, A watering-place on 
a river's bank. 

abkhwusa, Melilot, bugloss. 
y&.'S ab'Ichwust, db-khwast, A cu-

cumber, a water-melon; an island, an 
uninhabited and uninhabitable isle; a 
rivulet; any hollow channel excavated by 
the water. 

tjyi. s-»T db-kjvun, An islet uninhabited 
and uninhabitable. 

yd&.'S db-khez, A spring, an issue of water ; 
springy ground, where water is found after 
digging a little depth ; flow of the tide ; a 
wave ; a canal, aqueduct, conduit. 

A <*t\ a bad (v.n.), Eternity without end (op-
posed to azal, eternity without beginning), 
perpetuity ; of one year's age or growth ;— 
abadan, Eternally ; never. 

A ibdd' (v.n. 4 of ^J*), Beginning, 
inventing, innovating, producing, creating. 

M j db-dada, Tempered (steel). 
db-ddr, Watery, moist, juicy; of a 

good water (as a diamond or a sword) ; a 
keeper of water, a servant whose office is to 
keep water cool; keen, sharp; glancing, 
dazzling, resplendent; flowing (verse) ; a 
sociable and convivial man; a man of un-
derstanding, reflection or wealth ; a species 
of plant resembling the fibres of a palm-
tree. 

aaU. db-ddr-khdna, A repository of 
drinking-water. 

db-dari, Freshness, brilliancy. 
a ibdd* (v.n. 4 of f ^ ) , Producing, 

bringing out, publishing something new, 
halting, limping (as cattle from fatigue) ; 
dragging heavily (a vehicle). 

a abddl (pi. of badal or bidl), 
Substitutes ; certain persons by whom God 
continues the world in existence (their 
number IS seventy, of whom forty reside in 
Syria and -thirty elsewhere ; when any one 
of them dies his place is filled up by some 
one selected from among the rest of man-



kind); subsequently the word has been 
employed to signify a hermit, a monk or 
(religious) novice, a saint, enthusiast, pre-
tender to inspiration; a vagabond ;—ibddl 
(v.n. 4 of J-a»), Changing, exchanging, sub-
stituting one thing for another. 

abdall, Of or relating to an abddl or 
devotee. 

abddm (for anddm), The body. 
abdan, A vessel for holding water; 

a cistern, or any reservoir of water, as a 
lake, ditch, or bath; the urine-bladder; 
a melon, a cucumber, as being full of juice; 
—abdan, A family, a great tribe ; worthy ; 
—abadan> Cultivated, populous, inhabited. 

a abdan (pi. of badan), Bodies. 
dbaddni, Population, cultivation. 

abad-paiwand, Eternal, connected 
with eternity. 

p j ^ ibda^am (S. abhidharma), Name of 
the book of Sakyamuni or Buddha. 

ab-dvadak, A syringe, a squirt, 
ts-^j^ ab-dast, The ablution or washing of 

the hands, face, and other parts, with cer-
tain ceremonies used by the Muhammadans 
before prayer; devotion ; a devout man; 
dexterous, clever-handed, skilful; prospe-
rous. 

db-dastan or db-dasddn 
(for ^ db-dast-ddn), A ewer, any 
vessel from which water is poured upon 
the hands ; a wash-hand bason ; purifica-
tion ; custom ; fraud, 

db-davian-dtir, A ewer-holder. 
j^V utA-J^'f dbdast-jdy, A privy. 
ft* abadshahr, The eternal city, the 

future world ; name of a river ; name of a 
city. 

O^t abdan (for abdan), A pond, lake, 
conflux of water; a drinking-vessel; a cu-
cumber, a water-melon. 

dbdandan, Weak; strong, firm; 
fit, congruous; base, mean ; rude, raw, ig-
norant, inexperienced ; a gambler who is 
always unsuccessful; a species of pome-
granate and pear ; any fruit that soon dis-
solves in the mouth; a tree, herbage; a 
kind of sweetmeat, 

gj^l ubduj, A saddle-cloth, a felt cloth. 
abda (probably from AT. , vaga-

ries of a poet), Silly talk, delirium, dotage ; 
lie. 

vA ab-dih, Splendour-giving;—abdihi 
dast, One who graces the chief seat, Muham-
mad. 

A abadl, Eternal; for ever and ever. 
A h^ abadiyat, Eternity, 
f»W ab-didi jam, Wine, or a 

draught. 
fi^j^f ab-dida, In tears, weeping, 

abzdn, Worthy; a household, 
family. 

^ abr (S. abhra), A cloud ; a man, as 
opposed to woman \~abr budan, To be 

cloudy ;—abri dzur, November clouds ;— 
abri rugdll, A swift-flying cloud ; abri w-
harl, Morning clouds ;—abri ser or abri ser 
db, A cloud full of water;—abri sumbul-gun, 
A black cloud;—abri tunvash (a Sinai-
resembling cloud), A strong and large-
bodied horse;—abri kuhan, or abri murda, 
A sponge ;— abri naisdn, Vernal clouds; 
cold rain ;—ba abr girifta, Cloudy ; —abar 
(for j> bar), On, upon, above; according to ; 
the bosom; a kind of lute; confections, 
preserved fruits ; the curved part of a bow; 
an artery ; (in Zand and Pazand) penis. 

A abr (v.n.), Pricking with the point of 
the tail (a scorpion) giving (a dog) a 
needle in (his) food ; fructifying the female 
palm-tree by the sprinkling of the flowers 
of the male; — ibar (pi, of ibrat, q.v.), 
Needles, &c. 

a bra, The outside of a garment or cap, 
see Sŷ  abr a. 

A ibrd' (v.n. 4 of Liberating, dis-
charging, delivering from danger ; healing, 
restoring to health ;-—ibrd'i zimmah, Re-
lease from responsibility, quittance from 
obligation; a safe conduct. 

A e V ibrah 4 of ey)> Honourable, 
magnifying ; causing surprise ; giving plea-
sure; injuring. 

A ibrdd (v.n. 4 of ty), Bringing (any 
thing) cold *, presenting cooled liquor; ex-
periencing cold weather; sending a Berid 
or courier. 

A abrdr (pi. of barr), Just, holy, 
pious, dutiful;—ibrdr (v.n. 4 of y), Accept-
ing, justifying; swearing an oath accord-
ing to t ruth; travelling in the desert; 
overcoming, conquering. 

A abrdz (for abzdr, pi. of yjt bazr), 
Spices;—ibrdz (v.n. 4 of ft), Producing, 
publishing, bringing out;— ihtijdj u ibrdz 
dwardan, To adduce proofs and docu-
ments. 

A ibrds (v.n. 4 of j 0^) , Afflicting 
with leprosv; bringing forth a leprous 
child. 

A ibrdz (pi. of barz), Few ;—ibrdz 
(v.n. 4 of uty), Producing young grass, 
just sprouting above ground. 

A ibrdq (v.n. 4 of J^) , Casting 
forth lightning (the sky) ; giving false 
signs of pregnancy (a camel); pouring 
water on oil. 

A ibrdm (v.n. 4 of Twisting 
t ight; wearying, disgusting ; urgency, im-
portunity; making a garment of doubly-
twisted threads ;-—ibrdm numudan, To mo-
lest, to importune. 

ab-rdna, Travelling by water. 
db-rah, A canal, conduit, pipe, aque-

duct, water-course, channel of a river; any 
place through which water flows. 

A F^Aj^ ibrakain, Abraham. 
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a ibrdhim, ibr&hum, or ibrakam, 

Abraham. 
A ibrdhum, Abraham. 

db-rdha, A water-course; a. lachry-
mal duct. 

A ibrdhim, The patriarch Abraham; 
Zoroaster; name of a mountain in Kara-
mania. 

yi-i^ ^ abr-bakhshish, Liberal, generous. 
abr foshan, A clouded sky. 

A Sjjl ibrat, A needle ; the sting of a 
scorpion; the point of anything ; tip of 
the elbow, or of the hough of a horse. 

A abraj, One who has fine handsome 
eyes. 

abrajan, A bracelet; an anklet. 
A abrad, Colder, coldest, very cold 

(du. abraddn, The tfao colds, i.e. the morn-
ing and the evening) ; a cloud showering 
hailstones; speckled white and black (a 
bull) ; a male leopard;—abu 'l-abrad, Name 
of a follower of Muhammad;—hummd 
abrad, The cold fit of an ague;—abrud 
(pi. of burd), Striped stuffs ; upper gar-
ments. 

abr-dast, Liberal, open-handed. 
A abr ash, Dapple-gray, pie-bald 

(horse); spotted red and whi te ; - abrashi 
kh-wwrshed, The sky. 

abrasham, Silk, sewing silk. 
abrashami, A silk merchant; a silk-

worm ; silken. 
^ abar-shahr (higk town, or abr-shahr, 

town of clouds?), The old name for Nisha-
bur. 

A abr as, Leprous. 
dh-ruft, A stone worn smooth by 

water flowing'over i t ; wiping off spilled 
water with a sponge. 

A abraq, A coarse, stony, sandy soil; 
lapis specularis, talc. 

abar-qubd.d, Name of a city be-
tween Fars and Ahwaz, said to be founded 
by King Qubad. 

A 8JY^ abarquh, for P. abar-koh, q.v. 
abrak, A little cloud; a sponge. 

A abrak, More or most blessed. 
abarkdbishd, A cobweb. 

abrkdr, Astonished, confounded, 
stupefied, amazed. 

^ftS^ abarkakiyd, vW^ji^ abarkdkiydb, 
A cobweb. 

abarkubdd, for P. dbarqubdd, 
q.v. 

abar-koh, Name of a town in the 
Persian Iraq, situated on the summit of a 
mountain, whence its name. 

\JijjS j>\ abr-girdish, Circling round the 
clouds (lightning). 

yYjjU^ abarmadardn, A kind of sweet-
meat. 

ceS^ abrndk, Cloudy, 
t^*^ abranjan, abranjin, A brace-

let or anklet (of gold or silver). 

v>\ db-rang, Freshness, vigour. 
db-rii, ^ f i db-ruy, Honoured, held in 

estimation by the great ; chief (in an army 
or city) ;—ab-ru dddan, To pay respect;— 
db-rii rekhtan, To disgrace ;—ab-ru kardan, 
To honour; — db-rii'i shahr, The chief 
magistrate of a city ;—db-rii'i *askar, The 
commander of an army. 

abru (S. bhru), The eye-brow;—ahru'i 
paiwasta (paiwast, tang), Contracted or for-
bidding brows ; superciliousness ;—ahru'i 
tursh (talkh), A frown;—ahru'i sham (zdl-
zar, falak), The new moon;—ahru'i kashida 
(Jbaland), Long eye-brows;—ahru'i mar-
ddna, A brow that indicates bravery;— 
abru tang (ndzik) kardom, To look super-
cilious or proud;—abru jumbanldan (za-
dan) To move the eye-brows, to wink, nod, 
approve by the motion of the eye;—abru 
jahad, The eye-brow throbs (which is con-
sidered as a kind of augury) ;—abru chidan 
(bd-ham dar kashldan, tursh kardcm),gosha'i 
abru tursh kardan, abru kaj kardan, To knit 
the eye-brows, to frown;—abru kushadan, 
To cheer up; to wink. 

A abrawdz, abrawaiz (for P. 
parwiz), Name of a Persian king. 

abruwdn (pi. of the preceding), The 
eye-brows ; (met.) morning and evening. 

db-rud, A hyacinth, a water-lily. 
Jl^ abru-sandm, dbru-sanam 

(corrupted from Ar. ^ ^ ^ cj/s* yabruhu's-
smam), The mandrake. 

A O^V abru-firakhi, Cheerfulness; 
liberality, generosity, 

abru-kamdn, With eye-brows 
shaped like a bow. 

abru-kan, Tweezers. 
ahrun, Houseleek, sempervivum. 
}J>\ abrii-hildl, Whose eye-brows 

form a crescent. 
^jiS db-rawi, A going through water; an 

oar. 
abrah, The outside of a garment or 

cap;—ibarah, First-fruits j early fruit ;— 
ubarah, A bustard. 

abarhdm, Nature, essence; name of 
an angel supposed to govern the world; 
Abraham. 

abrahah, A kind of bird ; name of 
an Abyssinian prince, who built a Christian 
church in Sana' of al-Yaman, and made an 
unsuccessful attack on Mecca. 

ibrahimiyah, A kind of broth. 
abri, Clouded, variegated ; — abri 

kdghiz, A kind of thick and shining paper 
(from Kashmir). 

A ibrij, A churn, 
yj^f db-rez, A vessel used in baths for 

pouring water over the head and body; a 
bucket; a water-pipe, a spout; a drain, a 
ditch ; a water-closet, privy; a spade. 

A ibriz, Pure gold or silver. 
db-rezdn, Name of the 13th of 
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the month Tir, in remembrance of a sudden 
rain falling, after many years of drought, 
at the prayer of the assembled people, 
•who in their joy besprinkled each other 
with water. 

(J^kj^ abrezgan, A festival celebrated on 
the above-mentioned day, during which the 
people in their visits sprinkle one another 
with orange-flower, rose, or pure water. 

abrlsham, abrishum, Si lk; the 
string of a musical instrument; a silk-
weaver ;—abrishami sitabr, The bass string 
of a musical instrument. 

abrishwi-kasM, Silk-winding. 
abrishami, abrishamm, 

Silken. 
A Ofy^ ibrlk (for P. yLy(\ ah-res), A ewer, 

a water-pot with a spout, a jug; a brilliant 
sword, 

a abzar (pi. of bazr), Pot-herbs, 
Bpiceries for seasoning. 

a abzarddnr A spice-box, a pepper-
caster. 

abzar, Name of a mountain near 
Hamadan in Persia, about one hundred 
and fifty leagues west of Ispahan, 

ys-^n ab-zuruft, said to stand for 
db-pizruft, A cucumber, water-

melon ; an isle (?). 
db-zan, A particular kind of bathing-

vessel made of copper or iron, the full 
length of the human body, filled with warm 
water medicinally prepared, in which the 
patient sits or lies down; the basin of a 
fountain ; imparting tranquillity of mind, 
consoling, consolatory; console, appease 
(Imperative). 

a <0t\ dbzan, ibzan, ubzan (for the P. (jiyl 
dbzan), A bath, a laver, sometimes made of 
brass. 

ab-zind-rud, Name of the river 
Zindarud. 

fyl db-zih, Water flowing from a foun-
tain, or a corner of the eye ; liquid pressed 
through a cullender or strainer; pincers. 

Q^jr^ abzidan, To fill, 
stf jiyt] db-zir-kdh (water under straw), A 

splinter, thorn in the flesh ; a hypocrite, 
dissembler, a secret fomenter of mischief ; 
one whose merit lies concealed. 

dbaah, Sparks of fire ; a kind of grass. 
is*} abas, Name of a city. 
a. abs (v.n.), Rebuking, reproving, 

reproaching; being low, abject. 
absdr, A whetstone. 

a. ibsas (v.n. 4 of Calling to 
camels in a coaxing way to drink or to be 
milked. 

a —^ absdi (pi. of Hst, bust, or busut), 
She-camels left at liberty with their colts; 
—ibedt (v.n. of Leaving (a camel) at 
liberty with her colt. 

dbsdl, gSL^f dbsdldn, A garden. 
a J W i ibsal (v.n. 4 of <J-~»)> Forbidding, 

making unlawful; betraying, abandoni 
consigning to destruction; exposii 
pledging, pawning. 

©U^ dbmn, A bracelet. 
sA ab-sabuk, Easy of digestion. 

—abast (u^w^t abist, ibast), Orau 
pulp ;—abist, Pregnant; syn. with 
dbasht, Concealment; hidden, covered up 

abistd, Name of a book which t 
Magi of Persia attribute to the Patriar 
Abraham (whom they suppose to be ti 
same with Zarddaeht or Zoroaster), ai 
containing the religious system of the Ma 
or adorers of fire. 

(jjb^j^ abistdn, Pregnant, 
tt^wf abistanah, A cauldron, pot, kettl 

vat. 
dbistagi, Pregnancy. 
dbistan, Pregnant, concealed ; -

dbistan shudan, To be with young;—dbietan 
faryad, or dbistani fgrydd-khydn, A kin< 
of harp or lute. 

abistan-gah, A lying-in chamber 
a privy. 

t ^ - f t dbietaniy Pregnancy, conception; 
pregnant; a kind of lute ;—abistani dadcm, 
To render pregnant, 

dbasiah, Ground prepared for sow-
ing ; a spy • a flatterer;—dbistah, Preg-
nant ; an animal with young; the womb. 

abistah, A spy; a flatterer. 
db-sard, Jelly, 

yjj^f db-sardan, A gonorrhoea. 
o0/*"^ db-aardi, Water cooled by the 

wind. 
dbsafed, A pearl on the eye. 
abisgun (or abisgun), The 

Caspian Sea ; place where the river Abgun 
joins the Caspian Sea; name of an island 
formerly existing in the Caspian Sea; 
name of a village near Astarabad. 

i1! dbsuwdr, A bubble ; a wave. 
fcjWil dbisydn, Tears, 
filo—t^ db-siydh, abi siyah, Tears. 

ab-sair, Easy-paced (horse). 
dbish, Abyssinia-. 

u ^ dbish-fchwar, Lot, destiny. 
db-shdr, A waterfall, a cataract. 

abshdrdn (p i of the preceding), 
Absharan, name of the promontory of 
Baku. 

<j>~At\ dbasht, Concealment; hidden, 
covered up. 

el&sAtf dbashta-gah, dbishta-gdh (<&z>&i\ 
dbashta-gah, abiehta-gak, dhi&htan-
gdh, abishtan-gah), A place of con-
cealment; a back yard where rubbish is 
thrown; a privy. 

(^fcfl abisktan, dbashtan, To hide, cover. 
abisktan, To conceal. 

jjasAtf dbish-khwur, A cistern, a watering-
place, reservoir; the bed of a river; a 
fountain-head; a drinking-vessel; lot, por-
tion ; a halt, stay. 



obitkihwaril, A watering-place. 
p^A dbsham, The cone of silk in which 

the worm encloses itself, the cocoon; a 
coarse kind, or refuse, of silk. 

dbiehan, A bridegroom's shirt. 
db-shinds, Skilful in discovering 

springs, or conveying water by aqueducts; 
a pilot; the man who keeps a look out for 
shoals from the mast-head;—also 

db-skindsi ledr, Intelligent, expert, fami-
liar with fundamental truths. 

dbshang, The bathing vessel de-
scribed under ( ^ t db-zan. 

db-shorah, Water cooled with salt-
petre. 

s-e-M db-sheb, A channel for water flow-
ing from high grounds. 

abshem, Raw silk. 
a a b s d r (pi. of basar), Eyes, looks; 

perceptions by the eye;—ibsdr (v.n. of 
Looking at, seeing ; causing to see ; being 
evident 

A absar, More or most clear-sighted. 
^ db-sifat, Humble ; useful \~db-

sifat budan, To be humble ; to promote the 
interests of otherB. 

A abz (v.n.), Binding the fore-foot of 
a camel with a rope to the shoulder. 

A ibzd1 (v.n. 4 of Sorting goods 
for sale; sending a lot or sample; answer-
ing categorically; quenching one's thirst 
(water). 

A M ibt, ibit, The arm-pit, 
A ibtd' (v.n. 4 of pjk}), Delaying, pro-

ceeding slowly, tarrying, lingering, 
A ibtdkh (v.n. 4 of gW), Having 

melons in abundance. 
A abtdl (pi. of batal), Brave war-

riors, heroes;—ibtdl (v.n. 4 of JW), 
Making void, abolishing, rendering fruit-
less and abortive; refuting, proving to be 
false ; dealing in trifles or vanities. 

A abtah, Low-lying, gravelly ground; 
wide, level plain. 

A JM abtal, More or moBt vain, or fruit-
less. 

A ab'ttd (pi. of bu'd), Distances; 
dimensions ; — ab'adi said $ ah, The three 
distances, i.e. length, depth, and breadth ; 
—ib'dd (v.n. 4 of Placing at or draw-
ing to a distance, alienating. 

A ab'ad, Very remote; more or most 
distant; a traitor. 

A (jiUj\ ibgkdz (v.n. 4 of Bearing 
hatred, hating; provoking, making hate. 

abaft, A kind of coarse cloth. 
abfarah, A stallion. 

A tjnf dbaq (for P. dbak), Quicksilver; 
—dbiq, Runaway (slave). 

A ibqd' (v.n. of O^), Rendering per-
manent, establishing; keeping, preserving, 
hoarding, laying by ; sparing. 

Aji^ abqar, Nitre, saltpetre. 

A abqai (a pye), Variegated, black 
and white. 

A JSM abqd, More or most lasting. 
dbak, Quicksilver ; measles, pimples, 

blotches;—dbuk, Anything watery or full 
of water; a full basin. 

j^t f ab-kdr, A water-carrier, a cup-
bearer ; a wine-merchant; a drinker of 
wine ; a jeweller, polisher of gems; a dis-
tiller. 

abhdr, Agriculture. 
A ^ ^ abhdr (pi. of bikr), Virgins, mai-

den ; ibkdr (v.n. 4 of Performing 
anything in the morning; making haste, 
taking time by the forelock ; causing (one) 
to rise betimes ; the morning. 

t a ^ t f db-kdn, Being a water-carrier, &c. 
(see J^A); a tax on the manufacture and 
sale of spirituous liquors, and intoxicating 
drugs; a distillery. 

db-kdmah, A kind of sour and 
bitter gruel or drink, prepared in different 
ways, for creating appetite or aiding diges-
tion ; sauce, condiment. 

(ji*^ db-kash, A water-carrier or drawer. 
db-kashl, The drawing of water ;— 

db-kashi kardan, To draw water;—gam db-
kasM, An ox for drawing water. 

abkashm, A bracelet. 
dbkam, A kind of serpent. 

A abkam, Dumb. 
J ^ l db-kand, Any hollow channel exca-

vated by the rushing of a torrent; a place 
where water collects and stagnates ; a pond ; 
name of a city. 

db-hur, Miserly, churlish. 
tsXjl abag, Name of a town near Shiraz. 

dbgdna, An abortion. 
ab-gdh, The back and sides under 

the short ribs ; a pond, a cistern. 
db-guzdr, A ford, a ferry ; an ex-

press. 
db-giizar, A canal, a channel for 

water. 
ab-gardan, A ladle. 
Cth-gardish, A whirlpool, an eddy ; 

a fleet horse; vertigo; crop sickness. 
jjZi] ab-gur, A horse-trough; an aqueduct. 

ab-gur-kaah, A worthless fellow. 
yj&i} db-giin, Water-coloured, azure, 

liquid blue; the heavens; glass; ice; a 
bright sword; starch mixed with blue; 
name of a river flowing from Khwarazm, 
and falling into the Caspian Sea;—db-gun-
tdram (qafas), the heavens;—db-giin sadaf, 
the heavens ; the sun ; the moon. 

db-gah, A watering-place, cistern, re-
servoir. 

dbagi, Watery. 
j&S db-gir, Any hollow place where water 

collects and stagnates ; a pool, pond, ditch ; 
a weaver's brush for sprinkling yarn in the 
loom. 



^ abgirndk, Full of poolB and 
ditches. 

^ abgin-kTidna, A bee's nest; a 
bee-hive. 

t^v&S db-gtna, Glass; a drinking-glass; 
a foil set tinder gems; a diamond ; wine ; a 
lover's tears;—dbgina'i shami, A Dame for 
the most transparent glass;—dbgina'i Id-
ram, The heavens. 

dbgina-khdna, A glazed house; 
a room hung with mirrors; the first and 
second heavens. 

abgvnagar, A glass-maker. 
A ibl, ibil, Camels, the camel spe-

cies. 
abil, The lesser cardamom;—abul, 

Name of a stringent medicinal plant. 
A ibid' (v.n. 4 of (Jt), Wearing out a 

garment; trying, proving; having enough, 
being content. 

A iblds (v.n 4of Being despe-
rate, dumbfounded, grieved. 

a ibid1 (v.n. 4 of gW), Causing, al-
lowing, or giving time to swallow. 

a iblagh (v.n. 4 of Causing to 
arrive, conveying, sending. 

A ablat, abalai, Heaviness, indiges-
tion ; sin, crime ;—abilat, Anything wanted, 
need, necessity ; prolificness ;—iblat, Hosti-
lity ; enmity ;—ibillat, Progeny, tribe ;— 
ublat, A murrain, sickness, blight;—ubullat, 
Dates bruised between two stones, and then 
milked upon ; tribe, companions; name of 
very pleasant place near Basra. 

A ablaj, One whose eye-brows are 
wide apar t ; clear, bright, resplendent, evi-
dent. 

A ablagh, More or most perfect, most 
effectual; more or most emphatic; elo-
quent. 

A ablaq, Black and white, parti-
coloured, pie-bald; name of a fortress ;— 
ablaqi aiydm, The world; ablaqi charkh 
(falak), Night and day ; time; the world ; 
—ablaqi mufjaqv 'I-'inan, The world; for-
tune. 

a f^i-tf ablaq-chashm, Having eyes in-
tensely black and white. 

A ablag, Pie-bald ;—abalag, abilg, A 
spark of fire. 

EJM dbluj, ĝ M abhij (also ahluch), 
White sugar-candy ; powdered sugar ; the 
sugar-plant. 

abluk, A double-faced man, a hypo-
crite, a flatterer. 

Mtf dbila, A blister, pimple; small-pox ; 
a bubble floating on the water;—dbila'i 
pis!an, The nipple of the breast;—dbila'i 
chashm, A pearl or white speck upon the 
eye;—dbila'i rukhi falak, The stars; the 
sun;— dbila'i roz, The sun ;—dbila'i farang, 
The French or European pox, venereal 
disease; — dbila az ham gusaslau (birun 

dadan), To break a blister;—dbila bar pd 
rekhtan, To put to flight, to weaken, to 
render helpless;—dbila baslan {damidan, 
kardan), To raise blisters; to rise in blis-
ters ;—dbila dar sukhun paiddst, A man is 
known bv his speech ;—dbila* idil shikastan, 
To set the heart at rest;—dbila zadan, To 
bubble. 

A ablah, Foolish, simple, ignorant, 
stupid, bashful. 

a dbldhanah, Foolishly. 
J))i abila-parwar, Blistered. 

Altf dbila-ramda, jij altf dbila ret, 
Blistered (hand). 

J) dbila-zdr, Full of blisters. 
iVy dbila-zada, Pock-marked, measled. 

^ ^ abila-farsd, dj-ji i^} dbila farsud, 
Blistered. 

a s-J a blah-lab, With a foolish 
tongue, " a prating fool." 

a o ^ ablahi, Silliness, Bimpleness, ig-
norance. 

dbilUa, A Bower, husbandman. 
A ibtis, The devil;—iblisi pur ialbit, 

The deceitful devil. 
a iblisdnah, Diabolically, like the 

devil. 
dblisa, A sower, a husbandman. 

dbmand, Powerful, prosperous, for-
tunate. 

tj*-*^ ibmiq, A coulter ; a yoke of oxen. 
A abri (v.n.), Suspecting, rendering 

suspected ;— ibn, A son;—ibn are, A (son of 
the earth) stranger ;—ibnu 'l-amir, Of noble 
blood, high-born;—ibnu 's-sabil, A traveller; 
—ibnusirin, Name of aninterpreter of dreams 
unequalled in his age;—ibnu 'l-g&araz, A 
selfish person, a schemer;—ibnu '1-gh.aib, A 
God knows who, a nobody, an upstart j— 
ibnu 'l-waqt, A time-server, a sycophant. 

A abna (pi. of ibn), Sons;—abna'i 
a'mdm, Cousins;—abna'i ins u jdn, Men 
and genii •,—abna'i jins, Persons of the 
same rank, condition, or kind; compa-
nions, comrades, equals;—abna'i jahdn, 
Men, animals, or plants ;—abna'i darzah, 
Mean, ignoble men; — abna'i dahr (roz-
i fdr , zaman, 'asr), Sons of the age, contem-
poraries;—ibna' (v.n. 4 of Ordering 
a building to be erected. 

abndkhon, A fortress. 
dbndk, Moist, watery, succulent, 

A ibnat, A daughter;—ubnat, A vice, 
blemish ; a knot in wood, a gnur; a spur; 
an itching disease in the fundament. 

a Mj ubnat-zadah — ubna-zadah, 
q. v. 

a db-nuqrah, Quicksilver, liquid 
silver. 

abnue, Ebony ; a kind of fish, 
o-y^ dbmin, Made of ebony ;—abniiH-
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ehdihy An ebony pipe; a pipe played on 
any festivity. 

db noshidan, To drink water; 
to be stupefied, benumbed. 

a 6J) ubnah-zadah, Suspected of in-
famous practices, branded with infamy, 

y1! dbu, water-lily. 
A abu, A father ;—abu 'l-arwdh, 

Quicksilver;—abu 'I bashar, Adara, the 
father of man;—abu 'l-jamChieftain;— 
abu, 'l-husain, Father of the little fortress, 
i.e. a fox;—abu 'l-haya, Name of Othman, 
the third Khali f ;—abu 'l-hayya (-'abbas, 
mitraq), Penis; — abu 'l-fazl, Name of 
the accomplished secretary to Sultan 
Akbar, and author of the Akbar-ndmah ;— 
abu l-kunjak, Anything new, rare, or 
agreeable ; a facetious, witty, or well-bred 
man; a buffoon, jester, mimic ;—abu bard-
qish, Name of a speckled bird ;—abu baler, 
The father-in-law and first Khalif, or suc-
cessor to Muhammad ;—abu turdb, Name of 
Ali, son-in-law to Muhammad;—abu jahl, 
Name of an uncle of Muhammad;—abu 
hdris, A lion;—abu hanifa, Name of the 
first great Muhammad an lawyer ;—abu 
khalsd, Melilot, bugloss-plant;—abu dar da', 
Name of one of Muhammad's Companions; 
—abu zaid, Name of the hero of Hariri's 
Assemblies; a man famous for his skill in 
chess ;—abu eaif, A name of Nadir Shah ; 
abu tdlib, Name of the father of All;—abu 
tdmun, Jews' pitch;—abu 'als, A species of 
violet;—abu qdbus, Name of Nu'man, king 
of Arabia;—abu qubais, Name of a moun-
tain near Meccah ; a fortress in the pro-
vince of Aleppo ;—abu, qulmun, A kind of 
Bhot silk, a variegated cloth ; chameleon ; 
a certain bird ; (met.) the changing world ; 
a fickle person, a turn-coat;—abu hurairah, 
Father of the kitten, name of one of Mu-
hammad's Companions. 

A S^V^ abwab (pi. of bdb), Gates, doors ; 
chapters, sections; conjugations; points, 
principles ; dues, fees, heads or subjects of 
taxation ;—abwdbi thdnaddri, Taxes on re-
tailers of liquors, &c.;—abwdbi shadl, An 
imposition levied to defray the marriage 
expenses of a great personage ;—ba hamah 
abwdb, By all means, in every way. 

t j W abiibdn, Repentance. 
A iibiiwat, Paternity; fathers. 

ab-warz, A swimmer. 
<S})) v l ab-warzi, Swimming, natation. 
A ubuz (v.n, of Springing, bound-

ing, leaping. 
^ abu-zarjmihr, Name of Nushir-

wan's great wazir. 
A ^ ^ ab'us (pi. of bu's), Misfortunes. 
a (j©^ abiis, Swift, fleet (horse). 
a abuz, Very swift (horse). 
A abuq, Runaway (slave). 
A ubul (v.n. of J ^ ) , Supplying by 

green herbage the place of water (cattle) ; 
abstaining from venery. 

abuman, Repentance. 
abun, Elecampane, ginger. 
dbwand, A vessel in which water is 

kept. 
abuydn, Repentance. 

dbah, Name of a village ; clear, limpid. 
A abh, abah (v.n.), Recollecting, re-

membering, recalling to mind a thing 
forgotten. 

ibham (?.n. 4 of ^6*), Shutting, 
closing; ambiguity, doubt ; uncertainty; 
the thumb, the great toe. 

A ubbahat, Magnificence, grandeur, 
glory. 

abhar, A water-mill. 
A abhar, A vein in the back, the 

jugular vein ; the back of a bow ;—abahr, 
Name of a city. 

ubhul, Seed of the mountain cypress, 
or juniper; juniper berries; mountain 
cypress. 

J y ^ ubhul, Liquorice-root, 
( j ^ dbihi, Name of the river y^ dhu, 
^ dbi, Watery ; cultivated by irrigation 

(opp. damn, watered by rain, m.c.) ; blue ; 
a quince ; a kind of grape. 

A dbi, abiy, A refuser, rejecter, 
loather;—dbi shudan, To stand still, to be-
come congealed (water). 

abe, aba (for be, bi), Without;—abi dn 
kih, Over and above that which. 

a abydt (pi. of bait), Verses, di-
stichs. 

dbydr, A waterer, sprinkler, irrigator; 
irrigation. 

db-ydrt, Irrigation;—db-ydri kar-
dan, To irrigate, to water (fields). 

abydri, A kind of stuff of a thin 
texture ; a species of dove. 

dbydn, Penitent. 
J^tf abid, A spark of fire. 

abidad (for biddd), Tyranny, in-
justice. 

aUr, A bucket; a spark; tears; a 
shirt. 

^ abiz, ^ aUzh, A spark of fire; an 
urn. 

abestan, To adorn, embellish, deco-
rate. 

abisham, Flue of raw silk; the 
cocoon. 

jUa ^ abi shumdr (for bi-shumdr), In-
numerable. 

a abyaz, White ; a sword (as being 
bright). 

a y i U ^ ibyizdz (v.n. 9 of Being 
white ; whiteness. 

A (jW)^ abyazdn, du., Milk and water; 
two veins in a camel's udder. 

abiq, A bright colour ; a depilatory 
drug. 

A ibb'd, A herd or flock of horses, 



camels, or birds; a string of them following 
each other. 

dbln, Name of a village near which 
bitumen is dug, 

jtfi abiw (abew), Blue-coloured. 
abiward, Name of a city in Khurasan. 

Ojs^ abyun, Opium, poppy-juice; treacle. 
® ^Hi abi yahmiyd, A cramp, a 

spasm. 
j^l ipdr, Thyme, sweet marjoram. 

apdra (8. prithu), Extended, level; 
simple. 

apidar (misreading for fdar ?), 
Here, behold! 

aprd (in Zand and Pazand), Soil, 
earth, mould. 

iprdhdm (in Zand and Paz and), 
Abraham. 

aparkhlda, Clear, pure, without 
alloy. 

apurnak (in Zand and Pazand), A 
youth; Turks. 

apranddkh, Goat's skin dressed, 
j ^ i aparwdz, Plight. 
Xy^ aparwiz (aparwez), Victorious, glori-

ous ; name of a king ; a sieve ; a guide; a 
sugar-refinery. 

apedn, A whetstone. 
apshak, Dew. 

ipghada, Vain, foolish, light-headed. 
apkana, An abortion. 
dpkardr, A runner, express messen-

ger (see j1JKrt,of which it is perhaps a mis-
reading). 

ipmld, A plough-share; a yoke of 
oxen. 

dpuk, Making a noise by filling the 
mouth with air, and then striking it. 

apirash, A stadium, a race-ground, 
us)^ ipairak, Of a lead-colour; name of 

an island. 
e apildnt, Appellant. 
tfMjsA.apiranddkh, Goat's skin dressed. 

apin, aplza, An urn, a pitcher; 
a crooked billet with which they draw 
water .i 

apyun, Opium, poppy-juice; treacle. 
at, ^̂ Ire" nffix pronoun of the second 

person singular to a word ending in mute 
s he; as u^ khuna-at, Thy house. 

T aid, itd, A father. 
T 4si>l>\ atdbak (from aid, a father, 

and ceX> bak, a lord), The lord father (a 
title given to the governors of Shiraz); a 
guardian, preceptor, teacher; the prime 
minister, or vizir; honorary title of an 
amir; name of a Persian dynasty origi-
nating from Sa'd bin Zangi. 

A T UUW atdt, Pomp, grandeur. 
itd-dih, Tributary ; a briber. 

aidzuni, The United States (m.c. 
from Fr. Stats TJnis), 

atdqa, An egrette. 
atala, A kind of porridge. 

j^jUlJt aid mdzhor, Staff (m.c. from Fr. 
fitat-major). 

A at an, ntdn, A she-ass. 
atbd (in Zand and Pazand), An arrow. 

A atbd1 (pi. of faba1), Followers, de-
pendents, servants ;—itbd' (v.n. 4 of £*>), 
Following, overtaking; causing to follow, 
joining one to another; two alliterative 
words following each other, to emphasize 
an idea, similar to the English hurly-burly, 
as hasan basan, Handsome, etc.;—ittibd' 
(v.n. 8 cf Following, pursuing; obe-
dience. 

A iibdl (v.n. 4 of J ^ ) , Making weak, 
sick or insane (love); ruining, destroy-
ing (misfortune). 

(^m^ dtbin, Eloquent; a skilful per-
former ; most felicitous; name of Fari-
dun's father. 

a ittijdh (v.n. 8 of Entering (a 
thought into the mind); attention, assiduity. 

A ittihad (v.n. 8 of Ju^), Being 
single, being one; union, concord, intimate 
friendship. 

Jjr^ ittihdd-vianzil, Abode of sin-
cerity or concord. 

A iUhdf (v.n. 4 of Giving, 
making a present. 

J M iUikhdz (v.n. 8 of Taking to 
one's self. 

A atrdb (pi. of iirb), Companions, 
equals in age, peers, cotemporaries;—itrdb 
(v.n. 4 of v / ) , Having wealth; being 
dust-soiled ; strewing with earth. 

atrdr, Barberries. 
A^jjfi itrar (v.n. 4 of Throwing away ; 

banishing, driving into exile; playing at 
bandy;—utrdr, Name of a town in Turk-
istiin. 

A (v.n. 4 of (jc/), Making firm, 
strong, even, straight, just, or equal. 

A itra' (v.n. 4 of Filling. 
A <-i\j>\ itraf (v.n. 4 of <-*/), Bestowing 

the luxuries of life ; seducing, corrupting; 
rendering effeminate and dissolute (afflu-
ence). 

A isJtyl atrdk (pi. of turk), Turks; Tar-
tar, Turcoman. 

utrut, Name of a certain king. 
A EYL ulruj, utrujj, An orange. 

atrub, A kind of disease which 
renders the skin loose and flabby. 

A utrur, The servant of a magistrate, 
a bailiff, a catchpoll; a lad. 

A ittizdn (v.n. 8 of 
weighed ; being accurate 
(poem). 

A ittisdkh (v.n. 8 of Being 
dirty; filthiness, nastiness. 

ittisd' (v.n. 8 of £-;) , Being wide, 
ample, extended, diffused. 

A jUJl ittisdq (v.n. 8 of Being 
joined, connected, arranged, complete; 
setting in order. 

Being 
in measure 



a ittisdm (v.n. 8 of /*-)), Placing a 
mark upon oneself; being marked. 

ta—Jl utsat, A plant (Boerhavia diffusa). 
T j—*\ atgiz, atmz, Name of a king of 

Kharazm. 
t r ^ dtish, Fire; light, splendour; rage; 

levity, fickleness; valour, value, dignity ; 
dearness, scarceness; (met.) the Devil; a 
courageous man, bold, brave; a lover; fire 
of Jove; desire, appetite, greed; digestive 
heat; sulphur ;—dtishi db-parwar, A sword 
of good temper;—dtish az db bar dwardan 
(afrokhtan), To do something extraordinary 
or wonderful;—dtish az chasmi kase girif-
tan, To frighten;—dtish az chandr dyad, I t 
happens unexpectedly ;—dtishi azhdaha, The 
seven planets;—dtishi daman, A thunder-
bolt;—dtish dshdmidan {khwurdan, noshl-
dan), To grieve violently;—dtish uftddan 
(giriftan, rajtan), To catch fire;— dtish 
afgandan (anddkhtan, rekhtan, zadan), To 
set on fire;—dtish ba jdn, Sorrow, grief; 
desire, love ;—dtishi basta, Red gold ;—dtish 
ba-dastar bastan (bar ziri pahlu gustardan), 
To suffer wrong, to be oppressed ;—dtishi 
barzin, Name of the sixth fire-temple;— 
dtish bar kardan (kardan, kashidan), To set 
a fire a b l a z e d t i s h i bahdr, A rose, a 
tulip; the beauty of spring; — dtishi bi 
bad. Wine; the bustle of a market; in-
justice, o p p r e s s i o n d t i s h i bi dad, Wine; 
injustice, oppression (dtishi bi dad afrukh-
tan, Glorify injustice) ;—dtishi bi dud, The 
sun; rage, fury ; wine ; a ruby ;—dtishi bi 
zabdna, Wine; a precious stone, as a ruby, 
a cornelian;—dtishi par si, The Persian fire, 
the disease called St. Anthony's fire; pus-
tuleB breaking out on the lips after a fever; 
—dtish pdshidan, To be hasty, or unsteady ; 
to oppress ;—dfi&hi pur db, Wine ; tears of 
grief; a goblet of wine ;—dtishi paimdna 
(jam), Wine;—dtishi tabanda, The burning 
sun; human nature;—dtishi tdk, Wine; — 
dtishi tar, Wine; the lip of a mistress ; a 
ruby, a sapphire ;—atishi iazwlr, Soup for 
the Bick ;—dtishi toba-soz, Wine; — dtishi 
jdmi zibaqi, Red wine in a goblet of crystal 
or silver;—dtishi hajar, Fire struck from a 
flint; a ruby, a cornelian ;—dtishi khd-
mosh, A fire that throws out no Bparks; an 
extinguished fire ;—dtish hhLamo%h kardan 
(sard kardan, kushtan nishdndan), To extin-
guish a fire (khuftan, mardan, nishastan are 
construed with dtish, in the sense of being 
extinguished);—dtishi khas-posh, A lip on 
which mustachios are sprouting ; — dtishi 
k&ipurshed, The light of the sun; love; grief ; 
—dtish dadan, To fire ; to shoot; to provoke; 
to unsettle the mind ; to abandon;—dtishi 
dihqan, A burning up of stubble, to ferti-
lize the land ;—dtishi raz, Wine made from 
grapes;—dtishi ruhdniydn, Angelic bodies; 
—atishi roz, The sun ; light and heat;— 
dtish zadan, To set on fire;—dtishi zar, 

Lustre, elegance, beauty;—dtishi zamzarn, 
The sua ;— dtish ziri pa ddshtan, To be 
restless ; — dtishi sard, Red wine; the lip 
of a mistress ; gold ;—atishi sag, The dog-
violet ;—dtishi sum, Fire struck from a 
stone by the hoof of a horse;—dtishi sauda, 
Love ; pensiveness, melancholy ; — dtishi 
saiydl, Red wine ;—dtishi simdbsdn, The 
sun;—atishi shajar, Wine; a pomegranate; 
—dtishi subh (salib), The sun ;—dtishi tab', 
Moroseness, harshness; — dtishi tur, The 
fire that appeared to Moses at Mount Sinai; 
—d'ishi fdrsi—dtishi par si above;—dMshi 
fusurda, Cougealed fire, i.e. gold;—dtishi 
qdjila (kdrwdn, manzil, wddi), A fire 
lighted by the caravans at night, to direct 
those who have remained behind;—dtishi 
kibrit, A fire kindled with brimstone;— 
atishi gul, The splendour of a rose, a 
flower;—dtishi qandil, The ardour of the 
heart, of love;—dtishi lutf, Bounty, libe-
rality ;—dtishi mujassam, A well-tempered 
s w o r d d t i s h i mi'da (fire of the stomach), 
Hunger ; — dtishi musd, The fiery pillar 
which served as a guide to the Israelites j— 
dtish nishdndan, To extinguish a fire ; to 
appease anger ; to quell a riot;—dtishi 
namrud, The fire into which Abraham was 
cast by Nimrod ;—dtishi naistan (nayistan), 
The beauty of the spring;—dtish u db, A 
sword; a goblet of wine ; — dtishi wddi'i 
iman, The sacred valley in which God 
conversed with Moses;— dtishi haft mij-
marah, The seven planets;—atishi hindi, 
An Indian sword;—bar dlish nishastan, To 
become ruined. 

o ^ dtish afrdza, A rocket. 
yJtff dtieh-afroz, Who or what kindles 

a fire; anything for lighting a fire; tinder ; 
an eolipile; a phoenix ; the eleventh month 
of the era of Yazdagird. 

jis\ dtish-afrozana, Chips, shavings; 
a tinder-box. 

y ^ t atish-andaz, Casting out fire. 
(jtJ^ dtish-alud, ^^ dtish andud. 

Suffused with fire. 
yi^ dtish-angez, Kindling of fire ; an 

incendiary. 
jW uWf dtieh-bdr, Raining fire, flaming; 

a fire-lock; a tinder-box. 
jU dtish-bdz, Playing with fire; a 

maker of fire-works; pyrotechnical; an 
engineer; lightning. 

( j i^ dtish-bdzi, Fire-works, pyrotech-
nics ; a bonfire. 

lt*^ dtishbdn, A devil, a demon, 
y i ^ dtish-barg, A tinder-box. 

dtish-pdra, A spark of fire, 
lighted coal, match, a candle ; the moon; & 
glow-worm; litigious, quarrelsome, choleric. 

IJlS} dtish-pay, Restless; mettlesome, 
u^-yi ( j ^ dtish-parast, A fire-worshipper; 

a physician; a moth. 



^ dtish parastanda, A fire-
worshipper. 

tJ^jl u45^ aiish-parasti, Fire-worship. 
jyl tjW^ dtish-parwar, A shining sword; 

war engines. 
dtish-paikar, The sun; a spirit, a 

demon. 
cr^T dtish-tdb, A furnace, stove, 

grate ; one who superintends a furnace. 
yM^ dtish-1aba, A furnace, stove, 

grate. 
jUySJ^ atish-tdv, f atish'tav, Warmth, 

heat ; a furnace. 
a dtish-hajar, A flint-stone; a 

ruby ; a sapphire; a physician. 
a jtU. yfcf^ dtish-hfrdti'r, In love ; one of a 

quick understanding, or of an enlightened 
mind. 

ttU yi^ dtish-khdna, A fire-temple ; a 
park of artillery. 

ft]*- u&J^ dtish-Jchlvdr, ^ (j^Tf dtish-thwar, 
tjlyi. jjtJ^ atish-JcJiwdra, An eater of un-
lawful food; a receiver of bribes; a phoe-
nix ; a salamander ; a tyrant. 

a J V - ij^'S dtish-Jfhaydl, Of fiery imagina-
tion ; inflaming the imagination. 

aiish-dagh., A burn, a scar. 
atishddn, A hearth, a fire-place; a 

chafing-dish, or portable grate for coals. 
J (j^T dtish-dast, Dexterous, clever. 

atish-dam, Eloquent. 
dtish-dav, dtish dawanda, 

Moving in fire, " fire-traveller." 
jy t r ^ dtish-ru, With glowing face. 
)tj c r ^ atish-rez, Pouring out fire, incen-

dious. 
.A) cr*^ dtish-zdr, A place abounding in 

fire; a hearth. 
fcjW) cr-^ dtish-zabdn, Eloquent, rhetori-

cal. 
^Soj dtish-zadagi, Conflagration, 

arson. 
Ul) u2"^ dtish-zan, atish-zana, A 

fire-steel, a tinder-box; a flint; tinder, 
touch-wood; combustibles. 

yVuwtiî  dtiahi&idn, A region of fire (hence 
applied to a hot fire of cannon or small-
arms in battle) ; a funeral-pile. 

(jWT atish-sukhun, A reviler, rebuker, 
who uses inflammatory language; a usur-
per. 

a dtish-tabi'at, Fiery-tempered. 
v&^Jt JJSĴ  dtish-tal'at, uwdt (^AJ^ dtishin-

taVat,, With glowing countenance. 
a dtish-'indn, A fleet horse; 

swift, fleet. 
dtish-fdm, Of the colour of fire; 

fire-like. 
dtieh-fardz, A rocket, 

j j / lt*} dtish-furoz, An eolipile; a phoe-
nix ; the eleventh month of the era of 
Yazdagird. 

^ U i (jfcft aiish-Jishdn, Scattering fire; a 
volcano. 

a dtish-Jikr, Of quick understand-
ing ; of an enlightened mind. 

a lJ-S'S dtish-fi'l, Fiery, fleet, mettle-
some. 

dtishak, A small fire ; lightning; a 
fire-fly ; the venereal disease. 

tf dtishkd = dtwh-kdn, q.v. 
l̂&AJf atish-kdr, A stoker in a bath; a 

blacksmith; a fire-place, kitchen; angry, 
hasty, tyrannical; quick, swift. 

cSj^ diish-kdri, The craft of a stoker, 
of a blacksmith. 

dtish kash, A fire-shovel. 
(jjViAj^ dtish-kdn, A fire-temple. 

dtish-kav, A poker. 
dtish-kada, A fire-temple ;—dtish 

kada'i bahrdm, The sign Aries. 
jS dtish-gar, A blacksmith. 
ijjf yii^ dtish-gari, The craft <if a black-

smith. 
sV&Aĵ  dtish-gdh, A fire-temple; a fur-

nace, grate, chimney. 
a f f i <_r*»l dtish-guhar, Fieryj mettled. 

atish-gun, Fiery-coloured; a kind 
of flower. 

ytS yi?^ atish-gir, W hatever catches fire. 
dtish-gira, A fire-shovel; fuel, 

tinder. 
0 dtishldkh, A place abounding in 

fire; a hearth. 
y-M yi*^ dtish-libds, Clothed in scarlet. 
a e^y u ^ l dtish-misaj, Fiery-tempered. 

dtishndk, Fiery, hot. 
a j^ii dtish-nisar, Weeping, sad, sor-

rowful. 
a J yWf atish-nasab, Born of fire; fiery-

tempered. 
tjiW^ dtish-nishin, Placed on fire ; en-

wrapped in fire. 
a ijM tJJ} diish-ruifas, Breathing fire; 

eloquent. 
atish-nihdd, Fiery-tempered, in-

flammable. 
diieh-nihdl, A fire of faggots. 

a dtish'Wadi'i adman, Divine 
glory, OT the pillar of fire. 

1 y&s^ dtishwd-hindi, An Indian 
sword. 

dtishi, Belonging to fire, fiery, burn-
ing hot; fired with rage, irascible, choleric; 
—dtishi shudan, To be enraged; to be 
headstrong. 

atishi, A porcupine. 
dtiehiyan, Demons, genii, infidels; 

eloquent. 
fiya^JT atishixa, A glow-worm. 

dtishin, Fiery ;—dtishin ydftan, To 
produce splendour. 

^ diishin ab, Red wine; hot tears. 
UjjI dtishin azhdaha, A planet. 
iaJUfê  (j^s-s^ dtishin-ahang, Quick of 

action. 
a (jW (^A/t atishin-biydn, Eloquent. 

JJ^aj^ dtishin-pa. Swift of motion, fleet. 



T ( 
dtishin-panja, Skilful, adroit. 
dtishin-paikar, The sun ; genii, 

devils. 
Jot dtishin pil, The sun. 
CjW- dtishm-jdn, Able to live in the 

fire (having fire-proof life). 
atishin-jabin, With glowing 

brow. 
a dtishin-jilwa, Resplendent 

like fire. 
dtishin-jawalan, Moving 

swiftly, turning about quickly. 
dtishin ddgh, A burnt mark, a 

brand. 
ve—.j atishin-dast, Dexterous, clever. 
bV y*A>li atishin-dawdj, The sun; a 

ruddiness in the sky ; red wine. 
(^r^T dtishin-rukhsdra, With glow-

ing countenance. 
dtishin-zabdn, A fluent speaker, 

(̂ afc- atishin-sukhun. Eloquent; an 
impressive speaker. 

W - dtishin-sima, With glowing 
face. 

a ĵ ftAi1! dtishin sadaf, ŷ AS1^ 
atiBhin salib, The sun 

yaA^t dtishin-'izdr, With glowing 
cheeks. 

a yoAĵ j dtishin-kdsa, The sun. 
a y-U dtishin-libds, Clothed in 

scarlet; scarlet clothing. 
^U dtishin mdr, A heart-burning 

Bigh; a flame ; a rocket. 
o-Juk t^AJ^ dtishin haft azhdaha, The 

seven planets. 
ittisdf (v.n. 8 of Being de-

scribed, praised; describing, praising to-
gether ; description, qualification. 

a JUrt ittisal (v.n. 8 of J - ; ) , Being 
closely united; conjunction, contiguity, 
communication. 

a fctirt itlizdh (v.n. 8 of c4 ; ) , Being clear, 
evident, manifest. 

A illifaq (v.n. 8 of <J*j)> Agreeing, 
consenting; approaching one another; 
happening, coming to pass; concord, con-
sent, harmony, league; chance, accident; 
—ittifaqi hasanah, Unexpected good for-
tune ; agreeable accidents, 

a ittifdqan (adverbial acc. of the 
preceding), unanimously, in concert, with 
ODe accord; perchance, accidentally ; suc-
cessfully. 

A culiW ittifdqat (pi. of ittifdq), Ac-
cidents; successes. 

a ittifaqi, ittifdqiyah, Casual, 
fortuitous; consenting, agreeing. 

a ittiqd' (v.n. 8 of ^y), Being timid 
and wary; heed, caution. 

.-Afirt ittiqdf (v.n. 8 of vJUjj), Restraining 
one'B senses; abstaining, fasting. 

yUst itqan (v.n. 4 of Making strong; 
establishing. 

15 ) dJt 
A "VFFLRT atqiyd' (pi. of taqiy), Religious, 

god-fearing, devout (men). 
atak, Attock, a town on the Indus. 

A ittika (v.n, 8 of Leaning 
against; reclining upon one side. 

A Jtfrt iitikdl (v.n. 8 of J^ ) , Trusting, 
relying upon, confiding in God ; reliance. 

dtil, Name of a river, now the Volga. 
A jSW itlad (v.n. 4 of Possessing 

hereditary wealth. 
a itld* (v.n. 4 of gfc), Stretching the 

neck to see or hear. 
a o i r t itldf (v.n. 4 of v-Ak), Consumiug, 

ruining, destroying. 
a atamm, More or most perfect or 

complete. 
A pUs\ itmdm (v.n. 4 of £»), Completing, 

bringing to perfection ;—itmdmi manlahat 
kardan, To conclude any business;—6a-
itmdm rasidan, To come to an end, to ter-
minate, to be carried out. 

itmid, A plough-sharo; a yoke of 
oxen (see 

(jfl atan, Athens. 
A atn (v.n.), Standing, stopping, 

tarrying. 
A itndkfi (v.n. 4 of Oppressing 

with indigestion. 
A atndmis, Wild camomile. 
A atndn (pi. of tinn), Alike, re-

sembling ; peers, equals;—itndn (v.n. 4 
of t^J), Being distant; weakening a boy, 
and preventing his growth (disease) ;— 
atanan, Contraction of step, a shortening 
of pace. 

atnogrdfi, Ethnographic (m.c.). 
H uttw, utu, A braid;—uttu (utu) ka-

shldan, To braid or plait a garment; to 
yawn, stretch one's self; to run away pant-
ing (dog). 

A atw (v.n.), An inveterate distemper, 
calamity, death; right way, straight path ; 
a gift. 

A itwtV (v.n. 4 of <£f)t Destroying, 
wasting. 

atut (in Zand and Paz.), Roughness, 
sharpness, pungency. 

dturban (S. atharvan), A monk, a 
devotee. 

atusha, Name of King Shapur's 
aunt (the classical Atossa). 

yt^ uttu-kash, £ uttii-gar, One who 
braids a garment, makes ornamental folds 
in cloth. 

atun, A schoolmistress who teaches 
reading, writing, and embroidery; the se-
cundine or membrane which encloses the 
foetus, womb. 

a Qjrt atun, attun, An oven, furnace; a 
lime kiln. 

Utihad, m.c. for oWM q.v. 
a i t - h a m (v.n. 4 of Travelling 

to Tihamah; discovering a country to be 
unhealthy ;—ittiham (v.n. 8 of ^ j ) , Sus-



J ( 
pecting something bad; charge, imputa-
tion, 

A oW^ itycin (v.n. of Coming; 
arrival, accession, meeting, 

A ass, Plentiful, luxuriant, involved, 
entangled (hair or shrubs). 

A isabaf (v.n. 4 of VY), Rewarding; 
recovering health. 

asds (v.n. of Growing luxu-
riantly (herbage); being plentiful, en-
tangled, involved (shrubs or hair) ; house-
hold furniture, chattels, property in general; 
land or slaves; — isds (pi. of asls), 
Luxuriant. 

A asdsah, A piece of furniture, &c.; 
any one particular species of wealth. 

dsdr (pi. of asar), Impressions, 
indications, signs, vestiges ; relics, monu-
ments ; traditions, annals of memorable 
sayings or events ;—al-astir, The traditions 
of Muhammad;—a sari sanawiyah, Chro-
nicles dsdri sharif (dsdri mubdrak), The 
traditions or sacred relics of Muhammad; 
his first four successors ;—dsdri 'vlwiyah, 
Sublime impressions, i.e. meteors. 

A asdrat, The remains of anything; 
—isdrat (v.n. 4 of rf), Raising dust, whirl-
ing it about; ploughing ; bringing clouds 
(wind). 

A asafly, asdfi (PI. of usfiyat or 
isfiyat), Trivets. 

A ptft* dsdm (pi. of ism), Sins, crimes; 
—asfim (v.n. of Name of an infernal 
river, the Styx ;—also isdm, A mulct, fine, 
punishment for crimes. 

A uwŴ  asbdt (pi. otsabt), Trusty friends; 
persevering;—isbdi (v.n 4 of Confirm-
ing, corroborat ng; fixing, recording, re-
gistering ; knowing for a certainty; affirma-
tion, proof. 

A ( j ^ iskkdn (v.n. 4 of Enfeebling 
(a wound); inflicting wounds; conquering. 

i / 1 asr (v.n.), Relating, alleging, 
handing down by tradition; the temper of 
a sword ;—asar, A footprint, sign, mark ; 
result, consequence; tradition, Sunnah; 
commencing; purposing;—asari pd, asaru 
'l-qadam, Footprint;—asar kardan, To make 
an impression; to understand (m.c. syn, 
fahmtdan) ;—isr, The best part of butter ; 
—usr, usur, The scar of a healed wound ; 
gracefulness of c o u n t e n a n c e £ asa-
rat, Remainder of anything. 

asrdr, Barberries (see ^ aud 
a y\ asar-pazry, Taking effect, effica-

cious. 
a asar-dar, Informed, conversant 

with. 
a y l i - /\ asar-sitdn, Receiving an impres-

sion. 
a asar-tirdz, A historian, a writer ; 

—asar-tirazdni ijtihad, Sacred writers. 
A <M»\ usjiyat or isfiyat, A stone used 

to prop a pot, a trivet. 

J6 ) V I 

j A asqdl (pi. of siql), Burdens, loads, 
incumbrances, impediments, baggage, equi-
page, train, suite ;—asqalu 'l-arz, The trea-
sures of the earth, men buried therein ;— 
isqdl (v.n. 4 of Ja»), Making heavy, bear-
ing heavily (a load) ; loading heavily. 

A J t f asqal, More or most heavy, 
heavier. 

A Jtt asl, A tamarisk shrub. 
A aslaq. Seed of the Agnus castus. 
A asim, asim, Sinner;—asm (v.n.), 

Sinning;—ism, Sin, crime,offence; anything 
forbidden, as wine, dice, &c. 

A asmar (pi. of samar), Fruits;— 
ismdr (v.n. 4 of Bearing fruit. 

asmdn (pi. of saman), Prices ;— 
ismdn (v.n. 4 of y-**),Completing the number 
eight; being rich in camels which are 
watered on the eighth day ; paying a just 
price, 

A ismid, us mud, A stone from which 
antimony is prepared. 

asnd' (pi. of siny), Middle, inter-
val, included space ; whilst, during;—dar 
asnd'i hdl, In the midst of a state or con-
dition ; in a certain state or condition;— 
dar asnd'i rah, In the middle of the road, 
whilst travelling;—dar m (an) asnd, 
Meanwhile, in the meantime (m.c.). 

isiod' (v.n. 4 of ^sy), Continuing in 
any abode ; causing to tarry, to stay. 

A S-'VI aswdb (pi. of saub), Vestments, 
clothes, garments. 

A Jy^ usSZ (v.n. of J ^ ) , Being firmly 
rooted ;—(pi. of asl), Tamarisk-trees. 

^ asir, The sphere of fire; the sun ; 
tears. 

A aslr (v.a. ofy\), Marking ; marked, 
chosen, selected ;—(from G. aidrfp) Sky, 
ether; fire as an element. 

asizh, Southernwood; a spark of 
fire. 

A asim, A sinner, criminal; habitual 
liar. 

dj, Desire, avidity. 
Ê  aj, A little; a tamarisk; a gourd;— 

uj, a wager, a stake at play. 
A ijd'at (v.n. 4 of %»-), Bringing; 

giving shelter. 
A ijdbat (v.n. 4 of Answering, 

consenting, admitting, complying with, 
humouring, listening to; an answer; eva-
cuation, stool; — ijdbat kardan, To respond. 

A ©M ijdj, Heats; — ujdj, Brackish 
water; bitter. 

A SJM ijddat (v.n. 4 of J ^ ) , Saying or 
doing anything good; proclaiming any-
thing good. 

A ijdrat, ijdra, and in compounds 
occasionally ijdr (from ^ ajr, recompense), 
Letting on rent or hire ; price ; hire, wages, 
rent, profit, emolument; a privilege, or in-
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come of variable amount, sold or let for a 
fixed sum ; a farm ;—ijar ah kardan, To let 
to a tenant;—(v.n. 4 of Granting 
protection, rescuing, coming to help. 

A SjM ijarah-dar, A farmer or Tenter J 
of land or of revenue ; a leaseholder; a 
monopolist. 

A ijazat (v.n. 4 of jy*-), Giving leave ; 
permission, dispensation; sanction, ap-
proval ; discharge, dismissal; license ; pass-
port;—ijazat dadan, To give leave;—ija-
zat giriftan, To take leave. 

A IRTJA. (C^jM ijdzat-khwdh, Asking leave, 
applicant, petitioner. 

ijds, A species of Damask plum, a 
prune. 

A ijjds (a foreign word introduced 
into Arabic), A plum ; an apricot; a pear. 

T ujdgh, j M ujdq, A trivet; a fire-
place, hearth; a family, race. 

djak, Earth, dust. 
A ijdlat (v.n. 4 of J jv) , Turning 

round, circulating, causing to turn round ; 
rounding. 

A ajdmirat, Turbulent fellows. 
A ijbdr (v.n. 4 of Compelling, 

constraining ; forcing against one's will. 
A ajbah, One who has a large or 

prominent forehead ; a lion. 
a ijtiba' (v.n. 8 of Choice, se-

lection ; collecting money from different 
places. I 

a ijtird' (v.n. 8 of Being bold, 
brave,intrepid. 

a ijtirah (v.n. 8 of c^ ) , Purchas-
ing ; acquiring. 

A ^ j M ijiirar (v.n. 8 of ft-), Drawing, 
dragging, pulling; ruminating, chewing 
the cud, grazing. 

A TTŶ  ijtizd' (v.n. 8 of "ty*-), Being sa-
tisfied ; to satisfy. 

A ijiizaz (v.n. 8 of y?-), Reaping, 
cutting, mowing; shearing sheep. 

A ijtimd' (v.n. 8 of As-
sembling, flocking together; agreeing to-
gether in opinion, combining, conspiring ; j 
assembly, concourse, congregation; afflux, 
accumulation; conjunction; arriving at 
manhood. 

A ijtina' (v.n. 8 of ^r), Gather-
ing, plucking. 

a ijtindb (v.n. 8 of s - ^ 0 , Shun-
ning, avoiding, declining, flying, abstain-
ing from, retiring ; removing to a distance ; 
self-denial, temperance, austerity, self-mor-
tification. 

A j I ^ ijtihdd (v.n. 8 of Jt^), Waging 
a religious war; striving to accomplish 
anything; care, effort, study, diligence; 
legal or theological decision; office or 
authority of a mujtahid, q.v. 

a ijtiydz (v.n. 8 of 3^), Passing by 
or along. 

) 
A ijhdf (v.n. 4 of Injuring; 

oppressing, pinching (poverty or want); 
annoyance, molestation. 

A uw^W^ ijhdfdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Oppressions, molestations. 

A ijhdm (v.n. 4 of Forbear-
ing, drawing back; being near destroying. 

A ajdds (pi. of jadas), Tombs. 
A JWT ajdad (pi. of jadd), Grandsires, 

ancestors, forefathers. 
A ^ J W I ajdadi, Ancestral. 
o W I ajuddn, Aide-de-camp (m.c. from 

Fr. adjutant). 
ajdar, A dragon. 

A ajdar, More or most worthy. 
A ajda(, Mutilated (in the hand, 

nose, ear, or lips). 
djada, Coloured, dyed; stitched, 

pricked. 
A ajzam, Having the hand cut off. 
A y*} djar, Hagar the mother of Ishmael; 

—djir, djur, djurr (from P. j^H dgur, q.v.), 
A brick, a tile;—ajr (v.n. of y^), Letting 
out on hire ; recompense, reward, hire, pay, 
price, fee; marriage-portion; restoring (a 
broken or dislocated joint or bone). 

ijrd, Sufficiency of cloth to make a 
dress (?). 

A o\fA ijrd' (v.n. 4 of Giving effect 
or currency; putting in force, executing; 
issuing ; execution, performance, practice ; 
—ijrd'i hudud kardan, To punish legally, 
to put in execution the penal laws ijrd'i 
haq (haqq) kardan, ijrd'i shar' kardan, To 
administer or to do justice, promote equity, 
put the laws into execution ;—ijrd'i far-
1ndni kirdigdr kardan, To obey the com-
mands of God;—ijra'i kdr, Executing a 
business. 

A ajr as (pi. of jar as), Bells ;—• 
ijrd* (v.n. 4 of Making a gentle 
noise (the wing of a bird in flying, its beak 
in feeding); noise of a hornet singing 
aloud (a cam el-driver). 

A ajr dm, (pi. of jinn), Bodies;—-
ajr ami charkh, ajr ami samd, ajr ami falak, 
The heavenly bodies ; the seven planets; 
the fixed stars ;—ajr ami 'unsurl, Elemental 
bodius;™ijrdm (v.n. 4 of t•/»-)> Committing 
a crime. 

A V / ^ ajrab, Scabby, mangy. 
A JY^ ujrat, Recompense, hire, rent, 

wages. 
djur-tarash, A bricklayer. 

A J/5-1 ajrad, Bald, hairless (man) ; bare, 
barren, yielding no herbage. 

A >ijrf.\ ijridd, ijrid, A certain plant which 
indicates the existence of mushrooms. 

A ajraddni (dual of ajrad), Two 
branches of a palm-tree ; two trees stripped 
of their bark; two months or two days. 

A ajraz, Bow-legged. 
A ajr as, Who fears nothing, bold, 

brave. 



A. ajrash, Half-pounded, coarse. 
ujra-tAwar, ujra-ihwar, 

A pensioner. 
iSpX, djwri, Built of brick (m.c.). 
A ajzd' (pi. of juz'), Parts, portions; 

divisions, sections; elements, members of 
an institution or establishment (m.c.) ; in-
gredients; — ijza (v.n. 4 of Paying 
tribute; being able or enabling to do 'with 
out; compensating, requiting. 

A ijzdr (v.n. 4 of Having fruit 
ready for gathering (a palm-tree) ; giving a 
sheep to be slaughtered; being fit for the 
butcher (a young camel) ; growing old and 
approaching the period of dissolution. 

A ijzdz (v.o. 4 of J*), Being fit for 
reaping (wheat); for shearing (sheep). 

ijzd' (v.n. 4 of Rendering 
impatient and querulous. 

A ijzdl (v.n. 4 of JyO, Exercising 
liberality. 

A ajzal, More or most copious or 
eloquent. 

A ajzam, One whose nose has been 
cut off. 

A ajsad (pi. of jasad), Bodies, 
trunks, carcases. 

A pL-s^ ajsdm (pi. of jiem), Solid bodies, 
material substances. 

djastan, ajistan, To plant a tree; 
to fix a pale or fence, erect a stone. 

A tr*^ ajashsh, A harsh and sonorous 
voice (man, horse, thunder). 

A ij shush (v.n. 4 of {J**-), Break-
ing, pounding ; causing to do so. 

A ijehdm (v.n. 4 of Causing 
one to toil hard at drudgery. 

A JW^ ijfdl (v.n. 4 of J**), Running or 
causing to run very fast (an ostrich) ; to 
flee hurriedly; to hasten; blowing hard 
and raising the dust (wind). 

A o^M ajfdn (pi, of jafn), Eye-lids. 
ajuft (alpha priv. and Single, 

simple. 
J ^ djul, djal, Eructation; flatulency, 
A J ^ ajil (v.a.), One who procrastinates, 

delays ; future, belonging to the next world ; 
—ajal (v.n.), Delaying; an appointed time, 
the hour of death, doom; (met.) a trouble-
some creditor, dun ; — ajal-ragida, ajal-
girifta, Overtaken by fate, on the point of 
death, doomed ;—ajal-giyd, Name of a poi-
sonous root, 

A ajall, Greater, more excellent, more 
or most glorious. 

A "VI djilan, In regard to the next life. 
A ijld' (v.n. 4 of jW), Going into 

exile ; banishing, compelling to migrate. 
A ijlds (v.n. 4 of crM> Causing, 

requesting, desiring, or ordering one to sit. 
a « j V \ ajlaf (pi. of j i l f ) , Mean, ignoble; 

wretches, tyrants. 
A J M ijldl (v.n. 4 of J*), Honouring, 

magnifying, exalting, magnificence, glory, 
honour. 

A ajillat, ajilla (pi. of jalil), Great, 
illustrious ; great men ; the great, the illus-
trious. 

a ajlah, Bald on the temples. 
A AM ajlad, Hard (ground). 
A .ttjM ijliwwdz (v.n. 13 of «&»•), Travel-

ling rapidly (a camel). 
A ajla, More splendid, bright, or re-

splendent. 
A »&tW ijlild' (v.n. 12 of jl*), Migrating 

from country to country. 
A ajim, Tired, loathing, disgusted, 

sated (with the same food). 
A ajarn (v.n.), Loathing, nauseating, 

being tired of one Bort of food; (s.) reed-
beds, brakes ; a thicket, wood ; — ajam 
kardan, To loathe;—ujuw, A fort, castle, 

A ajamm, Dodded (ram). 
T (?) ujmdj, Paradise. 
A ijmd' (v.n. 4 of £*»•), Collecting, 

assembling, convoking ; consenting, agree-
ing ; a senate, council, court, crowd; 
amount; whole;—ijmd'i ummat, General 
assembly of the people; unanimous con-
sent ; — ijmaH sahdbat, The unanimous 
authority of the companions of Muhammad 
on a point of law. 

A JW^ ajmdi (pi. of J** jamal), Full-
grown camels;—ijmal (v.n. 4 of J-**), 
Casting up an account; collecting, bringing 
together; doing anything well; abstract, 
abridgment, summary, compendium, syn-
opsis ; joint occupancy or possession. 

a ijmdlan, Briefly, compendiously, 
summarily. 

a J W i ijmdli, Brief, summary, com-
pendious. 

A pW^ ijmdm (v.n. 4 of PW-), Giving 
rest; approaching. 

a a j m a a j m a ' i n , All, the 
whole, universal. 

a J * ^ ajmal, More or most beautiful, 
fairest. 

ajmiid, ajmuda (S. ajamoda), 
Parsley. 

ajmir, Name of a {province of Hin-
dustan. 

A djin, ajin (v.a.), Altered, corrupted, 
fetid (water) ;—ajn (v.n,), Becoming fetid; 
beating cloths, fulling. 

a ajndb (pi. oi jamb) y Sides, parts; 
—ijnab (v.n. 4 of s—v), Being in a state 
of ceremonial uncleanness; being exposed 
to the south wind. 

ajnde, Name of a champion in 
Afrasiab's army. 

A ajnd8 (pi. of jins), Kinds, sorts, 
genera ; goods, wares; — ajndei amwal, 
Various kinds of r i c h e s a j n d s i la'b-bdsi, 
Playthings. 



a ajndb, Foreign, a foreigner, a 
stranger. 

ajumban, Motionless, fixed. 
A. ajnabiy, A foreigner, a stranger ; 

—« ajnabiyat, State of a stranger or alien. 
A &J+1 ajmnat (pi. of janin), Embrios. 

ajnihat (pi. of janah), Wings ; 
hands; fins. 

ujand, Obsequious, obedient. 
©KM 

djangdn, Name of a fort in Khura-
san. 

A ujuj (v.n, of Being salt, bitter, 
or brackish (water). 

A ajwad, Better, best, 
ytjy*.^ djudan, Aide-de-camp (see t ) W ) . 
a ajiirah, A reward, hire, fare, 

wages. 
a ajura-dar, A labourer for hire. 
a ajura-ddri, Wages, hire; 

payment by the job or piece. 
A qjwaf. Hollow; a concave verb, 

one whose medial radical is a weak letter. 
A Y U ^ ajwafdn (dual of the preceding), 

(the two hollows) The belly and the 
matrix. 

a ijkdz (v.n. 4 of Despatching 
a wounded person. 

A ijhash (v.n. 4 of Being 
about to cry, preparing to weep; complaint. 

A ijhdz (v.n. 4 of U^vO, Over-
coming, snatching the prey from another; 
causing to depart with haste; casting her 
young (a camel). 

A ajhar, One that cannot bear the 
glare of the sun, day-blind. 

ajhara, A kind of prickly shrub. 
A J ^ ajhal, More or most ignorant. 
A ajij (v.n. of gl), Burning, flaming. 
yV*-̂  djidan, To stitch, to sew; to sharpen 

a file. 
ajidah, A particular kind of orna-

mental sewing, counter-point, embroidery. 
i i t ^ l ajir, A mercenary, hired labourer, 

hireling. 
a ajirdna, In a mercenary manner. 
a ajiri, Servitude, labour, hire, 
(je^t ujain, Name of a city in Hindu-

stan. 
jV^ dchdr, Powdered or salted meats, 

pickles, or fruits, preserved in salt, vine-
gar, honey, or syrup; particularly onions 
preserved in vinegar; also the pickle or 
liquor in which these meats or fruits are 
preserved ; mixed, collected, assembled 
together; uneven rugged ground, full of 
risings and hollows ;—(S. dchara) Imme-
morial custom, conformity to religious in-
stitutions. 

T jW\ uchdq, A frying-pan. 
rf}^ dchdk, Earth, dust. 
h uchakka (S. ud+chal + ka), A 

pick.pocket. 
ichl, A kind of hawk ; a vizir. 

A Ĉ  ahh (v.n.), Coughing; repeating 
often ah ah in coughing. 

A ahad (pi. of a had), Units ; cardinal 
numbers. 

A ahadis (pi. of uhdiisat), Stories, 
tales;—(pi. of hadis) News, things which 
have recently happened ; sayings or tradi-
tions of Muhammad handed down by the 
Musulman doctors;—ahddzsi qur'an. The 
tenets of the Kur'an. 

A fyVO iharat (v.n. 4 of Answering, 
replying. 

A ihdtat, ihafa (v.n. 4 of Sur-
rounding, enclosing; fence; enclosed space, 
enclosure, premises, precincts; understand-
ing, comprehension ; — ihdta kardan, To 
surround, to besiege. 

A ihdlat (v.n. 4 of Jj®>), Transfer of 
a debt ; using stratagem ; relating anything 
incredible, impossible, or absurd; leaping 
on horseback; being one year old. 

A s - ^ ahabb, More or most lovely, 
dearer. 

A vWo-̂  ahbdb (pi. of hibb), Lovers, 
friends ;—(pi. of s-— hubb) Jars ;—ihbdb 
(v.n. 4 of Loving, liking, choosing, 
preferring; coming into grain (corn); re-
ceiving a hurt, and not stirring from the 
place until killed or cured; kneeling down 
(a camel) ; being stubborn and refractory 
(a camel) ; recovering from sickness. 

A ahbar (pi. of hibr or habr), Learned 
men; different kinds of ink. 

A ihbds (v.n. 4 of Dedicating 
to pious uses ; keep in prison. 

A ihbdz (v.n. 4 of Y ^ ) , Letting an 
arrow fall carelessly without reaching the 
mark; exhausting a well; excluding (any-
one) from (his) rights. 

A ihbdt (v.n. 4 of Rendering 
void, frustrating, marring. 

A JWd ahbal (pi. of habl), Ropes, cords; 
—ihbdl (v.n. 4 of Impregnating, get-
ting with child. 

A JW ahibbat (pi. of habib), Beloved 
ones, friends, lovers. 

A uhbush, A mixed multitude. 
a ihtibas (v.n. 8 of Retain-

ing, keeping back; being kept back, shut 
up, imprisoned;—ihiibasi haul, Suppression 
of urine. 

A ihtibdk (v.n. 8 of Drawing 
the back and the legs together with a 
bandage ; tying a scarf or wrapper round 
the waist; making firm. 

a ihtibdl (v.n. 8 of J ^ ) , Taking 
game with a net, or setting a net for game. 

A ihtijdr (v.n. 8 of Construct-
ing for one's self a cell. 

A ihtijdz (v.n. 8 of Girding 
one's breeches round one's waist; going to 
Hijaz. 

A j l ^ l ihtijdf (v.n. 8 of < Calling 



off one's attention, renouncing; claiming 
and taking entire possession of ; collecting, 
accumulating, acquiring; overcoming; re-
straining, checking. 

A p W ^ ihtijdm (v.n. 8 of Cupping, 
scarifying. 

A ihtiddm (v.n. 8 of Burning; 
burning with rage; being red. 

A ihtizar, Being cautious of, avoid-
ing ; being wary. 

A j V ^ iktirdz (v.n. 8 of j /-) , Guarding 
against, being cautious ; avoiding; abstain-
ing from, abstinence; regimen ; forbear-
ance ; controlling the passions and appe-
tites. 

A u - L Y : ^ ihtiraa (v.n. of Guarding 
one's self, watching; stealing sheep in the 
night. 

iktirds (v.n. 8 of t/y*), Coveting, 
greed. 

A ihtiraf (v.n. 8 of <-*/>.), Being 
skilful in any art, trade, or craft. 

A ihtiraq (v.n. 8 of Being 
burnt, burning, conflagration; strong de-
sire, vehemence, ardour ; the disappearance 
or immersion of a planet on account of its 
nearness to the sun. 

A ihtiram (v.n. 8 of P ; 8 - ) , Honour-
ing, revering; veneration, honour, rever-
ence, respect;—iktirami nizdmi, Military 
honours (m.c.). 

A iktizdz (v.n. 8 of j*-), Cutting, 
notching. 

A ihtizdm (v.n. 8 of Girding 
one's self. 

A S - » L ~ i k t i s d b (v.n. 8 of *-), Com-
puting, calculating; making up accounts, 
estimating; superintendence of weights 
and measures in the markets; the police ; 
forbidding disorderly conduct. 

a ihtisdbi (= s^—x^r* muktasib, 
q.v.), Clerk of the markets, Ac.; the office 
of such. 

A ^Luse^ iktiskdsk (v.n. 8 of fj^-), Seek-
ing forage; stacking hay. 

A pUj*^ ihtiehdm (v.n. 8 of Being 
ashamed; bashfulness; having many de-
pendants, followers, or domestics; pomp, 
retinue, magnificence, grandeur, state. 

a iktizar (v.n. 8 o f C o m i n g into 
one's presence; approaching (death) ; be-
coming the inhabitant of a town, a citizen; 
running fast. 

A iktizdn (v.n. 8 of Taking in 
one's arms, embracing. 

A xhtigd* (v-n- 8 of J ^ ) , Being 
highly honoured, and amply provided for 
(as a wife by her lord) ; acquiring autho-
rity and influence. 

A jUtsi^ iktifdz (v.n. 8 of y^), Sitting down 
on the point of the foot and preparing to 
rise; drawing one's self together in sitting; 
to assemble. 

A iktifdn (v.n. 8 of e6^), Appro-

priating to one's self; extirpating, uproot-
ing. 

A ihtiqdr (v.n. 8 of j3*-), Being de-
spised ; despising. 

A ihtiqdn (v.n. 8 of t ^ - ) , Giving 
or taking a clyster. 

A ihtikdr (v.n. 8 of Accumu-
lating, or hoarding up grain against a 
scarcity ; monopoly. 

A ihtikdk (v.n, 8 of Rubbing 
the body against anything; wrestling; 
contending with anyone. 

A iktildm (v.n. 8 of Dreaming ; 
nocturnal pollution (as sign of puberty) ; 
puberty. 

A nWsê  ihtimd' (v.u. 8 of fj"*), To guard 
one's self against, abstaining, shunning. 

A yitWsa.̂  iktimdeh (v.n. 8 of LT-*-0-), Being 
fired with rage, rushing to battle (fighting 
cocks). 

A ihtimal (v.n. 8 of J**-), Taking 
up a load; bearing, carrying, sustaining; 
bearing patiently; patience, endurance ; 
supposition, hypothesis, probability; un-
certainty, doubt; imputation. 

A iktimdlan, Hypothetically, pro-
bably, &c. 

a j U ^ ihtimdli, Hypothetical, proble-
matical, conjectural; presumable; probable, 
likely; doubtful, questionable, uncertain ; 
suspicious. 

A ihiinak (v.n. 8 of Putting 
barnacles or a twitch (on a horse) ; devour-
ing every green herb (locusts) ; subduing, 
overcoming; being firm, steady, tried, and 
experienced ; strength, firmness. 

A iktiwd' (v.n, 8 of Compre-
hending, containing, collecting; taking 
profit, advantage, interest. 

A iktiwash (v.n. 8 of Start-
ing game; intercepting, surrounding (any-
one). 

A ©Wzo-l iktiydj (v.n. 8 of Being in 
need or want of ; necessity, want, need ; 
occasion, exigence ; urgency ;—aehabi ikti-
ydj, The necessitous, the poor;—ihtiydjdt, 
Wants, necessities, things requisite. 

A ihtiydz (v.n. 8 of jy-), Being col-
lected ; collecting together. 

A ihtiydt (v.n. 8 of K^), Surround-
ing, encompassing; caution, care, circum-
spection, scrupulousness; attention, heed ; 
—ihtiydt ddshtan, To give cause for fear or 
caution, to threaten (m.c.) ;—az Injihat-hd 
ihtiydt na-kuni (ma-huni), Do not mind 
these things (m.c.). 

A JUS^ ihtiyal (v.n. 8 of Jj*-), Empower-
ing one to receive a debt; using fraud and 
cunning; fraud, deceit, magical illusion, 
machination. 

A ahjdr (pi. of hijr), Mares;—(pi. 
of hajar) Stones. 

A ihjdz (v.n. 4 of Travelling 
to or reaching Hijaz. 
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A pV5-* ihjdm (v.n. 4 of p**-), To hold 

back; to retire, desist from a purpose. 
A. ahad, One, any one, sole, alone, se-

parated ; a unit; an individual;—uhud, 
Name of a mountain near Madlna ;—ahadd, 
More or most acute, sharp, or fierce. 

A ahdds (pi. of hadas), Youths ; 
novelties;—ihdds (v.n. 4 of Pro-
du cing, inventing; invention, novelty, in-
novation. 

a ^ W l ahdasi, Producing, bringing 
into existence ; novelty, invention. 

A j W l ahddq (pi. of hadaqat), The 
pupils of the eyes -,—ihddq (v.n. 4 of c^-), 
Encompassing. 

A V * ^ ahdab, Gibbous. 
A SSyicJ, uhdusat, A parable, narrative, 

story, tale. 
ahadt, A kind of Indian military 

corps. 
A ahadiyat, Unity ; singularity; 

concord, alliance. 
A ihzdr (v.n. 4 of Care, caution. 
A ahrdr (pi. of hurr), Free, free-

born, noble, free men; the ingenuous, the 
liberal. 

A ihrdz (v.n. 4 of 3^), Obtaining a 
reward ; hoarding;—ihrdz kardan, To de-
fend. 

A ihrdi (v,n. 4 of Remain-
ing in a place for a long time. 

A Y I ^ ihrdz (v.n. 4 of uV")> Emaciat-
ing (as love or sickness); begetting bad 
stock. 

A ihrdf (v.n. 4 of «-*/>-), Making 
lean; being prosperous, increasing in 
wealth; great wealth. 

A ihrdq (v.n. 4 of Setting on 
fire, burning. 

A ihrdm (v.n. 4 of ff-) , Being un-
lawful ; making illegal, prohibiting; de-
priving of hope, disappointing; entering 
the sacred precincts of Mecca, or into an in-
violable sanctuary; donning the garb of a 
pilgrim; entering the holy month called 
Mnharram; a pilgrim's cloak;—ihrdm has-
tan, To don the garb of a pilgrim. 

a .u* ihram-batid, Clad in a pilgrim's 
cloak. 

A JYA-T akra, Better, best, more or most 
worthy.. 

ihriz (S. karata). Safflower. 
A ahzdb (pi. of hizb), Troops, 

bands, cohorts. 
A ahzdn (pi. of huzn and hazan), 

Griefs, sorrows, grievances ;—ihzdn (v.n. 4 
of a)*.), Being or making sorrowful, vexing, 
grieving, 

A (v.n. 4 of Giving (one) 
to sip. 

A ihsds (v.n. 4 of Feeling, 
perceiving, understanding, perception. 

A ihsdn (v.n. 4 of Doing 
good, conferring an obligation; benevolent 
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action, benefit, favour; beneficence, cour-
tesy, kindness;—ihsdni bihisM, Full and 
complete beneficence. 

ahmndt (pi. of the preceding), 
Benefits, &c. 

ihsdn-dida, Benefited, served, 
obliged; anyone who receives favours. 

a ihedn-mand, Grateful. 
ahsan, More or most beautiful, 

excellent, or agreeable. 
A aheant (ahsanta, thou hast done 

well), Well done! bravo [ 
ahsanta, Inheritance, possession;— 

ahsanta kardan, To possess. 
ahsarid (a corruption of A, 

Well done! bravo! 
a fli^^ ahshd1 (pi. of hasha'), The con-

tents of the belly, bowels, intestines; the 
contents of the chest, the heart, liver, 
lungs. 

a JitU*^ ihshdsh (v.n. 4 of y*-®-), Foraging, 
foddering, collecting fodder; having a 
dried-up foetus in the womb (a woman); 
being dried up (foetus) ; withering (hand). 

A pUuJ ahshdm (pi. of haaham), Ser-
vants, domestics, followers, attendants, re-
tainers ; a kind of militia or armed police 
(ahshdm-daftar, Muster-roll of such;— 
ahshdm-daftar-dar. Keeper of that roll) ;— 
ihshdm (v.n. 4 of Provoking, annoy-
ing ; making ashamed. 

a ahass, Unfortunate, unlucky; thin 
of hair. / 

A ihsd' (v.n. 4 of Numbering, 
reckoning, computing; comprehending, 
knowing; describing. 

a ihsdr (v.n. 4 of Restraining, 
prohibiting, hindering, preventing; keeping 
one back from the pilgrimage (disease) ; 
remaining behind. 

a yoUM ihsds (v.n. 4 of Giving any-
one his share. 

a o W ihsdf (v.n. 4 of Conduct-
ing (business) in a steady and judicious 
manner; twisting (a rope) tight; running 
with short steps. 

a yUfci ihsdn (v.n. 4 of t ^ ) , Taking a 
wife; being married, having a husband; 
being chaste and virtuous; continence, 
chastity ; being pregnant; fortifying, de-
fending ; restraining; besieging. 

a jU^l ihzdr (v.n. 4 of yt*-), Causing to 
be present, making appear, bringing, sum-
moning, citing, calling before, causing or 
ordering to bring or be brought into one's 
presence ; running (a horse). 

A yUfcA ahzdn (pi. of hizn), Sides, parts, 
bosoms. 

a W ahatt, Smooth on either side of the 
back. 

a ihfa (v.n. 4 of oK) , Causing to 
go unshod; shaving or trimming one's 
whiskers; being very inquisitive and dis-
agreeably importunate. 
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A oWA ahfad (pi. of hafid), Friends, com-
panions; families, grandchildren, sonB-in-
law, relations. 

A. oM ahaqq, More or most "worthy, de-
serving; a horse that places his hind-foot 
in the footstep of the fore-foot (which is 
considered a blemish). 

A ahqab (pi. of s - ^ huqvb), Periods 
of eighty years, ages. 

A «>\»Jl ahqad (pi. of hiqd), Hatreds, 
animosities;—ihqad (v.n. 4 of J ^ ) , Stirring 
np hatred. 

A ahqaf (pi. of o ^ hiqf)> Hills of 
sand extending a great way ; name of a 
large district in Arabia formerly inhabited 
by the people of 'Ad. 

A ihqaq (v.n. 4 of <>-), Proving or 
establishing the truth of a doctrine; know-
ing for certain; rendering necessary ; re-
storing to rights;—ihq&qi haqq kardan, To 
administer justice. 

Ayw^ ahqar, More or most vile or con-
temptible (used in self-depreciation for I or 
me). 

A p l ^ ahkdm (pi. of hukm), Orders, 
commands; decrees, injunctions, ordi-
nances, statutes; judicial decisions; a 
summons or injunction; letters patent;— 
ifckdm (v.n. 4 of Doing (anything) 
well, firmly, and effectually; restraining 
from mischief. 

A ahkamat, pi. of and — 
ahkdm, q.v. 

jtf ikkdm-kdr, Whose occupation is 
fortifying. 

a ahkdm-nama, Written orders, 
authority in writing. 

a ahkdmi, One who is ordered by 
the ruling powers, one appointed by autho-
rity. 

A ahkam, Stronger, strongest; very 
firm; more, most, or very stable; most 
able to decide. 

a JM ihla (v.n. 4 of Sweetening. 
A u W ahldf (pi. of hilf ), Confederates, 

companions swearing mutual fidelity; 
treaties, compacts ;—ihldf (v.n. 4 of 
Taking or administering an oath. 

A J W ihldl (v.n. 4 of J^) , Causing one 
to alight and sojourn (in a place) ; having 
paBsed the sacred months; doffing the 
pilgrim's garb ; deserving punishment; 
having milk in the udder previous to yean-
ing (a sheep). 

A ahldm (pi. of hilm), Intellects; 
meeknesses;—(pi. of hulm) Dreams. 

ihlabdiya, s-M ihlab 
diyd'i rumi, A kind of spurge. 

A JjM ahld, More or most sweet, sweeter. 
a JsM ihlil, The orifice of the teat or 

penis. 
A ihmdd (v.n. 4 of Receiving, 

or deserving to receive praise; being 
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praiseworthy; approving of anyone's 
opinions without divulging them. 

A J^**^ ahmal (pi. of himl), Burdens, 
loads ;—ihmdl (v.n. 4 of Assisting in 
taking up a load. 

A p ^ J ihmdm (v:n. 4 of Throwing 
into a fever; being feverish and love-sick; 
being hot; warming water; washing with 
hot and cold water; keeping in anxious 
suspense; blackening; approaching, be-
coming present. 

A ahmad, More or most laudable; 
one of the names of Muhammad ;—ahmad-
dbdd (city of Ahmad), The capital of Gu-
zerat;—ahmadi hasan, Name of Mahmud 
Sabaktagin's vizier;—ahmadi zamchi, Name 
of a hero ;—ahmadi *dhl, Name of a prince 
in the reign of Mahmud. 

ahmadak (little Ahmad), A hand-
some youth who has become pock-marked. 

ahmad-nagar (city of Ahmad), 
Name of a city of the Dakhan, where 
Aurangzib died. 

A J ^ L ahmadly, ahmadi, Belonging to 
Ahmad; a Muhammadan; name of a gold 
coin. 

A ahmar, Red; barbarous (not 
Arabian) ;—mauti ahmar, A violent death. 

A J V ^ ihmirdr (v.n. 9 of j**-), Being red ; 
redness. 

a ahma», Hard (place); bold, 
strong, unwavering. 

A ub**^ ahmaz, Bitter of taste. 
A ahrruxq, Foolish, stupid, awkward; 

a greater or the greatest fool. 
a ahmaqdnah, Foolishly, like a fool, 
a (jS*^ a&magi, Folly, at\vpidity. 
A ihan (pi. of ihnat), Hatreds, angers. 
A ahnd' (pi. of hinw), Sides. 
a ahnd»h (pi. of ju*. hanath), Rep-

tiles, serpents, vipers; birds or animals 
which are hunted. 

a ihnat (v.n. of Bearing ex-
treme hatred, holding in utter aversion; 
hatred, anger. 

a ahnaf, Bow-legged; name of a 
great Tdbi'. 

A ihwdj (v.n. 4 of Making to 
want, necessitating, constraining. 

A JV"^ ahwdl (pi. of hat), States, condi-
tions, situations, affairs, accidents, circum-
stances, accounts, relations, events (either 
past or present) ; changes, vicissitudes ;— 
ahwdli jangi, Military affairs; — ahwdli 
hhair-ma'dl> Prosperity, good circum-
stances ;—ahwdli shuma chih taw ait, How 
are you ? (m.c.) ;—ahwdlam baham khtvurd, 
I became quite unwell, i.e. sea-sick (m.c.) ; 
—ahwali kaee (kasi) giriftan, To inquire after 
one's health and to attend on him in sick-
ness. 

ahwaldt (pi. of the preceding), 
State of health or affairs ;—ahwaldti kjiiibi, 
A nice state of affairs (m.c.);—ahwaldt 



punidan, To inquire after one's health 
(m.c.). 

a o-ji JV^ ahwal-purei, Inquiry after 
state, health, or affairs. 

A ahwaj, More or most needed or 
necessitous, 

A ahwar, One who has beautiful eyes 
(wlioBe black and white are equally intense); 
the planet Jupiter. 

A akwas, One who has the outer 
angle of the eye very acute. 

A akwat, Most comprehensive. 
A J ^ ahwal, Squinting, squint-eyed 

(man) ; crafty, sly; more or most crafty. 
A Jjjĵ A ahwa, Black, dusky (in the lips) ; 

black inclined to green. 
A ahya (pi. of hayy), The living ; 

tribes, families; — ihya' (v.n. 4 of J^-), 
Recalling to life, reviving, animating ; vivi-
fication; resuscitating, restoring the dead 
to life. 

A ahydn (pi. of kin), Times, ages. 
A ahydnan (adverbial acc. of the 

preceding), Sometimes, from time to time, 
now and then, ever and anon; in the event, 
in case. 

^ dkji, Vestige ; sign ;—akh, Ah ! bravo! 
courage ! well done !—dick u okh numudan, 
To complain; to put on airs, to be affected 
(m.c.). 

A akh, A brother, friend, or compa-
nion. 

A aktkh, Fye! ah! alas !—akhkh or 
ikhkh, Dirt, tilth. 

A ^ dkhd (pi. of akh). Brothers;—ikhd', 
To fraternise, establish a bond of brother-
hood between one another. 

akh akh, Good ! good! ah ! alas ! 
—uklk ukh, Excellent! 

A «3W ikhdz, Stagnant water; a pool, 
ditch, or place where water stagnates ; land 
taken possession of. 

Anything thrown away for its 
insignificance. 

dk&az, Things of small value. 
a i-fcW iJcfcdzat (v.n. 4 of Making 

one ford (a river). 
JWf dkhdl, Any kind of rubbish (as 

husks, fruit-parings, wood-shavings) ; name 
of a city. 

dkfednidan (caus. of dkhtan and 
djthidan), To make come forth; to cause 
to draw (a sword). 

A ikhbat (v.n. 4 of Abasing 
oneself ; enjoying quiet and peace. 

A akhbdr (pi. of kfeabar), Histories, 
tales, annals, gazettes, news, relations, ad-
vices, chronicles, traditions ; a newspaper ; 
—akh,bdri durar-bdr, Precious advices, 
happy news, agreeable intelligence;—akh-
bari wahshat-maddr, Dreadful news, unfor-
tunate advices •f—ikkbd.r (v.n. 4 of j ^ ) , 
Advising, informing, relating, certifying, 
giving intelligence, telling. 

a y i y akhbdr nawie, A news-writer, 
correspondent (of a paper), editor. 

A akhbas, More or most impure, 
noxious, or unwholesome ;—akhbasdn (the 
two impurities), Excrement and urine. 

akhbun, Snake's head (a plant, see 
O^V). 

A ahhbiyat (pi. of ihibd'), Tents, 
tabernacles. 

akhpahh, Understanding, wisdom, 
intelligence. 

A ukht, A sister. 
T GVS&A akhtdj, A feudatory vassal to an-

other sovereign. 
T akfatdji, An equerry, groom 

(m.c.). 
A yUs-l akhtdn (pi. of khatan), Sons-

in-law. 
ikhtibdr (v.n 8. of Trying, 

proving; experience, skill, conversancy. 
A ikhtibdz (v.n. 8 of yt*-), Baking 

bread. 
A ULJ^ ikhlibdt (v.n. 8 of 5^-), Impor-

tunately asking a favour without claim or 
previous acquaintance; begging at night 
time. 

A JW&U ikhtibdl (v.n, 8 of J**-), Depriving 
anyone of bis reason, or of the use of his 
limbs. 

A ikhtitdm (v.n. 8 of i***-), Finish-
ing, completing; end, conclusion, fulfilment. 

a y^asi* ikhtitdn (v.n. 8 of Circum-
cising. 

T (JV*^ aJc&taji, An equerry, groom 
(m.c.). 

S^xisA akhtajiyat, akhtajiya (pi. of the 
preceding), Equerries, grooms. 

A il&tida1 (v.n. 8 of Deceiv-
ing, cheating, circumventing, insidiously 
inj uring ; being deceived, &c. 

akhtar, a star; horoscope, predomi-
nant star at anyone's nativity; an omen, 
augury; an ensign, standard; name of an 
angel; name of a lunar station ;—akhtari 
panjum, The fifth constellation, i.e. the 
planet Mars ;—akhtari danish, The planets 
of wisdom, i.e. Jupiter and Mercury;— 
akhtari dumbala-dar, A comet;—akhtari 
ear eabz, A happy constellation ;—akhtar 
ehttmurdan, To count the stars, i.e. to keep 
awake ; — akhtari kawiyan (kawdn), The 
standard of Kav or of Faridun;—akhtardni 
tab-zada, Stars appearing in the water. 

A ikbJLirash (v.n. 8 of 
Scratching. 

A \>\jXA.\ ikjitirdt (v.n. 8 of Ayt), Unsheath-
ing (a sword). 

A ikhtira' (v.n. 8 of Cleaving; 
commencing; inventing, producing some-
thing new, contriving ; invention, con-
trivance ; making up a false story. 

A JVYXAJ ifchtirdq (v.n. 8 of J / - ) , Blowing 
with violence (as the wind) ; making up a 
false story; to be torn. 



A (•V4^ ikhtiram (y.n. 8 of Tearing; 
destroying, extirpating; cutting off, carry-
ing off. 

sU-ya.^ akhtarsipdh, A sovereign whose 
army is numerous as the stars. 

aJchtaristdn, Name of a treatise 
on astronomy. 

^Ua JMA akhtar-shumdr, akhtar-
shwmur, y-̂ A* ya-A afchtar-shinds, An astro-
nomer. 

akhtar-z amir, Of an enlightened 
mind; of a bright intellect, 

akhtar-girdy. Who examines the 
stars, investigates their course, astrologer. 

akhtar-go (gu), An astrologer, augur. 
akhtari, A diviner, soothsayer. 

A ikhtiza1 (v.n. 8 of Tearing 
away, alienating (one) from his kindred. 

A ikhtizdl (v.n. 8 of J)^), Tearing 
away, alienating from kindred; being 
alone. 

A ikhtizdn (v.n. 8 of gy^), Hoard-
ing. 

A ikhtishd1 (v.n. 8 of Being 
humble ; humbling one's self. 

A ikktisu' (v.n. 8 of Castrat-
ing. 

A JLOAS^ iJthUsdr (v.n. 8 of Abridg-
ing, abbreviating, contracting; abridge-
ment, epitome, summary, abstract, compen-
dium ; brevity, conciseness;—hi'l-ikhtisdrT 
In short, briefly ;—ilchtisdr kardan, To cut 
short (a story), to sum up briefly. 

A (joLaxM ikhtisas (v.n. 8 of J^), Dis-
tinguishing ; peculiarity, speciality; appro-
priation. 

a jkhtisdm (v.n. 8 of Disput-
ing, litigating, being at variance; enmity, 
altercation, dispute. 

A ikktizd1 (v.n. 8 of Hum-
bling one's self. 

A ikhiitdf (v.n. 8 of Seizing, 
carrying off by force, catching, snatching 
rapidlv. 

A . W l i&tUfd' (v.n. 8 of Hiding, 
covering, concealment), 

yff ^ akh tufii, Hawking and spitting. 
A ikhtilaj (v.n. 8 of j-li-), Dragging 

away ; being weaned ; beating, throbbing 
(the eye or limbs). 

A UUs.1 ifehtildt (v.n. 8 of Ui), Being 
mixed, mixture, amalgamation ; confusion, 
perplexity, insanity; intercourse, conversa-
tion, commerce, association, friendship;— 
ikhtildti ckusp (chaspdn, sarJsh), A very 
close or coherent mixture. 

a ikhtild1 (v.n. 8 of Sueing 
for, and taking a divorce. 

a ikhtildf (v.n. 8 of Dis-
agreeing, differing; variance, discord, dis-
sension ; opposition, contradiction, contra-
riety ; incompatibility, incongruity ;—ikh-
tilafi lira, Diversity of opinions; dissidences 

i (rn.c.) ;—ikhtildf kardan, To contradict; to 
disagree. 

A ikhtildf at (pi. of the preceding), 
Dissensions. 

A JSAU ikhtilaq (v.n. 8 of Invent-
ing a He; adopting foreign habits; being 
fragrant. w 

A (v.n. 8 of Js-), Being lean, ema-
ciated ; standing in need; sewing, stitch-
ing ;—ithtildli hal, A state of confusion; 
disorder, tumult;—ikhiildli mizdj, An alte-
ration of health or constitution (for the 
worse), illness, indisposition. 

akhtan, akhtan, To draw out, un-
sheath (a sword); to castrate, geld ; to 
hang, suspend; to lead, bring; to go 
forth ; to overtake, reach; to play ; to ac-
custom ; to -weave, knit; to fear. 

A Û&Ŝ  ikhtindg (v.n. 8 of Being 
strangled, choked, throttled; strangula-
tion. 

dkhta, akhta, Drawn; castrated; a 
gelding; exhilarating. 

T (̂ RRF akhia-begi, Grand equerry, 
master of the horse. 

i i l i tas.1 akhta-khdna. A stable. 
A ikhtiyar (v.n. 8 of Choosing, 

preferring, selecting, picking out; ejection, 
choice; option, will, pleasure; control, power, 
authority ; privilege ; liberty ; rule, sway ; 
office ; a man in years;—ikhtiyari dmad u 
raft, flight of way;—ikhtiyar dashtan, To 
have the choice, to be at liberty;—ijshtiyar 
kardan, To make choice, choose, will. 

a ikhtiyar-ndma. Credentials (of 
an ambassador). 

a I^JUj^ ikhtiyari, Choice, approbation; 
in one's own power or disposal; optional; 
voluntary. 

a djuUiiU ikhtiydriya, Old men. 
A J W ^ ikhtiyal (v.n. 8 of Je*-), Strut-

ting, walking with dignity; pride, pomp. 
A ikhtiyari (v.n. 8 of Betray-

ing ; deceit, perfidy. 
akhjasta, The threshold of a door 

— O^jh^ aryhawdn, q.v. 
T akhcha, Gold, silver; a die for 

coining; a copper seal. 
A gW^ ikhdd' (v.n. 4< of Conceal-

ing ; laying by, hoarding. 
A f W t ikhddm (v.n. 4 of Giving a 

servant; taking one into service, 
A akhdan (pi. of khidn), Friends; 

lovers ; beloved objects. 
akhdar, A brother's or a sister's 

child. 
k atkda', More or most fallacious, 

crafty, artful, wily, cunning. 
A itkhdud, An oblong fissure in the 

ground, a furrow. 
A ajcjiz (v.n.), Taking, seizing, appre-

hending, procuring; intercepting; seizure, 
exaction; — akjrzi intiqdm, Taking ven-
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geance; akhz u jarr, Talcing and seizing; 
fraudulent dealing ;—akhz kardan, To take, 
receive; to examine. 

fA dkhar, A bason, bathing-tub;— 
dkhur, A stall for horses; the collar-bone 
(see akhwuf) ; name of a city in Dah-
istan;—dkjiuri charb (a fat stall), Plenty, 
abundance;—dkhuri sangin (an empty, or 
rather, stony cratch), An unprofitable situa-
tion. 

A ^ dkhar, Another, different, second ; 
—samti dkhar. Another way, otherwise;— 
shakli dkhar shudan, To be altered;—akhir. 
Last, posterior, ultimate, final; the end, 
issue, extremity; finally, at last,afterwards; 
yes, surely, forsooth, but, yet, lest;—dkhiru 
'l-amr, At length, finally;—dkhiri zamdn, 
Tbe end of time, the last day;—dkhiri 
shdb, The latter part of the night;—akhir 
shudan, To be finished ;—dkhiri kdr, A ca-
tastrophe ; at length;— akhir kardan, To 
finish. 

A eV^ ikhrdj (v.n. 4 of Producing, 
drawing forth, bringing out; expulsion, 
ejection, eviction; exclusion; extraction, 
derivation; expenditure, expenses, disburse-
ment;— ikhrdj shudun, To be banished;— 
ikhrdj kardan, To expel, banish ; to bring 
out. 

A ikhrdj at (pi. of the preceding), 
Expenses; tribute ; revenue. 

A ifcfards (v.n. 4 of Making 
dumb. 

A ikfardq (v.n. 4 of J ^ ) , Astonishing, 
confounding, discouraging, deterring. 

a ehrf ^ akhir-bin, Par-sighted; prudent. 
A Zf*-] dkhirat, The invisible world; adv. 

In the end, at last. 
dkhir-dast, The occupant of the 

lower seat; the last throw of the dice; the 
end of an affair ; a shoemaker. 

A Y*/^ akhras, Dumb; having no echo 
(mountain) ; thick (milk). 

dkhur-sdldr, Master of the horse. 
a akhirash, At last, finally, after 

all. 
A afchraq, Dull, unskilful; with torn 

clothes. 
dkhurak, A small stable; collar-

bone. 
A P/^ akhram, Pierced in the ear, nose, 

Ac. 
^ akh-ru kardan, To make a 

grimace (from pain); to exclaim akh! 
(m.c.). 

v^m4-' akhrosh, A clamour, noise. 
k fc^ dkhrut, A walnut. 
A iS)^ ukhrauwy, Relating to the other 

world. 
A dkhiri, Last, ultimate; of or be-

longing to the end; latter;—dkhiri chahdr 
ahambah, The last Wednesday of the month 
§afar, observed as a great festival by the 
Muhammadans of India. 

) 
dkhriydn, akhriydn, Household 

furniture, goods and chattels, wearing ap-
parel ; wardrobe;—djchiriydn, The moderns. 

T akhriydn, An ignorant, stupid 
oaf. 

A (J*/^ dkhirm, Last, latest comers ; pos-
terity ;—dkhirin harf, Decree of fate ; ter-
mination of an affair;—dkhirin dam, The 
last breath. 

A akhm' (v.n. 4 of ^y5-), Exposing 
to shame or infamy. 

A akhzam, A male serpent; name of 
the grandfather of Hatiin Taiy. 

A akhass, More or most base, avari-
cious. 

A ikhsdr (v.a. 4 of y^-), Diminish-
ing ; causing or suffering loss; damage, loss. 

A ikhsds (v.n. 4 of Y ^ ) , Making 
or discovering one to be vile and contemp-
tible. 

gkhasta. The lower lintel, thres-
hold. 

dkhsuma, dkhsama, akhsuma, akh-
samah), A liquor made from barley, rice, or 
millet. 

( j — a k h si, Name of a town in Transox-
ania. 

tifl—akhsisak, akhsikat, Other 
forms of the preceding name. 

y*^ althsh, Name of a certain Persian 
Mubid;—dkhash, akhsh, Price, worth, value; 
—dkhash dadan, To give a price. 

dkhshuma, Barley or rice-water. 
gj-^A gkhshanj. Adverse, contrary. 

akhshanda, A child's rattle. 
dkhshej, aklishej, Opposite, con-

trary ; any of the four elements. 
( j l ^ j j ^ akhshejan, akhshejdn (pi. of the 

previous), The (four) opposites, i.e. the 
elements. 

^bL-.^&i^ akhshejistdn, What is beneath 
the sphere of the moon, the place of the 
elements. 

dkhshek, alchshek, Opposite, con-
trary. 

dkhsheg, akhsheg, Opposite, con-
trary. 

dkhsheg an, The elements. 
A akhas, More or most peculiar, 

special, particular; more or most excellent. 
A JU<M ikhzdl (v.n. 4 of J ^ ) , Moisten-

ing. 
A J^U akhzar, Green; dusky brown; 

black. 
A JV4^ ikhzirdr (v.n. 9 of j^), Being 

green. 
A akhzaHumble, submissive, con-

tented in a lowly station. 
A ikhtd' (v.n. 4 of Erring, 

sinning involuntarily, committing a blunder, 
making a mistake ; imputing sin. 

A }UAS-\ akhtdr (pi. of khatar), Calamities, 
dangers, risks ;—ikhtdr (v.n. 4 of Ex-
posing to danger; risk one's life. 



A S-W akhtdb, One who repeats best the 
prayer called k hut bah; a colocyoth marked 
with green stripes. 

A J W akhtal, Flap-eared; nick-name of 
Beyeral poets. 

A ikhfa' (v.n. 4 of ^ ^ S - ) , Concealing, 
hiding, rendering invisible. 

A akhf&f (pi. of khuf), Boots; the 
hoofs of a camel;—ikhfaf (v.n. 4 of i-An-), 
Loading lightly; being ineasy circumstances. 

A akhfash, One who has small 
weak eyes, seeing hotter at night than in 
the day time ; name of three grammarians. 

akhJcaJcand, akhkaland, or 
yjjKa^ afthkalandu, A child's rattle. 

akiJcul, Long-headed; chaff. 
akhkalanda, A curry-comb. 

akhkam, Rim of a drum or sieve ; a 
fillet. 

akhleamar, The crupper of a horse, 
jjo&s^ akhkandu, A child's rattle. 

akhhuba, A button-hole, a loop. 
akhkucha, A button; an unripe 

date. 
akhhur, A wild pear; unripe, sour 

f ru i t ; a button-hole. 
akhkuza, akhkuzha, A button ; 

a weaver's loom ; unripe date. 
akhkuzhna, A button, 
akhkush. Unripe fruit. 

»f}yCs.\ akhkuk, An unripe apricot. 
akhkuJcask, Unripe fruit. 

akhkun, akhhunaf A button-
hole ; a button. 

akhgtir, A fire-brand, burning coal; 
ashes. 

akhgar, Charcoal; a live coal;—akji-
gari tafta, Live embers;—akhgari kushta, 
Extinguished charcoal. 

^Vi-Xt^ akhgaristari, A hearth, a fire-place. 
J&M a%hgult A beard of corn, a pile of 

barley. 
A ilchla (v.n. 4 of Y*-), Vacating, 

emptying. 
A ikhlad (v.n. 4 of Leaning, 

inclining ; clinging to, continuing ; render-
ing eternal. 

A Y^W ikhl&s (v.n. 4 of U ^ ) , Purifying, 
rendering sincere; purity, sincerity, can-
dour; affection, pure friendship, sincere 
attachment; loyalty, fidelity ; intimacy; 
show or pretence of friendship. 

a ikhlasmand, Sincere, friendly. 
a ^ju^—JUA ikhlasmandi, Sincerity, friend-

liness, affection. 
A kM akhldt (pi. of khilt), Mixtures, 

miscellanies ; ingredients ; sweet - scented 
drugs, perfumes; the four humours of the 
human body, viz. blood, phlegm, yellow bile 
(choler), and black bile (melancholy) ;— 
akhldti arba'ah, Idem;—akhldti radiyah, 
Corrupted humours ;—ikhldt (v.n. 4 of 
Mixing. 

A jSW ajjs&ldq (pi. of khalaq), Worn-out 
clothes;—(pi. of kfeiilq, khuluy) Natures, 
dispositions, habits, manners; virtues, good 
qualities; morals, ethics ; —akklaqi jaldli, 
akhldqi muhiini, Names of two celebrated 
books on ethics;—ikhldq (v.n. 4 of 
Wearing out, or being worn out (a gar-
ment) ; making one wear old clothes. 

A J W ikJkldl (v.n. 4 of J i ) , Causing to 
want; necessitating, constraining; being in 
want, need. 

A t jW akhlaq, More or most apt, fit, 
proper; smooth, even. 

^.u^W akfylakandu, A child's rattle. 
akhliir, The fruit of the carob-tree. 

A JUAJ ikhmad (v.n. 4 of Extin-
guishing a fire. 

A ikfamal (v.n. 4 of J**-), Render-
ing obscure or mean. 

dkhmusa, akhmuea, Barley, millet, 
or rioe-water. 

A akhmas, Slender-waisted; the 
hollow part of the sole of the foot. 

akhma, A wrinkle on the face or 
forehead; a frown. 

jy akhma-ru. Wrinkled, frowning, 
cross-looking ; (met.) paper which is lined 
or written upon. 

A ikhnas (v.n. 4 of Keeping 
back, hindering ; hiding behind anything. 

akhangal, A sword. 
akhnukh. ukhnukh, Enoch; Noah. 

A akhawat (pi. of ukht), Sisters. 
^jX-Aytl akhwdtti, Unwillingness. 
A alshwal (pi. of khdl), Maternal 

uncles. 
A T J ^ ik&wan, ukhwan (pi. of akh), 

Brethren, friends, companions ;—ikhwanu 
'z-zamdn, Cotemporaries j people of the 
same religion. 

akhipdnd. Tutor, master, preacher. 
^gAi^ji-l akhwdndi, Office of a tutor, 

master, preacher (see , 
a ^ I ikhvoat (pi. of akh). Brothers;— 

wfchuwat (v.n. of ys-1), Fraternity . 
i\ akh wa tufr Spitting (see ^ 

jys^ akhwur, dkhwar, A stable, stall ; 
litter or straw laid under cattle ; the collar-
bone ; akhwuri charb, Plenty of victuals ; a 
pleasurable life ;—dkhyjuri khushk (sangin), 
An empty cratch; a place devoid of any-
thing useful;—amir(i) akhyvur, The Master 
of the horse. 

akkwursdldr, Master of the 
horse. 

ĵjA-f dkhwurak, A small stable; the 
collar-bone. 

dkhun. dkhwund, A theologian, 
preacher; orator; a tutor. 

akhwundi, The office of a preacher 
or tutor. 

A akhawiy, Brotherly, sisterly. 



o*^ a&At, A good work; manly, gene-
rous. 

A akfti, My brother. 
A ^VA akhydr (pi. of khaiyir), Good, 

religious men;—guzida'i akhydr. Chosen 
from the best; most excellent. 

A J W akhyaf, Different kinds of men ; 
brothers by the same mother, but different 
fathers. 

a akhyaflr By the same mother, 
but a different father. 

T akhid, Royal title, given by Kha-
lifah Muqtadi bi-llah to an Amir. 

d&fcidan, To arrive, reach, over-
take. 

A akhlz, Taken ; a captive. 
dkMr, for^Tf dhhiz, q.v. 

A alshyar, Better, best;—akhir, Pos-
terior, last \—akfyir zamdnah, akhir waqt, 
The last time, period, age •, the last mo-
ment, the moment of death. 

A akhiran, At length, in fine, 
o akhir08. a - j j ^ a^blromh, Wild 

wheat. 
akhiridan. To draw a sword. 

yetf, dkMx, Cement, plaster of a wall. 
jSy**-) dfcMzgar, A plasterer. 
AL^ dfchisa, akhiea, A ram leading the 

flock; a march-stone, a landmark; defec-
tive, imperfect. 

A <_A*<t\ akhyaf, Who has one eye black, 
the other blue (man or horBe). 

A akJiyal, One who has many moles 
(on the face); a spotted bird, 

u*y*£-\ akhinoe (G. 2p«.vos), Wild wheat. 
akhyun (G. 2xtw)> Snake's head (a 

plant). 
dkhya, A ram, the leader of the 

flock ; praise ; spittle ; limit, boundary, 
hedge, inclosure. 

A add, idd, Misfortune, sorrow; any 
great and momentous business ; a marvel-
lous thing; a profane or unlawful action ; 
power, strength, vigour, victory. 

add, Grace, beauty, elegance ; blan-
dishment, graceful manner, coquetry; elo-
quence, voice, pronunciation, expression, 
Bong, music, odes;—hasan-ada, Just pro-
nunciation or expression; — khwush-add, 
ndzik-add, Melodious;—sanjida-ada, Well-
weighed, judicious ;—add kardan, To pro-
nounce, express, sing, warble. 

A add', Payment, satisfaction, per-
formance, fulfilment, accomplishment; ac-
quittance; add'i dam kardan, To make 
payment of debtB;—add'i safar kardan, To 
perform military duty, to make a cam-
paign, to discharge that vassalage which a 
military tenant owes to his lord;—add'i 
shahadat kardan, To give evidence, to 
depose;—add kardan, To pay, discharge, 
execute; to assist; to prepare for a jour-
ney ; to lie in wait. 

A ida'at (v.n. 4 of "V) , Falling sick; 

afflicting with sickness; suspecting, doubt-
ing. 

A dddb (pi. of adab), Civilities, 
good manners, devoirs, ceremonies, polite-
ness ; forms of address in writing and 
Bpeaking, salutations, respects; title of 
many books;—dddbi fuzald f i lug hat, Name 
of a Persian Dictionary, explained in Ara-
bic and Hindi, by KazI Mahmud Dahlawi, 
a native of Delhi, who died A.D. 1420 ;— 
ddabi sunnat, The minor duties of life. 

ddab-gd, The place of obeisance in 
the palace of a chief. 

.ujtat add-band, A describer of blandish-
ments. 

ada-bandi, Description of bland-
ishments ; the fixing a period for the per-
formance of a contract, or paymeut of 
instalments. 

a WM dddbhd (P. pi. of the Ar. pi. 
adab), Good manners, refinement, <fcc. (see 

A addi, An instrument, tool, utensil, 
apparatus; whatever is necessary in the 
forming or completing of anything; (in 
gram.) a particle, as, adatu 't-ta'rif, The de-
finite article (J\ al) ;—addtijam', A particle 
added to form the plural from the singular 
number ;—adat i fdHl , A particle supplemen-
tary to nouns or participles in forming names 
of agents, similar to -er in English, as kdrgar, 
A labourer, from kdr, Labour ; — addti nis~ 
bat, A particle of relation or possession, 
which, when added to a substantive, im-
plies the being endowed with any quality, 
as afzumand, Desirous, from arzu, Desire. 

\S\S\ addda, A species of mezereum. 
A iddrat (pi. of the preceding), 

Turns, <fcc.;—iddrdti daulati, Governmental 
administrations (m.c.). 

g <_5*\)M addrdqi, A kind of Indian 
medicine, of an acrid and poisonous 
quality, dog's-bane. 

A iddrat, iddra (v.n. 4 of Turn-
ing round, going in a circle ; causing to re-
volve ; — iddra'i jdmi himdtn, A handing 
round of the deadly cup. 

tjijM addrin (in Zand and Pazand), 
Hideous; wicked, bad. 

i addsh, Of the same name as 
another. 

M ada-fahm, Understanding by signs, 
skilled in the arts of blandishment. 

<mS**ti M add-fahmi, Skill in the arts of 
blandishment, understanding of signs and 
gestures, coquetry. 

A iddqat (v.n. 4 of Surround-
ing, enclosing. 

adak, addk, An island; a ford. 
adam, The celestial globe. 

A pM adam (pi.), idam (sing.), Whatever 
is eaten with bread. 

A addma 'llah, May God prolong 
(a man's life, etc.). 



A iddmat (v.n. 4 of Per-
petuating. 

a idanat (v.n. 4 of Lending, 
giving credit to a fixed period ; buying or 
selling on credit; compensating. 

adanoeh, Name of a messenger 
whose eyes were torn out by 'Azra. 

A ( j ^ adani (pi. of adna), Nearer, 
nearest; the lowest, vilest, most ignoble or 
contemptible. 

A addwdt (pi. of adat), Instru-
ments, implements, utensils. 

A iddviat (pi. of adawd), A ewer 
or vessel, from which the Muhammadans 
pour water, for washing the hands, &c. 

A S>>̂  adab (v.n.), Being courteous, 
polite, well-bred ; making a feast; cour-
tesy, politeness, urbanity, good-breeding, 
respect, reverence; propriety of conduct; 
discipline, chastisement; learning, morality, 
sound doctrine; the science of polite 
learning ;—adab dadan, To correct, civilize, 
teach; to chastise, correct;—adab kardan, 
To behave modestly, properly, or honestly. 

A udabd' (pi. of adib), Polite, learned, 
high-bred men. 

a j M adbdr (pi. of dubr), The hinder or 
latter parts of anything, of the back, neck, 
Ac.;—idbdr (v.n. 4 of Turning back, 
going back, committing sodomy ; falling off 
from allegiance, defection, disloyalty; re-
verse of fortune, ill-luck, adversity ; cala-
mity, defeat. 

a s^ adab-amokhta, s^ adab-
amozy A master, teacher; a pupil, learner; 
exalted, illustrious ;-—adab-dmoz kardan, To 
exalt to high rank; to render illustrious. 

a adabana, With reverence, with re-
spect ; civilly, politely, courteously; wisely, 
learnedly. 

ftj^ adab-dwdftah, Loud, clear-voiced; 
-adab-awdzah kardan, To exalt to high 
rank, to render illustrious. 

a BJjjjrt. adab-piiTwarda, An instructor, 
master, tutor ; a student, pupil. 

a i ^ j I adab-khdna, A water-closet; a 
school. 

a adabistdn (shortened dabietdn), 
A school; a seat of learning. 

a adab-sanj, A master, tutor; a 
disciple, pupil. 

a s-*^ adab-tar as, A master, tutor, 
teacher. 

a jlS adab-kdr, An instructor, teacher, 
tutor; a pupil, student. 

a ssf <*r*S\ addb-kada, A seat of polite 
manners ; a kingly court. 

adab-g ah, The place of obeisance 
in the palace of a chief; a seat of refine-
ment ; a court. 

a adabl, Polite, learned; a scholar. 
a ^ idbir, by Imalah for idbdr, q.v. 
A idhaz (v.n, 4 of u4®^), Dismiss-

ing a suit; abolishing. 

tA ddakh, Handsome, fine, good ; height; 
the highest degree. 

iddikhdr (v.n. 8 of / - j ) , Hoard-
ing. 

A idkhdl (v.n. 4 of J ^ ) , Causing 
to enter; introducing, inserting, thrusting 
or putting in;—iddil$hdl (v.n. 8 of 
Entering. 

j-A adar, Fire;—adir, A lancet, a fleam. 
A idrdj (v n. 4 of t)*), Folding (a 

letter^. 
A idrar (v.n. 4 of Agitating, 

moving, whirling round (a spindle), giving 
it a rotatory motion so rapid (hat it appears 
stationary ; causing urine, milk, &c. to flow 
copiously ; involuntary or copious discharge 
of urine ; diabetes ; hard rain ; liberality, 
munificence; a scholarship, fellowship; 
exhibition; bursary ; a pension, a stipend ; 
any cloth sufficient for a garment ('?). 

A idrarat (pi. of the preceding), 
Pensions. 

a idrdri, A pension; a dishful. 
^ idraflB (from G. a<f>po<i), Froth of 

the sea. 
A idrdk (v.n. 4 of Attaining, 

reaching; arriving at manhood, coining to 
maturity ; comprehension, apprehension, 
understanding, perception, intelligence, in-
tellect, capacity, genius. 

a AiiiU idrakati sddiqah, True, 
just conceptions. 

a dram, A packing-needle. 
A SJJI adarat, udrat, Rupture, swelled 

testicle. 
u 4 ^ a d r a k h e h , Lightning, thunder; 

cold. 
ddarshakk, A pickle. 

adarfan, Itch, scab, ringworm. 
adark, A swinging cot; swing for 

children;—adrak (S. drdraka), Fresh gin-
ger;—idrak, A small plum. 

ddram, A saddle-cloth (also adram) ; 
arms, such as swords, daggers, bows and 
arrows ; a larga needle. 

adram-kash, A packing-needle. 
a drama, A saddle-cloth of coarse 

wool. 
adrang, adrang, Grief, sorrow, 

distress, ennui; a heavy calamity, ruin, 
perdition. 

t adranah, Adrianople. 
udra, The crest of a helmet. 

A idria, The Arabian name for 
akhnukh, Enoch. 

dJte. idris-khdna, Heaven. 
adaa, Name of a grain. 
adish, Fire. 

x iddi'a (v.n. 8 of y^ ) , Claiming, 
demanding as a right; claim, pretension; 
arrogating; — iddi'd ddshtan, To have a 
claim against (m.c.). 

A ge^ ad'aj, Black-eyed (man). 
A ad'iyat (pi. of du'd), Salutft-



tions, congratulations, compliments, wishes, 
prayers, blessings. 

a pVM idghdm (v.n. 4 of Inserting 
one letter into another; doubling it by 
tashdid; coalescence. 

ady&ar, A summer-house ;—adgjkar, 
A vent-hole. 

A adgkam, Black about the face; 
black-nosed; one who speaks through his 
nose. 

A idfa' (v.n. 4 of Warming; 
clothing in warm raiment. 

adfar, A nephew; an uncle (see i ^ ) . 
A adaqq, More or most subtile, 

minute, slender, thin; abstruse, recondite, 
obscure. 

A idqdq (v.n. 4 of Pounding, 
pulverizing; attenuating, making thin, 
slender and tine ; speaking abstrusely. 

adaqcka, A cover, wrapper. 
aduk, The female parts (of a woman 

or animal). 
a jtot iddikar (v.n. 8 of p), To recall 

to mind; to accept advice. 
adgar, Measure, comparison, conjec-

ture. 
A idhV (v.n. 4 of _JIJ), Throwing, 

sending, or letting down, dropping; speak-
ing evil of another. 

A ŜOT idlaj (v.n. 4 of A departing 
at nightfall; iddildj (v.n. 8 of the same), 
Travelling during the last watch of the 
night. 

A J!M idldl (v.n. 4 of J->), Being arro-
gant, provoking, coquettish; coming down 
(on an enemy), pouncing on his prey (a 
hawk). 

A adillat, adilla (pi. of dalil), Argu-
ments, reasons, proofs, evidences, indica-
tions ; road-guides. 

A adam, Brown, dusky, tawny, mu-
latto ; Adam, the father of the human race ; 
—adami dbi, A fabulous animal, resembling 
man, that rises from the sea, a merman; 
—adam ba-ddam mi-rasad, Adam (man) 
comes to Adam (man), a phrase addressed 
by the poor to the rich, reminding the 
latter that similar distress may befall him. 

A adm, Eating anything with bread ; 
uniting in love and friendship ;—adam, A 
tomb; a kind of date. 

adam, A ruby. 
A idmal (v.n. 4 of J^o), Cica-

trizing. 
A yU^ idman (v.n. 4 of Con-

stantly drinking wine. 
a ^ adam-pera, Creator of man, i.e. 

God; a holy man. 
A adamat, The inner skin; a chief, 

a general, model, pattern;—udmat (v.n. of 
Being of a brown colour, brownness, 

duskiness; a clear shining white (in 
camels). 

a adam-chashm, Having eyes like 
those of a man. 

o;^- adam-khwur, A man-eater, a 
cannibal. 

a ddam-sar, Bald. 
a adamistdn, A place abounding 

in men; the world. 
a (j*Us. ddam-shinds, Knowing man-

kind. 
a ddamgari, Humanity, valour. 

adman, Pure, fragrant (musk), 
a ddami, Human, a man, brown. 
a ddamiyan (pi. of the preceding), 

Men, mortals. 
a tt^of adamiydna, Humanly, like a 

man. 
a ddami-bacha, An infant. 
A adamlyat, Humanity. 
a ddami-k}iwdYa, A man-eater, 

cannibal. 
Aj dd,ami-zdd, ^ ^ adami-zada, 

A son of man, man. 
A »U idna (v.n. 4 of Y^), Bringing near. 
A ubd idndf (v.n. 4 of Suffering 

from severe and continued illness; afflict-
ing sorely for a long time (sickness) ; 
going down (as the sun) ; bringing near. 

adand, How?—idind, An unknown 
number ; half a load (see the following). 

utUol adank, How ? at what rate ? an un-
certain, unknown number, conjectural com-
putation ; one truss, hamper, Ac.; one half 
of a horse's load, as much as a beast carries 
upon one side; one side of a piece of 
money. 

( j i^ adnl, adne (?), Error, mistake. 
A J J ^ J I adna, Lower, lowest; smaller, 

smallest; least, most trifling; nearer, 
nearest. 

adawdt (pi. of adat), Instru-
ments, tools, utensils ; particles ;—adawdti 
jang, Arms, war-like apparatus, weapons of 
war, artillery. 

A adwar (pi. of dar), Houses, man-
sions ;—(pi. of daur) Orbs, orbits, revolu-
tions, circles; periods, ages ;—adwari mala-
kid, The harmony of the heavenly bodies, 
the music of the spheres, the intelligence 
which moves them. 

adwdy (in Zand and Paz.), Voice, 
echo. 

A JJJL ad-dd, Name of one of Muham-
mad's ancestors. 

u * ^ adus (corr. from A. adwaeh) 
Dim-sighted, purblind. 

A adwan, More or most mean, or 
base. 

i^yA adwe, Sweet-scented flag ; aloes. 
A adwiyat, adwiya (pi. of dawd), 

Medicines ;—adwiyaH garm, Hot condi-
ments, as pepper, cloves, cinnamon, &c. 

M ada, A hen-roost, a perch for pigeons, 
A <>Uo\ idhdsh (v.n.4 of Astound-

ing, striking with amazement, terrifying. 



A idkdq (v.n. 4 of J^AO), Pilling a 
cup, emptying a teasel. 

A ^UM adhdn (pi. of duhn), Oils, oint-
ments, unguents;—idhdn (v.n. 4 of 
Anointing, concealing, deceiving, dissem-
bling ; imposture, deceit, falsehood;—iddi-
hdn (v.n. b of y-B>o), The anointing of one's 
self. 

adhajd, J ^ a j * adhajdrah, A kind 
of thorn. 

(jlfc^l adkali, Half a gold mohur, in value 
eight rupees. 

A f**^ adkam, (A horse) of a black co-
lour, inclining to a dusky green ; black; 
old; a fetter. 

A JyfcĴ  adhd, More or most subtle or 
astute. 

adydn, Cattle (in motion); a rapa-
cious animal. 

A adydn (pi. of din), Religions. 
A adlb, Courteous, polite, well-bred; 

learned ; a professor, tutor. 
adichdra, The inverted thorn, 

adid, Consequence; strictly and im-
plicitly followed (a command) ; a spring of 
water. 

yi*^ adieh, Fire. 
A adim, Goats' leather, perfumed, 

which they bring from Arabia Felix; 
Morocco leather; bread when eaten or 
baked with meat; the surface of the earth; 
name of a horse;—adlmu,* %-samd1, The ex-
panse of heaven;—adirnu *z-zuka, Half-way 
between surlrise and mid-day;—adimu' n-
nakdr, Tbe diffusion of light or day. 

a w j ^ actyanda,Tbe rainbow. 
adina, Friday. 

Cjy^ adyun = yliol adydn, q.v. 
A U^ iza, When (in the present or future 

BenBe); behold! lo! 
A aza (v.n. of Being injured, 

receiving damage, annoyance, molestation, 
vexation. 

a i»U\ izdbat (v.n, 4 of v ^ ) , Dissolving, 
causing to melt. 

a jUl dzar, The Syrian month of March. 
ypAjW dzdr-afyun, Foam of the sea. 
& t j t t ^ azardgi, A plant called dog's 

bane. 
azdrtus, A proper name (see 

u - j W 
^ U t azari, Relating to the (Synan) 

month Azar. 
A izd'at (v.n. 4 of Publishing, 

divulging, blazing; squandering, lavish-
ing ; to sprinkle urine. 

A &U1 izdqat (v.n. 4 of Giving one 
to drink or taste. 

A dzdn, azdn (v.n. of <j«M), Announcing, 
-giving notice ; the signal for summoning 
to prayers, by the Mu'azzin or crier, from 
the minarets or towers of the mosques; 
listening to. 

A J ^ izbdl (V.n. 4 of Causing to 
wither, debilitating, emaciating. 

T uzbak, Usback Tartar. 
A izziifedr (v.n. 8 of Storing up. 
A izkhir, The bog-rush. 
)<i\ dzar, dzur, Fire; name of the angel 

presiding over fire, and the day agar ; affairs 
of the month and day dzar, the former 
being the ninth solar month, the latter 
being the ninth day of any month, bat 
particularly of the fourth month, tir-mah; 
name of seven celebrated fire-temples dedi-
cated to the seven planets, and called in 
their respective order: azari mihr, nosh, 
bahrdm, d'in (dyin), khurin, barzin (burtfn), 
zardahusht; name of Abraham's father; 
(met.) love, 

A izra' (v.n. 4 of "\>«I), Causing tears 
to flow, shedding tears;—(v.n. 4 of 
Sowing; throwing off (a rider); sweeping 
away (wind), 

azar-abad, jJf azar-abdd-
gan, Name of a fire-temple in Tabriz; also 
the ancient name of Tabriz itself. 

ty&W azar-abdd-gun, A stove, a forge. 
dzar-afroz, An eolipile; a pho9nix ; 

name of a son of Isfandiyar. 
tyrt ^ dzar-afad, An eolipile. 

arrant, A packing-needle (see 
thrift dzar-a in, azari d'in, Name of 

the fourth temple of the seven called after 
the planets. 

A j^T dzar-bdd, Name of a priest of the 
Magi. 

ytf^W azar-bad-gdn, A fire-temple j 
name of a fire-temple in Tabriz, ana of 
Tabriz itself. 

azar-bayigan = the preceding; 
name of the Persian province Azarbaijan. 

azar-barzin, azari barzin, Name of 
the sixth fire-temple of those named after 
the seven planets. 

azar'bo, azar 'boy a, Name of a 
yellow flowering shrub, from whose root 
pearl-ashes are made. 

azari bahrdm, Name of the third 
fire-temple, called after the seven planets. 

(jj-j'M azrabi, A native of Azarbaijan. 
a ejWrf;^ dgar-baijdn, for P. 

azar-bdytgdn, q.v. 
w-m*^}^ dzar'paraet, A fire-worshipper. 
Vi)4^ azar-per a, dzar-pair a, One who 

attends on a fire-temple. 
azariuih, A salamander. 

fltf-fl gzar-khurdar, dzar-
khwurdad, Name of a priest of the Magi; 
also of the angel who presides over fire; 
also of the fire-temple at Sliiraz; also of the 
fifth fire-temple. 

^^s. jJ^ dzar-Jshurin, azari &£uri», Name 
of the fifth fire-temple, called after the 
seven planefca by the ancient Persians. 
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tMjJt dzarkhusk (azraJshsJi, azarakhsh), 

Name of the ninth day of the month Azar. 
azrakhsha, Intense cold fatal to 

man and beast; lightning, with loud 
thunder. 

azar-rang, Bright, shining, red, 
flame-coloured; confused, dispersed; diffi-
cult ; trouble, misfortune, calamity, ruin, 
slaughter. 

^ azar-zarduhusht, dzari zardu-
husht, Name of the seventh fire-temple 
named after the seven planets. 

dzaras (probably for dzar-ras, going 
into the fire), A salamander. 

azarshap, ^....i*^ dzarshasp, Name 
of the angel or demon of fire ; fire, flame, 
lightning; name of one of the temples in 
the city of Balkh; a salamander. 

azar-shin (for dzar-niehin, sitting 
in the fire), A salamander. 

azartus, Name of the father-in-
law of 'Azra. 

jV fl dzar-fardz, Kindling fire. 
azar-furoz, V dzar-faza, An 

eolipile. 
azar-kada, A fire-temple. 

^ dzar-ku, The leaves of the camo-
mile. 

u M j ^ azar-kesh, A fire-worshipper, 
y-fcj ^ dzar-gashp, v — a z a r -

gushasp, Lightning ; fire ; fire-worshipper; 
name of a fire-temple erected by Gushtasp 
in Balkh, in which he kept his treasures ; 
the angel presiding over, and living in, 
fire ; name of a hero. 

JJ" dzar-gul, A flower like the ane-
mone. 

yi azar-gun, Flame-coloured, fiery-
red, bright; the anemone, marigold, marsh-
mallows ; a salamander; a horse. 

fty^ azram, A saddle-cloth; a saddle whose 
cloth is in two pieces. 

azar-mdh, Name of the ninth 
month of the Bolar year. 

ft* dzar-mihr, dzari mihr, Name of the 
first fire-temple called after the planets. 

a^armi-doMd (= ^ 
q.v.), Name of the daughter and successor 
of Khosrau Parwez, and of a city founded 
by her, 

dzarang (for dzar-rang), azrang, 
Light, luminous, bright, dazzling; fire; dis-
tress, misery, ruin (see and n&j^). 

u^y az'ir-noeh, Name of the second 
fire-temple named after the seven planets. 

yjiUfe ^ dzar-humayun, Name of a 
witch. 

azar hoshang, Name of the 
earliest prophet sent to Persia. 

o ^ y * ^ dzar-hoshangi, A follower of 
Azar Hoshang. 

oy^ dzari, A native of Azarbaijan; name 
of a poet; a follower of Azar Hoshang. 

dzaryas, azar yds, Gum of wild rue. 

o dzritu8, Name of a medicine. 
O^/M dzariydn (pi. of dzari), Followers 

of izar Hoshang. 
azarin, Camomile-flower; ox-eye; 

= q.v. 
tyi azar-yun ( = azar-gun), 

Red, name-coloured; any flower of such a 
colour; anemone ; the sun-flower. 

a iz'dn (v.n. 4 of Obedience, 
submission; confidence, belief. 

a azfar, Fragrant, pungent, strong-
scented ; most fragrant. 

azqdn (pi. of zaqan), Chins, beards. 
azuqa, azuqa — dzuqa, q.v. 

A azkdr (pi. of zihr), Praises of 
God, continual prayers or repetitions of 
the names and attributes of the Supreme 
Being;—izkdr (v.n. 4 of p), Bringing 
forth a male child; reminding ;—izzikdr 
(v.n. 8 of the same), Remembering. 

A Jj i^ azkd, More or most pungent. 
a azkiya' (pi. of zakly), People of 

discernment, penetration, or understanding; 
acute, witty. 

A j-tt azall, More or most vile, abject, or 
submissive. 

a J M izldl (v.n. 4 of J«i), Holding in 
contempt, rendering contemptible; con-
tempt, dishonour. 

a dzan, Long-eared ;—dzin, A porter, 
chamberlain. 

a izn (v.n.), Permitting; leave, li-
cence ;—izn dadan, To give leave, to allow, 
to permit;—u?n, The ear, a handle;—uzun, 
The ear; attentive to what is spoken. 

a azndb (pi. of zanab), Tails, rumps, 
posteriors;—azndbu 'l-hhail, Horse-tails (a 
plant) ;—azndbu 'n-nae, Men of low degree; 
servants -,—izndb (v.n. 4 of Commit-
ting a crime or trespass. 

uznak (dim. of A. uzn), An ear-
trumpet. 

A i^ dzuqa (for azuqa, q.v.), Provi-
sions. 

dzun, Thus, in that manner. 
a azhdn (pi. of zihn), Geniuses, 

intellects, capacities; memories. 
a azydl (pi. of zail), Skirts, tails,ends, 

borders of a garment; the long tails of 
animals; the meanest of men. 

a aziyat (v.n. of o1^). Injuring, hurt-
ing; injury, harm, damage, nuisance, hurt, 
wrong, loss; molestation, annoyance; suf-
fering, distress aziyat kardan, To tor-
ment (m.c.). 

a aziyat-kdrdn, Oppressors, 
tyrants. 

azish, A door-sill; chips, rubbish. 
dzin, Custom, common usage, insti-

tution, rite, ceremony ; decoration ; a 
churn, churning-stick. 

A azin (v.n. of Summons to 
prayer; the place to which such summons 
extends (as a street, or a parish) ; the pub-



lie crier, who summons to prayer ; a sponsor, 
surety. 

^ j1^ azin-band, Ornamented, decorated 
(with flags, etc.). 

j\ ar (for agar), If;—(Imperative of awar-
dan) Bring thou; (in comp.) Bringing; a 
bringer; — Imperative of draetan, To be 
able ; — A suffix added to the 3rd pers. sing, 
pret. of verbs, to form abstract nouns, as 
raftar, Going, gait, from raft, he went; 
also nouns of agency or adjectives, as 
kharidar, A purchaser; padidar, Manifest; 
—ar (for agar), If ;—(for arrah) Saw ; 
dregs of oil. 

^ drd (in comp. from drastan), Embel-
lishing, adorning; ornament (as majlis-drd, 
Gracing the banquet, &c.). 

A drd' (pi. of ra'y), Opinions, coun-
sels, doctrines, views. 

A ird'dt (v.n. 4 of Showing, 
exhibiting, making known;—iraati rily 
kardan, To show the face. 

a irabat (v.n. 4 of s-ij) , Causing to 
doubt and suspect; becoming doubtful ; 
doubt, suspicion. 

^ v ^ ardbchi, A carter, a waggoner. 
araba, A waggon, a cart; a wheel. 

ardba-kash, A carter, waggoner. 
drdj (contraction of ^ q.v.), The 

elbow ; name of a bird. 
A ar&jlf {pl- of arjdf), False 

rumours. 
a irdhat (v.n. 4 of g^), Giving 

rest; bringing cattle home in the evening; 
grazing at night-timo; breathing; dying; 
discovering a smell. 

drajehidan, To rest. 
drdd, The twenty-fifth day of each 

month ; name of the angel presiding over 
that day. 

a S j^ irddat (v.n. 4 of Jjy), Wishing, 
willing, purposing; desire, will, inclination, 
intention, purpose, design; discipleship ;— 
irddati khuda, The will of God;—irddat 
kardan, To wish, desire, will, intend. 

a irdditdna, Voluntarily, cheer-
fully. 

a i-m iraded-bandah, A free ser-
vant. 

a (^•tf uu^ l irddat-guzin, Devotee, de-
voted ; a scholar. 

A ardzil (pi. of arzal), Low, mean-, 
the vulgar. 

( j j j^ ardrin (in Zand and Paz.), Ugly, 
bad. 

drazish, Bounty, charity, alms. 
ardstak, A swallow. 

^Sjl*^ drdstagl, Ornament, embellish-
ment, decoration ; order, arrangement. 

drastan, To adorn, decorate, embel-
lish ; to set in order. 

ardsta, Adorned, decorated, em-
bellished ; arranged ; an idol temple. 

A irdz, A carpet of coarse wool or 
hair. 

A ^TY ardzt (pi. of arz), Lands, estates. 
A araziydt, pi. of and = the pre-

ceding. 
A irdqat (v.n. 4 of jy or vJij)> Spill-

ing, shedding, pouring forth. 
•Sty ardqu (from G. ô ckmcos), A species of 

wild pulse. 
arak, An island. 

A arak, A kind of salt and bitter 
tree, with the roots and brauches of which 
they make dentifrices ; a piece of ground. 

a arakd, A kind of nut, which, when 
chewed with betel-leaves and fine lime, 
strengthens the stomach, and gives an 
agreeable flavour to the breath. 

dram, Rest, tranquillity, peace, quiet, 
repose, cessation, inaction; power, obe-
dience, subjection ; (adverbially) while mo-
tionless; (in compos.) tranquillizing, as diU 
dram, Heart-easing;—(S. drama) A garden 
(especially in a city), a dwelling-place;— 
drami khdk, The repose of the earth ; a clod; 
—dram budan (shudan), To be at rest, to be 
calm ;—dram giriftan, To take rest; to be 
patient. 

A dram (pi. of iram, arim), Stones 
erected in the desert for the direction of 
travellers;—(pi, of ri'm) "White deer. 

y x j U l ^ dramdnidan, To cause to be 
quiet. 

y4 f>\)\ drdm-bdnu, A name. 
ardniban, A garden within a city. 

yA*^ drdmidan, To rest, repose. 
drdm-doet, Loviug ease; indo-

lent. 
drd wish, Quiet, repose, rest;— 

drdmwhi bad, A calm ;—dramishi dad, Due 
proportion, equality, symmetry. 

ffyi ardm-shdh (peace-king), Name of 
a Mogul emperor. 

a s - l t drdm-talab, Seeking ease; idle, 
indole at. 

drdm-kdr, A lazy person, one who 
does not work unless ordered; one who 
does a thing slowly; tedious, patient; se-
date ; a sluggard. 

a vj-v^Vi dram-kur$i, An easy chair. 
drdM'gah, t&Afi dramgah, The 

time or place of rest; a calm, peaceable, 
secure dwelling; a bed-chamber. 

jaS ardm-gir, Who takes his rest; 
quiet, tranquil. 

A aramil, ardmilat (pi. of 
armal)., Widows, distressed and needy 
women. 

^ j ^ V ardmiini (from G. avtfuavr}), The 
anemone. 

ardmi, Peace, calmness, repose. 
V ^ l ardmid, He rested, you rest, rest 

ye; thanksgiving. 
drdmidan (S. ram), To rest, to be 
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at peace or ease; to repose, sleep; to cause 
to be at rest, to be quiet. 

s - V ^ ararmda, Quieted, calmed, rested. 
C^yf aran, Name of a province of Azarbai-

jan ; name of a village of Kashan, noted for 
its asses being big and fat like mules; the 
elbow. 

arrdn, araw=the preceding; privet, 
•tfjtjt ardwand, Grief, regret; desire, 

wish; tlie Tigris; splendour, pomp, gran-
deur ; name of a mountain in H&m&dan. 

sU ardk, Mastic. 
dray, Adorn (imper. of drdstan); 

(in comp.) adorning, ornament. 
ardydnidan. To cause to adorn. 

ardyish, Ornament, embellishment; 
custom, law, institute; name of a note in 
music;—drdyieihi fflymirshed, Name of a 
note in music; the down on the face;— 
arayishi rum, Name of a fortified place;— 
arayieh kardan, To adorn ;—arayishi majlis, 
The ornament of the assembly. 

A araik (pi. of arikat), Thrones, 
sofas. 

arayanda, Ornamenting ; a deco-
rator. 

yj^fl^ drd'idan, To adorn, decorate. 
dra'ida, Ornamented, adorned. 

a o,rab (v.n.), Being in want or 
need ; being skilled ; drooping, being 
languid and useless (the limbs); being 
hard upon (fortune); need, necessity, 
wish ;—irb, A member, limb ,• membrum 
genitale ; intellect; religion; want; need ; 
wickedness. 

A arbdb (pi. of rabb), Lords, mas-
ters, possessors;—arbdbi baslrat, The intel-
ligent, clear-sighted, circumspect;—arbdbi 
taghallub, Superiors, conquerors ;—arbdbi 
tamyiz, Judicious, discerning, prudent;— 
arbdbi timar, Pensioners;—arbdbi jdh u 
tamkin, Possessed of dignity and power;— 
arbdbi jkjiirad, arbdbi ddnish, Sage, intelli-
gent ;—arbdbi duwal, Governors, chiefs ; 
(taken in the sing.) proprietor, possessor 
of fiefs or villages ;—arbabi dih, A village 
chief; — arbdbi diwan, Counsellors ; — 
arbdbi sukkati, Eloquent orators; poets; 
—arbdbi Buluk, Devout, observers of reli-
gious precepts; — arbdbi ekar', Law offi-
cers;—arbdbi safd'i bat in, Endowed with 
purity, of a contemplative and holy life;— 
arbdbi san'at, Artificers, artisans;—arbdbi 
fazl u afzdl wa ashabi Him u kamdl, Per-
sons of merit and learning;—arbdbi qalam, 
Civil functionaries (m.c.);—arbdbi mdl, 
Officers of the treasury ;—arbdbi ma'ali, 
Grandees, eminent men;—arbdbi ma'na, 
Spiritual persons;—arbabi makrumat, Most 
clement lords ;—arbdbi nashat, Dancers and 
singerB, musicians ;—arbdbi himmai, High-
minded, liberal (persons), men of spirit, of 
lofty aspirations, 

) 
a arbdban (P. pi. of the preceding), 

Lords, grandees. 
A arbd' (pi. of rab(), Houses, man-

sions;—(pi. of rub') Fourth parts;—irbd1 

(v.n. of <*>;), Entering upon the vernal 
season; turning cattle out to spring pas-
ture ; dwelling in a spring habitation; 
being four in number; suffering from e 
quartan fever; breeding the teeth called 
raba Hyat; begetting children in old age. 

A arba' (fern.), arba'at (rnasc.), 
Four;—arba' mutandsib, Simple rule of 
three ;—arba' 'andsir, The four elements;— 
arbu' (pi. of rah'), Houses, vernal man-
sions. 

A arba*at iadhara (masc.), Four-
teen. 

A YJ*}̂  arba*una, arba'lna, Forty. 
A J*^ irbal, Arbela in Mesopotamia, 

famous for the defeat of Darius by Alex-
ander the Great, earbu, A pear. 

arbujmd (in Zand and Pazand), A 
water-melon; an island. 

jWy^ arbu-ddr, A pear-tree, 
o t-)j\ arbiyaeiyu8, Name of a 

Greek physician. 
arbaydn, A sea-locust; — arbydn, 

The camomile flower. 
Uet̂  arbita (in Zand and Pazand), A 

roof. 
drat (S. aratni), A cubit; the elbow. 
artd (in Zand and Pazand), A 

country, 
A artd', A multitude;—irtd' (v.n. 4 

of g»j), Turning cattle into a good pasture; 
producing abundance of grass. 

T jte^ urtaq, A merchant. 
A irtdm (v.n. 4 of ^ j ) , Tying a 

thread round the finger, in order to be re-
minded by it of something. 

A irtibdt (v-u, 8 of Biuding, 
being tied ; connection, affinity, familiarity, 
close friendship;—irtibdt kardan, A con-
nection or alliance. 

A irtibd' (v.n. 8 of Passing the 
vernal season; to graze spring grass; to 
be square-built or sit four-square; lifting 
up a stone to try one's strength. 

A sW^ irtijaj (v.n. 8 of §>), Shaking, 
dashing of the waves; agitation, tremor. 

A jVj* irtijaz (v.n. 8 of >»•;), Composing 
or reciting a poem in the metre JRajaz. 

A Y-W^ irtijds (v.n. 8 of w+j), Thun-
dering. 

A irtijd' (v.n. 8 of Selling a 
camel and buying something else with the 
price received; taking a gift back; carry-
ing back. 

A JW^ irtijdl (v.n. 8 of Speaking 
extempore, improvisation. 

irtajak, irtajik, Lightning. 
irtihal (v.n. 8 of Departure, 

travelling, migration; death. 



A irtihhds (v.n. 8 of Buying 
cheap. 

A irtidd' (v.n. 8 of Putting on 
a cloak or mantle. 

A irtidad(v.n. 8 of Jj), Returning, 
rejecting, refusing; opposing; rejection, 
apostasy, recantation. 

A irtida* (v.n. 8 of Being de-
filed, tinged, stained ; abstaining. 

A irtiddf (v.n. 8 of Riding 
behind another; following, pursuing. 

A irtizaz (v.n. 8 of J;), Sticking (as 
an arrow in the mark); being close-fisted, 
stinginess. 

A f\~3j\ irtisdm (v.n. 8 of A distin-
guishing mark; distinguished by (in 
compos.); plan, painting, writing; being 
proud; prayer, invocation. 

A irtishd' (v.n. 8 of Receiving 
a bribe; bribery, corruption. 

A U>\£5f\ irtiehaf (v.n. 8 of A sip-
ping, sucking. 

A irtizd' (v.n. 8 of ^ j ) , Approving, 
consenting, accepting, being contented. 

A irtizd1 (v.n. 8 of Sucking, 
taking the suck. 

A ^ ^ irti'ad (v.n. 8 of and— 
A irti'deh (v.n. of tJ^j), Trembling, 

trepidation. 
A irtifdf (v.n. 8 of Elevation, 

exaltation, altitude ; height; ascent, gran-
deur, prosperity ;—irtifaH Jarr u shaukat, 
The height of glory and magnificence;— 
irtifd' giriftan, To take the altitude (of the 
Bun, &c.). 

A irtifdq (v.n. 8 of ( J I J ) , Leaning 
on the elbow or on a cushion, 

A irtiqd' (v.n. 8 of ^ j ) , Ascending; 
promotion. 

A v ^ irtiqab (v.n. 8 of s-^j), Expect-
ing, waiting, hoping for. 

A irtikdb (v.n. 8 of Embark-
ing in an enterprise; perpetration, com-
mission (of Bins); riding. 

A irtikdz (v.n. 8 o f / ) ) , Leaning on 
a bow. 

A irtikds (v.n. 8 of t r f j ) , Re-
lapsing, backsliding. 

A irtikdm (v.n. 8 of Being 
closely packed, heaped, accumulated; a 
crowd, throng, press. 

A irtimdz (v.n. 8 of y j ) , Trembling 
from a severe blow, palpitating, throbbing; 
agitation, perturbation. 

A irtimde (v.n. 8 of <j~"j), A 
plunging, diving. 

A yiUJ^ irtimdz (v.n. 8 of (J^f), Burn-
ing with pain or grief; to be spoiled or 
ruined. 

artang, The house of the famous 
Persian painter and religious impostor 
Man!; also his book of drawings which he 
showed to his followers as a work given to 
him by angels; Mani himself; a Chinese 

idol-temple. (Other forms are: ar-
sang, arjang, arsang, 
argAang, and arhang.) 

A irtihdsh (v.n. 8 of Cutting 
one foot with the other (horse, camel) ; 
getting sore in running. 

A irtihdn (v.n. 8 of Takiug or 
receiving a thing as a pledge ; pledge, hoB-
tage. 

A irtiydb (v.n. 8 of s- i j) , Doubt-
ing, suspecting; doubt, uncertainty. 

a a^Lj^ irtiyabdna, Doubtfully, in a 
doubtful or suspicious manner. 

A C ^ iriiydh (v.n. 8 of t))), Rejoicing; 
being glad; contentment, gaiety. 

A irtiyad (v.n. 8 of »>JY), Seeking, 
searching for. 

A irtiydeh (v.n. 8 of u^j) , Being 
in easy circumstances; feathering a nest. 

A L A J J ^ irtiydz (v.n. 8 of (>jy), Being 
broken in (a colt), 

arteshddr (S. astradhdrin), Sol-
dier ; a company of horsemen; name of a 
large river. 

y W ^ artlmdn, A district of Hamadan. 
A ^ ars (v.n.), Exciting, stirring up 

(strife) ; kindling (a fire) ; — irs (v.n. of 
Inheriting; heritage, heirloom; 

ashes; remains ;—urs, A kind of thorn. 
a irsdnah, Hereditary, by heredi-

tary right. 
^ ars ad, Root of the wild pepper-tree. 

arsang— *sfj*j\ artang, q.v, 
draj, araj,A kind of bird; the elbow; 

—arj (Z. areja, arega), Price, worth, value; 
esteem, rank, honour, dignity; limit, bound, 
measure; separation, extraction; a bird 
with soft plumage, a swan; a rhinoceros, 

A araj (v.n.), Sending forth an 
agreeable perfume; a sweet smell; sweet-
scented spices. 

A arj a' (pi. of raja"), Sides, may-
gins, coasts;—irjd' (v.n. 4 of V ; ) , Defer-
ring, putting off. 

^t—V^ arjasp, The grandson of Afra-
siynb ; name of a Turanian champion. 

A gW^ irjd' (v.n. 4 of Causing to 
return; returning, bringing back; changing; 
substituting; instituting (a suit). 

A arjdf, An uncertain or false 
rumour, a fiction ;—irjaf (v.n. 4 of <-JW-j), 
Spreading false rumours; engaging in 
business. 

arjdlun, A wild vine, 
yWĵ  arjdn, A kind of fir; a kind of 

mountain almond. 
A sW^ irjdh (v.n. 4 of Deferring 

beyond the proper time. 
A arjaz, A camel whose legs or head 

are trembling when rising 
—^ arjasp = v * ^ q.v. 

A arjal, Marked with white on one 
foot (norse, cattle, a blemish) j large-
footed (man). 
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arjmand, Rare, excellent, worthy 
of great price, valuable, exquisite, beloved, 
dear, brave, generous, noble, distinguished ; 
wise;—arjmand-bdnu (noble princess), A 
proper name. 

arjmandi, Excellence; precious-
ness ;—arjmandi burdan, To acquire, to 
reap, to gain. 

arjan, The bitter almond-tree. 
arjand, Name of a town. 

arjang=<t&5j) artang, q.v. 
aijanah, Name of a desert in Persia ; 

name of a note in music. 
o V ^ arjawdn, urjuivdn, Purple, deep 

red; a purple dye; a purple robe or car-
pet ; redness; starch. 

arjawani, Purple, deep red. 
A ^ f t ^ urjuhat, A swing, a see-saw. 

archih, archand, Although. 
archin, A ladder; a staircase. 
archini, Name of a mountain. 

A arhdm (pi. of rihm or rahim), 
Wombs, matrices ; relations by the mother, 
uterine kindred. 

A arham, More or most merciful;— 
arhamu 'r-rahimin, The most merciful of 
the merciful (God). 

fo&tp-j, arhiqina, A herb used for dyeing. 
A irkhd* (v.n. 4 of Slackening, 

loosening, relaxing;—irkhd'i Hndn, Letting 
loose the reins, riding at full speed ; un-
ruliness. 

A irkhds (v.n. 4 of Y0^), Finding 
or purchasing cheap ; making cheap. 

arkhanda. A tincture-powder, with 
which they tinge the nails and other parts 
of the body of a beautiful red ; some na-
tions, mixing it with vinegar, dye the 
manes and tails of their horses; a kind of 
tree from which they make a fine oil. 

arakhang. Arracan. 
a arkhun (a^wy), A prince, chief, 

archon; a high-priest, patriarch (among 
Eastern Christians). 

A arkha, Softer, softest; more or 
most flabby. 

drad, The twenty-fifth day of every 
month ; name of the angel presiding over 
that day ;—ard, A defect, blemish, imper-
fection ; flour, meal;—ard kardan, To 
grind;—ardi jaw, Barley-meal;—ardi gan-
dum, Wheaten flour;—ardi kunjud, A dish 
of fresh dates and syrup ;—ard u ravghan, 
A kind of sweetmeat. 

ard, Anger; (S. arati) flour-meal; 
—ird, The twenty-fifth day of every month, 
and name of the angel presiding over it;— 
urd, Like, similar; name of a city in 
Persia. 

m ardd, Name of a priest of the Magi. 
A irda (v.n. 4 of Assisting; 

—(v.n. 4 of ^ J j ) Destroying. 
ij^A drd-dba, Pottage, porridge. 
»>Uj\ ardad, ardad, A deceiver; a satyr ;— 

ardad, Name of a priest of the Magi 
ardd). 
ardala, Flour-meal. 

A arddn (pi. of rudn), Sleeves;— 
irddn (v.n. 4 of <yJj), Putting sleeves to a 
garment. 

i^m arddniah (probably misreading for 
i jSJ^), Good works, alms, charity. 

arddna, A species of violet, 
yj/f drddw, A demon, evil genius, magi-

cian. 
wiWjW^ ardawiraf, Name of a Persian 

legislator who flourished about the year 
200 of the Christian era. 

ardab, War, quarrel, altercation. 
A s-"-^ irdabb, An Egyptian measure 

equal to '24 
VjOjlf drd-ba, A kind of pottage or gruel. 

ard-bukhrak, A confection of 
mountain almonds. 

ardabur, A beautiful green colour. 
ard-bez, ard~bex, A sieve, boulter. 
ardabil, Name of a city in Media. 

a J d r d ' t i i l a , Pottage, stir-about, gruel. 
ardij, Juniper, 

vf ardij-db, Gin. 
a ardajdn, Certain figures and mys-

teries in astrology. 
alUjjf drdahala, A kind of milk-pottage. 
aJ^jj^ ard-dula, Gruel; a fine green 

colour. 
fc^JU rf drd-raughan, A kind of sweet-

meat (see ard u raughan, under 
ajjjj^ drd-zada, A sieve ; a fine green 

colour. 
yburfj^ ardistan, ardistan, irdistdn (Z. 

eredhva, high-fsfa«a, place), Name of a 
district in Persia. 

aradush (Z. aredhue), A certain 
number of crimes. 

jj* ard-sMr (S. rita+kshatra), Milk 
and flour pottage ; — ardsfier, Intrepid, 
courageous ; name of Bahman son of Isfan-
diyar and father of Darab; also of Sasan, 
and of the son of Sheroyah bin Parwez ; 
—ardsheri dirdz-dasl, Artaxerxes Longi-
manus, name of King Bahman. 

ardshiran, Name of a bitter 
plant. 

ardeher-khurra, Name of a 
country in Persia. 

ardsher-daru, A bitter medicine, 
a ^UiJ^ aridfandni, Wild cucumber, 
c s i u r d a k , An aquatic bird;—urdak az 

kun bar-amad, A practical joke has been 
played. 

ardakdn, Name of a town in the 
district of Shiraz; also of a village near 
Yazd. 

ardagdn, Certain figures in astro-
logy-

,1 rdam, The anemone ;—ardam, A 
section of the book of Zardusht; dexterity; 
skill; the anemone. 
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ardaml, Name of an animal. 

ardan, ardan, urdan, A colander, a 
strainer;—ardan, Name of a country ; the 
river Jordan;—irdan, The oxycanth fruit ; 
a species of eagle. 

t urdu, A camp, an army ; a name 
for the Hindustani language, made up of 
Hindi, Persian, and Arabic ; — urdu'i hu-
mdyun, urdu'i mu'alla, The royal camp, 

ardawdn> ardbdn (stroug 
guard), Name of several princes of ancient 
Persia, Media, and India, supposed to be 
tho Artabanus of the Greeks; name of a 
country. 

urdu-zada, Encamped. 
ardush, The body of the lunar 

Bphere. 
arduhind, The ancient name of the 

city of Kashghar or Turan (Scythia). 
ardula, Milk-pottage, pap, gruel, 

y j ^ ardiin, Name of a king of Persia. 
drda, arda, Flour, meal, flour-bread ; 

a kind of porridge ; a handmill;—arda'i 
kfeurma, A dish made of dates with hot 
bread, butter, &c.;—arda'i (arda'i) kunjud, 
A dish of fresh dates and syrup. 

dJlAjjf ardhdla, A kind of pottage or 
gruel. 

os)^. ajyf drda-buJchrak=^y^. ^ q.v, 
^s^^jt ardahi, Name of an animal. 
^ y u r d i , The second month of the solar 

year. 
urdi (ardi) bihisht, The second 

Persian month, mid-spring, April; the 
third day of every month, which the old 
Persians celebrated by a festival; the 
angel who presides over the mountains ; 
fire. 

fci^ji drdina, A kind of gruel or pottage. 
A JU^ arzdl (pi. of razl), Tile, ignoble ; 

the vulgar, the rabble;—irzdl (v,n. 4 of 
Ji>), Despising, treating with scorn; asso-
ciating with the base. 

A arzal, Mean, base; more or most 
mean, base, ignoble or vile ;—arzalu 7-
'umr, The end of life, when memory and 
faculties fail. 

arz, Price, value; quantity ; esteem, 
veneration ;—arzi bazar, Market price. 

A arz, urz, The pine, cedar, pitch, 
juniper, or any cone-bearing tree;—araz, 
uruz, urz, Rice. 

A »VY\ arza* (pi. of rua'), Afflictions, cala-
mities, disasters. 

A arzdq (pi. of rizq), Riches, posses-
sions, provisions. 

arzdn, Of small value, cheap, low-
priced ; worthy ;—(for ^ agar zi-dn) If 
irom that;—arzdn shudan, To be cheap ; to 
be worthy ;—arzdn kardan, To make cheap. 

u ^ U arzdnish, Charity, good works. 
^ j y arzdni, Cheapness; abundance ; 

anything safe and sure; anything given in I 
charge; a worthy object of charity;—• ' 

arzdni ddshtan, arzdni farmudan, arzdni 
kardan, To give, bestow, confer. 

arzanidan, To be esteemed; to 
be bought cheap. 

( j ^ ^ V ^ arzaydnidan, To render valuable; 
to inako cheap. 

arztiyun—gyq.v. 
arzrud, Name of a country in Tur-

kistan. 
arzish, Price, value, worth. 

A arzaq (for azraq), Azure, cerulean. 
arzan, Millet;—arzani zarrin, Stars; 

sparks of fire; a draught of wine ; bubbles. 
A arzan, A hard kind of tree from 

which they make walking-stickB; a city in 
Armenia called*Erzeroom (arzanu 'r-rum). 

8>t> arzan-reza, Small grains; small 
rain-drops ; sips, drinking by sips, 

arzangdn, Name of a city in Ar-
menia. 

arzanin, Bread made of millet. 
drzu, Desire, wish, will, resolution, 

intention, inclination, affection, love, appe-
tite, concupiscence, hope, want; — drzu'i 
nafo, Sensuality;—drzu bar bastan, drzu dar 
kandr kashidan (guzdshtan), To obtain one's 
wish ;—drzu dar dil (dar jigar) shikastan, 
drzu sokhtan (faru shikastan), To be disap-
pointed, frustrated in one's wish;—arzu 
pufrhtan (khwdstan, ddshtan, kardan), To 
nourish a wish, to desire ardently. 

^jjSjf drzuwdna, Any object of desire; 
wistfully;—drzuwana'i zani bar-dar, The 
longing of a pregnant woman. 

<i)j) drzu-khwdh, Wishing for, de-
sirous. 

arzudan, To desire, wish, hanker. 
pj] drzu-sanj, Desirous, longing for. 

drzu-shikast, The breach of a 
resolution, change of mind, 

drzu-ehikan, Breaking a resolu-
tion, preventing the execution of any 
design. 

jyjl drzu-kada, drzu-gah, &S 
drzu-gah, A place where everything wished 
lor is at hand. 

arzumand, Desirous, eager, fond, 
wishful, covetous, avaricious, greedy;— 
drzumandi ihsdnam, I am desirous, soli-
citous, or ambitious of favour ;—drzumandi 
'atiya, Greedy of gifts. 

( j ^ ^ j j j ) drzumandi, Desire, wish, appe-
tite. 

arzun, Amiable qualities, virtues. 
arziindk, Desirous, wishful, eager. 

drza, arza, Clay mixed with straw 
for plaster ;—arza, Liquid pitch; the cy-
press ; the pine; the first of the seven 
climates. 

drzagar, arzagar, A plasterer. 
CAr*)^ arzetun, Name of a certain prin-

cess. 
arzldan, To suit, become; to bo 

worth. 



arzlz, Lead, 
u * ^ arzish, Price, value ; dignity. 

arzhan, A species of bitter almond. 
arzhang, The house of the painter 

Mani, &c. (see artang); a demon of 
Mazandaran, killed by Eustam ; a Tura-
nian champion, killed by TUB. 

cvrzhana, Name of a desert in Persia. 
aras, Name of a river near Tiflxs, the 

Araxes of the ancients ;—aris, aris, The 
juniper-fcree;—ars (S. asra), A tear ;—am 
buz an, A rheum issuing from the eyes of 
the mountain-goat from which they prepare 
an antidote against poison ;—urs, The larch, 
plane, or cypress tree. 

A Y*̂  irs, A noble race or stock. 
A irea (v.n. 4 of y^), Making firm, 

immovable. 
A aredgh, (pL of rusgh), The wrists 

or ankles (in man), pasterns (in animals). 
A JU^ irsal (v.n. 4 of Sending, de-

spatching ; remittance ; despatch; monthly 
collection of rents. 

iuU JL.^ irsal-ndma, A list of remit-
tances, invoice of goods, rent-roll. 

A arsdn (pi. of rasan), Halters ;— 
irsdn (v.n. 4 of {$**)), Binding fast with a 
halter, haltering, 

o oyyL.jl arsdnlqnn, Yellow orpiment. 
yt drast, Ability, power; decoration; 

—drast, arast, The upper or higher part of 
pack-saddles; plumpness in the hips (of 
animals). 

(jjOA-̂  arastdan, To adorn; to be able. 
drastan, araatan, To adorn; to be 

able. 
arastu, A swallow j swallow-wort. 
arasta, Adorned, 

a arast, Ua-.^ arastd, Aristotle. 
arista, Henbane. 

g arast at alis, Lr-*^^3—^ arast at d-
lis, Aristotle. 

o aristulukhiyd, Long birth-
wort, 

G aristo, Aristotle ; the herb birth-
wort. 

T drsldn, arsldn, A lion ; surname 
adopted by several kings of Persia. 

arsan, An assembly, meeting, con-
gress. 

JU-,^ arsandl, Arsenal (m.c.). 
arsang, Manx the impostor's shop 

(see artang). 
arash, Name of a celebrated archer; 

name of the second son of Kai Qubad;— 
arash, A cubit, a fathom ; name of a city ; 
—drish, Signification, meaning; — arish 
(S. rishi), Wise, prudent; an assembly ;— 
arsh, a cubit; an assembly. 

A gS>)\ drish, Name of a mountain ;—arsh, 
Disagreement, quarrel, altercation; stimu-
lation to discord ; a mulct or fine paid for 
the shedding of blood. 

a irshad (v.n. 4 of Directing, 

showing the right way; direction, order, 
command -—irshad-angez, Producing safety. 

A irshdsh (v.n. 4 of <J*j), Gentle 
rain ; dropping of blood or tears. 

arshad, The marcasite stone. 
arshasang, The 25 th of the 

month. 
arshak, A poppy ; faul t ; — arashk 

(Z. araqka), Envy. 
g arshimldus, Archimedes. 
yA^ arshan (in Kipjak), A cloud. 
^AJT drishi, True, real, significant. 
La^ arshyd (in Zand and Pazand), A 

throne. 
A oU^ arsad (pi. of rasad), Observations 

of the stars, or of roads (through deserts) ; 
—irsdd (v.n. 4 of Observing, -watch-
ing. 

A irsdn (v.n. 4 of y*!;), Making 
fast, 

A arz, The earth, ground, soil; land, 
country, region ; a portion of laud ;—arzi 
khdli, Uncultivated ground; — arzi rum 
(country of the Romans), Name of a city 
on the confines of Armenia and Cappa-
docia;—arzi mamdlik, A prime minister 
arzi nuh, The land of Noah, a place so 
called in Eastern Arabia. 

A irzd' (v.n. 4 of Giving auck. 
a arazat, A worm which eats into 

ships, the white ant, weevil. 
a ar$i, Terrestrial, earthly, earthy. 
A jUs^ artdl (pi. of rati or ritl), Certain 

measures of weight, pounds (of twelve 
ounces). 

& artdmasiya, Artemisia, mug-
wort. 

artamidus, Name of a prophet, 
e artamis, Artemisia ; Diana, 
a art amis d, Southernwood. 
g LV^t artcmlsd, Sow-bread. 

arte, arti, A willow; a poplar. 
artayun, Intelligent, acute, cun-

ning. 
A irldsh (v.n. 4 of <J**j), Trembling; 

causing to tremble. 
A i j ^ ir'df (v.n. 4 of "-^j), Causing 

(the nose) to bleed, producing hemorrhage ; 
causing to make haste; filling a bottle. 

A ar'ad, Thunder-struck. 
A ar'an, Foolish, ignorant; lax, 

flabby, weak, languid. 
A ir'iwa' (v.n. 9 of ysj), Abstaining 

(from evil) ; repenting. 
drugh, A belch, ructation;—urgA, Hot 

and bitter (walnut or almond). 
^ arghd, arghdb, A river. 

arghdj, arghdch, Yarn; the 
weft. 

SJU^ drgAdda, Name of a river, 
j l i j l urghdf, A stream of water. 
^Uj t argkdil, Argali, the wild sheep of 

Siberia and Central Asia (see j ^ ) . 
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A f t y irg&dm (v.n. 4 of Rubbing (a 

man's nose) in the dirt ; lowering, debasing. 
Q arghamun, A. web in the eye, 

which in the extreme parts of the iris 
looks red, in the interior white. 

G c ^ y * ^ arghamuni, Wild tansy. 
wrghav, A river. 

as6;* arghich, Ivy. 
arg&achi, A long rope or thread, 

fi^ijt drug&da, drag]i.da> Angry, passionate, 
enraged; agitated (opp. to quiet) ; quar-
relsome ; — draghda, arghuda, Covetous, 
greedy. 

W argjtfzh, Ivy. 
arghushtak, A kind of child's 

game. 
arghak, Ivy. 

A J ^ argkal, Easy, agreeable (life); 
uncircumcised. 

arghamj, A long thread, 
(j^+^jt arg&amchi, A long robe; a thread 

twenty cubits long, fit for weaving. 
a arghan, An organ. 

argkanj, A long thread. 
drghand, arghand, BJoi^ drghanda, 

argAanda, Covetous, desirous, wishful; in-
trepid ; passionate, angry, testy ; a tippler. 

<r4 arghand-db, Name of a river. 
argkany, The shop of the painter 

Mam (see artcmg). 
arghanun (G. opyavov), An organ, 

(jy-^ arghanv/n, An organ. 
fc>3 oy^)^ arg&anun-zan, Who plays on the 

organ. 
CjVj^ arghawdn, Name of a tree whose 

fruit and flower are of a beautiful red. 
fc^)^ arghawdn-tan (red-bodied), 

Name of the planet Mars. 
jaU. arghatvdn-sdHd, With roBy 

fore-arms. 
arahawdni, Red, purple. 

arghun, An organ; (S. arvan) a 
wild horse. 

irghayan, A village near Nishabur. 
arghidan, To quarrel, dispute, 

scold, brawl, contend; to become hard, to 
wax dry. 

fiJ*4^ argMda, Angry, passionate. 
drg&esh, The bark of the box-

thorn. 
A irfdh (v.n. 4 of Bestowing 

affluence; comforting, cherishing; enjoy- i 
ment of ample means and tranquillity. 

arfakhshad, Name of a prophet. 
or/ash, A caravan. 

A arfaz, A refuser; an obstinate 
heretic, particularly a fanatic Shi'ah. 

A arfaHigher, highest. 
a r fand—^^ q.v. 

arq, A canal. 
A jJ araq (v.n.), Being watchful, sleep-

less ;—araqq, More or most slender, or 
transparent; thinner, thinnest. 

yotf^ irqas (v.n. 4 of u^j), Making (a 

camel) dance, caper, or trot; dandling (an 
infant)-

A arqaq, Privet;—irqdq (v.n. 4 of Sj), 
Making thin or slender; reducing into a 
state of servitude; speaking in refined 
language. 

A J t y irqdl (v.n. 4 of Jij) , Making 
haste. 

c ^ (see ^ U ^ ) , Argali, the wild 
sheep of Siberia and Central Asia. 

A PTY arqdm (pi. of raqam), Figures, 
numbers; writings, notations; — cvrqdmi 
hindi, Arithmetic, numbers, properly In-
dian tables, arithmetic being generally 
supposed to be borrowed from them. 

q arqdn, Privet; mountain almond, 
u ^ arqieh, Intelligent, skilful; an 

adept. 
A arqat, Variegated with black and 

white spots. 
A arqam, (A serpent) speckled with 

black and white (of a very dangerous 
species) ; name of an Arabian tribe. 

AAŜ  arqand, Name of a mountain in the 
west. 

csJj\ ark (m.c. for A small citadel;— 
ark-fimamt, Citadel-palace. 

A ark (v.n. of A camel's feeding 
on the tree ardk; abiding in one place. 

A irkdz (v.n. 4 of Discovering 
minerals or hidden treasures. 

A irkde (v.n. 4 of Driving 
back. 

yM^ irkdz (v.n. 4 of u ^ ) , Becoming 
large and stirring in the womb (a foetus). 

irkdk, Dew, misling rain. 
A arkdn (pi. of rukn), Columns, 

pillars, supports, props; component parts ; 
fundamentals, essentials; (prosodic) feet; 
—arkani daulat, Nobles (pillars of the 
State). 

a arkdn, A chief, a governor. 
arkunitan (in Zand and Pazand), 

To give, to bestow ; a gift. 
U^ arhiyd (in Zand and Pazand), A 

river. 
arg, A small citadel within a larger 

one ; name of a fortress in Sistan; (S. 
arka) the sun;—arag, A swing; — arag, 
urug, A tether;—org, An organ (m.c. from 
Fr. orgue). 

H argaja, A kind of perfume. 
(Jty argali, A wild sheep (see ^ ^ and 

JW-
^S^ urganj, Name of a city in Khura-

san. 
o argue, Name of one of Alexan-

der's successors, Lagos (?) 
arlds, The spirit or soul of sphere 

of Mercury. 
A ̂  arim, Name of a town in Mazan-

daran ; also of a village near Dahistan. 
arm, The arm from the elbow to the 
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shoulder;—iram, Name of the inventor of 
warlike instruments ; = A. ^ iram, q.v. 

A arm (v.n.), Seizing with the teeth, 
biting; twisting hard (a rope) ; eating up all 
un the table ;—-iram, The fabulous gardens, 
Baid to have been devised by Shaddad bin 
'Ad in emulation of the gardens of Para-
dise. 

a irmdz (v.n. 4 of Heating 
anything (hot sand) ; hurting with heat, 
scorching the feet; grieving, afflicting, 
paining. 

t U ; armdt, A kind of date-tree with a 
fragrant blossom. 

armdk, armdl, A substance 
like cinnamon. 

armdn, arm an, Desire ; a sigh ; 
grief, sorrow; remorse (armdn khwurdan, 
To sigh);—armdn, A kind of drug which 
hardens the gums;—irmdn, Anything bor-
rowed ; name of a city. 

armdn-khwar, Wishful; vexed. 
))** armdn-khwur, Grieved, vexed. 

armansardy, The house of 
mourning, i.e. the present world. 

armanidan, To sigh ; to be 
afflicted; to repent, to feel the anguish of 
repentance. 

J*JUj\ irmd'il, Name of one of Zahhak's 
cooks. 

A armad, Of an ash colour ; suffering 
from ophthalmia. 

firamidan, — yV**^ q.v. 
dramda, Vexation, grief, sorrow; 

repentance, remorse ;—dramida, Reposed, 
rested. 

urmuz, urmuzd (Z. ahura-maadd), 
The first day of the month; name of the 
angel who presides over the first day of the 
month; the planet Jupiter; name of the 
son of Isfandiyar's son Bahman; name of 
the son of Anoshirwiin. 

urmus, The prophet Enoch; 
Hermes. 

( j d r m i s h (for drdmish), Quiet, repose. 
armaghdn, armughan, ar-

mafjhdnl, A present brought from a journey, 
an offering ; a piece of money. 

urmak, A woollen garment. 
irmagdn, A tutor; happiness, feli-

city. 
dram-gdh, dram-gah, A place 

of reBt; delight. 
A J"^ armal, Widowed, in a state of 

celibacy ; poor, indigent, helpless, wanting 
victuals; barren, without rain or produce 
(year) ; with black feet (sheep) ;—annul 
(pi. of rami), Sands. 

arman (for agar man), If I;—arman, 
irman, Name of a part of the mountainous 
district of Azarbaijan, and the birth-place 
of Shirm, famous for the production of silk. 

armand, At rest, reposed. 
dramanda, Tranquil, quiet; render-

) 
ing quiet, calming;—armanda, Tranquil* 
quiet. 

L-a*^ armansa, Name of the body of the 
lunar sphere (see 

armanl, irmani, Armenian, 
a armanln, The wild pomegranate. 

armaniya, Armenia ;—irmaniya, 
Name of a city where formerly stood a 
fire-temple called yfctjd durukhsh. 

armud (for amrud), A pear. 
A &yj\ urmulat, The stump left on the 

trunk of the plant 'arfaj after lopping off a 
branch; widowed; poor, indigent (youth). 

drmun, armun (for A. yy^ arbun, 
from G. appafiaiv), Earnest, pledge, stipula-
tion, anything by which a promise or bar-
gain is confirmed. 

armunitan (in Zand and Paz.), To 
sleep, repose. 

armiyd, urmiyd, irmiyd, Jeremiah; 
Khizr; Ali; Jerusalem. 

^jS^.^ dramidagi, Rest, quiet; modesty. 
aramldan, To rest, repose, 

c j^ j t dramida, armlda, Rested, reposed, 
quiescent. 

armis, A kind of thorn. 
armln, The fourth son of King 

Kai Qubad. 
armlniya, Armenia. 
armayun, Name of a Greek philo-

sopher ; ingenious, intelligent; a sort of 
stone which breaks in a pentangular shape. 

dran, aran (for aranj), The elbow, the 
arm ;—aran, Congregation, assembly (?). 

arran (in Zand and Pazand), A ewe. 
A arnab, A hare, a rabbit;—arnabi 

bahrl, A kind of poisonous fish, 
(jĵ  aran blzh, Brazilian wood. 

aranj, aranj, The elbow; the arm 
from the shoulder to the elbow. 

arand (S. eranda), The castor-oil plant. 
arandan, Denial, refusal, prohibi-

tion ; Heaven forbid ! let it not be! 
dranda, A bringer, a porter, carrier, 

ii&jl drang, Colour, mode, form, manner; 
thought, doubt, suspicion; grief, trouble, 
affliction; craft, deceit, stratagem ; a kind 
of fruit ; a viceroy, a governor; (for aranj) 
the elbow; (in compos, at the end of com-
pounds) like, resembling, in form of; appa-
rently ; never;—drang drang, Parti-coloured, 
variegated. 

jtyji amawdz, Name of a sister of Jam-
shed. 

ar na (for agar na), If not. 
aranyabizh, Brazilian wood, 

h $ ard, A peach (Prunus domestica, 
comp. 

A irwa (v.n. 4 of Giving to 
drink, quenching the thirst. 

A arwdh (pi. of ruh), Spirits, souls, 
minds ;—ba-arwahi pidaram, By my father's 
soul (m.c.). 



arwdna, A wild violet; a kind of 
camel. 

arubak, Remote, distant; old. 
Vi)^ wrap, Europe (m.c.). 
G>y> aroj, The juniper-tree (perhaps mis-

reading for 
urwar (in Zand and Paz.), Vegetables. 

A uruz (v.n. of JJ )̂, Contracting one-
self, drawing back through avarice ; being 
firm, steady, rooted, fixed; being cold 
(night). 

arils, Furniture; clothes. 
ariisd, Name of an Indian plant. 

A arwa\ Handsome, winnin g, en-
gaging (either by comeliness or courage). 

drugh, A belch (drugh dddan, to 
belch);—arugh, A stem, stalk; family;— 
urugfc, An ox-hide ; a large owl; a day •, a 
fabulous mountain; — urugh Tcardan, To 
dress leather; to clean, to wipe. 

O^iA drtltjhidan, To belch. 
dy] aruq, A belch. 
A uruli (v.n. of Going down (a 

swelling). 
aruma, A plant whence potash is 

made. 
drun, aran, Amiable, attractive, win-

ning qualities ;—irun, A medlar ; an eagle ; 
—arwan, Bilious, choleric. 

yJtfjyt arunitan (in Zand and Paz.), To 
wash. 

arwand, Majesty, grandeur, pomp;— 
arwand, Experience, proof; the best part of 
anything; majesty, grandeur, pomp; ele-
gance, beauty, gracefulness ; wish, desire; a 
sigh of regret; the ocean; the Tigris ; name 
of a mountain in Hamadiin ; name of the 
father of Lohrasb; name of a fountain in 
Si stan. 

s^*4^ arwand db, Name of Zah bilk's 
father. 

arondidan, arondulan, To be lazy; 
to louse. 

a u**)^ arums, Valerian. 
arwis, Lri^ arwish, A board where-

on the Par sis place the vessels used in their 
religious ceremonies ; a hair rope. 

tirwin, arwin, Experiment, trial. 
arwiya, A mountain said to be forty 

parasangs high. 
a^ dra, Root or lower part of the teeth, 

gums. 
arra (S. drd), A saw;—arra nimudan, 

arra hashldan, To saw ;—arra i mar-dan-
dan, A saw of serpents' teeth. 

A irhdf (v.n. 4 of Whetting, 
sharpening (a sword). 

a irhdq (v.n. 4 of <3^;), Bringing 
near; being dilatory in saying prayers; 
causing one to hasten away; oppressing, 
being hard upon. 

8>\ arrajdn (called also arra-
ghan), Name of a city sixty leagues from 
Shiraz. 

arhad, A species of grain, 
yfy arra-zabdn, A backbiter, slanderer. 

^ arhaft, Name of a Hindu prophet. 
ty arra-kash, A sawyer. 

arhang, Name of a town in Badakh-
shan, aud a place of pilgrimage, called also 
arhangi husain, because the head of Ali's 
son Husain was buried there; the shop of 
Man! (see csS^ artang). 

j are, Root or lower part of the teeth, 
j gums (see ayi);—an, Yes, verywell, indeed, 

truly; no. 
A ijfi ary (v.n.), Making honey (a bee); 

honey; pouring forth rain (a cloud); 
copious rain ; bearing malice. 

h ^^ art. The root of Arum colocasia. 
A t ^ arydh (pi. of rlh), Winds. 
a arib, Sagacious, cunning, shrewd, 

sly. 
s-s!^ urlb (ureb), Crooked, inverted. 
A gjĵ  arij, arljat (v.n. of e^), Send-

ing forth an agreeable smell; a perfume; a 
sweet smell. 

A arihd, Jericho in Palestine. 
A aryahiyat, Cheerfulness, alacrity 

in bestowing a gift. 
^ arid barld, irld birld, A kind of 

medicine brought from Sijistan, resembling 
in shape an onion cut through the middle, 

(j-^t dridan, To adorn. 
drlr, Sagacious, shrewd; sober, chaste, 

a m (ares), Quick-sighted, acute. 
A TR̂JL arts, A husbandman; name of a 

well in Madinah. 
tirisa, The district of Orissa (in 

India). 
arlsh, Ingenious, clever. 

A ariz, Broad, wide, large; worthy, 
suitable; pure ; humble, modest; fat (ani-
mal). 

driyh, Aversion, abhorrence, hatred. 
arlh (in Zand aud Paz.), Distant, 

remote. 
A usXĵ  arlh, Name of a valley. 
A arikat, An ornamented sofa or 

couch in a state apartment; a throne. 
ariJca-nishln, Sitting on a 

throne. 
t^ f drln, A cubit. 
j'y dz, Desire, love, passion, lust; avidity, 

avarice, covetousness ; (at the end of com-
pounds) greedy ; name of a city. 

j} az, From; of; for; by; out of; with ; 
belonging to ; by means of ; in exchange; 
on; than; through; off; after;—az db bar 
amadan, To attain from a lower to a higher 
degree either in dignity or in abasement;— 
az dtish-hd diide na-dida, Inexperienced in 
the vicissitudes of fortune;—az alifi adam 
ia mlmi masih, From Adam to Christ;— 
az dni o, az dno, His, her, or hers;—az dni 
eshan, Their, theirs;—az an bdz, From thence, 
from that time;—az dni tu, Thy, thine;— 
az an jd, Thence, from that place;—az dni 
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thumd, Tour, yours ;—az dni kih, Whose?— 
az dni md, Our, ours ;—ass dni man, My, 
mine;—az o dzddi kard, He declared him 
free;—az in jd, Hence, from this place;— 
az in ja, az in dost, az in sabab, On this 
account;—az in jdnib, From this side or 
part;—az in jumla, From all this; —az in 
sipas, Henceforth ;—a% bdld, From above;— 
az bdld'i fuldn, Before, in front of a person ; 
—az birdy, For, because of;—az birai dnki, 
On account that;—as bari nar shir doshi-
dan, To draw milk from the breast of a 
male, i.e. to accomplish some wonderful 
feat;—az buni danddn, az buni si u du, az 
buni gosh, az buni nakjiun, Obedience, hearty 
service; cheerful; accumulated, treasured 
up;—az bahd (qimat) uftddan, To lose in 
value ;—az bahri eshan, On their account;— 
az bahri tutiyd {dawd) na-mdnad, Nothing 
remains even for tutty or medicine (to ex-
press the utmost want of a thing) ;—az bahri 
chih, On what account ?—az bahri khudd. 
For God's sake ;—az bahri didan, In order 
to see ;—az bahri end, On account of gain ; 
—az bahri namdz, For the sake of prayer;— 
—az pay uftddan (dar uftddan, dar dmadan), 
To fall into disgrace, misery, want; to slip, 
to fall; to die; to retain no trace of former 
splendour;—azpd afgandan (dar anddkhtan, 
dar dwardan), To throw down, enfeeble, 
destroy ;—az par da birun shudan, To exceed 
bounds ;—az pargdr uftddan, To be be-
wildered and helpless ;—az pargdr raftan 
(shudan), To be in an ecstasy, beside one-
self ;—az pas, From behind; — az pas sar 
safir kashldan, To become abject, to humble 
oneself before a n o t h e r a z post bar dma-
dan, To disclose one's secrets ; to renounce 
the world, one's selfishness, or carnality; 
to laugh ; to attain one's object;—az post 
birun dmadan (uftddan, shudan), To be 
beside oneself, to rejoice exceedingly ;—az 
post birtin dwardan (kashidan), To skin, to 
flay ;—az pahlu'i kase ehize didan, To derive 
advantage from anyone ;—az pahlu'i kase 
kare kardan, To accomplish a thing by 
another's help ;—az pesh, From before ;—az 
tahi dil, From the bottom of the heart;—az 
jd bar ddshtan kase-rd, To promote, give 
advancement, increase one's power ;—azjdn 
ear dmadan, To be weary of life ; to be wide 
awake;—az jihat, On account of, because; 
—az chashm afgandan (anddkhtan), To de-
preciate, disparage, despise, render con-
temptible ;—as chashm (nazar) uftddan, To 
be depreciated, disparaged, rendered con-
temptible;— az chashmi kharidari didan, 
To look at a thing from all sides, atten-
tively ;—az chand roz, How long since ? 
how many days ? — az chob (sang) chize 
tarashidan, To produce a thing from where 
it was not found before ;—az chize kharido.n 
(bdz kharldan), To rescue, liberate from ; 
—az chize gul chidan, To obtain a favour, 
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to enjoy a Bight;—az khak bar dashtafi (bar 
girifta'i) o, (He is) his client and dependant; 
- az khak sitdndan, To abase, to destroy ;— 
az khar uftddan, To fall from the ass ; (met.) 
to die;—az khar figandan, To deceive, to 
cheat;—az khatt birun shudan, To disobey 
a command ;—as khwud, Voluntarily ;—az 
khwud ghd'ib shudan, To be absent, inatten-
tive ;—az dd'ira uftddan, To lose caste ;—az 
dast, Weak; a subject, a vassal;—az dast bar 
giriftan, To exterminate, to destroy ;—ax 
dasti dahr jastan, To escape from the world; 
to die;—az dast rafta, az dast shuda, In an 
ecstasy, beside one's self;—as dil amad, I t 
came into his mind, it occurred to him; he 
recollected; he did not succeed ;—az dur. 
From afar;—az du taraf, Mutual, recipro-
cal, from both sides;—az rah burdan, To 
lead out of the road, to seduce, deceive, 
ruin;—az ragi andesha khun chakida/n, To 
consider attentively ;—as zabdn (sadd) uftd-
dan, To become speechless; — az zabdn 
afgandan (anddkhtan), To render speech-
less ;—azzabdn jastan, To commit a blunder 
in speaking ;—az zabdn dar dmadan, To be 
guilty of a slip of the tongue ;—-az zabani 
kase chize dwardan (bastan, sakhtan), Relate 
on the authority of another;—az ziri sang 
birun dmadan, To escape a great danger; 
—az ear afgandan, To dethrone ; — az 
Bar gumshtan, To desist, withdraw one's 
hand ; to resign one's life ;—az sar-angusht, 
Rashly, inconsiderately ;—az sari pd rawdn 
shudan, To go quickly;—az sar khwdetan, 
To risk one's life ;—az sar-dast, Off-hand, 
without reflection;—az sar kardan, To 
seduce ; to contradict, to give the lie ;—az 
sar nihddan, To turn upside down;—az sar 
wd kard, I t dropped from his memory, he 
neglected;—az sang chize birun dwardan 
(paidd kardan) ~ az chob chize tarashidan, 
q.v. above ;—azash, From that time; from 
him; from them ;—az shdkh post kardan, 
To graft ; — az s\ah khub - ittifdq ast, 
Is he on good terms with the king ?—az 
shikam uftddan, To die;—az sdhib yak 
sukhan mi'daram, Sir, I want to have a 
word with you;—az sahrd dwardan (justan, 
yaftan), To get a thing gratuitously, with-
out payment; — az taqi dil uftddan, To 
fail in one's schemes;—az firod, From be* 
low;—az qaht murdan, To perish by famine ; 
—az qafd jabin kardan, To turn the face 
back towards ;—az qalam uftddan, To slip 
from the pen (a word, from forgetfulness 
in writing) ;—az kar dast kashidan, To give 
over an enterprise;—az kvjd, Whence ?—az 
kujdst, Whence is it ?—az girih raftan, To be 
squandered, lavished away;—az gil-ha chi 
gil, From what stock (art thou) ?—az libasi 
nafs Luryan shudan, To become sinless, 
beside oneself, enraptured;—az misdmir 
dokhtan, To fasten strongly, to guard 
closely ;—az md, From us ;—az man dar 



guzar, Pardon my fault;—az miydn, From 
among;—az narma'i gosh, syn. with az buni 
gosh, q.v. above ;—az nasaq uftddan, To be 
disarranged, dispersed, scattered ; — az 
nafas andakhtan, To silence;—az namadi 
base kuldh kardan, To adopt the manners, 
fashions, or style of another ;—az namad 
birun raftan, To be strained (wine);—az nan, 
anew, afresh, again ;—az o bar khwurd, He 
is offended at him ;—az o bar bast, He 
reaped the fruit of it;—az o pahlu hard, az 
o pahlu iihi kard, az o kandra hard, He 
retired far from him ;—az o digar kard, He 
turned from him ;—az o dil bar dasht, He 
was enraged at him ;—az o danddn bar kan, 
az o dandani umed bar kan, Draw out the 
tooth of hope, i.e. give up all hopes of it;— 
az o zagh girift, He took the crow from him, 
i.e. he over-reached him;—az o guy burd, az 
t> burd, He wrested the victory froin him ; 
—az o g&a'ib ma-shav, Be not absent from 
that, i.e. Neglect it not;—az way, From 
him ;—az way daman afshandan, To give a 
thing up;—az ham bar dmadan, To be dis-
turbed, sad, and melancholy ;—az ham 
ehudan, To be separated; to expand, open, 
blossom ;—az hawd giriftan, To speak with-
out foundation, to produce a thing from 
where it cannot be got;—az yad burdan, To 
forget;—az-ln besh, Henceforth;—az yak-
chaahm didan, To look at with an impartial 
eye. 

ty azd, aza, Mastic; over against, oppo-
site. 

A izd', Whatever is opposite to and 
corresponding with a thing. 

dzab, An unmarried man; a recruit, 
(jjlx^^t dzdbistan, New levies, in which 

none but unmarried men are enrolled. 
A izdhat (v.n. 4 of ^J), Removing, 
p dzdd, Free, independent, liberated, 

delivered, manumitted, exempted; fault, 
less; solitary, lonely; a kind of faqir, or 
devotee ; a lily ; a cypress ; a fresh date ; 
an evergreen; a delicious kind of fish j the 
upas-tree; the mountain Alwand; name of 
a hamlet in the district of Nakhchuwan ; 
—dzdd az kdre, Free from care, disengaged 
from business;—dzddfiruk&tan, To sell out 
and out, unconditionally ;—dzdd kardan, To 
set at liberty, absolve, dismiss, allow to go 
away;—dzdd shudan, To be liberated, dis-
missed, permitted to depart. 

V azdd-dwa (free voice), A manner 
of reciting the praises of God. 

Aft dzad-khalq, Mankind at large;— 
azad-khulq. Free (men), unblemished in 
body or mind. 

jyU azad-daru, A species of beet-
root. 

t s ^ j j azad-dirakht (the free tree), A 
kind of tree which abounds in Georgia, 
where it is called zahri zamin, Poison of 

the earth. In Persia it is called tdq or 
taghaq. 

dzdd-rav, Who walks or travels 
along freely. 

jtjT azdd-sarv, The free (i.e. tall) cy-
press ; name of a man from whom Firdausi 
borrowed the tale of Rustam's death. 

a dzdd-tab', Free, of a lofty dis-
position. 

T ^I^TF azdd-kdghizi, A letter of 
liberty, a charter. 

y&jjjT dzddagdn (pi. of dzdda), Free, 
high-born, generous men, especially ap-
plied to the Iranians in opposition to the 
Turanians. 

azad-gdhi jamah — MjT 
dzdda-gdhi jamah, q.v. 

dzddagi, Freedom, independence ; 
over-boldness, recklessness. 

^ ^ dzad-ndma, A deed of manu-
mission. 

dzad-mard, Free, high-minded, 
ambitious. 

dzad-mardi, Liberty, freedom. 
azad-mewa, A confection made of 

sugar-candy and almonds. 
dzdd-wdr, Name of a note in music ; 

name of a village in Khorasan famous for 
fruit, especially grapes. 

Mj\ dzdda, Free ; perfect, intact, pure ; 
excellent, noble; venerable; (met.) the 
lily ; the cypress ;—azada'i qaidi 'ishq, Free 
from the fetters of love. 

a j ^ dzada-khirdm, Graceful in walk-
ing, 

f* azada-kho, azada^khoy, 
Of liberal disposition, noble-minded ; name 
of the wife of Tur. 

jU dzdda-dar, Keeping free, render-
ing free, liberating ; a boaster. 

J.> adljl azada-dil, Free from care ; pious, 
upright; noble. 

<k*W SJ^ azada-gdhi jtima, The place 
where a piece of cloth is cut from the 
loom. 

sj^T azada-war, Worthy of the free or 
noble. 

azddi, Liberty; freedom from 
worldly cares; praise, thanksgiving;— 
azadi kardan, To praise. 

azar, Imp. of azar dan • trouble, dis-
order, affliction, sickness, disease, grief, 
vexation, molestation, injury, outrage; 
importunity; (in comp.) tormenting, re-
proaching, teasing, affronting, as jan-
dzar, Tormenting the soul; cruel, brutal; 
—azari talkha, The jaundice ;—dzar dadan 
(kardan\, To molest, vex, rebuke, revile, 
censure, quarrel, plague, torment, impor-
tune ;—dzar ydftan, To be in trouble, to be 
sick. 

azar, Money, a dirha,m;—izdr, The 
bottom of the water. 

a izar, A veil of fine linen or mus-
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lin, covering the body to the middle of the 
leg; trousers, breeches, drawers ; the skirts 
of a tent; a woman ; —izari khargah, 
A tent-flap ; — izari kishtibdn, Sailors' 
breeches. 

® jty izdr-band, The string of the 
drawers. 

a ,j ^g-Ujjty izar-bandi rishta, Connexion 
through a wife ; petticoat interest. 

a^j ty izdr-pd, izdr-pdy, Breeches ; 
inner breeches, drawers reaching to the feet. 

a fyty izdrat, Breeches, trousers. 
azardam, A kind of pulse, French 

bean. 
azar dan, To injure, oppress, revile. 

8J dzar-dih, Troublesome, injurious, 
jtyi azar-dida, One who has seen 

trouble. 
ity azar-rasdn, Troublesome, riotous; 

hurtful, injurious; an incendiary. 
SAa-y^ azdr-rasida, Vexed, distressed. 

dzdrish,Molestation, trouble, annoy-
ance, uneasiness. 

azdrmand, Sick, infirm, afflicted. 
azdranda, Troublesome, injurious, 

seditions; a hurter, a tormentor. 
izarud, azarud, Transoxania. 

sjty izara, A low wall in front of a house. 
dsdri, Trouble, affliction; sick; a 

patient; insolent. 
dzdridan, To molest, afflict, harass, 

vex. 
azdgh, Anything whose inside is 

black and clammy. 
A Sty izalat (v.n. 4 of Jjj), Removing, 

causing to cease. 
dzamand (perhaps misreading for 

demand), A miser, a covetous person. 
az dn, From him, it, thence, or that. 

& fi az an jd hi, Since, by reason that, 
on the ground that. 

^ ird, Because. 
y ^ az bar, ft) az barm, By heart;—az 

bar khwandan, To recite by heart;—az bar 
ddnistan, To know by heart;—az bar kar-
dan, To learn by heart. 

$ az bas, Much, many. 
^ az baskih, Inasmuch as. 

pi ^ az bir, By heart, by rote, by memory. 
^ )\ az pay, On account of; down. 

azpdy past, Decayed, under-
mined. 

az pay, On account of ; down. 
fi dz-pesha, Of friendly disposition, 

with good intentions (opp. to kina-sdz). 
A s^ azajj, (A man) whose eye-brows are 

long and narrow ; long-striding (ostrich). 
A jWj\ izhdf (v.n. 4 of «-&»•;), Being 

fatigued (a beast of burden) ; fatiguing, 
jading. 

j*̂  azakh, azakh, A wart; a twig, a vine ; 
—dzukh, A rotten and empty nut ; a led 
borse. 
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azkhash, Lightning ; a thunder-

bolt. 
azdab, Beware ! seize ! lay hold ! 

! azdwp, Take! seize! lay hold! 
a izdijdr (v.n. 8 of Driving 

away, frightening; refraining; holding 
back. 

A izdiham (v.n. 8 of ^ J ) , Throng-
ing, crowding, pushing on one another; a 
concourse, press, throng, pressure of a 
crowd or mob. 

azdar, Worthy, proper, suitable; 
beautiful. 

A o '̂ty izdira1 (v.n. 8 of ^jj), Despising, 
scorning; scorn, contempt, disdain. 

A izdirdd (v.n. 8 of Swallow-
ing. 

jt ax dast, Obedient; a subject, 
ct—o az dast pazd, \y* o—j az dast 

fazd, Unleavened bread, baked iu thin 
cakes on lamina of iron or earth, placed in 
a frying-pan ; letters patent conferring im-
inunity from taxation. 

J J ^ azdaf, izdaf, A species of small 
mediar-tree and fruit. 

a izdifdf (v.n, 8 of ^3), Conduct-
ing or sending a bride to the house of her 
husband. 

dzadagi, A stitching, a sewing up. 
a izdildf (v.n. 8 of Approach-

ing, advancing; nearness. 
^ J j l azdami, Name of a doubtful ani-

mal, 
yjj^ dzadan, azadan, To sew; to prick 

with a needle ; to dye ;—izdan, A medlar 
(fruit and tree). 

uzdil, The sweet gum of a tree, of a 
reddish colour, with which confections are 
made ;—uzdu'i t&zl, Gum arabic. 

A izdiwdj (v.n. 8 of cjj), Coupling, 
marrying; marriage, wedding. 

azdudan, To polish, to free from 
rust. 

azada, azada, Pierced, full of holes ; 
dyed, coloured ; written in letters of gold; 
empty ; (met.) the furrows of a file;— 
azda, Dim, blear. 
. a izdihdf (v.n. 8 of Hasten-
ing, despatching ; incurring enmity; 
changing, turning away. 

A j ^ j y izdiydd (v.n. 8 of Increasing; 
increase, accession, profit. 

jfi azar, Cross-tempered; trouble, grief, 
vexation; (in comp.) troubling, grieving, 
vexing; value, price. 

A yy azar, Name of Abraham's father, 
or, according to others, his uncle's, that of 
his father being Tarikh -,—azr, Assisting, 
befriending; strength, power ; debility, 
weakness ; the back; encompassing ;—izr, 

i Root, origin;—uzr, The middle, waist, 
a»\>^ izra (v.n. 4 of ^y), Accusing, re-

proaching, disparaging, misrepresenting, 
A jVŷ  azrdr (pi. of zirr), Buttons ;—izrdr 
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(v.n, 4 of Putting buttons to a gar-
ment). 

A ixrdf (v.n. 4 of <>-*;;), Going fas t ; 
driving, urging forward. 

dzarbdd, Name of a philosopher (see 

l t^ J^ a&rakhsh, Thunder, lightning, 
storm. 

dzard, Colour ; paint, dye. 
azard-alu, An apricot. 

(jjAeJl^ dzarddnidan, To make one injure. 
O^jfi dzardagdn (pi. of azardah), In-

jured. 
azardagi, Grief, pain, uneasiness. 
dzar dan, To injure, molest, harass, 

disturb, vex, trouble, afflict; to rebuke, re-
prove, reproach; to disgust, offend, aggra-
vate. 

azarda, Afflicted, vexed; displeased, 
dispirited, rebuked ; sad, sorrowful, weary; 
—aza/rda kardan, To injure. 

dzarda-pusht, Galled in the 
back; decrepit. 

ji>U ajjjf axarda-fflidtir, Vexed, disgusted. 
A jjj^ azraq, Blue; blue-eyed; heaven, 

the sky ; the fourth line on Jamshed's cup. 
azraq-posh, Clothed in blue. 

azarik, A goat. 
Ojfj)) azar-gun, Flame-coloured, yellow, 

bright, shining, ruddy ; the leaves of the 
myrtle. 

azarm, amrm, Pain, sorrow, grief; 
anger, wrath ; giving up to contempt and 
disgrace; defect, error, vice; greatness, 
honour, reverence ; power, dignity ; shame, 
modesty, bashfulness ; commiseration, pity, 
kindness; equity, justice; concord, unani-
mity ; ease, tranquillity; attention, tole-
ration, patience ; evident, clear, manifest; 
conversion to the Muhammadan fai th; 
name of the daughter of Khusrau Parvez; 
—azram, A kind of saddle-cloth. 

$ dzar-mdh, The last winter month. 
tjft- dzarm-juy, Seeking honour and 

glory, ambitious; who seeks for peace. 
e^o azarm-dukhi, ct^-v*^ dzarml-

dukht, azarmldukht, Name of the daughter 
of Khusrau Parvez, who reigned four 
months; name of her city. 

jL. dsarm-sdz, Who exercises pity and 
kindness. 

b\S f»^\dsarm-gdh, Place of rest. 
(jJ^jT dzarmidan, To honour, respect, 

favour. 
azrang, Adversity, misery; destruc-

tion ;—also azrang, A cucumber. 
m-ash (for From him, her, or 

i t ; from them (see cr4jt). 
a sVc^ iz'dj (v.n. 4 of gcj), Disturbing, 

moving from (its) place; causing to rise; 
leading into sin. 

dzugh, azgh, A thing lopped (as 
vine-prunings) ; a slip, cutting, scion ;— 
azagh, The same ; rus t ; an owl. 
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izg&dr, Miserly, mean. 
azghich, Ivy, convolvulus. 

A OĴ  Q.zaf (v.n.), Approaching, drawing 
near (time of departure); hastening, coming 
suddenly upon. 

dzfandah, azfandak, The rainbow 
(see tfttjui^). 

-»y uzak tuzak, Pomp, splendour; 
glitter; the habits or fashions of kings ; 
the king's seal. 

JUJ $ a z dur, An idle vagabond, 
y j ^ az-hdra kardan, To recall to 

mind; to write a history (az-kdrah, either 
from kdr, Fact, or more probably a mis-
spelling for A. SjtfjJ noun of unity of izkdr 
or izgikar, q.v.). 

A (•tfjt izkdm (v.n. of ^ j ) , Giving of a 
cold in the head. 

A JjS^ azkd, More or most pious or 
pure, 

A azkiyd' (pi. of zakiy), Good, just, 
virtuous, ingenuous. 

J^ft izkil, A medlar. 
Mf^l azgdt, Wicked, villainous, de-

praved. 
A J)^ azal, Eternity (without beginning, 

opp. to abad, eternity without end) ;—azl 
(v.n.), Being in distress ; falling into 
straits or scarcity ; keeping back j reproach-
ing, reviling ;—izl, A lie, falsehood; cala-
mity, misfortune. 

dSĵ  azldd, Never, by no means. 
A izldf (v.n. 4 of Bringing 

near; collecting. 
A izldg (v.n. 4 of <>lj), Causing to 

slide or fall; shaving the head; casting her 
young (a camel). 

A JS)\ izldl (v.n. 4 of Jj) , Causing to 
slide ; conferring a favour. 

A azldm (pi. of zalam, zulam), Arrows 
without heads made use of in drawing lots. 

a J j t azali, Existing from all eternity , 
eternal; God. 

A azaliyat, Life everlasting, eternity. 
I*)\ azm, Progeny, offspring. 
A azm (v.n.), Adhering (to a chief 

or friend) ; abstaining from, containing or 
commanding oneself ; twisting (a rope or 
thread); being unfavourable and severe 
(fortune, or a barren season); biting; 
cutting with the teeth or a knife. 

dzma, Imp. of azmudan; (in comp.) 
skilled, experienced, tried;—azmd, Examin-
ing ; an experimenter. 

A izmd' (v.n. 4 of g-j), Applying 
diligently to, and persevering in, any busi-
ness ; running (a hare). 

azmdn, Repentance, regret, sorrow, 
grief, anguish ;—azmdn khwurdan, To de-
vour grief, to repent. 

A azmdn (pi. of zaman), Times, 
seasons;—izman (v.n. 4 of <&*}), Being 

i long, continual, 
| dzmdni, An experiment, proof, trial. 
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O^W^ azmdnidan, To regret, grieve, 
c r i ^ l azmdyish, Experiment, assay, 

proof. 
dzmdy (—dzmd), Imp. of dzmudan. 

A azimmat (pi. of zimam), Reins, 
bridles, halters. 

dzmurda, Covetous ; lazy ; left. 
a J ^ azmal, Much, many; all; voice, 

echo. 
azmand, Desirous, covetous, greedy, 

li^jl dzmandi, Desire, lust, greediness. 
azmina (pi. of zaman), Times; sea-

sons; ages. 
azmUdagi, Experience. 

cHj-jT dzmudan (imp. dzmd), To try, 
prove, experiment. 

dzmuda, Tried, proved, experienced; 
—dzmudaha, Experiments. 

dzmun, A proof, trial, experiment; 
—azKnun-ra gardanidan, To put to the test, 
to try one in battle. 

A izmil, A shoe-maker's paring 
knife; a kind of pike with which they 
hunt wild oxen ; a mallet; strong; weak. 

dzan, Elbow. 
aznak, Desirous, greedy. 

i^jT aznaki, Avidity, cupidity. 
aznav, azndwa, Name of a dis-

trict in Hamadan. 
azndwur, A great lord, 

snty aznab, Displeasure, diggust. 
azunj, azinj, dzunch, Blearedness, 
dzankh, A streamer, bandrol. 

(j'M^j'f azanddnidan, dzandan — 
, y J ^ q.v. 
aeank, A wrinkle; a frown;— 

azank afgandan miyani du abru, To knit 
the brows. 

t iznikmid, Nicomedia, in By-
thinia. 

ctJU azankndk, Wrinkled, frowning. 
dzana, Arranged in proper order. 

T $ dm, Molar tooth. 
azo, azu, From him. 

A azwdj (pi. ofzauj), Pairs, couples; 
partners, spouses, wives. 

^ azud, Intelligent, clear-sighted, 
acute, 

j;)̂  dzwar, azur, Avaricious, greedy; 
lewd. 

azward, Trefoil; Lotus agrestis. 
aewarl, Name of a medicinal thorn. 

atugh, axagk, A lopping, a trimming ; 
the prunings or loppings of trees ; rust. 

dzuqa, azuga, Provisions, contri-
butions in kind. 

A iz-hdd (v.n. 4 of ^fej), Having no 
wish or desire ; possessing little. 

A az-har (pi. zahrat, zahra), Flowers ; 
—ie-hdr (v.n. 4 of j^j), Lighting a lamp; 
making (a fire) blaze ; flowering, blossom, 
ing. 

J jlAĵ  az-har-dasta, A nosegay, a 
bunch of flowers. 
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A iz-hdf (v.n. 4 of U ^ ) , Telling a 

lie, varnishing with falsehood; bringing 
near; throwing (a rider). 

A jVety az-haq (v.n. 4 of Destroying. 
A az-har, White, bright, brilliant; 

more or most bright, etc.; the moon ; a 
wild bull. 

az-hardk, Name of the tyrant Zah-
hak. 

jU. ^ jt az haft % char, From the 
seven planets and the four elements. 

o^jT dzidan, To injure, grieve, molest; 
to prick ; to dye. 

azir, Intelligent; trouble. 
^ azird (for az in-rd), Because. 

azir a, A mattock, beetle, smith's 
hammer. 

^•tyjjT dziridan, To afflict; to draw. 
A yjĵ  aziz (v.n. of j^), Bubbling (a boil-

ing cauldron) ; a thundering noise; coi-
tion. 

u&ij^ azish (for From him. 
a&igh, Aversion, indignation;—azigh, 

Perception, recollection. 
azin, Such as this; from this. 

j ) dzh, Rest, ease ; ingenious; absti-
nent. 

dzhakh, azhakh, dzhukh, A wart, a 
mole; — dzhuk^, Blearedness ; anything 
solved, disentangled, extricated. 

tf\ dzhakAndk, Full of warts, warty. 
azhdar, A dragon; the top of a 

standard. 
jUa. azhdar-shikar, A dragon-hunter. 

I azhdarhd, A dragon; a strong, 
I brave man; a tyrant; passionate, testy ; a 

standard; armorial bearings; the tyrant 
Zahhak. 

azhdaf, A medlar. 
(jj^ dzhadan, To sew, pierce, prick, punc-

ture; to shave; to notch a mill-stone 
closely ; to tinge, dye ;—azhdan, A medlar, 
an eagle. 

azkdank, Name of a demon. 
dzhada, Pricked, punctured, sewed. 
azhda, A drinking cup in shape of 

an animal, 
azhdaha, A dragon; brave, intre-

pid; a tyrant; Zahhak; a standard;— 
azhdahd'i falak, The constellation of the 
dragon -,—kase-rd dami azhda-hd sakhtan, 
To make one the mouth of the (constel-
lation) dragon, i.e. to cause him to eclipse 
others. 

azhdaha-par a, Of dragon race. 
ashdaha-paikar, Having the face 

or shape of a dragon. 
^^jb^ azhdaha-khoy, Of the disposition 

of a dragon. 
Ja . j Usojl azhdaha-dosh, From whose 

shoulders dragons (serpents) spring. 
a Ifcoĵ  azhdaha-rayat, Who has the 

image of a dragon on his flag. 



a fl* azhdahd-alam, On whose flag 
a dragon is pictured. 

fc>V* ^^ azhdaha-sardn (pi.), Dragon-
headed. 

UjjI azhdahd-faeh, Resembling a 
dragon. 

^ ^ azhdahdk, The tyrant Zahhak. 
^Jj l azhdahd-kesh, Of the nature of 

a dragon. 
p^Jjl azhdahdm, A parti- coloured eagle. 
5jV> azhdahd-ydra, Of the strength 

(or form) of a dragon. 
azhrang, Name of a demon. 

t)T dzhugh, The prunings of a vine. 
azhgh, Prunings, loppings. 

azhfanddk, The rainbow. 
dzhgdn, azhgdn, Indolent, idle, lazy, 

slothful; grief, anxiety. 
azhgan, A latticed door, lattices, 

blinds ; dissimulation. 
azhgahdn, azhgahan, Indolent, 

idle, negligent, lazy, slothful ; vain, false. 
azhgln, Slothful, &c. (see 

yjl dzhan, A tool for notching mill-
stones ; anything perforated. 

^ dzhand, azhand, Plaster, mortar, 
parget, cement; clay, mud at the bottom 
of a cistern. 

yXJ^jij^ dzhanddnidan, To make sew, or 
prick. 

azhandan, To prick, pierce; to 
Bew. 

azhanda, Sewed ; bored, pierced. 
azhandidaft, To lay mortar between 

two bricks. 
azhank, A wrinkle; knitting of the 

brows. 
ctiU dzhankndk, Frowning. 

dzhang, azhang, A wrinkle; a frown. 
azhana, A tool for notching mill-

stones ; — dzhana kardan, To Bpread a 
table. 

aihnaydn, Camomile. 
azhwar, Covetous. 
dzhugh, Slips, loppings palm-tree 

fibres. 
if dzha, azha, Quick lime, plaster, cement. 

azhhdn, Idle, lazy, useless. 
azhan, Lazy, indolent; a trifling 

thing. 
azhydna, A pavement of flags or 

brick. 
azhxkh, Gummy exudations from the 

uyes ; dirt 
dzhidan, To prick ; to stitch, sew. 

jtfi dzhlr, Intelligent, learned, ingenious; 
pious, devout; chaste, modest; a lake, 
pool, ditch ; a cistern wherein rain-w;»ter 
is collected; victory, conquest; a. cry, a 
shout; abundance, surplus; preparation, 
arrangement. 

yif azhir, Intelligent, prudent; pious, 
abstinent; hidden. 

^Vyf dzhirdk, A shout, a cry; name of a 
place. 

dzhirldan, To cry aloud ; to appear 
wise and intelligent; to prepare, to ar-
range. 

azhina, A tool for notching mill-
stones ; a small file. 

j A as, A mill-stone; ground corn; a 
grinding of wheat, barley, <&c.; the er-
mine ; a bald camel; (S. asa) a bow; (S. 
d$a) hope j name of a village in Persia;— 
as kardan, To grind, crush, bruise;—da/r 
as afgandan, To spend freely; to squander. 

A (jJt as, The myrtle; cinders or ashes 
remaining in a fire-place; honey remaining 
in the hive ; the ruins or remains of a dwell-
ing ;—dsi barri, The wild myrtle. 

us, A slap on the face, a box on the 
ear ; name of a planet. 

dsd, Manner, rule; embellishment, 
decoration; reverence, sternness, rigour; 
authority, majesty, gravity; quiet, tran-
quillity, repose; gaping, yawning, 
stretching; (in compos, imp. of asudan) 
pacifying, soothing, as ruh-dsa, Soothing 
the mind, <fcc.; (an affix denoting) Like, 
resembling, as mard-dsd, Manly, like a 
man, mushk-dsd, Like musk, odoriferous;— 
dsd zadan (kardan, kashidan), To yawn. 

U 
a$d, Yawning; like. 

A U-1 isd'at, An offeuce, crime, sin. 
A asdbi' (pi. of usbu'), Weeks. 
a SdJUl asatizat, asdtiza (pi. of ustaz), 

Masters ;—~asdtizd'i 'ajam, Persian doctors, 
or wise men. 

A aadtir (pi. of istar), Weights of 
4^ miskills or drams. 

agdttn (A. plur. of eitiln), Pillars. 
A jCl isdr, A stirrup leather. 

asdrun (G. acrapov), Wild spikenard, 
asarum. 

d8drd, Computation, calculation. 
A JIJUT asdrir (pi. of eirr), The lines, 

lineaments, wrinkles, or creases in the 
palms of the hand or on the forehead. 

A <j» as as, A foundation, basis, pe-
destal ;—asasu 'l-lughat (foundation of 
speech), An Arabic grammar so called ;— 
asdsu '8-siydsat (foundation of rule), A 
treatise on political government. 

<s-l-\ asdsa, isdsa, A glance from a 
corner of the eye ; understanding, intellect; 
revision, retrospect; a great assembly. 

A ^LU^ asatir (pi. of istarat, usturat), 
Stories, fables, tales, romances. 

asdtin (pi- of ustuwdnat), 
Columns, pillars. 

A WA-A isdf, asdf, Name of an idol. 
^ as afzun, An iron instrument 

for notching a mill-stone. 
A JIU\ asdfil (pi. of asfal), Inferiors, 

lower classes, mob ;—asdjili nds, The lowest 
of mankind. 
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A a8dMfat, ct8dkifak (pi. of iskdf), 

Shoemakers; handicraftsmen. 
J M dsdl, A foundation, basis. 
a aJL.\ isdlat (v.n. 4 of Causing to 

flow or run. 
A asdlib (pi. of uslub), Modes, 

manners, ways ;—makdtibi tanhiy at-asdlib, 
Letters in the way of congratulation, con-
gratulatory letters. 

a asdlitus, A kind of black 
clay which they rub on vines to destroy 
insects. 

y j s ^ asdliyun (G. creXivov), Parsley. 
A immat (v.n. 4 of py), Sending to 

graze;—usdmat, A lion ; name of one of 
Muhammad's companions. 

A asami (pi. of ism), Names; 
souls, people ; community, population ; 
office, place, appointment; woman of ill 
fame; harlot, person, individual; party, 
defendant in a law-suit; tenant renter; 
substitute, servant; friend, lover ; custo-
mer, purchaser; debtor ; culprit; witness ; 
—asami'i shikmi, Sub-tenant; subordinate 
cultivator;—asami'i ghair mustaqil, Tenant 
at will; — asdmi'i ghair maurusi, Non-
hereditary tenant; — asdmi'i mustaqil, 
Tenant with right of occupancy ;—asdmi'i 
maurdsi, Hereditary cultivator;—asdmiwdr, 
According to or including all the names; 
singly, separately, in detail. 

g asdml8, Wild camomile. 
yM dsdn, Easy, convenient, commodious; 

threads, strings;—dsdn ddshtan, To make 
an abatement, to lower the price. 

j\S yLJt dsdn-kdr, Skilful, active, expedi-
tious. 

^ asdn-kushd, dsdn-
leushdy, Easy to solve or loosen (a knot, 
Ac.). 

y M dsdn-guzdr, Who passes life in 
ease, without care, easy-going. 

dsdn-guzdri, Carelessness, 
taking things easily. 

y? yM dsdn-gir, Easy of access, cour-
teous. 

J W y'L^ dsdn-niyosh, An idle or care-
less listener. 

as dni, Facility, ease ; repose, sleep; 
easy; leave. 

gAJL.^ asdnidan, To facilitate, to expe-
dite. 

A SYLA asdwiraL Bracelets; riders; a 
company of strangers who settled in Basra. 

dsdy, (in comp.) Resting ; ceasing. 
y'M^M dsaydnidan, To give rest ; to 

praise; to lift. 
dsdyish, Ease, quiet, rest, repose. 

dsdyish-kada, A place of rest. 
(jjo-fUf dsd'idan, To rest, to cease. 

dsab, d$ib, Endeavour, effort; nail, 
claw, hoof. 

asb (S. aSva), A horse; the knight 
at chess;—ttsbi dbi, The hippopotamus ;— 

asbi bdrut (kdghizi), A kind of fire-work in 
the shape of a horse ;—asbi pdlani, A slow-
paced horse; a sumptwr;—asbi tezrav, A 
swift horse ;—asbijang, A war-horse ;—asbi 
chubin (a wooden horse), A bier; — asbi 
chaugdni, A horse trained for polo;—asbi 
khards, A horse used in a treadmill;— 
asbi khiVati, A horse with trappings as a gift 
of honour ;—asbi surkh, A bay horse ;—asbi 
sar-kash, A restive horse ;—asbi Idsha, A 
horse bred from an Arabian sire and an 
Anatolian dam ;—asbi magasi, A horse with 
small black specks like flies ;—asbi naubati, 
A post-horse;—as6 u asbdb, A horse and 
his furniture or baggage ;—asb u farzin 
nihadan, To win (at chess) ;—asbi yam, A 
relay horse. 

A asbdb (pi. of sabab), Causes, 
motives ; means ; resources ; implements, 
utensils, apparatus, materials, appliances, 
machinery; cloths, apparel, effects, move-
ables, goods, chattels, furniture; luggage, 
baggage ; stores, provisions, funds, neces-
saries ;—asbdbi peshah, Implements of trade, 
tools;—asbdb bar-sakhtan (bastan, dar ha/m 
chidan), To gather one's belongings, collect 
one's chattels ;—asbdb ba-ham uftad, One's 
things are scattered about, dispersed, in dis-
order;—asbdbi bukhdr. Steam engines (m.c.); 
—asbdbi jarri asqdl, Appliances for lifting 
heavy weights, a crane (m.c.);—asbdbi jartg 
(harb), Military stores ;—asbdbi chay (chdy-
Jchwuri)t Tea service (m.c.);—asbdbi da-
raugar, A reaping apparatus or machine 
(m.c.) ;—asbdbi zahmat, Matter of annoy-
ance (m.c.) ;—asbdbi safar, Luggage, ne-
cessaries, provisions, preparations for tra-
velling ;—asbdbi zird'at, Agricultural im-
plements (m.c.) ;—asbdbi fizik, Physical in-
struments (m.c.) ;—asbdbi kuki, A clock-
work apparatus (m.c.). 

a asb at (pi. of zibt), Tribes, espe-
cially of Israel. 

A isba' (v.n. 4 of Completing 
the number seven ; feeding upon, or ser-
ving up, the flesh of wild beasts; giving a 
child to nurse; dismissing, setting at 
liberty. 

A asb-afgan, One who urges his 
horse against the enemy, bold, brave. 

a JW-A isbdl (v.n. 4 of J-s—)> Letting down 
(drawers), untying the knot of the drawers; 
raining copiously; weeping profusely; 
coming into ear (corn). 

dsbdn, A miller. 
azbdnbur, Name of a city, 

s—asb-angez, A spur. 
isbdh, A large army ; a dog. 

asb-bazi, Equestrian feat (m.c.) 
a horseman. 

s—«asb'tdz, Level ground; the 18th 
of the month according to the era of 
Jalalu 'd-din. 

asbatdn, Seed of the wild rue. 
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s - ^ asb-duzd, A horse-stealer. 

(Jj^j s—^ asb-dawdni, Horse-racing. 
isbirkhd, Red ovpiment (see 

asbaq, More or most excellent; 
surpassing; previous; past times, days of 
yore. 

SjU s—^ asb-mddah, A mare. 
<W s—'\ asb-uama (should probably be 

.ui The trappings of a war-horse ; 
anything which dries up the sweat of a 
horse. 

^ y s - ^ asb-naubati, A horse belonging 
to and ridden alternately by several persons 
(see asbi naubati, under 

usbor, Stupid. 
A usbu(, A week. 
ŷ ŝ—^ asbunitan (in Zand and Pazand), 

To see; to cause to run. 
\ isbah, A troop of horse; a dog. 

isbahan, Ispahan. 
isbahbad, isbahbud, A general; a 

title assumed by the kings of Tabaristan. 
Bjji. \ isbahbad khwura (khwara), 

The rational soul (see nuri isbahbad under 

asp, A horse; the knight at chess; 
—aspi tazi, An Arabian horse ;—isp, The 
hair about the privities. 

ispa, Spa. 
aspares — q.v. 
•iispasdar, Grrateful, thankful (see 

gUU-.̂  ispandj (G. oTriva/aov), Spinage. 
WV*̂  ispaniyd, Spain. 
J j s iLJ ispaniyol, Spaniard. 

ispdh, A large army ; (S. 6va) a dog. 
ylfcUs.̂  ispahdn (now Isfahan), That part 

of Persia where the troops were generally 
quartered. 

ispikhul, Birds' dung; according 
to others = <l-v' 

ispiddr, A general, a commander. 
^ j j asp-daw dni, Horse-race; race-

course (m.c.). 
ispar, A shield. 

i spar a'in, Isfarayin, in Khurasan. 
O j ^ isparad, ispirid, Coagulated, curdled; 

jell/. 
j; vy—.i asp-raz, isp*raz, ^ <T-v-\ asp-ras, 

isp-ras, A race-course, an open space for 
exercise. 

uspurz, Spleen, milt; lingula pu-
dendi. 

s—-jpA asparsab, ispar sab, aspar-
saf,, isparsaf, A race-ground, an open space. 

ispirish, Completion ; perfection ; a 
race-ground. 

f>£x->\ ispargham, asparag&m, Name of an 
odoriferous herb; any green herb; ver-
dure ; any fragrant herb. 

isparag, A kind of yellow wood 
used in dyeing stuffs; turmeric; the water-
melon. 
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isparlu8, isparlos, A palace; a 

hall of justice. 
Uparam, Any flower or fragrant herb. 

s-A i8param-db, Warm water medi-
cinally prepared for washing the bodies of 
sick persons ; an embrocation or medicated 
bath. 

isparang, A city near Samarcand. 
isparud, A species of aquatic bird. 
ispuroz, aspuroz, Name of a very 

high mountain. 
ispra, The river Spree. 

isparham, Any fragrant herb. 
ispari, Complete, perfect, entire, 

whole; finished, exhausted, annihilated, 
destroyed ;—ispari shudan, To be complete, 
to be finished, exhausted, or annihilated ;— 
ispari kardan, To destroy. 

jipr'^ isp-rez, u-i^J asp-res, isp-res, 
asp-resh, isp-resh, A course, a running-place 
for horses; complete, entire. 

t̂ r***-̂  unpus, A louse ; a small worm. 
aspist, Trefoil, clover. 

—aspisUzdr, A clover-field. 
asp-umr, Life fleeting along as 

a horse. 
JjV"^ ispaghol, aspaghol, ispaghon, 

Seed of flea-wort. 
aspak, A little horse; the bridge of 

a musical instrument. 
asp-hurra, A colt, a foa2. 

^ ispakniiy = q.v. 
asp-lunj, Goats'-beard (a plant). 

^ ^ S a8p-mdda, A mare. 
a sri-w-1 ispandj, ispandkh, gJU^J 

ispananj, Spinage. 
ispand, Wild rue, which they burn at 

marriages to drive away evil spirits; holy. 
ispanddr, A wax-light; (=J^J^M) 

name of Ifandiyar, the son of Gushtasp; 
the stay of the sun in Pisces. 

ispandarmuz, The earth; name 
of the twelfth month of the Persian year; 
also the fifth day of each month ; name of 
the angel who presides over the month and 
day Ispandarmuz. 

ispandan, Mustard-seed. 
jUaaj-.! ispandyar, Name of Gushtasp's 

son; the angel presiding over the month 
and day Isfandar ; the power and clemency 
of God. 

cSj-Sr^ iapanuy, Name of a beautiful slave-
girl of Tawaj, the son-in-law of Afrasiyab. 

uspor, Stupid (see 
tf^.jy^ uspust, uspush, Name of 

the last month of autumn. 
aspa, A cold, a horse rising two 

years old ;—ispa, A troop of horse; a dog. 
iepahan, The capital of Persian 

Irak. 
i8pahbad, iepahbud, A general, 

com man der-in-chief. 
ispahbadi, The dignity of a com-

mander-in-chief (m.c.). 
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ispahbad khwura, Speech, 
s^a^-i ispichdb, A town in Turkistan. 
is^-t isped (S. sweta), White, colourless. 
^•Vjy-t ispcddr, A sort of willow, the 

aspen. 
isped-bd, A kind of broth made of 

the Juice and small pieces of meat, together 
with spinage, flour, and vinegar. 

isped^rud, A river in Azerbaijan. 
isped-kdr, A worker in tin, a tin-

man ; (met.) an upright, sincere, generous 
man. 

aspU, A horse-stea ler by profession. 
ispayosh, Seed of flea-wort. 

A ast (for Praise, commendation. 
\ ast, Is (from yo^j budan, to be) ; he 

willeth, he seeketh; (abbreviation of a star) 
a mule; a bone; a seed, a kernel;—ast, 
ust, A commentary on the Zand and Pazand; 
the buttocks; throwing, flinging ; —- ist 
(imp. of istddan), Stand thou; (imp. of 
istudan), Praise thou ; — mi, Throwing, 
flinging, 

a ast, ist, ust, The fundament, the 
buttocks. 

asta, ust a, A commentary on the 
Zand or holy scriptures of the Magi or 
worshippers of fire;—astd. Name of a fo r t ; 
—istd, Praising; an encomiast; a town in 
Samarkand; — ustd (for ustdd), Master, 
teacher. 

istdkk, A green branch ;—itstdkh, 
Impudent, audacious, unblushing, insolent, 
bold. 

ustdd, A master, teacher, tutor; an 
artificer, manufacturer, artisan; a barber; 
ingenious, excellent, celebrated, famed for 
iiny art or work of ingenuity; enters into 
the composition of proper names, as ustdd 
rahman, Ostad Rahman, &c.;—ustddi khi-
ydt, A tailor;—ustddi haft asmdn, Master 
of the seven heavens, the planet Jupiter. 

jWUJ ustadar, JUjI^-) ustddddr (for 
ustdd ad-ddr), A major-domo, steward. 

(ja^jU^ istddanldan, ist add n-
dan, To make to stand, constitute, estab-
lish, fix. 

uftbu^ ietddagi, Stability ; a atop, a stay ; 
—istddagt'i bar an, A failure or want of 
rain;—uetddagl, A trade, a craf t ; mastery 
of an art. 

istddan, To stand, atop, dwell, 
halt. 

Btf (jjtAx^ istddan-yah (vulg. istangdh), 
Station (m.c.). 

iatada, Standing; set up, erected ; 
a pole; an ensign-staff; the prop of a tent-
door. 

^JUJ ustddi, ustazi, An art, trade, 
craft; workmanship ; excellence, skill in any 
art or profession ustddi kardan, To work, 
to exercise any art or trade. 

A •IU-T uetaz, A teacher. 
astdr, Lining. 

A >UJ astar (pi. of sitr), Veils. 
istdr (from G. ovarrjp ?), Four; a 

weight of miskals, or drams. 
istdrdbad, istdr-bad, The 

city of Astiirabiid. 
istdrcha (dim. of the following), 

A spark. 
istdra, A star; a canopy ; a geome-

trical rule by which right lines are drawn ; 
a kind of guitar with three strings; name 
of a country, and of a fortress in the 
Dak'han. 

yjs— istdsiyon, Station (m.c. from Fr. 
or E.). 

J-JU-J istdfil (G. a-ra^vXij), A grape, 
a istdqiis, A kiud of long sea-

crab. 
MtJU*.t istdk, A cutting, a slip of a vine, 
j^a-l ustakar, jSU-.̂  ustdgar, A skilful 

artist. 
pLu.t ustdm, Saddle ornaments of gold 

and silver; anything to which one can 
t rust ; a confidant; a prop, a column; a 
patron. 

y'^-A dsitdn, The place where the shoes or 
slippers are pulled off ; a threshold ; lying 
supine ; a king's court, royal palace ; the 
Ottoman Porte ; the tombs of prophets and 
other holy men;—astdn bar khustan, To 
be exalted, elevated ; to be ruined ;—dstdni 
sa'ddat, The palace of felicity ;—dstdni 'd/i-
shdn, The Sublime Porte, the court of bi gh 
dignity ;~dstdni 'adam, dstdni fand (the 
threshold of annihilation), The world; time; 
death;—dstdni garddn, The first heaveu, 
sphere of the moon;—dsitdn, Taking a 
person's horoscope. 

^jUwl astdn, A place of rest, a sleeping-
place. 

tj*^ dstdn-bos, Who kisses the 
threshold. 

^j-jUu.Tj dstdn-bosl, Threshold-kissing. 
T istdwbul, Constantinople, 
y^ibu^ istdndan, To constitute, set up ; 

to bring forth ; to take, receive. 
v^ j (jU—f dstdn-rob, Who sweeps the 

threshold, rubs bis brow against it. 
dstdn-nishin, Who sita on the 

threshold. 
ds-itdna, A saint's tomb; a 

threshold ;—dsitdna'i tjarddn (gardun), The 
first heaven, the sphere of the moon;— 
astdnah, A place of rest or sleeping. 

dsitdni, Belonging to a hall, or 
court. 

istdnidan, To keep back, to pre-
vent going, 

istdy (imp. of istddan), Stand 
thou. 

a istibdq (v.n. 8 of <>*-), Contend-
ing for superiority in a race; vying with 
each other. 

istabdn, Seed of the wild rue. 
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a istibddd (v.n. "".O of 5}), Absolute 

dominion, despotism, usurpation of abso-
lute authority, insisting upon a thing being 
done; obstinacy. 

A istibdd' (v.n. 10 of Esteem-
ing as new or strange; produciug some-
thing new. 

A J L . U X - 1 ietibddl (v.n. 10 of J*4?), 
Changing ;—ietibddl kardan, To change, 
exchange. 

jt^A istabr, Great, thick, big, gross. 
A P^JU.1 istibra (v.n. 10 of *fy), Cleansing; 

washing one's hands from a business ; ab-
staining (of a divorced woman) from 
sexual intercourse for three months of pro-
bation. 

A istibrdz (v.n. 10 of Causing 
to come forth;—istibrdz kardan, To pro-
duce ; to challenge; to provoke. 

A islabraq (P. dyr-Mstabrak), Thick 
silk brocade interwoven with gold ; a kind 
of shot silk. 

A istibshdr (v.n. 10 of Re-
joicing at, or announcing good news ;— 
istibshar numudan, To rejoice, to express 
joy. 

istibshd4 (v.n. 10 of Consi-
dering as nauseous, unwholesome, or un-
suitable. 

A j W - 1 istibsdr (v.n. 10 of yn), Consider-
ing with attention, examining, scrutinizing. 

A istibza1 (v.n. 10 of £*}), Sorting 
out goods for sale. 

A istib'dd (v.n. 10 of J*i), Think-
ing one to be at a distance ; retiring, with-
drawing. 

A istibhdm (v.n. 10 of Being 
obscure, ambiguous ; being dumb, or 
scarcely able to speak intelligibly. 

A istitdr (v.n, 8 of r^), Being hid ; 
concealing oneself; concealment. 

A istitbd' (v.n. 10 of £«»), Wish-
ing or asking to follow ; succession. 

A J U I X ^ iatisqal (v.n. 10 of Jtf), Op-
pression ; heaviness ; trouble; importunity. 

A istisnd' (v.n. 10 of ^Y )̂, Excep-
tion, exclusion, setting aside, distinction^ 
rejection ; saying, 44 If God will," 

a istisnd'i, Exclusive, exceptive; 
exceptional. 

A I ^ V ^ istijdbat (v.n. 10 of An-
swering, accepting; hearing or answering 
prayer, receiving a petition. 

1 ' istijarat (v.n. 10 of Im-
ploring aid or protection. 

A istijdzat (v.n. 10 of Asking 
leave, soliciting permission. „ 

A j^yv^ istijzdz (v.n. 10 of Being fit 
for reaping or gathering (corn or dates). 

A istijldb (v.n. 10 of w-V), Beg-
ging that anything might be brought or 
driven to one. 

A istijhdl (v.n. 10 of J**), Con-
sidering as ignorant and illiterate. 
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A istihazat (v.n. 10 of O 4 ^) , 

Emitting blood (a woman) after the usual 
time of the monthly discharge has elapsed, 
or at an undue time. 

A istihdlat (v.n. 10 of J j^) , 
Undergoing a change, change of state; be-
coming, or considering as, absurd, impos-
sible, inconsistent, unreal. 

A istihbab (v.n. 10 of S ^ ) , 
Taking a liking to, regarding, loving, 
choosing, preferring; contracting friend-
ship ; an action the performance of which 
is meritorious and the omission not crimi-
nal, work of supererogation. 

A istihdds (v.n. 10 of 
Bringing out or doing something new, 

A istihddd (v.n. 10 of SP-), Shaving 
about the pubes ; sharpening. 

A JV-MTEX-I istihsar (v.n. 10 of Being 
exhausted with fatigue. 

A istihsdn (v.n. 10 of Ap-
proving; praising; taking or considering 
as a favour; approbation, esteem. 

A istihsaf (v.n. 10 of 
Being confirmed, established; being ad-
verse and untoward (fortune). 

A istihzar (v.n. 10 of Call-
ing, citiug to appear, summoning before. 

A ietihfdz (v.n. 10 of W ) , De-
siring one to remember, or to take care of, 
anything. 

A istihqdr (v.n. 10 of y*-), De-
spising, treating with contempt. _ 

A J^W-J istihqdq (v.n. 10 of jjo.), Claim-
ing one's right; deserving, being worthy ; 
claim, due, title ; merit, desert;—istihqaqi 
i'ada'i wirdsat, Reversionary title;—istih-
qaqi infikaki rahn, Equity of redemption of 
a mortgage ;—istihqaqi tarika, Right of in-
heritance or succession;—istihqaqi tarika 
bild noaslya, Title to intestate property; — 
istihqaqi tashkhlshi jaw', Right of assess-
ment;—istihqaqi taqdimi kharidari. Right 
of pre-emption istihqaqi hifdzati khpnd 
ikhtiyari, Right of self-defence ; —istihqaqi 
da'wd, Preferential claim;—istihqaqi da'wai 
ibtidai, Original right of action;—istihqaqi 
zdti, Personal title or privilege ; — istihqaqi 
qd'imah, Vested interest;—istihqaqi qabzah, 
Right of possession;—istihqaqi qaddmat, 
Prescriptive right or title ;—istihqaqi nifdz, 
Right of way; exercise or use of a right; 
—istihqaqi wirasati a'indah, Reversionary 
title. ' 

A istihkdm (v.n. 10 of Firm-
ness, strength ; confirmation, corroboration, 
ratification; hardness, tightness, firmness. 

A istihla' (v.n. 10 of Esteem-
ing, deeming to be sweet. 

A l - j W ^ istihldf (v.n. 10 of Ad-
juring, Causing to swear, commanding to 
be sworn. 

A istihldl (v.n. 10 of Con-
sidering or wishing a thing lawful. 
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A (•W^Am.^ islihmdm (v.n. 10 of ,•*>•), 
Washing in warm water; taking a warm 
bath. 

A istihwdz (v.a. 10 of jj*-), Pre-
vailing against, overcoming. 

A istihyd' (v.n. 10 of ^je^), Blush-
ing, being ashamed ; leaving alive, preser-
ving alive. 

intakh, A be-goat. 
A istikhdrat (v.n. 10 of JJ^), 

Conciliating the divine favour; looking in 
the Qur'an, or any favourite book (as the 
poems of Hafiz) for a good augury ; sticho-
mancy ; bibliomaocy ; wishing or asking for 
the best;—istikhdra i zdti 'r-riqd1, Taking 
omen by writing on a slip of paper"do it," 
on another "do it not," and drawing after 
prayer one of them blindfolded from under 
the prayer-carpet where they had been 
hidden. 

A jWafei-T istik&bdr (v.n. 10 of Inter-
rogating, exploring, investigating, inform-
ing one's self, asking news, desiring advice. 

A istikhddm (v.n. 10 of Seek-
ing or getting employment; taking into 
one's service. 

istakhr, A lake, pool, ditch ; the an-
cient Perse polis. 

A istikhrdj (v.n. 10 of Caus-
ing to go or come out, expulsion, banish-
ment ; extracting, drawing out, making 
come forth; deriving, selecting, choosing. 

A vstikhfdf (v.n. 10 of 
Holding in Blight esteem, making light of, 
despising; indignity. 

A isiikhlds (v.n. 10 of U ^ ) , De-
siring liberation, seeking liberty; seeking 
to Bave; liberation, release ; freedom ; ap-
propriating to oneself. 

A istikhldf (v.n. 10 of Ap-
pointing successors; leaving posterity; 
drawing water, 

ustukhwdn (S. asthi), A bone; 
a kernel, stone of f ru i t ; a skeleton; the 
foundation of an edifice ; a race, nation; 
the text of a book ; an instrument of war ; 
noble;—ustukhwdn afshdndan, To sow date-
stones ; to be scattered;—ustukiiwdn dar 
gdm shikastan,, ustukhwdn dar gulu, (dar 
ndf) giriftan, ustukhwdn ziri gulu ddshtan 
(to get a bone in the throat), To suffer 
distress;—ustukhpani chize bastan, To set 
things straight, to arrange well, to bring in 
good order;—ustukhwdn shikastan, (met.) 
To suffer the utmost distress, 

vi^j ustukhwdn-buzurg, Nobly born. 
ju} ustukhwdn-band. A splint, 

fillet. 
ustukhwdn-bandi, The mend-

ing matters, setting things aright, bringing 
in order. 

^jat^J ustukhw dn-tardshl, Divina-
tion by the shoulder-blade of a sheep. 
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(^jafcxJ ustukhwdn-khwar, 
ustukhwdn-duzd, ^jsfc*-^ uetuftfyttdn-rufed. 
Jij ustukhwdn-rand, 
ustukhwdn rang, A kind of large eagle, 
which feeds upon, or carries off, bones; 
the Huma, whose shadow is considered 
auspicious; a dog. 

ustukfewdn-eangin, High-
born, noble, honoured. 

ustukhw dn-faroshi, Roguery. 
ustukhwdnak, A small bone, 

y ĵsfc*-^ ustukhwdn-kari, Inlaid work, 
mosaic. 

a istiddmat (v.n. 10 of |»y), Seek-
ing, wishing permanence; permanency; 
acting with deliberation, assiduity; soaring 
in a circle. 

A istidanat (v.n. 10 of Bor-
rowing, contracting debts, getting in debt. 

A irtidbdr (v.n. 10 of J»«>), Follow-
ing, coming at the back or rear ; thinking 
of the consequences. 

A istidrdj (v.n. 10 of 6jd), With-
drawing or advancing gradually; seeking 
to remove by degrees; consigning to pun-
ishment ; an obstinate sinner on whom 
numerous benefits had been conferred. 

A wtidrak (v.n. 10 of Wish-
ing, endeavouring to comprehend or obtain; 
reaching, overtaking, obtaining; compre-
hending, understanding; (in gram.) re-
striction, antithesis, emendation. 

A ACJO-1 istid'd' (v.n. 10 of y^ ) , Asking, 
calling upon, supplication, prayer. 

A istidqdq (v.n. 10 of J-J), Being, 
minute, fine, thin, slender. 

A istidlal (v.n. 10 of Jo) , De-
ducing arguments, getting a clue; asking 
reason or proof ; demonstration, proof, argu-
ment. 

istadan, To rise, stand, or work 
standing. 

astar, astar, A kind of coarse thin 
stuff fit for lining garments ; the inside of 
anything, the lining of a garment; a s tar ; 
—astar (S. asvatara), A mule. 

astarabad, Name of a city in Ma-
zandaran on the shore of the Caspian. 

A isiirdhat (v.n. 10 of cjy), Quiet, 
rest, tranquillity. 

istarar, A lentil. 
A istiraq (v.n. 8 of Stealing, 

carrying off by stealth; listening surrep-
titiously, overhearing, playing the eaves-
dropper. 

Wj^ astarbd, astarban, A muleteer. 
A istirjd' (v.n. 10 of Having 

recourse to God; uttering the ejaculation 
yy^j Aett U\ innd lilldhi wa innd 
ilaihi rdji'un, Verily we belong to God, and 
verily we shall return to him; asking or 
taking back the whole or part of anything 
once given. 
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A J W - ^ istirjdl (v.n. 10 of J*-;), Asking 
to dismount; to walk on foot. 

Utirk&a (from G. crav&apdxn), Bed 
orpiment. 

A igtirJchd' (v.n. 10 of yy), Hang-
ing down; being relaxed and flaocid. 

A ietirkkds (v.n, 10 of y^-i), Buy-
ing cheap; regarding as cheap; leaving, 
asking leave. 

a istirdad (v.n. 10 of Jj), Demand-
ing restitution of anything, whether giveD, 
deposited in trust, or taken without con-
sent ; revoking, retracting, reversing, re-
pealing; rejecting^ refusing; giving back, 
restitution. 

A ietirddf (v.n. 10 of UJ;}, Ask. 
ing to be taken up behind another on horse, 
back. 

y y ^ usturdan, To shave; to erase. 
a istiridiya, An oyster. 
A iriirzdq (v.n. 10 of JIY), Asking 

for one s daily bread, one's sustenance. 
A istirsdl (v.n. 10 Being 

allowed to hang loose, or letting hang 
loose (hair) ; acquiring a habit. 

usturaeh, A ploughshare; a hoe. 
A istirza' (v.n. 10 of Endea-

vouring, seeking or wishing to please and 
satisfy ; asking or seeking the consent; wil-
lingness, alacrity ; assent; acquiescence. 

A istirza' (v.n. 10 of £*>), Inquir-
ing, and looking out for a wet-nurse. 

A j^yu.^ ielirqdq (v.n. 10 of Reducing 
to slavery ; being thin. 

istaraJc (from G. orupa^), Storax. 
a uslurlab, An astrolabe. 

istaranj, a star any, astarang, 
The mandrake. 

A t V ^ istirwdh (v.n. 10 of t») , Seeking 
or finding rest. 

astarxoan (mule-like), Barren fe-
male. 

fjX^y^ astarunitaw (in Zand and Pazand), 
To shut, to close. 

uslura, A razor ;—ustura lisldan (to 
lick a razor), To risk one's life, to evince 
daring and temerity. 

A istirhdb (v.n. 10 of Ter-
rifying, alarming. 

a istirkdn (v.n. 10 of t ^ j ) , De-
manding a pledge or hostage. 

A isiizural (v.n. 10 of j)j), Request-
ing a visit. 

A ietizldl (v.n. 10 of J)), Causing or 
wishing one to stumble. 

istisrdr (v.n. 10 of ; - ) , Being con-
cealed. 

A istis'ad (v.n. 10 of J*-), Con-
sidering as happy, regarding as fortunate ; 
desiring happiness ; asking assistance. 

A — i s t i s q d ' (v.n. 10 of Asking 
for water, offering up public prayers for 
rain ; asking for drink ; dropsy ;—istisqd'i 

ziqqi, The anasarca \—~igbi$qa%i tabli, Tym-
pany ;—Utisqa gin/tan, To be afflicted with 
dropBy. 

a teif \A.~x.,A istisqa-girifta, Dropsical. 
A istisl&m (v.n. 10 of Sub-

mitting to the authority of another, giving 
way to his judgment. 

A istismdn (v.n. 10 of 
Judging, or discovering to be f a t ; asking 
for butter or something fat . 

A J^-A-t ietie-hdl (v.n. 10 of J«~)» Being 
or considering easy; rendering easy. 

A SJUA^ ietishdrai (v.n. 10 of Con-
sulting, asking advice ; deliberating; con-
sultation. 

A V J ^ J A J ^ ietishraf (v.n. 10 of Rais-
ing the head to look at some object; screen-
ing the eyes (with the hand) from the glare 
of the sun; testifying to anything noble 
and perfect. 

A j U i s t i s h ' d r (v.n, 10 of Pu t -
ting on the garment shi'dr; being appre-
hensive and concealing one's fears. 

A JUUJL^ istishfdr, Intercepting the men-
strual discharge. 

A istishfd' (v.n. 10 of £4*), Im-
ploring (one) to intercede, begging (bis) 
intercession, 

A F U - A O ^ ishtishmdm (v.n. 10 of fA), 
Wishing to smell, smelling. 

A islishhad (v.n. 10 of -H4*), Tak-
ing evidence, summoning witnesses ; bring-
ing testimony or proof ; falling a martyr or 
witness for religion. 

A t̂ !-***^ istisbdh, (v.n. 10 of ft*), Trim-
ming a lamp ; asking for a lamp. 

A S^U.AX-.L istishdb (v.n. 10 of s -** ) , As-
sociating with, becoming sociable ; wishing 
for or inviting the company of any persou. 

A istisraf (v.n. 10 of uy>), Pray-
ing (God) may avert. 

A istifmdgk (v.n. 10 of Ex-
tracting gum. 

A istisnd' (v.u. 10 of Requisi-
tion of workmanship, forced labour, press-
ing into service. 

A V^R*^ 1 stiswdb (v.u. 10 of Ap-
proving, thinking well of, esteeming 
right; asking or requiring what is r ight ; 
consultation, reference; inquiry; taking 
the opinion of;—isti?wdb kardan, To ap-
prove; to consult; to refer to. 

A istiz'df (v.n. 10 of <-***), Find-
ing weak; oppressing. 

A Utitar (v.n. 8 of Delineating, 
writiug. 

A SjUrtJ istitdrat (v.n. 10 of pH), Dif-
fusing itself abroad (the dawn) ; spreading 
abroad (news) ; giving flight (to a bird). 

A istitd'al (v.u. 10 of t^), Being 
able, capable; submitting, yielding, obey-
ing, complying with; power, ability. 

A ietitdlat (v.n. 10 of J ^ ) , Power, 
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ability; possibility ; compliance; submis-
sion, obedience; dependence. 

A Jty&s-̂  istitrad (v.n. 10 of o^L), Aiming 
at one thing and getting another; feigning 
a retreat before the enemy ; incident. 

A ^Jtjku.1 istitrdf (v.n. 10 of u ^ ) , Con-
sidering a thing as new ; producing some-
thing new, original, singular, or striking. 

A istitla' (v.n. 10 of Seeking 
information, inquiring. 

A ietitJaq (v.n. 10 of Diar-
rhoea, looseness, flux, 

o (J-JIA-I istatlus, Jews' pitch. 
A J&IiA^ ietizldl (v.n. 10 of J t ) , Longing 

for or sitting in the shade, shaving one's 
self; hanging over, impending. 

A istizhdr (v.n. 10 of j£>), Seeking 
assistance, asking for help; help, support; 
power; remembering; repeating by heart, 
reciting;—istizhdr ddshtan ba-chizi, Being 
supported by anythiug, being backed up 
by it. 

A isti'ddat (v.n. 10 of ^ f ) , Re-
peating ; coming back; begging one to 
repeat, or do anything over again, or to 
come back; wishing to make a habit; being 
accustomed to, having the habit of. 

A SiUx^ isti'dzat (v.n. 10 of Fleeing 
from evil to good, from the devil to God ; 
seeking refuge. 

A isti'dr (v.n. 8 of Being 
lighted, blazing (a fire) ; spreading, being 
diffused (war or mischief). 

A ieti'drat (v.n. 10 of jj*), Borrow-
ing ; using a word metaphorically; a meta-
phor, a trope. 

A isti'anat (v.n. 10 of yf-), Asking 
assistance, imploring help, seeking aid ; 
removing the hair from the pubes (*dnat). 

A isti'bad (v.n. 10 of Redu-
cing to slavery, treating as a servant or slave. 

A YLYA^l isti'jdb (v.n. 10 of As-
tonishment, wonder. 

A J V * * - ^ ieti'jdl (v.n. 10 of J**), Has-
tening, accelerating, ordering one to make 
haste, stimulating, despatching any busi-
ness soon; wishing or endeavouring to 
make haste. 

A isti'jdm (v.n. 10 of F*^), Keep-
ing silence, not responding, being unable 
to speak distinctly. 

A isti'ddd (v.n. 10 of Pre-
paring, making preparation, getting ready 
for; Bkill, aptness, aptitude, merit; means; 
mental powers, talent, parts. 

A isti'sdm (v.n. 10 of f ^ ) , Clasp-
ing; putting a strap to the water-bag. 

A ieti'tdf (v.n. 10 of oil*), Beg-
ging one to become favourably inclined, 
courtiDg one's favour. 

A isti'gdm (v.n. 10 of 
Thinking highly of, admiring; rendering 
great; taking the larger part. 
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A PTORJisti'fd' (v.n. 10 of jAc), Seeking 

to be excused ; asking forgiveness, depre-
cating ; resignation ;—isti'fd kardan, To 
resign, to abdicate. 

A ^ fceU isti'fdf (v.n. 10 of U^), Ab-
staining from what is forbidden, restraining 
oneself. 

isti'ld' (v.n. 10 of Superio-
rity, exaltation; seeking promotion. 

A isti'ldj (v,n. 10 of gl*), Be-
coming hard (the skin) ; seeking a cure, a 
remedy, 

A isti'ldm (v.n. 10 of Asking 
i for information or news. 

A isti'ldn, Making known, adver-
tizing. 

A isti'mdr (v.n. 10 of Causing 
people to inhabit and colonize. 

A JUJCU^ isti'mal (v.n. 10 of J**), Caus-
ing to work; work, employment; use; prac-
tice, usage, custom, observance ; fashion. 

a J U * ^ isti'mdli, Used; worn, second-
hand ; usual, customary ; tit for use, prac-
tical. 

A istighdsat (v.n. 10of ^j*) , Call-
ing for help, imploring assistance; de-
manding justice, seeking redress; com-
plaint, suit. 

A s-'Ĵ Ai-.! istighrdb (v.n. 10 of s ^ ) , 
Wondering; amazement, wonder. 

A istighrdq (v.n. 10 of Jj/0, 
Drowning, overwhelming ; being immersed, 
absorbed, wholly engaged in; lien, mort-
gage. 

A istighshdsh (v.n. 10 of <J^), 
Considering as false and insincere. 

A ietighfdr (v.n. 10 of J&), Asking 
forgiveness, begging pardon; deprecation; 
mercy ; deliverance ;—istighfdr khwdstan 
(kardan), To ask forgiveness, beg pardon, 
pray for mercy. 

A ALTT astaghfim 'Uah (I ask par-
don of God), God forgive me ! God forbid ! 
(m.c.) not at all; on the contrary. 

A t.Uz~\ iatigkldz (v.n. 10 of 1^), Find-
ing (cloth, &c.) coarse, and for that reason 
declining to purchase it. 

A istighldl (v.n. 10 of J*), Order-
ing (one's servants) to carry home grain 
(gkallah) ; receiving grain from those who 
bring it. 

A ftbAxJ istighnd' (v.n. 10 of Being 
independent, and able to do without; 
wealth, opulence ; contentment; showing 
contempt (m.c.) ;—istighnd bdlidan (khwur-
dan, zadan, kardan), To be independent of, 
to be able or obliged to do without a 
thing; to hold in contempt. 

A istighndm, Seeking or possessing 
booty. 

A SJIAU istifddat (v.n. 10 of Seek-
ing profit or advantage; gain, profit, advan-
tage; attainment, result. 
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a &i\*b\J>sJ\ igtifaziina, Profusely, abun-
dantly. 

a istifdzat '(v.n. 10 of Desir-
ing abundance or profusion; superabund-
ance ; being spread abroad, divulged. 

A istifdqat (v.n. 10 of J ^ ) , Re-
covering from indisposition, ebriety, pas-
sion, or madness. 

isrtifdn, A river; (from G. ore<£avos) 
a kind of diadem studded with jewels. 

A •UAX-^ Utiftd' (v.u. 10 of Y I ) , Consult-
ing a lawyer or mufti, asking for bis fatwa; 
taking a legal opinion. 

A E ^ D I ^ istiftdh (v.n. 10 of JJT*), Asking 
assistance ; opening ; conquering. 

A ietifrdz, Making one active; 
causing to slip. 

A istifragh (v.n. 10 of tf)> Vomit-
ing, evacuating, rejecting, clearing out the 
stomach ; belching; straining every nerve, 
exerting every endeavour. 

A istifsdr (v.n. 10 of Asking 
an explanation, seeking information; in-
quiry, question, interrogation; investiga-
tion, search, reference ;—istifsdr kardan, 
To interrogate, etc. 

a istifsdrl, Statement of a pro-
secutor subject to investigation. 

^UAS^ ietifndn, A nettle. 
i&tafa, A pregnant woman; any 

animal big with young. 
A istifhdm (v.n. 10 of ^WR*), De-

siring to know or to be taught, informing 
oneself by asking questions ; interrogation. 

a ietifhdmi, Interrogative; in-
terrogatory. 

A i&tiqamat (v.n. 10 of PJI), Stand-
ing erect; acting uprightly; rectitude, 
integrity ; stability, durability; firmness, 
constancy. 

A istiqbdl (v.n. 10 of J*5), Going 
forth to meet, encountering; meeting and 
receiving a visitor; reception, welcome; 
futuri ty; future tense ;—istiqbdl kardan, To 
go or come to meet. 

A J^aAx^ isiiqddm (v.n. 10 of f ^ ) , Pre-
ceding ; wishing to get before. 

A igtiqrd' (v.n. 10 of Follow-
ing ; making diligent search. 

A istiqrdr (v.n. 10 of y ) , Settling, 
fixing a residence; establishment; requir-
ing or calling for a settlement or affir-
mation ; confirmation, ratification, recog-
nition. 

A ^j&z-} istiqrdz (v,n. 10 of Borrow-
ing. 

A istiqsd' (v.n. 10 of Using 
every effort to get to the knowledge of any-
thing ; curiosity; the utmost limit of any-
thing. 

A (^eUis^t istiqsas (v.n. 10 of (j**), De-
siring one to retaliate. 

A istiqlal (v.n. 10 of J i ) , Taking 

) u>« 

up one's baggage ; esteeming little, consi-
dering as small; absolute authority, sove-
reignty, despotism; firmness, resolution, 
constancy ; persistence. 

a istiqlalana, Absolutely. 
a istiqlali, Invested with autho-

rity ; confirming in possession. 
A (j-yjix^ ietiqwds (v.n. 10 of Y-JI),Bend-

ing through age. 
ustuqild, Name of an ancient hero. 

r istakdn, Glass, tumbler. 
A ietikdnat (v.n. 10 of Hum-

bling oneself, submitting, 
A istikbar (v.n. 10 of Being 

proud; pride, conceit, presumption, arro-
gance. 

A s ^ 8 * ^ istiktdb (v.n. 10 of s - ^ ) , 
Asking or ordering one to write; dictating 
(a letter). 

A JUSO-t istiksdr (v.n. 10 of Wish-
ing or asking for much ; finding or con-
sidering much. 

A istikrdh (v.n. 10 of A/), Abhor-
rence, aversion, loathing ; reluctance. 

A istikshdf (v.n. 10 of 
Requesting anything to be made manifest, 
or laid open; discovery, exploration;— 
istikshdf numudan, To try to investigate, to 
inquire into. 

A JU&U.^ ietikmdl (v.n. 10 of J**), Com-
pleting, perfecting; wishing anything 
finished, perfected, completed. 

J ^ istal, A fish-pond, a lake, a pool. 
A J l * ^ istildl (v.n. 8 of J~) , Drawing 

(a sword, &c.). 
A istildm (v.n. 8 of Touching 

the black stone of the Ka'bah with hand 
or mouth ; prostration, kissing the hand. 

A jUJcu^ istilhdq (v.n. 10 of 
Adopting, claiming as a son. 

istalkh, Lake, pond (in the dialect 
of Karabagh for ancient yfcs-^, Ar. ; 
see 

A ^JAA-I istilzaz (v.n. 10 of «iJ), Tasting, 
relishing. 

A istilzdm (v.n. 10 of Requir-
ing, rendering necessary ; necessity. 

A ietilqd' (v.n. 10 of J&), Falling 
on one's back. 

islam (for Oppression, injus-
tice. 

A istima (v.n. 8 of ), Listen-
ing, hearing, giving ear ; tiding, report, 
rumour. 

A igtimdlat (v.n. 10 of Jo*), Ca-
ressing, conciliating, giving good words, 
soothing, gaining the favour of anyone ; 
solace, consolation, comforting ; encourage-
ment. 

A ietimtd1 (v.n. 10 of Reap-
ing the fruits, or receiving the usufruct 
enjoyment (of a woman). 

A istimkhdr (v.n. 10 of 



Facing the wind and snuffing it up (a I 
horse). 

a istimdad (v.n. 10 of Ask- j 
ing supplies, subsidies, help ;—istimdad 
farmudan (kardan), To ask for help or 
assistance. 

A JU\ istimra(v.n. 10 of Digest-
ing one's food, finding it very digestible. 

A istimrdr (v.n. 10 of /») , Conti-
nuation, continuance, perseverance; per- I 
petuity, permanence ; fixed rent, not liable 
to alteration. 

a jta istimrdr-ddr, Holder of a 
farm or lease in perpetuity. 

A tsAr*"*"̂  istimrdri, Perpetual, continua-
tive. 

A istimzdj, Sounding one's temper 
or intention ; asking an opinion ; asking 
after one's health. 

A ietimedk (v.n. 10 of 
Holding; refraining. 

A c ^ - ^ isiimldh (v.n. 10 of Find-
ing oresteemiDg good, agreeable, beautiful. 

A JSUJU\ i8timldl (v.n. 10 of J - ) , Being 
wearied, bored, annoyed; finding (a thing 
or person) annoying or troublesome. 

I i s t a m - n u m d (for Ui Op-
pressor. 

A istimhdl (v.n. 10 of Jy*), Peti-
tioning for a delay, begging respite, asking 
for time. 

yo-T detin, The sleeve of a garment. 
ustun, A column, a prop. 

A iriijidd (v.n. 8 of ), Leaning 
against, supporting oneself by, or depend-
ing on. 

A SJUA-1 istindrat (v.n. 10 of j,Y), Shining, 
glistening. 

A istimbdt (v.n. 10 of M), Causing 
(a spring) to flow; drawing out, extrac-
tion; deduction; drawing a conclusion. 

T istambul, Constantinople. 
istamba, Thick, coarse, hideous; 

strong, powerful, brave; the niglit-mare; 
a demon; quarrelsome. 

A istinsdr (v.n. 10 of Y^), Drawing 
up water through the nostrils and dis-
charging it again. 

A istinja* (v.n. 10 of yr), Wash-
ing or cleaning oneself after easing nature; 
making water; the private parts. 

A istinjdz (v.n. 10 of jrO> Asking 
for the fulfilment of a promise, 

( j j ju is tandan, To take, to receive. 
T istindil, Tenedos, in the Archi-

pelago. 
A JLYJUL istinzdl (v.n. 10 of Jy), Sending 

down ; descending from one's station. 
A gA—ist insakh (v.n. 10 of 

Making to transcribe, to copy. 
A istinshdq (v.n. 10 of 

Drawing up water through the nostrils; 
snuffing up the air, or odours. 

A istinsdr (v.n. 10 of yi), Solicit-
ing aid, asking supplies. 

A i stint dq (v.n. 10 of jirf), En-
dowing with speech ; trying to make one 
speak. 

A istinzdf (v.n. 10 of 
Taking all; deeming clean or neat. 

A jUusu^ istinqdz (v.n. 10 of Libe-
rating, emancipating, rescuing; putting to 
a distance. 

A istinqd' (v.n. 10 of £*}), Flow-
ing into a place and stagnating (water) ; 
steeping in water; quenching the thirst. 

A WI&aJi isiinkdf (v.n. 10 of Dis-
daining, refusing, rejecting. 

A istiwd' (v.n. 8 of Being 
straight and even; equality; uniformity ; 
parallelism ; what is level, plain, even; 
coming to maturity; tending towards, 
ascending. 

ustuwdr (S. sthdvara), Firm, strong, 
solid ; faithful, true, worthy to be relied on ; 
faith, truthfulness; perfection, completion; 
equality, evenness ;—ustuwdr ddshtan, To 
rely on, to believe;—ustuwdr shudan, To 
stick fast and firmly ;—ustuwdr kardan, To 
fix, to confirm, to make strong. 

ustuwdr-band, Binding, tying, 
fixing. 

^ i y u l ustuwdri, Strength, firmness, con-
stancy, resolution; corroboration;—ustuwdri 
dadan, To give firmness, strength, security. 

(usiuwdn, Firm, solid; trustworthy. 
ustwwdna, A cylinder. 

&—} y ast u bast, Particulars. 
^jIj^a-I ustuddn, A mausoleum of the 

Guebres ; a tomb, a sepulchre, a cemetery. 
j^jul ustur, A horse, mule, beast of bur-

den. 
usturbdn, A horse-keeper ; barren. 

(*}X~*\ ustum, A bulrush. 
ustun, A column, beam, mast; a 

kinsman (son-in-law, father-in-law) ; odori-
ferous grass. 

8 i s t u h , ustuh, Wearied, dispirited, 
sorrowful, afflicted, overwhelmed with 
ennui; weariness, lassitude, sadness; afflic-
tion. 

ustuwii, The backbone. 
dsta, asta, A kernel; a bone;—dsta'i 

khurmd, A date-stone ;—istih, Contention, 
altercation; — istuh, Dejected, dispirited, 
tired ;—usta, The buttocks. 

A istiham (v.n, 8 of Casting 
lots. 

A istihdd' (v.n. 10 of ^JJfc), Asking 
a gift, or guidance. 

A istihddf(v.n. 10 of OJA), Being 
a mark or butt ; setting oneself as a mark 
or butt (for criticism, &c.) ; being straight. 

^jL^iu-l istihdan, istihidan, To squabble. 
istahrush, A kind of eagle. 

A istihza' (v.n. 10 of Deriding, 
joking, sneering; jest, joke; scorn, scoff. 
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a istihzdno, Scornfully, deridingly. 
A istihldk (v.n. 10 of *SUA>), Ruin-

ing, destroying, consuming, expending; 
seeking the death or ruin of anyone. 

a J V - 1 iztihldl (v.n. 10 of Ja) , Appear-
ing of or seeing the new moon; giving the 
first cry (infant) ; falling of the first rain ; 
being drawn (sword). 

A iitihwd' (v.n. 10 of Be-
witching, seducing, bewildering, stupefy-
ing. 

y^e^twt istihidan, To quarrel, litigate, 
strive. 

dstr, The sleeve of a garment. 
istiyd, A mountain between Herat 1 

and Ghazna. ! 
A ^^S-T istiydq (v.n. 8 of Driving, I 

urging forward. j 
A istisdg (v,n. 10 of Wishing 

anything to be firm ; making firm. 
A s-'W'*^ istijdb (v.n. 10 of s - ^ ) , Being 

worthy, fit. 
A istihish (v.n. 10 of u ^ ) , Ex-

periencing care, sadness, or terror; being 
hungry. 

istikh, Tall and straight (column). 
A istidd' (v.n. 10 of Request-

ing anyone to keep a deposit; depositing ; 
deposit. 

istidan, To stand ; to begin. 
istida, Standing. 

astir, A weight of dirhems (see 
^\). 

istizah, Controversy, quarrel, anger. 
A istlsd' (v.n. 10 of Being 

wide, roomy, capacious, large enough. 
A istisdq (v.n. 10 of (3-*^), Being 

collected, complete, right. 
A JUju-^ isti'sdl (v.n. 10 of J-V), Eradi-

cating, erasing, exterminating, ruining. 
A istl'db (v.n. 10 of S - ^ J ) , Taking 

(the whole) ; extirpation ; calling in a cus-
tomary present, 

A istlfd' (v.n. 10 of Demand-
ing and receiving the whole of what is due ; 
performance of a promise; renouncing, 
relinquishing, resigning (an appointment). 

A jUfti-.! istlfdz (v.n. 10 of yij), Squatting 
on the tips of one's toes. 

A (jiU-ju.^ istlfdz (v.n. 10 of Y^) , Run-
ning fast; making haste ; causing to make 
haste, driving. 

a (jViu^ istlfdq (v.n. 10 of (Jij), Im-
ploring or seeking divine guidance and 
grace. 

A istlqad (v.n. 10 of Kindling, 
lightning. 

istlqdz (v.n. 10 of Wfij), Being 
awake; awakening. 

istlkdn, Glass, tumbler (m.c. from 
R., see y ^ i ^ ) . 

A istild' (v.n. 10 of Having 
entire power or authority ; predominance, 

conquest; authority, ascendency, domina-
tion ;—istild dadan, To give authority, power 
over. 

dstlm, A sleeve; blood from a 
wound; a healed wound; a poultice; the 
orifice of a bottle;—astim, A sleeve; the 
mouth of a bottle;—istim, A wound af-
fected by the cold and swollen ; cold which 
causes a wound to swell; a wound healed 
on the surface and full of matter within ; 
pus, matter. 

A ^USAW^ isti'mdn (v.n. 10 of tyA), Beg-
ging protection, taking refuge. 

(j-s^—dstln, A sleeve;—dstln az chashm 
(az dlda, az muzha) bar ddshtan, To weep 
openly ;—dstln az dur bar ddshtan, To call 
out to, to inform ;—dstln az dahan bar 
ddshtan, To burst out laughing ;—dstin 
afshandan, To dance; to confer favours ; 
to abandon, refuse, shake off; — dstln bald 
zadan (kardan), To prepare for work, to 
make ready;—dstdn bald shudan, To be 
prepared or ready for work;—dstln ba bint 
giriftan, To cover the nose so as not to smell 
a thing ;—dstln bar tar kardan, To draw 
one's hand in, to abstain from injuring; 
—dstin bar jabin (bar chashm, bar dida) 
kashidan, To soothe, to show sympathy;— 
dstln bar chashm (bar dlda) guzdshtan, To 
weep secretly, to hide one's tears;—dstin 
bar chidan (bar zadan, bar shikastan, bish-
kastan, pichidan, malt dan), To tuck up one's 
sleeve, i.e. to prepare for business;—dstin 
bar dahan ddshtan, To cover one's mouth; 
to laugh in one's sleeves ;—dstln bar rukh 
kashidan, To cover one's face;—dstin bar 
sham' [chirdgh) zadan, To extinguish a candle, 
a light; —dstln bar gundh kashidan, To pass 
by a fault;—astlni postln, Fault, blemish; 
—dstln tar ddshtan, To shed tears;—dstln 
teriz kardan, To draw one's hand in; — 
dstln shushtan, To weep profusely ;—dstlni 
kutdh, A garment without ornameuts;—-
dstin giriftan, To compel one to work for 
nothing ;—dstini gal, A sleeveful of roses, 
a nosegay ;—dstln na-ddshtan, To be utterly 
destitute. 

A isti'nda (v.n. 10 of Beiug 
intimate, familiar; familiarity, intimacy, 
sympathy. 

A ieti'ndf (v.n. 10 of UU^), Com-
mencing ; an exordium, beginning, com-
mencement. 

dstina, istlna, A bird's egg. 
istihidan = o f̂l̂ -A q.v. 

a aejd' (pi. of saj'), Rhymes, com-
positions in rhythm; cooings of turtles. 

A isjdl (v.n. 4 of J * - ) , Filling (a 
cistern) ; giving; making lawful, allowing, 

a ashdra, Mallows. 
A ishdq, Isaac;—(v.n. 4 of ^J*-) 

Becoming threadbare; shrinking after 
milking (the teats) ; drying up. 

A asham, Black. 



(j-M isikdra riimi, A thorny grass. 
A it£hdt (v.n. 4 of U - ) , Enraging, 

infuriating; annoying. 
A wad, A lion ; the sign Leo; sur-

name of the Khalifah Ali. 
A D̂ AJ isda* (v.n. 4 of Conferring 

a favour, doing a kindness. 
^ asad-abdd, A city near Hamadan. 

A isddf (v.n, 4 of Letting 
fall a veil; showing light (as the dawn) ; 
lighting (a eandle or lamp) ; growing dark 
(night). 

A asddl(p\, of sidl), Veils; curtains 
and coverings of a litter;— (v.n. 4 of J A-.) 
totting down a veil or curtain. 

a»M,r, A thriving field (of corn) ; a low 
ow; mean. 

A asr (v.n.), Creating; taking cap-
tive ; (s.) a chain;—asar, Glass. 

A Ar\ isrd' (v.n. 4 of Travelling 
by night; — usard' (pi. of asir), Captives. 

A asrar (pi, of sirr), Secrets, myste-
ries, confidential c o n c e r n s ( p i . of earar, 
surar) Lines, creases, lineaments on the 
face or palms of the hands ;—asrdri mmin, 
Plants;—mar (v.n. 4 of }*>), Concealing, 
keeping secret; concealment, suppression ; 
secrecy, secret, mystery ; influence of an 
evil spirit: revealing or divulging a secret, 
disclosure. 

A asrdri, Mysterious (m.c.) ;— 
ajzd'i asrdriyah, Mysterious ingredients 
(m.c.), 

A isrd' (v.n. 4 of Making 
haste, being quick ; causing or ordering to 
make haste, hastening, quickening; having 
swift-paced camels. 

A igrdf (v.n, 4 of Wasting, 
lavishing; excess, extravagance; prodiga-
lity, lavish expenditure ; abuse of wealth; 
dissipation, ruin. 

BY israf, A slave. 
A israjil, The angel of death, who 

is to blow the last trumpet; a seraph. 
A J E J T J J isrdyll, isr&il, is-

rdyin, y^rt^-l isrd'in, Israel. 
a usrub, usrubb, Lead ;—usruhi gu-

daihiah. Molten lead. 
a usrubi, Leaden, 
y / ^ usrup, Lead. 

isirthd — istirkkd. 
A asmMore or most Bwift, swifter, 

swiftest, fleeter, fleetest, quicker, q uickest; 
BO oner, soonest. 

a usruf, Lead. 
ierinj, Cinnabar, vermillion, red 

lead, sandyx, burnt ceruse (of which they 
wake an ointment for wounds) ; cymbals. 

usrosk. An angel; an agreeable 
voice; name of the 17th day of the month. 

isroskanak, nsrushanah, Name of 
a city in Turkistan. 

A usru1, A line traced on a bow ; a 
kind of worm (found among pot-herbs). 

{j~i)r\ dsns, dsrish, A race-ground. 
f^y^ isriskam, Glue, gum, isinglass. 
A i a s a s , A foundation ;—usus (pi. 

of asde), Foundations, 
A istdrat, A fable, fiction; any-

thing trifling, 
jjiwl ist abr, Thick. 

ist abi (G. trra/3Xiov), A stable. 
G istakhdur, Rosemary. 

istakhr, Persepolis. 
ustur (G. o-TaTTjp), A balance; name 

of a king. 
o istaraghilus, A die, dice. 

istarajch, A lake ; Persepolis. 
\d.jtsJ\ astirhhd, Red orpiment. 

•usturldb (G. a<rr/>oX.a/3ov), An as-
trolabe;— usturlabi chahdrum, The sun. 

UjJjk^ nsturnund (G. acrrpovofiia), Astro-
nomy. 

A GIFT-) ast a*, Long-necked (ostrich). 
jjjdwUwl istaflin (G. oratfivXivos), A carrot. 
Q. istafin or ustafrn, A carrot. 

ustuqus (G. arotx^ov)> An element; 
a heavenly body ; uature, temper; prin-
ciple, rudiment; geometry ; —ustuqasdti 
(ustaqati, ustdti) uqlidas. Euc'id's Elements. 

A ugtuwdn, vstuwanat, A 
column, pillar; the leg of a quadruped; 
veretrum; a portico supported bv pillars; 
—nstiwuni mustadlr, A round column, a 
cylinder. 

a (j^jyfcjW ustuk&udus, French la-
vender. 

ustur (G. wrropta), A fable, story. 
G ustun, A carrot. 
A is'd'd (v.n. 4 of Making happy 

or prosperous, blessing, favouring, assist-
ing, seconding, supporting, aiding. 

A JU«\ as'dr (pL of si'r), Prices ;—is'dr 
(v.n. 4 of Fixing the price, assizing. 

A is'at (v.n. 4 of Injecting 
medicine into the nostrils ; piercing with a 
spear. 

A is'df (v.n, 4 of Promoting 
or finishing any business. 

A as'ad, More or most happy; for-
tunate, auspicious. 

A i&jhdb (v.n. 4 of s -A-), En-
during hunger and penury. 

dsa.ghda, asaghda, Prepared, ready ; 
—asughda, A fire-brand, half-burnt wood. 

(jjjoJikJ\ asayhdidan, To fashion, finish. 
yu\ usghur, usghurna, usghura, 

A porcupine. 
A asaf (v.n.), Grieving exceedingly ; 

being angry with ; sadness, grief, anguish; 
—asif, asif, Grieved, indignant, angry. 

asfdbur, A city founded by Nushir-
wan. 

A asfdr (pi. of safar), Journeys, 
voyages, travels, adventures ;— (pi. of sifr) 
Books, volumes -,—isfdr (v.n. 4 of ^i-.), 
Breaking (dawn) ; shining, becoming light, 
bright, s p l e n d i d . 
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asfdr, Name of a country said to be 

crossed by a river that flows during six 
months and is dry during the other six 
months ;—isfdr, Myrtle. 

A ŷ*)̂ —1 iefdrainiy, A native of Isfa-
rain. 

O isfandj, or— 
iafana^b, Spinage. 
aetfdmbur, Name of a city. 
daufta, A fire-brand, quenched 

brand. 
asufda, Prompt, ready. 
asfadlh, Port-charges. 

gtyL.̂  iafirdj (G. iunrdpayos), Asparagus. 
iafardyin, Name of a city in Khu-

rasan. 
s aafraab, or— 

aafraaf, A race-course. 
iafaram, Myrtle; any odoriferous 

plant. 
giyu^ iafaranj, or— 

isfarang, Name of a district in 
Saraarcand. 

isfarud, The bird called qatd in 
Arabic, the Band-grouse. 

asfura, Prompt, ready. 
iafisi, uafnst, A medicinal plant 

^x-JL.^ iajistly Abounding in isfist. 
A aafdl, Lower, lowest; inferior ;— 

aefalu 's-sdfilin, The lowest hell; the lowest 
of the low. 

a gUM iafindj, Spiuage ;—isfindji rumi, 
Orach. 

yUA.^ isfanan, The sides of the vulva. 
iafaniaman, Excellent, choice; 

name of one of Zardusht's ancestors. 
isfanj (G. oTroyyos), A sponge ; a 

kind of dumpling. 
iafanja, A sponge. 

JUL.̂  isfand, A species of rue ; name of 
a province of Nishabur; name of the 
twelfth month ;—isfandi isfed, White mus-
tard-seed. 

isfanddr=the following. 
iafandarniuz, Name of the 

t we 1th month of the solar year; name of 
the fifth day of every month ; name of the 
angel who presides over the twelfth month ; 
the earth. 

iafandmnz, Name of the third of 
the five intercalary days used in olden 
time. 

^JUM igfandy&Ty The son of Gushtasp, 
of the first dynasty of Persian kings ; name 
of the genius who presides over the day 
and the month isfanddr ; divine power and 
goodness. 

•VkO isfahbud, i8fahbad, A general, a 
commander-in-chief; a title of the kings of 
Persia. 

a.y. JU^JLJ isfahbud kAtt>ara, Speech. 
j iL^u^ iafahadldr, Commander of an 

army. 

y W - l isfijdb, Name of a citv in Turk-
istan. 

iafed, White, bright, splendid. 
iafeddb, or— 
isfeddj, White water, ceruse, a 

paint used by women. 
a (jeU^ isfedddu 'r-rasda, Whit-

ing. 
isfeddr, The white poplar; the 

aspen. 
i$fed-bd, gW JuO iefed-bdj, A kind 

of dish made of meat, onions, butter, 
cheese, Ac., or of bread and milk. 

is fed dasht, Name of a village. 
Q LAJS*^ iafayiiah, Seed of flea-wort. 
A asqdt (pi. of saqat), Goods, fur-

niture of little value;—iaqdt (v.n. 4 of 
tA-), Causing to fall, dropping, letting fall; 
casting her young (a camel) ; miscarrying, 
miscarriage ; producing an abortion;— 
iaqdti hamal, Miscarriage, abortion; pro-
ducing an abortion. 

G isqdl, A squill; a wild onion, a 
scallion. 

A asqdm (pi, of aaqam), Diseases, 
infirmities;—isqdm (v.n. 4 of Making 
sick. 

A aaqaf, Tall, large-boned (man) ; 
—usquf, usquff, A bishop; a chief of the 
dlwdn, head clerk. 

G aaqal, Squills. 
G aaqalbiyaa, The plant asclepias. 
a (jJala«\ isqaltus, Jew's pitch. 
G iaqilmus, Galen us, the Greek 

physician ; sclopendrium, hart's tongue. 
isqimba, Satan, 

j^a^M isqanqur (G. (na-yKos), The slcink 
(a kind of lizard). 

jjA-l u8qur, The water used for religious 
ablutions; a porcupine. 

G Qji^j)usqurdiyun, Germander (a 
plant). 

a Q)))*^ uaqurun, Dross of metal, iron 
scoria. 

G ubkulu, The sea-cow. 
G uequlua, Glue, starch. 
(JYIJIIAIYYU^ isqftlufandariyun (G. O-KOAOJTCV-

8pto>>), Sclopendrium, bait 's tongue. 
G isqil, A wild onion, a scallion. 

dsak, A place near Arrajan. 
isk or ask, A courier, a post-horse. 

A iskdt (v.n. 4 of Pacifying, 
soothing, silencing ; assuaging, allaying. 

A^XJi iskdr (v.n. 4 of Intoxicating 
A iskdf (v.n. 4 of Being a 

shoemaker or a mechanic in general; (s.) A 
shoemaker; a workman, mechanic. 

iskdlish, Thought, reflection; 
thoughtful, imaginative. 

A iskan (v.n. 4 of Giving 
repose; stilling, quieting; making (a let-
ter) quiescent, depriving it of a vowel. 

<Uiskdna, The calf of the leg. 
•a^XJi askdwand, A mountain in Sistan, 



j l a s k u d d r , uskuddr, iskuddr, A cou-
rier, a postman ; a relay of post-horses or 
letter-carriers; a postman's bag; name of 
a king; Scutari. 

aakardan, To bruise, to grind. 
isJcirk, The hiccough. 
uskara, uskarra, A saucer, platter, 

dish. 
A uekuffat, A threshold. 

iskala, Landing-place (m.c., from 
It. Bcala, Fr. ^chelle). 

iakandn, The sides of the vulva 
(see 

(i8kanj, Fetid breath. 
askand, A rope-dancer; rope-

dancing. 
askanddn, A lock ; a tomb-Btone. 

a iskandar, askandar, Alexander, 
said to be the son of Dara, who married 
Nahid, daughter of Filqfis (Philippus). 
On account of her fetid breath, her husband 
sent her back to her father, who cured her 
by the use of iskandarus, Garlic, whence her 
son's name. 

iskandar-dbad, Name of a town 
founded by Alexander in Eastern Persia. 

G iskandarus, Garlic; name of 
the mother or son of Alexander. 

a iskandarl, Alexandrian. 
A iskandarlyat, Alexandria in 

Egypt (sixteen cities of this name are 
ascribed to Alexander). 

iekinak, A wimble, an auger. 
as-kunanda, Revolving mill-

wheel. 
A*^ iskana, An auger ; the thigh, 
yb iskana-rdn, The sides of the 

thigh. 
T askwdr, Scutari (in Turkey). 
iyM uskukh, Buying ; separation. 

iskiz, iskizah, A kick, caper, 
bound. 

T aski sardy, The old palace (in 
Constantinople). 

usgur, A porcupine. 
asgun, The Caspian ; name of a 

country. 
A. aeal, A tree having long prickles; 

a spear; any long prickle or thorn. 
A »!M isld' (v.n. 4of ^u), Comfort, conso-

lation. 
A asldf (pi. of salaf), Those who 

have gone before; ancestors;—islaf (v.n. 4 
of uiu), Sending in advance; paying be-
fore due, or in advance. 

A <sJ!L.\ isldk (v.n. 4 of «sVL.j, Inserting 
one thing into another. 

A JSU.1 isldl (v.n. 4 of J - ) , Theft ; visit-
ing with consumption ; drawing the sword. 

A islam (v.n. 4 of ), Yielding 
obedience to the will of God. resigning 
oneself to the divine disposal; embra-
cing the religion of Muhammad, conversion 

to the Muhammadan faith ; Islamism, Mu» 
bammadism; orthodoxy. 

T J ^ M isldmbul, isldmbol, Constanti-
nople. 

t isldmbuli, isldmboli, Of or be-
longing to Constantinople. 

a ^ ^ islami, Faithful, orthodox; a 
Muhammadan ; an Ottoman;—ahkdmi is-
Idmiya, Precepts of religion ;—mamdliki 
isldmiyah, The Ottoman Empire. 

A asalat, The point of a spear; the 
tip (of the tongue or elbow). 

A aslihat, asliha (pi. of sildh), 
Military arms, weapons, implements of 
war, armour. 

a A^LA asliha-khdna, Armouries, 
arsenal (m.c.). 

A JTW aslakh, Bald-headed; very red. 
A aslam, Safer, safest; — aslami 

shuquq, The best course to pursue. 
aslanj, Horse-tail (a plant). 

^yuA us lab, A kind of food; name of a 
sage and a king ; name of a philosopher. 

A ^ uslub, Order, arrangement, way, 
mode, means, measure, manner, method ; 
form, figure, shape ; a lion's neck ; a pro-
minence of nose. 

A usluban, Methodically. 
a uslub'ddr, Methodical, well-

arranged, well-proportioned, symmetrical; 
elegant. 

G \ isllqun, Vermillion, red lead. 
t_5*«M ulvmi, A species of painting. 
A ism or uem, Name, appellation, 

attribute (ismi a'gam, ismi 'azim, The 
name most high, the great name, the name 
of God;—ismi bd musammd, Worthy of 
the name it bears, whose nauie is expressive 
of its qualities ;—ismi jaldli, Name indica-
tive of the divine power;—ismi jamdli, 
Name indicative of the divine goodness or 
beauty ;—ismi zdt, Name indicative of the 
divine essence ;—ismi sdmi, A noble or 
exalted name ;—ismi si/at, Name indicative 
of a divine quality, attribute) ; noun (ismi 
utifhdm, Interrogative pronoun;— ismi 
ishdrat, Demonstrative pronoun ;—ismi alat, 
Noun of instrument;—ismitdmm, A perfect 
noun ;—ismi tasghir, A diminutive noun;— 
ismi tankir, Indefinite pronoun;—ismi tafzil, 
A comparative or a superlative noun ;—ismi 
jamid, A primitive noun ;—ismi jam', The 
plural number;—ismi jins, A generic or 
appellative noun ;—ismi zamdn, Adverb of 
time;—ismi zamir, A pronoun;—ismi zarf, 
Adverb of time and place;—ismi ladad, 
Numeral;—ismi fd'il, Noun of agency ;— 
ismi fi'l, Verbal noun, infinitive;—ismi 
kasrat, Noun of multitude ;—ismi mubd-
la.tjha, Noun of excess, or intensity ;—ismi 
marra, Noun ot unity;—ismi musktaqq, A 
derivative noun ;—ismi masdar, Noun of 
action, infinitive;—ismi musaghgJxtxr, A 
diminutive uoun;—ismi muzaf, A noun in 



construction;—ismi ma'drif. A determi-
nate noun ;—ismi ma'na, An abstract noun ; 
—ismi maf'ul, The passive participle 
ismi mdkdn, Noun of place ;—ismi mansub, 
A relative noun ;—ismi mausul, A relative 
pronoun; — ismi nakra, An indeterminate 
noun ;—ismi naw', A specific noun ;—ismi 
wasf, An adjective;—ismi wi'd, Noun of 
the vessel) ;—ism burdan (dar kardan), 
To pronounce one's name with praise; to 
win a name (m.c.). 

U—'\ dsmd (for ^U*^), Heaven ; a high 
place ; name of a place. 

A a$mdl (pi. of ism), Names, nouns; 
—asma'iafal, Verbal nouns;—asmaihusna, 
asmd'i 'ugmd, The ninety-nine names or at-
tributes of God ;—ismd' (v.n. 4 of 
Naming, calling, 

dsmdr, ismar, The myrtle-tree. 
asmdr (pi. of samar), Nocturnal 

conversations, evening entertainments, 
stories. 

A asmdt. Single or thin breeches, 
not stuffed or lined with cotton, &c.; single 
shoes, slippers, or sandals. 

A asmd' (pi. of sam1), The ears;— 
ismd' (v.n. 4 of Causing to hear, re-
lating ; reproaching, reviling; accepting, 
approving; singing. 

A ismd'il, Ishmael, son of Abra-
ham. 

^i) J«cU—\ ismd'il-abdd, Name of a vil-
lage near Kbarran. 

A ismd'iliyat, Name of a sect. 
A JU-\ asmdl, Old, worn-out garments; 

—iemdl (v.n. 4 of J-»~), Making peace, 
composing differences ; being old and worn 
out (a garment) ; cleaning a cistern. 

^U-Jj d8mdn (S. asman), Heaven, the 
celestial orb; the ceiling of a house; 
name of a genius who presides over the 
27th day of every Persian solar month; 
name of the angel of death; — dsmdni 
akhshekh, dsmdni dunyd, The orb of the 
moon ;—dsmdni barin, The ninth or upper-
most heaven;—as m. an az kujd wa r ism an 
az kujd, " Where is heaven and where 
is the rope ? " a proverbial saying em-
ployed when falsehood is opposed to truth 
(hence; dsmdn az ruwdn na-ddmstan, To 
be entirely wanting in discrimination) ;— 
dsmdn-rd ba-abru ma-posh, Do not try to 
conceal what is beyond concealment ;— 
dsmdn-ru ba zamin dokhtan. To stitch the 
sky to the earth (met. used to express the 
highest skill in archery) ;—dsmdn-rd zamin 
kardan, To raise dust;—dsmdn-rd sdrdkh 
kardan (to perforate heaven), To bring 
about something momentous ; — dsmdn 
surakh na-khwahad shud, Nothing extra-
ordinary is going to happen ; — dsmdni 
gfairew, The thunder ;—dsmdn u resman, 
An evasive, incongruous, or impertinent 
answer. 

ismdn (v.n. 4 of ), Possess-
ing fat cattle, being fat. 

qU-A dsmdn-pdya, Of heavenly rank 
or dignity. 

dsmdn-paimdy, Measuring the 
heavens; travelling through the heavens. 

^yai dsman-paiwand, Sky-reaching. 
fiW dsman-jdh, Of heaven-like 

dignity or power. 
s->W '\ dsmdn-jandb, Majestic as 

heaven. 
^ ^ U - A dsmdnjuni, A sapphire, hya-

cinth. 
yaA. (jU—^ dsmdn-khez, Rising up to heaven. 

dsmdn-dara, The galaxy, milky 
way. 

dsmwn-raf'at, High or exalted 
as heaven. 

P**. dsmdn-sair, Travelling in the 
heavens. 

V»UA» dsmdn-shitab, Swift as heaven. 
dsmdn-sifai, Heaven-like. 

yWJj asmdn-qadar (qadr), Powerful 
as heaven. 

ytS yU—\ dsmdn-gir ^catching or inter-
cepting the sky), A projecting roof, an 
arbour, a bower. 

yU-Jj dsmdn-mangar, Of heavenly 
aspect. 

yU™^ dsmdn-ndb, Pure as the sky; 
heaven-like, 

iJ*} yU—i dsmdn-wash, Heaven-like. 
<SJU«\ dsmdna, A ceiling, roof. 

dsmdni, Heavenly, azure, hya-
cin thine. 

yj îU—If dsmdni-tir, A meteor, a falling 
star. 

dsmdni-zabdn, The language of 
angels ; angel-tongued, eloquent. 

A asmar, Brown, tawny, dusky. 
a (jjl̂ *-̂  asmardn (dual, the two browns), 

Wheat and water. 
A isma'il, Ishmael, son of Abra-

ham. 
A asman, More or most f«t. 

^ demand, Lying ; bewildered, fright-
ened, confounded. 

\ atsmand, A v.Huge near Samarcand. 
jdiju-v.^ asmandar, A salamander. 
a \ ism,-war, (Entry in statements) 

according to the order of individual nauies. 
o 1 asmusd, Soil oi marjoram ; wild 

carrot. 
dsmogh. (Z. ashemaogha), Name of u 

demon sent out by Ahriman to propagate 
discords in families, law-suits among neigh-
bours, and wars between princes. 

<5-*—.̂  d&ima = A q.v. 
a ismi, Nominal (as opposed to ver-

bal) ; by name, named. 
asan, A garment turned ; an unripe 

melon. 
A dsiu, asiu, Corrupted, stinking 

water. 



tf-l ( 
(jjjU-.^ iandpui = ĝj.'.C,,...̂  q.v. 
oU«\ Name of the 26th day of 

every mouth. 
A aendd (pi. of sanad), Credentials, 

vouchers, warrants; grants, charters, 
deeds, documents ;—isnad (v.n. 4 of 
All cging on the authority of another; at-
tributing to. 

A pLJl iennm (v.n. 4 of Rising 
(smoke); blazing (fire). 

A yW asndn (pi. of sinn), Teeth; the 
points of spears;—isndn (v.n. of 
Being advanced in years. 

isnapfd — q.v. 
asinistdn, asnistdn, aginisittdn, 

Wamiq's father-in-law. 
dmi — q.v. 

A JjX-̂  asw'i, More or most high, or sub-
lime ; more or most brilliant. 

jJ dsn, Tbe ermine; a boot;—asu, A 
part, side;—usu, Robbery, seizure. 

aswdr (C. a^pbar), A horseman; a 
soldier who fights with the hatchet or 
mace; name of a mountain from which the 
Nile IB said to spring. 

A aswdr (pi. of sur), Walls of a city ; 
—uswar, A Itracelet. 

aswdri, A mode of warfare with 
hatchetB and maces. 

aswdt (pi. of saut), Scourges, 
whips. 

aeubdr (in Zand and Pazand), A 
horseman. 

A iswat, aswat, A chief, leader, dis-
tinguished mm, paragon. 

A aswad, Black ; blacker, blackest; 
more or most illustrious or powerful; a 
spurrow ; a large kind of black serpent. 

A aswaddn, The two blacks, as 
dates and water; a serpent and a scorpion. 

^SjyJfdsudagi, Quiet, repose, tranquillity. 
0 j j J j dsudan, To rest; to be satisfied, 

refreshed, regaled ; to die ; to quiet, pacify, 
silence; to lose moisture, to dry. 

dsuda, Peaceable, quiet, at rest, 
asleep;—dsuda u dzdda, Quiet and free. 

usdda, Peeling, handling, touching. 
JL. Osuda-hdl, Tranquil; full, re-

plete. 
aswar (m Zand and Pazand), The 

day before yesterday. 
a usun (v.n. of ( j — C h a n g i n g 

taste and colour; delaying ; seeking a pre-
text ; taking after the father. 

<M dsa, Tillage, sowing; a field ready for 
sowing ; liquorice root; bone of a tish; 
mill-stone. 

A is-hdb (v.n. 4 oi Talking 
much, babbling; losing one's senses (from 
a venomous bite); travelling in the desert; 
taking the lead (horse). 

A J i s - h d l (v.n. 4 of J-v-), Purging, 
producing a diarrhoea; dysentery ; an ape-

61 ) 
rient;—is-fidli Jchun, is-hdli damn.an, A 
bloody flux. 

A is-hdm (v.u. 4 of (•*«•)» Casting lots. 
A as-hal, More easy, easier, easiest. 

aai, The wife of a man who has 
another wife, a rival wife. 

A del, Melancholy, solicitous, sorrow-
ful ; a physician, surgeon. 

i deiyd, A mill-st jne ; a mill (dsiyd'i 
bad or bddi, a wind-mill;—dsiyd'i dost or 
dasti, A hand-mill) ;—dsiyd az yard uftad, 
The mill has ceased to turn, things go 
wrong;—dsiyd ba-abi khizr (az dbi tiJd, az 
abi gauhar) mi-gardad, Things are in a 
flourishing condition, one is powerful, 
wealthy, honoured, &c. ;—dsiyd ba-khun 
mi-gardad, The mill is turned with blood, 
(met.) a calamity befalls ;—deiyd dar gard 
ast, The mill turns roui:d,is at"work, things 
go well;—dsiyd tez kardan, Notching a 
mill-stone ;—dsiyd kardan, To grind. 

as if a, Black ; (in Zand and Pazand) 
a breast. 

yjft dsiyd- dzkan, An iron instrument 
for notching a mill-stone. 

s-»Wf dsiydb, jW! dsyav, A water-mill;— 
dsydbi bddi, A windmill (m.c.) ;—dsyabi be 
db, A mill without water. 

yWW-I dsiydbdn, A miller. 
AiU. dsiyd-khdna, A water-mill. 
<yj dsiyd-zan, A millwright; the fun-

nel of a mill. 
ItrA dsiyd-zana, An iron instrument for 

notching a mill-stone. 
V̂ -.'i dsiyd-sang, A nai'l-stone. 

A asydf (pi. of saif), Swords;—(pi. 
of sif ) Shores. 

dsyagar, A mill-wright; a miller. 
^V- i f dsyagari, The business of a miller, 

or of a mill-wright. 
usiydna, any ana, A whet-stone. 

<-r~trA deib, Trouble, molestation, pertur-
bation, misery, calamity, wretchedness, 
affliction, hurt, injury, damage, loas; dis-
sension, discord, sedition; the shock or 
concussion of a body of men, pressing 
upon, struggling, or fighting with one an-
other ; (dsibi jaib, Connection) ;—dttib uftad 
(amad, rasid), Pain has been inflicted, a 
calamity has befallen ;—dsib khpurdan 
(kashidan, ydftan), To be afflicted, pained, 
injured; to suffer calamity;—dsib rasdn-
idan (zadan, kardan), To iuflict pain or 
injury. 

jki dsibi nazr, dstb-nazr, A fatal 
accident in consequence oi witchcraft. 

jtf dsib-kdr, Iuflicting paiu or in-
jury, cruel, tyrannical. 

jt~\ asir, Name of a fortress. 
a tgW asir-jay, ^ ^ aslr-khdna, 

Prison. 
A asir. Bound; prisoner, captive, 

bondman;—asiri tab', A sensualist;—asir 
kardan, To make prisoner. 



asirak, A slice of melon. 
a jt*> asir-gir, Taking prisoners; a 

slaver. 
a asirl, Captivity, slavery, bondage. 
A asif, Grieving, sorrowful; a 

servant, a hired labourer, a mercenary; 
naturally lean and weak. 

A usailim, The vein running be-
tween the little and ring fingers, salvatella. 

asim (in Zand and Pazand). A man 
of rank. 

dsima, Astonished, amazed, stupe-
fied, confused; dark. 

dsima-dimagh, Crack-brained ; 
drunk, intoxicated. 

jL, dsima-edr, y dsima-sar 
(comp. A***.^), Giddy; astounded, con-
tused. 

asyus (G. ao-trios Ai0os), A soft 
yellowish stone which stings the tongue in 
tasting; saltpetre. 

asyun, Stupefied, astonished ; dark; 
intoxicated. 

dsiya, Name of Pharaoh's wife who 
educated Moses. 

^ ask (S. dsa), Meat, victuals, viands, 
soup, broth, gruel, pottage; drinking, a 
drinker ;—dshi badardi, A dish called after 
Badard, a place in Khurasan;—dshi bacha-
gan, Castor (a medicine given to infants) ; 
— ash pukhian, To Btir up one against an-
other;—ashitatmdj, A kind of vermicelli 
dish ;—dshi tazwir (parhez), Gruel for the 
sick;—dshi ta'ziya, A dish distributed to the 
neighbours and poor on a day of mourning 
(as on that for the death of Husain);— 
dski tu dar kasdi tust, Your food is in your 
bowl, i.e. your living or lot is provided for; 
—dshi jav, Barley-water, water-gruel; — 
aski khalili (kkalili 'lldh), Pottage of 
lentils ; — dski kkumdr, A "pick-me-up " 
from Beediness after drinking ;—dshi khair. 
Pood bestowed on the poor by way of a 
pious foundation;—dshi daqiq, Rice-gruel; 
— ashi dam-pukht. A kind of pottage;— 
dshi 'dshurd, A dish distributed to neigh-
bours and the poor on the 10th of Muhar-
ram (in remembrance of t he death of 
Husain (sen dshi ta'ziya above and wU ; 
—ash kardan, To cook ;-—ash kashidan, To 
prepare a banquet ;—dshi mazur, Bice-
broth given to one convalescent; — dshi 
matviz, A decoction of raisins. 

ash (added to a noun ending in soft 8 
he, i.e. not sounded), His, her, as khana 
ash, His or her house. 

^ dshd, Like ( = q.v.). 
A E ^ ishah, ushdk, A sword-belt; a 

sash. 
A ishddat (v.n, 4 of Elevating 

a roof or building; raising the voice, call-
ing with a loud voice ; giving information. 

A ishdrat, ishdra (v.n. 4 of 
Pointing, nodding, beckoning with the 

hand or eye; a sign, token, mark, signal, 
wink, nod, or wave with the hand; allu-
sion, hint, clue; insinuation, innuendo; love-
glances, ogling; dumb-show, pantomime; 
—ishdra shudan, To be mentioned, pointed 
out, hinted at;—ishdrat farmud, He made 
a signal ;—4skdrat kardan, To point out, 
make a sign, hint, intimate. 

A ashdsh. Rejoicing; mirth, exulta-
tion. 

A ishd'at (v.n. 4 of Publishing, 
divulging, diffusing, spreading about or 
abroad. 

T ashdq, ushaq, A boy, a slave. 
dshdm, Potation ; victuals; water in 

which rice has been boiled ; spare diet; the 
country of Assam ; (in comp.) a drinker, 
as shardb-dsham, A drinker of wine; 
d8hdmi muzawwar, A thin broth for tbe 
sick, water-gruel. 

f ^ t ashdm, Food sufficient to support 
life. 

dshdminda, A drinker, a sipper. 
(jj-VA*! dshdmidan (S. cham with prep, a), 

To drink, to sip. 
^.A^W; ashdmidani, Anything drinkable, 

fit to be drunk or sipped, a beverage. 
ashab, dshb, Name of a place. 

A askb (v.n.), Reprehending, abu-
sing, Teviling; mixing, mingling. 

A eW^ ashbdk (pi. of «habah or shabh), 
Bodies; persons, objects. 

A askbdr (pi. of shibr), Spans. 
A ishba' (v.n. 4 of Satiating, 

satisfying, filling up; dyeing (cloth), im-
pregnating (it) with a sufficient quantity 
of colour. 

A JLa^ ashbdl (pi. of shibl), Whelps of a 
lion or other wild beast;—ishbdl (v.n. 4 of 
J*A), Showing favour or fondness; drop-
ping young ones (lioness); declining a 
Becond marriage that she may attend to 
the education of the children of her de-
ceased husband. 

A ashbdh (pi. of shibh or shabak), 
Likes, equals ; resemblances ;—ishbtih (v.n. 
4 of AtA), Being or making like. 

ishbkhun, A kind of dock (plant). 
ushbul, Caviar. 

ashbu, A chafing-dish. 
J j * ^ ushbul, Caviar. 
y-M ash-pat, A cook, 
ur**^ ushpus, A louse. 

\ ishpisha, A moth, a weevil. 
ashpaghur, Seed of the herb flea-

wort. 
ashpak, or— 

J t ^ ushpul, ltoe of the sturgeon, caviar, 
o (j-ySL^ ashpaldtus, A prickly shrub. 

ishpukMcm, (jjAfee^M ishpekhtan 
(S. spris), To sprinkle, scatter. 

ishpekhta, Sprinkled, scattered; 
aspergula (Ladies' bed-straw). 

Uii ushta or isktd, and— 



aehtdb, ishtdb, Haste, despatch. 
A U a s h t d t (pi. oi shatt), Dispersed; 

—iahtdt (v.n. 4 of Dispersing. 
JUA! ashtdd (Z. arstaf), Name of tbe 26th 

day of the month, and of its presiding 
angel; a section of the book of Zardusht 
(Zoroaster). 

ushtdr, ishtdr, Haste. 
^VJU.) ishtaftan, To hasten. 
•sfclU^ ishtdlang, The ankle ; dice. 

ushtdv, ishtdv, Haste, despatch. 
A ishtibdk (v.n. 8 of Being 

intermingled and ravelled. 
A sljjM ishtibdh (v.n 8 of <M*), Being 

obscure, doubtful, and ambiguous ; doubt, 
suspicion ; ambiguity, obscurity ; scruple; 
likening, similitude, comparison; (in 
comp.) like, resembling, as falakAshti-
bdh, Resembling heaven, high as the firma-
ment. 

a (jfc^sM ishtibdhl, Suspicious, doubtful, 
ambiguous. 

A \8htiddd (v.n. 8 of Afc), Being or 
making strong, firm ; confirming, strength-
ening, increasing in violence ; vehemence, 
force, impetuosity; intensity; obstinacy. 

A jt*>\ ashtar, One who has inverted and 
relaxed eyelids. 

uehtur (S. ushfra), A camel. 
A ishtird' (v.n, 8 of ^A) , Buying; 

selling ; trade, barter; commerce. 
ushturdba, A kind of woollen gar-

ment. 
A L>\yiM ishtird t (v.n. 8 of Imposing 

conditions, stipulating. 
A ishtirdk (v.n. 8 of <JT5/»), Partner-

ship, fellowship, participation, communion ; 
hornonymy ;—bar wajhi ishtird,k, In a part-
nership way, by division. 

ushturdwa, A kind of woollen 
garment. 

O r̂*4^ mhturbdn, A camel-driver or 
keeper. 

mhturbdna, A garment made of 
wool and camel's hair, worn by the kings 
of Persia. 

ushtur-bin, Quick-sighted. 
ushtur-pdy, Penny-royal. 

jU. yA,\ ushtur-khdr, A thorn eaten by 
camels. 

->V* r54^ ushtur-khwdr, A serpent; a tick, 
camel-louse ; a thorn of which camels are 
fond. 

jW ushtur-ddr, A camel-keeper or 
owner, one who has the charge or manage-
ment of camels. 

O^jyM ushtur-ddrl, The keeping of 
camels. 

nshtur-dily Camel-hearted; timid, 
pusillanimous; malicious, revengeful, 
Bpiteful. 

H^iT4^ uahtur-zahra, Tunid, slow, lan-
guid. 

ushtur-gkdz, Root of the assafcetida. 
nshturak, A small camel; a wave. 
ashtar-kd, A griffin. 
ushtur-gdv, or— 

isf&t jya^ ashtar-gdv-palang, The ca-
meleopar-1, or giraffe. 

vahtur-giyd, A thorn eaten by 
camels. 

jZ&A ualdur-murgh, The ostrich. 
yy ushtnr-mur (camel-ant), An 

animal in form like an ant, in size equal to 
a sheep. 

^sM uahivr-wd, A covering of camel's 
hair. 

ushtiirwdr, A camel's burden; 
camel's hair. 

vshturfojk, A herb eaten by camels. 
A JW*\ isJifi'dl (v.n. 8 of J**), Burn-

ing, blazing; conflagration; lighting a 
fire or candle; fomenting, instigating a 
quarrel;—ishti'dl ydftan, To kindle (intr.), 
to blaze up. 

a ttfUVxsM ishti'dlak, A small flame; a 
quarrel. 

A ishtighdl (v.n. 8 of JM), Occu-
pying, employing oneself; occupation, em-
ployment, business, study ; distraction. 

A ishtiqdq (v.n. 8 of Deriva-
tion, etymology. 

a iahiiqdql, Derivative. 
ishtok, Swaddling clothes. 

A e^tM (v.u. 8 of Lamenting, com-
plaining, bewailing." 

o iektildfola, iahtildyils, 
Aspalathus. 

Uĵ LsM ishtalhund, A sceptre. 
fMM ushtulum, Severity, violence, oppres-

sion; a forcible seizure;—ushtulum dtrar-
dan (kardan, kashidan), To force, oblige, 
conquer, overcome; to rule, regulate, to 
reign despotically ; to fight, 

dshtim, ashtim, The pus of a wound. 
A JUs&l ishtimdl (v.n. 8 of J**), Consist-

ing of, comprising, comprehending, con-
taining. 

dshtan-gdh, A necessary, a privy. 
ashtu, A finger; charcoal;—ushtn, 

Herbage ; a finger. 
ashtuwd, A live coal; a chafing-

dish ;—ushtuwd, Herbage. 
uahtuwdna,, A finger-ring. 

ashtawad, Name of the second of 
the five intercalary days added to the Per-
sian year; the day on which the sun enters 
the sign of the Scorpion. 

fjii^j ashtum, Pease-haulm or straw; a 
besom of the same. 

ashtuh, ashtuh, Sjr^ ashtiira, 
A bitter, thorny plant, of which camels 
are fond. 

A iahtiha* (v.n. 8 of y^), Wishing 
for, longing for ; appetite, desire, wish; 
hunger. 
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A jlifSfcl ishtihar (v.n. 8 of yy*), Publish-
ing, divulging, blazoning abroad ; publi-
city, public notice; notification, proclama-
tion; advertisement, placard, poster; fame, 
report, rumour, renown ;—ishtihar ddshtan, 
ishtihar shvdan, To be famous, conspicuous, 
known, noted, notorious, clear, evident;— 
ishtihar kardan, To publish, proclaim;— 
khwurshed ishtihar, Clear as the sun. 

<uU ishtihdr-ndma, A proclamation. 
a ishtihdrl, A person who has 

absconded. 
jjjifc^ dshtl, Peace, concord, reconciliation. 
A ishtiydf (v.n. 8 of Look-

ing with out-stretched neck ; watching (the 
lightning) to discover whether it will rain. 

A jW^L ishtiydq (v.n. 8 of j j*) , Wish-
ing. longing, desiring, craving, yearning;— 
ishtiydq kardan, To desire ;—(a.rzi ishtiydq 
u mahabbat kardan, To express love and 
affection (at the beginning of letters). 

ishtiydq-ndma, Letters expres-
sive of desire or affection. 

dshti-kh wdran, dshti-
khwdra, ^yt- ^M ashti-khwara (khwura), 
Sweetmeats sent from one to another on a 
reconciliation. 

ashtivi, ishtlm, Pus, matter ;—ishtlm. 
Drawers. 

fl-'f-.M dshtinah, An egg. 
A ashajj, Broken-headed. 
A jW^ ashjdr (pi. of shaja r), Trees ;— 

ishjdr (v.n. 4 of j*4-),' Abounding in or 
producing trees. 

A ashja1, More or most brave; in-
trepid, brave, warlike. 

A F ^ l ishham (v.n. 4 of Giving 
fat to eat. 

ashkhdr, Potash ; sal ammoniac. 
A (JO^^ ashkhas (pi. of shakhs), Per-

sons, bodies; individuals; people;— ish-
khds (v.n. 4 of J.JM '̂O, Sending; disturb-
ing ; speaking evil of one absent; passing 
al>ove the mark (an arrow) ; being arrived 
(the hour for setting out on a journey). 

A pWM ishkhdm (v.n. 4 of Turn-
ing sour (milk). 

dsh-khdna. A kitchen, a cook's 
shop. 

yl^atA^ ashkhuwdn, A sort of dock 
(plant) ;—ishkhiwdn. ushkhuwdn, A bud, a 
blossom. 

ishkhun, A sort of dock. 
ishkhis (G. l$ia), The tree called 

'alak bv the Arabs. 
A ^ ashadd, More or most vehement; 

very violent or severe ; excessive. 
deh-dar, Holding food (a platter, 

Ac.). 
A ashduq, ftloquent (orator). 
A ashar (v.n.), Exulting, rejoicing; 

being proud and insolent;—a shir, Exult-
ing, rejoicing, sprightly ; proud, insolent. 

A asharr, Worse, worst; more or 
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most wicked, vicious; more or most ma-
lignant, atrocious. 

A whrdb (v.n. 4 of Mixing ; 
causing to imbibe, imbuing; making deep 
(a colour); (one colour) being mixed with 
another ; imputing, ascribing, telling a lie 
against, chargiug falsely. 

a ashrabdt (for shardbdt), Drinks 
prohibited by the Muhammadau law. 

A ashrdr (pi. of sharlr), Wicked, 
criminal, sinful, seditious. 

ishrds, A plant of which shoe-
maker's or binder's paste is made, 

A MjM ashrdt (pi. of shart), Mean, low, 
base, vile; — (pi. of sharat) Signs or 
marks (by which men or cattlo are distin-
guished) ;—ishrdt (v.n. 4 of Marking 
cattle and sending them to be sold; pre-
paring, making ready. 

A £\y>>\ ishrd' {v n. 4 of £>*), Opening (a 
door) upon a road; pointing (a spear at 
one). 

A ashrdf (pi. of sharlf), Nobles, 
grandees, gentlemen, men of high extrac-
tion ; refined, courteous, urbane ;—ishrdf 
(v.n. 4 of Being high, exalted; 
standing on the top of uuything ; looking 
down from an eminence ; being close upon, 

A ishrdq (v.n. 4 of Rising (the 
sun); sun-rise, morning ; splendour, lustre, 
beauty. 

a ishrdql, Of or pertaining to 
sun-rise; eastern, oriental; having the 
splendour of the East;—ishraqi namaz, 
Morning prayer. 

a yLi^l ishrdqiydn (pi. of the prece-
ding), A sect of philosophers, illumiuati. 

A ashrak (pi. of sharik), Compa-
nions, partners, associates in trade; - ishrak 
(v.n. 4 of Taking a partner; giving 
companions to God. 

A ashraj, A horse which has one 
testicle larger than another, or only one 
testicle. 

dshurdan, To bruise ; to knead; to 
bake; to wash. 

A ashraf, More or most noble; 
eminent; a person of noble birth, noble-
man; gentleman ; a town in Mazandaran. 

^J>jt,\ dshrafi, ashrafl, Name of a gold 
coin, a gold mohar (its value in Calcutta 
about 16 rupees; by the Regulations of 
1793, it should weigh 190,894 grains troy). 

dshuzdan = ^JJJM q.v. 
A. ash'ar (pi. of sha'r), Hairs (of a 

man or of a beast) ;—(pi. of shilr) Poesy, 
poems, verses;—ish'dr (v.n. 4 of y-0 , 
Making known, informing, acquainting; 
causing to fear, frightening ; putting on a 
shi'dr or inner garment; marking a camel 
to be sacrificed at Mecca. 

A ish'd' (v.n. 4 of £*), Scattering 
urine from side to side (a camel) ; darting 
forth rays (the sun); coming into ear 
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(grain); having the grains compact (an 
ear of corn). 

A ash'ab, (A goat) having the 
horns distant from each other; name of a 
proverbial miser. 

A ash'as, One whose hair is di-
shevelled and soiled with dust. 

A ash'ar, A better poet; very hairy. 
A ashi"at, aski"ah (pi. of shu" and 

t h u ' a R a y s , sunbeams. 
ashghdr, A badger. 

A JUfc\ ashghdl (pi. of shughl), Affairs, 
employments, occupations, businesses, 

ashghar (for j&A), Ruddy; chesnut 
(horse);—ushghur, A porcupine ; a badger. 

A ashghal, More or most employed, 
busy. 

ashghur, ushghur, A badger. 
A «W ishfd' (v.n. 4 of o4*)' Being on the 

brink of anything, at the point of (death); 
administering a medicine by which health 
may be restored ; freeing from disease, im-
parting health, healing, curing. 

A JUM ashfaq (pi. of shafaq), Kind-
nesses, favours ;—iskfdq (v.n. 4 of J ^ ) , 
Compassionating, pitying; tenderness; 
compassion ; fearing, being cautious of each 
other. 

JUAA iehfdq-angez, Inspiring pity or 
sympathy. 

(jjA^UA^ dshuftanldan, To confound, dis-
turb, make mad, or crazy. 

ŜiAATf ashuftagi, Perturbation, conster-
nation, confusion, contention, disquietude, 
disturbance, tumult, commotion, disorder. 

i ^ M ashuftan (S. kshub), To agitate, 
to disturb, or be disturbed; to become 
foolish, distracted, confounded, enamoured, 
insane, amazed, astonished, thunderstruck, 
wretched, miserable; to change, alter. 

teto^ dshufta, Enamoured, mad, con-
founded ; illegible (writing) ;—dshitfta shu-
dan, To be distracted ;—dshufta kardan, To 
distract, to disturb. 

fi^ii.^ dshufta-ahwal, and— 
JU. .JUA&f dshufta-hdl, In distressed cir-

cumstances, in a doleful state. 
^U. dshufta-kAdtir, Disturbed in 

mind, distressed, distracted. 
J j aja^ dshufta-dil, Troubled in heart. 

dskufta-roz, Afy; dshufta-
rozg&r, Whose days or fortunes are blasted. 

ashufla• rum iydn, A live coal. 
Jte dshufta-'aql, Disturbed in mind. 

dshuftah-kdkul, With dishe-
velled locks, 

yu dshufia-maghz, Brain-sick. 
dshufta-muy (moy), Having 

dishevelled hair. 
JUAM ask/and, Name of a district of Ni-

shabur. 
A ashfd, More or most powerful to 

heal, efficacious, salutary;—ishfd, A cob-
bler's awl; a large needle. 
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A (JJM ashaqq, More or most troublesome 

or difficult;—ushshaq, ushaq (for P. 
q.v.), Gum ammoniac. 

A ishqd' (v.n. 4 of Rendering 
miserable, grieving. 

A ashqar, A chesuut horse, especially 
with black mane and tail; I'uddy of com-
plexion ; the horse of Bahrain Gur. 

o ojjjjaM ashqardiyun, Wild garlic. 
BjfiM ashqara, An extinguished fire-brand. 
A JS&M ashqd, More or most unfortunate. 
A PLAM ashqiyd' (pi. of shakiy), Poor, 

miserable; robbers, thieves, felons, cri-
minals. 

ashk (S. vdshpa), A tear; a drop ; 
(related to S. rishi) devout, pious; name 
of the first king of the Ashkaniyan dynasty 
of Persian monarchs, supposed by some to 
be a grandson of that Darius who was de-
feated by Alexander. He is by others 
called Arshak, from whence, according to 
them, the Arsacides took their family sur-
name;— ashki abr (sahdb, nisan), Rain-
drops ;—ashki dtisknuk (dtishin, jigar-soz, 
garm), Hot tears; — ashki afsos (hasrat, 
masibat), Tears of grief, of affliction ;— 
ashki dl (piydzl, jigar-gun, hinnd'i, khtln-
aluda, khuni baqqam, khunln), Red tears, 
tears of blood ;—-ashki barldan (chakldan, 
rekhtan, fishdndan), To shed tears;—ashki 
pashimdni (naddmat), Tears of repentance: 
—ashki tdk (dukhtari tdk), Wine ;—ashki 
talkh, Bitter tears; wine ;—ashk chidan, To 
wipe off tears ashki khunxik (durogfa), 
FeigDed tears ;—ashki khwush-namak (shor, 
nim-shor), Tears shed by parting friends, 
tears of grief;—ashki dawudi (da'udi), 
Tears of repentance (like David's) ;—ashk 
dar dida shikastan, To stop tears from flow-
ing ;—ashk rustan, To start tears ;—ashki 
shddl (tarab), Tears of joy ;—ashki shakarl 
(shakarln, sMrln), Tears of gladness ;—ashki 
surahl, Wine;—ashki 'aqlqi (gul-gun, Idla-
fdm, lala-giin, la'li), Red tears, tears of 
blood;—ashk faru khwurdan, To suppress 
tears ;—ashki kabdb, Juice of roast meat 
trickling into the fire ;—ashki koh, Rubies, 
sapphires, and other precious stones. 

T ashak (eshek), Ass, doukey. 
dshkdr, dshkard, ash-

kdra (S. dvishkdra), Clear, evident, maui-
fest, open, public;—sukhuni dshikdr zadan, 
To speak plainly, frankly (m.c.). 

ishkar, Prey, game; hunting, the 
chase. 

^ ^ A l j dshkaragi, Publicity. 
dsh-kara, A cook. 

ishkdri, A hunter, sportsman, 
fowler. 

A J^AA ashkdl (pi. of shakl), Forms, 
figures, shapes, semblances ;—ishkdl (v.n. 
4 of Being difficult, obscure, intri-
cate; ambiguity, doubts, perplexity;—ish-
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kdl budan, To be perplexed ;—ishkal dash-
tan, To be difficult (a question), 

jjJTj utX&»\ ashk-alud, Tear-stained, 
a ashkdll, One who excites doubts 

or difficulties. 
ashkdniydn, The family name of 

the third dynasty of Persian kings, who 
reigned after Alexander the Great, for about 
160 years. 

ashkawand, A mountain in Slstan. 
ashk-bar, Shedding tears; tears 

falling;—ashk-bar shudan, To melt into 
tears. 

ashk-bari, "Weeping. 
isU.1 ashk-bdz, Shedding tears; playing 

off tears. 
yrfj**^ ashkbus, A hero killed by Rus-

tam. 
ishkardan shikar dan, 

q.v.), To hunt, Ac. 
ishkira, A hunting-hawk, 

yfyij udA.1 ashk-rezdn, yij ashk-rez, 
Shedding tears (the former also pi. of the 
latter). 

fij^M dshkaza, A hunting-bird of any 
kind. 

ishkastan, To break, bruise, 
squeeze. 

JUJ ishkasta-band (for shikasta-
band), Who sets broken bones. 

ashkash, Name of an ancient hero. 
ashkift, Surprise ; — ishkaft, A 

cave. 
y t t i ashk-fishan, Shedding tears. 

ishkufa, A blossom, bud; vomiting. 
A ashkal, ishkal, Reddish-eyed 

(man) ; anything which has red and white 
mixed ; more or most difficult. 

ashkal, Fetters;—ishkii, (A horse) 
whose right fore-foot and left hind-foot are 
white; fraud, craft, imposture. 

ishkam shikam), The belly. 
M^fcl ishkamba, The third stomach of 

ruminating beasts. 
ishkaiij, A wrinkle, fold, curls;— 

ishkunj, A nip, a pinch. 
ishkanja, Torment, torture, rack. 
ishkandan=ishkastan, q.v. 

ishkina, A wrinkle; a musical note; 
bread crumbled into broth. 

y&A dshku, ashku, ishkii, A roof; a layer 
or row in the covering of a house. 

aehkub, ashkub, A ceiling, a stage, 
a storey ; a row of bricks in a wall; a row 
or layer in the roofing of a house; heaven ; 
—itshkub, The elbow; a cubit. 

ishkokh. A trip, stumble, slip, 
blunder; imp. of the following. 

ishkokhldan. To slip, slide, fall. 
dJj^M ushkufa, Vomiting; a flower, 

blossom. 
ushhoh, Majesty, authority, great-

ness. 
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ushkuha, AgiW ushkuha, A belch, 

hiccup. 
ishkii, A horse whose right fore-

foot and left hind-foot ace white ; fraud, 
craft, imposture. 

ishkii chashum, A kind of 
bramble. 

ishkewdn, Name of a place. 
ashkyud, Compounded, mixed. 

^JSA* ashgarf, Agreeable, excellent;— 
ishgarf, Large, coarse, thick; dignity, 
pomp. 

o^tfW ishguft, The expauding of a 
flower. 

ashganish, ishganish, The build' 
ing of a wall, 

yjSAf dshgun, Name of a country. 
ashguna, ushguna, Inverted, upside 

down ; perverted ; sinister; unfortunate. 
ashguy, A palace ; an upper room ; 

an elevated place. 
A ashall, One who has a disjointed, 

withered, or paralytic hand. 
ishm (for ishtlm), Breeches. 

A ashamm, High-nosed ; grave, dig-
nified, respectable. 

A <J*UA\ ishmds (v.n. 4 of cr**.), Being 
bright and sunshiny (day), 

A gWM iskmd' (v.n. 4 of Giving 
good light (a candle). 

dshmdli, The flattery of syco-
phants ; cuckoldom; panderism. 

A pWM ishmdm (v.n. 4 of Diffusing 
odour, shedding perfume; giving to a 
quiescent consonant a slight sound (or 
scent) of zamma or kasra, but not so as to 
lengthen the syllable, or make one syl-
lable more. 

A ishmikhrdr (v.n. 4 of 
Being tall and lofty. 

A ashmal, More or most perfect, 
complete, universal, comprehensive, sur-
passing, transcendent; larger, largest. 

G ashmusd, A species of merow. 
^fr^M dshamid, A draught. 

dshamidan — q.v. 
A J^UA! uhmi'zdz (v.n. 4 of j^**-), Being 

affrighted ; creeping (as the skin does with 
terror). 

ashan, A turned vest; an unripe 
melon. 

dshnd, A friend, companion, com-
rade, acquaintance ; swimming, floating ; a 
swimmer;—dshna u begdna, Known and 
unknown, friends and strangers. 

ashnd, A gem, precious stone; a 
swimmer; swimming. 

SJUA.1 ashnab, ishndb, Swimming, nata-
tion. 

jW UM ashnd-baz, A swimmer, 
tsj^ dshna-bazii, Swimming, natation. 
^yt* UÂ  dshnd-bezdr, Who does no longer 

care for his acquaintances. 
dshmd-parast, Friendly. 
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ashnad, The 25th day of the month. 

tSjj dshnd-ruy, Known by sight, a 
a Blight acquaintance. 

ejj ashnd-zada, Tired of one's ac-
quaintances and turning to strangers. 

(JJJUAA Uhndftan, To understand, per-
ceive. 

dshndgar, A swimmer, 
y^fcl ushnan, ishnan, The herb alkali, 

aud the ashes which are made from it, 
with which they wash clothes and the hands 
after eating ;-~u8h?idnddru, Hyssop. 

dshnav, Swimming, natation. 
JJUÂ  ashndwar, A swimmer. 
sLa^ aehndh, The art of swimming, nata-

tion ; a swimmer. 
d8hndydn, Acquaintances. 

J ^ dshnd'i, Friendship, acquaintance ; 
—dahnd'l dddan (shindsdndan), To give 
signs of recognition, to make oneself known 
to each other a9 acquaintances, after inter-
course having been interrupted. 

A ashna\ More or most hideous; 
filthy, foul, odious, disagreeable. 

asknawad, Name of the second of 
the five days added to the last month of the 
Persian year, in order to make their twelve 
months, of 30 days each, equal to a solar 
year. 

ushnudan ( — shunudan, q.v.), 
To hear, &c. 

iehnusha, Sneezing. 
dshna = B^M q.v,;—ashna, Imma-

ture ;—vshna, Alkali; moss which grows on 
trees. 

i8hnldan shinldan, q.v.), 
To hear, Ac. 

ashu (for dshob), Calamity, hurt, 
trouble. 

jM ashu (in Zand and Pazand), Hea-
venly. 

A ashwdt (pi- of shaut), Turns, 
rounds. 

A asMjM askwak (pi. of shauk), Thorns ;— 
ishwdk (v.n. 4 of Abounding in 
thorns. 

dshob, Terror, dread, fear ; grief, 
affliction, misfortune; confusion, discord, 
disturbance, tumult, riot, sedition; (in 
comp.) disturbing; a poker, a coal-rake. 

dshob-angez, An exciter of dis-
cord. 

dnhobtar, More grievous. 
dehob-gdh, A place of terror, dis-

turbance, confusion. 
dshob-gustar, Spreading terror, 

an instigator of sedition, &c. 
jeJUijA.̂  dehobndk, Terrified, confused, who 

brings about confusion. 
^j^iyA ashoUdan, To be confused ; dis-

turbed. 
JJM d8kor, Imper. of the following. 
yJjjM d shor dan, To mix, mingle, inter-
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mix, join, associate, couple, conjoin; to 
ferment. 

A ashwas, One who contracts his 
eyes and knits his brow from pride ; bold, 
brave. 

dshogh, ushogh, Of unknown family 
or country. 

I J ^ J M dshoftagl, Disquietude, uneasi-
ness. 

I ^ J M dshoftan, To be disturbed. 
feiyt*] dshufta, Disturbed in mind. 

usha, Gum ammoniac (see <jM). 
A ashhdd (pi. of shdhid), Wit-

nesses, eye-witnesses ;—ishhdd (v.n. 4 of 
•H*), Citing, summoning; taking to wit-
ness ; adducing as evidence; bringing 
proof. 

A ashhab, Whitish or ash-coloured, 
dun-coloured, grey ; cold, frosty (dry). 

A ashhadu, I bear witness, I testify, 
I declare ;—ashhad amadait, To testify, to 
bear witness to. 

A J-TĈ  ashhar, More or most celebrated, 
known, notorious ;—askhur (pi. of shahr), 
Months. 

A J^M ashhal, Grey-eyed. 
A J j ^ Ashhd, More desirous, or desir-

able. 
WM dshiyd (for ashiydn\ Nest, &c- ;— 

(for dshd) Like. 
A ashyd' (pi. of shay'), Things, 

clothes, effects, chattels. 
A ashy a' (pi. of shay'), Parts, quan-

tities ;—(pi. of shi'at) Companions, equals, 
peers; followers, dependants. 

oLM a shydfi mamisd, Poppy-juice. 
<jWM ashy an (S, deana), ^WM dshyana, 

A nest; a ceiling, roof;—ashy an bastan 
{s akhtan, kardan, giriftan, nihadan), To 
build a nest. 

dshlb, Terror; affliction; confusion. 
j-aM dshej, Opposite, adverse, contrary. 

ashigdh, A privy. 
(j^M ashln, A cook ; a baker. 

dshina, An egg, 
ashiha, aehiha, The neighing of a 

horse ; echo, 
A isdbat (v.n. 4 of wy), Overtaking, 

reaching, arriving at, finding, discovering, 
meeting with, obtaining; speaking pro-
perly, conceiving well, hitting the mark. 

A asabi' (pi. of asba'), asdbP 
(pi. of usbu'), Fingers;—asdbi'i zainab, A 
kind of sweetmeats ;—asabi' sufr, Tur-
meric ;—asabi' fir'aun, Name of a kind of 
pearl, or stone like a finger, found in the 
Red Sea. 

A asdghir, asdghirat (pi. of 
asghar), Smaller, less; little, mean, con-
temptible, poor. 

A a§dlat (v.11. of J - t ) , Being firmly 
rooted, steady, immovable; firmness, con-
stancy, solidity of judgment ; genuineness, 
integrity ; essentiality, nobleness. 
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a asalatan, Originally ; radically ; 

firmly ; entirely ; absolutely ; in one's own 
r igh t ; personally. 

A asbdh (pi, of subh), Dawns, day-
breaks, mornings \—isbdh (v.n 4 of 
Coming, doing anything, early in the 
morning; changing from one state into 
another. 

A asbdgh (pi. of sibgh), Colours, 
tinctures, dyes. 

a isbahdn ~ q.v. 
A asbah, Of a handsome face ; a tear-

ing lion ; red-coloured ; name of a king of 
Tainan. 

a asbahi, Referring to King Asbab 
(see above and tdsriydna). 

A asba(, isba', A finger; a good sign. 
A asbagh, White-tailed; having a 

white forehead (horse); name of an inti-
mate companion of 'All. 

y^f--^ isbahdn = q.v. 
A a$ahh, More or most true or authen-

tic ; more or most accurate, correct, sound, 
or healthy. 

A askdb (pi. of sahib), Lords, 
possessors, masters; grandees, disciples, 
apostleB ;—ashdbi addb, Well-bred, learned 
men ; scholars;—ashdbi afrhbiyah u kjiiydm, 
Dwellers in pavilions and tents;—ashdbi 
iHibar, Esteemed, confidential, honourable 
men ; —ashdbi bida' u zalalat, Innovators, 
deviating from the right path;—ashdbi 
tadbir, Sage ministers, prudent counsellors ; 
asfrdbi iawdrikh, Historians, writers of 
chronicles; — ashdbi jdh, Eminent, pos-
sessed of dignity;—ashdbi jahim, Inhabi-
tants of hell;— ashdbi daulat, Grandees, 
nobles, great men, ministers ;—ashdbi ri-
wdydt, Historians;—ashdbi suyuf, (Sol-
diers) possessed of swords, swordsmen ;— 
ashdbi 'ilm, Learned men, scholars, literary 
men ; — ashdbi fuhum, Intelligent, saga-
cious, endowed with understanding; — 
ashdbi qi^as, Historians, masters of history ; 
—ashabi Jcibdr, The great companions, the 
four immediate successors of Muhammad ; 
—afhabi kahf, The companions of the cave, 
i.e. the seven sleepers;—ashdbi guzin, The 
chosen friends, the companions of Muham • 
mad ;—asfydbi minqal, Friends assembled 
by the fireside; — ashdbi nifdq, Impious 
liars, hypocrites, infidels. 

isddr (v.n. 4 of Producing, 
issuing, causing to emanate.; publishing; 
appearing, 

A asddgh (pi. of sudgh); The 
temples, that part of the face from the eyes 
to the ears; the hair that flows around the 
templeB. 

A J W ! asddf (pi. of sadaf), Shells, 
shell-fish, pearls. 

A isdaq (v.n. 4 of VJ-**>), Giving (a 
woman) her dowry. 
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A JA^ asdaq, More or most true or vera-

cious, truer, truest. 
A BU^ asdiqd' (pi. of §adiq), True 

friends. 
A asr (v.n.), Breaking; inclining; 

binding; keeping back, detaining ;—isr, A 
compact, convention, treaty, agreement; a 
burden, load, weight. 

A ̂ ^ isrdr (v.n, 4 of }->), Persevering, 
persisting in ; perseverance, persistency ; 
obstinacy, stubbornness ;—isrdr kardan, To 
in cist, persist, to be obstinate. 

A isrdf (v.n. 4of Expenditure; 
waste, extravagance; prodigality, 

A M asrdm (pi. of sarm, for P. charm), 
Leathers, skins ;—i§rdm (v.n. 4 of fy°), 
Being poor, destitute ; being the season for 
gathering dates. 

a cM^l ist ibd h (v.n. 8 of Taking a 
morning draught. 

AjVW i?tibdr (v.n. 8 of Being pa-
t ient; patience. 

A istibdgh (v.n. 8 of Dyeing, 
staining; dipping, immersion; baptism. 

G ustubbat, Hemp, tow, bards, 
oakum. 

a istabl, A stable, stall;—i^fabli 
dawabb, A stable; a cow-house. 

jafci^ istakhr, The ancient name of Per-
sepolis ; a lake, pool. 

ustur, A pound trov, a troy balance. 
ist ar akh, A lake, a pool; Persepolis. 
astarak (G. orvpa£), Storax. 

a v ^ W usfurlah, An astrolabe. 
G usfrura, A troy balance. 
A BUM istifa* (v.n 8 of J*-), Choosing, 

electing, s electing. 
A itfifdf (v.n. 8 of «-*»), Being 

drawn up in a row, set in array. 
A ^VJSM istifdq (v.n. 8 of Being 

struck and sounded (chords of a lyre) ; 
being shaken by the wind (tree). 

G istajlin, A carrot. 
G ^AW astafi, Liquid storax. 
G ( i h ^ ^ astafin, A carrot. 
A istikdk (v.n. 8 of Striking; 

clashing, tossing to and fro ;—istikdki zand 
kardan, To strike fire by friction. 

A istildh (v.n. 8 of cL°), Being re-
conciled ; phraseology, phrase, idiom ; tech-
nical term, terminology; cant, slang. 

A uuWbM istildhdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Forms of speech ; idioms; technicalities. 

a (jo-Slo-l istildhl, Technical, conven-
tional. 

A F^M istildm (v.n. 8 of fX°), Eradica-
ting. 

A isfind' (v.n. 8 of Receiving 
or bestowing a favour; choosing, selecting 
for any special purpose ; favour; selection, 

G ustur, A troy balance. 
A istiyad (v.n. 8 of ^ ) , Hunting. 
A is'dq (v.n. 4 of Casting fire 



fYom heaven; causing to die; causing to 
swoon. 

A isc&a' (v.n. 4 of J**>), Heaving, 
listening to, lending an ear. 

asgJiar, Less, least, smaller, small-
est j little, small, contemptible. 

A asaf, The caper-tree or root. 
A t W kfdh (v.n 4 of c4®), Refusing a 

petitioner; makin g broad ; inclining. 
A o\ju>\ as/ad (pi of safad), Chains, fet-

ters, bonds; presents;—isfad (v.n. 4 of 
•^e), Binding; making a present, giving, 
bestowing. 

A asfdr (pi. of sifr), Ciphers ;—isfar 
(v.n. of A*), Being poor, empty-handed. 

A J^M isfdq (y.n. 4 0f Shutting 
the door; milking cattle only once a day ; 
progressing, proceeding. 

p cjiAteÛ A isfdhdnak, One of the twelve 
modes of music. 

A W-y asaf bin barkhvi/d. Name of 
a sage supposed by the Arabians to have 
been Solomon's grand wazir, hence pro-
verbially used for any wise counsellor. 

a &W oi-^ dsaf-jdh, Dignified as Asaf. 
A.ju>\ as far, Yellow, pale, livid; saffron-

coloured ; black; more or most empty; 
with a shrill note (bird). 

a i-Ax̂  asaf-rdy, A wise counsellor 
like Asaf; distinguished by prudence or 
wisdom. 

Isfahan, A capital of Persia, 
p i — i s f a h s d l d r , A general. 
A as fa, More or most pure; clear, 

serene. 
A BLA«>\ agfiyd (pi. of sajly), The pure, 

the just, the holy ; saints. 
a isqti, A shrimp, a prawn; a 

squill. 
A a si, Root, stock, origin, principle, 

foundation, element, source, cause ; lineage, 
race, line, birth, family; nobility, honour; 
capital, principal, sum, stock in trade; an 
original, archetype, prototype, exemplar; 
an original copy (of a work or document) ; 
a radical letter;—asli harf, The bottom of 
the question, the main point;— asli hitdb, 
The original of a book, the first copy ;—asl 
ma'i sud, Principal and interest;—asli 
manzifa, A postulate ;—asl u farRoot 
and branch; cause and effect. 

A aslan, Not at all, by no means, 
never, in no shape (used with negative). 

A t W islak (v.n. 4 of E^), Fitting, adapt-
ing ; amending, correcting, restoring, ad-
justing, improving; dressing or trimming 
(hair, beard); preparing, dressing (meat); 
tuning (a musical instrument) ; — isldh 
kardan, To repair, to mend;—islak ydftan, 
To be or become repaired, mended, im-
proved ; —ba-isldh awardan, To improve, to 
reform (m.c.). 

jjij cM isldh-pazlr, Capable of correction 
or remedy ; corrigible, remediable. 

T yJM asldn, Asian, pr. n. ( = lion). 
a asl-jam', The original rents with 

which the lands (in India) were first 
charged in the books of the Emperor Ak-
bar, exclusive of all additions and imposi-
tions made since by the Government. 

A aslah, Better, best; more or most 
correct, fine; most advisable. 

a asl'ddrdni pdk, Holy men, 
saints; propiiets. 

a asl-zdda, Nobly-born, high-bred. 
A aslaBald. 
a J-at asl-qimat, Prime cost. 
a J-^ asl-nam, Real name (opp. to *urf, 

alias). 
a asl-naf, Net profit, 
a asli, Radical, original, essential, 

priucipal; intrinsic, inherent, innate ; real, 
true, genuine; pure, unalloyed; of good 
stock, noble, full-bred ;—asli zamin, Origi-
nal land (not alluvial) ;—asli qimat, Origi-
nal value or price; cost price. 

a yUW asliydn (P. pi.), Nobles, gentle-
men. 

a asliyat, Originality ; genuineness ; 
nobleness. 

A ^ as am vi, Deaf; surd (in arithmetic); 
a snake that will not be charmed; a hard 
stone. 

A i?md' (v.n. 4 of ^Y*-0), Knocking 
down and killing (game) on the spot; 
champing the bit (a horse). 

A ismdm (v.n. 4 of f - ) , Becoming, 
making, or discovering one to be deaf. 

A i$ma\ Small-eared; sharp (sword); 
brisk, keen, acute, active (mind) ; high, ele-
vated ; astonished, bewildered. 

A asndf (pi. of ?inf). Forms, kinds, 
sorts, species, varieties ; subjects, peasants; 
guilds, corporations;—asndfi khalq, All 
sorts of people (m.c.);—asndfi qabd'il, 
Various tribes ;—asndfi mukhtalifa, Dif-
ferent sorts, varieties. 

A asndm (pi. of sanam), Images, 
idols; statues;—asndmi chin, The images 
of China (metaphorically implying the hand-
some of either sex). 

A isndn (v.n. 4 of Tossing the 
nose, looking proud, disdainful; smelling, 
emitting a stench under the arm-pits. 

A aswat (pi. of saut), Voices, 
sounds, noises; interjections. 

A aswab, Better, best, straighter, 
truer. 

A J y t usfd (pi. of asl), Roots, origins, 
fundamentals; essentials; elements, first 
principles ; causes, general laws ; doctrines, 
tenets ; breeding, manner; a musical mode 
or tone ;—usiili fdkhtah, Name of a musical 
note ;—usCdi 'asharat, The ten primary in-
telligences first created by God;—usul u 
fnru', Roots and branches; first princi-
ples and deductions therefrom ; causes and 
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effects ; aBcent and descent in kindred, an-
cestors and posterity. 

ashdr (pi. of sihr), Relations by 
marriage (within the prohibited degrees) ; 
—iskdr (v.n. 4 of y^), Being thus related. 

A astl, Well- born, thorough-bred ; 
of good stock, high pedigree, noble family ; 
game (cock) ; gentle, free from vice ; high-
spirited; well-founded, solid (glory). 

A I / ^ A?? ( T - N . ) , Causing difficulty and 
trouble (a thing) ; compelling (poverty); 
breaking; longing for, seeking her nest (an 
ostrich) ;—izz, Root, origin. 

A izd'at (v.n. 4 of Shining, 
lightening, flashing; kindling, illumina-
ting, causing to shine. 

A i?dz, A sanctuary, asylum, place 
of refuge. 

a izd'at (v,n. 4 of 5 ^ ) , Ruining, 
destroying, wasting, squandering; having a 
number of farms or fields (zai'at). 

A izdfat, izdfa (v.n. 4 of <-V>), Add-
ing, joining, annexation; increase, aug-
mentation, increment; surplus, excess; 
stipend, scholarship; (in gram.) con-
struction of one noun with another, the 
relation of the genitive case or the addition 
of an adjective, expressed by joining Kas-
rah to the governing noun. 

a e ^ l i?dfi, Constructive, relative. 
A izja' (v.n. 4 of Making one 

recline upon his side; giving to fathah a 
sound inclining to kasrah. 

A izhdk (v.n. 4 of Making 
to laugh. 

A uzhukat, A ridiculous thing, jest, 
joke, laughable affair. 

A ifrfc^ uzhiyat, A sheep offered on the 
festival called %di azfya. 

A azdad (pi. of zidd), Contraries, 
opposites, opponents, 

A azarr, More or most hurtful, inju-
rious. 

A a?rab (pi- of zarb), Similars ;— 
izrdb (v.n. 4 of v ^ ) , Leading (a camel) to 
cover; staying, stopping; hanging down 
the head ; turning away from anyone. 

A azrdr (pi. of zarar), Hurts, harms, 
injuries \~~izrdr (v.n. 4 of Harming, 
hurting, injuring; taking a second wife over 
the head of the first (thus injuring her) ; 
approaching very near; taking the bit 
between his teeth and biting it (a horse) ; 
showing speed, running. 

A i?™' (v-n- 4 ot Giving milk 
a little while before the birth; humbling, 
distressing. 

A izram (v.n. 4 of Inflaming, 
burning, setting on fire. „ 

A izzdz (v.n. 4 of y>), Champing the 
bit. 

A iztibd" (v.n. 8 of Passing a 
cloak, robe, or scarf under the right arm 
and over the left shoulder, thus leaving 
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bare the right and covering the left 
shoulder. 

A g W ^ i?tijd' (v.n. 8 of Lying on 
one's side. 

A iztirdb (v.n. 8 of Agita-
tion, perturbation, commotion; anxiety, 
anguish, trouble; perplexity, restlessness, 
distraction ; precipitation ; flurry ; con-
strued with the verbs afgandan, bdridan, 
dadan, ddshtan, rekhtan, kardan and kashi-
dan -,—iztirdbu 'l-habl, Discordance and di-
versity of opinions. 

a iztirdbi, A gitation, hurry, impa-
tience ; precipitation. 

A iztirdr (v.n. 8 of and— 
iztirdri, Violence, necessity, com-

pulsion ; restraint. 
A f l jW iztirdm (v.n. 8 of /•/*)> Blazing. 
A iztild*, Being strong, powerful. 
A atdf (pi. of ?i'f)t Similars, 

equals ; double, as much more, double the 
quantity, the same thing over again ;—iz'af 
(v.n. 4 of Doubling, duplication; 
receiving twice as much, a double share ; 
weakening, rendering infirm. 

A az'af, More or most weak, help-
Jess, impotent. 

A azghds (pi. of zighs), Handfuls 
(of herbs, part green and part dry);—a?-
ghdsu *l-ahldm, Confused dreams which can-
not be interpreted. 

A azghdn (pi. of zighn), Hatreds. 
A azall, More or most astray; more 

or most tending to lead astray. 
A gW azld' (pi. of zil', zila'), Ribs;—izld' 

(v.n. 4 of gU), Causing to incline and pre. 
ponderate ; bearing a heavy load. 

A J M izldl (v.n. 4 of J^), Causing to 
err, leading astray; leaving in error; con-
cealing, burying -,—izldli hdl, A ruined situa-
tion ;—izldl kardan, To ruin, disgrace. 

A azam (v.n.), Being angry and 
hating ; anger, hatred.;—i?am, Name of st 
mountain and valley near Madinah. 

A izmdr (v.n. of Hiding, con-
cealing in one's heart; thinking, planning, 
hatching in the mind; feeding sparingly 
for training purposes ; silencing the second 
letter of a metrical foot. 

A izmihldl (v.n. 4 of J**-*), 
Vanishing, disappearing. 

A dzmV (pi. of zau'), Lights, splen* 
dours. 

A azydf (pi. of ?aif), Guests, 
A azyaq, Narrower, straiter. 

aid (G. irca), The white poplar. 
A bUA itdbat (v.n. 4 of Making 

beautiful, fragrant, soft, sweet, or delicate; 
cleaning or shaving the body Musulman 
fashion. 

A itdhat (v.n. 4 of c^) , Destroying 
(property), ruining; throwing about. 

A it a1 at (v.n. 4 of Obeying ; 
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obedience, submission, surrender, subjec-
tion ; subordination, fealty, loyalty, allegi-
ance ; observance, reverence, worship, 
homage ; obsequiousness ; — izhdri it a'at 
kardan, To offer obedieuce, to surrender, 
to submit. 

a tsj&eW ita'at-gari, Obedience to a com-
mand, submission. 

T utaq, Room, chamber, cabin; 
chamber furniture (m.c.);—utdqi pazird, 
Reception saloon (m.c.) ;—utaqi khalwat, A 
private apartment, cabinet (m.c.);—ntdqi 
sufra, Dining-room (m.c.). (See 

a it dial (v.n. 4 of J ^ ) , Prolonging, 
extending, lengthening out; extension; 
prolixity. 

atdllq, A master, guardian, gover-
nor. 

A it dm, utdm, A strangury. 
A PW!̂  itibbd' (pi. of tabib), Physicians. 
a atbd' (pi. of £aba(), Seals; natures, 

dispositions ;—(pi. of fib') Rivers. 
A itrd' (v.n. 4 of )£>), Praising im-

moderately ; hyperbole, exaggeration. 
A itrdb (v.n. 4 of S^>), Exhilara-

ting, producing joy, 
A L T W J ^ atrdbulus, Tripoli in Syria. 
A ittirah (v.n. 8 of Throwing 

away, putting to a distance. 
A ittirdd (v.n. 8 of Being in 

good train (business). 
itrdr (v.n. 4 of p»), Irritating, insti-

gating ; sprouting, coming forth. 
A oitrdf (pi. of taraf), Sides, dis-

tricts, tracts, coasts, shores, environs, con-
fines, skirts, extreme parts; ends, t ips; 
limits, boundaries; the nearest kinsmen 
(as fathers, brothers, uncles, Ac.) ;—itrd/ 
(v.n. 4 of Bringing something new 
and pleasing ; viewing, inspecting ;—ittiraf 
(v.n. 8 of Obtaining something new. 

a atrafi, Extreme, outer, outlying, 
limitary. 

A itraq (v.n. 4 of Lending or 
hiring out (a male animal to cover a 
female); keeping silence; hanging the 
head; following each other's footsteps, 
going one after another. 

A utrmh, Deaf. 
L^it otrish, Austria (m.c. from Fr . 

Autricke). 
A itrifal (S. triphalld), A myro-

balan-electuary. 
o dtrlldl, atr'ildl, Orow-foot. 
A J»Ui»\ it'dm (v.n. 4 of Feeding, 

giving victuals. 
A at'imat, at'ima (pi. of ta'dm), 

Meats, victuals, viands;—atHma'i nafisah, 
Exquisite meats, dainties. 

xv\&\itg]j,a (v.n. 4 of Seducing, 
leading into error; making exorbitant or 
excessive. 

i p l i l Ufa (v.n. 4 of Extinguish-

ing, quenching; extinction;—it fa? kardan, 
To extinguish. 

A J^M atfal (pi. of tifl), Infants, chil-
dren, boys, offspring, family; (in P. also 
used for " wife," being considered more 
respectful than y) zan, and similar words) ; 
—atfdli bdgh, Fresh flowers, young plants. 

A gSW it la' (v.n. 4 of git), Manifesting, 
informing, putting in possession of a secret; 
vomiting; putting forth buds or the spathes 
(a palm-tree); shooting or throwing beyond 
the mark;—ittild' (v.n. 8 of Being 
aware, knowing; inspecting viewing exa-
mining ; notice, information;—ittild' budan, 
ittild' ddshtan, To be informed ;—ittild' kar-
dan (dadan), To inform;— i f t i la ' u shu'ur 
kardan, To examine and animadvert upon. 

A ittild1 an, For the purpose of in-
forming. 

a ittild'dt (pi. of ittild'), Know-
ledge acquired by study and inquiry (m.c.). 

a ^XM ifUld'i, That gives intimation or 
information; for the purpose of announcing, 
apprising, or giving notice. 

A jSW itldq (v.n 4 of Setting at 
liberty, liberating, releasing, dismissing, 
sending away; loosening, relaxing; di-
vorcing, repudiating • disengagedness, 
freedom; application, reference ; rendering 
universal; evacuation ;—itldqi Hndn kar-
dan, To give the reins (to a horse). 

A JJU atldl (pi. of talal), Bodies, sub-
stances; ruins of a house;—itldl (v.n. 4 of 
J t ) , Being at the point of, impending; per-
mitting blood to be shed unrevenged. 

A (jJW atlas, Red tending to black, dun-
colour ; satin. 

a ŷwlM atlasfi, A eunuch (black). 
A FU atm (v.n.), Being enraged ;—utum, 

A fortress of stone; any square edifice, 
with a flat roof. 

kUM atmdt, An Indian fillert-nut; an 
Indian bean. 

A gUM itmd1 (v.n. 4 of Exciting a 
strong desire, incitement; longing, covet-
ousness. 

atmut = !»UW q,v. 
a atmisd, Southernwood; mug-

wort. 
A it-mi'nan (v.n. 4 of Re-

posing, resting; rest, tranquillity, repose, 
content, quiet, security, peace ; confidence, 
reliance, trust, surety, guarantee;—itmi'-
ndni khdtir, Peace of mind ;—itmi'ndn 
dadan, To give an assurance ;—itmi'ndn 
yaftan, To be set at ease. 

A atndb (pi. of tvnub), Tent-ropes ; 
—itndb (v.n. 4 of Lengthening one's 
speech, amplifying a discourse; sublimity 
of style; prolixity, bombast, hyperbole, 

a atanah, Athem. 
A ftfA atwdr (pi. of taur), Times, turns, 

ways ; manners, modes4 fashions ; dealings, 
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mode of business; — atwari harnida, 
Praiseworthy actions;—-atwari siyah, Black 
or wicked actions; — atwari nd-hamwar, 
Unworthy actions. ' 

A "\j\jM atwdran, Occasionally. J 
atwdrin, A mountainous island in 

the ocean inhabited by the Jinn, 
x atwa1, More or most obedient. 
A J j t l atwal, Longer, longest. 
A "SJM atwalan, Prolixly, tediously. 
A athdr (pi. of tuhr), Purities;—(pi. 

of t.ahir) Clear, pure, chaste, unsullied, 
clean -,—ithdr (v.n. 4 of y}*), Purifying; 
purification. 

A athar, More or most puiv. 
A atyab, Better, best, more or most 

sweet, fragrant, delicate, pleasant, delight-
ful;—(du.) atyabdn, The two delights, 
Ceres and Venus, or youth and gay spirits. 

A atlt (v.n. of M), Making a creak-
ing noise (the saddle of a camel); the 
rattling of the belly (flora, hunger); the 
murmuring of a camel from fatigue; the 
rustling of a palm-tree. 

atyiit = I»UU q.v. 
A izrdf (v.n. 4 of Bringing 

forth ingenious, witty children. , 
A JJ&>\ azfar (pi. of zu/r), Nails, claws, 

hoofs; certain small Btars in front of the 
constellation of the eagle;—is far (v.n. 4 of 
ykt), Making conqueror, enabling one to 
triumph, or to attain his object. 

A ̂  azfar, Possessed of long and broad 
nails. 

A J&M azldl (pi. of ziU), Shadows ;— 
izldl (v.n. 4 of Jk), Shading, casting a 
shadow; approaching. 

A f^M izlam (v.n. 4 of ^J^), Growing 
dark; walking in darkness; being bright 
(the front teeth) ; meeting with oppres-
sion . 

A flM azlarn, More or most unjust, ty-
rannical, oppressive ; — la'ana 'Udk azlami 
wa azlamak, May God curse the more un-
just of me and thee ! 

A izhdr (v,n. 4 of yS), Revealing, 
discovering; manifestation, disclosure, pub-
lication ; declaration, statement; police 
information; examination of a 'witness, 
deposition, evidence, written testimony ; — 
izhdri iahrirl, Deposition in writing, written 
testimony (opp. to izkari zabdni, Oral depo-
sition or testimony ;—izhdri khusumat kar-
dan. To show enmity, become an open 
enemy izhdri Jirdr kardan, To make a 
feigned retreat, to appear to fly ;—izhdr nu-
mudan, To show off, to display (m.c.). 

a izhdr-saldmi, A complimen-
tary (but illegal) fee paid to the writer of 
a deposition. 

a izhdr-namah, Notification, an-
nouncement; manifesto. 

) 
a <j~<»y jL^ izhdr-nawis, An officer of the 

court who takes down depositions. 
A azhar, More or most clear, bright, 

evident;—azhar mina 'sh-shams, Clearer 
than the sun. 

a'djim (pi. of a4jam), Barbarians 
(those who cannot speak Arabic, or speak it 
incorrectly ; but more particularly the Per-
sians). 

A a'djib (pi. of u'jubat), Miracles, 
wonders, prodigies. 

A SJW i'dda-t, i'dda (v.n. 4 of 
Causing to return, bringing back; repeti-
tion, reiteration, revision; reversion; visit-
ing the sick;—i'adat kardan, To repeat, to 
relate. 

A a'ddi (pi. of 'aduiv), Enemies, 
foes. 

A i'azat (v.n. of Taking under 
one's protection ; saving, defending. 

A SjW i'drat (v.n. 4 of JJC), Lending. 
A aldzim (pi. of a'zam), Great, chief, 

principal; the highest, the lofty ;—'a'dzimi 
saldtlni muslimdm, The greatest of Muslim 
princes. 

A alVrf i'ddat (v.n. 4 of Being or 
becoming poor; lessening the shares in 
dividing an inheritance;—(v.n. 4 of J*c) 
Having a numerous family ; keeping a 
large establishment or household. 

a v^* a'dli-ma'db, Of exalted deeds. 
A &W i'dnat (v.n. 4 of of1), Aiding, 

assisting; assistance, help, aid, succour; 
favour, countenance, patronage. 

A a'ba (pi. of 'ib'), Burdens, loads, 
bales (of merchandise). 

A i'tdq (v.n. 4 of Setting at 
liberty, bestowing freedom, giving leave ; 
liberation, manumission, emancipation. 

A i'tdm (v.n. 4 of (***), Entering 
on the first division of the night, com-
mencing after sunset; doing anything 
during that time; being slow and tardy ; 
desisting or causing one to desist from an 
undertaking. 

A i'tibdd (v.n. 8 of -M1), Reducing 
to slavery or servitude ; receiving as a ser-
vant. 

A j W ^ i'tibdr (v.n. 8 of Taking 
counsel; taking an example or warning, 
and profiting by i t ; confidence, faith, belief; 
esteem, honour, reverence, veneration, re-
spect ; credit, authority, credibility; weight, 
importance ;—i'tibdr ddshtan, To have con-
fidence in (m.c.) ;—i'tibdr giriftan, To take 
an example or warning ;—az i'tibdr uftddan, 
To lose credit, to lose one's character (m.c.) ; 
—az i'tibdr anddkhtan, To throw out of 
circulation (coin, m.c.) ;—ba 'aini i'tibdr. 
With the eye of esteem, respectfully. 

i'tibdr-ndma, Credentials, 
A i'tibarl, Of credit, creditable, 

trustworthy, worthy of confidence, credible ; 
reputable; confidential, trusty. 



A tLsa^ i'tibdt (v.n. 8 of W*), Slaughter-
ing an unblemished (camel). 

A i'tidd' (v.n. 8 of Trans-
gressing, being iniquitous, unjust; injus-
tice. 

A JTJAEL i'tidad (v.n. 8 of 5 R ) , Counting, 
numbering; being in the state of proba-
tion (Hddat) of a divorced woman or widow. 

A i'tidal (v.n. 8 of J^c), Being 
middling, moderate, just, or even; tem-
perateness, moderation; evenness, equality, 
equilibrium, symmetry ; the happy mean ; 
frugality, temperance, sobriety ; a state (of 
health, &c.) in which the four humours are 
well balanced, sound health;—i'tiddlikawd, 
The temperature or salubrity of the air;— 
i'tidal kardan, To temperate, moderate;— 
bar i'tidal, Of middle height (stature). 

a i'tidali = the preceding; also 
adjective formed from it, as moderate, sym-
metrical, &c. 

A i'tizar (v.n. 8 of J^C), Apology, 
excuse;—i'tizar kardan, To excuse, make 
an apology. 

a i'tizar-nama, A letter of apo-
logy. 

a i'tizdri, One who apologizes; 
apologetical. 

A i'tird' (v.n. 8 of ^ f ) , Coming 
upon, down upon, over one; desiring, 
Beeking. 

A i'tirdz (v.n. 8 of Opposi-
tion ; refusing assent, objection ; criticism, 
animadversion, strictures, fault-finding, 
cavilling; displeasure;—i'tirdzi zdbitah, A 
technical objection. 

a i'tirazdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Oppositions. 

a (j-^yc^ i'tirdzi, Objecting, one who 
objects, Ac. 

A i'tirdf (v.n. 8 of ^ E ) , Confess-
ing, acknowledging, avowing ; — i'tirdf 
awardan, i'tirdf ddshtan, To avow, to 
acknowledge. 

A i'tirdk (v.n. 8 of ^Y), Pressing 
one upon another, gathering, assembling. 

A i'tizd' (v.n. 8 of Claiming 
relationship. 

A^jxct i'tixaz (v.n. 8 of j*), Priding one-
self upon, esteeming oneself ennobled by ; 
prevalence, excellence. 

A JH*^ i'tizal (v.n. 8 of Jyc), Separating 
oneseli from the rest, secession, dissent, 
schism; withdrawing from office, abdication, 
resignation. 

A i'tisdr (v.n. 8 of y-*), Compel-
ling, forcing, using violence. 

A i'tisds (v.n. 8 of Going 
the nightly round, patrolling. 

A i'tisaf (v.n. 8 of U L _ E ) , Stray-
ing, deviating from the right way; op-
pression, injury. 

A i'tishdsh (v.n. 8 of U^), Laying 
in a small quantity of provisions. 

A i'tisdr (v.n. 8 of Squeezing, 
expressing (juice), withholding property; 
extorting money; taking refuge. 

A i'tisdm (v.n. 8 of F*-*^), Pre-
serving oneself from sin, abstaining from 
what is sinful or unlawful; laying firm 
hold of;—i'tisdm kardan, To grip, to seize 
and hold fast. 

A AAXC^ i'tizad (v.n. 8 of Begging 
assistance; taking or putting under the 
arm. 

A i'tiqdd (v.n. 8 of Being very 
hard, firm, and strong ; believing; confi-
dence, faith, belief, t rust ; dependence ;— 
i'tiqdd ddshtan, i'tiqdd kardan, To place con-
fidence in, to believe. 

a uwUUuc) i'tiqdddt (pi. of the preceding), 
Beliefs, &c. 

a i'tiqadi, Confidence, faith, trust; 
one in whom faith is placed, trustworthy. 

A JUUCT i'tiqdl (v.n. 8 of J T E ) Being 
bound, imprisoned; binding, imprisoning; 
carrying a spear between leg and saddle ; 
twisting the legs between those of a sheep 
to steady it while milking or slaughtering it. 

A i'tikdf (v.n, 8 of Con-
tinuing in prayer, remaining constantly in 
the mosque; retirement, seclusion (in a 
place of worship); restraining one's pas-
sions from religious motives; constant 
devotions. 

A T&SCL i'tild? (v.n. 8 of Raising, 
elevating; height, elevation. 

A i'tildf, The eating of provender. 
A jSoc^ i'tildq (v.n. 8 of Being at-

tached, devoted to, loving ; being tied to. 
A i'tildl (v.n. 8 of J*), Being weak, 

sickly, ailing; seeking for or adducing a 
pretext; turning (a man from a resolution), 
diverting (him) from (his) design. 

A i'timdd (v.n. 8 of Leaning, 
depending, relying upon, trusting or com-
mitting oneself (to anything) ; faith, confi-
dence, trust; dependence, reliance ; a sup-
port, prop;—i'timdd kardan, To rely. 

a J U J J ^ i'timdd-nama, Credentials. 
a JUJUSA i'tim ddi, Worthy of confidence ; 

reliable, trustworthy, 
i'timdr (v.n. 8 of Visiting, 

frequenting; performing the 'umrah or 
lesser pilgrimage; putting on a turban 
('imdrat). 

A i'timdl (v.n. 8 of J*®), Doing 
anything oneself; being constantly at 
work. 

A i'timdm (v.n. 8 of Putting 
on a turban ('imdmat). 

a i'timid (by Imalah for i'timad), 
Reliance. 

A i'tind? (v.n. 8 of ( j ^ ) , Taking 
pains, looking after, managing; anxiety, 
care; attention, study, labour. 

AjU*^ i'tindz (v.n. 8 :>f y*), Declining, 



turning to one side; travelling far, from 
place to place. 

A jLwct i'lindq (v.n. 8 of Throwing 
the arms round one another's neck (in 
friendship or in combat). 

A i'tiwdr (v.n. 8 of Borrowing 
from one another. 

A J ^ S R I iHiyad (v.n. 8 of J J ® ) , Coming 
back; making a habit or custom; (in 
conip.) accustomed or addicted to, as dad-
i'tiyad, Accustomed to justice ;—masarrat-
i'tiydd, Prone to joy. 

A i'tiyds (v.n. 8 of u®>®)» Being 
difficult, intricate ; not holding to the male. 

A YI^A^ i'tiydz (v.n. 8 of Accept-
ing a substitute, receiving an equivalent. 

A JTA^ i'tiydq (v.n. 8 of j y ) , Hindering, 
preventing; holding back. 

A S^W®* i'jdb (v.n. 4 of s-^s®), Causing 
surprise; giving pleasure; being pleased, 
infatuation. 

A a'jdz (pi. of 'ajuz, &e.), The 
hinder parts, the buttocks ;—i'jdz (v.n. 4 of 
>*®), Rendering or finding weak; disap-
pointment ; wonder, astonishment, amaze-
ment, surprise ; a miracle;—i'jazi maslhi, A 
miraculous cure, equalling those wrought 
by tbe Messiah. 

a i'jdz-war, Who performs miracles, 
does wonderful things. 

A JW®^ i'jdl (v.n. 4 of J*®), Accelera-
ting, stimulating, urging, investigating, 

A PW^ i'jdm (v.n. 4 of Marking a 
consonant with diacritical points ; speaking 
or writing Arabic incorrectly. 

A a'jaz, More or most impotent; 
large about the buttocks. 

A a'jaf, Thin, lean, meagre. 
A a'jam, One who speaks Arabic 

without elegance. 
a (.s**1^ a'jami, A barbarian, one who 

does not speak Arabic. 
A u'jubat, u'jubah, A miracle, a 

prodigy, a wonderful thing. 
a u'jubagl, Playfulness, frolic-

someness. 
A oW\ a1 da? (pi. of 'aduw), Enemies ;— 

a'dd'i daulat, Enemies of the State ;—a'dd'i 
din, Enemies of the faith. 

A alddd (pi. of 'adad), Numbers 
(a'dddi mutabd'in, Incommensurable num-
bers, prime numbers;—a'dadi mutadalchil, 
Concordant numbers '—a'dddi mutamdsil, 
Like or equal numbers;—a'dddi mutaivdjiq, 
Composite numbers) ;—i'dad (v.n. 4 of AC), 
Preparing, making ready ;—i'dadi saman 
kardan, To count out money. 

A i'ddm (v.n.4of Annihilating, 
destroying; being wanting and not to be 
had; preventing. 

A a'dal, More or most just, equal, 
temperate ;—a'dali a&hdb, Most just of the 
companions ;—a'dali saldtln, Most equitable 
of kings. 

A ^ o ^ a'dd, More or most hostile. 
A i'zab (v.n. 4 of w^), Torment-

ing. 
A a'zdr (pi. of 'uzr), Excuses ;—i'zdr 

(v.n. 4 of j«i®), Excusiug, making apologies, 
inventing excuses ; circumcising; providing 
a feast on circumcising a child or finishing 
a house ; being very sinful, criminal, vicious; 
bridling (a horse) ; putting on the head-
stall ('izdr). 

A a'rdb, Wild wandering Arabs ; — 
i'rdb (v.n. 4 of s-»/0> Speaking, reasoning 
in Arabic; using shameful, indecent, and 
obscene language; inflecting, declining an 
an Arabic noun or verb; the vowels and 
diacritical points in Arabic. 

a a,'rabl, An Arab of the desert. 
A i'rdj (v.n. 4 of Making lame, 

crippling. 
A <j*\f\ a'rds (pi. of Hrs), Spouses, brides; 

—i'rda (v.n. 4 of yv®)t Being a bridegroom, 
a bride; preparing a (marriage) feast; con-
jugal intercourse. 

A y A ^ a'rdz, Illness; events, accidents; 
accidentals; bodies (a'rdzi jismaniyah, 
Corporeal faculties ;—a'rdzi zdtlyah, Essen-
tial properties;—a'rdzi ruhdniyah, Spiritual 
endowments) ;—i'rdz (v.n. 4 of u ^ ) , Turn-
ing away the face, declining, shunning, 
avoiding, flying from, opposing; aversion, 
dislike ; appearing, being manifest; making 
broad; standing erect and presenting a 
good mark (a deer) ; bearing a child of a 
broad squat form ; castrating. 

A a'raf, The boundary between 
Paradise and Hell, a kind of Purgatory 
which, according to Sa'dl, appears a hell to 
the blessed, and a heaven to the damned ; 
a sort of palm-tree; (pi. of 'urf) Crests, 
manes, combs of birds;—i'rdf (v.n. 4 of 
<-*j®), Having a long mane. 

A i'rdk (v.n. 4 of j y ) , Diluting wine 
with a little water; being rooted; shoot-
ing its roots in all directions (a tree) ; go-
ing into Irak. 

A eyt a'raj, Lame by nature, lame, 
cripple from the birth ;—timnri a'raj, Lame 
Timur (Tamerlane). 

A a'raf, Thick-maned (horse) ; more 
or most knowing or intelligent; more or 
most known, better or best known. 

a'azz, More or most glorious; dearer, 
dearest. 

A i'zaz (v.n. 4 of Strengthening, 
invigorating ; honouring ; magnifying ; 
honour, esteem, respect, attention; having 
the orifice of the teat very small (a camel 
or a sheep) ; having a painful conception 
and gestation (a cow) ; lighting upon hard 
ground ; being grieved and uneasy ;—i'zaz 
kardan, To honour, respect, revere. 

A iy^ a'izzat, a'izza (pi. of 'azlz), Ex-
cellent, rare, incomparable, dear, precious, 
glorious, powerful, 
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A J)^ a'zal, A man unarmed; a cloud 

without rain ; detached, separate (a star, 
also called simdki a'zal, in the constellation 
Virgo); (a horse) whose tail habitually 
inclines to one side. 

A jUil ifear (v.n. 4 of^-c) , Being poor. 
a'sar, More or most difficult. 

A^LM a'shdr (pi. of 'ushr), Tenths; de-
cadi s of verses into which the Kur'an is 
divided; portions of slaughtered camels; 
the outside feathers in a bird's wing; (a 
pot) broken in ten pieces; (met.) a broken 
heart (a'shdr i shar'iya, The ten command-
ments) ; — i'shdr (v.n. 4 of y*), Being 
owner of tenths; being ten in number 
(men). 

A a'shdsh (pi. of 'ushsh), Birds' 
nests built in trees ;—i'shdsh (v.n. 4 of 
y^ ) , Molesting anyone so as to oblige 
him to quit his habitation. 

A JyAjn a,'elm, Purblind; blind at night, 
A a'sdb (pi. of 'asab), Nerves, ten-

dons, Binews. 
A jUc^ a1 sdr (pi. of 'asr), Ages, times 

(salafini a'sar, The monarchs of the times) ; 
—i'sdr (v.n. 4 or^-c), Becoming marriage-
able (a girl) ; entering upon the afternoon ; 
being near raining (a cloud) ; hurricanes, 
tornadoes. 

A i'sdm (v.n. 4 of ft**1), Fastening a 
belt called 'isam round the mouth of a 
leathern bottle, by which it is closed or 
carried or hung up; fixing a loop or any-
thing similar to a saddle, for the rider to 
lay hold of, and thus save himself when in 
danger of falling. 

A a'sam, (A crow) with white feathers 
in the wings; (a stag) having white on 
either or both the fore-feet, the rest of the 
body being black or red. 

A a'zd' (pi. of Hzw, 'uzw), Members, 
limbs;—a'zd'i tandsul, Organs of generation; 
—a'za'i ra'lsah, The principal members, the 
vital parts (the heart, brain, liver, testicles). 

A Y I U N i'zdz (v.n. 4 of Striking 
one (with a sword) ; feeding upon the 
prickly shrub 'uzz (camels) ; being possessed 
of such camels. 

i'ta (v.n. 4 of ^c) , Giving, offer-
ing, bestowing, presenting. 

A i'tdsk (v.n. 4 of Making 
thirsty. 

A a'tdf (pi. of 'atf), Favours, boun-
ties. 

A a'tan (pi. of 'atan), Places near 
wellB where (camels) recline after drink-
ing. 

A i'zdm (v.n. 4 of Magnifying, 
honouring, praising. 

A a'zam, Greater, larger, bigger, 
greatest; superior, supreme;—a'zami sald-
tmi Hgdm u akrami khawdqlni kiram, The 
greatest of sovereign princes, and the most 
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noble of noble kings ;—waziri a'zam, The 
grand vazlr. 

aj>fks\ a'zamtar, Greater, bigger. 
A sAicI i'fd' (v.n. 4 of Y^), Granting im-

munity or pardon. 
A J W i'jdf (v.n. 4 of <-Ac), Making one 

to abstain (from things forbidden). 
a'qah (pi. of 'aqib), Heels ; off-

springs, descendants, succeeding children; 
—i'qdb (v.n. 4 of Succeeding (as a 
son to his father); requiting. 

A alqal, More or most wise, prudent, 
or intelligent; bow-legged, distorted-legged. 

A eSW i'hV (v.n. 4 of YC), Exalting, eleva-
ting ; ascending ',—i'Ul karda,n, To elevate. 

A j W i'ldq (v.n. 4 of (jlc), Suspending, 
hanging up ; fixing the claws, &c. into any-
thing, attaching. 

A Hal (v.n. 4 of Jc), Afflicting with 
any ailment or distemper (Hllat). 

A a'lam (pi. of lalam), Flags, stan-
dards, ensigns, colours, banderols, streamers, 
pennants; mountains ;—Ham (v.n. 4 of 

Announcing, proclaiming, indicating, 
infoi'ming, teaching ; distinguishing oneself 
(in battle) ; distinction ; notification, pro-
clamation, notice, citation, warrant; — i'ldmi 
jang, Declaration of war ;—i'ldm dadan, To 
give information ;—i'ldm kardan, To make 
proclamation, to announce ; marking cloth 
(as weavers, fullers, or bleachers). 

a <5w»b flM i'ldm ndmah, A proclamation. 
A yJM i'ldn (v.n. 4 of Publishing, 

divulging,manifesting; publication,declara-
tion, proclamation. 

A a'lam, More or most learned; one 
who has a fissure in the upper lip;—alldh 
a'lam, God knows best, God knows. 

A J j ^ a'ld, Higher, highest, upper; of 
higher authority ; most exalted, supreme, 
paramount, pre-eminent; chief, principal; 
—a'lcui 'illlyin, The summit of the seventh 
heaven. 

i-jj^JW a'ld-liazrat, His most exalted 
majesty (m.c.). 

A a'amm, More or most common, 
general, universal, concerning all." 

A i'ma' (v.n. 4 of ^^c), Making 
blind. 

A a'mdr (pi. of 'umr), Lives, life-
times ;—i'mdr (v.n. 4 of Giving to one 
during life (a horse or an estate). 

A a'mdl (pi. of VmaZ), Works, acts, 
labours (a'mdli pasandlda, Approved works); 
—i'mal (v.n. 4 of J**), Causing or teaching 
to act or operate ; applying. 

a <uU JUc\ a'mdl-ndmah, Register of one's 
actions, the book in which the deeds of 

! men are supposed to be recorded. 
A fWel a'mf'iii (pi. of 'a mm), Paternal 

uncles ;— i'mdm 
(v.n. 4 of {*), Having 

j many paternal uncles. 
j A a'mash, Having watering eyes, 
J dim-sighted. 
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a'ma, Blind ; a desert; ignorant. 

A a'naq (pi. of 'unq, 'unuq), Necks ; 
princes, chiefs \—a'ndqu 'r-rih, Particles of 
dust raised by the wind;—i'naq (v.n. 4 of 

Ornamenting with a collar (a dog's 
neck) ; making a collar. 

A a'naq, "Cong-necked ; having any-
thing suspended at the neck. 

Aj^ i'wdz (v.n. 4 of jys), Being indi-
gent; impoverishing,reducing to poverty; 
being difficult. 

A i'wds (v,n. 4 of Embarrass-
ing, reducing (an opponent) to a nonplus, 
dumfounding. 

A JV^ i'wal (v.n. 4 of JyO, Weeping 
aloud, wailing. 

A a1 warn, (pi, of 'dm), Years ; times. 
A a'wan (pi. of 'ami), Helpers, 

allies, assistants, aiders. 
A SY^ a'waj, Crooked, wry, distorted. 
A i'wijdj (v.n. 9 of sy ) , Being 

crooked; crookedness, curvature, obliquity. 
A a'war, One-eyed; a bad guide ; a 

road without sign-post; a crow ; weak, 
timorous, pusillanimous; corrupt, bad (word 
or action) ; stupid; illegible (book); (a 
horseman) destitute of whip or switch ; one 
who has no brother germain; disappointed 
and frustrated in the attainment of one's 
object. 

A i'ya' (v.n. 4 of Being wearied 
with travelling; fatiguing, tiring ; being or 
making difficult (business). 

A a'ydn (pi. of 'ain), Eyes ; great 
men; grandees, nobles;—a'ydni daulat, 
(eyes of the State) Ministers ;—a'ydnimum-
kinat, The most excellent of creatures;— 
a'ydni sdbitah, Figures emblematic of the 
names of God. 

a a'ydni, Princely, grand; any-
thing in an emphatical manner, K<XT €$OXVV> 
as baradari a'ydni, A uterine brother. 

A a'yan, One who has large or black 
eyes ;—a'yun (pi. under ten of 'ain), Eyes. 

^ aghd,, A great lord, nobleman, head, 
chief master, commander; a eunuch (as 
having the principal charge of the seraglio). 

t a AW.Afc'f agha-daldla (for dallala), A 
woman who serves as a professional pro-
curess to other women, 

A iijkdsat (v.n. 4 of Bringing 
help, succouring; giving rain. 

dghdr, ĵ M aghdr, A sinking of mois-
ture into the ground; instigation, setting 
against, inciting to fight; (imp. of dghdr-
dan or aghdridan, used in comp.) mixed, 
kneaded, moistened ; mixing, &c. ; excited, 
instigated ; ( = cs j^ ) a vessel. 

y j ^ U ^ dghdrdnidan, To throw down; to 
move. 

a Sjl^ ighdrat (v.n. 4 of j^i), Coming into 
a low-lying hollow country (called ghaur) ; 
having the eyes deep sunk in their sockets; 
making a hostile incursion into an enemy's 
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country ; making haste ; twisting (a rope) 
firmly. 

dghdrad, Bruising, crushing; ex-
citing. 

dghdr dan, ( j ^ j ^ aghdr dan, To 
moisten, macerate ; to mix, to knead ; to 
cause to move, to rouse, to excite ; to sink, 
or to cause (water) to sink into the ground. 

aghdroz, Beginning, commencement. 
dghdr a, The latchet of a shoe; 

under-leather. 
dghdri, A vessel. 

fcjAjj^i aghdridan, To moisten, wet, mace-
rate, bring almost to a solution \ to excite, 
instigate. 

aghdriqun (Q. ayapixov), Common 
agarick, Boletus igniarius. 

dghdz, Beginning, commencement; 
design, wish ; echo, call;—dgkdz kardan, 
dghaz numudan, To commence, make a 
beginning; to design, will. 

aghaz, Will, intention, design; a 
voice, noise, echo ; a beginning, commence-
ment. 

dghdz-kdr, Beginning. 
dahdz-gdh, God, as from whom all 

things take their beginning; the crystal 
sphere, the empyrean. 

dghazanda, The beginner, origi-
nator, i.e. God. 

$$ ughgh-ughgh. The noise made in the 
throat in gurgling. 

Sj^t dghaza, The beginning of a work ;— 
also— 

SjW aghdza, A cobbler's tool; the sole of 
a shoe. 

dgkdzidan, To begin; to design; 
to will j to engage in combat. 

dghdsh, aghash, Recorded ; accumu-
lated . 

yjiAlfe^ dghdshtan, To accumulate, throw 
one above another; place one thing before 
another. 

J 1 ^ dghdl, Instigation, excitement; a 
setting in motion; the swallowing of food 
not masticated; seizing, capturing; a 
sheep-cote; a hive ; a beginning, com-
mencement ; a moistening, macerating;— 
aghdli jpashdh, and— 

i-H J^t dghdl pashah, The lote-tree ; the 
gnat-tree, with large smooth stem and thick 
foliage. 

dghdlish, (jiJW aghdlish, Instiga-
tion, incitement to crime. 

dghdlishtan, To accumulate, heap. 
G aghdlukhi, Aloes. 
yjkJU^ aghdlidan, aghdlidan, To 

excite, rouse, animate (to battle); to be 
hot, fiery, and contentious; to confine, re-
duce to straits. 

A LJW aghdlit (pi. of ughhltat), Ques-
tions, doubts, or whatever matters are 
liable to error or reprehension; things 
which mislead. 



fel ( 
A agkdnl (pi. of ugkniyat), ^ ^ 

aghdni sar ay, Songs. 
©Ŵ T dghdydn (pi, of aghd), Great lords; 

a king's daughter. 
A ^ agkbar, Soiled with dust. 

iykbirar (v.n. 9 of Being very 
dustv, soiled. 

A feV-j^ ightibdt (v.n. 8 of W^), Being in 
happy circumstances; being jealous of 
another's happiness. 

A v ^ s ^ ighiirdb (v.n. 8 of Tra-
velling into foreign parts; marrying a 
foreigner. 

A igh/tird.r (v.n. 8 of , Being de-
ceived; coming upon one suddenly. 

A U^M igktirdf (v.n. 8 of Drinking 
water (out of the hand). 

A ightisdl (v.n. 8 of J — W a s h -
ing oneself ; ablution. 

A ightishdsh (v.n. 8 of 
Rebellion, riot. 

A yeUx^ igteisas (v.n. 8 of Being 
choked, suffocated; grieving sorely, being 
in great anxiety. 

jghtiradz (v.n. 8 of Cen-
suring, condemning, reviling, reproaching, 
disgracing. 

A ightimds (v.n. 8 of 
Diving. 

A ightimdz (v.n. 8 of Wink-
ing, dozing. 

A fUx^ igktimdm (v.n. 8 of Being 
sad and gloomy ; sadness, gloom. 

A ighiinam (v.n. 8 of f*-^), Getting 
spoil or plunder; seizing, carrying off; 
seizing an opportunity. 

A ightiyaz (v.n. 8 of M5), Being 
angry, enraged. 

A JLi^ igktiydl (v.n. 8 of J ^ ) , As-
saulting, rushing upon, or killing suddenly; 
—(v.n. 8 of Growing fat and plump 
(a boy), 

A aghziyai (pi. of g_hizd'), Aliments. 
dghiv, Tbe dry bed of a river with a 

little water left here and there. 
A ag&arr, White, bright; with a white 

spot on the forehead (a horse); noble, il-
lustrious. 

A ighrd' (v.n. 4 of Instigating, 
exciting, stirring up ; setting one against 
another. 

A vV^ igkrdh (v.n. 4 of Bring-
ing, performing or relating anything new, 
foreign, strange, or wonderful; being new, 
stTange, &c.; filling (a water-bag). 

A (jM^ aghrdz (pi. of gharaz), Designs, 
aimB, intentions, ends, views, objects, pur-
poses, wishes, motives ; interests ;—ig&rdz 
(v.n. 4 of u*/), Tiring, fatiguing, vexing; 
girthing (a camel). 

A jVjit ighrdq (v.n. 4 of J ^ ) , Causing 
to sink or drown, drowning, submersion; 
exaggeration in praise or blame. 

A PT/T ighrdm (v.n. 4 of PJ*), Mulcting, 

7 7 > j t i 
fining'; destroying; causing to become ob-
noxious, injurious. 

A aghrab, More or most strange, 
wonderful. 

A agharda (A garment) thin and 
flimsy. 

l t ^ - ^ agh^rsatis (G. aypuoris), Couch-
grass, agrostis. 

t^ ughrugh, Tent; camp, encampment. 
I dg&ra, I/ichen (skin-disease);—aghra, 

A mote of kings, nobles, or judges; an 
airy, windy place ; — A wen, a kernel. 

T CS^ ughri, A thief. 
agfcriyd (G. axpta, aupa), A mountain. 

\ agfirir, or— 
ighriras, The brother of Afrasiyab. 

o affhriym. A desert. 
dghastan, To fill, to cram. 

'Mi dghasta, Pilled, crammed, 
(j-^o—aghastus, <j*y>£\ aghtus, The Em-

peror Augustus. 
gS-^ aghwh, An embrace. 
^^iUXi^ dghashtdnidaii, To cause to mix 

or macerate. 
dghashtagi. Alloy, mixture. 

y^Ai^ dghashtan (dghishtan, aghustan), 
To moisten; to be moist; to cut, hash, or 
mince ; to defile, or be defiled. 

izJ^ dgkashta, agkashta, Mixed, 
moistened, smeared; watered (ground), 

EL&I'J gghashak. Turpentine. 
A yeUfcl ig&sds (v.n. 4 of J®*), Choking, 

causing suffocation. 
A yCaM aghsdn (pi. of ghusn), Branches. 
A (JITT.IT igUdsh (v.n. 4 of U ^ ) . Being 

dark ; making dark ; dimming the eye. 
A ^J&tX aghtask, Weak-sighted. 
A ighfdl (v.n. 4 of jAt), Neglecting, 

overlooking. 
agkil, agh.il, A sheep-cote in a moun-

tain. 
a ^^HJM aghldjun, The aromatic aloe. 
A WW aghldt (pi. of ghalat), Errors;— 

ighldt (v.n. 4 of 1=1*), Leading into error. 
A ighlaz (v.n. 4 of tAi), Using coarse 

or opprobrious language; buying coarse 
(cloth), discovering (it) to be so. 

A J W ighldf (v.n. 4 of Ute), Sheathing, 
putting up in a scabbard or sheath (ghi-
Idf). 

A agkldq (pi. of ghfdq)> Locks, bars, 
bolts;— ighlaq (v.n. 4 of t i^) , Shutting, 
locking or fastening (a door); abstruse-
neas ; obstacle. 

A J ^ aghldl (pi. of ghull), Yokes or 
chains for the neck (of iron, or of leather 
with part of the hair adhering);—(pi. of 
ghalal) Waters flowing amongst trees ;— 
aghlali saldsil, Bolts, links, or rings of 
chains ;—ighldl (v.n. 4 of J*), Defrauding, 
acting perfidiously; becoming excessive 
(thirst) ; bringing home food, for the sus-
tenance of one's family; producing the 



herbs called ghall) ; looking sharp at ;— 
igMdl kardan, To yoke ; to pillory. 

A ighldm. The act of provoking to 
venery ; sodomy. 

a ^ ^ ighlami, A sodomite. 
A ggjilab, Superior, stronger, 

strongest; prevalent; most, the greater 
par t ; mostly ; more or most likely; pro-
bably. 

A fcW aghlaz, Grosser, fatter, thicker, 
thickest. 

A aghlaf. Uncircumcised ; sheathed 
(sword) ; affluent, comfortable (life) ; one 
who heeds nothing. 

ughlumish, Name of a king of 
Persia. 

agfilan, Instigation, incitement; 
name of a prince of the race of Timur. 

ughliitat, A doubtful question, 
anything that may mislead a person ; any-
thing liable to error or misapprehension, 

(jjj—sW aghlisun, The rainbow. 
aghliqi (G. yXVKV), Lamb's flesh 

boiled in spiced wine (see J*f>- and 

A ighmd' (v.n. 4 of Causing 
to faint, throwing into a fit. 

A ag/imdd (pi. of ghimd), Sheaths; 
—ighmdd (v.n. 4 ot' Sheathing (a 
sword). 

A ig/j,mdz (v.n. 4 of y*^), Dispara-
ging, detracting from, railing against, 
blamiug, reviling ; abating (the heat of the 
sun) ; feeling cattle, to ascertain if they are 
fat or lean. 

A ighmdz (v.n. 4 of U 4 - ^ ) , Look-
ing with half-shut eyes; winking at, con-
nivance ; ogling, coquetry; supercilious-
ness ; neglect; dissimulation ; sharpening 
(the edge of a sword) ;—ighmdz kardan, To 
connive at, &c. 

a igh'mdzi, Supercilious, fasti-
dious; proud, arrogant; a coxcomb. 

A. pUi^ igjvmdm (v.n. 4 of Being 
overcast with clouds (the sky). 

A Y*1*^ aghmas, Blear-eyed. 
A aghann, One who speaks through 

the nose, or with a nasal twang. 
a ighna' (v.n. 4 of ^y^), Enriching, 

rendering independent, enabling to do 
without. 

dghand, Stuffed, crammed. 
aghdridan, To fill, stuff, ciaru. 

aj^tfj qghanda. Filled, stuffed; cram-
ming ; a stuffer ;—dghnnda, Ball of cotton; 
Bort of spider. 

A aghnd, Richer, richest; more or 
most independent. 

A E U I L aghniyd' (pi. of aghnly), The rich ; 
independent people;—aghniyai rozgdr, The 
rich men of the world ^aghiiiya ti fuqard, 
The rich and poor. 

A ighwd' (v.u. 4 of CS?*). Seducing, 
leading astray, deceiving ; seduction, temp-

tation, evil suggestion; solicitation, temp-
tation, instigation. 

w^V^ aghawdt (Ar. pi. of aghd). Lords. 
jjM aghuz, The biestings of a sheep. 
ufyM aghoih, An embrace; the bosom; 

as much as the arms can embrace or con-
tain, an armful; a servant, slave ;—dgfaosh 
kardan, dar agho»h kardan, To embrace, 
hold, comprehend, contain. 

QAAA^ aghoshidan, To embrace. 
dghol, JjA\ aghol, Side-glance, angry 

look. 
A M^ agkyar, Unknown persons, stran-

gers, foreigners ; rivals, enemies. 
a gghydri. The state of being a 

stranger, &c., strangeness ; rivalry. 
a u^W^ aghydz (pi. of ghizat), Forests, 

places abounding in trees, but having little 
water; haunts, dens. 

dghiras, A walnut. 
aghis, A kind of grain. 

dghlshian. To embrace; to be em-
braced ; to cut, mince, hash, macerate; to 
hang, to be suspended. 

yAsJL^ dghishidan, To fear, to dread; 
to embrace; to cut. 

J * ^ dghll, A squint, oblique look, turn-
ing the corner of the eye, looking askance 
with anger ; a sheep-cote. 

<J\ a f , The sun (S. dbhd) ; the musk-
deer. 

af, Prefixed to verbs, corresponds with 
S. abhi and ava. 

A s j \ uff (P. u f ) , A particle expressive 
of loathing and disgust, fie! for shame ! 
—uf guftan, To detest, to say Fie! 

A WJUI dfdt (pi. of afat), Misfortunes, 
losses, evils, troubles, calamities. 

A £JUI ifddai, ifdda (v.n. 4 of 
Giving or allowing profit, emolument, or 
advantage, benefitting ; teaching, instruct-
ing ; tenoux-, purport, explanation, instruc-
tion ;—ifadah kardan, To convey a meaning 
or signification, to denote ;—ifadah u tasrih 
kardan, To teach and demonstrate;—ifdda'i 
mar dm kardan, To explain one's intentions. 

A Sju^ ifdzat (v.n. 4 of )ji), Rendering 
victorious, prosperous, successful, 

A ifdzat (v.n. 4 of y ^ ) , Filling 
(a vessel) till (it) overflows ; overflowing ; 
pouring out water, shedding tears ; rushing 
with impetuosity, springing; becoming dif-
fuse in a narrative, enlarging upon, 

A afdzil (pi. of afzal), Learned, vir-
tuous, excellent ; philosophers, doctors ;— 
dar nazdi afdzil, Amongst the learned. 

a afdghinat, afdghina (pi. of af-
ghdn), The Afghans. 

A dfdq (pi. of ufq, ufuq), Horizons, 
quarters of the heavens, of the world, or 
universe; regions, tracts. 

A J^ l affaq, One who travels much in 
search of knowledge. 

a Jut jW\ dfdq-band, af&q-titan, 



UT ( 79 ) 
jVi1^ ufdq-gir, Who conquers the universe, 

subdues the world. 
a jUf dfdq-girifta, Celebrated, fa-

mous. 
A ifdqat, ifdqah (v.n. 4 of Jj*), Re-

covering (from a distemper, swoon, insa-
nity, or ebriety) ; convalescence, recovery. 

afdqlyd, A kind of liquid flowing 
from minerals, or expressed from acid sub-
stances. 

A affak, Addicted to lying. 
pW a/am (for fdm), Colour ; (for aw dm) 

debt. 
A afdnln (pi. of afndn pi. of farm), 

Paths, ways; branches. 
A usiSW afd'ik (pi. of afikat), Lies, false-

hoods. 
afpunitan (in Zand and Pazand), 

To cook; to ripen. 
A ^ a fat, A misfortune, calamity ; bane, 

pest, plague ; mortal sin; misery ; wretched-
ness, hardship, difficulty ;—dfati dew, Pus-
tules breaking out on the lips, from terror, 
whilst asleep ; a ringworm ;—afali samdwl, 
A year of scarcity arising from too much 
or too little rain, locusts, &c. 

uftd (part, of uftddan), Falling. 
A iftd' (v.n. 4 of Resolving a 

question of law, or a case of conscience, 
giving a fatwa or legal decision. 

dftdb (sunshine), The sun ; a day ; 
wine ; the soul ;—dftdb uftddan (•pasMdan, 
tdbldan, tdftan, jahldan, damldan) bar chize, 
The sun shines upon a thing -—dftdb ba-
bdm amadan (rasldan), The sun reaches 
the zenith ;—dftdb ba-dlwar amadan, dftdb 
bar dhvar raftan, dftdb bar sari dlwdr 
biidan (didan, shudan), The end of life, 
power, prosperity, is approaching ;—dftdb 
bar koh (firod koh.) raftan, dftdb ba-koh pro 
raftan (khwdstan), The same;— dftdb bar 
labbudan (rasldan), The same;—dftdb ha-
zard rasidan, The sun sets;—dftdb ba-gil 
anchidan, To try to conceal what is mani-
fest ;—dftdb pasi dlwdr (pasi koh), The 
time or approach of death or downfall;— 
aftdb khwurdan, To be troubled by the sun ; 
to suffer pain or hardship;—dftab dadan, 
To expose to the sun ;—dftdbi zard, The 
setting sun; a melon ;—dftdbi zard-ru (the 
yellow-faced sun), A melon; yellow wine; 
—dftabi sdda, The pure sun (an epithet of 
Solomon);—dftdb nishastan (bar zamin ni-
shastan), The sun is setting. 

dftdb alud, Sun-stained,coloured 
by the sun, freckled. 

^—dftdb-parast, A worshipper of 
the sun; sun-flower; a chameleon; a 
water-lily ; in India, any blue flower. 

dftdb-parastl, Sun-worship, 
y ^ dftdb'posh, Clad in sunny 

brightness. 
a v ^ l dftdb-jabin, With a sun-like 

brow. 

a sAxi^ dftab-jalwa, Brilliant as the 
sun. 

t aftdbcM, A ewer-holder. 
t <5JW» ^o^.Vxi) dftdbchi-khdna, Place where 

the ewer is kept. 
a dftdb-khatir, Of a bright intel-

lect. 
dftdb-kJidna, The sun's house 

(in an astronomical sense); a summer-house. 
a c ^ j afiab'daulat, Whose fortune 

is resplendent like the sun. 
dftab-duzdak (intercepting the 

sun), A kind of parasol made of reeds. 
v l̂siTj dftdb-rukk, With cheeks of a 

bright hue. 
2 dftdb-ru, Exposed to the sun 

(spot) ; with a face bright as the sun. 
dftdb-zdr, A place where suns 

are growing, i.e. a garden full of flowers. 
v ^ i l aftdb-zada, Sun-stricken, afflicted 

with a sun-stroke, mad. 
J^J dftab-zard, The time of sun-set.. 
a <SJU.*A dftdb-sha'sha'a, The radi-

ancy of the sun. 
fa v 1 ^ dftdb-sumlr, An early riser, 
atf sjUi't dftdb-gdh, A sunny place; a 

sunshiny day ; the equinox. 
(jjUjJ dftdb-garddn, Sun-shade tent 

(m.c.). 
dftab-gardish, The surface of 

the earth ; tbe chameleon. 
Liljj^ vUiTf aftdb-gardak (turning to the 

sun), The chameleon ; the sun-flower. 
dftdb-gir (sun-catching), A parasol. 

^JU^Uii^ dftdbnak, Sunny. 
djtdba, A water-pot; traveller's 

bottle. 
dftdbi, A kind of parasol; an em-

bossed shield (in shape like the sun) ; in-
tensely red ; yellowish ;—dftdbi shudan, To 
become clear, visible, manifest. 

oUî  uftad, State of helplessness; begin-
ning of life, childhood. 

(pi. of uftdda), The fallen. 
uftadagl, Humility ; vileness; a 

fall. 
uftddan (S. pat), To fall; to be-

fal, to happen ; to submit; to perish, be 
ruined; to be distant;—uftddan az, To re-
nounce ;—az pa uftddan, To slip; to fall 
from weakness or languor ; to be infirm; 
—az khar uftddan, To die ;—az sari kar 
uftad, He perished ;—az shikam uftddan, To 
die \—az kar uftddan, To leave a thing un-
finished, to desist (az kar uftdda, abject, 
useless, vile) ;—ba-mazaq muwafiq uftddan, 
To be acceptable, to please; —paiwasti 
(dar-paiwasti) kase uftadan, To calumniate, 
to slander;—dar afwdk uftadan, To be 
recorded, to be related ;—dar pay uftddan, 
To follow ;—mabzul uftadan, To be accept-
able. 

e u f t d d a , Fallen; weakened; op-
pressed ;—uftadan az daeti uftadagan, To 



perish through the imprecations of the 
oppressed. 

aftaflya, A kind of liquid flowing 
from minerals, or expressed from acid sub-
stances. 

JUtt iftal (imp. of the following), Dis-
persed, scattered; rent, torn. 

^jA-Jlsi^ iftdlidan, To scatter, spread, dis-
perse ; to tear; to destroy, spoil; to cleave, 
break. 

uftdn, Falling; he who falls ;— 
uftun u khezdn, uftdn khezdn, Sometimes 
falling and sometimes rising, walking with 
difficulty, creeping along slowly, limping. 

uftdnidan, To let fall, throw 
down. 

dftawa, dftdwa aft aba), A 
ewer. 

uftdyanidan, To cause or let 
fall ; to throw down. 

A eUiM iftit&li (v.n. 8 of Opening; 
beginning, commencement. 

A iftihds (v.n. 8 of U^EEI) , Inves-
tigating, inquiring ; investigation, inquiry. 

A j U ^ iftikhdr(v,,n.& of /£i ) , Glorying, 
boasting; glory, honour, grace; elegance, 
gracefulness;—iftikhar kardan, To glory 
(in anything), to boast of. 

aftid, Strange! a wonderful thing; 
admiration ; praising ; an encomiast. 

Lu. Axi\ aftid-sita, Eulogy ; praise, laud. 
uftadan, To fall ; to happen. 

A sAyirt if lira (v.n. 8 of Inventing a 
lie; calumny, falsehood, imposition, unjust 
imputation ;— iftird kardan, To defame, 
invent lies, traduce. 

A iftiras (v.n. 8 of Y ^ ) , Tearing 
(his) prey (a lion) ; finding out by a sign; 
riding on horse-back. 

A iftird8h (v.n. 8 of Spread-
ing (the arms) on the ground; being 
spread ; treading upon, trampling. 

A iftiras (v.n. 8 of Seizing 
an opportunity ( fursat) . 

A yi^y^ iftirdz (v.n. 8 of yAy), Enjoin-
ing, prescribing. 

A iftirdq (v.n. 8 of JJI), Being 
divided, separated; removal, absence, dis-
tance, separation ;—ba-hdlati iftirdq, In a 
state of separation. 

iftird-kdr, A slanderer. 
iftira-kdri, The habit of lying, 

slander, 
a y^si'f dfat-rasida, and— 
a fiJj dfat zadah, Afflicted, unlucky ; 

stricken by calamity. 
A (jftlo^ iftisds (v.n. 8 of Jai), Separa-

ting, dividing; drawing one thing out of 
another. 

A cUx»\ iftizdh (v.n. 8 of G-AI), Btiing ex-
posed ; disgrace, dishonour, ignominy. 

^Uxî  dftafdya, Arnoglossa, Plantago 
major (plantain), of whose acid leaves the 
juice is extracted. 

A oUxi\ iftiqad (v.n. 8 of Losing, not 
being able to find ; investigation, search. 

A iftiqdr (v.n. 8 of ^AI), Becoming 
poor, needy ; poverty, want. 

A JXsi\ iftikdr (v.n. 8 of f i ) , Thinking. 
A iftikdk (v.n. 8 of Redeem-

ing, releasing (a pledge or pawn) ; being 
separated. 

a ^jS dfat-gari, Infliction of calamity. 
uftan (contraction of To 

fall. 
uft-u-anddz, Moving with ease, 

graceful motions. 
uft-u-khez, A middle course be-

tween haste and slowness. 
qfta, Understood, comprehended. 

y w J l uftidan, To fall; to happen. 
QF+NXI'S dftimun (G. ITTIBV^OV), Dodder of 

thyme. 
A j^ti if jar (v.n. 4 of Reaching, 

attaining the hour of day-break. 
afcha, ufcha, A scare.crow. 

A'JSA*^ if hash (v.n. 4 of y W ) , Speak-
ing obscenely. 

A ifhdm (v.n. 4 of ^ I ) , Silencing 
(in an argument); finding one so silenced. 

A Ljoyst̂  ufhus, The qatd's nest. 
A ifkhdm (v.n. 4 of f ^ i ) , Honour-

ing. 
A afkhar. Finer, finest, braver, 

bravest, more or most sumptuous. 
A ^ATIL afkham, Greater, greatest, more 

or most grand. 
A Aî  dfady A nephew by the brother or 

sister. 
afid, Strange! anything wonderful; 

admiration ; praising ; a praiser. 
A if dam (v.n. 4 of P*3^), Dyeing 

red ; saturating the red colour of a stuff ; 
filtering water. 

afdar, SjAit afdara (S. pitrivya), A 
nephew ; an uncle. 

Liwjiil afdista, Admiration, praise, laud 
(see Uu-jui^). 

ufda, Open, full-blown; wonderful, 
admirable. 

afdidan, To wonder, to admire. 
afr, Bravo!—afar, Name of a place 

in Persia. 
y \ afrd, Bravo ! well done! praise ap-

plause. 
^Vi afrdkht-jpdy, ^Uixi.^ afrdkhta-

pdy, Trodden under foot, trodden upon; 
fugitive, poor, indigent. 

afrdkhtagi, Elevation, exaltation, 
(j-si-^ afrdkMan, To exalt, i-aise, elevate. 

afrdkhta, Raised, elevated. 
A afrad (pi. of fard), Individuals, 

singular numbers, single ones; persous; 
sheets (of paper); separate sheets ;—ifrda 
(v.n. 4 of J / ) , Being or making single, so-
litary, alone ; withdrawing from society. 

A jfrjtt ifrdr (v.n. 4 of P), Patting to 



y ( 
flight; cleaving with a sword (the head of 
another). 

afraz, Exalted, elevated, erect, high ; 
refractory, contumacious; open and, by 
opposition, closed, bound; ample, wide ; a 
shoe, slipper; all (opp. to single indivi-
dual) ; height, summit, protuberance; pul-
pit ; membrum virile; under, beneath; 
before, in front; afterwards, henceforth; 
(in comp. representing tbe pres. part, of 
afrakhtan) raising, exalting, as sar-afrdz), 
Exalting the head, &c.;—afrdzi pasi gosh, 
A protuberance, or protruding bone behind 
the ear;—afrdzi rukh, The most prominent 
part of the cheek. 

A j !^ ifrdz (v.n. 4 of j^), Separating, 
distinguishing. 

a afrdz-ddn (for A 
Bpicery-box. 

yU-vUtf ajrdzistdn, The upper world. 
afrazdnidan, To exalt. 

fyiV^ afrdz-ruJch, Having large cheeks. 
dfrdza, A flame. 

Elevation, extension, exalta-
tion. 

afrazidan, To exalt; to adorn. 
ifrds, A tent; the walls of a tent. 

A afrds (pi. of faras), Horses;— 
afraei db (water-horses), Bubbles ; the hip-
popotamus. 

vW-V^ afrdsiydb (Z. franwharashya), 
Name of an ancient king celebrated in 
Persian poetry, sovereign of Turan, and a 
Scythian or Turk by birth ; one who moves 
leisurely on the road ; a travelling compa-
nion. 

afrdsiydbi, Descending from 
Afrasiyab. 

A ifrdsh (v.n. 4 of Spreading 
carpets and the like, making beds, laying 
anything under a person ; traducing or re-
viling another whilst absent; remaining 
behind, desisting. 

afrdshanldan, To cause to exalt. 
cr^V^ ofrdshiagi, Exaltation, 

afrashtan, To exalt, extol, raise. 
afrdshta, Exalted, elevated, erect. 

a JiAsA^ afrashta.qad {qadd), Tall, of 
high stature. 

A yet^t ifras (v.n. 4 of u ^ ) , Finding 
time for a thing ; being favourable (oppor-
tunity), 

A U^JRT ifraz (v.n. 4 of Giving ; 
amounting to such a number as to be 
subject to decimation or tithes (cattle or 
corn). 

A Mjrt ifrdt (v.n. 4 of Exceeding 
bounds; excess, superfluity, abundance, 
plenty ; accelerating, hastening; moving 
with rapidity; filling (a bag); sending 
before ; — ifrdti akhldt, ifrdti khun, Ple-
thora. 

A ifrdgk (v.n. 4 of £ / ) , Emptying, 
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pouring out; shedding; casting metal into 
a form ; removing. 

»yt afrdh, Victuals distributed amongst 
prisoners in jail. 

ifriih dm, Abraham. 
csV^ afrdy (in comp.), Creating. 
Ojsty^ afarbiyun (G. e{'<£op/3(.ov ), Gum of 

the euphorbium. 
afartak, Young, full of juice. 
afardastd, A spear's point; a sum-

mit. 
ifrasb, A beam, a roof-beam. 

A afra(, (A man) having a fine head 
of hair. 

A afragh, More or most unemployed, 
more or most free, more or most at lei-
sure. 

afranj, The Franks, French; the 
crusaders ; all Europeans. 

afranj-mushk (the musk of the 
Franks), A kind of sweet basil. 

ifranjat, afranja, Name of a city in 
Egypt; Eastern Africa ; Europe ; a bug-
bear to frighten children. 

i^jti afranjl, A Frank. 
a afrinjiyun, (in astr.) The lower 

apsis. 
^^ afrand, Splendour; beauty ; dignity ; 

—if rind, A sword ; the lustre of a polished 
sword, &c. 

yAsaiyt afrandldan, To decorate, embel-
lish. 

afrang, Elegance, dignity, grace; 
magnificence, grandeur, power ; maguitude; 
a throne ; a crown ; provisions, necessaries ; 
—afrang, ifring, A European, a Frank. 

afiringdn, A chapter of Zand-
avasta. 

O ^ S J ^ afrokhtagi, Combustion, blaze. 
afrokhtan (S. ruch), To inflame, 

set on fire ; to kindle ; to blaze, to flame ; 
to polish. 

afrokhta, Inflamed, lighted ; shi-
ning, radiant; polished, furbished \-~cha-
rdgbi afrokhta, A blazing lamp; a depen-
dant. 

afroz (imp. of afrokhtan with the 
signification of the pres. part, in comp.), 
Burning ; illuminating, dazzling, anima-
ting, as bostan-afroz, Dazzling the garden 
(the anemone), Ac. 

afrozd, Burning; polishing, 
c^lb!*^ afrozanidan, To make burn, 

kindle. 
afrozandan, To be burnt, con-

sumed. 
afrozanda, A polisher; one who 

sets on fire; bright, shining, radiant. 
afroza, The wick of a lamp. 

^.jyyti afroztdan, To kindle ; to polish, 
to make bright; to shine, to be very 
bright. 

( ^ - i U . a f r u s d l i y i n (G. a^pwe'XTjvos), 
The moon-stone. 



afrosa, afrosha, A dish made 
of butter, honey and flour; bruised wheat 
or barley, aud victuals dressed with i t ; a 
confection made of almonds; a dish made 
of yolk: of egg, milk and syrup. 

afrogh., The rays of the sun; the 
beams of the moon ; the light of a candle. 

afra, Retribution, punishment (see 

afrahanj, Dodder. 
afri, afari, Well done ! 

j ^ j / f dfrldgdr, afridagar, The 
Creator. 

y t y ^ afridan, To create ; creating ; crea-
tion. 

O^fi dfridun, afrldun, see . 
afrida, Created; man, as created 

being. 
G ifriz, The coping of a wall; a pro-

jection or slab over a door; a brick house ; 
a botcher. 

G afrismus, Priapism. 
afrisham, Silk; the string of a 

musical instrument. 
a ifriqiya, Africa. 

Cifirin, dfrln, Praise, glory, applause, 
encomium, benediction, blessing; blessed ; 
well done ! bravo! name of the first of the 
five intercalary days of ihe Persian year; 
(in comp.) creating, as jdn-dfirin, Crea-
ting the soul, &c.;—dfirin khwandan, To 
applaud ;—djirln kardan, To praise, ap-
plaud ; to bless ; to describe ; to create. 

dfirlnd, SJLuty^ dfirinanda, The 
Creator. 

iiU. djirln-khana, An oratory. 
^y1! dfirln-khwdn, Who praises, 

blesses, &c. 
afirtnish, Creation ; created thing; 

creature. 
djirinagdn, Feasts held in honour 

of the memory of departed friends. 
/ djirln-gar, ^s/ afirin-goy, 

Who utters praise, confers a blessing. 
afzd,. More ; greater; yawning; in-

crease, augmentation; (in comp.) increasing, 
promoting, causing, as : bahjat-afzd, Pro-
moting or increasing cheerfulness, <ftc. 

afzar, A shoe; a weaver's comb; an 
artificer's tool; the sail of a ship ; (for A. 

any herbs or hot seasonings with 
which victuals are dressed. 

H JV* A shoe, a slipper. 
a y t a j ^ afzar dan, A vessel wherein they 

keep seasonings for meat, a spicery-box. 
A ifzdz (v.n. 4 of Y), Frightening, 

terrifying; causing to jump ; making light 
of. 

A ifad1 (v.n. 4 of Frightening, 
terrifying, confounding, distracting; as-
sisting, aiding, succouring, redressing 
wrongs. 

yj^tyl afzanidan, To multiply ; to grow. 

afoayd, Adding. 
k^jrt afzdydntdan, To cau se to in -

crease. 
afzdyidan, a/zd'idan, To 

add ; to exalt; to be exalted, to be high ; 
to fall ;—afzdyidan dar qlmati chize, To offer 
higher for anything, to raise the price. 

afzdyish, Abundance, increase, in-
crement, augmentation ;—afzdyish kardan, 
To increase ; to grow ;—afzdyish numiidan, 
To augment; to be augmented. 

afaud, Increase, addition ; more. 
Q^fift afzudan, To add, to increase; to be 

increased ; multiply, abound, overflow, re-
main over; to prosper (m.c.). 

afzuda, Increased. 
yfifi afzun, More, greater; more ample, 

spacious ; manifold ;—afzun dmadan, To 
superabound, be redundant; to prevail, 
excel •,—afzun kardan, To increase, to mul-
tiply ;—afzun mandan, To remain over and 
above ;—afzuni ndn, Ferment, leaven. 

afzimtar, More, greater, more excel-
lent. 

afzuni, Increase, enlargement, 
abundance, excess, superfluity ; — afzuni 
kardan, To ask more than enough, to ex-
ceed bounds, to be unreasonable afzuni'i 
nan, The fermentation or raising of biead; 
—tama'i afzuni kardan, gardi afzuni gardl-
dan, To wish for more, to be greedy. 

afzhudan, To throw away, cast 
dowu ; to grasp, tie, or hold fast ; to press, 
squeeze. 

JjijM afzhul, Incitement, impulse; ur-
gency, exaction ; scattered, dissipated. 

y-^lijj^ afzhuldnidan, To cause to drink 
and quench thirst; to cause to excite. 

axJjjit afzhulanda, Exciting; expelling. 
yjJ^it afzhulldan, To instigate, rouse, 

stir u p ; to render bold; to bring to a 
head; to importune, dun; to scatter; to 
shake off dust settled on a garment; to 
quench thirst. 

y^j i l afzhidan = yJjj^ q.v. 
afsd, Fascinating; a wizard, an en-

chanter. 
A JL-RT ifsdd (v.n. 4 of J-J) , Corrupting, 

vitiating, destroying, adulterating ; spoil-
ing, laying waste, damaging, injurirg. 

afsdr, Fascinating; a headstall 
afsari dum, A crupper ; — afaar kashidan, 
To put on the headstall. 

—tf afsar dan, To press, squeeze, 
strain, constrain; to speak idly, obscenely, 
profanely. 

—afsan, Fascinating ; a magician ; a 
fable, story ; an event, accident; a whet-
stone. 

afsdnanidan, To pause to relate, 
G — i f s d n i i s , The ocean. 

dfsana, afsdna, A charm, in-
cantation ; a fiction, tale, fable, romance, 
parable ; a narrative, a story of past events; 
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public, notorious, noted ;—afsana bastan, 
To arrange or compose a tale;-—afsana 
guftan, To speak parables, tell stories;— 
afsana u afsun, Fictions and deceitful tales. 

j^j i WU-il af8ana-pardaz, A coucocter of 
stories, 

jL» afsdna-sdz, J^- afsdna-
sigdl, it afsdna-sanj, A story-teller, 
a composer of tales, 

jf afsdna-go, A romancer, 
^ j f diWi\ afsnna-go'l, Story-telling. 
tf-MUl afsanldan, To tell stories; to 

extend, grow; to make straight; to tame, 
make obedient; to rub, to smoothe. 

^L,Ji\ of say, An enchanter. 
afsdyanidan, To make tell 

6tories. 
y ^ L J t afsdyidan, To subdue, especially 

by magic. 
A afsah, More and most spacious, 

roomy. 
A .WRT afsad, More or most corrupt, mis-

chievous. 
afear, A crown, diadem; a bridle, 

halter;—afsari dairi a'zam, The sun ;— 
afsari sar, The crown of the head;—afsari 
sigzl, A kind of musical instrument; me-
lody ;—afsar shudan, To he crowned. 

tjf afsar-ard (gracing the diadem), 
Title of a princess. 

afsuranidan, To cause to freeze ; 
to cause to become languid, dull, melan-
choly. 

afourdagi, Congelation; dejec-
tion. 

afsurdan, To freeze, congeal; to 
grow faint, feeble, dejected ; to flag, 
wither. 

afsurda, Congealed ; melancholy. 
^ afmrda-baydn, A dull or in-

sipid speaker, a silly talker. 
afsurda-pistdn, A barren 

woman ; a woman who has miscarried. 
afsurda-jdn, pJ a^—it afsurda-

dam — q.v. 
afsurda-khdtir, Dispirited. 

J^ a.y-tf afsurda-dil, Faint-hearted, low-
spirited, dull, lifeless. 

afeurda-rawdn = Jj 

q.v. 
pe A afsurda-mihr, Lukewarm m 

oue's affections. 
yfj—tf afsargar, Crested; a bird of para-

dise. 
j~J\ afsar-sigzi = afsari sigzl, q.v. 

under . 
afsintln (G. d<pivBiov), Wormwood. 

f-A afiu, A fork; (iu Zand and Pa2;ind) 
Come then. 

ufsur, Shame; a kind of wild 
beast. 

y-j-jl afsos, Irritation, vexation, sorrow, 
concern; wit, humour, jest; tyranny, op-
pression ; error; ridicule, derision 5 reluc-
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tance (m.c.) ; ah ! alas '.—afsos khwurdan, 
To be grieved; to regret (m.c.) ; —afsos 
ddshtan, To ridicule, to bnnter, to play 
upon, mock, deride, despise, affront;— 
afsos kardan, To complain, to groan; to 
lament; to play, divert oneself. 

y-j.-Jt afsus (G. c^eVos), Ephesus, 
afsfm, An incantation, a fascina-

tion, verses used in spells ; fraud, deceit;— 
afmni jiuld'l, A spell to bring about the 
separation of two persons ;—afsun khwdn-
dan, To utter spells or incantations ;—afsnn 
ddshtan, To charm, to do wonders (m.c.); 
—afsuni gurgi, A spell which secures 
against defeat ; — afxtini viaslhd, The 
miraculous power of reviving the dead, 

j^-y. afsun-parddz, and— 
afstln-pizhuh, An enchanter, 

wizard. 
—^ afsun-khwdn, A conjurer, 

enchanter, sorcerer. 
yjj—rt afsun-zada, Enchanted, deceived 

by magical arts. 
jL. afsun-sdz, A worker of spells, 

wizard. 
afmn-kun, A conjiti'er, wizard. 

afs/'m-kushdy (gmhdy), Ex-
pert in magic. 

I afsimgar, k. magician, an en-
chanter. 

(j^ij-^il afsungart, Magic, incantation. 
A ifshd' (v.n. 4 of Divulging, 

revealing, disclosing, publishing ; publica-
tion. 

^jL&it afshadan (probably error for 
yjjl&il), To strain, squeeze, press ; to speak 
obscene'y, profanely, boorishly. 

afshdr, (in comp.) Speaking idly 
or obscenely ; fixing, inserting ; pressing, 
squeezing out (water) ; a weaver's treadle, 
that which he moves with his feet; an as-
sistant, associate, companion, partner, or 
abettor ; a tribe of Turkomans. 

yjjlJLi^ afshdrdan, To speak idly or ob-
scenely ; to press ; to fix, insert, immerse. 

jjjUuii afshdr da, Pressed, squeezed, 
^ l - i i l afshdrl, A firm step. 
a f ifshd-gor, Who divulges, makes 

public. 
afshdn, (in comp.) Dispersing, 

scattering, diffusing, as khun-afshdn, 
Shedding blood, &c. 

afshdndnidan, To cause to 
scatter. 

afshdndan, To disperse, scatter, 
strew; to diffuse, sprinkle, shed. 

afshdndah, Dispersed, scattered, 
shed. 

(jj^Uj^ afohdnidan, To scatter, shed ;— 
dast afshduidan, To applaud, c l ap hands. 

^oyLjrt afshurdagi, A squeeze, pressure, 
gjyail afshurdan, To press, squeeze, 

strain, compress, express (juice); to make 
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firm, solid;—dar ham afshurdan, To com-
press. 

Ok/4^ afahurish, Compression, squeezing. 
afghurgar, A press ; uu oit-presser. 
afshura, Juice expressed from pome-

granates, quinces, and other fruits or 
plants; a kind of sherbet often mixed with 
ice (m.c.). 

a^ i l afahura-gar, An oil-maker. 
afshak (S. avaiydya), 

afehang, Dew. 
doAii afshana, Name of a village near 

Bukhara. 
jAJ^ afshu (in Zand and Pazand), Come, 
gj&it afshun, A kind of winnowing ma-

chine. 
AJLtf afsha, Barley or wheat coarsely 

ground. 
afshln, Name of a person proverbial 

for his liberality. 
A c ^ ifsah (v.n. 4 of £-«*), Speaking 

clearly, distinctly, eloquently; speaking 
Arabic. 

A ifsas (v.n. 4 of Jai), Producing, 
drawing out. 

A afsah, More or most eloquent; 
speaking very elegantly and correctly. 

A PU*\ ifzd' (v.n. 4 of Going out, 
abroad, into the fields; causing to arrive, 
bringing ,• communicating a secret; burst-
ing (a woman) ; laying the palms of both 
hands upon the ground (in prayer) ; going 
in unto (a wife). 

A JUtf afzdl (pi. of fazl), Favours; in-
creases ; virtues, graces, accomplishments ; 
—ifzdl (v.n. 4 of Causing to excel or 
increase; benefiting. 

A afzal, More or most excellent, 
virtuouB, distinguished, eminent, learned, 
noble ; surname of the poet Khaqant. 

a yLi^ afzaltar, Better, best. 
A iffUi^ afzaliyat, Pre-exceHence, pre-

eminence, superiority, transcendency. 
A iftar (v.n. 4 of Breaking a 

fas t ; slight repast with which a fast is 
broken; a light breakfast. 

a tsjU®^ i f tan , Things proper to be eaten 
in breaking a fast. 

A aftah, Broad-headed. 
A aftas, Flat.nosed. 
A glbH ifzd' (v.n. 4 of ^ i ) , Being diffi-

cult, troublesome, or shameful. 
A JWM af'dl (pi. of fi'l), Actions, offices, 

functions; conduct; verbs, 
A pUtf if am (v.n. 4 of Filling. 
A Jjwil a/'a, A large venomous serpent; 

viper ; asp ; basilisk ; — af'd'i zard-fam, 
af'di zar-fdm, A pen; a flame; — afdi 
qirbdn, A bow ; Sagi t tar ius ;—afdi kdh-
ruba paikar, afdi marjdn-'asab, A flame. 

a f j iyti) afd-dam, Breathing poison 
like a snake. 

usJU af'andk, Swarming with vipers. 
(jUi^ afghdn, Name of a race inhabiting 
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the mountains between Kandahar and the 
river Indus ; lamentation, groaning, cries 
for help ; alas !—afghan kardan, To lament, 
to complain. 

afghanistdn, Afghanistan. 
afghanl, Of or relating to the 

Afghans ; the Afghan language (Pushtu). 
A (JI^ afq (v.n.), Dressing (leather) by 

tanning or thickening i t ; travelling over 
the world ; excelling in liberality;—ufq, 
vfuq, The horizon ; a tract or region of the 
earth. 

A M&lrt afk (v.n.), Inverting, overturning; 
diverting from any purpose; being frus-
t ra ted ;— i f k (v.n.), Lying; deceiving; a 
lie, deceit. 

A afkdr (pi. of fikr), Thoughts, 
meditations, opinions, advices ;— i fkdr (v.n. 
4 of Thinking, considering atten-
tively. 

A J^tf afkal, ifkil, Trembling, conster-
nation, tremor. 

afgdr, A wound; soreness of back 
of a beast of burden; lame, crippled, 
wounded ; fatigued, jaded ;—afgdr shudan, 
To be fat igued;—afgdri-may, Intoxicated, 
overloaded with wine ; — dili afgdr pur 
afkdr, A fatigued mind full of cares. 

dfgdna, afgdna, An abortion. 
afganidan, To cause to throw, 

afgan, (in comp,) Throwing, throw-
ing down, casting, casting forth, as bekfa-
afgan, Throwing down trees, &c. 

afgandagl, A falling off, decay, 
abjectness; servitude ; excrement. 

afgandan, To throw, to cast away, 
up, off, or down; to contend for equality; 
to subtract; a carpet;—az sar afgandan, 
To prostrate, upset, overthrow ;—az shumdr 
afgandan, To subtract;—ba-kji.dk afgandan, 
To throw to the ground, to injure, to 
afflict; to give over to contempt; — pas 
afgandan, To put by, collect, hoard ; to 
renounce or neglect an inheritance;—sar 
afgandan, To bend or bow the head ;—kdkh 
afgandan, To build a palace (lit. lay its 
foundations);—mihr afgandan, To bestow 
one's love upon;—bar daftar afgandan, To 
write. 

^yjuS^ afgandanl, Fit only to be thrown 
away, refuse ; the subtracter. 

afganda, Thrown away ; subtracted; 
vile, abject; a slave. 

^ afganda-par, With abated wing. 
afganda-sum, Weak, impo-

tent. 
A t ^ ifiah (v.n. of ^ii), Prospering, 

obtaining a victory ; prosperity, success. 
A (J-w iflds (v.n. 4 of y J i ) , and— 
a iftdsi, Becoming bankrupt; 

penury, want; insolvency, bankruptcy. 
yjtiM afldtun (G-. nXarwv), Plato;—afld-

tuni 'asr, The Plato of the age, the sage of 
the world. 



A jXit ifiaq (y.n. 4 of Bringing out 
something wonderful (a poet). 

afiaq-bugkddn, Wallachia and 
Moldavia. 

A aflak (pi. of falak), Heavens; 
celestial orbits, heavenly bodies, spheres. 

a (JJUUA afldk-shindsan, Astrono-
mers. 

a Jk aflak-zill (the shadow of 
heaven), Powerful protection. 

a afldkiydn, Worshippers of the 
heavenly bodies; stars and planets ; celes-
tials. 

A GLTF afiaj, One who has wide-set teeth; 
palsied. 

A gLtf aflah, Chapped, cut on the under 
lip. 

A ajlaa, Poorer, poorest. 
Â JIM iftunja,, Name of a seed resembling 

mustard-seed, but of a fragrant smell. 
A ̂  afn (v.n.), Exhausting the milk in 

the udder la earners colt); milking a camel 
at an unusual hour; spoilingfood ; weaken-
ing the intellect. 

A ifna (v.n. 4 of ^ ) , Ruining, de-
stroying, annihilating ;—ifna'i kuffdr kar-
dan, To destroy the intidels. 

A afndn (pi. of fann), Ways, man-
ners, kinds; branches ;—if nan (v.n. 4 of 
y^), Producing different kinds, sorts, 
colours. 

o afanjiyun, Apogeon. 
^ dfand, War, strife. 
ctH-uif dfindak, The rainbow. 
T ^ A I I T afandi (pronounced effendi), A 

lord, master, gentleman. 
A ( J ^ ^ I F dfandidan, y-^JUJ} afandidan, 

To stir up strife, enmity, or war. 
A eV^ afwaj (pi- of fauj)J Armies, 

troops, forces; crowds;—afwdji bahri (tari, 
jihazi), Naval forces, the navy; — afwdji 
khuahki, Land forces, the army ; — afwdji 
shaydtin, A host of children; — afwdji 
qdhira, A victorious army. 

A afwah (pi. of fuh), Mouths; re-
port, rumour, hearsay ; notoriety, fame. 

a ^ ^ afwdhi, Famed, reported, noised 
abroad. 

^ ufur, An owl; a belch, eructation. 
A uful (v.n. of Jrt), Setting of the 

stars, the sun, 
A p l^ afhdm (pi. of fahrn), Intellects, 

understandings; — ifhdm (v.n. 4 of ), 
Giving to understand, making comprehend, 
teaching. 

A Ofê  afiq, Leather not quite dressed 
by the tanner. 

y jW afilun, The wormwood of Pontus. 
afin, Barren of genius, void of pru-

dence ; a young camel, 
( j - j^ afyus, A wild radish, 
yjtfil afyun (S. aphena), Opium, poppy-

juice; black;—afyun khwurdan (zadan), 
To eat opium and undergo its influence;— 

afyun dar bdda (sharab) kardan (refchtan), 
To drug wine with opium. 

^ ^ afyuni, An opium-eater;—afyunVi 
chize shudan, To adopt a custom, habit. 

T dq, White. 
M Urt aqd, The elder brother (opp, to ^ ^ 

ini, ini, the younger brother) ; the eldest, 
the chief of a tribe or family. 

W aqd-bdba, Aqababa, name of a place 
in the neighbourhood of Qazwin. 

A v ^ aqarib (pi of qarib), The nearest 
kindred, kinsmen, relations ; — aqarib u 
khweshdn, Kindred and allies, or relations. 

WA)̂  agariitt (G. axopov), Sweet flag; wild 
myrtle. 

aqdsi (pi. of aqsa), The extremes; 
the remotest parts. 

aqdqiyd (G. amnio,), The acacia; all 
kinds of juices expressed from anything of 
a styptic quality, but particularly juice of 
the pods of an Egyptian thorn. 

dqdl, Anything useless or worthless ; 
any kind of parings or husks, &c. (see 

A FLTIFT iqdla-t (v.n. 4 of Je*), Cancelling a 
bargain ; passing over a sin, forgiving slips 
and falls. 

A aqdlim (pi. of iqlim), Climates, 
climes, countries, regions, kingdoms ;-aqd-
limi sab'a, The seven climates, the whole 
world. 

A iqdmai (v.n. 4 of Stopping, 
resting, staying, standing still, causing to 
stand; being intent (upon anything) ; 
abode, residence, dwelling ; - iqdmati hudud 
kardan, To put the laws in execution;— 
iqdmati khiyam kardan, To pitch tents ;— 
iqdmati shuhud dwardan, To bring or set up 
witnesses. 

A aqdnim (pi. of aqnum), Persons 
(of holy Trinity). 

M dqawaini ( ^ + ), Relations; 
princes of the royal family ; — shard'iti 
dqawaini nigah ddshian, To observe scrupu-
lously the duties of consanguinity. 

M Jjjlil aqdwil (pi. of aqwdl, which is pi. 
of qaul), Sayings, speeches, words. 

m ^ tot dqai, The dignity of the eldest 
brother or a royal prince; princedom, 
dominion. 

A iqbar (v.n. 4 of ^ i ) , Ordering or 
causing to be buried ; giving over the dead 
for interment. 

A (J-LJrt iqbas (v.n. 4 of Giving 
(fire) ; teaching, imparting knowledge, 
making clever and learned. 

A ( j iM iqbaz (v.n, 4 of uM), Making or 
fitting a handle (qabzat) to anything. 

A JLJrt iqbdl (v.n. 4 of J*i), Advancing, 
coming; turning the face towards any-
thing ; accepting a bond, admitting a 
claim; confession, acknowledgment; ac-
quiescence, assent; prosperity, good for-
tune; felicity, auspices, prestige i—iqb&li 
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da'wd, Admission of a, claim ;—iqbal numu-
dan, To promise, agree, engage ;—iqbdli 
yak hafta, Short-lived prosperity. 

a ciiUtt Jlnrt iqbdlu 'l-mulk, Gentleman 
of the Chamber, Chief Groom-in-waiting 
(m.c.). 

a iqbdlmand, Prosperous, fortu-
nate. 

a iqbalmandl, Prosperity, good 
fortune, auspiciousness. 

T aqtdji, An equery, groom (see 

A jU»\ iqtdr (v.n. 4 of f*), Being reduced 
to poverty; keeping domestics 011 short 
commons. 

A iqtibde (v.n. 8 of Borrow-
ing, taking (tire from another) ; acquiring 
knowledge; obtaining, acquiring, procuring, 
gaining ; asking, begging; quotation. 

A JUxi\ iqtitdl (v.n. 8 of J tf) , Dying 
(from love or insanity) ; fighting, slaying 
one another. 

A pWirt iqtiham (v.n. 8 of Hushing 
headlong ; engaging in an enterprise 
rashly ; holding in contempt; setting (a 
Btar). 

A iqlidd' (v.n. 8 of Following 
as an example,imitating,imitation;—iqtidd 
kardan, To take example, to imitate. 

A ^•uifl iqtiddr (v.n. 8 of Being 
powerful or able; power, authority, con-
trol ; might, ability, excellence, dignity, 
rank; boiling or dressing in a pot (qidr) ; 
(in comp.) powerful, potent, as gardun-
iqtiddr, Powerful as heaven, <fcc. 

A C^PSTF iqtirdh (v.n. 8 of Pro-
nouncing an unpremeditated spee h or ex-
tempore verses ; improvisation. 

A (j^YJRT iqtiraz (v.n. 8 of Borrow-
ing, taking on credit. 

A iqtird' (v.n. 8 of £y>), Choosing, 
selecting; casting lots (qur'at). 

A iqtirdf (v.n. 8 of Commit-
ting a crime ; acquiring. 

A yl/irt iqtirdn (v. 11. 8 of Being as-
sociated, joined, united; company, associa-
tion, union; conjunction (of the planets) ; 
—daulat-iqtivan, Happy, associated with 
prosperity. 

A iqtisar (v.n. 8 of Forcing, 
compelling, obliging. 

A iqtisdm (v.n. 8 of p—*), Dividing 
among themselves ; swearing; iqtisami 
mirds, Division of inheritance. 

A jto^it iqtisdr (v.n. 8 of y>*), Abbrevia-
tion, abridgment; determining or fixing the 
bounds of anything ; failing, wasting ;— 
iqiifdr kardan, To abridge. 

A ^Usirt i.qtisds (v.n. 8 of J**), Follow-
ing, pursuing, tracking; reciting, relating. 

A jA-wrt iqtiza' (v.n. 8 of Demand-
ing, insisting upon, requiring, exacting (a 
debt); claim, requisition, exigency;—iqtiza'i 
mahall, The exigency of the thing, time, or 

place, the l-equirements of the case;—iqtiza 
kardan, To demand, exact, require. 

A iqtitd' (v.n. 8 of gU), Cutting off 
a part. 

A U*sS\ iqti'dt (v.n. 8 of So**), Wrapping 
the sash round the turban wittiout passing 
it under the chin. 

A P̂ XIRT iqtifa (v.n. 8 of Following, 
walking in the steps; being turned, in-
verted ; receding. 

\ iqtiW (v.n. 8 of Pulling up, 
tearing out, extracting. 

A iqtind' (v.n. 8 of ^3), Acquiring, 
possessing, gaining, storing, receiving ;— 
iqtind kardan, To acquire. 

A iqtinds (v.n. 8 of Y ^ ) , Hunting, 
a ĵSjJUdft aqtindluqi, White thorn. 
A iqtiyds (v.n. 8 of Mea-

suring, comparing; following after, taking 
after (one's father). 

A PUH iqsd' (v.n. 4 of Collecting 
(wealth, <fcc.). 

aqajnosh, Bust of iron, 
l y dqchan karma, Name of a Bul-

garian town. 
T aqcha, Money. 
A kUjrt iqfydt (v.n. 4 of Suffering 

from drought and consequent scarcity; 
withholding rain. 

a aqhatif A descendant of Qah-
tan. 

A iqhdm (v.n. 4 of pat), Throwing 
one thing into another. 

A (jl aqhawan, uqhuwdn, Camomile, 
x tjiiW j} aq-ddsh, White rock, another 

name of Arish, a dependency of the district 
Shaki. 

A C\JUI\ aqddh (pi. of qadah), Cups, 
bowls. 

A ^JURT aqddm (pi. of qadam), Feet, 
steps, paces ;—iqdam (v.n. 4 of p^), Send-
ing on before, causing to go before; push-
ing forward ; boldness, intrepidity, auda-
city ; resolution, firmness, spirit; endea-
vour, effort, diligence, attention;—iqdam 
numudan, To be forward and eager;— 
iqdam u ihjdm, Impulse and repulsion, 
boldness and timidity, being stimulated to 
anything daring, yet shrinking from it;— 
iqdam u ihtimam, Care and diligence. 

A aqdas, More or most pure, most 
holy ; more or most sacred. 

A aqdam, Former, first, more ancient; 
— aqdami muluki kuffar, The foremost of 
the infidel kings. 

A Ô FI aqra (pi. of gar'), The menses of 
women ; the state of purity between two 
menses ;—iqra (v.n. 4 of "V*), Being men-
struous; becoming pure from menstrua-
tion ; reading the Qur'an, reading or caus-
ing to read. 

A iqrdr (v.n. 4 of Ji), Establishing, 
fixing (in a place); promise, agreement, 
assurance, pledge; consent, acquiescence, 
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acceptance; confirmation, ratification, af-
firmation, attestation, declaration ; settle-
ment, compa t, bargain ; confession, 
acknowledgment, admission, avowal; — 
i'jrdr uwardan, To confess, to make confes-
sion (of sins);—iqrdri shikasta, An untruth-
i'ul statement;—iqrdri 'dm, A general ac-
knowledgment, a public declaration;—iqrdr 
kardan, To promise; to acknowledge. 

a k*^ iqrdr-ndma, A written agree-
ment, an indenture, a bond, a contract;— 
iqrdr-ndma'i band u bast, Administration 
paper; settlement, compact. 

a iqrdri, Assenting; promissory ; 
one who assents or confesses. 

A iqrdnh (v.n. 4 of Speaking 
ill of anyone ; rushing against. 

A aqras (pi. of qurs), Disks; 
pastils, lozenges;—aqrdsi rasan, Elecam-
pane lozenges ;—aqrdsi kundur, Frankin-
cense lozenges ; — aqrdsi word, Myrtle 
lozenges. 

A ŶFL iqrdz (v.n. 4 of \J>p), Lending, 
giving credit. 

A iqrd1 (v.n. 4 of £/) , Casting or 
drawing lots; giving away the best parts 
of one's estate (whether iu cattle or other 
effects); lending a male animal for copu-
lation; returning to that which is right,; 
checking a horse; abstaining, hanging 
back; refusing advice. 

A iqrdf (v.n. 4 of Being of a 
bad stock; accusing, exposing to suspicion ; 
being near. 

A aqrdn (pi. of qarin), Peers, pairs, 
equals; contemporaries;—iqran (v.n. 4 of 
y/), Elevating a spear ; being near burst-
ing (a boil) ; abounding in the veins 
(blood); giving power or wealth. 

Q iqrdniyd, The cornel-tree. 
a vyfl aqrab, Nearer, nearest; a near 

relative. 
A aqribd', Kindred, near relations, 

friends ; allies. 
aqra', Bald (from disease); bald-

headed (serpent) by reaaon of the quantity 
of its venom, 

aqra'ak, A little rose, a dog-rose. 
A YYRT aqran, One whose eye-brows meet. 
LrWyrt aqritus, iqrifus, Crete. 
A iqga (v.n. 4 of J—»), Hardening 

(the heart). 
A iqsdt (v.n. 4 of »), Being just, 

equitable; distributing justice (qi$t). 
A aqsdm ([jl. of qism), Portions, 

divisions, classes; sorts, kinds; ways, 
manners; (pi. of qasam) Oaths;—iqsdm 
(v.n. 4 of Swearing, taking an oath. 

t dqsard (for dq, white + sard, 
palace), Name of a Greek (Roumelian) 
town. 

A aqsat, More or most just. 
T jii*-^ aqsunqur, A certain bird of prey ; 
emperor of tbe Turks; a day ; tbe sun. 
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(j-*^—aqsus (G. t£os), Barberries, 
o aqsiydqantd, The oxyacanth-

tree. 
t dqshdr, j l dq shahr (white 

town), Name of a place on the Black Sea. 
aqisida, A pantry, cupboard, buttery. 

iqshi'rdr (v.n. 4 of ;*•*>»), Creep-
ing (the skin with terror), 

a aqshtin, A medicine. 
aqsha (for T. aqeka), Money, coin. 

A oUirt aqsa(pi. of qvswd), Sides (of a 
valley, &c.) igsa' (v.n. 4 of jp**), Re-
moving far off) ; reaching, extending to. 

A iqmr (v.n. 4 of , Bearing short 
children (a woman); shortening, especially 
prayers ; falling short, becoming deficient. 

A iqsds (v.n. 4 of JM), Killing the 
killer, retaliating ; being at the point of 
death ; bringing to death's door. 

A aqsar, Shorter, shortest. 
A aqsam, Who has half of his teeth 

broken ; who has one leg broken. 
A ÎRT aqsa, Far off, more or most remote, 

farther, farthest; extreme; the extreme, 
extremely ;—masjidi aqsd, The most remote 
temple, i.e. the temple at Jerusalem. 

A aqzd, More or most judicious, 
better or best judge (qdzi). 

A W aqt (v.n.), Coagulating, causing to 
curdle (milk) ;—iqt, iqit, Sour milk dried 
(cream-) cheese. 

A jUatf aqtdr (pi. of qutr), Tracks (of the 
heavens), districts. 

A g&JRT aqt a1 (pi. of qit'), Assignments of 
land ; short arrows •,—iqtdi (v.n. 4 of 
Cutting, dividing, severing ; assigning land 
to a subject (on the part of a prince); a 
tract of land thus assigned. 

a iqtd'-khwdr, The holder of 
an assignment of l&nd 

A o^SIL iqtaf (v.n. 4 of Being near 
the harvest season. 

A gSsirt aqta\ One who has the hand ampu-
tated. 

A aqtin, A sort of pulse q.v.). 
o aqtinaluql, White thorn. 

aqtd (G. The bel fruit (S. 
vilva) ; the elder-tree. 

A s>\»i\ iq'a (v.n. 4 of Ui for j«S), Kneeling 
with tbe buttocks resting on the heels ; sit-
ting upon the bams (as a dog or other 
animal), having the fore-feet perpendicular. 

A (J-T*^ iq'as, Opulence, abundance, 
plenty; being talkative. 

,v (jffUŜ  iq'ds (v.n, 4 of u»*i), Killing 
suddenly,' on the spot, the moment the 
I low is struck. 

A aq'as (A horse) having a low 
place for the saddle, and high behind ; with 
a protuberance in the Vreasfc; a sort of 
palm ; (a camel) whose head, neck, and 
I ack are bent; hollow-backed (a man); 
long (night). 

iqfdr (v.n. 4 of Being ruined, 
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desolate, desert (house or country) ; travel-
ling through a desert; wanting victuals. 

A JUA aqfal (pi. of quft), Locks, bolts, 
bars;— iqfdl (v.n. 4 of J tf) , Locking or 
bolting (a door); causing (a caravan) to 
return; not allowing (an army) to proceed ; 
drying. 

A JM aqall, Less, least; very little ;— 
aqalli darja, The least degree or quantity; 
the lowest computation, a minimum;— 
aqalli Hbdan, Least or meanest of servants ; 
—aqalli qalil, At least;—aqall u aqsar, 
Least and most; every particular. 

aqallan, At lexst (m.c.). 
A I / W iqlds (v.n. 4 of Having a 

small bunch appearing (a camel); becoming 
fat in summer (a she-camel), when she 
gives no milk. 

A iqld' (v.n. 4 of gU), Hoisting sail, 
going with full sail; intermitting, going 
off (a fever) ; ceasing, giving over. 

A J M iqlaq (v.n. 4 of Disturbing, 
disquieting. 

A Jiirt iqldl (v.n. 4 of J*), Diminishing; 
being without, being poor; seizing. 

A pW aqldm (pi. of qalam), Reeds of 
which they make pens, p e n s a q l a m i bad-
arqdm, Malignant writings, satires, libels. 

A aqlaf, Uncircumcised. 
o aqld, A key. 
A iqlid (for P. JUK" kalid), A key. 
G yrfjuM uklidis, Euclid. 

iqlim (G. xAi/ta), A clime, climate, or 
country ;—haft iqlim, The seven climates, 
the whole world. 

U-li\ aqlimd, iqlima, Name of Adam's 
daughter. 

iqlimiya, Name of Adam's daughter ; 
the ore, scum, or dross of gold or silver; a 
kind of white earth ; litharge. 

A jUirt aqmdr, Moons; (met.) beloved 
ones;—iqmdr (v.n. 4 of^*J»), Being bright; 
being in moonlight; being struck by an 
untimely frost. 

A iqmdn, Dipping one in water. 
A iqma< (v.n, 4 of c*-3), Subduing, 

humbling, bringing into subjection ; break-
ing. 

A iqnd' (v.n. 4 of Satisfying, 
rendering content; turning the face to-
wards, fixing the eyes at, stretching the 
neck in order to look at anything ; holding 
the head erect; inclining a vessel so as to 
pour out of i t ; sending to pasture. 

G ̂ jSjJUijfi aqantalauqi, A kind of white 
thorn. 

a aqantiyun, A kind of thorn. 
A py^ aqniim, ttqnum, A substance or 

principle; a person of the sacred Trinity. 
A iqwd' (v.n. 4 of ^s^), Being empty, 

deserted, uninhabited; alighting at de-
serted dwellings; lacking provisions ; being 
empty-bellied; being or making poor, re 
ducing to poverty; composing verses end-
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ing with different vowels or an unequal 
number of consonants; verses so com-
posed. 

j^yrt aqwdq, The white Indian poplar. 
A J ^ aqwdl (pi. of qaul), Words, say-

ings, opinions ; agreements, promises ;— 
aqwdli saddqat~ma'dl, Words full of sin-
cerity. 

A aqwam (pi. of qatim), Peoples, na-
tions ; castes. 

<ji»y>T dquah, A lion ; a tiger; a leopard. 
A PYRT aqwam, More or most straight, up-

right, just. 
o v f j ^ j f i aqumdrisun, Wild fennel. 
° aqumali, Honey-water. 
A aqiviyd' (pi. of qawi), Strong, 

powerful. 
a aquyUdsamun, Oil of balsam. 
A aqhar, More or most oppressive, 

stronger. 
A JVJrt aqydd (pi. of qaid), Fetters, chains, 

shackles. 
G ij-yWrt iqydnos, The ocean. 

dk, ^ ok, Calamity, misfortune ; vice, 
defect, blemish. 

akdbir, The rich, powerful, gran-
dees, nobles ;—akdbir u asdghir, Great and 
small, grandees and plebeians . 

a jlifl ukdr, A vine-dresser; a tiller of 
ground. 

A akkdr, A farmer, husbandman, 
tiller of the ground. 

akdria, A mushroom, a fungus, a 
puff. 

A akdrim (pi. of akram), Most noble ; 
nobles, grandees. 

a Sj-A^ akdsirat, akasira (Ar. pi. of P. 
kisrd), The Khosroea, kings of Persia, 

a family title, like the Caesars or the 
Ptolemies. 

A J-SW akdlil (pi. of iklil), Crowns, dia-
dems, Ac. 

p pVSI dkdm, A mushroom, a fungus. 
akdma, ukdma, Stuffed chitter-

lings. 
A ikbdb (v.n. 4 of sr*£), Falling 

prostrate; throwing prostrate. 
A akbar, Greater, greatest; the Em-

peror Akbar, who reigned in India from 
1555 to 1605. 

^Vj akbar-abdd, Agra. 
akbari, Name of a gold coin (in 

India). 
W*^ akbiyd (in Zand and Pazand), A 

nerve. 
s-SJ dkup. The inside of the mouth. 

akt, Act (of a play, m.c. from Fr. 
or E.). 

A aktdf (pi. of kaiif kitf), Shoul-
ders ;—zu 'Uaktaf, Name of Shapur, a king 
of Persia. 

A J W ^ iktihdl (v.n. 8 of Anoint-
ing or rubbing the eye with a collyrium or 
black powder. 
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A iktira* (y.n. 8 of ^ ) , Hiring, 

renting. 
A iktisa' (v.n. 8 of Dressing 

oneself. 
A iktisdb (v.n. 8 of S - — ^ ) , Gain-

ing, acquiring; striving, endeavouring to 
gain. 

A iktifd' (v.n. 8 of "Uf), Inverting 
(a vessel); being content and satisfied; 
being sufficient. 

A aktam, Gor-bellied, satiated. 
8Y akit makit, A grain, to which 

many wonderful properties are ascribed. 
AjUstt iktinaz (v.n. 8 of yZ), Being 

closely packed or set; being filled; being 
collected. 

A u\uS\ iktinaf (v.n. 8 of ), En-
circling. 

A sLstt iktinah (v.n. 8 of Scrutini-
zing, getting to the bottom of, endeavouring 
to become thoroughly acquainted with ;— 
iktinahi sabab kardan, To penetrate into the 
true cause. 

A iktiwd' (v.n. 8 of Searing, 
cauterizing, or branding oneself. 

A iktiyal (v.n. 8 of J«0> Mea-
suring (corn); measuring for another; 
receiving by measure. 

A iksar (v.n. 4 of Y^"), Being very 
talkative ; increasing, multiplying; being 
abundant (wealth) ; flowering, blossoming 
(the palm-tree). 

A aksar, More or most numerous, 
copious, plentiful; the greater number, the 
majority ; generally, mostly, chiefly ; often, 
frequently ; commonly, usually ; — aksar 
auqdt, Often, generally, frequently. 

a aksara, aksariya (= 
aksar), Generally, etc. 

A afesam, Large-bellied; full, replete, 
saturated; fat, fleshy ; wide, broad. 

akaj, A species of wild apple ; a med-
lar ; a long pole with an iron hook, used by 
ice-house people in breaking and pulling to 
the banks ice from rivers and other pieces 
of water; grappling-irons. 

akaj, A sort of wild apple, a medlar. 
cA akak, dkahj, akaJeh, A de-

coction. 
A akkal, One who has black eye-

lashes; black-eyed ; having the eyes anointed 
with collyrium; the middle vein of the arm. 

a Wlwfl akhalhd (P. pi. of the preceding), 
The middle veins of arms. 

akahwdn, ukuhwdn, Camomile. 
A akdar, Dark-coloured. 
\J*ikdisk, akdish, Of a miied breed ; a 

bastard, a mongrel; mixture, union; be-
loved, sought; sentient soul. 

A / I ukar (pi. of ukrat), Globes, spheres, 
balls. 

akar, Wood of aloes. 
A ikram (v.n. 4 of p f ) , Honouring, 

respecting, venerating ; treating with atten-
tion and ceremony; honour, respect; favours. 

^ / A akar dni, Anything that has no 
consistence or permanency, as clouds, wind, 
snow, &c. 

A ikrdh (v.n. 4 of a / ) , Forcing 
against one's will; dislike, abhorrence, 
aversion, detestation. 

akarsad, Pellitory ; Dracunculus. 
akrafs, Parsley. 

A akram, More or most noble, great, 
generous, most merciful, bountiful, 

o akrufis, A walnut-tree, 
tfifi^ akruhak, A kind of Persian gum 

or balsam, excellent for the closing of 
wounds. 

T u w / l ikrit, The island of Crete or 
Candy. 

dkus, A mason's chisel; a hooked 
stick. 

A aksds (pi. of Jcuss), Vulvae. 
A JU-S\ iksdl (v.n. 4 of j — C o v e r i n g 

without consummating (beasts or men). 
^ dkasta, Bound, tied. 

A aksah, Lame, unable to move. 
A aksad, Dull, flat (market). 
0 yy^^j—^ aksuldyatun, An aquatic 

plant. 
£\ aksun, iksun, Satin, particularly 

a black kind (worn by princes) ; a species 
of brocade. 

(S-i^ akaea, Suspended, hanging, adher-

x iksir, An elixir, the philosopher's 
stone; alchemy ;—iksiri daulat, The elixir 
of life or prosperity (a book so called); — 
ikstri rang (the elixir of complexion), 
Wine;—iksiri mardumi, The same. 

a jf iksir-gar, An alchemist. 
a iksiri, An alchemist. 

aksiya, A general name for malt 
liquor. 

dkashta. Strong; fastened •, full. 
A akshaf, Destitute of a helmet or 

shield in battle ; bald on the temples, bald. 
A aksham, One who labours under a 

defect of the body, or blemish in his pedi-
gree. 

A akthus, Dodder. 
A akfd' (pi. of kaf'), Equal, resem-

bling ; equals;— ikfd' (v.n. 4 of In-
clining the upper part of a bow, so as not 
to make it perpendicular, when shooting ; 
composing verses which end with different 
vowels or consonants (a poet) ;—aki f fd ' (pi. 
of k a f ) , Persons who prevent or hinder, 
rivals. 

A ikfar (v.n. 4 of ), Causing one 
to become an infidel; calling one such. 

A J M ikfdl (v.n. 4 of J*"), Entrusting 
(to another) the administration of one's 
affairs ; making another one's surety, 

sjytf^ akfuda, The Caspian Sea. 
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aleak (?), A townlet or village in 
Khurasan. 

^jCfl akahrd, akalkard, Pellitory; 
Dracunculus. 

A aleil, ahil, An eater, a devourer ; a 
(tyrannical) ruler;—akl (v.n.), Eating, 
food;—akl u ekurb, Eating and drinking; 
meat and drink. 

A J ^ ikldl (v.n. 4 of J*"), Fatiguing, 
jading; having jaded camels; having a 
needy family or needy relations. 

M totf ukulkd (also Bpelt and ^j f j^) , 
A gift, a present. 

A J u ^ iklil, A crown, diadem, chaplet, 
wreath, or garland; name of the seven-
teenth lunar mansion;—iklilu 'l-jabal (the 
crown of the mountain), A herb smelling 
like frankincense, rosemary;—iklilu 'l-malik 
(the royal crown), The herb melilot. 

yjJiA akalyun, A kind of stuff made en-
tirely of silk or of velvet, worked with 
flowers and other figures ; the Gospel. 

A ^ aham (pi. of akamat), High hills. 
akmak, akmdl, A vomiting; a 

vomit. 
A jUi^ ikmdl (v.n. 4 of J-*^), Perfecting, 

completing, accomplishing; perfection, com-
pletion, fulfilment, consummation. 

A fUSA akmam (pi. of kirnm), Buds, fol-
licles ; (pi. of kumm) sleeves ; — ikmdm 
(v.n. 4 of (£), Producing buds or follicles; 
making sleeves. 

A akamat, akamah, A high hill. 
A akmal, More or most perfect, com-

plete. 
akmun basan, The herb ver-

vain. 
A akmak, Blind from the birth; 

blind. 
A j W ahnaf (pi. of kanaf), Parts, 

sideB, environs, borders, confines;—ikndf 
(v.n. 4 of Receiving under protec-
tion ; preserving; assisting. 

A akndn (pi. of kinn), Veils, um-
brellas, shadeB, or coverings, under which 
anything is kept, sheltered, or preserved;— 
iknan (v.n. 4 of Concealing in one's 
mind. 

A akinnat (pi. of kinn), Veils. 
JJA dkanj, A hook used by ice-house 

people in drawing ice from pools. 
akanda, akunda, A stable, a manger, 

gytfl aknun, Now, at this time; already; 
therefore; for, still; but, however. 

dku, An owl; a bird of ill omen. 
A akwab (pi. of kub), Cups, goblets 

(such as have neither handles nor spouts). 
akwariyum, Aquarium (m.c. from 

A akwaz (pi. of Mas), Cups, tankards, 
jugs. 

akwdn, Name of a demon destroyed 
by Rustam;—akawan, Flower of the argka-
wan. 

) J* 
Bj^l dkuch, A medlar. 
A akul, A great eater, devourer, 

glutton. 
A U * ^ akyds (pi. of kis), Purses;—(pi. of 

kayyis), Sagacious, ingenious, prudent. 
alakh, A sausage; the intestines, 

guts ; a tendon; cat-gut; lute, harp, fiddle-
strings. 

A akyad, More or most decided or 
urgent, 

A akil, An eater, a glutton; eaten, 
devoured; a cup-companion, mess-mate, 
boarder. 

ag, Name of a poisonous milky tree 
which grows in India ; (in Zand and Pa-
zand) wheat. 

agdhdar, Watchful, attentive. 
J\S\ %gdl (S. udgara), The remainders of 

chewed betel-leaf. 
dgdh, Aware, wary; intelligent, 

knowing, acquainted with; prudent; vigi-
lant, attentive; notice, news, indication, in-
formation ;—dgah budan, To be aware or 
informed;—dgdh shudan, gardidan (bar gar-
dldan), yd/tan, To become informed, aware 
of;—dgdk kardan, garddmdan, To inform, 
advise, certify. 

(jjAoiltoVS^ dgdkdnidan, To indicate, inform, 
signify, announce, certify ; to warn. 

dgdhi, Notice, intelligence, news, 
information ; attention, vigilance ;—dgdhi 
numudan, To be careful, provident;—dgahl 
yd/tan, To become certified, aware of. 

(jj^atf^ dgdhidan, To inform, advise, cer-
tify. 

agada, Filled, stuffed, crammed. 
agar, dgir, agar, The buttocks. 
agar, I f ; although; sweet-scented 

flag ; (S. agura) aloes-wood. 
ugrd, Gruel, pottage. 

agar-chand. Although, neverthe-
less. 

agar-cki, Although, notwithstand-
ing. 

agar-na, If not, otherwise, else. 
ub-ijSft agirift, A certain number of 

crimes. 
s^l agra, Agra, once the capital of Hin-

dustan. 
agrl, A native of Agra. 

agaryun, The itch, the scab. 
agast, The star Canopus. 

As—S^ dga8ta, Wetted ; smeared ; mixed; 
—agista, Firmly bound. 

JM^ dgu&h, An embrace; the bosom, 
ijjiS\ dgashta, Wetted ; smeared ; mixed ; 

—agishta, Firmly bound. 
cu^n dgaft. dgift, Grief, sorrow, afflic-

tion ; murrain or blight. 
agilyun, A seven-coloured silk 

stuff, flowered silk of Damascus (see 

dgan, The stuffing of a pillow; a 
stuffer. 



agnan, A cave, cavern, 
dgam-bdlin, Flocks of wool, or 

other stuff with which they fill cushions, 
pillows, or saddles. 

e^H dganj, A sausage ; a sheep's pud-
ding stuffed; filled, full. 

US} dgand, He filled ; filled; stuffing, 
(jSw*^ agandagi, Plumpness, fulness. 

dgandan, To fill, stuff, cram. 
dganda, Filled; anything stuffed 

or crammed ; a sausage; large, f a t ; flou-
rishing, cultivated ;— dganda kardan, To 
fill;—dganda, agunda, A stable, stall, or 
manger. 

aganda-par, Stuffed with feathers ; 
having a rich plumage. 

f-aganda-khav, With full buttocks 
(horse). 

aganda-gosh, One whose ears 
are stopped; deaf; hardened in wicked-
ness. 

J^ 8 jutf aganda-yal, With a riob, flowing 
mane. 

dganish, Stuffing (of cotton or 
wool). 

agnish, The erection of an edifice. 
dganah, Stuffing, lining, 

aganidan, To stuff, to fill, to cram, 
dganida, Stuffed, crammed. 

aguch, A hook, harpoon, grappling-
hook. 

)<p\ agur, A burnt brick. 
dgogh, An embrace ; the bosom; as 

much as the arms can contain; a servant, 
a slave. 

dgoshidan, To embrace; to beget, 
bring forth, give birth to ; to deliver, hand 
over, send. 

dgun, Inverted, reversed ; contrary, 
dgah, Intelligent, conscious, wary. 

T ^ aga, A file. 
dgahi, Knowledge, wisdom; wari-

ness. 
dgij = cr^ q-v. 

(jt^f^ dgieh, Suspended; drawn out. 
Oj^ dgilun, Flowered silk of Damascus. 

agin, Fa t ; (in comp.) full;—am-
bar-agin, Filled with amber. 

J^ al, A sort of fish; a whale; a fatal 
disorder to which women are liable till the 
seventh day after their confinement; red-
dish yellow, shining, carnation; a tree 
whose roots are used for dyeing and medi-
cinal purposes; reddish; fraud, treachery, 
deceit, plot, snare; a high place ; swift 
walk; a stab with a lance ;—dli shiraz, 
Wine;—-dli mit1 as far, Fiery, ruddy; a kind 
of fish. 

A JT dl (rt. J^) , Offspring, posterity, 
progeny, descendants; family, house, race, 
dynasty; mirage, especially at the begin-
ning of the day \—dli sultdni, Royal family, 
dynaaty; — dli 'uaman, The posterity of 
Osman or Othman, the first king of the 

Turks, the royal family of Constantinople; 
—dli 'imrdn, The family of Imran;—dli 
gkadr. Perfidious. 

T JT dl, Royal seal, mark, or signature 
(see Jt). 

A J\ al, The Arabic article answering to 
the. 

J^ il, Name of a city and country ;—ul, 
He. 

8T J1 il, God. 
A ill, God; a treaty; an oath; secu-

rity ; relationship; complaint; hatred, en-
mity; a mine. 

2m did, Reddish colour; contamination 
(in comp.) contaminating ; contaminated. 

A did', Benefits, favours, kindnesses. 
aid, Ho! halloa! have a care!—aid id, 

Beware ! that . . . 
A JH a-ld, Is it not ? holloa! ho! well 

done ! prythee ! verily, indeed, forsooth; 
ilia, But, unless, except. 

T (JJTY ^ ald-bdliq (spotted fish), Trout. 
A dldi (pi. of dlat), Instruments, 

utensils, apparatus, tools, arms, harness , 
tackling;—dldti bait, Household furniture; 
dldti shikam, The bowels. 

aldchiq, aldchiq Felt 
tents (pi. of 

aldchi (S. elikd), Small cardamoms. 
dldr, Name of the founder of a sect. 

aldriyan,Disciples, followers of Alar, 
f j i i alarum, Alarum (m.c. from E.). 
y-Xf aids, A live coal. 

Aldddndara (G. 'AXe£avBpos), Alex-
ander. 

aldtini (G. cXartvr)), Ivy; bind-
weed. 

ulagh, uldq, A forcing of one to 
work gratis; a relay of post horses; a 
courier; a small horse, ass. 

A dldf (pi. of alf), Thousands. 
A jSt ilaq (v.n. of J ^ ) , Falsehood; 

false lightning (i.e. when no rain follows) ; 
—alldq, A liar. 

A ĵSSt aldqi (pi. of alqiyat), Questions, 
problems; misfortunes, adversities. 

A «Jtf al-alif, A solitary person, a single 
individual; one. 

aJ^ dlala, alala, A tulip. 
A aldm (pi. of alam), Cares; griefs, 

pains; misfortunes. 
fSt ulam, A message; a courier, mes-

senger. 
A al-dmdn, Calling for quarter or 

mercy in battle. 
aldmdn, A German. 

A ̂  dldn, aldn, Name of a country, 
a town, or a fortress in Turkistan. 

al-an, Now, presently, at this time, 
now-a-days-

y aldndn-dizh, Name of a fortress 
in Turan. 

A ildnat (v.n. 4 of Softening, a 
smoothing. 
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alalia, A falcon; a falcon's nest; a 

shadow; the ring of a door, by which it is 
shut; a crow. 

a ŷJH aldnl, Belonging to the present 
time. 

alaniyun (G. eXcviov), Elecampane, 
helenium. 

PT dldv, jSt aldv, A flaming fire. 
dlawa, A trivet, pot-hook, fire-place; 

two sticks for playing at hockey. 
a (jAl't ildki, Kef err ing or belonging to 

God, divine. 
dldy, (in comp.) Defiling ; a defiler. 

of-*^ ildychl, Cardamoms. 
aldyieh, Contamination, defilement, 

corruption, pollution, impurity ;—aldyishi 
dunyawlya, The corruptions of the world. 

dld'ldan, To contaminate ; to con-
found, to mis to be contaminated. 

A S-TT alb (v.n.), Drawing together, as-
sembling ; instigating, impelling, driving 
(camels) ; = T. u-Jt q.v. 

WN alba (in Zand and Pazand), Milk; 
mallows. 

W! ulba, Sheep's heart and liver hashed 
and fried in oil. 

A aljft alibbd' (pi. of labib), Wise, pru-
dent, intelligent, ingenious, industrious, 
assiduous. 

A .albtib (pi. of lubb), Minds, un-
derstandings, intellects;—ilbdb (v.n. 4 of 

Stopping, remaining in a place. 
ilbdd, A carder or cleaner of cotton, 

A ilbde (v.n. 4 of G-^), Clothing, 
dressing. 

ulbdq, A kind of winter garment. 
A ulbat, A congregation, assembly, 

crowd ; hunger ; — alabat, A cuirass of 
feather. 

a te^ al-balta, Certainly, necessarily, in 
every manner, altogether ;—aUbatta khwd-
ham dad, I will certainly give (it). 

alburz, Name of a celebrated moun-
tain near Hamadan in Persia, famous for a 
number of temples of ths Magi; an athle-
tic, courageous man. 

ulba, A kind of food (see Wft). 
T VYJ\ alp, A strong man, athlete, hero. 

alp, The Alps (m.c. from F. Alpes). 
T alp arslan, Name of king 

and hero. 
alpiiagln, pr.n. Alpitagin. 

A dlat, dla, An instrument, utensil, 
tool, apparatus ; tackle, rigging; a bier; 
the penis;—alati harb, Machines of war, 
military apparatus, arms;—ala'i Air fat, Im-
plements of trade or craft;—dlati mardl, 
The penis. 

dlut, Plump buttocks ; the chine. 
a u-L^t iltibas (v.n. 8 of Being 

obscure, intricate, confused, mixed, doubt-
ful, perplexing ; confusion, intricacy, doubt, 
perplexity; double-en tend re, equivocal-
ness, ambiguity. 
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A pUxK iltisdm (v.n. 8 of p^I), Covering 
(the mouth) with a veil; kissing. 

A iltija (v.n. 8 Fleeing for 
refuge (to a man or place) ; refuge, protec-
tion ; entreaty, petition, solicitation, sup-
plication;—iltija dwardan (bar dwardan), 
iltijd kardan, To take refuge with, to resort 
for protection to. 

A iltiha' (v.n. 8 of T^)* Becoming 
bearded, getting a beard. 

A oU^M iltihdd (v.n. 8 of Inclin-
ing; taking refuge; departing from the 
faith, becoming impious and unbelieving. 

A geWstt Utihds (v.n. 8 of ^ a J ) , Hinder-
ing, keeping back, rendering helpless. 

A J U l iltihaf (v.n. 8 of Clothing 
oneself with any kind of upper garment 
(lihdf). 

A plfciJl iltikdm (v.n. 8 of Being 
filled up with flesh (lahm), healing (a 
wound) ; waxing hot and bloody (a battle). 

A iltizdz (v.n. 8 of Savouring, 
relishing. 

A iltizaq (v.n. 8 of Adhering, 
sticking. 

A plysH iltizdm (v.n. 8 of fj>), Being neces-
sary or expedient; necessity, expediency; 
being assiduous, sticking firm to; taking 
upon oneself ; hire, rent, lease ;—iltizd,man, 
= t h e following. 

a iltizamdnah, Necessarily, con-
sequently ; by renting, hiring. 

y-Uft. ciJ^ diat-shinds, Skilled in arms. 
a ŝ UsM iUi'ab (v.n. 4 of s-*1), Playing, 

sporting. 
A iltifdt (v.n. 8 of Turning 

towards another; respect, courtesy, reve-
rence; attention, regard; favour; (in rhe-
toric) an apostrophe ;—iltifdt budan, To 
turn toward ;—iltifdti mulukana, Royal 
favour ;—iltifdt kardan, To make a present 
(to an inferior). 

A utoe$\ iltifdf (v.n. 8 of »JkJ), Growing 
luxuriantly, being entangled; wrapping 
oneself up in a garment. 

A Utiqd', Meeting, coming together, 
seeing one another, interview. 

A l\Jb)) utiqdt (v.n. 8 of Collecting, 
gathering, picking up ; stumbling unex-
pectedly (upon one). 

A iltiqdm (v.n. 8 of fAJ), Taking a 
morsel (lugma); devouring, swallowing. 

A iltimds (v.n. 8 of Pray-
ing, supplicating, petitioning, beseeching; 
prayer, request, entreaty ; supplication, pe-
tition;—iltimds kardan (guftan), To peti-
tion, to beg, to so l i c i t (m.c.). 

A Mima' (v.n. 8 of Shining, 
flashing, being resplendent; carrying away, 
snatching; being changed (colour). 

t dl-tamghd, al-tamgha (red 
stamp), Royal seal; a grant of land under 
the royal seal in perpetuity; royal insignia; 
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diploma; a medal; a tax levied on tra-
vellers. 

A iltiwa (v.n. 8 of Twisting ; 
hanging back; procrastinating, delaying, 
postponing. 

A iltihab (v.n. 8 of S-^) , Burning, 
flaming; heat, inflammation;—garm-ilti-
hdb, Burning fiercely. 

A iltiyah (v.n. 8 of cjJ), Shining, 
flashing. 

A iltiyaz (v.n. 8 of Flying for 
refuge to. 

A M iltiyaf. (v.n. 8 of Joining; 
adhering. 

A iltiya' (v.n. 8 of gjl), Longing, 
being desirous; being inflamed with love ; 
pining away. 

A ilti'dm, iltiyam (v.n. 8 of 
Healing or closing of a wound; being 
cured; conciliation. 

alj, Proud ; a pompous or mincing air. 
T W-H uljd, A booty ; a captive (see CqJj\). 
A Ujd' (v.n. 4 of Referring a 

matter to God, and submitting to His will; 
protecting, defending from evil. 

A iljdm (v.n. 4 of Bridling. 
T uljdmish, uljamiahl = 

y i - ^ y , q.v. 
A' al-jabr, Algebra (as the reduction 

of parts to a whole, or of fractions to in-
tegers). 

A ^ U i al-juruka qasds, For wounds 
retaliation (Coranic phrase frequently 
used). 

aljir, Algiers (m.c.). 
dlckakht, alchakht, Greed, avarice ; 

need; nope. 
T alachuq, aldchuq, al-

ehuq (also aldjuq, aldjuq, aljuq, &c.), Small 
OBier tent covered with felt. 

T alchang, A nourisher of his sub-
jects ; the third ancestor. 

T u^M Uchi, An ambassador, plenipoten-
tiary. 

T al-chlchak, Name of a Turkish 
prince. 

T alchiq (aljlq), Small osier tent 
covered with felt. 

A tU^ ilhdh (v.n. 4 of Importu-
ning, soliciting ; urgency, importunity, in-
treaty, solicitation; remaining fixed (a 
cloud); raining incessantly. 

A alhdd (pi. of lahd or luhd), Niches 
dug in the side of a tomb or grave ;—ilhad 
(v.n. 4 of >0) , Inclining, deviating, de-
parting from the faith; impiety, irreligion, 
infidelity, heresy, idolatry, polytheism; 
burying. 

A al-hasil, On the whole, in fine, 
to sum up. 

A tWH alhdz (pi. of lahz), Side-glances ; 
—ilhdz (v.n. 4 of W ) , Looking through 
the outer corner of the eyej casting a side-
glance. 
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A ilhdf (v.n. 4 of Importu-
ning, urging, compelling. 

A jUsM ilhdq (v.n. 4 of Arriving, 
reaching, overtaking, following; joining; 
affixing, suffixing. 

A JWM al-hdl, Now, at present. 
A Ê A al-hdlat hazih, This being 

the case, things being so. 
A pWM ilham (v.n. 4 of ^Mfci), Giving 

flesh to eat ; filling up with flesh (a wound), 
being full of flesh and corpulent; gather-
ing flesh, waxing fat (camel) ; weaving the 
woof. 

A alhdn (pi. of lahn), Notes, sounds, 
modulations, tones ;—ilhdn (v.n. 4 of 
Chanting the Quran ; singing sweetly. 

A AU al-hukm li-lldh, The decision 
belongs to God. 

yAi^ al-hamd khwandan, To read 
the first chapter of the Quran, which com-
mences thus : al-hamdu li-lldh, 
Praise be to God ! 

a al-hamde, A "praise be to 
God," a prayer. 

A gtt alakh (for JjN ild dk&irihi) And 
so forth, et cetera, to the end of it. 

A T ĴUĴ  al-k&dliq, A smock, waistcoat, 
vest, garment. 

A JJ\ aladd, Quarrelsome, squabbling, 
litigious (man). 

jJlJl ildigiz, Name of a Turkish king. 
alar, dlir, Buttocks, hips. 

alard, A net with wide meshes in 
which gardeners carry their vegetables to 
market. 

A alz (v.n.), Adhering;—alaz (v.n.)f 
Staggering, tottering, being agitated. 

A jlyK Uzdq (v.n. 4 of jyJ), Being joined ; 
joining, cementing, glueing. 

A ilzdm (v.n. 4 of f } ) , Rendering 
necessary, compelling; conviction, proof, 
confutation ; reproof, censure, blame ; im-
putation, accusation, incrimination; invec-
tive, calumny, libel. 

A F)^ alzam, More or most necessary. 
alzidan, To digest (doubtful word). 

LJ\ aUd, Aniseed baked in bread, 
ct—Jf dlast, alaet, A fat, plump 

buttock. 
A a-last (a-lastu), Am I not (viz. 

your Lord. Quran vii. 168. See 
for which it is sometimes used). 

alsur, Buttocks. 
A aleun, &—M ahinat, aleina (pi. of 

limn), Tongues ; languages, dialects. 
A aa-ainna hi 's-ainn, A tooth 

for a tooth (Coranic phrase popularly 
quoted, where we would say " tit for t a t " ) . 

u ^ dlish, Swift walk. 
alut, An odoriferous plant. 

A altdf (pi. of lutf), Benefits, fa-
vours; kindnesses;—iltaf (v.n. 4 of 
Conferring favours. 
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altdf-takhmir, Overflowing (lit. 
fermenting) with favours. 

A altaf, More or most kind or be-
nevolent ; better, best. 

T U*Is J^ dl-tamgkd, The royal seal or 
signature, &c. (see UuxJf ). 

a ^ ^ at-tusi, Native of Tug in Khu-
rasan, surname of many celebrated men, 
e.g. Firdausi and the astronomer Nasiru 'd-
din. 

A (jiJa*!̂  al-atash, Thirst; — al-atash 
zadan (guftan), To make known one's 
thirst. 

A al-'aina bi 'l-(ain, An eye 
for an eye (Coranic phrase in everybody's 
mouth). 

aligk, Effeminate, infamous. 
T ulugh, Powerful great;—ulugh beg, 

A great prince ; name of a king of Parthia 
and India, grandson of Tlmur Lang. 

A ilgkd' (v.n. 4 of YTF), Throwing 
out of account, not admitting into computa-
tion ; frustrating. 

gUM iligkdj, Plunder, sack. 
A alghdz (pi. of lugftz, lughuz. 

lag km, lugkaz), Enigmas, riddles;—ilghdz 
(v.n. 4 of Speaking enigmatically, pro-
posing riadles. 

T jUM ahjhdr, Sack, plunder; swift walk. 
dlughda, alaghda, Mixed; angry, 

contentious. 
A al-gharaz, To sum up all, in a 

word ; in short. 
alghunjdr, Feigned anger of a 

mistress; a morel cherry ; calumny ; envy. 
(jju^iAH algkanjidan, To gain, to acquire. 

alghandan, To gain, acquire, col-
lect. 

dlgkuna, Rose-coloured, scarlet, 
ruby-coloured paint for the face. 

A al-gkiyds, Clamour for justice ; 
help! 

A alf (v.n.), Giving a thousand ; a 
thousand ;—alif , Name of the first letter in 
the Arabian and Persian alphabets (hence, 
az aliji adam td mimi masih, from Adam 
until Jesus) ; alone; — alifl istiwa, The 
equinoctial line;—alifi iqlim, The first of 
the seven climates of the earth ; — alif bd 
td, A slate, a pen, and stool;—alif be, The 
alphabet; — alif shudan, To become a 
recluse; to grow poor;—alif bar khak 
(zamin) kashidan, To be ashamed ; — alif 
kardan, To strip naked ;—alifi kufiydn, The 
Kufic alif ; anything bent; penis. 

A alfd' (v.n. 4 of yd), Finding, at-
taining, arriving at. 

alfdkhtan, To gain, acquire, col-
lect. 

A ulfdsh, A hypocrite ; a kind of 
thistle. 

A tUkH alfdz (pi. of lafz), Words, vocables, 
articulate sounds ; terms; technical terms. 
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A am alfdf (pi. of t i f f ) , Thick, entangled 
(trees). 

A ulfat, Friendship, attachment, 
familiarity, companionship, intimacy. 

dlaft, dluft, aluft, Affliction, 
grief; distractedness. 

dluftagan (pi. of dlufta), Asto-
nished, confounded, afflicted, mad; en-
amoured. 

a ulfatgari, Friendship, intimacy. 
y^M dluftan, To rage, grow mad (with 

love); to be confounded, afflicted, en-
amoured. 

dlufta, Astonished, furious, insane, 
mad ; broken, infirm, poor, disconsolate ; a 
debauchee ; a ball. 

a 6A4 ulfati-banda, Attached, ulti-
mate. 

( j o ^ f dluftidan, = y ^ T q.v. 
cxtAtt dlfakht, Aloes-wood ; — alfakht, 

Acquisition, gain. 
yjisfcAM alfakhtan, To gain, acquire. 
teafcAJI alfakhta, Gained. 
a oitt alif-dagA, A mark branded in 

the shape of an alif. 
yjdUll alfaghdan, alfaqtan, To gain. 
a alif-qdmat, alif-qad 

(for qadd), With a figure erect as an alif; 
afo/-shaped (applied to the eye-lashes). 

a ilf-girifta, Habituated, accus-
tomed. 

^J-AM alfanj, Gained ; gain, acquisition. 
^A-^AJI alfanjidan, To gain, acquire, col-

lect. 
yjuaK alf and an, To gain. 
yjujuiJl alfandidan, To gain to acquire. 
a alifi, Tall, erect, straight as an 

alif. 
yjuAH alfidan, To gain, to acquire. 

aljina, alfiya, The penis. 
A alq (v.n.), Maddening ; lying;— 

ilq, A wolf; — illaq, Shining, flashing. 
A ilqd' (v.n. of Throwing down, 

flinging, casting; imparting, communica-
ting ; inspiration ;—ilqd kardan, To throw 
out, to let fall (words). 

A <«R»UN alqab (pi. of laqab), Titles of 
honour, appellations, epithets, styles, sur-
names; forms of address (in letters). 

A e^N (v 'n* 4 o f C51). Rendering 
fruitful, covering, impregnating; giving a 
share. 

A al-qissa, On the whole, in a word. 
a alqat (for al-qatt), Cutting off, 

severing, sundering; put aside, dismissed ; 
inadmissible. 

dlak, Spikenard (also dim. of Jf al, 
q.v.). 

ctU\ alik, Hopeless, destitute, undone ; a 
road ; a precious stone ; a nag. 

T alak (elek), A sieve (m.c.). 
\SZ\ ulkd, A country, kingdom, region. 
T ^zpZtt alakji (elekji), A sieve-maker 

(m.c.). 



A alkan, A stutterer, pronouncing 
badly. 

ulkan, A miser ; a drunkard. 
a alkani, Stammering, barbarous, 
u * ^ alhiis, Name of a champion of 

Turkistan killed by Rustam. 
ulka, A province, dominion, posses-

sion. 
dlki (corruption of ^ ^ pdlki), A 

sedan chair, litter, palankin. 
T al-git ( = P. rf bi-glr birav, 

i.e. take and go), Name of a river and post-
house on the road from Tiflis to Baku. 

Aij&f alguna, A wash or paint for the face. 
A al-ldi, Name of an idol once wor-

shipped at Mecca. , 
A Alfl all ah (originally al-ildli), GOD : 

THE GOE>, by v?ay of eminence (being 
compounded of the article al, The, and 
^ Hah, a God) to which the following 
and such-like epithets are generally added : 
ta'dla, tabdraka wa ta'dla, jalla wa 'aid, 
subhdnahu, which imply, The most high, 
holy, blessed, and glorious God \—aUd,h 
a'lam, God knows ;—alldh akbar, God (is) 
greatest, omnipotent (also name of a moun-
tain at Shiraz) ;—alldh alldh, O God! good 
God ! (a mark of admiration) ;—alldh 
qadir, God (is) powerful! (used to express 
tbat He can avert any threatened calamity) ; 
—alldh harlm, God is good, beneficent (a 
consolatory ejaculation). 

ftt alum, A kind of vetch ;—vlum, A 
company, a squadron; — ulum ulum, In 
troops. 

A alam, Grief, affliction, anguish, dis-
tress, pain, agony ;—a-lam, Is it not? is it 
not yet ? 

^Utt almas, A diamond ; glass ; a pen-
knife ; a tooth ; sharp, piercing or cutting 
iron ; strenuous, active ;—almdsi brilyan 
(ibarlant), almasi tarashida, Brilliant (m.c.) ; 
almdsi paikdni, A kind of diamonds in the 
shape of arrow-heads ;—almdsi khdldar, A 
diamond with a black or red mark (worth-
less) ;—almdsi-khijdlat, Perspiration from 
shame;—almdsi shir-in (nabdii), A kind of 
diamond. 

S;̂  <j»UM almas-para, A glow-worm ; a 
spark. 

,j»UM almds-tardsh, A diamond-
cutter j diamond-dust; cut into angles or 
facets (glass), 

s f̂j atmds-reza, Diamond-dust. 
almas-ji'l, g f i almas-gun, 

almds-yar, Adamantine, bright, 
penetrating (a sword). 

(j-Uft almdsi, Gut into facets (like a dia-
mond). 

<sS>j almasi-rang, Bright, trans-
parent. 

A al-malaq, Name of a country in 
Turkistan. 

A pUN Uraam (v.n. 4 of ^J), Alighting; 
committing slight offences; approaching 
puberty or ripeness. 

alam-zada, Afflicted, grief-stricken. 
alam-guddz, What melts, i.e. 

soothes or removes grief. 
A ^ alam-nashrah, The title and the 

openiug words of Sura xciv. of the Quran, 
Have we not opened (thy breast); mani-
fest, evident, clear, well-known. 

alamut (eagle-nest), Name of a for-
tress between Kazwln and Ghiliin. 

ilimtin, A lemon. 
g^T alunj, A wild plum. 

alinjdn, Name of a province in 
Persia. 

alanjaj, Sj^N dlanjiij, alanjdj, 
Aloe-wood. 

alanka, A flame. 
dlang, alang, An entrench-

ment ; a wall of defence; a garrison; a 
besieging party. 

^ J l alni, A door-post, 
a alaniyiin, Helenium, elecampane, 
yy dlu, Defiled, contaminated; a brick-

kiln ; a name of various fruits ; a plum ; a 
YAM;—dlu'i bukjkdrd, dlu'ijili, ulu'i kishta, 
Different kinds of plum ;—dlu'i dashti, A 
medlar ;—dlu't malqolm, Potato (called after 
Sir John Malcolm), 

A JN ulv, (used as pi. of j j ) , Lords, 
masters ; having, possessed of ;—ulu 'l-amr, 
The companions of Muhammad ; also their 
followers in learning and authority. 

alwa, ilwd, Aloes ; Rustam's sword-
bearer ;—ulwd, A star, planet, constella-
tion. 

A alwds (pi. of laus), Impurities, 
filth. 

A cV^ olwdh (pi. of lauh), Plauks, 
boards; tablets, tables. 

a j^jtt al-wdz, An asylum ; a mountain. 
A \ alwaz (pi. of lauz), Almonds. 
A WjM alwat (pi. of kj) q-v.), Clowns, 

buffoons, and their performances; buf-
fooneries, vulgar tricks (m.c.). 

A Y^I alwdn (pi. of laun), Colours, 
kinds ; of divers kinds; of various colours ; 
—alwdn khwurdan, To swallow voraciously ; 
—alwani ni'mat, Blessings of various 
kinds; all sorts of good things; various 
and dainty dishes, 

ayf dlwah, Galangale. 
alu bdlii, An armarylla, or sour 

cherry. 
ahij, Elecampane, a herb, which is 

a specific against the bite of serpents. 
alidcha, A small plum; a currant ; 

a cherry. 
Jjlf alud, (in comp.) Contaminated, 

stained, polluted, dirtied, soiled, bespat-
tered, besmeared, fouled, as khata' alud, 
majdx alud, Stained with crimes, &c. 

A al-uridd', Farewell! adieu ! 



dludagi, Contamination, defile-
ment. 

y ^ T aludan, To stain, pollute, con-
taminate, defile; to anoint; to be polluted, 
defiled. 

dluda, Stained, polluted, smeared, 
defiled; anointed; disturbed, confuse!; 
overwhelmed; mingled;—aluda'i khun. 
Smeared with blood; weeping;—aludagdni 
dahr, Worldlings, misers ; criminals, rebels. 

a^yi dluda-khiin, Blood-stained ; cry-
ing, weeping. 

dluda-ddma/i, Having the tails 
of one's garments bespattered ; a sinner, 
fornicator. 

dliir, The buttocks, 
(j-y^ aids, Amorous or angry side-glance. 
T alus, A tribe, people, nation. 

y\ dlusan, A sort of plum, an aperient. 
G alusan, Alysson, or madwort. 

yf did siyah, A certain Indian fruit, 
alush, Provisions from the king's 

table. 
dliishidan, To embrace. 

A <-*Y\ >duf (pi. of a l f ) , Thousands. 
A csJŷ  uluk, Sending a message ; a mis-

sion, an embassy. 
ajyy^ din gurda, A certain fruit of a 

yellow colour. 
A dlwand, ^Y^ alwand, Name of a 

high mountain in Ramadan. 
dluna, A wash, cosmetic, paint, 

&y\ dluh, An eagle. 
a sy^ dluwwa, Aloes-wood. 
A uluhat, ulvhiyat, Deity, 

divinity, godhead. 
A alwiyat, alwiya (pi. of liway), Stan-

dards, ensigns, banners. 
Ai^ ala, Spikenard;—dluh, An eagle. 

ala, Blue bdellium;—ulah, ullah, An 
eagle. 

A Udh (for 8^), A god ;—ildhd, 0 
God ! 

A ilhd' (v.n. 4 of ^Jj, Diverting, oc-
cupying ; filling the funnel of a mill. 

A ilhdb (v.n, 4 of s - ^ ) , Inflaming, 
kiudling. 

a ilah-abad, The city of Allahabad. 
A e ^ ilhdj (v.n. 4 of Being greedy 

of suck (young camel). 
A ilhdm (v.n. 4 of Inspiration, 

divine revelation ;—ilhdmi ildhi, ilhdml rab-
bdnt, The inspiration of God. 

a yLrf ilhdni-bayan, Speaking by 
inspiration. 

a y>M. ilhdm-pazir, Inspired. 
A allahumma, 0 God ! 
a ildhi, = Allah; divine. 
a oL^ l ildhiyat (pi. of the following), 

Divine things ; theology; metaphvsics ; 
things pertaining to the supernatural. 

A ildhiyat, Divinity, deity. 
A ilhijaj (v.n. 11 of j ^ ) , Begin-

ning to coagulate (sour milk). 

dli, Saffron-colour. 
A ila, To, up to, towards, until;—ild 

'l-dn, Till now, to this time, until this hour; 
—ilai-hi, ilaih, To him, to i t ; above-men-
tioned, aforesaid (=mushdr ilai-hi). 

o alya, Marsh-mallows, 
A ilyas, alyds, Elias; name of a 

king of Khazar, a country on the confines 
I of the Caspian Sea. 
] A Y-FT-^LT alydsin, Elias ; the followers of 

Elias. 
JW dli-bdli, A cherry. 
A alyat, The tail of an Asiatic ram, 

large and very fat, weighing about ten or 
twelve pounds; the buttocks; the balls of 
the thumbs and the great toes ; the gums. 

(j^at^T dlikhtan, To rear, to kick. 
dlidan, To commit a crime; to 

recede, to depart from an agreement; to 
blame, accuse; to quake with fear, 

y-tt dliss, aliz, A kick, a bound, a leap, 
fcj^n alizidan, To rear, to kick. 
SAi^J^ dlizanda, Kicking, vicious (horse). 
^jLj^J^ alizidan, To bound, rebound, kick ; 

to mourn, become sad ; to palpitate, shake, 
be in convulsions; to offend; to blame, 
accuse, criminate. 

A ild gkairi 'n-nihdya, End-
lessly, in infinite numbers (m.c.). 

A alif, Familiar, intimate; a com-
rade, friend. 

A alyaq, More or most proper, fit, 
suitable. 

A alii (v.n. of J\) , Groaning (from 
pain or grief) ; the murmuring of rnnning 
water ;—alyal, Very dark night. 

A alim, Painful, torturing, excrucia-
ting. 

A \ alyan, Softer, more or most limber 
or subtile;—alin, Name of a village in 
Marw. 

am (first person of budan, To be), I 
am, and as such, like the English " am," 
the remainder and representative of the 
S. asmi; the suffixed form of the pro-
noun of the first person, signifying " my " 
after a noun, as jama-am, My robe, and 
expressing the accusative after an inflected 
active verb, as zanad-am, He strikes (will 
or may strike) me;—im (Z. asm), when 
prefixed to some words, stands for in, This, 
as im-shab for in-shab, To-night, &c. 

A umm, Mother; source, origin, foun-
dation, basis; chief part;—ummu *l-baiz 
(mother of whiteness, or of the egg), The 
ostrich ;—ummu *l-jaish (mother of the 
army), A standard;— ummu 'l-khabd'is 
(mother of abominations), Wine;—ummu 
'd-damagh. ummu 'r-ra's (mother of the 
brain, of the head), The pia mater;—ummu 
W-razail, Ignorance;—ummu 's-sibyan, A 
demon who inflicts pain on children; an 
epileptic fit in a child;—ummu 't-tariq, A 
highway ; — ummu 't-ta'dm, Wheat; the 
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stomach;—ummu 'l-faza'il, Knowledge;— 
ummu *l-qurdn, The first chapter of the 
Koran;—ummu 'l-qurd (mother of cities), 
Mecca;—ummu 'l-kitab (mother of the 
book), The preserved tablet (of divine 
decrees); the first chapter of the Koran; 
—^ummu 'n-nujum (mother of the stars), 
The milky way, heaven, the starry vault. 

M dmd, Pilling ; preparing ; adorning 
(Bee 

A U omnia, But, moreover, however, 
nevertheless, notwithstanding. 

A imdtat (v.n. 4 of Putting to 
death; being bereaved of her children. 

A amdsil (pi. of amsat), Eminent, 
conspicuous; peerB, nobles, grandees, free-
men. 

cM amaj, A plough; heaps (of earth) 
on which they place butts for shooting at 
with arrows ; a target for archers; a throne ; 
the twenty-fourth part of a farsang. 

gU\ amaj — the preceding;—umaj, A 
kind of pottage. 

amaj-khdna, A place on which a 
target iB fixed. 

A J^M amajid (pi. of amjad), Most 
Glorious, honourable ; great nobles. 

gUTj dmdj-Bakhtagi, Plough-gear. 
dmdj-gah, A place on which a 

target is fixed; an arrow-range; (met.) 
the world. 

jfrUy dmddagi, Preparation, readiness. 
gjUf dmadan (S. ma with prep, a), To 

prepare, make ready, equip, expedite, 
despatch; to be prepared; to fill. 

ijW\ dmada, Prepared, ready ; arranged, 
disposed in order; equipped; ripe j made 
plain ; resolved, determined ; — dmdda'i 
barb gaehtan, To prepare for war ;—dmdda'i 
kdr, Ready to act (m.c.). 

jM dmar, Numeration, calculation ; in-
quisition, investigation ; minute search ; 
aropsy. 

amor, Starch ; weaver's glue. 
A amarat, A sign, mark, Bignal, token, 

symptom ; a sign-post; time; the time or 
place of a promise;—imdrat, amdrat, Office 
of an amir, i.e. governor or commander; 
possession of a command; district under 
the authority of a governor; a government; 
command, authority, power, rule, sove-
reignty ; dignity, grandeur, pomp; increase, 
abundance, prosperity;—ammarat, ammara, 
Wont to command; imperious, domineer-
ing, headstrong (see nafs). 

A JjM amarid (pi. of amrad), Beardless 
youths. 

dmdr-gir, An accountant. 
ftjW amdra, Inquiry, strict search ; cal-

culation ; dropsy. 
8jW imdra, Computation, reckoning. 
jtf JjW imdra-gir, An accountant. 
u-Wj dmd8, A tumour, a swelling;— 

amd8 u/tadan, The swelling goes down, 
subsides. 

UUf dmd8d, Swelling. 
^jj^iL-U^ dmdsdnldan, To cause to swell. 
yx^U^ dmdsidan, To swell, become in-

flated. 
fij^U^ amdsida, Swelled, swollen. 
ijU. fiJu~.W\ amasida-klidya, One who has 

swelled testicles. 
a amasiya, A city in Cappadocia. 

dmd8k, A roasting-spit. 
A JUM imdtat (v.n. 4 of Removing, 

taking away, putting to a distance ; setting 
on fire. 

A (̂ "U^ am akin (pi. of makdn), Places; 
mansions, habitations ;—amakini mutdbar-
raka, Holy places. 

A dmdl (pi. of amal), Desires, hopes. 
A imdlat (v.n. 4 of J*-), Causing to 

incline, bending; (in gram.) giving to 
fatha a sound like that of kasra (as when 
kitdb is pronounced as if written kitib). 

A F»U\ amdm, Before, prior to;—imam, 
One who stands before or is followed, a 
head, chief, leader, especially in religious 
matters, antistes or reader in a mosque; 
prelate, patriarch, priest; a khalif; an 
exemplar, pattern ; a mason's line or rule ; 
the flag borne in procession before the 
ta'ziya during the Miracle Play;—imdmi 
jum'ah, Imam who recites the Friday 
prayers for the sovereign;—imami subha, 
The large bead in the middle of a rosary. 

imam-bdra, A temple, conclave; 
a place illuminated at the festival of Mu-
ll arram, where the shrines of the Imams 
Hasan and Husain are visited with great 
veneration. 

A imdmat (v.n. of jtf), Taking the 
lead in religious matters, performing the 
functions of an Imam ; the priestly office. 

a imdm-zdda, The son of a priest; 
—imdm-zdda haehim, Name of a place in 
Gilan. 

a ^Ji imdm-quli, The son of Nadir 
Shah. 

amdmun (G. a fun/xov), Stone-
parsley ; ginger; pepper. 

a imdmi, Of or relating to an Imam. 
A imdmiyat, imamiyah, The sect of 

Shi'as, who hold that 'All is the true Imam 
or immediate follower of Muhammad. 

A amdn (v.n. of Being safe 
and secure ; security, safety, peace, tran-
quillity, protection; quarter, pardon, in-
demnity, grace; a kettle-drum;—al-amdn, 
Quarter ! mercy !—amdn Ishyjdstan, To sue 
for mercy, to beg quarter. 

a f-H fc)^ aman-pazir, Who receives or 
accepts in trust. 

A amdnat (v.n. of A deposit, 
charge, anything given in trust; security, 
safety, protection; safe-guard, safe-conduct; 
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sincerity, faith, religion;—amdnat ddshtan, 
To deposit, to place in trust. 

» eSj*- amanaUjarl, Assignments of 
revenue. 

a amdnat-khdna, Depository, 
dep6t, storehouse, warehouse. 

a jlisiW amdnat-ddr, A depositary; 
trusty; guardian, custodian. 

a ^ .wAM amdnat-ddrl, Charge, trust, 
agency; fidelity, faithfulness, honesty, 
trustiness. 

a jl£siU\ amdnat-kar, An agent, a factor. 
a ^.i&tfUl amanat-guzdr, Depositary, cus-

todian. 
a amdnati, Deposited, given in 

trust or charge ; a deposit. 
a amdni, Security; trust, charge, 

deposit; land held, or work done, under 
Government control (opp. to ijara, farm-
land, contract work). 

A amanly (pi. of wmnlyat), Desires. 
d.mdh, A tumour. 

(JJA-AU^ arndhidan, To swell, to be stupe-
fied. 

dmay, (in comp.) Filling, one who 
prepares or makes ready, an ornamenter. 

dma'i, Fulness, repletion. 
yjuJU^ dmd'idan, To make ready, to pre-

pare ; to be ready; to fill. 
G ambarbarts, Barberries. 

ambarud, A pear. 
G tj-fj^A ambarusira, Ambrosia. 

impardtris, Empress (m.c. from 
Fr. imperatrice). 

impardtor, Emperor, Czar (m.c. 
from Latin). 

imparyali Hid, Gold imperial (a 
Russian coin). 

A W am at, A female servant, a hand-
maid ;—ummat, People, nation; sect, reli-
gious community, creed; follower, co-
religionist (umviati majnun, The followers 
of Majnun, the tribe of lovers) ;—dmmat, 
Beaching the brain (wound). 

A amt (v.n.), Being crooked, curva-
ture ; being steep and high, declivity ; 
ground covered with small hills ; determin-
ing (by measure, manner, or time). 

A imtd' (v.n. 4 of Enjoying, 
making use of ; being independent of, able 
to do without; causing one to enjoy life. 

a ummatdn (P. pi. of ummat), 
Peoples, nations ; followers, co-religionists. 

A initisdl (v.n. 8 of J ^ ) , Obeying, 
submitting, conforming (to law). 

A imtihash (v.n. 8 of LA*^), Being 
burnt. 

A ^ ^ imtihdn (v.n. 8 of Examin-
ing, weighing attentively, trying, proving, 
testing; trial, test, proof, experiment; 
examination, inquiry ; temptation ;—imti-
fyanati ilahiya, Divine visitations;—imtihdn 
kardan, To examine (m.c.);—az imtihan blrun 
raftcvn,, To pass an examination (m.c.). 

A LAsfcŝ  imtikhat (v.n. 8 of tafc-) Blow-
ing or cleaning the nose; unsheathing a 
sword ; snatching (anything from the hand 
of another. 

A imtidad (v.n. 8 of &•), Being ex-
tended ; extension ; prolongation ; protrac-
tion, prorogation;—imtidadi hayat, Pro-
longation of life;—imtidadi zaman, Length 
or process of time (m.c.). 

A imtira' (v.n. 8 of Doubting; 
doubt, scepticism. 

A imtiras (v.n. 8 of Y - / * ) , Rubbing 
oneself against anything; brawling, wrang-
ling; altercation. 

A imtirdsh (v.n. 8 of î Py*), Seizing, 
snatching anything from the hand of 
another. 

A ŝ ysM imtizdj (v.n. 8 of &y*), Mingling, 
being mixed, diluted, blended ; union, mix-
ture ;—mizdji sa'ddat imtizdj, A disposition 
tempered with excellence. 

A imtisdk (v.n. 8 of ctV—•), Hold-
ing fas t ; clutching. 

A I U J I * ) imtishdt (v.n. 8 of Comb-
ing the hair. 

imtisdr (v.n. 8 of Milking a 
camel with the ends of the fingers. 

A YT-UxM imtisds (v.n. 8 of Sucking. 
A (J&Uô ^ imtizdz (v.n. 8 of A*)> Being 

burned, burning. 
A imtikak (v.n. 8 of Sucking. 

imtila' (v.n. 8 of Being filled ; 
fullness, repletion, surfeit; indigestion, 

A imtind1 (v.n. 8 of Being pre-
vented ; abstaining, refraining ; inhibition, 
prohibition, prevention, restraiut;—imtind' 
kardan, To refuse, deny ; to abstain. 

A DJUX-l imtindn (v.n. 8 of Confer-
ring a favour or obligation (minnat). 

A imtihdn (v.n. 8 of Wasting; 
regarding as weak or contemptible; being 
so. 

a ^ ^ ummat t, A follower of a religious 
sect or creed. 

A imtiyaz (v.u. 8 of Being 
separated; separation, distinction, dis-
crimination ; discernment; judgment, 
discretion ; holding oneself aloof ; refusal; 
good breeding ; ceremony ; pre-eminence; 
—imtiyaz kardan, To make a distinction, to 
separate, to discriminate; to treat with dis-
tinction. 

a imtiydzl, Possessing the quality 
of discriminating, discriminative; distin-
guished, well-bred. 

A JLaM amsdl (pi. of masal), Resem-
blances, likenesses; equals; proverbs, 
adages ;—amsali shumd ashk has, People 
like you (m.c.) ;—imsdl (v.n. 4 of Re-
taliating, punishing; making an example 
(of a criminal by mutilating him). 

A amsal, Most excellent, most 
proper for imitation. 
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am j akh tan, To desire ardently, to 
long for. 

A amjad, More or most laudable, ex-
cellent or glorious. 

A irnhdsh (v.n. 4 of (j^^*), Burn-
ing, scorching, searing. 

A imhdz (v.n. 4 of Making 
pure, keeping free from any admixture. 

A imhdl (v.n. 4 of JJ*"), Being 
barren (a year) ; Buffering from barrenness 
or famine. 

A YFCVAFÊ  imkhdz (v.n. 4 of Drink-
ing pure milk. 

dmukhtan ( = q.v.), To 
teach. 

teae^ amukhta ( = q.v.), Taught. 
dmad, He came; arrival; income; 

name of a city in Armenia;—a mad u charj, 
Receipts and disbursements ;—amad uraft, 
dmad u shud, Coming and going •, ingress 
and egress, communication, intercourse; 
passage, thoroughfare. 

^ amd, Time, season, opportunity. 
A amad (v.n.), End of time ; term of 

life; goal; anger;—amid, Full of good or 
bad qualities;—amadd, More or most ex-
tended. 

A amddd (pi. of mudd), Certain dry 
measures ;—imdad (v.n. 4 of *>*), Assisting, 
aiding, helping, succouring; giving, subsi-
dizing; putting ink (maddd) into the ink-
Btand, or pen, giving ink to another; issu-
ing puB (a wound) ;—imdad kardan, To 
help, to aBsist. 

^ dmad-dmad, Approach. 
dmaddna, dmaddm, Acci-

dental, casual, fortuitous, adventitious ; im-
ports. 

^ dmad-raft, Coming and going, 
ingress and egress; intercourse ; travellers ; 
a road ;—dmad-raft ddshtan, To have in-
tercourse with, to have familiar access to 
(m.c.);—dmad-raft kardan, To ply to and 
fro (m,c ). 

M dmad-shud, Coming and going;— 
—amad shud kardan, To come and go. 

QJA ^ dmad-skudan, Coming and going. 
dmadan, To come, to arrive; to 

exist, to be found; to become (serving, like 
yu. shudan, to form the passive) ; coming, 
arrival, entry;—az an jahdn dmadan, To 
recover from a dangerouB illness; — ba-
jang dmadan, To wage war against;—ba-
ch ashm dmadan, To meet with the evil eye ; 
to be afflicted with a calamity;—ba-hdli 
jthwesh dmadan, To recover one's senses ;— 
ba-dast amadan, To fall into one's power;— 
ba-da.ndan khosh dmadan, To be delightful, 
pleasant, satisfactory ;—bar zabdn amadan, 
To speak, to talk;—bar sar dmadan, To 
conquer, overcome ; to increase ; to become 
exalted;—ba-tsar amadan, To come to an end, 
to cease; to reach perfection ;—ba-fdli bai 

dmadan, To be ill-omened, of bad augury ; 
—ba-kdr dmadan, To bring advantage, to 
be useful;—ba-wujud dmadan, To spring 
into existence, to be born ;—padid dmadan, 
To become manifest, to appear;—dar shumdr 
dmadan, To count amongst, to come into 
account;—dar kdr dmadan, To profit;—sar 
amadan, To be satiated; to loath ; to 
awake. 

dmadan-gdh, The time or place of 
coming, arriving, or meeting; a rendezvous. 

^ ^ dmadanl, Income, impost, revenue; 
the season at which any merchandise gene-
rally arrives; perquisites, anything gained 
over and above; emoluments, finances, 
ways and means; imports, import duties. 

dmad u raft, % j amad u rav 
= ijsJij j^f q.v. 

amada, Come, arrived; a joke, plea-
santry, impromptu. 

fi^f dmada-glr, Receiving, welcoming. 
dmadl ( ^ x . ^ dmadjl), Title of a 

higher functionary ;—dmadVi diwdni humd-
yun, Secretary of the State Council (m.c.). 

A f>\ amir, One who commands, orders, 
rules (dmiri nun u 'l-qalam, The lord of 
the inkstand and the pen, God, Muham-
mad) ;—amr, Order, command ; (in gram.) 
imperative; affair, business, transaction; 
event, occurrence, fact, circumstance; mat-
ter, case, thing, particular; point, ques-
tion ;—amr kardan, To command;—amr u 
nahy, Command and prohibition, orders and 
counter-orders; — amarr, More bitter; — 
amarrdn (the two bitters), Poverty and 
old age. 

s dmrd, The mangoe. 
A *>\y\ imrd' (v.n. 4 of Agreeing with 

a man, being wholesome and digestible 
(food) ;—imra', A man;—umard' (pi, of 
j ^ l amir), Princes, &c. 

A S'V*̂  imra'at, A woman. 
A amrdz (pi. of maraz), Diseases, 

maladies, distempers, ailments ; — imrdz 
(v.n. 4 of J^y), Making sick, throwing into 
a disorder; being near the truth, following 
the dictates of reason; having distempered 
cattle. 

A \ imragk (v.n. 4 of £ f ) , Spitting ; 
blabbing, chattering; thinning (a mass of 
paste) with water. 

a umara'i, Nobility. 
A imrat, A government, principality, 

dominion. 
amrit-phal (S. amrita-phala), 

Name of a fruit. 
jy^ dmard, The fruit of the tree ardk. 
A amrad, Beardless and handsome 

(youth) ; leafless (branch); having little 
hair about his heels (horse). 

amurddd, Name of a month. 
a amrad-parast, A pederast. 
a amrad-parasti, Pederasty. 



a-mnrz, Imp. of amurzldan, (iu comp.) 
remitting, absolving, forgiving. 

amurzish, amurzish, Absolution, for-
giveness ;—amurzish khwastan, To crave 
forgiveness. 

dmurzgdr, Forgiving, compassionate, 
tsjwj/^ dmurzgari, Compassion, forgive-

ness. 
O^jb-T dmurzandagan, The merciful. 

dmurzanda, Pitying, forgiving. 
amurzldan, To forgive, absolve. 

A amrat, Smooth-cheeked (man). 
dmurgHt, A little, few, somewhat; 

quantity; value, price; gain, profit; stock, 
capital; a store, hoard; power, rank ;—also 
amargh, Root, origin; the purest and 
choicest part. 

amrut, amrud, A pear; a guava. 
imroz (for in roz), To-day, (met.) in 

this life (opp. to fatda, iu the next 
life) ;—imroz farda kardan, To put off, to 
procrastinate ; to beguile one's time, 

imroz-fardd, To-day or to-morrow. 
imrozi, imrozin, im-

rozina, Of to-day;—imrozin roz, This very 
day. 

dmus, A large cup of wine. 
A arils, Yesterday. 
A imsd' (v.n. 4 of Becoming 

evening; doing at evening time; becoming 
(unfortunate). 

A imsds (v.n. 4 of Touching 
or causing one to touch; causing to rub. 

A d'^-Aimsak (v.n. 4 of Keeping 
back or off, holding, detaining ; abstaining 
(from speaking); parsimony, scarcity, 
want; a medicine taken to prolong plea-
sure in carnal intercourse; the prolonga-
tion thus procured. 

imsdl (for in sal), This year. 
y^JL^ imealin, Belonging to this year. 
A amshdj (pi, of mashij), Mixtures 

of blood and water. 
•U^-AA^ amshaspand, MAJI&A am&hds-

fand, An angel. 
iJnU^ imshdeh, Measure, rule ; compari-

son. 
plA*^ amshdm, The intellect of the eighth 

heaven or zodiac. 
imshab (for in shab), To-night. 

AJ^A am$dr (pi. of misr), Cities, great 
cities. 

A imsd? (v.n. 4 of 0^*), Making 
suck. 

imza* (v.n. 4 of ^H**)' Making 
pass or penetrate, transmitting, despatch-
ing; despatch, transmission; signature;— 
imza* ddshtan, To sign. 

A (./L^ imza? (v.n. 4 of u^), Giving 
pain (wound) ; burning (grief). 

am£dr (pi. of matar), Rains;— 
imtdr (v.n. 4 of Raining; causing to 
rain. 

APW am'a' (pi. of mi'd), Intestines, guts. 

amtdsiyun (G. o/x</>a/aov), Juice v, 
grapes. 

A im'dn (v.n. 4 of Sharpen-
ing, rendering acute or penetrating; acute-
ness, penetration;—im'dni nazr, Penetrating 
glance, close look, attentive regard. 

A imgds, Suffering from cholic, 
having the gripes. 

amughaildn, ummugha>ildn, The 
Egyptian thorn. 

G umfdsiyun, Juice of unripe 
grapes. 

A imkdn (v.n. 4 of Giving 
power, affording an opportunity; possi-
bility, practicability; power; contingent or 
potential existence (opp. to wujub, necessary 
existence, or wujud, actual existence). 

a ^^A imkdni, Possible, potential; con-
tingent. 

A amkar, More or most crafty. 
A $J£A amkinat, amkina (pi. of makan), 

Places. 
dmul, Name of a town in Tabaristan, 

and of one situated on the river Ox us. 
A J ^ amal (v.n.), Hoping, hope, desire. 
A imla' (v.n. 4 of Filling up, 

completing; inditing, writing correctly; 
orthography, dictation;—be-imld, Inaccu-
rate, unorthographical. 

a imld'dan, One knowing how to 
write orthographically, 

j W imldq, Name of a country in Tur-
kistan. 

A j W imldq (v.n. 4 of Being re-
duced to want; poverty, destitution. 

A csJM amlak (pi. of malk), Kings; (pi. 
of mulk) goods, riches, possessions; estates, 
property, lands; (pi. of vmlak) angels;— 
imlak (v.n. 4 of isAU), Putting in possession 
of a thing; giving a wife; kneading well 
(dough) ; = amldk, Possessions, &c.;—im-
IdM ghairi manqula, Immovable property ; 
imldki manqula, Moveable property. 

A J M imldl (v.n. 4 of J*), Being long 
and tedious (a journey); annoying, vexing, 
wearying; dictating, inditing a letter; con-
fession. 

a <M imla-nawis, One who writes 
correctly. 

A j-W amlaj (for P. dmulah); the myro-
baian-tree. 

A amlah, Blue; more or most humid. 
amlas, Even, smooth, sleek. 

AM dmula (S. dmalaka), amla, Name 
of an excellent eye-medicine; the myro-
balan-tree. 

A LT-S^ imlis, A barren desert. 
A umam (pi. of ummat), People, 

nations, tribes; sects. 
dman, Circumference, circuit (in 

general applied as a minor term, when com-
pared to something of the same kind of a 
greater circumference). 
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A dmin, Secure, safe, fearing nothing. 

amn (v.n.), Being safe, secure; 
safety, security ; tranquillity, peace ;—amn 
u amdn, Security and tranquillity. 

dmannd (we believe), Yea, verily. 
A umand' (pi. of amln), Prefects; 

tax-gatherers ; superintendants ;—umand'i 
daulat, Public functionaries (m.c.). 

A dmina, The name of Muhammad's 
mother. 

A^I amana, amana, Split wood, 
put up in bundles for sale. 

A amnlyat, Security, safety, repose; 
a place of safety;—umniyat, Desire, wish. 

y*\ dmu, A tumour, swelling, inflation; 
the name of the river Oxus. 

A *Ay\ 
amwdt (pi. of maut), Deaths; 

—(pi. of mayyii) The dead. 
amwaj (pi. of mauj), Waves, bil-

lows. 
A amwdl (pi. of mat), Goods, chat-

tels, effects; possessions, property, riches, 
wealth. 

1 dmut, The nest of a bird of prey. 
dmutiyd (in Zand and Pazand), A 

damsel. 
tf-^y*! dmokhtan, To learn, to teach. 
^ y ) dmokhta, Learnt; taught;;—•dmokh-

toy dni azal (taught of the Eternal), Pro-
phets, seers, and saints. 

dmiid = q.v. 
dmudan, To prepare, to fashion ; to 

cause to be made ; to adorn ; to be adorned; 
to mix; to be mixed ; to fill. 

amuda, Full, filled ; adorned ; pre-
pared, fashioned; mixed; stringed pearls, 
rubies, <&c. 

dmur, A tumour (doubtful word). 
umur (pi. of amr), Things, 

affairs, acts, deeds, matters, concerns; 
articles, items;—umurijamlla, Good, beau-
tiful, elegant things ;—umiiri daulat u din, 
Affairs of state and religion •, ̂ umiiri lumum 
(jumhur), Public or state affairs. 

A umur at (pi. of the preceding), 
The same meanings. 

a 8A> j jy\ umur-dida, Experienced in busi-
ness. 

jy) dmoz, Teaching, learned, skilful. 
dmozdnanda, A teacher. 

y^ l j^T dmozdnidan, To make learn, to 
teach. 

LAO/*1! dmozish, Instruction, teaching. 
y*\ dmozgdr, A teacher; a learner;— 

dmoz-gdri wakhshurdn, The teacher of 
prophets, applied to Hoshang, son of 
Siyamak. 

dmoznak, A teacher ; a student; a 
name of God. 

dmozanda, Teaching; a teacher. 
<j,)y*\ dmozi, A priest, one belonging to 

the first of the four orders in which Jam-
shed is said to have divided his subjects 
(see ^g/tf). 

O0*)^ amozidan, To learn; to teach. 
amus, dmus, Bishop's weed ; a seed 

put into bread. 
\ dmusnl, amusnl, A woman who has 

a husband in common with another; a 
concubine. 

dmugh, Gravity, reverence, venera-
bility ; terror ; quantity, measure ; stature. 

ePr*^ dmiilan (G. afivXov), Starch. 
A umumat, The being a mother; 

maternity. 
VyA, amun, Brimful; name of a river and 

of a town on its banks; (contraction of 
perdmun), circumference, extent. 

A amun, Firm, steady ; not apt to 
trip. 

dmiiy, Imp. of dmudan, q.v. ; (in 
comp.) filling; name of a town and of a 
tribe near the river Oxus or Jihun. 

dmuya, The river Oxus. 
dma, An ink-stand; a bundle of 

sticks. 
A amah (v.n.), Oblivion, forgetful-

ness. 
A ummahdt (pi. of umm), Mothers ; 

—ummahdti taba'i'i chahar arkdn, umma-
kdti mfld, The four maternal or elementary 
qualities (in man) ;—chahdr ummahdti 
sufliya u nuh dbd'i 'ulwiya, The four 
mothers below and the nine fathers 
above, i.e. the four elements and the nine 
heavens. 

A J Y I imhdl (v.n. 4 of Jy*), Prolong-
ing, giving a delay, deferring, giving longer 
time; giving an opportunity; delay, re-
spite, 

A amhaq, Of a dead white (like 
chalk). 

amhuepand, amhusfand, 
An angel. 

A ummly, Not knowing how to read 
or write, uneducated, illiterate (derived 
from umm, mother, or ummat, people) ;— 
ummi'i sddiq, ummt'i guyd kaldm, Muham-
mad. 

^ amyd, yW^ amydn, A purse, a scrip. 
^aafc-^ dmekhtagl, Sociability; mix-

ture. 
dmekhian (S. misr with prep, a), 

To mix, mingle; to be intermixed ;—bar 
amekhtan, The same. 

amekhta, Mixed ; a mixture, com-
pound ; sociable. 

umed or umid, ummed or ummld, 
Hope, expectation, dependence, t rust ; de-
sire, greediness;—umed afgandan (bastan, 
ddshtan) ba-chize (dar chize), To hope for a 
thing ;—umed bar dmadan, The hope be-
comes fulfilled, realised;—umed bar khastan, 
Hope departs, is frustrated;—umed dadan, 
To make one hopeful; —umed-rd pai burl-
dan, To deprive one of hope, cause one to 
despair; to lose hope ;—umed hardaM, To 
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hope for, expect;— umed gusistan, To ren-
der or become hopeless. 

l r ^ . umed-bakhsh, Giver of hope ; 
God. 

sLT umed-gah, A place of hope or 
refuge. 

umedwar, Hopeful, confident, sup-
ported by hope; an expectant, dependant, 
candidate;—umedwdram hi, I hope that. 

umedwari, Hope, expectancy. 
^•Vs^ ummedi, Hopeful, sanguine; an 

expectant, etc. ( = umed-war). 
jtA amir, amir,A. glutton; lazy (a doubt-

ful word). 
amir (pi. umard'), A com-

mander, governor, emperor, chief, leader, 
lord, prince; a person of rank or distinc-
tion ; a gentleman ; (amiru 'l-umard, Prince 
of princes, chief of the nobles, a title given 
by Eastern princes to their prime mini-
sters) ;—amiri dbi hag wan, The prophet 
Khizr;—amiri dkhwur, Master of the horse; 
— amiru 'l-bahr, Harbour-master ; com-
mander of the fleet; great admiral;—amiri 
top-khdna, Commander of the artillery ;— 
amiru 'l-jaish, The general of an army ; 
commander of the land-forces; — amiri 
haras, Chief of the king's guards ;—amiri 
dad, Chief justice;—amiri sdhib dalq, The 
Caliph Ali ;—amir kardan, To play the 
prince, to act the emir ; to reign properly ; 
—amiru 'l-mu'minin, Commander of the 
faithful (title of the Caliphs). 

JV*"^ amirdl, Admiral (m.c. from FL*.). 
a amir ana, Imperial, princely ; 

imperially. 
a amir-zada, One of noble birth or 

family ; a king's son, a prince. 
T y^S-̂  amirlu, Name of a Tartar tribe 

(m.c.). 
amirgdn, Name of a quarter in 

Constantinople. 
a amir-nishdn, A king-maker (lit. 

who seats an amir on the imperial throne). 
a amir-war, Princely, imperially. 
a amiri, Principality ;—amiri kar-

dan, To erect a principality; to become 
sovereign. 

amez, Mixture; concubitus, coitus ; 
(in comp.) mixed, mingled, as i'tibar-dmez, 
Mingled with respect, &c. 

A y**\ amyaz, More or most distinguished. 
yxJ^y^ amezanidan, To cause to mix. 

dmezish, Mixture, alloy; tempera-
ment, disposition ; sociableness;—dmezish 
dadan (kardan), To mix, mingle; to inter-
mix. 

amezish-kun, Producing an ad-
mixture. 

(^LA)^ dmezish-kuni, Admixing, admix-
ture. 

^ j s^Y dmez-gdr, Sociable. 
^sfijttA amez-gdri, Mixture ; sociableuess. 
talU^-l dmeznak, Blended, mixed. 

) 
dmezanda, Sociable. 

ameza, Mixed ; middle-aged, turning 
gray ; nature, temperament, bodily habit ; 
coitus. 

y ameza-mil, One beginning to turn 
gray. 

lyA^T dmezidan, To mix, mingle; to be 
mixed. 

amezh, Mixing. 
dmezha, Mixed ; gray, grizzled; old ; 

weighed, adjusted ; a poet. 
amegk, Copulation ; t ru th ; mixture. 

amegha, Mixed; mixture, union; 
coitus. 

dmegiS, True, real (opp. to meta-
phorical), sincere, unfeigned. 

A J * ^ amyal, More or most inclining, 
leaning to one side ; one who has no sword ; 
sitting badly on a saddle. 

amila, The myrobalan. 
A imim (for imam), Leader, <ftc. 
A dmln, So let it be! amen ! (fuller 

forms are, dmin yd mu'in, So let it be, O 
helper !—dmin yd rabba 'l-'dlamin, Amen, 0 
Lord of the worlds ! — dmin bi-hurmati 
saiyidi 'l-mursalin, Amen, for the sake of 
the Prince of Apostles) ;—dmin kardan, To 
say Amen, to conclude prayers. 

A ij^M amin, Secure, safe, free; faithful, 
trusty; a trustee; a commissioner, super-
intendent ; an arbitrator; an officer em-
ployed by Government to collect the reve-
nues of a district (in India) ;—amini hisdb, 
An auditor of accounts ;—amini huzur, Lord 
Chamberlain, Comptroller of the Presence 
(m.c.);—amini khalwat, The chief groom 
of the privy chamber (m.c.) ;—amin ddsh-
tan (kardan), To trust one, to hold trust-
worthy ;—amini diwdn, Receiver-general, 
the superintendent of the Diwan;—amini 
lashkar, Pay master-general of the Forces 
(in.c.). 

t+iA dmina, Wood split and bundled for 
sale. 

a amini, Office of amin; trust, 
guardianship, custody; security; commis-
sion, deputation ; secure, safe. 

F fctf an, (J an, That ; (met,) anything 
that can be felt rather than defined, like 
the Italian " un certo non s6 chS," grace, 
elegance, "sales et lepores" ; understand-
ing, intellect; wine ; existence, form of 
existence, individuality. (As pronoun, an 
enters frequently into composition with 
nouns or other pronouns, which compounds 
will be found in their alphabetical order.) 
—an (S. ami), Preposition prefixed to 
verbs, as in airibdshtan, &c. 

A (jT an, Time ; a short time ; an hour; 
moment, instant, second. 

an (in Zand and Pazand), A mother. 
A and\ An impediment, delay, post-

ponement ; seasonable moment; opportu-
nity ;—ind\ A vessel. 
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A indbat (v.n. 4 of Returning to i 
God, to the true faith, conversion in reli-
gious matters; penitence, repentance. 

A S-vrfW andbib (pi. of umbubaf), Joints 
(of reeds or canes); spaces between the 
joints. 

A SW an at, Indolence, delay, procrastina-
tion ; an indolent languid woman. 

andtunitan (in Zand andPazand), 
To leave; to place. 

A inds (pi. of unsd'), Females ;—inds 
u zuhur, Females and males. 

A ASART indk&at (v.n. 4 of tf), Making a 
camel to kneel down. 

j\i\ andr, A pomegranate; fireworks ;— 
andri tauqddr, A particular kind of pome-
granate ;—andri farhad, A pomegranate 
tree said to have sprung from the axe 
with which Farhad killed himself on hear-
ing of Shirin's death, and whose fruits, if 
opened, are found to be burnt and turned to 
ashes inside ; —andri yd-sin, A pomegranate 
which, eaten on the day of Nauroz by one 
person, without others partaking of it, and 
after repeating a number of times the 
Surah Ya-Sin, is said to secure freedom 
from illness through the whole year. 

A 8jU\ inarat (v.n. 4 of ^y), Illuminating ; 
Bhining bright, brilliancy ; blossoming ;— 
(v.n. 4 of p i ) Marking (cloth) with a bor-
der of different colours. 

andristan, A pomegranate garden. 
anar-gird, The poppy. 

jW andr-giwd, The poppy. 
jW andr-mishJe, Name of a red 

fruit resembling the pomegranate. 
andrln, Rust. 

T (jljtW andtull, Anatolia, Asia Minor;— 
anatuli'i usvndnl, Asia Minor. 

t/J"*^ andtitus (G. amVijs), A stone 
which is said to assist women in labour, 

a ^-UiW andgkdtus, A sort of stone. 
uJUsU\ indghdlis, anughulus (G. 

ayayaXAis), The herb pimpernel. 
A 4iU\ indfat (v.n. 4 of <-*Y), Increasing, 

augmenting, adding to ; exceeding, being 
over and above ; projecting, overhanging. 

T jM indq, Secure, safe, free from 
anxiety. 

andliki (corruption of G. d«aXi'^), 
A nettle, or its seed. 

A pW andm, Mankind, mortals; crea-
tures ; j inn; demons. 

A ammil (pi. of anmilat), Fingers; 
tips of the fingers. 

dndn (pi. of an), Those. 
A Q\>\ undn (v.n. of Groaning ; a 

groan; one who groans much. 
A anndn, A great groaner, one who 

groans. 
A anndnat, anndnah (fem. of the pre-

ceding), Groaning (woman). 
A andnlyat (from M ana\ I) , Ego-

tism ; self-worship, selfishness. 

) 
« an dwdftlz, An anabaptist. 

andhld, The planet Venus, 
u^ and'i, Stupid, foolish, 
s-rt anab, The egg-plant. 
A ambd (pi. of naba), News, tidings ; 

—irnbd' (v.n. 4 of Announcing, bring-
ing news or tidings. 

A imbdt (v.n. 4 of Growing, 
causing to grow. 

ambakhun, A castle, a fortification. 
ambada, Vain-glorious; purse-

proud. 
ambdr, Full to the brim, replete; a 

pond, a reservoir; filth, dung, manure; 
dilapidation, a falling to pieces of a house 
or a wall; fodder; — ambdr dadan, To 
manure;—imbdr (for in-bdr), This time, 
now. 

ambdr (pi. of nibr), Ricks, stacks 
of corn ; name of a city in Chaldea, and a 
village in Balkh. 

ails. jUi\ ambdr-khdna, A magazine, a 
store. 

jW jLi^ ambdr-dar, The keeper of a maga-
zine. 

^ j ambdr-dari, Whatever is laid up 
against a scarcity. 

(jSjjV^ ambdrdagt, Repletion; compe-
tence. 

(v ĵW^ ambdrdan (S. prl, with prep, anu), 
To fill; to cause to fill. 

ambdr da, Filled, full, replete; 
affluent; rich, 

jtyttf ambarish, Stuffing, quilting. 
ambdr-hash, Manurer. 

ambdrl, A howda for an elephant, 
yj^lfil arpbdridan, To fill; to cause to 

fill; to pull down. 
airibdz, A companion, associate, part-

ner in trade ;—ambdz shudan, To participate 
in anything. 

ambazanidan, To go partners. 
Bjjl^ arribazada, Proud of wealth or 

family. 
eJUj^iJ ambdzndk, A partner in trade. 

ambdzi, Partnership, joint com-
pany ;—ambdzi kardan, To go partners. 

yAjjljj \ ambdrdan, To become a partner 
in any common fund of gain or labour; to 
increase. 

ambdshiagi, Moderate compe-
tency. 

ambashtan, To fill; to supply ; to 
sprinkle; to macerate, dilute; to lay in 
ruins. 

ASAW^ ambdshta, Filled; choked (well). 
£y>}\ ambdgh, A concubine; any woman 

whom a man lives with beyond one wife. 
j M ambaq, A (voluntary) cuckold, 
o tjJW^ ambdlus, ambalush, A 

vine. 
amban, ambana, Soft skins (of 

goats) of the finest kind, such as they call 
Spanish or Cordovan; a leathern bag, 
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cloak-bag, portmanteau ; a purse; bellows; 
—anibdni bad, The stomach;—ambani khizr, 
A ewer ;—ambani sulaiman, A bag in Solo-
mon's possesBioD, which produced any-
thing he wished for ;—ambani shindwar, A 
life-belt, a life-buoy. 

ĵ i ambdn-bdr, Fat, pursy ; idle, use-
less. 

â rWrt arribdncha, utUVl ambdnak, A small 
purse or scrip. 

A imbisas (v.n. 7 of Being 
separated, spread about, scattered. 

A G*̂  ambaj, ambij, An Indian frui t ; a 
preserve. 

a u-W*^ imbijde (v.n. 7 of Flow-
ing out by degrees, little by little. 

A ambajdnl, Belonging to, or 
made at, Mambij ; warm paste ;—saridi 
ambajani, Hot bread crumbled down. 

ambur, Tweezers, pincers, forceps, 
A ambarbdrls, Barberries. 

ambarud, A pear. 
arnbaru, UP;^ ambarut, A pear. 
ambura, ambara, A camel or other 

animal that has shed his coat; a camel or 
horse used for drawing water; a mountain-
paBS; a tube, pipe ;—ambura, Tweezers, 
pincers, forceps. 

ambazdn, The last day of the 
month. 

ambas, {jfaft ambash, A heap of 
grain trodden or thrashed out, and sifted, 

A imbisat (v.n. 7 of i), Being 
spread out; gladness, joy, cheerfulness, re-
creation, delight, mirth, gaiety. 

ambast, Coarse, thick ; bound, shut 
up. 

—ambast a, Bound ; hard, stiff, diffi-
cult to be unloosed; clotted (milk or 
blood). 

a ambatarun, Samphire, empetron. 
A imbi'ds (v.n. 7 of Being 

roused up. 
A irribig&a' (v.n. 7 of , J * I ) , Being 

sought after; behoving. 
ambala (S. amlikd), A tamarind. 

ambiman (in Zand and Pazand), A 
grape. 

v ^ ambub, A bed, cushion, or mat. 
a ambuba, A reed used by weavers 

to wind thread upon; a tube, syphon, 
spout. 

ambiit, A root;—ambutu 'r-ra'l, A 
sort of house-leek—ambuti maliki, The 
amaranth. 

ambudan, To gather; to throw 
down; to be seized with torpor; to mis-
carry. 

ambuzan, Primary matter whence 
any substance is formed (according to the 
cosmogony of the Muhammadans) ; crea-
tion. 

jjfrt arpfour, Stuffing, filling j pincers, 
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forceps ;—amburi dhangar, Blacksmith's 
pincers. 

ambus, Bread with seeds in it. 
ambusiidan, To appear, to be 

manifest; to become benumbed ; to rot ; to 
collect. 

ambush, A root. 
ambun, Broad, wide, ample, spa-

cious. 
iftambuh, ambuh, Large, copious, 

ample ; fu l l ; numerous ; a multitude, con-
course, mob; the falling of a house in 
ruins; name of a district;—ambuh kardan, 
To smell, snuff up; to diffuse an odour; to 
press upon one another (as people in a 
crowd) ; to pull down, demolish. 

ambuh-rlsh, Thick-bearded. 
ksJUfcy*^ ambuhnak, Wide, broad, copious. 
^ j f A ambuM, Thickness, bushiness, 

luxuriancy ; a multitude, a crowd ; tumult, 
bustle; — ambuhl numudan, To crowd, 
throng. 

arribuy, Imp. of ar^ibu'idan, q.v.; (in 
comp.) spreading odour; odour; emitting 
an odour, fetid ; ample, copious. 

yj^jtA artibu'idan, ambo'idan, To smell 
sweetly ; to scatter perfume. 

arnba, The mangoe;—ambuh, A 
crowd. 

A arribiyd' (pi. of nabi1), Prophets. 
ambir, A rose; repletion; religion, 

law, institute ; clay, mud. 
ambira, Chips, shavings, which, 

when laid on the roof of a house, are in-
crusted with mud. 

ambis, A heap of winnowed grain, 
dju^,,.^ ambista, ambisa, A thing 

cold, chilly. 
amblq (from G. An alem-

bic. 
S f̂î  aqibild, A rhinoceros. 
(jS^-V^ ampdshtagi, Fulness ; repletion; 

competency. 
(̂ xfcLi\ armpashtan, To fill. 

at)ipdshta, Filled. 
impazh, The herb southernwood. 

ant, Bravo!—ant, anat (for \j> 
an tu-rd), That for thee. 

A intibaz (v.n. 8 of Retiring 
into a corner, to one side. 

A intibah (v.n. 8 of <M), Waking 
from sleep. 

A intijd' (v.n. 8 of J«r), Entrusting 
with a secret. 

A intijab (v.n. 8 of s-V), Choosing, 
selecting. 

A intijd' (v.n. 8 of Seeking 
provender, foraging; visiting with a view 
to gain. 

A J ^ intihdl (v.n. 8 of J O , Falsely 
assuming, or attributing to oneself, the 
sayings or doings of another; professing 
to belong to this or that religious society. 

A intikhdb (v.n. 8 of S-^) , Elect-
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ing, choosing, selecting, picking out; elec-
tion, choice; extraction, extract. 

a vU^il intikhdb-dlud, vU^ in-
tiihab-zada, Select, choice. 

a ^yWrt intikhdbl, Selected, culled; 
select. 

A intiHhdl (v.n. 8 of J**), Separa-
ting, sifting, picking out the best. 

untruj, An orange. 
A intiza' (v.n. 8 of £y), Tearing up, 

removing forcibly; being torn up. 
A V*L»JIM intisab (v.n. 8 of Being 

related to, or descended from ; connection, 
relation; descent, lineage; (in comp.) re-
lated to, connected with, as gafar intisab, 
Connected with victory, victorious. 

A intisakh (v.n. 8 of £—0, Tran-
scribing, copying. 

A intiedl (v.n. 8 of J—*), Descent, 
generation, propagation. 

A jU-srt iniishdr (v.n. 8 of j^), Spread-
ing abroad, divulging, propagating; propa-
gation, circulation ; dispersion, confusion ; 
priapism. 

A V^S^ intisab (v.n. 8 of S—>), Rising 
up; hating, holding as an enemy. 

A C "̂5^ intisdh (v.n. 8 of Listening 
to good advice. 

intisar (v.n. 8 of Revenge; 
viudictiveness; self-preservation. 

A intisaf (v.n. 8 of «-&*»), Being 
halved ; avenging oneself ; covering herself 
with a veil (a girl). 

A t^42^ intizdh (v.n. 8 of -̂Ai), Being 
sprinkled, 

A a intigdr (v.n. 8 of p), c y ^ inti-
zari, Expecting, looking out for, waiting 
anxiously ; expectancy ; — intizdr bur dan 
(ddshtan, kardan, kashldan), To anticipate, 
expect, look forward to. 

a yuA jUixrt intizdr-amtz, Mingled with 
hope or expectation. 

a yi^Uisrt intigdr-kash, Expecting, looking 
out for. 

A pUwil intigdm (v.n. 8 of Being 
arranged, strung in a line; arrangement, 
regulation, disposition, order, method, 
system; plan, scheme; administration, 
government. 

A inti'dsh (v.n. 8 of Reco-
vering ; regaining one's legs after stum-
bling ; recovery, convalescence; — inti'dsh 
feardtwv, To enjoy, to be cheerful. 

A »Uxi\ intifd' (v.n. 8 of Being de-
stroyed, annihilated. 

A intifdkh (v.n. 8 of Swelling, 
becoming inflated, blown up. 

a jSiUsit intifdsh (v.n. 8 of u ^ ) , Stand-
ing on end (hair). 

A Y&Usil intifaz (v.n. 8 of (jAA>), Being 
shaken, beaten (a garment). 

A intifd' (v.n. 8 of Being use-
ful, profitable, beneficial, availing; de-
riving advantage, being benefited ; utility, 

profit, advantage ; — intifd' giriftan, To 
derive profit, to gain advantage. 

A intiqdd (v.n. 8 of Receiving 
ready money. 

A intiqdsh (v.n. 8 of u ^ ) - Taking 
shape; extracting (a thorn) ; striking the 
ground with the foot to rid it of a thorn 
or stone. 

A YOTE^ intiqds (v.n. 8 of Diminish-
ing ; being diminished. 

A YEVIJ) intiqdz (v.n. 8 of Being 
demolished (a building), untwisted (a 
rope), violated (a treaty, a covenant). 

A JUsM intiqdl (v.n. 8 of J» ) , Being 
transported, transplanted, translated ; 
transporting, transmitting, transferring; 
migration, transportation ; transfer, transit, 
passage; deportation, extradition; circula-
tion ; death ; transmigration. 

a StwXiUaJ intiqdl-kunanda, One who 
conveys, alienor. 

a fi^^iUsi) intiqdl-giranda, Transferee, 
alienee. 

a intiqdl-ndma, Deed of transfer 
or conveyance. 

a inliqdVi, Transfer of property; 
property transferred; — intiqall rue um, 
Transfer fees. 

A fUs^ intiqdm (v.u. 8 of Punishing, 
chastising ; taking vengeance ; loathing, ab-
horring; reproving,rebuking; vengeance;-— 
azizu 'I'intiqdm, (God) the supreme avenger; 
—intiqdm kashldan (giriftan), To take ven-
geance. 

A (J-LC t̂ intikds (v.n. 8 of LT^), Being 
turned upside down, capsized. 

a intila'i saudd^ Zedoaria. 
A sU^il intimd' (v.n. 8 of Being re-

lated to another; relation, regard to, ten-
dency ; with regard to ; (in comp.) related 
to, connected with, resembling, as ru'unat-
intimd', Resembling pride, stately or proud, 
&c. 

l (^xil antun, Anthony. 
antiinitan (in Zand and Pazand), 

To have. 
A intihd' (v.n. 8 of Termina-

tion, end, extremity; utmost point or 
limit, summit; utmost extent; completion. 

A intihdb (v.n. 8 of s - v ) , Seizing, 
making a prey of, spoiling; rapine, depre-
dation, spoil, booty. 

A j L ^ intihdr (v.n. 8 of rf), Shouting ; 
digging a canal or watercourse. 

AjV>\ intihdz (V,n. 8 of _)v), Watching 
for, finding an opportunity ;—intihdz numu-
dan, To seize an opportunity (m.c.). 

A ^ V 5 ^ intihds (v.n. 7 of Seizing 
with the front teeth. 

A L/V^ intihdz (v.n. 7 of u ^ ) , The act 
of rising, getting up. 

A intihdk (v.n. 8 of «fW), Viola-
tion (of honour, virtue, or respect). 



A inti'dsh (v.n. 8 of U ^ 1 ^ ) , Loiter-
ing behind. 

A intiyash (v.n. 8 of Taking, 
receiving. 

o antilis, The sea kidney vetch, 
anthyllis. 

A insildm (v.n. 7 of Being 
notched and broken. 

A unsd, A female. 
A Y ^ I I L unsay an, (dual) The testicles ; 

the ears. 
dnaj, A medlar. 
anj, The cheek, the contour of the 

face; going out; drawing forth; about, 
round about. 

W^ anj a, There, in that place, thither ;— 
az anjd ki, On account of, because. 

A injd' (v.n. 4 of ^r*'), Liberating, 
saving; salvation. 

A tV^ injah (v.n. 4 of p r ) , Being pros-
perous, successful; giving success (God). 

anjdr, Name of a country. 
A yW^ injaz (v.n. 4 of yr) , Fulfilling a 

promise, consummating, accomplishing. 
A anj as (pi. of najs, nijs, &c.), 

Impurities (anjdsi ajnasi shayatm, Dung 
of all sorts of devils, i.e. infidels) ;—injds 
(v.n. 4 of tr-r1), Soiling, staining, defiling, 
rendering impure. 

jU^f dnjaq (dialectal for dnjd), There. 
iS MY dnjd hi, In that place where; so 

that, by which. 
yj^SW^ anjdlanldan, Caus. of the follow-

ing. 
CJAJÛ  \ anjalldan, To fill, saturate; to 

restrain impetuosity, to check audacity; to 
fatigue; to signify ; to admonish, to twist. 

fV^ anjam, End, extremity, termination, 
conclusion; an appendix, a supplement; 
grief, anxiety, vexation, affliction, sorrow ; 
(in comp.) finishing, accomplishing; who 
or what finishes or brings to an end ;— 
anj ami jawid paiwand, Infinite time, eter-
nity ;—anjam dadan, To make an end of, 
to finish ; to carry out (m.c.) ;—anjam girif-
tan, To end, to terminate, to be completed 
(m.c.) ; — anjam yaft, Is it all finished ?— 
ba anjam rasdmdan, To bring to a termi-
nation, to accomplish (m.c.) ;—ta'zTm-anjam, 
Most respectful;—sa'ddat-anjdm, Happy, 
fortunate; — salami saldmat-anjd.m, An 
affectionate salutation; — mazmuni bald-
ghat-anj dm, A letter written in most ele-
gant stye;—galdm-anjdm, Dark, obscure. 

anjdman, The end of anything. 
anjdmidan, a^l^l .anjdnldan, 

To come to an end, be finished ; to end, 
ensue; to finish, accomplish. 

a anjabdr, injabar, A kind of plant 
growing on the banks of the Euphrates, 
which, with a preparation of sugar, &c., 
they apply to stop hemorrhages and bleed-
ings of every kind. 

AJWT^ injibdr (v.n. 7 of Being Bet 
(a fractured limb) ; being repaired. 

A anjabin (for P. angabin), 
Honey. 

\ anjukh, Imp. of anjukhidan; a 
wrinkle, crease, furrow. 

anjukht, Desire, concupiscence, 
^xat^ \ anjukhtan, To desire, to be or be-

come wrinkled (on the brow, belly, &c.) ; 
to leap, bound. 

yAaafct?̂  anjukhidan, To become wrinkled. 
anjudan, Ar. form of P. y t o ^ q.v. 

A ^-KY^ injizdb (v.n. 7 of v-V), Being 
drawn or attracted; attraction, enticement, 
inclination, affection; running fast. 

A injizdm (v.n. 7 of py*-), Being am-
putated. 

A ^/R^ injirdr (v.n. 7 of Being 
drawn out; (in gram.) being marked with 
the vowel kasr. 

j=r\ anjirak, Marjoram; name of a 
desert. 

anjarut, Flesh-glue. 
anjara, A nettle. 

A avjas, Dirtier, nastier, most 
squalid. 

anjisd, A species of herb, bugloss, 
(vjjk-.s;—anjaskidan, To return ; 'to re-

tain, hold back. 
anjugh, A wrinkle, a furrow. 

unjuk, isii&F^ anjukak, anjul, 
teUsM anjulak, Marsh-mallows. 

(jjjk^&rl anjakidan, = (jA-SL^^ q.v. 
A anjum (pi. of najm), Stars;— 

anjum afshurdan, To make firm ;—anjumi 
roz, The sun. 

A J W * injimad, A congelation, a curd-
ling. 

tip* anjum-sipah, With an army 
(numerous) as the stars. 

^ anjum-soz (star-consuming), The 
sun. 

Uj&a. anjum-shukoh, Displaying the 
pomps of the stars. 

a fiJ^" ^^ anjum-kada, Abounding in 
stare (a garden with regard to its flowers). 

î +tF-'̂  anjuman, A company, assembly, 
banquet, congregation, synagogue, con-
gress, any place where people meet and 
converse; a multitude;—anjuman shudan, 
To be gathered, collected; — anjumani 
kah-kashan, The milky way;—anjumani 
gardun-paimdy, The seven planets ;—anju-
mani mar u mur, A multitude of serpents 
and ants. 

anjuman afroz, Brightening or 
enlightening the assembly. 

^L. anjuman say, A companion, 
associate, favourite. 

anjuman-tardz, An ornament 
of the assembly. 

SL<JLanjumon-gdh, A place of assem-
bling. 

\ anjan, A pounding, pulverizing ; a 
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cutting; trouble, chagrin; collyrium, an-
timony. 

A injindb (v.n. 7 of s — A v e r -
sion, disinclination. 
_ y -V^l anjan'idan, To be broken; to 

divide; to afflict, vex; to be anxious ; to 
be disgusted. 

anju, An island ; name of an island. 
S j ^ anjuj, The wood of aloes. 

anjukh, Flaccid, withered, flat, 
wrinkled, changed in colour; a wrinkle; 
spittle. 

O^yr^ anju kh tan, To be wrinkled; to 
acquire. 

^jA^yrl anjukhldagl, Corrugation. 
anjukhidan, To be full of 

wrinkles. 
anjusd, Bugloss. 

anju', Hiccup ; pustules on the lips 
after a fever. 

anjugfr, A wrinkle, fold, plait ; 
spittle; — anjugh giriftan, To contract 
wrinkles. 

\ anjughidan, To become wrinkled, 
y-^ifr^ anjiiftan, — q.v. 
^yr^ anjulc, Name of an unknown desert, 
yow^^ anjidan, To crumble (bread) ; to 

cup; to extract; to irrigate ; to irritate, 
vex. 

J-V-F I anjida, Pounded, crumbled, cleft 
asunder; wild leek. 

^ r ^ anjlr, A fig; a hole; foramen 
podicis ; name of a river;—anjlri adorn, 
anjiri dashti, Adam's fig, a kind of Indian 
fruit, resembling a gourd, round and red, 
with a small white point in the middle ;— 
anjiri waziri, A kind of fig, white and deli-
cate. 

anjlr dan, To bore a hole, drill, 
perforate. 

anjira, Foramen ani; a fig; name 
of a fountain near Yazd; travelling appa-
ratus. 

a anj 11, Name of a river ; — injil, 
anjil (from Gr. tvayy&iov), The gospel;— 
ahli injil, Christians, gospellers. 

a injlll, An evangelist. 
anjln, Pulverized ; a pulverizer; a 

plasterer. 
yUs^ anchundn, Thus, so, in that or like 

manner ;—anchundn hi, So that, in the 
Bame way, like as, even as. 

w^afc^ anchakht, Cupidity ; expectation, 
u ^ t anchish (for dn chi o-rd), That 

which for him. 
dnehi, That which; whatever. 

A » a n h a ' (pi. of nahw), Ways,roads; 
kinds, sorts. 

A inhidab (v.n. 7 of Being 
hunchbacked. 

A inhirdf (v.n. 7 of Turning 
(from), shunning, avoiding; changing; 
deflection, inversion, declination (in astro-
nomy) ; swerving, defection, revolt, rebel-
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! lion; apostasy; recantation; infraction, 
violation; defect, disease, distemper;— 
inhirdf warzldan, To swerve, to deviate ; to 
sow rebellion. 

j a jU^t inhisdr (v.n. 7 of Being J e-
sieged,confined, straitened; siege, blockade; 
restraint, restriction. 

A in hi tat (v.n. 7 of W), Sinking, 
descending; falling, being reduced (price 
of provisions), lowered (character); de-
scending, alighting; walking fast; decline, 
decay. 

A inkitdm (v,n. 7 of f^*-), Being 
broken. 

U-Lss-^ anhaftlnd, A kind of pomegranate 
flower. 

A inhildl (v.n. 7 of Being 
loosed, untied, relaxed, loosened. 

A anhan, Hunchbacked. 
A inhind' (v.n. 7 of Being bent 

and curved. 
A inkhidd' (v.n. 7 of Being 

deceived, cheated, duped. 
A inkhirdf (v.n. 7 of Being 

split open, or broken to pieces; being dis-
located (a joint). 

A inkhirdq (v.n. 7 of J f - ) , Being 
torn. 

A inkhizd* (v.n. 7 of gj^), Being 
broken in two, cut off; bending from age 
or weakness. 

A inkhizdl (v.n. 7 of Jy5-), Proceed-
ing heavily and slowly. 

A inkhisdf (v.n. 7 of 
Being eclipsed (the moon). 

A inkhisdr (v.n. 7 of j**-), Being 
short. 

A inkhifdz (v.n. 7 of u ^ ) , Being 
depressed ; falling into a low place ; being 
marked with the vowel kasr. 

A inkhifdf (v.n. 7 of Light-
ness, levity. 

A filter inkhild' (v.n. 7 of Being 
up-rooted. 

•irt and, Some, any; so much, so many, 
as many as ; number between three and 
ten; a period of 500 ages or 15,000 years; 
liquorice; a doubtful or equivocal speech ; 
expression of thanks, admiration, surprise ; 
hope, desire; they are (3rd pers. pi. of the 
auxiliary verb budan). 

^ anda, Plastering the roof of a house ; 
a plasterer; calumny ; a visionary dream 
such as pious persons are occasionally 
favoured with. 

anddba, A plasterer's trowel. 
anddcha (in Zand and Pazand), 

Consideration, thought. 
anddkhtan (imp. anddz), To 

throw, cast, dart, shoot, lance, hurl; to 
shake, drive about; to eject, to inject; to 
force away; to rush ; to disperse, scatter, 
strew, diffuse ; to do, make. 

andad,The herb nose-smart;plaster. 
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A •rt'tfJ anddd (pi. of nidd), Like, similar; 

equals. 
andddan, To incrust; to desire. 

andar, A narrative, story, tale, fic-
tion. 

tj-jWl anddrie, Name of the person 
whose messenger to 'Azra had his eyes 
torn out by her. 

anddz, Imp. of anddkktan; the in-
crustation of a wall, plaster, parget; an 
instrument, a trowel with which they 
plaster walls; a measure, a certain quan-
tity ; valuation, gue3S; purpose, intention ; 
(in comp.) throwing, darting, scattering, 
seeking, measuring. 

andaza, Throwing. 
andaza, An ell, a yard; measure, 

quantity, dimension; proportion, symme-
try ; a specimen, copy; strength; a belt, 
leathern strap, shoe-latchet; worthy ;—an-
daza kardan (bastan, dadan, giriftan, nigah-
ddshtan), To measure, to guess ; to esti-
mate, calculate;—bar digar andaza kardan, 
To change, to alter. 

andaza-gir, Measure-taking ; an 
appraiser. 

andazi, A shot; shooting, darting. 
andazidan, To throw; to mea-

sure ; to make. 
andas, Measure; guess, computa-

tion. 
anddshgar, A plasterer. 

Î AA anddm, The body; a member, a 
limb; stature, figure, form (of the body) ; 
exact proportion, justness, symmetry ; 
order, arrangement; ornament; beauty ; 
good breeding; rule, custom; a court, 
area ;—anddmi pesh, anddmi sharm, Puden-
dum ;—anddmi ddna, The fore-finger ;— 
anddm zadan, andam anddm kardan, To 
dismember, to cut up (the former also to 
recall past griefs);—anddmi nihani, The 
privy member; — jdr iyat i mn-anddm, A 
virgin of Bilver limbs. 

A inddm (v.n. 4 of Making re-
pent. 

aM^M anddma, A recollection, remem-
brance (of friends or past events) ; a his-
torical narrative. 

anddn, Term, mode, manner; an ell. 
^aM anddv, Garden-herbs, cresses ; (also 

dnddv) cement. 
anddwish, The incrustation of a wall. 

andawa, A trowel; calumny; com-
plaint. 

^j^jkA andawidan, To plaster; incrusta-
tion. 

andamda, Plastered, bedaubed. 
anddy, Plastering; a plasterer; ce-

ment, plaster; complaint. 
anddyish, Plastering; cement, 

plaster. 
jSJU^J^ anddyishgar, A plasterer, a par-

geter. 
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andaya, A trowel; slander, detrac-
tion. 

yi^Ai^ andaidan, To incrust; to covet. 
A indibagh (v.n. 7 of Being 

tanned (a hide). 
o W ^ andajan, Name of a city in Turk-

istan. 
u-^AJt andakhe, j—andakhasw, A pro-

tector ; protection, place of refuge, asy-
lum. 

avdakhas-wdra, A citadel; an 
asylum; a protector. 

andakhsldan, To protect; to 
take refuge. 

andakhsh, An asylum ; protec-
tion, 

ij^AoM andakkwarah, A sanctuary; a 
citadel, a fortress. 

j y ^ t andakhw'ur, andakkw&r, Worthy, 
suitable, proper. 

andar, la, into, within; added to the 
words pidar, mddar, birddar, aud khwahar, 
it implies step-father, step-mother, half-
brother, and half-sister, 

A andar, More or most rare ; a barn 
or other place where grain is thrashed 
or trodden out; name of a village near 
Aleppo, 

s->\)A>\ andar-db (in the water), Au islet; 
name of a city on the confines of Khura-
san towards India, near Ghaznin ; name of 
another city in Gilao, on the south-west 
side of the Caspian Sea, 

A indiraj (v.n. 7 of gjJ), Being 
rolled or folded together ; being inserted ; 
insertion ; entry ; extinction of a family. 

A indiras (v.n. 7 of u-j-4), Being 
obliterated, erased. 

andar an, A species of gum; (for 
andar an) in or within tha t ; meanwhile. 

indarayin, The fruit of the colo-
cynth. 

^s^dJl andar-bay, Necessity; necessary; 
suspended, inverted. 

&—iWj^ andar-bdyist, Requisite, neces-
sary. 

t isi^yjJ) andar-beg, (Admitted) amongst 
the great; also amongst the higher order 
of demons. 

andar-jah, An interior place; a 
supplemental day (of which five are added 
to the Persiaii year, to make their twelve 
months, of thirty days each, equal to a 
solar year). 

indirjav, Sparrow's tongue (a plant). 
jjA. andar-]th\par, ^ andar-

khyard, ^ andar-kfiipard, Worthy, 
proper, deserving; convenient. 

yjjyt- andar-khipardan, To deserve, to 
merit; to be proper, convenient, agreeable, 
suitable, well adapted. 

jJjys. jjjl andar-khparand. Worthy, 
proper. 

jjjat andar*, A testament, last will, pre-
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cept, admonition, couusel, advice ; relation, 
narrative; a book, a writing. 

andar-zd (bred within), A stone 
found in the gall-bladder of an ox. 

5A4. andarz Jcarda shuda, En-
joined by a will; an administrator, execu-
tor. 

j)-^ andarz kunanda, A testator, 
yo^ti andar kashldan, To lead an 

army; to march ; to arrive. 
^IAVJ" jji) andar-gahan, Intermediate 

times; five intercalary days added to the 
Persian year (see t>W 

andar nawishtan, To obliterate. 
andaru, Together, all at once; with 

himself, it is his. 
andarwa, andarwazh, abyJkrt 

andarwah, t^j;^ andarwdy, Inverted, head-
downwards ; suspended; astonished, bewil-
dered ; desire, need. 

o f y ; ^ andarwa l, Astonishment, stupor ; 
a hanging down of the head; desire, wish. 

V j j ^ andurob, Eingworm ; dry scab. 
CJ^^^l andarukhurun, Tares, darnel, 
ty^i)^ andarukhun, The wood of the 

prickly shrub ^UA^A JJJ q.v. 
JJJ^ andarud, Incrustation ; decoration. 

andarward, Breeches. 
andaruz, An examiner, explorer, 

spy; mortar, plaster; a court-house; a 
market-place. 

y jD^ andarus, Name of the lover of ^ 
harii, q.v., according to the P. version of 
the tale of Hero and Leander. 

Q andarusarun, Honeysuckle, 
o u-iLjj.irt andarus dqas, The herb navel-

wort. 
a ( j-J^j i^ andarutdqas, The herb navel-

wort. 
andarumdchus (G.'AvSpofiaxos), 

Andromachug. 
andarun, Within; the inside; the 

heart, bowels ; intrinsic, interior, internal; 
—andarhni masjid, Within the temple ;— 
dar andarun raftan, To go in, to enter. 

ujjj^ andarun-andar, A strap, a 
thong for measuring. 

andaruna, — q-v- 5 a- sheet; 
a shirt; a doublet. 

o*.?;^ andarunl, Internal; fine linen. 
andarhast, Wild saffron, dog's-

bane, 
andarin (for In this ;— 

andarln mustarah, In this world. 
( j U i ^ andarlmdn, Name of a Turanian 

hero. 
andas, Proposal, intention; conjec-

ture, opinion; name of a herb, useful in 
curing diseases of horses; a celebrated 
man ;—andiz, A bridle, strap, or leathern 
thong for measuring. 

A JJ-U^ indisds (v.n. 7 of Being 
hid in the ground, buried. 

jW*JJ\ andishmar, A lecture, a discourse. 
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JUAAA andishmdl, A lecture; a clear 

voice. 
A indi/d' (v.n. 7 of £*»>), Being re-

pelled, warded off, prohibited; repulsion ; 
running fast (horse) ; being carried away 
by one's speech. 

A indifaq (v.n. 7 of Being 
poured forth (water). 

A indiqdq (v.n. 7 of j o ) , Being 
pounded. 

andaququ, — q.v. 
^AM andah, Little, few, small;—andale 

andak, By little and little, by small degrees, 
a trifle at a time;—ba-andak zatndn, In a 
short time, soon. 

o s a n d a k - k h i r a d , Of little under-
standing. 

JL. andak-sdl, Of tender years, 
young. 

JUA andak-shumdr, Small in number. 
JU andak-mdl, Poor, indigent. 

andakl, A little; littleness ; a small 
number; scarcity ; (adverbially) in a short 
time. 

andagdn, Name of a country and 
city lying between Samarkand and China. 

A yeJSj^ indilds (v.n. 7 of Slipping 
through the hands and falling to the 
ground. 

A (J—Jandalus, Spain, so called by the 
Arabians, from Andalusia, the province 
which was first conquered in the year of 
the Hijra 92 (A.D. 710) by Tarik Bin Ziyad, 
under the reign of A1 Walid, the thir-
teenth successor to Muhammad. ' 

fU'l an-dam, Then, at that breath, at 
that moment, 

A indimdl (v.n. 7 of Being 
healed and cicatrized (a wound), cicatriza-
tion ; recovery ; improvement. 

andama, Remembrance of paat-
grief. 

andav, Plaster ; a pitcher ;—andu, 
Within. 

vy^ t andob, s ^ l andoj, Eingworm, 
scab. 

andokhtan, To acquire, collect; 
to pay a debt. 

andokhta. Acquired, gained; pro-
fit ; a treasury;—andokhtahd, Gains. 

andokhish, Gain, profit, emolu-
ment. 

andad, Plaster, mortar, incrustation; -
(in comp.) iucrusted with, as zar-andud, 
washed with gold, gilt, &c. 

andudan, To izicrustate, plaster, 
cover over, anoint, smear; to gild, plate, 
wash over; to twist. 

A>Ojju\ andwadand, = ^Art q.v. 
a^jul anduda, Anointed; iucrusted, <fcc. 

andoz, (in comp.) Gaining, acquir-
ing ; seizing, occupying; collecting, gather-
ing ; collected, gathered, as zulmat-andoz, 

[ Gathering darkness, &c. 
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s ^ ^ t t andozanda, Acquiring; a gainer. 

andoza, A violet; endive. 
andozidan, To gain, acquire, col-

lect; to repay a debt; to remove, to send 
away. 

andozhah, an dosha, A violet; 
endive. 

anduk, Anxiety, grief, trouble, 
care. 

J j ^ andid, A carpet nailed upon four 
posts and serving as throne to the kings of 
Zanguebar. 

ty^Y dndun, There ; then ; thus (see 
O}^ andun (contraction of andudan), 

Plaster, cement; ointment. 
andwand, TJpside down, scattered. 
anduh, Anxiety, grief, care, an-

guish, aversion, disgust;—anduh khwurdan. 
To be anxious and careful; to grieve. 

y^Sj^ anduhyin, anduh-gusdr, 
Who or what relieves sorrow, removes 
grief. 

anduhgin, ^ l i i ^ anduhndk, Me-
lancholy. 

anduhndki, Grief, sadness. 
anduha, A recollection of past sor-

rows. 
yj^&jjj^ anduhidan, To mourn, grieve, 

fret, 
anduh, Grief, sadness ; care, anxiety. 

A indihdsh (v.n. 7 of yifco), Being 
astonied, astounded, amazed. 

anduhan (pi. of anduh), Cares, 
jiyi andaququ, The lote tree. 

anduh-gusdr, Who allays an-
other's grief. 

ts-^ andi, Especially, particularly, chiefly; 
perhaps, may be ; also ; surprise; hope ; 
days of yore. 

andidan, To wonder, be surprised 
or disturbed in mind; to speak obscurely, 
ambiguously, doubtfully, softly ; to incrus-
tate (this meaning doubtful) ; to be lazy. 

andisi, A mode of writing. 
Lri^ andesh, (in comp.) Thinking, me-

ditating, devising, considering, reflecting, 
as khair-andesh, Meditating on what is 
good, thinking well, well-wisher, &c. 

andeshanidan, To cause to 
think. 

.W^OA^ andeshmand, andeshnak, 
Thoughtful. 

andesha, Consideration, thought, 
meditation; jealousy; suspicion; fear; re-
verie; care, anxiety;—andesha kardan, To 
fear. 

j-u andesha-sanj, Weighing 
thoughts; pondering over sorrow, 

.u* andetsha-mand, Thoughtful, 
jlfiiu^j^ andesha-gar, Thoughtful. 
^SS andesha-gari, Thoughtfulness. 
<j)U andesha-nak, Thoughtful. 
JJSA^J^ andeshidagi, Thoughtfulness, 

care. 
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andeshldan, To consider, medi-
tate ;—bar andeshldan, The same. 

andlk, And therefore, therefore, 
because ; would to heaven; perhaps, may 
be ; a crowd. 

Ŵ M andind, A water-melon. 
A^W inzar (v.n. 4 of ;<*»), Warning, de-

terring, putting in fear ; fearing ; sending 
a message of dehortatiou; admonition, 
caution. 

anzaru, The bezoar-stone. 
A anar, Ugly, hideous; bad. 
yY dnrd, Him ; to him ; that ; to that. 
fijUM inrdra, Plaster falling from a wall. 
jyM dn-rii, The opposite side ;—dn-ru'i db, 

Across the sea; (met.) in the other world. 
anrub, Ringworm, scab ; the mange. 

anaz Ugly, hideous, bad;—anz 
( = A lentil. 

A inzdf (v.n. 4 of vJji), Exhausting 
(a well, tears, &c.) ; coming or bringing to 
an end (grief) ; being intoxicated; intoxi-
cating. 

A anzdl (pi. of nuzl), Provisions 
prepared for a guest;—inzal (v.n. 4 of Jy), 
Causing to descend, sending down; emit-
ting ; seminal effusion ;—inzdl dadan (za-
dan, kardan), To send down, <fcc. 

AjW-yl inzijdr (v.n. 7 ofy*j), Being re-
pulsed, prohibited, reproved, 

jy)^ anzaru, The bezoar-stone. 
uw^yif anzarut, Sarcocolla, flesh-glue. 
A anzaBald about the temples. 
J y t anmll, Enzeli, town on the Caspian. 

dn-zamdn, That time; then, at that 
time. 

yy^ anzan, Breadth. 
A inziwd' (v.n. 7 of ESJJ), Retiring 

into a corner or cell (arecluse); retirement, 
seclusion, a solitary life ;—inziwd giriftan, 
To retire into seclusion, &c. 

^ y ^ anzub = ^^ f \ q.v. 
8 f \ anzha, A lentil. 
A Y-RT anas, More or most familiar;— 

anis, Social, cheerful;—ins, Mankind ;— 
uns, Being intimate; sociableness; fami-
liarity, friendliness, friendship, love, affec-
tion ; society, companionship; cheerfulness; 
—uns giriftan, To associate. 

A insa (v.n. 4 of (j—j), Making 
one to forget. 

A —A ansdb (pi. of nasab), Genealo-
gies ; generations; families; lines. 

A (j^-A insdn, Man, mankind; human 
being, mortal. 

a A ins dni, Human. 
A —'A inudniyat, Human nature, hu-

manity ; courtesy, civility, urbanity, polite-
ness. 

A <-,—^ ansdb, More or most convenient, 
agreeable, befitting, conformable, advisable, 
proper. 

csJj^^^ inspruk, Innsbruck (m.c.). 
A anaeat, unsat (v.n. of 



Being intimate, social, and cheerful; inti-
macy. 

yU^Y dnistdn, The place of existing 
things. 

dnasta, dnsta, anista, Boo t of 
the herb su'd (galangal). 

A J W - ^ insijal (v.n, 7 of Being 
poured out (as water), 

A (•W—^ insijdm (v.n. 7 of Flow-
ing (tears, water, &c.). 

A ^ insihab (v.n. 7 of 
Being trailed along. 

A jW-Jl insihdq (v.n. 7 of Being 
ground, pulverized. 

A insiddd (v.n. 7 of X~), Becoming 
closed, stopped up; prevention, hindrance, 
preventive measure ; bar, obstacle. 

A feSu-RT insildkh (v.n. 7 of Being 
drawn forth ; disappearing (moon). 

A insildk (v.n. 7 of uiU-,), Being 
inserted, or threaded. 

A insildl (v.n. 7 of J - ) , Falling or 
dropping out from the midst (as a sword 
from the sheath). 

2—^ dn-su, un-suy, That side, 
thither, from the other side, through. 

A ansa, Afflicted with sciatica. 
a insl, A man; the interior part, 

the inside (of a bow or of the foot) ; the 
left or near side (the off side being called 
wahshl). 

A insiydq (v.n. 7 of JS}~), Being 
stimulated, impelled, driven, urged for-
ward, running. 

A inshu(v.n. 4 of Creating, 
producing, composing; writing, composi-
tion ; style, elegance of style, especially in 
letter-writing; the belles lettres; — inshd 
kardan, To create, produce, compose, &c. 

a inshd-parddzi, Elegance of 
style. 

SY. anshdsa, A certain black grain, 
currant q-v-)-

A inshdd (v.n. 4 of ^Ai), Quoting 
or reciting poetry; giving information 
concerning a thing lost inshdd kardan, 
To quote, &c. 

A jUJ^ (v.n. 4 of y£>>), Raising (any-
thing) from its place ; collecting and car-
rying bones (which had been taken away) 
to their proper repository, and piling them 
one upon another. 

a in shd 'lldh, If God wills, please 
God, Deo vo len te ;— in shd 'lldh ta'dla, I f 
God the Most High wills (more emphatic 
than the preceding). 

A c V ^ inshirdh (v.n. 7 of C/»), Being 
opened, expanded (the heart) ; being cheer-
ful, breathing freely. 

A inshiqdq (v.n. 7 of Being 
divided, split, cleft, or broken up. 

o anshiniya, Commemoration fes-
tivals. 

A ansdb (pi. of nasb), Idols; pains, 
griefs, achings. 

A insat (v.n. 4 of Keeping 
silence, 

A jUrt ansdr (pi. of nasir), Assistants, 
friends, helpers, auxiliaries, applied parti-
cularly to the citizens of Madlna, who as-
sisted Muhammad when obliged to fly 
from Mecca. 

a ansdrl, Belonging to those friends 
of Muhammad who are called ansdr; a 
tribe of Muhammadau shaikhs, supposed 
to have come originally from Mecca, 

A J U I insaf (pi, of nisf), Halves; (pi, 
of nasaf) middle-aged (men or women) ; 
—insaf (v.n. 4 of Dividing, taking 
half ; acting justly ; justice, equity ; im-
partiality, fairness, equitable adjus tment ; 
decision ;—insaf dadan (kardan), To exer-
cise justice, &c.—insdf sitdndan, To avenge; 
—bd-insdfWith justice; ju s t ; justly;— 
be-insdf, Unjust. 

A insdfan, Quite r ight! all r ight ! 
(m.c.). 

A insibdb (v.n. 7 of Being 
outpoured ; being shed, spilled. 

A insidd1 (v.n. 7 of Being 
split asunder, disjoined. 

A T-J^O^ insirdf (v.n. 8 of • - i f ) , Retiring, 
going off, returning ; departure. 

A F̂ j-RT ins iram (v.n. 7 of p/®), Being 
broken off, cut off, terminated; ending, 
completion, conclusion ; performance; ad-
ministration, management. 

A I-irfA ansaf, More or most just and 
equitable. 

A Llj-ail inzibdt (v.n. 7 of Being 
bound, determined or regulated; main-
taining order ; regulation, restraint; self-
control ;—inzibdti auqdt, Time-table; rou-
tine. 

A pU-iî  inzimdm (v.n. 7 of p^), Being 
drawn together ; adjoining ; close contact, 
conjunction. 

A jUail intaq (v.n. 4 of (3k»), Bestowing 
the faculty of speech ; enabling to speak. 

a antdkiya, Antioch. 
A gW^ intiba' (v.n. 7 of Being 

stamped, impressed, printed; impression; 
typography (m.c.). 

dn-taraf-ta r, Farther on or in 
(m.c.). 

A intifd' (v.n. 7 of Being ex-
tinguished, quenched; going out (a fire). 

A j i M intildq (v.n. 7 of Departing, 
going away. 

fcjjs^ antalyun (G. avr^Ato?), The rain-
bow. 

A (J-UJaA intimds (v.n. 7 of Being 
obliterated, effaced. 

A intiwd' (v.n. 7 of Being 
folded together, coiled up. 

G WjkA antftniyd, A kind of succory. 
A anzdr (pi. of nazar), Looks, 
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glances; eyes; — inzar (v.n. 4 of 
Giving time, respiting. 

a p'irt an'am (pi. of na'am), Cattle, 
especially camels ;—in'dm (v.n. 4 of (•**), 
Bestowing abundance, conferring a favour; 
benefaction, favour; donative, largess, 
gratuity, gift, present,- reward, prize; 
grant of rent-free land ;—in'dmi ihrdm, An 
honourable or distinguishing gift ; — in'dm 
farmudan, To bestow a favour. 

A wwUto^ in'dmdt (pi. of in'dm), Pre-
sents ; favours. 

in'dm-dar, A holder of sniin'dm, 
one enjoying rent-free land ; a beneficiary, 

A ^ ^ in'iddm (v.11. 7 of F^), Anni-
hilation. 

A irt'isdr (v.n. 7 of Being 
squeezed, expressed. 

A in'itdf (v.n. 7 of OILAC), Being 
bent, turned, folded. 

A in'ifdr (v.n. 7 of jte), Being 
rolled in, soiled with dust. 

A iti'ikds (v.n. 7 of LT^), Being 
reversed or inverted; inversion; reflection, 
repercussion, reverberation. 

A inghimds (v.n. 7 of 
Being plunged into water. 

A anf, A nose, a ness ; the beginning 
of anything; the strongest or most vehement 
of anything; a leader, lord, prince; (v.n.) 
reaching as high as the nose ; aching of the 
nose ; — anaf, Disdain, reproach ; — u n u f , 
Not grazed upon (pasture) ; (a cup) out of 
which nobody has drunk; anything new or 
fresh. 

A infdz (v.n. 4 of iA>), Being cur-
rent; making current, sending ; causing to 
pass or penetrate (as a sword, &c.) ; trans-
mitting ; issuing an order. 

A ̂ ^ anfdr (pi. of nafar), Individuals, 
persons ; soldiers ; servants. 

A infdz (v.n. 4 of YA>), Turning (an 
arrow upon the nail, to try its goodness). 

A (J-lM anf as (pi. of nafas), Breathings, 
respirations, spirits ; breaths, voices, 
words (anfdsi mushk-bdr, Sweet or musky 
words);—infos (v.n. 4 of tr*4*). Rendering 
wishful, desirous; being choice and pre-
cious (nafis). 

A infdsh (v.n. 4 of Allowing 
to pasture at night without a herdsman 
(cattle or horses). 

jU^ infdq, Oil of olives;—unfiq, The 
juice of unripe grapes. 

A infdq (v.n. 4 of Expending, 
disbursing; spending (one's substance), 
waxing poor; being brisk (market). 

A J M anfal (pi, of nafal), Plunder, 
spoils (especially those taken fi-om unbe-
lievers in the Muhammadan religion). 

anfat, anafat, Loss, damage. 
A jV^M infitdq (v.n. 7 of Being 

split, burst in sunder; bursting. 

gtft anfaj, Gained; gain, acquisition 
q-v.). 

infijdr (v.n. 7 of Bursting 
out and flowing freely. 

A infahat, infahhat, infihhat, A kind 
of substance of a yellow colour which is 
taken from the stomachs of sucking lambs 
or kids, and preserved in cotton for curd-
ling \milk ; rennet ; — infahat, A certain 
tree. 

us-afciM anfakht, anfakhd, Gain ; capi-
tal, stock. 

t ^ s t ^ anfahhtan, To gain, to acquire. 
fiJifct anfada, Idle talker, babbler; 

flighty. 
j ^ M infiraq (v.n. 7 of js^i), Beiug sepa-

rated, divided. 
A anfas, More or most precious;— 

anfus (pi. of nafs), Minds, spirits, souls; 
persons. 

A e1—^ infisdh (v.n. 7 of Being 
spacious and roomy ; being joyful; joy. 

ca^—anfast, A spider's web. 
A infisdl (v.n. 7 of J-*), Being 

separated; separation, division; adjust-
ment, settlement, decision (of a case). 

A injisdm (v.n. 7 of 13eing 
broken without a separation of the parts. 

a jify infisdm-pazir, Broken, inter-
rupted. 

A ybU&sl infizaz (v.n. 7 of tj*), Being 
broken; being separated, scattered, dis-
persed (flocks). 

infitar (v.n. 7 of Being split, 
cleft, riven. 

A anfa', More or most convenient, 
profitable, available, or serviceable. 

A infi'al (v.n. 7 of J«i), Shame, 
ignominy ; modesty ; confusion ; — infi'al 
burdan (khwurdan, ddshtan, Jcashidan), To 
blush, to be ashamed;—infi'al dadan, To 
put to shame. 

s^AAil anfaghda, Liquid gold or silver. 
anfaqda, Liquid gold or silver. 
( J j ^ anfaquni rumi, A species of 

inodorous rose. 
A infihah (v.n. 7 of «tU), Being put 

out of joint; dislocation; being set free; 
release; redemption (of a pledge, <fec.). 

A infildq (v.n. 7 of ,jU), Being split, 
shivered. 

ĝ Art anfanj, Glue. 
anfuj (probably misspelling for 

A wrinkle ;—unfuj , A badger. 
a d-fAil anfiya, Snuff (m.c.). 
a anfiya-dan, Snuff-box. 
<j»T inaq (for usl^ q-v-)i Behold! lo! 

there! 
A anaq (v.n.), Being joyful and glad ; 

joy, cheerfulness. 
A inqdz (v.n. 4 of Setting at 

liberty. 
A anqas (pi. of niqs), Writing inks. 
A ̂ La^ inqaz (v.n. 4 of /̂WJ Making a 



noise in chewing (birds, camels, <fcc.) ; 
pressing heavily on the back (load). 

A inqd' (v.n. 4 of Macerating 
or dissolving (a medicine in water) and 
applying i t ; steeping, soaking; raising 
dust; following the voice of one who 
shouts; stagnating (water). 

fjilf£i\ inqibdz (v.n. 7 of Being1 

seized, grasped, clutched; detention, re-
tention ; contraction; constipation. 

A pUfcirt ingiham (v.n. 7 of (***), Being 
forced into. 

A JTFRT anqad, A hedgehog. 
a an-qadar, ^AfiJ) dn-qadarha, So 

many, so much. 
A (jM/M inqirdz (v.n. 7 of uV)» 

coming extinct, disappearing without 
leaving a vestige; extinction of a family 
or dynasty. 

anqardiyd (G. avatcdpSiov), A kind 
of Indian fruit, Anacardium or Malacca 
bean ( = q.v.). 

A inqisam (v.n. 7 of »), Being 
divided into parts ; division, partition, dis-
tribution. 

A anqas, More or most deficient. 
A pUaA in'qisdm (v.n. 7 of Being 

broken, so that the parts become separated. 
A inqizd' (v.n. 7 of (j^5), Being 

terminated, elapsed; expiration of a term, 
expiry, lapse (of a period of time) ; con-
elaaiou. 

A YAUA^ inqizd? (v.n. 7 of U^S) , Pouncing 
on its prey (a hawk); charging the enemy 
(a troop of horsemen) ; being ready to 
tumble (a wall); falling (a star). 

A inqitd1 (v.n. 7 of £*) , Being 
broken, cut off, detached; separation, dis-
junction ; amputation; failure; extinction, 
cessation, discontinuance; adjustment. 

g OjiJasA inqitriyun, Amber. 
A inqilab (v.n. 7 of S - I * ) , Being 

turned; revolution, vicissitude, change, 
turn, inversion ; transposition ; subversion ; 
—inqilab uftadan (giriftan), To be turned ; 
to change; to be transposed; — inqildhi 
taman, The vicissitudes of time. 

A inqild' (v.n. 7 of GL>), Being 
pulled up, torn out. 

AlflM anqala, A kind of China ginger ; 
also an African plant which is an antidote 
against poisons ; name of a city in Nubia. 

G inqiliyd, Melilot, bugloss. 
A gUirt inqimd' (v.n. 7 of £+*), Being 

humbled, brought into subjection; being 
contemptible. 

Bjfirt anquj, A wrinkle (from anger or old 
age). 

G jjyjirt anqun, A fetid rose whose root 
has a caustic quality, bastard pellitory, 
pyrethrum. 

A inqiyad (v.n. 7 of Being 
tame; submitting; submission, obedience, 
subjection; compliance, docility, fidelity. 

ct̂ T dnah (dim. of an), Behold ! lo ! there! 
(— abila) a pimple;—dnk (in scanning 
pronounced dnki, and standing for dn-ki), 
He who ; that which ; — dnik (also 
anik), A bee ; hiccup (doubtful word). 

A WIXM dnuk, Lead ; tin. 
A inkdr (v.n. 4 of )&), Denying, 

disbelieving, ignoring; denial, negation j 
disavowal, disclaimer; refusal, disallow-
ance; contradiction, objection, rejection. 

a tSj^A inkarl, Negative. 
A inkds (v.n. 4 of Turning 

upside down, inverting. 
A JU^RT ankdl (pi. of nikl), Fetters, 

chains. 
dn-kujd (poet, for dn-ki, dn-chi), 

He who, that which. 
A ankar, More or most offensive, 

displeasing; odious, detestable. 
y&Y u,n-kas, He, that person ; he who. 
A j\~S>\ inkisdr (v.n. 7 of Being 

broken ; humility, abjectedness, spiritless-
ness, despondency ;—inkisdr-pazlr shudan, 
To be broken, defeated. 

a inkisdri = y—inkisdr. 
A inkisdf (v.n. 7 of i"), Being 

eclipsed; an eclipse. 
A inJdshdf (v.n. 7 of Being 

uncovered, disclosed ; disclosure, exposure, 
detection ; — inkishdfi 'uyub, Detection of 
vices. 

A inkimdsh (v.n. 7 of u 2 ^ ) , 
Making haste; haste, speed, despatch. 

jujA fii^ dn-kim shunid, Poetical con-
struction for pUXsJ-fc dn-kih shunidam. 

ankon, Ancona (m.c.). 
an hi, He who ; that which. 

A (j-e&L inkis, A certain figure in geo-
mancy. 

ankishta, Greatness, majesty; 
reverence; a husbandman. 

^ anklsha-rav, Gently moving. 
ang, An aqueduct, earthen water-

pipe ; name of a country in Hindustan (S. 
ang a). 

angdr, A painter; an opinion, ima-
gination, fancy, conception; an incomplete 
business; (in comp.) imagining, portray-
ing, painting. 

angdr dan, — q.v. 
angdrda, A fable, story, narra-

tive. 
angarish, A story, tale, narrative ; 

a revenue-book. 
angdra, A revenue-book, cash-

account ; a narrative of facts or accidents, 
story ; a journal; incomplete ; a commence-
ment of a narration of events from the 
beginning; a tedious narration; one who 
creeps behind from shame and bashfulness ; 
a picture or statue not completed, a sketch 
or rough draught. 

angdridan, To think, imagine, 
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fancy, estimate, compute, suppose; to paint, 
figure, portray, draw, sculpture. 

yijW angdrin, Computation; a cash-
book. 

angax, A tool, an implement. 
angdzha, The sley of a weaver's 

loom; a weaver's reed. 
angdsktan, To think, consider, 

suppose, opine, imagine, fancy. 
angdm, Time, season q.v,). 

angdina, A crowd; a company of 
actors or story-tellers. 

dn gdh, Then, at that time; after-
wards. 

dn-gahi, Of that time; then. 
anguhdr, Name of a certain plant. 

angubdn, Name of a root which 
produces an eatable herb. 

angabin, angubin, Honey ; -— an-
gabini shirin-guwdr, Honey sweet and easily 
digested. Angabin is frequently given as 
a proper name, especially to black slaves. 

angabin-khdna, A bee-hive. 
Ĵ J (J^M^ angabin-war, Honey-like, pos-

sessed of honey. 
angabina, Honey brought to a 

consistency, poured on a plate and left to 
harden ; fruit-lozenges. 

angikktan, To excite, produce, 
create ; to cover all over ; to overwhelm. 

angaddr, A kind of gum-tree, 
yjo&t anguddn, Assafcetida; mace; a 

satyr ; a place in Kashan. 
angurda, A single grape, a berry. 
angurak, A little grape. 

angaru, angarwd, A Bheep-cot, 
. 

T u*)^ angarus, Hungary. 
y>j&\ angrez, Tarragon, a kind of herb;— 

angrez, ingresc, The English (adopted in 
Hindustan from the Portuguese) ;—kam-
pani angrez, The English East India Com-
pany. 

iSp/^ angrezi, An Englishman. 
anguz, A spade for levelling the 

ground; also— 
anguzak, A hook with which the 

elepnant-guider guides the elephant. 
anguzh (S. ankus'a), An iron hook 

for guiding elephants. 
anguzhad, Assafcetida; gum in 

general. 
anguzhak, = q.v. 
angizhwd, A sheep-cot; sheep; a 

fruit-stone. 
anguzha, Assafcetida. 

angasba, ~ q.v. 
angashba, angashpa, A rich 

farmer, a capitalist. 
angsun, A flash of lightning dis-

playing various colours. 
angisht (S. angdra), Charcoal. 
angusht (S. angusht a), A finger; 

a toe 5 a measure of nine inches ; — an-

guehti dsiyd, The handle by which a mill is 
turned ;—angushti dftdb, The lines formed 
by the sunbeams ;—angusht afshurdan, To 
give a warning or intimation ;—anguskt ba 
danddn gazidan, To be amazed, astonished; 
to grieve ;—anguskt bar jabin nihadan, To 
salute ;—anguskt bar ckaskm (dida) niha-
dan, To accept, to approve ;—anguskt bar 
fyarf nihadan, To blame, censure, criticise ; 
—angusht bar dahdn nihadan, angusht bar 
giriftan, To put the finger on the mouth 
[an Eastern manner of expressing surprise, 
which motion of the finger is called an-
gushti tahayyur (ta'ajjub, hairdn, hair at), 
The finger of wonderment;—angushti burak, 
A kind of mole whose flesh is poison; — 
anguskt bar lab zadan, To blame, scold;— 
angusht ba-gosh nihadan, To turn a deaf 
ear; — angushti buzurg, The thumb; the 
middle finger;—angushti halqa, The ring-
finger ; — anguskt kha'idan (gazidan), To 
grieve, be sorry, or vexed, to repent [hence 
angushti hasrat (haif, diregh), The finger of 
grief;—angushti pas hi man i (naddmat), The 
finger of repentance] ; to beckon silence ;— 
anguskt ddshtan dar kdre, To have a finger 
in the pie (m.c . )angush t i dirdz (mihin, 
miydna), The long or middle finger;— 
angushti dushndm, The fore-finger, index 
[so named because held up in scolding, 
and also called angushti skak (of doubt), 
angashti shukr (of giving thanks), and 
angushti shihddat (of witnessing either to 
the faith or in a court of justice)] ;—an-
gushti zdHd (ziydd), A sixth finger, consi-
dered as a blemish;—angusht zadan, To 
snap the fingers (in joy) ;—angushti suturk, 
The thumb ;—angushti samin (fat finger), 
The thumb ;—angushti shikam, Membra in 
virile;—angushti larus, A kind of sweet-
meat ; a grape;—angushti 'asal ba-diwdr 
kashldan (to draw a finger dipped in honey 
over the wall), To raise a hubbub (as of 
flies attracted by honey) ;—angusht kardan, 
To put on the finger (m.c.); — angusht 
kashldan, To efface, obliterate;—angushti 
kanlzakdn, Sweet basil; a kind of grape; 
— angushti kuchak, angushti kihln, The 
little finger;—angushti ganda, Assafostida; 
—angushti war, The thumb ; the great toe; 
assafcetida;—angusht nihadan, To censure; 
—angushti nil kashldan, To abandon a 
work ; ignominy ; poverty ;—bd angusht 
giriftan, To count with the fingers. 

angishtdl, Weak, lean, sickly, 
ailing; languid after sickness, convalescent. 

angushtan, Fingers; a finger;— 
angushtdni kanlzakdn, Mountain-grapes. 

angushtdna, A thumb-ring; a 
thimble. 

otlj} angusht-burak, A kind of mole 
whose flesh is poisonous. 

^ angusht-pech, A compact, 
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agreement; a small present; interfered 
with, opposed. 

s^ji. angusht-khwara, Who bites 
his finger, vexed, grieved. 

ylo angushtdan, A thimble. 
angmhtar, and— 

angushtari, A ring worn on the 
finger; a seal, a signet;—angushtarizinhdr, 
A ring sent in token of granted security. 

tf.fjSA anguahlarin, A ring ; a thimble. 
angusht-zana, A ferule for 

striking the fingers. 
angishtak, Assafcetida ;—angush-

tak (dim. of angusht), A small finger;— 
anguahtahi 'arus, A kind of sweetmeat;— 
angu8htak zadan, To snap the fingers. 

ur^ angusht-lcash, W an-
gusht-numd, A pointing-stock; pointed at 
with the finger, famous, mostly in a bad 
sense. 

angushtana, A thimble. 
angushtu, A pancake fried in oil; 

a Kind of bread usually crumbled before 
it is eaten. 

angishtwd, Bread baked on the 
coals. 

angishtvxina, A brazier;—an-
gushtwdna, A ring or defence worn upon 
the thumb by those who dart the javelin; 
a thimble. 

angashta, angishia. A rich farmer 
or merchant;—angushta, A fork for win-
nowing grain. 

anguahtiydna, A thumb-stall. 
angal, A button-hole, loop, catch, 

eye; a clownish, boorish man, a disagree-
able fellow. 

E ingilish, English. 
ingalgaun, Amiable qualities. 

E .uKA ingiland, England. 
angalandu, A sort of child's rattle. 

angola, A button; a button-hole. 
ingiliz, England ; an Englishman. 

angillna, Angelica, imperial (a 
herb). 

yjaî M angalyun (G. ciayytXiov), The 
gospel; silk of a changing colour, shot 
silk; also of various colours ; a species of 
brocade, so named because the Christians 
of the East generally kept the Evangels 
carefully wrapped np in a rich stuff of this 
kind; the book of the painter and impostor 
Mam; a cameleon; flowers of different 
hues. 

dngandan, To fill, cram, stuff. 
SAĴ Y anganda, Filled, crammed, ^tuffed. 

anguwdnf Assafcetida. 
angiipd (in Zand and Paz.), Endive. 

angutin (in Zand and Pazand), 
The mountain-ox. 

angur, A grape, a raisin; granula-
tions in a healing sore ;—anguri khaya'i 
ghuldmdn, anguri fak&ri, Different kinds of 
grapes;—anguri daehti, Sebestens ;—anguri 

rubah, Fox-grapes, nightshade; —• anguri 
zaituni, A species of black grape, in shape 
like an olive;—anguri misqali, A grape 
whose berry weighs a misqdl. 

angurdan, A wine-press. 
angdrak, A little grape ;—angU-

raki chashm, The pupil of the eye. 
anguristan, A vineyard (m.c.). 

ijr^ angur-kash, Who carries grapes. 
yiASjfgj] angur-kashdn, The samej also 

pi. of the preceding. 
angitriya, anguriya, Ancyra in Asia 

Minor. 
anguzhad, anguzha, Assa-

fcetida ;—anguzha dar qand khwurdan, To 
be cheated. 

y M ^ angoshidan, To embrace. 
angfd, angula, A button-hole, 

a loop ; a button. 
anguni, A good-for-nothing fellow. 

ang ah, Then; afterwards; conti-
nually ; at the same time; immediately, 
by-and-bye , at length;—id dngah ki, Until 
the time that, till which or when, 

y^A anguydn, Assafoetida, 
anglbdn, = q.v. 

yjrt&t anglbdn, A variegated silk stuff, 
y-wiw&l angekhtan, To excite, rouse; to 

instigate, provoke; to raise; to create, pro-
duce, make t to extract •, to publish; to 
put to a distance. 

Asjfc^l angekhta, Excited; produced, 
raised; erected, set up ; an image, a statue. 

angldan, = q.v. 
angir, A grape, 

ySj\ angez, Raised, elevated; (in comp.) 
exciting, raising, as iUifdt-angez, Com-
manding respect, &c. 

yj^yjbt angezandan, yJ^jt^ angezani-
dan (causal of angekhtan or angezHdan), To 
cause to excite ; to erect (a statue) ; to re-
vive (an agreement), renew (a confede-
racy). 

angezish, Excitement. 
angezanda, An exciter. 

angeza, A cause, motive, occasion. 
gAî &Y angezidan, To excite, rouse, raise. 

anglsdn, = yW&t q.v. 
angll, <JM-J\ anglla, A loop; a but-

ton-hole ; a button. 
yjes^rt angiyun, A piece of variegated 

silk. 
A ̂  anamm, More calumnious, a greater 

tell-tale. 
A inmd' (v.n. 4- of <_j*>), Increasing. 
A W\ innama, Only ; just, at least; 

surely, indeed, certainly, 
anmdr, Name of a city; name of a 

tribe. 
A anmdr (pi. of namir), Leopards. 
A innimas (v.n. 7 of Con-

cealing oneself; being concealed. 
A jtfUM inmilaq, j M immilaq (v.n. 7 of 



(jjk), Making a show of friendship, flatter-
ing ; escaping. 

A Si+i\ anmilat (in Ar. vocalised in nine 
different ways), The tip of the finger 
covered by the nail. 

g j y a n m u d a j , annnuzaj, A sample, 
specimen, model, copy, exemplar (see 
namudaj). 

TJ ^LM annands, A pine-apple. 
A JV^ (pi- of nur), Lights, rays 

of light; splendour; (pi. of naur) Flowers 
(especially white). 

A (pi. of nau'), Sorts, kinds, 
species, varieties ; — u aqsdm, AH sorts 
and kinds. 

an&pa, Bu gloss; endive. 
A GJRT anwaj, Fat, heavy, and breathing 

hard ;—unicj, Hard breathing. 
A anwar, More or most bright, 

splendid, brilliant; resplendent, luminous. 
A anwirai (pi. of ndr), Fires. 

anwars, Antwerp (m.c. from Fr. 
Anvers). 

annrasmd (G. avevpvo-jxa), A he-
morrhage. 

anwari, Name of a famous Persian 
poet, who died A.h. 586=a.i>. 1190. 

\ anosh, Enos the son of Seth, 
anofdia, The religion of the Guebres ; 

joy, mirth ; equality, justice. 
A6.y\ anushah, unushah, Fortunate, happy, 

blessed; prosperous; desirable; a young 
king ; name of Shapur's aunt; wine; hail! 
welcome! God bless you ! 

<u.y\ onotha-m/ianish, Of joyous 
mind. 

anosherwan, Nusherwan, the 
celebra ted Persian king. 

anulutiyd (G. dvaAwis), Analytic 
demonstration. 

awumiyd (G. avc/Wi}) > The ane-
mone. 

anuyld, A wailing, lamentation. 
anuyidan, To weep, lament, sigh. 

ana, A particle which, when added 
to substantives, gives them an adverbial 
signification, as shdhdna, Royally, from 
ehdh, King. 

V^ anhd (pi. of an), They. 
A o l^ inhd' (v.n. 4 of ^ ) , Imparting 

news, giving information; announcement, 
publication. 

A anhar (pi. of nahr), Rivers, 
streams, rivulets, streamlets;—inhdr (v.n. 
4 of Causing to flow; widening, en-
larging (a water-course) ; inflicting a large 
wound ; doing anything at day-time. 

A inhaz (v.n. 4 of <jV)> Exciting, 
rousing, causing to stand; beginning to 
fill, or swell (a leathern bottle). 

A tiJVl inhak (v.n. 4 of Severely 
punishing, or tormenting; weakening, 
emaciating. 

A vslV*̂  inhitdk (v.n. 7 of usUfc), Being 
torn, rent (a curtain). 

A inhidam (v.n. 7 of p ^ ) , Being 
thrown down, demolished; demolition, 
ruin, overthrow ; extermination. 

A ftyjrt inhizam (v.n. 7 of FYFC), Being 
routed, put to flight; defeat, rout. 

A inhizaz (v.n. 7 of J ^ ) , Being 
broken to pieces. 

A inhizam (v.n. 7 of j*-4®), Being 
well digested ; being digestible. 

A JV^ inhil&l (v.n. 7 of J&), Pouring 
violently (rain). 

A jU^l inhimdr (v.n. 7 of j*®), Pouring 
out ; being pouring (as rain) ; being 
poured. 

A aJU^ inhimdk (v.n. 7 of taUfc), Making 
efforts ; applying oneself diligently. 

A pU^t inhimdm (v.n. 7 of Being 
liquefied (fat), melted (hailstones). 

dn-hama, That much; to such a 
degree. 

anhubd (in Zand and Pazand), 
Jupiter. 

^ dni (relative of an), That which has 
an individual existence ;—dniydn (pi.), 
Existing things, individualities. 

A JjSl and (v.n.), Arriving (time) ; being 
timely ; being in time, come at the proper 
time. 

A yWl anydb (pi. of nab), Canine teeth. 
W* anibd (in Zand and Pazand), Myrtle. 
A dniyat (pi. of ind'), Vessels, vases. 
Uart anitd (in Zand and Pazand), Myrtle. 
A anis, Soft (literally female) iron. 
A anyar, More or most clear, or evi-

dent ; more or most bright, luminous. 
amr, A bad temper or disposition. 

anirab, Name of the angel who 
presides over fire. 

anirdn, Name of the 30th day of 
every solar month of the ancient Persian 
calendar; also of an angel or genius who 
was supposed to have the superinten-
dence of whatever happened upon that 
day, and of all marriages. 

e ^ t antzdn, Name of the 30th day of 
the solar month. 

^ anizh, The plant southernwood, 
cr-wrt anis, A garden. 
A ^ ^ anis, A companion, friend, com-

rade, familiar acquaintance; of the same 
temper, disposition, or genius ;—anisi a^d, 
The eye; the beloved; any desired object; 
—anis jalis, A companion, familiar friend. 

^Vw^ anisdn, A jest, joke, drollery ; a 
frivolous story, a lie; raillery ; opposition. 

anista, Congealed, frozen, coagu-
lated. 

anisu, anisun (G. avurov), 
Anise, aniseed. 

anisun, Resistance, opposition. 
anisa,Congealed, frozen; coagulated. 



LT*^ anish, A little garden ; a vineyard. 
anlsha, A spy; a flatterer; con-

gealed. 
LM^ aniq, Name of a depilatory drug. 
A aniq, Beautiful, excellent, charm-

ing. 
a aniqa, A letter. 

auin, A churn; a churning-stick. 
A anin (v.n. of Groaning; a 

groan;—aninu 'l-muznibin, Sinners' groans ; 
—ah u anin u ndla'i hazin, Sighs, groans, 
and lamentations. 

av (equivalent to s ^ db), Water;— 
do, Exclamation of surprise (m.c.). 

y o (Z. ava, C. awa), He, she, it; — 
kitdbi o, His book ;—o murgM in anjir nisi, 
He is no bird for this fig, i.e. it is not 
bread for his teeth ; it is not for him ;— 
av, Load; for <-J\ af, prefixed to verbs, q.v. 

awa (for dwdz), A voice, sound, echo, 
rumour, clamour ; fame; a nightingale; 
(for abd) food ; frumenty ; broth, soup ;— 
birinj-awd, Rice-meat, a dish made with 
rice;—gosht-dwd, A kind of dish made of 
minced or hashed meat. 

awwdb, A sincere penitent; one 
who praises God. 

A awdbid (pi. of dbidat), Timorous, 
untamed animals; celebrated and well-
known poems. 

cV\ dwakh, Ah ! alas ! a share, portion. 
A Ŷ U awakhir (pi. of dkhirat and akhir), 

Ends, latter parts; the last ten days of 
the month ; moderns. 

dwddan (for abdddn), Cultivated, 
cheerful. 

yy dwdr, Injustice, iniquity; oppression ; 
calculation, reckoning; ruined, depopu-
lated ; a vagrant, outcast, exile; quantity, 
measure; name of a Lesghian tribe, 

jty awdr, A cash-book. 
A uwdr, Warmth, heat (of the sun, 

fire, or thirst). 
^V-JV dwdrja, awarja, dwarcha, 

awdrcha, A cash-book, a book of receipts 
and disbursements; a diary, journal, or 
register. 

^ ^ awdragi, Vagrancy; wretchedness. 
ŝ jY dwdra, An account-book; compu-

tation ; certainty, assuredness; lost, anni-
hilated ; ruined; scattered; destitute of 
name or character; an exile, outcast, vaga-
bond, vagrant; iron filings; oppression, 
injustice ; bane, ruin, desolation ;—dwdra 
shudan, To be oppressed, injured ;—dwdra 
kardan, To harass; to tear;—dwdra gar-
didan, To roam, to wander;—dwdra u sar-
garddn shudan, To be stupid, bewildered, 
and to wander about like a fool. 

t^y a war a, An account-book; the hall of 
prefecture, a court; iron filings ;—uwara, 
Heat. 

yt$ awara-gir, A book-keeper, ac-
countant. 

dwdri, Idleness, vagrancy. 
dwdridan, cMfj^ awdridan, To 

swallow; to eat; to digest; to converse. 
awdrin, Wicked, bad, ugly. 

dwdz (S. d+vdch), Voice, sound, 
noise, clamour ; tone ; fame, rumour, re-
port; echo;—dwdz dadan (zadan, kardan), 
To make a noise, to call out, halloo, invite; 
—dwdz gashtan, To become divulged, cele-
brated, illustrious. 

jty awaz, The time during which the sun 
continues in the constellation Pisces ; with, 
in the possession of; against;—awazi o, 
With him. 

awdzak, A little noise; a smack. 
dwdzndk, Noisy. 

JSjljY dwdza, Voice, sound, loud talk; 
fame, rumour, echo; a note in music in a 
high key, of which six are enumerated, viz. 
salmak, shahndz, garddniya, gosht, mdya, 
and nauroz ;—dwdza gashtan, To become 
divulged, celebrated, illustrious. 

tS)^ awdzi, With. 
O ^ j V dwdzidan, To cry out, make a 

noise, vociferate, make loud acclamations, 
halloo, huzza. 

A WY awasit (pi. of wasit and ausat), 
Middles, centres, means, averages; the ten 
middle days of a month (see j f ty and 

> 
A (^IJL awaqiy (pi. of ugiyat), Ounces. 

aw dm, awam, Debt;—aw dm, Colour. 
A uwdm, Violent thirst, or the heat 

attending i t ; smoke; giddiness, vertigo ; a 
singer. 

A^y awdmir (pi. of amr), Commands, 
mandates, edicts, orders. 

A yVf dwdn (pi. of an), Times, seasons. 
A ^ty awdni (pi. of ind'), Vessels, vases; 

—awdni'i siniya, China vases. 
awanidan, To sleep, to be drowsy. 

aw ah, aw ah, Echo. 
A sty awwdh, Merciful, compassionate 

(one of the names of God) ; a believer; a 
lawyer, theologian. 

W/i aw aha, Labours, works; victuals, 
t^yf dwdy, A loud voice. 
A J^Y awail (pi. of awwal), Beginnings ; 

beginning, first part, early period; the 
first ten days of every month. 

A {^Y awa'in (pi. of a'inat), Easy, con-
venient, tranquil. 

A s^Y aub (v.n.), Returning; repent-
ance, conversion; celerity, quickness; the 
wind ; a cloud. 

j^y aubdr, Anything swallowed ; a house; 
strong poison ; devouring fire; (in comp. 
from aubdridan or aubdshtan) devouring, 
swallowing, as azhdahd'i mardum- aubdr, A 
dragon devouring men ; — mdhi'i hishti-
aubdr, A fish swallowing a boat;—obar, 
Lamentation. 

aubdridan, To ingulf, swallow, 
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devour; to throw in, cast;—olaridan, To 
groan. 

A aubdsk (pi. of wabash), The 
common people, the mob ; ruffians ; mixed 
multitudes of every class ;—also 
aubdsha, A dunder-headed, ignorant, vul-
gar, self-opiniated, obstinate, unmanage-
able fellow; dissolute, rakish. 

a aubashandk, Like a rake; disso-
lute. 

(i^^y aubdshtan, To fill; to throw away; 
to devour, swallow. 

a aubdehl, Rakishness, dissolute-
ness ; depravity, profligacy, debauchery, 
lewdness ; fondness for attending at games 
and public shows. 

aubanldan, To doze; to be laid flat. 
Qtyjl auburdan, To swallow unmasti-

cated. 
uw^ ubis, Kindred, connections. 

obih, Name of a village near Herat. 
aubi'at (pi, of wabd'), Plagues. 
aupcka, An officer of the court. 

&JU. i&fi aupcha-kkdna, Guard-house, 
picket. 

ot, Compound of the pronoun o and 
the suffix of the 2nd person singular. 

A autad (pi. of watad), Stakes, 
poles, pegs, pins, props; grandees, chiefs 
(as being pillars of the state) ; disyllabic 
parts of a metrical foot; certain (four) 
saints regarded as props of the faith. 

autdr (pi. of waiar), Chords; bow-
strings. 

otagh, otdq, A large tent, pa-
villion. 

^JUJW^ autdmdan, To sleep; to faint. 
otl, A kind of hot iron, with which 

they take stains out of cloth, by pressing it 
upon blotting-paper laid upon the spot. 

A ausdn (pi. of loasan), idols. 
A auj (from P. aug), The highest 

point, top; Bummit, vertex; zenith ; alti-
tude, ascendant, apsis ; highest position; 
preferment, promotion ; name of a note in 
music;—auji sharaf, The fortunate aspect 
or ascendant of a planet;—auj giriftan, To 
reach the zenith. 

A aujd' (pi. of waja'), Pains, aches, 
diseases, complaints. 

a ^W^t aujdqi, = q.v. 
A FW^ aujdm, Name of a town in Azar-

baijan. 
A aujab, More or most necessary, 

more or most incumbent. 
a auj-khar dm, Who walks proudly 

in the height of prosperity. 
A aujas, Somewhat, a little;— 

aujuB, Age; always; never. 
a auj-say, Touching (lit. rubbing) 

the zenith. 
a auj-gdh, Whose throne or power 

is exalted as the zenith. 
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= y ^ q.v. 
s aujin, Name of a town in India, 

126 measured coss from Agra (4,000 
English yards). 

iich, A wager;—tick kardan, To lay 
a wager. 

î -H auckat pamun (in Zand and 
Pazand), A finger ; a toe. 

ochcka, Name of a city. 
ocMe, ocMzl, Quality or essence 

of a thing. 
A auhdsk (pi. of waksk), Fa-

mished. 
A auhad, Single, only, unique. 
t f i awakh, A share, portion; good, ele-

gant ; auspicious, happy ; ah! alas! 
tf> okh (prob. corruption of the prece-

ding), Interjection of pain or surprise 
(m.c.). 

A u^W.̂  aukhash (pi. of wahfa.sk), Vile, 
worthless, base. 

A aud (v.n.). Weighing down, oppress-
ing, harassing ; making crooked ; inclining 
towards setting (sun), 

a audd, Mountain. 
A awidda' (pi. of wadid), Lovers, 

friends. 
A auddj (pi. of wadaj), The jugular 

veins. 
^fJL.^ auddsdliywn (corr. from G. op«o-

tre'Aivoi'), Rock-parsley. 
odagh, A splendid tent of a circular 

form, used by princes, generals, or other 
grandees. 

audir, A father's brother. 
udurdan (in Zand and Pazand), To 

die. 
audas, audast, A span. 

(^-JU^ odasals, Soda-water (m.c. from Fr. 
eau de Seltz). 

auda, Name of a city. 
A audiyat (pi. of wadi), Valleys ; 

rivers. 
uzar (G. v&oip), Water. 
dwar, Certainty ; true, certain; the 

seventh heaven; ugly, deformed, ill-
favoured ; bad language; (in comp.) bring-
ing ; a bringer; master, possessor, as beM-
awar, Having a root, i.e. strongly rooted, 
&c. 

$ ur, The fist; a blow with the fist; an 
almond, pistachio, or walnut, whose kernel 
is rotten;—awar, Obscene discourse. 

aura, A fortress, citadel;—ord (in-
flection of o), Him, her, i t ; to him, to her, 
to it. 

A aurad (pi. of wird), Continual 
praises or commemorations; daily re-
hearsals ; portions of the Koran recited 
at different hours. 

avraz (for q.v.), Exalting; erect, 
high; height. 

<j gjaJL.^ aurasdliyun, Mountain-
parsley. 



(jpfc^ avrdshtan (for q.v.), To 
exalt, raise, elevate. 

A aurdq (pi. of waraq), Leaves, 
pages (a title given to many books, espe-
cially small works) ; —aurdqi parishdn, 
Scattered leaves. 

T ordq, = q.v. 
ordman, ordma, A peculiar 

manner of reading or chanting Pahlavi 
poetry, which derives its name from a vil-
lage of the same name, where the inventor 
of it lived. 

eCijfy ordng utdng, Orang-outang 
(m.c.). 

T j ^ y ortaq, A companion, associate; (in 
Khwarazm) a merchant. 

T ortdqi, Company, society. 
awarja, A cash-book, a book of re-

ceipts and disbursements; a distribution 
of items of account under appropriate 
heads. 

^ award, Battle, conflict, engagement, 
war;—award kardan, To make war, to 
fight. 

filSj^ dward-gdh, A field of battle; — 
dward-gdh nihddan, To array in battle 
order, to dispose a battle-field. 

yJj^ awardan (S. bhri with prep, a), To 
bring, fetch, or adduce; to relate ; to cause 
or produce; —andesh awardan, To medi-
tate, deliberate;—bdz awardan, To bring 
back; to remove;—ba-ja awardan, To per-
form, to exhibit;—ba-jdn awardan, To 
throw into anxiety ; to kill;—ba-dast awar-
dan, To subdue; —ba ruy andar awardan, 
To agree, concur, act in common or unison ; 
—ba salah awardani kdr, To bring a work 
to perfection, to finish anything properly, 
to adjuBt;—birun awardan, To bring forth, 
to produce (as the earth) ;—padid awar-
dan, To make manifest, bring into view; 
—peshi khwud awardan, To bring into 
one's service (m.c ) ;~~dar angusht awardan, 
To count, to reckon ;—dar harakat awardan, 
To put into motion, to move ;—dast awar-
dan, To stretch forth the hand, to offer, to 
grant;—ray awardan, To decide upon, to 
resolve;—rami awardan, To wage war 
against:\—firud awardan, To bring down, 
to overcome. 

( J ^ awardani, Worthy of being pre-
sented ; a present: portable. 

T ordu, A court, palace, camp; a 
horde (of Tartars);—zabdni ordu, Hindu-
stani. 

s^Y dwarda, Brought, introduced;— 
dwarda and, They say, they relate;— 
dwarda amadan, To admit, to infer; to 
come brought, or be introduced ;—dwarda 
shudan, To be introduced, adduced, or 
brought; — awarda kardan, To bring. 

awardidan, To fight; to carry off. 
(j-j^ awirs, The mountain cypress. 

awarsar, The planet Jupiter. 

uwireilini, uwirshilim, Jeru-
salem. 

ursiya, iwirsiya, Roots of the iris 
or white lily. 

T ^ oruq, = JJ^l q.v. 
A auraq, D usky-coloured; a year 

without rain. 
auralc, A swing, see-saw. 
awarkuh, A city in Persian Irak. 
awarag, A swing, see-saw. 
urganj, Name of a city in Khwa-

razm. 
awargosh, The harder part of the 

ear; an ear-ring, pendant. 
a ormdli, The gummy exudation 

of a certain tree. 
Urmdn, Difficulty, trouble ; a 

forest. 
y o r muz, Jy*^ ormuzd, The planet Ju-

piter ; name of the 1st of the month ; also 
of its angel; name of the son of Bahman 
and grandson of Isfandiyar. 

urmak, A cap, a hat, a woollen 
cowl. 

auranj, Nightshade; a grape ;— 
oranj, The stalk of a bunch of eaten grapes. 

auranjan, auranjin, A brace-
let ; an anklet. 

AijjY dvrand, Tigris ; Nile ; fraud, deceit. 
A!^ aurand, A throne; glory, honour, 

dignity, pomp, grandeur, power; beauty ;' 
ornament; fortune, destiny ; life; any 
large river; the sea; blackness ; ink ; name 
of a grandson of Kayqubad; fraud, deceit, 
imposture ; a crown. 

aurandan, To throw away. 
dwaranda, Bringing ; a bringer. 

yM^y aurandidan, To deceive. 
isXî y aurang, A throne; wisdom, under-

standing; beauty, gracefulness; l i fe ; a 
manufacturing village; fraud, deceit; 
mirth ; a worm which eats into wood; a line 
whereon things are hung to dry ; glory, 
honour; a man's name; (met.) heaven; 
(for db-rang) water-colour, paint. 

aurang-dbdd, A city in India. 
csW aurang-piray, Who adorns 

the throne. 
s-^j&j^ aurang-zib (zeb) (ornament of 

the throne), Name of an emperor of Hindu-
stan (who died in 1707, after a glorious 
reign of fifty years). 

aurang-zibi, A kind of cloth. 
^ U aurang-shahi, A kind of silk. 

aurang-nishin (sitting on a 
throne), A reigning prince. 

aurangi, An air of music; name 
of the third of the thirty notes in music, 

a ej®*^^ urubankhi, Broomrape. 
t ^ j y ^ aurokhtan, To inflame, blaze. 
T J J ^ oruq, The retinue of a king ; the 

royal camp. 
dv-rah (for ab-rah, water-way), A 

canal, a conduit. 



Sj,̂  aura, The outside of a garment; 
the best side of cloth; the surface of 
anything; —aura'i a flak, The heaven of 
heavens. 

dwari, A man of truth or certainty. 
A uriya7, Uriah (the Hittite). 
sr-t)$ureb, Inverted, transposed. 
<y4tyf dwarldan, To bring; to attack, 

charge ;—avridan, To swallow; to hold a 
conference. 

auridan, To be slothful; to deceive; 
to finish; to bring. 

av-rez (for ji/\ db-rez), A water-
closet. 

aurisi, Set with jewels. 
urim, The Urim. 

(ĵ ;)1! dwarin, dwarin, Juniper. 
jijfi urev, = s q . v . 

uriya, The province of Orissa. 
A $ auz, awaz, A mode of reckoning 

drawn from the lunar motions. 
icz, (in Khwarazm) Ingenious, dex-

terous. 
avzdr, auzdr, The sail of a ship; a 

shoe ; tools ; spiceries, hot seasonings. 
A auzdr (pi. of wizr), Burdens, 

loads, whatever oppresses; sins, crimes; 
arms, weapons. 

fcJ^jb^ avzar-dan, auzdr-dan, A spi >ry 
or pepperbox. 

A auzdBodies, crowds; name of a 
tribe. 

A auzdn (pi. of wazn), Weights, 
measures, metres; artisans;—auzdni fdri-
siya, Persian weights and measures, 

t r^^y auzdyish, Abundance, increase. 
uzbak, Name of a Tartar dynasty. 

A SJYL vwazzat, A goose; a nimble woman. 
ozjand, Name of a place. 

^3^ auzak, A particular seal. 
03^ uzan, uzun, A kind of itinerating 

ballad singers. 
A auzan, Stronger, more or most 

weighty, respectable, influential ; strong, 
vigorous; a lion. 

auzand, Military accoutrements. 
avzun (equivalent to afzun), Ample, 

spacious; increase, augmentation. 
awizidan, To suspend (see 

dwzin, Juniper, 
titfj^ auzln, A ring; a buckle. 
ofifi auzhan, Murder, slaughter; (in 

comp.) throwing, casting;—mard-auzhan, 
A hero. 

•tfj^ auzkand, auzhang, = q.v. 
auzhandidan, To throw, cast, 

hurl. 
J f i f i avzhiil, Instigation; haste, speed, 
Cjuij^ avzhulanda, Exciting, instigating. 

avzhulidan, To raise, excite, stir 
up; to exact, demand; to pluck up ; to 
hasten; to dissipate, scatter; to render 
bold j to perplex. 

^ dwizha, The ear-lap. 
A U*^ aus (v.n.), Giving in exchange or 

return, requiting, repaying; a gift; name 
of a tribe. 

aus, Hope. 
A C ^ auadkh (pi. of wasakh), Filths, 

dirts. 
aus at (pi. of wasaf), Middle parts, 

centres, waists. 
ausdn, A whetstone. 
usabid, ausabid, Sort of water-lily. 
ost (for o ast), He is. 

^^ awasta, The sacred books of Zoroas-
ter. 

i ^ f ustdkh, Boldness, impudence, in-
civility. 

ustdd, A master in any art or pro-
fession. 

ustddgi, A trade; mastership. 
ustddi, A trade; skill, master-

ship;—ustddi kardan, To fabricate, manu-
facture ; to act the master. 

ostdm, A pillar, prop; a prince, 
patron; a threshold; faithful, trust-
worthy ; ornaments for a saddle and bridle ; 
confidence. 

ostdn, A threshold; trustworthy ; 
ornaments of a saddle and bridle ; trap-
pings. 

ostura (for ustur a), A razor. 
f+zz—ji ostim, A sleeve; blood; pus, 

matter. 
A ausakh, Nastier, nastiest. 
A ausat, Middle, middling; inter-

vening, intermediate; average; medium, 
interval; mediocrity. 

a ausati, Middle, middling, mode-
rate ; pertaining to the average. 

A ansa', More or most ample ; larger, 
largest, wider, widest; ampler, amplest. 

ausan, A story, tale ; short, brief. 
usu, Robbery, spoliation;—also ausu, 

Grief, lamentation. 
ausu a, Enchantment, fascination, 

spell. 
avsa, iisa, Taken, seized ; robbery. 

a osiris, The Egyptian god, 
a ausimun, Mallows. 

aush, ush, A city in Transoxania. 
a ushaqi, — q.v. 
J ^ aushdl, A pond, tank, reservoir. 

aushdn, Scattering;—-oshdn, Those. 
yAiCa.^ aushdndan, To scatter. 
5Jk*Uy aushanda, Scattered; a button. 
(jj^lAjt aushdnidan, To cause to scatter. 

avshin, yjA^ avsh in, Wild mar-
joram, origan. 

AJjuAjl aushandana, A button ; a button-
hole. 

aushang, A line for clothes or 
grapes. 

J^J? ^ aush u baush, Ostentation, 
pride; strutting along, stepping proudly. 



ausha (S. avasyaya), Dew ;—osha, 
Origany. 

oshhang, see hoshang. 
A ausdf (pi. of wasf), Specifica-

tions, descriptions, titles, epithets ; attri-
butes, qualities, endowments; praises, en-
comiums ;—ausdfi jamila, ausdfi hamida, 
Excellent qualities ;—ausdf u alqdb, Titles 
and epithets, 

j* / u$ii, Grief, lamentation for the dead. 
A. ausiyd' (pi. of wafiy), Testators ; 

executors ; legatees; preceptors, guardians. 
A auza' (pi. of wa?'), Postures, 

positions, actions, gestures, motions ; beha-
viour, manners, deportment, address, 
breeding, politeness;—auzd'i zindagi, Ap-
pliances of life ; — auzd'i nd-hamwdra, 
Unsuitable acts or behaviour ;—in digar 
chih auzd'iet, What does this mean ? what 
state of affairs is this now? (m.c.). 

A auzah, More or most clear, evi-
dent. 

A aulas, Name of a place. 
T Ĵ TY otdq, A tent; a room, chamber 

(m.c.). 
A autan (pi. of watan), Countries, 

homes; native country. 
T JTYEY oturdq, A halt, stay; a garrison 

(m.c.). 
A JUs^ au'al (pi. of wa'l), Nobles, 

princeB; (pi. of wa'il) mountain-goats. 
A auHyat (pi. of wi'd'), Repositories, 

sheaths, vessels, cases. 
^ aughd, Wind. 

aughdn, Lamentation. 
augkar, An assembly; an airy place. 

M J j ^ oghruq, = q.v. 
Jfj^ aughal, Name of a certain people. 

aughur (from L. augurium), Omen ; 
—aughwr ba-khair bdshad, Happy journey ! 
good luck! (m.c.). 

yfo] avghun, An aqueduct, a canal. 
A atif (v.n.), Hurting, injuring; be-

falling (calamity) ; exclamation of distress 
or anger (m.c.) 

A avfaz (pi. of wafz), Hastes. 
A aufdz (pi. of wafz), Hastes ; (pi. 

of wafaz) mixed multitudes, crowds. 
yjUi^ uftadan, To fall. 
yjuiUi^ uftdnidan, To cause to fall. 
u\—ofsdna, A tale, a story. 
A aufaq, Most convenient or appo-

site. 
A auqdt (pi. of waqt), Times, sea-

sons, hours (especially for prayers); cir-
cumstances, state, condition; means, re-
sources, power, ability ; — auqdt puck shu-
dan, The time is being wasted ;—auqdt 

•puch (siyak) kardan, To waste one's time;— 
augdii talkhi kashidan, To have bitter times 
of it (m.c.);—auqdti 'aziz, Precious hours. 

auqat-guzari, Stipend, pen-
sion. 

auqdr (pi. of wiqr), Burdens, loads. 

A OUY auqdf (pi. of waqf), Legacies, 
bequests (for pious or charitable purposes). 

at jaSjI oqadar (for^^ajy q.v.), So much, ao 
many, the more. 

A auqas, Short-necked. 
auqatariyun (corr. from G. 

(VTrarutptov), Hemp agrimony. 
Q. uqulidis, Euclid. 

auqiydnus (G. WKCavos), The ocean. 
A iiqiyat, An ounce; an ounce of 

silver; a silver coin weighing one ounce 
! ( = forty dirhams, or between six and 

seven shillings). 
^ - • -aauqaiman, CLuqlvian (G. <5«t̂ .ov), 

Wild sweet basil. 
ok, Name of a fortress. 

A aukdr (pi. of wakr), Nests, eyries. 
dwakdn, Name of a champion in 

Farldun's army. 
^ aukar, A weaver's trench. 

uku, A bird of ill omen ; an owl. 
csi^ aug, A summit, apsis (see auj); a 

Turkoman tribe. 
augdr, Soreness of back of a beast 

of burden ; crippled ; loaded ; drunk. 
augar, A weaver's trench ( = aukar). 

anganj, Repentance, contrition. 
( V | j a v g a n d a n (for TO throw. 
A J y aul (v.n.), Returning; administer-

ing well, managing with propriety; go-
verning, presiding. 

A auwal, First, prior, foremost; 
chief, greatest, highest; best, principal, 
excellent; beginning, principle;—auwali 
dasht (for dast). Handsel, first sale of a 
day, considered as a good omen ( = Hind. 
bohni) ; --auwal ta'dm pas kaldm, First 
dinner, then conversation;—auwali qunut, 
The first (or false) dawn;—auwali gul, 
The beginning of the rose-bloom (opp. to 
dkhiri gul, " The last rose of summer") ;— 
auwal u dkhir shuda bar ambiyd, Muham-
mad. 

T J ^ ol, Ruby (m.c.). 
A auwalan (auwald), At first, in the 

first place, before all things. 
A uldt, Female possessors. 
A auldd (pi. of walad), Sons, chil-

dren^ descendants ; offspring, progeny ;— 
aulddi rishta'i mustaqima, Children in a 
direct line, lineal descendants, 

iildd, Name of a certain demon, 
Rustarn's guide in Mazandaran. 

T uldgA, Ass, donkey (M.c.). 
a yAj) awwaltar, Better. 

aulaj, aulij, A small grape-stalk; 
night-shade. 

T iiljd, iilja, Prisoner, booty. 
T itIjdmishl, ^a***^^ ulja• 

mis hi, Act of submission and homage, by 
bending the knee, kissing the hand, &c. 

Q- (ĵ Ja—Ĵ  olustiyim, The herb flitch wort. 
a J ^ awwal-shab, The beginning of 

night, nightfall. 



a t jJflJ^ olqadar, Only so much ; so many, 
so far. 

tfty ulkd, ulka, A country, kingdom, 
region (see KM). 

aulanj, Knowledge, understanding, 
intellect; a throne; mirth ; mode of living ; 
nightshade; fraud, deceit; pomp, splen-
dour ; a bed-chamber, dormitory ;—ulanj, 
A bunch from which the grapes have been 
eaten. 

ulang, A green, a meadow. 
A ulu (used as pi. of zu), Lords, 

masters, possessors ;—ulu'l-absdr, Having 
eyes, i.e. prudent, sagacious, penetrating; 
—ulu 'l-arhdm, Related by birth ;—ulu 'l-
albdb, Prudent, intelligent;—ulu 'l-amr, 
Emperors, generals, commanders-in-chief; 
—ulu 't'tAriq, Priors, abbots, or other 
chiefs of religious orders ; — ulu 'I-asm, 
Endued with constancy, enterprising, am-
bitious. 

a ulu 'l-'azmi, Determination, 
resoluteness; ambition. 

T alua, Nature, disposition. 
A uluwiyat, Majority, superiority, 

pre-excellenoe, priority, precedence. 
avla, dwila, A blister, pimple, felon, 

freckle, small-pox, or other eruption on the 
Bkin. 

aula, iila, An eagle, a falcon ; a brute. 
A aula (in Persian aull), Worthier, 

fitter ;—uld (fem. of awwaX), "First, &c.;— 
ull (oblique case of ^\ ulu), Lords, &c., and 
employed in the same way, as ull 'l-ajnihat, 
Winged animals;—ull 'Ualbdb, Possessed 
of hearts or intellects ;—ull 'l-'azm, Reso-
lute (men) ;—ull 'Wilm, Scientific (men) ; 
—Uli 'n-naky, Wise, prudent (men). 

a auwall, First, best, chief. 
auliya' (pi. of waliy), Friends (of 

God), saints, prophets, fathers ;—auliyd'i 
daulat, Fathers of the State, i.e. Princes, 
ministers, nobles; the court (m.c.). 

A. awwaliyat, Priority, primacy, pre-
eminence, superiority, excellence. 

a Ajjy aulitar (auldtar), Better, 
a ^jy uhrd, Starch-wheat. 
Q yjSety uliqus, Six oboli. 
A aula'ika (pi. of zdlika), Those. 
A awwalin (originally oblique case 

of the pi. of awwal, but in P. also used as 
a singular, as if formed by the suffix in), 
First ; — awwalin harf, The letter alif ; 
knowledge infused awwalin naqsh, Des-
tiny, fate;—awwalin u dkhirin, Ancients 
and moderns. 

gUy umdj, A kind of pottage. 
G aumddd, Juice of the wild cu-

cumber. 
a umali, u/wiLmdli, Eleeo-

meli, a honeyed oil which exudes from cer-
tain trees. 

y ^ t aumdn, Name of a village in Ha-
mad.an. 

•Vŝ y omed, umid, umez, Hope. 
awan (for q.v.), Anything sus-

pended. 
A CYT aun (v.n.), Going softly; a gentle 

pace ; quiet, peace, tranquillity. 
auvdr, A fire; fragrance; drowsi-

ness. 
^Jk^U^ aundnidan, To slumber ; to hope. 

aundnis, Pomegranate buds. 
uwanj, Friendship, intimacy, fami-

liarity. 
oijt dwand, Furniture particularly be-

longing to the kitchen, as pots, pans, or 
other vessels ; a line on which they hang 
clothes or grapes to dry ; a tennis-racket; 
a chess-board; argument, proof ; a throne ; 
= q.v.;—dwand, dwind, First;—dar 
dwand kardan, To hoard up. 

awand, A vessel;—awind, Fraud, 
deceit. 

M undar, A large leathern bottle or 
pipe. 

c s ^ dwandi, A drinking-vessel. 
awinka, A prickly kind of shrub. 
dwang, A mortar in which things 

are pounded; anything suspended ; a line 
on which clothes or bunches of grapes are 
hung up to dry. 

{y^Jjl dwang an, Pendulous, hanging. 
aunang, A clothes-line, 

y^ aunii (G. otvos), Wine. 
dvnue (for abnus), Ebony. 

^JUy^t aunumdli (G. otvofieXx), Honey 
and wine mixed, mead. 

mil, A kind of grain like barley. 
UJj! uniyd, A medlar. 

dwanldan, To rest, slumber ; to 
hope (see e j^^ i , of which it is perhaps a 
misreading). 

uniwarsita, University (m.c.). 
$ dwav, Name of a city, 
il^y uwawuk, A gum procured from the 

neighbourhood of Shiraz. 
a^ dwa, A forge ; a brick-kiln ; a fringe; 

name of a city ; whatever makes an echo ; 
ah ! alas! 

A auh (v.n.), Crying oh 1 in pain; 
complaining, groaning. 

ia^ dvhd (equivalent to L̂ T dbha), 
Waters. 

A auham (pi. of wahm), Opinions, 
conjectures, suppositions, imaginations, 
doubts, suspicions. 

oy, He, she, i t ; lo ! behold ! 
uyd, A lazy, slothful, idle fellow. 

uydn, A mountain; the middle 
month of autumn (a doubtful word) ;— 
oydn (pi. of q-v.), Existences. 

^ awej (for ŷ T awez), Anything sus-
pended. 

dwekhtan. To hang, to suspend ; 
andar dwekhtan, To suspend ; to provoke; 
to contend. 



awekhta, Suspended, hanging loose, 
pendulous. 

Cj-̂ jlf amdan, To twist; to fatigue. 
°yrd (for or a), Him, her, i t ; to 

bin). 
avnrash (in Zand and Pazand), A 

certain number of crimes. 
y/t dtvez, Any thing suspended; a place 

where things are hung up; a hook upon 
which meats are hung; a flesh-hook; the 
shambles ; a border, margin, circuit. 

oVjl awezan, Suspended ; also pi. of the 
preceding, with the same meaning. 

dwezanidan, To cause to hang 

awezish, A hanging on ; suspension, 
pendulosit.y ; war, trouble. 

(awtzgin, A petitioner who addresses 
everybody ; a hanger-on; an importunate 
beggar; an infamous boy; left, dismissed ; 
contagious. 

aweeagi, Pendulousness. 
aweza, An ear-ring, a drop, pendant; 

—aweza, Wine. 
J-4 8 ^ aweza-band, An ear-ring, pen-

dant ; one who wears such. 
dwezidan, To hang up; to adhere. 

O^i/f awezhagdn, Adherents, lovers, 
friends (pi. of the following). 

B^y dwezha, awezha, Wine; chaste ; 
pure, unmixed (in the latter the initial 
alif may be taken as alpha privativum, 
when the word means, on the contrary, 
" impure "). 

A uwais, A wolf; a man's name. 
oyistdn, The place of individual 

existences. 
(j^yt awuk, tyZJUifi dwlshtan, dwl-

skarn, Marjoram, origan, 
u^y oyiah. Existence. 
y^i^y oyiahgdii (pi. of the preceding), 

Existences. 
yAt^ dwuhan, Hanging, suspended; 

drawing a sword ; marjoram, origan. 
yAt^ amshin, Sight. 

dvnaha. Marjoram, origan. 
Wy dmnd, Expressed juice (of fruit, 

Ac.). 
gjLnfi awlndan, To hope; to Bleep, to 

slumber. 
oya, Individual existence. 
oyihd, (pi. of the preceding), Indi-

vidual existences. 
A ^ ah, Ah! alas ! a sigh;—dhi dtith-

bdr, dhi dtiahin, An ardent sigh, the sigh 
of one in pain;—dh az lab gusistan, A sigh 
escapes the lips;—ah ba-dh andakhtan, To 
draw sigh after sigh ;— dh bar-dcvmidan 
(zadm, sar-zadan), To fetch a sigh ;—dh 
dar jigar (dar sinah) ahikaalan, To suppress 
a sigh;—dhi jdn-gdh, A sigh from the bot-
tom of the heart;—dhi jigar-soz, A heart-
burning sigh;—dh dar jigar na ddshtan, To 

be penniless ;—dhi 'ambarin, The sigh of 
one in pain ;—ah kashddan (kashidan), To 
fetch a sigh. 

si ah, Ah ! alas ! 
A V*^ ihdb, A skin, a raw hide, not 

tanned or otherwise prepared. 
ahar, Food ; polished steel; also— 
ahdr, Starch for glazing. 

ahdrdada, Saturated, steeped in. 
ahdzldan, To draw (a sword). 
dhdzida, Drawn out, extended ; 

lofty. 
A (̂ JUI ahdli (pi. of ahl), Inhabitants, 

citizens, commons; persons, individuals, 
members ; family-folk ; consorts, spouses, 
wives ; domestics, dependants, followers ; 
posseBSorB ; worthy ; — ahdli u mawdli 
(ahdli-mavidli), People at large; poor and 
rich; courtiers, retinue, train. 

® lt^ ahali-kas, The common people. 
ahdn, Glue, starch; border, fringe, 

list; contamination, defilement; pap, pa-
I nado, gruel. 

A fcA^ ihdn, A trunk whose top and 
I branches have been cut off; pollard, 
j A ihdnat (v.n. 4 of ^y*), Despising ; 
I disdain, contempt, insult, affront;—ihanat 
\ kardan, To despise, treat with contempt. 
| ahdna, Ailal ahdna, The crown of 
j the head ; the summit of a mountain; a 
' hillock; an upper chamber, open gallery, 

or principal apartment in eastern houses; 
the top of a house ; villainy ; a disgraceful 
action; deformity, 

i A ihbdt (v.n. of W&), Throwing 
j down, precipitating. 
: A uhbat, Provision made for any 
I undertaking; (warlike) apparatus, arms, 

accoutrements 
dhbanydba, Yawning, gaping. 

A ihtijdr, Talking obscenely, ri-
1 baldry. 

A B^ASA^ ihtida' (v.n. 8 of Being 
j directed right; finding the right way. 
; A ihiizaz (v.n. 8 of ^fc), Being shaken, 

agitated (tree by the wind) ; falling with 
• glittering light (star) ; exultation, joy. 
I A ilitimam (v.n. 8 of Taking 

thought for, minding, attending to ; solici-
tude, anxiety, care ; diligence, attention ; 
inspection, supervision, superintendence; 
management, charge. 

a ihtimdm-bandi, An account 
specifying the number of Pergunnahs and 
the names of the Zamindiirs in a pro-

i vince. 
a yo ihtimdm-dar, An under-col-

lector of revenue who acts on commission 
from a Zamindar; a responsible person. 

J a (ĵ Ujufcl ihtimawi, A responsible per-
• son ; a manager, curator, agent. 
; dhta, Drawn out (sword) ; lofty. 



dhifchtan, To unsheath, draw (a 
sword). 

ahikhta, Unsheathed, drawn 
(sword). 

A ihda' (v.n 4 of Sending a 
present; leading a beast of sacrifice to 
Mecca. 

A ihdar (v.n. 4 of Permitting 
(blood) to be shed with impunity ; render-
ing ineffectual (a right, &c.). 

k ahddf (pi. of hadaf), Targets, 
butts for archers. 

A S * ^ ahdab, One who has long eye-
lashes. 

Ajliftl ihzdr (v.n. 4 of j.ifi>), Babbling, 
doting. 

ahr, A town between Ardabil and 
Tabriz ; the seed of the ash-tree the ash-
tree. 

A ihra' (v.n. 4 of Dressing 
(meat) till the flesh separates from the 
bone; talking badly; meeting with severe 
cold. 

A ihrdr (v.n. 4 of "a), Making (a 
dog) whine. 

A ihrd' (v.n. 4 of Z}b>), Going, walk-
ing, or travelling fast ; trembling (from 
rage, fear, fever, or debility); frightening. 

A ahram (pi. of haram), The pyra-
mids of Egypt (from their age) ;—ihrdm 
(v.n. 4 of pf>), Making decrepit, en-
feebling. 

ahrdman, A seducer ; the devil. 
ahrdn, A hatchet, an adze, an axe. 

ahristdn, Name of a province ad-
jacent to Tazd. 

ahram, A pestle. 
^yfc^ dhraman, dharman, ahr a,man, ahri-

man (Z. anhro-mainyu), Ahriman, the prin-
ciple of Evil, opposed to Ormuzd, the prin-
ciple of Good; the devil; a seducer; a 
demon. 

(jjA. dhraman'khoy. Of fiendish 
disposition. 

^Si) dhraman-ruy, With the face of 
an evil spirit or demon. 

dhraman Msh, Worshipper of 
Ahriman ; of perverse conduct. 

abr an, ahr an, A seducer; the devil; 
name of a brother-in-law of Gushtiisp. 

ahnin, Name of a Jewish physi-
cian. 

ahriman, ahriman, dhrima, 
ahrima, A seducer; the devil. 

dhzan, Naphtha, a kind of very in-
flammable bituminous substance, gathered 
from the surface of water, of a clear pale 
yellow colour. 

yVij dh-zandn, Sighing. 
ahzdn. Now; — uhzun, A barren 

woman. 
ahistagi, Lenity, gentleness, soft-

ness, mildness; calmness, deliberation; — 
ba-tihistagi guftan, To speak in a whisper. 

AS—a>t dhista, Soft, tender, delicate 
gentle; grave, sedate, modest, quiet ; 
calmly ; slowly, gently, by degrees, step by 
step, softly ; unawares; whisperingly, in a 
low voice, piano ; aside (stage-direction);— 
sukhani dhista, A whisper ; — sukhani dhista 
guftan, To whisper, to speak a word in the 
ear. 

ahuta-ra'y, Wise, skilful, 
learned ; of delicate judgment. 

dhista-rav, Walking gently ; slow. 
ahisia-sukhun, Low-voiced ; a 

whisper. 
t^zAJb] dJiishtagi, Lowness, softness of 

voice. 
usV&f dhak, ahak, Lime, plaster, 

cement; ointment compounded of quick-
lime and arsenic (used in the baths as a 
depilatory) ; — dhaki tafta, Quick-lime ; — 
dhaki siy&h, A kind of strong cement;— 
dhaki sadaf, Shell-lime. 

dhak-paz, A lime-burner, 
u^ dh-kash, Who fetches a sigh. 
A Jat ahl, People (belongiug to any par-

ticular person, place, order, or profession) ; 
an inhabitant; a family; kindred, consort; 
lord, master; domestic, follower, depen-
dant ; endowed with, possessed of, fit for, 
worthy of;—ahli ittiqd, The faithful, pious ; 
—ahli idrdk, Intelligent, sagacious;—ahli 
i/ch,tiydr, A patrician, one of the upper 
class ;—ahli islam, A true believer, ortho-
dox ;—ahli i'tizdl, A schismatic;—ahlu 'lldh, 
People of God; man of God, pious man, 
saint;—ahli ahilat, Wealthy persons;—ahli 
ahwd, Heretics, visionaries ; voluptuaries ; 
—ahli imdn, A believer; — ahli in kdr, 
Capable of doing this (m.c.)•,-—ahli bdlin, 
Contemplative, pious, spiritual;—ahli bacha, 
A sodomite; — ahli hakhya, A congenial 
and discreet drinking companion ; — ahli 
bid'at, A heretic, sectary ; — ahli bihisht, 
The blessed, the inhabitants of Paradise; 
—ahli bait, People of the house, domes-
tics; master (or mistress) of the house; 
—ahli parhez, Continent, abstinent ; — 
ahli tasawwuf, Contemplative; an ancho-
rite ; a Sufi; — ahli tafslr, A doctor in 
theology, a commentator on holy writ;— 
ahli taqwd, Pious, devout;—ahli tamdahdna, 
The actors in a play (m.c.) ;—ahli tanjim, 
Astrologer;—ahli tawdzu', Submissive;— 
ahli jamd'at, A member of the community ; 
—ahli jannat, The inhabitants of Paradise ; 
—ahli jakannam, The damned;—ahli hdl, 
Skilled in or conversant with the state of 
things ;—ahli hijdb, Veiled ; modest;—ahli 
hirfat, An artificer;—ahli huquq, Possessed 
of just claims ;—ahli hikmat, Wise, philoso-
phical; a worker of miracles;—ahli khdna 
(ahlu 'd-dar), People of the house, do-
mestics, etc. (—ahli bait, supra);—ahli 
fchubrat, A censor, critic, connoisseur;— 
ahli Mtidmat, An officer, an official;—• 



ahli khirad, People of understanding, the 
wise;—ahli khiyanat, Treacherous; — ahli 
ddnish-intibah, Cautious and vigilant; ahli 
darun, Confidants;—ahli dukkan, A shop-
keeper;— ahli dil, Brave, spirited, gene-
rous ;—ahli dalq, Dervishes, religious mendi-
cants ;—ahli dunyd, People of the world, 
worldly;—ahli duwal, Possessed of wealth, 
rich, the wealthy ;—ahli diwan, A counsellor 
of state, senator, minister;—ahli zikr, Con-
versant with the Scriptures;—ahli zauq, Ad-
dicted to pleasure, a voluptuary; people of 
good taste ;—ahli rozgar, A man of the w< >rld; 
Bkilful; working men, servants;—ahli zabdn, 
Masters of speech, orators, poets ; eloquent; 
—-ahli zaman, Observant of, conforming to, 
the times ; time-server ;—ahli zamin, Inha-
biting the earth;—ahli zuhd, ahli zuhd u 
waraPious, devout, self-denying;—ahli 
sakhdwat, Liberal, munificent;—ahli su-
kjiun, Eloquent;—ahli sunnat, An observer 
of the traditional law, a Sunnite;—ahli 
siydfyat, A traveller;—ahli shar\ A legis-
lator, lawyer, public teacher of the law-; 
—ahli sharaf, Noble, eminent;—ahli shi'yat 
(shi'a), Followers of Ali, a Sbiite;—ahli 
ehiqdq, Seditious, inimical ;—ahli shukoh, 
ahli shaukat, Great, powerful;—ahli shuhitd, 
A professor of religion; holy, inspired; 
—ahli safa, Pure in heart ; a Sufi ;—ahli 
san'at, An artificer; — ahli sural, Super-
ficial, one who skims the surface of 
things;—ahli ?a!al, An infidel, heretic;— 
ahli td'at, Obedient to God, faithful ;—ahli 
tabPossessed of genius ;—ahli tabqa, Un-
observant of the precepts of Muhammad ; 
—ahli tirf, Noble ;—ahli tariq, ahli tariqat, 
An observer of the laws of Muhammad ; a 
Sufi ;—ahli zdhir, Hypocrites, having only 
the external appearance of goodness ;—ahli 
Sulma, Official, especially of police or finances 
(m.c.);—ahli 'azdb, The damned;—ahli 
'urf, ahli 'irfdn, Learned, scientific;—>hli 
'urfat, Artificers, artisans ;—ahli 'aqt. Pru-
dent, judicious ;—ahli Him, Learned ;—ahli 
'ilmi raqam, An arithmetician ;—ahli 'ilmi 
kalam, A n orator, rhetorician;—ahli 'ilmi 
mantiq, A logician ;—ahli 'ilmi ?iujum, An 
astronomer, astrologer;—ahli 'ahd u zim-
mat, Tributary;—ahli 'iydfa, Soothsayers ;— 
ahli 'iydl, The father or master of a family; 
—ahli ghadr, Fraudulent, perfidious ;—ahli 
gharaz, Interested, designiug, selfish ;— 
ahli ghawdyat, Vagrants ;—ahli jirdsh, Bed-
ridden ; — ahli far ang, European ; — ahli 
furzat, The collectors of a toll imposed 
on merchants on the sea-shores ; — ahli 
fas ad, A scoundrel, villain ;—ahli qabl, A 
besieging party ;—ahli qui, A believer (from 
the Coranic phrase: " Say to those who be-
lieve");—ahli fazl, Virtuous; learned ; — 
ahli jahw, Intelligent, wise ;—ahli qibla, 
Knowing which way to turn in prayer ;— 
ahliqubur (inhabitants of the tombs), The 

dead ; — ahli qaryat, A villager; — ahli 
qalam, A scribe; an official; a literary man ; 
—ahli kar, A workman, clerk ;—ahli kitdb, 
A learned man, a doctor in theology ; be-
lievers in a revealed religion : Muhamma-
dans, Jews, and Christians;—ahli karam, 
Liberal, generous; — ahli kaeb, Trades-
people ;—ahli kaldm, ahli lindn, Eloquent; 
an orator;—ahli kin, An enemy; — ahli 
mnlawarriPious, devout;—ahli majdlis, 
Dramatis person® (m.c.) ; — ahli majlis, 
Assistants, assessors ; members of good 
society, courtiers ;—ahli muhdsaba, An ac-
countant;—ahli mahshar, Those who rise at 
the day of judgment;—ahli madar, The 
Arabs who inhabit cities ; town-people;— 
ahli mazdq, A voluptuary ; people of good 
taste ;—ahli mazhab, A religionist;—ahli 
mashwarat, A counsellor, an adviser;—ahli 
ma'dsh, Holder of a rent-free tenure ;—ahli 
ma'rifat, Learned; possessed of the know-
ledge of God ; devotee ;—ahli ma'nd, Spiri-
tual, intellectual, one who penetrates into 
divine mysteries ;—ahli makka, An inhabi-
tant of Mecca ;—ahli mundjat, Attending to 
prayer, supplicating God;—ahli manzil, A 
household ;—ahli mansab, A minister, au 
official ;—ahli nishat, The gay, the joyous ; 
pleasure-seekers ;—ahli nishast, Hermits, re-
cluses ;—ahli nasrat, Colleagues, coadjutors ; 
—-ahli nazar, Clear-sighted, discerning, 
perspicacious ;—ahlina'im, The inhabitants 
of Paradise, the blessed; — ahli nifaq, 
Hypocrites; perfidious; infidels; enemies; 
—ahli nafs, Sensualists ; —- ahli naqisat, 
Vicious ;—ahli wabar, The Arabs who dwell 
in tents; nomads;—ahli wirdsat, One inte-
rested in succession, heir, joint-heir;—aft/t 
wara1, The pious; the abstemious;—ahli 
waqdr, grave, majestic, dignified; — ahli 
wuquf, Skilful ;—ahli hajr, Separated from 
friends or the beloved ; sad ; disconsolate ;— 
ahli hadd, Following the right way, ortho-
dox ; — ahli hunar, Skilful; — ahli hawa, 
Licentious, libertine. 

A ahlan, (in supplication) God be 
with you ! Heaven bless you ! welcome ;— 
ahlan wa sahlan, ahlan wa marhaban, Wel-
come and welcome. 

A (̂ Sw^ ihlds (v.u. 4 of Laughing 
gently ; talking in secret, in a whisper. 

A ihldk (v.n. 4 of Causing 
to perish; destruction, ruin, perdition;— 
ihldki nafs kardan, To restrain the passions, 
mortify the desires. 

A J1U1 ihldl (v.n. 4 of Ja ) , Looking at 
the new moon (Midi); pronouncing the 
word labbaika (I am obedient to thee) ; in-
voking the name of God on slaughtering 
an animal. 

^ j J i ^ ahlabub (in Zand and Pazand), 
Heaven. 

A ahilat, Wealth, property ahillat 



(pi. of hildl), New moons (especially on 
the first nights of their appearance). 

A ahliyat, Worthiness ; skill, apti-
tude, experience. 

a ahliya, A wife, 
A ahamm, More or most important, 

needful; momentous ;—ahammi umur, The 
most important things ;—ahammi kdr, An 
affair of consequence. 

a JUaI ihindl (v.n. 4 of J-wfc), and— 
a JUA^ ikmdll, Letting alone, not making 

use of ; negligence, carelessness, indiffe-
rence, indolence ; delay ; respite. 

ahmar, A jackal. 
dhrnand, A liar. 

ahama, A piece, portion ; deficient. 
tihan (Z. ayanh, S. ayas), I ron; a 

sword;—ahani afsurda, A sword rusty and 
blunt;—dhan poshidan, To don one's ar-
mour, to equip oneself;—ahani jnft (ahani 
gdv), A ploughshare;—ahani sard (cold 
iron), The human heart; — ahani sard 
(afsurda) koftan (to beat cold iron), To 
waste time ;—ahani kasa na-khwurdan, Not 
to submit to one's dominion or tyrrany ;— 
ahani nar, Male iron or Bteel; — ahani 
narm, Soft iron. 

y W ( j ^ ahan-ashydn, A thimble. 
<j*»lu&\ ahnama, Disgrace, ignominy; 

pomp, ostentation ; self-commendation; 
fortune ; love ; transitory, evanescent. 

ahanibdya, A yawning, a gaping. 
j) ( j ^ ahan-har, A robber, housebreaker. 

dhan-pdra, A splinter of iron. 
^ y^T dhan-pdya, The foot of a spit; a 

yawn. 
^yi ahan-push, Iron-clad (m.c.). 
gji*^ dhanj, A design, intention, resolu-

tion ; a commencement; (in comp.) cast-
ing, throwing, Singing, hurling ; extracting, 
drawing (a sword) ; drinking, taking, 

ahan-jdma, Iron bands fastened 
to heavy boxes, <fcc., to strengthen them. 

QW- dhan-jdn, Iron-hearted ; having 
a soul of iron ; tried in adversity. 

dhanjdnidan, To cause to drink. 
dhanjad, A windlass, capstan. 

dhanj alugh, Pressure ; pression. 
dhanj a, dhancha, An iron 

ring; the knocker of a door; a weaver's 
instrument for stretching and keeping tight 
cloth in the loom ; a rope, by means of 
which weavers fix to the wall or roof of the 
workshop the extreme threads of the web, 
when near finished, and too short to be 
fastened to the beam. 

qAz^JA) d.hanjidan, dhanchidan, 
To drink ; to drag ; to fling ; to swim; to 
weigh ; to peel. 

dhan changdl, With iron claws ; 
strong-handed ; powerful. 

^UJU^ dhan-khdy, A bravo; a strong, 
re»tive horse. 

J<> dhan-dil, Brave, fearless, in-
trepid. 

ahan-dili, Intrepidity, fearless-
ness. 

dhan-dig, An iron cauldron. 
Wj ahan-rubd (iron-attracting), A 

magnet. 
ahan-rag, A strong horse, 

o j ; ahan-ruy, Hard ; brazen-faced, 
o ^ j ahan-rizi, Casting of iron ; iron-

works. 
dhansay, A file; an iron coal-

rake. 
dhan-mm, With iron hoof (power-

ful horse). 
dhan-sirisht, Of iron nature. 
ahan-shikaf, Splitting or cleav-

ing iron. 
a v - ^ ^ ^ ahan-'asab, With iron tendons, 

strong, powerful (a horse). 
a y^l dhan qadam, Having a foot of 

iron; firm of purpose. 
dhan-qabd, A coat of mail. 
dhan-kash (attracting iron), A 

magnet. 
ahang, Concord, symphony, har-

mony, modulation, melody, pitch, tune; 
design, institution, purpose, intention; 
canon, regulation; rule,1 custom, manner of 
proceeding; a row, a series; the side (of a 
cistern) ; the curve or arch of a cupola or 
dome; a tether,stable, stall; haste, expedi-
tion; behold!—dhangi chit ddshtan (kardan), 
To intend to do a thing, to resolve upon ;— 
dhangi hijdz, A kind of music introduced 
into Persia from Arabia ;—dhangi hisdr, 
Name of a musical note ; — dhangi siiez 
kardan, To draw up in order of battle, 
to clear or make ready for an engage-
ment ;—ahang kardan, To sound, resound, 
to make a noise, to cry aloud; to sing; 
to tune an instrument; to prepare for, 
to undertake (a journey); — dhangi gure* 
sakhtan, To prepare for flight; — diraz-
dhang, Stretching out (as a lion when going 
to spring) ; — shamshlri atish-ahang, A 
flaming sword, a sword striking fire. 

yjkJ'yA^ dhan-guzar, What pierces iron. 
dhangar, A blacksmith, a dealer in 

iron. 
&U. dhangar-khana, Iron-work a 

(m.c.). 
ahangari, Smithcraft. 

u&M dhangi, Consonance, harmony. 
^AXJ^ dhangldan, To intend, design, 

propose; to draw out, tear, pull o f f , peel, 
or skin ; to swim, float; to break. 

jjjfi, ahnd, Seeds, grains ; a scarecrow ;— 
also dhnuwd, Provisions carried to 
working people. 

a'inukkwashi, The fourth or 
l owes t class, that of the artisans, instituted 
by Jamshei. 

ahnawad (.Z. ahunvaf), Name of the 



firBt of the fire days added to the Persian 
year, to make their twelve months, of 
thirty days each, equal to a solar year. 

dhana ( = An iron ring, &c. 
j^yA^ ahani, Made of iron. 
A J y ^ ahnd, More or most digestible, 

wholesome. 
ahanydba, A yawning, a gaping 

(see i j ^ ) . 
dhanin, Iron, made of iron. 

<VH dhanm-panja, Iron-handed; 
Btrong, powerful, oppressive. 

yW Î SA1! ahanin-jdn, Inured to distress ; 
cruel, unfeeling, iron-hearted. 

ahanin-jigar, Cruel; intrepid. 
ylsAt aha n In-kh aft dn. An iron 

cuirass. 
ahanin-dosh, Strong, stout, 

Bturdy. 
uhanin-rag, A muscular horse. 

W3 t^A^ ahanin-qabd, A coat of mail. 
a dhanln-kursi, An anvil. 

(J^JA! dhanln-kamar, A brave warrior. 
•A^ dhu, A vice, fault, defect, stain, spot, 

villainy; flight, escape; an exclamation, 
cry for help; an asthma ; [ahu kardan 
(giriftan, nihadan), To find fault, to blame, 
to tax with a crime]; a deer, roe, gazelle ; 
any object of pursuit or chase ; a beautiful 
eye ; a mistress;—ahu'i chin, The China or 
musk-deer;—dhu'i kJidna'i khdwari, ahu'i 
khutan (khutan-gard), The sun; the sove-
reign of China or Tartary ; the emperor of 
of China;—dhu'i xarin, The sun ; a golden 
goblet;—ahu'i siyah, The black antelope ;— 
ahu'i strain, A fair-skinned cup-bearer;— 
dhu'i aher-afgan (the lion-subduing fawn), 
The eye of a mistress ; a cup-bearer, a page ; 
—ahu'i falak, The sun ;—dhu'i kase biidan, 
To be taken prisoner;—dhu guzasht, The 
opportunity has slipped ; — dhu'i mduda 
(long) giriftan (to Beize a wearied or limp-
ing doe), To oppreBS ;—dhu'i nar, A black 
and white cloud. 

A ahwd' (pi. of hawa), Loves, de-
sires, affections;—ihwa' (v.n. 4 of <jy&), 
Intending; throwing; making a sign, 
beckoning; holding dear. 

ahwdr, Astonished, amazed, stupe-
fied. 

ĵ jM ahwaz, Name of a now deserted town 
in ftfcuziBtan; name of a country. 

A ahwal (pi. of haul), Terrors, dan-
gers, frightful things ;—safari pur ahwal, 
A dangerous journey. 

oVjAt ahwdn, A fawu ; the nape; a miner; 
a house-breaker. 

atfjAl ahwand, ahwdna, The first of 
the five supplemental days added to the 
Persian year. 

dhway, Name of a town on the 
Oxus. 

yW jM dhu-ban, A deer-keeper. 

dhu-bara, A fawn ; — dhu-bara'i 
falak, The sign Aries ; the sun. 

b dhu-pa, <J<> dhu-pay, Swift-
footed ; a house of a hexagonal form; a 
parlour to which you ascend by a winding 
or spiral staircase; the roof of a house. 

A SY^ ahwaj, Tall; foolish, precipitate, 
y^ dhu-chashm, With eyes like a 

gazelle's. 
J j ytb\ dhu-dil, Timid, cowardly. 
^ J j ahu-dili, Timidity, cowardice ;— 

ahii'dili kardan, To be timid, to act with 
timidity or cowardly. 

y&i; ahu-dostak, Wild anise. 
ahwar, A beloved object. 

dhori, Mustard. 
jyt>\ ahwaz, ahwaz, Name of a celebrated 

archer. 
A ahwas, Wishful, greedy. 
t^f* yaf ahu-sirin, With buttocks like a 

deer's. 
dhu-shikam, With a belly like a 

deer's. 
(j^jA^ dhugan (pi. of dhu), Fawns. 
Jys^ dhul, A subterraneous passage. 
A Jyt^ ahwal, More or most terrible. 
BiiU yto\ dhu-mada, A doe, hind, gazelle, 

roe. 
dhun, ahun, A cavern, grotto, pit, 

mine, or any subterraneous place ; a hole 
in a wall, especially one made by a house-
breaker ; a house-breaker. 

dhun-bar, A house-breaker; a miner; 
a well-digger. 

Bt& dhu-nigah, With a gLince like a 
gazelle's. 

fijj y^ dhu-wara (for j ^ ) , A fawu. 
^yfc^ dhuwi, Belonging to a fawn ; fawn-

like. 
dsy^ ahwd, Dearer, more agreeable. 
A ahwiyat, ahwiyah (pi. of hawd'), 

Airs, atmospheres. 
^ .y^ dhu'i, Terror, f r ight ; vice, fault, 

blemish ; escape. 
^^ ahi (in Zand and Pazand), A fawn. 
Ai^A^ dhiydna, ahydna, The skull ; 

the throat; the palate; one side of the 
head. 

(JJJ^B-A^ dhekhtan, To draw (a sword) ; to 
educate ; to intend ; to hang, suspend. 

teafc-fA^ ahekhta, Extracted ; educated ; in-
tended ; hung, suspended. 

qhekhta-gosh. With ears erect 
(horse). 

dhekhta-hdr, With outstretched 
neck. 

ahez, Modestly; softly ! stop ! halt! 
A ahya8, Bold, strenuous, unshrink-

ing. 
(;>sAf ahin, Iron. 

ay (iinper. of amadan), Come; (in 
comp.) coming; a comer. 

^T ay, <?, O! ho ! hallo ! namely, that is to 
say ; (for this. 



ayd, Whether or not? is it not? may 
be, perhaps, perhance, possibly ; a particle 
of interrogation, as dya zaid istad/i ast yd 
'amr, Is Zayd or Amr standing (there) ?— 
Ayd zaid injd nist, Is not Zayd here ? now 
used in the sense of magar, q.v.: other-
wise ; if it is not so, then . . . ; in that case. 

ayd, Ho ! hark ye ! ah ! alas ! 
A ^ ayd, O! ho! hallo!—iyd', Light, 

brightness. 
A fab (v.n. 4 of V * \ J ) » Outraging 

decency, putting to the blush;—iydb (v.n. 
4 of Returning. 

A aiyab, A water-seller; a cup-
bearer. 

A dydt (pi. of dyat), Signs, miracles ; 
verses of the Kur'an;—dyati mutashabihdt, 
Verses which may be variously interpreted; 
—ayati muhkamat, Incontrovertible, unam-
biguous verses. 

A iydd, Mounds of clay or earth 
raised round tents, houses, or cisterns, to 
keep out, or hold in, water; the right or 
left wing of an army (both wings are called 

iyaddni) ; a hill or large heap (of 
sand) ; a great number of camels. 

ayddl (pi. of yad), Hands; fa-
vours, benefits. 

agar, Computation, 
a iyar, Air, atmosphere, 
sr ayydr, The third Syro-Macedonian 

spring month, May. 
o gjM iydrij, An aperient medicine. 

iydrida, aydrda, A commentary on 
the Zand, and called Pazand. 

aydr-gir, An accountant. 
aydra, A bracelet; a laxative medi-

cine ; a register, an account-book ; quan-
tity ; space ; number; measure. 

ayara-gir, A scribe, an accoun-
tant. 

jM dydz, aydz, Name of a favourite of 
Sultan Mahmud of Ghaznah; name of 
one of the Emirs of Sultan Ibrahim bin 
Mas'ud bin Mahmud Ghaznawl. 

vS)^ dydzl, A woman's black veil, 
u*^ ayds (for }\>\), Name of a favourite 

of Mahmud the Gaznawi. 
A iyds (v.n. of Despairing. 
(•̂ Atf iydsaram, The fourth period con-

sisting of thirty days, in which the trees 
were created (according to ancient Persian 
cosmogony). 

ayasa, Desire, wish ; a ring ; a hook. 
aydsi, A sort of woman's veil. 

Lij- ^ ayd sofiya, Mosque of Saint 
Sophia (m.c.). 

aydgh, A mark produced by branding. 
£V>\ aydgh, j^l aydq, A cup, a drinking-

v e s s e l a y d g h zadan (kashidan), To quaff 
a cup. 

ayagh-khdna, A wine-house, a 
tavern. 

A iyalat (v.n. of J^ ) , Governing, 

administering; government, dominion; 
canton (m.c.) ;—iyalat kardan, To govern ; 
—husni iyalat, Good government. 

dyam, A root; (for p ^ ) a debt. 
A aiyam (pi. of yaum), Days, times, 

seasons; weather; space of time, period; 
duration, term ; menses, courses ;—aiydmi 
bdhiir, The dog-days ;—aiyami buqalamun, 
Changeable times, untoward circumstances ; 
—aiyami shadi, Holidays allowed at a mar-
riage ;—aiydmi 'ashar, The ten days' festi-
val at the Muharram ;—aiydmi ma'dudat, 
Three days after slaying the sacrifices at 
Mecca ; — aiydmi ma'lumdt, The first ten 
days of Zu '1-hajjah. 

a ^ ^ aiydmi, Of time; for a long 
time; durable 

A Js*^ aydmd (pi. of aiyim), Widowers ; 
unmarried men. 

t ) ^ ay an (for ayanda, as rawdn for 
rawanda), One who comes, a comer; any-
thing that presents itself readily to the 
mind or comes easily to hand ; (pi. of ay) 
comers. 

aiydna, iydna, When ? 
A ibd' (v.n. 4 of Making a sign, 

pointing witn the fmger ; beckoning for one 
to approach (ima being the word used 
when one is beckoned to retire). 

A ibdsh (v.n. 4 of ur*?), Causing to 
grow ; producing. 

A ibds (v.n. 4 of Abounding 
with herbage (grounds) ; producing flame, 
beginning to burn (fire). 

aibad, A spark of fire, 
usi^l ebak, An idol;—aibak, Name of a 

village in Badakhshan. 
A All dyat, A mark, a sign ; a m iracle; a 

verse of the Qur'an; (met.) &n accom-
plished master;—dyati mutlaq, Mark, stop, 
compulsory pause in the Qur'an;—dyati 

j maqsud, The verse of purpose or intent 
| (Kor. iv. 62, enjoining obedience to God, 

the apostle, and those invested with autho-
rity). 

A itar (v.n. 4 of / j ) , Repeating the 
prayer called mtr; stringing a bow; 
making an even number an odd one (witr 
or watr). 

A aitam (pi. of yatim), Orphans ; 
having lost its dam; incomparable (pearl, 
&c.). 

itiba, Enjoyment, delight, pleasant 
converse. 

A itizar (v.n. 8 of Putting ou 
the garment called izdr. 

i\ itgaz, Name of a king of Kharizmia. 
' etgin, A householder, proprietor, 
i ^y1*^^ etgini, Ownership, rightful pos-

session. 
A itildf (v.n. 8 of «-JU\), Cultiva-

ting friendship; friendship, familiarity,' 
company, society; joining, putting to-

j gether; connection; correspondence. 



A ^Us^ itimdr (v.n. 8 of p^), Consulting; 
making preparation; submitting, obeying 
commands. 

A itimam (v.n. 8 of J^), Taking for 
guide, model, or example; following, imi-
tating. 

A itiman (v.n. 8 of t H ) , Trusting, 
confiding, relying. 

A itintif (v.n. 8 of Begin-
ning anything anew; beginning, commence-
ment. 

AU^ itand, An uncertain sum or number. 
ituk, Happy news, good tidings. 

A jU^ isdr (v.n. of / t ) , Preferring, 
choosing ; presenting, bestowing, offering ; 
diffusing. 

u^j^' isdr-bakhsh, A title of Hushang. 
A isaq (v.n. 4 of <J>j), Binding, 

tying fast. 
A ij (for P. ig), Name of a coun-

try in Persia. 
W Ijd (for injd), Here, this place. 
A ijdb (v.n. 4 of S - ^ J ) , Rendering 

necessary ; affirmation (in Logic, opp. to 
privation); assent; first proposal in nego-
tiating a bargain;—Ijdb ast, I t is requisite 
or necessary, it behoves;—I jab kardan, To 
render necessary, to cause to be done; to 
exact or demand performance ; —• ijdb u 
qabul, Proposal and acceptance, 

a o * ^ ijabi, Affirmative. 
A »>W:\ ijad (v.n. 4 of Giving an 

existence; creation, production; invention, 
contrivance; making rich and happy;— 
ijad numudan, To relate; to improvise 
(m.c.). 

A ijdz (v.n. 4 of Abridging, 
curtailing, epitomizing; abridgment, ab-
breviation ; summary, epitome. 

a ijazdna, Compendiously, by way 
of abridgment. 

A ijds (v.n. 4 of Conceiving 
(as fear, &c.). 

A ijd' (v.n. 4 of Giving pain. 
A »JVJ ijdf (v.n. 4 of us^j), Fading. 

iju, ~ inju, q.v. 
^ ech (for hech), Any. 

ech-d-eck, The continual round of 
the wine-cup. 

A jfc^t ihdsh (v.n. 4 of Rendering 
desolate ; grieving ; being without provi-
sions. 

A ikhdsh (v.n. 4 of Be-
coming worthless and despised; replacing 
the arrows into the quiver. 

ikh.dn, Name of a country in Turk-
istan. 

ayukh,shut, Bits of divers sorts of 
metals, as gold or silver. 

A ^ aid (v.n.), Being strong and firm ; 
strength, power, vigour, hardness. 

A Ida' (v.n. 4 of FJJ), Intrusting 
and confiding (a secret) ; depositing, giving 
in deposit. 

aidawul, Name of a mountain, 
j ^ t idar, Now; here, in this place; be-

hold! 
idra, Now ; here, 

tsj*^ idari, Belonging to this place. 
aida% Dragon's blood. 

•V*^*^ idamdmid, Name of a medicinal 
tree. 

idand, Any number from three to 
ten. 

aidun, idun, Thus, in this manner ; 
now. 

ayda, Oozing, humidity. 
A aidi (pi. of yad), Hands ; favours, 

benefits. 
aidi, Also (apparently misreading 

for t s ^ ) . 
A izd' (v.n. 4 of Oppressing, 

injuring, afflicting; pain, inconvenience, 
injury; annoyance, vexation, molestation; 
trouble, distress. 

a izd-dih, One who annoys, molests. 
a ^jufe^A;} iza-dihandi, The occasioning 

of annoyance, injury, &c. 
a iza-rasdn, One who annoys, 

molests, <&c. 
a (jjC-^j^ izd-rasdni, Tbe causing of 

annoyance, injury, &c. 
A %'zan (v.n. 4 of Proclaim-

ing ; summoning to prayer; striking upon 
the ear; prohibiting, hindering, denying 
access, secluding, precluding ; causing sur-
prise ; giving pleasure. 

A S^T aizaj, Name of a town in Kurd-
istan. 

izun, Thus, in this manner. 
p dyir, ir, A kind of itchy eruption on 

the body, whose pustules are larger than 
measles or small-pox. 

A air, ir, Veretrum; hot (east) wind ; 
north wind. 

ird (for in-rd, after the analogy of 
chird, &c.), Since, therefore, because. 

A ird (v.n. 4 of csjj), Striking fire. 
A irad (v.n. 4 of Bringing proof, 

adducing, alleging; objection, protest. 
A vrds (v.n. 4 of uvj)> Turning 

yellow (leaves of a tree) ; producing great 
quantities of the plant wars, used for dye-
ing purposes. 

irdf, Name of the father of Arda, 
whom the fire-worshippers revere as a pro-
phet. 

A Iraq (v.n. 4 of Producing 
leaves (a tree). 

irdk (— <&\jtyzird hi), Because that. 
irdl, Circumference, circuit; round, 

round about. 
Iran, The kingdom of Persia proper, 

said to be named after Iraj, son of Faridiin, 
to whom this part of his father's domi-
nions was given (comp., however, Z. airya 
and S. drya) ; Hoshang son of Siyamak. 

Iran sJiahr, A name of Nishabur. 



Irani, A native of I ran; a Persian. 
waj, eraj, The Bun; name of the 

youngest Bon of Faridun; name of a king 
of Babylon. 

irsd (Q-. Ipis), The rainbow; the root 
of the iris. 

irsun (Q. a^ji£ov), Talc. 
G ireiyd, The rainbow ; the root of 

the iris. 
o irqan, A species of privet, 
o viJĴ  irg (in Zand and Pazand, pi. irgan), 

A man. 
irmdn, Repentance, contrition ; 

wish ; a sigh ; an uninvited guest; a para-
site ; a loan. 

diU- QUjjt irmdn-khana, = ( j ^ q.v. 
jyiei U ^ irman-khwur, Desirous, hankering. 

irmdn-ear ay, A hired house ; 
the abode of the beloved; the house of 
BighB or regret; the present world. 

tjijO irun, Sulphur. 
iri (in Zand and Pazand), A man ; 

manliness, bravery. 
izdra, A screen, low wall before a 

house; any support for one's bock when 
sitting down. 

izdri, A handkerchief ; a towel, nap-
kin. 

izdn, Name of the 30th day of the 
month (Bee o ^ ) . 

izid, ezid, God ; an angel (pi. iziddn). 
izid-panah, Who enjoys divine 

protection; who takes refuge with God. 
LAV ^ izid-tard8ri, What has been 

carved into (the image of) a god. 
^ iitid-ta'dla, God Almighty. 

izid-gashasb, Worshipper of 
God; name of an Amir of King Bahram 
chobln. 

izidi, Anything bestowed for God's 
sake; whatever is given as one's due; gift, 
present. 

ezgfaunj, A sack, a bag. 
yt\ ayizh, <dyi\ ayizhak, ezhak, A spark 

of fire. 
• irit^ ais (v.n.), Despairing; name of a 

man proverbial for his wickedness. 
led, Now, already; a proper name; 

name of & book revealed from heaven to 
Abraham. 

tW^ isakh (v.n. 4 of &»))> Dirtying, soil-
ing (of a dress). 

A Uar (v.n. 4 of y*), Being opulent; 
wealth. 

A 1\ isd* (v.n. 4 of Enlarging, 
widening, making large and wide; being ocr 
becoming powerful, able, or affluent; giving 
power or wealth. 

lata (from istddan), Standing. 
istddagi, Stability, steadiness, 

Btillness;—istddagi'i bad, A calm. 
gjU^tt istadan, To stand, stop, stay, re-

main, tarry, wait for;—box iatadan, To 
stand back, desist. 

^ istada, Standing. 
istdndan, To make rise or Btand 

up; to rouse, stir; to erect, fix, place, con-
stitute, appoint. 

yj^iU^T istdnidan, To make stand, esta-
blish. 

i8tidan, To stand; to begin, set 
about. 

istida, Standing. 
A N̂RT aisar, Lef t ; the left hand; easier, 

easiest; the most moderate; more fortu-
nate ;—aiaari aiydm, Prosperous times ; a 
fair wind, 

j—^ aisu, Name of a country. 
LT^ eah, A spy, a scout. 

ishd (for iehdn or eshan), They. 
y^4-^ iehdn, eshan, They (rational 

beings). 
eshdndn (further pi. of the pre-

ceding), They. 
ishdna, A brood of young chickens. 

AwA^ dyishtana, dyishta, A flatterer; 
a spy, scout. 

ayishm (in Zand and Pazand), Moon-
light. 

ayishna, dyisha, A flatterer; a 
spy, scout. 

esha, A thicket, brake; a spy; a 
flatterer, 

j ^ A ^ l i-ahahrydr, Name of the thirtieth 
day of the month according to the era of 
Jalalu 'd-din. 

eahl, A lady, a matron. 
T (jAW ishik aghdsi bdshi, 

Chief usher (m.c.). 
f t ^ ishim, The leather breeches of 

wrestlers. 
A isd' (v.n. 4 of ^ j ) , Admonishing, 

counselling, ordering, charging, command-
ing ; making a will or testament. 

A jW^ isad (v.n. 4 of Shutting (a 
door) ; placing a veil or curtain over any-
thing. 

A isdl (v.n. 4 of Causing to 
arrive, conveying. 

A ^ aiz (v.n.), Becoming, undergoing a 
change; returning. 

A "Uj\ aizan, As above, as before, in the 
same manner; ditto ; again, anew, afiesh; 
also, likewise. 

A cUjtf izdfr (v.n. 4 of C^), Making evi-
dent, rendering clear; explanation, exposi-
tion, elucidation. 

A "VLs^ izahan, Clearly, evidently. 
A izd' (v.n. 4 of Spurring or 

urging (a horse or camel) to a quicker pace ; 
suffering loss (in merchandise) ; rendering 
weak and contemptible ; entering. 

A ltd' (v.n. Causing to be 
trampled upon ; repeating the rhyme of a 
verse. 

A i'dd (v.n. 4 of Promising; 
threatening, terrifying ; being terrified. 

A i'az (v.n. 4 of ye/), Making a 



signal, beckoning; commanding; coming 
forward. 

A Ighar (v.n. 4 of Y^), Put t ing in a 
rage, inflaming with anger ; making (water) 
boil; becoming security for a tribute or 
tax ; exacting such; granting land free 
from tribute or tax. 

ighuda, aighuda, A silly, prating 
coxcomb. 

T aiyhir. A stallion. 
t j j ^ aighirt, Copulation; — ba-aighiri 

dar dmadan, To copulate. 
JJA^ igkur, Igura, a country inhabited by 

oriental Turks or Scythians, the eastern 
extremity of which extends to China. 

A ifcC (v.n. 4 of TJ I J ) , Paying, satis-
fying ; performing a promise, fulfilling an 
engagement, keeping faith ; being near, at 
the point of, impending;— i fd ' i marasimi 
saddqat, Observing the laws of truth. 

A y^Wt ifdz (v.n. 4 of ydij), Urging on, 
hastening; causing to rise. 

A tfd' (y.n. 4 of Being tall (a 
youth) ; reaching manhood, entering on his 
twentieth year. 

a ifdgky J^M ifaq, An informer, a 
sycophant. 

a jWt ifaq (v.n. 4 of <jij), Assenting, 
agreeing; speaking to one's liking. 

dyift, dyuft, A wish, request; neces-
sity, need. 

ifuda, A silly, prating coxcomb ; a 
boaster. 

A iqdd (v.n. 4 of «**$), Lighting, 
kindling, inflaming;—iq&di nd'ira'i jang, A 
kindling of the flames of war. 

A iqdr (v.n. 4 of Loading 
heavily. 

A (JFU^ iqds (v.n. 4 of YFLSJ), Making one 
short-necked. 

A aiqd$ (pi. of yaqiz), Watchful, 
provident;—iqdz (v.n. 4 of k%), Awaking, 
raising, stirring up, exciting; drawing 
attention to. 

iqa', An informer, a sycophant. 
A iqa' (v.n. 4 of Casting, 

throwing into batt le; fighting furiously ; 
making a night-attack; making harmonic 
cadences (a singer) ; containing water (a 
garden). 

JUfct iqdl, An informer, a sycophant. 
A oVâ  iqdn (v.n. 4 of Being sure, 

knowing for certain, 
o ^ysi^ iqdn, A fetid rose. 
<j aiqunat, An image, a picture. 

He, A spark of fire. 
A aik (v.n.), Thick entangled trees ; 

a forest. 
A JU^t ileal (v.n. 4 of J t f ) , Giving or 

offering anything to eat ; cavilling ; creating 
animosities by detraction ; empowering one 
against another. 

aJsftl ig, Name of a count 17 in Persia. 

***** ig-bdwan, Name of a religious 
book of the fire-worshippers. 

foS aigar (G. anopov), Sweet cane. 
gjU ig-madan, Another reading 

(perhaps misreading) of ŷ W q.v. 
T Ja) il (pi. ilat), A tribe (especially 

nomadic). 
A el, God; name of a mountain. 
A iyal, aiyil, uyyal, Stag ; deer, hart, 

wild-goat. 
ild, Name of a champion in Afrasiab's 

army. 
A ®!M ild' (v.n. 4 of Swearing;— 

(v.n. 4 of Appointing to a govern-
ment, Betting over; charging, giving com-
maud; causing to follow, subjoining; 
conferring a favour, giving; bringing or 
placing near. 

A ild' (v.n. 4 of gJj), Inspiring with 
violent desire, enslaving with passion. 

A ildf (v.n. 4 of <-AJ\), Rendering 
familiar, accustoming, habituating; using 
to; making, completing, or becoming a 
thousand ( a l f ) ; giving a thousand. 

aildq, Name of the capital of Khata 
and Ighur ; name of a tree; a summer resi-
dence, 

A ^ ildm (v.n. 4 of Afflictiug, 
tormenting, paining;—(v.n. 4 of ^ not in 
use), Preparing a nuptial entertainment or 
banquet. 

tryJM ilawuB (G. ttAtos), Iliac passion (a 
fatal kind of colic). 

J^M aildwil, Name of a mountain. 
t u^W ilehi, An envoy;—ilchi kdbir, 

Ambassador (m.c.), 
yWW il-khdn, A commander; a title of 

the Mogul emperors. 
(jiVsty ilkhani, Belonging or referring to 

an I lkhan; the leader of an army. 
T (JATY ilkM, A herd of horses; stud 

(for breeding horses, m.c.). 
eldana, The lesser cardamom. 

T ilg&ar, An expedition. 
(Jajrt ilqi, A herd of horses. 

ailak, ilak, Name of a city in Turk-
istan ; name of a king of Yaghma (Turk-
istan). 

ailakdn, Belonging to the city of 
Ailak; another form of the name of King 
Ailak. 

J f t ) aylul, Tbe twelfth month of the 
Syrian or Chaldean calender, answering to 
October. 

4t1 ila, Elah on the Red Sea. 
t ill, ell, Servitude, submission, sub-

missiveness. 
A iliya, Iliya', Elia, Jerusalem; 

Elias. 
(̂ WW ilyaym, Jerusalem. 

iliydyuhan, Name of the prophet 
Khizr. 

A ^ aim (v.n.), Being bereaved, left 
a widow or widower;—aiyim, Widows, 



serpent particularly widowers ; — im, A 
slender and white. 

im, A widower;—im, em, We are. 
imd, We, us, our;—imdrd, To us. 

A imd' (v.n. 4 of ' U ^ Nodding, 
beckoning; a nod, sign, signal; allusion, 
suggestion, hint, innuendo; emblem; 
symptom ;—imd kardan, imd u ishdrat bar-
dan, To make a sign with the head or 
hand ; to nod, beckon. 

A U&UjI imd? (v.n. 4 of Shining, 
glancing slightly (lightning); stealing a 
look at a man, making him a private 
signal (a woman). 

jU^ imdq (v.n. 4 of Showing love; 
amorous glance. 

A ^ aimu'llah, By God! 
A CJW^ aimdn (pi. of yamin), Bight 

hands or sides; oaths (because, in swear-
ing, one man touched the other upon the 
right hand) ; (aimdni shiddd kardan, To 
swear much, vehemently, roundly) ;—imdn 
(v.n. 4 of Crediting, acknowledging 
as true, believing; faith, belief, religion ; 
conscience; good faith, trustworthiness, 
integrity ; (imdni bdfil, Superstition ; — 
imdn ddshtan, To believe, to give credit). 

iman-ddr, Fai thful ; a believer. 
imbdr (for^W^ in bar), This time. 

impardfur, Emperor. 
A Awl a'immai, a'imma (pi. of imdm), 

Imams, saints, &c.; —nazri a'imma, A 
grant to attendants at a saint's tomb. 

aimad, A ploughshare; a plough, 
j+jjt aimar, imar, A coulter, a plough-

share. 
A ^V*̂  aiman, More or most happy, for-

tunate, illustrious, august. 
eman (A. y*^ dmin), Free, secure; 

—eman shudan (nishastan), To enjoy 
security ; to be in safety. 

JVI aiman-db ad, A place of security. 
A aimanu flldh, imanu 'lldh, By 

God! 
a <_5A**\ aimam, emini, Security, protec-

tion, happiness. 
aima, Now, this moment; vain, 

futile;—ima, This; thus, so. 
a aima, ayimma, Land given as a 

reward or favour by the king, at a very 
low rent, a fief (when no rent is paid the 
land is called s\f~ S Id Jthardj, Allodial) ; 
charity lands. 

a aima-dar, One who holds lands 
in aima, a feoffee, an occupier of charity 
lands. 

a <U*\ aima-madad, A particular 
tenure (of free land). 

a aima-mauza', A village given 
as a charitable endowment to a meritorious 
person, 

aimid, Twins ; ploughing-oxen. 
imin, A plough ; a team ; free from 

care. 

^ ay an (for ahan), I ron;—dyin (for 
dyin), Rite, custom. 

A ^ ain (v.n.), Arriving (time) ; 
fatigue ; fit or proper time ;—aina, Where ? 

in (Z. a. em, S. ay am), This, the de-
monstrative pronoun for the nearer object; 
doubt; irresolution; the former is used in 
the following metaphorical expressions :— 
in abgun pul, in bargdh, The heavenly 
sphere ;—in bdgh, The world ;—in par da, in 
parda'i nilgun, The heavenly sphere;—in 
par da'i dir-sdl, in parda'i haft-rang, The 
heavenly sphere; time, fortune, fate (the 
latter idiom also the world) ;— in pushti kuz, 
The heavenly sphere ;—in panj ganj, in panj 
ganji bad-dwarda, The five senses ;—Inpir , 
in pir-zan, The heaveuly sphere;—inturki 
sultan shukoh, The sun ;—in tang-nisheman 
nihang ;—-The world ;—in chah, in hi?ni 
hazdr mekji, The heavenly sphere ; - in khaki 
tdrik (fira), The human body;—in khak-gun, 
The heavenly sphere ;—in khumi dhan-gun, 
in ddm-gdh, The world ;—In da'ira'i dirpdy, 
in dizhi ru in, The heavenly sphere;—in du 
kfywahar, Two stars called by the Arabs the 
Two Sisters of Canopus ;—in du rang, Day 
and night ; also other opposites, as joy and 
sorrow, good and evil, king and beggar, 
&c.;—in du zangi u ruml, Day and night; 
youth and old age ;—in du sih chiz, The 
heavenly spheres or orbits;—in du sih wirdna 
dih, The seven climates;—in du kula-ddr, 
Sun and moon ;—in du manzil, This world 
and the world hereafter ;—in dihi unran 
(dewan), in dihi wirdna, The world; the 
latter also the bodily frame of the ascetics ; 
—in ruz-raftagdn, The unfortunate, the 
afflicted;—in rum u habash, Day and night ; 
white and black ; the face aud hair; —in zdl 
abru, The sky or heaven ;—in zdli musta-
khdssa ('aqim), The world ;—in sada dasht, 
The human world (sada, i.e. plain or uu-
adorned, because real existence is not found 
in it) ; the heaven of this world (as void of 
stars, which move in the eighth heaven); 
-—in sabzi tasht (td'us), The heavenly 
sphere ; — in stitam-kadaThe world ;— 
in sih jauhar, The three kingdoms of 
nature—animal, mineral, and vegetable ;— 
in sih sitdr, in sih dukhtar, Three stars in the 
Bear called by the Arabs bandtu 'n-na'sh\ 
—in sail-gah, The world ;—in shdhidi rukh-
zard, The sun ; yellow wine ;—in shash-dar, 
the world ;—in shaviH yahudl-wash, Yellow 
wine (yellow being the badge of the Jews) ; 
—in tar am, The heaven of this world ;—in 
taqi nilufari, The sphere of the moon ;—in 
tabaqat, The heavenly spheres, the celestial 
orbits ;—in talal, This world or its heaven ; 
—in 'iddat-ddr, A jar or cask that has not 
yet been opened and drunk from (see 

;—in larus, A weasel;—in qabd'i 
mulammaThe heaven of this world ; the 
eighth heaven;—in qala'i kahrubd-gun, in 



k&r-khana, in kar-gdh, The world;—in kdsa, 
The heavenly sphere; the earth;—in Icabud 
hisdr, in kabudwash, The first heaven ;—in 
kitrdi wakm-sus, The heavenly sphere;—in 
ka'batain bi-naqsh, Sun and moon ; — in 
kueha'i bdetan, The world;— in huz-pusht, 
The heavenly sphere ;—in kuhi haftdd-rdh, 
The sun;—in Jcuyi haftdd-rdh, The world ; 
—in kuhan (kuhna) gurg, The heavenly 
sphere ; a sagacious man ;—in kuhna tag, 
The heavenly sphere;—in lu'abi la% The 
shining sun ;—in madar, The earth (see A. 
i"1*) \~~in nishemani tang, The world;—in 
nuqra-girdn, Those given to worldly pur-
suits ; wine-drinkers; courtesans ; ascetics, 
monks ;—in nuh, The nine heavens ; the 
nine orifices of the human body ;—in nuh 
sahifa, The nine heavens ;—in nihang, The 
world ; the heavenly sphere ; — in u an, 
This (thing or person) and that ; this 
world and the world hereafter;—in haft 
rawdq (aurdq), The seven (planetary) 
heavens ;—in haft jazira, The seven cli-
mates ;—in haft khum, in haft sahifa, The 
seven (planetary) heavens ;—in haft nuqta, 
The seven planets ;—in haft (hasht) kula-
dar, The heavenly spheres ;—in-yatim, The 
Bun. 

A inds (v.n. 4 of Being 
brought to bed of a girl (unsd), bearing a 
female. 

A inds (v.n. 4 of Rendering 
familiar or sociable ; familiarity ; knowing ; 
Beeing, perceiving, looking ; hearing. 

A ind' (v.n. 4 of Coming to 
maturity, ripening. 

T jW' inaq, A king's most intimate coun-
sellor ; bravo ! well done! 

indk (for inak), Behold! 
indn (pi. of in), These. 

indnusht, Dragon's wort, tarragon, 
imbar (in bar), This time. 

A ayinatan, Oftentimes, frequently, 
w-^fi dyunt, — q.v., for which it is 

probably a misreading, 
'mat, Take this ; bravo ! well done ! 
inja, This place; here; — az injd, 

Hence;—az injdst, Here or hence it ia. 
injdnib, This side, this part. 
injd'i, Of or belonging to this 

place ; the state of being here, " hereness." 
vnju, A royal domain. 

injidan, To crumble bread; to 
eat or destroy (as a moth) ; to irritate, 
vex ; to be cleft; to wound. 

in-chdr (those four), The elements. 
inchunin, cjt- in chunin-

sdn, Thus, so, in this manner. 
inad, Numeration; an uncertain 

number ; any part of an unknown number; 
fascination, enchantment, charm, 

y t f j ^ dyandagdn (pi. of the following), 
Living beings. 

JSJÔ  ayanda, Coming; ensuing, next; a 

comer or guest;—ayanda u rawanda, Going 
and coming, travellers, passengers, 

in-rd bash, Look at tha t ! (m.c.) 
UaJ insd, Futile, idle (talk). 

inast, This is. 
iS inast hi, This is why (m.c.). 

'>z\ insu, Hither. 
inasa, Bound, hard to unloose; 

frozen. 
a in-taraf, This side. 

inaft, A petition; need, want. 
a jAfct^ in-qadar, This much. 

inak, Behold! lo! now; (inak tardzu, 
Behold the balance: come to the proof) ;— 
inuk, A pimple, pustule. 

inakat, Behold thee! 
inakam, Behold me ! 

^Xul makvm, Behold us! 
f^SS ingar, Yermilion. 
U-ul ainamd, Wherever, everywhere. 
a jyUMJ^ in-ma'na, This meaning, this 

cause. 
inand, So much, so many ; a strange 

word ; a thing spoken in doubt, opinion, or 
conjecture; any number from three to 
nine; (for in and) they are. 

i-u^ dyina, A mirror, a looking-glass, 
sometimes made of polished steel; plate-
glass (m.c.) ;—dyina'i dsman, the sun ;— 
dyina'i iskandari, A mirror made by Aris-
totle and placed on the summit of a tower 
erected by Alexander at Alexandria; the 
sun;—dyina*i ba-pesh (dar pesh) ddshtan, 
dyina'i peshi nafas (lab) giriftan, dyina'i 
peshi dam awardan, To test by a mirror 
whether life is extinguished in a body or 
not ; — dyina'i ba-khakistar pardakhtan 
(kashidan), To brighten or polish a mirror 
with ashes ;—dyina'i badan-numa (jama-
numd, qad-numa), A full-sized mirror; a 
cheval-glass (m.c.);—dyina'i bastan dsman, 
The sua rises in the sky ;—dyina'i pil, Steel 
mirrors on the armour of an elephant; an 
elephant's bell;—dyina'i charkh (khawari), 
The sun ;—dyina'i chini, A mirror made of 
polished metal (sometimes employed for 
medical purposes) ;—dyina'i khakiydn, The 
Creator; Adam ; the human heart;—dyina'i 
dast (fath), A hand- or pocket-mirror; 
(met.) a sword ;—dyina'i du-rH, A plate-
glass;—dyina'i diwar, A mirror placed on 
or let into the wall;—dyina'i zdnu, The knee-
pan ; — dyina'i zarin, The sun ; — dyina'i 
sang, A crystal mirror ;—dyina'i shash-jihat 
(the six-faced mirror). The heart of Mu-
hammad ; the sleepers in the cave ; the in-
habitants of the invisible world; visions, 
revelations;—dyina'i ta'us, The variegated 
plumage of a peacock's wings and tail ;— 
dyina'i taVati darwishan, The heart or face 
of the dervishes ;—dyina'i gardan, The sun ; 
—dyina'i girifta, A dimmed mirror;—dyina'i 
rtiihrdbi, A mirror in the shape of a prayer-
niche ;—dyina'i mah.shar, The mirror (as it 



were) held, on the Day of Judgment, before 
mankind, showing their good and evil deeds; 
—dyina'i maqsud, Name of the Coranic verse 
(iv. 62) which enjoins obedience towards 
God, the apostle, and those in authority ;— 
dyina'i haft-josh, The sun; a metallic mirror; 
—dyina'i yusvfdni bluish (manish), The sun. 

Inhd (pi. of In), These. 
dyina-afroz, ayina-parddz, 

tsVi A t̂ dyina-piray, A polisher of 
mirrors, a furbisher. 

^ ayina-tdb, Brilliant as a mirror 
(applied to a sword). 

A^f dyina khdtir, Pure-minded. 
J j i^ft ayina-dil, Pure-hearted. 
jw dyina-ddr, The mirror-holder, a 

male or female attendant on the great in 
the East; a barber, a hair-dresser. 

yU dyina-ddn, A case for a looking, 
glass. 

dyina-rukhsdr, dyina-ru, 
Of a bright face or aspect. 

A*̂  dyina-zar, A place abounding in 
mirrors. 

^U) ayina-zuddy, A polisher of mir-
rors. 

^gjL, fi^ dyina-sazi, Plate-glass manufac-
tory (m.c,). 

Inhasa, Past, hard to unloose; 
frozen. 

W- ayina-sima, — % q.v. 
ayina-ta'b, Of a bright disposition. 

Aul dyina-taVat, Of a bright aspect. 
o ^ j t foi} ayina-tlnat, Of a bright disposi-

tion. 
jjjji dyina-furoz, A furbisher. 

In-ham, This also (m.c.). 
<!UjTf dyina-kdri, Manufactory of 

mirrors and plate-glass (m.c.) ; decorative 
mirrors (m.c.). 

dyina-mahal, A glazed house ; a 
room hung round about with mirrors. 

In-hama, All this;—In-hama dwarda'i 
tust, All this comes of you; all this is owing 
to you. 

^ U s Ab'f dyina-numdy, A barber, hair-
dresser, cupper. 

dyina-hosh, Of a bright intellect, 
clear-headed. 

aim, Complaint, lamentation, wail-
ing. 

A Iwd' (v.n. 4 of Receiving 
hospitably. 

ewdr, The evening;—ewdr kardan, 
To travel late in the evening. 

ewdz, ewdza, Adorned, decorated. 
M iwaghldn. A king's minister of a 

high degree. 
aiwdn, A sofa; a portico, open gallery, 

verandah, balcony on the top of the house, 
for the benefit of the prospect and fresh 
air; a palace;—aiwdni zarkarl (simabi), The 
heavens;—aiwani mah, The sphere of the 
moon; the heaven of this world. 

u^V^ aiwdnis, Name of a city of the 
Franks wherein is a church. Every year 
at the time the sun enters Capricorn many 
starlings arrive, each bearing an olive in its 
beak, which they drop in the church, and 
which suffice the inhabitants of the place 
a whole year. There is not an olive-tree 
within a hundred leagues of the spot. 

aiwdn-tardz, Adorning the 
palace, &c. 

aywdh, Fie ! pooh 1 alas ! 
ai way, Alas! woe! (m.c.). 

aiyub, Job. 
ewara, Adorned. 

)yt\ ewaz, ewaza, Adorned, decorated. 
ayumin (in Zand and Pazand), The 

eye. 
lh (interjection of blame), Fie! 

shame ! (m.c.) ;—aiyah, A vulture. 
aihd, Leisure, rest, quiet. 

A ^ aiyuhd, 0! 
A Ihdm (v.n. 4 of Causing a 

blunder, deceiving, misleading, puzzling ; 
exciting suspicion; omission, neglect; am-
biguity, amphibology; insinuation. 

A ihdn (v.n. 4 of Enervating, 
debilitating. 

yte^l aihuqdn, The herb rocket. 
yWt dyiydn, = ^ q.v. 

dyidan, To come. 
dylr, = jt\ q.v. 
dylzh, ayvzhak, A spark of fire. 

dylsha, A spy, informer; intelli-
gence. 

dyin (S. ay ana), An institution, 
rite, custom, ordinance, canon, usage, pre-
scription ; common law (in contradistinc-
tion to the laws delivered by Muhammad, 
and which are called shar'); mode, form, 
manner ; ornament, decoration; (in comp.) 
like, similar, adorned with; name of a 
mountain where mummies are found; — 
dyin baetan, To prepare, adorn; — aylni 
jamshed, Name of the second of the thirty 
modulations introduced by Barbud; a note 
in music. 

ayln-barg, Armed, bearing arms. 
^JU} (JT^T dyln-bandl, An alcove, a bower; 

adorned, decorated for a festive solemnity. 
^fX-jl ^drt dyin parastl, Servitude, 
615" ayin-gdh, A lady's dressing-room, 
AA^ ayina, At̂ ff d'lna, A mirror, a look-

ing-glass ; plate glass (for nominal or 
verbal combinations and for compounds 
see under and after 

b, the second letter of the Arabic-
Persian alphabet, expresses Two in arith-
metic, Monday as the second day of the 
week, the constellation Gemini, and is by 



way of abbreviation put likewise for the 
seventh lunar month Rajab, as the final 
letter of this word. In Persian it some-
times interchanges with cJ / , as zafdn 
for zdbdn, Speech; with p m, as gkuzhm, 
A grape-stone, for ghnzhb ; and with y w, v, 
as av for db, Water;—6a-, insep. prep. 
(— the separate particle ba). To, with, 
in, for, by, on, according to. Prefixed to 
nouns, it forms possessive compounds, 
used as adjectives and adverbs, as ba-bdld, 
Above, upwards. Before a vowel bad is 
substituted for ba- or ba to prevent the 
hiatus, as bado for ba-o or ba o, To him. 
It iB sometimes a pleonasm, as ba-juz, 
ba-gkayr, Beside, except; — bi- bi), 
augment placed before certain tenses of 
the Persian verb, for which see Grammar. 

A. Ŝ  bi-, the Arabic equivalent of the 
Persian ba-, With; in; because, for, on 
account of; by; at the distance o f ; to. 
It is frequently an expletive. 

W ba, ba- (prep.), With, possessed of, 
endowed with; worthy of; though, not-
withstanding ; to ; at the expense of;— 
(s.) A kind of gruel or other species of 
spoon-meat;—(v. for bad) May it be. 

v1! ^ bd-db, With or having water; 
watery; lustrous ; — bd-db-u-tdb, Lustrous 
and glowing (words). 

W bd-abrii, Honourably, respectably. 
a V bd-ihtirdm, Honoured honour-

able, worthy of esteem. 
a ^ ba-isti'ddd, Well prepared, 

well instructed, endowed with capacity. 
^ bd-dstin, Having sleeves; — bd 

dttin nam az jabin giriftan, To soothe, to 
show sympathy. 

a Lj bd-ittila', Well-informed (m.c.). 
^ bd-afrdh, A herb used against 

palpitations of the heart. 
a y^uirt W bd'iqtiddr, Powerful, influen-

tial (m.c.). 
^ Vj bd ambur, With tweezers ;—bd am-

bur ba-iqrdr awardan, To torture into con-
fession. 

^ bd an hi, Notwithstanding that, 
although. 

y ^ bd o, With him;— bd o pd girift, 
He opposed him. 

^ bd-osh, A species of large cucum-
ber reserved for seed ; a small cluster of 
grapes. 

^ W bd in jumla, With all these, 
besides all these, notwithstanding. 

bd in-hama, Although, 
a i ' i * ^ ^ bd in- hama hi, Notwithstand-

ing all this, that. 
ba-db, To, with, in water;—ba-abi 

fyamdm ziyafat kardan, To do the honours 
of the (public) bath (by pouring warm 
water over the feet of an arriving friend) ;— 
ba-ab dddan, To throw into the water; to 
render vain or useless ;—ba-db randan, To 

deceive, to delude;—ba-db rasanidan bind 
(bunyad), To make a building or foundation 
strong (by laying the latter deep) ; to ruin, 
to destroy;—ba-abi rawdn andakhtan, To 
remove, to put away (see ba-db andakhtan, 
under vA) ; — ba-ab kashidan, To dip or 
plunge into the water. 

ŝ W bob, A father; worthy, suitable. 
A bob, A gate, a door ; the chapter 

of a book, section, division, head, heading; 
an affair, business; point, matter, topic; 
(in gram.) conjugation;—bdbu 't-taubat, 
The door of repentance ;—bdbi 'all, The 
Sublime Porte (m.c.) ; — bdbi 'askariya, 
The War Ministry in Constantinople (m.c).; 
—bdbi Id yansarif khwdndan, To be parsi-
monious ;—dar bdbi fuldn, Respecting such 
and such a person, or thing ;—dar in bab, 
In this affair. 

WW bdbd, A father ; a grandfather; the 
head of an order of monks called Calen-
dars; (used like the Ar. bu) accustomed, 
habitual; — bdbd'i qimdr-baz, A professed 
gambler (m.c.) ;—ay bdbdm, 0 my darling 
(m.c.). 

ui*WW bdbdt, Lucky, fortunate. 
WW bdbd-khan, Father-king, a royal 

title. 
(y\}W W bd bardn, With rain ;—bd-bdrdn, 

rainy. 
t5jWW bdbdrl (G. TTtTre.pl), Black pepper, 
jjsfe- WW baba-sakhi, A kind of melon (see 

the following article); name of an island 
rich in gold and silver mines. 

^̂ afĉ a* WW babd-shaikhi. A kind of melon. 
^ ^ WW bdbd'i kohi, Name of a man re-

nowned for virtue and uprightness. 
<yWWW bdbayan (pi. of bdbd), Fathers, 

ancestors. 
<oWWW bdbdydnah, Like a father; accord-

ing to ancient custom, in the manner of 
ancestors. 

a «wW bdbat, An item; for, on account 
of ; worthy of, suitable, convenient;— 
bdbati o, On account of him or i t ; — az 
bdbat, For the sake of (m.c). 

yW babar, Name of an emperor of Hin-
dustan, the second of the Mogul race. 

8yW bdbira, A bracelet, 
^ W babari, Belonging to Sultan Babar. 
(pyl) babzan, A spit. 
j—bdbasir, Senna. 
^ep,3— s->W bdb-sinjab, A heliotrope plant 

(see »>W, of which it is probably a 
corruption). 

babak (dimin. of bab), A little 
father; one who educates; faithful, con-
stant, firm, strong; a turquoise stone; 
name of a king. 

A. J>W babil, babul, Babylon, renowned 
for wine and magic; the planet Jupiter; 
the East. 

Ĵ W babul-hhdna, A bawdy-house, 
brothel. 



a bdbilus, Devil's-milk; poppy-
seed. 

a bdbili, Of or belonging to Baby-
lon ; wine; poison, 

bdbandan, To give, to bestow. 
a ba-bunya, Of robust frame (m.c). 

bdbu, A kind of wandering monk. 
bdb-wdr, Item by item; a chapter. 

^SjV^ bdbwdri, Classification. 
bdbuta, An earthen pitcher full of 

water. 
\t bdbuk, Camomile flowers; ground 

ivy ; the earth-apple (on account of the ! 
roundness of its flowers) ; foolish, insane. 

A g^W babunaj, uskyW babunak (for P. 
bdbiina), Camomile flowers. 

bdbiina, Camomile; wild ivy;— 
bdbuna'i gav, Camomile flowers (in the dia-
lect of Shiraz). 

bdba, Stuffed with wool ; worthy, 
suitable. 

bdbr, A member of the Babi sect. 
bdb-ydft, — q.v. 

bdbizdn, A surety, sponsor, middle-
man;—(for bdd-bizan), A. fan, ventilator. 

^ ^ L , ^ b bd bi-zabdni sakjitcm, To 
keep silence. 

bdbizan, A spit; a sponsor, a 
surety, 

V bd pay an, Camels; short, finite ; 
end, limit. 

p** ) ba-pich-u-kham, Tortuous and 
lop-sided (m.c.). 

^ bat (for With thee. 
bdtdb, Similitude, equality; oppo-

sition ;—batidb, Equal, alike, consistent; 
contradiction, opposition, aversion ; a kind 
of dervish. 

bdtab, Worthy, suitable. 
/L? bdtar, bdtir, A crane ; a man's name. 
A /W bdtir, A sharp sword. 

bdtara, A drum, a tambourine. 
battis, bdtush (in the dialect of 

the people of ajl&WA shabdnkdra), An 
orange. 

y^W ba-dtish, With fire, in fire, &c.;— 
ba-dtish-pdra'i girandan (to dun with a 
spark or fire-brand), To send a severe tax-
gatherer or dun after anybody;—ba-dtish 
giriftan dmada bud (he had come to fetch 
fire), He soon went away again. 

a J^i ba-ittifdq, With (one) consent; in 
company of, together (m.c.). 

A tft̂ W batik, Sharp (sword) ; name of a 
sword. 

l&U? ̂  bd-tamdshd, Worthy to be seen, in-
teresting, curious, handsome (in.c.). 

V bd-tamkin, Majestic, 
g & t f ^ bdtingdn (S. bhantdki), The egg-

plant. 
JCG^ batangal (S. patanjala), Name of a 

book of the Hindus (probably meant for 
the Toga system of Patanjali). 

yW bdtu, An orange; the grain called 
habbu 's-saldtin; name of a king. 

batuta, An earthen pitcher full of 
water. 

batun, A falcon distinguished by 
some natural mark. 

Myi; batuna, A jug or pitcher full of 
water. 

eW bdj (from S. root bhaj), Tribute; toll 
levied by the road-patrol; a silence ob-
served by the Magi at meals and while 
performing their ablutions ;—bdj u kfaardj, 
Tribute and contribution, duties, taxes. 

<yW ^ bd-jdn, Gifted with a soul, alive. 
GjW Ĵ bdjbdn, A revenue collector. 
jWW bdj-dar, A collector of the revenues. 
H bdjrd, A species of Indian corn. 
AsAj-W bd-jufta, Trellised (m.c.). 
jU&j.tf bdj.gv.zdr, Tributary, taxed, tax-

able. 
bdj-gir, A collector of revenue. 

a bd-jalwa, Coquettish, bewitching 
(m.c.). 

bdj-ndma, Household stuff ; ser-
vice, drudgery; favour; pomp, pride. 

bdjang, A small window. 
bdj a (for bdd-jah), A wicket; a large 

window. 
H bdji, Nitre. 
T bdji, Sister ; miss, lady (m.c.). 

bdjydn, A revenue collector. 
A^W bd-chufta (= bd-jufta), Trellised 

(m.c.). 
ys-t* bdchu, A title given to Tartar princes. 
A bdhir, Foolish, stupid ; a liar, idle 

talker; blood of a pure red. 
a jyte- tj bd-huzur, One who has found 

access to the divine presence, who has ob-
tained perfect peace. 

a ^ ba-hafsdn, A schoolmaster. 
a wUe. ^ ba-hafsdna, Lispingly, like a 

child. 
A jy^ bdhur, Intense heat, heat of mid-

summer or the dog-days; vapour rising 
from heated ground. 

A ĵje-W bahura', The heat of the dog-days. 
C^ bdkh, A road, a way ; = q.v. 
a ^ I? ba-khabar, Informed ; intelligent, 

wary. 
j&sAj bdkhtar, The west; the east; Bac-

tria. 
bdkhtan, To play; to lose at play ; 

to give, to bestow;—kjiwudash-rd baJcfitan, 
To betray oneself, to lose countenance 
(m.c.). 

ASAAJ bakhta, Played ; the plaster, incrus-
tation, smoothing, or polishing of a wall. 

y^ ba-akhir amadan, To come to an 
end. 

jysA} bakharz, A note in music; a city in 
Khurasan. 

A-JSA* bdkhsa, A lancet; a private en-
trance ; a layer of a stone wall. 



a W ba-khusus, Particularly, espe-
cially. 

A bdkhi\ Who "kills himself (with 
sorrow). 

bakh-ndma, A surname, nickname, 
title. 

jyi. V bd-k&wud, By himself, by her-
self. 

bdhhur, Name of Abraham's grand-
father (in whose time, they say, money was 
first coined) ; the dog-days, 

o bdkhus, Bacchus. 
yfci^L W bd-khwesh, Alone; solitude, lone-

liness ; a dip, plunge. 
bdkha, A tortoise;—bdkha'i daryd'l, 

A sea-tortoise or turtle;—bdkha'i barn, A 
land-tortoise. 

(j) aa-W bdkha-zan, ^ya^W bdkhizan, A 
plasterer. 

JW bad, Let it be, BO be it;—har chi bada 
bad, Let it be as it may, as God wills. 

aW bad (S. vdta), Wind, air, breath; 
name of an angel or genius presiding over 
the winds, over the 22nd day of every 
month and anything that happens on that 
day, and over marriages; name of the 
second of Khusrau's eight treasures; 
(met.) a word, a sigh, a groan; pride, 
haughtiness; praise, encomium; sharp, 
fierce ; a horse; annihilated; (for bada) 
wine;—bddi azib, South-east wind;—bddi 
andar shakar darad, (met.) He is fickle, 
unsteady; — badi dhang, A sound, voice, 
echo;—bad ba-dast amadan, One is unlucky, 
unfortunate; — bad bar qadami khdk sad, 
He rendered homage with head bent down 
to the ground; he humiliated •>—bddi burnt 
(buriid), Pride, airs, conceit (of men) ;—bddi 
barin, The north-east wind; the south-west 
wind; — bad budan, To be nought; to 
periBh ;—bddi bish-waz, A violent wind;— 
bddi bahdr, The gale of the spring;—bddi 
pas pusht, The west wind; — bddi pasm. 
Future happiness ; crepitus ventris ;—bddi 
pesh, The east wind; — bad pahnudan (to 
measure the wind), To engage in any foolish 
undertaking ; to tell lies; to drink wine;— 
badi tund, A hurricane, tempest; — bddi 
tang-basta, A horse;—badi khdya, A swell-
ing of the testicles, a rupture; wind pro-
duced by flatulency ;—bddi dabur, A south-
west wind;—bad dar dast (kaf) ddshtan, 
To be empty-handed ; to hold the reins of 
a horse;—bad dar sar ddshtan, To be arro-
gant, insolent; to meditate evil;—bddi rabi', 
A spring breeze (m.c.) ;—bddi sakht (bddi 
thadid), A violent wind;—bddi sard, A deep 
(lit. cold) sigh ; despair;—badi sulaimdn, 
The wind that wafted Solomon and his 
hosfcB everywhere ; magnificence, grandeur; 
—badi samum, A sultry, unwholesome, and 
pestilential air;—bddi samumi jdn-gudaz, A 
scorching wind, melting the soul, fatal to 
life;—bad sanjidan (to weigh the wind), 

To talk nonsense;—bad shudan, To go to 
the winds; to perish; to disappear; to 
fly. — bddi shurta, A favourable wind, 
prosperous gale;—bddi §dbiya, North-east 
wind;—bddi sabd, The zephyr, the north-
east or morning wind;—bddi Hsd (badi 
maslh), The breath of Jesus (of the 
Messiah, an expression used by the Per-
sians to imply a skilful physician) ; — 
bddi farang, St. Anthony's fire; — bddi 
farwardln, The south-west wind; — bad 
kardan, To f an ; — bddi kazh, A north-
west wind; a side wind;—bddi kunji, The 
cholic; — bad gazidan labi khurshed, The 
morning wind blows until sunrise;—badi 
gund, A rupture;—badi gisii, Pride, airs, 
affectation (of women) ;—badi mufchalif, A 
contrary wind ;—bddi murad, A fair wind ; 
—bddi nawd, An echo; — bddi nauroz, 
Vernal breezes; name of a modulation in 
music ; — badi hawd, Gratis, for nothing, 
gratuitously;—az bad, Swifter than the 
wind (poet.);—ba-bdd (bar bad) dadan, To 
ruin, to destroy ;—ba-badi chize giriftan, 
To seize with the wind (produced by the 
rapid motion) of a thing, to hit or strike 
with, as ba-badi sang giriftan, To hit with 
a stone;—ba-badi fand raftan, To perish ;— 
bar bad dadan jdn (kliirman), To destroy 
life, to kill;—bar bad raftan, To perish ;— 
bar bad nibishian, To write in vain. 

bada, Let it be, so be it!—har chih 
bddd bada, Happen what may (m.c.). 

bdd-d'bad, Be it so. 
bddabrang, bdddrang, An 

orange. 
rtltf bdd-abila, A boil, blain; small-

pox. 
oU W bd dad, With equity, justly ;—6a-

dad, Just, equitable. 
I^JW bdddsh, A requital of kindness. 
^ jl) bdd-afra, ^ bdd-afrash, 

Punishment; revenge. 
-JI> bad-dfrah, bdd-afrah, bdd-

afrah, Punishment, penance, chastisement; 
revenge; a child's toy. 

bdd-afrdhl, and— 
JW bad-afzd, Revenge ; retribution. 

^JU bdddm, An almond ; spiceries ; the 
slit, i.e. shell of a horse's ear ; the eye of a 
mistress ;—bdddmi talkh, Bitter almond ;— 
bdddmi du-maghz (du-magjiz't), A slit, a 
fissure ; cracked;—bdddmi eaql, The eye of 
the beloved; —bdddmi shigufa shudan (kar-
dan), To shed tears;—bdddmi shigufa-
flshan, A weeping eye ; — bdddmi shirin, 
Sweet almond ;—bdddmi kagkizi, Jordan 
almond;—bdddmi kuhl, Mountain-almond. 

i^t fUW bdddm-bun, An almond-tree. 
ay^UW badamtara, The herb basil, 

baddmistdn, An almond-grove. 
pWW bddam-farosh, A seller of al-

monds. 
baddmah, The cocoon of the silk-



worm; a kind of silk; a habit, made of 
rags sewed together, worn by Dervishes or 
Fakirs; any kind of stuff printed or 
stamped ; the bezel of a r ing; a stone in 
the form of an eye which they sew on a 
child's cap ; a link ; a mole on the cheek. 

bad ami, Almond-coloured; almond-
Bhaped ; a sort of eunuch. 

badan, Populous; a recompense. 
ytBr\ oW bad-anjir, A kind of early hollow fig. 

^ badan-firoz (feroe), The city of 
Ardabil. 

y<Si\ bdd-angez (wind-exciting), A 
kind of plant which the Persian peasants 
hold in their hands when they winnow 
their corn, supposing it to have the power 
of raising the wind, especially when they 
rub it and throw it in the air ; saffron. 

yT bdd-dwar, J^T bad-award, A sort 
of thorny shrub ; the second of the seven 
treasures of Khusrau; riches acquired 
without labour, a windfall; name of a note 
in music; name of a place near Wasit; 
ventilated ; a fan. 

JW bad-dwila, A fatal kind of boil. 
j-AAf bdd-dhanj, A ventilating win-

dow. 
jW bad-bar, A fan ; ventilation. 

^ bdd-bdz, A fan ; easy; fortunate. 
a ^ bdd-bdqi, Subtraction (in arith-

metic). 
yUj^ bddban, A sail; a ship's mast; a 

fan,- the collar or sleeve of a garment; 
sociable ; a cup, goblet;—bddbdni akhzar, 
The blue firmament; — badbdni charkh, 
Moonlight;—bddban kashldan, To set sail. 

badbdnah, Name of a herb. 
bad-ba-dast (Wind in the 

hand), Empty-handed, poor ; luckless. 
j) bad-bar, A paper kite; a boaster, 

bragger;—bad-bur, A whipping-top ; any-
thing which removes a swelling or flatu-
lency. 

uf)^ jIi bdd-barak, A paper kite. 
dV) bdd-burut, ^ bdd-burud, 

Proud, haughty, boasting, assuming; one 
who arrogates to himself what he never 
performed, cannot do, or is not entitled to. 

fy ^ bdd-bara, The 22nd of the month 
Bahman ;—bad-bur a, A little round piece of 
wood put upon a spindle to give it a circu-
lar motion, a whirl, 

badbatiqi, Syllogistic demonstra-
tion (doubtful word of foreign origin). 

bdd-ba-mu8ht (wind in the 
fist), Fruitless, unproductive. 

yyrf ^ bad-bizan, A sort of fan ; idle, 
useless. 

Vj oVj bad-pa, ^ bad-pay, (A horse) 
fleet as the wind;—bad-pdyi wahm, Quick 
of conception, of a lively imagination. 

JJU jti bad-paid, Backing wine, a wine-
strainer. 

jt, ^ bad-par, A boaster; a cross-beam; 
a whirligig. 

y^i bad-parrdn, An empty boaster. 
^ ^ bdd-parak, A paper kite. 

^ bad-parwd, A ventilator ; any aper-
ture made for the admission of air ; one 
to whom all things come alike; an airy 
house. 

fy bad-para, A shaving of wood which 
the wind carries away; the down of a 
plant. 

CĴH bad-pazdn, Flattering ; a welcome. 
^ bdd-pasin, Crepitus ventris. 

^ bdd-pech, A swing. 
oVj bdd-paimd (measuring the air), 

Swift ; a traveller ; talkative; a liar ; sen-
sual ; a glutton; a drunkard; a curling 
lock ; penniless. 

^ bdd-tukhm, Fennel; aniseed. 
«atU bdd-tak, Swift as the wind (horse). 
V oVj bdd-jah, A window, ventilator (see 

^U bad-khdn, Airy room ; a ventilator. 
&>U. bdd-khdna, A ridge, top; a ven-

tilator. 
^ bdd-khdni, Name of a fountain 

in the province of Damghan; so called 
because at a certain season of the year there 
rushes from it a violent wind. 

bad-khdya, Rupture ; swelled tes-
ticle. 

^ bdd-khan, A storm, tempest, hur-
ricane ; a ventilator; an airy house. 

fijui. bad-khanda, A bitter, sad, or sar-
donic smile. 

j^ys. bad-Jchwar (devouring the wind), 
Name of a bird ; a rupture. 

(jjtys. jU had-khwdn, An idle talker, jester ; 
facetious ; a flatterer ; informant. 

jfs- ^ bdd-khwar (breeze-devouring), A 
window, especially in the roof, for the be-
nefit of fresh air, and the advantage of a 
fine prospect; the bird humd. 

W" bdd-khwurd, A scald-head, 
jl* bdd-khwurak, A small black bird 

said to live in the air, feeding on the wind, 
and unable to rise again when it alights 
anywhere. 

bdd-khun, A ventilator ; a country 
retirement, garden-house, or villa; the 
flowing of water; household furniture ; 
the plan, delineation, or figure of a house. 

jo*- bad-khez, Name of a village de-
pendent on Harat (see ijt*-

bad-dar, Windy; swollen; puffed 
up with pride; independent; worldly-
minded ; possessed of an evil spirit; de-
structive. 

j j iAf bad-dar-tdm, Rheum (doubtful 
word). 

^ bdd-dar-sar (wind in the head), 
Arrogance, haughtiness, foppishness. 

jo bad-dar-kaf, al* bad-dar-
musht (wind in the fist), Poor, penniless. 



f j J bdd-dizham, ft'jJ oW bdd-dizhnam, 
A superfluity of blood in the body, break-
ing out in sores and boils. 

iAJ bad-dast, Lavish ; a spendthrift; 
empty-handed, indigent. 

o^jjuj W ba-dastburd, Endowed with 
superiority, pre-eminent, accustomed to 
victory. 

oW bad-dam, Puffed up with pride, 
vain ; pride, arrogance. 

badar, The 29th day of the month 
or moon; moist, fresh, green ; lettuce; the 
erysipelas. 

a ba-idrdr, Copiously, in a con-
tinuous stream. 

pVW bddrdm, Yain, foolish, idle, silly, 
futile, unprofitable ; wicked, depraved ; a 
subject. 

O'j JW bad-ran, A fan; haughty, aspiring; 
name of an angel presiding over (driving) 
the wind, 

bdd-ras, Airy; a flue, funnel, 
vent. 

jUij bdd-raftdr, Going like the wind. 
bad-rum, bad-ram, Vain, foolish, 

idle, silly, futile, unprofitable; a subject. 
badrambu, A peep-hole. 

kji^W badrambuya, k^s^ol? badranj-
buya, = Ajj-ii^W q.v. 

bad-rang, A species of cucumber; 
an orange; a kind of disease caused by 
grief; a fleet horse; a kind of swinging 
cradle. 

jf&^W bddrang-bu, badrang-buya 
(boyaj, Mountain-balm. 

bdd-rangln, A species of large 
cucumber; a poem, a verse. 

jŷW bdd-ro, Balm ; a kind of cucumber; 
a herb that smells like an orange. 

badruj, badruj-buya, A fra-
grant kind of herb. 

badrucha, Name of a herb. 
j^W badroz, A gift, a present; sweet 

basil. 
jjj^W bddroz-buya (boya), A kind of 

plant which smells like an orange. 
badroza, Continual, perpetual; 

daily bread, common fare; a garment for 
daily wear. 

ĵŷ W badruk, — Ejŷ W q.v. 
fjy^W bddrum, bddriina, Mountain-

baim. 
syW bddra, Speaking without reflection; 

haste;—also badar a, Breeches, drawers. 
^Hij^W badris, bddrisa, A little 

round piece of wood or leather fixed on a 
spindle or distaff to wind the thread upon; 
a flat piece of wood circular and perforated 
to receive the top of a tent-pole ; a whirl; 
a fan. 

badrisa-chashm, One-eyed; 
the devil. 

(jŜ ĵ W badresk, badresJia, A cu-
cumber; rice; sickness. 

bddriya, A kind of large wooden 
fan or ventilator suspended from the roof, 
to promote a circulation of air, and drive 
away the flies, a punkah. 

bad-zad, A whirlwind, hurricane. 
bddzam, Treacle; trifles, frivolities. 

aĵ W bdd-zan, aJj^W bad-zana, A fan, 
ventilator. 

pUj^W bddazndm, A tent-pole. 
bdd-zahr, The bezoar-stone. 

ol} bdd-zahra, A swelled throat, quin-
sey. 

bdd-zin, The zephyr, 
bddizh, A pestilential carbuncle or 

inflammatory appearance of the skin; red 
wine. 

fUjj^ bddizhfdm, bddizhkdm, An 
inflammatory red, purple, or livid hue on 
the face. 

p̂ joW badizhnam, An inflammatory red, 
purple, or livid hue on the face ; red wiue ; 
bile. 

bddizhwdm, An inflammatory 
disease. 

bdd-sdr, Vain, light, trifling; swift, 
bdd-sakha, Generous ; the world. 

bdd-sar, Proud, vain, affected, airy. 
bdd-sar a, A horse-disease; an ailing 

part (of the body). 
(^JW bdd-sari, Pride, folly, affectation. 

bdd-sanj (weighing wind), Idly 
speculative, vain; vain hopes, delusive 
dreams ; proud, arrogant, covetous. 

v V - bad-sinjdb, A sunflower, or 
some plant related to it. 

bdd-suwdr, A horseman; a fleet 
horse ; a fan, a punkah. 

^ J l ? bdd-sair, Travelling like the wind. 
JW bad-sin, A suckling woman, 
badish, An inflammatory, livid ap-

pearance of the face regarded as precursor 
of leprosy. 

cU l̂? badshdk, A king. 
e^faUjW bddshdhat, Kingdom, govern-

ment. 
^UJW bddshdhi, A kingdom. 
a &>]!» jb bad-shurta, A favourable wind ; 

a north-easterly wind. 
badishfam, bddishkdm, 

bddishnam, f^JW bddishwdm, Red 
wine; the prickly heat, an inflammatory 
appearance of the face. 

bddshah, A king. 
a bad-saulat, Attacking with 

tempestuous vehemence. 
yUc bad-Hnan, Swift, fleet (horse). 
AijV} bad-gkad, badghar, bdd-

ghard, badghand, A place exposed to 
the winds on every side ; a house having a 
number of windows, an airy summer-
house; a ventilator. 

bdd-ghis, A vent, chimney, funnel. 
^fc^W bdd-g&an, An airy house; a vain 

boaster. 



a bddghis (from P. A 
district in Khurasan. 

oiJt} bddaft, Name of a fragrant tree. 
bad-far, A small top or gig, a play-

thing that hums ; a large fan or ventilator 
suspended from the roof for promoting a 
circulation of air, a punkah; puuishment, 
retribution. 

badafrd, and— 
bddafrdh, Punishment, retribu-

tion;—bdd-farah, A child's plaything, a 
humming-top. 

badafra, Vain, foolish, boasting, 
brag; punishment, retribution; — bdd-
farah, A child's plaything. 

bad-fur, Who breaks his word or 
promise. 

j y bad-fm, Who gives advice to others, 
but neglects it himself. 

j^/ ^ bdd-kirdar, Swift, hasty, expedi-
tious. 

LA*^ bad-leash, A large fan; a punkah ; 
bellows ; cupping, scarification ;—bad-kashi 
Jirdshl, A large sort of fan. 

yX bad-lean, A rupture 
bad-kuba (wind-beaten), Town and 

district of Baku. 
badgan, A keeper, guardian, trea-

surer; the fore and hinder part of the 
collar of a garment. 

bad-gdna, A latticed window. 
bad-gdh, A draught-house, a privy. 
bad-guzdr, An air-hole; a fabler. 

badgar, ^ ^ bad-gird, A whirlwind. 
bad-gunj, ^ bad-gunji, The 

cholic. 
^SJL? bdd-gl, bad-gir, An airy house; 

a funnel perforated in every part for the 
admission of air. 

Jo ^ bd-dil, Generous, brave, noble-
hearted. 

Q ^ ^ b d d i l j a n , The egg-plant or brinjal. 
; Jo ^ bd dil u jan, With heart and 

soul. 
bddaUja, A sort of cannon, 

po^ bddam, An almond ; spiceries, 
gUo ba-damugh. Intelligent. 
J^olf bdd-muhra, Antidote for a snake's 

bite. 
E^U badinj, A cocoa-nut. 

badinj an, The egg-plant or brinjal. 
bddang, Swaddling-clothes. 

QUD jit bddingdn, The egg-plant or brinjal. 
Ui bdd-numa, A vane, pennant, 

weathercock, showing the quarter whence 
the wind blows. 

a p^o ^ bd-dawam, Durable, lasting. 
(VJ^J^ bddwan, The sail of a ship; the 

collar of a garment; a shirt, shift; a cup, 
goblet. 

y^oV) baduban, The front and back of 
the collar of a garment. Arf . jU bad u bed, Useless, unprofitable. 

y ^ bad-u-dam, Pride, self-com-
placency. 

yUjL ^ ol) bad-u-tufan, Typhoon, cyclone 
(m.c.). 

bdd-wez, eya^ bdd-wezaai, A venti-
lator, fan. 

bada, Wine ; any intoxicating drink ; 
new wine; a cup, vessel full of wine ;— 
bdda'i mast, Strong, intoxicating wine;— 
bdda'i nav (nau), New wine ;—bdda pai-
mudan, To measure out wine; to give to 
drink. 

&j\t bada-paid, Racking wine, a 
strainer. 

l>j> bdda-parast, Given to wine, a 
sot. 

60^} bdda-paimd, yU^j fio^ bada-pai-
man, Measuring wine; wine-drinker. 

^UAA bdda-paimdnl, Crop-sickness. 
a fijyfc bad-harm, An incantation em-

ployed by house-breakers to lull the watch-
men to sleep. 

bdda-gusar, A wine-drinker. 
gtfcj^ bdd-hilj, gifco^ bad-hanj, A con-

trivance on the top of houses in the East, 
in the form of a chimney, having an open-
ing face to the west, which, catching the 
breeze, gives a refreshing coolness to the 
apartments with which it communicates. 

SJI* bdda-nosh, A wine-bibber, a drun-
kard, 

a VyJb bdd-hawa, A false promise ; any-
thing not in existence, a non-entity. 

a (jftys ^ bad-hawa'i, Fruitlessness, 
waste, 

badi, Be thou ; mayest thou live for 
ever ! the signs Gemini, Libra, and Aqua-
rius ; flatulent, full of wind, windy ; aerial ; 
airy. 

A badl (ag. of Inhabitant of 
the desert; wild beast; appearing, begin-
ning; beginner, author; first (in comp.); 
—badi 'n-nagar, The first glance; at first 
sight. 

badgar, A falcon trained for hunt-
ing. 

O^jlt badgan, badyana, Fennel, 
anise. 

oJjkj^ bddy dwand, Strong, robust; 
strength. 

^.tfjljolt bddydwandi, Bodily strength, 
force. 

A hbddiyat, bddiya, A desert (esp. of 
the Arabs), wilderness; forest, jangle;— 
badiya'i tih, The desert of the Israelites ;— 
bddiya'i ghul (ghul-dar). The present 
world. 

bddij, Large boots or stockings. 
bd-did, Openly; manifest, conspi-

cuous. 
j^oW hd-didar, Sightly, pleasing to the 

eye. 
bddir, A pillar, prop, support, but-

tress. 



aty^W bddiya, A capacious earthen vessel, 
in which wine is kept; a large deep jug, 
cup, bowl; a desert. 

® tsWi badiya-paimdy (measuring 
the desert), A swift horse; a traveller. 

a y-t^i 4>jL} bddiya-nishln, An inhabitant 
of the desert. 

bazar ang, A citron, a quince. 
bazam (for p^V), An almond; men. 

yUW bdzdn, Name of an early Persian 
convert to Islam. 

J^UW bdzdward, A white thorn. 
a bd-zamm, Blameworthy, mean, a 

trifle, a thing of no importance. 
bazaro, Parsley. 

A EŶW bazaruj, Mountain-balm. 
bdzazndm, A tent-pole. 

A (jS^Jlj bdzghlsh (from P. js*- bdd-
khez), Name of a village dependent on 
Harat. 

A U^JW bdzaft, Name of a tree which 
emits a sweet perfume when shaken by the 
wind. 
A. bdziq, bazaq (from P. c b a d a ) , 

The juice of the grape slightly boiled;— 
Haziq bdzig, Endowed with quickness of 
parts. 

A J b a z i l , One who expends, uses, puts 
out; liberal, munificent;—bdzili maqdur 
kardan, To employ (every) endeavour. 

a j^W ba-zauq, With delight, with relish, 
gleefully. 

jW bar (S. bhdra), A burden, load, weight, 
charge; baggage; a pack, a bale; afcetus; 
fruit, flowers, blossoms; sorrow, grief; the 
imposition of a burden not to be endured ; 
a court, congress, assembly ; a tribunal; a 
curtain at the door of a pavilion ; entrance ; 
free access, admittance; opportunity; a 
petition, written memorial, request; leave, 
license; root, cause, origin, foundation ; a 
branch ; a fortification, a wall; a ditch, a 
moat; a granary, storehouse ; God; great-
ness, eminence, dignity; fault, crime; 
dung, manure ; adulteration, alloy; a trivet; 
a musical instrument; rice or any other 
grain from which beer is made; name of a 
village near Tus; food in general ; filling 
a plate with food; a time, turn (yak bar, 
du bar, Once, twice) ; an affix implying 
conflux or multitude and forming names of 
countries and regions; (in comp.) laden 
with, or (as part, of baridan) raining, shed-
ding, scattering, diffusing;—bar awardan, 
To bear fruit, produce;—bar bar-dashtan, 
bar paziruftan, To conceive;—bar dar dil 
nihadan, To afflict;—bar dadan, To allow 
admission, hold a lev^e, grant an audience; 
to give the road to a superior ; to manure 
land;—bar ddshtan az, To be with child 
by;—bdri dil, Heart-ache, grief, worldly 
cares ;—bar sakhjtan, To make up a bundle, 
to pack up;—bar shudan, To be burdened, 
loaded ;—bdri 'dm, A public audience;—bar 

kardan, To load ; to draw up in battle array; 
—bdri Jrishti, The freight of a ship;—bar 
giriftan, To conceive, become pregnant;— 
bar nihddan, To lay down a burden, to 
bring forth; — bar u diwdr, Walls and 
bulwarks ;—bar ydftan, To gain or fiud 
admittance;—dar amadan ba-bdr, dar bar 
amadan, To blossom ; to produce fruit . 

A /V ba'r (v.n.), Digging a well. 
A jW barr, Beneficent, pious ; just, duti-

ful. 
w ĵW bar-db, Agricultural produce raised 

by water drawn from the beds of rivers or 
by artificial canals; name of a district in 
Turkistan. 

bar at, An assignment for money, 
draft. 

stjW bdrdj, A midwife. 
Ji,yt\ bdr-dg&osh, An armful. 

bdrdn, Rain ; raining ; — bdrdni 
shitdb, Heavy rain ; — bdrdn giriftan, To 
rain, to shower, to pour over (m.c.). 

bdr-andaz, Throwing off a burden. 
bdrdn-rasrda, Rained upon. 

yij atyi bdrdn-rez, A spout, gutters, eaves, 
fijj bdrdn-zada, Rained upon, 
t^bi. bdrdn-shitdb, Heavy rain. 
yt$ fcjljW bdrdn-glr, A shelter from rain. 

bdrdn-girez, The eaves of a house ; 
shelter from rain. 

^ bdrdnndk, Rainy (day). 
bdrdna, The main beam of a house ; 

the herb melissa ;—bdrdna kardan, To fall 
into danger ; to throw away ; to boast, brag. 

(jiljW bdrdni, What refers to rain; a 
riding-coat or cloak which keeps out the 
rain; name of a Turkoman tribe. 

(jjxoljW baranldan, To cause to rain. 
jj) jW bdr-dwar, Fru it-bearing. 

W bd-rdh, Who is or proceeds on the 
right road. 

bd-rdhi, The state of being on the 
right road. 

bardhi-kand, An Indian plant. 
jW bar-bar, Frequently, repeatedly ; 

murmuring, crying; name of a prophet. 
j^b bdrbud, Name of a famous Persian 

musician, native of Jahram, a town near 
Shiraz. 

^ bar-bar, jUyjW bdr-barddr, A carrier, 
porter; a day-labourer ; a beast of burden ; 
a devious course. 

J^W bar-bar-ddri, Travelling expenses, 
carriage-hire. 

bdr-bugka, A load, baggage; 
gently ; small wares. 

JW bdr-bungd, jW bar-buna, Place 
where a load is laid down. 

^jrfjW bdr-begl, Master of the ceremo-
nies. 

bdritang, The plantain-tree. 
SjW baraj, Nightshade; name of a fruit . 
W>W bar-fa, A royal court. 
cwŴW bdrjdt, Au oppressive custom of 



forcing to purchase goods above the market 
price. 

bar-jama, A large pair of saddle-
bags with a mouth on the side. 

bdrjdy, A free grant of a spot of 
ground made by a Zamludar to anyone of 
his relations. 

bdr-chd, Judgment-hall, court of 
justice. 

T barcha, Others, the others ; all. 
A bdrih, A sultry wind ; passing from 

the right side of the hunter to the left 
(game). 

A bdrihat, bdrika, The preceding 
night; yesterday. 

A bdr-khdna, A tent, or cloth 
Btretched upon poles, under which goods 
and baggage are kept from rain, when halt-
ing upon a journey; a sack; dorsers or 
pack-saddles for beasts of burden, upon 
which loads are placed; baggage, particu-
larly such as kings and great men travel 
with; merchandise transported from place 
to place. 

bar-khudd, Lord G-od; a kiug, a 
prince ; an excellent poem. 

^ bar-khuddyd. O mighty Lord 
God J 

a bar - khaima, A collector of 
revenue; a cuBtom-house ; an exchequer. 

A band, Cold, frigid; firm, solid, 
established ; — auza'i bdrid, Cold, unfriendly 
actions ;—samumi bdrid, A hot wind blow-
ing incessantly ;—'aishi bdrid, An agree-
able life. 

bar-dad, Leave; a porter, chamber-
lain. 

j^V} bdr-ddr, Pregnant; fruitful. 
bdrdan, A fruit-basket; a reposi-

tory for travellers, goods, and baggage; 
household furniture; poles, upon which 
travellers mount awnings or tilts for the 
preservation of their goods from rain ; a 
large wallet; a cloak-bag, a portmanteau; 
a flagon of wine. 

bardast, Ebony. 
bdr-du, A forked Btick used in 

propping up the branches of a tree over-
loaded with fruit. 

E*^ bdrdij, Any kind of damp cloth 
fastened to a long pole, with which bakers 
clean their oven and temper the heat. 

bdrrang, Infants' swaddling bands ; 
ropes, girths, bandages, or fastenings for 
loads; bandages for the breasts, to prevent 
their swagging. 

EiyW bdrruj, Baroach, a city in India. 
A jj^ bdriz, Who or what issues forth; 

apparent, evident; sum total (in arith-
metic). 

barzad, A gum, benzoin or benjamin. 
yUj bdr-zaman, Ttie vicissitudes of 

fortune. 

bared, Done hastily; a commence-
ment. 

H bar8dt, The rainy season (in 
India). 

yjyJUa-yt* bdrastalarun, bdristd-
riyun (G, 7T€pi<rrcpewv), A kind of grain of 
which pigeons are fond ; valerian. 

bdrsanj, ^t bdr-sanjin (ean-
jan), Weighing a load ; anything placed in 
an opposite scale as an equilibrium. 

barish, Rain. 
W bd-rashk, With jealousy, jealous. 

bdr-ehikani, Provision, especially 
brought from abroad. 

A Zft bdri', One who excels in virtue or 
knowledge ; beautiful, elegant, good, fair, 

c j ^ t j ^ bdr-'arrdda, Baggage cart (m.c.), 
A jjQ bdriq, Shining, flashing (cloud) ; 

bright (sword) ; name of the father of a 
tribe ; also of a place near Kufa. 

A bdriqat, bariqa, Sword; light-
ning. 

bdrik, Thin, Blender, minute ; the 
membrane which envelopes the foetus. 

A barak alldh (or simply bdrak), 
May God bless you! Good God! strange! 

Jfc^W bdr-kash, A porter, a day-labourer ; 
a bandage tying over all; carriage, means 
of conveyance ; oppressed; sympathizing, 
condoling; strong, heavy. 

c r 4 ^ bdr-kashi, Porterage, a carrying of 
loads, a bearing of burdens. 

bdraki, bdriki, A strong horse (par-
ticularly a baggage-horse); all together, 
all at once. 

bdrgan, A ditch, a puddle. 
^Sfi bdrgdv, An agreement, a treaty; 

concord, harmony. 
a ^ } bar-gdh, Place of leave or dismission 

(applied to ambassadors and supplicants of 
every denomination), i.e. the king's court, 
palace, tent, tribunal, hall of audience ; a 
court, where they load or unload beasts of 
burden; the womb. 

j^t bar giriftan, To become pregnant. 
tfjW bdr-gah ( = A hall of justice, Ac. 

baragi, A pack-horse; an excellent 
strong horse ; strength, power; a courte-
zan. 

ys*^ bar-glr, A bearer of loads, a beast of 
burden, a baggage-horse; a camel; the 
tonnage or cargo of a ship (m.c.); one 
who puts a load on man or beast; one upon 
whom a burden is laid, or to whom any 
crime or fault is imputed, charged, con-
victed ; a horse-soldier who has his horse 
found him ; conceiving, pregnant, gravid ; 
a female; a camel-litter ; a lender. 

^jJ bdr-giri, Conviction, criminal 
charge ; taking in of a ship's cargo (m.c.) ; 
—bar-girl numudan, To get under load 
(m.c.). 

t ^ W bar gin, A cistern; a sink; stag-
nant, fetid, or putrid water. 



bdrmdn, Name of a champion of 
Turan, son of Wisa. 

bdramboy, baramboy, Sweet 
basil. 

bdr-ndma, Example, rule, regula-
tion, form, formula, canon ; an edict, order 
command; admission to the royal court 
obligation ; a numerous household, retinue 
pride, haughtiness, vain-glory; boasting 
praise, encomium ; glory, exaltation 
leave, dismissal; throwing, hurling, dart-
ing; interceding, mediating, reconciling; 
custom; military apparatus. 

fcjjji" bdrnana kardan, To rush into 
danger or perdition. 

barnab, Anise-seed. 
fcSjf^W bdran-boy, A fragrant plant. 
ĝ W bdranj, A cocoa-nut. 
^AJJW barandagi, Rain ; falling dew; the 

rainy season. 
fi^jW baranda (part, of baridan), Rain-

ing. 
barang, Swaddling-bands; an 

orange. 
i^&jW barangboy, Southernwood. 

bdrangboya, Balm-gentle, parsley. 
barangu, Mountain-balm, calamint. 

^ 2 4 W bd rang u boy, With all pomp 
and splendour. 

bdru, A wall, rampart, bulwark, for-
tification ; a fort; a tower; battlements, 
embrasures. 

H jyW bdru, Sand. 
; bar u band, The belongings of 

anything. 
bdrut, Gunpowder. 

LŜ JW barut-khana, A powder maga-
zine. 

bdrucha, A vessel for carrying clay, 
a tyW ba-rauh, ^ } cjy W ba-rauh-u-safd, 

Cheerful, pleasant (m.c.). 
JjoW barud, Saltpetre ; gunpowder. 

barwar, Fruitful ; plentiful. 
barauzana, Name of a note in music. 
bd-roza, Daily bread; an every-day 

garment; a worn-out garment. 
G JjyW baruq, Ceruse of white lead or tin. 

barum, A ferry. 
bani, God; tbe presence of God ; a 

curl, a ringlet; an intimate friend; form, 
manner; rule, custom; a time, a turn; 
walls, fortifications ; anything which divides 
or separates two objects; ugly, deformed ; 
covetous, avaricious; addicted, given to ; a 
bribe to a judge; reward; the curved ex-
tremities of the beam of a balance to which 
the scales or weights are suspended; a 
horse; a herd, flock; an intoxicating liquor 
made from barley, beer, ale; regard, re-
spect ; good, excellent; beautiful; ture, 
just; countenance, aspect; the eye-brow; 
leave, dismissal; state, condition ; arms;— 
ba-rah ( = Who is on the right road ; 
—bara'i nuhum, The ninth heaven. 

bdrhd (pi. of bar), Burdens; often 
many times, frequently. 

bar hi, Zedeomy;—bd-rahi(=lmJp\j^), 
The state of being on the right road. 

A bdri\ (ag. of *V)» The creator, 
God, the Deity. 

bare, Once; a time, a tu rn ; any 
time; sometimes ; I wish, would to God ! 
at length ; at least, in short, at all events ; 
—bdri, Loaded, heavy ; (for A. ^ jV) God ; 
a king ; rank; excuse, pretext; walls, forti-
fications ; the ventricles of the heart; 
name of a town in India. 

bdrya, O great God ! a hypocrite. 
bdr-ydb, Admitted at court, into the 

royal presence, into company. 
^WjW bar-ydbi, Admittance at court, <fec. 
JVJV bar-yur, A flower ; f ru i t ; a castle ; 

a burden; a beast of burden; a street 
having no thoroughfare; when added to 
numerals, it signifies Times, as du bdr-yar, 
Twice. 

bdr-ydfla, bdriddr, Admitted; 
a servant, a guard, a sentinel at a h&ram. 

baridagi, Rain; a cut, rent, fis-
sure. 

O^jjW baridan (Z. var), To rain;—ashk 
baridan, To shed copious tears. 

bdriz, The autumn. 
G o^-jW bdrikun, Fennel; hellebore. 

bdrik, Subtile, slender; penetrating; 
small, fine, delicate, thin, minute, little, in-
distinct;—bdrik rasldan, To give the highest 
finish to a thing. 

ceXijW bdrik-awaz, A babbler. 
^ tâ jW barik-bin, Discerning, intelli-

gent ; with a piercing sight (horse). 
barik-bini, Quickness, acute-

ness. 
a J ^ A usVjjW bdrik-khayal, Of subtle 

thought or imagination (poet). 
f J wsijjV bdrik-dum, With a slender tail. 
fJ\i uOjjV bdrik-rdy, Of a subtile or pe-

netrating genius. 
liiijW barik-ris, Subtle, ingenious, 

thoughtful; sighing. 
yW* bdrik-miydn, Slender-waisted. 
cs^W bdrlM, Subtilty ; slenderness, slim-

ness. 
bdrin, Name of a village near Hamah 

in Syria. 
jW bdz, Back, again ; anew, afresh ; from, 

since ; also; towards ; return, repetition ; 
descent, declivity; inversion, contrariety ; 
the shoulder; the arm, or the upper part 
of i t ; a span, cubit; the distance between 
each hand when the arms are horizontally 
extended in an opposite direction; a 
fathom ; a finger-joint; a bundle, armful; 
choice, distinction, separation; a ford, 
ferry ; open ; wine; tax, tribute ; (S. vdjin ? 
see next article) a falcon ; (in comp., as part, 
of bakhtan, To play) playing at, with, or on, 
staking (as qimar-bdz, Playing at dice; 



—jdn-baz, Staking or risking one's life, Ac.) ; 
bare, naked (m.c.); clear (sky, m.c.); 
—bdz istddan, To remain behind, desist, 
or cease; to be detained, checked, pro-
hibited ; to supersede;—baz uftddan, To 
fall back, relapse, recede;—baz dmadan, To 
return ; to desist; to repent;—baz dwar-
dan, To bring back, restore;—baz dwarda 
kardan, To bring back an apology, to ex-
cuse, exculpate (oneself) ;—baz bur dan, To 
flatten (a cake) ;—baz bastan, To rebind, to 
set (a broken bone) ; to trace (oneself or 
one's pedigree) back, to claim relationship ; 
•—bdz budan, To be exposed (m.c.) ;—baz pas 
raftan, To retrace one's steps; go away 
(m.c.);—bdz chldan, To draw in, gather, take 
up (as a net, &c.) ;—bdz khamldan, To taunt, 
reproach ;—bdz khwandan, To charge, to 
accuse openly and publicly;—bdz khwurd, 
He swallowed it, he met it, he hit upon it;— 
bdz dadan, To give back, to return; to 
turn upon;—bdz ddshtan, To hold back, re-
strain, prohibit; to hide, conceal, seclude; 
to delay ;—bdz randan, To repel; to recol-
lect, reconsider ; to explain, relate;—baz 
zadan, To retreat, to withdraw; to rebel;— 
bdz shudan, To be opened (dilam bdz bi-
shawad, May my heart be opened, i.e. re-
joiced (m.c.) ;—bdz talbldan, To demand 
restitution;—bdz kardan, To open or unfold; 
to take to pieces, undo, demolish ; to strip 
off (skin) ; to gather (fruit) ; to wean; to 
roll out (a lump of dough); to separate;— 
bdz knshadan, To open;—bdz gar dan shudan, 
To fall back ; to suffer a relapse;—bdz gar-
danidan, To cause to return, to recall; to 
correct; to restore, repay ;—baz guftan, To 
say again, repeat; to rehearse, relate ;—bdz 
mdndan, To stay behind; to remain, or 
survive ; to desist, cease, stop, leave off; to 
be separated; — bdz numiidan, To show 
again; to explain, to clear up; to expose ; 
—bdz yaftan, To resume; to find out, to 
become acquainted with. 

a 3W baz, A falcon;—bdzi khashin, A kind 
of falcon with a dark-coloured back and a 
red eye ;—bdzi sipihr, The sun ; the day ;— 
bazi safed, bdzi safed-par (the white or 
white-winged falcon), The sun; the day. 

ty^ baza, A weight equal to 90 astir, each 
astir weighing four misqdl;—(for ^ jW bdz 
a) come back. 

a ba-izd\ Over against, in front of, 
opposite to, in comparison with. 

ft bdz dr (imp. of bdz dwardan), Bring 
back. 

jty* bdzdr, A market; a market-day; a 
bargain; usage, currency; beauty, splen-
dour ; (for the preceding) bring back ;— 
bazar arastan, To arrange a bazar, to lay 
out one's goods for sale ;—bazdri auwali 
yusuf, The price received for Joseph by his 
brothers from the Egyptian traders;— 
bazar bar-chidan, To close the bazar, leave 

off buying and selling;—bdzari jidal u qital, 
War, battle ; — bazdri khak, The human 
body ; pomp, pride; the attractions of the 
present or of the future world ; — bdzdr 
zadan, To gain, to make a bargain, to obtain 
a desired object;—bazdri zad u khwurd. 
Strile, battle;—bazdri 'ajal, War, fight;— 
bazdri fuldne tez (garni) ast, One drives a 
brisk market;—bazdri mdhiydn, A poultry-
market ; — bdzari mind, The market of 
Mecca on Mount Mina;—6 azar kardan^ To 
fix a price; to trade ;—bdzdr kashldan, To 
babble, talk idly, boast;—bdzdr nihddan, 
To arrange a bazar or one's goods for sale. 

bdzdrcha, A small market or 
bazar. 

jjSls- bdzdr-khalqi. Market-folk. 
bdzdr-zada, Stale or unsaleable 

goods. 
bazdrgan (originally bdzaragdn, 

pi. of bdzdra below, but used as sing,), A 
merchant. 

6\S bdzdr-gah, Place or time of 
market. 

bdzdra, Who sells and buys in the 
market, a merchant. 

bazdri, Belonging to a market, mer-
cantile ; a market-man; (bdzari kardan, To 
market);—bd-zdri, Complaining, lamenting. 

bdzdriyd (voc. of the preceding), 0 
merchant! O trader! (dim. of a 
small trader, huckster. 

baz-afgan, A piece, section, morsel, 
bit, shred, rag; a pad, wadding, or stuff-
ing. 

(̂ jV bdzam, A swing, a see-saw. 
bdzdn, A large brazen vessel in 

which they wash clothes; the basin of a 
fountain. 

^ baz-dward, Gift offered to a Supe-
rior. 

^JliU-^ baz istddagi, A standing back. 
(jS^A^ 3^ baz-dyandagi, Return, coming 

back. 
^ 3^ bdz-bdr, ^W jl* bdz-bdm, 0W3I? bdft-ban, 

A falconer. 
^3^ bdzbar, The bezoar stone, an auti-

dote. 
63*3̂  bdzbaza, Loving women; a lover. 
WjZ)^ bdz-purs, Repeated inquiry, minute 

search; a revision, an examination. 
Sj>3̂  baz-para, A butterfly ; a bat. 
(jrij^i bdz-pas, Back, behind ; the remains 

of anything; restitution;—bdz pas raftan, 
To retrace one's steps ;—bdz pas nigdristan, 
To look back. 

3^ bdz-paedn (pi. of the preceding), 
The canaille, the mob. 

baz-pasln, Last, hindmost. 
gsi 3Q baz-pech, A swing, see-saw; a 

cradle; a string of beads suspended from 
the top of a cradle for the amusement of 
infants. 

a bd-zahmat, troublesome (m.c.). 



jW bdz-jdy, Back, behind; remains; 
place of return. 

tjW bazakh, A sound, a voice. 
1baz-khdst, Resurrection. 
jW baz-k]idna, A mew or cage for a 

falcon. 
U^^jW bdz kharidan, To redeem. 

jW baz-khamld, Resurrection ; taunt. 
u^lyi-jW bdz-khwdst, Answer ; question; 

demand of restitution; retrospect; investi-
gation; Day of Resurrection. 

Ax-ljî W hdz-khwCista, Retribution., punish-
ment (m.c.). 

yt*- jW bdz-Jchez. Rising up; resurrection; 
Judgment Day. 

^ bdzud, The fleshiness of tbe arms. 
jW baz-dar, A falconer, a huntsman ; 

a sower; an agriculturist; keeping back; 
(for^JjW) a revenue collector. 

jW baz-darish, Retention, prohibi-
tion. 

jW bdz-ddri, Charge of falcons or 
hawks. 

W ^ J jW bdz-ddskt, A hindering, a pre-
venting, keeping back ; an interval; a par-
tition; confinement, imprisonment, du-
rance; a prison;—bdz ddeht kardan, To 
hinder, restrain. 

jW bdz-dld, Return-visit (m.c.);—bdz-
did kardan, To pay a return-visit; to inves-
tigate the truth of a matter. 

bazargan, A merchant, a trader. 
u^jW bazargdni, Trade, merchandise ;— 

bdtargani kardan, To trade, to buy and sell. 
bazranjoya, Tbe herb melissa. 

W bd-zarank, Intelligent, shrewd; 
full of mental vigour (m.c.). 

bdzrang, Infants' swaddling-
clothes ; girths, surcingles, ropes, fasten-
ings of loads or saddles. 

jjjW bdzru, ojyjW bdzrun, An every-day 
garment. 

JJJJA bdz-shudagi, A receding or re-
treat. 

8a». bdz-ehuda, Receded, retreated. 
A t'f* bdzigh, Rising (sun or moon). 

bdzak, ̂ jW bazakl, A sparrow-hawk, 
merlin. 

VAijW bdz-kushd, Discriminating. 
bdzgdn, A merchant. 

W bdz-gdh, The place where a river is 
crossed. 

jlj bdz-gvzdr, Returning; agreeing, 
apt, fit. 

^baz-gard, Return. 
yUjf jW bdz-gardan, One who or that 

which returns;—bdz shudan, To return;— 
gardan kardan, To bring back. 

bdz gardidagt, Return ; relapse. 
y* baz-guaha, The discriminative 

faculty. 
w-AfjW bdz-gasht, Return (mus. term). 
(jJ^A.i' jW bdz-gaehian, To turn back; to 

repent; to retire ; to depart from. 

i^S jb bdz-gashta, Turned back; re-
turned. 

bdz-gd. Repetition of what has been 
said ; reiteration. 

UJ* bdz-gun, Inverted, turned upside 
| down, preposterous ; inversion; inversely. 

My? jW bdz-guna, Inverted, lent down; 
I unfortunate. 

bdz-gimagi, Contrariety. 
ytf baz-glr, A falconer ; a chronologiet; 

a revenue collector; reproof, scolding. 
A. bdzil, (A camel) breeding a f i ont or 

side tooth called nab, in his ninth year; ihe 
front or side tooth nab. 

jW bdz-mdn, Halt! stop! a delay ; 
— jU q.v. 

^J^iU jU buz-mdnda (//,, A staving behind; 
a being detained, detention. 

SJiU jW bdz-manda, Left behind; a sur-
vivor, relict; incapacitated, knocked up. 

yAjiUjW baz-mdnldan, To remain; to be 
present. 

yjW bdzan, A cuckold. 
jW bdz-nama, Release, deed of ac-

quittance. 
iibjW bdsndna kardan, To dart, to 

throw; to put one's self in danger; to 
boast; to intercede ; to reconcile. 

bdzivj, bdznij, A swing, a see-saw; 
rocking; a cloth or curtain thrown over a 
cradle, in order to set a child to sleep. 

tjW ĵW bdzinjdn, The brinjal. 
SAijQ buzawda, A player; a kind of 

pigeon. 
^JijW bazandagl, Cunning, planning, 

cheating. 
bdznlch, A swing. 

jjjW bdzu (S. bahu), The arm, or the upper 
part of it; strength, power; the cloth 
wrapped round the middle whilst bathing ; 
the post of a door; the side of a bedstead ; 
a friend, companion ; one who accompanies 
in a song; a buck, doe, deer; a cubit, an 
ell; a perch ;—bdzu afrakhtan (bdz kardan, 
baz-dwardan), To raise the arm, to stretch 

| forth the hand (for striking or seizing) ;— 
| bazu'i chize ddshtan, To be able to do a thing, 

have the power of;—bdzu Jchwurdan, To re-
ceive a blow with or on the arm;—bazu 
dadan, 'To help, to assist;—bdzu zadan, To 
strike a blow with or on the arm;—bdzu 
suiiin kardan, To straighten or stiffen the 
(left) arm, in order to draw the bow;— 
bazu'i 'azil, A strong muscular arm ;— baza 
kushddan, To be generous, liberal; open-
handed. 

bazii-band, A bracelet, an armlet. 
jjW bazu-dirdz, Long-armed ; power-

ful ; oppressive. 
buzur, Name of an enchanter in Afra-

siab's army; — ba-zor, Powerful, strong, 
violent. 

bdzushtan, To twist; to plait; to 
hem, 



3W bazu-shikan, Powerful, oppres-
sive. 

6alAi' ̂  bmu-kuehdda, A petitioner. 
ijU baza, A fathom; a sheep-hook; a 

walking-stick; a street, valley, or opening 
which separates houses, &c. ; a kind of 
hawk; a scale-beam. 

tSjW baze, One falcon;—bazi, Play, sport; 
a little sphere or ball; the condition of or 
pretention to the rank of a falcon;—bdzi 
bdzi, Carelessly, in a desultory manner;— 
bdzi ba-khdya kunad, He amuses himself 
with absurdities or trifles ;—bdzi bur dan, 
To win in a game ;—bdzi'i khdm, A weak 
and losing game ; —- bdzi khwurdan. To be 
cheated or gulled ;—bdzi'i-khiydl, Chinese 
shadows ;—bdzi dadan, To deceive, to cheat; 
to increase the stake of a game ;—bazi shab, 
Games played at night, of which seven are 
mentioned ;—bdzi'i ehimndstik, Gymnastic 
feats (m.c.); — bdzi'i mir u wazlr, A 
children's game. 

ĵ jW bdz-ydr, A farmer, sower ; a falconer, 
u^lb 3U bdz-ydft, The resumption of any-

thing ; a deduction, a stoppage -—bdz ydftl 
chdkar, Lands appropriated for the pay-
ment of (public) servants. 

bdzlj, The watch of the night; little 
globes, or things suspended above infants' 
cradles for their amusement; a collar, 
chain, wreath, chaplet. 

V bazl-jd, A play-house. 
bdzlcha, Any little trifling amuse-

ment, child's play, fun, sport; an easy 
work ;—bdzicha-guzdr kardan, To play at 
children's pastimes ;—bdzlcha>i rum u zangi, 
Day and night; the freaks or vicissitudes of 
fortune. 

(j^jW bdzidan, To play; to cause one to 
play ; to lose at play, and to be agitated or 
affected by i t ; to spoil; to fly ; to do re-
peatedly ; to strive ; to consecrate ; to de-
vote. 

bdzera, An hour, a watch of the 
night (hence bdzera'i auwal, First part of 
the night; bdzera'i akhir, Last part of Ihe 
night) ; a lover of women; wanton. 

bdzlza, A lover of women. 
cS)̂  bdzi-kada, A place or house where 

play is carried on. 
tSj^ bdzl-kun, Playing, player (m.c.). 
^gjV bdzl-kundn, Making sport, spor-

tive. 
â ojW bdzi-gdh, A play-house. 

bdzi gar, A rope-dancer, a tumbler; 
frolicsome. 

bazi-gam, ^^ojl? bdzl-garni, An 
actress, a tumbling woman. 

i-Sr' tS)^ buzi-yari, Jugglery ;—bazl-gari 
kardan, To perform juggling tricks. 

bdzi-gosh, Cheerful, playful, wan-
ton. 

a W bd-zlnat, Adorned; handsome 
(m.c.). 

jjl) ^ bd-zlwar, Adorned. 
bazh, Tribute, toll, duty, revenue, tax, 

impost; any grievous imposition which dis-
tresses the poor or the conquered; silence 
observed by the Parsis whilst eating or per-
forming their ablutions; a fathom; the 
shoulder; the distance between each hand 
when the arms are horizontally extended in 
an opposite direction; the arm, or the 
upper part of i t ; a finger-joint; name of a 
town in the dependencies of Tus, and birth-
place of Firdausi. 

y ĵW bdzhbdn, A revenue collector; a 
tribe of Turkomans. 

f-i bdzh-khv)dh, jUjVj bdzh-ddr, A col-
lector of the revenues, 

yWj^ bdzhdan, The court of exchequer, 
the fisc. 

jW bazh-rand, ^ j jW bdzh-rang, A girdle 
or breast-band for women or children. 

bdzhsatCin, A tax-gatherer, col-
lector. 

fi^W bdzh-gdh, The place where a river is 
crossed and a toll paid. 

jV bdzh-gun, jA> bdzh-guna, In-
verted ; distorted; unfortunate. 

jW bdzh-glr, A revenue collector, 
yj^ bdzhan, A ram or he-goat leading 

the flock. 
fa bdzh-ndma, A surname ; a compa-

nion. 
bdzha, Revenue, tax, duty, impost, 

tribute. 
A ba's (v.n), Pain, severity, tor-

ment, evil; fortitude, intrepidity, boldness. 
(j-W bds, Ancient; fear ; a husbandman. 
A tA—ba'sd', (Bodily) hardship. 
yLAf bdsdtir, Explanation, commentary. 
jL.^ bd-sdr, Prepared (m.c ). 
yUL. ^ bd sdmdn, An honest man; pa-

tient ; abstinent, continent; wise, intelli-
gent. 

(jLib bdssdn (probably misreading for 
, taking the J foi- \ and the Sukun for 

Tashdid), The balm-trce ; balsam. 
T (;)UA» bdssdn, Who destroys (m.c.). 
^j^A? bdsbua, Sweet marjoram. 
A bdsaut, Mecca. 
jU^i bdatdr, Of the same kind, equal, 

alike; one, anyone, such a one; an acces-
sory word in a speech or sentence; an 
absurd answer to any argument;— bdstdr u 
blstar, So and so. 

^Li-A* bdstdn, Ancient, preceding, old; 
thepast ; the world, fortune; solitary; (in 
Zand and Pazand) date. 

<u\i bdstdn-ndma, Name of a his-
tory of Persia. 

bustardk, dyuV* bdstarak, A kind 
of starling or thrush. 

bdsti, Humility, lowliness. 
^LjuAf bdstiydn, Bastion, battery (m.c. 

from Fr.). 
bdstin, = q.v. 



a y^Ai jJ^ basir shudan, To retreat, run 
away. 

(V-W basram, A field prepared for sowing ; 
a sown field. 

bdsara, Tillage, agriculture. 
A bdsit, One who spreads abroad or 

stretches out; a name of God, who dis-
penses riches to whom he will; distant 
from water (pasture). 

(j-j,)L-b bdstiyus (G. cre/Saoros), Prefect of 
the Greek army; substitute for a king, 
viceroy. 

jlA-W bdsgkdq, bdsiqdq, bdsi-
qdn, (in Khwarazm) A viceroy, governor. 

A ij-W bdsiq, Tall (palm-tree) ; a delicious 
yellow frui t ; name of a village near Bagh-
dad. 

bdsuk, A gaping, yawning; drowsi-
ness ;—bdsuk kardan, To yawn. 

bdsguna, Gift, present. 
A basil, A strong, intrepid man, a 

hero; a lion. 
a c^- W bd-sildh, Possessed of arms. 

bdsilus (G. fiao-tXevs), A king. 
bdsiliq (G. fiao-tXtKos), The basilica, 

or middle artery of the arm. 
a W bd-saliqa, Tasteful (m.c.). 

basmar, Beans. 
W bd-sang, Heavy ; great, powerful. 

bdsu, A stick, staff, cudgel. 
A basur, Emerods, piles; an hemor-

rhage or flux of blood at the nose. 
(j-f-W basils, Caper-root, 

bdsa, Black-faced; criminal, dis-
graced. 

a f+ti~ V> bd-sahm, Terrible, fearful. 
gs-W bdslj, A swallow. 

bdsldan, To guard, preserve. 
bdslra, A poet, repeater of verses; a 

reciter of history, teller of tales; a sown 
field. 

bash (imp. of budan), Be, stay, re-
main, wait, be still; (ad.) ancient;—(for 
$ W bd u) with him, etc. 

bdshd, Being, existing ; a basha (a 
corruption of bddshdh), governor of a pro-
vince, counsellor of state, great lord; also 
sometimes the grand vazir; a kind of fal-
con, a hawk. 

T L̂W bash achiq (open, i.e. bare-
headed), Mingrelians (m.c.). 

(•̂ •W bdshdm, A veil; a note in music; 
fat (comp. a ^ i next article but one). 

bdshdma, A veil. 
bdshdna, Pat ; the oil of nuts; 

things scattered, dispersed; selected, 
chosen. 

basht, The main beam of a house, 
bdshtarak, A starling or stare; a 

swallow. 
bdehtin, Fruit growing from the 

midst of a tree without any previous blos-
Bom; name of a village in the district of 
Sabzahwar. 

bashad (aor. of budan), Be it sol 
entreaty ;—bashad hi, I t may be that ; 
would that it were! 

bashir, Name of a celebrated strong-
hold in the North of Aleppo. 

bdshish, Residence, stay, 
a bdshaq (for P. basha), A sparrow-

hawk, 
«A> bushiqa, Dirt adhering to the hands. 

bdshkil, Hold fast! take care ! 
bd-shukuh, Majestic (m.c.). 

bdshguk, Skilful, knowing ; dexte-
rous, expert in the management of affairs. 

Ca*b bash-gun, bdsh-guna. In-
verted, reversed ; a cross birth (the side or 
feet of tbe infant lying nearest to the 
orifice of the womb). 

bdsh-gunagl, Coutrariety. 
bdshllgA, bdshliq, Leader, 

commander-in-chief. 
t ^AtA^t bdshmaqchl, A lackey (m.c.), 

bdshndma, Favour, obligation; 
pride, boast; a title or nickname (good or 
bad), 

bdshanda, Being ; staying ; an inha-
bitant ;—bdshatidagdn, Inhabitants. 

bdshank, bdshang, A bunch 
of grapes hanging from the tree ; a small 
cluster of grapes dried on the stalk ; a cu-
cumber kept for seed. 

bashing an, A melon-bed. 
t^AW bdshnln, Loppings, branches, or 

bark, cut or torn from the extremities of 
trees. 

bdshd, A lizard. 
A Sĵ fcl} bdshurat, A bastiou, an intrench-

ment. 
bdshuma, A woman's veil. 

AAl* basha, A sparrow-hawk ;—bdsha'i fa-
lak, The sun ; the eagle (a constellation). 

bdshi, A pimp, a cuckold (in the 
dialect of Khurasan). 

^J-JAW bashidan, To be; to stand, stay, 
stop, tarry, remain, dwell; to trample, 
tread ; to spurn. 

bdshln, Chips ; loppings of trees. 
A SĴ VJ bdsirat (bdsira), The eye; vision, 

sight. 
ciUe I) bd-safa, Pure, clean, free ; plea-

sant, cheerful, pretty (m.c.). 
A bi-asli-hi, By its origin or nature ; 

essentially. 
A bazi', Cutting, keen (sword); 

name of an island off the coast of Bahrain. 
Cj^b bdtardn (?), Name of a Mo bed of 

the Qai?ar at the time of Anosherwfui ; a 
high mountain in Rum, where festivals 
were celebrated. 

bdtis (G. /tarts, /Sa-ros), The bramble. 
bdtisa, A field, a plain. 

T bdtldq (also bdtldq, batldq, bat-
laq), Marsh (m.c.). 

A JU> bdtil (ag. of Jk*), False, wrong, 
untrue, idle, absurd, futile ; null, void ;— 



bdtil n 'ts-sikr, What counteracts witchcraft, 
a counter-charm;—bdtil shudan, To come 
to nothing, to deteriorate;—bdtil kardan, 
To annul, to make of no avail, to frustrate 
(va.c.). 

a bdtil-ktiwdr, What consumes, 
i.e. destroys, falsehood. 

a Jl=l} bdtil-sites, Waging war against 
falsehood. 

a bdtila, A cancelled entry in a book. 
a (jjUsW bat ill, Vanity, folly, absurdity. 
A yM? bdtin, Interior ; esoteric ; intrinsic; 

the secret thoughts; mind, heart;—bdtin 
ba-ham khwurdan, The heart grows sick. 

a ( ^b butin-bin, A close observer ; 
who looks at the inside of things. 

a bdjint, — bdtin, q.v, 
<>—batlsa, A field, a plain. 
a ba-i'tibdr, In respect of ; by rea-

son of; according to. 
A bdlis, One who sends, or excites ; 

an author, cause, occasion, subject; a name 
of God; on account of, by reason of ;— 
bd'isi tail u nahdr, God; the sun. 

A aclj bd'id (ag. of .i**), Remote, distant, 
far off. 

a fjs* y W bd-'azni-u-hazm, Resolute and 
energetic (m.c.). 

a fW b bd-'igam, Magnificent, sump-
tuous. 

H ba'urd, Beor, father of Balaam, 
bdgh, A garden; a vineyard; the 

world; the face of the beloved bdghi dhu 
(zdghdn, murdd), Names of three gardens 
in Hara t ; — bdghi iram, The terrestrial 
paradise, devised by Shaddiid ;—bdgh bdgh, 
Joy ! pleasure !—bdghi badi' (raft', quds, 
wasl'), The firmament; paradise;—bdghi 
bulbul, Name of a garden in Isfahan;— 
bag hi pur sitdra, A garden full of flowers ; 
-7bdghi dilkmhd ('abdi bdql, naslr), Names 
of three gardens at Taft in the province of 
Yazd ;—bdghi rangln, The world ;—bdghi 
zimistanl, A winter-garden (m.c.) ;—bdghi 
sabz numudan, To make deceptive pro-
mises, to cheat;—bu.ghi siped, A garden 
with white walls ; name of a garden founded 
by Queen Noshiiba in Barda';—bdghi sakhd 
(garden of liberality), The world ; a liberal 
man;—bdghi siydwushan, Name of a note in 
music;—bdghi shikuja-jashdn, A weeping 
eye ; — bdgfri shahrydr, Name of a musical 
modulation; — bdghi shlrin, A note in 
music; the fourth of the thirty musical 
modulations invented by Barbud ;—bdghi 
lail u nahdr (garden of night and day), 
God; the sun ; — bdghi nasim, A garden in 
Kashmir;—bdgM nazar, A garden in Kar-
man, containing a large lake ;—bdghi naqsh, 
The design of a garden drawn on paper or 
cloth ;—bdghi wahsh (wuhush), Zoological 
gardens (m.c.) ; — bdghi hazdr dirakht, 
Name of a garden of Sultan Mahmud in 
Ghazna. 

bdghdt (Ar. pi. of P. bdgh), Gar-
dens. 

bdghbdn, ^ £1} bdgh-plrd, A gar-
dener ; a vine-dresser. 

bdghbdnl, The care of a garden, 
horticulture;—bdghbdni numudan, To keep 
or dress a garden, to practise horticulture. 

bdghach, Unripe grapes, 
bdghchiwdn, A gardener. 

bdghcha, A little garden, a garden. 
^ bdghcha-band, Flower-beds, laid 

out in flower-beds (m.c.). 
^AAJ bdghcha-bandi, Ornamental 

gardening;—bdghcha-bandi kardan, To lay 
out in flower-beds (m.c.). 

a V bd-gharaz, Who acts with inte-
rested motives ; untrustworthy (m.c.). 

bdghir, â W bdghira, X swelling in 
the body, a wen. 

bdghistdn, A vineyard ; a palace-
park ; the gardens and vineyards surround-
ing a town (m.c.). 

bdghil, A cow-house; a sheep-fold. 
a b bd-aho.m, Sad, sorrowful. 
a ^f+^t bd-ghami, Sadness, sorrowfulness. 

bdghanj, Unripe grapes. 
AAM* bdghand, SJ^I* bdghanda, Picked, 

teased, or carded cotton. 
CjtyM* bdghwdn, A gardener, 
(jkyfcb bagkosh, Immersion. 

bdghi, Grown in a garden; hor-
tulan. 

A bdghi, A seeker, an inquirer; a 
tyrant, oppressor, extortioner; rebellious, 
revolting, disloyal; traitor ; mutineer, in-
surgent;— bdghi shudan bd, To rebel against, 
to resist, to oppose. 

a ^ ^ b baghi-garl, Rebellion, insurrec-
tion. 

bdj (in comp. as part, of bdjtan), 
Weaving, e.g. kandri-bdj, A lace-maker, 

e^ib bdjt, Texture, textile, 
^j^xib bdftagl, Texture, 
(i)^} bdjtan (S. vap), To weave, intertwine, 

plait, twist. 
AxiL* bdjta, Woven, twisted; mohair 

buttons; a rope; a kind of cotton cloth; a 
colour in pigeous. 

bajdam, bajdum, Las t ; end ; hence-
forth. 

A Uji^ ba-ijrdt, In abundance ; in excess ; 
plentifully; excessively. 

bdjarjan, An ankle-ornament, an 
auklet. 

*aC^feji I? bd-jarhang, Sublime, wise, noble. 
bdjarrahl, Glorious, illustrious. 
ba-dfirin (poet, bdjirln), Praised, 

praiseworthy ; blessed. 
bdf-kdr, A weaver. 
bdjaq, Name of a town belonging to 

Yazd, birth-place of the poet Wahshi, who 
hence is called— 

^siW bdjaql, Of or born in Bafaq. 
JiW bdjal, An idiot, ignoramus ; reviling. 



^jS^iU bafandagi, Weaving texture. 
Siiib bafandah, A weaver. 

bdfajiag, ctUib bdfanak, A kind of 
marten or sable, 

yj-JU bdfidan, To weave, plait, or twist. 
A bdqir, A herd of oxen (with their 

keepers); deeply versed in science or know-
ledge ; a liou; a vein in the corner of the 
eye ; cows. 

a jiW bdqir-kh dni, Bread, butter, and 
milk. 

A bdqi'at, An evil, calamity, misfor-
tune, hardship. 

A JiW baqil, Name of a man proverbial 
for stupidity and laziness. 

A niiV? bdqild', A bean (Faba sativa). 
a ^iUiu bdqilldnl, A vendor of beans ; 

nicknamc of a celebrated scholar. 
yh baqil, The planet Mars; name of a man. 
a ŷW baqlf Remaining, left; alive; per-

manent, durable, fixed, firm; immortal, 
everlasting, eternal; one of the names of 
God ; remainder, rest; balance, arrears; 
(adv.) for the rest; upon the whole; 
—baqi'i ddsidn ba-fardd shab, The rest of 
the tale to-morrow night, said in putting 
off the termination of any undertaking;— 
—bdqi nhudan, To remain, continue, endure; 
bdqi guzdshtan, To allow to remain in ; to 
leave over and above. 

A bdqiydt (pi. of bdqiyal), Re-
mainders, balances, arrears;—bdqiydti hdl, 
Current balances. 

A ^Lib bdqiyat, bdqiya, Remaining; re-
mainders. 

a bagi-khazdna, Arrears of re-
venue, rent or taxes. 

a J ^yV bdqi-ddr, Owing a balance, in 
arrear. 

a ^ j ^il} baqi-ddrl, The owing a balance, 
the being in arrears. 

a ^ j i ^yb bdqi-far si, Nominal balance. 
a ^ .oU ŷW baqi-mdndagi, Continuance, 

permanency ; a remaining or a being left 
behind. 

a 5jjl» bdqi-md>nda, A remainder; a 
survivor; leavings; the balance of an 
account. 

^ bdk, Fear, dread, timidity ; care, soli-
citude ; attention ; species, sort; — hdk 
ddshtan, To dread; to be anxious, careful, 
timid, apprehensive. 

bd-kdr, Occupied, busy. 
a bdkirdni bihisht, The virgins 

of paradise. 
a (j-oUn* bd'kijayat, Able, clever, capable, 
a V bd'kamdl, Exquisite, excellent, 

perfect. 
bakand, A ruby ; red; wine. 

bdktl (contr. from ^ J W q.v.), Name 
of a city and fortress. 

A bdkur, The first rain in the spring ; 
morning rain; anything which soon reaches 
maturity. 

A SJJ^J bdkiirat, baktira, First-fruits, early 
fruits, first of anything. 

bakawaih, Name of a city in Persia. 
W bd hi, With whom ? 

A bdki, A weeper. 
a-uSV bdkl dan. To fear. 

bdkida, A kind of silken stuff ; a 
ruby. 

bdgra, A swelling on the body, a 
wen; a bodily affliction arising from another 
such. 

Ĵ W bdgal, Milk-warm water. 
bd-guhar, Noble, of illustrious race; 

adorned with jewels; rich in jewels. 
J^ bdl, An arm; a wing; stature; the 

upper part, top; a kind of large scaly fish; 
the hair on the pubes; growing ;—bdl afgan-
dan, To drop the wing, to become weak or 
disheartened;—bdli tdz-rav, A white cloud 
appearing suddenly on a darkly clouded 
sky and bringing rain ; — ba-bdli digare 
paridan, To act under another's protection. 

A JW bdl, The heart, mind, soul; state, 
condition ; affluence, easy circumstances, 
conveniences. 

^) bald, Height, altitude, tallness; sta-
ture ; summit; a mountaiu; length (of a 
road) ; the upper hand; a horse led for 
parade; high, exalted? elevated, supreme; 
above, upwards ;—bald amadan (raftan), 
To ascend, to mount ;—bald burdan kar, To 
promote or push on an affair;—bdld'i par* 
dum guzidan, To boast, when there is 
nothing to boast of ;—bald raftan damdgji, 
To become proud;—bald raftan kar, The 
business advances;—bdlai sari kase awar-
dan, To bring over one's head, i.e. to 
one's bedside (m.c.);—bald kardan, To 
exalt, extol; to raise, to erect (iu.c.) ;—bald 
kashidan, To rise, to grow;—bald giriftan, 
To get the upper hand ; to rise;—bald 
giriftan kar, Matters take a satisfactory 
shape;—bald nishastan, To sit in the placc 
of honour (m.c.) ;—bald y, paeti, Altitude 
and humility. 

s iW bald, An odoriferous grass, 
JW SI} bdla-bdl, Firm ; strongly, vehe-

mently. 
SW bdld-bdld, Deceitfully, fraudu-

lently. 
bald-ban, A drum (m.c.). 

t^rW SU baldbanji, A drummer (m.c.). 
y. ^ bdld-bar, Part of the dress which 

laps over the thigh. 
^.xM y bdld-bar-dinadagI, Height, 
sj^f y iiU bala-bar-dmada, Risen high, 
^ bald-bultxnd, Of high stature. 

SW bdld-band, A turban; upper gar-
ment. 

4 bd-ldba, Full of flattery. 
SW bald-posh, An outer garment; ;i 

counterpane, coverlet; an overcoat (m.c.). 
/SW bdldtar, Higher, superior, more emi-

nent. 



A bi 'l-itti/dg, With (one) consent. 
A JW^W bi 'l-ijmdl, Completely, in the 

whole; collectively, jointly; in a body, as 
one mass. 

AJU. iW bdld-khdna, An upper chamber, 
gallery, or balcony on the top of the 
house, a parlour; — bdld-khdna'i wizdrat, 
Rank of vazir. 

bald-fchwdni, Hyperbole; eulogy. 
bdldd, A baggage-horse. 

bdla-daraz, Tall, of high stature. 
bdld'dast, Superior, uppermost; 

The chief seat; precedency ; exquisite, pre-
cious. 

SW bdld-da8ti, Clandestine exactions, 
SW bdld-dawi, Velocity, speed. 

fi^W bdldda, A led horse, a horse of 
state. 

bdldz, A baggage-horse. 
baldr, The main beam of a house; a 

Bon dutiful to his mother. 
A MpW bi 'l-irddat, bi 'l-irdda, On pur-

pose, intentionally, wilfully. 
SW bdld-rustagi, Germination, 

growth. 
)% bdldz, A led horse; a pack-horse. 

balds, A kind of fine, soft, thin 
armosin silk ; an old piece of cloth ; a kind 
of coarse woollen stuff, such as they put 
under burdens on the backs of horses or 
camels. 

O^W bdldftan, To strain, purify, &c. 
( = o ^ h q-v.). 

jŜ W bdlagar, The main beam of a house. 
JSb bdldl, The main beam of a house. 

bdldn, Growing, increasing, extend-
ing ; moving, oscillating; a springe; a 
space between two doors or between a gate 
and the house. 

gj^W bdlandan, To grow; to cause to 
grow. 

IWJSW baldnda, Growing; moving; 
shaken. 

^ bald-nishln, Sitting high, occupy-
ing the chief seat;—bdld-nishini masnadi 
suUdni, Sitting upon a royal throne ;— 
bald-nishindni masnadi irshdd, Those who 
take the lead in directing others on the 
right way. 

baldna, Growing,increasing; moving, 
oscillating; a space between two doors, a 
vestibule. 

bdl dm, Movable, oscillatory; a 
pack-horse ; a covering for the head. 

CJJLJSW baldnidan, To extol, to commend ; 
to let the hair grow; to cause to move. 

) bdld u past, Above and below ; 
heaven and earth ; the world. 

ŜW bald-war, A pitcher full of water. 
SW bdld-himmat, Magnanimous, 

noble-minded ; generous ; beneficent; most 
favourable. 

tS^W bdldy, A horse led for parade, 
yj*!^ baldydnidan, ( j V ^ bdld'idan, 

To extend, enlarge, spread, reach, arrive at, 
overtake; to become long; to equal, 
match; to ripen; to roll, wallow, toss; to 
become turbid, muddy ; to fear, dread; to 
commend highly, 

t^SW bdlayak, A gnat, a small fly. 
bald'in, Above, superior. 

bdld'x-yafi, Perquisites. 
A hi 'l-band.n, With the tips of 

the fingers. 
bulbil8, The kingdom of Kandahar. 

jJk bal-par, The adoption of better 
habits. 

A bi 't-1akhsis, Especially, parti-
cularly. 

bi 't-iasrih, In detail; expressly, 
distinctly, explicitly. 

A J W ^ j J^OASJV} bi 't-tafsil wa 'l-ijmal, 
Prolixly and compendiously, diffusively 
and succinctly. 

A bi 'l-taqdir, By chance, providen-
tially. 

A fWJW bi 't-tamdm, Totally, entirely. 
A j ^ W bi 'l-jabr, By force, violently. 
A bi 'l-jumla, Totally, generally, or 

universally ; on the whole, in a word, to 
sum up all. 

A bi 'l-khair, Happily, fortunately ; 
in a good manner, well. 

Jl} bdl-ddr, Winged (m.c.). 
A uuliiW bi 'z-zdt, In person, by himself; 

essentially, naturally, originally. 
bal-zan, Moving, striking the wings, 

flying; business; (imp.) move the wings. 
{^H} bdl-zin, The flap of a-saddle. 

bdlast, A virgin, a maid. 
SW bdlustan, To bless, invoke blessings. 

y&JV bdlish, A cushion, pillow ; a staple; 
a weight of gold (eight miskals and two 
danaks) ; growth, increase ; development; 
vegetation ;—bdlishi par, A feather pillow; 
—bdlishi takya, A cushion to put under 
one's elbow ;—bdlishi chav (chdwu), Paper 
money ;—bdlishi zar, Gold coin ;—bdlishi 
'dli, A high throne;—bdlishi narm zeri sar 
guzashian (nihadan), To cheer with kindly 
words bdlishi nuqra, Silver coin. 

balisht, A cushion, a pillow; a 
span ;—bdlishti par, A feather pillow. 

i^AJW bdlishtcha, A little cushion or 
pillow. 

tsXxAJW balishtak, A little cushion, a pad ; 
a bandage for a broken bone. 

balushtan, To invoke a blessing. 
d̂ x̂JW bdlishcha, A little cushion put 

upon a saddle;—bdlishcha'i surin, A pad 
worn by women to give a prominence to the 
hips, dress-improver (?). 

uiUJW bdlishaky The flap of a saddle ; a 
pad. 

ueUjJI) bdlishnak, Another reading for 
usXs-iJW q.v. 

x iftf&t bi 'z-zarura, Of necessity, by 
force. 



A frUW bi 't-tab', Naturally. I 
A bi 'l-'aks, On the contrary, the 

reverse, on the other hand ; vice versa. 
A bi 'l-'amdm, Commonly, gene-

rally. 
^ bdlagh, Name of a country north of 

Persia ; — buligh, bdlugh, A cup made of 
horn, in use among the Georgians ; a goblet i 
of wine. 

a hCiliah (ag. of £i>), Attaining or 
having attained to puberty ; an adult"; of 
mature age; good, excellent; baligh shu-
dan, To come of age. 

a f&X £5b baligh~halam, Of mature speech. 
a Jti ^ bdligh-nazar, Of penetrating 

sight, looking intently at. 
a bdlig/ha. Arrived at maturity (a 

girl). 
A bi 'l-farz, On the supposition 

that, supposing; granted ; admitting for 
the sake of argument. 

A J * ^ hi %fi% IN fact, actually, really, 
effectually ; at, this hour, now, presently. 

G jj-filb bdlqis, Bu gloss, borage. 
A >Xosi5b bi 'l-qasd, On purpose, designedly. 
A hi 'l-qnwat, With power, power-

fully, vigorously. 
bdlkdna, A lattice window. 

A Jflb bi 'l-Jeull (or bi 'l-kulliyat), 
Totally, entirely, wholly, universally, all 
together. 

bdllcon, A balcony (m.c. from Fr. 
balcon). 

A MJb bi Hld,h, Bv God 1—bi 'lldh raftan, 
To go to school. 

a bi »l.mushdfaha, and — 
a bi 'Umu8hdhada, Face to face, 

in the presence of, before. 
A Jyi**!̂  bi 'l-ma'nd, Really, truly, in 

reality ; mysteriously. 
a u »l.muqdbala, Face to face ; 

before. 
a £*ls&*ib fa 'l-maqta'a, According to 

agreement, stipulated ; fixed ; consolidated. 
a AAoÛ ib f)i'l-mundsafa, By half. ; 
a li »l-muwdjaha, In presence of. ! 

bdlanda, Growing. [ 
a AjwJ^ n 'n-nisba, In comparison. j 

bdlang, An orange ; a cucumber. j 
bulingu, A species of sweet basil; a ! 

citron; the mountain-balm or calamint;—-
bdlin<jiCi khwurd, A species of sweet basil. 

^ bdlii, A wart; a uterine brother ; the 
cry of one in sadness ; ring-worm; a 
cherry. , 

bdlawd, A tetter or ring-worm. 
A bi 'l-wdjib, Necessarily, properly. 

bdlwdd, A bustard. 
JV^ bdlwdr, Winged. 

bdlwdza, A swing, a see-saw. 
bdlwdsa, Cloth in the loom, the 

warp. 
bdlwdna, A small black bird, by 

the people of Shiraz called wdsha. 

bdlwdh, A swallow. 
A'ty^ bdlwdya, A swallow. 

bdlud, Increase. 
bdludan, To grow, to increase. 

bdlwar, Winged. 
bdlwarta, A sparrow ; a swallow; a 

butterfly ; a bat. 
bdlurgi, A cullender or strainer. 

balds, Adulterated camphor. 
bdlush, An idol; a louse; impure, 

nasty ; adulterated camphor. 
A bdlii'at, A hole or sink in the 

middle of houses in the East, into which 
they sweep the filth, and in which rain-
water falls; a sewer; a place for washing 
the face and hands. 

A bi 'l-wafd , In sincerity, in truth, 
in reality. 

bdluya, A swallow ; a bird of Para-
dise. 

bdla, A kind of sack; a ballet (m.c. 
from Fr. ballet). 

A bdli, Old, worn (garment). 
bdlid, He increased ; a rustic shoe. 

^j^V? bdlidagl, Growth, vegetation; 
pride. 

bdlldan, To grow, to wax great. 
SJUK* bdlida, Extended ; grown (hair). 
y-sH* bdlesar (S. bale.war a), The town of 

Balasore in India. 
A hi 'l-yaqin, Of a surety ; as-

suredly, certainly. 
UEWVJ bdlik, A shoe, a slipper. 
t̂ -JW bdlin, A pillow, a cushion ; a couch ; 

bed;—bdlin shikastan, To rise in honour of 
a visitor ;—bdlin kaj nihadan, To render 
proud; — bdlin gardandan bimdr, The 
patient is extremely ill. 

balin-jparast, Lazy, unem-
ployed. 

bdlyus, The country of Kandahar. 
bam, Morning, dawn, break of day ; 

light, splendour; a roof; a ceiling of a 
room (external or internal) ; a terrace ; the 
thickest string or base of a musical instru-
ment ; (for wdm) debt; (in comp, for 

fam, q.v.) inclining to (colour) ;—bdmi 
badi' (rafiriwdqi badi', far akh, gushdda-
riwdq, nuhum, wasi'), The ninth or empy-
rean heaven ; — bdmi buland, Any lofty 
building ; the sky ;—bam bi-nishast u dstdn 
bar-khdst, The house was utterly ruined ;— 
bami chashm, The eye-lid ;—b ami khazra, 
Heaven;—bami zamdna, The lower heaven, 
the firmament;—bdmi masih, The fourth 
heaven;—bam nishastan, To-be ruined and 
desolate. 

^ ba md, With us. 
jUb bd-mdl, Wealthy. 

bdmbara, Dignity, order, degree. 
J^ji fb bdm-<posh, A roof-covering ; a 

roof. 
^A-b bdmdud, ^ a ^ b bamdudan, I n the 

morning; at break of day. 



yUWV* bam dadan-pagdh, The first 
light of morning ; early. 

^JU^J bamdddi, Matutinal, matutine. 
bamadan (for ba-amadan), To 

enter, corne in. 
tyk bdm-rah (way to the roof), A ladder, 

stair. 
pW bdm-zad, A kettle-dram. 

*>y W bd-maza, Sweet, savoury ; tasteful. 
ij-^W bamas, bdmus, Sated with the world ; 

weary of foreign travel, but unable to 
return home. 

bdm-sutun, A terrace, or balcony. 
a W bd-maskanat, Modest; poor. 

bamshad, Name of a famous musi-
cian. 

gUali fU bdm-ghaltan, A roller for flatten-
ing roofs, &c. (m.c.j. 

bdm-gah, Morning ; early in the 
morning. 

^ j j f pU bdm-garddn, fV bam-guldn, 
A large stone roller used for smoothing 
and hardening the flat mud-plastered roofs 
of houses. 

W bd man, With me. 
bdm-nishtn, Ruined, destroyed. 

a &y W bd-mauj, Billowing, tumultuous. 
bdmun, A scoundrel, coward; cata-

aite. 
bdma, A long beard; long-bearded 

aan). 
TV* W bd-muhr, Sealed, closed ; suspended. 

burnt, Name of the city of Balkh. 
bdmiyan, An indifferent writer, an 

inaccurate scribe ; name of a district in 
Kohistan. 

bami-rah, A step ; a window in a 
gate. 

bdvun, (j^rif*^ bdmiyin, A town in 
Harat. 

bdmiya, An esculent mallow (Abel-
moschus esculenta), 

yW ban (S. suffix van), A prince, lord, 
chief, or governor ; (S. vdna) an arrow ; an 
iron rocket used in war; (for bdm) a roof; 
(for bang) a cry ; affixed to a noun, it signi-
fies a keeper or a guardian, as bdgdibdn, A 
gardener ; darbdn,- A door-keeper. 

A yW ban, Name of a tree, the myro-
balan, whence the fine balsam called ben-
zoin or benjamin is extracted; it resembles 
the tamarisk, and grows in great abundance 
in Arabia Felix ; the gum herb ladan. 

H bdndt, Broad-cloth. 
J^r4 bdndt-farosh, A woollen-

draper. 
s bdndras, Benares, in India, 

situated on the bank of the Ganges, held 
sacred by the Brahmans. 

W bd-nam, Illustrious. 
A bdnab, Name of a town in Bu-

khara. 
Wty bdn-barbita (in Zand), An ele-

phant, 

bdn-parast (S. vdna-prastha), An 
anchoret. 

a ba-intijdb, At the discretion and 
choice (m.c.). 

bdnja (for ba-dnjd), There, to that 
place. 

bans (S. vansa), A bamboo, 
oty W bd-nizhdd, Of illustrious race. 
a iJ^sJW ba-dntaraf, Onwards (m.c.). 
a ^ W bd-nazm, Well disciplined (m.c.). 

bdnqish, A berry called ban or wan 
from which, when pounded, they make a 
decoction. 

^sSjj bdnki daulati, The State Bank 
(m.c.). 

b&nkash (for bang-hash), A kind of 
pigeon with a plaintive voice. 

bang, Yoice, sound, noise, cry, 
clamour ; name of a fragrant shrub, and of 
a medicinal seed; — bdngi alldh (bdngi 
namdz), The call to prayer, by the crier, 
from the minarets or towers of the mosques; 
—bang bar ablaq zadan, To exclaim against 
fortune;—bang bar qadam zadan, To walk 
briskly •, —bdngi khuros, The cock's cry ;— 
bdngi khalilu 'lldhi, A shout of alldh akbar, 
uttered by wrestlers, when lifting up their 
adversary and flinging him on the ground 
(said to be called thus because Abraham, 
on rising 01* sitting down, each time ejacu-
lated alldh akbar !) ;—bdngi rawdrav, The 
blast of a trumpet announcing the approach 
of a great man;—bang zadan, To withhold, 
keep; to drive, repel;—bdngi 'anqd, Name 
of a note in music; — bang kardan, To 
crow ;—bdngi hdwan, A proclamation of tbe 
Muliammadan religion; a knowledge of 
the Muhammadan law. 

bang-dar, Growling (a cloud 
with thunder). 

^ CJ&W bdng-zan, The muezzin. 
.jtU.&W bdngusht (for ba-angvsht) 

giriftan, To reckon. 
a&b bdtuja, Noise, vociferation. 
H bdngah, Raw cotton. 

bdngldan, To cry with a loud voice. 
yW bdnu, A princess ; a lady ; a bride ; a 

flagon of wine; a goblet of rose-water;— 
banu'i mashriq, The sun ; — bdniii misr, 
Zulaikhsi (Potiphar's wife) ;—nargis bdniii 
shahlu-chashm, The lady Narcissa with 
black eyes (i.e. the narcissus), or (figura-
tively) a beautiful woman. 

bd-nawa, Having a sweet voice; 
pleasant; rich ; fortunate ; a man's name. 

yl> bdnu iram (?), Name of Gev's 
sister, wife of Rustam. 

gyW bdnuj, bdniich, A swing, see-
saw ; a suspended cradle. 

<—••yW bdnu gashasb, Rustam's 
daughter. 

bdna, Pubes; the hair about those 
parts. 

A bunl, A builder, maker, architect; 



a composer, an author; inventor, contriver; 
beginner, instigator; source, origin. 

W bd-niydzdn, The indigent; crea-
tures. 

ft bdnl-kdr, An architect; a com-
poser. 

<^ft bdnl-kdrl, Architecture. 
A /W ba'w (v.n.), Being proud, vain-

glorious; boasting, bragging. 
h bd o, "With him. 

bd u td, An idol (the word but, idol, 
consisting of the letters b and t) ;—bd u td-
shikan, The breaker of idols (Abraham). 

a bd-wujud, Existing, being pre-
sent; in consequence; excepting, with the 
exception ; nevertheless, notwithstanding ; 
particularly, chiefly, especially ; namely. 

^ bdwar, True, creditable ; belief, credit, 
acceptance;—bdwar kardan (also bdwar 
ddshtan), To believe, to credit. 

bawarchl, (in Khwarazm) An officer 
who attends to a great man's table, and 
whose duty it is to taste his master's food ; 
a cook. 

bdwarchi-khana, A kitchen. 
bdwarchi-gari, The culinary 

art. 
bdward, Name of a hero; also of a 

city founded by him. 
bdwardi, Of or belonging to Ba-

ward; a kind of pottage. 
bdwars, Games with dice or cards; 

a woman whose husband has another pro-
lific wife. 

( j ^ U ba-warldan, To believe, to give 
credit. 

jy-jVj bdwusni, The wife of a husband 
who has another wife and a child, a rival 
wife; one of several wives of the same 
husband; a wife whom her husband does 
not love and seldom visits. 

^ bd was/, Notwithstanding. 
jtfj L) bd waqar, Gravely, with dignity ;— 

bd-waqdr, Majestical; dignified. 
J^W bdwal, Name of a place famed for 

its silks. 
bdvll, A bird whose wings being 

partially deprived of their feathers is 
turned loose, that a young falcon may 
easily catch him, and thus be taught to 
hunt; a large w e l l b d w a l i , Made in Ba-
wal. 

sS) ^ bd way, With him;—bawl (for 
bdskl, 2nd1 sing. aor. of budan), Thou mayst 
be ; come along ; go to. 

hdiver, Bavaria (m.c. from Fr. Ba-
viere), 

bdwin, A basket, & woman's work-
basket. 

bah (for pah), Soup, broth ; meat ; 
victuals ; (for bad) be it so. 

A bah, Lust ; sperm ; sexual inter-
course. 

bdhd, A kind of food. 

open, 
Most 

bdhdr, A cup; a mode of reading; 
a dialect. 

c^feb bdhat, A stone which is said to 
make any person laugh whose eyes should 
chance to light upon i t ; astonished, thun-
derstruck. 

bd-huda, True, just. 
W bd, har, With every, with all. 

A bdhir, Superior, excellent; 
public, manifest;—bdhiru 'l-igbdl, 
prosperous;—bdhir u zdMr kardan, To 
make manifest and clear. 

ÛAW bd-hush (for bd-hosh), Sensible, in-
telligent. 

A k&W bahiz, Troublesome, difficult; a 
calamity, misfortune ;—bahiz kardan, To 
vex. 

ujA-fcW bdhak, Pain, torture, rack, 
^.uij&l} bdhakldan, To put to the rack. 
A JAIJ bdhil, Sauntering about doing 

nothing; free from control; without a 
nose-ring or pack-saddle (camel); staffless 
(shepherd). 

bd-ham, Together, along with ;—bd-
ham dmadan, To come together; to fly in a 
passion ; — bd-hamdigar, Together, along 
with; by mutual endeavours;—bd-ham rdst 
kardan, To confront, compare, collate ;—bd-
ham sudan, To chafe, to rub against one 
another ;—bd-ham (ba-dhan) kashldan, To 
chain, to fetter ;—bd-ham shir u shahar bu-
dan, To be milk and sugar together, to be 
on very friendly terms. 

f-fc1^ bdhum, A fair wind, the wind in 
poop. 

bdhmdn, He, such a one, a certain 
person. 

bd-himmai, Majestic (m.c.). 
bd-hama ki, Though, notwith-

standing. 
bdhu, The arm from the elbow to the 

shoulder ; a walking-stick, club ; a shep-
herd's staff. 

bdha, A lake, a pond ! a strong horse. 
ij^i bay, A city. 
^ bdyd, I t is proper, it behoveth. 
( j ^ ^ pWv bay yam (ba-aiydm) bar dma-

dan, To grapple with adversity, to contend 
against misfortune. 

A J^- bi-aiyi hdl, How? in any case ; 
in whatever circumstances it may be. 

AA? bdyad, I t is necessary, behoves;— 
—bdyad shdyad, As it should be, fit, 
proper;—gar-ai bdyad ki, If it is conve-
nient to you, if you please;—gar sharaf 
bdyad-at, If you wish for honour, dignity, 
or high degree. 

bdyizld, A proper name (B&j&zet). 
A bdHs, Miserable, pressed with 

want. 
bdyist, It is necessary, it behoveth ; 

—bdyisti waqt, As the case requires. 
bdyistagdh, The heart's desire, 

wish. 



bdyistagi, State of being neces-
sary, necessity, need. 

ŷ —iW bdyistan, To be necessary or requi-
site. 

bayietanl, Necessary or proper to 
be done ; fit for. 

bayista, Required; necessary ;— 
bdyista'i hasti, "Whose existence is neces-
sary, self-existent. 

iW bdyistl, Necessity, need. 
bdyisk, A man's name. 

A ba'iA seller, vendor; a merchant. 
W bd yak-digar, W bd yak-digar, 

With one another, together, mutually, re-
ciprocally. 

bdyish, Existence. 
j&W bayikar, What brings about, cause, 

reason. 
bdygdn, A guardian, a treasurer. 

y*W ba-in, With this. 
bdyanddn, A sponsor, intercessor, 

mediator. 
ba-in-ma'nd, That is to say (m.c.). 

^yWjiW bayunisti, Annihilable, destruc-
tible. 

yAjJW bd'idan, To be necessary ; to be-
hove. 

W bdbd, A door; how many, many, a 
great many (doubtful meanings) ; a decoc-
tion from ban. 

SjW* babdra, A stalk, stem ; an esculent 
root. 

ba-bdzdr, In the market, Ac., in 
public;—ba-bdzdr uftddan, To be or be-
come disgraced;—ba-bdzdr dddan, To dis-
grace. 

a ti-clrf ba-ba'is, By reason of, on account 
of. 

a ba-bdtin kase guzdshtan, 
To curse one, to pray for evil to befall him, 

^ ba-bdld, Above, upwards. 
y*3^. JW ba-bdli digar pandan (par-

wdz kardan, rags kardan, jawaldn kardan), 
To fly with another's wings ; to succeed 
by another's aid. 

bi-bdy (for bi-pdy), Remain thou. 
bibtak, Part of a bunch of grapes 

or dates. 
ba-badi, Wickedly, naughtily. 

yd babr, A tiger; — yW/rt q.v.; disposi-
tion, administration, council (unsupported 
by examples); — ba-bar, Before, in the 
eyes of ;—babar, Bread soaked in butter ; 
a wild animal like a cat, but not having a 
tail;—bibar, A mouse;—bi-bar (imp. of 
burdan), Bear thou, carry, take;—bi-bur, 
bu-bur (imp. of buridan), Cut tbou, strike 
off. 

afljrt bubrdla, Long birthwort. 
yW jti babr-baydn (also babri bay an), A 

kind of military cloak made of a leopard's 
skin (Buch as worn by Rustam) ; a tiger or 
similar animal hostile to the lion; brisk, 
alert, nimble ; a kind of shot silk; a linen 

garment worn by kings in battle and held 
ominous. 

6jyti babruj, The mandrake. 
bibsuda, Rubbed, stroked; bored. 

A babgha'. babbaghd', A parrot ; 
a nightingale; — babgha'i shirin-add, The 
nightingale with sweet notes. 

babghi. Removal, repulsion, 
vaitf babak, The pupil of the eye ; chil-

dren, offspring. 
bablue, Bread with butter or syrup. 

babul, A species of mimosa yielding 
gum. 

ba-pd, Upright;—ba-pd isiddan, To 
stand upright;—ba-pd bash, Stand up ;— 
ba-pd bar-khastan (amadan), To rise to 
one's feet;—ba-pd'i hisdb amadan, To be 
engrossed with an account;—ba-pa'i khwud 
ba-gor dmadan, To rush into fatal danger. 

ba-pdy, Stand up ;—ba-pdy andar 
dmadan (mdndan), To slip, fall;—ba-pdy 
dadan, To throw away;—ba-pdy shudan, 
To stand upright. 

y-'ijL-*) bipsdwidan, To wipe, to rub. 
bipsiidan, Rubbing, touching, 

yjy-s-t bipsiidan, To anoint; to rub 
gently. 

s j j — b i p s u d a , Anointed ; rubbed; 
bored. 

bapghd, bapghi, A parrot;— 
bapghi dar band, One who hesitates in 
small matters. 

y^y bipgan (for bifgan, imp, of afgan' 
dan), Throw thou ; nauseating. 

baplus. — q.v. 
ba-peeh, Before, in presence of. 

bat, A line drawn to distinguish 
separate names in a catalogue, or articles 
in an account; a mark, a score; a weaver's 
brush ; weaver's size ; a duck;—but, Au 
idol, an image, any figure that is an object 
of adoration; the beloved; God (in the 
language of the Sufis) ; truth ; — buti ash-
raji (zar), The figure stamped upon a 
golden coin, as that of a bull upon tbe 
coins of Akbar, or Jahanglr. 

A batt (v.n.), Cutting. 
bata, Rice dressed with milk and 

butter (also battd) ; — ba-td, till when ? 
how long?—bitd (imp. of bitd'idan), Let 
alone, leave;—butd, O idol (of my affec-
tions). 

a utbatdt, Cutting; provision for a 
journey ; household furniture or utensils; 
a tailasan of silk or wool. 

batara, A weaver's brush, 
j^s ba-taz, In haste, running. 

ba-tdzagi, Recently, lately. 
batdsha, A sweetmeat, confection. 

a ba-ta'ammul, With reflection or 
deliberation, thoughtfully; attentively. 

butanj, A wife, a spouse; particu-
larly one of several who have one husband 
in common. 



batdwdr, End, consummation. 
ba-tawdn, In substitution, instead. 

yA^Uj bita'idan, bitayidan (imp. bitd), 
To quit, leave, pass by. 

batbii, Sour milk dried. 
but-par ast, An idolater; a lover. 
but-parasti, Idolatry. 

a ixf battat, batta (v.n. of <-»-}), Cutting ; 
(mostly with article, al-batta) altogether, 
totally; certainly, irrevocably. 

but-tardsh, An idol-maker, 
sculptor. 

batjch, Squeezing, straining, pressing. 
batkhd, Dung of a bird (doubtful 

word). 
buikhdk, Name of a place near 

Kabul. 
J U ^ bat-khal, Dung of birds ; name of 

a bird (doubtful word) ;—but-khdl, Name of 
an idol temple. 

butkhdla, Name of an idol temple ; 
a pimple on the face. 

<«Ws> bui-khdna, An idol temple; a 
tavern. 

a ba-tadrij, Successively, by de-
grees (m.c.). 

f \ baiar, battar (for badtar), Worse. 
A f t batr (v.n.), Cutting off; docking;— 

batar (v.n.), Being docked; being destitute 
of good qualities. 

batar-ahang, A covering for the 
head, a veil (doubtful word). 

batarjd, Pudenda; interstice be-
tween the flesh of the finger and the nail 
where dirt collects. 

a ba~tark, Good-bye ;—ba-tark guf~ 
tan, To bid good-bye, to renounce. 

but-ruy, Beautiful, as an idol. 
batr a, Obstinacy, contumacy; 

wounded, struck (unsupported b ; ex-
amples) . 

butistdn, A place where idols 
abound (applied, e.g. to a flower-adorned 
garden). 

bitisydr, Calamity, misfortune, 
but-shikan, An image-breaker. 

^jiii, c-j but-shikanl, Iconoclasm. 
A bata' (v.n.), Saving a long neck ; — 

bit1, Wine of grapes or of honey; tall 
(man). 

s-oji but-firlb, Twenty-fourth day of 
the month, according to the era of Jalalu'd-
din. 

^ batfur, batfvx, The parts around 
the mouth, chops, or snout; the circum-
ference of a cap (the forms batghur and 
^^batghfiz are also given). 

a s - j ^ ba-taqrib, In accordance with the 
occasion. 

A UD*} batk (v.n.), Cutting ; catching hold 
of anything; pulling. 

bitik, Writing; a letter; a book;— 
butak (dim. of but), A little idol. 

t ^S^XJ bitikchl, A writer, a scribe. 
but-kada, An idol temple; a tavern. 

ijr&i bitkan, A head-ache produced by 
indigestion; loathing of food; a rake; a 
harrow. 

bitkandan, bitkand+dan, 
To suffer from indigestion; to nauseate 
one's food. 

batkob, ^ ^ batkot, A kind of food 
made of cream or milk, walnuts, and anise. 

ij^t^i batkesh, A quiver. 
A J ^ bail (v.n.), Cutting; separating. 

bitlab, The envelope of the flower 
of dates, the spathe; the plant southern-
wood. 

U) ,Ji»y j jdsj ba-talkh u tursh rizd 
dadan, To bear trials and hardships con-
tentedly. 

batlob, = q.v. 
V^i ba-tanhd, Sole, alone, one, separate. 

batanj, bitanj, Compression ;—bitanj, 
Squeeze (imp. of tanjldan). 

but-nigdr, A painter, a limner, 
j*} batau, The East; a place much ex-

posed to the sun;—batu, A funnel; a knot 
in the stalk of a plant; a pestle; a stone 
mortar;—ba-tu, To thee ;—bif.u, A cask; a 
handle; a pestle, 

jlys* batwass, A perch, a roost for falcons. 
baturak, A subterraneous granary ; 

(for taburdk) a tambourine. 
a Sa-yu ba-touwassut, By means of (m.c.). 
^ya batuk, A kind of wooden basket or 

tray, in which garden stuff, fish, or bread 
is carried about and sold. 

A Jya batul, A virgin averse from mar-
riage and worldly concerns from religious 
motives, a vestal, a nun (usually applied to 
the Virgin Mary and to Muhammad's 
daughter Fatim&h) ; shoot of a palm ready 
to be planted by itself or already planted. 

bata, Dried rice;—also batta, A pestle; 
a muller. 

H battah, Extra allowance to troops 
in the field; ebb-tide. 

hat-huwd, Orach. 
batyd, bityd, The breast. 

^L-xj but-ydb, What is found like, what 
resembles an idol, auy pretty-looking thing. 

^L^ batydr, Ugly, detestable ; — bitydr, 
Trouble, affliction; a glass urinal. 

SJWXJ batydra, Anything ugly, odious, and 
detestable; a demon inhabiting the woods ; 
—bitydra, Grief, trouble, affliction, injury. 

ba-iegh khdstan, To stand on 
end (the hair). 

batila, The wick of a candle or lamp. 
butlnd, butlna, Penitence, repen-, 

tance. 
bitlya, The town of Battiah in Bahiir. 

A bass (v.n.), Publishing, dissemina-
ting news; divulging a secret; scattering 
dust. 

a yt} basr, Much, many ; little, few; s? 



country covered with stones ; sand adhering 
to the ground; a pustule, a pimple; being 
covered with pimples. 

A basrat, basra, A single pimple or 
pustule. 

A busur (v.n), Being covered or 
afflicted with pimples (a body); (pi. of 
basr) pustules, pimples, tubercles. 

g* baj, Oozing out or percolation of 
water, &c.; inside of the mouth; the cheek, 
ball of the cheek, external part of the cheek 
and mouth Uj, Rice; i mpurities of the 
eye;—buj, A goat; the hair on the fore-
head. 

A bajj (v.n.), Cutting open (a boil) ; 
piercing (with a spear); fattening the 
grazing cattle (green food) ;—bvjj, The 
young of any bird. 

W. ba-jd, In place; true, accurate, right, 
proper ; well-founded, with a good reason ; 
—ba-jd .dmadan, To be accomplished ;—ba-
jd awardan, To accomplish, to execute ; to 
bring to bear ; to know. 

JW*. bujdl, A live coal; an extinguished 
coal. 

J^c ba.-jdmi 'adl dad,an, To give 
with the cup of justice, i.e. what is just. 

yV. ba-jdn, With all one's soul, heartily ; 
—ba-jdn dmadan, To be wearied out, dis-
pleased, disgusted ; to be ready to die; on 
the point of dying ba-jdn awardan, To 
perform ; to distress; to kill. 

a ST^W: ba-janib, Towards, 
y y W1. ba-juni man, On my account. 
a y V. ba-jdni wdhid, By oneself, alone, 
^ r . ba-jdy, In lieu. 
W- ij^r. ba-jdy jd, Everywhere, in all 

places. 
^W-. ba-jdy rasldan, To arrive at, 

to attain, to accomplish. 
a ba-ja.br, By force or violence, 

forcibly, violently. 
jW: bajtaq, ~ q.v. 
A ffr.bajah, Joy, gladness ; greatness of 

rank. 
a ba-jidd, ba-jid, In earnest; urgent, 

importunate; diligently, eagerly. 
ba-judd, Separately, asunder. 

A yr. bajar (v.n.), Having a tumour, rup-
ture, or other distemper affecting the navel; 
—bujr, Evil; an important affair; a mar-
vellous thing;—bujar, Defects. 

H yr. bajjir bhang, Tobacco 
H 5/r. bajara, A barge used m India, a 

budgerow. 
ba-jnz, Besides, except (see y*- juz). 

A Y-EP. bajs (v.n.), Flowing (water) ; 
making (water) flow; splitting open (a 
boil) ; abusing. 

bajas, The cartilage of the nose; 
softness. 

bajast, A voice, sound, or echo. 
bijash&k, A farrier; a corn-dealer. 
bijiehk, A physician; a sparrow. 

bajhala, A flagon, stone bottle, or 
stout vessel in which wine is kept. 

bajfcam, A kind of stone seat in the 
porches of houses in the East, raised 
pretty high above the ground, upon which 
they sit or recline in warm weather; the 
lower part of the house, where they live in 
winter time; name of a Turkoman tribe. 

bvjul, The ankle-bone. 
fvr. bujm, bijm, The fruit of the tamarisk. 
a ba-jins, In kind, sort, species; 

pure, 
ha-jumlagl, In general; in the 

mass, altogether. 
A &—^F. bi-jinsi-hi, The thing itself, 
-y^r. bujnvd, Vociferous, clamorous, tu-

multuous. 
a e^-t*? J'fr. ba-jiwdri haq paiwastan, 

To die (to join the neighbourhood of 
truth). 

bajiij, Name of a celebrated cuckold 
and pimp. 

bajujiyd (in Zand), A female; 
vulva. 

bijwar, A country bordering upon 
India. 

Jyr. bujdl, The ankle-bone. 
baja, Name of a place between Isfa-

han and Fars. 
a ba-jihat, Because; on account of ; 

for the sake of ;—ba-jihati amadani shuma, 
On account of your coming (m.c.). 

A bajilat, Name of the branch of a 
tribe. 

buch-buch, A low tone, whisper ; a 
word used by goatherds in calling together 
their flocks. 

y j ^ j ba-chardgh rasldan, To enter 
the service of a great man ; to make one's 
fort line. 

^y^-. biclirah, bichirk, Derided; a dupe. 
bachash, The cartilage of the nose ; 

languor; grief. 
OJJU .̂ bichashdk, A smith, a arrier; a 

seller of green food (comp. the following). 
cdA^ bichishh, Nature; a physician; a 

vendor of simples. 
^Asp ba-chasJim, With the eye, i.e. most 

readily, willingly ;—ba-chashm dmadan, To 
befall (as a misfortune) ; to be hurt by an 
evil eye; — ba-ckashm kardan, To inspect 
narrowly; to look with a malignant eye; 
to impress ; to choose. 

bachak, A kind of weapon or cutting 
instrument. 

yjjiXsn bi-ckakandan, To drop, to distil, 
''bachkala ( = q.v.), A flagon, 

A-c. 
bachkam, bichkam, A summer-

house, a house with trellised walls ; a sofa; 
a court; a hall of audience; a wolf; name 
of a Turkoman tribe. 

bachagdn (pi. of bacha), Infants, 
children; the young of any animal;— 



baehagdni dlda, Tears ;—bachagani raz. The 
tendrils of the vine-tree. 

bachagana, Childish, fit for chil-
dren. 

bachagln (for bachagdn), Children. 
bachal, One accustomed to bedaub 

his clothes. 
I***, bicham, Order, method, disposition, 

arrangement, manner, train;—bicham girif-
tan, To take a favourable turn, to succeed 
well. 

ba-chand, For how much ? 
bacha, bachcha (8. vatsa), An infant, 

boy, child, son; a servant lad, page; a 
whelp, cub ; ivy ; bacha'i haura', The 
cup-bearer, the beloved ;—bacha'i khwur 
(khwurshed), A ruby; gold; silver;— 
bacha'i khunin, Tears of sorrow;—bacha'i 
risk, A tuft of hair under the lip, French 
"imperiale" ;—bacha'i tdwusi 'ulwl, The 
sun; a Bunshiny day ; fire ; a ruby ; — 
bacha'i tdwusi 'ulwl ashydn, A live coal ;— 
bacha'i leu (child of the street), A foundling ; 
a bastard; — bacha kashidan (bar-dwar-
dan), To give birth to a child ;—bacha'i nd-
tamdm-afganl, Abortion, miscarriage;— 
bacha'i nau, Any new discovery or incident; 
young shoots -,—ba-chi, Why ? wherefore ? 
for what ? 

p^or. bachahdm, My friends (lit. my chil-
dren, m.c.). 

jW bacha-bdz, A pederast. 
i^jW bacha-bdzl, Pederasty. 
jW bacha-dar, Having young; preg-

nant. 
yU bachadan, The womb. 

bacha-dukhtar, A little girl (m.c.). 
^jAi'd^-. bacha-kashl, Child-bearing. 

Sar bacha-gdv, A calf. 
bacha-macha, A mere boy (itbd 

m.c.). 
bachandk, A parent of male chil-

dren. 
bachlj, bachich, A whisper, any-

thing spoken secretly, whisperingly ; a 
word used by goatherds in managing goats. 

Â -OT. bachlcha, Quieting of an infant, 
lullaby; a word used by shepherds in 
calling their flocks. 

yt^.ba-chiz, Small, diminutive; mean; — 
ba-chlze na-giriftan, To make no account of. 

A ^ISP bihds (v.n. 3 of Investiga-
ting, disputing; — bahhds, A disputant, 
controversialist. 

A j^-. bihdr (pi. of bahr), Seas ; great 
rivers; bays, gulfs;—bihari awamir, Com-
mands flowing on all sides;—bihari bah-
rlya, Tempestuous seas. 

^jujyW buhdrzanddn, A city in Bukhara. 
a JW ba-hdl, In its proper state or con-

dition ; in the former state, in statu quo ; 
in a good state or condition, well, happy, 
flourishing, prosperous ;—ba-hdl dmadan, 
To come to a state or condition; to recover. 

d J ^ r ba-hdll, The being in its usual or 
former state; prosperity; the being in 
office or favour; establishment; restora-
tion ; recovery; confirmation (m.c.). 

A buhbuhat, buhbuha, The middle 
of a house, a court, an area. 

A baht, Pure, genuine, unmixed (as 
wine with water, bread with victuals). 

A bahs (v.n.), Investigating, exa-
mining; controversy, debate, dispute, con-
test, argument, question; altercation, 
wrangling;—bahs kardan, To debate, dis-
pute, argue ; to wager. 

a ^jisc. Lfĉ  bahsd-bahsi, Argumentation. 
a y ba-hujjat bar nay dmadan, 

To fail in logic. 
a Jep. ba- hadd, and— 
a ij**. ba-hadde, To a degree (that); to 

such an extent; so that. 
A f P. bahr, A sea, estuary, or great river; 

a gulf; a generous man; a fleet horse ; 
metre, kind of verse ; flow rhythm ; fleet (of 
ships or boats), navy ;—bahri abya* u bahri 
aswad, The White and Black Sea (i.e. the 
jEgean with the Mediterranean and Euxine); 
—bahriakhzar (khazra'). Heaven;—bahru 7-
kjiazar, The Caspian Sea;—bahru'r-rum,1'he 
Grecian or Mediterranean Sea;— bahru's-sin, 
The China Sea ;—bahru 'l-fdris, The Persian 
Gulf ;—bahru 'l-qulzum (bahru 'l-ahmar), 
The Red Sea;—bahri almas, A sea in whose 
islands diamond mines are contained;— 
bahri andalus, The Sea of Andalusia;— 
bahri bi-kardn khandaq, The highest 
heaven;—bahri chigil, A lake in Turkistan 
called after tbe town Chigil; — bahri 
khwdrazm, Name of a lake into which the 
river Jaihun flows ;—bahri damdni zlbaq-
'amal, Clouds distilling rain ;—bahri zang, 
bahri zangl, The Ethiopian Sea;—bahri 
siydh, The Black Sea (m.c.) ;—bahri 'umdn, 
The Sea of Oman ; the eye;—bahri gha-
mdm, The Sea of Kashgar;—bafrri kamdn, 
The interstice between the string and the 
body of the bow, when the latter is drawn ; 
—bahri mashur, The enchanted or heavenly 
waters (those which the Muhammadans 
suppose to be under the throne of God) ;— 
bahri muhlt, The ocean;—bahri nahang-dsdi 
(nahang-dsd), A bright sword ; — bahri 
naghma (us-ul, shi'r), The metre of a poem ; 
—bahri wasl', The firmament; a liberal 
hand ;—ba-bahri chlze raftan, To go into 
the depth or bottom of a matter. 

A bal^ran, The country usually 
called Bahrain ; name of a town ;—buhran, 
Crisis of a disease. 

a (A— J fc. bahr-dast, Bountiful (as the 
sea). 

a Q&f*. bahrgdn, Seafaring ; a mariner, 
y bahroza'i tar, Chios or Cyprus 

turpentine. 
tilirfj. bahroza'i fchuehk, Frankin-

cense. 



a ts/p. bahri, Marine, maritime; of the 
colour of the sea ; a native of Bahrain; 
a pearl, the produce of the fishery of Bah-
rain. 

A bahriyai, bakriya, A ship's crew, 
sailors, seamen ; navy. 

a ^ ^ bahri-qutas, A sea-ox, the tail 
of which in some countries they are accus-
tomed to fix to the top of a spear. 

A bahrain (dual of bakr), The two 
seas, the White and the Black, the Medi-
terranean and the Euxine; name of an 
island in the Persian Gulf, near the Ara-
bian shore (called also Bahrain), cele-
brated for a great pearl fishery; name of a 
town between Basrah and Oman ; (in the 
Kur'an) the two waters, i.e. the salt water 
of the sea and sweet water of rivers. 

a ba-hisdb, With or in the compu-
tation. 

a s- ba-hasb, ba-hasbe, Accord-
ing to, in the manner. 

a ba-knzur, Tn the presence of. 
a vjor ba-haqq, ba-haq, By the truth (in 

swearing); in the matter of, in re ; in the 
case of ; on account o f b a - h a q paiwastan, 
To unite with truth, i e. to die ;—ba-haq 
8harik shudan, To be a partner in truth, i.e. 
to be answerable for life or safety. 

AS* bihuqad, He hiccoughs. 
a pie*-, ba-hukm, According to, from, 

agreeable to, in conformity with ; by com-
mand or order of ; by the authority of; by 
force of; by dint of;—ba-kukmi zarurat, 
Agreeable to the exigency; forced by neces-
sity. 

a J**. bihil, ba-h.il (for A, bi-kill), bi-
hili, Pardon, remission, absolution. 

A ILM bi-hamdi 'lldh ta'dld, 
God be praised ! By God's grace;—ba-
hamdi 'lldh hi, Thank God that. 

a ^ f * . ba-fyawdli, In the environs 
(m.c.). 

A ĵr̂ . buhaird, Name of a Nestor inn 
monk. 

A buhairat, buhaira (dim. of bakr), 
Small sea; lake. 

bakh, Blearedness; the game of 
chess. 

A bakh , bakh bakh, Bravo! well 
done! 

ft*. ba-khdr, Vile, mean; contemptible 
(comp. ;—bukhdr (in Zand), Wis-
dom, learning. 

A ft* bukhdr. Vapour, steam, exhalation, 
fog, mist; miasma; feverish heat, fever; 
anger, wrath, animosity ; grief, anguish ;— 
bukhdri db, Exhalation of water; fog. 

bukhdrd. Bukhara, the ancient Bac-
tria (on account of the learning—bukhdr 
supra—there displayed). 

A bukhdrat (pi. of bukhdr), Fumes, 
exhalations ; vapour, steam ; mist, fog. 

a bukfadri, A native of Bukhara, 

es]>ecially applied to the celebrated col-
lector of traditions, Abu 'Abdullah bin 
lsma'11; one who perfumes with incense of 
aloe wood ; a stove (m.c.). 

a ba-khutir, To one's mind ; —ba-
kh at ir dwardan, To bring to mind, regard, 
pay attention to, recollect. 

A GTFC; bikhdA vein or nerve in the loins. 
^^ ba-khak, In or to the dust;— ba-khak 

burdan, To bear through life, carry to one's 
grave ; — ba-khak nishand, ba-khdki rah 
nishdnd, He has depressed or rendered 
(him) contemptible. 

T ft^, bakhdv, Fetters, tethers; anklets. 
bakht, Fortune, prosperity, felicitv, 

happiness; luck (good or bad); a horo-
scope, nativity, planet, constellation; the 
nightmare; a kind of locust; a mace used 
in battle (perhaps misreading for lak&t); 
a paternal grandfather;—bakhti ardsher, 
H ame of a musical modulation;—bakhti 
dandan-khay, An ill star or fortune;— 
bakhti du mdh, Fickle fortune ;—bakhti sabz 
(tar), A lucky horoscope or constellation; 
—bakhti man basta. shawad, Fortune is 
against me (m.c.) -,—bukhi (for bulcfcti 
nasar), Nebuchadnezzar 

A cujfc, bukht. A species of large, stroug, 
and hairy Bactrian camel, with two 
bunches, used in general for winter labour. 

^ U j ^ bakht-azma'i, A trial of one's 
fortune. 

bukhtdq, An iron helmet (comp. 

jftte*. bakht-awar, Happy, prosperous; 
rich. 

bakht-bar-gashta, Unfortunate. 
bakfit-biddr, Whose fortune is 

awake; fortunate. 
ws-̂ 1. bakht-jawdn, One whose fortune 

is youthful, fortunate. 
&JM. bakht-khnfta, Whose fortune is 

asleep; unlucky. 
bakhtar, The east;—shdhi bakhtar u 

khawar, King of the east and west. 
bakhtak, Little fortune ; ill-fortune ; 

name of the Wazii of Anosherwan. 
bukhtagdr, Lightness. 
bukhtigdra, Levity ; suspended. 

csft^- bakhtigari, Skill, cleverness, 
stratagem. 

bukhtgav, Warm water medicinally 
prepared, and poured from a vessel slowlv 
over the hea ; an embrocation (evidently 
for ft q.v.), 

AAH bakhtmand, Fortunate, 
^g-i^.-j^, bakhtmandi, Good fortune, 

t s ^ bukhti nasar, Nebuchadnezzar. 
bukhtu, bakktu, Thunder; rapacious; 

a step-father, a father-in-law. 
balchtwar, bakhtur, Fortunate ;— 

bakhtar, bujchtur, Thunder; a roaring lion. 
ayst. bulhtuh, bakhtuh, Thunder ; a roar-

ing animal. 



bakhta, A ram three or four years 
old; anything the skin of which has been 
taken off; a fat tai l ; a collector (of re-
venue). 

(jr^, bukhti, A large, strong, hairycamel 
with two bunches. 

bakht-yar, Fortunate ; rich. 
tSj^&K bakht-ydri, Prosperity, riches. 
jjl-Afc; bakhtydwar, Fortunate, 
gyfc. bakhjaj, A dream, a vision in sleep. 

bakhjad, Dross, especially of iron. 
bakhjawan, Name of a country. 

bakhjur, Fortunate. 
bakhch, = g-sfe'. q.v. 

Ay*, bakhcha (for bdghcha), A garden. 
bakhchiridan, according to others 

t ) ^ ) * ^ bakhchizidan, To roll oneself down 
from a height. 

ba-khudd, By God, to God, for God's 
sake. 

A bakhr (v.n.), Steaming, sending 
forth steam ;—bakhar (v.n.), Fetid breath ; 
aDy fetid odour. 

H bakhr a, A share, portion. 
bikhrad (for ba-khirad), Intelligent; 

—bi]thradi bikhradan, The wisest of the 
wiBe (a title of the prime minister in some 
Eastern countries). 

bukhridan, = yMy*. q.v. 
bikhradi, bakhradi, Wisdom, saga-

city. 
bukhrak, A specieB of wild moun-

tain or forest almond, of a hot and humid 
nature. 

H bakhrait, A partner, sharer; a 
shareholder. 

bahhrldan, bukhridan, To be epilep-
tical, to groan, writhe in agony. 

bukhrida, Epileptical. 
A baJshs (v.n.), Withholding what 

is due, defrauding; deficient, defective, 
short, scanty; low (price) ; land which 
produces grain without being watered; 
(in P.) heat; anguish of mind, sickness 
at heart, faintness, decay, consumption; 
a pining or wasting away with grief or 
malady ; blandishment, coquetry ; a stately 
gait or graceful air ; withered, shrivelled ; 
base coin ; — bikhs, The soft parts of the 
nose; Boftness; debility ; — bakhis, Vile, 
mean; cheap. 

bajchsdn, FuBible, melting, dis-
solving; contracted, withered, shrivelled; 
one who has gone through much trouble; 
walking gracefully. 

yA-iUji? bakhsanidan, To melt, to cause 
to become liquid ; to afflict; to walk grace-
fully. 

& bakhast, Noise, sound, voice, echo ; 
nightmare; a small animal resembling a 
locust;—also bukhkhast, A snore. 

yjuibu^fc. bakhastanidan, To cause to 
Bnore. 

bakhastan, bakhistan, To snore, to 

snort ;—bukhustan, To snore ; to speak in a 
dream or delirium. 

bakhsilus, Name of an ancient 
king. 

bakhsum, A drink from wheat or 
millet. 

y J ^ bakhsudan, To beat, bruise, ham-
mer (so as to make a convexity) concave ; 
to reap, mow, clip, shear; to saw; to pluck 
up; to fear; to palpitate ; to be in anguish; 
to melt ; to change. 

<,JFbakhsi, Weak and limber plants 
which grow without irrigation; melted; a 
twitching, 

yjLj—dp. bakhsidan, To cause to melt; to 
inflict anguish, pain, affliction, sickness, 
distraction of mind ; to cause to wither; to 
walk pompously. 

s—1—^ bakhsida, Heated ; melted ; 
withered; drawn together; walking pom-
pously. 

bakhsh, Fortune, lot, part, portion ; 
a dove-cote ; a tower; a celestial sign ; a 
fish; (in comp., as part, of bakhshidan) a 
giver, donor; a distributor, or divider; 
a pardoner ',—bakhsh kardan, To give, dis-
tribute, divide; to make a present, give in 
alms (m.c-). 

bakhshd, A giver; (in comp.) be-
stowing, presenting ; — maliki mamdliki 
mamlakat-bakhshd.. (God) the King of 
kingdoms, the Bestower of empires. 

bakhshad, May (God) forgive. 
bakhshdnida, Bestowing; for-

giving. 
bajchshdy, Give thou; granting, 

giving. 
ULidP bakhshdya, Remitting, forgiving. 
yioLi^, bakhshdyish, Forgiveness ; a g i f t ; 

—bdrdni rahmat-bakhshayish, A shower of 
mercy. 

jSL&iLfto^. bakhshayishgar, Merciful. 
^JJUJLJ^, bakhehayandagi, Liberality; 

pity. 
SA^LiAr; bakhehayanda, Bountiful; merci-

ful. 
(yAiflAbakhsha'idan, To bestow; to 

pity ; to forgive ; mercy ; liberality. 
jAi^io^. bakhsh-bandar, A royal custom-

house. 
jjt-A^. bakhshish, A gift, a present; 

Pisces. 
(j^&fo bakhshish-ndma, 

bakhsh-nama, A deed of gift. 
bakhsh-na-karda, Undistri-

buted. 
^yxvAric bakhshandagi, Liberality ; par-

don. 
s-u-irr-. bakhshanda, Liberal; forgiving. 

bakhshiidan, To give, bestow ; for-
give. 

^jyjia^ bakhshudani, What needs for-
giveness, sin, transgression. 

tjy&^.bakhshuda, Pardoned (by God). 



bakhsha, A portion. 
bakhshl, Fortune; a portion, a lot; 

pay; a giver; a paymaster; a scribe, 
secretary ; a surgeon; a vice-regent; an 
inspector; a grand falconer. 

bakhshl-juz, Paymaster of the 
household. 

diU. bakhshi-khdna, The pay-office. 
y^Asr bakhshidan (S. bhaj), To give, 

grant, bestow ; to remit; to pardon, for-
give, spare ; —bi-bakhshld, I beg your par-
don, no (m.c.). 

ij™?^. bakhshish, A present ; an honorary 
or pecuniary gratuity ; drink-money; a 
(Christmas) b o x b a k h s h i s h kardan, To 
make a present bakhshish u 'atd dadan, 
To make an offering, to give a largess. 

a i^r^. bakhshl-kul, A paymaster-
general. 

bakhshigari, Rank of com-
mander-in-chief; the office of a secretary. 

a jj-i^. bakhshl 'l-mamdlik, Com-
mander-in-chief. 

a yo^. bakhs, The fleshy parts of the 
fingers and of the feet; also of a camel's 
hoof ; protuberant flesh about the eyes. 

a ijsy**'. ba-khusus, In particular, espe-
cially. 

A bakh' (v.n.), Killing oneself, dying 
(with grief). 

bi-khafad, He sneezes ;—bi-khufad, 
He coughs ; -bakhu fd , Cough. 

jy^-. bakhkalul, bakb-kaliln 
bakhkalynn), bakhkala, A hard nut (see 

; a herb. 
A J^. bukhl, Avarice, parsimony ; stingi-

ness, niggardliness ;—bakhl kardan, To 
exercise stinginess, &c., to be miserly. 

A bukhald7 (pi. of bakhil), Misers. 
a ba-khildf, Contrary to ; in opposi-

tion to ; on the contrary. 
a ba-khalwat. Apart, alone. 

bukhla, A be^n ; purslain. 
bakhm, bakham, Name of a country 

famous for its musk. • 
^ bakhma, An artichoke. 

bakhnu, Thunder; a father-in-law; 
a step-father, 

Ojii., bakhnud, Thunder, 
yjya^, bakhnudan, To thunder and 

lighten. 
bakhnuna, Thunder ; lightning, 

fcj^e.- bukhnuh or bakhnawa, Lightning. 
bakhnawldan, To thunder and 

lighten. 
ay . ba-khwud, To, with, or by oneself; — 

ba-khwud dmadanTo come to oneself ; — 
ba-khwud faro raft (shud), He hung his 
head (from shame or grief) ;—ba-khwude 
khwud. Solitary, by oneself. 

A bakhur, Perfume, odour, or any-
thing which diffuses fragrance, as aloes, 
muak, thyme, storax, frankincense, &c.;— 
bakhur ziri daman, Fumes of aloes-wood or 

amber passed over the hem of a garment 
to perfume it ;—bakhuri maryam, Maiden-
weed ; hog's fennel. 

ba-khwar (= ^ ^ q.v.), In a suit-
able manner, properly. 

bakhurdt (pi. of bakhur), Scents, &c. 
bi-khwurdnidan, To cause one to 

eat. 
bakhur dan. A censer for incense. 

I bakhur-shlsha, A censer; per-
fumes moistened and laid upon the fire to 
scent a room. 

bakhur a, A musk-bag. 
< j b u k h u r i d a n , To become demented. 

bukhurlda, Epileptical; horror-
struck. 

ba-khun, With or in blood, hence 
grieved ; the planet Mars. 

bakhydzi, A small gift or a worn 
garment bestowed on a servant or pauper. 

bakhlch, Trodden; ample, wide; 
vitriol. 

yXjo^ bakhidan, To card wool or cotton. 
bakhlda, Carded, teased; picked, 

selected (silk), 
js^. bakhlr, A kind of artichoke. 
a ba-khair, Attended with good, in 

welfare, well, in safety ; for good, to a good 
end or purpose ; alone and unmeddled 
with ; — ba-khair-khubl, Safe and sound, 
well, in safety, 

ja^, bi-khez, Rise thou; an ambush. 
Q^yt?^. bakhizidan, To bend the head in 

reverence (unsupported by examples), 
J ^ . bakhil, A kind of artichoke (see j^.). 
A J-^, bakhil, Avaricious, covetous; a 

miser. 
a bakkilak (dim. of A. bakhil), A 

petty miser. 
Ale* bakhila. Purslain. 
a bakhlli, Avarice ;—bakhili kardan 

[numudan), To be stingy, niggardly, avari-
cious. 

bakhya, Quilting, sewing very thick 
and strong; sewing with long stitches, 
basting; a piece of sewed cloth;—bakhya 
bar ruy afgandan (anddkhtan, nihadan), 
bakhya ba ruyi kdr afgandan, bakhya kardan, 
To disclose a shameful secret;—bakhya bar 
ruyi (rukhi) kar uftddan, bakhya bar chihra 
raftan, A shameful secret becomes public; 
•—bakhya zadan, To sew strongly, to quilt;— 
dar ba-dur bakhya zadan, To sew with 
long stitches, to baste ;—bukhya, A line, 
plumb-line; a wedge or iron instrument 
for cleaving wood; touching, squeezing, 
twitching with the fingers (doubtful word), 

bakhya-afgan, A stitcher, quilter, 
j^o bakhya-ddr, Quilted. 

bakhya-zan, A stitcher, quilter, 
botcher. 

A* bad, Bad, wicked, naughty ; evil, cala-
mity ; wickedness ; linen rags half-burned; 
tinder; (also bud) touchwood; (S. pati) 



lord, master;—bud, A lord, master; a ser-
vant; (for bud) it was;—bad burdan, To 
be afflicted; to be augry ;^bad zadan, To 
make (a thing) bad ;—In badam miyayad, 
This displeases me (m.c.)' 

A AT badd (v.n.), Separating, disjoining, 
dispersing \~-budd, Plight, escape, remedy ; 
(for P. but) an idol, image ; an idol-temple, 

A P^ bad' (v.n. of Beginning;— 
bad'i kalam kardan, To begin a discourse, 
sermon, speech, or conversation. 

W bada (for bad, an expletive \ being 
added on account of the metre), Bad, 
wicked, Ac.;—(bad, with the \ of the voca-
tive) 0 wicked one! woe upon ! (opp. to 

q.v.) 
A »ut badd' (v.n.), Coming in tbe mind ; 

appearing ; beginning. 
A Ŝ A} bada'at, A beginning, a turn to 

begin, the first turn. 
ACW baddh, A widely-exteuded tract of 

soft land. 
a J^jo^ A} bad-ahwal, 111, indisposed, sea-

sick (m.c.);—bad-ahwal shudan, To become 
ill (m.c.). 

At bad-akhtar, Ill-starred, unfortu-
nate. 

yU^At baddkhshdn, A country in Persia. 
a Aj bad-akhlaq, Of depraved morals ; 

ill-bred, ill-behaved ; rude, coarse. 
a A) bad-akhldql, Ill-breeding; in-

civility; immorality. 
a \S\ At bad-add, Who acquits himself 

badly, perforins badly. 
a ^ ^ A* bad-ada'l, A bad performance ; 

ill-treatment; enmity shown, 
badar, A goad for driving bullocks. 

A biddr (v.n. 3 of j ^ ) , Outstripping. 
bad-dram, A knave; a pleasant 

place. 
^ baddz, A shoemaker's wedge. 
a v j U bad-uslub, 111-shaped ; of bad 

conduct. 
a J*^ ij bad-asl, and— 
a J ^ At bad-uml, Of a bad stock, or a 

mean race, base-born ; ill-bred. 
a A? bad-usuli, Low extraction, ill-

breeding. 
a Aj bad-atwdr, Ill-maunered, of evil 

ways. 
a A} bad-Hiqdd, Mistrustful. 
a (JU^ A> bad-a'mdll, Evil deeds ; immo-

rality . 
At bad-aghaz, Innately bad. 

a JUtf At bad-afal, Ill-conducted ;—bad-
af'dll, Immorality. 

biddq, The lower part of breeches, 
drawers, or trousers. 

baddh, Angry, malevolent. 
A J\A} badddl, A seller of eatables. 

At bad-dmad, Unwelcome, 
a gV^ bad-imtizdj, Ill-mixed; wicked. 

^ bad-amoz, Ill-bred; teacher of 
evil, 

badan (from ba find an), To that> 
with t ha t ; for that purpose, with that 
design;—(pi. of bad), The wicked. 

a ^UitfJ A} bad-intizdmi, Bad government, 
maladministration, misrule ; anarchy. 

fVM ^ bad-anjdm, Ending in evil, bring-
ing about evil; of evil consequences. 

At bad-andeeh, Malicious, malevo-
lent ; disloyal. 

o*4"*^ ^ bad-andeshi, Malevolence; dis-
loyalty. 

baddnh (for fy bah-dn-ki), Be-
cause of, since. 

A? bad-dn-guna, Of that kind. 
jW bado (from ba and ^ -w), To him, 

with him. 
^ bad-dhu, Exceedingly wicked, per-

verse, malicious (unless the word stands for 
ba-dhii, Malignantly, maliciously ; see Pre-
face). 

A badahai, An impromptu ; improvi-
sation, extempore speaking; unexpected 
event. 

A G^AT badd'i' (pi. of &«JAT), New, strange 
things; rarities; marvels;—badd'i'i ma'nawi, 
Style, sentiment. 

A ^AT baddyat, Commencement. 
bad-ayin, Irreligious ; perverse ; 

ill-bred ;—la'ini bad-ayin, A wicked wretch. 
jW A} bad-bdz, A mimic, a jester. 
a yMt At bad-bdtin, Intrinsically bad ;— 

bad-bdfmi, Evil-mindedness ; ill-nature. 
At bad-bdftagi, Flimsiness of texture. 

AxiW At bad-bafta, Badly woven; flimsy. 
At bad-bakht, Ill-fated, unfortunate. 

At bad-bahhtdna, Unfortunately 
(m.c.). 

( j ^ . At bad-bakhti, Misfortune, bad luck, 
adversity ; badness, vice ;—bad-bakhtiwar, 
Unlucky, inglorious. 

At a» bad-bad, Very badly; with great 
difficulty. 

^AJA} budbudah, The hoopoo or pewit 
(called also murgM sulaiman, Solomon's 
bird). 

ft At bad-bar, Evil-minded ', ill-disposed ; 
bearing bad fruit. 

<$At At bad-buna, In evil plight. 
y At bad-bo, Fetid; bad smell, funk, 

stench. 
otJjt At bad-buh, ct^t At bad-bug, Malignant, 

malevolent; timid. 
jAi At bad-pidar (bad father), A step-

father. 
At bad-partau, Unfortunate ; sinister, 

of a bad aspect; of a wretched character. 
yttoji At bad-parhez, Intemperate; heedless, 

imprudent; inattentive to medical advice. 
^yAfi ^ bad-parhezi, Inattention to 

medical advice; carelessness about one's 
health ; intemperance, excess. 

yi AiU- —> At bad-pusarani khana-han, 
Perverse sons, destroying their father's 
house. 



AA—» A} bad-pasand, A lover of difficulties. 
bad-pusht, A young unbroken 

beast of burden, tbat will bear no load. 
A> bad-pashmi, Badness of hair or 

wool; bad coat (of a horse, &c.). 
badpuz, Tbe environs of the mouth. 

a cwA} baddat, Oppression, violence (m.c.). 
jLf Aj bad-tabdr, Of mean birth, ignoble. 
Y»A> badtar, "Worse, more villainous, 
y y b a d t a r i n , Worst, most infamous. 
jV bad-jalav, Disobeying the bridle, 

restive. 
ŜjW A} bad-jalavn,Deviation; disaffection. 

a At bad-jine, Ignoble, base-born, 
mean. 

At bad-cliashm, Having a bad or un-
lucky eye, of a malignant aspect; coveting 
the property of another; weak-sighted 
(horse), one that shies ;—bad-chashmi kar-
dan, To shy. 

A. e^ badh (v.n.), Cutting, splitting, 
tearing; hitting, striking; coming upon 
one with an affair suddenly and unex-
pectedly ; breaking down under a load (a 
camel). 

a J^- At bad'hal, In bad circumstances; 
ill-tempered, peevish. 

a J W bad-hali, Grief, despondency; 
badness of condition, evil plight. 

a At bad-hawas, Senseless, insensi-
ble; confounded, bewildered, demented, 
foolish. 

a (.s^y* bad-hawasi, Stupefaction; in-
sensibility ; consternation; folly. 

ijî -A) badakhsh (more usually yV^At 
badakhshan), Name of a country between 
India and Khurasan, from whence they 
bring rubies, and famous for its large 
sheep; — badakhshani tdb-ddr, A ruby of 
the finest colour;—kohi badakhshan, The 
mountain, where they dig them ; — la'li 
badakhshan, The finest kind of rubies 
brought from thence. 

^l&AAt badakhshani, Of Badakhshan ; 
a ruby. 

s^-k* ( j 4 -^ badakhsh-muzab, A ruby; red, 
ruby-coloured wine. 

J-a-tAt badakhshi (of Badakhsh), A ruby. 
a JU&. At bad-khisdl, ct-i-t Af bad-khaslat, 

Of a bad disposition ; ill-disposed, ill-
natured ;—bad-khisalani anam, The most 
vicious or perverse of mankind. 

a ti. At bad-Jchat, Writing ill; a bad pen-
man. 

a A} bad-kkulq, Ill-tem pered, perverse. 
At bad-kko (khu, khoy, khuy), Bad-

tempered, ill-bred, rude; vicious, wicked. 
At bad-khipdb, Roused from sleep, 

and hence ill-tempered; awakening with an 
ill-humour. 

At bad-khwar, Ill-fed. 
bad-khwaragi, Poorness of living. 

At bad-khwan, Difficult to read, 
illegible. 

rtj*. At bad-khwah, Malevolent, invidious ; 
enemy. 

A> bad-khwdhi. Malevolence, hatred. 
Ayi At bad-khwud, Ill-tempered, out of 

sorts. 
^ bad-khwurish, Ill-fed. 

^Jji. AJ bad-kho'i, Badness of temper ; 
vice. 

a ^ ^ A» bad-khiydll, Evil opinion (espe-
cially not founded or justified) ; — bad-
khiydli kardan, To be mistaken in one's 
bad opinion of (mrn.cc.). 

fx*- t̂ bad-khim, Malevolent ; sour, 
crabbed, ill-tempered. 

a At bad-du'a, An imprecation, male-
diction. 

Ja At bad-dil, Dastardly, cowardly, timid, 
pusillanimous ; weak, silly ; suspicious. 

J j At bad-dili, Cowardice; suspicion. 
a At bad-dimdgh, Difficult to please; 

dissatisfied, discontented with everything. 
a ^ j t l i j A) bad-dimagjii, Displeasure, dis-

content. 
h JjA At bad-daul, 111 shaped, ungraceful. 
a ^ b j At bad-diyanat, Dishonest, fraudu-

lent, false;—bad-diyanati, Dishonesty, un-
fair dealing ; corrupt practice. 

a At bad-dm, Impious, irreligious, 
heretical. 

a At bad-zdt, Base-born; vicious ; ugly 
(m.c.) ;—bad-zaii, Baseness ; unprincipled 
conduct, villainy. 

a yAti At bad-zihn, Slow of apprehension, 
stupid. 

a jAt badr, The full moon. 
jAt ba-dar, Without, out of doors ;—ba-

dar uftddan, To fall out;—ba-dar dmadan, 
To come out;—ba-dar awardan, To bring 
out, to extract;—ba-dar burdan. To lead or 
carry out, to eject, expel;—ba-dar raftan 
(shudan), To go out, to step out.;—ba-dar 
za-dan, To go, proceed, or flee ; — ba-dar 
kardan, To drive out, eject, expel, emit;— 
ba-dar naydmadan, To be distressed and 
helpless; to lag, be tired, remain behind; 
—jan ba-dar burdan, To save oneself; to 
escape. 

f\)At bad rdm, Wild, vicious, unbroken 
(horse) ; continually ; = f^Aj pidram, q.v. 

y\>At badrdn, A kind of stinking herb; 
a kind of dish ; wicked ;—bi-darr-an (imp. 
of darridan, followed by an), Finish this ; 
tear this to pieces. 

ŝ At bad-rah, Deviating from the right 
path, in a wrong road ; wicked ; (dushmani 
bad-rah, A malignant enemy);—bad-rah 
kardan, To misguide, to deprave. 

^ jAt ba-dar ay, Come forth, 
a ^ l j At bad-ra'At bad-raya, Errone-

ous, ill-advised ; heretical; leading astray. 
a Afcffy At bad-raiha, Fetid ; a stink, 

stench. 
A 2JAT badrat, badr a, A square piece of 

cloth or leather filled with coin and tied up 



as a purse; bag; a weight of 10,000 
dirhems, or 7,000 dinars. 

badruj, The purple amaranth. 
a ba-darj, For insertion or entry ; 

per invoice. 
a ba-darja, In or to a degree; by 

many degrees ; ever so much. 
bad-rakhla, Melancholy, gloomy. 

badar-rav (going out), A drain, 
sewer. 

a jjjJj bad-rizq, Disliked, unacceptable. 
badarza, A portion, part, share;— 

bidruza, bidraza, Victuals carried home 
from an entertainment by the guests. 

ba-durusti or ba-drusti, Indeed, 
truly. 

badr-shab, A night lit by the 
full moon. 

jUij ^ bad-raftar, Going badly ; patient; 
—bidruftdr (for 1<v-)> A- surety, a 
sponsor. 

bad-raftdrl, Bad conduct (m.c.) ; 
—bidruftari, Surety, sponsorship. 

badraqa, A guide, guard, escort, 
convoy ; protection ; a vehicle ; anything 
ordered to be taken with medicine (as 
water-gruel with salts) ; an observer of the 
moon ; a confidant; patient; — ivaraqdi 
niahabbat-badraqa, Letters of friendship, 

a v ^ j bad-riJcdb, Ill-paced, bard to 
mount. 

bad-rag, Of a bad stock ; malevolent, 
^)^ bad-ragi, Baseness ; malevolence. 

bad-rang, Of a bad colour or kind, 
^—>y ba-dar nawisi, Error ; the audit-

ing of charges. 
^ bad-rav, A bad goer, ill-paced; a 

pack-horse. 
bidriid, Farewell! health ; fronting ; 

parting, leaving, quitting. 
^ bad-rozgdr, Wicked ; unfortunate. 

L^yty badrush, badrusht, A pass, 
a narrow pass on an enemy's confines ; ex-
pectation. 

ba-durogji, Falsely. 
badra, see ;—bidra, A ship-worm. 

a badrl, Of or relating to the full 
moon ; plenilunar; one who had been pre-
sent at the battle of Badr; a purse full of 
money. 

y^j ^aj ba-daryd dadan (to give to the 
sea), To wash ; to remove out of sight. 

(Ja} ^ bad-zaban, Foul-mouthed, ill-
tongued, back-biting, scurrilous; indecent 
language, abuse. 

ba-duzdlda, Stealthily (used of 
the glance of a lover). 

A} bad-zabdnl, Scurrility, abuse. 
^VSJjj JU bad-zindagani, Wicked, vicious ; 

a bad liver; one who fares meanly or 
coarsely. 

ays>j aj bad-zahra, Malignant; timid, fear-
ful. 

s-sij ^ bad-zib, Ungraceful, inelegant. 

badas (abbreviation of ba-dast bdsh)> 
Make haste ! 

bad-saz, Augry, infuriated; badly 
made. 

^ bad-sd'at, An unlucky moment; 
ill-timed. 

bidast, bidist, badast (S. vitasti), A 
span ; — ba-dast, With the hand, in the 
hand, &c.;—ba-dast dmadan, To come to 
hand; — ba-dast dwardan, To procure; — 
ba-dast bash, Be at hand! make ready! be 
quick! attend !—ba-dast biidan, To be in 
hand; to be aware, to be informed of ; to 
be on the alert; to number, to count; to 
obtain;—ba-dasti chap khuftan, To sleep 
on the left arm, i.e. peacefully ; — ba-dasti 
chap shumurdan, To count with the left 
hand, the fingers on the left hand stand-
ing for thousands, hence to count by thou-
sands ;—ba-dasti dlgar mdr giriftan, To 
take hold of the serpent (i.e. to engage 
in a perilous undertaking) with the hand 
(aid) of another ;—ba-dast shudan, To come 
to hand ;—ba-dast giriftan, To take in hand, 
to handle ;—ba-dast-n-pa i kase uftddan, To 
be entirely overpowered (by intoxication, 
desire, &c.) ;—ba-dast-u-dandan nigdh ddsh-
tan, To preserve or guard with the utmost 
care. 

jyi—xi ba-dasiur, According to custom ; as 
heretofore. 

jjw bad-saj, Ungraceful, ill-favoured, 
j— bad-sar-anjdm, Corning to a 

bad end ;—bad-sar-anjami, Bad or evil end ; 
baduees of end or conclusion. 

A* bad-sirisht, Ill-disposed, ill-
natured. 

yU^-i* badisyfydn. badisgan, Ivy, 
convolvulus. 

A; bad-sikal, AJ bad-sigdl, Male-
volent, malignant. 

y j . J ^ bad-sigdlldan, To plot mischief. 
a (jSjL- AJ bad-sulukt, Bad behaviour, 

misbehaviour; ill-treatment, discourtesy ; — 
bad-suluki kardan, To maltreat. 

aj bad-suwar, A bad horseman; a 
stallion, fierce and untractable; a horse 
that will not carry well or double. 

A> bad-sudd, Unfair in one's transac-
tion, dishonest in trade. 

a bad-slrat, Ill-tempered, ill-be-
haved. 

badishfthdn, Ivy, convolvulus. 
a ^ bad-shakl, Deformed, ill-shaped. 
ij&i* bad-shugun, ^ bad-shugiin, 

Unlucky, ill-omened. 
bad-shuguni, Ill-luck. 

a ^ j y A? bad-s-urat, Ugly ; badly formed ; 
—bad-fdratl, Ugliness ; disfigurement; de-
formity. 

a AI bad-fariq, A bad habit (reli-
giously). 

a uXt A* bad-tinat, Ill-tempered, malig-
nant ; iniquitous. 



a At bad-tlnati, Malignity, malevo-
lence; iniquity. 

» ^ ^ bad-$ann, bad-zan, Suspicious, 
distrustful. 

A bid', New, original;—bida', pi. of 
the following. 

A bid'at, Novelty, innovation in 
matters of religion, heresy, schism; wrong, 
violence, oppression, outrage ; strife, quar-
rel ; a hog;—du sih bid'at. Two or three 
hogs. 

a bid'atl, A tyrant, oppressor. 
a <-Ale A» bad-'alaf, Unobservant of the dis-

tinction between clean and unclean meats ; 
unscrupulous. 

a At bad-'amal, Evil-doer, wrong-
doer. 

a ^jUc A} bad-'amali, Wrong-doing ; mis-
government, mismanagement, misrule. 

a ÂC ^ bad-'ahd, yW, ) bad-'ahd-
u-paiman, A liar ; a promise-breaker; per-
fidious. 

a ^A^ft At bad-'akdi, Breach of faith, per-
fidy. 

At bad-farjdm, Ending badly; ma-
lignant, ill-meant. 

a JU* A> bad-ji'al, Operating badly, 
having an unlucky teudency, doing mis-
chief ; of bad habits (in a religious sense). 

a J*i At bad-fi'l, Iniquitous, villainous, 
sinful;—bad-fi'li, Iniquity. 

jj*^ badfuz, The inside of the mouth ; 
the environs of the mouth, the corners, or 
dimples •,—bud-fuz (probably bud, lord + 
A. fauz, felicity), fortunate, succeeding in 
one's wishes. 

a v3At badaq, A pawn at chess. 
a ut*SAt ba-diqqat, With trouble; with 

difficulty ; minutely, attentively (m.c.). 
a fA»At bad-qadam, With ill-shaped feet 

(peacock) ; ill-omened. 
a At bad-qimar, A rascally cheat, who 

gets money anyhow; ill-tempered; habi-
tually wicked. 

a AiLi bad-qiyafa, Sinister, ill-looking. 
»̂ At budak, A hoopoo, a pewit. 

At bad-Mr, a} bad-hdra, Iniquitous, 
villainous, sinful; adulterous. 

At Wickedness, villainy ; profligacy ; 
adultery; unnatural offence. 

At bad-kirddr, An evil-doer, a male-
factor. 

^ J j f At bad-kirdari, Wickedness, mis-
chief. 

bad-kazhrdm, Doing anything 
badly. 

A-f At bad-kand, A bribe offered to a 
judge. 

( J I . ^ A> bad-kunish, O - I - I I ' A> bad-kunisht, 
An evil-doer; bad, evil. 

bad-kesh, Impious ; inhuman. 
y.jjS'At bad-guzin, One who chooses badly ; 

badly chosen. 
^iS At bad-guft, Obscene talk. 

JS* bad-gil, Ugly, unsightly (opp. to 
q.v., m.c.). 

yU^At bad-guman, Suspicious ; suspected ; 
disaffected, disloyal; suspicion; — bad-
gumdn budan, To think evil of (m.c.) ;— 
bad-guman shudan, To be jealous, suspicious. 

^iUf A? bad-gumani, Suspicion, scandal. 
AÂ  A? bad-gand, Stinking; a bribe prof-

fered to a judge. 
£ At bad-go (gu, goy, guy), A slanderer, 

detractor ; one who talks ribaldry. 
Wyf bad-gunya, Ill-constructed, having 

a crooked court-yard (house). 
j&fi ^ bad-gohar (gauhar), Essentially 

bad; bad by nature; of a wicked, base, 
mean origin. 

y ^ y At bad-goyan (guyan), Evil-speakers ; 
calumniators, backbiters. 

At bad-go'l (gu'i), Evil-speaking, 
slander, detraction. 

jAt ba-dil, With the heart, heartily. 
A JAJ badal, Change, alteration; substi-

tution ; return, requital, retaliation;— 
badali an, In lieu of that;—badal dadan, 
To give an equivalent;—badali fardg&at, 
A bribe for a benefice, simony ;—badali mdl, 
Exchange, barter, price ;—badal kardan, To 
exchange ; — badal gashtan, To become 
changed. 

A BSA} budald' (pi. of badil), Substitutes. 
a At bad-lijam, — aj q.v. 
® ^ bad-lijdmi, Restiveness. 
a tla,! At bad-lihdz, Unmannerly, disre-

spectful, rude, impudent; immodest, inde-
cent, shameless. 

a UJ At bad-liqd, Ugly, ungainly (m.c.). 
At bad-ligdm, Hard-mouthed, bead-

strong. 
s\SjLA AJ bad-langar-gah, Having a bad 

anchorage (m.c.). 
<tfAt bidla, A kind of tree which bears no 

f rui t ; a tree fit only for the fiie ; an every-
day garment. 

a <1^5 At bad-lahja, Ill-tongued, malignant. 
A {j~*>^bidlis, Name of a town near Khilat. 
S T YJ-LAT badliyun, A kind of gum, 

bdellium. 
,»At ba-dam, With the breath, &c.; 

quickly, swiftly ;—bi-dam (imp. of dami-
dan), Blow thou, &c. 

G U-AJUAI badmandae (?), Name of a skil-
ful physician. 

a A? bad-mahabbat, Unamiable, 
a At bad-mazhab, A sectary ; an 

idolater. 
j^At badmard, and— 
a A> bad-mizdj, Peevish. 
a <j*-\y A> bad-mizaji, Peevishness. 
^ y A> bad-mazagi, Insipidity ; coolness 

betwixt friends. 
ty At bad-mazah, Of bud taste ; distaste-

ful ; tasteless, insipid (m.c.). 
At bad-mast, Intoxicated refrac-

tory ; ruttisli. 



At bad-masti, Intoxication ; disso-
luteness, profligacy ; ruttishness. 

a At bad-musdhabati, Evil com-
pany. 

a A> bad-mazinna, Suspicious, mis-
trustful. 

a A» bad-ma'dsh, Of a bad life, pro. 
fession, or trade; immoral; blackguard, 
rascal bad-ma'dshi, Bad way of living, 
loose conduct; villainy, rascality. 

a ^ bad-mu'amalagi, Unfair deal-
ing. 

a aUU- bad-mu'dmala, Unfair. 
bad-mimum (in Zand and Pazand), 

Fearing, running away. 
y*t badmu (another reading for yf. 

q.v.), Expectation, hope, desire. 
yv* ^ bad-mihr, Unfriendly, unkindly, 

malevolent (m.c.). 
bad-mihri, Unkindness, ill-will; 

fatal love. 
A YAT badan, The body (especially when 

lifeless); a headless trunk; privities; a 
short coat of mail; a courtain (in fortifica-
tion) • — badan dar jama na gun j id, (His) 
garment could not contain (him for joy) ; 
—budun (pi. of badanat), Beasts for sacri-
fice ; fatness. 

yAj budan (for yAy budan), To be, to be-
come. 

A? bad-ndm, A bad name; having a 
bad name, infamous; an evil-speaker; a 
disease to which horses and mules are sub-
ject ; — bad-ndm dadan, To calumniate ;— 
bad-ndm numudan, To give a bad name to 
(m.c.). 

At bad-naml, Infamy, bad repute, 
disgrace. 

A &AT badanat, An ox or camel sacrificed 
at Mecca in discharge of a vow; a curtain 
(in fortification, m.c.). 

^ji J* bad-nizhdd, Base-born, descended 
from mean ancestors; a horse, got by an 
Arabian sire, out of a Turkish mare (and 
not highly esteemed on account of his 
dam). 

a a* bad-nasl, Of a bad stock; a bas-
tard. 

yLiJ ^ bad-nishdn, Evil-doer, wicked. 
a AJ bad-nasib, Unfortunate. 
a ja Af bad-nazar, Of bad aspect, ill-

favoured ;—bad-nazarl, Badness or wicked-
ness of look; unsightliness. 

a J*I AJ bad-na'l, (A horse) unsure-footed, 
apt to stumble; troublesome (horse), bad 
to Bhoe. 

a A) bad-nafg, Having a depraved 
mind, sensual;—bad-nqtfas, Whose breath 
is offensive; having an unpleasing voice. 

a u-A} A< bad-nafgi, Sensuality. 
utUAj budanh, Water-cresses. 
& A) bad-nigar, Seeing badly, weak-eyed. 
W A) bad-numd, AJ bad-numud, De-

formed, ungraceful, inelegant; unsightly, 

ugly ; — bad-numd'i, Unsightliness, inele-
gance, ugliness. 

bad-nihad, Depraved, perfidious. 
A{ bad-nihadi, Malignity, depravity. 

a^JAJ badani, Of or relating to the body. 
a w^J A? bad-niyat, Mal-intentioned, male-

volent ; covetous, avaricious; lustful, sen-
sual. 

jAt bado (for ba-o or ba o), To, for, by 
him, or i t ;— badav, Fleet (horse);—ba-du, 
With two, by two, &c.;—ba-du Idla (by the 
two tulips), By the two lips of the beloved 
(amorous oath). 

AjAt badu, Tbe first of anything; begin-
ning, commencement; a desert; (for 6a-
dawi) a tribe of Arabs inhabiting the 
desert. 

j^At badwdr, Of evil thoughts; mis-
chievous. 

j^At badwdz, Flying ; a roost, a pcrch. 
A jjAt budur (v.n. of JAJ), Making baste; 

— (pi. of badr), Full moons. 
badura, badwara, A share, portion; 

sweetmeats, delicacies carried away by 
guests from a feast. 

y-jAt badu8, Good-will, affection; hope ; 
a sharp sword. 

a At bad-waz'a, Ill-formed, ugly ; ill-
bred ; evil-disposed ; — bad-waz'a'i, Ugli-
ness ; bad dispositiou ; rudeness. 

A YJA} bi-dun (ba-dun), Without, besides ; 
—ba-dun ankih. Without (m.c.). 

A ^At badawiy, Wild, rude (as tbe Arabs 
of the desert) ; a Bedouin ; a country-man, 
country bumpkin. 

A sat badk (v.n.), Coming suddenly, sur-
prising; happening unexpectedly. 

6Af bada, Boiled rice; name of a very 
hard tree ; any tree which bears no fruit ; 
a debt, a loan; (also bada'i diwdni) taxes to 
be paid to Goverment (m.c.); the willow; 
—buda, Linen tinder ;—ba-dih, To or in 
the village ;—bi-dih (imp. of dadan), Give 
thou, &c.;—ba-dah, In, with, by ten ;—ba-
dah qird'at danislan, To know (the Koran) 
in ten readings, (met.) to know thoroughly 
all that is wanted ;—ba-dak mdhi ballurini 
ab-ddr, By the ten fresh and shining 
crystals (fingers) of the beloved. 

A^fcAt bi-dihdd, May (God) grant. 
a At bad-hazm, Having a bad diges-

tion ; suffering from indigestion ; — bad-
hazmi, Indigestion, dyspepsia, 

jtf &At bada-kdr, A debtor, 
a At bad-Ma, Deformed, ill-shaped, 

ugly. 
t5At badi, Badness; ( f o r ^ V ) mayst thou 

be ! live for ever ! 
a ^At badi, Newly invented, created, dis-

covered, found out; first; a well that has 
been made since the Muhammadan era. 

badij, The my robalan or citron-tree. 
a £>At badikh, Eminent in rank or dig-

nify. 



badisa, A circular bit of wood or 
leather fixed on the top of a spindle; a 
circular bit of wood bored for receiving the 
top of a tent-pole. 

badeshan (for y ^ W ba-eshdn), To, 
for, with, by them. 

A badi', Wonderful, surprising, mar-
vellous, astonishing, strange, rare ; a thing 
invented, an invention ; — badi'u 'l-jamdl, 
Of astonishing beauty. 

a badi'-raqam, Who traces beauti-
ful characters, a caligraphist. 

a badi'-sani', The supreme 
spirit; the form of Adam, the human 
bcdy. 

badil, Name of a celebrated king. 
A badil, A. substitute; a good, just, 

religious man; nickname of the poet Kha-
qani. 

bad-yumn, Ominous, inauspicious ; 
—bad-yumni, Bad omen; bad luck; unpro-
pitiousness. 

yi^ badin, To, in, or with this;—badin 
guna, In this manner. 

A badin, Corpulent, fat, lusty (man 
or woman). 

badya, A wine-butt;—bidya, Desire. 
A badihat, badlka, Anything said or 

done without premeditation , an impromptu, 
improvisation, extempore ; off-hand; a sally, 
a fancy ; an unexpected event; an axiom ;— 
ba-badlha guftan, To speak extempore. 

ft o ^ badihl, Extempore, unpremedi-
tated ; apparent, manifest, Belf-evident; an 
axiom ;—badihl guftan, To speak extempore, 

A ^ bazs (v.n.), Conquering; victory, 
conquest; name of a town between Arran 
and Azarbaijan, whence a river springs, 
the bathing in which is said to cure from 
fever. 

A »U} baza' (v.n. of Being impudent, 
immodest, obscene in conversation; ob-
scenity, indecency. 

A bi-zdti-hi, By its own essence ; of 
itself ; of himself ; in person ; essentially ; 
independently ; intrinsically. 

bazbdr, A mimic, buffoon, jester. 
A CI* bazh (v.n.), Slitting, splitting. 
A t-b bazakh (v.n.), Being proud, haughty, 

headstrong, 
AJAJ bazr (v.n.), Sowing seed, dissemina-

ting, scattering; disclosing a secret; 
squandering money ; seed-corn, seed, 

(•̂ •i* bazrdm, A delightsome place. 
f bazr-gar, A sower, a tiller of the 

ground. 
c s / j ^ bazr-gari, Agriculture, husbandry. 
a, ba-zarl'a, By way of, by means of, 

through ; by reason of. 
A bizruftan (for pazruftan), To 

accept, be pleased with. 
A bazraqat (v.n. of jyj* Q), Being a 

guide, escort; extreme bashfulness; a 
guide, escort. 

bazr a, A talent. 
bizist, bizisht, A span. 

A baza', Terror, fear. 
A bazi (v.n,), Giving liberally ; muni-

ficence ; a gift, a present; expense;—bazli 
simin, Excessive liberality ;—bazi kardan, 
To present; to expend; to put forth. 

a bazla, The recital of a poem in a 
cadence; a joke, jest, pleasantry, raillery, 
witticism, bon-mot, anything pleasant and 
entertaining;—bizla (for bidla), An every-
day garment. 

jb <sdAj bazla-bdz, A buffoon, jester; 
witty. 

J^y* bizla-posh, Clad in an every-day 
garment. 

a £ AIA? bazla-go, bazla-goy, A 
jester, a droll; jocular. 

A PI} buzrn, Intellect, understanding ; 
toleration, patience; power, strength. 

6a* bazh, A bal l ; a button (doubtful 
word) ;—biza, buia, A barren tree, used 
only as fire-wood; touch-wood, tinder. 

a ^AJ bazi, Obscene, immodest (in conver-
sation). 

y^Af bazyun, A costly garment of silk. 
ji bar, yfr abar (S. upari), On ; up; upon ; 

in; into; to (dative); a t ; forth; with; back ; 
away ; against; near ; before ; according to ; 
on account of;—bar-budan, To be over, to be 
gone, to be lost;—bar-rasidan, To happen ; 
—bar-giriftan, To take, receive, accept. 

yt bar, Height, top, summit; altitude; 
breadth; a continent, a desert; a side, 
part ; body ; (Z. vara) breast, bosom, arm-
pit or lap, embrace ; remembrance, trace, 
impression; a young woman; a palace; a 
door; a kind of tree, the Indian fig; a 
bird ; — ba-bar tang kashldan, To embrace 
closely ;—dar bar kardan (kashldan, giriftan), 
To take in one's arms, to embrace (m.c.). 

f . bar (from burdan, To bear, <&c., S. bhri), 
Fruit, produce, seed, leaf; profit, advan-
tage; burden, load ; (in comp.) seizing and 
carrying off; a porter, carrier ;—bur (in 
comp. as contracted participle of burldan), 
Cutting. 

;> barr (by metrical licence for bar), 
Breast. 

A j> barr, Good, beneficent; just, equi-
table, true, righteous; pious towards God ; 
dutiful to parents; affectionate to children; 
God; a desert, a large uncultivated barren 
plain ;-—barri biydbdn, An extensive desert; 
—birr, Piety, reciprocal affection between 
parents and children ; goodness, innocence; 
a fox's cub;—burr, Wheat. 

\jt bard, A sort of savoury dish made of 
minced meat and spices ; (for bardy) for, 
on account of ;—burrd, burd, Acute, sharp, 
cutting. 

A bara\ Free, clear, exempt; name of 
one of Muhammad's companions. 

vA ji bar db, On the water ; (a field) sown 



and watered ; rapidly ; at once;—bar db 
amadan, To become divulged;—bar abi 
fuldn, After the manner of so and so ;— 
bar db guftan, To speak fast; to repartee ; 
—bar db nawishtan, To write rapidly, or at 
once;—bar db nihddan, To create or render 
unsteady and unstable;— bar db u dtish 
zadan, To take the utmost trouble; to 
exert oneself in vain. 

jt\ji bar-d-bar (breast to breast), Equal, 
alike, on a par; plain, even, level, smooth; 
uniform; accurate, exact; equally, in the 
same manner; abreast, opposite, over 
against; — bar-d-bar shudan, To consent, 
to agree, to conspire ;—bar-d-bar kardan, 
To level; to oppose ;—du bardbar, Twice 
as much, the double (m.c.) ;—sih bardbar, 
Thrice as much (m.c.). 

A bardbir, tyf. bardbirat, Natives of 
Barbary or Western Africa; barbarians, 
Africans. 

oVV bardbardn, Name of a medicinal 
herb. 

^ y bar abr rasldan, To reach the 
highest pinnacle. 

ts^V bar-d-barl, An equality —bar-d-
bari kardan, To contend, to oppose oneself 
to another, to dispute for equality. 

a bardbit (pi. of barbat), Harps, lutes. 
A bard'at, (v.n. of Being free 

(from faults or crimes) ; innocence;— 
bard'ati zimmat, Good conscience; inno-
cence ; fidelity; — burd'at, Shavings, 
scrapings, parings. 

a wvty bardt, A writing conferring immu-
nity or exemption; letter, epistle; a royal 
diploma, brevet, commission, patent, or 
privilege; an assignment, a draft, a cheque; 
the fourteenth day of the month of Sha'ban ; 
—bardt bar shdkhi ahu, Vain promises, lies 
(a draft on Whitechapel pump) bardti 
zimma, Safe-conduct, passport; — bardti 
sultan, bardti 'dli-shdn, bardti humdyHn, 
Royal, imperial, or august diplomas, letters, 
or privileges. 

uy^ bardt-ddr, One who holds an 
assignment, privileged ; a patentee. 

yAiLio (jii"^ bar dtish nishandan, To 
make one restless, to agitate. 

^^ bardti, A worn-out garment; (S. 
vrdta) relations who conduct the bride-
groom to the bride's house. 

(yxij) S y bar a sari kase 
dmadan (raftan), To come (go) in one's 
track, to follow closely. 

A barajim (pi. of burjumai), Joints 
of the fingers. 

J^V barajil, Parsley ; the world ; side. 
A tV bardh (v.n. of ty), Ending, desist-

ing, ceasing, terminating ; receding, desert-
ing, flying; going into an uncultivated 
country; a wide-extended desert; a woman's 
name;—birdh, The sun. 

a ba-rdhat, With ease, comfortably, 
commodiously (m.c.). 

biradandar (contraction of birddar 
andar), A half-brother. 

A buradat, burdda, Filings, scrapings, 
saw-dust; chips ; powder. 

birddar (S. bhratri), A brother; — 
birddar andar, A half-brother birddari 
pidar, A father's brother, an uncle;—bird-
dari haqiql, Own brother, full brother;— 
birddari khwurd, A younger brother, a 
cadet birddari rizd'i, A foster-brother ;— 
birddari zan, A wife's brother, a brother-
in-law ; — birddari shauhar, A husband's 
brother;—birddari kihtar, A younger bro-
ther ;—birddari mddar, Maternal uncle ;— 
birddari mihtar, An eider brother; —birddari 
nisbat, A brother-in-law ;—birddardni din, 
Brothers in the faith, religious fraternities. 

birddarana, Brotherly, like a 
brother. 

birddar-parwar, Kind to brethren. 
(j^V*- birddar-khwandagl, A calling 

of pneself a brother, fraternization. 
biradar-khwanda, An adopted 

brother (see birddari khwanda above). 
birddar-zdda, Brother's son, 

nephew. 
t^ijoljt birddaranda, birddar-

angar, A half-brother. 
birddari, Brotherhood, the fraternal 

relation; relationship;—birddari kardan, 
To enter into a fraternity ; to exercise or 
show brotherly love, to fraternize. 

j^V birdzar, A brother. 
bar-dr, Peace, concord; (part, of bar-

dwardan) one who carries off, draws out, 
ravishes, bears away, raises up ; an ex-
tractor, bearer, elevator; one who receives 
favourably; an approver, accepter, sup-
porter. 

barar, A province in the Dak'han 
(India). 

biraram (m. provincialism for bird-
daram), My brother. 

y> bar-aranda, An extractor, bearer ; 
a receiver; an approver, accepter, 

U^jTji bar-drldan, To spread branches; 
= jt q.v. 

yjji bararlr, yi^y barariz, The year before 
last. 

jty bardz, Joining, fastening, glueing; a 
patch; beauty, grace, elegance, ornament, 
decoration; a shoemaker's last; a wedge; 
(imp. of bardzldan) well then ! despatch ! 
finish !—birdz, A goad ; plough-gear. 

A birdz (v.n. 3 of j^), Fighting (espe-
cially single combat) ; human excrement (a 
more decent word than gha'it). 

birdzbdn, That part of a knife or 
dirk which enters into the handle; the 
shank. 

bardzad, Convenient, fit, proper, 
suitable, elegant, graceful, beautiful; good 



manners ; ornament, decoration ; it agrees, 
suits, accords ;—birdzad, A brother, friend, 
or companion. 

s bardzda, A mass of leaven. 
jfiji birdzar, A brother; goodness; ele-

gance (not supported by examples). 
bardzish, Decoration ; a patching. 

o ^ j V bardzandagi, Decoration. 
jAi^ barazanda, Superior, accomplished 

(m.c.). 
tA>)V birazwdn, That part of a knife or 

dirk which enters into the handle; the 
shank. 

bardzldan, To join, unite; to deco-
rate 5 to render good, beautiful; to despatch, 
to finish ;—burdzJdan, To act with propriety, 
behave with decency, proceed in conformity 
with, to coincide, to fit; to be convenient. 

Jijty barazil, Brazil (m.c.). 
, bardstd, A skilful guide. 

tf j* bar-asudan, To rest; to give rest. 
jMjj bardsh, A quenching; a stilling; a 

scratch, a wound; a sprinkling, a scatter-
ing. 

(j-sAa*̂  ̂  bar dshuftan, To agitate. 
AiWi j* bar-dshufta, Bewildered; excited. 
(j&^M yi bar-dshuftagl, Excitement, 
y j^y^ bardshidan, To put down, to quell; 

to scatter, sprinkle, diffuse. 
A bara'at (v.n. of £;*), Excelling; 

being perfect in virtue and beauty; excel-
lence, pre-eminence ;—bard'ati istihldl, The 
meeting of several synonymous words in a 
sentence. 

barr ugh, A cupper. 
yA^VMj* bar-dghdlulan, yA^i^ bar-dghall-

dan, To instigate, stimulate, stir up; to 
put to flight, chase, cause to run; to ex-
tract, pluck up. 

s - ^ f ?• bar dftdb afgandan, To dry 
in the sun, to bleach. 

jt bar-uftddan, To dwindle, die 
away. 

^ bar-uftdda, Overcome, powerless. 
bar-afrdshtan, To exalt, erect, 

raise. 
j) bar-afrokhtan, To kindle, light 

up. 
ji bar-afrukfetagi, Illumination ; 

lighting up (m.c.). 
$ bar-afrokhta, Inflamed, fired, 

lit up. 
j* bar-afrod, Topsy-turvy, pell-mell, 

y bar-afrosidan, To excite desire ; 
to walk with a fastidious, pompous air; to 
abuse one by menacing actions or oppro-
brious words. 

^A^b^ yt bar-afzhulldan, To incite, to stir 
up; to extract; to pluck out; to throw 
away. 

y bar-afshandani dast, 
Dancing (literally, waving the bands). 

yjn&rt j) bar-afgandan, To throw up; to 
remove; to send, 

A burdq, The celebrated animal 
smaller than a mule and bigger than an 
ass, upon which Muhammad is said to 
have gone from Jerusalem to heaven; 
(burdq ba-dast, Having burdq in hand, rein-
ing burdq;—burdqi barq-tdz, A steed fleet 
as lightning;—burdqi jam,, The wind which 
wafted Solomon's throne from place to 
place —burdqi chahdrum falak, The sun; 
the seventh heaven;—burdqi jam, The wind 
carrying Solomon's throne) ; — barraq, 
Flashing, glittering, bright. 

a j^ij burdq-raftdr, Swift as burdq. 
A bardqish, Name of a bitch. 
a barrdql, K'^yt barrdqiyat, Splen-

dour, brilliaucy. 
bardkuh, A mountain in Farghaua. 

bardganda (or A^y) , A bribe to 
corrupt a judge, a present, gift, offering, 
donation. 

CJA-JAU^ bar-dmdhidan, ^ bar-
dmdsidan, To swell, to blow up (as dough). 

bar~dmad, A rising or coming up; 
issue; expenditure, outgoings; informing 
(more particularly of bribery), accusation, 
impeachment;—bar-dmadi kdr, The execu-
tion of any business. 

W <***}}! bar-dmad'jd, eLfju^ y bar-amad-
gdh, The place of starting, rising, coming 

)* bar-dmadagi, A projection, rising, 
or swelling ; a setting in, an overspreading 
of darkness, 

t ) ^ ^ bar dmadan, To ascend, arise, 
come forth, appear, emerge, grow out; to 
surprise, to come suddenly and unex-
pectedly ; to succeed in one's wishes, to 
triumph, overcome; to result; to honour, 
exalt, magnify; to pass through; to be 
disgusted or tired out; to be replete. 

f . bar-dmada, Prominent; a balcony, 
verandah, porch. 

a bardmikat (pi. of barmakl), Bar-
mecides, persons of the family of Barmak. 

f , bar-dmud, Full, replete, adorned. 
( j A - ^ ^ bar-dmahidan, = (jA f̂eU^ ^ q.v. 

f . bar-dmefcfctan, To mix, to 
mingle. 

jt bar an, Upon that;—bar an shudan, 
To agree upon; to will, desire, intend. 

burrdn, Sharp, cutting. 
yja^A^ y bar-anddkhtan, To throw out or 

down; to scatter, throw about, discomfit, 
defeat; to break an engagement, to rescind 
a purchase or sale. 

J bar-anddz, Expenditure. 
AM}} buranddj, Intestines, 
& f. _) f . bar an dil u bar an sar, 

Upon (with) that intent and purpose. 
(VJAS^ burandan, To lose at play ;—bur-

randan, To be sharp and cutting. 
bardnghdr u juwdnghdr, The 

right and left wings of an army. 
bardngdr, The right hand. 



u t - i ^ y bar angusht jnchldan, To 
m press upon memory, to remember (as 
anything strung round the finger), 

(j^safc?^ jt bar-angekhtagl, Instigation. 
f . bar-angekhtan, To raise or pull 

up, tear out, draw forth, eradicate; to 
eicite, stir up, rouse, awake; to cause to 
happen; to learn, know. 

•wrtj} bar an and, On that they are 
agreed. 

bardna, Name of a city, 
u iy bar dni, A glass or earthen vessel in 

which flowers, sugar, confections, or medi-
cines are kept. 

yA^ji burdnidan, To kiss or be kissed; 
to go away; to agree ; to put to flight. 

barav, A sweeper of the street s, a 
duBtman. 

jt bar-dwar, Fruit-bearing (tree), 
fruitful. 

Aĵ t ji bar-award, An estimate, calcula-
tion ; a specimen; a citadel \—bar award 
hvrdm, To draw up (a muster-roll) ; to 
calculate, estimate, carry to account. 

LJ*^;* bar-dwardagl, A bringing forth. 
yA)^ yt bar-awardan, To bring up; to 

draw out, bring forth, pluck, pull, or tear 
up; to draw (a breath) ; to elevate, raise 
up, erect, build; to repair, restore, correct, 
accomplish, bring to perfection; to relieve 
(indigence or necessity) ; to close, to fill 
up; to breed (teeth or horses) ; to pro-
duce, to bear; to accept, receive favour-
ably ; to insert; to break the peace; to 
represent; to counterfeit, feign, imitate, 
mimic;—bar-awardan arba%ne, To pass a 
(space of) forty (days or years). 

y bar-awarda, Brought up or forth ; 
built, constructed, erected; mimicked, imi-
tated, counterfeited; taken up (in the 
arms); raised to honours; invested with 
authority; a raised building; a rampart; 
a fortress ; deducted or stopped; produced, 
alleged; separated; given; heard, ac-
cepted ; completed, finished; accustomed 
to anything;—bar-dwardcCi zdbdn Jcardan, 
To speak, utter, pronounce. 

y j s ^ y bar-awekhtan, To suspend, hang 
up 

8W ba-rdh, To the way, by the way ; (also 
burdh)ornament, beauty, elegance; adorned; 
beautiful; good; goodness;—ba-rdh kar-
dan, To dismiss, send away, despatch ; to 
depart, set out, begin, or proceed on a 
journey. 

p^V bardhdm, Name of a notorious 
miser. 

l^iM jt bar-dhikhtan, To unsheath, to 
draw (a sword)* 

A barahim, barahim (pi. of 
ibrdhlm), Abrahams; Abraham. 

A iUfety bardhimat (pi. of barahman), 
Brahman8; (pi. of ibrahim) Abrahams. 

A barahman, A Brahman. 

y bar-ahanjidan, To draw, lead 
out. 

yJA yi^ y bar dhii suwdr shudan, To 
speed along in great haste. 

f . bar-ahelehtan, To unsheath, to 
draw. 

bardhldan, To send ; to travel. 
A bardhin (pi. of burhdn), Proofs, 

arguments, demonstrations. 
oV bardy (ba-rdy), For, because, on 

account of; in respect of, for the sake of;— 
bardyi adab, By way of civility;—bardyi 
dn, For that;—bardyi dnki, Because that;— 
bardyi of On his account, for him ;—bardyi 
tn, For this;—bardyi chi kar, On what 
account ?—bardyi zabti atrdf, lu order to 
overawe the neighbourhood ;—bardyi qara-
bat, For the sake of the relationship;— 
bardyi kari darbdr, On the business of the 
Durbar. 

A bardya' (pi. of barlyaf), Creatures; 
people, men ; patricians, nobles. 

&>\jt bardya, bardyi, A pretext, 
cause, reason. 

bar bad, To the wind; destroyed, 
overthrown, laid waste ;—bar bad budan, 
To be undone ;—bar bad ddda,, Given to the 
wind, ruined ;—bar bad raftan, To be dis-
persed ;—bar bad sdkhtan. To destroy ;—bar 
bad nihadan, To create or render of a fickle 
nature. 

barbdr, An upper chamber. 
A barbdr, Murmuring, angry ; noisy, 

clamorous; creaking (bucket); a lion. 
f . bar-baran, Fields sown in time of 

rain. 
barbdr a, An upper chamber ; a pri-

vate entrance to a house. 
barbashk (Verbascum), Mullein, 

s J b i r b d l , Coral. 
yAsjjf fjjVj y> bar bdldyi pdrdum guzl-

dan, see under 
^ty barbad, Name of the country other-

wise called Sistan; = q.v. 
a ji bar-baddH1, With bosoms of 

wonderful beauty (damsels). 
f . f . bar-bar, Upon ; above ; besides ; upon 

the breast;—tartar, A barber, a surgeon; 
foolish talk; quarrelsomeness ; — ftarbari 
sar, A shaver of the head. 

A yy barbar, The people of Barbary; — 
birbir, A word for calling sheep;—burbur, 
Noisy, clamorous. 

6i\k. yy barbar-khdna, y^J yy barbar-duk-
kdn, A barber's shop. 

yiji / bar-burdan, To appear, rise (the 
sun). 

ybL^iy barbaristdn, Barbary. 
iSf.ji barbari, A barberry. 
T barbarls, A gooseberry, or tiie tree. 

j> bar-bast (pi. bar-bastagdn), Usage, 
established custom, law. 

y bar-basian, To shut or fasten up; 
to be shut up by frost; to freeze ; to prepare. 



ji bar-baata, Shut up; frozen, con-
gealed ; incapable of growth, inorganic. 

fy barbat, barbut, A harp or lute;—bar-
bat-zan, A player upon the lute;—barbat-
nawaz, A harper, a lutanist. 

t^V* KJ* barbat-sardy, A performer on 
the lute. 

yt bar-buland, Very high ; an upper 
chamber in Eastern houses, open in the 
front. 

yt bar-balandln, Ringlets dangling 
upon the forehead; ornamental work over 
a doorway. 

^ yi bar-band, Collected; a collar; a 
girdle; skilled to perfection. 

o U*y*-y}y) barbusiyus, A kind of ivy. 
Qtfyt barbun (a different reading for 

q.v.), Finest variegated silk. 
i^t^yt barbahin, Purslain. 
^ ji bwr pa, Raised, fixed, established, 

erect;—bar pa budan, To stand, to be on 
foot;—bar pa khdstan, To rise upon the 
feet; to stand;—bar pa kardan, To erect, 
set up, fix, plant, or pitch ;—bar pa'i khak 
zadan, To hold in contempt, to degrade or 
render contemptible ; — bar pay ddshtan, 
To support; to be raised, pitched, or esta-
blished. 

O^jji j> bar-paroshdn, Co-religionists. 
ji ^ bar-paz, y> j) bar-pazh, Heaven, firma-

ment;—burpuz, A plum; the root of the 
ear ; declivity of a mountain. 

barpoz, <j*yi,yt barpos, The parts round 
the mouth; beak of a bird. 

Oylyi barpun, The itch, the scab. 
(My) barpahan, Purslain; a throne; fly-

ing. 
yt bar-pechlda, Twisted; shrivelled. 
yt bar-pekita, Twisted together, 

coiled. 
bartds, Name of a wrestler; name 

of a city on the confines of Russia; also a 
country in Turkistan from whence costly 
furB are brought. 

bartasi, A fur brought from Bartas. 
bartashak, Mugwort. 

fj&ti^ yi bar-tdftagi, Distortion. 
y bar-tdftan, To twist; to turn 

away ; to bore, pierce, perforate, 
fyi bartar, Higher; cause, reason, sake. 

bartarasak, Mugwort. 
i^r^yy bartar-manish, High-minded ; of a 

superior understanding. 
bartarln, Highest, most exalted ;— 

bartarin sipihr, The highest or ninth 
heaven. 

a jiAtf? £ bar taqdir, On supposition. 
bartak, An ambler. 

hartal, Great, vehement, tremendous. 
aAfy bartula, A gift, present; a kind of 

Tartar cap worn under a wreath or turban 
of fine linen; a wreath, bandage. 

bartamidan, To break out in pus-
tules upon the lips, to have the lips chapped 

(after a fever); to have a pain in the 
abdomen from excessive heat; to have the 
shingles, or St. Anthony's fire; to stuff, to 
cram (as cotton into a sack) ; to rush head-
long ; to tumble, to fall prostrate; to 
throw down; to grow f a t ; to boil (meat). 

tffy bartan, Proud, arrogant (opp. to tf^ 
q.v.); an Arabian; a tribe; a leader. 

bartang, The bittern; a narrow 
kind of cloth ; swaddling-clothes; a girth. 

^ySyi bartani, A strut; haughtiness, vain-
glory. 

barta, Name of a hero of Iran, 
yjbariahidan, To throw upon the 

ground; to destroy, subvert, overturn, 
overwhelm, deface; to heap together. 

Wj i bartibd (in Zand and Pazand), A 
swallow. 

A bars, Soft, smooth, fertile (ground). 
A y-y bur sun, The soft part under the 

claws of birds and beasts; the hand with 
the fingers. 

ty. barj, A cylinder; a rolling-pin;— 
baraj, A sweet-scented flag. 

A z f , burj, A tower; a dove-cote; a star, 
constellation; the station of a planet; a sign 
of the zodiac; [burji dbi, Aquarius ; a reser-
voir ; a building in the water;—burji dzari, 
The signs Aries,Leo,and Sagittarius;—burji 
dsmdn, The zodiac, the celestial signs;— 
burji badi, The signs Gemini, Aquarius, 
and Libra ; —burji bara, The sign Aries ; 
—burji tardzu, The sign Libra; — burji 
suraiyd, The Pleiades ; the sign Taurus ; 
(met.) the face of a mistress ; — burji 
saur, Taurus ; — burji chihal sdla, An 
angel; the human understanding ; Adam; 
—burji hamal, The sign Aries ; — burji 
khaki, The signs Taurus, Virgo, and Capri-
cornus;—burji khosha, The sign Virgo;— 
burj daridan, To enter unveiled; — burji 
zahri mar, The hood of a snake ;—burji 
siyum, The sign Gemini;—burji sharaf, A 
noble house; the highest degree of dignity 
and prosperity;—burji qaid, A tower of one 
of the castles of Darband; a tower that 
serves as a house or a place of confinement; 
—burji kamdn, Sagittarius ;—burji kok-
ndr, The pod of a poppy ; — burji hildl, 
The sign Cancer;]—baraj (v.n.), Having the 
white of the eye exactly surrounding the 
black. 

W yi bar jd, On the ground; prostrate, 
quiet; in place; properly placed; true, 
accurate, right;—bar jd shudan, To be 
finished, arranged;—bar jd kardan, To ob-
serve, pay attention, arrange. 

burjas, barjas, A butt to shoot at 
(especially elevated high in the air) ; a stone 
thrown into the water, in order to put it in 
motion and make it flow fresh from the 
spring. 

s—Wjt burjdsb, burjasp, An 
ancient warrior of Turan. 



jt burjdf\ A species of grain (pease or 
French bean). 

y bar-jdma, A rich and valuable 
dress. 

yWy burjdn, Name of a robber or a gang 
of robbers ; according to others, the Bul-
garians on the Danube. 

A yW-/ barrajan, Name of a Sufi com-
mentator. 

y bar jdn qadam nihadan 
(to set the foot on life), To despair of life. 

^W )) bar jay, On the spot. 
^ftJU ^^ y bar-jdy-mdndagi, Paralysis; 

ailment, lassitude; a remaining on the 
spot. 

WJU y bar-jay-vnanda, Tired, worn 
down with fatigue ; paralytic. 

iSjyt- y bar juzwi, Somewhat, a little, in 
part. 

bar-jastagi, A springing or leap-
ing upon ; an eruption, a pustule. 

j bar-jastan, To leap up, to start 
up. to bound; to have any pustulous com-
plaint (as the small-pox or measles) ; to 
palpitate, to beat. 

y bar-jasta, Befitting, proper, right, 
opportune; salient. 

^ bar -joshidagi, Small-pox, 
measles. 

jt bar-joshidan, To boil up, fer-
ment. 

y bar-jahdnidan, To cause to leap. 
y bar-jahanda, Springy, elastic. 

a burji, Small tower, turret; cut-
water of the pier of a bridge. 

A birjis, Jupiter; a milch camel. 
burchdf, Pease ; beans (see . 
barchakh, A small spear of the 

Hindus. 
(j^- jt bar-chidan, To collect. 
y j L j j > bar-chafmdan, To clot, to felter. 
^ bar jam, — f^y q.v. 

birchand, Name of a village in 
Khurasan. 

krf barcha, A kind of spear. 
ijfrjl barchi, A small spear. 

y bar-chidan, To collect, gather, 
assemble; to gird up the loins, prepare, 
make haste; to pick, choose ; to clench (a 
nail) ;—daman bar-chidan, To gird up one's 
loins. 

U-s* yi bar-china, Gathering; a collector, 
yjuua. y bar-chin dan, y bar-chini-

dan, To gather, collect, 
atfy*^} barchin-gdh, A seat, a chair. 
A C/ barh (v.n.), Affliction, distress, evil. 
A p^y burahd\ Paroxysm of a fever; grief. 
a jAd- j> bar hazr, Upon one's guard; 

apart, aside. 
a s—e- y bar hash, According to. 
a <3e» ji bar haq, In truth, indeed, forsooth. 
a I J^ T S b a - r a h m a t amada, Moved by 

pity. 
fcj* barkh, A little, somewhat, some, a 

few; a lot, portion; a house, edifice, par-
lour, dining-room, or open apartment at the 
top of Eastern houses; n cavern, a sub-
terraneous habitation, den ; a cistern ; con-
veniency ; household furniture ; lightning ; 
a fish; a spark ;—barkh, burkh, Dew, 

A barkh, Increase, growth, abundance ; 
breaking of the neck or back; power, 
violence; low price. 

barkhdj, A spindle, a whirl. 
jW y bar-khdr, Ascent, elevation. 
ts—Vs- ^ bar-khdst, Adjournment; recall. 

j) bar-khdstagi, A rising up, up-
rising. 

j) bar-khdstan, To rise, to arise ; to 
rise against, make an insurrection; to stand, 
to become erect; to stir up, rouse, insti-
gate, excite; to enkindle ; to stand still, 
stop, desist; to break up (as an assembly) ; 
to grow, increase. 

c ^ U ^ barkhdst-ndma, Order of 
recall. 

bar-khdsta, Raised ; — bar-khasta 
shudan, To be raised; to become loud (as 
the clamour of a mob). 

a ibirkhdsh (from P. q.v.), 
Confusion. 

barkhdn. Clamour; name of a 
country. 

barkhach, barakhch, Deformed, ugly ; 
weak, infirm. 

LM / barakhsh, Back of a beast of 
burden. 

^-jt barkhafch, The nightmare. 
barfchafchi, Harshness, severity ; 

litigation, emulation. 
^jj^y barkhafanch, The nightmare. 
^ f t f . barkh kardan, To create. 
a y bar kjiildf, Contrary, opposite, 
yj^ bar khuld sar kardan, To 

obtain immortality. 
barkhanju, A granary, storehouse; 

a pruning; joy, shout of triumph, exulta-
tion. 

y bar-khwdba, A mattress; abed-
fellow. 

eV*" J* bar-khwaj, y bar-kh wash, A 
spindle. 

jt bar-khwdr, Glory; for tune; a 
partner. 

bar-khwdndan, To attribute, 
oji y bar khwud, Upon oneself ; — bar 

khwud bastan (tarashidan), To take upon 
oneself ; to make oneself responsible ;—bar 
khwud pechidan, To writhe in pain ; to be 
greatly distressed;—bar khwud zadan (shi-
kaslan), To bear up with disagreeables and 
inconveniences ; — bar khwud giriftan (ni-
handan), To take upon oneself; to assume 
the responsibility. 

jW yyt barkhu-ddr (contraction or cor-
ruption of jUjjAjO, Prosperous; glorying. 

jjd-ji bar-khwar, bar-khwur, Glory, pros-
perity, good fortune; a daily allowance; a 



barn, granary; a companion, partner in 
trade; pounding small;—bar-khwar, Having 
a share. 

^^jj/f* y> bar-khwur-ddr, Happy, enjoying 
long life and prosperity; receiving a daily 
allowance; glorying, boasting ; household 
furniture, utensils. 

yi bar-khwur-darl, Maintenance ; 
happiness, felicity, glory, reputation, good 
fortune; ~~ bar-khwur-ddrl dadan, To be-
stow, confer, permit freely to enjoy ;—bar-
khwur-dari giriftan (yaftan), To enjoy. 

^ bar khwurd bd (for bad or badi), 
May he (mavest thou) be always happy. 

O^jy6- yi bar khwurdan, To eat fruit, 
enjoy. 

jy^yi barkhuz. A large earthen vessel; a 
wallet, portmanteau. 

ji bar-kfj,wu8h, Good, right, very 
well. 

Jfcji. ^ bar-khwahl, Crooked, awry. 
y bar kfiwesh, Upon oneself (used in 

similar constructions with ^ j i q-v.). 
^jt barkha, A piece, a morsel. 
^yi barkhl, Some, a little, somewhat, a 

particle ; an offering, a ransom; a substi-
tute. 

A barkhiyd, Name of the father of 
Asaf, the minister of Solomon. 

g-^yi ba,rkhldan, To extract, draw out ; 
to pluck, pull; to reap, mow; to unravel, 
loose, resolve, tease (cotton or wool); to 
shave ; to fortify, fence (with thorns) ; to 
be inverted, changed, converted; to clench 
or rivet nails ; to surround or set (jewels 
with gold) ; to find, invent; to magnify; 
to remain quiet, to wait. 

ytA-yi barkhez, Arise ; rising. 
\yiA-y\ barkhezd, Rising up ; an insurgent, 
yjyj^^i.^ barkhezdnidan, To erect ; to 

rouse. 
J^-^ji barkhezish, A rising, insurrection. 

bark hi n, A little ransom, a small 
portion. 

^yi bard (imp. of bar didan), Stand off! 
give way t hold oft'! take care ! begone ! 
retire! reverence, dread, terror; a captive, 
a prisoner of war ; a stone; (in the Kar-
miinian dialect) a city ;—burd (pret. of bur-
dan), He carried, bore, supported, carried 
off; a carrying, a bearing; (at chess) when 
only the king iB left to the party; an 
enigma ;—barad (aor. of bur dan), He may 
carry. 

A bard (v.n.), Becoming or making 
cold; striking cold; applying cool anti-
mony to the eye; filing; cold, chilliness; 
sleep ;—burd, Striped cloth ; a garment;— 
burdi yamani, A garment of striped cloth 
of Yam an. 

Wy barda, Noise of combatants; an 
enigma; stand off! &c. (like ^yi bard). 

bard-a-bard (a word used by 
guards, ushers, tipstaves, or beadles in 

clearing the way), Have a care ! stand by ! 
confusion. 

yoU ^ bar-dadan, To quit, release, free. 
yi bar dar, Exalted, lifted up; sus-

pended, hanged, crucified ; a summer-
house; [bar dar zadan (kardan, kashldan), 
To crucify, to hang;—bar dar budan, To be 
hanged ;]—barddr (in comp., as participle 
oi bar ddshtan), Bearing, supporting, rais-
ing, or holding up; observing, obeying, 
executing;—bar-ddr, Bearingfruit;—burddr 
(a contraction of burdbar), A bearer of 
burdens; patient, long-suffering. 

^ yi bar dar kashlda, Gibbeted. 
^ bar-ddridan, To raise; to hang. 

barddsht, Endurance; a musical 
instrument pertaining to royalty (doubtful 
meaning) ; — bar-ddsht kardan, To suffer, 
endure, bear patiently. 

y jA^ yi bar-ddshtan, To exalt, raise, ele-
vate ; to bear up, support, prop, sustain; 
to pick up; to take, assume ; to take upon 
oneself; to remove, carry off; to offer; to 
fly for refuge ; to overlook, disregard;—db 
bar-ddshtan, To draw "Water;—dil az sar bar-
ddshtan, To renounce life. 

^^jjysMj^ bar-ddshtani, Bearable, support-
able ; possibility, certainty. 

teitW yt bar-ddshta, Borne, carried; 
exalted; a man who flies to avoid punish-
ment ; one who takes refuge in a sanc-
tuary ; exposed to hazard, left to the wide 
world. 

a ft^ Axfc^Jy bardashta-kh atir, Uneasy. 
bardagk, Name of a herb used in 

dyeing. 
JW^ bardal, A pair of compasses ;— 

burdal (Burdigala), Bordeaux. 
bar dan, The juice of a certain 

plant. 
barddna, Bread steeped in milk 

and fried with butter (doubtful word). 
ft jy) burd-bdr, A bearer of burdens; 

forbearing; patient, long-suffering; the 
tedious winding-up of any business. 

jyi burd-bdri, Patience ; long-suffer-
ing. 

jji y bard-bard, Give place! make way ! 
A. burdat, A cloak, a mantle. 
a gJ^ bardaj (from P. barda), A captive, 

prisoner; name of a village near Shiraz. 
jy^jy burudjird, Name of a town near 

Hamad an. 
y4y> bar dar, At, upon, over the door; 

[bar dar zadan (shudan), To go out;—bar 
dari 'irfdn zadan, To unveil; to abandon 
shame;—bar dar nihadan, To turn out, 
eject;]—bar-dar, The lintel over a door ;— 
bardar (for ^ brother. 

i^jf U^-J yi bar dast giriftan, To believe, 
to rely upon. 

barda1, Name of a country and city 
governed by Queen Noshabh at the time of 
Sikandar. 



yjj, y iar daftar afgaadan, To 
register, to enroll. 

bar dak, A fable, fiction, parable ; a 
charm;—bardak, bur dak, An enigma, riddle, 

y ^ y bar dag an (pi, of bar da), Slaves. 
bar dag j, Captivity, slavery, bon-

dage. 
J J ji bar dil khwurdan, To mate 

ill-tempered, impatient, testy. 
er-^V J J jt bar dil giriftan, To be dis-

pleased, annoyed, impatient. 
/•J jt bar dam, A moment, instant;— 

bardam, The old name of the city barda';— 
bur dam (pret. of burdan), I carried. 

jt bar damagh khwurdan, To 
render peevish, impatient. 

bar-damidan, To shoot forth, to 
grow ; to breathe ; to be angry, 

y Jy birdan, Velocity; a swift horse. 
y^ji burdan (S. bhri), To carry, bear, 

bring, lead, conduct, transfer, transport; 
to take, assume, carry off, draw, remove, 
abstract, take away; to take to wife, to 
marry (m.c.) ; to gain at play ; to throw 
away, lose, lower (dignity) ; to go, run, fly ; 
to obey, execute; — az dostan burdan, To 
separate from friends ;—i'tiqdd burdan, To 
believe;—bdz burdan, To bring or lead 
back (see also under jV) ;—hasad burdan, 
To bear malice, to envy ;—hamla burdan, 
To make an attack, assault, i n s u l t H h u d d 
burd, Whither does God conduct you?— 
dar pandhi kase burdan, To flee for refuge 
to anyone;—ramish burdan, To enjoy, to 
rejoice at;—rozgar burdan, To live or asso-
ciate ; to waste time;—shakk burdan, To 
doubt; — f a r man burdan, To obey com-
mands, execute orders;—kar az pesh burdan, 
To advance an affair, to succeed (m.c.). 

Oaj bar durnba danddn zadan, 
To wish to commit sodomy or pederasty. 

bardang, A hillock in a desert. 
^Jj* burdani, Something to carry away 

(as a present). 
bardti, Expectation, hope. 

a rV^ bar daw dm, Always, continually;— 
bar dawam bad, May it endure for ever ! 

a ^ bar-dawdmi, Perpetuity, dura-
tion. 

s p^yiy bardwan (S. varddhamana), A 
district and city in Bengal. 

bar-dost, Fruit-cherisher, " friend 
of one's own fruit." 

U^A ji bar dosh, On the shoulders;— 
Ithirqa bar dosh, Clad in shreds and patches ; 
a religious mendicant. 

® birdun, A gelding. 
barda, A captive, prisoner of war; a 

slave, servant; (barda burdan, To make 
prisoner, to take captive;)—burda, Borne, 
carried away;—burda shudan, To be carried 
off. 

J j barda-dil, Whose heart is enslaved, 
violently in love. 

Jbjjh 8 b a r d a - f a r o s h , A slave-dealer. 
bardl, A masquerade ; mirth, jollity, 

festivity ; a vase of polished marble; 
—burdi, Thou barest. 

a o-V bardi, The papyrus ;—burdi, An 
excellent sort of date. 

^ burd ydftan, To win at play, to 
gain. 

i>ij> bardidan, To retire, withdraw, re-
treat. 

yjj^j j y bar dida dawidan, To wax 
hot in reproach,expostulation, or discussion; 
to offer impudence ; to be saucy, 

o y bardirlus, The lark. 
a ba-radif, Riding or driving in the 

suite ; in a row or rows (m.c.) ;—ba-radif 
chida budan,, To be ranged, to be set up in 
rows (m.c.). 

bardiq, Ignorant, uninformed. 
e^Jjt bar din, Dregs, filth, refuse ; rust. 
A birzaun, A horse or beast of bur-

den, anil and sluggish,- a pack-horse. 
A Y J J Y barzin, A drinking vessel of palm-

fibre. 
6\> ji bar rah, An ornament; decorated 

(comp. and «jjt). 
A IJYI bararat (pi. of barr), Just, pious 

(men), 
bar-rastan, To arise. 

y bar-rusta, A stalkless plant; 
clownish. 

y^a-y ji bar-randan, To arrive ; to inves-
tigate, to obtain information. 

jt bar-raftan, To precede. 
yt bar ruy, Upon the face; upon;— 

bar ruyi db amadan, To be evident;—bar 
•ruyi clary a pul bastan, To attempt an im-
possibility ; to accomplish an extraordinary 
feat;—bar ruy dawidan, To speak fluently. 

j> bar-riiy-uftddagi, A falling 
flat on the face, proneness. 

ji bar rah, Adorned ; ornament. 
a jfej ji bar riq (on spittle), Fasting; 

ignorant. 
jji barz, A sown field; seed; agriculture ; 

—barz, burz (Z. berez), Stature, height, tall-
ness, elegance of shape ; tall ; a trowel; per-
fect, complete; the trunk of a tree ;—burz, 
Youthfulness; greatness; name of a vil-
lage near Merw. 

A ft barz, Respectable, intelligent; absti-
nent, temperate, honourable. 

Gjj) burzaj, The roaring of a lion. 
A ijji barzakh, An interval, partition, bar; 

the interval of time, according to the 
Qur'an, between the death of a man and 
the resurrection; connecting link; a pic-
ture of the imagination, a whim, fancy; 
one in love with a woman. 

yjj jt bar-zadan, To strike up ; to raise, 
elevate; to level or equal; to count or play 
with the fingers; to collect; to separate ; 
to cast anchor;—bang bar zadan, To make 
a noise, raise the voice ;—daman bar zadan, 



To tuck up the skirt, to prepare for busi-
ness. 

jH bar-zada, Raised, shot forth. 
tetf barazgka (prob. for A. A 

sad die or pannel-cloth. 
e^y? barzaqi, Examination, penetration. 
dtf barzafc, The seed of lint or hemp. 
ft barz-kdr, A farmer. 

barzgar, A farmer, a ploughman. 
barzgari, Agriculture. 

fijt barzam, A wink, nod, amorous glance ; 
name of a fortress near the Jihun or Oxus. 

O *̂) / bar zamdn, Formerly, sometimes. 
jt bar zamin, Upon or to the ground; 

—bar zamin zadan, To set (the sun) ;—bar 
zamin uftddan, To be made light of, despised, 
unheeded (speech). 

<yjy? barzan, A mansion, dwelling; a 
street, especially a long one; the top or 
extreme part of a street, the corner of a 
square or court; a plain, desert; imp. of 
bar-zadan; — birzan, An earthen pan for 
baking bread. 

barzandan, To sow; to agree, tally. 
barzun, A Turkish horse. 

'hyjji burzuyald, Name of a champion in 
Afrasiab's army. 

barza, Seed ; sowing, agriculture ; a 
branch; a stuff made of silk and thread ; 
—burza, A sort of gum-arabic tree. 

6jy* barza-barz, A sown field, a seed-
plot ; cloth or a garment made of silk and 
wool. 

ft barza-Jcar, A farmer. 
ft \jt barza-gav, An ox used in agricul-

ture. 
jfijji barzagar, A sower, a farmer. 

barzl, A husbandman. 
fcjAJjji barzidan, To sow; to quadrate, 

agree, to correspond with ; to persevere; 
to be habitually engaged in;—barazidan, 
To dress becomingly. 

barzlq, A rude, unpolished clown. 
fiijjt barzlgar, An agriculturist, farmer. 

barzlgarl, Husbandry, agriculture. 
barzln, Fire; name of one of the 

chief priests of the religion of Zardusht, 
-vho built a fire-temple which he called 
atari barzln; name of an ancient cham-
pion of Iran ; a plain, a desert; a street or 
iaarter of a city. 

ij-ft yJijy barzln kurus, Name of a wise 
man or prieBt of the fire-worshippers. 

a fojji barziya, A powerful stronghold on 
a high mountain adjacent to Syria. 

jj) barzh, Perfect, complete, entire ; high, 
sublime; power; full splendour; a whirl-
pool. 

bars, A bridle, a halter; a bind of 
wooden forceps put upon the nose of an 
inruly horse when shoeing ; a similar bit 
>f wood, through which the camel's bridle 
uns ; a spur;—birs, Cotton;—burs, Fruit 
f the mountain cypress,- juniper-berries. 

a (j-^ bars (v.n.), Persisting in one's in-
tention ;—birs, A sort of coarse cotton. 

H barsdt, The rainy season (in 
India). 

j* bar-sakhtan, To instruct, to 
render accomplished. 

j* bar-sdm, A pain in the breast, an 
oppression, wind, or swelling in the sto-
mach ; pleurisy. 

(jL-y barsdn, birsdn, Syrup dark-coloured 
and of a fragrant smell; people of the 
same religion, co-religionists;—bursdn, A 
dragon. 

(yA-jL,^ bursdnldan, = q.v. 
a jt bar sabil, In the way of, by way 

of. 
bi-rasad, May it come to pass. 

ji bar sar, On or at the head, end, or 
point; these two words are much used in 
composition, as in the foi lowing examples: 
—bar sar amadan, To conquer, to be at the 
head ; to augment, to amplify ;—bar sari 
d.n in nihddan, To give up or renounce one 
thing for another;—bar sar dwardan, To 
bring to the point, to discover ;—bar sar 
burdan, To bring to an end, to terminate ; 
—bar saripd dmadan (dwardan), To become 
(make) public;—bar saripd istddan (nishas-
tan), To be ready or prepared ; to be on the 
point of doing anything (as a woman of 
giving birth) ; — bar sari pa budan, To 
stand on the point of the foot; to stand 
upright;—bar sari takht kashldan, To seat 
on the throne ;—bar sari tir amadan, to 
come within shot (game);—bar sari chashm, 
On the point of the eye; most willingly ; 
—bar sari harf dmadan, To get a hearing, 
to have one's say -—bar sari liarf budan, To 
keep one's word ; to stick to what one has 
said;—bar sari hisdb amadan, To come 
to the end of the account; to be recon-
ciled, satisfied, contented;—bar sari khabak 
dmad shab, Night is nearly over;—bar sari 
khwud (khwesh), Self-willed, headstrong 
bar sar rasldan, Upon the point of arriving; 
—bar sari sukhun raftan, To go to the head 
of the discourse ; to explain ;—bar sari sang 
nishdndan (nishastan), To render (become) 
contemptible ;—bar sar zadan, To fasten on 
the head (as a flower) ; to lose one's senses; 
to be deep in thought;—bar sari qadam 
budan, To be in the privy ;—bar sari kdr, 
On the point of business ; when there is 
occasion. 

jt bar-sar-afgandan'i, A coif or 
veil for throwing over the head. 

i j ^ u-y burs-ghuncha, Juniper-berries. 
yjuyJL, yi bar-siklzidan, To leap. . 
a (*~>f. ba-rasm, By way of. 

barsam, Rods of a span long used 
by the fire-worshippers in their ceremonies ; 
according to others, a book held in hand by 
them on that occasion, which meaning, how-



ever, seems to rest upon the misreading 
for . 

barsam-chin, The knife for cutting 
the rods barsam. 

yUjv-ji barsamdan, The case for hold-
ing the rods barsam. 

birsun, Cotton ;—bursan, A ring of 
wood, or of hair, passed through a camel's 
nose, to which the bridle is fastened ; a 
nose-jewel, worn by ladies in the East ; a 
bride ; a yoke. (Both words are perhaps 
misreadings for ^-j*.) 

barsang, A counterpoise, equili-
brium, anything hung at one side to 
counterbalance the load upon the other. 

y-j* bar-su, The top, the head;—bar-suyi 
ran, The hip-bone;—bar-suyi gosh, The top 
of the ear. 

barsula, A lozenge composed of 
nuts, mace, and other hot spices. 

^s-ji barsl, Wearisomeness, irksomeness. 
barsiyan, barsiydwishdn, 

Shepherd's crook ; maiden-hair (herbs). 
barsiydna, Name of a plant whose 

seed resembles parsley. 
jjU barsiyan ddru, The herb 

shepherd's staff. 
y bar-siyah, Brown, tawny; black 

bile. 
y b u r a s i d a n , To be ended, com-

pleted ; to be annihilated, erased, abolished, 
consumed (should probably be read ba-
rasidan). 

barsln, Clover. 
barslnd, Name of a plant, the seed 

of which is good for the itch. 
J^y barsh, Desire; — birsh, barish, A 

halter ;—bar-ash, Upon him ; his breast;— 
barish, A pair of compasses; the shingles ; 
—burish, A chip, shaving; a cutting off, 
scission ; — burushi did kardan, To turn 
away the eyes. 

A barash, A white speck on the nail, 
y ^ i ji bar shdJihi dhuwdn (on the 

horns of antelopes), Impossible to attain. 
u^Aji barshdwash, The Dragon's Head 

(constellation in the sign Taurus). 
birisht, Imp. of birishtan. 

ys—[3 —4>bar shasti pd nishastan, 
To be about to copulate. 

fJ» j> bar shuiur nishastan (to sit 
upon a camel), To get abroad (a secret). 

ij^jt birishtan, To fry, roast, bake. 
te&y birishta, Pried, roasted, baked; 

(met.) desirable, pleasing;—gili birishta, 
Baked clay. 

63 do*/ birishta-tah, That of which the 
bottom or inside is pleasing (as a wine-cup). 

barshajd, y^-Ay barshajdn, and— 
WAy barshakhd, y^y barshakhan, Name 

of a place between Iran and Turan. 
yjA y bar-shudan, To ascend, to be supe-

rior ; to be collected. 
•Aii/ barshak, A wine or oil press ; a belt. 

H J^AY barshakdl, The rainy season. 
y bar-shikastan, To shun, quit, 

retire. 
yOj«»A y bar'shumurdan, To sum up, 

count. 
yAy barshan, Ivy. 
yuay barshundn, People of the same 

religion. 
pjAj* barshum, A kind of dried date. 
^s^jt barshahi, Down growing on a bird's 

wing; a wing. 
yUAy barshiydn-ddru, The herb shep-

herd's staff. 
yj) y j-A y bar sheri nar zin nihddan 

(to saddle the male lion), To be very 
valiant and daring; to bell the cat. 

jt bar sher nishastan, To hide. 
A. haras (v.n.), Being leprous; 

leprosy, especially the malignant white 
species. 

yol^ ji bar sahra nihddan, To dis-
close. 

a fiJj (jcy baras-zada, Afflicted with le-
prosy. 

A Ue-j} barsisd, Name of a great devotee 
finally misled by the Devil. 

A Jay barz (v.n.), Giving little ; little, a 
few. 

hart as, = q.v. 
jUs y bar tag nihddan, To exalt, 

promote; to quit; to forget. 
o t^si^ bar tan iqi, The herb betony. 

bartdyil, Name of a fabulous island 
in India, pictured as a most enchauting 
place; loud noises are said to issue from a 
certain tree there, and from a mountain 
therein the melodious sounds of musical 
instruments are heard in the night-time. 

a j> bar tabaq, According to, on the 
ground, by reason of. 

a jt bar taraf, Aside, apart; on one 
side, out of the question ;—bar taraf budan 
(shudan), To be set aside, or delayed till 
another time; to be finished, concluded ;— 
bar taraf kardan, To set aside, dismiss, dis-
charge, cashier; — bar taraf nikadan, To 
set apart, remove, displace, throw away, 
reject; to preserve, lay by; to terminate, 
conclude; — latifa bar taraf, Let joking 
cease ! raillery apart! 

a (jijk y bar-tarafl, Dismissal, discharge. 
A bartala, bartula, A cap worn under 

the turban. 
a yj3—^ji bartisqun, Red clay. 
a jt bar 'aks, Inversely ; on the con-

trary ; in opposition to ; in spite of. 
£j) bargh, barigh, baragh, A dam, dyke, 

mound, bank, weir, or any kind of water-
inclosure ; small aquatic animals. 

bargh-db, A dam; a place where 
water stagnates. 

yj^Iliy barghalidan, To excite ; to throw; 
to pluck up. 



a ba-rughbat, With intense desire ; 
ardently, eagerly, fervently ; cheerfully. 

—fcy bar g hast, A certain wild pot-herb 
resembling spinage, and growing on the 
banks of rivers ; a yellow flowering shrub 
with which they feed cattle and asses; 
water-moss ; a canal cut for the purpose of 
irrigation. 

\yz~kji barghast-wa, oup made from bar-
gkast. 

Q^^tji barghaldnldan, To excite, ani-
mate. 

yU/y barghamdn, A large serpent. 
(^•xJy barfjhandan, Festivities during 

the last ten days of Sha'ban; name of the 
last day of this month ; a carnival. 

y^ burgfyoT A musical horn ;—burgho 
zadan (kashldan), To blow this horn. 

A ^JTY barghus. A flea. 
a barghusl. Flea-wort. 
Jy^t barghol, A kind of sweetmeat;— 

burg&ol, barghol, Wheat, barley, corn (espe-
cially bruised) ; also a dish made of grain. 

bargha, Speechless, dumbfounded. 
barf, Snow ;—barf barldan, To snow. 

s-M barf-ab, Snow-water, water as 
cold as snow ; spittle;—barf-db dadan, To 
damp the spirits, " to throw a wet blanket 
over." 

barf an, Lamb's fleece ; a leathern 
vest. 

QObiji barfakhi, The night-mare, the in-
cubus. 

barfddn, An ice-house; the gullet, 
yy barfar, Dignity, rank, power. 
yXjdAjJ j>. bar-farakhidan, To stand on 

end. 
fijj^y o bar-farazanda, One who exalts. 
a bar faragh kardan, To finish, 
j^yi y bar farod, Above and below ; an 

arched building. 
( j ^ y j> bar-faroshdn, People of one 

nation. 
Sjiy bar far a, Dignity, rank, power, 
yî  barf-rez, Shedding snow. 
^Jj «-Ĵ  barf-zad't, Injury caused 

bar-fishdndani dast, 

by 
snow. 

ct^j ^jjLfci y> bar-fishdndani dast, To 
dance ; dancing. 

ySi jt bar fuldn chakidan, To fall 
upon one; to suspect; to be fixed or firm 
on one. 

^Uijf barfnak, Snowy ; covered with 
snow. 

gjiji barfanj, Rough, difficult, arduous 
(road or business) ; anything new, uncom-
mon, recently happened; first-fruits. 

v^V barfanjak, Nightmare ; intoxica-
ting. 

JLJJI barfand, Fraud, deceit, treachery ; a 
foolish speech; an agreeable speech; any 
deep place or thing; a valley, a ditch ; a 
zone, a belt; an arched building; an army. 

barf andar, A commentator, a lec-

turer; a wise man, who solves difficulties 
in religion, law, or the abstract sciences; a 
master of any art or profession; a musi-
cian, singer. 

barfanda, A clothes-chest or press ; 
a fruit-pannier. 

j^f barfoz, w*^ barfos, The parts round 
the mouth. 

^ji barfi, Snowy, icy; a kind of sweet-
meat. 

° J^J* barjlr, Purple; the purple shell-
fish. 

A ty barq (v.n.), Glittering, flashing; 
lightening, electricity; rising (of a star); 
adorning herself (woman) ;—barqi khdtif, 
A thunderbolt; — barqi MwZZa&, Flashing 
clouds without rain (a proverb applied to 
those who brag much) ;—barq zadan, To 
lighten, to flash like lightening (m.c.) ;— 
barq shudan, To go swiftly ;—barq kardan, 
To lighten, to flash;—-barqi lashkar, The 
sword;—barqi yamdni, A sword with a 
Yaman blade. 

a n^cls ^ bar qd'ida, According to rule. 
a y ^ } barqdn, A lamb-skin. 

jj* barq-anddz, A matchlock-man; a 
musketeer; a guard; a constable ; a bailiff. 

a <x\ jjf barq-andazi, The office of a 
barq-anddz. 

a j y barq-ahang, Flashing light-
nings. 

A barqat, Barca in Africa; amaze-
ment. 

jt bar qardr, Firm, solid, fixed, estab-
lished ; continuing as heretofore ; existing; 
extant; — bar qardr shudan, To be estab-
lished ;—bar qardr kardan, To establish, 
confirm, ratify. 

A (jS-Sjt birqish, A small bird called shur-
hur 

a barqish, Variegation, diversity of 
colours. 

A birqiburqu', The seventh (ac-
cording to others the first) heaven;— 
burqu', burqa', A lady's veil, through which 
only the eyes are seen; — burqaH kuhli, 
Night;—burqa'-kushd'i har mushkil, Un-
veiling and resolving every difficulty. 

a Jit burqa'-andaz, Who casts a veil 
over. 

a burqa'-poih, A woman veiled 
in a burqa'. 

barqak, Talc ; gilt paper, 
(jt.ujy barqanddn, barqaddn, A 

carnival or time of festivity, before the 
commencement of the month of fasting. 

a j^j barq-war, Like lightning. 
Jfyy barquq, A yellow plum ; an apricot, 
fiyy barquh, Name of a city. 
Aiy barqa (see A. A village belong-

ing to Qum ; amazement;—zu 'l-barqa, A 
nickname given to 'Ali by 'Abbas at the 
battle of Hunain (this statement of the 
Muntakhab is probably an error based upon 



an incident, the relation of which may be 
found in Sir W. Muir's " Life of Mahomet," 
2nd ed. p. 430; if so, the word should read 
zu 'I'baqara, in allusion to the second Surah 
of the Qoran). 

a barql, Pertaining or relating to 
lightning; electric. 

djt barak, A garment made of camel's 
hair; a short vest; the star Canopus ; 
name of a river and of a country. 

barkapoz, barkdpos, jy*^ 
barkdfoz, barkdfos, The parts round 
the mouth. 

a ww^ barakat (pi. of barakat), Bless-
ings ; abundance, prosperity ; —- mahsuli 
'amtmu 'l-barakdt, A plentiful harvest. 

(J^H ^ ji bar kar bastan kaae-ra, To 
tie one to a task, to impose it upon him. 

5 A y bar kar-daranda, A practi-
tioner. 

( j j S y bar kar siiwdr budan, To 
carry out a task diligently. 

bar-kdridan, To cut a slice (of a 
melon); to cut out the collar of a coat or 
a shift. 

t ^ t f jt bar-kdshtan, To sow. 
y bar-kdwidan, To cut out a piece (of 

cloth or melon) ; to slit a garment; to dig. 
A barakat, A blessing; abundance, 

prosperity ;—birkai, A large reservoir of 
water, lake, pond \—burkat, burka, A white 
aquatic bird, a species of white duck. 

bar-kardan, To commit to memory, 
to learn by heart; to kindle (a fire) ; to 
uproot. 

yAiUi y bar kursi nishdndan, To 
bring an affair to a happy termination ; to 
set a person's mind at rest (to place him 
on velvet). 

j> bar-kashidan, To draw up ; to 
extract, draw, lead, or bring out ; to 
wrinkle, shrivel; to exalt oneself, to be 
overbearing. 

f£jl barkam, A prohibition, refusal; an 
impediment, delay ; a restrainer, hinderer. 

a bar kamdl, In perfection ; com-
plete. ! 

^ jt bar kandr, On one side, free, clear 
of. 

tfZji barkanj, A kind of sweetmeat. 
barkand, A bribe to a judge; a 

plucking up ; an owl; a robust, strong man. j 
yiiSy bar-kandan,To dig up, extirpate. 
imZJI bar-kanda, Dug up ; — bar-kanda 

dmadan, To be extirpated. 
Aify barkana, birkana, An electuary made 

from gold and silver dust; anything beaten 
and mixed together (especially perfumes). i 

SjSjt burkuh, Name of a city in Persian 
Iraq (see . 

barhlhdn, Melody of voice ; har-
mony of instruments; the voice of a 
parrot. 

birka (see A. A reservoir of 

water, a pond, pool, ditch ;—birka'i ardshlr, 
Name of a city so called from a large 
reservoir built by one of the ancient kings 
of Persia ;—birka"i Idjaward, The sky. 

barakl, A species of high-crowned 
j cap made of felt; a kind of rollers which 
\ the poorer people wrap round their head ; 
| a company or sect of men. 
| barkinaj, A sweetmeat. 
\ barklna, An exhilarating electuary. 
! dSy barg, The leaf of a tree, a blade of 
I grass; an instrument; arms; intention, 
I aim, design, end; power, strength ; intel-
; lect; a musical instrument; provision for 

soldiers, travellers, or guests ; wealth ; a 
| workshop ; the dress of Qalandars (a kind 
I of monk); collectedness; care, solicitude; 

—bargi tambcd, Betel-leaf;—bargi chashm 
\ (the leaf of the eye), The eye-lid ;—bargi 
' sabs (sabzak, tar), A green leaf (the gift 

of a poor man) ;—bargi kdzarfmi, Wild 
I aniseed ;—bargi-kdh, A stalk, a straw. 
J ji bar-gdshtan, To turn ; to avert 
I the face. 

bargdn, Name of a village near 
Shiraz. 

yAiLij bar gdv nishdndan, To divulge 
one's disgrace. 

bary'bid (bed), A willow-leaf; a 
kind of spear, the head of which resembles 
the leaf of a willow. 

barg-ddr, Leafy, bearing leaves ;— 
barg*ddr sdkhtan, To cover with leaves ;— 
barg~ddr shudan, To be in full leaf (trees). 

^•iS ji bar-guzdr, A present, a gift. 
bargar, Fortune, good luck. 

bar-gard'ldan, To be modest; to 
feel. 

•ijS jt bar gird, About;—bar girdi mdh, 
About the moon. 

j f f y bar-garddn/dagt, Transporta-
tion, transposition, change, inversion. 

AjJ' jt bar-garddnidan, To reverse, in-
vert. 

i j f ^ f t j t bar-gardidagi, Inversion, change; 
removal, departure. 

ji bar-gardidan, To be turned, in-
verted ; to recede. 

jt bar-gardida, Turned; tumbled 
over. 

y bar-gardida-bakht, Unlucky, 
unfortunate. 

y bar-gardida-boy, Stinking, 
smelling offensively. 

afy barg-razdn, = q.v. 
jt bar-giriftan, To take, accept, 

seize, carry off; to lift or pick up; to 
bear; to cause to put on; to drive away; 
to ©rase. 

y.) <±Sj barg-rez, ^Sjt barg-rezan, <iSj) 
tSjij barg-rezi, The fall of the leaf, autumn, 
November; the autumn of mortality, the 
decline of life. 

jt bar-guzidagdn, The elect. 



j* bar-guzldagl, Choiceness; choice. 
O^y y bar-guzldan, To prefer, choose, 

select. 
i ^ y y bar-guzida, Chosen ;—bar-guzlda i 

'alam, The most select of men. 
t^jf yt bar-guzin, Chosen, select. 
{j^Sji bargas, bargast, Mercy upon 

us ! heaven forbid ! 
yU—Sy bar-gustdn, ^ iar-gfwsiwifan, 

Horse-armour worn in battle. 
bargustuwdn-war, An armour-

clad horse ; one riding on such, 
6—fy bargasa, Hidden, concealed. 

bargusht, bargasht, A plant grow-
ing like dishevelled hair. 

^^sAS y bar-gashtagi, Change ; inversion ; 
apostacy, recession. 

y bar-gashtan, To turn ; to recede, 
retire, return ; to apostatise. 

y bar-gashta, Turned; topsy-turvy; 
broken ; afflicted ; murdered ; dead ;—bar-
gashta-akhtar, Unfortunate ; — bar-gashta-
aiydm, Whose days have taken an unhappy 
turn ;—bar-gashta-hdl, Most afflicted;—bar-
gashta-daulat, Whose fortune has been re-
versed ;—bar-gashta-rozgdr, Unfortunate in 
the world, desperate, abandoned ; — bar-
gashta-sar, Whose h^ad is turned with be-
wilderment, upset, giddy ;—bar-ganhta-tali1, 
Unfortunate. 

i^-i y bar-gasha, Covered, concealed, 
atf barg-gdh (place of leaf), A shoot, 

stalk. 
y bar-gurnashtagl, Power, dele-

gated authority ; delegation, appointment 
to any post. 

^WAUS'^ bar-gumdshtan, To put in autho-
rity, to appoint, to instal, to delegate. 

Axi.bar-gumdshta, Delegated. 
J*> »iSf. barg-nil, Indigo, woad. 
ft J ^Sy barg-u-bdr, Leaves and frui t ; 

wealth. 
jL, j barg-u-sdz, ^y barg-u-nawd, 

Means of subsistence ; riches. 
U-^y y bar gash khwurdan, To reach 

the ear; to grate on the ear (a speech). 
^ f y barguk, A structure, an edifice. 

baragi, A kind of high-crowned cap. 
yJflji barlas, A brave man of noble stock. 
ySCtf s-Jy bar lab nihadan., To quaff, to 

sip. 
c^iy barlant, brilydn, Brilliant;— 

brilydn kardan, To make into a brilliant 
(mm.ee.). 

(j^j y bar lang zadan, To flee ;—bar 
ling zadan, To castrate. 

^y barm, A committing to memory ; ex-
pectation ; a reservoir for rain-water ; 
name of a water-bird;—bar am, A trellis; 
a two-pronged fork. 

A PY baram (v.n,), Being wearied and 
disgusted; vexation, fatigue, languor, dis-
gust; one who refuses to go partner in a 
game; fruit of the dwarf-thorn 'izdh. 

barmds, The touch ; a rubbing with 
the hand ; the sense of feeling; imp, of the 
following. 

( ja^Uy barmdsidan, To feel, touch; to 
rub one limb against another ; to inquire, 
examine. 

y bar-mdl, Running away ; the peak 
of a mountain ; the breast; — bar-mdl 
zadan, bar-mdl kardan, To run away. 

t j^JU y bar-mdlldan, To fold, to twist; 
to tuck up the sleeves, the trousers, &c.; to 
run away. 

barm-award, ~ q.v. 
barmah, ifcU^i barmdha, An auger, 

gimlet, wimble ; a surgeon's trepan. 
sU y bar mdh mushk an-

ddkhtan (to throw rausk on the moon's 
face), To have a mole on the cheek. 

birmdyun, The famous cow be-
longing to King Faridun of Persia; a kind 
of silk, 

A>Uy birmdya, barmdya, Faridun's cow. 
A burmat, A large cauldron or kettle 

hollowed out of stone. 
yA*^* y bar-majidan, To creep, to crawl; 

to snatch, to drag. 
bar-mach, Touch; a stroking with 

the baud, 
(j-Vi^*;? bar-machidan, To handle, touch, 

try, feel, examine by the hand ; to rub; to 
creep; to drag, 

a J*** y bar manal, In place ; fitting, fit, 
suitable; opportune, seasouable ; in time, 
in the nick of time. 

y bar-makh, Opposition, refractoriness, 
self-will; imp. of the following. 

^Ajjfe-* y bar-makhldan, To be disobe-
dient. 

s^a^y bar-makhlda, Refractory, disobe-
dient, self-willed; undutiful. 

yy barmar, Desire ; hope ; expectation ; 
(S. bhramara) a bee. 

a ji bar-murad, According to (one's) 
wishes. 

a eV j* bar mizdj guftan, To speak to 
the listener's taste. 

y bar muzhgdn dawidan, To 
come in sight. 

a (j^i.f Jf\—H» y bar masa il gashtan, To be 
well versed in learned questions, to be a 
diligent reader. 

( j - ^ y bar-masldan, To handle, try, feel. 
a y bar m ash dm, Peevish ;—bar 

mashr'fm afgandan {zadan), To render ill-
tempered or impatient. 

(j'Vk* y bar-mashldan, To creep : to 
snatch. 

jlA- y bar-maghdz, y bar-maghaza, 
A present over and above his hire given by 
a master to his boy. 

a Usfi/*^ bar muqtazd, According to ;—bar 
mugtazd'i sulh, Agreeable to the (treaty of) 
peace. 

barmak, Surname of Ja'far, the 



founder of a noble family, originally from 
Balth in Khurasan, and highly celebrated 
all over the East for their generosity, mag-
nificence, and distinguished patronage of 
meu of genius; name of a place and of a 
country. 

barmakl, Of the family of Barma-
cides; a hero, a noble, liberal man. 

barmakiya, The aloe dressed with 
sugar and sauce, 

y i b a r a m g a n , The hair of the pubes. 
a y bar mala, Openly, in the sight of 

all;—bar maid uftddan, To become public. 
tSjyA* barmal madraurl (?), Name 

of a village where Sabuktagin died. 
yjt barmu, Expectation, hope, desire. 
Myjt barmuta, Anything, a thing in 

general. 
a s-^-y- y bar mujib, According to ;—bar 

mujibi 'adat, According to custom. 
i'iyjt barmuda, Anything, a thing in 

general. 
)yy barmur, )yy barmuz, Desire, wish ; 

provender; a bee. 
s)yy birmoza, The son of Sawab Shah. 
a &T*^ bar manga' (— jt bar mahal, 

q.v.), In place, &c. 
yyji bar mun (poet, for U y bar ma), On 

UB. 
barma, A gimlet, a wimble, an auger; 

—burma, A cauldron, a kettle (see 
A barmil, A tun, a butt, a hogs-

head. 
jt*j( barmiyu, The strangury, heat of 

urine. 
Qji barn, Name of a star; any place above 

which something is extended; a broad 
vessel; a drinking-cup of earth or metal; a 
bundle of rods wattled together ; a harrow 
for breaking clods; a grate of brass or 
wood ; the new moon ;—bar an, Name of a 
city in India. 

^ barnd, burnd (Pars, apurndi), A youth; 
young ; good ; elegant, handsome; the dye-
ing shrub hinna. 

(joU—(j^U j> bar ndkhun istadan, To 
stand on tip-toe; to stand with a respectful 
bearing ; to obey promptly. 

J ^ barnd-dil, Young of heart, unex-
perienced. 

barnds, Ignorant, unskilful; igno-
rance ; negligence. 

a BUUy barndsd', Men. 
J ^ t barndq (probably mis-spelling for 

the following), A young man, a youth. 
barndk, bitrnak, A young man; 

young; privet. 
bar-ndma, A model, an exemplar; 

an account-book; title ; exordium of a book 
or letter. 

birndn, Name of a tree growing in.( 
Ajmir (iu Hindustan) used for making 
rosaries. 

wU^ birndna, A mud cottage. 

barn ah, burndh, A young man; a 
youth; 

cr^^y barnayishti, Alliance, protection, 
support; partiality ; strong attachment;— 
barnayishti kardan, To protect, guard, de-
fend. 

J?^?. barnd'i, Youth, the season of youth. 
jytiy barambur, A child's game. 

bar anj, A man nearly blind and thus 
groping his way ; a most delicious species 
of the date ;—biranj, A kind of medicine 
which promotes a discharge of phlegm ; 
[biranji kdbuli, A medicinal s:ed imported 
from Kabul;]—birinj, Rice ; [birinji zard, 
Rice dressed with turmeric;—birinji shamd la, 
A kind of curry ;]—birinj, biranj, Copper. 

a gi/ birinj, biranj (for P. piring), Brass. 
jWy birinj ar (for birinj-zar), Rice-

grounds. 
gy birinj-ari, One who follows a 

camp with grain, a brinjarrie. 
s-—W-y birinjdsb, y birinjdef, 

birinjdsa, Dnngwort, motherwort; mugwort. 
baranj-mushk, The musk of Eu-

rope, the tamarisk; mountain-balm. 
i^ry baranjan, A metal ring worn by 

females on their wrists or ankles; any 
female ornament; a little pendulous, 
fringed decoration of silk or wool, worn by 
the Turkoman women, hanging to their 
hair, by camels at their sides, and by 
horses from their manes. 

y j / baranja kardan, To torment, 
afflict, 

birinji, biranji, Made of brass, 
brazen; a small nail, tack. 

O^rji baranjin, — i^r^ baranjan ;—birin-
jin, Brazen, made of copper. 

Aiy bar and, Plain silk ;—bur and, bar and, 
A sharp sword ; tonsure. 

baranddf, The intestines ; a stirrup-
leather, a strap. 

j^Aj/ barand-dwar, A glittering sword. 
barandak, A little hill ; a lock, bolt, 

bur; dross of iron; a species of the myro-
balau. 

ftody birandakdm, A medicine made of 
camomile-flowers. 

eAy burundan, To compress, to squeeze. 
my baranda, Operating, acting; a moth; 

a carrier; — buranda, Cutting, a sharp 
sword ; acid milk ; — buranda'i gosht, A 
butcher. 

iy birindizi, Brindisi (m.c.). 
jiji birunz (?), Bronze (m.c. either for 

birinj, or from Fr. bronze). 
bamas, Shears; — barnas, barnis, 

tj^ji barrdsh, A pain in the bowels, cholic, 
gripes. 

A <j~ij> bnrnus, A kind of high-crowned 
cap, worn by Christians. 

yoiL&j jt bar-nishdndan, To make s i t ; to 
seat; to set (a stone in a ring), fix (a head 
on a spear). 



—^y bar-nishast, Riding;—suturibar-
nishast, A beast for riding ; a saddle-horse 
or camel, a hack, a nag. 

U-S*~-6J jt bar-nishastan, To sit up or upon ; 
to mount, to ride ; to propose, intend. 

j* bar-ni8ha8tani, Fit for riding 
(nag). 

jt bar-nishasta, Mounted, sitting on. 
jUijt baranghar, The right wing of an 

army. 
••fry barank, A bell; a key ; a lock; a 

bolt; root, origin; assault, inroad; silken 
stuff. 

barang, An allowance of provisions ; 
a bell; a key; a bar, bolt;—ba-rang, With 
colour ;—hiring, A kind of the myrobalan ; 
—burung, burang, Gain, acquisition; hoard ; 
name of the region where the southern 
Polar star is visible. 

ylji bamu, Brocade. 
o -y^ barnos, An army; also j*yy bar-

nosh, A general; a soldier; name of a 
general. 

barnnn, Brocade ; sewing-silk. 
barna, Name of an Iranian champion. 

^ bar-nihadan, To place above; 
coire. 

ij* bami, An earthen or glass vessel, in 
whicn they keep flowers, confections, medi-
cines, or sugar. 

a ^Jy barni, A delicious kind of date; 
—barani, Foreign, external. 

O^V bamiydn, A silken garment. 
barniydn-kkoy, Of a mild 

temper. 
ij^ji bimis, burnie, An acorn; large 

shears. 
Lr«*y burnesh, The cholic. 
**My barnik, Delicious f ru i t ; a kind of 

date. 
& bam, The planet J upiter ;—bar o, 

Upon, on, above him, her, or it;—baru 
(for abru),The eyebrow;—birau, birav, Go ; 
—burn (for burnt), Whiskers. 

A barawdt (pi. of bar at), Diplomas, 
patents, privileges; — barawdti skanfa, 
Royal diplomas. 

j L barwdr, A summer-house, 
fiy^y barwdra, A parlour ; an upper cham-

ber ; a private way to a house. 
barwdz, Rest, repose; a roost; a 

perch ; a nest. 
barwaza, A nuptial fire; victuals 

whicn people carry to eat in the fields or 
gardens. 

g W barwdn, A stomacher, handkerchief ; 
anything thrown over the shoulders ; a long 
flowing robe; a high cap. 

barwdna, = q.v. 
barwaniyd (G. j3pvu>vta), A tree re-

sembling ivy, the fruit of which is used in 
tanning, Bryonia alba. 

y j t i ^ jyW ) ji bar u bdzu kushadan, To beg 
with importunity ; to make fruitless efforts. 

uL>j>y burnt, Whiskers, moustaches, (met.) 
pride, vanity (of a man ; see badi burut 
under ^ ) ;—burut bar-tdftan, To twist the 
moustache; (met.) to oppose, to turn face 
to face ;—buruti kase bar kandan, To de-
fame, to disgrace ;—buruti kase pamba niha-
dan, To make sport of, to scoff at;—buruti 
kase rekjhtan, To conquer, to render help-
less and contemptible. 

barwaj, Broach, a city in Guzerat, 
A B̂ y buruj (pi. of burj), Towers, bas-

tions ; signs of the zodiac. 
a bar wajh, By way of, in the manner 

I of;—bar wajhi ta'jtl, In haste, quick I v. 
A trf buruh (v.n. of £JI), Turning the left 

side to you when passing from right to left 
(a deer, or any other species of game, es-
teemed unlucky by the Arabians). 

barud, Bayrut, a city in Syria;— 
burud (for burut), Whiskers, moustaches ;— 
burwad, Uneven ground. 

A Ojy barud, Oold, frigid ; anything that 
cools or refreshes ; a collyrium or eye-wash ; 
—burud (v.n. of Sleeping, dying. 

A burudat (v.n. of Jy), Being cold; 
coldness, lukewarmness. 

ayt%s\ UUJJJ* burudat-angez, Exciting cold-
ness ; disgusting. 

a j U i ^ j ^ ba-ru dar-uftada, Falleu, pros-
trate. 

Jy* baro-dast, = q.v. 
jj>y barwar, Fruitful, pregnant; lace, 

fringe, edge; (in Zand and Pazand) a 
brother. 

j«iy baruz, A roost; a fray ;—barwaz, baruz, 
A fringe, lace;—buruz, A bed, a couch; 
fringe ;—ba-roz, By day ; in the day;—roz 
ba-roz, Daily, from day to day, de die in 
diem. 

A jjy buruz (v.n. of jjj), Going forth; 
being clear, made manifest, published;— 
buruz dadan, To make public, to tell (m.c.). 

barusdn, barushdn, A people, 
nation, community. 

<j£lAjy burushak, Dust, earth. 
A ^JY buruz (v.n. of <>y), Coming out in a 

small quantity (water from a well). 
A Ztf burU1 (v.n. of £y), Excelling in 

virtue, beauty, or wisdom. 
Jj>y _>y bar u firod, Up and down ; ascent 

and descent. 
barufa, A towel; a turban, a sash, a 

waist-band. 
A JY} buruq (v.n. of j y ) , Shining, glit-

tering, dazzling (of a sword) ; flashing (of 
the heavens). 

a y bar waqt, In time; at the time of; 
seasonably, opportunely, 

a rtrf barwaqa, A herb which produces 
colic in sheep. 

baruk, A species of dwarf tree. 
A buruk (v.n. of ^Y), Kneeling (of a 

camel). 
haromand, Rich, fertile; wealthy, 



prosperous, fortunate, happy ; satisfied; 
powerful. 

baromandi, Increase ; happiness. 
Qrf. birun, Without, out, abroad; not 

having,- for the sake of, on account of; 
[binin az, Besides;—birun dmadan, To come 
out; to rebel;]—burun, A ring ; a ring put, 
through a camel's nose;—barrun (in Zand 
and Pazand), A ram leading the flock; a 
mountain gout. 

barwanda, A basket; a clothes-
bundle. 

V- otf birun-sard, Base money (not 
coined at the mint). 

birun-shav kardan, To do a 
thing underhand, esp. to slander the ab-
sent. 

v^rf burunos, Jt'frf burunosh, An army ; 
a soldier ; name of a general. 

csy* bar way (for y. bar o), Above, 
upon, to him, her, or it. 

fy barra, bar a, A lamb; the sign Aries; a 
fawn; a pruning-hook (for vines) ; the ex-
terior surface of a garment; infirm, weak; 
[bara'i db, A wave; flood ; — bara'i du 
mddari (a lamb sucking two ewes), Well 
off, fortunate ; having two strings to one's 
bow ;— barai falak, The sign Aries;—bara 
giriftan, To help the weak;]—ba-rah, On 
the road; provisions for a journey ; an 
aqueduct; handsome, beautiful, decorated. 

barhdn, Joy, gladness (doubtful 
word). 

a ylay burhan, Demonstration, proof;— 
burhdni qdti', A convincing proof, name of 
a celebrated Persian Dictionary ;—burhdni 
masih, A demonstration equal to those ad-
duced by the Messiah, viz. healing the sick 
or raising the dead. 

H barhdn-piir, A city in Kandesh 
(India). 

barhanaj, A gusset. 
a Wyj burhan-rdj, Convincing discourse. 
a burhdni, Demonstrative ; de-

cisive ;—dalili burhdni, A convincing proof. 
AŜ SJ} barra-band, Skilful, expert. j 
A barhat, bur hat, A long space of 

time. 
tfZ&tojt barhakhtan, barhikhtan, To extract, 

draw forth; to educate, instruct, teach good 
manners; to wound. 

ASAS*/ barhaYhta, barhikhta, Instructed, 
educated. 

J* / barhal, Name of a fruit, 
a CUy bcvrhiliya, Hay-seed; the herb 

fennel. 1 

^ y bar-ham, Together; collected, as- > 
sembled; confused, perplexed, embroiled, f 
intricate, entangled; confusion;—bar-ham ! 

frhtpurdan, To clash, collide, dash against 
each other ;—bar-ham zadan, To shut close ; 
to slam (a door or window); to mix, con-
fuse ; to embroil; to interfere ; to prevent; 
to upset, overthrow, destroy ;—bar ham shu-

I dan, To be entangled, embroiled ; to be mul-
! tipliod ; to be diversified ;—bar-ham niha-
i dan, To confuse, trouble, disturb, 
j rv^T* barahmaputar (S. brahmaputra), 
i (Brahma's son), Name of a large river which 

joins the Ganges near Dakka. 
I o*"0;^ bar-ham- khivurdagi, Commo-
( tion. 
1 barham darham, Entangled, 

confused, topsy-turvy. 
' O 0 / jt bar-ham-dona kardan, To 
! close up a seam (in a ship's plank). 
! o y bar-ham digar khyeurdan. 

To knock (as the knees) against each other, 
to cut. 

! y bar-ham-zadagi, Confusion, 
broil; commotion, agitation. 

barhaman, barahman, barah-
mand, barhama, A Brahman. 

te<*~t>i y b ar - ham-nishasta, Thick (dark-
ness). 

^s^fcy barahnagi, Nakedness, nudity. 
barahna, Naked, bare; unveiled; 

without, means of support; a clear, serene 
sky;—barahna zadan harf, To speak out 
plainly ;—barahna kardan, To unveil, make 
naked, despoil, denude. 

A f̂ty barahna-ustukhwdn, Raw-
boned. 

(<^0 h barahna-pd (pay), Barefoot; 
—barahna-pd pa guzdshtan, To place the 
foot upon (anything) while barefoot. 

yr Aitoy barahna-jau (jav), Huskless barley. 
^ Auty barahna-ruy, Unveiled; of an 

open or serene countenance. 
barahna- sar, Bare-headed ; a pil-

grim. 
Axtoy bardhna-sari, The being un-

covered, as a pilgrim on his way to Mecca; 
prohibition, repulse, disappointment. 

a ba.rahna-qadam, Barefoot. 
yS &itoy ba.rahna.go, Who speaks the un-

veiled and unvarnished truth. 
A toy bar hut, A valley in Hazramaut 

containing a well where the souls of the in-
fidels are said to be held captive. 

ty&y barhod, Vain, foolish, absurd; 
slightly burned; singed. 

O-^jtoy barhodan, To burn, scorch, singe ; 
to be discoloured by the heat of fire; to 
wander, stray. 

Qftoy barhun, burhun, A halo round the 
moon ; a collar; a girdle ; a circle described 
by compasses ; a wooden fence ; a thorny 
hedge ; a cottage; ornament, decoration; the 
girth or belt-place ; the swell of a mountain. 

syty barhoh, barhuwa, Soap ; a catamite, 
yj;^toy barhekhtan, To draw for th; to 

educate, teach. 
Oy>*>y barhiyun, = q-v. 
A ^y. bary (v.n. of Cutt ing; 

making (a pen or arrow), shaping (the 
nails) ; tiring, fatiguing, emaciating (tra-
velling) ;—bari', bari, Clear, quit, absolved, 



innocent, guiltless ; irresponsible for; in a 
state of immunity ; exempt; acquitted ; 
ineffectual, not affecting; — bari'v, 'z-
zimma, Free from a charge or obligation; 
justified; irresponsible; — barri, Sylvan, 
rustic, wild. 

J*\).jtbaryash, Dispersion; dispersed, 
y^y birydn, Roasted, broiled, grilled, 

baked; toasted ;—birydn kardan, To bake, 
roast. 

a W* y^y birydn-muhalld, Roast meat, 
bread, and onions. 

A bari'at, <kji barlyat, A creature, 
created being. 

giji barlj, An account comprising the 
amount and then the particulars; name of 
a tribe of Afghans. 

i^r-ji barijan, A portable oven, furnace, 
stove. 

•ity barid, A barid, veredus, courier, 
tnessenger, running footman ; a measure of 
two parasangs or twelve miles;—barldi 
khwush-nawid. A messenger of good news ; 
—barldi falak, The moon ; Saturn. 

buridagan (pi. of burida), Cut; 
circumcised. 

buridagi, A cut, fissure, incision ; 
separation, division. 

y^ty baridan, To send a messenger;—bu• 
ridan, burrldan, To cut, sever; also pass, 
to be cut or severed ; to circumcise; to cut 
or desert (one's kindred) ; to run away 
(vulg. m.c.). 

6 b a r l d a , A narrow pass; a ferry, 
ford ;•—burida, Cut ; clotted. 

burida-ditm, Docked, 
y^) fiAiy burida-zabdn, Tongue-tied, mute. 

bvrida gosh, Crop-eared. 
barlra, A road, way. 
jtjt birez-birez, Overcome, routed, put 

to flight; help ! mercy ! save us ! 
y barezan, An oven ;—birezan, A sieve, 

a strainer ; a frying-pan ; an oven made of 
clay ; galbanum. 

fryy bireza, A kind of gum, benzoin; 
metallic cement, solder; a liniment rubbed 
on a wound. 

jL^y barlsdl, Name of the governor or 
prefect of Yaman. 

yU—iy ba-rismdn, With a rope;—ba-
rismdni has dar chdh ma-rav, Descend not 
into the well by another's rope (Risk not 
your life at the instance of another), 

u^ij) birlsh, Dispersion. 
f+^ijl barishim (for abrishim), Silk. 
£ barlshim-gar, Silk manufacturer. 

fr&iy bartehim-nawdz, A performer on 
a stringed instrument. 

G barlshawl, The eve of the sab-
bath, Easter, or any other festival, the pre-
paration. 

fat biregh, A bunch of grapes. 
A barlm, A wreath, made in general 

of white and red threads twisted together, 

and often adorned with jewels, which the 
women fasten about their waists or their 
arms ; anything of two different colours; 
a tear mixed with antimony; a crowd, 
army. 

barin (for bar in), On, or upon, this; 
(from bar with the adjectival termination in) 
high, sublime, eminent (in situation, qua-
lity, or dignity) ; upper, higher, highest; 
superior, supreme; perpetual, eternal; 
pleasant, agreeable; excellence of any-
thing, the principal par t ; the north-east 
wind; a notch, fissure; name of a fire-
temple ; [barin pddishah, A great king, the 
greatest king;—barin daira, The heavenly 
sphere ; the terrestrial globe ;—barin aufra, 
The extent of heaven or of the world;— 
barin farhang, The science of Divinity; a 
book ascribed to Tahmuras (see 
barin markaz, The earth ;]—birin, An open-
ing ; door of an oven ; fetid water; a sink; 
—burm, A slice of a melon. 

LT^y burinish, A scissure; a segment; a 
flux, diarrhoea. 

a bar-in-qadar, Moreover, neverthe-
less. 

i^irf bar in hi, To wit; videlicet. 
foljt birina, A hole; mouth of a furnace. 
yjij) baryun, The parts round the mouth ; 

( = g^jt q.v.) brocade; sewing-silk; — 
barewan, biryaun, biryun,. A ring-worm. 

w baz, A bull's dewlap; high ground; a 
hill; summit of a mountain ; manner, cus-
tom, rule; (for bazm) a feast; (for A. 
bazz) a habit, a rich dress ; fine linen ;—biz, 
A bee ;—buz, A she-goat, the goat species; 
—buzi kohl, Wild goat, ibex (m.c.). 

A yj bazz (v.n.), Seizing, carrying away 
forcibly ; fine linen; a garment, clothing; 
arms, armour; furniture, household uten-
sils. 

i^r^y buzdkhtan, To melt, liquefy; to 
clean. 

a ^ y j fy ba-zdd bar-dmada, An old 
woman. 

lazddi, A beryl, a sea-green stone, 
yj^ty buzaridan, To melt, to liquefy. 

bazdz, A shoe-latchet, a leathern 
thong ;—buzdz, A carpenter or shoemaker's 
wedge. 

A bazzaz, A dealer in cloths, a linen-
draper ; draper, mercer. 

A bizdzat, bizdza, The drapery or fur-
niture business. 

a bazzdzietdn, A market-place. 
a csjty bazzdzi, Business of a cloth-mer-

chant ; drapery, haberdashery. 
A JFY buzdq, Spittle ; a snail. 

bazdn, Leaping; (for wazdn) blow-
ing ; wind. 

bazana, Blowing (wind), 
yjbj^fy ba-zdydnidan, To assist a woman 

in labour, to help to bring forth, 
j^y} bazbdz, The cover of nutmeg, mace;— 



buz-baz, A showman who makes a goat and 
monkey dance together. 

A jWy basbdz, An active lad; a fast 
walker; the nozzle of a pair of bellows; 
the privities. 

^s'ft y buz-bdzl kardan, To Bhow off a 
dancing goat. 

A=ry buz-bacha, A kid. 
buz-bahd, Of the value of a goat, i.e. 

of little value; worthless. 
Cf-^yy bazpunitan (in Zand), To give. 
<5"*Wy baz-jdma, A rich dress. 

buz-khid, A she-goat. 
bazddgh, bizddgh, buzdagh, A polish-

ing or furbishing instrument. 
bizddyldan, To furbish, remove 

rust. 
A bazdat, Name of a place. 
J^y buz-dil (goat-hearted), A coward. 
yy bazr, A flame, light, brightness. 
k yybazr (v.n. of j>y), Beating; blowing 

the nose; throwing herbs into the pot to 
season victuals; offspring; snivel; (for 
bazr) seed. 

\yy bazrd (in Zand and Pazand), Seed, 
grain. 

A SJY buzurj (for P. buzurg), Great, 
grand. 

^•^yy buzurj-mihr, Name of the prime 
minister of Noshirwan, King of Persia. 

a bazr-khdna, An oil-mill. 
a UjU yy bazr-qatuna, Fleawort; its seed. 
J*yy bazarqi, Deep scrutiny ; perspicacity 

(probably misreading for q.v.). 
a dyy bazrak, A small seed. 
a ft jy bazr-kdr, A farmer, 
ciSjy bazarg, Linseed ;—buzurg, Great, 

large, immense ; powerful, grand, magni-
ficent ; adult, elder; a saint; name of a 
note in music ;—buzurg shudan, To grow 
up;—buzurg ddshtan, To honour, to revere, 
magnify. 

jtyf ysSyy buzurg-abad, Name of the first 
Persian prophet and author of the Dasatir 
(see &*). 

si^y buzurg-umed (great hope), 
Name of a sage, tutor to Parvez, the son of 
Noshirwan. 

O^y buzurgdn (pi. of buzurg), Grandees, 
nobles ; doctors, wise men, philosophers. 

^yy buzurgdna, Magnificent, grand ; be-
fitting the great; magnificently ;—buzurg-
dna-dwuz, A loud voice ; in a high key. 

ftyy buzurgtar, Greater, larger, bigger, 
ty buzurg-tan, Corpulent, big-

bodied. 
a iis- «s*>y buzurg-jussa, Of a large body, 

bulky. 
a fiyy bazr gar, A farmer, ploughman, 

sower. 
buzurg-zadagi, High birth. 

^ buzurg-zdda, Of noble race, high-
born. 

dfyy buzurg-zanu, Large-kneed. 

J ^ y buzurgsdl, Aged, stricken in 
years. 

^iL. ct^y buzurg-sdU, Greatness of age. 
c^y buzurg-manish, Proud, haughty. 

buzurg-manisM, Pride, dis-
dain. 

buzurgwdr, Great, excellent; power-
ful, magnificent; noble, illustrious; a 
learned man, doctor, philosopher. 

buzurgwdri, Grandeur, greatness, 
magnificence; honour, glory; highness, 
nobility. 

a <*fyy buzurg-himmat, High-minded. 
buzurgi, Greatness ;—buzurgi kar-

dan, To affect greatness, to make oneself 
appear great in the eyes of others. 

a o ^ y buzurgi-dih, Bestower of greatness. 
a ;JUy bazr war, Employed ; ful l of seed. 
A bazas, Arms, armour. 
a yU^j} bazistdn, A cloth-hall; market-

place. 
«sX~y buzisk, A lentil. 

bizishk, A physician, a horse-
doctor. 

bizishki, Physic, medical practice;— 
bizishki numudan, To profess physic. 

i+*>yt buzashm (from buz and washm for 
pashm), Fine goat's hair growing at the root 
of the long hair, and employed in the mauu-
facture of shawls. 

£y bazgh. A ditch wherein water stag-
nates ; water-lentils, or any herbage that 
vegetates in water, amongst which the frogs 
live ;—bazagh, A frog ; a dam, a weir. 

buz-ghdla (pi. buzghdlagdn), A kid ; 
a calf ;—buzg&dla'i falak, Aries. 

buzghalagM, State of being a kid 
or a calf. 

bazagh-sama, bazagh-sima. Water-
moss. 

u ^ y buzghush, Name of a saint. 
bazgham, A thorny tree, the acacia. 

<W>y bazaghama, bazaghma, = q.v., 
of which it is apparently a contraction. 

e^y buzgAunj, Aiiy buzghund. The pista-
chio-tree or nut. 

bazgha, A support for a vine;— 
buzgha, A kind of sickle-shaped hatchet; 
—bazagha, A kind of lizard. 

J iy bazfal, J iy bazqal, A rose-worm. 
A^iy bazfand, Idle, lazy, sluggish; weak. 
A JY bazq (v.n.), Spitting, 
j y bazaq, A frog; name of a herb. 
a fAi y buz-qadam, Nimble of foot ; 

(ironically) slow of movement; mean, weak; 
powerless; timid, cowardly. 

<jt5y bazak, A scolopendra;—buzak, Name 
of a black-coloured, long-beaked bird, 

buzgosh, Name of a place in Mazan-
daran. 

alSy buz-gala, A flock of goats. 
y buz-giri, Petty theft , thievishness, 

rapacity. 
A Jy bazi (v.n.), Cleaving ; misfortune, 



calamity ; tapping, broaching (a barrel); 
straining, purifying (wine) ; breaking off. 

bazla (for A. A jest, a bon-mot. 
bazm, A banquet, entertainment, as-

sembly, convivial meeting; society; a 
pavilion ;—bazmi sangin, A largely attended 
banquet. 

A ftjt bazm (v.n.), Biting witb tbe front 
teeth; milking (a camel) with the fore-finger 
and thumb; stealing (a garment), 

y buz-mdda, A she-goat. 
V ffl bazm-drd (dray), Adorning a 

banquet or feast. 
y.ytf j b a z m - a f z u u , Name of a lady, 
yw^j bazmdn, bazm an, Drunk; sorrowful; 

desire, wish, will. 
^ U y bazm-award, Yiands or sweet-

meats carried home from a feast ; a kind of 
sandwich. 

yjjU^ bazmdyun, Name of Faridun's 
cow. 

jL. m bazm-sdz, Preparing or prepared 
for a reast. 

bazm-gdh, bazm-gah, A ban-
queting-house ; a jovial company ; name of 
a book on the degrees of Sufism;—baztn-
gdhi baldghat, Field of eloquence, place for 
disputation, oratory, or conversation. 

y^-sj bazm-niekln, Who sits at a ban-
quet. 

bazmtma, The second day of the 
month according to the era of Jalalu 'd-
din. 

i^yy buz-moy (muy), Goat's hair. 
bazma, A nook of a banqueting-

house. 
bazn, A harrow; a ploughshare ;— 

bi-zan (imp. of zadan which has become a 
noun), Brave, valiant (m.c.) ;—bi-zanibahd-
dur, Very brave, most valiant (m.c.). 

bazinddr (in Zand), A window, bal-
cony. 

L Asis*)* bizantih, Byzantium, Constanti-
nople. 

*s£>)> bazang, A bolt, a bar; a key. 
A jji bazw (v.n.), Overpowering, seizing, 
^i})} ba-zudi, With speed ; quickly. 

ba-zur, ba-zor, By force, forcibly. 
A jjy buzur (pi. of bazr), Seeds. 
a f^j^ji buzuri, A greengrocer; seeds-

man. 
buz-wash, Goatish, goat-like, like a 

goat. 
buz-washm (for buz-pashm), Goat's 

hair. 
buzausha, Lamb's tongue (a herb). 

A buzugh (v.n. of Breaking 
(day); rising of the sun, moon, or stars ; 
cutting (of a tooth) ; opening a vein. 

bazuna (in Zand and Pazand), The 
knee. 

baza, A sin, crime; disappointed, 
frustrated; poor; injustice, oppression;— 

buza, Unequal ground; a kind of odori-
ferous f ru i t ; the sign Capi'icornus. 

u * ^ buzhish, Opposition; comparison, 
collation. 

baza-hdr, and— 
j&fy baza-gar, Sinful, criminal. 

bazamand, Culpable, criminal. 
buzlcha, A kid ; a butcher's block ; 

the sign Capricornus. 
bazidan, To blow (as the wind) ;— 

buzldan, To tickle; to pluck off hair or 
wool. 

bazida, Blown (as the wind);—bu-
zlda, Tickled ; plucked, pulled off, 

yj) ba-zir, Downwards ;—ba-zir amadan, 
To descend; — ba-zir bar-awardan, To 
subdue, subjugate, conquer;—ba-ziri zanahh 
dast sutiin har dan, To be pensive and 
dejected;—ba-ziri qalam ddshtan, To commit 
to writing ;—ba-zir giriftan, To detract, 
take down ;—ba-ziri nigin awardan (dash-
tan), To bring under subjection. 

A&ijt bazesha, Sesame-flour ; the dregs of 
sesame-oil. 

A &yt bazi', Ingenious, intelligent (youth), 
yay bazin, Blowing; name of a fire-

temple in Nishabur. 
bizyaun, buzyihn, Brocade. 

$ bazh, Snow, sleet; a hill; a heap. 
Bji bazhuj, A production, appearance, 

discovery. 
(jijj* ba-zharfh With care, sagacity, pene-

tration ; the being endowed with these 
qualities, 

(jijj* bazharni, Magnificence, majesty 
(probably a misreading of the preceding 
and homologous with it). 

sjj i j j bazhgh/Urda, A rolling-pin; a kind 
of thorny plant. 

(£yt bazhham, A keeping back, a prevent-
ing. 

JjXy> bazhhol, bizhhol, Strong, robust; pa-
tient j laborious ; eager, earnest. 

py bazhm, Dew. 
bazhmdn, buzhman, Sad, melancholy, 

mournful, dejected; faint, flagging. 
buzhmazha, A chameleon. 
bazhan, Mud at the bottom of a 

well. 
bazhand, Name of a herb used in 

cookery. 
<_s^ bazhandi, Disappointment ; help-

lessness ; poverty. 
bazhang, A key. 
bazhwdl, An echo. 
bazhuj, A production, appearance, 

discovery. 
J j ^ buzhtd, The ankle-bone, the heel. 

buzhhdn, Strong desire, without 
envy. 

ffi bazhir, A wing, a feather; wool. 
has (S . bahu), A great number, 

many, more; very much, greatly ; enough, 
sufficient; of ten; yes, indeed, certainly, 



it is so, very true, surely, undoubtedly, 
unquestionably; [pas amadan bd lease, To 
be able to cope with, to come up to, to 
be one's equal; — bas kardan, To stop, 
leave off, give over;—az bas kih, By dint 
of, to such a degree that (m.c.) ;—ai bas, 
Oh many there are! (seeL-?);]—bus, A 
spit; a kiss, a buss. 

A (j-> bass, Driving gently; turning 
loose (cattle); preparing the dish 
basisat, q.v. 

W bas a (bas with the \ of the vocative), 
Many, some, something, somewhat, how 
many soever; oh how many ! oh how many 
there are! oh ! enough ! name of a city in 
Persia;—chand chand basd {bas a, bas a), 
Many, in great numbers. 

^ basd buzurg, Very great, very 
noble. 

A basdbis (pi. of basbas), Desert 
lands; trifling amusements, foolish words. 

A ? basdtin (pi. of bustdn), Gardens ; 
—basdtini khwushnumd u dil-kushd, Gar-
dens beautiful and delighting the heart. 

a basdtini, A gardener. 
basaj, fc^-H bg.sdkh, Depravity, 

wickedness; calamity. 
wt—oL^ basddast, Earnest-money. 

bisdrdddan, basdrdddan, 
bisdrdan, basdrdan, To plough, to break up 
fallow ground. 

basarda, Watered; — bisdrda, 
Ploughed. 

basdrob, Gleanings after harvest. 
basdra, bisdra, A bench ; a portico, 

verandah. 
jU^ bisaz, A day (doubtful meaning) ; 

(imp. of sakhtan) do thou. 
6tt8d8, Length (doubtful word). 

A U—* basdt,, Extensive (tract of country); 
—bisdt, Anything spread out; carpet, bed-
ding ; chess-cloth, dice-board; goods, 
wares ; — bisdti aghbar (dust-coloured 
carpet), The earth ;—bisdti tamdsha-kliana, 
The stage (m.c.) ;—bisdti khak, The earth ; 
—bisdt sdkhtan az rukhsdr, To fall pros-
trate ; to lie on the bare ground; to give 
oneself over to contemplation ; — bisdti 
falak, The terrestrial globe;—bisdti kaun 
u makdn, The surface of the globe, whole 
world, universe ; — bisdti gul-furoshdn, A 
carpet spread by florists over a wooden 
board and kept wet, to expose their flowers 
upon it;—bisdti miqrdzi, A carpet curiously 
cut out with scissors and embroidered. 

a t j ^ bisat-drdy, Who occupies the 
place of honour. 

A basdtat (v.n. of Speaking 
freely; the state of a single, uncompounded 
substance (m.c.). 

a tjc1^ bisdti, A pedlar, a toyman. 
basak, A garland of flowers. 

A basalat (v.n. of J—*), Being brave, 

valiant; valour, intrepidity;—basdla kar-
dan, To rub, to bray. 

A pL-j bassam, One who smiles much ; a 
name. 

yUL^ ba-sdmdn, Good, upright; in a 
good condition, tranquil in mind. 

ba-san, Like, resembling. 
basdnij, A kind of herb. 
basdni, Numerous, multiplied. 

( j ^ L , ! basdnldan, To water, to irrigate. 
—i basdwand, The rhyme of a poem; 

two things which are analogous or corre-
sponding to each other. 

(j-W^ basbas, Vain, unmeaning conversa-
tion ; and— 

A basbdsai (for P. bazMz), Mace, 
the nutmeg's envelope. 

a ba-sabab, For that reason, there-
fore. 

A basbas, A desert, uncultivated 
ground. 

a ba-sabk, In the style of (m.c.). 
bas-pay a, bas-pdyak (many-

footed), Polypody. 
bast (pret. of bastan), He bound or 

connected; a lover, a sweetheart, one in 
whom the heart is bound up; a turban, 
wreath for the head ; a knot; a hundred ; 
a sanctuary, asylum ; a bank, a rampart ; 
a mountain; distribution of water into 
canals, ditches, or drains; [bast shikastan, 
To exceed bounds;]—bist, Twenty;—bust, 
Name of a country and of a fortress ; a 
rose-garden; the axle of a mill-stone ; 
roast wheat. 

basta, A cloth in which a bundle is 
tied up. 

cU«i bustdkh, Impudent, forward, rash. 
jU—} bistdr, Inconstant; weak; fresh 

water. 
bistdm, Coral. 

bi-satan (imper. of satandan), 
Take; buy;—bustdn (for bo-stdn), A gar-
den for flowers or herbs (a fruit-garden 
being expressed by bdgh); a place where 
odoriferous fruits grow. 

(jj/1) budan-aproz (afross), 
Inflaming the garden (an epithet applied 
to the anemone, the purple amaranth, and 
other flowers). 

cA* } bustdn-bdn, l^o, bustan-
paird, Gardener, vine-dresser. 

} busta,n-sardy, A palace-garden. 
bustdn-shlrln, A note iti 

music. 
bu&tdn-fardz, A rose-bed. 

bustdnl, Hortulan ; a gardener. 
jî Ls—^ bustdwand, Hillocks; uneven 

ground. 
i bustaj, bustij, bustakh, bustikh, 

Frankincense. 
bistar, A bed, mattress, bolster, pil-

low, cushion;—bistari samandar, The sala-
mander's bed, i.e. fire ;—bistar shudan, To 



be abed, lie down;—bar bistari 'ish u hu-
zur, Upon the bed of ease and pleasure. 

bistar-ahang, A coverlet; a 
Bheet. 

bistardan, To obliterate; to clean, 
t bistarak, A small bolster or pillow. 
busturm, An eruption on the body. 

bi8tar-nishin, Lying on a bed, 
bed-ridden. 

^Sf-^-i bistari, Bed-ridden. 
A bastaq, A servant, minister, 

attendant. 
A yUx^ bustaqdn, A gardener ; a keeper 

of a vineyard, one who watches sown fields 
to keep them from accidental injury. 

» bastak, A servant attendant; a 
small spoon.;—bustak, Frankincense. 

bastagi, The being bound or fas-
tened ; the setting of a broken limb; tight-
ness, stricture, fastness; a band, swathe; 
a stammering, stuttering, impediment in 
speech ;—bastagi''i haul, Strangury ;—bas-
tagi'i suihcm, Impediment in the speech ;— 
bastagi'i farj, A female hernia. 

bistum, The twentieth. 
) basf.au (imp. barid), To bind, shut, 

close up ; to contract, get, acquire, incur ; 
to congeal, coagulate, clot; to copulate, 
have sexual intercourse ; to form seed-buds, 
to fructify ;—bdra bastan, To observe the 
law. 

&bastan-gah, An anchorage, a 
mooring. 

jjix—i bastani, A cloth for binding to-
gether bundles of paper, books, inkstands, 
aud the like; a bomb-shell (m.c.) ; ices 
(m.c.). 

bastu, A small glazed earthenware 
vessel; a churn-stick ; joint of the neck. 

Aij J LŜ—* bast-u-band, Arrangement, ad-
justment; control. 

bastuqa, Joint of the neck. 
•ilAi'ju^^ bast u kushad, The power of 

binding and loosing. 
bistuh, Sad, melancholy, afflicted. 
basta, Bound, obliged, tied, fastened, 

chained; closed, shut, locked, barred, 
bolted ; set (broken limb or fruit blossoms); 
coagulated, clotted, congealed ; concreted ; 
stopped up, obstructed, blocked up ; fixed, 
established, determined, concluded; be-
numbed ; bewitched, and so rendered im-
potent; planted, driven in ; coloured silk 
stretched on a frame to be embroidered ; a 
bale of goods; a poem consisting of four 
verses ; name of a note in music ; [basta'i 
zinjir, Prisoner, captive ;—basta shudan, To 
be bound ;—basta kardan, To bind ;—basta'i 
gahwdra'i jana, Subject to the miseries of 
the world;—basta'i nigdr, Name of a note 
in music ; a poem consisting of four verses; 
—basta'i nai-shakar, A bundle of sugar-
cane (Hind, phandi) ;—dast u gardan basta, 
Bound hand and neck ;—yakh basta, Ice-

bound, frozen ;]—bistuh, Sad, melancholy 
—busta, A filbert-nut. 

a Ai—> basta-rahim, Barren. 
ba8ta-zabdn, Tongue-tied. 

a sy Ax—j basta-farj, Impervious (woman). 
(jW* basta-miydn, Ready, prepared. 
j&j SJU*} basta-nigdr, Name of a note in 

music. 
busti, A gardener; gardening; re-

lating to a garden; a native of Bust, 
bastiydn, Bastion, battery (m.c.). 

eWaA-.* bastibdj, Name of a creeping plant, 
bastigh, A village near Nishabur. 

te"** bas justa, Much sought after, 
beloved. 

basjin, A hard wood of which bows 
are made. 

baskhandan, To cause fermenta-
tion (with yeast). 

yafc—^ ba-sukhan-rasid, A reasonable 
man, 

Ax-Aji. JJ*̂  bas khwasta, Much sought 
after, beloved. 

a A-** busd, A flower-garden; a fruit-
garden. 

bussad, bis sad, Coral, and its root, 
. w bussad-ruy, Coral-cheeked. 

basadk, A handful of wheat or bar-
ley in the straw ;—basdak, The herb melilot. 

yiJu^t basadin, busdin, bussadin, Red, 
corakcolour. 

a j—t bussaz (for P. bussad), Coral. 
ba-sar, At or to the head, end, point, 

or extremity ;—ba-sar dmadan, To come to 
an end ; to be finished ; to die •,—-ba-sar bur-
dan, To bear or carry to an end ; to finish, 
accomplish ; to fulfil a promise ; to pass the 
time, to live ; to agree, harmonize; to con-
dole, sympathize; to kill. 

Ay-j baer (v.n,), Doing or asking (any-
thing) prematurely or unseasonably; 
causing a she-camel to be covered before 
the proper time ; covering a she-camel before 
she is in season; laying bare the scar of an 
unhealed wound ; expressing the juice from 
ripe dates, amongst which unripe ones are 
mixed; emptying the churn before the 
butter has been made; beginning, com-
mencing; cold water;—busr, Unripe dates 
full grown, and beginning to ripen ; fresh 
rain just fallen; anything fresh, new, aud 
tender; young. 

ba-sardziri, On sloping or undu-
lating ground, uphill and downhill. 

busrdq (S. pushya-rdja), Topaz. 
ba-sar-bdri, A load carried on the 

head. 
^ j j t ba-sar-burdagi, The fulfilment (of 

a promise) ; accomplishment. 
ba-sar-dar-dmadagi, A slip, 

fall. 
8dui\ y ba-sar-dar-ayanda, One who 

falls on his head. 



fcjW-j } ba-sar ujdn (with head and soul), 
Most willingly, with great pleasure (m.c.). 

pJUa. ^ ba-sar u chashm (with head 
and eye), Willingly, cheerfully. 

bisriyd (in Zand and Pazand), Meat, 
flesh. 

A !=*-> bast (v.n.), Stretching out (the 
hand) ; distension; diffusiveness; being 
wide enough for ; preferring, exalting ;— 
bast dadan, To open a discourse; to explain; 
—bast kardan, To expand (basti jandh kar-
dan, To expand the wings);—bist, Open, ex-
panded (hand) ;—bust, A she-camel left 
with her sucking-colt, 

a ^Us—} bastdml, Native of Bastam. 
A bastat, bust at, Excellence; exten-

sive and profound literary acquirements; 
extent; tallness. 

a ba-sa'l, Quickly, swiftly. 
I basagh, A cupola, a high apartment 

surrounded with windows, for prospect and 
air. 

basaghda, basughda, Beady, pre-
pared ; an accomplishes 

basaghdldan, bisaghdldan, bisugh-
didan, To be finished, arranged, prepared. 

a basfataj, basfdyaj (for P. 
bas-pdya), Polypody, 

o bisqupos, A bishop. 
bask, A handful of wheat in the ear ; 

yawning ;—basak, Melilot;—basuk, An ex-
tract from the Gospels (doubtful word) ;— 
busuk, Cotton twist. 

i baskala, The bar of a door. 
biskilidan, To tickle ; to embrace. 

bas-goy, Talkative, prating, ver-
bose. 

J—* basl (v.n.), Accelerating; sifting; 
taking by little at a time ; unlawful; lawful; 
severity; reproof, blame, censure; the ex-
pressed juice of saffron and privet; dis-
agreeable and repulsive in one's aspect. 

basal, Millet; the heel; iron helmet. 
yV^w bisildnidan, To drag ; to break, 
al—•\ basla, A pea, pease. 
A basm (v.n.), Smiling ; smile ;— 

bi'smi (for bi-ismi), In the name of;—bismi-
'lldh, In the name of God (an ejaculation 
frequently used by Muhammadans, espe-
cially when going to commence anything); 
God be with you! God speed you! very 
well! all right! 

a i bismil (contracted from bi-smi-
'lldh, because on killing an animal the words 
"in the name of G o d " are to be pro-
nounced), Sacrificed, slaughtered; meek, 
forbearing;—bismil kardan, To sacrifice, to 
slaughter. 

A * basmalat (v.n. of J^—) Q), Pro-
nouncing the sentence bi-'smi'lldh, In the 
name of God-

a bismil-gdh, Slaughter-house, 
butchery. 

a 4 bumili,Vov sacrifice, for slaughter. 

basma, A collyrium, tincture, or 
medicine for the eyes; gold or silver leaves 
painted or imprinted on a stuff. 

basmachl, One who adorns a stuff 
in the manner described in the preceding 
article. 

a ba-sinn, As to age, by age, aged 
(m.c.). 

u * ^ basnds, Name of a certain learned 
man or prince. 

er-w bisanj, A freckle ;—bi-sanj (imp. of 
sanjldan), Weigh thou. 

basanjidan, To draw a curtain, to 
hide or conceal from view ; to prepare, make 
ready. 

^AssvU^ basanakhdan, To ferment, to 
leaven. 

basand, Complete, entire ; sufficient, 
worthy ; sufficiency, competency ; content-
ment ;—basand amadan, To satisfy, to suf-
fice ;—basand kardan, To be satisfied. 

ft ^—J basand-kar, Content, satisfied, 
sxu-f basanda, Sufficient, complete, wor-

thy. 
jtf > basanda-kdr, Contented, satisfied. 
<jft SAi—* basanda-kdri, Contentment, 
^ay fiAi.»> basanda kardan. To be satisfied. 
isU—i busunk, Name of a mountain said 

to be inhabited by pigeons who read and 
explain people's intentions. 

tsS*-^ bisang, The herb melilot; a palm-
tree ;—basang, A horse not broken in ; an 
extract from the Gospels. 

(yd^ ; ba-sang dmadan, To be weak. 
} basna, An unbroken horse; a bullock, 

steer. 
busota, bisota, A curl, a lock of hair. 

bisudan, busudan, To handle, fee), 
touch, seize, rub ; to bore ; to repel, thrust 
back; to throw from the band ; to abolish, 
erase, remove; to swallow, engulf; to mix, 
mingle. 

bisiida, busuda, Pelt, touched, or 
handled. 

A busur (v.n.), Having a stern, for-
bidding look. 

busur, Malediction, imprecation. 
busuridan, To curse, to execrate. 

A F basus, A she-camel, whose milk 
comes with difficulty from her ; the name of 
an Arabian woman, from whom originated, 
on small provocation, a forty years* war 
(harbi basus), ever since proverbial to ex-
press great events from little causes. 

A busuq (v.n. of <3—»), Being tall (a 
palm-tree) ; growth. 

busul, A curse, imprecation. 
(JAJbusulidan, To curse. 
H * biswa, The twentieth part of an 

acre of land. 
tS^-j ba-suwl, Towards; against. 
&>~4 basa, The herb melilot. 
a ba-suhulaf, With facility, with 

ease; easily. 



basi, Abundance, plenty ; — base, 
Many ; inucb, yery ; enough ; often. 

V-—» basya (in Zand and Pazand), Wine. 
* bisyar, Many, much; numerous; 

frequent; copious; very; exceedingly; — 
bisydr budan, To be numerous;—bisydr 
k&ub, Very well, all right (m.c.) ;—bisydr 
shudan, To be multiplied ;—bisydr kardan, 
To multiply, to increase, 

? bisydr an (pi. of the preceding), A 
multitude of people. 

y jW—» bisyar-bar, Yery fruitful, 
sjj) j bisydr bnda., I t has often hap. 

pened (m.c.). 
/hij^i bisydr-bahr, Who has received a 

large share. 
} biaydr-khasp, Drowsy, lethar-

gic. 
j\yt* biaydr-khwdr, A great eater, 

glutton. 
bisydr-ddn, Yery learned; (many-

grained) a kind of pomegranate. 
<SJ\O binyar-ddna (many-grained), A 

species of pulse. 
a J —> bisydr danij (for P. bisyar 

dana), A species of pulse. 
ci^o ^U—} bisyar-dost, Who has many 

friends, beloved by many. 
a jjfi bisydr-fann, Well versed in 

many branches of knowledge, rich in re-
sources, up to many tricks. 

( < - S $ bisyar-go (goy), Talkative, 
verbose. 

^ bisyur-wdm, Burdened with debt, 
ja»y& jLwi bisydr-hosh, Of great prudence, 

very intelligent. 
bisyari, Abundance, plenty, multi-

tude ; length of time or space. 
basej, bisej, Arms, armour; apparatus 

for a journey; furniture, gear ; purpose, de-
sign, enterprise ; (in comp.) preparing, 
prepared. 

fioujjrt^ basejanda, Preparing, arming for 
war. 

t bascjidan, To arm; to prepare 
for ; to finish, to complete; to manage; to 
purpose; intend. 

basejida, Prepared, arranged, dis-
posed. 

basech, &c. = &c. 
A —> baslsat, basisa, Flour of wheat or 

barley, toasted or fried with butter or oil 
and honey. 

A. basit, Expanded, spread; simple, 
elementary; expanse, surface; name of a 
metre (mustaf'ilun fa'ilun, = ^ — [ 
— ^ — | eight times repeated). 

A basil, Ugly, hideous, repulsive; 
stern, forbidding. 

basila, A kind of bean. 
basim (in Zand and Pazand), Well-

flavoured. 
A basim, Smiling, cheerful, jovial, 

merry; buxom, blithe; affable; — basim 

budan, To be cheerful;—khanddn u basim, 
Of joyous, open, smiling countenance. 

LA? bash, A bandage; a hoop of silver, 
iron, or brass to fasten boxes; a padlock; 
a watered field ;~—bush, A horse's mane ; a 
fringe, flounce ; a lock, ringlet; incomplete; 
—bish (for bi-dihash), Give to him. 

A bashsh, Of a cheerful, open counte-
nance, 

bishdr, bashdr, Scattered {money); 
inlaid with gold or silver; stamped silver 
(to specify its fineness) ; beaten (gold) ; 
tired, wearied; a fe t te r ; a prisoner; a 
gentle rubbing; touch. 

A SJU.* bashdrat, bishd.rat, bashdra, bishara 
(v.n. of j^.) , Joyful tidings, happy news; 
happy dream or vision ;—bishurat kardan, 
To announce good news; to preach the 
Gospel, 

wjUo bishdrat-ras, cujU* 
bishdrat-rasdn, A bringer (the latter also 
britigers) of joyful news. 

bishdraUkashdn, Harbingers 
of happy tidings. 

s-*-^-? bushasb (for bushasb), Sleep. 
A bashshdsh, Of an open, cheerful 

countenance; cheerful looking (m.c.). 
A bashdshat (v.n. of Turning 

towards one with a smile ; joviality, cheer-
fulness, mirth ; liveliness, alacrity. 

A icU-t bashd'at (v.n. of Having a 
bad flavour, being unwholesome, disagree-
able (meat). 

A basham, Name of a fragrant shrub, 
with the branches of which they clean the 
teeth, and from whose leaf a black dye for 
the hair is made. 

jyU^ bushdward, Uneven ground, 
bashbash, bushbush, Colocynth-

ieaves. 
& bashbaq (for P. bashba), Name 

of a village in the dependency of Marw. 
y^A} bashbayun, bashbiyun, Fat. 

bishpol, Scattering, scattered, dis-
persed ; (with imperative meaning) dis-
perse, scatter. 

A busht, Name of a country in Khu-
rasan. 

bi-shtdb (imp. of shitdjtan), 
Hasten. 

bishtdlam, bishtdm, A parasite. 
bashtar (apparently misreading for 

f~>), The archangel Michael (who they 
say has the distribution of riches to 
mankind) ; an angel who presides over rain 
and vegetation; a cloud bushtar, Pimples, 
pustules ; thrush. 

bashturagji, bushturgh, A herb with 
which they dye stuffs ; part of a cluster of 
grapes or dates. 

bushturam, bushturum, bushtar am, 
A pimple, eruption, rash. 

bashtara, = ay^j q.v., of which it 
seems to be a misreading. 



_ bushtarl, Suffering from an erup-
tion. 

bashtuk, bashtak, bisMaJc, A small 
jar. 

bushjir, A mountain tree of which 
they make bows, arrows, or javelins. 

(jA-ZW-io bishkha idan, bishkhdyldan, To 
tear with the nails. 

bishakhsham, A sliding, slipping; 
stumbling. 

A I-WI^ ba-shakhsi-hi, Personally. 
bishkhwdan, To tear with the nails. 

s^i-J^ bishkhuda, Scratched; enlarged, 
widened ; ruined ; trodden down. 

bushkhor, The remainder of water 
in a vessel after drinking; = q.v. 

bashkhidan, To shine ; to sprinkle ; 
to steal (not supported by examples). 

a ba-shiddat, Extremely, exces-
sively ; violently, forcibly. 

A yfy feasor (v.n.), Relating news ; sha-
ving close so that the skin is seen through ; 
feeding upon the fields (locusts) ;—bashar, 
Man, mankind ; mortals, the human race. 

a yfy ba-sharr, Maliciously, malevolently ; 
evil-disposed, vicious. 

A Ŝ AI basharat, The skin, cuticle, or out-
ward skin (the interior being called ada-
mat). 

a ba-shart, On condition, condition-
ally ;—ba-shar ti an ki, On condition that. 

U&yjM bashrunitan (in Zand), To wor-
ship. 

A JYA* bushrd (v.n. of Communica-
ting good news ; joyful news, happy tidings; 
—bushra dadan (zadan, numudan), To con-
vey good news. 

A bashariy, Human ;—zu'ji bashari, 
Human weakness;—'uqiili bashari, Human 
intellects. 

A bashariy at, Human nature, 
y-s—fy bishistan, To sit;— bishustan, To 

wash; to clean. 
A basha1 (v.n.), Having a bad flavour, 

being unwholesome or disagreeable (meat). 
bashffhara. Made, formed, finished. 

T bushqab, A plate, a tray (m.c.). 
bashk, Amorous blandishment ; 

coquetry [bashk zadan, To coquette with] ; 
lightning; dew ; hail; a curtain hung be-
fore a door ; name of a tree ; (for bashad 
ki) it may be that;—bushk, Curly hair, the 
forelocks. 

bashkdri, Agriculture, tillage. 
ijtjCfy ba-shakar-ash (by his sugar), By 

his lips, by his sweet words ;—bi-shkar-ash < 
(imp. of shikar dan with pron.), Hunt him 
down, lay him low!—ba-shukr-ash, By his 
thanks, 

(jji—Ci^ bishkastan, To break ; to extin-
guish. 

bishkufa, A flower, a blossom. 
bishkal, bishkala., A crooked 

stick for opening a lock, a sort of key; ac-

cording to others also sadness" and 
" curly hair," which meanings, however, are 
unsupported by examples. 

AsiSl^ bishkalid, A scratch. 
yA-i&io bishkalidan, To scratch, to tear ; 

to enlarge, to widen; to be fettered; to en-
j circle with the arms ; to embrace. 
I bashkam, bishkam, A summer-house, 

an airy house ; a balcony, a verandah. 
bishka n-bishka n, A great feast 

with every requisite for enjoyment, a 
revelry. 

g r - ^ bashkanj, The arm; the left hand. 
bishkina, The stocks; a key. 
bishkufah, A flower; a vomit. 
bishkol, bashkol, Swift, expeditious, 

active, eager, strong; intelligent; woad. 
yxJj&i^ bashkolidan, bishkolidan, To set 

eagerly about a thing. 
bashkun, Nimble, active, notable. 

bishkuna, A flower; frequent 
vomiting. 

Sj&i^ bishkoh, Magnificent, majestic, 
stately. 

j^t bishgar, and— 
bishgard, A hunter, a fowler; a 

place for hunting ; the chase; game. 
ji&fy bashgir, A towel. 
J-s^ bashal, Two things adhering to each 

other and suspended together. 
a AJCiLfc* bishilshaka, Gentian, bitter-

wort. 
bishlang, Name of a fort in Hin-

dustan. 
yA-sl^} bashlidan, To hang; to adhere, 

stick. 
bashrn, Hoar-frost; dew ; name of a 

very cold place between Tabaristan and 
Ray; a heretic, a man of no religion;— 
basham, Sad, sorrowful; undigested (comp, 
the following). 

A basham (v.n.), Suffering from in-
digestion ; indigestion;—bashivt, Weary, dis-
gusted, 

U î.} ba-shuma, To you. 
A hishmat, Biscuit, bread baked 

twice. 
T bashmdg, A shoe, sandal, slipper. 

bashmakh, A form of invocation. 
t bashmaq-ddr, The keeper of the 

Sultan's boots, 
a Jj*"^ ba-shumul, With the inclusion of, 

inclusive; including. 
bashma, Undressed leather; a certain 

black grain used in anointing the eyes. 
baehn. Stature, height; the body; the 

top, bottom, and sides of anything. 
giAi bashanj, Splendour ; freshness of the 

cheek ; elegance, beauty;—bish anj, A freckle 
or spot on the face or hands. 

bishanja, Weavers' glue; also glue-
brush. 

syuSu* bushnazha, Paste of meal and date-
syrup. 



bishing, A plasterer's or mason's 
chisel with which they peck holes; an auger; 
a mattock. 

bashnlz, bashnlza, Southern-
wood. 

bushnln, The Egyptian lotus. 
basMtan, Of bad principles;— 

bishutan, bashutan, An ape ; name of a son of 
G ashtasb, and brother to Isfandiyar; an 
ape, a monkey. 

y^j&t bushudan, To wash; to be bad-
tempered ; evil-disposed. 

y -^y^ bashurintan (in Zand and Pazand), 
To worship, to adore. 

fj^ijfi^ bishorldan, To curse; to be dis-
turbed, to be angry. 

u b i shush, Cunning in trade. 
Jr^ bishul, bushul, Active, skilful, intel-

ligent; confusion, broil; imp. of bishull-
dan. 

gi^ytH busholanldan, To cause to move 
to aud f ro ; to agitate, to shake; to excite. 

( j ^ J ^ bisholish, Perturbation; perform-
ance, execution ; knowledge; sigbt. 

yAJyio bisholldan, bashoHdan, busholldan, 
To move to and fro, shake, waver; to sit 
down fatigued and bewildered ; to see; to 
mix, confuse, embroil; to scatter; to execute. 

bishollda, Seen; known; expert-, 
sk i led.; disturbed, confused ; accomplished. 

yy^V^t bishuliyun (O. \j/vX\iov), Flea wort. 
"Ni&yit bashuwaika i ibrdhlm, Ac-

cording to the Burhdni Qdti1, the Andalu-
sian form of f***^ q.v. 

basl'tj, Equal ; death, destruction. 
A ye&H bashlr, A messenger of good news ; 

proper name. 
bishez, A leathern water-bottle. 

bashek, Peculiarity; special. 
bashima, An undressed hide. 
bishln, Essence, existence, 

yj*-^ bashyun, Fat. 
A basurat, bisdrat (v.n. of Seeing, 

perceiving ; sense of sight, vision ; insight, 
understanding, iutimate knowledge. 

A j W busdq, A snail. 
A jft-a* basd'ir (pi. of basirat), Sights; evi-

dent proofs, convincing demonstrations, 
A basar (v.n.), Seeing, discerning; 

sight, vision; the eye ;—basari bl-basirat, 
An eye without vision, mind without foi'e-
sight. 

A busard (pi, of baslr), The clear-
sighted, the intelligent. 

A basrat, basra, The city of Basra or 
Bassora. 

A busrd, Name of a city in Syria; 
name of a village near Baghdad. 

a basri, Native of Basra. 
a bus' (v.n.), Collecting ; flowing, run-

ning (water); a rent in a bag through which 
tbe water leaks ; the space between the fore 
and middle fingers ; — bis' A part of the 
night. 

A basal, An onion ; an iron helmet. 
A AX<»} basallyat, Name of a quarter iu 

Baghdad. 
A busm, An interval, distance between 

the extremities of the ring and the little 
fingers. 

a ba-sural, In the appearance, 
shape, or guise of ; by way of ; apparently ; 
outwardly. 

A baslr, Seeing, perceiving, discern-
ing, penetrating; clear-sighted; intelligent; 
a connoisseur; the all-seeing God;—ba?ir 
shudan, To look at. 

A Sje-a) baslrat, Sight, vision, insight, 
mental perception; perceptive faculty ; 
knowledge, understanding, intelligence,dis-
cernment; skill; circumspection, prudence; 
—baslrat kardan, To foresee ;—arbdbi (ahli) 
baslrat, The prudent, circumspect;—bi-basl-
rat, Improvident. 

A i j ^ basis (v.n. of <>*), Flashing, 
shining; splendour, brightness. 

a ba-sighd. In the form or mode of; 
in the degree. 

A ij* bazs (v.n.), Flowing little and little; 
thin, fat, and soft-skinned. 

A bi$d'at, Merchandise ; an article of 
merchandise ; goods; stock in trade, capital; 
agency, commission;—buzd'at, biza'at, Name 
of a well at Madina. 

A baz' (v.n.), Cutting in pieces ; cut-
ting off a par t ; cleaving, splitting; quench-
ing thirst; marrying, contracting a mar-
riage; having commerce with a woman; 
divorcing; declaring, making clear; being 
uneasy;—biz', A part of the night; small 
number (from three to nine);—buz', Geui-
tale arvum ; the contracting of a marriage ; 
marriage settlement; divorce; coition. 

A baz'at, biz'at, A part, section, piece 
(of meat) ;—baz a'at (pi. of bdzi'), Cutting 
(swords). 

A baz't', A partner; sweat; flesh ; an 
island in the sea. 

a % bait, bat (fdr P. bat), A duck; a sort 
ot large cup ;—bati bada (shardb, sahbd', 
mai), A wine-cup in the shape of a duck; 
—bati zar, The sun ;—bati surkh-db-zdy, A 
goblet of pure wine;—bati sangln, A goblet 
made of stone which does not sink in 
water. 

A K} batt (v.n.), Cutting open (a boil). 
^Us* batdris (G. inip^), Fern. 
a iSjUa> batdriqat, batdriqa, pi. of 

bifrlq, q.v. 
A AiUa? bitdqat, The pupil of the eye; a 

label affixed to a piece of cloth marking the 
price. 

A battdl, Idle, unemployed; very 
foolish or vain, false; very brave ; a cham-
pion ;—battdl kardan, To abolish. 

A £11* b'ahdlat (v.n. of J ^ ) , Being idle; 
sloth; absurdity ; falsity, vanity ; valour, 
braverv. 



k bit an, A girth. 
A AiJoj bitdnat, batdna, The lining of a 

garment; cap or cloth worn under the tur-
ban ; a sincere friend. 

AWL^ batbdt, Shepherd's staff (a plant). 
A bath (v.n.), Throwing on the face. 
A OVATIJ> hatha', A spacious channel bedded 

with pebbles. 
A ^W3} batihdn, butihdn, A swampy valley 

near Madina. 
A ft batr (v.n.), Splitting, cleaving, 

bursting (an hnposthume) ;—batar (v.n.), 
Exulting, being insolent with joy, petu-
lance ; being thunder-struck, lost in amaze-
ment. 

\ft batr a (G. 7rcVpa), A stone, a rock ; a 
mountain. 

batrdkhu, batrdkhus (G. 
/Jarpaxos), A frog. 

UF^ft batrdkhiyun (G. /3arpaxt0I/)> Wild 
parsley. 

batrasdliyun (G. irtrpoo-eXwov), 
Rock-parsley. 

batrdldwan (G. TreiyjeAaiov), Petro-
leum, rock-oil. 

t f t batrah, An elder; a perfect scholar 
(probably a corruption of q.v.), 

a ba-tarz, In the mode or manner of ; 
by way of; like to (m.c.). 

a ba-taraf, Aside, apart. 
^ f t butri, A bottle (m.c. corr. from E.). 
a bi-tarlq, By way of, in the manner 

of, on account of;—bi-tariqi haqq, For the 
love of God,for the sake of justice. 

o bitrlq, A commander of 10,000 
men ; vain, haughty, proud ; a patriarch ; a 
Christian doctor ; a proper name. 

A batsh (v.n.), Seizing, carrying away 
by force; rushing upon with violence, at-
tacking. 

batak, A duckling; a small goblet; 
a drinking-cup made in the form of a duck. 

A JI>> ball (v.n.), Being vain, abortive, of 
no effect;—bated, A brave man, a cham-
pion. 

T batldq, batlaq, Marsh, morass 
(m.c., see j^W and jSu>). 

A butldn (v.n. of J ^ ) , Being vain, 
abortive, fruitless ; vanity ; falseness ; abor-
tion ;—ghubhati butldnl, A foolish doubt, a 
vain scruple. 

batlamiyus, batllmus (G. IlroXe-
jialos), Ptolemy ; light, brightness. 

batlayus, Name of a western 
country. 

A ^ butm, butum, The turpentine-tree 
and fruit ; a kind of greenish grain, of a 
turpentine quality. 

A YIA} batn (v.n. of The belly, abdo-
men ; the womb; the interior. 

a batn-parast, A worshipper of 
the belly, a glutton. 

A âW bitnat, Fulness of belly from eating, 
indigestion from repletion. 

a batani, Of the belly ; of the womb, 
born of. 

a ba-taur, After the manner of, like ; 
in a manner; by way of. 

A yftt batun. Interior, inside; heart, 
mind; concealed. 

A bad', Slow, tardy, dull. 
A bittlkh, Asttisi bittlkhat, A melon, 

musk-melon ; a pumpkin ;—bittikhi ziqqi, A 
water-melon ; — bittiklii mustatil (hindi), 
The citrul. 

a bittikhi, Seller of melons or 
pumpkins. 

A batjt, A wonderful thing ; a lie. 
A bat In, Large, gorbellied; far, dis-

taut, remote;—butain (dim. of batn), The 
second mansion of the moon, distinguished 
by three small stars in the belly of Aries. 

a ba-zdhir, In appearance, appa-
rently ; outwardly, externally ; ostensibly. 

A ft bazr, The clitoris ;—bazar (v.n.), 
Having an excrescence in the middle of the 
upper lip (a man). 

a bttzur (pi. of bazr), Clitorises. 
a i t ^ ba-zuhur dmadan, To come to 

pass, be put in execution, to be accom-
plished. 

a bu'ds, Name of a place near 
Madina, where a battle was fought. 

A bi'ad (v.n. 3 of A*J), Removing far ; 
removal; distance ; separation. 

A JU> bi'dl (v.n. 3 of J*j), Sporting, toy-
ing with a spouse ; conjugal intercourse ; 
—(pi. of ba'l) Husbands ; wives ; spouses. 

a ba's (v.n.), Sending; housing, 
stirring up ; awakening; raising the dead; 
resurrection ;—also ba'as, An army, a de-
tachment. 

A bi'sat, Mission, embassy. 
A Syaq ba'sarat (v.n, of r**), Scattering. 
a ba'j (v.n. of Cutting open (the 

belly with a knife) ; tormenting (love). 
a a*} ba'd, After, afterwards; subse-

quently ; [ba'd az, ba'd az in, After this ; 
—ba'd az an, After that;—ba'd az an ki, 
After which, after that which ;—ba'da md, 
After that, on which;—amrnd ba'd, After 
these premises; now to begin ;— f l md ba'd, 
But then, now however (a transition from 
one part of the subject to another, very 
common in letters) ;—min ba'd, Afterwards, 
for the future \—wa ba'd, And then (fre-
quently used like ammd ba'd) ;] — bu'd, 
Distance, remoteness ;—bn'du'l-mashriqain, 
The distance between the two easts (i.e. 
between east aud west, or between the sol-
stices). 

A 6 b a ' d a h u , After, afterwards, then, 
after that. 

A fti la'r (v.n. of Voiding dung (a 
camel or sheep) ;—also ba'ar, The globular 
dung of animals. 

A iyu ba'ar at,, Camels' dung; glans penis. 
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a ba-'izzat, Iu high estimation; 

dear, beloved. 
A ba'z, ba'zd, ba'ze, Some, 

some few ; certain, several, sundry, diverse ; 
miscellaneous; some people;—ba'ze bdbat, 
Particular taxes ;—ba'ze jam', Sundry im-
positions ba'ze kharch, Petty charges;— 
ba'ze zamin, Lands exempted from the pay-
ment of revenue. 

A J*? baH, A lord, master, possessor; a 
husband; high ground (especially such as 
receives rain only once a year) ; any tree, 
watered only by rain, not by art ; the idol 
Baal. 

A ba'labak, Baalbak in Syria (Helio-
polis). 

A ba'lat, A wife;—ba-'illat, By reason 
of ; on the ground of ; on account of. 

A S b a ' a l z a b u b , Beelzebub. 
a ba-'amdan, Deliberately, on pur-

pose. 
J**? ba-'amal, To use;—ba-'amal dmadan, 

To come to use ; to be put in practice —ba-
'amal awardan, To bring to use, to put hi 
practice, carry into execution, perform;— 
ba-'amal dar nay dmadan, Not to come to 
use, to fail, or become ineffectual 

A. J^W AIM bi HndyaWlldh ta'ald, By 
the help of the Most High God. 

a (ba-'iwaz, In lieu of, in compensa-
tion of, instead (m.c.). 

A , b a ' i i z , ba'uzat, A gnat. 
A Iru'ul (pi. of ba'l), Husbands ; 

spouses. 
A bu'ulat (v.n. of J*?)> Marrying; 

—(pi. of ba'l) Husbands; spouses. 
A <jJĴ  bi 'aunilldhi ta'ald, Bv the 

assistance of the Most High God. 
A ba'ld, Distant, far, far off, remote; 

a stranger ;—ba'id shudan, To be separated ; 
—ba'id kardan, To remove ; to absent one-
self, be hid. 

A ba'lr, bi'ir, A camel; any beast of 
burden. 

A AUAJ bi-'ainihi, bi-'ainiha, The verv 
same ; exactly, precisely ; literally, word for 
word. 

bagli, A ditch; (Z. bagho), name of an 
idol; a god (enters into composition of 
names, as bagh-dad• — god-given). 

a Uf baghd, A whore, adultress ; an in-
famous boy, 

A nU} bifjhd (v.n. 3 of Playing the 
whore, committing adultery ;—bug/ui (v.n. 

Desiring; seeking. 
A <AAAJ bagjfcds, bighds, bugjias, A sort of 

kite. 
baghdr, A nail, ?pike, wedge;—also 

baghava. A breach in a wall; a wound;— 
bigAdr, A river. 

jW bigfcdz, baghds, A wedge used by car-
penters to split timber, and by shoemakers 
to stretch the leather on their lasts;—bughdz 
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(for T. jlfcyj), Straits;—bug/jdzi ddrddnal, 
The channel of the Dardanelles (m.c.). 

A JW bighdl (pi. of bagM), Mules;— 
baghghdl, A muleteer. 

baghdma, A demon inhabiting the 
deserts. 

y^*} bagman, A wedge, a wooden peg, 
W baghdniish, A quick-going horse. 

A SjW baghdwat, Rebellion ;—bag&dwat 
kardan, To assault, injure. 

bagh-pur (S. bhaga-putra), q.v. 
O x̂*? baghtdf, A fissure. 
jlxAi bagktdq, A high cap; a robe. 
A baghtat. baghatat (v.n. of 

Happening unexpectedly;—baghtatan, Sud-
denly, unexpectedly. 

(jA^yiAj bughsaranidan, To cause to 
scatter. 

bughsarl, Afterwards, a little after. 
bughsarldan, To scatter, strew, 

sow. 
A baghsiir, Name of a town between 

Herat and Sarakhs. 
T bughcha, A bundle. 
t A^*} bughcha-kash, A servant who 

carries a bundle or parcel. 
A J l ^ t baghdad (by the Persian lexico-

graphers explained as baghi dad, The gar-
den of justice, but see the true etymology 
under ; other forms of the name are 
baghzaz, oljkAf bagjidaz, baghddn, 
baghdln, and {^JA* magJiddn), The city of 
Baghdad, situated on the eastern side of the 
Tigris, the capital of Babylonian or Arabian 
Irak;—bagh,dddi khdll(kharab,kuhna),(met.) 
An empty stomach ; an empty wine-cup;— 
baghdadi ma'murai Pulness, repletion ; 
freshness, 

T bughdd, A butcher's knife (see 
saS,). 

A baghar (v.n.), Drinking without 
quenching the thirst, and being diseased 
thereby (a camel); a disease incident to 
camels from excessive thirs t ; bad water. 

\j*t baghrd. A boar ;—bughrd, Name of a 
j king of Khwarazm, generally called 

bughrd-khdn; (for the following) quad-
f rangular sections of paste, dressed with 
i gravy or milk ; a heron that takes the lead 

in flight. 
^U^ bughrd k.hdni, A certain dish of 

which Bughra-Khiln, king of Khwarazm, 
j was the inventor (see the preceding article). 
| u-V** baghrd8, Name of a place about 
I twelve miles distant from Antiochia, with a 
i high castle, springs, and gardens. 
J bughrdv, Clamour, noise. 

jfatf^} bughartdsh, A spoon of brass; a 
blow on the elbow, the funny bone. 

a_)A> bagfi2 (v.n.), Beating with a stick; 
kicking ; briskness. 

jyiA} baghshur. Name of a village near 
Harat, 

A (j>*i baghz (v.n.), Hat ing; hatred, 



spite, malice; grudge, rancour; malignity ; 
revenge. 

JUJAJ baghtdq. A turban ; a robe. 
baghal, The arm-pit; [ba/jhali-dast, 

The arm-pit;—baghali ran, The groin;] an 
embrace; a fathom; the stem (of a ship, 
m.c.) ;—baghal baz numudan, To receive with 
open arms;—baghal raftan, To go on one 
side baghal zadan, To rejoice at another's 
distress;—baghal guzaahlan, To place under 
the arm-pit (m.c.) ;—baghal gushddan, To 
exercise ; to prove ; to display strength ;—• 
baghalash ast, He is in his arms (m.c.). 

A. JA? baghl, A mule; name of a Jewish 
coiner of money. 

baghldn, A follower, a partisan, 
ji baghal-bur, Border, edge, margin 

(m.c.). 
J*> baghal-band, A rope tied under the 

arm-pits. 
jUUt baghltdq, The accoutrements of a 

horse; a cap, a head-dress ; a robe. 
^j* J** baghal-tarl, Shame, bashfulness, 

funk. 
jW*} baghltdq, The accoutrements of a 

horse; a cap, a head-dress ; a robe. 
baghalak, A swelling under the arm-

pits. a bubo; —baghalak zadan, To rejoice at 
another's misfortunes ; to deride, to mock at. 

baghal-gir, Embracing ; an em-
bracer, 

{jjeS baghal girl, Embracement, clasp, 
hug. 

T jl&diA} baghlanqdr, j^Uj bagManqdz, 
Name of a bird. 

t_JU> baghall, baghll, Pertaining to the 
arm-pit, axillary ; what finds room under 
the arm-pit, small; a disorder in camels 
rubbing the thigh against the belly ; a kind 
of dumb-bell; a trick in fencing or wrest-
ling. 

a tj*) baghll, Money of the coinage of 
Baghl the Jew (see A. baghl). 

jlu* bughmaz, A mould for making bricks; 
a wedge (comp. jUj). 

cr** bughunj, Coriander-seed. 
A** baghand, An inquiry; a river ; a kind 

of leather, 
AJJAt buphur (v.n. of y^), Setting of the 

Pleiades, indicating approaching rain;— 
ba-ghaur, With reflection, thoughtfully, 
attentively. 

a <_5*i baghy, baghl (v.n.), Rebellion, in-
surrection, revolt; injustice, tyranny, op-
pression, violence; insolence; fornication 
(m.c.) —baghl giriftan, To commit fornica-
tion (m.c.). 

baghydr, j^Ai baghyas, Drink-money ; 
a present of sweetmeats; good news. 

(ĵ UA* baghydzl, Good news; drink-money. 
A Ljo bighyat, bughyat, Anything wanted ; 

desire, wish. 
A jt*i bi-ghair, ba-ghair, Without, be-

sides, except, unless;—ba-ghair az man, 
Except me. 

baf, A weaver's sley. 
H W bafd, Scurf, dandruff. 
ftt bafdr, A wedge. 
a ba-fdsila, At a distance of; at in-

tervals. 
baftara, Decoy-bird. 
baftart, The yarn-beam; the sley of 

a weaver's loom; any instrument used in 
weaving. 

e4? bafj, Spittle ; a slaverer; a blubber-
lip. 

baf jam, Much, many; copious; 
cloths stretched upon spars of wood in 
which people catch money scattered amongst 
them. 

^ baf da (— baftara), A decoy-bird. 
ba-fardd, To - morrow ; until to-

morrow. 
bi-farmd (imp. of farmudan), Com-

mand, say. 
Ay6? ba-firod, Down, downward. 
H bafsh, Magnificence, elegance, 

pomp. 
baf kin (in Zand and Pazand), An 

upper chamber, gallery, or balcony on the 
top of a house. 

fM bafrn, baf am, Sorrow ; weak, tired; sad. 
bafnaj, A kind of venomless serpent. 

a ba-faur, Instantly, all at once. 
A haqq, A gnat; a bug. 
A baqd1 (v.n. of ^a?), Remaining; 

duration ; life, living; permanency, per-
petuity, eternity ;—kishwari baqd, The other 
world, the everlasting kingdom. 

A baqqdr, A dealer in cattle, a drover ; 
a blacksmith; name of a valley and of a 
desert, said to be inhabited by demons ; a 
sort of game. 

A biqd' (pi. of buq'at), Low places 
where water stagnates; low-lying tracts of 
land; buildings ; convents ;—biqd'i sipihr-
irtifd', Fabrics high as the heavens. 

a SACU} ba-qa'ida, Methodically (m.c.). 
A JU? baqqdl, A greengrocer, a vendor of 

provisions in general; (in India) a grain-
merchant, a corn-chandler. 

JjW baqawal, baqdwul (for J j ^ i ) , Over-
seer of the kitchen. 

a baqd'i, Endurance. 
A ̂  baqdyd (pi. of baqlyat), Remain-

ders, remains; balances, arrears, dues; 
balance of revenue;—baqdyd'i baql, Out-
standing balances. 

T buqcha, A knapsack, wallet, small 
bundle. 

a ^ ba-qadr, According to, with regard 
to, as to, in consideration of; by the power 
of ; by means of ; to the extent or measure 
of ; about, nearly, approximately (m.c.) ;— 
ba-qadri mardtib-aah, According to his rank. 

A )&t baqr (v.n.), Cleaving, splitting; 
widening ; being fatigued ; looking for and 
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discovering water (the hudhud or lapwing) ; 
—baqar, Ox, bul l ; cow, cattle. 

o buqrdt, Hippocrates;—bukrat ma-
liku's-sahfiat, Hippocrates, the king of 
health. 

a baqar-lid, A feast held in com-
memoration of Abraham's offering to sacri-
fice his son Ismail (according to the Sunnls), 
or Ishaq (according to the ShI'ah). 

a buqsumdt, Biscuits. 
a ba-qasmlya, By oath ; on oath. 
A baq' (v.n.), Going into any coun-

try ; provoking by opprobious words and 
false imputations ; — baqa1 (v.n.), Being 
marked with black and white spots. 

A buq'at, buq'a, A low place in which 
water stagnates; a place; a house, an 
edifice; a convent. 

a ba-qafd, In or at the back or rear ; 
behind. 

A Ja* baql, Herbage produced from seed ; 
—bitql, Spring herbs ; spring. 

A Ala* baqlat, baqla, A leguminous plant, a 
pot-herb ; — ba-qillat, In small quantity, 
with scarcity; sparsely. 

TjUulaj baqlanqar, jWla* baqlanqdz, Name 
of a certain animal with a black and white 
neck, long legs, and a broad bluish snout. 

A /A baqqam, baqam, Brazil-wood; the 
red dye extracted from i t ; \baqami bunafsh, 
Cam peachy or logwood ;—baqami qirmiz, 
Sapanwood ;] — buqum, The thorn-apple 
(Datura stramonium). 

a> Jy* ba-qaul, According to the saying 
of ; according to ; — buqul (pi. of baql), 
Herbs, pot-herbs. 

A baqiyai, baqlya, A remainder, resi-
due, remnant;—baqlya'i sip ah,, The rest of 
the soldiers, the remainder of the army. 

a ^jSe*) baqlyatl, Some remnants. 
a ba-qaid, With the limitation of ; 

restricted by ; along with. 
A Qtfii baqV, A place in which there are a 

nnmber of trees;—baqi'u 'l-g&arqad, The 
cemetery of Madina. 

bah, Wild cucumber; a retreat, an 
asylum ; (S. bheka) a frog; a forest; a wild 
uncultivated country ; name of a city in 
Transoxania;—bik, A live coal;—buk, The 
cheek, face ; a pitcher with a short neck ; 
ignorance, unskilfulness. 

A bakk (v.n.), Bruising, knocking; 
tearing, rending; crowding. 

A bak' or buk' (v.n.), Having little 
milk (a camel or a sheep);—baka\ Name 
of a plant. 

A buk a (v.n. of Weeping, cry-
ing, bewailing, lamenting; a complaint, 
lamentation;—zar u buka kardan, To lament 
and complain. 

j&i ba-kdr, At work; to use, use fu l ; -ba-
hdri db budan, To be constantly drinking;— 
ba-kdr dmadan, To come to use, to serve, to 
be of use, to be fit or useful;—ba-kdr 

awardan, To bring to use, to use, effect, 
perfect; to kill, to slay ;—ba-kdr burdan, 
To use, to employ;—ba-kdr nayamadani, 
ba-kdr nd ayanda, Unserviceable, useless. 

ba-kdr-dmad, What has become 
useful; true, according to fact. 

A bakdrat (v.n. of Being a vir-
gin; virginity ;—-also bikdrat (pi. of bakr), 
Young (camels);—bakdrat giriftan, izdla'i 
bakdrat kardan, To deflower a virgin. 

A U*^* bakds, Name of two Btrong 
places near Antioch. 

yj^ AilS^ ba-kdghiz burdan, To promote 
to the highest degree of honour. 

A bakdlat, A kind of dish made of 
flour. 

J b a k d w a l , bakdwul, A head cook, a 
superintendent of the kitchen ; steward, 
butler; cupbearer. 

(jy^t bakdwali, Relating to a bakdwal; 
cooking materials. 

H bakdyin, The Persian lilac. 
bakbar, The purging cassia. 

bakbaka, Frumenty, pottage ; a vil-
lain, corrupter, spoiler. 

A bakkat, Ancient name of Mecca. 
baktdsh, biktdsh, Name of an athlete 

mentioned in the Gulistan ; also of a king 
of Khwarazm ; (imp. of a verb synonymous 
with khiramidan) walk proudly ! 

baktdnosh, A king of the genii. 
fS* baktar, <fcc. = f&t bagtar, &c., q.v. 
yUjsif baktusan, Name of a certain sage ; 

also of a poet. 
>Jt>ybaktush, A man's name. 
a WJJASJ ba-kasrat, In abundance, plenti-

fully. 
ba-kuja, Whither ? 
bikkha, Plain silk. 

ba-kudamln, How ? in what man-
ner ? 

A bakr, A young camel;—bikr, A 
maid, virgin, girl; a camel which has 
brought forth her first colt; a woman de-
livered of her first and only child ; the first-
born (male or female, man or beast), the 
first-fruit; the first of anything;—bikri 
poshida-ruy (the veiled-faced virgin), bikri 
TOas^ata-^iza«(theautumn-attired maiden), 
An unbroached cask of wine; the latter 
also wine in general. 

bukran, Tbe inside of a pot, the 
bottom of a pot; also what is contained in 
it, or, being burnt, adheres to the bottom; 
scalded in a pot. 

y^J bikr dni bihisht, tj* Q^j^t bikr dni 
charkh, Virgins of Paradise; the stars. 

bakra'l, Name of a fruit like the 
citron. 

A bakrat, A young she-camel; a 
pulley;—bukrat, The morning, the dawn. 

ba-kirdar, After the manner of, 
like. 

bakr as, A kind of waterproof 



woollen cloth of which hats and cloaks are 
made. 

bakrawi, A kind of fruit between an 
orange and a lemon; a great drinker. 

bukra, A wine-house, a tavern. 
baksir, Buxar, a town in Bahar 

(India). 
0 s - — ^ buksistan, To break- to be broken. 

baksalak, Strong, robust (not sup-
ported by examples). 

tafUvSt bakeamdt, Biscuit taken on a 
journey. 

buksa, A fragment of meat. 
bu-kushtan, To kill ( = ĵA&i q.v.). 

baksha, A swelling or tubercle on 
the neck or body. 

a ba-kaff, In the hand ; in hand ;—ba-
kaff dwardan, To acquire; to exhibit, to 
display. 

A bakl, Preparing the dish bakilat. 
A bukm (pi. of abkam), Dumb, mute 

(persons). 
bakam, Brazilian wood. 

ifti bi-kan (imp. of kandan), Tear thou 
up, dig;—ba-kun, bu-kun (imp. of kardan), 
Do thou;—bakan (?) kardan, To roast pea-
flour; to put dry powder into the mouth. 

bakang, bikang, An animal that has 
lost its tail. 

A bukur (v.n. of Rising, going, 
coming, visiting, or doing anything early in 
the morning. 

d f i bakuk, A butt, mark, or target to 
shoot at ; (also bakul) a drinking-cup. 

buk u luk, Unequal; ignorance. 
bakunak (aJj£>), A wooden scimitar. 

ba-ki, To whom ? with whom ? &e. 
bakhdn, babhdyin, A sort of 

grain. 
bakhtijtdn, Anything high in the 

middle and sloping at each end; a little 
pillow placed under a burden. 

bikydsd, A small load placed on a 
larger. 

bakit, W^i bakiid, Grandees, nobles. 
ba-gdk, In time ; morning; the dawn; 

-ba-gahast, It is time. 
f&t bagtar, A coat of mail, a cuirass. 

bagtar-posh, Clad in armour. 
iSfZ* bagtari, An armourer, who makes 

coats of mail. 
bugda, A large knife, cutlass, 

chopper (m.c., see 
bu-guzdr (imp. of guzashtan), Send 

away, dismiss, let pass. 
pM&i bu-guzdshtan, To send away, dis-

miss, discharge, disband, permit to pass. 
ba-garddnidan, To turn, convert, 

avert, divert; to turn the back; to take a 
turn. 

csJK ba-gard raft, He is gone to dust, 
he is annihilated ; it is evaporated in smoke. 

yj^o^j ba-gardidan, To walk, to wander ; 
to turn, change, alter; — ba-gardidan az 

chize, To decline or turn away from any-
thing. 

T beg-zada, A prince's son ; a cava-
lier. 

bi-gsil (imp. of gusikhtan or gusis-
tan), Break off, &c. 

bagshdn, An assembly of nobles. 
bu-gashtan, To turn, to become 

( = q.v.). 
bagam, Brazilian wood used in dye-

ing ;—bigum, A queen ; the queen-mother ; 
a lady of rank ; a respectable matron. 

ft&t bi'gmar (imp. of gumdshtan), Con-
quer thou, &c.; — bugmdr, A conqueror, 
victor, superior. 

. jUi^ bagmdss, Sorrow, grief; a drinking-
glass ; an entertainment, a banquet;—bag-
mdz kardan, To give a wine-party ;—bigmdz, 
Wine ; a drinking-glass ; wine-drinking. 

bagand, A bird's nest. 
bagang, An animal which has lost 

its tail. 
bugri, Malt liquor, beer;—bagni'i 

arzan, Beer from millet. 
fo bi-go, bu-gii (imp. of guftan), Say 

thou. 
ba-gah, In time, in a certain time, 

timely. 
y^S} bagah-tar (comp. of the preceding), 

Earlier, in better time, 
bugir, bagiz, The purging cassia. 

Ji bal, The h e e l b i l (for bihil), Let 
alone, touch not, dismiss, send away ; (S. 
vilva) name of a f ru i t ; — bul (from S. 
bahula, or A. bu'l, pronounced bull'), 
Much; very; many ; foolish, stupid. 

A J* bal, Bu t ; nay, no, on the contrary ; 
yet, however; assuredly ; what do I say? 

A jJ* ball (v.n.), Moistening, softening, 
sprinkling; recovering from indisposition; 
bestowing upon;—bill, Anything allowed or 
permitted. 

A h bild (bi-la), Without, beyond ;—bild 
imhdl, Without delay ;—bild ihmal, Without 
neglect;—bila ta'khir, Immediately, without 

j delay;—bild tartib, Disorderly, irregular, 
inordinate ;—bild taraddud, Without hesita-
tion, without opposition ; — bild tasaiyul, 
Without running or flowing ;—bild tashbih, 
Beyond comparison, incomparably ;—bild 
ta'b, Without trouble or fatigue;—bild 
ta'bir, Inexplicable ;—bila tawaqquf, With-
out waiting, immediately, at once ;—bild 
hujjat, Without proof ;—bild harakat, Mo-
tionless, immovable ; — bild sabab, With-
out cause;—bild shart, Unconditional;— 
bdd shak, Without doubt, doubtlessly ;— 
bild t.ail, Unprofitable ;—bild talab, With-
out seeking;—bild (iwaz, Without recom-
pense ;—bild fdsila, Without interruption, 
immediately (m.c.) ;—bild fd'ida, Unprofit-
able ;—bild farq, Indifferently ;—bild qusur, 
Without fail;—bild mujib, Without cause ; 
—bild muhdraeha} Without dispute;—bild 



wasita, Wi thout reason ;—bild wajh, Wi th-
out motive, groundless ; — bild, was was, 
Without apprehension; unhesitatingly. 

A bald' (v.n. of ^I)), Tempting, t ry ing ; 
trial, affliction, calamity, evil, i l l ; a person 
or th ing accounted a trial, etc.; evil genius, 
evil spirit, devil, fiend;—bald'i siyah, Con-
fusion, opposition, trouble. 

a h bald-angez, Stirring up mischief, 
br inging trouble, calamitous. 

J w baldbil (A. pi. of bulbul), Nightin-
gales. 

a t U i y if bala-boghma, Vile trash, t rum-
pery, rubbish. 

bildba, An adultress, a courtezan; an 
obscene or idle ta lker ; cajolery; bad, 
naught , worthless ;—ibn bildba, A son of a 
whore. 

ifj^ bilaba-Ttdr, Unchaste, adulterous ; 
a whoremonger; a whore. 

balatigm, An iron or wooden 
mace. 

a ^ bala-jparwar, Distressed, un-
happy, miserable (a lover). 

baldj, Reeds f rom which mats are 
made ; a mat ;—bulaj , = q.v. (if not a 
misreading). 

ift-b balajur, A black bullock. 
a h bald-joy, Distressed, unhappy, 

miserable (a lover). 
a ^ bald-chin, W h a t averts cala-

mity (alms, a sacrifice, <ftc.). 
balad, Despised, contemptible, dis-

pleasing. 
A bildd (pi. of balad), Cities, coun-

tries, regions, habitations ; provinces, terri-
tories ; an inhabited country; — biladi 
khivush numa, Splendid cities. 

A baladat (v.n. of Jij), Being s tup id ; 
s tupidity, Btolidity. 

balddar, The ornaments of a woman, 
particularly ornaments of gold worn on the 
head ;—balddur, The marking nut Semecar-
pus anacardium. 

cSj0^ baladurl, An anacardium electuary. 
balddur, Anacardia ;—bald dur, Fa r 

be the evil (phrase used to avert an evil 
omen). 

baladah, bildda, Depraved, perverse, 
mischievous. 

baldr, Root of a thorny shrub. 
jk balldr, Crystal. 
t A baldraj, A stork. 

' d f o balarak, Indian steel; an Indian 
Bword; the wavy surface of a sword. 

balldrt, Crystalline. 
a bald-zada, Stricken with adversity. 

bildzh, Wi thout cause or reason. 
A balds (for P . palas), A hair-cloth, 

sackcloth; a mattress. 
balasaghun, A city in Turkistan. 

y-Xs-Dif balasldan, To have a wrinkled, 
rugged, or unequal surface (especially any-
th ing of a globular form, as a melon) ; to 

wither, dry, and shrivel (as f ru i t ) before it 
be ripe. 

yytr-b balasiyus, A matter like glass 
found at the sea-shore. 

baldsh, Scientific, sk i l fu l ; name of a 
k i n g ; also of a city ;—bildsh (for A. bild-
shayin), Wi thout cause or reason, without a 
why or wherefore. 

baldshjird, baldshgird, Name 
of a city four leagues from Marw. 

A balat, Level ground, a smooth pave-
ment of stones, bricks, tiles, or ea r th ; a 
flag-stone or brick used in pavements ; name 
of several places. 

a batld', An enormous eater ; a glut-
ton. 

A baldgh, Arr ival ; t ransmit t ing, de-
livering a message. 

A baldgkat (v.n. of Being elo-
quent ; eloquence, flow of words; rhetoric; 
maturity ; — mazmuni baldgAat-mashhun, 
The eloquent contents. 

jy^b baldghur, A stranger, a refugee. 
S^t baldq, The feet of long trousers or 

drawers ;—buldq, An ornament worn in the 
nose. 

A baldqi' (pi. of balqa'), Uninhabited 
countries. 

a tJ-S if bala-hash, Unhappy, miserable, 
afflicted. 

a yUj i ' ^ bala-garddn, Warding- off or 
averting evil. 

JS* baldl, Boot of the plant Azarboya. 
A J!fc* baldl. Moisture, humidity, freshness 

(of youth or young plants) ; water ;—bilal, 
Name of the crier who announced to the 
people when Muhammad said prayers. 

i^AJAf baldlak, Excellent steel; an Indian 
sword. 

A balallr (pi. of balldr or billaur), 
Crystals; beryls. 

a s-**} if bald-nasib, Afflicted, unfortu-
nate. 

a ^ y bald-nosh, One who eats any-
th ing vile or unclean; one who eats indis-
criminately. 

ah balana, A work left unfinished or in-
complete. 

A balahat (v.n. of Doating, being 
weak in judgment, foolish, ignorant ; stu-
pidity. 

baldya, bildya, A whore ; an impudent 
man or woman ; corrupted, degenerate, bad, 
sorry. 

y ^ balaya-qaz, A kind of coarse silk of 
little value. 

&ih baldya-kar, Whorish (woman). 
A J l i * balbal. Anxiety, anguish, grief, 

vexation; affliction; a wolf;—bilbdl (v.n. of 
J J^ Q), Being subject to evil suggestions 
or temptat ions; being exceedingly grieved. 

ylfl j balabdn (ba-laban), A musical in-
a tmmen t play ed wi th the lips, j ew's 
harp. 



i^WA* balabanl, A performer on the 
b&laban, 

balbaka, Fresh butter. 
Jt^ balbal, ~ &1UJL* q.v.;—bulbul, The bul-

bul, a bird with a melodious voice, the 
nightingale, celebrated by the Eastern poets 
as " the lover of the rose" ; hence met. a 
lover; a little king, viceroy ;—bulbuli bu-
stdni md mgh, The nightingale of the garden 
of us crows, i.e., poor miserable creatures 
(an epithet of Muhammad) ;—bulbul shu-
dan, To fall in love ; to become confused ; 
—bulbuli tumbiir, The bridge of a guitar 
(comp. y and ; — bulbul kardan. To 
enamour; to confuse; — bulbuli ganj, An 
owl. 

I^MJ balbaldnl, A kind of sweetmeat. 
A balbalat (v.n. of Q), Mixture, 

confusion of languages ; division in 
opinions ; a scattering of furniture ; a black 
pearl; evil suggestions;—bulbulat, A jug 
with a spout at the side of the head; a tra-
velling litter for ladies. 

bulbul-chashm, fj*^ J-A* bulbul-
chashmi, A sort of silk. 

CjU-.LjL bulbulistdn, A place abounding 
in nightingales. 

a fcfy* J ^ bulbul-mizdj, Of an amorous 
disposition. 

V J^ bulbul-nawd, Melodious as a 
nightingale. 

balbala, The gurgling of water when 
poured from a bottle ; anguish of spirit; a 
drinking-vessel with a spout; but ter ; 
liquor ; leather ; a root; a camel-litter (see 
A, 

ij-tk bulbuli, A firkin ; wine ; leather, thin 
and dyed in various colours ; a kind of 
apricot. 

balban, Purslain. 
balbus (G. /?oA/Sos), A wild onion ; 

garlick; a kind of poppy. 
trwV balbais, bulbais, A town in Egypt. 
A ballat, Being moist;—billat, Mois-

ture, freshness. 
LT*^ biltis, Name of a medicine. 
A balaj (v.n.), Separation of the eye-

brows ; brightness of the morning. 
fV* baljam (=balgham), Phlegm. 

baljik, Belgium (m,c. from Fr. 
Belgique). 

A balah, Unripe dates (being in the 
middle state between busr and khaldl, 
which signify also unripe dates in different 
stages). 

a UJ^ ba-lihdz, In respect or considera-
tion of ; with regard to. 

balkh, One of the capitals of Khu-
rasan (Transoxania), about ten parasangs 
or leagues from the Oxus or Jihun. 

A balkh, bilkfi, Proud, haughty ;— 
balakh, Pride, haughtiness. 

balkhach, balakhach, Vitriol, black 
tincture. 

balkham, A sling, 
A ^ balad, A city, town, district, province, 

country; (met.) at home, i.e. conversant 
with, capable of, equal to; hence a guide to 
others, a conductor, escort, convoy;—balad 
shudan, To be able to, to be fit for, to 
know (m.c.);—zabani riisi baladi, I)o you 
know Russian ? (m.c.) ;—fuldn chiz--rd balad 
nistam, I cannot do such and such a thing 
(m.c.). 

A buldan (pi. of balad), Cities; 
countries. 

A SJIJ baldat, balda, A city; the twenty-
first mansion of the moon; a part of the 
heavens having few stars; the breast, the 
chest; (also buldat) the space between the 
eyebrows and the root of the nose. 

A c*^ baldah, Name of a valley near 
Mecca, and of a mountain near Juddah. 

T (J** biildur-jin, buldur-chln, 
A quail (m.c.). 

balda, Eve, the first woman. 
a baladiyat, Knowledge, acquain-

tance (m.c.) ;—baladiyat Jcardan, To make 
acquainted (with a place), to show about 
(m.c.). 

A LR-IJ balas, Wicked, profligate (man) ; a 
kind of white fig, or a fruit resembling i t ; 
—bulus, buls (also bulsun), Lentils. 

A YL—1} balas an, balsdn, The balsam-tree; 
balsam; balm of Gilead. 

bilist, A span, 
li balask, A swallow ;—bilisk, An iron 

spit; a piece of iron, flat at one end, for 
detaching bread from the sides of the oven; 
—bulusk, and— 

bulushk, An iron or stick with 
which meat is hung up to roast. 

yUal* baltdn, (jjUsl* baltdwan, Beet, spinage. 
A UkU} bi-lutji 'lldhita'ala, By the 

favour of God Most High. 
A gW bala' (v.n.), Swallowing;—bula\ A 

hole in the centre of mill-stones or pulleys ; 
a glutton ;—sa'di bula1, The twenty-third 
lunar mansion (distinguished by two stars, 
the one bright, the other faint, as if de-
voured by the other). 

A bal'am, A glutton, one who greedily 
devours; Balaam ;—bul'um, The gullet. 

A bel'ambar (contr. from band 7-
'ambar), Name of a tribe of Tamim. 

a bal'idan, To swallow, to devour. 
bul'um, The gullet. 

A bulagha (pi. of baligh), Eloquent 
men. 

A^Ul} bulghdr, Bulgaria (by some Persian 
commentators explained as " a place abound-
ing in caves," bu yl-gkar) ; perfumed leather, 
Russian leather. 

a bulglidri, Russian leather, 
a bulg&aq, for P. — 

bulgAdk, Clamour, altercation, 
m hulgkan, The Scythian weasel, 

sable. 
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A bulg&at, A little; sufficient to sus-
tain life. 

hulgkud, A heap, a pile. 
balghada, Fetid, addled \~lulghuda, 

Heaped up ; a quilting or padding. 
A bulghar. Bulgaria. 
/ I t bulghur, Coarsely ground wheat, &c. 

(see 
balghirad, Belgrade. 

AU-Al* bulghushna, A running knot, a 
noose. 

A ftA1} balgham (probably from G. ^kiyy,a), 
Phlegm (one of the four humours of the 
body). 

^•Alf balahami. Phlegmatic. 
AUI* bulgjiund, A heap ; heaped. 
^JJAI? balghandar, An expression of praise; 

also of reviling ;—bulgjiandar, A man of no 
religion. 

balghunda, balghanda, A knapsack, 
a wallet, a load for a man's back ; stopped 
(circulation of blood) ;—bulghunda, Heaped 
up. 

T JJAI* bulghur, Bruised barley or wheat; a 
dish made of the same ; anything pounded. 

balghuna, Thought, meditation (un-
supported by examples);—bulghuna, Paint 
for the face (especially of yellow colour). 

i^satAb balfakhtan, To gain, to acquire. 
E^/i* balfarakhj, Vile, hideous, impure. 
A balq (v.n. of <>1*), Opening wide (a 

door) ;—balaq (v.n.), Being black and white 
(horseB, cattle). 

jVal} bulqdq, — jUl j q.y. 
bulqadar, A fellow of no religion. 

A GOL* balqaAn uncultivated, unin-
habited country. 

jAialj balqandar, Reproach ;—bulqandar, 
Faithless, irreligious. 

A Y-SA bilqts, Name of the Queen of 
Sheba. 

bilk, A spark ; fire-,—balk (for bal-ki), 
But, however;—bilak,First-fruits; anything 
new or elegant; a pretty little bird ; a gif t ; 
—bilik, Adhesiveness ; — buluk, A large, 
prominent eye. 

bulkdma, Eager, desirous, sanguine. 
bilHs, bulkits, The coping of a wall. 

bulkafd or bilkifd, A bribe given to 
a judge. 

bulkafda, A bribe to a judge. 
bilkak, bilked, Tepid water. 
balkan, balgan, A machine for 

raising or throwing stones; abal is ta; the 
coping of a wall. 

a bal-ld, But, however, perhaps ; nay, 
no ; still more ; moreover ; besides ; rather, 
on the contrary. 

J&i bulgul, Tepid water. 
bulgunjak, bulganjak, Anything 

new, strange, or laughable; a buffoon. 
A Ji* balal, Moisture, humidity ; fresh-

ness ;—bilal (pi. of billat), Moistures; hu-
midities 

Ul? balmd, Thick; a vast pile; smooth 
(beard). 

©Ul? buhndj, bulamdj, Soup, broth. 
y^Ui j balmalidan, To mutter to one-

self, to be vexed, indignant, to bear with 
impatience. 

balmun, A thorny plant, called in 
Arabic *arfaj. 

AU* balma, Long-haired (man) ; a step, a 
stair ; (also bulma) hair thick and long, 

( j ^ balma-rlsh, A large beard. 
balanj, bilinj, Measure ; quantity. 

bulanjd (for buland jd), A high 
place. 

^-.L^sjlf bilinj dsp, OUV ĴLJ bilinj asf, 
Southernwood. 

udJUv^* balanjmushk, The wild tamarisk. 
Ail* baland, buland, High, sublime, ele-

vated, exalted, tal l ; loud ; dignified; [6a-
land uftddan, To rise high (price, value, 
gain);—baland andakhtan, To praise highly; 
baland bar-dashtan, To exalt, extoll, elevate; 
—baland-parwdzl kardan, To aspire, soar;— 
baland didan, To look or behave respectfully, 
to admire, revere, honour ;—baland shudan, 
To be high ; to be lifted (a sword, &c.) ; to 
be long (night, &c.) ; to rise (m.c.) ;-—baland 
shudani gosha'i abru, Superciliousness; irri-
tability ;—baland shunldan, To be hard of 
hearing ;—baland kardan, To elevate, raise, 
exalt, aggrandize;] — baland, bilind, The 
lintel of a door or window; the four posts 
(i.e. jambs, lintel, and threshold) of a door. 

ya^ judj baland-dkhtar, High-starred, 
lucky. 

a Aiij baland-irdda, Ambition ; ambi-
tious. 

a Jul* baland-arkan, Raised ou lofty 
pillars, 

yLa^ jd* baland-ashyan, Building his nest 
in high places. 

rJ\ JJA* baland-afsar, Who wears a lofty 
crown, 

a JUrt Ad} baland-iqbal, Of lofty fortunes. 
a yAafl Ailj baland-iqtiddr, High in power. 
yjuJ^jLdi balandanldan, To cause to exalt 

or to be exalted. 
Jul} baland-awaz, Having a loud voice; 

in high repute. 
^ jJ^ baland-baz, Who plays for high 

stakes. 
^ ju.1} baland-bala, Of a high stature. 

JJJL} baland-bang, Sonorous-voiced; 
stentorian. 

jui} baland-bakht, Of lofty fortunes, 
Y-F} JL^ baland-bin, Aspiring; spiritual, 

initiated in sacred mysteries. 
JJ^ baland-pdya, Placed in a high situ-

ation. 
y jdlj baland-par, AJ* baland-parwaz, 

Of "lofty flight, flying high. 
Ad} baland-par-i, Thou art flying 

high ;V— baland-parl, A lofty flight; ambi-
tion; boasting, self-glorification. 



(^y^ balandtarin, The highest. 
^Jt'is id? baland-taldsh, Who pursues high 

objects of study ; aspiring. 
baland-jdJi, Exalted in dignity. 

a JUIJ baland'kausala, Ambitious. 
AJ,U baland-dosh, High-shouldered. 
balandar (for balandtar), Higher. 

^Ad} balandarln (for balandtarin), 
Highest. 

AJU A^ baland-sdyah, Granting powerful 
protection ; most gracious or merciful, 

a yM Ad} baland-saflr, Whistling or sing-
ing in shrill tones. 

a JL.U Ad} baland-qdmat, Of high stature, 
tall (m.c.). 

a s A d } baland-kaukab, Of lucky star. 
^ f i baland-girdy, Aspiring. 
a Jte* A^} baland-mahall, ^d} baland-

martaba, Ad} baland-makdn, Of high 
place, rank, or station, 

I»U Ad} baland-ndm, Highly renowned. 
ft ^ baland-nazar (a.), t&i Ad} baland-

nigdh, Aspiring. 
V Ad} baland-nawd, High-voiced. 

^ Ad} baland u past, High and low; 
heaven and earth; up hill and down dale 
(m.c.). 

&a>a ^ Ad} ba Ian d-u-past-dlda, Who 
has seen good and evil days, experienced. 

a id} baland-himmat, High-minded, 
of lofty aspirations. 

ĝAd} balandl, Sublimity, height, exalta-
tion ; summit, eminence. 

0A?,Ad} balandidan, To exalt; to be 
exalted. 

^Ad} balandi-girdy, Bent on lofty 
things. 

^AAI} balandm, The jambs, beams, or 
posts of a doorway ; the lintel. 

balangmusht, tiLuiLd} balang-
mu8hk, The wild tamarisk. 

(jAjXdf bulangldan, To halt, to limp. 
L {j-Wd} bilniyds, Pliny. 
A ft balw (v.n.), Examining, trying, 

making an experiment. 
balwa, Disturbance ; disobedience ; a 

concourse. 
bilwdz, balwdz, balwdza, The ex-

tremity of a beam or joist, projecting 
beyond the wall. 

balwdzha, Glass. 
balwdya, A swallow. 
bulutak, A drinking-vessel. 

A buluj (v.n. of jd}), Shining forth, 
flashing. 

buluch, A wart; a cock's comb ; a bit 
of flesh, which is cut off in female circum-
cision ; a vane, a weathercock; a coping-
stone on a wall or a roof;—buluch, buloch, 
Name of a wild tribe living on the bank of 
the Indus. 

yift bulud, Oldness, antiquity, 
ajjl} buluda, Old. 
A j f t ballur, billaur, bulur, Crystal; 

beryl; [buluri alwan, Coloured glasses;— 
buluri dbi, The finest kind of crystal;]— 
billaur, Brave; thick, large, bulky; name 
of a king. 

a isjft ballurl, buluri, yiĵ W bulurln, Made 
of crystal. 

bulurin-anddm, tf U*)ft bulu-
rln-tan, With a body or limbs like crystal. 

V i t tyj^ bulurin-panja, With a hand 
whose fingers resemble crystals. 

a ^cU ^jj l} buhirm-sdHd, With an arm 
like crystal. 

bulurln-sdq, <ji)ft bulurin-
surln, With thighs like crystal. 

baluz, A large table-cloth (doubtful 
word). 

y-jl* balus, Deceit, flattery; humility, 
submission ; — also bulus, A deceiver, a 
flatterer. 

L ij*ft bulus, Paul (the apostle), 
(j^da-.y} balustiyun (G. j3aXavariov), Pome-

granate-flowers. 
A tyi} ballut, An acorn ; an oak; a ches-

nut-tree (see shdh-ballut). 
A t f t balu', Wide, open (mouth of a pot). 
A bulugh, &ft bulughat (v.n. of ( f t ) , 

Arriving at a place; obtaining an object; 
arriving at. the age of puberty, the years of 
discretion or reason; maturity, puberty, full 
age, adolescence, manhood ;—dandani bu-
luah. A wisdom-tooth. 

a bulughlyat, Puberty, the age of 
reason. 

>£ft baluk, buluk, A cup of wine;—buluk, 
A tract of country which a subject obtains 
either by gift, purchase, or succession, 
holding of the sovereign upon feudal 
tenure ; a district (m.c.) ; camel's dung; 
the lark; ( = a target. 

.jytfjl} bulukdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Peoples, nations ; districts. 

balun, A chaplet, garland ; a gorget; 
a handkerchief; a road, way ;—buluri, A 
servant. 

^Aijl} balwandafc, A wooden sword. 
balunak (aft baluna), A wooden 

sword ;—bulunak, = d f t buluk, q.v. 
A Jjjlt balwa, Trial; affliction. 
A bulh (pi. of ablah), Weak, silly, 

simple, ignorant, unskilful. 
a AiV^li bulhdna, Like fools, most foolishly. 
H AA} &1} bila-band, Disposition of lands ; 

settlement, regulation. 
bulhos (probably from A. bu 'U 

hawas), Very desirous, libidinous. 
^ft bale, Yes. 
a ci>Ljl} bally at (pi. of bally at), Misfor-

tunes, griefs, trials; evils, afflictions. 
JUJ balyad, A plain (according to others, 

a black) garment. 
jiUl} balydsh, Name of a king of 

Khwarasmia. 
yLi} balydn, Name of a prophet; also of a 



village where many holy men are said to 
be buried. 

A bally at, Temptation, a sore trial; 
sorrow, misfortune. 

billj, Quantity, measure; a span. 
A £TLF ballkh, Name of a river in Meso-

potamia. 
A ÂLF balld, Stupid, doltish, one who can-

not by any means be stimulated to exer-
tion ; blockhead, dunce. 

_ A baligh, Eloquent; effectual, effica-
cious ; mature ; copious ;—sa'yi ball ah, A 
great effort. 

a ballgjidna, Eloquently. 
balll, Belleric myrobalan. 
ballld, Name of the Caliph All said 

to be mentioned in the Gospel. 
a &i\At balelana, Fit to be worn by 

Balel, i.e. Bilal, Muhammad's Mu'azzin (a 
dress). 

ballla (A. gM* balilaj), Belleric myro-
balan. 

u-Lulj ballnds, * balinus, A philoso-
pher at Sikandar's court. 

bam, The baBs or lowest string, having 
the deepest tone ; beating and thumping the 
head ; (for bam) roof; name of a fortress in 
Kar man. 

A ̂  bamm, The bass string of a lute 01* 
harp ;—bumm (for bum), An owl. 

Uj ba-md, To us. 
a soU* ba-mddda, In the matter of, on the 

subject of; by reason of. 
bi-mdn (from y^iU), Remain, stay. 

ba-manda, Fixed; tired, fatigued, 
spent. 

a ba-mawa, Under shelter or protec-
tion ;—ba-mawd shudan, To take refuge 
with. 

ba-masabaH kik, To such a degree 
that. 

a ba-mid, Like, resembling;—ba-
masal, For example. 

a ba-mujarrad, Immediately, in-
stantly ; only ;—ba-mujarradi dldani o, At 
the bare sight of him. 

a ba-madad, With the aid of; by 
means of. 

A Ja bi-maddi nazr, As far aB eye can 
see. 

a ba.-muhazd, Opposite (m.c.). 
a ba-mahz, As soon as, at the 

moment when (m.c.). 
a ba-martaba, To or in a degree; to 

such a degree; by many degrees; ever so 
much. 

a j}?*) ba-marur, In the lapse o f ; in a cer-
tain space of time; ago (m.c.). 

a Jji*** ba-ma'na dnki, To the intent 
that. 

a bi-muqtazd, In conformity with, 
according to the requirement of. 

UEJL*; bimank, bamang, Affliction, 
distress. 

bamankidan, yAaSU** bamangidan 
To murmur; to be afflicted; to perish ; to 
be buried; to set (as the sun). 

a ba-muwdjaha, In presence, face 
to face. 

a s-^j*} ba-mujib, According to, conform-
ably to. 

jif*} ba-muhr, Sealed ;—Msa'i ear ba-muhr, 
A sealed bag (or purse). 

y) ban, A garden, a sown field; harvest; 
Persian turpentine seed (called also wan) ; 
—bani kohl, A kind of herb used in cooking ; 
—bun(Z. buna, S. budhna), Root, basis, foun-
dation ; podex ; the bottom ; the stern of a 
ship ; extremity, point, end, tip (of any-
thing) ; a "kind of sourish drink or gruel 
prepared for assisting and promoting diges-
tion j a cluster of dates; the trunk of a 
tree ; issue, result;—bun afgandan, To draw 
up, to plan ;—buni balcM bar zamin mail' 
dan, To establish one's fortune firmly;— 
buni baghal, The arm-pit (or root of the 
arm) ;—buni blni, The tip of the nose; the 
root or higher part of the nose next to 
the eyebrows ; — buni Jchosha, Stalk of 
grapes or corn;—buni daman, The ground; 
—buni ddmdn ehabistdn kardan, To sleep 
upon the ground; to keep watch; to give 
oneself over to meditation;—buni daman, 
Tbe extremity or hem of a garment; the 
ground ;—buni dandan, The gums ; sub-
mission, obedience ; purpose, intention; a 
treasure, a store; savings laid by;—buni 
ran, The groin;—buni kar khwurdan, To 
be anxious about the issue or consequences 
of a matter ; — buni kishtl, The poop or 
stern of a vessel;—buni koh, The base of a 
mountain;—buni gosh, The soft part of the 
ear; respectful attention, submission ;—az 
bun bar-kandagi, Extirpation ; — az buni 
dandan (gosh, nakhun), az buni si u du 
(i.e. the thirty-two teeth), Most submis-
sively, with the utmost obedience;—bar 
kandani bun, Tearing up by the roots;— 
belch « bun, The root and foundation. 

a bin (for ibn), Son (of) ;—bunn, 
bun, A coffee-bean; coffee before it is 
roasted. 

A bina (v.n. of Building, erect-
ing an edifice ; an edifice, fabric, structure, 
building foundation, basis, motive, source, 
origin; beginning, commencement; \bina 
bar-dashtan, To raise a building high;— 
bind shud, I t was settled (m.c.); — bind 
guzdshtan, To set to, to begin (m.c.) ;— 
bind kardan (kashidan, numudan), To build, 
erect, rear;—bind nihddan bar, To rely 
upon, to trust in ; ]—bannd ' , A builder, 
mason, architect;—bannd u kdrgar, Builder 
and workman;—bannd u mi'mur, Architect 
and builder. 

bunab (bun-db), The bottom or depth 
of water. 

a yW bindbar (bind-bar), Because of;— 
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Undbar an, Because of that, therefore;— 
bindbar In, Because of this, wherefore. 

bandba, A time, a turn. 
A. bandt (pi. of bint), Daughters ; 

children's dolls ;—banati gar dun, The stars; 
—bandshi gardun, below;—bandt u 'n-na'sh, 
The constellation of the Bear (as-sughra, The 
Lesser Bear, al-kubrd, The Greater Bear) ;— 
banati nabat, The tender herbage ;—bandshi 
gardun (corruption of bandtu 'n-na'shi gar-
dun), The three stars in the tail of the 
Bear). 

A banadir (pi. of bandar), Sea-ports. 
iyL} banddirat (A. pi. of P. bundd,r), 

Dealers in precious stones, who keep close 
to the mines ; forestalled, regraters (see 

bunddr). 
A j^W banddiq (pi. of bunduq), Balls for 

cross-bows, musketry, or cannon. 
A ^Ai* banddiq (pi. of bunduq), Cross-

bows; muskets, 
s bandris, Benares. 
gijW banarinj, bandranj, A shepherd, a 

pastor. 
binast, Turpentine. 
bandslb, Persian turpentine seed. 

A bandsir (pi. of yau>), Ring-fingers. 
band ah. A ball of raw thread or yarn ; 

a scribe ; a fellow wife ; (comp. 
a / W bindbar, jZ^ binagar, A builder. 
JbjS U{ bund-gosh, The cavity behind the 

ear, or the lower part of the ear;—bundgosh 
kardan, To raise the uvula of a new-born 
babe; to submit, to obey;—bar bundgosh 
zadan, To box the ear ; to make aware of; 
to instigate ; to reprove. 

t ^ f i W bund-goshl, A box on the ear. 
fW ba-ndm, By name ; in the name of; 

renowned, famous;—bi-ndm, Of the same 
name; synonymous. 

•Jyt^W ba-namlzad, In the name of God ! 
0 heaven ! how beautiful! charming ! ex-
cellent 1 

A yW bandn, The fingers ; the tips of the 
fingers;—binan, Odours, smells, 

A &W bamdnat, A finger; a finger-tip. 
bandnj, W bandnja, A fellow wife; 

a man who has two wives, a bigamist. 
ban-dwar, bun-dwar, A sore called a 

felon;—bunawar, Anything with a bottom, 
root or base; deep. 

•tfjW bindwand, Restraining, confining. 
bam-ba, A dish composed of the fruit 

ban. 
yM barpbar, An Indian medicine, Sebes-

tens. 
i Y* bun-bast, AX~> ^ bun-basta, A 

blind alley or street. 
J--4 bambal, A sour apple; a crab; 

anything acid. 
bambu, Bamboo (Bambusa arundi-

nacea). 
A bint, A daughter, a girl;—bintu *I-

jabal (laughter of the mountain), Echo ;— 

bintu 'l-'inab, bintu 'l-'unqud (daughter of 
the grape), Wine. 

bantuma, Mistletoe, missledine. 
A banj, Henbane, a soporific herb; 

(probably contraction of bandnj, q>v.) a 
fellow wife ; — binj, Root, origin, stock, 
family; a knot. 

H banjdra (S. banij-kdraka), A 
dealer in grain, who supplies armies in the 
field. 

banjara, A hole, opening, door (see 

binjishh, A sparrow. 
eUuiip-u binjishk-zuwdM, Sparrow's 

tongue, a herb. 
bunjaJc, Carded cotton. 

A banjanjnsi (for panj anguaht), 
Cinquefoil. 

yjuj^i} banj'tdan, To be friendly ; to assist; 
to cut into pieces, divide, bruise ; to do, 
make; to rise. 

Aas^ bunicha, A corporate body of arti-
ficers, a guild. 

band, A band, tie, fastening, liga-
ment, ligature, bandage, chain, shackle, 
fetter, manacle ; a knot, joint, belt, girdle, 
or anything by which bodies are joined, 
bound, or fastened together; a joint of the 
finger, knee, or any other part ; a mound, 
dam, dike, or any enclosure of water; a 
lock; an iron plate, band, or hoop ; a tent-
rope ; a yoke (of oxen); the handle of a 
knife, the hilt of a sword; a quantity of 
pajjer (equal to ten dasta), half a ream; a 
roll (of parchment); a, bundle; a kind of 
verse, wherein the same line recurs at stated 
intervals as a burden ; an occupation which 
ties to the spot; durance, captivity ; afflic-
tion, sorrow; a pledge, a deposit; oath, 
treaty, agreement; hope, expectation, de-
sire ; idea; imposture, deceit, hypocrisy, 
trick ; a twist, trick, sleight, or manoeuvre 
in wrestling ; a share of spoil; a kite; name 
of a country ; (imp. of bastan) bind thou ; 
(in comp.) maker, causer, contriver, com-
poser, compiler, captivator, &e.;—bandi 
arbdb, A kind of horse-play, the person 
upon whom it is practised being suspended 
by his feet tied together with one end 
of a rope, while the other end is thrown 
across a branch of a high tree and given into 
his hand, until exhaustion forces him to drop 
it, when he is caught up by his tormentors 
on a raised blanket or mattress ;—bandi 
izdr, The string of the drawers;—bandi an-
gusht, The knuckle;—bandi ahanln, An iron 
chain;—band bdz (wa-) kardan, To loosen, 
to untie ;—band bastan, To wish, hope for, 
expect;—bandi jdn kashidan, To be violently 
in love;—bandi jurdb, A garter (m.c.);— 
band dar bandi qabd bdftan, To unite, to in-
termix, to mingle ;—bandi dast, The wrist; 
band shudan, To be bound, restrained, pro-
hibited, p r e v e n t e d b a n d i shatranj, Check 
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at chess;—bandi shimshlr, A sword-belt;— 
bandi shahr-ydr, Name of a note in music ; 
—band farmudan, To be put in prison;— 
bandi Tear kardan, To complete a business ; 
—band Icardan ( farmudan), To bind, to tie ; 
to imprison, confine, detain \—band kushu-
dan, To untie;—bandi nai (nai-shakar), The 
space between two joints of a sugar-cane; 
—dar band shudan, To be labouring; to 
compose;—dar bandi kase budan, To be 
under an obligation to one. 

band-ab (bandi db), A dyke, em-
bankment; an island; contiguous. 

bundad, A foundation; a prop ; ori-
gin, root. 

bun-dar, Firm, solid, fundamental, 
certain, established; knowing, intelligent; 
rich, possessing warehouses, granaries, or 
other repositories ; a forestaller, regrater, 
engrosser; whoever lays up anything in 
magazines, in order to enhance the price, 
a monopolist; also a dealer in slaves or 
horses, who sets them off to advantage, in 
order to sell them dearer; name of an an-
cient poet. 

bandarl, A particle of similitude. 
banddfililn (G. TrevrdrjivXkov), 

Cinquefoil. 
j^Ail banddq, A kind of high mitre-like 

cap worn by the dervishes or qalandars. 
JU* band-amir, Name of an embank-

ment near Shiraz, so called from Amir the 
maker. 

JU> band-bazi, Rope-dancing. 
band-bdkurl, A kind of herb. 

? band-bast, — ^ ^ q.v. 
jo} band-khana, Prison, house of cap-

tivity ;—band-khdna'i nai, The interval be-
tween two joints of a sugar-cane. 

c^ t J^ bundukht, The face, the counte-
nance. 

bundad (for bundad), Root, founda-
tion. 

jJU} bandar, A city ; an emporium ; a port, 
harbour, trading town, to which numbers of 
foreign merchants resort; ( = straits; 
a mountain pass; an ambush ;—bundur, 
Name of a city. 

jj.i-4 bandarz, bundarz, A packing-needle. 
slSjAi} bandar-gdh, A port, emporium, 

pass. 
u^sii bandaruz, = j j ^ q.v. 

bandrugh, A dam or barrier, either 
to form a reservoir of water, or to divert its 
course. 

JAS bandash, Carded cotton ;—bandish, 
Termination, resolve; fastening; engraving, 
enchasing (of gold or silver); invention, 
contrivance; the preparing a false story, 
trumping up a false account; elegance of 
style; name of a country. 

a vl^ii bunduq, A filbert nut ; any missile 
which is shot from cross-bows, balistas, 
&c.; a cannon or musket-ball; — bunduq 

OoJ 

shikastan, To smack the lips; to give 
kiss -,—bundnqi hindi, An Indian nut. 

^ysAAi bunduqchi, A musketeer. 
bunduqa, A little ball; a roun 

stone. 
^ ^ bunduql,A fusilier (m.c.). 
AftiAAj bunduqiya, A gun, a pistol (m.c.). 
<£±>4 bandak, Cotton cleansed of the seec 

and ready for spinning. 
JiiS band-kushad, A joint, a ligamen 

AJJ band-kasha, A bolt, bar; servitude 
ay Ai} band-koh, A mountain fortress. 
V̂S'Ai} bandagdn (pi. of banda), Bondmei 

servants, slaves bandagdni bt-riyd, Sir 
cere servants;—bandagdni hazrat, Servanl 
of God. 

JA} band-gah, A joint ; place (of 
joint) ; a place of obstruction. 

bandagl, Servitude, ministry, dev< 
tion ; bondage ; compliment;—bandagl ka 
dan, To render sei'vice, to serve, to worshi| 

y>$ ^ band-glr, A fine cement made < 
chalk, with oil and cotton, or ox-hair, en 
ployed in the construction of baths; a lar£ 
beam, the main support of a house ; nan 
of a tree. 

bandima, A button. 
bandan, To bind, fasten; to propos 

design, desire. 
syU Aq band-ndyizha, Litter from stalks. 
AiĴ i bandina, A coat-button. 
^JUJ bandanl, Anything used for tyic 

or binding ; a bundle, a truss. 
bandu, The tike; the canker-worm. 

ijJti* bandawd, Acid; a certain bitt* 
plant. 

ai^jui bandawdna, A kind of water-melo 
^ band-u-bast, Settlement for rei 

or taxes; arrangement; securing, manag 
ment; military discipline. 

j Aij band-u-bastl, Belonging to 
settlement; a fine; arrangement, econom 

jjjuj bandur, The imaginative faculty ;-
bundur, Pack-thread. 

gyju* banduiargh, bandiwargji, A dai 
weir. 

jjju} banduz, A packing-needle, 
jjju} bunduq, A musket, 
^j^ij-uj bunduqchi, Musketeer; rifle-ma 
p Ixi* banda, Bound, fastened, fixe 

chained; included, contained, shut up; 
servant, slave, bondman, domestic ; follow* 
by a verb in the first person sing., = 
(m.c.) ; quicksilver ; (in compos.) a keepe 
—banda'i bi-miqdar, A servant witho 
power, a most humble servant;—bandi 
dargdh, The slave of (your) threshold ;-
banda'i shikarn, The slave of his belly ;-
banda'i sadiqu '1-ikJisds (banda'i mukhlii 
A most devoted and affectionate servant ;-
banda'i farman, Obeying commands, su 
ject to the orders, obedient, obsequious ;-
banda u basta kardan, To bind, to oblige. 

yrf. 8JO) banda-parwar, Cherisher of slav 
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(a respectful expression used in addressing 
a superior). 

tfU. banda-khdna, House of (your) 
servant, i.e. my house (when speaking to a 
superior). 

M j 8A4 banda-zada, Son of your slave, 
i.e. my son. 

banda - giriftagi, Captivity, 
slavery. 

telfi banda-girifta, Taken prisoner. 
)V banda-nawdz, Kind to servants. 

bandi, Bound, chained, imprisoned ; 
a prisoner; a Muhammadan captive. 

bandiydn, Prisoners, captives. 
AiÛ Aif bandl-khdnaf House of bondage, 

prison. 
bandldan, To bind, to shut up, 

confine. 
^AX} bandlsha, Imagination, fancy. 

bandlma, bandlna, A coat-
button. 

oV*4^ bandl-wdn (for bandl-bdn), A 
jailer. 

bun-ran (root of the thigh), The 
groin. 

bun-sdla, Old, worn-out. 
a ba-nisbat, In respect of, with re-

gard to ; in comparison with. 
y ^ U ^ j binshdkhian. To place, to seat, to 

erect. 
binshdsian, To sit, to be seated. 
binshandan, To make sit, set, 

erect. 
(̂ sA1? bi-nish'm (imp. of — S i t down, 
A j-oi^ binsir, Tbe ring-finger. 

bintdsiyd, bintdsiya (G. 
avratna), The inner or common sense. 
A o ( ^ bahri) buntush, (Sea of) 

Pontus. 
a ba-nigdm, In (esp. military) order 

(m.c.). 
bunghdr, = j ^ i q.v. 

banafaaj, A violet; violet-colour. 
A i—AI} bi-nafsi-hi, In person, himself; 

identically. 
tr-A^ bunafsh, binafsh, Blue, violet-colour. 
AAA4 bwnafsha, binafsha, banafsha, Violet, 

violet-colour ; a certain aquatic plant ;— 
bunafsha'i farangl, Pansy (m.c.). 

bunafaha-posh, Covered or 
adorned with violets. 

kt Ai^y bunafsha-khat, Having whiskers 
of a bluish black. 

banafsha-karda, Coloured blue. 
binafsha-gun tdram, The 

purple sky, 
(jjZ A b w n a f s h a - g u n ntahd, Heaven 

and earth. 
^y* AU^ biinafsha-m uy, With hair of a 

bluish black. 
a ^ ba-naqd, In ready money, in cash ; 

on the instant, by a glance, immediately. 
banqa, A grain resembling a lentil. 

utJut banal: (dim. of ban), Persian turpen-

tine seed; a kind of satin; a pimple; 
drops of sweat 011 the face;—bunak, A 
shrub ; a sign, mark, vestige;— bunk, The 
bark of the Egyptian thorn. 

A CLUJ bunk, The root, origin, best, or 
soundest part of anything ; an hour of the 
night; Nascaptha, an odoriferous root. 

(bunkardn, Anything burnt in a pot, 
and adhering to the bottom. 

bunkulak, A rose-bush; a sort of 
fruit (apparently for q.v.). 

ban-kan, An instrument for levelling 
the ground, a rake;—bun-kan, A hoe, 
weeding-hook. 

banku, Cotton-seed. 
bankul, Bencoolen. 
bang (S. bhangd), Hemp (Canabis 

sativa) ; an intoxicating drink made of its 
leaves ; an allurement, bait, enticement;— 
bang az sar (Jcalla) parad (the bang flies 
out of the head), One becomes sober and 
conscious again ;—bang-sdkhtan, To allure, 
to entice. 

bang-db, A drink prepared of hemp-
leaves. 

jL. bdng-db-sdz, A maker and seller 
of bangdb (shortly called bang), 

bangala, Bengal. 
^JXi.} bangdll, A native of Bengal. 

bingdn, A goblet; a cup; a basin; 
a copper bowl or basin with a hole bored in 
the bottom, which being placed in water is 
suffered to fill, and thus serves to measure 
the time that each cultivator is allowed to 
have water turned upon his land from a 
canal for the purposes of irrigation. 

bangdh, Turkoman cottages; the 
tent and baggage of a wazir or graudee ; 
—bun-gdh, A place or dwelling ; the rear 
of an army ; a magazine, storehouse ; an 
iron chest \—bdr u bangdh, Movables, tents, 
household furniture, and utensils. 

bangar, An agreement for clearing 
lands ;—bi-nigar (imp. of nigirlstan), Be-
hold, look. 

banag-rang, Asthma ; asthmatic. 
bangara, A song to quiet babes; a 

lullaby ;—bingara, Spinning thread. 
bangish, Name of a country in 

Turkistan ;—bungush, Deglutition. 
tj.ijS.^ bungushtan, bungushidan, 

To swallow without masticating. 
bun-gul, Name of the rose-tree and 

its f ru i t ; name of a certain tree with an 
eatable f ru i t ; a medicine (see a n d ^ ? ) -

tiU&y bungulak, bungalak, A certain fruit . 
bangalor, Bangalore in Mysore, 

i l i a bangala, Of or belonging to Bengal, 
as the language; a thatched house, a bun-
galow. 

fin bangu, Seed of fleawort. 
iSJj bunga, An extending of the voice ;— 

bungah, A place or dwelling; a place where 
money or goods are deposited. 



bangl, One who inebriates himself 
with bang, q.v. 

bunldd, Foundation, basis ; a prop ; 
a wall. 

banmln (in Zand and Pazand), A 
son. 

•Hftu b'lm-napadid, Unlimited, fathom-
less. 

AUJ banand, An unknown number, 
y* banu, Harvest; corn reaped and 

stacked. 
a y-? banu (pi. of ibn), Sons;—bami as far 

('l-asfar), The sons of the Yellow One, 
meaning the Greeks, Europeans in general. 

bi-nwdz (imp. of y ^ V o r O^ jV 
q.v.), Soothe thou, &c.; (— q.v.) 
Answer, acceptance, assent. 

banwdn, bunwdn, The superinten-
dant or bailiff of a farm. 

a ba-naubat, Alternately, in turns. 
A CJAJ bunuwat, Filiation, sonship. 

banwardan, Wild berries. 
banaura, A foundation, a basis. 

tj~* y*. bunu-surkh, Lentils. 
bunu-siydh, Peas, pulse. 

a ^y-? ba-naw'e, In such a manner as. 
isJyj banok, Warmth with festivity, glad-

ness, joy ; walking or moving briskly; 
also— 

oi)^ banok-kirm, A lizard. 
\jit\j* bunu-mash, A black bean or vetch. 

ba-numid, Despairing ;—ba-numid 
gashtan, To despair. 

banwan, bunwan, — q.v, 
a bunu-naklda, A kind of wild 

vetch. 
A>y* binawand (probably for bun-awand), 

Kept (as water in a jar). 
&y> banwa, banuh, A harvest; a stack of 

grain in the straw. 
bana, A dunghill ; a slender rope ; 

[bana'i ba,nnd, A mason's line, a plummet;] 
—buna, bunna, Household furniture, goods, 
and chattels ; baggage ; foundation, bottom, 
basis ; a place ; a shop; a house ; abode, 
lair, resting-place ; a tree ;—buna bastan, To 
pack up, to set off on a journey, to decamp. 

A bani (in composition oblique pi. of 
ibn), Som ; [bani adam, The sons of Adam, 
men, mortals; a man (sing., m.c.) ;—bani 
isrd'il, Israelites;—bam jdnn (jdn), The 
children of Jan, the jinn or genii;—bani 
nuh, The sons of" Noah, mankind;]—buna1, 
A fabric; the structure of the human 
frame; (pi. of binyai or bunyat) buildings, 
structures. 

banyd, Victuals which people carry 
into the country ; a picnic. 

OVJA? bunydd, A foundation, basis; a 
fabric ; a wall; — bunydd afgandan, To 
found, to build up;—bunydd ba-db burdan 
(rasauidan), To build firmly (sec v^O ;— 
bunydd bar-afgandan (bar-auddkhian, bur-

dan, kandan, bar-kandan), To destroy, to 
ruin;—bunydd rekhtan (zir u zabar shudan), 
To become destroyed, ruined ; — bunyddi 
'umr bar yakh (nihdda ast), The foundation 
of life (rests) on ice, life (is) fleeting;— 
bunydd kardan (nihadan), To lay a founda-
tion, to build. 

g-8— bunydd-sanj., Who measures out 
the foundations. 

y^lsAi bunyadgar, A builder. 
A binydmin, Benjamin, Joseph's 

brother. 
A bunydn (v.n. of -Building, 

rearing; a wall, rampart ; root, basis; 
name of a tank of Nu'man, whose brackish 
water turned sweet in consequence of Mu-
hammad's mission;—bunydn nihadan, To 
lay a foundation, to build. 

A baniyat, The Ka'bah. 
banich, A garment (doubtful word). 
bunicha, A company of artisans, a 

corporate or associated body;—bunicha 
bastan, To wind up an account. 

bi-nlz (ba-niz), Never; also; haste ; 
God forbid! 

a baniqa, The gore of a shift or 
garment. 

banik, Coarse raw silk. 
bi-niyush, bu-nuyush, Hear or listen 

thou (imp. of niyushidan). 
yi (imp. of budan), Be thou ; (also contrac-

tion of buwad, buwam) he is, I am;—bu, bo, 
Odour, smell, flavour, fragrance, scent, per-
fume ; hope; flesh of the mountain goat; 
—bo (bu) burdan, To suspect, to get wind 
of anything. 

A ji bu (for abu), A father; frequent in 
composition, as—bu 'l-'ajab (father of won-
derment), A wonderful thing; a leap, 
spring, dance ;—bu 'l-hawas (father of de-
sire), Desirous, libidinous, curious ; a man 
who lives well; whimsical, fickle ; a 
fool, &c. 

buvjd (for budd, badd), Be it so ! 
A bawd' (v.n. of ^Y)' Returning; con-

fessing ; being equal; equivalent; retalia-
tion. 

A -R^Y bawwdb, A porter, warder, door-
keeper ; — bawwdbdni zarrin-sar, Porters 
with heads (i.e. caps) of gold. 

bawdr (v.n. of jy) , Perishing ; de-
stroying; ruin, destruction, perdition; 
slackness of the market, 

A JĴ Y) bawdrid (pi. of bdrid), Sharp 
swords; (pi. of buridat) Cold (things);— 
murhafdti bawdrid, Death-giving swords. 

bawdrid, A dish ;—biwdrad, biwdrd, 
Acidity, tartness. 

baxodrvjh, A chair for a lying-in 
(woman). 

A bawariq (pi. of bdriqai), Flashing 
(clouds) ; glittering (swords). 

bawds, Affliction, calamity, misfor-
tune. 



a ijW:-/ y bu ishaq, Name of a number of 
men, among others of a prince and Sufi 
chief, eulogized by Hafiz ; name of a 
turquoise-mine at Nishabur. 

® abu ishdqi, (A turquoise) of 
the mines of Nishabur, or belonging to 
Shaikh Bu Ishaq (see preceding article), 
alluding to the blue colour worn by the 
Sufis. 

a ik-ly ba-wdsita, Because, on account of, 
by means of;—ba-wdsita dnhi, Because that, 
for the reason that (m.c.). 

A bawdsiq (pi. of bdsiq), Tall 
palms. 

,A bawdsir (pi. of bdsur), Emerods, 
piles. 

A ijMj} bawdshiq (pi. of bdshiq), Sparrow-
hawks. 

bawdsha, An implement for winnow-
ing grain. 

> A bawdshlr (pi. of bdshurat), Bas-
tions (m.c.). 

A yMy bawdtin (pi. of bdtinat), Interior 
parts. 

A bawd'is (pi. of bd'is), Causes. 
A (jify bawdqi (pi. of baqiyat), Remain-

ders. 
A buwdl, A continual discharge of 

urine; diabetes. 
A J^Y bawwal, One who makes water 

much; oue who pisses ia his bed ; dia-
betic. 

a y bi 'l-bandt, A very delicate and 
costly woollen stuff, otherwise called 
q.v. 

a y bu 'l-hazan, Sad, melancholy, 
y bd 'l-khajdar, A profane, im-

pious wretch. 
bit 'l-'ajab, Strange ; wonders ; 

a fool, a buffoon, a juggler. 
a y bu l-'ajabi, A wonderful thing ; 

something to be admired; jugglery;— 
(fhdyati bu'l-'ajabi, A thing greatly to be 
wondered at. 

a bu 'l-'ajibhd, Wonders. 
a Jy^ y bii 'l-fuzfd, y bu 't-qdsim, 

Idle talker. 
a aaSJ) y bu 'l-kafd, A bribe to a judge. 
a y bu 'l-ginjak, Curious ; any-

thing playful, ludicrous, curious, or enter-
taining. 

A Y-ĵ N y bii 'l-hawas, Sensual; inquisi-
tive ; a fool. 

a ji bu'l-hatvasi, Sensuality ; 
curiosity ; folly. 

y^y bawdn, A narrow pass between moun-
tains; name of a country abounding in 
currants and pomegranates ; — bawwdn, 
Name of a place in Persia (see shi'bi baw-
wdn under S-*A). 

A biwdn, buwdn, A tent-pole. 
A bawa'iq (pi. of bd'iqat), Evils, 

calamities, misfortunes; injuries, oppres-
sions. 

v y bub (equiv. to s->y ydb), A rich 
carpet. 

Wy bo-bd, A dish made of goat's flesh, 
u^y?* bubdsh (related to budbash), An-

cient, perpetual, everlasting, 
s b u b - a n d i n , A palace ; a tent. 

jty bobar, bubar, Jyy bubard, bubar -
dak, The nightingale. 

a y ^ y y bu-bardqish, The chameleon. 
bo burdan, To get scent, be ap-

prised. 
bubash, A lapwing ; desire ; a comb. 
bobak, A virgin; a hoopoo, pewit. 

A fit y bu-bakr (for abu bakr), The father-
in-law of Muhammad. 

yyt bubu, A hoopoo ; also its cry; a term 
by which a woman addresses her sister; 
desirous. 

Aijjy? bubuya, A hoopoo. 
a buba, Wish, desire ; a hoopoo or 

pewit. 
»j> y bo-parast, — ^syt q.v. 

^y botd, A young camel (see tfy). 
a butdt (contr. from buyutat, pi. of 

bait), Account of household expense ; 
marketing charges. 

a butdti, Relating to household ex-
pense. 

A bu-turdb, Name of the Khallf 
AH. 

bota, A crucible, melting-pot; a bush; 
a butt for shooting a t ; brushwood ; the 
young of man or beast ; a young camel; a 
spot; a flower painted ou cloth, &c.;— 
bota'i khdk, The human body. 

a j W y bu-timdr, A heron. 
A baus (v.n.), Inquiring; dispersing; 

bringing out. 
Zf. bauj, Pride, ostentation. 
•T—bujdsb, Name of a hero of 

Turiin. 
bujipd ( in Zand) , A sort of 

cucumber. 
a Vy ba-wajh, In the mode or manner ; 

in a way;—ba-wajh hi, In such a manner 
that. 

a Ja* y> bii jahl, Ignorant, foolish. 
a ba-wajhe, On any account in a 

way; anyhow. 
gy bauch, Pomp, conceit; power, majesty 

—bdch, The inside of the mouth. 
A PY bauh (v.n,), Disclosing sourets; 

being disclosed ;—bah, Root, origin; pru-
dence ; female body; coition; the soul; 
confusion in business ; name of the sun. 

a bi'ihd, Zedoary. 
a yUfc* y bu-hafsan, A schoolmaster. 
A t? baukh (v.n.), Becoming quieted, 

pacified (rage), extinguished (fire) ; being 
fatigued ; becoming tainted or rotten 
(meat) ;—bukh, Confusion in business, per-
turbation of mind, 

e ^ j ? bokht, A son. 
a jAy bdkhal, t^y bukkala, Purslain. 



a «jJtty bu-khildf, ^ ^ y bu-khildjl 
( fa ther of opposition), The devil. 

-iy biid, He, she, or it was ; existence, 
being ; a dwelling-place;—bud-u-bdsh, Re-
sidence ;—buvoad (in poetry also bud), Let 
him be ; it may, might, or will be. 

bo-ddr, Scented ; perfumed leather. 
yi bo-ddna, A medicinal seed. 

_ bud-bash, Place of abode; ser-
vice; maintenance. 

biidish, Existence. 
budan (S. bhti). To be ; to become ; 

to exist ; existence -,—bdz budan, To be open 
(see also under 

budang, Pennyroyal, pulecium. 
budana, A small partridge ; a quail. 

i^^ji budani, Possible, cont ingent ; fu-
ture ; wha.t is to happen, inevitable; es-
sence, existence ;—budani bud, Wha t is to 
be, will be. 

j y \i j btid u nd-btid, Riches and 
poverty ; existence and non-existence. 

BJjj buda, Been, existent;—biida dmadan, 
To exist. 

t^y buda-nan, Unleavened bread, dried 
forty days in tbe sun. 

^ o y budl, Thou wast; existence, reality, 
s j ^ j y buxiinda, Tinder, touchwood. 
A baur (v.n.), Perishing, dying ; being 

languid, dull (market) ; proving, trying, 
examining;—also bur (pi. of hair), ruined, 
helpless, and destitute (people) ; — bur 
(masc. fem. sing, pi.), Ruined, wicked ; un-
cultivated land. 

bor, Red ; the colour of the pistachio 
n u t ; the colour of honey; a bay horse; a 
pheasant ; ( = biydr) bring t hou ; name of 
a city in Hindustan. 

burd, A sack, bag ; a nail 's head or 
point. 

a burdb, Name of a blacksmith in 
the city of Rum. 

a ijfyy burdq, Jjy buraq (for P . bura), 
Borax, nitre. 

y ^ y burdn, Name of a wife of tbe Khalif 
Marnun ;— burdn dufeht, Name of a daughter 
of Parwlz. 

burdni, Food made from the egg-
plant. 

A burdniyat, A kind of food in-
vented by either the one or other of the 
ladies mentioned under y ^ y and probably 
identical with the preceding. 

(j-yt burs, Stock-exchange (m.c. from Fr . 
bourse). 

burak, A kind of food ; a sort of tri-
angular paste or macaroni; money given to 
a bystander at dice ; mouldiness of bread. 

A ^ijyt buraJc, Borax, nitre, saltpetre. 
J-^y? burkand, = J-ijy q.v. 
j u^y burmand, Name of a, certain frag-

rant herb. 
CAijy borunda, Rich, wealthy (unsup-

ported by examples). 

bo -rang, A f ragran t mountain 
plant. 

burniya, A large j a r filled with 
drugs. 

j^y buni, A trumpet, hunt ing-horn; a 
tube, canal ; the gripes ; — buru-zan, A 
trumpeter. 

burura, Name of a king, and island. 
bura, Nitre, borax; pas t ry ; lump 

sugar;—bura'i armani, Nitre, borax, used 
in soldering gold. 

burl, A t r u m p e t ; a hunting-horn; 
the point of anything (especially of a nail); 
a split reed, or a mat made of such;—burl 
zadan, To sound a trumpet;—al-buri, A 
kind of fish. 

Wyi buriya, buriya, A mat made of 
split reeds ; a carpet ; a case for any 
ins t rument ; —buriya u naft u dtish, bara'i 
kase ba-ham awardan, To make prepara-
tions to burn a person. 

buriyd-bdf, V ŷ buriyaban, A 
maker of ma t s ; or instrument-cases. 

L^H buriyd-posh, Utterly destitute. 
krf biiriyd-kobi, A mat-treading 

(house-warming). 
Lr-k*^) buritash (G. •jnjptnjs), Marcasite. 
}ft bauz, Mouldiness of bread; a large 

black bee; the t runk of a tree ;—boz, A 
roan horse; swif t ; intelligent, shrewd; 
(for buz) a goat. 

bozd (equivalent to boza), Beer. 
bozdr, Hot spices mixed up with food. 

bozdgar, A brewer of beer. 
bozdgari, Brewing, making of beer. 
bozachi, A brewer and seller of 

beer. 
^ j y bauzak, Mouldiness of bread, &c, 

buzkand, A kind of settee placed 
before the doors in the E a s t ; a verandah, 
a portico. 

buzmand, buzama, Name of a 
certain fragrant herb. 

Mjji bitzina, buznina, An ape, 
fijy boza, A beverage made from rice, mil-

let, or barley, beer ; the trunk of a tree. 
Sjy boza-kjidna, A beer-shop, ale-

house. 
s h u z a - k a b d b , Roast lamb. 
^gw buzl, A boat, skiff. 
j ^ j y buziddn, Name of a fattening drug. 

buzlna, An ape. 
jy bauzh, A whirlpool;—biizh, W e i g h t ; a 

raging fever. 
bazhuna, A rose-bud not yet ex-

panded, a follicle, a pod. 
A UAFT baus (v.n.), Kissing ;—bus (v.n.), 

Adversity, distress, hardship; throes of 
child-birth. 

y-y bos, A kiss, buss; ( incomp.) kissing; 
— bosi rukhsdr kardan, To kiss the cheek; 
—bos u kandr, Kissing and embracing;— 
daman bos dadan, To kiss the hem of a 
garment. 



ba-wasdtat, By means of, through 
the instrumentality of (m.c.), 

AiUji bosdna, Humility. 
bosdnldau, To cause to kiss ; (for 

posanidan) to cause to rot. 
yls-y bostdn (place of perfume), A gar-

den, a kitchen-garden, a green spot; name 
of a city; name of many Arabian and Per-
sian books, the most celebrated of which is 
the Bostau of Sa'di; — bostdni gul-numdy, 
The firmament; — bostdni ma zagh. A 
deserted place; solitude. 

<jUl.y bostdn-afroz, Cock's comb. 
ytxu. bostdn-sundus, Verdure; 

flowers of many colours, 
j b u s h d q , — y q.v. 

bosalc, A little kiss; the wing of a 
bird ; anything hollow or excavated. 

bosagdh, A£~y bosagah, The place of 
kissing, i.e. the royal apartment (because 
everyone going there kisses, or ought to 
kiss, the gate) ; the lips. 

a y bu-saUk, Name of a note in 
music. 

a yWsL. y bu sulaimdn, A roost-cock; a 
hoopoo. 

jA-y buswnj, Name of a city. 
biisna, The province of Bosnia. 
bosa, A kiss -,—bosa dadan, To kiss; 

—bosa shikastan, To kiss with a smack. 
<4)4 bosa-ban, Kissing and toying. 

bosa-jay (place of kissing), Lips. 
bosa-chin, Culling kisses. 

<Uy bosa-khwdr, Devouring kisses. 
.iiUy bosa-duzd, A-y bosa-ruba, 

Stealing kisses. 
X) bosa-rez, Showering kisses. 
s-\>j A-y bosa-zeb, (Lips) fresh with kisses, 

y bosa-jireb, Deceiving by kisses. 
A-y bosa-gdh, — 6\£-y q.v. 

i - y boaa-gustdjh, Who makes bold 
to kiss. 

^5-y bose, One kiss. 
bosldagi, Rottenness ; submission, 

y^f-y boeidan, To kiss; (for posidan) 
to rot. 

SAj-y boaida, Kissed; rotten, stale. 
A ;*~y bausir (for ^ y bausir), Hemor-

rhoids, 
^t-y buair, Possibility. 
a ba-wasila, By means of, through 

the instrumentality of. 
busin, Accusation, upbraiding, re-

proof. 
>jft»y bauah, Celebrity; ostentation, boast; 

might, magnificence, pomp ;—bush, A kind 
of eye-salvi brought from Dar-band ;— 
bawish, Predestination, fate;—buwish, Exis-
tence ;—bush kardan, = q.v. 

A j i y baush, A multitude, crowd, troop, 
or band. 

U.y bushd, Meditation, thoughtfulness, 
solicitude, anxiety, 

o jUy boshad, The rape-root; a turnip. 

boshdsb, Sleep ; pollution. 
bushpds, Sleep ; a dream, a vision. 

T bushqdb, Plate (see S ^ ^ T ) . 
boshinas, Whose sense of smell 

is sound, who distinguishes well between 
odours. 

boshanj, Name of a town. 
bushank, Name of a village near 

Harat. 
yjuAy bushidan, To begin any work ; to 

consider; to be bold; to rely upon (not 
supported by examples). 

A Y«y bans (v.n.), Preceding, going be-
fore, being superior, excelling; making 
haste; flying; concealing; importuning, 
teasing; colour; a woman's hips; fatigue, 
lassitude ;—bus, Name of a f ru i t ; colour; 
a woman's hips. 

a biisi (for P. <^jy), A boat, a skiff. 
A ^ Y buslr, The plant bear's ear; a kind 

of hemlock ; name of a village in Egypt. 
Aty bata, Thicket (m.c.). 
A £Y bau' (v.n.), Measuring with a fathom 

or the arras extended; taking long steps in 
running (a horse or camel) ;—also buA 
fathom. 

T £Y bugh, bogh, Any outward covering or 
wrapper (especially of leather) ; a pouch. 

^Uwl&t jUy boghdzi anglistdn, The Eng-
lish Channel (m.c,). 

t Auiy bogh-band, A cloth in which any-
thing is wrapped up. 

T boghjaf boghchar = £y q.v. 
bughrd, J ^ j ) bughraq, A kind of 

food (made of boi)ed meat, flour, &c.). 
(j-aUy bughulsun (O. fiovy\<aaa-ov), Borage. 
T Uiy bogkmd, Trumpery, trifles, scraps, 

rags; fragments, broken victuals, stores of 
a wallet; a fat and ugly womau (see 
Uiy X), 

buahanj. Coriander; name of a city. 
Aiiy bughand, Convolvulus, ivy, bind-

weed. 
t-iy buf, An owl. 
Aiy buf a, A buffet (m.c. from Fr.). 
jiijji y bo-firosh, A perfumer, a druggist. 
A j y buq, A trumpet, clarion, hunting-

horn ; any wind instrument, or any musical 
instrument (in allusion to which one who 
cannot keep a secret is called buq, as being 
full of holes) ; vain, foolish ; false, unjust ; 
\buqi asiyd, A kind of pipe blown in mills 
to call the customers from the neighbour-
hood ;]—buwaq (pi. of buqat), Thunder-
showers, violent rains ; disagreeable things, 

jjy boq, A large sheet (see 
A buqat (pi. of bug), Trumpets, 

cornets. 
ylty buqan, Red insects produced in the 

air during the rainy season (in H. bir 
bahu(i). 

a ba-waqt, At the time of ; in time. 
boqcha, = A q . v . 

A (jj+Ji y bu-qalamun, A chameleon ; of 



various hues, variegated; changeable (ap-
plied to the world). 

y buqalamuni, Variegated, motley. 
G buqisd, The elm-tree. 
A bank (v.n.), Leaping (as the male 

ass upon the female) ; removing with a 
stick rubbish from a fountain or aqueduct 
to make the water flow more freely; being 
in confusion (business) ; becoming fat. 

•^y buk, A divine precept; a pit in which 
they lay up (wheat) ; a fire-shovel; tinder ; 
(contracted from buwad ki) by chance, 
perhaps, haply, may be ; except;—buk u 
magar, Perhaps, may be. 

boks kardan, To box (m.c. 
from E.). 

bukalak, Juniper-berries; a kind of 
fruit in Persia called ban. 

y bu hi, Perhaps it may; would that 
it were. 

y^y bugdn, The womb; a flower-bed. 
• ^y bugand, Ivy. 
A J y baul (v.n.), Making water ; urine ; 

a son ; a great number;—baul kardan, To 
urinate. 

buljdr, A place of refuge; a battle-
field. 

gJy bulach, Lands which are constantly 
in cultivation. 

a bfd-hakim, Wise, learned ; a 
wiseacre. 

a bfd-khajdar, An unbeliever, 
heretic. 

i^Aiy baul dan, A chamber-pot, a urinal, 
T (^E- biddur-chJn, Quail (see j^W). 
A LR-Jy hulas, Name of a dungeon in hell. 
u~Jy bolus, Paul. 
J^y bid-gfidq, bfdqdq, = q.v, 

bidghan, = q.v. 
. ^ y h<l l-kunjak, Anything new or 

wonderful; the first-fruits ; a masquerade, 
pastime, frolic. 

a alXiy baul-gdh, The urethra. 
A eA^Jy bidanjak, Anything strange, 

curious, and entertaining. 
(jyoyjiy bulitbudabun (G. TroAvTroSlov), 

Polypody. 
jjy^lsjly bidutarikhun (G. TroXvrpt^ov), 

Maiden's hair. 
aiy bula, A tube, tunnel. 
A S-^Y bu-lahab (for abu lahab),Name of 

one of Muhammad's uncles (Kur'an, chap, 
cxi.) ;—bfdahabdni waqt (the Bu-lahabs of 
the age), Obstinate unbelievers, 

^ y baull, bavll, = q.v. 
L (j—uSy bidlnas (Plinius), Pliny. 
f«y bum (S. bhumi), A country, region ; 

desert land not yet cultivated; the boun-
daries or frontiers of inimical states, whose 
hostile inroads are always to be dreaded; a 
garrison; a mansion or place where one 
dwells in safety ; the groundwork of em-
broidered cloth; nature, disposition, tem-
perament ; [burnt dbdd, An inhabited count-

a utXa 

A desolate country;]— try ;—bumi werdn, 
buwam, I may be. 

A f»y bum (A-y bumat), An owl;—bum 
khwandam (to call or invite the owl), To 
render desolate. 

y^jUj} bumadaran, bumdrdn, The 
plant southernwood. 

Sj^y bumdra, A kind of bird. 
bum-bar, Dominion, lordship, sei-

gnioi'y. 
I*y bum-tald (bumi-tald), The golden 

groundwork of embroidered cloth. 
AX*y bum-hand, A subterraneous dwell-

ing. 
A»y buma, Fire struck by a horse's shoe. 

bnmahan, y ^ y bumahin, An earth-
quake ; tbe intestines of sheep not cleaned. 

yy baun, A portion, share ;—bun, Foun-
dation, root, origin; end, l imit; intestines 
of sheep or cattle not cleaned ; the womb ; 
the heavens;—buni situn, The base of a 
column, the pedestal of a statue. 

a bil-nafi', Wine. 
Aiy buwand, They may be ;—buwand, bu-

wind, Proud, arrogant;—buwund, Lenity, 
meekness, placidity. 

6A>y buwanda, buwinda, Proud, majestic; 
—buwunda, Modest, gentle, grave. 

ysiy biiniz, bunez (equiv. to nlza), A 
short spear, 

fcy buwa, A tree which does not bear 
f ru i t ; grave, modest. 

A 5y bauh (v.n.), Cursing;—buh, A large 
owl or a bird resembling it. 

(jUJby buhmdn, The womb; someone; 
somebody, so and so. 

bftha, Desire ; perturbation of mind ; 
the hoopoo. 

(_sy boy, buy, Odour, fragrance, perfume ; 
scent, spice; hope, wish, desire; search, 
quest ; love; nature, disposition; portion, 
part, lot; [boy burdan, To give a hint; to 
hear ; to suspect;—boyi tigh (khun) ml-
ayad, There is danger abroad;—boy dadan, 
To diffuse fragrance ;—boyi sokhtanl, In-
cense ; — boy shanldan, To smell; — boyi 
falila mi-dyad, There is a smell of burning 
in the air, things look suspicious ;—boy kar-
dan, To smell, to have scent of, to smell of; 
to snuff up, to smell at ;—boy giriftan, To 
contract a smell, to Btink ;—boyi yakrangi, 
Sincere affection ;]—buwi, Thou mayst be. 

Vy boyd, Odoriferous, fragrant; fetid; 
coriander-seed. 

y^y boyatar (comp. of the preceding), 
More fragrant. 

Vj>\ boy-afzd, Spice, seasoning. 
boy-afzdr, A censer; spice, sea-

soning. 
y^ty boydn, Smelling (also plural) ; name 

of a country. 
«iXiyy boydnak, Parsley; southernwood, 

^gy boy-parast, A hound; a pard; a 
parasite; a demon ; an angel. 



boycha, Ivy, convolvulus. 
A V*. y bu-yahyd, Name of the angel of 

death, 
boy-dar, Scented ; hunting by the 

scent (a dog). 
boydan, A perfume-box. 

iSf boy-rang, A rose. 
boy-sa, boy-8ay, A stone 

for rubbing powders. 
Jy- t^y boy-soz, A censer, a chafing-dish. 

fta-u>ezAa, Principally, especially, par-
ticularly ;—boyzha, Hopeful. 

boyish, Smelling; the sense of smell, 
^ y boy-farosh, A perfumer. 

utiK ^ y boy-kalak, boy-kalik, A kind of 
berry with a green bark, noxious to the 
teeth and stomach. 

o^A boy-giriftagi, Stink, taint. 
boy-girifta, Fetid, stinking. 

^ boy-mddaran, Southernwood, 
melisaa, partbeniou, apiastr um, balm -gentle. 

^ y boyndk, Rank-smelling. 
yliW} boy-nakdn, Destitute of the sense 

of Bmetl. 
tiCyy boyang, A kind of sweet basil. 

boya, Hope, desire; fumitory; a 
dynasty of the Dailamites. 

A <̂Y buwaih, The founder of a certain 
dynasty. 

QjkeJy bo'id-an, To smell, scent, diffuse per-
fume ; to have a smell; to smell at, to snuff 
up; to live in the country. 

a**;** tsy boyi yak-rangi, Fidelity, love, 
sincerity, 

ba,To; for; in; on; with ; by ; according 
to;—M (for M-), The separate form of the 
prefix of certain tenses of the verb;—bih 
(Z. vanha, vohu), Good, excellent; elegant; 
better; safe, sound ; [bih uftddan (dmadan, 
ahudari), To become well, to recover ; to 
prosper, to succeed] ; (for ^ q.v.) a 
quince;—buh, An owl. 

A bah, Well done! bravo! excellent!— 
Uhi, With, for, from, in, or by him, or it. 

bahd, Price, value; [bara'i khil'at, A 
tax to defray the expense of honorary 
dresses;—baha'i khun, The price of blood 
(which is paid to the relations of a person 
killed, as an atonement) ;—bahd qat' kar-
dan, To fix a price;—bahd kardan, To 
value, appraise ;—pur bahd u sharaf, Most 
precious and noble;] — biha, Goodness ; 
beauty, ornament. 

A ^ bi-hd, With, for, from, in, or by her 
or it (referring to a fem.). 

(jA^l W* bahd-peshl, Money advanced, pre-
payment. 

A bahdjat (v.n. of G^), Being beau-
tiful. 

yitf bahddur, Brave, bold, valiant, cou-
rageous, magnanimous, warlike, strong, 
athletic ; a soldier, champion, hero, cheva-
lier, knight, horseman; a title of honour 
conferred by the Great Mogul and other 

Eastern potentates, bearing some resem-
blance to the European title of military 
knighthood. 

^ j l t f bahddurdn (pi. of bahadur), Va-
liant soldiers. 

bahadurana, Bravely, like a cham-
pion. 

^jjttf bahddurl, Valour, military gallan 
try. 

jltf bahdr, Spring, beginning of summer; 
a blossom ; orange-flower (also bahdri 
narinj) ; a Buddhist temple; an idol; the 
harem of a prince; camomile, anthemis ; 
name of an island ; [bahdri ddnish, The title 
of a well-known work on ethics ;—bahdri 
'anibar, The scent of molten amber;—bahdr 
kardan, To be in bloom (m.c ) ;]—bihdr, The 
province of Behar in India; half a horse-
load. 

A jW bahdr, A species of odoriferous 
herb ; buphthalmus, ox-eye; anything beau-
tiful and splendid ; name of a village near 
Marw ; — buhdr, An idol; a swallow ; a 
white fish ; cotton taken from the pods ; a 
weight of 300, 400, 600, or 1000 rati; out-
fit for a sea-voyage; a ewer. 

Vb^t* bahdr-dra, Vernal showers, or blos-
soms. 

yLfti\ jl^ bahdr-afshan, Scattering blos-
soms, 

Jj^j^tt bahdr-alud, Tinged with the hues 
of spring. 

bahdrdn, The spr ing; orange-
flower. 

^AM J^J bahdr-andam, Of a vernal, i.e. 
youthfuL body, 

y^t bahdr-bdnu, The blooming prin-
cess. 

j^ht bahdr - bishkina, A note in 
music. 

Juj jl^ bahar-band, An airy house inha-
bited in spring-time ; a place where horses 
are tied up in spring. 

V i J^* bahdr-perd (spring-adorning), Ver-
nal showers, buds or blossoms. 

jL^ bahdr-khdna, An idol-temple; any 
high building. 

j^t bahdr - khwash, Flesh smoke-
dried. 

yVi-yltf baharistdn, Spring; vernal blos-
soms ; title of a celebrated work of Jami. 

SjV bahdra, A swarm of bees (m.c.). 
bahdri, Belonging to the spring, 

vernal. 
ĵ -tf bihdz, A high-bred horse kept for 

stock. 
bahashtan, To weep, to cry. 

fijUtf a? bih-uftada, Healthy, vigorous. 
A* bih-dfirid, i} bih-dfirin, The 

sister of Isfandiyar. 
ytS Ltf baha-gir, Precious, valuable, costly. 

bahdmln, Spring. 
yi—J^ bahanislan, To weep. 

bahana, Pretence, excuse, evasion; 



motive, cause;—bahana justan, To seek a 
pretext; to complain of; to cavil;—bahana 
shalch darad (a pretext has branches), There 
are various kinds of pretexts, there are 
excuses and excuses (proverbial) ;—bahana 
kardan, To make an excuse ;—bahana yaf-
ian, To find a pretence ;—ba yak bahdna'i, 
On no matter what pretext (m.c.) ;—pay ; 
bahana gardidan, To seek after a pretext 
(m.c.). 

bahana-ju, bahana-taldb 
(a.), Seeking for excuses. 

jU bahdna-edz, ^ ^ a^t bahdna-
faroeh, A maker of apologies, a vendor of 
false excuses. 

witf bahdna-farosM, Profuseness in 
false excuses. 

JJW bahawar, Precious, valuable. 
A f^tt bahd'im (pi. of bahlmat), Beasts, 

bruteB, wild beasts. 
a <j>y&a^ bahd'tm-makhsus, "Wild, 

ferocious. 
a bahd'imi, Of or pertaining to 

beasts; beastly, brutal. 
bahd'i, Precious, valuable. 

y-Tf bih-a in, Of good principles, reli-
gious. 

b>h-bud, Welfare, safety ; healthy ; 
a proper name. 

Jywrf bih-budi, Well-being ; health, vi-
gour; (ironically) a dagger. 

A O-V? baht (v.n.), Attacking suddenly; 
surprising; bewilderment, amazement;— 
also buht, Slandering, accusing falsely ; a 
lie, calumny, slander. 

buht, A plauet's motion in a given 
time. 

H bahat, Bice dressed in milk. 
fAs^t bahtam, Name of the angel who has 

charge of the winds. 
A yU^ buhtdn (v.n. of UNRF), Slandering, 

accusing falsely; a calumny, lie, slander, 
false accusation, malignant imputation, ma-
levolent suspicion ;—buhtdn shudan, To be 
defamed buhtdn guftan, To slander. 

buhtdn-goy, A slanderer, defamer. 
yv bihtar, Better;—bihtari shumd, So 

much the better for you (m.c.) ;—bahtarash 
In ast, The better plan in the matter is this 
(m.c.). 

bihtarak, Somewhat better; name of a 
Persian intercalary month, introduced oncein 
120 years, and celebrated with one continued 
festival. The old Persian year consisted of 
twelve months of thirty days, to the last 
of which they added five, making thereby 
tlieir year 365 days ; but with regard to the 
excess of six hours, instead of our more 
regular mode of leap-year, they thought of 
no further intercalation till the surplus 
hours amounted to thirty days, when the 
120th year was made to consist of thirteen 
months. 

bihtarin, Best \-~bihtarini khalk, 
Best of created beings, i.e. Muhammad. 

o-Jc. yijAtf bihtarin-bakht, Whose fortune 
is better than another's ; fortunate. 

bahaj, A certain fattening drug. 
A bahjat (v.n. of )' Being joyful 

aud glad; being beautiful ; beauty, ele-
gance, grace, excellence ; gladness, cheerful-
ness, alacrity ; exultation ;—pur-bahjal, Full 
of joy. 

a bahjat-dydt, Happy, joyous. 
bih-khwar, Becoming, befitting, 

suitable. 
bih-ddna, The seed of a quince. 
bahdala, A woman's name; also a 

man's, 
bih-din, Of the best religion, i.e. of 

that of Zardusht or Zoroaster; religious, 
faithful, pious, devout. 

Ft ba-har, At, by, to, or in every or each; 
[fra-har ftal, In every shape, however it be, 
in whatever condition; anyhow; at all 
events;—ba-har sal, In every year;—ba-
har sih naw', Animal, vegetable, and 
mineral;—ha-har kaif, By any meaus, in 
every way soever; — ba-har mah, In every 
month ; — ba-har waqte, At all times ;] 
—bahr, A part, portion, lot ; name of a 
country; for, because, on account of; 
[bahri dzmtidan, By way of trial, in order to 
discover ;—bahri in, On this account;— 
bahri lu, For thy sake;—bahri chi, For 
why ? wherefore ?—bahri shumd, For you; 
— bahri kase, For someone ;—az bahri 
Uhwud, For his own sake ;—az bahri sud, On 
account of gain ;—az bahri namdz, In order 
to pray;]—buhr, Continually; a herb witli 
a stalk like that of barley. 

bahr (v.n.), Shining, excelling (in 
beauty, grace, virtue) ; excellence, pre-
eminence ; conquest; the imposition of a 
burdeu beyond the s trength; astonish-
ment, wonder;—buhr, Shortness of breath, 
asthma, breathing hard from overload; a 
citv, town, or province ; the middle of a 
valley, a channel. 

^ bahrd, On account of, for the sake of. 
pVtf bahrdm, The planet Mars ; name of 

several kings of Persia, and of other king-
doms in the East (corrupted by the Greeks 
into Varanes) ; name of several heroes; 
the twentieth day of every month; name 
of an angel; the sword ;—bihrdm, Fasting, 
fast (not supported by examples). 

J5 f*Vv> bahrdm-tal, An obelisk or pyra-
mid, which Bahrain-chubin caused to be 
constructed with the skulls of the Turks 
slain in a bloody engagement. 

a bahramaj (for P. bahratna), A 
species of willow. 

bahrdm-chtibin, Name of a cele-
brated general of king Hormuz, the son of 
Noshirwan, so called from his lankiness. 

bahrdm-gor, Name of one of the 



kings of Persia, so called from his passion 
for tbe chase of the wild ass. 

y * ^ bahrdman, A ruby; a kind of 
variegated silk; safflower; rouge, paint for 
the face. 

bahrdma, A species of willow; a 
robe of green silk ; silk. 

bahrdmi, Bravery, valour ; slaugh-
ter. 

oVtf huhrdn, A hot pestilential wind. 
a bih-rdy, Prudent, fit for business, 

proper for the administration of public 
affairs; ingenious, thinking judiciously. 

Afytf bah/raj, Base money; vain, fruit-
less, futile. 

a ba-har kal, see under rf ba-har. 
pVjjiti bahrazam, Name of the angel who 

has charge of the precious stones. 
odjtf bahrak, One whose hands and feet 

are hardened by labour; filth, ordure, 
dregs, dross. 

a t-M'yjj ba-har kaif, see under ba-har. 
i^/jti bahragi, Riches, wealth; opulent, 

affluent. 
pyti bahram, Bastard saffron. 

bahramdn, The finest ruby ; fine 
silk interwoven or painted with flowers; 
safflower; paint. 

Wj<ct bahraman, An idol-temple ; a ruby. 
^ • f f t bahramand (for aa* s^tf), Fortunate. 
A*^ bahrama, An auger, a gimlet. 

bihroj, ^ bihroja, Crystal of a 
transparent blue colour, and of little value ; 
Indian frankincense. 

jy^ bihroz, bihroza, A species of blue 
crystal; Indian frankincense. 

yjjtf bihrun, Name of Alexander the 
Great. 

lyfi bahra, A part, portion, quota, share, 
lot; profit, gain, advantage; happiness, 
prosperity, fortune, favour; a burden, as 
much as an ass, camel, or horse carries 
upon one side ; [bahra bahra kardan, To di-
vide into portions ; — bahra'i wasiyat, A 
legacy;—bahra ydftan, To find favour;]— 
bihra, A town near Lahore;—buhra, A 
people living in Guzerat. 

jt 8bahra-bar , A partner, companion. 
JSyy} bahra-ddr, A sharer, participator, 

partner ; enjoying one's wishes, fortunate; 
—bahra-ddri 'atiya u in'am kardan, To 
make a partner of gifts and presents. 

bahramand, Sharing,participating; 
fortunate, prosperous, happy, contented ;— 
bahramand shudan, To accomplish an ob-
ject, to obtain what we desire, to be fortu-
nate, prosperous, successful; to participate, 
share, 

u+irf bahramandi, Happiness, pros-
perity. 

yi^j bahrawar, Favoured, happy, 
yl̂  bahrawar-band. Name of a prin-

cess. 

sA* bahra-ydb, One who finds favour; 
a partaker, a sharer; who profits by (m.c.). 

ijjti bahre, A little, somewhat, a par t ; 
anything; anyone. 

jtf bahri yak, For someone, for the sake 
of one ;—ba-har yak, For everyone. 

Aytf bahz (v.n.), Removing, repelling, 
thrusting away; striking one (upon the 
breast) with feet and hands. 

bih-zdd, Isfandiyar; name of a horse. 
A (J-V bahe, Boldness, bravery, courage. 

bahsh (v.n.), Being glad, and cheer-
ful ; extending the hand in order to seize 
anything; assembling; being ready to cry 
or to laugh ; the fruit of the dwarf palm-
tree; fresh or moist mas tick or bdellium ; 
—bilddu 'l-bahsh, Hijaz, on account of its 
abounding in mastick. 

bihisht, Paradise; heaven; [bihisht 
khwurdan, To enjoy Paradise ; — bihishti 
dunyd, A title of the Sughd of Samarkand; 
also of the city of Damascus ;—shah-zada'i 
bihishi-k£i,\2?n, The glorious prince who has 
departed for Paradise ;]—bi-hisht (3rd sing, 
pret. of hishtan), He let go. 

t^fy ta^yf bihisht-d,in, Paradise-like. 
ij>ij ut-is-^ bihisht,-ruy, bihisht-

slmd, Of a heavenly face. 
bihisht-zdr, A place like heaven. 
1Hrf bihisht-sabuhi, A heavenly 

morning draught. 
ŝSiS" bihisht-gang, Name of a city. 

(A-s^j bihisht-nishln (settled in Para-
dise), Blessed. 

AiA-tf bahishta, Placed, deposited ; left. 
bihishti, Paradisiacal ; handsome; 

a water-carrier (the last is Hindustani). 
{Ji) ^ ^ bihishtl-ruy, Handsome of face, 

beautiful. 
bihishti-sirisht, Of heavenly 

nature or disposition. 
bihishti-sawad, A place like 

Paradise. 
^jfjufc bih-shudagi, Cure, convalescence. 

a* bih-shuda, Cured, healed. 
A bahshamiyat, A Muhammadan 

sect. 
A bahas, Thirst. 
H ^ bahatt, Rice dressed with milk and 

butter. 
A Ity bah$ (v.n.), Afflicting, vexing; fa-

tiguing, tiring. 
ĴX—A. ba haft db shustan (to 

wash with seven waters), To perform one's 
ablutions with great nicety and circumspec-
tion. 

A bahaq, p baJiak, Leprosy, white 
inorphew (distinct from baras) ; ringworm. 

iS bih ki (for bih az an hi), Better 
than, preferable. 

i} bih-guzin, Choosing, picking; dis-
criminating easily between good and bad 
money ; select, chosen; camphor; (imp. of 
guzidan) make your choice, select. 
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Let alone; 

) erf* 

Embroidery with 
were frequently 

J v bihil (imp. of hilidan), 
give over ; absolution (see JO-

A J-TF bahl (v.n.), Cursing, execrating any-
one ; malediction ; leaving free, at liberty ; 
a little, small quantity, somewhat; easy. 

A J j l ^ buhlul, One who laughs or smiles ; 
a jester, joker; a prince with every accom-
plishment; name of a celebrated dervish. 

bahla, bihla, A falconer's glove; privy 
purse, portfolio. 

jW Al^} bahla-dar, Wearing hunting-
gloves in one's belt. 

Altf bahla-dozi, 
whicn hunting-gloves 
adorned. 

ba-ham, Together, one with another, 
one against another ; at once ; rage, anger, 
indignation; [ba-ham amadan, ba-ham bar 
amadan, To be contracted, drawn together; 
to assemble; to be constipated, bound; to 
be offended, enraged, disgusted, vexed, 
confounded; to be wrung with anguish ;— 
ba-ham bar kardan, To distress ;—ba-ham 
dar shudan, To be mixed, confounded, jum-
bled together; to ache ; to be perplexed ;— 
ba-ham rasanldan, To procure ; — ba-ham 
rasidan, To be met with, to come to hand, 
to be acquired ; to appear, to come into 
being;—ba-ham zadan, To disturb, upset, 
frustrate (m.c.) \]~~biham, Yes. 

A buham (pi. of buhmat), Brave, in-
vincible soldiers, gallant heroes; troops of 
horse ;—buhum (pi. of bahlm), Animals of 
one colour; lambs, kids, Ac. 

jUtf bahmdr, Many, numerous; a multi-
tude. 

jj&as,^ ba-ham-amekhtagi, Commix-
ture. 

bihmdn, Someone; a certain person; 
anything unknown. 

t+tf ba-ham-awar, One who collects or 
composes ; collected or composed. 

As—t ji ^ ba-ham bar-basta, Suspicious; 
suspected; suspicion. 

ba-ham bar-zadan, To be hasty. 
A bahmat, A lamb, a kid ;—buhmat, A 

brave invincible soldier ; a difficult, arduous 
affair; an army. 

QU*^ bahmatdn, A white lily ; a red lily, 
fijb+vt ba-ham zada, Overturned, over-

whelmed ; dejected, depressed. 
t&y+ij bahmazag, A hedgehog; a porcu-

pine. 
(jfL. ba-ham-sd'i, Confrication. 
( j ) ^ bahman, Intelligent, acute, adroit; 

the supreme intelligence; a cloud pouring 
rain ; (also bahmani barf) an avalanche of 
snow from a mountain produced by the 
heat of the sun (m.c.); a certain vege-
table that flowers in winter, having a root 
red and white (see A. ; name of a 
note in music; the middle month of winter, 
answering to our January; one who speaks 
and acts right; the second day of every 

month ; long-armed, powerful, oppressive ; 
name of a demon or genius, supposed by 
the old Persians, and by their descendants 
the P a m , Magi, or Guebres, to preside over 
all beasts of burden ; name of Ardshlr, son 
of lsfandiyar; name of a citadel and of a 
lofty mountain ; name of a fountain in Jur-
jan ;—bahmani zamdn %t tahamtani daurdn, 
The monarch of his time, the hero of his 
age. 

A bahman, The root of a plant resem-
bling a large radish; it is crooked, red and 
white, and is used medicinally. 

bahmand, bahmandn, = t» 
q.v. 

A^^^} bahmanjana, A^a*^ bahmancha, 
Name of a festival celebrated by the kings 
of Persia upon the secoud day of the month 
of Bahman; according to others, that day 
itself. 

bahman-zad, Name of the intel-
lect of the sphere of Mars. 

bahman-nizhad, Of tbe lineage 
of Bahman. 

A^t-jf? bahmana, A spinning-top. 
jW-^tf bahmanydr, A disciple of A^icenna. 

bahmanin, Name of a plant which 
flowers also in winter, and whose root is red 
and white. 

A*^ buhma, Of inestimable value; invin-
cible (see A. 

bahndna, An ape; —bihndna, White 
bread. 

a i ba-nisbat, In proportion, com-
parison. 

A^fi bahna, A boy's spinuing-top. 
bahu), A balcony ; a portico ; a veran-

dah ; name of an Indian king. 
A JT? bahw, A house or tent projecting in 

front of the rest, and detached, a large 
stable for cattle ; a wide extended country; 
the cavity of the breast; the womb. 

^rit buhod, Anything singed and made 
yellow by being near to the fire. 

jytf bnhor, ^jtf buhon, The eye, the sight. 
^ bahaPar be i t ! 
^ bihl, Recovery, cure ; thou art good ; 

goodness; a quince; ho! (an interjection, 
when the person addressed is near at hand). 

(j** bihl-paikar, Of excellent form, 
face, or figure. 

A ^ bahij, Glad, cheerful; beautiful, 
lovely. 

bahed, Name of a grain, 
ij ju^ bohldan, To squeeze, grasp with the 

hands, to press with the feet, to kick, to 
trample. 

bahir, Baggage, camp-followers, 
y y baherd, Belleric myrobalan. 
^ bahim, A balcony, portico; (S. 

Mima ?) name of an Indian king. 
A bahimat, bahirna, A quadruped, 

an animal wild or tame. 
a bahlmi, Brutal, bestial, brutish. 
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bihin, Better, best; selected, picked 

out; opulence; a cotton-carder; a week;— 
mihini saldtini ruyi zamin, u bihini khawd-
qini dunyd u din, The greatest of the kings 
of the earth, and most excellent of the 
moaarchs of the world and the faith. 

bihlna, A week ; a carder of cotton ; 
best, choicest. 

bi, be (a privative particle or preposi-
tion), "Without; when prefixed to nouns, it 
is equivalent to in, un, im, ir, leas, &c., in 
English, implying wanting, or being desti-
tute, as bl-basar, Imprudent, &c.; a moth. 

W bay a, Ful l ; a door ; how ?—~biyd (imp. 
of amaiari), Come, come hither, approach. 

vA ^ bi-db, Without water; flat, insipid, 
dull; sottish, silly; disgraced, ashamed;— 
bi-db shudan, To be ashamed, disgraced. 

biydbdn, bayabdn, Uncultivated, 
desert; a desert. 

biydban-bdsh, An inhabitant of 
the desert;—tdziyani biydban-bdsh, Bedouin 
Arabs, 

biydbdnak, A small desert. 
biydbdn-marg, (One) perished 

in the desert. 
(jWW? biyabdn-nishin. A hermit; a 

gipsy; a nomad. 
U^W* biydbdn-naward, Travelling in 

the desert. 
biyabdni, Wild, savage, desert, 

yi bi-abr, Cloudless. 
^ ,_5> bi-dbru, Dishonoured, disgraced, 

degraded; shameless. 
^y bi-abruwi, A disagreeable thing. 
_) ^ bl-ab-u-rang, Void of grace 

and beauty. 
^y) ^ji hi-dbi, Want of water; want of 

lustre ; insipidity ; folly. 
bayat, Grief, anxiety, care. 

A cwU* bayat (v.n. of Passing the 
night; doing anything in the night; a noc-
turnal invasion ; name of a place near Wasit. 

a ^ bbittifaq, Without union, dis-
cordant. 

a ^ bi-ittifdqi, Disunion, discord. 
a / 1 j bi-asar, Unimpressive, ineffica-

cious. 
a fly^t (jt bi - ihtirdm, Disrespectful 

(m.c.). 
a ^ l y ^ <_y bi-ihtirdml, Disrespectful be-

haviour (m.c.). 
a eW-^ <_y bl-ihtiyaj, Having no wants, 
a t ^ * ^ ^ bi-ihtiydif, Heedless, uncircuin-

spect. 
a , _ y bi-ikhtiydr. Involuntary, forced, 

constrained ; without self-possession or con-
trol; madly in love (m.c.). 

a A^jLjaU ^ bi-ijchtiyardna, Unwillingly ; 
forced, compelled. 

« oj}^*5^ bi-ikhtiydrl, Helplessness. 
a ^y bl-ikkldsi, Unfriendliness. 
•>W biydd, Being awake, watchfulness, 

vigilance. 

a bi-adab, Uncivil, rude, ill-
mannered. 

^ bi-adabdna, Rudely, disrespect-
fully, indecently ; uncivil;—bi-adabdna waz\ 
An indecent, unbecoming action. 

bt-adabi, Ill-breeding, rudeness, 
incivility; presumption -,—bi-adabi kardan, 
To behave unmannerly, to commit a rude-
ness, <fcc. 

a ^ bi-idrdk, Without understand-
ing; unintelligent. 

A fti bi'dr (pi. of bi'r), Wells. 
biydr (imp. of dtmrd:tn), Bring thou. 

biydrdstan, To adorn; to invent a 
ficlion, to lie. 

bi'dr dm., Restless, unquiet, having 
no repose, in perpetual disquietude;—bi-
drdm-u-qardr, Restless and inconstant. 

bi'dr ami, Restlessness. 
<_y bi-arz, Worthless, valueless. 

baydrish, Regimen, cure. 
a ^y bi-arkdn, Immodest, uncivil, ill-

bred. 
fijW baydra, Any plant whose stalk does 

not grow erect, as cucumbers, melons, or 
pumpkins. 

jV? bi'dzdr, Iuuoxious, harmless, inof-
fensive. 

bi-dzarm, Shameless, brazen-faced. 
J*jWi buydzish, Consumption; infirmity. 
u-W biyds, Name of a very learned 

Brahman (S. vydsa ?). 
a bi-istifyzdr, Unpremeditated. 
a j^te^-l bi-istihqdq, Unjustly, unde-

servedly. 
biydstu, Yawning; fetid breath. 

a <_y bl-ishtibah, Undoubtedly ; true. 
a jM^^i ^ bi-ishfdq, Merciless, ruthless; 

impious. 
LAi\ bi-ashind, Friendless. 
a J«=i bi-asl, Unfounded ; causeless ; ig-

noble, mean ; the offspring of a free father 
and a slave mother ; unprincipled ; an idle 
talker. 

A baydz, Whiteness; blank book, 
commonplace book, note-book; a fair copy ; 
a geomantic figure;—baydzi tegh, The bril-
liance of a sword ;—baydzi khwur, A sun-
beam ; day j—ba-baya? burdan, To make a 
clean copy;—dar baydz uftddan, To be 
written out. 

a baydzi, An elegant poem. 
A SjkW bayatirat (pi. of baytar), Veteri-

nary surgeon*. 
a giM bl-ittild', Uninformed, ignorant. 
A bayyd1, A seller ; a broker ; an ap-

praiser ; an auctioneer. 
ajW^ or* bi-i'tibar, Contemptible; dis-

esteemed. 
a <_y bi-i'tibarl, Disesteem. 
a ^AXT^ fjt bl-i'tiddli, Injust ice; in-

equality. 
biydg&drid, Steeped in water or 

blood. 



biy aghdridan, To steep, soak ; to 
mix. 

yjifcViL^ biyaghdshtan. biydghash-
tan, To steep, soak; tv>».*]ix. 

(JAJ^W biydghdlidan, To stir up strife. 
a oV^ bi-aqrdn, Peerless, matchless. 
C^l ^ bi-dgdh, Ignorant, uninformed ; j 

unlooked-for ; careless, thoughtless, for-
getful. 

bi-dgdhi, Carelessness, thought-
lessness ; forgetf: lness ; want of informa-
tion. 

yji bi-dgahi, Carelessness, ignorance ; 
—bl dgahi, Unexpectedly. 

yW^W biydlbd/n, The language and cha-
racters which, according to Eastern tradi-
tion, were peculiar to those beings whom 
they suppose to have inhabited the world 
before the creation of man. 

a ^ bi-iltifdti, Incivility. 
a ei^rt ^ bi-ulfat, Unfriendly, unsocial; 

—bi-ulfat/, Want of attachment, unfriend-
liness, unsociableness. 

a yW ^ bi-amdn, Merciless, pitiless, un-
relenting, unsparing ;—hamchu zamdni bl-
amdni bild imhal, Like unrelenting time 
(giving) no delay. 

a bi-imtiyaz, Undiscerning ; ill-
bred, rude ;—bi-imiiydzi, Indiscretion. 

yA-U* biyamadan, To enter ; to come. 
a bi-imld, Incorrect ; unortho-

graphical. 
(j? bi-amejchtagi, Freedom from 

admixture. 
biyamekhtan, To mix, to mingle. 

bi-dmegh, Unmixed. 
baydn, A species of tiger. 

A baydn (v.n. of Being clear, 
distinct, manifest; speaking clearly and 
distinctly; declaration, assertion, affirma-
tion ; explanation, description; circumstan-
tial evidence ; perspicuity, clearness ; — 
baydn shudan, To be explained (m.c.) ;— 
baydn kardan, To explain, demonstrate, elu-
cidate, comment upon, illustrate, declare, 
to render clear, evident, manifest; to re-
late. 

y U ^ baydndn, Name of a contemptible 
race. 

a ^ bi-intizdmi, Disorder, mis-
government, mismanagement. 

a ^irt ^ bi-intihd, Immense, infinite, 
boundless. 

^ bi-anjdm, Infinite, boundless, 
endless. 

^jt bi-anddza, Immense, immeasur-
able. 

^ bi-anddm, Out of proportion ;— 
bi-anddmi, Disproportionateness. 

buandisha, Thoughtless, incon-
siderate; foolhardy. 

a ^ bi-insdf, Unjust ; — bi-insdfh 
Injustice. 

a ijLW-^ bi-inzibdti, Incontinence. 

a J^65* o* bi-infVdl, Shameless. 
a JV o* bi-auldd, Childless;—bi-aulddi, 

Childlessness. 
biyanuk, A reed from which mats are 

made. 
baydnwdr, Explanation, detail of 

items. 
w^* baydna, A town in India, whence in-

digo is brought;—biydna, An earnest, ad-
vance, pledge. 

baydwar, Work, business, employ ; 
— jty*4 1-v-

O^^rf biydwdn, A desert, solitude, 
jj^ai bay d war, Gain, profit. 

biyawardan, To contract (as the 
joints or muscles) ; to become irritated, to 
grow worse (a wound) ; to bring. 

sWi biy ah, Name of a river in Lahore. 
bi-dhang, Dissonant, discrepant, 

discordant; unprepared, without proper 
apparatus;—bi-dhangi, Discord. 

a bi-imdn, Without religion, or 
faith ; — bi-imdni, Irreligion ; dishonesty ; 
falseness, perfidiousness, faithlessness. 

a ^jt bi-buHs, Without cause or rea-
son, why or wherefore. 

a jW fjt bi-bdq, Complete, entire. 
a o*^ d* bi-bdqi, Without a balance, 

quits ; completion; — bi-bdqi sdkhtan. To 
complete. 

ksJW u* bi-bdk, Fearless, intrepid, bold; 
impudent -,—bi-bdk khirdm, Walking fear-
lessly, treading firmly. 

^ bi-bdkdna, Fearlessly, impu-
dently. 

<j> bi-baki, Fearlessness; froward-
ness, sauciness, impudence. 

i J^ o* bi-bdl-u-par, Unfledged ; power-
less, helpless; — bi-bdl-u-pari, Unfledged 
state ; powerlessness, helplessness. 

M bi bad, Without blemish, faultless. 
Jj^ ^ bi-badal, Without equivalent; 

matchless. 
y bi-bar, Without f ru i t ; barren, fruit-

less. 
dSy ^jt bi-barg, y ) ^Sy bi-barg-u-bar, 

Barren; poor. 
bi'bargi, Destitution, poverty. 

^ ^ bi-bas, Helpless ; uncontrolled ;— 
bi-basi, Helplessness; insufficiency. 

a bi-basar, Sightless, blind; with-
out foresight; improvident, imprudent. 

a cu^ya} bi-basirat, Blind, ignorant. 
J*} bi-baghal, Poor, destitute, empty-

handed. 
a ^ ^jt bi'baqd, Unstable, frail, transient. 
J? ^ bi-bal, Weak, wretched, poor. 
& ^ bi-bun, Bottomless, unfathomable. 
^ ^ bi-band, Insecure, not secured ; un-

fettered ;— bi-band-u-bast, Unsettled (as a 
country). 

JL^) ^ bi-bunydd, Groundless, un-
founded ; — bi-bunyadt, Groundlessness, 
want of foundation, 



W o* bi-baha, Invaluable, inestimable ; 
worthless, 

jW bi-bahdr, Out of season, inoppor-
tune, 

di bl-bahra, Destitute, indigent, de-
prived ; unfortunate, out of favour ;—chih-
ra'i bl-bahra, An unlucky, disagreeable 
countenance. 

i j j t bibi, A lady, a matron ; wife, mis-
tress of the house ; (for bih bih) well done ! 
bravo! 

I** ^ bi-bim, Fearless, intrepid, not 
afraid of 

) ^ us* bi-pd-u-sar, Without feet and 
head, utterly helpless, very poor and 
wretched. 

^ bi-pdyd,n, Immense, infinite, end-
less. 

o* bi-pidar, Fatherless ; an orphan ; 
son of a worthless father. 

J^rt us* bi-pargdr, Irregular; unprin-
cipled, of bad conduct. 

J^ ) y ^ bi-par-u-bdl, Mutilated, desti-
tute, without feather or wing; without re-
source. 

LS* bi-pardagi, Disgrace, dishonour. 
a j ; i bi-parda, Without veil; open, ex-

posed. 
W bl-parwd, Without fear, scruple, or 

reflection ; intrepid ;—bt-parwd shudan, To 
be bold, to have no fear or hesitation. 

i^lwi <d> bi-parwai, Carelessness, thought-
lessness, inattention, independence, indiffer-
ence. 

<3 bi-parhez, Incontinent, dissolute ; 
incautious; inattentive to medical advice ; 
—bi-parhezt, Incontinence ; indifference to, 
carelessness about, one's health. 

O^ji ^ bi-pazhman, Intimate, familiar ; 
—bi-pazhmdnl, Intimacy, familiarity ; free-
dom from melancholy, sadness, or fear. 

<jt bi-pazhmdy, High-spirited; cheer-
ful. 

o* bl-plr, Without spiritual guide ; 
vicious. 

^Jt bl-perdyagT, Absence of orna-
ment. 

^VH CS* bi-perdya, Unadorned (woman). 
A bait, A house, teIUpie, ed i fi ce, 

fabric ; a distich, verse, couplet;—baitu 
'l-hardm (baitu 'd-dula, baitu 'l-'atiq, baitu 
'llah), The temple of Mecca;—baitu 'l-hazn 
(baiti ahzdn), The house of grief (where 
Jacob mourned for Joseph);—baitu'l-khald, 
A privy;—baitu 's-saqar, Hell;—baitu 'sh-
sharaf, A sign of the zodiac; the highest 
mansion of a p l a n e t b a i t u 's-sanam, An 
idol-temple; — baitu 'l-'ariis, A bride-
chamber ; (met.) the temple of Mecca ;— 
baitu 'l-ghazal. The choicest verse of a 
poem ;—baitu yl-mdl (baitu 'l-anwdl), The 
treasury; the effects of one who dies in-
testate or without heirs ;—baitu 'Lma'mur, 
The heavenly prototype of the temple of 

I Mecca;—baitu 'l-muqaddas, Jerusalem; — 
| baiti shahrydr, The king's palace ;—baiti 

lankabut, A spider's web;—baiti fardgfc, A 
pi ivy;—baiti ma'muri shari'at, The taber-
nacle of justice. 

, ^ bi-td, Without a wrinkle ; beautiful. 
bit a (in Zand and Pazand), A house, 

v ^ * bi-tdb, Impotent, feeble, f a in t ; im-
patient, restless ; — bi-tdb shudan, To be 

| weak, impotent, restless ;—bi-tdb-u-tawdn 
kardan, To debilitate or render impotent. 

bi tabdna, Instan'ly ; voluntarily. 
bi-tdbi, Impatience; inability. 

H J ^ bi-tdl-, Out of time ; ill-timed. 
a ^ bi-ta' ammul, Inconsiderate ; 

thoughtlessly, without consideraiion or re-
flection. 

H bi-tdn, Out of tune. 
bitdna (in Zand and Pa?,and), A 

stranger. 
a baita-bait, From house to 

house. 
a ^ ^ bi-tahdshd, Rash, precipitate. 
a ^ bi-tahdshi, Fearlessness, rash-

ness. 
a jti^ ^ bi-tadbir, Incautious, unwitting, 

inconsiderate, improvident. 
a bi-tartib, Irregular, disorderly. 
a tjt bi-taraddud, Unhesitating. 
a yi-iyti' ^ bi-tashwish, Without mixture, 

J pure. 
a ^ bi-tasdi', Without trouble. 
a ^ bi-ta'alluq, Independent; — bi-

ta'alluqi, Independence, freedom. 
a tjtsjUif ̂  bi-tafdwut, Indifferent to every-

thing, careless, negligent. 
a ^ bi-taqrib; Without cause, with-

out apparent motive or reason ;—bi-taqrib u 
bi-waqt, Absurd and ill-timed. 

ft^s! ^ bi-taqsir, Without defect, or fail. 
a ^ bi-takalluf, Without ceremony, 

or compliment; unceremonious, frank ; 
abruptly; inconsiderately; all at once;— 
bi-takallufi, Unceremoniousness, frankness. 

a baital (abbreviation for baitu 'l-
mal), The public treasury. 

a ^toJ bait-lahm, bait-la ham, Beth-
lehem. 

a bi-tamannd, Free from desire, 
content ;—bi-tamannd'i, Contentment. 

a ^ bi-tamiz, Undiscerning, injudi-
cious ;—bi-tamizi, Want of judgment and 
discrimination. 

a tjt bi-tamyiz, Undiscerning; indis-
creet ; uupolite. 

bi-tan, Impersonal. 
J^* bi-tan-mal, Escheat, property 

devolving on the state through want of 
legal claimants. 

a bi-tauba, Impenitence. 
A baitutat (v.n. of Passing 

the night ; doing anything during the 
night. 

a t^y ^ bi-tawajjuh, Inattentive, regard-



lees, unkind ; — bl-tawajjuhi, Inattention, 
unkindness. 

jt bi-tuzakdna, Contrary to custom ; 
irregular. 

u s ^ y bi-toshagi, Scarcity of provi-
sions. 

Jt bi-tosha, Unprovided, poor, help-
less. 

a Jt bi-taujlq, Graceless, destitute 
of the directing grace of God. 

a t-Aiy bi-tawaqquf, Without delay. 
& jt bi-tah, Impatiently ; without a ves-

tige ; bottomless; an idle talker. 
j W Ji bi-timar, Unwatched, untended, 

unguarded, neglected, uncared for. 
ft jt bi-sabat, Without permanence; 

—bi-sabdti, Inconstancy, instability, fickle-
ness. 

bi-jd, Out of place, unseasonable, 
wrong; without cause or motive (m.c.). 

btjapur, Name of a city in India. 
bejad, BJ^tf bejdda, Amber ; a stone 

resembling a ruby; (met.) n igh t ; yellow, 
faded ;—bejdda shudan, To become \ el low, 
to fade; to err. 

s^ bejdda-db, Red, or yellow-
coloured ; wine. 

iiSiy bejdda-rang, Amber-coloured 
(wine). 

yjS bejdda-gun iegk. Blood-
stained Bword. 

s-J Bal^j bejdda-lab, Red or coral-lipped, 
a v * ^ bejdda-muzdb, Blood ; red 

wine ; saffron-coloured wine. 
bi-jdn, Lifeless; fa int ; valiant. 
bijdnagar, Name of a city in India. 
bi-jdni, Lifelessness ; faintness; 

trouble, disquietude. 
a ^jt bi-jar a? at, Lacking courage, 

timid. 
a bi-jurm, Faultless, innocent. 

bijalc, An invoice, a list. 
bi-jigar, Timid, chicken-hearted. 

a J W jt bi-jamdli, Want of beauty, 
homeliness. 

a bi-jawdb, Unable to reply, 
speechless. 

a bi-jauhar, Unskilful, ignorant. 
a bi-jihat, For no reason, for no 

cause, in vain (m.c.), 
jt bl-jiwa, Without quicksilver, un-

coated, unfoiled ;—dyina'i bl-jiwa,, A sheet 
of plate-glass (m.c.). 

( jUfj l^ bi-chdragdn, The helpless,unfortu-
nate. 

bi-charagl, Helplessness, necessity. 
Sj^rf bi-chdra, J ^ S J V ^ bi-chdrawdr, 

Without remedy ; remediless ; hopeless ; 
helpless, destitute, desperate, miserable, 
reduced to the last extremity. 

H J^RF bi-chal, Unprincipled. 
H bi-chdli, Misdemeanour, ill-be-

haviour. 
J> bi-chardgk, Without lamp or 

l igh t ; depopulated ; a desolated, unpeopled 
village. 

f*-*-®- jt bi-chashm, Eyeless. 
OŜ rtrf bi-chaq, Name of a village near 

Herat. 
bichand, A tree. 

bi-chuba, A small tent without 
poles. 

Oj^rst bi'Chun, Incomparable, unparalled ; 
inscrutable; inexplicable; pure, eternal, 
divine (one of the attributes of God); [&i-
chiin-u-chird, Ineffable and inscrutable;] — 
bi-chuni, Matchlessness, incomparablenesa 
(an attribute of God). 

baicha, A peculiar kind of roof 
which contributes much to the comfort of a 
winter habitation. 

bi-chiz, Poor, possessed of nothing; 
—bi-chizi, Poverty, destitution. 

Ojjj^*** biharzhun, probably misreading 
for o^U-a q.v. 

a ctviiU^ bi-hdshiyat, Without retinue, 
unattended. 

a J -W ^t bi-hasil, Fruitless, unprofitable, 
barren ;—bi-hasili, Unprofitableness. 

a J ^ r f bi-hal, Ill-circumstanced. 
a sA^ai bi-hijdb, Unveiled; immodest; 

—bi-hijabdna, Openly, shamelessly ; — bi-
hijdbi, Immodesty, indecency. 

a ^ jt bi-hadd, Boundless, immense, un-
bounded, infinite; immensely;—bi-hadd-u-
shumdr, Infinite and innumerable. 

a t-i^srt bi-harf, Without saying a word, 
without contradiction; doubtless; imme-
diately (mm.cc.). 

a jt bi-harakat, Motionless ; — bi-
harakati, Want of motion, immovability. 

a uw^ jt bi-hurmat, Disgraced, debased; 
—bi-hurmati, Disgrace. 

a (j-*- jt bi-hiss, Destitute of feeling; in-
sensible. 

a v L a . j ici-iiniiJ, Countless; inconsis-
tent. 

a yas- jt bi-hasr, Unrestrained, unlimited, 
infinite (m.c.). 

a jt bi-huzur, Absent, inattentive; 
disturbed; offended, irritated, enraged; 
[bi-huzur shudan, To be confused, irritated ; 
—bi-huzur kardan, To molest, to trouble ;] — 
bi-huzuri. Disquietude ; anger ; inattention, 
a want of presence of mind. 

a UAe- jt bi-hifaz, Impudent, indelicate. 
a ^ bi-haqiqat, Insincere; ungrate-

f u l ; insincerely. 
a jt bi-hukm, Without order or per-

mission. 
a ^ bi-hikmat, Unskilful. 
a fie- ^jt bi-hilm, Merciless, severe, incle-

ment;—bi-hilmi, Severity, inclemency. 
a ^t bi-hamiyat, Spiritless, das-

tardly, having no sense of honour;—bi-
hamiyati, Want of zeal or spirit. 

a <j*\f-Ji bi-haw ass, Bereft of sense. 



® us* bi-hayd, Impudent, shameless ;— 
bi-hayd'i, Impudence, effrontery. 

bekh, A root, origin; base, foundation; 
origin;—bekhi anjabdr, Bistort of snake-
weed (a herb);—bekhi. pashm, Flesh;—bekhi 
jamdz, Fern-root (considered a specific 
against worms) •,—bekhi mean, Liquorice ;— 
bekhi shab-bo, The herb Bennet;—bekh kar-
dan, To spread roots;—bekh Jcandan, To 
uproot;—bekhi kohl, Fennel ;—bekhi gazu-
ran, White hellebore (considered a strong 
vomitive); —beJchi-guli 1abbas, Jalap;— 
bekhi luff ah, Mandrake;—bekhi moy, The 
root of the hair;—bekhi nargis, The bulb of 
the narcissus. 

ju- J> bi'khdr, Without thorn; without 
fear, or anxiety. 

fri bekh-afgan, Throwing down trees. 
yUiU. ^ bi-khanman, yU i ^ bi-

khan-u-mdn, Without a domicile; a tra-
veller. 

jjUstf befch-dwar, Having many roots ; ivy. 
Jt bi-khdya, Without a testicle; a 

eunuch. 
a jt bi-khabar, Ignorant, uninformed ; 

incautious; without giving notice, unan-
nounced (m.c.) ; [bi-khabar shudan, To be 
unacquainted with, to have no information 
of;] —bi-khdbari, Ignoran ce; im prud ence. 

i^zsix* belshtan (imp. bez), To s i f t ; to en-
slave ; to render impotent, deprive of mo-
tion ; to become weak. 

a A«A jt bl-khutna, IJncircumcised ;—bi-
kfctitna manda, Left uncircumcised ; — bi-
khutna-mandagi, A being left, or a remain-
ing uncircumcised; uncircumcision. 

&J4- Jt bi-kharch, Without money or ex-
penses, without means, resourceless;—bi-
thdrchi, Want of money. 

^ o* bl-khirad, Destitute of judgment, 
dull. 

jt bi-khnrdagi, Lack of acumen, 
stupidity. 

i fiae* bl'khar-u-khdmind, Without 
master or owner. 

cs* bi'khizdn, Perennial, 
{j-*- jt bi-khass, bi-khas, Unpolluted, 
(jjju-abe* blkhastan, To be unfortunate and 

destitute; to be enfeebled; to take pri-
soner. 

afetrf bikhasta, Unfortunate, destitute; 
captive; a prisoner. 

baikhushi, Torn up by the roots 
(as a tree, &c ). 

a bi-khasm, Without an antagonist, 
a Uafc ^ bi-khata, Unerring. 
a^bsi bi-khatar, Free from danger ; safe; 

uninjured (m.c.). 
& ^ei bekh-kan, Tearing up by the roots; 

a judge (as extirpating thieves), a marauder 
(as destroying the subjects). 

^ behh-kani, Eradication, uproot-
ing. 

bikh^nsh, Dross of iron. 

a J^l ^ b i-khamir- may a, Un-
leavened. 

ft- Jt bi-khav, Without tares ;—bi-khav 
kardan, To root out the tares, to purify. 

bi-khwab, Sleepless ; — bi-khwdbi, 
Wakefulness, sleeplessness. 

•̂ -̂ ^afe-rt bi-khpdst, Voluntarily, sponta-
neously. 

ô ysfc** bi-khytani, Flavourless; insipi-
dity. 

u^^afee* bi-kkwdhish, Without inclination 
or spirit; without pursuit, object, or hobby-
horse. 

^ J 1 bi-khwud, Out of his senses, beyond 
himself, in ecstasy, enraptured, mad, in-
sane ; nonsense, absurdities, silly talk 
(m.c.) ; [bi-khwud bi-khwud, Foolishly, 
thoughtlessly (m.c.); — harfi bi-khwude za-
dan, To talk without knowledge (m.c.);]— 
bi-khwudi, Ecstasy, rapture; madness. 

ae-rf bi-khwuddna, Like one beside 
himself. 

jyafcaj bi-khwur-u-khwab, Disinclined 
to eat or sleep. 

a bi-khauf, Fearless of danger;— 
H-khauji, Fearlessness; security, uncon-
sciousness of danger. 

bi-khwesh, (j^My- jt bl-khweshtan, 
Friendless ; mad, insane. 

Asttt bikha, Weak, impotent, feeble, frail. 
a JWfctrf bi-khiydl, Thoughtless, inad-

vertently without purpose (m.c.). 
^ s - jt bl-khila, Purslain. 

bid, bed, A willow, rattan ; a mouse ; 
a moth which eats books or woollen cloths; 
useless, unprofitable ; name of an evil spirit; 
(for bawid and bashid) may ye be 1 [bidi 
khdm, A green branch; — bidi surkh, 
bidi tabari, A species of willow ;—bidi maj-
nun, The weeping willow ;—bidi mushk, 
Egyptian willow (Salix aygostomon) •,—bid-
wash larzdn, Trembling like the aspen ;— 
bar bid budani badrang, A cucumber (or 
orange) grows on the willow-tree, i.e. some-
thing wonderful comes to pass;]—bed (S. 
veda), The Vedas ; knowledge. 

A ̂  baid (v.n.), Perishing; being cut 
off;—bid (pi. of baidd), Deserts. 

baidd', A desert, an uninhabited 
dangerous region; name of a flat and exten-
sive tract between Mecca and Madina. 

a vj* bi-ddkhil, Not admitted, dis-
missed (as a claim, Ac.). 

bi-dad, Injustice ; unjust, iniquitous; 
name of a city in Turkistan. 

bv-dad-pesha, bi-dad-
kish, A practiser or worker of iniquity. 

bi-dadgar, bi-dadmand, 
bi-dadwand, A tyrant, an oppressor. 

bi-dadgari, bidadi, Injus-
tice, lawlessness, tyranny. 

bidar, Awake, waking; wakeful, at-
tentive ; play, sport;—bidar ddshtan, To 
keep awake ;—bidar shudan, To awake from 



sleep; to be vigilant, alert, attentive ;— 
biddr kardan, To awake, to rouse. 

w^.^Atf bidar-bakht, Of wakeful fortune. 
J j biddr-dil, Vigilant, alert, quick, 

sharp;—biddr-dili, Alertness, quickness, 
j** biddr-maghz, Prudent, intelligent. 

biddra, Timid; inflamed with love ; 
(for bizdra) fraud, deceit. 

Jbyb ^A^ biddr-ho sh, Whose intellect is 
awake. 

bldari, Wakefulness ; vigilance, at-
tention ; conscious;—chashmi biddri, (His) 
wakeful eye. 

bi-ddsht, Careless, negligent;— 
bi-ddeikti, Carelessness, inattention (particu-
larly not taking care of cattle). 

bi-ddgh, Without scar or freckle; 
spotless. 

bidam, Unjust ; injustice. 
Arf bid-anjir, The shrub Palma 

Christi. 
bi-danish, Ignorance ; ignorant;— 

bi-danishi, Ignorance; an unwise act, any-
thing inconsistent with one's profession, 

d^Ajrt bl-ddna, Seedless. 
bld-bdf, One who works on rat-

tans ; a basket-maker;—bid-bdji, The ;u't of 
weaving with rattans (as bottoms of chairs 
and panels of doors). 

4iSji -^i bid-barg, A willow-leaf ; an arrow 
whose head resembles the leaf of a willow; 
a spear. 

Arf Hd-bun, Willow-tree. 
bidpay, Name of a famous Indian 

philosopher, known to us by the name of 
Pilpay, and author of the celebrated col-
lection of fables which is best known to 
us by the Arabic version Kalila wa Dimna, 
and the Persian Anwdri Suhaili, and which 
itself is derived from the Sanskrit Pancha-
tantra and Hitopadesa. 

bidakk, bidakk, An excellent horse; 
fierce, untractable. 

bedukhl, The planet Venus. 
a bi-dakkl,Dispossessed; excluded; 

withholding, keeping back part of the re-
venue;—bi-dakhli, Exclusion, dispossession. 

A jArf baidar, A threshing-floor; a corn-
bin ; a stack of unthrashed corn. 

bl-dard, Painless; unfeeling, piti-
less, merciless ; -bl-dardt, Freedom from 
pain; unfeelingn^ss, inhumanity. 

(jfi-ijjLtf bi-darafsh, Name of a Turanian 
sorcerer and warrior, brother of Gargasar. 

ĵU^Arf bi-darmdn, Hopeless, remediless. 
i^&jjLtf bi-dirang, Without delay, sud-

denly, instantaneously; quick,alert,nimble, 
brisk. 

BJAJi bidara, A blacksmith's ditch (a 
round or square hole two feet in depth, 
where they place their anvils, round which 
they sit upon the ground, with their feet 
in the ditch). 

<ji bi-diregh. Undeniable, evident, in-

contestible, readily acknowledged ; unspar-
ing, ungrudging, unstinted, liberal; re-
morseless, ruthless, unpitying bi-diregh 
shudan, To receive no denial;—bi-diregh 
kardan, To agree, to grant without regret, 
not to refuse. 

bidistdn, Grove of willows, osier-
bed. 

ŷ -A*? bi-dastar, The beaver. 
\ 9 bi-dast-u-pd, Without power or 

authority; astonished, stupefied. 
bi-dastur, Ill-bred; without prece-

dent, unusual. 
o> J s / 5 ^ bl-da'wa, Free from claims. 
a baidaq (from P. pay ado), A pawn 

at chess;—baidaqi sim, A star. 
ijtS bid-kash, A kind of weapon. 
Vsl Atf bid-giyd, A sort of artichoke. 

bi-dil, Heartless, dispirited, out of 
heart ; pusillanimous; love-sick; ignorant; 
melancholy, dejected, sad, stupid. 

bedild, bldald, Vain words, idle talk. 
bi-dildna, In a spiritless or heart-

less manner. 
^Atf bi-dili, Heartlessness ; cowardice. 

bi-damdgh, Braiuless; ill-tempered, 
easily provoked, irritable, testy, impatient; 
—bi-damdg&i, Impatience, irritability. 

JUA^ bld-mdl, Rubbing the rust from a 
sword or mirror with a willow stick. 

uAA* bld-mushk, bid-mosh, 
Name of a fragrant shrub. 

f*^ bi-dami marddn, Without the 
breath (spent in prayer) of (holy) men, i.e. 
saints, 

bi-dumi, Absence of tail. 
^ A i j ^ bi-dandan, Toothless;—bi-danddn 

shudan, To lose the teeth. 
bi-dawd, Beyond remedy, incurable, 

jVjAtf bedivdz, A mountain in Transoxania. 
•J^A^ ,_s» bi-durbash, Without hindrance, 
Ĵ Ajj} bi-daul, Shapeless; uneducated, ill-

bred. 
^JA*} bi-dos, Innocent, faultless (little 

used). 
a oijA ^ bi-daulat, Unfortunate, un-

happy ; incapable ; ill-conditioned ; — bi-
daulati, Bad luck, misfortune, 

OjArf Udun, Without. 
AijAjj) bidwand, A stone used medicinally. 
a ^ bi-dahshat, Undismayed, un-

appalled. 
(jfiij J aa^ bi-duhul-raqs (dancing without 

a drum or tabor), Who talks out of place. 
( ^ J ^ bl-dahan, Unable to speak; a 

poor orator. 
bide, A willow, a single willow. 

a ^ bi-diydnat, Irreligious, unjust. 
^ bl-dida, Blind; saucy; ungrate-

ful. 
a bi-din, Irreligious, heretical; an 

infidel. 
bizdra, Fraud, deceit (see S^A^), 

a ji** baizaq (from P. pay add), A road-



guide; a foot-soldier ; a pawn at chess ; a 
commander; a falcon. 

<_s* bi-zauq, Tasteless, insipid ;—bi-
zauql, Tastelessness, insipidity. 

jrf bir, Lightning; thunder; a thunder-
bolt : a deluge ; a bed, bed-clothes; a hand-
some vest; learning by heart. 

A & bi'r, A well, a pit. 
H j i t bir (S. bhrdtri), A brother; (S. vira) 

a hero, an athlete; (S. badara) the frui t of 
the jujube-tree. 

T bir (y bir), One. 
^V* bir ad, Old, decrepit, impotent. 
jW beraz, The horn of any animal, 
te-^yst bvrdeta, A village abounding in 

palms. 
bairdq, A standard, ensign ; a troop. 

"̂Ailprt bairaq-ddr, A standard-bearer, 
cornet. 

H bairdgi (S. vairdgl, nom. of vm-
ragin), A Hindu mendicant and penitent, 
who, having forsaken the world, leads a 
wandering life, 

T bairdm, A Muhammadan solemn 
festival. 

oW berdn (for werdn), Desolate. 
berdna- (for werdna), A place full of 

ruins. 
bi-rdh, A devious path, a by-road ; 

a wanderer, who deviates, errs, or loses 
the way ; astray ; unprincipled, dissolute; a 
courtezan ; anger; misdeeds, unbecoming 
acts;—bi-rdh shudan, To wander, stray, 
deviate. 

^ bi-rdh-shawa, Wandering, stray-
ing. 

^rtA bl-rdha, = q.v. 
^ ^ bi-rahi, Deviation from the right 

way;—bi-rdhi har dan, To be guilty of 
excess. 

a ^ bi-ra'y, A fool, idiot, imprudent 
man. 

a bi-rabt, Irregular, undisciplined. 
blrbusha (Zand and Pazand), A 

cucumber. 
B f^tpA birbhum, Name of a district in 

Bengal. 
a V> Jt bi-ratba, Without dignity or 

rank; worthless. 
a f*-) ji bi-rahm, Merciless, cruel, savage; 

—an bl-rahmi qdti'u 'r-rahim, That pitiless 
wretch who abandons parents and relatives ; 
—bl-rahmi, Hardness of heart, cruelty. 

)yti Uraz, A fuller's beetle. 
birzad, berzad, Iron filings ; solder ; 

galbanum. 
fij^j? birza, berza, jfca birzay, berzay, Gal-

banum, 
jkae ^ bl-rustdyi 'id, Innocent mirth. 
a j ^ fn-rcmni, Irregularity. 
a (j)-} ^ bi-rasan, Without a halter ; disso-

lute ; ill-compacted. 
ufb^ j> bi-rashh, Unambitious; spiritless, 
a ^ j j j bl-riza, Without leave. 

a .J;*? bairaq, A standard, flag, pennant, 
colours; a troop;—bairaqi nur, Peep of 
dawn. 

o* bl-rag, Heartless, without emula-
tion. 

Ai^srf birgand, Name of a city. 
IV* bairam, A kind of silken stuff;— 

blram, A dish of kidney (unsupported by 
examples). 

A. bairam, A gimlet; liquid collyrium 
a long stone; a hoe, a pickaxe. 

Qjet birun (for birun), Out, with-
out. 

birinjdsb, The plant southern-
wood. 

bi-rang, Colourless; dishonest; the 
sketch or outline (of a picture), the plan (of 
an edifice) ; the Divine essence divested of 
attributes. 

bi-ru, Shameless, scurrilous; bold, 
rash, inhuman ; a purse. 

jt bl-rawdn, Lifeless, inanimate. 
j>\)y*Z bi-rawd'i, Without splendour, 

lustreless. 
A bairut, A maritime city in Syria. 
Sj^rf biriij, The herb mallows. 
)D <-5* bi-roz, Unfortunate; a green stone 

of little value. 
a Sjjys* blrozaj (for P. piroza), A tur-

quoise. 
<J* bl-rozgdr, Without occupation or 

livelihood. 
birozan, A precious stone; a load. 

S j jb i roza , A garment for daily wear. 
j> hi-rozl, Destitute of daily bread. 
Ji bi-raughani, Want of oil. 

Ojya* birun, berun, Without, out of doors; 
exterior, extrinsic, foreign; the outside ; 
from, a great way from ;—birun dmadan, 
To come out, sally forth ; to revolt;—birun 
awardan {burdan), To bring out, extract, 
draw from;—birun jiristadan, To send 
abroad, to emit, send out, despatch away;— 
birfmi qal'at, The ramparts and ditch, the 
outskirts of a fortress (m,c.) ;—birun kar-
dan, To extract, draw forth, lead out, export, 
throw out, eject; to except, exclude ;—az 
birun, From without;—dar birun, Outside, 
out of doors. 

birun-dmadagl, A turning ou t ; 
a projection, prominence, protuberance. 

fiypi biruntar, More foreign or external. 
^ C x - ^ y y ^ birun-jastagl, Saliency. 

blrun-sard, Not stamped at a 
mint. 

birun-shau, Termination, exit. 
Aiyrf biruna, An outside garment, a cloak. 
^Jtf* birfmi, External; the outside; a 

shirt, a shif t ; excluded, excepted. 
( j - i ^ birunin, External. 

bira, A wimble, an auger; a mouth-
ful, chew ; name of a fortified place on the 
Euphrates;—bira'i pan, A chew of betel-
leaves offered to a departing visitor. 



q} bera-zan, An earthen pan for 
baJnng. 

CjWe, a* bi-rahmumdn, Without a road-
guide. 

(J> bi-rahi, = ^ q.v. 
biri, A bed ; a cushion, a carpet. 

a bi-riyd, Sincere ; sincerity ; sin-
cerely ;—bi-riya% Sincerity, candour. 

a Vr^rf bi-raib, j s-i) ^ bi-raib-u-riyd, 
Without doubt, indubitably. 

u 4 ^ bi risk, Beardless. 
^Mjei bi risha, Without fibres, fibreless. 

bit-in, Fetid water: 
jtn bez, biz (imp. of bekhtan, bikJLtan}, Sift 

thou; (in compos.) sifting ; stricken. 
bizdr, Free, clear; absolved ; healed; 

wearied, disgusted;—-bizdr shudan, To have 
an aversion,.loaithe, abhor, detest; to be free 
from fault or debt ; to become languid or 
low-spirited, to despair ;—bizdr kardan, To 
fatigue, vex, disguBt. 

bizdra, Magnanimous ; a lover; 
b-lzdri, Yexati on; anger, ill-humour, 

displeasure; unconcern, indifference; a 
royal diploma; a charter of liberty, a letter 
of manumission, 

(jWj ^ bi-zabdn, Without a tongue ; mute, 
dumb. 

ijf buzabani, Dumbness, silence. 
a ut^^-ysi bl-zahmat, Easy (m.c.). 

bi-zar, Moneyless; a miser; avari-
cious. 

bi-zar-iharid, (Obtaining) without 
purchase. 

tsjj bi-zari, Poverty, lack of money. 
,_5» bi-zang, Free from rust, untar-

nished. 
•Xjj* 9 v) ist bi-zan-u-farzand, Without 

wife or child. 
cŝ  bi-zinhdr, Who gives no pardon 

or security. 
bl-zani, Bachelorship. 

a j V j bi-mwdl, Unchangeable, im-
perishable. 

a jjyti bi-zor, Weak, impotent, 
tfjjyrf blzon, A bison (m.c.), 
aybyrf bi-zdhra, Without bile ; good-tem-

pered, patient, forbearing; indefatigable; 
shameless. 

j s-^j bi-zib-u-zinat, Ugly, awk-
ward, inelegant. 

(j^tyrf bizidan, bezidan, To sift. 
itfyrt bi-zin, Unsaddled. 

bezhan, Name of a hero (son of Gev 
and nephew of RuBtam). 

bezhanwdr, (A hero) like Bezhan. 
bezha, Pure, genuine; special, pri-

vate. 
^j^s-L. ^ bi-saffliiagi, Sincerity, artless-

ness. 
^ bi-sdkhta, Undisguised, plain, 

artless. 
jL. } ft* ^ bi-sdz+u-samdn, 

Unprepared, unaccoutred; useless. 

tj* bi-samdn, Poor ; restless, dis-
turbed ; wicked ; disproportioned ; stupid ; 
—sari bis dm,an, A brainless head, a dunce, 
a dunderhead. 

bi-sdmdni, Poverty ; disturb-
ance ; calamity. 

—baisdn. Name of a place. 
a s—!—si bi-sabab, Causeless, without mo-

tive. 
fo-sfpas, Ungrateful, 

o—ti hist, Twenty ; injured, damaged ; 
—best, Stand ! stop ! wait! 

bistdkhf Impudent, shameless, rasb. 
bestdr, Superfluous ; such a person. 

(JSft^ ^ bi-sitdragan, Without stars, 
starless (night). 

t^i bi-sitdra, Unfortunate, ill-starred. 
bisitdn, Passed, gone by (plur.). 

^y^ju-ei bi stag dni, A monthly pension, 
which used to be paid upon the twentieth 
day ; wages; pay (of an army). 

«} bisiagi, Impunity ; the leprosy. 
bistum, The twentieth. 
bistun (bi-suiun, Without pillars), 

Name of a mountain in Persia; the hea-
vens. 

-frt bisti, A Persian coin; (in Hindu-
water-carrier. 

bistin, The twentieth, 
g—rf bi-saj, Shapeless, ill-made. 

f j t bi-sukhun, Dumb, silent; doubt-

j~si bi-sar, Headless; peerless ;—besar, A 
hawk. 

ft~±\j~ ^ bi-sardfsdr, Ill-tempered, evil-
disposed ; unfit, incapable; inattentive, 
negligent. 

besurak, besardk, A young and 
strong camel; a camel's colt two years old; 
a young camel whose dam is Arabian and 
sire double-hunched ; an ass ; a mule. 

oV* bi-sardn (wit hout masters), Persons 
who attain eminence without parental in-
struction. 

bi-surmagi, A want of colly-
rium ; a neglect of the application of colly -
rium to the eyes. 

j j - j } bi-sar-u-pd, Without head or 
feet ; weak, powerless, totally destitute; 
immethodical; a circular shell or bead. 

) y* <_s» bi-sar-u-diVi, Absence of mind. 
bi'Sar-u-sdmdn, Unfurnished, 

destitute, helpless; confused, intricate; de-
plorable ; depraved, villainous ; mean, gro-
velling ; dirty, unclean; wicked, impudent, 
lascivious. 

ni besra, A sparrow-hawk, merlin; a 
mule. 

a uwoU- ^ bisa'adat, Unfortunate ; un-
happy. 

a uyC. bi-sukun, Restless, always on 
the move. 

a ^t bi sikka, Unstampt (coin) ; with-
out respect or esteem, without freshness or 



beauty; one who has no right to coin 
money; hence powerless, dependent. 

a ^ bi-saliqagi, Inexpertness, awk-
wardness ; want of taste. 

A JI bisallqa, Immethodical; inex-
pert ; wanting in taste. 

tJ—t) began, Deadly poison. 
ji bi-sang, Without weight or 

gravity; without respect or influence. 
a ^y* jt bi-mwad, Without learning, 

unlettered. 
a J V Jt bi-suwal, Who begs or asks of 

no one. 
bestir, Name of a city. 

jy Ji bl'Soz, The extinguisher of a'candle. 
jyyA bi-sui, Without reference to (local) 

direction ; not limited. 
a bi-strati, Bad conduct, lawless-

ness, impiety. 
beak, Much; more; great; good, 

proper; best; well; excellent, elegant; de-
lightful ; [besh az in chi kunad (hushdyad), 
What more can he do, or can be done ;]— 
bisk, Name of a poisonous plant resembling 
ginger. 

a a&Ia jj? bi-sJidhid, Without evidence, 
unwitnessed. 

a AJU. ^ bi-sha iba, Without doubt. 
W besh-bahn. Of great price or value. 
jW* besh-bahdr, 'Serapervivum, house-

leek. 
a ^ bi-shubha, Without doubt; un-

doubted. 
besktar, Often er, for the most pa r t ; 

more; broader; longer; exceeding;—du 
chix yd beshtar, Two or more things. 

beshltartn, The -most, the greatest. 
a L-ij*" ^ bi-skaraf, Without honour or 

dignity ;—bi-sharaji, Dishonour, indignity. 
fr* Ji bi-skarm, Shameless, indecent. 

Jt bi-sharmi, Immodesty, shameless-
neBS. 

a jy* <jt bi-shu'-ur, Ignorant, unconscious-; 
a blockhead ; — bi-shu'tiri, Ignorance, stu-
pidity. 

u ^ (ji-rf besh-farofrh, Who sells out. 
a ^ bl-shafqai, Pitiless, harsh, un-

kind. 
a besh-qimai, A high value ox-

price; valuable. 
a ^ bi-shakk, s-ij j ^ bi-shakk-

u-raib, . ^ bi-sJiakk-u-shubha, 
Without doubt, doubtless; without ques-
tion, unquestionably, 

jt&a-a beshJcar, Unremunerated labour. 
js bi-shukuh, Fearless; uncomplain-

ing. 
bi-shahih, Impatient. 

beshkin, Honorific -names of the 
poets Nieami and Farya'bi. 

JUA ^ bi-tshumdr, Innumerable. 
\j*y (j4*} bigh-mosh (also fdratu *l-bish), A 

mouBe which lives amongst the roots of the 
plant bisk (see u ^ ) . 

) besh-n-kam, More or less; a 
moderate quantity. 

<j|A ^jt bi'shuy, 'Husbandless. 
{Jy* jt bi-ehui, A maiden state, celi-

bacy. 
bisha, besha, A forest, wood, wild, 

uncultivated country ; a country overgrown 
with reeds and the like; a shepherd's pipe; 
—bisha'ibi-toska, The nook of poverty. 

ijA-rt beshi, Excess, increase. 
A (j^t bats, bis, Adversity, calamity ; con-

fusion; difficulty, straits. 
a jt%i-sabr, Impatient, not brooking 

delay. 
a jt bi'sabri, Impatience, restless-

ness. 
a ji bi+sadd, Dumb, returning no 

echo; noiseless (m.c.). 
a My ,jt bi-'sarfa, Useless, inconsiderate ; 

nonsense. 
a fi jt bi-sarfa-go (-gu), An idle 

talker. 
a ciU jt bi-saldh, Ill-ad vised, headstrong. 
a Jftfi- bi-saiqal, Unpolished, unfur-

bished. 
A EARF bai? (v.n.), Laying an egg; be-

coming intense (heart); a swelling on the 
fore-foot of a horse; a mark fixed to 
public writings by the magistrate or any 
principal officer ; (pi. of baizat) eggs -,—biz 
(pi. of ftaifa'), Fair women; bright swords; 
—ayydmu 'Ubi?, The -12th and 13th (or, 
according to some, the 13th, 14th, and 
15th) days from the new moon, as being 
the brightest. 

A baizd1 (fem. of abyaz), White ; 
bright, clear, dlean, pure ; the sun ; a fair 
woman; name of a town in Persia and 
several other places;—ummi baizd', A 
boiler, kettle ;—mandra'i 'baizd', The white 
tower (of Damascus where the Muhamma-
dans believe that Jesus Christ descended 
from 'heaven). 

a jj} bi-zdbitagi, Irregularity. 
a ^jt bi'Zdbita, Irregular, contrary to 

rule. 
a ^ W ? baizdbi (for baizawi), A species of 

Persian writing where the curvatures of 
the letters are oval. 

a baizdna, The official mark of ,a 
superior officer ; the perquisites^of a magis-
trate for marking public papers. 

a jt 'bi-zabt, Irregiilar, unrestrained, 
wanton. 

Lij j ^ bi-zabt'U-rabt, Without order 
or eonnection. 

A. Â SRF baizat, baiza, An egg; a testicle; a 
helmet; the middle of anything, especially 
of a house or city; (also bizat) name of a 
town ; [baizd'i atishin (dftdb, aftdk, charkh, 
sipahr), 'The sun;—baiza afgandan (an-
dakktan), (met.) To fear ;—baiza'i alwdn, 
Coloured eggs for children to play with ; 
—baiza bar awardan, To castrate ;— 



baiza parwardan, To hatch, or to brood ;— 
baiza'i khaki, The terrestrial globe ;—baiza 
dar db, An egg in which the bird has not 
begun to be formed ; boiled;—baiza dar 
kuldh, An egg which jugglers conceal in 
their cap ; the human heart;—baiza dar 
kuldhi (bar sari, dar afsari) kase shikastan, 
To break an egg in one's hat (upon one's 
head) ; (met.) to put to shame, to make one 
a laughing-stock;—baiza'i zar (sarrln), An 
ancient Persian coin (so called from its 
elliptical form) ; the sun ;—baiza'i subh, 
The sun;—baiza'i 'ambar, A grain of amber; 
—baiza'i fuldd, A steel bead ;—baiza'i qu'l, 
An ostrich-egg —baiza'i kdfur, Snow; the 
sun ; the moon; lightning ;—baiza kardan 
musht, To clench the fist;—baiza'i mdhi, 
Fish-spawn; — baiza nihddan, To lay an 
egg 5—baizahd'i zwrin, The stars ;]—Mzat, 
A white kind of light soil. 

a or4** baizamy, Oval, elliptical; made 
of eggs, relating to eggs; name of Abu 
Sa'id, a native of the city of Baizah, and 
author of a celebrated commentary on the 
Qur'an. 

uSjW baiza-bazi, A game played with 
egg8 by children. 

a baizagar, Oviparous. 
a baizl, Whiteness, purity. 
AjUajrf baitdr, A horse-doctor; a veterinary 

surgeon. 
a jt bl-tdqat, Without power, impo-

tent ; — bi-tdqat-U'tab shudan, To be de-
prived of all power. 

a (^Us bi-taqati, Impotency, imbecility. 
a ^jt bi-tdli', Luckless, unfortunate ; 

—bi-tali'l, Ill-luck, misfortune, adversity. 
a bi-tardwati, Want of moisture 

or sap; siccity. 
a pA bl-tarah, Unmannerly, uncivil, 

uncouth; badly. 
a Aî L ^jt bt-taraf-dar, Of no party, im-

partial, uusectarian ;—bi-taraf-ddrl, Impar-
tiality. 

a bait art, The veterinary ar t ;— 
baitarl kardan, To practise farriery. 

a ^ bi-ta'm, Without flavour, insipid ; 
without food. 

a s-Ji. bi-talab, Uncalled, unsought, 
unrequested. 

Wj y s - ^ J>. U-talab-u-rajd, Without 
request or petition. 

a £•!> ji bl-tam', Not covetous; disin-
terested. 

a ji bi-tama'i, Disinterestedness. 
a bi-taur, Ill-mannered ;—bi-taiiri, 

Unmannerliness, rudeness. 
a ji bi-zarf, Without the power of 

containing. 
A bai' (v.n.), Selling; sale; buying 

and selling; commerce; [bai1 dadan, To 
pay the price or earnest-money ; — bai' 
zadan, To strike a bargain;—bai' kardan, 
To sell, to buy ; to trade, to traffic;—bai' u 

shard, Buying and selling; commercial 
transaction ;]—biy a' (pi. of bl'at), Christian 
churches. 

ji bl-'dr, Without reproach, blame-
less, faultless. 

a c^-jiU ^ bl-'aqibat, Lost ; unhappy. 
aiiUjo bai'dna, Earnest-money; advance. 
a jt bi-'ibrat, Unwarned by example, 

unawed. 
A bai'at, Inauguration, salutation, 

or acknowledging the authority of a great 
man; swearing allegiance; homage, fealty; 
[bai'at bastan (raftan), (in the language 
of the Sufis) To become one's pupil;— 
—bai(at dadan, To stipulate, to give the 
hand upon making an agreement; to ad-
minister the oath of loyalty or fealty;— 
bai'at shikastan, To break faith or the oath 
of allegiance; — bai'at kardan, To agree 
with, to receive a promise or pledge for the 
settling of a bargain; to promise or plight 
loyalty or fealty;] — Wat, A Christian 
church. 

a ^ jt bl-'add, ÂC ^ bi-'adad, Countless, 
innumerable. 

a J^us* bl-'adl, Unjust, lawless, 
a J * ^ (ji bi-'adil, Incomparable, un-

equalled. 
a wpyc jt bi-'izzat, Inglorious, dishonour-

able. 
a ijfy* bl-'izzatl. Dishonour. 
a Jac jt bl-aql, Without judgment or 

intellect; infatuated ; foolishly. 
a t J i bi-'aqli, Want of sense and 

understanding; infatuation ; levity, foolish-
ness. 

a (jvit ^ bi-'aks, Unreflected; without 
counterpart, peerless. 

a (j^il^ bi-'ilaqagi, Want of con-
nection. 

a ^ bi-'ildqa, Unconnected. 
a uulc ,jt bi-'illat, Without cause or 

reason; safe, secure, free from accident; 
independent. 

a bai'-ndma, A bill of sale. 
a c^Uxt ^jt bi-'indyat, Unkind, rude; reck-

less, unconcerned. 
a s-^c ^ bl-'aib, Without blemish, fault-

less. 
baighd, A parrot. 

baighdr, baighdra, Reproach, 
reproof, chiding. 

J'lA^ bighdl, A short spear, demi-lance, 
pike. 

a ^ bi-gkayat, ^ Jt bl-ghaya, 
Endless. 

jLJ: ^jt bi-gfaubdr, Not reached by the 
dust (heaven). 

a ^jti jt bl-gharaz, Disinterested; inde-
pendent ; indifferent. 

a bi-gharazdna, Sincere, pure; dis-
interested ; sincerely. 

a ^ j t jt bi-gharazi, Disinterestedness. 
jt bi-ghashsh, j jt bbghashsh-



u-g&ill, Without hatred or dissimulation ; 
without deceit; a sincere friend. 

a ^ bi-ghamm, bi-gham, bi-
ghamdna, Without grief or anxiety; free 
from sorrow ; at ease, unconcerned. 

a bi-ghammi, bi-ghami. Freedom 
from sorrow. 

a jjfc ^ bi-ghaur. Shallow ; inconsiderate. 
( = q-v-)> Corner, hole, cave. 

bigha, Fuel, fire-wood. 
^ai baigjii, Removal, repulse. 
a ^jt bi-ghair at. Spiritless ; a cuckold. 
a fi.xfti*} bi-fd'ida, Wi thout advantage ; 

useless, unprofitable ; ineffectual. 
^ bi-farzdna, Ignorant, unwise. 

iji bi-farzand, Bereaved (parent). 
bi-farmdn, Not subject to any-

one's order or command. 
a bi-f urugh, Wi thout success ; in-

conclusive. 
^ farangi) bi-farhang, The 

imprudent Franks (or Christians in gene-
ral). 

a bi-fikr, Thoughtless, rash; content; 
—bi-jikri, Freedom from care; thought-
lessness, unconcern. 

fl o^V b'i-fahmi, Slowness of apprehen-
sion. 

a bi'fahmid, Slow in comprehend-
ing. 

a (/tArf bl-faiz, Unprofitable, possessing 
but not bestowing (as a learned man who 
does not communicate his knowledge, or a 
rich man from whose wealth no one receives 
advantage). 

y^s* bi-qabu, Without res t ra in t ; secure. 
a bi-qd'ida, Without order ; irre-

gular; without foundation. 
a J^rf bi-qdl, Dumb, speechless. 
a bi-qadr, Without dignity ;—bi-

qadri, Worthlessness ; disesteem. 
a LS* bi-qadam, Without a footing, un-

fortunate. 
a bl-qarar, Inconstant, unsettled, 

variable; impatient, passionate; afflicted, 
impotent. 

a bi-qardri, Instabili ty, restless-
ness. 

a ^ j * ^ bi-qarina, I r regu la r ; peerless, 
incomparable. 

a j Xai ^ bi-gasd-u-ikhtiydr. Unin-
tentional, involuntary; unwillingly ; sud-
denly ; casually, accidentally. 

aj^eErf bi-qusur, Without defect, without 
fail; completely, entirely ; faultless, inno-
cent. 

yft&tf beqatun, Proper name of a man. 
a bi-qal% Untinned (as a pot), 
a Jj2*} bi-qanl, Regardless of one's word, 

faithless, perfidious. 
a (jAA* bi-qiyds, Incomprehensible; im-

mense, infinite, inexplicable, contrary to the 
common order of things, abnormal. 

a AArf bl-qaid, Unrestrained, irregular ;— 

bi-qaidi, Unrestrainedness ; (moral) aban-
donment. 

a ^ bi-qimat, Inestimable ; worth-
less. 

a u ^ r f bi-yaqiriy Certain, for certain. 
ba-yak, To one, with one;—ba-yak 

nim nihad, He left it half-finished. 
bi-kdr, bi-kdra, Wi thout em-

ployment or profession; an idle, lazy 
fellow, vagabond, vagrant ; incapable of 
work, useless. 

ft ijt bi-Jcdr raftan, Dolce far niente, 
otium cum dignitate (m.c.). 

ijft-ti bi-kdrl, Want of employment, 
idleness. 

bi-kdm, Disappointed. 
ft ba-yak bar, At once; suddenly. 
a iSj*^! bi-kibri, W a n t of pride, modesty, 

humility. 
Mj usW ba-yak rah, At once; at one stroke. 

bl-kardn, Immense, unbounded, 
t r ^ r f bi-kas, Friendless, dest i tute; an 

orphan;—bi-kasdna, Friendless; in a friend-
less manner ;—bi-kasl, A friendless condi-
tion, solitude. 

y » ^ bi-kas-u-gu (go), Utterly-
friendless, destitute of companions. 

bi-kafsh, Shoeless, barefoot. 
bi-kafshi, Bareness of fee t ; want 

of shoes, discalceation. / 
a bi-kafan, Unshrouded; — bi-

kafani, Burial of an unshrouded body. 
ft^t baikam, A portico, vestibule, veran-

dah. I 
ui—tf j fS bi-kam-u-kast, Without in-

crease or diminution, without defect ; com-
plete, perfect, entire; accurate. I 

x^ti baikand, A city built by Jamshed. 
bi-kai, Without period. 

T beg, A lord, a prince ; title put af ter 
the names of servants and pettjp officials 
(m.c.);—begd-begi, Lord of lords,,prince of 
princes. ^ 

soV -̂j} bigdda, Averse from women, impo-
tent. 

ftLi begar, Employing anyone without a 
remuneration ;—begdr giriftan, To force one 
to work without pay. 

bigdra, Impotent. 
Jj&V^L* begdnagi, The situation of a 

stranger or person unknown; the being a 
stranger or alien; foreignness ; hostility. 

begdna, Unknown, a foreigner, 
stranger, alien;—big and u khwesh, Strangers 
and relations, foreigners and natives. 

beganct'bum, Of unknown or 
foreign lands. 

j ^ i •iil̂ L? begana-nihad, Of a strange 
nature or disposition. 

big ah, Unseasonable ; delay; even-
ing. 

bi-giran, Inestimable, infinite. 
8jf j iiCrf beg zada, Beg's son, young noble-

man (m.c.). 



jt bl-gazand, Unharmed, unblemished. 
f j ^ f i Jt bi-gazandagi, Freedom from 

hurt. 
T beglar begi, Prince of princes 

(m.c.). 
T fXat begam, A lady of rank (related to 

beg, as khdnam to khan). 
tjU^rf bi-gumdn, Without doubt. 

bi-gumani, Certainty. 
baigan, MSL^ baigand (= )MS kundiz, 

q.v.), Name of a city in Turkistan (see 

bi-gunah, Innocent, guiltless, harm-
less ;—bi-grmdhi, Guiltlessness, innocence. 

i j f i <JJ» bi-gu'i (go'i), = ^ ^ ^ q.v. 
big ah, Ill-timed ; delay ; evening; 

( = q.v.) a lady of rank. 
H AgC) bigha, A measure of a third of an 

acre. 
J*t bel, A shovel, spade ; an oar, a 

paddle; the loins; a basket for carrying 
away rubbish; a gunner; a gardener, a 
vine-dresser; (in Zand and Pazand) a well; 
—bel zadan, To work with a spade ;—beli 
kiehti, An oar. 

H bel, An Indian fruit containing in 
a hard shell a pulp resembling the apricot 
in flavour. 

held, Money to be distributed in 
charity. 

j^jt bild-barddr, One of the retinue of 
a great man who scatters money amongst 
the populace, an almoner. 

j*** beldq, A flower; a garden; a cool 
grot. 

bitdk, A gift, a present (pi. bildkdt 
and bildk-ha). 

bilay (in Zand and Pazand), A 
well. 

a ^ W 5 jt bi-libdsf, Nakedness, nudity. 
A^Vt belcha, A hoe, a small mattock. 
a bl-lihaZy Inattentive, indiscreet, 

ill-bred. 
jljlat bel-dar, A digger, delver; a pioneer, 
yj J*? bel-zan, Who works with a spade 

(as a gardener, Ac.). 
belasta, The fingers ; a kind of rose. 

a oiUJL* bl-latdfat, Unpleasant, harsh. 
a ^ bi-luif, Unkind, ungracious; 

inelegant ; insipid, vapid ;—bi-lutfi, Un-
kindness ; inelegance ; unpleasantness. 

^Ul^i bilaghdn, Name of a province and 
town in Turkistan (prob. for q.v.). 

o-ALrf blluft, Name of the planet Venus. 
biyalfakhtan, To gain, to collect. 

JuiJkVrf bilfakhand, A collection, assembly. 
bailqan, Name of a city in Armenia 

Major, near the ports of the Caspian Sea; 
name of a district in Persia. 

^ULt bailqdni, Of or belonging to Bail-
qan. 

bailak, A royal mandate ; title-deeds ; 
a two-headed arrow ; — bilak (also 
bWk), Wise counsel, good advice ;—belak, 

A hoe or small spade; a kind of arrow 
resembling a small spade. 

Jt bi-ligdm, Unbridled; licentious, 
intemperate. 

A yUi^ bailamdn, Name of a place in 
Tarnan; also one in India or Scinde cele-
brated for its swords. 

Ve) belwd, A druggist, an apothecary, 
bela, A mattock; an arrow with a 

broad head resembling a hoe; an oar, a 
paddle; an island ; a sort of medicine; 
a tray on which drugs are exposed for sale; 
a royal mandate; the title-deeds of an 
estate; pus; the silk-worm's cone; a cheek; 
a side. 

billk, see under bilak. 
f*et bim (S. bhima), Fear, terror, dread, 

danger;—bimi jdn, The danger of life;— 
az bimi satwatash, From fear of his power; 
—dar bimi haldk, In dread of destruction. 

a W* bi-md-kasal, Useless, unprofit-
able ; unfortunate, unlucky. 

bi-mddar, Motherless. 
j W bimdr, Sick, infirm, afflicted; the 

eye of a mistress ; [bimdri bdrik, Consump-
tion ;—bimdri digg, Colour blindness ;— 
bimdri sangin, A severe illness;—bimdri 
siydh, A black or burning fever attended 
with perspiration;]—for bim ar (imp. of 
aviardan), Fear thou, be afraid. 

bimdrdna, Sickly, 
vft—^ jU^ bimdr-par ast, A nurse of the 

sick. 
j^-si bimdr-purs, Who inquires after 

or visits a sick person. 
t^s-y. jWf bimar-purei, Visitation of, or 

inquiry about, the sick ;—bimar-pursi nu-
mudan, To visit the sick. 

fit jU-t bimdr-jigar, Diseased in the 
liver. 

jU-t bimdr-chashm, Languid-eyed. 
jU-rf bimdr-kAana, A hospital, in-

firmary. 
yt*- bimar-Jshez, Convalescent; raising 

the sick. 
jta jU-j blmdr-ddr, An attendant on the 

sick;—bimdr-ddri, Attendance on the sick; 
—bimdr-ddri kardan, To tend the sick. 

Ojj jU-i blmdr-zhun, Regimen of invalids ; 
sickly, ailing. 

yL-jU*} bimdrsan, Like a sick person; 
(for bimdristdn) a hospital. r jWsi bimdr-g^anj. Infirm, ailing; love-

bimdr.giran, Having a chronic 
disease. 

yfi)Wi bimar-gun, Sickly-coloured. 
ijei jU^ bimar-gin, Diet of the sick; 

valetudinary. 
ctlU^Urf bimamdk, A valetudinarian, in-

firm, ailing. 
bimara, Sick, infirm, indisposed. 
bimdri, Disease, sickness, infirmity; 

—bimdri'i bdrik, A consumption;—bimdri'i 



sangln, A severe illness ;—bimdra'i kudak, 
Diseases incident to children. 

him ar Inak, Sickly (country), 
a J^* ^ bi-ma'al, Absurd, vain, fruit-

less ;—m'ali bi-ma'dl, An absurd demand 
or question. 

a. tiUu ^ bi-mdlik, Without owner or 
master. 

CjW bimdn, Dishonoured; dishonour-
able. 

bi-mdnand, Incomparable, un-
paralleled ; effaced, obliterated. 

a Js/^* ^ bi-ma'wd, Uninhabited, inhos-
pitable. 

t^Urf bi-mayagi, Indigence, poverty. 
Ji bi-maya, Poor, indigent ; mise-

rable, worthless. 
y f«~t bim-bar, Price, value; frightened ; 

—bim bar (imp. of burdan), Fear tbou, be 
afraid (comp. jW*). 

a J^* j> bi-misul, Incomparable, un-
equalled. 

« JW^trf bi-majdl, Powerless, impotent, 
a ItUr*.** bi-muhdbd, Unceremonious, dis-

respectful ; unsparing, unstinting, liberal ; 
fearless; — bi-muhdbd palang, The world ; 
fortune? death. 

a ifr-V^ ^ bi-muhasaba, Without calcu-
lation, at a venture. 
_ a bi-mahall, Impertinently, ill-

timed. 
a Ji bi-mahall], Incivility. 
a J^* J1 bi-madar, Without a pivot, in-

tir m, unsteady;—bi-madari, Instability. 
a ^ bi-madad, Unaided, destitute, 

unassisted. 
yjt bl-mar, Immeasurable, innumerable. 
a J^/M bi-murad, Against (one's own or 

another's) will. 
a ^ bi-mar ham at, Ruthless, piti-

less. 
iiSy j. bi-marg, Undying, immortal. 
a y jt bi-muruwat, Clownish, rude ; 

ungenerous, uncivil, brutal, inhuman ;—bi-
muruwati, Inhumanity, cruelty, incivility. 

jy* jt bi-muzd, Without reward, hence 
worthless ;—duzdi bi-muzd, An infamous 
robber. 

^J>y jt bi-mazagi, Distaste, disgust; insi-
pidity, a nauseous taste. 

ty jt bi-maza, Insipid, tasteless; nau-
seous;—bi-maza kardan, To disgust, 

a u-l—. ^ bi-masds, Without founda-
tion. 

a • bi-musammd, Misnamed; not 
answering to or agreeing with its name 
imi bi-mvsammd, A misnomer (m.c.). 

a bi-mashaqqat, Without trou-
ble. 

a Jy^w ^ bi-ma'na, Unmeaning; vain, 
frivolous; absurd, unreasonable, ill-
founded ; vainly, foolishly. 

a ^ bi-mu'aiyan, Undefined, un-
limited. 

c?* bi-magJi, Without depth, shallow. 
bi-magfys, Brain-sick, brainless, 

giddy, superficial;—bi-maghzd?ii tar-daman, 
Fornicators, adulterers. 

a J ^ " d bi-maqdl, Dumb, speechless, 
silent. 

bi-miqdar, ^ bi-maqdur, 
Without authority; without resource; 
poor. 

bim-gdh, A place of danger or 
terror. 

n (ilas-JU ^ bi-mulahaza, In considerately, 
t y Ji bi-man, Spiritless. 

bimndk, Fearful, afraid, timorous, 
a ^ bi-minnat, Without the necessity 

of asking, without entreaty; without fa. 
vour or obligation; independent; disin-
terested. 

AA*̂  bimand, The mill-ciapper; rattles 
used by watchmen and boys; any noisy in-
strument by which birds are frightened 
from gardens. 

a sy-st bi-mauj, Smooth (sea), 
tt s-^y* ^ bi-miijib, Without cause or 

reason-
bimdri (probably for bim-wari), 

Majesty, reverence, awe, severity. 
ij-y-fA bimiis, Unleavened bread. 
a ji bi-mausim, Out of season, un-

seasonable. 
y d bi-mu-ehudagi, Baldness. 

6JA y ^ bi-mu shuda, Become bald; 
bald. 

a g y j> bi-mauqi' 
sonable. 

Out of place, unsea-

<sy Ji bi-mtiy, Bald, without hair. 
bima, Insurance against risk ;—bima 

kardan, To insure (m.c,). 
jTr^-i bi-mihr, Unkind. 
<*s*rf* (jr? bi-mihri, Unkindness. 

bin (imperat. of didan), See thou; 
(in comp.) seeing, discerning, comprehend-
ing, as—haq-bin, haqiqat-bin, Discerning 
the t r u t h , &c. 

A ^ bain (v.n.), Separation, distance, 
interval ; between, among; [bain bain, 
Betwixt and between; middling, mediocre, 
tolerable, indifferent ;] — bayyin, baiyin, 
Clear, lucid, evident, manifest; plain. 

U-o bind (pi. bindydn), Seeing, clear-
sighted ; a sort of long grass ; a month ;— 
bind shudan, To see. 

v>U?{ bindb, A vision. 
A baiyinat (pi. of baiyinat), Evi-

dent proofs, evidences. 
JoU^ bina-dil, Clear-minded, intelligent. 

bindra (perhaps misreading for 
q.v.), A gigantic demon ; a frightful, 

detestable face. 
y^L-? binds, bindsak, A window. 

bi-nam, Without a name ; nameless, 
anonymous; without character or reputa-
tion ; the ring-finger. 

J1 bi-ndmus, Without law or reli-



gion ; uncivilised, rude, rustic;—bi-ndmus-
u-nang, Clownish, without politeness or 
shame. 

) ft ^ bi-ndm-u-nlshdn, Without 
name or character. 

^ ^ bi-ndmi, Anonymous. 
^J^-it blna'i, The eye ; perspicacity, 

strength of sight or of mind, penetration, 
vision; a lunar month (in the Zand avesta); 
—bmd'l-rafta, Sightless, whose sight is 
gone. 

A baiyinat, An evident demonstra-
tion, a positive proof ;—baiyinat dwardan, 
To bring proof, to demonstrate clearly (by 
witnesses). 

biyanjidan, To s i f t ; to be taken 
prisoner; to be made captive, helpless, and 
impatient. 

^ binad, Hopefu l ; a number (doubtful 
meanings) ;—biyand, They are. 

blndu, Spurious, of bad extraction, 
ignoble. 

a bi-nadld, Peerless, incomparable. 
binish, Vision, s ight; providence, 
^ bi-niskdn, Without sign, mark, 

or trace;—bl-nishdnl, Absence of a sign, 
mark, or trace. 

a ^-v^t-i bi-nasib, Destitute, poor, portion-
less ;—bl-naslbi, Ill-luck, misfortune. 

a bl-nazlr, Matchless, unrivalled. 
a bl-naziri, Pre-excellence, incom-

parableness, matchlessness. 
a ^ bi-nall, Destitute, poor. 
a ^ bl-nafas, Breathless. 

utU^ blnaki chashm, The pupil of the 
eye. 

A UIRF baynamd, In the mean time, 
whilst. 

jUi ^jt bl-namaz, Prayer less ; (met.) a 
menstruous woman (not allowed to say 
prayers). 

<_5jUi ^ bi-namdzi, Ceremonial impurity 
in women (disqualifying them for engaging 
in prayer). 

bi-namak, Insipid, saltless, taste-
less ; ill-favoured. 

u^-*-*** bl-namakl, Insipidi ty; ill-beha-
viour ; ingratitude, faithlessness. 

Af+i ,jt bi-namud, Invisible. 
AU-S} binand (from didan), They see, will 

see, or may see; hope, expectation; several; 
how many ? 

binandagi, Seeing, sight, 
exu-j blnanda, A spectator, beholder; the 

eye ; provident. 
isCu-rf bi-nang, Shameless ; disreputable, 

without honour or reputat ion; faultless. 
j kf&i ^jt bl-nang-u-ndmus, Without 

good name and character. 
nangl, Shamelessn ess. 

V <-s* bi-nawd, Helpless, unfortunate, un-
provided ; a beggar ; silent. 

^ny bi-nawd'i, Indigence, poverty, 

beggary ; destitution, f a s t i ng ; want of voice 
or speech. 

a jy->} bi-nur, Wi thou t l i gh t ; blind;—bi-
nur kardan, To extinguish. 

blnush (perhaps misreading for 
q.v.), H a r k ! l is ten! 

A Wyrf bainunat (v.n. of Being 
placed at a distance, separated, or distin-
guished (one from another) ; being joined ; 
separation of parts. 

A r̂i blna, The place in a bath where people 
undress. 

a bl-nihdyat, bi-nihdya, Without 
end, endless, infinite. 

binif The nose ; the snout ; the 
bra in ; the toe of a boo t ; (2nd sing. pres. 
of didan) thou seest, wilt see, mayest see; 
—blnl bastan, To close the nostrils;— 
bini'i chardgh, The wick or flame of a 
candle ;—bini'i khuk, The snout of a hog; 
—blnl zadan (kardan), To turn up the nose, 
to scoff at, scorn, despise;—blnl juhdndan, 
To sneeze ; to blow the nose ; to grunt ;— 
bini'i koh, The nose of a mountain; a pro-
montory, peak, ness. 

jW^rf bl-niydz, Wi thout prayers or en-
treaty, in want of nothing, independent, 
able to do wi thout ; who lacks nothing 
(God) ; free;—bl-niydz kardan, To relieve 
f rom indigence, to guard one against want, 
to give charity. 

is'ft* tji bi-iiiydzl, Independence, fortune, 
(j**} blnl-band, The nose-coverer, i.e. a 

veil worn by the Arabian ladies. 
blnl-ddr, Pointed at the toe (boot, 

shoe). 
ft blnl-dar, The curtain of the door 

of a chamber or t e n t ; a cramp-iron which 
fastens planks. 

jVjj ^y-rf blni-dardz, Long-nosed j a stur-
geon. 

ay blnl-dara, The nostril. 
)} er** blnl-war, A veil covering the nose. 
y+a bayo, A bride;—beyo, bew, A moth. 

bewdr, = jfti q.v. 
a ^ f t bi-wdris, Heirless, without an 

owner. 
a J t« ^jt bi-wdris ma,I, Property that 

escheats to the Government in default of 
heirs. 

tfyei bewdr a, A foreigner, stranger; 
destitute ; without rank or consideration ; 
a rolling-pin. 

bewdz, Quiet ; a b a t ; acceptance, 
reply. 

bcv)dzidan (according to others 
^Aij^ bew arid an), To answer, to grant a 
request. 

a ^ bi-wdsita, Without means; 
causeless. 

a ^ bl-wdli, Without a patron or 
protector. 

biwdn, Leave. 



® u? bi-wahima, Wi thou t regard or 
respect for (m.c,). 

us* bi-wdyagi, Independence, no 
want. 

d bi-wdya, Independent , without 
want. 

y ^ y p r i bayobaridan, bayaubdridan, To 
bolt in eating, to swallow without masti-
cating (see 

fcj^jti bayuburdan, bayauburdan, To gulp 
down, to bolt. 

H biy op dr I (S. vydpdri), Dealer, 
trader. 

A UW^ buyut (pi. of bait), Houses. 
a uylŝ s* buyut at (pi. of buyut, pi. of bait), 

House-expenses; account of such; house-
hold; house-tax; an office for registering 
the effects of deceased persons. 

a buyutdti, Holder of the above 
charge. 

a O* bi-umjud, Non-existing; humble, 
low; mean, vile. 

A JJTI buyud (v.n. of O ^ ) , Departing from 
one's f r iends; per ishing; setting (of the 
sun), 

)jtt biwar, bewar (Z. baevare), Ten thou-
sand ; the kernel of a walnut when dry and 
bitter ;—bewar, bayur, Name of Zahhak, 

beward, Name of an ancient cham-
pion ; name of a city in Khurasan. 

s—bewarasb, Zahhak, a king of 
Persia. 

biyaurambdra, A town in Egypt . 
bayus, Avarice, cupidity ; hope, ex-

pectation ; humil i ty; flattery. 
Abasing oneself; 

To hope; to excite 

buyulidan, To hope, t rust , con-

is .x^s* baymanda, 
hoping. 

yV-yri bayimdan, 
hope; to flatter. 

\J*fs) buyush, Humil i ty ; listening ; hope ; 
sham poverty. 

y-M^Aje* buyushanidan, To cause to sub-
mit. 

a t ^ ) ^ bi-waz%, Breach of good man-
ners. 

a ^ d bi-watan, Homeless; an exile ;— 
bi-watani, Exile, banishment. 

a Ji bi-wafd, Faithless, insincere, 
deceitful; fickle; ungrateful . 

a tJM) ^ bi-wafd'i, Want of fai th ; per-
fidy ; ingrat i tude; fickleness. 

a jLij jt bi-waqdr, Without fame or 
character; undignified; dishonourable. 

a jjt bi-waqt, Ill-timed, unseason-
able. 

a jiyti bi-waqr, Without character; dis-
honourable. 

a ^ bi'Wuquf, Inexpert ; uninformed; 
—bi-wuquji, Ignorance; folly ; fatuity. 

bayog, (JSjz* bayogdn, A bride. 
j^pi bayog dni, Nupt ia ls ; a marriage-

feaat. 
yA^rf biyaugandan, To throw. 

bewagi, Widowhood. 

aider (doubtful word), 
yjsi bayun, Opium. 
Aiji; bewand, Treachery, f raud , perfidy. 

bewa, A widow; a widower; a s tran-
ger ; wild cucumber. 

fijs? bewa-zan, A widow, 
^faj-o bewd-gi, Widowhood. 

baihuda, Singed ; [baihuda shudan, 
To get yellow from proximity to the fire;] 
—bi-huda (for Uy&st bi-hoda), Va in , absurd ; 
useless ; villainous. 

Lr\ys> bi-hirds, Fearless, intrepid. 
A {j-tet baihas, A l ion; a strong, cour-

ageous man; a woman who walks well; 
name of a man proverbial for taking 
retaliation, or lyncb-law, 

A baihasiyat, A Muhammadan sect. 
bihisht-gang, = q.v. 

baihaq, Name of a city. 
J U ^ bi-himdl, Incomparable, excellent; 

peerless, without equal or fellow. 
a o^*Jt> jj,-: bi-himmat, Wi thout exertion 

or resolution; humble, unambi t ious ; lazy, 
s lo thful ; mean, vils ; pusillanimous;—bi-
himmati, Lack of ambition, spiritlessness; 
pusillanimity. 

bi-hamtd, I-ncomparable, inimitable, 
t^e-i bihan, A porcupine, 
j l ^ f c jt bi-hanjdr, Pathless, 
yfef bi-hunar, Ignorant , unskilful. 
^jjJt ^jt bi-hunari, Unskilfulness. 

bi-hangam, Ill-timed, unseason-
able ; what has not reached its ful l t ime ; 
unfledged. 

baihod, bihod, Cloth, &c., singed and 
yellow, from being too near the fire. 

(jSjjte* bi-hadagi, Absurdity, folly, levity, 
yjjfrtf baihudan, To singe ;—bihodan, To 

talk nonsense. 
e j ^ baihuda, Singed ; [baihuda shudan, 

To be singed and yellow by fire ;]—bihoda, 
Immodest , obscene; vain, futile, imperti-
nent, absurd, ridiculous, foolish, ill-applied, 
without foundation, il l-timed; unprofitable; 
useless; false, villainous. 

bi-hoda-khwdri, Thoughtless 
expenditure, dissipation, prodigality. 

j\S sjjfcrf bihoda-kdr, Frivolous, t r i f l ing; 
jocose, jocular. 

£ fijjfcrf bihoda-gu, Raving, do t i ng ; a 
dotard. 

^ J f i Ujtei bihoda-gui, Vain ta lk, balder-
dash. 

bi-hosh, Insane, mad, d is t rac ted; 
unconscious, insensible, fainted, swooned; 
—bi-hosh shudan, To lose one's senses;— 
bi-hosh gardidan, To lose one's senses, to 
swoon ; to become infatuated. 

J*)* J* bi-hoshi, Insani ty ; faint ing, a 
fainting fit, a swoon; stupefaction. 

bihin, Better ; swift-paced. 
^ bi-yar, Ai-jU ^y bi-ydrmand, Friend-

less, defenceless. 



<y> p (called bai far si or bd'i 'ajami), The 
th i rd letter of the Persian alphabet, which 
is interchangeable with <-* fe, a s— f d r s i or 
par si, eaped or safed; and often with be, 
as—padshah and bddshdh, 

\i pa, The f o o t ; a footstep, vest ige; 
cause, pretence, pretext ; power, s trength ; 
opposition, resistance;—pa ba-daman kar-
dan, To court re t i rement; to bear patiently ; 
to be contented ;—pa bastan, To be impi'i-
soned;—pd ba-sang rasidan, To t r i p ; to 
become conscious ;—pd baland kardan, To 
l if t the f o o t ; to run ;—pd pas dwardan, To 
abandon, recede, give up a pursui t ; to be 
rou ted ;—pd pas ddshtan, To have an aver-
sion to a wife, to approach her Beldom ;— 
pd Jihymrdan, To be deceived, to be cheated; 
—pd dadan, To make to go, to send;—pd dar 
zamin amadan, To fall often ; to fall rarely ; 
—pd raftan, To go on foot ; to go off (m.c.) ; 
—pd rikab bar-ddshtan. To ride on horse-
back -,—pa shudan, To rise (m.c.) ;—pa'i 
daman, That part of a skirt which sweeps 
the ground ;—pd koftan, To stamp the foot ; 
to be offended, or ashamed o f ; to be near 
dying;—pd guzdshtan, To carry one's steps ; 
to implant oneself ;—pd' i man hast, That 
is my business (m.c.) ;—az pa uftddan, To 
trip, to tot ter ; to be weak and languid; — 
dar pa uftddan, To become helpless. 

^ pd-afzdr, A shoe, a slipper. 
\>pd-afshar (foot-pressed), A treadle. 
U pa-andaz, Carpets spread on the 

pavement a t the entry of a king, &c.; 
presents placed at the feet of a great per-
sonage ; a door-mat for cleaning the feet. 

^ pa-auranjan, An ankle-ornament. 
\ pd-auzhdr, A treadle. 
^ pd-dhu, A building of a hexagonal 

f o r m ; a house adorned with stucco; the 
world. 

pab, A f a the r ; the Pope. 
W jt pd-bar-jd, Firm, immovable; al-

ways. 
pd ba-rikdb, On horseback. 

i^rji ^ pd-baranjan, An ankle-ornament. 
^ pd-bast, Foot-bound. 

^jji 'AJli U pd baland kardan, To l if t up 
the feet, to run. 

pa-band, F e t t e r s ; swathes; fet-
tered. 

^ipd-bos, Kissing the fee t ; reveren-
cing ; the heel. 

^ pd-bosi, Reverence, worship, adora-
tion. 

pa-bog, = u^y Vj q.v. 
pdp, The Pope (m.c. f rom Fr . pape). 

papa, Fa ther ; the Pope. 
pdpazh, Uneven ground ; soft clay. 

yjtji li pa-posh (foot-cover), A shoe, slip-

per ;—pa-posh ba-rdyi shaitdn diikhtan, To 
know how to set about a thing better than 
anyone, to teach one's grandmother how to 
spin (m.c.). 

o i h pa-pay, Pursui t , persecution ;—pd-
pay shudan, To pursue, to persecute 
(mm.cc.). 

^ pd-payada, On foot. 
pdt, A throne, 

s ^ ^ pd-tab, Similar ; comparison, 
equality. 

^ pd-tdba, The r ibands or straps of 
sandals; wreaths; bandages, rollers; a 
sock;—pd-tdba kushddan, To return from a 
journey and settle down, 

y ^ i pdtdn, Together with. 
pdtdwa, A sock ; pleni tude; a kind 

of cushion, 
pdtiprds (in Zand and Pazand), 

Recompense, retribution. 
pdtat, Wor thy , suitable. 

AS^ U pd-tathta, A shoe of undressed 
leather; the treadle of a weaver's loom. 

H / ^ pdtar, A singing or dancing girl ; a 
prostitute. 

iVJ^U pdtrigdh, A patriarch. 
pdtishgd, The egg-plant. 

^ pd-takya, A foot-stool. 
pdtila, A copper saucepan. 
pdtingd, The egg-plant. 

pdtu, The signs Gemini and Virgo; 
(according to others) Aries and Scorpio; a 
large earthen pot. 

VH patuwd, A kind of shoe ; a sock, 
o y ^ patun, pdtuna, A falcon marked 

with a distinguishing sign. 
pdtil, ^ ^ pdtila, A cauldron, kettle, 

pot (of copper or brass). 
jU^iU pdtimdr, Haste . 

pdtini, A sieve. 
<***W ^ pd-jdma, Trousers, long drawers. 
W^ipa ja , A piece, portion, f ragment . 
^ ^ i p a j i , Mean, low, gx-ovelling. 
(UU^AJ pdjiyana, Meanly. 

y pdji-parast, A patronizer of 
mean upstarts. 

^ ^ pdji-mizdj, Mean-spirited. 
jCj-U pachdl, The treadle of a weaver's 

loom ; a cook's shop, a place where they 
sell heads, feet, and intestines (of oxen or 
sheep); a frui terer 's , greengrocer's, or 
baker's shop. 

(tfVi pachdn (for pashan), Scatter-
ing. 

eU l> pdtchah, AjfcW ^ pd-chdha, A weaver's 
treadle, or hole in which he places his feet. 

AjWU pdchdya, Ordure, urine, filth. 
pachak, Dried dung used for fuel. 

hjpd-chila, A snow-shoe. 
ft*. U pd-chanar, A servant always in 

readiness. 
pach-ndma, A surname ; an ally. 
pdchang, Small loop-holes in forts, 

through which they can look with one eye 



only ; garret - windows, fan - lights over 
doors; a shoe, a sandal. 

^y^ipdchuk, Cow-dung dried for fuel. 
pacha, Feet (of sheep, calves, or 

other animals, especially when boiled), 
trotters; trousers (m.c.). 

^ 1 ^ ^ pacha-farosh, Cooks who sell 
the heads of animals ready dressed. 

pachldan, To scatter; to go softly. 
pachila, A shoe, sandal; a snow-

skoe. 
pakh, Gold or silver full of dross or 

bad alloy, unrefined; adorned, ornamented, 
decorated; beautiful; ingratitude; vile, 
base ; lime, plaster, mortar, cement; an 
ambassador, envoy, legate; a beautiful 
form; yesterday. 

OJJU. \^pa-khak kardan, To trudge. 
Asi^pdkhta, A bricklayer's plummet. 

pdkjiara, pdkhira, pdkhra, A seat, a 
stool, a bench. 

a <0QA \i pd-khata, A tool of a jeweller, 
u^jrf . U pd-k&tpdst, Vf-if* b pd'khwust, 

Trodden under foot. r^ pdkhira, Lowest row of stones in a 

y j Bĵ V. pdkhira-zan. A builder ; a mixer 
of mortar. 

pad, Protecting, guarding; a guar-
dian ; great; firm, durable ; a throne; 
power, possession. 

IIJ W. pa-ddr, Permanent, fixed, immove-
able ; always, continually ; a spirited, met-
tlesome horse; the 20th day of the month 
of the era of Jalalu 'd-din. 

pddarl, Constance; resistance 
(m.c.). 

pddaeh, A companion; also— 
paddsht, pdddshan, Revenge, 

vengeance, retaliation, reprisals; reward, 
compensation; retribution (good or bad). 

pW ^ pa-dam, A gin, a springe, made of 
horse-hair for catching birds ; a bird tied by 
the foot to decoy others; an oratory ; one 
who prays with great devotion. 

pd-daman, That part of a skirt 
which touches the ground. 

^Wb paddniyd, A root like a carrot 
(doubtful word). 

JWB padav, — Ĵ VI Q.V. 
ok^padban, A foot-band, a tether. 
)<i\>padar, A trembling in the limbs. 
jb J k pd-dardz, Content, at ease; boast-

ful. 
cOV ^ pd-cLarazl, Boasting, arrogance. 

y ^ pd-dar-rikab (foot in the 
stirrup), Mounted on horseback .; prepared 
for a journey; in dying state; beginning 
to turn sour; anything beginning to go, 
become bad and spoilt. 

J* y pd-dar-gil, Stuck in the mire ; 
embarrassed, entangled, bewildered. 

P O R T , ^ o ^ padrl, A Christian priest; a 
learned and good man. 

y*>) pdd-zahr (protecting from poison), 
The bezoar-stone. 

vt—J b pa-dast, Buying or selling on 
credit. 

(ji»oV> pddaeh, Recompense, retribution. 
U ob pdd-shd, el* pad-shah (protect-

ing lord), An emperor, sovereign, monarch, 
king ;—pddshahi chin (khutan), The sun ;— 
pddshdhi nim-roz, The king of Sis tan; the 
sun ; happy, fortunate; Adam ; Muham-
mad. 

ttlfcU^b padshdhdna, Royally, imperially, 
befitting a king. 

padshdhat, Royalty. 
M j sUjb padshah-zdda, King's son, 

prince. 
^UoU pddshahi, pad-sha'i, 

Kingdom, empire, monarchy, royal dignity ; 
a reign ; royal, imperial; —pddshdhi randan 
(kardan), To reign, to govern ; to oppress. 

adshah, A king. 
\i pd-dukan, A man with a small 

stock-in-trade, who, sitting at the foot of 
another's shop, does business with his help; 
a broker. 

pddkdna, padikana, A high roof ; a 
window. 

pddal, A flower. 
pading, A&JU padinga, A flail; a 

pestle for separating rice from the husk. 
j j U pd-dav, b pa-dawdn, Who runs 

on foot by the side of a man on horseback. 
fij^ pdda, A herd of oxen; a drove of 

asses; a walking-stick; a meadow, a pas-
ture. 

^ eJVJ pdda-bdn, A shepherd, a pastor. 
pdd-yab, pad-yav, Washing, 

purifying (a thing) by prayer. 
ji J V» pa-dtr, b pd-zir, y) VJ pa-zlr, A 

prop, support, buttress. 
jH par, Past, elapsed; heretofore; last 

year; a bit, a piece ; a skin, a tanned hide ; 
flight. 

pardj, A present to a superior, or 
guest. 

par ad, A military review (m.c. from 
Fr. parade). 

>tyv pdrdv, An old woman; name of a 
district of Kazwin. 

pdrcha (dim. of par or para), A 
piece, segment, section, morsel; cotton or 
linen cloth ; a garment, a robe. 

.jiW parcha-bafi, Cloth - weaving 
(m.c). 

A*jU pdrcha-kar, = Sjb. q.v. 
parad, A tike, or cattle-louse. 

©Wjb pdrdan, A sack ; a goblet; wine. 
p-ij^ par-dum, A crupper, 
jjjb pdrdii, Balm. 
soj jb par-zada, Benzoin (see a 

child's bib. 
,U pars, A pard ; an animal smaller u-y 

than a leopard and trained to hunt ; ounce, 
cheeta ; Persia; Pahlu, son of Shem. 



^ f t p d r s d , Pure, chaste, devout, pious, 
holy, religious, abstinent, continent, above 
reproach; legitimate, lawfully born; clever, 
skilful, adroit in business; Persian, Persic ; 
—parad-zan, Pure, chaste, devout woman •, 
the wife of a holy man. 

ft par-edl, The last year. 
(jfLy^ pared'!, Chastity, purity, absti-

nence. 
pdrsji, One who has charge of 

panthers or cheetas (m.c.). 
ft par-sang, A make-weight. 

^-ftpdrsa, Indigence; poor; mendicant; 
beggary. 

is*ft pdrsi, A Persian; Persic. 
<jft~ft, pdrsiyan, Parsis, fire-worshippers. 

pdrai-nama, Persian history. 
<J*ft parsh, A pard; a leopard. 
^ f t pargl, A prostitute ; prostitution; a 

horse; a sink. 
<&&ft pdrgln, A sink, sewer; dirty water. 

pd-ranj (foot-labour), Money given 
to singers and dancers at weddings and 
other entertainments; a remuneration to 
meBBengerB or errand-boys; —paranj , An 
orange. 

O^j h pd-ranjan, An anklet; a garter. 
^ pdro, VjyH pdrob, A shovel; a paddle ; 

an oar; a curry-comb ; an old woman;— 
pdro zadan, pdro kashidan, To row (m.c.). 

^ift parud, A prop, a vine-prop. 
W^Jrl parudan, To throw out with a 

shovel. 
parncha, A vessel to carry clay or 

eaTth. 
A)ft pdrula, A chip, a splinter; a jester, 

a jocular man; a scamp. 
8 A* para, A piece, portion, fragment, 

morsel; an iron mace; flight; a gif t ; a 
bribe; born, a son of; a kind of sweetmeat; 
a blemished damsel; quicksilver; the isle 
of Paros ;—para'i dtiah, A spark of fire;— 
pdra'i drd, Gruel for the poor ;—pdra'i tan, 
A limb ; a relation, a relative; —pd/ra 
dadan, To bribe;—par a zadan, To mend 
or patch (a garment);—pdra*i zard, A 
strip of yellow cloth which the Jews in 
some countries are obliged to wear;—pdra 
kardan, To tear (m.c.). 

*ft *>ft para-para, In pieces, piece-meal; 
by instalments; a few, certain (words) ; 
—pdra-ptira shudan, To evaporate in steam 
(boiling water) ; — para-para kardan, To 
divide into portions; to tear to pieces. 

8jV> ijb para-para shuda, In pieces. 
para-Jchwdh, Who accepts a bribe, 

lives on bribes. 
8 f t pdra-doz, A botcher; a tent-maker. 

c5jijJ pdra-dozi, Patching, botching. 
fiftpdra-zada, Patched. 

ft 6 f t . pdra-kdr, Airy, saucy ; a coquette. 
pari, Succeeding well, anything 

which happens fortunately; f rui t ; of last 
year. 

pdzan, The 
q.v 

AH 

s-'^j'H parydb, ftft parydv, Tillage by 
means of irrigation. 

Q^ft paridan, To fly. 
%ft pdriz, Autumn; an old man. 
tf^ pdrin, Last year; of the last year. 
^iftipdrina, Old, ancient. 
ft. pdz, Sincere ; elegant, graceful. 
&ftv pdzdj, pazdch, A midwife; a wet-

nurse. 
pdzar, A peasant's shoe made of raw 

leather, or the bark of a tree; any kind of 
bandages wrapt round the feet ; an infant's 
swaddling-clothes. 

pazbd, The bezoar-stone. 
pdz-purmi (pur mai ?), Name of 

a village near Mashhad, celebrated for its 
grapes. 

<jftft pdztdri, A portion, a part. 
t f t pazakh, A voice; a sigh, lamentation. 

^ pd-zada, Trampled, trodden under 
foot. 

\ f t f t , parish, A weeding up, rooting of 
weeds. 

yt?ft,pdzgir, Tail of a serpent or dragon 
(doubtful word). 

mountain-goat; = 

li pd-zand, A commentary on the 
Zand. 

vtkft pdzanak, A pimp, a pander. 
fiftpazum, Meat, food, victuals. 
iftpaza, A shepherd's crook. 
ybftv pdzahr (for j * o r j&)ft q.v.), 

Treacle, an antidote against poison or 
venom; the bezoar-stone. 

s-ij ^ pd-zib (-zeb), A chain anklet, or 
female ornament, consisting of heavy rings 
of silver resembling a curb-chain, occa-
sionally set with a fringe of small spherical 
bells charged with shot, all of which tinkle 
at every motion of the legs. 

y j ^ pa-ztir, A buttress, a shore for a 
wall. 

ijlft pdzira, A part of the night ; a bat. 
(j^j^ pdzin, A part of the night. 
ft, pdzh, A place in the dependencies of 

Tus. 
t f t pdzhakh, A voice, a noise ; friction ;— 

pdzhukh. An answer. 
fi pdzh-gar, A tax collector. 
<wU ft pdzh-nama, A surname, style, 

t i t le; a peer ; a friend. 
j j j U pd-zhand, A commentary on the 

Zand. 
ti&jb pdzhang, A shoe; a little window. 
jftpdzhii) Beet; spinage ; a door-post. 
sjV pdzha, Feet (of sheep, &c.) dressed, 
jij^ pazhir, The bezoar-stone. 
sy.jLi pdzhira, A part of the night ; a bat; 

fond of women. 
^^ pas, A watch of the day or night, 

three hours; a part (of anything); guard, 
watch; a guard, sentinel; defence, pro-
tection; regard for, in consideration of; 



Badness, heartache; fear, terror;—pas dash-
tan, To guard, to protect; to aid ;—pasi 
namak, Faithful service. 

h pd-sakht. Ready prepared. 
^ i p d s d d , Defence, preservation ; absti-

nence from everything bad. 
ptisar, pdspdr, A kick, wince; a 

kicker ;—pdsupdr, A game at kicks, played 
by boys on the ground or in the water. 

(jW-V, pdsbdn, A sentinel, guard, watch-
man ; a shepherd ;—pdsbani khitta'i awwal, 
Angels;—pdsbani tdrami nuhum (falak), 
The planet Saturn. 

pdsbani, Watching; watch and 
ward;—pdsbani kardan, To watch, to guard. 

^ pd-sabz (a blackleg), A broker, 
middleman, mediator, 

^ pu-sabuk, Swift of foot; a long 
arrow with four wings for shooting at a 
mark. 

J><!>j~* b pdsipurdagi, A treading, tramp-
ling. 

pdsipurda, ^ pasipur 
karda, Trodden, beaten (road). 

U pd-sitada, Standing on foot, 
ready, in order. 

yu-Aj pdstan, Former. 
j i b U j pdstani, Of former times. 

pdstaniydn, The ancients. 
^Ui-A^ pdstinay, Parsnip. 

pasukh, An answer;—pdsufeh dadan, 
To give an answer -^parnhh sokhtan, To 
keep silent;—shakar-pasukh, Giving a mild, 
sweet, gentle answer. 

a^Ud. yah pd8-khdtir, For the sake of, in 
deference to. 

pas-dar, U* b. pas-idaranda, 
A sentinel, guard, watchman. 

pas-dari, Guardianship; par-
tiality. 

8/-H pdsara, Ground rent-free for wages. 
<3-^ pdsaq, A kiss. 

pasak, pdsuk, Yawning. 
^pa-sang, A makeweight. 

fa \pd-8U\J0dr, A nimble pedestrian. 
yij-Aj pdswan (for pas-ban), A watchman, 

guard. 
s-\p&sa, Propensity ; grief, sadness, 
(j-b pdse, A watch of the night. 
jjAc-b pdsidan, To guard, keep watch, 

wake. 
pdsh (imp. of pdshxdan), Scatter 

thou; a scattering, dispersion; (in comp.) 
diffusing, scattering. 

T pasha (for bdshd), A lord, a basha. 
fUAj pdshdm, The membrane enveloping 

the pia mater; the caul containing the 
bowels; oil extracted from nuts. 

^Aa. U pd-shama, Long drawers, 
i O 5 ^ . pash-pash, Scattered about. 

plehdn, Scattering, diffusing; dis-
persion. 

pd8hdnidan, = q.v. 

pdshta, The heel, the fleshy part of 
the foot;—pashta'i dar, The foot of a door. 

pdshak, Yawning. 
pashnd, The heel; a cucumber, 

melon, or pumpkin kept for seed. 
pd8hndma, A surname; peer, equal. 
pdshang, pdshanga, A small 

cluster of grapes; a cucumber or melon kept 
for seed. 

pdshina (Z, pdshna, S. pdrshni), The 
heel; the sole of a shoe, particularly that 
part answering to the heel; a pumice-stone 
with which they rub the heels when in the 
ba th ; the foot of a door, or that part 
which revolves in a socket, in the threshold 
or lintel, and serves the purpose of a hinge; 
—pdshina zadan, To strike with the heel, to 
spur on. 

AiA^ pdshina-burida, With perforated 
heels (punishment of thieves, m.c.). 

pdshina-kob, CloBe on the heels. 
pasha, A crook ; a pilgrim's staff. 

pdski, A diffusion, scattering; a 
sprinkling; irrigation. 

S-^A ^ pd-shib, The round of a ladder; 
the declivity of a mountain ; a foot-stool. 

yiviU pdshidan, To sprinkle, scatter; to 
be sprinkled or scattered ; to be filled ;—az 
hem pdshidan, To scatter on all sic es 
(m.c.). 

fij^^ p&shida, Sprinkled, dispersed; 
scattered, diffused; a cucumber, melon, 
pumpkin; a bunch of grapes. 

AUAV, pdshina, The heel, 
f l c b pd-'alam, Standing beneath a flag 

(a champion challenging his adversary). 
Âc ^ pd-'alam-fchpan, Who recites 

or sings under a flag erected by the bier of 
a dead person, esp. Husain's in the Mu-
harram play. 

pdghar, The main beam of a house ;— 
paghur, and— 

U pa-ghura, The elephantiasis; ac-
cording to others = â W q.y. 

•ufeb paghund, SA^fcl) pdghunda, pdghanda, 
Carded cotton. 

pdghucha (according to others 
^•y^i bdg/iucha), A butterfly. 

J^yti \» pd-ghosh, Dip, plunge, immersion. 
j V \pd-fazar, A shoe, a slipper. 

pdk (S- pdvaka), Pure, chaste, inno-
cent, clean, nea t ; perfect, full, complete; 
all, entire; downright;—pak shudan, To 
become obliterated;—pdk kardan, To purify, 
wash, polish, furbish ; to obliterate ;— 
pak u pakiza, Quite pure, polished, neat, 
clean. 

^ ns)̂  pdk-db, Pure water. 
b pd-kdr, A sub-collector of revenue; 

a nightman; second in command; a servant. 
a pak-asl, Of pure or noble 

extraction. 
a J^ !o±. y^b pdkdni khatti awwal, The 

angels who bear the throne of God, 



jW pdk-bdz, Haying a fortunate aspect, 
or a fine countenance ; sporting harmlessly ; 
an honourable lover; a fair dealer; a saint; 
one who loses all in gambling;—pdk-bdzi 
charkh, The moon; moonlight, 

t^jb pdk-bazl, Purity of mind. 
jt^k pdk-bar, With a beautiful bosom ; 

who carries off everything ;—pdk bar, Take, 
or carry away, all (imp.). 

^ pdk-bilm, Holy ground. 
ijy&i pale-boy (-buy), Chaste. 

pdk-bln, Who keeps in sight 
purity; pure, chaste. 

pdk-paiwand, Of pure kindred; 
nobly connected. 

pdk.tan, Pure of body; chaste, 
cdb pak-jaib, Pure, chaste. 

(^J pak-daman, Chaste, pure. 
isJU pak-dahdn, Pure of speech, 

j cdU pak-dlda, Pure, chaste. 
a ^ <&\pdk-ray, Pure-minded. 

^ pa kardan, To stand in presence of. 
pdk-ru, Beautiful-faced ;—pdk-rav, 

Pure in one's walk. 
>45U pdk-zdd, cdb pdk-airisfit, 

Nobly born, of pure extraction. 
^ b pdk sokhtan, To burn clean up. 

u^b pdkish, Purification ; sanctification. 
CoLfci' b pd-kushada rawdg, The sky. 

y l l s ^ pdk-shan, Noble, illustrious, 
exalted. 

ijub. pdk-shuda, Obliterated. 
a pak-?df, Pure, clean, undefiled. 
a <i)b pdk-tlnat, Of pure extraction. 

c«Jb pak-farosh,, Who sells out; who 
squanders all he has. 

<5)b pak-kesh, Of sincere fa i th ; of 
pure conduct. 

(jjJU pdk-magh.z, Of a pure mind. 
pdkand, A ruby ; (met.) wine. 

a ^ wcJU pak-na?ar, Pure, chaste. 
JL^ u»5b pdk-nihdd, Pure, holy, 

b pd-kob, A dancer, a jumper, 
b pd koftan, To dance, 

^ b pdkl, Purity, chastity, cleanliness; 
completion; a razor. 

ybfi ii)b pdk-gauhar, Of pure extraction. 
yjuSU pakldan, To purify, to clean. 
^fiysZb pdklzagl, Purity, cleanness, neat-

ness. 
s ^ b paklza, Pure, chaste; innocent; 

purity, chastity ;—paklza kardan, To win-
now. 

a tjz&pdkiza-i'timdd, Pure of faith. 
pdkiza-bum, Holy ground. 

fi-i s^ib. pdMza-paikar, Beautiful of face, 
s^bpaklza-khoy, Of pure disposition 

and conduct, pure-minded. 
paklza-daman, Pure, chaste. 

J j pdklza-dil, Pure of heart, pure-
minded. 

^ 6y-£b pakiza-ruy, Beautiful of face. 
a s^-fib pdkiza-tlnat, Of pure ex-

traction, of noble birth. 

a pdklza-qaul, Pure of speech. 
a S)*Sb pdkiza-nazar, Pure, chaste, 
otf b jtd-gdh, A privy; the step of a 

ladder or staircase ; the footway or pave-
ment at the side of a street; stones placed 
like steps for mounting to any place; a 
stable; extremity. 

2b pdld (imp. of pdlddan and pdludan), 
Strain thou ; (in comp.) straining; a colan-
der or strainer, made of brass or earth, for 
washing rice and draining the juice of 
grapes from the stones, stalks, &c.; hung, 
suspended; a horse led for parade; (in 
Zand and Pazand) lamentation. 

J ^ i pal-d-pdl, Strained hard; the sail 
of a ship ; swift, rapid ; hard, firm. 

^bpaZatf , A led horse, a horse of state, 
yoib pdlddan, To strain. 

pdldda, A led horse; villainous. 
jSb pdldr, jSb pdldr-khdna, The 

highest beam, that which supports the roof; 
a roof. 

<j&P>\paldrang, Indian iron or steel. 
uS;^ pdldrl, A main beam; a rafter, 

joist. 
y-Sb palds (= q.v.), The woollen 

garment of a dervish, <fcc. 
ji»Ub pd-ldsh, The state of having the feet 

soiled with mud, &c. 
^Ub pdldgar, The main beam of a house. 
^Sb pdldn, A pack-saddle ; a vestibule. 
j^jtfSb pdldn-doz, pdldngar, A maker 

of pack-saddles. 
ajuilib paldnanda, Increasing, augmenting, 
A»Sb pdldna, A balcony, a belvedere, 
^ ^ b paldnl, A sluggish beast of burden ; 

a maker of pack-saddles;—an artificer's 
tool;—asbi paldnl, A pack-horse. 

yjk^Sb pdlanldan, To strain ; to press, to 
squeeze; to cause to strain. 

pdldwan, pdldwan, A colander, 
strainer; any vessel full of holes through 
which liquor is drained ; a skimmer. 

pdldhang (contract, of pdld, A 
led horse, and ahang, Drawing), A rein, 
bridle, halter, rope, cord; the pillory, or 
four cross-pieces of wood, in which they 
enclose the necks of men or cattle; a noose, 
a buck-stall; what causes attachment to 
God; the galaxy. 

^sib pdldy, Straining; augmenting; led 
horse. 

^Sb pdldy-aep, A horse led for 
parade. 

jbSb paldydl, Very bright, resplendent; 
swift, rapid (perhaps misreading for J^S^ 
q.v.). 

SV" pdldy-kkwdh, Who calls for hia 
horse. 

yioSb pdldyish, Filtration, percolation, 
yjui^b paldyldan, To strain; to be 

strained ; to increase ; to be increased. 
ydb pdlio, Great coat (m.c. from Fr. 

paletot). 



J>J ( 
f^W pal-dum, The crupper-leather. 

pfilaxa (?), Name of a fruit. 
palish. Increase, augmentation. 

P'llugh. A cup made of horn or ivory. 
pd-laghz, A false step, slip, trip 

(also in amoral sense) ; ruin. 
\ pd-l ighzida, Slipping, tripping. 

^^ pdlak, A shoe, slipper ; spinage. 
pdlkdna, A high roof ; a window ; 

the beginning of harvest; a make-weight. 
pdlkl, A travelling litter, a palan-

queen. 
pdlanda, Growing, increasing. 
paling, A kind of rustic shoe made 

of cow's leather ; a small window ; a bed ; 
name of a fruit; a certain river. 

pd^ng-posh, A quilt, coverlet. 
ft. palii, A wart. 
&)VH pulwdza, A swing (see 

pdlwdsa, Grief, anguish of mind. 
pdlwdna, A bird of paradise, said 

to live chiefly in the air ; a colauder. 
^ pdlwdya, A swallow. 

p<llud, Strained; a lamb-skin gar-
ment. 

(-/•^v pdhldagi, A straining, a racking 
off. 

palu Jan, To strain, squeeze, press, 
drain, filter, purify ; to become pure ; to 
increase, to be large ; to make large ; to 
deliver; to escape. 

pdliida, Strained, filtered ; gilded ; 
a kind of sweet beverage made of water, 
flour, and honey (according to others, a 
mixture of grated apples with sugar and 
cardamoms); jelly ; (met.) the purest and 
choicest part of anything; the ba,son of a 
pair of scales;—pdluda'i rawdqi rib'l, Ver-
nal showers ;—pallida gasht, He has become 
free from sin, is purified. 

)> fiJ^^ pdluda-paz, J^^ pdluda-
farosk, A maker or seller of pdluda (see 
preceding article). 

•jk+ ajyu pdluda-maghz, Pure-minded. 
tS^j^ pdludi, A garment of lamb-skin. 
ijftptHuza, A wart. 

pdlusa, Sickness, grief, anguish, 
agony. 

<j»f*pdlosh (also (j-y^. pdlos), Adulte-
rated camphor. 

paUna, A colander or strainer. 
pdlwina, Name of a place. 

palhang, A bridle, halter, rope; 
four cross-pieces of wood in which they 
cnclose the necks of men or cattle, a pil-
lory ; a noose with which anything is 
caught; what causes attachment to God. 

JW \pulydl , Always, perpetual ; joined. 
pdlidan, To purify ; to see ; to in-

quire, search ; to rear, to educate. 
n^p&lida, Strained, purified ; increased; 

searched, investigated. 
pdlez, Kitchen-garden; a seed-field; 

melon-ground. 

2 8 3 ) ^ 

pdlezbdn, pdlezwan, A gar-
dener; name of a note in music. 

pdllk, A leathern shoe ; bandages. 
ft pdm (for fdm), Like; colour; (for 

warn) debt. 
fc)^^* ^ pd-mdchdn, — q.v. 
J ^ k pa-mdl, Trampled upon, trodden 

under foot, bsaten (as a path); dashed 
plunder, spoil, destruction;—pd-mdlikhuyiil 
shudan, To be trodden under foot by the 
cavalry;—pd-mdl kardan, To trample, lay 
waste. 

^ pd-mard, Powerful; an assistant; 
an intercessor. 

O-V* \ pd-mardi, Strength ; intercession; 
aid, help. 

h pd-muzd, Gain earned by foot-
labour ; a guerdon, a reward to messengers, 
&c. (see J^VJ a n d LS^-O). 

pdmas, Tied by the leg, wearied 
with but unable to quit the place one is in. 

H pan (S. parna), A plant bearing an 
aromatic leaf chewed with the areca or betel-
nut. 

O j ^ i pdniiyun, Pantheon (m.c. from 
Fr.). 

iW U pdnj ah (for panj ah), Fifty. 
pdnsdah, pdnzadah, Fifteen. 

^ J L . ijyU pdnzdahsdlagi, Age of fifteen. 
A^yk pdnzdahum, The fifteenth. 
j^yG pdnzahr, Bezoar-stone, an antidote. 
Ai-JU pdnttsand, Sought for, inquired 

after. 
xaiU pansad (for panj sad), Five hundred ; 

—pansad hazdr, Five hundred thousand. 
tsi-A^^ pdnmushk, The turpentine-tree. 
U\}y\j panorama, Panorama (m.c. from 

Fr. or E.). 
pdna, A shoe-maker's or carpenter's 

wedge; a wedge put under a door to keep 
it from flying open, 

Bjl̂ J U pd-nihdda, Brought into existence, 
appearing ; set on foot. 

H pdni, Water. 
^^ pdni-pat, A town fifty miles from 

Debli. 
pdnid, pdniz, Sugar-candy, a 

sweetmeat. 
ft, pdv, Washing, cleansing ; a foot. 
fvft,pdvpar, Power, authority. 
is\*ftv pdvchak, Dry cow-dung for fuel. 
<Jjft pd-waraq, The catch-word at the 

bottom of a page. 
jft. pd-waranjan, A metal ring worn 

i on the ankle by females. 
ftftpdvzdr, = and ftJft qq.v. 

pavzara, A weaver's treadle. 
•JJJ pa-wand (f or pa-band), A fetter, 
ab pdh. Meat, victuals. 

pdhd (pi, of pd), Feet, 
j u d a b pdhak, Torture, torment. 
I pdhakidan, To torture, 
j v s J U f e U pdhang, A small window ; a make-
| weight; an ornament for the female ankle. 



b pd-hanga, A slipper; an ankle-
ring. 

o k pay, The foot; a footing ; vestige, 
track, footstep; "base, bottom ; basis, foun-
dation ; firmness, durability, permanency ; 
resistance; power, force; the hinder or 
latter part ; end, limit; excuse, pretext, 
pretence; imp. of paidan, q.v.;—pay la-
daman kardan, To desist, refrain ;—pay bar-
afgandan, To be restless, impatient; to be 
weak; to fascinate, bewitch;—pay bar pay 
nihddan, To follow, obey ;—pay bar jay, 
Firmly fixed ;—pay bar chashm nihddan (to 
place the foot on the eye), To salute ;—pay 
bar-ddshtan, To have power ;—pay bar sang 
amadan, To risk one's life, to encounter 
danger;—pay ba-rikdb ast, His foot is in 
the stirrup, he is on a journey ;—pay bar 
miydn awardan, To be overwhelmed with 
business ;—pdyi buz afgandan, To be un-
easy and restless ; to charm (in allusion 
to a practice with butchers of writing an 
incantation and tying it to the leg of a goat, 
which, being turned loose among a herd, 
attracts the whole herd about him, so 
that the butcher can catch whichever lie 
chooses) ;—pay pas awardan, To retreat; — 
pay pechidan, To turn away the feet; to 
run ; to fly; to give up the ghost;—pay 
dadan, To erect, set on foot; to have lost, 
to be disheartened ;—pay ddshtan, To keep 
in custody;—pay dirdz kardan (kashidan), 
To roll, to wallow;—pay dar rdh nihddan, To 
proceed, to set out;—pay dar-gashtan, To be 
weak ;—pay-sukjiun, Eloquence ;—pay zdgh 
kar dan,Ho be drawn in to a snare;—pdyi 'adl, 
The power or intercession of justice ;—pdyi 
'aql, The power or intercession of reason ; 
—pay faro kashidan, To wait;—pay fashur-
dan, To remain, le firm, constant; to con-
tinue in a morbid and melancholy state of 
m i n d ; — p d y i fikr, The foot of thought, 
thoughtful nee s ;—pay kashidan, To quit, 
refrain ;—pay ham awardan, To run off ;— 
pay koftan, To dance ; to be going or dying ; 
—pdy gird kardan, To supplant;—pay 
giriftan, To walk, to travel ;—pdy gushddan, 
To return ; to run away ; to divorce ;—pdyi 
nisbat, The power or intercession of one's 
race;—pdyi wujud dar gili ajal raftan, To 
sink into the fatal slough; to die;—bd 
fuldn pay na ddram, I am not upon a 
footing with such a one; I cannot resist 
such a one; — ba-pdy ddshtan, To stand 
upright; to put forth, to publish ; — ba-pdy 
ddshtan namdz-rd, To assist at prayers ;— 
bar pay ddshtan, To support, preserve, main-
tain ;—bar pay hardan, To rise, stand up. 

bb pdyd, Existing, standing, con tin u-
ing. 

s^ih pd-ydb, Power, strength, force; re-
sistance ; a well, any shallow stone reservoir 
of water easy of access ; the bottom of the 
sea, of a pond, or a piece of water; eternity, 

perpetuity, duration; shallow, fordable, 
shoaly; a ford. 

o k pdy-abranjan, An ankle-ring, 
k pd-ydbi, Shallowness, shoaliness. 

Ojkk payazl, Pain, anguish, grief. 
W o k pdy-afraz, A shoe ; swift messen-

ger. 
jV^ o k pdy-afzar, Shoes which tie with 

strings; a treadle, 
styl o k pdy-afzdh, Promoting in rank. 

^ b pdy-afshdr, A weaver's treadle. 
yV>k pdyan, End, extremity ; limit, boun-

dary, margin ; the point of contact of two 
circles ; a place to leave the shoes ; low, in-
ferior;—pdydni roze ba-khwurdan, To ter-
minate one's life ;~ba-pdydn burdani kar, To 
accomplish, execute, or finish any business; 
—ba-pdydn shudan, To end, to terminate. 

fi^ o k pdy-anddz, Shoes which tie with 
strings ; carpets spread on the pavement 
on the public entry of a king. 

O^k pdydn-gdh, The place of contact; 
—pdydn-gahi pay, The ground, the dust; 
the ankle, 

j/t o k pdy-dwar, Powerful, great. 
o k pdy-auzhdra, A weaver's treadle, 

jk o k pdy-bdz, A dancer, 
^ k o k pdy-bdf, A weaver, 

o k pdy-bdqi, Balance of account. 
pdy-barahna, Barefoot, 

ut*—J o ^ pay-bast, ^ b pdy-basta, A 
prisoner, captive ; standing, waiting; foun. 
dation. 

•i^i o k pay-band. Tied by the leg; encum-
bered with a family ; a fet ter; deceit, trea-
chery. 

o 1 ^ o k pd-y-bandi, Fettered, in fetters, 
u-y* ̂ k pdy-bos, Kissing the feet. 

o k pdy-puzdn, A fear-inspiring 
voice. 

o k pay-posh, A shoe;—pdy-posh 
zadan, To beat with a shoe (degrading). 

o k pdy-poshi, Covering for the feet. 
Jjo ^Jb pdy-pil, A cup made in the form 

of an elephant's foot; a spear used by the 
Ethiopians. 

^ b pdy-tdba, A shoe - sock ;—pdy-tdba 
gushddan (to draw off one's socks), To 
come off a journey. 

T" ^ o k pdy-td-sar (for az pay td sar), 
Complete; entirely. 

c t ^ o k pay-takht, The foot of the throne ; 
the metropolis. 

o k pay-turdb, Change of ground or 
place, following quick; first stage of a 
journey. 

^ b pdy-tarsd, (met.) A flask, a 
goblet. 

UPL? ^B pdy-sabdt, Firmness, steadfast-
ness. 

i-U. ^ b pdij-jdma, Drawers, trousers 
(either loose or scant). 

JW?b. pdy-chal, A weaver's treadle, 
o k pdy-cham, Interpretation. 



jW1 pdy-chanar, = ft^ b q.v. 
pdy-chubin (chobin), Stil ts . 

p&ycha, Breeches, drawers, or trou-
sers ; the feet of sheep or calves ready 
dressed; cow-heel; the frontstal l of a 
bridle; a frontlet or any ornament for the 
forehead. 

u ^ f cs^ pdy-hauz, A place of ill-fame. 
^ ^ pdy-khdsta, Trodden down, 

trampled upon. 
pay-khaki kardan, To t ra -

vel ; to seek. 
^ ^ pdy-khdnd, A necessary, privy. 

- ^pdy-kharch, Balance, residue. 
pdy-khast, ^ftv pdy-khasta, 

Trodden down, trampled upon, kicked ; any-
thing laid under foot. 

©V" pdy-khwdn, Interpretation. 
y- pdy-khwust, = q.v. 

AAy. pdy-khosha, (Ground) become 
hard from the trampling of men or animals. 

pdy-dar, Having fee t ; firm, fixed, 
permanent, constant, uninterrupted, du-
rable, steady ; standing (corn); long-lived ; 
an epithet of G o d ; confirming; strong, 
mettlesome (horse) ; auricles of the heart. 

ŝ W pay-ddra, An assis tant ; succour. 
^JJU pdy-ddri, Stabi l i ty ; — pdy-ddri 

kardan, To tread firmly ; to do anything 
often, over and over again, substantially ; 
to injure, abuse; to suffer patiently ; to 
wait, expect; to be firm. 

{ft.- pay-dam, A hair noose to catch 
birds, a springe, g in ; a rope ladder for 
climbing trees ; a decoy-bird. 

i f t pay-daman, The skirt of a gar-
ment ;—pdy -ddman i khwud kashldan, To 
draw in one's skiits ; (met.) to return from 
ill ways to good. 

MJJ^ pdy-dama, A f e t t e r ; a noose; a 
gin. 

pdyddn, A shoe; a t readle ; per-
petual. 

s^ pdyddn-db, Runn ing water. 
iftv pdy-dar (payi dar), The pivot of a 

door in its threshold. 
tsH pay-dar-sang, Immoveable; 

—pay dar sang dmadan, To s tumble , to fal l 
on a stone. 

yb pd,yir, The time of the sun's stay in 
Cancer. 

f*\> <*ft< pay-rdm, A weaver's treadle. 
a v^fj pdy-rikdh, Retinue, train. 

i f t pdy-ranj (foot-labour), Money 
given to messengers or dancers ;— pdy-ranj 
kashldan, To be prepared. 

) j \ pdy i z , The autumn. 
pdyzdr, A shoe, a slipper. 
pdy-zan, A cut-throat, foot-pad ; a 

slave. 
r ^ ' j tS^ pdy-zanjir, Chained, tied by the 

leg; encumbered with a family. 
fiyA> pdyiza, Delegated regal authority ; 

a diploma; a privilege; a robe of honour 

(— j) Ails'q.v. under ;—pdy-zih , A loop 
or slip-knot tied to the legs of falcons, &c.; 
a staple. 

yfcj pdy-zahr, The bezoar-stone. 
^jy.\pdyizl, Autumnal, 
s - j ; pdy-zlb, A woman's foot-orna-

ment. 
*>yS> payizha, A ten t - rope . 

payistan, To w a i t ; to be firm ; to 
trample on. 

^yu- ^ftv pdy-sutur, A sort of musical in-
strument, made f rom the hoof of an animal, 
in use amongst shepherds. 

pdyista, Firm, permanent . 
^ f t , pdy-sang, A make-weight. 

fSj* ^JVJ pdy-shikam, The lower belly. 
pdy-shur, Name of a musical 

instrument. 
pdy-shib, A solemnity performed 

in the valley of Mina near Mecca, in which 
they defy and throw stones at a figure re-
presenting the devi l ; the place of fu tu re 
punishment. 

ft pdy-kdr, Expe r t ; a sub-revenue-
collector ; an a t tendant on a revenue-col-
lector ; a sweep. 

U^AA&U pay-kdsht, ( L a n d ) let ou t to non-
resident tenants. 

SA^iUi" pdy-kashdnida, Emancipated ; 
a fugitive. 

^ftv pdy-kulagh (crow's feet), A kind 
of shikasta writing. 

SJJS" pdy-kob, A dancer . 
yGy pdy-koban, Prancing. 
slSoli pdy-gdh, A vestibule, portico, or 

court before a house; a place for deposit-
ing shoes ; a stable; an inn or any place 
where travellers put up ; a step of a stair 
or l adder ; dignity, rank, office, employ-
ment ; root, stock ; a necessary ; the pro-
jecting part of a roof ; the bottom of a 
piece of water ; a ford. 

f\iS pdy-guzdr, An assistant. 
pay-gah, A place for leaving one's 

shoes ; a stable; dignity, rank, office ; root, 
stock; a ford. 

^ S f t pdygi, Degree, r ank ; a troop. 
ft* iJ-% V*-iy~9lr'> Fettered, shackled, in 

chains. 
yd pdy-lag]iz, A false s t ep ; error, 

fault. 
ts j^ i^sh pay-laghzi, The stumbling of the 

foot ; a slip. 
pay am, My foot, 

^WU ^gb pdy-niachdn, The lowest orde 
of priests ; a place for leaving the slippers ; 
a sort of penance practised by the Sufis, in 
which the offender is made to stand on one 
foot, his left hand touching his right ear, 
and his right hand his left e a r ; — p d y -
mdchdn raftan (kardan), To excuse oneself . 

J U ^VJ pay-mdl, Trampled upon, trodden 
under foot, bruised, kicked ; ruined, de-
stroyed ; defeated, dissipated, dispersed. 



despised; vile, contemptible; remission 
made to a renter on account of tbe depre-
dation of an enemy, &c. ;—pay-mdl kardan, 
To ruin. 

pay-m dli, Devastation, ruin, occa-
sioned by an array or cattle overrunning 
and trampling fields or gardens. 

pdy-mard, An assistant, a substi-
tute ; an intercessor ; courageous. 

o'V'Sk pdy-mardi, Assistance ; interces-
sion ; courage. 

o k pdy-muzd, Hire for running 
about. 

pdymoz, A kind of pigeon. 
pdyin, Low, below, inferior; at tbe 

foot of ; of less value. 
J^U pay-anddz, Cloths of silk and other 

rich stuff, which in some places are spread 
upon the streets when the king makes a 
public entry ; gold, silver, jewels, or other 
presents made to great men (as being laid 
at their feet). 

pdyanddn, A security, surety, cau-
tioner, sponsor ; a hostage ; a pledge ; im-
prisonment, durance; a place where shoes 
are pulled off. 

pdyanddn-kar, A factor, agent. 
^.xiAi pdyanddni, Security, pledge, cau-

tion ;—pdyanddni kardan, To give surety, 
to become bound for. 

pdyandagan, pi. of S ^ k q.v. 
^.WJU pdyandagi, Firmness, perma-

nency. 
pdyandan, To delay ; to wait, 

fijujb payanda, Firm, solid, lasting, per-
petual (applied to paradise, hell, the 
blessed, the damned, the throne of G-od, 
&c.) ; always, constantly ; a royal diploma, 
granting an immunity from taxes ; the 
prop (of a wall) somewhat curved ; one who 
keeps his eye stedfastly fixed on any object. 

( ^ k Vd'in-gdh, ( ^ k pd'in-gah, The 
lower end; the place beneath a thing. 

pdyhti, Inferiority, meanness. 
til ok-P^y u Par' Power, strength. 
O^k pdy an, An ornament of jewels, gold, 

or silver. 
•^yk pdywand (for pay-band), A fetter. 

pdya, The step of a stair, the round 
of a ladder; a staircase ; a ladder ; basis, 
foundation; dignity, rank, promotion, 
office, degree ; a three-legged piece of wood 
on which they hang clothes; low, vile; 
lost; trampling under foot, kicking; 
thrashing, beating ; quantity ; rain;— 
pdya'i a 'la (barin), The highest step or 
rank;—pdya'i hauz, A place of ill-fame; 
—pdya'i sarir, The foot of the throne. 

^ k pdya pdya, By degrees, according 
to rank, in due order or gradation, step by 
step. 

jW pdya-dar, Possessed of authority ; 
on a pedestal (m.c.). 

^ J^pa ' i , Humility ; permanent, stable. 

y^k pdyidan, y^k pd'idan, To stand 
firm, to be constant, steady, fixed, esta-
blished ; to subsist independently of any-
thing; to fix the look steadily on any ob-
ject ; to trample upon, wear, beat, or make 
smooth with the feet ; to kick ; to wait, ex-
pect ; to watch, to waylay (m.c.) ; to be-
come satiated, fatigued, tired. 

y f y pa'ir, Time of the sun's stay in 
Cancer. 

y<rfk pdyiz, Autumn; old age, decline of 
life ; an old man. 

P d i hdr, A person who purchases 
goods from the manufacturer to sell to the 
merchant. 

Lower part, bottom, founda-
tion \—pain dmadan, To come down, de-
scend, alight (m.c.). 

payin-parasii, Obedience. 
^^f^piptak, A small cluster of dates or 

grapes; a part of a cluster. 
papara (in Zand and Pazand), Old, 

aged. 
(^^tij^i paprishidan, To disperse, scatter. 

paplus, Bread soaked in oil and 
syrup. 

paplipd (in Zand and Pazand), A 
garment, a short vest. 

papanu, Sour milk from which the 
butter is taken ; when coagulated, and the 
thinner part strained off, it is dried in the 
sun, and preserved with salt, <fcc. for winter 
use. 

pal, Starch, size; goat's hair which 
is soft, fine, and inner; anything soft;— 
put, A worm which pierces ships' bottoms. 

^JUJ patddaq (a word used to express 
celerity or the noise of anything falling), 
Impetuously, thunderingly. 

SjLsi patdra, A brush for sprinkling cloth 
in the loom, 

LS-̂ J pit at (Pars, paiiti), Repentance; 
asking forgiveness. 

patkh, Astonished, stupefied ; foolish. 
patar, Amulets of gold or silver. 

y~»patsu, Acidulated milk dried. (See 
a n d r?e) ' 

pataft, Repentance, resipisceuce; 
asking forgiveness. 

jjto patfoz, The parts round the mouth; 
the snout (of an animal), the beak (of a 
bird) ; the circumference of a cap;-—pat-
fozi zabar, The upper lip of a quadruped, 

jyui patfoz-basta, Muzzled. 
jyii> patfoz-band, A muzzle. 

pntk, A smith's hammer. 
pitkan, A rake, a harrow (see 0^?). 

jt&ti patgir, A hair sieve, a searce. 
JH patal, A mat. 

putlad, putldda, A bar for a 
door. 

J ^ patal-band, A mat-maker. 
VJW pcLtlup, A kind of food made of sour 

milk, milk, and walnuts. 



H patan (for q.v.), Name of a 
town in India celebrated for itswoven stuffs. 

patang, A p.vper kite;—pitang, 
Window. 

Ojk patang-bdzi, Flying kites. 
H patna, The capital of Bahar 

(India). 
cr-zipatani, A hopper for seed-corn. 
fy patau, A place constantly exposed to 

the sun ; (for par tan) a ray of light ;— 
pain, A kind of woollen cloth ; camlet. 

jl&patwdz, A perch, a roost. 
patiila, A kind of Indian silken 

stuff. 
pata, Father. 

H tej pata, A straight sword ;—pattah, 
A. lease; a grant or lease specifying the 
quantity of land possessed by each tenant, 
and the amount of rent with which it is 
assessed; a broadsword ; bosses on a bridle. 

£ J patta-ddr, A leaseholder. 
^iputyd, Penitence, repentance. 

patyara, Affliction, misery, misfor-
tune ; anything ugly, terrific, and shock-
ing modesty ; severity, vehemence; fraud, 
stratagem; shame; contention, str ife; 
hiddeD, concealed. 

H patvala, A town north-west of 
Dehli. 9 

O^H pityan, An enemy, an adversary. 
/^H patlr, A covering of canvas or 

leather; (for A. yM) unleavened bread; 
dough. 

patlra, Disgusting, shocking. 
Js* patil (for A. fatil), A wick for 

a lamp, lint-stock. 
patU-soz, A lamp-stand, 

pallia, Wick of a candle, or lamp. 
& paj, A mountain ;—puj, A kind of 

fruit, a large strawberry; plain, broad, 
open, wide ; confused ; disproportioned ; 
immense ; unbecoming, unhandsome, un-
civilised. 

pajar, A mountain. 
paj awa, A brick-kiln. 
pujfd, The leg-bone, the ankle. 

pajiv, Hypocrisy, deceit, 
jU- pickakdq (for T. JSV- bichdq), A 

knife. 
ffii pack pack, Hush! a call to goats; 

also— 
puckpucka, Anything whispered 

about. 
puchushk, Dung of sheep, goats, or 

camels; a druggist; a phys ic ian ;~pw 
chushki sutur, A leech, a veterinary sur-
geon, 

puchushhl, The practice of medi-
cine. 

pichkam, A court, hall of audience ; 
a wolf;—alsopachkam, A house whose sides 
are latticed (see 

pachal, One who often bedaubs him-
self. 

( 237 ) ^ 
pachwah, An interpreter ; (accord-

ing to some) a translation. 
packith, packwah, A translation, 

^ pacha, Ivy. 
pichidan, To twist, entwine. 

£> pakh, Well, good; a side; (pakh 
pakK) O! bravo '. well done ! excellent!— 
pikh, pakh, Get away ! begone! (said to a 
cat or dog). 

fi^l pikhpikhu, A tickling under the 
arms. 

<j^&pakht,Trodden, pressed flat;—pukht, 
He cooked ; a kick. 

Or^v pukhtari. Cakes (or bread) which 
are laid over dishes when bringing to table, 
and under which the meat is kept warm; 
cakes imbued with clarified butter. 

y^s^ pukhtagan, pi. of q.v. ;— 
pukhtagdni haqiqat, Matured, skilled in the 
knowledge of sacred t ru ths ; wise men, 
saints. 

pukhtagl, Ripeness. 
pukhtan, To boil, cook, make ready ; 

t j concoct; to ripen ; to be cooked; to ren-
der well disposed towards, canvass for, gain 
for one's interests (m.c.). 

^ i ^ p u k h t a n i , Fit for cooking; boiled. 
pakhta, Cotton ;—pukhta, Boiled, 

dressed, cooked; ripe, mature; expert, 
skilful, versed in business; sly; a large 
lamb; contemptible; strong, well built;— 
pukhta tadbir-hd, Prudent counsels. 

te&pukfita-joah, Lambs' flesh boiled 
in spiced wine. 

pukMa-khwdr, pukhta-
khwur, A son-in-law; beggar. 

a 
prudent. 

pukhta-gdv, Warm water medi-
cinally prepared and poured from a vessel 
slowly over the head; an embrocation. 

yo^ pukhta-magbz, Intelligent, wise, 
prudent. 

e r ^ , pikhtl, pukhti, Jelly (of fish) ; con-
gealed broth. 

^pO'khch, Trodden; ample, wide. 
pakhchudan, To trample; to 

pound; to widen. 
pakhchuda, Trampled on; ex-

tended, widened, flattened. 
^ j u ^ pakhchidan, To trample on; to 

widen. 
SJU^- pakhchlda, Trampled; expanded, 

widened. 
pakhs, Liquefaction; a melting or 

wasting away ; diminution ; heart-burning, 
distress; shrivelled, dried u p ; withering 
blandishment. 

pakhsdn, Drying, withered; amo-
rously playful, blandishing; melting; sor-
rowful. 

pakhed'ldan, (j-^—pakhildan, 
To walk pompously. 

pakhslna, Withered, shrivelled. 

^ij pukhta-rdy, Intelligent, wise, 



pakhsk, Trodden; expanded; 
withered, shrivelled; soft, tender. 

pakhshd, Refusal, d e n i a l o p p r e s -
sion ; strritness, distress. 

yU& pakkshdn, Afflicted, sad. 
(jjo^iLipa&hehdnidan, To s t rut ; to melt 

with grief. 
pakhsha'idan, pakhshdyidaa, To 

afflict, grieve. 
ĉ -4-̂ ,, pakhghan, Creeping down (doubt-

ful word). 
pakhshudan, To beat, trample on. 
pakhahuda, Trampled upon ; ex-

panded, wide, broad. 
yAsAA^ pakhjshidan, To trample, tread 

upon ; to burn ; to strut; to waste away 
with grief; to shine, glitter; to be wide 
and ample. 

SA^Air. pakJiahida, Trodden; enlarged, 
widened. 

i W p u i h l , &tevpuk}ila, Purslain. 
pakhlucha, pakfiltcha, A 

tickhng under the arms* 
^ pad, A guard, guardian; the white 

poplar ;—pid (for pidar), A father ;—pud, 
Touchwood, tinder. 

Wf pad-dsyd, The sail of a wind-mill, 
or the tooth of a water-mill wheel; a mill-
stone. 

pndpudy Touchwood; tinder ; fuel. 
pidar, padar (S. pitri), A father;— 

pida.fi pidar, A paternal grandfather;— 
pidari zan, A wife's father;—pidari sababl, 
A father-in-law; a s tepfather ;—pidari 
shauhar, A husband's father;—pidari kaldn, 
A grandfather;—pidari mddar, A maternal 
grandfather. 

(•̂ •H padram, Malignant, unloving, un-
charitable ; eternal, continual; — pidrdm, 
Adorned ; good, charming; glad ; a bed-
chamber ; always, continual. 

j-H pidar-andar, A stepfather. 
pidarana, Paternal; paternally. 
padrakhta, Sorrowful; anxious. 

6j>>H pada.rza, A wrapper in which clothes 
are folded up ; victuals tied up in a hand-
kerchief ; a portion, a share. 

pidar-sag, Dog-fathered (m.c.). 
tei-y" pidar-ailkhta, Whose father is 

burning (in hell-fire, m.c.). 
pidruftar, ft*^ pidiruftdr, Patient. 

O^ir* j*H pidar-farzandl, Relationship of 
father and son; paternal relationship, 

'^y* j-H pidar-murda, An orphan. 
^ pidar-na-mard, Who bas an in-

famous father, a rascal, scoundrel (m.c.). 
jAJj-H pidarandar, A stepfather. 

iy pidar-nawisi, Abatement of ex-
traordinary charges. 

jby-H pidarwdr, Like a father. 
^ \ p a d r u d , Leave, dismissal; farewell; 

—padrud kardan, To bid adieu, to say 
good-bye. 

pidari, Paternal; an adherent of a 

sovereign's father antagonistic to the son ; 
fatherhood. 

pidariya, Paternity. 
& padma, A part, portion ; a bundle. 

pidandar, padandar, jmdnadar, A 
father-in-law. 

pidwdz, The parts round the mouth ; 
a perch, roost. 

pada, The white poplar-tree;—also, 
puda, A barren tree, proper for fire-
wood; touchwood. 

padlja, The scale of a fish. 
A>>H padid, Open, public, clear, evident, 

manifest, couspicuous, in s ight; openly, 
evidently*,—padid dmadan, To appear, to 
become manifest;—padid dwardan, To 
make mauifest, briug into view or evi-
dence. 

$ AJA) padid-awar, Who brings into 
sight, displayer. 

^AJA> padiddr, Manifest, appearing; in 
existence ;—-padiddr dmadan (ehudan), To 
appear, show oneself;—padiddr kardan, To 
rouse; to evince. 

padiedr, Taking up and finishing 
any business which has already been begun 
upon, 

pizar ( = p i d a r ) , A father. 
(*l)*Hpazram, = ^ ^ q.v. 
ft&fapizruftar, Surety, bail; acceptance, 
(jAjjUijAj pizruftaridan, To make one-

self responsible. 
y j y pizruftdri kardan, To bear 

patiently ; to accept; to pledge oneself; to 
entrust, to give in charge. 

jlisijAj pizruft-kar, Accepting; who ac-
cepts or approves; acknowledging; who 
acknowledges or confesses; obeying; obe-
dient. 

(^jAi pizruftan, To accept; to own, con-
fess. 

iuiji^ pizrufta, Confessed, owned; ac-
cepted. 

Ai pazur, Mint, spearmint. 
sAi paza, = q.v. 
/Aj pazir (imp. of paziraflan, in comp.), 

Receiving, accepting, admitting; having, 
being possessed of, endowed with ; as ishti-
bdh-pazir, Admitting of doubt, doubtful;—• 
pozish-pazir, Accepting an apology, &c. 

pazira, Accepting ; hearing; obey-
ing ; going along, flowing, passing; ac-
cepted ; a leader ; meeting, encountering; 
mat ter ; the first principle of everything 
material; —pazira-ghudan, To accept, to 
agree with, to meet. 

pazirdsukhun, An acceptable 
speech, a good word. 

yA^^jJj pazir dnidan, To render accept-
able ; cause to accept^ acknowledge, or con-
fess. 

pazira'i, Acceptance; obedience. 
Jiyjj pafirish, Acceptance; obedience. 

= 



jUl^Ai pazimftdr, An accepter; a surety ; 
a chief; acceptance. 

OD Ĵ* "H paziruftdrl, S urety shi p; —pazlr-
ufiarI kardan, To bear patiently. 

y-^j^ji^i paziruftdrldan, To take upon 
oneself, to be security for another to 
bear patiently; to render acceptable ; to 
cause to accept. 

j&ijtSl paziruftkdr, Accepting; taking 
in good par t ; obedient; confessing, ac 
knowledging; a leader, a chief. 

^Viii^ji paziruftkurl, Acceptance. 
przlruftan, To accept, receive, take 

in good part, approve of, assent to, admit; 
to answer for, become surety; to consult 
what is just and right. 

p^zirufta, Accepted, approved, 
^jii^ij pazlrufti, Affliction, grief, shame. 
^ji-H pazlranda, Who approves, accepts, 
ty'k pazira, Acceptable; a meeting, en-

counter ; a going before ; acceptance; obe-
dience ; an accepter ; a leader;—pazira 
shudan, To go or appear before, to meet, to 
encounter; to return; to follow; to be 
angry;—pazira awardan, To lead against or 
towards. 

ftpar, parr, A wing; a feather; aleaf ; the 
arm from the collar-bone to the tip of the 
finger; the sails or paddles of a mill; a 
side, skirt, or margin ; leaf of a tree ; light, 
ray; (imp. of paridun, in comp.) flying; 
[pari dsyd, The sweep of a wind-mitl;— 
par afehdrdan, To flap the w i n g s p a r 
afgandan (andakhtan, rekMan), To drop the 
feathers; to become denuded; to grow 
weak; to rejoice;—par bdz kardan, To 
spread the wings; to depart; to copulate ; 
—par bar-a mad an, To become fledged ;— 
par bar-awardan (shikastan), To break the 
wiDgs;—par bar sar bastan (zadan), To 
stick a feather in one's cap ;—par zadan, To 
fly;—pari slmurgA bar dtish nihddan, To 
use spells and incantations (in allusion to 
an episode in the Shah-nama);—pari qu, 
An ostrich-feather ;—--pari kdh, A blade of 
grass or Btraw (m.c.) ;—par gust ar dan, To 
extend the wings ; to be weak, infirm ;— 
pari magas (fly's wing), A kind of weapon ; 
the brilliancy of a s w o r d a musical instru-
ment ; a delicate kind of silk-stuff;— par 
nihddan, To expel; to propel; to turn one 
from his purpose by stratagem ;—par u bdl, 
Feather and wing ;—par u bdli iqbdl, The 
feather and wing of prosperity ;—par u bdl 
shikastan (dar ham shikastan), To break the 
wings; to render utterly powerless;—par u 
bdl faro hilidan, To become weak, languid, 
weary ;]—pur, Full ; laden, charged; com-
plete ; much, very ; too much, too (m.c.); 
—pur dmadan (shudan), To be ful l ; to 
become fulfilled ; —pur kardan, To fill. 

pard, Pera ( m . c ) ; — p u r a, Fulness; 
fatneBs. 

pur~d-pur, Filled to the brim, quite 
full. 

pardzrdn, A species of royal falcon. 
fy?> pan-drlrpardriz, The year before 

last. 
pirdrin, pardrin (in Zand and Pa-

zand), Good, excellent 
purdz, Scattering; plough-harness, 

pardzda, pirdzda (whence the A. 
j J j / i ) , A lump of dough. 

fa purazh, Dispersed, scattered. 
paras, Expansion; perfection ; de-

livery, surrender. 
J'^V^ Pard8dl, AJ-JUVJJ par ami ma, The 

year before the last, the third from the 
present year. 

U^V' pardstan, To clean. 
Purdah, Dispersion, scattering ; imp. 

of the following. 
y^sA^ pardshidan, To disperse, scatter ; 

to put down, queli, appease; to be dis-
ordered in mind. 

pardshida, Scattered ; iv.sane. 
Vi pard-koh, The further side of a 

mountain; the deeper part of a mountain 
from which the water runs ; a channel made 
by a mountain-torrent. 

^AiS\j>pardgandagl, Dispersion, scattered-
ncss ; distraction. 

(jjjuSAjj pardgandan, To disperse, dissipate, 
scatter; to send everywhere; to disbaud 
(an army). 

paragandani, Anything to be 
strewed or scattered (as sweet herbs over 
dead bodies). 

SAiHji paraganda, Dispersed, scattered, 
disbanded; dissipated; in ittentive ; prose 
(opposed to paiwasta, Poetry) ;—paraganda 
kardan, To disperse, scatter;—paraganda 
IL pareshdn shudan, To be dissipated and 
ruined. 

a JW pardganda-hal, In troubled 
circumstances. 

a i ^ S ^ y paraganda khatir and— 
J j 6 p a r d g a n d a - d i l , Disquieted, 
ojjy i J ^ j i paraganda rozi, Who has met 

with reverses of fortune. 
^ f i Tbx>S\y>t paraganda-goy, Who speaks in 

prose ; who talks at random or confusedly, 
Q.iijoS^ paragandtdan, To scatter; to 

cause to scatter. 
^ ^ pardgi, A helmet; a skull-cap. 

pardlak, Excellent steel; a sword. 
A*! y pur dmad gajlz, The measure (of 

his days) is full. 
oV pardn, parrdn, Flying. 

paranddkh, Goat-skin leather. 
pardna, Name of a city and a river, 

(jjk-}^. pardnidan, To cause to fly ; to de-
fine, to make known, to notify. 

jji A par-dwar, Flying; swift. 
parawand, The bar of a door. 

pardhdm (in Zand and Pazand), 
Abraham ; name of a certain wealthy Jew, 



y pur-bad, Full of wind, inflated. 
ft&parbdr,ifty parbara, A summer-house; 

— pur-bar, Full-Mown (a flower); fruit-laden 
(a tree) ; freighted ; lading, cargo. 

JWy parbdl, parbdla, A summer-
house. 

y>, pur-barftar, More covered with 
snow (m.c.). 

^ f t j i j i parbarndwish (?), The sky. 
V^yA parbazydn (?), yyy, parbun, A kind 

of painted China silk. 
^ y pur-pdya (full of feet), A centipede; 

a spider, = y^Xrt <1 
jij?. parpar, A young partridge;—pur par, 

A herb like water-mint. 
ft*.?, parpar am, Purslain. 

parpara, Small, thin, light coin. 
parpoz, The parts round the mouth. 

y, pur-pahlu, A displeasing word. 
0-tf.y. parpahan, parpahn, Purslain. 
<_5>y purpay, An assessment to defray the 

cost of lighting Musulmnn temples. 
parpin, Zedoary. 

part (perhaps related to the follow-
ing and ftji q.v.), Prostrate, floored;—part 
shudan, To be thrown (from a horse) ;—part 
kardan, To fling to the ground ; to throw 
oneself (mm.cc.). 

s^y pariah, An arrow that flies f a r ; a 
leap, spring, throw ; shining, brilliancy, re-
splendency, brightness, flashing; a coin; 
tumbling ; shooting, casting, hurling, 
lancing ; —partab kardan, To throw (an 
arrow). 

partdbiydn, Archers, bowmen, 
•^y partad, Slander, whisperings, 
u ^ y part ash, A district in Turkistiin. 

partdv, A bow-shot, Ac. (for v ^ y 
q.v.). 

yy partar, Starch, size. 
purtuk,purtak, An ambler (see 

J^>y. purtugdl, Portugal. 
il£>y part-gdh, A precipice, precipitous, 

steep (m.c.). 
h J>y, partal, The baggage of a horseman 

carried on a camel. 
dd/y. partala, A gift, a present; a turban, 

hat, head-gear. 
h <*i»y parfala, partdla, A belt. 

-partamldan, To be chapped or 
swollen (lips). 

yy, partau, A ray, l ight; shock, collision, 
partawistdn, A place of radiance 

or brightness ; name of an interpretation of 
the Dasa'ir by Sauian V. 

jU>1 partaw-andaz, Darting rays. 
6 f a partawa, A far-flying arrow. 
<^yy partawl, A philosopher of the sect 

of jlluminati (see 
A pctr-iir, A pointless, four-winged 

arrow. 
&JW y pur-chana, Having or taking one's 

mouth fu l l ; talkative (m.c ). 
fvpur-chanaqi, Talkativeness ;—pur-

chdnagi kardan, To talk much, to prattle, to 
gossip (mm.cc.). 

f ^ f t parcham, The tail of the sea-cow, 
which they hang round the necks of horses; 
a black fringe or tassel tied round the 
reck of a spear; a lock of hair (especially 
waving over the forehead); the sea-cow; 
the Yak or Tartary ox. 

Hy parcha, A bit, piece ; cotton cloth. 
O^y. parchldan, To strike, drive, clench ; 

to beat down the poiut of a driven nail ay 
as to fix i t ; to rout. 

parchis, The planet Jupiter (see 
u-e^-y). 

parchin, Curved, crooked, bent; 
nails driven through anything and then 
clenched at the points ; a hedge of briars ; 
thorns placed on a wall as a fence ; a shed; 
a hovel constructed of sticks, leaves, &c. 
pur-chin, Full of wrinkles. 

a y. pur-harf, Talkative, garrulous ; 
—pur harf zadan, To ta lk much or too 
much, to chatter (mm.cc.). 

U^y purkhdsh, War, battle ; a quarrel. 
j V ^ y . purkhdsh-jtc, ^asAU^j purkhdsh-

khar, j^iAUy. purkhdsh-khtvur. Disposed for 
war, pugnacious. 

gf-y. parakhch, c r ^ y parakhsh, A horse's 
buttocks. 

^ pttr-k£irad, Intelligent, prudent. 
a jisL j* pur-khatar, Full of hazard, 
^ y . parkham (pur-kham ?), Confused , 

entangled, topsy-turvy ; perplexity. 
y-y. parkhau,parkhu, A magazine, granary; 

a buttery, larder ; meat, victuals ; cheerful-
ness ; a pruning of trees. 

A pur-khwur (eating to the full), A 
glutton. 

t-sjtf*" Ji pur-Jchwuri, Fulness of food, glut-
tony. 

y pur-khfm, Full of blood, 
^yy. pur-khuni, BlooJtbirstiness, 

cruelty ; a blood or black pudding (doubt-
ful meaning). 

^A-iy parkjudan, To pull up by the roots; 
to shave; to reap, mow; to fence with 
thorns. 

SJUAJJ parkhlda, A wink, nod, sign. 
»>y parad, He flies (3rd sing, of parldan) ; 

—pard, An enigma; the plush of velvet, 
Ac.; a time ; a fold, plait, ply ; [yak pard, 
Once ;—da pard, Twice ; two-fold] ;—pirad, 
He becomes (seemingly the 3rd sing, of an 
obsolete verb pirdan or pirldan) ;—pur ad, 
He fills ; it becomes full (3rd sing, of purl-
dan) ;—purd, Difficult, obscure; an enigma ; 
a bridge. 

\4y>tparda, To-morrow (comp. 
yard akh. Splendour. 

ut.i.Uy parddkbt, Finished, complete, 
polished; finish, polish, correction ; comple-
tion, perfection ; engagement, employment; 
patronage. 

y^Uy. parddkhtan (imp. parddz), To 



finish, complete, accomplish ; to polish, fur-
bish, adorn, bring to perfection; to clean, 
clear, free ; to agree with, to accommodate 
oneself, to be satisfied; to be busily and 
attentively engaged ; to attempt, care about ; 
to employ, devote, consecrate; to excite; 
to set out; to raise, take up, remove ; to 
prepare; arrange; to evacuate, abandou, 
leave; to come to an end, to be completed ; 
to be disengaged and free from all attach-
ments ; to take, rob, seize; to be bound or 
closely connected with anyone ; to s ing; to 
play on an instrument, 

<^fy ,pardakkta , Finished; lef t ; adorned; 
polished; disengaged, freed from all attach-
ments or hindrances ; excited ; employed, 
busily engaged; put to a distance;—az 
hamaparddkhta, Wholly and entirely dis-
engaged, freed from business of every kind, 

par-dar, Winged. 
pardaz (imp. of pardakktan), Finish 

thou, &c.; (in comp.) performing; com-
pleting; adorning, as bard'at-pardaz, Per-
fect in excellence; —muhimma pardaz kardan, 
To prepare necessaries, provide, lay in, lay 
U P \ 

u^jW- parddzish, Adornment, embellish-
ment. 

/j^yparddz-gar, A polisher, a furbisher. 
pardazanda, Becoming disengaged. 

i j y^pa rddz l , Completion, elegance, orna-
ment, perfection ;—insha-parddzi, Elegance 
of composition, 

u * ^ . pardas, Consummation; stability. 
po.rdd.Qh (pirddgh, purddgh), What 

removes the rust from a sword, 
J ^ . pardal, A pair of compasses ; a gus-

set. 
& pur-dan, ^sta pur-duni, Wise, 

prudent. 
{^^.parda H tan, To finish, & c, ( = 

q.v.). 
pardakhta, Completed, finished, 

accomplished ; disengaged ; employed ; 
polished. 

J j J ;J pur-dard, Full of pain, painful. 
d^y pardak, An enigma; sincere, pure. 
^Jjy pardagi, A modest, chaste woman, 

one who is confined at home; concealed ; 
concealment; a chamberlain ;—pardagii raz, 
Wine ;— pardagi'i haft rang, The world. 

pardagin, Veiled, hid by a curtain ; 
—pardaghi karda shuda, Confined at home, 
secluded from the view of men. 

J j ^ purdal, A plate, trencher, dish ;— 
pur-dil, Full of courage, intrepid, magnani-
mous ; intelligent; liberal. 

J j ^ pur-dill, Valour, courage. 
^ f i p a r d a n (?), A boundary, a limit, 
jjji par do, A roof ; a balcony ; a small 

beam. 
6JJ» parda, A veil, curtain, tapestry, caul, 

film, membrane; a partition between two 
rooms ; the walls of a t e n t ; a fence or wall 

j for dividing fields; a coating, a layer, a 
j lamina ; the sky; a plait, fold ; a musical 
| tone or sound, a note; a melody ; the key of 
| an organ, harpsichord,or similar instrument; 
j f re ts or divisions upon the neck or finger-
1 board of a guitar or lu te ; modesty; an 
; act of a play, &c. (m.c.) ; [parda az ru'i kar 
! uftddan (bar-khdstan), The secret comes 

out;—parda, az ru'i kdr bar-ddshtan (kashi-
j dan), parda az kdr bar-ddshtan, To divulge 

a secret;—parda'i dhan, Tbe firmament; 
— parda'i ahrlmani, Wicked spirits; — 
parda'i izadi, What is concealed by God, 
a divine m y s t e r y ; — p a r d a bdftan (sdk f i -
tan, giriftan), To play or sing a tune har-
moniously ;—parda bar-dashtan, To make 
a picture of, to paint (m.c.) ;—parda bur-
dan, To seize ; to ravish ;—parda bar kase 
darldan, To put one to shame, to disgrace 
him ;—parda bar ru'i kdr afgandan, To con-
ceal a mat ter ;—parda bar giriftan, To lift 
the veil; to reveal, to show ; to behave 
in a shameless manner ;—parda'i bakd-
rat, The hymen ; — parda ba-gardanldan, 
To pass from one tone to another ; to 
modulate the voice ;—parda'i bulbul, Name 
of a musical note ;—parda'i binl, The car-
tilage that separates the nostri ls;—parda'i 
tang, Bed-curtains ;—parda'i taswir, A pic-
ture (m.c.) ;—parda'i chashm, The eye-lid ; 
—parda'i chaghdna. Nameofano te in music; 
•—parda'i hijdz, Name of a musical air or 
melody ;—parda khali kardan, To disclose, 
reveal;—parda'i khurdsdn, Name of a musi-
cal note;—parda'i khurram, Name of a note 
in music ;—parda'i khumdhan, Heaven ;— 
parda'i dukhani, A dark n ight ;—parda ' i 
dil, The blood of the hear t ; the pericardium ; 
the lungs;—parda'i dir-sdl, Name of a note 
in music ; heaven ;—parda'i daihimi, A dais 
embroidered with a crown (m.c.) ;—parda'i 
rdz tang kardan, To make a secret public ;— 
parda'i raughani, An oil-painting (m.c.);— 
—parda'i zujdjl, A dark n igh t ; a black 
cloud ; heaven ;—parda'i zambur, Name of 
a musical note; curiously wrought tapes-
try ;—parda'i zamburl, Heaven ;—parda'i 
sard, The veil before women's apartments ; 
—parda'i simdkh, The tympanum, the ear-
drum ; — parda'i sifahdn, parda'i Hrdq, 

j parda'i ushshdq, Names of musical tunes;—• 
parda'i saut, Gamut, musical scale ;—par-
da'i 'ankabut, A cobweb ; a disease or web 
in the eye ; the arachnoid tunic of the 
eye ;—parda'i 'isa giray, The fourth heaven ; 
—parda'i gjiiik, Scum on stagnant water;— 

parda'i qumari, Name of a note in music;— 
parda kardan, To veil, bide, conceal; to 
d i v i d e ; — p a r d a giriftan (kardan) az, To 
make evident;—parda'i mukaddir. Wicked 
spirits; —parda ' i naqqdshi, A picture, a 
painting (m.c.) ;—parda'i ndmusi, Honour, 
reputation ;—parda'i nil-gun, The firma-
ment;—parda' i haft rang, The world; the 



vicissitudes of l ife; the seven heavens; 
—parda'i ydqiit, Name of a note in mu^ic ; 
—dar parda ddshtan, To shut up (in a 
haram); to keep women from the view of 
men;—dar parda shudan, To be veiled, 
concealed or shut up ;]—purda, An enigma. 

pardaha (pi. of the preceding), 
Veils, &c.;—pardaha-rd andakhtan, To let 
the curtains down (m.c.) ;—pardaha'i ash-
kali raugfeani, Paintings in oil (m.c.). 

<-s\A par da-dray, Entertainment. 
ydUil ejji parda-uftadan, Interval be-

tween the acts, interlude (m.c.). 
jV par da-bdz, A musician, a singer, 

y ajy parda-bar-anduz, Letting the 
cat out of the bag. 

parda-posh, Putting on a veil, 
keeping a secret, 

parda-ddr, Holding the veil; a 
chamberlain, porter of the inner chamber, 
tbe eunuch who has the care of the women's 
apartments ; a spider ; a woman who holds 
a veil over another's acts, a confidant;— 
parda-ddri falak, The moon. 

y parda-dar, A veil-tearer, an impu-
dent, immodest man, ravisher of women, 
slanderer or defamer of the sex ; a betrayer 
of secrets ; a strumpet. 

6jj> parda-darldagi, Defamation, 
parda-darida, Shameless, lewd 

(m.c.). 
bjji parda-sdz, A maker of veils. 

V* parda-s&ra, A curtain, a pavilion; 
—parda-sira, oV* P^rda-siray, A musi-
cian. 

jy i-iy, parda-soz, <-jV&> SĴ J pazda-shikaf, 
A defamer; a revealer of secrets. 

y-La. bjj} parda-shinds, A musician; reli-
gious ; intelligent. 

ji»U l^y parda-fash, A betrayer of secrets. 
uiStej} parda.kash Drawing a veil. 
t\S par da-g ah, A theatre, a stage. 
£ parda-gar, A maker of veils. 
pA$ soji parda-gallm, A kind of carpet or 

rug used by cheats and jugglers, 
^a jpardagi, = q.v. 
t^JkJy pur-dahan, Full-mouthed. 

6 jy, parda-nishin, Sitting behind the 
veil; a modest woman, who remains con-
sta?itly at home veiled from the eyes of 
men; a recluse; an army stationed on the 
frontiers of a country ; — parda-nishlndni 
bar, Pious men who lead a solitary life and 
are initiated into the divine mysteries ; the 
angels. 

fijji parda-nishini, A retired horne-
life. 

Sjy parda-wdr, Wearing a veil; fit to 
serve as a veil. 

The birds' smoothing 
their plumage with the beak, preening. 

)fv purz, Nap upon cloth; raw silk put 
into an ink-horn. 

uj^ parzad, A drug resembling gum. 

| purzada, — purza, q.v. 
I « purzada-ru, Pock-marked. 
I ^jy*-)/, purzamburi, The firmament. 

))} ti pur-zor, Violent (m.c.). 
parza A powder or fine collyrium for 

the eyes; a ploughing-ox; a noble or 
princely dwelling; pile or nap upon cloth. 

purza, ejo purzha, Shavings, shearings, 
clippings, pollings (of cloth, Ac.) ; a scrap; 
a bit, a piece ; frippery, rags; a tinder-box ; 
fuel; an account. 

fii>i purza-dar, Nappy, shaggy, 
fc^j-rt parzidan, To fill a well with stones ; 

to fortify or repair a well on tbe inside. 
jiparzlwand, Evident, undisguised. 
parzhak, Weeping, wailing. 
pars, A curtain, a veil; (for pars) a 

panther ; —purs (imperative of pursldan), 
Ask thou; a question; (in comp.) asking; 
— ^ A q.v. 

\~>j*pursd, An inquirer. 
ji par-sdl, Last year; inquiry after 

health (doubtful; should it be pur sal, cor-
rupted from pur si hdl ?). 

pur-sala, Old and full of years. 
O^H pursdn, Interrogating, asking, in-

quiring, demanding ; an interrogator. 
pursdnidan, To cause to ask; to 

ask. 
parast, A worshipper ; one who per-

sists in his opinion. 
par ast ar, A worshipper; a servant, 

slave, male or female; ooedient, submis-
sive. 

parastdr-wash, Like a slave, 
o r ^ ; * parastari, Worship ; servitude. 

parastdn, A bird resembling a pea-
cock ; an iron stove; (pi. of parast) wor-
shippers ; [parastani khaydl, Poets; authors 
in prose and verse;—parastani zamdna, 
Worshippers of the world, worldly-minded;] 
—pirastdn, Wild sorrel. 

ij^x—j* parastiah, Adoration, worship ; at-
tendance on the sick ;—parastish kardan, 
To adore, worship. 

• i p a r a s t i s h b u d , An ascetic, a monk. 
Lr^-vi parastish-kh.dna, A house of 

worship, a temple. 
parastish-gdh, An oratory. 

^ f i x j ^ f t paraatishgari, Adoration, wor-
ship. 

piristuk, A swallow (comp. «SJU~JJ). 
ifj&Lji paraetagdri, Servitude, slavery. 

paristandagl, Worship; attend-
ance on the sick. 

parastanda, A worshipper, adorer; 
a servant;—parastanda'i fehayal, A vision-
ary ; a poet. 

jx-jl piristu, <&f~j>vpiriatuk, A swallow. 
parasta, Any object of worship;— 

pirista, A handmaid. 
yjk^jj paraatidan, To worship, adore, 

pray to ; to serve. 
6JUX̂ ,> parastida, Worshipped, adored. 



UF^^y prastidizhitdsiyon, Jug-
glery (m.c. from Fr. prestidigitation). 

Lr—# punish, A question, interrogation ; 
visiting the sick; mourning the dead 
marasimi pursishi khatir, Inquiries after 
one's health. 

pursuq, A weasel. 
parsum, Flour scattered on the table 

to prevent the dough from sticking to i t ; — 
pursam, Food prepared for a guest; an en-
tertainment, feast. 

pursanda, An interrogator;—pur-
sanda'i khaydl, A poet, 

i r t ipur-soz, Blazing; lighted (candle). 
t-y parsa, Poverty ;—pursa, Inquiry ; 

attendance upon the sick; condolence ; 
mourning the dead ; a condoler. 

al? pursa-gah, Place where search for 
or inquiry after the dead is made. 

pur si, A cess, a fine (doubtful word). 
parsaydn, Ivy, convolvulus. 

parnydn ddru, Maiden's hair. 
parsiydwush (G. Ilcpo-ers), A 

part of the heavens containing twenty-nine 
stars called ra'su 'l-gh-ul. The dragon's head; 
also— 

parsiyawushdn, Maiden's hair. 
O'Vf-y pursldan, To ask, inquire. 

pursidanl, Questions that ought 
to be put., conventional questions ; a riddle. 

parsh, Cholic, gripes ; agitation ; 
ivy ; a fountain;—parish, Flight. 

J ^ y . parshdsh, purthash, Name of a 
country in Turkistiin. 

J ^ y purshigdl (S. varsha - Jcdla), A 
cloudy, rainy sky. 

parshambih (for panj-
shambih), Thursday. 

f^ftpirshum, A reed (doubtful word). 
ts^V, paris hahi, A wing; down on a 

wjng. 
O ^ y par8hidan, To scatter; to swallow ; 

to salt. 
y pur-shir, Full of milk, milch. 

^p* y. pur-shlragl, Fulness of milk. 
(j-U.^ partds, pur ids, A species of er-

mine. 
partiya, Name of a town and coun-

try (Parthia?). 
fi Var gMz&i 'yy, parg&aza, The root 

of a bird's wing. 
i^fi, purghur, A dish of bruised corn. 

p^rghul, Wheat or barley coarsely 
ground; gruel; a kind of sweetmeat, 
barley-sugar, 

i iyy parghuna, Filthy, ugly, displeasing, 
yby parfdn, Melancholy, full of sorrow 

(doubtful; perhaps for y U i p u r - f i g f e d n ? ) . 
^ pur-fa'ida, Full of instruction, 

edifying; advantageous ;—pur-fd'idatarln, 
Most advantageous. 

y'vAi j> pur-jighan, Full of bustle. 
park, Lint-seed ; the noise made by 

a crackling fire, or by wood when splitting; 

—parak, The star Canopus; an echo ; name 
of a river ;—pirk, The eye-lash. 

ftji parkdr, A pair of compasses ; a circle 
(see j^j?) ; [parka,r zadan (kashldan, niha-
dan), To draw a circle ;—parkdr kardan, To 
render giddy;~\-pur-kdr, Skilful; thick, 
close, and well executed ; ful l of work, or 
workmanship ; thick, coarse, fat. 

t S ) ^ p u r - k a r l , Thickness. 
y,par-hash, Saw-dust; attention. 
parkdla, A spark; a pane of glass. 

I^Sy parkam, The womb. 
parkan, Ignorance, inability to reply. 

parkdwish, The pruning of trees. 
Ji par-kdh (for pari kdh), A straw, 

a blade ; something mean ; — pur-kah, 
Stuffed with straw. 

jocm kdhe, A blade, a straw's worth 
(see the preceding). 

/j>parkar, Expectation, hope. 
£ PUT kardan, To fill; to multiply ; 

to repeat. 
f,pur-kardani, Stuffing, quilting. 

puraksun, A rich housing put over 
the saddle by way of ornament. 

ftji parkam, Idle; reduced to nothing. 
O^ji pwkan, A curry-comb. 
HMX J> par-kanda, With feathers plucked 

out; impotent; scattered. 
parkuhdn, = o ^ y 

yh^Jj parkin, A hearth ; temple of the 
Magi. 

i^tf pur-klna, Malicious, spiteful, 
j ^ i pargdr, A pair of compasses ; a circle 

made by them ; furniture; worldly things; 
a tool; a collar ; a collection ;—pargdri 
charkh (falak), The circle of the heavens. 

pargdra, A small pair of compasses ; 
a little circle made by them ; a bit, a piece 
of linen ; a wardrobe; worldly things. 

ksftti pargdri, Work done with a compass. 
pargds, Suspending; inquiring ; 

(S. prakdSa) sunrise. 
JUy pargal, A pair of compasses; 

worldly things; furniture ; a collection. 
pargdla, A little bit of cloth, rag, 

strip; the pen of the compass; a piece, 
portion; a patch. 

jSjl par gar, A collar of precious stones 
worn by the ancient kings of Persia, and 
sometimes put round a horse's neck ; a pair 
of compasses. 

cs*—Zfi pargast, Mercy upon us ! Heaven 
forbid ! 

puragsun, purgusun, A rich hous-
ing put over the saddle by way of orna-
ment. 

pargasht, A herb which creeps 
along the ground, twisting itself like a 
rope. 

pargandagi, Dispersion, diffusion. 
parganda, Dispersed, scattered. 

doSy pargana, A district, a division of a 
province so called; — also pargina, An 



electuary or compound of various fragrant 
Bubstances. 

^ pargana-ddr, Chief of a parganah. 
f ft pur-go (-git), Full of talk, talkative. 
^ f i f , parguh, A lofty building; a hos-

pital, house of refuge, bede-house. 
/>/ jt, pur-gauhar, Abounding in good 

qualities ; full of intellect. 
pur-go'i (-gul), Talkativeness. 

purgirl, An ortolan. 
pargln, Public. 
pargina, ~ pargina, q.v. 
parmds, Touch ; a rubbing of the 

hand gently on anything; knowledge; 
liberation, freedom; salvation; growth, 
extension; consummation, finish ; imp. of 
parmdsldan. 

parmdsa, A smoothing, planing ; 
touch; extension; liberation; knowledge. 

parmdsldan, To touch, to feel; 
to extend, to lengthen ; to grow ; to know ; 
= yjiiAjy q.v. 

0^»j>parman (S. pramdna), Order, com-
mand (see y ^ y ) . 

Pdrmdtvard, A kind of sweetmeat. 
parmah, A wimble, gimlet; a trepan. 
fi. pur-mdya, Stocked; Purmaya, 

name of one of the two brothers of Fari-
dun. 

E w ^ y par mat, A custom-house; customs. 
parmat-ba-ndar, Port of entry. 

parmakhlda, Contradicting ; self-
opiniated; disobedient, undutiful to parents. 

pctrmuda, Name of the son of Sawa 
shah (see 

fj> parmar, Expectation, hope; a bee. 
y, pari magas, see under j>, 

LA^ ji pur-manish, Magnanimous. 
parmu, Hope, expectation; a bee. 

parmuta, A thing; matter, sub-
stance. 

parmuda, parmuza, The son 
of Sawah shah (taken captive by Bahram 
chubin). 

jyji, parmur, Hope, expectation; a bee. 
)yj> par muz, Hope; a bee; —purmuz, 

Hay. 
8parmuza, Expectation, hope ; a bee ; 

name of the son of Sawah shah. 
parmun, Ornament, decoration with 

gold, silver, and jewels. 
parma, Something; a p a r t ; a wim-

ble, drill;—pirma, Sloth;—purma, Song, 
air; a piece. 

j> par-muhra, A cud of feathers, &c., 
which birds of prey bring up from their 
crop. 

pirmaha, Procrastination ; sloth. 
£ pur-may, A sort of grape. 
pctrmiyo, An affection of the bladder; 

strangury. 
CW paran, The Pleiades; yesterday ; 

according to others also moonlight, and = 
the following. 

krt parna, Painted or embroidered silk. 
^ f l p a r n d k , Feathery, full of, or clothed 

with, feathers;—purndk, A youth ; a Tur-
koman tribe. 

Q^jl P<irndn, Mouldiness of bread. 
paranj, A grain smaller than wheat 

(comp. j-v). 
par and, The glittering surface of a 

polished sword; a sword; a kind of fine 
figured, painted silk ; plain silk; a bird ; a 
saddle-cloth ; the Pleiades; a sort of grass ; 
wild cucumber; goat-skin leather; a royal 
standard; a messenger; pearls ; hope, 
expectation (the last four meanings doubt-
ful) ;—par and bastan bar chize, To veil or 
conceal a thing. 

i ^ f t , paranddkh, G-oat-skin leather. 
pur-naddmat, Deeply penitent. 

J i ^ j i parand-awar, A glittering sword. 
i^ji parandakh, An arrow. 
^•Hji parandak, A hillock in a plain. 
y^ji parandu, = ^ijAiy q.v. 
j ^ j i parandwdr, The night before last. 

parandosh, The night before last. 
paranda, parranda, Flying, volatile ; 

a flyer; a bird; a winged animal; a bark, 
small ship; quicksilver ; — paranda'i cha*. 
rdgh (flying round the lamp), A moth. 

i^yi^iji parandin, Silken, silken stufE. 
Jtf j j (jr-jy prins dil gdl, Prince of Wales 

(m.c. from Fr, Prince de Galles). 
pirang, The lustre or undulatory 

surface (of a glittering sword);—piring, 
Copper. 

(** jipur-namy Full of tears. 
pur nit, oyy parnun, Embroidered 

silk. 
yUiy parniydn, A kind of fine painted 

China silk; also garments made of i t ; 
shroud for a royal corpse;—lihafi parniydn, 
A mantle of such silk. 

(vjlJy, parniydn-khoy (khuy), Cheer-
ful, gay ; mild-tempered ; contented ; 
tender-hearted, 

parnikh, A stone or marble slab. 
tji-J j» pur-nleh (full of sting), Cholic, 

gripes ; pained in the bowels, griped. 
iji purv, The Pleiades. 

parwd, Cessation from labour, leisure, 
quiet, rest; patience; power, force, strength; 
possession, hold ; occasion, opportunity ; 
desire, inclination, affection, appetite, con-
cupiscence ; a turning towards; study, 
endeavour, effort; vigilance ; flight; know-
ledge ; rhetoric; care, concern, solicitude, 
anxiety ; honour, respect; education ; pro. 
tection; fear, terror, stupor; bringing up, 
rearing; known; easy; skilful;—parwa'i 
kdr, Leisure, freedom from toil;—parwd 
ddshtan, parwd kardan, To care, or be con-
cerned, to take heed of. 

parwar, parwdra, Education; 
fatted, crammed, stall-fed; a washer-
man's beetle ; a summer-bouse latticed 



on all sides for the admission of air ; a 
turret open on all sides; a treasury; planks 
for the roofing of a house; a thing known ; 
an easy thing; a strong propensity; libe-
rality ; enough, sufficient; a treasure; 
fumigation with aloes; the urine of a sick 
person which is shown to the physician ; a 
glass urinal. 

parwdri, Fatted, stall-fed. 
Parwdz, Flight; leaping, spriuging ; 

light, glory, radiance ; a residence, resting-
place ; a roost, perch ; a small beam or 
batten for roofing a house ; a porch or 
portico; money scattered 'about on certain 
festive occasions; a veil, a shirt, shift, any-
thing that covers or conceals; a certain 
progress or stage in the divine life ; what-
ever is veiled or hid from public view;— 
parwdz ba-bdli digare kardan, To do a thing 
with another's assistance;—parwdzi chashm, 
The throbbing of the eye-lid as an auspi-
cious omen for a meeting ;—parwdzi rang, 
The fading of a colour;—parwdzi gosh, 
Helix of the ear;—parwdz kardan, To tiy, 
to fly or run to, to take wing; to set on, 
to cause to fight ---parwdz giriftan, To fly 
away, to flee. 

£parwdz-gar, Swift, rapid. 
pariraza, The fire of festivity, which 

used to be lighted before the bride ; the 
nuptial fire; wormwood strewed at the feet 
of a bride; money or scraps of gilt paper 
scattered about at marriages; gladness, 
cheerfulness, enjoyment of life; victuals 
which people carry along with them to 
make a repast in fields or gardens, pic-nic. 

/ parwdza-gar, A gilt paper maker. 
parwdzi, The hem of a garment. 

u^M parwas, Feel, touch ; knowledge ; 
growth, extension; smoothing; cessation; 
deliverance; fear; imp. of parwdsldan ;— 
parwas kardan, To know; to feel; to rub ; 
to play ; to lengthen. 

O-^lvi parwdsldan, To examine, feel 
with the hand whether anything is hard or 
soft, fat or lean ; to imagine, fancy; to 
apprehend, fear. 

J^rf, par wash, Negligent, careless; 
secure; astonished, stupefied; a buttock; 
a corner; end. 

parwdq, A plant from which glue is 
made. 

^JH parwdk, parwdg, A watch, 
guard; echo. 

J^y^ar-wjai, A gusset; compasses, 
fc^yi parwdn, Flue of silk ; a parrot; a 

crime ; a sight, show, anything wonderful; 
liberality, beneficence; walking, recreating; 
name of a city near Ghaznin. 

wwW^̂ y parwdnajdt, Orders, passes. 
' V W parwdncha, Order, licence, permit, 

jyparwdnchi, A Government officer; 
a secretary for writing royal orders. 

parwdnak, The lion's provider, 

otherwise called the siydh-gosh, a 
small lynx with ears tipped with black 
hairs, which are used for painting ; a guide, 
escort; a messenger, courier, running foot-
man ; a general. 

parwdnagl, An order, permission. 
parwdna, A moth, particularly such 

as fly about a candle at night; a candle, 
lantern; a messenger; the animal called 
the lion's provider; any military monu-
ment set up as a road-direction, or to com-
memorate any spot; a general, commander ; 
a supervisor, inspector; a midwife ; a royal 
patent or diploma; a grant or letter under 
the great seal from any man in power ; a 
pass, licence, leave, permit, command, pre-
cept, warrant, written order or commission ; 
sentence of a judge ; the middle ; a locust; 
an ingenious, elegant youth. 

^l i t f parwdnl, A wrestling trick, a trip. 
Vj-rt Joarwdwa, A guard, sentinel. 
a\j)\.parwah, — q.v. 
<J\jfv parwdy, Easy; soft ; nimble ; plump. 
<-5 jyJ parwd'i, Indigent, necessitous. 
<-5̂  } ^ par-u-pdy, Power, strength. 

pttfw&r, (iu comp.) Nourishing, fos-
tering, educating; a patron, protector; 
lace, fringe, edging;—also parur, A joint, 
link, connection. 

W^l^yi parwardndan, parward-
nidan, To cause to cherish. 

parward-shana, Shining ; light-
ning (unsupported by examples). 

jlSjj,^ parwardagdr, Omnipotence (as 
nourishing all) ; a king ; — parwardagdri 
guna (protector of the species), A king. 

o^Jjyi parwardagi, A fostering, rearing. 
parwardan, To nourish, foster, 

educate ; to worship; to make up, to dis-
pense (medicine) ; to pickle, to preserve. 

^jiJ^yj parwardanl, Nourishment, food, 
fij^i parwarda, Educated, bred, reared ; 

nourished, fed, fattened; a pupil, scholar, 
ward; a slave; pickled; made up, dis-
pensed (medicine) ;—parwarda shudan, To 
be nourished, fostered, educated ;—par-
warda kardan, To educate, to nourish ;— 
dar shakar pancarda kardan, To make pre-
serves. 

v^ttAparwarish, Education; a fostering, 
rearing ; protection; worship ; knowledge, 
learning ; civilisation ;—parwarish kardan, 
To educate ; to cherish. 

u^y parwarish - dmokhtagdn, 
Prophets; poets. 

jy*\ d*))?, parwarish-dmoz, A teacher; a 
spiritual father; engaged in holy warfare; 
God. 

fijj^y parwaranda, Cherishing; a che-
risher, protector, patron. 

{jjojo^y. parwarandidan, To pack or put 
up in bundles or trusses. 

parwara, Fed, nourished, stall-fed, 
fatted. 



AH 
Education one who edu-parwari 

cates; educated. 
Qtyifv parwaridan, To bring up ; to nou-

rish ; to begin. 
Lri))ji parwarish, Sugar of roses, con-

serve of roses. 
ytparwae, A kind of border or selvedge 

round a garment; a shirt, anything that is 
put on the body or spread upon a bed ; 
origin, root, stock ; a patch; a garment of 
two colours, called shah andar roz, Night ill 
day (pepper and salt) ; a Bort of gra«s 
called margi,; array ; a circular disposition 
of an army. 

parwisan, A sieve, searce; anything 
perforated all over with holes; a fishing-
net. 

po-rwazh, Interred, buried. 
parwa8annan, People of the same 

religion or society, co-religionists. 
parosh, Pimples, pustules, 

ttwi parwan, Flue or silk; name of a 
city ; name of Gev's wife. 

J^y parwand, A pimp, pander; a beard-
less youth ; a pear; name of a plain near 
Kazwln. 

parwanda, parilnda, A bundle, roll, 
or truss (of clothes) ; any coarse cloth in 
which they put up linens, a packing sheet ; 
a clothes-press or chest; a bleacher's beetle ; 
a rope with which they fasten linens toge-
ther when washing; a large wallet that 
opens on the side. 

yjo^y parwandidan, To pack, truss. 
parwa, Plunder ; bedding; Pleiades. 

parwahdn, Manifest, clear, evident. 
purwez, Victorious; fortunate, happy; 

dear, excellent, precious ; propriety of be-
haviour ; a sieve ; liberality ; the Pleiades ; 
splendour; a sugar refinery; a fish; a 
proper name, particularly of Khusrau Par-
wez, son of Noshirawan (contemporary with 
Muhammad) ;—parwezi falak, The sun. 

parwizan, A hair sieve, a searce. 
^ f - r f , parwlze, A victor. 
uHitf- purwesh, Carelessness; negligence. 

pur win, Pleiades ; one of the twenty -
eight stations of the moon; (met.) beast of 
burden ;—purwln, Filth ; sordid. 

parra, A side, border, edge, margin, 
extremity; a spindle; a circular disposi-
tion of troops for hunting 01* other pur-
poses ; a rank or file of soldiers ; the broad 
leaf of wheaten straw ; the white poplar-
tree, also another kind of barren tree; the 
bolt of a door, the bolt of a lock, also what 
they call the iron wings of the locks 
parra'i dsyd, The sail of a windmill; ihe 
board of a water-wheel upon which the 
stream falls;—parra bastan, To array in 
battle-order ;— parra'i bini, A nostril;— 
parra'i charkh, The paddle of the wheel of a 
steamboat (m.c.) ;—parra'i sar, The sharp 
point of a bone; a part of the head ;— 

parra'i qujl, The iron wing of a lock;— 
parra'i qufl bar kalld zadan, To set to work 
the wrong way, to put the cart before 
the horse. 

parr aha (pi. of the preceding), 
Wings, &c.;—parrahd'i bini (damagk), The 
nostrils. 

parhdzd, Touchwood, tinder, 
f ^ t t parhdm (in Zand and Pazand), 

Abraham. 
(jJ^&ft, parhakhtan, parhikhtan, To cor-

rect, instruct, teach good maimers. 
parhanj, A grain smaller than 

wheat (see 
yJbji, pur-hunar, Virtuous. 

ij» parra-nishin, Frontier troops. 
Jjjfcy. parhud, soyjfcy. parhuda, Singed; 

frothy talk. 
yjy&j} parhud an, To be singed, to turn 

yellow by exposure to the heat. 
a ^y^ftpur-hawas, Full of desire, lustful, 
yyfey parhun, A halo round the moon ; a 

periphery, a circle made by compasses; a 
hoop ; a collar. 

yj^-jfey parhekMan, To teach, educate. 
parhez, Abstinence ; continence, chas-

tity, control over the passions ; care, for-
bearance, caution; distance; fear; imp. of 
parhezldan;—parhez ddshtan, To abstain, 
fast, take care, be heedful;—parhez far-
mudan, To enjoin abstinence ;—parhez kar-
dan, To abstain;—badi-parhez, Abstaining 
from evil. 

Ai^j-JSji parhezdna, Food given to the 
sick. 

^Sytbftparhezgdr, Sober, abstinent; chaste; 
cautious, careful. 

OjVS f̂ey parhezgdrl, Carefulness, caution ; 
chastity; sobriety. 

^Uy-Ajj parhezndk, Abstaining from sin. 
ur^-H Parhezi, Fit for one under regi-

men. 
(jjiyjjby parhezldan, To restrain oneself; 

to take heed. 
^ pari, Winged ; a good genius, a fairy; 

(for parir) the day before yesterday;— 
puri, Thou art fu l l ; plenitude, fulness ;— 
collectedness. 

iSft pari-afsd, pari'af say, 
An exorcist; an amulet; epileptic; one 
who subdues or gains ascendancy. 

parydn, Silk; muslin; camel-
leather. 

fist. parl-paikar, Fairy-faced. 
^ parlcha, Fibrous bark of the palm. 

parl-chihra, With a fairy face, 
handsome. 

ort puri-khdna, An abode of fairies. 
^\^.fvpari-k}iwdn, Exorcist, magician, 
^ j j y pari-ddr, A necromancer, magician, 

one having familiar spirits at command ; 
possessed of a spirit of divination; a 
female diviner ; mad; pandemonium. 

pari-ddri, Magic, necromancy. 



pari-dukhf, Name of the daughter 
of an Emperor of China, mother of the 
hero Zal, 

paridagan, Fl iers; birds. 
parldagi, Flight. 

O^y paridan, To fly in the air, to flutter ; 
to throb ; [parrldani chashm, parrldani 
rang, = parwdzi chashm, parwdzi rang, 
qq.y. under —piridan, To become (an 
obsolete verb, for which see Jy piradabove); 
—purldan, To fill. 

parlda, Sallow (m.c.). 
wwyfco pari-duhut, — ^ q.v. ; 

surname of Roshank, daughter of Dara 
and wife to Sikandar. 

pari-didar, — pari-
paikar, q.v. 

AA parlr, The day before yesterday ;— 
parlr parlr, Same meaning; four days ago ; 
—parlr-sal, The year before last. 

t) iSji parl-rukh, ft*±) ^ parl-rukhsdr, 
Angel-cheeked, fairy-faced. 

O-w. u^yji parlraft shudan, To be af-
fected with convulsions, or eruptions on the 
lips, from disturbed dreams. 

Cf.ji parlram, parlrum, Four days ago. 
))) pari-roz, Day before yesterday, 
tsi) csy parl-ruy, Fairy or angel-faced. 

parlra, Of the day before yesterday; 
bread baked upon the coals; golden, red 
gold, or golden red ; interrupting. 

^jijt parirlna, Of the day before yester-
day. 

yy parez, Complaint, lamentation ; a 
herb growing on the banks of rivers; a 
hair sieve. 

pari-zdd, ^ pari-zdda, Fairy-
born; Parisatis. 

ift^A parezbdn, A sifter of meal or flour. 
H) pari-zada, Fairy-struck, be-

witched. 
parezan, A hair sieve. 

JU ^ parl-sdl, The year before last. 
^ft* ^f., parl-sdy, A magician. 

parlsiar, An ambassador, 
jY+ ^f., parl-soz, Name of a temple built 

by Khusrau Parvez ; name of a place. 
Lrtyi paresh, Disperse thou ; dispersing, 

or who disperses; dispersion; perturba-
tion, confusion, perplexity. 

yUjy pareshdn, Dispersed, scattered; 
dishevelled; disturbed, perplexed, con-
founded, distracted, agitated, afflicted, 
vexed, sad, melancholy; unfortunate; dis-
gusted;—pareshdn shudan, To be or be-
come dispersed, &c. ;—pareshdn kardan, To 
disjoin, disperse, dissipate ; to offend, pro-
voke, disgust;—pareshdn guftan, To talk 
nonsense. 

a y^i-iy pareshdn-aurdq, Scattered 
leaves, (a book) written upon scraps or 
separate leaves, unarranged, unrevised. 

a aft- pareshdn-jilwa, Whose lustre 
is destroyed ; scattering brightness. 

a J^- pareshdn-hdl, In a ruined 
state. 

a gUjy pareshdn hall, A distressed, 
melancholy, sad, or ruined state. 

a ft^- oft^ji pareshdn-khdtir, Afflicted in 
mind; disturbed; offended. 

pV* o^Hri- pareshdn-khirdm, Roaming 
about. 

ytioy paresh an-damdgh, and— 
a paresh&n-rdy, Confused, per-

plexed, disturbed in mind. 
a f**) yUoy. pa/reshan-raqam, In scattered 

lines, letters, or signs. 
ft))) O^H^- pareshdn-rozgdr, Distressed 

in one's circumstances. 
ft* oft^iji pareshdn-sdz, Scattering, 
y^ss- pareshdn-sukhun, Confused in 

one's speech. 
a pareshdn-safar, 

pareshdn-sair, Roaming about, wandering 
astray. 

a aft y^i-jy pareshdn-turra, With dishe-
velled locks. 

ft pareshan-kdr, Whose affairs are 
in confusion ; who acts like one distracted 
or mad. 

J^IS y l i j y pareshdn kakul, With di-
shevelled locks. 

SAS pareshdn-kada, A house in 
ruins. 

jjS pareshdn-gird, Roaming about. 
yV^y pareshan-girya, Who weeps dis-

tractedly. 
ftiS !;ftfy.f.} pareshan-guftdr, ^ O^Hri 

pareshdn-goy, — y W y q.v. 
a S J / ^ d^lft pareshdn-mashrab, Of de-

praved morals. 
ytiiiy pareshan-moy, With scattered 

hair. 
<0\i (ftfy,j> pareshdn-ndla, Who groans Or 

laments in great distress. 
a ft pareshdn-nazar, and— 
a y U & i y pareshdn-nigdh, Looking about 

in all directions; looking distracted. 
a 4J-& o^iji pareshdn-nafs, Confused, 

perplexed, distracted. 
a < U p a r e s h d n - n a g h m a , Scattering 

songs ; singing like one distracted with 
love. 

(jlijy paresh an-nawlsl, A style of 
writing in which the letters are not joined 
(considered good). 

pareshdni, Dissipation, dispersion ; 
distraction, confusion ; disgust; distress, 
perplexity ;—pareshdni kardan, To vex;— 
pareshdni kashldan, To be perplexed, dis-
tressed, confused. 

pareshdnidan, To distract and 
distress ; to be distracted and distressed. 

iJA pa™-shahi Night before last. 
paresham, Silk. 
pareshan, Dispersion; = y ^ t f . q.v. 

(jjuJbo^ pareshldan, To disperse; to lose 
one's senses. ' 
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pareshlda, Dispersed ; perturbed ; 

distracted. 
a pari-taVat, Fairy-faced. 
foji, parlqu, A swan. 

iSA P&ri-girifta, A soothsayer, 
u^yy.pari-wash, Fairy-like. 
Ojiji paryun, A distemper about tbe 

nails, making them dropoff ; tetter, ring-
worm, mange. 

CjWy pareyan, — o ^ y q.v. (not sup-
ported by examples). 

y> paz, A sweet cane, tbe root of which is 
eaten for a pain in the stomach ; (in comp. 
from pukhtaji), Cooking; boiling. 

paz akhtan, pizakktan, To melt. 
fcJ-Mfy* pazanidan, To cook; to cause, re-

quest, or order to cook. 
Vy, pazdiva, t ^ pazhdwa, A brick-kiln; 

a lime-kiln. 
C^JWpazpunitan (in Zand and Pazand), 

To give;—pazpunaml, I give;—pazpunld, 
Give ye. 

pazd, Blood; soul, spirit. 
pazdagh, A polishing or furbishing 

instrument (see 
<sy* pazdak, A weevil. 

paz-sar, Bald. 
pizisk, An owl. 
pazashk, An owl ;—pizishk, A phy-

sician, surgeon. 
pizishkf, The art of healing. 

£)» pazagh, pazgh, A young vine-shoot; 
astounded, stupefied (not supported by 
examples). 

puzg&and, A certain tanning-fruit. 
pazgar, A cook. 

pazwand, A bundle of clothes. 
isfti Jpuzwl, pazawl, Ignoble, vile, base. 

piza, Sweet cane; arms, urmour. 
pazl, Side, part, toward. 

pazidan, To cook ; to be cooked ;— 
puzldwn, To pinch. 

8 p a z i r a , Meal, flour. 
pazh, Uneven ground ; a mountain, a 

hill; old and soft mud; old, obliterated; 
filth, dregs, dross ;—puzh, Sleet; sweet cane. 

<i\)> pazhdd, Aged; a venerable old man; 
—pazhdd bar-dmada, Aged. 

pazhdr, A pace, a step, 
jty, pazhdzh, A strap ; winter (doubtful 

word). 
pazh-dsman, Empyrean heaven. 

pazhdgin, Impure, filthy, sordid. 
pcuzhamand, pazhawand, The 

bar of a door or gate ; (also pazhdwan) the 
beetle of a fulling-mill. 

pazhdwa, A brick-kiln. 
puzhpuzh, A word used by shepherds 

in calling their goats. 
pazh-sar, Bald (see yj?,). 
pazhagh, A f rog; a dam, a weir; 

astounded, stupefied (the latter meaning 
not supported by examples). 

pazhgkdb, A dam, a weir. 

pazhgharda, A thorny plant. 
f^ji pazhgham, The acacia, a thorn from 

which they extract a styptic medicine. 
pazhghand, Curriers' sumach, a kind 

of bushy shrub with which leather is 
dressed ; the braying of the mule. 

Jy>?. puzhghul, A kind of sweetmeat; a 
dish made of grain; corn bruised (see 
M O -

pazhgha, A vine-prop or arbour. 
pazhqala, The scolopendra. 
pazhqand, Vain, idle discourse. 
pazhkdla, Part, portion, bit; patch. 

(*)> pazhm, pizhm, A mountain ;—pazham, 
pazhm, Fog ;—puzham, Frost ; hoar-frost. 

pazhmdpun, Name of a hero, 
t j k j i pizhman, pazhmdn, puzhmdn, Sad, 

melancholy, mournful, dejected ; penitent; 
drunk; bedimined;—puzhmdn, Desire, wish. 

pizhmdni, Grief, care, sadness. 
puzhmdward, Viands or sweetmeats 

carried home from a feast; a kind of sand-
wich (see 

tjyVjl. pazhmdyun, pazhmdya, Farl-
dim's cow. 

pazhmuranldan, Caus. of y ^ j t 
q.v., but used in the same sense as the 
primitive. 

pizhmurdagl, A withered state. 
yJ/^Ji pizhmurdan, <jpizhmuridan, 

To wither, fade, flag, faint, become lean, 
emaciated, pale ; to be sad and melancholy ; 
to die. 

pizhmurda, pazhmurlda, 
Withered ; bedimmed ; sad, mournful, me-
lancholy;—pizhmurda-ruy u pareshdn-muy, 
Pale-faced and dishevelled-haired. 

pazhmazha, An earthen jar (?). 
ijy*j> pazhm&y, Pock-marked. 

pazhan, A kite; end of a street. 
pazhndma, A surname, nickname. 

Aiji pazhand, A wild gourd, or purging 
phlegm, a species of cucumber, the colo-
cynth; a kind of self-growing, sweet-
smelling, edible plant, which resembles 
spinage. 

y&yj pazhangdr, pazhangar, A car-
penter ; smith; tanner. 

8 p a z h a n g a r a , pazhangazha, A 
coney, rabbit. 

yjl pazhu, Blood; life (probably misread-
ing for q.v.). 

.fK-jjj pazhwdk, An echo. 
( ^ khabar-) pazhuda, A spy. 

puzhuk, A11 alarming noise. 
pazhul, The ankle; a filbert; the 

female breast; a ball with which boys 
play. 

Jtfi pazhul-baz, A player at such a 
game. 

J^J pazhul-pistan, Plump-breasted. 
pizhulish, Intricate; scattered; 

withered ; sad, mournful. 
ftplzhTdld, Withered, faded. 



pazhulidan, pizhuUdan, To Bearch, 
inquire, investigate ; to wither; to mix ; to 
be scattered, perplexed, disturbed; to ad-
vise ; to cut off the tail. 

pizkullda, Withered ; soft ; docked ; 
advised ; questioned ; impotent, feeble, 
faint; flat, insipid. 

fffrpazhum, Poor; despised. 
pazhumdn, Beggars. 

pazhwand, A bar, bolt; a fuller's 
beetle ;—also pazhawand, A pimp, 

pizhuh, (in comp.) Examining; an 
examiner, searcher, explorer, investigator, 
inquirer; examination, search, inquiry; a 
mountain; the lining of a garment;— 
hikam-pizhuh, Contemplating abstract sub-
jects ; — khirad-pizhuh, An examiner into 
the opinions of others ;—ddnish-pizhuhan, 
Investigators of science, 

u ^ y . pizhtihish, Inquiry, examination. 
pizhuhandagi, Strict search, 

minute examination. 
pizhuhqnda, Examining, searching; 

intelligent, wise; an inquisitor; a spy. 
QXJk^y, pizhuhidan, To examine, inquire, 

pizhuhida, Investigated; wise. 
pazhawl, puzhuwi, Base, ignoble. 
pazhwin, Filthy, nasty ; squalor. 

sj> pazha, A mountainous country; the 
lining of a garment;—pizhyh, Search, 

puzhhdn, Honest ambition, laudable 
emulation; desire;—puzhhdn burdan, To 
be solicitous ; to desire ; to envy. 

pazhhidan, = o ^ ^ j f t q.v, 
y.yv pazMzh, Wool; feathers of a bird, 
ijijj pazhizha, Meal, flour (see fcyy). 
^ pas, After, afterwards, behind; 

finally, at last, at length, after all; the 
last, latter part ; but, moreover, however ; 
then, therefore, consequently, accordingly ; 
for this reason ; \jpas az an, After that, 
thenceforth;—pas az In, After this, hence-
forth ; — pas az bisydr ayydm, After many 
days;—pas az jang, After the battle;—pas 
afgandan, To lay up in store; to bequeath ; 
to throw back or behind; to make little of; 
—pas dmadan, To follow, to come behind; 
—pas andaz hard, He despised, discarded, 
or reviled ;—pas an gah, Afterwards, then ; 
—pas pd shudan, To return, to retreat, to 
turn b a c k - p a d parda, Behind the cur-
tain;—pas pusht kardan, To put behind 
one's back, to stand before, hide, conceal ;— 
pasijd nishin, An assistant in a shop;—pas 
charkha nafrln kunad, He abuses the ab-
sent; —pas chun, When, therefore;—pasi 
khdna, Behind the house ;—pas Mam zadan, 
To run away;—pas dadan, To give back 
(m.c.) ;—pas dast kardan, To conceal, to 
store ;—pas dukdn burdan, To cheat, to de-
fraud ;—pasi diwar, Behind the wall;—pas 
raftan, To follow ;—pas zdnu nishastan, To 
retire into a corner, to become a recluse ;— 
jjae nar anddkhtan (kardan), To despise, 

discard, revile ; — pasi sar jchdridan, To 
make excuses;—pas sar namudan, To turn 
away the face through shame ; to divert, 
call off the attention;—pasi g&aibat, Be-
hind one's back, in one's absence;—pasi 
farda, The day after to-morrow;—pas 
kdri khwesh ghajU nishastan, To begin a 
work and be careless about finishing i t ;— 
pas giriftan (sitdndan), To take back (m.c.); 
—pas gosh afgandan, To forget;—pas gosh 
anddkhtan, To pretend not to hear, to dis-
miss from one's mind;—pas mdndan, To 
remain behind, to survive;—pas u pesh, 
Behind and before, here and there; demur, 
hesitation, evasion;—pas u pesh namudan, 
To hesitate;—az in pas bdz, In future, 
henceforth,—az pas budan, To be over;— 
az pas raftan, To be lost to ; —pd pas, pas az 
pas, Successively, one after another; behind ; 
—dar pas, Behind, after, in the rear;—dar 
pas dmadan, To follow, to come behind;]— 
pus, A son. 

pas a, Name of a city in Persia. 
pasd-chin, Gleanings. 

pasa-dast, Credit; borrowed; 
buying on credit. 

cAxtf ^ pas-uftdda, Lagging behind ; a 
posthumous child; savings, a hoard. 

pas-afgand, Anything laid up 
for future use, either in reference to this 
world or the next; inheritance. 

pasdk, A garland of flowers (see 

J pasdnitan (Zand and Pazand), To 
scatter. 

pas-anddz, Clear profit; savings, 
a reserve against old age or want of em-
ployment. 

pas-andesh, Who thinks after 
the deed is done ; who thinks of the past. 

pasdnidan, To irrigate, 
i y y pas-awarda, An adopted son or 

daughter. 
j j j f y (j*^ pas-augand, A hoard, a reserve. 

pae-dwand, The last consonant in a 
verse with which all the other distichs 
rhyme ; rhyme, metre, verse. 

pasawidan, To rub gently, touch ; 
to intoxicate. 

pas-ahang, A nail; a horse-shoe 
a piece of iron nailed to the heel of a shoe ; 
the rear-guard. 

e:—\j~>pas-ist , A follower, an imitator. 
fiJ^itf <_r-?. pas-ayanda, A follower; an after-

comer. 
pas-pay, Sitting cross-legged ; a 

manoeuvre for tripping up another's heels. 
pas pari-roz, Four days ago 

(m.c.). 
O—J past, Low; humble; plain, level 

ground; abject, mean, base, vile; avari-
cious, sordid, grovelling ; destroyed, ruined, 
depopulated; [past kardan, To render 
miserable, to crush, to depress; to lower; 



to squeeze;—past u buland shudan, To be 
up hill and down dale (m.c.);—past u khwdr, 
Base and meau ;]—put, Bruised corn ; meal 
of wheat, barley, or vetches, especially when 
toasted (in Arabic called sawlq) ; a kind of 
food made of deer's liver, almonds, &c., 
and of which a bit the size of a pistachio-
nut will support the life of a dervish for 
several days —pisti jaw, Barley-meal. 

bu-A pasta, Carrying forward any busi-
ness already begun;—jvista, The pistachio-
nut. 

.J pastd-dast, Buying on credit. 
past tin (pi. of past), The most 

humble ; the basest, lowest, meanest, most 
avaricious of mankind;—pistdn, The breast, 
nipple; a place abounding with pistachio-
nuts ; the pine-tree ;—pistani sag, Sebes-
tens;—pistdn kardan, To give milk ;—pis-
tani madar burldan, To cut off a mother's 
breast; (met.) to be insatiable and guilty 
of the basest ingratitude; to lie; to act 
perfidiously. 

jV past-dwaz, Low-voiced. 
> past'tarin, Nethermost. 

past-ddshtagl, A 
down; — pasUdashtagti sar, A 
down of the head. 

past-ddshta, Held down. 
pastar, Posterior, later ; afterwards, 

after;—pistar, A bed, bolster, pillow (see 

pastarak, Somewhat 
ferior ; later ; humbler; more 
avaricious; anything laid under paper to 
keep it clean whilst being polished; the 
hiccup of a dying person. 

ff-~?,pasturam, pasturum, Ice; frost, hoar-
frost ; a jack-daw. 

pastarin, The last. 
a vt>Jal —» past-fttrat, Small-minded. 
a Ji past-gad, Dwarfish, low of sta-

ture. 
> pistak, The jujube-tree. 
> pastagi, Lowness, depression. 

pi8tank, The jujube-tree, 
j^yu-i pastuq, The joint of the neck, 

pasta, Coloured silk;—pista, The 
pistachio-nut;—pista'i bang, A smali quan-
tity of bang; —pista'i khanddn, pista'i 
shakar-fishdn, The lips of a mistress ; — 
pista'i qandl, Preserved pistachio nut ; 
(met.) sweet speech. 

^UJ pista-dahan, s-J ^—> pista-lab, 
With a mouth or lips sweet as a pistachio 
nut. 

a past-himmat, Mean-spirited; 
unambitious. 

^yu^j paetl, Lowness; inferiority; humi-
mility ; baseness ; the earth (opp. to balandi, 
heaven) ; a swamp, marsh ;—pistl, A pis-
tachio. 

pistl-rang, Pea-green. 
pastiwdr, A clumsy mechanic. 

holding 
hanging 

lower, in-
base, more 

pischln, A hard wood for making 
bows. 

pas-khwar, pasi-khwdr, Remain-
ders of meat or drink, 

pas-khwurda, The fragments of 
a meal, orts ; a sip, a draught. 

yt^ pas-kfeez, The pupil of a wrestler 
who, after a match is over, practises with 
one of the adversaries. 

o f — p a s d a s t i , Concealment, hoarding, 
storing up, 

pas-dlwar, A dervish. 
pusar, pisar (S. putra), A son, boy, 

youth ;—pusari dbtin, Faridun ;—pusari ar-
shad, The eldest son or heir apparent;— 
pusari tdk (raz), A cluster of grapes ;—pu-
8ariddyi, Cousin (son of a maternal uncle, 
m.c., see o ^ ) i—pusari sabuktagln, Sultan 
Mahmud Ghaznawi;—pusari 4amm, An 
uncle's son, a cousin. 

V-i pusarak, A mule. 
j-~> pusar-andar, A step-son. 

y~% pusar-pistak, A fruit like the 
jujube. 

o&rtj*- pusar-kkwandagl, Adoption, 
s^ji pusar-khwdnda, Adopted son. 
8J\i rH pusar-zada, A son's son, a grand-

son. 
pusarak, A little boy; a child, 

infant. 
)•<$ pusar-gir, An adopted son. 
(jfjy* pusar-murdagi, Bereavement. 

pmar-murda, Bereaved of a son. 
J pasrau, A follower, an attendant; an 

imitator; dependants; train, equipage;— 
pisaru, pusarv, Little son ; little boy. 

OJ7-*i pasrawi, A following ; imitation. 
SJ^J pusar a (for pusarak), l i t t le boy (con-

temptuously) ;—In pusara, That wretched 
boy, poor wretch (mm.cc.). 

pusari, Boyhood ; filiation, son ship. 
pmarecha, A froward son; a man of 

the lowest class. 
^U pas-sham, A meal which the Mu-

hammadans make a little before day-break 
during the month of Ramazan to enable 
them to fast till sunset. 

pasagljda, Prepared, arranged. 
a JiUi pasqad (for past-qad), Of low 

stature, a dwarf. 
pask, An owl;—pisk, A lot which is 

cast; curly hair; globular dung. 
pas-kash, Recoil, repurcussion. 

piskali tdragl, Pistachio. 
ibL-i. paskala, A wooden bar or bolt. 

pas-kucha, A dervish. 
&Jb}<~>t pas-koha, Back part of the saddle. 
Qjy pas-gar dan, Neck, hind-head. 

pasagak, Dew, hoar-frost, rime. 
u~>pa8-gir, An adopted son. 

yUJ pas lashkar, The rear-guard. 
pas-ling, Left behind; infirm, 

weak. 
> pasmdn, A wager. 



(so»U pas-manda, A survivor; old, an-
tiquated, out of fashion; remaining, left 
(as remnants of food). 

pascmd,pisand, Approbation; choice; 
praise d, approved ; selected; grateful, 
agreeable, excellent; (in comp.) approving, 
admiring, loving, as ahali-pasand, Ap-
proved by the learned, &c.;—pasand dma-
dan, To please, to be accept able;—pasand 
kardan, To approve ; to choose. 

pusandax, pisandar, A brother by 
the father, not by the mother, or vice 
versa. 

pusandara, pisandar a, A bastard. 
pasandan, To approve, choose. 

iAXwj. pasanda, Chosen, approved. 
pasandldagl, Approbation. 

pasandidan, To approve, be con-
tent ; to please, to be agreeable. 

pasandlda, Approved, admired, 
esteemed ; selected, chosen ; agreeable, ac-
ceptable ; praiseworthy, laudable; war-
ranted ; purified, holy ;—pasandida dmadan 
{shudan), To be agreeable, to please;— 
pasandida'i kibdr, Agreeable to the great; 
—pasandida kardan, To render agreeable; 
to approve;—a'mdli pasandida, Worthy ac-
tions. 

a (JW- p asandida • khis a I, Of excel-
lent morals. 

a JJAJJJ^, pasandida-din, Whose creed 
is pleasing in the eyes of God. 

a —l pasandida-rdy, Whose coun-
sels or opinions are accepted or approved of. 

^ pasandida-rau, Of good con-
duct. 

ft a^iA^j. pasandida-kar, Whose actions 
meet with approval. 

y M pasandida-kish, Of approved 
conduct. 

^ pasandida-goy, Pleasant-
spoken. 

i pasangak, Hail. 
oH pas-nihdd, y*^ pas-nihdda, 

A treasure, store, reserve ; a heritage. 
pasuda, Struck; rubbed; reached; 

bored. 
paswar, Carrying back;—pusur, Im-

precation, curse. 
pusuridan, To curse, execrate. 

j^s-iV^ pas-hdnitan (in Zand), To 
scatter. 

pasij, Prepared; provision for a 
journey. 

pasikhwdn, A catamite, 
>. pasfn, Posterior, last, newest, hind-

most ; the afternoon, between mid-day and 
sunset;—jangi pasin, The last battle. 

(fti-a^i pasiniydn, The moderns. 
pash, The mane of a horse ; a fore-

lock ; a tuft hanging loose at the end of a 
turban, sash, or belt; ignoble ; defective ; 
like, resembling ;—pish (for pesh), Before; 
—push, An owl. 

pUo pashdm, Dark-coloured, opaque, 
yt&i pashdn, A passage; a mace. 
jft* pashawar, A province of Persia. 

uH pish ba-nihad, Favour, regard. 
pusht (S. prishfa), The back; the 

outside; the blade of a sword; a sup-
port, prop; a protector, patron; a pannel, 
pack-saddle, knot, upon which porters in 
the East carry their burdens ; generation, 
descent; a catamite; name of a town in 
Khurasan, and of a district in the vicinity 
of Nishabnr;—pushti bdm, The fiat surface 
of a roof or a terrace ; a partisan ;—pusht ba 
pusht, Generation to generation ;—pusht bar 
dwardan, To turn the back in flight;— 
pusht bar jdn kardan, To give up life ; to 
obtain life ;—pusht bar diwdr mandan, To 
be bewildered, astonished, amazed ;—pusht 
bar zamin dwardan, To throw flat on the 
ground;—pusht bar kuh budan (ddshtan), 
pusht bar diwar dadan, To have complete 
power over a thing ;—pushti pa k^dridan, 
To rejoice, to be in high spirits or flourish-
ing circumstances ;—pushti pa zadan, To 
take to one's heels; to abandon ;—pushti 
pay, The convex or upper part of the foot ; 
—pushti parurln, (met.) The back of a 
camel of burden;—pushti palang, Mottled, 
dappled ;—pushti tegh (shamshir), The back 
of a sword-blade;—pushti chashm tang 
(ndzik) kardan, To look at with coquetry, 
with feigned or real disdain, with pride ;— 
pushti chaman, A grass-plot; — pushti 
chddir, The back of the tent (m.c.) ;— 
pusht kham kardan (dadan), pusht du-ta 
kardan, To humiliate oneself, to show sub-
mission ;—pusht dad, He gave (or showed) 
his back, he fled; he backed or supported ;— 
pushti dast bar zamin nihadan, A gesture of 
respect;—pushti dast bar-kandan (khd'idan, 
gazidan, ba-dandan gazidan), To bite the 
back of the hand, (met.) to repent;—pushti 
zamin, The surface of the earth, the ground; 
—pushti sar, Behind, after (m.c.) ;—pushti 
sar uftddan, To run after (m.c.);—pushti 
sari kase harf zadan, To call after one ;— 
pushti sari kase didan, To see one depart 
(hoping to have seen the last of him);— 
pushti shisha, The outside of a bottle ;— 
pusht kardan, To turn the back;—pushti 
kaman bar kase zadan, To shoot an arrow 
at one;—pushti kaman kham kardan, To 
bend or draw the bow ;—pusht garm budan, 
To find help and protection;—pusht garm 
kardan, To ride on horse-back;—pushti lab 
bar-zadan, To curl the lips disdainfully; 
—pushti mdhi, A fish's back j night;— 
pushti makhmal, The back of velvet;— 
pushti mulk, The power of a kingdom ; one 
on whom the stability of the kingdom 
rests;—pushti ndf, The surface of the 
navel;—pusht narm kardan, To thrash ; to 
render abject;—pusht namudan, To flee, to 
run away ; to die;—pusht u pariah, A pro-
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tector and an asylum;—pusht ydftan, To 
acquire power;—az pushti siydh zln faro 
hard, Night has come to an end and dawn 
broken ;—az pushti huh ckddiri ihrdm bar 
kashld, Snow has fallen and thrown a white 
mantle over the ground ;—ba-pushti kamdn 
giriftan, To shoot at;—ba-pusht ham raftam,, 
To assist one another, to do anything re-
ciprocally. 

pusht-a-pushi, Back to back. 
sAxii pushtdra, A truss, pack, load. 

pusht-anddz, A pederast, a 
catamite. 

pusht-bdn, A prop, a buttress ; the 
bar of a door; a helper, protector. 

pushUbast, A large wrapper ; a 
truss, load; a horse-cloth. 

ĝU cs~&>pusht-pdy, A catamite; infamous; 
a term of reproach. 

ilu pusht-pandh, An ally; protec-
tion ; a place of refuge. 

pusht-pozl, A crupper. 
pusht-khdr, A back-scratcher (Fr. 

gratte-dos) ; a curry-comb;—ba pusht-khdr 
hhdridan, To curry (a horse). 

fiJ^U. ufcvio pusht-khdrida, Curried 
(horse). 

pusht-hham, Hump-backed ;— 
pusht kham shuda (girifta), Humble, stoop-
ing, having the back bent. 

LS. pusht-ddr, A prop ; a bar; thick 
clothing ; propped, backed, supported. 

t f ^ i pushta/ragh, pushturugh, push-
turuq, pushturugh, A poisonous thorn 
fatal to camels. 

t r^j pusht-resh, Sore-backed, galled. 
pashtak, Dew, hoar-frost; curled 

hair; the dung of sheep or goats; canine 
teeth ;—pushtak (dimin. of pusht), Little 
back, somersault; a kick, a wince; the 
game of leap-frog; a disease incidental 
to the hoofs of horses, asses, or mules; a 
waistcoat, doublet;—pushtak zadan, To turn 
a somersault backwards (m.c.). 

j^H pashatkar, The canine teeth. 
y) pushtak-zan, Kicking, wincing; 

turning a somersault. 
)<f pusht-kuz, Hump-backed. 

pnshtagdni, A pension, stipend, 
tt^io pusht-garmi, Warm support. 

pushtlang, Lagging behind; 
vicious, faulty ; unintelligible, unmeaning ; 
vain, futile. 

pusht-mdz, 6jU pusht-maza, 
Loins, the back-bone ; flesh inside the back-
bone. 

JUA^O pusht-mdl, An apron. 
pusht maza, — q.v. 
pusht-muhra., The vertebrae. 

pushtank, A surcingle, girth. 
y^fy. pashtu, A glass bottle ;—pishto, A 

pistol (m.c. prob. from E.);—pushto, The 
language spoken by the Afghans, 

pushtwdr, pushtwdra, A bur-

den, load ; as much as a man can carry on 
his back. 

pushtwdn (for pusht-bdn), A prop, 
support for a tottering wall; the bar of a 
door; a helper, protector. 

pushta, A little hill, an embankment; 
declivity; a heap; the shoulder-blades; a 
load ; a faggot ; a buttress, prop ; a vault; 
a quay;—pushta'ibdgh, A meadow, a grass-
plot. 

^ pushta-band, A bridge. 
pushta-war, A back-load. 

pushti, Return; a protector, sup-
port, safeguard, or prop; alliance, aid; a 
kind of large cushion, pillow, or carpet, 
upon which they si t ; a waistcoat, a dou-
blet ; a catamite ;—pushti kardan, To back, 
to help. 

yW ŝ-iH pushtlhdn, The bar of a door; a 
prop; whatever is leant upon, trusted to, 
or adds to strength or security. 

^^A) pushtl-bandl, A rate levied for 
embankments and bridges. 

pushtlmdn, ^J^XAA pushtlwdn, 
pushtlwan, A bar; a prop, &c., 

( = 
iiW-i^ pash-khdna, A hair tent to keep off 

gnats, &c.; a mosquito-curtain. 
(jl^-iw pash-khwan, A beating, flatten-

ing ; a g i f t ; a table. 
^jjsteJi^ pashkhudan, To express, com-

press, squeeze, strain. 
jijas^ push-khwur, Empty conversation, 

vain talk. 
ijysb^ti push-kh^ura, Sweets, dessert. 
(jysfepish-khun, A table, a bench. 
te&As pashkha, A clothes-brush; a 

bleacher's beetle. 
t j j ^ j i j pishkhldan, To shine, flash, 

glitter; to scatter. 
y ^ f y , pushkhiz, A tree of which bows, 

arrows, and javelins are made (see 
jo j pish-did, Favour, regard, wish. 
J J ^ pish-rau, pish-rav, Going before ; an 

overture in music. 
ueiUo pashk, Evenness, equality; love; 

suspending; a beetle; an owl; a disease 
in horses ;—pashk, pashak, Dew;—pishk, 
Lot ; the dung of sheep or deer;—puskk, 
Sheep or camel's dung; a small wine-jar; 
name of a tree;—pushak, A cat. 

H pashkdl, The rainy season, 
j^o pishklr, pishkira, Sheep's 

goat's, or deer's dung. 
(jjyCAi pash (push) kardan, To fight; to 

contract, shrivel, wrinkle; to be trusted, 
believed. 

LTXA* pish-kash, A present. 
pishkil, The orbicular dung of 

sheep. 
pishkilndk, Full of dung. 

pishkila, A hooked stick with which 
they open a lock, a key; dung of sheep or 
deer. 



yAeKA* piehkalidan, To mark with the 
nails, to scratch. 

f&H pi&hlcam, pashkam, A court, vesti-
bule. 

pishgan, Easy to cook. 
J-H pishil, pashal, Two things twisted or 

stuck together; two things clashing, so as 
to produce a sound. 

tf&Li^ pash-lang, Lagging behind; a 
pick-axe; name of the father of Af rasyab; 
—pushlang, A mountain-fortress; defec-
tive ; vain, unmeaning; vicious. 

fH pdshm, Wool; down; camels' or asses' 
hair; the pubes;—pashm anddkhtan, To cast 
his coat (a camel);—pashm buridan, To shear 
•heep; sheep-shearing; — pashmi dawat. 
Cotton, wool, or any spongy substance 
which is put into an ink-holder;—pashm 
dar kuldh na darad, He has no wool in his 
cap, (met.) he has neither rank, knowledge, 
nor spirit;—pashm shudan, To be frittered 
away, to fall to pieces ; to s c a t t e r p a s h m 
kashidan. To become contemptible; to de-
spise ; to parry, to ward off ;—pashme az 
Jculdh-ash ham, A loss or detriment not 
worth speaking of;—dar pashm kashidan, 
To cover, to hide. 

J U A J paehmdq, A horse. 
pashm-agand, Stuffed with wool 

(as saddle-cloths); the stuffing of a saddle. 
pashm-alu, A kind of peach. 

yU^pishmdn, Penitent. 
pashm-burida, Shorn (sheep). 

J pashm-din, ^ pashm-din-
aqa, ^ ^ pashm quli, Names given in 
derision and scorn. 

& pashm-Jirez, Shearings of wool. 
pashmak, ^M* csU-iw pashmak-

qandi (pashmaki qandi), Name of a sweet-
meat. 

^ pashmnak, Hairy, woolly. 
pashma, A collyrium or medicament 

for the eyeB (see 
yXi+sLi pashmidan, To scatter, separate. 

pashmin, Woolly, woollen ;—libdsi 
pashmin, Woollen garments (particularly of 
the coarser kind). 

pashmina, Woollen; a woollen 
garment; a kind of sweetmeat;—khirqa'i 
pashmina bar dosh, Having a coarse woollen 
cloak upon the shoulders. 

iJ^yi pashmina-dosh, Clad in 
wool. 

y-H pashan, Name of the father of 
Afrasyab ; a field of action celebrated for a 
battle. 

pashanj, A furrow ; a sown field ; a 
pimple, a freckle; scattered drops;— 
pishinj, Outfit for a journey; provisions for 
the way. 

LT^-H pashanjash, A sprinkling. 
pishanja, A handful of grass with 

which weavers and glazera starch cloth in 
the loom. 

O-VEV-Hpishanjidan, To sprinkle; to be 
sprinkled. 

S X ^ ^ J pishanjida, Sprinkled. 
» pnshnuda, A Persian dish made of 

flour dressed with dates ; frost. 
eSUAj pashang, A kind of vessel with 

which they carry earth away; a masou's 
chisel; oppression; anguish, affliction; 
exudation ; name of the father of Afras-
yab, and of one of his sons, also called She-
dah, q.v. ; name of Minuchihr's father, son 
of a brother of Paridun ;—pishing, Exuda-
tion;—pushang, A vestige of antiquity; a 
spade, Bhovel, mattock 

pushur, pushul, Imprecation, 
curse. 

(jjulyij pushulidan, To curse. 
t^yH pisholida, Scattered ; entangled. 

pashsha, A gnat;—pashsha-rd na't 
dar hawa bastan (to shoe a gnat in the air), 
To be exceedingly skilful and dexterous ;— 
pashsha!i zarin, A spark of fire ;—pashsha'i 
za'fardn, A live coal, a firebrand ;—pashsha'i 
ki ghazd (?) kard, The gnat which killed 
King Nimrod. 

i iU d-io pashsha-kjh ana, A hair tent to 
keep off flies; a mosquito-curtain; the 
gnat-tree, a tree with a very large smooth 
stem and thick foliage. 

ojji. pashsha-khwurd (khward), A sore 
to which people in Balkhare liable, thought 
to be caused by the sting of a gnat. 

i-So pashsha-ddr, The gnat-tree (so 
called from the swarms of gnats which are 
bred in its pods). 

yUi^ i pashshaddn, A mosquito-curtain. 
pashsha-ghdl, — ̂  q.v. 

i lb pashshanak, Swarming with 
gnats, 

o ^ i pishi (for q.v.), A small, thin, 
copper coin. 

&rHpashij, Circular (as a piece of money), 
fish-scale, &c.); abundant, ample ; many ; 
appai'atus for a journey. 

pashijidan, To be armed; to 
prepare. 

gs-^. pashlch, Large, abundant. 
pashlkh, Even, equal; provisions 

for the way. 
^j6- yt^-i pashir-khurmd, Caliculus of a 

date (probably misreading for pishezi khur-
md, q.v. under the following). 

ye-ti pishez, Anything small, round, and 
flat; a small piece of money ; a fish-scale ; 
—pishezi kkurmd, The spathe of a date. 

(J)UN> pishez-nishdn, A coiner of 
money. 

pisheza, The scale of a fish ; a small, 
thin piece of money ; the skirt of a ten t ; a 
thin layer of metal between the handle and 
blade of a knife; fierce applied to 
an elephant) ;—pisheza'i khurmd, The cali-
culus of a date, resembling a navel, where 
it adheres to the stalk. 



ptsheza-niehdn, = q-v-
f^H pashim, Penitent; dispersion, sepa-

ration ;—pashim shudan, To be penitent, 
sorry; to be separated, scattered ; to be 
ignorant. 

paehlmdn, Penitent; sorry; 
ashamed, abashed, disgraced; penitence, 
regret;—pashimdn shudan, To be penitent, 
regretful, aorry. 

pashiman-ghudagdn, Peni-
tents. 

\**~ipashimani, Repentance ; regret;— 
pashimdni Jchwurdan (kashidan), To repent. 

<&*Hpashen, Name of the third (accord-
ing to some the first) son of Kaiqubad. 

jH patar (abbrev. of pafar-burgh), 
St. Petersburg (m.c.). 

jU ipugfedr, Pride, arrogance, conceit. 
pagkas, A wedge. 
paghna, A step, a stair. 
puf, A puff, a blast; breathing, re-

spiration ;~puji poz, A trifle ;—pufi kasa-
gare (the puff of a glass-blower), A moment, 
an instant;—chardgh-rd puf kardan, To puff 
out the candle. 

paftara, A decoy-bird (see , 
which iB the more correct form). 

pafara, A weaver's tool. 
O-Mj pufidan, To puff, to blow out. 

.pafyuz, Sour, crabbed, austere, 
proud. 

^AAA. puq khandidan, To burst out 
laughing (m.c.). 

pak, The round of a ladder; igno-
rant, silly, conceited, vain;—pik, A joint of 
the finger or toe ;—puk, Uneven, promi-
nent ; thick, coarse > ignorant, silly, con-
ceited; hollow; one side of the ankle-
bone ; a sledge-hammer; a leap, bound ; 
= q.v. 

^ paka, Name of a tree. 
pakdwaj, Name of a celebrated 

Indian musician. 
J ^ i pakmdl, An iron instrument with 

which they draw lines or figures on 
leather. 

pakand, (in Khwarazm) Bread. 
pakna, Pat and short. 

d f i i pakuk, A smith's hammer; a bal-
cony ; a projecting gallery of wood. 

Jy^i pakul, Balcony ; main beam of a 
root. 

; pak it lak, Ignorance, unskilful-
ness ; inquiry, search ; household furniture; 
useless, unprofitable ;—puk u luk, Rough, 
uneven; thick. 

H pakhal (S. payah-khalla), A large 
water-bag, generally carried on bullocks. 

pag, A female who has round breasts; 
a boy's ball or marble; millet. 

pagah, Dawn; —pagah-iar, Early 
dawn. 

oA pagam ( n Zand), A philosopher. 
^pagah, The dawn. 

(in Zand pagin (in Zand and Pazand), 
Millet. 

Ji pal, A field with a raised border;— 
convalescence; —pi l , The heel; the foot 
(also the head) of a door, revolving in a 
socket, in the way of a turnstile ; a bit of 
wood, answering to a brace or button, for 
uniting the different parts of a tent ; the 
piece of wood which is struck in the game 
of tip-cat or hockey ; a humming-top;—pul, 
A bridge, an arch ; an embankment; a small 
coin;—puli dbguni dtish-bdr, The celestial 
vault;—puli an-tarafi db (a bridge on the 
other side of the water), (met.) Anything 
absurd or unprofitable;—puli bai an, Name 
of an embankment near Herat ;—pul bastan 
(zadan, sdlchtan, kardan), To build a bridge; 
—pul chikunam, Name of a bridge near 
Shiraz ;—puli hakim, Name of a bridge at 
Shiraz ;—pul shikastan, To fail, to break 
down ; to drown; to become weak or power-
less;—puli sir at, The bridge over the eternal 
fire, across which the Muhammadans ima-
gine they shall pass into Paradise pul 
kandan, To break one's power, to render 
deatitute;—puli haft taq, The seven heavens. 

paldjur, Mastic. 
paldkhain, Name of a plant. 

paldd, A led horse ;—pulad, Steel. 
paldrak, A scimitar (of Damascus), a 

sword of the finest Indian steel; lustre (of 
a sword). 

)))\ paldzur, palazhur, Mastic. 
palm, Coarse woollen cloth worn by 

dervishes; a woollen carpet; sackcloth; 
fraud, deceit; a cheat, an impostor ;—palas 
afgandan (anddkhtan}. To apostatize, to 
become reprobate ; to disperse, to scatter; 
—palas guftan, To cheat. 

Jiiy, ij^i palas-posh, Clad in dervish 
attire. 

•il—ib palasak, Evil, misfortune. 
paldtir, A window. 
paldlak, A sword of excellent steel. 

ofepilan, A pack-saddle. 
paldna, A bad or indecent action. 

ŷSu paldni, A sluggish beast. 
^ paldv, pilav, A dish composed of flesh 

or fish highly seasoned, first roasted and 
afterwards fricasseed or stewed, covered 
and heaped over with rice newly boiled, 
seasoned, and sometimes coloured, and gar-
nished with eggs, onions; affluence, ease, 
good things j—palawi zarda (palav-zarda ?), 
Rice cooked with honey ; a funereal meal, 

cpalahank, A rein, bridal, halter. 
O*^ ^pul-bandi, Construction of bridges 

and embankments; the tax imposed for 
such works; sodomy. 

JJ* pilpil, Pepper ;—pilpili khdm, White 
pepper;—pilpili mushk, A kind of black 
berry of a musky odour ;—pilpil-muya, Root 
of the long pepper-tree. 

i ^ i pulchi, Glass beads, small shells 



with which donkey a are adorned (see 

'pulchi farosh, A vendor of 
small shells or glass beads. 

^vpalakh, The throat. 
palakhm, ^ U ^ b palakhmdn, A sling ; 

name of a plant. 
pUist, A span;—pulust, Impure; 

carrion; contemptible, worthless, 
b pilistuk, A swallow. 
^palasgi, A crimson dye. 

palasht, Impure; carrion; con-
temptible, worthless. 

palccg&da, An egg ; rotten, putrid, 
addled. 

palafta, Particles of burnt provender 
scattered in the air. 

palk, pilk, pulk, An eye-lid;—pulk, 
The kidneys (unsupported by examples) ;— 
palak, An eye-lid ; pendulous, banging 
loose;—palaki chashm, The eye-lid •,—palaki 
chashm jumbanidan, To twinkle the eye ;— 
palaki daryu, Clouds. 

H ^ palkar, Revenue from orchards. 
palkan, A war engine (see ( ^ h ) ;— 

pulukan, and— 
&>puluka, Reproach; ambiguous. 
ft palm, Earth, Boil, dust. 

palmarda, Withered, <fcc. ( = 
q.v.). 

palmas, i—palmasa, Perturba-
tion ; a losing of the use of hands and 
feet; a lie; calumny, unjust imputation. 

ly^tUL palmalidan, To murmur. 
4+b palma, Lie, calumny ; suspicion; a 

board on which children learn to read; a 
loss of the UBe of hands and feet. 

palandin, pilandin, The jambs or 
posts of a door; the lintel. 

^Ub palank, palang, A leopard, a 
panther; a giraffe; anything of a motley 
colour; a bedstead ; the entire breadth of a 
doorway; [palangdm gauzan afgdn, Heroes, 
valiant men;]—piling, The empty space of 
a door. 

O^tf palang-afgan, An overthrower 
of panthers, a hero. 

palang-posh, A coverlet. 
pilangar, palangar, Name of a king 

slain by Alexander. 
palang-rang, ( j f t palang-

gun, (A horse) spotted like a leopard, leo-
pard-coloured. 

MSXA* palang-mishk, A herb grow-
ing at Baghdad, musky, and spotted like a 
leopard; a fragrant shrub ( = 
q.v.). 

u&ft palang-mush, A fragrant plant. 
«Jt&b palang-hi'at, Like a leopard in 

aspect (a horse). 
u&J^ palangi, Furious like a panther or 

leopard; panther, or leopard-like fury ;— 
palangl kardan, To growl like a leopard or 
panther. 

(^s&Jj palangin, Of or like a leopard. 
palangina, Like or belonging to a 

leopard; made of tiger-skin; a kind of 
royal vest. 

palwdzha, Glass ; a glass vessel. 
u^ftpalwds, Deception, flattery. 

P^lwdri, A hero ;—pul~wdn (bridge-
like), A raised path round a field ; a truss 
of straw. 

wŵ b palut, A small or mean turban. 
{j*ft polos, Flattery. 
t f t , pulugh,, The act of milking, 
y^jb pa.lok, A smith's hammer ; an upper 

chamber; a ba lcony ;—pu luk , Camel's 
dung. 

paliig, A beam ; a projecting roof. 
Jftpalwal, Name of an Indian pulse. 
oft pulwan (bridge-like), A raised path 

or balk round a field. 
t-Xjlt palwanda, A truss, bale, bundle. 
ft pala, A scale; a small capital; the 

hair on the temples; a humming-top; 
biestings; a certain tree ; the round or 
step of a ladder;—pila, Si lk; the silk-
worm's cocoon; a willow ; a tip-cat. 

palla, The round or step of a ladder, 
stairs, flight of steps, staircase (m.c.) ; 
[palla khwurdan, To have steps (leadiug 
to the top or bottom of a place, m.c.) ;]— 
pilla, The bason of a balance, a scale; the 
round of a ladder. 

V^* pila-chob, The game of tip-cat. 
&b palla-ddr, Provided with steps 

(m.c.);—pilla-dar, Carrying far (a gun), 
(J^ pilla-kash, Part ial ; an adherent. 
(j-A^ ft pilla-kashl, Partiality. 

palahang, A bridle, halter, rope. 
palita, The wick of a candle or 

lamp; a tent, a roll of lint to be put into a 
wound, a suppository. 

Aft palid, Impure, defiled, polluted, con-
taminated, unwashed ; foul;—palid shudan, 
To bo impure;—palid kardan (sdkhtan), To 
defile. 

pi** palid-chashm, Malignant eye. 
yVj palid-zabdn, Foul-tongued, scur-

rilous. 
ft A-b palid-kar, Flagitious ; defiled. 
(JJJLJ palidan, To search, investigate, Sic. 

( = ^A-ib q.v.). 
•SJUAJ* palidndk, Dirty, nasty, filthy. 

palidi, Uncleanness, foulness ; ex-
crement, dung, ordure palidi anddkhtan, 
To mute. 

^ b pulis-bdshi, Head policeman, 
Commissary of Police (m.c.). 

(jjuLjb palishudan, To be nasty; to 
abhor. 

^Ai-b palyandi, A fine kind of melon, 
ert pan, But, but then, now ; yet, how-

ever. JLU pandd, The air, the atmosphere. 
pindgh, panagh, A ball of raw thread 



w ( 256 ) 
or yarn ; a thread of s i lk; a writer, a secre-
tary. 

panaftan, To be obstructed (as a 
water-course, or the lacteal veins). 

Ui pana-gdh, An asylum, a refuge. 
pand-glr, A market , a fair. 

f*W pandm, Certain acts performed to 
avert tbe influence of the evil eye; au 
amulet or cha rm; bidden, covered, con-
cealed ; a kerchief with which the followers 
of Zardusht cover their faces in prayer 
(see r U 

pandmidan, To prohibit , avert. 
teUU* pananak, A kind of gum. 

panawar, A furuncle, felon (see 

ŝ W pandwa, Trust (in God), resignation. 
pandh, An asylum, refuge, protection; 

shade, shelter ; imp. of panahldan ;—pandh 
awardan (burdan, giriftan), To take refuge or 
shelter;—pandhi khudd, The protection of 
God ; God save you!—afzdl-panah, A retreat 
for learned men ; —daulat-pandh, sa'ddaf-
panah, The asylum of felicity, happy, 
august, glorious ;—shafaqat-pandh, Most 
merciful, clement, compassionate;— 'alam-
pandh, The asylum of the world, where all 
the world resorts ;—Hsmat-pandh, Most 
chaste;—; fatwd-panah, Most excellent in 
the decision of law-controversies ;—kard-
mat-pandh, Miraculous. 

oW fi^i. pandh-jay, A place of refuge. 
ipanah-gdh, An asylum, sanctuary; 

—pandhgdhi kashikchi, Sentry-box (m.c.). 
pandhanda, Seeking refuge ; a pro-

tector. 
yAsAUj panahldan, To fly, take refuge ; to 

consult safety, take care of oneself; to 
be defeated. 

panahlda, A refugee ; protecting, 
y^j-a pambun, Going, walking. 

pamba (by some pumba), Cotton;— 
pamba az gosh bar-awardan, To take the 
cotton from the ear ; to be attentive;— 

pamba dar gosh afgandan (kardan, nihddan), 
To put cotton in the ear ; to be inattentive 
to what is said ;—pamba zadan, To dress or 
card cotton;—pamba shudan, To be soft 
as cot ton; to be pure and white; to dis-
perse ; to run away;—pamba kardan, To 
run away ; to be scattered ; to deny ; to 
silence; to be impotent ; to repel, r o u t ; to 
obliterate ; —pamba nihddan, To deceive ; 
to satisfy, put to res t ; to send, to despatch 
to a place. 

ijkfi ejui^ pamriba-dganda-gosh, Un-
hearing, not l is tening ; deaf. 

yt pamba-baz, Cotton-carder. 
A-JJ pamba-pdy, A sort of shoe. 

Ju> paniba-ddr, Having cotton ; made 
of cotton. 

J parnba-ddna, Cotton-seed. 
yjbjZ j j pamba-dar-gosh, Not listen-

ing, dea f ; negligent, unheedy. 

))** pamba-doz, A carder of cotton. 
pamba-dahdn, Who speaks 

little, taci turn. 
c p a r n b a - r l s l , Spinning of cotton 

(m.c.). 
jl) pamba-zdr, A cotton-field. 
0) ^^H pamba-zan, A dresser of cotton. 
^ pamba-qaba, Clad in a cotton 

tunic. 
pamba-kan, Flue of cotton or silk; 

—pamba kun, Obliterate; deny; keep silence; 
flee (imp. of pamba kardan, q.v. under 

j) pamba-waz, = q.v. 
G (jj^eMUw pantdjilyun (irivrd<f>v\kov), 

Cmquefoil, 
pantuma, Mistletoe (see . 

panj, F ive ; fifth; in fives; the five 
senses ;—pinj , A pinch ; a but ton. 

panjdb (the five waters or rivers, 
viz. Sutlej, Ravi, Chinab, Jilam, and 
Attock or Indus) Name of a country north-
west of Hindustan. 

g-u panj arkdn, The five pillars (of 
Muhammadanism: Unitarianism, Prayer, 
Fasting, Pilgrimage, and Alms-giving). 

J^ -H panjdl, JW^. panjali murgh, A 
bird's beak; bird's dung ; a bird's nest. 

panj angusht, Cinque foil; the 
herb a lka l i ; name of a place in the pro-
vince of Tabriz. 

g-w panj angusht, The wood of a 
saddle, 

s l ^ i i p a n j d h , F i f ty . 
&JL. s^s^u panjah-sala, F i f ty years old. 
j^W-H panj ahum., The fiftieth, 
Jb^ii panj aha, The Christian Lent. 

panjdydna, Henbane. 
a cntf panj dyat, The five chapters of 

the Eu r ' an which are read during the 
mourning of a Musulman. 

panjdya, Prayers said in Lent. 
panj blchara, The five wau-

derers, viz, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, 
and Mercury. 

h cH panj-pa, G f i panj-pdyak, 
panj-paya, A crab ; the sign Cancer. 

panj-pahlu, Quinquelateral. 
stt ^ panj-tdk, (A rope) of five threads. 
jUy j-u panj-tiryaq, A syrup of treacle. 

^ gii. panj tani pdk, Five holy ones, 
i.e. Muhammad, Fat imah, All, Hasan, and 
Husain. 

ts^-iU gjj panj tausani salamat, The 
five internal senses. 

gii panj-choba, A kind of tent, 
pju panj du'd, The five daily prayers, 

sj jjH panj-dih, panj-dlh, Five 
villages in close proximity to each other 
near Marv. 

j+u panjar, A window, balcony, wooden 
lattice before a window; a cage, coop; 
watch (on board ship). 

panj-roz, Five days; human life. 



panjara (S. panjara), A cage; a 
window; a lattice (m.c.); one who keeps a 
look out from a ship's mast; [panjara i 
lajaward, The firmament;]—pinjara, Name 
of a country. 

jU panjara-ddr, Latticed. 
.J^* ETH panj sal, Five years;—panj-sdl, 

Five years old. 
erH panj-salagl, A lustre ; five years. 

^ CrH panj-sola, Of five years ; quin-
quennial. 

panjish, Exercise; affliction, cala-
mity (unsupported by examples) ;—pin j ash, 
A ball of carded cotton. 

gi> panj shakhi dirakht, iA* ^ 
panj shakhi dast, Five fingers ; cinque-

foil. 
g^ panj'shakha, Five-pronged. 
fripanj shu'ba, The five senses. 

a iLfXi^ii panj-shambih. Thursday. 
yJuA^oj panjshidan, To press, squeeze, or 

tickle with the fingers ; to disperse. 
a, s — p a n j - ' a i b , tf*panch-

'aibi-shar'i, Very vicious (guilty of five 
vices; namely, robbery, adultery, gaming, 
drunkenness, and falsehood). 

uil^jw panjak, A sort of ivy ;—punjak, A 
ball of carded cotton. 

ylX^jj panjagdn, Fives 
panjgdna, Five. 

giS' panj ganj, The five senses ; the 
five daily prayers of the Muhammadans; 
the five poems (khamsa) of Nizami. 

panj-gosha, Pentangular. 
fV^ panjuin, panjumin, A fifth ; 

—panjum riwdq, The fifth heaven ; the 
orbit of the planet Mars. 

panjmar, j**^* panjmlr, A province 
in Turan. 

panj-angusht, Five fingers ; 
cinquefoil, and several other similar plants, 
with their seeds ; a fork with five prongs; 
a place near Tabriz. 

a cwy panj naubai, The five daily 
prayers of a Muhammadan ; the five times 
a day that music is played before the 
bouse of a great roan; the five instruments 
of war, duhul, damana, tabl, daf, and sanj; 
—panj naubat zadan (nawdkhtan), To re-
joice ; to play the great man. 

panj-nosh, An electuary made up 
of five ingredients. 

j j j gri panj-waraq, Cinquefoil. 
^ c^JUk f yiA j panj u shash wa 

haft"u chahdr, The five (senses), the six 
(aides of the world), seven (planets), and 
four (elements). 

panj-augusht, ~ q.v. 
panja, The palm of the hand with 

the five fingers, or the sole of the foot with 
the live toes; the fist; the hand with the 
fingers expanded ; the extended talons of a 
bird, the claws; a prong ; a sort of link or 
torch resembling five fingers ; a hand made 

of ivory to scratch the back ( s e e ; a 
handle, a hilt; gripe ; loose stones placed on 
the parapet of a fort ; a Btoue hurled out of 
a baJista, or for sinking an enemy's ship; 
ivy; a kind of dance, in which they take 
hold of each other's hands ; [panja'i dftdb 
Ckhwurshed), The rays of the sun ;—panja 
afshurdan (burdan, pechidan, tdbidan, tdf-
tan), To get the better of in a hand-to-
hand fight;—panja afgandan (anddkhtan, 
zadan, giriftan) ba-kase, To use violence 
against;—panja ba-k&uni kase tar kardan, 
To kill, to slay;—panja bar ruy zadan (kashl-
dan), To defame, to blacken one's character; 
—panja'i bunafsha, A bunch of violets;— 
panj a'i blchdra, The five wanderers, i.e. 
Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and Mercury; 
—panja tdk, The leaf of the vine-tree;— 
—panja tez kardan, To prepare for war; 
to seek a quarrel, to brawl panja'i chandr, 
The leaf of the plane-tree;—panja'i khun 
bar dari kase zadan, To proclaim an inroad 
against;—panja dar panja kase afgandan 
(dwardan, ddshtan, raftan, kardan), To work 
together with;—panja'i duzdida, Five inter-
calary days added to the Persian year;— 
panja'i dilirdna, War;—panja'i kabk dari, 
Name of a note in music;—panja kardan, 
To grasp; to box, slap;—panja'i gurba, Cat's 
claw (a plant) ;—panja'i gul, A bunch of 
roses ;—panja'i marjan, A coral-branch ;— 
panja'imaryam, Sow-bread ;]—pinja, Ivy;— 
panjah (for panjdh), Fifty ; a fish; a ne t ; 
a fish-hook ; a grappling-iron. 

^^H panja-dar, Pronged. 
panja-zan, Striking the nails into ; 

clutching with the claws. 
LT^ pamja-kash, An iron instrument 

resembling a hand with which wrestlers 
exercise themselves, by locking their fingers 
within those of the instrument; a kind of 
bread bearing the marks of five fingers. 

panja-glr, A wrestler, pugilist. 
^ j j t ^ panj yabanda biruni, The 

five external senses. 
^ j y j panj yabanda daruni, The 

five internal senses. 
panjiyana, Hog's bean. 

(jA-^ panjldan, The fifth. 
jn&i panjer, panjira, A cage ; win-

dow. 
panj yak, One of five, a fifth. 
panjin (for panjumin), The fifth 

part. 
aojeV^ panj yoda, Five, five units. 

panch&yat, Arbitration by fire. 
punchushk, A sparrow (see»*l*-»^). 

puncha, The front, forehead; the 
forelocks, ringlets hanging down the fore-
head ;—puncha bar kase zadan, To disgrace, 
distress, ruin. 

aA* puncha-band, A front band, 
wreath, fillet, worn by women ; a curled or 
braided lock. 



pand, Counsel, advice; admonition, 
exhortation; doctrine, moral; rite, cere-
mony ; a kite; [pandi pidar, Paternal ad-
monition;—pand dadan, pand guftan, To 
give advice pandi dil-pasand, Cordial ex-
hortation, good counsel \\—pind, The seat; 
posteriors;—pund, Cotton prepared for 
spinning. 

pand-dr, One who takes advice;— 
pindar, Thought, imagination, fancy, opi-
nion ; pride, conceit, a high opinion of one-
self; (imp. of pindiirtdan and pinddshtan 
in comp.) pondering, thinking, weighing; 
revolving. 

Aij pindaranidan, To cause to 
understand, suppose, imagine, or consider. 

pindaragdn, Ideas, fancies (pi. of 
the following). 

pindara, Thought, fancy; conceit. 
^Uii pindar l, You understand or con-

sider ; one would think, one would believe 
(m.c.); conceit. 

pindarldan, pinddshtan 
(imp. pindar), To think, imagine, consider, 
understand, presume ; to be proud. 

pindashtl, Opinion. 
n. ^\ j^pinddli i , The fruit of Trewianudi-

flora (Linn ) ; according to others Cocculus 
cordifolia. 

pandar, pundar, Name of a fort near 
Shiraz. 

fy^H pindara, A blockhead ; a suppositi-
tious child. 

pundash, ^ ^ pundak, A ball of 
carded cotton. 

^ f i JU> pand-goy, Who gives good advice. 
Ajjoi pandand (in Zand and Pazand), A 

son. 
pandu, pindu, A tike ;—pindu, The 

sound of running water. 
pandwd. The herb rocket, 

i^jua pandura, Cresses; a half-brother;— 
pindura, The sound of running water. 

pinda, A drop, spot, point; baldness 
near the temples ;—punda, A tike ; a swell-
ing on an animal's body. 

joa pandldan, To give or take counsel. 
lyj panza, A kind of dance with joined 

hands. 
o yjliUa^ pantdjilun, Cinquefoil. 
«JIJUJ pink, panak, A span;—panik (in Zand 

and Pazand), A kind of wild black plum ; 
—pink, A pinch. 

JSM pinkdr, Pride, ostentation ; haughty, 
proud, self-complacent. 

0sJSJ* pinkidan, To mutter, to talk to one-
self. 

pang, A bunch of dates; a rod, 
stick, baton, piece of wood; a window; 
dawn, daybreak, morning ;—ping, A ten-
thousandth part of a night and a day; a 
copper bason with a small hole in the 
bottom, for water in which it is placed to 

flow through, used for measuring time; a 
clepsydra. 

pangdra, A platter, dish, bowl, 
cup. 

^SA^SO, pingashtan, To depict. 
J^H pingdl, A cup, glass; an hour-

glass. 
ping an, A bowl, a cup ; a clepsydra. 

pingdncha, A small cup. 
pungdh, A hill. 
pangara, A large kettle; a small 

dish, pan, plate, or cup; a winn owing-fan 
made of straw. 

panand, An unknown number. 
isCui panang, pinang, A window. 

panah, A dunghill. 
^Vi panhala, Confection of almonds. 
ykrH panhan, pinhdn, Concealed, bid; 

clandestine, secret;—pinhdn budan (shu-
dan), To be concealed, to abscond;—pirihan 
ddshtan (kardan), To conceal, suppress. 

pinhdn-pizhuh, Who investigates 
that which is hidden. 

o V i pinhdn-didagi, A sly, stolen 
glance. 

pinhdn-shikanj, A thing whose 
folds, i.e. intricacies, are hidden. 

pinhan-gudaz, An epithet ap-
plied by Nizami to the Nile, because the 
mountain snows whose melting bring about 
its increase, are concealed. 

^ k t H pinhdngar, A place expected to 
contain something. 

t j ^ H pinhani, Concealment. 
y-Mkrt pinhdnidan, To abscond, lie hid. 
jy^ panlr, Cheese; —paniri tar, Whey;— 

panlri kjiurma, Pith of a palm-tree. 
s-^ /tf^ panlr-ab, Whey from new cheese. 

panlrak, Sun-flower ; nenuphar; 
chameleon. 

i—£ jjfi* panlr-klsa, A cheese suspended 
in a cloth that the serum may run out. 

panlr-mdya, Rennet. 
s^jAj panlra, A sun-flower; the chame-

leon. 
panlri, Made of cheese ; cheesy. 

panlz, Ever; never; quick, speedy. 
panlza, <5—^ panisa, Fumitory (a 

herb). 
yu^ panllu, A market-place. 

panln, Ever; never; quick, speedy. 
paninshula, A peninsula (m.c. 

from E.). 
jitytfj^panyush, Pulsation; labour. 

pcmyun, doing away, walking. 
£ pu, Inquiry, search; a moderate pace, 

a trot ; a running about; [tak u pu kardan, 
To inquire diligently, to run about in 
search of;]—po, the river Po (m.c.). 

puwach, Wicked, base, low, vile. 
pawdzi, Heat, paiu. 
pawana, A pass leading into Persia. 
pob, Tapestry, carpeting, or any-

thing spread in a house by way of orna-



cock ; merit; a father; the comb of a 
a bird's crest. 

yji pop, ySoy popash, The hoopoo or 
pewit. 

W-^iy pupishman (in Zand and Pazand), 
A helmet, 

popak, A hoopoo ; a virgin, 
J»j> pupal, Betel-nut. 
iiji papu, A hoopoo ; also its cry. 
"Hy piipa, A hoopoo. 

put, Sheep's liver; victuals; a kind 
of melon ; a tun (m.c.). 

^jipotd, The scrotum ; the testicles. 
^j>vpotdb, A butt for shooting at. 

potsdam, Potsdam (m.c.). 
t&tiftputank, Pulecium, pennyroyal. 

puia, A treasury; a crucible ;—pota, 
The scrotum ; the testicles. 

J f f t putl, (A fry) of sheep's liver. 
cyv puch> Injudicious, ignorant, 

absurd; irregular, inconsistent, immode-
rate, inordinate ; round, convex, bunching 
out, hilly ; low, vile, base; futile, trifling, 
of little value (m.c.); plain, smooth; 
empty, vacant; a prater, babbler, blabber. 

Cti puj-bini, Large or hook-nosed. 
£ puch-go (gu), Talking nonsense. 

Sji puch-magfys, A blockhead, a sim-
pleton. 

puchiyat, Foolish prattle. 
t$pukh, Gumminess about the eyes. 

pokhtan, To cook. 
pud, Meat or food (for man and 

beast) ; bait (for fish) ; tinder, touchwood; 
the woof or weft, i.e. the cross-threads in 
contradistinction to the warp or threads 
stretched lengthwise, and which are called 
tar) ; cloths (particularly linens) woven in 
streaks or stripes of different colours; 
old ; wrought in two colours ;—pud u tar 
(tan, tana) kawidan (az ham gusashtan), To 
break up the woof and warp, to destroy 
entirely. 

puddi, Perceived, felt (pi. pud at at), 
pud-band, A fillet for the mouth; 

a thing forgotten. 
pudina, Mint. 

8Jjj puda, Rubbed, worn; fallen to 
pieces; empty ; old ; weak ; rotten, addle; 
meat (for men), food (for cattle), bait (for 
fish); tinder, touchwood; the woof or 
weft. 

pudina, Mint, spearmint. 
pozish, Excuse, apology. 

pur, A son ; a horse; one who shams 
ignorance; steel; a woodcock ; Porus, king 
of Kanoja;—puri atbln, Faridun, king of 
Persia;—puri azar, The patriarch Abra-
ham -,—puri dastdn, Rustam ;—puri sabuk-
tigin, Sultan Mahmud ;—puri saqqa, Name 
of a saint;—puri eind, Avicenna; — puri 
shasb, The father of Zardusht;—puri sadaf 
(oyster's son), A pearl ;—puri 'azrd (son of 
the virgin), Wine;—puri Hmran, Aaron 

and Moses ; — pur-'anqa, The father of 
Rustam ;—pari qubad. Nushlravan, king of 
Persia ;—puri muljam, Name of the mur-
derer of 'All ;—puri hdjar, Ishmael, Hagar 's 
son. 

Cjljy purdn, Kanoja; a successor; sons; 
a keepsake. 

J^tf purdn-turush, Name of a cele-
brated magician. 

y t jy purdn-dukht, Name of the 
daughter of Khusraw Parvez. 

purkar, Name of a daughter of the 
king of Kanoja, married by Bahram Gor. 

pordgdn, pordy&n, Five 
intercalary days added to the end of the 
Persian year. 

(^hfr purfan, Saucy beggars. 
^jii piirkand, A balcony ; a mansion. 

pormand, A kind of fragrant herb ; 
—purmand, Having a numerous offspring. 

pura, A son; trunk of a tree. 
H «;»» pura (S. purna), Full, complete. 

puriyan, The citizens of Kanoja. 
Poz> The lip, mouth, and environs; 

the beak of a bird, the snout of a quadru-
ped ; the space between the nose and lip ; 
the trunk of a tree. 

poz-band, A muzzle, 
iJ*})> pozish, An excuse, apology ;—pozish 

kardan (nvmudan), To excuse, make an 
apology. 

y-H pozieh-pazir, Accepting excuses. 
•^jyi pozkand, A balcony; a mansion (see 

J^* j y poz-mdl, A farrier's twitch, 
e j y pozan, Land prepared foT sowing. 

pozinj, = Juq.v. 
poza, The parts round the mouth ; 

the trunk of a tree. 
( j jy puzi, Part of the housings of a 

horse ; the face. 
V^jji pozidan, To make excuse, apolo-

gise. 
puzina, An ape, a monkey. 
puzhang, A piece, portion, patch, 

sjy puzha, Thigh; trunk of a tree next 
to the root. 

pozhina, An ape, a monkey; a talent 
of forty ounces of gold. 

u*iipu8, Cajolery, servile civility. 
pus ana, Fraudulently; cajolery. 

fc^L.pusanldan, To putrefy (v.a.). 
post, Skin; a raw hide, undressed 

skin ; rind, outward coat; crust ; bark of a 
t ree; a shell; poppy-head ; slander, de-
traction-;—post bdz kardan (dadan), To 
draw back the skin; to reveal the secrets 
of the heart;—post bar duhul bastan, To 
make merry; —post bar kardan, To peel 
(fruit) ;—posti baiza, An egg-shell;—posti 
jauz, A nut-shell;—posti khaya, The scro-
tum ;—posti sag bar ru kashldan, To draw a 
dog's skin over the face ; to be indecent;— 
post kardan, To be intimate; to slander; to 



deceive ;—post kandan, To flay ;—posti mar, 
A snake's slough;—posti mis, Blue vitriol; 
—ba-posti (dar posti) kase uftddan, To 
traduce. 

(j&tf) jV post-bdz-raftagi, Excoria-
tion. 

jW post-baz-rafta, Excoriated. 
post-bdz-karda, Skinned. 

post-para, The standard of Kav. 
•J^ji post-posh, A denuded beggar. 
^ post-perd, A currier, leather-

dresser. 
oW post-perdy, A tanner; a cur-

rier. 
post-raftagi, Excoriation. 

Aiij post-rafta, Excoriated. 
u u - p o s t - k a n i , A flogging, the 

punishment of the lash. 
pottgal, post-gala, The 

smooth skin under the tail of a sheep. 
i j ^ J i post** One who intoxicates himself 

with an infusion of poppy-heads; lazy, in-
dolent. 

oW5-^ postiyan, A kind of leather. 
postira, postirdy, = 

V* q.v. 
(j^J^-ji postin, Leathern; leather; a fur 

garment; slander, detraction ;—postin da-
ridan, To blab out a secret;—postin kardan 
(kandan, giriftan), dar postin uftadan (raf-
tan), To Bpeak ill of ; to tell the faults. 

A** 
postin-ba-gazur, A detractor, 

calumniator, slanderer. 
postln-doz, A furrier, 

posida (for q.v.), Rotten, 
putrefied. 

i~£po»a, The thread which in spinning 
is coiled round the spindle. 

O^a-ji posidan, To rot, corrupt, spoil, 
wither ; to become putrid. 

posldagl, Putrefaction. 
posida, Rotten, rancid, putrefied. 

s^f t - posida-chub (-chob), Rotten 
wood ; wood which ignites and burns as a 
candle. 

posh, A covering, mantle, garment; 
a coat of mail; a cover, veil, lid ; (in comp.) 
clothing, dressing, covering, as pa-posh 
(covering the feet), Shoes, slippers, <fcc.; 
(for piij, q.v.) a trifle, a farthing's worth 
(m.c.) ; —push, also pmhi darbandl, A medi-
cament for the eyes. 

poshd, Covering, concealing; a gar-
ment. 

poshdkk Clothes, raiment, attire. 
o ^ H poshdki, Fit for making garments. 
yAiVija pushandan, To quash an affair 

(m.c.). 
yj^U^ poshanidan, To clothe another. 
<J&£poshish, A covering, garment, dress; 

a coverlet, sheet, blanket;—poshishi tan, A 
covering for the body, a habit, coat;— 
poshishi rah-guzar, A covered way between 
two houses; a corridor ;—zamini bi-poshish 

(ground without covering), A desert; un-
cultivated lands. 

poshak, (in Turan) A cat, puss. 
poshgan, A point in the divine life 

attainable only by the very spiritually 
minded; name of a place near Nishapur;- -
poshagdn, Invisible things ; name of a note 
in music. 

poshala, Covered; clothing. 
poshand, A veil touching the 

ground. 
o^^jv poshandagi, A garment, a cover-

ing. 
poshanda, Who clothes ;—poshan* 

daJi Mswati mahabbat, Wearing the habit of 
friendship. 

poshang, Name of a place between 
Kandahar and Multiin;—poshnag, A cat. 

te*£poshna, A lid, cover ; concealed. 
posha, A veil, a curtain. 

poshni, ~ q.v. 
^ •M ' j i poshidagl, Ambiguity, dubious-

ness. 
0poshidan, To cover, conceal, clothe; 

to dress, to wear clothes ; to shut. 
^JUA^ poshidanl, Fit to be put on, 

proper to be worn ; clothing, dress, 
poshida, Clothed, dressed, con-

cealed, covered, h id ; a chaste retired 
woman;—poshida budan, To be concealed, 
abscond, lie hid ; to be clothed, dressed. 

poshida-chashm, Hoodwinked; 
blind ; blind to the failings of others ; who 
does not look at a stranger (modest 
woman). 

a, fiJ-jAj, poshida-harf, Of mysterious 
speech; who talks with a hidden mean-
ing. , 

poshida-dandan, Having thp 
teeth concealed (said of a starless night). \ 

jy poshida-ru, Who veils her face ; a 
lady. 

Jbj* puk, Tinder, touchwood; wind from 
the throat in blowing a fire; corn laid up 
in a pit, which is then strewed over with 
thorns and rubbish that it may not be dis-
covered by thieves or enemies ; hollow. 

J}* pul, A bridge; a small piece of 
copper coin ; money; a fish-scale ; a station 
on a journey, an inn ;—puli siydh, Copper 
co in ;—pul i sikka-dar, Co in ;—pu l i tila, 
Gold coin (m.c.) ; —pu l i marham, Money 
paid as damages for wounds;—puli naqd, 
Ready money (m.c.) ; — puli nuqra, Silver 
coin (m.c.) ;—pul giriftan, To scrape the 
scales off a fish, to scale. 

O^)? pugan, The womb ; a sprinkling of 
water (unsupported by examples). 

pulab, Sense, feeling. 
^ f t p u l d b i , Palpable, tangible, evident. 
jSy puldd, The finest Damascus steel, 

which, with that of Qum, is esteemed the 
best in the East ; steel generally, a sword; 
name of a demon and of a famous warrior; 



a club;—pulddi hindl, Au Indian sword 
(Bee 0 \ % ) . 

^ ^V/ puldd-bdzu, With arm of steel. 
pulad-chang, With fist of steel. 

t^ft- pulad-khdy, Strong enough to 
cbew steel, powerful, determined; head-
strong. 

a yU^j pulad-dir'an, Steel-armoured 
men. 

^ piildd-rag, With veins of steel, 
powerful; headstrong. 

(jW5— pulad-sanjdn, Hardy warriors. 
^Aii Sift pulad-gkundi, Name of a demon 

killed by Rustam. 
a puldd-mikhlab, Steel-taloned. 
/ JV> puldd-gar, A worker in steel. 

pulad-gurz, Armed with a steel 
mace ; a steel mace. 

puldd-nihad, As hard as steel. 
puladwand, Hard as steel; name 

of a hero, 
o^rt poldni, Pottage, gruel. 

politlk-ddn, Well versed in 
politics (m.c.). 

pul-ddr, Rich; moneyed, capitalist 
(m.c.). 

^ j i pulak, The scales of a fish. 
pola, A withered melon; any fruit 

soft and rotten inside ; a raving wolf (un-
supported by examples). 

Ort pun, Felt-cloth, any kind of saddle-
clotnB for horses, camels, or other beasts of 
burden. 

^ J i punlka, Phoenicia. 
Oji puy, A moderate pace, a trot. 
\i£ptiyd, ftpuy an, Running, t rot t ing; 

a runner;—puy an budan, To meander up 
and down. 

a Aj* (ft-A puydn-hizbar, A horse, 
ts^ tSJi puy-puy, Running, trotting; fie 1 

pawlcha, Ivy. 
iy.fi puyizha, Hope, expectation. 

puyidan, To wander; to run ; to 
trot. 

u^H puyish, A trotting up and down. 
(ftkyi puygan, The womb; water 

sprinkled. 
^jJjojy^ puyandagi, A running, trotting. 

puyanda, A running animal. 
puya, poya, A canter, hand-gallop, 

run ;—poya dawldan, To canter. 
fSii puya-puy ^ji puyd-puy), In 

liaste, galloping. 
yjLjO^ puyidan, To run to and fro, to t ro t ; 

to examine, search. 
pah, &> pah pah, Bravo ! well done ! 

—pah kardan, To puff or breathe in one's 
face. 

h phami kardan, To strangle. 
pahana, A wedge (see 

(fttyphatan, An Afghan tribe ; a Patan. 
pahr, Fourth ; watch of the night ;— 

puhr, A Jewish school. 

pahra, A guard; protection; a watch 
or fourth part of the night, 

j^o pahra-dar, A watchman, guard. 
J^, pahl, A troop, a host. 

pahlav, A hero; a wrestler ; a saint ; 
a city ; name of a country where Pehlevi is 
spoken; Shem, son of Noah; the parts 
about Ispahan pahlu, The side ; utility ; 
profit, advantage;—pahlu ba-bistar burdan 
(sipurdan), To sleep well ;—pahlu tahl kar-
dan, To withdraw, retire; to shun, avoid, 
abstain ; — pahlu dadan, To assist; to 
retire; to avoid; — pahlu'i dar, A door-
p o s t ; — pahlu zadan (sdyldan), To asso-
ciate, be on a footing with ;—pahlu kardan, 
To run away; to turn away the face, avoid, 
beware of;—pahlu'i lashkar, The wing of 
an army ; —pahlu nihadan, To sleep ;—ba-
pahlu uftddan, To fall on the side ; to die, 
be killed. 

P&hlawdn, A hero, champion, brave 
warrior, strong athletic man ; rough, rugged 
in figure or in speech; —pahlawdni pur 
zor, A brave champion ;—pahlawdni sipihr, 
The celestial warrior, Mars. 

iiUiy^} pahlawdndna, Heroic; heroically. 
tj'V-Vi pahlawdni, Heroism; a citizen ; 

ancient Persian; heroic; belonging to a 
city ;—pahlawdni dadan, To confer great-
ness upon. 

pahlu-ddr, A helper ; generous, 
liberal; firm ; sarcastic, insolent of speech. 

oVj J^J pahlav-zabdn, The Pehlevi lan-
guage ; one who speaks in it. 

y j j k j pahlu-zan, One who claims equality ; 
a pretender; arrogant. 

ftfi pahlu-nizhad, Of heroic descent. 
^L^ pahlu-sdy, An equal; intimate ; 

a rival, a competitor. 
WJUA pahlu-shikdf, Who cleaves the 

side of his adversary. 
ft& pahlu-nishin, A companion. 

<j,ft& pahlawl, Belonging to a city; a 
citizen ; an ancient Persian and what re-
lates to him; saintly ;—zabanipahlawl, The 
language of the ancient Persians, the Peh-
levi language. 

&&pahla, Ispahan, Ray, and DInawar. 
pahmazak, A porcupine. 

pahn, Wide, large, broad, ample, ex-
tensive ; \_pahn shudan, To lie flat on the 
ground (m.c.);—pahn kardan, To extend;] 
—pahan, Milk which boils in the breast of 
the mother through maternal affection. 

^ pahnd, Broad; latitude, breadth, 
width. 

(ji^ pahnd-kash, A weaver's instru-
ment for stretching and keeping tight cloth 
in a loom ( = q.v.) 

pahndna, Buttered toast; an ape. 
jft-tt pahnawar, Broad, wide, ample; 

widely-extended. 
^ft^pahnawarl, ts'Wj pahnd'I, Breadth, 

width ; — pahna'iyi zamin, The expanse of 



the earth;—pahnd'lyi 'umr, Ease and com-
fort of life. 

us*** CHi pahn-bini, Flat or broad-nosed. 
pahand, A toil for catching deer. 

pahn-dar, Broad, wide, 
(^ifi pahn-sdz, Who widens. 
pahnur, The colocynth. 
pahna, Breadth ; the inside of the 

thigh of man or animal; a race-ground; 
a racket or battledore; a boy's Bpinning-
top; polo ; a game at balls, 

(j^v* pahni, Flatness, breadth. 
pahnidan, To expand, stretch. 

H uujvi jvhut, The musk melon (Cucumis 
momordica). 

pahi, The bitter purging apple. 
pahln, "Very broad or wide. 

pai, pay, A foot; a nerve, tendon, 
sinew; a footstep, track, trace, mark, vestige; 
pursuit; the heel; rank, power, strength; 
pretence, pretext; false appearance; incli-
nation ; a time, tu rn ; because, for, on ac-
count of ; af ter ; behind ; [pai baz nihd-
dan, To retreat •,—pai burdan, To trace, 
discover, find out; to enter, to penetrate 
(m.c.);—pai rasldan, To arrive quickly;— 
pai zadan, To join (bones) by sinews ;—pai 
fushurdan, To stand firm; to establish, to 
fix; to be established or fixed •, to step ;— 
payi har giriftan (nishastan), To attend to 
one's business ; to do as one likes;—pai 
Icardan, To abandon, give up, lose; to 
follow ; to ham-string ;—pai kardan umld, 
To despair; — payi kase bar-ddsMan, To 
watch one's steps ;—pai gum (kur) kardan, 
To lose the tracks ; to go astray;—az payi 
tafrih, By way of recreation;—az payi tu, 
On thy account;—az pai raftan (dar pai 
dmadan), To go behind, follow, trace ;— 
dar pay uftddan, To scoff a t ; — dar payi 
chlze nishasian, To persist in a thing stub-
bornly ;]—pi, Fat, grease, tallow. 

UJ piyd, Man, in the dialect of the Lurs 
and Zends (m.c.). 

pay-ah, Power, strength; bottom of 
the sea, river, lake, cistern, or piece of 
water; foot or extremity of anything, 
end. 

payd-pai, Step by step, succes-
sively, repeatedly, incessantly, conti-
nuously, consequently ; continuous;—pay-
d-pai shudan, To follow in succession. 

iS^i piydda, A footman; a foot-soldier; 
infantry ; a peon; a pawn at chess; a 
bailiff, catchpoll; ignorant, uninformed, 
illiterate ; the tendril of a vine; a kind of 
willow ; a sort of rose;—piyadaH khassa, 
Foot-guards (m.c.) ;—piydda shudan, To be 
on foot ; to alight from a horse;—piydda'i 
muhassil (muhasil), A bailiff (m.c.) ;—piyd-
da'i multazim, A servant in constant pay; 
—piydda nihddan, To regard or set down 
as base and weak. 

U 6<A<.» piyada-pa, On foot. 

piyada-rav, A pedestrian; a foot-
path (m.c.) ; a pavement (m.c.). 

(jfcS" piydda-kash (kashdn), Dragging 
along (a prisoner) on foot ; dragged along 
on foot. 

ioW jnydda-nafardt, Infantry. 
piydrak, A bird resembling the 

nightingale in shape and song, but smaller 
and green. 

jWi piydz, An onion ; a bulb; — piydzi 
dashtl, A wild onion ; ratsbane, wolfsbane; 
—piydzi sag (hazratl), Persian meadow 
saffron, Colchicum persicum; — piydzi 
'unsul, The sea-onion (Squilla maritima); 
—piydzi kuhl, Chive ;—piydzi mush, Sea-
onion or squill. 

jW* piydz-farosh, A seller of onions. 
piydzak, A small onion; a rattan; 

a mace ; name of a village. 
^ W , piydzakl, Of or belonging to Piya-

zak; a ruby from Piyazak. 
piydz-llz, An eatable wild onion. 

^vpiyazu, A sea-onion, a squill. 
piydz-wd, Light, unsatisfying food. 

OjW piyazi, A wild onion; a kind of 
ruby; an iron mace, a war-mace; of the 
colour of an onion. 

piydzt-rang, Pinky, rosy ; crim-
son. 

yt-W, piydstH, A large mouth; fetid 
breath (see 

&\&ipiydla, A cup, goblet, or drinking-
glass; the eye of a mistress ; the divine 
presence intoxicating the beholder; the 
pan of a musket-lock;—piyala'i jaur, A 
cup filled to the brim ;—piyala kashidan, 
To drink ;—piyala gardanldan, To circulate 
the bowl. 

<5JLi piyala-paimd, ^ piydla-dar, 
Who quaffs a cup. 

piydla-dast, Cup in hand. 
piyala-kash, A quaffer of cups. 

\fS piydla-garddn, A cup-bearer. 
aJLji piyala-nawdla, Meat and drink 

(a cant word among debauchees). 
fW? paydm, News, advice; a message; 

salutation (in letters) ;—payami mawaddat-
ikhtitam, Salutations sealed with affection, 
friendly compliments. 

)}} paydm-dwar, An envoy ; a pro-
phet. 

paydm-bar, An apostle; a mes-
senger. 

piyamuzish, a corrupted form for 
piyazi mush, q.v. under jLo . 

pay-amegh, Muscular, sinewy flesh; 
the fleshy part or brawn of meat; a piece 
of flesh or fish without bone; name of a 
herb. 

piya.no, Piano ;—piyano zadan, To 
play the piano (mm.cc, from Fr. or E.). 

c s J ^ pay-andar-pai, = q.v. 
^jjjUi piyaumrdan, To be contracted, to 

shrink, to shrivel. 



payaku, A house of hexagonal 
form ; an upper room having an ascent by 
a spiral staircase. 

^^ipai-bd, Holland (m.c. from Fr . Pays-
Baa). 

O^y o* pai-burdan, Situation; position ; 
value (m.c.). 

pibas, Dry mouldy bread, spoiled 
by the mice ; a tumour ; a louse ; a kind of 
butter, or fat of mutton, the eating of 
which is said to be good for disorders in 
the eyea. 

pai-band, A fetter, a tether. 
H pipal, The holy fig-tree. 
H Jy* pipald-mul, Long-pepper root. 

paitdm (in Zand aud Pazand), 
News. 

pitrasb, pltarasb, Zardusht's 
grandfather. 

\pUah, A moth fretting a garment; 
vain, useless, futile (not supported by 
examples). 

^i&x^i pitkdni, An engine (for throwing 
stones); a lever. 

h Jx>> jvital, Brass. 
te^pita,, A wick; a lint-stock. 

pitishahitn, The third period, 
kiting seventy-five days, during which the 
earth was created. 

peck, Twisted, folded, rolled up, 
curled, iutertwined, coiled, crooked, com-
plicated, intricate ; curvature, bending ; a 
curl, ringlet, fold, plait, wreath, twist, roll; 
a worm which infests the bottoms of ships ; 
a screw; a vortex; a coat-button; dif-
ficulty, perplexity ; deceit; envy ;—peck 
ba-peck, Much contorted or involved; 
curled, intertwined ; —peck khwurdan, To 
be tortuous (m.c.);—peck dar peek, Roll 
within roll ; intricate ;—peck dadan, To 
twist, &c. ( = q.v.) ;—peck zadan, To 
screw;—ba-hazdr peck u tab, With a thou-
sand folds and writhings ;—rishta'i pur 
peck u tab, A thread full of twists and 
turns. 

pechd, All-surround ing and all-per-
vading. 

pech'd'pech, Involved, intricate, 
distorted, crooked, rolled in a circle; 
crisped, curled ; in zig-zag. 

T pickdq, A knife. 
isll^o pechdki shikam, A twisting of 

the guts, gripes. 
pechdn, Complicated, twisted ;— 

pechdn shudan, To torture or worry one-
self. 

yA^lj^} peckdndan, y ^ ^ i j pechdnidan, 
To cause to twist, &c.; to twist, involve; 
to work (an apparatus) by winding (in.c.). 

Uk ^ ^ I pechaH ndf, Contortion of the 
navel, a violent, excruciating pain, incident 
to women in labour. 

peck-pa (crooked foot), A crab. 
pech-pech, The rack. 

©H pwh pechdn, Inclining, leaning 
from side to side. 

p$ck-tdb, A kuot; high words, 
angry discourse; silence through anger ; 
restlessness, suspense, p3rplexity. 

psck-kfiwurda,, In zig-zag (m.c.). 
j p e c h - d d r , Twisted, coiled. 

peckish, Contortion, inflection, 
curve; the curling of the hair ; gripes; 
circumvention ; disobedience, rebellion ;— 
pechishi riida, A twisting of the guts. 

80} lA^J pechish-zada, Griped. 
pechak, A ball of thread or silk; 

the bobbin on which thread is wound; a 
fillet for confining a lady's head-dress; a 
ship-worm; ivy; a bone ring without a 
bezel. 

u^S" pech-kash, A turn-screw. 
pech-kuk, Handle of an organ 

(m.c.). 
peck-mdl, A twist, a distortion. 

Ja^o peckand, A fillet for the hair ; ivy. 
peckwdn, Twisted, coiled. 

i^J pecha, An auger, wimble, piercer; a 
pent or projection over a door; a creeping 
plant, ivy ; a lock of curling hair ; an orna-
ment set with jewels worn on the head of a 
bride; a fillet for the ha i r ; a wall (be-
tween two other walls it does not touch) 
upon which the roof rests in a peculiar 
manner, conducing to warmth; a wink, nod, 
sign. 

gjs^B-4 pechick, Torture, torment, pain 
(probably misreading for q.v.). 

pechldagi, A twisting, twist, dis-
tortion, 

peckidagi-zabdn, Afflicted 
with an impediment of speech. 

^JAJJ^J peckidan, To twist, distort, bend, 
involve, wreathe, or coil as a serpent, wind 
in a sepentine form, surround, envelop, 
involve; to twist a bit of camel's nerve or 
bow-string round the end of an arrow ; to 
screw, wreathe, make intricate ; to assemble, 
meet; to disobey, rebel; to wound; to 
divulge; to be confused in speech; to 
assist, aid ; — paickidan, To be involved; 
to divide in parts; to wound; associate 
or keep company with (doubtful word, or 
rather form of the preceding). 

pechida, Twisted; a bracelet, par-
ticularly one quadrangularly plaited ; ivy ; 
perverse. 

peckida-dast, Whose hand or 
arm is contorted; weak, powerless. 

pichila, A tree which bears frui t 
late in the season. 

pikh, Gum adhering to the eye-
lashes; ear-wax. 

J pikhdl, The dung of birds; excre-
ment of any kind ;—pikhdl andakhtan, To 
mute (said of birds, beasts, or flies). 

{J'^ft pikhal-dludagu Defilement 
with dung. 



pikhdl'dluda, Defiled with 
dung. 

(ĵ safc** pekhtan, To twist. 
t r ^ H pai&fcas, Suspicion, guess; dis-

covery. 
ateJ pai-hhast, pai-khust, Undermined ; 

trampled and softened under the foot; 
imprisoned; sick, infirm, weak; fetid, 
stinking; a discovery. 

pai-khasta, Trampled under foot; 
impotent, helpless; suspicion, fancy, 
doubt; fe t id; stuffed; a man or beast con-
fined in a narrow place whence they can-
not escape ; an undermined wall. 

t^y^tl pai-khosta. What sticks to the 
feet ; weak, infirm, powerless. 

y^^ai** pifchidan, To divide in parts ; to 
rise (doubtful word). 

pid, Scattered ; singed; spoiled, use-
less ; grease in the axle-tree of a wheel. 

\J^ paidd, Clear, evident, manifest, appa-
rent ; exhibited; public; born, produced; 
discovered, invented; publication, exhibi-
tion, production ; invention ; discovery; 
openly, publicly, clearly, evidently, mani-
festly ;—paidd shudan, To be evident; to 
become public; to come forward (as a boil 
or other sore); to labour under any disorder ; 
to originate (as a malady); to rise or ap-
pear (as the sun) ;—paidd kardan, To in-
vent, discover, declare, make public; to find 
(m.c.) ; to engender ; to afford. 

paidad, Open, public, manifest. 
paidash, Creation, production. 
paidd wdr, Produce ; profits, 

(-s**^^ paidawasi, paidawisi, A coin of 
the value of five dinars, that passed cur-
rent in Persia during the reigns of the Ka-
yanians. 

(jt^jLO paiddyish, Production, bir th; crea-
tion ; genesis; earnings, profit. 

j i x o paidd'i, Manifestation, appear-
ance. 

Ji, Ji Pa^ dar pai, Step by step, one 
after another; repetition. 

pedrii, The apostle Peter. 
js* pir, An old man; a founder or chief 

of any religious body or sect; Monday; an 
old woman; [piri barnd-tan (the old man 
with the youthful body), piri barna-wash 
(the old man who resembles a youth), The 
world; the sky (see ^ U y y , which is evi-
dently a contraction of the last, and should 
be read pirbarndwash) ;—piri ta'lim, A 
spiritual guide; learned in holy writ;— 
piri chihl sdla, Maturity of intellect; an 
angel; Adam; a turquoise s t o n e ; — p i r i 
ihudd, Name of Othman -,—piri khasis, The 
planet Saturn; the Devil;—piri darwishan, 
The superior of the Order of Darwishes;— 
piri du-ta, The vault of heaven -,—piri du-
moy, The world (as subject to the inter-
change of day and night) ;—piri dihkan, 
Old wine; — piri zal, An old decrepit 

man; the father of Rustam; a title of 
honour (similar to Senior, Seigneur, Senor, 
or Senhor, amoug the French, Italians, and 
Spaniards) ;—piri sdl'khwurda, Old wine; 
—piri sarandib, The old man of Ceylon, i.e. 
Adam;—piri shashum charkh, The planet 
Jupiter;—piri san'd (sarian), Name of a 
holy man ;—piri tariqat, A spiritual guide ; 
—piri fartut, A delirious old man ;—piri 
falak, The planet Saturn ;—piri kushta'i 
ghaugha, The old man killed in the fray, i.e. 
Othman ;—piri halla-paz, A cook of heads 
and feet of cattle;—piri kan'an, The patri-
arch Jacob;—piri mughdn, A chief priest of 
the Magi or worshippers of fire; a prior of a 
Christian monastery ; a keeper of a tavern 
or house of promiscuous entertainment;— 
piri hasht khuld, Rizwan, porter of Para-
dise ;—piri hajt falak, Saturn ; Jupiter;— 
piri haftum charkh, The planet Saturn ;— 
pir u jawdn, Old and young;]—piyar, A 
father. 

perd, One who decorates, polishes, 
writes, or executes with elegance and 
accuracy ; a pruner ; one who shaves, clips, 
trims, or plucks up superflous hairs. 

j V i pirdr, The year before last; the day 
before yesterday. 

pirdr-sdl, The year before last. 
perastan, To adorn, decorate, orna-

ment, embellish (especially by cutting, 
clipping, or taking away) ; to pruue, clip, 
trim ; to diminish ; to tan. 

perdsta, Adorned; trimmed, 
clipped, polled; tanned; arrauged, ad-
justed ; a village abounding in palm-trees ; 
a pleasure-ground outside a town. 

yAa-A^pirdsidan, To rub, to grind. 
^L&it pir-afshdni, The acting in a 

youthful manner in old age; a green old 
age. 

ju^Usi piragand, Scattered, dispersed. 
g-i&j*! piragandan, To disperse, scatter. 

perdman, perdmun, Envi-
rons, adjacent places; a circuit; a border, 
margin, skirt, lappet, flap ; about, around; 
—peramani sardy, The environs of the 
house, whatever surrounds it. 

piran (pi. of pir), Old men; land 
granted for the erection or preservation of 
a tomb over a Muhammadan saint; name 
of one of Afrasyab's generals. 

JL. piransdl, y pir an-ear, 
V* dVi piran-sara, Old age. 

pirdna, Elderly, like an old man, or 
saint; saintly; growing old; a hunter. 

pirdna-sar, Old age. 
^JLJ^ peranidan (caus. of perastan), To 

cause to adorn. 
s W perdh, A leather-dresser, currier. 

pir dhan, = i^^jsi q.v. 
uiJb\ytli perahish, Decoration; tanning, 
(^Vi pivdhan, perdhan, A loose vest, 
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shirt, shift;—pirdhan dbi kardan, To dress 
in mourning (i.e. blue) ;—pirdhani slrndbl, 
A white vest or shirt ;—pirahan qabd kar-
dan, To tear a shirt;—plrdhani kdghizl, A 
petition for justice; (met.) the brightness 
of dawn; the rays of the sun. 

U^W perdhidan, To tan, dress leather. 
djHperay, Adorning; pruning; shaving 

the head; tanning. 
u^lr?. perayish, Ornament, decoration; 

tanning; preparation. 
o^W/ per ay ay I, Female ornament. 

perdyanda, One who clips, prunes, 
trims, or adorns ; a gardener ; a barber; a 
tanner. 

per ay a, Ornament, decoration; em-
belliehment, beauty; a cradle; a vessel; a 
plate (of gold and silver). 

^ piraya-hand, Jkfi piraya-
posh, Decking oneself out with ornaments. 

plraya-sanj, Who weighs or 
examines precious things. 

perayidan, To adorn, 
a pi plr-bunya, A young man gray. 

pir-pamla, A hairy old man. 
pir-khirad, Wisdom ; a wise man. 

J\) /*> plr-zdl, An old man of authority ; 
an aged prince ; the father of Rustam (the 
Persian Hercules). 

jjri plr-zar, An old man; surname of 
Zal, the father of Rustam. 

Q);*), plr-zan, An old woman;—plr-zani 
charkh, Heaven. 

&jy*> payarza, A thing tied up in a bundle. 
plruzl, Victory, triumph ; —ptrsl, 

Mean goods, inferior merchandise, frippery. 
ft plr-sar, Grey with old age. 
/ JH plr-kdr, Acting like an old man, 

experienced. 
pir-kuha.n, A very old man. 

plr-mdstbd, A bucking horse. 
^ f t pirzi-farosh, A dealer in mean 

goods, a fripper. 
JL- )*>, plr-sdl, An old man ; aged. 

pir-mard, An old man. 
plrainan, A circuit; about. 
plranddkh, Goat's leather, morocco. 

i) pai-rav, A follower, 
tf^j <Jt pcty-rawdn, Followers, 

periij, A turkey. 
fort plroz, Victorious; prosperous, fa-

voured by fortune and opportunity ; a 
champion of Ir;ui. 

^ jjJ^j plroz-ram, Name of a city in India. 
<J\j jplrdz-rdy, Of victorious (true) 

judgment. 
pirdz-gar, Victorious. 

JW4? plroz-gasht, Of victorious revolu-
tion (sky). 

plroza, A turquoise, a kind of blue 
gem. 

ylt* plroza-chddir (t^ charkh, cs^t 
tashi, )*>• maghz, mighfar), The sky. 

plrozi, Victory, triumph; happiness. , 

1 ) u ^ e 
pai-ravn, A following, pursuit ; 

search; dependence, consequence ;—pai-
rawi kardan, To follow. 

pirn, Aged, bald; a successor; virgin 
honey, 

j^ft trf. pira.-hazdr, Pirabazar, name of a 
place in the neighbourhood of Rasht. 

($) pira-zan, An old woman. 
pirahan, A shirt, shift, tunic. 

plrahancha, A short shirt. 
pirhand, A shirt, shift, tunic. 

plrl, Old age, decrepitude. 
pirin, Fetid water. 

a j j pai'Zada, Wounded, hamstrung. 
pizar, A pedlar; name of a disease. 

Oj pai-zan, One who hamstrings, 
c i pai-zani, Hamstringing. 
pezhan, — q.v. 
pes, Leprosy; a dwarf palm-tree, of 

the twigs or fibres of which they make 
ropes; white; vile, ignoble. 

pes-andam, Leprous. 
ftr* iji pdi-sipdr, ^ paisipur, Tram-

pled upon ; a traveller. 
pay sipurdan, To trample. 

pest, Leprous. 
pistdn, The past, those gone. 

^ pai-safed, tTnpropitious, inauspi-
cious. 

piski, Youth. 
pesagl, An intermixture of colours, 

piebaldness; leprosy. 
pesudan, To incline; to desire. 

j j ^ pi-sos (ior)f- q.v.), A lamp, &c. 
iL^ paisa, A small weight, twenty-four 

to ,t pound, used only for weighing copper 
money ; a copper coin; money; —pesa, Pie-
bald, dappled, variegated ; a crow, a pie. 

pesl, The leprosy. 
(jS.-̂  pesh, Before; in f ron t ; forward ; 

past; future ; further, beyond ; preamble, 
premises ; an example, model, exemplar, 
coryphaeus, chief, superior, commander, 
leader ; (in gram.) the vowel-point -L. u ; a 
palm-branch ; a dwarf palm-tree ; intelli-
gent, wise ;—peshi dtish u pas darya, The 
world; fortune—pesh az an, Before that;—• 
pesh az dnki, Before that which, previous to 
which, sooner than ;—pesh az In, Henceforth, 
hereafter; before this, heretofore, sometime; 
—pesh vftddari, To advance (m.c.) ;—pesh 
amadan, To come before, meet, oppose, ob-
struct; to occur, happen -,—pesh dwardan, 
To bring, produce b e f o r e - p e s h i o range 
na-darad, He cannot cope with him ;-~pesh 
burdan, To produce (m.c.); to carry (a mea-
sure, m.c.) ;—pesh (az pesh) birun shudan, 
To succeed, to prosper; to befall;—peshi 
pay, The toe;—pesh-pd shudan, To be in 
advance; to go forward, proceed;—peshipd'i 
kase bar-khdstan, To rise in one's honour; 
—pesh kharldan, To buy beforehand, to buy 
or pay in advance (m.c.) ;—peshi khwud 
bar pd, Self-willed, obstinate, headstrong ; 
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—peek raftan, To go before, advance, precede; 
—pesh shudan, To be superior, to excel ;—pesh 
shumurdan, To count beforehnnd; to anti-
cipate ;—pesh faristddan, To send to, to-
wards, before ; — peshi qdzi, Before tbe 
judge;—pesh kardan, To prefix, to preface; 
to shut (adoor);—peshi kase band (giriftdr) 
budan, To fall in love with; to be befooled ; 
—pesh kashidan, To attract;—pesh giriftan, 
To learn, to teach; to precede or excel in 
doing or learning anything; to exhibit, 
stretch out ; to propose anything to one-
self;—pesh u pas (generally pas u pesh), 
Before and after ;~az-pesh (ba-pesh, dar-
pesh), Before; in front;—az pesh raftan, To 
go ahead, to advance ;•—dar pesh ddshtan, To 
undertake, to prepare ;—dar peshi sukkuni 
kase uftddan, To interrupt a speaker;—dar 
pesh shudan, To precede ;—dar pesh kardan, 
To place at the head. 

pesh-ab, Urine. 
pesh-a-pesh, Equal, parallel; 

equally; before; in front of, before (m.c.) ; 
—pesh-d-pesh giriftan, To take the lead. 

peshd-dast, Ready money, cash 
paid down ; wages paid in advance. 

j^-t* pesh-dr (brought before), Urine (of 
a sick person shown to a physician). 

pesh-drdn, Doctor's prescriptions. 
peshdra, A cake made of flour, 

honey, and oil or butter. 
yS--,* pesh'uftud, The forlorn hope; 

an accident, a stroke of fortune, an occur-
rence. 

<J*e>. pesh-imdm, A high-priest. 
^ LAH pesh-amad, Advance, coming into 

the presence; elevation,advancement; access, 
admittance ; occurrence. 

peshdn, The utmost extremity in 
front, the farthest of all; the best side of 
cloth, the best end which is shown to a 
buyer; (pi. of pesh) those before. 

(ji-topesh-andaz, A necklace; a nap-
kin. 

LA-̂ . pesh-andeshl, Forethought. 
peshanl, Front, forehead, brow ; 

ringlets hanging over the forehead; sauci-
ness; strength ; hardness; opposite, over 
against, even ; fortune;—peshanl kardan, 
To be forward or saucy. 

peshanl-band, Fillet for the 
hair. 

y J peshanl-ddr, Expert; successful, 
prosperous. 

BjlA^yLs-^i pesham-gushdda, Candid. 
pesh-divang, The leader of the 

flock ; an ensign. 
pesh-dhang, A general, a colonel 

(as being the chief of an army or a regi-
ment) ; the leader of the flock or a caravan ; 
the vanguard ; forlorn hope. 

JJŜ LA.,-* peshayagl, Forwards. 
Sju^yA^o j}etf/A-a^awda,Opposer,obstruci.er. 

pesh-lwan, The courtyard of a 
house. 

jW LAH pesh-bdz, Meeting, a going out to 
meet a person of distinction; a kind of gar-
ment open in front ;—pesh-bdz dmadan, To 
run to and fro. 

*** pesh-band, The belt that passes 
over a horse's breast to prevent the saddle 
from slipping back, breast-hamess. 

O*^ pesh'bandi, Premises; foresight. 
^ pesh-bln, Forseeing; wise, pru-

dent. 
LAH pesh-blni, Foresight; anticipa-

tion. 
pesh-pd, A carpet placed in the ves-

tibule, or in the place of honour ; also— 
v, jb^ pesh-pd uftdda, Very near 

and dear, very intimate. 
jV^i pesh-pdr, Sweetmeats presented to 

a guest; a woman bringing forth an abor-
tion ; a midwife. 

peshparcha, peshpara, A 
cake made of flour, honey, and oil or butter. 

ijh pesh-pd'i, Precedency. 
Vi pesh-perd, Who adorns in front; 

a decorator (applied by Nizam! to Fir-
dausi). 

pesh pesh raftagl, Prece-
dence. 

pesh-takhta, A portfolio ; a desk. 
f^ai peshtar, Prior, more forward ; for-

ward. 
peshtarln, Foremost. 

pesh-jang, Who fights in front 
of others, in the foremost rank. 

a oy - pesh-harf, One whose speech 
prevails. 

peeh-khdna, A portico; a gallery 
or projecting balcony ; tents of state sent in 
advance when travelling; camp-equipage. 

a c ^ J i pesh-Jchidmat, Attendant, 
officer of the royal household (m.c.). 

a pesh-khidmat-bdshi, 
The first lord-in-waiting (m.c.). _ 

^ ^ji-j, pcsh-kharid, Paid for in advance. 
pesh-khwdn. Who announces 

the name and rank of the new-comers in 
an assembly. 

pesh-khivur, pesh-khwurd, 
An early breakfast; parched corn or grain 
of different kinds, toasted, and rubbed be-
tween the hands; corn or fruit sold before 
it is ripe; money paid down in advance; a 
foretaste. 

pesh-khez, A servant. 
a pesh-khaima, A tent or bag-

gage sent on before ; a public audience-tent; 
a sort of dagger. 

pesh-ddd, A law-giver; the first to 
redress the wrongs of the oppressed; 
earnest-money ; Iloshang, the first of the 
line of Peshdadian kings. 

^ba^-o peshdddiyan, The Peshdadians, 
or first dynasty of the kings of Persia. 
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jji^o pe^.rfar, A javelin for killing 
hogs. 

itf*^ pesh-daman, An apron; a ser-
vant. 

pesh-dar, A frontispiece, 
UI—.•XAWJA pesh-dast, Surpassing, excelling ; 

outstripping; an assistant; right of pre-
cedency, chief seat; earnest-money, money 
paid in advance. 

d^ pesh-dastl, An outstripping, 
surpassing; pre-eminence, precedency, pre-
excellence;—pesh-dast'i hard, He performed 
it soon, he quickly accomplished it, he 
made great haste; he made an aggression; 
—pesh-dastl nimudan, To excel, surpass. 

J^A^i pesh-dil, Deliberation. 
O^Arf, pai-shudan, To incline to, to lean 

towards. 
W LA4 pesh-dld, In view, 
a i j^pesh-din, A spiritual guide. 
t/V u^H pesh-ras, First-fruits; provident. 

pesh-raft, Impressive, forcible. 
u^H pesh-raftagi, A going before, a 

leading of the van. 
LA>> pesh-rafta, Gone before, bygone. 
pesh-rav, pesh-rau, A general, chief, 

leader; a guide, forerunner, escort; the 
advanced guard, van, forlorn hope; having 
the precedence (m.c.) ; preface, preamble, 
exordium; outstripping all others (horse); 
prelude or symphony in music ;—peshrawi 
lashkari sahrd, The wild ass. 

LA*> pesh-shdkh, A female garment. 
a jUa^i peah-tdq, Portico, hall, ante-

room. 
a (ju^ pesh-'ahd, A previous age. 
a u6** lAh pesh-qabz, pesh-qabza, 

A dagger worn in front. 
a pesh-qadaml, Alacrity, ac-

tivity. 
a^ l i y i p e s h - g i t a r , A camel first in the 

Btring and fleet. 
peshak, A little before. 

jL&î a pesh-kar, An assistant, helper; a 
domestic, a serving-man, a hired labourer; 
a steward ; a disciple ; a subordinate officer 
whose business it is to write the accounts. 

s ^ s . ^ pesh-kara, A midwife ; a matron; 
a lady superior; tapestry or carpets with 
which they decorate the best apartments or 
principal seats; a serving-man, a hired 
labourer. 

^liA.ej pesh-kdrl, Deputyship. 
yt^A^j pesh-kash, What is first drawn ; 

first-fruits ; a magnificent present, such as 
is only presented to princes, great men, 
superiors, or sometimes to equals (particu-
larly on receiving a great appointment) ; 
tribute, quit-rent;—pesh-kashi tu, I mike 
you a present of i t ; I dispense you of; I 
exempt you from, excuse you (mm.cc.);— 
pesh-kash kardan, To make a present (to a 
superior, m.c.);—peshkash-nawis, A registrar 
of presents. 

pesh-koha, The front of the eye-
brow ; the bow or pommel of the saddle. 

pesh-gah, The front ; frontispiece ; 
vestibule ; portico ; area, court; the prin-
cipal seat for the most noble of the com-
pany ; a kind of high altar in a mosque; 
the breast, the chest; tapestry; a carpet; 
a king, a lord of a throne;—pesh-gdhi 
nushur, The resurrection ;—dar pesh-gdhi 
sipdh, In the front of the army. 

fi^-^peshgar, An artificer; a help, servant. 
pesh-go (gu, ^ goy, guy), One 

who presents petitions ; one who intro-
duces at court, an usher, chamberlain, 
master of the ceremonies. 

pesh-gah, The front, &c. (see 
o^f^'H peshgahl, Breakfast. 

peehagl, Service;—peshgl, Advance 
of money. 

pesh-glr, Choosing; a towel, nap-
kin. 

peshmdn (for peshimdn), Penitent. 
pesh-muzd, Handsel, the first 

money which a merchant receives in a 
morning ; workmen's wages ; good luck. 

a j p e s h - m i s r a 1 , The first hemi-
stich of a poem, the rhyme of which runs 
through the whole composition. 

WA*? plshan, plshand, The fibrous 
substance of palm-tree, from which ropes 
are made. 

y-Ua, paishinds, Clever at tracking. 
pesh-nishln, A midwife; a 

f r iend; a wine-seller. 
jU> pesh-namdz, A leader at prayer; 

a chaplain. 
^•jCi pesh-namdzl, The high-priest-

hood. 
pesh-nihad, What is placed before; 

custom, mode, manner, use; rule, regula-
tion ; intention, design ;—pesh-nihddi k&atir 
sdkhtan, To resolve upon; to undertake ;— 
pesh-nihad kardan, To habituate oneself, to 
follow any regulation, or propose to oneself 
a model for imitation. 

pai-shav, A follower. 
fjA-o; peshwd, Exemplar, model, guide, 

leader; the head of a party ; the chief of 
a religious sect, general of an army ; the 
first executive officer among the Marhattas; 
a sort of woman's garment;—peshwa raftan, 
To go to meet (out of respect) ;—peshwa 
kardan, To be a model, or a chief ;—pesh-
wa i firistddagdn, The leader of the sent 
ones, Muhammad ; — peshwa'i muhdfizdni 
hisar, The commandant of a fort. 

^y£*+ivpeshwdr, A garment open in front. 
peshwdz, Going out to meet a per-

son of distinction a full-dress gown, 
reaching a little below the knee. 

^yjLs peshwd'l, High-priestship ; leader-
ship. 

( j ^ ) u-i ) uAH pesh-u-pas-raftagit A 
going to and fro, fore and aft. 
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j^Awo pesh-war, Virtuous, excellent, emi-

nent. 
pesha, Art, skill; work, business, 

craft, trade, calling, profession; custom, 
habit; a shepherd's pipe ; [pesha'i dtish, 
Diabolical deeds ;—pesha budan, To de-
ceive, to flatter, to fawn upon;—pesha 
kardan, To choose, elect, prefer;—jihdd-
pesha, Inured to war, hardy veterans;— 
sadaqat-pesha, Sincere, professing veracity ; 
—ma^rifat-pesha, Behaving proudly •,—ham-
pesha, Of the same trade, profession, or 
rank ;]—pisha, A rope made from the fibres 
of the palm-tree. 

pesha-shdgird, Servants, 
jtfru^o pesha-gdr, yi^o peshagar, An 

artisan. 
pesha-gah, Workshop, laboratory. 
pesha-murgh, A carrion bird. 

iJUjO pesha-wdr, ^ pesha-war, An 
artisan. 

peshi, The chief Beat, precedency, 
superior rank; money paid in advance;— 
peshi giriftan, To take the lead, precede, 
surpass. 

vA-A-i pesh-yab, Forerightful, provident. 
pesh-yar, A glass urinal in which 

the physicians examine the water of their 
patients; urine; a servant, serving-man, 
hired labourer ; a disciple ; earnest-money. 

pesh-yara, A tray whereon sweet-
meats and flowers are brought into a room. 

peshin, Anterior, ancient, antique, 
prior, former; anticipated, per advance; 
morning, forenoon ; mid-day prayer;—pe-
shln kardan, To anticipate, pre-occupy, give 
per advance;—peshin guftan, To predict, 
prognosticate;—bar dyini peshin, According 
to ancient custom;—bar wajhi peshin, By 
anticipation, in advance, paid down. 

peshin-gdh, &S y-iA^ peshin-gah, 
yl^J (̂ --£.,0 peshin-gahdn, The time of 

mid-day prayer. 
peshina, Prior, antecedent; a pre-

decessor ; money paid in advance. 
peshi nag an, y W.-^?"-^. pesh iniy d n, 

Forefathers, predecessors; the ancients. 
paighdra, Slander ; railing, abuse. 
paighdla, A goblet of wine. 

paighdm, A message ; fame, rumour; 
report; news, advice; an embassy, mission ; 
—paighdmi zabdni, An oral message;— 
paighdmi kdghazi, A written message; — 
'arzi paighdm kardan, To deliver creden-
tials, to explain the cause of an embassy. 

^ U ^ j U U ^ paighdm-d-paighdmi, Mutual 
messages, mediation, correspondence. 

j-f^Hpaighdm-bar, A messenger; a pro-
phet, apostle; an ambassador, envoy, legate. 

CST*"^^ paigham-bari, Prophetical office. 
fU-o paighdni-guzdr, A messenger, 

tgjw pU.o pajghdm-gu^dri, The delivery 
of a message ; the office of messenger. 

peghan, Promise, agreement; vain. 

paighula, see paighula. 
^ j l * ^ pighlosh, The root of a flower; a 

sort of lily ; an ant's nes t ; the mouth; the 
ear. 

paigham, A message; report. 
paigham-bar, A prophet. 

^^•iLo paigham-bari, The prophetical 
office, prophecy. 

paig&an, Rue. 
paighu, The country of Pegu; name of 

its kings;—Jpighu, A species of falcon; a 
bird's beak. 

;yk*i paighur. pighur, A vessel small and 
glazed with a narrow neck; a small mouth 
or orifice. 

paighula, A corner, angle ; a narrow 
street, bye-path ;—paighula'i dahan, The 
corner of the mouth. 

paighun, A condition, covenant. 
^yfcjo paighawi, Of or belonging to Pai-

ghu ; the Turkish language ; Turkish 
writing. 

pigha, pi/a, Rotten wood, touch-
wood. 

paik, A running footman ; a carrier, 
messenger ; a guard ; a watchman ; a foot-
man, lacquey; the point of an arrow used 
to strike fire ; [paiki ajal, The angel of 
death, fate;—paiki ummid, The moon;— 
paiki rdygdn, The moon; a merchant; a 
traveller; the zephyr •,—paiki falak, The 
moon;]—payak, A parasite. 

paikdn, Point of a spear or arrow ; 
an arrow, javelin, spear, dart ;—paikani 
khdra guzar, A marble-piercing spear;— 
paikani kamdn, The sun ; the stars;—pai-
kani miqrdza, A double-headed arrow or 
spear. 

^LiJ paikdn-fishdn, A thrower of 
arrows or spears ; a bow-man. 

jtS paikan-kash, An instrument for 
extracting arrows. 

jS paikdn-gar, A maker of arrows. 
paikdna-sum, With hoofs (hard 

and sharp) like arrows; pointed like a 
spear; the claw or talon of a bird. 

^iU^j paikani, A kind of ruby ; a tur-
quoise (so called from its resemblance to a 
spear-head) ; sal-ammoniac. 

paikar, Face, countenance; form, 
figure, mould, model; portrait, likeness; 
an idol-temple ; paikari malakut, The 
heavenly intelligence;—paikarani dirakhsh, 
The stars ; disembodied spirits;—paikarani 
mdnd, An intermediate world, the world of 
spirits ;—pari-paikar, Fairy-faced, lovely; 
—zabarjadi paikar, Azure, of a cerulean 
appearance; — mah-paikar, Moon-faced, 
beautiful as the moon. 

^SLi paikar-ard, Adorning the face. 
paikar-par ast. An idolater. 

(jjU-yCo paikaristdn, The land of fairies. 
paikar-gar, A painter, limner. 



fit* paikar-gav, A drinking-vessel in 
the form of an ox. 

fiai paikar-kada, An idol-temple. 
<jJ pai-kan, A hamstringer. 

pikand, The city of Samarkand. 
paikandan, To join; to collect; to 

draw out;—pai kandan, To hamstring. 
pai-kur, Trackless ; blind. 

*s^ypaig, A newsman, messenger. 
paigdr, Battle, combat, war ; wish, 

design, aim;—paigdr kardan, To fight. 
yU-y paigdr-parast an, Warriors. 

paigdr-juy, Eager for combat. 
paigarisdn, used poetically for— 

paigdrutdn, A place or city of 
combats. 

paigdh, Morning, early dawn (see 

pegu, The country and king of Pegu 
(seeyk*>). 

Xr6i pui-gur, The foot or tail of an ass. 
J«l pil, An elephant; the heel; a purse, 

a Bmall bag ; a kuot; a glandular swelling ; 
—pili ab-kash (a water-carrying elephant), 
A cloud;—pil afgandan, To overcome;— 
pili safed, A white elephant, met. used as 
an honorific title ;—pili mahmud, Name of 
the elephant on which the Abyssinian king 
Abrahah was riding on his expedition 
against Mecca ;—pili mahmudi, One of the 
elephants brought by Sultan Mahmud 
Ghaznawl from Hindustan, especially one 
given by him to the poet ' Unsuri loaded 
with gold; — pili mu'allaq dar hawa (an 
elephant suspended in the air), A cloud; 
—pili hawd'i (airy elephant), A. cloud. 

flPM pil'dram, Name of a certain fortress. 
J«i pil-afgan, Elephant-overthrow-

ing. 
J*i pti amrud, A species of pear. 

j**> pildv, Boiled rice and meat. 
J«i pil-bdr, An elephant-load. 

J*> pil-bdrdn, A heavy rain. 
^ 1oil-bald, Of an elephantine sta-

ture ; lofty ; bulky; a heap of unthreshed 
corn. 

pilbdn, Elephant-driver or keeper. 
tipilbdni, Charge, care of elephants. 

^ JH pit-band, A move in chess, by 
which a castle and two pawns support each 
other. 

pil-pd (elephant-foot), Elephantiasis; 
a large cup handed round after dinner ; a 
weapon used by the Moors; a beam. 

**^ pil-pdya, A pillar, a prop. 
Jo> pil-paikar, Resembling an ele-

phant, of elephantine bulk. 
pil-tan (elephant-bodied), Large, 

bulky; a horse; Rustam (the Persian 
Hercules). 

isxio pilta-pech, (in the language of 
clowns) Anything twisted like a wick. 

pil-dandan, Tusk of an ele-
phant; ivory; having the tusks of an 

elephant; occasionally it seems to be used 
as a proper name. 

))) pil-zor, Strong as an elephant. 
J^- pil-zahra, Powerful as an ele-

phaut. 
pilas, Ivory (see the following). 

Lo pila8ta, Ivory ; cheek ; face ; arm ; 
the finger; goat's leather perfumed, mo-
rocco. 

pilsam, Name of Piran's brother 
killed by Rustam ;—pil-sum, Massive silver; 
a dark night. 

uVM pilgkosh, Flowers of different 
colours, with jagged leaves; particularly 
the iris, or elephant's ears; a large shovel 
for removing ashes or rubbish. 

pilqan, Fat (animal) ; thick. 
pilak, A hoe or small spade ; a kind 

of arrow (see belak). 
pil-kash, A kind of weapon. 

u^y&H pil-gosh, Variegated iris ; dragon-
wort. 

WSAAJSLO pil-goshak, Sorrel. 
Ju J*i pil-mdl, Trampling under foot. 
t f pil-murgh (elephant-bird), A 

turkey, 
pilft, A wood with which the teeth 

are rubbed ; also the fruit called in Arabic 
arak. 

pilawd, An apothecary, a druggist. 
pil-war, An elephant-load, much; 

like an elephant. 
pilwaya, A swallow. 

jjW pdawar, A druggist; a pedlar (see 
J J 4 ^) . 

yjW, pelawan, A fine and costly silk. 
Ai-j pela, Merchandise of an inferior 

kind, or small wares, hawked by pedlars ; a 
silkworm; the silkworm's cocoon ; a purse ; 
a certain medicinal plant; a button, knot ; 
a blotch rising in the midst of a bubo or 
boil; pus of a sore ; an open champaign 
lying between two rivers; the eye-lid; the 
hairs of the eye-lid ; the eye; the head of 
an arrow;—pela-bini, pela'i bini, The nos-
trils ;—pela'i dandan, A gum-boil;—pela'i 
falak, The expanse of the firmament. 

pelawar, A huckster, a petty dealer. 
l+t* payam, A message ; rumour, fame. 
U-A paimd (imp. of paimudan), Measure 

thou, &c.; (in comp.) measuring ; a mea-
surer, weigher. 

paimdn, Measuring ; promise, 
agreement, compact, convention, treaty, 
stipulation, pledge, security, confirmation; 
asseveration, oath, kindred;—paimdn bas-
tan, To form an alliance, to make peace ;— 
paimdn shikastan, To break a contract or 
promise ;—'ahd u paimdn, Capitulations, 
alliances, treaties; peace. 

paimdn-dih, Who gives a pledge, 
u ^ i paimdn-shikan, A breaker of 

faith, 
QU~*paimdn-shikani,Breach of faith. 
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n&Jbji paimdn-farhang, Kame of a 

certain work replete with prudential and 
political maxims, ascribed to Mah-abad, an 
early apostle sent to Persia. 

paimdn-gusil, Who breaks his 
word or covenant. 

)) cjW, paimdn-war, A covenanter; one 
who keeps to his compact. 

iiW* paimdna, A cup, goblet, bowl; a 
measure either for dry or wet goods; a 
bushel;—paimdna* ashamidan (khwurdan, 
zadan, kashidan, noshidan), To drink wine ; 
—paimdna-ash pur (lab-rez) shud, His mea-
sure is full, his days are numbered. 

sAs*^ AiU-ji paimdna-af tab, A cup bright 
as the sun. 

(jtS" paimana-kash, Who empties a 
goblet. 

paimdna-kashi, The emptying 
of cups. 

i\S i iU^ paimana-gah, A cupboard. 
^L-liiU-^ paimdna-gusdr, A quaffer of the 

wine-cup. 
j y <«Upaimdnah-nosh, A drinker. 
o ^ H paimay. Measuring; a measurer (in 

comp. used like U p a i m d , q.v.). 
CAĴ -H paimayish, Measure, measure-

ment ; survey, measuring of lands. 
payam-bar, An apostle. 

paimudan(im\>. paimd, paimay), To 
measure; to pass over, traverse; measur-
ing ;—bada paimudan, To quaff wine;—rah 
paimudan, To travel; to direct. 

i^y+tipaimudah, Measured; dimensions; 
a draught of wine ; a trifle; an iniquitous 
thing; anything estimated beyond its size 
or worth;—paimuda shudan, To be mea-
sured. 

paimuna, = q.v. 
pinasak, A window (see ^A-Lu*). 

painak, Sinewy. 
pinaki, and— 
pinagi, Slumber;—pinagi kardan, 

To slumber. 
cs*"1^ pinagi-rasida, Sleepy. 

QJ) pinagi-zan, i-^j <_s>-!*£ pinagi-
zananda, Slumbering. 

tf-e>pinu, dyx+i pinuk, New cheese, cream-
cheeae; butter-milk; anything eaten with 
bread. 

pinuwd,\jyhi pinuwa, Sour-milk pot-
tage. 

vinu'in, A dish prepared with 
sour milk dried. 

pina, A piece, clout, patch (of cloth) ; 
the skin of the hand or foot grown hard 
from labour; the arm ; hair in the arm-
pit ; the match of a lamp, wick of a candle, 
a gunner's lint-stock, or anything of that 
kind ;—pina-zadan, To mend clothes, 

j j j pina-doz, A patcher, botcher. 
^ payau, A brick-bat; a moth ;—payo, A 

kind of disease which breaks out in the 
limbs in the form of a thread, a disease 
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to which the natives uf Lar arc subject;— 
puyu, A brick-bat; twin brother. 

pewdr, Ten thousand (see 
P^waz, A bat. 
paiwazha, A loose vest, a wrapper. 

piwdsta, A fortress ; a bastion; 
breastwork on the outside of fortified 
towns. 

piyos, Hope, expectation. 
piyosdnidan, To give hope. 

paiwast, Conjunction, coherence; 
arrival, meeting, union; union with the 
Supreme Spirit; friendship; continual; 
continually ;—paiwast kardan, To entwine, 
to interlace. 

paiwastagdn, Animals; vege-
tables ; minerals. 

paiwastagi, Continuity, conjunc-
tion j union, junction. 

paiwastan, To join, fasten, tie, 
bind, connect, attach ; to graft a tree; to 
be joined, attached, linked ;—ba-jiwdri rah-
mati aha fur (haqq) paiwastan, ba-rahmaii 
ezidi paiwastan, To be joined to divine 
mercy (i.e. to die) ;—ba-uouzuh paiwastan, 
To become evident, to be demonstrated. 

paiwasta, Joined ; contiguous, ad-
jacent, touching, sticking close ; continually, 
without interruption, one following another 
perpetually ; unable to speak for weeping; 
poetry ;—paywasta'i ikhtitdm budan, To be 
brought to a conclusion;—paiwasta shudan, 
To be joined, connected; to arrive, to 
meet. 

^ te^yeipaywasta-abru, yf. paivoasta-
baru, One whose eye-brows meet. 

SJU-J-J paywastagari, Union, concord. 
JH payusidan, puyusidan, To hope, 

to expect;—puyusidan, and— 
V'^ynipuyusfoidan, To humiliate oneself; 

to be sad, to mourn. 
csJjsj piyuk, Guinea-worm (Filaria medi-

nensis). 
payavg, payug, A bride. 
payug an, A bridegroom, a bride. 
payugdni, Nuptials, 

o i ^ pahcand, Bound, fastened; touching, 
reaching, tending towards, belonging to ; a 
member ; a joint ; connection, conjunction 
(and in general whatever joins things to-
gether) ; kindred, relations, allies ;—pai-
wandi ustukhwdn. Articulation, joint of 
bones ;—paiwandi angusht, A knuckle;— 
paiwandi bekhi angushtan, The knuckle at 
the root of the fingers ;—paiwandi pay, 
The ankle (in a man), the pastern (in a 
horse) ;—paiwandi-dast, The wrist ;—pai-
wandi sar-dast, The wrist (in a man), the 
pastern (in a horse) ;—piiwandi kdf u nun, 
The junction of and y , i.e. the word ^ 
kun, Be ! the creative word, divine decree; 
—paiwand kardan, To join; to copulate; 
to graft;—paiwandi maryam, The Mahaleb 
cherry (Prunus mahaleb). 



Q^Mfa), paiwandanidan, To make unite. 
^ f f t paiwo,nd-pazirufta, Set (bro-

ken bone) ; joined, mended, repaired. 
Ai^^i paiwand-jchwurda, Joined. 

ft ^ f t f , paiwand-ddr, Anything joined, 
connected. 

ft -tfyH paiwand-kdr, A patcher, cobbler. 
i^ft ^j-ii. paiwand-kdri, Patching ; graft. 

paiwandagan (pi. of paiwanda), 
Animals (opp. to plants). 

M-Xfsl paiwand-gdh, The place of join-
ing, a joint ;—paiwand-gdki musht, The 
wrist. 

^paiwand-garl, Joining; making 
acorn pact; agreement. 

paiwandan, To join, tie, connect. 
^^y^.paivjandi, Engrafted. 

piwa, A moth (see beyo). 
isj*lPuyoy> Nuptials (see bayo), 

pih, Fat, grease, tallow; pith; pride, 
arrogance; [pihi bdlang, Orange or lemon 
pulp ;—pih chashmi o-rd girifta ast (chashm-
ash pih dwarda ast), He has lost his sight; 
—pihi khuk, Bacon fat ;—pihi subh, The 
brightness of morning;—pih kardan, To 
grow stout;—pihi gauhar, The lustre of a 
gem, precious stone, or pearl ;]—paya, A 
follower ; accident (in opp. to substance). 

pih-zada, Name of a herb, 
jy- ^ pih-soz, A kind of lamp in the 

shape of a platter, three feet in height 
from the base, and about six inches diame-
ter at the top, having in the middle a small 
tube with two holes, through which the 
wick is fed by the oil or grease, kept in a 
state of constant liquefaction by the flame ; 
a travelling-case for a candle, which, by the 
inversion of the top, serves also the purpose 
of a candlestick. 

^AJ^U <JU> pih-qawandi, An oily extract 
from a certain nut, good for a cough. 

—pih-kist, Name of a medicine 
(Nux vomica ?). 

&*ipihndk, Fat, obese. 
u^U A.o pihndki, Fatness, obesity. 
/«(*> paiham, Quickly, successively ; thick. 
yal paihu, A leech, bloodsucker. 

paihudan, To singe, 
tjj^i pihwarda, A messenger. 

(called td'i qarashat or td'i musanndti 
fauqani, td doubly dotted above), the fourth 
letter of the Arabic-Persian alphabet, inter-
changeable with ^ s, j(J, j z, and la t, and 
denoting 400 in arithmetic ; affixed to a 
noun, by means of an intervening fatha, it 
stands for y in, Thou (expressing the geni-
tive or possessive case), and in the same 

manner, joined to a verb, or sometimes to a 
preposition, it stands for \y turd, Thee or 
to thee, for which see Grammar. 

^ td (S. tawat, Pr. td), To, unto, until, as 
far as, as long as, whilst, even t o ; to the 
end that, in such a manner that, in order 
that, so tha t ; before, ere, as soon as ; since ; 
beware! behold! for shame! never;—td an 
jd, Thitherto, so far;—td in jd, Hitherto, 
thus far ;—td ba-akniin, Until now ;—td ba-
hal, Up to the present; to this day ; before 
(m.c.) ;—td ba-zist, While life remains ;— 
td ba-kujd, How far?—td ba-kai, How long? 
how much? till what time ? to what length 
then ?—td jdn (id khun, td qatl, td kushtan, 
td murdan) ham-rah budan. To persecute 
one with deadly enmity;—td chand bar, 
How often ? how many times ?—td chunin, 
Hitherto, thus far;—td chih rasad, So much 
the more (m.c.);—id hdl, Yet, hitherto;— 
td ki, Until, so that, so long;—td kai, How 
long?—td na bas (td na. has dir, td na bas 
roz-gdr, td na bas muddat), Not for long, 
for a short time;—la ham, Yet, neverthe-
less;—tdhanuz, Yet, still, hitherto ;—td yak 
sa'ati digar, In an hour's time (m.c.) ;— 
bad-dn td chun, So that (he might see) 
how ;—ki td chun, How. 

\> td, A fold, plait, or ply; single; a 
single sheet of paper; a unit [in this sense 
it follows numerals, to denote so many 
pieces, persons, parts, &c., as, bdduri dah 
td'St, nuh td-sh girikhtan ast, yaki peshi 
chashm naydmadan, Bravery consists of ten 
parts : nine parts of it are to run away, and 
one not to come in sight (m.c.);—harchahdr 
td'i man, All four of us (m.c.)] ; like, re-
sembling ; a half-load; the form or cut of 
a garment; (for tar) a warp; the string of 
a lute ;—yak td, Simple or single;—du td, 
Double ; two-fold ;—sih td, Triple ; three-
fold. 

td', A milch cow. 
tab,Heat, warmth, burning, inflaming, 

illuminating ; light, splendour, lustre, ra-
diance ; a ray ; strength, power, ability; a 
waving, bending, twisting, intertwining; a 
curling lock, waving ringlet; pain, torment; 
affliction, grief; anger, indignation, wrath ; 
heated iron; the people of the world (un-
supported by examples) ; (for td ba) as far 
as; (in composition) shining, irradiating, 
kindling, burning ; twisting, folding;—tab 
dadan, To inflame ; to polish ; to sharpen, 
give an edge; to twist; to spin;—tab bdz 
dadan, To untwist. 

^ taba (for tdbah), A frying-pan ; a tile ; 
(in Zand and Pazand) gold 

tdb-afgan, Casting forth flames, 
c&b" tabaq, The stick of a religious men-

dicant (see jbl j ) . 
c ^ b tabdk, The trunk of a tree. 
QW tdbdn, Light, luminous, respleudent, 

radiant, dazzling, brilliant, shining, glitter-



ing; a gleam, flash ; pith of a tree;—tabdn 
budan, To be luminous. 

fjW* tdbcini, Splendour, light. 
tabdndan, QJ^W tdbdnldan, To 

cause to twist. 
tab-fchdna, A hot-house ; a wiuter 

habitation; a warm bath; summer quar-
ters ; a house entirely glazed. 

tdb-dada, Inflaming; inflamed ; 
twisted ; spun. 

tdb-ddr, Warm, hot, ardent, fervent, 
burning; shining, luminous, bright, bril-
liant ; waving, curling ; twisted. 

tabdan, A stove in a bath ; a forge ; 
a chimney ; a window ; a skylight; a globe. 

tdb-dih, Giving splendour; a rope-
maker ; a spinner. 

jU-jtf tab-ear, An elevated window (doubt-
ful word). 

(jjU^tt tdbistan, Summer ; hot weather. 
AJU^U tabistdna dadan,To give wages 

for the summer. 
^ y U — t abist an?, Summer-like; estiva!; 

a summer or country house ; the delight-
fulness of the summer ;—tdbistdni kardan, 
To summer, to pass the summer. 

tdbasa, A meadow abounding in pas-
ture and water. 

tdbish, Splendour, brilliancy ; heat; 
power, strength ; grief, sorrow; contortion ; 
a twisting ; declivity ; a span. 

yU^U tabishdn, A kind of coif, with a 
lappet hanging down (see ; (for 
labi-eshan), Their warmth, their heat, Ac. 

A. TJ'LF ta'abbata sharran (he carried de-
struction under his arm), Surname of the 
warrior-poet Thabit bin Jabir ; (met.) a 
brave, fearless mau. 

a c îUe tab tdqat, Power, ability. 
a tdbi', ^juti tdbi% A follower, depen-

dant ; one who has Been any of the asso-
ciates of Muhammad, who are called ashdb. 

A tabi'in, pi. of the preceding. 
tdb-karda, Heated, warmed, 

A J*^ tdbal, tdbil, Herbs GR spiceries with 
which they season meat. 

tdbndk,Bright, shining,resplendent, 
radiant, glittering, brilliant, luminous, illu-
minating, fiery; passionate,choleric; mixed, 
intricate. 

JUflJ tdbandagi, Lustre, luminousness. 
A UWYTT tabut, OY Ĵ tdbud, A coffin, bier; a 

wooden box ; the ark of the covenant; a 
representation of Husain's tomb carried in 
procession during the Muharram feasts. 

tabugfa, Public apology, confession. 
tfJytt tdbuk, A balcony or projection from 

a building. 
tdba, A frying-pan; a brick; a tile; 

—tdba'i zar, The sun;—tdba'i mdhi, A fish, 
first boiled and afterwards fried in oil;— 
tdba'i nuql, A tray with dry fruit, as 
almonds, Ac. 

a*^ taba-birydn, Meat fried in a pan. 

tdba-mahi, — tdba'i mdhi, q.v. 
under &»\s). 

^^ tabi, Splendour, brightness ; light, 
A ta'bid (v.n. 2 of J^), Making 

eternal, giving an endless duration; per-
petuation. 

tdbidan, To twist, spin; to shine; 
to be powerful, strong, or equal to any bur-
den. 

a ta'bin (v.n. 2 of y^) , Reproaching, 
reviling to one's face ; disparaging; follow-
ing the steps of another j speaking in praise 
of the dead. 

^V* tapdk, Disquietude, restlessness, 
anger. 

Jbl? tdpdl, (ybl? tdpdn, Trunk of a tree ; 
cow-dung ; a tall stature ; a wing. 

f f t tapd, An earthen vessel for baking 
bread. 

tdpa, Cow-dung. 
jift tapir, Tapir (m.c.). 

tat (for \f\s ia-t'urd), Until thee, till 
to thee ; an arrow with a blunted head used 
for practice. 

a bfU lata, Impediment in the speech, 
jtote tdtdr, A Tartar; Tartary ; a courier 

(m.c.) ;—tatdri bdd-raftar, Tartars swift as 
the wind. 

T ^ j W ; ^ tdtdr-hdear, A town in Thrace. 
tatdri, Scythian, Tartaric ; a kind 

of slashed doublet open at the sides, usually 
worn by the Tartars ; fine musk ; an agree-
able friend (male or female). 

idtdrik, A ring-dove. 
tdtili, A napkin, table-cloth, towel. 

tat%, A certain insect bred in baths. 
(s;y ̂  tat-ura, Fetters for horses ; the thorn-

apple (see 
J y b tdtul, Wry-mouthed ; fetid breath. 

tdtula, The thorn-apple. 
tataunak, Decrepit old man ; union. 

A ta'atti (v.n. 5 of <J>\), Preparing 
for anything; being easily despatched (busi-
ness) ; coming to ask a favour; being kind, 
friendly, accommodating. 

tdthid, A species of kite. 
A. ycU ta'ssur (v.n. 5 of yl), Treading in 

the steps of ; receiving an impression; 
impression ; penetration. 

A ta'assul (v.n. 5 of Jf t) , Taking 
root; amassing wealth ; digging a well. 

A ta'assum (v.n. 5 of Abstain, 
ing from, repenting of, sin ; regarding one-
self as a sinner. 

A ta'sir (v.n. 2 of y^), Making an im-
pression ; leaving a mark; affecting, in-
fluencing; impression, effect; penetration; 
—tadbiri zud-ta'slr, Persuasive council. 

A ta'sirdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Impressions; the penetrating influences of 
of the stars. 

A JJ"* tasil (v.n. 2 of Jtt) , Causing to 
take root; strengthening ; being firm. 



•U ( 273 ) ill 
A f1? ta'slm (v.n. 2 of Charging, 

accusing, convicting of crime, 
tdj (O.P. taJea), A crown, diadem; a 

high-crowned cap; a crest, tuft, plume ; the 
comb of a bird \—taju 'l-muluk, Monk's-
hood (Aconitum napellus) ;—tdji khuros 
(>dik), A cock's comb; tbe amaranth; the 
herb staves-acre; drop-wort; pipe-weed ;— 
tdji dandan, The crown of a tooth -,—tdji 
80,'ddn, The planet Saturn ; — tdji sham', 
The flame of a candle ;— tdji Jiroza, The 
fsky; the crown of Kay Khusrav; — tdji 
kaydni, A royal crown;—tdji kai khusrav, 
The sun ;—tdji gardun, The sun ;—tdji gul, 
A wreath of flowers -—tdji mafkhirat, A 
crown of glory;—tdji muqawwd, A crown 
of card-board, a paper crown ;—tdji hudhud, 
The crest of the pewit. 

cAss*^ tdj-bakhsh, Distributing crowns; 
a maker of kings (applied to Eustam). 

taj-barsam (?), A contrivance by 
which the good or bad quality of food is 
ascertained. 

u^y^ - taj-posh, A cock's comb ; the hoo-
poo or pewit, 

tdj-tdsh, The possessor of a crown, 
a great lord. 

^^ s^ tdj-khdna, The place where the 
crown is kept. 

e '̂ tdj-kjiwdh, Who is eager for 
crowns, a powerful king. 

tdj-dar, Wearing a crown; a king, 
sovereign, crowned head; a keeper of the 
crown; a jewel-house. 

tdj-dari, Royal; royal dignity. 
tdj-dih, The bestower of a crown, 

of royal dignity. 
A tdjir, A merchant; trader; clever, 

acute, expeditious, and adroit in business ; 
—also Sj^li tdjirat, (A she-camel) sought 
after and finding a ready sale in the market. 

tdjurdn, An interpreter. 
O / ^ tajiri, Commercial (m.c.). 
LS)^^' tdjrizi, Felon-wort (Solanum 

miniatum). 
tdjak, A little crown ; a crest, a 

bird's comb;—tajik, One not an Arab or 
Turk ; a Persian; one of Arabian origin 
brought up in Persia. 

tdjaki, tdjiki, A garment worn at 
Tabriz. 

taj-gdk, The place where a crown 
is kept. 

O^j^e^ tdj-guzdri, Coronation (m.c.). 
tajwar, Wearing a crown, crowned ; 

worthy of a crown. 
tdja, A cock's comb ; a female head-

gear. 
eLcjAi" tajik, A slave who has redeemed 

himself and tills the ground; term of abuse 
(m.c.). 

A ta'jil (v.n. 2 of J**), Delaying, 
putting off ; reprieving; curing, applying a 
remedy. 

^ ^ td chand, How many ? by how much ? 
^ ^ td chand bar, How of t? how many 

times? 
a JW 'tf td hdl, Hitherto, until this mo-

ment. 
a to td had, o**®- ^ td hade, So far as. 
a \5 ta'ahhud (v.n. 5 of ^A), Uniting, 

becoming one. 
t^ td]sh, A certain tree, fit only for fuel. 

tdtcht, Spoil, plunder, prey ; assault; 
invasion ;—tdkht awardan, To assail, charge 
(an enemy). 

g^U tdkht-tdrdj, Assault, plunder. 
Ur*^ tdjchtan (S. tak, tanch; imp. tdz), 

To hasten, walk fast, run ; to rush upon, to 
assault; to pursue, hunt, chase ; to urge, 
force, put to the gallop; to twist, spin; to 
bend, render curved or convex; to break 
out in an orbicular tumour upon the body ; 
to contend, dispute, or wager; to bore; to 
spread, diffuse, pour out, pour in;—tdkht an 
kardan, To attack, to assail;—birun takhtan, 
To break forth; to expel. 

^v&ti tdkhtani, A canter ; race ; a post-
horse. 

jU" j tdkht u tdz, Assault; plunder; 
—tdkht u tdz kardan, To make an inroad, 
a hostile irruption. 

tdkhta. Twisted; running, run; put 
to full speed ; poured out. 

A ta'akhkhur (v.n. 5 of Remain-
ing behind; delay. 

A^a-^j ta'khir (v.n. 2 of /A), Delaying, 
procrastinating, postponing; delay, impedi-
ment ;—ta'khiri buruzi tams, Retardation 
of the (first) menses;—ta'khir kardan, To 
delay ;—dar tdkhir anddkhtan, To throw 
back, delay, postpone (m.c.). 

ijj-iA* iakhira, Fate, destiny; portion, for-
tune ; origin, first condition ; — tdkhira'i 
fulan hamchunin bud, The destiny of So and 
So was in such a manner. 

A ta'addub (v.n. 5 of v ^ ) , Being 
instructed (in literature, politeness, and 
good manners) ; instruction, institution, 
discipline. 

A ^ ^ ta'addi (v.n. 5 of O^)* Paying ; 
coming with, bringing. 

A ta'dib (v.n. 2 of Teaching 
good manners ; correcting, chastising ; dis-
ci pline, correct ion, amendment, chastisement; 
erudition ;—ta'dib kardan, To instruct, ren-
der learned or polite; to chastise; to teach 
good manners. 

A tcCdibat (pi. of the preceding), 
Instructions, &c. 

A h ^ ta'diyat (v.n. 2 of Causing 
to arrive ; sending, despatching, bringing. 

A ta'azzun (v.n. 5 of Giving 
certain information ; making known ; pro-
claiming, promulgating. 

A ta'azzi (v.n. 5 of Being in-
jured. 

A ^j 'Ai ta'zin (v.n. 2 of Rubbing the as 



ear ; making a latchet for a shoe; giving 
leave or permission ; calling to prayer. 

ft tar, Top, summit, vertex, pinnacle, head 
or higher part of anything; the warp of a 
web in the loom, i.e. the threads stretched 
lengthwise ; the string of a musical instru-
ment ; a thread ; a wire ; a curl; dark, ob-
scure ; a bit, a piece; a species of palm-
tree from which an intoxicating liquor 
(toddy) is extracted ;—tari barqi, The elec-
tric telegraph (m.c.) ;•—tari bam, A bass 
cord ;—tar tar kardan, To disentangle;— 
tari 'ankabut, A spider's web ;—tar u pud, 
Warp and woof. 

ty* tara (S. tar a), A star; the pupil of 
the eye. 

tarab, A village near Bokhara. 
tarat (for e^U q.v.), Spoil, plunder ; 

inroad ; plundering expedition; separation. 
A tarat (pi. of tarat), Times, 

turns. 
tdraj, Spoil, plunder, sack ;—tdrdj u 

yaghma kardan, To plunder and sack. 
stf tdraj-gdh, Place of a hostile inva-

sion. 
jS^Uli tardjgar, A spoiler, pillager, robber. 
<_r*V" tdrae, A bringing under subjec-

tion. 
tar an, Dark, 

^"j* tar-puli, Embroidery (doubtful 
word; should perhaps be tdr-pfidi). 

A 8>L> tarat, A time, turn; once, one time ; 
sometimes. 

jjjv tdr-tdr, Piecemeal; to atoms; very 
dark. 

jJ tar-tan, A weaver; silkworm ; spider. 
ft tar-tanak, A spider. 
tdrtur, Fiecemeal; hard ; dark. 

tdr-choba, Asparagus. 
A TĴ  tarah, Terah, Abraham's father. 
tjv tdrukh, tdrakji, Name of Azar, an 

idol-sculptor ; name of Abraham's father. 
aJj^ tarah, The top, the crown of the 

head; a helmet; the head of a lance or 
spear ; a little hill, a heap; giddiness. 

A csJjU tdrih, A leaver, a forsaker, a de-
serter;—tariku 'd-dunya, One who abandons 
the world; abstinent, sober, chaste; an 
anchorite, a hermit; — tdrik kardan, 
abandon. 

a tdrik-addb, Unmannerly, 
bred. 

Oj^)^ tar-hari, Filigree-work. 
tdr-kash, A wire-drawer. 

^^AJ us)^ tarah-nishin, Who sits on the 
summit. 

tdran, Name of a city whose inhabi-
tants are renowned for their comeliness. 

tdr-megh, A dense fog, a wintry 
mist. 

To 

ill-

tdrang, q.v. 
jyU tarn, A tick or louse infesting cattle. 

) J* tar u pur, probably misreading 
for— 

) fi tar u tur, Yery dark; in pieces, 
piecemeal, to atoms. 

V } fi tar u mar, JU ) Js tar u mdl, 
destroyed; topsy-turvy, in con-Scattered 

fusion. 
tdrun, Dark. 

tara, The crown of the head; a cupola; 
a lute-string ; obscure, dark ; the warp of 
cloth; the tongue of a balance; a bucket; 
a wooden building of a circular form. 

Oj^ tari, Darkness, obscurity ; dark; a 
liquor exuding from a certain tree ; toddy; 
—tare, A single thread or wire. 

A ̂ f/W ta'rikh (v.n. 2 of Dating (a 
letter); date, era, epoch; day (of the 
month) ; history, chronicle; book of annals; 
chronogram (by the letters of the abjad) ; 
a calendar ;—ta'rikhi igkandari, The era of 
Alexander, commencing 812 years before 
Christ;—ta'rikhu 'l-hijrat, The era of the 
Hijrat or flight ;—ta'rikhi Jaldli, The era 
of Jalalu' d-d in, beginning in the year 1079 
of the Christian era;—ta'rikhi rumi, The era 
of Alexander ;—tarikhu' shshuhada , The 
era of the martyrs under Diocletian in the 
year 284;—ta'rilchi qibti, The Coptic era, 
i.e. the era of the martyrs ;—ta'rikhi yazda-
jird, The era of Yazdajird, the last monarch 
of the Sassanian dynasty, instituted in the 
year 632 of the Christian era. 

a J^ ta'rikh-dar, A chronologer; 
daily. 

a <uU ta'rikk-nama, A periodical; 
—ta'rikh-ndma'i tibbi, A medical journal. 

a (jKj^ tdrik hi. A chronologist, a chroni-
cler. 

A ta'riq (v.n. 2 of Rendering 
sleepless. 

tank, Dark ; obscure, cloudy, 
yW wdjjk' tarik-jdn, Benighted ; depraved. 
f^i^ isi^o tdrik-chashm, Short-sighted. 
jy* UEÂW tdrik-chihr,Oi dark face (night), 
y l . ^ t f tarik-ddn, A dark place; dark-

ness. 
J j tarik-dil, Benighted ; depraved, 

ts^li tarik-ru, Dark-faced, gloomy-
looking. 

tidies tdrik-roz, Whose days ai-e 
blighted, whose fortune is obscured. 

tariki, Darkness, obscurity. 
tdrin, Dark, obscure ; the juice of a 

certain tree called toddy. 
)\s tdz (imp. of tdkhtan), Hasten thou, 

Ac.; a greyhound; ignoble, base; a be-
loved object; a beardless youth ; especially 
one who behaves himself unseemly and 
talks indecently ; (in comp.) running, has-
tening, making an assault. 

tdzdna (for taziyana), A lash, whip; 
correction. 

tdzdnidan, To cause to run at. 
tdz-bdz, Playing with boys; a pede-

rast. 
tdzish, A running here and there. 



udft tazik, An Arab's son reared in Persia. 
y f t f t tdzakdn (?), Belovel objects (pi. of 

ft q.v.). 
^ ^ tdzagi, Freshness, youthfulness; 

novelty ; plumpness, fatness. 
Siijb tdzancla, Running, making haste. 
<*&ft tdzang, A column or pilaster of 

stone and mortar. 
t f t tdza, Fresh; young; new, recent; 

raw;—tdza bud, Is there any news ? aught 
fresh? (m.c.) ;—tdza baiza, A fresh egg;— 
tdza shudan, To be tender and fresh ;—tdza 
kardan, To make fresh or clean ; to refresh ; 
to renew;—tdza giyd-shir, The fresh milk-
like juice of a plant. 

^ tdza-add, Who sings with a fresh 
voice, who warbles fresh melodies. 

SjU tdza ba-taza, Fresh and fresh ; 
again and again. 

fts l f t tdza-bahdr, Fresh of bloom, 
adorned with a new spring (the earth). 

jVyi tdza-parwdz, Newly fledged ; soar-
ing afresh. 

oV* tdza-jawan, Fresh and youthful. 
a BjU taza-khidmat, Fresh in ser-

vice. 
a aft tdza-khat. Whose down is 

sprouting. 
J j aft taza-dil, Young of heart. 
[•*> taza-dam, i f t taza-damagh, 

Good spirits, elasticity; gifted with such. 
taza-dokhta, Newly sewn. 

W) ^ tdzah-ras, New, fresh, lately come. 
tdza-ruy, Fresh-faced, florid; 

cheerful, smiling, joyous. 
(_/}) tdza-ru'i, Freshness, beauty of 

face, 
t f t tdza-zad, Newly delivered, having 

lately dropped young ones (m.c.). 
j)) tdza-zor, Embued with fresh 

vigour; very powerful. 
a t f t tdza-sikka, Newly coined, fresh 

from the mint. 
i f t tdza-shav, Fresh ; new, recent. 

a lift taza-zichur, Newly produced. 
a ^ i f t tdza-qalam, A postcript. 
^ft*>ft tdza-kdri. Freshing up, renewing. 
t f t bft tdza-kun, Refreshing ; a reviver. 
^ hft taza-goy, Fresh in speech; a new 

speaker. 
Jl(f> ijU" tdza-nihdl, With fresh shoots, 

pushing new branches. 
hp idza-wdrid, A fresh comer. 

f ) tdza u tar, Fresh and green. 
^ f t tdzi (according to some, derived from 

tdz, name of a son of Siamak, but more 
probably from tdkhtan), Arabic; an Ara-
bian horse; a greyhound; an assault;— 
—ba-tdzi, In Arabic. 

(jbjU tdziydn, Running; pursuing ; (pi. of 
tdzi) Arabians ; Arabian horses; hunting 
dogs, greyhounds. 

&\ift tdziydna, A scourge, lash, whip;— 
ta%iydna khwurdan, To receive a scourging ; 

—tdziydna kardan (zadan), To scourge, to 
flog;—tdziydna ydftan, To be lashed to 
death; — taziydnahd'i asbahi, Whips in 
vented by A?bah, a king of Yaman;—ba-
sari tdziydna giriftan, To conquer without 
a stroke of the sword (by the mere force 
of an inroad). 

fc^-ft tdziydnah-khwur, Scourged ; 
Whipped. 

Oj ^ ^ taziydna-ean, A whipper, 
scourger, 

tdzi-khana, A dog-kennel. 
(j^J^ tdzidan, To run ; to wander; to 

make an assault; to be born; to set on 
fire, to inflame; to twist; to bend; to bore ; 
to wager; to strive; to suit. 

yWj <^ft tdzi-zabdn, The Arabic language. 
;V- ^ f t tdzi-suwdr, Mounted on au Avab. 

tazik, One neither an Arab nor a 
Turk ; one of Arab blood born and brought 
up in Persia; a civilian (opp. to military) ; 
the middle classes (see tA^t t ) . 

*ft ^ f t tdzi-kdrd, A big butchering 
knife. 

£ ^sft tdzi-go, Speaking Arabic. 
^ f t tdzi-nizhad, An Arab by birth. 

yW ^ f t tdzi-hush, Who has the intellect 
or sagacity of an Arab. 

ft tdzh, A tent, pavilion of cotton or 
muslin ; delicate; elegant; pure ; a whip. 

ids (for tdsa), A fainting, restless-
ness, or longing desire to which pregnant 
women are subject; (for tds) a cup, 
dish, plate. 

tdsd, Sorrow, grief, heaviness of 
heart. 

tasanidan, y.v^.L.U' tasdyanidan, 
To strangle (doubtful word). 

ft (j*^ tds-bdz, A conj uror; a card-
player (see ft 

A tdsi', The ninth; one who makes 
nine. 

A ta'assuf (v.n. 5 of Sigh-
ing, grieving, lamenting, bemoaning, re-
gretting, pining, brooding over affliction; 
grief, regret, repentance;—ta'assuf khvour-
dan, To sigh. 

A ta'assufan, With grief, or regret ; 
remorsefully. 

cstdsimsat (Moorish), An orange. 
\5 tasma, A strap; hair combed over 

the forehead. 
^ tdsa, Disquietude, anxiety, grief, 

restlessness; a difficulty in breathing; a 
panting from heat or running; a sob ; 
blackness of the face from grief; the long-
ing of pregnant women. 

Mj tdsa-zada, Broken-winded. 
tdsa wasa, Disquiet, restlessness. 

A ^ ^ ta'assi (v.n. 5 of Receiving 
comfort; being patient. 

tdsidan, To be sad or afflicted. 
A w+s**^ ta'sis (v.n. '2 of J*^), Marking 

out a foundation; laying a foundation; 



founding; (in poetry) a quiescent Alif in 
the penultimate of a rhyme; the employ-
ment of a new word, imparting a different 
sense to the word previously used;—tdsis 
nihddan, To lay a foundation, establish, fix, 
consolidate. 

tush, A freckle; a companion, con-
sort, partner in trade; a lord, master, 
householder; (for td o, td o-rd) until he, 
until him or to him; (for T. q .v) , a 
rock, a stone. 

tdBhak, Whey; fresh butter ; quick. 
tdshkil, A wart. 

& tagh, A tree, a fire of which will burn 
for a long time ; an egg; name of a fort in 
Sistan. 

a utoVi \s td ghdyat, Until. 
y U — t a a h i s t d n . A grove of tdgh trees ; 

name of a country (see ^U-iVU). 
U^A^AV tdahandast, tdghundast. Dracun-

culus. 
u^jM? taghush. Diving, submersion (pro-

bably misreading for q.v.). 
tdftagi, Vexation, fatigue ; distor-

tion. 
^ ^ tdftan (S. tap; imp. tab), To set on 

fire, burn, inflame, scorch, heat; to be 
warm, hot; to shine, sparkle, glitter, 
dazzle, send forth rays ; to twist; to bend ; 
to crook, render convex; to curl hair; to turn 
away ; to turn away the face, to decline ; to 
be disturbed and vexed; to sigh ; to bear ; 
to be able. 

fcitt tdfta,Turned, bent, averted; twisted; 
woven; shining, sparkling, glittering; a 
garment woven of linen; a kind of silken 
cloth ; taffeta; hair, thread, or anything 
similar capable of being plated, twisted, 
or curled; heated, inflamed ; sad, afflicted, 
disturbed ; discomfort, uneasiness. 

fit tdfta-jigar, Hectic ; in love. 
i'or tafisydr, tdfiyar, Name of a 

herb resembling fennel. 
taVa-to tafashak, A ship-worm, wood-

louse. 
A AIU tdfih, A trifle; a little ; few. 
j t t tag, A tree, a fire of which will burn 

for seven days. 
tdk, The tendril of a vine; the vine. 
^ td kujd, How far ? whither ? how 

long? 
fcjk-*^' tdhistan, A vineyard (m.c.). 
v/^" tdkub, Name of a remedy against 

bites of animals. 
^ td kai, Whither? to what length ? 

how long ? 
A J^S ta'kid (v.n. 2 of Jtf), Strengthen-

ing, satisfying, confirming, corroborating ; 
corroboration ; stress, emphasis ; order, in-
junction ; reminder ; pressure, compulsion ; 
strict supervision. 

A ta'kidan, Strongly; diligently. 
u^j^St? takidat (pi. of tdkld), Formal re-

commendations. 

a o * 2 ^ tdkidi, Corroborative; urgent, 
pressing; emphatic, positive, peremptory, 
categorical. 

H J ^ tdl, The fan palmyra-tree, the leaves 
of which are used to write on with an iron 
style ; copper; a dish of silver or brass; a 
sort of cymbal of bell-metal played with a 
stick; a pond. 

s ^ tdldb, A pond. 
tdlaj, Clamour, tumult, turmoil (see 

laldr, A bed-chamber or saloon, built 
of wood and supported by four columns; 
a throne ; (for tdldb) a pond, a reservoir;— 
talari bdl, A ball-room (m.c.) ;—talari saldm, 
A reception-room (m.c.) ; — talari supa, 
Supper-room (m.c.). 

tdldsh, A voice, clamour, tumult; 
flame; search (see gS^ and 

tdldn, Depredation, plunder, pillage. 
tdldnak, An apricot. 

iiSU' tdldna, A fruit resembling a peach. 
usĴ J tdlat, An armourer. 
A tdlid, Wealth inherited from one's 

ancestors; cattle bred at the owner's 
home. 

yUJU tdlisdn, ytsJU' tdlishan, A kind of 
coif wreathed round the head, with a lappet 
or sash hanging down, 

a tdlisqir, j-JU-JU talisiqir, The 
seed of nasturtium. 

tdlish, Name of a people in Gilan; 
the feathers of an arrow ;—tdlish u dailam, 
Two towns neighbouring each other and 
celebrated for the beauty of their maidens. 

A ta'alluf ( v.n. 5 of Finding to 
be suitable and agreeing with ; speaking 
kindly and soothingly ; affection. 

A J I ^ ta'alluq (v.n. 5 of Flashing, 
glittering, gleaming (lightning). 

tdlkl, tdlgi, Wild coriander. 
A ta'allum (v.n. 5 of Suffering 

pain; grief, torment, sorrow, melancholy. 
i iU ta?allum-khdna, A hospital, 
(j)*^ tdlmin (in Zand and Pazand), A fox. 
A-.'̂ jlU' tdlwasa, Perturbation; disquietude, 

restlessness ; inclination, desire. 
J U } JU' tdl-u-mdl, Dispersed; piece-

meal. 
A ta'alluh (v.n. 5 of ATT), Worship-

ping, paying adoration; being devout and 
pious. 

A ^ tali, The fourth horse in a race ; 
an old man, a religious chief ; a follower. 

yj^iU taliddn, To cry (like a fowl that is 
caught, or a boy that is whipped), to 
weep (perhaps misreading for q.v.) ; 
to sack, spoil, pillage (unsupported by 
examples). 

A ta'lif (v.n. 2 of Utfl), Making, 
completing, or becoming one thousand; 
joining, uniting; connecting in friendship, 
reconciling ; compiling; compilation ; lite-
rary composition, publication;—tdlifi qulub, 



The conciliating of hearts; — tdlifi liji 
sabun, (met.) A combination of incongruous 
things. 

^ tali-kardmat, Of wonderful 
consequences, wonderful (m.c.). 

tarn, Few ; small; little ; weak. 
A tdmm, Entire, complete, perfect, 

full. 
H Jy**^ tdmbul, Betel-leaf. 

tdmd, A twin (probably corruption 
of A. f \y ) . 

A tdmir, Rich or abounding in dates. 
A t a ' a m m u r (v.n. 5 of Being set 

over as commander; commanding, bearing 
sway. 

A J * ^ ta'ammul (v.n. 5 of J ^ ) , Look-
ing steadfastly (at anything), regarding at-
tentively ; careful consideration, medita-
tion, reflection, thought; deliberate 
action, pausing, hesitation, cautious con-
duct ; scruple, disinclination. 

tamaniriya, A stone found in 
diamond mines (doubtful word). 

a tamwdra, ijy^ tdmura, A pitcher. 
A jyti tdmur, Anyone, someone; any-

thing ; soul, spirit, breath; blood. 
Jy*^ tdmul, Betel-leaf. 
A ta'mir (v.n. 2 of Appointing 

a governor (amir). 
ysfb lamiz, The river Thames (m.c. from 

Fr. Tamise). 
A ta'mil (v.n. 2 of J ^ ) , Hoping. 
A ta'min (v.n. 2 of y>**l), Saying 

Amen. 
tan, Your, yours; the mouth ; the 

inside of the mouth ; (for td an) until that, 
or he; (for tdr) the warp of a web; sundry 
cross threads which are left unwoven ; (for 
tawdn) it is possible, one may, &c. 

tandk, One who, in speaking, fre-
quently pronounces the letter ua td. 

tdmbul (S. tdmbula), Betel-leaf. 
tdnad, He is able ; it is possible. 

A ta'annus (v.n. 5 of Ac-
quaintance, familiarity ; becoming domesti-
cated and tame. 

itf tanist, He is, or was, able. 
uUto tank, A weight of about two ounces. 
fife tdngar, tdngu, tdnagu, A barber. 

tdnam (for tawdnam), I am able; 
(for danam) I know (doubtful). 

tdmnd (for tawdnand), They are 
able. 

JjAs tanul, The environs of the mouth ; 
wry-mouthed. 

Mti tana, The warp of a web in the 
loom. 

tdni (for tawdni), Thou art able. 
A ta'anni (v.n. 5 of Waiting, 

expecting; delay, procrastination;—ta'anni 
kardan, To go slowly, deliberately, or 
patiently to work; to conduct business 
with care, skill, and industry; to delay, 
defer, hesitate. 

A ta'nib (v.n. 2 of s-H), Chiding 
anyone; treating harshly. 

I d J ' l S ta'nis (v.n. 2 of Putt ing 
in the feminine gender; feminine. 

0)Xij\3 tdnldan, To prevail against. 
A Y^'TI ta'nis (v.n. 2 of Making 

familiar, habituating; taming, domesti-
cating. 

tdnisar, A city in Hindustan. 
jU^jl? tdnistdr(?), The body of the ninth 

heaven. 
& tdv (for tab), Strength, power; heat; 

splendour; fever, auguish ; trouble; a curl, 
a twist; (in comp.) twisting; polishing. 

tdwd, A frying-pan, skillet. 
taw-d-tdv, Power, strength. 

(jVjU tawdn, A mulct, fine ; a substitute ; 
compensation (m.c.); damage, loss; a 
crime, sin, fault, sinfulness ;—tawdn an-
ddkhtan, To impose a mulct;—tawdn dddan, 
To pay a fine, to expiate. 

^VJ^J tdwdnd, Power, strength. 
£jj tdwdn-zada, Amerced, fined. 

tdwdna, A hot-house, 
yjui^ tdwanidan (for tdbdnidan), To 

cause to twist, &c. ; to cause to roll. 
tdvtak, Double, two-fold. 

^ tav-khana, A hot-house, conserva-
tory i a bath ; a stove ; a summer residence, 
summer quarters for soldiers. 

j^S tdwar, Accident, contiugency. 
(jjU)^' tdwarman, Up and down, above, 

below. 
tdwarida, Accidental, contingent. 

tdwasa, Pasture, a watered mead. 
tdwush, Sound, noise of walking feet. 

a (j8*)^ td waqte, Till the time, or hour. 
tdwak, A young ass; a bullock. 

y^jU tdv kardan, To heat; to drink 
health. 

J^J tdwal, An ass-colt; an unbroken 
steer; a heifer ; a calf;—tawil, A blister on 
the hand or foot. 

A J /U ta'awwul (v.n. of J^) , Explaining, 
rendering; interpretation of dreams. 

J*))U' tdwush., — q.v. 
tdwa, A frying-pan, skillet; a burnt 

brick, a large t i le ;—pay-tdwa, Bandages 
swathed round the feet. 

A ta'wib (v.n. 5 of Travel-
ling the whole of the day; celebrating the 
praises of God. 

^ii^J tdwidan, To twist; to shine; to 
heat; to revolve; to be strong ; to shave. 

A JJ/LV tawil (v.n. 2 of J^ ) , Analysing ; 
expounding, commenting upon; explana-
tion, elucidation ; interpretation of dreams ; 
turning language from its obvious meaning ; 
—tawil kardan, To explain, commeut upon, 
interpret, expound. 

tk> tdh, A plait, fold, ply ; an odd num-
ber; rus t ; — yak tdh, Single ; — du tdh, 
double. 

A tdh, Negligent, careless. 
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A S - ^ * 1 ^ ta'ahhub (v.n. 5 of H-^), Being 
prepared, arranged. 

A ta'ahhul (v.n. 5 of JJ^), Marrying 
a wife ; founding a family. 

ham, Still, yet, nevertheless. 
td hamchunin, Thus far, thus 

much. 
yfc^ tdhu, Spirituous liquor; wine. 
tjs toy, Like, resembling; a garment; 

odd, single, uuit; number; a single (piece 
or sheet) ; half a load; fold ;—yak tdy, 
Single ;—du tdy, Two-fold. 

jw* tdydq, A slick (of a religious mendi-
cant, see jWtf). 

A S-?^ td'ib, Repentant, returning (to 
God). 

A taiq, Eager, longing for. 
tdya, A thin thread ; the glossy ap-

pearance of anything fat (unsupported by 
examples); (for A. q.v.) a place for 
drying dates, &c.;—tdya'i 'alaq, A drying-
place for hay; a hay-stack (m.c.). 

A iS^ td'ih, One who wanders about as 
lost; bewildered. 

A ta'yid (v.n. 2 of J^), Strengthen-
ing, infusing fresh vigour; corroboration, 
confirmation; assistance, help, support; a 
written voucher;—bd tdyidi kirdigdr (ildhi), 
By the divine assistance. 

A ta'yldat (pi. of the preceding), 
Aids, helps. 

yj^lJ tdyldan, To resemble, be like unto. 
s-J tab (Z. tafnu), A fever;—tabi ustu-

khwdni. Hectic fever;—tab afsurda shudan, 
The fever subsides;—tab burdan (shikas-
tan), To remove a fever;—tab bastan, To 
allay a fever by spells or incantations (not 
by medicine) ;—tabi khafif, General lassi-
tude ; lumbago ;—tab dar ustukhwdn afgan-
dan, To render hectic; to consume;—tab 
ddshtan, To rave, talk incoherently ;—tabi 
diqq, Hectic fever; — tabi rub', Quartan 
fever;—tab raftan (birun raftan, rekhtan, 
sakin shudan, nishazimi), Tha fever sub-
sides ;—tabi sokfeta, A burning fever, caus-
ing delirium ;—tabi g&ibb, Tertian fever ;— 
tabi larza, Ague ; — tabi muhriq, Ardent 
fever ;—tabi muwdzaba, Quotidian fever;— 
tabi naubat, Intermittent fever;—tabi yak-
roz% dar miydn, Tertian fever;—pur tab u 
tab, Pull of fire and ardour. 

A tabb (v.n.), Loss, injury, damage, 
detriment, ruin, perdition, destruction. 

W» tabd (probably for A. "V tabban), 
Leave alone ! pass by ! 

A tabddur (v.n. 6 of J^ ) , A making 
haste; vying with each other for prece-
dence. 

A J ^ V tabddul (v.n. 6 of J ^ ) , Changing, 
transposing; interchange, transfer; permu-
tation. 

A JJOLJ ' tabddil (pi. of tabdil), Changes, 
&c. 

tabdr, A tribe, family, kindred ; root, 

origin ;—shahrydri "all-tabdr, A monarch of 
an illustrious house. 

A JLJ tabdr, Ruin, destruction. 
a Cj^ly tabdriza (pi. of tabrizl), Inhabi-

tants of Tabriz. 
A tabdruk (v.n. 6 of ^Y), Being 

exalted, pure, holy, undefiled (applied ex-
clusively to God) ; increasing. 

^W? tabdra, A bruise, a contusion (doubt-
ful word). 

tabdri, Daily wages or stipend. 
tabasidan, To faint from heat, 

tabdshir (S. tvakshira), Sugar of 
bamboo; chalk, clay, plaster; whiteness. 

A tabdshir (pi, of tabshir), Happy 
tidings, agreeable intelligence, good news; 
beginnings, preludes; break of day; lines, 
furrows upon sand produced by the wind; 
—tahdshiri sabdh, The prelude to the dawn, 
the break of day. 

A tibd' (v.n. 3 of £*»), Following, 
imitating; continuation. 

A iclji tabd'at (v.n. of Following. 
tabdk, Fever; name of a man. 

A tabdluh (v.n. 6 of <&}), Feigning 
ignorance or simplicity, pretending to be 
a blah, 

A y V tabban, A dealer in straw;—tubban, 
Short sailor's breeches. 

gJlfj tahdnij, A fellow wife (see g5^?)-
tdbanja, A box, blow, slap; sort of 

food; a wave of the sea. 
LJ tabdnjir, y&r^iS tabanjizh, Name of 

a flower. 
sljJF tabdh, Bad, wicked; spoiled, ruined, 

destroyed, laid waste ; useless, incapable of 
being turned to account; rotten (nut); 
stinking, bad (egg) ; corruption; destruc-
tion; a divider, distributor ;—tabdh shudan, 
To be spoiled or rotten ;—tabdh kardan, To 
kill, destroy, corrupt, spoil, taint, infect. 

tabdhanidan, To cause to cor-
rupt or spoil. 

<WbU> tabahcha, Meat stewed down ; fried 
eggs ; the dish called ^ j y q.v. 

c^w-o tabdh-dast, One who bas a wi-
thered, shrivelled, or palsied hand. 

tabdh-kdr, ftS tabdh-gar, De-
stroyer, corrupter; corrupt. 

&tt>iJ tahdha, Stewed meat; a light kind 
of food made of the egg-plant, with a pre-
paration of sour milk and herbs; eggs, 
dressed with meat, vinegar, pepper, and 
pulse. 

^ U ? tabdhi, Destroyed, lost, never come 
to perfection ; discord; corruption, destruc-
tion, ruin;—tabdhi shudan, To be lost (as a 
ship at sea) ;—tabdhi kardan, To corrupt. 

A tabdhi (v.n. 6 of Contend-
ing for pre-eminence ; glorying against one 
another. 

tabdhidan, To rot, corrupt, spoil. 
^ L o tabahi-zada, Ruined; afflicted. 
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tabayanidan, To cause to tremble; 

to bore; to warm with afire. 
A gi^y tdbdyw' (v.n. 6 of Selling 

from one to another ; dealing, trafficking, 
bartering, contracting, bargaining. 

A tabdyun (v.n. 6 of Being 
separate, distinct from each other; differ-
ence ; opposition, contradiction; inconsis-
tency ; incommensurability. 

SkJV tab~bada, The trembling, shiver-
ing paroxysm or periodical fit of a fever. 

A tibbat, An afflicted condition. 
tibit, Soft goat's hair, from which 

the finest shawls are made ;—tibbat, tubbat, 
Tibet in Tartarv, whence comes the finest 
musk. 

A tabbat, May (the hands of Abu 
lahab) perish, the opening word of Surah 
cxi.;—tabbati wazhguu, A mode of reading 
this Surah backwards, supposed to avert an 
impending calamity. 

tabattul (v.n. 5 of Cutting one-
self off from the world. 

tibhati, tibti, Musk, or anything be-
longing to Tibet. 

A tabtih (v.n. 2 of Cutting off 
(sheep'B ears). 

A tabajjuh (v.n. 5 of Rejoicing, 
being overjoyed. 

A J s W tabjil (v.n. 2 of J^.), Extolling, 
magnifying ; honouring, showing respect; 
—tabjil kardan, To honour, revere, esteem. 

A tabafyhur (v.D. 5 of Penetra-
ting in the depths (of science); being pro-
foundly learned; abounding, rolling in 
riches. 

tab-khdl, Pustules breaking out 
upon the lips after a fever ; fever-beat. 

tab-khdla, Pustules breaking out 
upon the lips after fever; the thrush; air-
bubbles in a glass full of wine. 

uSiji &5W<J tab-khdla-nosh, A drinker of 
bubbling wine. 

A ft*** tabakhtur (v.n. 2 OFYX^.) , Walk-
ing very stately ; a pompous, stately, 
jaunty, or graceful carriage ; strutting ; in-
clining from side to side in walking. 

a tabkhit (v.n. 2 of w-^.), Silen-
cing ; speaking foolishly ; hitting the truth 
by mere chance. 

A^atfJ tabfekir (v.n. 2 of /K) , Perfuming ; 
fumigation;—tabkhir kardan, To perfume ; 
to fumigate. 

V tibid, Soft goat's hair. 
A JÂ jf tabaddul (v.n. 5 of J^j), Being 

changed or altered ; change ; receiving one 
(thing) in the stead of another. 

A Jj.Xf* tabdil (v.n. 2 of J*v), Changing, 
altering, substituting, transposing; inver-
sion ; modification; transformation. 

A UUSJJTJ? tabdilat (pi. of tabdil), Minis-
terial changes. 

a tabdilanah, In disguise. 

a tabdili, Transfer (of officials); re-
lief (of a guard). 

A. yjAjj tabdin (v.n. 2 of o^})* Growing 
old ; becoming feeble. 

A tabazzur (v.n. 5 j ^ ) , Becoming 
yellow, and bad-tasting (water). 

A tabazzul (v.n. 5 of J ^ ) , Taking no 
care of one's clothes, wearing them every 
day. 

tabzir (v.n. 2 of jj*), Disseminating, 
scattering; dissipating, spending prodi-
gally ; sprouting, showing forth (herbs, 
<fcc.). 

tabar, A hatchet, axe, or mattock 
tibr, tibir, Name of a bird. 

A ^fi' tabr, Ruin, destruction, perdition;— 
tibr, Gold or silver just from the mine, 
before it has felt the fire or the hammer. 

tabar-tesha, A pick-axe. 
A tabarruj (v.n. 5 of Adorning 

oneself ; ostentatious decoration, 
tabar-khun, The jujube-tree, and 

f ru i t ; a kind of willow; Brazilian wood; 
Tarragon; a club. 

tabar-dar, A hatchet-man, pioneer. 
A tabarruz (v.n. 5 of tf), Appearing, 

coming for th; being published ; walking 
into the fields (to ease nature). 

tabar-zad, Rock-salt; white sugar ; 
the aloe; a kind of grape, 

<$))*> tabar-zan, Striking with a hatchet ; 
a wood-cutter, 

tabarza (S. tavardja), Rock-salt; a 
sort of grape ; white sugar ; the aloe. 

(tabar-zin, A battle-axe (usually 
fixed to the saddle) ; rock-salt. 

yU-^J tabaristdn, The ancient Hyrcania 
(see ybc-jUk). 

A tabarru' (v.n. 5 of Doing vo-
luntarily what one is not obliged to do; 
giving gratis ; doing anything supereroga-
tory. 

a AiUj-jj' tabarruldnah, Gratuitously; su-
pererogatorily. 

tabrak, A flat dish ; a table (espe-
cially with a high rim or border) ; the top 
of a drum ; sieves ; fruit-baskets ; a fo r t ; 
the castle of Isfahan ;—tabaraki dsiyd, A 
tool for notching a mill-stone. 

A d^s tabarruk (v.n. 5 of Looking 
for a blessing; taking a good omen, augur-
ing well from; blessing, benediction; con-
gratulation ; a portion of presents (or of 
what is left of food presented to great men) 
given to their dependants; present to 
bribe a judge; sacred relics ; commutation 
for an offering incumbent on a religious 
mendicant holding an endowment. 

A 'UJ-j tabarrukan, With the blessing of 
God; as a blessing; as a sacred relic. 

A WŴ Ô tabarrukdt (pi. of tabarruk), 
Benedictions; sacred relics; plenty; offices, 
honours, dignities. 

a \jfyt* tabarruki, A compliment. 



Q^pj tabarkidan, To slit the hoof or 
nail. 

ofij-!3 tdbar-gun, Hollow-backed (horse). 
pS tabar-ligdm, A rein, bridle, bit. 
tabrarn, A great lady, a matron. 

A tabarrum (v.n. 5 of tf), Being stu-
pefied, wearied, disgusted. 

tabri, tubri, Sumach (see ^ f 3 ) . 
A tabrid (v.n. 2 of JY), Cooling, al-

lowing, leaving to cool; refreshing; a cool-
ing and refreshing drink ; a refrigerant;— 
tabrid kardan, To cool, to refresh. 

yip* tabriz, tibriz, The capital of Azarbai-
jan (Media);—tibriz, A table, a round 
piece of leather on which they lay victuals; 
a sofa, bench. 

A tabriz (v.n. 2 of )j>), Causing to 
come forth; calling forth, challenging; 
bringing to view, showing openly. 
. cSjir* tabrizi, Of or belonging to Tabriz; 
a poplar-tree. 

A tabriq (v.n. 2 of Opening the 
eyes, and keeping them fixed upon an ob-
ject. 

sjj stab-zada, Attacked by fever. 
A iabazzul (v.n. 5 of J)»), Being split. 

tabast, Ruined, spoiled; annihi-
lated; ugly ;—tabisi, A weak or ill-founded 
religious doctrine or sect. 

iabastugh, Eloquent, rhetorical. 
tabasta, A fringed carpet (unsup-

ported by examples). 
A iabassum (v.n. 5 of Smiling; 

a smile, simper ;—tabassvmi barq, A flash 
of lightning;—tabaesvm namiidan, To smile. 

a y tabassum-ajshdn, 
tabaseum-pdsh, Beaming with smiles, all 
smiles. 

a tabassum-jilwa, Bright with 
smiles. 

a tabassum-zdr, s*^ tabassum-
kada, Abounding in smiles. 

—J tabsidan, To have the lips cracked 
with heat, to be fainting or uneasy in 
sultry weather. 

iXf****) tabsida, Cracked with heat. 
tabiah, Heat, warmth ; fire ; light. 

A ( J T - ^ S tabashshush (v.n. 5 of y^) , Being 
of an open, cheerful, smiling countenance. 

tabshi, A dish with a rim made of 
gold, silver, or brass. 

tabshir, Clay, fuller's earth, plaster. 
A tabshir (v.n. 2 of y&i), Communi-

cating news. 
tabassur (v.n. 5 of y*>), Descrying, 

considering with attention ; sight, percep-
tion, attentive consideration;—tabassur kar-
dan, To give attention. 

A (^M tabattun (v.n. 5 of ^ ) , Placing 
under the belly ; lining. 

A (^a*? tabtin (v.n. 2 of y-W), Lining (a 
garment); tightening the girth; making 
one's confidant. 

A taba' (v.n.), Following; a follower; 

followers i—tubba', Title of the Kings of 
Yam an. 

A tabi'at, Punishment, torture; bad 
end. 

A taba"uz (v.n. of t/6*?). Being di-
vided into parts. 

a tabala, A subject; a person (m.c.). 
A tab'iyat, A following, imitating, 

obeying ; dependence, subjection. 
A tab'id (v.n. 2 of .**?), Removing, 

sending to a distance, causing to go far off. 
A <J>t**> tab'iz (v.n. 2 of tj>**), Parting, 

dividing into portions. 
a tabagfadud (v.n.), Being connected 

with or related to Baghdad ; imitating the 
manner of the Baghdadians. 

A tabghiz (v.n. 2 Rendering 
odious. 

tabfoz, tabqoz, The beak of a 
bird; the parts round the mouth or snout; 
grief, affliction. 

A tabqiyat (v.n. 2 of Reserving 
a remainder; preserving alive; sparing. 

table, The silken fringe of a belt, &c. 
tibkdn, A thorn (doubtful word). 
tabkob, = q.v. (probably mis-

reading), 
A tabkiyat (v.n, 2 of Weeping, 

wailing, lamenting ; moving to tears;— 
tabkit (v.n. 2 of Rebuking, upbraid-
ing ; silencing, convicting by proofs. 

A tabkir (v.n. 2 of Doing any-
thing in the morning ; setting out before 
daybreak; making haste. 

tab girij'ta, Shaking with ague. 
A tabl (v.n.), Hating, enmity; destroy, 

ing; depriving of intellect; weakening, 
making sick; seasoning with herbs. 

iabal, A wrinkle, fold, plait. 
tabldb, The hull enclosing the date. 

iablad, A wooden shore for a wall. 
A taballuj (v.n. 5 of gl?), Dawning, 

breaking forth of the dawn ; shining. 
s-i' tab-la,rzah, The paroxysm of a 

fever ; an ague-fit. 
a tabalwur, Crystallization. 

1«> tablunistan (in Zand and Pa-
zand), To break. 

A tabligh (v.n. 2 of Causing to 
arrive, conveying, sending; relaxing the 
reins. 

tubun, A salt-marsh ; barren ground 
(doubtful word). 

A tabn (v,n.), Feeding with straw ;— 
tibn, A noble, generous lord or master; a 
capacious bowl; a wolf; (also tabn) straw ; 
[iibni makki, An odoriferous bull-rush ;]— 
taban (v.n.), Being sharp, intelligent;— 
tabin, Sharp-sighted, intelligent. 

tabnd (in Zand and Pazand), Straw. 
tabndn, tubndn, Trousers, long 

drawers (see o ^ ) -
•XV taband, Deceit, fraud ; a cheat, 
jju^ tabandar, The bar of a door. 



aA!f>' tabanda, Shining, resplendent. 
tabanh, tubnak, A crucible ; a mould, 

^^-fj' tabanka, A baker's tray ; an oven. 
tabang, A large greengrocer's tray ; 

a loud, shrill sound ; a drum. 
tabangu, tabanguy, A baker's 

tray; a wicker basket, chest, canister; a 
truss; a money-till. 

A tabanni (v.n. 5 of Adopting 
or calling one son adoption. 

tabu, Name of a place where there is 
a raill, which is said to have been built 
by the prophet Jonas, and to be made to 
move or stand still by invoking his name. 

A tabawivu' (v.n. 5 of Taking 
possession of, settling, abiding, inhabit-
ing. 

taburdk, A drum, tabor, tambourine; 
a drum beaten to drive away the birds ; a 
baker's or greengrocer's tray; a sieve, 
searce ; a robust, handsome youth (the last 
meaning doubtful). 

tabuk, tabok, A large platter, tray, 
dish. 

A tabuk, A place situated on the 
road from Syria to Madina. 

y^ 5 ^ tab-u-nauba-khis, Spreading 
fevers and agues (m.c.). 

A s-^yj' tabwib (v.n. 2 of Dividing 
ia book) into chapters. 

<M iabah, Savoury meat, delicately 
dressed; spoiled, destroyed; a divider, dis-
tributor. 

a <M tabah-ra'y, Of a depraved mind. 
iabahra, Savoury meat stewed. 

ft V tabaJi-kdr, A criminal, offender. 
^ tabi, A coarsely sewn garment. 

s-j tab-yaza, and— 
*ft tab-yaza, A fever, caused by an en-

largement of the spleen. 
A tibydn, tabydn (v.n. of 

Making clear, manifest; evident; a declara-
tion, a manifesto. 

y ^ y tabidan, To tremble (unsupported 
by examples). 

tab'tr, tablra, A drum, a kettle-
drum; a mixen, dunghill. 

yj tabira-zan, A drummer. 
A tabi', A debtor ; a follower; a calf 

one year old and still following the 
mother ; an assistant; revengeful. 

tabika, tabila, A baker's tool. 
A tabaiyun (v.n. 5 of ^ ) , Being 

distinct, manifest, clear. 
^^ tabina, A spider (see vomit-

ing, vomit. 
a tabi'at, Following ; dependence ; 

follower. 
A tabyin (v.n. 2 of <j*?)> Illustra-

ting, explaining, making clear; appearing 
evident. 

tap, Fever, heat, ardour ; perturba-
tion, disquietude, restlessness; imp. of 
tapidan;—tapi diqq, A hectic fever, con-

sumption ;—tapi saudd, A bilious fever ;— 
tapi hindi, A fever that returns every day. 

u - y tapas (S. tapas); Pain and sleepless-
ness inflicted upon oneself ; asceticism. 

tapd8-bud, An ascetic, a self-
tormentor. 

tapdk, Uneasiness, restlessness. 
(jV tapdn, Pres. part, of tapidan; a 

hammer to break clods (the latter meaning 
doubtful). 

tapdncha, A blow, box; a billow, 
wave. 

tapdydnidan, To cause to 
tremble. 

tapra, A kettle-drum. 
tapra-zan, Who beats the kettle-

drum. 
ijr*? tapish, A swoon, fainting-fit from 

heat. 
•^V tapak, Favour, friendship ; a sledge-

hammer (doubtful) ;—tvpak, A musket. 
T tapakchi, A head accountant;— 

tupakchi, A musketeer, a gunner. 
V* tap-girifta, Feverish. 
tapndk, Feverish (place). 

^ V tapaneha, A box, a slap, 
^ s * tupank, A crucible. 

tapan-koz, A block-head, a fool; 
insensible. 

j ^ V tapangii, A chest, casket; a bar-
ber's truss; a granary, a magazine; a t i l l ; 
a crucible, 

lappa, A high hili; froatlet of pearls. 
tapidan (imp. tap), To be in great 

agitation ; to grow hot; to totter, leap, or 
spring ; to stumble; to palpitate, be rest-
less, uneasy ; to lay a snare. 

A tatdbvf- (v.n. 6 of &»), Following 
in succession. 

ft* tatdr, A Tartar ; Tartary. 
tatdr cha, A kind of arrow or dart. 

<^ft> tatdri, Tartarian ; Scythian. 
A taiabbu' (v.n. 5 of Pursuing, 

following; searching diligently, investiga-
ting, exploring; imitation; continuation. 

A taiabbu'dt (pi. of the preceding), 
Scientific researches (m.c.). 

a tatar, A Tartar, Scythian; Tar-
tary. 

\jss tatrd (in Zand and Pazand), Summer. 
fiy* tatrobu, tatarbu, iyf^ tatrabuh, Ele-

gance, gracefulness; jesting, jocularity, 
pleasantry, buffoonery. 

^ f f S tatrunatan (in Zand and Piizand), 
To rain. 

i f j Ultra, Drollery, buffoonery, jocula-
rity. 

A (JY*- tatrd, Singly, one after another. 
^yti tatrl, tutri, Sumach used as a con-

diment; the poppy;—tatari, Tartarian; 
Tartaric;— kuldhi tatari, A Tartarian cap 
(worn by great men or by soldiers). 

titrik, Sumach. 
tatfoz, = jjM q.v. 



tutuq, A veil, curtain; a kind of 
net-work in tents for keeping of gnats; 
coats of an onion;-—tutuqi sipihr-gun, A 
blue veil; a saucer made of lapis-lazuli; — 
tutuqi nili, Tbe sky ; a black cloud. 

H ^itf titill, A species of rue; a remedy 
against intermittent fever. 

tutum, tutm, taturn, Sumach. 
tatmd (in Zand and Pazand), A 

bear. 
gl»ss» tutmdj, Thin slices of paste, vermi-

celli. 
A iU-sjf tatimmat (pi. tatimmdt), Comple-

tion ; an appendix, supplement; remainder, 
balance. 

tatmitan (in Zand and Pazand), A 
jackal. 

A tatmlm (v.n. 2 of p ) , Comple-
ting, accomplishing; completion, accom-
plishment, consummation. 

tatnak, A crucible (see tdu-}.» of 
which it is perhaps a misreading), 

^ytf titl, Ginger-bread figures for the 
amusement of children ; a word used to 
entice birds. 

A tasabbut (v.n. 5 of Being 
fixed, established. 

A tasabbut (v.n. 5 of Keeping 
back. 

a tasbit (v.n. 2 of o-^'), Establish-
ing, fixing, making firm, steady, 

A tasbit (v.n. 2 M), Hindering, turn-
ing one (from business); occupying, 
making busy. 

A tasrib (v.n. 2 of s^/) , Chiding. 
A tasaqqul (v.n. 5 of Being 

heavy. 
A tasqib (v.n. 2 of v ^ ) , Piercing, 

perforating repeatedly. 
A tasqil (v.n. 2 of Ja»), Making 

heavy. 
A KI-^LIY taslls (v.n. 2 of Dividing 

into three parts; trebling; making trian-
gular; triad, trinity; a trine (a propitious 
aspect of the planets) ; (in gram.) in-
flecting a consonant with the three vowels. 

A tasmin (v.n. 2 of Making 
octangular. 

A tasniyat (v.n. 2 of Making 
two, doubling; the dual number; dua-
lity. 

A taswib (v.n. 2 of ^ Y ) , Recom-
pensing, rewarding ; reiterating, in answer 
to the early call to prayers, the phrase 
as-saldtu khairun m.ina 'u-uauat, Prayer is 
better than sleep ; returning. 

V" tajd, Rough, sharp, cutting. 
A J»>W tajadul (v.n. 6 of J ^ ) , Litiga-

ting, quarrelling among themselves. 
A >0^" tajdzub (v.n. 6 of Pulling 

one another about. 
tajdr, A thoroughbred, unbroken I 

colt; a well-paced horse ; in (Zand .aid Pa- ! 
zaud) travelling ; a traveller. 1 

A JW* tijar, tujjdr (pi. of tdjir), Mer-
chants. 

A tajdrib (pi. of tajribat), Experi-
ments. 

A tijdrat (v.n. of y?*), Trading; 
traffic, trade, commerce; merchandize;— 
tijdrat kardan, To trade. 

iASojW; tijdrat-gdh, A commercial place 
(m.c.). 

a ^ijW tijdrati, Commercial, mercantile. 
fcjV tajdra, A colt not yet broken in; (in 

Zaud and Pazaud) a traveller (see jV)-
tajasur (v.n. 6 of Raisiug 

the head ; carrying it high and insolently; 
domineering; boldness, firmness, intrepi-
dity, temerity. 

A tajdfl (v.n. 6 of Y^), Being sepa-
rated, distant, not touching. 

A t-i iV tajdnuf (v.n. 6 of Decli-
ning, deviating, leaning. 

A j j V tajdwuz (v.n. 6 of j^-), Exceeding, 
transgressing (just bounds) ; passiug by; 
forgiving a faul t ; winking, conniving. 

A t-JujW1' tajdwlf (pi. of tajwif), Hollows, 
caverns;—tajdwlfi anf, The nostrils. 

A JA^" tajdhul (v.n. 6 of J ^ ) , Pretend-
ing ignorance; connivance, apathy, indif-
ference ;—tajdhul kardan, To feign igno-
rance, play the simpleton. 

A j-V1 tajabbur (v.n. 5 of Being 
haughty, contumacious; putting forth leaves 
(a tree) ; beginning to look fresh (a field 
which had been grazed close) ; having one's 
broken fortunes repaired ; being restored 
c^ health (a sick person); obtaining (wealth). 

A J®-™? tajblr (v.n. 2 of Restoring, 
setting (a broken bone) ; repairing the 
broken fortune (of a friend); supplying the 
wants of the poor, 

A ̂ ^ tajaddud (v.n. ft of J^), Being new ; 
innovation, novelty. 

A •ij.^p tajdld, A renewing, a making new; 
renewal; novelty ; — tajdidi bashara, De-
sq uamation ;—tajdidi maraz, A relapse ;— 
tajd'tdi hawd, Ventilation. 

a ^ ' tajdir (v.n. 2 of j-^), Carrying (a 
wall) up high ; being attacked by the small-
pox ; putting forth the first rudiments of 
fruit (as resembling tubercles or small-
pox) ; rendering worthy. 

tajar, A winter house ; a storehouse. 
A f r tajr (v.i;.), Trading, 
A i-i^r tajribat, tajriba (v.n. 2 of 

Trying, proving; experiment, proof, assay ; 
experience ; probation tajriba kardan, To 
try, prove, hazard, make an experiment;— 
ba-tajriba rasanidan, To put to the test; 
to experiment with (m.c.). 

&>j*r tajriba-kdr, Versed in business; 
an experienced agent ^tajriba-karani roz-
gdr, Experienced in worldly affairs. 

djja." tajriba-kari, Experience, prac-
tice. 

A •Ay*? tajarrud (v.n. 5 of J/*-), Being 



stripped, denuded ; living in solitude; 
celibacy ; giving intense application. 

a yj)*- >ifr tajarrud-guzin, Choosing soli-
tude ; renouncing the world. 

A £fr tajarrn' (v.n. 5 of Drinking 
draughts of liquor ; quaffiug ; — tajarru 
kardan, To sip. 

A tajrid (v.n. 2 of Stripping, 
denuding; drawing a sword ; divesting of ; 
separating (one thing from another) ; sepa-
ration, solitude; celibacy. 

A £>,fr iajri1 (v.n. 2 of Causing to 
drink; making one forget (grief, care, or 
anger). 

A tajzi'at, tajziya (v.n. 2 of 
Dividing, distributing; analysis;—tajziya 
kardan, To analyse. 

A tajassus (v.n. 5 of Search-
ing carefully, examiuing ; curiously prying 
into that which God has thought fit to con-
ceal ; exploring, playing the spy; search, 
inquiry, investigation; curiosity, inquisi-
tiveness ;—tajassus kardan (numudan), To 
spy (m.c.) ; to probe (a wound). 

A tajassum (v.n. 5 of Choosing 
from amongst (other men) ; going directly 
to the person or thing itself ; undertaking 
a great achievement; mastering the most 
difficult part (of any business) ; ascending 
the steepest part of a mountain, 

A tajsim (v.n. 2 of Incorpo-
rating, embodying. 

A t i j f d f , The armour of a horse ; 
also of a soldier. 

A i-M=p tajfif (v.n. 2 of Drying 
properly (a garment) ; putting on a horse-
cloth that dries up the sweat; casing in 
armour (a horse). 

A J^sM tajaljul (v.n. 2 of J^W), Being 
moved, agitated ; agitation, commotion; 
sinking into the ground, becoming depressed 
(as a foundation). 

A tajalhid (v.n. o of Contending, 
grappling; bearing up under difficulties; 
at ur dines 

A ^ftr tajalli (v.n. 5 of jW), Lustre, 
brightness, brilliancy ; manifestation ; 
transfiguration; splendour, glory;—tajalli 
dadan, To give lustre or brilliancy ;—tajalli 
kardan, To illuminate ; to polish, adorn ; 
to illustrate, make plain. 

a y^ • j f t tajalli-khez, Rising in splen-
dour. 

ft i^r' tajalli-zdda, Born in brilliancy ; 
of illustrious birth. 

tajalll-zdr, (jW*- tajalli-kada, 
^ ij^r tajalU-gdh, A place abounding in 
splendour. 

a u V tajalli-qiydmat, Of surpass-
ing brightness or brilliancy (a mistress). 

A î A-fLp tajalliydt (pi. of tajalli), Mani-
festations, &c.; beatific visions. 

A -^r tajlid (v.n. 2 of Pulling off 

the skin (from the body of a slaughtered 
camel) ; binding (a book) in leather. 

A tajammu' (v.n. 5 of Beiug 
assembled, flocking from all quarters. 

A J-*^ tajammul (v.n. 5 of J ^ - ) , Dress-
ing, adorning one's person; dignity ; reti-
nue, pomp, parade; splendour, magnifi-
cence ; furniture, conveniences. 

A tajammuldi (pi. of the preceding), 
Movables, household furniture; conve-
niences, articles of luxury. 

A tajmi' (v.u. 2 of Collecting 
with care and diligence; assembling with 
others to Friday prayers (jum'at), 

A tajannub (v.n. 5 of s — R e -
tiring, withdrawing; declining, avoiding, 
shunning; being polluted. 

A tajnid, (v.ii. 2 of a ^ ) , Collecting 
an army. 

A tajniz (v.n. 2 of Y^-), Laying (a 
corpse) on ft bier. 

A ( J - ^ ^ R tajnis (v.n. 2 of Y - ^ ) , Making 
homogeneous; resemblance, analogy ; allite-
ration, jingle of rhymes; pun, play on 
words. 

A tajub, A section of the tribe of 
Hiuiyar, of which was Ibn Muljam, the 
assassin of All. 

A tajmvwuz (v.n. 5 of Passing 
by ; forgiving ; slurring over or cutting 
short one's prayers; speaking metaphori-
cally. 

A tajwid (v.n. 2 of o ^ ) , Saying, do-
ing, or making good ; doing well. 

A)!)r tajwiz (v.u. 2 of )W for jy^), Caus-
ing to go or pass by ; permitting, allowing, 
approving; inquiry, investigation; view, 
opinion, judgment ; estimate; resolution, 
decision, sentence ; contrivance, endeavour, 
plan \-~tajwiz kardan, To devise ; to 
examine, try, prove, seek; to recommend, 
to advise. 

a (_s)>yr tajvnzi,Tried, proved; determined. 
A &fT tajwV (v.n. 2 of Starving, 

famishing (one). 
A tajwif (v.n. 2 of Hollowing, 

making concave. 
A uiJ^iy^ tajwif at (pi. of the preceding), 

Hollows, caverns. 
Ay^F tajahhuz (v.n. 5 of )•<&*), Being 

adorned, fitted out, furnished; preparing 
or being prepared for anything. 

A tajhiz (v.n. 2 of y^ ) , Fitting out 
(a bride, traveller, &c.) ; equipping ; adorn-
ing ; furnishing (a funeral) ; carrying to 
the grave, burying, burial. 

A J.r*RF tajhil (v.n. 2 of J ^ ) , Calling one 
a fool, charging with ignorance. 

A S - ^ ' tujib, A section of the tribe of 
Kindab, of wbieh was Ibn Bishr,the assas-
sin of Othman. 

tajfr,A screen; a canvas fence (m.c.). 
A tahabb (v.n. 6 of sP-e.), Loving each 

other: mutual love. 



A v*;^ taharub (v.n. (5 of s - ^ ) , Fighting 
together, duelling, waging mutual war. 

A. •i-.U* tahdsud (v.u. 6 of Envying 
one another. 

A tahdsln (pi. of tahsln), Beauties. 
A tahdshi (v.n. 6 of O*^)) Standing 

apar t ; taking exception to by pronouncing 
hdshd, (God) forbid ! 

A tahdkum (v.n. 6 of f*^) , Going to-
gether to a judge. 

A tahdluf (v.n. 6 of Con-
spiring together, entering into an alliance, 
leaguing; swearing (plaintiff and defendant). 

A ^ ^ tahami (v.n. 6 of Being 
cautious ; guarding oneself. 

A j ^ tahdwur (v.n. 6 of ) f - ) , Carrying 
on a dialogue; answering one another; con-
versation. 

A tahd'if (pi. of tuhfa), Rarities, 
curiosities, choice articles; valuable pre-
sents. 

A taht, The lower part (opp. to fauq, 
upper part). 

a ^Uotf tahtdni, Lower, inferior; small, 
short; placed beneath, pointed below; 
ground-floor (m.c.). 

a isUteH tahta 'l-hanak, A way of 
fastening the turban by passing a fold of 
it beneath the chin. 

a tahta 'l-qahwa, Food taken 
before drinking coffee, 

A tahjll (v.n. 2 of J ^ - ) , Having 
white feet (a horse) ; preparing a bridal 
chamber, or bringing the bride into it. 

A tahaddub (v.n. 5 of H-*^), Being 
convex ;—tahaddubi damagh, The circum-
volutions of the brain ;—tahaddubi musal-
lasi qarniya, Staphyloma; — tahaddubi 
wajna, The surface of the cheek. 

A takaddi (v.n. 5 of <^5*^), Doing 
^anything equal to another; challenging 

(a rival) ; striving to overcome, competi-
tion. 

A tahdid (v.n. 2 of Sharpening 
(2, sword, knife, or the sight) ; describing 
or prescribing limits; defining logically. 

A tahdiq (v.n. 2 of e ^ ) , Looking 
intently. 

A (j^-iss tahziq (v.n. 2 of Pretending 
to be sharp, claiming skill. 

A tahzir (v.n. 2 of Admonishing, 
cautioning, warning, bidding beware ; 
putitng on one's guard ; threatening, 
frightening, causing to fear. 

A jjysS taharruz (v.n. 5 of JY )̂, Abstaining 
from, being timid, cautious ; taking heed, 
guarding oneself. 

A us^* taharruk (v.n. 5 of Moving 
oneself; being moved; becoming movable 
(a letter). 

A taharmuz (v.n. 2 of 'ff>-), Being 
sharp, acute, intelligent; (anArabism from 
fiaram-zada) bastardy ; acting viciously. 

A ̂ ^ taharri (v.n. 5 of ^f*), Choosing 

the most worthy and fitting; intending, 
designing, giving deliberate attention to; 
delaying ; staying. 

A j i f f tahrlr (v.n. 2 of Setting at 
liberty, giving freedom; manumission ; 
dedicating to the service of God; writing 
elegantly and accurately ; a writing, 
written statement, document; fee for 
writiug; ornamental lines ;—tahriri uqlidis, 
Euclid's elements;—tahrlr shudan, To be 
written ; — tahrlr kardan (kashidan), To 
write. 

tahrirdna, In (or by) writing. 
k <Jt>\j>ff tahrirdt (pi. of tahrlr), Writings, 

&c. 
a <JuZjija? tahrir-kash, A writer, a scribe. 
a ^ j ® 5 tahriri, Written, in writing. 
A tahrish (v.n. 2 of Irritating, 

setting (men or dogs) by the ears. 
A ye i j^ tahris (v.n. 2 of <j>f*-), Making 

greedy, inflaming. 
A JbifStahriz (v.n. 2 of Instigating, 

exciting, provoking to, inflaming. 
A tahrizdt, Provocations. 
A tahrif (v.n. 2 of Changing, 

inverting, transposing (letters), forming an 
anagram; inversion, transposition ; mis-
transcription, clerical error; falsification 
(of a text); cutting the nib of a pen 
obliquely. 

A tahrifat (pi. of the preceding), 
Changes; anagrams. 

A i&.ff tahriq (v.n. 3 of J ^ ) , Consuming 
by fire. 

A csXî " tahrik (v.n. 2 of ^ y ) , Putting in 
motion; motion, movement; agitation ; com-
motion ; incitement, instigation, temptation; 
marking a consonant with a vowel-point; 
inflecting every consonant (being at least 
two) with fatha. 

A ^SP" tahrim (v.n. 2 of Prohibiting, 
interdicting; rendering venerable or sacred; 
donning the pilgrim's garb; not com-
pletely dressing leather. 

a tahrima, Assumption of a pilgrim's 
garb ; saying Allahu akbar at the beginning 
of prayer ;—tahrlma'i lishd bastan, To per-
form evening prayer. 

A tuhrimi, Prohibited by law. 
A tahazzun (v.n. 5 of Being 

afflicted, grieving. 
A tahzin (v.n. 2 of Making 

sorrowful, causing grief. 
u~er tahs, A heart overwhelmed with 

grief (see cr-^')-
A tahassur (v.n, 5 of Sighing; 

grieving for, sorrowing a f te r ; regretting; 
grief, regret; condolence. 

A tahsir (v.n. 2 of Wearying; 
throwing into a fit of grief ; hurting, afflict-
ing. 

a tahsis (v.11. 2 of Feeling, 
perceiving, seeing, finding, knowing. 

A (^v-sci- tahsln (v.n. 2 of Doing 



well and handsomely; rendering good, 
comely, or pleasing; approbation ; applause, 
c h e e r s t a h s l n kardan, To approve, ap-
plaud ; to blesB. 

a y;—^ tahsin-asar, Worthy of appro-
bation. 

A fixx? tahashshum (v.n. 5 of F ^ ) , 
Blushing, being ashamed; train, retinue, 
procession ( = hasham). 

A tahshiyat (v.n. 2 of Stuff-
ing; making an edge or border; writing 
marginal notes to a book. 

A tahassun (v.n. 5 of Y « S - ) , Defend-
ing oneself; being chaste (a woman); re-
tiring to a fortress; becoming a stallion 
(yU*. hisdn). 

A Js-aw" tahsil (v.n. 2 of J-**-), Collecting, 
gathering, gaining; acquiring ; acquisition, 
study ; profit, attainment; sum, substance 
(of a discourse) ; collection of revenues or 
rent;—tahsili dunyd u din, The acquisition 
of wealth and advancement of religion, i.e. 
the present world and the next;—tahsil 
kardan, To amass, gather, gain, acquire; 
to collect (the public revenue); to study 
(m.c.}; to produce, make manifest;—talibdni 
tahsil, Students, pupils (m.c.). 

A t^Vas* tahsilat (pi. of the preceding), 
Acquisitions, collections, &c. 

a jta tahsil-ddr, A collector of 
revenue. 

a ^jU tahsil-dari, The office of 
revenue-collector. 

a ilajU tahsil'Zdhita, (in India) An 
account showing the daily payments of the 
ryots to the Sirkar. 

A YS-OSF tahsln (v.n. 2 of y-ae-), Fortifying, 
defending, surrounding with a wall. 

A (jAryte--' tahziz (v.n. 2 of Y I * - ) , Making 
greedy, instigating, exciting. 

A l&ce tuhfat, tuhafat, tufifa, A gift, pre-
sent; an excellent, rare thing, worthy of 
being presented, rarity, curiosity, choice 
thing; title of many books, as tuhfatu 's-
saldtin, "Present for Kings," a treatise on 
politics ;--tuhfa bastan, To prepare a choice 
present;—tuhfa dadan, To give a present. 

a t.uhfajdt, Rarities; presents. 
A KTE* tahaffuz (v.n. 5 of Being vigi-

lant, cautious; taking heed to oneself; 
committing to memory ; recollecting one by 
one. 

^s&e^ tuhfagi, A rarity, treat, present. 
a tuhfahd (P. pi. of A. Rare 

presents. 
a yy*** Ate* tuhfa-ma'jun, A wit, a 

wag. 
A MCP tahjiz (v.n. 2 of Committing 

or causing to commit to memory. 
A (J&RF tahaqquq (v.n. 5 of ,£>*•), Being 

true (news) ; proving to be truth, fact, or 
reality; certainty. 

A ft*ERF tahqir (v.n. 2 of f*-), Despising, 

contemning, treating with contempt; scorn, 
disdain; neglect. 

a tahqirdna, Contemptuously. 
A tahqlq (v.n. 2 of 3=-), Ascertain-

ing the truth, verifying ; verification ; ac-
knowledging as true, believing; truth, fact, 
reality, certainty ; — ahli tahqlq, Philoso-
phers, doctors. 

A c^Ujfc5' tahqiqdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Certainties, verities. 

a tahqlqdna, According to truth or 
fact, in reality, certainly. 

a tahqiql, Sure, certain, confirma-
tory. 

A f&s* tahakkum (v.n. 5 of ft^), Command-
ing, lording over, obtaining the ascendency ; 
control, dominion, authority, usurpation ; 
deciding judicially, passing sentence, con-
demning. 

A ^ S ^ ' tahkim (v.n. 5 of Putting 
in authority ; arbitration ; control; restrain-
ing one from doing as he wishes. 

A ALEE* tahiUat (v.n. 2 of Making law-
ful ; redeeming an oath. 

A tahalhul (v.n. 2 of Being 
removed (from its place) ; becoming moved. 

A tahalluq (v.n. 5 of J^-) , Sitting 
in circles (people). 

A tahaltum (v.n. 5 of Being 
patient, mild, gentle; becoming fat and cor-
pulent. 

A (mft# tahalli (v.n, 5 of ft-), Eating 
sweetmeats; finding (a thing) to be sweet; 
(v.n. 5 of Being adorned with brace-
lets and other female ornaments. 

A tahliyat (v.n. 2 of J IE-) , Sweetening 
(a ptisan) ;—(v.n. 2 of o 1 ^) ' Dressing (a 
woman) with jewels and other ornaments ; 
describing, pourtraying by form aud ex-
ternal appearance. 

A i-Mc* tahlif (v.n. 2 
swear, exacting an oath. 

A ,3*1=* tahllq (v.n. 2 
close (the head); marking (a camel) with 
circles ; soaring high in the air and skim-
ming in circles (a bird). 

A tahlil (v.n. 2 of Jo-), Untying (a 
knot); loosing; dissolving, discussing (in a 
medical sense) ; solubility ; solution ; di-
gestion ; concoction ; assimilation ; making 
lawful (especially a thrice-divorced woman 
to her first husband by marrying her for 
the sake of divorcing her after consum-
mation) ; — tahlil burdan, To digest; — 
tahlili quicd, Decline, decay of the vital 
powers. 

A tahllm (v.n. 2 of Rendering 
patient, tractable; esteeming one to be 
long-suffering. 

A tahammul (v.n. 5 of J-*^), Bear-
ing, carrying a load; enduring patiently, 
putting up with ; patience, endurance, long-
suffering, resignation ; meekness, humility; 

of Making 

of 43^), Shaving 



truce, peace ',—tahammul kardan, To load ; 
to bear, to suffer; to forbear. 

a J***? tahammul-guddz, Impatient, 
intolerant. 

A tahmld (v.n. 2 of A*^), Praising 
much ; thanking God, saying aUhamdu li-
'lldh, God be praised ! 

jĵ a+ĉ ' tahmlq (v.n. 2 of Calling one 
a fool;—tahmlq kardan, To call one a iool. 

A J****1" tahmll (v.n. 2 of Imposing 
a burden, burdening, loading; importu-
nity; asking more than one's right. 

A tahannl (v.n, 5 of ^ ^ ) , Being 
curved, bent; twisting. 

A j f 5 tahawwur (v.n. 5 of , Haste, de-
spatch, celerity; anger. 

A Jj^" tahawwul (v.n. 5 of Jy5-), Moving 
from place to place, 

A Jtys? tahwil (v.n. 2 of J f - ) , Altering, 
changing, transmuting; change, transfer, 
transformation ; renovation ; return ; pass-
ing from one sign to another (sun, &e.) ; 
care, trust, charge, deposit; revenue; 
credit; cash, funds, capital; a treasury ;— 
tahwil kardan, To consign, to make over to ; 
to manifest, to publish. 

A tahwlldt (pi. of the preceding), 
Revolutions. 

a tahvnl-dar, Cash-keeper, trea-
surer; custodian (m.c.). 

a ^ U l j ^ tahwil-ddrl, Office of cash-
keeper, Ac. 

A tahlydt (pi. of the next), Saluta-
tions, greetings, Ac. 

A it^1 tahlyat (v.n. 2 of Saluting, 
greeting; salutation, compliment, congra-
tulation ; prayer, benediction. 

A pf^ tahaiyur (v.n. 5 of Being 
astonished, confounded, disturbed; asto-
nishment, amazement, wonder; bewilder-
ment, confusion. 

A ytr^ tahaiyuz (v.n. 5 of Being 
coilea up, coiling itself up (a serpent). 

A^W^" tahyir (v.n, 2 of jt^), Astonishing, 
amazing, bewildering, confusing. 

takh. Dregs of sesame. 
A iakhdruj (v.n. 6 of E^) , Dividing 

property by the mutual consent of tbe co-
heritors (one taking the house, another 
tbe land, Ac.). 

yjV^ takhdzan, A cucumber. 
A s - J ^ takhdtub (v.n. 6 of H-J^-), Con-

versing face to face. 
A j U ^ tafchdtur (v.n. 6 of j**-), Laying 

down stakes. 
a is^iU^ takhdfnl (v.n. 6 of Com-

municating secrets to one another. 
A SaJL==" ta&jhdlut (v.n. 6 of Mixing in 

Bociety. 
A wAJ^ takhdluf (v.n. 6 of Op-

posing one another ; contention, animosity, 
enmity. 

a. j**1^ takhamus (v.n. 6 of u^*5-), Being 
somewhat dark (the night), soon after the 

setting and before the rising of the sun; 
paying a debt and receiving a discharge; 
being lifted off and laid on one side. 

A takhabbur (v.n. 5 of y^) , Inquir-
ing, asking news or information ; being ac-
quainted, conversaut with. 

A JAFDC*" takhabbut (v.n. 5 of W^), Losing 
one's way; becoming silly; rendering 
mad. 

A P takht (Z. thwakhshta), A royal 
throne, chair of state; a seat, sofa; a 
bed; any place raised above the ground 
for sleeping, sitting, or reclining ; a saddle ; 
a capital, the royal resideuce; a wardrobe, 
clothes-press, chest; JJakhti dbnusl, Night; 
—takhti drdsta, An ornamented throne;— 
takhti ardshlr, Name of a musical note ; — 
takhti jamshed, Persepolis ;—takhti chubi, 
A gun-carriage ;—takhti hdsibdn, A board 
on which the accountants pour sand and 
write upon with a pencil or iron or wood 
(hence also called takhti mil); — takhti 
hairdn and takhti ddwud, Two mountains 
near Taft in the province of Yazd ;—takhti 
khawar khuddy, The splendour of the sun; 
—takhti khstvdb, A bedstead (m.c.) ;—takhti 
khwurshed bar sari zirghdm, The sun in 
the sign Leo ;—-takhti rdhl, The royal road, 
the highway ;—takhti rawan (rawanda), A 
travelling-bed, a litter with poles, like our 
sedan-chairs, but borne by mules; the 
throne of Solomon; an easy-paced horse; 
the sky ; name of four stars in the constel-
lation of the Bear ;—takht zadan (kashidan, 
nihddan), To erect a throne ; to place it on 
the back of an elephaut when the king goes 
to war;—takhti sardj, Name of the college 
of Abu Ishak ; — takhti sulaimdn, The 
famous fortress of Kiishghar; name of a 
mountain in Kashmir visited as the place 
where Solomon's throne alighted ;—takhti 
sulaimdnl, The throne on which Solomon 
was carried through the air;—takht shu-
dani damdgk, To recover from intoxication; 
—tahM shudani afyun (taryak), To become 
inebriated with opium; — takhti taqdlsl, 
Name of a throne belonging to Faridiin; 
name of a note in music ;—takhti tausl, 
A throne adorned with a peacock made of 
jewels, belonging to Sultan Shihiibu 'd-din 
Muhammad of Gliazna; — takhti 'dj, A 
throne of ivory ; (met.) day ; white thighs ; 
—takhti flroza, The firmament; name of 
the throne of Khusraw;—takhti kuldh, A 
wooden cap worn by criminals as a punish-
ment;— takhti mahtdbl, A levelled terrace 
or raised platform to enjoy the moon-
light ; — takhti humdyun, The august, royal, 
or imperial residence ;—takht yd taklita, A 
throne or a bier, spoken on engaging in a 
desperate enterprise (" a coronet or West-
minster Abbey ") \\-~tukht (for dukht), A 
daughter; a weight of 600 (according to 
others, of 400) drams. 



takht-khdna, A royal residence; 

u^fc: takht-bakht, Throne and for-
tune. 

takht-posh, The covering of a 

throne, 

a capital. 
jW yt^r takht-dar, A species of cloth, 

either white or Mack, which the Kings of 
Persia, especially the Daras (Darius), used 
to spread over their throne; bed-clothes. 

tukhtar (for dukhtar), A daughter. 
takht-gdh, The place where the 

throne stands ; royal residence, capital. 
takht-gir, A throne-seizer, a 

powerful monarch. 
takhtala, A walking-staff ; shoes. 

A takhattum (v.n. 5 of Putt ing 
on a seal-ring. 

yUJ takht-nishdn, Throne-bestow-
ing. 

j^yij ĉ jfc" takht-nishin, Sitting on the 
throne ; a reigning prince ;—takht-nishindni 
khak, Dwellers upon earth; kings ; spirits ; 
devout men. 

i-s^s" takhUnishlni, Accession, reign. 
4 . t a k h t a , A board, plank ; a table ; a 

table upon which dead bodies are stretched 
and washed before interment; tablets; 
memorandum-book; a single sheet of 
paper; a little bed, couch ; a bier, a litter ; 
the pedestal of a statue ; [takhta'i usturash 
(dsiya), A plough-beam;—takhta'i auwal, 
The table of the divine decrees; a school-
boy's writing-board ; — takhta'i ta'lim, A 
writing-board ; — takhta'i jama, A large 
press; a calender, beetle, or anything simi-
lar, by which linens are beat, pressed, or 
smoothed ; an instrument of torture, made 
like a horse ;—takhta'i jauhari, The colours 
green and blue;—takhta'i hamdm, A stone 
slab in a public bath, where they perform 
their prayers ;—takhta'i khdk, The surface 
of the earth takhta'i dar, The panel of 
a door;—takhta'i ruqum, A magical or 
astrological table ;—takhta zadan, To clean 
cotton (takhta probably clerical error for 
pakhta) ;—takhta zadani tarsd.ydn, To ring 
a rattle (instead of a bell), as the Chris-
tians do in Muhammadan countries ;— 
takhta'i zarnlkh, A live coal;—takhta'i sdl-
khwurd, Stories of old times; — takhta'i 
mpar, The wood in which the plough-share 
is fixed, a plough-beam ;—takhta'i shatranj, 
A chess-board;—takhta'i ldj, A throne of 
ivory ; milk-white hips ; day ; — takhta'i 
qannad, A board on which sweetmea/ts and 
confectioneries are laid out ;—takhta'i qlma, 
A wooden board on which meat is cut up 
for h shing;—takhta'i kishti, The plank of 
a ship ;—takhta'i kafshgar, A shoemaker's 
board, upon which he cuts out his leather ;— 
takhta'i kulah, — lakhti kulah, q.v. under 
j^fc*;—takhta'i gu'l, The mace or club with 
tfhich the ball is struck ;—takhta'i muhdsi-

6<z»,The earth;—takhta'i mtihdsibdn shatvad, 
Dust falls upon his head and soils him ; 
—takhta'i mashq, A school-boy's writing-
board ; anything frequently used ;—takhta'i 
miydna, The sky ; — takhta'i mind, The 
firmament;—takhta'i ndn, A baker's knead-
ing-board ; a plain flat, table ; a large flat 
dish, with a brass rim round it ;—takhta'i 
nard, A dice-table, backgauimon-board;— 
iakhta'i nardi dbnusl, The zodiac ;—takhta'i 
yakh, A sheet of transparent ice ;]—tukhta, 
Paid, discharged. 

tot1' takhta takhta, In pieces ;—takhta 
ta'khta gashtan, To break to pieces (a 
ship). 

.x^ iaosf' takhta-band, A splinter bound 
upon a broken bone; a floor; a prison ; 
confined, guarded. 

takhta-bandi, Boarding, wains-
cot ;—takhta-bandi kardan, To wainscot 
I'm.c.). 

takhia-bid, A bug (Oimex lec-
tuarius). 

J* takhta-pul, Pontoon bridge;— 
takhta-puli dastl, Draw-bridge (m.c.). 

takhta-post-anddz, An 
intruder. 

takhta-posh, Stage, wooden 
floor. 

^JJJ takht a-diw are, A wall of 
boards, a wooden wall. 

SJLyii" takhta-kashlda, Floored ; floor. 
yJjS' takhta-gardan, Broad, thick, 

straight-necked. 
Jsfi takhta-gu'l, = takjita'i gu'l, q.v. 

under 
a takhta-mashg. A school-boy's 

writing-board, (met.) anythiug frequently 
used (see takhta'i mashq under 

^ ^ takhti, Becoming a throne; a board 
on which children learn to write; a signet 
of stone ; the breast. 

J ^ " takhjal, (in the dialect of Shiraz) 
Pinching, a pinch. 

takhium, Covetous, greedy, selfish. 
A takhjll (v.n. 2 of J*^) , Putting 

to the blush, 
A y . ^ takhdir (v.n. 2 of Narcotism. 
A ̂ J^" takhdim (v.n. 2 of (••"•), Having 

a white ring on the lower part of the hind 
legs (a horse) ; causing oneself to be 
served, exacting or accepting the services 
of another. 

A S - I / ^ ' takkrib (v.n. 2 of V Y - ) , Destroy-
ing, demolishing, razing, devastating far 
and wide; demolition,devastation, destruc-
tion. 

a gjyfc" takhrij (v.n. 2 of g/-), Bringing 
out, educing; instructing in learning and 
politeness. 

A takhriq (v.n. 2 of J Y 5 - ) , Tearing, 
lacerating very much. 

takhas, lakhs, Anxiety, grief, sor-
row. 



A y^-if takhslr (v.n. 2 of Causing 
loss, damaging, destroying. 

takhsh, A cross-bow; an arrow; a 
rocket; the chief seat, the one who occu-
pies it. 

takhshd, One who tries to do any-
thing with energy. 

A takhashshub (v.n. 5 of 
Catalepsy. 

A takhashshu1 (v.n. 5 of 
Humbling oneself, becoming or being 
humble. 

takhshldan, To sit on the high 
seat. 

A takhsls (v.n. 2 of J*-), Making 
peculiar and special; particularizing ; re-
serving for oneself ; appropriation ; parti-
cularity, speciality. 

A takhazzu' (v.n. 5 of Hum-
bling oneself. 

A takhatti (v.n. 5 of Erring, 
blundering, offending lightly. 

A TELSTFC" takjiti'at, takhtiyat, takhtiya (v.n. 
2 of Leading into error; blaming for 
a fault, charging with error or crime. 

A takhtlt (v.n. 2 of Sat), Weaving or 
marking (cloth) with stripes ; drawing lines 
well. 

takhflr (v.n. 2 of y^ ) , Protecting, 
patronizing; causing to blush, putting to 
shame. 

A takhfif (v.n. 2 of Making 
light, alleviating; abbreviating; softening 
the pronunciation by suppressing a letter 
or taking off the tanwln ; making light of, 
despising; mitigation, palliation, extenua-
tion ; abatement, reduction; decay ;—takh-
fif dadan (kardan), To ease; to mitigate. 

a takhjlfa, A small turban worn 
during sleep or in private. 

jjl^t" takhkuluz. takhkalul, 
takhkalun, di&fc" takhkala, A hard nut (see 

takhgam, A summer-house; a 
country in Turkistan (unsupported by 
examples). 

A Js i iy takhalkhul (v.n. 2 of Jafei^-), 
Wearing the ankle-ring khalkhdl (a 
woman); coming to pieces; becoming old 
and worn out ; separation. 

A takhalluf (v.n. 5 of Re-
maining behind ; being left behind ; delay-
ing ; going back. 

A ijte* takhalluq (v.n. 5 of Invent-
ing a lie; imitating the manner of another ; 
perfuming with a spice called khaluq ; 
kindness; polite manners. 

A Ji** takhallul (v.n. 5 of J^), Disturb-
ance, discord, dissension; interruption; 
picking the teeth. 

takhla, A staff ; a pair of shoes ; bits, 
scraps. 

A takhalli (v.n. 5 of Abandon-

ing, leaving empty or alone; being alone; 
being vacant, at leisure. 

A takhliyat (v.n. 2 of Vacating, 
abandoning, leaving empty or alone; empti-
ness ; vacuum. 

A takhlld (v.n. 2 Adorning 
(with bracelets or ear-rings) ; making last-
ing or perpetual. 

A (ja-J^' takJkll? (v.n, 2 of Y ^ ) , Showing 
sincere love ; saving, delivering, rescuing, 
preserving from evil, 

A takhllt (v.n. 2 of Mixing, con-
founding, disturbing, perplexing any busi-
ness ; embroilment. 

A takhllf (v.n. 2 of i-AU-), Leaving 
behind ; tying up one teat, that the milk 
may not run out, and milking the other 
entirely. 

A takhllq (v.n. 2 of (J**-), Forming 
well, completing; anointing with an aro-
matic called khaluq, or with saffron. 

A ta&hlil (v.n. 2 of J I ) , Turning 
(anything) sour; making vinegar; letting 
(water) run amongst the beard and be-
tween the fingers during the uruzu1 ablu-
tion. 

A f^' takhm (v.n.), Suffering from indi-
gestion ;—tukjim, The boundary or limits 
between two countries ; a marcli-stone. 

^ tukhm (S. tokma, Z. taokhma), Seed; 
sperm; an egg ; origin, principle; cholera 
morbus, flux and vomit; [tukhmi badruj, 
Seeds of the white basil;—tukhmi bd'ingu, 
Balingu-seed (Dracocephali Royleani se-
mina), considered a specific against palpi-
tations \ —tukhmi balsdn, The fruit of the 
balsam of Mecca plant;—tukhmi bang, Hen-
bane seed ;—tukhmi bld-anjlr, The seed of 
the castor-oil plant \~tukhmi panj-angusht, 
The seeds of the five-leaved chaste-tree 
(Agnus castus), a powerful anti-aphrodisiac; 
—tukhmi jarob, Crow's f o o t t u k h m i juhud, 
Dispersed, scattered, ruined;—tukhmi chize 
bar-uftddan, To perish entirely without 
leaving a trace or sign;—tukhmi hardm, 
A bastard; a child of adultery ; - ! ukhmi-
khar, Offspring of an ass (m.c.) tukhmi 
khafraj, Cariophyllum ; — tukhmi khalll 
(khilal), Seed of crow's foot;—tukhmi dir-
mana, Worm-seed ; — tukhmi rang, The 
seeds of the indigo plant (Indigofera anil); 
—tukhmi raihdn, Purslain ;—tukhmi zardak, 
Carrot-seeds (used as a diuretic) ;—tukhmi 
saped, White seed; mustard seed ; mus-
tard ;—tukhmi sag-mdhl, Caviare;—tukhmi 
sharbatl, White basil seed (important in-
gredient of iced sherbet) ;—tukhmi sha-
qd'iq, Poppy-seed (used against bleeding of 
the nose) ;—tukhmi ghdliya, The fruit of 
the ban-tree ; — tukhmi kdjlra (kdflsha), 
Bastard saffron seed (Carthami tinctorii 
semina);—tukhmi kattdn, Linseed;—tukhmi 
karchak, The seeds of the castor-oil plant 
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(Ricinus communis) ; — tukhmi karafs, 
Celery-seed (considered a diuretic) ; — 
tukhmi mdhl, Fish-spawn tukhmi nmrgh, 
A bird's egg;—tukhm nihddan, To lay an 
e&gi]—tukham, A cloth stretched upon two 
Bticks, in which they catch such things as 
are thrown to the people on days of re-
joicing. 

jUc* tukhmdr, A dart having no point. 
j U ^ tukhmdq (for T. jUi j t ) , Pestle, 

rammer (m.c.). 
tSj^ p^' tukhm-bdzl, A game played by 

children with eggs. 
tukhm-bad, Of bad stock, low-

bred. 
tukhmddn, A nursery-ground. 

y.) tukhm-rez, Sowing; a sower; a 
sown field ; an omelet; hashed meat, upon 
which eggs are poured and fried. 

(jjij p** tukhm-rezl, Seed-sowing; seed-
time. 

•^UBH tukhm-gdr, A sower. 
ylX*^' tukhmugdn, Purslain; the tes-

ticles ; anything growing from seed. 
tukhma, Flux and vomit, cholera ; 

indigestion; origin, principle; root, stock. 
tukhma-zada, Dyspeptic, 

yi^i tukhma-farosh, A grain-dealer. 
tukhmiyuna. Seed; seed for sow-

ing. 
A ys**? takhmlr (v.n. 2 of J*"5-), Causing to 

ferment; fermenting, forming into leaven ; 
fermentation ; mixing, kneading; shaping ; 
—zamlri mahabbat-takhmTr, A mind mixed 
or leavened with friendship. 

A takhmls (v.n. of Dividing 
into five parts ; making a pentagon, or any-
thing of five angles. 

A takhmln (v.n. 2 of E)-*^) , Conjec-
turing, guessing ; estimating, judging ; 
guess; appraisement, valuation. 

A "Lis* '̂ iakhminan, P. takhmln-
dna, By conjecture or guess, by appraise-
ment, nearly, about, more or less; con-
jecturally, hypothetieally (m.c.). 

a fj-r*** takhminl, Conjectural. 
tukhwdr, The king of Dahistan in 

Kai-Khusrav's army ; Wazir and confident 
of Farud, the son of Siyawush. 

A takhawwuf (v.n. 5 of Being 
terrified; diminishing. 

A. J ^ ' takhawwul (v.n. 5 of Jy5-), Mind-
ing, attending to. 

A YY^ takhawwun (v.n. 5 of With-
holding a due; minding, attending to, 
managing. 

A takhwlf (v.n. 2 of Terrify-
ing, putting in fear; threatening; threat. 

A Jiy^ takhwll (v.n. 2 of J j^) , Giving 
possession, granting a request, giving one a 
preference to others; appointing king. 

A t t f ^ iakhunn (v.n. 2 of yf-), Accusing 
of treachery, declaring anything perfidious. 

A J-** tak&ayyul (v.n. 5 of J**-), Passing 

before the mind ; imagining, fancying; ima-
gination, fancy ; hope. 

A takhayyuldt (pi. of the preceding), 
Imaginations, fancies, suspicions. 

A t a k h y i r {v.n. 2 of ^A) , Giving the 
option; giving the preference; choice, se-
lection. 

A Jaa45' takhyll (v.n. 2 of Js*-), Making 
one suppose or fancy ; deceiving; pretend-
ing to, practising deception. 

a takhyill, Imaginary, imaginative. 
A ^ ^ taddbir (pi. of tadblr), Regulations; 

counsels. 
A J i W tadakhul (v.n. 6 of J ^ ) , The 

entering of one thing into another; inser-
tion; interfering with one another; meddling, 
interference, importunity. 

A ^ O J taddruk (v.n. 6 of Repair-
ing, mending; following one another, the 
last being close to, or overtaking the 
first; visiting with punishment; remedy ; 
reparation; punishment; expedieut; ma-
nagement ; provision; ammunition ; the 
means of warding off evil or procuring jus-
tice ; precaution ;—tadarukash-rd didan, To 
provide for him (m.c.);—taddruki rii-eiydhi, 
Attempt to whitewash oneself (m.c.). 

JJAJ t^Jjlju taddruk-pazir, Reparable. 
A jy^Jtf tadaH (v.n. 6 of Challenging 

each other ; approaching (an adversary) ; 
threatening ruin, falling down (the walls 
of a house). 

Aj iU" tadafu' (v.n. 6 of Thrusting 
one another back in battle, a repelling, 
driving back ; warding off ; conflicting, be-
ing mutually repugnant; opposition, resis-
tance. 

A taddmUr (pi. of tadmlr), Devasta-
tions. 

A J J ^ ' taddwul (v.n. 6 of Jj*5). Handing 
from one to another; doing or taking alter-
nately or by turns ; circulating ; tradition. 

A < s t a d d w i (v.n, 6 of cSiJ)> Medicating 
oneself, preparing and taking medicine 
oneself; preparing a medicine, applying a 
remedy, healing, curing ; dressing a wound. 

A tadabbur (v.n. 5 of y j ) , Meditating 
upon, understanding, perceiving; delibe-
rating ; looking to the end or result of an 
affair, 

A iadbih (v.n. 2 of e**1), Bowing the 
head and putting it forward in humility 
and submission. 

A tadbikh (v.n. 2 of Bending 
forward. 

A j^-iS tadblr (v.n. 2 of ^jJ), Setting in 
order, arranging, disposing, administering, 
regulating, managing; giving liberty to a 
slave after one's death ; deliberation, coun-
cil, opinion; advice, counsel; contrivance, 
device, provision; policy, prudence, skill; 
—tadbiri sultanat, Politics ;— tadbiri ghizd, 
Regimen, diet ;—tadbiri kdr kardan, To 
manage an affair;—tadblr kardan, To take 
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a measure or a step ;—tadbiri manazil, 
Household economy. 

A tadblrat (pi. of the preceding), 
Regulations, opinions, &c. 

a (j-UA. ^ j j tadbirshinas, Wise, prudent. 
A.tadassur (v.n. 5 of y^), Wrapping 

oneself in a cloak; mounting the female; 
mounting on horseback. 

A Zf*^ tadahruj (v.n. 2 of Being 
turned or revolved; turning, revolving (n.). 

A ( t a d k h l n . The emitting of smoke. 
A tadarrub (v.n. 5 of Becoming 

habituated; being accustomed; being as-
siduous, persevering. 

A tadarruj (v.n. 5 of Ascending 
step by step ; approaching gradually. 

A tadrlb (v.n. 2 of s>»jJ), Exercising, 
habituating, training. 

A tadrlj (v.n. 2 of Advancing, 
promoting by degrees; gradation, scale. 

A 'W:;^ tadrljan, Step by step, gradually. 
A -TF tadrls (v.n. 2 of y y j ) , Teaching 

from books, instruction by reading ; lectur-
ing. 

A tadsiyat, tadsiya (v.n. 2 of 
Leading astray ; seducing, corrupting. 

A y*-^' tadfm (v.n. 2 of y*^), Burying 
in the ground ; burial, interment, funeral. 

A iadqiq (v.n. 2 of j o ) , Making 
thin, slender, fine ; pounding small; con-
sidering minutely, scrutinizing; speaking 
abstrusely. 

A*SAJA» tadalluk (v.n. 5 of Rubbing 
one's body when bathing, or perfuming it 
with daluk. 

A JJJU tadallul (v.n. 5 of J^), Toying, 
fondling, caressing; coquetry; pretending 
anger or disdain (like lovers). 

A Jjtf tadalll (v.n. 5 of Hanging 
down (anything from a tree) ; approaching; 
letting oneself down ; abasing oneself. 

A tadlis (v.n. 2 of Concealing 
the faults of goods on sale. 

A y^S tadmur, Tad mo r, Palmyra. 
A jySi tadmir (v.n. 2 of y*^), Ruining, 

utterly destroying; fumigating his hiding-
place (a hunter) with the burnt hair of wild 
beasts, that they may not be able to get 
scent of him ; perdition, ruin. 

A U-IA? tadannus (v.n. 5 of <j*«»*>), Becom-
ing contaminated, nasty, filthy, blemished, 
tarnished. 

A ̂ ^ tadannl (v.n. 5 of Approach-
ing little by little. 

A tadnis (v.n. 2 of Staining, 
defiling, sullying, profaning. 

A tadniq (v.n. 2 of ^ o ) , Fixing 
the eye steadily ; being sunk in the socket 
(an eye); descending to the west (the 
sun) ; looking negligently or feebly. 

jAl tadav, A pheasant; a certain insect 
bred in baths (see and ji?). 

A tadwir (v.n. 2 of ^J ) , Causing to 

turu in a circle ; revolution; epicycle;— 
tadwir kardan, To revolve. 

A tadicln (v.n. 2 of Collecting 
(poems) into one book; inscribing (names) 
in public books or muster-rolls (diwdn). 

tada (probably a contraction of SJUAJ 
q.v.), Spun ; a web. 

A tadahhun (v.n. 5 of y ^ ) , Oiling 
one's body ; being anointed, greased. 

A Y^FCJK? tadhin (v.n. 2 of Y-®"*), Anointing, 
oiling; embrocation; unction. 

A tadaiyun (v.n. 5 of Borrow-
ing, getting into debt, begging a loan; be-
ing tenacious of, or upright and steadfast 
in, one's religion; constancy in religion, 
religiousness. 

A jJ tazabzub (v.n. 2 of v 3 ^ ) , Shaking, 
waving, flapping; commotion, agitation, 
palpitation; wavering, vacillation ; sus-
pension of judgment; perplexity, uncer-
tainty, doubt; ambiguity. 

a tazarj (from the following), A 
pheasant. 

tazarv, A cock pheasant; the j ungle 
cock; — tazarwi zarnikh, A live coal; — 
tazarwi zarin-par, Fire ; the sun. 

tazarwi, The manners and gait of 
a pheasant. 

A/ii' tazakkur (v.n. 5 of Remember-
ing, keeping in one's memory ; recalling to 
one's recollection. 

A SJIJJ tazkirat, tazkira, tazkara, Memory, 
remembrance; anything that aids the 
memory (as a knot tied on the pocket-
handkerchief) ; biographical memoir, bio-
graphy ; a billet, schedule, obligation, 
handwriting; official note;—tazkiratan, By 
wav of reminding, by mentioning. 

tazkiratan (for w a J re-
minding, by mentioning. 

A is tazkiyat (v.n. 2 of Slaughter-
ing ; stirring a fire. 

A j^is tazklr (v.n. 2 of Reminding, 
admonishing, advising ; rendering mascu-
line ; the masculine gender.^, 

A J I I Y tazallul (v.n. 5 of J j ) , Submitting, 
supplicating ; submission, humility, tame-
ness. 

A tazlik (v.n. 2 of <jp>>), Making 
anything sharp or pointed. „ 

A JJA> tazlil (v.n. 2 of J«i), Debasing, 
degrading, humiliating; holding in con-
tempt ; mastering, subjugating; humilia-
tion, abasement, depression ;—tazlil kardan, 
To subdue; to despise. 

A taznib (v.n. 2 of S-Jo), Fixing, or 
adorning with, a train or tail. 

tazav, A kind of winged insect propa-
gated chiefly in baths (see yV and 

tazwar, A pheasant (from ^ by 
transposition of the last two letters), 

A tazhlb (v.n. 2 of Gilding; 
illuminating (a manuscript). 

A J^OJ tazyll (v.n. 2 of Ji«J), Appendix. 



/ tar (S. tara), A particle which, added to 
Persian adjectives, forms the comparative 
degree; as bih, Good, bihtar, Better; bad, 
Bad, badtar, Worse. 

f tar, Moist, wet, juicy ; fresh, green; 
tender, soft; a small bird with a melodious 
voice; a restless fellow ; a quarrelsome 
gamester, who takes up what he has staked; 
a fornicator; polluted, impudent, obscene ; 
a stake;—tar shudan, To become moist; 
(met.) to be afflicted, offended, vexed, 
especially at another's jests or railleries;— 
tar kardan, To moisten; to irrigate;—tar 
kardan zabdn, (met.) To put a morsel into 
one's mouth, to take a little food ; to speak 
harshly or roughly ;—tar nihadan, To steep, 
to soak ;—tar u tdza kardan, To refresh; 
—tar u khushk. Moist and drv ; much or 
little. 

A y tarr (v.n.), Cutting; being remote, 
distant, separate ; — turr, Root, origin ; a 
plumb-line, or other mason's rule for 
making buildings perpendicular and level. 

V tard, High (wall such as surrounds a 
palace or citadel); a mud wall; a dam ;— 
turd, Thee, to thee, on account of thee 
(oblique case of the personal pronoun tit). 

tardb (imp. of tarabidan), Flow; 
a flowing; (water) flowing or oozing; oozy, 
plashy; elegance; address, skill. 

a vly* turab, Ground, earth, dust;—tu-
rabu 'l-qai' (lit. emetic earth), A resinous 
matter, used in Persia as a vomitive;— 
turabi saida, Sidonian earth ;—abu turab, 
Name'of Ali. 

a sjjlf s^y turab-dluda, Dust-soiled. 
u^V tarabish, A flowing ; a wave, flow, 

flux. 
a turabi, Earthly, earthen, earthy. 

tarabidan, To flow, ooze, exude. 
tard-tezak, Rocket (a herb). 

A turds (v.n. of Inherit ing; 
heritage. 

taraj ( = A . Amen, so let it be ; 
—turrdj, A woodcock. 

A gAy tardju' (v.n. 6 of Turning 
back; returning; declining. 

tarajil, Parsley (doubtful word), 
y - ^ y tardkhtan, tirdkhtan, To make 

great haste, 
A tar adit f (v.n. 6 of ^ J ) , Following 

each other; sitting one behind the other; 
uninterrupted succession, consecutiveness; 
being synonymous ; a synonym. 

*>y tardra, Timid ; fear ; a dunghill, 
jy' tardz, Raw silk; a fir-tree; name of 

a city in Turkistiin;—tirdz, turdz, Beauty; 
adornment. 

tarazii, A balance, scale, weight ; 
comprehension, understanding; the sign 
Libra; equilibrium, counterpoise; equity, 
justice; to fall; to writhe; to flee from 
battle ;—tardzu'i anjum, An astrolabe ;— 
tardzu'i uhani-dosh, A balance with an iron 

beam ; —tarazu bar-afrdkhtan (rawdn kar-
dan, nihadan), To set up a balance;—tardzti'i 
puldd-sanjan, A short spear, dart, pike *,— 
tardzu'i charkh, tardzti'i falak, The sign 
Libra;—tarazu chashma ddshtan, To out-
weigh \~tardzui zar, The sun;—tardzu'i 
sang-zan, A balance one side of which out-
weighs the other ;—tarazu shudan, To be a 
match for each other;—tardzu'i qiydmat, The 
balance of human actions on the day of 
judgment;—tardzu'i kaldm, Measure of & 
verse, the quantity of a poetical foot;— 
tardzu'i ndranj, Scales made by children 
of orange-peel;—tardzu'i nazm, The theory 
of metres, prosody. 

tardzuddn, The scale of a ba-
lance. 

tardzidan, To make ; to adorn, to 
embellish ; to embroider (see y ^ y ^ ) -

A u**V tarrdt, A shield-bearer; a target-
maker or vendor. 

A U-ly tardss (v.n. 6 of J*j), Telling one 
another secrets. 

O^V tardsh, Desire, expectation; erasure; 
pared ; a razor; a pen-knife; (in comp.) 
shaving, scraping, erasing, paring;—tar.dsh 
zadan, To pare; to shave, to cut the ha i r ; 
—tardsh kardan, To carve images. 

•J^y* J^y tardsh-kharash, A neat form. 
tardshish, A graven image ; a 

piece of sculpture; a shaving, a paring. 
&*\f tardsha, Pared ; a shaving, chip, 

splinter; nail-parings ; a slice of a melon. 
tardsha-chln, Who picks up 

crumbs, &c.; a gleaner. 
cj-M^y tarashidan, To shave, pare, scrape, 

erase, cancel; to s moo the (as in a lathe), 
cut, hew; to make a pen. 

so-Aly tardshida, Shaved, scraped, pared. 
A tj^f tardss (v.n. 6 of J i j ) , Being set in 

close array. 
A CR̂ V tardzi (v.n. 6 of Acquiescing, 

being content and satisfied with each other; 
mutual satisfaction. 

a tardq (for P. *a3\yr), A crack; the 
noise of crack or blow ; blow ; — tardq 
khwurdan. To receive a blow, slap, smack 
(m.c.). 

A J>\y tardqi (pi. of tarquwat, turquwat, 
Collar-bones, shoulder-blades. 

tar aft, A crack, split, cleft; the 
noise of anything when splitting or cleav-
ing ; thunder. 

tardkdstan, To distil, drop, 
exude. 

A tarakum (v.n. 6 of +Zf), Being 
heaped, pressed together, condensed ; ac-
cumulation, heap; crowd, throng, press. 

A tardkimat (pi. of turhmdn), The 
Turkomans who rove about and live in 
tents. 

tarahima-hd (P. pi. of the A. pi. 
of turkmdn), The Turkomans (m.c.). 

a tardka, Inheritance, heritage. 



A. tardklb (pi. of tarkib), Cora-
pounds. 

O ^ V tardkidan, To split, cleave ; to be 
split; to make a noise in splitting. 

a o^V tardmi (v.n. 6 of ^ j ) , Darting, 
throwing at one another stones or arrows; 
being remiss, relaxed (any business) ; de-
laying. 

y tar-angubln, Manna. 
tardna (S. taruna), A handsome 

youth; modulation, voice, song, melody, 
symphony, harmony; a trill, quaver, shake ; 
a tetrastich; jest, sarcasm, bad temper; 
slyness, subtlety;—tardna shudan, To be 
renowned ;—tardna zadan, To modulate, to 
intone or deliver songs. 

j^y. tarana-pardaz, Composing 
songs. 

jU tarana-sdz, tardna-sardy, 
Who sings a song. 

gj— tardna-sanj, Who knows how to 
modulate a song. 

tardna-zan, A singer. 
taranidan, To exude, to sweat, 

tardv, An oozing forth. 
jjj-J^y tarawanidan, To cause to flow. 
(^AJV tardwish, Exudation, trickling, 

oozing ;—tardwish kardan, To exude. 
J_j\;» tardwil, The blade of a certain 

grass (see 
a tardwl, corr. of the following. 
A tardtvih (pi. of tarwlhat, a single 

rest), Twenty or more genuflexions which 
the Muhainmadans are wont to make after 
the last prayer of Ramazan; (pi, of tar-
utih) perfumes. 

tarawld, Expressed juice flowing. 
tardwidan, To drop, distil, flow, 

oxude, trickle, ooze. 
My tarah, Timidity, terror. 

tardhi, First-fruits; young unripe 
fruit. 

A SW\y tard'ib (pi. of tarlbat), Breast-
bones. 

^W^y tardymdn, A sash worn round the 
loins; dysentery. 

A tara'i (v.n. 6 of ^ j ) , Seeing each 
other; appearing (a spectre); beholding 
oneself (in a mirror or in a sword-blade). 

y-V^y tardyidan, To drop, distil, trickle. 
v»y tarb, Deceit, f raud; eloquence, 

fluency ; torture, the rack; swift walk (the 
last two meanings unsupported by exam-
ples) ;—turb, turub, A radish. 

a s-y turb, Earth, dust, ground, 
u ^ y tarbdli, Name of a large building, 

with a fire-temple at the top, constructed 
in one of the cities of Persia by Ardsher 
Babgan. 

tarbdmdn, Name of a bitter plant, 
agrimony (see 

A hf turbat, turba, Earth, ground ; a 
grave ; a tomb ; a mausoleum ; — turbat 
Jchjvurdani bimdr, A sick person swallows 

dust from Ali's tomb, considered as con-
ducive to recovery (see khaki shifd under 
CJ)U.) ;—turbati taiyiba, The city of Madina. 

a wU turbat-khdna, A sepulchre, a 
mausoleum. 

y tar ba-tar, Completely wet. 
a ^ y turbati, Sepulchral. 
Ajy tirbid, Name of a city ;—tirbid, turbid, 

turbud (S. triputa, triputl), A purgative 
Indian root, Convolvulus turpethum; a 
hollow pipe ;—turbidi zard, Seeds of the 
thorny plant q.v. 

Syy tarbara, A species of grape, 
yy tarbu%, 6yy tarbuza, A water-melon ; 

—turbuz, turbuza, A radish. 
tarb ma, The rainbow. 

A <j*if tardbbus (v.n. 5 of Expecting, 
waiting for. 

turbak, A sort of grape. 
tarbun, Very hard ground. 

Ju?y' tar-band, A wet bandage on a 
wound. 

j»y tarbH, A term applied to cloth which 
is white, thick and fine, 

jjjy tarbuz, — yy q.v. 
a^W <Vy turba-ddr, A keeper of a mauso-

leum, 
A tarbiyat (v.n. 2 of jt)), Educa-

ting; nursing, rearing, feeding; promotiug; 
seasoning ; dressing ; mixing ; education, 
instruction, correction ; improvement 
promotion ; augmentation ;—tarbiyat shu-
dan, To be educated (m.c.) ;—tarbiyat kar-
dan, To educate, instruct; to inculcate ; to 
promote; to compose ; to season; to mix. 

a yi> c^y tarbiyat-pazlr, Docile, teach-
able. 

A p J / tarbih (v.n. 2 of ^ ) , Gain in 
trade ; giving profit or advantage;—tar-
bih dadan, To give the preference (to a 
buyer, m.c.). 

A GC»Y tarbl' (v.n. 2 of £ » J ) , Dividing into 
four, making a quadrangular figure, squar-
ing ; multiplying any number by itself; 
looking at one another from the fourth 
house (stars); a quadrangular aspect of 
the stars, quartile, quadrature (astron.); 
an angle of 90 degrees, 

•-jjy tarp, Black broth, 
yy tarpar, «tk»y tarpak, Black broth. 
A Sy tirat, tira, Avenging murder; 

hatred; revenge. 
«yy tart, Confused, jumbled, mixed. 
A S~5y tarattub (v.n. 5 of s-^j), Being 

firm, solid, well-arranged; being motion-
less. 

^jLwiy tartabidan, To tremble. 
A »sJyy tartarak, A sparrow with a red 

head;—tirtirak Light, weak, undignified; 
a sparrow with a red head; elevated ;— 
turturak, turturuk, Name of a high spot 
near Shiraz where people go to amuse them-
selves by sliding down upon stones. 



turtuk, A pheasant; the jungle 
cock; a partridge. 

tar takht, The sail of a trireme. 
tartand, Vain, useless. 
) tart u mart, Scattered, dis-

persed; topsy-turvy, higgledy piggledy. 
A S-~>Y tartib (v.n. 2 of S-^), Making 

firm, solid; arranging; order, disposition, 
arrangement, method, classification ;—tar-
tib kardan, To arrange, to put in order ;— 
—bar tartibi hurufi hija, In alphabetical 
order. 

a M J S t a r t i b - d d d a , Arranged. 
a tartibwdr, Orderly, methodical. 
a tartibi, Orderiy, methodical; a 

preliminary proceeding. 
y tar-tezak, A rocket (shortened 

from y/2 6y q.v.). 
A J«?y tartil (v.n. 2 of J*;), Reciting in 

a clear melodious voice, chanting, singing. 
A F̂ -y tarajjuh (v.n. 5 of C*;), Being 

moved to and fro (as a swing or anything 
suspended) ; leaning to one side. 

A J*y tarajjul (v.n. 5 of J*;), Walking 
on foot; going down into a well; breaking 
(day); shining (sun). 

A frt-y tarajjum (v.n. 2 of Pro-
nouncing the formula, " I take refuge from 
the stoned one." 

A YWY turjumdn, tarjamdn, tarjumdn, 
An interpreter, translator; a mulct, a fine ; 
(met.) a gift, a present (as an interpreter 
of good feeling). 

a ^ U ^ y turjumdni, Interpretation. 
A <Wy tarjamat, tar jama, iarjuma (v.n. of 

Interpretation, translation. 
a <Utj.y tarjama-nams, A translator. 
A tarajji (v.n. 5 of J^-J), Hoping; 

supplicating. 
A tarjib (v.n. 2 of s ^ j ) , Revering, 

honouring, respecting; supporting the 
branches of trees, to prevent their being 
broken down by the weight of f ru i t ; sacri-
ficing in the month of Rajab. 

A PÂ y tarjih (v.n. 2 of Preferring, 
considering as more valuable or impor-
tant ; gaining superiority ; superiority, pre-
eminence, preference, precedence, prepon-
derance ;—tarjihi bild murajjah, Unreason-
able preference. 

A tarji' (v.n. 2 of Causing to 
return or recur; uttering the ejaculation 
from the Kur'an, innd lilldhi wa innd ilaihi 
raji'una, " Verily we belong to God, and 
verily to Him we shall return." 

a ^ £«-y tarji'-band, A kind of verse in 
which the same line recurs at stated inter-
vals. 

A Ja*y tarjil (v.n. 2 of J ^ ) , Letting 
down (the hair, <fec.). 

A cy tarh, Poverty, indigence ;—tarah 
(v.n.), Becoming sad and melancholy; grief, 
anguish, care;—tarih, Good for little. 

A J ^ y tirhdl, A journey, a departure. 

A J=-y tarahhul (v.n. 5 of JP-J), Departing, 
emigratingy-t ravelling. 

A r^-y tarahhum (v.n. 5 of p*-}), Pitying, 
commiserating ; feeling a tender sympathy 
towards; pity, compassion, mercy, kindness, 
lenity;—tarahhum kardan, To pity, to spare 
(m.c.). 

A tarhib (v.n. 2 of M-^;), Welcom-
ing a guest by saying marhaban, Spacious-
ness, i.e. Make yourself at home. 

A J ~ y tarhil (v.n. 2 of J*-;), Ordering to 
depart, sending away. 

A f ^ y tarhim (v.n. 2 of Having 
compassion upon; saying to anyone rahi-
maka 'llahu, " God have mercy on thee ! " 

Cy tarkh, A certain herb ; dragon-wort; 
an orange. 

A gUy tarkfkdn, Free, exempted from 
tribute or taxes, not amenable to punish-
ment ; at large, uncontrolled; dragon-wort; 
a certain tribe of Turks; name of a Chinese 
champion. 

tarkh ana,, = q.v. 
J ^ f tarkhdni, An office which entitles 

its holder to exemption from taxes, <fec. 
tarakhta. A sort of flat fish. 
tarakhja, <W-y tarakhcha, A vine-

prop ; a vine-shoot newly planted, 
jiy tarakhar, Wild cresses. 

tarkhardna7 — q.v. 
u ^ y tarakhsh (from an obsolete verb 

tarafchshidan), Traction (doubtful word). 
A (jas-y tarakhkhus (v.u. 5 of u ^ j ) , Being 

remiss, easy, slack ; obtaining leave. 
g^My tarakhfanj, tarkhafanj, The night-

mare. 
sjkWy tarkhanda, Fraud, falsehood; con-

tumely, taunt; vain, foolish. 
tark&wdna, Thick pottage, fru-

menty, portable soup, 
tar-khun, Bloodthirsty ; a strolling 

soldier; a daring ruffian, robber, footpad, 
murderer; dragon-wort; braziliau wood. 

A u<A*4Y tarkhis (v.n. 2 of U ^ J ) , Render-
ing cheap, lowering the market; permitting, 
allowing, giving leave, conniving. 

A F*.J,IY tarkMm (v.n. 2 of ^ J ) , Making 
thin, fine, delicate, or soft; cutting off (the 
final syllable of a vocative) ; abbreviation, 
contraction, apocope. 

<>^y tarkhina, A sort of food (see 
-iiVyiy). 

Jy turd, Anything thin, delicate, fragile, 
y tar-daman, Scandalous, criminal, 

soiled, polluted by every kind of shameful 
practice ; a whoremonger. 

^i-Uy tar-ddmani, Debauchery, immora-
lity. 

A JJY taraddud (v.n. 5 of ^j), Going to 
and fro ; wavering, hesitating; irresolution, 
fluctuation of opinion, suspension of judg-
ment ; perplexity, anxiety, trouble of mind ; 
refusal, resistance, opposition, rejection; 
debating; application, labour, exertion, en-



deavour; contrivance; cultivation, improve-
ment ;—bi taraddud u takalluf, Without 
hesitation or dissimulation, without cere-
mony. 

a wwl JJy taraddudat (pi. of the preceding), 
Vacillations; labours, exertions;—taraddu-
dati dunyawiya, Worldly engagements. 

a Aloj^i ojy taraddud-zdbita, An account 
showing the species and quantity of seed 
sown, the extent of land under cultivation, 
and the quantity remaining fallow (a term 
used in India). 

ww-Jy tar-dast, Adroit, dexterous. 
t_ys~">y tar-dasti, Dexterity, adroitness. 
os5<>y tardak, A weevil. 
A. fif taraddum (v.n. 5 of Love of 

offspring, parental affection. 
8 t a r d a , Title-deeds; the price paid for 

grinding. 
A taraddi (v.n. 5 o Putting 

on a cloak or long robe ; perishing ; fall-
ing from a high place. 

A tardid (v.n. 2 of Repelling, re-
sisting, opposing; refutation, rebutment; 
reversal; — harji tardid, The disjunctive 
particle U yd, Or. 

A tardlf (v.n. 2 of Causing to 
ride behind, following, coming after. 

a yWj/ tar-zdbdn, Moist, glib-tongued; 
an interpreter. 

tazdak, A weevil, 
sjjy tarzada, tarazda, Title-deeds. 
O^j/ tar-zafdn, An interpreter; eloquent; 

a fine, amercement; a bribe. 
ijfcj/ tirziq, Anything vain, fut i le; false 

news. 
U»f tars, Pear, terror; (imp. of tarsidan) 

fear thou ;—turs, Hard, strong ;—turus, 
tarus, Hard soil. 

A \j»f turs, A shield, target, buckler. 
L.y tarsa (from tarsidan), Fearful, timid ; 

one who conceives, fancies, imagines; a 
Christian ; a worshipper of fire. 

tarsd-bacha, Son of a Christian. 
tars-astuddn (fear of the 

grave), Certain prayers, or portions of the 
Zand, which the Parsis read during three 
days and nights at the tomb of a deceased 
person. 

tarsdn, Timid, foarful. 
SAiit-y tarsdnanda, One who inspires 

fear, a monitor. 
yxjUy tarsdnidan, To frighten, terrify. 

y tarsa^i, Christianity ; Lamaism. 
ufcwy tirist, A kind of measure; three 

hundred ; a weaver's beam. 
ft^-y tarsgdr, God-fearing, devout, devotee. 
^ I v - y tarsgdri, Fear of God, piety. 
A J - y tara&sul (v.n. 5 of J~)), Doing 

(anything) softly, easily, gently, smoothly, 
deliberately; being deliberate in writing; 
a copy-book for children. 

<±JLL-.y tarsndk, Terrified, afraid; t imid; 
terrible, dangerous. 

tarsndki, Fear, timidity. 
^Soj-y tarsindagi, Fear, timidity. 

tarsinda, Who fears ; timid, fear-
ful . 

y»y tarsu, Timorous, pusillanimous (in.c.). 
&~>y tarsa, Fancy ;—tursa, A rainbow, 
yj-j-y tarsidan (S. tras, C. tars), To 

fear, dread, apprehend; conceive, fancy, 
imagine. 

6ju~y tarsida-kdr ( f t gar), A f e a r e r . 
A tarsll (v.n. 2 of Sending, 

transmitting. 
j!»y turush, tursh, Acid, tart, sour; morose, 

stern, cynical; hard-favoured, ugly;—turush 
(tursh) gashtan, To become sour, 

A ijl»y tarsh, tar ash (v.u.), Being light, 
volatile, unsteady; lightness, levity; bad-
ness of disposition. 

y.^A&.jj turshdnidan, To cause to ferment; 
to acidulate. 

^ U y tursha'i, Sourness, acidity, harsh-
ness. 

tursh-bd, Sour gruel, acid broth, 
et^y tirisht, turusht, A pick Si pick ; 

a gardener's pruniug-knife. 
A tarashshuh (v.n. 5 of £*)), Sweat-

ing, exuding ; exudation ; dropping, distil-
ling; sprinkling, small rain, drizzle;— 
tarashshuhi bauli baydzu 'l-baizi, Bright's 
disease;—tarashshuhi rim, Suppuration;— 
tarashshuhi 'araq, Perspiration ; — tarash-
shuhi kasiru 'l-miqddr, Supersecretion. 

A uiA»AY tarashshuhdt (pi. of the preced-
ing), Secretions. 

yJA y tar shudan, To be played upon, 
bantered, molested. 

fijL-A-j tursh-rukhsdra, Cross-looking, 
jy ĵfay turush-ru, Of a sour countenance. 
Jjijj 0*y turush-ru'i, Crabbedness, auste-

rity, sourness of countenance. 
ji»y turush-shirin, Sour-sweet; sub-

acid. 
a ^ f t u^y inrush-tab', Sour-tempered, 

harsh. 
a jS»y turush-ta'm, Acid, sour-fla-

voured. 
| ^ y turshak, Name of a bird; wood-

sorrel. 
utlX&y turushkak, Slightly acid (unsup-

ported by examples). 
turwh-giyd, A sour herb ; wild 

sorrel. 
a jS»y turush-mizdj, Sour-tempered, 

harsh. 
i j f t turush-mazagl, Acidity of flavour, 
fty Ji>y turush-maza, Of an acid flavour. 

turushndk, Very acid. 
&s»y turusha, A sort of f r u i t ; wild sorrel, 
giy y tursha-turunj, Lemon-juice. 

A6»y tursha-shirin, Sub-acid. 
turshi, Sourness; pickles; sad, 

sorrowful; crabbed ;—turshi dil, Acidity of 
the stomach ; beart-burn ;—turshi guzdsh-
tan. To pickle. 



U * / ( 
a ^ y turshi-dlat, Pickles. 

^ y turshi-amba, Mango preserves. 
turshi-badi, Acid ; flatulent. 

% a*/ turshi.pdld, turshi-pdldn, 
Strainer, colander. 

A p ^ y tarshih (v.n. 2 of Educating 
from tender years, rendering qualified for 
any office. 

O-^y turshidan, To turn sour; to fer-
ment. 

u W y tarskish (Heb. ^ ^ J l ) , A kind of 
precious stone. 

iturshi^kaldvois (?), Celery 
(Apium graveolens). 

^ y turshi-girifta, Turned sour 
(milk). 

cA -̂Ay turshinak, Garden sorrel. 
a J-oy tarassttc? (v.n. 5 of Observing 

Bteadily ; expecting, waiting for ; expecta-
tion, hope. 

a y tar-sada, Fresh-voiced. 
A tarsis (v.n. 2 of Jpj), Joining 

closely, pitching, soldering, glueing ; cover-
ing the face with a veil, the eyes only seen. 

A tarsi' (v.n. 2 of Adorning 
with jewels or gold; dividing a sentence 
into distinct parts, and assigning to each 
word another corresponding with it in 
measure and in rhyme. 

A tartib (v.n. 2 of Moistening, 
macerating, wetting (a garment); feeding 
with fresh dates. 

A £y tara1 (v.n.), Being ful l ; a bottle, a 
vessel, or cistern ful l ; hastening into any-
thing (esp, bad). 

A ACY tur'at, tur'a, A gate, door ; a step ; 
a garden or meadow; the mouth of a well 
where cattle drink; a fountain-head or 
spring. 

A £ /y tara'ru1 (v.n. 2 of Growing 
(a lad). 

£y turwjhs A chesnut or bay horse. 
BjUy targjiaza, Powerful; overbearing, 

headstrong; arrogance, contumacy, stub-
bornness. 

targhdq, turgjiuq, tuighdk. A 
(night) watch against an enemy or a robber. 

yUyf turgkdn, Who shows the way, a 
guide ; a tax or tribute. 

sjLfc^' taraghda, targjiada, A joint stiff, 
motionless, and unserviceable ; bruised ; 
squeezed. 

(ji-iy targkisk, A sort of apricot; a sort 
of dry date. 

JLiiy targhand. Paralysis; a joint de-
prived of motion. 

yy targho, A kind of vest of scarlet 
silk;—turghii (also tuzghu, yy tuzqu), 
Meat and drink, provisions. 

yjiy targhun, turghun, A royal mandate. 
A s - ^ y targhib (v.u. 2 of s-^)), Exciting 

desire; stimulating, encouraging; induce-
ment, instigation, temptation; allurement, 
lure, bait. 

295 ) / 
uiy tarf, Sour clotted milk strained and 

dried in the sun for winter use ;—turf (for 
turb), A radish. 

A taraf (v.n.), Enjoying in abun-
dance the conveniences of life. 

turf as, tirfds, Toadstools. 
tarfan (for ytyy q.v.), Eloquent; 

an interpreter ; a fine. 
tarf-bd, Food made from clotted 

cream. 
turf ad, A certain small bird. 

f tar-farosh, Who fancies himself 
handsome without being so, conceited, a 
coxcomb ; a hypocrite, dissembler ; a cheat, 
a rogue. 

tarf anj, A narrow pass, difficult way. 
•uiy tarf and, A falsity, a thing totally im-

possible ; a vain, idle promise; fraud, de-
deceit. 

a.uiy tarfanda, A lia, falsehood; f raud; 
fear. 

Vjiy tarf-wd, tarfina, Meat prepared 
with the milk described under <Jj> tarf (see 
Wy). 

A <My tarjih (v.n. 2 of Aij), Making easy 
and convenient; allowing breathing time 
to (a debtor). 

j l i y turqdq, An armour-bearer (in the 
dialect of Khwarazm). 

A <-i-»*y taraqubb (v.n. 5 of v ^ ) , Watch-
ing, waiting, hoping; expectation; con-
templating. 

tarqanj, A swelling of the testicles, 
rupture. 

J^y tarqand, c^iiy tarqanda, Futile, 
vain; fraud, deceit; lie. 

yy tarqo, = q.v. 
A Sy»y tarquwat, tarquwa, The collar-bone, 
iiy turqa, An ousel, a blackbird (see 
A ^ y taraqqi (v.n. 5 of ^ j ) , Ascending, 

rising step by step ; advancement, eleva-
tion, promotion ; progress, improvement; 
proficiency; augmentation, increase; cli-
max;—taraqqi dadan, To improve, to ad-
vance (m.c.), 

A taraqqiydt (pi. of the preceding), 
Preferments, augmentations, &c, 

^ji-jy tarqidan (= tarlddan), To 
break, split, crack, cleave. „ 

A (jMy tarqiq (v.n. 2 of j ; ) , Reducing to 
servitude; thinning, refining (speech) ; 
dilution; rarefaction ; softening. 

A F-JIY tarqim (v.n. 2 of (J>j), Writing, 
noting ; marking with the price (cloth) ; 
weaving (a garment) in stripes. 

A Y-jiy tarqin (v.n. 2 of EJJJ), Marking; 
drawing lines near one another ; writing 
well, decorating (a book) ; dotting (letters) ; 
a mark (answering to our dot or nought) 
employed by revenue-collectors or accoun-
tants to fill up any blank spaces occurring 
in their columns of figures ; an interlinea-
tion. 

tark, A helmet; the saeh of a turban j 



the strings of a tent ; name of a town in 
Azarbaijan; [tark az sar bar-dashtan, To 
take off the helmet;]—tarak (see 
ditch, trench, moat; a kind of sweetmeat; 
a virgin, a maid; thunder; the noise 
made in splitting; a split, notch; name 
of a river ; (dim. of y tar) somewhat moist. 

A tark (v.n.), Abandoning, forsaking, 
leaving; setting aside ; abandonment, de-
sertion ; relinquishment, renunciation; ab-
dication ; omission, neglect; a catch.word; 
a ditch round a fortress; — tar hi adab, 
Rudeness, unpoliteness, incivility; — tark 
dadan, To leave, to quit;—tarki sar kardan, 
To risk one's life;—tark shudan az, To 
leave in the lurch (m.c.) ; — tarki 'ddat 
dadan, To disaccustom;—tark kardan, To 
abandon, desert; quit, forsake, throw off; 
— tark giriftan (guftan), To take leave, 
abandon ;—tarki watan, Emigration. 

X y»5y turk, A turk, comprehending likewise 
those numerous nations of Tartars between 
Khwarazm and China, who all claim descent 
from Turk, the son of Japhet; Turkistiin 
a Scythian, barbarian, robber, plunderer, 
vagabond ; (met.) a beautiful boy or girl, 
the beloved ;—turki ashqar, The sanguinary 
Turk; (met.) the planet Mars ; — turki 
charkh. The planet Mars ; the sun ;—turki 
chin, The Chinese Tartar; (met.) the sun;— 
turki his art, The sun; the moon;—turki 
khargdh, (met.) The beloved ;—turki rustd-
ydn, Garlic;—turki sultdn-ehukoh, The ma-
jestic Turk; (met.) the world-illuminating 
sun ; — turki falak (gardun), The planet 
Mars ; the sun ;—turki mu'arbid, The planet 
Mars ;—turki nim-roz, The sun. 

A tarikdt, Things left after death, 
inheritances, bequests, legacies. 

H tarkdrl, Garden-stuff. 
a J^y tarkdsh (for P. q.v,), A 

quiver. 
ytfy turkdn (pi. of turk), Turks; (figur.) 

beautiful boys or women ; importunate 
beggars ; the eyes;—turkdni charkh (roving 
Tartars of the sphere), The seven planets. 

«VCy turkdna, Like a Turk, Turk-like, 
^ylsy turkdni, A kind of spacious upper 

garment worn by the women of Turkistiin. 
a s-Sy iarakkub (v.n. 5 of Being 

inserted (one thing into another, as a stone 
in a ring) ; being fixed (as the head upon 
a spear). 

A tarkat, A square-bodied woman ; a 
helmet;—tarikat, tarika,A legacy, bequest; 
an inheritance. 

turk-tdz, BjUsy turk-taza, turk-
tdzl, A plundering excursion conducted 
with rapidity, a roving about; amorous 
blandishments. 

(A? turk-josh, Coddled, parboiled. 
Jy turk-chashm, With eyes like a 

Turk ; a captivating eye. 
i^y turkcha, Turkish, like a Turk. 

jW tark-ddr, Wearing a helmet. 
<9°/y tar kardan, To moisten, bedew; to 

steep, dye;—tar kardani zabdn, Speaking 
harshly ; keeping anything in the mouth. 

& tarkaz, A field sown with seeds and 
reaped; the second ploughing or second 
crop; a furrow; a fallow field. 

tarkazh, Seed; a field ready for sow-
ing. 

y U ^ y turkistdn, Turko mania, Trans-
oxania. 

^V* oily turk-suwdr, A horseman, cavalier. 
tarkash (for tlr-kash), A quiver;— 

tarkash anddkhtan, To cease fighting 
(throwing the quiver away for want of 
arrows) ; to attack furiously (when every-
thing handy is thrown at the enemy); to 
flee for life (when a king or grandee 
throws his jewel-adorned quiver as a diver-
sion in the way of the pursuing enemy);— 
tarkashi jauzd, Name of a constellation in 
the sign Gemini resembling a quiver; the 
wires of a stringed instrument;—tarkash 
rekhtan, To exhaust one's quiver, i.e. to be 
conquered, to surrender;—tarkashi sahmi 
al-gjiaib, Sudden calamities ;—tarkash niha-
dan (to lay down the quiver), To abstain 
from further combat. 

jj&^jl tarkash-band, Wearing a quiver, 
jjjo tarkash-doz, A maker or repairer 

of quivers. 
tASy tarkash-kash, Wearing a quiver. 

J y turk-aharl, Name of a cruel 
people in Turkistan. 

yU^y turkmdn, Turk-like; a Turkoman. 
yU—iU^y turkmdnistdn, Turkomania. 
(jiUiy turkmdnl, Turkish, Turkoman. 
a turk-mizaj, Wicked, deceitful, 

sly. 
A^y tarkand, Vain, useless ; fraud, deceit. 
CJoSy tarkanda, Foolish, trivial conversa-

tion; deceit. 
tarkihdr, (^ft^f tarkiharan, yj^/ 

tarkihdzan, tarkihdzin, A vessel for conden-
sing sour milk ( = tashkzan, q.v.). 

J-Sy turki, Turkish, Turk-like; a porcu-
pine ;— turki kardan, To oppress, injure. 

a cuU^ turkiydt, Turkish writings, Turk-
ish affairs (which are considered as barba-
rous by the Arabians and Persians). 

A ^ y tarkib (v.n. 2 of s-^j), Composing; 
setting (a stone in a ring); composition, 
compound, compost, mixture; make, form, 
mechanism; complication; means, plan, 
contrivance; —tarklbi maraz bi-maraz, A 
complication of diseases. 

A tarkibdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Compositions, compounds, mixtures, &c. 

a tarklb-band, A kind of poetry. 
a ^-^y tarklbi, Compounded, mixed (as 

nouns in composition) ; artful, artificial, 
^ x ^ y tarkldagl, A splitting, a cracking. 

tarkidan, tirkldan, To cleave; to 
crack ; to burst (m.c.) ; to explode (m.c.). 



targ (for ^ y tark), A helmet. 
targun, A strap attached to the fore 

or hinder part of a saddle, by which a port-
manteau is made fas t ; a thong for tying a 
captive's hands. 

tirlik, A short-sleeved garment open 
in front. 

O^UJy tirlankdn, Calling into life, crea-
ting, vivifying (applied to God). 

a^y tarlmvah, A road now rising, now in-
clining. 

tirlik, = utUy q.v. 
I*/ tarm, A mist, a fog (see f»y). 
y j ^ u y tarmdnidan, To cause to throw, 
t s ^ y turmtdy, A species of falcon. 

tirmid, Name of a city. 
tarmurah, — tarmurah, q.v, 

yjy*y tarmazdan, To be silent. 
tarmus, A certain acid vegetable;— 

tarmus, turmus (prob. G. Bippos), The 
Egyptian bean ;—turmus, Carobs. 

tarmasah, A weight of eight grains 
or two beans. 

LT-*/ tarmish, Bean-pods ; carobs ;—tar-
mush, A certain sour vegetable ; (for tar-
mush) a blackberry-tree. 

tarmashir, A species of elixir. 
tirmak, Hardness of heart, 
tarmand (tirmind, ?), Name of a 

town. 
tar-manisht, Wickedness. 

'jy4/ tarmurah, A swing, a rocking-
board. 

J^yf tarmush, Blackberry-tree. 
tarma, turma, A saddle-cloth ; a 

radish; figured silk (m.c.). 
yju^y tarmidan, To shoot, throw, hurl. 
A tarmil (v.n, 2 of J^J), Tinging, 

besmearing with blood. 
A tarmim (v.n. 2 of |£>), Repairing; 

amendment, improvement; rectification, 
alteration. 

0/ taran, Dog-rose ; a field ; a desert;— 
tran (m.c. from Fr. or E.), A train;—trani 
bukhar, A railway-train (m.c.). 

tar-nds, The twang of a bow-string: 
tar-ndna, Condiment eaten with 

bread. 
taranj, A placing together ; a narrow 

pass, difficult way (see ) ; — turanj, 
turunj, Wrinkled, squeezed, drawn together; 
hard, rough, dry ; a wrinkle, fold, plait;— 
turunj, An orange ;—turunji jildi kitdb, 
Orange-like ornamentations impressed upon 
the binding of a book ; — turanji zaqan, 
The chin of a handsome boy or woman 
(compared to an orange as well as an 
apple);—turanj zadan, To throw an orange, 
generally made of gold, to each other 
(bride and bridegroom oil entering the 
latter's house, a Persian marriage custom) ; 
—turunji zar (jHid, mihrgdn), The suu ;— 
turanji mimbar, An ornament of the pulpit 
in shape of an orange. 

a wWy turunj an (for P. turungdn), Balm-
gentle, parsley. 

a taranjubin (for P. tarangubin), 
Manna. 

taranjl, turunji, A squeezing with 
the tips of the fingers, and the impression 
left by them, a pinch ;—turunji, Orange-
coloured. 

^ ^ r / taranjidagi, turunjidagi, Corruga-
tion, wrinkle, pucker. 

taranjidan, turunji dan, To be 
squeezed, compressed, drawn together ; to 
shrivel, pucker, wrinkle; to become rough 
and hard. 

taranjida, turunjida, Squeezed, 
puckered, wrinkled, 

tarand, A very small yellow bird, 
j ^ y tarandar, A red-headed sparrow. 
csJ ̂ if tarandak, tirindak, A sort of wild 

beast. 
a <U*» y tar-nayhma. Who sings fresh 

melodies. 
a y tar-nafasi, Eloquent. 
ciOy tarang, tirang, The twang of a bow-

string ; the snapping of a sword ; the noise 
of an arrow, mace, or sword striking an 
object; the sound of a musical cord when 
played upon; the crown of the head; a 
whirlpool; (imp. of tarangidan) trill! 
sing! modulate! (S. taranga) a wave, 
billow; a wound ; (in coinp.) stirring up ; 
—tirang, Handsome ; good ;—tiring, The 
twang of a bow-string ;—turang, A prison ; 
^ pheasant; a partridge ; a tube for shoot-
ing clay balls (the last unsupported by 
examples). 

iji tarang-d-tarang, The continu-
ous twanging of a (bow-) string, or sound 
of musical cords. 

< j ^ y turungdn, Balm-gentle. 
yAfli^&y; tarangdnidan, To cause to twang; 

to excite, to jump. 
) tar-angubin, Manna. 

tarangidan, tirangidan, To twang ; 
to be parted; to strike (with a sword, &c.). 

A ^>y tarannum (v.n. 5 of ^ j ) , Trilling, 
quavering; singing, modulating; song, 
modulation, rhythm. 

a yUii tar annum-fishdn, A singer. 
a ^sfi tarannum-gari, Singing, chant-

ing, modulating. 
tarnand, The dashing of the waves, 

surf. 
j tar-nihadagi, A moistening, soak-

ing. 
( j j l^ y tar nihddan, To moisten, steep, 

soak. 
c j ^ y tar nihada, Moistened, soaked, 

steeped. 
yW/ tamiydn, A wicker basket, 
s - ^ y tarnib, A withered rose ;—tirnib, An 

iron ash-pan. 
j>y turu,, Fragile, tender, thin (doubtful 

word). 



Jb>y tarwdl, A blade of grass. 
A t)f tarauwuh (v.n. 5 of Growing 

luxuriant (plants) ; contracting a smell 
from any neighbouring substance (water) ; 
doing anything, setting out or returning 
about sunset. 

} y tar-u-khushk (wet and dry), 
With or without by-dish ; little and much, 
and similar opposites. 

taruda, A heap; a pair, a match 
(see 8Jy and s^y , of which it is probably 
a misreading). 

AJJ/ turur (v.n. of }*), Being remote, ab-
sent; falling out (seeds or kernels). 

turusha, A sort of fruit. 
A tetf tarwi'a (Heb. H ^ H / I ) , The blast 

of a trumpet;—tarwi'a zadan, To sound 
taratantara. 

a x j t a r o m i d a , tiromida, Mixed; gained, 
acquired. 

tar wand, A false promise, broken 
fai th; a vain, idle, impossible tale ; first-
fruits, early fruits. 

tarwanda, Early fruits ; first-fruits ; 
novelties ; fraud, dcceit; a lie. 

tariv oh, tiruwa, ŝ y tar oh, turwa, A 
pair, a match, a couple; single, odd (this 
meaning unsupported by examples) ;—~ 
iariwa, A narrow pass, a difficult way. 

6 t a r o h i d a , tirohida, Mixed ; gotten. 
A hrf tarwiyat (v.n. 2 of TSJJ), Wetting, 

moistening; giving attention to ; recording 
what another has said. 

A tarioij (v.n. 2 of t))), Placing a 
value upon (goods, &c.), making them to 
be Bold; making to pass or go current, • 
giving currency ; currency. 

A tarwlh (v.n. 3 of E^;), Stilling, 
quieting, causing to repose, giving rest ; 
driving (cattle) home (in the evening) ; 
perfuming. 

A iarwiq (v.n, 2 of Jy ) , Straining 
off, making clear; spreading darkness 
(night) ; covering the ceiling with a kind 
of matting. 

taroyah, turoyah, Unevenness of the 
road, caused by mud, &c., in winter t ime; 
up-and-down-liill road (see s^y and 6yy). 

8y tara, Wards of a key ; beards of corn; 
—tara, tarra, Garden herbs in general, 
especially beets, spinach, cresses, leek, or 
parsley ;—tara'i khurdsdni, A very acid kind 
of herb \~tara dar huh biryd/u ast, Proverb 
founded on a play of words between tara 
(tarra), "herb," and bara (barra), "lamb," 
to express that in case of need any food is 
welcome ; — iara'i shir, A very bitter kind 
of herb ; — tara'i gurba, Balm ; — tard'i 
mirah, Eruca silvestris; — tara u dogk, 
Herbs and sour milk. 

A 8y turrah, Vain, foolish, futile; a 
lie. 

A UUUY turrahat (pi. of turrahat), Vain 

words, foolish things, idle tale3, trifles, 
bagatelles. 

A ̂ FC/ tarahhub (v.n. 5 of w ^ f ) , Devoting 
oneself to religion, embracing a monastic 
life; dreading, fearing. 

A Z&f turrahat, A foolish word, idle story, 
trifle. 

AM By tara-tundak, 8y tara-tezak, 
Rocket; nasturtium, garden-cress ; — tara-
tezak abi, Brook-lime, water-speedwell, 

fiy tar a-do gh. Herbs and sour milk. 
8y tara-zdr, A kitchen-garden. 

i^z^Jtf tarhishtan, Being angry, irate, en-
raged. 

u^y 8y tara-farosh, A greengrocer. 
«y tara-mira, Wild mustard. 

Sj-tay tarhanda, Fresh, elegant, delicate. 
A s-^&y tarhib (v.n. 2 of s-^j ) , Striking 

with terror; deterring. 
^ y tari (in poetry also tarri), Freshness, 

moisture;—tare, A high wall; a mound, a 
dam. 

H ^ kf tiriyd-bed (from S. stri-veda), 
Knowledge of women ; fraud, deceit. 

jUy tirydz, Root of a certain plant. 
a tirydq, tarydq, Treacle, theriaca, a 

composition made up of many ingredients; 
antidotes of every kind against poisons; 
wine ; a sovereign remedy ;—tirydqi turld, 
Mummy ;—tirydqi rustd'iydn, Garlic ;—tir-
ydqi far si, Tbe bezoar-stone; a stone in the 
corner of the eye of the mountain-ox;—tir-
ydqi fdruq, Treacle against poisons. 

a ^ l i t jy tirydqdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Counter-poisons, antidotes. 

a ^y^y tirydqi, Inebriated; a debauchee; 
an opium-eater. 

uslby tirydk, tarydk, The bezoar-stone; 
an antidote ; opium ;—tirydki akbar, The 
bezoar-stone; an antidote which a lover 
gives to his beloved ;—tirydki bargardan (?), 
Emetic earth —tirydk buridan, To dispel 
the intoxication caused by opium ;—tiryak 
khwurdan. To be bent on one's own destruc-
tion. 

^ U jsJ^y tirydk-sdy, One who rolls opium 
into small sticks for sale. 

^ b y tirydki, Referring to opium; au 
opium-eater;—tirydJciH chize shudan, To 
become addicted or accustomed to a thing; 
—tirydki'i chize kardan, To make familiar 
with, to accustom to. 

yUUy tarydman (= Name of a 
flower. 

<yby taryan, tiryan, A wicker basket or 
sieve. 

c-s«oy tarit, tarid, Bread crumbled into 
milk or broth ; a sop. 

y ^ y taridan, To extract, draw out;—turi-
dan, To be greatly afraid ; to run away for 
fear, 

yy tarir, Terrifying; a threatener, warner. 
yy tirez, A gusset; a bird's wing. 
a ££>y tarikat, tarika, A helmet •> auything 



left, neglected (as a woman by lovers, or a 
field by cattle) ; the egg of an ostrich and 
of other birds. 

tarin, Moist, fresh, recent, good ; 
added to an adjective it forms the superla-
tive. 

<yWy tarman, A wicker basket. 
tarin-wd, A kind of Turkoman 

food. 
^>y tarina, A kind of food or sowings 

eaten by the poor; pot-herbs, 
yy taryo, A flimsy kind of garment. 
5yy tarewa, An up-and-down-hill road. 
y taz, A small bird of an ash colour; the 

wards of a lock ; leaves just sprouted ; a 
head marked with scars and hence bald. 

A tazdhum (v.n. 6 of /*=-_}), Throng-
ing ; a crowd, mob, press, throng. 

fty tazdv, Name of a hero of Turkistan, 
son-in-law of Afrasiyab, and killed by Gev. 

A tazawur (v.n. 6 of ^ f ) , Visiting one 
another; turning away, declining from. 

JJV tazdwil, The leaf of a certain plant. 
A Ai\y lazdyud (v.n. 6 of Increasing ; 

increase, augmentation ;—tazdyudi 'izn it 
manzilat, Increase of glory and dignity. 

<^>y tuztalc, taztak, A tube for shooting 
clay balls by the breath, a catapult for 
killing birds \~tuztuk, A pheasant. 

Ayy tazahhur (v.n. 5 of y-j), Being griped 
(belly), and purging. 

A^y iazhir (v.n. 2 of y»j), Groaning (a 
travailing woman) ; being griped (belly). 

<Jy taead, A black locust. 
fiJy tazda, The miller's hire ; title-deeds. 
$ tazar, A summer-house, country seat. 
jrftazru, Minium;—tazarv (for tazarv), 

A pheasant. 
tazra, The iron axle of a mill-stone. 

A taza'zu' (v.n. 2 of £)c;), Being 
shaken (a tree by the wind) ; com motion, 
agitation. 

£y tazgh, tuegh, A tree, a fire of which 
will continue for a week. 

y=y tuzyhu, Provisions, food (see ft/)-
«-*y iazf, tazuf, Barley-sugar ; freshness, 

moisture ; ease, affluence ; rest, 
y^y tazfan (for o f t f t ) , An interpreter, 
yy tuzqu, Provisions (see fty). 
dy tazak, Dung of birds and beasts. 
A ^ y tazakkl (v.n. 5 of ft), Almsgiving ; 

purifying; sanctification. 
A &*>Sy tazkiyat (v.n. 2 of Sanctifying, 

purifying (that part of a man's wealth 
which is dedicated to pious uses) ; giving 
or receiving alms. 

>-rJy tazlab, The fat of a sheep's tail. 
A JyJy tazalzul (v,n. 2 of Jyij), Being 

shaken (the earth) ; commotion, agitation, 
trembling, trepidation ; an earthquake ; 
swerving from the right path ; discrepancy ; 
defalcation; (in prosody) changing the 
vowel-point of one letter so as completely 
to alter the sense of the word< 

tuzulqi, A pickle, 
(•y tazm, A mist, a fog. 
A tazmir (v.n. 2 of y*)), Piping, play-

ing the flute. 
A J~»y tazmil (v.n. 2 of Wrapping 

up in a garment. 
tazandav, Name of a small bird. 

A J J I Y tazanduq (v.n, 2 of O & ^ J ) , Embra-
cing the religion of Zoroaster, maintaining 
the doctrine of the two principles ; enter-
taining heretical or atheistical notions, as 
those of a zindiq. 

J^y tazwdl, The leaf or blade of a plant. 
A ejy tazauwuj (v.n. 5 of Cjj), Marrying, 

taking a wife, a husband, or a partner. 
A ^ y tazauwud (v.n, 5 of ^ j ) , Being pro-

vided or providing oneself with necessaries 
for a journey. 

A j-ĵ y tazwlj (v.n. 2 of e^j), Joining, asso-
ciating, giving in marriage, causing to 
marry. 

A y_jy tazmr (v.n. 2 of jjj), Giving a false 
colouring to, adorning a lie, adulterating, 
falsifying; falsehood, lie; dissimulation, 
deception, fraud, imposture, stratagem. 

A (3A_JY tazvnq (v.n. 2 of J J J ) , Overlaying 
with quicksilver; executing well; doing 
elegantly; a painting of gold impressed 
on iron by means of quicksilver ; painting. 

a A&y tazahhud (v.n. 5 of Aftj), Being ab-
stinent, devout. 

A &>y tazhid (v.n. 2 of ^ j ) , Making or 
striving to render abstinent and devout. 

O&iy tazidan, To draw up, to extract. 
tazik, One neither an Arab nor Turk 

(see 
A YIY tazaiyun (v.n. -5 of Being 

adorned. 
A ̂ yy tazaiyl (v.n. 5 of Wearing a 

costume; donning a dress. 
A tazyif (v.n. 2 of , Adultera-

ting or clipping (coin). 
A tazyin (v.n. 2 of yjj), Adorning, 

dressing, garnishing, decking, bedizening; 
decoration, ornament, jewel; honour. 

j> tazh, The first sprouting of seed ; rising 
ground ; the wards of a key ;—tizh, A cer-
tain small bird with a plaintive note; a 
new leaf; young grass. 

fty tazhdw, Name of Afrasiy fib's son-in-
law (see fty). 

j y y tazhdwil, The leaf or blade of a 
plant. 

osJjy tazhdak, A weevil destructive to 
wheat. 

fi<J>y tazhda, The miller's hire for grind-
ing; the notching of a mill-stone; the 
wards of a key ; a rose-bud. 

f y tazhm, tizhm, A mist, a fog. 
J ^ y tazhwdl, The leaf or blade of a 

plant. 
&y tazha, The bud of a flower; the beard 

of rye or barley ; the main beam of a house ; 
the wards of a key ; a churning-stick (un-



supported by examples); tbe gland of the 
penis. 

tas, A slap;—tus, Wind which escapes 
gently ; spitting. 

A tasdbuq (v.n. 6 of Running 
for a wager ; taking the lead. 

tasdcha, A crocodile, an alligator. 
A IaSL-> tasdqut (v.n. 6 of Wu), Falling. 
A JJUVJ tasdlum (v.n. 6 of Making 

peace, being reconciled. 
A > tasdmuh (v.n. 6 of Recipro-

cal indulgence, the exercise of mutual kind-
ness and forgiveness; connivance; careless 
or defective manner of expression ; double 
meaning; ambiguity. 

a c"^ taedmuh-pesha, Easy, pliable. 
A i s ^ tasaufi (v.n. 6 of ^y*), Being 

equal; equality, similarity, sameness ; neu-
trality. 

A JAU.' tasdhul (v.n. 6 of J ^ ) , Remitting, 
pardoning, conniving a t ; reciprocal indul-
gence, the exercise of mutual kindness. 

A tasdhum (v.n. 6 of /-MR*), Casting 
lots (among themselves). 

(jj^L—S tasbdnldan (caus. of tasbldan), 
To cause fissures in the lips ; to heat; to 
suffocate, strangle. 

A tasabbub (v.n. 5 of Causing, 
employing means, labouring. 

A tasblh (v.n. 2 of FT—), Celebrating 
tbe praises of God ; using a rosary or chap-
let for that purpose; ejaculating the phrase 
8ubhdna 'lldh, " Praise be to God " ; a hymn 
or anthem; a rosary, a chaplet of beads ;— 
tasblhi karbalai, A rosary made o£ clay of 
Kar bain (the place of Husain's martyrdom); 
—tasblh kardan, To praise God; to say 
prayers by the telling of beads;—tasblh 
garddnidan, To tell the rosary ;—tasblhi 
hazdr ddna, A rosary of a thousand beads, 
the big rosary of a hypocrite (m.c.). 

A tasbihdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Hymns, anthems. 

a tasblh-khdna, A chapel, ora-
tory. 

a tasblh-khwdn, A singer of 
praises to God ; one hired to pray, a pri-
vate chaplain. 

a C1"—* tasbih-khwdnl, Chaplain ship. 
a jL. tasblh-sdz, A maker of rosaries. 
a tasbih-sal (tasblhi sal ?), A 

string on which a knot is tied on every 
birthday of the owner (see JL->). 

taeblh-shnmdr, A devotee 
(telling his beads). 

j tasbldan, To have fissures or chaps 
in the lips ; to strangle; to be strangled, 
suffocated ; to grow hot, be fierce. 

A tasbl' (v.n, 2 of Dividing 
into seven parts ; making septangular. 

tast (as it seems, for the sake of 
rhyme, for vs-»±*), A cup, goblet; — tuat — 
tu ast. 

tuetar, Name of a city in Khurasfm. 

A taaattur (v .n . 5 of Be ing 
hidden, veiled, or covered. 

tustl ( fo r f tu hastl, = <J>f 
tu'l), Thou art. 

A tasji' (v .n . 2 of W r i t i n g in 
cadenced or rhymed prose. 

A tasjll (v.n. 2 of J*^-), Confirm-
ing, ratifyiug, writiug an agreement, bond, 
or receipt. 

A tasahhub (v .n . 5 of F e i g n -
ing aversion (lovers), coquetting. 

A ^ ' tasahhur (v.n. 5 of;®!-), Rising, or 
setting out before daybreak, breakfasting 
at that early hour. 

a tashlr (v .n . 2 of E n c h a n t -
ing, fascinating, bewitching; deceiving. 

a taskhar, B̂ ai—> taskhara, I rony , 
raillery, buffoonery; mocking, mockery;— 
taskjiar kardan, To jest, jeer, ridicule. 

tasakhkhur (v .n . 5 of Op-
pressing, compelling one to work for 
nothing; making obedient or tractable; 
subduing ; being made submissive. 

A > taskhlr (v.n, 2 of Subdu-
ing, taking (a stronghold or prisoners) ; 
subjugation, subjection; capture, captiva-
tion; imprisonment. 

A task hin (v.n. 2 of Warm-
ing (of water). 

A iijiX—j" tasclld (v.n. 2 of Directing 
properly, leading in a right way ; finding 
right guidance. 

A S tasdis (v.n. 2 of Making 
six; making of a hexagonal form ; divi-
ding into six parts ; a hexangular aspect of 
the stars. 

A iSy^ tasarrl (v.n. 5 of _)/-), Keeping (a 
female slave) as a mistress or concubine 
(eurrlyat). 

A tasrih (v ,n . 2 of C/ - ) , S e n d i n g 
(cattle) to graze; repudiating (a wife); 
combing (hair) ; making easy. 

tus-sag, A kind of medicinal 
herb, the dog-violet. 

A > tastlh (v .n . 2 of M a k i n g 
flat and level. 

A J^M tastlr (v .n , 2 of W r i t i n g or 
relating fables or romances ; writing, de-
lineating ; ruling (lines). 

A tas' (v.n.), Making up the number 
nine; taking tbe ninth part ; being the 
ninth;—tisa', Nine (fem.) ; — tusa1, The 
ninth part. 

A > tis'at, Nine (mase.). 
A tis'at 'ashar, N i n e t e e n (masc.) . 
A tis'a mi'al, N i n e h u n d r e d . 
A tis'iln ( ob l iq . —> tis'in), 

Ninety. 
A y>*~<S tas'lr (v .n . 2 of ; * - ) , K i n d i i n g 

(fire) ; fixing a price (sir) upon provisions 
or commodities of any kind, assizing ; tax-
ation ; tax; price. 

A tasaffuh (v .n . 5 of P l a y i n g 
the fool; bending the trees (wind); de-
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ceiving, cheating, leading astray, befool-
ing, 

yA^A—j tasfidan, To split, to be broken. 
A 5 tasfth (v.n. 2 of Charging 

with folly, calling one a fool or ignorant; 
befooling. 

taskanj (in the dialect of Ispahan), 
Pinching with the thumb and finger. 

A taekln (v.n. 2 of Quieting, 
stilling, allaying, assuaging; consolation, 
comfort, mitigation; rest, assurance, peace 
of mind ; rendering a letter quiescent ;— 
taskin dadan, To calm, soothe, allay, ap-
pease, console, comfort. 

a ijfcdp taskln-bakheh, Assuasive, 
mitigating, solacing; consolatory. 

a taskln-kada, A place of quiet 
and peace. 

A. p L j tasalluh, (v.n. of Arming, 
accoutring oneself, wearing arms (silah). 

A jfcL-J iasallukh (v.n. 5 of ), Being ex-
coriated, from disease or any other cause 
(the skin). 

a y-X^j tasalluB (formed like a v.n. 5 of 
an A. verb from the P. Deceit, 
hypocrisy. 

A J—LJR tasalsul (v.n. 2 of Run-
ning, flowing (water, ruffled by a gentle 
breeze); being joined, connected as the 
links of a chain; concatenation, sequence, 
series, succession ; association (of ideas). 

A ta8alluf (v.n. 5 of «JfcL.), Re-
ceiving the price in advance for goods to 
be afterwards delivered. 

A iasallut (v.n. 5 of UL-), Ruling, 
bearing sway; exercising absolute do-
minion ; being invested with authority; 
commanding despotically. 

A tasallnl (v.n. 5 of J« ) , Withdraw-
ing, stealing away privately. 

A ̂ fts taeulli (v.n. 5 of Being di-
verted by a thing from the remembrance of 
another, being consoled ; solace, comfort; 
assurance, contentment, satisfaction ;—ia-
salll kardan, To calm, soothe, solace, or 
comfort. 

a iasalli-gdh, A place of consola-
tion. 

A tadiyat (v.n. 2 of u^-), Quieting, 
contenting, assuring; relieving from an-
guish, consoling, solacing. 

tuslihh, A carpet for kneeling on to 
pray (see 

A taelit (v.n. 2 of U-), Giving abso-
lute dominion, investing with paramount 
authority. 

A > taslim (v.n. 2 of Saluting, 
pronouncing a benediction, saying as-saldm 
('alaikum.), Peace be (with you) ; saluta-
tion ; obeisance, homage ; health, security ; 
submission, resignation (in the will of 
God); professing Islam; conceding, grant-
ing; acknowledging; assenting to, accept-
ing. 

A W U J U J taelimdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Salutations, greetings, &c. 

a yiifc; AJL-J tasliya-bakhsh, Consolatory. 
A tasammu' (v.n. 5 of £«—), Listen-

ing, hearing, giving ear. 
taenia, A raw hide ; a thong of un-

dressed leather; hair combed over the fore-
head (see 

—» tasma-bdzi, A cheat in playing 
at dice. 

A tasmiyat, tasmiya (v.n. 2 oi y—)r 
Giving a name, naming ; pronouncing the 
name of God. 

A fasmlr (v.n. 2 of Diluting 
(milk) with water; nailing, fastening with 
nails. 

A LA*—t tagmit (v.n. 2 of Fastening 
(anything) to the saddle; repeating the 
same rhyme four times in a couplet. 

A ? tasmt1 (v.n. 2 of ), Divulging, 
making known or celebrated; defaming, 
disparaging, slanderiug; causing one to 
listen to another's voice. 

A y ,-•»«-» tasmin (v.n, 2 of (j+~>), Dressing 
with butter; fattening. 

a (j—Ai ^ tus-nafam, Idle talk, prattle, 
chatter (see ^ tus). 

A > tasannum (v.n. 5 of F*5-*), Being 
on the top of. 

A Y -̂J? tasannun (v.n. 5 of Con-
forming to or following a sunnat. 

A (JR—* tasaniu (v.n. 5 of ), ^—S tae-
niyat, taeniya (v.n. 2 of y—), Passing a year 
or years ; suffering from a year of scarcity; 
becoming spoiled (bread, &c.). 

A > fasmm (v.n. 2 of Name of a 
fountain in Paradise. 

tasu, A weight of four (according to 
others of two) barley-corns; the twenty-
fourth part of a weight, measure, or day. 

a tasuj, Arabic form of the pre-
ceding word. 

A taeawumr (v.n. 5 of JJ-), Putt ing 
on bracelets (siwar) ; scaling a wall (wifr). 

A tawriyat (v.n. 2 of e5j~)» Making 
equal, level, parallel; straightening; equa-
lity, a parallel. 

A 5 taswid (v.n. 2 of J j - ) , Blackening: 
(the world in one's eyes) sorrow, grief; 
(one's fame or face) defamation; making 
blaek; rough draft, original copy (of a 
letter, <fec.) ; a sketch, plan, delineation ; 
making one a chief, leader, prince (saiyid). 

A taswir (v.n. 2 of j P u t t i n g 
bracelets (on another); building a wall 
round a town (&ur) ; scaling a wall. 

A taswigk (v.n. 2 of Permit-
t ing; giving, bestowing. 

A curUjj-J taswig&iit (pi. of the preceding), 
A magnificent present especially made to 
kings. 

A taswif (v.n. 2 of Promising 
again and again; procrastinating, delay-
ing. 
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A J i f f tasvnl (v.n. 2 of J j - ) , Adorning, 

garnishing, embellishing (facts, Ac.). 
A taswildt (pi. of the preceding), 

Ornaments ; fictions ;—taswildti shaitdnlya, 
Diabolical fictions, Satanical delusions. 

A :* tasunm (v.n. 2 of f>j~), Making 
an excursion (against an enemy) ; making 
one an overseer or manager of affairs, al-
lowing one to act as he pleases; marking 
(a horse, &c.) ; sending cattle to pasture. 

A Jsif-Y tasJiti (v.n. 2 of J-trO, Rendering 
easy, facilitating, making smooth ; (in 
grammar) the assumption, by hamza, of a 
Bound approaching in softness to that of 
alif, wdv, or ye. 

» tasi, A porcupine (see 
A ^ * tasylr (v.n. 2 of Driving, 

banishing out of a town or country; re-
moving (the housing or covering from the 
back of a horse) ; weaving (cloth) with 
stripes. 

task (Z. tasha), A hatchet, an axe; 
fire;—tish, (S. Irish) Thirst; a louse ;—tush, 
Grief, agitation ; (for = y tu ord) 
thou to him, &c. 

A tasha'um (v.n. 6 of Consider-
ing as ominous, and sinister. 

A tashdbuh (v.n. 6 of M1), Being 
similar, bearing a striking resemblance to 
each other; likeness, resemblance, simili-
tude, similarity. 

A tashdtum (v.n. 6 of f**4), Scolding, 
reviling one another, mutual reproach. 

A tashdjur (v.n. 6 of j^**), Contend-
ing, opposing each other. 

tashacha (= tasdcha), Crocodile, 
alligator. 

A tashanfipi. of tashrif), Honours, 
dignities, Ac. 

AysUj tashd'ur (v.n. 6 of Profess-
ing or pretending to be a poet. 

A J S L I J tashdkul (v.n. 6 of J & 0 , Resem-
bling one another, mutual resemblance. 

A tashdwur (v.n. 6 of ^ ) , Consult-
ing together. 

A tashdhiid (v.n. 6 of -V"), Seeing 
one another, intercourse. 

A E - ^ - I J tashabbus (v.n. 5 of Seiziug 
and holding firmly ; fixing the nails or claws 
iu anything *,—tashabbusi <idman kardan, 
To lay hold of the skirts (of another's gar-
ments). 

A tashabbuh (v,n. 6 of Resem-
bling, being similar, appearing; likeness, 
similitude. 

A s-W^? tashblb (v.n. 2 of H ^ ) , Praising 
the beauty of one's beloved; composing love-
songs, erotic poetry. 

A tashbih (v.u. 2 of Twist-
ing, clasping, locking (the fingers); making 
lattice or network (shdbahat). 

Ĵ w-AS taskbil, A fishing-hook, harpoon. 
A ^ tashbih (v.n. 2 of Comparing, 

likening; causing to resemble, making 

like; similitude, likeness,- comparison, 
simile, metaphor, allegory ;—tashbih dadan 
(kardan), To compare, to liken. 

tasht (Z. tasta), A bason ; a salver; 
a ewer-stand ; — tashti dtish, The sun;— 
tasht as bam afgandan, (met.) To divulge 
a secret, to disgrace;—tashti baland, The 
sky ; the sun;—tashti khwdn, A table bason, 
a platter ;—tasht zadan. To strike copper or 
the like during an eclipse of the sun or 
moon (a Persian custom) ; — tashti zar 
(zarin), The sun ;—tashti simin, The moon; 
—tasht u db khwdstan, (met.) To return 
from a journey, to wash off the dust of 
travel;—tashti o az bam uftad, (met.) His 
secrets were discovered; he was disgraced. 

i iUii tashtaqa, A tortoise. 
A SI-^i tashattut (v.n. 5 of <^Js>), Being 

separated, dispersed, scattered ; dispersion, 
separation; disorder, confusion, distrac-
tion. 

Mi^x^J tasht-khdna, A place where bowls 
and basons are kept, a scullery ; bed-clothes, 
sheets ; a wardrobe ; a privy. 

tasht-khwdn, A dining-table. 
^jk^i tasht-ddr, A ewer-holder; a 

scullion. 
f^J iashlar, Michael the archangel; name 

of the angel who has charge of rain and 
plants ; a cloud. 

^SJUW tashtaki, A small dish or saucer; 
a bowl, a cup ( = ^ t f j q.v.). 

^SxJw tashtakl-dar, q.v. 
fi tashtgar, A maker of basons. 

tashtmir, Polypody ; dog's tooth. 
tashtan, A large axe ; a kite. 

) tasht u khd-ya, Filling an egg-
shell with a fluid (in Persian ghabnam, dew), 
or with quicksilver, and setting it (when 
heated) afloat in the air like a balloon; 
heaven and earth; a certain talisman;— 
4ilmi tasht u khdya, Astronomy, astrology. 

tashta, Clepsydra ; a bason or 
salver. 

A tashtit (v.n. 2 of Disper-
sing, separating, scattering. 

tashtiwdn, Polypody ; dog's tooth. 
A tashjlr (v.n. 2 of Paiuting 

in the form of a tree, 
A tashhiz (v.n. 2 of -W*), Sharpen-

ing, whetting. 
A tashakhkhus (v.n. 5 of u®^), 

Individuality, personality ; identifying, par-
ticularising : appropriation. 

A ^A^AI-II' tashkhls (v.n. 2 of Dis 
cerning, distinguishing; identifying, par 
ticularising ; ascertainment, determination 
specification; estimate, valuation, appraise^ 
ment ; assessment; diagnosis ;—tasKkhlsi 
amraz, Diagnosis of diseases ;—tashkhls 
dadan, To distinguish (m.c.). 

A JAii' tashaddud (v.n. 5 of 2A), Becom-
ing or being hard ; seizing firmly; show-



ing severity; intensity; aggravation; 
rigour, hardship. 

A UWUIXAS tashaddudat (pi. of the preced-
ing), Aggravations, rigours, severities, 
hardships, trials, &c. 

A AJJTAI tashdld (v.n, 2 of Corrobora-
ting, confirming, strengthening; putting 
the orthographical mark (") over letters, 
which denotes that they should be doubled ; 
also the name of the character itself. 

A tasharruf (v.n. 5 of »-*/»), Being 
honoured. 

A tasharrufdt (pi. of the preced-
ing), Escort, guard of honour (m,c.);— 
tasharrufati majlis ba-'amal dwardan, To do 
the honours of the evening (tn.c.). 

A tashrlh (v .n, 2 of t f t ) , Declaring, 
explaining clearly and minutely; explana-
tion, exposition ; elucidation ; description ; 
dissecting, anatomy; a skeleton or anatomi-
cal preparation ; — tashrlhi haiwdndt, Zoo-
tomy. 

fl o^-r*^ tashrlhi, Of or pertaining to 
anatomy, anatomical. 

A UujJiS tashrlf (v.n. 2 of Enno-
bling, exalting, honouring; raising, eleva-
ting ; decking out, decorating; a robe of 
honour ;—taehrif dwardan (dadan, farmu-
dan), To honour with a visit, to come ; this 
word is much used in speaking of, or to, 
superiors, as more respectful than he and 
you;—tashrlf burdan, To pay a visit; to go 
away (m.c.) ;—tashrlf poshidan (khwdstan, 
dar bar afgandan, ddshtan), To don, to 
claim, to invest with, to possess, a robe of 
honour. 

A UYU^FCJ' tashrlf at (pi. of the preceding), 
Honours, dignities ; a honorific dress or 
presents ; title of a book in which is de-
scribed the manner of receiving ambassa-
dors, with the usual expenses allowed to 
them. 

at ^jf'Uoj&S tashrlf at chi bdshi, Grand 
master of ceremonies (m.c.). 

a (J^W/^ tashrlf ati, The keeper of the 
book mentioned under w^Vi^s . 

A ( J I ^ tashriq (v.n. 2 of J / - ) , Drying 
(flesh in the sun) ; tending towards, reach-
ing unto the east, turning the face east-
wards. 

wsXiyiJ tashrlk (v.n. 2 of ^ j*) , Making 
one a co-partner; associating one with; 
communicating; putting latchets to shoes. 

A £&£J tashafu', (v.n. 5 of Inter-
ceding, deprecating. 

A ^JTII tashaffi (v.n. 5 of Returning 
to calmness of mind (after anger), being 
placid, pacified ; seeking a cure or remedy. 

A GJJWIJ tashfl' (v.n. 2 of Accepting 
or admitting the intercession of one person 
for another; interceding for. 

A Jiio tashaqquq (v.n. 5 of iJA), Being 
cracked, split. 

A. ( J O ^ tashqlq (v.n. 2 of Splitting ; 
bringing out well one's words. 

T csAiJ tushak (for A bed, couch, 
sofa (m.c.). 

A ft^ tashakkur (v.n. 5 of ft**), Return-
ing thanks for favours, being grateful. 

A tashakkuk (v.n. 5 of utU), Doubt-
ing, incurring doubt. 

A tashakkul (v.n. 5 of J ^ ) , Taking 
a form or shape ; being beautiful; being 
half-ripe (grapes). 

A tashakki (v.n. 5 of ft*), Com-
plaining (of aches and pains). 

A UD-Xio tashkik (v.n. 2 of y^*), Creating 
doubt, causing to doubt. 

A tashktl (v.n. 2 of J**), Form-
ing, framing, figuriug. 

tashllkh, A cushion for kneeling on. 
A tashammur (v.n. 5 of Pre-

paring for, being ready for work. 
tashmir, tashtmlr, Polipody 

(see tashtlwdn). 
A tashmir (v.n. 2 of Tucking up 

the garment ; being ready, a ler t ; dispatch-
ing business ; expediting, sending away (a 
ship, &c.). 

a tashmizaj (for P. chash-
mlzak), A black shining grain resembling 
the pippin of a quince, with which, when 
pulverized, they anoiut the eyes. 

tashan, tishan, A small round 
blackish grain (larger than a lentil) with 
which camphor is made up into an eye-
salve. 

J-̂ AJ tashannuj (v.n. 5 of g ^ ) , Spasmodic 
contraction of a muscle, &c., spasm, cramp, 
convulsion ; twitching ;—tashannuji atfdl, 
Epileptic fits of children ;—tashannuji indsi 
hdmila, Fainting fit of pregnant women ;— 
tashannuji anddm, Spasmodic contraction 
of the body ;—tashannuji fakki asfal, Lock-
jaw. 

tashank, An iron instrument for 
perforating a wall;—tashnak, The part of 
the head which in infants is soft. 

^.i&i tishnagl, Thirst; a hankering 
after. 

tashna (for AAAJ q.v.), A dagger; a 
sword; — tashna, tishna, Thirsty, parched 
with thirs t ; eager, greedy, insatiable ; — 
tishna shudan, To be thirsty ;—tishna man-
dan, To become distressed, to be in anguish. 

tishna-ashk, Insatiable in shed-
ding tears. 

tishna-jigar, J J tishna-dil, 
Thirsty, desirous; desire, wish. 

tishna-chashm, With thirsty, i.e.. 
eager, eyes. 

yji- tishna-khun, Bloodthirsty.. 
tishna-kdm, Having a dry palate, 

thirsty. 
s-J tishna-lab, Thirsty ; parched-

lipped ;-tishna-labi, Thirstiness, thirst. 
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A p^AS tashnlr (v.n. 2 of Reproach-

ing, disparaging. 
a tfas&ni* (v.n. 2 of Reproach-

ing, blaming, disparaging, taunting ; slan-
dering ; reproach, blame, taunt, slander;— 
tashni' zadan, To talk ribaldry, to use 
vulgar language. 

A tashauwur (v.n. 5 of Being 
made to blush, being ashamed. 

A tashauwush (v.n. 5 of 
Being disturbed, distracted, perplexed; dis-
quietude, distraction. 

A ^yiJ tashauwuq (v.n. 5 of £}*>), Mani-
festing a vehement desire. 

A jty^S iashwir (v.n. 2 of Putt ing to 
confusion; shame, confusion ; — tashiolr 
k)iwurdan (kashidan), To be troubled, con-
fused, put to shame ; beckoning, making a 
sign;—tashwtr dadan, To put to shame, to 
abash. 

A tashwish (v.u. 2 of u 5 ^ ) , Dis-
turbing, troubling, rendering uneasy and 
uncomfortable ; confusion, distraction, dis-
quietude, alarm, apprehension, annoyance, 
bother;—tashwish k&purdan (ddshtan kashi-
dan), To be troubled, uneasy, grieved;— 
tashwish dadan (kardan), To trouble, to 
render uncomfortable, to disquiet, to harass. 

A tashwiq (v.n. 2 of Inflam-
ing, exciting (desire) ; filling with desire. 

A tashwik (v.n. 2 of usij*), Point-
ing, swelling (the breast of a girl) ; pro-
ducing side teeth; growing afresh after 
shaving (hair of the head) ; fencing with 
thorns (a garden wall). 

A tashwih (v.n. 2 of iy.), Making 
deformed, ugly; looking with a malignant 
eye. 

iashsha, Name of an oil-measure; a 
hin. 

A V " taehahhud (v.n. 5 of >V)> Making 
a profession of religion by testifying tbe 
unity of God and the apostleship of Mu-
hammad (see S J ^ 8hahadat); seeking mar-
tyrdom. 

A jxir" tashhir (v.n. 2 of yv6*), Divulging, 
proclaiming, blazoning abroad, praising the 
merit of another; public exposure of a 
crimiual; drawing a sword, and flourishing 
it round the heads of others. 

a eyHr"' tashhizaj, = q.v. (of which 
it is probably a misreading). 

tashi, A porcupine ;—tishi, Lousy. 
tashaiyukh (v.n. 5 of Feign-

ing old age ; assuming the character of a 
shaikh, i.e., an elder or a learned man ; 
ostentatious pretence to honour or dig-
nity. 

tashlr, A shady place to rest on. 
Bj^iJ; tashlra, A ball of coloured stones, 

marble. 
A tashaiyu' (v.n. 5 of Profess-

ing to be of the sect of All (shi'at). 
a tashaiyu'-mazhab, The sect 
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of AH; a follower of i t ; heretical (according 
to Sunni views). 

A tashaiyun (v.n. 5 of Making 
a display of state ; dignity, pomp, ostenta-
tion. 

A taehyid (v.n. 2 of Raising 
high, erecting. 

A girt*" tashyp (v.n. 2 of Going 
out with one to bid him farewell and bring 
him on his way; burning, scorching; fol-
lowing a funeral; kindling a fire or feeding 
it with fuel. 

A j jUi ' tasdduq (v.n. 6 of J * * * ) , Culti-
vating sincere friendship; acting with 
affection and fidelity towards each other. 

A fjUi' tasddum (v.n. 6 of Dashing 
one against another. 

A ocLu-' tasd'ud (v.n. 6 of Beiug 
difficult; ascending, going up; ascension. 

A £±U> tasdfuh (v.n. 6 of Shaking 
hands. 

A tas dnif (pi. of tasnif), Literary 
works. 

J a ^ j W iasdwir (pi. of taswir), Images, 
j pictures, portraits. 
I A tasabbnh (v.n. 5 of Wishing 

a good morning ; visiting in the morning. 
A tas hi (1 (v.n. 2 of Amending, 

| correcting, making sound ; verifying, illus-
f trating ; correction, emendation ; verifica-

tion, attestation ;—tashlh dadan, To make 
sound, to set right. 

ias-aa'o* tashi ha, Muster, inspection ; — 
daghi tashi ha, The office in which the 
horses kepi in service are marked. 

A tashif (v.n. 2 of Making 
an error in reading or writing; an ortho-
graphical mistake, a clerical error; chan-
ging the diacritical points, so as to alter the 

| pronunciation and meaning of a word. 
; a tashif-kkpdni, Bad reading. 

a tasaddur (v.n. 5 of Being 
placed or sitting 111 the chief seat. 

A tasaddu1 (v.n. 5 of Becoming 
dispersed, scattered, dissipated. 

A tasadduq (v.n. 5 of Giving 
alms; alms, charity; devoting, sacrificing; 
sacrifice; pardon;—tasadduq farmudan, ta-
sadduq kardan, To dispense alms ; to forgive, 
pardon (m.c.). 

A tasaddl (v.n. 5 of ^ J - ) , Coming 
before, opposing. 

A tasdiyat, tasdiya (v.n. 2 of 
Clapping with the hands. 

A Y-w tasdir (v.11. 2 of Taking 
the lead with a stretched-out breast (a 
raco-horse) ; giving the highest place or 
chief seat at table ; making one a leader; 
beginning a letter with a proem or exor-
dium. 

! A tasdi', vulg. tasdi'a (v.n. 2 
j of Suffering from a violent headache; 
1 headache; worry, annoyance, vexation ; 

toil, sorrow, trouble, care;—tasdV dadan 
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(kardan), To inflict pain, to cause a head-
ache -j—tasdV kashldan, To suffer from a 
headache ; to be worried. 

a gixoi fasdl1 dih, Giving trouble, trou-
blesome, annoying, vexatious. 

A tasdlq (v.n. 2 Assuring of 
or proving the truth of, attesting, verifying ; 
believing, crediting, acknowledging as true ; 
confirmation, proof, verification; attesta-
tion, certificate; appeal; speaking in the 
same sense (m.c.) ;—tasdlqi tabib, A medi-
cal certificate ;—tasdlq numudan, To agree 
with (m.c.). 

A tasarruf (v.n. 5 of OY), Turning, 
changing; using, employing; application; 
possession, occupancy, sway, power, con-
trol ; influence, art, cunning ; supernatural 
power; diverting from its proper use, mis-
application, misappropriation, embezzle-
ment;—tasarruf ddshtan, To possess, enjoy, 
usurp, have in one's power y—tasarrufi dukh-
tar, Defloration;—tasarruf kardan, To use, 
to dispose of; to spend ;—tasarruf, haw a, 
Extreme lassitude. 

A TIAIYTF tasarruf at (pi. of the preceding), 
Possessions ; usages; sum total of ex-
penses ;—tasarru/dti laruz, Poetic licenses. 

a ^yS tasarrufi, Common provisions 
given to dependants. 

A PJ-OI' tasarrum (v.n. 5 of py), Being cut 
off. 

A PIJAJ tasrlh (v.n. 2 of Speaking 
openly ; showing plainly ; declaring ; ex-
planation ; evidence, manifestation ; narra-
tion ;—tasrlh. kardan, To make manifest. 

A QfS tasri* (v.n. 2 of Overthrow-
ing, throwing completely prostrate; rhym-
ing the first line of a couplet, initial in a 
poem, with the second and all following 
even lines, which constitutes the character 
of a Ghazal or Qasida, in contradistinction 
from a Qit'ab or mere fragment. 

A ta$rlf (v.n. 2 of ^y), Changing, 
turning, converting ; shifting, veering ; (in 
gram.) inflection, declension, conjugation, 
accidence (opp. to ^ nahw, Syntax); deri-
vation, etymology. 

A tasrim (v.n. 2 of f y ) , Cutting in 
pieceB. 

A tasa^ub (v.n. 5 of A violent 
contest. 

A tasa"ud (v.n. 5 Being impor-
tant, difficult, above one's power; ascend-
ing-

A tas'id (v.n. of 2 of Ascend-
ing a mountain; descending into a valley ; 
goiug on a declivity; melting; distilling, 
sublimating;—tas'id kardan, To sublimate. 

A tas'ir (v.n. 2 of Making 
faces in contempt. 

A tasgAlr (v.n. 2 of Diminish-
ing, lessening ; putting (a noun) into the 
diminutive form ; diminution; a diminu-
tive noun. 

A tasaffuh (v.n. 5 of ^JU), Examining 
minutely, considering accurately; compa-
ring, revising page after page. 

A iasfiyat, tasfiya (v.n. 2 of 
Straining, clearing, purifying ; purgation; 
purity ; clarification; refinement; reconci-
liation, settlement, adjustment, disposal. 

a s - l t <ua*>» tasfiya-talab, Requiring ad-
justment, &c. 

A ^JLJ tasfih (v.n. 2 of C4"), Making 
broad, expanding; clapping (the hands). 

A tasjiq (v.n. 2 of <JA*), Shaking a 
tree (wind); clapping (the hands) toge-
ther ; pouring (wine) from one vessel into 
another; leading (cattle) from pasture to 
pasture. 

A tasallub (v.n. 5 of V-1*), Being 
hard, firm, inflexible. 

A oil-A> tasalluf (v.n. 5 of Boasting, 
gasconading. 

A tasllb (v.n. 2 of Crucify-
ing, gibbeting; impaling; making the 
sign of the cross ; painting or forming in 
the shape of a crucifix. 

A tasmim (v.n. 2 of ji*), Intending, 
designing, resolving deliberately, determi-
ning firmly ; determination, resolve. 

A tasannu' (v.n. 5 of Making a 
display of a r t ; studying to make a fair 
appearance; showing a specious outside; 
speciousness, affectation, artificiality; fa-
brication; alteration; falsification. 

A d u * ta?nif (v.n. 2 of Sorting, 
ranging, distributing (in classes) ; com-
piling, composing (a book); invention, 
literary or musical composition. 

A EDU-juu" tasnlfdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Literary compositions, works, writings. 

A tasauwub (v.n. 5 of y y ) , De-
scending (ram). 

A tasauwur (v.n. 5 of jy), Being 
painted, pourtrayed, framed, fashioned, 
formed, imagined, conceived; imagining, 
fancying; imagination, fancy, supposition, 
reflection, image, idea; contemplation; 
conception, perception, apprehension;— 
tafaivwur bastan (kardan), To imagine, to 
picture to oneself;—ba-tasawwur dmadan, 
To be imagined, to be conceived (m.c.). 

a tasauivuridan, To imagine, to 
consider (m.c.). 

A <wiy=j tusawwuf (v.n. 5 of <-iy)> Mysti-
cism, Sufiism; devoting oneself to con-
templation ; contemplation. 

A S - I Y * taswtb (v.n. 2 of V } * ) > Regard-
ing (one) as a correct speaker, or as saying 
what is right and true ; approving, prais-
ing ; lowering the head. 

A y ^ taswlr (v.n. 2 of )y), Forming, 
fashioning; painting, limning; a picture, 
image, effigy, likeness, sketch, drawing;— 
taswiri rang-dar, A coloured picture, a 
painting ;—taswiri sdya-ddr, An image that 
throws a shadow, a statue, a sculpture ;— 



taswlr kardan (kashidan), To paint; to re-
present ;—taswlri nlmrukk, A likeness taken 
in profile. 

A taswlrdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Pictures, drawings, &c. 

a y -̂al taswlr-khdna, A picture-gallery. 
a u ^ taswlr kash, fi /.y0' taswir-yar, 

An artist, a painter, a sculptor. 
tasyir (v.n. 2 of Causing to 

change from one condition into another. 
A Sus tazadd (v.n. 6 of **), Being ene-

mies, opponents, opposites (see zidd) ; 
contradiction, contrariety, opposition; ab-
surdity, inconsistency, 

A tazdfur (v.n. 5 of Helping 
each other. 

A U-A>U> tazdyuf (v.n. 6 of Being 
narrow, confined (a channel); being re-
lated being close together or close upon. 

A iazdyuq (v.n. 6 of Being 
narrow (mind or place); being crowded, 
jammed. 

A tafajjur (v.n. 5 of j*-4), Being op-
pressed and wearied in mind, grieved, sor-
rowful. 

A iazajju' (v.n. 5 of . Abiding 
in one place ; remaining fixed (a cloud). 

A tazjl' (v.n. 2 of Doing less 
than one ought, being negligent; being 
near setting (the sun), inclining to set (a 
star). 

A ŝs-TF tazahhi (v.n. 5 of y ^ ) , Dining, 
lunching; sacrificing, 

A U^-I^-A? tazhlk (v.n. 2 of Causing 
to laugh; laughing at, mocking; ridicule, 
derision. 

Ajy<i> tazarrur (v.n. 5 of yt>), Being in-
jured, suffering loss ; being grieved. 

A tazarru' (v.n. 5 of G^), Humbling 
oneself; self-abasement, humility; earnest 
supplication ; compllining, lamenting. 

a (•ytf tazarrum (v.n. 5 of p^), Blazing 
(fire) ; being fired with rage. 

A tazrlb (v.n, 2 of s S t i r r i n g 
up, exciting, instigating. 

A tazr'is (v.u. 2 of <j*y*>), Making 
experienced (wars or travels); making 
rough, uneven, notching; edging of the 
teeth. 

A tazrlm (v.n. 2 of Making 
burn, kindling. 

A taza'zu( (v.n. 2 of Palling 
in ruius ; humbling oneself. 

A taz'lf (v.n. 2 of Increasing, 
doubling, multiplying; making weak, en-
feebling; accusing of weakness, putting 
down to weakness. 

A JA-tf tuzlil (v.n. 2 of J^), Accusing of 
error; causing to err, to wander. 

A tazammun (v.n. 5 of Com-
prehending, containing, including; accept-
ing. 

A tazmld (v.n. 2 of Binding 

(the head) with a fillet of any kind ; apply-
ing a plaster or poultice. 

AJ*4->> taztnir (v,n. 2 of y*^), Giving (a 
horse) little fodder to make it lean and fit 
for racing. 

A taztnln (v.n. 2 of y*-4), Taking 
as a surety or guarantee; giviug security ; 
giving satisfaction ; entrusting; lending 
on interest; taking under protection ; com-
prehending or including one thing iu 
another; inserting the verses of another in 
one's own poem ; an ellipsis. 

A tazawwu' (v.n. o of Diffusing 
odours (anything when moved). 

A tazaiyu' (v.n. 5 of Diffusing 
a perfume (musk). 

A iazaiyuq (v.n. 5 of Ukr6), Being 
narrow, strait. 

A taz/ji' (v.n. 2 of Causing to 
perish; destroying, wasting, spoiling; 
idling away one's time; ennui, weariness. 

A tazylq (v.n. 2 of t3<-*>), Making 
narrow ; restraining, compressing, reducing 
to straits; hemming in (an enemy) ; press-
ing closely (in argument). 

A VJJ'JSI' tatdb'iq (v.n. 6 of Agreeing; 
agreement; conformity, congruity, concur-
rence; similarity, analogy; coherence, co-
hesion. 

A tatdmun (v.n. 6 of Taking 
rest; rest, quietude, tranquillity. 

A Ĵ Uai" tatdwill (v.n. 6 of J^5), Exalting 
oneself (especially from pride); haughti-
ness, arrogance, rudeness, insolence, op-
pression, tyranny ; extension of dominion, 
conquest, usurpation ; — tataivul kardan 
(kashidan), To oppress, to exercise tyranuy, 
to treat with arrogance or insolence. 

a J ^ ' tatawul-pesha, Used to domi-
neer. 

A tatabbuq (v.n. 5 of ^ - F T ) , Being 
covered. 

A ^SFFAY tatbiq (v.n. 2 of Placing the 
hands upon or between the thighs, in tbe 
inclination at prayer, called ruhV; com-
paring, likening; putting together face to 
face ; causing to confront, drawing up in a 
line ;—tatbiq dadan, To bring in harmony, 
to conform, to adapt. 

A tatarruq (v.n. 5 of Travel-
liug. 

A tatrlf (v.n. 2 of Fighting 
at the wing (of an army); forcing (au 
enemy) to retreat. 

A Ja^ tatafful (v.n. 5 of jAt), Going un-
invited to a feast, acting the part of a 
sponger (tufaili). 

A tatfif (v.n. 2 of i-At>), Not quite 
filling a place or vessel. 

A tatfll (v.n. 2 of J&), Being near 
setting (the sun) ; going or causing one to 
go uninvited to a feast. 

A tatliq (v.n. 2 of Dismissing, 
divorcing, repudiating a wife. 



A Zft> tatauwu' (v.n. 5 of Doing a 
good action to which one is not obliged; an 
act of supererogation ; making pretensions 
to a power one does not possess. 

A ft tatauwu'dt (pi. of the preceding), 
Spontaneous actions, works of supereroga-
tion 

A <-ift> tatauwuf (v.n. 5 of Going 
round (in procession). 

A yift tatauwuq (v.n. 5 of , 3 ^ ° ) , Adorn-
ing oneself, being adorned, with a chain, 
collar, or necklace ; wearing it round the 
neck. 

A J f t tatauwul (v.n. 5 of Confer-
ring benefits and obligations; exceeding 
bounds, encroaching upon another 's rights. 

A &ft taiwi' (v.n. 2 of Making fea-
sible and practicable ; enable one to do a 
thing. 

A *-*>.ft tatwif (v.n. 2 of <-*ft), Going 
round again and again, circumambulating. 

A i j i f t tatvnq (v.n. 2 of d f t ) , Ornament-
ing with a collar ; appointing to a govern-
ment ; enabling, imparting ability, em-
powering, 

A J J f t tatufd (v.n. 2 of J ^ ) , Lengthen-
ing, extending, prolonging, stretching ou t ; 
proroguing, giving a delay ; prolongation, 
prorogation;—tatwil bild tail, Prolixity 
without utility. 

a &*hft tatwilana, Prolixly. 
a. ft* tatahhur (v.n. 5 of Becoming 

purified, cleansed ; being pure, abstaining 
from vice or sin. 

AJIMÎ " tathir (v.n. 2 of fte), Pur i fy ing , 
cleansing; purification, purgation, sancti-
ficatiou. 

A fts tataiyur (v.n. 5 of Considering 
as a bad omen. 

tatyir (v.n. 2 of j ^ ) , Causing to 
fly or move with rapidi ty; springing (a 
mine, &c.). 

A tatyin (v.n. 2 of Bedaubing 
with clay, plastering a roof with clay. 

A tazdlum (v.n. 6 of In ju r ing 
one another; complaining of mutual inju-
ries ; pretending to be a victim. 

AyfcUi? tazdhur (v.n. 6 of Standing 
lack to back (zakr), assisting, backing one 
another. 

A >*Jft tazarruf (v.n. 5 of >-*ft), Affect-
ing elegance, gracefulness, or wit, taking 
pains to appear witty and graceful (zarlf). 

A tazalluin (v.n. 5 of Complain-
ing of (another's) injustice or tyranny; 
groaning under oppression ; injustice, in-
jury, oppression; — tazallum bar-awardan 
(zadan, kardan), To complain of another 's 
injustice, oppression, or tyranny ;—izhdri 
tazallum kardan, To complain of an injury. 

a 0) tazallum-zan, Complaining of 
tyranny. 

A tazlil (v.n. 2 of J t ) , Throwing a 
shadow ; shading. 

A pftte tazUm (v.n, 2 of ^LI), Charging 
with injury and oppression (zulm) ; inflict-
ing such. 

A JoU? ta'ddul (v.n. 6 of Equil i-
brium. 

A ta'ddi (v.n. 6 of YC), Carrying 
on mutual hostilities; being depraved; 
discord, enmity ; depravity ; distance. 

A ij>ft* ta'aruz (v.n. 6 of ^ f t ) , Opposing, 
contradicting one another ; opposition, re-
sistance. 

A i j f t s ta'druf (v.n. 6 of Knowing 
one another ; mutual acquaintance ; recog-
nition ; rule, fashion, cus tom;— ta 'druf kar-
dan (dadan), To make recognition or ac-
knowledgment, hence to present with, to 
give; to acknowledge a salute, to bow to 
(mm.cc.). 

A Jete ta'dti (v.n. 6 of ft-), Taking with 
the band ; giving each other presents ; 
mutual surrender ; a silent kind of bargain, 
the seller handing over the thing to the 
buyer, and the latter paying the price with-
out speaking. 

A H-JW tufdqub (v.n. 6 of Follow-
ing, pursuing ; overtaking ; pu r su i t ; per-
secution ; alternation, alternate succession; 
—ta'dqub kardan, To pursue. 

A AIW ta'dqud (v.n. 6 of ATE), Enter ing 
into a compact, making a covenant, 

A ta'dl, Be exalted ! ascend! come! 
A JjSUi ta'ald (3 p. sing, of ta'dli, v.n, 6 

of t^ft), Be he exalted; often joined to 
the name of God, and explained in a n ad-
jective sense, as khudd'i ta'dla, God, may 
He be exalted, i.e. the Most High God. 

A ta'dmi (v.n. 6 of ^ Y * 0 ) , Feigning 
blindness. 

A oft* ta'awun (v.n. 6 of YJ*), Assisting 
each o ther ; mutual aid ; conspiring, con-
spiracy. 

A aaW ta'ahud (v.n. 6 of A^e), Confede-
ration, covenanting, conspiring; standing 
bail, being security or sponsor. 

A ta'ab, Trouble, labour, t o i l ; hard-
ship ; being tired, weariness, f a t igue ;— 
ta'ab dadan, To tire, to wear out, to weary. 

A ta'abbud (v.n. 5 of J ^ ) , Receiving 
as a servant ; being pious, devout, cultiva-
t ing devotional feelings ; devotion; super-
stition. 

A ta'biyai' (v.n. 2 of y?-), Arranging 
(household irfirniture); drawing up (sol-
diers) in &rray ; — ia'biyat edkhtan. To 
arrange, to p u t in order, to place;—ta lbiyat 
shudan, To be placed (m.c.) ; — ta'biyat 
shikastan, To disarrange, to displace;— 
ta'biya kardan, To fix; to place, lay, p u t ; 
to range (mm.cc.). 

A ta'bir (v.n. 2 of Explaining, 
interpreting ; telling what is in one's mind ; 
relating anything for, in the stead of, 
another ; interpretation, explanation; at-



t r ibute, quality ;—ta'blri kkwdb, The inter-
pretation of a dream. 

a ta'blr-nama, A book for teach-
ing the interpretation of dreams, a dream-
book. 

a fi jo**? ta'blr-go, An intrepreter of 
dreams. 

A S - s ^ J taSajjub (v.u. 5 of S R - ^ ) T Being 
struck with as tonishment ; wondering a t ; 
amazement, surprise, admiration ;— ta'ajjub 
awardan, To astonish, surprise ;— ta 'ajjub 
ddshtan (hardan, numudan), To wonder, to 
be as tonished;— ta 'aj jub manda, Amazed, 
astonished. 

A ta'ajjul (v.n. 5 of J ^ ) , Making 
has te ; causing to make haste, urging, ac-
celerating. 

A. ta'jib (v.u. 2 of s-V^c), Fill ing 
with astonishment; causing wonder, sur-
prise. 

A tajll (v.n. 2 of J ^ ) , Making 
has te ; hastening, urging, accelerating; 
haste, despatch, expedition; speediness. 
agility ; precipitancy ;— ta j l l dadan (har-
dan), To hasten, to accelerate, to expedite. 

A wiL,^*. ta'jlldna, Hastily. 
A ta'jini (v.n. 2 of Dotting, 

pointing a letter or consonant; providing a 
text with diacritical points; rendering into 
Persian. 

A ta'ddd. Numbering, enumeration, 
computat ion; number ; amount, s u m ; 
measure, ex ten t ; — ta dad numudan, To 
count. 

A »>*»? ta'addud (v.n. 5 of Exceeding 
in number ; number ing; mult iplying; 
n u m b e r ; plurality. 

A ta'addi (v.n. 5 of J^C), Transgress-
ing, being u n j u s t ; tyranny, oppression; 
violence, force, compulsion; exaction, ex-
tortion ; being active, transitive (a verb, 
opp. to Idzim, intransitive). 

A h*** ta'diyat, ta'diya (v.n. 2 of y^), 
Converting a neuter into an active verb ; 
the transitive or active signification of a 
verb. 

A ta'dld (v.n. 2 of Counting 
with the utmost accuracy and strictness; 
arranging, preparing (for a fu tu re occa-
sion). 

A ta'dil (v.n. 2 of J*^) , Rectifying, 
straightening, ad jus t ing ; jus t i fy ing; 
making equal ; exactness, accuracy; consi-
dering as lawful (witnesses, proofs, <&c.) ; 
making a witness. 

Ayi** ta'azzur (v.n. 5 of Being dif-
ficult or impossible; being stained, be-
smeared with dung ; making an apology ; 
excuse; apology. 

A ta'zib (v.n. 2 of S-*-" 1 ) , Punish-
ing, scourging, torment ing; punishment, 
tor ture, torment. 

A ta'zlr (v.n. 2 of Making an 
apology, advancing an excuse; subterfuge ; j 

preparing a circumcision-feast, and invi-
t ing guests thereto; beginning to appear 
(down upon a boy's cheek). 

A ta'arruz (v.n. 5 of Happen-
ing, occurring; coming before, presenting 
oneself; not ic ing; opposing, hindering, 
withstanding ; opposition, obstacle, impe-
diment ; oppression, in jury , loss ;—ta'arruz 
har dan, To oppose, hinder, prevent ; to in-
jure, oppress. 

A W J t a ' a r r u f (v.n. 5 of Inquiring 
with the view to learn ; seeking knowledge ; 
learning ; instructing, teaching, notifying. 

A S t a ' r i b (v.n, 2 of v / 0 > Pronoun-
cing Arabic agreeably to the rules ; render-
ing (Persian, &c.) into Arab ic ; polishing, 
refining or correcting a speech, &c.; re-
proving ; cutt ing the branches of a palm-
tree. 

A ta'riyat, ta(riya (v.n. 2 of 
Laying bare, exposing, stripping, denuding. 

A ta'ris (v.n. 2 of u-y1)* Alighting 
(travellers) in the end of the night. 

A ta'rlz (v.n. 2 of Enlarging, 
extendiug, making broad ; making conspi-
cuous ; rendering obnoxious, exposing; op-
posing ; ambiguity, equivocation, speaking 
enigmatically ; hint ing at, making an allu-
sion to ; rendering intricate ; writing indis-
t inctly; not dressing meat sufficiently; 
bartering, exchanging ; a s ta tement of the-
particulars of landed property. 

A ta'rlf (v.n. 2 of <-V0> Making 
known, s ignifying; explaining, making de-
terminate, defining; explanation, defini-
tion ; introduction (to a person) ; praise, 
commendation ; a tariff ; — ta'rlfi amrdz, 
Nostology ; — ta'rlfi 'asab, Neurology ; — 
ta'rlfi 'azaldt, Myology ;— ta 'r l f i 'izdm, Os-
teology ;—ta'rlf har dan, To praise (m.c.);— 
ta'rlfi lajzl, Verbal definition or explanation; 
—-ba-ta'rlf na-mlgunjad, I t is impossible to 
describe (m.c.). 

A YIAISYW ta'rijdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Definitions, &c. 

a ^ y w ta'rlfi, Commendable, notable. 
A ta'rlq (v.n, 2 of *3f-), Diluting 

(wine) with a little water; filling (a vessel) 
not to the brim. 

A «EA>;*> ta'rlh (v.n. 2 of Pinching, 
wringing hard, pressing, squeezing, rubbing 
the ear. 

A ta'ziyat, ta'ziya, (v.n. 2 of 
Consoling; enjoining or recommending 
patience; mourning for the dead; a repre-
sentation of the shrines of Hasan and Hu-
sain, sons of All ;— ta 'z iyat kardan, To con-
sole, condyle. 

a ta'ziyat-pursl, Condolence. 
a ta'ziyat-khana, A house of 

mourning ; the place of the ta'ziya. 
a a-A* ta'ziyat-ndma, Note of condo-

lence. 
A ta'zlr (v.u. 2 of jje), Reproving, 



censuring ; beating, inflicting stripes below 
the full number appointed by law; punish-
ment ;—ta'zlr kardan, To censure; to beat ; 
to inflict punishment. 

A J>j*> ta'zil (v.n. 2 of Jjfc), Deposing 
from (office) ; removal. 

a ta'ziya-ddr, ta'ziya-gir, 
One who observes the mourning in Muhar-
ram. 

A ta's (v.n.), Perishing; falling; 
destroying; perdition, ruin, destruction; 
evil; distance. 

± ta'assur (v.n. 5 of Being dif-
ficult ; being obscure, inexplicable (a pas-
sage). 

A ta'assuf (v.n. 5 of Stray-
ing, losing one's way. 

A ta'ashshuq (v.u. 5 of (J-^ ), Making 
demonstrations of love; falling in love; 
being in love; love, affection. 

A ta'ashshl (v.n. 5 of Supping, 
eating supper;—tagbpddi u ta'ashshl kar-
dan, To dine and sup. 

a ta'ehlsh (v.n. 2 of y^e), Having 
a slender trunk and few branches (a palm-
tree) ; building a nest (a bird); becoming 
dry and mouldy (bread). 

A ta'assub (v.n. 5 of EC), Binding 
the head with a fillet; being attached to 
one's kindred; zeal, party-spirit; partizan-
ship ; partiality ; bigotry, religious persecu-
tion ; superstition. 

A tal8ib (v.n. 2 of S—^), Appoint-
ing one as chief or head of a family ; keep-
ing one hungry, famishing; destroying. 

A ta'attuf (v.n. 5 of iJtae), Being in-
dulgent, propitious, favourably inclined ; 
putting on (a cloak). 

A Jk*> ta'attul (v.n. 5 of J^C), Having no 
bracelets or other ornaments (a woman) ; 
being without work or occupation; idle-
ness; being void, empty, vacant. 

A ta'tlr (v.n, 2 of Perfuming, 
diffusing odours, 

A (v.n. 2 of J ^ ) , Causing to be 
unemployed ; rendering vacant, void, un-
occupied; rendering useless; laying waste; 
leaving neglected, abandoning; vacation, 
holiday; leaving out every letter that is 
marked with a diacritical point aiydmi 
ta'tll, Holidays (m.c.), 

A ^ R ta'azzum (v.n. 5 of Magnify-
ing oneself, behaving haughtily; magni-
ficence, grandeur, pride ; haughtiness, ar-
rogance, insolence. 

A ta'zjm (v.n. 2 of f ^ ) , Magnifying, 
honouring; treating with respect, reve-
rence, veneration; geniality, politeness ;— 
ceremonious nnd respectful treatment;— 
ta'zlm dadan (kardan), To honour, magnify ; 
to Balute, to bow to (m.c.). 

A *M*s ta'affuf (v.n. 5 of «-&*), Being 
chaste, abstaining from what is forbidden; 
drinking milk remaining in the udder. 

A ta'affun (v.n. 5 of Becoming 
putrid, rotten; stench, fetor, fetidness. 

A ta'fiyat (v.n. 2 of YIC), Obliterating, 
defacing; amending, restoring, adjusting. 

A (j-Juu ta'fln (v.n. 2 of Tincture ;— 
ta'flni afyun, Laudanum. 

A ta'aqqub (v.n. 5 of S - ^ ) , Search-
ing, tracking, pursuing; tracing, punish-
ment, chastisement. 

A J w ta'aqqul (v.n. 5 of Jac), Perceiving, 
comprehending, understanding ; informing. 

A ta'qlb (v.n. 2 of Delaying, 
procrastinating; remaining in the mosque 
after the hour of public prayer is over; 
doing a thing over and over again. 

A ta'qld (v.n. 2 of .xae), Tying fast 
or strongly, knitting together, tying in 
knots ; causing to unite, joining ; boiling 
(a thing) till it becomes thick. 

A ta'qlr (v.n. 2 of jfc), Wounding 
desperately. 

A ta'alluq (v.n. 5 of being sus-
pended to, dependent upon, connected with ; 
attachment; love of the world ; dependence ; 
connection; relation; relationship; concern, 
reference, regard ; consideration, reflection ; 
commerce ; means of support, employment, 
situation, office; property, possession; a 
manor ; a small division of a district. 

A ta'alluqdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Dependencies, connections, appurtenances ; 
estates ; substance; attachments ; claims ;— 
ta'alluqati dunyawly, Worldly concerns. 

a uiA^SUJ ta'alluqajat, Lordships (of 
land), manors, estates, &c. 

a j ^ W ta'alluq-ddr, One who holds a 
talook. 

a ,JUJ ta'alluq gusil, Free from 
worldly attachments, independent, uncon-
cerned. 

a ta'alluqa,, Connection, relationship; 
lordship, possession of land ; a fee, manor ; 
a district. 

a jW ta'alluqa-ddr, Possessor of an 
estate, lord of a manor, landlord, feoffee. 

A ji*S> ta'allul (v.n. 5 of Jc) , Amusing 
oneself indecently, beguiling the time; oc-
cupying oneself vainly or with trifies; 
making an excuse ; procrastination ; excuse 
objection; subterfuge, evasion. 

A ta'allum (v.n. of 5 Submitting 
to be taught; learning; knowing; s tudy; 
knowledge;—ta'llm u ta'allum, Teaching and 
learning. 

A jjl** ta'alli (v.11. 5 of ^c), Being or be-
coming high, or elevated; highness, emi-
nence; exalting oneself, appearing conspi-
cuous. 

A ta'llq (v.n. 2 of ^L*), Suspending, 
banging; delaying; suspension ; a Per-
sian style of writing commonly called Taliq. 

a ta'llqa, An appendix ; a marginal 
note; a schedule, an inventory, a list or 
register. 



A J T J W ta'lll (v.n. 2 of J*), Soothing, 
amusing, diverting; occupying, engaging 
one's attention; changing one of the weak 
letters for another; causality, causation; 
causing (or allowing) one to have an ex-
cuse. 

A ta'lim (v.n. 2 of ^Jc), Teaching, 
instructing, informing; instruction, tuition ; 
learning, erudition. 

a ta'lim-khdna, A school. 
a Uy ft,A»> ta'lim-farrna, y>ta'limgar, 

A teacher, instructor. 
a tallimi, A thong at the head of 

a bridle. 
A ta'ammud (v.n. 5 of Doing 

deliberately; designing, intending, pur-
posing. 

A talammudan, Deliberately, pur-
posely. 

A , 3 * * ? ta'arnmuq (v.n. 5 of Going 
deep into; speaking profoundly and myste-
riously ; penetration; deepness, profound-
ness. 

A J**J ta'ammul (7.n. 5 of J**1), Study-
ing, applying to, labouring, toiling, taking 
pains. 

A p+io ta'ammum (v.n. 5 of Putt ing 
on a turban ; calling (one) uncle. 

A ta'amml (v.n. 5 of Being 
blind. 

A ta'miyat, ta'miya (v.n. 2 of ^y*^), 
Blinding; making obscure and enigma-
tical (averse or sentence) ; blindness; ob-
scurity ;—dar zabani ta'miya, In enigma-
tical language. 

A ta'mld (v.u. 2 of Propping 
up, blocking up, damming (a current) ; 
baptizing. 

Aj*+«> ta'mir (v.n. 2 of Building; 
rebuilding; mending, repairing; making 
habitable, cultivated, and populous; grant-
ing long life; praying to God to bless with 
a long life; ascribing long duration to, 
characterizing by perpetuity. 

A ta'miq (v.n. 2 of Making 
deep, deepening; penetrating deeper, push-
ing farther; being far-sighted. 

A ta'mll (v.n. 2 of J-*^), Causing to 
act; putting in force, carrying out, execu-
t ing; execution, performance; exercise; 
appointing one governor of a province or 
collector of revenue. 

A ia'mim (v.n. 2 of ^T), Rendering 
universal; comprehending, reaching al l ; 
generality, universality; indefinittness. 

A ia'annut (v.n. 5 of Seeking 
the depression or destruction (of an adver-
sary) ; trying to find out one's fault or sin ; 
finding fault with. 

A ta'nif (v.n 2 of Reproach-
ing harshly, blaming severely ; reprcath. 

A yeJJu ia'nln (v.n. 2 of yfi), Impotency. 
A ta'auwud (v.n. 5 of ^j^), Being ac-

customed ; making a liabit or custom. 

A JYU ta'auwuz (v.n. 5 of JYC), Fleeing (to 
God), taking refuge. 

A ta'auwuq (v.n. 5 of Being 
hindered, turned away from ; hanging back-

A ta'wij (v.n. 2 of G^C), Bending, 
making crooked ; twisting; perverting. 

A ta'wid (v.n. 2 or Habituating, 
training (a dog for hunting) ; introducing 
or prescribing a custom, manner, or 
fashion. 

A - i t a ' w l z (v.n. 2 of ^ft) , Praying for 
protection ; causing to take refuge with ; a 
charm, amulet, phylaGtery ; a magic square ; 
a tombstone -,—ta'wizi dsman, Gemini;— 
ta'wlzi slmin, The stars. 

A ta'wlz (v.n. 2 of Recompen-
sing, rewarding, compensating ; giving or 
doing in exchange or return ; substituting. 

A tJMy** ta'wiq (v.n. 2 of oSyO, Delaying; 
hindering, preventing, restraining; suspend-
ing, suspension. 

A ta'wll (v.n. 2 of Jy5), Laying a 
burden upon; asking assistance, imploring 
help; constructing a shelter from the ruin 
('dial). 

A ta'wlm (v.n. 2 of ( • J 0 ) ) Laying down 
corn (when reaping) by handfuls ; bearing 
fruit every second year (a palm-tree); 
making swim. 

A Ĵ W ta'ahhud (v.n. 5 of ^V5), Minding, 
attending to, looking after, tending, taking 
care of; making new ; agreement, covenant, 
contract, engagement, promise ; lease, rent; 
—ta'ahhudi tasllm hard, He agreed to sur-
render. 

a ta'ahhud-dar, A lease-holder, 
holder of an agreement, &c. 

A û -a*? ta'aiyush (v.n. 5 of u ^ ) , Procu-
ring a livelihood by labour and industry, 
labouring for a living; leading a pleasant 
life ; rejoicing. 

A ta'aiyal (v.n. 5 of J ^ ) , Land held 
by a member of a royal family (especially 
applied to the royal family of Dehli), u 
royal appanage ;-—ta'aiyuti shdhl, The royal 
domains (around Dehli). 

a ta'lii (vulg. for ta'aiyun, v.n. 5 of 
Specifying, fixing, determining, re-

signing, appointing, deputing, establishing; 
appointment, establishment, &c. 

a ta'indt (vulg. for ta'aiyunat, pi. 
of the preceding), Appointments ; service, 
duty *, station, post, command, garrison. 

a ^L^*}' ta'lndtl (vulg. for ta'aiyundtl), 
Appointment, service, duty ; the object or 
business of an appointment; a detachment 
of troops, guard, garrison. 

A ta'yir (v.n. 2 of Reproaching, 
reviling, disgracing. 

A (v.n. 2 of Js^), Supporting & 
family, providing adequately for its main-
tenance. 

A ta'yln (v.n. 2 of e^)> Specifying, 
assigning, appointing ;—ta'yln shudan, To 



be assigned, appointed, &c.;—ta'yin farmu-
dan (kardan, numudan), To assign, appoint, 
&c. (see ta'in). 

A ta'yindt (pi. of tbe preceding), 
Appointments, &c. 

A iagfiabun (v.n. 6 of Defraud-
ing, cheating one another ; mutual decep-
tion ;—yaumu 't-taghdbun, The Day of 
Judgment. 

jW taghdr, A provision-bag hung by a 
horseman at each side of his horse; an 
earthen disb or bowl; any certain allowance 
of provisions, or stipend,"on which a person 
depends; a measure. 

taghdr a, A measure; a wash-tub. 
i^jto taghari, A small tub or trough, a 

kneading trough. 
A JLU> taghdful (v.n. 6 of J ^ ) , Feigning 

negligence; being intentionally negligent, 
conniving; negligence, inadvertency, care-
lessness. 

JiU? taghaful-blsha, JJVAJ 
taghdful-pamnd, ,jiU» taghdful-shi'tir, 
Negligent, careless, inattentive. 

a ^ W JiU> taghdful-shi'dri, Negligence, 
carelessness. 

a JiUi' taghdful-kanh, Negligent, care-
less. 

a ^J^Ja taghdfull, Negligence, careless-
ness. 

A taghdlub (v.n. 6 of v ^ ) , Over-
coming one another. 

A taghayur (v.n. 6 of Difference, 
diversity, discrepancy. 

tugjdukh, A pancake, fritter. 
>s*J taghtaz, A pancake, a fritter. 

taghtagh, tughtagh, A corn-measure, 
equal to four (according to others to one) 
ass-loads; a pancake, fritter. 

T {JJ^' tughdarl, A bustard. 
A taghaddi (v.n. 5 of Eating 

early, breakfasting; dinner. 
A taghziyat (v.n, of Food, nou-

rishment. 
j W ^ tagharckdq, Finished, prepared (see 

is/* tughra, An emperor's sign manual 
(see y t ) . 

A S t a g h r i b (v.n. 2 of S ^ ) , Removing 
to a distance, banishment, transportation, 
imprisonment. 

A tagfrrir (v.n. 2 of Exposing 
oneself to danger; filling (a bottle) ; pre-
paring to fly, meditating flight (a bird). 

A ptjti tagkrlm (v.n. 2 of pyfc), Fining, 
mulcting. 

A^ytf taghzlr (v.n. 2 of j,^), Omitting to 
milk (a camel) every other time, that the 
milk may be increased. 

A tagiiashski (v.n. 5 of ^Y^), Cover-
ing oneself ; having sexual intercourse. 

A l&iAS iagkziyat, taghziya (v.n. 2 of 
Dividing into portions ; putting aside, se-
parating from the rest. 

A taghattl (v.n. 5 of J ^ ) , Covering, 
concealing. 

A taghtiyat (v.n. 2 of Covering ; 
enveloping in its darkness (night). 

A taghfil (v.u. 2 of J ^ ) , Reproving 
for negligence, calling (one) negligent and 
forgetful, regarding (one) as such. 

J*? tughal, Sheepfold. 
A tagklib, Name of an Arabian tribe. 
A taghalluk (v.n. 5 of s-J^), Subju-

gating, taking possession (of a city) ; pre-
vailiug upon, conquering; taking advantage 
of ; cheating; forgery, embezzlement; falsi-
fication, adulteration. 

a o * ^ taghlabl (rarely tagfelibi), Of or 
belonging to the tribe of Taghlib. 

A ^-jiAi' taghlib (v.n. 2 of Render-
ing superior or victorious; prevalence. 

A tagfalis (v.u. 2 of u^), Travel-
ling by night;—tigklis (?), Name of a city 
founded by Sikandar in Arman. 

A M*? taghlit (v.n. 2 of U&), Accusing of 
an error, charging with blunder; inducing 
into error. 

A tagjdiz (v.n. 2 of Making a 
thing rough and oppressive to anyone. 

A taghlif (v.n. 2 of Cover-
ing with a sheatli (ghildf), encasing. 

A (J-LAJ taghliq (v.n. 2 of Shutting 
or fastening (a door). 

A taghammud (v.n. 5 of Cover-
ing with mercy, saving a sinner (God) ; 
filling a vessel. 

<UJu taahma, A badge of honour ; a mark 
which artisfs put on their productions; the 
device on a shield or medal. 

A taahmiz (v.n. 2 of (.A**), Half 
shutting the eyes; conniving at, indul-
ging; speaking unintelligibly, myste-
riously; subtilty of speech. 

taghnagh. A corn-measure of four 
ass-loads (see 

A taghanni (v.n. 5 of <_s^)r Singing ; 
cooing; celebrating a mistress in song; 
being contented, able to do without. 

tugfiur, )y*> tughuz, Misspellings for 

A taghaxyur, in P. commonly pro-
nounced tagkir (v.n. 5 of jtA), Being 
changed, altered, disturbed; change, alte-
ration ; becoming vitiated or corrupt; falsi-
fication; removal;—taghiri bdlin, Turning 
the pillow from one side to the other, rest-
lessness. 

A taghaiyurdt (pi. of the prece-
ding), Alteration, chauges. 

A yi-AJ taghaiyuz (v.n. 5 of y***), Dimi-
nishing ; keeping back the tears ; settling 
in a wood. 

A taghaiyuz (v.n. 5 of k**), Being en-
raged, infuriated. 

A S-^-AJ taghyib (v.n. 2 of Causiug 
to be absent, removing. 

A yt^ taghyir (v.n. 2 of p*), Altering, 



making a change (either for the better or 
the worse); change, alteration; removing, 
dismissing from office, discharging; dis-
charge, dismissal; — tagkylr dadan, To 
change (v.a.); — tagfayiri 'amal, Deteriora-
tion, disease of a function ;—tagkylri quw-
wati 'asabl, A nervous disease;—taghylri 
makdni rahirn, Prolapse of the womb ;— 
taghylri hi'ati rutubati zujajiya, Synchysis, 
confusion of the humours of the eye;— 
taghyir ydftan, To change (v.n.); to become 
changed (mm.cc.). 

A taghyirdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Alterations, changes ;—tagfayirdti jasmani-
ya, Organic diseases ;—taghyirdti nafsdniya, 
Passions; abberrations of the mind. 

taf, Flame, heat, warmth; bright-
ness, effulgence ; vapour, exhalation ; cor-
ruption, rottenness, stench ; [tafi Ugh, The 
brilliancy (according to others the clashing) 
of a sword];—tuf, Spittle ;—tvf i Jchuni, Spit-
ting of blood ; hemoptisis ;•—tuf kardan, To 
spit. 

A t u f f , Nail-parings; dirt under the 
nails; (for ^ tuffan) fie! for shame. 

A tuff ah, An apple ;•—tuffdhi mdhi 
(moon-apple), The orange or lemon. 

A tafdkhur (v.n. 6 of Mutual 
boasting; glorying ; boast, vaunt;—tafa* 
Jchur budan (kardan), To boast mutually ; 
to vie in boasting. 

yW «w4> tuf-dan, A spittoon (see yU J**). 
A O|;VA> tafdruq (v.n. 6 of J / ) , Separation; 

division. 
A TJ^ltf tafdrlq (pi. of tafrlq), Intervals; 

distinct parts ; instalments. 
A t a f d s i r (pi. of tafsir), Commenta-

ries, especially to the Qur'an. 
A J~ELA> tafdsll (pi. of tafsll), Divisions 

into sections, distinct discourses; assort-
ments;—bar tafdsll, In detail. 

A J-ITO tafdzul (v.n. 6 of J ± I ) , Contend-
ing for, or pretending to, pre-exeellence. 

tafdgi, The skull; — tifdgt (tafdgh, 
tufdyh), A cup. 

A J t e tufdl, Spittle, saliva; froth, foam; 
—tafa"ul (v.n. 5 of Taking a good 
omen; prognosticating well. 

a yJfc^ aJUtf iufdla'i dhan, Slag, dross. 
A taf dni (v.n. 6 of ^ j , Destroying 

each other ; perishing together. 
A tafdwvt (v.n. 6 of Being 

absent, far asunder ; difference, distinction, 
separation, disparity, discrepancy, contra-
diction ; distance, interval;—ba-rayi man 
tafdwut na-mikunad, I t is a 11 the same to 
me (m.c.). 

A J^a? tafd'ul (v.n. 6 of JcVi), Auguring, 
foreboding; augury, omen ; bibliomancy. 

u^iJ taft, "Warm, ho t ; heat, warmth; 
rage; haste, expedition; waviug, walking 
in a stately manner; name of an intoxica-
ing root; name of a place in the province 
of Yazd, 

5 of Being 

warmth; anguish, 

A u t a f a t t u t (v.n 
broken or crumbled. 

taftagl, Heat, 
teen, sorrow. 

taf tan, To burn, to be hot; to be 
angry ; to warm, to heat ; to put in a rage; 
to hasten, to run ; to walk witfi a stately 
pace. 

Axtf tofta, H o t ; melted; twisted; dis-
pleased ; weighed down; disturbed; a mad-
dening root; a spider's web, 

tafta-jiyar, Hectic; inflamed with 
love. 

Jo taftah-dil, Heart-sick, despond-
ing. 

a c * ^ faftify (v.n. 2 of Opening. 
taftidan, To wax hot. 

^ j i wt-i? taft-yazdl, Name of a j luce in 
Persia ( = taft above). 

A taftlsh (v.n. 2 of Investi-
gating, examining, searching diligently; 
inquiry, examination ; scrutiny, research ; 
inquisitiveness. 

a taftlshl, Investigation, research; 
an inquisitor, commissary, investigator, 
examiner. 

taX^ taftik, Goats' hair resembling silk, 
growing at the roots of the long hair, and 
often more valuable (of which shawls are 
made) ; steam from a boiling pot. 

A taftll (v.n. 2 of Twisting (a 
rope). 

A taftin (v.u. 2 of y t f ) , Exciting 
sedition, raising tumults; seducing, infa-
tuating; bewitching. 

A li-TF taf as (v.n. of Pur i fy ing 
oneself before performing the sacred cere-
monies at Mecca. 

A tafafjur (v.n. 5 of Being set 
a flowing-, bursting out and running rapidly 
(water) ; suppuration. 

A t a f j l r (v.n. 2 of Causing to 
burst forth, setting a flowing, permitting 
(water) to run or diffuse itself. 

A tafjl' (v.n. 2 of Giving pain, 
afflicting. 

A (jô TT tafahhus (v.n. 5 of In-
quiring diligently; investigation, inquiry, 
search; disq uisition, 

A tafahhul (v.n. 5 of J ^ ) , Resem-
bling a stallion {fahl); be valiant. 

A taf him (v.n. 2 of Making 
(the face) black. 

A tafakhkhur (v.n. 5 of YTI), Being 
proud, boasting, nnd vain; pride, arro-
gance. 

A tafkhlm (v.n. 2 of , Magnify-
ing-. honouring; pronouncing (a letter) full 
or open (opposed to imdlat). 

A tafarrus (v.n. 5 of Fainting 
of a pregnant woman. 

A t f t tafarruj (v.n. 5 of ©;*), Enjoying 
social intercourse; relaxation, recreation; 



amusement, fun ;— tafarruj kardan, To be 
amused, delighted, entertained. 

a JA? SjiS tafarruj-gdh, A delightful place 
lor recreation (as a garden, meadow, or 
theatre). 

tafarchdgh, Finished, prepared. 
A tjti tafarruh (v.n. 5 of Ease; lei-

sure, refreshment. 
A <Y>> tafarrud (v.n. 5 of O Y ) , Singula-

rity, separation (from the rest of the 
world). 

A (J-JTF tafarrus (v.n 5 of Looking 
steadily at, considering closely ; perceiving 
from indications, judging from physio-
gnomy ; intuitive perception ; discernment, 
understanding, intelligence. 

A tafarru1 (v.n. ft of Being pro-
pagated, multiplied (branches), branching 
out, becoming evolved (as propositions 
from a root). 

A tafarrugk (v.n. 5 of Being 
vacant, at leisure, having finished work. 

tafragAa, tafrigha, A city in China. 
A tafarruq (v.n. 5 of J^ ) , Being se-

parated, divided,scattered, terrified, routed ; 
becoming dispersed ; discrimination, sepa-
ration ;—tafarruqi ittisdl, Solution of con-
tinuity (med.). 

A tafriqat, tafriqa (v.n. 2 of 
Scattering, dispersing, dissipating; dis-
tinction, discrimination ; discord, disunion, 
misunderstanding; distractedness; dis-
tress ; divorce. 

A tafrlj (v.n. 2 of Banishing 
grief, dispelling care. 

A tafrih (v.n. 2 of TJI), Exhilarating, 
rejoicing, gladdening; gratification ; diver-
sion, recreation, amusement; fun, jest. 

A "Ŵ A? iafrihan, For the sake of amuse-
ment, recreation, diversion; in fun, in jest, 
by way of joke. 

A J>yu tafrid (v.n. 2 of Retiring, lead-
ing a solitary life (on account of devotion); 
asceticism of a Sufi ; excelling in science, 
being unique in scholarship, 

yj^yu tafridan, To roast, to fry. 
A tafris (v.n. 2 of u*/), Tearing to 

pieces, rending. 
A tafrit (v.n. 2 of £>;i), Acting care-

lessly, failing in the performance of any 
duty, forgetting, relinquishing, losing an 
opportunity; leaving behind; averting, 
warding off evil; putting to a distance. 

A jtytf tafrV (v.n. 2 of GY), Drawing 
forth, bringing out, evolving propositions 
from an original principle; climbing a 
mountain; descending. 

A MS tafrigk (v.n. 2 of Emptying a 
ressel; pouring forth, causing to gush 
out. 

A tafriq (v.n. 2 of j / ) , _ Separating, 
discriminating ; scattering ; division ; dis-
tribution, partition ; analysis; classifica-
tion ; class, department; subtraction; 

jealousy, suspicion, misunderstanding; 
schism. 

A GIJTF tafzV (v.n. 2 of £>*), Striking with 
terror; delivering from fear or apprehen-
sion. 

tafs, Heat, warmth. 
tafsdn, Hot. 

A—tf tafsa, tufsa, A mole on the face; 
grief, uneasiness, restlessness; an inclina-
tion ; a longing (as in pregnant women or 
opium-eaters). 

tafsiyd (G. Oauf/ia), The deadly 
carrot, thapsia. 

y^ -Ju tqfsidan (Z. tafs), To grow warm. 
tafsida, Burned, warmed, very 

hot. 
(jLfJ tafsida-labdn, Chapped-lipped. 
A tafsir (v.n. 2 of ;—*), Explaining, 

expounding; discovering the meaning of a 
difficult passage ; explanation, commentary, 
paraphrase; an interpretation of the 
Qur'an; inspecting the urine of a sick 
person. 

a tafslra, Urine-bottle to be offered 
to a physician for inspection. 

A tafslq (v.n. 2 of i ) , Calling 
or making one profligate, depraving, per-
verting. 

tafsila, A kind of rich silken stuff, 
t r ^ ta/sk, Reproach; — taftsh, Heat, 

warmth ; foam ; spittle. 
6 j t a f s h a r a , tafshira, A stew of vege-

tables. 
(afshal, A reproach, chiding, railing, 

curse. 
alAtf tafshila, A dish of meat, eggs, car-

rots, aod honey. 
tafsha, A reproach, curse, chiding, 

railing. 
yj tafsha-zan, One who chides, re-

proaches, curses, calumniates. 
a^AAJ tafshira, A dish of lentils (comp. 

jyJtf, AL&Ai' and the following). 
Al^iA* tafshila, A dish of meat, eggs, car-

rots, and honey. 
A tafsll (v.n. 2 of J**), Separating 

or distinguishing one thing from another ; 
analysis, detail, particulars ; an assortment; 
statistics;—md baina tafsll, As foliows 
(m.c.). 

A is tafsilan, and— 
a ttX^ei* tafsildna, Distinctly, at full 

length, clearly explained in detail. 
a J-xa/u tafsll nama, Minutes, report. 
a jlotf tafsil-war, Distinctly; circum-

stantially ; in detail. 
A J t a f a ? z u l (v.n. 5 of J-1*), Excelling, 

being eminent, assuming a superiority; 
excess ; conferring a favour, favouring, 
obliging; favour, obligation, kindness, be-
neficence. 

A upJUtf tafazzuldt (pi. of the preceding), 
Favours, kindnesses. 

A tafazzi (v.n. 5 of Getting out 



of straits or difficulties ; having leisure for 
a thing. 

A tafzlh (v.n. 2 of E-tf), Exposing 
another's vices or faults, putting to shame ; 
disgrace, disrepute, ignominy. 

A tafzil (v.n, 2 of J^i) , Preferring, 
exalting; excellence ; pre-eminence ; pre-
ference ;—ismi tafzil, A comparative or su-
perlative noun, noun of comparison ( tafzi l i 
nafsi, positive degree ; tafzili ba'z, compa-
rative ; tafzili hull, superlative). 

A^Uif taftlr (v.n. 2 of Causing one 
to break the fas t ; make one breakfast. 

A taftln (v.n. 2 of Making 
one to understand, to look at, or to con-
sider (anything). 

A tafaqqud (v.n. 5 of AFII), Searching 
for anything lost; inquiring diligently, 
wishing to know; seeking to gain the 
heart, sympathy, kindness, commiseration. 

A tafaqquh (v.n. 5 of Aai), Studying 
divine subjects ; being skilled in jurispru-
dence (Jiqh). 

«elA» tufak, usU? tufaki dahan, A tube 
for shooting clay balls through by the force 
of the breatb ; a musket (see 

ijSJS taf-kada, A hearth, a chafing-dish, a 
portable grate for coals. 

A tafakkur (v.n. 5 of Thinking, 
reflecting, meditating, considering; anxiety; 
—tafakkur kardan, To consider, 

A tafakkuh (v.n. 5 of Admiring, 
being filled with astonishment; enjoying; 
being penitent, grieving, lamenting; peni-
tence, repentance. 

A ^ J t a f k l r (v.n. 2 of fit), Considering, 
reflecting; anxiety. 

A tafklk (v.n. 2 of »aXi), Disjoining, 
•eparating one thing from another. 

A JA> tafl (v.n. of Spitting, ejecting 
Binall saliva from the mouth;— tuft , Spittle, 
saliva; froth, foam. 

taflls, tiflls, A city in Georgia. 
A y-s1^ taflls (v.n. 2 of <j*Ji), Declaring 

one a bankrupt. 
A tafllk (v.n. 2 of «sUi), Swelling 

(the breasts of a maiden) ; having swelling 
breasts (a virgin); making a muzzle of 
hair or wool to prevent a camel's colt from 
sucking. 

tafWn (Heb. p^JprV), Phylacteries, 
frontlets. 

tafndk, Stinking, ill-smelling. 
*sSLiiS tufang, A musket; an iron war-

rocket;—tufang afgandan (anddkhtan), To 
fire a shot (m.c.);—tufang khwurdan, To 
be hit by a shot;—tufangi dingl (?), A mus-
ket with flint-lock (m.c.);—tufangi eozani, 
A needle-gun (m.c.). 

T tufangchl, A musketeer; a 
rifleman. 

tufang-ddr, Gun-bearer, keeper 
of the guns (in the service of a prince, m.c.). 

jL» eXUtf tufang-saz, A gun-maker. 
^ L . tufang-sdzi, Manufactory of 

small arms (m.c.). 
A tafannun (v.n. 5 of YI), Being of 

different sorts, of various kiuds ; diversion, 
pastime, amusement, fun. 

JyAJ tafnud, Courage, fortitude. 
Aitf tafna, ^yiS tafnl, A spider's web. 
A tafnid (v.n. 2 of Accusing of 

falsehood; urging to the performance of 
an act ; charging with error; accusing of 
fraud or deception ; pronouncing one to be 
insane or weak; despising, treating with 
contempt. 

tafu, Pho! fie \—tufu, Spittle. 
tafur, jys tafuz, Clay; earthenware. 

A jjtf tafauwuq (v.n. 5 of Exalt-
ing oneself, pretending to superiority ; su-
periority ; ascendancy; doing a thing by 
degrees. 

A Jytf tafauwul (for tafa"ul, v.n. 5 of 
J*^), Presaging happily, taking a good 
omen from a name; presaging from a pas-
sage in a book opened by chance ; biblio-
mancy. 

A syu tafauwuh (v.n. 5 of Speak-
ing, pronouncing, delivering (a speech); 
being talkative. 

A U-^ys tafwi? (v.n. 2 of Recom-
mending, enjoining, committing, consign-
ing, resigning, confiding, referring to 
another; placing in trust or deposit; ces-
sion; recommending; giving (a woman) in 
marriage without a dower. 

tafa, Hatred, enmity, revenge, vindic-
tiveness; fog. 

A tafah (v.n,), Being little, mean, con-
temptible ;—tafih, Insipid ;— tufah (tafk), 
Lynx (— sjtfi fiW- q.v,). 

A tafahhum (v.n. 5 of ^ i ) , Under-
standing, conceiving, apprehending. 

A tajhim (v.n. 2 of Giving to 
understand; teaching, instructing, inform-
ing. 

yJ^AJ tafidan, To get warm, heated by 
the fire ; to sit in the sun, to expose to the 
fire or sun ; to crack or chap by the heat; 
to scrape together, secure an advantage for 
oneself. 

\j<Jo tafird, iufaira, tuflrak, A soft 
white stone, gravel stone. 

ij-jtf tafin, taflna, A spider; a spider's 
web. 

M» tafya (prob. from A. ASe )̂, A pro-
jection over a door to shelter against sun 
or rain, 

A taqabul (v.n. 6 of J*S), Encoun-
tering, standing face to face, looking at one 
another ; being drawn up in mutual oppo • 
sition. 

A JJte taqatul (v.n. 6 of JJ*), Fighting, 
slaying one another. 

A taqddum (v.n. 6 of Being 
ancient, antique, old; preceding, going be-
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fore ; fronting each other; (in law) such a I 
distance of time as suffices to prevent j 
punishment. 

taqadir (pi. of taqdir), Fates, de-
crees. 

fts taqdr, A wallet, &c. (see 
A taqdrub (v.n. 6 of Approach-

ing one another; being near. 
A F—Va> taqdsum (v.n, 6 of Divi-

ding, sharing among themselves ; swear-
ing to each other. 

A (jeAtf taqdss (v.n. 6 of i / " ) , Retaliating 
upon one another. 

A. taqdsir (pi. of taqslr), Defects, 
shortcomings, &c. 

a UU? taqdzd' (for taqazi, v.n. 6 of ^s^5), 
Dunning, exacting; a demand; exaction, 
requisition, claim; urgency, importunity, 
exigence; prompting, impulse;—taqdzd'i 
sinn, The customs, habits, or requirements 
of different ages, as of childhood, youth, 
manhood, &c.; — taqdzd'i shadid, Inexor-
able dunning ;—taqdzd' kardan, To exact. 

a {J?u\S> taqdzd'i, Exacting, pressing, 
urgent, importunate, solicitous. 

A ^TO taqd?i (v.n. 6 of ^j^5), Demand-
ing ; receiving payment. 

A ft\ss taqdtur (v.n. 6 of ft*), Being con-
tinuous ; distilling drop by drop ; raining. 

A taqatu1 (v.n. 6 of GKI), Being dis-
united, alienated, giving each other the 
cut; being detached or placed separately ; 
cutting or crossing each other; intersection. 

A .uAfi* iaqdlud (v.n. 6 of Backward-
ness, dilatoriness, negligence; desisting 
(from a work). 

A V J ! ^ taqdlib (pi. of taqlib), Changes, 
revolutions. 

A FI^Uff taqdwat, Piety ; abstinence, conti-
nence. 

A Jj te taqawul (v.n. 6 of J y ) , Conver-
sing together. 

A taqawum (v.n. 6 of F»Y)> Rising one 
against another, getting up to fight; oppo-
sing one another. 

A fti> taqavoi (v.n. 6 of ^Y), Strengthen-
ing, assisting; money advanced to tenants 
(to pay for seed, &c.) ; vying, contending ; 
ransoming, redeeming each other. 

A (JM> taqabbuz (v.n. 5 of O^T 5 ) , Mutual 
surrender, silent exchange of an article and 
its cost. 

A J*5> taqabbul (v.n. 5 of J**), Receiving 
favourably, admitting, accepting. 

A taqabbuldt (pi. of the preceding), 
Favourable receptions, &c. ; — taqabbuldt 
numudan, To make a request and have it 
granted. 

A taqbih (v.n. 2 of Exposing a 
foul deed; doing (anything) in a coarse 
and ugly manner; making ugly. 

A taqbil (v.n. 2 of <J*»), Kissing; a 
kiss. 

KjtsJS taqtir (v.n. 2 of y i ) , Sparing ex-

pense, keeping domestics at short allow-
ance. 

A taqaddus (v.n. 5 of y-J^), Being 
pure and holy; purity, sanctity, holiness; 
—taqaddasa (3rd pers. sing. pret. of the 
preceding, used optatively), May he be 
sanctified 1—taqaddasa, wa ta< aid, May (He) 
be sanctified and exalted ! 

A taqaddum (v.n. 5 of PA*), Prece-
ding ; stepping forward, advancing; pre-
cedence, pre-excellence, preference, priority. 

A taqdimat, taqdima, taqdama, The 
proposition of a syllogism; advance (of 
money); final adjustment of an account; 
an estimate, a budget; being in advance. 

taqda, Coriauder. 
Ajj-iaS taqdir (v.n. 2 ofjA*), Measuring; 

dividing, apportioning subsistence or daily 
bread ; ordering, ordaining; thinking, con-
sidering,supposing; the Divine decree ; pre-
destination, inevitable decree, fixed fa te ; 
destiny; lot;—bar taqdir, On. the supposi-
tion. 

A taqdirat (pi. of the preceding), 
Decrees. 

a taqdiri, Having the efficacy with-
out the sensible or material pa r t ; real, vir-
tual. 

A taqdis (v.n. 2 of Purifying, 
sanctifying, consecrating, calling holy; 
purity ; sanctification, sanctity ; magnifica-
tion. 

A taqdim (v.n. 2 of F»Ai), Giving pre-
cedence ; preferring, promoting; serving 
up, setting (food) before anyone ; present-
ing ; sending forward, sending on before 
(virtuous or vicious deeds) ; putting one 
before another ; transposition. 

A taqarrub (v.n. 5 of v»yO> Seeking 
admittance, striving to draw near; hoping 
to render (the Deity) propitious by sacri-
fices ; being near; propinquity, nearness, 
approximation, approach ; access ;—kasbi 
taqarrub kardan, To gain admission, to get 
the ear (of a great man), to procure favour. 

A z f t taqarruh (v.n. 5 of t y ) , Ulcer, ul-
ceration;—taqarruhi 1azmi, Caries, cario-
sity. 

A taqarruhat (pi. of the prece-
ding), Ulcers;—taqarrukdti bini, Ozena;— 
taqarruhdti muzmini kulqum, Consumption 
of the throat. 

SJ>JS} taqirda, Cumin, caraway-seeds. 
A Df> taqarrur (v.n, 5 of YI), Being esta-

blished ; confirmation, approbation, ratifica-
tion ; settlement; appointment; appropria-
tion. 

a taqarruri, Settlement, appoint-
ment. 

A t f t taqarru' (v.n. 5 of £y), Turning 
from one side to the other, tossing about 
(in bed). 

taqira, Caraway-seeds, cumin (see 
ajys). 



A taqrib (v.n. 2 of v ; s ) , Giving ac-
cess, causing to approach ; bringing near; 
approaching; approximation, proximity ; 
access; commending, recommending, men-
tioning; recommendation; occasion, con-
juncture; festive occasion, ceremony, rite; 
cause, meaus, motive; pretence ; appear-
ance, probability ;—taqrib didan, To see a 
means, a motive, a probability. 

A "WYS taqriban, Near to, about, approxi-
mately. 

A uu>WjS» taqribdt (pi. of taqrib), Occasions; 
festive occasions, festivals, ceremonies, &c. 

a ^./s taqrlbl, Conjectural, probable. 
AyfS taqrlr (v.n. 2 of y*), Confirming ; 

constituting, appointing; speaking, dis-
coursing ; relating, explaining; a narra-
tive, relation, recital, account, detail; a 
statement, assertion, exposition ; an avowal, 
confession; an official report; pleasure, 
delight;—taqrlr kardan, To speak, to de-
clare, to say ; to confirm, constitute, esta-
blish (in power). 

A "^jij® taqriran, By word of mouth, 
orally. 

a taqris (v.n. 2 of y- / ) , Chilling; 
congealing. 

A taqriz (v.n. 2 of Praising the 
living (justly or unjustly) ; reviewing, re-
view. 

A taqri' (v.n. 2 of £ / ) , Reproaching, 
reviling, reproving, chiding ; striking. 

taqrlk, Instruction, education, ad-
monition. 

A taqa8sum (v.n. 5 of ^—»), Being 
divided, scattered. 

A taqslm (v.n. 2 of F*—*), Distribu-
ting, dividing, sharing; giving to be 
divided ; scattering, dispersing ; distribu-
tion, partition, allotment; division in arith-
metic;—taqsimi jam1, An assessment of 
land; a rent-roll;—taqslm numudan, To 
distribute, allot. 

a —3» taqslml, An assessment of taxes 
in lots. 

A taqashshuf (v.n. 5 of 
Living poorly; being scantily fed and 
coarsely clothed. 

A pA® taqsklr (v.n. 2 of Peeling, 
unbarking, excoriating. 

Aj~e&' taqslr (v.n. 2 of Being de-
ficient, unequal to; defect, failure; omission, 
shortcoming ; mistake, error, faul t ; offence, 
misdemeanour, crime ; guilt, blame, abbre-
viation; (construed with the verbs uftadan, 
amadan, bastan, raftan, kardan.) 

A uû S-aSy taqslrdt (pi. of taqslr), Errors, 
failings, <fcc. 

a j\>* js-^i' taqslr-ddr, Culprit; guilty 
(m.c.). 

a jtf j&eZi taqslr-kdr, A sinner, one who 
haB committed a fault (m.c.). 

Ai- y^eAi taqsir-mand, and— 
pycJS taqslr-wdr, Faulty, culpable. 

A &B taqattu' (v.n. 5 of gLi), Being 
divided or dividing into several parts. 

A taqtlr (v.n. 2 of Causing to 
drop, or to come away drop by drop ; dis-
tilling, distillation; passing (urine, &c.) in 
drops ; strangury ; diabetes ; gonorrhoea;— 
taqtlr kardan, To distil. 

A taqti' (v.u. 2 of gkS), Cutting in 
several pieces, hacking, hashing, mincing; 
dissectiug; (in prosody) scanning; the 
cesura or pause in verse; taking pains; 
donning a garment, &c. 

A JU>*a» taq'ld (v.n. 2 of «**>), Desisting 
or causing to desist; neglecting; attend-
ing to. 

A taq'ir (v.n. 2 of y*S), Going to the 
bottom;—taq'lri khdrijVi'azmi khdsira, Ex-
ternal iliac fosse (med.);—taq'lri dakhjl^i 
'azmi khdsira, Internal iliac fosse (med.); 
—taq'lri mafsali fakki afsal, Glenoid fosse 
of temporal bone (med.). 

A taqtib (v.n. 2 of s-Js*), Frowning ; 
—taqtibu 'l-wajk, Looking austere, knitting 
of the brows. 

A taqfil (v.n. 2 of J t t ) , Locking 
(doors) ; keeping, guarding, preserving. 

A taqallub (v.n. 5 of S-^) , Rolling, 
tossing oneself; being turned, being in-
verted ; turn, change, inversion, conver-
sion. 

A ̂ W T̂F taqallubat (pi. of the preceding), 
Changes, turns ; lies, cheatings, trickeries 
(m.c.). 

A taqallud (v.n. 5 of AU), Being 
adorned with a necklace (a woman), with a 
collar (an animal) ; being preferred to, or 
confirmed in, an office ; receiving an inves-
titure. 

^•SS tuqll, A lamb six months old. 
A taqlib (v.n. 2 of s-Jj), Revolving, 

inverting, turning upside down; turning 
inside out; inverting, changing; inversion, 
conversion; change, transposition, trans-
mutation ; impulsion. 

a taqlibi, Changed, converted; 
transposed, <fec. 

A taqlld (v.n. 2 of jJi), Investing 
with authority; investiture; imitation, re-
presentation ; mimicry ; counterfeiting ; re-
ligious show, without real piety; hypo-
crisy ;—taqlld kardan, To represent, coun-
terfeit, feign ; to imitate the voice, manner, 
or hand of another ;—ahli taqlld, A mimic, 
comedian, buffoon ; a hypocrite. 

a taqlidi, Imitated, forged, coun-
terfeit. 

A taqlls (v.n. 2 of Beating 
the drum {duff), and meeting or going 
before kings and other great men, with 
that and other musical instruments, on 
solemn public occasions. „ 

A J * ^ taqlll (v.n. 2 of J*), Diminishing, 
diminution, reduction ; causing to look less; 
paucity. 



a f j&taq l im (v.n. 2 of Paring the 
nails. 

T tuqmdq, Name of a Turkish tribe ; 
a mallet, a hammer (see J ^ * / ) -

A taqannu' (v.n. 5 of Putting 
on a coif or cap called qinaf. 

A iaqni' (v.n. 2 of gJi), Making 
contented ; putting on a head-dress, veil-
ing, hooding. 

A taqwd, Fiefcy ; the fear of God. 
A tuqawa' (pi. of taql), Religious, 

God-fearing men. 
ioquz, = q.v. 

taqu1 (Heb. Jflpfi), Tekoa near Je-
rusalem (noted for its honey). 

A F»Y3> taqauwum (v.n. 5 of Being 
straight or straightened. 

A JSJTF taqwd, Fear of God, piety ; absti-
nence ;—ahli taqwd, One who fears God; 
pious, devout. 

A ^ f t taqauwl (v.n. 5 of Becoming 
powerful, strong; strengthening, assisting. 

A taqwiyat (v.n. 2 of ^Y) , Strength-
ening ; reinforcing ; confirming, establish-
ing; strength; corroboration; support, 
aid; assurance, confidence; comfort, trust, 
reliance. 

A <J>ifZ> taqwlz (v.n. 2 of u^j5), Demolish-
ing a structure, breaking up a tent. 

A taqwil (v.n. 2 of Jy>) Reporting 
that another said so and so (generally 
falsely). 

A ftjS taqwim (v.n. 2 of F»y»), Making 
straight, straightening; setting in order, 
fixing, adjusting; directing ar ight ; putting 
a price upon; estimating, rating ; adjust-
ment, proportion, symmetry; a calendar, 
almanack ;—'ala ahsani taqwlmin, In the 
most perfect symmetry. 

tuqa, A button, buckle, clasp. 
A JjS> tuqa (v.n.), Piety, the fear of God ; 

—ashdbi tuqa, The pious. 
A taqiyat, taqiya (v.n. of <_s&')» Fear-

ing God, piety ; caution; pious fraud or 
subterfuge;— taqiya kardan, To dissimulate; 
to pretend to take no notice of. 

A A^FII taqaiyud (v.n. 5 of Binding 
oneself; application, attention, diligence, 
industry, assiduity, care; strictness; su-
perintendence, surveillance; observation, 
vigilance; injunction. 

A UW^A-S taqaiyudat (pi. of the prece-
ding), Injunctions, cautions, &c. 

A M* taqaiyuz (for tayaqquz, q.v.), Being 
awake. 

A taqyid (v.n. 2 of JuS), Binding, 
restraining, repressing ; pointing a book. 

tak (imperative and participle of takl-
dan), Run thou ; running; rushing at (tak 
dwardan, to run fast, to rush towards) ; 
the pace of a horse; a heat, race; any 
quick motion, stroke, blow ; striking the 
dice-box to make the dice lie even ; the 

bottom of a well, cistern, &c.; name of an 
aquatic plant of which paper is made, 
papyrus; a kind of grass growing among 
wheat; little, small, moderate in quantity ; 
[tak-tak, here and there, separately, de-
tached (m.c ) ;—tak u pu, Run and search ; 
diligeut inquiry (see —tak u pu 
kardan, To search or examine carefully ;]— 
tik, A mouthful, morsel; before, near ; a 
horse ;—tuk, The beak of a bird ; the point 
of a dagger or spear; a small lamp, which 
gives but little light. 

v ^ " tak-db, A channel hollowed out by 
a torrent; a pass between two mountains; 
uneven grounds, partly under water, partly 
dry, partly verdant, partly sterile; a 
funnel ; name of a country. 

yVXi' takdpu, f j f f t s tak-d-puy, Diligent 
search; a running to and f ro ; a bustling 
about here and there to no purpose. 

A takdsur (v.n. 6 of Disputing 
for superiority (in number, affluence, or 
offspring). 

A takdsuf (v.n. 6 of Being 
thick, compressed, condensed ; thickness, 
density. 

takdr, Running; a swift hors?. 
A takdsul (v.n. 6 of J—S), Indo-

lence, sluggishness, negligence, careless-
ness. 

A - Y t a k a f u ' (v.n. 6 of Being con-
gruous ; equality. 

takdk, A grape-stone. 
takdn, A push, a shock, a shake;— 

takdn khwurdan, To be pushed ; to receive 
a shock ; to be startled ;— takdn dddan, To 
push, to push back or aside ; to shock ; to 
wave ; to jolt (mm.cc.). 

A takdXif (pi. of takllf), Troubles, 
difficulties, hardships, trials ; impositions, 
exactions, levies, taxes. 

A takamul, A being perfect, com-
plete. 

A takdmish (pi. of takmish), Pur-
suit, persecution. 

a takamishi, Pursuit, persecu-
tion. 

y j u t a k d n i d a n , To brush or shake off ; 
to shake (a tree, &c.). 

fts tak-dv, A channel hollowed by a tor-
rent ; uneven grounds, partly under water 
and partly dry ( = q-v0-

tak'dwar, Swift, running; an am-
bling horse ; a camel;—tak-dwari ablaq, 
The world.; day and night. 

A takahul (v.n. 6 of J i / ) , Indolence, 
negligence, remissness. 

A takabbur (v.n. 5 of Being 
proud ; pride, haughtiness, arrogance, lof-
tiness, presumption, grandeur. 

a takabburi, Pride, &c ( = the pre-
ceding) . 

tak-band, A silken or woollen girdle 
with a book and eye at the ends. 



A j**?* takbir (v.n. 2 of , Making, call-
ing, or esteeming great; magnifying God 
by saying allah akbar, God is greatest (con-
strued with the verbs zadan, koftan, kashi-
dan, and gnftan). 

tak-tdz, Haste, speed; running; 
searching, seeking; be quick ! (see;Lx£>). 

U taktahi pa, The sound of the feet 
in running ;—taktahi pa raftan, To frighten 
by the noise of the feet;—taktahi pa mi-
rasanad, He boasts of his bravery and 
power. 

A tahassur (v.n. 5 of Abounding, 
being plentiful. 

taksir (v.n. 2 of Multiplying, 
increasing, augmenting, enlarging. 

A taksif (v.n. 2 of Render-
iDg thick, condensing. 

A tahahhul (v.n. 5 of Tingiug 
the eyes with crude antimony, or lead-ore 
reduced to an impalpable powtier. 

A takhti (v.n. 2 of J**), Anoint-
ing with collyrium. __ 

A JAXJ takaddud (v.n. 5 of j^), Labour, 
toil; hardship, 

A tahaddur (v.n. 5 of Being tur-
bid, impure, dark (colour or liquor); 
being disturbed, troubled (life) ; muddi-
nesa, turbidness; dregs; dulness, sullen-
ness, moroseness; disquietude. 

A tahzib (v.n. 2 of S - " ^ ) , Accusing 
of falsehood, giving one the lie, treating as 
a liar; denying stoutly. 

T tahar, Wheel (M.c.). 
A takrdr (v.n. of fi), Returning to 

the attack; repeating often; repetition ; 
tautology ; burden (of a song) ; question, 
dispute, altercation ; objection; — takrar 
har dan, To repeat, reiterate. 

a \sjtfi3 tahrdrl, Caviller, carper, 
wrangler. 

taharrur (v.n. 5 o f ^ ) , Being re-
peated, reiterated ; reiteration; perseve-
ring. 

A t / 3 takarru' (v.n. 5 of Washing 
and purifying before prayer. 

takarunitan (in Zand and Pa-
zand), To twist. 

A takrit, tukrlt, A city and fortress 
in Mesopotamia, the birthplace of Saladin. 

Ajt/s takrvr (v.n. 2 of Repeating, 
reiterating; repetition, reply, revisal, re-
newal. 

A takrim (v.n, 2 of f>f>), Honouring, 
revering; calling (one) generous and 
noble; honour, respect, reverence, saluta-
tion; a cushion placed for a man to do 
him honour. 

A u^W/ 5 takrim at (pi. of the preceding), 
Reverences, honours, &c. 

fi3 takazh, takuzh, takizh, A grape-stone. 
fis tahozh-dan, takazh-dana, 

The membrane which envelops the grape-
atone ; the husk of the grape. 

tahas, Grape-stones. 
A takassur (v.n. of Being 

broken, spent, debilitated; carrying 
(figures in arithmetic); folding up (the 
wings). 

takask, tikask, takasl, A grape-
stone or husk. 

A takassul (v.n. 5 of J — B e i n g 
lazy, inactive, indolent; want of energy, 
indisposition, sickness. 

A taksir (v.n. 2 of Breaking in 
pieces; making and declining (a noun) as 
a broken or irregular plural; carrying (in 
arithmetic); dividing so as to produce a 
fraction; superficial measure;—jam'u 't-
taksir, The irregular plural (in which the 
singular is often changed into a very diffe-
rent form). 

tahsln, Name of a Turkish chief-
tain. 

tdkash, Grape-stones; name of a 
king. 

^.i^i^S tikshimishi, tikshimishi, 
tikshimishi. Respectful saluta-

tions or presents, or both, offered to a 
king. 

tahshmir, Showing oneself off ad a 
Kashmirian, affect the ways and manners 
of such. 

A tah'ib (v.n. 2 of S - « F ) , Having 
swelling breasts (a girl) ; making of a 
cubic form. 

A J&p tahafful (v.n. 5 of J*"), Becoming 
or taking security; giving caution for 
another; security, bail. 

A takfir (v.n. 2 of ytf), Covering, ex-
piating a crime or the breach of an oath, 
by doing penance or paying a mulct as 
atonement; humbling oneself before an-
other (putting the hand upon the breast, 
and inclining the head), showing distant 
respect; accusing of infidelity, calling or 
making one an unbeliever; guiltiness ;— 
takjir kardan, To call one an unbeliever, to 
tax with infidelity. 

A tahfil (v.n. 2 of Giving or 
asking security. 

A JflAii takf'in (v.n. 2 of Shrouding 
(the dead) ; laying in the coffin ; burial, 
sepulture. 

takil, tikil, A handsome, unbearded 
youth ; a horned and pugnacious sheep ; a 
dolt disproportionate. 

A tukldn, Trust, confidence (in 
God). 

takaltu, Pelt cloth placed under a 
saddle to prevent the gilliug of the horse's 
back; whiskers. 

j j j takaltu-doz, A maker of saddle-
clothes. 

A U>iSs takalluf (v.n. 5 of Taking 
upon oneself; taking pains personally; 
gratuitousness, spontaneousness; pains, at-
tention, industry, perseverance; incon-



J O ( 3 1 9 ) & 
venience, trouble; profusion, extravagance; 
careful observance of etiquette, ceremony, 
formality ; dissimulation, insincerity ;— 
takalluf bar taraf, Waiving ceremony ;— 
takalluf satdndan (kardan), To take tbe 
trouble, to take pains, &c. 

A wutoliS takalluf at (pi. of tbe preceding), 
Troubles, inconveniences ; elaborations ; 
ceremonies ; compliments, formalities ;— 
takallufdti rasmi, Ceremonious attentions, 
empty compliments j — takallufdti majlis, 
The ceremonies of society, etiquette. 

a eV takalluf-mizaj, Ceremonious. 
A takallum (v.n. 5 of fJ£), Speaking, 

talking; speech, conversation;—takallumi 
sadri, Pectriloquy ;—takallum kardan, To 
converse, speak, relate, tell. 

tukla, Mad, insane ; name of one of 
the Atabaks who reigned in Shiraz. 

A taklif (v.n. 2 of Proposing 
to, or obliging another to, undertake any 
thing difficult or above his strength ; impo-
sing, laying on a burden; trouble, dif-
ficulty, molestation, distress, inconvenience, 
annoyance; ceremony; duty, the right 
thing to do, what is incumbent (m.c.);— 
taklif kardan, To charge with any work, to 
order to do a thing, to give the trouble of. 

A taklil (v.u. 2 of Ji"), Crowning; 
Bhining; being dispirited in battle; exert-
ing oneself. 

A taklim (v.n. 2 of fX), Speaking; 
wounding. 

tukmar, tukmar, An arrow 
without a point, but with a button in its 
place (for practice, see^Us^). 

a takmila (v.n. 2 of J+*), Perfec-
tion, completion. 

tikma, Gold-embroidered silk; fine 
gold;—tukma, A button (construed with 
kardan, bastan, kushddan, nihddan) ; a 
knot; nodosity ;—tukma' i jaib kushddan, 
To unbutton the pocket. 

• takmid (v.n. 2 of Fomenting 
a distempered limb, and applying warm 
bandages to the affected part. 

A takmil (v.n. 2 of J+S), Finish-
ing, completing, perfecting; perfection, 
excellence; completion; accomplishment; 
authentication, authority, validity,;—takmil 
dadan, To complete, to make perfect, Ac. 

&& ta.kan, A fruit-bearing tree. 
AJSS takand, takanid, tikand, tikind, A 

bird's nest; a poultry-yard. 
A ^JISJ takanni (v.n, 5 of Being de-

scribed by a kunyat or kindyat, i.e. a word 
which has properly another meaning; being 
alluded to, hinted at. 

ft taku, Curly, entangled hai r ; cakes 
baked with butter. 

iff* 9 isiS tak-u-puy, Bun! search! in-
quiry;—tak-u-puy kardan, To run fas t ; to 
inquire or search diligently. 

j «tU tak-U'tdz numudan, To run ; 
to search diligently. 

&.J5& takauwur (v.n. 5 of Gathering 
in or being gathered in; distilling, drop-
ping; falling. 

takozh, A grape-stone ( s e e ^ ) . 
takok, takol, A cup made in the 

form of au animal; glass;—tukuk, A large 
parlour or upper room; a butt for shoot-
ing »t with arrows. 

A takauwun (v.n. 5 of yj*), Being 
becoming -, deriving existence. 

t^fis takawi, Thin cakes; curly hair. 
Ayfi* takwir (v.n. 2 of rf), Wrapping 

the turban round the head ; throwing 
down; increasing, augmenting; heaping 
goods together and tying them in bales. 

A takwin (v.n. 2 of o f ) , Giving a 
being (kaun) or beginning to, causing to 
exist, originating, creating ; genesis. 

&& taka, A he-goat that leads the flock ; 
a single volume; dry cow-dung flattened 
into cakes used for fuel;—tika, A mouth-
ful, piece (tika tika, Piecemeal) ;—tikkah, 
The string of tbe drawers ; — tuka, An 
arrow without a point, but with a knob at 
the end ; a little hill, au eminence. 

taki, A run, a race. 
takidan, To shake (a carpet) ; to 

run to and fro. 
takiz, A grape-stone. 

takisa, Housings of a horse, saddle ; 
Baddle-bag. 

tikishimishi, = ^ tikshi-
mishi, q.v. 

takin, A grape-stone; lower, infe-
rior; name of a king. 

a takya, A place of repose; an alcove; 
an elbow-chair; a pillow; anything upon 
which one leans, a prop ; the reserve of an 
army; the place or abode of a faqlr; — 
takya khipurdan (dadan, zadan, numudan), 
To recline, lean ; to rest;—takya'i masihi, 
A Christian monastery. 

a takya-jay, A resting-place; 
(met.) refuge, asylum. 

O J I J takya-dar, A monk; a dervish, 
a takya-kaldm, A cant word or 

phrase introduced into conversation with-
out any meaning (merely to rest upon), an 
expletive. 

a stf i^is takya-gdh, A resting-place; a 
sofa; (met.) refuge, protection. 

a takya-nishin, Sitting in a mo-
nastery (i.e. a monk or dervish who never 
goes out). 

isS? tag, Bottom; earth, ground; aery 
for help; a race or heat; running; (in 
Zand and Pazand) a ripe date;—tagi daryd, 
The bottom of the sea;—ba-tag nishastan, 
To sink to the bottom. 

v * ^ tag-db, tag-av, Verdant patches 
of sloping ground from which the water 
has retired; a flagon with a spout; a 



funnel; enmity, strife ; name of a note in 
music; name of a village dependent on 
Ganja. 

tagdndan, <vjju>^ tagdnidan, To 
shake off (dust) ; to cause to run. 

yft* tag-awar, *)ft<> tag-awar a, A running 
horse, one having good paces. 

<JS5 tag-bun, A shallow well. 
tag-tax, Running; searching, seek-

ing. 
jJ tag-dau (dav), Running about on 

business, or in search of employ; inquiry, 
search ; fatigue. 

a & tagaddi (formed like an Ar. v.n. 5 
from the P. Begging. 

tagarg, Hail, sleet, storm, tempest; 
—tagarg baridan, To hail;—tagrag, The 
foundation of a wall. 

tagl, A troop of soldiers;—tigl, A 
patch to put on a garment; a handsome 
youth. 

tagaltu, tagaltl, Dorsers ; felt 
cloth used to prevent the saddle from gall-
ing the beast's back; whiskers, mustachios 
(see 

tugmar, An arrow with a wooden 
head. 

tag-u-dau (dav), = q.v. 
tagidan, To run to and fro, hither 

and thither. 
tagln, tigin, Strong, brave, valiant 

(in pr. n. as Sabuktagin, <fcc.) ; name of a 
wrestler; fire. 

tagln-dbdd (takinabdd), Name of 
a place. 

J>' tail, Anything poured out into a heap ; 
a hil l ; a beardless youth ;—tul, A tailor's 
bag for needles, thread, and thimble. 

A. J* tall, A little hill, hillock; a heap of 
sand ; a heap (of dead bodies). 

^ tala, A beggar, mendicant, 
tilab, taldb, Poured out as water ; a 

pond. 
yj^ilj talabamdan, To cause to cackle, 

to cluck. 
yj^Jte talabidan, To cackle, to cluck. 
U&ii taldtuj, UyJU ialatuf, Dirty, nasty, 

sordid, filthy, shunned by society ; clamour, 
riot, noise. 

yjH? talaiun, Refraining from what is 
unclean or filthy (opposed and evidently in 
some way related to the preceding y^s 
in its first meaning). 

y^i? taldtin, Perfumed or Russia lea-
ther. 

talaj, tildj, Noise, tumult, shout. 
A talahuq (v.n. 6 of ( J * 3 ) , Joining 

each other. 
jStf talad, A large city bordering on 

China. 
A tildd, Hereditary wealth. 
A talatsum (v.n. 6 of Being in-

serted within one another, hanging toge-
ther. 

u-S? talds, Name of a city in Turkman, 
_ u^ fc taldsh, Search; study; fancy, ima-

gination, thought; pain, effort (m.c.); = 
A. q.v.;—taldsh kardan, To take pains, 
to exert oneself (m.c.); to inquire, 

yla.^ taldshdn, A grove in Ispahan. 
taldshl, One who takes pain, who 

exerts himself; an inquirer. 
A yfcS? taldshl (v.n. 6 of ^ or j d , it-

self a denominative of ^ » lashai), An-
nihilation; vanishing; disappearance; di«-
persion. 

c j ^ i ? taldshldan (derived from the pre-
ceding), To be scattered; - to perish; to 
search. 

A fMs taldtum (v.n. 6 of ft), Fighting, 
buffeting, slapping, or cuffing one another; 
—taldtumi amwaj, Dashing of waves;— 
taldtum, kardan, To dash together, to clash. 

a J S ? talaji (v.n. 6 of y4), Obtaining, 
trying to /obtain ; making amends; com-
pensation, amends, reparation;—tdafi kar-
dan, To revenge oneself (m.c.);—also lalafi 
numudan, To change, to exchange; to com-
pensate. 

A taldq, Meeting, intercourse, 
c!^ tildq, Long drawers ; the clitoris. 
A jjUJ taldql (v.n. 6 of Meeting 

each other ; encounter ; a meeting, re-union, 
interview;—taldql kardan, To meet, to pais 
by (m.c.). 

SStf taldld, Sound of singing or reading. 
A f&S tildm (pi. of tilm), Boys; ser-

vants, 
A talamiz, talamizat, and— 
•V-Ai talamiz (pi. of tilmU), Disci plea, 

pupils, scholars. 
A taldml1, Bright streaks. 
(ft> taldn, Plunder, pillage (see 

taldnaj, talanj, Vociferation, noise. 
A i f t tildwat (v.n. of ft), Beading 

(especially the Quran); meditation;—tuld-
wat, Remainder of a debt, &c. 

y ^ f t talawldan, tilawidan, To flow, dis-
til, trickle, ooze (see 

tildya (for ^ q.v.), Advanced guard, 
van of an army. 

U> talbd (in Zand and Pazand), Fat, 
grease. 

a jU\i Jf tal bdshir, Name of a fortress, 
A ̂ i ? talabbus (v.n. 6 of tW), Delaying; 

pause, delay. 
A AJJ talabbud (v.n. 5 AJ), Sitting or 

sticking closely together. 
A y^lf talabbus (v.n. 5 of u-tJ), Being 

covered; clothing oneself. 
A-U talba, A wallet, a portmanteau (doubt-

ful word). 
A talbiyat, talbiya (v.n. 2 of 

Saying labbaika, What is your command r1 

Here I am (see «tW). 
A U-^IS talbls (v.n. 2 of u-J), Coveriog, 

concealing (the truth, the faults of goods 
on sale, &c-), cheating, deceiving; mixing; 
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fraud, fallacy, imposture ; misrepresenta-
tion; false pretences; personation; kna-
very ; adulteration, falsification; counter-
feiting ;—talbis kardan, To adulterate, fal-
sify, corrupt. 

^^ taltak, A crucible (see 
A talassum (v.n. 5 of Veiling 

the mouth. 
A E^IU tains (v.n. 2 of Trinity. 
A tahlm (v.n, 2 of Kissing, 
gb" talaj, Name of a herb ; the hole or 

nest of a scorpion (unsupported by ex-
amples). 

A talajluj (v.n. 2 of 3JM), Stammer-
ing. 

talkh, Bitter; acrimonious, malicious ; 
sad; bitterly ;•—talkh kardan, To embitter. 

UjJi" talfchd, Grain, parched and pulve-
rised, aud afterwards mixed up with water 
into paste; the gall-bladder, 

v ^ ' talkh-db, Bitter water; salt water. 
talkh-abru, With knitted eye-brow. 

talkh-artij, A live coal; a por-
table stove, a brasier. 

a Ji'. tal khalid, Name of a castle 
near Aleppo. 

^ talkh-bdr, Wild, unwholesome fruit . 
talkh.pasukh, Who returns bitter 

answers. 
fk tglkh-jabm. With frowning brow. 

talkh-jakok, Wild succory. 
OT*" t^* talkh-jawdn, Poison; death. 

^ & talkh-juk, talkh-chakok> 
t^3 talkh-chuk, Wild succory. 

& talkh-khdtjr, Whose mind is em-
bittered. 

f- talkh-kho (khu), Of a bitter 
temper. 

oV* talkh-khwdn, The gall-bladder. 
talkh-dana, Darnel, tares. 

)j talkA-ru, Morose, crabbed, sullen. 
& talkh-rada, The dung-holding 

guts. 
i^j talkh-zabdn, Speaking with bitter-

ness or crossly. 
a talkh-umr, ^ talkh-'aish, \ 

One whose life is bitter. | 
ialkhak, Somewhat bitter; ths 

colocynth or bitter purging apple ; endive ; f 
name of a favourite of Sultan Mahmud. | 

jXi talkh-kdm, Having a bitter taste [ 
in the mouth ; disappointed, baulked. j 

talkh-kdnil, Bitterness of taste ; | 
disappointment. > 

> talkh'kirdar, Stern. j 
talkh-ijnftdr, Bitter-spoken (man), i 

jS eJj talkh-gtl, Speaking bitterly ; harsh, j 
keen, sharp, sarcastic. j 

a talkji-mkaj, Splenetic, peevish, j 
talkhndk, Very bitter; somewhat 

bitter; bitterly. | 
.̂li talkh-nigdh, Cross-looking. I 

j talkh u tursh, Bitter and sour ; ! 
the troubles and miseries of the world. i 
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Aafcl? talfcha, Tares, darnel; bile; bitter, 
styptic food; bitter taste. 

talkhi, Bitterness ; endive. 
fiuU^to. ^a^l? talkhi-chashida, Who has 

tasted sorrow. 
A talkhis (v.n. 2 of u ^ ) , De-

claring, making public; explanation, de-
claration, report or abstract of state affairs 
presented to the king by referendaries ; pu-
rification. 

talkhina, Milk soured and dried. 
tuld, Anything swollen (unsupported 

by examples). 
A tald, tuld, talad, Hereditary wealth. 
A Jili' ialazzuz (v.n. 5 of Taking 

pleasure, enjoying oneself. 
talazh (apparently misreading for 

q.v.), A grape-stone. 
tilish, A small bunch of grapes, 

part of a larger. 
a J? tal-sultdn, Name of a place 

near Aleppo. 
a A-i^J? tali fdfiya, Name of a fortified 

place in Palestine. 
A ^UJ talattukh (v,n. 5 of £U), Being 

contaminated, defiled. 
A <_AUi talattuf (v.n. 5 of <-J&J)f Favour-

ing, showing kindness ; favour, kindness, 
blandishment. 

A "Vilaly talattv/an, P. talattufdna, 
By favour. 

A wŷ iSali' talattuf at (pi . of talattuf), 
Caresses, favours. 

A taltlkh (v.n. 2 of Bedaub-
ing, dirtying, anointing. 

A ̂ jfcb talazzl (v.n. 5 of Burning, 
flaming; blaze, flare. 

talaghraf, &c., see under 
tulf, Repletion from eating grapes. 

A talaf (v.n.), Perishing; ruin, de-
struction, loss; prodigality, profusion, 
waste; consumption; expense;—talaf shu-
dan, To perish, &c.;—talaf kardan, To 
waste, to ruin, &c. 

A talaf an, With impunity. 
A kali' talaffuz (v.n. h of LfiJ), Pronoun-

cing, articulating; pronunciation, utter-
ance, expression. 

a talaf-kdr, Ĵ AU talaf-gdr, Pro-
digal, lavish; spendthrift. 

a i j / <-&> talaf-kar da, Wasted, squandered. 
talfan, Black mud (unsupported by 

examples). 
Ac-AJti talfif (v.n. 2 of Involving, 

covering up, folding and wrapping. 
A talflq (v.n. 2 of c^S), Sewing to-

gether; adorning one's speech; interpola-
ting, falsifying; collecting. 

A .U> tllqa (v.n. of J^3), Arriving at, 
meeting with, falling upon, encountering ; 
a meeting, encounter; reprehension. 

A -—.si? talaqqub (v.n. 5 of Assuming 
a surname or title ; being styled, titled, 
dubbed. 



a wAfll? talaqquf (v.n. 5 of Swallow-
ing, devouring, snatching greedily. 

A talaqqi (v.n. 5 of Meeting, 
accepting, receiving, encountering. 

A s-***^ talqib (v.n. 2 of Giving a 
surname, style, title, or nickname. 

A talqiyat (v.n. 2 of Throwing 
to anyone, injecting (a divine inspiration). 

A talqiya (v.n. 2 of Making 
the female palm fruitful by sprinkling the 
male flowers. 

A talqif (v.n. 2 of Swallow-
ing ; causing to swallow, giving a mouthful 
of meat. 

A talqin (v.n. 2 of (^ai), Instruct-
ing, informing, making to understand; 
instruction; initiation; prayer over and 
praising the dead ; funeral service ;—talqin 
kardan, To instruct, &c.;—talqin giriftan 
(yaftan), To be instructed, Ac. 

*sU»" talak, One whose beard has fallen 
off: a man with large mustachios ; a target, 
a butt -—talk, Gold leaf; a kind of stuff; 
(for f f t ) bitter ;—tilak, A sleeveless gar-
ment open in front ; a gown; the medlar 
tree ;—tilk, Green ginger \~~tulk, A bean. 

talako, A kind of pear-tree (Pyrus 
Boissieriana). 

a J j tal k%8dn, Name of a place on 
the coast of Syria. 

talagraf, Telegraph; telegram; 
telegraphy ;—talagraf firistadan (numu-
dan), To send a telegram, to telegraph 
(mm.cc. from Fr. or E.). 

talagrafchl, A telegraph officer 
(m.c.). 

talagraf-nama, A telegram, a tele-
graphic dispatch or message (m.c.). 

A talmazat (v.n. of A*^), Teaching, 
having for a pupil, 

e ^ talmin (in Zand and Pazand), The 
nose, snout, beak. 

A talmih (v,n, 2 
ting, showing ; a glance ; 

A tilmlz, talmlz, A 
disciple. 

tulumba, A pump, fire-engine (m.c. 
from T. Af^jlL q.v.). 

^ tulumba-chi, A fireman (m.c.). 
5.uls talanda, A stutterer, a Btammerer. 

talmak, A fruit resembling a peach ; 
( = taXsly q.v.) a crucible, 

«ACSA> talang, A fillip (m.c.) ;—lilatig, 
Name of a country in the Dakhan ;— tiling, 
The beating of a tambourine; a small 
bunch of grapes;—tulung, iulang, talang, 
Need, occasion; inclination, wish ; suppli-
cation. 

tulung ana, In a beggarly manner. 
talangubln (for Manna. 

ftds talangur, talangul, A fillip 
(m.c.). 

(jSolJ tulangi, Indigent; a supplicant; a 
sturdy beggar; — tulnigl, A beardless 

of Indica-
an allusion, 
scholar, student, 

virile ; fearless ; thief, youth; membrum 
robber, murderer. 

tulna, Poverty ; want, wish, desire. 
A ft tilw, Consecutive; anything fol-

lowing another; high, exalted. 
ft talu, A briar;—tulii, Shaft of an 

arrow. 
i)\ft talwuza, A wooden house. 

>ft taltvd8a, Commotion, restlessness; 
grief; inclination; (construed with the 
verbs kardan and giriftan) ; a heap of corn; 
the bud of a flower. 

*±>ft talauwus (v.n. 5 of Being 
stained, soiled, befouled. 

a y f t >±>ft talauwus-pazir, Dirty, soiled. 
A <>ft tulud (v.n. of JJJ), Being old (a 

possession), descending by heritage. 
&~>ft talausa, The sheath in which the 

date is enveloped; a hatchet\--talwasa, 
Commotion, restlessness; grief; — talusa, 
tulusa, A scabbard. 

d f t taluk, talok, A butt for shooting a t ; 
a drinking vessel made in the shape of an 
animal. 

&*ft talwama, The bud of a flower, a 
blossom, 

A &ft talawwun (v.n. 5 of o f t , Changing 
colour; versatility, variableness; fickle-
ness ; capriciousness; restlessness; fret-
fulness, 

A UWUJLJ talauwundt (pi. of the preceding), 
Changes, &c. 

a gft talauwun-tab', ^ y y f t tallau-
wun-mizdj, Capricious, whimsical, fitful, 
fretful. 

a <$ft talauwun-mizdji, Caprice, 
taluna, A blossom. 

a ttojli' talwls (v.n. 2 of ^ f t , Befoul-
ing. 

A talwih (v.n. 2 of C^3). Making 
tawny, yellow, or fiery-coloured (as the 
sun, fire, &c.) ; heating; making (a gar-
ment) glossy; making (a sword) glitter 
and gleam; alluding to. 

A tfft talwln (v.n. 2 of Colouring; 
varying, diversifying. 

tala, A gin for catching birds, a trap; 
a place where cattle are tied up; a hot 
iron with which stains are taken out of 
cloth; a bag; a whetstone; membrum 
virile ; (also talla) the step of a stair, the 
round of a ladder; — tila, Drawn gold; 
step (of a stair), round (of a ladder) ;— 
tilla, A gin, a trap ; gold. 

A talah (v.n.), Ruin, destruction; 
mental perturbation. 

A talahhub (v.n. 5 of s-v1), Blazing, 
flaming. 

A talahhuf (v.n. 5 of Lament-
ing, regretting (anything neglected, missed, 
or lost). 

tall, A bramble, a blackberry-bush; a 
beggar, mendicant (see %) ; a barber's case 
of instruments ;—till, Gold ;—tide, An arti-



ficer's tool; a barber's case of instruments ; 
a bag wherein a tailor keeps his needle, 
thread, and thimble. 

A Jjl? talld (pi. of talil), Prostrate. 
jW* talebdr, A house for keeping silk-

worms. 
A talld, Born in foreign parts and 

educated at home; hereditary wealth. 
A tillls, tilllsak, P. tallsa, A 

saddle-bag, formed from an oblong piece 
of cloth, by stitching the smaller ends to-
gether in the middle, and, when unstitched, 
serving as a rug (see A-®!*). 

tollman, Name of a king and hero 
in the army of Faridun; also of one in 
Nauzar's host. 

talewdr, A house for keeping silk-
worms (see 

A talyln (v.n. 2 of i^), Smoothing, 
softening. 

fi> tarn, A disease in the eye, the web or 
cataract on the pupil; any veil or covering; 
—tim ( = ^ w ) , The fruit of the Sumach-
tree ;—turn, An iron arrow-point. 

A tamma, I t has been or is finished 
(formula at the end of a book similar to 
our « Finis"). 

A J»Ui tamdsul (v.n. 6 of J**), Being 
convalescent (an invalid); being equal, 
like each other. 

A J*>U> tamdsll (pi. of timsal), Pic-
tures). 

C^5 timdj, Cordovan leather from goat's 
skin;—tumdj, A purse ; a bag made of cloth 
or silk. 

tamdjamishl, ^jA-y^UJ tamdja-
mishl, Contention, quarrel, altercation;— 
tamdjamishl kardan, To quarrel, to fight 
for (perhaps corruption from A. tamaj-
maj). 

8ys.U> tamdkhra, tamdkhara, A joke, jest, 
wit, humour; buffoonery. 

A tamiadi (v.n. 6 of ^ J ^ ) , Conti-
nuing a long time; perseverance; a long 
time; duration, period j prescription (in 
the legal sense). 

A tammdr, A date-seller ; a druggist, 
tamdrakk, An excellent kind of 

grass. 
A iamdruz (v.n. 6 of t ^ f ) , Feign-

ing a disease. 
A (jjU? tamdrl (v.n. 6 of ^ f ) , Doubting; 

contending, quarrelling. 
A cjU> tamdmh (v.n. 6 of t y ) , Jesting to-

gether. 
A yAw tamdss (v.n. 6 of Touching 

one another; contact; copulating. 
a tamdsujch (v.n. 6 of Trans-

forming ; metamorphosis; transmigration 
(of souls) ; effacing. 

a <aU.U> tamdsah (v.n. 6 of Re-
pressing, containing oneself. 

A tamaelh (pi. of timsdh), Cro-
codiles. 

a U.U? tamdshd (for tamdshl, v.n. 6 of 
Walking abroad for recreation; be-

holding ; looking at anything comic or 
tragic ; an entertainment, show, theatrical 
representation; sport, amusement, plea-
sure ; interest; any interesting object;— 
tamdshd ddshtan, To be worth seeing, to be 
of interest (m.c.);—tamdshd kardan, To 
behold, to enjoy a sight. 

a tamdshd-bin, A rake, epicure, 
libertine. 

a ^y-t* tomdeAd-femi, Libertinism, 
a ^c^W? lamdshachi, Spectator (m.c.). 
a A»U- U.Ui' tamdshd-khdna, A theatre 

(m.c.). 
a WUi tamdshd-kada, atf tamdshd-

gdh, A place of amusement; a theatre, 
amphitheatre. 

a ^jfUUi' tamdshdgarl, A debauch. 
a (jfl&Ws tamdshd'l, Looking at a s ight ; 

spectator, 
AfcW? tumdgha, The cap of a falcon. 
A aVU* tamdluk (v.n. 6 of Main-

taining self-possession. 
A. tamdm, timdm, Entire, perfcct, 

complete, consummate ; a l l ; whole ; con-
clusion, end, termination; finished, accom-
plished, performed ; completely, totally, ab-
solutely, entirely ;—tamdm shudan, To be 
completed • to die ; — tamdm kardan, To 
complete; to finish off (m.c.);—qamari 
timdm, Full moon; — laili timdm, The 
longest night in the year. 

A "V*UJ tamdman, P. tamdtua.ua, 
Wholly, entirely, in toto. 

a \yA f»W« tamdm-ajzd, Complete. 
a (•Ui' tamdm-anddm, Fat , full of 

flesh. 
a tj*) tamam-ras, Fully ripe. 
a tamdm-'iydr, Of full standard. 
a tarndml, Perfection; conclusion, 

end; brocade, gold cloth. 
^U* tumdn, = q.v. 
<W&UJ tamdhcha, Meat well dressed. 
A JjU>" tamdyul (v.n. 6 of Inclin-

ing, leaning from side to side in walking; 
inflection, declination. 

A tamaisn (pi. of tanumat), Amu-
lets, charms. 

A tamtam, One who stutters and re-
peats the letters mint and td over and over 
again so that his speech becomes indistinct. 

A tamattu' (v.n. 5 of Using, 
enjoying, reaping advantage ; delight, en-
joyment, pleasure. 

tumtum, The tail of the wild ox, 
attached to standards and the necks of 
horses. 

a timlim,, The plant sumach. 
A tamtamat (v.n. of Hesita-

ting, pronouncing indifferently,orrcpeating, 
the letters td or mlm. 

A tamtl' (v.n. 2 of Permitting 



freely to enjoy; bestowing, conferring, 
granting; prolonging, extending. 

A J l W tamsdl, Comparison, similitude ; 
—timsdl, Image, effigy, portrait, semblance. 

a fti^t* iimsdlgar, A portrait-painter, 
limner. 

A tamassul (v.n. 5 of J^*), Resem-
bling, imitating ; applying or employing a 
fable or proverb. 

A tamsil (v.u. 2 of J^*), Likening, 
comparing, applying an allegory ; compari-
son, similitude, resemblance ; fac-simile, 
counterpart; example; making an example 
by mutilating for punishment; an allegory, 
parable, fable, apologue ; impression; thea-
trical performance, play, drama, comedy. 

A "IM** tamsllan, By way of comparison, 
allegorically, for example, e.g. 

A tamsildt (pi. of Examples, 
allegories. 

A •» tamajjus (v.n. 5 of , Em-
bracing the Persian religion of the Magi or 
the worship of fire. 

A tamajmuj (v.n. 2 of To be 
merry, to flutter with pleasure, to skip 
about (m.c.). 

A tamjld (v.n. 2 of Giving 
glory to, glorifving; the glorification of 
God. 

A (J^FR^J 1 tamjls (v.n. 2 of (j*^*), Con-
verting to the religion of the fire-worship-
pers. 

tamcha, A provision-bag, a wallet 
(see A^') . 

A JAE-W tamaJ.ihul (v.n. 5 of J ^ * ) , De-
ceiving, betraying, laying snares; trying 
to recover (debt). 

A tamhls (v.n, 2 of Proving, 
trying, making an experiment; lessening. 

A tamhlz (v,n. 2 of Purify-
ing ; rendering siucere. 

Alaat-tj' tamakhkhut (v.n. 5ofkae"),Blowing 
the nose. 

tamkhlsa, An ejaculation on an 
emergency ; name of one of the seven 
sleepers in the cave near Ephesus. 

A YAXA-FI' tamkhlz (v.n. 2 of j'), Being 
taken with the pains of labour ; seizing a 
female (the pangs of labour). 

A C*U» iamadduk(vM. 5 of Commend-
ing oneself, fishing for applause, glorying in 
what one does not possess ; praising. 

A tamaddud (v.n. 5 of Being 
extended ; yawning, stretching oneself. 

A tamaddun (v.n, 2 of Resi-
ding in a city ; dwelling together in large 
bodies. 

tamda, A stammerer, a stutterer. 
A iamdid (v.n. 2 of A-). Extending, 

lengthening. 
tamr, timr, A pearl in the eye ;—timr 

(from S. timira), Darkness, obscurity; 
total blindness;—timur (from T.), Iron. 

A ft* tamr, llij>e date;—tamri gujrdt, Red 
tamarind ;—tamri hindi, Tamarind. 

T j** timur-ballgh, Iron-bow, surname 
of the Seljuk prince Duqaq. 

A tamrat, tamra, A single date. 
A tamarrud (v.n. 5 of Being 

refractory, stubborn, obstinate, disobedient, 
insolent; contumacy, rebellion; contempt, 
resistance (to orders or proceedings). 

a {ft tamarrud-kun, Disobedient, re-
bellious, headstrong. 

a ^ f t i tamarrudi, Obstinacy, stubborn-
ness. 

A tamarruah (v.n. 5 of £ f ) , Rolling 
in the dust; spitting, sputtering, slavering. 

T tamir- (tamur-) qazak, The word 
of God, the glorious Qur'an. 

A yjw tamarrun (v.n. 5 of y;"), Being 
soft, smooth; being accustomed, acquiring 
a habit. 

A tamrlkh (v.n. 2 of t y ) , Anoint-
ing the body with oil. 

A Ai*** tamrid (v.n. 2 of Smoothing 
(a wall), making a building smooth aud 
shining ; pruning. 

A (jdtj*? tamrlz (v.n. 2 of \j>ft), Taking 
care of, tending,the sick; being deficient (in 
business), doing less than one ought. 

A tamrin (v.n. 2 of O/*)> Smooth-
ing, softening (leather); accustoming. 

t)JyS tamzadan (for ^ J j ^o), To be 
silent. 

A tamazzuq (v.n. 5 of Being 
torn (cloth or garment). 

A (JIY*5 iamzlq (v.n. 2 of <J-*J), Tearing to 
pieces. 

tamzha, A flat roof or platform. 
A timsdh, A crocodile. 
A £—tamassuhh (v. 11. 5 of £—-), Being 

metamorphosed. 
A ^afc—tamaskhur (v.n. 2 of jat-"*), Ridi-

cule, buffoonery. 
A usX—̂ i' tamassuk (v.n. 5 of IALW), Hold-

ing, keeping a fast hold; striking the claws 
into; an obligation, bond, note of hand, 
writing, iostrumeut, receipt; — tamassuki 
hdzir-zdmini, A recognisance for personal 
appearance ;—tamassuk numudan, To hold 
on. 

A &\£~~*stamas8ukat (pi. of the preceding), 
Obligations, bonds. 

A tamaskun (v.n. 2 of *), Be-
ing poor. 

a IJ tamassuki, Pertaining to a bond 
or note of hand. 

A G-J -^Y tamslh (v.n. 2 of **)> Passing 
the hand over any dirty object that the 
dirt may be removed, or over a liquid sur-
face ; fatiguing and extenuating by over-
work; flattery, cajolery. 

tamslkhd, Name of a prayer (cf. 
^as?**). 

A ift^v tamashshl (v.n. 5 of Walk-
ing ; performing, carrying out. 



^ tamshiya, Name of a place (see 

A tamshiy at (v.n. 2 of Further-
ing (business) ; promotion, preferment, 
advancement; instruction. 

A tamazzur (v.n. 5 of /A*), Being 
inflamed, enraged. 

A tamzlr (v.n. 2 o f A f f l i c t i n g , 
destroying. 

A tamattur (v.n. 5 of j**), Exposing 
oneself to the rain, going out in a cold rain. 

A tamatti (v.n. 5 of Yawning, 
Btretching oneself. 

T tamgha, A wooden seal for sealing 
the doors of public granaries ; a stamp ; a 
stamp-tax generally for imports; an im-
pression burnt upon the thigh (of a horse) ; 
tribute ; royal diploma ;—tamgha, zadan, To 
tear off the corner of a sheet (in an account-
book) ;—tamgha, kardan, To make repeated 
use of the same conceit, etc., to borrow 
from one's own writings (opp. to plagiarism, 
as literary theft). 

T tamgkachi, A revenue-collector, a 
tax-gatherer. 

jjAw tamfoz, The parts round the month ; 
the beak of a bird. 

A tamakkun (v.n. 5 of Having 
in one's power; possessing authority; being 
firmly fixed and well established. 

A tamJdn (v.n. 2 of Estab-
lishing, confirming ; investing with autho-
rity, giving power, enabling, affording 
opportunity; majesty, dignity, authority, 
power; sedateness (m.c.) (construed with 
the verbs dadan, kardan, nihddan, and 
ydftan), 

A ,31M tamalluq (v.n. 5 of <3^*), Flatter-
ing, fawning; making professions of love; 
blandishment; adulation ; dalliance ; cere-
mony. 

A eiUi tamalluk (v.n. 5 of usAU), Having 
possession of; reigning. 

JjU> tamlfd, Name of a wild pot-herb. 
tamlH, A light load laid on the 

back of a beast of burden, on which the 
rider sits ; half an ass-load ; luggage, bag-
gage (see tf^JLj-tf). 

A tamllh (v.n. 2 of ^L*), Salting; 
producing anything elegant (a poet), 

A^UM" tamlih (v.n. 2 of esJCU), Consti-
tuting possessor; appointing master or 
chief; making a king ; possessorship, pos-
session. 

V** taman, A mist, a fog;—taman, Ten 
thouoand ; the sum of five thousand aspers 
(see 

A tamannd (for ^ ^ tamanni), Wish-
ing, asking for (construed with bastan, 
pukhtan, ddshtan, dar dil shikastan, dar 
damdgh awardan, sokhtan, kardan and ydf-
tan) ;—tamannd'i dil, Hearts' wish. 

a i t a m a n n d - k a s h , Wishful, de-
sirous, solicitous. 

ÂA-M tamancha, A pistol. 
tuman-dar, Commander of a tuman 

or ten thousand men. 
tuman-darl, Command of a tuman. 

tamanda, One who hesitates in pro-
nouncing <-J fe, or suffers from any other 
impediment in speech, a stammerer. 

taming, timing, The oxyacanth-
tree;—tamnag, Strength, power. 

A tamanni (v.n. 5 of Wishing 
for ; wish, desire, longing, inclination; 
petition, request, supplication, prayer. 

A cuU^+j' tamanniydt (pi. of the preced-
ing), Prayers 

a tamauwuj (v.n. 2 of sy*), Billow-
ing ; fluctuation (m.c.). 

tamuddn, Turks, Turan, Turanians. 
tamudl, Belonging to Turau, Tu-

ranian. 
(jW- jf+j timur khan, Son of the Persian 

historian Mirkhond, whose works he 
abridged. 

tamush, Rub us sanctus or discolor 
(in the dialect of Dailam). 

A tamuz, The Syrian month Ju ly ; 
summer; violent heat. 

tamuk, A butt for archers; broad-
headed arrows used in shooting at marks ; 
an arrow (or anything) difficult to be ex-
tracted. 

i tamauwul (v.n. 5 of Jy*), Being, 
or becoming, rich ; wealth (m.c.). 

A tamwil (v.n. 2 of Jy*)> Enriching, 
making wealthy. 

A &TJ*if tamwlh (v.n. 2 of ty), Gilding or 
silvering (brass or iron) ; adulteratiug, 
falsifying (intelligence) ; being full of 
water (pot) ; pouring rain; — dallli bl-
tamwlh, Arguments without fallacy. 

A tamah (v.n.), Being corrupted, 
smelling (as meat). 

A tamahhud (v.n. 5 of >V*)> Having, 
or acquiring, power and ability. 

A J ^ ' tamahhul (v.n. 5 of Jv*), Pro-
ceeding slowly, being tedious in business. 

A 'VTF+s tamhld (v.n. 2 of ^v*), Spreading 
equally (a bed) ; arranging, disposing, ad-
justing ; pleading an excuse ; accepting an 
apology. 

A tamhldat (pi. of the preceding), 
Dispositions, preparations, &c. 

a t^^rtfW tamhldl, Preliminary, prepara-
tory, introductory. 

ay*+i' tamlz (vulg. for y ^ tamylz, v.n. 2 
of )«•*), Discernment, discretion ;—tamlzi 
haqq u batil, Discrimination between right 
and wrong, truth and falsehood, &c,;— 
tamlz kardan, To clean, to sweep (m.c.) ;— 
ahli tamlz, People of discernment, wise 
men. 

A )*•> tamaiyuz (v.n. 5 of y**), Being 
separated ; being distinguished ; being dis-
cerned ; bursting with rage. 

tammesha, Name of a forest near 



Amul, where Faridun founded the city of 
Kos, also called Tammesha. 

tamik, timik, A kind of bramble. 
A tamim, Well-formed, solid, firm ; 

name of a tribe; (pi. of tamimat) amulets. 
A tamimat, An amulet or charm 

against witchcraft. 
a ^ s t a m i m i , Of the tribe of Tamim. 
A ytt** tamyiz (v.n. 2 of Separating, 

distinguishing; judgment, discernment, 
discrimination, distinction, discretion. 

y* tan (S. tanu), Body, stature, person ; 
the whole man; matter; the thing itself ; 
silent; this, t h a t ; [tan dsd'idan, To be 
Bilent; — tan dadan dar, To devote one's 
body to, to give oneself over to ;—tan dar 
chize dadan, To dress in, to invest oneself 
with;—tan dar dadan, To consent, ac-
quiesce ;—tan dar guman dadan, To adopt 
an opinion;—tan zadan, To be silent; to 
be patient; to rest; to escape ; to caress ;— 
tan firu dadan, To submit;—tan giriftan 
dar chize, To dress in ;—tani muhrim-dsd, 
A naked body ;—tane chand, Several per-
sons ;] — tun (for t>y), A hot furnace (as in 
baths or glass-houses) ; a yellow flower 
used in dyeing; (for A. the thunny 
fish ; (m.c. from E.) a tun. 

tanabuz (v.n. 6 of )*i), Calling one 
another names ; reproaching each other. 

A tandjuah (v.u. 6 of u ^ ) , 
Praising, or bidding for goods, in order to 
enhance the price to others, without any 
intention of purchasing. 

A tandji (v.n. 6 of yr')> Communi-
cating secrets to one another, speaking 
privately together. 

A tanadd (v.n. 6 of Being dis-
persed, flyingin disorder from one another ; 
dispersion, flight. 

A tanadi (v.n. 6 of Calling to 
one another; sitting together in council or 
conversation; — yaumu 't-tanadi, The Day 
of Judgment. 

A tandzu' (v.n. 6 of GY), Disputing, 
litigating ; dispute, contest, strife, 

A tanaza'at, tandza'a, Dispute, con-
tention ;—tanaza'a shudan, To be disputed, 
mooted, at issue. 

A JJJLTF tandzul (v.n. 6 of J)*), Rushing 
down into a plain against each other (two 
bodies of men) ; alighting, descent; de-
cline (of price), loss (of rank). 

M tH tan asd, & tan-dedy, Re-
lieving the body; self-indulgent. 

<jjL,U3; tan-asdn, Quiet; healthy in body. 
^JLA tf tan-asani, ^J^A & tan'd8d'i, 

Bodily ease, indulgence. 
A s - W T O tanasub (v.n, 6 of Resem-

bling ; being proportionate to each other; 
proportionateness, relation, conformity. 

A tanasubdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Proportions, relations. 

A tandeukh (v.n. 6 of The 

death of one heir after another before the 
partition of the inheritance; the revolu-
tion of ages, the succession of generations; 
metempsychosis, transmigration of souls; 
transformation. 

a tandsukhi, A believer in me-
tempsychosis, or transmigration of souls. 

a tandsukhiyat, Metempsychosis. 
A J - U ; tandsul (v.n. 6 of Beget-

ting ; generation; uninterrupted descent 
through a series of generations ;—dlatu't-
tandsul, The organ of generation. 

tund', t^ tundgh, The stirrup-cup, 
last bottle when a company is just going 
(see 

A yUi tandfur (v.n. 6 of Flying 
from one another in a jpanic ; mutual re-
pugnance, aversion; disputing before a 
judge. 

jjiUJ tandfur, A certain measure of crimes 
according to the teaching of Zardusht. 

A ( J I B J tandfi (v.n. 6 of ( JT I ) , Expelling, 
pursuing, persecuting, seeking to ruin one 
another; denial. 

A tanaquz (v.n. 6 of u ^ ) , Being 
dissolved, loosened, slackened ; being dis-
cordant ; contradiction; discrepancy; in-
compatibility. 

A J>U tandqul (v.n. 6 of J«0, Communi-
cating together; mutual communication. 

A U ^ U j tandqis (pi. of tanqis), Defects, 
deficiencies. 

& tan-alburz, Whose body is like 
the mountain Alburz, gigantic. 

yA-JUi tandlidan, To pour, or to be 
poured ; to clean by washing, rubbing, or 
polishing; to shake out (a table-cloth, 
&c.). 

tandmbud, ^ ^ tandntan, The 
universe, the ninth heaven. 

tandni, Corporeal;—tandni daryd-
banda, The five external and internal senses. 

(jj^Ui tananidan, To cause to weave. 
A tandnir (pi. of tannur), Stoves, 

furnaces; ovens. 
A $ tandnin (pi. of tinnin), Dragons. 
A tandwub (v.n. 6 of s - » Y ) , Doing 

in turn. 
JJU; tan-dwar, Corpulent; robust, stout; 

incarnate. 
A tanawuth (v.n. 6 of 

Stretching forth the hand in order to take 
something. 

A JjU* tandwul (v.n. 6 of J y ) , Carrying 
off; taking (meat and drink); receiving 
presents. 

A tandhi (v.n. 6 of j^y), Extend-
ing, reaching to the end ; being brought 
to a termination ; finish, completion. 

tunnub, A fir-tree (m.c.). 
tambdku, Tobacco (Nicotiana per-

sica). 
(ji*" tarpbaku-kash, Who smokes to-

bacco. 



tumbdn, Short breeches; drawers; 
wrestlers' leathern breeches. 

& tan ba-tan, Man by man; man for 
man, 

•M* tanibad (3rd sing. aor. of He 
is silent; he trembles; a fit of shivering; 
—tani-bud, The body of the universe, uni-
versal matter. 

tambaea, A small carpet, rug. 
tanibasidan, To twist a rope. 

•JAJJS tambak, tambuk, The flap of a 
saddle ; a bagpipe ;—tumbak, Taking food 
with the fingers. 

tambal, Lazy, sluggish; unemployed; 
a buffoon;—tambul, Betel-leaf, pan ;—tarn-
bul, turnbal (probably for A. tanabbul), Stra-
tagem, trick, sorcery (see below). 

tambali, Laziness, sloth. 
tarribaUt, Anything placed on a 

pack-saddle on which the rider sits ; half a 
horse-load. 

tarribu, A kind of tent. 
tambur, A lute, lyre, guitar ; a drum, 

^js-tf tambuk, A weak bow; the flap of 
a saddle; a saddle-tree ; a stirrup-leather, 

tambul, Betel-leaf; a weak bow ; 
name of a fortified place in Hindustan. 

tamba, The bar of a door; a large 
portmanteau. 

A. <M» tanabbuh (v.n. 5 of M), Awaking 
from sleep; being awake, keeping a sharp 
look out; advice, admonition; animadver-
sion bashfulness, modesty. 

tambidan, To be silent; to lay 
snares; to tremble; to palpitate, to be 
restless; to plait, spin, werve;—bar mar-
Human tambidan, To bring people into 
one'B net, to ensnare them. 

tamblsa, A small carpet, a rug. 
taW *̂ tamblk, Bagpipes; a saddle-flap. 
a tambil (v.n. 2 of J**), Stratagem, 

trick, sorcery, necromancy. 
A tamblk (v.n. 2 of M) , Awaking, 

rousing from sleep; rendering attentive; 
admonition, reproof, censure, reprimand ; 
correction, punishment;—tamblk u tdkld 
kardan, To admonish repeatedly and se-
verely. 

A tamblhdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Admonitions. 

ti-wjj. (^S tan-parast, tan-par war, 
Self-indulgent, sensual; lazy, indolent. 

cSj^ (3s tan-parwari, A pampering of the 
body ;—tan-parwarl kardan, To pamper the 
flesh. 

tumpak, A mould; a crucible ; a 
saddle-bow. 

tantdk, Name of a man ; and of a 
king. 

tan-tan, The body of the universe, 
universal matter (see Jf-tf tambud) ;—tantan, 
Song, melody. 

Awa* tanlana, A cry, shout, uproar, fray. 

V$A» QS tan tanhd, All by oneself, alone, 
single. 

Aitf tanta, A cobweb;—tunta, A red bee. 
giJ tanj, tinj, A fixing; a planting; a 

twisting or rolling together; a squeezing 
or pressing; a coming in the rear; imp. of 
tanjldan, used at the end of compounds in 
the sense of the agent. 

tanjdla, Squeezing out; expression. 
tan-jama, A garment, vest, doublet. 

A yfrtj tanajjuz (v.n. 5 of yr), Demanding 
the fulfilment of a promise. 

A tana j jus (v.n. 5 of Being 
polluted, defiled. 

A tanjiyat (v.n. 2 of j r ) , Setting 
free, rescuing, saving; casting on high 
ground. 

A JU^A? tanjld (v.n. 2 of Ornament-
ing a house with tapestry or painted cloths ; 
proving, trying. 

( j j -^u tanjidan, tunjldan (S. tanch, tanj), 
To squeeze; to twist, to roll together ; to 
draw t ight ; to drop, to fall; to be dis-
tressed, sad. 

fio^j tanjlda, Drawn tight; squeezed, 
pressed; twisted; sad. 

A^ - ^ J tanjlz (v.n. 2 of Y«R), Fulfilling, 
carrying out. 

tanjls (v.n. 2 of <JT")> Polluting, 
defiling ; amulets agaiust the fascination of 
malignant eyes, fetish ;—tanjls kardan, To 
pollute ; to profane, to desecrate. 

fmtpiS tanjlm ^v.n. 2 of ^ ) , Prognostica-
ting or calculating any e^int by the aspect 
of the stars; astrology ; paying by instal-
ments. 

A tanjiya, Tangiers. 
Aĵ uf tancha, A wallet (see 
A (JJSR^ tanakki (v.n. 5 of y^), Being re-

moved, being far or distant, 
A AJJ^ tanhiyat (v.n, 2 of y^'), Removing, 

putt ing to a distance. 
A tanakhnukh (v.n. 2 of Clear-

ing the throat, hemming, hawking. 
6ljae~t> tan-khwak, An assignment on lands, 

or order on the treasury for the payment of 
a stipend, salary, and the like ; cash (m.c.); 
fortune (m.c.). 

tan-khwah-ddr, One who receives 
a salary; a holder of an order for wages. 

^^Mjat t f tan-klwdh-dari, A receivin gpay, 
AAS tund, Swift, rapid, brisk, active ; bold, 

impetuous, strong; rough, fieree, severe, 
stern, austere ; hot-spirited, choleric, quar-
relsome ; acrid, astringent; high, tall, lofty; 
f a t ; anger; height; the summit of a moun-
tain; anything prominent or projecting; 
an evil spirit; a demon of the desert. 

v^Jui' tund-db, A dissolving fluid. 
tf tan dadan, To consent, acquiesce. 

JU> tund-bad, A hurricane, whirlwind. 
MI tund-bdr, Noxious, destructive. 

jV) tund-bd,z, Name of a rapacious bird. 
% JU> tund-bdla, A high mountain. 
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jtt tund-bor, A leaping, a dancing. 
fijjl Atf tund-parwdz, Flying swiftly. 

Atf tund-tdz, Mettlesome. 
ye AA? tund-tez, Choleric, contentious ; 

mettlesome; swift. 
tund-kho, tund-Moy, Hasty, 

obstinate. 
tund-kho'l, Hastiness, obstinacy ; 

harshness, severity. 
tundar, tundur, Roaring; thunder ; a 

nightingale. 
a AJJ tund-ray, Inconsiderate, impru-

dent. 
tundar-khurosh, Roaring like 

thunder. 
UJ^AAJ tan-durust, Healthy, vigorous. 

tan-durustl, Health, bodily vigour. 
jUij Atf tund-raftar, Swift, fleet. 
^ AA> tund-rau (rav), Swift, a quick goer; 

— tund-ru, Austere, crabbed, passionate; 
avaricious;—tundrawi sitdra, One of the 
seven planets. 

(jW) tund-zabdn, Eloquent, fluent. 
tan-das, tandis, tandasa, tan-

disa, Like a body ; a likeness, effigy, image. 
a tund-Hndn, Fast-going (horse), 

hard-mouthed, unmanageable. 
a mS tund-ghazab, Prone to anger, 

irascible. 
a f W tund-Ujam, Hard-mouthed 

(horse). 
A PATF tanaddum (v.n. 5 of ^AJ), Being 

penitent, repenting. 
s\y* A& tund-mimjf Of hasty temper. 

AJJ tund-maza, Astringent, styptic, 
AJJ>' tund-miraft, Rapidity of motion 

(m.c.). 
a tund-fahm, Quick-witted, ready 

of speech. 
tandu, A spider, 

y ; Ai> fame? % fes, = ysJ aa> q.v, 
JOA. ^ tund u Jchund, iand u khand, 

Scattered ; topsy-turvy. 
^MJ tundur, icmdfor, Thunder; the night-

ingale ;—tundur (for j f t q.v-)> A furnace, 
stove, &c, 

6a tf tan-dih (giving the body), Diligent. 
SAtf tunda, Bud, follicle, pod ; a red bee. 

y.? tan-dihi, Application, exertion. 
twulif Violence ; sharpness, smart-

ness ; ruggedness; quickness, swiftness ; 
astringency, stypticity; a prominence, tu-
mour, protuberance ;— fundi i gosh, Three 
protuberances in the inner ear. 

a ^Atf tandid (v.n. 2 of aJ), Declaring, 
divulging, publishing; tearing (a veil), de-
faming. 

ĵĵ juJf tandidan, tundldan, To thunder; 
to murmur, mutter; to be in a rage ; to 
chide ; to put forth flowers, buds, or leaves 
(trees). 

y-jAA? ta/ndes, tandesa, A picture, 
Ac. (see U-A^). 

328 ) ^ 
tundyor (for jjf-^ q.v.), Jumping, 

leaping, dancing, 
<**AA> Undiya, The human shape or figure. 

tan-zada, Taciturn, modest. 
A Jy> tanazzul (v.n. 5 of Jy ) , Descending 

slowly, softly, and gently ; descent, decline, 
diminution, wane, decay, falling off; degra-
dation. 

tunza, A bud, a pod. 
A &yi tanazzuh (v.n. 5 of ay), Being far; 

being pure, keeping oneself free from vice 
or stain; being modest, chaste ; continence. 

tan-zeb, tan-zlb (ornament of the 
body), A sort of fine cotton cloth rather 
thicker than muslin, in Bengal commonly 
called tanjlbs ; an under-waistcoat. 

A Jf.yi' tanzll (v.n. 2 of Jy ) , Sending any-
thing down (especially as God does from 
heaven); causing (a traveller) to alight, 
lodging and treating him hospitably ; 
revelation from heaven ; the Qur'an. 

A AjyJ tanzlh (v.n. 2 of EYL, Purifying, 
cleansing, keeping oneself at a distance 
from everything unclean ; purity, holiness. 

jSL. f^S tan-sdldr ( = A*.̂  q.v.), Universal 
matter. 

(JJL-JJ tan-sdn (prob. error for 
Quiet, tranquil. 

tanasta, A spider's web. 
tansukh, Curious, precious, rare (see 

j y^ j j below). 
A a W J tanassuk (v.n. 5 of ^aUi), Being 

devout, pious ; piety, devotion. 
a J— tanassu l (v.n. 5 of J~ j ) , Genealogy; 

pedigree, 
A tanassum (v.n. 5 of *), Breathing; 

smelling anything fragrant, sniffing up a 
breeze. 

tansuq (pi. tansuqdt), Anything 
rare, precious; present. 

tansa, Anxious, troubled, distressed 
in mind. 

A tansiyat (v,n. 2 of y-i), Causing 
to forget. 

tansikh (v.n, 2 of £—*), Causing to 
annul or abrogate; cancelling; abrogation; 
quashing. 

(jA*—y tansldan, To be troubled, disturbed 
in mind. 

A tansiq (v.n. 2 of j u J ) , Arranging, 
disposing in order (a speech), stringing 
(pearls). 

A kJU> tanashshut (v.n. 5 of Uaj), Being 
brisk, lively, active, a ler t ; cheerfully doing 
anything ; travelling briskly. 

tan-shuy, A table on which dead 
bodies are washed; a cistern, fountain, or 
brook where people bathe or make their 
ablutions ; a sink. 

A tanahlt (v.n. 2 of Making 
cheerful, lively, brisk. 

A t a n a s s u r (v.u. 5 of yai), Becoming a 
Christian (Nazarine). 
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A < / < m s ? s (y.n. 2 of (j<a>), Making 
clear, evident; dunning. 

A tanslf (v.n. 2 of <-A«»), Dividing 
in the middle, or into two equal parts ; bi-
secting, bisection; covering with a veil. 

A tanzid (v.n. 2 of Laying in 
order one upon or by the side of another. 

A UtiaXi tanazzuf (v.n. 5 of Keep-
ing clean or neat; striving after cleanli-
ness, neatness, purity. 

A ̂ Jai? tanazzum (v.n. 5 of Being ar-
ranged, strung (pearls). 

A tanzlr, Beholding, contemplating ; 
likening, resembling. 

A tanzif (v.u. 2 of oiki), Purify-
ing, cleaning. 

A tanzlm (v.n. 2 of fM), Composing 
(verses); threading (pearls) ; ordering, 
arranging. 

a s-»UfrC ( j j tan-'ajd'ib, With forms of 
marvellous beauty. 

tana"ul (v.n. 5 of J**), Putting 
on shoes. 

A tana"um (v.n. 5 of Enjoying 
in abundance the conveniences and com-
forts of life ; happiness, enjoyment, ease ; 
prosperity. 

A tan'lm (v.n. 2 of f**l), Bestowing 
plenty ; putting in a state of comfort and 
ease; pampering; rendering soft, delicate, 
and effeminate; saying na'am, " Yes," in 
confirmation of any assertion; acknowledg-
ment. 

A tangkis (v.n. 2 of yoAi), Render-
ing life wretched, annoying, vexing. 

tanaffukh (v.n. 2 of Being in-
flated ;— tanaffukhi riya, Emphysema. 

a / a J tanaffur (v.n. 5 of y>i), Avoiding, 
shunning; aversion, disgust tanaffur az 
ghiza, Dislike of food. 

A tanaffus (v.n. 5 of <J~A>), Breath-
ing ; respiration; fetching a deep, cold 
sigh; breaking (the dawn); blowing of a 
morning breeze. 

tanfasa, AAJ tan-fa, A valuable kind 
of carpet (unsupported by exnmples; see 
&—j-u and A-AA). 

A jAy' tanaful (v.n. 5 of J&I), Doing 
more than the law requires ; saying prayers 
of supererogation. 

a Xjiu-1 tanfiz (v.n. 2 of Aai), Transmit-
ting (an order or letter); causing to pe-
netrate, to pass, to take effect. 

tanfir (v.n. 2 of yu), Terrifying, 
causing to fly. 

A y-^Uj tanf s (v.n. 2 of Consol-
ing, comforting, easing, refreshing. 

A tanfil (v.n. 2 of JA»), Presenting 
with a gift or with plunder. 

T 5JJ> ^ J ' tan qara, Black leprosy. 
jUa&j tunqatar, tunqitdr, tunqutdr, A 

night watchman ; a taper, rushlight. 
twnqatdrl, The duty of a night 

watchman, nightly guard. 

A tanqiyat, tanqiya (v.n. 2 of 
Cleaning, purifying; purging; winnowing; 
deciding, decision; — tanqiya kardan, To 
clean, to purify;—tanqiya kardani zafchm, 
To cleanse a wound, to deterge. 

A p ^ tanqlh (v.n. 2 of («©), Lopping; 
cleaning; polishing (verses) ; purging; de-
ciding, investigation, examination, search, 
inquiry; ascertaining. 

a >-r-li» tanqih-talob, Demanding in-
quiry or investigation ; to be decided or 
determined; for decision. 

A tanqir (v.n. 2 of yii), Examining, 
inquiring into, scrutinising; whistling, 
singing (a bird). 

A tanqls (v.n. 2 of y^i) , Diminish-
ing ; diminution. 

A tanqil (v.n. 2 of J&), Transporting 
from place to place. 

tanuk, tunuk (S. tanu, tanuka), 
Thin, slender, slight, weak, delicate (in 
comp. frequently interchanged with 
which seems etymologically related to it) ; 
shallow; effeminate; a thin cake or fritter. 

utUf tanuk-db, A shallow stream, a 
shallow. 

(j-^6- "Atf tanuk-hawaes, tanuk-hawda, 
Sensible; sensitive. 

"AJ tanuk-hawdsai, tanuk-hawdsi, 
Sensibility. 

f j i tanuk-bazm, Who talks idly in an 
assembly ; jester ; nugatory. 

e^i tanuk-bahra, Whose share or 
portion is small. 

utW tanuk-bez, A fine sieve, strainer. 
fij&J tankara, tankira, A copper boiler, 

cauldron. 
a L^t; tanuh-rish, Thin-bearded. 

tanuk-rozi, Whose means of 
subsistence are scanty. 

^fUflyj eUi tanuk-rusliand'i, Of little 
brightness, 

ctbi tanulc-riiy, One who obtains a 
request without importunity. 

itanuk-sarmdya, Possessed of a 
small capital. 

a p^i tanuk-fahm, Of weak under-
standing. 

a tanuk-sabr, Impatieut. 
a tanuk-zarf (a weak vessel), A 

tale-bearer, tattler, simpleton ; smooth, 
simple, unblemished ; a tabula rasa. 

a tamik-matd', Having but a 
small stock-in-trade. 

a tanuk mizdj, Whimsical, 
peevish. 

utLy tanuk-muy, tanuk-moy, Thin-
haired. 

tankub, A dish of sour milk, garlic, 
and walnuts. 

tanka, tanaka, tunuka, A leaf or sheet 
of metal, of gold or silver; gold; money, 
a certain coin. 

A tankir (v.n. 2 of Altering, 



transforming, disguising, rendering inca-
pable of being recognised. 

s ^ t f tankira, A cauldron or boiler. 
A tankls (v.n. 2 of Turning 

upside down, capsizing, inverting. 
tang, Narrow, strai t ; sad, anxious, 

distressed; strong; near, neighbouring; 
rare, scarce ; numerous, many ; half a load 
(as much as is carried upon oue side) ; a 
package, bundle, sack; an ass-load of 
sugar; a concealing, putting out of sight; 
a strait, defile, mountain pass; anxiety, 
affliction ; a horse-girth ; a strap for fasten-
ing a load; the press of an oil-mill; a 
plain surface on which painters draw their 
first sketch; ( = tiCwy) Mani's picture 
house ; name of a place in Turkistan ; a 
district in Badakhshan ; [tang amadan, 
To come near; to have but one course of 
action open ; to get into a fix ; to be sad 
(mm.cc.) \—tangi turkdn, Name of a place 
in Turkistan renowned for the beauty of 
its inhabitants -,— tang shudan, To become 
narrow ; to be in a bad way; to become en-
raptured ; to be disturbed in mind (mm.cc.); 
— tang Jar a, giriftan, To be afflicted, 
offended, moved ;—tang kardan, To confine, 
block up, reduce to difficulties; to choke;— 
tang numudan, To contract;—ba-tang dma-
dan (shudan), To be oppressed, afflicted ; to 
be indignant;—ba-tang dwardan, To annoy 
greatly, to reduce to distress;—dil ba-tang 
dwardan, To distress one's mind;—dida'i 
tang, An avaricious eye ; — sdli tang, A 
barren year ;]—ting, A bird's beak ;—tung, 
A narrow-necked vessel; a chalice (m.c.). 

tang-db, Shallow. 
tangdtang, In close contact, 

crowded. 
tangdr, Borax. 

a tang-ikhtildt. Closely mixed. 
tang-dstin, Narrow of sleeve, 

poor, destitute; honest; — tang-astinl, 
Poverty ; honesty. 

( j i , ^ tang-dghosh, Who holds in 
close embrace. 

tang-andam, With tender limbs ; 
with narrow parts. 

tangdy, Narrowness, straitness; a 
narrow place ; a mountain pass ; the grave ; I 
the world; the human frame (see ^Cjktf). 

ft&J tang-bdr, A narrow way ; half a 
load, a package; one who will not give 
place or admittance to another ; inacces-
sible; rare, scarce, invaluable; an epithet 
of God. 

eXii' tang-bakht, Luckless, unfortu-
nate, distressed. 

tang-bez, A fine sieve, strainer. 
iJyLjj <sXjS tang-paighula, The world, 
csl&j' tingit, Name of a place. 
^ U tang-tab, Of little patience, very 

ardent; weak, powerless. 
nSJ* tang-tang, A great many. 

fW- tang-jam, Easily intoxicated (see 

tang-chdy, Tightness, closeness; 
difficulty, distress ; scarcity ; stinginess, 
parsimony. 

tangchdt (pi. of tangcha), Small 
coins. 

tang-chashm, One with narrow, 
close eye-lids; blind; insatiable, covetous, 
devouring all with the eyes ; a demoniac; a 
woman who has had but one husband ; a 
Turk. 

tangcha,, A small silver coin ; 
money (see and 

a tang-hdl, Straitened, poor. 
a tang-hall, Poverty, distress, 

straits, narrow circumstances, adversity. 
a tang-hau^alagi, Impatience, 

peevishness, fretfulness. 
a iUy. tanq-hausala, Who cannot 

conceal his secrets or possessions ; of 
narrow mind, mean, vile. 

ft* tang-kho, Bad-tempered. 
^J?s. tang-kho'i, Ill-temper. 

tang-dast, Tight-handed ; poor; 
a cushion. 

tang-dasti, Parsimony ; poverty; 
weakness. 

JAXAJ tang-dil, Heart-sick, desponding; 
compassionate; a miser. 

tang-dill, Heartache, grief; com-
passion ; niggardliness. 

tang-dahan, Small-mouthed; a 
sweetheart. 

tang-rozl, Poor. 
tang-ruy, Teuder-cheeked. 

tangiz, Name of a thorny tree. 
^^Aej tang-za'fardn (tangi za'fran), 

Yellow leaves falling in autumn, , 
c^ j tang-zahra, Crestfallen, despon-

dent. 
—jj ts&tf tang-zlst, Pinched, distressed. 

tangiSy Name of a thorny tree, 
y — t a n g - s d r , Weakness of intellect; 

transmigration, metempsychosis. 
JL-^A; tang-sdl, Scarcity ; a barren sea-

son. 
J U i*£AJ tang-sdll, Dearth, scarceness, 

i? tangast, Name of a place famous 
for its beautiful crystal. 

a tang-shardb, Soon drunk. 
<jfZa tang-shakar, A mistress's mouth. 

a u ^ tang-zarf (enclosed in a nar-
row vessel), Anxious, distressed;—tang-
zarfl, Distress, adversity. 

a tang-shaqq, Having a narrow ; 

split (a pen). 
a Jt^js. ^SJS tang-'aish, Poor; melancholy. 
a tang-fursat, Nick of time; 

having but a short opportunity. 
ytS aSJS tang-glr, One who presses hard Oi* < 

squeezes; parsimonious, frugal. 
eSj*? isSJs tang-glrl, Parsimony, fruga-

lity. 



s J tang-lab, With delicate lips. 
tangalosh, Wjl&u tangaloshd, Name 

of the works of a famous Grecian artist, 
as celebrated in the East as those of the 
painter Miini; the study or academy of 
Grecian painters. 

a uwj—- ti tang-masarrat, Of short-
lived joy. 

a tjXUi tang-ma1 ash, Poor, destitute 
of means. 

^ . V tang-maidani'i subh, The 
inconstancy of the morning. 

tangna, A grave. 
(^U&J tangnay, A difficulty ; a defile ;— 

tangndyi kh.dk, The world ; the body; the 
grave;—tangndyi dahr, The world ; time. 

^-..fct tang-nishimani nahang, 
The world ; the sky ; time. 

fix tango, The king of Khata or Khutan. 
tanga, Cash, gold or copper coin ; 

thin paste, macaroni; a mountain-pass 
(m.c ) ; straits (m.c.) tanga'i bughrd. A 
thin paste used in the dish q.v. 

tangl, Narrowness, closeness, strait-
ness, tightness; difficulty; anguish, con-
straint ; poverty, want; a sack; of Tang (i.e. 
beautiful);—tangi'i tahtdni'i lagan, Outlet 
of pelvis;—tangi'i fauqani'i lagan, Inlet of 
pelvis. 

tang-yab, Difficult to be found, 
rare; care-crazed. 

tangira, A brazen kettle, cauldron 
(see bje&s). 

A tanmiyat (v.n. 2 of Spread-
ing false reports, calumniating; throwing 
wood upon a fire, and making it burn 
fiercer. 

A tanmiq (v.n. 2 of LM), Writing a 
fine ornamental hand. 

<*±&'tanand, and— 
j.Ui? tanandu, A spider; a cobweb ; a 

weaver's instrument (round which the 
warp is rolled, and then carried over the 
comb). 

BAU? tananda, Drawing, twisting, plaiting; 
a spider ; a weaver's instrument. 

tanu, Power, strength, 
vy* tanub, A kind of fir-tree, 
(j-tfyi' tanutas, Learned; a man of busi-

ness. 
J^f ) & tan-u-tosh, Power, strength. 
O^yS tanu dan, To draw; to twist, plait, 

spin. 
tanur, (Z. tanura), An oven;—tanuri 

badan, A kind of leprosy ; ringworm. 
tanauwur (v.n. 5 of rf), Seeing a 

fire at a distance ; shining ; anointing one's 
body with an unguent which pulls up hair 
by the roots. 

s-'jM ̂  tanur-ashub, A coal-rake; a fire-
brand. 

JJJJ tanur-tdb, A pair of bellows. 
i>U. j^S tanur-khdnah, tanuristan, 

A bakehouse. 

tanura, A part of dress worn by der-
vishes from their middle; a sort of 
armour; a tunnel through which water 
rushes on a mill-wheel; forming a ring 
or circle (people sitting together) ; an iron 
grate used by travellers. 

tanoz, Cleft, fissure. 
tanoza, Split, cracked, cleft asunder. 

A tanauwv!- (v.n. 5 of gy), Being 
divided into distinct parts or species. 

tanumand, Robust, corpulent; 
strong, powerful; tall; broad, f a t ; con-
tented, cheerful, in good case. 

taniimandi, Robustness, corpu-
lence ; power. 

AiyS tanwand, Scattered about, dispersed. 
A tanauwuh (v.n. 5 of 8Y), Being 

exalted, sublime ; being extolled, praised. 
tanwi, One whose eye is fixed up-

ward ; appearing. 
A j i f f tanwir (v.n. 2 of rf), Shining; 

illuminating, giving light; flowering, blos-
soming ; appearing (the light of day) ; illu-
mination. 

A tanwim (v.n. 2 of ^y), Lulling to 
sleep. 

A tanwin (v.n. 2 of <YY), Marking the 
final letters of nouns with the nasal vowels 

un, an, or in ; nunnation. 
A tanwih (v.n. 2 of sy), Praising, 

exalting ; calling; greatness, grandeur. 
tana, The body; a web ; the t runk of 

a t ree; acceptance; content, satisfaction; 
cloth sufficient for a dress ; soft goat's 
hair; interior (the last three meanings un-
supported by examples) ; [tana'i dirakht. 
The trunk of a tree ;—tana shudan, To 
accept; to be pleased or satisfied;—tana'i 
<ankabut, A spider's web ;]—tunna, The 
thunny fish. 

tanhd (pi. of tan), Bodies ; alone, so-
litary ; an odd number. 

jj^r* tanha-rau (rav), A solitary wanderer. 
tanhdgdna, Solitary. 

vJk-tf tanhd'i, Solitude, loneliness, soli-
tariness. 

tana-khipari. Torture, torment, 
punishment. 

SJS tana-dar, Trunked (tree). 
fj* tani, Corporeal, bodily. 

taniydn, Material (substances). 
f* cy** tani-tdzh, The air as element. 
J^ tanid, A web. 

'3 tanidan, To twist, weave, spin, in-
volve ; to deceive; to effect.; to be si lent; 
to be twisted. 

ianida, Woven ; silent; a cobweb; 
a weaver's instrument. 

taniza, A side, border, skirt, edge. 
A tinnin, A large serpent, a dragon ; 

a great monster, the sea-serpent; a shark; 
the constellation of the dragon (mostly 
with art. at-tinnin or tinnini falak, which 
also signifies the galaxy or milky way) ; 



island near Sarandib;—zanabi tinnln, The 
dragon's tail, a star. 

y tav, Heat, warmth; twist, turn ; a fold; 
a ditch, pool, or hole where water stag-
nates ;— to, A curtain; a fold ; a skin 
formed on the surface of milk ; in, into, 
within ; \to bar to, Fold upon fold ;—to 
dar to, Apartments within apartments 
(m.c.) ; intercommunicating (m.c.) ; com-
plicated, intricate, entangled (m.c.) ;]—tu 
(S. twam), Thou ;—tu, A feast, an enter-
tainment. 

A Y tauw, Alone, single ; a rope of a single 
twist; a careless man ; an edifice. 

a \y taw a, Ruin; ruined, destroyed, 
lost. 

A s-»V tauivab, Penitent, contrite; re-
lenting. 

A £>\Y taw dbi1, Dependencies, appurte-
nances. 

A J ^ y tawdbil, Seasonings for meat, 
herbs. 

tawdba (according to others <u\y ta-
wdna or <^y tawdya), Name of a champion. 

A tawdblt (pi. of tabid), Arks, 
chests; coffins. 

A f\j> tawdtur (y.n. 6 of f y ) , Following 
in succession ; succession, continuation ;— 
tawaturi nafas, Difficulty of breathing; 
panting; gasping. 

A tawajud (y.n, 6 of A^), Mutual 
ecstacy ; rapture. 

ijft^f tawdji (pi. tawdjiydn), A prefect, 
chief, commander. 

j\y tawdr, A rope for tying on a load. 
tawdranidan, To be piled up ; 

to be attached, joined (doubtful word pro-
bably formed from the preceding). 

A tawdrud (v.n. 6 of Coming to-
gether to the watering-place; coming in a 
lump, assembling. 

2)\y tawdr a, A straw hut, in which the 
keepers of the vineyard take shelter;—tu-
wdra, A structure of reeds, under which is 
the dunghill, the privy, and such-like; 
thorns fixed on a wall; (from Heb, JTYTn) 
the law. 

A ^ S J V tawdri (v.n. 6 of Lying hid, 
concealing oneself. 

A tawdriJck (pi. of ta'rikh), Epochs, 
dates ; histories, chronicles, annals ;—ahli 
tawdrikh, A historian; chroniclers. 

A (jjW tawdzun, A being equal in weight. 
a <^j\y tawdzi (v.n. 6 of Assembling ; 

—for j ^ y tawdzi (v.n. 6 of ), Injuring 
one another. 

<v)^y tawazldan, To add little by little 
(doubtful word). 

iS^y tiwdsl, A carpet, embroidered rug. 
A tawdzu' (v.n. 6 of 5*5), Humbling, 

abasing oneself; humility, submission, at-
tention, courtesy, civility ; hospitality, re-
ception, entertainment; gift, present; pre-
tended kindness, empty compliment;— 

tawazu'i samarqandi, False politeness;—bar 
eablli tawdzu\ By way of submission. 

a tawazu'-gari, Humility, sub-
mission. 

A tawdtu' (v.n. 6 of Vt̂ ), Consent-
ing, agreeing. 

A APTY tawd'ud (v.n. 6 of AC^), Promising 
to one another. 

tuwdghaj, The white and bitter 
bark of a certain tree. 

A v^V towafuq (v.n. 6 of Agreeing 
together; concord, good understanding; 
harmony ; concurrence, coincidence ; league, 
conspiracy ; (in arithmetic) being divisible 
by the same quality without leaving a re-
mainder; commensurability. 

A tawdqi' (pi. of tauql'), Royal 
letters. 

(tawdkun, A kite. 
J\y" tuwdl, End, extremity; turning 

back. 
A A^Y tawalud (v.n. 6 of A^), Begetting, 

propagating; generation, birth ; succession 
of generations. 

A ̂ V tawdli (v.n. 6 of J 5 ) , Following in 
succession; continuation; succession. 

yjuJ\y tawdlldan, for ^A^My q.v. 
A F'\Y tau'am, A twin ; the sign Gemini; 

—tau'am gashtan, To be twin with, to be 
linked to. 

A (;)Ue\y tau'amani (dual of tau'am), 
Twins. 

e V tuwan, tawdn, Power, strength ; it is 
possible, one may; a cloud; (in comp.) 
able, powerful; — farmani kazd-tuwan, 
Commands powerful as fate, i.e. irresis-
tible. 

tuwdnd, Powerful, strong, able. 
^yUly tuwdnd-tari, Superior power, pres-

tige. 
l^Wy tuwdnd-kun, Who renders power-

ful. 
ĵfiAŝ y tuwdnahl, <„y^y tuwdnd'I, Power, 

strength ; a hand, 
tawdncka, A slap. 

o^J ^ V tuwan-dukht. Name of the 
daughter of Kbusraw Parvez. 

yA-^V tuwanistan, To be powerful, able, 
equal to ; to get the mastery. 

<jti\y tuwanieh, Power, strength. 
( f t ^ y tuwati-kun, The powerful agent 

(God). 
tuwdngar, Great, powerful; rich. 

tuwdngaran, The rich and power-
ful. 

tuwangarl, Powerfulness ; wealth, 
riches. 

tuwdngl, Riches, goods, wealth. 
&*\y tawdna, see 
A J>\f tawanl (v.n. 6 of Being in-

dolent and languid; delay; slowness, lan-
guor, lassitude. 

^juj^y tawanldan, To feel pain; to pain 
—tuwdnldan, To be able. 



A^fi^y tawahcha, Meat well dressed. 
A^y taw aha, Fried ; an omelet; roast 

meat. 
CJ^V taw dhi} Destroyed; incomplete. 

taw ay a, see A^y. 
a v*y taub (v.n.), Repenting, returning 

(from sin to God) ; turning, relenting, be-
coming gracious (God to man). 

vj* tob, A fold, twist; a single thing, a 
unit; multiplicity ; the eye; for w>y q.v. 

tubdra, A he-goat. 
JWy tubal, Brass, copper; filings; par-

ticles of heated metals that fly off under 
the stroke of the hammer; — tubdli miss, 
Blue vitriol. 

a ^ W y tubdmulun, Name of a plant 
yielding a milky juice ; a sort of broom. 

y^y tubdn, Wrestler's breeches, very 
short, and besmeared all over with oil or 
grease. 

A <J»y taubat, tauba, vulg. toba, Vowing to 
sin no more; repenting; repentance, peni-
tence ; conversion; abjuring; renouncing; 
recantation;—tauba dadan, To cause re-
pentance ; — tauba shikastan, To break a 
vow; — tauba farmudan (kardan, guftan), 
To repent. 

L^-.y tobchi, AiWc^y tob'khana, = t j f ^ f > 
SiW v y qq.v. 

y ji y to bar to, Fold on fold ; step by 
step; at the tail of one another; sheep's 
tripe ; a sweetmeat; self-willed; a scoun-
drel ; a term of abuse, 

eh*; s->y tob-rasan, A twisted rope. 
W tobra, A huntsman's bag ; the nose-

bag of a horse. 
tobazah, The root of a water-melon ; 

a slice of a water-melon. 
titbak, taubak, A treasury, magazine, 

strong box ; a larder. 
^ y tobki, A coin formerly current. 
J*y tobal, The front part of the fore-

head. 
A J?Y taubal, Herbs or spiceries for 

seasoning the pot. 
A»y tauba, Bee A. <̂ y ;—tuba, The rainbow. 
a y^A A>y tauba-shikan, Who breaks a 

vow of repentance. 
Ajy toba-kdr (or jW A*y toba-ddr), 

Penitent; restrained by a vow. 
^tf **y toba-kdri, Penitence ; a vow of 

abstinence. 
a tauba-ndma, A written expres-

sion of repentance or vow not to offend 
again. 

A ^ y taubikh. (v.n. 2 of Threaten-
ing, chiding, rebuking; a reproach ;—tau-
bljch kardan, To blame ; to threaten. 

A taubikhan. P. A t a u b i k h -
ana, invectively. 

a ^JA^y taubikhl, Objurgatory. 
T S^y top, A cannon; a division of 

troops, a band; — topi asb-rau, Horce-
artillery ; — top andakhtan. To fire guns 

(m.c.) ; — topi tah-pur, A breech-loading 
cannon (m.c.) ; — topi khan-dar, A rifled 
cannon (m.c.) ;—topi dahan-pur, A muzzle-
loader ;—top zadan, To fire guns, to can-
nonade ;—topi shash-pund, A six-pounder 
(m.c.); — topi (jangi) sahrd'i, Field-piece 
(m.c.) ;—topi nuh'-pund, A nine-pounder 
(m.c.). 

^y tupd (in Zand and Pazand), An 
apple. 

J^iy tupdl, Bits of gold, silver, iron, cop-
per (see JWy). 

t top-anddz, An artillery-man. 
^ y topchl, Commissary of ordnance ; a 

gunner. 
t AiU- ^>y top-khdna, An arsenal; a 

park of artillery; artillery. 
tupak, taupak, A magazine or store-

house ; a mouey-chest. 
^ y f c s_>y top-hawa'l, Blank shot. 
A «»Y tut, A mulberry; the mulberry-

tree ;—tutijangali (sih-gul, kuhl), The black-
berry ;—tuti farat.gl, The strawberry. 

tautak, A inoney-chest; a pantry, 
store-house;—totak, A parrot ; a sort of 
bread; a shepherd's pipe; a street iu 
Shiraz. 

totagi, = o ^ y q-v-
gWy tiitmdj, Vermicelli soup. 
T I^Y' tutun, Tobacco, 
y y to-to, Covering each other (as the 

coats of an onion). 
T ^YY tutun, Tobacco ;—tutuni isldmbul, 

Turkish tobacco;—tutuni kurdistdn, Vir-
ginia tobacco. 

A»y tuta, A sty on the eye-lid;—tota, A 
parrot. 

toti, A parrot; a ship ; the outfit of 
a bride, trousseau. 

A tutiya' (S. tuttha), Tutty \—tittiyd'i 
akbar, A shell whence they make tutty ;— 
—'tutiya'i daulat, State tutty, a remedy for 
national affairs ;—tutiya'i dlda, A collyrium 
or medicine for the eyes ;—tutiya'i zard, The 
Basrah stone ;—tutiya'i sabz, Green vitriol; 
—tutiya'i gkura. Tutty dissolved in the 
j uice of sour grapes and applied as a remedy 
to strengthen the sight;—tutiya'i galam, 
The eye-refreshing effect of a skilful pen. 

a JU* Li'y tutiyd misdl, Like tutty. 
A >±»Y tus, A mulberry;—tusi halw, The 

sweet or white mulberry ;—tusi hdmiz, The 
acid or black mulberry. 

A tausiq (v.n. 2 of Establish-
ing, strengthening, making fas t ; declaring 
or esteeming anyone to be trusty and 
worthy of confidence. 

sy tuj, A quince ; a mixed metal, brass. 
A^.y tujaba, tujiba, A torrent, an inunda-

tion ; an angel. 
A tawajju' (v.n. 5 of Being 

pained, showing marks of grief; grieving 
for, condoling ; eulogy of the dead. 

A A>y tawajjuh (v.n. 5 of Turning 
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towards or proceeding towards; counte-
nancing, regarding, attending; inclination; 
regard, attention, favour, kindness, obliging-
ness ; consideration;—tawajjuhi kkdss, A 
turning (of the face) God-ward ;—tawajjuh 
numudan, To set out;—tawajjuhi niydx-amez, 
Prayers mixed with humility, a humble 
prayer. 

A. tawajjuhdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Attentions, favours, &c. 

A <Wy taujih (v.n. 2 of &>>), Turning to-
wards ; sending; promoting to honour; 
explaining, accounting f o r ; illustrating; 
illustration; argument; adjustment of ac-
counts ; assessment; a statement, a de-
scription-roll. 

a W taujlh-niwis, A keeper of de-
scription-rolls, clerk of the pipe-office. 

A Aa.y tawahhud (v.n. 5 of Ae-y), Being 
single, sole, unique, unparalleled ; taking 
(anyone) under his special and sole protec-
tion (God). 

A ua-y tawahhush (v.n. 5 of J**^)), Being 
desolate, deserted (a city); feeling desolate 
or scared ; flying from, aversion, horror. 

A A^y tauhid (v.n. 2 of A^), Making 
one; declaring (God) to be one; a belief 
in the unity of God ; unitariauism, auti-
trinitarianism; the fifth degree of perfec-
tion in Sufi life, where the divine essence 
is contemplated as void of any attribute 
conceived by thought;—tauhid kardan, To 
make one; to acknowledge one God. 

ty tojch. Nettle-tree (Celtis australis). 
tokhtan, To pay a debt ; to return 

anything borrowed; to acquire, gain, col-
lect by degrees ; to wish, want; to search, 
seek; to draw; to show, spread, display, 
let off; to sew, stitch. 

tokhtaT Pa id ; collected, gained, ac-
quired ; drawn ; spread; sewed. 

tf-f tokhaj, A great noise, clamour, tu-
mult. 

Ayty tokhcha, A receptacle in a wall, 
t r - ty tawahhmh, Drawing. 
A tawakhkhl (v.n. 5 of ^ J ) , Pur-

posing. 
«>y tud (for tut), The mulberry ;—tod (for 

toda), A hill; top, summit; a heap; a 
camel's bunch. 

A tu'adat, tu'dat, Slowness, sedate-
ness. 

A tawaddud (v.n. 5 of Showing 
love; gaining the love of another. 

todara, A bustard. 
^Ay tudarl, Mallows ; sumach, 
o y>»;jy to dar yd n, Hellebore, 
(j^-oy tudastl, Aid, assistance. 

toduh, A pair, a brace. 
8oy toda, A heap; a rick, stack; a hil-

lock, tumulus; the butt or mark at which 
arrows are shot;—toda'i khak, A mound of 
earth ;—toda'i tufan, A heap of calumnies, 
a great calumniator;—toda'i kdfur, A heap 
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of snow; a fair skin; a white head;— 
todahd'i khdk, Tropics, climes, degrees of 
latitude ; the human frame. 

A taudi' (v.n. 2 of Laying up 
(a garment) in its place; bidding adieu, 
taking leave; dismissing. 

A taur, An internuncio, mediator, 
ambassidor; a drinking-vessel. 

# tawar (for tabar), An axe, hatchet; a 
jewel; — tur, Name of the eldest son of 
Faridun ; the country of Turan ; a Turk; 
a sturdy wrestler, a champion; a sweet-
heart ; sttme Of the daughter of Iraj, and 
wife of Minuchihr; hospitality, entertain-
ment of a guest; a certain acid culinary 
herb; small, little; a widow ; vessels ; a 
net; [titri mdhl-glrl, A fishing-net (m.c.);] 
—tor, Withdrawal, flight; inquiry, search, 
investigation. 

T Vy turd, A chieftain. 
tord (iu Zand and Pazand), An ox; 

a cow ;—turd (6>y tdra), A kiud of screen 
from under which warriors used to send 
their missiles. 

Hy* taurdt, The Pentateuch. 
T wtW^Y turalik, Dignity of a prince. 
<y\jy turdn, Turkomania, Turkistan, 

Transoxania, so named from Tur, eldest 
son of Faridun, to whom his father gave it 
for an inheritance. 

turan-dukht, Name of the 
daughter of Jf liusraw Parvez, who reigned 
in Persia sixteen months. 

fiUw^y turan-shah, The king of Turan; 
the proper name of many distinguished 
men. 

<j*\>y tur dni, A Scythian, Turkoman. 
turtuk, The jungle cock ; a pheasaut 

(see ), 
turtle, Ease, comfort, competency. 
turaj, Name of the eldest son of 

Faridun, also called Tur. 
c&y taivarzl, tawarzln, A battle-axe. 
O^y tursh (for tursh), Acid, sour. 
a J^y tawarruq (v.n. 5 of jjy), Malleable-

ness. 
^ y turak, Purslain and its seed;— 

(prob. for caĴ L tuwurk or tuwurg), An 
Iranian hero. 

A ^ Y tawarruk (v.n. 5 of ^JJ), Re-
clining on the hip ; sitting (at prayer) with 
one buttock on the right foot and the other 
on the ground (prohibited by the Muham-
madan law). 

A ft? tawarrum (v.n. 5 of f^ ) , Being 
seized with a swelling. 

A G*Y» turunj, An orange. 
torang, A pheasant; a jungle cock. 

W J / twang an, God, the creator and 
bestower of life (see <y^Jy). 

to't uh, A pair, a brace. 
taura, Beloved (son or daughter). 

T 6jj> tora, Law, regulation; custom; 
rite; a law instituted by Ghangiz Khan. 



h tea, A little • few. 
^ y fen (pi. turiydn), A Turk, Turko-

man, Mongol. 
A tauriyat (v.n. 2 of Conceal-

ing, dissembling; striking fire; wishing 
one thing and pretending another. 

a «w>y taunt, The books of Moses;— 
ahli taurlt, Those who adhere to the law of 
Moses, the Jews. 

A ^ J Y taurls (V.n. 2 of ^JJ), Appointing 
an heir (wdris) ; (equiv. to ta'ris) stirring 
(the fire) to make (it) burn brisker. 

torldan, To be very much ashamed ; 
to ruD away, retire, depart ; to inquire, 
explore, spy. 

taurt«, The capital of lAzarbaijan 
(see^y) . 

a c r^y tauris (v.n. 2 of o-^) , Dyeing 
(cloth) yellow with the plant wars. 

jy toz, Imp. and participle of tokh tan, 
q.v.; spoil, plunder, assault; name of a 
city ; = jy q.v. 

A jy tuz, Origin, root; name of a tree ; 
nature, quality. 

A jy tauwaz, Name of a place in Persia. 
A £jy tawazzu1 (v.n. 5 of £jjj), Dividing 

among themselves ; distraction, perplexity, 
grief. 

ueJjy tuzak, Institute, regulation. 
«jy toza, A thin bark put on a saddle or 

over the handle of a bow. 
^ jy tozl, Of or belonging to Toz; a 

light summer garment, manufactured at 
Toz ; a flute made at that place; a ship; 
2nd sing. aor. of tokhtan and tozidan. 

Cjjyjy tozidan, To pay; to gain, collect; 
to draw, spread; to sack, plunder; to 
Bhow. 

A GTJY tauzV (v.n. 2 of gjjj), Dividing, 
distributing among several; scattering; a 
paper iu which the different separate pay-
ments made by a saminddr, &c. are entered ; 
statement, account; rent-roll; descriptive 
roll. 

jy tozh, Thin bark resembling the papy-
rus. 

tozhl, A school-boy's picnic, 
u-y tug, Hard ground; — to a, A toast 

(m.c. from E.) ;—toa kardan, To give a 
toast;—tos numudan, To drink a toast. 

A u-Y tus, Nature, disposition; origin. 
ws~»y tu'st, for \ y , as az dni tu'st, I t 

is thine. 
A tawassukh (v.n. 5 of Being 

dirtied, Boiled. 
A A-Y tawassud (v.n. 5 of •*—}), Leaning, 

reclining upon a cushion ; putting (any-
thing) under the head for a pillow; laying 
the Kur'an under the pillow (implying 
both neglect and study). 

A iawasaut (v.n. 5 of k-j), Being the 
middle ; becoming a mediator or umpire ; 
mediation; introduction; middle-man, me-
diator, umpire. 

A tawosau* (v.n. 5 of Sitting 
with ease, not crowded; width, roominess. 

A tausi'at, tausi'a, Amplitude. 
tuskd (?), Name of a tree. 

A J - y tawasaul (v.n. 5 of J - j ) , Endea-
vouring to recommend oneself to the notice 
and favour of God ; introduction; conjunc-
tion ; copulation. 

A tawassum (v.n. 5 of Discover-
ing by physiognomy ; pasturing upon early 
spring forage. 

tausan, Wild, unmanageable; a 
young unbroken horse ; a high-blooded 
steed. 

y—y tausan-dill, Hard-heartedness. 
tosafig, Contentment, 

y tausani, Refractoriness, restiveness. 
A-y tosa, Fat, sleek, well-fed;—tiisa, 

Alder-tree, Alnus berbata (in Georgistan) ; 
Siberian elm, Planera crenata (in Shiriiz). 

a go-y tausikk (v.n. 2 of Dirtying, 
soiling (clothes). 

A AS-.Y tausld (v.n. 2 of Placing a 
cushion, or causing one to recline on a 
cushion. 

A W-y tauslt (v.n. 2 of k-j), Placing in 
the middle; dividing in the middle, into 
two halves. 

A tausi' (v.n. 2 of Enlarging; 
making room; making wide; amplifica-
tion, development;—tausVi bildd, Tbe ex-
tending of the territories. 

A tauslm (v.n. 2 of Assem-
bling from all quarters to celebrate the 
festival of Mecca. 

\J*f tawish (for tabieh), Heat, warmth ;— 
tosh, Power, strength, vigour ; body; food 
sufficient for a meal;—tush (for tu urd), 
Thou (to) him. 

tawisht, Heat. 
A tawashshuh (v.n. 5 of c^y), Put-

ting on the sash or belt wishah ; girding on 
a sword. 

toshdan, A beggar's wallet; a 
traveller's provision-bag; a pouch, car-
touche- box. 

i*U>y tushak, A small carpet with a short 
pile ; bedding ; a mattress for sleeping on. 

ylia.y toshkan, The stove of a bath, 
wis- idX«»y tushak-khana, A wardrobe. 

toshgdn, The stove of a bath (see 

J*y tushal, tushil, A light and thin gar-
ment, also called ^ j y q.v. 

JUAy tushmdl, An usher, chamberlain; 
who has care of the table. 

Ay toshman, A sign; the middle of a 
house or palace (unsupported by examples). 

j tosh-u-po8ht, Power, splen-
dour, majesty (a word in use with a 
q.v.). 

Afcy tosha, Provisions, necessaries;—toaha 
bar-ddahtan, To set out upon a journey ;— 
toaha'i chashm, A wistful look j—tosha i rah, 
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Provisions for the road ;—tosha u gosha, 
Food and lodging;—gosha'i U tosha, A 
nook barren of provisions; a barren dis-
trict. 

^ y tosha-parward, A provision-
bearer (see ^Ay). 

iiU <U.y tosha-khdna, Wardrobe; store-
room. 

toshaddn, A wallet, provision-bag ; 
a knapsack (m.c.). 

l t ^ ^ y tosha-kash, A provision-bearer (on 
a hunting expedition or a short journey). 

toshi, Children's picnic; the last 
breath of the dying. 

A taushih (v.n. 2 of Putting a 
belt on another; adorning; (in poetry) 
arranging the verses so that the initial of 
each line being put together may form 
some word or verse ; an acrostic. 

Ja^y tushil, = jAy q.v. 
' A tawassul (v.n. 5 of J^)> Being 
joined ; seeking connection with; trying 
to obtain. 

A A^Y tausiyat (v.n. 2 of Making 
a will or testament; admonishing, charging. 

A <-A~°y tausif (v.n. 2 of >-**>)), Describing; 
qualifying; description; commendation. 

a tausifi, Significant of an attri-
bute. 

A JAYF tawazzu' (v.n. 5 of ^y), Performing 
ablutions before prayer ; bathing, washing 
the body ; arriving at the age of puberty, 
when ablutions must be observed. 

A E ^ Y tauzlh (v.n. 2 of J - * ) ) , Making 
clear, manifest; manifestation; illustra-
tion ; publication; statement, account of 
collections. 

A tauzi' (v.n. 2 of £*)), Depressing, 
humbling, putting down ; lowering. 

A yky tawattun (v.n. 5 of Fixing 
one's residence anywhere ; residence; apply-
ing the mind to anything. 

A tauti'at (v.n. 2 of ^ j ) , Treading 
upon, trampling on. 

A o^y 1 tautin (v.n. 2 of Choosing 
as a place of residence ; giving rest. 

A tauzif (v.n, 2 of Assigning, 
writing an order, paying (anyone) a daily 
stipend. 

A ACY tawa'lud (v.n. 5 of AĈ ), Menacing, 
terrifying, scolding. 

£y tog&, A wood which burns several 
days ; (T.) a horse-tail standard. 

Ifcy taughd, A dish prepared from lamb's 
meat, flour, and pickles. 

q tugkdj, A bark, white and very 
bitter (see g^V)-

T ^sAy toghchl, A standard-bearer (see 
" , , ^ 

T ^AIY tughdari, A bustard (see 
A J^y tawaghgkul (v.n. 5 of Jfcj), Travel-

ling to a distance ; coming and going. 
ciy tof, Imp. of tofidan; echo, clamour, 

noise. 
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O uy tofdn, Noise, sound, d in ; the con-

fused hum of men or animals ; the roar-
ing of the sea ; a storm ; name of Wamiq's 
friend (see t>»\>). 

A tawaffur (v.n. 5 of ft), Being 
numerous, abounding. 

A <JIY tawaffi (v.n. 5 of ^ i j ) , Receiving 
the whole of what is due ; receiving to 
himself (as God the souls of the just j . 

CjAsiy tofidan, To cry aloud; to call for 
help ; to roar, to bray ; to raise a tumult. 

A yt±j> taufir (v.n. 2 of ft), Making com-
plete or perfect ; multiplying, increasing; 
completion; increase, augmentation ; abun-
dance ; excess, surplus, savings; perquisites; 
pickings. 

a joiy taufir-sanj, Who weighs out 
abundantly. 

A j M y taujiq (v.n. 2 of ^ f ) , Making 
events to conspire happily ; seconding, 
prospering; divine guidance, grace, or 
favour; the completion of one's wishes ; 
prosperity ; ability, power, means, resources, 

A j y tauq (v.n. of JY), Desiring ardently; 
desire. 

T JY toq, A horse-tail standard (see £Y). 
A AIY tawaqqud (v.n. 5 of AIJ), Burning, 

blazing. 
A jiy tawaqqur (v.n. 5 of ft), Being 

modest, mild, gentle, sedate, grave; modesty, 
sedateness, gravity; respect, dignity, 
honour. 

A giy tawaqqu' (v.n. 5 of Expecting 
anything to be done, to fall out, or happen; 
request, hope, wish, desire; reliance, expec-
tation ; —iawwaqv,1 ddshtan (kardan), To 
hope for; to expect; to rely upon (mm.cc.). 

A <_Aiy tawaqquf (v.n. 5 of Stop-
ping, delaying ; delay, stoppage, pause ; 
suspension; hesitation; tediousness; pa-
tience ;—tawaqquf kardan (numudan), To 
delay, to pause, &c. 

T j U i y tuqmdq, A Turkish tribe (see 
jU») . 

T JYY tuquz ( j f t tuquz), Nine ; hence 
present, gift, such being offered to kiugs, 
&c., by nines, as a sacred number. 

4iy tuqa, A buckle (see <"*>). 
tjtf tawaqqi (v.n. 5 of ^ f ) , Fearing, 

being afraid of, shunning; protecting, de-
fending oneself. 

<̂-><r»y tauqit (v.u. 2 of Appointing 
a time for anything, especially prayers. 

A ye*<j> tauqir (v.n. 2 of ft), Honouring, 
revering, respecting; treating with cere-
mony : honour, reverence, veneration, Re-
spect; trying, proving. 

A tauqV (v.n. 2 of Signing (an 
order, Ac.) with the royal signet; the royal 
signet put to diplomas, letters patent, and 
other public deeds (of an intricate forma-
tion, containing the king's name and titles); 
a diploma thus signed; thought, conception, 
opinion. 
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tauqlf (v.n. 2 of Causing to 

stand; standing one behind another (a 
regiment); causing one to underBtaud, 
making him acquainted; adorning with 
bracelets. 

tok, The eye ; a clew of wool; a lock 
of hair; forelocks. 

A tawakkud (v.n. 5 of A*J), Being 
confirmed. 

A tawakhul(v.n. 5 of Ji-J), Depending 
upon ; trusting to; trust in God; faith, 
reliance ; resignation (to the Divine will). 

A fif tawakku' (v.n. 5 of Leaning (on 
a staff). 

A A*£Y taukid (v.n. 2 of ASJ), Confirming, 
strengthening, connecting strongly ; energy; 
emphasis. 

A taukil (v.n. 2 of Appointing 
a lieutenant, deputy, substitute, factor, or 
agent (wakil); entrusting a business to 
anyone ; keeping in custody ; imprisonment. 

Jy tul, War, contention; the circumfe-
rence of the mouth ; wry-mouthed;—tol, 
Flight, elopement; imp. of tolidan. 

A 3y tawalla (for 0 ! y tawalli, v.n. 5 of 
Choosing for a friend ;—tawalla kardan, To 
befriends with, to befriend. 

&V tUlaj, Of one piece; a washing-tub. 
A s-^y taulah, An ass's colt. 
8/jJy tfdbara, A shoe ; a last, 
A AJy tuwalat, taulat, tulat, A misfor-

tune, a dreadful calamity;—tuwalat, tiwalat, 
A philtre or charm used by a wife to con-
ciliate the affection of her husband ; a 
fascinating blandishment, or anything 
which deceives and ravishes the heart ; 
magic, enchantment. 

O y tolcha (dim. of H. J y , S. tola), 
Name of a weight. 

A AJJ? tawallud (v.n. 5 of AJJ), Being gene-
rated, born ; birth tawallud shudan, To 
be born (m.c.). 

kP? tolush, tfdash, A flame; power (?). 
«AJy tulak, Ingenious, quick, intelligent; 

cunning, sly (m.c.); moulting;— tulak 
kardan, To moult. 

lidagi, A morass, marsh. 
LS&Jy tulingl, = q.v. 
AJy tola, tsC- dJy tola-sag, A hound that 

hunts by the scent; a whelp; mallow; (S. 
tolaka) name of an Indian weight of 2 | 
misqals. 

AJy tola-khar, An ass's colt. 
A tawalli (v.n. 5 of ^Jy), Being ap-

pointed to, or assuming, or being confirmed 
in,an office ; turning the back, taking flight; 
attending to anyone's concerns ; conferring 
an appointment. 

A JLJy tauliyat (v.n. 2 of ^y), Appointing 
to a government, setting over ; trusteeship ; 
turning the back, flying. 

a <u\i c^ ly tauliyat-ndma, Letter or order 
appointing one a superintendent; deed of 
trusteeship. 

A AJy taulid (v.n. 2 of a)J), Procreating, 
begetting, engendering; assisting at a 
birth ; doing the work of a midwife ; gene-
ration ; birth, production ; growth ;—tau-
lidi qummal dar badan, Pedicular disease. 

O ^ y taulidan, To call aloud ;—also tuli 
dan, To prick; to wound with an arrow ; — 
tolidan, To flee, depart, retire. 

G W y tuligan, A kite. 
A AJY taulih (v.n. 2 of AJJ), Rendering (a 

mother) distracted by taking her child 
from her. 

A j«y turn, Pearls. 
u y tuma (for A.iu'am), A twin; (in Zand 

and Pazand) garli,*. 
tumar, An amulet-case (of gold or 

silver) which they suspend round the necks 
of children (see jUy>). 

toman, tuman, A myriad, 10,000 ; a 
sum of money equal to 10,000 Arabic silver 
drachmas (which are about one-third legs 
than those of the Greeks) ; a sum equal to 
fifteen dollars and a half; gold coin = 10 
sabqrans, about 9fr. ?5cts. (m.c.); districts 
into which a kingdom is divided, each being 
supposed to furnish 10,000 fighting men. 

^lAiUy toman-ddr, Commander of a toman. 
^g^AiUy toman-dari, Command of a toman. 
tj»Uy tomani, Of or belonging to, worth 

a toman (m.c.). 
toman, A district of a hundred vil-

lages. 
a y tawan, The human body ;—tun, The 

stove of a bath; the womb; an intestine 
not cleaned ; name of a town in Khura-
san. 

tund, = AĴ  y . 
tunak, taunak, A store-house. 

A&y tunaka, tuwanka, A store-house; 
night, 

y&y tawangar, Rich, powerful; a barber. 
Jo fiiy tawangar-dil, ut^+Ajf&y tawangar-

himmat, Liberal-minded. 
(O&y tawangari, Wealth; power, 
j&y tawangii, A barber; a wardrobe; a 

till; a halter. 
<i&y tuwanga, A store-house ; night. 
J i y tunal, A tunnel (m.c. from E.). 
Aif tuna, Fringe, edge, border, selvage. 

turn, A native of Tun in Khurasan; 
one who comes from afar and has no home; 
a beggar, a gipsy ; a thief, robber; one who 
takes care of the furnaces in a bath. 

tunlz, Pepper from Khata or Khotan. 
} y tu u khuda, I swear to you by 

God. 
s^y towa, A pair, a brace, 
ay tawa (for a,.? taba), Destroyed, ruined; 

destruction, perdition, ruin;—also tawih, A 
lancet ;~~toh, A pair, a brace ; a fold, plait. 

A ̂ Y tawahhum (v.n. 5 of Thinking, 
suspecting, imagining, supposing ; fancy, 
imagination, supposition, conjecture; doubt; 
suspicion ; imputation. 



A tauhln (v.n. 2 of y ^ ) , Enervating, 
relaxing, debilitating ; scoffing. 

tuy, toy, Fold, ply; ins ide ;— toy , 
Feast, entertainment; a wedding-feast. 

toy<*j, I vy-
yA tsy tii'i shir. Cream. 
uAty tuyak, The inside; a store-room. 
J jy tawll, Bald on the forehead ;—tuwll, 

The crown of the head; the top of the 
forehead ; a sign which hunters set up in 
the fields with a view to drive the affrighted 
game into their net. 

twain, Friendly, affectionate; a lama 
or Buddhist. 

tuya, The rainbow. 
tii'i, Name of a small bird ; thouism 

(opp. to manl, egotism) ; (for tu f ) thou art. 
63 tah, A fold, ply; single, odd; rust; 

the bottom, deep, or inner pa r t ; [tahi db, 
Bottom of water ;—tahi-tufang, Breech of a 
rifle or musket (m.c.);—tahi top, Breech of a 
gun ; — tahi dil, The innermost heart;— 
tahi sikka, Reverse die (m.c.) ; - tahi mai~ 
hiidna, The floor of the tavern ;j — tih, 
Empty (see ) ; impression ;—tuh, Saliva, 
Bpittle. 

A tahadi (v.n. 6 of ^ J ^ ) , Sending 
presents to one another; balancing oneself 
in walking. 

A I-S-^V tahdfut (v.n. 6 of >), Falling 
one part after another (as leaves) ; title of 
a book written by Ghazali. 

J V tahdl, A cave, cavern, grot. 
A tahaluk (v.n. 6 of «E\LA), Running 

headlong (to ruin) ; tumbling (into bed) ,-
waging trippingly (a woman). 

A tihamat, The province in which 
Mecca is situated. 

A tihdml, A native of Tihama. 
(^V tahdn, Empty, void. 

tahdndnldan, To make empty. 
H thdna (B, sihdna), A small for t ; 

the head Btation of a district. 
h thdna-ddr, Commander of a 

small fo r t ; a man who has the management 
of a district. 

A tahdwun (v.N. 6 of YJ*), Despising, 
neglecting, slighting; negligence, neglect, 
contempt; — tahdwun kardan, To despise, 
slight, neglect. 

® tah-bdzdri, Ground-rent of a stall 
in the market. 

<u? a? tah ba-tah, Plait by plait, every 
fold. 

A tahabbuj (v.n. 5 of Being 
afflicted with a swelling; — tahdbbuji sara-
tdnl, A scirrhus ;—tahabbuji saratdni jafn, 
A scirrhus of the eye-lid. 

tahbal, Lazy, slothful; greedy, vora-
cious ; unfit for anything. 

a & tah bisdt, Worthless goods re-
maining unsold. 

A*f ts tah-band, A strip worn round the 
loins. 

^AW tah-bxndl, Anything eaten before 
drinking wine. 

ji & tah-pur, ( f t y . &S tah-pur-kun, Breech-
loading (m.c.). 

tf tah-poshi, Drawers worn by women 
under their trousers. 

AiUi 63 tah'piyald, ASU .̂ tah-paimdna 
(also tahi piydla, lahi-paimdna), A remain-
der of wine in a cup or bowl. 

tah-pech, A cap worn under a tur-
ban. 

A tahattuk (v.n. 5 of UIXXA), Being 
torn, rent (as a veil or a covering) ; being 
disgraced; disgrace, dishonour, 

A tahattum (v.n. 5 of Being 
broken. 

*3 <*» tah tah, Multiplied, crowded. 
tahjd, Expressing the juice of grapes. 

& tah-jdm (also tahi jam), A remain-
der of wine in a goblet or cup. 

tahajjud (v.n. 5 of A^A), Sleeping 
soundly ; being sleepless, walking at 
night ; sleeplessness ; a prayer repeated 
during the night. 

a tej* & tah-jur'a (tahi jur'a), A remain-
der of wine. 

A t^W tahajji (v.n, 5 of Spelling ; 
orthography ;—hurtifi tahajji, The letters of 
the alphabet. 

A tahjin (v.n. 2 of &<+*>), Disgra-
cing, exposing a foul deed, reprobating; 
rendering (offspring) base and mongrel 
(hajin). 

tah-khana, A cave, cavern, cellar, 
vault, 

A JAY tahaddud (v.n, 5 of A*), Threaten-
ing, terrifying. 

jjA^ tah-darz, New. 
J j tah-dil, The innermost heart. 
a tahdid (v.n. 2 of AA), Terrifying; 

threatening —tahdid kardan, To threaten, 
menace, alarm. 

A U U ^ J L Y tahdidat (pi. of the preceding), 
Threats. 

a ô -Ay tahdid-amez, Mixed with 
menaces. 

tah-degi, Scrapings of a pot; the 
burnt part of victuals sticking to the bot-
tom of the pot. 

A s-i^V tahzib (v.n. 2 of Purify-
ing; adjusting, adorning; correcting, 
amending; correction, amendment, refine-
ment, polish;—tahfibi akklaq, Civilization, 
good breeding, refined manners. 

a Axib s- j-V tahzlb-ydfta, Polished, re-
fined, well-educated, civilized. 

63 tah-ru, The stuffing of a saddle. 
A tW tahazzuj (v.n. 5 of EJFC), Singing, 

warbling, shaking, trilling; twanging (a 
bow-string), 

A JjV tahazzul (v.n. 5 of J/>), Being 
jocose, facetious. 

A tahazzu' (v.n. 5 of Mocking 
at, exposing to ridicule. 



& iah'Sabu (also tahi sabu), A remain-
der of wine in a jar or flask. 

A ( J ^ - ^ V ' tahshish (v.n. 2 of J ^ ) , Making 
cheerful. 

<5j" tah-shisha (also fa-Ai shisha), A 
remainder of wine in a bottle or glass. 

& tah-gjiirbdli, Sittings; small 
grain. 

iahalc, Earth, ground, dust;—tahalc, 
tihiky Empty, naked. 

A tahakkum (v.n. 5 of Strut-
ting pompously ; mocking a t ; contempt, 
mockery, derision; pride, repentance. 

tyg is tah-gira, What remains in a basket, 
rubbish. 

A tahlukat, tahlakat, tahlikat (v.n. of 
wtU*), Perishing, dying ; ruin, perdition. 

A J V iahallul (v.n. 5 of Ja>), Brighten-
ing up (the face) ; shining, flashing 
(lightning) ; flowing (of tears or water)-

A utMv tahllk (v.n. 2 of utUfe), Ruining, 
destroying. 

A tahlU (v.n. 2 of Praising 
God, by saying la. iidha ilia'lldh, There is 
no god but God; being timid, pusillani-
mous; joy, exultation, cheerfulness. 

fV taham, tahm (Z. takhma), Brave, war-
like; incomparable, unrivalled in stature 
or courage; — q.v.; the ninth heaven. 

SA>U AJ tah-mdnda, A remainder of food, 
offal. 

A tahmat, Mecca and the neighbour-
ing province; a city -.—tuhmat, Evil opinion, 
suspicion; — tuhmat bastan, To throw 
calumny upon ;—tuhmat nihddan, To sus-
pect ; to charge with a crime, to lay an 
accusation ;—ba-tuhmat andakhtan, To sus-
pect: to accuse (m.c.) ; — qadri tuhmat 
dar ad, This is rather suspicious (m.c,). 

a JjJ^ tuhmat-dlud, Suspected, slan-
dered. 

a tuhmat-basta, Slandered, 
calumniated. 

a u^^v tuhmat-zada, Suspected. 
a SAA U^*-^ tuhmat-karda shuda, Ren-

dered suspected. 
a ij^ o ^ y tuhmat-kash, Calumnious, 

suspicious; a slanderer ; suspected. 
taham-tan, Powerful, mighty, for-

midable ; incomparable; a general, com-
mander; a name of Rustam, of Bahman; 
obedience ; the ninth heaven. 

a tuhmati, Suspicious; ignomi-
nious ; false, calumnious; calumniator, 
slanderer. 

tahmak, Naked, empty, bare; dim. 
of f y q.v. 

tahmal, Lazy, slothful; greedy, 
voracious; unfit (see J-j-y), 

tahniuras, tahniuras, The 
third king of Persia of the Peshdfidian 
dynasty ; the rational soul of heaven. 

tahmlr, A hero of Rustam's family. 

tahmeshd, Name of a forest. 
tah-mind (also (ahi mind), A re-

mainder of wine in a goblet or glass. 
tahmina, Name of the daughter of 

the king of Samangan, mother of Suhrab 
by Rustam. 

A> tah-ndl, The mounting of the upper 
end of a scabbard. 

as tah-mshdn, Inlaid (iron with 
gold). 

ijs^ Aj1 tah-niskin, Sitting below ; sedi-
ment ; — tak-niskini ehdsh, Sediment of 
urine. 

W3 A; tah-numd, What shows everything 
that is on the bottom of it (as a clear 
brook). 

A 'f-tf tahannu' (v.n. 5 of Being re-
freshed with food, digesting easily. 

A a s ^ tahni-at (v.n. 2 of Congratu-
lating ; saying "May it do you g o o d ! " 
congratulation. 

(ahnid (v.n. 2 of AiA), Whetting 
(a sword) , ascribing to it an Indian origin ; 
being deficient ; abusing, calling one 
names, 

tihit (for ^ q.v.), A bird resembling 
a small partridge, a quail;— tuhii, Spittle, 

j AJ tah u bald, Above and below, up 
and down ; topsy-turvy; commotion, per-
turbation. restlessness ; alternate pederasty 
of two boys. 

A tahauwud- (v.n. 5 of Beiug 
converted to repentance ; embracing Juda-
ism ; good conduct. 

A j jv tahauiour (v.n. 5 of jy&>), Plunging 
inconsiderately into any business; rash-
ness, temerity, intrepidity, impetuosity, 
military ardour; oppression. 

A tahauwu' (v.n. 5 of Inclina-
tion to vomit, sickness at stomach, nausea. 

A tahauwuk (v.n. 5 of <£)*>), Being 
astonished, stupefied; falling into diffi-
culties from inattention. 

a j>f\(> tahwir (v.n. 2 of jy*), Throwing 
down, pulling down, prostrating, 

A tahwis (v.n. 2 of <j*jb), Exciting 
a keen desire, giving pleasure, cheering up. 

A tahtvil (v.n. 2 of J ^ ) , Terrifying, 
frightening; a hobgoblin. 

A tahwin (v.n. 2 of y ^ ) , Making 
light and easy. 

^sV taki, tiki, tuhi (comp. Heb. 
Empty void, vacant; [ndni tahi, Dry bread; 
—tahi mundan az chize, To be left without, 
to be denied, a thing ;]—tihi, Name of a 
city. 

A uwWv tahiydt (pi. of tahiyat), Prepara-
tions. 

tahi'dkhur, With an empty crib, 
left without water and grain. 

taln-aghosh, Deprived of the 
embrace of the beloved. 

^jtf tahi-pdy, Barefoot; swift, fleet. 



O * 3 ( 3 4 0 ) 

A tahiyat, Preparation, arrangement. 
A FT-^' tahaiyuj (v.n. 5 of Being 

raised (as dust or anger); swelling. 
tahi-chashm, Greedy, covetous; 

blind. 
^ tahi-damani, Having an empty 

skirt, being portionless (of divine favour). 
tahi-dast, Poor ; avaricious, 

crt* tahi-dimdgh, Empty-beaded, 
ignorant. 

tahidan, To become empty, void. 
^ tihi-dau, Idle, sauntering about. 

a ^ tahi-ra'y, Unable to advise. 
t&^j ejtf tahi raftan, To travel alone; to 

go empty-handed, or without information ; 
to lose one's way; to go on a fruitless 
errand. 
i) tahi-rav, Deviating from the road. 
iSa tahi-rawi, Deviation ; a journey. 

, ^ tahi-shikam, Empty-bellied. 
tahisha, Name of Faridun's capital. 
tahi-gah, The hypochondria, the 

slender part of the body under the short 
ribs. 

^sV tahi-maghz, Empty-brained. 
yW* tahi-miydii, Hollow. 
ft ^ tahi-ndm, What is an empty 

name, whose memory is lost but by name, 
A tahaiyu' (v.n. 5 of %*>), Preparing 

for ; being prepared. 
j tahi u tahak, Empty; naked. 

a tahyij (v.n. 2 of g*"1), Exciting, 
provoking, stimulating ; withering, drying, 

u> ti (for ,_5V>), Empty, vacant; the nettle-
tree (Celtis australis). 

tiydtar, Theatre (m.c. from Fr. or E.). 
ft? taiydr, taydr (from A. ready to 

fly, fledged), Ready, p repa red ;— t a i ydr 
kardan, To make ready, prepare. 

A ft> taiydr, A wave, billow, surge; 
pouring forth blood. 

^ f t s taiydri, Readiness, preparation. 
A taydsur (v.n. 6 of Being 

easy (yasir) ; going or inclining to the left 
(yasdr). 

A taydmun (v.n. 6 of Going 
or inclining to the right (ya/min) ; arriving 
in Yaman, 

<yW» taydn, tiydn, A large cauldron, 
s-^si' teb, Astonished, confounded ; hasty, 

impatient, restless; (for seb) an apple. 
W tibd, Amorous gestures or glances, 

blandishments; (in Zand and Pazand j a 
doe. 

tibash, Wink, amorous glance; 
deceit. 

s t e b tez, A fart. 
J teb u sheb, Astonished, con-

founded. 
JW* titdl, Deceit, flattery. 
^Ix-J titdli, Deceitful, insincere ; flattery; 

—titdli kardan, To flatter. 
<Ji ti ti, Gingerbread-figures for the 

amusement of children; a bird's call; 

name given to wives of the kings of Gllan; 
quickly. 

tej, Raw silk; picked cottou ; the flue 
of cotton ; an arrow ; twisted, squeezed. 

A tijdn (pi. of fry), Crowns, diadems. 
tekh, Anything sharp, pointed. 

tikhdl, = JU-V q.v. 
tidak, A Jew. 

^SUJSJ tiddki, Jewish, Hebrew, 
y j tir (prob. from Z. tistrya), Name of 

the fourth solar month of the Persiaus 
when the sun is in Cancer; the 13th 
day of every month ; the angel who is 
guardian of the cattle and presides over 
the said month and day ; the plauet Mer-
cury ; pomp, grandeur; power, strength; 
security ; the best of its kind ; anything 
equal to another in bulk or quality; (S. 
tir a) an arrow, either for shooting or cast-
ing lots ; portion, lot; a straight piece of 
wood or beam, as the mast of a ship, the 
main beam of a house, the lever of an oil-
press, a scale-beam, a rolling-pin, a mea-
suring yard, an implement by which cotton 
is squeezed from the pods; thread; hair; 
a bullet, musket or cannon-ball; thunder 
and l ightning; a storm, tempest; anger; 
a kind of serpent; the incipient fruit of 
the palm-tree; the narcissus; hem or 
border of a shirt or other garment; auy 
kind of flounce tacked to robes, &c.; fine 
linen, cambric, lawn; a certain bird re-
sembling a pea-hen ; a desert, plain; nar-
row, confined ; turbid, dark ;—tiri dtish-bazi, 
A rocket;—tiri dsmani, A shooting star;— 
tir afgandan, To revile, to abuse ;—tiri amdn 
dadan, To give an arrow of security, i.e. 
an arrow inscribed with the king's name, 
handed by him to a surrendering enemy; 
—tir anddkhtan, To shoot with bow and 
arrow; a game with arrows ;—tiri bazuyi 
charkh, The planet Mercury; bolt (of a 
cross-bow) ;—tir ba-tarikdan anddkhtan, tir 
ba-tariki afgandan (zadan), To imagine 
something that has no reality;—tiri badakh-
shdn, A two-headed arrow; an excellent 
arrow ;—tir burdan, To shoot an arrow ;— 
tiri bunduq, A musket-ball;—tiri part dbi, 
An arrow that reaches the remotest aim;— 
tiri tutmdj, A rolling-pin;—tiri takhsh, A 
meteor ; a rocket; — tiri tazallum, The 
groans of the oppressed;—tiri tez-par, A 
swift arrow ;—tiri timaj, A straight piece 
of wood, a rolling-pin ; 1— tiri charkh, A 
rocket or shell; the planet Mercury ;—tiri 
chahdr-pari A four-winged arrow ; — tiri 
hukmi, An arrow that never misses; — 
tiri kj^dki, A light, small-headed arrow;— 
tiri khdna, The main beam of a house ;—tiri 
khadang, An arrow made of the wood of 
the white poplar-tree ;—tir du-kamdn shud, 
The arrow has liit in the rebound \~Uri 
dii-kamana, A rebounding arrow ; — tiri 
ruyi tarkash, Anything ready made or 



prepared ;—tiri sahar, Daybreak ; a sigh ; a 
curse, imprecation ; — tiri saqf, The main 
beam in the roof;—tiri shihab, A shooting 
star;—tiri falak, The planet Mercury ;— 
tiri qur'a, Arrow for drawing lots;—tiri 
kakul-rubd, An arrow that carries off a 
lock of hair (to denote the skill of a bow-
man) ;—tiri leishti, The mast or rudder of a 
ship ;— tiri gardun, The sun ; Mercury ; 
providential dispensations ; — tiri langar-
dar, A heavy (and hence powerful) arrow; 
—tiri md ba-sang khwurd, Our arrow has 
hit a stone, we have failed (m.c.) ;—tiri 
mihnat, The arrow of affliction ;—tiri nam, 
An arrow inscribed with the archer's name; 
—tiri nan, A baker's rolling-pin ; — tiri 
ndwuk, An arrow discharged through a 
tube;—tir u kamdni hind, An arrow aud 
bow painted with henna on the palms of 
children;—tiri hawa'i, A rocket;—tiri yak-
dast, A handful of arrows thrown at once. 

tir-abr, A black cloud. 
tirdehi, The rainbow. 

tir ast, (in Pehlevi) Three hun-
dred. 

tir-andaz, An archer, 
t s j ^ tir-andazi, Archery; drawing 

lots by arrows. 
j,<>) jt? tir-awar, A rogue, a cheat. 

tir ah, Name of a certain bird with 
beautiful plumage. 

tir-bdrdn, A shower of arrows ; a 
punishment in which the culprit is shot 
with arrows ; — tir-bar dni sahar, A sigh, 
groan; — tir-bdrdn kardan, To let fly a 
Bhower of arrows. 

tir.band, A girdle with a pocket in 
it, worn by couriers, and with little bells 
hung to it. 

jt* tir-partdb, Bow-shot distance. 
t*5 tir-khwurda, Hit by an arrow; 

hit by a ball (m.c.). 
tir-dan, A quiver. 

<j*} j*? tir-ras, Bow-shot distance. 
Oj tir-zan, Shooting arrows ; an archer. 

tir-saz, An arrow-maker. 
tirist, Three hundred. 

tirak (dim. of tir), A small arrow; the 
bubbles of a boiling pot ; steam; a throb-
bing pain;—tirak zadan, To cast up bubbles 
(a boiling pot); to bleed (a wound). 

tir-kdri, The piercing of the body 
by an arrow. 

js* tir-kash, A quiver; an embrasure. 
tirgdn, The 13th day of the 

month Tir, which the ancient Persians used 
to celebrate in commemoration of peace 
established between Minuchihr and Afras-
yab. 

fyt> tirgar, An arrow-maker. 
tj/r^ tirgari, Arrow-making. 

tiragi, Darkness, obscurity ; black-
ishuess; gloom. 

tayar-ligam, The throat-piece of 

the bridle; a ring suspended from a horse's 
neck (see s^'). 

fy? tiram, tirum, A great lady, matron. 
tir-mdr, A viper ; viper's teeth. 

sU tir-mah, The first summer month. 
^ tir-mdhi, Summer ; autumnal; 

a sort of grape ; a carrot; a kind of medi-
cine. 

^j&Lfej tir-nishdngi, A place for mili-
tary exercise. 

tir-nishdna, A butt for archers. 
tirwdn (for tirddn), A quiver. 

tirol, Tyrol (m.c.). 
i j j tlra, Obscure, dark ; turbid, muddy ; 

sad, sorrowful -,—tira shudan, To be dark ; 
to become muddy or turbid ; to be indig-
nant, angry to be afflicted, distressed ; to 
lose their lustre (stars) ;—tira kardan, To 
distress, disturb, afflict; to darken. 

a L̂Vi bjsJi tira-bdtin, Malignant, perverse. 
a QpJ tira-bakht. Whose fortune is 

obscured, 
a S;*! tira-hal, In evil plight. 
V^ J# tira-chihra, With countenance 

overclouded. 
jJW tira-khdk, tira-khakdan, 

The world. 
^ tira-khirad, With a clouded mind ; 

ignorant; dense of intellect. 
ij^s tira-dast, Black-handed ; world. 

Jo 6;JF tira-dil, Ignorant, dark, stolid ; 
malignant, perverse. 

a tsl) tira-ray, Ill-advised ; sinistrous. 
S;«» tira-rang, Muddy-coloured; a 

bay horse 
tira-rawdn, = J J q.v. 

)}) Ura-roz, tira-rozgdr, Unfor-
tunate. 

tira-ruy, With a clouded face. 
f V ^ tira-saranjdm, Unfortunate, 

unlucky. 
a tpJ tira-zamir, Cloudy-minded. 
a tira-kdmil, The moon, 
j / a^J tira-kuz, A bolting sieve. 
a aft* tira-kaukab, Whose star is 

obscured. 
J ^ tira-gil, Muddy (water) ; feculent, 

dreggy (wine). 
yyfZji* tira-gun, Muddy, turbid. 

tira-maghz. Stupid, stolid. 
fLSJ ipj' tira-ligdm, A part of the bridle, 

the throat-piece ; a ring suspended from a 
horse's neck, 

j t j a^jj tira-ivdr, Dusky, brownish (m.c.). 
tiriyi-rdst, A note in music 

(probably an erroneous reading for t̂ ys* 
q.v.). 

jijn* terez, Gore of a sh i f t ; a bird's wing. 
tez (from S. root tij), Sharp, cutting, 

acute, pointed ; bold, impetuous, vehement; 
swift, prompt; tart, acrid; [tez shudan, To 
be sharp ; to be stimulated ; to be inflamed 
with rage ;—tez kardan, To sharpen, to give 
an edge ; to animate to battle;—tez Itardani 



danddn, To sharpen the teeth, to have a 
longing desire for ;—tez gardidan, To fly in 
a rage;]—tiz, A fart;—tiz dddan, To let a 
f a r t ; to express contempt for, to break 
wind at;—tlzi musht-afshdr, A contemptuous 
noise produced by striking the inflated 
cheeks with the fist (see «s)je»). 

s-A ft tez-db, Aquafortis;—tez-dbi argha-
wdni, Aqua regia (m.c.). 

JW>*> tez-bal, Swift-winged. 
a 'ft tez-basar, Sharp-sighted. 

ya* tez-bin, Sharp-sighted. 
L^Wfj^ tez-bina'i, Sharp-sighted. 
k f t tez-pd, Swift-footed. 
^ y£ tez-par, Swift of wing. 
i ^ f i f r t f t tez-parwdzl, Swiftness of flight. 

)•£» tez-taz, Swift (courser), rapid. 
tez-tdv, Of a fiery temper, fierce. 

^ )«> tez-tdy, Keen edge of a sword 
(prob. misreading for ^fty* q.v.). 

yn> tez-tak, Mettled, fleet. 
)•*> tiz-teb, A fart. 

tez-jalav, Sharp of bridle; a quick 
rider ; a fleet horse. 

f y t * tez-chashm, Quick-sighted. 
tez-chang, Sharp of claw; quick of 

hand; brave. 
u&f tez-changi, Tightness of grasp, 

sharpness of claw. 
y^ya* tlz-ddn, The buttocks, seat, podex. 
i^wJys* tez-dast, Clever-handed ; strong. 
(_ys-.Aytf> tez-dasti, Manual dexterity. 
J*> ye* tez-dil, Bold of heart. 

y£ tez-dam, With a fiery breath, 
ardent. 

yWo y>$ tez-danddn, Sharp of tooth; 
(met.) greedy, covetous. 

a uiJjjyJi tez-daulat, Of swiftly vanishing 
fortune. 

y<5 teZ'dahan, Glib of speech. 
)) yt* tez-rav, jUij j-J tez-raftdr, Swift-

paced, rapid. 
O^J tez'zabdn, Glib-tongued, eloquent. 

A y£ tez-shast, A ready archer or bow-
man. 

a J f t )*> tez-shauq, Ardent in one's desires. 
a opt* tez-ehahwai, Hot, lascivious, 

lustful. 
a )*» tez-tab', Of an acute genius. 
a tez-tab', and— 
a tez-tabPat, Impatient, choleric. 
a f*yz y>> tez-'azm, Quickly resolved, of 

ready determination. 
a ft* tez-fahm, and— 
a tez-'aql, Of quick understanding. 
a tez-qalam, A swift writer, a ready 

penman. 
tezah, Somewhat sharp; water-

cresses ;—tizak, A subdued fart, a contemp-
tuous noise with the mouth ;—tizak dadan, 
To make such a noise. 

ft tez-kdr, Active ; immediately. 
I»ls y tez-kdm, One who quickly obtains 

the object of desire. 

ft tez'kln, Irascible, quick to fly iuto 

a fleet 
a passion, or to take revenge. 

yc* tez-gdm, Swift of foot; 
horse. 

)*> tez-gird, Whirling round and con-
suming (fire). 

yJ tez-gasht, Swiftly revolving. 
J* tez-gosh, Sharp of hearing. 

« tez-mizdj, Hot, choleric. 
•ft* tez-maghz, Hasty, touchy, peevish, 

li yJ tez-na, The prominent part of the 
edge of a sword, which does the work ; a 
horse's gambrel. 

y^J tez-ndkhun, Sharp-clawed, rapa-
cious. 

^ f t )** tez-ndy, Edge of a sword or 
hatchet. 

jjj ji* tez-wir, Acute, quick, ingenious; 
very sharp. 

yiA yj tez-hash, Quick of motion;—tez-
hush (for the following), Sharp, intelligent. 

tez-hosh, Sharp, intelligent. 
^ji* tezi, Sharpr.ess; pungency ; ardour, 

impetuosity ; tip, point; an Arab speaking 
Persian ; an Arabian steed ; ginger ;—tezii 
Mm, The tip of the nose;—tezi'i daryaft, 
Sharpness of apprehension. 

iyft ^yj tezi-bakharz (tezi'i bakharz), A 
note in music. 

yj^j-j1 tezldan, To make haste; to be 
angry ;—tizidan, To break wind. 

^yt* tezi-rast (tezi'i rdst), Name of a 
musical mode. 

^ tizh, The green sward of a sown field ; 
a declivity; rumbling of the belly, break-
ing wind. 

tizh, A beam, joist; a piece, a half 
(this meaning unsupported by examples); 
an exhalation (in Arabic called sarai) made 
by the sun in the deserts, resembling a 
sea. 

A tais, A he-goat (especially one 
old and rank); a buck ; a stag. 

A tayassur (v.n. 5 of y-i), Being 
easy, happily despatched (business). 

tisa, A certain bird like a pigeon. 
A taisir (v.n. 2 of ;-->), Rendering 

easy, facilitating; favouring, assisting; 
teeming, being prolific, and yielding much 
milk (flocks) ; going to the left. 

tesha, A hatchet, axe, adze ; a mat-
tock, pick ; a halbert, battle-axe ;—tisha bar 
pd'i khwud zadan, To mar one's own work ; 
—tisha ba suyi khwud zadan, To grasp, to be 
greedy;—tisha'i farhad tez kardan, To fall 
in love. 

yj AA^J tesha-zani bis tun, The 
delver out of mount Bistun (Farhad). 

ft tesha-kdr, A ditcher, delver. 
tegh, A sword, scimitar, ghive, fal-

chion ; a knife ; a razor ; a lancet; an awl; 
point of a spear; a ray of the sun ; a moon-
beam ; peak of a mountain; anything erect 
and lofty; ridge of a house ; bridge of the 



nose; lightning ; brightness; heat; flame ; 
wavy appearance on a sword-blade; a long 
suspended implement for winnowing corn ; 
name of a plant;—teghi ab-ddr, A sword 
with a Damascus blade;—teghi dtish-bdr, A 
flaming sword; — teg hi asmdn-zan, The 
planet Mars; the sun; daybreak;—teghi 
dftdb, The sun's rays; — teghi afrasiydb 
(bahram), The reflection of the sun's rays 
from a vessel of crystal;—teghi almds-g tin, 
A sword shining like a diamond ;—tegh bald 
burdan (buland kardan), To lift the sword 
in order to strike ;—tegh ba-khdk kardan, 
To cease hostilities;—tegh bar-d war dan, To 
brandish a sword;—tegh ba-khwesh nihd-
dan, To take upon oneself a hateful busi-
ness ; — teghi bijdda-gun, Blood-stained 
sword -,—teghi-bed, A willow-leaf (on ac-
count of its shape);—teghi bi diregh, A re-
morseless scimitar ;—teghi kham, A curved 
swore!, a Bcimitar; — teghi khoshd'i jaw, 
Beard or awn of an ear of barley;—teghi 
ihywrshed, A sunbeam; sunrise ;—teghi du-
dasti, A sword two cubits long or to be 
wielded with both hands ; giving or taking 
a large quantity ; hard fightingteghi du-
dam (du-ruy), A double-edged sword ;— 
tegh zadan, To strike with a sword ;—teghi 
tabz, A polished sword (of bluish hue) 
teghi sitam, Tbe sword of oppx*ession ;— 
teghi sahar (sublf), Break of day ; morning 
prayer ; a sigh of grief; — teghi suzan-
bardar (suzan-rubuda), A sword fit to pick 
up with it a needle (said in praise of the 
sharpness of its edge);—tegh shudan, To 
be opposite, or face to face;—teghi 'usmd-
niyan, The Ottoman Bword;—Ugh fas an 
kardan (barfasdn zadan, ba-fasdn kashidan, 
To sharpen a sword;—teghi fassad, The 
lancet of a phlebotomiBt;—tegh kashidani 
bini, To be straight and high (nose) ;—tegh 
kandan, To draw the sword ;—-teghi koh, 
The peak of a mountain;—teghi goshtin 
(sword of flesh), The tongue;—teghi mik-
rdbi, A sword curved (like the arch of a 
prayer-niche);—teghi muhannad, A sword 
made of Indian steel;—teghi mindrang, A 
polished sword (on account of its bluish 
hue) teghi nutq, An eloquent tongue ;— 
tegh u turunj ba-miyan awardan, To put to 
the test, to examine, to investigate (in 
allusion to the Egyptian women who cut 
their hands instead of their oranges at the 
Bight of Joseph's beauty) teghi hindu-
wdni [hindustani, hinduwi, hinduwi-gauhar, 
hindi), A sword made in India or of Indian 
steel. 

J j ^ iegh-afroz, Polishing swords ; a 
sword-cutler. 

tegh-afshan, Brandishing a 
sword. 

tighal, The lair of a wild beast; a 
nest; honey-dew found on certain trees ; a 
kind of manna, 

tegh'bdzi, The playing of swords; 
a sword-dance (m.c.). 

^ j y tegh-barddr, A sword-bearer. 
JU? tegh-band (sword-girding), Esquire. 

tegh-dar, A sword-bearer; bril-
liant. 

Oj tegh-zan. A swordsmau ; name of 
the 13th day of the month according to 
the era of Yazdagird ;—tegh-zani dsman, 
Sunrise ; the sun ; the planet Mars. 

y* & tegh-sar, A naked rock. 
tegh-kash, A swordsman. 

iA^j tegha, Blade of a sword or knife, 
jl? teghd-bdz, A sword-player; a brave 

warrior. 
UM u f . Rubbish of sticks or thorns (in 

the dialect of Gilau). 
gjS cjU? tif-ganj, g ^ M tifaganj, Name of 

a note in music. 
A ta'iq, Hasty, passionate (opp. to 

ma'iq). 
A tayaqquz (v,n. 5 of Being 

awakened ; vigilance. 
A tayaqqun (v.n. 5 of yJj), Know-

ing for certain, prying. 
tihoz, jfi-J tigoz, Sour milk dried. 

til (S. tila), A speck, spot, mole. 
taild, A speckled beetle;—tild, A 

reel around which yarn is wound. 
j^ULJ' tilmdchi, An interpreter; who ac-

complishes any work, skilful, 
fj^l tilum-bdr (vulg. tor jWe^ q.v.), A 

silk-worm nursery. 
a oV* ^ til-mizdn, A king's or great 

man's weight in money or provisions given 
away in charity. 

WW tiliyd, A precious mineral (unsup-
ported by examples). 

utW Ĵ tilik, A garment with short sleeves. 
tim, A large caravansera; a market-

place ; sorrow, grief. 
A F>rt> taim, A servant; name of a tribe. 
A fU-S taima\ P. tima, A desert. 

timdj, Butt for arrows; goat's lea-
ther. 

timdr, Sorrow, grief; care, attend-
ance on the sick; sympathy ; defence, cus-
tody; thought, meditation; consideration, 
attention ; a military pension ; — timdr 
ddshtan, To attend, manage ;—timdr kar-
dan, To attend; to curry or groom (a 
horse). 

jU-J timdr-khana, A hospital. 
timdr-dar, A manager of pro-

perty : caretaker. 
j W timdr-dari, Attendance, care of. 

timdr-ddsht, Grooming of 
horses. 

j j f c i ' t i m d r - k a s h , Afflicted ; ill, sick. 
timdra, Thought, care ; sympathy. 

yA*-** timds, A grove, forest, wild, uncul-
tivated country ; a brake ; a reed-bed. 

j W timav, Stupidity; stolidity, inac-
tivity of the reasoning powers. 



timcha, A small caravan sera (dim. 
of f+o> q-v,). 

j+e? taimuz (in the Tartar dialect), Iron 
(see jy***). 

tem8dr, temshdr, Honour, 
worship, majesty (a honorific title of God, 
prophets, and great men, corresponding to 
A. 

A tayammum (v.n. 5 of pi), Perform-
ing the Wuzu with sand instead of water, 
when the latter cannot be got;—tayam-
mum dadan (kardan), To perform the 
Wuzu in the said manner. 

A {$+<3 tayammun (v.n. 5 of Rela-
ting, belonging to Yam an or Arabia Felix ; 
being blessed or fortunate; success; in-
voking a blessing; benediction. 

usJU*-* tlmndk, Condoling ; assisting. 
T timur, Iron ; a proper name;— 

timur lang, Timur the lame, the famous 
Tamerlane. 

tlmur, tlmfira, A stone pro-
duced in the belly of certain animals and 
used as a kind of antidote. 

taimuz (in Tartar), Iron. 
tlmuk, Austerity, sternness. 

tin (in Zand and Pazand), A fig. 
A tin, A fig;—tlni ahmar, The wild fig. 

taina, Amorous blandishments ;—tind 
(in Zand and Pazand), Clay. 

v^fiS tindb (equiv. to w^Arf), A vision; a 
dream. 

tlnus (:=£' q.v.), A heap ; a 
heap of corn ; the produce of the harvest. 

tlna, Spittle ; a spider's web. 
tev, Strength, power ; that is to say; 

brave, warlike ; intelligent, wise. 
W' taiwd, Amorous blandishments, 
j t^r tiwaz, Unjust, unlawful gain. 

tiway, A plunging inconsidei'ately 
into. 

tayur, A bird resembling a pea-hen. 
tivrak, Envy, jealousy. 

J^-^j' tivsid, Joy at another's misfor-
tune. 

JyJ tiyul, Landed property ; fiefs (m.c.). 
a tiyuldt (pi. of the preceding), 

Fiefs. 
A tlh, A desert; a deserted country ; 

pride, haughtiness, vain boasting. 
tihd, o W tihdn, A beetle-

A taihd', A desert land, 
ypj tihu, A bird smaller than a par-

tridge, a quail; a ditch, a hole full of 
stagnant water ; tame, meek ; empty. 

s, The fourth letter of the Arabic-
Persian alphabet, called sd'i musallasa, 
trebly dotted, or sa'i sakhiz, in which latter 

word, according to the Abjad notation, it 
expresses 500. 

ptf sd\ Name of the letter »A>. 
A S s d ' b (v.n.), Yawning, gaping;— 

sa'ab, Name of a tree. 
A sdbit (ag. of ws^J), Firm, fixed, 

stable, constant, immovable, invariable; 
proved, confirmed, certain; sound, valid, 
substantial; true, right, just, proper;— 
sdbit kardan, To confirm, establish, render 
durable ; to prove (by witnesses). 

A CW^ sdbit-qadam, Steady; resolute. 
a ^Ai sdbit-qadami, Firmness. 
A sa'ad, sa'd, Dew ; cold. 
A sa'dd', A servant-maid ; a foolish 

girl -,—ibn sa'dd' (so'add'), Weak, impotent. 
A SSSTF sa'ddat, Fatness. 
A sa'dat, Fleshy (woman). 
A J J T F sddiq, Flowing, fluent, fluid; rain-

ing (cloud) ; name of a horse. 
A/U' sa'r, sar (v.n.), Taking revenge, re-

taliating, killing one for the murder of 
another; blood; homicide; — akhzi sa'r 
kardan, To take revenge. 

SY sdjlsd, Gum of mountain-rue 
(see 

A sdqib, Penetrating, hence shining 
brightly, glittering; brilliant, splendid; 
famous, sublime; high. 

A jji^' siujii, Heavy, of a proper weight 
(money). 

A J£t> sdkil, Deprived of a friend; be-
reaved. 

A sdlis, Third; an arbitrator, um-
pire ;—sdlisu mbisatin, Third of three, a 
person of the Holy Trinity ;—sdlis kardan, 
To arbitrate. 

A sdlisan, In the third place. 
A sdlisat (fem.), Third; an arbitress, 

mediatrix. 
a ij^S sdlis-midsa, One who pro-

fesses the doctrine of the Holy Trinity, a 
Christian. 

a e-JLi sdlis-ndma, A deed of award. 
A yftlU* sdlisuna, Thirty; the thirtieth. 

salisi, Arbitration, mediation. 
G fjmsJLJ'ti sdlasqis, Seed of wild rue. 
A TF salus, A Trinity in the Godhead; 

—salad aqdas, The most Holy Trinity. 
A JJtf sa'alii (pi. of su'lul), Warts ;— 

sa'dlili 'asabi, Neuroma ; — sa'dlili lisdn, 
Lingual papillae. 

A YTF sdmir, (A tree) bearing fruit. 
A ^TF sdmin, samina, The eighth. 
A ^TF sdni, Who or what turns or bends; 

second;—sdni asnain, The second of two, 
i.e. one equal to the other, an equal;—sdni 
'l-hdl, Henceforward ; in fu ture ; a second 
or another time ; secondly. 

A sdniyan, Secondly, in the second 
place. 

A sdniyat, saniya, Second (fem.); a 
second, a moment. 



A s-W sa't'6, Wind blowing fresh before 
or at the beginning of rain. 

Ajft* sd'ir, Malevolent, vindictive. 
A sabdt (v.n. of Being firm; 

permanency, durability, firmness, stability, 
fixity, immobility ; perseverance, constancy; 
resolution, determination ; soundness, va-
lidity ;—sabati pay (qadam) kardan, To 
keep one's footing, remain constant;—sabati 
ray, Perseverance ; — sabdt warzldan, To 
persevere. 

A subat, A crowd, troop, body. 
A sabt. Firm, resolute;—sabt kardan, 

To fix; to inscribe, to^ enter (in a book) ;— 
sabat, Steadfastness; argument, proof; a 
trusty man. 

A yj sabr (v.n. of Checking, restrain-
ing; driving away. 

A M sabt (v.n.), Hindering (from busi-
ness). 

A k-jJ subnat, A bag, basket, or skirt of a 
garment in which they gather dates. 

A UWJF* subiit (v.n. of Being firm ; 
permanence; constancy,firmness; proof,tes-
timony, conviction ;—subuti badihi (badiyu 
'n-nazar), Prima facie evidence ;—subuti 
wasiyat-ndma, Probate of will;—ba-subiit 
rasidan, To be or become proved. 

A subur (v.n. of Ruining, destroy-
ing ; ruin, perdition. 

A & §ajj (v.n.), Pouring out; flowing 
plentifully. 

A Ê R sujjdj, Rain falling in torrents, 
A ^F sajm, sajam (v.n.), Inverting, 

transposing. 
A gikhan, sakhan (v.n.), Being hard 

and thick; thickness; density. 
A sukhunat, Hardness and thickness. 
A sakhin, Thick, hard, strong. 
A sady, sidy, The breast (in man and 

woman). 
A«A*A> sadyd', Large-bosomed (woman). 
A / sarr (v.n.), Separating, scattering, 

dispersing. 
A sard' (v.n.), Becoming numerous 

(people), abundant (riches); possessing 
much wealth, being rich. 

A V>Y sarb (v.n.), Blaming, reproaching 
loudly, upbraiding; taking off (a sick 
person's) clothes ; the thin caul of fat jover-
ing the intestines of animals, the omen-
tum. 

A 8/ sarrat, A woman who pours forth a 
torrent of words. 

A sarsdr, Name of a river in Mesopo-
tamia, between Sinjar and Takrit. 

A <1/ sard (v.n.), Crumbling (bread) ; 
slight rain ; name of a herb ;—sarad, A 
fissure, crack in the lips. 

A sart, Shoemaker's glue. 
A pf sarm (v.n.), Knocking out a tooth ; 

—sararn (v.n.), Having a tooth knocked 
out; name of a mountain. 

A *\yf sarwa', Wealthy (fem.). 

A Sjy sarwat, Number, multitude; wealth, 
affluence ; power, influence, authority. 

A J j / sard (v.n.), Being moist (the 
ground); moisture; dust, earth. 

A kf suraiyd, The Pleiades (the third 
lunar mansion); a brilliant gem; (met.) 
well-set teeth ; name of a woman. 

a Uy suraiyd-maqdm, suraiyd-
makdn, Exalted as the Pleiades. 

A if sarydn, Wet, moist ;—saraydni 
(dual of sard), The moisture of rain, and 
the moisture already within the earth. 

A A*Y sarid, saridat, Crumbled, 
grated, or sliced bi-ead for putting into 
milk or broth, and under meat —sarid kar-
dan, To steep bread in wine. 

A sa'dbin (pi. of su'bdn), Long 
bulky serpents. 

A sa'dlib (pi. of sa'lab), Foxes. 
A. <£1W su'dlat, A name for a fox (as Rey-

nard). 
A sab (v.n.), Setting a-running;— 

sa'ab, A river-bed ; a channel. 
A yW*? su'ban, A large male serpent, a 

dragon, cockatrice, basilisk. 
a s-bw sa'lab, A fox ;—sa'labi misri, Sa-

lep ; the root of Orchis mascula (considered 
to be a strong resforative and aphrodisiac). 

A sugh, A11 idol. 
A saghd.rir, A small melon, beauti-

fully streaked with red and yellow, and, on 
account of its fragrance, carried in the 
hand like a nosegay. 

A F»U> saghdm, A certain mountain-plant 
resembling the anise. 

A saghb (v.n.), Piercing, stabbing 
with a lance; slaughtering;—sag&ab (v.n.), 
The melting of ice; a spring or pond 
of cold water in a shady part of a moun-
tain. 

A saghr (v.n.), Notching; making a 
breach; breaking (anyone's front teeth) ; 
closing (a breach) •,~~saghr, sag har, sughr, 
The teeth ; the front teeth ; a narrow pass 
between hills, bordering on a hostile coun-
try ; a breach in the walls of a town ; a 
fissure; a gap. 

A sighrab, Yellowish teeth; small 
teeth. 

A sughrat, The pit of the stomach or 
the throat (the place where they slaughter 
camels) ; a tract of country; a plain, level 
way. 

A sughur (pi. of saghar), Passes, 
straits, frontiers; front teeth. 

A safdriq (pi. of safruq), Stalks of 
dates, <fcc. 

A safdl, Slow-paced (camel) ;—si fal , 
A water-pot with a spout ;—sufdl , The lower 
mill-stone. 

A safar, A horse's crupper. 
A ASYTF safraqat, The not turning sour (of 

milk). 
a j^ytf safrftk, The stalk of a date, or the 
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of the fruit to which it is hollow place 

joined. 
A sufl, Dregs, sediment, caput mor-

tuum ; corn; pulse;—safil, One who eats 
corn, pulse, or sediment. 

a t^J sufl-dan, A spittoon. 
A sajinat, The callous part of a camel, 

upon which he reclines, viz. the breast, 
knees, and corresponding joints in the hind-
legs (hence, zu 's-safindt is metaphorically 
applied to one whose breasts, bands, and 
knees are become callous, from his zealous 
mode of performing his prostrations at 
prayer, and particularly to the Imam 
Zainu'l-'abidin). 

A <3* siq (imp. of Trust thou. 
A siqab, Chips, straw, stubble, fuel. 
A saqdbat(y.n.oi V ^ ) , Being kindled; 

burniug (a fire). 
A siqat (pi. of siqat), Trusty friends, 

confidants ; the companions (of Muham-
mad). 

A saqd/at (v.n. of *-Afi>), Being quick, 
acute, intelligent. 

A $aqal, Large-hipped (woman); 
quiet, modest, retiring; slow (camel). 

A SAGAlat (v.n. of Being heavy ; 
heaviness, weight; heavy load ; indigestion ; 
—bd saqdlat, Gravely; morosely, unwillingly, 
importunately. 

A s-Jtf saqb (v.n.), Perforating; a hole, 
perforation (hence saqb kardan, To bore a 
hole) ;~suqub (pi. of the following), Holes, 

A suqbat, suqba, A hole; foramen (in 
a medical sense), as suqba'i baizl-shakl, 
Elliptical foramen of the ear ;—suqba'i mu-
dauwar, Round foramen of the ear. 

A siqat (v.n. of Trusting, con-
fiding, relying upon ; confidence ; trusty, 
worthy of confidence ; a trusty friend, one 
to bs relied on. 

a saqafi, Of the tribe of saqlf. 
A Ja» saql (v.n.), Ascertaining the weight 

of anything; preponderating;—siql, A bur-
den, load, weight; gravity, ponderousness ; 
indigestion; a dead body; sin; [siqlisdmi'a, 
Dulness of hearing;—siqli sard, Sporadic 
cholera;]—saqal, The chattels or luggage 
of travellers; retinue; anything precious, 
worth keeping; — as-saqaldn, Men and 
demons, 

A suqala', Men shunned by society, 
bores. 

A saqub, Holes, perforations. 
A saqlf, Sour; acute, intelligent 

(man) ; name of the father of a tribe ;— 
siqqlj, Very acid ; very intelligent or acute 
(intensive of the preceding). 

A saqil, Heavy, ponderous, weighty ; 
onerous, burdensome ; indigestible ; morose, 
saturnine, phlegmatic ; lazy, dull, inactive ; 
a bore; oppressed with indigestion, sleep, 
disease, or guilt; name of a Greek prince;— 

—qauli saqil, A hard saying ;—yaumi saqil, 
A heavy- day ; the day of judgment. 

A sukl, sakal, Bereavement; death; 
loss of a friend or child. 

A sakldn, Bereaved, deprived. 
A sakld, Bereaved (woman). 
A sakm (v.n.), Following footsteps; 

persisting, persevering; stopping, i*emain-
ing, dwelling;—sakam, The middle of the 
road. 

A J> sail (v.n.), Pouring (earth into a 
well); pouring out (money) ; subverting a 
throne; destroying life (God) ; voiding 
excrement (a quadruped). 

A pal as, Three (females) ; — sulds, 
Three and three in or by threes. 

A saldsd, Third day, Tuesday. 
A MM saldsat, Three (males) ^saldsa'i 

yhusdla. Three cups of wine taken on an 
empty stomach, for purging out corrupt 
humours. 

a salasn mi'at, mi'a, Three hun-
dred. 

A (jy^ saldsun, saldsln, Thirty. 
A triliteral Arabic root; 

triple; three-sided, tri-
a suldsi, 

three-lettered 
angulai-. 

A salldj, A seller of snow and ice. 
A sedb (v.n,), Reproaching; injuring; 

overturning ; breaking, knapping ;—silb, 
An old toothless camel; an old man ; a 
defect, blemish, vice ; — salab (v.n.), A 
griping (of the belly) ; filth ;—salib, A 
spear broken at the extremity-

A silbat, Toothless and rat-tailed (she-
camel) ;—silabat (pi. of silb). Worn-out 
camels; old men. 

A sallat, Wool mixed with goats' or 
camels' hair ; mud thrown out of a well ;— 
sullat, A crowd of people. 

sals (v.n.), Taking a third or three 
parts; becoming a third ; making thvce;— 
suls, sulus, A third ; a large Nashkhl hand-
writing. 

A i-ft^ sulusdn, Two-thirds. 
a sulusi, Name of a hand-writing or 

engrossing used in diplomas or letters 
patent. 

A GTF salj (v.n.), Snowing; snow; [salji 
chlnl, China snow, a soft white stone used 
as a collyrium;]—salaj (v.n.), Being cheer-
ful and quiet. 

A GTF sal', salgh, (v.n.), Breaking the 
head. 

A Jl» salal (v.n. of J>), Perishing; destroy-
ing ; falling of the teeth. 

A salm (v.n.), Breaking, notching, 
nicking the edge (of a sword) ;—salam 
(v.n.), Being notched or broken; the 
broken banks of a river. 

A sulmat, A crack, notch, indent. 
A ejtf suluj (v.n. of fctf), Being quiet, 

cheerful; snowing. 
A f samm (v.n.), Adjusting, adapting; 
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collecting ;—gumma, And, then, therefore, 
after, since. 

A JU> dmdl, An assistant, a clever mana-
ger of affairs; froths ; — sumdl, Deadly 
poison. 

A sumdlat, simdla, Froth. 
A sumdm, A kind of plant used for 

the covering of houses;—'aid tarafi 's-su-
mum, On the tip of the sumdm (spoken of 
anything within easy reach). 

A ̂ US samdni, Eight (women). 
A samdniyat, Eight (males). 
A^Ac^yW samdni 'ashrata, Eighteen, 
a samdmn, Eighty; the city of 

Noah (because, when he built it on leaving 
the Ark, he had eighty companions) ;—dau 
's-samdnln, The disease of eighty summers 
("uncommonly hard to cure," according to 
the Persian poet). 

a LS^UJ samdnim, Of the city of Samamn. 
A samd, samad, A small quantity of 

water. 
A samar, samar at, samara, F ru i t ; 

profit, advantage; result, product; reward; 
various kinds of wealth, gold, silver; off-
spring; [samari kdj, The cone of a fir-
tree;]—samir, Great quantities of fruits 
or goods. 

a ytS pamar-bakhsh. Fruit-yielding. 
a yi samar-ddr, Fruit-bearing, fruit-

ful. 
A samal (v.n.), Getting drunk, 

drunkenness ; staying at a place j delay-
ing, putting off, procrastinating. 

A Y+J savin (v.n.), Taking the eighth 
part; making up the number eight; 
valuing, putting a price to;—sarnan, Price; 
—simn, An eight days' thirst of a camel; 
—sumn, sumun, An eighth, the eighth 
part. 

A samud, Name of an old Arabian 
tribe, destroyed on account of their dis-
obedience to the prophet Salih. 

A ys+1 samir, samirat, Butter swim-
ming in the milk, or sticking to the sides 
of the churn, butter-milk. 

A samin, Valuable, precious; an 
eighth part ; — durri samin, A precious 
pearl. 

A sana', Salutation, congratulation ; a 
wishing joy, a returning of thanks ; praise, 
eulogium, commendation, applause; [sand' 
kardan, To congratulate, pray for;]—sin a', 
A fetter to tie up the leg of a camel; the 
court or quadrangle of a house. 

A fu> siund' sund', Two and two. 
a Ul' sand'khwdn, An orator, one who 

praises or pronounces eulogium. 
a VJJ," sana-khwdni, B-eturning of 

thanks; eulogium. 
^ sand-kdr, An encomiast. 

a VJ sana-kdri, An oration, prayer. 
a sand-gar, A eulogist. 
a sandgari, Praise, eulogy. 

rS 
ayt^TU? sand-gustar, One who scatters 

praise. 
a UJ sana-gustari, The scattering of 

praise. 
a ^tjS U? sand - guy, JJ ^ sand - war, 

Praising; an encomiast. 
sandyd (pi. of saniyat), The front 

teeth ; steep mountain-roads. 
a KJ^ sund'i, Biliteral (word). 

sang, An image, a picture; Maui's 
house or book (see 

a uy* sanawl, One who holds the doc-
trine of the two principles, one of the sect 
of the Magi. 

a- hyJ sana.wiyat, The sect of the Magi 
or dualists. 

A sani (v.n.), Bending, folding, 
doubling ; being second;—siny, A plait, a 
fold. 

A saniy, Shedding the first teeth 
(hence implying the age of different ani-
mals, as six years old for a camel, four for 
a horse, and three for an ox or ram). 

A S^SJ saniyat, One of the four front 
teeth; the declivity of a mountain; also 
the road by it, or to the summit. 

A ^y sawd' (v.n. of Remaining, 
dwelling in a place ; alighting. 

A v V sawdb, Recompense, reward, pre-
mium ; requital; a good work (as worthy 
of reward) ; honey; a bee. 

A ?.duwdb, A vendor of garments, a 
keeper of a wardrobe. 

A ut^V sawdbit (pi. of sabitat), Fixed 
stars; fixtures. 

a ( j iV s.dwabi, Meritorious, virtuous. 
A sawdqib (pi. of sdqibat), Bright, 

twinkling stars. 
A J i ly sawdqil (pi. of saqil), Of good 

weight (coins). 
A sawdni (pi. of saniyat), Seconds. 
A VY ?flub (v.n,), Returning; collecting 

(water) ; being or becoming filled or nearly 
filled (a well, vase, or cistern) ; a robe, 
vest, garment. 

A y su'bd', Tawning. 
A sawabdn (v.n.), Recovering 

(health) ;—saubdn, Name of a freedman of 
Muhammad. 

A JY saur, A bull; Taurus, the zodiacal 
sign ; the ruddiness of twilight; twilight, 
crepuscule ; name of the father of a tribe ; 
a mountain near Mecca; a prince, lord, 
master; green scum upon standing water, 
water-moss (see jama'i gkoq under A-W.). 

A sawardn (v.n. of jy) , Boiling, 
being in a ferment (blood) ; being raised 
(dust, tumult, &c.). 

A Jji sy sulul, A wart; a nipple. 
A PY sum, Garlic; the hilt of a sword. 

sumdld, (Thymelsea), spurge-
laurel. 

sumis (G. Bv/xos), Thyme. 



A suwaibat, Name of the foster-
mother of Muhammad. 

A Y^V sahldn, Name of a mountain. 
A siyab (pi. of saub), Garments, 

robes, vestments, clothes, dresses. 
A ( ^ V siydbl, One who takes care of 

(the) clothes (of the bathers in a public 
bath)^ 

A siydr (pi. of saur), Bulls. 
A saiyib, in P. saiyiba, A woman 

who has consummated marriage, who is no 
longer a virgin. 

A sirdn, i f t slrat (pi. of saur), 
Bulls. 

Jsf stl, sa'il, A kind of artichoke ; conch-
grass (Triticum repens). 

sayum, Name of a plant used as 
medicine for the eyes. 

5 j in Ar. called jim, in P. distinguished 
from $ as jimi abjad, jimi 'arabi, or jlmi 
tdzi, The sixth letter of the Arabic-
Persian alphabet; and the character for 
three in Arithmetic; it represents Tuesday 
and Cancer in astronomical books, and is 
also the contraction for the sixth lunar 
month, called jamadd 'l-ukhrd (or akhir, 
when the masc. shahr, month, is sup-
plied) ; sometimes it interchanges with o t, 
B ch, ) z, j zh, sh, and ^ y ; and it 
has the power given to the letter j in 
James. 

jd, A place ; stead, room ; time (m.c.) ; 
—jd anddkhtan, To place, establish, arrange 
(m.c.);—jd ba jd, From place to place; 
here and there; scat teredly;— jd ba-jd 
shudan, To walk from place to place, to 
loiter or saunter about (m.c.) ;—jd ba-jd 
kardan, To reduce (as a swelling, &c.) ;—jd 
kardan (giriftan), To take hold, find a place ; 
—az jd dar-uftadan, To be vanquished ;— 
az jd shudan, To be sorely troubled ;—ba-
jd st, for ba-jd ast, I t happens, comes to 
pass ;—ba jd dmadan, To come to its place, 
to come to pass; to return to its former 
state ;—ba-jd dwardan, To bring about, to 
realise, to acknowledge (m.c.) ; — ba-jd'i 
khwud budan, bar jd budan, To be in one's 
place ;—bar jd shudan, To take place, to 
be brought about, to be observed (as a 
custom) ;—bar jd kardan, To carry out, 
bring about, observe ;—jd dadan, To con-
cede ; to give an appointment; to protect; 
—dar hamchu jae, At a time like this 
(m.c.) ;~kar ba-ja rasdndan, To finish up 
a matter, to bring a thing to such a pass 
(m.c.). 

A AiWjdbis, Drawing, attracting. 

A yW- jdbir, A setter of broken bones; a 
repairer of anything broken; a proper 
name ; bread ; (for jabbdr) despotic, tyran-
nical. 

jdbursd, jdbulsd, A. jd-
balas, The west; name of a city in the 
west, beyond which there is no habitation. 

<J*\*jdbaq, The lash of a whip. 
jdbulqd, A. jdbalaq, The east; 

name of another city, the limits of the 
world towards the east. 

(j-f^W jdblus, Flatterer, coaxer, wheedler; 
—jdblus kardan, To flatter, to fawn. 

jdblusi, Flattery, adulation. 
jdbiliq, An interpreter of dreams. 

A jdbiyat, A large stone reservoir 
for watering camels. 

fcjAa*^ jdbidan, To be lazy, cowardly, 
frightened ; to be loth, unwilling; to be 
vexed, to repent; to be broken. 

jdpur, j^iW jdpuz, Name of a city in 
Turkistan, 

H jdt, Name of a Hindu Tribe. 
jatdgh, A piece of wood in which a 

tent-pole is fixed. 
W jdtan (in Zand and Pazand), God. 

y ^ y W jdtunitan (in Zand and Pazand), 
To come, 

A <±>*Wja's, ja'as (v.n.), Rising (a camel); 
frightening. 

A tJ^W jdsaliq (G. KafloXiKos), A prelate, 
doctor, or Christian priest, in Muhammadan 
countries (his chief is the bitrik, in Antioch, 
his immediate inferior the mafrdn, then the 
uskuff, afterwards the qissls, and last the 
sham mas) ; fire; a flatterer ; a scribe ; a 
war engine; an engineer; an armour for 
horses or elephants. 

a jdsimin (oblique case in P. 
equally used as nominative), Unconscious 
and motionless; seated, squatting; remain-
ing in their place. 

A pyW jdsum, The nightmare ; a general 
moving a camp ; the bearer of a burden. 

A Ĵ FC jdsl *aid rukbataihi, 
Kneeling. 

jdsiya, The kneeling one (fem.), 
name of a chapter in the Koran. 

jdjdf, Sin, crime; a strumpet; 
dry; (contraction or misreading of ĴW 
q.v.). 

f/^W jdjarm, Name of a city. 
jdjarmina, Name of a fountain 

which dries at sunrise and is replenished at 
sunset. 

I**-W- jdjim, ^^W- jdjim, A fine bedding or 
carpet. 

sW- jaj-nagar, Name of a city in 
Hindustan. 

A AÊW jdhid, A denier, opponent, espe-
cially of religious truth. 

A KS-W jdhiz, One who has prominent 
eyes; prominent (eye) ; name of an emi-
nent author. 



^W• jdkhsuk, A sickle. 
J^W jd-ddd, Place, employment; assets; 

consignment. 
A i^Wjaddat,jdda, A highway, a straight 

or beaten path ; the middle of the road ;— 
jdda'i khwdbida, An open road; a far-
stretching road jdda'i 'cidl, The due ad-
ministration of justice. 

A. J<>Wjddil, A wrangler. 
J&JW jddanyo, jddangoy (in old 

Persian), One who embezzles property en-
trusted to him for pious uses. 

^W jddu (Z. ydtu, S. yatu-dhdna), Con-
juration, magic; juggling; a conjurer; 
metaphorically applied to the eyes and 
eye-brows of a mistress ;—jadil zadan, To 
exercise magic ; to render magic or magi-
cians ineffective \—jadu kardan, To be-
witch;—zuljijddu, Black hair. 

a jddu-khaydll, Spectre, illu-
sion. 

(jWj jddu-zabtin, A poet; eloquent 
speech. 

jddu-zan, A magician. 
iddu-evkhan, A poet; elo-

quence. 
yU^jj^ jddustdn, A place or country 

where magic is rife. 
jadu-fareb, Who deceives by 

magic or jugglery. 
^JU. jadu-nizhad, Of the race of 

sorcerers. 
^jddu-kar, A magician. 

jddu-kushdn, Men sent out by 
Iskaudar to kill sorcerers and magicians. 

^ ĵ W- jadu-kund, A practiser of magic. 
/^W jddugar, A juggler, conjurer. 
^fi^W jddugari, Magic, conjuration. 

jddu-wash, Like magic, bewitch-
ing. 

^yiW jadu'i, Necromancy, witchcraft. 
^-iW jddu'i-hindu, Possessed of 

Indian magic or witchcraft. 
a jdda, see . 
^^W jddl, Saffron. 
A S^W jdzib, Drawing (plaster) ; allur-

ing ; attractive. 
A jdzibat, Attractive, &c. (fem. of 

the preceding) ; — guwwati jdziba, The 
power of attraction, 

ystf" s-1 jW jdzib-kagkaz, Blotting-paper. 
jdzu, A wizard, necromancer. 

jW jar, News (prob. a Mong. word) ; a 
candelabrum (m.c.) ;—jdri birinji, A brass 
candelabrum (m.c.). 

A jar, A neighbour ; a protector; one 
who asks for or is taken under protection ; 
a husband; a partner in trade; [jaru'n-
nahr, A kind of Nenuphar;— jdri ba-wafd, 
A faithful friend ;—jdri mutalasiq, A near 
neighbour;]—ja"dr, A corpulent man;— 
jdrr, in P. vulgo jar, Who or what 
drawB, drags, or attracts; (in grammar) a 
preposition;—jdrr u majrur, A preposition 

and the word it governs;—harji jdrr, A 
particle which places a noun in the oblique 
case. 

jdrji, jdrchl, A bringer of 
news, a messenger;—jdrchl bdshi, The chief 
herald at the Persian court (see jW). 

A a,W jdrat, A female neighbour. 
A C j a r i h , Who or what wounds. 
A jdrihat, A rapacious animal; a 

member of the body. 
( j^W jdrgun, Envelope of nutmeg, mace. 

jdrim, A delinquent. 
yWjaro (for ^jyW), A broom (m.c.) ;— 

jdro kardan, To sweep or clean with a 
broom. 

vjyW jd-rob, Ajjy W jd-roba, A besom, 
broom, brush ; a sweeper ;—jd-rob az muzh-
gdn kardan, To behold ; to worship;—jd-rob 
dadan (zadan, kardan, kashidan), To sweep. 

J vjyW- jdrob-dida, Swept clean. 
O) jdrob-zan, i^ v-ijW jarob-kash, 

A sweeper, inferior servant; a sweeper of 
a mosque or mausoleum (a situation both 
lucrative and honourable). 

jdrob-kashi, Sweeping ;—jdrob-
kashl kardan, To sweep. 

A JJYW jdrdd, Unfortunate, unlucky ; 
name of a Companion of Muhammad. 

A AI^W- jdrudiyat, Name of a sect. 
A j^Wjdrur, A. stream, a river. 
A y^W- jdrus, A glutton. 
A jdri, Who or what runs, or flows; 

proceeds, passes, happens, or becomes; 
current, usual; continuing, continuous, 
permanent, in use, in force ; prevalent, rife; 
—jdri budan, To flow, to run; to occur, 
happen, become ;—jari sakhian, To prac-
tise, to execute (m.c.);—dbijdri (md'i jdri), 
Running water. 

&Ah jdri-shuda, Issued, established, 
in force. 

a AjjV jdriya, A girl, young woman; 
damsel; a female slave ; (met.) the sun ; 
a ship. 

A ja'z, A stifling sensation in the 
breast from rage, thirst, or suffocation, 
when under water;—ja'az (v.n. of y ^ ) , 
Being affected by that sensation. 

A tjW jdzih, A giver; great (gift). 
A jazir, A camel-butcher. 
A gjU. jdzi', The prop of a vine or a 

palm-tree; a prop ; impatient, querulous. 
f j ^ j d z a m , = q.v. 
A PJW jdzim, Who or what deprives a 

consonant of its vowel, so rendering it 
quiescent; gezmatiug; a resolver, con-
cluder ;—jdzim shudan bar chize, To decide 
upon a thing. 

tj-wW- jdst, A wine-press ; = jd ast. 
jasiis, A spy; au emissary ; white 

poppy (see khashkhash zubdi under ^ U f c ^ ) . 
jasusi, Spying, secret intelligence, 

e s p i o n a g e j a s u s i kardan, To play the 
spy ; to seek intelligence. 



o - V ( 3 5 0 ) 
A y-W- jdsusiyat, Duty of a spy, es-

pionage, 
t^xiyJ^ jdsfmitan (in Zand and Pazand), 

To hold. 
A i ^ V ja'sh (v.u.), Being disturbed; 

palpitating, drooping, fainting (the heart 
from grief or terror) ; heart, mind, soul, 

A heap of winnowed wheat (on 
the threshing-floor) ; a granary ; (an affix 
implying distribution) two parts, three 
parts. 

A J^W jdHl, Who or what puts or places; 
a maker, framer, fixer, doer;—jdilu 'z-
zulmat, The creator of darkness. 

ft*- jaghar, A bird's crop, 
jagh&uk, tsJyfciW jdgAshuk, A 

sickle (see 
A jaf (v.n.), Throwing prostrate ; 

terrifying;— ja 'af (v.n. of Being 
terrified; being hungry. 

a j d f , <-iW jdf j d f , Wandering, 
travelling (fond of variety, not contented 
with one thing); a harlot. 

a j d f , Withering, dry, husky. 
A jaf I, Injurious, vexatious; cruel, 

savage, unfeeling, un jus t ; restless, un-
steady. 

j—SV jdkao, yi^W jaksho, A grain resem-
bling a lentil, from which a remedy for the 
eyes is prepared. 

( ^ j S V jdkunitan (in Zand), To bring. 
^W jdki, Wood whence tooth-picks are 

made. 
p / V j a-garm, A warm place ; stability; 

-epose; observation, contemplation. 
yijSWjii-gnzhi, Choosing a residence. 
y j Wjd-glr, Holding, occupying a place ; 

an assignment of the government share of 
the produce of a large tract of country to 
an individual; a possession in land granted 
either in perpetuity or for life, as a reward 
for services or as a fee ;—jd-giri tan, jd-giri 
zat, Assignment of land for personal sup-
port;—jd-giri hashm, Lands granted for 
the support of troops;—jd-giri ear, An as-
signment of land for the support of an es-
tablishment of officers and servants;—jd-
giri mansab, A grant of land, attached to 
an office or dignity. 

ft jdgir-ddr, A holder of a jagir. 
JW jal, The tooth-pick tree ; (S. jdla) 

net, snare, gin. 
a JW jdl, Forged, counterfeit. 
a IW-jdlis, Sitting, seated, sedentary; 

one of a company, a companion, chum ;— 
jdlisi bunud, A camp-follower. 

a^J^-JVjidi-vs^ar, Waving, swinging, walk-
ing with a pompous air. 

u^W jalish, Coition ; venereous. 
^SAHSJ. jdlishgar, Addicted to sexual in-

tercourse ; one who waves, swings, or walks 
with a pompous air. 

j i i iV jdlandar, Name of a district in 
Somnath. 

A jdlut, Goliah. 
<dW jdla, A raf t made of leathern 

bottles. 
^JWjdli, The tooth-pick tree (see 
A J W jdli, Shining ; polished; evident. 
y^W jdliz, A kitchen-garden; a melon-

ground ; a meadow (see y?^). 
jdlesar, Jellasore in Orissa. 

A jalinus, Galen the physician. 
fW- jam, A cup, chalice, goblet, bowl; 

glass, particularly when coloured and used 
in the windows of baths; a looking-glass, 
a mirror ; name of a district in Khurasan 
where the poet Jam! was born in the village 
of Kharjard ; — j a m bar sang zadan, To 
dash the goblet in pieces, (met.) to leave off 
wine;— jdmi billaur, A crystal glass ; a 
crystal coach-glass;—jami burak, A dish 
of macaroni;— jami pur az (shir u) mai, A 
goblet of (milk and) wine ; the lip of a 
mistress; elegant poetry -,—jdm paimiidan 
(khwurdan, zadan, noshidan), To drink 
wine; — j d m i jam (jamehed), The cup or 
mirror of Jam, Solomon, or Alexander, 
which, according to the Eastern fabulists, 
represented the whole world (whence it is 
also called jdmi jahan-nunid or jdmi giti-
numa, a mirror showing the universe) ; 
(met.) a pharos, or light-house, particularly 
that of Alexandria ; •— jdmi hawmdm, A 
basin from which they pour water on the 
head;— jdmi haidari (dah manni), A large 
cup;— jdmi lchali dadan, To deceive, to 
cheat;—jdmi zibaqi, A crystal goblet;— 
jdmi sahar, The sun; a morning breeze; 
the east wind ;—jdmi 8im, A silver goblet; 
the chin of a mistress;—jami shahr-ydri 
(all), A royal goblet;—jdmi shir, A teat 
yielding milk; a bed of c a n e s ; — j d m i 
sadaf, A cup made of a she l l ;— j dmi 
fir'auni, A large cup used at banquets;— 
jdmi gauhari, A crystal cup ; (met.) the lip 
of one's mistress ; — jdmi maliki sharq 
(mashraq), The sun's disk;— jdmi lab-rez, A 
cup filled to the brim, a bumper;— jdmi 
hildli, An oblong dish resembling a ship; 
a tureen ; also a drinking-cup in the shape 
of the new moon (applied to the down sur-
rounding the cup-bearer's cheeks ;—jdmi 
hosh-ash az dast raft, He lost his senses;— 
jdmi ydqut-nosh, (met.) A cup filled with 
red wine;—jdmi yak-manni, A large cup ; a 
bumper. 

a CSJUI,- jdmdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Silver cups, goblets ; also— 

(j^Ulv jdmds, v-UW jdmdsb, 
jdmasf, The son of the prophet Daniel, 
celebrated in the East as a skilful physi-
c i an ;— jdmasb-ndma, Name of a book 
written by him, a copy of which Castellus 
says be had in his possession. 

jdm-paimd, A quaffer of wine. 
jdmtunitan (in Zand), To arrive. 

A jdmih, Stubborn, vicious (horse). 



fllafc-W jdm-khana, A room with mirrors 
(= Aujj q.v.). 

A jamid, Concrete, congealed; con-
sistent, solid; rigid, stiff; styptic; (in 
gram.) underived, primitive (noun); inani-
mate, inorganic (as fossils) ;— jamidu 'l-
kaff, Close-fisted, stingy, parsimonious; 
—-j&midu 'l-mdl, Dead stock;—ismi jamid, 
A primitive n o u n m a ' i jamid, Dead or 
stagnant water. 

f ^ jam-dar, A cup-holder;—-^a^W 
jdmadar (for ^ <s>W q.v.), A keeper of a 
wardrobe; a "kind of muslin; a kind of 
leathern basket; flowered, sculptured, or 
embossed; a musketeer. 

A* V jamaddr-khana, A wardrobe, 
i j a m a d a r i , Protection, defence. 

jdmaddn, Wardrobe, clothes-bag. 
^ j f W jdmddni, A species of fine cotton 

cloth with spots or flowers woven in the 
loom (see^A*W). 

jdmiaa, The Egyptian bean. 
A jdmi', Who or what collects, com-

prehends, assembles, unites, or joins; all, 
whole, universal; collector, compriser; 
compiler; cathedral mosque, where the 
khutba is repeated on Fridays ;—jdmi'u 'Z-
'ulum, An encyclopaedia ;—jdmi'i 'l-kamd-
lat, Comprising all perfection •—jdmi'u 7-
mutafarriqin, Collector of the dispersed. 

A jdmi'iyat, Universality, gene-
rality. 

JyuW- jamghol, A bastard ; an arch rogue. 
a jamaqiya, jdmakiya, A 

gift, stipend ; salary (see c s ^ M -
tj^ fW jam-hart, Mirror-making ;—jdm-

kari kardan, To make mirrors. 
jdm-kan, (j-^W jdm-kan, 

jdm-gdh, A wardrobe in baths, where people 
undress. 

j»W jdm-kdh, Dessert (taken with wine). 
V jdmagak, A little garment. 

(j^W- jamagi, jdmgi, A piece of cotton 
cloth, sufficient for a garment; a salary, 
stipend, wages, daily allowance of provi-
sions ; victuals, livelihood; a gun-match; 
sediment. 

jdmagi-khioar, A stipendiary ; 
a Bervant; a wine-drinker. 

jdmagi-dar, A matchlock-man. 
ygj&m-gir, Who seizes the cup. 
A. jdmil, A troop of camels with 

their owners and keepers; a large part of 
a tribe ; (pi. of jamal) full-grown camels. 

H jaman (S. jamhu), Eugenia jam-
bolona. 

t^iyW jdmnuniian (in Zand), To speak. 
JiyW jama war, ^y-W- jdmawari, Pit or 

intended to be made up into a garment; a 
flowered sheet or Bhawl. 

itiyW jdmiitala, An orator, a speaker. 
a jam us, and— 
\j>yW jdmush (from P. gdv-meeh), A 

buffalo. 

&*Wjdma, A garment, robe, vest, gown, 
coat; stuff for a dress, but not yet made 
up; a bed, couch, Bofa; cotton, linen cloth ; 
a wrapper; a patch; a half-burnt fire-
brand ; a poker ; a poem of any kind (ex-
ceeding nine verses) ; eulogium, panegyric; 
history ; power, dignity ; protection ; sti-
pend, salary; (for jam) a cup, goblet, 
flagon with a long crooked neck ;—jdma'i 
abi {talkh), A blue garment as worn by 
Sufis ;—jdma'i dkhirat, A winding-sheet;— 
jdma'i asmanl (msanl), A blue garment as 
worn in mourning; —-jama afgandan, To 
furnish a house or apartment; — jdma'i 
bad-ru (bddrun ?), Inner trousers, drawers 
(unsupported by examples) ;—jdma'i babri, 
Cloth spotted like a panther or leopard 
s k i n ; — j a m a badal kardan, To change 
clothes ;—jama ba-danddn giriftan, To flee; 
—jdma bar qadash tang amad, His vest 
became tight upon his body, i.e. he swelled 
with rage;—jdma'i kfewdb, Bed-clothes;— 
jdma'i khwurshed, Leaves of a tree ; dust, a 
cloud, or whatever obscures the sun; the 
earth; pupil of the ey$; the human body; 
—jdma'i dal u gul, A kind of embroidered 
cloth;—jdma dar dnjd nihad, He there left 
his clothes, i.e. he died in that place;—jdma 
dar nil zad, He threw his garments into 
the Nile, i.e. he put on mourning (with the 
double meaning of nil, Indigo, for blue) ; 
similar phrases are: jdma dar khumi nil 
zadan, dar nil giriftan, &c.;—jdma daridan, 
To tear or rend one's garment; (met.) to 
make a violent exertion ; to joke, jest ;— 
jdma-rd rang ddda ba-nil, Clad in mourning; 
—jdma'i raughani (•rauahanin). Oil-cloth 
—;jdma'i sahar, The sun; the east wind; 
—jdma siydh kardan, To be in mourn-
ing ;—jama'i surkh poshidan, To don a red 
garment (sign of rage in a king);— jdma ' i 

kdri, Green clothes worn by hunters to 
deceive the game;—jdma'i sad-barg (gul), 
The spathe of a rose or flower ; — jdma' i 
surat, Cloth in which figures are woven;— 
jdma'i 'id, Holiday clothes ; a scarlet vest; 
blossoms, flowers;—jdma'i ghok, A green 
film seen to float ou stagnant water; a 
pool; a pond ;—jdma'i fakhita bar dosh an-
dakhtan, To throw the " dress of a ring-
dove," i.e. a dove-coloured garment over the 
shoulder, to put on mourning;—jdma'i fath 
(fathi), A fine silken r o b e ; — j d m a futa 
kardan, To tear one's clothes into strips ;— 
jama'i qabd kardan, To let out a secret; 
—jama'i qatrdn (qatrdni), Garments of 
pitch, i.e. mourning; — jama'i mdtam, 
Mourning habiliments; — j d m a ' i murda 
(marg), Grave-clothes ; — jdma'i mushaf 

poshidan, (met.) To affect piety in the eyes 
of m e n ; — j d m a ' i mumin, Wax-cloth;— 
jdma'i na-shoy, Unwashed, i.e. plain un-
dyed cloth or silk ;—jdma'i nakjichuwdni, 
Scarlet; — j d m a nili kardan, To put on 



mourning;—jdma'i nawarn, My new gar-
ment. 

jdma-bdf, A weaver, 
^ilf jdma-bdfl, The art of weaving. 
y i-W jama-bur, A pair of scissors; 

shears. 
jdma-posh,Clothed, clad, dressed. 

diU. jdma-khana, Wardrobe, clothes-
press. 

jdma-ddr, A servant who presents 
the clothes to his master. 

jama-dan, A portmanteau; a 
chest of drawers, clothes-press, wardrobe. 

jdma-daran, Garment-rending. 
LŜ -J i^W jdma-rakht, Bed-clothes (see 

jdma'i rakht under . 
«-r-4j jdma-zeb, Becoming one's dress. 
ft- jdma-sdz, A clothier, tailor. 

&+W jama-shuy, Washer of clothes. 
^^J jdma-farosh, A si op-seller. 
\S ^uUh jdma-qabd, One who turns his 

robe into an open-fronted tunic, by tearing 
it (in Sufi language for an eager lover) ; 
one who lets out a secret. 

(jX jdma-kan, Who rends his clothes 
(in grief) ; place where the clothes are 
taken off (in a bath). 

ft jdmawdr, Fit to make clothes 
f rom; a flowered sheet or shawl; a kind 
of chintz. 

u+Wjami, Name of a celebrated Persian 
poet, native of Jam, and a Sufi. 

yW- jdn (Z. ydna), Soul, vital spirit, 
mind; self ; life ; spirit, courage ; wind; 
the mouth; arms; the father of demons ; 
name of a race said to have inhabited the 
world before Adam ; in modern conversa-
tion a word of endearment, as ai agd jdn, 
my dearest master, 'amma jdn, auntie dear; 
—jdni adam, (met.) Something rare and 
wonderful; — j d n az kiln dar raftan, (met.) 
To die ;—jdn ba dastdrcha dadan, To tender 
one's life; to advance m o n e y ; — j d n bar 
damldan, To restore to l ife;— jdn burdan 
(birun, burdan), To save one's l i fe;— jdn 
bar shukrana dadan, To advance money ;— 
jdn ba-sar (bar sar) budan, jdn ba-lab dma-
dan (rasldan), To be at death's door, to 
d i e ; — j d n i pidar, Soul of (thy) fa ther ! 
my dear son!—jdni pariydn, Wine;— jdn 
tcallm kardan, To give up the ghost, to 
die ;—jdni tu (shumd) u jdni man, Tour 
life and mine, said in entrusting something 
or somebody very dear to the careful keep-
ing of another; also to express " my safety is 
bound up in yours " ;—jdni iu u jdni o, His 
life iB as dear to him as thine to thee ; (it 
implies also) unanimity ; — j d n i jam ash, 
Wine ;—jdni jahdn, Life of the world ;— 
jdni haiwan, Milk; butter-milk; bu t te r ; 
flesh; honey ;— jdni khwud farokhtaM, To 
sell one's life, i.e. expose oneself to danger; 
—jdn dadan, To resign one's life; to kill 
oneself; to spare another's l i f e ; — j d n 

ddshtan, To wish, desire, aspire after, en-
deavour with eagerness ;—jdn dar dsllti 
ddshtan, To risk one's l i fe;— jdn dar blnl 
rasldan, To be in the utmost straits and 
bewilderment ',—jdn dar pay kase afshandan 
(bakhtan, rekhtan, kashldan), To sacrifice 
life for another's s a k e - j d n dar tani kase 
kardan, To impart l i fe ;— jdn dar jdni kase 
kardan, To ransom another's life with one's 
own ; — j d n dar sari dil kani, You ruin your-
self in following your heart's desires ;—jdn 
dar miydn, Though one's life be at stake ;— 
j a n zadan, To breathe out the soul, to 
expire -,—jdni zamin, Herbage, flowers and 
frui ts ; — jdn sipurdan, To resign one's 
breath -,—jdn shudan (raftan), Life departs; 
—jdni 'dlam, Life of the world, i.e. Muham-
mad ;— jdn kandan, To be in the agonies of 
death ; to die ;—jdn giriftan, To take away 
life, to deprive of life ;—ba-jdn rasldan, To 
come to extremities, to be driven to despair; 
—bar jdn qadam nihddan, To renounce all 
remedy and offer oneself to death. 

A jann (jdn), The father of the jinn 
or genii; the genii, the race of the jinn, a 
jinn. 

jtyf oWjdn-dxar, Inhuman, tyrannical. 
tSjtyf jdn-azdri, Cruelty, tyranny. 
i^Wjdndgh, = q.v. 
<jifti yW- jdn dfirln, Creator of the soul. 
V' (ft*jdn-afzd, Soul-reviving. 
(ftW jdndn (pi. oi jdn), Souls; hand-

some, lovely ; a mistress, sweetheart. 
jandna, A beloved object. 

$ jdn-awar, Alive; an imprudent, 
injudicious man. 

jdn-ahanl, Iron-hearted; mer-
ciless, cruel; brave. 

a s-̂ W- jdnib, A part, side; outward or 
adjacent part ; quarter, tract, region ; party; 
direction ;—jdnib giriftan, To side with ;— 
az jdnib, On the part of;—In-jdnib, This 
person, the writer (of a letter, used by a 
superior towards a subordinate). 

^ (jjW jan-bdz, Playing with life, ven-
turesome; a rope-dancer or other person 
following a dangerous calling; a soldier; 
a horse-dealer. 

^ jL iV jdnbdzl, The profession of a rope-
dancer, &c.; intrepidity ; a swing ; a slack 
rope. 

jan-bakhsh, Life-bestowing; 
soul-refreshing; God ; tho forgiver of a 
capital crime. 

i^K <yW- jan-bakhshl, Animation; vivi-
fication; the pardon of a capital offence. 

a ^WW jdnib-dar, Part ial ; a supporter, 
second; an advocate, defender, patron; a 
partisan. 

a tgjWWjanib-ddrl , Partiality; support; 
favour. 

j yW- jdn-bar, One who escapes with 
l.ife;—jdn-bar shudan, To save one's life. 

(ft*- jan-burd, Saving one's life. 



y^* fl (jW- jan-bar-miydn, Ready, pre-
pared; one in expectation of death; tired 
of life. 

a> ytf Sjdnib-gir, Who sides with. 
(jW- jdn bin jdn, The father of the 

Jinn and Paris, inhabitants of the earth 
before Adam's creation, but afterwards 
banished to a corner of the world called 
Jinnistan, for disobedience to the Supreme 
Being, 

jdmbidan, To dislike, loathe, nau-
seate. 

A y^W- jdnibain, Both sides, the con-
tending parties in a law-suit. 

jdn-parwar, Improving the mind. 
<yW yW jdn-jdn, The Great Spirit; God ; 

bread ; the scrapings of the pot. 
yW jan-ddr, Animated ; possessed of 

a soul; powerful, active ; a daily stipend; 
a guardian, preserver of life; an execu-
tioner, a sword-bearer. 

j jdn-daru, Theriac; opium. 
jdn-ddri, Life, animation. 
jdn-ddna, The part of the skull 

where the sutures meet. 
j j jdn-dar, Who cuts off life, the 

executioner ; (for jdn-dar) animated. 
tsiV jdn-dirazi, Length of life, 

longevity. 
yW- jdn dar-miydn, Readiness to 

sacrifice one's life for another. 
a srJteC* jO (jW jun dar yak-qdlib, Perfect 

love. 
CJ*0 jan-dihi, Opposition, resistance; 

a sacrifice or surrender of life ; death. 
jdn-rubd, Soul-ravishing ; killing. 

Asij ytj. jdn-rafta, One whose life is 
gone. 

u ^ ) jdn-rahd'i, The saving of one's 
life. 

jdn-sipdr, Exposing oneself; re-
signing oneself into the hands of another 
(as a lover) ; devoted. 

^LwL*. jdn-sipdri, Exposure of life; 
death. 

( A jan-sipoz, Sustaining life. 
jdn-sitdn, Soul-ravishing ; allu-

ring ; killing, murdering. 
^iU-iV jdn-sit dni, Allurement; murder, 
jy jdn-soit, Soul-inflaming, heart-

conauming. 
/A yW jdn-shikar, A hunter (of wild 

beasts) ; the angel of death ; a mistress ; 
nervous language. 

^fiAi^ jdn-shikari, Place of execution, 
yW jdn-sh'trd-n, ijipA jdn-shirin, 

Sweet life ! life itself. 
jd-nishin, A lieutenant, locum 

tenens, viceroy ; a successor; an associate. 
L.y ylv jdn-farsa, jdn-farsay, 

Wearing out life; worrying; disgusting; 
irksome, 

jjyi jdn - furoz, Soul - inflaming ; 
brightening life. 

Ir1. jdn-fiza, (jW- jdn-jkdy, En-
larging, widening, refreshing the soul; 
cheering; welcome ; the water of life ; the 
23rd day of the month in the year of 
Yazdagird. 

<yUj yW- jdn-fishan, Ready to sacrifice 
one's l ife; zealous. 

^yU^V jdn-fishani, Hard labour; ex-
treme diligence; waste of life in another's 
service. 

t o^W jdnqi, A council; consultation, 
deliberation. 

t)W- jdn-kdh, Soul-exhausting; pa-
thetic, afflicting. 

u ^ jdn-kush, Quarrelsome ; contu-
macious. 

jdn-kan, Soul-harrowing. 
W1^ jdn-kandan, Perils of l ife; 

agonies of death ; anxiety of mind (m.c.). 
i\S yltp. jdn-gdh, A place where life is in 

danger; dangerous. 
j ^ <jW jdn-guddz, Soul-melting, weaken-

ing, cousuming. 
jan-gazd, Gnawing at the soul; 

deadly (poison), noxious (beasts) ; any-
thing prejudicial to l i fe; the soul, breath 
of life. 

(vjW- jdn-guzdr, Penetrating the mind 
or heart;—nala'i jdn-gu$dr, A heart-break-
ing sigh. 

J—^ jdn-gusil, Destroying life; 
heart-breaking. 

^fi^W jdnagi, Name of a country. 
y jdn-gir, The angel of death. 

jU* W- jd-namdz, A prayer-carpet; an ora-
tory. 

a jan-nisdr, Scattering life, de-
voted. 

<4iV QW jdn-nuwazi, Blandishment. 
jdnwdr, jyW- jdnwar, Living, alive, 

quick; an animal; an animalcule; a fierce 
beast, a wild boar ; a bird. 

jdnwarak, Small animal, animal-
cule. 

jdnusdr, Name of the courtier who 
killed Dara, the last king of the Kayanian 
dynasty. 

jV-yW- jdnuspdr, jL—yW jdnusydr, Name 
of a wazir of King Dara. 

jdnunitan (in Zand), To be, 
exist. 

jauah, The vital spirit; the young of 
any animal; the pith of a t ree; arms, 
armour; au island; the cheek;—asb-jdna, 
A foal, horse's colt;—gav-jdna, A calf, 

y j A»W jdna-ddr, — q.v. 
W jdni, Soul; cordial, heartily loved ; 

—ai birddari jdni, 0 dear brother! 
A W jani, One who gathers f ru i t ; sin-

ning, a sinner. 
jdni-dushman, An enemy de-

sirous of one's life. 
yWjav (in the idiom of Turkistan), A 

river ; paper money (see y^-). 



AtU^W jdwaddna, Eternal. 
A jaw an, A tribe in Turkistan. 

jawdnidan, To hawk, spit; to 
chatter (as birds terrified); to be perpetual, 
eternal. 

•JjW jawid, Eternal, perpetual. 
yUjV jdmddn, jdwiddni, Eter-

nally, for ever; eternal, everlasting; next 
world. 

jdwidan-khirad, Name of a 
book on practical science composed by Ho-
shang; eternal and unalterable truths. 

cs\r* jdwiddn-eardy, Paradise. 
jdwiddnah, Eternal, eternally. 

JJW jdwar, Who takes or occupies a place; 
state, condition-,—jdwar kardan, To change; 
—chi jdwar dart, How are you ? how do 
you do P 

jdward, jdwazd, White-thorn. 
a o-jjW jdwara (for P. u*;^) , Millet. 

jdwar-gard, Change from one 
state into another. 

a javshir (from P. ys**^ gaw-shir), 
The opoponax-tree. 

jdvla, A rose ; a rose plantation. 
jawush, jdwish, = ^ ^ q.v. 

SjW jdwa, The interior of the mouth; 
name of a stinging insect; the island of 
Java. 

jawid, Eternal; eternity. 
(jiA^W- jdwiddn, Eternal, perpetual, 

y^jW- jdwiddn-khirad, The title of 
a book, whose author is said to have been 
Hoshang, second king of Persia. 

jawid ana, Eternal; eternally. 
jdwiddni, Eternity. 

a AjjW- jawid-tirdz, Eternity-adorning. 
(j^V jawidan, To scream (like birds) ; 

to hawk, spit. 
a oyijW jdwizan (for P. o'fo^), A stone 

found in the gall-bladder of an ox. 
A &W- jdh, Place, rank, office; dignity, 

grandeur, magnificence; honour, reputa-
tion ; fortune, prosperity ; the world;—zu 
jdh, Dignified, exalted ;—'dli-jdh, Exalted 
in dignity. 

a jdhat, Dignity, power. 
A A&W- jdhid, Studious, diligent, indus-

trious, active ; waging war against infidels. 
jlA&W jdh'ddr, A holder of a public sta-

tion. 
jdhak, The breast-bone next the 

throat. 
A JAV jdhil, Ignorant, illiterate, barba-

rous ; uncivilised, rude, ill-mannered; 
silly, foolish ; wrong, ill-advised. 

a ^LftW jdhili, Ignorance ; paganism ; a 
pagan Arab prior to the appearance of 
Muhammad. 

a jtf JAW jdhili-kdr, Who acts foolishly, 
A ̂ LIAW- jdhiliyat, Ignorance; paganism, 

heathen darkness (as prevailing in Arabia 
before the time of Muhammad);—aiydmi 
jdhiliyat, The time of paganism. 

a jW-fcW- jahambdr (for P. The 
periods of the creation of the world. 

a J V _} jdh u jaldl, Dignity, grandeur. 
jdhi, Connected with rank or situa-

tion ; pertaining to power. 
oW- jay, A place ; an abode ; name of a 

flower; — jdyi ishtibah nisi, There is no 
room for doubt ;— jdy i i'tirdz, The place or 
time of opposition -,—jayi andesha, Place of 
anxiety, cause for apprehension ; — j d y i 
bdshiah, A place fit for an abode;— jdyi pa-
nah, Place of refuge, asylum ;— jay ba-rdyi 
kase khdli kardan, To show respect to;— 
jay bar kase tang kardan, To press one 
hard ^— jdyi pesha, Place of business;— 
jdyi khyeurdk, Mess-room (m.c.) ; — j a y dar 
dida dadan kase-rd, To have great affection 
for;— jay dar dida* i kase kardan, To be very 
dear to ;—jdyi dandan, The gums ;—jdyi 
digar, Anus;— jay sipurdan, To die ;— jdyi 
zurur, The necessary;—jdyi 'uzr, Ground 
of excuse, cause of complaint or objection; 
—jdyi fuldn paidd (khdli, sabss), Such a one 
is absent ;— jdyi qardr, A domicile, a fixed 
abode ;—jdyi kase giriftan (nigah ddshtan), 
To act as another's substitute ;—jay garm 
ddshtan (kardan), To fix one's abode in a 
place, to sett le;— jdyi giriz, Place of refuge; 
—jdyi namaz, A carpet to kneel on at 
prayers;—jay wa kardan, To give way. 

u ^ tj^- jay-bash, A mansion, house, 
palace. 

J jay-dad, An assignment in land 
(for the maintenance of an establishment 
of troops) ; assets, fund, source. 

(̂ xfel j jay ddshtan, To be probable ; 
to happen. 

A fW jd'ir, One who deviates from the 
right way ; unjust, cruel, tyrannical. 

S->JJ ^W- jay-rob, A broom. 
A jd'iz, Lawful, legal, allowable, war-

rantable, authorized, permitted, tolerated; 
sound, valid, good (in law) ; admissible, 
receivable, competent; the beam of a house 
(as passing from side to side);—jd'izu 'l-i'ti-
rdz, Objectionable, exceptionable ; — jaiz 
ddshtan, To allow, to hold lawful, to per-
mit ;— jaiz ki, I t is possible that, possibly. 

a 6jJW jd'iza, A gift, a present, reward ; 
examination, review; trial, proof, confirma-
tion ; a mark made in checking; signa-
ture ; muster. 

a W j a'if at, A stab, a deep wound pe-
i netrating to the belly. 

&&W jdy ki, Where, the place that. 
jdy-gah, A habitation, dwelling; 

Any place where a thing stands, or wherein 
it is contained ; a birth-place ;—jdy-gdhi 
ghurabd, A hospice for travellers, a cara-
vansera, inn ;—jdy-gdhi latij, A pleasant 
dwel l ing ;— jdy-gdhi muzha (moy, muy), 
Edge of the eye-lid. 

^W jdy-giriftagi, Residence, stay. 
jdy-gir, Possessing, occupying a 



place, fixing a habitation, making a settle-
ment ; efficacious ; = W q.v.;—jdy-gir 
shudan, To be respectable, venerable ; to 
be in an exalted station. 

tsW jay-manda, Remaining in a 
place; incapable, impotent. 

jdymand, Lazy, idle, unem-
ployed. 

J* jdy-nishast, Station, situation. 
jay-nishin, A successor, locum 

tenens; an officer of government appointed 
to inspect the conduct of a governor (see 

jaye, One place ; a kind of flower; 
—ba-jdye, Wherever. 

yAaW jdyldan, To take up a fixed abode. 
A SR^ jabb (v.n.), Castrating; over-

coming ;—jubb, A deep well full of water. 
W jibd, Tribute, revenue ; [jibd kar-

dan, To offer one's cup or drinking-glass to 
another by way of friendship and courtesy;] 
—jubd, The day of Sabbath (unsupported 
by examples). 

A v W jabdb, Dearth, a sore famine;— 
jibab (v.n. of s-*4-). Castrating, lopping a 
tree; overcoming \-~jubdb, Scarcity; refuse; 
froth on camel's milk. 

a UHW jibabat, Collection of revenue. 
A jabdbirat (pi. of jabbdr), Tyrants, 

haughty, stubborn, headstrong people; 
giants. 

iiU W jaba-khdna, ~ q.v. 
A jubdr, A shedding of blood with 

impunitv ; the old name for Tuesday;— 
jabbdr, A tyrant, oppressor; proud, haughty; 
powerful; the Almighty ; a giant; a tall 
palm-tree; a conqueror; an avenger; Orion; 
a bone-Better, 

a tsjW jabbari, Tyranny, despotic sway. 
A J W jibdl (pi. of jabal), Mountains, 

hills ; tubercles ; — j ibdl u iildl, Mountains 
and hillB ;—jibdli thdhiqa, Lofty mountains. 

A y W jaban, Cowardly, pusillanimous, 
timid, abject; a coward;—jabbdn, A coward; 
dastardly; a cemetery; desert; level 
ground richly overgrown with plants. 

A jabbdnat, A desert; level ground. 
a i ^ W jab drily at, Cowardice. 
A j i b a h (pi. of jabhai), Foreheads; 

trooj>B of men. 
A jibdyat (v.n. of Collecting 

(tribute or water into a reservoir). 
A jabd'ir (pi. of jablrat), Splints, 

bandages. 
ê } jab-bdj, A royal robe worn on cer-

tain Btate occasions. 
A jubbat, A waistcoat or doublet 

with cotton quilted between the outside and 
lining; the hollow part of a spear's head 
into which the shaft is fitted; the joint of 
the fore-foot. 

A jibt, An idol; a magician; a sooth-
sayer ; magic, witchcraft; soothsaying. 

A jabz (v.n.), Drawing, pulling ;—jabi 

numudan, To attract, to draw towards one-
self (m.c.). 

A jabr (v.n.), Setting (a broken bone); 
repairing the broken fortune (of a friend) ; 
compulsion, coercion; force, power, strength; 
predestination, irreversible decree ; reduc-
tion of fractions to integers; a king; a 
slave ; a hero; a beggar;—jabr kardan, To 
force, to compel, to use violence ;—jabri 
nuqsan, Reparation or compensation for 
loss or injury ; making up for a deficiency 
(in quality, &c.) ;—jabr u raddi 'isdm, Co-
aptation of broken bones ;—jabr u muqd-
bala, Algebra. 

A LY^ jabran, By force, forcibly, compul-
sively ;—jabran u qahran, By force and 
violence, nolens volens. 

A jabrd'il, jabrd'll, Gabriel, 
^ jabr-dhang, Name of a certain 

thorn; wild sesame. 
A jibrd'il, J^V^ jibra'il, 

jibra'il, jibra'il, Gabriel. 
A jabarut, jabrut, Pride, pomp, om-

nipotence ; dominion ; heaven ; a degree in 
mystical life ;— 'dlami jabarut, The highest 
heaven. 

jahrur, fry* jabrux, A large porcu-
pine. 

a ^y^ jabri, Forced, compelled ; tyranny, 
oppression;—jabari, One who believes in 
predestination, a fatalist. 

A %y*tt-jibriya, Pride, haughtiness. 
a cybjrt- jabriydt, Algebraical problems. 
a y b ^ jabariydn (P. pi. of jabari), Fata-

lists. 
A jibriyai, jibirlyat, jabariyat, jdbri-

yat, Pride, pomp, haughtiness ;—jabariyat, 
Name of a Muhammadan sect which denies 
the freedom of the human will and pro-
fesses the doctrine of predestination or 
fatalism (opp. to ^AS q.v., Asserters of the 
freedom of will), 

A J I ^ - jabrail, jibril, jabrin, jibrin, 
jabra'il, Gabriel. 

—jab sin, Lime. 
u^yLf^ jabghuL jubghut. Cotton or wool 

used for quilt ing; an old counterpane torn 
in pieces. 

A jabl (v.n.), Creating, forming, 
moulding; — jabal, A mountain ; a lord, 
prince; a wealthy man ; (also bilddu 'l-jabal) 
Media (Persian Irak) ;—jubull, jibill, A 
crowd, a multitude. 

jibldj, A big, cowardly, base fellow. 
CSCAL^ jibldhang, Wild sesame. 
A jiblat, The skin or itB surface; 

vice, blemish; strength ; —jibillat, Form, 
creation, nature, disposition ; idiosyncrasy ; 
a crowd, great number, multitude ; created 
beings. 

A jabalqum, An amethyst. 
jablak, A roughness, hardness; a 

strengthening of one thing by means of 
another;—jabalale, Orange jam, marmalade. 



jiblahang, Wild sesame ; a kind of 
thorn. 

a (^W jabali, Of or belonging to a moun-
tain ; native of Media or Persian Iraq ;— 
jibilli, Natural, original, innate, constitu-
tional, essential;—amrazi jibilliya, Diseases 
inherent in the constitution. 

A jubn, jubun(v.n.), Being cowardly; 
cowardice, pusillanimity, fear. 

A juband' (pi. of jabin or jab an), 
Cowards. 

A jubu' (v.n. of W ) , Desisting, being 
concealed, hiding; issuing, coming forth ; 
disliking, abhorring. 

A jy?*- jubur (v.n. of Being set, bound 
up (a broken bone). 

A jubur at, Pride, haughtiness. 
a jabun (pop. P. pronunciation of 

Ar. jdbdn), Cowardly; a coward (m.c.). 
Af?- jaba, Inspissated juice, rob, marma-

lade ; name of a drug;— juba (from Ar. jub-
bat), A coat of mail, a cuirass; any kind of 
iron armour, an upper coat or cloak, a sur-
tout;—juba'i khwurshed u mah, Day and 
night;— juba'i darwesh, A cloud ; night;— 
juba'i hazdr mekh, The starry sky; a star-
lit night. 

A jabh (v.n.), Arriving at a well and 
finding nothing wherewith to draw ; striking 
on the forehead ; driving back ; annoying, 
disgusting ;—jabah, Width and beauty of 
forehead. 

a juba-posh, Clad in armour; a 
cuirassier;—dildwardni juba-poshan, Brave 
cuirassiers. 

A jabhat, jabha, Forehead, f ront ; a 
troop of men or horses ;—jdbhatu 'l-asad, 
The lion's front, i.e. four stars forming the 
tenth mansion of the moon in astrology;— 
jabha'i sher kharidan, To be very brave and 
daring. 

a juba-khana, Armoury, arsenal. 
a jabha-sd, One who rubs his fore-

head on the ground ; beseeching, entreat-
ing, 

a (_s?L. jabha-sd'i, Earnest entreaty. 
jabira, An assembly of men (con-

vened for some important purpose);—jabira 
shudan, To assemble, come together. 

-A jabin, The temple, the side of the 
forehead ; pusillanimous ;—jabin-sa shudan, 
To rub the forehead upon the ground, to 
make a profound reverence. 

a szlfi y-i-M}. jabin-girifta, With clouded 
brow, frowning, cross-looking. 

jat, Name of a despised race called 
Jauts in Hindustan. 

(^pjt^. jaibunitan (in Zand and Pazand), 
To sit. 

jatr, A garden. 
jutra, Stained, polluted. 

jass (v.n. of Cutting, ampu-
tating ; rooting out of the ground. 

T f\W jusdm, The nightmare. 

A &&>-jissat, Misfortune, calamity;—jussat, 
jussa, The body of man or animal; a carcase. 

jasl, Thick, entangled (foliage or 
hair). 

A jaslat, Hair hanging over the fore-
head. 

A jasm (v.n.), Reclining on the 
breast. 

A jusman, The body. 
A jusuw (v.n,), Kneeling; standing 

on tiptoe. 
A jusum (v.n. of Reclining on 

the breast (a bird, shepherd, or traveller). 
jussa-ddri, Bulkiness, corpulency. 

A Jjii* jusa, jisd, Stones forming the 
enclosure of the sacred precints of Mecca, 
and on which sacrifices are offered;—[jusa 
(jisd) 'l-hardmi, Stones heaped together 
when flung at a sacred festival at Mecca;— 
jisiy (v.n.), Kneeling, a kneeling position; 
—jusiy, jisiy (pi. of jdsi), Kneelers. 

E Judge. 
jajd, An eagle. 

A jihdf (v.n. 3 of Throng-
i n g ; — j u h d f , A great deluge; the flux or 
diarrhoea. 

A AAŜ  jahd (v.n.), Denying the truth wil-
fully. 

A ye**- jahr (v.n.), Being sunk deep in the 
socket (the eye); entering his bole (a 
lizard) ; being far advanced towards the 
meridian (the sun) ; being disappointed; 
failing of rain (in spring) ;—juhr, The den 
or hole of an animal. 

A j^kfi- jahsh (v.n.), Grazing the skin 
without making a wound, scratching; the; 
colt of a horse or ass ; cruelty, severity;' 
anger; name of a companion of Muhami 
mad. 

A jahf (v.n.), Carrying off, re-
moving ; diminishing, entailing loss, in-
juring. 

A J A S * jahl (v.n.), Throwing (one) upon 
the ground. 

A t-jahrn (v.n.), Kindling (a fire). 
A Jiij+s&t* jahmarish. A decrepit old 

woman, or ngly, hideous, disgusting; a 
hare having a suckling; a rough-skinned 
viper. 

A juhud (v.n. of Denying, dis-
owning, disavowing. 

x^ys^t-juhuz (v.n. of Being large 
and prominent (eye) ; criticising, finding 
fault. 

juh'i, Name of a sorry jester or 
buffoon. 

jahish, A part, side; keeping 
aloof, of distant manners (man) ; self-
opiniated, conceited. 

A ̂  jahim, A large hot fire kindled in 
a deep place; one of the names of hell. 

f jakh, Quarrelsome, contentious; 
brave, strong; strife ; imp. of jakhidan, = 

q.v. 
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e W jakhdj, A kind of bag or purse. 

jakhdjakh, A clashing of swords. 
A species of bat, as large as a 

kite, which suspends itself to the branches 
of trees, and is said to eat its own ordure ; 
a painless wen on the neck ; a goitre, 

jakhjas, jakhjin, jakhjan, 
jukhjan, A sort of small black seed used as 
a salve for sore eyes. 

Ayi+jakhar (v.n.), Being wide (a well) ; 
becoming stale (meat) ; being empty 
(belly) ;—jakhir, A glutton; a coward. 

Lrafc* jakhth, ~ q.v. 
tjA^ak^ jakhshidan (according to others, 

jakhsiidan), To be wrinkled, 
Bhriveiled, twisted, curled, complicated ; to 
labour hard, employ every endeavour; to 
distinguish by a mark; to be startled, 
frightened suddenly (a colt). 

t U ^ jakhmd (corruption of jUafe^ for 
-A. match-box. 

0A*ajakhtdan, To strive, &c. (see 
(jjAsafê ). 

A A* jadd, A grandfather (paternal or 
maternal), an ancestor, forefather; dignity ; 
grandeur; majesty; glory; happiness, 
prosperity, good fortune; riches; bank of 
river; cutting cloth, &c.; completion; 
[jaddi buzurg, An ancestor;—jaddi sahih, 
A paternal grandfather;— jaddi fdsid, A 
maternal grandfather;]—jidd (v.n,), Speak-
ing truth; endeavour, effort, labour; study, 
industry, application ; exertion, pains-
taking; BeriousnesB, gravity ; [jidd ujahd, 
jidd u kadd, Great effort;—jidd u hob, 
Assault and battery, beating;]— judd, A 
well in a place abounding in forage. 

W judd, Separate, distinct, divided; a 
part;—judd judd, One by one, separately; 
—judd uftddan (shudan), To be separated ; 
—juda kardan, To part, divide, disunite, 
dissolve, 

A W jiddan, In earnest, seriously, at-
tentively, eagerly, exceedingly, Btrongly, 

A *>W jaddad, A seller or producer of 
wine;—judddd (from P. gudad), Worn 
garments; ravelled threads, entangled 
branches and the like; short trees; low 
mountains. 

A J W jidar, A wall. 
^jW judarak, Name of a certain game. 

judasta, Independent of matter, 
self-existing. 

Ĵ SAA W judd-shudagi, Separation, sepa-
rateness, the state of being separate. 

W judd-shuda, Separated. 
qAiA. W juddshinas, That which marks 

a distinction, distinctive. 
judagana, Separately, apart (m.c.). 

A J W jaddi, Unripe, green dates; 
earthenware not grown hard ; hard ground; 
-~jiddl (v.n. 3 of JA*), Debating, wrang-
ling ; contention, altercation, contest;— 
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jiddl kardan, To fight, quarrel, wrangle ;— 
jang u jidal, War and strife. 

a AHA* jaddla, Unripe dates; sandy 
ground; Bmall ants. 

eXiW jiddnak, jaddnak, A kind of game; 
—juddnak, A beetle. 

A J j W jaddwil (pi. of jadwal), Brooks; 
columns; astronomical tables ; lines, mar-
ginal lines, schedules. 

jaddwi, Servants'wages, salary, pay. 
juda'i, Separation, disunion, deser-

tion ; — j u d a ' i kardan, To separate from, 
desert. 

v ^ jadb, The pith of the palm-tree. 
A jadb, Charging, accusing of a 

faul t ; a severe season, a year of scarcity. 
a A^ A* jad ba-jad, From father to son. 
A 8A* jidat (v.n. of A^y), Being rich, 

possessing wealth ; taking occasion to 
quarrel with, or chide (another); money, 
wealth, opulence ; — jadda, jaddat, A 
grandmother; [jadda'i sahiha, A paternal 
grandmother jadda'i fdaida, A maternal 
grandmother;]—jiddat (v.n. of A*), Being 
new, newness ; a dog's collar ; name of the 
port of Mecca on the Red Sea — juddat , A 
streak on the back of an ass different in 
colour from the rest of the body ; a way 
track, path. 

jadtin, An embroidered purse, 
A jadas, A tomb. 
a judjud, A kind of cricket. 
A CA* jadh (v.n,), Stirring up a draught 

or ptisan. 
A OA* jadad, Hard, even ground ;—judad 

(pi. of juddat), Ways, tracks, paths. 
)A* jadr, A four-year-old camel. 
A JA* jadr, Name of a herb (growing in 

the sand); a wall; —jadar{ Pimples; wens 
(pi. of jadarat) ; the mark of a bite on the 
neck of an ass or camel; name of a place 
in Syria where the wine called jadari is 
grown ;— judr, jtidur (pi. of jiddr), Walls. 

judrdk, A kind of game. 
A judrdn (pi. of jadr), Walls. 
A 6JA* jadarat, An excrescence on the 

body, a wen, blotch, pimple; name of an 
Arabian tribe, so called because they built 
the wall (jidar) of the temple of Mecca. 

a^^judari, Small-pox, pits; [ judariyu 
'l-baqar, judari'i baqar, Cow-pox ;—judarl'i 
kazib, Chicken-pox;] — jadar i , Of Jadar 
(wine). 

A £A* jad' (v.n.), Mutilating in, or de-
priving of (ear, hand, nose, or lip) ; giving 
unwholesome food to a child ; binding; 
keeping in prison ;—jada' (v.n.), Being fed 
on unwholesome aliment (an infant). 

A jadf, jadaf, A grave ; wine not 
covered up ; a kind of herb found in Ara-
bia Felix, which has the property of 
quenching the thirst, when masticated. 

C ĴL* jadgara, Different roads; contrary 
ways or opinions. 



A JA* jadl (v.n.), Twisting (a rope) 
t igh t ; throwing prostrate on the ground; 
being strong or firm ; the grave ; the bones 
of the hands or feet;— jadal, Altercation, 
contention, disputation; fight, battle, en-
counter ; — jadal kardan, To dispute ; to 
fight. 

A y ^ j a d w (v.n.), Asking for, seeking 
some benefit or advantage. 

a j\}<^jadivar (for P. j^) q.v.), Zed oar j ; 
—jadwari Rh.atai, Zedoary of China, the 
root of which is considered as a panacea in 
Persia (?). 

A judiif (v.n, of U j * ) , Plying. 
A JjA* jadwal, A rivulet; a ruled line 

(round a page), a marginal line; column, 
table (of a book) ; an astronomical table; 
—jadwali dam'a, The lachrymal caruncle ; 
—jadwali qarq (?), A dried-up river or 
brook;—jadwali mis tar, The lines drawn by 
a rule, 

a JjJ^. jadwal-kash, A rule, consist-
ing of a card of pasteboard and threads on 
which the paper is pressed and thus be-
comes ruled. 

a jadwali, Marked with lines (a 
book, &c.), lined, ruled. 

Ai^jA* jadumand, Separate from matter, 
immaterial, self-existing ( = A. dj**). 

A ^**- jadwd , Gift, present. 
A jady, A kid the sign Capricorn; 

the polar star. 
a ^Av judaiy (dim. of the preceding), The 

polar star; — jaddi, Ancestral; — jiddi, 
Earnest, Berious, self-exerting; —- juddi, 
Fortunate. 

A AJ^ jadid, New, modern, f r e sh ; new 
cloth recently cut from the loom; death; 
the Burface of the ground; a river in Ya-
rn amah. 

A jadiddn (du. of the preceding), 
Night and day (ever new). 

a tsji^ jvdairi (dim. of judari), The 
chicken-pox. 

A JjAQ. jadil, A bridle of twisted thongs 
or hair; a belt or sash (frequently adorned 
with jewels). 

A & j a d i l a t , Mode, manner, state, con-
dition ; a side, tract, region; a tribe, 
family; name of the mother of a tribe. 

A jazz (v.n.), Breaking off; cutting 
up; making haste. 

A ̂ rAi+jizdb (v.n. 3 of ^ -V) , Wresting 
irom each other; contending. 

A juzdz, jazdz, jizdz, A fragment, 
particle. 

A juzdm, The leprosy ; name of a 
tribe. 

a juzdm-khana, Lazaretto, pest-
house. 

a <_s"W juzami, A leper. 
A jazdmir (pi. of jizmdr or juz-

rrmr), Stumps remaining on a tree stripped 

of its branches ;—bi-jazdmiri-hi, All, every 
bit of it. 

A S ^ jazb (v.n.), Drawing, pulling, at-
traction ; allurement; giving little milk; 
dryness in the mouth; absorption; weaning 
a colt; [jazb kardan, To draw, attract ;— 
jazbi giyah, Attraction of straws; — jazbi 
maqndtUi, Magnetic a t t rac t ion; ]— jazab , 
The pith of the palm-tree. 

a fyjazba, Passion, rage, fu ry ; strong 
desire, craving for. 

A jazr (v.n.), Cutting up by the 
roots ; a four-year-old camel (see )*<*•);— 
also jizr, Root, origin; stock ; the square 
root of any number ;— jazr i asanvm, A 
surd or irrational root; name of a hero ;— 
jazri n&tiq, A rational root 5—(the square 
being called mdl) jazri m&lu 'l-mdl, The 
fourth root. 

A jaz' (v.u.), Keeping (ahorse) with-
out food; tying two camels with one rope ; 
—jig, The trunk (of a t ree); an upper 
room, a balcony; name of a man;—jaza 
The young of cattle (as a bullock, heifer, 
or sheep, two years old; a horse, three ; a 
camel, five); the year that a quadruped 
sheds his milk-teeth; a young man; a raw 
recruit. 

A JAF jazf (v.n.), Flying; making haste ; 
walking. 

A J V jazal (v.n.), Rejoicing, cheerful-
ness ;—jizl, The root of a great t ree; the 
trunk after the branches are lopped off, a 
p ollard. 

A F-W jazm (v.n.), Amputating, lopping, 
mutilating;—jaz am, Having the hand cut 
off; suffering from the leprosy or elephan-
tiasis -,—jizm, Root, origin. 

A jizmdr, jy&t- juzmur, The stump 
left on the trunk of a palm-tree after lop-
ping off a branch ; root, origin, principal, 
sum total (see j&Ai**.), 

A jnztib (v.n. of vW)> Attracting, 
attraction. 

a Sj-V jazwat, jizwat, juzwat, jazwa, &c., 
A burning coal or billet; a thick piece of 
firewood. 

A juzur (pi. of jazr), Roots, origins ; 
square roots. 

A juzu' (pi. of jig), Trunks (of 
trees). 

A juzul (pi. of jizl), Lopped trunks 
of trees, pollards. 

A p^juzum (pi. of jizm), Roots. 
f>- jar, Crack, cleft, rent, fissure; parti-

cularly in the ground; a ditch, trench; 
cracked ground; [ jar bastan (zadan, kan-
dan), To dig a trench -,-—jar gusastan, To be 
destroyed (a trench) ;]— jur, A saddle. 

A ̂  jarr (v.n.), Drawing, dragging, at-
tracting ; dragging forth an offender for 
public punishment; committing a crime; 
foot, bottom, foundation, base, lowest part 
(of a mountain); (in Gram.) the vowel 



kagrah at the end of a word;—jarri saqil, 
The science of mechanics;—harfi jarr, A 
preposition. 

\ f t ja ra , A stipend ; expenses for living ; 
—jira (perhaps corruption of A 
lamp, light, lantern. 

A My* jard'at, Boldness, bravery, hardi-
hood. 

A jarab, jirdb, A kid-leather bag, in 
which travellers or shepherds carry provi-
sions ; the scrotum ; the space between the 
brink and water of a well; — jurab, An 
empty ship ;—jurrab, A stocking. 

jardba, A sock. 
A jur'at, Boldness, bravery ; rash-

ness ;—jur'at kardan, To be bold, to dare 
(m.c.) ; — ba-cki jura't, How dared you ? 
(m.c.). 

A t^ft-jirdk (pi. of jirahat), Wounds. 
A t f t jarr ah, A surgeon;—jarrdh-bdshl, 

Surgeon-io-Chief (m.c.). 
A kAft- jirahat (vulg. jardkat), A wound, 

a sore \~jardhat ba-ham rasandan, To get 
wounded;—jarahaii khandad (the wound 
laughs), The wound is fresh, not yet 
closed)—jarahaii matt a I, A fistula. 

a Aii jirahat-band, A bandage for 
a wound. 

a jardhat'dost, Who cherishes 
his wounds (in a sense similar to 
q.v.). 

a u^y j - jarahat-dida, Who bas seen 
wounds, was frequently wounded; wounded, 

a tixs-ty,. jardhat-guzin, Who chooses 
to be wounded (as a lover by the darts of 
his mistress's eyes, &c.). 

a jarrdhi, Surgical, chirurgical. 
A ^ft- jar ad, A locust;— jarddu 'l-bahr, 

A shrimp. 
A jaradat, One locust. 
A jarrdr, Drawing (a thing) to, with, 

or after one; numerous, and loaded with 
incumbrances (an army) ; warlike, brave ; 
a beggar; a kind of scorpion; long curls 
(for the last two meanings see also the 
following article) ; — jarrdri 'adu-shikdr, 
Victorious soldiers ;—jarrdri kucha u bdzdr, 
A beggar in the streets and markets. 

A S^yr jarr drat, jarrara, A numerous, en-
cumbered army ; a species of deadly scor-
pion with a heavy tail, which he drags 
after him, found in Alwaz ; (met.) a ring-
let of hair. 

A jaidz, Name of a plant;— jnrdz, 
Sharp (sword). 

jar&zrdm, Abstruse mystical say-
ing (?), 

tsMj* jaraeak, A kind of grasshopper. 
Q jardsiyd, A cherry. 
I jurdf, jirdf, A large measure for 

dry goods ;— jarraf , A glutton. 
jaramaqa, A kind of thorn-tree. 
jarangAdr, The left-hand side, the 

second line of the left wing of an army. 

Afy*. jarana, Chiretta-root (Gentian® 
chirayitse radix). 

A Afy*- jar a1 id (pi. of jaridat), Books, 
tomes. 

A jara'ir (pi. of jarirat), Faults, 
crimes. 

A pRf* jard'im (pi. of jarlmat), Sins, 
offences, crimes ;—jara'imi khaflfa, Slight 
offences, peccadillos; — jara'imi sdbiqa, 
Past offences;—jara'imi sangin, Serious 
crimes, deadly sins; felony;—wall *l-ja-
rd'im, A magistrate, police-officer. 

A jarab (v.n.), Being scabby, scab ; 
becoming rusty (a sword);— jarabi ratb, 
Moist tetter. 

jarb, = q.v.; — j i rb (from A. 
jarlb), As mueh of land as can be ploughed 
in a day, an acre; [hazdr jirb, A royal gar-
den in Isfahan ;]—jurab, The heath-cock. 

A jarbd' (fem. of ajrab), Scabby; 
heaven; barren (ground) ; a beautiful 
girl. 

ayij^jurbm (from P. y / ) , Arch, sly; a 
deceiver. 

a Zyift- jarbazat, Being arch, sly. 
^•ftfhjarabnak, Scabby, mangy. 

jarbl, jarbldan, = charbi, 
yAtff* charbldan. 

jurut (probably corruption of A. 
zurat), Indian corn (Holcus sorgum). 

A jur'at, Bravery, courage, valour;— 
jarrat% A pull; a water-pot; bread baked 
in the ashes ; a loaf ; beads; — jirrat, A 
mode of drawing; the cud; a buckstall ; 
—jnrrat, A buckstall; a kind of game. 

a jar sum, Firmly rooted; of noble 
origin. 

A jursumat, Hoot, origin. 
a Zft- jarj (for jaraj, v.n.), To be loose 

upon the finger (a ring) ; hard, stony 
ground. 

A Wfr jurjat, A cloak-bag, portmanteau. 
<jW-;<* jurjdn (for P. q.v.), A pro-

vince and city in Persia. 
p-fr jarjar, A threshing-floor ; a musical 

instrument, a timbrel, a kettle-drum. 
a jirjir, A bean, a vetch; the herb 

rocket. 
^sj^ys- jarjari, Juniper-tree. 
A yr^fh jirjir, Water-cress. 
A jirjls, George, particularly St. 

George of England; ranked among the 
prophets by the Muhammadans. 

A t j* jarh (v.n.), Wounding; a wound; 
reviling; an offence against the person ; 
rebutting evidence; invalidation of testi-
mony ;—jurh, A wound. 

Ayj. jarkhast, jarkhusht, jur-
kJtisht, A wine-press. 

^ jard, A royal throne; a certain blue 
bird; a kingfisher;— jarad, Wounded; — 
jurd, A cricket. 

A jard (v.n.), Skinning; removing 
the hair from a skin; carding cotton; de-



nuding; asking and receiving a denial or 
a gift unwillingly; a shield; remainder, 
residue, balance ; penis, vulva ; — jarad 
(v.n.), Being bald ; baldness ; open ground 
without vegetation; a town of the Bani 
Tamim; a blemish or disease in quadru-
peds;—;jurd, Hairless (pi. of ajrad) ; with-
out vegetation, bare, barren (ground). 

A jardd' (fern, of ajrad), Bare, 
barren (country). 

a jar dan (for jarr-dan), A plate 
(for receiving contributions for the poor) ; 
a staple, hasp of a padlock. 

jar da, A cream-coloured horse ;— 
jurda, A horse bred from an Arabian sire, 
but not an Arabian dam ; a gelding ; skin. 

A JY* jaraz, Any tumour about the hough 
of horses or camels;—juraz, A species of 
the field-mouse. 

A yU^j. jirzan (pi. of the preceding), 
Field-mice. 

jarra (in Zand and Pazand), A 
portion, a Bhare ; a stone. 

J/*- jarz, jure, A bustard. 
A JYS- jarz (v.n.), Cutting off, lopping; 

—jaraz, Barren year; broadness of a man's 
body and breast; flesh of a camel's back ; 
—jirz, A female's garment made of camel's 
hair and goat's skin;—jurz (for P. gurz), 
A mace; —juruz, Barren ground. 

A jars (v.n.), Emitting a low sound, 
humming ; speaking, chanting; part of the 
night; (also jirs) a soft sound; a clash ; 
echo ;—jar as, A bell appended to the neck 
of a camel, &c.; Qjaras bar mahmil (dar 

f wlii) bastan, To fasten the bell to the 
itter (to the camel's neck), i.e. to prepare 

for travel; (met.) to pray or sing with a 
loud voice;—jaras zadan, To make the bell 
sound, to ring or strike the bell;—jaras-
hai zar (zarin), The stars;]—jarasi ghoza, 
A cotton-pod (on account of its bell-like 
appearance);—jirs, Root, origin. 

jaras, A prison. 
A ^jirsam, Pleurisy. 

jarrasi, jarist, The noise of gnash-
ing of the teeth or tearing calico. 

y j ^ i ^ jiristldan, To gnash the teeth 
(see yXjA-j*.). 

jaras-ddr, A bellman; courier, 
messenger (so called because he wears bells 
on his belt to announce his arrival). 

^ f r - jarsl, A wine-press (doubtf ul word). 
A \J*ff jarsh (v.n.), Pounding into coarse 

particles; combing (the hair). 
u^Afry* jarshaft, Lampoon, pasquinade. 
A YAJ* jaraz (v.n.), Having the throat 

obstructed by spittle almost to suffocation 
(from anguish or vexation) ; saliva. 

A If* jar' (v.n.), Drinking by sips ;— 
jura' (pi. oijur'at), Draughts. 

A Sjtfi- jar1 at, A sand-hill where vegeta-
tion thrives; a sand-hill yielding no her-
bage ,—jur'at, jur'a, One draught or gulp ; 

remains of (wine) at the bottom of a 
vessel, dregs;—jur'a-hd'i sabz tasht, The 
stars. 

y^jt- jar'atu, = q.v. 
a tefr jur(a-ddn, A drinking-glass ; a 

leathern pouch wherein travellers stow their 
victuals and their flask. 

a jur'a-chln, Who drains the 
cup to the bottom. 

a jij ic^j. jur'a-rez, A vessel having a 
spout, either for pouring anything down a 
child's throat, or for pouring water on 
women's heads in a bath ;—jur'a-rez dlda, 
An eye shedding tears, 

a {J^ teff- jur'a-kash, ij^y jur'a-nosh, 
who empties the cup to the bottom, a wine-
drinker. 

jarghdtu, y^y- jarg&atu, A cup 
which has a spout (to drink out of) ; = tey 
y~) q-v. 

tjUyj. jarghan, A cipher or character used 
amongst the worshippers of fire. 

jargjyxd, A^t^. jarghand (probably 
corruption of J ^ l q.v.), A sheep's 
haslet; (for q.v.) a lamp; a lamp-
stand, 

jarghul. (jyV5* jarg&un, A plantain. 
A jar/ (v.n.), Digging, ploughing; 

—jaraf, A mark on a camel's thigh ; — j u r f , 
jurdf, A bank eaten into by the stream; 
any place where water collects, a pond or 
pool. 

^ys- jurk, A desert, a plain. 
jarkant (?), Wantonness, lascivious-

ness. 
jarg, \<&y jarga, A circle, ring (of 

men or beasts);—jarga anddkhtan (eakh-
tan, kardan, kashidan), To sit or collect iu 
a circle, as members of an assembly, or 
hunters surrounding the game. 

A J ^ jaral, A rough hard place full of 
stones, stony ground. 

A FY* jarrn (v.n.), Cutting; taking, bear-
ing off ; gaining, acquiring ; being worthy 
deserving; committing a crime, trespass-
ing; a fine; (for P. garm) warm, hot;— 
jinn, A body; a globe ; [jirmi damdgk, 
The brain;—jirmi subh, The light of the 
sun;— j irmi 'asabi, The nervous tissue ;— 
jirmi qamar, The body of the moon;] — 
jurm, Sin, crime, fault ;— jurmi kkafif, A 
minor offence ;—jurmi sangln, jurmi shadld, 
jurmi *azlm, A serious offence, a felony, a 
capital crime;— jurm nihddan, To accuse, 
to find fault with;— jurm u jindyat, Sin 
and guilt. 

fft- jiram, Name of a place in Iran. 
a jurmdna, Penalty, forfeit, fiue. 
a jurm-posh, Who pardons sin. 
tyyjarmuza, A journey. 
c^U^j- jurmndk, Guilty, criminal, faulty. 
^S'LJjurmndkl, Guiltiness, criminality. 
A }yy jurmiiz, A small reservoir; a 

small house; a well; members, limbs — 



ibni jurmuz, Name of the slayer of Ali's 
enemy, Zubair bin al-'Awam, who killed 
himself, because Ali disapproved of his 
deed, 

_ Jff>- jurmuq (for P. <l-v-)> A-
kind of hose or gaiters. 

jar ma, A white or gray horse. 
A jurn, A place where dates are 

dried; a stone hollowed out in which the 
water for tbe religious ablutions is kept. 

jiranda, Gristle ; the liver of a bird 
(unsupported by examples). 

j^f*- jaranghdr, The left wing of an 
army. 

jarang, jiring, Jingling or tinkling 
of bells; rattling of chains; clashing of 
arms. 

U^&ft- jarangidan, To jingle, tingle, 
rattle, make a noise like the clashing of 
swords or the like. 

A jarw, jirw, jurw, The whelp of a 
lion, a dog, or any wild beast; the young 
of anything, down to a small cucumber or 
colocynth, 

jarw us ah, jurwdsag, A 
cricket. 

jarivar (prob. misreading for ^ ^ 
q.v.), A porcupine. 

A jarus, Name of a country between 
Herat and Ghazna. 

A J;/* jurwal, jurawil, Stony ground. 
A jurum. (pi. of jirm) Bodies; (pi. 

of jurm) sins, trespasses. 
OjA jarun, The ancient name of the city 

of Or muz in the Persian Gulf; the Indian 
melon. 

A (JJ^ jurun (v.n. of ejy^), Being accus- ! 
tomed to (man or beast) ; being calendered, 
mangled, smoothed (linen) ; being polished 
(a coat of mail); grinding (corn). 

^if*" jarwand, A lamp ; a candle. 
i f f jarra, A jar, earthen water-vessel, ; 

ewer;— jnrra, Active, quick; moderate-
sized, neither large nor small; a common 
name for any male bird or beast, but parti-
cularly of a male falcon (used metaphori-
cally for a hero or brave man) ; anything 
small; a small watercourse dei-ived from a j 
larger one ; name of a musical instrument; 
name of a village near Shiraz. 

jurra-bdz, A white (according to 
others a male) falcon ; active, quick, ready. 

A j+bp- jurhum, Name of an ancient j 
tribe round Mecca, amongst whom Ish-
mael settled. 

A fjyt-jari, Bold, brave, valiant. 
^yjirrl, The sheat-fish; an eel. 
A jaraydn, in P. jirydn (v.n. of 

Flowing, running; what issues forth (as an j 
order) ; happening, coming to pass ; flux j 
(of blood, wine, &c.) ; gonorrhoea, gleet;— ! 
jiryani db, Fluor albus ;—jirydni shikam, 
Dysentery ;—jirydni mazi, Fluor albus ;— 

jirydni mani, Gleet. i 

A s-4f*- jarib, A corn-measure equal to 
four qat'iz\ as much sown ground as will 
produce that quantity ; a certain measure 
of land, 144 yards ; (in India) horticultural 
produce (such as tobacco, chilli, turmeric, 
garlic, onions, &c.). 

a ^iy jarib-amin, A land-sur-
veyor. 

a ttWyj- jarlbdna, A rate imposed for 
defraying the charges of measurement. 

a S-J^- jarib-kash, A land-surveyor. 
a L?^ ^r-f.f- jarib-kashi, Land-measuring, 
a - jaribi, A land-surveyor. 
A Vs-f^ juraij> Name of a man. 
A Wounded (man or woman). 
A jarld, A palm-branch ; (a tree) 

despoiled of its branches, leaves, and bark. 
a V ^ f t - jarid-bdzi kardan, To fight 

in sport, or by way of exercise or disci-
pline. 

A jarida, A branch of a palm-tree 
stripped of the leaves; a number of horse-
men or horses (part of a larger body) ; an 
account of receipts and expenses, a cash-
book ; a roll, volume, register ; ( = mujar-
rad) only, alone, bare, free from worldly 
attachment, deprived of relations and 
friends; expeditious ; a short spear t—ja-
rida shudan, To be expeditious, unencum-
bered. 

A jarlr, A halter; a headstall for a 
camsl; name of a Companion of Muham-
mad. 

A Sjj^ jarlrat, Fault, crime. 
jarrra, The daughter of Piran Wlaa, 

wife of Siyawush. 
a jaririyat, Name of a sect. 
A jarhh, Bruised, brayed, coarsely 

pounded. 
fc^+lft. jarlmdna, Fine, penalty, forfeit. 
A jarimat, jarima, A crime, faul t ; a 

fine, mulct, pecuniary punishment. 
t ^ v jar in, A place where dates are 

dried (see oj^)-
a jarya, and-— 
A jirri'at, A bird's crop. 

•ft- jaz, An island ; name of a country 
between Euphrates aud Tigris (Mesopo-
tamia, al-jazirat) ; —jiz, Fat of a sheep's 
tail fried, and poured over a dish of flour ;— 
juz (probably from Ar. j*)- Besides, ex-
cept, other, apart ; except in, as; juz 
fawlla, except in the stable (m.c.) ;—juz ass 
an, Besides tha t ; — juz az in-ki, With excep-
tion of this, besides that (m.c.). 

A>* jazz (v.n.), Mowing, cutting, reaping, 
shearing, clipping. 

A jaz' (v.n. of Dividing in parts ; 
distributing; making content;—juz', Part, 
portion, particle; an ingredient; a quire 
of paper; a metrical foot; a section of a 
book (the Kur'an, for example, being 
divided into thirty juz', as the Psalms are 
with as) i—juz'u'l-ka% The cube root;— 



juz'i-kaldm, In fine, in short, to sum up ; 
juz Id yutajazza', An indivisible atom;— 
—juz" u hull, hull u juz\ In whole and pa r t ; 
totally, entirely, in every part. 

A jazd' (v.n. of Compensating, 
requiting; recompense, reward,amends; re-
tribution, repayment, return, retaliation ; 
satisfaction ; (in gram.) an apodosis;— 
harfi jazd, A conditional particle;—rozi 
jazd, The day of retribution. 

A S ŷs- juz'at, The handle (of an awl or 
knife) ; a vine-prop. 

Ajazdz, jizaz, Harvest; date-cutting; 
—jizaz, Sheep-shearing ;—juzdz, Sjty?- juza-
zat, Anything which falls in cutting leather, 
paper, &c., clippings. 

A juzdf, jazdf, jizaf (from P. guzdf), 
Guess, conjecture in buying or in selling ; 
random (sale or purchase), one made with-

„ out weighing or measuring; conjectural;— 
jazzdf, A fisherman. 

A ^ j azalea- 'lldh, May God reward 
thee! thanks! bravo ! 

A &\y>jazalat (v.n. of Jys-), Being com-
plete, firm, Bolid. 

v^ly* jazdnl, Changeable, unstable, mu-
table (see yAiy*). 

A $\ft- jazd'ir (pi. of jazirat), Islands; 
peninsulas ;—al-jazd'ir, Barbary ; Algiers ; 
—al-jazd'irufl-khdlidat, The Fortunate Isles, 
the first meridian of Ptolemy. 

a /\yt- jazd'iri, King of Persia's body-
guard. 

a jazd'il, A large musket, wall-
piece, swivel; a rifle used with a prong or 
rest. 

a Art Jfty* jazd'il-anddz, jazd'il-
chi, Who fires a rifle of the preceding de-
scription. 

A S - ^ jizb, Part, portion ;—juzb, Ser-
vants. 

^Ai^. juz-bandi, The stitching together 
the parts of a book, book-binding. 

&iyt- jazaba kardan, To enrage. 
yy*. jiz-biz, Offended, displeased, put out. 
a ySy*- juz-tan (part of the body), A limb. 
yr-y? jizjaz, The hissing of a frying-pan. 
A zy*- J&zh (v.n.), Going about one's busi-

ness ; giving liberally without consulting 
anyone; entering a covert (a deer) ; striking 
a tree that the leaves may fal l ; assigning 
part of one's property; a gift, a boon ;— 
jamh,jazih, Quick-sighted, shrewd (boy). 

yUi juz'-khwdn. One who reads the 
Kur an in parts. 

<iy* jasd, juzd, A cricket, a grasshopper, 
a (£>yyt juzddn, A portfolio. 
j^yt- jazdar, jizdar, jazdara, juzdara, 

fiiiy^ jnzda. A fried sheep's tail. 
A jazr (v.n.), Cutting (bunches of 

dates) ; slaughtering or skinning (a camel) ; 
decreasing, subsiding (water) ; reflux, ebb-
tide ; [jazr u maddi iqdam u ihjdm, The reflux 
and flux of resolves, i.e. irresolution;]— J 

jazar, jazir (from P. ga*ar), A carrot ;— 
jazari hindl, A species of pumpkin. 

a juz-ras, Sagacious; frugal, thrifty, 
economical; penurious. 

a (jr-jj* juz-rasi, Penetration; frugality, 
economy; knowledge, experience. 

a }jyt juz-rau (rav), A privy, a jakes. 
a sjjy>- jazari, Native of Mesopotamia. 
A jaz" (v.n.), Crossing (a country, 

valley, OT river); being impatient; (also 
jiz') a kind of Arabian shell, black and 
white, compared often by the poets to the 
eyes ;-^jiz(, A place where a valley bends ; 
the centre of i t ; a place where it breaks off 
abruptly;—juz', The axis of a pulley \—jaza\ 
Lamentation, complaint, sorrow, impatience. 

ty* jazagh, A frog (unsupported by 
examples) ; —jizgh, A cricket ; a locust; 
—jizigh, The fat of sheep's tails fried and 
poured over a dish made of flour. 

JUiy* jizghdl, AiViy*, jizghdla, Fat, drip-
ping. 

A ^iyt-jazf (v.n.), Taking a thing easy. 
<&-ft- jazak, A distemper peculiar to fowls, 

affecting the roots of the quills and feathers, 
and causing them to drop off. 

a ij^y*- juz-kashi, Acquisition of know-
ledge by reading. 

ajsSyt- juz-gir, A contrivance for keeping 
a book open when reading or writing; a 
portfolio. 

A Jys- jazl (v.n.), Cutting, paring, clip-
ping; dry fire-wood, especially hard and 
thick ; copious, large ; liberal, generous ; 
firm; sensible; eloquent; the cooing of a 
dove ;—~jazal, Soreness of a camel's bunch 
caused by the saddle, 

A FYS- jazm (v.n.), Cuttiug, amputating; 
being weak, pusillanimous; deciding, resol-
ving ; decision, determination ; giving 
effect to a vow or oath; keeping silence; 
the orthographical sign for a letter being 
silent; filling (a water-bag, &c.) ; evenness 
of the characters in writing; nibbing a 
reed pen (not slantwise) ;—jazm u tazdik 
kardan,, To confirm oneself in a resolution; 
—jizm, A part, portion, lot. 

a juzu, jazw, = A. q.v. 
Axyr juziir (v.n. of Slaughtering a 

camel. 
jjy- jazur, jaziis, A porcupine (pro-

bably misreading, see jyj**- and 
A fry* jazu', Impatient; lamenting, queru-

lous. 
a juzwe, A part; a little, few; a trifle; 

—juzwi, Relating to a part or portion, par-
tial, in pa r t ; particular; petty, trivial, 
trifling. 

a juzwlydt (pi. of the preceding), 
Par t s ; particulars. 

ly+jaza, A circular tent. 
a juzi, A particle, par t ; a little, a few; 

—kulli u juzi, az juzi u kulli, In whole 
and in part, entirely. 



A jizyat, Tribute, capitation tax (paid 
by Jews and Christians). 

(J^A jazidan, To change. 
A jazirat, An island ; a peninsula ;— 

al-jazirat, Mesopotamia. 
a jizya-khdna, A custom house 

or other place where tribute is collected. 
1 J u z ' h = q-v-
A UWLF^ juz'iydt, Trifles, particles; de-

tails. 
Lr^jas, Imp. and verbal noun of 

q.v,; in the latter meaning unsupported by 
examples. 

A jass (v.n.), Touching, handling ; 
feeling (the pulse) ; seeking for informa-
tion; close, confined, stufEy (air, m.c.). 

A OLSJ}. jisdd, Saffron. 
A jasarat (v.n. of Daring ; ex-

celling in vigour of mind and intrepidity ; 
temerity. 

A j ass as, Curious, inquisitive; a 
great searcher; also— 

A jassdsat, A fabulous beast which 
spies out and brings news to Antichrist. 

A jisam, juaam, Large-bodied. 
A -jasdmat (v.n. of Being cor-

pulent, big-bodied ; corpulency, bulkiness ; 
body; dimension. 

a jusami, Corpulence. 
a jasdwat (for S^U-ji), The indura-

tion of an organ (med.). 
• jasbo8, ja8bosi, Hypocrisy. 
jast, He leaped; he escaped; a 

leap, jump;—just, He sought; search, in-
quiry. 

j ast an, Leaping, springing, bound-

yAjsils—x,. jadanidan, To cause to leap ; to 
cause (wind) to blow; to make (a limb) 
palpitate. 

jastan, To jump, leap, bound, 
spring forward ; to fly (as sparks) ; to as-
sail ; to run away; to rise or blow (as the 
wind) ; to palpitate, leap, or beat (as the 
heart or pulse), to shake or tremble (a 
limb) ; [jastani dil, Palpitation of the 
heart (a disease);—birun jastan, To rush 
out (m.c.);]—justan, To search, seek, in-
quire, ask for, examine, investigate ; to 
heap up, accumulate ; to find, acquire. 

just'jii, , just-
juy, _5 juat-u-juy, Search and 
inquiry, diligent search;—just-juy (just-u-
juy) kardan, To search diligently. 

) ^—* jaet-U'char, Jumping and 
roaming;—jast u char ddshtan, To gambol 
about (m.c.). 

$ —» jast-u-khez, Starting up and 
bounding (as of deer). 

jasta, Escaped. 
jasta-jasta, Little by little. 

A JU^ jaaad, The body (of men, genii, or 
angels); saffron, or anything of that 

colour blood; the calf of the children of 
Israel. 

a jasadi, Corporeal, bodily. 
jasr, jasar, A ring, a circle (unsup-

ported by examples). 
A jasr, Large, strong (camel); brave, 

courageous ; tall;— jasr, jisr, A bridge. 
a j j ^ jaerau ddru (for P. jyW jj— 

q.v.), G-alangal, &c. 
jask, jasak, Trouble ; extreme 

enmity. 
A f*>~*j. jism, A body ; a mathematical 

solid ;—jismi dbagi, A liquid ;—jismi sdbit, 
A body in a solid state (m.c.) ; — j i s m i 
jamadi, Metallic b o d y ; — j i s m i jauhari, 
Constitutional parts ; — jismi hajari, A 
stone, a calculus jismi haiwdni, Animal 
body ;—jismi shdkhi, Horny tissue or sub-
stance (med.) ;—-Jismi kasif, (The) opaque 
body (of a planet) •,—jismi mdyi', A body 
in a fluid state (m.c.) ;—jismi murakkab, A 
compound body ;—jismi nabdti, Vegetable 
body. 

A jusmtin, A body. 
a jismdni, jusmani, Corporeal. 
A A J U — ? jismaniyat, jusmaniyat, Mate-

riality. 
^—<9- jasmi, A triangular thorny plant. 
a o-*—^ jismi, Corporeal. 
A !^jismiyat, Corporality, materiality. 

jasidan, To incline, to lean to 
(unsupported by examples). 

A jasis, A spy. 
A ja&m, Great (in dignity) ; bulky, 

corpulent; f a t ; high ground. 
Atfr—jasina, = A^-iw*- q-v. 
ij^t- jash, A kind of blue bead made of 

glass, in colour approaching to that of the 
turquoise (worn by common people in rings 
and necklaces, and by the children of tho 
rich as a charm against accidents and the 
evil eye). 

jaehsh (v.n.), Breaking; grinding; 
beating; cleaning (a well). 

A jusha', A belch. 
^U-* jashan, A yard for measuring used 

by tailors, architects, <fcc. 
a s j a s h b (v.n.), Being coarse (fare) ; 

pounding, grinding coarsely ; rendering 
ugly and despised; (also) jaehib, Coarse, 
homely (food, raiment, &c.). 

A jAcf- ja8hr (v.n.), Turning (cattle) to 
grass ; cattle grazing at liberty without 
coming home at night. 

A g&o-jasha', Cupidity, greediness. 
A jashm, Labouring hard;—jasham, 

A heavy burden, heaviness. 
(̂ Ai* jashn (Z. yasna), A feast, social 

entertainment; convivial meeting; a solemn 
feast; [ja8hni buzurg, The sixth day of the 
month Farwardin ; the day of Nauroz 
(New-Year's Day according to the Persian 
calendar); — jashni purdagan, Five inter-
calary days added to the Persian year;— 



J L E . ( 864 ) 
jashni tirgdn, The 13th of the month Tir ; 
—jashni khurdadgan, The 6th day of the 
month g h u r d a d j a s h n i sada, The 10th 
day of the month Bahman;— jashni mard 
girdn, The 5th day of the mouth Isfandar ; 
(according to others) the first of the last 
five days of this month,—jashni maryam, 
The food and drink yielded by a tree to 
the Virgin Mary jashni nilufar, The l? th 
day of the month K h u r d a d ; ] — j a s h a n , 
Fever. 

jL. or** jashnsdz, New year's day (of the 
era Malik). 

jashn-gdh, A banqueting hall. 
JJA-W jashni, Fond of feasting ; epicure, 
a yUtjashw, A light bow. 
A YW jashu* (v.n. of U?.) , Being dis-

tressed, being heart-sick from sadness or 
terror; retching, preparing to vomit; emi-
grating. 

a ut^yfc* jashwdt (pi, of jashw), Light 
bows. 

AA* jashsha, An oil-measure ;—jushsha, 
A sleeve. 

A v a ^ jashib, Coarse, homely (food, 
raiment); without sauce or relish; indiges-
tible. 

jashir, A weaver. 
jashira, A weaver; milk-pottage. 

A iJ^rW jashish, Wheat coarsely ground 
and cooked in a pot with meat and dates. 

AA^Ji^. jashtsha, White, grey (applied to 
horses and mules, see 

A (J^t- jass, jiss (from P. gach), Plaster, 
gypsum, moitar. 

A (joW jassds, A maker or vendor of 
mortar; surname of a Hanafi doctor. 

ffh ja', A spider (unsupported by exam-
ples). 

A v»Wytrd& (pi. of ja'bat), Quivers. 
A s->Wya"a&, A quiver maker or vendor. 
A J W ji'dd (pi. of ja'd), Curly-haired 

(men). 
A ja'adai (v.n. of A**.), Being crisp, 

curly (hair) ;—abu ja'ddat, The wolf. 
A j W j i ' f t i , Any cloth with which they 

lift a boiling kettle off the fire. 
A ji'dlat, Hire, price, fee. 
A S-***- ja'b (v.n.), Throwing prostrate ; 

turning, inverting. 
A ja'bd', Large, thick (woman); fun-

dament ;—ji'bd\ A throwing on the ground. 
A Sol̂ ** ji'bd'at, The fundament \ — 

ja'ba'at, A throwing prostrate. 
A ji'ibbdt, Ring of the fundament. 
A ja'bat, jalba, A quiver; a case, box, 

deBk (m.c.), a cabinet (m.c.) ;—ja'ba'i sdz, 
A musical box, a barrel-organ (m.c.). 

A ja^bar, Short (man) ; name of a 
man, and of a tribe. 

A A** ja'd, Crisp, curly, short hair; a 
ringlet, a lock of hair, a fr inge; of a medium 
height ; liberal;—ja'du'l-asdbi' (-andmil, 
-yad, or -yadain), Avaricious ;—ja'di an-

gusht, Avarice ; — ja'di zahmat, Well-
arranged cu r l s ;— j a ' d i sada, Plain, neg-
lected curls ;—ja'di shutur, Hairiness of 
the human body ;—ja'di qalam, Clotted ink 
adhering to the pen ;—ja'di girih-gir, Curl-
ing ringlets;—khaddi ja'd, A cheek-bone 
neither small nor smooth (the opposite to 

asil). 
a L. a** ja'd-sa, A wash for curls. 
a A*TJ. ja'd-muy, Curly-haired. 

ja'da, A sort of drug. 
A j a ' r (v.n.), Dropping excrement; 

dung of wild beasts and birds of prey. 
A ja'f (v.n.), Throwing prostrate; 

rooting up. 
A yi** ja'far, A little stream; a river; 

abounding in milk (camel) ; man's name ; 
name of a tribe. 

ftt^ja'far-dbdd, Name of a place near 
Shlraz. 

A j o U yi** ja'fari sddig, Name of an 
Imam. 

a ^y6*^ ja'fari, The finest kind of gold 
(called after a celebrated alchemist); a 
kind of cupola; a sort of screen (the inter-
stices of the frame being lozenged) ; lattice-
work ; name of a yellow flower; parsley; 
name of a fortress. 

A ja'farlyat, Name of a sect; name 
of a quarter in Baghdad. 

A J** ja'l (y.n.), Making, creating; 
nominating; calling, declaring; putting, 
placing; counterfeit, forgery ; a dwarf 
palm-tree ;—ja'al, Shortness combined with 
fatness; quarrelsome \—ju'l, Hire for do-
ing errands; a bribe ;—ju'al , A black and 
ill-shaped man ; litigious ; quarrelsome ; a 
blackbeetle. 

A ji'ldn (pi. of ju'al), Beetles. 
aft- J** jal-sdz, Who counterfeits, a 

forger. 
a ^jU J** ja'l sdzi, Fabrication, counter-

feiting, a forgery. 
ju'ullaqi, Of the vilest, basest; a 

bastard. 
a (J*:i- ja'ti, Forged, counterfeit, artificial. 
A ft^ ja'am (v.n.), Desiring greedily; 

having a foul appetite (a man, camel, or 
dog) ; wanting an appetite. 

fr-jagh, The ebon-tree ; a churn-stick;— 
jugh. (S. yuga), A yoke for oxen. 

&ft<*- jaghdra, jaghaza, A certain 
esculent root.; bread made of millet; a red 
paint used by ladies; the navel of any 
beast; name of a town in Persia; a cellar 
for preserving grain (this unsupported by 
examples). 

jaghdla, A flock of birds ; unripe 
fruit. 

jaghbat, Raw cotton; quilting; 
stuffing, 

jaghbut, A gut-pudding; raw cot-
ton for quilting. 

jagjijagka, Name of an astringent 



plant (Prosopis stephaniana) ;—jaghjagha'i 
dandan, Chattering of tbe teeth. 

jv-ghd, An owl; battlements; hair 
knotted at the back of the head. 

jagkr, A frog. 
+ jagkr-dba, A kind of water-moss, 

uwlyi*. jughrat (in the dialect of Samar-
kand), Sour, coagulated milk. 

Q A-î jA* jughrdfiya, Geography. 
* jughard, Verdure ; a grove, a bosket. 

jaghrista, A spinning-rope ; a reed 
made use of by weavers to wind their 
thread upon. 

^ jaghz-pdra, fij^ j*^- jaghz-wara, 
Green scum or filth floating on stagnant 
water (see fijUy*^.). 

LA*̂ - jaghash, jaghasht, A particu-
lar esculent vegetable which appears very 
early in spring. 

japAla, An unbearded youth. 
jaghanak, A kind of bird (seeAU^), 

* jag&nut, Cotton used in lining. 
M^jaghna, A large yellow bird. 

jaghu, A bird resembling an owl (see 

**=>• jaghfl, A creBt with which a wrestler 
or champion is adorned. 

A j a f f , j u f f , A troop, body (of men) ; 
a large number, a m u l t i t u d e ; — j u f f , An old 
worn-out man ; anything hollow ; a large 
bucket; the half of an old leathern bottle 
converted into a bucket; the dug-up root, 
or the envelope of the flower of a palm-
tree. 

A. jafa' (v.n. of Y^), Oppressing, 
treating cruelly; cruelty, oppression, ini-
quity, injustice (construed with dmadan, 
burdan, jus tan, dldan, raftan, kardan, kashi-
dan, gustardan, guftan) ;—jufd', Whatever 
a torrent carries along with i t ; an empty 
ship; scum, foam j anything vain or use-
less. 

a •jSjM ^ jafa-dhang, AA-o jafd-pesha, 
Tyrannical; a mistress. 

a fr IA* jafd-ju, jafd-juy, One 
seeking to oppress, oppressive, cruel, un-
just. 

a ^ jafd-shifdr, A confirmed tyrant, 
a habitual wrong-doer. ^ 

a jafdf (v.n. of Being dry. 
a^ jafa-kdr, A tormentor, oppres-

sor. 
a jafd-kdri, Oppression, tyranny. 
a iJ^ Va*. jafd-kash, Oppressed, bela-

boured. 
a ^S jafd-kashi, Endurance of op-

pression. 
a Ui U^ jafa-kafd, Trial, hardship, cala-

mity. 
a ^ jafa-kesh, Cruel, severe ; a per-

secutor. 
aJS jafa-gar, jS^t- jafa-gar, An op-

pressor, a tyrant. 
A JW- jufal, Whatever a torrent sweeps 

along with i t ; froth of milk, or of a boil-
ing pot ; much wool; anything plentiful. 

A jaffa 'l-qalam, The reed-pen 
has become dry, i.e. what has been written 
by fate will not be altered. 

Ai^- jafala, A flight of birds. 
A jifan (pi. of jafnat), Trenchers, 

large dishes. 
jaft, Crooked fold man), bent, 

doubled; a trellis; the roof of a house; 
skin, rind; wrinkled ; toasted ; a bunch of 
grapes; imp. of jaftan; [jafti ballut, An 
acorn-cup ; an acorn;] —juft, jift, A yoke ; 
a couple, a pair, a yoke (of oxen) ; an even 
number; a fellow, a match ; a mate, hus-
band or wife ; — j u f t awardan, To unite ; to 
a l ly ;— ju f t budan, To be joined, associated ; 
—jufti janin, The placenta ;— j u f t shudan, 
To join, to become equal with ; to have 
sexual in te rcourse ;— ju f t i falak, The sun 
and moon;— ju f t i muqauwas, An arch, a 
porch. 

jaftd, Inclined, bent, curved. 
jufat-dfrid, Satyrion. 
juft-chahdr, A kind of back-

gammon (m.c.). 
juft-saz, One of the kinds of 

music. 
tdU&h jaftak, A heron \—juftak, A sort of 

bird that is said to have but one wing, on 
the opposite side to which the male has a 
hook, and the female a ring, so that when 
they fly they are joined, and separate only 
when they are on the ground. 

u^iV juft-gdv, A ploughing ox. 
jaftagl, Curvature, 

y-ats- jaftan, To turn the mind ; to be in-, 
clined, bent, curved, or crooked; to prop (a 
vine) ; to grow worse and worse (an affair) ; 
—juftan, To be inclined, bent. 

A^- jafta, Bent, curved ; a cupola, vault; 
a prop, vine-arbour; the roof of a house; 
a young vine-shoot -,—jufta, The buttocks, 
the space between the haunches ; a kick 
made by an animal with his two hind feet; 
a knot ;— ju f ta ' i (jafta'i ?) raz, A trellis for 
v ine;— ju f t a zadan, To wince; to kick; to 
throw the rider; to commit pederasty. 

^^ &J&). jufta-bdzi, Pederasty. 
jufti, Parity, equality; coupling, 

pairing; copulation. 
yju^As- jaftidan, To bend ; to prop (a 

vine). 
A <-ii^bri*jafjaf High ground, though not 

very steep ; low land ; an extensive flat; a 
violent wind; doting, talkative ; tbe noise 
of a marching army. 

a jafr, A lamb or calf four months 
old (when it begins to ruminate) ; doe-skin 
parchment for writing ; the art of divining 
from certain characters written by Ali upon 
a camel's skin, which contains all events, 
past, present, and fu ture ; according to 
others, the art of making amulets or 



charms, said to originate with the Imam 
Ja'far Sadiq ; (for jafrat) a well not filled 
up, or partially filled up ; a well at Mecca. 

jafras'a, jafrista, Spinning thread ; 
tongs (see te-yt*). 

a jafrl, Adept in the art jafr (see 
ft* above) ; — j u f a r r a , The spathe of the 
female palm. 

A jafarlyat, A city founded by Muta-
wakkil, the tenth of Abbaside khalifs; a 
palace there. 

jafsanldan, To cause to stick or 
adhere (caus. of the following). 

y^u—fc^ jafsldan, To stick, to adhere (see 
and ^j^t-Jift-). 

A jafi (v.n.), Voiding dung (an ele-
phant) ; peeling, stripping; picking (a 
bone) ; shovelling away (dir t) ; casting up 
(fish) on the Bhore (the sea) ; driving (a 
cloud) about (wind); stirring up and 
driving off (an ostrich) ; running swiftly 
(an ostrich) ; to be entangled (hair); a 
rainless cloud; a small a n t ; — j i f l , Ele-
phant's dung. 

A jafn, The eye-lid ; a root or shoot 
of the vine; a sort of grape; a place near 
Ta'if also jifn, The sheath (of' a swurd)* 

jafn, A sword (unsupported by ex-
amples). 

A k&j. jafnat, A large dish, a trencher ; a 
liberal man; a small well; name of a 
tribe. 

jafang, Futile, frivolous; bosh, 
nonsense (m.c.). 

jafangl, Absurdity, frivolity. 
wu'uO* jafangiydt (pi. of the preceding), 

Absurdities, frivolities. 
a AAA*. jafna, The sheath of a sword; a 

platter, dish. 
a jafni, Palpebral. 
A jafwat, jifwat, Cruelty, iniquity, 

injustice, oppression. 
a jufur (v.n. of yw-), Becoming lan-

guid (a stallion); ceasing to suck (a kid) ; 
becoming distended (the sides of the 
body). 

A jufuf (v.n. of Being dry. 
A I-M* j a f l f , Dry (herbage). 
Jto- tj^- jiq-jiq, Clamour, noise, tumult; 

cry of a wounded bird. 
jak, Churning; the sentence signed 

by the judge; the fifteenth night of the 
month gka'ban, called shabi bar at. 

jakdd, Summit of a mountain. 
jakdsha, A porcupine. 
jakdk, Grapes of an inferior qua-

lity. 
ftt- jakar, Earth ; a violent wind with 

rain (dialectal). 
jagad, Name of a bird (otherwise 

called ,W q.v.) ; summit of a mountain (see 

j agar a, Different ways or opinions. 
jagdsha, A porcupine. 

ft*^ jagtlpunistan (in Zand and 
Pazand) To write. 

jigar, The liver; the diaphragm; the 
heart ; middle of anything ; saduess, sor-
row; pity, compassion, sympathy; expecta-
tion ; power ; measure ;—jigar tdkhta?i, To 
fear, to be afraid; — jigar khd'ldan, To 
grieve, to be afflicted ;—jigar khwurdan, To 
grieve, be sorrowful; to toil, drudge;— 
jigar ddshtan, To be able, to have the power 
of doing a thing;—jigar daridan, To use 
the utmost power ;—jigar sokhtan bar kase, 
To feel pity for, to commiserate;—jigar 
kardan, To be brave or bold;—jigari gurba 
khwurdan, To lose something precious ;— 

jigari gil, Bowels of the earth, (met.) the 
grave ;—ddru'i jigar, Medicine or cure for 
the liver ;—dar jigari gil giriftan, To bury 
in the ground. 

ft* jigar-ashdm, Afflicted, sad. 
A jSYf t* jigar-agand, Sheep's guts stuffed. 

ft*- jigar-d'ivar, Strong-minded. 
ft^- jigar-band, The liver, lungs, and 

heart ; a son; anything lean and weak;— 
jigar-band peshi zagh nihadan, To choose 
misery for one's portion. 

ft*- jigar-tab, Diseased in the liver. 
ft ft* jigar-tdz, Afraid, timorous. 
Axil? jigar-tafta, Deeply in love; 

hectic. 
iiAJ ft* jigar-tishna, Thirsting, longing. 

ft* jigar-josh, What stirs or moves 
the heart powerfully. 

T j^arji, A seller of livers, &c. 
ft* jigar-khay, Afflicted, sorrowful. 

As-vi. ftcr jigar-kfcasla, Heart-sore. 
W jiqar-khipdra, A magician, sor-

cerer ; a fabulous being ; deeply afflicted. 
ft* jigar-khwdri, Great affliction or 

misery. 
j ft* jigar-ddr, Bold, brave. 
ĝjW ft* jigar-dari, Boldness, bravery, 

valour. 
L. ft/* jigar-sd, Wearing away the liver, 

afflictive. 
jy ft* jigar-soz, Liver-inflaming, tor-

menting. 
^gjLJ&t- jigar-fasadi, Disease of liver. 

ft* jigar-kash, Pained, afflicted, 
atf ft*. jigar-gah, The seat of the liver, 

the abdomen; the bowels. 
pft ft* jigar-garm, Hectic; an ardent 

lover. 
AAjJ jS** jigar-gosha, A corner, lobe of the 

liver ; the heart; a son;—jigar-gosha'i man. 
An affectionate mode of addressing a child 
or a mistress, darling. 

jigrana, A kind of crane. 
^ i f t * jagrunitan (in Zand), To strike. 
^ft* jagarl, A medicinal Beed ; name of 

a plant;—jigari, Of the nature of liver (as 
colour) j livid ;—'aqiqi jigari, A cornelian. 

fjyZ-* jigarl-dagk, An indelible mark 



a natural spo t ; inconsolable or stain 5 
grief. 

jigi jigi, A cry of f e a r ; an ex-
clamation expressive of surprise or plea-
sure. 

jaglj a, A pot for holding grease. 
Js- jal, A lark; the inside or (according 

to some) the outside of the mou th ; the 
midst of the sea ; a handle, hilt, h a f t ; 
thread ;—jil, Tbe handle of a knife, &c.;— 
jul (for A. A horse-cloth ; a veil 
(hung before a sanctuary) ;— ju l i ah (bah, 
pdni, ivazagh, A green film which floats on 
stagnant ponds. 

A J * jalla, He was g rea t ; hence the fol-
lowing phrases used in apposition with 
hhuda, alldh, haqq, God : jalla jaldlu-hu, 
Exalted be His glory ! — jalla zihru-hu, 
Exalted be His name !—jallu shdnu-hu, 
Exalted be His power;— jal la wa 'aid, May 
He be glorified and exalted. 

A J * jail (v.n.), Collecting (camel's 
dung) ; the sail of a ship ;— j i l l , A carpet ; 
clothes, garments ;—jutt, A housing, cover-
ing for a horse ; principal or greater part 
of a th ing; (from P. gul) a rose; a jas-
mine ; any red or yellow flower. 

A %i-jala', Baldness on the forehead; — 
jald' (v.n. of jV), Leaving one's country ; 
emigration; driving into exile; brightening, 
polishing; making clear and known ; cast-
ing aside (a garment) ; [jald'i watan har-
dan, To quit one's country ; ]— j i ld , Present-
ing a bride to her husband adorned and 
unveiled; a collyrium. 

A jalla', A polisher, scourer; deter-
gent, detersive, cleansing. 

A SBV jald'at (v.n. of Throwing, 
prostrating; casting off, flinging away. 

vV jaldb, An ear-ring, a pendant. 
A V V jildb, A wallet; a sword-case; (for 

P. gil-db) muddy water \-~juldb, Name of 
a poet;—jalldb, One who goes about with 
slaves or cattle, who hawks things about 
from place to place ;— julldb (from P. gul-
ab), EoBe-water ; sherbe t ; a purgative. 

a AAJ S^V jallab-band, A hawker. 
A jalallb (pi. of jilbdb), Ladies' 

veils. 
A J ^ V jaldjil (pi. of juljul), Bells, small 

globular bells hung about the heads and 
necks of cattle, or round the rims of Ara-
bian drums or cymbals ; (in P . ) a horse's 
poitrel hung with little bells; a drum ; a 
certain melodious b i r d ; — j u l d j i l , Light, 
airy, cheerful. 

A ih-julak_h, A river filling its bed and 
sweeping away all before it. 

A »iV jilad (v.n. 3 of AW), Fighting with 
swords; camels yielding very rich mi lk ; 
large and hard palm-trees. 

A >iW jallad, A skinner ; an executioner, 
or whipper ; flagellant;—jalladi falah, The 
planet Mars. 

V jala-dada, Polished, burnished. 
a j U jala-dar, Br ight , lustrous, bril-

liant. 
A SoSk*. jaladat (v.n. of Being hard 

and s t rong ; hardness; activity, agility, 
bravery. 

a f \ jaladat-asar. wSS^jalddat-
shi'ar, Hardy, s t rong; brave; valorous. 

a V jala-dihinda, A polisher, fu r -
bisher, 

a jalladi, Executioner's office; 
cruelty, villainy. 

a SJA*. jildza, A musical note, 
i j ^ jalldg, An onanist. 
a j ^ V jald-hdr, A polisher, furbisher . 
a jaldgar, A book-binder ; a polisher ; 

a glass-grinder; a glazer, cloth-presser. 
A jaldl (v.n. of Jt,.), Being great, 

illustrious, exalted in dignity and majesty ; 
greatness, grandeur, eminence; dignity, 
s ta te ; mighty power ; majesty, splendour, 
glory ; awe, awfulness; (abbreviation for 
jaldlu 'd-dln) a proper name ; [jaldli 
harlsa-pm, Name of a cook of Shiraz cele-
brated for preparing the dish harlsa ;] — 
jil&l (pi. of jull), Housings, horse-cover-
ings ; — j u l d l , julldl, Great, bulky 3 illus-
trious. 

A a!^ jalalat (v.n. of J*) , = JW q .v.; 
—juldlat, A large she-camel ;—jallalat, A 
cow that eats dung and spoils her milk. 

a J V jaldll, Great, illustrious, majestic, 
glorious; terrible, awe-inspiring; an era 
reckoned from Jalalu 'd-din (Akbar Shah), 
and beginning 1079 A.D. ;—ismi jaldll, One 
of the terrible at tr ibutes of the deity. 

A jaldllyat, Name of a sect who 
worships the more terrible at tr ibutes of the 
deity ; the followers of Jalal Bukha r i ; a 
kind of pigeon ; a fine species of wheat. 

jaldnah, A certain game ; a beetle. 
jildngar, A locksmith. 

juldna, A beetle. 
j V jaldv, A wheel (doubtful word). 
a ykj V jald-watan, An exile, an emi-

grant. 
a ^ A j V jald-watanl, Emigration, banish-

ment. 
i V julldh, julah, A weaver. 
A juldhih, A reel of t h read ; a 

weaver; a ball thrown by a ballista, &c. 
A jald'il (pi. oijalll), Great ( things). 
A s-W jalb, jalab (v.n. of s-W), Drawing, 

a t t r ac t ing ; bringing, fe tching; driving 
cattle, slaves, &c., for sale; gaining, pro-
viding for a family ; scheming for the acqui-
sition of (m.c.); urging on (a horse) ;— 
jalab, (Cattle) driven from place to place 
for sale ; (in P.) a courtesan; noise, tu-
mult ; f raud, deceit ;~jilb, The curved 
timbers of a camel's saddle ;—julb, jilb, A 
th in cloud without rain. 

WW jalla, The beam to which the rope of 
a bucket is fixed (doubtful word). 



A jilbab, A decrepit old m a n ; a 
long veil, a shift , or pelisse worn by tbe 
Eastern ladies; — jilbab ehangarf, Red 
tulips ; roses. 

julbdn, Pease. 
A i -V jalabat, Sounds, clamours, mixed 

murmurs ;—julbat, Tbe cuticle which grows 
over a wound when healing ; leather used 
for or in camel's saddles ; adversity. 

ytW jalbu, A plant resembling mint. 
jalbub, Ivy. 

ts&^pjJk- jilbahang, Seed of a yellow flower. 
ysA* jilbez, An informer, make-bate ; a 

h a l t e r ; picked, chosen (seeXJ^")-
A. jallat, jillat, jullat, The dung (of 

camels or sheep);— j i l lat , G-reat personages, 
lords, leaders ;— jullat, A date-basket (made 
of palm leaves), a hamper. 

A wA*. jallat, Third person fem of J ^ , 
q.v. i-^jallat hikmatu-hu, Great is His wis-
dom, may His wisdom be exalted. 

j alt d (in Zand) , The skin of man or 
beast. 

ĵ UL> jaltaq, Wild sorrel. 
jalatka, A waistcoat (m c.). 

A juljul (in P. jaljal, jiljal), Little 
bells appended to the neck (of a camel) ; 
also those which are hung round about 
the rim of a tambourine ; a certain melo-
dious bird ; light, airy, cheerful ; name of 
a place. 

A (jpWW juljuldn, Coriander-seed; se-
Baine seed ; the innermost heart (=: 
(q.v.) ;— ju l ju ldni habashl, Seed of the black 
poppy ;— ju l ju lan i misrl, A certain poison-
ous p l an t ; the Egyptian lotus. 

A jalh (v.n.), Cropping (as cattle the 
leaves of t rees) ; peeling, barking (a tree) ; 
—jalah (v.n.), Being bald on the sides of 
the head ; baldness ;—jullah, (An ox) with-
out horns, dodded. 

A A* jald (v.n ), Striking, lashing, whip-
ping ; forcing against the will; biting (as 
a serpent) ; lying wi th ; onanism; hard, 
s trong (man) ; penis ; quick, active, brisk ; 
hasty, rash, precipitate; fierce ; soon, with-
out delay ; —jalad, Hard level g round ; 
camels or sheep tha t neither breed nor give 
m i l k ; — j i l d , The skin, hide, leather; bind-
ing (of a book) ; volume, book. 

a JkW jald-baz, Expeditious, fleet, hasty; 
an active man. 

a A* jald-ba&i, Haste, speed, de-
spatch ; activity, agility ; precipitation. 

•Ar AL* jald ba-jald, Quickly, speedily. 
a JOJ A* jild-band, jU jild-sdz, A book-

binder. 
a A*. jild'bandi, A*, jild-sazz, 

Book-binding. 
A SJJL* jaldat, A whipping, 
a A* jald-qadam, Swift of foot, fleet. 
a jSAW jild-gar, A book-binder. 
a JJW jald-mizdj, Hasty, precipitate; 

quick-tempered. 

jaldu, juldu, A reward ; a gift from 
a great personage. 

a (^AI^ jaldl, Speed, haste, quickness, 
swiftness ; expedition, despatch ; precipi-
tation, rashness, abruptness, impetuosity ; 
—jildi, Referring or belonging to the skin, 
cutaneous. 

A w^+jifo, A companion, comrade, mess-
mate ; a guest. 

A BLA* julasa* (pi. of jalis), Companions. 
a jalsa-khatlbi, The sitting 

down of the khatib (preacher) between the 
readings of the first and second khutbah. 

A (A-Aj. jilsdm, A pleurisy. 
A i-A* jalsat, jalsa, A sitting, meeting; 

society ; posture, situation, seat, post, state, 
bearing; social gather ing; committee;— 

jalsa'i umard, Assembly of nobles ; senate; 
House of Lords ;—jalsa'i hakim, ('adalat), 
The bench ; a tr ibunal. 

a i—l*. jalsa-khatibl, = WJL*, 
q.v. 

A U^jalt (v.n.), Drawing (a sword). 
A jaV (v.n.), Pul l ing off clothes ; — 

jala* (v.n.), Being uncovered (the front 
teetb) ; being shameless (a woman). 

jalghoza, A nut resembling the 
pisLachio ; — ja lghoza ' i hindl, A kind of 
wild f r u i t ; seed of onion. 

A jalaf (v.n.), Striking (with a 
sword) ; plucking, tearing up, uprooting;— 
jalaf, jilfi Hard , severe, churlish, mean ; a 
m i s e r ; — j i l f , Any empty vessel, pot or pan ; 
an animal disembowelled, and skinned; 
anything empty in the middle. 

jilf Silly, t r i f l ing; fearless (see the 
preceding). 

a jLiW julfdr (for P . gul-par), A village 
near Marv ; (also jullafar) a town in 
' Uman. 

T tjWjalq, Masturbation, onanism ;—jalq 
zadan, To onanise, pollute oneself. 

julq, The thousand and eightieth 
part of an hour, or -g-g -̂a-̂ th part of a night 
and day. 

v^Wjalak, A small melodious bird. 
julkd, Territory, level ground; a 

plain. 
jalkdra, SjUCW julgdra, Opposite 

ways or opinions. 
FILSSW julkdh, julka, Territory, level 

ground; a plain (also julgah, 
julga). 

A fJ^- jalm (v.n.), Cut t ing; —jilm, The 
tallow of sheep. 

fJU- jilm, Name of a country in the 
Pan jab . 

SY UUW- jalmasd, A cucumber. 
A J^JL* jalmad, A huge stone; a stern 

man. 
A juW jullandr, julfiar (P. j^AJ), Pome-

granate-flowers. 
}jalanjuja, Wild mint. 

jiling, J ingl iug of chains aud the 



like; a kind of silken stuff wrought with 
gold and silver or n o t ; stalk of cucumbers, 
gourds, melons, and the like ; a shrimp. 

A. ft- jaho (v.n."), Leaving a place, emi-
grating; 

ft jalan, pop. jilau, A horse-bridle; 
rems ; a horse led for parade; in f ront of, 
before, forward (m.c.); [jilau anddkhtan 
(dadan, wil kardan), To give the reins ;— 
jilau chddir, I n f ront of the t en t ;— j i lau 
kase raftan, To go towards, to at tack;— 
jilau giriftan, To seize the reins, or in f ront, 
to stop;]—jalu, jilu, julu, A roasting-spit; 
brisk, saucy ; ill-tempered. 

jalwdd, Ill-temper, bad disposi-
tion. 

Jtjia. jilwaz, A sergeant or at tendant on 
the collector of tr ibute or revenue. 

^ ft. jalu-dhan, An iron spit. 
A iftjalwat, jilwa (v.n. of jW), Present-

ing a bride to her husband adorned and 
unveiled; the meeting of the bride and 
bridegroom; the nuptial bed; the bridal 
ornaments; splendour, lustre, effulgence, 
transfiguration -,—jihva dadan, To dress (a 
bride) ; to adorn, adjust , polish ;—az jilwa 
anddkhtan, To deprive of lustre, to take 
away from the appearance (m.c.). 

My? ft- jalu-chob, A wooden spit. 
(ft* ft jilau-khan, Front, facade of a 

house (m.c.). 
t f t jalud, A city ; a village. 
A ^W julud (pi. of jild), Skins, hides; 

pence. 

^ f t jilau-ddr, Who runs by the side of 
a rider holding to the bridle ; an attendant, 
a groom. 

XtfW" jilau-rez, At ful l speed; swiftness, 
haste. 

jji* jaluz, jaluza, The pistachio-nut. 
A ĵ W jillauz, A filbert-nut; b o l d ; ro-

bust. 
A wft- juhis (v.n. of Sit t ing; sit-

ting down to table ; accession to the throne, 
coronation; state, pomp; (pL of jails) 
sitters, men sitting together ;— ju lus kar-
dan, To sit, to sit down; to ascend the 
throne. 

a cr'ft julusl, Of the beginning of a 
reign, relating to the accession. 

A J ftjalul (pi. of jail), Sails of ships. 
A jalauld', Name of a Persian vil-

lage. 
jdjl* jalwand, A lamp, a candle, 
ti<Mft jalunak, Melon or cucumber-

stalks. 
a i f t jilim (see A. Splendour; 

blandishment, loveliness; (met.) the world. 
a Ĵ W- jilwa-badast, Possessed of 

loveliness. 
a * f t jilwa-bihisht, Of heavenly 

splendour ; a paradise of loveliness. 
ft i f t jilwa-pardaz, Of perfect love-

liness ; of consummate splendour. 

a jilwa-pandh, Resplendent, lus-
trous. 

a &ft- jilwa-taraz, Adorned with love-
liness ; resplendent. 

a &ft-jilwa-farosh, Coquettish. 
a y w jilwa-kunan, Clear, manifest, 

conspicuous, splendid. 
a 6\S &ft jilwa-gah, A bride's apartment, 

in which she is unveiled by her husband ; 
the world. 

a jilS &ft jilwa-guzdr, Of penetrating 
splendour. 

a ft jilvja-gar, Manifest, conspicuous. 
a ^ f t j i l w a g a r l , Conspicuity, splen-

dour; blandishment, loveliness. 
a o-w. t f t . jilwa-mast, Intoxicated with 

blandishments. 
a yslU i f t . jilwa-ndk, Resplendent. 
^ f t jalwi, A mincing ga i t ; who walks 

with such; suite. 
jalwiz, jilm*, julwins, A bridle-rein ; 

picked, chosen; a sycophant, informer;— 
julwiz, Leader of infant ry ; a mercenary 
judge.^ 

jul la , A fungus ; a basket, canister; 
a ball of th read ; a date-tree ; a ja r , drink-
ing-vessel; (for julldh) a weaver; confine-
ment (of a woman, this meaning unsup-
ported by examples). 

A &W- jalh, jalah (v.n.), Experiencing a 
partial loss of hair on the forehead. 

jalhi, The foetus of an animal 
(doubtful) . 

a fftt- jail, Clear, manifest, evident; 
bright, shining, resplendent; large, plain 
(hand-writing) ; distinctly-sounded (letter); 
—fa?U jail, The season before the com-
mencement of the rains in which a crop 
of rice is cut (in India) . 

A jallyat, Anything clear, manifest, 
lucid; true intelligence. 

AkitfU- jalltqa, A waistcoat (m.c ). 
A •iift-jalid, Frost, hoar-frost, ice. 

jalldqa, A waistcoat (m.c.). 
a-isl* jallda, A bone ring worn by archers, 

a thumb-stall. 
a ^Ael* jalldlya, The crystalline lens. 
y^ jallz, A hal ter ; a mischief-maker. 
A (^F-aW jails, A companion, comrade, 

guest, churn. 
jalik, A pot, a tub (for flowers, 

m.c.). 
A J-jl* jalll, Great, glorious, i l lustrious; 

the plant sumdm, used in covering houses 
or fencing tents -,—jalilu 'l-i'tibdr, Greatly 
revered ',—jalllu 'l-qadr, High in dignity, 
august, illustrious. 

a julail, A horse-cloth; a covering 
for a camel-litter; name of a man who 
kept many cats. 

jw jam (Z. yima, S. yama), Name of an 
ancient king of Persia, whom they confound 
with Solomon and Alexander the Grea t ; 
a monarch, a great k ing ; the pupil of the 



eye; the second of the ten intelligences ; 
pure, free, exempt; essence, nature, person; 
name of a place in the province of Yazd. 

A ^ jamm, Water collected, or flowing 
into a well; a mass of water ; a mass, 
a multitude, a mob ; much, abundan t ; 
[jammi ghajlr, A great mul t i tude ; ]— j imm, 
A devil, devils ; — jumm, A kind of shell-
fish, a shell. 

A * W jamman, I n a heap, crowd, pell-
mell. 

A » W jammd', A sheep without horns, 
dodded. 

A W jamdjim (pi. of jumjumat), 
Skul ls ; chieftains. 

A jimdh (v.n. of Being res-
tive, refractory (a horse) ;— jumm ah, A 
round-headed arrow with which boys learn 
to shoot. 

jamakh, A bridle, a curb (unsup-
ported by examples). 

A Su* jamad, A dry season; ground un-
watered by r a i n ; anything not growing 
or increasing, inorganic ; a foss i l ; [jamd-
du 'Ukaff, Frozen-handed, i.e. avaricious ;] 
—also jimdd, A sort of garment. 

A. u w ^ W jamdddt (pi. of jamad), Mine-
rals, fossils. 

A jumadd, Name of two months 
(the fifth and sixth) of the Arabian year ; 
—jumdda 'l-iild (-auwal, supplying shahr, 
month), J u m a d a the F i r s t ; — j u m a d d . 7-
ukhrd (dkhlr), Jumada the Second. 

a jumddi, Inanimate, inorganic, 
A j W j i m a r (pi. of j amr at), Small stones 

(thrown in the solemnities of Mecca) ;— 
jummar, The pith of a palm-tree. 

A. jammdz, Quick (camel). 
A jummdmt, jummaza, Quick-travel-

l ing (she-camel); dromedary. 
a jummdzagdn (pi. of the P . form 

of tbe preceding), Camels, dromedaries; 
swift messengers. 

(j^Uq- jammdzwdn, Camel-keeper or 
leader. 

^ jam-isparm, A creeping plant . 
JbUsr jamash, Cheerful, sprightly; a de-

ceiver, cheat ; deceit; drunken ; jollity, 
mirth, impudence; drunkenness, revelry, 
r io t ; fierceness, roughness; decorator, 
adorner; [jamdshdnigul,Flower-gatherers;] 
—jammdsh, An amorous glance. 

A g W jimd' (v.n. 3 of Concubitus, 
coi tus; all, universal; a multitude4 sum 
total, whole ; a large cauldron ;— j imd'u 7-
ism, W i n e ; — j i m d ' dadan (kardan), To 
c o p u l a t e ; — j i m d ' i na-jd'iz, Illicit inter-
course. 

A jamd'at, A crowd, troop, body; a 
heap, collection ; a meeting, assembly, 
council, congregation; a fact ion; a class, 
order, rank ;— jamd'ati sanad-yafta, An in-
corporated company, a corporate body ;— 
jamd'ati muttafiga, An association. 

jamd'at-ddr, A leader of 
troops. 

A J^*" jamdl (v.n. of J**-), Being fair, 
comely, becoming; elegance, beauty, grace 
(of body or mind) \—jimdl (pi. of jamal), 
Full-grown camels ;—jumdl, Very hand-
some ;— jammdl , A camel-owner or driver. 

a (vjbuJU** jamdlistan, A place abounding 
in beauties. 

JW jamal-log (jamdli log), 
jamdlug, Name of a famous robber. 

a jamdli, Amiable, lovable (attri-
bute of divinity (in opp. to jalall, terrible). 

A p W jamam (v.n. of Resting (an 
exhausted stallion or jaded horse) ; rest; 
—jamam, jimdm, jumdm, Fulness (of a 
cup, &c.). 

t ) ^ jumdn, A kind of wood, the exterior 
of which is black, and the inside of a pista-
chio-green (see jyW J* 1 ) . 

A (jW- jumdn, A pear l ; a globule of 
silver resembling a pearl. 

jumana, The middle (of an assem-
bly, &c.). 

jamdnl, A cupbearer. 
A^-JbW jamdhir (pi. of jumhur), Repub-

lics, commonwealths ; states, nations ;— 
jamdhlri nasdrd, The Christian republics. 

A jcmmat, A reservoir of water; a 
well ful l and overflowing ; a crowd, troop; 
—jummat, Hair flowing over the shoulders. 

•Jy^tj. jamtud, Exulting in, reviewing with 
complacency, good deeds done by oneself. 

s^-ws" jam-jdJi, Place of assembly ; whose 
dignity or majesty is like Jam (for Jam-
shed) ; imperial. 

a jumjum, A kind of shoe, the 
under par t made of rags, the upper of 
string, worn by dervishes. 

a jumjumat, jamjama, The skull; 
a wooden cup ; a well dug in a brackish 
place. 

A jamh (v.n.), Being refractory, 
vicious (horse) ; being self-opiniated. 

A jamd (v.n.), Freezing, congealing 
(water or blood) ; congelation; connection; 
—jamad, Ice, snow, anything congealed or 
r i g i d ; — j u m d , jumud, jamad, High ground; 
—jamadi chlnl, Native alkaline salt. 

jamddr (for jama-ddr), Keeper of 
the wardrobe (honorific office and title). 

jamdar (said to be derived from 
jamb, Side, and dar, Rending), A kind of 
weapon. 

A y4^jamr (pi. of jamrat), Live coals. 
A jamardt (pi. of jamrat), Live 

coals. 
A jamrat, jamra, One live coal; 

gravel or small pebbles ; heat f rom the 
ground ; vapours, warm exhalations rising 
out of the earth in the spr ing; a skin-
disease ; a tribe united amongst themselves 
bu t mixing with others; a sacred solemnity 
or peregrination performed in the valley of 



Mina, near Mecca, in which they defy and 
throw stones at a figure representing the 
devil. 

jamri, jumri, jimri, Poor, mean ; 
turbulent (see 

))?•)+*• jamriwar, = below, of which 
it is probably a misreading. 

A yt-v- jamz (v.n.), Travelling quick (a 
camel). 

jamzlwar, A horse white of face, 
belly, and two of his feet. 

jams, Ice;— jamas, Little eminences 
in a garden. 

A jamast, jamist, A coarse blue 
gem, said to prevent intoxication or to 
produce pleasant dreams; a low, mean, 
illiterate person. 

A Jjamsh (v.n.), Shaving (the head) ; 
milking with the tips of the fingers ; a low 
voice, soft voice; making love. 

a jamash, An eye-glance ; the t u r n 
of the eye and outstretched neck (of rapa-
cious birds when going to seize their prey). 

jaw8hash, Solomon ; Jamshed. 
ctlU** jamshdk, jamshak, A shoe. 

jamshed, Name of a Persian king ; 
—jamshedi mdhi, jamshedi mdhl-glr, The 
sun in Pisces ; Solomon; the prophet 
Jonas. 

jamshedun, Solomon ; Jamshed, 
a Persian king. 

A jam1 (v.n.), Collecting, assembling, 
bringing together ; an assemblage, congre-
gation, gathering ; the concourse of people 
at Muzdalifa on the occasion of the pilgri-
mage; conjunction; accumulation, aggre-
gate, amount, sum total ; (in arithmetic) 
addition ( jam'-murakkab, Compound ad-
dition) ; the plural number (jam'i qillat, 
Plural of paucity ',—jam'i kasrat, Plural of 
multitude ;— jam'u l-muzakkar, Masculine 
p l u r a l j a m ' i musahhah, Sound p lura l ;— 
jam'i mnkassar, Broken p lura l ;— jam'u 'l-
mu'annas, Feminine plural) ; capital, prin-
cipal, stock, assets ; a f u n d ; outlay, cost 
price; the credit side of an account, c red i t ; 
collections, receipts ; proceeds of land ; the 
government revenue; assessment of the land 
revenue ; assessment (jam'i abwdb, Rent of 
land in India fixed at a subsequent period 
to the time of the Emperor Akbar ;— jam'i 
asl, Original rent of land as rated in the 
reign of Akbar or at some remoter period;— 
jam'i Jcdmil, Revenue that has remained un-
altered for many years ;— jam'-mahdl-mir-
bakr, Port duties, an account of the same ; 
—jam'-mufassil, The aggregate amount of 
the different sources of revenue;— jam'-
wdsil-bdql, An account stating the rental 
collections, balances, and arrears of a dis-
trict or province ;—jam' u khareh, An ac-
count of receipts and disbursements, account 
current) ; — jam1 amadan, Coire; to be 
collected (m.c.) ;—jam' dwardan, To gather, 

collect;— jam' bastan, To join, to collect;—• 
jam' budan, To be assembled, gathered to-
gether ; — also jam' shudan, To be tran-
quil, secure \—jam' kardan, To assemble, 
bring together, collect (m.c.) ; — j a m ' i 
lashkar kardan, To muster an a rmy;— jam' i 
mdl kardan, To acquire riches ;—aiydmi 
jam', The days of Mina;— 'aqlat-rd ba-sarai 
jam4 kun, Collect the wits in your head, 
gather your wits together (m.c.);—yaumi 
jamThe day of j u d g m e n t ; t h e day of 
'Arafat . 

A (pi. of jam'), Collections 
addit ions; receipts; accounts, &c. 

a jam'-afgani, Unfail ing bow-
mans hip. 

a jam'-anddz, An archer whose 
arrow never misses. 

a ^AA) jam1-bandi, An account of the 
quanti ty of land and number of houses in 
a district; the settlement of an assessment 
a rent-roll. 

A jur'at, jum'a, A h a n d f u l ; Friday, 
the day of worship among Mub&ramadattS 
when they assemble in the great mosque. 

a syt jam'-kharj, An account of re-
ceipts and disbursements ; cash account ; 
account current. 

a z f - jam(-kharj-nawis, A book-
keeper, an accountant. 

a ^A*** jam1-dar, A native officer Of the 
army so cal led; the head of any body, as 
guides, harkaras , &c. (in India) . 

a ^A*** jam1-dari, Rank of Jam'dar . 
a y tA*^ jam1 dan, A traveller 's scrip. 
a j A* jam-sadar, The revenue assess-

ment settled directly with the government 
by the proprietors or contractors. 

a i j f t ^ jam'-tumdrl, A rent-roll. 
a ^J**** jum'agl, The weekly allowance 

to school-boys paid on a Friday ; also the 
present then given by them to their tu tor . 

a jum'a-bazdr, A Fr iday 's market 
(which should be visited only af ter prayer, 
i.e. in the later part of the day). 

a (j*** jam'i, A total, assembly, a many. 
A jam'iyat, A collection ; a collected 

s ta te ; composure, t ranqui l l i ty ; the num-
ber of inhabitants of a place (m.c.) ;— 
jam'iyati kh.df.ir, Peace of mind. 

a us-**** jam'iyat-khdna, Audience-
hall. 

a i-a-u^r?. jam'iyat-gdh, A rendezvous. 
t jumagdar, A mace-bearer (see 

a jamgard, Name of an earthly 
paradise mentioned in the Saddar, written 
by Zardusht . 

A J * * jaml (v.n.), Collecting ; melting 
(fat) ; —;jamal, jaml, A camel; a large salt-
water fish ;— juml , jumal, A cable ;— jumal , 
Addit ion; the whole, aggregate, s u m ; — 
jummal, A cable; addition ;—hisdbi jummal, 
The reckoning of the alphabet by abjad. 



A jumlat, jumla, Sum, whole, total, 
aggregate; a complete proposition, a sen-
tence;— jumla' i ismiya, A nominal sentence; 
—jumla'i shartiya, A conditional sentence; 
—jumla'i sifatiya, A qualificative sentence ; 
—jumla'i fi'liy a, A verbal sentence ;— jum-
la'i muta'arriza, A parenthetical sentence ; 
—jumla'i hd'indt, The universe, all crea-
tures, everything ; — j u m l a ' i lashhar, The 
whole army;—az an jumla, From, out of 
the whole;—bi 'l-jumla, I n substance, upon 
the whole ;—(ala 'l-jumla, On the whole;— 
fi'l jumla, I n short, in substance ; a little ; 
—min jumla, From, out of the whole. 

a jumlagi, jumlahl, Univer-
sality, total i ty; all. 

A jamam (v.n. of J**), Having no 
spear (a man) ; being without horns, dodded 
(sheep); having no batt lements (a build-
ing). 

jamand ( for jay-mand), A slow 
horse ; slow, weak, languid. 

jamuna (S. yamund), The river 
Jumna. 

A ty+jamuh, Restive, refractory ;— jumuh 
(v.n. of Being restive ; being head-
strong and leaving her husband's house 
without leave; hastening, being in a hurry. 

A jumud (v.n, of Becoming 
frozen (water) ; congelation, freezing, 
f ro s t ;— j umud i mafsil, Stiffness of a jo in t ; 
—jumudi na'sh, Rigidity of a dead body. 

jamush, A restive horse (see 
A jamul, A melter of fa t . 
A py*. jamum, A brim-full well; a horse 

always ready for a fresh run ;— jumum (v.n. 
of ^U-), Abounding with water (a well) : 
drawing near (time). 

A jamharai (v.n. of ft**), Collecting; 
the title of a highly-esteemed philological 
treatise by Ibn Duraid. 

jamhalu, jamahUt, A kind of grain. 
jamhur, Name of an Indian king. 

A jfe**- jumhur, A high heap of sand; a 
large gathering of people ; the populace; a 
community; all, universal; a republic 
(m.c.) ;—umurij umhur, Public or state af-
fairs. 

a ^ f f * * jamhurl, Old wine; wine three 
years o ld ; wine reduced by cooking to a 
third or ha l f ; — jumhurl, Republicanism 
(m.c.) ; the president of a republ ic ;— jum-
huri'i ruzh (for Fr . rouge), Red republican-
ism ; a red republic (m.c.). 

^jciy^j. jamitunitan (in Zand and Pa-
zand), To die. 

A*** jamid, A register of the kings of 
I n d i a ; (for jumada) the fifth Arabian 
month (doubtful word). 

A jtr*^ jamlz, The wild fig. 
A jarm', Collected, assembled ; an 

army ; a family of Arabs mustered together ; 
all, whole, universal. 

A j ami* an, In whole, altogether. 

A jamVat, A concourse, etc. (see 

A J***- jamil, Beautiful , e legan t ; good, 
f a i r ; becoming;— jumail , The nightingale 
(little beautiful) ; name of a woman, 

a jamlla, — the preceding ;—wrnuri 
jamlla, Good th ings ;—ausd f i jamlla, Good 
qualities; excellent talents. 

jan, A side, part , quarter ; towards ; 
(in the dialect of Astarabad for zan) 
woman. 

A jann (v.n.), Covering, veiling (dark-
ness) ; burying; being demoniacal-,—jinn, 
vulg. jin, A demon; an angel, spirit, 
genius; a pari or fairy ; a hobgoblin ; the 
hea r t ; a blossom; anything new; a begin-
ning. 

v W jandb, A threshold ; a contract; 
the bolt of a door ;— jandb, jundb, A saddle-
cloth ; the flap of a saddle ; a stirrup-
leather. 

A v»W jandb, Side, margin, brink ; an 
inner court, yard, vest ibule; threshold; a 
place of refuge, hence, as a title of respect, 
your honour, excellency, majesty, &c.; 
power, dignity, dominion ; [jandbi ctqdas 
ildhl, The most holy divine majesty (m.c.) ; 
—jandbi jaldlat-ma'db, Glorious and august 
majesty ;—jandbi hakim, Your Excellency, 
Doctor (m.c.) ;—jandbi 'dli, jandbi mubd-
rah, Expressions used for you in addressing 
persons of high rank ;— jandbi man, My 
dear Sir (m.c.) ;]—junab, Pleurisy. 

a o ^ W jandbdn (P . pi. of the preceding), 
Excellencies, reverences, etc. (m.c.). 

A ^^ t - janabat (v.n. of s - ^ ) , Being a 
foreigner or s t ranger ; coming amongst, 
or living with, strangers ; loss of sperma ; 
ceremonial uncleanness. 

janaba, A game for stakes ;—jundba, 
Twins. 

A 8W janat, Plucked, newly-gathered 
( f ru i t ) ; — j u n a t (pi. of jdni), Gatherers, 
pluckers ; sinners. 

A janndt (pi. of jannat), Gardens, 
groves, paradises. 

A c W jandh, Wing, fin, pinion ; the a rm; 
the a rmpi t ; the side; wing of an army; 
(with Nizami and Firdausi) advanced 
g u a r d ; (in P . jundh) name of a flower, 
Elephant 's ear (see J**) ;—jundh, A 
crime, yin. 

fcW janakh, The pommel of a saddle (see 
;—-junahh, A large can. 

jinaza, jandza, A bier with a corpse 
on it, a bier ; a f u n e r a l ; a corpse, 

a CjU* jandza-rawdn, A horse. 
a (j*^ SjUv janaza-hash, Drawer of a bier. 

jandah, A contract, bargain; the 
breast-bone of a b i rd ; the bow or pommel 
of a saddle ;— jundgh , An outside covering 
of a saddle (made of a leopard's skin) ; a 
surcingle ; a s t i r rup- leather ; the flap of a 
saddle ; a cup ; a sturgeon. 



j W jundq, The flap of a saddle (see the 
preceding). 

tiS^jandn (for zanan), Women. 
A y W jandn (y.n. of Growing dark ; 

a dark n igh t ; the hea r t ; a garment ; a 
great crowd ;— j indn (pi. of jannat), Gai'-
dens with trees, paradise. 

a jinnan, Demons, devils, genii. 
A jana'ib (pi. of janib), Led horses. 
A kWjindyat (v.n. of ^y^) , Committing 

a crime ; a crime, iniquity, offence; remorse 
for sin -,—jinayat kardan, To commit a 
crime. 

ayU-. ^Sx=,-jindyat-satdn,A tax-gatherer. 
a yUi ^^jindyat-fishdn, A spreader of 

crime or injustice. 
A/UV jand'iz (pi. of jandxat), Corpses; 

biers. 
A S-U* jamb, A side, p a r t ; a tract of 

country; [sahib bi 'l-jamb, A fellow-traveller;] 
—janab (v.n.), Halt ing, limping, leaning to 
one Bide in walking; adhering to the sides 
(the lungs from th i r s t ) ; leading a spare 
horse in a race, on which the rider may 
Bpring in case the one on which he is 
mounted is likely to be b e a t e n ; — j a n i b , 
One who keeps out of the way to avoid 
meeting and inviting a s t ranger ;— junub, 
A Btranger, foreigner, gues t ; polluted, de-
filed, in a Btate of ceremonial impurity. 

s-^- janab, A city where swords are 
made and whose inhabitants are renowned 
for good nature and hospitality. 

tAfis- jurnbdn, Trembling, shaking, st ir-
ring, moving; melting. 

a ( jV^ junuban (P. pi. of junub), Pol-
luted. 

yAjjljji^ jumbanidan, To cause to move, 
to shake, to wag; to rock (a cradle) ; to 
shake or churn (milk) ;—sari rizd jumbdm-
dan, To assent, to consent;—yosk u dum 
jumbanidan, To wag ear and tail, to fawn 
like a dog (m.c.). 

A ^ jambat, A side, pa r t ; a with-
drawal, secession. 

a S-UJV- jamb'jumban, Wi th quaking 
Bides. 

jumbad, A vault, arch ; a caper;— 
>umbid, A rose. 

u*-!^- jumbish, Motion, agi ta t ion; ges-
ture ; work, occupation;—jumbishi aba, The 
motion of the planets ;—jumbishi akhwasti, 
An involuntary movement, (opp. to jumbishi 
khwdsti, A voluntary movement);— jumbish 
amadan, To bestir oneself;—jumbishi auwal, 
The movement of the pen upon the tablet 
of the Divine decrees; the first motion of 
the planets setting out from the sign Aries ; 
—juitibishi zamin, An ear thquake;— jum-
bishi manishi, A natural, innate, or sponta-
neous movement (as of plants, &c.);— 
jumbish kardan, To move, creep;—dar in 
jurpbith, At this instant. 

u " jumbish-pazir, Possessed of 
motion, movable, moving. 

jy*"** jambalul, A swing (see J jU-^) 
jumbanda, Any moving thing, 

living creature; creeping thing, rept i le ; 
venomous insect. 

jumiba, = the preceding, of which i t 
is an abbreviation; movement, agitation. 

a jambi, Lateral. 
SY jumhid, Origany, marjoram. 

jumbidan, To move, stir, shake, 
vibrate, swing; to beat or t h rob ; to copu-
late. 

s - V ^ jumbida, Shaking; a leaper, an 
animal of the chase. 

a tftr***- jambain (obi. dual case of jarph), 
On either side (m.c.). 

janibiya, A kind of arms or armour. 
A jannat, A gardeu, set with trees ; a 

a grove of palm-trees; paradise, heaven; 
[jannatu'l-bildd, The paradise of regions, an 
epithet of Bengal;—janna-ti 'adan (mawd, 
ni'm, na'im), Pa rad i se ; — ahdli'i jannat, 
The inhabitants of Paradise ;] — j innat, De-
mons ; angels ; insanity, f u r y ; — j u n n a t , A 
shield. 

etf jannat-drdm-gdh, 
jannai-ashy dni, y^* jannat-makdn, 

Î -SJJ. jannaUnasib, Besting, nestled, 
placed or sharing in Paradise (a mode of 
speaking of deceased princes). 

jantar (S. yantra), A kind of musical 
instrument used in I n d i a ; an astrolabe, or 
similar astronomical instrument. 

i V f ^ jantar-nawaz, A performer on the 
jantar, 

0 Aj^y*^ janturiya, Centaury. 
a (jSA* jannati, Paradisiacal, heavenly. 
1 jantiydnd, Gentian ; bitter-wort. 
tS^-janj, The lowing of oxen. 
JL^-I^ janjal, Crowd, multi tude. 

junjar, Shepherd's staff (a herb) . 
•Aqsi,. janjak, Clover, trefoil (unsup-

ported by examples). 
^ U ^ a * janjandni, A superior kind of 

melon; hence a word used in praise or 
(probably ironically) in blame or disparage-
ment. 

janja, A grape-stone (unsupported 
by examples). 

A janh (v.n.), Moving the wings;— 
jinh, A side, margin, shore, coast ;— j inh, 
junh, A part or watch of the (night) . 

A^ jand, Name of a city in Turkis tan ;— 
jund, Castor, a medicinal substance ob-
tained from the beaver. 

A AÎ . jund, An army, body of troope, 
legion; allies, auxiliaries, fellow-soldiers ; 
a c i ty ; genus, species;— janad, Bough 
ground; stones resembling mud ; name of 
a city in Yaman. 

jylAAJU}- junddsdbur, A city in Persia . 
J^ja*. jandal (S. chandala), The vulgar ; a 

trifling fellow ; a toper. 



A jundbidast, jundbi-
dastar, The testicles of a beaver. 

janddr, Abbreviation of q.v. 
^AA* j andar, Clothes, garments. 
AJU- j andar-khana, A wardrobe. 

j andar a, The bar of a door ; two 
pieces of wood used for smoothing lineus, a 
calender, mangle; clownish, boorish, un-
polished. 

Bj At* j andar aji, A presser, pressman. 
J^U AA* jund shdpur, Name of a city in 

Persia. 
JAA* jaridal, Name of the messenger 

sent by Pari dun to the king of Yaman to 
demand his daughter in marriage. 

A JAA* jandal, Stone;—junadil , A stony 
country. 

jy>AA* jandquq, A demon (unsupported 
by examples). 

J^AA* janduq, Name of a medicine. 
6AA* junda, A harlot. 

SAA* junda-baz, A fornicator. 
a ^AA* jundi, One soldier, a soldier. 
J j a n a r a l , General (m.c.). 

JV1*- janardl-qonsul, Consul-
general (m.c.) 

A jins, Genus, kind, stock, sort, 
mode ; gender; goods, movables, articles, 
things ; grain, corn; crop, products; (in 
arith.) practice; [ j i n s i adnd, An inferior 
article ;—jinsi anwal, Superior goods, first-
rate ;—jinsi bashar, The human race; —jinsi 
digar, The fundament ;— j ins i a'ld (kdmil), 
(in commerce) An article that fetches a fu l l 
price;— j insi ham ma-khar (kam ma-ydb), 
Unsalable goods; — abna'i jins, Sons of 
the same Btock, belonging to the same class, 
kind or rank;— ismi jins, A generic or inde-
terminate noun ;—har jins, Every kind 
janas, The freezing (of water, &c.). 

a (ftz—** jinistan, Fairyland. 
a jins-khdna, A warehouse. 
a jins-war, According to kind or 

species, &c.;—jins-war jam'-bandi, Account 
of revenue assessed at certain rates accord-
ing to the produce or crops raised. 

a jinswari, Separately, specifi-
cally. 

a jinsi, Generic, generical; in kind, 
in goods. 

a X-a—i* jinsiyat, Correspondence of kind, 
race, or genus, a generic s ta te ; homo-
geneousness. 

^ft^t- jinti, A* jintin, Name of a king 
of Illyria, af ter whom the gentian is said 
to be called. 

L ViUô s- jiniiydnd, The herb gentian. 
A u t * janaf (v.n.), Deviating (from the 

right way) ; swerving ; inclining. 
^AA* janfaj, Hedge-mustard (Erysimium 

officinale). 
T ^ s * janqi, A consultation, council. 
MjJuu-^i* jinksdnak, A honorary title of a 

Mongol prefect or governor;—jink-sdnakl, 
The dignity of prefect. 

jankus, Convalescent (see 
jang, War , battle, combat, engage-

ment, fight,skirmish,rencounter; brawling, 
squabbling, l i t igat ing; [jang dwardan 
(paiwastan), To wage war;— jang ddnistan, 
To possess the science of war;— jang du 
sar ddrad, War has two heads, i.e. two 
issues (flight or victory);— jangi sdMitagi, A 
sham fight ;—jang kardan, To make war, to 
fight;—jaladaii jang, The s t rength o£ the 
ba t t le ;—di l -dwari jang, The hero of war; 
—mahdbati jang, The terror of war j ;—jung, 
A large sh ip ; a camel which has never 
borne a load ; a large white spo t ; dice. 

ft***- jang-dr, A warr ior ; (for ft^;) a 
crab ; (for jl&j) rust . 

jang-dzmdy, Experienced in 
warfare. 

jang-azmuda, A veteran in 
war. 

jangal, A bu t t (see J 1 ^ ^ ) . 
yc*^ jang-dmez, Mixing in battle. 
yA-JlSu* jangdnidan, To cause to wage 

war ; to make thirsty. 
jang-dwar, A hero ; quarrelsome. 

jang-dwari, Battle, fight, war-
fare. 

S j a n g d h (for B^CSSA*), Battle-field. 
jang-baz, Warlike, bellicose, a 

warr ior ; a hero. 
*±CA* jang-bazi, Bravery; skill in 

warfare ; mock fight. 
jang-jaldb, Stratagem ; a vain 

a t t empt ; the washing a blackamoor white; 
procrastination; an ear-ring. 

u f c — j a n g - j a h i b i s t , An ear-ring 
(unsupported by examples). 

jtf&io- jang-jo, Quarrelsome, contentious. 
^fSfXi^. jang-jo'i or ju'i, A quarrelsome, 

litigious turn of mind, quarrelsomeness. 
BAJJ - jang-dida, Who has seen battle, 

experienced in war. 
^ f t ) jang-zargari (according to 

others jangi zargari), A mock fight, a collu-
sive quarrel between two parties to defraud 
a th i rd . 

ft jang-saz, F i t or prepared for 
combat ; a warrior, a fighting man. 

J13L* jang-sigdl, Bent on war, pug-
nacious. 

<±&A* jang-sud, W h o derives advan-
tage from war ; who is tried (for suda) in 
war, an experienced warrior. 

J3u* jangal (S. jangala), A wood, forest, 
t h i cke t ; a country overgrown with wood, 
reeds, or long grass ; a jungle. 

^ K U * jangldni, ^AKIA* jangldhi, A kite. 
^ J&A* jangal-buri, Clearing of jungles; 

—jangal-buri'i ta'alluqa, A spot of ground 
brought into cultivation by the possessor. 

jangaluk, Lame in the hands or 



the feet; an invalid beginning to recover 
from sickness, bu t still unable to walk. 

jangali, Wild, untilled, jungly. 
j ang aw an, jangwdn, Name of a 

city in India. 
^y^- janguk, Convalescent, bu t not yet 

able to walk. 
u^? - jangi, Brave, warlike; fighting ; a 

fighter. 
Q'bSj^ jangidan, To war, ba t t le ; to th i rs t 

(the latter meaning doubtfu l ) , 
jtngiz, The famous Mogul conqueror 

Gengiz Khan. 
a tjpi- janan, A grave ; a winding-sheet ; 

a corpse;— junan (pi. of junnat), Veils; 
shields;— junun, Madness. 

A VY^- janub, The sou th ; the r ight-hand 
side (originally of a person tu rned towards 
Bunrise). 

A januban, Southward. 
a janubi, Southern. 
A CYĴ  junulj (v.n, of Inclining, 

leaning ; causing to incline. 
A jy+junud (pi. of jund), Troops, chess-

men. 
janwar, =. ŷW- q.v, 

A u*}*^ juniis (pi. of jins), Kinds, sorts. 
A YY -̂ junun (v.n. of (J^), Covering; 

being dark (n igh t ) ; growing luxuriant 
(grass or trees) ; flying round and hum-
ming (flies) ; being a demoniac, possessed 
of a devil; insanity, lunacy, furv , f renzy ; 
da rkness ;— j unun i kkamri, Delirium tre-
mens ;—jununi dar yak amr, Monomania; 
jununi 8ab'i, Rage ;— jununi Hshqi, Eroto-
mania. 

a jununi, Mad, insane; frenzied, 
passionate. 

januwa, Genoa. 
janawiz, Genoa; a Genoese (m.c. 

from It .) . 
a ^ f i t f . janahi, Indian cane; delicate 

branch. 
A jany (v.n.), Gathering, plucking 

f rui t ;—Jam, janiy, Newly-plucked, fresh-
gathered. 

a jinni, Demoniacal; one of the 
genii, a demon, spirit. 

A S - * * * janib, A led horse; (met.) tract-
able, easy to be l ed ; foreign, strange ; an 
excellent kind of date. 

A janibai, A led camel; a mount in 
general, a horse. 

a janibat-kash, Master of the 
horse; the leader of a sumpter horse or 
horse of state. 

ctjta >^J^ jamb-ddr , The leader of a horse 
of state. 

jimer, Name of a city in Deccan. 
^ ^ janin, A small table (doubtful 

word). 
A u-JJI* janin, An embryo, a foetus; 

buried; anything hidden, 
jj*** janiwar, The horse-hair bridge 

across the eternal fire, over which the Mu-
hammadans fancy they mus t pass into 
heaven. 

y jau, jav (S. yava), Barley, a grain of 
barley ; the alloy of four grains of silver 
in ninety-six of gold ; [ jawi barahna, 
Barley without husk, o a t ; — jawi post-
kanda, Peeled bar ley ;— jawi sim, A grain 
of silver -,]—ju (see ^ y O , A. r iver; a yoke; 
[az jii'i zar dtish kashidan, To pour wine 
out of a golden flask;]—jo, (in comp.) 
Wishing , desiring. 

A Y* jauw, Air, sky, a tmosphere; space 
between heaven and ea r th ; low ground. 

jawd (in the dialect of Astarabad) , 
Separation. 

sAy> jaw-ah, Barley-water. 
A sAy>- jawdb, An answer, reply; [jawabi 

khitdb, An answer to a question ;—jawdb 
dadan, To answer for, to be responsible 
(ui.c.) ;—jawabi sdf, A clear, positive an-
swer ;—jawabi sawdb-nisdb, A r ight and 
true answer;— jawabi qat'i, A categorical 
answer ;-^jawdb kardan, To answer;— ja-
wabi nd-sawab, An impertinent answer ;]— 
(for jawabi, pi. of jdbiyat), Large cisterns 
or tanks. 

a ^ sAy*- jawdb-bdld, Prevail your ad-
vice ! 

a j^A}^ jawab-ddr, A person responsible. 
a 8J ^Ay jawdb-dih, Respondent ; one 

who makes an obstinate defence; amen-
able, accountable. 

o j y sAy»- jawdb-suwdl, Questions and 
answers, talk. 

a (jMy sAys- jawdb-suwdli, Beply, re-
joinder. 

A*U jawab-ndma, Letters of reply ; 
a writing fixed to the winding-sheet or the 
breast of the deceased, which is intended to 
be read by the angels Munkir and Nakir, 
should his soul be too much flurried to an-
swer their questions. 

a u~*y sAys- jawab-nawis, A writer of 
orders or replies. 

a ^ y s - jawabi, A respondent ; a kind of 
bill of exchange, which is not paid till 
notice is received of the bill's having been 
taken u p ; a chorus, especially in repeating 
a marsiya or e legy; (pi. of jdbiyat) ponds, 
cisterns. 

a jawdbisuwali, A mediator, 
attorney, envoy. 

A Ay»- jawad, Liberal, beneficent;— jawddi 
mutlaq, (God) The universal benefactor. 

A jawdzib (pi. of jdzibat), Attrac-
tive qualities, allurements. 

AJV" jawar, Wate r plentiful and deep; 
(for jawdri) ships ;— j iwar, juwar (v.n. 3 
of j ^ ) , Becoming a ne ighbour ; neighbour-
hood ; remaining constantly in the mosque 
(for prayer ) ; receiving under protection, 
giving security from oppression. 



juwar, Leave, permission (doubtful 
word). 

A ej V" jawarih (pi. of jarihat), Birds and 
beasts of prey; members of the body, 
limbs. 

A ( j ^ j ^ jaw drish ( from P. guwdrish), 
Whatever is used in the dressing of meat, 
or assists in digest ion; a digestive sto-
machic. 

A uyV* jaw<*ri (pi. of jdriyat), Ships ; 
female slaves, servant-girls, lasses, girls, 
damsels -,—jawdri u gMlmdn, Girls and 
boys; maid-servants and men-servants;— 

jawari'i munsha'at, Ships under full sail. 
jawdz, juwdz, juwdzdn, A large 

wooden or stone mortar for pounding grain; 
oil-press, sugar-mill. 

A jawdz (v.n. of j ^ ) , Passing, pas-
sage ; being allowed, permitted, lawful, or 
allowable; .permission ; lawfulness; pro-
priety ; a passport, a custom-house permi t ; 
safe-conduct; escape; water with which 
cattle or ground is watered ;—juwdz, Thirst. 

juwdza, A ventricle of sheep or kid 
stuffed with meat, and dressed; a mortar 
(see 

A jawaziyat, Allowability ; legality; 
propriety. 

A tj*\f>- jawdss, Senses. 
A jawdsis (pi. of jams), Spies. 
A Mj*. jawwdz, Stout, big, corpulent ; one 

who walks with a haughty air, proud, 
haughty. 

A J W jiwal (pi. of jul), Walls or para-
pets of wells. 

juwal, A sack, bag ; half of (a horse-) 
load ; the human body ; deceit, f raud ; any-
thing open, uncovered;—bd say ba-juwal 
raftan (dar juwal shudan), To meet with 
an ill-tempered or foolish perBon;— dar 
juwal shudan, To be cheated ;—dar juwal 
kardan, To cheat, to deceive. 

jjjitty* juwal-doz, A large packing-needle; 
a sack-maker. 

^ g j j A ^ juwal-dozi, Sack-making. 
A oPV- jawdliq (pi. of the following), 

Large corn-sacks ;—jiwdliq, juw&laq, juwd-
liq (for P . juwal), A sack ;—juwaliq (for 
P . ^Jyj- q.v.), A religious tunic, a dervish's 
mantle of a blue colour. 

A jawdliqdt, Jk^ys- jawdllq (pi. of 
jawaliq, &c.), Sacks. 

fAyv juwdm (in Zand and Pazand) , A 
day. 

A fAy*- jawamih (pi. of jamih), Restive 
(horses). 

A jawdmi* (pi. of jami')t Compre-
hensive, f u l l ; temples, mosques ; — j a -
wami'u 'l-kalim, Comprehending many sig-
nifications, the Kur ' an . 

A (_r»sfA ft- jaw amis (pi. of jamus), Buffa-
loes. 

jawan (S. yuvdn), Young ; a young 
man, youth, l a d ; a catamite; r ice;— jawani 

khwush-shakl, (met.) Rice;— jawani sang-
dida, A strong, well-trained youth. 

Cjir'^ jaw an • isparam, Name of an 
odoriferous herb. 

jawdnd-marg, Who dies in the 
fl<>^r of you th ; untimely death. 

jawandn (pi. of jawdn), Youths. 
jawandna, Manly, gallantly. 

A s - A ^ jawdnib (pi. of janib), Parts, 
sides; tracts, environs, quar ters ; boun-
daries;— jawdnibi arba'a, The four sides, 
parts, or quarters, i.e. the whole. 

jawdn-baJcht. Young ; fortunate, 
promising; a brave, noble, generous youth. 

A £>\YF jawdnih (pi. of jdnihat), The 
lower ribs, the ribs which meet on the 
breast. 

a ws-JjJ oV*" jawdn-daulat, Of youthful 
for tune, fortunate, prosperous. 

M j juwdnphdr u baranghar, 
The left and r ight wings of an army. 

«dtW jawdnak, A youngster (m.c.). 
j aw an-mar d, A young mau ; a 

generous youth ; brave, generous, manlv ; a 
master butcher. 

^^yAyj. jawdn-mardi, Generosity, manli-
ness. 

jawan-marg, Who dies young; 
death or bane to young men, an insulting 
word addressed to women (m.c., see tiS^Ufy?. 
and the following). 

a jawan-maut, Untimely death. 
Ai^y* jaiodna, A young man ; youth. 
J U iAft- jawdna-sal, Young in years, 
tj^ys-jawani. Youth ; you th fu l ; a young 

man ;— j iwani, Aniseed. 
uA^ys- jawdnik, A female sparrow (un-

supported by examples). 
A j^ys- jawdhir (pi. of jauhar), Ores, 

metals, precious stones ; jewels, gems ; es-
sences, substances ; — jawahiri sukhun, 
Chosen words, elegant phrases. 

a uw^yntys- jawdhir at (pi. of the preced-
ing plural) , Jewels, gems (m.c.) -,—jawd-
hirdti asl, Real or genuine jewels ;-jawa-
hirdti badal, Imitation jewels. 

a uwUf jawdhir-dlat, Jewelled regalia 
(m.c.). 

a &i\is. yfctys- jawdhir-kj^dna, (^J jAly. 
jawahir-ddn, Place where jewels are kept, 
treasury, jewel-office. 

a JSi jawdhir-nigar, Jewelled, 
studded with jewels. 

a i^s^f*- jawahiri, A dealer in jewels, a 
jeweller. 

A y V jawd'iz (pi- of j&Hxat), Gifts, re-
wards. 

A jawaif (pi. oijd'ifat), Low hills ; 
jawa'ifu 'n-nafs, The innermost or deepest 
recesses of the soul. 

jub, A stammerer (unsupported by 
examples). 

A <V>Y?- jaub (v.n,), Cutt ing ; tear ing; tra-
versing (a country) ; a sh ie ld ; a shift 



without sleeves; a fire-grate or chafing-
dish ; a large leathern bucket. 

jvy* jubdr, Name of a place belonging to 
Bukhara. 

J j u b d l (in Zand), A wallet, sack, bag. 
fr- ft- jau-ba-jau, Grain by grain, a little 

at a time, by degrees; piecemeal, to 
atoms. 

Mf* joba, A market-place. 
jaupina, The bird Huma. 

tj>f jautara, A minaret, a lofty t u r r e t ; a 
lignthouse. 

Sf- juj, jauj, A cock's comb; a crest; a 
pennant, vane ',—juj, (in the Malay lan-
guage) Draughts, backgammon. 

yj- jau-jddu, A bitter grain like an 
oat. 

ft-ft- j&jar, Of-f- jojiran, jojira, A 
dirham weighing 48 grains. 

jauja-gdh, A field of battle. 
jojam, A branch with flowers and 

fruit. 
jujin (in Zand and Pazand), A 

drachma of 48 gra ins ;— jo jan , (in Hindi) 
A yojana or distance of 4, 5 or 9 miles. 

ft ft- jau-jau, Bit by bit, in pieces, to 
pieces ; name of a city famous for musk, 
silks, and camphor ;—juju juchu), A 
sparrow (unsupported by examples). 

A fry* ju'ju\ A bird's breast; a ship 's 
prow. 

kj-yt- juja, A chicken, a poul t ; as ^ q.v. 
(the latter doubtful) . 

A TJ* jauh (v.n.), Eradicating, uprooting. 
^ f - j u h l , Name of a buffoon (see ^^aft). 
tf-jaukh, A troop. 
(ftfi-jankhdn, A drying-place for dates, 
A OJ* jaud (v.n.), Falling in abundance 

(rain); (pi. of ja'id) excellent; heavy 
rains -,—jud (v.n.), Liberality, generosity, 
munificence; (pi. of ajyad) long-necked. 

A. sWj* juwddd' (pi, of jawdd), L i tera l 
men. 

jaud on, jauddna, A fragrant 
species of camphor; a kind of pomegranate 
having dry seeds ; a bird 's crop ; the mark 
in a horse's tooth, resembling a barley-
corn, indicating his age ; a species of wil-
low. 

\ i J f jaudat (v.n. of Being good, 
excellent; quickness of apprehension, in-
telligence ; ingenuity; benignity ;— judat, 
Pleetness (of a horse). 

JJJ* jaudar, An ox, a cow ; a herb grow-
ing in wheat. 

fijJys- jaudara, A herb growing amongst 
wheat; name of a certain general. 

A judi, Mount Ararat in Armenia 
(where the ark is supposed to have rested). 

A S-Mys-juzdb, A dish of sugar, rice, and 
meat. 

a )<if jau-zar, In morsels, piecemeal. 
A jauzir, The wild calf, 
j f jaur, A bumper of wine presented to 

anyone; one of the lines upon the famouB 
cup of Jamshed ; [bdda ba-jaur dad, He 
plied him with wine;] — j u w a r , Height , 
summit ; above ;— jur , Equal, alike; a com-
rade, friend, companion (m.c.). 

A jaur (v.n.), Deviating from t ruth or 
the r ight way ; tyrannizing over; injustice, 
violence, iniquity, oppression, ty ranny; 
[jaur kardan, To in ju re ;— jaur u zulm, 
Tyranny and oppression;]— jur , A name of 
Firozabad, famed for its roses ; a quarter 
at Nishapur ;— juwar , A village near Isfa-
han ; — j i w a r r , Copious rain accompanied 
by loud thunder ; strong-voiced (camel). 

a f-jordb, A stocking (m.c.). 
a y f f jaur-dbdd, Name of a place in 

Iran, 
a AA} jordb-band, A garter (m.c.). 
a Jkjj* jordb-farosh, A seller of 

stockings (m.c.). 
A jaurab, A shoe, sandal ; a stock -

ing. 
yfyfr-jurbur, A pheasant; a jungle-cock. 
a AAMO JJ* jaur-pesha, Oppressive; a 

tyrant. 
^ f t jura, Equal in size, weight, colour, &c. 

(see )fr jur). 
A)F-jauz (from V.yftgauz), A nu t ;— jauzu 

'r-rat, A saponaceous nu t ; — j a u z u 's-sarv, 
Frui t of the cypress-tree;—jauzu 't-tarfd, 
The t a m a r i s k - n u t ; — j a u z u 1 t-lib, A nut-
meg ;—jauzu 'l-qaiy, Nux vomica ; — j a u z u 
'l-kausal, The physic-nut;— jauzu 'l-maraj, 
The winter c h e r r y ; — j a u z i buwd (buya), 
Nutmeg; — jauzi suraiyd, The middle or 
cluster of the Pleiades jauzi khdniz, An 
unsound n u t ; — j a u z i ruml, A walnut ;— 
jauzi gandum, Sandix-gum, juniper ;—jauzi 
mdsil, The t h o r n - a p p l e ; — j a u z i hindi, A 
cocoa-nut; a walnut;— jauz ma-shikan tali' 
bi-bin, Do not break the nut , look (first) at 
the horoscope (said to enjoin confidence 
where a risk is to be run) . 

A f-jauza', A black sheep white in the 
middle of the body; the constellation 
Gemini; Orion; name of a woman. 

jauz-aghand, A peach stuffed with 
walnut-kernels. 

jauzdk, Sorrow; sorrowful. 
A^S y yft- jauz bar gumbad, (Throwing) a 

walnut upon a cupola (a phrase employed 
to signify labour in vain) ;—jauz bar gum-
bad afshandan (anddkhtan), To act in vain, 
to make futile efforts. 

& yft- jauz-bun, A nut- (walnut-) tree. 
jy* jauz-j an, Name of a city in Khu-

rasan renowned for its healthy position. 
^jf*jauzagha. A cotton-pod. 
a jauzaq, A cotton-pod. 

jauzak, Adam's apple. 
a i f t j j* jauz-girih, A coat-button. 
a ft* j j* jauz-maijhz, A walnut-kernel; 

any hard substance. 
O) ft- jau-zan, Blight, mildew (as smiting 



the corn) ; name of certain magicians in 
India who are said to bewitch people by 
means of barley-corns steeped in saffron, 
over which certain incantatory verses have 
been mut tered; Brahman who pours clari-
fied but ter into the fire, which he strikes 
with stalks of barley (as a religious rite) ; 
a plectrum ; tinder, touch-wood; a spark 
( the last three meanings unsupported by 
examples). 

V jauza-luwa, A kite (see 
jauzahr, The dragon's head and 

t a i l ; the sphere of the moon; a comet. 
O^jf- jauzldan, To be sad, melancholy. 
^ i j f f - jauzlna, Sugared almonds ; a 

syrup. 
&jy»- juzha, A chicken;—juzha* i duk, A 

notch in the top of the spindle. 
U; juzha-rubd, ty Sjys- juzha-luwd, 

juzha-liwd, A kite. 
A jaus (v.n.), Rummaging a HOUSE 

(as a thief for plunder). 
jausdk, Adam's apple. 

t j j j ^ f r . jusbunitan (Zand and Pazand), 
To take. 

A jausaq (from P. kushk), A 
lofty building, a palace; a villa, a kiosk; 
a village near Raiy. 

jausak, A button ; Adam's apple, 
(j—ft- jausan, A cuirass made of leather. 

jau-sang, I n weight, a barley-
corn ; a grain. 

a ^-ft- jausa, A balcony; a kiosk, a villa ; 
(met.) a sign of the zodiac. 

\j*ft-josh [jush), Ebullition, effervescence; 
agitation (of mind or body) ; heat, l u s t ; 
the ring of a coat of mail ; the 14th day of 
the month ; (in comp.) boiling, raging ;— 
josh uftadan (bar-kkwdstan, baland shu-
dan), To boil, ferment, be agitated ;— 
joshi jawani, The ardour of youth ;—joshi 
khun, Ebullition of blood (a disease) ;— 

josh dadan, To weld ;—josh damidan (retch-
tan, zadan, nihddan), To boil, ferment, 
chafe, rage, be agitated (the waves of the 
sea) ;—joshi tufdn (josh u tufdn), A deluge ; 
—ba-josh (dar josh) dmadan, = josh zadan. 

A J*)* jaush, The breast ; the middle of 
a man ; midnight ; a large section of the 
night, or the latter par t of i t ; a march 
during the whole of the n ight ;— jush , The 
breast. 

ct) joshdk, Heat , ebullition, agitation. 
ft- joshan, Boiling, foaming (waves), 

sy yUy* joshdn-bara, A savoury dish. 
yjjU,^ joshdndan, o^lAy* joshdnidan, 

To cause to boil, to seethe ; to cook. 
joshdnda, A decoction, 

a^ys- josh-para, A kind of food, vermi-
celli (see •J ' j*) ' 

Jbyji- josh-kharosh, $ J*ft-josh 
u kharosh, Noise, tumult, d in ; excitement, 
working of passion, anger, rage. 

jbyt- jaushir, A weaver. 

joshish, A boiling, ebullition; 
hea t ; a cooking, dressing; an eruption; 
thrush (a disease) ; a violent desire. 

vA&ft- jaushak, jushak, A sort of bottle 
made of earthenware, having a spout to it; 
—jushak, A button-hole. 

A i^ft- jaushan, joshan, A coat of mail; 
the breas t ; midnight ; an armlet. 

a \J>fv yAy* joshan-posh, A cuirassier. 
a ybft joshan - guzdr, Armour-

piercing. 
a j) ( j ^ y joshan-war, Armoured, wearing 

a cuirass. 
y ^ y joshldan, To boil; to shoot forth. 

joshida, Boiled ;—joshlda, shudan, 
To be boiled, dressed, cooked; to be agi-
tated, moved (m.c.). 

yA* SAfriy*- joshida-maghz, Passionate; 
wary, 

jaushir, A weaver ; (jau - shir) 
barley-gruel. 

jaushlra, A weaver; a kind of 
food. 

A tf>- ju\ Hunger , appetite ;— ju' i baqari, 
Voracity;— ju (u 'l-kalb, ju'i kalbl, Insatiable 
hunger, canine appetite. 

A tj^ft- jau'an, Hungry, famished, 
starved. 

t p - foyh, A yoke, 
y-fyt- jaughan, A mortar of stone. 
A i - b f r j a u f (v.n.), A wide-extended plain; 

the belly; interior of anything, a hollow, 
vacancy, cavity, concavity; inside (of a 
letter, &c.) ; [jaufi dahan, Cavity of the 
mouth ;— jau f i fakki a'ld, Maxillary sinus 
(med. ) ; ]— jawaf (v.n.), Being hollow and 
roomy ; amplitude, capaciousness. 

u^y ft- jau-farosh, A seller of barley ;— 
jau-faroshi gandum-mimd, One who sells 
barley and shows wheat, a cheat. 

A \ift- jauq (from P. i y ) , A troop, a 
body, a company of men. 

A J Y - JSY* jauq jauq, I n troops. 
a ( j ^ y jaukdn, A club of an arched form 

used in the Eastern game of horse shinty 
(see 

a j t j jaukdn-ddr, Who holds a club 
or plays at shinty. 

^f>* jukak, A bird like a sparrow. 
f^jau-kob, Bruised, coarsely ground. 

jaugdn, Maize. 
^ f t - jogl (pi. jogiydn), An Indian reli-

gious mendicant (S. yogi). 
J y jul, A kite. 
A Jy?- jaul (v.n.), Going round ; career-

ing to and fro in battle ;—jfd, The interior 
part of a well from top to bot tom; the 
parapet of a well. 

A ( ^ f - jawaldn, in P. also jaidan (v.n. of 
Jy*.), Walking round; motion, agitation; 
wandering up and down ; moving, springing 
from side to side (as combatants or com-
petitors in amphitheatres) ; [construed with 
the verbs da,dan, zadan, kardan, and kusha-



dan; -dtishin jawalan (barg-jatvalan), Vio-
lent agitation, rapid movement;—ba-jawa-
lan dar-amadan, dar-jawalan dmadan, To 
gallop about (a horse) ; ]— jaulan, Name of 
a mountain in Syria. 

a yUi jawaldn-kundn, Moving, leap-
ing, springing. 

a jawaldn-gah, A ch&mp-de-mars. 
ajS jawalan-gar, ^ jawaldn-

war, Who gallops about, circles round. 
a ^ f i ^ f r jauldngari, A. gallop, fleelness. 
a jauldm, Strength (of mind or 

body), quickness, apprehension; fleetness; 
circulating rapidly (wine-cup, horse, &c.). 

julah, iA^f). juldha, A spider; a 
weaver. 

MUASJ*. juldhaTc, A little weaver ; a spider, 
u ^ y julahi, Weaving. 

jolakh, A woollen cloth worn by 
rehgiouB mendicants. 

Ljatly?' jolakhi. A mendicant clad in a 
jolakh. 

a ijpy>- jolaq, jauliq (for P . jolakh), The 
dress of a monk. 

a ^ f t - jolaqi, jauliqi, A religious mendi-
cant. 

aJj* jida, A quiver, case for bows and 
arrows; beaten (wool or cotton); a porcu-
pine ;—jidah (for juldh), A weaver; a 
spider;—jola, A kind of grass of which ani-
mals are very fond. 

Sy,. jola-gdh, A field of the above-
mentioned grass. ' 

t^ft-julaha, A spider ; a weaver. 
julidan, To be confused, scattered. 
ju-mard, ft- ju-mardum (for 

juwan-mard, juwdn-mardum), A liberal or 
generous man. 

jaumist, A prophet of the Magi 
to whom the book Gaumist was revealed ; 
according to others, the Ar. form of the 
latter word (see 

QJ* jaun, The Jumna, a large river in 
India (in Sanscrit called Yamuna) ;—ja-
wan,A threshing instrument drawn by oxen. 

A jaun, Whi t e ; black (camel or 
horse); r ed ; day ; a herb of blackish 
green ; horses and camels intensely black ; 
name of a horBe celebrated in India. 

A tift- junat, A box or tray with apiceries 
or perfumes. 

dAft-junk, A bird'B bill. 
jungy A camel f rom the th i rd to the 

fifth year. 
a Hj* jauna, The sun. 

jiwwdn (in Zand and Pazand), A 
youth. 

jowaldghi, A rascal, a rioter (m.c. 
of doubtful derivation). 

A jauh (v.n.), Looking at, or re-
ceiving ungraciously. 

iyt-jiih, A yoke. 
juhar, Destruction of the women 

and children, when besieged men, despait-

ing of resistance, save themselves by 
flight (a practice which prevailed among 
the Ra jpu t s in I nd i a ) ; a place abounding 
in s t reams;— juhar kardan, To sack or 
plunder. 

A ft f- jauhar ( f rom P. ftft gauhar), A 
jewel, gem, pear l ; matter, substance, 
essence, staple (distinguished f rom acci-
dent) ; absolute or essential p roper ty ; 
skill, knowledge, accomplishment, a r t 
worth, merit, virtue ; secret na tu re ; defects, 
vices*, the lustre of a sword, the marks or 
streaks on a well-tempered blade ;—jauhari 
bid (bed), Salicin;— jauhari tamr, Essence 
of tamarind (in Persia improperly used for 
Tartaric acid) ;— jauhari jdn, The origin of 
the soul as first created by God;— jauhar i 
hasan-laba, Benzoic acid; — j a u h a r i dar-
mana, S a n t o n i n e j a u h a r i zat, Original 
essence ;—jauhari rutubati ma'da, jauhari 
guwdranda, Pepsin;— jauhari sirka, Acetic 
acid ;—jauhari 'ulwl, Heaven; spir i t ; fire; 
—jauhari fard, An indivisible atom ; a per-
son unrivalled or u n e q u a l l e d ; — j a u h a r i 
qirmiz-dana, Carmine ; — jauha/ri qatran, 
Creosote ;— jauhari qalyab, Carbonate of 
soda ;—jauhari kundush, Veratrine ;— jau-
hari kuehula, Strychnia; —jauhari hina-kina 
(gina-gina, gingina), Sulphate of quinine; 
—jauhari limit, Citric acid (in Persia im-
properly applied to Tartaric acid) ;— jauhari 
mnkhkhadiri afyun, Narcotine; — j a u h a r i 
musahhini afyun, Codeine; — j auhar i mu-
nauwimi afyun, Morphia;— jauhari na'nd'i 
khushk, Menthol ;— jauhari namak, Hydro-
chloric acid;— jauhari nauehadur, Liquid 
ammonia ;—ahli jauhar, Men of ability. 

a <jz>\ftfr jauhardt (pi. of the preceding), 
Gems, jewels. 

a ftf>- jauhar-agin, Set or s tudded 
with gems (m.c.). 

a ftft- jauhar-dldt, Jewelled regalia 
(m.c., see ft^f-)-

a jtoy*. jauhar-afshdn, Scattering 
gems or pearls. 

a jto ftft- jauhar-dar, A bright, glittering, 
or well-tempered scimitar, possessing the 
blackish marks called jauhar. 

a ftf - jauhar-ddru (pearl-powder), A 
medicine for the eyes, collyrium. 

a u^jyi ftft- jauhar-farosh, A dealer in pre-
cious stones, a vendor of jewels. 

a y j f t f r jauhari, A jeweller, a seller of 
gems ; a lapidary ; a tester, appraiser (of 
precious stones, &c.) ; the trade of a 
jeweller, <&c.; relating to jewels ; essential, 
substantial (opp. to accidental). 

v f e f t f f jauhariyan (pi. of the preceding), 
Jewellers ; a sect who at t r ibute materiality 
to the Dei ty ; materialists. 

H i ^ f t f - juhi, Name of a flower (Jas-
minum auriculatum). 

jawe, A grain of barley :— joy, juy 
(imperative and participle of joyidan or 



juetan), Seek thou ; seeking, desiring, 
wishing, asking ;— juy, A running stream, 
rivulet; a canal or gutter cut for the pur-
poses of irrigation ; a groove in the back 
of a sword ;— jnyi db, A running stream ;— 
juyi tdz, A rapid stream, mighty torrent. 

joyd, Searching, inquiring, seeking ; 
a diligent inquirer; wishful ; name of a 
champion killed by Rustam. 

^.ff- joyd-khirad, Endowed with an 
investigating mind. 

j°ydn, Seeking; wishing, ambi-
t ious; (pi. of joy) wishers, seekers;— jo-
ydni madad, Petitioners, supplicants for 
assistance. 

joydnidan, To cause to inquire 
or investigate; inquire, investigate, search 
for. 

o * ^ joyd'i, Search, diligent inquiry. 
jtiy-bdr, A great river formed by 

the confluence of many smaller streams ; a 
river's bank ; a place abounding in springs; 
—juy-bdri bihisht, The river of Paradise. 

jpzy juyjuz, A teredo, a ship-worm. 
Hip-jdycha, <A>.ys- juyak, A rivulet, brook; 

a groove, a furrow. 
jawin, Aiiys- jaw'ma, Made of barley. 

joyanda, Searching; an inquirer ; 
—joyanda ydbanda bashad, or simply jo-
yanda ydbanda, Who searches, finds ; seek 
and you will find. 

joyidan, To seek, Bearch for, hunt 
a f t e r ;— j uy idan , To set water a-flowing. 

juyina, Aquatic ; a swan. 
jah (for jdh), A place; rank, office ; 

(imper. of jastan) leap t h o u ; (in comp.) 
leaping. 

jih (in Zand and Pazand), Courtezans. 
A A^V?- jahdbizat (pi. of jihbiz), Acute, 

intelligent money-changers;—;jahabizatu 'n-
naqd, Money-brokers ; able critics. 

A jihat (pi. of jihat), Paces, sur-
faces ; tides, quar ters ; cardinal points ; 
duties on manufactures ;—jihati shash, Six 
surfaces, a cube. 

A jahad, Ha rd ground without vege-
tation ;—jihad (v.n. 3 of Waging war 
(especially against infidels); a crusade; 
battle, combat; endeavour, effort -,—jihddi 
asghar, The lesser warfare, war against 
infidels;— j ikddi akbar (hubraj, The greater 
warfare, war against one's own lusts; — 
mubdrizi jihad-pesha, A soldier inured to 
war, a veteran, 

a jihadi, One who fights against 
the infidels, a crusader. 

A jahdr, jihdr, Being known, being 
public ;—jihdr, Name of an idol of the 
Banu Hawazin. 

A jihdran, jahdroM, Publicly, in open 
day. 

A jahdrat (v.n. of y^), Having a 
loud vo i ce ;— j ahara tan , Loudly, with a 
loud voice; publicly. 

A jV* jahdz, A camel's saddle, or the 
saddle-tree ; pudenda mulieris ; a ship; (also 

jihdz) paraphernalia, or portion given with 
a daughter, a trousseau (m.c.) ; travelling 
equipage; funeral apparatus ;—jahdzi ahani, 
An iron ship, an ironclad. 

A WWTY^ jahdzdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Travelling equipages, &c. 

a (j^iiA jahdz-shikani, A shipwreck. 
a- jahdzi, A bailor; naval, nautical; 

a kind of s c i m i t a r ; — j a h d z i iqrdr-nama, 
Charter-party;— jahdzi tijdrat, Naval trade. 

A juhhdl (pi. of jahil), Ignorant 
people, simpletons, fools. 

A Ait^ jahdlat (v.n. of J v ) , Beiug igno-
rant ; ignorance ; barbar ism; brutality. 

A FL^ jahdni, A cloud without rain. 
CjWs- jahdn, jihdn (S. jagat, Z. gaetha), 

The world ; an age ; worldly possessions ; 
any sublunary ob jec t ; leaping, bounding; 
dar t ing (as lightning) jahdni db u gil, 
The human body ; the world ; — jahdn 
khwurdan, To conquer the world ; to derive 
advantage from i t ; — jahdn ddshtan, To 
possess much proper ty;— jahdni Jdni, The 
perishable world ; — jahani qadim, Eter-
nity ; — jahdn kandan, To devastate the 
world ;— jahdni kihin, A microcosmos, i.e. 
man ; —jahdni guzrdn, Transitory world ; 
jahdn gird kardan (kushddan), To subdue 
or subjugate the world ;— jahani mihin, 
The world, universe ;—in u an jahdn, This 
world and the next. 

jahdn-drd, ^ f t jahdn-dray, 
World-adorning ; name of the sixth month 
of the year of Yazdagird. 

oW*- jahdn-dra'i, World 's orna-
ment. 

jahdn-azmuda, Experienced. 
oWs- jahdn-afroz, World-enlighten-

ing. 
(itfji^ jahdn-ajirin, Creator of the 

world. 
CĴ T- jahdn-dwar, Va l i an t ; learned. 

jahan-bdn, Keeper or protector 
of the world ; God Almighty ; a powerful 
monarch. 

^Wj^rs- jahdnbdni, Government of the 
world ; royal. 

c r^ . tfW^ jahdn-bakjish, Distr ibuting the 
world. 

jahdn-bln, Seeing or comprehend-
ing the whole world (an a t t r ibute of God) ; 
the eye ; a traveller ; offspring. 

SUJU jahdn-padishah, King of the 
world. 

j t f . ( j ^ jahdn-parwar, Nourisher of the 
world. 

jahdn-pandh, Asylum of the 
world j his (your) majesty ;— jahdn-pandh 
saldmat, Long live the king ! 

l^V"^ jahdn-pahlawdni, Name of a 
post of honour to which the bravest men 
were formerly advanced in Persia. 



jahdn-tab, World - inflaming ; 
world-illuminating; the fifth month of the 
era of Yazdagird. 

(jjUs (jjVyt- jahdn-tandn, The heavenly 
bodies. 

y r W jahdn-jo, jahdn-ju, Ambitious of 
subjugating the world. 

oV*- jahan-jahdn, Much, many, 
worlds of. 

(jV- jahdr -jckusrav, = ^ ^ 
q.v. 

jahdn-ddr, Possessor of the world; 
a king, an emperor ; name of a Mogul em-
peror, grandson of Aurangzeb. 

jahdn-ddri, Monarchy, empire, 
rule; imperial;—asbdbi jahdndari, Means 
of acquiring rule. 

jpta yft* jahdn-dawar, Judge of the 
world. 

SAJJ jahdn-didah, Seeing or having 
seen the world; knowing mankind; expe-
rienced ; a traveller; — jahdn-dida bisyar 
goyad durogfa, One who has seen the world 
tells many lies. 

<J\iy jahdn-rawd'i, Hule o£ the 
world. 

s^ j jahan-zinda, A perennial flower. 
jSL. jahdnsdldr, A powerful mo-

narch ; a general. 
jahan-satan, World-conquer-

ing. 
jakdn-satdni, Conquest of the 

world. 
(jWs- jahdn-eokjkta, Having consumed 

a world. 
oW*- jahdn-soz, An incendiary; a 

tyrant. 
^WAJ jahan-kadkhuday, Lord of 

the world. 
^i^fi- jakdn-kuskd, World-subduing. 

jahdn-kushd'i, Conquest. 
jahdn-kay, King of the world, 

yl-v* jakdn-gard, A great traveller. 
yf (J-tp- jahdn-gir, Seizer or conqueror of 

the world (the name which Sallm, the son 
of Sultan Akbar, adopted on succeeding 
his father as Emperor of Hindustan in the 
year 1605); a woman's bracelet; short 
breeches worn by soldiers. 

^fiS jahdn-giri, Of or relating to 
Jahangir; royal, princely; universal sway ; 
a kind of bracelet. 

jahdn-marzbdn, The lord 
marcher of the world. 

Bdj^U jahan-ndsiparda, Who has 
not travelled over the world, inexperienced. 

a y ip . jahdn-muta', Obeyed by the 
world. 

jjy y l ^ jahdn-naward, A great traveller. 
sj^v* jahdni. Worldly ; a mortal. 

jahaniydn, Mortals ; worldly 
people; creatures, creation. 

jahdnidan, To cause to l eap ; to 
attack; to shoot. 

A ̂ Mt* jihbiz ( from P. A*^ q.v.), An acute, 
intelligent money-changer, who knows at 
once good money from bad. 

A jahbazat, Banking, the business 
of a banker or money-changer. 

A A^ jihat, juhat, Side, face, surface; direc-
tion ; form, fashion, manner, mode; reason, 
motive; regard, respect;— j ihati in ki, Inas-
much as;—az dn jihat, On account of t h a t ; 
—az in jihat, For that reason ;—az jihati, 
For this reason, because o f ; on the side of ; 
—az jihati in ki, Because that ;—ba-j ihat an 
ki, Since, because, for the reason t h a t ; — 
ba-har jihat, Anyhow, in any respect ;— 
char jihat, Four sides (of a solid) ; four 
qualities or quanti t ies;—chi jihate paida 
kard, Wha t a reason he has found out! 
(m.c.). 

A jahs (v.u.), Moving, agitat ing, 
rendering l ight and airy (anger, terror, or 

A jahjdh, Name of the man who 
broke Muhammad 's stick on the knee of 
Othman; also of one who is destined to 
rule the world. 

(jltrtHf* jahjahdn, Skipping, prancing; 
hopping; swelling, rushing (water). 

A AYJ. jahd (v.n.), Striving, struggling, 
exerting oneself; labour, toil, exertion ; 
study, care, painstaking; diligence, assi-
duity, earnestness; — jahd, juhd, Power, 
strength, vigour. 

a jahdish, Exertion, effort, dili-
gence. 

A ytftjahr (v.n.), Raising the voice, speak-
ing loud; revealing, declaring, publishing, 
discovering, disclosing; cleaning out (a 
well) ; visiting one in the morning unex-
pectedly; magnifying, honour ing; regard-
ing as numerous; shaking (a bottle) in 
order to churn bu t t e r ; travelling incog-
nito over a country ;— juhr, Form, mien, 
countenance ; beauty of face, comeliness ; 
—jahar, Being day-blind, nyctalopy (med.). 

A jahran, P . jahrdna, Publicly, 
evidently, clearly ;—sirran wa jahran, Pri-
vately and publicly. 

A jahrdwdt, A plain outside of 
ShiriLz. 

A jahratan, Publicly, visibly. 
A F*^ jahram, Name of a town in Persia. 
a ^ f y f i - jahrami, Native of Jahram ; the 

celebrated musician Barbud. 
a jahrami/yat, A kind of linen 

cloth (called from jahram, the town above-
mentioned). 

jahra, A yarn-reel; opposite;— jahra 
sdkhtan, To oppose one th ing to another. 

A jahsh (v.n.), Raising a scream 
and running fr ightened (as a child to its 
mother) ; preparing to weep. 

u H * jaJiish, Na ture ; exterior form. 
A Jv* j a h l (v.n.), Being ignorant, foolish 

ignorance, silliness, foolishness, foolish or 



senseless disputation, a war of words;— 
jahli baeit, Simple ignorance, artlessness ; 
—jahli murakkab, Complicated ignorance, 
confirmed error. 

A OLL̂  juhala' (pi. of jdhil), Ignorant 
people, the ignorant ; in P. also used as a 
singular. 

A &*fi-jahalat (pi. of jdhil), Pools. 
a jcthli, Ignorant ; foolish; pas-

sionate ; lazy; argumentative ; a driveller. 
A jahm (v.n.), Receiving sternly and 

ungraciously; austere, crabbed, surly ; a 
tearing lion ; a px*oper name. 

jih-marz, Sexual intercourse with 
harlots. 

a jahmi, Belonging to the fol-
lowing sect ;—jahmiyat, Name of a Muham-
madan sect. 

jahn, Spi r i t ; the soul or intellect of 
the universe ;— jahn, jihn, Name of a son of 
Afrasyab ;—jihan (for jihdn), The world. 

^• i f i - jahanja , A kind of shoe or slipper. 
(j^^Mr* jahandagi, A cantering pace. 
lAXifl. jahanda, (A horse) going sideways 

and skipping along the road; elastic, 
A i+^r jahannam, Hell, the infernal fire ; 

a deep well;—ahli jahannam, The damned; 
—ba-jahannam, To hell with you ! (m.c.). 

a jahannami, Infernal, hellish, 
jy^ juhud, A Jew. 
AJWJ^. juhuddna, Judaical ly; the ven-

tricle of a sheep stuffed with meat and 
herbs ; name of a gum-bearing tree. 

juhudi, One J e w ; Juda i sm; 
Judaical. 

a <e)f<fi-jahuri, Loud-voiced. 
A J^S- jahul, Extremely ignorant, an 

ut ter ignoramus. 
a ^ f f i - jahuli, Ignorance, folly. 
A A-JJ^ jahiiliyat, Extreme ignorance. 
a - V ^ jahid, Laborious, painstaking; 

toilsome. 
jahidan, To leap, spring, dance; 

to gallop; to be stimulated to running or 
flight; to recreate, divert oneself; to drop ; 
to grow cold ; to blow (as the wind). 

Aymp-jahir, Beaut i ful of face ; unadul-
terated milk. 

A y&fi- jahiz, Running, flowing ; fleet, 
agile ; (by Imalah for j ^ ) vestments and 
furni ture of every kind which a bride 
brings to her husband's house ; a dowry ; 
minced meat. 

A juhainat, Name of a large tribe. 
^ jai ( in Zand and Pazand) , P u r e ; 

name of a village dependent upon Ray ; — 
ji. The city of I spahan; name of a district 
in the dependency of Ispahan. 

^ jai-afrdm, Name of a prophet. 
jayalak (from T. tsJuU.), A straw-

berry (m.c.). 
A S-as-jaib (in P . pronounced jeb or jib), 

The opening at the neck and bosom (of a 
shir t , &c.); the breast-collar; the heart, 

bosom; a pocket;— j ibi nfq, The sky;— 
jibi baghal, Waistcoat-pocket (m.c.) ;—jibi 
k]ids, A privy purse. 

Ws- jibd, Fuel, firewood ; = q.v. 
jibar, Gardens; paradises. 

A j i b a , — A**, q.v. 
jiba-khdna, An arsenal (see 

(jrw-w- jaibin, Interval , intervening space 
(see e * ^ ) . 

juytan, A saddle-cloth (unsupported 
by examples). 

A j i t a , = AJ^. q.v. 
jipd, Fuel, firewood. 

JL**. jaipdl, Name of an Indian ruler. 
A ^USW- jaihdn, Name of a river or town 

in Syria. 
A jaihun, The river Ja ihun or Bac-

trus;—"ba-jaihun nishastan, To cross the 
J a i h u n ; to weep. 

a jaihuni, Belonging to the Jai-
hun. 

A A** jid, A long, slender, beautiful 
neck ; the lower or f ront part of the neck, 
on which jewels are suspended; (pi. of 
ajyad) with beaut i ful and slender necks;— 
jayad, The length, slenderness and beauty 
of the n e c k ; — j a i y i d , Good, excellent; 
elegant ; arable, fertile. 

jir, Declivity; a kind of leather. 
A jir an (pi. of jar), Neighbours; 

protectors; name of a village near Isfahan. 
tiSUijir-ja-ng, = ^ q.v. 
u t - i j^ jiruft, Name of a city in Kar-

mania. 
A Oiy^ jiriin, Name of a gate of Da-

mascus. 
jira, A daily allowance. 

j f ^ jiz-jang, A leathern dildo. 
jizu, A porcupine (see 

jistdn, A riddle (see ^ ^ s ^ ) • 
jestan, To leap ; a small purse 

elegantly adorned. 
jaisink, Name of the first king of 

Guzerat. 
A jaish (v.n.), Boiling (of a pot); 

ebullition; raging (of the sea) ; swelling, 
overflowing (of a river) ; an army, soldiery, 
a legion. 

jaishgar, A general ; a maker of 
coats of mail. 

A (JA^ jaiz (v.n.), Turn ing away from, 
declining. 

jigh, Noise, clamour. 
jaighiit, Palm-tree fibres. 

^yUq. jaighiit, A basket made of palm-
leaves or fibres. 

AA*̂  jigha, An ornament or jewel worn in 
the turban ; noise, clamour. 

A jiyaf (pi. of jifat), Carcases. 
A A ^ jifat, A carcase, corpse, which has 

begun to st ink, carrion. 
^ jifa-kjupdr, A feeder on carrion. 



and jiqa, Noise, clamour (see 
the following). 

A&J* jtqa-jiqa kardan, To adorn 
the (eye-brows) with a certain powder of 
brass and talc. 

The noise of fowls. 
jlk-jlk, Cry of birds and 

beasts. 
A J ^ jll, A race, a nation ; name of a 

village near Bagdad. 
jlldn, The ju leb- t ree ; sesame (for 

P. cpbS') the city and province of Gilan. 
•SSA^W jlldhang, A purgative Indian 

root. 
J^A!** jll-ddru, A wood, black without 

and green within (see ^ J**)-
A jimi, The letter G; a silk robe em-

broidered with gold ; libidinous camels. 
jin, Unamiable, detestable qualities, 

jinak, A place. 
jinawar, The bridge across hell-

fire. 
jaiwdd, Chastity, continence. 

A VYŜ - juyiib (pi. of jaib), Shirt-collars ; 
pockets. 

jaiwad, Straight (unsupported by 
examples). 

A juyush (pi. of jaish), Armies, 
forces, t roops ;— juymhi dhan-posh, Troops 
cased in steel. 

tyt+jiwa, Quicksilver. 

5 

B ch, called die, also jimi far si or jimi 
'ajamT, is the seventh letter of the Arabic-
Persian alphabet, and is pronounced like 
our ch in " church " ; it interchanges with 
the cognate letters and and is some-
times confounded with e, whose numerical 
value of 3 it shares in the Abjad ;—chi (for 

chih, q.v.), What , which, 
W cha, Tea (for particulars see ^ V ) -
ut̂ W chdbuk, Quick, swift, active ; inge-

nious, sharp, acute; beaut i fu l ; a horse-
whip;—chdbuk zadan, To whip. 

a «sX»U chdbuk-add, A ready speaker, 
performer, singer, 

ediW chdbuk-bdzi, A whipping, 
b tstifW chcbuk-pd, Swift of foot. 
pW uiV>W chdbuk-khirdm, Swift-paced. 
(jwW chdddn, A tea-pot. 

ctiolfc. chdbuk'dast, Dexterous, adroit, 
light-fingered, nimble, expeditious; beau-
tiful. 

a chdbuk-rikdb (raklb), 
Quick or skilful of stirrup, a good horse-
man. 

yafc-. otl}U chdbuk-sukhun, Eloquent. 
usijW. chdbuk-suwdr, A horse-breaker, 

rider horse-dealer ; a jockey, rough 
fiogger. 

cJuibub-smvdri, Jocbeyshiy, 
a y ^ a chdbuk-Hndn, Dexterovis in 

handling the reins. 
a pA» itbU. chdbuk-qadam, Swift of foot. 
a (j-fc chdbuk-nafas, Quick of 

speech, a ready talker. 
chabuki, Agi l i ty ; in need of the 

whip, pacing leisurely. 
chdbuk, Quick, nimble, acute. 

chap ( from H. chhdp), A seal, stamp, 
print (see AiW) ;—chap zadan (kardan), To 
print, 

chap ati, A thin, unleavened cake, 
T jW.W chdpdr, A runner, mounted mes-

senger, courier; pos t ; mail, 
t jUU chdpdr-khdna, Relay-station 

for a mounted messenger, post-house (m.c.); 
—rdhi chdpdr-khdna. The high road (m.c.). 

^bVe. chdpdri, Travelling by post ; post ; 
—ba-chdpdri randan, To travel at or break 
into a courier's pace. 

u U chdp-khdnas Printing-house, 
printing office ;—chap-khdnaH daulatJ, Go-
vernment printing office. 

(3?.̂ - cMpuq, = q.v. 
yyHW chdplos, A flatterer; flattery, 
(j-jliW chdplosi, Flattery, adulat ion;— 

chdplosi kardan (numudan), To flatter, to 
fawn, to court. 

chdpila, Bald in consequence of 
scab. 

T chdpaul, A raid, inroad, ra zzia. 
t £>A-A*. chapidan, To overrun, to make an 

incursion, to invade (m.c.). 
AiU. chdpa, A seal, stamp, print. 
wyjW chdpub, Rags (unsupported by ex-

amples). 
J j i ^ - chdpuq, A gusset. 

chat a, A halter, rope to hang felons. 
EU. chdch, A heap of corn threshed and 

winnowed; name of a city in Turkistan 
famed for the bows made there : hence, 
kamdni chdchi, Bows brought from that 
place, which were not affected by heat or 
damp. 

chdchala, A rustic shoe of raw lea-
ther. 

chdchi, Of or referring to Chach ; a 
bow made there (see eV)-

chdkhshuq, = q.v. 
chddar, A tent, pavilion; a mantle, 

scarf ; a veil; a sheet ; a shroud, winding-
sheet ; a table-cloth ;—chddari db, A water-
fall, a cascade ;—chddari ihrdm (according 
to some ajrdm or ahrdmiydn), Snow ;—chd-
dari ajsad, The four elements ;—chddar az 
pusht bar-kashldan, To take a mantle off 
the shoulder ;—chddari azhdaha, The four 
elements ; — chddar ba-chihra (dar sar) 
kashldan, To draw a veil over the face or 
head ;—chddar bar kitf afgandan (poshldan) 
To throw a mantle over the shoulder;— 



chadar ba-yak shakh afgandan, To remove 
the veil;—chddari tarsd, The s u n ; the sun's 
rays; l ight ; a blue and yellow garment;— 
chadar takdnldan (takldan), To pitch a 
tent;—chddari khwab, Bed-curtains ;—chd-
dari rakhti khwabr A canvas wrapper in 
which bed-clothes are tied up ;—chadar 
zadan, To pitch a tent;—chddari sar-karda, 
A face-veil; — chddari shab, Bed-sheets; 
a large veil, covering the whole dress;— 
chddari qalandarl, A sort of tent;—chddari 
kdfurl, The dawn; sunshine; — chddari 
kdbud (kuhU,) The heavens; a dark n igh t ;— 
chddari lajaward, Tbe azure sky ; a verdant 
meadow;—chddari yazdi, A kind of woman's 
veil. 

^Aili joW chadar'poshi qalandarl, A 
gipsy tent (m.c.). 

^ . u ^ i jA*. chadar-figandl, A kind of tent. 
taijS jdlij. chadar-girifta, Veiled. 

jcfa chadar-nishln, A dweller in a 
t en t ; a nomad. 

fa char (contracted from chahdr), Pour ; 
a potter 's k i ln ; able ; (for chdrabi) remedy, 
cure; (S. chdra) an explorer;—char andar 
char gujtan, To talk idly, nonsensically, de-
liriously ;—chdr daur (dar char daur), From 
four sides, from every side, completely ;— 
du char shudan, Two (eyes) become four, 
i.e. to meet another. 

jj^ chdr-abrii, A kind of dervish who 
shaves his eye-brows and whiskers ; (met.) 
a lover; meeting between two persons. 

y4^ fa char dkhur, The four elements; 
four stars in the Great Bear. 

char akhshlj, y ^ j f a char ar-
kdn, fa char azhdahd, The four ele-
ments. 

char asb, A team of four horses. 
sA^A fa char asbdb, The four faculties, 

viz. of attraction, retention, digestion, and 
repulsion; the four elements. 

jLu.^ fa char ustad, The four elements. 
fa char dyina, A kind of armour. 

fa char bdgh, A palace; name of a 
celebrated royal garden in the environs of 
Ispahan ; also near Dehli; hence in general 
a royal garden or park. 

(jii^ jU char bdlish, ca^fcJ^ ^ char bd-
lishi, The four elements; a kind of large 
cushion, on which great men sit or recline ; 
a throne ; the world ;—char bdlishi arkdn, 
Heat, cold, dryness, and moisture. 

fa char-bdng, Sensible, quick, alert. 
^ fa char-bird, Name of a city. 

fa char-birdl, Of or belonging to 
Chiirbird. 

fa char band, The world. 
^ju) fa char-bandl, A wallet; the world, j 

fa char bekh, Endive-root, fennel-
root, caper- root, and parsley-root; the four 
elements. | 

^ jU. char pa, A quadruped ; a bedstead ; | 
castanets. i 

char-para, Four-square, in four 
parts ; a pair of castanets or virginals i 
the patch of a shoe. 

vS^- fa chdr pay, fa chdr-pdya, — 
\ i fa q.v. 

£> fa chdr-pakh, Quadrangular ; a kind of 
tent. 

char-par, A wine-bottle. 
jLjfj fa char-pahlu, With four edges 

or sides (spear-head) ; a precious chain ; a 
ful l stomach ;—char-pahlu shudan (to be-
come four-square), To guttle, gormandise ; 
to lie supine. 

fc fa char-id, j3 fa char-tar, zfa fa chdr-
tdra, A four-stringed lu te ; a d r u m ; the 
four elements; the world. 

fa chdr-tark, A kind of quadrangular 
hat. 

y^j v&fa chart zadan, To take a siesta. 
3 $ J*^ fa char takb'ir bar o zad, He 

deserted him, he abandoned him, as if 
dead (from the four Takbirs repeated by 
way of burial service over the dead), 

fa char jdma, J ^ fa char jul, A 
saddle without a t ree ; a valuable saddle-
cloth to adorn a valued old horse ; a horse 
covered with a cloth instead of a saddle. 

Hp- fa charjupa, A window-blind. 
fa char jauhar, The four elements; 

name of four stars in the Great Bear. 
uwjlai ^syfa char juyi fitrat, Four consti-

tutional habits in man, viz. sanguine, cho-
leric, phlegmatic, and melancholy. 

vt-^fr fa char jihat, Four sides; the 
whole. 

fcjjj^U^W char-char zadan, To talk idly, 
nonsensically, deliriously. 

fa fa char-char kardan, To meet; 
to contend with. 

^ fa fa char-char-goy, An idle or ab-
surd talker, wandering in one's speech. 

fa char-chashm, Four-eyed (a dog 
or sheep), i.e. having a black spot over each 
eye; one who wears spectacles ; a meeting, 
interview, eye to eye ; ful l of desire, 
anxious. 

^ fa char chand, Quadruple, four times 
as much. 

V^v fa £hdr chub, fa char chuba, A 
frame (m.c.). 

Ae. fa char had, East , west, north, south. 
fa chdr-khanah, A large cauldron 

divided into four compartments; chequer-
work ; a kind of cloth ; anyone who as-
sumes more than his condition entitles 
him to. 

chdr-khdya (four-testicled), Bold, 
brave, warlike ; addicted to women, potent 
in venery. 

^ char kham, A wrestling trick. 
fa char dang, The four quarters of 

the globe; four grains, to denote a thing 
ueither big nor small. 

J ^ o fa chdr dawal, An ox-goad. 



chdr-dari, The world. 
chdrdah, Fourteen; the ful l moon. 

chdrdahum, Fourteenth ; ful l 
moon ; (met.) the highest perfection. 

^V chdr dlwdr, Four walls; the four 
quarters of the world ;—char diwdri nafs, 
The body ; the world. 

fa char-dhvdrl, A court-yard, area, 
y t j fa char zdnu, A tailor's mode of sit-

ting. 
JL. fa char-sal, A space of four years ; 

fou2-years old. 
fa chdr-salagi, Space of four years. 

y* fa chdr sii, A square ; a market-place ; 
a cross-road, two roads crossing; expecta-
tion. 

fa chdr skdkh, A pronged implement 
for winnowing grain. 

<i>U jU. char-eltdnah, A dwarf ; tough, 
hardy, fat, lusty. 

AJUA fa chdr-shambih, Wednesday ; (met.) 
the planet Mercury. 

s-'y4' fa char shub, = y f a q.v. 
^ y f a chdr-zarb, Sensible, shrewd (slave), 

v/^ fa char-zarb-zada, One whose 
beard, mustachios, eye-brows, and eye-
lashes have been all cut clean away. 

S ^ f a chdr tag, Four columns, i.e. a prin-
cipal room on the top of Eastern houses, 
open in f ront and supported by four pillars ; 
a kind of quadrangular t en t ; a kitchen-
tent ; the elements; the sky, the firma-
ment. 

a yi* fa chdr (unsur, The four elements. 
t f a chdrugh, ^ f a chdruq, A kind of 

rustic shoe. 
a fa char gab, A garment peculiar to 

the kings of Turan. 
d f a chdr ale, A military commander, a 

general; the leader of a caravan. 
chdr-gama, An ambling n a g ; tu-

multuous mirth. 
char-gdh (for MSty*- q.v.), A pasture-

ground. 
fa char gosha, Four-cornered; a 

throne; a bier ; a small table. 
j*; chdr-goshi, A four-handled ewer; 

quadrangular. 
fa chdr-gun, Mace; a saddle-tree. 
fa chdr-langar, A large ship provided 

with four anchors. 
chdrum, chdr am, The fourth ;—chd-

rum usturldh, The s u n ; the fourth climate; 
—chdrum bildd, The fourth climate (Khu-
rasan) ;—chdrum kitdb, The fourth book, 
i.e. the Kur 'an (the other three being the 
Pentateuch, Psalms and Gospels). 

j jU fa chdr madar, The four elements 
(see JJU ^W*.). 

&fa y* fa chdr mar chdra, An inn ; a 
stage; learned. 

yt* fa char maghz (four-kernel), A wal-
nut ; an earthen ball with which children 
play. 

fr" fa char mekh, The rope upon which 
rope-dancers walk or tumble ; also the poles 
by which it is stretched and supported; 
the wooden frame of saddles, or of pack-
saddles; a cross, a g ibbet ; sodomy; the 
four elements;—chdr mekhi kaydt, The four 
elements ;—chdr mekh shudan, To be cruci-
fied ; to be firmly established, to s tand bolt 
upright;—chdr mekh kardan, To stretch a 
cord for rope-dancers to dance u p o n ; to 
crucify ; (met.) to commit sodomy. 

chdrumin, Relating to f o u r ; one of 
f o u r ; four th;—bdmi chdrumin, The four th 
heaven; — khusrawi sipihri chdrumin, The 
monarch of the fourth sphere, i.e. the sun. 

pW ehfj^- chdrumin bam, Fourth heaven. 
fa ^ fa chdr nd-chdr, Inevi table; of ne-

cessity, whether willing or not willing, no-
leas volens. 

a J*J fa chdr na'l raftan, To t rot 
(m.c.). 

chdru, Plaster, mortar. 
chdrwd, A quadruped; a pony. 

chdrwd-dar, One who lets out 
horses; a groom. 

^ 3 & c^dr u chadar, Remedy, treat-
ment. 

t j f a chdrugh, &)fa charuq, A peasant's 
shoe. 

fa\* ) fa chdr u nd-chdr, — fa\i fa q.v. 
} fa chdr u haft, The four (elements) 

and seven (planets). 
chdra, Remedy, cure; help, succour; 

escape; being able to dispense with, to do 
without; business, affair ; a knavish trick, 
stratagem, scheme; separation; mode, 
mean, manner, method; once; time ; — 
chara-ash chlst (chi chdra), What remedy 
is there ? what is to be done ?—chdra bar-
anddkhtan (dadan, ddshtan, shinakhtan), 
To employ, possess, know or devise a re-
medy ;—chara'i kdr-rd justan, To seek out 
a remedy for the matter, to put a spoke 
in one's wheel (m.c.) ;—chdra kardan, To 
repair, to remedy ; to seize, take hold of ;— 
chdra giriftan, To apply a remedy, 

y j j i f a chara-pazlr, Curable. 
SjU chara-pardaz, One bringing or 

applying a remedy. 
y 6 fa chdra-ju, t^y fij^ char a-juy, Seek-

ing an expedient, or remedy ; using strata-
gem. 

fa i,fa chdra-sdz, W h o applies a cure, a 
provider of remedy. 

^ jL . SjW chara-sdzi, Application of a re-
medy. 

t f a chara-sigal, Who thinks of or 
devises a remedy. 

fa i f a chdra-kdr, Applying remedies, a 
restorer; aid, assistance; means, manner. 

/ t f a chdr agar, A knave, deceiver, chea t ; 
an agent, a messenger. 

^s/fijW charagari, Remedy, cure ; roguery; 
comfort. 



y* *>fa char a mar chdra, Treachery ; 
open, clear (see y fa). 

isfc fa chdr~ydri, Name of a sect which 
venerates especially the four immediate 
successors of Muhammad. 

fa chdr yak, One of four, a fourth ; 
also— 

fa chdr-yak-kdr, Name of a place 
belonging to Kabul. 

fa chaz, A frog, a paddock. 
fa chdzh, chdzha, Vain, futi le. 
\ j f a chdsh, A heap of winnowed corn; 

lint-seed; a lunch. 
C^AW chasht, ^ us^J>fa chasht-gah, <&zbfa 

chashUga, The middle hour between sun-
rise and the meridian ; what is then eaten, 
breakfast , early dinner, luncheon; a fourth 
of the day;—chasht khwurdan, To take 
breakfast;—chasht dadan, To give a break-
fast . 

chdshti, A morning meaJ, breakfast 
(opp. to khufti, An evening meal, supper). 

chdshddn, A bread-basket; a dish 
or tray for breakfast . 

^.xSeA*. chashakddn, A bread-basket; a 
lady's work-box. 

chdshna, Taste,<fec.(— below); 
—chdshna kardan, To taste. 

chashni, Taste ; relish ; a taste by 
way of a sample ; a specimen ; proof, t r ia l ; 
quality ; the first stroke or two on a drum ; 
—chashni dar buni dandan uftad, To get 
a taste of a thing;—chashni'i dil. Kind 
words;—chdshni'i subh, The brightness of 
dawn ;—chashni kardan, To assay ; (it is 
moreover construed with the verbs bar-
giriftan, buland shudan, dadan, ddshtan, 
shindkhtan, fashurdan, and giriftan). 

chdshnlglr, A taster to a prince ; 
a cupbearer; a carver. 

tfa chagk, Time, season, an hour (or the 
twelfth part of every civil day) ; a spider. 

Ĵ A&C. chaghdawul, = q.v. 
T jW- chdq, Time ; heal th ; healthy, well; 

stout, obese; — chdq shud, He became 
well. 

T chaqshur, j f a f a chaqshur, A kind 
of red hose. 

T JÎ R chdqu, A knife (m.c.) ;—chdqu dasta 
kardan, To bury one's head in the collar; 
to be closed (like a flower-bud) ; to commit 
pederasty. 

t chdql, Stoutness, corpulency, 
obesity. 

chdk, A fissure, rupture, cleft, crack, 
r en t ; a bond or note of hand ; title deeds; 
day-break ; the sound made by the blow of 
a sword ; a loop-hole, fan- l ight ; ready, pre-
pared ; — chdki sout, The glottis; — chdk 
kardan, To tear ; (also construed with the 
verbs angekhtan, khwurdan, shudan, zadan, 
kushddan, and nihddan). 

chdkachdk, Noise ; din of swords ; 
ful l of cracks, chinks, or clefts. 

chdkdnidan, To drop, distil. 
chak-pusht (corruption of JW 

q.v.), (A horse) high in the withers and 
rump, and depressed in the girth. 

^ V chdk-chak, A clash of swords; 
cleft;—chak-chak kardan, To tear in pieces. 

/ W chdkar, A servant ; apprentice; 
maid. 

t ^ j chdkaran-zamln, Lands ap-
propriated to the maintenance of public 
servants. 

cs/V ch dkarl, Servitude; apprenticeship; 
—chakari kardan, To serve, to do service. 

chdksu, chakshu, A small black 
shining grain mixed up with camphor into 
an ointment for the eyes. 

J ^ chdkal, A ewer, a water-jug. 
ch&ku, A clasp-knife, a penknife. 

chdkoch, A mallet, hammer. 
JW chdl, Grizzled; a sorrel horse; a 

hole in which weavers put their f ee t ; a hole 
wherein one may stand upright without 
being buried; a ravine (m.c.); a bird's 
ne s t ; a wager, a stake at play; a bustard; 
a beautiful kind of par t r idge; name of a 
certain water-fowl, a moor-hen; whey 
name of a town in the district of Kazwln 
—chdli shutur, Camel's whey ;—chdl kar 
dan, To win, to carry off the stakes. 

H J ^ chdl, A distance of two parasangs 
gait, pace ; name of a fish. 

chdldk, Ingenious; vigilant; quick 
nimble, clever-handed; active, smart, labo 
rious, hard-working; ski t t ish; a lofty 
dwelling-place; a highwayman, a cut 
throat. 

^yfachdldhi, Alacrity, quickness, speed 
skitt ishness; vigilance; smartness, inge 
nuity. 

chdldn, Invoice, bill of lading 
transportation. 

^H J ^ chal-pusht, Swayed, hollow 
backed. 

chalpos, A flatterer; a muleteer 
(see t r j ty*)-

i j i J^ chdlish, Elegant gait, graceful mo-
tion ; stateliness; coition; manner, con-
duct ; battle. 

chdlishgar, A swinger; a warrior; 
lecherous. 

^^aJle- chdlishgan, Warlike action, 
a ^yaJtc- chal-hauz, A large basin or 

tank in which one can stand upright with-
out being submerged (m.c.). 

a fa* J^- chdl-qimar, A stake, bet. 
chain, AJU- chala, A vault, a reposi-

tory for grain, not more than two or three 
yards deep. 

chdli, A kind of duck. 
^ ^ chdlir, A deep ditch or pit;—az chdh 

bar-amadam u dar chalir uftddam, I jumped 
out of the frying-pan and fell into the fire. 

cr-J^ chdlish, A pompous, stately walk; 
war. 



chdllk, Tlie game of tip-cat. 
cham, Bent, curved, twisted; a grain ; 

a button ; method, manner ; a fo ld; (in 
comp.) fo ld ; a valley ; low ground. 

l̂ v- chdm-cham, Tangled, intricate, 
mazy. 

chamiz, = (j><y*V q.v. 
y&ft chdm-gir, Pleasant, affable, atten-

tive. 
chdmosh, A kind of shoe. 

A-U- chdma, A poem not exceeding seven-
teen couplets ; a song; a word. 

j ^ W chdmaddn, E loquent ; an orator. 
^ W chdma-goy, Singer of odes; a 

poet. 
ckdmidan, To make wa te r ; to 

blow. 
jt^ chdmlr, and— 

chwriiin, Urine ; excrement. 
uijW chdnish, A pompous walk; war. 
t o ^ V chanql, A council; consultation, 

deliberation (see ^ W ) . 
chdna, The lower jaw-bone; the 

chin; jaw, jabber, t a l k ; a dropping, dis-
tilling ; a lump of dough, enough to make 
a cake; a cup ; — chdna bl-jd zadan, or 
simply chdna zadan, To jaw, to chatter, to 
gossip (m.c.). 

ft chdv, (in Tar tar ) Paper money. 
ft ft chdv chdv, The chirping or noise of 

sparrows or other birds (especially when 
terrified for themselves or young by a 
hawk); the first relators of bad news. 

i ^ f t f t ; chdvchdwdn, Indirect, swerving. 
T \J»ft chdwush, A sergeant, a beadle ; a 

herald; the leader of an army or cara-
van. 

^ j V chawak, A lark (see ^ f t ^ ) . 
chawala, A hundred-leaved rose*, 

uneven, awry. 
i j f t chavU, A winnowing fan of reeds. 
T \J>jft chdwush, A sergeant, a beadle ; 

any officer tha t precedes a magistrate or 
great man; a herald, pursuivant, messenger; 
a chief, a leader; the head of a caravan (see 

*>ft chawld, Chirping of sparrows. 
Q*tft; chdwldan, To chirp (as frightened 

sparrows); to cry a loud; to masticate, 
chew. 

ch&h, A well, pi t ; a prison, dungeon ; 
a snare ;—chdhi dbi kaniid (kabud), A well 
at Tripoli whose water is said to stultify ; 
—chdhi bdbil, The pit of Babel, i.e. a well 
where two fabulous angels, called Haru t 
and Marnt, are said to hang with their 
heads downwards and to teach magic to 
mankind;—chdhi btzhan (bijan, puqlr), The 
well in which Bizhan was imprisoned by 
Afrasiyab ;—chdhi pukhta, A bricked well; 
—chdhi past, The world ;—chdhi zaqan (za-
nakh, zanakhddn, gjiabghab), The pit of the 
chin, a dimple ;—chdhi rustam, The pit, 
filled with swordB and spears, into which 

Rustam was enticed by his brother Sha-
ghad;—chdhi zij (sitdra'joy), A subterra nean 
astronomical observatory ;—chdhi zidmdnl 
( the dark pit) , The wor ld ; the body •,— 
chdhi mabraz, A cesspool, a privy;—chdhi 
muqanna' (:nakhshab), Name of a well in 
Turkistan from which the magician Mu-
qanna' produced a moon shedding rays four 
parasangs long; the face of a mistress ;— 
chdhi yusuf, The well into which Joseph 
was thrown by his brothers. 

i ^ f t chah-jo, An instrument for draw-
ing out anything fallen into a wel l ; a 
digger of wells. 

B^ chdh-chawar, Ladies' t rousers for 
out-door wear. 

a ft BU. chdh-dalw, Aquar ius ; the world. 
JLIAU. chdh-sdr, A well's mouth ; a well, 

pit . 
chdhak, A little wel l ; a d imple ; a 

weaver's treadle (see aU^) ;—~ch dhaki sarld, 
A hollow in a pudding into which sauce 
is poured chdhaki gosh, The ear-hole. 

i f t chdh-kan, A digger of wel l s ; an 
instrument for dragging a well. 

Afc^- chdha, A deep ditch. 
chdhldan, To feel cold; to chatter 

(as the teeth). 
chdh-yux, An instrument fo r clean-

ing out a well ; a grappling iron for draw-
ing out anything tha t has fallen into a 
well. 

chdy, Tea;—chdyi khatd'l, Chinese 
t e a ; — chdy khwurdan, sarfi chdy kardan 
(numudan), To take t ea ; — chdyi namsa, 
Javanese tea. 

chd'idan (vulg. for q.v.), 
To feel cold, to take a chill. 

chabdn, An ulcer, abscess. 
chabtan, A purse. 

chabg&ut, ^ f t t f chabghut1 A bed ; 
a couch; a pillow, cushion; old faded ta-
pestry or hangings; worn-out clothes ; 
quilting. 

chablos, A flatterer, wheedler, de-
ceiver. 

T chibuq, A (water-) pipe ;—chibuq 
kashldan, To smoke a pipe (m.c.). 

i j ^ chablra, Ready, p repared ; assem-
bled ; an assembly, congregation, meeting. 

chabbln, chubbm, A bread-basket. 
^^ chap, The lef t s ide ; discordant, in-

harmonious ; — chap uftddan (bastan), To 
oppose; to use s t ra tagem;—chap dadan, 
To sew on a pa tch; to deceive, betray, 
forsake; to drive away, to repel;—chap 
raftan, To oppose; to use s t ra tagem;—chap 
shudan, To rebel, decline, tu rn away;— 
chap u rdst (lit. l e f t and r ight) , Unsteadi-
ness, carelessness, want of pr inciple;— 
pahlu'i chapash-rd, At his lef t hand (m.c.); 
—dasti chap, The lef t band. 

^ chapd, The left s ide; leftward. 
ui>Ui> chapat, chappat, A slap on t h e face. 



chapdtl, A thin cake; a fr i t ter . 
chapdr, Spotted, speckled, mottled 

(particularly applied to a green dove and 
a horse both spotted black). 

chapdgA, chipdyh, A shad, sheath, 
thunny. 

t ) ^ - chap an, chuppdn, Tattered gar-
ments. 

Vv chap-anddz, Throwing the arrow 
with the left hand ; amphidexterous; a 
deceiver, cheat, rogue ; stratagem, fraud. 

chap dni, chappdni, A knave; clad 
in rags. 

( j ^ V ? - chapanldan, To squeeze, com-
press. 

T J j W chapawal, An attack, a charge (see 
•J 

V ^ ^ chapchdp, A smacking kiss. 
chap-chapl, Cornelian-tree, dog-

wood (Cornus sanguinea). 
chapchala, Clayey, slippery ground ; 

a marsh, morass (m.c.) ; a boy's slide down 
a slope; a swing. 

chipdar, chipddn, A boot-
stocking. 

v^fr chap-dast, Left-handed. 
chapar, A circle, r ing; a thong put 

under a seam to strengthen i t ; a palisade ; 
a wooden h u t ; (for T. jUW) a runner, a 
mounted messenger. 

H (J**l) v ^ - chap-rds, A badge. 
s ^ chap-rdst, A silk button ; a 

buckle, breastplate, badge; unsteadiness (a 
turning from left to r ight and vice versa). 

)) V ? chap-rav, Going to the left . 
chapsidan, To adhere, stick to-

gether. 
^AA SA^^C- chapsula shudan, To adhere. 

chapsln, Plaster, mortar. 
chapish, chapush, A yearling kid. 

t^ys- chapkan, A sort of short coat. 
chapal, Filthy, nasty, disgusting. 

CtfV? chaplan, Hose worn over boots. 
chapldhang, Bark and seed of 

the purging root t u r p e t h u m ; a lopped 
branch of a tree. 

chiplak, Indecent ; defiled, polluted. 
chaplos, A flatterer. 

Ay* chapla, A blow, a box on the ear. 
chipinlik, A mosquito-tent. 

chapu, Plunder , pillage, sack (see 
of which it is probably a corruption). 
chapa, A sagacious dog; an oar ;— 

chappa, and— 
chappa-dasi, Left-handed. 

(jA-^ chap'tdan, To lean to the left s ide; 
to tu rn completely over. 

chuppln, A wicker bread-basket. 
chair (S. chhatra), An umbrella, 

parasol (especially as an ensign of royalty) ; 
a t e n t ; a t u f t of hair on the crown of the 
head ;—chatri ab-gun (mind), The firma-
ment ;—chair dar chatri chize (kase) kashi-
dan, To vie with in quality or degree;— 

chatri roz (zarin, sahar, nur), The sun;— 
chatri samdwi (slmdbi, slmin), The full 
moon ; — chatri 'ambarin, Night;—chatri 
kuhli, The sky; a dark cloud;—chatri 
la'l, A sunshade studded with rubies (one 
of the insignia of royalty) ;—chatri mar, A 
toad-stool;—chair (chatri td'us) zadan, To 
walk on the hands with the feet in the air; 
to place an umbrella over one's head;— 
chatr kushddan, To vie with, to contend. 

chatrak, Spleen-wort, milt-wort 
(Ceterach officinarum). 

chairman, A governor, basha. 
T FCY^r chatldquj, ©Y^A?- chatldquch, A 

certain f ru i t called ban or habbatu 'l-fehazra'. 
chain, A veil, a covering. 

chutuk, A sparrow. 
chita, — q.v. 

chatin, The elevated parts of a 
saddle in f ront and at the back. 

chaj, g=r chach, A kind of sieve ; a 
pronged instrument for winnowing corn. 

Afej*,̂  chachurgha, The thong of a whip ; 
a kinc! of whip. 

chachalc, A rose;—chachak, chu-
chuk, A lovely cheek ; a mole, a spot. 

t "Afej*. chichak, The chicken-pox. 
chachala, A slippery place ; a boy's 

slide;—chuchula, Lingula. 
chuchu, A nipple. 

chakh, Labour, attention, active exer-
tion ; war, enmity, opposition ; a flying in 
the face of anybody ; a scabbard; dross, 
filth. 

chakhdchakh, Clash of swords; 
strife. 

chakhdchakhl, Wrangle, dispute. 
chakhdn, Squabbling ; striving; 

name of a place. 
ut^aw* chakhi, Concupiscence, inordinate 

desire (unsupported by examples). 
y^a^ chakhjlr ( from T. ^AiW-), ty*?*** 

chakjkjira, A kind of wide trousers which 
tie round the ankle. 

chakhsh, A swelling in the throat 
giving no pain, a goitre. 

chakhak, A mole, freckle; the cheek; 
small-pox. 

cW&cj- chakhmdkh, A little bag in which 
soldiers carry their comb, needles, <fec.; a 
fire-steel or t inder-box; a battle-axe fas-
tened to the saddle. 

t chakhmdgh, JsUsyj- chakhmaq. A 
fire-flint; a soldier's case for keeping a 
comb, needles, &c.; a kind of battle-axe. 

^ ^ chakhi, chikhi, Contention, strife; 
endeavour (see the following). 

chakhldan, To strive, endeavour; 
to contend, quar re l ; to breathe ;—to slip, 
to fa l l ; to twist (the last two meanings 
unsupported by examples). 

SA-jas^- chakhida, Stricken. 
chakhin, chikhin, Fil thy, mattery, 

purulent . 



jW chidar, chaddr, Cord or silk fetters 
for horses. 

j^v chadr, A four-year old she-camel ;— 
chidar, Remedy, cure ;—chaddar, A shee t ; 
a table-cloth; a veil. 

chudurwd, The aloes-plant. 
chidan (for chidan), To collect, 

gather. 
chida, Gathered. 

f ; char, A song ; music ; (in the dialect 
of Sistan) a water-wheel;—chur, The organ 
of generation. 

^ chard, Pasturing, grazing; [chard 
kardan, To pasture ;—dar chard dmadan, 
To go to pasture;]—chira, Why ? where-
fore ? 

chardba, Cream. 
W-ly* chard-jd, A field for grazing. 
fcfy* chirakh, A lamp (see 
j^W chard-khwdr, A meadow for gra-

zing; a grazing animal; feeding like an 
animal. 

chirdkh-wdra, A candlestick. 
j^V?" chara-khwur, A meadow ; a pas-

ture ; (an animal) grazing. 
char azar, Grazing ground. 

charasak, A noisy grasshopper; 
the corn-cricket. 

Lj-Vs- chardsiyd, A cherry (see 
chiragh, A lamp; l igh t ; the wick of 

a candle ; a guide, director; a client, depen-
dant; a horse's rearing; a pasture;—chiragh 
az chashm (dida) paridan (jastan, jaMdan), 
Sparks fly from the eye (as in consequence 
of a violent blow, &c.) ;—chiragh az dam 
kushtan, To blow out the candle;—chirdghi 
dsman (jahdn, jahdn-tab), The sun; moon-
light ;—chirdghi bahri, A beacon-fire (m.c.)', 
—chirdghi bangdl, Bengal lights (m.c.) ;— 
chirdghi turbat, A lamp lighted in a 
sepulchre ;—chirdghi tu-rd raughan afzun 
kunad, He (God) increases your happiness 
or lengthens your life;—chirdghi chashm 
(light of the eye), Offspring;—-chiragh 
khwdstan, To ask for alms (see o ^ W ) 5— 
chirdghi dar ziri ddmdn, The lover is close 
by;—chirdghi roz, The sun ;—chirdghi roz 
parusana shudan, The sun becomes obscured; 
the sun Bets;—chiragh roshan, (May your) 
candle (be) bright f said in wishing success); 
—chiragh sozad, The candle burns brightly ; 
(met.) he obtains his wish;—chirdghi sipihr, 
Sun, moon, and starB ;—chirdghi sahar, 
The sun ; the morning star — chiragh 
shudan, To shine, be bright to become a 
client;—chirdghi lalam-afroz, A lamp illu-
minating the world, i.e. a thing known 
to all ; the sun -chirdghi kase kur shawai, 
One dies without leaving offspring;—chi-
ragh kushtan, To extinguish a candle;— 
chirdghi gdx, A gas-lamp (m.c.);—chiragh 
giriftan, To snuff the candle (m.c.) ;—chi-
rdph gul kardan, To make the candle b u m 
bright, and, by opposition, to extinguish 

it;—chirdgh> mazdr, A lamp lighted in a 
sepulchre chirdghi mughdn, Wine ;—chi-
rdghi mushi, A lamp for illuminations ; a 
fairy-lamp (m.c.) ;—chirdghi nazr, A votive 
lamp in the sepulchre of a saint;—ba-chiragh 
rasidan, To become fortunate ; to enter the 
service of a wealthy or powerful man. 

yM £V?r chirdgh-dkhur, Affluence, plenty. 
chirdghan, L a m p s ; an illumina-

tion (m.c.) ;—chirdghdni rozi isfand, A fes-
tive illumination on the thi rd of the five 
intercalary days ;—chirdghan kardan, To 
illuminate (m.c.) ; to inflict a cruel kind of 
punishment by placing burning lights into 
the wounds of a lashed culprit. 

^-^Vv chirdgh-bdna, A lamp-stand; a 
candlestick. 

V chirdgh-bara, A lamp ; a stand or 
vessel for a lamp; a horse rearing. 

chirdgh-pd, chir/igh-pdya, 
Foot of a lamp; portable lamp; candle-
stick; a horse rearing. 

chirdgh'para, A candle-moth, 
y^jbji chirdgh-parhez, A lantern, a 

screen to preserve a candle from the wind. 
t (.j^V^ chirdghchi, A lamp-l ighter; = 

^Ai^fc. chirdghdan, A stand for a lamp. 
chirdghak, A little lamp ; a glow-

worm. 
u r ^ ^ chirdgh-kush, Engaged in any 

shameful work that shuns the l ight. 
chiragh-kushdni, A dark deed. 

A^ys- chiraghla, A glow-worm. 
» chirdgh-mast, Inebriated with 

light, i.e. excited to break out in song (a 
nightingale exposed of an evening to the 
brilliancy of l ight to make her s ing);— 
chirdgh-mast shudan, To begin to warble 
thus stimulated. 

chiraghanda, A lamp-stand. 
Sjlyfcfya. chirdgh-wdra. A lamp-stand; a 

screen to preserve a candle from the wind. 
t^fr chiragh-wdsa, A moth flying 

round a candle. 
s c h i r a g h - w a r a , A candlestick; a 

horse rear ing; a moth flying round the 
candle. 

^s^y*- chirdghi, Land bestowed for the 
lighting up of a Muhammadan mosque or 
tomb; a present made to a Mulla for offer-
ing up oblations at the tomb of a sa in t ; 
alms given to beggars who walk the street 
at night, as the sect called Naqshband i ; 
a present to soothsayers. 

charakisa, The Circassians (m.c.). 
chirdki, Because that. 

8 c h a r a - g a h , ^ f r chard-gah, A pas-
ture. 

charagar, A grazing an ima l ; an 
animal led to the pasture. 

f>\fr chardm, charamin, A meadow, 
pasture, field for grazing ; forage. 

yAiU^ charamdndan, To allow to graze. 



o W chardn, (A beast) grazing ; grazers. 
charandan, To graze. 

charanda, A shepherd. 
charanidan, To cause to graze, 

lead to pasture. 
charayanda, Grazing; a grazier, 

tjfly?- char a i, Price paid for pasturage, 
agistment;—chird'i, Wherefore ar t thou? 

H Wfys- chard'ita, A kind of gentian 
(Gentiana cherayta). 

( ^ V chardyln, = ^ ^ q.v., of which 
it is perhaps a misreading. 

s ^ charb, Pat , greasy; viscous, gluti-
nous ; thick, g rumaus ; smooth; corpulent; 
conquering, overcoming; prevailing; a 
kind of water;—charb dadan, To prevail, 
t o overcome;—charb kardan, To anoint, 
rub, make supple and s leek; to oil, to lu-
bricate (m.c.). 

JJA v y ? charb-dk&pur, A fu l l cratch. 
31} charb-bdld, Tall, handsome. 

V^" charb-pahlu, F a t ; a man from 
whom one gains profit and advantage. 

f s^/r charbtar, Better, preponderating. 
charb-dast, One who has a def t 

hand at work; expert, dexterous; wise, in-
telligent; wily. 

s c h a r b - d a s t l , Manual dexterity, 
^jty? charb-rud, F a t upon the entrails. 

charb-zabdn, One who has a 
smooth tongue to persuade, wheedle, or 
deceive, glib-tongued; agreeable, conver-
sable, entertaining; eloquent. 

VJ'r oharb-zabanl, Persuasion, flat-
tery. 

(jiafe- vy?- charb-snkhanl, Coaxing, flat-
tery. 

charbish, Fa t , fat of bro th ; obesity. 
fa L r j ^ charbish-ddr, Fat, greaBy. 
o ^ r uHfr charbish-giriftagl, Greasiness. 

charbish-girifta, Fat , greasy. 
i-tirc* charb-shirm, Savoury food. 
a U i s c h a r b - g h i z d , Dainties, viands. 
a charb-qamat, Tall and ele-

gant. 
charbak, A thin cake or wafer fr ied 

in oil and given away at funeral obsequies ; 
cream ; th in paper for tracing drawings •>— 
churbak, A plausible lie ; slander, evil sur-
mise; sarcasm, cutt ingirony ; jest ing; buf-
foonery ; shame; an enigma. 

£ <~r>f? charb-go, Glib-tongued ; agreeable 
ta lker ; eloquent. 

charbndk, Rich (milk), 
(^•y vy^ charb-narml, Meekness, lenity, 

gentleness. 
charb-nimr, Fa t and lean (meat). 

charbii, F a t ; fa tness; glue ; starch. 
UA&A. ) vyf charb u khushk, Good and 

b a d ; more or less ; liberality and avarice ; 
liberal and churlish. 

charba, Thin paper used for tracing 
writing or drawing; fa tness; cream; a 
spinning-wheel; a lathe. 

0charbi, Fat, grease; sue t ; mildness, 
softness ; rectitude; bravery ; facility, ease; 
success, prosperity ;—charbi az maghzi kdr 
angekhtan, To draw advantage from, to 
profit by j— charbi kardan, To proceed 
slowly. 

fa ^ f r charbl-dar, Fat , sleek, or pursy. 
charbidan, To prevail, be victorious; 

to dip, preponderate (as a scale); to 
abound. 

chart, vulg. churt, Drowsiness;— 
churt zadan, To take a nap ; to be drowsy ; 
to slumber (comp. ^ f a ) • 

churtl, Drowsy (m.c.). 
charta, Colour, hue. 
charkh (Z. chakhra, S. chakra), 

Everything revolving in an orbit, as a 
wheel, wheeled carriage, pulley, watch-
wheel, mill-wheel, water-wheel, spinning-
wheel, turner's, cutler's, or other artificer's 
wheel ; a wine-press; circular motion; the 
circular dance of the Muhammadan der-
vishes; the celestial globe, the heavenly 
sphere; for tune; a cupola, dome ; a cart; 
a cross-bow ; a bow in a very tense state ; 
a machine for separating cotton from the 
seed; collar of a ga rmen t ; a sh i r t ; a white 
falcon, a hyena ; name of a city in Khura-
san ; (for q.v.) a hawk;—charkhi db-
kashi, A pulley for drawing water;—charkhi 
asir (akhzar, tarsd-jdma, sufl-labds, gan-
dana-giin), The ethereal sphere, or that of 
the moon;—charkhi atlas (akbar, barin, 
nuhum), The crystalline sphere (where the 
Muhammadans imagine the throne of God 
is fixed);—charkhi pir, The sky, the celes-
tial sphere, for tune ;—charkhi tahl-ru, A 
starless s k y ; — charkhi chdrum (chahd-
rum), The fourth, i.e. solar sphere ;—char-
khi chaqu-tlz-kun, A knife-grinding wheel 
(m.c.) ;—charkhi chamburi (doldbl, mudau-
war), Celestial sphere ;—charkh khwurdan, 
To revolve (m.c.);—charkh dadan, To 
wheel round (m.c.) ;—charkhi dauwdr, Re-
volving heaven; changeable for tune;— 
charkh zadan, To turn, to spin;—charkhi 
zarln-ligdm (zarin-kdsa), Four th heaven, i.e. 
solar sphere;—charkhi sitam-kdr (gadddr), 
Adverse for tune ; the treacherous world;— 
charkhi sang-dil. First and fourth sphere, 
i.e. those of the moon and the sun;— 
charkhi ghalla, A corn-cart;—charkhi falak, 
The passion-flower;—charkhi kabud (kabud-
jama, mind), Azure sky ; the heart;-—char-
khi klna-sdz, Fortune, preparing mischief, 
i.e. unhappy fate;—charkhi muqauwas, The 
celestial o rb ; the Zodiac. 

charkh-db, A water-wheel; a whirl-
pool. 

6/?- charkh.andaz, Archer, bowman, 
i f ; charkh-iegh, The sword of the 

sphere. 
charkh - khwurda. Revolving 

(m.c.). 



fr* ( 891 
u£i—tfr charkh-risak, Name of a noisy 

chirping insect ; also of a bird. 
Oj i f s charkh-zan, A sp inner ; a dancer ; 

a traveller. 
ft* tf? charkh-saz, Moving in, or forming 

a circle; circular. 
char Must, charjckast, and— 

o^i-s-y* charkhught, Wine, oil, or other 
press. 

if? charkh-kaman, A crossbow, a 
powerful bow. 

^ f t ^ f s charkhakl zadan, To dance for 
joy (aB victorious wrest lers) . 

^ i f ; charkh-gdh, A place of danc ing ; 
(met.) a circle of dancers (as dervishes in 
their ecstasy). 

^ f ; charkhala, Succory ; also i ts flower; 
a thistle. 

d f - f t charkhuk, A spinning-top. 
a charkha, A wheel of any k i n d ; a 

reel; the axis of a pulley; an Arabian 
thorn or th i s t l e ; a nag, jade;—charkha' i 
abniis, The sky; the first sphere ;—char-
kha'i tir, The point of an arrow or javelin ; 
—charkha zadan, To spin. 

ft fey*, charkha-tlr, An axle-tree. 
^ f r charkha-zan, A spinner. 

^ f r charkhi, Spherical ; celestial ; 
voluble; a k ind of fireworks, catharine-
wheel; a dumb wai te r ; a pu l ley ; soaring 
in a circle ; a machine for separat ing cotton 
from the seed ; a silken v e s t ; sa t in ; a 
privy. 

Ay* chard, A si l l ;—charad, A bay colour ; 
—charrad, A fray, broil, battle. 

char da, A bay horse; a blackish lo-
cust ; skin; (for tfy* q.v.) colour, h u e ; 
when added to nouns of colour, i t denotes 
an approach to the t int which such noun 
expresses, as siyah-charda, Blackish, tend-
ing to black;—zard-charda, Yellowish, of a 
straw-colour, somewhat yellow. 

j f ; charz, A bus ta rd ; a bird of game, 
whose flesh iB delicate and tender ; a lark. 

charza, Skin of the face or body ; 
green, blackish ; a bay horse. 

charas, A pr i son ; confinement; 
pain ; the rack ; a vat in which they press 
out the juice of grapes by treading ; a field 
for pasture; a lms;—chars , Condensed In -
dian hemp-juice. 

charist, chirist, Gnashing of teeth ; 
weakness ;—charist kardan, To gnash the 
teeth. 

charastidan, chiristidan, To gnash. 
charasdan, A mendicant 's scrip. 

charash, Bruised barley or whea t ; a 
feast, a festive ga ther ing;—also charish, 
Pasture; taste, flavour. 

chargh, A bird of the hawk kind. 
charghan, A seal for public deeds, 

a royal signature. 
Aiyj. chirg&ad, A cricket, 
.wijij. charghand, SAxfc^ charghanda, 

) OS* 
Sheep's guts filled with mea t ; the s tandish 
of a lamp. 

f^fi? charg&anii, A wine-vessel; a musical 
instrument. 

J^y*- chargjiul, gj&fr charghun, Lamb ' s 
tongue. 

^cha/rk, A bi rd which hangs by itB 
claws and chirps during the n igh t ;—ch irk , 
Dirt , filth; ma t t e r ; spi t t le ; [chirki dhan, 
Dross of iron ;—chirk-rd giriftan, To clean 
off dirt;—chirki-gosh, Ear-wax;]-—charak, 
A wound, sore. 

chirk-dh, Dirty water ; hog-wash. 
chirk-dlud, Fi l thy, dirty, squalid, 

v ^ ^ f r chirk-tab, A pure colour, as a 
decided green, or red, &c. 

charkas, chirkas, A Circassian. 
dy* chirk-shuda, Soiled (m.c.). 

ssU*)®- charkamak, Name of a small bird. 
ftfr chirkin, A runn ing sore ; temporal 

goods; nasty, dirty. 
isSU Sjc*. chirkndk, Dirty, filthy. 
^\» t i)^ chirkndki, Dirtiness, nastiness. 

chirkin, Nasty , filthy, s lovenly; 
so rd id ; rusty, mou ldy ; deformed, ugly, 
uns igh t ly ; dung;—chirk in shudan, To be 
dirty, base, disfigured. 

chirMni, Dirtiness, nastiness. 
jfy- chargar, A musician; a singer ;— 

churgar, A m u f t i ; a priest presiding a t 
p rayer ; a prophet. 

iSj^ chargah, An immense r ing made by 
huntsmen, converging inwards. 

^ charm (S. char man), Skin, h i d e ; 
lea ther ; cow-leather, for making sandals, 
or soles of shoes and sl ippers; coarse 
camel-leather; [charm budan, To prevail 
over;—charmi fchdm, Guts for making bow-
str ings ;—charmi shcr, A thong, a l ash ; 
—charmi kamdn (gor, gauzan), A bow-
str ing ; — charmi gdv, A thong, lash, 
scourge ; — charmi gurg, A large d rum, 
ket t le-drum;]—charam, Name of a place. 

( j l j ^ charmddn, A leathern purse or 
bag. 

ft-^f^ charm-sdz, Worker in leather, cur-
rier. 

charmak, The ball on a spindle ;— 
churmak, A riddle. 

charmgar, A leather-dresser, cur-
rier. 

charma, A horse; a white or grey 
horse ; hire of infamous boys ; leathern ; a 
dildo. 

charma-joulad, Iron-grey horse. 
tftyfr charmin, charmina, Lea thern ; 

a dildo. 
j^j charmina-doz, A shoe-maker. 

charmina-jar ash, Shoe-vendor. 
•tift charand, Graz ing ; a q u a d r u p e d ; — 

charand u par and (grazer and flier), Beasts 
and birds. 

s ^ AJy* charand-ab, A place in Tabriz. 
charandu, Gris t le ; grazing. 



charanda, A grazer, grazing animal ; 
a reptile, or whatever creeps on its belly ; 
gristle. 

chiring, The jingling or tinkling of 
bells ; the clash of swords ; echo. 

charangak, Name of a small bird. 
O^sfy*. chiringidan, To jingle, tinkle, 

rattle. 
charwieh ( for charbish), Fatness, 

obesity ; fa t seen under the skin. 
^ j y t charuk, Bread ; bread kept in a wal-

let to serve as travelling provision;—charuk, 
charwak, Crumbled bread ;—churuk, A ply, 
fold ; ( fo rT . ^ ^ y t ) , rotten, decayed. 

charun, The old name of Ormuz. 
H chironji, chironchi, The 

nut of the Chironjia sapida. 
AJ^ charwand, charwanda, A sort of lan-

tern or case for a lamp ; a lamp.stand. 
charwanda, Runn ing ; going; im-

ploring help. 
charwldan, To seek he lp ; to go. 

charwida, Seeking a id ; running. 
Sy> chura, A beardless youth;—churra 

(for q.v.), Active, quick, &c. 
charhawdz, A bat. 

O^iy charidan (S. char), To graze, pas-
ture. 

u 1 ^ / ^ charidanl, F i t for grazing, graze-
able. 

vH^" charyish, Fatness, obesity, 
usliy* charik, Auxiliary forces; a man 

sent to a zamindar to supply forage for an 
army ; an army; origin, beginning. 

charlkchl, A soldier. 
charina, Ventricle of a ruminant , 

tripe. 
y* ckaz, An ape ;—chiz, — ;—chuz, A 

cricket ; a woodpecker. 
chazd, A noisy insect resembling a 

locust, abounding in hot weather, and 
wbich the poor sometimes e a t ; a hiss. 

chazdara, chazda, Bits of fat or 
fried sheeps' tails. 

chizgh. A porcupine ; a hedgehog. 
va-y* chizak, A porcupine; a hedgehog. 
T chizma, A boot, the outer part or 

lining. 
)jchizwar, The scum of melted fa t . 
fry* chaza, The interior of anything; ( = 

jA*- q.v.) veil, tent, &c. 
chuzh, ay*- chuzha, The hem in which 

the Btring runs that ties trousers or 
drawers round the waist. 

chizhak, A hedgehog. 
chus, Wind that escapes without 

noise. 
chi-sdn, How? in what manner? 
chusp, Coherent, viscous, adhesive. 

yL—fr- chaspdn, Coherent, at tached; ad-
dicted ; viscous, adhesive ; meet, suitable ; 
a kind of upper garment. 

^jiLwv chaspdndan, chaspanl-
dan, To fasten, glue, fix, cause to stick. 

chaspanda, Pasted or glued to-
gether ; paper pasted together for children 
to exercise writ ing upon. 

chaspdnl, Adhesiveness, visco-
sity. 

^si+^t* chaspandagi, Adhesiveness; vis-
cousness, stickiness. 

chaspanda, Adhesive ; a snail. 
chaspidagi, Adhesion, attach-

ment. 
( j * ^ — c h a s p l d a n , To adhere, st ick; to 

incline, have a propensity to uni te ; to be 
affixed to the g round ; to be dwarfish; to 
grasp anything firmly in the hand. 

chaspida, Joined, glued, cemented, 
a t tached; inclined, addicted to, fond of, 
liking. 

chust, Quick, brisk, active, fleet; fit, 
sui t ing; narrow, t i g h t ; s t rong; elegant, 
beau t i fu l ; accumulation, a heaping u p ; a 
kind of laced shoe;—chust uftadani chize 
ba-chize, One th ing fits or agrees with an-
other ;—chust bastan, To tie firmly. 

chastd, Tr ipe ; the straight gut, 
rectum ;—chustd, Tight, si t t ing well (as 
clothes). 

y U — c h i s t a n , An enigma, riddle. 
usJSU c^—^ chust-chdlak, Active, alert. 
^US chust-kaman, A strong or very 

tense bow. 
chustan, To be accumulated, 

heaped. 
tf.x~.i- chasta, Harmony, harmonious 

sound ; the skin of a horse's fundament ;— 
chusta, The ventricle of a kid, rennet. 

^jXw-a- chust-i, Agility, alertness, activity, 
velocity, fleetness; narrowness. 

chasm, Meaning, signification. 
tiSiw^ chasang, One who is without liair, 

and is marked with wounds and scars; a 
mark on the forehead in consequence of 
f requent prostration, &c. 

<J*r chash, Taste thou ; (in comp.) tast-
ing, partaking of the flavour, as namak-
chash, Sal ted; (for chashm) the eye ;— 
chush, A word used for making (an ass) 
stand still. 

"s-A (ji^- chish ast (for < 
ails him ? (for 
is i t? 

pUu*- chashdm, Eye-salve 
grain. 

chashan, A mace of iron, silver, or 
. gold ; a passage. 

^jjbJli^r chashanidan, To cause to taste. 
chashpar, A footpr int ; the track of 

a wild beast. 
chisht, Name of a place. 
chashta, A taste, whet ; breakfast ; 

an eater; one who finds his living without 
trouble. 

chashkhdm, A remedy for sore 
eyes. 

' yA^ chash'Zakh (abbreviation of 

Ji,\ What 
What* (thing) 

from a black 



chaahm-eakhm), A misfortune attributed to 
witchcraft or au evil eye. 

chashish, Taste, a tasting ; a frog. 
chashfar, A footprint ; the track of 

wild beasts. 
chishk, Overflowing; increase, 

plenty; who prevails over, conquers ; supe-
rior power, victory. 

j^-^r chashgar, A taster ; f rumenty. 
chashm (S. chakshus), The eye ; hope; 

an amulet or charm (particularly of holy 
writ) against fascination or enchantment; 
the individual himself (as 'am in Arabic) ; 
anything resembling an eye, as the hole of 
a sieve, the eye of a needle, the mesh of a 
net, &c.; (for ba-chashm) willingly, with 
pleasure, all r ight (m.c.) ; (also chashum) 
an eye-salve composed from Egyptian cassia 
seed pulverized;—chashm ab dadan, To 
feast the eye upon;—chashmi dsmdn kur 
ast, The eye of heaven is blind, i.e. a 
person is stricken with misfortune, poverty, 
ignominy ; — chashm az chize bar-ddshtan 
(poshldan, firo bastan,firo dokhtan, giriftan), 
To avert the eye from ;—chashm afgandan 
(andufchtari) bar (dar), To look a t ; — 
chashmi bd khj'd, The pupil of the eye; 
—chashm bdkhtan, To become blind;— 
chashm bdz (bar, wa) kardan, To open the 
eye ;•—chashm bdtil sdkhtan, To blind ;— 
chashm ba-dasti kase budan, To long for 
one ;—chashmi bad, An evil eye ;—chashmi 
bad diir, Avaunt malicious glances! — 
chashm bar-awardan, To tear out the eyes; 
—chashmi ba-rdh, Expectation ;—chashm 
bar rdh ddshtan, To be looking out for, to 
be impatient for;—chashm ba-rdh (dokhtan, 
bar zamin afgandan), To cast the eyes on 
the ground ; to blush ; to worship chashm 
bar chize (ba-kase) dokhtan, To fix the eye 
intently upon a thing or person, to stare 
at;—chashm ba-rauzan (ba-tdq) uftddan, 
The eye wanders to (lit. falls upon) the 
window, i.e. a person is near dying;—chashm 
bar ham zadan, To wink the eyes ;—chashmi 
bulbul, Name of a certain stuff;—chashmi 
bi-db, Sbamelessness, effrontery ;—chashmi 
bimdr, An eye that looks half-closed (from 
modesty; an epithet of beauty) ;—chashm 
parld, The eyes twinkled or winked (an 
omen, see also ;—chashmi pusht, The 
anua ;—chashm pesh kardan (giriftan), To 
veil the eyes ; to blush;—chashmi tarazu, 
The hole in which the tongue of the scales 
moves ;—chashmi chirdghi falak, The sun ; 
—chashm chardndan, To feed the eye upon, 
to walk about for recreation and sight-
seeing ;—chashm chahar kardan, To be on 
the tiptoe of expectation ; to meet;—chashm 
chidan, To counteract the evil eye ;—chashmi 
chize na-didan, Not to see one's way in a 
matter, not to be able to;—chashmi khuros, 
(Cock'aeye), a herb; wine; the lips;—chashm 
khwurdan, To experience the influence of the 

evil eye ;—chashmi khun-alud, Eyes tinged 
with blood, fiery eyes, or murderous looks; 
—chashm ddshtan, To hope ; to expect;— 
chashm dukhtan, To fix one's look upon, to 
stare at (m.c.);—chashm-rd db ddd, He 
looked at an amusing sight;—chashm-rd 
khira zadan, To dazzle the eye (as snow); 
—chashm rasldan, To be affected by an evil 
eye ; bewitched ;—chashmi roz, The sun ;— 
chashm roshan shudan, To be rejoiced ;— 
chashm roshan (safed) kardan, To rejoice, 
exhilarate, cheer;—chashmi zdgh pesh ax 
par didan, To be exceedingly sharp, circum-
spect, on the alert;—chashmi zdnu, The 
knee-pan;—chashmi zuhal, A dead coal;— 
chashm zadan, To make a signal with the 
eye; to injure by the evil eye; to be 
awake; to fear ; .to muse, to cogitate; to 
blush ;—chashmi sar, The eye ;—chashm 
surkh kardan, To look at eagerly or 
greedily, to be madly in love wi th;— 
chashmi safid, A white (i.e. blind) eye;— 
chashmi samd'll, A rolling eye;—chashmi 
sozan, The eye of a needle; narrowness ;— 
chashm siydh kardan, To covet", hanker 
after;— chashmi sail-zan (sail-rawdn), A 
tear-shedding eye ; — chashmi shah, The 
moon and stars;—chashmi shab-paimdy, An 
eye measuring the night watches ;—chashm 
shudan, To become plain, open, m a n i f e s t ;— 
chashm shikastan, To become blind; — 
chashmi ghazdl. A bumper of wine;—chashmi 
firingi (Europeaneyes), Spectacles;—chashm 
(ba-chashm) kardan, To wound with malig-
nant eyes ; to wink ; — chashmi kas bihuda-
nigar nist, Each one has his own trouble;— 
chashmi gdv, Ox-eye (a plant) ;—chashmi 
gdwdna, A large open eye;—chashm giriftan, 
To blind, to become blind ;—chashm garm 
shudan, The eye becomes warm, i.e. one 
is on the point of falling asleep (m.c.) ; 
—chashm garm kardan, To take little sleep; 
to become enamoured ;—chashm nidlidan, 
To rub the eyes, i.e. to recover conscious-
ness or one's senses, to shake off indo-
lence, to rouse oneself ;—chashmi narrn, An 
impudent eye;—chashm numudan, To re-
prove, reprehend;—chashm-u-gosh shudan, 
To be all eye and ear, to give strict atten-
tion to ;—chashm u gosh wd-kardan, To dis-
tinguish good from evil;—ba-chashm dma-
dan, To fall under the influence or suffer 
from the effect of the evil eye;—ba-chashmi o, 
In his eyes (m.c.) ;—ba-chashmi khwesh, With 
h's own eyes (m.c., see also ; — b a 

chashm kardan, To look sharply a t ; to 
make a sign, to wink; to select; to cast 
the evil eye upon;— td chashm kar kunad, 
As far as the eye can reach (m.c.) ;—sari 
(bdld'i) chashmi md, Such is our duty, this 
is incumbent upon us (m.c.). 

^ chashm-dro, A remedy or charm 
against sore eyes, witchcraft, or the acci-
dents called chashm-zakhm. 



J M chashm-dghil (aghul, dghil), A 
glance f rom the corners of the eyes. 

chashm-dgjiilidan (derived 
f rom the preceding), To dar t a side-glance 
at. 

f H ckashm-alus, Looking askance. 
f^z** chashm-andaz, Casting about 

the 
eyes ; view, outlook, prospect (m.c.) ;— 

chashm andaz shudan. To disregard, over-
look, be unmindfu l o f ; to be in sight, to 
enter into view (m.c.). 

$ i^y chashm-dwar, An amulet (sus-
pended 

in gardens to preserve tbe f ru i t 
f rom malignant eyes); a wall-eyed horse. 

fr**?; chashm-dutez, A kind of network 
made of horse-hair, worn by women as a 
veil; a fly-net pu t over a horse's head, 

8V r*"4^" chashm-ba-rah, Expectant. 
fA*: chashm,-band, Fascination of eyes ; 

a woman's veil (of fine black) ; a lady's 
s l ipper ; a cover for the eye of an animal 
turning a mill. 

chashm-bandak, Blind man's 
b u f f ; hide and seek. 

chashm-bos, Kissing the eye (a 
friendly salute, and nearly synonymous 
with dast-bos, Kissing the hand) . 

Wt t*^- chashm-blna, Quick-sighted; 
acute. 

(Au chashm-pandm, An amulet worn 
against wi tchcraf t ; a sword-belt worn 
obliquely over the Bhoulder. 

cAy chashm-posh, A winker, con-
niver. 

LS^ji chashm-poshl, A turn ing away 
of the eyes ; the affecting not to see or hear 
(a pet i t ioner) ; connivance ;—chashm-poshl 
numudan, To connive, to wink at. 

chashm-pesh, Modest, bashful , 
y chashm-tar, Moist-eyed ; a weeper, 

i**^ chashm-ckldan, A charm for 
mal ignant eyes. 

AJU. pJu* cha&hm-Midna, Socket of the eye. 
J chashm-dasht, Hope, t ru s t ; de-

sire. 
chashm-dan, The socket of the 

eye. 
chashm-ddna, A certain grain 

used as an eye-salve. 
vjjj ckashm-dard, Eye-soreness; oph-

thalmia. 
chashtn-dar anda, 

chashm-darida, Impudent . SJulU, chashm-rasdnanda, One who 
strikes with a malignant eye. 

MJWJ chashm-raslda, Viewed with a 
malignant eye, bewitched. 

pjn* cha$hm-zdg&, Blue-eyed ; shame-
less. 

J\j chashm-zal, Jus t , equitable. 
^ chashm-zakhm, A fa ta l misfor-

tune in consequence of witchcraft. 
^ chashm-zad, An amulet of glass-

beads to counteract the influence of malig-
nan t eyes; a moment. 

f ^ chashm-zadan, The twinkling of 
an eye. 

r*^ chashm-zada, Struck, or hurt by 
a malignant eye; balked, disappointed. 

t); chashm-zan, A small black grain 
good for sore eyes. 

f^^ chashm-zani kardan, To im-
pede, obstruct, confine. 

j U chashm-sdr, A fountain-head. 
A-A-. chashm-sajid, Impudent , shame-

less (m.c.). 
L-i chashm-Jisd, chashm-

fisdy, One who pretends to stop the effects 
of witchcraft (or chashm-zat&m) by counter, 
spells. 

usU^. chashmak, A small eye; a peep-
hole ; spectacles; a wink ; a moment ; a 
black shining grain made up into an eye-
salve; h i re ; dog's tooth (a herb) ; a shoe; 
—chashmak zadan, To wink, make a sign 
with the eye ; to injure by the evil eye. 

^ f j A ^-io. chashm-kardagl, Witchcraft . 
cjjS pAo. chashm-karda, Fascinated, 

wounded by a malignant eye. 
chashmak-zan, W i n k i n g ; a 

wink, leer, side-glance; one who casts the 
evil eye, a magician. 

iAbS chashm-gaahta, Squint-eyed. 
ySu-i^ chashmalan, The eye-ball, or pupil; 

black grain used as a remedy for weak 
eyes. 

chashm-narm, A beardless boy of 
a family in easy circumstances. 

{jfr&i ^-i^r chashm-nishln, The beloved. 
JjSW chashm-numd'i. Reproof; — 

chashm numd'i kardan, To censure, to re-
prove. 

^ chaskm-Vy-chiragh, Dearly be-
loved. 

^Aft- chashm-wahdm, f ^ ) chashm-
wahm, An amulet worn against the effect of 
chashm-zakhm. 

chashma, A fountain, source, 
sp r ing ; the sun ; spectacles; eye of a 
needle ; a vaulted arch ;—chashma'i dtish, 
Fire of a smithy ; the sun ; — chashma'i 
akhzar, Fountain of immortality ; mouth 
of a mistress; wine; — chashma'i basl 
(bd si?) chaman, Name of a spring coming 
near which any living th ing drops dead 
(this is the reading and interpretation of 
the Burhani q a t i ' ; H a f t Qulzum gives 
mdhi instead of basl, and quotes from an-
other dictionary the reading bahi, which 
.seems to me the only one admissible. I 
would join it into a compound with chaman, 
and translate : " the spring whose borders 
are deserted," f rom A. ^ Being empty or 
deserted);—chashma'i pul, The arch of a 
bridge (m.c.) ; — chashma'i tadblr, The 
brain ; a thinking mind ; a prudent man ;— 
chashma'i tardzu, The eye in which the 



tongue of the scales plays; — chashma'i 
tira-gun, Night;—chashma'i tegh, Lustre of 
a sc imi tar ;—chashmai haiwan, Fountain 
of life ;—chashma'i khdwari (khwur), The 
sun •,--chashma'i khizr, The fountain of 
life ; the lip of a mistress ;—chashma'i khun. 
The heart;—chashma dar mdhi, The sun in 
Pisces; — chashma'i roshan, The sun ;— 
chashma'i sar, Name of a fountain in Ko-
h is tan ;—chashma'i sdbz, Name of a spring 
near Tus in Khurasan;—chashma'i salsa-
bil, A spring or liver in Paradise ; (in the 
language of the Lutls) anus ;—chashma'i 
Rozau, The eye of a needle; (met.) anxiety •, 
avarice ;— chashma'i simab (simdb-rez), The 
Bun ; the moon ; day;—chashma'i shapur, 
Name of a celebrated spring of dazzling 
brightness in Armenia ; — chashma'i zulu-
mat, Fountain of darkness ;—chashma'i qir 
(qir-gun), A night dark as pitch;—chash-
ma'i kankala (?), Name of a spring in Azer-
baijan ;—chashma'i garm, The sun ;—chash-
ma'i gulasb, Name of a fountain in Khura-
san ;—chashma'i munfajir, Name of one of 
the lunar mansions ;—chashma'i nur-bakhsh, 
The sun; the water of immortali ty; the 
mouth of a mistress; — chashma'i nosh, 
Fountain of life; mouth of a mistress ;— 
chashma'i haft akhtar, The Pleiades; — 
chashma'i haft sar, A mansion of the moon ; 
the Pleiades;—chashma'i hor, The sun. 

chashmhd (pi. of chashm), Eyes ;— 
chashmhd'i parda, Holes and chinks. 

j b chashma-dar, Composed of r ings 
(mail-armour). 

ft. chashma-sar, Abounding in 
springs; a fountain. 

Oj chashma-zan, = q.v. 
chashmida, Seen, looked at (ap-

parently formed from an obsolete verb 
chashmidan, a derivative of chashm). 

^yt*^- chashmizak, A black sh i n in g 
grain resembling a pippin, with which, 
when pulverized, they anoint the eyes. 

chashan, A banquet (see y-W). 
chashanda, A taster ;—chashanda'i 

shirin u talkhi, A taster of sweet and 
bitter. 

chashm, Taste, savour ; trial, essay. 
chashidan, To taBte, to experience; 

to expose oneself to. 
chashidani, F i t to be tas ted; a 

taste;—na chashidam chashidani, I have 
not taBted a taste. 

chashlda, Tasted; who has tasted. 
Sjs^- chashira, A kind of f rumenty. 
d-^fr^ifr chashisha, chashina, White, 

grey. 
a )ft; chi-taur, How ? in what manner ? 
H ALSO- chitta, A rough daily account. 

chagh, A spider; a churn-staff ; a 
spinning-wheel ;—chigh, A sort of soreen 
made of split bamboos, used as blinds;— 
chugh, A yoke; a draught-ox j ebony. 

ft°; chaghdr, Din of ba t t l e ; sound of 
a musical i n s t rumen t ; a subterranean 
granary (unsupported by examples). 

ft* chaghdz, A brawling, abusive woman. 
chagjidla, Unripe frui t ;—chaghdla' i 

finduq, Green hazel-nut (of which preserves 
are made) . 

chaghdma, Poetry ; a poem, an ode 
( = SJ^M q.v.). 

chaghan, A musical i n s t rumen t ; 
name of a note in music ; striving to the 
utmost, industrious, di l igent ; name of a 
city. 

chaghdna, Name of a. note in music •, 
a kind of staff like a sceptre, to which are 
fixed sundry little bells, which, by motion, 
make a kind of music, and are generally 
used as an accompaniment to other instru-
ments ; a poem; active, industrious ; name 
of a water-plant. 

yUiUtt. chaghdniydn, A par t of Samarkand. 
^-t*^ chaghbut, Wadd ing of cotton or 

the like for quilting or stuffing cushions; 
stuffed with cotton or wool. 

chagkbulugh, Moan, cries of sorrow. 
chaghbiit, chughbut, — q.v. 

chaght, The roof of a house (unsup-
ported, perhaps misreading for q.v.). 

chaghtdy, Name of a Turkish 
king and tribe. 

chughd, An owl; a knot of hair tied 
on the back of the head ; a niched battle-
ment ;—chaghad, A falcon's roost. 

chaahdawul, JA*^- chaghdul. J^AA* 
chaghdul, Rear of an army; camp-followers; 
leader of the rear;—chaghdawuli , Leader-
ship of the rear. 

)*<$ chaghr, A turning towards; honour, 
respectful at tention ; inqu i ry ; fear ; a 
looking behind;—chughr, A frog. 

chaghrista, A**ft* chaghrishta, An 
oval ball of thread;—chighrista (also chigh' 
risa), Fire-tongs (unsupported by ex-
amples). 

fiAijA*. chaghranda, A fearer ; timorous, 
timid. 

oAjjAk chaghridan, To fear, suspect ; to 
turn towards. 

chaghrida, A f f r i g h t e d ; feared, 
suspected; honoured, esteemed. 

y*^ chaghz, A f r o g ; the croak of a frog ; 
a wound whose lips being closed the foul 
matter is confined within i t ; a groan ; fear ; 
—chaghaz. A very white grass growing in 
a t u f t like a broom. 

chaghz-aba, A f rog ; water-moss. 
chaghzanidan, To croak (as a 

frog). 
cha.ghz-awa (for chaghz-aba), and— 

^ j**- chaghz-pdra, chaghaz-pdra, i f t 
chaghz-wdra, chaghz-lawa, Green 
filth or scum floating on stagnant water. 

O^j*^ chaghridan, To fear ; to suspect ; 
to honour ; to lament, to groan. 



chughuk, A sparrow. 
jAfc- .chaghal, A plait, fold, wrinkle; a 

leathern vessel having a spout, whence they 
pour water in making ablutions;—ckughal, 
A coat of mail ;—chughul, An informer. 

jy- J*5r chughul - khwur, Tale - bearer, 
backbiter, calumniator, slanderer. 

chughvl khivuri. Backbiting. 
chu.gh.uli, Tale-bearing, backbiting. 

i^y^y^r chagAmunistan (in Zand and 
Pazand), To stand. 

chagkiiat. O-^AAJ. chaghiiast, Wad-
ding. 

A.̂ ®- chaghand, chughand, Hair tied in a 
knot at the back of the head. 

chughundur, Rape; beet. 
chughnut, — q.v, 

chaghna, A note in music ;—chughna, 
A sparrow;—chagfovna, A musical instru-
ment. 

y»r chuahu, An owl; a sparrow. 
chagh-wdra, Water-moss ; a frog. 
chughuk, A sparrow ; a water bird. 

yjkjjAa- chaghidan, To seek, try, aspire to. 
chafiila, A flight of birds, 

ct^y chafi, A saloon built of wood and 
supported on columns ; a prop, a trellis ; 
[chafti falak, The celestial vau l t ; ]—ch i f t , 
The chain of a door ;—chuf t , Narrow; a 
t ight garment ; a beam placed to shore up 
a building. 

viUter chuftak, chaftak, A kind of crane. 
chaftan, To understand (doubtful 

word). 
<5WXA&. chafta, A sheep'B head ; a prop for 

a vine; a b a t ; a vaulted roof ; curved, 
bent ; injurious suspicion, malignant im-
putation ; an equal, peer. 

(vjjLj^iej. chaftidan, To incline, to lean to 
(unsupported by examples). 

finite, chafda, Bent, curved ; a bunch of 
grapes ; a sheep's head ; suspicion. 

chafrista, Tongs;— chafrusta, A 
reed used by weavers to wind their thread 
on ; raw thread. 

^LJK^ chafsdni, Viscosity, adhesiveness, 
^^i jk^—chafsidagi , Adhesiveness, 
( j j u c h a f s i d a n , To stick, to adhere;— 

bar-chafsldan, To clot together, to felt. 
axwJt^ chafsida, Sticking, adhering. 

chujnak, chafnak, A heron, crane. 
chifud, A Jew. 

^ chaq, A churn-staff;—chiq, A Vene-
tian blind ;—chuq, A yoke ; a draught-ox. 

j^-Ut*. chaqdchaq, J^-U^ chaqdchaq, The 
clashing of battle-axes. 

T chaqchaql, A kind of musical 
instrument made of wood. 

achi-qadar, Wha t quant i ty? how 
much ? 

T chaqar, A tavern. 
chaqshur, A kind of red hose (see 

t^U^ chaqmdchi, Sarcasm, scoff, jeer. 

(J^-M*- chaqmaq, chaqmaq, Flint, 
fire-steel; cock of a gun ;—chaqmaq sari 
pd kardan, To cock the gun (m.c.). 

(jiWfc*- chaqmaql, A firelock ; (met.) abuse, 
reproach. 

^AAA*. chuqundur, chuqandar, Beet-root. 
tJ-Me- chaqidan, To fix a spike, drive a 

nail; to dash, strike together, or become 
tumul tuous; to l i t igate; to be deficient. 

chak, The written and signed sen-
tence of a judge or magistrate ; title-deeds ; 
a draf t or cheque for a salary or pension ; 
an obligation, deed, bond, note ; a wooden 
mallet used in taking cotton out of the pods; 
a kind of wooden fork with several prongs 
or branches, with which they agitate corn 
that the wind may clear it of the chaff a 
cart -, the noise made in breaking a stick, 
striking with a sword, or in masticating a 
crust-, the lower jaw and chin", a word-, 
vine-pruning; drop i (in comp.) dropping; 
[chaki musdfir, A traveller's passport;]— 
chik, A walnut, the kernel of which ia not 
easily got from the s h e l l a drop one side 
of four ; an eighth part of a t h ing—chuk , 
Penis ; the knee. > 

^ chakd, A lark. 
foSfa chakdba, A fuller 's beetle. 
^ chakachak, The clashing noise 

made by swords or maces drawing, a 
draught, 

chakachak, The clashing of swords 
and maces the chattering of the teeth — 
chukdchuk, Anything whispered about. 

chakdd, fijb^ chakada, Top, crown 
of the head summit of a mountain; top of 
the forehead; a shield. 

j^V chikdr (for chi kdr), W h a t business ? 
(m.c.). 

chikdra, Useless. 
chikdri, Useless, worthless. 
chakasa, chakdsha, A hedge-

hog, urchin. 
chakdk, F o r e l o c k s a conveyancer, 

notary-public; a borer of pearls, bead-
piercer. 

chakdga, The bolt or bar of a door. 
chakdla, Drops, 
chakdma, A poem exceeding eigh-

teen couplets, 
chakan (in comp.), Dropping, dis-

tilling, as khun-chakan, Dropping blood i 
—chikan (for W h a t thing ? 

chakdna, Besprinkling, wettirig. 
chakandan, To make drop, trickle, 

distil. 
( jA*}^ chakdnldan, To make drop, to let 

fall in drops, or trickle. 
fa* chakav, A kind of musical instru-

ment ; a certain water-bird a l a r k n a m e 
of a note in music. 

t A j c h a k d w a k , A l a rk ; a note in 
music. 

u ^ chakdv-kash, A lark. 



chakav-gdh, A notch at the end of 
a bow into which the string goes. 

chakawa, A lark. 
t&j&z. chakdwa-gdh, = atfjUU. q.v. 

chakdh, A mountain's t op ; the 
crown of the head. 

chakchdk, The clash of swords. 
chakchak, The noise made by water 

in dropping; the chattering nf the teeth 
from cold; the clashing of swords,*—chiJc-
chik, The crackling noise made by the damp 
wick of a candle ;—chukchuk, News spread-
ing on every side. 

chak-dan, Eloquent. 
chikarna, A heron, a crane. 

chakru, Drops sprinkled about when 
water is poured out a bubble ; froth. 

O/^r chukrl, Sorrel. 
t^jfe chakzaba, Froth, foam (unsupported 

by examples). 
chakas, A roost ; shame, modesty i 

chaks, and— 
chaksa, A perch or roost for birds ; 

little niceties; a bit of paper for wrapping 
up powders, and the like. 

chakasidan, To blush, be con-
fused . 

Lr-^r chakish, An oozing or dropping; 
liquefaction;—chakush, A brazier's ham-
mer ;—chakushi bukhdr, A steam-hammer; 
—chakush angdra'i top mi-khwurad, The 
hammer falls upon (forges) the barrel of 
the cannon (m.c.). 

chalush-Tchwur, Malleable. 
chukak, chukuk, A silken band or 

girdle ;—chukuk, A sparrow. 
chakal, A leathern vessel with a 

spout (see J**-). 
chakla, Whatever falls from i ts place; 

a drop; a district, the jurisdiction of a 
Faujdar, as the chakla of Hugli in Ben-
gal -,—chukla, Name of a hunting-bird. 

chakllz, The throes of childbirth. 
(jjUX^ chakmdn, chakman, A kmc! of 

upper garment. 
T chakma, A boot. 

chak-mezak, Suppression of urine,, 
strangury; a coming away of the urine 
drop by drop; unable to retain one's urine. 

chak-mezak-zada, Troubled 
with strangury, when the urine comes 
away drop by drop. 

chakin, chikin, chikin, A kind 
of cloth wrought with the needle in flowers 
and gold ; embroidery, needle-work. 

p&t chikunam (for chi kunam), What 
am I to do? (m.c.) 

chak-ndma, A roll descriptive of 
land-boundaries; a grant issued to indivi-
duals, authorizing them to hold alienated 
lands, and specifying the limits thereof. 

chukundur, Beet-mot. 
jjA^&j. chikin-doz, i^ij^o ^ ^ chikin-

dozanda, An embroiderer. 

) % 
chikin-dozi, An embroidered 

robe; needle-work. 
chak-nauns, An actuary, a regis-

trar. 
chaku, A plectrum ; (for q.v.) a 

clasp-knife. 
t eyk? chakuj, c.hakuch, An iron tool 

for notching mill-stones; notching a mill-
stone ; a braziei-'s hammer. 

} cdU chak-u-chdna, Pra t ing, babble. 
chakok, A lark ; purslain ; name of 

a note in music ;—chukuk, A sparrow. 
chikuna, A bustard ; a crane 

( = c & y q.v.). 
chaka, Small, minute ;—chakka, A 

drop. 
chakl, chakki, The hole in which the 

pivot of a mill turns. 
chakidagir A drop ;, distillation. 

chakiddn,. To drop, distil, t r ick le ; 
to meet accidentally ; to suspect;—chuki-
dan, To suck. 

chakida, Dropped, oozed ou t ; a 
mace; [chaMda'i Jcasm, Juice of wild suc-
cory (used against intermittent fever) ;— 
chakida'i shdhtara (shdh tarra),. Juice of 
fumitory (ditto);,]'.—chukida, Sucked, 

chakida-khim, Red wine. 
U^^r chikin, Name of a country. 

chagdr, = oVŜ  q.v. 
J^r chagdl, Tbkk,- compact, and heavy 

an archer 's target, 
chagdma, A poem of more than 

eighteen couplets. 
chagganiy A kind of melons 

chuguk, A sparrow. 
chigil, A city in Turkistan, famous 

for handsome men and. exper t arehera: j 
c&y, dirt-

t uzMSj^ chagalak, A strawberry.. 
chigliz, i^a^t chigtin, Labia; puden-

doruan. 
chugiindarr Beet-root. 

• d f e chaguk, A. lark;—chuguk, A spar-
row. 

chugug, Name erf a pl&rat; a eri^ket 
(unsupported by examples)*. 

^ j f e chigiautAji, Nature or manner of a 
th ing ;- circumstance, matter, quality. 

ehigunar How? of what kind'? in 
what manner? in. what, state?—ehiguna'i r 
How art thou ? how do you do ? 

J<5- chal, An embankment, dam, weir; 
the middle of the sea; (imp. of chalidan) 
go thou;—chil, Half-witted, fool'; a horse 
white on the off fore-foot and hind stirrup-
foot v (for chihalj fort ;—chul , Penis'. 

ifr- chilld, The forty dayis of fasting (see 
iior) ; quarant ine; the period of forty days 
after child-bed, during which a woman re-
mains unclean, 

(j-% chalas, Fond of t id-bi ts ; trencher-
man. 



chaldk, A black beetle, tumble-
dung ; spectacles ; — usĴ U. q.v. 

childli, chalali, A woman's work-
basket. 

chaldn, Current; a letter of advice 
from a Zamindar to government that his 
rents are ready to be paid, sometimes ac-
companying a remittance of the amount; an 
invoice. 

chaldnak, chid anal-, A beetle;— 
chuldnak, A game. 

^^ chaldn-koh, Name of a mountain 
in Yaman. 

far chuldv, chilo, Plain boiled rice. 
chulah, A weaver; a martial dance; 

cymbals. 
chulbula, Haste, unsteadiness; a 

gift. 
vH" chalap, Two broad plates of brass 

used as a musical instrument, cymbals; 
noise, clamour; uproar; calamity. 

chalpasa, A small venomous lizard. 
« y * chalpak, JA» chalpal, A cake fried 

in oil or butter. 
AsU chilta (for &> J6<?-), A thick doubled 

coat for soldiers; a coat of mail. 
fa chil-chiragJi, Brilliant illumina-

tion ; a candelabrum, lustre (m.c.). 
chilcMla, A tortoise; a ki te; a 

swallow. 
J ^ chil-dukhtardn, Name of a 

domed building in Persia. 
chil-sdla, Forty years old. 

yy5- chil-suiun, Name of a building 
with many columns. 

u^Ar chulush, Name of an acid vege-
table. 

jyi* chaliehta- khwur, A troublesome 
hanger on. 

chil-subh, The forty mornings 
employed in mixing up the clay for the 
formation of Adam. 

chil-ghoza, A fir-tree •, the cone of 
Buch. 

chilk, A ladle, skimmer; the little 
finger;—chulk, A spoon ; — chaluk, The 
game of tip-cat;—chulak, A silken band ; 
a ball of pack-thread or silk. 

chalam, A strawberry (in the dialect 
of Mazandaran) ;—chilum, The fortieth. 

H FA? chilam, ehilim, The round plate, cup, 
or bowl, to which is stuck the tobacco in a 
fruqqah, generally a thin bit of unglazed 
tile, and upon the opposite side of which 
the fire is put. 

chil-mard, A strong bar for keep-
ing a door closed. 

fa chil-marddn, The leather fixed 
to the vacant part of a saddle. 

cha lmala, Gratuitous, without labour 
or purchase. 

J"v chil-manara, The throne of Solo-
mon ; the famous ruins which are generally 
regarded as the remains of Persepolis. 

chalanchu, Who dirties himself; 
sloven. 

chaluj, chuluj, A tool for notching 
mill-stones. 

v f t - fa chain-chub, chulu-chub, A spit. 
^fa chalud, A large village, a town. 
&fa chalauk, A halter round a horse's 

neck;—chuluk, A rope for tying up the 
wheel of a mill to Btop i t f rom turning. 

chalunak, Melon-seed and flowers; 
name of a man. 

chilla, chila, A bow-string; a selvage; 
a quadragesimal fast, the forty days of Lent, 
during which the religious fraternities of 
the East shut themselves up in their cells, 
or remain at home; (also chilla?i dai) 
forty days of winter, during which tbe 
weather is most severe; forty days after 
childbirth. 

&U. &U chilla-khdna, The place where 
devotees shut themselves up during 
Lent. 

C ^ ^ A*, chilla-nishin, One secluded for 
the observance of Lent ; (in the language 
of the Lutis) the penis. 

chalipd ( from A. A cross; 
anything crooked or bent ; a r inglet ; a 
triangular bit of gold or silver worn in the 
girdle by some Hindus ;—chaltpdH falak, 
A cross formed by the colure's intersecting 
the equinoctial. 

j^Qt challpd-war, Cruciform ;—challpa-
wdri, Cruciform disposition (as of petals, 
&c.). 

( j jJ t- chalidan, To walk, go, move ; to be 
worthy, fit, sui table; to champ, gnaw. 

S.AJ&. challda, A bone ring worn by 
archers on the thumb. 

ehilim, = H. ^ q.v. 
^ chcwi, An easy a i r ; a vacillating 

motion in walking; gained; prepared, 
arranged; curved, crooked, bent; a lane 
ful l of windings; eating and drinking; 
signification, meaning; soul, energy ; the 
eye; the breast ; a disk made of plaited 
reeds used to winnow corn; a large wooden 
ladle ; name of one quarter of the town of 
Yazd ; a summer garment ; sin, crime ;— 
chim, A green film which floats 011 stag-
nant water ;—chum, Boast, bluster, gasco-
nade ; a living creature; grape-stones or 
husks, the residuum after the juice has 
been expressed ; intense cold; an eye-salve 
prepared from a black shining grain. 

chamdchum, chumdchum, The fore-
locks. 

j W chumdq, An iron mace ; a wooden 
club with a knob on the head ; a ladle (un-
supported by examples) ; the penis. 

chaman, chammdn, Walking, giving 
oneself haughty, swinging, or graceful airs 
in walking; a goblet of wine; a party of 
friends. 

J J ^ U J J chamdnchi, A vessel for holding 



wine, having a narrow mouth and a large 
belly. 

chamdna, chammdna, A vessel made 
of the rind of a gourd, especially carved or 
chased; the cup of king Jam shed; swing-
ing, strutting ;—chumana, An animal, a 
living being ; the middle ; a sup of wine. 

(jiW*- chamdni, Walking pompously ; reel-
ing ; a cup-bearer. 

y^iUfr- chamdnidan, To cause to walk 
gracefully ; to walk gracefully. 

cha/m-pareshi, Distinct, separate ; 
ambiguous. 

chamtak, chamtak, A shoe. 
chamchakh, Bent, curved, crooked. 

chamchaq, A fire-steel or tinder-
box ; a little bag in which soldiers carry 
tlieir comb, needles, <fcc.; a battle-axe (see 

^l^+t chamchuraha, A scourge, a lash. 
chamcham, chumchnm, An easy air, 

a swinging ga i t ; a spoon, ladle;—chum-
chum, A cotton shoe; an old soft shoe; a 
hoof. 

churnchuma', The sound made by 
the feet in walking. 

chamcha, chumcha, A spoon, ladle, 
skimmer; — chumcha, A wooden cup or 
bowl (unsupported by examples). 

chamcha-sdz, A maker of spoons. 
fcUr*.^- chamkhdkh, — jW-*-̂ - q.v. 
T chimdik, A nip, a pinch. 

j*^ chamar, Evident, manifest. 
chamrus, A sign, a miracle. 

chamsh, A portly gait in walking 
(also chamish) ; a small grain used as a 
remedy for the eyes; (for chashm) the eye. 

chamshdk, chamshak, A shoe. 
chamsha, A fountain. 
chamak, Power, strength ; increase ; 

abundance; authority, influence; pomp, 
dignity. 

chamldn, Name of a gate of Isfa-
han. 

chamlul, A swing. 
chaman, An orchard, f ru i t -garden; 

a meadow, green field, verdant plain, gar-
den-plot or bed, raised border, parterre, 
avenue; a pasture-ground ; an easy-paced 
horse ; — chamani dahr, The terrestrial 
abode. 

chimna, A mule, 
tf^ chaman-drdy, Adorning the 

garden. 
chaman-asuda, Singing freely 

in the garden (birds). 
jjj^ chaman-afroz, Brightening the 

garden (applied to various flowers, see 

LSSIUJ*- chamnd.Jc, A shoe. 
*** O"*̂  chaman-band, A gardener ; a 

fountain; a youth. 
\>*i chaman-perd, A gardener, 

pruner. 

chamand, A horse t ha t travels 
slowly ; an idle lazy fellow. 

chamanda, Stately, pompous in 
walking. 

chaman-ramlda, Escaped f rom 
a garden (bird). 

jtyuer chamamdr, chamanistan, 
Verdant meadows. 

fa chaman-saz, A gardener. 
j** chaman-sair, Promenading in 

gardens. 
44,0 O^r chaman-stiff a, A garden-seat, 
a (̂ <5- chaman-£ab(, Of a versatile, 

many-sided mind. 
a chaman-tardz, A gardener. 

chamnak, A shoe. 
chaman-gard, Walk ing about in 

the gardens. 
chamani, A shade of green. 

chamvsh, Vicious horse ; sort of 
shoe. 

chami, Real, t rue, significant. 
CJAŜ JN. chamidan, To walk proudly, wav-

ing from side to s ide; to twist, turn, bend, 
curve ; to incline the mind ; to drink wine 
(unsupported by examples, but see ^ in 
the sense of " eating and dr inking " ) . 

chamida, Walking easily, stately, 
pompously, or gracefully; bent, curved ; a 
grape-stone. 

chamlz, chamin, Excrement ; a 
dung-hill. 

chin (for chin, imp. of chidan), Pluck 
thou;—chun (for chun), When. 

chandb, A board having a circular 
bole through which the tent-pole passes; 
name of a large river in the Panjab . 

chandchan, The whiz of an arrow. 
chandkh, — q.v. ;—chinakh, A 

double purse of silk, half for gold half fo r 
silver. 

fas* chandr, Circles which women paint 
upon their hands and feet with pr ivet ; a 
plane-tree;—chandr u mandr, A term of 
violent abuse; dumbfounded, perplexed, 
thunderstruck. 

chandristan, A grove of plane-
trees. 

chandgh, A mullet . 
chnndg, An aviary ; a hen-coop. 

JU^- chanal, The plantain-tree. 
chandn, Striving ; name of a place ; 

—chunan, Like that , resembling that , to 
such a degree, in that manner, s o ; (for 
chun nan) like bread chunan chunin, I n 
this and that manner ; evasion, subterfuge. 

chundnchi, According to w h a t ; as, 
just as ; so t h a t ; when ; would it were so ! 

AiiLa- chundnki, As, as for example ; in-
so much that , so t h a t ; as much as, so 
much a s ; to such a degree chundnki 
migoyand, As the saying is (m.c.). 

iiU^. chundna, A kind of game (see ^U^. 
of which it is perhaps a misreading). 



ohan&nhan, Well done ! 
fc)-1*'^- chananldan, To cause to gather 

or admonish; to gather, to admonish (see 

jfa*- chunawar, Name of a place in Kha-
tan. 

y ^ W chandhan, ~ y ^ ' ^ r q.v. 
y^r chambar, A circle, hoop ; the pit of 

the th roa t ; the collar-bone; a kerchief, 
collar, necklace ; a cover for the chilam of 
a huqqa; a spider 's web; bondage, cap-
t ivi ty; revolving;—chambar jahandan, To 
circle (a steed) ;—chambari charkh, Circle 
of the heavens;—chambari khanjar, A 
circle of swords, &c., in which jugglers per-
form;—chambari dosh, The collar-bone;— 
chambari kabud, Nether sky ; — chairibari 
gardan, A necklace; a dog's collar; the 
pillory, stocks; — chambari mind, The 
sky. 

chambari, Round, circular, 
chumbak, Assault , leap; magnet. 
chumbul, A beggar ; a strawberry 

(in the dialect of G-iW). 
J^*-5*- chambalul, A swing. 

chumbuli, Need, lack ; mendicity. 
chambur, chuiyibur, A rein, halter. 
cliamba, chuniba, A large bar, spar, 

or boom; a shepherd's s taff ; a fuller 's 
beetle; grape-stalks ; morose, perverse. 

chumbldan, To jump, leap, bound ; 
to run away. 

H champd, A very fragrant yellow 
flower. 

H chanchala,, chanchull, A 
a swing, see-saw. 

chinkh, One from whose eyes a 
gummy substance is perpetually running. 

chand, How much? how many ? how 
long? to what length? whither? so many ; 
several, some, a few, sundry ; any indefinite 
quantity ;—chand bur, How often ? some-
times, frequently ;~~chand tan, How many 
persons?—chand dafa', Several times (m.c.); 
•—chand roz (roza, roza), A few days ; how 
many days;—chand sula, Of few years; 
— chand najar, Sundry persons, seve-
ral people ; how many ; — ba-chand, For 
how much ? — tane chand, Sonic people, 
many men;—har chand (har chand lei), Al-
though, nevertheless, notwithstanding, 
however, how much soever, with all that , 
so much tbe more ; o f t e n ; every time that . 

chandd, How much? how many ? a 
contribution. 

s J^AJ .̂ chand dl, A nightman, sweeper. 
^JLA^. chanddn, Many, much, numbers, 

more, as many as, how many soever, so 
much, so greatly; some, any indefinite 
quan t i ty ; so, in tha t manner ; how long? 
until then ; sandal-wood : name of a city in 
China ',—chanddnchi, How much soever; 
notwithstanding ;—chand an ki, As of t as, 
as much as, as many as, as long as ; inso-

m u c h ; how much soever; although, not-
withstanding tha t ;—sad chanddn, A hun-
dred times more. 

chanddne, Of any amount, however 
much. 

T J ; ^ ^ chanddwul, The rear of an army; 
camp-followers. 

chundur, Beet-root. 
AUJO .̂ chand/and, Fear, dread, terror. 

chand gdh, Sundry times. 
chandal, Sandal-wood. 

chand-marda, Enough for many 
men. 

t ) ^ chandan, Sandal-wood. 
chanda, Some ; a whip (unsupported 

by examples). 
chande, An indefinite quant i ty ; 

some; a little while (m.c.);—chande ba'd 
az In, Af te r a while, shortly after ;— 
chandeet, I t has been some time since, for 
some time past (m.c.) ;—chande gashtan, 
To become numerous;—ba'd chande, After 
a while. 

chandln, So much, so many ; all 
these, such as these; how many ?—ba~ 
chandln jihat, For many reasons (in.c.). 

w'y^r changhub, changhut (the 
latter seems the preferable reading),Quil t-
ing, wadding. 

chunak, A bird's beak. 
chang, The hook for guidiug an ele-

p h a n t ; the expanded hand, the fingers 
somewhat hooked; the claw of a wild 
beast ; talon of a b i rd ; a harp, lute ; any-
thing crooked or b e n t ; crippled in the 
hand or foot; name of the shop of the im-
postor Man!; also his book of paintings; 
[chang andar-dwekhtan ba-kase, To take hold 
of another, to grip, to clutch ;—chang dar 
ndy nihddan, To squeeze tbe throat, i.e., to 
abstain from eating, to be exceedingly ava-
ricious ;—changi rub1 wash (rub'l), A musi-
cal instrument in the shape of a quadrant 
or astrolabe ;—changi mar yam, The herb 
sow-bread; — changi muza, The point or 
turned-up toe of a boot;—ba-chang a war-
dan, To clutch, to take, to seize;—ba-
chang giriftan, To twitch "with the fingers;] 
—ching, The horny beak of a bird of prey ; 
the point of a spear ;—chung, A kind of 
large ship; a word, speech, t a lk ; a picking-
u p of grains. 

chang-dr, A crab ; a dapple horse. 
JI&J*. changdl, Fingers, claws, talons, 

pounces ; a dish made of dates with hot 
bread and bu t t e r ; slender-waisted; a 
target. 

jasilgj^- changdl-khwdst, 
gdl - khwdn, changdl - khwud, 

changdl- khtvush, Ho t bread, syrup 
or honey and butter made into a cake; a 
mixture of any kind. 

AJVSLia. changdla, = q.v, 
changall, Ho t bread dipped in 



butter; the sweetmeat described in the 
preceding article; the maker of such a 
sweetmeat or cake. 

chang-pusht, Crook-backed. 
j ^ t changdu, Name of a city in China. 

chang-dahan, A jew's harp. 
changarnagdcha, Name of a very 

learned Brahman. 
jZ^S chingiz, — y^'** q.v. 
Lr^S- chingish, Name of a hero of Turki-

stiin killed by Rustam. 
changak, A hook for an elephant; 

a hook. 
JS^r chanr/al (for J ^ - ) , A wood, jungle ; 

—changul, Fingers, claws ; a hook. 
^ii&to. chanyldni, changldhi, ^J^ft; 

changld'i, A kite. 
^ f t f t changal-ok, cha-nguk, A man 

debilitated by disease, having bis bands 
and feet contracted, lame, maimed, muti-
lated ; unable to walk by himself. 

changala, A psaltery, a lute ; bird 's 
claws ; bent fingers ; a hook ;—chingila, 
Curly hair. 

ty* chang-murgh, The claw of a 
bird; a saddle-cloth. 

changwdn, Name of a city in India. 
changa, Name of a luxurious king; 

name of a feast celebrated in remembrance 
of this king being killed by the brother of 
a maiden outraged by him. 

ij***? changl, A harper, lu tanis t ; an 
actor; a public dancer ; a bohemian, an 
adventurer or adventuress (m.c.). 

(jA^Aa. changldan, To speak, act in a 

chingiz, The Mogul king Gengiz 
Khiin. 

chuno (for fl Qf*), As he, like him ; a 
request. 

J> chunud-pul, The bridge over hell. 
chana, The lower jaw, the chin ;— 

china, Grain, bird's food. 
yU chinadan, The crop of a bird. 

chiniba, Heart , courage. 
(j^^r chinldan, To gather; to admonish; 

to drop. 
fi Jcos- chinl da, Gathered, culled, picked 

up. 
chinlzu, Ready money, 

t i?^ chunin, Thus, such, so, in this 
manner ; such as this ;—chunin bddd, Amen, 
so be it!—chunin u chun an, So and such 
(m.c.). 

chunlha (pi. of chunin), Such 
things as these, such-like things. 

f t chu, chu, When ; then ; thus, as, in the 
Biime manner, like, since; if so be ; for as 
much as ;—chu (for chub), A stick. 

H ^ chau, Four (in composition). 
chuwak, CLU^ chuwdkak, Flour 

dressed with oil and honey. 
J ^ chuwdl, A sack, wallet, bag. 
vy* chub, chob (S. kshupa), A log ; wood ; 

a t ree ; a staff, rod, baton, stick ; a drum-
stick ; a beam ; a plough-tail ; a shoot of 
a tree, sucker -chubi adab, The stick or 
truncheon of a police officer;—chub bdzidan, 
To lance a spear or the like in sport ;— 
chubi pusht, A bar to secure a door ;—chubi 

pamba, Cork ;—chub peshi rdhi kase ddshtant 
To prevent, hinder, put an obstacle in one's 
way ; — chubi tahsll-ddr (muhassil), The 
staff of a tax-gatherer ;—chubi ta'lim, The 
cane of a schoolmaster;—chubi taHlml, A 
riding-whip, a switch ;—chubi talaghrdf, A 
telegraph-pole (m.c.) ; — chubi chibuq, A 
pipe-stem ; — chubi chinl, China root ; —• 
chilbi harfi, A small stick or pencil with 
which children follow up the lines in read-
ing ;—chubi khuday, Divine punishment;— 
chubi khat, A board for scoring debts, &c,; 
—chub khwurdan, To devour the rod, i.e. 
to be thrashed; — chub dar nishakhtan 
(nishdndan), To fix wood in any th ing ;— 
chubi dang, A wooden instrument for sepa-
rating rice f rom the husk ;—chub du sar 
ddrad, The stick has two ends, i.e. th ings 
may turn out well or badly;—chubi radd, 
The staff of repulsion ;—chub zadan (shi-
kastan), To thrash ;—chubi ziri baghal, A 
crutch ;—chubi zln, A saddle-tree; a cover-
ing for a saddle;—chubi surkh, Red-wood, 
logwood ;—chub-ash dar db ast, His stick 
lies in the water (to make it flexible), i.e. 
everything is ready for his punishment 
(hence the proverb td na-bdshad chub tar 
far-man na-bar, As long as the stick is not 
wet, do not obey a command) ;—chUbi shlr-
khisht (khushk), A medicinal wood;—chubi 
tarlq, The staff of a police officer (see chubi 
adab above) ;—chubi kar, A yarn-beam ;— 
chubi gadd'l, A notched piece of wood sent 
by way of a begging letter;—chubi gaz, 
Tamarix mannifera;—chubi nan (ndnl), A 
rolling-pin ; — chubi naward, A weaver's 
beam ; — chubi ydsd (yasdq), The scourge 
with which the Turkish kings had crimi-
nals chastised. 

Vy* chubd, A stake, a post. 
ytija. chobdn, A shepherd; a horse-

keeper. 
chobdn-sag, A shepherd's dog. 

^J^.yt chobdnl, The pastoral office, 
jV> chub-bdz, A cotton-pod. 

s->ys- chub-bast, vys- chub-bandl, 
A scaffold. 

SjU chub-para, A chip, lath, shaving, 
piece of wood ; an instrument for levelling 
the earth, a harrow. 

fa v f t chub-khtvdr, A timber-worm 
beaten, drubbed. 

chub-khwdrak, A timber-worm, 
j b chub-dar, A mace-bearer. 

chub-ddna, Fru i t of the jujube-
tree. 

chub-dast, chub-dastl, 
Walking-stick; goad. 



chub-zan, W h o administers the bas-
t inado ; a chamberlain. 

^sU chub-say, A rasp. 
V>y»- chub-skikaf, Cleaving wood; a 

wedge. 
chfib-shikan, A wood-pecker. 

^rHys- chub-shuwi, A fuller 's beetle. 
chubak, A little st ick; a drum-stick; 

a watchman's rat t le ; a stick for separating 
cotton from the pods; red-wood. 

chub-hem,, A drubbing ; a kind of 
embroidery. 

(A ĵa- chubah-ushndn, Pearl-ash, lye 
(in the dialect of Shiraz). 

©j chubah-zan, A head watchman; a 
drummer. 

tA^ty^ chub-hash, An instrument for 
cleaning cotton. 

eschubahn, Patrol, nightly watch; 
commander of the nocturnal guard. 

chubahm, A wooden or iron 
instrument for separating cotton from its 
seed; a watchman. 

chubina, A heron ; a bustard. 
chuba, A rolling-pin *, a wand ; a 

scourge ; a walking-stick; a •fiddle-stick; a 
title of Bahram cbubm ; the white poplar, 
Acanthophyllum squarrosum;—chuba'i dar, 
A gallows-tree (m.c.) ;—chuba i shutur, A 
quilted cloth laid upon a camel's bunch 
to prevent the load from hurting it. 

chobi, Wooden. 
vJw v f t chub-yasdh, A mace-bearer's 

staff. 
chubin, chubmak, chu-

bina, A red kind of kerchief tied over the 
head ; a bustard, a crane ; a name of Bah-
ram. 

O^y?- chopun, A shepherd. 
chau-paya, A quadruped, beast, 

jiy* chaupar, ^^ yy chaupar-bazi, An 
Indian game. 

chopgin, A stick for cleaning cot-
ton ; a little stick. 

choplank, A fillet for the head. 
Al>y»- chaupala, A covered sedan or 

litter. 
chupalin, An instrument for clean-

ing cotton. 
H UUŶ  chant, A four th ; a fourth of the 

revenue, formerly claimed as a r ight by the 
Marhattas. 

chiitdh, Thus, in such manner (un-
supported by examples). 

Vys- chauiara, A raised square place 
either in a garden or before a house. 

chausa, A panther, a leopard. 
chuja, A chicken. 
chuchum, A shoe worn by dervishes. 

f t y chucks,, A sparrow, 
tfly^yj. chuchula, The clitoris. 

chucha, A rolling-pin; a swan; 
chicken. 

chuhha, A woollen garment ; a 

monk's ga rb ; a kind of tun ic ; a sort of 
overcoat or cloak. 

yVtyx chokkidan, To stumble, fal l ; to 
come to an e n d ; to quarrel j to labour, 
strive. 

chadar, Eye. 
chaudan, Cast metal. 

chor, A pheasant. 
chor aba, Water flowing from the 

bottom of a dam. 
T y>y?r chorha, Broth, soup, gruel. 
jjtjf? chorpor, A pheasant. 
t cdjyj. churaJe, Bread. 
)}) ^ chu roz, (As clear) as day. 

chora, A distaff. 
H c h a u r i , An instrument made of 

the long hair of the chdmar, or Thibet 
cow, used to chase away flies;—churl, A 
bracelet; son and daughter (doubtful), 

u ^ y churi-farosh, A bracelet-seller. 
chuz, Pudenda mulieris ; a falcon able 

to catch game before he is a year old; a 
pheasant; a certain thorny plant. 

chuzd, A kite. 
&jyt chuza, A chick, a young bird; a 

notch at the end of a spindle to hold the 
thread ;—chuza'i mdhiydn, A chicken. 

Sws- chuza-baz (playing with chickens), 
An old woman fond of young men. 

Wj chma-rubd, A kite. 
T chuza-luwa (liutd), A kite. 

chuzka, — ajyj- q.v. 
chausidan, To stick, adhere. 

(jSiy* chosh-para, A kind of vermicelli 
(see syv 

chushah, A vessel with a spout 
to it. 

yijfAyv choshidan choshidan), To 
suck. 

chugh, A yoke ; a trench or canal cut 
through gardens or meadows ; a dam, weir. 

ls}*)* chug&ri, Sour milk which remains 
in a linen cloth after the water is strained 
off ; a horse of a partridge colour, 

x chughul, An informer (m.c.). 
t chughfiU, (Police) information; 

treachery (m.c.). 
*a5y>- cholc, A profound inclination or geuu-

flexion before a k ing; name of a bird; 
penis ; knee. 

h ^y* choh, A market-place; a daily 
marke t ; a market principally for second-
hand apparel. 

H sStfy*. chuhlah, A district under a Fauj-
dar. 

H chauhi, A raised seat, chair; a 
guard ; a place for collecting customs; a 
watch-house. 

h j l J chauki-dar, The officer of a 
gua rd ; a watchman. 

h ji? ^Jy chattH-gulu, A square ornament 
of gold, &c., worn on the throat. 

h Aa^UJ ̂ ^ chauhi-gumdshta, A subordi-
nate custom-house officer. 



h u-^y ^fty* chauki-nawis, One "who keeps 
account of outposts and guards. 

chaugdn ( from chaul " ben t" -f gdn), 
A stick with one end bent, used in a game 
at ball ; the game of polo or horse-shinty ; 
a crooked drum-stick ; a stick having one 
end arched, to which is suspended an iron 
or steel ball, carried as an ensign of royalty ; 
[chang an zadan, To play at chaugdn;— 
chaugdni zar, The sword;—chaugdnisuinbul, 
The ringlets of the fair ;J—chug an, How ? 
time, an hour ; i f ; like, resembling. 

chaugdn-bdz, Player at chaugdn. 
chaugdn-bdzi, P laying a t the 

game of horse-shinty. 
tfty* chaugdn-parast, W h o worships 

the game of polo. 
O) O^ j t chaugdn-zan, W h o strikes with 

the chaugdn, plays at polo. 
chaugdni, A horse t rained for play-

ing at the game of chaugdn ; swift , 
mettled, excited; a s t raight hookah-pipe. 

chiigag, An owl; a large kind of 
owl. 

Jy$- chaul, chid, Bent;—chol , P e n i s ; — 
chid, A desert. 

^y* chuldh, A weaver ; a spider. 
chum, Pat , ta l low; the Oxyacanth, 

T chomdq, A club, an iron mace (see 

yy* chun, chon, How P like, in the manner 
of, as; because, forasmuch as, whereas, 
seeing that, since; when, af ter t h a t ; i f ; 
manner, quality;— chuni bi-chigun, Without 
likeness, incomparable (an epithet of the 
Deity);—bi-chim-u-chird, Wi thou t why or 
wherefore. 

\*frchun-d (for ^ e y ? ) , How do you do? 
<y>>yt chundn, So, like t h a t ; jus t as i f ; a 

rolling-pin. 
(a&b*.) chundn-ki, Af te r what man-

ner ; just as. 
toy* chundh, In this manner , thus, 

like, so. 
chun-chird, Wrangl ing , altercation. 
chun-ki, Fo r now, seeing t h a t (m.c.). 

chdna, A lump, a mass. 
H chundh, Quick lime. 

chuni, How ar t t hou? qual i ty . 
chunm, Thus, in this manner , l ike 

this. 
Wft- chunin-hd (pi. of the preceding), 

Such-like things (see W ^ ) . 
chu wa, Acanthophyllum squarrosum 

(see 
O^i)^ chuygdn ( for A bandy, 

club. 
^ cha, An affix to form diminutives, as 

bdgjicha, Litt le garden, &c.; — chah (for 
chdh), A well \~chi, Who ? what ? which ? 
in what manner or k ind? why? what! how 
great! since, because, seeing t h a t ; every, 
all; whether; o r ; fifteen (i.e. three t imes 
five, g standing for 3, and & for 5) ; [chi 

budi, Wou ld to God 1 I wish i t were '.—chi 
pesha, Of what use ? i.e. useless ;—chi jdn 
darad, W h a t is he able to do ?—chi chdra, 
W h a t remedy?—chi hdlat mi-kashad, How 
miserable he is ;—chikhwush , How del ight-
fu l !—chi dil, W h a t hear t ? what courage 
or ability ?—chi zud, How soon ? (m.c.) ;— 
chi sun (taur, nawi), Of what so r t? in 
what manner ? how ?—chi sag ast, W h a t 
dog is he ? i.e. what can he do ?— 
chi taraf bast, W h a t did it avail him ? i.e. 
it availed him noth ing;—chi Jd'ida, W h a t 
advantage ? for what purpose ?—chi fasdhat, 

\ W h a t purity of style I (m.c.);—chi fear 
mi-kardi, W h a t have you done it f o r ? — 
chi kashid, W h a t will i t avail ? — chi 
guna, How ? in what shape or manner ? 
—chi manzil, W h a t a mansion!—chi ma'nd, 
W h a t is the meaning? to what e n d ? — 
chi mi-goyi, W h a t do you mean to say ?]— 
chi-chi, W h a t does it ma t t e r one way or the 
other ? &.c., as in the phrases chi bar takhi 
murdan, chi bar ruyi khdk, W h a t mat ters it 
(or it is all the same th ing) to die on a throne 
or on the bare ground ?—chi durr chi sadaf, 
Whethe r a pearl or an oyster-shell ;—chi 
sharif u chi wa?!', As well h igh as low, 
gentle and simple. 

^f* chikd (pi. of chi), W h a t things ? 
H chhdpa, Stamp, sea l ; pr int , im-

pression (see 
chahdd, A mounta in peak; forehead. 

ftt* chahdr, F o u r ; a crab. 
ftft chahdr dkhuri sangln, The 

four quarters of the wor ld ; the four ele-
ments. 

a t ) ^ ft?* chahdr arkan, The four points 
of the compass; a kind of quadrangu la r 
tent . 

a. ftf* chahdr aqrdn, The first four 
caliphs ; = the preceding. 

a chahdr imam, (jj^M chahdr 
amin, The four caliphs, Abu Bakr , Omar, 
Othman, and A l i ; the four Muhaminadan 
lawyers, Shiifi'i, Abu Han i fa , Malik, and 
Hamba l . 

^ ftt$ chahdr dyina, A kind of a r m o u r ; 
a cuirass (m.c.). 

jW chahdr dyin, A quadrangular 
t e n t ; t he f o u r immediate successors of 
M u h a m m a d ; the four principal sects. 

ftf* chahdr baf, A kind of rich silk. 
ft* chahdr b&lish (e^JLj bdlisht), A 

royal throne (or place spread with four 
cushions) ; the four e lements ; the four 
quar ters of the globe ; the world ;—chahdr 
bdlishi arkdn, The four first ca l iphs ; a 
quadrangular tent . 

a —\ chahdr basit, and— 
ftt chahdr-bekh, The four elements. 

^ ftft chahdr-pd, A q u a d r u p e d ; a bed-
stead. 

*ft ft& chahdr para, F o u r pa r t s ; divided 
into, or consisting of, four p a r t s ; the quar-



ters of shoes; a musical ins t rument ; buck-
shot, slugs (m.c,). 

chahar-pdyak, A kind of dis-
ease, 

chahdr-pdya, A quadruped. 
j> fa? chahdr-par, fa? chahdr-para, 

Four-winged (arrow) ; adorned with four 
feathers. 

fa* chahar-tara, Four-stringed. 
chahdr-tak, Canter, easy gallop. 

a yJ) fa? chahdr takbir zadan, To 
abandon the world; to repeat the burial 
service. 

yy- fa? chahdr jaukar, The four ele-
ments. 

iSf* J^K chahdr juy, The rivers of Para-
dise ; the elements; name of a province in 
Khurasan;—chahar juyi fitrat, The four 
elements. 

joW. fa* chahdr-chadar, A cloth sur-
rounding a woman's grave; a kind of horse-
cloth. 

fa* chahdr chashm shudan, To 
Bee or look for earnestly; to meet face to 
face. 

{$+*? fa? chahdr chaman, The world. 
a fa* chahdr hashiya, Having four 

borders; having i ts four edges embroi-
dered. 

a JUc* chahdr hammal, The four ele-
ments. 

fa* chahdr %hdna, The ventricle of 
a sheep ; also a pudding of it stuffed with 
meat, rice, butter , herbs, and spiceries; 
thin cakes dressed with soup; a species of 
macaroni. 

e&W j ^ t chahdr dang, The four quarters. 
fa/Z faf chahdr dar chahdr, Four times 

four ; on all sides. 
fa* chahar-darl, The world. 

A^cjJ faf* chahdr daricha, The four win-
dows (of the body), i.e. eye, ear, nose, and 
mouth. 

chahdrdah, Fourteen. 
chahdrdahum, The fourteenth. 

8U tefaft chahdrdah mdh, The ful l moon; 
a mistress. 

I f i j j ^ chahdrdah ma'sum, The pro-
phet Muhammad, his daughter , and the 
twelve first eminent caliphs. 

ufat- j^yj chahdr diwdri jahdn, The 
four quarters of the world; the four ele-
ments. 

fa* ckahdrruhn (<j~t$jra'is), The four 
elements. 

Sjjy fa? chahdr-roza, Of four days dura-
tion. 

fa* chahdr zdnu, A tailor's way of 
Bitting. 

fc>V) fa chahar-zabdn (four-tongued), An 
incessant ta lker ; one who does not stick 
to his word ; a quibbler, prevaricator. 

Ail* j^f? chahar-sdla, Of four years ; four 
years old. 

y fa* chahar-su, A square, market-
place. 

fa? chaharsuwara, A place where 
four ways meet. 

J y J^v chahdr-suq, A market-place. 
fa? chahdr-shd&h, A winnowing fan. 
fa? chahar-shambih, Wednesday. 

_fa? chahdr sad, Four hundred. 
a fa? chahdr-tdq, A kind of tent . 
a y^ i i jU® fa* chahdr-tdq-afgan, A bed. 
a y^yt chahdr tufdn, The four ele-

ments ; the four temperaments. 
a (A* fa? chahdr 'alam, The four ensigns 

(of the fa i th) , viz. Abu Bakr , Omar, Oth-
man, and A l i ; the four elments. 

a joUc fa;? chahdr *andsir, The four ele-
ments. 

a chahdr Hydl, The four elements. 
a smfa fa? chahdr fitrat, The four tem-

peraments. 
faft chahdr-bargas, The four ele-

ments ; the throne of Shaddad, or (accord-
ing to others) tha t of Ka 'us . 

^ ^ fa? chahdr-gama, Swi f t ; an ambling 
nag. 

fcJ^j^fr chahdrgdn, Four and f o u r ; in 
fours. 

^ ^ ^ chahdrgdna, Of four modes; 
square ; fourfold. 

fa? chahdr gulkhan, The four 
quarters of the world ; the four elements* 

A f c ^ c h a h a r - g o s h a , Quadrangular ; a 
bier ; a small table ; a turban. 

y>jS fa? chahar gauhar, The four ele-
ments. 

j ^ jWf chahar langar, Legs of quadru-
peds, 

f f a ? chahdrum, The four th , 
joU fat* chahar mddar, The four ele-

ments. 
chahdr-mdha, Of four months; 

four months old. 
• fa? chahar maskun, Habitable 

world. 
j W chahar-maghz (four-kernel), A 

walnut. 
a fa* f»fa? chahdrum manzar, 

chahdrum manzara, Solar sphere. 
a fa? chahar manquta, The orbit of 

the Zodiacal signs. 
£ f a f t chahar mekh, The elements; 

sodomy. 
a fin fa? chahar nazm, The four elements. 
^ fa? chahdr-wd, A quadruped. 
fa chahdrwa-ddr, Leader of a cara-

van. 
chahar u haft, The four (ele-

ments) and seven (planets). 
fa? chahdr-hafta, A trifling, silly 

thing ; non-existent, 
chahdr ydri guzin, Four 

chosen companions, viz. Abu Bakr, Omar, 
Othman, and All. 

ts;^ fav chahar-ydri, Name of a sect. 



chahdr yak, One of four ; a 
fourth. 

chahdn, Many;—chihdn (pi. of chi), 
"Who? 

chah'bacha, A cistern, a vat. 
chahcha, H^Vy" chahchaha, A twitter, 

a chirp ;—chahchaha kardan, To twitter, to 
chirp. 

jifr chihr, Face, visage ; original essence ; 
a map; small shot. 

Ffi; chihr-dzdd, Name of Humay, 
daughter of Bahman, and mother of Du-
mb. 

Aj f t f t chihr-zdd, — the preceding; name 
of the daughter of Xsfandyar. 

Cffs chahram, Name of a place in I ran 
(see fr*.). 

chihra, chahra, Face, countenance; 
air, mien; complexion ; original essence ; a 
description-roll; a wheel, yarn-reel; shot ; 
[chihra'i dtish-numa, A face flushed (with 
drink or anger) •,^chihra bar-afrokhtan, To 
collect, assemble ;—chihra'i hdl, The cir-
cumstance of the case;—chihra dar ham 
kashidan, To f rown; to be morose, peevish, 
irritable;—chihra'i dok, A wheel; a yarn-
reel;—chihra zar-andud kardan, To grow 
pale, to blanch ;—chihra shudan (gardidan), 
To be before or in the presence of, to con-
front, be opposed t o ; to dispute; to pre-
pare -—chihra shikastan, To lose colour;— 
chihra kushddan, To appear, to become 
visible, to show oneself;—chihra mdlidan, 
To show submission, to humiliate oneself 
—chihra, Rose-colour ;—chuhra, A youth, 
strippling, page; a beardless boy. 

Pji chihra-pardaz, A portrait-
painter; the sun;—chihra-parddzi jahdn, 
The world-illuminating sun. 

L^V" chihra-kharash, Face-scratch-
ing. 

chihra-tardz, A portrait-painter. 
chihra-kushd, A portrai t-painter; 

uncovering the face (lady). 
chihra-kushd'i, A display ; co-

quetting. 
u~iy chihra-nawis, An official who 

writes down a personal description of the 
royal servants in a roll or register;—chihra-
naunsi, Office of a chihra-nawis ; a descrip-
tion-roll of the indicated kind. 

chahari, A white-spotted horse. 
chi qadar, How much ? 

Jv*- chihal, chihil, Forty. 
^ Jv?- chihal-pdy (forty-foot), A centi-

pede. 
Jy* chihal tan, Forty persons whom 

Moses is affirmed to have slain and brought 
to life again. 

w Jift- chihal-tah, A coat of mail. 
chihal-chirdak, A candelabrum, 

chandelier, lustre (m.c.)T 
J^fy' chihal diram, An ounce. 

tif" Jtfj- chihalsitun, A colonnade (m.c.). 

a A* J ^ chihal-qad, A sort of armour. 
a chihal-qadami, A walk ; a cus-

tom at the funerals of Musalmans of step-
ping back forty paces from the grave, atid 
again advancing towards it before reading 
the service over. 

chahlam, A sort of armour;—chiha-
lum, The fortieth. 

a ^ J ^ chihal-manar, A name of Perse-
polis. 

chahanda, Dropping, dist i l l ing; 
leaping. 

<chahidan, To drop, distil ; to leap. 
yfi; chahir, chahira, Face, counte-

nance ; complexion; (doubtful word). 
chahir a-nawis, = 

q.v. (doubtful) . 
j r ^ chah-yuz, An iron instrument with 

four hooks for pulling anything lost out of 
wells or rivers ; a pulley or block ; a shovel, 
a pick-axe, a hoe. 

^ chi (vulg. form of y*^-), Something ; 
who ? what ? which ? a Turkish affix to 
form words denoting the agent ;—phi chi, 
W h a t ? what is the mat te r? (m.c.). 

U'VW®: chiydnidan, To collect; to cut 
u p . 

J ^ r chaipdl, Name of a king of Lahore 
(see J ^ ) . 

ft*!? chaipar, A highway; name of a 
fort. 

^^^ chipur, The iron head of a spear ; 
name of a man. 

0 c h a i p l n , Interval, intervening 
space. 

H chit, Painted Indian, Persian, or 
Turkish silks, and other cloths ; chintz ; ail 
Indian tent (m.c,). 

H J ^ chital, A small coin, twenty-five of 
which make a dam. 

H chita, A sort of panther with which 
they hunt deer; estimate and measurement 
of lands. 

s A * ^ chichdb, Sound of the lips in kiss-
ing. 

chichist (in Zand), A mountain. 
wA^ft. chichak, The small-pox ;—chichak-

zada, Diseased with small-pox. 
A^s^. chichala, chichila, Sickness, pain. 

chikh, Blear-eyed; humour in the 
eye. 

chadar, A shoe. 
o^A-a- chidagi'i ndkhun. Nail-

parings. 
gjufr. chidan, To gather, collect; to select, 

pick, choose; to imbibe; to swallow; to 
pare the nai ls ; to pluck up (hairs) ; to 
spread a carpet ; to ascend;—bar-chidan, 
dar chidan, To collect. 

ajL^. chida, Gathered, picked; pared 
(nail) ; the dwarf pine ;—chida'i ndkhun. 
Nail-parings; — chida-miyan, With thin 
flanks (horse). 

chir, Valiant, courageous; a con-



queror ; a highway; victory, mastery ; a 
part, a portion ; a hu l l ; name of a town. 

chirchang, A dildo. 
J j ^ chir-dil, Strong-hearted, of a va-

liant disposition. 
u * ^ chlragl, Victory, tr iumph ; valour, 

fearlessness, for t i tude; anger ; severity of 
language; a fault;—cJuragl kardan, To be 
petulant, violent. 

chira, Brave ; strong, powerful ; vic-
torious; h igh ; pointed; eloquent; impu-
dent, unpolite, rude, uncivil; spi teful ; 
wise; victory, superiority; a part, port ion; 
end, extremity; a turban;—chira shudan, 
To wax val iant ; to win, bea t ; to prevail, 
conquer; to prepare for. 

*** chlra-band, A servant who makes 
up the turban (see a*» j l u j ) , 

i f f * chira-dast, Ready-handed, skil-
ful , succeeding in whatever one takes in 
hand ; Btrong, brave ; a r rogant ; boldness. 

B ^ chlra-dasti, Victory; supe-
riority. 

wWj chira-zabdnt E loquen t ; free-
spoken. 

0*1*) V t chlrah-zabanl, Eloquence. 
chut, A thing, anything; existing j 

precious; food;—chi chlz ast, Wha t is it ? 
what is the mat te r? (m.c.). 

chimk, A little th ing ; a hedgehog. 
tt chlz-llz, Small capital, trifling con-

cern. 
chlzu, A porcupine. 

yt£ chlzu-glr, Irri table, hot-brained. 
chiza, Tweezers used chiefly by the 

women for pulling out hairs. 
ty chlza-buz, Cause, motive, reason. 
jSiy lye* chlza-buzgar, The agent in any 

cause. 
chize, One th ing ; something; a little, 

few, somewhat; (with negation) not at all, 
by no means, nothing or none whatever, as 
raflq-hd chize na-ddram, I have no accom-
plices whatever (m.c.). 

m-ot f fr chist (for chi ast), Wha t is i t ? 
who is?—hdl chist, What ' s the mat te r? 
what now ? 

chistdn (what is tha t P), An 
enigma; quality, essence, state. 

chistl, W h a t art thou ? 
chig&, A projecting roof, a screen 

before a door, 
chiga-zan, A warrior. 

chiq, — q.v. 
yS^ chlgu, A clasp-knife (see y^- ) . 

cheldn, A foreBt haunted by wolves ; 
iron rings, bridle-bits, &c:; the ju jube-
tree. 

cheldna, The jujube-tree. 
H AL»- chela, A slave. 

chin, A fold, plait, wrinkle; China; 
(in comp. from chidan) collecting, as su-
]chun»chm, Collecting words, i.e. an in-
former ;— chini abru (peshdni, jabin), A 

frown ; a wrinkle;—chin afgandan, To con-
tract into wrinkles ;—chin bar abru afgan' 
dan, To grow old; to frown;—chin shudan, 
To become wrinkled; to f rown; — chin 
kardan, To gather, collect, pull, pluck, 
choose; to join, uni te ; to reconcile, make 
peace; to knit the brows ; — jablni pur 
chin, A frowning or wrinkled brow;—zulfi 
pur chin, Curling locks. 

U-to. china (participle of chidan), Gather-
ing. 

CJ^s^W*- china'idan, To bring together. 
chln-hamdma, Cinnamon. 

^^ chln-khana, A cupboard for 
china. 

chindara, A fabulous fountain, 
where instruments are said to be constantly 
playing. 

IJAU^ chindan, Gleaning corn-fields. 
SAV^ chinda, A collection. 

J^y^y chinwdr, Right, straight, 
Jf^e? chinawad, The bridge over the 

eternal fire which the Muhammadans be-
lieve they shall be forced to cross on the 
day of judgment . 

china, A gin, grain, or any snare by 
which birds are caught ; a course of bricks 
or stone in a wall; grain in general;— 
china'i diwdr, Layers of large stones, bricks, 
or turfs, in building walls. 

yW Ai-fc. chinadan, The crop of a bird, 
^y-fr chinl, Chinese ; white sugar-candy ; 

chinaware, porcelain; called also chinl 
guruf. 

chini-khdna. A place where 
china is k e p t ; apar tments adorned with 
china. 

^A^AJ chini rashldl, A particular 
kind of china-ware. 

tsjV- chlni-sdzi, A porcelain manu-
factory (m.c.). 

c 

C h (called hd' or he, hd'i huttl or hd'i 
muhmala), the eighth letter of the Arabic-
Persian alphabet, is a strong aspirate gene-
rated deep in the th roa t ; it is the cha-
racter to represent eight in arithmetic, and 
Sagittarius in astronomical books. 

A oU hd', ha, The Arabic name of the 
letter h ; a good m a n ; a shrill-voiced 
woman (these two meanings doubtful) . 

A piU. hdtim, in P . hatam, W h o or what 
renders necessary; one who decrees, ordains 
or pronounces j u d g m e n t ; a j u d g e ; a black 
crow, " t h e raven of separation " ; name of 
a man of the Arabian tribe Taiy, celebrated 
for his liberality; hence liberal, generous, 
bountiful. 



a o**^- hatimi, Boundless liberality. 
A gU. haj, Name of a thorny p l a n t ; — h a j j , 

fiaj, A pilgrim to Mecca. 
A W^* hdjat (pi. of hdjat), Necessities, 

wants. 
A s h a j i b , A door-keeper, a porter ; 

a chamberlain; a minister of state ; a cur-
tain; the eye-brow;—hdjibu'd-daula, Grand 
usher (m.c.) ;—hdjibi bar, The archangel 
Gabriel. 

a i j r t -^ hajibi, Post of door-keeper; 
chain berlainship. 

A haj at, Necessity, need, want, lack; 
a requirement, a needful or requisite thing, 
affair or business; a call of na tu re ; hope, 
wish; \hdjat dmadan (bar-amadan, tar dun-
dan), I t becomes necessary ; a want arises ; 
something needful is obtained fahajat bar-
awardan (burdan), To obtain one's want, 
Ac.; to supply another 's want; — hajati 
tajvnz, Anything which requires investiga-
tion, as an account;—hdjat khwdstan, To 
pray, state one's wants ; — hdjat ddshtan, 
To have need, to be in want o f ; ]—hd j ja t , A 
female pilgrim to Mecca. 

a fay u ^ U . hajat-bardar, Providing 
what is wanted or desired. 

a ^ e^-U. hajat-rawa, Supplying or ob-
taining what is needed; obtaining one's 
want. 

a ( j f l y cs^le- hdjat-rawa'i, Supply, provi-
sion, succour. 

a csW hajat-jay, ^ w^U- hdjat-gdh, 
A place of need ; a necessary. 

a AUJS-W hdjatmand, Indigent, needy; 
hoping. 

a ^A^J^-W hdjatmandi, Indigence. 
a <\i+jXe, W hajatumand, Needy, necessi-

tous. 
A hdjiz, Intervenient, intervening (as 

a curtain) ; a hinderer, preventer; an op-
pressor; an obstruction, barrier. 

a (^U. haji, One who has performed the 
pilgrimage to Mecca; a pilgrim ; — fyaji 
ahmaq, haji bi-wuquf, The names of two 
mock pilgrims in the Muharram play;— 
hajiu l-haramain, W h o has visited the two 
sacred places (Mecca and Medina) ;—haji 
kaji-rd dar makka mi-binad, The pilgrim 
Bees the pilgrim at Mecca, (met.) two people 
meet after a long separation. 

W kdji-tarkhan, Astrakhan a 
(m.c.). 

a <AL& hdji-laklak, A stork. 
^ had, A raven; name of a son of 

Jacob by another mother than Joseph's 
(doubtful word), 

A »>W hadd, Sharp, bitter, sour, acr id; 
ardent, fiery, poignant;—haddu 'z-zawiya, 
Acute-angled. 

A hadis, New, jus t appearing ; 
casual;—hadis shudan, To appear, happen. 

A SSj^hddisat,A novelty, event; an occur-
rence, adventure, casual ty; an accident 

rendering a person ceremonially unclean; a 
misfortune, disaster, calamity. 

A oW- hdz, Back; name of a plant and a 
tree ;—hdzti 'l-matn, The par t of a horse's 
back where the saddle or a load is placed ; 
—kjiafifu 'l-haz, One who has little property 
aud a small family, 

A j ^ W hdziq, Sharp, acute, penetrating ; 
ingenious, skilful, clever, excelling; pro-
ficient, an a d e p t ; tart , sour, 

A^W hdrr, Warm, hot, su l t ry ; difficult, 
laborious, painful (work) ; distressing, se-
vere ; (met.) l ion; t a r t wine. 

A ^UW hdris, A farmer, ploughman ; one 
who gathers, collects, hoards up ; the lion ; 
name of a man. 

A BĴ C- hdrij. A criminal, an offender ; an 
obstructer, hinderer ; obstacle, hindrance, 

A har is, A keeper; a governor, de-
fender, watchman; a sentinel, guard. 

A haris, Greedy, covetous, avari-
cious. 

a harisa, A blow on the head pene-
trat ing through the skin. 

A f jW hdrim, A small fortified town in 
Syria. 

A fjU. hdzim, Wise, provident, wary, pru-
dent. 

A A^JW hdzamiyat, Name of a sect. 
A hdsid, Envious; an enemy. 
Aj-W hdsir, Naked, unarmed, not having 

helmet, mail, or shield. 
a A-iU. hdssa, One of the five senses;— 

hdssa'i *amma, Common sense. 
A (jiAft. hash, hashd, Besides, except ; 

God forbid ! let it not be! in no shape !— 
h,dshd zadan (kardan), To utter the prece-
ding exclamation ;—hashd ki, Heaven forbid 
t h a t ! 

A AAU hdshd\ Thyme, 
AJAU . hdshir, A collector; one of the 

names given to Muhammad. 
A <LaU- hdshiyat, hdshiya, A margin, 

edge, border ; selvage, hem; facings (of a 
uniform) ; a marginal note, scholia; post-
script (m.c.) ; men of inferior rank, atten-
dan t s ; young camels; — hdshiya'i bdgk-
bandi, A flower-bed, a parterre (m.c.). 

a AOAU hdshiya-bos, Kissing the 
skirt. 

a fa Â AW hdshiya-dar, Having a margin, 
&c. ; having marginal notes. 

a hdshiya-gawdh, An attesting 
witness (by writing his name on the mar-
gin)- . . 

a Ajfcie* hdshiya-nishin, Sitting on 
the outskirts (of an assembly) ;—hdshiya-
nishindni mahkama, Assessors of court of 
justice (m.c.). 

A s — 1 h d s i b , (Wind) scattering gravel 
or flakes of snow; (a cloud) discharging 
snow or hail. 

A ACU- hasid, A reaper, mower. 
A JOL*. hdsir, Who or what blocks up ; a 



res t ra iner ; an as t r ingent ; a calculator, 
numbere r ; a m a t ; a mat-maker. 

A J-o^- hdsil, The outcome, produce, 
resul t ; harves t ; profit, gain; tax, duty, 
revenue; inference, corollary ; substance, 
purport , object ; [hasilu 'l-amr, I n short, to 
sum up ;—hasili bazar, Market-dues, to l l ;— 
hdsilitafriq, The remainder (in subtraction); 
•—hasili taqsim (qismat), The quot ient ;— 
hd?ilijaml, The sum or total;—hasili zarb, 
The product (of multiplication) ; — hasili 
kalam, I n short, briefly, in fine;] — hdsil 
uftddan (dmadan, budan), To be produced ; 
—hdsil dadan, To produce ;—hdsil ddshtan, 
To have in store, to be supplied with ;— 
hasil (ba-hdsil) shudan, To be gained; to 
accrue; to happen, to come to pass (m.c.) ; 
—hdsil (ba-hdsil) hardan (sdkhtan), To 
acquire, gain, collect; to indulge; — hdsil 
kdshtan, To cultivate ;—hasili masdar, An 
abstract noun ;—az in chi hasil, What will 
it profit us ? (m.c.) ;—tahsili hdsil, Carrying 
coal to Newcastle, a superfluity. 

A usAoU Iidsildt (pi. of the preceding), 
proceeds, results. 

ay*** hdsil-khiz, Fertile, productive 
(m.c.). 

o jW J-o^ hasil-dar, A collector. 
A hdzir, Present, at hand, ready, 

prepared; at the service of, willing, con-
t e n t ; (in gram.) the present tense; the 
second person ; a large tribe hdzir shu-
dan, To appear before, to be present ; to be 
prepared, ready, in order;—hdzir hardan, 
To prepare, make present, or ready. 

A hdzir at, Invocations of spirits ; 
exorcisms. 

a j f i f t ^ - hdzir ati, Conjuring or exorci-
sing evil spirits, an e so reiser, a conjurer. 

a e ^ U hdzir an (P. pi. of hdzir), The 
people present, the audience. 

a J^ hazir-bash, A constant or re-
gular at tendant, a follower, retainer, 

a ^ ^ JAU- hdzir-bdshi, Constant atten-
dance. 

A hazirat, A city, a fixed residence. 
a r 6 ^ hdzir-jawdb, Ready at an 

answer, pe r t ; echo. 
a hdzir-jawabi, A repartee, 

ready wit. 
a hdzir-sulchun, A ready talker. 
a {y^ hdzir-zdmin, A surety for 

personal appearance, bail. 
a ^jA-U. hdzir-zdmini, A bond for 

personal appearance, a bail-bond. 
a ^JAW hdziri, Presence, readiness, atten-

dance ; audience; muster-rol l ; breakfast ; 
dessert ; an offering made to a saint. 

a (^jiW hdzirin (obi. case of the Ar. pi. 
of hdzir used as nom.), The persons pre-
sent, the company, assembly; — hdzirlni 
majlis, The present company, this meeting 
(m.c.). 

A 2UU hajat, A coast, shore, brink, bank ; 

-hdfatanu 'l-wadi, The adversity, affliction ;— 
two banks of a river. 

hdfir, A digger, excavator; a hoof, 
nail, claw. 

A fi^Vo. hdfirat, Beginning of anything; 
original form. 

A UU. hdfiz, A keeper, preserver, guar-
dian ; a commander, governor; the Pre-
server of all things (God) ; gifted with a 
good memory ; one who has by heart the 
whole Qur'iin; a blind man (because such 
fall frequently under the preceding cate-
gory) ; name of the greatest lyric poet of 
Persia, Muhammad Shamsu 'd-din ; (hence 
met.) a poet ;—hdf iz i haqiqi, The true pre-
server (God) ; — hdfizdni qild' (P. pi. of 
hdfiz), Governors of fortresses. 

a AklU. hdfiza (for quwati hdfiza), The re-
tentive faculty, a good memory ;—hdfiza'i 
lug^dt, Memory of words. 

A ^ ^ hdfl, Barefoot ; a j udge ; a proper 
name. 

A j^6* haqq, Middle of anything \—hdqqu 
'l-fakhiz, The cavity in which the hip-bone 
is set. 

A &iU. hdqqat, Sure, impending, descend-
ing (calamity) ; day of j u d g m e n t ; middle 
of anything. 

A hdqin, Troubled with diabetes; 
one suffering under a retention of urine. 

A hdkat (pi. of hd'ik), Weavers;— 
hakkat, A tooth. 

A hdkim, A governor; commander; 
a judge, magis t ra te ; a name of God;— 
hdkimi bd-ikhtiyar, A competent autho-
rity ;—hdkimi bald, A superior officer;— 
hdkimi bahri, Marine prefect (m.c.) ;—hd-
kimi diwdni, An officer of the civil court; 
—hdkimi zi ikhtiydr (majdz), A judge, Ac,, 
with ful l powers ;—hdkimi shar', Presiding 
judge (m.c.) hdkimi zer-dast, A subordi-
nate officer;—hdkimi 'addlat, Judge hd-
kimi faujdari, A judge presiding over a cri-
minal court ;—hdkimi qalami, Civil gover-
nor (m.c.) ; — hdkimi waqt, The present 
ruler or rulers, the government of the day 
(the above terms not marked as modern 
colloquialisms are especially used in 
India) . 

a hdkimdna, Judicially, with autho-
rity. 

a t ^ ^ hdkim-bdshi, Principal phy-
sician in waiting. 

a (j^i-j ^ U . hdkim-nishin, Seat of a ruler 
or governor, &c. (m.c.). 

a hdkimi, Governmental ; rule, 
sway, government, dominion; authority, 
power ; magistracy. 

A ^SW huki, A relator, narrator, author, 
historian. 

A J^- hdl, State, situation, condition, 
mode, manner ; an affair, t h i n g ; time pre-
sent, present tense; prosperous circum-
stances ; ecstasy ; [hdl (ba-hal) dmadan, To 



come round, to come to one's senses (m.c . ) ; 
—ha,I an ki, The fact is t h a t ; whereas, 
now that, though, notwithstanding; — 
\ali peshin (sdbiq), The former or past 
state ;—kdl kardan, To be in an ecstasy ;— 
ahli hal, The people of ecstasy, i.e. Sufis 
(opp. to ahli qdl, people of talk, i.e. the 
learned);—dar in hal, Meanwhile, at this 
moment (m.c.) ;]—hall, Descending (some 
commentators derive the meaning " ecstasy " 
from this word, as that which descends 
upon the ascetic) ; due (debt). 

A • hdlan, hdld, Now, at present;—az 
hald, From this day forward, henceforth 
(m.c.). 

A cu^U hdldt (pi. of hal and halat), 
States, conditions; changes, vicissitudes ; 
facts, particulars;—hdlati fchds, Special 
circumstances. 

A s-JU halib, A milker; the ureter. 
a Jjb JU. hdl-bdqi, Current balance. 
^ ^ JW hdl-banjin, An anticipation 

of the revenue by bringing part of the 
next year's rents to the account of the pre-
sent. 

a ^j*. JW hdl'pursi, Inquiry af ter a per-
son's health (m.c.) 

A &JU- halat, hala, State, quality, condi-
tion ; posture of affairs ; one of the stages 
of the mystical progress of the Sufis, 
ecstasy; (in gram.) case;—hdlati izdfi, 
The genitive case;—lidlati baina 't-tulu'ain, 
The state (of the atmosphere) between the 
two risings (of dawn and the sun, m.c.);— 
hdlati fa'ili, The nominative ; — hdlati 
mafuli, The objective case ;—hdlati naz', 
Agony, pangs of death ; — hdlati nauba, 
Intermission, intermittent type (med.) ;— 
yak hdla'i bar, One half of a load, as much 
as a beast carries on one side. 

a hdlati (halate), A state, i.e. a nice 
state of things, a deuce of an affair (m.c.). 

a J-AjJU. hal-hdsil, Present produce. 
a Jt- JU. hdl-sdl, The present year, this 

jear. 
a JU. hdl-shikasta, I n broken-down 

circumstances. 
UjJU hdlumd, Name of a plant otherwise 

called surkh-mard (see cr»). 
a hdli, Adorned with jewels of gold 

or silver; belonging to the present time ; 
new, modern; current (coin) ; descriptive 
of a state; [hdli shudan, To be clear; to 
perceive (m.c.) ;—hdli kardan, To explain, 
to demonstrate (m.c.) ;] — hale, Now, at 
this instant, at this time;—kale hi, In the 
moment that, the instant that . 

0 "LiU hdliyan, At present. 
a hdliyat, hdliya, The present parti-

ciple; present, reigning at the present day 
(m.c.); — iemi hdliya, The Persian participle 
terminating in an. 

A fa hdm, Ham, son of Noah, alleged 
father of the negroes ; [jaishi hdm (the 

host of Ham), Darkness;]—ham-in (with 
Tanwin for ^ W ) , A he-camel having pro-
duced ten young, hence exempt from labour 
and not to be slaughtered. 

A hamid, One who praises, a praiser. 
A hdmiz, Sour, acid, sharp, pun-

gent. 
A J - W hamil, A porter, carr ier ; preg-

nant ;—hdmil i asfdr, An ass; an ignorant 
workman or reader ;—hdmili main, A com-
mentary with text ;—hdmil i maktab (khat, 
ruq'a), A letter-carrier ;—hdmili wahy, The 
bearer of revelation, Gabriel ;—zikri hamil, 
Mental prayer. 

A w l t L , hdmildt (pi. of hamilat), Clouds 
heavy with rain. 

a iUU hdmila, P r egnan t ; laden with 
frui t (a tree) ; heavy with rain (cloud) ;— 
hdmila shudan, To become pregnant , to 
conceive ;—hdmila hardan, To render preg-
nant, to impregnate. 

A ^jAo. hdml, A protector, defender ; sup-
porter, patron; a person pledging himself 
to the fulfilment of another's promise or en-
gagement; a he-camel emancipated from 
labour. 

a (jAa- hami, A son of Ham ; an Ethiop, 
negro. 

A hdmiyat, hamiya, A protectress ; 
a protective body ; defenders, protectors ; a 
she-camel exempted from labour; a t r ivet ; 
stones filling a well;—'aini hamiya, Name 
of a fountain in which the sun is said to set. 

A TWLA. hdnis, A false-swearer, perjurer . 
A hanut, A tavern; a shop; a vint-

ner, a wine-seller. 
A hani, Name of a city in Diyarbakr 

celebrated for i ts iron mines. 
A ^gjW hawi, One who collects, contains, 

or comprehends ; a collector, 
a &>fa hdwiya, Mesentery ; entrails, 
A hd'ir, Astonished, stupefied; ema-

ciated, lean ; a conflux of water, a whirl-
pool ; the burial-place of Husain, son of 
AIL 

A UW hait, Wall, inclosure, fence ; a 
garden. 

A cdfU. hd'ik, A weaver. 
A JfW hail, Who or what intervenes, in-

terrupts, prevents ; preventer, h inderer ; 
obstacle, impediment; a screen. 

A S-^ habb, A grain, berry, seed ; a pill 
(habb zadan, To take a pill) ; [habbu 7-
asl, Tamarisk-seed (used against diseases 
of the spleen and against the mange) ; 
—habbu I-as, Myrtle-berries (used against 
the bite, of scorpions and tarantula, and 
to abate intoxication) ; — habbu 'l-bana, 
Persian turpentine seeds;—habbu 'e-said tin 
('l-muluk), Croton tiglium, a purgative 
seed ; — habbu '8-suddn, Egyptian ca&sia 
seed (used against ophthalmia and leucor-
rhcea) ;—habbu 'l-ct&dr, Laurel-berries (con-
sidered to be a diuretic and antidote);— 



habbu'l-qar', Tapeworm ;—habbu 'J-qamn-
ful, Alpine thyme ;—habbu 'l-qilqil (qulqul), 
Seeds of the oval-leaved cassia (a calming 
application against bruises and rheumatic 
pains habbu 'l-mushk, Abelmosk (the 
European corruption of the Arabic-Persian 
term) ; — habbu 'n-ml, Seed of the blue 
water-lily (used to evacuate phlegm and 
bile) ; woad for dyeing ;—habbi balsdn, The 
f ru i t of the tree balm of Gilead;—habbi 
'arm (kaknaj), Zedoary ;—habbi 'ambar, A 
pill or grain of ambergris;— habbi qdqula 
{sijistdnl), A cardamum grain ;] — hubb, 
Love, affection, friendship ; wish, desire ; a 
wine-jar ;—hubbu 'l-watan, Love of one's 
country, patriotism ;—hubbi shahusdnl, The 
generative instinct;—hubbi walad, Love for 
one's children;—hubb u widdd, Love and 
friendship ;—'amali hubb, A love-charm. 

A hiba (v.n 3 of A gift . 
A habdb, A bubble;—hibdb (v.n. 3 

of Loving, cultivating friendship;—• 
hubab, Love, friendship ; beloved ; the 
object of one's affections or efforts. 

a hob dbi, Of or resembling a 
bubble ; full of bubbles ; bubbling. 

A habbat (pi. of habbat), Corns, 
grains ; pulse. 

A hubahib, Name of a very avari-
cious man, who was afraid to l ight a fire, 
lest it should invite guests to visit him ;— 
abu hubahib, or simply hubahib, A glow-
worm. 

A JJJW^ hubdra, A bustard. 
SY habdqd, The lote-tree. 
A JW»- hibal (pi. of habl), Ropes ;—kabbal, 

A rope-maker. 
A &W3- Itibdlai, A net, gin ;—habdllat, A 

fit time, a proper opportunity. 
A habd'il (pi. of hibalat), Nets, 

snares, gins. 
A S - ^ habdb, A bubble ; freshness and 

brilliancy of teeth. 
A hababat (pi. of hibb), Lovers, 

friends ;—hibabat (pi. of hubb), Jars. 
A habbat, One berry, grain, or seed ; a 

grain (a weight, the eighth part of a dd-
nik); particle, p a r t ; a mite, an obolus; 
[al-habbatu 'l-khazrd', The f ru i t of the ban-
tree ; — habbatu 'l-qalb, The heart 's core ; 
(met.) original sin;]—hibbat, A wild berry; 
—hubbat, Love, friendship ; (also hubat) a 
grape-stone. 

A habbasd, O excellent! brave ! how 
charming! 

A habr (v.n.), Beautifying, adorning ; 
putt ing ink into an inkstand ; making 
glad; joy, gladness, cheerfulness; yellow-
ness of teeth ;—hibr, I n k ; beauty; a sign ; 
signs of joy ; yellowness of teeth;—hibr, 
habr, A learned man, Jewish doctor ; a man 
of probity and honour ;—habar (v.n.), 
Making g lad ; being raw (a wound);— 

hibar, Striped stuffs of Yaman;—habir, 
Soft and new. 

a hibr-ddn, An ink-stand. 
A habs (v.u.), Retaining ; detaining, 

imprisoning; restriction, restraint; confine-
ment ; a place of confinement, prison, jail; 
courage, bravery; (also hibs) a mound, 
dike, dam ; a reservoir, tank, pond ; — 
habsu 't-tarns, Suppression of the menses; 
—habsu 'n-nafas, Suffocation ;—habsi haul, 
Strangury ; — habsi dam, Retention of the 
breath, which some faqirs practise for a very 
long time, believing thereby to prolong 
life, on the theory tha t every man has a 
predestined number of inspirations to make, 
which thus would extend over a longer 
period ; asthma ;—habsi dawdm ba-'uburi 
darya'i shor, Transportation for life beyond 
the sea;—hobs kardan, To arrest, put in 
prison. 

A ( j i .^ habash, An Abyssinian; also— 
habashat, Abyssinia, Ethiopia; 

natives of Southern Arabia, Abyssinians, 
Ethiopians. 

habasht, Of or belonging to Abys-
sinia or Ethiopia ; Abyssinian, Ethiopian ; 
negro, black slave. 

A ^JAJE. habaz (v.n.), Pulsating, beating 
(as ah artery) ; vibrating and twanging (a 
bowstring) ; falling short (an arrow); 
being exhausted (water in a well) ; in-
fringement of a right. 

A Jiabt (v n.), Being shed with im-
punity (blood) ; being done in vain or with, 
out reward (work), being lost;—habat 
(v.n.), Being cicatrized (a wound); swell-
ing, becoming constipated from too much 
or unwholesome food (cattle) ; the cica-
trized scar of a wound or scourge. 

A (JM- habq (v.n.), Fart ing ; a blow with 
a stick, rope, or scourge ;—habaq, Mint;— 
habaqi qaranfull (karmdni), Sweet basil;— 
habaqi ndbti, Basil. 

A habk (v.n.), Weaving well (a gar-
ment) ; doing anything firmly and well; 
cu t t ing; decapitating. 

A habl, A rope, cord, hal ter ; a ten-
don ; a vein (hablu 'z-zird', A tendon in 
the a rm ; —hablu 'l-warid, The jugular 
vein) ; a bond, cause of union; a covenant, 
compact, league, alliance; union, connec-
t ion; hardship, heavy work; a calamity; 
—habal (v.n.), Being pregnant, being ful l ; 
anger ; a date-tree ; a vine. 

A hubld, A pregnant woman. 
A ^ ^ habn, hibn, Oleander, rose-laurel. 
A habw (v.n.), Shuffling along the 

ground on his backside (a boy) ; creeping 
on his hands and belly (a man) ; hitting 
the mark by rebound (an arrow) ; meeting, 
being or coming near ; refusing, withhold-
ing; guarding, defending; being high, 
raised up. 

A TJJ^- hubub (pi. of habl), Grains, berries. 



A. t^ys*- kububat (pi. of the preceding), 
Cereals, edible grains ;—hububat wa-buqu-
lat, Vegetables, pot-herbs. 

A hubwat, A mode of sitting with the 
legs and thighs contracted, and the hands 
folded round the knees. 

A-.®- habba, see A. a 
a ji A^ habba-bar, A petty thief ; a pick-

pocket; mean; greedy. 
A habib, Beloved; a lover, sweet-

heart, mistress ; a friend ;—habtbu khuda 
(hablbu 'llah), Abraham ; Muhammad. 

A hablbat, An object of desire ; Ma-
dina. 

A hibyal, A mode of sitting with 
the legs and thighs drawn together and 
tied with a sash. 

habir, A dappled cloud ; a kind of 
striped, embroidered s tu f f ; a new gar-
ment. 

A hablkat, A p a t h ; a curl on water, 
or in a lock of h a i r ; a ring in a coat of 
mail. 

A UT-E- hatt (v.n.), Scraping dry dir t f rom 
a garment; fal l ing (as leaves or f ru i t from 
the trees); hastening, urging to has t e ; 
fleet, swift (horse, camel, bird) ; good, 
noble, generous (man) ; a dead locus t ; 
name of a sword; — hutt, Fried barley 
bruised small ; name of a t r i b e ; name of a 
mountain. 

A AÂ  hilar, The foreskin; the sphincter 
of the anus; the perinBeum; the seam be-
tween the testicles. 

A fa* hattdma, How long P till when ? 
A hatad (v.n.), Abiding, staying at a 

place;—hatid, Of pure origin ;— fautud, The 
essence or root of a th ing ; eyes affected by 
a hard substance which corrodes the lashes 
and edges. 

a /a- hah- (v.n.), Giving l i t t l e ; tying 
tight, making f a s t ; looking sharply ; tas-
t ing; feeding; eating voraciously; giving 
an entertainment on account of a new 
house ; sowing a border on the skirt of a 
tent;—hatr, hitr, ffigh ground ; a small 
matter;—hitr, A small g i f t ; anything 
Bown to the lower part of a tent to keep it 
close to the ground. 

A hatf, Death ;—mata hatfa anfihi, 
He died a natural death. 

A fft* hatm. (v.n.), Rendering necessary ; 
doing firmly and solidly ; necessary ; de-
termination ; jurisdiction. 

A ( ^ hatn, hiin, Like, equal -,—hatan 
(v.n.), Being hot (the day); mountain-
sides. 

A y ^ hatw (v.n.), Running bard. 
A huiuf (pi, of hatf), Deaths ;— 

Buyuji hutiif, Death-giving swords ;—qutufi 
huiuf, Vintages of death;—has dli huiuf, 
Chalices of death. 

A hattd, To, until, even to, as far as ; 
in order that , so t h a t ; unless, except; to 

such a degree that ;—hal ta 'l-imkan (hatid 
'l-maqddr, hattd 'l-wus'), To the utmost of 
one's power, to the best of one's ability. 

A hass (v.n.), Instigating, exciting, 
st imulating;—huss, Chaff, chopped straw 
scattered a b o u t ; dry, hard, gl i t ter ing 
sand ; dry bread or corn. 

A ^ ham, Chaff ; husks and refuse of 
dates. 

A fa hasar (v.n.), Having a pimple or 
sty (the eye-lid) ; being covered with 
blotches (the skin) ; candying, granulat ing 
(honey); being thick and s t r o n g ; being 
ample ; dregs, sediment, mother of oil, lees 
of wine. 

hasarmd, A kind of mint . 
A hasrn (v.n.), Giving; rendering 

soft and pliable. 
A hajj (v.n.), Setting out, tending to-

wards; going on pilgrimage to Mecca, and 
performing the ceremonies t h e r e ; over-
coming in a rgumen t ; probing a wound;—• 
hajji asghar, The lesser pilgrimage ;—haj j i 
a.kbar, The greater p i lg r image ;—haj ju 7-
farz, The obligatory pilgrimage to be per-
formed by every Muslim once in his life-
time i—hajj kharidan, To buy an outfit for 
the pilgrimage;—amiri hajj, The chief com-
mander of the pilgrims. 

A hijab (v.u. of Veiling, 
concealing ; a partition ; a veil, curtain ; a 
membrane ; modesty, bashfulness ; n i g h t ; 
[hijdb bar-dashtan, To unmask ; — hijdbi 
hdjiz, Diaphragm;—hi jdbi kuhli, Heaven; 
a black cloud ; d u s t ; — hijdb kardan, To 
veil, draw a curtain, cover, h ide ; ]—hu j jdb 
(pi. of hdjib), Porters ; chamberlains of the 
king's apartments. 

a wVjV^a. hijdbdna, Concealment, secrecy ; 
modestly, bashfully. 

a hijab-chashmi, Sbeep's-
eyed. 

a t̂ W5®* hijdbi, Veiled ; modes t ; conceal-
ment, secrecy. 

A EW^ hajdj, hijaj, The bone surround-
ing the eye ; the eye-brow ; a side ;—hi jd j 
(v.n. 3 of y*), Pleading a cause, bringing 
proofs ;—ha j ja j , A litigious man, a squab-
bler ; name of the celebrated governor of 
Arabia and Iraq, l b n Yusuf as-Saqafi, held 
in great abhorrence by the Persians as a 
tyrant and oppressor ;—huj jd j (pi. of hajj), 
Pilgrims to Mecca. 

A JW^ Najjar, A lap idary ; a stone-
mason. 

A liijdrat (pi. of hajar), Stones;— 
hijdrat u midarat, Stones and clods. 

a hajjdrl, Sculpture; stone-
masonry ;—hajjdrl kardan, To sculpture, to 
carve in stone (mm.cc.). 

A jW^ hi j 0-2 (v.n. 3 of Prohibi t-
ing, keeping asunder ; a barrier, or any-
th ing similar, by which two th ings are se-
parated ; Mecca, Madina, and the adjacent 



territory, Arabia Pelr®a ; a rope; one of 
the principal musical modes or styles of 
the Persians. 

a hajdzi, Of or belonging to H i j a z ; 
a native of Hijaz . 

A hijdm, A rein, bridle, bit, muzzle ; 
—hajjdm, A barber ; a bleeder, cupper, 
scarifier, phlebotomist. 

A hajdmat (v.n. of The pro-
fession of a barber or cupper ; shaving, 
cupping, scarifying, &c.; a cupping-glass ; 
—hajdmat kardan, To cup, to bleed. 

a ^ ^ ^ ha j jdmi, Profession of cupper or 
barber. 

A V^SS- hajb (v.n.), Veiling, intervening, 
precluding; cutting off (an heir) f rom his 
portion, barr ing;—hujub (pi. of hijab), 
Veils, curtains. 

A hajjat, hijjat, A pilgrimage to 
Mecca; \_zu l-hijjat, The last month of the 
Arabian year (because upon the tenth day 
a solemn feast is celebrated in Mecca) ;]— 
hujjai, Argument, proof, reason, demonstra-
tion ; plea, allegation; sentence, decision; 
pretence, excuse ; altercation, disputat ion; 
—hujjati ustuwdr, The Qur 'an ;—huj ja t kar-
dan, To decide, pass sentence; to make use 
of argument or excuse;-—hujjati la-td'il, A 
useless objection, frivolous pretext, cavil; 
—hujjati muhkam, An instrument for re-
moving scab ;—bi ld fyujjat, Undisputed, 
Unchallenged. 

a hujjatdna, A voucher. 
CU.> hujjat-nnmdy, An arguer. 

a hujjati, A sound reasoner ; a dis-
putatious person, a sophist, wrangler ; a 
caviller. 

Ay**- hajar, A stone; the philosopher's 
stone ; [hajari armam, The Armenian stone, 
of which there are two kinds, blue and red ; 
•—hajari asyus, Nitre ;—hajaru 'l-aswad, 
The black stone (at Mecca) ;—hajaru 'l~ 
barq, Avanturine ;—hajaru t-tais, Animal 
bezoar, bezoar-stone (held by the Persians 
to be a most powerful antidote, see 
Ac.) ;—hajaru 'd-dam, Blood-stone, num-
molite (considered a specific against the 
piles) ;—hajaru W-rahmdn, Lapis divinus ; 
—hajaru 'l-kazak, A very white stone found 
on the shores of the Indian sea ;—hajaru 'I-
yahud, Lapis judaicus (considered a diu-
retic and dissolvent of calculus) ;—hajari 
andghdtus, A stone which produces a 
blood-red colour when rubbed with water, 
and serves as an eye-medicine when mixed 
with human milk \—Hajari bdbuqurl, Onyx 
(used for a m u l e t s ) h a j a r i safrawi, Gall-
stone ;—Itajari kulya,Renal calculus, gravel; 
—Hajari luhdghi f as, A black stone smelling 
like pitch, which is found in Syria ;—hajari 
masdna, Bladder-stone ;]—hajr, The socket 
of the eye; a town in Yamfimah ; (pi. of 
hajr at) courts, sides of houses ;—hajr, hujr 
(v.n.), Prohibiting, barring, preventing ; the 

bosom;—-hijr, In te l l ec t ; the northern wall 
of the K a ' b a h ; the country of Samud; a 
mare ;—hujr (in P . ) , The waist-band of the 
drawers. 

A hujardt ( p i of hxhjrai),Chambers, 
&c.;—hujarati talaba, S tudents ' cells. 

A hajardn (dual of hajar), Gold and 
silver. 

A SĴ O. hajrat, A courtyard, the side of a 
house;—hujrat , hujra, A chamber, closet, 
cell ; a box in a theatre, circus, &c. (m.c.); 
—hujra'i-khas, A secret apar tment;—huj-
ra'i khyjdb, The corners of the eye ;—hujra'i 
makhsus, A private box (m.c.). * 

A hajar at an (dual of hajar at, n.u. 
of hajar), Gold and silver. 

a ^ ^ hajari, Made of stone, stony, pe-
trous. 

a hajariyat, Stoniness. 
Ay*®- hajz (v.n.), Prohibi t ing, prevent-

i n g ; interposing, in te rvening; making (a 
camel) lie down, and tying his fore-legs (in 
order to dress his sore back) ;—hijz , hujz, 
Root, origin; kindred, near relations; side, 
margin, quar te r ;—hajaz (v.n ) , Being dis-
eased in the intestines f rom t h i r s t ; thirst 
caused by a pain in the bowels. 

A hajaf, Leathern shields ; breasts 
(sing, hajafaf). 

hajak, A rose. 
a hajala, A par t r idge ;—hajla ( d ^ 

hajla. 'i damadi), A curtain drawn 
before the bride's chamber ; a kind of cur-
tained canopy, alcove, or ornamented pavi-
lion for a bride ; the bridal chamber; the 
marriage bed ;—hajla drdstan (bastan), To 
deck out the bridal chamber, &c. 

a &>U. hajla-khdna, The place where 
the hajla is prepared. 

a jU. hajla-sdz, hajla-kash, 
Who adorns or prepares a bridal chamber, 
&c. 

a <5.1̂ - hajla-gdh, = q.v. 
A Ĵ l̂ JTC hijld (pi. of hajalat), Partridges. 
A f*^. hajm (v.u.), Cupping, bleeding, 

sucking (the teat) ; swelling ( the breast); 
keeping (one) back (from anything) ; a 
prominence; thickness, bigness, magni-
tude ; bulk, size, 

A hajn (v.n.), Bending (a stick); 
drawing anything towards oneself with a 
stick curved at the extremity ; hindering, 
turning away ;—hajan, Crookedness, cur-
va ture ; decay, old age. 

A ) ^ hajw (v.n.), Stopping, standing, 
remaining; keeping a secret ; conjectu-
ring, opining ; driving (as the wind a ship), 

A YJ^?- hajun, Remote, distant, a long 
way off ; lazy, s lothful ; name of a mountain 
at Mecca with houses and a cemetery 
upon it. 

a s-***. hajib (by Imalah for kajdb), A 
veil. 

A hajij (pi. of hdjj), Pilgrims. 



A ha jir, Stony (ground). 
A hajif, Wind in the bowels. 
A J**®- hajil, (A horse) white on three 

feet. 
A AA. fyadd, had (v.n.), Setting bounds; 

defining; boundary, term, limit, extremity, 
extent; a goal for racers, a start ing-post; 
bar, obstruction, impediment, separation; 
point of a thing, edge (of wit or of steel), 
sharpness; cause of urgency ; anger, rage, 
fury; a restrictive ordinance of the divine 
law; legal punishment (especially by the 
lash) for certain crimes;—haddi bulugh, 
Puber ty ;—baddi fas i l , A partition;—haddi 
fasil budan, To keep separate;—az had birun, 
Beyond bounds, without the l imits ; enor-
mous, excessive, exorbitant;—az had guzdsh-
tan, To exceed jus t l imits , to be exorbitant; 
—td Iiade ki (td az had lei), So that , until 
that;—chi had daram, Wha t business have 
I ? how can I ? (m.c.). 

A hudd' (v.n,), Making camels to 
travel with alacrity by singing to them. 

hida'at, A kite, a sparrow-hawk. 
A haddsat (v.n. of ^Aa.), Being new, 

fresh and young ; youth, tender age ; be-
ginning, novelty, freshness of anything. 

A hiddd (v.n. of A=-), Wearing 
mourning; mourning habits; (pi. of hadid) 
sharp, cutting (as swords, &c.) ;—haddad, 
A smith, a worker in iron ; a farrier. 

a <.5 A Ac- haddadi, Trade of a blacksmith. 
a ASW hadaqa ( f o r & W q.v.), Ingenuity, 

skill. 
A j t f W hada'iq (pL of hadiqat), Gardens; 

—hadd'iqu 'LbalagJia (the gardens of elo-
quence), A treatise on literary composition. 

A hadab (v.n.), Being favourably in-
clined, benevolence ; gibbosity, a roundness 
of back with a corresponding concavity in 
the breast; a heaping up of waters; high 
ground, hilliness ; a declivity ; a mark on 
the skin; a kind of white thistle. 

A IAJJ*. hadba', Hump-backed (woman). 
a <j...,)>va. had-bast, ^aa* a*. had-bandl, Fix-

ing the boundaries. 
A 8A&. hidat, hida (v.n. of Being 

alone, sole, unique (see fiAa. ^lc) ;—hiddat 
(v.n. of Taking an edge, becoming 
sharp; the edge (of a sword) ; sharpness ; 
passion, vehemence, impetuosity, fury, 

A hadas, hads (v.n.), A beginning, 
commencement, innovation ; a novelty ; any-
thing contingent or accidental, event, 
casualty, accident; anything which comes 
out of the body and causes defilement, 
thereby necessitating ablution before en-
tering on prayer, excrement;—hids, One 
who converses with kings, an entertaining 
story-teller and royal favourite. 

A hadasdt, Accidents. 
A Y\>A&. hidsdn, Beginning, novelty, first 

and fresli appearance ; accidents, events;— 
hudsan (pi. of hadis), Young men. 

A hadasiyat, Name of a sect. 
A GJE. hadj (v.n.), Loading a camel (par-

ticularly with the litter hidj) ; charging a 
man with fraud, &c., accusing; shooting a t 
(with an arrow, &c.) ;—hidj , A burdeu ; a 
camel's litter in which women ride ;—hadaj, 
The wild gourd ; a fresh melon. 

A ^ hadr (v.n.), Being fat, i-obust, of a 
firm, compact habit of body ; making haste; 
swelling from a blow (the skin) ; causing a 
swelling; descending; throwing down; 
hemming or lacing the edge of a garment, 
&c.; relaxing the bowels; enclosing, em-
bracing, enfolding-,—hadar (v.n. of jAr*), 
Shedding tears (the eye) ; a declivity, de-
scent. 

a 5J>j Aa. had-zada, Punished, chastised (by 
having eighty lashes inflicted). 

A (J-AR*. hads (v.n.), Thinking, conjectur-
ing, suspecting, imagining; finding soon 
something that had been lost ; wandering 
without a guide ; going fast, making has te ; 
trampling upon, treading down ; stabbing in 
the breast (a cainel); throwing down ;— 
hadas, Name of a people in the time of 
Solomon. 

a Ac- had-shikan, A trespasser (en-
croacher on his neighbour's boundaries). 

a As. had-shikani, A trespass. 
A JAS- hadq (v.n.), Surrounding ; behold-

ing ;—hadaq, The brinjal or egg-plant ; 
pupils of the eyes (pi. of the following). 

A &A=. hadaqat, The pupil of the eye. 
A FAA- hadm, hadam, Fierce heat of fire. 
a As. had-makdud, Within defined 

limits (a term in leases or farming con-
tracts). 

A JAE. hadw (v.n.), Making (camels) travel 
with alacrity by singing to t hem; following 
(as night follows day). 

A <A3JA». hudus (v.n. of ^ A O . ) , Appearing ; 
being new, fresh, young; novelty, origi-
nality, invention ;—hudusi sangi masana, 
Formation of stone or gravel (med.). 

A JJA=- hudud (pi. of hadd), Boundaries, 
confines, metes, l imits; rules, definitions ;— 
hududi arba'a, The four boundaries;— 
hududi shar'iya, Penal laws. 

A JJAA. h,adur, A declivity, descent;—hudur 
(v.n. of jAft.), Descending. 

A hudaibiyat, Name of a place near 
Mecca where Muhammad made treaty with 
the Quraish. 

A hadis, New, newly made ; history, 
tradition (particularly with regard to the 
sayings and actions of Muhammad). 

A AJAC- hadld, Keen, sharp ; i ron ; an in-
strument or implement of i ron; a helmet. 

a SAJJUS- hadida, A machine for drawing 
wire; a strong stick with an iron point, 
with which importunate beggars strike the 
head, breast, or any other limb, while 
ut tering imprecations unti l they receive a 
gif t . 



A hadiqat, An inclosed garden ; an j 
orchard, a palm-plantation; name of a Til-
lage nearMadina;—hadiqatu 'r-rahmdn, A 
garden of the false prophet Musailamah, 
who was killed near it, whence the name 
was changed into hadlqatu 'l-maut. 

A .IE- hazz (v.n.), Cutting up by the 
roots, a breaking off; walking fast, hurry-
ing. 

A P̂ IE- kizd' (v.n. 3 of Being over 
against, fac ing; one thing opposite an-
other ; a shoe ; the hoof of a horse or camel; 
opposite, over against. 

A hazdfir (pi. of huzfur), Head, 
sides, parts, extremities ; all of it, entirely. 

A hazdqat (v.n. of Being 
clever at work; quickness, sharpness; in-
genuity. 

A hazami, Name of a woman cele-
brated for the truthfulness and aptness of 
her speech. 

A ftA^ hazdmir, All, the whole. 
A JIA. hazaz, Shortness of ta i l ; a metrical 

licence by which mutafd'ilun w — ) 
of the Kamil becomes fa'ilun (ww—), 

A hazar, hizr, Avoiding, shunning; 
caution, prudence ; fear ; (in P . sometimes 
erroneously for hazar) being ready, pre-
pared ; [hazar ddshtan (Jca.rd.oM, giriftan), 
To beware;]—hazir, hazur, Cautious, wake-
ful , wary. 

A hazf (v.n.), Taking away part of 
anything; cutt ing off (a syllable of a word); 
the grammatical figure apocope; throwing; 
striking (with a stick) ; conferring a fa-
vour, making a present ; making a brief 
salutation ; — hazaf, Small black sheep 
(without tail or ears) ; a small species of 
duck. 

A JJIYA- huzfur, Noble, illustrious; all, 
the whole of it (see 

A hazq (v.n.), Cutting (a rope) ; 
biting (as anything acid or as t r ingent) ; 
being pungent, sour ;—hizq, Excelling in 
any a r t ; reading the Qur'an well; quick-
ness, cleverness, sharpness. 

A pi*- hazm (v.n.), Cut t ing ; doing any-
hing quickly (as reading, travelling, etc.) ; 

—hazim, Keen, sharp. 
A ÂFT- hazw (v.n.), P i t t ing one thing to 

another ; placing or being placed opposite 
each other; biting the tongue (wine); 
cutt ing the hand (a knife). 

A hazlm, Cutting, sharp (sword). 
y hir, Fog ; a cry by which the shepherd 

calls his Bheep together (see y&>, of which it 
is another reading). 

A f- harr (v.n.), Being h o t ; boiling; 
heat, warmth, ardour ; (pi. of harrat) stony 
places; — hir, hirr, Pudenda mulieris;— 
hurr, Free, a freed man ; liberal, well-born, 
noble ; the choicest of anyth ing ; a good 
action ; a young pigeon; a fawn ; the foetus 
of a serpent ; a generous horse; a hawk, 

falcon ;—hurru 'r-raml, Fine sand, the 
middle of a sand-heap ;—hurru 'l-wajh, The 
most prominent part of the cheek. 

A hird\ Name of a mountain near 
Mecca, where Muhammed secluded him-
self to prepare for his prophetic mission. 

A hards, A notch at the extremity 
of a bow to receive the string ;—hirds, An 
unfinished arrow; —harras , A farmer, 
p loughman; — hurras (pi. of haris), 
Farmers, ploughmen, agriculturists. 

A hirdsat, Agriculture, tillage. 
hirdj (pi. of harajat), Troops of 

camels; thickets, brakes. 
A hardrat, hardra (v.n. of 

Being ho t ; warmth, hea t ; feverishness, 
anger, passion, vehemence; ardour, zeal, 
enthusiasm ; frenzy ; cozening ; — hardrati 
dim, Fanaticism;—hardrati zdti \tab'\ya, 
gharlzi), Natural heat;—hardrati ndriya, The 
action of fire, caloric ;—hardrat nishinad, 
The heat abates. 

A hirdz (v.n. 3 of j y ) , To exceed in 
anything; vexation. 

A hirdsat (v.n. of <j«f-), Guarding; 
custody, guardianship; care; charge; es-
cort, guard hirdsat kardan, To guard, 
preserve, govern. 

a hardshd, Wi ld mustard . 
A hurras (pi. of haris), Covetous, 

greedy, eager. 
A harrdz, One who prepares ashes 

of alkal i ; a maker or burner of lime, 
plaster or cement. 

A harrdf, Ingenious, clever; sharp, 
astute, tricky ; pleasant, facetious ; talka-
tive, chatty ; communicative (m.c.). 

A hardfat, Sharpness of taste. 
A hurdq, (Water) extremely salt; (a 

horse) ful l of fire, running at ful l speed ;— 
huraq, hirdq, Burnt . 

A harrdqat, hurrdqat (?), Burn t ; a 
fire-ship loaded with naphtha or missile 
brands ; an instrument to project naphtha 
or other inflammatory mat ter , a torpedo. 

A cilljft- hardk, Motion. 
A hardm (v,n. of [*;&), Being un-

lawful ; unlawful, forbidden, prohibited; 
il legitimate; an unlawful act, wrong-doing, 
iniquity ; fornication, adultery ; holy, ve-
nerable, sacred (i.e. the violation of which 
would be criminal) ;—liar dm budan, To be 
unlawful , hence unprofitable, useless (m.c.); 
—hardm kardan, To make unlawful, to in-
terdict, hence to render impossible, unattain-
able (m.c.) ;—ibni hardm, An illegitimate 
son, a bastard;—ba hardm raftan, To go 
astray, to commit adultery;—baitu (mas-
jidu) 'l-haram, The temple of Mecca. 

A haramdn, Mecca and Madina, the 
two sacred cities. 

a f>\y hardm-toshd, One who passes 
his time in unlawful occupations (a term of 
abuse). 



) ( 415 ) u 3 ^ 
a ( j f t ) J^)4, f*V*- haram-khwar ([khwur), 

Who lives on the wages of iniquity, a venal 
or corrupt person. 

a ((-Sjy1") csA}15" hardm-khwari 
(hkwurl), Venality, corrupt ion; malversa-
tion, peculation. 

a fV" hardm-zddagi, Illegitimacy ; 
villainy. 

a 6J1) hardm-zdda, Illegitimate, spu-
rious ; a bastard ; a villain, thief, robber. 

a ft hardm-kdr, A fornicator, adul-
terer. 

a ^ ^ haram-kdri, Any forbidden 
act (especially adultery and fornication). 

a p^ft. hardm-guda, Sluggish, sloth-
ful, good for nothing (see guda ba-hardm 
under u f t ) . 

a f>\f~ liardm-mdl, Ill-gotten wealth. 
a fV^ haram-maghz, The spinal mar-

row. 
a Aardm-maui, Suicide. 
a usU» haram-namak, I d l e ; un-

grateful. 
a ^r^jr- hardmi, Unlawful, illegal; spu-

rious; a wicked person, robber, assassin; 
a rascal, cheat; a bas ta rd ; illegality, vio-
lation of the law;—namak ba-hardmi kar-
dan, To violate the laws of hospitality 
(m.c.). 

A hardmain, Mecca and Madina. 
A harran, Harran in Mesopotamia 

(the birthplace of Zardusht ) . 
a harrandm ( for harrani), Of or 

belonging to Harran. 
A hara'iz, Choice camels not to be 

sold. 
A harb, War, warfare, battle, con-

flict ; an enemy ; a proper name ; [harb -u 
qitdl, Battle and slaughter;]—harab (v.n.), 
Spoiling, plundering, reducing to poverty ; 
being very angry ; (in P . hirab) the buds 
and flowers of the palm-tree. 

A hirbd\ A chameleon ; the ring a, 
buttons, pins, or joints of armour, bridles, 
and the like; the back or heads of the 
vertebras;—shdhidi hirba, The sun. 

a u s ^ y ^ hiirbanak, Pul l of chameleons 
(spot). 

A harbai, harba, A hunting-spear, 
javelin, dart, dagger, arms, implements of 
war ;—hurbal, A sack, wallet, provision-
bag. 

a harb-gdh, A battle-field. 
a harbi, Warlike, hostile ; a warrior; 

—qild'i harbiya, Garrisons on the enemy's 
frontiers. 

A harrat (v.n. of /*>-), Being th i rs ty ; 
a stony country ;—hirrat, Thirs t ;—hnrrat , 
Free-born, noble (woman) ; a fine milch 
camel; the back of the ear where the ear-
ring plays; the night a bride preserves her 
virginity. 

juAyw hars (v.n.), Tilling, sowing; 

p loughing; gaining (money); marrying 
four wives; becoming learned ; making 
lean (a beast) with over-work. 

A S^- hirj, The shell called Concha ve-
nerea, of the small white species, hung 
round the neck to avert the effect of malig-
nant eyes ; part of the deer (given to the 
hounds) ;—haraj, Narrowness; a narrow 
place; a limited or finite part (opp. to to-
tality) ; a bier; sin, fault , cr ime; long (she-
camel) ; being dazzled (the eye) ;—haraj, 
harij, A place impenetrable from the close-
ness of trees ; a thicket, grove. 

A ^W-y*- harajat (pi. of fiarajat), Shrub-
beries. 

a harjawdn, A kind of wingless 
locust which they cook and eat with salt. 

A Vy*- harajat, haraja, A thicket, shrub-
bery. 

a harjala, A breeding stud (m.c.). 
A AJB* hard (v.n.), Intending, proposing; 

being angry ; hindering, keeping back;— 
hird, A piece of a camel's bunch ;—harad 
(v.n.), Having a contraction of the muscles 
of the fore-leg caused by the t e the r ; op-
pressing, cramping, shackling (a coat of 
mail). 

A j f - harz (v.n.), Guarding, preserving, 
taking care of jealously ;—hirz, A fortifica-
tion ; garrison town, castle; an amulet or 
charm against fascination or enchan tment ; 
—haraz, Polished nuts, used by children at 
play. 

A hars (v.n.), Guarding; steal ing;— 
haras (pi. of harisj, Guards ; king's guards ; 
a keeper. 

A harsh (v.n.), Hunt ing the Lybian 
l izard; scratching; rousing, st irr ing up 
against;—harash (v.n.), Being rough (a 
skin), skinned;—harish, Unable to sleep 
from hunger. 

A < - A a h a r s h a f , Scales of fish; small 
birds ; anything small; s tuds and the like 
to ornament an a rmour ; old people; weak 
persons; an artichoke ;—hurshuf , Rough and 
bard ground. 

a hurshufa, Rough and hard 
ground. 

A yey hars (v.n.), Splitting, cleaving; a 
fissure; — hirs (v.n.) Desiring eagerly; 
avidity, avarice, cupidity, greediness, cove-
tousness. 

a ijsy-^f* hirs-d-hirs, ^aftuy- hirs-d-hirsi, 
Greedily, avariciously, covetously. 

a ^ f . hirsi, Greedy, covetous, avari-
cious ; ambitious. 

A L h a r a z (v.n.), Being at the point of 
death (from love or sickness) ; being worn 
down by incessant anxiety; unsoundness 
(of mind, body, or creed); being'unarmed, 
fearing to fight; edge of a garment ; name 
of a place in Yaman;—haraz, hariz, At the 
point of death; unarmed, afraid to fight 
unsound, vitiated, depraved in body, mind 



or principles ; sick ; unable to r ise;—huruz, 
The herb alkali. 

A harf (v.n.), Changing, altering, in-
ver t ing; extremity, side, edge, margin, 
border ; ridge, ledge, summit ; nib of a 
reed pen ; a camel large, lean, and raw-
boned; a letter of the alphabet [har f i 
akhiri abjad, The letter denoting 1000, 
hence the nightingale (the bird of a thou-
sand songs) ; — karf-ba-karf, Let ter by 
le t t e r ;—har f i 'illat, A weak letter (I j ; 
—harfi mutaliarrak, A consonant marked 
with a short vowel; — harfi mafhul, The 
sounds e and o;—harfi maeruq, A letter 
written though not pronounced; — harfi 
ma'ruf, The sounds i and u (for the last 
four see grammar) ; — harfi waraq-gir, A 
letter lengthened out to fill the line] ; 
an indeclinable particle of speech [harfu 
'l-istisnd, Particle of exception ;—har fu 7-
istidrdk, Adversative particle ; — harfu 7-
istiftah, Inchoative par t ic le ;—harfu 'l-istif-
hdm (su'dl), Particle of interrogation ;— 
harfu 'l-isti'naf (ibtidd'), Inchoative par-
ticle ;—h,arfu 'I-iftir dk, Particle of disjunc-
tion ;—htarfu 'l-ijab, Particle of affirmation 
or assen t ;—har fu ' t - ta ' k id , Particle of in-
junction or emphasis ;—har fu 't-tab'id, Par-
ticle of removal; —harfu t-tahziz, Particle 
for exciting the attention ;—harfu H-tahqlq, 
Particle of affirmation ; — h a r f u 't-takhsis, 
Particle of identity or specification; — 
harfu 't-tarajji, Optative particle ;—har fu ' t -
tardid, Particle of d i s junc t ion ;—har fu 7-
ta8hbih, Particle of similitude ;—harfu 7-
tashkik, Particle of d o u b t ; — h a r f u 't-ta'rif 
(ma'rifat), The definite ar t ic le ;—harfu 7-
ta'lil, Particle of cause or reason;—har fu 7 
tafriq, Particle of separat ion;—harfu 't-tafzil. 
Particle of comparison fyarfu 't-iaqrib, 
Particle of drawing nigh un to ;—har fu 7-
tamanni, An optative par t ic le ;—har fu 7-
tamyiz, Particle of discrimination; — 
harfu 7- tanf is , Particle of breathing-t ime; 
—harfu 't-tankir, The indeterminate article; 
—harfu 't-tawaqqu', Particle of expecta-
tion ; — h a r f u ' l - j i z d 1 , Particle of conse-
qu ence;— harfu 'l-hdl, Particle of the pre-
sent ;—har fu 'l-hasr, Particle of restriction; 
harfu 'l-khitab, Particle of address; — 
harfu *d-du'a, Particle of invocation ;— 
harfu 'r-rad(, Particle of reproach or indig-
nation ;—harfi za id, Expletive particle;— 
harfu 'z-zajr, Particle of reprimand ;—harfi 
sakin, A quiescent consonan t ;—har fu ' s -
sabab, Causative particle ;—har fu 'sh-shart, 
Conditional part icle;—harfi sahih, A conso-
n a n t ; — h a r f u 's-silat, Particle of conjunc-
t ion ;—har fu 't-tarh, Particle of method;— 
harfu 'l-'atf, Copulative particle harfu 7-
gkayai, Particle of ex t remi ty ;—har fu 7-
mubhamat, Demonstrative part icle;—harfi 
mu'naioi, A postposition;—harfi ma'iya, 
Particle of soc ie ty ;—har fu 'n -n idd , Voca- j 

tive particle ;—har fu 'n-nudbat, Particle of 
lamentation; — harfu 'n-nafy, Particle of 
negat ion] ; a dialect of Arabia ; speech, 
blame, reproach, objection [har f i db-ddr 
(jauhar-ddr), A brilliant speech;—harf az 
zabdni kase sdkhtan, To father a speech 
upon ; — harfi ustukhwan-ddr (tah-dar, 
magfiz - dar), A well - founded, sensible 
speech;—harfi bdr-gir, A slip of the tongue; 
—harfi bi-rabt (parishan, pilch), Silly talk; 
a contemptuous speech;—harfi pd-darhawd, 
Idle or futile t a lk ;—har f i pahlu-ddr, A 
disparaging hint thrown out in conversa-
tion ; — harfi taza, A neologism ; — harfi 
chakushi, A heavy, uncouth speech ;—harfi 
Jchdtir-ranj (zumukht. gulugir), Offensive 
speech ;—harfi kkushk (sard), Insipid talk ; 
— harf dar qafd zadan, To slander one 
behind his back;—harf du-td shawad, A 
speech becomes altered or perverted; the 
deeds of a person do not agree with his 
w o r d s ; — f y a r f i sabuk (sahil, kam), Silly 
talk ;—harf zadan, To talk, converse, know 
how to speak a language ;—harf kashidan, 
To write ; to expatiate in speech;—harfi 
gulu-soz, A bitter speech ;—harfi muft zadan, 
To talk nonsense;— harfi nd-shinud, An 
impertinent speech (not fit to be heard); 
—harf hamiin (for hamdn) ast ki guftam, 
My intention is as already stated (m.c.); 
—harfe dar muqdbil na-ddrad, There is 
nothing against i t ;—ba man ki harf na-
ddrad, I t has nothing to do with me;— 
ba-harfi kase budan, To obey one, to fol-
low one's advice (m.c.) ;—ba-harfi man, 
On my advice ; — ba-harfi man na-mi-
bashad, He does not listen or attend to 
my words (m.c.) ;]—hiraf (pi. of hirfat), 
Trades, crafts, t r a d e s ; — h u r f , Cresses;— 
hurfi bdbili, Babylonian cresses. 

A f- harf an, Literally ;—harf an harf an, 
har fan 'an harf, Letter by letter, word for 
word. 

A har fat (pi. of harf), Letters. 
a harf-ashnd, Acquainted with 

one's letters, just able to read. 
a harf-dfirin, The creator of 

speech. 
a <-Jy harf-anddz, Cunning, artful. 
a harf-andazi, Cunning, arti-

fice. 
A Oif- hirfat, hirfa, A trade, craft, art, 

business, profession; skill, ingenuity ; cun-
ning ; a corporation, company, or body of 
artificers, a guild ; [ahli hirfa, An artisan, 
trader, craftsman ;—nishdni hirfa, A trade-
mark ; ]—h i r fa t , hurfat, Misfortune, ill-luck. 

a jW ^ j r ^ hirfat-bdz, Crafty, cunning, in-
tr iguing ; a sorcerer. 

a ŝjW hirfat-bdzi, Witchcraft . 
a harf-chin, An adversary, an 

opponent ; a caviller. 
a yj harf-zan, Talkative. 
a (jUfys. karfqdn, Eatsbaiie. 



a ijr* harf-kash, A scribe; a prosy 
talker. 

a harf-gir, Censurer, caviller, 
critic. 

a- ^^ harf-giri, Cavil; criticism. 
a oV" harfi, Relating to, possessing the 

nature or property of a particle. 
A M;=- harfiyat, The quality of particle. 
A jy* harq (v.n.), Burn ing ; grinding the 

teeth (in a r age ) ; rubbing one against 
another; the pollen by which the female 
palm-tree is impregnated;—harak (v.n.), 
Having a burnt appearance from too much 
beating of the fuller (cloth) ; fire, flame; 
—hariq, A man whose hands and feet are 
cracked ; (a cloud) sending out vivid light-
ning. 

A hurqat, hirqat, Ardour, heat, burn-
ing ;—hirqatu 'l-baul, Blennorrhoea. 

A hark (v.n.), Moving ; — harik, 
Nimble, quick ; ingenious, industrious. 

A UYTF^ harakdt (pi. of the following), Mo-
tions, movements, actions, proceedings; the 
vowel-points;—harakdt u sakanat, Move-
ment and rest in alternation, gestures, pos-
tures ; proceedings; vowels and conso-
nants. 

harakat (v.n. of ^f*), Moving; mo-
tion, movement, act, action, conduct, be-
haviour, procedure; misbehaviour, impro-
priety of conduct ; fornication, adultery ; 
agitation ; disturbance ; prevention; loss, 
damage ; a short vowel ;—harakati iradi, 
Voluntary movement;—harakati imbisdtii 
qalb, Diastole, dilatation of the hea r t ;— 
harakati inqibdzii qalb, Systole, contraction 
of the heart;—harakati pasandida kardan, 
To act well •,—harakati dudi'i ma'da, Peri-
staltic motion;—harakati dauri, Circular 
motion ;—harakati rozdna, Diurnal motion 
(of the planets) ;—harakati sdldna, Annual 
motion ;—harakati ghairi iradi, Involuntary 
movement;—harakat kardan (farmudan), 
To move, proceed, behave ; to commit an 
improper action;—dar harakat dmadan, To 
become moved; to move away. 

a harakati, Interrupting, obstruc-
tive ; an interrupter. 

A ̂  haram (v.n.), Being forbidden, un-
lawful ; sacred ; the territory and temple 
of Mecca ; the precincts o f .Med inah ; the 
temple of Jerusalem; a sanctuary; the 
women's apartments, seraglio, ha rem; a 
wife ; a daughter, a ward ;—harami huma~ 
yun, The seraglio of a monarch. 

A haram an, The two sacred cities 
of Mecca and Madinah;—Airman (v.n. of 
f>f), Prohibiting, making unlawful ; de-
priving of hope; repulse, disappointment, 
mortification;—ahabn u hirmdn kardan, To 
deceive and disappoint. 

A hirmat (v.n. of Depriving of 
hope, disappointing; — hirmat, haramat, 
Desire of copulation ( i n cloven-footed 

beasts);—hurmat, Reverence, respect, ve-
neration ; dignity commanding respect; 
honour, reputat ion; character ; chastity;— 
hurmat ddshtan, To be reverenced ; to stand 
in high repute. 

a Ltf harmat-bahd, Damages for de-
famation or libel. 

a fy* hardm-khdna. Women's apart-
ments. 

a <yW ff* hirm-ddn, A chest, portmanteau, 
a haram-sard, hardm-gdh, 

Women s apartments. 
A harmal, Seed of wild rue. 
A haramain, Mecca and Madina. 
A < h a m (v.n.), Asking a fair, jus t 

price ; dividing (cotton) ; — haran (v.n.), 
Restiveness. 

A S-'JY- hurub (pi. of harb), Battles, 
wars. 

A burud (v.n. of AY*.), Living alone ; 
being far. 

A harur, A warm nocturnal wind ; 
solar heat ; fire ; lasting heat;—hurur, 
Heat, warmth. 

A U I h u r u f (pi. of harf), Letters ; cha-
racters; particles;—hurufu '1-istiqbaL, Fu-
ture particles ;—hurufu '1-asliyat, Sibilant 
letters ;—hurufu 'l~a§liyat, Radical letters ; 
—hurufu 'l-izdfat, Particles of annexion ;— 
hurufu 't-tasdiq, Particles of affirmation ;— 
hurufu H-taz'ij, Letters of reduplication;— 
hurdfu 't-tambih, Particles for awakening 
the attention ;—hurufu 'l-jarr, Particles of 
the genitive;—hurufi chashma-ddr, Letters 
with final curve ;— \urufu 'l-halqiyat, Gut-
tural letters ;—hurufu 'z-zawa'id, Servile or 
redundant letters ; — hurufu 'sh-shajriyat, 
Palatal letters ; — hurufu 'sh-shafahiyat, 
Labial letters ; — hurufu 'f-sahih, Sound 
let ters;—hurufu 'l-'iUat, Infirm letters ;— 
hurufu 'Wilal, Accidental letters ;—huru/i 
qdlibi, Words of another quoted without 
understanding their meaning ;—hurufu 7-
listoiyat, Gingival letters ;—hurufu 'l-lisdni-
yat, Lingual letters; — hurdfu 'l-lahwiyat, 
Letters pronounced from the uvula;—hurufu 
'l-lainiyat, Soft letters; — hurufu 'l-madd, 
Letters of prolongation ;—hurufu 'l-mas-
dar, Particles serving for the infinitive;— 
hurufu 'l-muzdra'at, Letters forming tbe 
aorist;—hurufu 'l-mu'jam, The alphabet 
arranged in order contrary to the abjad;— 
hurufi ma'na, Particles which influence the 
sense ;—hurufu 'l-muqta'at, Detached letters, 
such as occur in certain chapters of the 
Kur'iin;— hurufi munfasil, Detached letters 
given to pupils for reading exercise 
hurufu 'l-mauqufat, Quiescent letters 
hurufi muhandasi, The numbers 1 to 9 
hurdfu 'I'hijd (tahajji), The letters of the 
alphabet. 

a o V * ^UritfL> relator of traditions, a 
traditionist. 

A havun, Refractory, restive (horse); 



game which does not come down from the 
summit of a mountain ;—hurun (v.n. of 
Vf~)> Being stubborn, restive, refractory (a 
horse). 

a i^V"- haruni, Refractoriness, stubborn-
ness. 

hira, Nightshade. 
a hurra, A free woman. 
a ijsf* hari, Worthy, fit. 
A ÂFT. hurnyat (v.n, of Freedom, 

liberty, frankness. 
A hand, Solitary, single; living 

alone, a t a distance from a f r i end ; fish cut 
in slices, 

A jije* harlr, Silk; dressed silk, silken 
cloth, a silken garment ; warm, choleric; 
flour mixed with milk and oil (see fy!/*). 

a iifr- harirsma, Soft, tender-
hearted, 

a ijiy- karira, One silken garment ; a kind 
of pap made from milk or fat and flour; 
—harira'i ard, Paste ;—harlr a' i gib, Apple 
marmalade; — harira'i nuh ast a, Starch 
jell?-

a ^ f l f * harirl, A si lk-merchant; silken; 
harlrl kdahaz (or simply hdriri), A thin 
kind of paper. 

A hariz, Guarded, strongly fortified. 
A karlih, A rhinoceros; a scolo-

pendra, milliped, earwig; a tribe of the 
Banu 'Amir. 

A haris, Cawfctous, greedy; an imi-
tator of others. 

a harlsl, GaBfediness. 
A harif, A ftallow-worker, an asso-

ciate, partner, mate? a mess-mate, compa-
nion ; a rival, opponent, adversary in a law-
suit or in a match ; an enemy ; clever, cun-
ning ; pleasant, facetious; impudent, auda-
cious ;— harlfi badi, A bad fellow, a Bcamp 
(m.c.), 

a (.ŝ XM ^-Ai/'' harif-afqani, The overthrow-
ing of adversaries. 

a harlfi, Rivalship, opposition, en-
mity, stratagem, fraud. 

A vJk/>- hariq, Flame, fire ; burnt , fired;— 
'azdbi harlq, The torments of hell. 

A TSLFTJ*- harlh, Who totters in walking 
from weakness in the waist or hips; impo-
tent. 

A fharlm, Sacred, inviolable, unlawful 
to touch ; a sanctuary ; a sacred place, the 
sacred enclosure at Mecca; women's apart-
ments ; surroundings and belongings (as 
of a house, Ac.) ; a right, privilege; the 
coarse garb of a pilgrim ; a quarter in Bag-
dad ; a village in Yamama. 

a harim-khana, A woman's 
apartment. 

A y hazz ( v . n ) , Cutting, making an in-
cision, notching; excelling, exceeding (in 
nobility and generosity) ; time, season; 
severe in language. 

A haxd, hazd' (huza), Wild anise. 

a jV" huzdz, Dry scab, ringworm. 
A hazazat, Indisposition of mind 

from anger. 
A hizdm, A belt, girth, surcingle; 

swaddling bands. 
A hazdmat (v.n. of (•>"•), Being pro-

vident, firm in mind, intent on a busi-
ness. 

A huzdnat, The commencement of 
the invasion of Persia by the Arabs and 
of their laying claim to the houseB and 
fields. 

A v y * hizb, A troop, crew, g a n g ; asso-
ciates, auxiliaries, confederates; arms, 
armour ; a part (particularly a sixtieth of 
the Kur 'an) ; — Aizbi mushrikin, Crowds, 
bodies, gangs of infidels. 

a 5jc- huzzat, An oblong slice of meat. 
A JI)*- bmq (v.n.), Fastening with a rope; 

pulling t ight (a cord) ; compressing, 
squeezing;—hizq, A multitude, a flock, a 
swarm. 

A JjKo- hizqil, hizqil, The prophet 
Ezekiel. 

A KI!)*- hazk (v.n.), Girding (with a rope); 
pressing, squeezing; twisting hard. 

A f>y* hazrn (v.n.), Binding, fastening (a 
load) ; gir thing (a beast) ; ad jus t ing ; 
being provident, vigilant, s teady; a firm 
resolve; strength of mind or judgment ;— 
hazam (v.n.), Oppression of the heart ;— 
huzam (pi. of the following), Bundles, arm-
fuls. 

A i^jo- huzmat, An armful (of wood, <&c.); 
a bundle, a truss. 

A huzn (v.n.), Grieving, making sad; 
being sad;—huzn, hazan, Grief, sadness, 
affliction, sorrow ;— lamu 'I-huzn, The year 
of grief, i.e. of Muhammad's death, or that 
in which Khadl ja or Abu Talib died;— 
hazin, Sad. 

a AJjn. huzand' (pi. of hazin), Sad, 
grieved. 

A hazambal, hazayibul, A root grow-
ing in Syria and round Jerusalem used as 
a remedy against the bite of scorpions or 
snakes. 

A bpf- huzwd, Name of a place, 
A haziran, The Syriac month of 

June. 
A i^yiy* hazin, Sad, afflicted, melancholy, 

grieved, doleful ; plaintive. 
A U-o. ha$s (v.n), Nipping plants, killing 

locusts (cold) ; currying (a horse) ; broil-
ing (meat) on the coals ; laying (fire upon 
dough); eradicating ; cunning, shrewdness, 
skilful management;—hiss (v.n.), Perceiv-
ing, comprehending, receiving certain in-
telligence ; a low murmuring sound; pains 
following the b i r th ; motion; a nipping 
cold; sense, feeling; sensibility, sympathy; 
imagination; sentiment;—hiasi bat in, Inter-
nal sense;—hisii zdhir, External sense;— 
Jiissi mushtarik, Common sense; the senso-



rium;—hissi namll, Formication, pins and 
needles. 

A hasd, Soup, broth, pottage. 
A hisab (v.n. of S—>=*), Reckoning; 

computation, calculation ; number ; proper 
number, sufficiency ; arithmetic ; account, 
bill; rate, price, charge; measure; propor-
tion; rule, s tandard; estimation, judg-
ment ; condition, category ; business, trade, 
traffic;—hisab az khyvud ddshtan, To boast, 
to be vainglorious;—hisab az kase burdan 
(bar-giriftan ddshtan), To fear, be afraid o f ; 
to take an example from;—hisdb bar-
andakhtan, To take counsel together, to 
deliberate ; to judge soundly ;—hisdb pak 
(rushan sar ba-sar) kardan, To ad jus t on 
account;—hisab pak ml-gardad, The ac-
count is settled or cleared ; —hisdbi jummal, 
The reckoning by abjad ;—hisdbi rami, Geo-
maucy ;—hisdb kardan, To keep accounts, 
calculate ;—hisab kardan chize ba-chize, To 
consider two things equal;—hisdb giriftan, 
To take into account, to make much of ;— 
hisdbi mandsik, The ceremonies of the pil-
grimage according to the rite of Abraham ; 
—amini hisab, Auditor of accounts ;—ba-
kizdb dwardan, To take into account; to pay 
attention to. 

a ^AJL-C Msab-ddn, An arithmetician, 
a v ^ - hisab-dih, Accountable, answer-

able, responsible. 
a s^—hisdb-kitdb, Accounts, 
a sVJ v1*—^ hisdb-gdh, A court of j ustice, 

a tribunal. 
a ur>y hisdb-nawis, An accoun-

tant. 
a hisdbi, Accountable, accurate, 

just; valuable, precious; to be relied on ; 
all very well (m.c.). 

a jU-ft. hussad (pi. of hasid), Envious, 
haters. 

A hassds, Endued with the five 
senses; acute, shrewd ; an animal. 

hasdkik, The small of anything. 
A husdm, A sharp sword; also its 

edge; — husdmi khun-dshdm, A blood-
drinking scimitar. 

A Q C - hi8an (pi. of hasan or haeanat), 
Good, excellent; beautiful , elegant;—hus-
tdn, Yery good, beautiful, elegant. 

A hasb (v.n.), Computing, calcula-
ting, counting; considering, reflecting 
upon ; a sufficiency; enough ; quantity ; 
agreeably to, in conformity with, accord-
ing to ; [hasbi ittifdq, By chance;—hasbi 
it.mindn, To the satisfaction of, in a satis-
factory manner;—hasbu 'I'irshad, hasbu'l-
amr, hasbu 'l-hukm, Agreeably to orders, as 
commanded ;—hasbi Jial, According to cir-
cumstances ;—hasbi dastiir, According to 
custom, as usual;—hasbi dil-khwah, Agree-
ably to one's desire ;—hasbi zail, As fol-
lows ;—hasbi sar-rishta, As provided or re-
gulated, as intended or purposed ;—hasbi 

zabita (qd'ida), According to rule or prac-
tice, duly, formally ;—hasbi qdnUn, Accord-
ing to law, legally;—hasbi qadrat (hasbu '(-
qadrat), To the best of one's abili t ies;— 
hasbi murad, According to wish ;— hasbi 
ma'mul (hasbu 'l-ma'mul), According to 
custom ;—hasbi manshd, Agreeably to the 
purport or intent o f ; in the sense o f ;— 
hasbi mauqa' (waqi1, wdqi'a), According to 
fact, according to circumstances, as the 
case may require;—ba-hasbi (bar hasbi), 
According to ;—ba-hasbi irs, By way of in-
heritance (m.c.);—ba-hasbi ghdlib, Mostly ;] 
—hasab, A number counted ; number, com-
putation ; amount, quanti ty, measure, pro-
portion, value;state , condition; way,mode, 
manner ; pedigree, lineage, nobility ;—hasab 
u nasab, Pedigree, lineage. 

A husabd' (pi. of hastb), Esteemed, 
valued ; conspicuous for worth, dignity, or 
merit. 

A I h i s b a n (v.n. of s-—*), Suppo-
sing, esteeming, th ink ing ; thought , ima-
gination, supposition, notion; — husban 
(v.n. of s ) , Calculation; severe punish-
ment ; a short arrow ;—daf tar i husban, A 
register. 

a hissati, A touch, a trifle (m.c.). 
A A—T* hasad (v.n.), Envying, wishing 

i l l ; envy, malevolence; malice ; emulation ; 
ambition;—uusad burdan (ddshtan, kardan), 
To envy. 

a hasad-ard, Malevolent. 
a hasad-pesha, Envious by na-

ture or habit . 
A J - I T).asr (v.n.), Removing (a ve i l ) ; 

sweeping (a house) ; baring (a l imb) ; peel-
ing (a branch) ; wearying, t i r ing, vexing. 

A A. hasarat (pi. of the following), 
Sighs. 

A A h a s r a t (v.n. of Sighing for 
gr ief ; grief, regre t ; impatience, passion ; 
strong desire, emulation, ambition ; envy ; 
—hasrat khwurdan. To sigh for;—hasrat 
ddshtan, To sigh after, to regret ( the ab-
sence of anyone), to wish anxiously to see 
a person; (also construed with ba-dar 
rekhtan, birun relchtan, burdan, firo khwur-
dan, kashldan). 

a \3y~o. hasratd, Oh, the pity ! 
a hasrat-aluda, Overwhelmed 

with grief. 
a hasrat-angez, Perplexing, 
a 8JJ hasrat-zada, Woebegone, sad. 
A hasf (v.n.), Cleaning (dates), 

throwing away the bad ones ;—hasaf , Any-
th ing cleaned with the hand (?). 

a ciU-o. hasak (for P . mL-e. q.v.), A prickly 
plant which clings to the wool of sheep ; 
caltrops for keeping off cavalry, being made 
in the shape of this prickly plant. 

A hasl (v.n.), Driving violently; 
green f ru i t of the sidr a tree;—hisl, A young 
Lybian lizard recently hatched. 



a kasm, (v.n.), C u t t i n g ; searing (a 
limb or vein) to prevent it f rom bleeding ; 
checking the progress of a disease ; for-
bidding, hindering, keeping back ; mark-
ing ;— f yusum, Name of a place. 

A ( h u s n (v.n.), Being comely, fair, 
and handsome; beauty, goodness, elegance; 
pleasin guess [in this sense applied to 
pleasing colours, as husni birishta (tah-
birishta), Green upon a pink ground-work; 
—husni shusta, An exceedingly br ight 
colour;—husni shahari (sandali-rang, mah-
tdbi), White incliniug to yellow; — husni 
farang, White, as the complexion of Eu-
ropeans ;—husni gulnari, A rich crimsou; 
—husni gundam-gun (gundamin, gundamin-
rang), Bed inclining to black ;—husni limu, 
Yellow inclining to red;—husni nim-rang, 
Yellowish white (similar to husni sandali-
rang)] ; [husni abdali, Wit , pleasantry; 
good nature;—husni ittifdq, A lucky chance, 
a favourable oppoi-tunity;—husni ikhtiyar 
(irddat), Free-will ;^~husni adab (akhjaq), 
Good manner? ; affability, courtesy, polite-
neBS husni intizam, Good management or 
administration; good discipline ;—husni 
insirdm, A favourable or happy termina-
tion ;—husni bi-nazir, Incomparable beauty; 
—frusni tadbir, Good management, prudence; 
—fyusni tunuk, Slight beaut j ; — husni 
fcttuda-ddd, God-given, i.e. natural beauty ; 
—husni khitdb, Eloquence ;—husni khulq, 
A good disposit ion;— f iusni ray, P rudent 
counsel;—husni sdkhta, Artificial or made-
up beauty ;—husni suluk, Upright conduct ; 
—husni gann, A good opinion, favourable 
j u d g m e n t ; —• husni 'ariyati, Borrowed 
beauty, i.e. such as is supplied by paint or 
ornament;—husni 'driyati bar rukhi qamar, 
The brightness of the moon borrowed from 
the sun ;—husni 'aqidat, Loyalty, fidelity ; 
—husni 'ahd, Good fa i th ;—(qarini) husni 
qabul, Agreeable, acceptable;—husni mu'd-
mala, Good correspondence ;—husni yusuf, 
A sponge;]—hasan, Anything good and 
f a i r ; beautiful , comely, pleasing; fre-
quently used as proper name, as in the case 
of the son of Ali;— liasan maimundi, Name 
of the wazir of Mahmud Sabaktagin. 

A hasanat (pi. of hasanat), Beauti-
ful , good; good actionB, benefits; public 
foundations;—hasanat kardan, To perform 
good works, build mosques, colleges, inns, 
hospitals. 

a M hasan-add, Jus t pronunciation 
or expression; who pronounees or performs 
well. 

a ^ ihusn-ara, What adorns beauty. 
a y-wc- hasan anjam, W h a t termi-

nates in good. 
husn-beg-urdi, The blue 

corn-flower (Cyanus segetqm). 
A Hx^. hasanat, A good work, benefi t ; 

goodness, kindness. 

husn-Jehez, A nursery of beauty 
(applied to the countries of Turkis tan) . 

<0 (j—o- hasan-laba (labba), Benzoin; 
gum-benjamiu. 

A (JJI--*- husnd (fem. of ahsan), More or 
most beautiful , excellent; fairer, fairest, 
better, b e s t ; Paradise. 

a y-e- hasu, Pap, gruel, hasty pudding; 
broth. 

A hasud, Envious, spiteful, malig-
nant ;—husud (v.n.), Envying. 

a c hasudi, Envy (m.c.). 
A husur (v.n.), Becoming dim from 

gazing a long while (the sight) ; being in-
disposed, pained, tired, f a t igued ; being dis-
covered, revealed, disclosed. 

A FJ-®- husum, Continual ill-luck. 
a hissi, Belonging to the senses; 

sensual ; sensible. 
a hasib (abbreviation of 

kasibu 'l-muluk), Roast m e a t ; — 
haeibi buz-g&dla, A gut-pudding of rice 
and minced meat;—hiseb (by Imalab for 
faisdb), An account. 

A hasib, A revenger or resenter of 
an i n j u r y ; a reckoner (a name of God). 

a hasibak, Sheeps' chitterlings 
soaked in sour milk. 

A hasir, Tired ; grieved, sorrowful. 
A — h a s i s , — hassds, q.v. 
A a- hasin, Beautiful , elegant.;— 

husain (dim. of hasan), Beaut i fu l ; name 
of the martyrized son of the Caliph Ali. 

a husaini, Relating to Husain; 
any vessel made of lea ther ; name of a 
note in music; name of a spring at Taft 
in Yazd. 

A tjic. hashsh (v.n.), Lighting (a fire) ; be-
coming dry (a young palm-shoot) ; drying 
up in the womb (a foetus); withering (the 
hand) ; cutt ing or mowing (bay) ; feeding 
with hay or dry grass ; a dwarf palm-tree 
neither watered nor t ended ; — hashsh, 
hishah, hushsh, A place of convenience out-
side a town;—hushsh, A foetus drying up 
in the womb; the breast, nipple. 

A hasha\ Bowels, viscera, intestines. 
A ^A&a. hushash, hushdsha, The 

remains of life ; the last breathings (of the 
dying). 

A h a s h r (v.n,), Assembling, meeting, 
congregation, concourse ; the resurrection; 
commotion, tumult , confused noise; wail-
ing, lamentation \ delicately formed; a 
l ight feather pu t on an arrow;—yaumu 7-
hashr, The day of resurrection. 

hashar, A congregation, concourse 
(see the preceding); light troops for scout-
ing service. 

A hasharat (pi. of the following), 
Creeping things, reptiles, animalcule, little 
beasts; a fear fu l or dangerous crowd; 
hubbub, hum, din (as of a crowd);— 
hatharatu 'l-arz, Reptiles of the earth. 



a S^te. hasharat, A reptile, a stinging or 
biting insect. 

a hashr-khiram, Making a stir, 
exciting a commotion by the elegance of 
her gait (a woman). 

a yt-a. hashr-gdh, The place of resur-
rection. 

a ^ f t j ^ hashar-gay, A woman of many 
lovers. 

a fjr**" hashri, Ghastly, f ea r fu l ; violent 
and impetuous (a stallion) ;—hashari, A 
soldier of the militia, a soldier lightly 
equipped. 

A hashf (v.n.), Bearing fruit (of a 
date-tree); dry bread ;—hashaf , A bad sort 
of date; a dried-up udder. 

A hashafat, Glans penis. 
hashfiful, The wild carrot (see 

J 
A UEU*- hashk (v.n.), Being ful l of milk 

(an udder) ; being loaded " with f ru i t (a 
palm-tree); assembling, coming together 
(people). 

A JAA- hashl (v.n.), Despising, discard-
ing ; whatever is vile and worthless of any-
thing. 

A hcahm (v.n.), Using offensive lan-
guage in the hearing of another, firing him 
with rage; putt ing to the blush ;—hasham 
(v.n.), Being angry, enraged; train, equip-
age, suite ; family, relations ; domestics ; 
tented tribes. 

A < U h a s h a m a t , Servants, attendants, 
clients, retainers, persons ready to avenge 
a quarrel; pomp, equipage, magnificence ; 
— hishmat, Shame, bashfulness; anger ; 
frowning;—hushmat, A woman ; relation-
ship, affinity. 

KyU-hashw (v.n.), Quilting, stuffing (a 
pillow, cushion, or bed); also whatever they 
are stuffed with ; padd ing ; trash, rubbish, 
refuse; people of the meanest condition ; 
small camels. 

a (ts*^") hashw-minhd (minJid'i), 
Subtraction, deduction; the quanti ty de-
ducted ; rent-free. 

A hashish, Dry herbage, hay, or 
grass; the powder of the leaves of hemp, 
from which they prepare an inebriating 
electuary ;—hashishu 'l-adwiya, hashishu 
tihal, Spleenwort (specific against calculus 
and gravel); — hashishu 'l-baras, Bucks-
horn plantain (considered a specific against 
leprosy). 

A t - M * hashif, Old, worn-out clothes. 
A hass (v.n.), Shaving the head; rub-

bing off the hair (a helmet);—huss, Saf-
fron ; the plant q.v. 

A SLAEW fyasdt, Stone in the b ladder ;— 
hasdti kunya, Renal gravel. 

A ̂ LAA. has ad, his ad, Reaping ; harves t ; 
—dor waqti hasad, In time of harvest. 

A hassdd, A reaper;—hus$dd (pi. of 
hasid), Reapers. 

A hisdr (v.n. 3 of Besieging; 
encompassing; a fortified town, a for t , 
castle ; a fence, enclosure ; name of a musi-
cal tone; name of a place;—hisdri ustuwdr, 
A strong foi'tification ; — hisdri dhanin-
diwdr, A castle having walls like i ron ;— 
hisdri barin, The highest heaven ; — hisdri 
pulad, A fort hard to take ; a th imble ; a 
chafing-dish ; the lower heaven ;—hisdri 
piroza (mu'allaq), The sky ;—hisdri tarkash, 
A quiver; name of a fortress in the island 
of Malakha;—hisdri shddmdn, Name of a 
town near Kandahar;—hisdr kardan, To 
lay siege to;—hisdri hazdr mek_hi, Heaven; 
the zodiac; the eighth heaven, tha t of the 
fixed stars. 

(jylos- hisdri, A soldier in garrison ; be-
sieged ; siege, blockade; belonging to the 
towu of Hisar, (a horse) brought from 
that place; name of a note in music; 
strongly fortified. 

A Aasan, A chaste woman, a matron ; 
—hisan, A beautiful , strong, entire horse. 

A hasdnat (v.n. of Being 
strong and impregnable; being chaste (a 
woman), keeping close at home; firmness, 
stability, durability ; steadiness ; chast i ty. 

A ELJAE. hasbd', Gravel, pebbles. 
A hasbat, hasba, Measles; spotted 

fever ;—hasba'i *dmm, Pu rpu ra (disease). 
A hissai, A lot, portion, share, p a r t ; 

division. 
A hashasat (v.u. of (JA^-AE-), Walk-

ing fas t ; appearing, becoming manifest 
( t ruth from falsehood) ; moving one thing 
against another so as to fit; fixing the 
knee firmly on the ground when about to 
rise (a loaded camel). 

A AAO- hasd (v.n.), Reap ing ; — hasad 
(v.n,), Being twisted t ight (a rope); being 
closely woven (a coat of mai l ) ; corn cut 
down ; a dried plant. 

A hasadat, hasad a (pi. of hdsid), 
Reapers. 

A hasr (v.n,), Closely besieging, 
blockading, s t rai tening; res t r ic t ing; re-
striction ; l imi t ; siege, blockade; reckon-
ing, counting; number ; dependence, re-
liance ; [hasr kardan, To surround, be-
siege ;] — hasar (v.n.), Being avaricious; 
being narrow-minded; faltering, stammer-
ing, hesitating (when reading) ;—husur (pi . 
of hasir), Mats. 

A fro* hisrim, Sour and green grapes or 
other f r u i t ; a date which has not yet 
fallen ; close, covetous; cross; ill-natured. 

A (JA-OS- hisas (pi. of his sat), Lots, shares, 
portions. 

A hasf (v.n.), Removing f a r off, 
placing at a distance ;—hasaf (v.n.), Having 
the dry scab ; ringworm, dry scab. 

A J^C- hasl, hasal, Unformed, immature 
dates ; darnel and whatever is driven 
away by the winnowing fan . 



fyasmd', A she-ass that far ts 
A f***- hasm, To break ; to break wind. 
A A M 

often. 
A hasn, hi?n, Awsrc (v.n.), Being 

chaste (a woman) ; female chastity ;—hisn, 
A castle, fortification, fo r t ; custody ; arms, 
a rmour ; perdition, destruction ; name of 
many places ; [hisn bastan, To fortify ;— 
fiisni biasin, An impregnable fortress;— 
hisni firoza, The sky ; name of a city and 
f o r t ; — hisni mu'cUlag, The sky ; — hisni 
hazar mejeki, The eighth sphere; — abu 
'I-hisn ( father of the fortress), A fox ;]—• 
husn, Chastity, modesty;—husun (pi. of 
hasan), Chaste (women); (pi. of hisdn) 
stallions. 

A hasur, Close, avaricious; a camel 
the orifices of whose teats are na r row; 
abstaining from all commerce with women. 

A fyusiil (v.n. of J**-), Remain-
ing over; ge t t ing ; acquisition, attain-
ment ; produce; profit, gain;—husuli ma-
ram. The obtaining of one's wish. 

y t ^ Jy-a- husul-pazir shudan, To 
appear. 

a A-». kissa (see A. Par t , share, lot, 
Ac.; — hissa'i ausat, Average share ;— 
fyissa'i halcimi. The share of produce to 
which the king or ruler is entitled;—Aissa'i 
Jthalisa, Crown dues;—hissa'i khurd, The 
lesser part or portion ;—hissa'i kaldn, The 
greater part;—hissa'i musdwi, An equal 
Bhare;—his?a'i mu'dyan, A fixed or speci-
fied portion or share;—hissa'i wasiyat, A 
legacy, bequest. 

a w hissa-bakhsh, Distributor of 
lots. 

a ^ hissah-dar, A participator, par-
taker, Bharer;—hissa-d&r kardan, To im-
part, communicate, distribute. 

a hissa-ddri, A title to a 
share. 

a a-J A-*. his?ah-rasad, An equal share. 
a J y - * - A-to. hissa-mahstd, Portion or 

proportion of tax. 
a jtf hissa-gir, One who takes his 

share. 
A A asir, A mat; a case for a musical 

instrument; narrow-minded; cloBe, avari-
cious. 

A &asif, Firmly-woven (garment) ; 
firm, sound in judgment . 

A ^TI-AO- hasin, Fortified, guarded; strong; 
impregnable, inaccessible ;—husain, A little 
fortress ;—abu 'Uhu?ain, The fox. 

A hazz, huzz (v.n.), Instigating, ex-
citing. 

A y^Uo- hazdjir, A hyena ; (pi. of hizajr) 
large-bellied. 

A JVJO. hazar, Name of a star •, —hazar, 
bi?dr, Excellent camels, white or r ed ;— 
hizdr (v.n. 3 of Appearing against 
another ; pleading against, or arraigning 
one (before a judge) ;—hufdr , A disease 

incident to camels;—huzzdr (pi. of hdzir), 
Those present; spectators, auditors, assist-
ants. 

A YUS. hizdn (v.n.), Having one teat 
longer than the other (a ewe, camel, or 
woman). 

A A>Ue- hizdnat (v.n. of Fondling 
in the bosom, embracing, caressing; sitting 
on eggs ; educating, bringing up. 

A W-̂ c- hazb (v.n.), Raising a fire and 
throwing fuel upon it; a serpent;—hazab, 
Fuel;—hizb, The foot or side of a moun-
tain ;—hizb, huzb, The twang of a bow. 

hizajr, Large-bel lied. 
A J-FC- hazar, Towu residence, a settled 

abode, home; presence; remaining in a 
place (opp. to travel) ;—dar hazar-ash, In 
his presence. 

A hazar at, Presences ; majesties; 
sirs, gentlemen (m.c.). 

A T̂ IE- hazrat, Presence; digni ty; ma-
jesty ; dominion, power; an epithet ofien 
joined with the names of the Deity; also 
a title by which kings and great men are 
addressed, similar to majesty, highness, 
lordship, worship, <fcc»; a royal court; a 
town residence ; a settled abode ; [hazratu 
'lldh, The Lord God ;—hazrati pddshah, 
His majesty :—hazrati tang-bar (kfiudd'i 
bi zawdi), God Almighty, God without end ; 
—hazrati 'isd, The Lord Jesus ;—hazrati 
maryam, The Virgin Mary ; ]—hazara t , 
Presence; those present (pi. of hdzir). 

A hazramaut, Name of a pro-
vince, tribe, and city in Arabia. (Gen. x. 
26.) 

a (j^Ae- hazrami, A native of Hazramaut 
in Taman. 

a (jy4*- hazari, Belonging to a town; a 
townsman; city-bred. 

A huzuz, hazaz, A certain plant;— 
huzuzi hindi, Extract of the BerberisLycium. 

A YJFA- hazn (v.n.), Fondling (an infant) 
in the arms ; sitting (on eggs) ;—hizn, A 
side •, the breast, the body from the arm-
pits to the short r ibs; the den of a hyena; 
—hazan, Ivory; name of a mountain in 
Na jd ; name of a tribe. 

huzur (v.n. of Being present; 
presence, appearance ; attendance ; court, 
government; rest, quiet ,ease; (adverbially) 
in presence of (used respectfully, as 
huzuri shaikh, In presence of the Shaikh, 
m.c.) ; — huzuri bala (wdld), The exalted 
presence ;—ba huzur dmadan, To be received 
in audience (m.c.). 

A JJAS* huzur-tahfd, The collection 
of revenue by the chief fiscal officer of the 
government without the intervention of a 
third person. 

a (j^A yyis- huzur-shan, A state or place 
of security. 

a s-A> jjA^ huzur-talab, Being called to 
the presence, summoning attendance. 



a J I * - jfio. huzur-mahal, Estates paying 
revenue direct to the government, 

a uSty huzur'7iawi8, A secretary at 
court who keeps copies of all firmans, 
orders, and letters. 

a huzuri, An a t t endan t ; privilege 
of paying the revenues direct to govern-
ment ; presence. 

A ha^irat, A small body of soldiers 
from four to nine (employed in excur-
sions) ; the van of an army ; water and 
matter which accompany the b i r t h ; a 
store-room for dates. 

A haziz, The lower extremity of 
anything; the foot of a mountain ; (in as-
tronomy) the lower apsis in an eccentric 
orbit, Nadir (opposed to auj) ; — hazizi 
qa'ri zamin, The centre of the earth. 

A W hatt (v.n.), Descending from an 
eminence; put t ing or laying down, depo-
siting ; removing a burden; polishing lea-
ther and drawing figures thereon with the 
instrument called mihatt; abatement of 
price;—katt hardan, To throw down, de-
pose, depress, precipitate; to beat down a 
price. 

A eUao. hat,a' (v.n.), Striking (especially on 
the back with the open hand) ; throwing 
prostrate ; breaking wind; casting up scum 
(a boiling po t ) ; lying with (a woman). 

A PUAO- hutam, Anything dry, brittle, and 
reduced to bits ; rubbish, t rash ;—hutdmu 
'd-dunya, Worldly consideration; cove-
tousness. 

A hath (v.n,), Collecting wood; 
fetching wood for another ;—hatab, Fire-
wood ;—hatib. Very lean, thin, and lank 
(like a stick). 

A hittat, Remission of sins, taxes, or 
burdens; a prayer for a remission (of 
sins); the month of Ramazan. 

A ft* hatr (v.n.), Lying wi th ; stringing 
(a bow) ; to throw to the ground. 

A J w hitl, A wolf. 
A f ^ hatm (v.n,), Breaking (anything 

dry); being broken (a horse) through age. 
A hatmai, hutmat, A barren year ; 

—hitmat, Anything broken ;—hutam at, hu-
tama (vulg. hatma), Intense fire; the first 
or (according to others) the fourth stage 
of hell; a troop of robust camels; aged 
(camel or sheep); a g lu t ton ; name of a 
man. 

A hatim, The wall surrounding the 
temple at Mecca on the wes t ; last year's 
herbage. 

A hittin, kit in, Name of a place in 
Syria, the burial-place of Shu'aib (Jethro). 

A AS-W hutaiat, Short of stature, con-
temptible ; name of a celebrated poet. 

A U. hazz (v.n.), Being blessed with 
prosperity, enjoying abundance, favours, 
or privileges ; good fortune, happiness ; 
pleasure, delight; flavour, t a s te ; a part , 

portion, chance, lo t ; — hazzi fani, The 
fading pleasures (of the world) ;—hazz 
hardan, To enjoy ;—hazzi nafidnl, Sensual 
pleasures. 

A hazab (v.n.), Being f a t ; being 
ful l ;— hazib, Short and big-bellied. 

A ft*- hazr (v.n.), Prohibiting, interdic-
ting, secluding ; harshness, rudeness ; col-
lecting, bringing together. 

A Jkew hazl (v.n.), Restraining, hinder-
ing in the use of liberty, in moving or 
walking ;—hazil, Jealous; exacting to-
wards one's people. 

A ^ f t - huziib, Being f a t ; being full . 
A ^ f t - huzitz (pi. of hazz), Good for tunes ; 

successes; pleasures; portions. 
A SjJaft. hazlrat, A hovel constructed of 

boughs to protect camels from the cold; a 
feuce, enclosure; a place for drying dates 
in, 

A L-AK*/(rt2?"2, Favoured by fortune, happy. 
A haff (v.n."), Going, turning or car-

rying round, surrounding; serving, giving 
attendance, exercise, k indness; being at-
tached to, bound up with; dressing the 
hair and beard ; smoothing the face by pull-
ing out haiis ; being dry ( the hair for want 
of oil) ; the noise made by a bird 's wing 
in flying. 

A hifdz (y.n. 3 of Persevering 
i n ; repelling, warding ofE; shame, nice 
sense of honour, 

A IFE^B. kifdzat, Custody, care; guardian-
ship; security, safe ty; memory;—hi faza t i 
k]iwud (zdti, nafsl), Self-defence, 

A h i f d f , The side (of anything) ; a 
vestige, track ; a fr inge of hair round a 
bald head. 

A (jUi- haffan, (A vessel) filled to the 
br im; the young of ostriches; a house-
hold, domestics. 

A SJTAA. liafdwat, hafdwa, hifayat, 
Inquir ing minutely into another 's condi-
tion ; receiving with kindness; exulting, 
rejoicing ;—hi faya t , Walking bare-foot, 

A JAS- hafd (v.n.), Making haste (in any 
work) ; serving with alacrity ;—hafad (pi. 
of hafid), Servants, friends, domestics, re-
tinue, assistants. 

A SJJ^ hafadat, Companions ; a t tendants , 
servants ; children ; sons-in-law; nephews ; 
daughters ; grandchildren ; progeny. 

A ji^ hafr (v.n.), Digging, cleaning out 
(a well); hollowing o u t ; making l e a n ; 
lying with; losing the milk teeth (a 
child) ; rottenness of teeth or gums ; 
[hafri bi'ri ikhtildl hardan, To dig a pit in 
another's way, to injure h i m ; ] — h a f a r , 
Earth thrown out of an excavation ; rot-
tenness of the teeth about the roots ; yel-
lowness of the teeth. 

xiy^hufrat, hufra, A ditch,pit,excavation ; 
a grave; — hufratu 'l-kalb, Canine fossa 
(med.) ;—hufratu 'Uwirk, Cup-shaped cavity 



of the h ip-bone ;— hufra'i dandan, The 
socket of a tooth, 

a jS ay^- hufra-gar, A grave-digger. 
Ayio- hafa (v.n.), Pushing , shoving for-

ward, driving up beh ind ; driving on (as 
night does the day ) ; piercing (with a 
spear ) ; lying with (a womau) ;—hafa t , 
End, extremity, boundary, limit, term. 

a yi^a. hafsh (v.n.), Plowing or running 
f rom all quarters ; running, going at fu l l 
speed (a horse) ; collecting, assembling; 
banishing, dr iving away; flowing to one 
reservoir (streams) \~~hifsh, A small house 
or closet ; the case for a spindle ; worn-out 
fu rn i tu re or goods 

A <job* kafs (v.u.), Collecting, ga ther ing; 
throwing from the hand ; a leathern sack 
with which they draw earth out of wells ; 
a lion's whelp; a name given to Omar by 
Muhammad;—hafas , The st ne or kernel of 
the medlar. 

A yfi&s- h,afz (v .n.), Twisting, bending; 
throwing away ;—ha faz , Household furni-
ture when prepared for removal ,* or a 
camel carrying it. 

A hife (v.n.), Preserving, gua rd ing ; 
care, guardianship, protection; memory ;— 
hifzn 'l-g&aib, hifzi surat, Remembrauce of 
(the face) of the absent ; — hifzi sihhat, 
Prophylaxis (med.) ; — b i f z kardan, To pro-
tect (m.c.) ;—hi fz i ma taqaddam, Attention 
to what is before one, foresight, precaution ; 
—hifgi maratib, Observance of etiquette, 
attention to the rank of persons addressed. 

A (v.n.), Being assembled (people); 
collecting or flowing together (milk or 
water); an assembly, synod, council, con-
gregation. 

A hafn (v.n.), Taking up with the 
hands (meal or s and) ; a small g i f t ; — 
hafan (v.n.), Turning the feet in walking 
so as to kick up the dust . 

A "tuia. hufnat, hafnat, A mouthful , hand-
f u l ; a ditch, pit, well. 

A oytw ftufuf (v.n.), Being dry (a wo-
man's hair neglected) ; having withered ve-
getables (ground) ; shaving and trimming 
(the bead and moustachios); being entirely 
lost (one's hearing). 

a (_jAo. hafi, Knowing, in te l l igent ; one 
who inquires carefully into other people's 
af fa i rs ; benevolent, kind. 

A jijie- haflr, A grave, a tomb. 
A IfâAA- hafiz, A guardian, keeper ; one of 

the names of God. 
A VĴ A®. hafif (v.n. of «-&»-), Making a 

noise (a horse) when travelling, (a bird) 
when flying, (a tree) when shaken by the 
wind; (a serpent) when crawling forth 
out of its slongh. 

A IĴ E. haqq, hag (v.n.), Acting justly, up-
rightly ; jus t , r igh t ; correct,true ; justness, 
t ru th ; reality,fact; justice,recti tude,equity; 
law,reason; right, title, privilege,claim, due ; 

lot, portion, proprietorship; death (as the 
common lot of a l l ) ; duty, obligation; 
behalf, benefit, interest; the Truth, the true 
God; name of a bird said to suspend 
itself by tbe claws by night and continu-
ally to cry haq haq;—haqqi dshndi, The 
r ights of friendship ;—haqqu 's-sa'i, The 
wages of labour, recompense for trouble;— 
haqqu 'l-'dbd, " The r ight of the slave," the 
r ight of au in jured individual to redress or 
justice ;—haqqu 'l-qadam, The reward of a 
messenger;—haqqu ' l-ldh, ' ' T h e right of 
God " ; punishment for religious offences; 
—haqqu 'n-nds, The rights of man, punish-
ment for crimes against society ;—haqqu 'n-
ndzirin, What is lef t af ter a banquet for 
the servants and spectators;— haqqu 'n-
nafs, Right acquired, earnings, honoraria, 
remunerations (m.c.) ;—haqqu 'l-waqi'a, A 
statement or record of facts ; — haqq bar 
kandr guzdshtan, To neglect a duty ;—haqqi 
tahrlr, The due or fee of a letter-writer;— 
haqqi tahsll, The r ight of collection; the rate 
or fee of the officer employed to collect 
rents ;—haqqi tarbiyat, Grat i tude for educa-
tion ; — haqqi tasnlf, Copyr ight ; — haqq 
ta'ald, God Almighty ; — haqqi tawaqqu', 
The right of expecting (au office or employ-
ment, m.c.) \—haqq jalla jaldlu-hu, God in 
all his glory; — haqqi juwdr, Right of 
pre-emption ; — haqqi chahdrum, A fourth 
share ;—haqqi hin-haydt, A life-interest;— 
haqqi khidmat, Reward of service, right 
acquired by service;--haqqi khizdna, A 
duty of two per cent, claimed by the infe-
rior treasurer upon all moneys paid into 
the royal treasury ;—haqq khwurdan (dash-
tan]),To have a share in, to partake;—haqqi 
dakhil-ddri, Right of occupancy ; — haqq 
ddshtan, To have a r ight t o ; to have a 
share i n ; to have one's r ights ; to be 
right (m.c.) ;—haqqi ri'dya, Right of the 
subject ; tenant-right;—haqqi ri'dya, Duty 
o£ respect;—haqqizadagi, Birthright;—haqqi 
zamindari, Tbe rights and interests of laud-
owners, proprietary r ight of a zamnid.'Ir ; — 
haqqi Bar ba-rdh, The right of management; 
—haqqi sarkdr, The right of Government to 
a share of crops or a money commutation; 
—haqqi shufd, Right of pre-emption;—haqq 
fardmosh kardan, To forget or neglect one's 
duty ;—haqqi qd'im-maqami, The right of 
being presented by another haqqi qada-
mat, The r ight of long-established or im-
memorial cus tom; a prescriptive right;— 
haqq kardan, To give one a share, to make 
to. participate ;—haqq guzdrdan, To perform 
& duty, to discharge an obligation ;—haqqi 
mal, Right to property ;—haqqi mdl-zdmin, 
Interest, usury;—haqqi mdlikana, Proprie-
tary r ight;— haqqi murajja, Preferential 
right haqqi murawwaja, Customary due; 
—haqqi milkiyat, Right to property ;—haqqi 
nd-tamdm, An imperfect t i t le ; — haqqi 



namak, Fidelity ; — haqqi wdrisi, Rights 
of heirship; reversion; — haqqi wizdrat, 
The Wazir 's fee;—haqq u murdjiq, Rights 
and interests ;—al-fyaqq, I t is t rue ; very 
true ;—bi 'l-haqq, Of a t ruth ;—batariqi haqq, 
In equity ; for the love of God ;—dar haqq, 
In regard to, in respect of, in right of. 

a Us. haqqdn, Really, truly ;—haqqd, haqd 
(P. voc.), 0 God! 

A hiqdb, A girdle ornamented with 
jewels (worn by ladies); name of a 
mountain. 

A. haqdrat (v.n. of Despising; 
being despicable; scorn, contempt, affront, 
disgrace; — haqdrat hardan, To despise, 
affront, disgrace. 

a ^ haqq-dshind'i, Acknowledg-
ment of rights; thankfulness. 

a ^Vaa. haqqdnl, True, pure, disin-
terested ;—mahabbati haqqamya (or simply 
haqqdnlyat), The love of God, perfect 
charity. 

haqd'iq (pi. of haqiqat), Tru ths ;— 
lulumi haqd'iq, Theology. 

A haqab (v.n.), Having his sheath 
so squeezed by the hind girth as to be 
unable to stale (a camel) ;--huqb, hnqub, A 
period of eighty years and upwards ;— 
huqub, Time, season, age; ornamented 
girdles. 

A hiqbat, A space of eighty years. 
a j~jt haq-barsar, A debt, claim, obli-

gation. 
a (^sf ok haq-bin, Having a regard to 

justice. 
<>» haq-pazir, Who approves of jus-

tice. 
a haq-parast, Devoted to t ru th ; 

a worshipper of God (a name which the 
old Persians assumed to themselves). 

a haq-parasti, Devotion to 
truth. 

a haq-pasand, Approving t ru th ; 
just. _ 

A haqqat (v.n.), Being necessary ; 
happening indubitably ; t ru th ; sure ; de-
scending, impending ( judgment) ;—hiqqat, 
A she-camel rising four years old;—huq-
qat, A round box in which pearls, jewels, 
or electuaries or pastils are kep t ; a vase, 
cup, bowl (see 

a / ij*- haq-tar, More worthy ; more le-
gitimate ; truer. 

a jjAli ^ haq-talafi, Violation of a r igh t ; 
perversion of justice; wrong, injury. 

a j* <3==> haq-jo (ju), Truth-seeking. 
a jy*- (J^ haq-huquq, Rights and dues, 

&c. 
a J^ haq-haldl, Lawfu l ; right, due. 
A ASe- hiqd, haqad, haqd (v.n,), Wishing 

ill, hating;—haqad (v.n.), Being withheld 
(rain) ; yielding no ore (a mine);—hiqd, 
Hatred, rancour •,—arbdbi hiqd, The male-
volent. 

a jtaft* haq-dar, Rightful owner, pro-
prietor. 

a <3=- haq-darl, The r ight of claim, 
privilege or property; ownership. 

a haq-dar, Who tears t ru th to 
pieces, who violates justice. 

A haqr (v.n.), Despising, treating with 
contempt. 

a haq-rasi, Justice, redress, re-
lief; the ends of justice. 

haqz (v.n.), Kicking, spurning with 
her foot (a woman). 

a (jrfU-iufie- haq-shinds, Knowing and per-
forming one's duty ; rendering to everyone 
his due; able to appreciate ; grateful . 

a, ̂ U h a q - s h i n d s i , Gratitude ;—haq-
shinasl kardan, To appreciate. 

a jV® <3^ haq-tiraz, Observing t ru th . 
A i-Aa^ hiqf, Wavy heap of sand. 
A hiqafat (pi. of the preceding), 

Waving sand-hills. 
a jijji haq-faroz, Who makes t ru th to 

shine forth. 
a aq-guzdr, Administering jus-

tice. 
a o i j ^ haq-guzdrl, Discharge of obli-

gation, fulfi lment of duty, acknowledg-
ment or requital of favours. 

a &vf t3=- haq'guzin, Approving justice. 
a haq-goy, Speaking t r u t h ; the 

essence of a th ing ; name of a bird tha t 
hangs by a tree and vociferates all night. 

A J3e- fyaql (v.n.), Tilling, sowing (land) ; 
rich arable land. 

A (;)•&- haqn (v.n.), Put t ing milk in a 
bottle in order to make bu t te r ; retaining, 
confining; keeping blood or urine from 
being spilled; preserving from being 
slain. 

a ^ U ,3*. haq nd-haq, Right or wrong; 
by fair means or foul; nolens volens; 
without cause or reason, unjust ly, wrong-
fully. 

a haq-ndshinds, Ungrateful . 
A AAÔ  huqnat, A clyster;—huqna kardan, 

To exhibit an enema;—hukna giriftan, To 
take an injection. 

a j^y ,3=- haq-nawdz, Who cherishes 
t ruth or justice. 

a <3®- haqq-niyoah, Hearing (and 
hence knowing) what is right. 

A YK. haqw (v.n.), Striking on the side, 
waist, or hypochondria; a waist-band; the 
waist, side, hypochondria; a rugged place 
overhanging a stream. 

A ISYE- haqwat, The waist-band ; the place 
where the drawers are tied. 

A AfB*. haqud, Malevolent. 
A JYE- huquq (pi. of haqq), Rights, dues ; 

just claims ; privileges, fees, duties; laws, 
statutes. 

a huqqa (see A round box for 
holding jewels or d rugs ; a casket; a gal-
lipot ; the glass, metal, or earthen water-



vessels through, -which the fumes pass 
when smoking tobacco; a hookah ;—huqqa'i 
dtish, A kind of rocket used in war;— 
fyuqqa'i bi-maghz, A brainless, senseless, 
heartless man ;—huqqa'i sabz, The firma-
ment;—huqqa'i ledwus (kdlus), Name of a 
note in music;—huqqa'i mind, The sky ;— 
tiuqqahai mind-fam, The celestial orbs. 

a jU Afle. huqqa-bdz, A player at cups and 
bails; a juggler; a cut-purse, a pick-pocket; 
a plot ter ; an impostor; a, grenadier; a 
great smoker of the huqqa, 

a huqqa-bdzi, Jugglery, etc. (see 
the preceding). 

a huqqa-barddr, The man who 
prepares the hookah, 

a Aae. huqqa-parddza, A sky-rocket. 
a yS huqqagdr, huqqagar, A turner 

of cups and balls, 
A M " haqqlyat, Reality, r igh t ; claim, 

title ; proprietorship ; property ; a hold-
ing, tenure ; a share;—haqqiyati shikmi, An 
under-tenure ; — haqqiyati kasht, A title 
arising from, cultivation ;—haqqiyati ndqis, 
A defective title. 

haqqlyat-izharl, The mani-
festation or proof of a r ight . 

A fyaqlr, Base, contemptible; little, 
small ; thin, lean ;—haqlr ddshtan, To de-
spise. 

a t̂ j**®- haqiri, Contemptibleness, insig-
nificance, meanness. 

A haqlqat, Truth, reality; (in a 
mystical sense) the spiritual doctrine, 
spirituality ; sincerity ; the real state, cir-
cumstance, or statement of a t h ing ; gist, 
p i th ; account, narration, relation, story ; ex-
planation ;—liaqlqati jam1, A general state-
ment of the public revenues;—haqiqati hal, 
The true or real circumstances of a case, 
statement;—ba-haqiqat, dar haqlqat, f i 'l-
haqlqa, In t ruth ; verily, certainly (m.c.). 

A "Z&sS*. haqlqatan (in P. frequently 
Truly, certainly. 

a ^ haqiqat-bln, Who sees what 
is true or right. 

a (jAifc haqlqat-shinas, Intelligent. 
a haqiqat-ndma, A written 

statement of facts or particulars. 
a haqlql, True, unfeigned, real ; ac-

curate ; radical, essential;—birddari haqlql, 
One's own (uterine) brother. 

A hafck (v.n.), Scratching, rubbing; 
Bcraping, erasing ; rubbing one substance 
against another ; piercing, stinging (the 
hear t ) ; [hakk shudan, To be scratched, &c. ; 
—hakk sahhtan (kardan), To scratch, erase, 
Ac.;]—hikk, Doubt, suspicion. 

A hakkak, A jeweller ; a polisher of 
precious stones; a borer of pearls ; a lapi-
dary. 

A hukdkat, Whatever falls off in 
polishing, filing, rasping, sawing, planing, 
shaving, &c. 

A hikdm (v.n. 3 of Citing before 
a judge. 

A (•IXO. hukkam (pi. of hakim), Princes, 
lords, nobles, governors, judges, magis-
trates hukkami bald-dast, Superior autho-
ritiesorofficers;—hukkami tabi',Subordinate 
officers hukkami zil\ District officers ;— 
hukkami faujddrl, Criminal judges or ma-
gistrates;—hukkami md-taht, Subordinate 
officers;—fyukkami mdl, Revenue officers. 

a hukkami, Of, referring to, done 
by, princes, magistrates, etc. 

A h a k d y d , hikdyat (pi. of the 
following), Stories, tales, &c. 

A hikdyat (v.n. of y ^ ) , Telling, re-
lating; resembling; history, heroic, romance, 
fable, tradition, relation, narrative ;—hikd-
yat bastan (ddshtan, ftro-guzdshtan, kardan, 
guftan), To relate, narrate;—hikdyat kar-
dan, To imitate, to mimic exactly ; to argue. 

A hikkat, Itch, scab ; an itching sen-
sation that induces scratching. 

A ^ hakr (v.n.), Keeping back (grain) till 
a time of scarcity ; a mixture of butter and 
honey;—hakr, hukr, A small cup or bowl; 
a small matter, a trifle;—hakar, Grain laid 
up in store against a season of scarcity ; a 
dispute, quarrel, litigation j water collected 
together, 

A hukrat, Whatever is hid or laid up 
against a time of scarcity. 

A hukm (v.n.), Exercising authority, 
commanding; command, dominion, go-
vernment ; judgment, sentence, decree; 
verdict, doom, award; judicial authority, 
jurisdiction; rule, control, direction, ma-
nagement ; a statute, law, enactment; any-
thing exacted, as a tribute, Ac.; order, pre-
cept ; sanction, permission; effect, influence, 
efficiency; an article of fa i th ; wisdom, 
knowledge ; proportion, relation; (adverbi-
ally) like ; [hukmi biyazi, A royal mandate 
issued with secrecy and despatch;—hukm 
dadan, To govern (m.c.);—hukmi dar-
miydna, An intermediate or interlocutory 
order -—hukmi shar' (shar'i), A judicial 
decree ;—hukmi zabti, OrJerof resumption; 
—hukmi talabl, Summons ; application for 
a decree or judgment;—hukmi zahrl, An 
order written on the back (of a writing); 
—hukm farmudan, To command ; to judge, 
to decide ;—hukmi qidm, A divine decree ;— 
hukmi qazd, The decree of fate;—hukmi 
qatV, A decisive, or final order; an explicit 
command or injunction ; —hukm kardan, To 
judge, decide, sentence, decree, determine, 
order, command, rule over, regulate;—hukm 
kashidan, To obey a command ; — hukmi 
gashtl, A circular order;—hukmi mutlaq, Ab-
solute authority or power ;—hukmi mauqufi, 
Order of dismissal; arrest of judgment;— 
hukmi ndtiq, A peremptory order;—ba-
hukmi, By way of ; for the sake or purpose 
of;—ba-hukmi dn ki, Forasmuch as, seeing 



that, by reason that , because ; to the de-
gree that;—ba-hukmi zarurat, Through ne-
cessity ;]—kakam, An umpire, arbitrator, 
mediator;—hikam. (pi. of hikmat), Wise 
sayings ; sciences. 

A hukman, Immediately, without 
further orders (m.c.). 

A oU<=» hukama' (pi. of hakim), Wise 
men, philosophers; doctors, physicians ;— 
hukama'i dfdq, The wise men of the age;— 
hukamd'i yunan, The Greek philosophers 
(m.c.). 

a hukm-anddz, A skilful archer. 
a ^AM hukm-anddzi, Skill in bow-

man ship. 
ot ^ ^ hukm-barddr, Executing com-

mands ; obedient to orders. 
a y ^Sfc hukm-barddrl, Obedience. 
A hikmat, Wisdom, science, know-

ledge; a wise saying; philosophy, physic, 
medicine; mystery, occult sciences (m.c.) ;— 
fyikmati bdlighaT Mature wisdom ;—hikmati 
khuda (ildhi, rabbdni), Divine mystery; by 
the permission of God;—hikmati riydzl, Ma-
thematics ;—hikmati 'amali, Practical know-
ledge;—hikmati tab% Natural reason or 
instinct (in contradistinction to intellectual 
or spiritual wisdom) ;—dar an chi hikmat-
ast, What's the wit of tha t ? 

hikmat-drd, Wisdom-adorning; 
adorned with wisdom. 

ayt**\ hikmat-dmez, Mingled with 
wisdom or wise sayings. 

a ta^Xa. hikmat-d'ln, Guided by, or 
adorned with wisdom. 

a hikmati, Clever. 
a hukm-ran, Ruling, commanding; 

a governor (m.c.). 
a ^^ hukm-rani, Sway, dominion;— 

hukm-rdni kardan, To govern, to rule (m.c.). 
a hukm-rawd, W h o rules, com-

mands, issues an order. 
a f^a. hukm-kash, Obedient to orders, 
a ^aS hukm-guzdri, Empire, sove-

reignty. 
a <5-*U f ^ hukm-ndma, A written o rder ; 

writ, warrant ; in junc t ion ; prescript. 
a hukmi, Obedient to directions 

(applied to medicine). 
A hukumat, Dominion, sovereignty, 

absolute power; jurisdict ion; a princi-
pality ; the sentence of a judge ;—hukumati 
shajchsi, Personal government; monarchy ; 
autocracy, despotism. 

a ^fe*^ hukumat-jamhurl, Re-
publican government; a republic, demo-
cracy. 

a hukumat-rdn, Reigning 
power. 

a hukumat-gah, Seat of govern-
ment, metropolis, royal residence; a pro-
vince, principality; control. 

a hikka, I tch . 
a (^jSe. hakki, An erasing-knife. 

A hakim, Learned, wise, prudent , 
judicious; a doctor, philosopher ; a physi-
cian ; a name of God;—hakimi danddn, 
A dentist (m.c.) ;—hakimi mutlaq, Omni-
scient. 

a A>U->£=* hakimdna, Sage-like; sagely, 
wisely. 

a t ^ ^ f+sZ^ hakim-bdshi, A head physi-
cian, a physician in waiting (m.c.). 

a hakima (provincially for hakim 
ast), H e is a doctov, a learned man (m.c.). 

a hakimi, The practice of medi-
cine; referring to wise men, doctors, phy-
sicians, &c. 

A hall, hal (v.n.), Untying, unloosing; 
diluting, dissolving, melting; solution; ana-
lysis ; grinding, t r i tura t ion; a l ight ing; 
having passed the days of probation (a 
widow, see SAC) ; [hall shudan, To be untied, 
&c.;—halli 'uqda, The untying of a kno t ;— 
hall kardan, To untie, &c. ;—hall u rabt, 
hall u 'aqd, Loosing and tying ;—gdh hall 
gd.h shadd kardan, To tie and unloose,'un-
loose and tie •>]—hill (v.n.), Being lawful ; 
a lawful th ing ; the dissolution of an oath ; 
doffing the pilgrim's g a r b ; a bu t t or mark 
for archers. 

A s ^ hildb (v.n. 3 of Mi lk ing ; a 
milking-pail. 

A hallab, A milker. 
A giW kalldj, A dresser of cotton, one 

who separates it f rom the seed; surname 
of a Sufic martyr, 

a ^ftk* halldji, The art of dressing cot-
ton ;—halldji kardan, To card or tease 
(cotton or wool) ; (met.) to abuse, revile. . 

A J^SU. haldhil, The wild onion ;—huldhil , 
A prince, a chief of a tribe. 

A J ! ^ haldl (v.n. of J*-), Being legal, le-
gi t imate; a lawful th ing ; legal, sanctioned 
by religion (opp. to haram), suitable for 
food, lawful to eat, killed as prescribed by 
law; lawfully ea rned ; a widow having 
completed her days of probation and hence 
laying aside mourn ing; a lawful wi fe ; 
mastic; [haldl shudan, To be legal, legiti-
mate ;—haldl kardan, To make pure or law-
ful ; to slaughter cattle ; to give ; to marry ; 
—haldl-am, My lawful (wife or husband) ;] 
—kalldl, A looser, solver, dissolver, or re-
solver ;—kashshdfi mushkildt u halldli mu'zi-
Idt, Resolver of doubts and solver of diffi-
culties. 

a JiW halal-khwur, An epithet applied 
to the lowest and vilest classes of the 
people, particularly such as are employed 
in the meanest offices, the removing of car-
rion and the like; so called because every-
th ing is lawful food to them. 

a ^ j A JJJ^ haldl-Jchwuri, Business of 
sweeper. 

a egj-y JSo halal-rozl, Who earns an ho-
nest living;—haldl-rozi shudan, To earn 
one's bread in an honest way. 



a u ^ J J-^- halal-zadagi, Legitimacy of 
b i r th ; nobility, uprightness. 

a iAj, Jic- haldl-zdda, A legitimate son ; 
noble, ingenuous, upright . 

a Jlfc*. haldl-namak, Fai thful , t rue . 
a halala, A woman married again 

with her first divorcer, af ter she had been 
divorced from her second husband. 

a haldli, Fresh ; legitimate ; lawful-
ness ; freedom ;—haldli khpdstan, To claim 
one's lawful share.. 

a halam, hulldm, hulldn, A kid 
taken f rom the mother's womb ; a lamb. 

A haldwat (v.n. of fa), Being sweet; 
sweetness ; delight, pleasure, enjoyment ; 
taste, relish. 

a ^ f a . haldwat-bakhsh, Sweetening, 
impart ing sweetness. 

A J ? ^ hald'il (pi. of halilat), Wives, 
A •-r^halb (v.n.), Milking;—halab (v.n.), 

Milking; milk; Aleppo in Syria. 
A halbat, Horses assembled from 

different stables for running races; a race-
course ; — halabat, halaba (pi. of hdlib), 
Milkers ;—hulbat, huVba, Fenugreek. 

A s^SA^ halibldb, hilibldb, Ivy. 
a halabi, Belonging to a milch cow ; 

native of Aleppo; white iron, tin-plate (m.c.). 
A halbib, Dog's bane. 
a ^ f a halabi sdzi, Fabrication of 

white iron (m.c.). 
A ALE- hallat, A large reed-basket; a street, 

a quar te r ; name of a place in Syria;— 
hallat, hillat, Intent , design, aim ;—hillat. 
Those who alight at a place, guests ; the 
mode of alighting ; a number of dwellings, 
a hundred houses ; an assembly, congrega-
tion, place of meeting;— fyullai , A cloak or 
covering for the body ; a wrapper; a striped 
Arabian garment. 

A hiltit, hiltis, Assafoetida ; 
—hiltisu 't-tibb, Asadulcis. 

A {fa halj (v.n.), Carding wool or cotton, 
separating cotton from the seed; travel-
ling during the n i g h t ; rolling paste in an 
orbicular form; running towards the hen 
with extended wings (a cock). 

JaJs- hilhil, The wild onion. 
a t^Ae- hal-ddri, A collection for mar-

riage licences; licences. 
A &)fa halzun, halazun, A snai l ; a sea-

shell;—halzunu'l-uzn, The cochlea of the 
ear, 

A ^̂ A*. hah (v.n.), A covenant, a treaty ; 
—hits, A great m a n ; name of the fourth 
gaming arrow; dorsers put under saddles 
to save the camels' backs;—AiZs, halas, 
Carpets laid under rich tapestry and fur-
n i t u r e ; — halis, Brave, bold; covetous, 
greedy. 

A halt (v.n.), Contending obstinately ; 
being angry ; being quick, hasty (in any 
business). 

A i-Alfc. half, hilf, halif (v.n.), Swearing; 

—halaf, Name of a p l a n t ; — h i l f , A com-
pact, confederacy; fa i th iu keeping agree-
ments ;—ba-half, On oath. 

A "Uia. halfan, On oath. 
A Air- half a', A certain water-plant, a 

reed ;—hulafd' (pi. of halif), Associates, 
confederates. 

A wie- halfat, An oath. 
a A*\i half-ndma, A declaration on 

oath, an affidavit, 
A (jle- halq (v.n.), Shaving ( the head); 

hur t ing one in the th roa t ; the throat, the 
gul le t ; the windpipe; [Aaigi dzdd, The 
throat (of an animal) t ha t cannot be law-
fully cut;—halq uftddan, To stop short for 
a loss of words, to break down in a speech;] 
—fyilq, A numerous flock; great wealth; a 
royal signet;—halaq (pi. of halqat), Rings, 
circles. 

a ^ j t i A (jic- halq-afshdri, Pressure of the 
throat, strangulation. 

A halqat, halqa, A ring, hoop, circle; 
the r ing or knocker of a door ; a wheel; 
a loop, link, but ton-hole; an assembly, 
circle of friends, f raterni ty ; a circuit; a 
boundary line ; a kind of fireworks ; [AftZqcti 
db-gun, The sky ;—halqa'i iqbdli na mumkin 
jumbanidan, To strive for anything impos-
sible to attain ;—halqa bar dar rekhtan 
(zadan, koftan), halqa bar sinddn zadan, To 
knock at the door;—halqa bar nam kashi-
dan, To disgrace j—halqa bastan, To form a 
circle ;—halqa ba-gosh (dar-gosh), Having 
a ring (of servitude) in the ear, a servant, 
a slave;—halqa'i bini, A nose-ring (worn by 
women) ;—halqa juiribdnidan, To knock at 
the door ;—halqa'i dam, A horse-hair snare; 
a kind of veil;—halqa dar goshi kase kashi-
dan, To render one obedient or submissive, 
to enslave ;—lialqa'i dast-band, The hori-
zon ; the earth ;—halqa zadan, To knock at 
the door ; to form rings or circles, to circle; 
— halqa'i sufra, Rings sown round a 
leathern table-cover ;—halqa'i sauda, An 
assembly or syndicate of merchants, a com-
mercial ring;—halqa'i simin, The ful l moon; 
ice formed on a circular cistern; — halqa 
shudan, To be or become bent (as a bow); 
—halqa kardan, To bend, curve, form into a 
ring, loop, or link;—halqa kardani nam, To 
disgrace ;—halqa kashidan, To draw circles 
(as a conjuror) ;—halqa'i nosh, The lip ; the 
mouth ;—chun halqa bar dar, Standing out-
side the door, unable to en t e r ; firm, steady, 
solid;] — halagat, halaqa (pi. of haliq), 
Shavers. 

. a halqachi, A kind of sweetmeat or 
pastry in form of a ring. 

A F^ALA- hulqum, The throat, gullet, wind-
pipe. 

a ij^As pj^L- hulqum-nashkan, Hard in 
the mouth (horse). 

a jW halqu'i bdz, A silk str ing round 
the neck of a falcon. 



a <ysle» halqa, see above under A. 
a ^AM halqa anddz, Who emits to-

bacco smoke in ringlets (m.c.). 
a Mle* halqa ba-gosh, A slave (see 

® halqa-ba-goshi, Servitude. 
a AaL. halqa-bandi, A concentric divi-

sion of villages; pertaining to such. 
a ut&3bL halqa-pusht, Obedient, sub-

missive ; a slave. 
a halqa-chm, A kind of sweet-

meat. 
a ft Wk. halqa-ddr, (An ear) having a 

ring, i.e. attentive and obedient. 
a j j Aak. halqah dar-gosh, A slave 

(Bee &L-). 
a ^ f y halqa-rubd'i, Running at a 

ring (with the iance), 
a Q) halqa-zan, One who raps at 

the door; a schoolmaster, preceptor. 
a pS &8L. halqa-gir, Who circles (as a 

combatant round his adversary). 
a ft&sL- halqawdr, Like a ring. 
a holql, Gut tura l ;—harf i halqi, A 

guttural letter. 
A halqiyat, Gutturali ty. 
A ITUO. halah (v.n.), Being very b lack; 

intense blackness. 
a hal-kdri, Gilding ; gold or silver 

leaves painted or imprinted on a stuff (see 
i—jdma' i halkari, A garment of such 

stuff. 
A J U halal (v.n. of Je.), Weakness in 

the hough or pastern;—hulal (pi. of hul-
lat), Cloaks ; striped Arabian garments. 

A FLA. hilm (v.n.), Being mild, gentle, 
clement; mildness, meekness, clemency, 
long-suffering; affability, sedateness, calm-
ness, gravity ; wisdom ; — hulm, hulum 
(v.n.), Dreaming in sleep, seeing in sleep ; 
dream; nocturnal pollution ;—halam, Being 
corroded, fretted by worms (a hide). 

A hulamd (pi. of halvm), Mild, 
gentle, meek, clement. 

A halamat, A t ike; a worm which 
infests a hide; the nipple ; the prickly plant 
sa'ddn. 

A hilmiyat, Mildness, gentleness. 
Ajie> halw (v.n,), Being sweet, pleasant (to 

the eye, mind, or t a s te ) ; — hulw, halu, 
Sweet; pleasant, agreeable. 

A D^E. halwd', Any kind of sweet cake or 
paste made with flour; sweetmeat; an 
electuary ; anything soft and sweet; sweet 
fruit, fruit;—halwd'i dshtl (sulh), Sweet-
meats sent to one another on making peace; 
—halwd'i birinj, A sweetmeat made of rice-
flower; — halwd'i bi-diid (bi-dukhan), An 
esteemed kind of confection ; a kiss;— 
halwaiiar, Sweet and juicy f r u i t ; = halw a'i 
bi-dud above; (met.) the lips of a mistress ; 
—halwd'i ri&hta, A kind of vermicelli;— 
halwd'i ekakar, A confection of sugar ;— 
fralwa-'i 'id, A sweetmeat eaten on feast-

days ;—halwd, ma-khwur, Do not talk at 
random, or rubbish;—halwd'i nim-shakarl 
(nimshakar't), A noted sweetmeat. 

a j- ^^ halwd-suhan, Name of a 
sweetmeat. 

a ft^ft- halwd-gar, A confectioner. 
A y f f t ' hulwdn (v.n. of ft*), Being 

sweet, pleasing, agreeable; a bribe, dou-
ceur, sweetener ; the fee of a broker ; a 
present to a soothsayer ; a woman's dowry. 

a halwdni, ^J\ft halwd'i, A con-
fectioner. 

A VJK*- halub, One who mi lks ; (an ani-
mal) milked. 

A Jft* hulul (v.n. of JP.), Descending, 
alighting, remaining, resting in a place; 
entering, pene t ra t ing ; transmigration ; ar-
riving at the place of sacrifice (a victim) ; 
pu t t ing off her weeds (a widow); being 
due (a debt) ; (pi. of hall) those who al ight 
and stay. 

A S^ft- haluliyat, Name of a sect. 
A pft- hulum (pi. of hilm), Clemencies. 
A ^ f t - halwa = *\ft* q.v. 
A ̂ ^ halwiydt (pi. of the preceding), 

Sweetmeats. 
a AU. hulla, A dress, consisting of a waist-

wrapper and a cloak for the whole body ; a 
robe, garment (see ; — hulla'i adam, 
Adam's garment, (met.) verdure; — hulla 
bdftan, To weave a garment ;—hul la bar-
kitf giriftan (poehidan), To put on a dress. 

a iflU. jfsU. hullagari khak, Who makes a 
dress for the earth, i.e. who produces ver-
dure (applied to God). 

A i f t - haly (v.n.), Decorating (herself) 
with jewels and ornaments ; an ornament 
of a sword, especially on the hilt or sheath ; 
[fjalyi db, The rippling of water;]—hibd, 
hula (pL of hilyat, hulyat), Female orna-
ments, gems, jewels. 

A halib, New milk ; date-wine. 
a s^ J jU hul/t,-bandi db, Who adorns 

the earth with green herbs, and produces 
pearls f rom water-drops. 

A &-.U hilyat, hulyai, A jewel or a wo-
man's metallic o rnament ; name of a place 
in Yam an abounding in l ions;—hilyat , The 
external form, bearing or quality of a per-
son. 

A hilUyat, Lawfulness ; leave, per-
mission ;—hilllyat khwdetan, To take leave, 
to say good-bye (m.c.). 

a halij, Carded or dressed (cotton). 
A halif, A confederate, associate; 

one bound to another by an o a t h ; a con-
spirator ;—hallfi ifids, Poor. 

a Ai-la. hulaifcL, Nauie of a medicinal 
seed. 

A J^U. halil, A husband ; a neighbour 
alighted a t a place. 

A halilat, A wife; alighted a t a 
place (fem.) . 

A haltm, Mild, meek, gentle, affable, 



clement; a title of God ; a fa t an ima l ; a 
kind of food dressed in the Muharram. 

A halimat, Name of Muhammad's 
nurse. 

A halaimu, Garden-sorrel. 
a Ajle- hilya, hulya, The external appear-

ance (of a man) ; a description of the face 
or countenance ; a description-roll. 

a A-U Aj-W hilya-ndma, A description-
roll. 

A ham, A husband or wife's father or 
relation;—liamm (v.n.), Making h o t ; heat-
ing ; kindling ; exciting, encouraging, has-
tening (a departure) ; tending towards, de-
signing, purposing ;—hamm, tyumm, The 
best part of anything. 

A V*C- hama\ A husband's fa ther or bro-
ther ; black, thin mud. 

A SUs- hamdt, A wife's or husband's 
mother; Hamath in Syria;—hurftdt (pi. of 
hdml), Protectors. 

A hamdhim, A kind of mint; ac-
cording to others = JJYIL j q.v. 

A jUo. himdr, A male ass, a donkey ; 
name of an apostate from the fai th (Hirnar 
ibn Malik) ;—zu'Uhimdri 'l-aswad, Name of 
'Ans6, a pseudo prophet in the time of Mu-
hammad. 

A jW- hammar, An ass-driver. 
a isfa"*- himdrl, Asinine. 
A ejUa- hamdzat (v.n. of Being 

strong, stout, firm ; strength. 
A A»,Uo. hamasat, Valour, bravery; the 

celebrated anthology of the ancient Arabian 
poets compiled by Abu Tamam. 

A (JAUJ- hummaz, Wild sorrel; the juice 
of an orange ;—hummdzi bust aril, Garden-
sorrel. 

A Ummat, A kind of fig. 
A jW=» humdq, Small-pox, measles. 
A AiU^ hamaqat (v.n. of Being 

silly, foolish, s tup id ; folly, s tup id i ty ; 
being dull (a market) . 

A JU=- hammal, A porter, carrier of bur-
dens ; a pdlki bearer. 

A <3W=» himdlai, A sword-belt; the voca-
tion of a porter ;—hammdla, A female car-
rier of burdens. 

A <3sJUe- hamdllq (pi. of himlaq), Inter-
nal parts of the eye-lashes which they anoint 
with antimony. 

A hamdm, A pigeon; a dove;— 
himdm, Death ;—humdm, The camel fever ; 
a camel seized with fever ;—hammdm, 
vulg. hamdm, A hot bath ; a Turkish ba th ; 
a bagnio;—hamdmi mdriya (maryam), A 
water-bath (Pr. bain-marie). 

A UUa- hamdmd, Stone-parsley, amo-
mum. 

A uuUUa- hamdmdt (pi. of hamdm), Ring-
doves ;—hammamat (pi. of hammdm),Warm 
baths. 

A a^UA. hamdmat, One dove. 
a (J^^UJ®- hammdmchi, hammaml, A 

bagnio-keeper, a keeper of a warm bath ; 
an at tendant at a bath. 

A himdyat (v.n. of ^ F * ^ ) , Protecting, 
defending; guardianship; patronage, 
countenance, support, defence, protection; 
—himdyat dadan, To give protection, to 
defend ; to patronize. 

a himdyatgar, Protective ; a pro-
tector. 

A hamd'id (pi. of hamldat), Laud-
able actions or qualities. 

A JfUe- hamd'il (pi. of himdlat), Shoulder 
sword-belts; r iband or grand cordon of 
an order of knighthood (m.c.); a small 
Kur ' an suspended from the neck as a pre-
servative ; a necklace of flowers or small 
coins ;—-hamd'ili sham shir, A sword-belt;— 
hamd'ili falak, The inclination of the sphere; 
—hamd'il nishastan, To sit with bent body, 
i.e. in a nonchalant or fastidious manner. 

a 0JoUo. hamd'ili, A p lanet 's elliptical 
motion. 

A hamd'im (pi. of hamdmat), Pi-
geons, doves. 

a ^/Ue. humd'l, Feverish, febrile. 
A humat, huma, The venom of a 

scorpion ;—himmat, Death ;—hummat, In-
tense hea t ; blackness. 

A humhum, Plantain ; according to 
others a bramble of which camels are parti-
cularly fond. 

A A^S. hamd (v.n.), P ra i s ing ; returning 
thanks to God, thankful ly acknowledging 
his benefits. 

a hamdan, himdan, Aamdun, 
Penis (see 

A fyamdalat (v.n. of JA**-), Pro-
nouncing the formula al-hamdu li 'Udh, 
Praise be to God ! 

A IIJA+C hamdunat, H a r u n u 'r-rashid's 
daughter ;—hamduna, An ape, baboon. 

A humr (pi. of ahmar), Red;—humar, 
Tamarinds ; Jew's pitch, asphaltum, bitu-
men. 

A hamrd' (fem. of ahmar), Red. 
A humr at, Redness ;—humra, Erysi-

pelas ;—humra'i jafn, Erysipelatous inflam-
mation of the eyelids. 

humz, The tamarind. 
A h a m z (v.n.), Sharpen ing ; biting 

the tongue (anything bitter or sour); 
acritude, bitterness of taste. 

A hamzat, The herb rocket ; a lion; 
name of an uncle of Muhammad. 

A hamas (v.n.), Being ste.dfast, im-
movable (in the fa i th and in batt le); 
—hamis, Strong, bold, hard, firm, un-
blenching (in the faith and in battle). 

A jjSUe- hamsh (v.n.), Inflaming with 
rage; being angry ;—hamash (v.n.), Having 
slender legs. 

A hams (v.n.), Subsiding (a swell-
ing) •, ceasing to vibrate (a swing) ; easily 
extracting a mote from the eye ;—ham$, 



Aims, Name of a famous town in Syria 
(Emessa), 

A (JI**- fyamz (v.n.), Being acid ; feeding 
on a salt, bitter plant (a camel) ; a salt, 
acrid, bitter p lan t ; sorrel. 

A humq, humuq (v.n.), Being foolisb ; 
foolishness, want of unders tanding; wine; 
—hamiq, Thin-bearded. 

A humaqd', hamaqa(plurals of 
hamiq), Fools. 

A eUo. hamak, Pismires ; lice, n i t s ; any-
thing Bmall, minute. 

A haml (v.n.), Carry ing; being preg-
nant (a woman); bearing f ru i t (a tree) ; 
fruit borne in the womb, or on a t ree ; 
(also himl) a burden, a load ; the baggage 
of an army; [haml bar-ddshtan, To conceive ; 
conception, fecundation ;—haml ru'i haml, 
Superfetation ;—haml kardan, To impose a 
burden, to load; to bring, to t ranspor t ; to 
charge, impute, ascribe, accuse;—haml 
giriftan, To conceive, to become p regnan t ; ] 
— himl, haml, A camel which bears the 
women's l i t ter ; a l i t ter;—hamal, A lamb ; 
the sign Aries. 

A himlaq, humlaq, = q.y, 
A £1*=* hamlat, hamla (v.n.), Making an 

assault; an attack, charge, assaul t ; aggres-
sion, invasion ; (met.) coucubitus ;—hamla'i 
dam, Congestion ;—hamla angekhtan (awar-
dan, burdan, sakhtan, kardan), To charge. 

a fa hamla-dar, ^jS hamla-
girdy, Who makes an attack or charge. 

a A* .hamlah-g ir i , An attack, in-
road, invasion. 

A jjU*. humluq, The inner part of the 
eye-lash, which they anoint with surma; 
white of the eye. 

A j***- hamam (v.n. of fa), Becoming 
heated (water); coals; ashes ; anything 
burnt. 

A ye- hamw, hamu, A husband's or wife's 
father or brother ; a wife's relation, 

A himwat (v.n. of Enjoining 
to abstain f r o m ; anything guarded, kept, 
preserved. 

A humus (v.n. of U ^ - ) , Feeding 
on salt and bitter plants (a camel). 

A liyr* humuzat (v.n. of U ^ * ^ ) , Being 
acid; acidity, acridity, bitterness. 

A Jy**. hamul, A carrier; one who bears 
injuries with pat ience; — humul (pi. of 
haml or himl), Camels which carry women 
in litters; the litters themselves; a sup-
pository (med.). 

A hamulat, A beast of burthen 
(especially a horse or camel);—humulat, A 
horse or camel-load, 

A Jj+a- hamd (pi. of hamdma), Doves;— 
hima, A place of herbage or pasture prohi-
bited to the public; a thing prohibited or 
interdicted; the abode of one's beloved;— 
hummd, Fever, ague ; humma'i istiqball, 
Anticipatory fever;—h,ummd'i bd rd'iha'i 

aull, Urinous fever;—hummd'i balghami. 
Mucous (gastric) fever ;—hummd'i khabisa, 
Syncopal fever; — hummd'i dd'ira, Inter-
mit tent fever;—hummd'i da'im, Continuous 
fever;—humma'i dd'imi ghalat, Remittent 
fever ; — humma'i diqqi, Hectic fever ; — 
hummd'i zdti, Essential fever ;—hummd'i 
ratyi, Sympathetic fever ;—hummd'i rib'i, 
A quartan ague ;—humma'i zard, Yellow 
fever;—humma'i safrawi, Bilious fever ;— 
humma'i 'araq-gazi, Miliary fever ;—hum-
md'i lazim, Hectic fever;—hummd'i mutta-
sil, Continuous fever ;—hummd'i muttasili 
kdzib, Remittent fever hummd'i majhuli, 
Sympathetic fever ; — hummd'i nafasiya, 
Puerperal fever ; — humma'i warami, In-
flammatory fever ;—hummd'i yaumi, Ephe-
mera ; feverish lassitude. (See s-^ and ^ y . ) 

A kummaydt (pi. of hummd), 
Fevers. 

A himydtd, A name of Muham-
mad. 

A himyat (v.n. of Prohibit ing, 
forbidding, interdicting ; enjoining to ab-
stain from ; guarded, inaccessible thing ;— 
hamiyat (v.n. of ^y^-), Indignation ; scorn ; 
ardour, impetuosity ; a nice sense of ho-
nour. 

A hamid (fem, hamidat, hamida), 
Praised ; laudable ; glorious ; — akhldqi 
hamida, Praiseworthy manners ; — ausdfi 
hamida, Laudable qualities. 

A hamir (pi. of himar), Asses ;— 
himyar, Name of a place and tribe. 

A hamil, Carried, carried away; 
rubbish, leaves, sticks, &c., carried down by 
the stream ; a foundling reared by stran-
gers ; a bas t a rd ; a slave brought young 
from abroad ; a surety. 

A hamim, Hot water. 
A < h i n n , A certain tribe of demons ;— 

hunn, Name of the founder of a tribe. 
H hanna (for The pommel of a 

saddle; a saddle. 
A Aia- hinnd' (vulg. hind), The shrub 

henna (Lawsonia inermis), used for dyeing 
the hands, feet, and hair;—hind bar kaji 
kase nihddan, (met.) To make one unfit for 
work; — hind bastan, To dye with henna 
(applied to women) ; — hina'i pari zagh, 
Henna which turns black af ter use —hina'i 
du-bdra-band, Henna repeatedly applied to 
produce a deeper t int;—hina'i qadah, l 'ed 
wine;—hina'i quraish (qarish), Moss growing 
upon stones, lichen ;—hina'i girya, Tears of 
blood ;—hind malidan, To dye with henna 
(applied to men) ;-—hina'i majnun, Woad ; 
—hind • nau kardan, To dye afresh with 
henna ;—pd'i kase dar hind bastan, (met.) 
To prevent one from walking. 

A handbilat (pi. of hambali), Ham-
balites, followers of Ibn Hambal. 

a Lfc. hind-band, Dyed with henna 
(paper). 



a (^AAI La. kind-bandan, ^AA* U&. hina-
bandi, The ceremony of sending henna for 
a bride on t h e eve of the wedding-day ; a 
marriage-feast. 

h (jMy Le- hannd-tardsh, ft* Uo. hannd-
sdz, A saddle-maker. 

a ft hind-zdr, Abounding in henua. 
A hanndt, A seller of wheat (hintat') • 

or of sweet herbs for the dead (hanut) . 
A hindtat, The art of embalming. 
A handn (v.n. of Y®-), Pitying ; pa-

rental or filial affection; pity, compassion ; 
sustenance ; daily b read ; blessing, pros-
perity ; sedateness, gravity;—hannan, Most 
compassionate or affectionate (one of the 
epithets of God) ; tenderly affected ; open, 
clear (way). 

A &L&. hanndnat, hanndna, A woman 
who, with grief and lamentation, recalls to 
mind a deceased husband (see and 

; a twanging bow; a tree, leaning 
against which Muhammad used to preach. 

a hind'l, Of the colour of henna ; 
a seller of henna. 

A J**0- hambal, A short, dwarfish man ; a 
worn-out boot ; the sea; (for ibn hambal) 
name of an eminent Muhammadau lawyer, 
and head of one of the four chief sects in 
Muhammadanism. 

a ^ftt-z- hamball, A follower of ( Ibn) 
Hambal (one of the four chief Muhamma-
dau lawyers). 

A hannat, A wife ; a woman's name 
(Hanna) , in particular of the mother of the 
Virgin Mary ; the affectionate call of a 
came' for her col t ; —hinnal, Madness. 

A kins (v.n.), A sin, crime ; swear-
ing falsely ; a bias (true or false). 

A hanj (v.n.), Inclining, giving a 
bias,' twisting a rope; necessity, necessary 
business ;—hinj, Root, origin, stock ; hear t ; 
the middle of anything. 

A hanjar, Sjjj^ hanjarat, hanjara, 
The gullet. 

a (jjUali fiy^-A^ hanjara-ghaltdn, A warbler. 
A J^YAIS^ handqilqd, The lote-tree. 
A A ^ hanz (v.n.), Roasting (a sheep) in 

a hollow place, laying hot stones over i t ; 
scorching (the sun a traveller) ; spurring 
(a horse), making him sweat by exercising 
him a heat or two, and exposing him with 
housing on to the sun. 

A hanas (v.n.), Pushing courage-
ously into the hottest of the batt le ;—hunus, 
Pious, chaste (people). 

A Sate, hant (v.n.), Being read (leather) ; 
colouring red. 

A hintat, Wheat . 
A Jkte. hanzal, The wild gourd, colocynth 

(Cucumis eolocynthis). 
A hanaf (v.n.), Being upright in re-

ligion, orthodoxy ; being bow-legged ; 
walking on the outer edges of the feet. 

A hunafa' (pi. of hanlf), Orthodox 
believers. 

a hanafl, Orthodox ;—mazhabi ha-
nafl, The t rue religion ; (for hanlfl) the 
sect of Hanifah. 

A hanajiyat, True religion, ortho-
doxy. 

A hanaq (v.n.), Being angry, indig-
nant ; indignation, anger. 

A hank (v.n.), Pu t t i ng a curb or 
check-rein under a horse's ch in ; confirm-
ing, doing firmly and well; rendering ex-
pert (age) ; rubbing the palate of an in-
fan t with chewed date or honey (in order 
to iuduce it to suck) ;—hanak, The palate 
and the under part of the mouth ; a beak ; 
a foraging party. 

A hanw (v.n.), Bending, twisting ; 
making crooked and curved ;—hinw, hanw, 
The crooked t imber of a saddle ; the side 
of any thing;—hunuw (v.n. of y - ) , Being 
affectionate, loving (as a mother who for her 
children's sake rejects a second marriage); 
being desirous. 

A hanut, Sweet herbs which they are 
wont to sprinkle or strew over dead bodies. 

a J ^ f t hanut-farosh, A vendor of 
sweet herbs for the dead. 

a hant (pi. of the following), Bows. 
A I-TTE. hanlyat, A bow. 
A hanlz, Hot roast meat whose drip-

ping fa l ls ; roasted thoroughly under 
heated stones ( m u t t o n ) ; thrown into a 
sweat by being exercised in the sun (a 
horse); scalding (water) ; a kind of oint-
men t ; a perfumed lotion for the head. 

A hanlf, One professing the reli-
gion of Abraham; an orthodox Musul-
m a n ; firm, unshaken in his religious pro-
fession. 

A Sjuj^. ( f t abu) hanlf at (hanlfa), Name 
of twenty learned doctors ; the most cele-
brated of whom was nulmdn bin sabit, 
One of the four chiefs of the principal Mu-
hammadan sects. 

A iM*^ hanlfiyat, Sect of (Abu) Hanifa; 
orthodoxy. 

a hanln (v.n. of Qft), Experiencing 
and exhibiting strong emotions (whether of 
pleasure or of pa in ) ; love, affectionate 
yearning; the affectionate cry of a camel 
for her colt;—hunain, A certain boot-maker 
whose name has passed into a proverb; 
name of a translator of Greek works into 
Arabic ; name of a place celebrated for one 
of Muhammad's victorious battles. 

A hauwa' (fem. of ahwd), Black or 
dusky-l ipped; Eve the mother of man-
kind. 

A hau'ab, A wide valley; name of 
a place near Basra. 

A hawajib (pi. of hdjib), Eye-
brows;—hawdjibu 'sh-shams, The margin 
of the sun. 



A hawadis (pi, of hadisa), cytfAj^ 
hawadisat (pi. of the preceding plural), 
Accidents, events ; calamities, misfortunes; 
—hawadis afynn khwurd, Calamities have 
ceased ; — hawadis %huft, Calamities have 
passed away. 

a Wj hawadU-zada, Unfortunate. 
A hiwdz, Distance. 
a hawdrl, A washer of garments ; 

a fuller ; one who acts sincerely or faith-
fully; a friend, assistant, companion; a 
companion or disciple of Muhammad ; an 
apostle of Chr is t ; — for A. haw ard, The 
finest and whitest flour ; white bread. 

A haivdriytm, Apostles, particu-
larly those of Jesus Chr is t ; companions of 
Muhammad. 

A yJy^ hawdss, vulg, hawds (pi. of has-
sat), The senses ;—hawdssi andar unl, In-
ternal senses;—hawdssi barrdnl (zdhirl), 

.External senses ; feeling ;—hawdssi khamsa, 
The, five senses. 

a Aas.̂  (jAj^ hawdg-bdhhia, Out of one's 
senses. 

A ^ I j t . hawds hi (pi. of hdshiyat), Mar-
gins, borders, hems, marginal notes or ob-
servations ; followers, at tendants, domes-
tics;—hawashl muflda, Useful explanatory 
notes (m.c.) ;—umard' u hawashl, Princes 
and people, grandees and plebeians. 

A JAy*- hawdsil (pi. of hausala), (Birds') 
crops, Btomachs; a pelican; (— J-**- q.v.) 
the egg-plant. 

A hawaldt (pi. of the following), 
Transfers, &c.;—arbabi hawaldt, Holders of 
commissions or trusts. 

A hawdlat, hawdla, Transfer ; com-
mitment ; charge, trust, care, custody; de-
posit, consignment (of property) ; assign-
ment (for payment) ; (adverbially) in the 
charge or care of;—hawdla chize ba-kase 
kardan, To impute ;—hawdla shudan, To be 
entrusted, to be transferred ; -hawdla kar-
dan (farmudan), To transmit, transfer one's 
power to another, to empower one to de-
mand a debt; to give in charge, recommend ; 
to impute; to brandish ; to aim, strike. 

a hawd.lat.gdh, = il? q.v. 
a hawdlajdt (pi. of Trusts, 

Ac. 
J ^ hawal-dar, (in India) A native 

military officer of inferior rank, a havil-
diir. 

a hav)dla-gdh, A public walk in 
the environs of a city, au esplanade; a 
resting-place. 

A hawdla, in P. hawdll, Environs, 
outskirts, parts adjacent;—hawdll shahr, 
Suburbs. 

A hawdyd (pi. of hawlyat), Intes-
tines; fatty parts adhering to them. 

A haub (v.n.), Calling out to camels ; 
sinning, offending; father and mother, 
parents ; a sister ; a daughter ; grief, sad-

ness ; solitariness ; poverty, humility ;— 
haub, hub, Crime, sin;—hub, Affliction, 
gr ief ; calamity; destruction, d e a t h ; dis-
ease. 

A hy haubat (v.n. of Sinning;— 
hubat, A sin, crime ; a man incapable of 
good or evi l ; a poor man. 

A ^ y haut (v.n.), Plying round any-
thing (a bird) ;—hid, A large fish ; the 
sign Pisces ;—huti gardun, The sign Pisces ; 
—sdhibu 'l-hiit, The prophet Jonah. 

A &y hauj (v.n.), Being in want of ; 
peace, safety ;—huj, Poverty ;—hiwaj (pi. 
of hajat), Necessaries. 

A ^ y kaujam (pi. of the following), 
Red roses of which rose-water is made. 

A haujamat, A red rose. 
A JJA- hauz (v.n.), Driving f a s t ; keeping, 

preserving with care. 
A j y haur (v.n.), Returning; being as-

tonished, bewildered ; unloosing, opening 
the folds of a turban-sash; depth, profun-
dity ; that which is under the turban-
sash ; apparently — Ar. hauwar in [hauri 
rumi, The black poplar;—hauri hindl, A 
grain similar to tfie seed duqu (see y y ) ] ; — 
hur (v.n.), Ruin, destruction; diminution, 
decrease; (pi. of ahwar and haurd'), Beauti-
ful-eyed (see the following);—hawar (v.n.), 
Being extremely bright (the white and 
black of the eye) ; extreme whiteness of 
the eye with inteuse blackness; total 
blackness of the eye (as tha t of a doe). 

a ^y hur, j y huri bihishti (origi-
ginally pi., in P . also used as sing.), Vir-
gins or a virgin of Paradise, houri;—hur 
az dast (jasm) raft, Life has departed (hur 
by the grammatical artifice maqliib mus-
tdwl, or palindrome, standing for ruh; see 
i^jjia*) ;—hum yn-nisa\ The most enchant-
ing of women ;— huri zabdnl-sdz, (met.) 
Sword j—hur u ghilmdn, Maidens and youths 
of Paradise. 

A haurd' (fem. of ahwar), Black-
eyed ; a houri. 

a AJAA ^ haur-isfand, The anemone. 
a <y\jy=>- hur an (P. pi. of hur), Virgins of 

Paradise, houris \~haurdn, The southern 
regions of Damascus ; the herb tarragon. 

a oty haura-nizhad, Of the race of the 
black-eyed beauties of Paradise. 

a }y hur-paikar, Houri-faced. 
a ^ y hur-zad, a A) ^ hur-zdda, Born of 

a celestial nymph. 
a ^ y hure, One virgin of Paradise, one 

black-eyed nympb, or houri. 
A j y hauz (v.n.), Collecting, accumula-

ting, acquiring; urging vehemently for-
ward; driving (camels) slowly; a gentle pace. 

A hauzat, hauza, Tract, side, p a r t ; 
middle (of a kingdom); nature (of a man); 
vulva; name of a valley in Hijaz . 

A ,j*y haus (v.n.), Searching anxiously 
for anything. 



A Jit}*, hamh (v.n.), Beating up (game) 
on all sides, and driving (it) into the n e t ; 
collecting and driving to the water (camels, 
Ac.)-

A haushab, Full-sided, blown out 
(camel) ; the pastern; a hare ; a fox ; a 
ca l f ; name of a man, 

A hushiyat, Savageness, misan-
thropy. 

A \j>f~ haus (v.n.), Sewing u p ; joining 
two things closely ;—litis (pi. of ahwas), 
Those whose eyes are narrow at the 
corners. 

A haumal. at, hausala, The stomach, 
maw, or crop; capacity ; spirit, ambition; 
desire ; courage, patience ;—hausala har-
dan, To exercise patience, to contain one-
Belf (m.c.). 

a f t alojo. hausala-ddr, Capacious; am-
bitious, aspiring. 

a hausala-dari, Capacity ; am-
bition. 

a aLoja. hausalamand, Ambitious, as-
piring ; enterprising, bold, daring. 

A y&JS- hauz, A large reservoir of water, 
bason of a fountain, pond, tank, vat, cis-
tern ; (also hauzi mdhi) the sign Pisces ;— 
hauzi db, The sky ;—hauzi tarsd, A vessel in 
which the juice of grapes is pressed out ;— 
hauzi leursi, A place tha t can be heated, with 
a seat raised over it to sit upon in winter ; 
—hauzi kausar, A reservoir of nectar in 
Paradise;—hauzi lab-garddn, A reservoir 
or cistern with a low border;—hauzi nu'-
mdn, Name of a pond whose water, which 
was very salt, became sweet at the advent 
of the Prophet. 

a A^fcja. hauzcha, A small reservoir, cis-
tern. 

a i i U ^ ^ hauz-khdna, A building con-
taining basins of water (m.c.). 

a hauzak, Small reservoir; big dish. 
a Ai^ hauza, A basin-shaped litter to 

ride in upon an elephant, &c. (comp. gAyfe 
and 

A TY- haut (v.n,), Keeping, preserving, 
taking care o f ; surrounding. 

A hauf, A leathern girdle worn by 
menstruoug women or by children under age; 
a kind of camel-litter. 

O^f* haufardn, Tarragon. 
A hauq (v.n.), Sweeping; rubbing, 

smoothing; surrounding, encompassing; a 
great multitude ;—huq, Margo glandis. 

A udy- hauh (v.n,), Weaving; basil 
royal; name of a mountain. 

A J y - haul (v.n.), Changing ; revolving ; 
returning, passing by or over; detaining ; a 
year ; strength, power, might ; deceit; [7<r 
haul, There is no power, a deprecatory 
phrase, contracted from Id haula wa la 
q-iiwata ilia bi 'lldhi 'l-'aliyi 'l-lazim, There 
is no power nor strength but in God, the 
High , the Great;]—hul (v.n.), Conceiving 

(a camel) ; camels not conceiving in the 
first year ;—hiwal, Transportation, passage, 
change of place;—hawal (v.n.), Squinting; 
diplopia. 

a ^Af* hawal-ddr, = ^ U W q.v. 
A CJXSJC haulak, Pain in the throat ; mis-

fortune. 
A FAJJO- haulaqat (v.n. of Saying Id 

haula wa Id quwata Hid bi 'lldh, Neither 
power nor strength except in God (see 
under Jj=- haul). 

A J t f - J haul u haush, Surroundings, 
environs (m.c.). 

a haula, Name of two tracts in Syria 
dependent on Emessa and Damascus re. 
spectively. 

A pf* haum (v.n.), Going round ; skim-
ming in circles (as a bird) ; a large herd of 
camels. 

A Y U Y * hawamdn (v.n, of Skim-
ming in circles (a bird). 

haumdna, Name of a shrub. 
A haumat, The greatest quantity or 

power of anyth ing ; a great batt le; a 
battle-field, 

A f f * haumar, The tamarind (see 
and 

A h,aumal, A current of pure water; 
the first of anything; a cloud black with 
ra in; name of a place; name of a penu-
rious woman, who starved a bitch that 
kept watch a t night until it bit off its own 
ta i l ; hence, ajwa' min kalbati haumal, More 
famished than Haumal 's bitch. 

hawet, A coarse cloth to cover the 
hump of a camel. 

hawij, ijr.f* hawiji, Pot-herbs, sea-
sonings ; sweets, dainties. 

a ^ f t f - hawili, A house, dwelling, habi-
tation ; the districts attached to, and in 
the vicinity of, the capital of a province; 
government lands. 

A ^ haiy, Alive ; a family, part of a 
tribe, a tr ibe; pudendum muliebre; [haiyu 'l-
'dlam, A perennial plant, house-leek;—haiyi 
qaiyum (haiy u qaiyum), haiyi Id-yamut, 
Eterna l ; immortal, imperishable ;] —haiya, 
Come hi ther ; approach;—haiya s'-salat, 
Hasten to prayer (call of the Mu'azzin). 

A ̂ haya', Rain; a plentiful year. 
hayd' (v.n. of ^je0-), Blushing; 

shame, penitence ; modesty, bashfulness;— 
hayd balidan, To blush; to be ashamed. 

A SW^ haydt, L i fe ; life-time ;—haydti 
abadi, Eternal life, salvation;—haydti tdza, 
New life (used to express recovery from 
severe illness, or the pleasure derived from 
meeting a f r iend);—haydt dddan, To give 
life;—haydt sipurdan, To sacrifice life;— 
haydti musta'dr, A contingent life (depend-
ing on the will of God) ;—haydt ydftan, To 
find life ;—md da-ma 'l-haydt, As long as 
life lasts, till your life's end. 

A UYU haiydt (pi. of haiyat), Serpents. 



a haydt-bakhsh, Life-giving. 
a ^ ^ haydti, Of or pertaining to a life-

time, for life. 
ajU hay d-dar, Modest. 
A JSJTJFI- hay aril (pi. of hairdn), Asto-

nished, startled, amazed, dazzled. 
a 8*1) W- hayd-zada, Abashed, ashamed. 
A hiydsat (v.n. of Sewing to-

gether, joining; a girdle. 
A GTLS, hiydz (pi. of hauz), Reservoirs, 

&c. 
a U^c- hiydt (pi. of hdit), Walls, inner 

court, yard, vestibule (m.c.). 
A hiydt at (v.n. of k ^ ) , Keeping, 

preserving ; watching. 
A ̂ U®- hiydkat, Ar t of weaving. 
a ds^S hayd-kushta, Overwhelmed with 

shame. 
A JW- hiydl (v.n. of Not con-

ceiving (camels) though covered, or a palm-
tvee though fecundated ; opposite, contrary. 

A ^ liaiyat, A serpent (said never to 
die except from accident); a long scorpion. 

A s-tf* hitdn (pi. of hut), Large fishes. 
A hais, W h e r e ; wheresoever, to 

whatever place;—mm hais, Seeing that, be-
cause. 

A haislyat, Position, locality ; ubi-
quity ; universality (in science); quality ; 
capacity, ability, mer i t ; means, resources ; 
status ; nature, character;—haislyati 'urfi, 
Repute, reputation, character ;—arbdbi hai-
siyat, Contemplative, scientific (persons) ; 
—az haisiyat, With regard to, as to (m.c.). 

A ^ haid (v.n.), Turning aside from, 
swerving; a transverse knot upon the 
horn of an ibex or mountain-goat ; a pro-
jection from a mountain's side; any pro-
tuberance ;—hayad, Food. 

AJA-2- haidar, A l ion; a proper name; 
(also haidaru 'Udh, The lion of the Lord, 
or haidari karrdr, The lion of repeated at-
tack) name of 'Ali, son-in-law of Muham-
mad;—haidar 'all, Firs t sultan of Mysore ; 
—haidar-quli, Servant of 'All (as proper 
name). 

a Atf haidar-abad, Name of two cities 
in India. 

a j-ijc- haidar-mandqib, Like 'All in 
virtues. 

a haidar-ndma, Title of a book 
written by Faridu 'd-din 'Attar . 

a haidari, Of or belonging to Hai-
dar; one of the sect of 'Ali; an adherent 
of Qutbu 'd-din 'All, the founder of a 
mystic sect. 

A kair (v.n.), Being astonished, con-
founded, disturbed; being dazzled (the 
sight). 

A hairdn, Astonished, confounded, 
confused, bewildered, dazzled, amazed, as-
tounded ; perplexed, distracted, worried, 
harassed ; [hairdn u sar-garddn, Wander-
ing about in a distracted or bewildered 

state of mind; ]—hayardn (v.n. of ys"-), in 
P . also hairdn, Being astonished, <fcc. 

a SO) y^sc- hairan-zada, — q.v. 
a hairdnl, Astonishment, perturba-

tion ; astonished, perturbed. 
A hairat (v.n. of Being as-

tounded, confounded; amazement, conster-
nation, perturbation, stupor ;—hir at, A city 
in Mesopotamia; a reply. 

a c ^ t hairat- djirin, W h a t creates 
astonishment, &c. 

a fcwjsa. hairat-afzd, Astonishing, 
amazing. 

a hairat-angez, Excit ing wonder. 
a hairat-zada, Struck with 

amazement, thunder-struck. 
a s-»U wi^-e- hairat-ma' db, Astonished, 

amazed. 
a hairati, Astonished, amazed, be-

wildered. 
A U^E. hairamd, Sometimes, often. 
A haird, Astonished, amazed 

(woman), 
a hlrl, Native of Hi ra t in Mesopo-

tamia. 
A hah, A place, portion, quarter , 

tract, region ; a courtyard, area. 
j**- hlz, A vessel used in baths, either for 

drinking or pouring water upon the body ; 
a catamite, 

A haizum, The breast, or the middle 
of i t ; the steed on which the angel Gabriel 
is said to ride, 

(jyse- hlzl, Sodomy ;—hizi kardan, To com-
mit sodomy. 

A (j***- hais (v.n.), Mixing or preparing a 
kind of dish made f rom dates, butter, and 
coagulated milk ; food thus prepared. 

A hayaeh (v.n.), Quaking from fear ; 
inspiring with terror ; making haste, 

A hais (v.n.), Turning away from, 
swerving ;~hais-bais, his-bis, A perplexed 
business, a misfor tune; perplexity, hesita-
tion, suspense. 

A J -o^ haisal, The egg-plant. 
A haiz (v.n.), Having the courses, 

aud on tha t account abstaining from 
prayer ; the menstrual discharge ; — haiz 
awardan, To be menstruous ;—haizi dukh-
tari Qarusi) rat, Red wine; — haizi safed, 
Semen genitale ;—haizi gul, The redness or 
brightness of the rose. 

a haizi, A wicked brat , i m p ; illegi-
timate, bastard. 

A hitdn (pi. of hd'it), Walls. 
A ALJE* hi tat, hit a, An enclosure ; a cour t ; 

—ba-hita'i tasarruf dwa rdan, To appro-
priate. 

A hai'alat (v.n. of J * ^ ) , Pronoun-
cing the formula haiya *aid 's-saldt, Come 
to prayer!—haiya 'aid 'l-falah, Come to 
safety or happiness. 

A haif (v.n.), Practising injust ice; 



injustice, violence, oppression ; revenge ; a 
p i ty ; alas ! what a pity ;—haif ast, W h a t a 
shame!—haif burdan, To afflict, to grieve 
one;—haif khwurdan, To be grieved, sor-
rowful, afflicted ;—haif kardan, To oppress, 
practise injustice ;—haif kashldan (giriftan), 
To take revenge;—haif na-bashad, Is it not 
a pity, a shame? (mm.cc.);—haif u mail 
kardan, To appropriate unjustly ;—sad haif, 
A thousand (lit. a hundred) pities (m.c.). 

A haiq (v.n.), Surrounding, girding; 
lighting upon, overtaking (as affliction or 
a snare) ; whatever befalls a man as the re-
sult of his own misconduct. 

A isAso. },iaik (v.n.), S t ru t t ing ; walking 
leisurely ; sinking into the mind (a word) ; 
cutting, penetrating (a sword or large 
knife) ; weaving. 

A JSE- hail, Power; craft, wile, sagacity ; 
—hiyal (pi. of hllat), Frauds, tricks, stra-
tagems. 

A hllat, hlla, Machination, stratagem, 
finesse, knavery; pretence; trick, plot ; 
f raud, deceit, deception ;—J fda anddkhtan 
(kardan, namudan), To use art, to deceive ; 
to lay snares. 

a " V s ( f o r hllatan, Artfully, de-
ceitfully, by fraud. 

a f t Al^ hlla-baz, A knave, cheat. 
a <^ft htla-bdzl, Villainy, deceit. 
a -u} ii^c hlla-band, A cheat. 
A h'da-blla, All kinds of tricks or 

stratagems (m.c.). 
a hlla-pizhuh, A trickster. 
a jC. alas, hlla-sdz, A cheat, deceiver. 
a ^ f t hlla-sdzi, Deceit, f r aud ; play-

ing tricks ; immoralities ; false weight, Ac. 
a •J^rf al*^ Jfda-farosh, A dealer in deceit; 

a crafty fellow ; sly, malicious, crafty. 
a ft hila-kdr, ft aJLa* hllagar, A cheat; 

subtle, crafty. 
a ^ Aî a. hila-garl, Deceit, f raud, 

roguery. 
a j) ALŜ  hila war, A cheat, a deceiver. 
a ^^ hilawarl, Deceit, roguery. 
A y-se- hain (v.n.), Arriving (time) ; being 

near to ; destruction ; death ;—hln, Time, 
an age, forty years, seven years, half a 
year, eve and morn ; the day of judgment ; 
—hlni haydt, Life-time ;—hini raftan, At 
the moment of departure. 

A haiwan (v.n.), Living ; l i fe; an 
animal; a brute ; a stupid fellow, a block-
head;—haiwdni tambal, The sloth (quadru-
ped) ;—haiwdni khdkl wa dbi, An amphi-
bious animal;—haiwdni ghairi natiq, Au 
irrational animal, a brute ;—haiwdni mdshi 
bi-shikam, A reptile ;—haiwdni mutlaq, An 
absolute animal, i.e. a beast or brute ;— 
haiwdni natiq, A talking animal, i.e. a ra-
tional being ;—haiwdni ndhiq, A braying 
animal, an ass. 

A haiwdndt (pi. of the pi'eceding), 
Cattle, brutes ;—haiwandti ghairi vndud, 

Oviparous animals; — haiwandti wulud, 
Viviparous animals. 

a y^ys- haiwan - khwurdn (life-
devourer), Death. 

a o^j* 0 " haiwdni, B ru t a l ; sensual;— 
(aqli haiwdni, Animal instinct. 

a haiwdnlyat, Animal i ty ; animal 
life and nature ; bestiality, brutal i ty (opp. 
to insdnlyat, humanity). 

A haydt, Life. 
a haydt-afzd, Prolonging life. 
A huyud (v.n. of A^C), Declining, 

tu rn ing from, swerving; (pi, of haid) pro-
jections from the sides of mountains ; knots 
in the horns of mountain goats. 

a haiya, The thread-worm, Lumbricus 
teres (see also A. 

t 
t kh (called khd'i sakhiz (see khd'i 

manquta, khd'i mu'jama, dotted khd), The 
ninth letter of the Arabic-Persian alphabet, 
expressing in ari thmetic 600, and repre-
senting Tuesday in almanacks. I t s sound 
corresponds with tha t of the Scotch or 
German ch in loch ( " lake " in Scotch, 
" h o l e " in German). I t is interchangeable 
with £ and c, as sitegh for sitekh, hijlr for 
khijlr. 

U- khd, The shoulder; a sewer, sink; 
(imp. of khdyldan, used in comp.) chew-
ing. 

a khd', The let ter khd ; crines ani. 
khdb, Cast back, rejected ; sleep. 

A jy^A khdbur, A sort of p l a n t ; name of 
a fountain or river in Mesopotamia; name 
of a place. 

A AijU. khdbi'at, A jar for vinegar, wine, 
&c. 

^A^U. khdbldan, To t rample on, tread 
down; to make equal, a d j u s t ; (for khwdbl-
dan) to sleep. 

kh,dt, A kite. 
A kh,atdm, khatam, kkdtim, A 

seal, a seal-ring, a s ignet ; inlaid work, 
mosaic (m.c.) ; the l as t ;—khdt imu 'l-ar}i' 
biyd ('n-nabiyln), The seal of the prophets 
(i.e. the last of the prophets, Muhammad) ; 
—khdtami jam, The seal of Solomon (to 
which many wonderful qualities have been 
at t r ibuted by the Muhammadaus) ; a caba-
listic charm so called (see ^s- and yU^L-) ; 
the l iver;—khdtami suhail-nishdn, khdtami 
goyd (guyd), The mouth of a mistress. 

AA> khdtam-band, An inlayer ; a seal-
engraver. 

khatam-bandl, In la id work; 
seal-engraving. 



A khdtirnat, The end of anyth ing ; 
the epilogue of a book. 

khdtmar, khdtmir, khdtman, 
khatmin, (in Zand) A sister. 

a fa khdtam-sdz, Worker in mosaic 
(m.c.). 

a ^sfa hhdtam-sazl, Inlaid or mosaic 
work; adorned with such (m.c.). 

a tsfa khdtam- kdr I, Inlaid work 
(m.c.) ;—khdtam kari'i sang, Mosaic. 

^aaj <u>ti. khdtima-bandl, A kind of 
workmanship of which they make bows ; 
ceiling of a roof. 

a khataml, khdtiml, A ring or seal-
maker. 

khatmin, A sister. 
A khdtin, fem. khdtinat, khdtina, A 

circumciser. 
hhdtida, Fraud, deceit, seduction; 

vileness, meanness of condition. 
QJJW khdtun, A lady, matron ; a female 

proper name khdtuni jannat, Queen of 
Paradise (a title given to Fatima, daughter 
of Muhammad);—khdtuni jahdn, The sun ; 
—khdtuni khargahi sinjdh, The sun ; the 
moon;—khdtuni khum, A jar of wine ; pure 
wine ;—khdtuni shabistdni falak, The sun ; 
the moon ; the planet Venus ;—khdtuni 
taiydb, Mecca;—khatuni 'arab (kd'indt), 
The Kaaba, or fane at Mecca ; Fat ima ;—• 
khdtuni Hnab, Wine;—khdtuni falak, The 
sun ; the moon ; Venus ;—khdtuni yaghmd, 
The sun; according to others also the 
moon and the planet Venus. 

Atf (jy^* khdtun-dbdd, A quarter in Ispa-
han. 

kftaj, The cross ; the soft part of the 
ear. 

khdjsug, A sickle (see 
khakhidan. To trample, to tread 

under foot (doubtful word). 
AA khdd, A ki te ; a falcon. 
A. khadir, Weak, foolish, s tup id ; a 

lion in his den or in the woods. 
A khddiDeceitful, treacherous. 
A khddim, A domestic servant (male 

or female); a slave; a eunuch ; — khddi-
mu 't-tulabd', A public teacher, professor 
(of a college);—khadimi pir (sipihr), The 
planet Saturn;—khddimi khdnaqah bd o, 
The sun; the planet. Jupi ter ; — khadimi 
dargah, A servant who has charge of a 
tomb or mosque. 

A khddimai, A female servaut. 
A khddimlyat, Service, servitude ; 

condition of a servant. 
fijk. khdda, A straight branch ; a broom-

stick ; an oar; a coal-rake ; a gibbet. 
fa khdr, What scratches (imp. of khdrl-

dan, with the sense of a participle in com-
position); a thorn, thistle, bramble; pile, 
awn, or beard of barley ; the quills of a 
porcupine; a cock's spur ; a s t ing; an 
enemy; an amorous gesture or blandish-

ment ; fu l l moon ; (for khdrd) a very hard 
stone; name of a town in Pe r s i a ; (for 

q.v.) vile, & c . ; — k h d r i ahani, An 
iron spike;—khdri pirdhan, Wha t afflicts, 
pains, is hu r t fu l ; — khdri tardzu, The 
tongue of goldsmith's scales;—khdr chi-
dan, To gather thorns ; (met.) to pro-
tect ;—khdr dar pirdhan rekhtan (dar jaib 
afgandan), To afflict; —khdr dar jigar shi-
kastan, To render restless or unsteady;— 
khdr dar rah shikastan, To collect thorns ; 
to protect ;—khdri dalv-kash, A hook for 
drawing up a bucket ;—khdri rah, Thorns 
in the way ;—khdri sipihr, A misfor tune;— 
khdri saped, White-thorn ; a thorny p l an t ; 
— khdri sih-pahlu, A t r iangular thorn ; a 
tr iangular spear or arrow-head ; — khdri 
shutur (shuturl, ushtur), A plant of which 
camels are fond ; a thistle, tease l ;—khdr 
shudan, To be despised;—khdri zamana 
bd khurmdst, Evil and good are intermixed ; 
—khdri 'aqrab, The sting of a scorpion ; 
(met.) the planet Mars, as presiding over 
the sign Scorpion (see guli mlzdn under 
JO ; — khar kardan, To villifv ; — khdri 
mdhl, A fish-bone ;—khdri mughailan, The 
thorn of the plant mughaildn ;—khdri wazh-
guna, The inverted thorn ;—khdr nihddan, 
To disobey; to oppress;—khar u turunj 
(khurmd), Trouble and repose ; indigence 
and affluence ;—khar u jamdl, A species of 
date;—az {bar) naqshi gor khdr ruyad, 
(met.) Ignominy and contempt ensue 
from it. 

\fa khdrd, A very hard stone, flint, rock; 
waved silk ; a tone in music. 

\fa khard-posh. Dressed in waved 
silk. 

khara-tarash, A stone-cutter. 
^-JU- \fa khard-sitez, F i rm as a rock in 

combat. 
ljU. khdrd-sang, Marble. 

khdra-shikdf, Stone-splitting. 
\fa khard-shikan, Stone-breaking. 

khdrd-kan, Piercing rocks. 
fa khar-anddz, A porcupine. 

(jA^ljU. khdrdnldan, To cause to scratch. 
$ fa khdr-dwar, Thorny ; a thorny 

brake. 
<^fa khara'i, Extreme hardness, 
o—> fa khdr-bast, A hedge of thorns ; 

thorns fixed on a wall. 
<yW jU. khdr-bunan, Roots of brambles. 
AAJ fa khdr-band, — fa q.v. 

.fa khdr-pusht ( thorn-back), A por-
1 hedgehog; name of 

buzurg (tir-anddz, kaldn), A 
cupme, a hedgehog; name of a f r u i t ; — 
khdr-pushti 
porcupine. 

A khdrij, External ; outside; one 
who rebels or comes for th in a hosti le 
manner; a heretic; out of t u n e ; discor-
dant ;—khdrij az isti'mdl, Out of use ;— 
khdrij az bahs, Out of the quest ion;— 
khdrij az hita'i shumdr, Innumerable; 



—khdrij ax 'aql, Senseless, foolish khdrij 
az qismat, Indivis ible;—khdri j az markaz, 
Eccentric. 

W ft khar-ja, A thorny place. 
A "Wft- khdrij an, Out of doors. 
a e^s. khdrij-dhang, Who plays out 

of tune ; discordant, dissonant. 
a z f t khdrij-qismat, The quotient 

(in arith.). 
khdrjang, khdrcha, Name of 

a thorny plant, preserved in vinegar like 
capers. 

a &*-ft- khdrija, The word at the bottom 
of the page, which is repeated at the begin-
ning of the next, a catch-word ; exterior ; 
what is excluded or excepted. 

a <^ft- kharijl, Extrinsic, extraneous; 
a pretender, outlaw; belonging to the sect 
called Kharij iyat . 

a X-tn-ft- kharijiyat, khdrijiya, Name of a 
sect who do not count 'All among the legal 
successors of Muhammad. 

khdr-chang, A crab ; cancer. 
ft khar-china, Small forceps, twee-

zers ; the nails of the thumb and finger 
with which a pinch is inflicted. 

ft khar-chini, A hard substance, 
whence the Chinese make mirrors ; also 
arrow-he ids, a wound from which is mor-
tal. 

ft ft khdr-khar, Scratching; scrubbing; 
disquietude, anxiety ; affliction ; anguish ; 
love, desire; the impulse of the hear t ; a 
wound, fissure; hea t ; itch. 

ft- khar-khasta, Wounded by a 
thorn. 

^ khdr-khasak, A triangular thorn. 
yiA ft. khdr-khez, 

(see e^—^U-). 
Thorns fixed on a wall 

jW khar-dar, Thorny ; barbed ; trou-
blesome, arduous. 

jW khdr-dida, Wounded by a thorn ; 
experienced in and inured to suffering. 

ft ft' khdrzar, A thorny place. 
^ift- khdr-zad, Name of a thorny shrub. 
QUJW khdrsan (shortened from the fol-

lowing), A thorny place or field. 
kharistdn, A thorny place, a 

brake. 
y- ft khdr-sar, Anything pointed. 

ft- khdr-sar-bur, A thorn-cutter; an 
instrument for cutting thorns, a bill. 

•J^ft khdrish, u^kjU. khdrisht, A sore, 
scratch; scab, itch, mange; i tching; 
scratching ;—kharish kardan, To itch. 

khdrishti, Scabby. 
isJU J*ft- khdrishndk, Itchy, scabby. 
A i - i f t - khdrif, The keeper of a palm-

plantation. 
A khdriq, A tearer, split ter;—khdriqi 

'ddat, Contrary to custom, uncommon; — 
afrdsi khdriqatu's-sufuf, Cavalry piercing 
the ranks. 

^ f t - khdrak. A little thorn ; name of an 

island situated in the Persian Gul f ; also of 
a species of dates which grow the re ; dry 
or unripe dates. 

i j ^ f t - khdr-kash, A wood-cutter; a poor 
man who for want of an ass is obliged to 
carry thorns himself ; name of a note in 
music, and of its inventor;—khdr-kush, A 
kind of leathern hose worn over boots. 

& ft* khdr-kan, A digger-up of thorns; a 
basket for carrying them in ; a bush full 
of thorns ; a nursery-man ; name of a note 
in music. 

^ U jU. khdr-mdhi, A sword-fish ; a stur-
geon. 

ft khdr-mahk (khdri mahk), A cer-
tain mountain herb. 

eJUjW khdrndk, Thorny. 
khdrii, A fish-bone ; a beard of corn. 

ftft~ khdrwdr, Thorny ; pointed as a 
thorn. 

} ft khdr-u-khas, Rubbish, sweep-
ings. 

0 ) f t khdrun, Restive ; what is scratched. 
M4- khdrwa, A sailor (doubtful word). 
aft- khdra, A hard stone ; a kind of rich 

waved si lk; a brooui-stick; a broom fixed 
on the end of a long pole; a woman. 

i f t CjU. khdra-koh, A mountain of stone ; 
a rocky mountain. 

*j,ft khari (for khwdri), Meanness ; igno-
miny. 

ft kharidan. To scratch, itch; to 
curry (a horse) ; to provoke, irritate ;— 
khdridani kos, The beating of the drum. 

yjjU. khdrin, Restive ; what is scratched. 
ft- khdz, Dirt of the body, garments, and 

the like; a kind of linen garment; a 
pumice-stone for rubbing the heels in the 
bath. 

khdzghdn, Brass (see (±ft'ft- and 
C^jU). 

A dft~ khdziq, Hi t t ing the mark (arrow 
or spear). 

A q f t khdzin, A t reasurer ; a keeper, 
guardian, custodian. 

khdzin-dar (irr. pi. khazin-darat), 
A treasurer. 

khazana, A wife's sister. 
<Sft~ khdzani, Name of a famous philo-

sopher or physician. 
khdza, Mixed, kneaded; stucco. 

khdzhghdn, A kettle, a pipkin. 
c^-v-W khdsip, An app'e. 

khdst, Rising ; rise. 
khdstagi. Rising or swelling of 

dough. 
khdstan, To rise, arise, get up ; to 

excite an insurrection; to set ou t ; (for 
khwdstan) to ask, petit ion;— ba-pd (bar 
pay) khdstan, To spring to one's feet;—chi 
khdst, What then ? 

As-U. khdsta, Risen ; raised up ; leavened ; 
a riser;—nau-khasta, Newly risen ; a youth 
whose beard begins to appear. 



A khasir, A loser. 
a V ^ - khasidan, To wax old (doubtful 

word). 
khash, Rubbish, chips, parings ; a 

bent of hay or straw ; war, battle, s t r i fe ; 
vehemence, impetuosity; immoderate in 
love or in fr iendship ; quarrelsome, squab-
bling; avaricious; doting, si l ly; weak, 
cowardly; abject, vile; a mother-in-law; 
name of a place. 

khashak, Chips, leaves, sprigs, 
shoots, suckers, young grass, small bits of 
wood, shavings, parings, or refuse of any 
kind; also dust, motes, straws, or any-
thing similar which gets into the eye or 
liquors; rubbish, sittings. 

yjsA^A khash-jo ( j-u), Warlike, pugna-
cious. 

A khdshi', Humbl ing oneself; a 
devastated place where no dwelling is left. 

khashak, Sticks and straws; sitt-
ings ;—khdshk, Name of a village near 
Bakran, 

Mdshakdan, A shop-till; a bread-
basket ; a little box or basket wherein 
women keep any little odds and ends. 

tjLi. j khash u khash, Sticks and 
straws; chips, filings ; scraps, bits of lea-
ther. 

Jnj&U. khdshush. A reaping-hook. 
AAU. khdsha, Sticks, straws, bits of dung, 

&c. mixed together ; envy, jealousy. 
A khdshi, One who fears ; timid, 

fearful. 
A (jAs- Mass, khus, Particular, peculiar, 

special, distinct; private, for private use, 
personal, own, proper ; choice, select, ex-
cellent, noble ;—khdss u 'dm, Noble and 
plebeian, high and low; the public in 
general, 

a yUlA. khdfsdn (pi. of Mass), Men of 
rank. 

a f * (jAi khds-bahr, The royal fleet of 
vessels sent every year to the king. 

a f a y yAi. khds-bar-ddr, A soldier whose 
arms are furnished by his employer; the 
bearer of the betel-box ; a servant who in 
a great man's retinue carries a firelock. 

u6^* khds-pura, Apartment for ser-
vants. 

A khdssat, Special, private ; noble, 
&c. (See and AcU-.) 

A khdssatan, in P . khdssa, khdsa, 
khdssat-an, In particular, particularly, 

especially, &c. 
a khds-tarush, Chief barber 

(m.c.). 
J*-*5* i k h u s - t a h s i l , Government col-

lections without the intervention of a 
zamin-dar. 

a klids-ta'alluq, Lands exclu-
sively belonging to government, the ori-
ginal owners having died out without heirs. 

a W khds-jd, A sanctuary. 

a pi4 u®^ Mids-dam, A tax for providing 
the king's wardrobe. 

A y U khdsirat, The hypochondria, waist, 
abdomen. 

a j) (joU- khds-zar, Fine gold. 
a khds-zamin, Quit-rent estates. 
a vA gelsw khas-taldb, Retinue, suite. 
a yvZ ye^s- khds-kattdn, Fine linen, mus-

lin, 
a khdsagdn, Nobles. 
a khasagi, Peculiarity, speciality; 

excellence, nobili ty; anything choice and 
precious ; a king 's favourite ; a royal page ; 
a treasurer. 

a J ^ (jA5- khds-mahal, A private apart-
ment ; the apartments of married women ; 
first-married wife. 

a yeW khds-nawis, The office where 
the king's accounts are recorded. 

a khds-nawisl, A cess for pre-
sents made to the king. 

a a^U- khdsa. Fine cotton cloth of a close 
texture, called cossas; an intimate, confi-
dential f r i e n d ; a private secretary; the 
king's victuals; especially, chiefly (see A. 
AeU-). 

a AeU, khdsa-bdgh, A private, i.e. royal 
garden ; — khusa-bdghi safed, The royal 
white garden in Barda'. 

A khdsi, A castrator, a gelder. 
A khdssiyat, Quality, property, attri-

bute ; peculiar nature, natural disposition, 
yjuj^W. khdsidan, To suppress (doubtful 

word). 
A khdzi', Humble, obsequious. 
A s-AU. khdtib, A public speaker, an ora-

tor, a preacher; one who asks in marriage; 
the second person. 

A J^U- khatir, Whatever occurs to or 
passes in the m i n d ; cogitation, thought , 
suggestion; memory, remembrance ; mind, 
soul, hea r t ; inclination, propensity ; affec-
tion, favour ; pleasure, will, choice; sake, 
account, behalf ;—kha,tir as Ft dan, To satisfy, 
appease;—khdtir dwekhtan, To be in love ; 
—khdtir ddshtan, To like, have a mind f o r ; 
—khdtiri darya-maqdtir, A comprehensive 
mind ;—khdtiri 'dtir, Gracious mind ;— 
khdtir kardan, To reconcile, satisfy. 

A khdtir-an, In or by the mind or 
memory; by heart ; willingly; for the 
sake of ; as a favour. 

a csA)̂  jkW khdtir-azari, Displeasure. 
a khdtir-dzurda, Melancholy, 

sad. 
a AxA&T .LU, khdtir-dshufta. Discomposed. 
a jiAs jLU. khdtir-pazir. Pleasing to the 

mind, agreeable to wish. 
a ij^iy. khdtir-par esh, Dis turbing the 

mind (Satan). 
a khd/ir-pasand, Agreeable, 

liked. 
a jkU. khdtir-jam1, Collected, com-

posed, comforted, contented, assured, tran-



quil, a t one's ease; sat isfactory; content, 
assurance, encouragement; (as an exclama-
tion) be easy ! cheer up ! (m.c.). 

a ;Ufi. khdtir-jam'i, Comfort, ease. 
a khdtir-khdh, A beloved object. 
a i ly . ftV- khdtir-khtvdh, Agreeable to 

wish. 
a oW- khdtir-khwush, Contented. 
a khdtir-ddri, Confidence, com-

fort . 
a j tW khdtir-ddsht, Complaisance ; 

recollections (m.c.). 
a khdtir-zdda, Offspring of the 

mind. 
a khatir-firib, Stealing the 

heart . 
a U ^ ^ U . khdtir leushd, Heart-breaking. 
a ft*- khdtir-girifta, Displeased. 
a yt$ khdtir-gir, Heart-captivating, 

mind-possessing; enchaining the affections. 
a ^Ai^* khdtir-mandagi, Sadness, 

heart-sickness. 
a s ^ U khdtir-mdnda, Offended; 

heart-sick ;—1khdtir-mdnda kardan, To dis-
gust . 

a J j U ^LU. kftdtir-malul, Heart-sick, sad. 
a (joiU khdtir-naqis, Defective in in-

tellect. 
a yVAJ yu. khdtir-nishdn, By hea r t ; any 

mark of remembrance ; an instance of me-
mory ; a memorandum-book. 

a khdtir-nishin, Fixed in the 
memory; chosen, beloved; constant pre-
occupation (m.c.) ;—khdtir-nishin sdkhtan, 
To reconcile to, incline towards, impress 
favourably, conciliate, dispose. 

a khdtir-nigardn, Anxious. 
a khatir-nigahddr, Who takes 

care of another 's sou]. 
a )\y khatir-nawdz, Affable, gra-

cious. 
a ^jV A k&dtir-ria-wdzi, Politeness. 
a khatira, Mind, thought, design, 

intention, will, resolution, purpose. 
a i-j&U- khdtif, Seizing, snatching, carry-

ing away ; a dazzling flash of l ightning ;— 
khdtifu zillihi, Name of a bird, tha t snatches 
at i ts image in the water, also called mu-
Id'ibn zillihi (see «— 

A hhdti', An offender, sinner ; de-
viating. 

A U** -̂ khdfiz, A depressor ; one of the 
at t r ibutes of Cod (as depressing the 
proud) ; a particle requir ing the oblique 
ease. 

A foil*, khdfiz at, A female circumeiser of 
girls. 

A khdfiqain (obi. du. of khdfiq 
"hor izon," used as nom.), The two hori-
zons, Eas t and West . 

A khdfi. Occult, concealed, secret. 
A khdfiyat, A secret, concealment, 

secrecy ; a branch of a palm-tree near the 
t runk. 

Jchdqan, Emperor of China or 
Chinese Tar ta ry ; an emperor, a king. 

CJUU. %hdqdn-kulah, Owner of an im-
perial crown. 

^JUU. khdqdnl, Imper ia l ; name of a 
poet. 

CjLiUU. khdqdniydn, Emperors. 
<j\i o^- khdq-bdq, A slaug name for the 

vulva. 
tsJW. khak, Ear th , dust , soil, mould, dirt, 

ground ; country; district (m.c.) ; the earth 
as element; the grave; anythiug of little 
value, or useless; quiet, mild, peaceable, 
obedient, submissive, humble ; humility, 
lowliness;—khdk anddkhtan, To bury a 
stolen object in order to avoid detection ;— 
khdk hd khun sirishtan, To make a general 
massacre ;—khdk bar-dwardan, To destroy ; 
—khdk bar lab mdlidan, To deny, to con-
ceal (proverbial phrase) ;—khdk bfula.n, To 
be lowly and submissive ; —khdlci blmdr, 
Pure gold ;—khaki bi-ndmusl, Freedom, 
immodesty, indecency;—Jchdki pay, The 
dirt or dust of the f ee t ; ground beat by 
the f ee t ; (met.) poverty, indigence;—khdk 
paimudan, To prostrate oneself;—khaki 
tdrik (tiro), The human body ;—khdki tang, 
A grave ;—khdk dar tardzu'i kase afgandan 
{dar kdsa'i kase kardan), To abase, to revile, 
to scoff a t ;—khaki jilau-gTr, A captivating 
or enchanting place ;—khdki hdsil-parwar, 
Fertile ground ;—khdki khamush (MMW), 
Barren ground ;—khdk khwurdani tir, The 
arrow falls to the ground without hitting 
the mark;—khaki ddman-gir, Mire, adhesive 
clay; a place where one tarries without a 
particular motive ;—khdk dar budan, To 
remain in one place ;—khdki diwdr khwur-
dan, To practise content ;—khdki zalildn, 
The bod es of infidels; — khdki rangin, 
Gold ; silver; a bed of flowers ; man ;— 
khdk zadan, To sweep the ground ;—khdk-
ash ba-dahan, Be there dust in his mouth, 
i.e. may he perish;—•khak-ash az khuni 
fuldn bihtar ast, His little finger (lit. dust) 
is worth more than such a one's whole body 
(lit. blood) ;—khdk shuda.n,To turn to earth; 
to die ; to be despised ; to be lowly and sub-
missive ;—khdki shafd, Ear th from the grave 
of Ali given to sick persons as a supposed 
means of recovery ;—khaki za'if, Man;— 
khaki, tinat, The human body;—khdki 'ali, 
Name of a village nearKazwiu;—khdki fard-
moshdn, The grave ;—khdki qabr dar khdna 
rekhtan, To scatter the dust f rom a (slain 
man's) grave into the bouse (of the mur-

.derer, by way of a curse);—khdk kardan, To 
bury;—khdk gil kardan, To knead, to mix ;— 
khdki murad (murdd-bakhsh). A place of pil-
grimage where a wish is obtained;—khdki 
murda, The ashes of a dead person ; sterile 
ground ;—khaki mutabbaq (mu'allaq), The 
terrestrial globe ; ~khdk u db, The human 
body ;—khak u bad, Ear th and a i r ; a foot-



boy ; a courier; a slave ; o b e d i e n t b a -
khak afgandan, To offend,oppress, despise; 
—ba-khdk burdan, To bear through life, 
carry to one's grave ;—ba-khak chaspant-
dan, To subdue, abase, degrade. 

khdkd, A plan, sketch, draft , outline. 
_ ^/JjJ^W khdh-aludcLgi, Defilement with 

dirt, dirtiness. 
^ khdk-dluda, Soiled, dirtied. 

khak-andaz, A shovel; loop-hole ; 
a sling; f r inge or skirt of a tent ; a magi-
cian. 

j^As. khdk-baz, A player at the following 
game. 

i j f c uiJli khdk-bazi, A children's game 
(some object being hidden in one of many 
sand-pies which is to be guessed at). 

0&JU. khak ba-dar (dirt at the door), 
Grieved ; dead ; distress, poverty, 

^js^i cilU- khdk ba-dahan, May you perish ! 
may you have dirt (or earth) in your 
mouth! (see khdk-ash ba-dahan under 

khdk-bar-ddshta, Lif ted from 
the mire. 

jr» isJU- khak bar sar (earth upon the 
head), Distress, poverty ; grieved; dead. 

sA ^ osJy- khak bar lab, Silence. 
khdk-bee, One who sweeps the 

streets and sifts the d i r t ; a large sieve for 
screening gravel or l ime; one who braves 
difficulties to gain his po in t ; quick-sighted, 
discerning, intelligent. 

^^a-jilii. khdk-bezi, Condition of a s tranger; 
travel, peregrination ; street-sweeping. 

V^- khak-pa, tS^^- khak-fdy,— khaki 
pa under 

siJU- khak-tuda (toda), A heap of 
earth; a butt to shoot at. 

khdk-khusba. Name of a bird, 
ts^te. osJU khdlc-khuft, Anything mal-

odorous buried in the g round; kissing the 
ground, 

a uslU. khak-khalds, Metal reduced 
to powder. 

y^j isJU. khdkddn, A place where rubbish 
is deposited ; also a sack in which it is 
carried; the world;—khakdani dev (gku-
riir, kuhan), The world. 

JAL. khak-dil (earth-hearted), An unbe-
liever ; ignorant ; adulterous; criminal. 

isJU. khdk-rand, Dust. 
VJJ ^^ khdk-rob, A sweeper; a broom. 

Mdk-roba, Sweepings ; a dunghill. 
f . khdh-roba-bar, A Bweeper. 

khdk-roba-kash, A sweeper. 
fa khdk-rez, The foot of a wall; 

glacis, parapet, earthwork (m.c.) ;—khdk-
rez kardan, To throw up an earthwork, make 
a glacis or parapet. 

A^U. khdk-zdd, Earth-born. 
^jSU. khakzhi, Name of a certain seed 

used as an eye-salve. 
jLAU. khdksdr, Earth-like ; mixed with 

earth, covered with d u s t ; base, mean, low-

born, ab jec t ; one who sits in the shoe-
hole. 

khdksdrl, Vile, ab jec t ; dirtied, 
overspread with dus t ; humility ; meanness. 

y U . ^ khdksan, Contemptible, wretched. 
khakistar, Ashes ;—khakistar rekh-

tan (fishandan), To scatter ashes;—khakis-
tar shudan, To be reduced to ashes ; to be 
calcined. 

jute khakistar-gun, Ash-coloured. 
i^jr khakis tar-guni, An ashy co-

lour. 
yu^U. khakistar-nishin, Si t t ing in 

ashes;—khakistar-nishin shudan, To sit in 
ashes. 

^ y u - i V khdkistari. Ash-coloured. 
khdkash (fchdk-ash), His dust (see 

also khdk-ash ba-dahan under ; (for 
khdk-kash) a rake, harrow. 

«sJu» <s)V«s. khd.k-shak, The game described 
under q.v. 

y* osJU. khdk-shu, A person in the mint 
who washes the ashes to recover any par-
ticles of bullion tha t may have fallen ; the 
man who prepares earth for brick-making 
or po t te ry ; a certain black grain from 
which an eye-salve is prepared (see 
and ^j&SV). 

fchdk'shor, One who prepares earth 
or clay for building; one who washes the 
earth in which gold and silver have been 
fused, to discover if any particles remain. 

khdkshl, A weight for gold ; a red 
bramble; a small seed used as an eye-
salve. 

a vsJU- khdk-sifat (earth-like), 
Humble. 

yifislU. khdk-kash, A rake, harrow. 
usJU. khak-glna, A white mineral earth 

used in smelting, refining, or casting gold 
or silver. 

J U khdk-mdl, Humbled ;—khdk-mal 
dddan (kardan), To humble, to humiliate. 

<yU5U khakmdn, Earthlyhouse, the world. 
f^Li «*JU. khdk-nishin, Sitting on the 

ground; humble. 
khdk-namak, Salt soil; a salt-

mine ; the boy's game described under odU. 
q-v. . 

khdk-nihad, Of humble disposi-
tion ; earth-born. 

khdka, A plan, a sketch (see tfU) ; 
anything small or minute ;—khdka i firoza, 
A valuable mineral fit for a seal-ring. 

^jSV khdkl, Earthen, terrestrial; shame-
less, base, contemptible ; name of a tribe ; 
the constellations Taurus, Virgo, and Capri-
corn (see ;—khaki kardan, To surren-
der, submit j to be unsteady. 

^ A U . khakiydn, Mortals, terrestr ials; 
abject, destitute of all spirit or honour. 

î ftSU. khakin, Earthen. 
(jSU. khdki-nihad, Of humble dispo-

sition ; earth-born. 



khdg, An egg, 
kkdglna, A fried egg, omelet. 

A J^- A maternal uncle, mother's 
brother ; a mole, freckle ; a sign, a mark ; 
a standard ; a black camel; an eatable bird 
resembling a crow; irksomeness, wearisome 
importunity; a pair, couple; black; a cloud; 
l ightning ; a liberal man; a man free from 
the ties of love, &c.; f ree from suspiciou; 
weak of heart or body; soft cloth; a striped 
Arabian garment ; a winding-sheet; pride, 
haughtiness —khdli 'asl, Sin, transgres-
sion; punishment; — Khali nan, Seeds 
sprinkled upon bread ; blisters raised on a 
loaf by the fire ;—khdl-hd'i shangarfi, Tears 
of blood trickling down the cheek. 

a Sli- khdld, An aunt. 
khdldwun, Name of a medicinal 

seed. 
a J ^ J^- khdl-khdl, Spotted very much. 
A khdlid, Eternal, perpetual. 
a khal-ddr, Marked with moles, 

spotted, speckled (m.c.). 
khdlari, Salt-works. 

A (jAW khdlis, Pure, unsullied; unadul-
terated ; white ; name of a stream in the 
east of Bagdad on the banks of which a 
castle of tbe same name is situated. 

A "\-oJ\i- khalisan, P . s i U U khdlisdna, 
Purely, sincerely. 

a eiA^-aJU. khalisajdt (pi. of the follow-
ing), Domains, &c. 

a <uJU. J&dlisa, Pure, <fcc. (fem. of 
khdlis) ; an office of government in which 
the business of the revenue department is 
t ransacted; lands under government ma-
nagement. 

A gJU. khdli', A man or woman obtaining 
a divorce by paying or renouncing the 
dowry; a very ripe date ; a camel unable 
to rise, or restive when being mounted. 

A « — k h d l i f , A water-drawer; lagging 
behind ; wicked, perverse. 

A khalifat, A very refractory or per-
verse man ; a tent-pole. 

A khdliq, The Creator. 
A klidliqlyat, Creative power. 

khdlmn, A serpent. 
osJldU. khdlndk, Covered with moles; 

freckled. 
a ^^ fchalu, A maternal uncle ; a trum-

pet. 
y^-djJU- khdlulinjdn, Galangale. 

khdlumd, Melilot; bugloss (see 

a AJU. khdla, A maternal aunt. 
a khala-hibi, Barley-broth. 
a J U . khdli, A large carpet; a maternal 

uncle ; a garment; arched eye-brows; a 
banner, streamer ;—khdle, One mole (on 
the face). 

A khdli, Free, vacant, void ; idle, 
unemployed ; — khdli 's-sair, Travelling 
alone ;—khdli shudan, To be free, exempt 

f rom; to be empty, void;—khdli kardan 
To evacuate; to abandon, reject, throw 
away. 

J U . khali-damdgh, Void of brain, 
empty-headed. 

^a^a^U. khalidumiyun, khdli-
duniyun, Swallow-wort. 

khdlig, A servant who has care of a 
nobleman's table. 

(As- khdm, Raw, undressed, crude; un-
ripe, immature; unburnt (brick) ; a badly-
executed business; inexperienced ; a head-
stall ; a leathern garment ; wine; the 
silken cord of a musical instrument; a long 
rope, a lasso; a bungler ; a voluntary cuck-
old; a horse tha t has been long in the 
stable; (for M,ama) a pen; a white reed;— 
khdm kardan, To cancel; to throw aside;— 
khdm giriftan, ba-khdm giriftan (kashidan), 
To sew up a person alive in the skin of an 
ox or an ass ;—khdm giriftan kdr, To take 
up an unfinished work. 

A khdmm, Pu t r id flesh, 
^jhirt oUU. khdmd'i aqti (G. xafiaiatm}), 

Dane-wort. 
khdmadaryus (G. ^a/Wipus), 

Germander. 
^ U U U khdmdzdqi (G. xalJial^<f)Vr})> 

Dwarf laurel. 
^ j U U . kfadmdrwdn, The Egyptian wil-

low. 
SUU. kJkdmdld (G. xaF-&ata), Mezereon. 
yjSUU. khdmdlawun (G. xalxat^*wv)> Me-

zereon ; chameleon. 
y^JUW khdmdliyun (G. xa/ieXata), 

Daphne oleaefolia. 
|As- khdm-amadani, Gross receipts. 

^ l ^ U U . khaii.dmilin (G. ^a/W^A-ov), 
Camomile. 

I^A-JUW khdmdnifis (G. xa/xat'7m~U9)> 
The herb groutid-pine (see y^MUS"). 

(jyUti khdmdwun, Mezereon. 
jLj^U, khdmbdz, A wide-mouthed kettle, 
fcjlj khdm-pdra, A term of abuse 

applied to a woman who has been cohabited 
with before the age of maturity. 

fa khdm-khoy, Unsteady, change-
able of disposition. 

a JW- fA4- khdm-khaydl, Stupid, 
^ j j pU. kham-daray, Idle talk. 

j fU- kham-dast, Raw-handed, unac-
customed to labour; lazy, idle, barbarous, 
unskilful. 

fli. kham-dasti, Dissatisfaction, 
a ^ fa khdm-rdy, Want ing in intellect. 
uH) f* kham-rish, A buffoon. 

khdm-ro'ina, Parchment of a 
drum. 

A khdmis, The fifth. 
A khdmisan, Fif thly, in the fifth 

place. 
7- khdm-sar, Hare-brained. 

khdm-soz, A raw hide ; the leather 
covering a saddle; a pancake, or any-



thing similar roasted on. the coals, or on 
an iron plate; meat roasted black; half-
roasted. 

khdmsuk, ti^w-U. ;khamsug, Un-
leavened bread. 

u M i . khamush, S i lent ; discreet ; t ame ; 
dead; extinguished. 

VJ* kham-shoh, Half-washed, rinsed. 
iA^U- kJtamisha, Fumitory. 

khdmushi, Silence, taciturnity. 
a j»U khdm-tab\ Foolish, dull, 
a fU. khdm-tab't, Ignorance, raw-

ness. 
a. fU. kham-tamaOf vain desires, 
a khdm-tam% Vain desires, 
a f*\&. khdm-aqU, Folly, imbecility. 

khdm-kdr, Unskilful, inexperienced. 
^SAi. khdm-kdri, Awkwardness, raw-

neBs. 
khdmagak, A little pen. 

khdm-go, ^SUW khdm-goy, Rude of 
speech. 

A khdmil, Mean, obscure, unknown. 
\s>y> ft- kh am-nosh, A drinker of new 

wine. 
khamosh, Silent, dumb ; discreet; 

Bilence ; extinguished ; dead ; a disease in 
horses ; hush !—khamosh budan (shudan, 
gashian), To be silent, to keep silence ; to 
be extinguished ; — Jchdmosh hardan, To 
silence; to keep silence; to extinguish;— 
khdmoshanldan, To cause to keep silence, 
&c. (caus. of khamoshidan). 

khamosh-kdn, Keeping silent, 
silence. 

Mdmoshl, Taciturnity, silence. 
khamoshidan, To keep silence ; 

to be modest; to pacify ; to be wrinkled ; 
to be wearied ; to wind about. 

JJCJ fU. khdm-ivitsul, Gross produce. 
khdma, A pen ; writ ing-reed; a 

heap of sand; a heap ; a flagon with a long 
neck; a tent made of goat's ha i r ; any-
thing of one colour;—khdma'i ami, The pen 
of the divine decrees ; — khdma'i iaswir 
(moy), A painter's b rush ;—khdma zadan, 
To cut or mend a pen;—khdma' i zarin, A 
golden pen ; letters illuminated with gold; 
—khdma'i sihr-sdz, An enchanting pen ;— 
Jchdma'i gauhar-nisdr, A pearl-scattering 
pen, i.e. an elegant writer. 

(jLfcit khdma-afshdn, A gilt pen. 
khdma-jumbd.n, A writer, a 

scribe. 
yU IUU. khamaddn, A pen-case, 
^ilj <UU. khdma-rani, Quill-driving, wri-

ting. 
y j khdma-zan, A bit of wood or horn 

for nibbing pens on. 
(jii" <uU khdma-kash, Pen-drawing ; obli-

terating. 
khdma-gundr, Anything written 

or painted. 
j-U. khdmi, Rawness, immaturity ; loss; i 

I a noose; a toil for ensnaring game ; a h e a p 
| of sand. 
j khdmyaz, khdmydza, Gaping. 
J yy*^ khdmiz, Broth strained and lef t to 

become jelly. 
khan, The title of the kings of K h a t a 

and Tartary ; a prince, nobleman, lo rd ; a 
Persian satrap ; at present a title given to 
almost every officer, and no longer of much 
value; [khdni khdndn, Lord of Lords, 
khdqdn ; title of the grand wizir 5—khdni 
dih, A judge of a village or small town;]— 
(for fchdna) a house; a hive; a family, 
domestics, furni ture , anything belonging 
to a house ; an inn, a caravanserai; a shop ; 
an exchange, market , or other meeting-
place of merchants ; a s ta t ion; [khdni 
barah, The sign Aries ;—khdni kharak, A 
halting-place for a caravan;—khdni dil, 
The Ka 'ba ; ]—(for khwdn) a sort of tray 
or table. 

soUU. khdndda, (in Gil an) An officer who 
communicates the orders of the general to 
the army. 

khdnj, A hole into which boys throw 
nuts. 

khdncha, A small house or palace ; 
a small inn ; a painted tray. 

khdn-ddr, Rifled (m.c.). 
m^AiU khan-dan. = q.v. 
y i^W khdnaddn, A fami ly ; house; 

household; the court, king's household; 
of noble blood ; the master of a family ;— 
khdnadani nubuwat, The depository of the 
prophetical office. 

(^r^AiVfr khd'fides, A province in the 
Dakhan. 

sotyU. khan-zdda, A prince, a princess. 
j^UJW khdn-sdldr, A taster of provisions. 
^JULJU khan-soman, A house-steward, 

whose business is to furnish and regulate 
the table of the g rea t ; rich, wealthy. 

^ ^ U U . khan-samdMl, The department 
which generally includes every household 
expense. 

A khdni', Suspected; suspicious; 
wicked, perverse. 

o^n. khan-gkard, gU khan-gkarda, 
A summer-house. 

a aUiU khdnaqdh, Jchdnaqah, for P . 
s^&U. khdnagdh, khanagah, q.v.;— 
khanaqdhi bald, Heaven. 

Jchanqu, The city of Canton. 
khdnagdh (khdngdh), khana-

gah (khdn-gah), A monastery for Sof isor 
Dar wishes ; a convent, chapel; a hospice ; 
—khdna-gahi kaman, The curved parts of 
the bow. ' 

khdnagi, Belonging to the house, 
domestic; home-baked b read ; a kind of 
cake ; a hen ; a sparrow ; a prostitute. 

khdnagl-makal, A brothel. 
khanam, khdnum, A lady (placed 

af ter the proper name). 



khdnmdn, khdnumdn. j 
Maw w ware, A house and its belongings, 
household f u r n i t u r e ; a domestic animal; 
riches, and especially hereditary posses-
sions, movable and real ; family, domes-
tics ;—khan u man bar sari chize nihddan, 
To squander one's possessions ;—az khdn-
mdn bar-kandan, To eradicate, to tear up 
from house and home. 

eAyU. khanwada, khanuwdda, A family, 
house; a great tribe, an illustrious family ; 
noble, of an ancient fami ly ; the mistress 
of a family. 

j^yU. khdnwdr, A family ; a house. 
khana, A house, dwelling, habita-

tion ; a tent , pavilion; a receptacle; a 
drawer, partition, compartment ; depart-
ment ; the arm from the shoulder to the 
elbow; a field ; a woman; a page of letter-
paper ; a heap of corn ; a hillock of sand ; 
verse, poetry;—khana1 i dfat-rez, The world ; 
— khdna'i dwang-angur, A place for sus-
pending grapes; (met.) appearance of a 
th ing where it is not expected;—khanaH 
dyina, A house or apartment adorned with 
mirrors ;—Ichdna'i bad (bad-gir), An airy 
house ; the signs Gemini, Libra, and Aqua-
rius (see ;—khdna'i ba zamin yaki 
shudan, The house is razed to the ground -
khanaH bar Jckuros bar-kardan (bd khuros 
kardan), khana bar-andakhtan (pdk kardan), 
To devastate the house ;—khana bar-dash-
tani (burdani) kamdn, The bow is being 
ben t ;—khana burdan (buridan), To plunder 
the house •,-—khdna'i past, Nether world;— 
khanaH tarazu, The sign Libra;—khanaH 
chashm, The socket of the eye;—khdna'i 
kniid&y, The house of God, i.e. the Ka 'ba 
or temple at Mecca; — khanaH Miirs, A 
bear-house; (met.) appearance of a thing 
where it is not expected;—khanaH dar-
gashta, A ruined house ;—khdna-rd ruft u 
rob kardan, To devastate the house;—khd-
na'i rdstdn, The Ka 'ba ; — khana roshan 
kardan, To come to a conclusion ;—khana 
rekhtan, To cause a house to sink;—khd-
na'i zakhm, The seat of a wound ;—khdna'i 
zar, The sun ; the fourth heaven; the sign 
Leo ;—khana'i zar in, The sun ; the stars ; 
the eighth heaven ;—khdna'i zamin-kand, A 
subterraneous excavation wherein men shel-
ter themselves ;—khdna'i zumbiir, A bee-
hive;—khdna'i zinjir, The place where a 
chain or fet ter is put ;—khdna' i zin, The 
seat of a saddle ;—khdna'i zin tahi (khdli) 
kardan, To unhorse, to unseat;—khdna'i 
siydh shudan, The house becomes black ; 
(met.) there is mourning;—khdna' i siydh 
kardan, To devastate or desolate a house ; 
— khdna'i sail-rez, A tavern ; wine; — 
khdna'i shash-dar (six-doored house), the 
world;—khdna'i shatranj, The square of a 
chess-board —khana'i shir, The breas t ; 
the udder —khdna'i sher, The sign Leo ;— 

khana'i tumbur, The body of a guitar;— 
khdna'i 'anqd. Name of a note in music; 
— khdna'i 'ankabut, A spider's web;— 
khdna'i gfoul. The world ;—khdna'i farda, 
The fu ture world;—khdna' i qalam (kilk), 
The nib of a pen;—khana kardan (sdkh-
tan, To build a house, to fit i t o u t ; to settle 
in a place;—Jchana kardani kamdn, The 
bow is being bent ;—khdna ' i kamdn, The 
curved par ts of the bow between the handle 
and the ends (the upper being called 
khdna'i bald, and the lower khana'i shibin); 
—khana gardidan, The house is being 
restored, renovated ;—khana nishastan, The 
house sinks, gets fissures, falls in ;—khdna'i 
nard, A point of the table in the game of 
nard ;—khdna'i murgfc,, A bird 's ne9t;— 
khdna'i nuh-dar (nine-doored house), Tbe 
world; the human body; — khdna'i nai-
shakar, A joint of the sugar-cane;—dar 
khdna. I n the house, at home. 

khdna-hd (pi. of khana), Houses; 
the squares of a chess-board. 

^ &U. khdna-abad, Flourish your house! 
the Ka'ba. 

khdna-dray, House-adorning. 
iiU. khdna-bdz, One who stakes his 

all. 
kjiana-baf, Home-woven. 

tiU. khdna ba-dosh, A traveller, pil-
grim, gipsy (whose house is on his shoul-
der) ; a snai l ; perplexed, ignorant. 

^ ttW k]iana-bar-anddz, A traveller; 
a wandering monk; a prodigal, spendthrift ; 
a beloved object, 

<yj jt khana-bar-ham-xan, A prodi-
gal, a spendthrif t . 

khdna-bizar, Who does not care 
for home. 

jWji khana-pardaz, Attending to 
household matters, a se rvan t ; a spend-
thr i f t . 

khdna-pardazi, Domestic eco-
nomy, at tention to household matters. 

AiU. kh ana-par war, Brought up at 
home. 

khdna-parward, Brought up in 
the house; cade, cosset. 

i^U' iiU. kjhana-tdb, Light ing up the 
house (candle). 

i-Xitj- &>U- khana-jang, Quarrelsome, ready 
to wrangle and fight about any trifle. 

tjf^t- &U. khana-jangi, Civil war ; bicker-
ing. 

ttU. dili khdna-khana, Cellular. 
khana-khudd, Master of the 

house; an oratory. 
.̂ Ays- khdna-kharab, Vain, empty, 

lying; a scamp, good-for-nothing fellow 
(m.c.). 

khdna-khwdh, A man with whom 
or a house in which one expects a hospit-
able reception. 



yfi- ^^ khdna-fchez, W h a t comes forth 
from a house. 

fa ^ ^ khdna-dar, Frugal, economical; a 
house-keeper; the lady of the house; a 
possessor of wealth; rifled (gun, m.c.). 

(OU. khdna-dari, Housekeeping. 
JUU &i\i. k&dna-d&mdd, A domesticated 

son-in-law. 
yU AiU. khdnadan, A great tribe, family, 

khdna-dmhman, Averse to 
home, 

aU. k^ana-dost, Fond of home (a 
term of abuse). 

viJjj khana-daulat, A mount (beast 
for riding). 

u-j khdna-ras, Unripe f ru i t fall ing 
from the branch, and coming to maturi ty 
m-doors. 

SA^ duW khcina-ramida, Homeless. 
khdna-roba, Sweepings of a 

house. 
Aj «W khana-zad, Born in the family ; 

the child of a slave. 
jf» ttW khdna-soz, Disgracing one's 

family. 
51*-, &SU. khdna-siydh. — s^/®- ^^ q.v. 
^UA khdnashumdri, House-count-

ing ; a house-tax. 
khana-farosh. Renouncing the 

world, solitary ; — khdna-faroshdn, (pi.) 
Pure, devout; hermits ; loose, abandoned 
fellows who frequent taverns and stews. 

i iU khdna-faroshi, Showing off 
one's house and belongings, ostentation, 
pomp, 

khdna-kan. Spendthrif t ; pru-
dent; a beardless and grasping youth who 
trades on his beauty. 

khana-glr, Possessing a house ; 
the fourth of the seven rounds of the game 
of nard (the first being fdrd ; second, ziyad ; 
third, sitdra; four th , khdna-gtr; fifth, ta-
wil; sixth, hazardn; seventh, mansuba). 

diU- khana-nigahdarq.v. 
M j khdna-wdda, Race, dynasty ;— 

khana-wdda'i saltanat, The reigning house ; 
princes of the blood (see sAyU.), 

fa khdna-war, A fami ly ; a house. 
khdna-yaki, A dweller in the same 

house, a companion. 
khanl, A fountain, pure water ; a 

vessel wherein they cool water ; a ba th ; 
gold; imperial rank, khanship ; name of 
Humay, daughter of Dara ; name of a coin 
current in Turkistan, 

khdniyat, The rank of a khan. 
A^Ai. khdnicha, A small fountain or cis-

tern. 
fa kk_av, Pile of velvet; down, soft hair. 
)fa khawar, The west, but often used by 

the poets for the eas t ; the s u n ; a thorn. 
(^)fa khawar an, Eas t and west ; a dis-

trict in Khurasan, birth-place of the poet 
Anwar. 

j f a khdrwar-khudd, j f a khdwar-
khuddy, Lord of the Eas t (a title of Salm, 
son of Far idun) . 

yMrjfa khawar-khidev. Lord of the Wes t 
(applied to Sikandar). 

khdwarl, W e s t e r n ; eas te rn ; the 
sun ; surname of the poet Anwari. 

\J»fa khawush, A cucumber kept for 
seed. 

JjU- khdwul, A bit ing ant . 
(jl^-JjU. khdwalinjan, Galangale. 
a f a the khawand, A master ; superior ; 

west; definite ; the ninth sphere. 
j g j i f a khdwandagar, A lord, a master . 

khdwandi, Taste ; western; mas-
tery, dominion ; protection ; favour, kind-
ness. 

^ f a khdwi, F lavour ; delight. 
A ^sfa khdwi 'l-batn, Empty-bellied. 
A <kfa khdwiyat, Empty , fallen down 

(house) ; deserted (country). 
yfeU. kha.har (for khwahar), A sister. 

khdy (imp. of khd'idan), Chew, bite, 
taste t h o u ; (in compos.) chewing, gnaw-
ing, b i t ing ; pleasure, anything gra tefu l 
to the sense ; ground dug up, or trenched ; 
low-lying l and ; (for khdya) an egg, &c, 
(see «?>-). 

a s - f t i khd'ib, Unsuccessful; impove-
rished ; disappointed, f rus t ra ted . 

khayista, Masticated ; divulged ; 
absurdity. 

khdyisk, A smith 's hammer ; mal-
leable ; (in Zand and Pazand) a prison. 

A ( k h d ' i z , One who enters, fords, 
wades; diving into. 

A hha'if, Timid, pusil lanimous; 
fearful. 

jchdyak, khdyag, A locust. 
khdygina, A f r ied egg. 

A kha*in, A deceiver, traitor, rebel ; 
faithless ;—kha'ini nan u namak, A bread 
and salt traitor, a domestic villain who 
betrays his master. 

ajaiVi. khdyanda, A masticator. 
a jj-^Li kha'ini, Treachery. 
AiU. khdya, An egg; a testicle; a eunuch ; 

—khaya'i iblis, Name of a certain stone ; a 
rogue ;—khaya'i zar, The sun ;— khaya'i 
sag, Testicles of the beaver; castor ;— 
khaya'i ghuldman, A sort of grape;—kha-
ya kardan, To lay eggs ;—khdya guzdshtan 
(nihddan), To lay eggs ; (met.) to blush, 
to be ashamed or repen tan t ; to f e a r ; to 
commit a shameful ac t ;—khaya ' i murgh, 
An egg. 

fay iiU- khaya-barddr, A cringer. 
j j ^ j a>W khaya-dee, A mushroom. 
y>} %hdya-rez, A fr ied egg, omelet. 
bX/f£S <3JW khdya-kashida, Castrated. 

khaya-kun, (A hen) laying eggs. 
jS &>U- khdya-kanda. A eunuch. 

csJyS'AiU. khdya-gazak, A spider-like in-
sect said to kill by its saliva; an insect 



adhering to the testicles of animals and 
sucking the blood from them. 

yft kh.dya-qir, Venomous sort of 
spider. 

iiW khaya-glna, Pried egg, omelet. 
^^ Jthdya-nihddan, Shameful 

crime. 
kha'idagi, A chewing, a masti-

cating. 
OAoW- khaldan, khayldan, To chew, 

gnaw ; to eat ;— l igdm khd'idan, To be res-
tive, to resist, to disobey. 

Mia'ida, Chewed, gnawed. 
khab, Cold, frost, an icicle; (for 

Jshap) s i lent; hush ! (for khapa) strangu-
lation, suffocation;—khub (for khum), A 
jar, &c. (unsupported by examples). 

A S-A. khabb (v.n.), Ambling; flight, 
absconding ; a low hillock of sand;—khabb, 
ihibb, A deceiver, a f raudulent man. 

A kliibd', khaV, Concealment; con-
cealed; ra in ; a plant ;—khibd' , A tent. 

A (^ yd) jchabdsi, O infamous (wo-
man) ! 

A khdbdsai, Wickedness, depravity. 
AIJ^ khubdds A broom-stick, 

Jchabdr, Soft ground ful l of (mice-) 
holes. 

a CjtjA- khabara, Quick, active, intelligent. 
A khabbdz, A baker;—khubbdz , Mal-

loWB. 
A SJWA- khibdzat, Trade of a baker, 

baking. 
a isft*- khubdzl, Mallows; — khabb dm, 

Baking, business of a baker. 
A Ulk. khibat, A mark branded on the 

thigh of a camel;—khvbdt. Madness. 
ii^A. khabdk (khibdk, khubdk), JW- khi-

bal, Pour roofless walls used as a stable or 
fold for catt le; the precincts of a mosque ; 
strangulation, suffocation. 

A JWA khabdl, Destruction, going astray ; 
fatigue, t rouble; deadly poison; putrid 
matter flowing from the damned; name 
of a horse. 

^jiijjJljui. khabdnidan, To make trample on. 
A FCI-Jl-I khabd'is (pi. of khabisat), Im-

purities, wicked things, vices, depravities, 
y j u f l ^ khaba'idan, To chew, gnaw, bite. 
A S-^A khabab (v.n,), Ambling ; standing 

with one foot alternately u p ; l ift ing up 
his r ight legs and left legs together (a 
horse). 

A VI—Jchabas (v.n.), Being impure ; 
nastiness, impurity ; dross ;—khubs, Im-
purity ; malice, malevolence; — ]thubas, 
Impure ;—khubus (pi. of khabls), Impure. 

a khubs-chashm, Ms*-
khubs-hadaga. Cursing or inveighing 
against by a wink of the eye or eye-brow. 

khabja, Tamarind ; Indian date. 
A khabar (v.n.), News, information, 

advices, intelligence; notification, an-
nouncement; report, rumour, f ame; story, 

account; [khabar az zabdni kase sdkhian. 
To father a speech, news, <fcc. upon ;—kha-
bari khvzari, Report, sudden news, guess-
ing what is to happen (as prompted or 
set afloat by the prophet Khizr or Khizar, 
a skilful diviner) ;—•khabar giriftan, To 
get information; to inquire af ter one's 
health (az) ; (in the language of the 
Sodomites) to commit pederasty ;—khabar 
garm shud, The news or report has been 
spread. The word is also construed with 
uftddan, dmadan, bdkhtan, burdan, dadan, 
ddshtan, shudan, firistadan, kardan, guftan, 
&c.]—khabr, khibr, A large bag or wallet; 
a camel yielding much milk; — khubr, 
Knowing; trying. 

a j+A khabar-jpizhuh, W h o searches 
for information, an explorer, investigator, 

A khibrat, Experience, experiment, 
trial, proof;—khubrat, The knowledge of 
a th ing; a portion or ration of meat, &c. 

a f)- khdbar-jo, = J-JA. q.v. 
a ft khabar-dar, Informed, apprised, 

certified; aware; careful, cautious; an in-
former, scout, spy ; take care t beware I— 
khaba.r-dar shudan, To be conscious, to 
have intelligence ; to be aware of ;—khabar-
ddr kardan, To inform, give intelligence, 
assure; to caution. 

a khabar-dart, Care; information. 
a ^UA khabar-shinds, Aware o f ; in-

formed ; cautious, circumspect; a spy. 
a ft?khabar-glr, Taking cognizance, 

a t tent ive; a spy, in former ; a protector, 
patron. 

a jj^JpA- khabar-glrl, Spying, informing; 
at tent ion; aiding, protecting ; allowance, 
maintenance, establishment, 

a khabar-nauns, A news-writer. 
a khahra, Solid, firm, twisted ;—kha-

bra, khibra, Reckoning ; weighing. 
a A-U SJ-A. Ichibra-ndma, A mariner's 

compass; a sun-dial. 
a jjj**- khabar 1, An historian •, predica-

tory, 
A>*A Myzbz (v.n.), Bak ing ; giving bread 

to ea t ; pawing the earth (a camel) ; urging, 
driving vehemently;—khubz, Bread, 

khahazdo, khabazdok, a^yjA. 
khabazda, A beetle ; a scolopendra; accord-
ing to others, = q.v. 

A (JA-A khabs, Mixing preparing the 
dish khabis. 

W*- khabt, The head of the ostrich ; a 
flock of ostriches (doubtful word). 

A V khaH (v.n.), Pawing the ground 
with the fore-foot (a camel) ; striking the 
leaves off (a tree) with a s t ick; conferring 
a favour without claim or previous acquain-
tance; marking a camel on the th igh; lay-
ing hand on anybody; hurt ing, inflicting 
madness (Satan) ;—£habat, A leaf, shaken 
f rom a tree. 



a khabti, Marl, insane, crazy. 
A khab'- (v.n.), Concealing, abiding, 

entering. 
"AA- khabak, Strangulation, suffocation. 
J^s- Tchabkal, khibkdl, khabgdl, 

khibgal. Butt for archers ; hole. 
A J t i khabl (v.n.), Muti lat ing (the 

body); amputation of the hands or fee t ; an 
affection of the limbs ; preventing, hinder-
ing ; lending; borrowing; anything given 
(to a porter) over and above the sum stipu-
lated ; suppression of the second and fourth 
letters of a foot when both are quiescent; 
—Jshubl, khabal, Demoniacal madness; a 
disease in the legs of quadrupeds ; a cer-
tain bird which seems to vociferate all 
night the words mated khabal. " Khabal is 
dead "; musk. 

A khabn, Doubling up and sowing 
part (of a garment) to shorten i t ; laying up 
a store of provisions against scarce t imes; 
suppression of the second letter of a foot if 
it is quiescent. 

^ khabura, and— 
kfiabuk, khabah, khabwa, hhub-

wa, Firm. 
AA k]iaba, Strangulation, suffocation; a 

difficulty in brea th ing; a sob ; strangled, 
suffocated;—khaba kardan, To strangle, 
Buffocate. 

A khabi', Hidden, concealed. 
A S k h u b a i b , Name of a companion 

of Muhammad. 
A khabls, Impure, wicked, perverse. 
A uuls^I. khabls at (pi. fern, of the pre-

ceding), Impure things, impurities. 
a khablsl, Impur i ty ; a malignant 

woman. 
tfAj^i. khabldan, To chew; to t rample 

upon, beat or wear with the f e e t ; to be 
crooked; to grow old or inveterate; to 
seize, snatch ; to roast, boil, f r y ; to break ; 
fco abscond; to re t i re ; to strangle (seve-
ral of these meanings are doubtful ) . 

khabida, Crooked ; s t rangled; lying 
down, sleeping (unsupported) ;—khublda. 
Name of a thorny plant. 

khablr, khibyar, Weighed ; counted ; 
prepared; twisted. 

A khablr, Knowing, acquainted with, 
informed ; a farmer, a tiller of the ground; 
a plant, grass, herbage; the foam of a 
camel's mouth. 

Sps-fA khabera, Sum to ta l ; a r ranged ; 
twiBted; a sand-hill;—khabera shudan, To 
arm oneself; to muster. 

khubbaiz, Mallows. 
khablza, I v y ; a winding, twis t ing; 

coiled together ;—khabiza shudan, To arm 
oneself. 

A YSFRF6- khabls, Dates cooked with flour 
and butter. 

khubln, A wooden dish (see 

^y**4- khabyura, and— 
khablwa, A sum t o t a l ; a sand-hill. 

V-4- khap, Silent; hush ! 
khapdra, Active, nimble, dexterous. 
khapak, A fold for cattle. 

khapcha, khipcha, A s t ra ight 
branch. 

khapak, A large loaf ; s trangulat ion ; 
vexation. 

ÂA khapa, Strangulation, suffocation ;— 
khapa kardan, To strangle, to suffocate. 

Miapulan, To be crooked. 
khaplda, Bent. 

khit. Runn ing ,a r u n ; splendour. 
A khat', A hindering, keeping back. 
IXA. khatd, Name of a city in China. 
fa*- khatdr, khutdr, Weeding (a garden). 
x fat* khat tar, A great deceiver, arrant 

knave. 
A (A^- khatamWax or clay with which 

anything is sealed. 
A khitdn, A convivial meeting on 

account of a circumcision ; circumcision; the 
place where the circumcision is effected; 
—khattan, A circumciser. 

A i iU i kkitdnat, Circumcision. 
a khattdnl, Business of a circum-

ciser, 
A fA- khatr. Deceit, f raud, perfidy. 
A J Y I I - kh/utrag, Wormwood of Pontus . 
A k&at', Travelling in company; 

making has te ; fleeing. 
EJAAS. khatafraj, Purslain. 

khatak (?), A daily allowance, sup-
plied by the people to the governor's table. 

J a t khatl, Name of a district in Badakh-
shan whence excellent horses are procured ; 
seed of fleawort. (See the following.) 

A khatl, khataldn (v.n. of 
Deceiving, circumventing ; sei2ing by stra-
tagem (as the wolf his prey) ;—MUl, A 
covering; the form or lurking-place of a 
hare ;~~khuttal, A city in Transoxania. 

yXxi khatlan, A district in Badakhshan. 
(jiJbt khatlani, Belonging to Kha t l an ; 

an excellent horse bred there. 
a ^fas* kfiatll, A horse bred in Kha t l ; de-

ceiving, f raudulent . 
a khatll-khirdm, Prancing like 

a Khat l i horse. 
A khatm (v.n.), Sealing ; concluding, 

finishing; reading the entire Qur'an. 
A ŴU-XA. khatamdt (pi. of khatam), Ter-

minations, ends;—khatamati qur'an, Reci-
tations of the whole Qur 'an (for the souls 
of the dead, or in any other act of devo-
tion). 

a fa khatm-kar, Issue, termination, 
final result. 

A khatmat, An epilogue. 
a kjiatme, A recitation of the whole 

Qur'an. 
A khatn (v.n.), Circumcising (a 

male child). 



O^t khutan, Tar ta ry ; also a certain dis-
tr ict of that country celebrated for its 
m u s k ; the capital of Tartary. 

khatambar, A miser who complains 
of pover ty; a trifling vain fellow, who 
boasts of wealth and affects distinctions 
which he has not. 

A khutnat, khutna. Circumcision; 
circumcision fees ;—khutna kardan, To cir-
cumcise ; — khutna na-karda, ITncircu in-
cised. 

ysA khutu. The horn of a Chinese bovine 
an imal ; the horn of a rhinoceros; the 
tooth or bone of a viper; a Chinese bird, 
of whose bones they make handles to 
knives, which, being dipped into any vie-
tuals suspected to be poisoned, are said 
to have the virtue of immediately discover-
ing i t ; (for khatur) a reed (doubtful ) . 

khatwdna, Garb of a religious 
beggar. 

khatur, A reed, a cane (unsupported 
by examples). 

A o y ^ khviun, &ya- khutunat, Relation-
ship on the wife's side. 

tp/**- khatira, A shepherd's double scrip. 
A khasam, Thickness of the nose. 
A iUAi- khusurat, Thickening (of water) ; 

curdling (of milk) ; remaining with one's 
tribe. 

A ĴSA khasy, Bunging (an ox or ele-
phant) ;—khisy, Dung. 

E4- khaj (imp. of yA**^ q.v.), Try, strive, 
make an effor t ; assemble, mee t ; endea-
vour, effort (Doubtful word). 

A khaj', S t r ik ing; lying with. 
khajdra. khujdra, A little ; weak ; 

buffoonery. 
A khijdlat (v.n. of Being 

ashamed, confounded; shame, bashfulness, 
modesty; — khijdlat kashldan, To bo 
ashamed (m.c.). 

^A-H^A. khijdlidan, To embrace, encircle. 
ft**- khujdv, A voice, a sound. 

khajt, khujt, Concupiscence. 
khajaj, A bird 's crop. 
khajch, khujeh, A swelling in the 

throat (see 
6s- khaj khaj, — g i q.v., but more em-

phatical (doubtful) . 
a khujddsh, A fellow-servant 

( f rom P . js»\s q.v.). 
khujast, Name of a musical 

note ; = A ; — q , v . 
khujastagl, Auspiciousness. 

A^-^sd. khujastg, Happy, fortunate, au-
spicious, blessed; a flower yellow without 
and black within ; a woman's name. 

ya^ khujasta-akhtar, Happy-
starred. 

^ Aa—^i. khujasta-pai, Happy a r r iva l ; 
fortunate. 

a ^.rir khujasta-rdy, Name of a 
vaiir. 

a khujusia-tdli', Happy-starred 
a (*Wy khujasta-farjdm, Having a 

happy conclusion; happily-terminating, 
ending well. 

khajsh, A swelling in the throat. 
khajak, A hole made with the point 

of the finger or a stick ; a pearl in the eye; 
a dot, speck, or spot ; a flea-bite. 

jW khajak-ddr, Spotted, speckled. 
A J^A khajal (v.n.), Being modest, bash-

ful , ashamed; being confounded, silent; 
rejoicing; get t ing into the mud (a camel); 
being over-loaded; growing long and luxu-
riantly (a plant) ; being intricate and per-
plexing (an affair) ; being insolent, purse-
proud, or avaricious; languor, torpor, 
laziness; corruption, perversion ; a number 
of slits in the lower par t of a shirt;—kha-
jil, Modest, bash fu l ; (a valley) luxuriant 
with herbage ; worn out (garment) when 
long and wide ; long (grass). 

khajlat, Bashfulness. 
a u s J i ^ khajlat-zada, Shame-stricken. 
a khajlat-kash, Very bashful. 
a vaJi^t khajlat-garl, Shame, bash-

fulness . 
a khajlat-ndk, Bashful . 
a khajU, khaj illy at, Shame, 

shamefacedness. 
AJ^A. khujand, Mallows; fortunate; 

name of a town in Turkistan, birthplace of 
the poet Kauial Khujandl . 

khuju, A lark, 
jju. khajur-sughd, Name of a place 

difficult to pass ; name of the ruler of a 
province of Azirbai j i in; the penis. 

khijaula, A blister on hand or 
foot. 

gxAjSpA. khijulldan, To embrace. 
yA-^ khajldan, To try, strive, make an 

ef for t ; to assemble, to meet. 
j?!**- khijlr, khujlr, Handsome, comely. 

khaehkud, A beggar. 
t4- khakh-khakh, Study, labour, or 

endeavour thou ; well done! bravo! a 
pulsation (see tf-

A AA. khadd (v.n.), Cutt ing furrows, 
t renching; the cheek; a road ; a furrow 
in the ground. 

khudd ( from khwud—and dy= 
coming; according to others related to S. 

self-given, i.e. self-created), God; 
master, owner;—khudd bar-ddrad, God 
takes away, i.e. causes to die;—khudd 
jawab dihad, God will give an answer, a 
formula of imprecation, if objectionable 
questions are raised;—khudd khudd dash-
tan (kardan), To take refuge with God;— 
khuda-ra dost mldarl, May God befriend 
y o u ! (a form of administering an oath); 
'—khudd na-kunad, God forb id! (m.c.) ;— 
ba-khudd, By God ! for God's sake (m.c.); 
—ba-khudd ki, God is my witness that 
(m.c.) \-~tu-ra ba-khudd, I implore you for 



God's sake (m.c.);— tu u hhuda, Thou aud 
God (i.e. may be face to face, form of ad-
ministering an oath) huzrat khudd'i bi-
zawal, The Almighty God without end. 

khuda-dfrld, God-created. 
khuda-afrln, The Lord Creator. 

t\S\ I j i khudd-dgdh, Knowing God. 
^ khnda-burd, Whi ther bound ? 

^ khuda-banda, Name of the Per-
sian king Muhammad Sikandar Shah, 
father of 'Abbas the Great. 

CM ^ Mudd 'b ln , One who always keeps 
God in view, pious, 

^y^ khuda-blnl, Piety. 
^ khudd-piaranti, Divine worship. 

Mudd-paaand, Pleasing to God ; 
a good action. 

^ khuda-tars, God-fearing, godly. 
a e ^ khadaj, Miscarrying; imperfect 

(work or prayer). 
ft- khudd-jo, khuda-joy, Seeking God. 
tiW khuda-Mfiz, God preserve you! 

adieu, good-bye ;—khuda-hafiz kardan, To 
take leave, to say good-bye (m.c.). 

khuda-khwdn, The fore-finger 
(because tbey hold it up when confessing 
their faith). 

A o)jui. khiddd, A mark burnt on the 
cheek; (pi. of khadd) furrows, trenches. 

A o k l m d d - d a d (Deodatus), granted by 
God; a proper name; name of the state 
governed by Tippoo Sultan, the notorious 
sovereign of Mysore ; name of the founder 
of a sect. 

^ lU khuda-ddnl, Knowledge of God. 
(jjt^j khuda-duran, Those remote from 

God, the impious. 
hhudara, For God's sake ; by God! 

fa\^khuda.8de,Created or made by God. 
y-La. las. khudd-shinds, God-knowing. 
A khidd' (v.n. 3 of Deceiving; 

—khaddaA great impostor ; changeable ; 
defective; uncurrent (coin). 

yUj^i khudd-faroshdn, Hypocrites ; 
those who arrogated divine power, as Pha-
raoh, Shaddad, Ac. 

r>S khudd-glr, Overtaken by the wrath 
of God ; afflicted with a sudden calamity. 

A ĴLA- khudddm (pi. of khddim), Ser-
vants, domestics, ministers, 

o k^y^Ats. khudd-mashra.b, Pious, godly. 
tj+f U khuda-nd-tars, Who has no fear 

of God, impious. 
kh.udd na-khwd8ta. God for-

bid! 
y^Ai. khudawan. The fore-finger. 

khudawar, Lord, possessor, prince. 
J^JUS- khudawand, A king, prince; a 

lord, master; a possessor, man of great 
authority ;—khudawandi jihdn, Lord of the 
world khuddwandi khana, The master of 
the house ;—khuddwandi rozgar, A power-
ful man, a prince; — khuddwandi sang, 
Who acts with deliberation, p ruden t ;— 

khuddwandi 'alam, The Lord of the world ; 
khuddwandi mdl, Possessor of riches ;— 
khuddwandi ni'mat (lit. Beneficent master) , 
A form of address to superiors; rich, 

khud aw and- sad, A prince. 
A^AA khudawand-kueh. Who slays 

his master. 
fa Mj khuddwand-gdr, Creator of the 

world ; the Lord, author and perfecter of 
everything; a king, a great man. 

ji^OA. khuddwand-gari, A sove-
reignty, principality ; royal, regal, impe-
rial, princely. 

khuddwandi, Ownership, lord-
ship. 

a khudd-himmatl, Religious zeal. 
khud-dy (self-existent), God. 

khuddya, O God 
y y khuday bar tu, A form of admi-

nistering an oath. 
a ^yu^toji. khuday ta'ald, Most high 

God. 
s. khuddy-rd, = ^AA q.v, 

a gflAt khadd'i' (pi. of khadl'at). Frauds, 
deceits. 

yl^l-w- hhuday-gdn, A great lord ; 
happy. 

^IS^JA khuddy-gdni, Great, lordly. 
o ^ W khv-dd'l, Godship, divini ty; divine; 

an object of worship; the honour due to 
God. 

y ^ j t i khudd'iydn, Followers of Khuda-
dad. 

a khudd'i rahm, A kind of food 
given to the poor in fulfilment of a vow. 

ytfcyi ^ftud. khudd'i-faroshdn, Hypocrites; 
arro gators of divine power. 

A s-"**- khadb (v.n.), Striking (with a 
sword), cutting through the skin and flesh ; 
bit ing; lying, deceiving;—hhadab, Tall-
ness and stupidity;—khiddab, Tall, large 
(ostrich). 

A JJ-I- khudad (pi. of khuddat), Furrows, 
trenches. 

AjAi khadar (v.n.), Being benumbed 
(the limbs), torpor ; a weakness or heavi-
ness in the eye caused by a mote ; sluggish-
ness; darkness of n ight ; ra in ;—khidr , A 
veil; a lion's den. 

A SJAI- khudrat, Thick darkness ; a black 
cloud ; an eagle ; name of a tribe. 

d J j ^ khadrak, A burning coal or billet. 
A khadarnaq, A large spider; the 

penis. 
CjAs. khadra, khudra, A spark; bit, scrap. 
A Ichadeh (v.n.), Scratching, exco-

riating ;—khadieh, Alarm. 
a khadsha, A scratch, h u r t ; doubt, 

solicitude, anxiety; fear, alarm, danger. 
A Mad', khid' (v.n.), Deceiving ; en-

tering into a hole or den ; withholding, 
being parsimonious ; being flat (market) ; 
drying in the mouth (spitt le); being 
scanty. 



A khud'at, Mud'a, Deception, f raud. 
a jSteAd* khud'agar, An impostor. 
A i k h a d f (v.n.), Cutting out (a gar-

ment) ; walking fast , with short quick 
steps ; enjoying the luxuries of life ; snow-
ing; a rudder, a he lm; — Jchidaf (pi. of 
khidfat), Rents in shifts. 

Madak, A bridge; (in the dialect 
of Karman) anxiety, solicitude ;—khudak. 
a magistrate, a judge. 

A JA&- khadl, khadal, Plumpness in the 
arms and legs. 

A khadam (pi. of khddim), Servants, 
at tendants, retinue. 

A C^LOI. khidmdt (pi. of the following), 
Services; situations, appointments. 

A khadmat, khidmat, Service, em-
ployment, office, ministry;—khadamat, A 
strap which ties a leathern shoe on a 
camel's foot. 

a khidmatgdr, A serving-man. 
a fSjftU^AA. khidmatgdri. Service, ministry. 
a khidmat.guzar, A servant ; for-

ward, obliging, ready to serve. 
a j&a+aa. khidmatgar, A servant. 
a ij)\-}t ww*At khidmat-guzdrl, Ministry. 
a Ui C^JUJ- khidmat-numa, A servant. 
a khidmati, A magnificent present, 

such as is presented to great men ;—khid-
mati dwardan (kashldan), To offer such a 
present. 

A Y-IA khidn, A f r i end ; a beloved, a mis-
tress. 

kfiadang, The white poplar, a tree 
from which they make arrows and saddle-
trees ; a bow or arrow made of i t ; a hedge-
hog ; a crab. 

jjut khudu, Spittle ;—khudu anddkhtan. 
To spit, to spawl. 

A ^ I I khudud (pi. of khadd), Cheeks. 
khuduk, khaduk, Weariness, irk-

someness, vexation, plague; anger, indig-
nation ; envy ; shame, contempt. 

A khadlj, Au abortion (of a camel or 
any other animal). 

A khadlj at, khadlj a, Name of Mu-
hammad's first wife. 

khadlr, Beauty, goodness, amiable-
ness. 

khadesh, khudesh, A king; a mighty 
m a n ; a householder; the mistress of a 
family. 

A jchadi'at (v.n. of *-), Deceiving ; 
f raud , deceit, t r ick; a kind of food. 

J>JUS» khidev, khideivar, A king, great 
prince, sovereign; a benevolent, excellent 
m a n ; master, possessor, rich man ; a f r i end ; 
—khidevi hind, The king of India. 

a»jus» khidya, Annexed, added, joined. 
A khaz' (v.n.), Being humble and 

submissive. 
khuzd, God; master. 

sŷ A*- khazarnuh, = q.v. 
A khuzruf, Anything fastened to 

the end of a string, which boys whirl 
round with velocity, and cause to make a 
hissing or whizzing noise; swift, a ler t ; a 
troop of camels; a camel separated from 
the herd ; flashing l ightning; kneaded 
clay with which children play; mud-pies. 

khizra, = q.y. 
A £A±. kha?' (v.n.), Cutting, mincing, 

hashing. 
A khazf (v.11.), Throwing (a pebble 

or date-stone taken up between the thumb 
and fore-finger). 

A J^A khazq (v.n.), Egging, spurring, 
goading forward (a beast) ; mut ing (a 
bird) ; dunging, dung. 

A JACS. khazl, y S i i kiiizldn (v.n. of J-"-), 
Deserting, disappointing, withholding as-
sistance. 

A Jchuzalat, A deserter of friends. 
A khazm (v.n.), Striking with his 

talons (a hawk) ; being cut off ; being 
drunk ;—khazam, Going fast ;—khazim, A 
liberal man, generous; sharp (a sword). 

a khizmat. = q.v, 
tsJjAts- khazuk, khuzuk, Auger ; a threat ; 

terror inspired from threats ; passionate. 
jiAt khizev, A great prince; name of 

God. 
khar (S. khara), An ass; a stupid 

foo l ; black viscous clay; sediment; the 
bridge of a violin ; the commonest, ugliest, 
largest, or coarsest of its kind, as khar-
amrud, " a n ill-flavoured pear," &c.; [khari 
hd tashdld, A "double - f i r s t " donkey;- -
khar bar bam burdan, To put in the wrong 
place;—khar-at ba-chand, For how much do 
you sell your ass ? (said if an inferior per-
son speaks without being asked) ;—khari 
tarnbur, The peg of a guitar ;—khar khari-
dam wa az khar astar shud, I bought a 
donkey and it turned out a nag (said on 
deriving an unexpected advantage from any-
thing) ;—khari khwud-rd dirdz bastan, To 
live at ease ;—khari khweshtan-ra ydftan, 
To obtain one's wish or purpose-;—khari 
dashtl, The wild ass ;—khar raft u rasan 
burd, A person has gone and carried off 
something;—khari suwdri, A saddle-don-
key (m.c.) ;—khari 'uttdbl, The ass on which 
'Uttab, the inventor of the silk stuff 'ut-
tdbl carried about his goods (see v ^ c ) ;— 
khari'Isd, The ass of Jesus ; (met.) a soli-
tary hermit ;—az khar uftddan, (met.) To 
die;—bar khari khwud suwdr shudan (ni-
shastan), To meet with retribution, to get 
one's deserts;—bar khar suwdr kardan 
(nishdndan), To divulge one's disgrace;]— 
khar, khir (imp. of kharldan, khirldan), Buy 
thou;—khir (probably for y- q.v.), Fog 
(unsupported by examples) ;—khur, The 
sun ;—kharr, Black mud. 

;A khir (in Zand and Pazand) , Happi-
ness, cheerfulness ; a pleasant condition. 

A f- kharr (v.n.), Fal l ing; a fall from a 



height; a fissure, c rack; dea th ;—khurr , 
The hole in the mill through which the 
corn drops; a round serpent ; tbe root of 
the ear. 

A *y- khur', Dung, excrement, 
^y- khird (part, of khiridan), Buying. 
A. sAy- khardb (v.n. of vyO> Being 

ruined and desolate; ruin, desolation ; de-
stroyed, deserted, depopulated, spoiled; 
debauched; overcome by wine, drunk, in-
toxicated ; reprobate; noxious, vicious; 
indecent; miserable ; — khardb shudan 
(ddshtan), To be spoilt, ruined, or deso-
late ;—khardb kardan, To spoil, ruin, mar, 
corrupt, blight, taint;—khana-ash khardb 
shawad, Perdition on him (m.c.) ;—khdna-
am khardb shud, I am lost, it is all over 
with me (m .c.) •, —kdri man khardb ast, My 
affairs are iu a bad wav. 

a khardb-dbdd, Abode of de-
struction (tbe world), 

khurdbaba, Water strained, or 
oozing through any dike, bank, or mound 
(doubtful, but see <sAy. below). 

a khardbdi, A tavern ; a gaming-
house ; a brothel. 

a i^Wy- khardbdti, A haunter of taverns, 
&c. 

a sAy- kharab-bdtin, Evil disposi-
tion. 

a JU. sAy4* kharab-hdl, Ruined state ; in 
broken-down circumstances. 

a ^Ay khardb-khasta, Ruined. 
khurdba (for Aj^y. q.v.), Water to 

drink ; a small stream drawn from a larger 
one for purposes of irrigation ; water leak-
ing from a cistern or oozing through an 
embankment; a farmer furnished with all 
the appliances of cultivation. 

a <4\y- khardba, Desolate, waste, in ruins 
(m.c.);— duzdi khardba-nishln, A robber 
skulking among ruins. 

a ^ y - khardbahd (pi. of the preceding), 
Ruins. 

a <^y- khardbi, Ruin, desolation ; depra-
vity, corruption, mischief; debased. 

a khardbi-zada, Poor, ruined, 
miserable. 

khardtagin, A kind of armour. 
khardtin, Earth-worms. 

a e^y khardj, khurdj, Tribute, tax, reve-
nue ; capitation-tax; [khardji sar, Poll-
tax ;—khardji mdl, Tax upon effects ;—kha-
rdji misr, Sugar ; sugar-candy ; a kiss ;] — 
khurdj, An eruption, pimple, sore, blotch. 

a jjl e^y- khardj-dwar, fai g^y- khardj-
guzdr, Tributary. 

a A- khardj-dwari, and— 
a khardj-guzdri, Tributariness. 
a <My khardj a, Leading word in a sen-

tence. 
a khardji, (Land) subject to taxa-

tion. 
y \ y Tchardkhar, Snoring; the noise of 

one being th ro t t l ed ; — kharajchar zadan, 
To snore. 

Ay. khar ad, A kite ;—khardd, kharrdd, 
Name of a king celebrated for wisdom; 
name of a champion of I ran . 

a Ay- khardd, A lathe (see My*)-
y kharrdd-mihr, Name of a fire-

temple. 
a kharadi, A turner. 
J*<^y- khardrush, = q.v. 
a khardra, A sob; noise of a water-

fall. 
A. J\Y- kharrdz, A cobbler. 
A S^y- khirazat (v.n. of Stitching 

with an awl. 
*)V" khardza, Membrum virile (see 6jy-)-
yAji. khar-ds, An ass-mill;—kharasi 

khardb (kham,scln), The firmament;—haft-
chashma-khards, The mill of seven foun-
tains ( tbe sky, the world). 

A yAy- kharras, A maker or seller of 
jars. 

(jVAy- khv^asan. The E a s t ; an extensive 
and noble country, the ancient Bactriana, 
lying to the north of the river J a i h u n ; 
name of a note in music. 

^LAy- khurdsdni. Of Khurasan ; the 
sun. 

cA* LT'V" khards-bdn. The owner of an 
ass-mill. 

khardstar, Noxious reptiles. 
^jAy. khuraei, A native of Khurasan. 
WAy- khar-dsiyd, An ass-mill. 
yMy. kharash, Anything torn, destroyed, 

and useless ; rotten f r u i t ; excoriated, to rn ; 
fallen, abject, rejected ; (in compos.) pier-
cing, scratching, tearing (with the nails or 
thorns). 

^jj^laAy- kharashdnidan (caus. of kha-
rashidan), To make scratch, &c. 

a khurasha. vulg. khardsha, A scale 
or filing (of iron) ; a small debt. 

y&Aly- khardshish, A scratch, 
( j ^ y - khardahl, Scratching, clawing, 

lacerating (used in composition). 
^A^y- khardshidagi, A scratching, tear-

ing, or grazing; a scratch or slight wound. 
(yjuAty. kharashidan. To scratch, lacerate, 

i r r i ta te ; to shave, smooth ; to graze, touch 
slightly, brush ;—ba-tesha kharashidan, To 
smooth or shave with the hatchet. 

A kharras, A liar;—&hurras, Who 
measures by estimation. 

A My- kharrdt, A turner. 
A £Uy. khirdtat, Ar t of turning, turnery. 
a J ^ y khar at i, A t u r n e r ; turned iu a 

lathe ;— kharrati, Business of a tu rne r ; 
turning. 

A kharatim (pi. of khurtum), Chiefs 
of a people ; t runks of e lephants ; noses, 
snouts. 

a khardtin (for P . khardtin), 
Earth-worms. 

A khuraMadness of a camel. 



A khardf, khirdf, Harvest-time, sea-
son of fruit-gathering. 

A UWUTY. khurdfat (pi. of the following), 
Fables, stories, romances, ludicrous sayings, 
farrago, nonsense, mythological stuff. 

A khurdfat, Name of a man sup-
posed to have been possessed of an evil 
spirit, and accustomed to tell of strange 
things he had seen; a fable, an entertain-
ing tale. 

yj^ ciiy* khardk (kharrak) kardan, To 
snore ; to ratt le in the throat when stran-
gling. 

t khar-ulagh, An ass, 
î yA khirdm, (imp. of khirdmldan, in comp. 

with the meaning of a participle) Walking 
gracefully, proudly, or pompously; a wa-
ving, walking, easy air ; handsome, comely ; 
a beautiful woman; (probably related to 

q.v.) good news, joyful t id ings; joy, 
gladness ; hospitality. 

khir amdn, Walking pompously, 
s trut t ing. 

y^iU^ khiramdnldan, To cause to 
strut . 

J*" khar-amrud, A.n ill-flavoured pear. 
yVa^y, khardmaqan, A f ragran t plant. 

khirdmanda, A pompous or stately 
walker; a graceful walker; airy, jaunty. 

khiramidagi, A stately or grace-
fu l carriage; airiness, jauntiness. 

yuMys* khirdmldan, To walk gracefully ; 
to strut , to go with a jaunty air. 

y ^ y 5 - khiramln, A kind of provender. 
O^f- khardn (pi. of khar), Asses ; [kha-

rani gur (gov), Wild asses ;]—khirdn, khir-
ran, Obedient. 

A khar-ambdr, A meeting on busi-
ness ; a number of men assembled at the 
house of one; a crowd; intercourse of 
several men with one woman; tumult, con-
tention, discord; a culprit who is made to 
ride on an ass through the city. 

khardnjdeh, Name of a Turanian 
hero. 

khirdnldan, To cause to buy. 
Ujb^ khardhin, khardhm, A kind of 

provender. 
khardhint Ear th-worm; maw-

worm. 
khard'id (pi. of kharidat), Pure 

virgins, modest women; unpierced pearls. 
A UJ^^I khard'if (pi. of kharlfat), Palm, 

trees whose f ru i t is given in rent on esti-
mation . 

khardyag, Uncultivated ground ; a 
field, an acre ; ice; a root (doubtful word). 

A kharab, A. male bustard. 
ftf- khar-bdr, An ass-load (see • 

khar-bdzdn, A game in which two 
players, standing in a bent position, head 
to head and hand on knee, represent an 
ass, held in bridle by a third player, called 
%&ar-banda, who prevents the other play- | 

mates f rom get t ing on his charge's back. 
Any two whom he hits with his foot must 
take the place of the first couple, and if 
one succeeds in mount ing the donkey, he 
remains si t t ing on him unti l such an ex-
change has been effected. 

A khirbdq, Name of one of Muham-
mad's Companions. 

(j^jA kharbdn, An ass-driver or owner. 
A khirbdn (pi. of kharab), Male 

bustards. 
khar-bat, Asjy. khar-bata, A goose ; 

stupid, an idiot ; facetious, a buffoon; de-
praved ; not to be t rusted. 

y / - khar-buz, A water-melon ; a plant re-
sembling the herb alkali. 

kharbuza, A water-melon ;—khar-
buza'i abujahl, The colocynth ;—kharbuaa'i 
rubdh, The bitter purging-apple;—khar-
buzaH Hindi, The squash. 

jSijyi kharbuza-faroeh, A melon-
seller. 

kharbusta, The prominent part of 
a roof, the eaves. 

UE^J*- kharbaehk, A blacksmith, a farrier 
(doubtful word). 

a WA khar-bat, A f a t goose ; an idiot; 
s tup id ; a wild man, a hairy demon re-
sembling the human form ; dishonest. 

a khar-bata, A goose ; facetious, one 
who promotes laughter . 

A kharbag, P . kharbuq, Hellebore 
(which is of two kinds, white and black) ;— 
khatbuqi gaped, Whi te hellebore ;—khar-
buqi siydh, The black poplar. 

A I^IAJA kharbaqain, The two hellebores 
(see preceding article). 

kharbala, A water-wheel; a chest, 
closet. 

5 Aifyd. khar-banda. An ass-owner, mule-
teer ; a principal player in the game t ^ f t f -
q.v 

iVy4- kharbiwdz, ji)**/*- kharbewdz, A large 
bat . 

i f f - kharbur, khurbur, A large b a t ; an 
owl. 

kharbuza, A water-melon. 
ft Sjjjys- kharbuza-zar. A cucumber- or 

melon-ground. 
a kharaba, Desolate, laid waste. 
A khirbll, Name of a certain believ-

ing man of the family of Pharaoh. 
AXA*yL. khar-pushta (ass's back), A sharp 

roof ; a tomb (f rom its shape) ; anything 
elevated in the centre and sloping down-
wards at each end ; a t e n t ; the ninth hea-
ven; a breast-plate. 

AA^ji. khar-pasha, A fly, a gad-fly. 
kharpur, A large bat . 
khar-pay, The tendon Achilles. 
khartak, khartuk, Glass beads for 

amulets. 
khartang, A village near Samar-

kand. 



khar-tut, A large, insipid mul-
berry, 

A gy- kharj, khurj. Revenue, tribute, tax, 
duty; outgo, charge; expense, cost; a 
cloud just appear ing; an unfordable river ; 
name of a place in Yamama; [kharji Hydl, 
Family expenses;—kharji kalil, Parsimony, 
frugality ;—kharj kardan, To expend ; to 
go or rush ou t ;—khar j i yaragh, Horse-
apparatus ; ]—khurj , A cloak-bag, portman-
teau, wallet, saddle-bags ;—kharaj , A mix-
ture of black and white. 

lU-^jA. kharjasta, War, s t r i fe ; a number 
of men who have usurped dominion, a 
republic. 

J^y- kharjal. A sort of b i rd ; a locust 
without wings. 

a ^ y kharji, Travelling expenses. 
O-Wy kharjidan, To have watering eyes ; 

to Bhed tears. 
U^y - khurjin, khurjina, A portmanteau, 

saddle-bags. 
a sy. March, = ey» q.v. and where verbal 

and nominal combinations will be found. 
kharchara, An ass's head placed 

upon a pole in a garden, to guard it, as 
they suppose, from malignant eyes; a 
scare-crow. 

J ^ y - kharchal, A blue-coloured water-
fowl ; a bustard. 

^ j f a y kharchakuk. d>fay kharchaluk, 
Name of a herb (the use of which increases 
women's milk). 

khar-chang, A crab, a craw-fish ; 
the sign Cancer; a kind of herb. 

a ^ y kharcha, A marginal note ; the 
costs of a law-suit. 

a khar chi, Travelling expenses; 
wages of stupration or harlotry ; lavish, 
prodigal. 

khar chidan, To have watering 
eyes; to shed tears. 

Av^y Jchurchina, The comb of a bird. 
khar-khdna. A stable (especially 

for asses) ; a stye, a coop. 
Si fay khar-khawind. Master, owner, 

possessor (spoken contemptuously). 
Qy+^y khurkhujewan, The nightmare. 
y y khar khar, A doubl ing; doubled ; a 

cupola; an upper parlour. 
a yy khar-khar, khur-khur, Snoring ; a 

noise in the throat caused by strangulation ; 
purring of a cat or a leopard; growling of 
a bear (m.c.) ;—khar-khar namudan, To 
snore. 

A. syy. kharkharat Oy-y- kharkhard), 
Snoring; rat t l ing in the t h r o a t ; purr ing 
(see the preceding). 

tyy kharkharat A curry-comb;—khar-
khara kardan, To curry (a horse). 

A - A J A kharkhasa, A bird tied as a lure, 
d.jLAji. kharkhusht. A wine-press. 
&A±y kharkhisha, kharkhasha. A tumult , 

a crowd; a boxing-match; a dispute, quar-

rel, wrangling without cause; a dispute 
regarding boundaries; anxiety, agitation, 
mental distress ; a decoy. 

fa*y khar-khiyar, Cucumber; ass-radish. 
kharkhir, yyy kharkhiz, Name of a 

city in Khatay celebrated for its musks and 
silk-stuffs. 

j y khard, kharrad, Black viscous clay ; 
a muddy place ;—kharad, Solder ; name of 
a place entirely inhabited by Jews (this 
word unsupported by examples) ;—khurd, 
Minute, little, small ; young ;—khirad, Un-
derstanding, judgment , intellect, wisdom; 
—khiradi khurda-bin, A quick genius, a 
mind seeing minute objects;—khirad dar 
khat budan, The intellect becomes deficient; 
—khiradi nukhustin, The first or supreme 
intel lect ;—khiradi hama, The universal 
soul or intellect; — dandanhd'i khirad, 
Wisdom-teeth. 

Aoy. khur-dad (Z. haurva-tdS. sarva-
tdti), Name of the th i rd Pers ian month ; 
also of the sixth day of the month ; name 
of the patron augel of rivers and t rees ; 
name of a fire-temple. 

j i Jy- khir ad-par ast, Worshipping 
wisdom. 

khirad-parwar, Fostering wisdom. 
AJ—> >iy khirad-pasand, Commendable. 

^y khirad-posh, Clad in wisdom. 
d y khirad-pesha, Pract is ing wis-

dom. 
f ^ y khurd-tar, Smaller. 
f U oy. khurd-kham. Being ground small ; 

tr i turation, 
^ khard-khan, Dispersed, scat-

tered. 
o j y . khurd-dast, The wris t ; f r a u d ; 

a cut-purse; a kind of game in which the 
players form a circle by joining hands, and 
pull each other rapidly round until they 
are exhausted. 

y y khardar, A kite. 
y y khar-dar-gala, An independent 

t r ibe ; a republic (see Ax—Ay.). 
JL, jys. khurd-sdl, A youth of tender 

years ; — khurd-sdl u buzurg-manish, I n 
years a youth, in judgment an old man. 

khirad-soz, Consuming the under-
standing or reason (grief, study, love, or 
beauty) ; name of a fire-temple in Tabriz. 

u ^ J y khar-dashti. The wild ass. 
A khardaq, Broth, soup. 
•aJjy. khurdak, Well-bred ; clever. 

j y . khirad-keshi, Practice of wis-
dom. 

khurd-gdh, A small tent enclosed 
within a larger one ; tha t part of a camel's 
breast which touches the ground when he 
lies down ; the pastern of a quadruped. 

J—^ o y khirad-gusil, What weakens or 
destroys the intellect. 

v ^ y * khurdagl. Diminution by wear. 



J j y - khar-dil (ass-hearted), Cowardly, 
base. 

A J j y - khardal, Mustard ; mustard-seed. 
khurdama, A bird with a sweet 

voice. 
^ i U j y . khar-damdghh Stupidity, obsti-

nacy, perverseness. 
A/* Ay- khurd-murd, Trifle3, minutise, 

piece-meal, scattered to atoms. 
a s k h i r a d - m a s h r a b , Practising 

wisdom. 
A^jy khiradmand, Wise, sensible. 

khiradmanddn, The wise, 
d^x^jys- khiradmanddna, Wisely, 
^ y . .xwoy- khiradmand-khoy, Of the 

nature or habits of the wise. 
a Ai*oy khiradmand-tab', Of a sen-

sible disposition. 
^aa^jy. khiradmandi, Wisdom, prudence, 

jy- khir ad • m anishl, Prudence. 
Ay- khurd-nigarish, jy-

khurdak-nigarish, Who looks closely into 
a mat te r ; narrow-minded; spiritless. 

a khurdawdt, Small wares, trifles, 
j}*4/5- khiradwar, Wise, sensible. 
^ • V 5 - Jchiradwarl, Wisdom, sense, sen-

sibleness. 
5 ^ ^ ^ M wwrc?, The under side 

of a carpet or covering; anything small, 
trifling, insignificant, or easy. 

Aw^jy khiradumand, Wise, 
aAji. khurda, Small, fine, minute ; any-

th ing small, a trifle ; c rumbs; a chip ; the 
tee th ; that part of a horse's leg round 
which the fet ter passes; quickness, smart-
ness of wi t ; criticism; fault , blemish; a 
thorn ; the rainbow; a spark of fire ; one 
of the 21 chapters of the Zand; according 
to others the interpretation called Pazand ; 
—khurda'i almas, Diamond-filings ;—khur-
da* i dust, The wrist; a cut-purse ;—khurda'i 
8Umd£, Crumbs fallen from the table;— 
khurda'i kafur (crumbs of camphor), The 
stars;—khurda'i kundur, Particles of f rank-
incense;— khurda'i mind, Brayed glass; 
wine. 

U>oy- khurdahd, Fract ions; small 
things. 

yt* khurda-bln, Acute ; critical. 
khurda-binl, Subtilty of genius; 

close criticism ; cavil. 
s jy . khurda-ddn, Sagacious ; a critic. 

ynUi. e jy . khurda-shinds, Possessed of 
minute knowledge *, subtle, sagacious. 

jity^ soy khurda-farosh, A vendor of 
small wares, a piece-broker. 

^tf fijjd. khurda-kdrl, Finish, elegant 
execution; tesselated work. 

t\S 6 j y khurda-gdh, The part round 
which the fet ter passes, the pastern (of a 
horse) ; that part of a camel's breast that 
touches the ground when he lies down;— 
khurda-gahi sdq, The thinnest part of the 
leg ; Bhank, or cannon-bone. 

pS coy. khurda-glr, Fault-seeking; ca-
viller. 

khurda-murda, I n pieces ; topsy-
turvy. 

tj^Aji. khurdahl, A kind of bird, 
^ y - khurdl, Smallness ; infancy. 

oy. khirad-ydfta, Intel l igent, wise, 
ud^jjy. khurdlkak, Less, smaller. 

khurdln, The smallest, most mi-
nute ;—angushti khurdln, The little finger. 

khirazmand, Wise, learned. 
A j y khan (v.n.), Sewing (leather), 

st i tching;—kharaz, Small shells, pearls, 
glass beads, &c. (such as are hung round 
the neck to avert the evil eye. 

kharzdn, The first day of the Per-
sian year, i.e. the vernal equinox. 

Sjy khar ami, A single shel l ; a gem, a 
jewel ; a pearl, a glass bead, or anything 
that is s t rung ; [kharazdtu 'Umulk, A jewel 
yearly added to the royal crown to mark 
the number of years of a king's reign ;]— 
khurzat, A stitch, a hole made with an awl. 

y ^ j y - kharazddn, kharizddn, Name of a 
wrestler of Turkistan. 

8 j j y - khar-zada, A beetle ; name of a 
flying insect which bites the nostrils of 
cattle. 

Jijjy- kharzawll, Name of a village in the 
province of Tarim. 

Sjy- kharza, A yard long and stout, 
ayfcjy- khar-zahra, A poisonous shrub or 

f r u i t ; the colocynth (as being poisonous 
to asses, dogs, and other animals) ; rhodo-
daphne; a venomous earth-worm about the 
size of the finger, and of a blackish red 
colour. 

a ^ y kharazl, A seller of beads or small-
wares. 

y- khar-zln (ass-saddle), A shelf ; a 
sort of wooden horse for hanging saddles 
and bridles upon ; a bench for reclining 
upon ; a pack-saddle. 

A khars, A wine-jar ;—khurs, Meat 
prepared on the bir th of a child; (pi. of 
akhras) dumb people;—kharas (v.n.), Being 
dumb ; dumbness. 

<j*y- khirs, A bear ; a rough fellow;— 
khirs dar koh bu (nil slndst, The bear in 
the mountains is an Avicenna, i.e. where 
wisdom is scarce a fool is considered a wise 
man. 

adjUy kharsawala, A kind of poisonous 
lizavd (unsupported by examples). 

u*y> khirs-bdzl, Romp, bear's play, 
^( j khirs-bdn, A bear-leader. 

kharast, Filled with drink, drunk, 
^jbu-y. khuristdn, A grove of palm-

trees. 
At-y. khirista, A leech. 
ed~y khirsak, A little bear ; a game in 

which a boy on all fours plays the part of 
a bear kicking at the others who run round 
him, and throw pebbles at him, until he 



hits one of them, who then has to take 
Ms place ; a quilted coverlet. 

(j*y» khirs-kush, A bear-killer (m.c.). 
<j*y- khirs-kan, A bear 's cave. 

&\t$ khirs-giydh, Name of a herb. 
khar-saldk, A muleteer ; one who 

lets out asses on hire. 
A ^ t kharsala, A kind of medicine. 
fijU (jrfji. khirs-mdda, A she-bear. 
^ V j ^ y . khir8?i.dk, (A place) fu l l of bears. 
Ai—y. khur sand. Bowy- khursanda, Con-

tent, satisfied, pleased. 
khur sand i, Content, pleasure, 

mirth, contentment, satisfaction ; tranquil-
lity.^ 

o'Cu. y . kharsang, A large rough stone ; 
heaps of gravel (rendering a road disagree-
able to travel on) ; obstacle, stumbling-
block ; a rival. 

ijA^-y. khursldan, To rot, to putrefy 
(unsupported by examples). 

kharash, A wild ass ;—kharish. A 
butt for ridicule ;—khurush, Cry, uproar ; 
(for khurush) rubbish of sticks or thorns. 

A kharsh (v.n.), Scratching, tear ing; 
earning a sustenance for one's fami ly ; 
Beeking a livelihood. 

^Ay khurehd, >-»U.y- khurshad (in Zand 
and Pazand), The sun. 

kharashta, An airy kind of walking 
with a vacillating ga i t ; — kharishta, An 
arched roof; a kind of armour, 

Afcy. kharasha, Enmit ies ; t u m u l t s ; a 
causeless quarre l ; anxiety; scratched. 

khur-shed, The sun ; sunshine ;— 
nishdni sher (u) khur shed, The Order of the 
Lion and the Sun. 

khar shin, An airy, swinging mode 
of walking; oscillation, v ibra t ion; name 
of a tribe of Afghans , who claim descent 
from Muhammad. 

A Y»y- khars (v.n.), Guessing by the eye 
the produce of palm-trees or the crops of a 
field; guess, conjecture; a l i e ; — k h i r s , 
The estimated or guessed produce of a 
field ; a slender spear; a basket ; a wallet; 
—khirs, khurs, A gold or silver r ing ; a 
branch of a palm without leaves ; a bit of 
wood used as plug to a leathern bottle. 

A ty . khart (v.n.), Unbarking ; smooth-
ing, especially in a turner 's l a the ; strip-
ping a branch of its leaves, or a cluster of 
the grapes, by drawing the hand f rom one 
end to the o ther ; making anything long 
and taper; purging (a medicine) ;—kharat, 
A disease in cattle in which the milk comes 
away in a clotted state, or mixed with 
yellow water. 

JUy- khirtdl, A kind of purse made of an 
ox's skin, or the skin of a camel's neck, and 
filled with gold or s i lver ;—khartdl , Oats. 

a gA y- khar-tab', S tup id ; stubborn. 
A khartum. The proboscis (of an 

elephant); a snout ; the nose; wine that 

speedily intoxicates or which runs before 
the grapes have been t rodden; the penis. 

a y- khar-zarif, A fop, dandy, 
masher. 

A £Y khar' (v.n.), Cleaving, split t ing ;— 
khara' (v.n.), Being weak; languor, flabbi-
ness; being broken (a palm-branch). 

Jy6 y khar-ahfd. The plantain-tree ; a 
plant called ass 's ea r ; seed of fleawort, 

kharghula, The plan tain-tree. 
Cjj^y- kharghfm, Name of a city. 
A o y - kharf (v.n.), Gather ing f r u i t ; — 

kharaf (v.n.), Doting f rom old age; — kha-
r i f , An old dotard. 

^ y - khirf, Purslain -,—khirif, Languid, 
weak (neither seeing, hearing, nor knowing 
what he does). 

A A I J I khur fat, Autumnal f r u i t ; pur-
slain ;—khur af at, A fable, an agreeable, 
merry tale (see Arty). 

^ siy. khariftan, kharaf tan, To emit the 
death-ratt le. 

A khirf a1, khurfu', The f ru i t of the 
lushar tree ( s e e y ^ ) . 

a i>»y- kharfaq, Seed of wild r u e ; a kind 
of cress. 

a Aiy. khur fa, Purslain. 
a ^ i y kharifi, Dotage, 
A j y - kharq (v.n.), Tearing (a garment ) ; 

f raming a lie, lying ; crossing a deser t ; a 
fissure, round hole; a widely-extended 
plain swept by the wind, a deser t ; a shrub 
resembling the costus; name of a place 
near NIshapur ; [kharqi (ddat, Contrary to 
na tu re ; a miracle;]—khirq, Liberal ; hand-
some, elegant;—khwrg, Folly, stupidity, 
ignorance;—kharaq (v,n.), Being ashamed, 
confused, f r ightened; asperity, roughness, 
disagreeableness; stupidity, folly, igno-
rance ; stupid, foolish. 

A O^Y kharqdn, A village near Bistam ; 
—kharraqdn, A village near Hamadan. 

A Aiy- khirqat, khirqa, A patch, r a g ; a 
garment made of shreds and patches ; a 
religious habit (of which there are two 
k inds : khirqatu l-iradat, The garment of a 
novice, and khirqatu 'Utabarrak, The gar-
ment of a lay brother) ; a watted cloak 
(m.c.) ;—khirqa az dasti kase poshidan, To 
become one's pupi l ; — khirqa andakhtan, 
(met.) To confess a f a u l t ; to sur render ; 
to be lost in ecstasy ; — khirqa ba-dasti 
kase tdza kardan, (met.) To renew a com-
pact ;—khirqa sakhtan (kardan), To rend 
in pieces;—khirqa sokht, (met.) H e has put 
aside ha t red and enmity ;—khirqa shudan, 
To become torn. 

yUaly •kharqatan, Dodder, 
a a ^ i Aiy khirqa poshdn (clad in shreds 

and patches), Religious mendicants, der-
vishes. 

a Aiy khirqa-doz, A botcher; poor. 
a ^yy- kharqi, A grain of which bread is 

made;—khirql , Name of several Imams 



and reporters of traditions or sayings of 
Muhammad. 

kharak, A l i t t le ass ; a reptile which 
has the fore-legs long and the hinder ones 
shor t ; the septum of the nose, t ha t which 
divides the nostr i ls ; the bridge of a musi-
cal i n s t rumen t ; a child's go-car t ; a three-
legged s tool ; a plank whereon culprits 
are made to lie to receive castigation ; the 
r a c k ; an ins t rument fo r separating the 
seed f rom the cotton ; a chopping or saw-
ing-block ; a kind of date ; an unripe da te ; 
an instrument for stocking or pecking a 
wall ; hot coals; embers ; name of a village 
near Shiraz ; a breast, nipple. 

A khark (v.n.), Quarrelling, wrang-
ling, litigating. 

M / - khar-kabutar, A wood-pigeon, 
t / f khar-kurra, An ass 's colt. 

tf^A kharalc zamin (kharaki zamin), 
JSep tiles. 

f- khar-kus, Idle babbler, silly fel-
low. 

LT^4- kharkush (for <j£ft- q.v.), A shoe, 
slipper, galoshe, patten, or clog, worn above 
boots, to keep them clean when walking; 
(ass-killing) a multiped insect resembling 
a beetle, met with in cemeteries;—khur-
kush, A kind of fly; drunk, intoxicated, 

yU$y. khar-kamdn, A large bow; a ma-
chine for stringing bows ; a spring gun set 
in gardens ; an arduous and unprofitable 
concern ; durance, detention in any painful, 
toilsome, or ruinous business;—dar khar-
kamdn dwardan (kashldan), To involve one 
in calamity. 

f- khar-kuf, A kind of large owl. 
khar-gdh, A tent, pavilion, taber-

nacle ; a wide, spacious place of residence ; 
a cottage or moveable Turkoman hut or 
tent, formed by flexible poles, and covered 
with fel t -cloth; [khar-adhi azraq (khizr, 
sabz, mind). The sky;—khargdh zadan 
(kashldan), To pitch a tent ;—khargdhi 

falak-ishtibah, A pavilion high as heaven ; 
—khar-gdhi gav-pusht (Idjaward), The sky ; 
—khargahi mdh (qamar), A halo round the 
moon ; the down on the cheek ;j—khir-gdh, 
A pleasant place. 

khar-gadd, An importunate beggar. 
^jjtjkSy- khar-gada'l, Importuni ty of a 

beggar. 
khargar, A halo round the moon. 

£ yi- khar-gaz, A large wasp, horne t ; the 
parading of a culprit mounted on an ass. 

khar-gawdz (guwaz), A goad. 
jf y- khar.gur (gor), f- khar-gura 

(gora), The onager or wild ass. 
khar-gosh (ass-ear), A h a r e ; 

lamb's tongue (a p lan t ) ;—man hdfiza'i 
khar-goshe daram, I have a hare's (i.e. a 
wretchedly bad) memory. 

jW y- kjtar-gosh-ddr, Donkey-eared 
(applied to the hare). 

khargoshah, A leveret; the plant 
lamb's tongue. 

- khar-gah, A large t e n t ; a spacious 
p lace ; khar-gahi azraq (the azure tent), 
The sky;—khar-gahi mah, A halo round 
the moon. 

A kharm (v.n.), Burs t ing (anything 
sewn) ; piercing the septum of the nose; 
cut t ing of f ; diminishing; withdrawing; 
the brow of a mounta in ; in poetry sup-
pression of a short syllable in the begin-
ning of a verse. 

pf* khurm, Vapours, exhalations; name 
of a certain plain, where there is a moun-
tain that answers any question pu t to i t ; 
—khurram, khuram, Fresh, fu l l of juice, 
blooming ; cheerful, smiling, glad ; a plea-
sant, de l ight fu l place ; name of the tenth 
solar mou th ; also of the eighth day of 
every solar month. 

^*ft khurmd, A da te ;—khurmd' i ahu 
jahl, A sort of date ;—khurmd' i bl-khasta 
(in the language of the sodomites), The 
penis; — khurmd'i kur, A date without 
sweetness, or ill-tasting;—khurmd'i-hindl, 
A t amar ind;—ham khurmd wa ham sawdb 
ast, I t is both a duty and a pleasure (al-
luding to the practice of breaking one's 
fast with a date only, which is considered 
meritorious). 

khurram-dbdd, A cultivated and 
pleasant place. 

khurmd-bun, A palm-tree ; the 
pith or marrow of the palm-tree. 

^JIJUJIS. kjiurmddan, A store-room for 
dates. 

ft* y khar-mar, A muleteer, one who lets 
asses. 

(jbu-Uy. khnrmaetdn, A grove of palms. 
jW? pf- khurram -bah d r, Name of a place. 

khuramddn, A leather bag carried 
at the side by beggars or travellers. 

J d khurram-dil, Of a joyous heart. 
})) f f t khurram-roz, The eighth day of 

every solar month ; a celebrated festival 
formerly held on the eighth day of the 
month dai. 

Murram-ruy, With cheerful or 
smiling face. 

u^—- f- khar-mast, Stupid, obstinate ; 
athletic. 

a Ui pf- khurram-fazd, The sky. 
kharma.k, khurmak. ~ osX>y- q.v,;— 

khurramak (dim. of khurram). Pleasance 
(name of a palace at Nishapur) . 

khurramgah, A grass-plot; (=khar-
gdh) a large tent, 

y. khar-magas, A gad-, ass-, or 
meat-fly. 

khurramgah, A grasn-plot; a large 
tent . 

kharmul, A large, tasteless pear, 
khirman, khar man, The harvest; 

reaped corn, but unthreshed, and piled up 



in a large circular s tack; a h e a p ; a halo 
round the moon; a parhelion or mock sun ; 
—Mirman zadan (nihddan), To stack corn ; 
— k&irman kardan, To reap;—khirmani 
kuhna ba-bdd dddan, (met.) To boast of 
former good fortune ;—khirmani gadd, A 
heap of corn gleaned \—khirman giriftan, 
To thrash ;—khirmani gul, The cheeks of a 
mistress ; also her thighs ; the beloved;— 
khirmani mdh (qamar), A halo round the 
moon; the down on the cheek;—khirmani 
mdh khosha'i parwin shuda, (met.) Drops of 
perspiration have settled on the cheek-
down. 

y khar-munj, A gad-fly ; a paralytic; 
ft certain colour in a horse. 

^ y khirman-sokhta, A bankrupt, 
v / khirman-kob, A corn-thresher, 
o * / i f f a khirman-kobi, Corn-threshing ; 

—gdwdni khirman-kobl, Oxen for t reading 
out the corn. 

aUT ^ y khirman-gah, A threshing-floor, 
lof kkirman-gadd, Harvest-beggar. 
<J[jS i^yy khirman-girdy, Avaricious, 
y ^ py khurram-nihan, — J j py q.v. 
U^Aii. y py khurram u khandan. Cheerful 

and laughing. 
<J*y y khar-moeh, A large mouse or rat. 

y khar-muhra, Any little stone 
marked with points by nature or art, small 
shells, coq-de-perle, or glasB beads, fastened 
round the neck or arms of children, as 
fancied protection against the malignant 
eye; also beads of glass, with which they 
ornament bridles and harness; a t rumpet ; 
a pearl in the eye. 

(j*y khurrami, Freshness; gladness, 
cheerfulness, pleasantness ; a set of volup-
tuaries, the sect of Babak. 

khurramiyat, Name of a sect which 
maintains the doctrine of metempsychosis. 

oA»y- kharnds, Snoring ;—kharnas kashi-
dan, To snore (m.c.). 

^U y khar-nay ( throat of an ass), A 
brazen t rumpet ; name of a note in music. 

fay kharambdr, fay- kharambdz, The 
ceremony of leading a criminal through 
the street, mounted upon an ass; a meet-
ing, concourse, crowd. 

kharambdsh, khur amb ash, The me-
dicinal plant marv. 

<jAry- khirnajds, ^ W y - khir anj dk, Name 
of a wrestler. 

Jiy- kharand, A herb used in washing ; a 
low garden-wall; the parapet of a gallery, 

s M y kharanda. A purchaser. 
a A-Jtfy- khar-nafsa, Magnum penem 

habena. 
A , j i y khirnig, A leveret; name of a 

poetess. 
v y y kharnub, khurnub, Bean-pods, ca-

robs ; the locust tree, bread of St. John or 
of the prodigal son; — kharnubi nabatl, 
Capers;—kharnubi hindl, Cassia fistularis. 

>y khir a, khuru, Garden mallows;— 
khuru (for khuros), A cook. 

A V " khuru' (pi. of khur'), Excrements. 
fay khar war, An ass-load; the measure 

of a hundred Tabriz maunds. 
a B_jy kharuj, One who departs from, 

who goes out o f ; -a camel lying apart f rom 
the o thers ;—khuru j (v.n. of ey-), Going 
out, i ssuing; sallying for th in a hostile 
manner ; disobedience, rebellion; projec-
t ion; the day of resurrection; in poetry 
the following the wasl (see 

5>y- khuroj (for khurosh), A loud cry. 
6jy- khuroch (for khuros), A cock. 
)fa )y kharu-daru, A species of herb. 
A » y khurur (v.n.). Fa l l ing ; fal l ing 

down (in adoration) ; purr ing; snoring (see 

y\jjy- khurozdn, Name of a wrestler. 
khuros, A dung-hill cock; a slave 

to his passions ; the Greek chorus ; a ball, 
a dance ;—khurosani tdwus-dum, Goblets of 
wine;—khuroei bl-mahal (bl-hangdm), Who 
talks inoppor tunely; — khurosi 'arsh, A 
bird who first breaks out in song at dawn, 
and is followed by others;—khurosi kingi-
ra'i 'aql, The breath ; weighed, measured 
words ;—khurosi hindl, A turkey. 

khuros-bdzi, A cock-fight; 
(met.) s t ra tagem; astuteness, slyness. 

kkuroscha, The bones of the 
t h r o a t ; the larynx. 

csJUy- khurosak, A cockerel; a red ani-
malcule found in ba ths ; lingula vulvae; 
the foreskin. 

A-3y. khurosa, Lingula vulvae; the fore-
skin. 

J>*)f- khurosh, A loud cry ; a lamenta-
tion, crying Oh ! making an exclamation, 
sighing (construed with the verbs bar-
khdstan, tarawldan, zadan, kardan, kashi-
dan, nishdndan) ;—khariwash, The wild ass 
(unsupported by examples; is it a corrup-
tion of khari wahshV). 

u ^ y - kharwash, Like an ass. 
t^ykhuroshdm, Shouting, cryingaloud, 

lamenting. 
^A^lsijy. khuroshdnldan, To raise a tu-

mult. 
QXz&t^y khuroshldan, To cry aloud, shou t ; 

—bar-khuroshidan, To cry out, to raise a 
shout. 

^jxJb^y khuroshldane, A loud cry, lamen-
tation ;—khuroshldane kashidan, To break 
into lamentation. 

A fyy kharu', An adul t ress ; soft-bodied 
(woman) ;—kh i rwa ' , The shrub Palma 
Christ i ; Ricinus; any withered plant. 

A y kharuf, A lamb ; a colt six months 
old, or till a year old. 

osJjy kharuk, Name of a herb which in-
creases women's milk;—khurwak, A beetle. 

A y hharuq, A violent cold wind;— 
khuruq (pi. of kharq), Fissures, cracks, holes. 



khur oh, A bird 's comb ; a cock. 
khurohak, Coral. 

khuroha, The comb of a b i rd ; a 
lure, call, or decoy used in catching bi rds ; 
l ingula vulv®. 

^ y - kharwela, A shout, loud cry. 
»y- kharq, A heap; lees of wine, sedi-

m e n t ; mud sticking to the bottom of a 
cistern; assault, attack, throng, medley; 
[khara'i chob, Scaffolding; a wooden f rame 
for turning an arch upon ; beams for sup-
porting the roof of a house;—khara'i khisht, 
A pile of bricks ;—khara'i sang, A heap of 
Btones, a cairn;]—also kharra. Grains of 
sesame remaining in the hair-cloth af ter 
the oil has been expressed, which they 
give to the poor; residuum, caput mor-
tuum;—kharuh, khura, khurra. Divine illu-
mination, the light of reason ; l igh t ; a dis-
trict or division of the Persian empire, of 
which there were the following five : \khu-
ra'i ardsher, khura'i istakhr, khura'i darab, 
khura'i shdpur, and khura'i qubad (comp. 
also ay. p. 35) ;] — khira, Fog ;— 
khura, The white a n t ; a disease which 
causes the hair to fal l off, or which de-
stroys the nose and lips;—khurih. Divine 
illumination, light of reason;—khuruh, A 
cock, wild beasts; the kernel of a f ru i t ;— 
khurra, The noise of one being suffocated; 
a snore. 

sjy* ay. khara-chob. = khara'i-chob, q.v. 
under ay- khara. 

ay- khara-khishU = khara' i-khisht, 
q.v. under ay-. 

ay. khara-Bang, — khara'i-sang, q.v. 
under ay. . 

«Afey» kkuruhak, Coral. 
eJUay fcharuhnak, Enlightened, illumi-

nated. 
t s y khari, Stupidity, the property of an 

ass ;—khir i , Name of a yellow flower; un-
lucky, inauspicious ; a gallery, portico, 
verandah. 

A GIY- kharij, A game where they cry 
khardji khardji, i.e. Tell what is in my 
hand. 

Jcharidar, A buyer. 
y<r> j^y- khariddr-gir, A marketable ar-

ticle. 
^ j ^ y khariddri, Purchase. 
A S^y- kharidat, A pearl not perforated. 
^jJjoy- kkaridagi, A purchase. 
yA»y- kharidan, khiri dan. To buy; [bdz 

kharidan, To re-purchase; to buy of f ; ]— 
kharridan, khurridan, To suffer from fever 
(children). 

a Joy. kharida, Purchased, bought ; the 
child of a purchased slave ; an immature 
virgin; a modest matron. 

A f.y- kharlr, The murmuring of running 
water ; the sound of wind; also of an eagle 
when flying; snoring; a beaten track 
between two hills. 

kharieh (contracted f rom khanda 
rieh), A but t for ridicule; a laughing-
stock ; a laugh ;—kharesh, Scratch thou; a 
scratch; thin parings tha t fall from lea-
ther in the currying; the dressing of 
leather ; (in compos.) scratching ;—khirish, 
a lady, matron;—khufish, A king; the 
master or mistress of a family. 

kharishak, A ferrier. 
khareshidan, To scratch, tear, 

bite, pull, crop, or break with the teeth. 
a k y kharit, Al^y. khari ta, A purse ; a 

small b a g ; a letter-bag, mai l ; a wallet; a 
reticule ; a le t te r ; a pod; a volume. 

A. *-A>y- kharif, The first crop in the year 
(in India), consisting chiefly of rice; au-
tumn ; harvest; the autumnal rains. 

a jjijy- khari/i, The autumnal harvest; 
grown in harvest. 

y - khax, A bump outside the th igh; 
crawling on the hams like boys; (imp. of 
khazidan) crawl thou. 

Ay- khazz (v.n.), Stabbing, transfixing 
with a d a r t ; fencing a wall with thorns; 
s i lk ; silken s tu f f ; the fine hair of the 
beaver. 

y-V" khazdkhaz, Creeping, crawling, 
khuzdName of a great man at the 

time of Iskandar . 
A £c\y- khuzd'at, A section, segment; an 

offset from the tribe of Azd. 
A T_J\y- khazzdf, A seller of earthenware, 

or coarse crockery *, a potter. 
W y . khazamd, A plant promoting preg-

nancy. 
t)\y- khazan, Creeping, slow walk; rep-

t i les; au tumn; the sear and yellow leaf; 
the tenth day of every mon th ; name of 
the eighth month of the cera of Jalalu'd-
din;—khazan 'alam shudan, To approach 
(autumn);—badi khazan (khizdn), The 
autumnal wind, which blows during the 
fal l of the leaves. 

khazan-dida. ax^ ^Vy khazan 
rasida, What has reached autumn. 

a &\y. khizdnat, khizana, A treasury, 
treasure, magazine, granary, repository; 
public revenue; office of t reasurer ; the 
chamber of a gun; tbe heart;—khizdnalu 
'g-sildh, An armoury;—khizdna'i tufang, A 
priming-pan, chamber of a gun ;—khizdna'i 
hammam, The reservoir of a bath ;—Mi-
zdna'i 'dmira, The imperial treasury. 

T tj^Ay- khaxdnchi. Treasurer, cash-
keeper. 

a <sAy- khixana-khdna, A treasure-
house, a treasury. 
. iily- khizana-ddr, A t reasurer ; a 
gun with a chamber. 

khizdni, Autumnal, fading. 
A ^ Y - khazd'in (pi. of khizdnat), Trea-

suries ; treasures ; divine secrets; — kha-
zd'ini bi-giran, Immense treasures. 

utJjoy- khazdiik, An insect like a beetle. 



Sjy. khazda, Sin, crime (probably mis-
reading for q.v.), 

khazar, ( ^ j f - khazrdn, Name of a dis-
trict in Turkis tan; name of a province in 
Gilan ; the inhabitants of the shores of 
the Caspian. 

Ay t khazrak, Cowai'dice. 
(J^;)4- khazarwdn, The Caspian Sea; name 

of a champion of Afrdsiyab in his war with 
Nauzar; also of a demon;—khazarwdni 
Ishusrau, Name of a warrior of Bahram 
Chubi n. 

Jchazra, The palm of the hand, the 
sole of the foot (doubtful word). 

A J-i-cy. khuza'bal, New and strange 
stories. 

A khuza'bll, False, vain, trifling 
thing. 

A ^WJXYI. khuza'bllat, A jeBt, laughable 
tale. 

A ICY khaz'at, Lameness in one foo t ;— 
khiz'at, A piece of meat ;—khuza'at , One 
who restrains another (from anything 
good) ; one who desists f rom a work. 

a tJ)A khazf (v.ni), Swinging the arms 
in walking ;—khazaf , Earthenware, crock-
ery. 

a <-i)£. khazaf-reza, A potsherd, 
a (jjiy. kh,azafi, A po t t e r ; a seller of 

pottery. 
a JjA kfeazq (v.n.), Reaching the mark 

(an arrow); piercing with a spear. 
(V4- khazm, (v.n.), Perforat ing the 

bridge of the (camel's) nose, and passing 
a ring through i t ; spitting locusts; a 
redundant word of from one to four letters 
at the beginning of a verse, not taken 
account of in scanning ;—Jchazam, A tree 
of whose bark ropes are made. 

khazmiydn, Beaver's testicles. 
A khazn (v.n.), Laying up in a store-

house or treasury ; keeping a secret ;— 
jchazan (v.n.), Being rot ten (meat) . 

A khmanai (pi. of khdzin). Trea-
surers. 

khazand, A herb used in washing 
(s»e J^/-). 

*A>ys. khazinda, Creeping; a rept i le ; rep-
tiles. 

A j|)i khazw (v.n.), Subduing, reducing 
to order or discipline (men), breaking or 
exercising (horses), rendering obedient. 

khazuk, A beetle. 
uiiS^y. khazukak, (in the dialect of 

Shiraz) A kind of manna. 
khaza, Rudder of a ship; a paddle, 

oar. 
khamhra (for khar-zahra), Asses' 

bane (an herb). 
A ^gjA khizy (v.n.), Being base, abject, 

afflicted, disgraced; ignominy, shameful 
notoriety. 

khaeldan, To creep ; to slide along 
the ground on one's hams (like a child). 

khazlda, Concealing, lying hid. 
yip- khazlr, Ashes beneath which are 

latent spa rks ; fire. 
A khaziz, Brambles set as wall-fences. 
a Ajtyt khazlna, A treasury ; magazine ; 

t r ibute. 
a (j^Auy. khazina-chi, khazlna-

ddr, Treasurer ; robe-keeper. 
Aiyt- khazhand, khazhanda, = AJy. q.v. 

khas (S. khasa), An inhabi tant of a 
mountainous coun t ry ; a rustic, moun-
taineer; name of a tr ibe of mountaineers 
dwelling between India and Tar ta ry ; (for 
A. khass) a miser; m e a n ; vile, b a d ; a 
weed ; rubbish of sticks or t ho rns ; a 
chip of wood; (perhaps S. kdsa) the root 
of a sweet-scented grass ; a k ind of large 
white crane ; an animalcule tha t runs on 
the surface of wa te r ; [Mas ba dahan (ba-
dandan, dar dahan) giriftan, khas ba-dahan 
guzdchtan, To be weak; to sue for protec-
t i o n ; — M a s u khdshdk, Rubbish, sticks 
and straws;—khas u khdshdk shudan, To 
clean by removing rubbish ;—khas kam u 
jahdnpak, A proverbial saying, to indicate 
t ha t it makes no difference whether a 
thing is in a certain place or n o t ; ] — k h u s , 
A mother-in-law. 

A khass (v.n.), Render ing mean and 
vile ; let tuce;—khassu H-himar, Melilot; 
bugloss. 

A khas' (v.n. of "̂ —A), Driving away 
(a dog) ; being driven away (a dog) ; being 
dim and weak (the sight). 

jLwi khasdr, Ice (see J—A , and . 
AjU-i khasdr, SJL-A- khasdrat (v.n. of 

^-i-), Sustaining a loss; per ishing; stray-
ing from the road; f raud, perfidy ; sor-
dianess, baseness;—khasarat u ghdrat kar-
dan, To ravage and plunder. 

jijL-i. khisdra, The clearing of a gardeu 
or vineyard of weeds ;—khisdra, khasdra, 
The act of lopping superfluous branches. 

A khasdsat (v.n. of CR*-) , Being 
close-fisted, covetous, mean, ignoble, low-
born. 

khassan. khasdn (pi. of khass, khas). 
Mean persons. 

( j j j iO . khasdndan, To grind, to t r i tu-
rate. 

khisdnda, An infusion (in medi-
cine). 

^jL^iL-i. khasdnldan, To wound with the 
teeth. 

qxJV^jl. khasa'idan, To chew ; to eat. 
uy-*—khusp (imp. of khuspldan). (in 

comp.) sleeping, as bisyar-khusp, One who 
sleeps 'much (see y - A j ^ H , p. 188, the 
transliteration of which should be corrected 
accordingly). 

khaspdnidan, To cause to kick 
or t rample upon ; to cause to extinguish j 
—khuspdnldan, To cause to lie down; to 
cause to rest or sleep. 



a Dft khass-parwar, W h o cherishes 
or fosters the mean, 

khuspish, A lying down; rest, 
sleep, 

khuspan-jd, A bed, a couch. 
khas-posh, Covered over with 

thorns or weeds ; varnishing over, giving a 
false colouring to ; — khas-posh s akhtan 
(hardm), To try to conceal what is evi-
dent . 

khrispi, The planet Jupiter . 
khaspldan, To beat with the feet, 

trample, k ick ; to ext inguish;—khuspidan, 
To lie down, to sleep. 

A khjssat (v.n. of u^- ) , Being mean, 
base, and despicable; vileness, meanness ; 
avarice. 

A khast, He wounded ; colour; uti-
lity ; desire, violent itching (of a sick 
person) ; a reptile, an insect;—khust, Best, 
repose; a sleeve, 

khasiana, The patched garment of 
a religious mendicant. 

js,kfyastar. Reptiles, noxious insects. 
khastagi, Wound ; sickness; fa-

t igue ;—kJiastagl kashidan, To labour, to 
toil. 

(i^—A khastan, To wound, pierce; to 
pr ick; to be indisposed, sick, a i l ; to be 
wounded, broken, spl i t ; to make an attack ; 
to cut in pieces ; to fear. 

khastii, The stone of f ru i t ;—khus td , 
Confessing; a noxious animal (perhaps 
misreading for q.v.) ; name of a Chi-
nese grandee. 

(j^s^A khustuwan, Those who confess. 
khastuwdna, khustuwdna, 

khust una, A patched woollen or camelot 
garment , worn by faqirs, dervishes, and 
other religious mendicants (especially 
ragged) ; strips of striped or linen stuffs. 

AX~A khasta, Wounded ; sick, infirm ; 
frui t-s tone (khastaH khurmd, A date-
stone) ; ground prepared for sowing; ex-
cited, roused ;—khusta, The foundation of 
a wall. 

khasta-band, A bandage, roller 
for fractured l imbs; a p las ter ; one who 
Dinds up broken bones. 

jS^. Ax^-i khasta-jigar, Heart-sore. 
a khasia-hdl, In a bad state, 

afflicted. 
J j A ^ i . khasia-dil, Sick at heart. 
a g^y* khasta-mizdj, Weak, sickly, 

khastldan, = (J-X^A q.v. (unsup-
ported by examples), 

A>U- khas-khdna, A house or h u t 
made of the odoriferous grass kha-s, to 
serve as a summer habitation in India. 

JJ**- khas-khis, A sweet-scented root 
of a sort of grass, of which tatt ies are 
m a d e ; — k h i s k h i s (khiskhisi slna), Death-
rattle ; —-khisMlisi ibtida'i qasabatu 'r-rlya, 
Tracheal rattle ;—kjiiskhisi dkhiri qasabatu 

'r-rlya,, Bronchial r a t t l e ; — k h i s k h i s i ma-
ghdrl, Cavernous ratt le;—khiskhisi namahi 
Crepitous rattle. 

A khasr, Loss, damage;—khasr, kha-
sar, khusr, Losing, sustaining a loss. 

khasar, Ice ;—khusur , A father-in-
law ; a mother-in-law. 

A QVT-A khusrdn (v.n. of Suffering 
loss, losing ; damage, detriment. 

a khusrdngar, A son-in-law. 
a ^ t j - i khusrangari, Relationship by 

marriage ; asking in marriage ; contracting 
affinity by marriage. 

bftr*^ khusarpura, A wife's brother. 
khusrav, khusrau, A great king; a 

celebrated Persian k ing ; a royal surname 
in Pe r s i a ; [khusrawi akhtardn, khusraw 
iqllmi chahdrum, khusrawi anjum, khusrawi 
chahdrum sarlr, khusrawi khawar, The 
sun ;—khusrawi hashtum bihisht, Title of 
Muhammad ;] — khuearu, A fa ther or 
mother-in-law. 

^ j y ^ i khusraw an (Z. husravanK), = the 
preceding, of which i t is a ful ler and older 
form. 

Ail^—A kkusrawdna, Kingly ; like Khus-
rau. 

(ji^^—A khusrawanl, Anything grand, 
elegant, or r ega l ; a kind of song of rhyth-
mical prose in honour of king Khusrau ; a 
species of old money (coined by king 
Khus rau ) ; a sort of wine ; a kind of cloth. 

khusran'parast, Rendering 
homage to the king, liege, vassal. 

j^p-A khusrau-parastl, Homage, 
feal ty. 

khu8uru-khwaja, Father-in-
law. 

khusrau-daru, Galangale. 
y^S khusrau-gahar, Of kingly race. 
(jjLsi jj^a, khusrau-nishan, A maker of 

k ings ; possessed of the marks of royalty ; 
imperial signet. 

t_s_i_T~A khusrawi, Belonging to a king; 
royal ; imperia l ; monarchy; a sort of 
brandy. 

A khusrawlna, A father-in-law. 
fiplk. kjmsra, Moving, movable (unsup-

ported by examples) ; t remulous ;—khusra, 
A mother-in-law; a father-in-law. 

Akhusrlna, A father-in-law. 
A<A~A khas-shlsha, A flask enclosed in 

wicker-work, a demi- john. 
A khasf (v.n.), Causing the ground 

to engulf one (God) ; digging a well which 
runs perpetually ; h id ing ; recovering from 
sickness; being lessened, diminished, get-
ting thin ; s inking inwards (the eye). 

khasaf, A walnut. 
khasaq, Saffron in the flower. 

khjsk, Bas tard saffron;— kknsh, 
Time; delay, repose ; — khasak (comp. A, 

A tr iangular prickly herb ; a caltrop 
against cavalry ; (dim. of khaa) chips. 



(jUlC^t khaskandn, Strict investigation, 
diligent search. 

i i l aC- i khasak-dana, Seed of safflower. 
khas-kashi, Removal of rubbish ; 

—khas-kashi kardan, To clean by removing 
rubbish. 

khism, A wound, a sore. 
khasanda, Insects (as flies, gnats, 

Ac.). 
A khasu, khusu, A father-in-law. 

A khusu' (v.n.), Being dull and weak 
(the sight). 

^•U. j k&as-u-Jchdsh, Bits of cloth ; 
twigs. 

y j j—t khusudan, To reap; to praise. 
jy*- khusur, A father-in-law ; a mother-

in-law ; harvest. 
> khusur-damadi, Affinity ;— 

khusur-damadi kardan, To contract affinity 
by marriage. 

0 jjj^d. khusurdan, To reap ; to en te r ; to 
salute. 

fyj—a- khusur a, Husband ' s or wife's 
father. 

A Jchasuf, A well dug in a rock, 
which springs perpetually ;—khusuf, Un-
dergoing an eclipse (the moon) ; being 
Bunk (or lying concealed) underground. 

A khasug, Sordid, mean, filthy. 
a khas si, khasl, Baseness, vii en ess, 

meanness. 
( j i M khasldan, To chew; to grow old. 

khasir, Suffering damage. 
A khasis, Low, base, ignoble; 

trifling, pal t ry; avaricious, sordid, penu-
rious ;—nafsi khasl8, A mean soul. 

A A. khasif, A well dug in a rock and 
running perpetually (see 

khash, The a rm-pi t ; running f a s t ; 
—khash, khush, Husband 's or wife's mo-
ther ;—khush (for Jchushk), Dry. 

A S^U-A khashshdb, A seller of wood. 
6JU«S. khushdda, A prepared sown field. 
jLfci khnshdr, An unbaked brick. 
iSjU-i. khishdra, Clearing of land for cul-

tivation; pruning (see iftiU.). 
A ^LFCIT khashash. khishash, khushash, 

Insects flying or creeping ; a wooden ring 
on a camel's nose to which the reins are 
fastened; a sack, a wal let ; the edge or 
side of any th ing ; a sharp bold fellow ; a 
man of authority. 

A fUd- kkushdrn (v.n. of ^ A ) , Failing, 
giving way, losing their powers (the olfac-
tory nerves) ; large-nosed; a lion;—khash-
sham, A man with a very large nose. 

khashdman, khushdman, A mother-
in-law. 

yA^tirs, khashdnldan, To bite, to wound 
with the teeth. 

khishav, s^Aa khishavia. A clearing 
of land of the stones and weeds, and a pre-
paring of it for cultivation; pruning and 
lopping of trees. 

sifti^L khishdwand. Name of a province. 
^UA khushdy (for <J\ J^yO, Welcome. 

khaahd'idan, To scratch, lacerate, 
&c. (see ^ A * ^ ) . 

A khashb (v.n.), Mixing (one thing 
with another) ; polishing, c leaning; hew-
ing out roughly (a bow or arrow) ; writing 
off-hand (a poem) ;—khashab, Wood, t im-
ber. 

khish-pukhta ( for khishtipukMa), 
A burnt brick. 

khisht, A javelin, dart , spear, hal-
berd, pole-axe (construed with the verbs 
anddkhtan, bar-ddshtan, bar-giriftan, khwur-
dan, rekhtan. shikastan, kandan, mdlidan, 
&c.) ; a br ick; a kind of sweetmeat ; a loaf 
baked for the soul of a dead person; the 
twelf th chapter of the Z a n d ; — khishti 
pukhia, A burn t brick;—khishti piruza, 
Turquoise-coloured bricks ;—khisht zadan 
(sdkhtan), To make b r i ck ;—kh i sh t i zar 
(zarin), An ingot of gold; the sun;—khishti 
sari khum, The brick with which a winc-
jar is covered ;—khishti qimdr, The board 
of the game but, which is played with dice; 
—bar khisht zddan, To be on the point of 
confinement (pregnant woman). 

y ^ ^ A i khashtdman, khushtaman, A mo-
ther-in-law. 

khisht-bdd, A large ventilator. 
^ u^Xil khisM-paz, A brick-maker. 
<3)> khisht-paxl, Brick-making. 

ts^jLi. khisht-taba, A brick-kiln. 
khishtcha, A square piece of cloth 

put under the arm-pit of a sh i r t ; the knee-
pan. 

Î JLA. khisht-kMsht, The ra t t l ing of 
paper ; the rust l ing of new clothes. 

khishtara, khishtra, A gusse t ; a 
brick-maker. 

y j khisht-zan, A lancer ; a brick-
maker. 

khishtzha, A sort of cloth (so called 
from its texture). 

taiA-fci. khishtak, A small b r ick ; a gusse t ; 
the knee-pan;—khisht aki, zar, The sun. 

^UUAA khisht-kdri, Brick-work. 
jXiirtS. khishtgar, A brick-maker. 
J U CS^AA khisht-mdl, A brick-maker. 

aaa khashtanshgr, A water-bird. 
dbkhashtuk, khushtuk, Bastard, thief, 

rogue. 
khashta, Poor, moneyless. 

(jXA -̂ khishti, Made of bricks ;—khishte, 
One brick ;—khishte ba-khair gugdshtan, 
(met.) To have a cistern, &c. built for 
pious purposes. 

khashjdn, The four elements. 
A JSAAFCAT khashkhash, Poppy ; a troop 

of men in a rmour ;— khashkhdshi abyaz 
(zubdi), Whi te poppy ;—khashkhdshi aswad 
(misri), Black poppy ;—khashkhashi mu-
qarran (?), A poppy growing at the sea-
shore; — khashkhash kardan, To break in 



pieces; — shiri khashjchash, Poppy-juice, 
opium. 

a \ U^A khash-kftash, Clang (M.c.). 
a khash-khashi, What produces 

a clang (m.c.). 
khish-kfdsht, The rattl ing of 

paper, the rustl ing of new garments (see 

a khushddsh, fern, wAa^a khush-
ddshat, A fellow-servant (see u*^ 

a J^AUAA khushdashiyat (pi. of the pre-
ceding), Fellow-servants. 

khashram, The knocker of a door. 
A M I - khash'. Humil i ty . 
A S I A I khish'at, A child cut out of i ts 

mother 's womb ;—khush'at, A low hill. 
A khashf (v.n.), Moving gently ; 

also the noise caused by such motion; a 
low voice, a sound (as tha t of the feet 
on half-frozen snow, or the crawling of 
serpents) ; breaking the head with a stone ; 
sounding, finding ou t ; travell ing qnickly ; 
leaping, jumping. 

khushk (S. s'ushka), Dry, withered; 
useless, barren ; pure, mere, genuine; ava-
ricious, tenacious; surname of the Tradi-
tionist Ishaq bin 'Abdu'llah Nlshapuri ; 
[ khushk awardan, To keep silence from bad 
temper, dislike, or aversion, to sulk;— 
khushk bakMan, To play for no th ing ; to 
play away all one's property; — khushk 
bd khuihk na-glrad, Dry and dry will not 
stick together;—khushk jumbdntdan, To 
move about without motive or advantage;— 
khushk shudani dast updy, To lose sensation 
and movement;—khushk guzdshian, To 
pass by without bestowing an expected 
"benefit;—khushk u db, khushk u tar, Dry 
and moist; day and n igh t ; bad and good;] 
—khashak. A mountain. 

kkashkdb, Hindering ; a hinderer. 
UAAA- khushk-abzdr, Dry sweet herbs. 

thushk-dkhwur, also spelt 
y-li^A (dry or empty stall), A barren 
year ; penury ; a miser. 

fa^ khushkdr (for khushk-ard), Coarse, 
unsif ted flour, ful l of bran ; a fried egg. 

khushk-afzdr, Condiments; 
pulse, lentils, beans, and the like. 

fa"] khushk-dmar, Jchuskh-
dmar, Diligent inquiry; estimate, calcula-
tion ; dropsy; a receiving of the whole of 
what is due. 

gilXArf- Jchushkdnij, khushkdnj, Dry in 
body. 

khushk-andam, Lean, meagre, 
dry. 

jj^&J khushk-angubln, Dry honey. 
^xJtCA-i. khushkanidan, To cause to 

dry. 
t̂ Uxs- khushk-auzdr, Dry condiments. 

khushk-bdza, Tree-loppings; 
bark. 

Axj iisi&A khushk-band, Healing of a 

wound without the use of a salve or plas-
ter ; a wound. 

lA^i. khushk-pusht, A tortoise, 
jl^ uA^a khushk-pahlu, A useless person. 

MÂ A khushk-pai, Unlucky, ill-omened. 
f dX^A. khushk-iar. Melancholy; fool, 

idiot. 
khushk-j an (dry soul), Igno-

rant , unski l fu l ; lukewarm, indifferent to 
the claims of love or fr iendship ; the soul 
stripped of the body. 

khushk-jumbdn, Idly busy. 
gV^iAi . khushk-jahdn, An age barren in 

distinguished men. 
khushk-chashm, Tearless, dry-

eyed. 
uAiA khushk-chub, Dry wood. 

jW ciUsA khushk-khdr, A caltrop. 
khushk-daman, Pure , chaste, 

virtuous ( the contrary of tar-daman). 
VAJU. kjiushk-dast, Avaricious. 

khushk-damdgh, Crack-brained, 
m a d ; grievous. 

^UJ CA&A khushk-damagki. Grief. 
yUbj CA&A kjiushk-dahan (dry-mouthed), 

Fasting, abstemious. 
khushk-randa, The dry scab, 

UAAMJ- khushk-rude, A dried-up 
stream. 

(ja^j khushk-resh, A dry scab or 
wound; subtilty, f raud, stratagem, deceit 
falsehood ; a vain excuse. 

CAIA khushk-resha, Crust of a 
wound ; an excuse. 

khushk-zar, faSJ^- khushk-sdr, 
Arid land far f rom water. 

J U khushk-sal, A year of drought, 
a general dearth ; scarcity ;—khushk-sdli 
dfat, The present evil world, 

^SI^&AA. khushk-saU, Drough t ; dry sea-
son. 

taL&A khushk-sar, Addle-pated; a bab-
bler ; irascible; melancholy. 

dils, iAJUA khushk-shdna, Proud, haughty; 
pride, haughtiness. 

a ut̂ wJs tiU^- khushk-tinat, A useless 
person. 

a cyjWfc khushk-'ibdrat, Whose 
speech is unprofitable. 

a (jUc <AA,A khushk-'man, Unmanageable. 
khushk-fd, Unfermented bread. 

y^jf «A&A khushk-gardan, Stiff-necked, 
a khushklan, = ^ q.v. 

khushkmdz, Diligent inquiry;— 
khushk-mdz kardan, To inquire diligently 
into. 

jjU^AA khushk-mdzu, CjW^-i-A khushk-
•mdza, Withered or broken branch ; bark of 
a tree. 

UU^AA khushk-mana, Anything cold 
eaten af ter meat, to moderate the heat of 
the stomach, 

y u khushk-maghz, Testy ; a fool. 
^jA* laliA khushk-maghzl, Rage ; folly. 



yU isU-t khushk-ndn, kAushk-
nana, Dry bread, biscuit; a bind of sweet-
meat. 

^ U i ^ t khushk-ndy. The t h r o a t ; the 
wind-pipe; the gullet. 

jty ISUA khushk-nihad, A useless person. 
khushk-wd, Unleavened bread. 

aXi-s. khushka, Boiled rice without but-
ter ; flour not sifted ; cast steel. 
, o ^ 5 * khushkl, Dryness ; scarcity occa-

sioned by d rough t ; dry land ; by land (in 
opposition to tari, by water) ; horse-dung 
dried, used instead of straw as litter ; dry, 
arid ;—khushki'i bakfd (tali1), Adverse for-
tune ; — kfiushki'i charkh, Bad t imes; — 
khushki'i mafsil, Stiffness of a joint. 

khushki par ast, Addicted to 
the dry land. 

O^ 5 ^ 5 - khuehkidan, To dry up. 
'AXJUA. khushkida, Dried up, thirsty 

(m.c.). 
J - ^ khashal, Bdellium, an Arabian gum. 
^^a khishm, khashm. Anger, passion, 

rage, indignation, fury ;—khishm amadan 
(dwardan, shudan, kardan), To become 
angry ; — khishm khwurdan (firo-jchwiir-
dan), To swallow, i.e. subdue one's anger 
or passion ;—khishmi yahuddna, A Jew's 
rage, i.e. a silly, unprofitable dispute;—ba-
khishm dwardan, To provoke, make angry ; 
—dar khishm shudan, To be angry. 

A kfiashm (v.n.), Striking, hurt ing, 
or breaking the bridge of the nose ; [khash-
mu 'l-anf, Ozena (see the following) ;]— 
khasham (v.n.), Having a large nose ; bad 
smell of mea t ; offensive smell of the nos-> 
from polypus, ozena. 

khishmdghil, Angry glance; 
squint (probably misreading for J * ^ f , ^ 

« 
a Jy ij khishm-dlud, ^As. khishm-

aluda, Angry, exasperated. 
a khishm-tab, Wri th ing (or 

burning) with rage. 
a Axlj khishm-rafta, Angry. 
ajf khishm-gar, khishm-gin, 

Full of rage, angry. 
a ^jX^SUja khishmglni, Angriness, anger. 
y^f ftJsa khishmlu (for khishm-dlud ?) 

kardan, To tickle. 
khishmin, Augry. 

a^Li+AA. khishmndk, Passionate, furious, 
enraged. 

a (jSVu-Ai khishmndkl, Anger, angriness. 
M A khashma, Travelling utensils. 
a khashn (v.n.), Being rough, rough-

ness ; — khashin, Ha rd, rough ; coarse ; 
rude. 

ly-fcA. khashan, A kind of grass from 
which coarse garments are made; [khashan 
poshidan, To wear a rough ga rmen t ; to 
play the hypocri te;]—kji ishan, khishn (for 
kfeishin), A kind of falcon. 

yLA^ kfiushndn, Happy, prosperous. 

o 'V* Û *"5- khashan-bdrdm, A rain-cloak 
of coarse cloth worn by shepherds, <fcc.; 
(met.) the sky ; a cloud. 

khashanja, A gusset, gore of a 
shift (doubt fu l ; probably misreading for 

q.v.). 
y-sui. khashan-khdna, A house con-

structed of reeds; also a house, the doors 
and windows of which are lined with the 
roots of a certain grass (Andropogon 
muricatum), which being kept continually 
sprinkled, a circulation of cool air is there-
by maintained within; tatties. 

AÂ -A. khushnud, Content. 
fiAi^i. khashan da, Insects (see 5 a w l ) . 

khashansdr, khushansar. ft 
khashanshar, A kind of white-headed aqua-
tic bird. 

khashang, A scar ; ba ld; baldness. 
khushnu, khashnu, Content, pleased, 

j j ^ s . khushnud. Content, pleased, happy. 
^ o y ^ A khushnudi, Contentment, satis-

faction, resignation, acquiescence; recon-
ciliation. 

^j-Ats- khushnl. An unchaste woman, 
harlot. 

khushu, A mother-in-law. 
iilyi^. khushwdna, Wool, spun and 

wound ; a garment made of such and worn 
by dervishes and beggars. 

\JM.} (j&i khash-u-khdsh, Trifles ; chips, 
scraps, rubbish. 

J J A A . khashud, A pruning k n i f e ; the 
pruning of young shoots. 

y j y i j t khushudan, kfiashudan, To prune 
a tree. 

khashur, A prophet, an apostle. 
A khushu1 (v.n. of Being 

humble ; casting down the eyes; being 
near sett ing (ti star). 

khashuk, khushuk, A bastard, mis-
c r ean t ;— khushuk, A drinking-vessel in 
form of a bull 's horn. 

A fcy&A- kkushunat (v.n. of (^A-A), Being 
rough ; l'oughness, ruggedness; asperity, 
severity; disdain. 

^ khashi, Very white ; ash-coloured ; 
according to others, = q.v.;—khashe, 
A dried herb. 

A ^S^A khashy, khishy (v.n.), Fearing, 
dreading;—khashi , Timid. 

A khashib, Rough-hewn ; rusty (a 
sword) ; fu rb ished; bad, vile; select, 

A khashyat (v.n. of A), Fear ing ; 
fear. 

khashij, Opposed, opposite; an ele-
ment. 

khaahijan, Contraries; elements, 
(ji^iui khashish, Noise, tumul t ; victory, 

superiority. 
khashishdr, Name of an aquatic 

bird. 
A^S^S- khishisha, A bird tha t f requents 

gardens in spring. 



hhashishi, A kind of garment, 
khashin, Of the colour of ashes, of 

a darkish white; of a black and blue ; b ine; 
a falcon with a black back; name of a pro-
vince in Transoxania. 

A ynJi^* khushain, Name of a tribe, f rom 
which the patronymic khushani is derived. 

kha shin ad, faa^ khashindr, = 
j U ^ j u . q.v. 

A-H khashin-pand, A kite. 
jU^iriS. khashmsdr, Name of an aquatic 

bird with a black back and white spot on 
the head. 

khashina, Of a black colour in-
clining to blue; a species of falcon ; a kind 
of water-fowl; ash-coloured. 

A IJM- khass (v.n.), Marking especially, 
dist inguishing peculiarly; —khiss, Deficient, 
defective, shortcoming;—khuss, A house 
of reeds ; a tavern ; good wine. 

A khisdb, A loaded date-tree. 
A frfansasat, Poverty, want, need ; a 

hole, gap, ch ink; the space between the 
feet ol a trivet;—k&usdsat, The gleanings 
of a vine. 

A khassaf, A l iar ; a shoe-maker; 
surname of doctor of the Hana f i school. 

A JUA khisal (v.n. of Conquering 
at dar t ing; cutt ing away (apiece) of mea t ; 
(pi. of kfraslat) good manners, habits, pro-
perties, or qualities ; — kjiisdli hamida, 
Praiseworthy virtues. 

A khisam (v.n. 3 of p^), Lit igating. 
A khissan, khussdn, Grandees, 

nobles, patrician orders; royal favourites. 
A jaS^AA khasd'ia (pi. of kfadshjat), Pro-

perties. 
A khasail (pi. of khasilat), Man-

ners, customs, usages ; morals. 
A khasb, A palm-branch ; a f ru i t f u l 

date-tree ;—khisb, Rich vegetation ; abun-
dance of life;—khusb, A side. 

A khasr. The middle, the wais t ; the 
middle par t of the sole of the foot, which 
does not touch the ground ; the space be-
tween the notch of an arrow and the fea-
t h e r ; a road between the upper and lower 
part of a h i l l ; sand;—kjfaasar , Cold, chilli-
ness;—khasir. Cold (water). 

A UUA khasf (v.n.), Doubling and sew-
ing together (a sole) ; a shoe or slipper 
made of several layers, each of which is 
called hfrasfa. 

a J«JA khasl, Conquering at shooting ; a 
stipulation or condition at archery ; a stake 
at play ; a stake upon seven at the game 
of nard ; the dice with which the game is 
p layed ; cutt ing off ; [khasl kardan, To 
grant , to bestow;] — fchusul, Entangled 
branches. 

A iU^ khaslat (v.n. of J-<*A), Hi t t ing the 
mark (an arrow), or fall ing by the side 
of i t ; quality, property ;— khuslat, En-
tangled hair. 

A fr**- khasm (v.n. of p**-), Overcoming at 
law; an enemy, antagonist, adversary at 
law or game ; (also kjiasam) a husband; 
[khaxmi yak chashm, The devil ; antichrist; 
the hea r t ; the sky; ]—khusm, Side, mar-
gin ; the corner of a sack or portman-
teau. 

T khism, A fr iend, relat ion; an 
owner. 

A PU«AA khusamd1 (pi. of khasim), Antago-
nists. 

a khasm-afgam, Overthrow of 
an adversary. 

A ^WAA khusm an (pi. of khasm or kha-
sim), The opposite parties in a law-suit; 
antagonists, adversaries ;—khu$mdni sujli, 
The elements. 

a khasmdmi, Inimieal ly; house-
wifery. 

a j^aA khasam-khdna. Master of the 
house; an heir. 

a (jiX*-OA khasm-ktish, The slayer of a 
foe. 

a (jJ&Xt-oA khasm-kushi, Slaughter of a 
foe. 

a khasam-wdli, A woman whose 
husband is living. 

a .A khasmi, Enmity ;—khasmi'i jani, 
mortal enmity. 

A k&usus (v.n. of (JAA), Marking 
especially, distinguishing peculiarly; par-
ticularity, speciality; a thing, business, 
par t icular ; — bd-khusus. Especially ;— dar 
khusus, Concerning;— 'ald'l-khusus,Chiefly, 
especially. 

A "UOYEA khusus an, P . AJUJ^A khususana, 
Particularly, especially, chiefly. 

A CUL-S^OA khvsusiydt (pi. of the follow-
ing), Peculiarities, particularities. 

A khususiyat. Particularity, spe-
ciality, s ingular i ty; at tachment, intimate 
friendship;—ba-khasusiygt, Wi th special 
reference to. 

A pytA. khusum (pi. of khasm), Enemies, 
rivals. 

A UWUJ-SA khusumat (pi. of the follow-
ing), Law-suits; disputes. 

A khusumat (v.n. 3 of Trying 
to overcome at law; litigatiom, a law-suit; 
a l te rca t ion ;—khasumat i shadid, Violeut 
animosity;— izhdri khusumat kardan, To 
declare war, to denounce hostilities. 

a i. khasumat-gdh, A&S-̂ OA khasu-
mat-gah, A place of contention; a battle-
field. 

khasumaigar, A qua r re l e r , a liti-
gant ; an adversary. 
• a khasi, A eunuch ; a gelded 

an imal ; poetry dest i tute of erotic senti-
ments, castrated. 

khusyat, khusya, A testicle ;—khus-
yatu 'n-nisd\ The ovary ;—khusya bar kulla 

jaetan, (met.) To be greatly terrified. 
A yW-AA khusyatani (dual), The testicles. 



A khasif, Well-made (shoe) ; ashes; 
anything of two colours ; new milk mixed 
with old. 

a 6 ^ khasi-karda, Gelded, castrated. 
A pi;**, khasim, Litigating, opposing 5 an 

opponent. 
A khasin, A small axe. 
A s-»Ua. khizab (v.n. of Tiuging 

(the nails or hair with privet, saffron, or 
indigo) ; tincture, colouring m a t t e r ; a dye 
for the hair (construed with the verbs bas-
tan, dadan, r as and an, zadan, sdkhtan, kar-
dan, nihadan, &c.). 

A JUA. khv%dd, A soft tree without 
prickles. 

A fchazdr, Milk thinned with water ; 
herbs sprouting. 

A SjUtL khuzdrat, Greenness. 
A S k k a z b (v.n.), Tinging (the nails 

or hair with cypress or saffron). 
A JU^AS. khazkhazat (v.n. of YD^-AA.), 

Ploughing; polluting oneself. 
A A«5D. khazd (v.u.), Bending (the branch 

of a tree) ; t r imming (a t ree) ; eating 
much, or something moist (as a cucumber) ; 
—fchazad, Branches recently broken, or 
new cuttings of a tree. 

A khazr (v.n.), Cut t ing (a palm-
tree) ;—khizr, khizar, The prophet Khizr , 
who discovered and drank of the water of 
life, whereby he became immortal, figures 
in Oriental tradition as a wazir of Iskan-
der, and also at Elias and St. George of 
England, on the supposition tha t the same 
soul animated them by transmigration; 
\Jchizr bahdr dar qadam ddrad, Khizr has 
Bpring in his wake, said because the ground 
on which he places his foot is supposed to 
be at once covered with green;—khizri rah 
gar didan, To guide, to lead the way;]— 
khazir, A green branch; green, verdant, 
fresh;—khazar, Greenness, freshness. 

A "TJAI. khazrdy (fem. of akhzar), Green ; 
heaven ; troop clad in iron, a squadron of 
armoured men; name of a castle in Syria ; 
—khazra'u 'd-dimn, Verdure grown out of 
a dunghill; (met.) a comely woman, but 
of alow family. 

a f>\yt- \jAs- khazra-khiram, Moving ma-
jestically like the sky ; producing verdure 
in moving along (applied to Khizr) . 

A Byt khuzrat, Greenness, verdure. 
a u*WJ k2ii?r-hbds, Clad in green (like 

Khizr, applied to the sky). 
a fAiu khizr-maqdam, Whose coming 

is (auspicious, like) Khizr's. 
fcjV4*" khazarwdn, The Caspian sea (see 
ijy). 
A (JAAI. khazaz, Small beads and o ther 

ornaments, with which girls in Arabia 
adorn their wrists; different kinds of food. 

A i-kAs- khazf (v.n.), Breaking wind ; eat-
ing ',—kKazaf, Large and small melons. 

A J<SA k&azl, khazal, A pure pearl. 

A khazm (v.n.), Eat ing with the 
mouth full , chewing, cutt ing with the 
grinders, especially anything soft, as 
cucumbers;—khizzam, k&uzzam, A lord, a 
great and generous man; a large horse or 
camel. 

A khuzu' (y,n. of Being hum-
ble, submissive; submission, humility, 
respect, veneration. 

A khazib, Stained, dyed, imbued. 
A khazir, Green, flourishing. 
A kjhaziz, Ground abounding in 

loose earth moistened by the rain. 
A TA kjiatt, in P . that (v.n. of 1=A), Wri-

t ing ; delineating; anything written or de-
lineated; a letter, no te ; handwrit ing; a 
character j a figure drawn on the sand by 
conjurers; a l ine; a limit, margiu, edge; 
a bank, coast; a line of conduct or argu-
ment ; an order ; a marriage contract ; the 
down on the cheek of a youth ; a lance 
(unsupported, but see j ^ k t ) ; [k^ati db, An 
image appearing and disappearing in the 
water ;—khat i ijrd, A diploma conferring a 
stipend or pension, &c. j—khaji azadi, A 
deed of manumission;—khat az khun na-
wishtan, To implore help in a great emer-
gency ;—khati azraq, A black l ine; the 
four th line on the cup of Jamshed ;—khaj 
as qalam rekhtan, To be wri t ten;—khaf , i 
istiwd (i'tidalu 'l-lail wa 'n-nahar), The 
equator;—khati ashk (khatar). The fifth 
line on the cup of Jamshed ;—khati atlasi, 
Lines forming a cross;—khati dftdbi, A 
form of Persian writing in which the curved 
tails of the letters are portions of a circle; 
—khaj,i ufq, A meridional line; the equator ; 
—khati ilhdq, A connecting line ;—khati 
amdn, A letter of security, safe-conduct;— 
khati auwdl. The letter \ alif; the throne of 
God; Mecca;—khati bdtil, Sin, wickedness ; 
—khat ba-jahdn kashidan, To renounce the 
world ;— khat ba-khuni kase dwardan (da-
dan, kashidan, nawishtan), To command the 
death of a person or approve of his being 
killed ;—khat bar-dwardan (birun dwar-
dan) , To prove by argument, to argue , to 
sprout (a young beard) ;—khat bar-khdk 
(zamin) kashidan, To show one's impotence, 
to be put to shame;—khat burdan, To 
sprout (the down on the cheek), to grow a 
beard;—khat bar sari kase kashidan, To 
impute an error, sin or crime to, to dis-
grace ;—khat bar 'dlam kashidan, To re-
nounce the world ; — khati burida (bi-
burida), In ter rupted letters, continued on 
the next page ;—khat bar gardan kashidan, 
To command obedience;—khat bastan, To 
grow a beard ;—khat ba-sari khwud dadan, 
To give one's signature ; to write a bond; 
to sign a deed;—khati basra, The third 
line on the cup of Jamshed;—khat i bu$an 
(khata, naskh), khati bizari, Cancelling, 
scoring out ;—khat i bag&ddd, The second 



line on the cup of Jam shed;—khat ba-qabr 
(ba-mazdr) kashidan, To draw, after inter-
ment, seven lines on a tomb, believed to 
secure forgiveness to the dead;—khati 
bandagl, A contract for servitude;—khati 
baizawl, A form of writing in which the 
curves are segments of an oval;—khati 
pdkl, Letters of manumission;—khati payi 
kulagh (pancha'i gurba), Scrawls, illegible 
let ters;—khati tdziydna, A wale af ter whip-
ping;—khat i tarsa, Wri t ing from left to 
r igh t ;—khat i tawdm, A kind of transparent 
writing which appears when two sheets of 
paper, on which various figures are traced, 
are placed one over the other ;—khat i tegh, 
A gash with a sabre;—khati jam, A line ou 
the cup of Jamshed, of which there are seven 
(see khati jaur, baghdad, basra, siydh, ashk, 
kdsagar, and farodlna) ; a line on or the edge 
of any cup (in which sense also the syno-
nyms aydgh, piydla, paimdna, and sagh/ir 
instead of jam are used) ;—khati jady, The 
tropic of Capricorn ;—khati jail, A stout, 
plain written character ;—khati jawdz, A 
passport ;—khati jaur, The first line on the 
cup of Jamshed ;—khati chap, Pr inted cha-
racter ;—khati challpd (almdsi), Two lines 
cutt ing each other in a r ight angle and 
forming a cross;—khati hisdr (mandal), 
A circle drawn by a conjurer around him-
Belf or others for protection;—khati hawa-
dis, Absence of calamities ;—khati khafi. A 
thin character;—khati khy>and, A writing 
readable without hesitation ;—khati khiin, 
A death-warrant ;—khat dadan, To admit 
the soundness of a th ing;—khat dar-dwar-
dan (damldan), To Bprout, (an incipient 
beard) ; to grow a beard;—khat i dastl, 
Wri t ten character; — khati durust, A 
straight l ine;—khat i diwan (dlwanl), A 
kind of official sc rawl ;—khaf i rdh, A pass-
por t ;—khat i radd, Cancelling, scoring ou t ; 
—khati rawdn, An easy-flowing, legible 
writ ing;—khati zabarjad-rang (sabz), Firs t 
appearance of a beard; an anonymous 
epistle ; a black line ;—khati saratdn, The 
tropic of Cancer; — khati surma, A line 
drawn with collyrium on the eyebrow;— 
khati sarv, A kind of writing ;—khati san-
dal, An interest-bond;—khati siydh (azraq, 
shab), A black l ine; the four th line on the 
cup of Jamshed ;—khati sharlf, Royal let-
ters, diplomas, mandates, signed or super-
scribed by the sovereign's own hand;— 
khati shu'd (shu'd'i), A solar ray;—khati 
shikasta, A broken and tortuous writ ing;— 
khati shamshlr-band, An appalling letter ;— 
khati sarrdf, A bank-bill, a cheque;—khati 
zdminl, A security-bond ; — khati 'asall, 
A wine-coloured line ; — khati 'amud, A 
perpendicular l ine; — khati ghubdr, The 
smallest Arabic or Persian writing;—khati 
ghnldml, A contract for servitude, inden-
tures ;—khati fdsil, A line of demarcation ; 

—khati farodlna (mmauwar), The seveuth 
line on the cup of Jamshed ;—khati qati', 
A secant;—khati qassdrdn, A mark put 
by fullers on clothes to recognise the 
owners;—khati kdsagar, The sixth line 
on the cup of J amshed ; — khati kabg, 
The lines on a partr idge's plumage ;—khati 
kirddr, The register of the divine decrees ; 
—khat kashidan, To draw a line or lines; 
to draw a line through a word ; to erase, 
obliterate; — khati gul-zar, A flourished 
kind of hand-writing ;—khati mutawazl, A 
parallel l ine;—khati mihwar, A longitudi-
nal line ;—khati la-da'wd, An unclaimed 
le t ter ; a written acquit tance; a writing 
relinquishing all claim to;—khat i mustadlr, 
A circular line ;—khati mustaqlm, A right 
or s traight l ine;—khati mashriq u maghrib, 
A longitudinal line ; — khati mushkln, A 
mole upon the cheek;—khati mu'ammd, 
Enigmatical writ ing, difficult to decipher 
(opp. to khati khwdnd, q.v.) ;—khati mu'au-
waj, A curved l ine;—khat i miqyas, A gra-
duated line ;—khati muldqi, A tangent;— 
khati munhanl, A curved line ;—khati mu-
nassifi zafn, The raphe of the scrotum 
(med.) ;—khati mekh (mekhl), Cuneiform 
wri t ing;—khat i nashk, The straight Arabic 
wri t ing; cancelling; scoring out;—khati 
nisfu 'n-nahdr, A meridional line; the 
equatorial line ;—khat nihddan, To oblite-
rate, to cross out ;—khat i nil, The letter \ 
(as symbol of the one God) painted with 
indigo on the forehead of a child to avert 
the evil eye;—khati watar, A diagonal 
l ine;—khat u kitdbat, Epistolatory corre-
spondence;—khati humdyun, The Shah's 
au tograph; ] — khatt, khitt., Name of a 
port in Bah ray n celebrated for its lances ; 
—kh.itt, Land not moistened by rain ;— 
khutt, A mountain at Mecca; a highway. 

U»A khatd, Name of Scythian province; 
name of Northern China. 

A "UAA khata', khatdA fault , error, 
miss, inadvertency, trespass, blunder, crime 
unintentionally commit ted;—khj ta (pi. of 
khatwat), Steps. 

A khitah, A discourse, address, con-
versation, correspondence by l e t t e r ; [khi• 
tab kardan, To speak, to say, to talk;— 

faslu yl-khitkdb, A judicial sentence founded 
on conclusive testimony and oa th ; the 
transitional phrase ammd ba'd (see under 

;] — khuttdb (pi. of khatib), Public 
speakers, preachers; those who ask in 
marriage, suitors. 

A khatdbat, Tbe act of preaching 
a .sermon; eloquence, rhetoric. 

a f j ^ . U=A khatd-bakhsh, Sin-forgiving. 
a ^UaA khitdbl, Verbal, by speech. 
A IL*UOA khattdblyat, A heretical sect, ori-

ginat ing with Abu '1-Khattab. 
a Jikhatd-posh, Sin-covering, mer-

ciful. 



A TUAA kha it at, A fine "writer, penman, 
call igraphist;—khattdtu 'l-bildd, A geogra-
pher;—khattdtu 'l-bilddl, Geography. 

A UIUSA khattdf, A ravisher; Satan ; name 
of a celebrated horse i—khuttdf, A swal-
low ; a hook; a hooked iron (particularly 
on each side of a pulley th rough which 
goes the axis), a grapple ; name of another 
celebrated horse. 

a fa UBA khatd-kdr, £ U=A khat agar, A sin-
ner, criminal. 

A FUAA khitdm, A halter, string, a bridle. 
a khat-dwar, SaA khat-dwarda, 

A beard beginning to appear ; a youth 
whose beard and mustachios begin to 
sprout. 

A khatay, Khatay, a large country 
in Scythia or Tartary beyond mount Imaus ; 
northern China. 

A khat ayd (pi. of khati7 at or khati-
yat), Sins ; faults, errors. 

khatd'i* Of or belonging to Khata . 
A S-JSA khatb (v.n.), Asking in marriage, 

betrothing ; a thing, work, affair, mat te r ; 
—khitb, Betrothed (man or woman) ; — 
kkitb, khutb, The word used in asking in 
marriage, the assent to which is expressed 
by the word nikh;—kf$utab (pi. of khutbat), 
Sermons. 

A JOtfitabd? (pi. of khatib or khatib), 
Preachers, 

A XAA khitbat (v.n. of S-AA), Asking (a 
woman) in marriage (for a son), betroth-
ing; (a woman) asked in marriage ;—khut-
bat, khutjba, A speech, harangue, address ; 
a sermon, especially that preached in the 
mosques on a Friday. 

y^jA &A>a khutba-khwdn, A preacher, 
(especially of the Friday sermon). 

A &A khittat, khitta, A boundary or 
foundation-line of a house ; [khitta'i pur 
bahjat, A place fu l l of de l ight ;—khut ta t , 
An affair, matter, state of things ; a story, 
narrative, history; design, aim ; w a n t ; a 
line; name of an ill-shaped she-goat, of 
which the Arabs make sport. 

a I"*- khat-khutut, Correspondence. 
a fa !=A khatrddr, Having stripes, striped. 
A fa- khatr (v.n.), Vibrating, brandish-

ing (a sword or spear), striking (with 
them); lashing his sides with his tail (a 
hot stallion) ;—khitr, A species of dyeing 
herb, woad, indigo ; watery mi lk ; many 
camels;—khatar, Danger, peril, imminent 
rain; a bet, wager, s take; r isk; power, 
dignity. 

a fa khatar, Woad, indigo (see khitr in 
preceding article). 

a (iityaA khatrdya, A kind of dervish's 
mantle. 

a (fa~>fa- khataristan, A place abounding 
in dangers. 

a stf fa- khatar-gah, A place of dan-
ger. 

a \x-fa. khatarmand, ^ f a * khatamaki 
Dangerous, perilous. 

a khatarndki, Danger, jeopardy, 
peril 

a khatr a, Danger, fear, risk. 
a khat-kash, A ruler (to draw 

l ines ) ; a scribe; one who prescribes, a 
law-giver. 

a khat'kashi, Lines drawn for the 
sake of architectural ornamentation. 

a^A&A khat-guzdr, ^yS^ khat-guzdr, A 
scribe; a javelin-man, a lancer. 

A JIAA jkhatal, Levity of conversation, 
obscenity; lightness, quickness; ta lking 
much nonsense ; length and limherness (in 
a horse, lance, &c.) ; walking with a swing; 
—kh.atil, A fool, a stupid fellow; a liberal 
man who gives readily and freely ; (an 
arrow) hi t t ing the m a r k ; (a garment) 
sweeping the g round; the edge of a t e n t ; 
a gin, a snare ; name of a place;—khutl 
(pi. of akhtal), Bangle-eared (aheep or 
dogs). 

A ,4AA %&atm (v.n.), Smit ing on the nose 
(a camel in order to halter it) ; sewing the 
edges of leather ; s t r inging a bow ; br ing-
ing under by words; b e a k ; snout ; a 
weighty ma t t e r ; name of a place. 

a ( j A t khatmi, khitmi, Marsh-mallows. 
A JJCA khatw, A stepping, a proceeding. 
A khutwdt, khutuwdt (pi. of Ichut-

wat), Steps, paces. 
A SjW khatwat (v.n. of fa), S tepping;— 

khutwat, The space between the feet in 
stepping; a step, a pace. 

A khutur (v.n. of fa-), Enter ing, 
occurring, or recurring to the m i n d ; pos-
sessing great power ;—khutur kardan, To 
befall;—hargiz az khdtir-am khutur kard, 
Should it ever have occurred to me ? (m.c.). 

A khutut (pi. of khai t). Lines, 
streaks; le t te rs ; handwritings, manu-
scripts ;—khututi 8imd, Lineaments ; fea-
tures ; — khututi shi'a'iya, Radial lines, 
sun's rays. 

a khututi, Linear (demonstration). 
a ALA khitta, see khittat' 
A Ĵ AA khutd (pi. of khutwat), S teps ; 

spaces between the feet, when stepping 
out. 

a khatti, (A spear grown at, or 
brought from, Khat t . 

A s khatib, A preacher ; a reader of 
prayers at a mosque; an able o ra to r ;— 
khatlbi ildhi, A revealer of secrets; one en-
gaged in rehearsing the praises of God ; a 
reader of the Qur 'an ; a professor of belief 
in the unity of God;—khatlbi falak, Ju -
piter . 

a khatlbi, P reach ing ; — khatibi 
kardan, To preach. 

A khati'at, SAA khatiyat, A sin, faul t , 
crime; a little of anything. 

A JAA khatir (v.n. of fa), Lashing the 



aides with the tail (a stal l ion); great, 
honorable, dignified (a man) ; dangerous, 
hazardous;—amri khatlr, An important, 
doubt fu l or dangerous affair ; — khd tin 
khatlr, A penetrating, comprehensive 
mind. 

A Ui^ khatif, Swift (dromedary) ; a 
martin, 

A khati'at, A sin, faul t , crime pur-
posely committed. 

A Y&A. khuzuw, Firmness, compactness (of 
flesh). 

khaf, khuf, Tinder ; the fire-emitting 
tree markh; a wrapper for clothes. 

A kjhaff (v.n.), Crying, barking (a 
hyena) ;—kh i f f (v.n.), Being l igh t ; l ight 
(of weight or morals) ; a small number of 
people;—khuff, A boot; the sole of the 
human foo t ; also of a camel or ostrich. 

Us. khaf a (for Ate- q«v.), Strangulat ion;— 
khafd kardan, To strangle. 

A khafd' (v.n. of Being con-
cealed. 

A wwlAs. khuf at, khaf at (v.n. of U ĴUL), 
Dying suddenly. 

A JS-Us. khufdjil, Tongue-tied. 
A^lte. khafdja, khafdcha, A certain 

bandit t i of plundering Arabs. 
a ftt- khufdr, khuffar, SJUA khuf drat, Pro-

tection, safeguard a compact; price of 
patronage or protection. 

A Ji>\i±. khuffdsh, A bat. 
A kh-ifdf (pi. of khuf), Boots ;— 

khufdf L igh t ; name of a m a n ; — k h a f f a f , 
A boot-maker or vendor. 

A ( J I ^ V I I . khaffdflsh (pi. of khuffdsh), 
Bats. 

khafdla, A flight of birds (see AIU^ , 
of which it is probably a misreading), 

khafanldan, To make (a needle) 
prick. 

A khaf ay a (pi. of khafl), Secrets. 
A khiff at, khaffat (v.n. of Being 

light (in weight or in dignity) ; lightness, 
levity; agility, nimbleness ; slighting, in-
sult. 

A hkaft (v.n.), Speaking in a whis-
per. 

gU&i. khaftdn, A vest worn under ar-
mour ; according to others also helm, 
armour, weapons. 

yU^t khaftdn-shikaf, Khaf tan-
piercing. 

yA-jiUte- khuftdnldan. To cause to ro l l ; 
to cause to s leep; to render ( the l imbs) 
torpid. 

khuftak, The nightmare; a heron. 
^ScriA khuftagl, A lying down, bending; 

—khuftagi giriftan, To bend or lie down. 
khuftan (S. svap), To sleep; to lie 

down; to sleep (as the limbs) f rom a stop-
page of the circulation of the blood, to be 
benumbed; to be b lunt (the edge of a 
sword) ; to become th ick ; to congeal, clot ; 

to kiss;—chu saya dar gil guftan, To wal-
low, to roll; to die;—namdzi khuftan, The 
prayer before going to sleep. 

WAAAA. khuftan-jd, A bed ; a bed-cham-
ber. 

ŷAAA khuftani, F i t to be lain upon, 
yd*, khuftu, The nightmare. 

j kh.uft-u-kh.ez, Slowness; a deli-
berate progress ; agitation, commotion; 
restlessness, inconstancy; coition ;—khuft-
u-kh.cz kardan, To object, to offer opposi-
tion. 

^ ^ khafia, Cough ;—khu f ia , Sleeping, 
asleep ; extended on the ground ; curved, 
b e n t ; bu r i ed ; thick (milk) ; the game of 
t i p - ca t ;—khu f ta dawidan, To run swiftly. 

khufti, An evening meal, supper 
(opposed to chdshti). 

yj^Ai- khuftldan, To roll, wallow; to be 
asleep ; to kneel ; to kiss each other; to 
become thick and clotted (milk). 

khafj, khafaj, The nightmare;—kha-
f a j , Wild mustard ; — k h u f j , A tomb, sepul-
chre; an owl (see J^A) . 

A Ĝ A khafj (v.n.), Copula t ing ;—khafa j , 
Having a tremor in the fore-legs before 
rising up f rom the ground (a camel); 
t rembling (of anything) ; being crooked 
(a leg). 

khafaj a, The nightmare. 
Â sAA khafja, A tree bearing a red fruit . 

khafchdq, Noble ; name of a desert 
in Turk i s t an ; nomad Tartars . (See 
j W ) ' 

khafcha,An ingot of gold or silver; 
flowing ringlets; a s traight branch shoot-
ing up ; the stick with which legal flogging 
is administered ; hawthorn ;—khuf cha, A 
goad; according to some = q.v. 

A AII- khafd, khaf ad, khafadan 
(v.n. of AAA), Going fast (an ostrich). 

khaf dan, A garment worn in battle 
(see 

khaf da, Bent, curved, crooked. 
A J A A khafr (v.n.), Protecting, patron-

izing; escort ing; giving pardon or secu-
rity (to a vanquished enemy) ;—khafar, 
Being very b a s h f u l ; excessive modesty. 

C /A khaf raj, khafarj, Purs la in . 
jy>A khafraq, A word used in reviling, 
gjyfet khafranj, The nightmare. 
jyU khafazd, jAyAa- khafazdu, d^oyte. kha-

fazduk, Ayis. khafazhd, A beetle. 
A U-AA khafs (v.n.), Deriding, ridiculing. 
A tr**- khafsh (v.n.), Throwing;—kha-

fash, Being weak, feeble; smallness of the 
eye; weakness of s ight (so as to see in the 
night but not in the day, and in a dull but 
not in a clear medium). 

A (J^A khafz (v.n.), Abasing ( the proud) ; 
lowering ( the voice); easy life ; doing with 
ease; circumcisiag a g i r l ; abiding in a 
place ; put t ing a noun in the oblique case. 

A IJAS. khafq (v.n.), Palpi tat ing (the 



heart) ; trembling, waving (a flag) ; float-
ing, undulating (vapours) ; vibrating (a 
flash of l ightning) ; nodding the head (from 
drowsiness); beating with the lash; tap-
ping with anything broad; flapping the 
wings in flying (a bird) . 

A khafaqan, fshafqdn (v.n, of 
Palpitating, trembling, waving, floating 
(flag or the hea r t ) ; palpitation of the 
heart. 

a l&afaqani, Subject to palpita-
tion. 

"AAA khafak, Strangulation, suffocation 
(unsupported by examples ; see tA*A). 

^S&A khafagi, Displeasure, anger. 
g^A J&afanj, Profit, advantage; plea-

sure, delight, blandishment, coquetry ;— 
khufunj, Monuments, especially of martyrs; 
an owl (unsupported by examples). 

^AAAA khafandan, To sprinkle ; to cough, 
breathe hard. 

^AijjAt. khafandidan, To be suffocated. 
A. Uvjf*. khufut (v.n. of C^IA-), Ceasing 

to speak, becoming mute or silent. 
AjjiA khufnr (v.n. of fa), Failing to 

afford protection, breaking a promise, be-
traying. 

A u y i i kfcufuf (v.n. of <-AA.), Being little 
and few walking fast, being light. 

A js^a k&ufuq (v.n. of t ^ ) , Setting 
(of a star) ; nodding the head from drow-
siness ; being almost past (the n ight) ; the 
flight of a bird. 

"A kh,afa, A cough; suffocation, stran-
gling ; sneezing; [Jchafa budan, To be suf-
focating, to choke ; — Jchafa kardan, To 
strangle;]—khufa, A cough. 

khafa-kun, Sultry, suffocating. 
^JSA&S. k^afa-gl, Suffocation. 
A khaji, Clandestine, concealed. 
A MI>\-}4A. khafiydt (pi. of khafiyai), Se-

crets. 
A hte- fchifyat, Jchufyat, Jchufya (v.n. of 

Concealing oneself; concealment; a 
Becret I dar Jchufya, Secretly, clandestinely) ; 
—khafiyat, Anything hidden, latent, se-
cret. 

a Jchufyatan (for A. 'MA), Secretly, 
privately. 

A«AA khufid, Agreeable, acceptable; 
known, renowned, celebrated (see 
Jchufida below). 

yAjAs. khajidan, To breathe, breathe 
hard, pant ; to cough ; to sneeze ;—khuji-
dan, To cough. 

S-MA kfcafida, Strangled, suffocated; 
sneezing; — khufida, Troubled with a 
cough; known, published, blazoned abroad, 
celebrated. 

Aj*AA khafir, A protector, guardian, 
keeper. 

A C L I I . khat{f. Light (of weight) ; un-
dignified, immoral, weak in understanding ; 
nimble, agile, dexterous; lightly sounded ; 

a metre ( f a ' i l d t u n must af ilun fa 'ilai un, — 
- - - - I I - - - -
six times repeated). 

a <-A*AA khafif-divas, Babbling, a bab-
bler. 

a khafifa, Light (fern.); a small-
cause court (in India) . 

a S/U ^A^AA khafifi daHra, Centre of a 
circle. 

A khafiq, Murmuring of the wind. 
a ÂAA khufya-mahal, Lands hid 

from government. 
a fai iftiA khufya-nigdr, a^aa khufya-

nawis, A writer of secret intelligence, em-
ployed by government. 

fas- Jchakdv, Name of a country. 
"AsXi. khakushk, A painted earthen jar, 

in which the Persians put sweetmeats, &c., 
and present them to their fr iends at the 
festival of nau-roz, or new-year's day; in the 
city of Khallukh they formed part of a 
bride's trousseau, and girls used to fill 
them with coloured fluids with which they 
besprinkled each other in fun. 

tjA^A khakidan, To trample under foot. 
fa*- khagdv, Name of a country. 
fa thai (imp. of khalidan). Prick t h o u ; 

(also with imperative meaning) come thou ; 
arrival;—khil , khul, Sno t ;—khul , Bent, 
curved, crooked ; mad j ashes ; the funda-
ment. 

T J*- khil, A tribe. 
A Jthfiill (v.n.), Being diminished, 

extenuated, lean; becoming poor; slitting 
the tongue of a young camel to prevent its 
sucking ; vinegar ; anything sour or bitter ; 
a track through sand ; lean, and, by oppo-
sition, f a t ; weak (man) ; an old garment ; 
a rent in a garment ; a vein in the neck 
and back; thinly plumaged (bird) ; evil, 
wickedness, and, by opposition, good, ex-
cellence, honour ;—"khill, khull, A fr iend, 
particularly a sincere and intimate one. 

iA khild (probably for Jchildb), Mud. 
A khala' (v.n. of fa), Being vacant, 

deserted (a place) ; vacancy; an empty, 
solitary place ; a privy. 

S ^ A khalab, khildb, Mud ; water mixed 
with m u d ; a miry, slippery place; soft 
earth or mire into which the feet sink. 

A AĴ A khilabat (v.n. of SAA), Deceiving 
with words, disappointing ; tongs, forceps. 

khaldbar, Y^^A khalabash, A boarded 
servant (in the dialect of Gil an). 

a khald-jay, A privy. 
A khaldsh, khilash, Tumult, s t r i fe ;— 

khilush, Muddy water ; a miry place. 
A*A4a khildshma, khaldshima, A disease 

from indigestion ; a sore throat. 
khaldsha, A rudder ; a stick used 

as a dentifr ice; rubbish of sticks or 
thorns. 

^ASA khaldshi, A mariner, a sailor. 
A khalds, Liberation, release de-



liverance; redemption; liberty ; heal th; 
[khalds khwastan, To seek or wish for re-
lease ;—khalds dadan (kardan), To set at 
liberty ; to leave alone, to leave tranquil 
(m.c.) ;•— khalds shudan (gashtan, ydftan), 
To be rescued;]—khilas (v.n. 3 of ye^) , Act-
ing sincerely or candidly (towards another); 
anything select or exquisite; gold or silver 
refined in the fire; genuine money; the 
best and purest of anything;—khalias, A 
saviour, deliverer. 

A khuldsat, khuldsa, The purest and 
best part or substance of any th ing ; ab-
stract, conclusion, inference, moral ; the 
essence of a th ing ; (adverbially) in fine, in 
Bhort; to sum up, finally (m.c.). 

a ( j l i ^ i t khuldsagdn (pi. of khuldsa), 
Choice, pure, most select. 

a khaldsi, Freedom, liberation, es-
cape, redemption, discharge ; sailor; native 
artilleryman. 

A WA khalat, The capital of lesser Arme-
nia, proverbial for the coldness of its cli-
mate, and said to be ten months without 
game or fish, which during the other two 
months are so plentiful, that the inhabi-
tants not only lay in large provisions, but 
export great quantities as well \~khildt 
(v.n. 3 of SaLt), Intermixing, intermingling; 
a miscellaneous herding of men, camels, or 
sheep; coition; being perplexed in mind, 
losing one's wits. 

A khuldEpilepsy; — khild( (for 
Jchila'), Dresses of honour. 

a khald'at (v.n. of glA), Casting 
off all regard for one's parents ; being dis-
carded by parents and relations; unruli-
ness, disorderliness ; depravity. 

khalaf (for A. khilaf), A willow, an 
osier. 

A khilaf (v.n. 3 of WAIA), Opposing, 
contradicting, rebelling against, a kind of 
willow or osier. 

A khildfat (v.n. of Following, 
coming behind ; succeeding, supplying an-
other's place ; calif ate, vicegerency, lieu-
tenancy ; imperial dignity ; monarchy. 

a))) khildf-warz, Contradictions. 
a khildf-warzi, Opposition, con-

tradiction, contradictiousness. 
a khilafi, fem. khildjiyat, Contra-

dictory; controversial, polemic;—mas'ala'i 
khilaf%, A matter of dispute, a question of 
controversy. 

A U^Wiit khildfiydt (pi. of khilafiyat), 
Debated points, controversial matters. 

A j V khaldq, A plenteous portion of 
good fortune or happiness;—khilaq, A 
species of aromatic or perfume ;—khalldq, 
The Creator, God Almighty. 

A J^A khalal, Sour dates ; [khalali na-
rinj, Orange-peel;]—khilal , khalal, Show-
ing affection, cultivating fr iendship; — 
khilal, A space or interval between two 

th ings ; a toothpick; (pi. of khillat) friend-
ships ; fr iends ; (pi. of khallat) qualities; 
properties; [khilal kardan, To leave off 
eating ;—khildli mdmuni, Sweet rush, from 
which toothpicks are made;]—khalldl , A 
vinegar-merchant. 

A <£54A khaldlat, khildlat, khuldlat, Sin-
cere friendship, candour, sincerity ;—khu-
Idlat, Bits of meat picked f rom between 
the tee th ; ripe dates sought amongst un-
ripe ones. 

a A^WA khildleha, A small toothpick. 
a qW^a. khildlddn. A toothpick-case. 
^jJSkA khaldhlsh, khaldkush, Mul-

titude, t umul t ; hubbub, uproar, riot, sedi-
tion. 

a SkA khald-mald, Unfeigned friend-
ship. 

y V khaldn, Mud at the bottom of & cis-
tern. 

A khulldn (pi. of khalll), Intimate 
friends. 

j^ySw- khaldnush, Tumult , contention; 
the clamour of a mob ; the water-lily ; a 
medicine. 

yj^jHU- khaldnidan, To insert, to thrust 
or stick in, to fix, infix. 

a S^A khaldwat, Free, quit , clear. 
khaldwush, Busy hum, noise, tu-

mult. 
khaldwa, khildwa, Astonished; cla-

mour. 
A Mala'if (pi. of khalifat), Vice-

gerents, caliphs. 
A khald'iq (pi. of khaliqat), Natures, 

tempers, dispositions; creatures, men, 
peoples. 

a eU^ ( j J l t khald'iq-panah, Asylum of 
men. 

S-AA khalab, A reed not yet made into 
a pen;—khilb, Snot;—Jchulb, A powder for 
the eyes. 

A khalb (v.n.), Seizing with the 
ta lons ; wounding with the nails, clawing, 
scratching, tearing; b i t ing ; beguiling, de-
ceiving;—khilb, A nail, claw, talon; the 
pericardium ; a vine-leaf;—khulb, khulub, 
Fibres of the palm-tree; a rope made 
thereof; heart or pi th of the palm-tree; 
black mud or clay ;—khullab, Clouds with-
out rain ;—barqi khullab, A lightning not 
followed by rain ; (met.) a maker of vain 
promises. 

r s-iA khlab, Bread (m.c.). 
Ĵ LJIA khalbay (G. Galbanum, 

benzoin. 
A &1A khallat, Nature, property, quality 

(good or bad) ; poverty; sour wine; a 
chink, gap, interval ; a camel-foal;—khillat, 
A rich sword-sheath of leather adorned 
with jewels and gold ; a bow-case ; remain-
ders of food between the teeth;—khullat, 
Sincere fr iendship ; a f r i end ; green food; 



—khullati makhsu$a, Most intimate friend-
ship. 

A gU Jchalj (v.n.), Drawing away, carry-
ing off; making a signal by a wink of the 
eye or eye-brows; engrossing, occupying 
(care) ; weaning; brandishing a spear and 
piercing with it to the right and left 
khalaj, The aching of the bones from ex. 
cessive labour ;—khulu j , Name of a people 
in Arabia ; (pi. of khalij), Small ships. 

a ( j l^s . khalaj dn, Throbbing, beat ing (a 
limb); agitation, commotion, anxiety; 
love, desire ; inclination, propensity ; name 
of a village adjacent to Shiraz ;—khalaj an 
shudan, To tremble, to be agi ta ted. 

jft- khalach, A horde of Turkomans. 
A^U. fchulcha, A stick with a curved 

head. 
(ft- khallukh. A large city in Khatay re-

markable for the comeliness of its inhabi-
tants ; f ragrant . 

a J ^ U - khalkhal, Name of a large city 
between Gilan and Kaswin ; an ankle-ring ; 
fine thin cloth (construed with the verb 
poshidan) ; — khalkhali zar, The sun ;— 
khalkjidli falak, The sun ; the moon. 

A. khalkhdn, Name of a he rb from 
which potash is made, found near Balkh. 

a iiatlA khalkhala, Worn out, th in (gar-
ment) ; loose. 

A OII khalad, Heart , mind, soul;—khuld 
(v.n.), Abiding; lasting for ever; eternity, 
perpetuity ; paradise (also khuldi barln) ; 
an ear-ring; a bracelet ;—khuld, khald, A 
mole (in the dialect of Shiraz) ; a kind of 
lark. 

A Salt khiladat (pi. of khuld), Bar-rings ; 
bracelets. 

a AU. khuld-makani, Exalted to 
heaven (title given to deceased princes, 
&c.). 

ft khular, khullar, khalar, Peas ; beans. 
A (jJbf- khah (v.n,), Seizing, drawing 

away, carrying off. 
A khalsat, One seiz ing, drawing 

away, carrying off ;—khulsat, Rapine, plun-
der ; mixture of herbage, partly dry, partly 
green; white hair intermingled with black. 

kfialish, A wounding; the sinking 
(of a thorn) into the flesh; stop, interrup-
tion ; solicitude, suspicion. 

*AaJU5. khalushk, The feet of long drawers, 
= utUXs. q.v.;—khulushk, Spittle. 

A GELT khalas (v.n.), Being broken or 
loose (the bones within the flesh) ; a kind 
of sweet-smelling, berry-bearing parasite ; 
—khils, A sincere fr iend. 

A khulasd' (pi. of khils), Sincere 
friends. 

A yUU. khulsan (pi. of khils), Sincere 
friends. 

A khalt (v.n.), Mixing;—khil t , A fool, 
an ignoramus ; a mixture, miscellany ; per-
fumes mixed together; one of the (four) 

humours of the human body; chyme; a 
bow or arrow which, f rom the curved 
nature of the wood, cannot be made 
s t r a igh t ; plexus (of blood-vessels or 
nerves) ;—khilti riya, Pulmonary plexus ;— 
khilti shamsl. Solar plexus;—khilt i *ajuz, 
Sacral plexus; — khilti 'azad, Brachial 
plexus; — khilti 'unq ('unuq), Cervical 
plexus;—khilt i qatan, Lumbal plexus. 

A t>U=Ls. khulata (pi. of khalit), Partners, 
companions. 

A kjiiltati A woman who mixes with 
men ; society, intercourse;—khultai , Par t -
nership. 

A IshaV (v.n.), Drawing out (slowly) ; 
pulling off (clothes, &c.) ; deposing, remov-
ing from office; setting a wife free on her 
resigniug the marriage-settlements ; waxing 
strong, showing signs of puberty (a youth) ; 
put t ing for th the beard (an ear of corn) ; 
investing with a robe of honour ; luxation ; 
\_khalfi zati'i viafsili fakhiz, Spontaneous 
luxation;—khal'i mafsil, Dislocation of a 
joint;]—khul% Divorcement. 

A khil'at, A robe of honour ; a hono-
rific dress with which princes confer dig-
nity upon subjects, consisting at the least 
of turban, robe, and girdle;—khul 'at , A 
divorce granted at the request of the wife ; 
the best par t of one's property. 

a ( j ^ y khil'at-posh an, Name of a 
place near Tabriz. 

a khil'at-Jehdna, The place 
where robes of honour are prepared, 

(fellt khulgh shudan, To suffer from 
the disease called Cholera ablactatorum 
(an expression used by the Jews of Hama-
dan). 

A U I I A fehalf (v.n.), Coming, af ter or 
behind, succeeding (as day to day, or as 
people to people); generation af ter genera-
tion ; obscene t a lk ; sin, cr ime; a short 
r ib ; the head of a razor ; the edge of an 
axe ; a large ha tche t ; a vicious son; a 
worthless fellow ; absent (tribe) ; or af ter 
being absent now present ; a drawing of 
water ; vomiting; behind, af ter ; — k h i l f , A 
camel's dug, or the tip of i t ; litigious, 
quarrelsome ; summer herbage ; — khalaf, 
A successor; a favourite son ; —• khalif, 
Pregnant camels. 

A ' W I kjiulafd' (pi. of khalifat), Vicars, 
substitutes, lieutenants, khallfs ;—khula-
f a i 'usmdniya, The Turkish Emperors. 

A khilfat (v.n. of OUA), Succeeding, 
a succession; plants growing up af ter 
others are withered; autumn or summer 
herbs or ' f rui ts succeeding those of the 
spr ing; — khulfat, Vice, f«.ult, b lemish; 
folly, stupidity. 

khulfa, Purslain. 
a kh.algfi, Successive. 
A (3li£- khalq (v.n.), Measuring accu-

rately, defining the dimensions (of lea-



ther before i t is c u t ) ; producing, creat ing; 
feigning, deceiving; smoothing, level-
ling ; created things, creatures; [khalqi 
dtishin, Devils ;—khalqi chahar ydr, An 
appellation which the Turks give them-
selves ; — khalqi 'alam, Mortals, man, 
people;— khalqi 'adalat, An appellation 
which the Persians give themselves;— 
khalq kardan, To create ;]—khulq, khuluq, 
Nature , disposition, t emper ; qual i ty; cus-
tom, manner ; religion, humanity ; [khulqi 
dtishin, Anger, rage, f u r y ; a person of 
violent temper ; ]— jc f ra laq (v.n.), Being 
threadbare ; worn-out clothes. 

a j\)Tt ^jIa kbalq-dzar, Man-oppressing. 
A ylflU. kkulqan (pi. of khalaq), Thread-

bare ga rments ; threadbare, worn ou t ;— 
jdma'i khulqdn, Ragged clothes. 

a y ^ A khulqdn-farosh, A seller of 
old wares. 

A. khilqai, Creation ; natural fo rm or 
property ; make. 

a khalqi, Natural . 
a X..SU. khalqiyat, Creation. 
A J1A khalal (v.n. of JA), Being marred, 

thrown into confusion (business), by fau l t 
or negligence ; rupture , breach ; flow; de-
fect ; change for the worse ;—khalal rasd-
nidan, To damage. 

ay\ji\ JAA khalal-anddz, In t roducing con-
fusion. 

a JIA khalal-pazir, W h a t admits of 
or is subject to confusion; disordered. 

a J1A Uhalal'damdgk, Hare-brained, 
crazy; hot-headed. 

a ,jUiA khalali, I n t e r rup t e r ; disturber, 
miBchief-maker. 

,4a khilm, Anger, indignat ion; adhe-
sive m u d ; — khilm, khulm, Snot (khilm 
dadan, To run with snot) ;—khulum, Name 
of one of the dependencies of Balkh, on 
the confines of Badakhshan, and called 
dihi jir'aun, Pharaoh 's village. 

A ^JA khilm, A fr iend, a companion ; the 
covert of a d e e r ; the tallow upon a sheep's 
entrails. 

8AUA khilm-dih, Snotty (nose). 
A*JA khulma, Head of a mace or club. 
(^JL^IA Jchilmidan, To blow the nose ; to 

be angry. 
y.tA frjiulin, A snotty-nosed fellow. 
gAA fchalanj, khilanj, Bi-coloured ; pie-

bald ;—khilanj . A black pigeon with mot-
tled wings;—khi l in j , Torpor of the limbs ; 
a pinching with the nails. 

A gAs- khalanj, A tree f rom which they 
make beams or wooden bowls. 

A (JJV^AA khalanj an. The root galangale. 
JJU)A khalandar, Origan, a root. 
«JuiA khalanda, Penetrat ing, wounding. 
*S£AA khalang, Bi-coloured, piebald ; — 

Jchilang, Pinching the skin with the nails. 
JIA khulu, A large, well-formed dama-

scene plum ; name of a mountain. 

A JIA khilw, Empty , vacant ; — khuluw 
(v.n.), Being empty, vacant, deserted (a 
place) ; retiring to consult in private; 
grant ing a private interview. 

©V^ khalwaj, A carnivorous bird; a 
kite. 

A SJIA khalwat (v.n. of JIA), Granting a 
private interview, ret ir ing to consult in 
pr iva te ; retirement, solitude, privacy; a 
closet, private apar tment ; a private audi-
ence ;—khalwati sahih, Complete retire-
ment, where is no legal or natural impedi-
ment to the commission of the carnal act 
of marriage ;—khalwat kar da,n, To retire; 
to evacuate (a place) ; to dismiss ;—dar 
khalwat didan, To see privately. 

a AiWjiA khalwat-khdna, khalwat -
sard, The women's apartment , or any 
other private apa r tmon t ; an oratory, place 
for pr ivate prayer. 

a WWJIA khalwat dost, Pond of pri-
vacy. 

a fi^fjU- khalwat-gdh, A&JIA khalwat-gah, 
A solitary place, one of retirement and 
seclusion. 

a 1a khalwa,t-guzida, tf-'jZ u f f a 
khalwat-guzin, Solitary, a recluse. 

a (^^ATJIA khalwat-nishin, Si t t ing in soli-
tude. 

a khalwati, Solitary ; a recluse; 
name of the poet Ismail Jamalu 'd-din;— 
khalwati guftan, To talk in secret (m.c.). 

A khaluj. Scattered clouds full of 
r a in ;— khuluj (v.n. of ^Ia), Throbbing, 
quivering, flying about (the eye). 

A J^IA khulud (v.n. of AA), Being per-
petual, enduring. 

A \j>JIA khulus (v.n. of U^IA), Being good, 
choice, excellent, pure, unmixed; purity, 
sincerity ; reaching to, arriving a t ; sedi-
ment at the bottom of a vessel, &c. 

a khulu^-ittisdf, Characterized 
by sincerity. 

A khulusiyat, Pur i ty , candour, 
honesty. 

A khuluf (v.n. of <-ALA), Remaining 
behind; becoming offensive (breath from 
fast ing) ; turning, becoming deteriorated 
(food or drink) ; drawing or drinking 
water; discarding an old garment and 
taking a new one; present af ter having 
been absent, and vice versa ; a tribe having 
departed f rom their dwelling-place, not one 
remaining behind. 

A J^IA khuluq, A kind of aromatic. 
SO^JIA khulu-gurda, A kind of large 

plum ( s e e ^ - ) . 
' W^A khuloliyd, Common to a l l ; melan-

choly, gloom; shameless, barefaced ; mad. 
5J1a kkuhoa, Disgraced, infamous. 
AIA khala, A helm or r u d d e r ; an oar; 

any sharp, piercing th ing (as a needle or 
awl) ; a wound (construed with the verba 
khwurdan, dadan, ddshtan, kardan, guiaah-



tan, ydftan, &c.) ; void, empty ; lost; trifles, 
silly discourse, senseless t a lk ; anything 
that goes off by degrees; wind in the 
bowels causing acute pa in ; a writing 
signed by a judge, confirming any mercan-
tile transaction ;—khula, A helm, an oar ; 
—khulla, Snot;—k&ulla'i chashm, Dir t in 
the eyes, 

V)®- ^ khala-chob, A rudder ; an oar. 
a Mali, Empty, void ; free, at leisure; 

owing nothing, clear o f ; void of care. 
A A S I A khaliyat, A large ship (as being 

free from the impulse of oars) ; a camel 
allowed to go free for milking ; a camel 
taking a liking for another 's col t ; a di-
vorced woman; a bee-hive. 

^IA is&alita, A purse, a linen bag (see 

a gal*- khalij, Bay, fr i th, gulf ; a bason, 
or dock; a river or its banks; a large 
bowl; a rope. 

^XJIA. kJialidagi, Punc ture (of a needle). 
yA-.Lt khalidan, To prick ; to pierce into 

the flesh (a needle or thorn), causing pain 
thereby ; to sting (as a scorpion) ; to sew. 

khalida, Punctured, pricked; s tung; 
a puncture. 

J j ixjk- khalida-dil, With an impatient 
heart, in eagerness of heart. 

Q ^ B A J J A khalida-rawan, The soul s tung 
with grief, broken-hearted. 

a khalis, A mixture of two things, 
as of dry and fresh grass, rubies and 
pearls ; a beard of two colours; half-gray ; 
a white man whose white is mixed with 
black; ripe hay, at the roots of which 
herbage is sprouting; a withered plant. 

khalish, khilish, A tumult, a crowd ; 
yielding ; adhesive mud ; a thermal spring, 
tepid water ; a place whose air is very hot. 

A MA kfialit, Mixed; any mixture, as 
clay and straw, hay and grass ; date-wine 
and raisin-wine mingled together; a mixed 
crowd ; a number of persons having a com-
mon right; partner, co-partner; a hus-
band ; a first cousin. 

a khalita, A bag, a purse ;—kha-
lita'i tuf an, An exciter of disturbance, ca-
lumniator, mischief-maker. 

A khali', Wicked (youth, and there-
fore deserted by his f r i ends ) ; a hunte r ; 
one who draws a blank in the game of 
arrows; a demon or ghu l ; a wolf; un-
manageable, shameless;—khali 'u 'l-'izar, 
Simple, free from every kind of encum-
brance, unconcerned, listless. 

A. <-JMA khalif, A road or valley between 
two mountains. 

A MŜ A khalifat, khalifa, A successor, a 
lieutenant, vicegerent; a Caliph, title given 
to the Muhammadan sovereigns as succes-
sors of their prophet with absolute autho-
rity in worldly and spiritual mat ters ;— 
khalifatu 'l-lah, The vicegerent of God, i.e. 

Adam ;—khalifa"i zamdn (zamin), The em-
peror of the age (world;, i.e. the reigniug 
ru le r ;—khal i fa ' i kuttdb, The monitor of a 
school. 

A IJEIA kkaliq, Worthy, fit, suitable ; well-
proportioned ; habituated, accustomed; 
humane, polite. 

A khaliyat, Nature, disposition; a 
created thing, a creature. 

A J*1A khalil, A sincere and intimate 
friend ; poor, indigent; — khalilu 'l-lah, 
The friend of God, i.e. Abraham. 

OA-A-IA khilimidan, To blow the nose. 
khaliwaj, A kite. 

Jcham, Crooked, bent, twisted, curled, 
curved ; a curl, knot, r inglet ; crookedness, 
curvature, convexity; a ply, fo ld ; a row, 
r ank ; flight; that part of a noose which 
encircles the neck; also the eye or ring 
through which the rope runs to form or 
draw t ight the noose ; a convex or sharp 
roof (en dos d 'ane) ; an arch, a dome, a 
vaulted roof (also khum) ; a house for the 
winter season; a summer-house; [kham 
andar kham. Twist within twis t ; curling 
locks;—kham dwardan (khwurdan), To be 
bent ;—kham bash, Be submissive, obey ;— 
kham ba-chize ddshtan, To have absolute 
power over anything;—kham ba-kham (dar 
kham), Much twisted (a lasso, cur ls) ;— 
kham dadan, To bend; to give an inclina-
tion ; to be ben t ; to repel; to resist ;— 
kham dar khami kase dashtan, To have 
absolute sway over a person ;—kham zadan, 

I To flee, to run away; to lean to one side 
(the scale of a balance) ; — kham shudan, 
To be bent, to bow ;—kham kardan, To 
bend, crook; to twist, curl ;—khami kase 
khwurdaM, To be deceived, cheated, taken 
in, by a person ;—kham kashidan (giriftan), 
To be bent ;—kham nishdnidan dar, To 
twist round;—pas kham zadan, To flee, 
to run away;]—khjm, A painful wound; 
pus, mat te r ; nature, disposition; snot 
(see ; [khimi chashm, Dirt in the eye;] 
—khum, khumm, A jar, large vessel; an 
alembic, sti l l ; a t rumpe t ; a cymbal; a 
d r u m ; an arch, drum, vaulted roof ; si-
lence; si lent;—khumi db, A water- jar ;— 
khumi (khami) dhan-gun (Idsuward), The 
firmament;—khum bar tariki sar kashidan, 
To drink wine immoderately ;—khum bas-
tan bar chize, To fasten the drum upon;— 

| khum labalab zadan, To indulge in wine-
j drinking to excess ;— khumi nil ba-ziydn 

raft, The indigo-jar bas come to grief (a 
proverbial expression of wonderment, said 
to originate from a notion entertained by 
dyers that when their dye through any 
accident has been spoiled, it may be re-
stored by telling some miraculous story) ; 
—khumi haft-josh, A drum made of a com-
pound of seven ruetals (see ut^te) ; the 

I club of an athlete;—ba-khum (ba-kham) 



dar shudan, To watch, contemplate, ob-
serve. 

<Y~A UA khama-khusrau, A note in music. 
A JWA kfiimar (v.n. 3 of J*A), Hiding 

oneself, lurking ; a woman's veil or head-
dress ; a veil or covering in general;— 
khumdr, Crop-sickness af ter dr inking; 
languishing appearance of the eye, the 
effect of love, of drowsiness, of drinking, 
&c. (construed with the verbs burdan, 
birun kashidan, dadan, ddshtan, rekhtan, 
shikastan, kashidan, nishdndan, &c.) ; name 
of a city in Khata*,—khammar, A vintner, 
a wine-merchant; (met.) the eye of the be-
loved. 

a JUA khumdr-alud, Intoxicating 
(eves). 

a .UA khumar-khdna, A tavern. 
a khumdrnak, Dim (eye). 
a 6>UA kjiammdra, A tavern. 
a (jjWA khumdrl, Given to drinking 

wine, d runken ; languishing; drunken-
ness ; crop-sickness af ter drinking. 

a I_5«WA khumdsi, A word of five letters ; 
a kind of magic pentagon. 

I^UA khamash, AAUA khamdsha, Sha-
vings, parings, rubbish. 

A £UA kh,umai, A limping, halting pace, 
Y^J C^UA khummdk zadan, To clap hands 

(see «Aj-tA). 
A JUi- khumdl. A limping gait, or a dis-

ease which causes i t ; a sincere friend. 
G OJJJUA khamdliyim, A kind of meze-

reon ; hellebore. 
^UA khamdn (— kamdn), A bow; bend-

ing ; bent, curved. 
A. C>UA kliammdn, A spear; worthless 

people, base men. 
UUd. khamdna. A rival; emulous. 
^yUUi- khamdndU, Similitude. 
^J^UA khamanldan, To bend ; to be 

bent, curved, twis ted; to distort the 
mouth, make mouths at, ridicule ; to mimic 
another 's words or motions. 

^IAWIJ- khumdhdn, khumdhan, A 
kind of hard stone, which when brayed 
dissolved in water makes a reddle used 
for sealing ; (according to others) agate. 

S-UA khumb (S . khumbha) , A large j a r ; 
a t rumpet . 

f ^ . khara ba-kham. Coiled up together. 
khum-bara, A small j a r ; a rocket; 

name of a bird. 
t khumbarachi, A thrower of 

rockets, a grenadier. 
t ^S^^A khumbarachi bdshi, Head-

man of grenadiers. 
Sjb khum-pdra, A bomb-shell (m.c., 

see the preceding). 
khumt, A large jar (unsupported 

by examples). 
s W ^ khamjaj, A large painted globular 

glass vessel; a purse ; a travelling bag for 
combs and tinder-boxes. 

khamchakh, = tW** q.v. 
A ^ A khumcha, A small wine-jar. 

khum-khdna, A wine-vault, tavern. 
khumkhum, A red bramble. 

a khamkhama, Speaking through 
the nose, nasal twang; speaking in a 
haughty manner ; drawling; eating with a 
smack. 

kham-dar, Twisted, curled, bent. 
^.X^A khumdan, A repository for jars; a 

wine-vault ; a pot ter 's or brick-maker's 
kiln. 

khamda, Curved, b e n t ; asleep. 
khamr (v.n.), Covering, hiding, 

suppressing (evidence); fermenting; lea-
vening ; feeling ashamed, b lushing; grape-
wine ; any intoxicating drink;—khamar, 
Anything which obstructs the view; a 
great crowd; being concealed;—khumr, 
khumur (pi. of khimdr), Women's veils or 
coifs. 

A khamrat, Wine ; a great multi-
tude ;—khumrat, Wine-dregs or lees; lea-
ven; a small prayer-mat of palm-leaves; 
a small wine-jar, a vessel in which leaven, 
oil, perfumes, &c. are kept. 

a khamr-khana, Wine-house, 
tavern, 

a J*)}i JT*a khamr-farosh, A vintner. 
a J W * j**- khamr-mahal, Places at which 

arrack and spirituous liquors are sold ; also 
a branch of revenue arising from the sale 
of arrack and other spirituous liquors. 

khumra (contraction of khum-bara?), 
A small wine- jar ; a bomb (see also A. V^)-

a khamri, Red, porphyry-hued; 
vinous. 

a U-+A khams (v.n.), Taking (from the 
people) a fifth of their property by way of 
tax ; the number five; five (fem.); making 
five (as by going into a company of four 
people) ; being the fifth ;—khims, A water-
ing of camels every fifth day; a camel thus 
watered; a striped stuff; name of a king 
of Yaman ;—Mums, A fifth. 

A khamsat, khamsa. Five (masc.); 
the five fingers, the hand ; an aggregate of 
five poetical pieces, as the khamsa of I^i-
zami and of Khosru Dahlawi; a stanza of 
five lines; — khamsa'i mubarika (mubd-
raka ?), The five prospering (blessed ?) 
ones, the fingers ;—khamsa'i mutahaiyira, 
The planets with exception of sun and 
moon (see ; — khamsa'i mustariqa, 
Five supplementary days added to the 
Persian year. 

khumistan. A cellar in which 
wine-jars are stowed; a potter 's or brick-
maker's kiln. 

A khamsun, khamsin, Fif ty; 
—'idu 'l-khamsin, Feast of Pentecost. 

khamsh (v.n.), Scratching (the 
face) with the nails ; giving a box on the 
ear; mutilat ing or cutting off a limb. 



u 2 ^ khamush, Si lent ; broken in. 
A khams ("v.n.), Emaciating (huu-

ger). 
A W . khamt (v.n.), Roasting (meat, but 

not thoroughly); put t ing milk into a lea-
thern bottle to turn it sour; sour milk ; 
anything bitter or sour (especially the frui t 
of the Arak tree) ; any poisonous tree. 

A khim', A wolf; a thief, a robber. 
khumak, khummak (dim. of khum or 

khumm), A small jar ; a small drum ; the 
noise made in clapping the hands ; beating 
time in music. 

r*^ kham-karda, Bent, crooked (m.c.). 
khum-kada, A wine-house, tavern. 

Ai+i" ̂  kham-kamand, A noose. 
/ fA khum gar, A maker or seller of 

wine-jars. 
kham-gashta, Crooked. 

jbft+tL kham-gosh, kham-gosha, 
The horns or extremes of a bow. 

khami, Wild saffron, dogs bane. 
A khami, Pile, plush (of velvet and 

the like); the fringe of a garment -,—khiml, 
khumi, A sincere friend. 

a AUA khamla, A fr inge (unsupported 
by examples). 

Sjjf- khum-muhra, A musical shell, 
conch. 

A khamn (v.n.), Conjecturing, guess-
sing. 

dU*A khimndk, Sick, diseased, 
f t ) kham-u-cham, Coquetry, 
A J^K k/iumud (v.n. of A*A), Abating, 

going out (flame or fire). 
A khwnur, Wines. 
J^y*^- khamosh, Silent, taciturn ; dumb ; 

tame, broken in ; the extinguishing of a 
candle. 

A khamush, Gnats ;—khumdsh (v.n. 
of JUA), Scratching with the nails. 

khamoshidan, To keep silence. 
A khumiis. The subsiding (of a 

swelling). 
A Jy*^ khumul (v.n. of J<*A), Being, or 

rendering oneself mean, despicable, or of 
little note ; obscurity, contempt;—nishasta 
ba-kunji khumul, Seated in the nook of 
obscurity. 

a yUujj^A khumulistdn, The land of obli-
vion, the grave. 

^S+A khami, Crookedness, curvature ;—• 
khami'i zdnti, The inner bend of the knee. 

jU^i. khamydz, khamydza, Yawning, 
btretchmgi—khamydza'i'pa, Walking with 
short stops from languidness ;—khamydza 
kashldan, To yawn, to stretch oneself (in 
this sense also construed with damldan, 
rekhtan, kardan) ; to long for, to wish for, 
to desire. 

khamld, A woman (unsupported by 
examples). 

khamldagl, Curvature, crooked-
ness ; a limping, halting pace. 

khamldan, To be crooked; to 
limp, ha l t ; —khimldan, To blow the nose. 

khamlda, Crooked, curved, bent. 
A ^ A khamir, Dough, leaven, or any-

thing put into a mass of paste to fer-
ment i t ;—khamir i tursh, Ferment, leaven ; 
—khamir sakhtani aghziya ba-himdyati bu-
zdq, Insalivation. 

a &>U y-r*.A khamir-mdya, Leaven; ori-
gin, cause, nature. 

a khamir a, Dough; conserve of 
roses or violets. 

a JÂ -O S ^ A khamlra'i-sandal, Name of a 
conserve. 

A khamis, A fifth ; the fifth day of 
the week (Thursday) ; a garment or piece 
of cloth of five cubits ; anything consisting 
of five parts (especially an army composed 
of van, centre, rear, and two wings). 

A khamis, Extenuated in the belly ; 
famished. 

A khamlt, Sour milk ; roasted meat, 
especially when skinned (opp. to samlt, 
when the hair only is singed off it). 

A J-^A fchamll, Sof t m e a t ; thick clouds; 
pily, plushy or fr inged garments or cloths. 

kfiaminq,, Heavy, continued, and 
unseasonable rain. 

iy*-khan (for khdna), A house; the hold 
of a ship ( see ^AUU and (̂ a&I.S'). 

A yf- khann (v.n.), Lopping (branches) : 
seizing (property). 

a UA khand (for q.v.), Obscene or 
foolish talk. 

A khinds (pi, of khunsd), Herma-
phrodites. 

A ys-U*. khandjir (pi. of khanjar), Daggers, 
hangers, swords. 

A ^JUA khanddiq (pi. of khandaq). 
Fosses, moats, ditches. 

khandda, (in Gilan) An officer who 
communicates the general's orders to the 
army. 

Ayj^A Jchandzir (pi. of khinzlr), Pigs, 
hogs, swine; glandular swellings in the 
neck; scrofula khandzlri batanl, Mesen-
t e r i a l tuberculosis. 

A Y-VxA khannds, The devil ; a wicked 
person ; a fleet horse. 

a khanndsl, Diabolical, devilish ; 
devilisbness. 

A khinnf (v.n. of Striking 
her breast with her hand (a woman) ; weak-
ness and tenderness of the fore-feet (in a 
camel) ; twisting the nose (a camel) when 
finding the reins painful. 

A JUA khinaq, A halter with which any 
living tbihg is strangled;—khundq, Quin-
sey, inflammation of the throa t ; diphtheria, 
croup ; the place of the throat where they 
strangle ; strangulation ; palpitation of the 
hea r t ; [khundqi kdzib, False c roup ; ]— 
khannaq, A hangman. 

CJI'UA khundk, The quinsey. 



|Au. khundm, khunndm, A disease to 
which horses, asses, and mules are subject. 

khindmuk, khindmak. Name of a 
herb. 

khanab, khamb. Au arched building, 
cupola, or portico;—khumb. An earthen 
vessel for holding wiue or water (see ^A). 

khumbdn, Moving, shaking, wag-
ging. 

yA^Lot khambdnidan. To mock, mimic, 
^ r ^ khum-bara, A small earthen pot ;— 

khumbara'i dudnak, The sky ;—khumbura, 
A water-pot having a small mouth. 

khumbak, A small jar or other 
vessel: the noise made by a horse when 
drinking ; mocking, ridiculing ; the rim of 
a drum ; striking one hand against the 
other in beating time in music; the dress 
of a dervish ;—khumbuk, Name of a village 
in Badakshan. 

**** khamba, A vine-arbour, trel l is; a 
gallery ;—khumba, A large vessel (in which 
they lay up corn) of earth or wood hol-
lowed, and crusted over with clay ; a dome. 

khambidan, To be celebrated; to 
be bent;—khumbidan, To leap, spring; to 
beat time. 

Jchambida, Celebrated, notorious. 
khampur, khumpur, The bridge 

across the eternal fire;—khumpur. Tbe re-
surrection ; a sower. 

khant, khanat. Lightning, gleam, 
coruscation ; the celestial o rb ; a brazen 
pot ;—khunt (for khumb), A jar. 

A <^A khans (v.n.), Bending outwards 
(a leathern bottle) a t the orifice, in order 
to drink therefrom commodiously ;—kha-
nas (V.n.), Being flexible, p l ian t ; being 
doubled up, fo lded; — khanis, Flexible, 
flaccid, pliant. 

A (JJIW- khunsd, Asphodel; a hermaphro-
dite ; neutral . 

erA khanjy Los t ; vain, unprofitable ; in-
terest, profit, gain, advantage; the plea-
sures and comforts of life, delight, festi-
vity, song, dance, mi r th ; a Jeer, amorous 
glance ;—khunj, An owl; name of a coun-
try in Persia. 

gAA khanj-khanj, Breathing hard 
through the nose. 

SA L̂S- khanjda, Flesh-glue;—khunjada, 
Reddle ; venery ;—Jehunjida, A butterfly. 

A^iA khanjar, jehanjir, A dagger, po-
niard, hanger ; a sword; [khanjari almas, 
The edge of melting snow ; the point of a 
sprouting plant piercing the ground; a 
steel dagger ; the hardness of the dia-
mond ;—khanjari imam, (met.) An irre-
pressible ta lker ;—khanjar bar sang kashi-
dan (bar fasan zadan), To sharpen a 
dagger, &c. ;—khanjar khwurdan. To be 
hit with a dagger, &c.; — khanjar zadan 
(malidan), To strike with a dagger, &c.; 
—khanjari zar (zar-afshdn), Sunrise; a 

morning-beam;—khanjari slm, A morning-
beam ;—khanjari subh, Sunrise ; the morn-
ing-breeze ;—khanjari falak, A morning-
ray ; sunrise ;—khanjari mwhannid (hindu-
wan), A sword of Indian steel, an Indian 
sword ;]—khanjar, A milch-camel. 

a ^A khanjar-ba-kaf (ba-kafdn), 
Who holds a dagger in his hand . 

a A khanjar-dar, Armed with a 
dagger . 

a j^s- khanjar-guzar, Skilled in the 
use of the dagger. 

khanjirud, I r r i s ion; illusion. 
khanjari, A mode of printing or 

staining silk (gulbadan); striped silks; 
stripes ; a small tambourine. 

>V khanjari-nawdz, A player on 
the tambourine. 

—khanjast, Name of the place 
where Afrasiyab escaped f rom Hum (see 

, of which it seems a corruption). 
khanjak, A t r iangular thorn; a 

coriander-seed ; a kind of grain ;—khinjdk, 
An esculent berry f rom the tree wan\— 
khunjak, Wormwood of Pontus. 

khanjukh, Enoch (see and 

A^A khunj a, khanja, Breathing hard 
through the nose. 

fiA^^iA khanjida, A balsam ;—khunjada, A 
butterfly. 

ja^AA khanjir, khinjir, Any smell, the 
exhalation of fr ied bones, boiling oil, 
melted fat , or an extinguished lamp ; the 
point of a spear; sharp, rough, acrid. 

J T ^ A khanjil, A swing, a see-saw (in the 
dialect of Isfahan). 

AiA khand (imp. of khandidan, in comp. 
with the meaning of a pres. part , or inf.), 
Laughing, smil ing; laughter . 

AJAUAA khand-a-khand, A continual and 
hearty laughter, 

khandan, Laugh ing ; blooming, 
blossoming; bloom, blossom; name of a 
town in China ;—khandan budan (shudan), 
To smile, to l augh ; to shine, to flash (a 
sword). 

W \ A I A khanddn-khand, <V)1A*A ^JOA 
khandan khandan, Laughing aloud. 

(JJAA^ khanddndan, khandani-
dan, To cause to laugh ; to laugh. 

Lriy- AW- khand-kharish, Derision, mock-
ery. 

khandakhand (for A 
continual and hearty laugher. 

ax*. khand-khandan, Laughing 
aloud. 

khandarus (Q-. xov^po s), Fru-
menty. 

A L P ^ A J A khandarls, Old wine; old 
wheat. 

^LjAiA khandarili ( 0 . xov&P&v)> A kind 
of succory. 

khandastan, A place for laugh-



ter, a play-house ; ludicrous entertainment; 
jeer, taunt, rai l lery; vexation; the lips of 
a mistress. 

khandastdne, A lip of a mis-
tress. 

a khandaq ( from P. A ditch, 
foase, moat;—khandaq zadan, To dig a 
moat. 

^SAM- Jchandagi, Laughter . 
usJlJAtA khandndk. A laugher ; merry. 
Atf ^ AIA khand-u-tand, Ruined, topsy-

turvy. 
8.UA khanda, Laughing; a laugh ; laugh-

ter ;—khanda'i ikhtUdji, Sardonic smile ; 
—khjmda'i dftdb (subh), The rise of the 
sun (of dawn); .— khanda'i barq, A flash 
of lightning;—khanda'i jam (sdg&ir, shisha, 
surahi, mind), The smile of the howl ; 
— khanda'i khanjar (shamshir), Blood 
shed by a dagger or sword;—khanda dar 
gulu shikastan, To break out in laughter ; 
—khanda dar lab bastan, To be continually 
Bmiling;—khandaH rdz, Divulgation of a 
s e c r e t k h a n d a H zahrn, The gape of a 
wound; — khanda'i zamin, Verdure and 
flowers;—khanda'i sharab (sahbd, mai), 
The sparkling of wine;—khandaH sham', 
The brightness of a candle;—khanda'i 
ghnncha (gul), The opening of a bud, the 
blossoming of a flower;—khanda kardan 
(zadan), To laugh, to smile. (Also con-
strued with tbe verbs amadan, bar-dma-
dan, tawaridan, juft kardan, chaHdan, duz-
didan, rekhlan, firo khwurdan, giriftan, &c, 
in phrases easily understood from the con-
text.) 

&AAA khanda-aivar, Who promotes 
laughter. 

8.UA khanda-kharish, A laughing-
stock, jeer ; laughter ; a jeerer ; a flat-
terer. 

a iji^j khanda-rish. L a u g h t e r ; a 
laughing-stock ;—khanda-rish kardan, To 
flatter, cajole ; to ridicule. 

atf dA*. khanda-gdh (&S gah), The lips of 
a mistress. 

^j&Afcs. Jchanda-gi, = ^ a w - q.v. 
<jriU SAW- khandandk, Laughterful . 
U AJASA khandidan, To laugh. 
(jljAAik khandish (contraction of khanda-

rish), Laugh te r ; a laughing-stock. 
A.yy*- khinzir, A boar, hog, pig ;—khin-

ziri khasta-hdl, A wounded boar. 
cS^yA khinziri, Hoggish ; a hog-stye, 

piggery. 
A A khanas (v.n.), Having a turned-

up nose; a snub-nose;—khunnas, Stars, 
planets; according to others, five of the 
Beven planets (sun and moon being ex-
cepted) . 

fa.IA khans ar, Name of an aquatic ani-
mal. 

yb-^j-A khunistan, Fortunate, happy. 
khinish, An itching, itch. 

^A khunshd, ^^A khunshdn, khinshdn, 
Happy, fortunate. 

A ^ A khinsir, khinsar, The little (or 
middle) finger; the little toe. 

g^A khinfij, khanfaj, A black grain 
mixed up into an eye-salve. 

khanfar, Household fu rn i tu re (see 
J f ^ ) -

A ( J ^ I I A khunfas, khinfis, A— A JA khunfusa', 
khunfasd, A beetle ( = P . q-v-)-

JVAAW. khanfashdr, A large species of 
duck. 

A VJ-SA k/ianq, (v.n.), St rangl ing; [khanqi 
atfdli jadidu 'l-wilddat, Asphyxia of new-
born chi ldren;]—kfeaniq, S t rangled (see 
(JS-̂ A and j y s i - ) . 

khunuk, Good, excellent, well; 
happy ; cold; f r igid, bad (poet ry) ; cool, 
temperate; happiness; ease, facility ; self ; 
a kinsman khunuk sakhtan, To cool, to 
refresh ;—khunuk kardan, To render happy ; 
to cool;—dhi khunuk, Cold water ;—hawd'i 
khunuk, Fresh or temperate air. 

^A khunuka, O how happy I how good ! 
khunkar (for khun-kdr), An em-

peror. 
yW <AAA khunuk-jdn, Of a cold soul or 

temperament ; chaste; vindictive. 
iSjjS (SJUA khunuk-kunanda, A refrige-

rant (med.). 
tsUA khunuk-hawd. Salubrious, fresh. 

^SUA khunuki, Temperature, coldness; 
prosperity; a ref r igerant ; — khunuki'i 
chashm, Coolness of the eye, enjoyment 
(=A. (^-AK 8y) ;—khunuki'i dahan, Cold-
ness or sweetness of the mouth ;—khunuki'i 
hawd, Temperature of the air, somewhat 
cooled. 

khang, Depravity ;— thing, White , 
gray ; white ra iment ; a bow-str ing; a 
gray horse ; [khingi rdhwdr, An ambling 
nag ;—khingi zar, The sun ;—khingi shab-
dhang, The iiioon; break of day; a pie-
bald horse; the quadruped on which Mu-
hammad is said to have gone to heaven on 
the night of mi'raj;]—khung, An angle, 
corner; deeply in love; intense love. 

khingd, An athletic clown ; able-
bodied. 

JVSUi khingdl, A perforated mark to 
shoot at. 

4A<UA khing-but (grey image), Name 
of one of two huge idols in Biimian ; the 
other is called surkh-but, Red image (de-
signated as the " lover " of the former, or 
"beloved ") . 

khing-bid, A thorn ; white-
thorn. 

I«£AA khing-ziwar, A piebald horse. 
faSj^ khing-sdr, Grey-headed; salt-

petre. 
J£J.A khang al, A kind of armour. 
oSjJ ts&A khing-luk, ) ^sSUa khing-u-

luk, Weak, incapable, unskilful . 



yS^A. Tcjiingii, A sort of dodder. 
khunlachak, Name of a herb ; a 

sore on the back of a horse or beast of 
burden. 

A khanw (v.n.), Being obscene in 
speech, ribaldry. 

A ikhanukh, The prophet Enoch. 
khunud, A small burden placed on 

ft beast so as to be able to r ide on it as 
•well. 

khanur, A sower, cultivator;—kha-
nur, khunur, khunnur, Household utensils, 
as pots, pans, knives, or hatchets ; an 
earthen vessel for keeping money i n ; two 
packs thrown across a horse, between which 
the rider is seated ; tillage. 

A (J-YA khunm (v.n. of LT^5-), Staying 
behind; keeping back. 

A t j f t khunu' (v.n. of Submission, 
humility. 

khunyd, Modulation, melody, song. 
khunydgar, A musician, singer, 

bard, minstrel ; playing a t u n e k h u n y d -
gari falak, Venus. 

is/Vi khunyagari, Minstrelsy. 
A ^ khanid, The ringing noise made by a 

goblet ; fame, celebrity;—khinid, Sucked; 
—khunid, Approbation ; approved, accept-
able. 

ya-At fchanidan, khunidan (S. svan), To 
echo; to obtain celebrity ;—fehinidan, To 
suck. 

SAjji. Jchanlda. Sound, echo ; celebrated; 
a skilful musician ; agreeable, chosen ; ap-
proved -,—khinida, Sucked;—khunida, Cele-
brated, praised by everyone. 

A T-IFRIA khanif, The worst flax ; coarse 
hempen cloth, 

A khaniq, Strangled. 
khuniq, A grey dervish's garment. 

j)***- khanewar, khunewar, A narrow 
bridge across the infernal fire; a cultiva-
tor, sower ; the general resurrection. 

jA k}iav, Ivy ; tares, darnel ; the palm of 
the hand ; the sole of a beast's foo t ; any 
parasitical p lan t ; a plank upon which 
maBons, plasterers, or painters stand when 
at work; a framework for turning an arch 
upon ; a plucking u p ; a lopping away of 
branches; the fundament of a horse; a 
handfu l ;—khu , khu, kho, Habi t , nature, 
custom ; — khu dadan (ddshtan, kardan, 
giriftan), To accustom, to become accus-
tomed. 

V- khawd, Flesh, meat ;—khiwd, Taste, 
flavour, relish, del ight ; — khuwd, Food 
enough for a day. 

s ^ y - khwdb, Sleep; giddiness ; a dream ; 
nocturnal pollution ; pile, plush ;—khwdbi 
ajal, Terminal sleep, dea th ; — khwdbi 
dshufta, Disturbed sleep, restless night ;— 
khwab dmad kase-ra, One falls asleep;— 
khwdh dwardan, Cause to sleep, lu l l ;— 
khwdh ba-chirdgh guftan, To tell one's 

dream to the candle (a superstitious prac-
tice believed to avert the evil consequences 
of a dream) ;—khwab burdan, To fall asleep, 
to sleep ; (followed by az) to deprive of 
sleep;— khwdb buridan, To interrupt sleep; 
—khwdb baslan, To prevent from sleeping; 
—khwdbi pa, Numbness of the foot;— 
khwdbi pareshdn, Disturbed or troubled 
sleep ; terrible dreams;—khwdbi tegh, A 
stroke with the sword ;—khwdbi char pahlu, 
A long and comfortable sleep ;—khwdbi 
jdwid, Eternal sleep, death ;—khwdbi khar-
gosh, A hare 's sleep, (met.) negligence, in-
advertency ; feigned negligence ;—khwab 
dar dida (chashm) sofchtan, To drive away 
sleep; to be banished (sleep); to sleep 
soundly ;—khwdb dar dida (chashm) shikas-
tan, To banish sleep; to be banished 
(sleep) ;—khwdb dokhtan, To disturb one's 
sleep, not allow one to sleep; — khwdb 
didan, To see in sleep, i.e. to dream; to be 
polluted;—khwdb rubudan, To snatch a 
sleep; to take or drive away sleep ;—khwab 
raftani 'uzw, Numbness of a limb ;—khwdb 
rekhtan bar, To drown in sleep;—khy>ab 
zadan, To take a nap, to sleep;—khwdbi 
sahuk, A light s lumber;—khwdb shudan, 
To sleep, to be asleep ;—khwdbi saiyad, A 
feigned sleep; any contrivance for deceiv-
ing game ;—khwdbi 'adm, Sleep of annihi-
lation, death;—khwdbfi.ro malidan, Toward 
off sleep; — khwab kardan, To sleep, to 
take a nap ; to make sleep ;—khwab girif-
tan, To take a nap;—khwdbi margi, Deathly 
sleep, death ;—khwdbi noshin, Sweet, sound 
sleep ;—khwdb-u-khwur, Bed and board ;— 
khwdb'U-khiyal. Illusion, fancy ;—ba-khwdb 
dmadan, To go to sleep, to fall asleep; to 
lie asleep ;—ba-khwdb dadan (kardan), To 
make one sleep;—ba-khwdb dar-dmadan, 
ba-khwdb raftan, To fall asleep ;—ba-khwdh 
didan, To dream; to see (one) in a dream ; 
—ba-khwdh sulud nishdndan, To renouuce 
all but God ;—dar khymb didan, To dream ; 
—dar khwab raftan, To fall asleep; to go 
to sleep ;—dar khwdb shudan, To sleep ; to 
b e n u m b ; — d a r shudan ba-khwdb andarun, 
(poetically) To fall asleep. 

khwab-alud, s^j^ khwdb-
dluda, Stained or drowned in sleep, 
sleepy. 

JpsftS s-»V" khwdb-aludagi, Drowsiness. 
khwdbandan, yj^it^y. khwdbdni-

dan, To cause or put one to sleep; to cause 
to kneel; to tump or cover with earth (un-
ripe f rui ts) in order to mellow them; to 
oppress, beat down ; to thicken (milk). 

khwab-dwar, A soporific. 
s->V- khwab-burda, Carried off by 

sleep, asleep, sleepy. 
jo? khwab-band, A spell that pre-

vents from sleeping. 
U^ khwab-hind, Dreaming ; a 

dreamer. 



cMty H^y khwdb-pareshdn, Horr id 
dream. 

v>\y khwab-jdma, A sleeping-dress, 
a night-gown. 

tt^y. khwab-khana, A bed, couch; a 
chamber, dormitory. 

JW4- s A y khwdb-khiyal, A spectre, phan-
tom. 

V ^ y khwab-ddr, Pily, plushy (velvet, 
&c.). 

v ^ y khwab-dlda, Dreaming; pol-
luted ; of age. 

khwab-raftagx, Torpor, numb-
ness. 

is*) s-Ay khwdb-rafta, Torpid, asleep 
(limb). 

s j j v^y khwdb-zada, Drowned in sleep ; 
sleepy, drowsy. 

khwdbistdn. A dormitory. 
khwdb-gdh, khwab-gah, ~ 

<u\<fc\y. q.v. ;—khwab-gdhi-gh'dl> The world. 
s -»y khwdb-guzdr, Somnolent; dream-

ing ; an interpreter of dreams. 
s A y khwab-guzin, W h o chooses 

sleep. 
U s^y khwdb-nd-dida, Under pu-

berty. 
khwdb-ndk, Sleepy, drowsy ; pily, 

plushy (velvet or silk). 
khwdbnakl. Drowsiness ; sloth, 

^ y ^ y . khwab-nosh, Sleeping, 
^ y i f y - khpdb-noehi, A doze, a nap. 

khwabanldan. To put one to 
sleep. 

<^y khwdba, (in comp.) Sleeping, as 
ham-khwaba, Sleeping together with, a bed-
fellow. 

A i_s»\y khawdbl (pi. of khdbi'ai), Jars (for 
wine). 

^ S j ^ y . khtpdbidagi, Negligence, 
(jx^ty- khwdbidan, To lie down; to sleep, 

to kneel; to remain, to stay;—ba-pusht 
(bar pusht) khwdbidan. To lie on the back ; 
to sleep comfortably. 

Jchpablda, Asleep; dormant ; 
Btopped (as a watch). 

A f>1y. khawdtim, f ^ y khawdtim (pi. of 
khdtam), Seals; conclusions, endings ;— 
khawdtimu 'l-muluk, Name of a flower. 

kkwdtin, Sister (see ^J^^AA). 
a khawdtln (pi. of khdtun), Ladies. 

khwajagdn, Masters. 
khwdjagl, A wealthy merchant ; 

chiefship, mastership. 
M y khtvdja, A man of distinction; a 

rich merchant; a doctor, professor, teacher, 
preceptor, school-master; a pedan t ; a vene-
rable old man ; lord, master, owner ; hono-
rific title of a wazir or other great digni-
tary ; a eunuch ; the master of a family ; 
a bird's comb ; heart, soul;—khwaja'i akh-
tardn (lord of the stars), The planet Jupi-
ter; the sun;—khwaja' i ba(s-u-nashr, Lord 
of the Resurrection, i.e. Muhammad;— 

khwaja'i baqal, A greengrocer ;—khwaja'i 
charkhi azraq, The sun;—khwaja ' i sipihr, 
The sun;—khwaja ' i sih yaran, Name of a 
place of recreation close to Kabul ;—khwa-
ja'i falak, The sun ; Jupiter ;—khwdja kar-
dan, To castrate. 

fa khwdja-bar, Enough to support 
life. 

<My khwaja-tash, A fellow-servant; 
the master of a family ; a scholar; a school-
fellow. 

eAj At^yk khwdja-zdda, Master. 
<My- khwdja-sard, A domestic; a 

eunuch. 
<My. khwdja-giydh, Name of a shrub. 

khwqja-marwarld, Name of 
an Armenian who lived at I s fahan in great 
affluence. 

cLw* khivdja-massdh, Muhammad. 
yA^y khwtijidan. khuwdjldan, To see 

badly from an infirmity in the eyes; to 
water, to be hot (the eye). 

j\y- khwdr, Contemptible, abject ; poor, 
distressed, abandoned, friendless, wretched; 
few, small, l i t t le ; easy, without effor t ; 
soft, t ender ; erect, s t ra igh t ; name of a 
place near Ray ; (in comp.) eating or 
dr inking; [khwdr ddshtan (shumurdan, 
kardan, giriftan), To hold in contempt, 
despise;]—khuwdr, Victuals. 

A ^ y khuwdr, The lowing of oxen, bleat-
ing of sheep, goats, or fallow deer; the 
whiz of an arrow. 

fa fay khwdr-bar. Food ; provisions car-
ried from town to town; a small compe-
tency ; taste, rel ish; a place near Ray ; a 
district belonging to Bokhara. 

SJkij^ faj{y. khwarbar-dranda, A purveyor. 
J ^ f a f y khwdrbdr-kash, A transporter 

of provisions. 
A SJ^y khawdrij (pi. of kharijl), Here-

tics, schismatics (esp. those who rebelled 
against 'All). 

^ y j \ y khwar-khwurl. Base t reatment . 
(jJily khivdidan, To e a t ; to drink. 
C j / y khuwdr azm, khwarazm, Khorasinia, 

the ancient Chorasmu, lying along the 
banks of the great river Oxus or Jaihun, 
and extending to the Caspian Sea, part of 
it belonging to I ran (Persia), and part to 
Turan (Parthia). 

aU. f j j ^y khwdrazm-shdh, Title of several 
kings, especially of Ala'u-d-din Muham-
mad, who ruled in Khwarazm from 1200 to 
1220 A . D . 

khwarazmi, A Khorasmian ; thin 
slices of paste. 

A JJ \Y khawdriq (pi. of khdriq), Pene-
trating, tearing (spears) ; miracles, unusual 
things. 

jtf khwar-kdr, An oppressor; 
scorner, reviler. 

y khwar-kdr a, A reviler. 



<sft jV4" khwdr-kdri, Reproach ;—khwar-
kare, A reviler. 

t^AXf^yt. khwdrmandi, Humility ; abject-
ness. 

khwdranidan, To give to eat and 
drink. 

t S ^ V " khwdruri, Name of a place. 
llhwdr-u-zdr, Abject and dis-

tressed. 
khwdra. S t ipend; every-day allow-

ance ; victuals; (in comp.) eating, drinking, 
en joy ing ;—khuwara , Established order ; 
mode, manner ; strengthening food; a 
f rame for turning an arch upon; a scaf-
fold. 

ft khwara-kdr, A reviler. 
c s / y khwdri, Baseness, meanness; dis-

tress ;—khwdri kardan (nihadan), To re-
vile ; to in jure;—khwdri kashidan, To suffer 
abasement from another;—khwdri namu-
dan, To abase oneself. 

fchwari-khwdr, Reviled, abused. 
khawdz, A goad; a scaffold or ele-

vated platform for spectators on festive 
occasions (comp. SjVy. khawdza, q.v.). 

fij^ty. khwdzanda, A bride. 
khwaza, Praise, applause ; benedic-

tion ; desire, wish;—also khawdza, A tri-
umphal arch ; a vine-arbour; a plank on 
which masons or plasterers stand when at 
work, a scaffold; the inner apartment, 
alcove, or bower, surrounded with tapestry, 
where the bride awaits the arrival of her 
husband. 

Lr*V" khwds. A pe t i t i one r ;—khawds , 
Pear. 

khwdst, Petition, request, begging, 
solicitation, desire, wish ; will; he desired 
or asked ; a beaten road ; an island; gold ; 
riches ; furni ture ;—ha-khwdsti khudd, By 
the will of God (m.c., corresponding to the 
A. in shd 'lldh). 

jLu^ji. khwdstar. A petitioner, asker, in-
vestigator ; those whose son and daughter 
have married together;—-khwdstar kardan, 
To demand, ask for, request. 

khwdstdri, Wedlock. 
yV^yy khwdstardn, Small worms. 

khwdst gar, Petitioner, candidate; 
a messenger charged to convey a request 
(m.c.). 

^VSU-^y. khwdstgdri, Request, wish; a 
matrimonial suit ;—khwdstgdri kardan (na-
mudan), To betroth ; to ask in marriage. 

khwdstan, To desire, wish, de-
mand, require, need, petition, beg, or pray ; 
to will, to wan t ; to wed; to mean, intend ; 
—az dida khwdstan. To beg instantly, to 
implore;—bdz khwastan, To request ; to 
require;— dar-khwdstan, To desire, wish, 
demand;— 'uzr-khwdstan. To beg pardon. 

khwastwar, khwdstur, Who in-
tends, who purposes. 

khwdsta, Desired, wished, willed, 

| wanted ; meant, in tended; wedded; mean-
I ing, signification; riches, possessions; the 

needful for travelling, requisites for carry-
ing on war. 

cs^V4- khwasti, Voluntary; — harakati 
khwdsti, A voluntary movement. 

khawdsa, A scarecrow (in a field). 
A (JE^y khauwds, A vendor of palm-

leaves (khus) ; one who covers baskets with 
them ;—khawdss (pi. of khdssat), Proper-
ties, qualities. 

A khawdsir (pi. of khdsirat), Waists. 
a khawdsi, The place where one 

sits behind a great man upon an elephant. 
A JWY. khawdtir (pi. of Thoughts, 

minds. 
A c-iUy. khawdtif (pi. of khdtif), Light-

nings. 
A khawdf, Tumult , murmur, noise; 

name of a place near Nishapur. 
A khawdfiq, The four cardinal 

points. 
A khawdfi (pi. of fchdfi), Demons; 

(pi. of khdfiyat) secrets; the shortest 
feathers of the wing ; the branches of a 
palm-tree nearest to the p i th ; of or rela-
t ing to Khawiif (see 

A khawdqin (pi. of khdqdn), Em-
perors, kings. 

khipdg, A hen ; an e g g ; a fried 
egg-

J\JA khwdl, khuwal, Lamp-black; food. 
yb^Jly- khipdlistan, An inkstand. 
A^J^y. khwdlista, An inkstand ; silk put 

into an inkstand, 
khwdlgar, A cook ; a sewer, a table-

decker. 
khwdlinjdn, khwalinjan, 

Galangale. 
J ^ y A khwdli, khiwali, Pood; a river's 

bed ; beautiful , adorned ; congratulated. 
a ^ - l l y khwdlidan. To spread, expand, 

strew ; to tas te ;—khawdl idan, To come ; 
to ea t ; to sleep. 

a khwdligar, khawdligar, A cook ; 
a sewer, a table-decker. 

ly khwa-maza, A competency. 
khwdn, A table, covered table, and 

the meat upon i t ; a spacious tray ; house-
hold f u r n i t u r e ; rubbish of sticks and 
straws ; weeds, tares ; (imp. of khwandan, 
in comp.) read ing; a reader ; asking, 
begging; a chante r ; a crier, invoker, in-
viter ;—khwdn drdstan (afgandan, anddkh-
tan, chidan, dar-ham chidan), To spread 
the tab le ;—khwdni dil, The temple at 
Mecca ;•—khwdn sakhtan (kashidan, gustar-
dan), To spread the table ;—khwdni yagli-
md (tdrdj), A public feast to which all are 
invited, an open table;—angushti alldh-
khwdn, The finger that appeals to God, 
namely, the fore-finger;—bar khwdn ni-
shastan, To sit at table ;—bar khwdn niha 
dan, To place on the table (food). 



A ( ^ Y khiwan, khuwdn (from the pre-
ceding), A dinner-table ;—khauwdn, A de-
ceiver, t ra i to r ; a l ion;—khauwdni mazla-
ma-kdr, A villain, cruel betrayer. 

W y khwdnd, Legible. 
(jjAiiUty- khwananidan, To read, <fcc. 

( = O^VJA q-v'O' 
fy khwdn-bara, The sign of the 

Kara. 
khwdn-pdya, A table-cloth, 

^ j s ^ y khujan-posh, Coverlid of a tray. 
khwdncha, A tray, a salver;— 

khwdncha'i zar (zarin, sipihr, falak), Tbe 
sun. 

yVJA^ys- khwandagan (pi. of khwanda). 
Learned people, readers. 

c / ^ V - khwandagl, Reading, reci ta l ; in-
vocation ; cal l ing; adoption. 

C>A>\y khwdndan, To read, to recite ; to 
invite, invoke, convoke, cal l ; to sing, to 
chaunt; to decipher, to explain ; to s tudy ; 
—baz khwdndan, To call back, to recall ; to 
charge, to accuse openly ;—pesh khwdndan, 
To call up, to summon;— tu ' i gosh>ash 
khwaudam, I whispered to him (m.c.). 

Jchwandam, What ought to be 
read ; a portion (a thi r t ie th) of the Kur 'an 
appointed for daily reading. 

a ^ y khwanda, Read, sung; called, in-
vited; knowing how to read and write ; a 
lecture or lesson; (in comp.) adopted. 

jL-rty. khwdnsdr, and— 
j i L ^ j i khwan-sdldr, A table-decker; a 

cook. 
kh,wan~&dmdn, A house-steward. 

a <3^y khawdniq (pi. of khdnaqdh), Mo-
nasteries. 

a pf t ^ y khpan-kuram, Open house, or 
table. 

khwdngar, A cook ; a table-decker. 
^fjurtjA kjiwdnandagl, Singing. 

khwana»da, A reader ; a crier or 
convoker ; a caller, a singer, a student. 

y j ^ r t y khyeanidan, To read ; to make 
read; to call, convene ; to sing. 

A khawdnin (pi. of khdn), Lords, 
^ y khwdv khwab), Sleep. 
My khwdh, Wishing, desiring, needing, 

wanting, requiring, calling f o r ; desire, 
petition; either, or, whether;—khwah ma-
khwdh (khwdh na-khwdh), Willing or no ; 
certainly, positively, at all events;—khwah 
v, nd-khmdh, Nolens volens, against the in-
clination ;—baj-khwdk, Demanding t r ibute; 
—taraqqi-khwdh, Wishing increase ;—hajaU 
khvodh, Who asks for his wants x—-khdtir-
khyodh, The desire of one's h e a r t ; — d i l 
ba-khwdh, To the heart 's desire -,—daulat-
khw&h, Wishing prosperity, benevolent, 
kind ;—mar ammat-khwdh, Needing repair 
(a house). 

y W y . khwdhan ('sing, and plnr.), Will-
ing, desiring ; petitioners ; amateurs 
(m.c.). 

khwdhdni, Wish, desire, longing 
for. 

(jj^iU^yi- khwcihanldan, To wish ; to a s k ; 
to cause to petition ; to cause to wish, will, 
want. 

yV" khwdhar (S. svasri), A sister;— 
kkipdhari pidar, Aunt , fa ther ' s sister;— 
khwahari shauhar (shuy), Husband 's sister : 
—khwahari mddar, Maternal aunt . 

khwahardn, Sisters; — khwaha-
rdni suhail, Two stars (Syrius and Por-
cyon). 

khwdhar-andar, A half-sister. 
j£>\y kfiwdhar-khwdnda, ^S y^y 

khwdhar-gir, An adopted sister. 
6u\j khwdhar-zdda, Sister's son, 
J w y khwdh ish, Will, wish, inclination ; 

petition, su i t ; riches; intercession, advo-
cacy ;~khwdhishi ildht, The divine will ; 
—khwdhish kardan, To wish, to desire 
(m.c.). 

^ i j ^ y khwdhishgar, Intercessor, advo-
cate; desirous. 

u ^ y khwdhishgari. Intercession ; 
asking in marriage. 

Jchwdhishmand, Desirous. -
khwdhil, khuwdhil, Crooked, 

curved, a shoemaker's strap, with which 
he binds t b e last to hie knee; also the 
piece of wood upon which it is bound. 

SAAG^A khwdhanda, One who asks, wills, 
wants, or wishes ; who asks in marriage ; 
a beggar, petitioner. 

khwdha. A petition ; desire, intent . 
gA^y khwahidan, To petition, inter-

cede ; to will, want. 
^yfcty ^ t y khwdhl na-JchwaM, Whether 

you like or not, willy nilly. 
J y khway, Taste, flavour; pleasure, 

delight. 
s-»y khub (S. subha), Good; beaut i ful , 

elygant, pleasant, graceful, lovely, amiable, 
charming, excellent, gracious; beautiful ly, 
excellently; firm, s trong \~kkub ast, All 
right (m.c.) ;—khub ast ki, I t would be 
well to (m.c.) -,— khaili khub, Very well, all 
r igh t (m.c.). 

khub-dr, Convenient and inconve-
nient ; carrying anything to be eaten ; pro-
visions t ransported from place to place. 

( j j ^ j l } y. Mo bdz kardan, To quit a 
habit. 

khuhdn (pi.), The fa i r ; the good, 
^s'Wy khubdnT. Apricots stuffed with 

almonds. 
^ j ^ b y khubanldan. To oppress, to t read 

upon, to trample under foot. 
k^y. khub-dwdz, Charming-voiced. 

S^JA khub-dyln, Religious, law-
abiding ; well-bred. 

khubtar, Be t t e r ; more beaut i ful . 
khubtarin. Best, fairest . 

a JrfAe- khub-hdsil, Fert i le , yielding 
a good produce (m.c.). 



yjd. khub-dlda, P leasant to look at, 
charming. 

a v j 4 - khub-rd'iha, Pleasant-seen ted. 
v y khub-rukhsdr, Of lovely com-

plexion. 
^f~_khiib'rantj, Of beaut i ful colour 

or complexion. 
» khUb-ru, ^JJ s-*^ khub-ruy, Lovely -

faced. 
e ^ j khub-ruy an (pi.), The fair . 

V?1** kkub-ru'i, Comeliness of face. 
a khub-aiyar, Of excellent, quali-

ties. 
a w^-o khub-surat, Beaut i fu l in 

form. 
fcfyt khubkald, kMbkaldn, Name 

of a seed of a cooling quali ty. 
f^V4 khub-farjdm, W h a t ends well. 
a khubak (dim. of khub), Goodish ; 

pretty ; a little beauty. 
v y khub-kirddr, Of good conduct. 

a f t * w f - khub-mansar, Handsome, fair . 
khubl, Goodness, excellence; beauty; 

—khubl kardan, To do good, to render a 
service (m.c.); — ba-khubl, Fortunately 
(m.c.). 

l^o^y4- khupkhlnr The substance cailed 
muininy, whether human or mineral . 

r kku-pazir, kho-pazir, Accustomed 
to. 

khwapla, Foolish, ignorant, 
a khojddsh, A fellow-servant 

(see 
a khojdushiyat (pi. of the pre-

ceding), Fellow-servants. 
khoja ( for khwdja), A eunuch, 

gy- khoch, The comb or the crest of a 
b i r d ; cock's-comb (a flower); t u f t of a 
he lmet ; peak of a house; red silk tied to 
the top of a lance ; a fighting ram. 

ijAjjUy. khuchdrldan, To keep, to pre-
serve ; to grieve, to be in anxiety. 

khocha, The comb of a cock, crest 
of a bird ; the flower called cock's-comb. 

yA^y. kho chidan, To see badly from 
weakness in the eyes ; to water, to be hard, 
dry, and hot (the eyes). 

A tf* khaukh, A peach. 
a fy'A t f - khokh aqra1, Indian leaf, 
y-y. khaukhiiu (in Zand and Pazand) , 

Rite, custom; a sword ; power, strength ; 
a branch ; a bricklayer's scaffold. 

A OY- khand, A beautiful young girl, 
oy. khud. A helmet ; [khftdi khuroch 

(khuroh), A cock's comb; the anemone;] 
— khwud. khwad, Self (for emphasis 
sake frequently preceded by the personal 
p ronouns) ; himself, herself, i tself; b u t ; 
[khwud-ikhtiydrl, Self-control, self-govern-
ment, self-possession ;-khwud-drd, Adorn-
ing oneself; pluming oneself;— khwud-
drd'l, Pr ide, arrogance, conceit; display 
of onu's own merits;—khymd-dshna, Who 
has no other friend but himself;—khwud-

dhangl, In t en t ion ; greed ; — khwud ba-
khwud, Of himself, spontaneously ;—khwud 
ba-daulat, You, your worship ; sir;—khwud 
bar-pd, Self-willed, obstinate ;—khwud ba-
soz, Name of a fire-temple in Azarbai jan; 
—khwud-bahd'l, Vanity ; — khwud-blgdna, 
Who befr iends everybody b u t himself 
(opp, to khwud-ashnd) ;—khwud-bln, See-
ing oneself, i.e. proud, self-conceited;— 
khwud-binl, Arrogance, presumption;— 
khwud-parast, A worshipper or admirer of 
h imsel f ; — khwud-parasU, Self-conceit; 
selfishness ;—i'chwud-pasand, Self-approved, 
vain, conceited, opiniated ; — khymd-pa-
eandl, Self-complacency; —• khwud-perd'i, 
Ostentat ion;—khwud.sana, A boaster, an 
egotist;—khwud-hisdb, W h o takes bimeslf 
to account for all his actions;—khwud-
hukm, Obstinate;—khtpud-kho,Uneducated, 
undiscipliued ; capricious ;—khwud-khwah, 
Selfish ;- - khwud-ddr, Content ; patient; 
master of oneself ;—khwud-ddrl , Self-pos-
session ; composure (m.c.) ; — khyeud-rd 
ba-jd guzdshtan, (met.) To d ie ; to become 
senseless ;—khwud-rd baland kashldan, To 
boast;—khwud-rd jam' kardan, To restrain 
oneself ; — khwud-rd rasan kardan, To 
give oneself oyer to captivity;—k^wud-ra 
giriftan, To restrain oneself; — khwud-
ray, Self-opiniated; a fantastical, capri-
cious humour i s t ; — Ishwud-rd'i, Self-con-
ceiteduess ; — khwud-rukhsatl, Leaving a 
service of one's own accord, in which case 
it is customary to deduct something from 
the wages; —khwud-rusta, Self-grown, wild, 
spontaneous;—khwud^rang, Preserving the 
natural colour, unchanged; also yellowish 
colour ;—khwud-ru. Wi th her own face, i.e. 
unpaintod, adorned with native beauty ;— 
khwud-ro, Spontaneous, self-growing, un-
planted ; ill-disciplined, self-willed ; — 
khwud-ro'i, Spontaneous growth ;—khwud-
8dzi, Self-culture ;—khymd-sita'l, Self-ap-
plause, vain-boasting ;—khwud-sar, Bold, 
fearless; self-opiniated, obstinate, whim-
sical ; head-strong ;—khwud-sarl, Self-con-
ceit, obstinacy ; — kjiwud-suwdr, Head-
strong;—khwud-soz, Name of a fire-temple 
in Azarbaijiin ; — khwud-shikan, Who 
cringes with or shrinks from humility;— 
khwud-shinds, Knowing self, given to con-
templation ; — khwud-gharaz. Self-inte-
rested ;—khwud-gharazi, Self.seeking, self-
ishness ;—khwud-ghalat, Wrong-headed ;— 
khwud-farosh, Selling himself, i.e. boast-
ing, vaunting ;—khwud-figan, Riding by 
oneself;—khwud-kdra, Acting for oneself, 
t rus t ing to none ;—khwud-kdsht, Cultiva-
tion of one's own soil;—khwud-kdshta, 
Self-cultivated (i.e. by the farmer himself); 
—khwud-kdm, Self-will; living like a liber-
tine, following his own fancy; arrogant;— 
khwud-kdma, Self-willed, opiniated; gain-
ing the object of one's desires; growing 



spontaneously ;—k^wud-kaml, Self-interest-
edness ; wilfulness;—khwud-karda, Done 
of himself;—khwud karda-rd darman nist, 
For a self-inflicted evil there is no remedy ; 
—•khipud-kushdn, (met.) Ruining oneself 
by hospitali ty;—khwud-kushdnl, Suicidal, 
i.e. exaggerated and ruinous hospitality ;— 
khwud-kushi, Self-destruction, suicide;— 
khumd-namd, Vain, arrogant ; growing 
spontaneously ; — khwud-guzashta, Out of 
one's mind ; weary of l i fe;—khwud-murdd 
(•murdda), = khwud-kdm, q.v.; — khwud-
mukhtar, Independent, unrestrained, un-
controlled ; a free a g e n t k hwud-mnkh-
tari, Independence, freedom of action ;— 
khwud-matlab (matlabiya), Self-interested, 
selfish ;—khwud-namd, Ostentatious, self-
conceited, vain, proud : — khwud-namd'i. 
Ostentation \---ba-k]iwud amadan, To come 
to oneself;—ba-khwude khwud,Of one's own 
accord. (See also 

khwuditdn, Yourselves (m.c.). 
fa j y khud-sdz, A maker of helmets. 
^jL. j y kJiud-sdzl, Helmet-making. 
y U ^ j y khwadistdn, khwadustdn, Vine-

shoots which are eaten young. 
J*"*)*- khwud-ash, Himself , herself (m.c.). 
UWa. j y khwud-shumd-hd, Yourselves 

(m.c.). 
fchwudimdn, We ourselves. 

8 j y khiida, An arch, a vaul t ; t ru th . 
\jtj>y kfmud-hd, Selves. 

kJtwudhdn, Ours, our own people 
(m,c., apparently a plural of the preceding, 
unless it be a misprint for yfa^fa) . 

^ y kfawudi, Selfishness, conceit, ego-
tism. 

jy>>jy khwudi-soz, A fire-temple in Azar-
baijan. 

A khaur (v.n.), Str iking or piercing 
(an animal, especially about the hind 
parts). 

_>y khwur, Despicable, contemptible, 
abject, mean, vile, base, infamous; worthy, 
proper, agreeable to ; a partner, consort ; 
(S. svar) light, radiance; the sun ; the 
east; name of an angel ; the eleventh day 
of every solar month ; food sufficient for 
the support of l ife; mea t ; flavour, relish, 
taste; a chameleon; a palace, vil la; the 
famous palace of Khawarnak; (in comp.) 
eating, devouring, consuming;—khwur-u-
haqlr ddshtan, To render despicable and 
hapless. 

^ khwurd, khward, Worthy, suitable; 
few provisions; eating, voracious; a gan-
grene, cancer. 

s ^ j y khwur'ah, Impure water ; a cata-
ract ; the dam of a sluice; an itch for 
drinking, 

khwur-dba, A little stream brought 
from a larger river for the purposes of 
cultivation; water to drink ; a farmer fur-
nished with all the means and appliances 

of cultivation ; a little water oozingthrough 
an embankment. 

khwurdk, Food, victuals, provi-
sions ; daily bread, eatables ; one meal; one 
dose of medicine; (in India) a kind of 
bat ta given by villagers to peons sent to 
collect the circar-duties. 

khwurakl, Daily allowance of food, 
or money to purchase it, subsistence-
money. 

khwurd,n, Name of one of the cham-
pions of Kay Kusrau, son of Siyawush; 
eating, devouring ; voracious, gluttonous. 

U^Vjy khwurandan, To eat or dr ink . 
khuraha, k&wardha, A cock's comb. 

J j y khwurdy, A few provisions; ar-
ranged ; elegant. 

fay khwur-bar, Serving up a repas t ; a 
hamper of provisions; suitable aud un-
suitable. 

j y khwur-pdra, Bits, f ragments , orts. 
khwur-parast, A sun-worshipper; 

the sunflower. 
khwur-cMn, A portmanteau, wal-

let ',-khwur-chln kardan, To glean, lease. 
khwurkhapwan, Nightmare . 

<j \y j y khwur-khwan. A food-tray. 
Jj ,y khwurd, Litt le, small, minute, petty, 

t i ny ; short ; suitable, proper; a meeting ; 
a public address ; meat, victuals ; eating ; 
he did ea t ; he m e t ; he brake in pieces;— 
khwurd kardan, To bruise smal l ;—khwurd-
u-khwab, One who does nothing but eat, 
drink, and sleep ; — khwurd-u-kaldn 
(khwurd-u-bnzurg), Small and great, a l l ;— 
ba-khwurd, I n detail, minutely (m.c.) ;— 
pasha'i khwurd, A little g n a t ; — shlri 
khwurd, Skim-milk. 

A ^ y khwur-dad, Name of the th i rd 
month. 

fa j y kjiwur-ddr, A boarded domestic. 
fa ^ y khwurd-bdr, A hamper of provi-

sions. 
/ J ; y khwurdtar, Smaller, younger. 
ij\y -ijy khwurd-khwdn, A table covered 

with eatables (see <j \y j y ) . 
JL. j^y khwurd-sal, Of tender years. 
^SL, j ^ y khwurd-saldn (pi. of the prece-

ding), Young ones. 
y ^ ^ y khwardustdn, khipar-

dustan, Young vine-shoots which are eaten 
for their freshness ; any young shoot. 

khwur dag an, Juniors, inferiors. 
khwur dagi, Corrosion; a d r a u g h t ; 

an eating or drinking, 
a J te* o y khwurd-mahal, The apartments 

of the concubines of great men. 
^ y khtourd murd, MinutisB of any 

kind. 
fcj^jy khwurdan, To ea t ; to gnaw; to 

d r ink ; to h i t ; to nip ; to strike; to devour, 
destroy; to t a k e , to grate; to mince; to 
break ; to suffer ;—a/sun khwurdan, To be 
under a spell, under tbe influence of an 



incantat ion;— baz khwurdan. To go to 
me. ' t ; to be conquered ; to grieve ;—bdze 
khwurdan, To be gulled, cheated, hoaxed ; 
—bar-khwttrdan, To touch; to knock or 
dash against (in.c., see also a ^ y . ; ? ) ;—bar-
ham khwurdan, To clash, collide, dash 
against each other;—ba-kdr khwurdan, To 
be of use ; to serve (a purpose) ;—ba-ham 
khwurdan, To break up (a company, m.c.) ; 
—tawdncha khwurdan, To receive a slap in 
the face, to have one's ears boxed ;—timdr 
khwurdan, To be sorrowful; — khishm 
khwurdan, To feel anger (see also under 
y ^ ) ; — 'azdb khwurdan, To suffer tor-
ment. 

o ^ y khwurdanl, F i t to be eaten, edible, 
esculent ; provisions, victuals, food; a re-
past ; a beverage;—sabzi'i khwurdanl. An 
esculent vegetable ; greens. 

n^jyt- khwur da, Eaten ; devoured, cor-
roded ; eating ; a spark; quickness, acute-
ness ; a bit, scrap ; a crumb ; a speck ; a 
f a u l t ; that part of a (horse's) leg which 
is enclosed in the fet ter ; minute, slender ; 
—khipurda'i ambdn, Crumbs in a wallet ;— 
khwur da kardan, To change money. 

a khwurda-adim, An acorn for 
tanning leather. 

tfo* khwurda-bln, Caviller ; micro-
scopic. 

khwurda-blnl, Criticism ; cavil; 
microscopy, 

yi s^y. khwur da-paz, A cook, 
(jj^ji. ajjy. khwur da-khw an, A small 

table. 
fijjys. khwurda-dan, Critical. 

•J*}}* khwurda-farosh. A huckster. 
u5J khwurda-kdrl. Liable to criti-

cism. 
khwurda-glr, A criticiser, critic, 

fca^i khw ur d a - murda, Minute ob-
jects. 

^ j y khwur dl, Broth, juicy meats ; eat-
ables ; smallness, littleness. 

y> t^Jjy khwurdt-paz, A cook, broth-
maker. 

^i)1 khwurdl-farosh, A broth-
seller. 

o khuraz, Greek dance or chorus ; 
—khurazi rumiydn, A dance in which 
hands are joined. 

khwurzl, ^.jjy^ khwurzina, Barn, 
granary. 

khwursdr, fa—jy khwuristdr, A re-
fectory. 

( j l ^ j j t khwuristdn, A pantry, larder, 
buttery ; (probably misreading for khuz-
istdn) name of a country in Persia. 

khunirsand, Contented, happy. 
khwursandl, Gladness; con-

tent. 
khwurish. Eat ing and dr inking; 

f o o d ; a father-in-law;—khwur ishi dast-ds, 
A handful of wheat which the miller throws 

into the hopper ;—khwurish-u-poshish, Food 
and raiment. 

khwurish-khana. A kitchen. 
£ khwurish-gar, A cook, 
ov&jji. khwur-shdd, khwur-shed, The 

sun ; the animal sp i r i t ; name of the mis-
tress of Jamshed;—khwur-shed ba-gil an-
dudan, To try to conceal what is evident; 
to disguise oneself;—khtpur-shedi jahan-
lab, The sun i l luminating the world;— 
khwur-shedi chair, A sun-shade iu the 
shape of the sun ; the image of the sun 
painted on a sun-shade ;—khwur-shedi sari 
dlwdn (labi bam), Sun-se t ; the termina-
tion of life;—khwur-shedi surdhl, (met.) 
Wine. 

a/\ Aft̂ jyA khwur shed asar, Resplendent 
like the sun. 

"M^JA khwurshed-paristan, Wor-
shippers of the sun. 

A-Ajy khwur shed-pa,ikar, Handsome. 
•itAjy khwur shed-chihr a, t) A^y 

khwurshed-rukh, khwurshed-ru, 
Sun-faced. 

^fA^yi- khwurshed-suwdr an, Early-
r isers; Christian monks ; those who ride in 
the heat of tbe day ; the favourites of a 
k i n g ; angels. 

Av^y- khwur shed-gfaabghah. With a 
resplendent chin. 

a ^Ajy. Mwurshed falka, Ornamented 
with a sun-like s tud or knob. 

(^XiM^y khwurshldan, Tu collect; to suit; 
to happen agreeably; to carry one's vic-
tuals ; to crack (lips with heat) . 

^ khwur-sald, A store, barn, cellar, 
tfy khurikd, A hedgehog (in the dialect 

of Gilan). 
fty khpurram, Joyful , pleasant. 
sU khwur-mdh, Name of a summer 

month. 
•k* khwur-muz, Name of the twelfth 

day of any month. 
wA^y khwarmak, khwarramak, Shells 

worn as amulets. 
y" jy*- khwur-mihr, Name of Solomon's 

sword. 
i ^ j y kjhwurraml, Gladness, Joyf ulness. 
AJjy- khwarand, Worthy, suitable, pro-

per ; the twelf th day of every solar month. 
cjkjjjA /chwuranda, An ea ter ; one who 

obtains the property of another by fair or 
foul means; a family, domestics, house-
hold. 

a khawarnaq (for P. ^ f a ) , The 
palace built by Nu 'n iaa bin Munzir for 
King Bahram in Babylonia, and alluded 
to often to imply any magnificent edifice. 

khwarangdh, khwarangah, 
Bahrain 's palace ; a portico. 

khawarna (contraction of the pre-
ceding), The palace of Bahrain. 

) kkwur-u-posh, Food and rai-
ment. 



k&wara, khwura, Anything tha t eats 
or corrodes (as rust , moth, leprosy, or gan-
grene) ; chancre ; divine illumination, the 
light of reason; a division of the Persian 
empire, of which there formerly were five 
(see Sy), namely, khwara'i drdshir, khwa-
ra'i ittlakhr, khwara'i ddrdb, khwara'i shd-
pur, and khwara'i qubad;— khaura, The 
plant called khar-zahra ; trodden ;—khura, 
A corn-sack. 

khwurhag, Shells suspended from 
children's necks. 

iJj)6' khwuri, Baseness ; a kind of cloth. 
AyyA khwuryad, A peasant, clown, lout, 
ts^y. khwuryadi, Rusticity, rudeness. 
O^JJA khuriydn, Name of a place near 

Bistam, where the poet Rustam Khuriyani 
was born. 

khwuridan, To invite to nuptials. 
A. JYJ- khauz, Enmity, hostility. 

khtiz, Sugar-cane; the country called 
KMzistan (anciently Susiana), the capital 
of which is Shus ta r ; inhabitants of this 
country. 

O^r khuzan, Name ol a celebrated Per-
sian hero; name of a city. 

^y*)]/*- khawazduk, An insect resembling 
a blackbeetle; the scolopendra. 

khuzda, A beetle, a chafer. 
iS^y5- khuzadi (for khwud-zddi), Un-

dressed, unadorned (woman). 
fif jchfizar, Name of a tree. 
y^-jy5- khuzistan, Susiana; a sugar-

plantation ; sugar-growing country ; sugar-
manufactory. 

t'yf khwazam, khwazm, A fog, mist, va-
pour. 

khwazmak, — uê *jys- q.v. 
fijys- kJiauza, Trampled upon, ruined;— 

khuza, khwuza, A tr iumphal a rch ; the 
inner apartment where the royal bride 
awaits the arrival of her husband. 

a fcAtf^ khauzahraj (for P . khar-zahra), 
AsBes' bane. 

khuzi, Pounded, beaten (meat) ; a 
native of Khuzistan. 

M tsjy- khuzi-khwar, An eater of 
pounded meat; a contented cuckold, 

y-^jy- khuzidan. To call to a marriage, 
' j y khuzha, A cock's comb ; chitterlings. 
A Y-y- khans (v.n.), Deceiving. 
trjA khipus, A brother-in-law. 
y^Uy. khusdnidan, To desire, wish ; to 

excite desire ;—khosdnidan, To causo to 
moisten. 

^f—jA Jchost, khwast. An island; a beaten 
road; rubbed; a melon (this meaning 
doubtful and probably originating in the 
misreading for ^y*-). 

J^-JA khwastdr, A petitioner, candidate. 
(JA-JA Jchwastan, khustan, To ask. 
fcuy- khwasta, Dug up, ext irpated; fetid. 
Vj*- khosra, A husband's or wife's bro-

ther. 

khosa, A scarecrow in fields or 
gardens;—khosa shudan, To be in heat (a 
bitch). 

yj^-yi. khusidan, To dry up, shrivel; to 
be wrinkled; to be mois t ; to flow from 
the eyes (humour) ; to collect. 

O^jA khwush, khwaeh, Good, sweet, ex-
cellent, beautiful, lair, charming, pleasant, 
delightful, agreeable, cheerful, amiable, 
lovely, delicate, tender, kind, gentle, hu-
mane, mild, meek, e legant ; healthy, whole-
some, temperate; happy, well, p leased; 
willingly; [khwush-db, see s-A below; 
—khwush akhtari, Good fortune ;—khwush-
ada, A prompt payer; oue who perforins 
pleasantly, melodious ;— khwush isparam, 
The shrub basil royal; — khwush-asliha ; 
Well-armed (m.c.) ;—khwush-aslub, Well-
formed ; — khwush-atwdr, Well-bred ; — 
khwush-alhdn, With a sweet voice;—khwush 
ammd, Very well, be it so ; but;—khwush-
dmad, Flattery ; welcome ; gratification ;— 
khwush-dmad-kdri, Content, sat isfact ion; 
— khpush* dmad-go (gu), A flatterer ; — 
khwush-dmadan, To please, become agree-
able ; to succeed well; to agree with (as 
meat or drink) ; to be Welcome ;—khipush-
dmadi, Flattery ; assenting ; you are wel-
come;—khwush-anddm, Of lovely form ;— 
khwush-angu»ht (good-fingered), A ski l ful 
player on an instrument;—khipush-dwaz 
(dhang), Having a melodious voice; — 
khipush-ay and, Fla t ter ing (endearments) ; 
grateful , wholesome, amiable, agreeable, 
pleasing, charming ; — kh^sh-dyandagi, 
Spruceness, neatness, elegance, o rnament ; 
pleasingness, agreeableness; — fchwush-
dyanda, Amiable, agreeable to a l l ; elegant, 
neat, spruce; g ra t e fu l ; agreeable; whole-
some ;—khwush-bdsh, Free to stay or to 
depar t ; lands granted to favourites at low 
rents on condition of serving the govern-
ment when called upon ; independent ;— 
khwush-bdshad (used imperatively), Come 
and be welcome ;— khwush-bdsh zadan, To 
iuvite; to congratulate; — khwmh-bakht, 
Lucky, fortunate, happy (m.c.) ;—khwush-
bakMi, Good luck, happiness (m.c.);— 
khwush bar-d, Be of good cheer, be happy ; 
—khwush-banagosh, With delicate ear-laps; 
khwush-bu (bo), Sweet-smelling ; p e r f u m e ; 
— khwush-bo-dar, Fragrant , aromatic;— 
khwush-bosa, Whose kisses are sweet;— 
khwush-boy, Fragrant , odoriferous; — 
khwush-buynak (boyndk), Well-flavouied, 
savoury (boiling pot) ; — khwush-pargdr, 
Well-formed, well-composed ; having well-
formed thighs or hips ;—khwush-pozi, A 
kiss ; — khwush-poshak, Well-dressed ; — 
khwush-pech, Intell igent, wise; a distin-
guished gentleman ; — khwush-pechmali, 
Good manners, gentlemanliness;—khwush-
taman, A mother-in-law ;—khwush-tardsh, 
Of a good shape, graceful;—khipush-tarana, 



Melodious ; — khwueh-taqrir, Eloquent;— 
khwush-jilau, Obedient to the bridle;— 
fthwush-chashm, With beautiful eyes; — 
Jchwush-hdl, Happy, fortunate, in pleasant 
circumstances; —khwush-hdli, A pleasant 
condition ; — khwush-harf, Sweet-spoken, 
melodious ;—khwush-harakat. One who acts 
with propriety, or who does good actions ;— 
khwush-hisdb, Profitable, advantageous;— 
khwush-khdtir, A cheerful mind, a gladsome 
heart ; — khwuah-khal, A mistress, sweet-
heart (as having becoming moles); — 
khwush-khabar, A bringer of good news; 
— khpush-khabari, Exhilarating news ;— 
khwush-khirdm. One who walks elegantly ; 
—khwuah-kharld, Paying in ready money, 
buying in a private sale ;—khwush-khisal, 
Of an excellent disposition; well-bred; 
affable;—khwush-khat, Elegant writing; a 
handsome youth ; — Mwush-khat-u-khdl, 
Beautifully striped and speckled (m.c.) ;— 
khwush-khalq. Affable; — khwush-khalqi, 
Affability ; — khwush-kho (khoy), Good-
natured, of an excellent disposition;— 
khwush-khwdt. A good liver, one who lives 
well;—khwiieh-khwddy Vehement desire;— 
khwu8h'Jchwdn, Singing delightfully, melo-
dious ;—khwush- khwahish, Vehement de-
sire ;—fchwueh-khwur, A fortunate petition; 
sub-acid ;—khwush-fchwurdk, One who lives 
well;—khwush-kho% Goodness of temper ; 
—l&wush-khiyal, Who has fine thoughts , 
happy conceits (a poet) ;—khwush ddshtan, 
To be agreeable to, to please (m.c.) ;— 
Uhwush-ddman, Mother-in-law ; — khwush-
dushnam, Whose abuse (even) is pleasant 
(a mistress);—khwush-dil, Cheerful, con-
tented, gay i—khwueh-dill, Cheerfulness, 
gaiety ;—khwmh-dili ddshtan, To be cheer-
ful, pleased, satisfied (m.c.) ;—Jchwush-dam, 
A sweet breath ; fine air;—khwush-dimdgh, 
Pleasant, mir thful khwush-dandan, With 
lovely teeth; — khpush-zd'iqa, Well-fla-
voured, savoury;—jchwush-rah, A good 
roadster ; — khwush-raftdr, Graceful in 
walking ; sweetly-waving (cypress) ; mov-
ing easily (pen); proceeding properly, of 
good conduct;—khy)ush-rang, Of a lively 
colour ;— kjiwush-rav, Pleasant-paced ; — 
fehwush-ru, Beautiful;—khwush-roz, A holi-
day ;—Jchwush-zabdn, Speaking well, having 
a sweet or clear voice; plausible ;—khwush-
say, The box-tree ; — khwush-sakhra, A 
pleasant, humorous fellow ; — khwush-su-
khun, Of pleasant speech ;—khwush-saudd, 
Yielding a good profit, advantageous;— 
jchwush-siyar, Of excellent qualities, vir-
tuous ;—khwush shudan, To be well; to be 
in good hea l th ; to be cured;—khwush-
shakl, Well-shaped, of a fine figure; — 
jchwush-shinau, Pleasant to be listened to ; 
—Mwush-sajlr, Warbling sweetly (birds) ; 
-—khwush-suhbat, Of agreeable conversa-
tion, a pleasant companion (m.c. ) ; — 

khwush-surat, Handsome-faced ;—khwush-
tab', Jocular, good-natured ; of an enter-
taining nature ; — khwush-tab'i (tinat), 
Pleasantry, mir th;—khwush- 'a laf , A good 
eater, voracious; eating indiscriminately 
what is lawful or not;—khmish-'inan, Of 
an agreeable pace, gentle ;—khwush-'iydr, 
Pure, of standard value;—khwush-ghilaf, 
W h a t comes easily from its sheath (a 
sword, &c.) ;—khwush-qad, Of handsome 
figure ;—khwush-qat'. Well-shaped, nicely 
cut out;—khwush-qalam, A good pen-man, 
an elegant writer; paper easy to be written 
upon; — khwush-qimdr, A good or fair 
playerx—kkwush-kdml, Joy, cheerfulness; 
— khwush kardan, To cure ; to benefit; to 
do good; to rejoice;—khwush-karda, Plea-
sant, agreeable;—khpush-karda' i shd'ir, 
Praised by tbe poets ;—khwush-kaldm, Elo-
quent;—khwush-kandr . A beloved object; 
—khwush-gdm, Well-paced ;—khwush-gdh, 
Pudenda ;—khwush-gardan. Wi th a grace-
ful neck ;—khwush giristan, To weep abun-
dantly ; — khwush-guftdri, Eloquence ;— 
khwush-gil, Pretty, pleasing, elegant (m.c.); 
— khwush-go, E loquent ; melodious ; — 
khwush-guwdr, Easy of digestion ;—khwush-
lab, Sweet of lip;—khwush-lahn, Melo-
dious ; — khwush-ligdm, Obedient to the 
bridle, gentle;—khwush-lahja, Having a 
tuneful voice;—khwush- may a, Taste, fla-
vour, relish, delight; — khwush-mizaj, 
Good-natured, of a pleasant disposition;— 
khwush-mazagt, Pleasantness of flavour; 
— kkwush-maza, Agreeable to the palate, 
well-flavoured, delicious ; —khwush-muzha 
(muzhgdn), With delicate eye-lashes;— 
khwush - mu'dmala, An upright dealer; 
—khwush-manieh, Having a good heart 
(ethically), or excellent spirits (physi-
cally ); satiety, glut, languor;—khwush-
manishi, Joke, pleasantry, sprightliness, 
cheerfulness, joyousness;—khwush-manzar, 
Of a goodly aspect; — khwush - nisMn, 
Sitting easily, having room enough; a 
new comer; a stranger ; — khwush-nishi-
ndni chaman, Flowers; sprouts, shoots; 
pleasure-seekers visiting the gardens;— 
khwush-nishini, A royal guard for which 
lands are assigned ;—khwush-nazar, Soci-
able, familiar ; a species of red, yellow, and 
white rose ; making friends ;—khwuah-na^h-
ma, Melodious;—khwiiah-nafas, Breathing 
forth soft words, sweet melodies ;—khwush-
naqsh, Name of a celebrated courtezan in 
Isfahan ;—khwush-nigah, Good-looking;— 
khwuah-namd, Pleasant, agreeable; ele-
gant ; neat, pretty ;—khwush-namak, Well-
salted ; pleasant of taste ; witty ; a beloved 
object ; — khwush-nawd. Melodious (a 
singer, birds, &c.) ;—khwush-nawdz, A mu-
sician ; name of the governor of the city 
of Haital;—khwush-nawis, A calli graph ist; 
— khwush-nawisi, Calligraphy ; — khwush-



nihad, Good-natured, of pleasant disposi-
tion ;—khwush-waz', Nicely situated (m.c.) ; 
—khwush-u-khwurram, Happy and cheer-
ful ; — khwush-waqt, I n happy circum-
stances ; happy, pleased; having a good 
time of it;—khwush-hawd , A pleasant a i r ; ] 
—khwash, A husband's or a wife's mother ; 
a kiss ; (for khwesh) self ; — khosh (for 
khushk), Dry ; (for khosha) a bunch of 
grapes. 

- khosh-db, khipush-db, khwash-ab, 
Fresh, juicy, ful l of water; water in which 
grapes, figs, prunes, or dried apricots are 
boiled together; fresh, tender pot-herbs; 
moist; waving ; clear, pellucid ; a pearl, a 
jewel. 

O ^ 0 SJ^yS" khwushab-dandan, One who 
has clean and brilliant teeth. 

u^y- khwush-abi, Freshness. 
Uyt UJA khwushd-khwusha. khwasha-

khpasha, Very wel l! happy he (who, &c.), 
hail to him ! (opp. to \A» q.v.). 

khipush ad, A clearing of a garden, 
fc^kyt khwashdman, Husband 's or wife's 

mother. 
y-iftjlAys. khoshdnidan, To cause to dry up, 
^ A y khoshay, Cluster of grapes; ear of 

com. 
khwushi, Stark naked. 

^Uifcyt khwashtdman, = ^litys- q.y. 
j**)** khwushtar. Sweeter, pleasanter. 

khwushtarak (dim. of the prece-
ding), Somewhat pleasanter. 

A^ A J A . khwushcha, Good (girl); prettily. 
a khoshdash, A fellow-servant 

(see J ^ i^yt) . 
a i ^ JAy i . khoshddshiyat, Fellow-service ; 

(|>1. of the preceding) fellow-servants, 
( ^ . i i y t khwashddman, = ( ^ W y . q.y. 

«u&yt. khwashk - drd, khushk - drd, 
rfeS&yt. khwushka-drd, Flour not bolted. 

yAy- khushnu, Jchwushnu, JyAy*- khwush -
nud, Content ; pleased. 

^jyi&y4- khwushnudl, M i r t h ; content-
ment. 

iAyt khosha, A cluster or bunch of grapes 
or dates; an ear of corn ; the constellation 
Virgo; name of a bird ; gleaning; the rain-
bow ; separately ; [khosha'i angur, A cluster 
of grapes ;—khosha ba-gulu dawdndan, To 
be coming into ear ;—khosha*i pesha-kdran, 
ABcarecrow;—khosha'i charkh (sipihr), The 
constellation Virgo ;—khosha dar gulu dwar-
dan, To be coming into ear ;]—khwasha, 
Husband's or wife's father. 

toys- khosha-basta, Forming clusters, 
cluster- (roses, &c.). 

khosha-chin, Gathering grapes, 
reaping or gleaning corn ; a plagiary. 

Jfcys- khwushi, khwashl, Happiness, cheer-
fulness, gaiety, pleasure, enjoyment, de-
light; consolation, comfort, diversion; 
voluntariness ; goodness, excellence, be-
nignity ; [khwushi namudan, To display 

excellence or benignity ;—dar khwushi, I n 
pleasantry ;]— khoshl, Name of a bird. 

u^*. khwushl-bakhsh, Affording de-
light. 

y^&yt khoshldan, To grow dry ; to col-
lect, contract ; to wrinkle, shrivel, chap (as 
the lips) ; to burn, fry, parch; to br ing in 
or lay up provisions ; to be busy ; to love ; 
to congratulate a stran ger ; to happen well, 
to succeed ; to jest, play, to represent in 
the manner of theatrical entertainments or 
public spectacles. 

SA^fcy khoshlda, Dried; dry. 
A YEJA khawas (v.n.), Being sunk in the 

socket (eye) ;—khas. Leaves of palm-trees, 
of cocoa-nuts, and the like (whether woven 
or not) . 

A (JIYI- khau? (v.n.), Enter ing, wading, 
fording, or crossing a r iver ; making (a 
horse, &c.) ford a r iver; plunging (into 
business, discussion, &c.) ; deep thought, 
mature consideration; piercing with a 
sword and turning it in the wound;— 
khauz kardan, To agitate, to conspire, to 
intrigue ;—khauz namudan, To engage in, 
embark, plunge into. 

A khut, A limber twig ; a corpulent 
man, yet handsome and active ; name of a 
village near Balkh. 

A <-*YS- khauf (v.n.), Fea r ing ; fear, 
dread, terror ; murder ; knowing for cer-
tain ; red l ea the r ;—khau f i az db, Hydro-
phobia ;—khauf khwurdan (giriftan), To be 
afraid, to take f r igh t ;—kha i i f dadan, To 
terrify, to fr ighten ;—khauf i roshanl, Photo-
phobia. 

Uyt khuf a. Strength, power (unsupported 
by examples). 

a OSHJJJA khaufndk. Terrified, timid, timo-
rous ; f r igh t fu l , terr ifying. 

a i3yA khauq (v.n.), Pu t t ing on ear-rings 
(a girl) ;— khawaq, Spaciousness, roomi-
ness. 

khuk. khok, A p i g ; scrofula ; (for 
q.v.) a f rog ;—khuki pdy-gdh, A pig 

buried alive in the stable, believed to secure 
the preservation of the contents of the 
stable ;—khuki- daryd, khuki mdhi (sea-hog 
or fish-hog), A porpoise. 

i f t ys. kho-kdra, Accustomed to, habi tu-
ated ; familiar. 

hhukbdn, A swineherd, 
^ys- khuk-bacha, A young pig, a pork-

ling. 
cjJys- khuk-chardn, Leading pigs to 

pasture, a swineherd (m.c.). 
yt- kho-kardagl, Habi tude , practice, 

o j ^ yA kho-karda, Habituated, accus-
tomed to. 

5y;Sys- khuklza, A large duck, a goose. 
khug, A hog;—khawag, A servant. 

fty* khogar. Accustomed to, habi tuated ; 
sociable, familiar;—khogar shudan, To be 
used to, to become tame. 



u ^ ^ y kho-giriftagl, Familiarity, habi-
tude. 

Asî J y kfro-girifta, Accustomed, habi-
tuated. 

y kho-gir, The stuffing of a saddle; a 
pad ; a pack-saddle ; accustomed t o ; fami-
liar. 

)}<* y kho-gir-doz, A saddle-maker. 
J y khol, A l a r k ; a kite ; a white wood-

cock ; a shad fish ; [khole ba-kaf-am bih zi 
kulcmke ba-hawa, A bird in the hand is 
worth two in the bush (lit. a bird khol in 
my hand is better than a crane in the air ;)] 
—Jchawal, Lean ; a white woodcock. 

A J y Jchaul (v.n.), Keeping, preserving; 
—khv'ul, khuwal (pi. of thai), Maternal 
uncles. 

o V " khawalan, Buckthorn. 
A FLY khu'ulat, Relationship by the 

mother's s ide; (pi. of khal) maternal 
uncles. 

j U y khulalu. jchwalalfi, Wild fennel ; 
cummin-seed. 

^ ^ J y khit/lanjan, The herb galangale. 
Aly khaula, A qu iver ; a lamp;—khola, 

Empty. 
W y khuliya, Common to the use of all. 
> j iy khuliz, &y«iy khuliza, — t y ^ y q.v, 
A YY khaun (v.n.), Being perfidious, 

deceitful, breaking a promise, betraying a 
t rust . 

t>y khun, Blood ; bloody; ki l l ing; re-
venge ; a Bhedder of blood; life, soul; 
selfishness; pride; a tab le ; reading; sing-
ing ; [khun az buni nakhun bar-awardan, 
To take revenge;—khun az buni ndkhun 
dawidan, To be sorely afflicted;—khun az 
pesh burdan, To shed blood with impuni ty; 
—khan dshdmidan, To drink blood, i.e. to 
be afflicted ; to shed blood ;—khun uftadan 
bar, Blood falls upon, i.e. one is liable to 
revenge ;—khun ba-josh dmadan, The blood 
boils ;—khun ba-hil kardan, To condone a 
murder, to forego revenge for i t ;—khun 
bar-awardan, To let b lood;—khun bar 
jabin mdlidan, To rub one's forehead with 
the blood (of the slain), when accusing 
the murderer before a judge ;—khun bas-
tan, To coagulate (blood) ; — khuni bat 
(tdk,jam), Red wine; the dawn of morn-
ing ;—khuni bawdsiri, Bleeding piles;— 
khuni bini, Blood from the nose ;—khuni 
jibdl, Rubies, cornelians ;—khun jus tan, To 
seek or take revenge ;—khuni jigar, Deep 
affliction; — khuni jigar khwurdan, To be 
Borely grieved; deep anxiety or s tudy; 
—khuni jahdn, A ruddiness in the sky ; 
—khuni haldl, Blood that may be lawfully 
shed ;—khuni haiz, The flux of the menses ; 
—khuni haiwan, Milk, butter , or honey; 
—khuni kham, Pure blood; blood that 
is not yet matured ;—khun kharidan, To 
pay blood-money, to expiate murder by 
a fine; — khun khufta (khpdbida), Un-

avenged blood;—khun khwdbidan, To re-
main unavenged (bloodshed);—khunkhpas-
tan, To seek revenge;—khuni khwud ba-
gardani fahwesh kardan, To become respon-
sible for bloodshed;—khuni khwud roshan 
kardan, To burn for revenge and prepare 
to take i t ; — k h u n khwurdan, To be afflic-
ted ; to shed blood;—khuni khuros, Red 
wine ;—khun i khnm (garbdn), Wine;— 
khun dadan, To remit blood-guilt, to con-
done a murder ;—khun dar-anddkhtan, To 
shed or pour out blood (a rare, perhaps 
unique, example of the verb anddkhtan 
being applied to fluids) ;—khun dar badan 
na-ddrad, (met.) He has not a spark of 
jealousy or spirit in h im;—khun dar 
chashm-ash nut, H e has no power or 
energy ;—khun dar miyan ast, There is 
bloodshed to be revenged; a deadly war 
is waged ;—khuni dilf Affliction; concise 
speech ;—khuni dil ba-ndkhun (dar ndkhun, 
dar buni nakhun) awardan (ba-ndkhun 
rasldan), To tear the breast, to cry bitterly; 
— khuni dili khak, Flowers; rubies; — 
khUni dili maryam, khuni raz (razdn), Red 
wine ; the dawn of morning ;—khun rekh-
tan, To shed blood; blood is flowing; — 
khun zadan, To be afflicted; to shed blood; 
—khimi sdda, Pure blood ;—khuni sabil, 
Blood that may be lawfully shed ;—khun 
sitardan, To wipe off blood;—khuni aiyd-
vmsh (siydwushdn), Dnigon's blood; Bra-
zilian wood; the f ru i t of a tree growing in 
Haz ramau t ; a sort of gum produced in 
Abyssinia; grape-wine; a ruddiness in the 
sky ;—khun shudan, To perish ; to be being 
waged (war) ;—khun shustan, To wipe or 
wash off blood ;—khuni fuldne surkh-tar az 
khuni fuldn ast, This one is nobler than 
t h a t one ;—khuni kabutar, Wine;— khun 
kardan, To kill, murder ;—khun kashidan 
(kam kardan, gushddan), To bleed one ;— 
khun giriftan, To be blood-stained (m.c.) ; 
—khuni murda, Blood curdling in the body 
af ter death ;—khuni murda dar tahti jild, 
Enchymosis;—khuni namus\ Red wine; 
dawn of morning;—khun na-ddrad, His 
blood remains unavenged •,—khun nishdn-
dan, To be afflicted ; to shed blood ;—khun 
nishastan, To bleed from piles ;—khun r<a-
manad, All power is gone;—khun noshidan, 
To be afflicted; to shed blood;—khun 
hadr kardan, To condone a murde r ; to re-
nounce revenge for i t ;—ba-khun giriftan, 
To seek vengeance ;—dar khun shudan, To 
be bent on murder , to seek revenge;]— 
khwun, khwan, A t ab le ; food ; [khwani 
gosht, The slab on which butchers cut 
m e a t ; ] — khon, A house, hotel, palace, 
mansion. 

khun-ab, A*UJA khunaba, Bloody 
water ; blood, a torrent of blood ; tears of 
blood ; vermilion ; breathing hard ;—khun-
ab chashidan, To die. 



I^M y y khun-ashdm, Who dr inks blood, 
sanguinary. 

yy khun-alud, khun-aluda, 
Blood-stained;—khun-dlud kardan, To stain 
with blood, 

ajj^il y j i khun-anduda, = JjH y y q.v. 
fay khun-bdr, Shedding (or raining) 

blood (generally said of the eyes of a 
lover). 

t y y khun-basta, Clotted together 
with blood. 

^ ay khun-band, Styptic, 
^ y khun-bahd, A fine for blood-shed-

ding;—khun-baha ddshtan (bar-ddshtan), 
To receive blood-money. 

SA=ry khunjada, khunjuda, Gum for clo-
sing wounds. 

«Ary khwanjak, Coriander seed ; a kind 
of corn. 

SA^yy khunjida, A kind of eye-salve. 
khunchak, F ru i t of mas t i c ; tre-

foil. 
y ^ V y khun-chakdn, Blood-dropping; 

blood-shedding. 
< ^ y khwuncha, A small table, like a tea-

bo;ird; a t r ay ; meats sent from a mar-
riage feast to an absent friend. 

y ^ y khun-chin (blood-gathering), A 
bituminous liquor of the consistence of 
wax, found in tombs wherein embalmed 
bodies have lain. 

y y khun-khardba, Bloody work. 
;V*y khun-khwar, fi^yy khun-khwara, 

Devouring blood, cruel, blood-thirsty, 
murderous, destructive. 

My y y khun-khwdh, Blood-claimer, 
avenger. 

tj^V" uy khun-khwdhl, Thirst for re-
venge, blood-thirstiness. 

y y khun-khwdragi, Murder, de-
struction; ferocity, blood-thirstiness. 

^ \ y y khun-khwari. Blood-shedding, 
blood-thirstiness ; sorrow, 

•tfy khwand, Lord, prince ; sharp, brisk, 
j ^ y khun-ddr, The slayer; the heir of 

the slain (bound to revenge him). 
khwun-dast, A sort of table. 

jtfAy khwand-kdr, j^Ay khwand-gar, 
The Turkish emperor; a king, lord, 

g j j y khwandan, khiindan, To read. 
>iyy khun-rez, Blood-shedding, blood-

thirsty ; an executioner; an amorous 
glance; — khun-res kardan, To commit 
bloodshed, 

^ysyy khun-rezi, Blood-shedding. 
jUJy khun-saz, A murderer, 
u ^ y khwanish, khunish, Reading ; inter-

cession. 
jSt.^ ^ y . khun-farosh, W h o pays a small 

amount of blood-money. 
ylAiiy. khiin-Jishdn, Blood-shedding, 

cruel. 
j t f»y khwan-kar (for fa A}y q.v.), A 

title of the Grand Turk. 

cxj-Ai khun-kaahida, One who has 
been bled. 

j & y khwungar, A tanner, curr ier ; a 
cook. 

jU i^ iy . khun-giriftar, Dull, stupid. 
Ax i /yy khun-girifta. Whose blood is 

taken, condemned to die, at the point of 
dea th ; charged with murde r ; bled. 

o" ;* y y khun-garmi, Hot-bloodednesB ; 
violent commotion of the mind. 

fc>y kkun-girya, Bloody tears. 
s^J y y khfm-ndb, y y kh.un-nd.ha, 

Pure blood. 
JAiJy khwananda (for khwananda), A 

reader ; a singer, musician ; a crier. 
& y khuna, A rolling-pin, a roller, 
^ y khuni, Bloody ; a murderer ;—khuni 

kardan, To stain with blood; to make 
bleed (m.c.). 

khunyd, / V y khunyagar, = , 
qq.v. 

y V y khunydn, An assassin, cut-throat. 
y«Jy khunin, Bloody, bloody-coloured. 
a Ji;y khu'ur, S^y. khuwurat, Debility. 
A <*J_jy khuwulat, The relation of a ma-

ternal uncle; (pi. of hhal) maternal 
uncles. 

fiy khauh. Sweat;—ftftofc. Tares, darnel; 
a sister;—khawa, Strangulation, suffoca-
tion ; strangled ; a servant ; a narrow pass 
between two hills. 

^ y khwaha (for fchwahd), Wishing. 
yj^ilAy- khwahanidan, To cause to beg. 
Jufcy. khwahad (for khwdhad). He wills, 
y y khwahar (for khwdhar), A sister. 

khwahish, Petition, entreaty. 
J ^ y khohal, khwahl, Crooked, bent ; a 

crooked-legged animal; a shoe-stretcher. 
khwahlagi, Crookedness, curva-

ture. 
i U y khwahla, Crooked, bent, 
y ^ y khuhan, Oil-vendor or presser; a 

funnel . 
A ^ y khawy (v.n.), Being reduced, 

fallen in, or collapsed (a woman who has 
recently brought forth) . 

^ y - Jchwai, Sweat; filth, rubbish ; a sown 
field, a meadow, herbage jus t sprouting 
above the ground; a saddle-cloth, or dor-
sers below the saddle ; a helmet ; r u s t ; 
mildew ; [khwai az baghalrawan shudan, To 
be ashamed ; to be afflicted ;—khwai awar-
dan (bar-awardan), To sweat; to make 
sweat; to make blush, to put to shame ; 
(also construed with the verbs afshdndan, 
chakidan, dawidan, rawdn shudan, kardan, 
giriftan-,)]—khoy, Manner, custom, mode, 
humour, habit , nature, disposition, temper, 
principles; \_khoyi atishnak, A fiery tem-
per ;—khoy kardan (giriftan), To contract a 
habi t ;—khoy ki bd shir dar shawad bd jdn 
bar-dyad, (met.) Nature does not change 
until death ;—ahasta-khoy, Of gentle dispo-
sition ;— durusht-khoy, Of a harsh disposi-



t ion ; — dlwana - khoy, Crazy;] — khawi, 
Spitt le;—khawe, A helmet, 

$ khwai-awar, Producing perspira-
tion, sudorific (m,c.). 

u^yA khoy-at, khuy-at, k&Hy-at, Thy 
temper. 

(jyA khwai-chin, Jjy*- <_syA khwai-
k&ipurd, A shirt, sock, or under waistcoat 
(as imbibing the sweat). 

khwax-khward, khwai-
k&wura, A saddle-cloth, and the flaps of a 
Baddle between the horse's sides and the 
legs of a rider, 

csf* i^erf- khwai-khoy, P u n k ; shame. 
khawed, khiwed, kjiwaid, A sown 

field; green corn, wheat or barley not yet 
in ear. 

t5ys- khiive-dard, A whitlow. 
khawedak, jchwaidak, A kind of 

melon. 
yAj.yt khawedan, khawidan, To chew the 

cud ; to sell corn in the ear, 
8 i ij iSS** khwai-zada, Bathed in perspira-

tion. 
ijA khawesa, Disputing, contention. 

u^y5- khwesh, Self, himself; body; exis-
tence, presence; a p lough; a species of 
linen cloth; a kinsman; a son-in-law; 
(for khwush) good, well, pleasant; — 
Jchwesh-rd sakhtan, To adorn oneself; to 
show oneself off; to boast \-khwesh-rd kam 
kardan, To make oneself scarce, i.e. to be 
proud ; to be troubled ;—bar-khwesh chidan, 
To undertake what is beyond one's power ; 
to accept, to approve of. 

khwesh an (pi. of khwesh), Rela-
tions. 

AijU^yi. khweshgwand, A kinsman, 
u^^ui^yi. khtpeshawandi, Consanguinity. 
ft Lrif- khwesh-bdz, Vain, frail , perish-

able. 
khwesh-bin, Arrogant, proud. 

^xAjyj. khweshtan, Oneself; se l f ; — 
khweshtgn-rd ardstan, To adorn oneself ;— 
khweshtan-rd jam' kardan (gird giriftan), 
To restrain oneself ;—khweshtan-rd zadan, 
To throw oneself upon, to dash against. 

^yrf {^AM^ khweshtan-bizdr, Tired of, or 
disgusted with, oneself. 

^^JU^yt khweshtan-bln, Self-important. 
^js) [^jtXiys. kjiweshtan-bini, Self-impor-

tance. 
ft ^Ajys . khweshtan-ddr, Abstinent, 

keeping clear of evil; feeding well, loving 
ease, and taking care of oneself ; cautious, 
circumspect. 

^ A i y t khweshian-ddri, Self-preser-
vation. 

khweshtan-sitd'i, Self-com-
mendation. 

^j-UA yj^Ljyfc khweshtan-shindsi, Conceit. 
a (jS^yA khwesh-qurdbat, Relations. 
j^SJ^yt kfrwesh-kar, A farmer, husband-

man. 

ft khwesh-kdm, Self-willed, obsti-
nate. 

lt*^* ij2**)*- khwesh-nd-shinds (y-UiJ na-
shind8), Not knowing oneself, presump-
tuous. 

^ W khwesh-numdy, Vain, arrogant. 
^ftif* khweshi, Relationship, consan-

guinity. 
ftif- khoy gar, Habi ts , customs, manners. 

khwai-gir, A saddle-cloth which 
imbibes the sweat;—khoy-gir, Familiar, 
sociable. 

A JIYA khuwail (dim. of kkal), A little 
mole. 

Abyi- khwaila, Foolish, ignorant (em-
ployed chiefly in abuse). 

khwaindd, iVi^yt Jrfmainah, An 
earth -worm. 

tyf kkuyuz, A bat. 
^hoya, A shovel; an oar. 

{̂ A-aŷ  khwayidan, To sweat ; to be col-
lected; to live;—khowedan, To collect, to 
assemble (intr.) ; to live. 

khah, Ridicule, derision ;—khah khah, 
khahi khahi, Well done ! 

y<(A khuhr, Native soil, residence, abode. 
J - ^ khahi, khuhl. Al^i. khahla, Crooked; 

a last for stretching shoes. 
(jA kh.1, A bottle, skin, bag (see u i ^ ) . 

khiydbdn, A parterre, flower-bed ; 
an avenue (m.c.). 

yWW^ khiydbdn-bandi, Trees form-
ing an avenue ;—khiydbdn-bandi kardan, 
To plant an avenue (m.c.). 

A khaydbal, Desperation, hopeless-
ness. 

(jArfW^ khayabidan, To chew (probably 
misreading for yA-jUd. q.v.). 

A ft*- khiyar, The eifcrul; a cucumber; 
the resemblance of a cucumber ;—khiydri 
riza, Gherkins, 

a p ^ f t i - khiyar-chambar, Cassia fiatu-
laris. 

a jUi. khiyar-dan, A cucumber-bed; 
an avenue of trees. 

a ft ft*- khiyar-zdr, A cucumber-bed. 
a khiydrza. A small cucumber;— 

khiyarza'i sipand, Wild cucumber. 
a y!-^ ft*- khiydr-shambar, Cassia fistu-

laris. 
^JjW4- khiydrak, A bubo (med.). 
a ft khiydra-wdr, Multilateral. 
A ^WA khayari, A kind of violet. 
a &.ft*>- khiydrain (dual), The two kinds 

of cucumber, i.e. the cucumber and the 
musk-melon; their seeds (used medici-
nally). 

•JIJ^A. khayazana, A wife's sister. 
A ^^ALA- khaydshlm (pi. of khaishum), 

Roots of noses. 
A k^s- khiydt, A needle;—khaiydi, A 

tailor. 
A khiydtat, Art of sewing; tailor-

ing. 



A khayal, khiyal, A phantom, ghost, 
spectre, apparition, vision; a day-dream; 
imagination, fancy, idea; thought, medita-
tion, reflection; a malkin or scarecrow; 
name of a p lant ;—khayal i batil, A foolish 
imagination ;—khayal bastan, To imagine, 
fancy, dream of ;—khayal i bang., Imagina-
tions or visions produced by inebriation 
with bang; — khayal pukhtan, To desire, 
hanker a f t e r ; — khayali khdm, A vain 
imagination, ridiculous idea;—khayal kar-
dan (giriftan), To imagine; to th ink ;— 
khayali mahdl, Conception of something 
that cannot be realized;—az khayal ufta-
dan, To abandon a thought , to renounce 
a _ chimera; (the word is also construed 
with the verbs afshurdan, bar-angekhtan, 
tardwdan, khdstan, didan, raftan, sanjidan, 
kashidan, ydjtan, &c.). 

hhaydldt (pi. of kh ay dial), Phan-
toms, imaginations; — khay dldti bi-ma'nd, 
Absurd ideas; — Jchaydldti Id-td'il, Ill-
grounded expectations. 

a ^ khayal./drd, Thought-adorning. 
a J L i khaydl-andud, Mingled with 

fancy. 
a fa JW -̂ khayal-baz, Playing with 

fancies. 
a ^ JW*- kkaydl-bdf, ^ JV-A. khaydl-

band, Who buildB castles in the air, a day-
dreamer, 

a t S ^ J ^ y khayal-bandi, Breaming, 
castle-building. 

a JLA. khay al-par ast, A bard ; a 
visionary a lover. 

A khaydlat, A phantom, spectre; 
imagination, fancy. 

a 'fa khaydl-sdz, = Ai* JL^i. q.y. 
a ylx-JLi. khaydlistdn, and— 
a JUi. khaydl-kada, A place haunted 

by phantoms; abounding in fancies or 
imaginations. 

a (Ji*!- khayali, Imaginary, ideal, capri-
cious. 

A [Aa khiydm (pi. of khaimat), Tents;— 
%haiydm, A tent-maker; a surname of the 
celebrated poet and mathematician 'Umar. 

t o 4 ^ khiydm-bdsM, Inspector-gene-
ral of tents. 

A khiydnat (v.n. of ), Deceiving; 
fraud, perfidy, treachery ;—khiydnat kar-
dan, To betray. 

a ut-iLjL khiyanat-pesha, Perfidious. 
a faj^y khiydnatgar, A traitor. 
)\fa±- khiydwdr, JJUA khiydwar, Labour, 
y t y ^ khiygwdn. = q.v. 

khayayldan, To chew. 
A khaibat (v.n. of Being dis-

appointed, baulked, f rus t ra ted ; disappoint-
ment, hopelessness, despair. 

A khaibar, A fort near Madina. 
a i^fa-. j.khaibar-satan, Ali (the con-

queror of Khaibar). 
a tSj-tt^ khaibarl, A native of Khaibar . 

JU^t khital, A lie ; a joke, jest , pleasan-
try ; temperament, habit , natural consti-
tution. 

A khaitam, A seal-r ing; a seal, 
signet. 

g-jA Tchech, A ploughshare. 
A-A khld, Whea t or barley in the blade. 

khldan, To "be bent or curved; t o 
tease, to card (wool or cotton). 

khlda, Curved, crooked ; carded. 
A khair (v.n.), Being kind, favourable 

to ; good ; better, bes t ; goods, riches ;— 
khir. Liberality, nobility ;—khaiyir, A very 
good or religious man. 

^ khir, A darkness in the eye, a mote 
or dust playing before i t ; the herb ox-eye ; 
astonished, bewildered ; bare-faced, impu-
dent, dissolute, insolent ; brave; vain, 
useless, trifling, absurd ; causeless. 

A khair at (pi. of khairat), Good 
th ings; good works, chari t ies; charitable 
foundations. 

a khairdti, Intended for charitable 
purposes, given (or to be given) or received 
in charity. 

a f \ kkair-asar, "Excellent, edifying. 
a fJ^A>\ J-A khair-andesh, A well-wisher. 
a khair-andeshl, Well-wishing, 
a ^ khair bad, Farewel l ; may he 

prosper ! 
V j** khir buwd, Lesser cardamoms. 
A khairat, A good thing, anyth ing 

excellent of whatever species ; good nature ; 
a good woman;—khlrat, Election, choice. 

a rty khair-khwah, Well -wisher ; 
kind. 

a ( j ^ y - khair-khwdhl, Benevolence, 
kindness. 

yt*- khlr-khlr, Idle, futi le words ; 
da rk ; groundless; sprightly, saucy (see 

ily^jL.) . 
khlr-sar, Vain; shameless; a 

trifler. 
a yt* khair-gah, The interior (of a 

house). 
fa• khlragl, Malevolence, malignity ; 

obscurity, dimness ; — khlragl'i chashm, 
Dimness of sight. 

a J ^ * ^ khair-ma'dl, Of a happy issue, 
prosperous. 

a fty khair-maqdam, Welcome to 
you ! (opp. to khair-bdd, which is a for-
mula of leave-taking). 

khlru, Ox-eye ; mallow-flower. 
khlrwdn, The old name of Shir-

wan, the birthplace of the poet Khaqani . 
Jehtra, Malevolent, malignant, quar-

relsome, moody, contumacious, froward, 
perverse, obstinate, headstrong, unwill ing 
to l isten; impudent, shameless, dissolute ; 
brave, daring; astonished, confounded; 
broken down, helpless ; dazzled, f a t igued ; 
dark, cloudy; causeless, groundless ; clear, 
mani fes t ; torpid, sleeping (limb) ; vacant, 



indolent, idle; much, many; stupor, as-
tonishment ; a mote or dust playing before 
the eye; the herb ox-eye khira kardan, 
To dazzle ;—ba-khira (bar-khira), In be-
wilderment, confusedly. 

kkira-khand, Who laughs with-
out reason, 

khira-khir, = yt* jo* q.v.;—bar 
khira-kMr, In ut ter bewilderment. 

f H - khira-ckashm, Dim-eyed; impu-
dent ;—khlra'Chashm raftan, To walk with 
half-shut eyes, careless and inattentive to 
surrounding objects. 

J j j khir a-dar ay. Simple, silly. 
khir a-dad, Refractory, stub-

born, headstrong; awkward, slow, unskil-
f u l ; unlucky. 

khira-rd, In bewilderment, confu-
sion, disorder; confusedly, disorderly; 
foolishly (see ba-khira and bar khira under 

a 8JSA khira-rdy, Of mean intelli-
gence, grovelling. 

khira-ruy, Shameless, 
r- khira-sar, Stupid, b lunder ing; 

silly. 
^Sj- khira-sari, Obstinacy; impu-

dence. 
Vs* khirasher, Enraged, 

u ^ khira-kush. Fearless ; tyrannical; 
an oppressor of the weak; one who puts to 
death without a cause, or relentlessly ; a 
beloved object. 

khira-kosh. Crazy; a lover 
(doubtful) . 

Jchira-nigdh, = p^r q.v, 
^j**- khiragl, Treachery. 
tsr5*4" kfiiri, A portico, a balcony; an 

apartment on the top of a house from 
whence any object is viewed; red colour; 
mallows; name of a certain flower of which 
there are several species :—khirl'i khazami, 
Red and white species, growing wild ;— 
khirVi khatd'i, Black species ;—khir'ii shi-
razi (hamesha-bahdr), Yellow species ;— 
khiri'i mirdini (haft-rang), Violet or seven-
coloured species. 

A hyc*- khair iy at, Welfare, safety ; inte-
rest, advantage ; goodness. 

y&khez, Impatient, pettish ; the wanton-
ness of the female pigeon ; a spring, leap ; 
assault, shock, b r u n t ; a wave ; (in comp.) 
awaking, exciting; producing; rising, grow-
ing ; a riser; leading, bounding, capering. 

sA ys* khez-db, A wave, surge, billow. 
kfaezan, Rising, leaping; a wave; 

a root running far and wide;—khezdn-u-
uftdn, Rising aud falling, s tumbling along 
(see y ^ ) . 

khezanidan, To cause to rise, to 
rouse, &c. (caus. of (J^Aa or y A i ^ ) . 

y&l >>A khez-bi-gir, A children's game (see 

A ty^y*4- khaizurdn. A reed, cane, r a t t an ; 

the root of the cypress; the myrtle ;— 
khaizurani baladi, Wi ld myrtle. 

a J khaizurdn dast, With cane-
like (i.e. slender) fore-legs (horse). 

a f o khaizurdn-dum, Wi th a reed-
like tail (horse). 

yfyt* khez-gir, Rise and catch (children's 
game, somewhat like bl ind-man's buff) ; a 
pigeon intoxicated with love. 

khezanda, Ris ing, leaping; sliding; 
a boy's game of sliding from high ground; 
a sledge. 

khizwdn, Name of a country. 
kheza-gir, 8 c > > A kheza-gira, A 

children's game (aee ye*-). 
^ye*- khize, A leap into the air (m.c.). 
W^js^ khezidan, To rise, leap ; to totter, 

slide ; to go sof t ly ; to creep on all fours; 
—bar-khezidan, The same meaning ;—chi 
khair khezad, W h a t good will come of it 
(m.c.). 

A. khais (v.n.), Exhaling a disagree-
able smell, stinking, corrupting, being 
putrid (carcase). 

U-^A. khis, A coarse linen counterpane; 
imp. of —-ji. q.v. 

( jAiL^. khisandan. To macerate. 
s ^ L ^ a khisdnda, A cold infusion. 
( J . W L ^ khisanidan, —IA khisayidan, 

To cause to moisten ; to mix ; to creep for-
ward (as a child). 

khista, Wounded ; sick, infirm 
(— AŜ JL. q.v,). 

kkes-khdna, = q.v. 
s ju^^ i khisinda, Moistening; a cold in-

fusion. 
khisa, A coarse coverlet or garment. 

khisidan, To moisten, dissolve, or 
mix (an electuary); to knead a mass of 
paste with hands or f e e t ; to chew; to 
start back (as a horse) ; to dread; to be 
terrified. 

A khaish, Coarse linen cloth of an 
open texture, canvas. 

LAT>A khesh, A sort of linen cloth ; wadded, 
lined (garment) ; a yoke; a plough-share; 
a plough-beam ; good, handsome ;—kheshi 
misr, Egyptian linen ;—buni khesh, The 
plough-tail or handle. 

8JU^A khishawa, Land prepared for sow-
ing. 

khesh-khana, A kind of tent con-
structed of reeds or linen cloth ; a tent 
with tatties to exclude the hea t ; a linen 
shirt or shi f t ; pure gold, 

eyi^s- khaishafuj, Cotton-seed. 
A fyi-jA khaishum, The nose. 
A U«<A khais (v.n.), Being few ; a little, a 

trifle (given or received). 
A LJA khait (v.n.), Sewing; a thread, 

string, twine; the spinal cord ; [khaiti 
aswad, The blackness of n i g h t ; — khaiti 
abyaz, The brightness of dawn ;—khaiti 
batil, Gossamer; rays of l ight resembling 



threads, passing through crevices in win-
<3ow-shutters, &c.;]—khit , A herd of os-
triches ; a swarm of locusts. 

A khaitat, khaita (v.n.), Passing 
quickly, and at once ; sewing ; thread. 

A t-M- khaif (v.n.), Fear ing; terror, fear ; 
higher ground whence water flows; the 
declivity, the low-ir part of a mountain; 
the skin of a camel's u d d e r ; a temple on 
the declivity of Mount Mina near Mecca; 
—khayaf (v.n.), A variety in the colour of 
the eves (one being blue, the other black). 

A khifat, Terror, fear. 
JAA khaifar, Household utensils. 

khik, A leathern bottle, bag ; a hide; 
spoils of animals (as their skins). 

khik-ab, A leathern water-bottle. 
khikcha (dim. of khik), A small 

bag of Russia leather, holding about 20 
English pints of water, which the Persian 
cavalry tie under the horse's belly or hang 
at his side, 

j j j IAAA. khik-doz, A stitcher of bottles. 
khaikala. Name of a herb. 

khig-ab, A leathern water-bottle. 
khigcha, A small water-bag. 

J«A khil. Snot. 
A khail (v.n.), Imagining, th ink ing ; 

horses; horsemen, cavalry ; a tribe (esp. of 
horsemen). 

A jchayuld, Arrogance, pride, 
khildn (pi. of khal), Moles on the 

body ;—khayaldn (v.n. of J*A), Thinking, 
fancying; entertaining a vain or false 
notion ; pride. 

y^SLi. khaildnidan, = yA^Sw. q.v. (un-
supported by examples). 

a t jAsl^i. khailtdsh, A fellow-soldier, 
comrade; a general. 

a "U^IftA khail-khdna, An illustrious fa-
mily. 

/sA khilti, Mallows. 
A MJI-A kh-ailulat (v.n. of J«A), Imagi-

ning, fancying. 
khaili, Many, very much ; very 

long;—khaili adam ast, I s he such a great 
man ?—khaili-khtib, Very good, all right 
(m.c.) khaili waqt ast, I t is a long time 
since (m.c.). 

yc* khaili-chiz, Impor tant (m.c.). 
A ̂  khaim (v.n.), Lif t ing (the feet) ; 

fearing, acting the coward ; having recourse 
to f raud; the recoiling of f raud on its con-
ceiver;—khaim, khayam, khiyam (pi. of 
khaimat), Tents ;—khim. Nature, disposi-
tion ; (in P.) a bad disposition; excrement 
of the eye, snot, spittle, vomit, scrapings 
of the intestines ; pus ; a wound; a large 
sack, woven from cotton thread ; a fool, a 
madman. 

sLa^ji. khimshdh (?), Sorrow, grief 
(doubtful word). 

khimndk, Wounded. 
khaima, A tent, tabernacle, circu-

lar pavilion ;—khaima'i azraq, The sky;— 
khaima afgandan, To strike a tent ; to 
pitch a tent (incorrectly in imitation of 
Indian idioms) ; — khaima bar-(bar pd) kar-
dan, To pitch a t en t ;—khaima bar sar 
anddkhtan (bar-kandan), To strike a t e n t ; 
—khaima ba-sahrd burdan, To be absent or 
invisible ; to be public or exposed to view ; 
—khaima birun zadan, (met.) To go abroad ; 
—khaima dar khardbi zadan, To be fearless 
or shameless ; to travel;—khaima'i dimd-
ghi saghir. Tent of cerebellum (med.) ;— 
khaima'i dahr (ruhdniydn, zangdri, kabud), 
The sky;—khaima zadan, To pitch one's 
tent, to a l ight ; to lead an army; to stand 
erect ; to be vain and proud;—khaima 
firo hishtan, To strike a t e n t ; — khaima 
gustardan (kashidan), To pitch a ten t ;— 
khaima kandan, To strike a tent ;—khaima' i 
nau-rd tanabi nau mi-bdyad, A new tent 
requires new ropes, (met.) a new king 
should have new servants. 

a jyi Af-A khaima-doz, A tent-maker. 
a <jj khaima-zan, A pitcher of tents, 

an officer who has the direction of encamp-
ments. 

a khaima-sard, The sky. 
a khaima-gdh, A camp. 
a khaimagi, An officer who directs 

the pitching of tents, a chamberlain; a 
large needle for sewing tents. 

& khaimi, A tent-maker. 
khind, Sweet voice, song, modula-

tion. 
khindgar, A musician, minstrel. 

khinawar, The bridge across hell-
fire. 

khinidan, To adorn, to decorate 
(doubtful word). 

khayu, khiv, Spittle, saliva ;—khayu 
afgandan (zadan, kardan), To spit. 

khayuz, = jy.y^ q.v. 
A khayoshdn, Name of a city in 

Khurasan. 
A k̂ MI. khuyiit, khuyutat (pi. of 

khaif), Threads, twines, strings. 
JU-A khiwaq, A country in Persia. 

khiwak (dim. of yt**), A little 
spittle. 

A khuyul (pi. of khail), Horses ; 
troops; tribes. 

khayidan, To chew, to gnaw (see 
yJLoU.). 

o d (pronounced as in English, and called 
dali abjad, dali ghair manquta, or dali 
muhmala, undotted dal), The tenth letter of 
the Arabic-Persian alphabet, denoting 4 in 
arithmetic, and the fourth day in the week, 



or Wednesday; also the planet Mercury in 
the Ephemerides, and the sign Leo in the 
Zodiac. I t is sometimes interchangeable 
•with , J , o r j , as khat for Ichcid, ddar 
for dzar, dizdr for didar. 

W da, The groundwork of a building. 
da' (v.n. of £V)> Being sick; dis-

ease, s i cknes s ;—dd 'u 's-sa'lab, The fox's 
disease, i.e. scald, loss of hair ;—dd'u 'l-
haiya, Fish-skin disease, ichthyosis; — 
dd'u 'esubat, Catalepsy ;—dd'u 'l-fil, Ele-
phantiasis ;—dd'u 'Lkalb, Hydrophobia. 

A da'b, da'ab (v.n.), Striving, exert-
ing oneself; habit , manner ; driving vio-
lently forward. 

dab, Magnificence, pomp, ostenta-
t ion; manifestat ion; abbreviation of 
q.v. 

WW dabd (in Zand and Pazand), Gold. 
dabdhdnitan (in Zand), To 

laugh. 
fcAjj^Mo ddbahdnlda, Laughing. 
A dabbat, Whatever creeps upon the 

earth, a reptile; a beast of burden; a 
saddle-horse, nag, cob ; — dabbatu 'l-arz, 
The beast coming forth as the first sign of 
the coming Judgment Bay, touching the 
believers with the staff of Moses and 
marking the face of the infidels with the 
seal of Solomon. 

A y ^ ddbir, A follower ; an arrow passing 
through the mark ; the end or last of any-
th ing ; root,origin. 

ddbizha, A kite ; a chaffinch, 
ddbishllm, Name of a dynasty 

tha t reigned in Somanat (said to signify 
Great King in the language of Ind ia ) ; 
name of a king, 

fcpty^ dabiinitan (in Zand and Pazand) , 
To give. 

daparza, A swallow, 
y data-bar, Administering justice, 

just . 
datura, The thorn-apple. 

A da's (v.n.), Eating. 
A f\<± dasir, Dirty (garment) ; perishing; 

inattentive, negligent. 
ddj, Darkness, obscurity; a dark 

night (probably from Ar. ^gW). 
A gW ddjj, Those who go soft ly; compa-

nions, associates, helpers; those who let 
out asses, camels, Ac. for hire ; traders 
following the pilgrims. 

A ddjin (pi, da-wdjin), Tame, do-
mestic, cade (animal). 

A A^AJ dajinat, A tame sheep or pigeon ; 
an incessant gentle rain overspreading a 
whole country. 

ddchah, An ear-ring. 
A ddhat, A picture drawn to amuse 

children. 
A ddfyis, A whitlow. 
A iUaAa ddhifat, A false or fut i le argu-

ment. 

(JJJJAW ddkhtan, To know. 
ddkhis, U^AW ddkhish, A weaken-

ing and wasting illness. 
A Ja) j ddkhil, Who or what enters, pene-

trates, or arrives ; accruing (profit) ; inner, 
internal; the interior; an entry ;—ddkliili 
uzn, The ear-drum ;— ddkhil shudan, To 
belong, to be referred to ; to enter (m.c.). 

a gjU JAU ddkhil-khdrij, Transfer or 
erasure of an entry. 

JAW ddlchul, A king's court. 
a o JAU ddkhil-ddr, An occupant. 
a y i J JA\O ddkhil-daftar, Placed on re-

cord ; filed with the record; laid aside, 
postponed ; struck off the file. 

a A/»U ddkhil-ndma, A warrant or 
deed of possession; a conveyance. 

a, AIAW ddkhila, Receipt for goods or 
money. 

a ddkhili, Contained, belonging to. 
^ATO ddjghim, Sustenance, daily bread. 
Jy> \ j dakhol, A kind of seat or bench at 

the entrance of a palace ; figures set up at 
the corners of fields to f r ighten wild beasts 
into the toils ; a scarecrow ; a king's court. 

(JJA^AU dakhldan, To open the eyes, to 
s tare; to separate, divide one thing from 
another. 

oU dad, He gave; a g i f t ; justice, equity ; 
redress of grievances ; complaint, lamenta-
tion (under oppression); measure ; a part, 
portion ; revenge ; a ringworm ; life ; age ; 
a year ;—dadi hdld, Symmetry of figure ;— 
dadi khudd, Gif t of God ;—dad khwdstan, 
To demand redress ;—dad dadan, To ad-
minister justice, to decide a cause ; to 
lament, to complain ;—dadi dil, Heart's 
desire -dad zadan, To shout, to raise the 
voice (m.c.) ;—dad satandan, To take ven-
geance ;—dad kardan, To do justice, decide 
a law-suit, adjudge ;—dad ujirydd kardan, 
To implore justice, to call aloud for ven-
geance ;—eadl u dad, Equity and justice. 

^AJ dadd, A female servant, particularly 
an old one who has attended upon anyone 
from her youth ; a handmaid. 

jUW daddr (for ddd-awar), Distributor 
of justice ; one of the epithets of God. 

olxA dad-istad, Giving and taking, 
buying and selling; commerce. 

joy) Ao ddd-dfarid, ey^ A J ddd-afarln, 
Name of God ; name of a note in music. 

dudala, The handle of the ba t at 
the game of hockey. 

dadan, A title of the kings of 
Persia, f rom Kayum&rs to Gushtasp. 

^L) AJ dad-bazi, A game played with 
dice. 

Aj dad-bakhsh, Justice-dispensing. 
A j dad-bakhshi, Dispensation of 

justice;—ddd-bakhshi kardan, To dispense 
justice. 

ŝS:̂  dad-beg, An administrator of 
j justice. 



<j*ji dad-purs, Demanding justice. 
dad-pur si, A demand for jus-

tice. 
c y . ddd-khwdh, A petitioner for 

justice. 
u^V" ^ dad-khwahi, Requisition of 

justice. 
dad-dih, Distr ibuting justice 

(name of God); the fourteenth day of the 
month, according to the sera of Yazdagird. 

tjtfiij j^j dad-dihish, Munificence ; a pre-
sent. 

cs*1* dad-dihl, Administration of jus-
tice. 

j^J dddar, dddir, Brother, dear fr iend ; 
God. 

dadrad, God; a builder, carpenter 
(doubtful word). 

ddd-rast, Jus t , upright . 
dadar-andar, A brother uterine. 

y-j o f j dad-ras, Administering justice; 
just. 

( j - j ^^ ddd-rasi, Redress, retributive 
justice. 

dddar and, An elder brother. 
4>U-. dad. si tad., A£w oW dud-si tad, = 

q.v. 
y U - j U dadistdn, Being a partner ; being 

contented and satisfied;—ddd-sitdn, An 
avenger ; a king ; a judicial decree, 

dad-sukhun, Appreciation of a 
speech. 

a ddd-talab, Seeking justice. 
^Uji ddd-farmdy, God; a j u s t king. 
ISMJ dadak, A lord chief justice;— 

daduk, An old servant ; an officer of jus-
tice. 

stf dad-gah, A judgment-seat ; a 
sepulchral monument. 

j&U dddgar, An administrator of justice; 
a superintendent of the markets, who puts 
a price upon provisions; name of a certain 
feast; God Omnipotent ; a jus t king. 

dddgarl, Administration of jus-
tice. 

dad-gustar, J u s t ; G o d ; the 
heart. 

ddd-gustarl, Dispensation of 
justice. 

ft JW ddd-glr, J u s t ; an avenger; cus-
tom. 

yota dadan, To give; to command ; to 
play the whore;—irshdd dadan, To guide, 
to direct;— -inzdl dadan, To receive hospi-
tably ;—tasmlm dadan, To establish firmly ; 
—jamdl dadan, To show one's beauty ;—• 
kkatd dadan, To commit a faul t or an 
error;—baz dadan, To give back, to remi t ; 
ba-'adam bdz dadan, To annihilate ;—ba-
qalam baz dadan, To efface, to erase;— 
jawab bdz dadan, To give a reply;—bar-
dadan, To give, &c. (see also j j ) . 

dddand, An elder brother. 
jj^jU dddandar, A uterine brother. 

dadanl, Wor thy to be given; a 
present ; place of gifts, i.e. where presents 
must be offered; advance of money for 
work or goods. 

dadu, An aged servant; one who 
has served from his y o u t h ; a tutor ; a 
youth. 

$ dad-u-bisitad, = ybu- ^ q.v. 
dddwar, A name of God. 

ybu } dad-u-sitdn, aa« ^ ddd-u-
sitad, Giving and taking, lending or bor-
rowing. 

AijjW dadwand, Equal, even, just . 
M J ddda, Given, delivered; giving;— 

dada dmadan, To be given ;—tdb-dada, In-
flamed;—jazd-duda, Rewarded, requited, 
chastised according to desert. 

^^ J dadl, Name of a small bit ter grain ; 
name of the twenty-fifth day of the month 
according to the era of Yazdagird. 

^ j U y ^JU dddi-faryadi, A plaintiff, a 
complainant. 

^sSjoW dddlg, — osloW q.v. 
j j U dazar, A brother ; a fr iend ; God. 

J ddzar-andar, A uterine brother, 
jto dar (S. ddru), W o o d ; a gallows, gib-

bet ; a beam ; the roofing of a house; a 
tree, s take; rope-dancing ; also the rope 
on which they per form; a die for coining 
money; long pepper ; name of a city in 
Malwa, or Central Ind ia ; name of God; 
(imp. of ddshtan, in comp.) holding, pos-
sessing, keeping; a keeper, possessor, lord, 
master, as peshanl-ddr, Having a (bold) 
forehead, impudent, obstinate, &c. (see 
also ft ^ U ^ o ) ;—dar dadan, To impale ;— 
dari razdn, Vine-trellis;—dari ruml, A 
medicinal p lan t ; — ba-dar bar-dwardan 
(bastan, kardan), bar ddr zadan (kardan, 
kashidan), To crucify, to hang, to impale. 

Ajb dar, A house, dwelling, mansion, 
habitation, inhabited place; seat; coun-
try, d is t r ic t ;—ddru ibtild, House of proba-
tion, the world ;—ddru 'l-dkfiirat, The next 
world;—ddru Uadab, A seat of learning, 
university; — ddru 'l-irshdd, Abode of 

1 r ight guidance; Ardebil ; — ddru 'l-ima-
rat, Royal residence, c a p i t a l ; — d d r u 'l-
amdn, House of safety; a country with 
which there is peace; — ddru 'l-baqd, 
The everlasting abode, Paradise ;—ddru 11-
bawar, The abode of perdition, he l l ;—ddru 
'I-hads, A privy ;~ddru 'l-harb, An enemy's 
country ;—ddru 'l-hukumat (khilafat), Royal 
residence, capi ta l ;—ddru 'l-khildfati adam 
(pidar), The world ;—ddru 's-saldm, The 
mansion of peace ; Paradise ; Baghdad ; the 
Ottoman Porte ;—ddru 's-saltdnat, Royal 
residence (Tahariin, Tabriz, Kazwin, Isfa-
han) ;—ddru 'sh-sharA court of law, a 
spiritual cour t ;—ddru 'sh-shifd, A hospital, 
infirmary ; — ddru 'sh-shu'ard, Council-
house ;—ddru 'sh-shu'ard millatl, National 
assembly, house of commons (m.c.) ;—ddru 



'z-?arb, The m i n t ; — d a r u ' z - z a i f , A hospice; 
—ddru 'l-'ibddat, Abode of worship; Yazd ; 
—ddru 'l-'addlat, Court or hall of justice ; 
—ddru *l-'ilm, College, school, university ; 
—ddru 'l-'iwaz, Abode of re t r ibut ion;— 
ddru 'l-'iydr, Assay office ;—ddru 'l-fand, 
The perishable abode, the world;—ddru 'l-
junun, College of science, university ;— 
ddru 'l-qardr, House of permanency, man-
sion of res t ; a burial-ground; the grave; 
—ddru 'l-qaza, Judgment-seat, tr ibunal of 
jus t ice ;—ddru 'l-kutub, A l ib ra ry ;—ddru 
'l-qimar, A gambling-he]];—ddru 'l-maraz, 
A hospi ta l ;—ddru 'l-mukdfat, The abode 
of retaliation, the world ;—ddru 'l-mulk, A 
capi ta l ;—ddru 'n-nishdt, Our mi a ; — dari 
sipanj (sipanji), The vile world;—dari 
surur, Abode of joy, paradise; Tiflis;— 
dari shash-dar, The house with six doors, 
the world;—dari ghurur, House of delu-
sion ; the world ;—dari fana, The perish-
able world; — dar u dasta, House and 
family ;—ad-ddran (ddrain), The present 
and fu ture life. 

dard, Holding f a s t ; a possessor; 
God; Darius, son of Dari ib; the Darii, 
kings of Pe r s i a ; a sovereign; lees, sedi-
ment ;—dard'i khirman, The owner of the 
crops (opp. to the gleaner) ;—dara i rum, 
Alexander the Great •,—ddrd'i sku'un, A 
holder of honours and dignities ;—ddrd'i 
gfma, Lord of the species. 

dardb, Pomp, pr ide; the noise of 
combatants ; a supporter, protector, pre-
server ; name of the eldest daughter of 
Bahman; name of the eighth king of the 
Kayanian dynasty ; in the dialect of Gilan 
= y ; U q . v . 

darab-gird, Name of a city 
founded by Darab. 

J ddrdt, Magnificence, pomp, state. 
dar ad, May he keep or maintain ; a 

name of God. 
dar-a-dar kardan, To abide, 

be firm, fixed, permanent;—dar-a-dar na-
mudan, To delay, defer, put off. 

tyj ddrd-shikan, Overthrower of 
Dara (applied to Sikandar). 

ddrashkana, A sublimate for the 
refining of gold made in I s fahan;—ddrdsh-
kana'ifarangi, Sublimate manufactured in 
Europe. 

a y * ddrd-skukoh, Powerful or ma-
jestic as Dara. 

(^yf fa dur-afrin, ddr-afzin, 
Anything upon which one leans ; a screen, 
lattice ; name of a d rug ; a person in whom 
one reposes confidence; an epithet of God; 
a raised bench, a sofa. 

y j ^ t j l j ddranidan, To cause to hold. 
daray, A keeper, a suppor ter ; 

God ; lord of the species; a king. 
^ j t a darai, Belonging to Darius ; sove-

reignty ; a red silken stuff (when waved, j 

khara) ;—ddrd'i shab andar roz, A delicate 
kind of material. 

W fa dur-bd, Necessary, needful. 
fa j ta dar-bdz, A rope-dancer. 
pW dar-bdm, The principal beam for 

the support of a roof. 
f . fa dar-bur, A woodpecker. 

fa ddr-bazin, A screen or lattice-
work in f ront of a door ; a th ing on which 
one leans. 

w -̂w ^ o dar-bast, A vine-trellis ; a scaf-
fold, platform, stage. 

ddr-buy, Odoriferous wood, aloes. 
jW fa ddr-bahdl, Logwood (see 

of which it is probably a misreading). 
y W j j fa ddr-parniydn, Brazil-wood. 

dar-para, fa dar-paxha, A lin-
net, a goldfinch. 

JAi jW dar-pilpil, Long pepper. 
A SjW ddrat, A house ; a halo round the 

moon. 
y f a ddriu, Tar tar ( the acid), 
s^y.- ^ ddr-chob, dar-chub, A three-

legged piece of wood on which they hang 
clothes, a clothes-horse. 

fa ddr-chmi, Cinnamon. 
JU- ddr-khdl, A branch, sucker, sap-

ling ; a tree not grafted. 
Jjl j dard, darad, A name of God;— 

darad, He holds, has, is possessed of;— 
darad adimi bi-kardn, He is infinitely 
merciful. 

y o y ddr-dar kardan, To remain 
firm, 

dardan, A nursery-ground. 
LS^MJJW dar-dast, Nightshade. 

fa ddr-zard, Turmeric. 
ddr-suirib, A wimble, gimlet; a 

woodpecker. 
dar-sanj, The world. 

j ^ W darish, Retention, custody, guar-
dianship, protection. 

A \J*>fa ddrish, A black hide or leather. 
^UA^A^J ddr-shisha'an, fa dar-

shi'dn, The aromatic bark of a prickly tree ; 
spikenard. 

fa ddr-farin, A platform on which 
they place cushions to sit on, particularly 
at shop-doors. 

JA^JW dar-filfil, Long pepper. 
fa fa dar-kadu, A post f rom which they 

suspend gourds of gold or silver as marks 
and prizes for archers, who shoot riding at 
ful l speed. 

fa dar-kob, A woodpecker. 
&—£ fa ddr-kisa, A follicle, a pod. 
JS"jW ddr-gul, A kind of embroidery. 
J*? fa dar gosh, Preserve, take care of. 
jtS fa dar-gir, Hold (and) take ; tumult, 

bustle, conflict; dint of ba t t le ; pomp, 
pr ide; dominion. 

A FJW darim, One who goes with short 
steps; name of the father of a tribe ; name 

of a tree. 



ddr-maddr, Ad jus tmen t of a dis-
pute ; reconciliation ; agreement, compact ; 
protection, safeguard. 

ddrmak, A kind of f r ag ran t grass. 
dar-mush, Arsenic. 
ddrandagi, Possession, tenure, 

holding j firmness. 
daranda, Having, holding; keeper, 

possessor ; a bearer, carrier, messenger;— 
daranda'i farm&ni (dli-shdn, Bearer or 
messenger of the king 's orders \~daranda-
gdni maktub, Letter-carriers. 

daring, A butcher 's tray. 
j lJ dar-namak, A woodpecker (in 

the dialect of Shiraz) . 
J ^ jW ddr-nihal, Logwood. 

darinl, Name of a place in India 
abounding in idol-temples. 

ddru, A medicine, drug ; remedy ; 
oxyinel, a preparation of vinegar and 
honey; spirituous liquors ; gunpowder; an 
inferior order of priests (amongst the fire-
worshippers) ;—ddru zadan, To make up a 
medicine;— ddru kardan, To apply a re-
medy ; to cure ;—ddruyi bunduq, Gunpow-
der;— ddruyi bihosh, A maddening draught ; 
—ddruyi jam'i amrdz, A panacea ddruyi 
chashm, An eye-salve, coliyrium;—ddruyi 
reihtani, An injection, clyster;—ddruyi degi 
ehikasta, A composition of sand and blood 
for mending broken pots and pans;— 
—ddruyi garm, Hot spices, cloves, cinna-
mon ;—ddruyi masil, An inebriant;—daruyi 
hosh-bar, Any drug tha t acts upon the 
mind, especially that brings on madness. 

^ ddr-u-bard, Power, strength, do-
minion ; pomp, pride, s t r u t ; battle, con-
flict. 

} dar-u-bikush, B in t of battle. 
u\ts- ddru-khana, A chemist 's shop, a 

dispensary. 
daru-ddr, A foolish t a lke r ; one 

who doubles his stakes at play. 
darudan, A medicine-chest. 

(J~.UA J ^ J ddru-shindsi, Pharmacy, 
^ i j ^ j daroghagi. A superintendency. 

ddrogha, Head man of an office, 
prefect of a town or village, overseer, or 
superintendent of any department . 

ddru-farosh, A vendor of medi-
cines, apothecary, pharmacopolist. 

(jA^y^U ddru-faroshl, Trade of an apo-
thecary. 

Sj^^ii ddru-kada, A chemist 's shop, a 
dispensary. 

lAjji^j ddru-kunanda, A medical man. 
v-j/ddru-kob, One who brays medi-

cines m a mor ta r ; a mortar in which 
drugs are pounded;—ddr-u-kob (hold and 
beat), Pomp and pride. 

iif ddru-galla, Kamala (Mallotus 
philippensis). 

j jtj ddr-u-gir, ~ ^ S q . v . 
^.UJJW ddr-u-maddr, = q.v. ;— 

dar-u-madar kardan, To make a compact, 
&c. 

(J^A ddrwan, The common elm-tree. 
ddra, A scythe, sickle; a circle; a 

halo round the moon ; a stipend, salary. 
ddrw'tsh, A flag, a standard (un-

supported by examples). 
dqri, Thou hast or boldest ; super-

intendent of the public granaries ; a court, 
palace; a bell in the Christian churches in 
the East , for summoning the people to 
worship; a certain measure of wheat. 

A ddriy, One who keeps close at 
home; one who knows; belonging to the 
town of Darin, whither musk is brought 
from I n d i a ; hence musk brought f rom 
Dar in ; a seller of such musk, and of per-
fumes in general. 

A ddrain (obi. case of the dual of 
dar), The present and f u t u r e l i fe ;—ddrin, 
Name of a sea-port in Bahrain (see the 
preceding article). 

a^jj j^A ddr-yunan, Name of a medicine. 
j i J ddz, Beards (of corn) ; bones (of 

fish); a plasterer ; p las ter ; a plastered 
wall; a building. 

ft jt j ddx-dr, JÎ A dazar, A builder ; an 
epithet of God. 

J J ^ J dazarv, An epithet of God. 
ddza, A perch, hen-roost ; a word, 

jw dazk, Sweepings, especially those of a 
barn . 

y-U das, A sickle, reaping-hook ; a loug-
handled bill, used as a weapon of war ; 
destruct ion; potter 's e a r t h ; a beard of 
corn; a fish-bone ; a noose, toil, snare; 
rue ; a pot, pan;—dasi raz, A vine-dresser's 
hook;—dasi zarin, The new moon;—das-u-
dalus, Broken in pieces, destroyed; foolish, 
base ; prunings, trifles, rubbish. 

U ddsdr, dastar, A crior, broker. 
yU-U ddstan, His tory ; a theme, fable, 

romance, tale, story, news; notoriety; 
snares, ambush ;—ddstan afgandan (par-
dakhlan, zadan), To n irrate, to commemo-
rate ; to tell a story ; to talk of ;—ddstan, 
zadan, (also) To count upon ;—ddstan kar-
dan, To make (one) renowned, to sing 
one's praises. 

J dastkhdla, ddstghdla, 
&JI&U.U dastkala, ddskhdla, A small 
sickle, pruning, or weeding-hook; a lop-
ping ins t rument ; a hooked stick for pulling 
down branches ; a mistress, 

jyj (j-ta das-dirav, A sickle ; harvest. 
ilU^W dds-ghdla, AIK-U dds-kdla, AltX-b 

das-gala, das-gala, = dast-
khdla, ,&c. q.v. 

A^ J dasa, A sickle; a beard of corn. 
JMA dash, A potter 's furnace ; a reposi-

tory for ashes ; a present; (added to a 
noun) a companion, as ]ch,wdja-dash, A fel-
low-servant;—sabaq-dash, A school-fellow 
(see u ^ ) . 



dashdb, A present, f ree gift . 
J W J dashad, A donative ; remuneration, 

amends ; a kiln ; cheerfulness, glee; an 
apothecary, perfumer. 

ddsht, He had, he he ld ; a bring-
ing up, breeding, taking care of, patron-
age ; the grooming of a horse ; service; a 
potter 's furnace; a present ;—dasht i neku 
yafta, Well-groomed (horse). 

(^SMJ ddshtan, To have ; to ho ld ; to 
possess; to profess, mainta in; to consider 
(with two accusatives) ;—bardbar ddshtan, 
To hold equal to ;—bar an ddshtan, To lead 
one (to do a thing, to act in a certain man-
ner), to instigate ;—bar pay ddshtan, To 
erect, to place upright;—ba-ranj ddshtan, 
To find troublesome, to consider a nuisance. 

AXAW dashta, Had, holden; old, worn 
out;—dushmane ddshta shudan, To be held 
in abhorrence. 

dash-Mar, J^A^ dash-Mai. 
^jafcAta ddsh-khwar, Dross of iron. 

^AU dashan, A present, free g i f t ; wages, 
recompence; a largess in money or cloth-
ing distributed amongst the poor by the 
ancient kings of Persia on certain days of 
public rejoicing, 

A¥\>ida'z (v.n.), Suffocating, s trangling; 
filling (a bottle). 

a ^e t a da'i, Who or what invites or 
stimulates (others) to anything; who prays 
for, invokes a blessing upon ; the Muezzm 
who calls to prayers ; Muhammad (as caller 
to the faith). 

A J dd'lyat, The neighing of a war-
horse ; petition, desire ; milk remaining in 
the udder and drawing forth a fresh flow 
of milk. 

ddah. A m a r k ; scar, spot, freckle ; a 
b lemish; cautery; a spot upon a garment, 
iron-mould ; a conceit repeatedly impressed 
by a poet ; the name of a poet mentioned 
at the end of a ghazal or qaslda ; (for T. 
£Us>) a mountain;—daghi ah, A water-mark 
in a book ;—ddgh bar-chidan (bar-ham chi-
dan), To mark by branding;—ddgh bar 
dast sokhtan, To tattoo the hand (as a love-
token, see daghi kdg&iz below) ;—ddgh 
burdan, To efface or obliterate a mark ;— 
ddgh bar ru'i yakh nihadan (mandan), To 
try to annoy or injure without producing 
an effect;—ddahi balanddn, A mark made 
upon the forehead by f requent prostra-
tions ; — daghi panja, A mark branded 
upon the royal horses (particularly of the 
S a f a r i dynasty), so c&Ued iu allusion to 
the five saintly persons, Muhammad, Ali, 
Fatimah, Hasan, and Husa in ;—ddgh dash-
tan, To bear a m a r k ; to afflict sorely (fol-
lowed by the accusative);—ddgh raftan, 
The mark disappears, is obliterated;— 
ddgh reMtan, To mark or brand;—daghi 
xinda, A wound still bleeding (said if a 
person has jus t died, and a near relative 

of his is at death 's door ) ; a fontanel;— 
ddgh sdjchtan, To mark or brand;—ddgh 
sdkhtan db, To dip heated iron, gold or a 
stone repeatedly into water, which thereby 
is supposed to become a tonic for the 
stomach ;—ddgh shudan, To be scarred ; to 
acquire celebrity; to be old and worn;— 
ddgh shudani db, The undergoing of the de-
scribed process by water ;—ddgh shustan, 
To remove or obliterate a mark, &c.;— 
daghi ghuldmi, A mark branded on a run-
away slave af ter his re-capture;—daghi 
fatila'i, Moxa (med.) ;—daghi fisq, A stigma 
of wickedness; depravity, ignominy ; —-
daghi qassar (qassdrdn, gazurdn), A mark 
made on linen seut to be bleached, that it 
may not be changed ; an indelible mark ;— 
daghi kdghiz, A tat too burned with blue 
paper into the hand of a lover; —ddgh kar-
dan, To cauterise; — daghi giriftan, To 
efface a mark ;—daghi nukhud, A fontanel 
(med.). (The word is, mo reover, con strued 
with the verbs afgandan, bastan, chaspidan, 
chidan, dadan, dokhtan, sokhtan, kashidan, 
gugdshtan, in the sense of " imposing a 
mark," "b rand ing , " the passive of which 
is formed with uftddan and nishastan.) 

t) f dagh-bar-rukh-edda, Born 
with the stigma of servility. 

« y da ah bar ru, Mark of servitude. 
j W U ddgh-dar, Spotted, marked, 

b randed ; a slave; blemished, vitiated, 
perverse ;—dagh-dar kardan, To vitiate. 

J J dagh-dil, Heart-sore, broken-
hearted. 

dagh-dida, Marked, spotted, 
spoiled. 

daghistan, A country thus 
named on account of its being very moun-
tainous. 

ddgh-sar, Bald ; name of a sweetly-
singing bird ; a cock-sparrow. 

aV^ita dagh-gah, A patent-office; a ter-
race or mound to sit and converse on; a 
custom-house; a tribunal. 

dagh-gar, Who marks or brands. 
dagh-nih, Shaming, disgracing, 

branding. 
j y W ddghol, A cheat, knave, impostor. 
jj^yU dagholi, Knavery, fraud, impos-

ture ; bastardy ; name of a spy. 
daghi, Spotted, staiued;— daghi 

shudan, To bear a mark ; to acquire noto-
r ie ty; to wax old, wear out. 

AX^W ddghina, Old, used, worn ou t ; the 
hot iron with which they perform the cau-
tery. 

A daffat, An army gradually ap-
proaching the enemy. 

A ddfi', One who drives back, averts, 
or hinders; a protector. 

a J dafi'a (fem. of the preceding), 
Repelling;—qiiwati dafi'a, Repelling power; 
power of expulsion. 



A t j i U dafiq, (Water ) poured out. 
ddl, A targe black eagle ; a huge fish 

(doubtful) ; thick and f a t ; (for dar) wood 
(in some compounds, as ddl-parniydn, &c.) ; 
(for dar, imp. of ddshtan) h o l d ; — d a l i 
miniifgr, One of the twenty-one chapters 
composing the Zand. 

A JW da'l (v n.), Going slow; a wolf ; a 
weasel; — dali, Who or what indicates, 
points out, directs, shows, signifies, de-
notes, or implies ; significant, indicatory, 
expressive. 

ddlaba, (Pickets) on guard. 
C^ta ddldn, AiSU daldna, A hall, vesti-

bule; a covered way; a corridor (m.c.). 
J dalbura, and— 

dalbuza, ddlbuzha, A yellow-
hammer (a small bird) . 

ft J ^ dal-buz, J U dal-buza, A kind 
of swallow. 

O ^ y J U ddl parniydn, Brazilian wood. 
JW dal-para, A chaffinch, 

jy JW ddl-puz, Sjy JW dal-puza, Sjy, JW 
dal-puzha, = j y J U q.v. 

J ^ ddl-khdl, A shrub transplanted. 
a J^ dal-daum, A dwarf palm-tree 

(see A. py ) . 
A ddlif, Heavy-laden, going slow, 
y* J ta dal-man, A black eagle. 

daluzha, = J U q.v. 
ddla, An eagle (unsupported by 

examples). 
H ^ J dali, A basket ; a basket of f r u i t ; 

a present of f ru i t , sweetmeats, <fcc. 
ddliza, jAW ddlizh, The grey par-

triage ; a sparrow. 
dal-yoza, = j y ^ q.v. 

(•w do daw (8. dama, daman), A snare, t rap, 
gin, or ne t ; (met.) vanities and deceptions 
of the world, worldly illusions; (opp. to 
dad, and related to S. dam " to t a m e " ) 
every kind of quadruped tha t is not rapa-
ciouB, a deer, roe, gazelle ; anything creep-
ing or winged, an insec t ;—dam anddkhtan 
(chidan, ddshtan, zadan, kashidan, nihddan), 
To spread a ne t ;—dam bdftan, To make a 
net;—dam bar-ham cMdan, To gather up the 
net;—dami dahul, A complete hunting 
apparatus, with nets, &c.;—dami 'ankabut, 
The spider's web ;—dam gashtan, To spread 
a net ; to cheat, gu l l ; to escape from a 
Bnare ;—dam gusistan, To break ( through) 
a net;—dami mushkin, The locks of a mis-
tress ;—ba-dam amadan (shudan), To fall 
into a net, to be ensnared. 

H FB dam, A Bmall coin; the fort ieth 
part of a rupee. 

A pW dama, (in prayer) May i t endure 
for ever! in such phrases as dama dau-
latu-hu, May his for tune or empire con-
tinue ;—dama %illu-hu (hum), May his 
(their) Bhadow, i.e. prosperity, never va-
nish ;— dama mulku-hu, May his kingdom 
be everlasting. 

A »Wo da'md', ddmmd', The hole of a 
shrew ; earth scraped out of i t ; the sea. 

oUW dam ad, A son-in-law ; a father-in-
law j husband of the king 's sister; a near 
ally ; a wooer, a lover ;—damad shudan, To 
marry. 

^oUW damadi, Affinity, the relation of a 
son-in-law ; a wedding f ea s t ; — damadi 
kardan, To contract an alliance, to marry. 

J^AJ ddmal, Household furni ture . 
y W o daman, Ski r t ,hem; foot of a moun-

tain. 
A yUW daman, Name of a place in ' I raq 

noted for its apples. 
^ .wUW damanidan, To cause to venti-

late. 
dambah, Name of a king, who, 

according to Eastern belief, reigned over 
the ante-Adamites, beings supposed to 
have had flat heads, for which reason they 
are called by the Persians y q.v. 

A damikh, Temperate (night) . 
fa d&ui-ddr, Who spreads a net, sets 

up a snare, <fcc.; a fisherman, a fowler, &c. 
ddm-ddri, The laying of ne t s ; a 

branch of revenue arising from bird-
catchers, players, and musicians. 

tf* dam dunor, Lady-in-waiting 
(m.c. f rom F r . dame d 'honneur) . 

JL -AJ ddm-saz, Set t ing up nets or 
Bnares. 

a yVj^ fU ddm-tirdzdn, Hunters , fowlers; 
contrivers, schemers ; cheats, knaves, im-
postors. 

A dami', Shedding tears, tearful , 
A ddmi'at, (A wound or f racture in 

the skull) letting blood flow (if the blood 
only appear or drop, the wound is then 
called damiyat). 

<JVAAa damaghan, Name of the metro-
polis of a province of Persia called Qums. 

A damighat, A wound in the head 
penetrating the brain. 

J y u U ddm-gkol, Scrofulous h u m o u r ; 
swelling in the glands, wen; a sylvan 
demon. 

damak (dim. of dam), A rabbit , 
hare, or any small animal not carnivorous ; 
a sort of veil for the head. 

( j r ^ p W ddm-kashi, The spreading of a 
n e t ; cheating, gul l ing; escape from a 
snare. 

SAiS" dam-kanda, (Having broken, and 
hence) escaped f rom the net . 

dam-gah, A place where nets are 
laid ; (met.) the world, also called ddmgahi 
khirad (dev, sutur, gurg). 

daman, A skirt, tail, hem, border ; 
the sheet (of a sail on ship-board) ; the 
foot or skirt of a mountain ;—daman az 
badi nigdh ddshtan, To abstain f rom evil; 
—daman afshdndan, To be far f rom ; to 
abandon, to forsake ;—daman afshurdan, 
To fasten or t ighten the sk i r t ;—damani 



aluda, (met.) Sin, cr ime;—ddmani bdghe 
giriftan, (met.) To court re t i rement ;— 
daman bald zadan, To tuck up the skirt 
(preparatory to riding or working) ;— 
daman ba-dandan kardan (giriftan), To 
humble oneself; to be weak ; to flee ;— 
daman bar dtish (akhgar) zadan, To fan up 
a fire with the ski r t ;—daman bar-afshan-
dan, To travel, to migrate ; to abandon, 
turn away from ;—daman bar chiragh af-
shdndan (zadan), To extinguish the candle ; 
—daman bar chiragh, poshldan, To protect 
the candle from the wind by holding one's 
skirt before i t ;—daman bar-chldan, To 
gather up the sk i r t ; (met.) to oppose ; to 
t>bun ;—daman bar-zadan, To prepare for 
work;—daman bar zamin kashidan, To trail 
the skirt, to walk pompously ;—daman bar 
Jcamar pechldan (zadan, sakht kardan), 
daman bar miydn zadan (muhkam kardan, 
girih kardan), To tuck up the ski r t ;— 
daman bastan, To fasten or tighten the 
sk i r t ;—ddmani pdk, Blameless conduct; 
purity of manners ;—ddmani pusht, The 
train of a garment or robe (m.c.) ;—ddmani 
pdhludar, An ample skir t ;—ddmani tar, 
(met.) Sin, crime — daman jam' kardan, 
To gather the skir t ;—daman chdk budani 
dukhtar, The marriage of a daughter ;— 
ddmani khushk, Puri ty of manners, chas-
tity, piety ( ^ damani pdk, and opp. to 
ddmani tar, q.v. ; this is the interpreta-
tion of the Bahari 'ajam, whilst Burhani 
qati ' has " want of probity and piety," 
probably a misreading of for 

iW) ; — damani khwud ba-ddmani 
kase bastan (girih bastan), To join in a 
work, to help each other ;—daman khipur-
dani shu'la, The fire blazes up by being 
fanned with the skirt ;—ddmani khwurshed, 
The fourth heaven ; the l ight of the sun ; 
—ddmani khaima bald zadan, To l if t the 
tent-flap ;—daman dar pay uftddan, To be 
disturbed and run away ; — daman dar-
chldan, To draw in the skirt, (met.) to 
relinquish ;—daman dar-rekhtan, To dis-
grace ;—ddmani dir' chdk kardan, To pre-
pare for a r ide;—daman dar-kashidan, To 
draw in the skirt, to turn away from, shun, 
quit, avoid;—daman dar kamar kunjidan, 
To tuck up the skirt ;—daman dar miydn 
kardan, To tuck up the garments, to pre-
pare to do any thing ;—daman elri pd kashl-
dan, To spread one's skirt under another 's 
feet ;—ddmani shab, The second half of the 
n ight ;—daman shikastan, To prepare for 
work ;—ddmani fuldn firdkh (kushdda) ast, 
(met.) Such a one excels by l iberali ty; — 
ddmani kase giriftan, To prevent one f rom 
going (by taking hold of his skirt) ; — dd-
mani huh, The skirt of a mountain; —daman 
gushadan, To loosen the skir t ;—daman 
namdzi kardan, To clean the skirt f rom any 
defilement;—ddmani himmat bar miydn 

bar-zadan, To undertake something difficult 
or important ;—ba-daman rekhtan (firo-
rekhtan, kardan), To place in the skirt. 

ylAiA} j ddman-ba-danddn, Humble; 
a fugit ive. 

y-j* daman-bos, Kiss ing the skirt. 
(^U daman-dar, Wide (cloth); 

skirted. 
daman-diraz, Silly; who acta 

foolishly. 
^ f-') daman-dar-ziri pd, Troubled, 

perplexed. 
e v ^ daman-suwdr, A child playing 

at riding on horseback. 
y.MsJ ddman-fishdn, Shunning, for-

saking (unsupported by examples). 
( j ^ ddman-kashan, Sweeping the 

ground proudly ; withdrawing the skirt. 
pf ddman-glr, Seizing the skirt, 

i.e. at taching oneself to a patron ; suppli-
cating jus t ice ; silencing, quiet ing; a re-
fuser, denier. 

daman-girl, Attachment, 
fr iendship ; an applying for justice, arraign-
ment. 

(jtii (J^j ddman-nishdn, (met.) A der-
vish ; a poor man. 

ddmana, A skirt, &c. ( = 
q.v.) ;—ddmana'i zln, A saddle-flap, a stir* 
rup-leather. 

ddmani, As much as a skirt can 
hold, a s k i r t f u l ; a woman's veil or mantle; 
a scrap of the shroud kept by the relations 
of the deceased ; a saddle-cloth, furniture, 
housings; an ornament worn on the fore-
head. 

j y U damud, The forgiveness of a fault. 
damwaz, A mattock or snow-shovel; 

a kind of basket carried on the shoulders 
by a pole passed th rough two handles, for 
removing dung. 

damugh, Complaint, cry for help. 
ddml, A sportsman, hunter, fowler. 

dam-ydr, A huntsman ; a fisher's 
net. 

A damiyat, A contusion or wound 
on the head, in which the blood appears, 
b u t does not flow. 

ddmldan, To fan, ventilate, win-
now (grain) ; to carry away (as wind the 
dust) ; to mix boiling liquor that it may 
not overflow; to appear, become known; 
to be equal to a th ing ; to mount ; to tear 
up, to uproot. 

yW dan, (for ddna) Grain ; (an affix 
denoting) what holds or contains anything; 
(imper. of ddnistan) know thou ; (in 
comp.) knowing, intelligent. 

V>\J ddna, Learned; a learned man; a 
name of God;—dana ' i Iran, The wise man. 
of I ran, i.e. Jamasb, the astrologer; — 
dana'i rum, The wise man of Greece, i.e. 
Plato ;—dana'i tiis, An epithet of Firdausi 
and of Khwiija Nasir. 



dandtari, Superior wisdom, 
dana-dil, Wise-hearted. 

A ddndq, The sixth part of a dram, 
or two carats; also a small silver coin ;— 
ddniq, Lean (a camel) ; abject, contemptible; 
foolish ; thievish, a thief. 

dandnidan, To inform. 
dan ay an (pi. of dana), Men of 

wiBdom; sages. 
iiUUU dandydna, Learnedly ; learned. 
u ^ W dana'i, Learning, knowledge, wis-

dom ;—ddnd'iyi zaid, The wisdom of Zaid, 
i.e. of any wise-acre ; a commonplace, a 
truism. 

a gMJ ddnaj ( for P . dana), Gra in ;— 
danaji abruwaj, Seeds of marsli-mallow;— 
ddnaji wabir, Name of a bit ter yellow seed. 

M J ddnja, tyU danzha, A lentil. 
ddnad, I t is possible; he is able. 

ddnist, Knowledge ; opinion. 
danistagi, Knowledge. 

ddnistan, To know; to be able to ; 
to acknowledge; to consider, to regard ; to 
command, govern, fill a place. 

o danista, known; having known ; 
wittingly;—danista shudan, To become 
known. 

ySAJ ddnish, Science, knowledge, learn-
ing ; excellence ;—ddnishi dshkdr-binishi, 
Divine omniscience ;—ahli ddnish, A man 
of letters, a learned man ; learned. 

^ u^W danuh-drd, Knowledge-embel-
lishing ; adorned with knowledge. 

ddnish-afxa, Knowledge-increas-
ing. 

uMo danish-amoz, Who teaches (or 
learns) wisdom. 

danish-bisech, Bent on acquir-
ing wisdom. 

t_rA J danish-bahr, Endowed with wis-
dom. 

(ji.^j ddnish-pazir, Fond of know-
ledge. 

danish-parast, jyl UMJ ddnish-
parwar, Fostering science. 

ddnish-pizhuh, Seeking know-
ledge. 

6W ddnish-pandh, Asylum of wis-
dom. 

i'f- ddnith-khpar, Fed on wisdom, 
learned, wise. 

jL. danish-sdr, Name of a book 
written by the Pishdadian king Minuchihr ; 
also— 

s d d n i s h - h a d a , A place where 
wisdom abounds. 

yt iU ddnish-kotdh, Short-witted. 
jV&ita danishgar, ddnishmand, 

Learned, skilful, scientific, wise, intelli-
gent. 

^Aifciib danishmandi, Wisdom, sense. 
<uU y i A j ddnish-ndma, Book of wisdom. 
^yAo ddniskwar, A learned man. 
^ y A o ddnishwari, Wisdom, learning. 

ddnishumand, Wise, learned. 
t^W danishe, A learned or wise m a n ; 

the wise, the learned. 
danaq, = J ^ J q.v. 
danak, A small grain ;—dank, 

ddnug, dang, The four th part of a dram ; a 
sixth of anything; — ddnuk, J ddnug, A 
particular kind of food sent by the parents 
of an infant, upon the first appearance of 
its teeth, round to the houses of their 
friends and relations ; (in the dialect of 
Deccan) the owner of large quadrupeds. 

ddngdna, A contribution made by 
travellers or others for their common ex-
penses; necessaries, implements, house-
hold fu rn i t u r e ; ingredients. 

y&W ddngu, A kind of grain; a kind of 
pottage made of seven Borts of grain or 
pulse (see ash 4dshura [or ash 'ashur, as 
should be added] under 

ddnindagi, Knowledge. 
a.uJtj daninda, Knowing, wise ; he who 

knows ;—daninda'i ma'qul, An original or 
natural genius ; — daninda'i manqul, A 
copyist. 

wyW danub, The river Danube (m.c. 
from Fr . or E.) . 

^yW danush, Name of the person who 
sold 'Azra, the mistress of Wamik ; a kid-
napper, 

dana, Grain ; a berry ; stone of f ru i t , 
seed of grain or f r u i t ; a pimple; grain or 
bait scattered for catching b i r d s ; a can-
non-ball ; knowledge, science, learn ing; 
learned ; — dana afshandan (afgandan, 
paskidan, rekhtan), To scatter grain ;—da-
na'i angur, A grape, grape-stone;—dana 
awardan, To bring for th grain, to go to 
seed ;—dana bar-chidan, To pick up gra in ; 
—ddna bastan, To form the stone (as a 
grape) ;—dana bastan (dar) khosha, To go 
to seed ;—dana'i dur, A single pearl;— 
dana dar khak kardan (nishastan). To 
plant, to sow;—dana'i dil, The heart 's 
core ; original sin;—dana'i sabz, Seed of 
the pine ;—dana'i sir, A clove of garlic;— 
dana'i 'amali, Artificial pearls ;—ddna kar-
dan, To scatter;—dd,na kashidan, To scatter 
grain (for catching birds) ; — dana'i wa-
bar, = ddnaj'Wabar, q.v. under ; — 
dana'i Ml, A cardamum seed ; — sih ddna, 
Three grains, three pieces. 

j U diU dana-ddr, Granulated ; of a gra-
nulated appearance; containing grain. 

^UfoU danaddn, A garner ; sown land ; 
a nursery-ground ; also— 

ddna-ddna, Scat tered,dispersed; 
by grains ;—dana ddna shudan, To be scat-
tered piecemeal, 

y j dana-zan, A sort of juggler . 
dana-samur, J dana-kesh, 

A kind of embroidered neck-cloth, worn in 
cold weather over the cloak. 

^Lt i dana-fishan, A sower of grains. 



a\S ddna-gana, Necessaries, furn i -
ture, worldly goods. 

A J dani, Approaching ; near, within 
r each ; low, rile. 

A daniyal, Daniel. 
ddnidan, To know ; to roll round, 

to revolve (doubtful word). 
M J ddniza, e w U danixha, A lentil. 
jU ddv, A wheel ; a ree l ; expense, dis-

bursement ; a stroke or move a t p l ay ; the 
prize in a rchery ; a s t ra tum of a wall ; a 
mud wall ; a claim ; pretention, arrogance ; 
a b u s e ; increasing a stake a t play, which 
being restricted to eight t imes a t two at a 
time a f t e r the first, limits the n in th or 
highest s take to seventeen ; — dav zadan 
(kardan), To make a move (at play) ;— 
dav yaftan, To come out nicely (a picture) ; 
—daw na-yaftan, To sit ill, to be motionless 
(as a paint ing or embroidery). 

A o y j dawud, David, 
a ^Ajta ddwudi, Name of a shrub which 

bears a flower like a camomile; a kind of 
armour. 

)p\<± ddwar ( for dadwar), God ; a jus t 
pnnce, governor, regent, ruler, judge, ad-
ministrator , or a rb i t e r ; r emedy , medi-
cine; an opponent, adversary; name of a 
country;—dawari daman, Lord of heaven, 
God;—dawar i a(zam, God, the Supreme 
Judge ;—dawar i daurdn, Monarch of the 
world; — eultani ddwar, The reigning 
prince. 

ftjV^jU dawarddn, A village near Wasi t . 
ddwaristan, A judgment-hal l , a 

t r ibunal . 
dawari, Empire , sovereignty, do-

minion ; adminis t ra t ion of jus t ice ; sen-
tence of a judge ; l i t igat ion; quarrel , dis-
pute ; a complaint made before a judge ;— 
dawari anddkhtan (ddshtan, hardan), To 
Judge, to exercise jurisdiction ; — dawari 
k&yurdan, To submit to judgment , to 
suffer pun i shmen t ; — dawari giriftan^ To 
assume a jurisdiction. 

ddivart-khdna. A tr ibunal , 
court of justice, judgment-ha l l . 

ĝwW dawarl-gdh, A battle-field ; a 
t r ibunal . 

A AJ^J dawud, David. 
A ddwudi, David-l ike; — duru'i 

dawudiya, Coats of mail such as were 
manufac tured by David. 

J ^ A ddvzdr, A constructor, bui lder (un-
supported by examples and doubtfu l ) . 

ddv-hmdr, 'A q.v. and of 
which i t appears to be a misreading. 

a *4jW dawiya, K n i g h t s Templars. 
a dak, T e n ; base, ignoble, cowardly, 

worthless, degenera te ; a maid-servant ; 
any se rvan t ; a depraved b o y ; a forward, 
immodest woman ; an old m a n ; a beggar ; 
service, a t t endance ; — dahi kharabat, A 
tavern beggar ; — dahi 'ardb, Living in 

abject condition (proverbial) ;—dahi fira-
shi, A kept mistress. 

bfcW ddhd, Caverns, mounta in hollows. 
Jfcta dahil, dahul, A buck-s ta l l ; figures 

set up a t t he corners of fields to frighten 
beasts into toils ; a scare-crow. 

ddhim, A crown or diadem set with 
gems; a t h rone ; a royal pavilion. 

JyfcU dahul, dahun, A diadem set 
with g e m s ; = J ^ W q.v. 

A ^ o dahi, Ingenious, pene t ra t ing ; sly, 
cunnmg, shrewd; calamitous. 

A ddhiyat, D a n g e r ; accident, mis-
for tune, calamity. 

ddhim, Plumaged d iadem; domi-
nion. 

day, A s t r a tum of a m u d wall; the 
foundat ion of a bui ld ing. 

T day, Materna l uncle. 
yAaf^j ddydnidan, To cause to know. 
A / W da'ir, Who or what revolves; who 

or what fo rms a circle, or encircles; round; 
—da'ir shudan, To depend upon, belong or 
relate t o ; — da'ir kardan, To transfer 
(m.c.) . 

A Sjfla dd'irat, A circle, circumference, 
circuit, periphery, compass, orbit, cycle; a 
camp ; a tambourine ; a monastery;—da'i-
ra'i daur (daurdn, dir-pdy), The firma-
ment ;—da'ira zadan, To draw a circle ;— 
da'ira sdkhtan (kashidan), To draw a circle; 
to raise a subscr ip t ion; to make an assess-
ment ;—da ' i ra ' i gird, The sun ;—dd ' i ra ' i 
hindi, A sun-dial . 

(j^JW dd'irachi, A player on the tam-
bourine. 

a j U dd'irasdz, C i rcu la r ; circula-
t ing , revolving. 

J w da'ira-kash, A pai r of com-
passes. 

^j&iW ddyagdn (pi. of ddya), Nurses. 
j^U dayagi, The office of nurse, nur-

sing ;—dayagi kardan, To nurse ; to prac-
tice midwifery. 

A FJW dd'im, Permanent , perpetual, eter-
nal, perennia l ; a t r e s t ; s tagnant (water). 

A "UJW da'iman, Continually, for ever. 
A dd'imat ( fem. of dd'im), Eternal. 
a (j-kfW da'imi, Pe rpe tu i ty ; eternal . 
a %*4S\>i da'imiyat, E tern i ty , perpetuity. 

ddya, A nurse, fos te r -mother ; a 
midwife ;—ddya ' i shauhar-pisar, The earth, 

tjjS ddyagari, N u r s i n g ; midwifery. 
dab, Charge, custody. 

A dabb (v.n.), Creeping, crawling (as 
a serpent) ; stealing upon (as wine), catch-
ing (as a disease), spreading (as rottenness 

• in c loth) ;—dvbb, A bear;—dubbi asghar. 
The Lesser B e a r ; —• dubbi akbar, The 
Greater Bear. 

A daba', A small l ocus t ; an an t ;— 
dabba (daba), dubbd (duba), A gourd. 

s^V?^ dabdb, dubab, Name of a f ragran t 
p lant . 



A dabar, Destruction ;—dibar, Pa r t 
of a sown field (see ay**) ;—dub&r (dibar), 
Wednesday. 

a £V» J dibagh. (v.n. of T a n n i n g ; 
anything with which hides are tanned ;— 
dabbagfa, A tanner, a currier. 

A iM*.* dibdgkat (v.n. of £?»>), Tanning, 
a AiiVj o^iljJ dibag&at-yafta, Tanned ;— 

dibag&at nd-ydfta, Untanned. 
a AiW ddbbagh-khana, A tannery, 

barkery. 
a dibaq, Shoemakers' paste. 
JWJ dabal, aJW^ ddbdla, An orange. 
A J ^ dubal, Dung, manure, 
A J dabbat, A vessel made of raw skins 

in the form of a jar or large bottle, in 
which merchants carry butter and oil; a 
sand-hill or heap ; level ground ; a gourd ; 
—dubbat, A road, a way; a way of conduct, 
creed, f a i th ; state, condition. 

S^A^ dabdab, Pomp, pride, state, dig-
nity ; fame, renown, 

a A)A)j dabdaba, A great noise ; the noise 
of a drum ; a drum ; pomp, state, magni-
ficence. 

A^O dabr (v.n,), Pass ing through the 
mark (an arrow) ; death;—dabr, dibr, A 
swarm of bees or hornets ; eggs of locusts; 
great riches; a rock or piece of ground in 
the sea covered with water, but sometimes 
dry; [hamiyu 'd-dabr (dibr), Surname of 
the Ansari 'A^im bin Sabit (whose dead 
body hornets are said to have protected 
from the idolaters until the Believers found 
and buried h im)] \~dubr, The back, back-
side ; close, latter par t of anything ;—dubru 
'sh-skakr, End of the month ;—dubru 'l-lail, 
Imt part of the night. 

A y^N dabar an, Name of the fourth 
mansion of the moon, i.e. the Hyades or 
five stars in Taurus, particularly the 
brightest, commonly called Aldebaran, or 
the Bull's Eye. 

A fyj dabrat, One part of a sown field; 
the end, latter part , close of anyth ing ; 
flight, defeat, rou t ; misfortune ;—dibrat, 
The opposite to qiblat (see AL») ;—dabarai, 
A sore on a horse's back, 

a fyJ dabara, Unripe corn cut for cattle. 
ddbz, Thick, coarse (as cloth). 

i i ^ J dabs, Anything black;—dibs, A 
multitude of men;—dibs, dibis, Honey 
made by bees or flowing from dates ; date-
Byrup seethed over the fire. 

yU-^ j dabistdn (either contraction of 
dabirisian or abbreviation of adabistan), A 
Bchool ;—ba~dabistdn dadan, To send to 
school. 

jjAu^o dabistani, A pupil, a school-boy. 
A ij-}* dabsh (v.n.), Unbarking, peeling. 
A dabgk (v.n ), Tanning (a hide). 
A JM<» dibq, Bird-lime. 
A JM dabl (v.n. of J*•>), Dunging (land); 

a brook, rill, small pond. 

dubla, Sugared almonds. 
^{J dibin, Bird-lime (probably misread-

ing for (3»J q.v.). 
tiSUw dabang, A pustulous, ill-shaped 

man ; a healthy youth (doubt fu l meaning). 
A ddbub, A stab which causes the 

blood to flow. 
jWjiJ dubudar, A kind of juniper-tree. 
A dabur, The west wind (which blows 

generally towards night) ;—dubur (v.n. of 
/ J ) , Passing through the mark (an arrow) ; 
coming behind; commemorating a deed or 
saying of a person af ter his dea th ; being 
exposed to a westerly wind; carrying off, 
taking away. 

a. y - y J da&wa, A club or iron-headed 
mace used by cavalry ; a sceptre ; a place 
in a boat or sh ip ; the cuddy ; name of a 
fortress between Samarkand and Bokhara ; 
name of the builder of this for t ress ; the 
rabble, people of lowest extraction. 

a u - ^ 0 dabus, Pine dates preserved in 
but ter . 

a yyA ddbuS'tir, An iron arrow with a 
large round head. 

dahusaJc, Mallows. 
dabusa, A par t of a ship, the cuddy. 

ASyJ dabuqa, A bagpipe, 
^ y j dabuM, The herb turnsole ; mal-

lows. 
A JYTJ dabul, (A woman) bereaved of 

her son; calamity;—dubul (v.n. of J t^) , 
Dunging ( l and ) ; dressing, t r imming; (pi. 
of dabl) brooks ; small ponds. 

Ajo daba, Rupture ; — dabba, dubba, A 
leathern vessel (for wine); a phial ;— 
dabba'i birinjin, A copper vessel; an hour-
glass ;—dabba dar pa'i fll anddkktan (dar 
ziri pd'i shutur afgandan), (met.) To flee 
from the face of the foe without fighting ; 
to stir up sedition ;—dabba'i 'uriyd, A cer-
tain plant from whose root au electuary 
is prepared;—dabba u zambil, (met.) Be-
hind and in front . 

AiW daba~khdya. Rup tured ; rupture 
(doubtful) ; a man with large testicles. 

dabib, Anyth ing made soft by beat-
ing. 

A dabib (v.n. of Crawling (as 
a serpent) ; going slow; stealing upon (as 
a foe). 

A^J dabid, An electuary, medicine, 
j-rfj dabir, dibir, A writer, secretary, 

notary ; a writing-master;—dabiri sd'i&w 't-
tadbir, An excellent writer;—dabiri falak 
(anjum), The planet Mercury ;—da biru 7-
mulk, Secretary of State (m.c.). 

dabir, A thread drawn out in spin-

^IX-^J dabirisian, dibiristdn, A school 
(for writing) ; a record office. 

(ji-rfj dabish, Name of the governor of 
Madayin; an eruption from disease (doubt-
f u l meaning). 



A f j f a J dabiqi, dibiqi, Made at Dabiq 
(s tuff) . 

dabil, Name of a citv in Armenia. 
dabila, dubila, dubaila, A swelling 

iu the human body proceeding f rom some 
other disease;—dabila'i kabad, Abscess of 
the liver. 

dap, A d rum with one skin. 
dapaya, A school. 

dapang, A firm-fleshed boy (see 

dapucha, A leech, blood-sucker. 
A dass, Slight rain ; a contortion of 

the body; a side; an opinion, a conjec-
tura l report. 

A jtf J disar, An upper garment (opposed 
to shi'dr, which means an under garment) . 

A y J dasr, Copious, abundant -,—dasar, 
Filth, dirtiness. 

dasur, Slothful, somnolent, slow; 
obscure, nameless;—dusUr (v.n. of y j ) , 
Being obliterated, effaced, worn ou t ; obli-
vion, forgetfulness. 

duj, Anything in which syrup, new 
wine, or dates is mixed, and which adheres 
to the hands. 

a gJ daj, A wild bird ( = A. dvtjj, 
Quail ?J. 

I BWJ dajdj, Fowl; a hen ; a cock. 
A dajajat, A hen. 
A dajjdl, A large company of tra-

vellers; gold; false, ly ing; an impostor; 
Antichrist. 

A dijan (pi. of dajn), Clouded skies. 
A daja'ij (pi. of dajajat), Hens, 
A dujuj, Intense darkness. 
A dajar (v.n.), Being astonished; 

astonishment, confusion ;—da jir, A kind 
of pulse, or French bean. 

A dajl (v.n.), Besmearing (a camel) 
with pitch (against the scab) ; deceiving; 
deception, f raud. 

a Akj-J dajla, dijla, The river Tigris. 
A Y^A dajn (v.n.), Being dark, cloudy 

(day) ; much rain. 
A dujuw (v.n. of y*), Being dark 

(n ight ) . 
A dujun (v.n. of e)*-^), Remaining 

on the same place, staying. 
A Jj^o dnjd, Darkness. 
A g-^J dajlj (v.n. of Walking slowly. 
fas dwchar, A sudden meeting of two 

persons ( s e e j ^ J ) . 
A C J dank (v.n.), Concealing, burying. 
a e ^ J dahdah, ia-Us-o dahdahat, Short-

bodied ;—aba 'd-dahddh, Surname of a 
Companion of Muhammad. 

A dahr (v.n.), Driving off; keeping 
back; put t ing to a distance. 

A JJ-O^J dahs (v.n.), Promoting discord ; 
introducing the hand between the skin aud 
the peritoneum of a sheep in order to get 
the hide off; filling a vessel; concealing; 
kicking. 

A (JAA-O dahz (v.n.), Kicking (slaughtered 
beeves) ; slipping, sliding ; setting of tbe 
sun. 

A dahq (v.n.), Driving to a distance; 
bringing forth ; casting forth, not holding 
seed (the womb) ; the fall ing of the womb 
af ter birth, causing the death of the 
mother. 

A dahrn (v.n.), Pushing away with 
violence; lying with. 

A dafyan (v.n.), Being big-bellied 
and dwarfish ;—dahin, A dwarf with a pro-
minent belly ; a bad cucumber. 

A dahw (v.n.), Spreading abroad the 
earth (God) ; having a large belly; throw-
ing the legs about in running (a horse). 

A U ^ J duhuz (v.n. of Being 
faulty or groundless (an argument) . 

A dihyat, A head, general leader; 
name of a Companion of Muhammad, re-
nowned for beauty, whose form the angel 
Gabriel is said to have assumed when ap-
pearing to the Prophet. 

A dahlq, Driven to a distance; far, 
remote. 

dakii, Good, well ; the choicest and 
purest part of any th ing ; a throng, troop, 
o rder ;—dukh (for dukhtar), A daughter; 
a reed of which mats are woven, or on 
which melons are h u n g ; a fal l ing s ta r ; a 
rocket. 

A i<i dakhhh, dukhkh. Smoke. 
A J U J Clikhdl, Mind, intention ; bringiug 

a camel which has jus t d runk back to the 
well between the others to make him drink 
again. 
A J^AO dakhkkdl, One who enters, inter-

feres, or meddles much in business, a 
meddler, busybody. 

A dukhan, dukhkJidn, Smoke; to-
bacco or its fumes ;—dukhan az khak bar-
awardan, To set fire to the land; to strike 
fire from the ground (as the hoofs of 
horses) ;—dukhan shikastan az db, To pro-
duce steam from the water, 

a y U y dukhan - noshdn, Tobacco-
smokers. 

a dukhdnt, Smoky, smoke-coloured. 
c-iJ dukht, A daughter ; a virgin ; abi-

lity, strength ; contempt and hatred; — 
dukht kardan, To de tes t ;—dukh t -mdar , A 
sister uterine. 

dukhtar (S. duhitri), A daughter ; a 
g i r l ; a v i rg in ; power, s trength ;—dukhtari 
dftdb (khum), Red wine ;—dukhtari pdk-
akhtar (pdktza-jauhar), Daughter of a 
happy planet, i.e. a lady of family, a noble-
man's daughter ;—dukhtari tdk (raz), Wine ; 
a grape ; a grape-stone;—dukhtari rozgdr, 
Worldly vicissitudes;—dukhtari sufi, A 
finch ; a wag-tail (in the dialect of Trans-
oxiana; elsewhere the bird is called taran-
dak-, hence under the rendering 
should be "smal l b i r d " for " beast "; = 



A. q.v.) ;—dukktari Hmrdn, Name of 
the mother of Jesus (a confounding of 
Miriam, the daughter of Amram and sister 
of Moses, with the Virgin Mary) ;—dukk-
tari (dukhtardni) na'sh, The constellation 
of the Bear ;—dutch tar i na'sh-ra kunad 
parwln, (met.) He collects what is dispersed 
(the stars of the Bear being scattered 
about, while the Pleiades form a cluster) ; 
—dukhtari ham-say a ml-tar sain ki az rdh-am j 
barad, I apprehend injury from a neigh-
bour (proverb). 

ij^yXAj duk&tar-bdra, A daughter 's lover, 
ia-y^j dukhtarcha, A little gi r l ; a girl 

under age, not yet marriageable. 
diU-ya^j dukMar-kJhdna, A brothel. 

dukhtar-zdy, A woman tha t only 
bears daughters, 

y w i i j dukhtar-zan, A daughter-in-law. 
dukhtarak, A little girl; an orphan, 

or girl educated by others than her parents ; 
a lathe for turning boxes. 

XAJ dukhtaragl, Virginity. 
jtijZLj ditkhtar andar, A step-daughter 

(daughter of a husband from another wife, 
or of a wife from a previous husband). 

dukhtaru, dukhtarv (dim.), A little 
girl (comply—»). 

SJXAJ dukhtara. Virginity ; a seal, 
^ ^ s i j dukhiarl, Maidenhead, virginity; 

a seal; a grandson by the mother, the son 
of a daughter ;—dukhiarl burdan (sitadan), 
To deflower. 

iUi^iij dukhiarina, A young girl of mar-
riageable age. 

CI^AJ dukht-zdy, Bearing only girls. 
Ijja-J dukhtan, To sew; to ga in ; to 

milk. 
dukhtandar, A step-daughter (see 

j.ijyui.j), 
JSAJ dukhtlna, A young girl of a mar-

riageable age. 
J^^AJ dukh-chakdd, Bald-headed; up-

right, honest (see iy>). 
^jkAj dukhddr, Soiled (a white garment). 
ftjUj dakhddr (from P. takht-ddr), A 

cloth (white or black) with which they 
covered the throne of the old kings of 
Persia. 

dakh-dakh, I n crowds, in troops 
(see i 

A dukhr (dakhr?), Littleness, vileness, 
pitifulness. 

dukhs, = q.y., and of which it 
is a shortening. 

A dakhas (v.n.), Having a swelling 
about the root of the hoof;—dukh,as, A 
porpoise; a dolphin (said to carry people 
in danger of being drowned to the shore). 

j -Aj dukhsar, A bald head; bald-
headed. 

i j i i j dakhsh, The commencement (of any 
business) ; commerce; gloomy, dark. 

A JAJ dakid (v.n.), En te r ing ; intrusion, 

interference ; return, profit, advantage j in-
come ; [dakhl kardan, To take possession o f ; 
—dakhl-u-dast-dirazl kardan, To enter and 
seize by violence ;—dakhl-u-kharch, Receipt 
and disbursement ;—dakhl-u-qafya, Entry 
and possession ;]—dakhal (v.n.), Labouring 
under any intrinsic defect (mind, body, or 
estate) ; fraud, trick ; clustering t rees; 
people who claim relationship with those 
to whom they do not belong. 

a ft JAJ dakhl-ddr, One who has admis-
sion t o ; a partner ; an accomplice. 

a o1"3 J ^ dakhl-ddn, A money-till. 
a JAJ dakhl-ndma, A document 

giving the r ight of occupancy ; a writ or 
warrant of entrance or possession. 

a dakhll. Admission, entrance; — 
dakh.li ddshtan, To interfere or be inter-
fered with; to have connection with 
(min.cc.). 

a JAO dakhl-ydbi, Obtaining entrance 
or admission; taking possession. 

dakhm, A tomb, &c. (see 
(J-UAO dakhmds, Name of a weight, 
i^a-j dakhma, A circular stone building 

in the form of a cylinder, on the flat sur-
face of which the fire-worshippers lay the 
bodies of their dead ; a t omb; a coffin ; 
a mausoleum (m.c.) ; a substance resem-
bling lights, which protrudes from the 
mouth of a male camel when stung with 
desire ;—dakhma'i zinddniyan ( flroza), The 
sky, heaven. 

A ^ ^ dakhn (v.n.), Smoking, sending 
forth smoke ; — dukkn, Mil le t ; — dakhan 
(v.n,), Being smoky, smoke; hatred, 
grudge ; malignity of temper ; the glitter-
ing of a sword; deterioration of mind, faith 
01* repute. 

A I I I J dukhnat, dukhna (v.n. of C ^ - ^ ) , 
Being smoky, tending to black ; perfume, 
incense ;—dukhna kardan, To fumigate. 

a W AiAj dukhna-ft, A censer. 
Aj^-j dukhur (v.n. of y*-*1), Littleness, 

vileness, pitifulness. 
A Jys-A dakhul, Name of a place ;—dukhul 

(v.n. of J^J ) , Entering. 
A J - F I J dakhil, Interior, inner ; intimate, 

familiar, confident; an intermeddler ; an 
in t ruder ; a proselyte; a foreign word 
adopted into Arabic; the letter following 
the alif of ta'sis in a rhyme (see 

a ft dakMl-kdr, In possession, an 
occupant; admi t ted ; having a right to 
interfere. 

a ^tf dakhil-karl, Possession, occu-
pancy. 

dad, A rapacious animal, a beast of 
prey; a forest abounding in game;—dad-
u-dam, Wild and tame beasts, animals of 
all kinds (see j»W). 

A ^ dadd, A portion of time. 
dada, Play. 

A fcjW dadan, P o o r ; useless, unprofit-



able ; b lunt , and by opposition, sharp (a 
sword). 

a dadan, P l a y ; a ludicrous th ing ; 
dice. 

dadnak, Pul l of wiid beasts. 
jj+ijj dadambur, Balm-mint (Melissa). 

dada, A beast of prey (see J^). 
T dada, A grandfather ; a title given 

to dervishes, especially qalandars ; a nurse 
who brings up children (see 

dar (preposition), In, into, within, 
among; on, upon, above ; of, concerning, 
abou t ; by, f o r ; because o f ; near, hard by, 
a t ; to, as far as, according t o ; before, in 
presence o f ; aga ins t ; w i th ; unde r ; at 
l eng th ; a f t e r ; so much ; out, out of doors ; 
[dar dn-jd, There, in that place;—dar an 
chi, In that which;—dar-amadan, To come 
in, enter (for phrases see ^J) ;—dar 
awardan, To bring in (see & y ) ;—dar 
an roz, Upon that day;—dar In miydn, I n 
the meantime, during this interval;—dar 
handwash nistam, I do not care (m.c.);—-
dar taraqqi, On the increase, in the ascen-
dant ;—dar duyum, In the second place;— 
chahdr farsaJch dar chahar farsakh, Four 
leagues by fourleagues; fourleaguessqnare; 
—haft dar haft, Seven by seven; forty-
nine; ]—dar (noun, Z. dvara, S. dvdra), A 
door, gate, passage, door-way or gate-way ; 
a chapter (of the Zand) ; a subject, topic ; 
way, manner, method; genus, sort, k ind ; 
turn , step, degree ; a kind of wild b i rd ; a 
gna t ; a blackberry ; a valley ; a mountain-
pass ; the foot, also summit, of a mountain ; 
[dari daman, The milky way;—dari dsmdn 
bdz kardan, To open the door of heaven 
(Baid of the angels, and implying that the 
time has come when prayers are heard or 
granted);—dar baz kardan, To open tbe 
door;—dar ba-dar, From door to door;— 
dar bar (ba-ru'i) kase bastan, To deny ad-
mittance, to exclude ;—dar ba-zanjir kar-
dan, To close the door with a chain ;—dar 
bastan (basta kardan), To shut the door; 
— dar ba-gil (ba-khisht, &c.) andd'idan 
(bar-awardan, bar-bastan, zadan, giriftan), 
To obstruct the door with clay, &e. ; —dar 
poshldan, To close the door (especially 
by a curtain) ; — dari rdhat bar khwud 
bastan, (met.) To renounce ail rest and 
c o m f o r t ; — d a r zadan, To knock at the 
door, either to have it opened for one-
self, or that the master of the house may 
come out ;—dar safed kard, He chalked 
his door, i.e. he was honoured by a noble 
visitor (according to a Persian custom ob-
served by a poor man when he is visited by 
a grandee) ;—dar-ash girifta ast, His door 
is closed;— dar shikastan, To break the 
door open;—dar fir az kardan (firo burdan, 
pro kardan), To close the door; — dar 
kushddan (gushddan), To open the door;— 
dar koftan, To knock at the door ;—dar wa 

kardan, To open the door;—az dar, Of the 
degree or rank, i.e. worthy o f ; for instance, 
az dari tdji zar, Wor thy of the golden 
crown (Firdausi) ;] — dar (imperative of 
daridan), Tear t hou ; (in composition) 
tearing, as parda-dar, Veil-tearing, dis-
honouring ;—dur, A pearl, pearls (see the 
following article). 

A jo darr (v.n.), Emit t ing milk copiously 
(a camel), or rain (the sky) ; a rich flow of 
milk, rain, &c.; plenty, abundance; gain; 
excellence, whence the phrase U 'l-ldhi 
darru-hu, How richly has God endowed 
him ! Praise to God for bestowing upon 
him such gifts ;—durr (in P . mostly dur), 
A pearl ; (pi. of durrat) pearls. 

A. dar' (v.n.), Driving away; repel-
ling. 

dard, A bell; a smith's hammer; 
pendent ; necessary; (for dara) the high-
way ;—dar-a, Enter (imp. of dar-dmadan); 
—darra, A blackberry (unsupported). 

y dar db uftddan, To sink in 
the water; to be annihilated. 

(jjut^l vA dar db andakhtan, sA ys 
dar db rekhtan, To immerse ; to anni-

hilate. 
y j j (jiJ^ sA y dar dbi khizr dtish 

zadan, To destroy or quit the water of life 
(the lat ter taken in various meanings given 
for dbi hay at under 

yAfc yjh ^ y dar db furo shudan, To sink 
in the water ; to be annihilated, lost. 

0 J ( j i i l j sA dar ab u dtish afgan-
dan, To overwhelm with afflictions of all 
kinds (the passive being expressed by 
budan for afgandan). 

a dardbinat (pi. of P . darban), 
Porters, doorkeepers. 

A durrat (pi. of durrat), Pearls. 
A S^J darrdj, A whisperer, who malig. 

nantly reports what he hears;—durrdj , 
The francolin, a kind of par t r idge; uame 
of a place. 

A darrajat, A three-legged machine 
moving on wheels, by which children are 
t aught to walk, a child's go-cart;—durra-
jat, One partridge. 

a tiJUg^j durrdjndk, A country abounding 
in pheasants or red-legged partridges. 

a durrdj a, A long upper garment or 
cloak, worn in Persia when they go abroad 
(doubtful , perhaps misreading for uwWjj or 

darra-doza, Tearing and sowing, 
shutt ing and opening, undoing and repair-
ing, &c.; (met.) taught by experience, 
able to make good an error, which one may 
have commit ted; skilful, clever, inge-
nious. 

dardra, A contented cuckold, a 
pimp. 

daraz, diraz (Z. daregha, S. dirgha), 
Long ; stupid, stolid ;—daraz bad, May it 



long continue!—dardz kardan, To lengthen; 
to extend, prolong ; to delay ;—dar at kashi-
dan, To extend, prolong. 

dardza, Length. 
>iS.xjb\ dardz-ahang, Prepar ing for a 

long spring (a lion) ; tedious (windiug-up 
of a business). 

iiU. jljJ dardz • khdna, Long-bodied 
(horse). 

(j^y- )\>J dardz-khwan, A table-cloth, 
napkin. 

fa* daraz-dast, With long hands or 
arms ; rapacious, oppressive ; —• ardshiri 
daras-dast, Artaxerxes Longimanus. 

daraz-dasti, Oppression, extor-
tion ;—dardz-dasli kardan, To exercise vio-
lence ; to plunder, rob. 

j»J )\>J daraz-dum, A dog ; ape ; scorpion ; 
(in the dialect of Khorasan) an ox. 

J j ^ j dardz-durribal, Ox ; cow ; buffalo. 
dardz-rud, A river in Turkis-

tan. 
t_ri) dardz-rlsh, Long-bearded, 
y^j dardz-zdban (long-tongued), 

Fluent; clamorous, brawling. 
t^W) daraz-zabdm, Length of tongue, 

fluency ; clamour, brawl. 
j V dardz-sufra, A table-cloth. 

^su AJ dardz-shudagi, Prolongation. 
j f a ^ daraz-shamshir, Able swords-

man. 
a AJ daraz-'umr, Long-lived. 
a Ai dardz-qad, Tall, of a high sta-

ture. 
fa dardz-kar, One who at tempts 

things too great for h im; an empty 
boaster, braggart. 

o V j V daraz-gardan, Long-necked (a 
horse). 

fifa dardz-gosh, An £LSS | tli hare. 
ydardz-gesu, W i t h long fore-locks 

(a hoi'se). 
^ jtjJ daraz-nd, Length ; oblong. 
a (J-u J ^ J daraz-nafas, Long-winded, 

prolix. 
a u-Jtf dardz-nafasi, Being long-

winded, prolixity. 
8)\)J dardza, Long; a long thread. 
^ j ^ J dardzi, L e n g t h ; — d a r d z ? i bdzu 

(dast), Superiority, upper hand ;—darazVi 
daman, Length of skirt or t rai l ;—dardzi ' i 
'umr, Length of life. 

darazina, Lengthwise. 
A &~\j<> dirasat, Studying, reading; in-

struction, lecture, lesson. 
(jjjLA JJ dar-istadan, To begin, to attack, 
y j y y-e^'^ ; J dar dstin budan, To be 

ready or prepared. 
(j^A dar dstin ddshtan, To 

have in readiness or prepared. 
jJ dar dstin kardan, To use 

one's own discretion, to feel one's own 
power. 

p A y darasaj, Ivy, bindweed. 

dardcun, A somewhat bit ter beve-
rage prepared from rice (see yy-V9). 

A durra'at, An upper garment for 
men or women, of cotton or coarse wool; a 
soldier's cloak ; a cuirass, corslet. 

j J dar-dghosh, Embrace ; — dar 
agJipsh kardan, To embrace. 

j j dar aghosh kashi-
dan (giriftan), To embrace. 

y j j£ y dar dftdb kardan, To expose 
to the sun (as a tor ture or punishment) . 

;J dar-uftddan, To fall o n ; 
quarrel. 

a dur-afshdn, Pear l -scat ter ing; 
eloquent. 

y A y durrdqin, A delicious white peach, 
o jjJu-i^j dardqitus, The plant e lephant ' s 

ear. 
A dirak (v.n. 3 of osSy), Following 

one another. 
A darrdk, Intel l igent , penetrating. 
a ^J dar alast, On the day of alast 

(see from eternity. 
jJ dar-dmad, entrance ; income ;— 

dar-dmad bar-amad, Ingress and egress; 
receipt aud disbursement, incomings and 
outgoings. 

^JfA/A JJ dar-amadagi, A turning in-
wards. 

yj-A y dar-amadan (yJ-A yA andar-
dmadan), To come in, en t e r ; to happen, to 
arrive ; to fall on the face ;—az pay (pay) 
dar dmadan, To trip, to fa l l ; (met.) to 
become weak or powerless, to die;—az jay 
dar-amadan, To be put out, to be moved 
(with fear, &c.) ;—az khwab dar-amadan, 
To awake;—az dar dar-amadan, To enter 
the door;—az dasht andar-amadan, To 
come from the desert, the plain, the fields; 
—as zabdn dar-amadan, To commit a slip 
of the tongue ;—ba-pdy andar-amadan, To 
trip, to fall ;—ba sar dar-amadan, To fall 
on the head, to fall prostrate. 

( / ^ I dar-amek]dagi, Mixture, con-
fusion. 

jJ dar-amekhtan, To associate. 
y j / ' j L A j j dar ambdr kardan, To store 

up. 
WM y dar an jd, I n tha t place. 

jJ dar anchi, I n tha t which, 
y-s^fjj^ j J dar-andakhtan, To throw in. 

j j dar-andazi, Malice, enmity. 
cs^A yjfc- y^ dar an sukhun ast, This 

must be looked into, this requires conside-
ration. 

•AMjJ dardnak, daranag, Name of 
a sea said to be the abode of angels. 

yJj^ < - a d a r angusht awardan, To 
reckon, count, calculate. 

yjy» y dar (mguskt budan, To be 
in the grip of the fingers. 

aAjjj J AJ^J darrana-u-dozana, By tearing 
and sowing, &c. (see , of which it ia 
the adverbial form, sometimes used sub-



stantively, as the adverb in the English 
" gently does i t " ) . 

u^lj'J durrani, Name of a tribe of 
Pathans, said to have got this name by 
wearing pearls in the ear, and also called 
Abdalis. 

daranidan, To tear, or cause to 
tear. 

dar-awardan, To introduce, bring 
in ;—barg dar dwardan, To put forth leaf ; 
— ba band (ba-band) dar-awardan, To 
fet ter ;—sarba-gurz dar-awardan, To bran-
dish the battle-axe over one's head. 

fc^*®^ j*1 dar-dwekhtan, To suspend, hang ; 
to pro vote, or be provoked ; to contend 
(in words or blows). 

i darrd-u-doza, = q-T0-
A ijfeyjJ dardwish (pi. of darwesh), Der-

vishes. 
A darahim (pi. of dirham), ^jfc^A 

dirdhim (pi. of dirhdm), Dirhems. 
dar ay (for dar-ay, imp. of dar-dma-

dan), Come in ; coming in ; enter ing; (imp. 
of dard'idan) speak thou ; commencing a 
discourse; the beginning or exordium of 
an orat ion; conversation; (for dar a) a 
blacksmith's hammer; a bell. 

A dirayat (v.n. of iS^) , Knowing; 
knowledge, science. 

dardyish, An impression. 
dar-dyanda (pres. part, of dar-

dmadan), En te r ing ; who enters 
anda (pres. part, of dard'idan), A speaker, 
talker. 

y j ^ j j dard'idan, To speak, call aloud; 
utter ; — harza (hazaydnJ dard'idan, To 
prate, rave, dote, talk nonsense. 

j jJ dar dyina naqshi 
pari didan, To look at wine in a crystal 
goblet; to view the face of the cupbearer 
in a mirror. 

A S ^ darb, A difficult pass through 
mountains ; a street, lane, alley ; way, cus-
tom, manner ; a large gate. 

WjO darbd, Need, necessity; necessary ; 
suspended bead downwards. 

I^AW ^ dar-bdkhian, To play ; to buy 
and sell; to give away ; to lend. 

jUjj darbdr, A house, dwelling; a court, 
a rea; the court or levee of a prince ; an 
audience chamber. 

gjA^UjO darbar-kharch, A kind of extra 
tax levied by Zamindars in some parts of 
the Northern Circars of India. 

(^j^j ^ U ^ j ^ j j dar bdri kaman raftan, To 
draw a bow. 

j j dar bdra, In behalf, respecting, 
j j dar bare, Once, at one time, or 

turn;—darbdri , A courtier, an at tendant 
at a darbdr. 

yjA dar baqi shudan, To be com-
plete, to leave no residue. 

yjjS (jjrtj j j dar bdqi kardan, To complete, 
to quit. 

tfVy darbdn, A porter, warder;—darbani 
falak, Por te r of the firmament, i.e. the sun 
the moon. 

darbani, The office of porter ;— 
darbani namudan, To act as porter or 
warder. 

tjW jo dar-bay, Necessity; necessary; 
suitableness, propriety. 

A>A> JA dar-bdyad, Requisite. 
iW dar-bdyist, I t behoveth, it is 

meet ; meet, suitable, becoming; necessity; 
necessary; mode, m a n n e r ; suspended 
head downwards (unsupported by exam-
ples). 

dar-bdyistan, To be meet, right, 
requisite. 

A AJJO durbat (v.n. of Being accus-
tomed, used t o ; intrepidity (in war or 
action). 

j J dar-bacha, A small door within 
a larger one. 

jA> dar ba-dar, From door to door; 
door by door ;—dar-ba-dar, A beggar, va-
grant, with no fixed residence ; adjacent. 

OAJ jo dar badan ddshtan, To be 
clad in. 

ji dar bar, Above ; on or in the breast; 
—dar bar afgandan (anddkhtan), To put on 
(a garment, &c.) ;—dar bar kardan (kashi-
dan, giriftan), To don, to put on ; to em-
brace. 

j J dar bar-a-bar, Breast to breast, 
even, 

jO 

insert, 

screen. 
A darbasdk, A for t near Antioch. 

darbast, = j J q.v. 
j J dar-bastan, To tie, to bind;— 

umid dar-bastan ba, To put one's hope in; 
—nutq dar-bastan, To become silent. 

dar-basta, Bound, tied, fas tened; 
mute, dumb, si lent; a bar, bol t ; full , com-
plete ; a stutterer, s t ammere r ;— j anna t i 
dar-basta, The whole of Paradise. 

Ai? jii dar-band, The bar of a door; a 
barrier ; a narrow and difficult pass through 
mountains; a road dangerous on account 
of band i t t i ; name of a fortress on the Cas-
pian Sea at the foot of Mount Caucasus ; 
an arm of the sea; a place where there is 
good wine ; a f e r ryman ; bound, fettered; 
a captive;—dar band kardan, To bind, 
make prisoner ; to shut the door. 

^ f t .A^J darband-pdy. The gout (unsup-
ported by examples). 

- a dar bain, Dur ing, meanwhile 
(m.c.). 

darba, and— 
darbi, A bit, f ragment , rag (see fy* 

and 
jA dar pay afgandan, To let 

alone, to leave free or vacant. 

dar-burdan, To bring, carry in, 

darbazin, A parapet ; a lattice 



y^^rt Jjo ^ y dar pd'i pil andakhtan, 
To throw before the elephants (a form of 
capital punishment) ; to inflict pain or 
in jur j . 

y X ^ ^ ^^ y dar pa?i chardgfa. ha-
mar bastan, To gird oneself at the foot of 
the lamp (a form, amongst the Kalandars, 
of admitting a member into their frater-
nity, which is done at the tomb of one of 
their chiefs). 

y ^ j j ^ V i ^ j dar pay dar amadan, To 
sink (under afflictions). 

dar parda, Behind the curtain, 
within the veil; uurevealed, hidden ; [dar 
parda ddshtan, To conceal; to deny;]—dar-
parda, A curtain. 

u^y. y dar-paresh, A beggar, vagrant ; a 
long-necked vessel; gugg le t ; a cup, gob-
let ; a burnt brick. 

dar pas, Behind, a f te r ;—dar pasi 
ednu nishastan, To watch ; to think. 

y^y j c^w y dar past u halandl 
budan, To be up-hill and down-dale (m.c.). 

uHy dirapsh (for dirafsh), An awl, bod-
kin. 

dar pashm kashidan, To 
hide. 

duce. 
yjUM 

dar post uftddan, To tra-

y dar postin uftddan, y 
•ft dar postin budan, To traduce. 

dar postin afgandan, and— 
yjtfj y^-y. dar postini kase raftan, 

— the preceding. 
fcy darpa, A patch, f ragment , bi t ;— 

darpih, Forgiveness, connivance ; invisible, 
vanished. 

dar pay, Behind, in the rear ; ne-
cessary ;—darpi, A patch on a garment;— 
darpi paziruftan, To be patched, to admit a 
patch;—darpi nihddan, To put on a patch. 

dar peck, A screen or partition 
within the outer door of a house (to pre-
vent further entrance). 

j J dar-pechdn, Intricate, perplexed. 
y-^^H y dar-pechidan, To fold, involve, 
y^j-j y^Vn y dar pirdhan na-budan, y 

yJ^V^o dar pirdhan na-gunjidan, To 
have no room in a place, not to be held 
by it. 

dar pesh, Before, in front , near ; 
dar pesh dmadan, To come before, oppose, 
obstruct, confront;—dar pesh budan, To be 
ready or prepared;—dar pesh giriftan, To 
take before; to admit, suffer (see also 
LT*H). 

y dar pay kunanda, A follower. 
darpen, A patch on a garment ; bit, 

rag. 
darpi-nihada, Patched (gar-

ment). 
yA-yji y dar-paiwastan, To join, to 

unite. 
A S>>» darrat, A flow of mi lk ; a flood o£ 

rain ; a scourge or whip of thongs ;—durrat, 
A large pearl. 

dartaj, The herb turnsole. 
a y dar taht, CJnder, beneath, 
( ^ y j i dar tahi par giriftan, To warm 

or keep warm (as a bird its chicks under 
the wing). 

(^^S) yj^ e^J y ddr tira budan (gash-
tan ), To be sorrowful, to grieve. 

darj, A manuscript illuminated with 
figures ; a closet, a place for writing. 

A EY darj (v.n.), Enveloping a thing in 
another ; a volume, a ro l l ; [darji dihqdn, 
Historical records; h is tory; words re-
garded, or otherwise;—darj kardan, To 
fold ; to pass by ; to collect, comprehend, 
contain, preserve;]— durj, A casket in 
which they deposit gems or trinKets; au 
open case for a woman's spindle; [ d u r j i 
tang (dur), The mouth of a mistress ;— 
durji guhar kuskudan (gushudanj, To speak 
well, to relate something pleas ing;]—daraj , 
a mediator; a book in which they write ; a 
way, a path ; (pi. of daraj at) steps, stairs ; 
rounds of ladders ;—duraj (pi. of durjat), 
Clouts. 

A darajat (pi. of daraj at), Steps, 
ladders, stairs for ascending. 

yAa, jlu j j dar jay band' shudan, To 
settle in a place, to fix one's domicile in it. 

A durj at, darajat, durajat, The step 
of a stair, round of a ladder. 

durjkad, A jewel-casket (doubt-
fu l ) . 

yjji yt^. y dar jigar budan, To be 
afflicted. 

a j J dar jambain, On both sides 
(m.c.). 

( y ^ j ) yJy dar juwal budan (raf-
tan), To be deceived (see also 

y ^ Jlys- dar juwal kardan, To cheat. 
(jAiSCî  6U y dar chah afgandan, To sup-

press the knowledge or remembrance of a 
th ing. 

yifrjJ dar chashmi khwud na-
didan, To be unable to do a thing. 

fa^y durchkdr, = q.v. (doubt fu l ) . 
^ j f a dar chi tiri, What is your rank 

or office ? 
a J ^ - j J dar hal, On the spot, at the in-

stant. 
a (yAyAi") yd-^ y dar hibdla awardan 

(kashidan), To marry. 
a —^jJ dar his db dmadan, To be-

come wealthy. 
ttjl y j y j j dar hisdb budan az, To 

be solicitous for, to take care of. 
a yJ^yf y dar hisdb giriftan, To 

sum up, calculate; to call to account, 
blame, reprove. 

ajy*- jd dar huzur, I n the presence, ready. 
a £ (Jo. y dar haqqi o, Wi th regard to, in 

respect of him, her, or it. 
-idar haqlqat, I n t ru th , in reality. 



a u 6 ® * - d a r haiz budan, (met.) To 
be impure, to abstain f rom prayer (like a 
menstruous woman). 

tdirakh (for dirakht), A tree ; a beam. 
j J da.r-k]idstan, To erect; to p u t ; 

to place. 
(^OJUJ) taJU JO dar Jchak kardan (ni-

shdndan), To b u r y ; to make little or 
naught of. 

yyt y j j d<xr khdk-u-thnn 
afgandan, To slay. 

dark hdl, A sucker, a young tree. 
<WU- j j dar-khana, A royal palace, a 

court. 
dirakht, A tree, plant, bush, or 

sh rub ; a beam ; a column; a mas t ; a gib-
bet ;—dirakhti dzdd, The Siberian elm;—• 
dirakhti abrlsham, Silk-tree ; — dirakhti 
izkll (izgll), Medlar-tree;—dirakhti andr, 
Pomegranate-tree ; — dirakhti anjlr, The 
fig-tree;—dirakhtiangur, A vine;—dirakhti 
baddm, An almond-tree;—dirakhti bah an, 
The balm-tree dirakhti bih (bihi), The 
quince-tree;—dirakhti pista, The pistachio-
tree ;—dirakhti tabrlzl, White poplar — 
dirakhti tuti safld, "White mulberry-tree ;— 
dirakhti chandr, Plane-tree;—dirakhti cha-
hdr bekh, The world ;—dirakhti khdna, A 
joist, beam, ra f te r ;—dirakht i kkwrmd, A 
palm-tree;—dirakhti kharnub, The carob-
tree ;—dirakhti khitml, Hibiscus Syriacus ; 
dirakhti zard-dlii, The apricot-tree ; —di-
rakhti zaitun, The olive-tree ;—dirakhti 
sidr, The lote-tree;—dirakhti gurkh-ddrt 
The yew-tree ;—dirakhti sib, An apple-tree; 
— dirakhti shaftdlu, The peach-tree ; — 
dirakhti samat (samad ?), Ulmus peduncu-
lata ;—dirakhti lunndb, The ju jube tree ; — 
dirakhti gAdr, The bay-tree, laurel-tree ;— 
dirakhti funduq (finduq), The hazel-nut-
tree ;—dirakhti qahvoa, The coffee-tree ;— 
dirakhti kdj, The pine-tree; — dirakhti 
kundr, The lote-tree ;—dirakhti girdu, A 
walnut-tree;—dirakhti gazi 'alafl, The Ba-
lonia or prickly-cupped oak-tree ;—dirakhti 
guldbl, The pear-tree;—dirakhti maryam, 
A palm-tree;—dirakhti mewa (miwa), A 
frui t- t ree (m.c.) ;— dirakhti ndrjil, The 
cocoanut-tree ; — dirakhti ndrwan (nar-
wand), The common elm-tree ;—dirakhti 
wagwdq, A certain tree whose f ru i t is said 
to resemble the human head;— dirakhti 
hulu, The peach-tree. 

yUAjj dirakhtdn, Trees; abounding in 
trees. 

LS^J dirak]it-sabz, A green kind of 
teredo (unsupported by examples). 

^ b ^ A j j dirakhtutan, Planted with trees. 
e^A)j dirakht-surab, o^Ajj di-

rakht-sumba, An auger, wimble; a wood-
worm ; a woodpecker; a bird 's beak. 

dirakhtak, A dwarf tree, a sh rub ; 
— dirakhtaki ddnd ( the knowing tree), 
Name of a tree which turns with the sun ; 

according to others the tree waqwdq (q.v. 
under CS^J) . 

ft c ^ j j dirakht-kdv, Tree-uprooting. 
val^i^i^A dirakhtndk, Pul l of trees, woody. 

o dirakhtna-sumba, A wood-
pecker, &c. ( = q.v.). 

dirakhtina-sabz, = 

dar-khastan, To impress, mark, 
or s t amp; to pierce, transfix. 

darakhsh, Lightning ;—darukhsh, 
Worthy, suitable; desire ; — durukhsh, 
Lightn ing; flash, g l i t te r ; flashing; name 
of a fire-temple in Kurdis tan, and of a 
town in Kohistan;—durukhsh, durakhsh, 
Splendour, light, gleam. 

y U ^ j j durukhshdn, Shining, flashing. 
y ^ L i ^ j duruJc&shanidan, To make to 

gleam, glitter, or flash. 
JuJAjj durakhshish, Sh in ing ; bright-

ness, splendour. 
durakhshish-jdy, The East, 

^ ju - i^ - j j durukhshandagl, Lustre. 
SAi-i^-jJ durukhshanda, Shiniug, resplen-

dent. 
^jU-jj durakhshl, Sun-rise, 
yju-is^j durukhshidan, To shine, to flash, 
a U - y dar khat shudan, To al ter ; to 

be afflicted; to become restless and lose 
one's senses. 

durkjiuf, A black bee or fly. 
darkhymst, Petition, request, 

application, appeal ; a proposal, tender;— 
dar-khwdst kardan (namudan), To demand, 
request, exact. 

darkhwdstan, To desire, request. 
darkhwdh, Deprecation, petition, 

proposal; a beggar ;— dar-khwdh kardan, 
To make answerable for;—dar-khwdh kar-
dan gunah, To intercede on one's behalf, to 
implore pardon for another 's fault . 

darkhwar, Suitable, proper, becom-
ing ; in food or opulence ;—-darkhwari tan, 
According or agreeable to his powers, qua-
lity, or rank. 

j jy j .y dar khward, Proper , suitable. 
^ dar khwar-ddr, Anyone in the 

enjoyment of a long and happy life. 
^ojys. y dar-khwardan (khwurdan), To be 

suitable or proper ; to agree ; to fall upon, 
to encounter (m.c.). 

^ dar-khwash, Love, desire. 
dard, Pain, ache, smart, trouble, dis-

ease, grief, affliction, pang, to rment ; pity, 
sympathy, compassion; a t r umpe t ; [dard. 
bar-chidan, To remove pain or grief, to take 
another 's sorrow upon oneself; — dardi 
bandi angusht, Gout in the hand;—dardi 
bandi shitalang (pay), Gout m the foot ;— 
dard chidan, = dard bar-chida.n, q.v. above; 
—dardi haml, The pangs of labour ;—dard 
khwurdan, To be pained; — dardi dil, 
Hear t ' s grief;—dardi din, A religious cala-
mity ;—dard rasdnldan, To inflict pain;— 



dardi zih (zi), The pangs of labour;—dardi 
gubdt. Lethargy;—dardi ear, Head-ache, 
megrim; trouble, vexation (construed with 
awardan, burdan, biriin burdan, dadan, kar-
dan, kashidcm, giriftan) ;—dardi sar girifta, 
Troubled with a head-ache;—dardi shadid, 
Agony;— dardi shikam, Pain in the belly, 
cholic, gripes; — dardi farzandi, Parental 
affection;—dard kardan, To give pain;— 
dard kashidan, To suffer, to grieve;—dardi 
kamar, Lumbago; pain in the back ;— 
dardi gurda, Colic of the kidneys -,—dard 
giriftan, To ache ;—dardi mafdsil, Rheuma-
tism ;—dardi ndkhun, A whitlow;—dard 
yaftan, To suffer pain -,—ahli dard, Pained 
with love or grief;—ba dard amadan, To 
be in pain ;—ba da/rd awardan, To inflict 
pain, to grieve;]—durd, Dregs, lees, sedi-
ment, tartar of wine, mother of oil (con-
strued with khwurdan, burdan, zadan, maki-
dan); (met.) the end, the last part [durdi 
Bdl, The end of the year ;—durdi shab, The 
last watch of the night ;—durdi mdh, The 
closing days of the month ;]—dirad, Ring-
worm. 

a J y darad, A shedding of the teeth. 
Wy dardd, Alas ! Oh ! W h a t a pity ! 
v ^ y darddb, A small odoriferous 

melon. 
£ \ jy darddkA, Recovery from illness (see 

eVO-
wUy darddda, = M j y q.v. (doubtful ) . 

darddr, A large and shady kind of 
tree; the elm-tree;—dar-dar, A porter;— 
dard-ar, Pain-producing. 

M J y dard-asa, Grief-soothing. 
p^A *»y durd-ashdm, A drinker of dregs, 

who empties the cup to the dregs. 
yUUa^ j y dard-ashndydn, Inured to pain. 
G u^sUy darddqis, The upper joint which 

joins the head to the neck. 
oy dard-agin, Ful l of pain, aching. 

J^l J y dard-alud, Painful . 
(•I'M dur dam, An anchoret, a beadsman. 
y M y dar-daman, The ornamental bor-

der of a gown or robe. 
j y dard-ang az, Pit iable, exciting 

pity. 
y dur-dana, A single pear l ; \_dur-

dana'i ndr, A drop of blood;]—durddna, 
Like dregs. 

dard-parwar, Grieved, afflicted. 
J y dard-chin, Who plucks out, i.e. 

removes, pain. 
I^Ia j j j dard-khdy, Grieved, afflicted. 
jVy j y durd-khwdr, Poor, humble; earth. 
yy ay durd-khu-ar, = a y q.v. 

Jy dard-khwurd, n^y oy dard-
Jlhwurda, Affected with pain, 

y y dar dar, In the door, at the door. 
dar darun, In , within, 

j y dard-zada, Pained, sick. 
CS'iWtJ iJ dar dast, In hand, in readiness ; 

—dar dast dadan, To give up, betray. 

y dari dasht, dar-dasht, A quarter 
in Ispahan. 

<Ajy» dard-sharik, Sympathetical. 
Jy durd-kash, A toper, tippler, sot 

who drains the very dregs. 
*>J*> dard-kun, Painful , causing pain. 

jcr'^y dard-gir, Pained, receiving pain. 
sy dard-gin, P a i n f u l ; sprained. 

(^j-JUo j j dar-damdnidan, To cause to 
blow. 

dardman, dardmand, I n 
pain ; sick in body or mind ; poor, miser-
able, afflicted; compassionate, sympathi-
zing;—dar-damand, They blow or breathe. 

^jLi^jjO dardmandi, Pain, affliction ; pity. 
A-oy dardma, The seven planets sup-

posed to turn round the earth. 
dar-damidan, To blow, to inflate, 

j y dardnak, Sick, afflicted ; in pain, 
painful ; sprained. 

,jSiy oy durd-nosh, Who drains the cup 
to the dregs. 

dar-dokht, Accusation ; rumour, 
yja-y dar-dokhtan, To sew; to accuse. 
A jyijJ durdur, A whirlpool. 
5Jy durda, Sediment, lees, dregs. 
^JJJ dardi, Pain ; a t rumpet ;—durd i , 

Dregs. 
u^ durdi-kash, — f^T Jy durd-

asham, q.v, 
uslU^jjj durdinak, Full of sediment, 

dreggy. 
^ j y dnrdi-nosh, — <ji»y J y q.v. 

A JY durar (pi. of durrat), Pear ls ; white 
teeth. 

ajV} durar-bdr, Raining pearls; grace-
ful , elegant. 

yj^j ;j dar-rubudan, To seize ; to ravish, 
y j u - j j J dar-rasidan, To arrive; to hap-

pen ; to overtake. 
y dar-raftan, To go in, enter, pene-

trate. 
(j-sij ptf y dar baham raftan, To twist 

together, to weave like the meshes of a net. 
a (jr^j y dar rekktan, (to scatter pearls), 

To shed tears ; to speak eloquently. 
a y dur-rez, Eloquent, 
a dur-rezi, Eloquence, 
j y darz, A joint, the joining of the skull, 

a suture, a seam; a rent in a garment 
which has been sewed up ; young girls ; 
[darzi iklili, Fronto-parietal suture (anat.) ; 
—darzi sinina, Dove-tailed margin of the 
sutures of the s k u l l d a r z i sahmi, Parietal 
suture ; — darzi qishri, Temporopar ie ta l 
suture ;—darzi lami, Occipital suture ;— 
darz kardan, To split, to be r e n t ; (met.) to 
become public, to be divulged;]—daraz, 
Mustachioa. 

A JY darz (v.n.), Enjoying the pleasures 
of life. 

sAj y dar-zdda, A mill-dam ; a sluice by 
which they bring water to the mil l ; the 
chest into which the flour falls. 



O^j dar zabdn ddshtan, To de-
fame. 

y* dar-zadan, To strike ; —chang dar-
zadan, To fix the nails, claws, or talons in 
anything -,—chang dar-zada ba lease, Having 
the hands locked with another in fight. 

fcjt*'))<* darazmdn, darzaman, A thread 
drawn through a needle;—dar zaman, In 
the time ; instantly ;—dar zamdni jdhiliyat, 
In the time of paganism (before the coming 
of Muhammad). 

t)) dar-zan, Who knocks at the door ; 
a needle. 

dar-zand, Dipping, steeping, dyeing. 
dar zanjlr, I n chains. 

darzand, Place of carnage ; butchery. 
darza, A heap of sand or rubbish ; a 

rent in a garment which bas been sewn; 
a girl, daughter. 

darzi, A tailor. 
fo ^ dar zer, dar zlr, Under, beneath. 

darzigari, The business of a 
ta i lor ; sewing, stitching;—darzigari kar-
dan, To sew, to do the work of a tailor. 

A dars (v.n.), Being worn (a gar-
ment) ; wearing out ; being menstruous ; 
lying with a woman; treading or threshing 
out corn; reading a book, s tudy ing ; a 
lecture, lesson, exercise; being scabby 
and pitched (a camel); a hidden path ; 
[dars khwandan (dadan, kardan, giriftan, 
guftan), To instruct;—darsi rawdn, Ele-
mentary lectures ;—darsi 'dm dadan, To 
give public lectures ;—dars-u-tadris, Learn-
ing and teaching;]—dirs , A threadbare 
ga rment ; a camel's tail. 

y^s-L. ^ dar-sdkhtan, To league, ally 
with, join ; to do with, to be satisfied or 
content. 

dar-sar, 8jL. jo dar-sdra, An ante-
chamber ; an outer wal l ; a curtain hung 
before a door. 

A U^jo dirsan (pi. of dirs), Threadbare 
clothes. 

dar-sipurdan, To surrender, give 
in. 

e ^ j o durust, Entire, complete, perfect, 
whole, well, safe, sound; straight, even; 
firm; accurate, correct ; gold or silver; 
coin of the best s tandard; health ;—durust 
shudan, To be repaired or mended; durust 
kardan, To repair ; to acknowledge, to 
follow; to check. 

darastardn, yU-yJ darastdn, Any 
gratui ty over and above the stipulated 
wages. 

^JU^J durust-paimdn, Promise-
keeping. 

^ LS-W)»> durust-tan, Healthy in body, 
t a — d u r u s t - c h d q , Sound, in good 

condition (m.c.). 

a ft* durust-iyar, Of ful l standard 
or measure ; who gives exact weight; just, 
equitable. 

ft ^ 

(m.c.). 

duct, 

liever, • 
£ ut^-jo durust-go (gu), Truth-speaking. 
, durusiagl, Soundness, healthiness. 

durust-kar, Upright , of integrity 

durust-kirddr, Of upright con-

durust-gumdn, A staunch be-

reader. 
durust - khwdn, A correct 

j j durust-dlndr, Grood money. 

darasta, Pardon, forgiveness. 
durustl, Entireness, soundness; 

propriety, amendment, adjustment , reform; 
seriousness, gravity; [ba-durustl, In truth;] 
—dursatl, dursitl, Name of the daughter 
of Noshirwan. 

diU. (j-^J dars-khdna, A school. 
(j^jj dars-khwdn, A student ; any-

one who reads to another, 
s ^ ^ - o dars-gdh, A school. 
A-jo darsa, Forgiveness. 

darsh, A stable, a s ta l l ; a tether for 
horses;—darash, A long kind of cucumber. 

ut-iojj durusht, Rough, hard thick ; fierce, 
wild, fell, morose, stern, oppressive; rugged, 
unequal ; notched (sword); dispropor-
tionate ; hairy. 

Ax*** c ^ j d durusht-pasand, Dull, stupid, 
rustic, boorish. 

^Iji u^ajd durusht-fehwdr, Who fares hard, 
c^&jd durusht-khoy, Of a harsh dis-

position. 
c^Arjo durusht-kko'i, Harshness of 

disposition, 
jbjSu^jJ durusht-gosh, Dull of hearing. 
toAyj darashta, Forgiveness, remission of 

sin. 
durushtl, Roughness ; severity, 

fierceness ; violence ; [durushtl kardan, To 
t reat with harshness;]—durshati , durshiti, 
Name of the daughter of Noshirwan (see 

(JOJ. J J da-r-shudan, To be in ; to enter ; 
—ba-kare dar shudan, To be engaged in 
certain business. 

^yri y£&i jJ dar shakar-bezl budan, To 
weep, to be sheddiug tears ; to rejoice. 

jo dar-shikastagl, Abatement, 
subsidence. 

y dar-shikastan, To turn in, fold, 
double; to subside, abate. 

r dX&jj drushka, A drosky (m.c.). 
jJ dar-shoranldan, To move, stir, 

^ j d darashl, A kind of long thin cucum-
ber. 

a dar surat, I n case; in appearance. 
A dir', Armour, whether of iron, lea-

ther, or mail ; a coat of mai l ; a woman's 
sh i f t ;— dur% dura', The 16th, 17th, and 
18th nights of the month, when the moon 
rises with the dawn. 

a dir'-baf, A weaver of coats of 
mail. 



a j y y dar (araq shudan, To be in a 
sweat, to f u n k ; to blush. 

a s-Ai y dar 'aqab, Immediately after, be-
hind. 

a dir'a, A yard (measure) ;—dura'a, 
A cuirass, corslet (for W y q.v.). 

a f i ^ ^ j dar 'uhda, Due, promised, neces-
sary. 

ty dargh, A dam, weir, mound. 
J ^ y darghdl, Security, rest, tranquillity ; 

quiescent, at rest, 
darg&dla, Narrow mountain-passes. 

cM)^ darghan. A city uear Samarkand. 
«—fey darahast. Yain, foolish, absurd. 

darghasht, Greens, vegetables 
(doubtful). 

y dar-ghalbkan, dar-ghulbakan. 
y dar-ghulbakin (also y^Afcy dar-

ghulpakan, y dar-ghulpakln), A 
door with a wicket, hatch, or lattice. 

^ y dar-gham, Name of a note in music 
(so called from its power of expelling grief 
from the mind) ; a plaee remarkable for 
excellent wine. 

o ^ y darghami,Wine produced at Dar-
gham. 

yy darghfi, Remainders of sweetmeats 
in a pot. 

u M y dargMsh, Many, much, copious; a 
kind of apricot. 

t r ^ y dirafsh, A cobbler's awl ; a scalpel; 
a standard, ensign, colours, banner ; light-
ning; light, splendour; anything glitter-
ing, shining, or flashing ; a sash wrapped 
round the head-gear when going to battle ; 
—dirafshi kdwan (kawiyan), The standard 
of Faridun. 

yUiy dirafshdn, darafshdn, Shin ing; 
trembling. 

yAJlii^j dirafshantdan, To cause to 
shine. 

6J) u ^ y dirafsh-zada, Stitched. 
SA^iijO dirafshanda, Resplendent. 
Aiiy dnrnfsha, A sword. 
V y (j^y dirafshe kardan khwud-

rd, To make oneself conspicuous, to render 
oneself notorious or infamous. 

yAyiijO dirafshidan, To shine; to 
tremble. 

darfanjak, The nightmare, 
j y darq, Anvthing hard;—daraq (pi. of 

daraqat), Bucklers oi loathei'. 
A daraqat, A shield or buckler of 

solid leather ; a wicket. 
a toiy dar qafd, Behind, close behind. 
a darqa, darqih, A shield ; a coat of 

mail; (for q-v>) a t r ee . 
darqihistdn, A grove, a wood 

(see the preceding). 
A «sJy dark (v.n.), Prosecuting without 

intermission ; overtaking, reaching to ; un-
derstanding, comprehending, finding out ; 
—darak, A rope's end tacked on to the 
main rope of a bucket that it may not be 

rot ted by the water ; a stage or partition 
of h e l l d a r a k , dark, Any possible con-
tingency. 

darak, A napkin, a handkerchief, a 
towel. 

a «->\iy darakdt (pi. of darakat), Steps 
for descending; lowest degrees; tbe deep-
est pits of hell (opposed to darajat, " stages 
or partitions of heaven or paradise " ) . 

fa y dar kdr, I n use, in operation; ne« 
cessary, useful ; in requisition; required, 
wanted, desired. 

darkdla, Ice ; an icicle. 
A <&y dirkat, A loop at tbe horn of a bow. 
y ^ / y dar-kardan, To place within, drive 

into, cause to enter ; to introduce; to in-
sert ; to patch. 

soUi ' j j dar-kaehdda, Open-doored. 
jd dar-kashidagi, A drawing in, 

contraction. 
t j A y i i y dar-kashidan, To draw in, inhale; 

to tas te ; to dr ink; to erase; to restore; a 
thread, string, twine. 

jLAy dar kandr, Upon the side, brink, 
bank, margin, edge; asunder, apa r t ; in 
the arms, bosom, or embrace. 

dar kandan, To dig. 
<jyy darkun, A saddle-strap, by which 

anything is fastened to the side of the 
horse ; the higher lintel of a doorway ; a 
large high raised place for sitting. 

dar-gah, The king's cour t ; a port, 
portal, gate, door; the lower threshold; a 
court before a palace or great house; a 
large bench or place for reclining upon; 
a mosque;—dar-gahi ilahl, The court of 
heaven ;—dar-gdhi mu'alld, The sublime 
court, or porte. 

(jjAJtj.i^'y dar - gusardni dan, To cause to 
pass; to present ; to raise (a disturbance) ; 
to live ; to get along. 

y dar-guzashtan, To pass beyond, 
outstr ip; to advance ; to abstain, coase; to 
die;— az had dar-guzashtan, To exceed 
bounds or measure, to go beyond due 
limits, 

y y durgar, A carpenter, 
yjui tay j j dar-gardanldan, To roll, to 

toss. 
yjo j y f y dar-gardidan, To return, to come 

back; to fall. 
Of^ijS y dar-giriftan, To kindle; to make 

an impression, take effect; to occupy, fill, 
overspread. 

gSuXy dar-gusildn, Dragging or break-
ing off. 

y j u i J L y i dar-gu-silamdaii, To d r a g ; to 
break off ( = y ^ ^ ' q . v . ) . 

IJ^Sy dar-gashtan, To decline. 
AiJSy darguldla, Ice ; an icicle. 
(jA^^jify dar-gunjidan, To be contained 

or held ; t;> hold ; to be filled. 
0 y y dar gun, — y / y 
i>S^ dar-gah, A court. 



dargah-nishin, Who lives at the 
royal court, a courtier. 

taUjJ dirlik, "^Mjd dirlik, A short-sleeved 
jerkin. 

A ^ daram (v.u.), Having the ankles 
covered with flesh. 

f*j<> diram, A weight (drachma) ; a silver 
coin, generally in value about twopence 
s ter l ing; money, specie; a fish-scale; a 
white rose ; — dirami shar(i, Three niashas 
and four grains of silver. 

a darmd, A hare. 
yAA^ ^ii^i jt. ^ dar mdri zahhdki ka-

shidan, To put in fet ters . 
(yUy darmdn, Medicine, remedy ; weak; 

imp. of dar-mandan-,—darmdn kardan, To 
doctor ; to cure. 

darmdndagi, Misery, distress, 
misfortune, want, penury ; impoteucy, help-
lessness; paralysis;—dar mdndagfi sukhan. 
A stut ter ing, stammering. 

{jjAiUjj darmandan, To be unfortunate, 
des t i tu te ; to stick fast , to despair ; to 
boggle, stammer. 

s^iU dar-mdnda, Distressed ; helpless. 
^ ( j ^ j J darmdn-kund, Hea l ing ; a healer. 
C^A diram-kharida, Purchased with 

money; a slave. 
diram-ddr, Moneyed; scaly (fish). 

di-ram-dan, A money-box, a till. 
Ajd diram-dnzd, ^ diram-doz, A 

beetle, tumble-dung. 
diram-sard, A mint. 

diram-sang, Weighiug a drachma. 
dar musht, I n hand, under con-

trol. 
diram-guzin, A money-changer. 

durmul, Grain not arrived at matu-
rity, but which, when toasted, is eaten. 

C j ^ U diram-ndkharida, Not pur-
chased with diratns (a slave), born in the 
house. 

darmanda. Abandoned, destitute. 
A^d dirmana, diramna, Wormwood, 

hyssop ;—dirmana'i turki, Wormseed (Se-
men contra) . 

yL^ ^d dar miydn, In the middle ; in the 
midst, among, between, before, in view; 
pledged, staked ; final, l as t ; an interval. 

j j dar-miydni, Midmost ; a media-
tor. 

^ A ^ j j darmldan, To ba rk ; to blow 
(doubtful word). 

darn, A leech. 
A damn (v.n.), Being dirty (hands 

or garments) ; name of a mountain. 
t ^ dumd, A crane (m.c., see 
T J ^ J dirndq, A finger-nail (see jVijt). 
A>;J dar and, Form, fashion, mode, man-

ner, qual i ty ; like, resembling; also-
daranda, 
render ; 

What rends or tears ; a 
rapacious, fierce; wild tearer, 

beasts. 
dj$ jd dar nazd, Near, with, among 

jJ dar-nishandagi, A grafting. 
dar-nishdndan, To insert, graft, 

jo dar-nishastani, F i t for riding. 
a jd dar nafas, I n a breath, in a 

moment. 
dirang, Delay,hesitation, tardiness; 

clog, h indrance; t inkling of a bell; the 
noise made in breaking glass or china ; per-
manency ; the fu tu re life ; e terni ty; time ; 
peace ; sadness, affliction; destruction; (in 
comp.) slow, tedious, retarding;—dirang 
kardan (jjiriftan), To delay, protract. 

dirang-a-dir ang, The twanging 
of a bow-string. 

yxJl&jj diranganidan (caus. of dirangi-
dan), To cause to delay, &c. 

o^V dirangl, Tardy ; lateness, tardiness. 
yA^&jd dirangidan, To delay, stay ; to be 

ta rdy ; to remain constant ; to rest ; (for 
tdrangidan) to twang. 

O^y dar-nawardan, To travel. 
j-5 dar naward nihadan, To fold 

together ; to conceal; to obliterate. 
(^Ajd^y j j dar - nawa rdida n, To fold toge-

ther, 
j j dar-nawashtagi, A folding in-

wards. 
jo dar-nawashtan, dar-nawishtan, 

To fold up, double, tu rn inwards; to set 
aside ; to cross out, to cancel, to efface. 

a t^Jijd durnug, A sort of garment ; a sort 
of carpet. 

dirna, A bright sword. 
^y dar o, I n him, in it;—dirav, Harvest; 

[dirav kardan, To reap;—ahli dirav, Har-
vest-people ; — waqti dirav, Reaping-sea-
son ;] — dirav, durav, diru, durii, Reap 
thou ;—durii, Harvest ;—dura zadan, To 
reap, mow, 

\j;d darwd, Head-downwards ; inverted; 
raised, cocked; the angels HiLrut and Ma-
rut ; necessary, needed; astonished, amazed, 
dizzy ; [darwd shudan, To stand erect, to 
be cocked; — darwd kardan, To erect, 
raise, toss;—sar darwd ddshtan, To hold 
the head e rec t ; ]—durwd, T r u e ; name of 
the kings and grandees of India. 

darwdkh, Recovering from illness, 
convalescence; strong, firm; courageous, 
brave; right, t r u e ; sure; courage, bravery; 
severity, grossness; sureness, certainty; 
vice, blemish, disgrace. 

j^jd dar war, Necessary; dizzy, bewil-
dered. 

jd dar-wdz, Large gates, or doors of a 
city, palace, or fortress (always open); a 
square, market-place ; mendicity, 

^ j b ^ d darwdzbdn, A porter; a warden, 
keeper, guard of mountain-passes, gates, 
and the like, 

darwdza, A door ; a gate ; a square, 
market-place, or exchange where merchants 
meet, and mendicants beg ; (hence) beg-
ging ; a pass through mountains; a boun. 



dary; name of a fortress or castle ; a town 
in Paphlagonia; lintel of a door;—darwd-
za'i gosh, The ear-hole ;—darwaza'i nosh, 
The mouth ;—darwaza'i hazar gam, A mile-
stone ;—az darwdza ba-dar raftan, To perish, 
fail. 

yV fi^y darwaza-bdn, A door-keeper, a 
porter. 

vsfoy darwdzi, Warden, keeper of a city. 
fay darwdzh, Inverted, with head down-

wards ; necessary ; astonished ; necessity, 
suitableness. 

y^iyi darwas, Name of a weight ; door-
post. 

^ / ^ i^da rwd-ha rda , Up-raised (curtain). 
Cjby darwan (for dar-ban), A porter, 

door-keeper. 
darwdna, A trap-door to a roof. 

dirawdnldan (caus. of dirawldan), 
duruwdnidan (caus. of durudan), To make, 
reap, &c. 

' b y darwah, Topsy-turvy; giddy ; neces-
sary, suitable. 

darway, Raised, erected ;—dar way 
shudan, To stand, to be erect, or cocked. 

darwayist, Necessary ; becoming; 
harmony, agreement; accord, consent ; in-
verted, topsy-turvy. 

A. v^y durub (pi. of darb), Passes 
through mountains ; narrow streets ; gates, 
outlets. 

darobast (dar-u-basi), Entirely, 
totally, all. 

u - ; S y darubitaris (G. SpuoTrrepts), Fern 
upon oak-trees. 

A ^ y dar-u-band, Good order; ornament, 
adornment. 

a g^y dwriij, Going, passing by ; dying 
without issue, becoming ext inct ; exceed-
ing a year and not foaling (a camel). 

Jjy durod, Timber, a p lank;—durud, 
Harvest; benediction, mercy; prayer ; 
praise, thanksgiving; name of the last of 
the five intercalary days added to the Per-
sian year;—durud dadan (rasandan, firis-
tadan), To send greetings; to offer up 
prayers;—durud rasad, Greetings come 
from;—durud kardan (guftan), To salute; 
to bless ; to bid farewell. 

fa J durod-kar, durodgar, A car-
penter. 

os/^y durodgari, Carpentry, 
ty^y durudan, To reap, mow, cut down; 

to praise (doubtful meaning). 
A;;>y darur, (A camel or camels) giving 

much milk;—durur (v,n. o f j j ) , Streaming 
in rays (as milk or rain) ; flowing ;—dururi 
mani, Spermatorrhoea. 

t)j j y duru-zan, A reaper. 
A y-jy durus (v.n. of Y*y), Being obli-

terated (traces of a building). 
t fyy diravsh, An awl; a banner ; a sash 

wrapped round the head in ba t t le ; the 
lobe of the ear; l ightning, splendour (see 

;—darush, The wound or impression 
made by a cautery or surgical i n s t rumen t ; 
—durosh, durosh, A lancet ; — dirawish, 
Mowing, reaping. 

^ y durogh (S. druh, drughdha), A lie, 
falsehood;—durogh awardan (pardakhtan, 
zadan), To say or commit a falsehood;— 
durogh bdftan (bastan bar kase), To feign a 
lie and pass it upon anyone. 

j^y. durogh-parddz, <jj t)fa durogh-
zan, / durogh-gar, £ durogh-go, 
A liar;—durugh-go dar-dwardan, To give 
one the lie, to make one out to be a liar. 

^ j y £ j y durogh-gu'i (go'i), False-speak-
ing. 

a fyy durogh-wa'da, Who makes 
false promises. 

duroghi, Fa lse ; a liar. 
a yy- j i jy daruqinun, Dragon-wort. 

duruk, Planks, scautlings. 
diravgar, Reaper;—durogar, Car-

penter. 
y j y darvn, W i t h i n ; interior, i n t ima te ; 

hea r t ; bowels ; a fes t ival ; name of a city 
in Khurasan ; [darun-u-birun, In te rna l and 
external ; within and without ;-tira-darun, 
Black-hearted;]—durun, A corn-measure; 
a form of prayer used by the fire-worship-
pers. 

)})% 0?y darun-parwar, Generous, brave, 
noble-heaiied ; a warrior in defence of re-
ligion ; a winner of hea r t s ; a p rophe t ; 
God. 

a gi^y darunaj (for P . ^Ai^y q.v.), Dro-
nicum;—darunaj i 'aqrabl, Roman leopard's 
bane. 

dar wand, A bol t ; a hook; name of 
a medicine ; name of a wrest ler ; = J ^ y 
q.v. ;—durwand (in Zand and Pazand) , 
Wicked, perverse, heretical. 

^ y darun-dar, Malevolent, grudging ; 
a hypocrite, a dissembler. 

dirawanda, A reaper, mower. 
darun-ruya, Inwards , inside-

facing. 
(jS-jj y^y darun-resh, Heart-sore. 
^ULi^y darunistdn, A temple, golden 

shrine. 
gy- y^y darun-sanj, W i s e ; a warrior for 

the faith. 
darunak, Dronicum, leopard's 

bane. 
gL^Ai (jyd darun-nishindn (those si t t ing 

within), Solitary persons ; hermits. 
y^y daruna, darona, The inside, belly ; 

Dronicum (a herb) ;—daruna, duruna, du-
rona, A bow ; the r a inbow; the bow of a 
cotton-dresser. 

(U^y daruna-tab, Hear t -burning, soul-
consummg. 

darimi, Internal , interior, intrinsic ; 
intimate, confidential; the inside. 

6jy dirwa, A patch to be sewn to a gar-
ment. 



(J) dar way, In him or it. 
O ^ y dirawldan, To mow, reap, cut. 

darawlda, Reaped, mowed. 
_ darweza, darwezha, The prac-

tice of begging, mendicity;—darweza'i dil, 
Visions ; the contemplation of the invisible 
world. 

Lrf.})^ darwesh, Poor, ind igen t ; a dervish, 
monk;—darweshi sultdn-dil, The poor man 
with the heart of an emperor, i.e. Muham-
mad. 

u^y? (sAsjy darwesh-posh, Clothing the 
poor ; dressed like a mendicant. 

darwesh-dost, Who befriends 
the poor ; whom the poor hold dear. 

A ' ^ y J darweshana, Like a pauper or 
monk; food collected by a mendicant ; food 
ready at hand, pot-luck. 

darweshi, Pover ty ; a religious 
life. 

daruya, A patch (see S^J). 
dara, darra, A valley (especially be-

tween hills through which a stream flows), 
a gully ; the stomach of beasts which rumi-
nate ; (met.) an insatiable stomach ; name 
of a district in Badakhshan ; [dara'i dsman, 
The milky way; -dara kardan, To yawn;] 
—durra, A scourge made of twisted thongs 
with which offenders are punished, or a 
drum is beaten (see A. y durrat) ; proof, 
demonstration. 

Lfcy darhd (pi. of dar), Gates, ports, 
doors; ways, means;—durhd, Pear l s ;— 
durha'l baiza, White pearls ; s ta rs ; light-
ning. 

a fAfcjo darham, Current coin ;—dirhdm, 
A farthing, a coin. 

Ax^fcjj darhishta, A g i f t ; beneficence, 
l iberality. 

o f a ijJ durra-kdrl kardan, To inflict 
the punishment of the lash, to flog. 

dar-ham, Intricate, confused, en-
tangled, intermixed, intertwined, distorted, 
embroiled ; afflicted;—dar-ham budan (shu-
dan) , To be (become) intricate, &c.;—dar-
ham kardan, To entangle, coufuse, &c.;— 
dar-ham nishastam, To thicken, become 
gross (as darkness) ;—ruy dar-ham kashi-
dan, To contract the face into wrinkles, to 
frown. 

A. dirham, dirhim, Money. 
p^y dar-ham uftdda, Ruined, fallen 

into chaos and confusion. 
p&j) t+^j)^ darham barham, Confused. 

pb jd dar-ham pichlda (8s^^pe-
hida), Twisted, curled. 

i J p & y darham-pahoastagi, Inter-
mixture, interlacement. 

darham-paiwasta, Intermixed, 
interlaced, intertwined. 

a y j fvfcy dirham-zan, A coiner. 
^Afi&S ^.Ajd darham-lcashldagl, A shrivel-

ling, shrinking, puckering; corrugation. 
W dar hamaja, I n every place. 

darhaml, Confusion, disorder. 
darhu, A kind of wicket through 

which they roll a ball. 
^ dar hawd, I n the air, suspended.. 

dari, Belonging to a door ; belonging 
to the royal court, courtly ; one of the three 
surviving dialects of the seven anciently 
spoken in Persia, said to prevail chiefly in 
Balkh, Bukhara , and Badakhshan, and 
called the language of the court and of 
Paradise ; an abode ; a place for sleeping; 
a small carpet (the last three meanings 
doubtful ) ; dwelling upon the mountains, 
mountain ( a d j . ) ; hence : — kabgi dari, A 
kind of graceful-stepped, musical-voiced 
partridge. 

a darri, dirri, or durri, A sparkling 
star gli t tering like a gem. 

daryd, A sea, ocean ; a river ; (in the 
language of mysticism) pure, uncreated, 
divine essence ;—darya o-rd girad, The sea 
takes hold of him, i.e. he becomes sea-sick 
(m.c.) ;—daryd ba-juyi khwesh bastan, To 
conduct the stream into one's water-course, 
so as to make it pe rmanen t ;—darya bar ru 
zadan, To dash a sea into one's face, i.e. to 
awake with a vengeance, to startle out of 
sleep ;—darya khwurdan, To drink (sea-) 
deep ;—daryd shikdftan, To travel by sea, 
to voyage;—darya guzashtan, To create a 
sea or a river (as by bloodshed);—darya 
kashidan, To drain a sea (or river), to drink 
to excess ;—daryd u-?ahrd, Sea and land;— 
darya-u-kdn, Sea and mine, i.e. the uni-
verse ;—daryd'i abyaz, The White Sea;— 
daryd'i akhzar, The Indian Ocean; the sky; 
—daryd'i adriydtik, The Adriatic ;—darya'i 
arumiya, The lake of Oroomiyah ;—daryd'i 
aswad, The Black Sea; — daryd'i alzam, 
The ocean ;—daryd ' i fcasra.The sea of Bas-
rah ; (met.) a large cup filled with wine; 
— daryd'i baltik (paltik), The Baltic; — 
daryd'i bl-nihayat, The boundless deep ;— 
darya'i sdlis, The clouds (the two other 
seas, in a metaphorical sense, being the 
mists on the earth and the waters above 
the heavens) ;—darya'i chin, The sea of 
China;—daryd ' i hdmila, A sea abounding 
in pearls; wine ;—daryd'i khazar, The Cas-
pian Sea ; — darya'i khun, An ocean of 
blood ;—darya'i rum, The Mediterranean 
Sea;—darya' i zar-afshdn, Name of a river 
near Samarqand ;—daryd'i sd'ila, A sea 
abounding in pearls ; wine ; — daryd'i shahi, 
The lake of Oroomiya (shdhi being the 
name of promontory on its shore) ;—dar-
yd'i shahd, Name of the River Hirmand; 
—daryd'i 'aqll, The sea of intelligence which 
surrounds the throne of God ;—darya'i 
'ummdn, The Persian Gulf daryd'i qard 
danglz, The Black Sea (m.c.) ;—daryd'i 
qulzum, The Red Sea;—daryd' i qir, A sea 
of pitch, i.e. a dark n i g h t ; an inkstand 
ful l of ink ;—daryd ' i kdshghjir, The Sea of 



Kashgar (see bahri ghamdm under f*>) ;— 
daryd'i la'l ( a sea of ruby), A cup filled 
with wine;—daryd'i mansh, The English 
Channel (m.c. f rom Fr . la Manche) ;—dar-
yd'i muhit, The ocean daryd'i maghrib, 
The Western Ocean; — daryd'i nil, The 
River Nile;— daryd'i hind, The Indian 
Ocean;—az daryd sadma didan, To suffer 
from sea-sickness (m.c.);—ba-darya an-
ddkhtan, To launch (a ship) ;—ba-darya 
dadan, To wash ; to remove ; to withdraw 
a glance. 

v^/ darydb (imp. of dar-ydftan), Know ; 
knowing; (an older form of daryd corre-
sponding with Pars, darydw) a sea. 

ft daryd-bar, Raining like a deluge; 
abounding in r ivers; the ocean; a sea-
port ; the south coast of Laristan and 
Karman. 

daryabdnidan, To make under-
stand. 

daryd-band, A port, haven ; a dock-
yard; 3rd pi. of the aorist of dar-ydftan. 

darydbanda, Intel l igent, 
y ^ r f ^ d darydbidan, To hang, suspend. 
t u&rf ^jJ daryd-begi, An admiral (m.c.). 

daryacha, A lake, pool, mere. 
J j ^ daryd-dil, Bountiful as the sea. 
)) daryd-rav, Travelling by sea. 
A U-^D diryds, A lion. 

darya-shikasta, A sea-breach. 
daryashukoh, Majestic as the sea. 

ctJ^i j j dar-yaft, Perception, understand-
ing, knowledge ; at tainment, acquisition ; 
discovery, inquiry, investigation; — dar-
ydft kardan, To discern. 

jSl&Jljy darydftgar, A discerner. 
darydftagi, Penetration, saga-

city. 
dar-yaftan, To understand, know, 

perceive, find out, comprehend, experience, 
be acquainted with ; to accomplish, arrive 
at, overtake ; to help, assist, 

a!^ dirydk, Treacle ; the bezoar; opium. 
ty^ daryd-kdr, A mariner. 

LT* daryd-kash, A bottomless toper, 
a deep drinker (able to drain a sea). 

a liy darya-kaf, Bounteous as the 
ocean. 

jL$ Uy daryd-kandr, The sea-shore. 
darydgar, = ft^i^ q.v. 

darydgari, The trade of a mariner. 
darya-gosh (sea-ear), A shell. 

a j y darya-nawal, Bounteous as the 
sea. 

a> <jNy darya-nawali, Excessive libe-
rality. 

ĵA daryd-naward, A voyager. 
daryd-nosh, = ( j i i 'b j j q.y. 

yWjlijj darydwagdn, World (sea and 
land, see daryd-u-kdn, under 

aft-i ^ daryd-yasdr, (Vast) as the sea 
in wealth. 

daryd'i, Marine, mari t ime; a voy-

ager ; (met.) troubled (the heart) ; in dis-
tress (as a ship). 

A daryat, diryat (y.n. of Know-
ing. 

yW^A darejdn, darechdn, An astro-
nomical method or rule, according to which 
the constellations are divided into three 
classes (see 

daricha, A small door ; a window; 
a small hole for the admission of light ; a 
wicket; a mould in which goldsmiths cast 
gold and silver; a part of the saddle; a 
mountain-peak (unsupported) ;—daricha*i 
gosh, The ear-hole. 

darikh. dirikh, — q.v. 
A AJJD duraid (dim. of adrad), Somewhat 

toothless ; a man's name; a nickname. 
(jSajjj daridagi, Rent, tear, laceration. 

daridan, To tear, rend, lacerate; to 
cut out (cloth) ; to lay open; to sub t rac t ; 
to be loosed; to be to rn ;—dur idan , To 
reap, mow. 

SAyj darida, Torn ; glaring (eyes); [darida 
shudan, To be torn ; ]—dur ida , Reaped. 

sjojj darida• dahan, Plain-spoken ; 
open-mouthed ; talking at random. 

A YJJJ darir (v.n. of Jo), Going lightly, or 
galloping hard (a horse). 

diris, u^jA dirish, A kind of play. 
jA dur-yasdr, Havings the lef t hand 

ful l of pearls. 
darigh, Stupid, foolish;—direght 

duregh. Denial; re fusa l ; repugnance, dis-
inclination ; sorrow, vexation, grief, an-
guish ; regret, sorrow for past offences ; a 
sigh ; omission, failure ; slow, Black ; diffi-
cult, troublesome; a particle of pity and 
regret) ah ! alas !—diregh dmadan, To sigh ; 
to fear ;—diregh khwurdan, To sigh, devour 
sighs, grieve ;—diregh ddshtan, To with-
hold, keep back, refuse, spare; — diregh 
kardan, To deny, refuse, withhold, re jec t ; 
to lament, pity, regret;—diregh nist, There 
is no denial or refusal, you are welcome to 
i t ;—ma-rd direghmi-dyad (miydyad), I am 
sorry, I regret ; I refuse, am unwilling, 
deny. 

diregh&t Ah ! alas ! well-a-day I 
udi j j dar yak BU, In one part. 

(jlS^J daregdn, Certain astronomical 
figures. 

darimana, Wormwood of Pontus. 
e>4)J dar in ( for ^ JA), I n th is ;—dar in 

asnd, I n the meantime ; — - dar in tang-
na'i, I n this world; — dar in juinbish, 
At this moment;—dar in md bain, I n this 
interval;—dar in maiddn, Here below ;— 
dar in wald, Now ;—dar in hangdma, The 
world. 

c\ji)A dariwdkh, Refusal, denia l ; defect 
(unsupported by examples). 

(J-^A darewds, The four door-posts ; the 
bar of a door ; the four sides, circuit, or 
circumference. 



))t y dar-yoz, y dar-yoza, Begging, 
beggary, asking; a charitable collection ; a 
beggar;—daryoza kardan, To beg; to ask 
humbly, to implore (also construed with 
tbe verbs amadan and jiristddan). 

yj'f.y daryufth (Pars, daryos), A religious 
mendicant. 

y daz, A gallery, balcony ;—diz, A for-
tress, castle, or city;—dizi safed, A fortress 
mentioned in tbe Sbah-namab. 

(for y ) daz-dr, A builder. 
diz-aftd, A for t built by Shapur. 

y diz-afna, A fort bui l t by Shapur. 
J j J duzd, A thief, robber, assassin ; t h e f t ; 

one of the four sides of a dice;—duzd ufta-
dan, To make a thieving expedition ;—duzdi 
tarazu, Who cheats in weight;—duzdi hind, 
White places remaining in the hand af ter 
staining it with henna ',—dvzdi khdna (kha-
nagi), A thief under one's own roof;— 
duzdi sham1, The winding-sheet of a candle, 

j ^ j j j diz-dar, Governor of a castle or fort. 
Jj J duzd-afehdr (afshara), An 

abettor of thieves; a th ie f ; a nest of 
rogues. 

l^J y diz-ddm, A dungeon. 
duzdan (pi. of duzd), Thieves. 

&>\jjt> duzddna, Thief-like, stealthily ; a 
th ie f ; a robber. 

duzddnidan, To cause to rob. 
jy duzd-burda, Stolen goods, 

y ^ j j j duzddan, A hole in a wall, into 
which the bolt or bar shoots, a s taple ; 
Btocks, pillory. 

fi'iS ojj duzd-gah, The home or hiding-
place of thieves. 

JjJ duzd-gir, A thief-catcher. 
dazdama, A planet. 

itJUdjj duzdndk, Infested by robbers, 
^ j j j duzdi, Robbery, t h e f t ; — duzdi 

az hinduwan 'a,jab n&-bwwad, A the f t com-
mitted by Indians is nothing to be won-
dered at (proverbial) ;—duzdi kardan, To 
filch, steal. 

duzdidagi, Theft , thievery, steal-
ing, larceny; ~ duzdidagi'i nigdh, The steal-
ing of a glance. 

(j^idjd duzdidan, To rob, thieve, steal. 
duzdida, Stolen, purloined, pil-

fe red ; a furtive glance; by stealth, clan-
destinely ;—duzdida budan, To be stolen ; 
—panja'i duzdida, Five intercalary days 
added to the Persian year. 

y diz-glidla, A citadel; a tower. 
dazak, A towel, napkin, handker-

chief ;—dizak, A small fortress or fort. 
y daz-gah (vulg. for dast-gah, q.v.), A 

weaver's shop, <fcc. 
fa cVSy dazgdh-ddr, A banker. 
fay duzmar, Name of a place famous for 

its lead or for a mine of lapis lazuli. 
(jwi^ijj dizandis, Alike, resembling; ap-

parent, manifes t ; as before ; immediately, 
forthwith. 

e y y dizjiarj, dizjiurj, dizharaj, Jerusa-
lem, an idol-temple. 

jo dazh, A gallery, balcony ;—dizh, dazh, 
A for t ress ; ugly, bad ; wicked; bad-tein-
pered; anger ; adhesion; a father;—dwh, 
Wicked, wickedness ; number. 

Vj'J duzhd-ahang, Bad-tempered. 
ŴT dizh-abdd, Passionate ; formidable. 

/ f o r ^ j J ) dazh-dr, A builder ( see^y) . 
f'̂ SVy dizhdgam, Chaste, abstemious; a 

eunuch. 
duWjo dizhdgdma, dazhdgdma, Angry, 

moody ; ill-natured ; chaste, abstemious; 
a eunuch. 

dizhagdh, ^ j J dizhdgah, Passionate, 
blustering, grumbl ing; spleenful, moody, 
ill-tempered, angry, cruel; the commander 
of a fortress ; an executioner. 

30 dizh-dlud, Passionate; peevish; 
wild, fierce (beast). 

j J dizh-dlun, Injust ice, violence; 
alas! 

st&Vjo dizhangdh, Angry, passionate. 
y dizh-ahanj, VSSJU^ jo dizh-dhang, 

Sur ly ; formidable; bow and arrow; a 
small-pointed spear; ruthless ;—dizh-dhangi 
afrasydb, A cave in which Afriisyab took 
refuge. 

yW j j dizh-bdn, Commander of a fortress. 
jV^jd dizh (dazh)-bardz,fav$4 dizh (dazh)-

pardz, Pierce, cruel, bloody ; wrathful, bad-
tempered ; ugly ; crude, raw ; a caviller, 

rf j>J dash-bur u, dizh-buru, ji jJ dizh-
buriid, Frowning, scowling; grim. 

J U — . d a z h - p a s a n d , Temperate, chaste. 
dizhpih, dazhpih, and— 

â ,) j dizh-pih, y dizh-piha, A kernel 
in tbe flesh; a gland, bubo ; scrofula. 

pA- j J dizh-khim, = f^y y q.v. 
y dizh-khay. dizh-khi, A jailer; 

angry. 
y dizh-khim, dazh-hhim, Malignant; 

i l l- tempered; an executioner; a jailer; a 
keeper ; the governor of a fo r t ; ugly ; ava-
ricious, close-fisted. 

i i f i j dizhkhima-rang, Of malignant 
aspect. 

jJ dizh-dar, The occupant or comman-
der of a fortress. 

AJU y dizh-ghala, A ci tadel; a tower (see 
jd). 

dizhik, dazhik, A knot on a rope;— 
—duzhuk, A blister upon the hand or foot; 
a knot. 

aiUy dizhkak, dazhkdk, A carrion-bird, 
ptfjd dizh-kdm, ^S" jd dizh-kama, 

dizh-gam, )•-> dizh-gdma, Irascible, an-
. gry ; abstemious, chaste, sober ; a eunuch ; 

aged. 
t̂ S y dizh-gah, Angry; malignant; an 

executioner. 
A+S'jd dizh-gama, = q.y. 

dazh-guwdr, (Meat) ha rd of diges-
tion ; uncongenial ; difficult to cure. 



/ f ^ j j duzh-gir, Acid. 
d y dizhla ( for dijla), The Tigris. 

dizham, Drunken, crop-sick; fierce, 
enraged, fu r ious ; melancholy, dejected, 
sad, downcast, disturbed, distracted, sick; 
thoughtful, anxious; black, dark. 

dizh-man, Regret, vexation ; refu-
sal ; like a fortress, high, grand (this 
meaning unsupported). 

dizhamndh, Sad, grieved. 
U*-2-*y dizh-manish, Wearied, t i red, dis-

pleased, sated, cloyed, loathing, averse; 
aversion, dislike. 

duzhan, dizhaji, dvzhn, Acid, pun-
gent. 

y duzh-ndm, Of evil omen, sinister; 
pustules ; = pUfco q.v. 

dizhand, Acid, t a r t ; passionate, testy, 
sharp, hasty. 

dazhwdkh, Thickness, coarseness, 
grossness; convalescence. 

y ^ y dazhwdn, dizhwan, A sigh ; regret, 
grief. 

dizhwand, Wicked ; irreligious. 
SjJ dazha, dizha, Angry, passionate; a 

seal (this unsupported) . 
dizhhukht, dizhhukht-

gang, e y y dizhharj, dizhhurj, J e rusa lem; 
an idol-temple. 

y*> dazha-gir, An instrument of iron, 
with which they scrape a kneeding-trough. 

f-fcjJ duzhham, Kernels behind the cars, 
or under the arm-pits. 

^uyy dizhhukht-gang, «—yy 
dizhhust-gang, Jerusalem. 

dazhipa, — q.v. 
iiijo dizhina, A cobbler's awl (unsup-

ported). 
das, (in compos) Like, resem-

bling; tha t ; (for dast) the hand ; — dug, 
Burnt clay. 

H (J*.> das, dis (S. dasan), Ten ; (S. imp. 
of danx) bite thou. 

A daes (v.n.), Hid ing (one th ing 
under another). 

dasdtir (pi. of dustur), Copies, 
models, exemplars; title of sacred books 
attributed to ancient Persian prophets. 

A. JLJ diedr, A fibre of the t runk of the 
palm-tree, used in the place of oakum in 
caulking ships. 

datdrat (?), Unlawful gain (doubt-
ful word). 

A ̂ Ud disdm, A spigot, plug, cork, or 
anything by which orifices are stopped up 
(of bottle*, pipes, wounds, or ears) 

dast, The hand ; the hand including 
the arm to the elbow ; a cubit, an ell ; the 
fore-feet (of any quadruped) ; a handle ; 
side; a hand-shaped leaf ; a coral-branch ; 
a term applied to hawks or falcons ; tbe 
chief seat of precedency given to the most 
honoured guest ; a cushion upon which 
they ait; a prime minister; power, s t rength; 

pre-excellence, superiority, victory ; advan-
tage, emolument, profit; a successful op-
portunity ; rule, method, manner ; time, 
turn, occasion ; stool, purge, evacuation ; 
end, termination, limit, boundary ; t rade, 
art , profession, labour; a game at d ice; 
equal, pa r ; anyth ing complete; (in India) 
the actual collections (as opposed to sist, 
the assessment); [oEaai akhtan, To stretch 
out the hand for ;—dast i dkhir, The last 
time or turn ; the last throw or stake at 
dice ;—dast az dstin bar-awardan (birun 
awardan, birun kardan), To push the hand 
out of the sleeve ;~dast az dstin ear-tez 
kardan, (met.) To abstain from violence ;— 
dast az pa khatd kardan, To mistake hand 
and foot (to be utterly confused) ;—dast az 
jdn shustan, To wash one's hands of l i fe ; 
to despair;—dast az ddmani kase afgandan, 
To separate f rom;—dast az dahan bar-
ddshtan, To talk plainly, impudently, or 
obscenely;—dast az sar giriftan, To show 
no mercy ; to pay no respect to ; to refuse 
help;— dast az inast, W e have the upper 
hand ; it is our t u r n ; now our opportu-
nity has come;—dast uftadan, To obtain, 
learn, find ; find out;—dasti afsos, The hand 
of grief;—dast afshdndan, To dance ; to 
display, publish ; to abandon -,— dast ama-
dan, To be fluxed ;—dasti amr, The func-
tion of a prime minister ;—datt andakhtan. 
To swim ;—dasti auwal, The first time or 
turn ; the first throw or stake at dice;— 
dasti o na-mlrawad, He does not succeed 
in ;•— dast ba-db rasdndan, To perform a 
religious ablut 'on ; to ease nature, to stool 
(which would necessitate an ablution) ;— 
dast bd harif firo koftan, To prepare for 
wrestl ing;—dast bdkhtan, To give as a 
p rey ; —• dasti bad-paimd, A hand that 
clutches at the air (as in l i gh theaded -
ness) ;—dast bdz ddshtan, To hold the band 
bacic from, to desist;—dast balin kardan, 
To rest or sleep on one's arm (in lack of a 
pillow) ;—dast bd man dih, Give me your 
hand (proverbial expression in moments of 
great pleasure or enjoyment) ;—dast ba-
bald'i yak-digar nihddan, To fold the hands 
(in idleness) ;—dast ba-burd, He prevailed, 
excelled, or conquered;—dast ba-bar zadan, 
(met.) To accept;—dast ba-bai'at dadan, 
To become one's disciple;—dast ba-dd-
mani kase dadan, To become one's follower 
or disciple;—dast ba~dast amadan, To 
pass from hand to hand;—dast ba-dast 
burdan, To carry in haste; to promote to 
honours \~dast ba-dasti harif dadan, To 
join hands with an adversary (preparatory 
to wrestling) ;—dast ba-das• rasidan, To 
come in baste ; to at tain to honours ; — dast 
ba-dnsti kase paiwand kardan, To render 
assistance to ;•—dast ba-du'd bar-awardan, 
To lift up the hands in prayer or suppli-
cation ;—dast ba-dallal dadan, = dast ba-ziri 



ehal burdan, q.v. ;—dast ba-dandan hxndan 
(giriftan, gazidan), To be vexed, sorry;— 
dast ba-diwar dadan (kashldan), To grope 
one's way along the walls (as one whose 
eyes are dazzled) ;—dast bar (bar bald'i) 
abru giriftan, (met.) To be dazzled, unable 
to see ;—dast bar-afshandan, To dance ;— 
dast bar-dwardan, To supplicate, entreat 
f o r ; to come off victorious; to pretend 
t o ; to br ing up :—dast bar takhta (chop) 
bastan, To tie the hands to a board or 
log (as a pun ishment ) ; (met.) to render 
weak, helpless, impoten t ; — dast bar tar-
kash nihadan, To prepare for war ; to 
adorn oneself (a mistress) ; to do some-
th ing wonderful ;— dast bar chashm ni-
hadan, To accept;—dast bar dar shudan, 
To refrain, desist, remit ;—dast bar-ddsht 
shudan, To be dismissed ;—dast bar-ddsh-
tan, To withdraw the hand ; to leave, to let 
alone;—dast bar dar zadan, To knock at 
the door;—dast bar dast zadan, To wring 
the hands;—dast bar dast nishastan, To 
sit down helpless ;—dast bar dil budan, 
To be anxious, uneasy, pained ;—dast bar 
dil shudan, To pine or consume away with 
envy;—dast bar dil guzdshtan (nihadan), To 
engross the mind ; to keep back, i*estrain ; 
to afford consolation ; to give a flat denial 
to one's inclinations;— dast burdan, To 
carry off, to excel;—dast bar dosh afgandan 
(anddkhtan, guzdshtan), To lean upon ( f rom 
weakness) ;—dast bar dosh zadan, To pat 
one's shoulders, to be kind or pi t i ful ;— 
dast bar doshi kase ddshtan, To obey;— 
dast bar dahan burdan, To sigh, grieve, 
repent ;—dast bar dahan kardan, To ea t ;— 
dast bar dlwdr budan, To grope one's way; 
—dast bar rukh (ru) giriftan, To cover 
one's face (with shame) dast bar rWi dast 
nihadan, To sit idle;—dast bar sar shudan, 
To make obeisance ;—dast bar sar kashldan, 
To give permission; to say good-bye; — 
dasi bar sar giriftan, To place the hand to 
one's head (in salutation, or as a sign of 
distress) ;—dast bar sari man, Your fate or 
lot be mine also;— dast bar sar nihadan, To 
salute ; to accept;—dasi bar etna nihadan, 
To condole, to console ;—dast bar falak 
shudan, To l if t the hands up in prayer ;— 
dast bar kare bastan, To exert oneself in a 
mat ter ;—dast bar kafsh nihadan, To wor-
ship, do homage;—dast bar kamar dash-
tan (zadan), (met.) To boast, to brag;— 
dast bar kamar mdndan, To boas t ; to stand 
idle ;—dast bar-kandan az chize, To give 
over, desist from ;—dast bar gulu dwardan, 
To strangle;—dast bar-mdlldan, To make 
ready, prepare for;—dast bar na-dashtan, 
To stick to one until the wished-for object 
is obtained ; — dast bar-nihadan, To indi-
cate, point o u t ; — d a d bar-ham Sudan, To 
wring the hands;—dast ba-zlri zanakh sutun 
kardan, To be pensive or melancholy; 

—dast ba-zlri (dar tahi) sang amadan 
(budan), To be submissive, captive, afflicted, 
or tormented;—dast ba-zlri shal burdan, To 
indicate to a broker under cover of a shawl, 
&Q., by the fingers, the price for which one 
is willing to buy or sell;—dast ba-shdkhe 
(bar-shakhe) afgandan (zadan), To be on 
with a new love or fr iendship ; to wish for 
something fresh;—dast ba klsa wa Hshq 
ba-darwaza, The hand is in the pocket 
and love out of doors (said of one who 
prefers wealth to love) ;—dast birun kardan, 
To supplicate, &c. ( = dast bar-dwardan); to 
cut off the hand ; (met.) to withdraw the 
hand ; to fight;—dasti bai'at, The hand 
given in a compact;—dasti pas, The end of 
any business ; stakes given to the winners 
at dice ; a low seat, a throne ;—dasti pasin, 
The last throw or stake at dice; —dasti 
pasin koshldan, To make a last effort;— 
dasti pirdhan, A sleeve ;—dast pesh dwar-
dan, To hold out the hand, to beg ;—dast 
pesh ddshtan, To stand with the hands 
crossed before ano ther ; to supplicate, to 
beg ; to hinder, to refuse ;—dast peshi da-
han giriftan, To hold the hand before the 
mouth in speaking to another (a sign of 
good breeding) ; — dasti peshin -rd badal 
nist, Circumstances have not altered;— 
dasti tu bar sari mdn, May all tha t befalls 
you, befall me also;—dast hamd'il kardan, 
To embrace;—dasti jama (kjkil'at), A com-
plete suit of (honorific clothes);—dasti 
chap, The left hand ;—dadi khdna, A house 
with all its belongings ;—dasti khar, The 
penis of a donkey ; coarse abuse ;—dasti 
khatar, A move or throw, on which heavy 
stakes are depending ; a high and perilous 
station ;~dasti khun (dast khun), The last 
move at chess; a game in which the van-
quished party stakes his limbs ; a throne 
for which the possessor has waded through 
seas of blood ;—dast dadan, To give the 
hand ; to ass is t ; to humour, favour one's 
wishes ; to come to pass ; to strike a bar-
gain ; to r e s t ; to happen; to succeed;— 
dast ddshtan, To delay, de fe r ; to execrate, 
curse;—dast dirdz kardan, To stretch oat 
the hand ; to rob, to exercise violence ; — 
dast dar dstin ddshtan, To be out of cm-
ploy ;—dast dar dstin kardan, To hinder 
from work; to fight, to quarrel;—dast dar 
baghal burdan (dadan, nihadan), To be 
idle ;—dast dar hind guzdshtan, To be idle ; 
—dast dar khun zadan, To fight;—dast dar 
danddn mdndan, To be astonished, amazed, 
perplexed ;—dast dar dahan giriftan, To 
prevent from speaking;—dast dar rikdb 
zadan, To run beside one's stirrup, to fol-
low in attendance on a great man;—dast 
dar rauglian ddshtan, To live in abundance; 
—dast dar kdre zadan, To set to work ;— 
dast dar klsa zadan, To be liberal, to be-
stow largesses; — dast dar garlbdni kase 



budan, To quarrel, to fight;—dast dargulu 
kardan, To disgrace;—dast dasti out, He 
has power over him, overcomes h im;— 
dasti rdst, The r igh t hand ; the r ight wing 
of an army; a gift , largess, bounty ; a 
prime minister ;—dasti rakht, A complete 
travelling outfit ;—dast rasldan, To come to 
pass, to happen;—dast rowan kardan, To 
exercise children in writing f luent ly;— 
dast zadan, To make baste ; to strike with 
the hand ; to clap the hands, to applaud 
(m.c.);—dast zlri kaf mandan, To be sub-
jugated ; to be captive;—dasti sabu, The 
handle of a pi tcher;—dast i sildh, Ful l 
armour; — dast shustan, To wash the 
hands ; to abandon, to despair ; — dast 
sallb kardan, To s tand with the arms 
crossed upon the breast ;—dast i tambur, 
The neck of a gui tar ;—dast firdz burdan, 
To lay hands on ;—dasti fuldn ma-rezad, 
May the hand of such a one not perish 
(said in prayer for one who has done a 
great thing);—dast fishdndan, To dance ; 
to expose, divulge ; to leave ;—dast qalam 
kardan, To cut off the h a n d ; to wr i te ; 
—dasti kase giriftan, To help one, to bring 
one assistance ;—~dast kashidan, To touch, 
to stroke with the hand ; to stretch for th 
the hand; to withhold, h inde r ; to leave 
off working;—dast kafcha kardan, To beg ; 
—dast kandan, To grieve, be sorry f o r ; 
—dast kota kardan az, To abstain f rom, to 
renounce, to shun )—dastquzdrdan (gustakh 
kardan), To give as a prey, to give over 
to;—dast gazidan, To regret, sorrow for ;— 
dast guzldan, To choose or aspire af ter tbe 
highest place;—dast gusistan (dar-gusistan) 
az, To separate from ;—dast gushddan, To 
open the hand, to exercise l iberali ty; to 
decide upon (?);—dasti mdhdn, The hand 
of the fair or of the cup-bearers;—dasti 
majlis, The place of honour in an assem-
bly ;—dasti miisd, The sun ;—cfostf numu-
dan, To show one's power; to show to the 
seat of honour; — dast nawardldan, To 
twist, i.e. to ply, one's hands or a rms;— 
dast wd-kardan, = dast gushddan above ;— 
dast u baghal budan (shudan, raftan, gash-
tan), To be or become one's equal;—dast 
u <pd afshdndan, To be convulsed (as in 
death-struggle) ; to sprawl; — dast u pa 
basta, Bound hand and foot;—dast u pa 
bosidan (bosanidant), (met.) To tread 
under foot, to render thoroughly submis-
sive ;—dast u pd zadan, To beg with impor-
tunity ; to give up the ghost;—dast u pd 
gum 'kardan, To be troubled, perplexed ; 
to lose oneself; to be f r ightened out of 
one's senses ;—dast u teghe darad, He has 
a sword and knows how to use it, he is 
brave;—dast u dile darad, He is liberal 
and generous;—dast u dahan (ru) db (ba-
db) kashidan, dast u ru shustan (tdza kar-
dan), To wash hands and face;—dast u 

gardan gashtan bd kase, To become intimate 
with;—dast u garlbdn shudan ba, To be 
very near to; to fight or quarrel w i t h ; 
—dasti wizdrat, :The poat of prime minis-
ter ; — dast ydftan, To take occasion, 
find an opportunity ; to get possession 
of, conquer, subject ;—dasti ki na-tuwdn 
burld bdyad bosld, The hand which cannot 
be cut off, should be kissed; (met.) a 
thing from which you cannot sever your-
self should be guarded with the utmost 
care;—dast -yaki kardan bd, To consent, 
to agree with;—az dast, Off-hand, imme-
diately (see also —az dast dmadan 
(bar-dmadan), To be able to ;—a« dast bar-
giriftan, To annihilate;—az dasti dahr jas-
tan, To die;—az dast raftan (shudan), To 
be lost, to per ish; to be senseless, or help-
less;—az dast guzashtan, To give up, to 
abandon ;—ba-dast uftddan (dmadan), To 
obtain, to come to hand ;—ba-dast awardan, 
To bring to hand ; to seize, to occupy;— 
ba-dast budan, To be a t hand ; to attend, 
to be ready (see also AJ p. 163) ;—bar du 
dast giriftan, To make every effort, to exert 
oneself to the u tmost ;—dar dast dmadan, 
To come to hand, to obtain ;—dar dast 
giriftan, To take in hand, to undertake;— 
dar dast u pd afgandan. To render submis-
sive, to subjugate ;—dar dast u pa'i kase 
uftddan (pechldan), To urge ;—du dast bar-
ddshtan CMS, To renounce en t i r e ly ;— z l r i 
dast awardan, To subdue, to conquer;— 
rdh-rd zlri dast awardan, To end one's 
journey ; ]—die t , A span; a t r ident , har-
poon, fishing-spear, fizgig. 

A. dast, A plain, desert . 
dastd, A towel, a napkin ; a sash 

wrapped round the turban. 
dast-abrdz, A tool, implement, 

(jjs^ dast-abranjan, A bracelet, 
j b u o dastdd, Many, much ; very. 
I S ^ JU - J dast-d-dast, From hand to 

hand ; a ready-money bargain ; the two 
wings of an army ; a struggle. 

dastdr, The sash or fine muslin 
cloth wrapped round the tu rban ; a hand-
kerchief, napkin ; a towel; an apron; imp. 
of dast awardan, q.v. under ;—das-
tdri khwdn, A table-cloth ;—dastari mussa-
gib, The handle of a wimble ;—chashmi 
chun dastdr, A white, i.e. blind, eye. 

dastdran, Drink-money; money 
paid before work is done. 

dastdr-buzurg, A wittol, pimp. 
dastdr-bast, Afine linen turban, 

jui dastdr-band, A servant who 
makes up the tu rban ;—das tar -banddn 
(wearers of turbans) , Chiefs, nobles, 
learned men, doctors, judges, lawyers; 
dervishes. 

A^b^j dastdrcha, A small turban or 
sash ; a handkerchief ; a towel; a pennant, 
bandrol;—dastdrcha'i 'alam, The streamer 



of a flag \^dastdrcha s akh tan, To present 
an of fe r ing ; to try to conciliate;—ba-
da8tdrcha dadan, To bestow a present. 

ft* ^ j b u - j dastdrcha-saz, A present which 
is sent wrapped up in linen. 

dastar-khwdn, A table-cloth; a 
long table ; victuals carried home by the 
guests f rom an enter ta inment . 

^o^yE. ^Jw.^ dastdr khwdnchl, A table-
decker. 

yLu.j dastdr-dastan (dastdri das-
tdn?), A sleeve. 

j— dastar-sar, A turban ; a shroud. 
(jo?^ (ĵ —o dast-aranjan, A bracelet. 

dastard, A bracelet. 
Bj\ C ^ j dast-arra, A hand-saw. 

dast-dzmdy, Trying one's 
hand ; experienced;—dast-dzmd'l, Practice, 
experience. 

dast-as, A hand-mil l ; a large 
mortar;—dast-as kardan, To grind. 

dastd-sang, A sling. 
dasldsh, A faggot, a bundle. 

UÂ  dast-dshnd, A negotiator. 
J dast-afrdz, A tool, implement. 

A dast-afshdr, A kind of com-
pressible gold, and a ball or orange made 
of it. 

dast-afshdn, Dancing; dancer, 
u i — d a s t - a f g a n , Occupied ; weak; 

a servant ; a keepsake. 
dustdq, Imprisoned, fettered. 

jjiU—j dastdkard, J^Sli-d dastagard, The 
handie of a saw. 

a dast-imtihan, Exercise of 
s trength. 

li—.vj dast-dmoz, Accustomed to the 
hand, tame, gentle, t ractable; a bird 
trained to h u n t ; skilful, dexterous, handy. 

dasidn, History, romance, fable ; 
song, melody, trill, shake; the key of a 
musical ins t rument ; foolish, idle talk; 
f raud, imposture, stratagem ; name of a 
magician ; of a place in Samarkand; of 
Zal, father of Rustam (also called dastdni 
zand, where zand is said to mean " g rea t " ) ; 
(pi. of dast) hands. 

A dast-ainboy (ambuy), 
dast auiboya (ambuya), Anything odori-
ferous (particularly a species of small 
melon or apple which is carried in the hand 
on account of its delightful perfume). 

dast-anddz, A dancer; a swim-
mer; a cut-purse; an archer; an oppres-
sor; transgression,trespass, infr ingement; 
rapine, p lunder ; one who goes side by side 
with another ; a balustrade (m.c.). 

q-j y l u o dastdn-zan, A magician, impos-
tor ; a story-teller; one who touches the 
key or chords of a musical instrument. 

j ^ y b ^ j dastdn-zand, The father of Rus-
tam. 

yVx^d dastdn-sardy, A chanticleer ; 
melodious. 

dastana, An agricultural tool; a 
whip; a glove. 

J dast-auranjan, A bracelet. 
ftfl datt-avzar, A tool. 
XJ' dast dwe%, A firm hold; a Bmall 

present (such as an inferior carries to a 
great man, t ha t he may not go empty-
handed) ; a voucher, document, signature, 
note of hand, or bond ; a title-deed. 

dast-aweza, A present (see the 
preceding). 

dast-ahang, An agricultural 
tool. 

ui—.o dast ba dast, Hand in hand; 
verv nea r ; agile, quick, speedy. 

^ SS—J dast bd pddshdh, Hand (i.e. 
being on an equality) with the king. 

jL^o dast-bdx, Active, dexterous ; one 
who makes away with all he has ; clever at 
chess. 

dast-bdzi, Trick or sleight of 
h a n d ; toying with the h a n d ; pleasure, joy. 

dast-bdld, Prevail ing ; superior, 
victorious;—dast-bdld'i jama, The border 
or hem of a garment. 

dast-bdna, A glove; a bracelet. 
4 dast ba-dast, P rom hand to 

hand ; joined hands ; expeditious ; ready-
money purchase. 

Jot dast ba-dil, Weak, powerless, 
helpless. 

(-s—a dast-barjan, A bracelet. 
dast-burd, Pre-excellence, supe-

riority, advantage, victory (at play, in war 
or law) ; the science of warfare;—dast-
burd numudan, To conquer, to overcome, 
to be victorious. 

yVaj ^ ts—J dast bar dahan, Eating. 
y» ji ts^-o dast bar sar, Stupefied, per-

plexed ; grieving; humble, dejected. 
dast-baranjan, A bracelet. 

pAjl dast ba.r-ham, and— 
C ^ J dast-basta, Close-fisted, ava-

ricious ; engaged in p raye r ; manacled. 
dast ba-qabza, Hand to the 

hilt, sword in hand, ready for battle. 
dast-buqeha, Wrapper of a 

bundle. 
dast-band, Swathes for the hands; 

a dance where they join hands; a brace-
let ; a group of men or animals;—dast• 
bandi hind, Remains of henna adhering to 
the hands. 

^AAJ dast-bandl, The manner in 
which dogs and similar animals sit; cap-
tivity ; lowliness. 

(jrtyjjL.ij dast-bos, dast-bosi, 
Kissing of hands. 

dast-buya (Jboya), A kind of 
melon. 

dast-pachagi, Haste, precipita-
tion, hurry. 

dast-pdcha, With hand and 
foot, in haste, precipitately. 



ĉ —o dast-pak, Chaste, religious ; a 
towel. 

fcs^ ul—j dast-pukkt, Prepared, brought 
up, or cooked by the h a u d ; reared with 
tender care. 

»J dast-pas-zada, Who haggles 
in bargaining. 

aU> (jt—j dast-pandh, A glove; tongs. 
dast-pech, — pfi q.v. 
J dast-pechl, To fight with the 

fists, to box. 
u ^ j dast-pesh, A suppliant, beggar. 

yU^i dast-paimdn, An agreement 
ratified by all str iking hands ; fu rn i tu re 
which a bridegroom sends to the house of 
the bride ; a dowry. 

cCtf dast'tang, Indigent , poor. 
(jCtf dast-tangi, Poverty. 
^ dast-tihl, Empty-handed. 
a c^L^^o dastajdt (A. pi. of dasta), Com-

panies, troops (m.c.). 
a, dast aj at ( from P . dasta'), 

An armful. 
ksJSU. e ^ j dast-chalak, Light-fingered ; a 

thief. 
dast-chalakl, Lightness of 

finger ; stealth ; a civil war, duel. 
v^ dasti charb, ^c*- wt—J dast-

charbi, Help, assistance ; riches, wea l th ; 
—dasti charb ba-sari kase kashidan, To 
bring advantage to, to promote another 's 
interest. 

dast-chamak, Power, autho-
rity. 

vy*- dast-chob, Walking-s t ick; 
club. 

a ufcoU^ dast-hamayat, A protecting 
hand. 

yj^-a dast-khar. Reproach, reviling. 
a dast-khat, Hand-writ ing, signa-

ture. 
dast-khwan, A long table-cloth, 

napkin; a pinafore. 
s^y- cs^-a dast-lchjpurda, Used up by 

wear. 
dast-khwa.sh (dasti khwash), 

Buffoonery ; a towel; weak, under com-
mand ; easily procured. 

j V J dast-diraz, Wi th long hands or 
arms, &c. ( = o—J q.v.). 

dast-dardzi, Violence, oppres-
sion. 

O - J dast-diki, Help, assistance; 
offering one's hand to another to indicate 
consent or approval. 

y-i dastar, A hand-saw ; a small sickle. 
a J) dast-rad (radd), Wages, 
(j-j dast-ras, Within one's power, 

whatever one is equal to ; f ru i t , which one 
can reach with the hand ; aid, assistance ; 
arriving,obtaining; able; greatness, power, 
ability; order, a r rangement ; — dast-rae 
kardan, To assist; to follow, to arrive. 

^ dast-rasl, Ability. 

j dast-ranj, A hand-saw ; money, 
what is gained by labour; t rade, craf t , 
skill, handiwork; hire, wages ; trouble, 
labour, exertion. 

dastara, A hand-saw; a small 
sickle. 

dast-res, Spun, or twisted 
thread. 

soj dast-zada, Struck with the fist; 
rubbed with the hands ; seized, conquered; 
sifted, 

y) dast-zan, Vexed ; a dancer, 
singer. 

dast-zlg, A mason's rule. 
jL. C^-J dast-sdz, Hand-made, 

u. I J W J dastsang, A sling, 
dast-soza, A betrothed woman. 

&U. dast-shdna, A kind of comb, 
with which the threads of silk are kept 
separated when twist ing them into ropes. 

^JAJUV.A <O dast-shustanl, Whatever is 
employed for washing wi th ; any lotion 
with an infusion of marsh-mallows or 
myrtle-leaves. 

a dast'shifd, An epithet of a phy-
sician who is successful in restoring his 
patients to health (one who has healing in 
his hand) . 

dast-shikasta (broken-
handed), Unable to procure a livelihood, 
and ignorant of any trade, art , or pro-
fession. 

i^ZA, dast-shikan, Bruis ing the h a n d ; 
a curling lock, 

( j ^ j dast-shuy, A wash-hand bason, 
or the water in which the hands are 
washed; washing the b a n d s ; potash; de-
spair, hopelessness ; imp. of dast shustan, 
q.v. sub . 

a s A t dast-talab, Begging, want. 
a s-^-ji ct^-J dast-ghaib, Surname of a 

dynasty of Persian princes (as enjoying 
favour with the invisible world). 

a JVi dast-fal, Handsel . 
Jj-ji us^w-J dast-farsiid, <-=-—.j dast-

farsuda, Worn by the hand. 
^ j k dast'faranjan, A "bracelet, 
^ j y i dast-farosh, A hawker, a re-

tailer. 
^jAyi w^a dast-faro&M, Pedlery. 

dast-qala, A reaping-hook (see 

a CÛAS dast-qudrat, Power, abili ty. 
a dast-qalam, Having the hand 

cut off; a writer. 
o A ^ j dastak, A little hand ; a plough-

handle; a spindle; a clapping of h a n d s ; 
a pass, passport, permit, licence ; a sum-
mons or order to appear ; a commission ; a 
rap at the door;—dastak zadan, To beat 
time ; to clap the hands in order to call 
somebody. 

dast-kar, Wrough t ; manufac tured; 
an artificer, handicraftpmau, one who lives 



"by the work of his hands ; dexterous, ex-
pert, expeditious; a hand-bil l ; a royal 
order stuck on a wall, or cut on stone ;— 
dast-kdri fuldn, The handiwork of such an 
one. 

^KI-J dast-kdri, An art, t rade; handi-
craft, dexterity. 

dast-kala, A reaping-sickle. 
dastak-piydda, One sent by 

an Amil to receive rents. 
^ ô —<j dast-kard, The handle of a saw 

(see j ^ U - j ) , 
0) U&U~<J dastak-zan, One who beats time 

in music ; a dancer, musician, singer; peni-
tent , Borry, vexed, in a pet . 

dastak-suwdr, = q.v. 
dast'kash,, A led horse; high-

stepping, met t led; a guide of the blind ; 
reward of l abour ; a weak bow for prac-
tising ; weak, oppressed; a captive; a 
beggar ; firm ; a falconer; a young hound ; 
a horse's col t ; a t ire-woman; a glove 
(m.c.) . 

JIAS us^-d dasl-kushdd, Liberality. 
d dast-kashl, Touch, gentle fric-

tion ; begging, mendicity ;—dast-kashl kar-
dan, To beg. 

fiXyii" cs-wd dast-kashlda, Possessed, 
claimed, occupied. 

<5iS" u ^ d dast-kala, Fet ters for a horse ; 
like. 

ti—d dasi-kotdh koiah), Weak, 
unsuccessful. 

(_s£s«*d dastaki, An ornament for the 
hands ; a falconer's glove ; a pocket-book, 
tweezer-case. 

dast-gdh, A weaver's shop; a work-
house of any k i n d ; a laboratory ; plant 
(of a manufac tory) ; a public office; any 
manufacturing instrument, a loom; uten-
sils ; a merchant's counter ; understand-
ing ; wealth ; excellence; learning; wis-
dom ; power, s trength, ability ; a buffoon ; 
subdued, weak, impotent;—dastgah niha-
dan, To distribute wealth ; to renounce 
wealth;—dast-gdhi wujiid, The sense of 
hearing, seeing, touching, t a s te ,and smell; 
imagination ; t h o u g h t ; memory; common 
sense; auspicious, augus t ;—z afar-dastgah, 
Victorious;—ma'dalat-dastgdh, Where jus-
tice is exercised. 

j\AS ut— J dast-guzar, Assistant, helper, 
ally. 

u ^ d dast-gardy, Subdued, weak, 
impotent. 

e>-.d dast-girifta, A helper, an assis-
tant. 

^ d j i ' i ^ - d dast-garddn, A form of buy-
ing, by which part of the price is given to 
the seller, then re-taken by way of loan, to 
be handed back as a fur ther instalment, 
and so on until the fu l l amount is reached, 
when the purchaser is considered as owner 
of the object bought, and as debtor for its 

price, which must be paid a t a stated term 
(construed with dddan, kardan, giriftan). 

dast-guzin, Choosing for one-
self the chief sea t ; anything which is the 
object of one's choice ; a led horse. 

iXx^^i dast-gah, — q .v , ; — dast-gahi 
dlrpay, The heavens; the world ; durable 
riches. 

^Sju.d dastagi, The world; time ; for-
t u n e ; a f r i e n d ; an ally, helper; a fal-
coner's glove. 

dast-glr, Taking the hand ; an 
assistant, patron, protector; a saint; im-
prisoned ; taking prisoner. 

dasf-pird, O (my) protector 
dast-giri, Assistance, aid, help; 

defence, patronage, protection; imprison-
ment, 

^jlU-d dast-ldf, Handsel (for JU »> 
q.v.). 

JWx«d dast-mdl, Rubbing the hands; a 
towel; a handkerchief ; a kettle-holder; 
d inner-p la te ; easy, smooth ; bare ; a pri-
soner j wealth;—dastmdl takdn dadan, To 
wave a handkerchief (m.c.). 

A^IU dast-mdlcha, A small towel. 
j W i - d dastmal-shoy, Who washes 

the plate, a scullion. 
fiiWs—d dast-maya,Stock-in-trade; source. 

dast-mard, A fr iend, helper, 
ally. 

y* dast-mardi, Intercession, help, 
jy . dast-niuzd, Wages ; recompence. 
fijy. ci^—d dast-muza, A tool ; a present; 

a wadded garment worn by women in win-
ter. 

dastambad (bud), A kind of dance. 
dastambu, dastambo, Ajy-jJA-d dat-

tambuya, dastamboya, Perfume. 
dastanjan, A glove, gauntlet. 

y U j dast-nishan, Placed upon the 
hand ; appointed to a work ; obedient. 

^^-.d dast-nishin, Si t t ing in the 
place of honour. 

dast-nigar, Needy, wanting. 
^j&Li-d dastangi, ~ ut—d q.v. 
jU> dast-nomaz, Ablution before 

prayer. 
( j—j dast-nuwisht, — Li. d q.v. 
da si war, A walking-stick; a shep-

herd ' s crook; anyth ing a span long; an 
assistant, al ly; a wound; a bracelet. 

dastawdra, dastwara, Anything a 
span long; anything capable of being 
taken in the hand ; a walking-staff. 

dastuwan, das tin an, A gauntlet, a 
glove; a brace le t ; a servant who takes 
care of the clothes of bathers. 

dastwdna, A bracelet ; a gauntlet ; 
a falconer's glove; the chief seat of prece-
dency. 

b ^ c^d dast-u-pd, Effort , painstaking; 
—dast-u-pd nihadan chize-ra, To take pains 
in a mat ter , to exert oneself. 



yAo j uu^o dast-u-ddman, Refuge, 
ylao ^ wâ -o dast-u-dahan, In closest 

proximity. 
yUS ^ 

y^J ) dast-u-dahan db-
kashdn, Who performs an ablution before 
prayers. 

da&tur, he&ve, permission, licence; 
dismission, cong£; a prime minister, vazir, 
senator, councillor of s ta te ; a confidential 
person; a model, exemplar, rule, basis, 
foundation, canon, original of a book, re-
cord, formula, or any writing of authority 
to which people have recourse; custom, 
mode, manner, fashion ; constitution, privi-
lege ; a customary fee, tax, or per-centage ; 
fulfilment of a promise ; a bolt, b a r ; a 
large log laid across a ship as bal last ; 
a high priest of the fire-worshippers; a 
powerful man;—dasturu 'l-'amal, A model, 
rule, regulation ;—dasturi mukarram, An 
illustrious councillor. 

a dustur, A note or common-place 
book; a senator, grandee; a pi l lar ; a 
canon, copy, exemplar, model. 

a UAJJX-J dasturat, Perquisites or per-
centage allowed to a zamindar on the col-
lection of his lands, 

y^jj Lt—j dast-warjan, A bracelet, 
6U. dastur-shak, A royal diadem. 

dast-waranjan, A bracelet. 
dast-wara, A hand-saw; earnings, 

dasturi, Perquisites paid to 
servants by one who sells to their master, 
fees ; leave ; custom ; anything thrown in, 
or placed upon another (as if one should 
buy a pound of sugar, and an apple should 
be put on the top) . 

dastum, Recollection, memory, re-
flection. 

y y u j dustun, The dung of animals. 
dasta, A handle, helve, ha f t ; a hand-

ful ; a handful of reaped corn or flowers, a 
shock, a nosegay ; a hank or skein of silk or 
thread, clew ; a lock of ha i r ; a pestle ; the 
neck of a guitar or violin; a quire of 
paper; a friend, assistant, ally ; an assem-
blage of people; a bundle consisting of 
twenty-four arrows; a division of an army, 
brigade; a swathe for binding a sheaf of 
corn; impudent, audacious; impudence, 
audacity, rudeness; importuni ty; faul t , 
offence; [dasta1 i bel, A child's play (also 
called j> dasta pil) ;—dasta'i dast-as, 
The handle of a hand-mill ;—dasta' i ris-
mdn, A reel for winding thread upon ;— 
dasta'i sd'at, The twelve cyphers of the dial 
of a watch or clock;—- dasta* i sitl, The 
handle of a pail;—dasta'i td, The resem-
blance of the letter \ conspicuous in the 
letter t , which is therefore called td'i 
dasta-dar;—dasta'i hard, A knife-handle; 
—dasta'i kdgkiz. A quire of paper; a 
bundle of letters ; — da8ta'i kdlaska, A 
train of carriages (m.c.);—dasta'i gul, A 

nosegay; tbe suu ;—dasta'i marwdrid, A 
string of pearls;—dasta'i hdwan, A pestle; 
— yak sd'at az dasta guzdshta, At one 
o'clock of the day ;]—dusta, A stone. 

iAU dasta-chilik, A bat for trap-
ball. ' 

Ax-a dasta-chob, A staff ; importu-
nity. 

As^j dasta-dar, Commander of a bri-
gade. (See also td'i dasta-dar under 

AX-.J dasta-dasta, By handfuls . 
CSJ^&^-J dasta-kuk, To be wound u p by 

the handle, keyless (watch, m.c.). 
dasti, A torch or link carried in the 

hand ; any vessel which may be l i f ted by 
the h a n d ; an earthen bottle, pot, cruise, 
drinking-cup with two handles ; a large 
open vessel for washing clothes or dressing 
skins ; assistance dasti sakhtan. To work 
by hand, to produce by human labour 
(m.c.) ;—pesh dasti kardan, To make haste, 
finish soon. 

vA dast-ydb, Opportunity, occa-
sion ; procurable ;—dast-ydb shudan, To 
find, to have found occasion;-—dast-ydb 
gardidan, To be acquired. 

ut—j dast-ydbi, Control ; prefecture. 
^Wx-J dast-ydr, Assistant, helper, mini-

s ter ; pupil , disciple; subject. 
j dast-ydra, A gold or silver brace-

let. 
^UX-J dast-ydri, Aid, assistance; de-

fence ; power, s trength. 
dast-yaft, Victory ; opportu-

nity. 
dast-ydfta, Successful. 

i i L ^ j dast-ydna, A gaun t l e t ; a brace-
let ; a scourge; a fiddle-stick; a letter, 
scroll; letters pa t en t ; a necklace. 

a d-astij ( f rom P . dasti), Any vessel 
which can be l if ted up by the h a n d ; a 
handle (this meaning doubt fu l ) . 

a UÂ -JU—J dastijak, A little vessel. 
A dastinaj, A lightning-cloud. 

dastina, Any female ornament for 
the wrists, of gems, gold, or silver; gloves ; 
a handle, a h a f t ; the neck of a gu i ta r ; 
anything written a t the bot tom of a letter 
(as signature, date, or postscript); an 
au tograph ; a royal diploma or charter, an 
edict or decree of a judge. 

das-khat (for dast-khat). A signa-
ture ;—das-khati khas, A sign manual , a 
royal signature. 

A dasr (v.n.), Piercing with a spear, 
th rus t ing ; repelling; lying wi th ; caulking 
a ship. 

A das' (v.n.), Giving, present ing; 
throwing u p (as beasts when chewing the 
cud), vomiting, expelling ; filling anything ; 
the sinking of the veins in the flesh. 

ijtfojt&^A dasqirutus, Dioscorides. 
a ayLo daskara, A town; a castle on a 



hi l l ; a lit ter for t ransport ing the s ick; 
name of a town in Persian Iraq. 

A J dasm (v.n. of f J) , Corking, clo-
sing (a bottle, the ear, or a wound) ; wet-
t ing the ground slightly (rain) ; effacing a 
trace ; shutt ing a door ;—dasam, Fatness ; 
—dasim, Fat , greasy. 

dammar, A kind of fa t tening puke. 
K J dismisi hurt, Dismissal (of a 

cause) by the court. 
y*~>^ dasmu, A French bean. 

dasma, A sort of pulse. 
A dasw (v.n.), To diminish; to hide, 

to be hidden. 
das war da, A rolling-pin. 

dusuk, dasuk, A small stick, wand. 
A dusumat, Greasiness. 

dasa, Thread which remains on the 
loom after the weaver has cut off what has 
been woven ; a weaver's clue of thread ;— 
dusa, A stone ball. 

A dasis, The concealing of a stra-
tagem; an incurable stench of the arm-
pits. 

A dasi'at, A valuable gift, a dona-
tive ; nature , disposit ion; a goblet ; a 
d ish ; a table magnificently covered; 
strength, power. 

dasin, dasina, A jar, large 
vessel. 

dash, Ostentation ; a handsome form 
or picture; resembling ;—dush (S. dur, 
G. Svs), Evil, bad, ugly (in such words as 
dushman, dushnam, Ac.). 

•M.^ dushbud, An ill-shaped and crooked 
bone. 

J-AJ dwhbil, dmhpil, A kernel 
growing in the flesh, scrofula. 

dasht, A desert, plain without 
water; a burial-ground; a chess-board ; 
dry musk ; name of a tract of country in 
Khurasan ; also of a town in Azarbaijan; 
and of a village near I s f ahan ; [dashti 
arzhan, Name of a place three leagues 
distant from Shiraz dashti istabraq, A 
ve rdan t deser t ; — dashti award-gdh, A 
battle-field;—dashti kipchak, The desert 
of Kipchak in Tartary ;—dashti karbald 
kardan, To visit the plain of Karbala (in 
pious remembrance of Husain, the mar-
tyred son of Ali) ;—dashti gurddn (nlza-
wardn), The desert of the heroes (armed 
with lances), Arabia;—dashti lala, A plain 
in which tulips grow wild ;—dashti yaldni 
yarnan, The desert of the heroes of Yaman, 
Arabia] ;—dusht, Foul, shameful, ugly, 
bad. 

C^&J dasht-afroz, Name of a pleasure-
ground. 

(jtsAo dashtan, A menstruous woman. 
^La&o dashtubdn, A watch set over sown 

field to drive away wild beasts. 
U-rO O-AJ dasht-paima, Who travels over 

deserts. 

jljat-xAo dusht-khwdr, Difficult, arduous. 
dasht-suwardn ( y ^ y suwa-

ran, Those who lead a roving life in the 
deser t ; the open country of Arabia; a 
cemetery. 

a IAAO dasht-sair, A journey in the 
desert. 

tjS dasht-gard, A traveller in the 
desert. 

iS^ ut-Ao dasht-gardi, A wandering or 
travelling in the desert. 

p luAj dusht-ndm, Abuse, reproach, 
j^y dasht-naward, ~ q.v. 
^yAj dashti, Wild ;—dushti, A leech. 

dnsht-ydd, Slander, secret whis-
pering. 

yL^xsij dashtibdn, A watch set over sown 
fields; name of several places in Persia; 
also of a place in Turkistan. 

j^as-W dushkhwdr, Dangerous, difficult; 
heavy, severe; indisposed; sorrow; hea-
vily. 

.u-o jVystAo dushkhwdr-paeand, Approving 
difficulties. 

dushkhwdr gar, Mountainous, 
hilly. 

^ ^ a i A j dushkhwdri, Difficulty, trouble; 
danger ;—dushkhwdri namudan, To give 
pain. 

dushkhim, Abuse, reproach, re-
viling. 

dishista, Perceived, felt. 
IA&J dashk, dishk, duehk, A silken thread 

drawn through a needle. 
dashk ar a, ifa.^ q.v. 

^AJ dushki, Thread wound about a 
spindle. 

disham, An awl;—dishum, After-
noon, evening prayer. 

yUAJ dushman, An enemy. 
dashmar, A kind of pulse for cattle. 

(^•AO dushman, An enemy, foe, adver-
sary;—dushmani jdni, A mortal enemy;— 
dushmani jahr, An open enemy;—dushman 
ddshtan, To hate, to hold as an enemy; 
—dushmani zdii, A natural foe;—dusfcrnaru 
sirr, A secret enemy;—dushmani qawi, A 
powerful foe. 

^ U ^ A J dushmandgi, Enmity. 
^JU^AJ dushmandyagi, Enmity. 

dushman-dtir, A hater. 
J^AJ dushman-dashta, Hated. 

&AD> AXAIJ (^AJ dushman ddshtashnda, 
Hated, held in aversion. 

dnshman-mda, Tbe son of an 
enemy ; a born foe. 

i ^ o dushman &hikd,r, A hunter or 
seizer of enemies. 

dushman-shikanl, Slaughter 
of foes ; discomfiture of an enemy. 

^S ^AJ dushman-kdm, Who is such as 
the enemy wishes him to be, unhappy, 
miserable, helpless; calamity ; hostile, ini-
mical. 



^ f ^ y.+J.o dushman-kdml, Enmity, ha-
tred. 

dushman-kdh, Who abases the 
enemy. 

v*^ dushman-Jcob, Routing the 
enemy, 

dushman-guddz, A destroyer of 
enemies, 

dnshman-gazdy, Who iujures 
(lit. bites) enemies. 

yXk+ut dushman-gtr, Taking an enemy. 
dnshmani, Enmity, hatred, detes-

tation ;—dushmanl ddshtan (kardan), To 
hate. 

dashma, Name of a wrestler of Iriin. 
dashmlr, Contrary ; the elements. 

(jAJ dashu, Handsel (see auwali dasht 
under A. J ^ , where perhaps dashn should 
bo read for dasht, although Babiiri 'Ajam 
takes dasht to be a corruption of dast, 
adding, of course, the proverbial '' God 
knows bes t " ) . 

dUAd dunhndd, Many, much. 
(•L&o dnsh-ndm, 111 name, abuse, re-

proach, taunt, invective;—dush-ndm dadan 
(zadan, firistadan, kardan, kashldan, guftan), 
To give a bad name, vilify. 

a ^ j dushnam-dada shuda, Re-
proached, reviled, cursed. 

SjkAfco pUibj dushnam-dihanda, Pore-
finger. 

yS dushnam-glr, Who remains calm 
under abuse. 

AiiU dushndm-ydfta, Abused, re-
viled. 

dashang, The husk of a da t e ; a 
branch whereon dates are growing; name 
of a city in Khatfiy ; adam of wicker-work ; 
a silken thread 

(J&AJ dashangi, Time, fo r tune ; the 
world. 

SyAo dashnawa (unsupported), and— 
i.iAj dashna, A dagger, poniard, chiefly 

worn by the men of Lfir ; a sword, scimitar ; 
a narrow knife-blade; (construed with 
the verbs drdstan, khwurdan, zadan, shikas-
tan, nihadan) ;—dashna'i subh, A morning 
ray. 

dashna-shikdr, Who hunts with 
a cutlass. 

ASAJ dashna-kdrd, A dagger, poniard, 
^yfcd dushwar, Difficult, hard, trouble-

some, arduous ; a hilly, mountainous coun-
try ;—dushuiar zadan (kardan), To perform 
a difficult feat. 

AA-J dushwdr-pasand, Pond of 
knots or difficulties. 

dushwdr-kho, Bad-tempered. 
dushwar-zdy, Producing with 

pain. 
^AJJ^J dushwdr-guzdr, Difficult to pass. 
jĴ Ufcd dushwdrgar, Hilly ; a mountain. 

dnshwar-glr, Impregnable (for-
tress). 

dushwdrl, Difficulty;—dushwarl-
hd'i rah, Difficulties of the road. 

dashishak, dSi&^A^ dashlsh-gah, 
Night, 

A ^ da' (imp. of Meddle not, let 
alone ; take care, mind you do not slip 
da" (v.n,), Driving with vehemence; 
burning. 

a ^ J du'd' (v.n. of ^cj), Invocation, 
prayer; salutation, congratulation, bene-
diction ; imprecation ;—du'd kardan, To 
offer prayers; to say good-bye ; — du'd 
guftan, To bid adieu ;—du'd'i bdrdn, Prayer 
for raiu ;—du'd'i bad, Curse, imprecation ; 
—du'd'i jaushan, Prayer before battle for 
safety;—du'd ' i khair, Prayer for good, 
blessing, benediction ; — du'd'i daulat, 
Prayer for one's prosperity ;—du'd'i 'dfiyot 
kardan, To wish health, salute, bless, con-
gratulate;—du'd ' i qadah, Prayer for ra in ; 
—du'd'i gundam, Prayer spoken over wheat 
in distr ibuting it. 

A V^A di'db, The act of playing with ;— 
da,ldb, A jester. 

A du'dbat (v.n. of S - ^ D ) , P lay ing ; 
playfulness, jest. 

A du'dt, Invocations, prayers. 
a ^gjSVo du'd-guy (goy), A preacher; 

wishing well, benevolent; a suppl icant ; a 
public dancing-girl. 

a Ud du'd-go'l (gu'l), Invocation of 
a blessing, 

A f 'mj di'dm, and— 
a A*Led di'dma, A tent-pole, pillar, co-

lumn. 
a AJJUJ du'd'iya, Benedictory ;— jumla'i 

du'd'iya, A benedictory sentence;-—kdji 
du'a*iya, The conjunction ki, opening a 
prayer. 

A V A ) da'b (v.n.), Driving, th rus t ing ; 
copulating; playing, jesting. 

A J-^J di'bil, A robust camel; an old 
she-camel; name of a poet belonging to 
the sect of 'Ali, 

A da's, A disease;—di's, Remains 
of water. 

A %*>ida'aj (v.n.), Being large and very-
black (eye). 

A O^CA da'jd', Black-eyed (woman). 
A da'd, Name of a woman celebrated 

for beauty. 
A da'dd', ICAED da'da'at, da'da'a, 

Shaking a measure to make it hold more ; 
filling; calling a goa t ; calling to one 
fallen, to rise and be careful ; going slow 
and with short steps. 

A du'r, A wood-worm; name of the 
father of Malik the Khuza'i te, who drew 
Joseph from the well;—da'ar (v.n.), Smo-
king (wood); being depraved, spoiled, 
mined. 

A YFCJ da'z, A pushing, thrust ing, driving 
away; copulating; coition. 

j A T̂ -CA da's (v.n.), Cramming ; trampling 



under f e e t ; piercing (with a spear ) ; (a 
road) distinguished by many marks ;—dps, 
Cotton. 

A da'q (v.n.), Beating (a pa th) ; ex-
citing, s t i rr ing up ; put t ing to flight. 

A da'wd (for da'wd), Law-suit. 
A OLYSJ da'wat (pi. of the following), 

Prayers, benedictions, invitations, &c. 
A SJEJ da'wat (v.n. of YJ), Invi t ing to 

a f ea s t ; invitation, call; p rayer ; petition, 
request, entreaty ; an assembly, a convivial 
meeting ; the Ismai la sect; an emissary of 
tha t sect ;—[da'wat shudan, To be invited 
(m.c.) ;—da'ivat namudan, To invite, to 
call ;]—da'wat, di'wat, Pretension, claim to 
relationship ( true or false). 

a £ ^ j c o da'wat-gar, W h o summons, 
calls, invites, an emissary. 

A JsjfcJ da'wd, in P . also da'tvi (v.n. of 
Invoking, praying (God) ; pretension, 

claim, demand; plaint, action a t law, law-
su i t ; charge, accusation; contention,asser-
tion ;—da 'wdyi barabari kardan, To pre-
tend or claim equality. 

a ^ J J y ^ da'wd-dar, A plaintiff, claim-
ant . 

a ^ f a Jsy50 da'wa-kdrl, Pretension, 
claim. 

a £ JsjCJ da.'iva-gar, A plaintiff, claimant. 
a ^jXnysa da'wlgl, Supplication. 

dagh (for ddgh), Mark, s t igma; ba ld ; 
one whose beard, mustachios, eye-brows, 
and eye-lashes have been cut off ; ground 
where nothing grows ;—biyd,hani dagh, A 
barren desert. 

Via dagha, Imposture, deceit, treachery ; 
seduction, adulation ; vicious ; false ; in-
sincere ; a bastard ; base money ; sediment, 
dregs ; rubbish, sticks and straws;—dagha 
khwurdan, To be cheated; to meet with 
deception ;—dagha kardan (namudan), To 
deceive, circumvent. 

fa Ifco daghd-hdz, An impostor, cheat, 
t r a i to r ; f raudulent . 

dag&d-bazi, Fraud. 
UM dagtid-pesha, Sly, a r t fu l , cun-

ning. 
AiJ dughd, A bride. 
^ j i s j dagh-ddr, Branded ; blemished ; a 

slave ;—dughddr, A falcon. 
y U j i t j daghdaghan, The nettle-tree 

(Celtis australis). 
a «daghdaghak. Titillation. 
a A i ^ i j daghdagha, dughdagha, Fear, 

confusion of mind ; an inclination for any-
th ing ; — dighdigka, Tickling under the 
arm-pits. 

jjLio dughdu, Name of a bird weighing 
about fifty pounds, the dodo (now extinct) ; 
—dughdii, dughduya, Name of Zar-
dusht ' s mother. 

A j i J daghr (v.n.), Invading or attacking 
(au enemy) ; driving back , th rus t ing away ; 

coition. / 

dagi-sar, Bald-headed. 
a J i o daghal, Depravity, corruption; 

blemish, defect ; f raud, deceit, villainy; 
base coin; thorns for heating a bath; 
lees, d regs ; an impostor, vi l lain; a cut-
purse ; a blockhead ; lazy, indolent; false, 
insincere ; a forest, wood, thicket;—daghali 
khdkddn, The world; the human body;— 
khdna-daghal. One who disgraces his house. 

a j ^ A ^ daghahbaz, = q.v. 
a J*1-5 daghal-dari, A slanderer; a 

hypocrite. 
a J&J daghal-dost, A pretended 

fr iend. 
a y j J i J daghal-zan, A fornicator, adul-

terer ; a coiner or adulterer of money; a 
perfidious villain. 

a J-ai Jis» daghal-fasal, Treachery, deceit, 
depravity. 

a ^ l i j daghli, Treacherous ; — daghali, 
F r a u d ; treachery, villainy ; bai,'tardy;— 
dagjiall namudan, To cozen. 

dughiI. — jky q.v. (unsupported by 
examples). 

a Jy^ daghul, A cheat, impostor, a bas-
tard, 

tsyij daghuwai, Name of a forest. 
O J daf, Name of a single drum (i.e. with 

only one skin), a cymbal, tambour de 
basque ',—daf zadan, To beat the tambour, 
i.e. to want, ask, beg. 

a w/J d a f f , The side, the surface of a 
t h i n g ; — d a f f , d u f f , A drum. 

Ay\iJ dafatir (pi. of da/tar), Books, re-
gisters ; volumes. 

A difd' (v.n. 3 of Spurning, 
driving away; delaying in paying a debt 
or obligation ; — d a f f d 1 , One who repels with 
violence ; one who defends his rights;— 
duffa', A great current of water, a surge, 
billow, wave. 

A (̂ Kko daf a* in (pi. of daflnat), Con-
cealed, kept close (women) ; things buried 
or hidden; treasures. 

A daffat, A page ; either side of any-
thing. 

A YIJ daf tar, A book, record, register, 
journa l ; a roll, list, catalogue, inventory, 
account-book, index; a bundle of papers 
or written documents tied together in a 
c lo th ;—daf tar i abwdbu 'Utahuril, Register 
of household expenses;—daf tari abwdbu 'l-
mdljtlegisterof the public re venues;—daftari 
a'mdly Book of l i f e ;—daf tar andar-nhikas-
tan, To make a reg is te r ;—daf tar shikastan 
To turn down the leaf of a book;—daftari 
qdzi, (met.) The t r ipe ;—da f tar kardan, To 
enroll, put down in a list, make an inven-
tory ; — daftari parln-ra (daftar-rd) gdv 
khwurd, The accounts are set t led;—daftari 
maktlud, A perpetual record ; — daftari 
mauqufdt, Chamber of accounts ;—daftari 
namadT (namadin), (met.) Illusory work, 
anything futile or inane. 



a daftar-aray, Adorning a book. 
a Aij jiio daftar-band, A filer of records ; 

an office-keeper; a book-binder. 
a i^yiti daftarcha, A small book, a book-

let, &c. 
j daftar-fchana, A public office 

where they keep the archives, witb a parti-
cular register of the royal pensions and 
donations; the record-office; an office, 
counting-house. 

a fcjiyid daftar-kfiarch, Office-charges. 
a ftdaftar-ddr, High treasurer, in-

tendant of the finances, chancellor of the 
exchequer ; keeper of records ;—daftar-
ddri sultan, High treasurer of the Sultan 
or king; Custos Rotulorum of the Privy 
Domain (m.c.). 

a ft* yJj daf tar-nig dr, Who k e e P s an ac-
count-book, a book-keeper, a registrar. 

a Lr*y y io daf tar-na,vols A clerk, regis-
trar. 

a daftarl, An office-keeper. 
Axid dafta, daf tin, A weaver's comb, 

daftl, daftln (probably for A. 
daffatain), The sides' or boards (of the 
binding of a book) ; pasteboard. 

A j i j dafr (v.n.), S t inking; offensive 
smell from the arm-pits ;—dafar, Tlie 
breeding of worms in meat from putrefac-
tion, 

dafzak, Thick, gross, fa t . 
ft. daf-sdz, A drummer. 
A £ID daf (v.n.), Pushing, thrusting, 

driving away, beating off, parrying, repel-
ling, averting, warding off; repulse ;—daf 
anddkhtan, To drive off, postpone ;—daf ' i 
'atash, Slaking t h i r s t ; — d a f ' i gham kardan, 
To drive off care ;—daf ' kardan, To eva-
cuate. 

A dafa'at (pi. of the following), 
Times, instants. 

A daf at, daf'a, A race, a hea t ; one 
time, once; a moment, an ins tant ; [ d a f -
4atan. Suddenly ;—daf'a ba-dafa, From 
time to time, repeatedly ; ] — d u f a , A rush 
of water; a rain-pour. 

a ft daf'a dar, A subaltern officer 
of cavalry ; a head peon. 

a ^yiid daf'e, Then, immediately ; again. 
A dafq (v.n.), Pouring out (water). 
utAid dafak, A butt or mark for archers, 
yt&j daf-kash, A little window or peep-

hole in a woman's apartment. 
A JLJ difi, J ^ A diflu, A certain poisonous 

plant called in Persian khar-zahra. 
ilid dafla, A small tambourine. 
A YID dafn (v.n.) Hiding under ground, 

interring, burying; [dafn budan, To be 
buried ; — dafn kardan (namudan), To 
bury ; ]—di fn , Name of a place. 

daf-nawaz, A drummer, a player 
on the tambourine. 

^ y J j dafnuk, dafanuk, A saddle-cloth 
of Bilk intermixed with gold ; an iron mace, 

a club ( = j U ^ q.v., this meaning doubt-
ful). 

ALio daflla kardan, To march past, 
to file off (m.c. from French defiler). 

daf in, A^d dafina, Hid, buried under 
g round; a buried t reasure; a concealed 
well, fountain, or cistern ; a latent disease. 

J d dag, A coarse dervish's garment ; 
begging, mendicity; a bald head; a kind 
of costly stuff ; contradiction, opposition ; 
—daq az dil-bar, A certain wrestl ing-tr ick; 
—daq zadan (kardan), To beg;—daq girif-
tan, To reproach, vilify. 

A JD daqq, in P. mostly daq (v.n.), 
Bruising, pounding small, braying (in a 
mortar) ; [daqi bdb kardan, To knock at 
the door or gate;—daq u laq kardan, To 
make a brawling noise;]—diqq, Subtile, 
minute, s lender; a hectic fever, consump-
tion, a trophy; teasing, t rouble ; small 
wood; chips. 

A jUd diqdq, Chips, laths ;—duqdq, Mi-
nute, small;—daqqdq, A meal man; a fuller. 

A duqdqat, Bruised rice ;—daqqaqat, 
A pestle for bruising rice. 

a (ji^id daqqdql, Full ing;—daqdqi kar-
J dan, To thump, pound ; to full . 

A daqaiq (pi. of daqlqat), Subtil-
ties, smaller particulars, minuti® ; minutes, 
moments ; meals, flours. 

A &D diqqat (v.n. of J J ) , Being fine, 
minute (as dust or flour); slenderness, 
delicacy, exil i ty; a subtile or minute 
th ing ; abstrusity, difficulty, nicety ; punc-
tuality, accuracy ;—duqqat, Small dust 
carried away by the wind ; pounded salt 
or seasoning; elegance, comeliness, beauty. 

a AUWJ <-J»d diqqat-pasand, Liking subtil-
ties or difficulties. 

a ft j d diqq-ddr, Troublesome, teasing. 
a tsj^d jd diqq-dari, Trouble, vexation. 
a (jyUUaiJ daqtdmdnun (G. 8tK.Tau.vov), 

Wild mint. 
A daqa' (v n. of £**>), Being contented 

though indigent, bearing the trials of life 
without complaining; being prostrate, 
cleaving to the ground; f re t t ing under 
poverty. 

A J ld daqal, A palm-tree loaded with 
f r u i t ; a bad kind of da tes ; the mast of a 
ship. 

a ) J-4 daq u laq (for P . j ^ d q.v.), 
Dry ; empty; an extensive uncultivated 
plain ; a bald head. (See also daq u laq 
kardan under A. j d ) . 

A daqiq, Subtile, minute, abstruse ; 
fine, slim, slender; t r if l ing; flour;—su'dli 
daqiq, A subtle question. 

A ^Ajid daqlqat, daqiqa, Subtile; a trifle, 
anything minu te ; a minute, a moment ; 
the sixtieth part of an astronomical de-
gree ; a sheep. 

a v b daqiqa-ydb, Discovering subtil-
ties. 



a a®*50 daqlqi, Name of a Persian poet, 
a thousand of whose verses have been em-
bodied by Firdausi in his Shah-nama. 

^J dak, A part , portion ; measure, de-
cree ; a beggar; beggary; strengthened, 
firm, fortified, s t rong; blow, collision, 
shock, or bruise ; the head ; a bald head ; 
a barren mountain ; a desert without vege-
tation ; hard ground; a leafless tree; foun-
dation of a wall; [dak zadan, To beg;] — 
dik, A word used in calling a cock y—duk 
(for duk), A spindle (unsupported by ex-
amples). 

A dakk (v.n.), Bruising, braying, 
grinding; levelling; level g round ;—dukk , 
A hill, a low mountain; broad-backed 
(horses) ; hump-less (she-camels). 

A duka', A disease incident to the 
chest of camels and horses. 

A dakakin (pi. of dukkan), Shops. 
A ytfo dukkan, in P . dukan, A shop ; 

a workshop; moss or soft excrescences 
upon trees; fue l ;—dukan a/war a kardan, 
To demolish a (wine-) shop; — dukan 
baz kardan, To open a shop; — dukan 
bald giriftan, To set up or fit out a 
shop ;—dukan ba-duldb gashtan, To trade 
with another's capi ta l ;—dukan bar chidan 
(chidan), To expose one's goods one by 
one, separately;—dukan bastan (iakhta-
band kardan), To shut up ;—dukan dar ru 
uftddan, The shop breaks down;—dukan 
gardandan, To drive a brisk trade ;—dukan 
gird awardan, To produce one's goods one 
af ter the other ',^-dukan gardldan, The 
trade flourishes;—dukan giriftan, To lay 
out a shop ;—dukan garm sakhtan. To drive 
a brisk trade ;—dukan kushddan (gushd-
dan), To open a shop ; —dukan kashidan 
(nihddan), To lav out a shop;—dukan wd-
kardan, To open a shop. 

a csVi dukd.n-aray, Adorning the 
shop; a shop-keeper ; one who praises up 
his goods. 

a ytfa dukdn-dra'i, Shop-keeping ; 
enticing buyers by extolling one's goods. 

a dukdncha, A little shop; a bench 
or counter in f ront of a shop for exposing 
goods. 

dukan-dar, A shop-keeper. 
a duk&n-dari, Shop-keeping; 

assertion, persuasion, flattery. 
A dakkat, A bench, counter for sit t ing 

upon; level sand. 
(j^&j dukchi, dukuchi, A ball of thread 

on the spindle. 
dakdak, Chattering of the teeth. 

E ^ f a dakri, Decree. 
dak-zada, One who has shaved off 

his beard, whiskers, eye-brows and eye-
lashes. 

A dak1, Suffering from an illness of 
the chest (of camels and horses). 

dakal, One. whose beard is not yet 

grown, and whose hands and feet are large 
and coarse. 

duklan, A cotton-spinning instru-
ment ; a spindle. 

Atfj dakla, A kind of garment. 
A dakan (v.n.), Inclining to black 

(colour). 
dakan, Highest point of a mountain. 

H dakan (S. dakshina), The south; 
the Deccan. 

^ ^ dakniyd (in Zand and Pazand), A 
palm-tree. 

dakaniyan, The people of the Dec-
can). 

^ o y oilj dak u dim, Head and face. 
«tU } «s)u dak u lak, D r y ; empty ; a de-

sert ; a bald head. 
duka (in Zand and Pazand) , A prison. 

ASb dakka, A mountain-goat. 
H y^O dakhan (S. dakshina), The south; 

the southern part of the peninsula of Hin-
dustan, the Deccan (see 

W î dakyd (Zand and Pazand), I may 
become pure. 

digdigi, A saddle-cloth. 
fa digar, Another, &c. q.v.);— 

digar bar (bara), At another time; once 
more ;—digar roz, Yesterday ;—digar rah, 
Another time, again, once more ; — digar 
shah, The other n igh t ; yesternight;—digar 
shudan, To alter, become changed. 

OjyS digar-gun, fa digar-giitia, 
Changed, altered, varied; inverted; chan-
ging colour. 

jW> fa digar-namdz, Evening prayer. 
dagal, A youth capricious, proud, 

and perverse; one whose feet are large 
and coarse ; roguery, deceit; base coin. 

T dagal, A mast, yard, yard-arm 
(m.c.). 

A*& dugma, A coat-button. 
H A$J daga, A collision, a shock. 
J J dil, The heart, mind, soul; marrow; 

pith of a tree ; t runk of a tree ; the centre; 
the eye; an enigma; reversed (probably 
taken in imitation of A. s-J^ qalb, which has 
the meanings of " h e a r t " and " inver-
sion ") ; [dil db dadan, To take pleasure 
in, to enjoy;—dil as jdn bar-ddshtan (bar-
giriftan), To renounce l i fe ; to despair; — 
dil az jay burdan, To lose one's senses from 
fear ; to despond;—dil az dast dadan, To 
lose courage ;—dili dsman, Mid-heaven ; a 
s tar ; the ear th;—di l andakhtan, To be-
come disheartened ;—~dil ba-darya andakh-
tan (kardan), To undertake a dangerous feat, 
to risk one's l ife;—dil ba-dil, Mutual love, 
interchange of hearLs ;—dil bar jay dash-
tan, To persevere, to persist;—dil bar-
ddshtan, To renounce;—dil bar sari zabdn 
ddshtan, To carry one's heart on one's 
sleeve (lit. on the tip of the tongue), to tell 
a)ll that passes through one's mind;—dil 
bar-kandan (bar-giriftan), To renounce;— 



dil ba-ruy dawidan, To shed bi t ter tears ;— 
dil bastan ba- (dar) chize, To bend one's 
heart upon a th ing;—di l ba-sad jd raftan, 
To be full of suspicion ;—dil pur budan 
(shudan), To be satiated with a thing, to 
loathe;—dil taftan, To turn the heart 
from, to renounce;—dil tahi kardan, To 
pour out one's heart, to make a clean 
breast of i t ;—di l i tegh, The middle part of 
the sword ;—dil justan, To find, i.e. please, 
the heart; to be agreeable ;—dili khak, 
Heart of the ea r th ; the grave; an ox; a 
fish ; prophets ; holy men of God ;—dil khdli 
kardan, — dil tahi kardan, q.v.;—dil khan-
dan (khwurdan), To consume one's heart in 
grief;—dil khunuk kardan, To become 
frozen, chilled;—dil dadan, To inspire with 
courage, to hear ten; to fal l in love wi th ; 
to allow, permit, give leave ;—dil dar gari-
ban afgandan, To put a ( lamb's) heart into 
the shirt of a child (believed to soften i ts 
character);—dil daryd kardan, To be liberal 
beyond one's means ;—dil dil kardan, To 
be perplexed, or restless ;—dil dokhtan ba, 
To bend the heart upon; — dil dawidan, 
The heart goes out to one, becomes ena-
moured with;—dili damda, A wistful or 
yearning heart;—dili roz, Mid-day; the 
sun ;—dil zadan (zada shudan) az chize, dil 
sard shudan az, To be satiated with, to 
become averse to, to loathe;—dili zamin, 
The grave ;—dili sang, A mine ; a mountain 
cave; a heart like stone ;—dili shab, Mid-
night;—dil-ash dard na-kard, H e did not 
care, he had no pity or compassion ;—dil-
aeh shikast bar, He was afraid of, he feared 
from;—dil said shudan, The heart is caught 
in the trammels of love ;—dil tag kardan, 
To call off the affections from surrounding 
objects ;—dil kardan (kashidan), To desire ; 
—dili kase ba-dast awardan, To accept 
one's heart, to re tu rn one's love;—dil 
ka'ba kardan, To implore the hear t ;— 
dil giran gar dad, The heart grows heavy ; 
—dil gardanidcm (guBistan), To renounce ; 
—dil giriftan, To be sick, nauseate, have 
heartburn;—dil garm kardan, To be in 
love;—dil larzidan bar, To be enamoured 
with; to grieve over ; to feel kindly fo r ; 
—dil-am nayad (for na-ayad). My heart 
will not allow me, I do not feel inclined;— 
dil namudan, To show humanity ;—dil ni-
hddan, To set one's heart upon ;—dil u jdn, 
Heart and soul ; (met.) tooth and nail ;•— 
dil u jdni, Heartily ;•—dil u damagh, Am-
bition, pride, BtatelineSB ;—dil u din zadan, 
To strike at one's heart and faith ;—dil u 
zaban yaki ast, He speaks as he thinks, he 
is no hypocrite or dissembler;—dil yaki 
kardan, To make two persons to agree;— 
dtisMn-dil, Of an ardent heart ;—bd jan u 
dil, With soul and hear t ;—dar dil dmadan, 
To occur to the mind ;]—dul, An abscess 
in the bowels produced by constipation. 

A J«» dali (v.n.), Guiding, directing. 
A. daladil (pi. of dul dul, Porcupines. 
JSJ dilad, A son-in-law, &c. ( = «AAo q.v., 

bu t doubt fu l ) . 
tyt J>> dil-ard, Beloved; a sweetheart ; 

name of the wife of Dara, and mother of 
Roshang (Roxaua). 

fVt J j dil-ardm, Quieting the mind , 
heart-approving; a lovely woman, sweet-
heart ; anything admired or wished f o r ; — 
kanizi dil-ardm, A charming girl. 

dil-azar, Heart- tormenting, cruel ;— 
ragibi dil-azdr, A cruel rival. 

JO dil az dast rafta, J J 
dil az haf dada, In love, beref t of 

reason. 
dil-asd, Mind-assuaging, soothing ; 

encouragement. 
^ y L J j dil-dsa'i, Consolation, encourage-

ment ;—dil-asd'i kardan, To console. 
dil-dshub, Beloved, longed f o r ; 

a tree whose seed is good for the dropsy, 
the shrub Agnus castus. 

sAsA J J dil-uftada, Low-spirited, dis-
heartened. 

J J dil-afgdr, Heart-sore, heart-
broken. 

4 teJ^j ddllak, A waiter at baths; a barber . 
s^Sa dil-agdh, P r u d e n t ; vigilant, provi-

dent ;—shdhi dil-agdh, A wise king. 
a dailaki, Relating or belonging to 

a barber;— teghi dailaki, A barber 's sword, 
i.e. a razor. 

A J I J daldl, in P . also dildt, An amo-
rous glance; coquetry, ogl ing; the eye; the 
eye-brow ;—dallal, An auctioneer, broker ; 
a road-guide. 

A dalalat, Direction, guide, mark, 
indication, expression;—dalalat , dildlat, 
Brokerage; the business of a broker or 
auctioneer. 

a AWJ dalldla, A female guide, a bawd ; 
Delilah ; (met.) an informer, slanderer. 

a dalldli, Brokerage ;—dallali, kar-
dan, To act as a broker. 

dilam, A short spear ;—dulam, A 
twist, contortion (doubt fu l word). 

J ^ dil-anjam, W h a t fulfils the 
hear t ' s wish. 

J j dil-avgezan, A musical note. 
dil-awar, Bold, warlike, brave. 

dil-awari, Yalour, bravery, 
j i ^ dil-dwez, Heart-ravishing, suspend-

ing the soul (with delight) ; f ragran t . 
A dalail (pi. of dalil), Arguments , 

demonstrations, indications. 
a sA*> dulb, A plane-tree. 

J j dil-bakhta, Timid, cowardly; a 
sincere lover. 

jWl J dil-baz, E loquen t ; verbose; a jug-
gler. 

dil-bdzi, Rashness. 
yA-i dil-bar, Hear t - rav ish ing; a lovely 

woman, a sweetheart. 



dil-bari, Captivation of the hear t ; 
comfort, pacification. 

dil-bastagi, Attachment, f r iend-
ship, love; anguish. 

Ax—̂ Sd dil-basta, I n love, earnest ; afflic-
ted ; addicted. 

dil-band, Attractive, lovely; a 
beloved child ; the bowels ;—dulband, A 
turban, tiara, hat . 

A ^J-Jd dalbus, dalabus, A species of 
lily. 

•̂Vrf J j dil-biddr, Whose heart is awake. 
dil-pazvr, Grateful to the soul; 

agreeable ; amiable ; soothing; acceptable; 
good. 

cs"ji dil-pursi, Inqui ry af ter one's 
state or condition. 

dil-pasand, Agreeable, pleasing, 
eugaging; esteemed. 

aa*> Jd dil-pesha, Silence. 
dil-tanq, Distressed, sad, mourn-

ful . 
A ^Jd dalaj, The journey made during 

the nrs t watch of the night. 
jr^A dil-ju, (jo), Agreeable, desirable. 
a i ^ J j dulja, The journey made during 

the first watch of the night. 
^Jy^A dil-ju'i (jo'i), Comfort, satisfac-

tion. 
dil-chasp, Beloved, pleasant. 

Jd dil-chali, Bravery, resolution. 
dil-chor, Ina t tent ive; timid. 

A dalakh (v.n.), Being f a t ; fatness. 
(jMjajJd dil-khardsh, Horrible, heart-

rending. 
As—siJd dil-khasta, Afflicted, love-sick. 
^ W J dil-hhjvasta, Hear t ' s desire. 

d dil-khwdh. W h a t one likes or longs 
for, heart 's desire; a beloved object; a 
wager, stake. 

dil-khu-ar, Afflicted, sorrowful, 
grieved. 

dil-khpush, Contented, cheerful, 
glad. 

dil-khwushi, Joy, glee, cheerful-
ness ; —• dil-khwushi dadan (kardan), To 
console, cheer. 

y ^ J o dil-khun, Desirous, wis t fu l ; de-
serted. 

MJJJ dil-ddda, Who has given his heart. 
dil-dar, Hear t -holding; a mistress, 

lover ;~-dil-ddri pari-rukhsar, A lovely 
woman with the cheeks of an angel (or 
fairy). 

dil-ddri, Demonstrations of love ; 
comfort, consolation. 

dil-duzd, Who steals hearts. 
JdJd dildil, A groan. 
a J ^ J duldul, Name of Ali's mu le ; a 

porcupine. 
Jd dil dil kundn, Sighing; irre-

solute. 
j ^ o dil-doz, Heart-piercing; beloved, 

longed for. 

fiAlo dil-dih, Hearty, earnest, zealous. 
dil-dihi, Heartiness, earnestness. 

W d̂ dil-rubd, dil-rubdy, Heart-
ravishing; a beloved object. 

Axij J o dil-rafta, Heartless, faint-hearted, 
u^d dil-resh, Heart-wounded ; a lover, 
^ j ^ d dil-reshi, Affliction. 

JA dil-ziddy, Agreeable; desired, 
longed for. 

Jd dil-zinda, Of a wakeful mind; 
wise. 

A <J~5D dalas, Darkness ; darkness within 
darkness ; vegetation, growth at the end 
of summer ; deceit, f raud, fallacy. 

jLJd dil-sdz, Pleasing the heart, de-
l ightful . 

—3d dil-sdzi, Ardour. 
yVjuJd dil-satdn, Heart-stealing, ravish-

ing. 
dj^Jd dil-sard, Cold-hearted. 

J d dil-sokhta, Afflicted. 
dil-soz, Heart-burning, heart-iu-

fiaming ; a sweetheart; affecting, moving ; 
compassionate, benevolent. 

J ^ dil-sozagi, Compassionate attach-
ment ; ardour, fervour. 

dil-sozl, Compassion. 
dViJd dil-shdd, Happy, contented, glad; 

gladness; a g i f t ; resolution. 
(jSjki J d dil-shudagl, Stupidity, insanity. 

dil-shuda, Bereft of reason; in 
love. 

Jd dil-shikdf, Cleaving the heart, 
heart-tormenting, cruel; agreeable, longed 
for. 

dil-shikastagl, Broken-hearted-
ness. 

A x — d i l - s h i k a s t a , Heart-broken. 
J J dilshikan, Heart-breaking. 

d ^ j J d dil-shigufta, Of expanded heart. 
A kJd dale (v.n.), Striking ou the breast; 

s t r ik ing ; burning. 
A dal( (v.n.), Lolling out the tongue. 
A <—aid dalf, dalaj, = q.v. 

dilf, A plane-tree (unsupported, but 
see s - id) . 

Jd dil-furoz, Heart-cheering, delight-
fu l . 

y S J d dil-firo-gir, A resting-place for 
the heart. 

H-o^ild dil-fir lb, Heart-al lur ing, charming, 
^.oytfd dil-firibi, Attract ion, loveliness. 
jL&id dil-fig dr, Melancholy, splenetic, 

mournful , thought fu l , pensive; an epithet 
of a lover (see J-1). 

^ l & l d dil-figdri, Melancholy, spleen. 
(^oiJd dulfrn (Gr. SeA.^), The dolphin, 

which, according to old Persian writers, is 
ever attentive to the saving of men when 
in danger of drowning. 

kjJd dodq, Bad, naught , worthless. 
a <3Jd dalaq (for P. dala), The hay-

weasel; a coat made of its f u r ; a dervish's 
habit. 



a u^tf- dalaq-posh, Clad in shreds and 
patches ; a dervish, a hermit. 

a iSt* J j dil-gawi, Confidence. 
A dcdk (v.n.), Rubbing (anything); 

giving a rub ; (met,) teaching experience. 
SAXJJ dil-kada, Abode of tbe heart. 
u ^ J dil-kash, Heart-attracting, amiable; 

choseu, approved of, beloved; delicious; 
pleasant;—khub u dil-kash, Beautiful and 
attractive. 

^ J»> dil-kmhd, ^UuS'Jo dil-kushdy, Ex-
hilarating, rejoicing; a sweetheart -,—dar 
bdgti dil-kushdy, I n a pleasant garden. 

dil-kashi, Agreeableness, pleasant-
ness. 

v / J j dil-kob, Heart- tormenting; cruel, 

dil-hir, Blind-h ear ted. 
dalag, An obole (probably misread-

ing for 1'V.). 
J J dil-guddz, Heart-melting. 
dalgar, Meat sticking to the bottom 

of a pot. 
dil-giran, Heavy-hearted, dis-

pleased. 
dil-girdni, Displeasure ; heavi-

ness. 
J j dil-girifta, Heavy-hearted, dis-

pleased. 
dil-garm, Warm-hearted, brave, ful l 

of desire, animated. 
I ^Y J-J dil-garmi, Friendship, warmth. 
J«A J J dil-gusil, Heart-breaking, pain-

ful; broken-hearted; changing one's mind. 
J-J dil-gushd, J»> dil-gushay, Ex-

hilarating, &c. (see ^ J^J). 
dil-glr, Seizing the heart, terrifying, 

tilling with horror or anguish ; abhorr ing; 
melancholy, sad, afflicted, low-spirited, 
grieved; soothing, conciliating. 

^je&o dil-giri, Aversion, horror, indig-
nation ; affliction;—dil-giri'i hawd, Mi-
asma. 

/ J j dulum, A pimple, a pustule. 
VUJJ dilmab, Milk thickened by boiling, 

and eaten with honey or sugar. 
^•jiUJ.* dil-rnandagi, Sorrow, grief, afflic-

tion, 
Bj^Uij dil-mdnda, Sorrowful ; indis-

posed. 
^fjy* J j dil-murdagl, Slowness or dead-

ness of heart, dulness of comprehension. 
Uy Jo diltnurda, Dead-hearted, dull, 

stupid. 
J o dil-mashghuli, Heart-ache, 

anxiety. 
dalamak, New cheese;—dulmak, A 

tarantula. 
dulmul, Unripe grain; vetches or 

pulse in the pod. 
J dalama, New cheese ;—dulma, A 

tarantula. 
^j-y&Aj dil-nishin, Agreeable, pleasing ; a 

heart at ease. 

dalang, An embankment of twigs, 
earth, and stones; a short spear ; a hoe, 
mattock, pickaxe; the snathe in which 
dates are enveloped;—dalang, dilang, Sus-
pended. 

dalingan. Hung , suspended. 
dil-nigardn, Sorrowful. 

J j dil-nigardni, Sorrow. 
dil-namudagi, Display of the 

heart. 
j^yJo dil-nawdz, Soothing; gracious; a 

mistress. 
s j^Jo dil-nawdza, Blandishment;—dil-

nawdza kardan, To soothe, caress, flatter. 
& J J dil-nih, One who fixes his heart. 

J o dil-nihdd, Attention. 
J J dil-nihi, Fixedness of heart . 

A JJJ dalw (v.n.), Let t ing down (a 
bucket) iuto a well; a bucket, u r n ; the 
sign Aquarius ; a mark burn t upon camels ; 
hardship, calamity ; the hopper of a mill. 

dalwa, Pendulous, inverted; asto-
nished ( = \ j ) J q.v,). 

J J dil-wdpasi, Home-sickness, 
^j io dUwdr, dilwar, Bold, courageous. 
jVjio dil-wdz, Pleasant, agreeable (m.c., 

probably misprint for j \ j Jo) . 
A t f a daluh, (A cloud) big with rain. 
A daluk, Anything with which the 

body is rubbed (as oil or odours) ;—dnluk 
(v.n. of <ASo), Sloping westward, set t ing 
(the sun). 

dala, A weasel, fitchet, or stote ; a 
coarse dervish's hab i t ; a sly, deceitful 
woman, a coquette;—dila, The hear t ;— 
dalla, The ermine; f raud, treachery ; false, 
insincere ; a whirlwind, 

A tiA^J dilhas, A lion ; a strong, bold 
man, 

^ o dilhird, dilhard, Name of a king of 
India (corruption of for Prakr . bala-
hirda). 

dill, Belonging to the hea r t ; hearty ; 
cardiac;—dili , dilli, The city of Delhi. 

dalida, Coarsely-ground (grain). 
j-Jo dilir, Brave, in t repid; audacious, 

fearless, insolent, bold ;—dilir gardanidan, 
To impeach, indict, arraign ; to convict. 

(jXrt J J J J dilir-afaan, Overthrower of the 
brave. 

AJ^JO dilirdna, Heroically, insolently. 
diliri, Valour, courage ; hardihood ; 

—diliri kardan, To be brave, to show 
valour, courage, or hardihood. 

y~. ̂ SJ-JJ diliri-sar-amad, Of accom-
plished bravery. 

A <-AJO dalif (v.n. of <-AJo), Going with a 
slow step (an old man) ; a slow pace; the 
step of an old man; advancing (an army), 
going before, marching in f ront . 

«AJo dalik, Seed of roses. 
A J * ^ dalll, A guide, director. 
a .JAo dalili, Argumentat ive; a good 

arguer. 



U-AJJ dalinis (Gh TtWtvrj), A kind of 
ah ell-fish. 

dam, Breath; air ; l i fe ; scent, smell, 
f u m e ; breath of an oven ; the mouth of a 
stove of a hot bath ; bellows; goldsmith's 
bellows; the stewing over a slow fire ; hot, 
fiery, fervid; pride, haughtiness; ambi-
tion, f r aud ; black blood; cheerfulness, 
pleasure, recreation; society (as breathing 
together) ; a groan, sigh, exclamation, fie ! 
time, season, hour, moment ; poetical 
metre ; incantatory verses; a draught of 
water; edge (of a sword) ; point (of a 
spear) ; a fish-bone ; an appari t ion; a crow, 
raven; the mou th ; [dami db, A little 
water, a d raught ;—dami dtish-fishdn, A 
hot breath ; pride;—dam ba-khwud kardan, 
To keep si lent;—dam ba-dam db khwurdan, 
To sip up water ;—dam bar-amadan, Breath 
iB exhaled;—dam bar-anddkhtan. To ha-
rass ;—dam bar-awardan, To draw breath, 
to brea the ; — dam bar-zadan, To take 
breath, to res t ;—dam bar kar kardan, To 
deceive ;—dam bastan, = dam giriftan, q.v. 
below ;—dam ba-shumdr uftddan, To be 
in the agonies of death ; — dam ba-guftdr 
zadan, To talk ;—dami taslim, Tbe time of 
death ; silence ; resignation, obedience;— 
dami khurram. A day of festivity;—dami 
khwud ba-kase sipurdan, To charge another 
with one's last will on dying; — dam 
khwurdan, To be cheated ; to rest, repose ; 
—dam dadan, To deceive;—dam dar-kashi-
dan, To become silent ;—dam zadan, To 
breathe; to keep silence ; to hesi ta te ; to 
leave; to escape; to boast, pretend unto; 
to sprinkle;—dami sard, A cold sigh ; a 
sigh of despair;—dami sham, Evening-
tide ;—dam shumardan, To pass life ;— 
dami subh, The early dawn ; morning-tide ; 
—dami 'isd, The breath of Jesus, whereby 
he resuscitated the d e a d ; — d a m f i r o bastan. 
To retain the breath ; to be si lent ;—dam 
firo raftan, Breath is inhaled; (met.) to be 
sad ;—dami qalam, The scratching of a 
pen;—dami karam bar kdr kardan, To show 
generosity dam kashidan, To breathe; to 
gasp; to be idle or unemployed;—dam 
giriftan, To retain the b rea th ; to confine 
the a i r ; to be suffocated, to keep silence; 
to wait, h a l t ; to q u i t ; to become putrid 
from the unwholesomeness or stagnation of 
the a i r ; to be corrupted (in mind or body) ; 
—dam girifta sakhtan (mdnda kardan), To 
harass ;—dami garibdn, The upper hem of 
a collar or s h i r t d a m i naqd> Ready (as 
dinner) ; — dam nigahdar, Do not say a 
word ;—dami nim-soz (sinjabi), The sigh of 
one in pa in ; — dami wd-pasin, The last 
breath ; — khwush-dam, Happy, glad, de-
lighted ;—dar dami azhdaha, Engulfed by 
the dragon ; eclipsed (as the moon) ;—har 
dam, Every moment, continually;—har 
dam ki, As often as;—har dam tdza, Ever 

fresh, ever verdant ; ]—dum, The tai l ; end, 
extremity; a rudder ; dry dung used as 
fue l ; a felon, sore ;—dumi khar paimudan, 
To measure the tail of an ass, i.e. to do 
anything silly or ridiculous;—dumi gav, 
An ox's ta i l ; a scourge, lash ; a brazen 
t rumpet ;—dumi gurg, Name of a constella-
tion ; twilight or false dawn ;—dumi gurg 
bar pd'i mesh bastan. Said when a weak 
person revenges himself on a powerful 
one. 

A l*>i dam, Blood ;—damm (v.n.), Plaster-
ing (a house). 

U J dama, Breath ;—dimd (in Zand and 
Pazand) , The channel of a r iver; tempera-
ment, constitution. 

A dimd? (pi. of FJ), Streams of blood, 
lives. 

y U j damd-bar, Asthmatic, short-breathed 
(see 

^jA dam-dbi, One draught of water. 
A dumakh, A kind of Arabian 

game. 
dam-a-dam, Now and then, fre-

quently, from time to t ime; at any mo-
ment ;—dum-d'dum, Step by step. 

fa* ^ damdr, The necessaries of life; 
breath ; smoke ; revenge; perdition; a 
fixed residence ;—damdr awardan (andar -
awardan, bar-awardan) az, To destroy, 
annihilate, kill ; to take revenge. 

AJV-J damdr (v.n. of Destroying; 
ruin, destruction, perdition. 

A G^O dumd', dumma\ Wate r flowing 
from the eye (by disease or old age) ; water 
that flows from the vine in spring. 

A dimagh, in P . damagh, The brains ; 
the palate; the nose; pride, haughtiness, 
consequential a i rs ; drunkenness; wish, 
desire ;—damagh ardyish dadan, To ine-
briate, to intoxicate;—damagh bala bur-
dan, To display pride; — damagh bald 
raflan, To become proud ;—damagh pukh-
tan, To be very sad ;—damaghi tar, 
Sane brains ;—damagh duzdidan, To be 
averse; to be peevish ;—damagh rasdn-
dan, To intoxicate ;—damagh rasidan, To 
become d r u n k ; — damagh sokhtan, To 
grieve very much -damagh shustan, To 
clear the brain, to drive away whims;— 
damagh farofchtan, To display pride ;—da-
magh giriftan, To be averse ; to be peevish ; 
— chi dar damagh darad, What does he 
think ?—dar damagh dmadan (ddshtan), 
To display pride. 

a dimagh-dari. Madness. 
dumagha, The crest of a falcon or 

similar bird; a cape, promontory (m.c.); 
the bow of a ship (m.c., see Afctw). 

a i^*** damaghi, Vain, frivolous, proud. 
A JUo damal, Decaying (buds, flowers, 

and incipient f ru i t (of dates) ; dung, 
J U o dumdl, dummal, A sore boil; a tail, 
iul*-) damdma, A small d rum or t rumpet ; 



—damdma nawakhtan, To blow the t rum-
pet. 

damamil (pi. of dumrndl), Boils, 
pimples. 

damamin, Name of a village in 
Egypt. 

daman, Swift, making has te ; power-
ful, strong, terr ible; a powerful assaul t ; 
time, season; shouts (of joy or ange r ) ; 
haste; women ; cries for help ;—pUi daman, 
A terror-striking elephant. 

A daman, Rottenness of the palm-
tree, with cracks and blackness; d u n g ; 
ashes. 

tsXiUci damdnak, A blunderbuss, carbine. 
u4^ daman-kash, Time, season, 

space. 
j j t o dam-dwar, Asthmatic. 

damdwand, Name of a mountain 
near Hamadan; also of a city near the 
same. 

fd dam-ahang, Breathing violently, 
casting a fiery breath. 

dam-dhanj, Short-winded, pursy. 
dumdya, The cream of milk. 
dumb, The tail. 

3^ dam-bdz, Coaxer, wheedler, de-
ceiver. 

dam-bdzi, Flattery, adulation, 
deceit. 

dumbal, A tai l ; a man's back;— 
dumbali chashm, The corner of the eye. 

dam ba-dam, From moment to mo-
ment, now and then, frequently, 

p j dum-burlda, Docked. 
A&l^d dam-basta, Breathless; amazed. 

damb-band, An alembic. 
dumba, A sheep's tail, &c. ( = 

q.v). 
y ^ J dump, The tail. 
wwk- (.a dam-puJcht, A kind of pilaw. 

dum-palang, An active soldier. 
•JSA^A dumtak, A water-wagtail. 
A damas (v.n.), Being soft and level 

(a sandy place) ; softness; evenness ;— 
damis, A soft, sandy place. 

dam-chdr, Exhalation of anything 
odoriferous ; appearance of colour; smoke, 
and its smell, 

(•^•o dam-chdm, Smoke ; smell of smoke. 
<W*d dumcha, A small tail (of a bird), 

the rump; peacock's t r a i n ; the end of 
anything; a fly-flap of horses' tails ; a little 
stalk ; a wicker basket ; sweepings ; trefoil. 

dumchi, A crupper. 
A damkk (v.n.), Being high, lofty ; 

breaking the head; name of a mountain. 
^J-JJO^J damk\aniwas, Name of the mer-

chant who abducted 'Azra. 
dam-dar, Elastic ; — dum-dar, 

Tailed, possessing a ta i l ; holding the tail, 
coming behind; the rear-guard, camp-
followers ; an agreement, condit ion; — 
sitdra'i dum-dar, A comet. 

j'jA dum-daraz, Long-tailed. 
a damdama, Tumul t , disturbance, 

clamour; fame, rumour, renown; fraud, 
dece i t ; a d r u m ; a mound, eminence, 
raised ba t te ry ;—damdama afgandan, To 
devise a stratagem ; to deceive. 

damdamya (in Zand and Pazand), 
The sea. 

damdul, A potter. 
damar, A lying on the face ; one who 

lies on the face, prostrate. 
SA^ja- Q) damar (?i) khwdbi da, Pros-

trate. 
y* damz, A tambourine. 
a»>3 dum-zada, Docked. 
A dams (v.n.), Suppressing (news) ; 

hiding, concealing; burying in the ground, 
interring. 

jL^xd dam-saz, A fr iend, confidant, com-
panion, or consort; agreeing, consenting ; 
harmonious, singing, reciting together ;— 
naghma'i dam-saz, Musical harmony. 

-dam-sazi, Int imacy, confidence. 
(vjL^o dam-ftdn, A confidant; agreeing, 
j j - ^d dam-sard, An unimpressive talker. 
a j — d i m s a q , — P. A — q . v . 

—damsanjak, dumsinja, A 
kind of swallow or s w i f t ; a bird, which 
when once on Uhe ground is said to be 
unable to rise again. 

dimsa, White silk. 
dum-siydh, Black-tailed (m.c.). 

6.»d dumsija, dumsicha, A 
wagtail. 

damish, A breathing, blowing; 
assau l t ; boas t ; eruption, efflorescence ; 
the marrow of a t ree ; the middle of any-
th ing ;—dumush, R u s t ; curly hair. 

A (JM^J damehaq, dimshaq, dimshiq, Swift 
of foot;—damshaqu 'l-yadain, Dexterous, 
expeditious ;—dimashq, dimishq, Damascus. 

a j j i A ^ j dimashqi, dimishql, Of Damas-
cus. 

y-Ua. dam-shinds, A ski lful physician ; 
fellow-divers. 

A dam' (v.n.), Weeping; a tear;— 
dumu1, Traces of tears on the cheek. 

A dam1 at, A tear-drop. 
A dima'q, Whi te silk (see u-JUd 

and (j^uo , of which it is probably a cor-
ruption). 

A damgh (v.n.), Wounding, piercing 
to the brain. 

&3I& dum-ghdza, pd dum-gfaaza, Root 
of the tail, tail, rump. 

jtSjji dam-firogir, W h a t takes the 
breath away. 

a <J-d damaq (for P. A*d q.v.), Snow and 
wind. 

A LF-A^D dimaqs, dimaqs, Silk (espe-
cially white) ; raw silk. 

fijy dam-karda, Inflated. 
^JS pd dam-kash. Who keeps in harmony 

with ano ther ; a musician, singer. 



( j ^ pi dam-kashi, A breeze ; an oar. 
pi dum-gawa, A lash; brazen t rum- j 

pet. ' 
dam-gdh, A smith's forge; a fur-

nace. 
dam-girifta, Pu t r id , rotten 

(hide). 
dam-gah, A forge ; stove of a bath ; 

a breathing-place. 
^s&o dam-gir, Suffocating, stifling, 

choking. 
a dummal, dumal (for P . J-^o q.v.), 

A swelling, felon, boil ;—dumali jildi, A 
faruncle ;—dumal i damawi, A th rombus ; 
— dumali Jcabid, Abscess of the liver. 

dum-ldba, Tai l-wag; fawning, flat-
tery ; — dum-ldba kardan, To fawn, to 
flatter. 

A damn (v.n.), Dunging, manur ing 
( land) ; — dimn, D u n g ; — diman (pi. of 
dimnat), Marks lef t by people; traces of a 
habitat ion. 

daman, A sk i r t ; Damayanti , bride 
of Nala (whose adventures form an episode 
in the great Sanskrit poem Mahabbtirata, 
and the subject of a Pers ian poem by 
Paizi) ;— diman, Give me. 

A dimnat, A dung-hi l l ; a place near 
a house ; traces of a dwelling. 

^JU^O damandan, Fi re ; he l l ; name of a 
city in Karman, rich in mines. 

damanda, Blowing ; h iss ing; cry-
ing for help. 

damna, Name of the jackal tha t 
figures conspicuously in the Anwari Su-
ha i l i ; the blast-hole of an ovon or furnace; 
—dimna, A fox, a jackal ; a shrewd, cun-
ning fellow. 

ĵMo damna-dani, Rags for closing 
chinks in an oven. 

) pi dam-u-bad, Pride, self-compla-
cency. 

j dam-u-post, dam-u-dud, 
W h a t is necessary for living or for exer-
cising hospitality. 

A §y<i dumuj (v.n. of G ^ ) , Being in-
serted ; enter ing; adhering firmly. 

damur, A low gentle voice ; name of 
a kinsman of Afrasyab. 

A dumus (v.n. of Being dark 
(a n ight ) . 

A dumu' (pi. of dam'), Tears. 
A dumug (v.n. of J^-J), Enter ing 

without leave ; creeping into biB lurking-
place (a hunter) ; breaking the teeth. 

a damawi, Bloody ; plethoric. 
dama, Wind and snow; an icicle; 

an eolipile; a pair of bellows ; a s thma;— j 
dama'i ahangardn, Blacksmiths' bellows;— 
dama'i sargar, A goldsmith's bellows. 

dami, A kind of hookah for smo-
king. 

a dami, Bloody. 1 

damyd (in Zand and Piizand), Blood. ' 

A damyat, Damietta in Egypt. 
a dimyaii, A kind of cotton cloth; 

dimitv. 
ijs"'* dami chand, A few moments. 

damidagi, A breaking out, an 
eruption on the body, efflorescence, pimple; 
the diffusion of odours. 

damidan (S. dhmd), To blow (with 
the breath, or as the wind) ; to breathe; to 
fill oneself with wind; to blow, blossom 
(as flowers); to appear (as the dawn) ; to 
break out in pimples or swellings (the 
body) ; to assaul t ; to boast ;—a/sun dami-
dan, To tell lies, to romance;—dar dami-
dan, To blow, &c. ( — damidan). 

damida, Blowing; blown, blos-
somed ; sprout ing; stretched ou t ; the 
dawn. 

dimiqi, Silk woven as a bed-tick. 
damyak, damayak, Name of a vil-

lage near Ghazniu ; — damik, Land; a 
boundary, land-mark. 

dan, Shouts and cries of joy ; going 
with a gay and joyous a i r ; imp. of yJ^J 
q.v. 

A dann, A very large oblong wine-
vessel or cask, partly fixed in the ground. 

A SFAIO dand'at (v.n. of Being bad, 
mean, base, abject, careless of censure. 

danan, Walking quick with joy; 
boiling with rage. 

A yUo dindn (pi. of dann), Wine-jars. 
A^f^o dandnir (pi. of dinar), Dinars, 

ducats. 
s - fo dumb, A tail. 

dambal, A buffoon, jester ; pleasan-
try, waggery ;—dtnnbdl, Tail, rump; latter 
p a r t ; desire; vestige, t race; the shaft of 
an arrow; af ter ; —duiribdli abrii, The corner 
of the eye-brow ;—dunibdli chashm, Outer 
corner of the eye ;—dumbdli kashti, Stern 
of a sh ip ; — ba-dwmbdl amadan (raftan),To 
follow ;-ba-dumbdl afgandan, To place or 
leave behind. 

aJWvi dumbdla, The tail ; a felon; the 
outer corner of the eye ; the shank of a 
sword or kn i fe ; the rudder of a ship ; the 
hinder par t of a saddle ; af ter , behind ;— 
dumbdla'i taziydna, The end of a whip or 
lash dumbdla"i tir, The end of an arrow 
where the point is inserted;—dumbdla 
ddshtan, To have an end, to terminate;— 
dumbdla'i kashti, Tbe poop or slern of a 
ship ;—dumbala'i miwa, Stalk of fruits. 

SJJb\ AUo dumbdla-ahang, Dragging 
along the tail. 

fa ilLio dumbdla-dar, Tailed; (met.) 
long, lasting;—bahdna'i dumbdla-dar, A 
long-winded argument;—chajhmidumbala-
ddr, An eye seemingly prolonged by colly-
rium ;—sitara'i dumbdla-dar, A comet;— 
surma'i dumbala-ddr, A lasting collyrium; 
—mastiH dumbala-ddr, A protracted intoxi-
cation. 



)•> ^Wo dumbdla-dav, ^jf <IJLJ J dumbdla-
gard, Following in the wake of another. 

jjW^ dumb-awar, Tai led; rear of an 
army. 

dambdwand, Name of a mountain. 
dambar, Name of a city in India. 

fi^iJ dumbara, A guitar, 
fy* s-^J dumb-ghaza. The tail-bone. 
•A-ij dumbak, A bagpipe. 

dambal, Mockery; anything ludi-
crous ; a sort of wooden drum;—dumbal , 
Iinposthume, bubo. 

yV- j dumbaldn, Name of a f ru i t (m.c.). 
dumbiiqa, Flowing hair ; the end of 

a turban-sash hanging down. 
<M»> dumba, The tail (especially of a 

sheep); the fat of a sheep's ta i l ; a kind 
of sheep with a thick ta i l ; the buttocks;— 
dumba dadan, To put one off his guard ; 
to deceive;—duniba nihddan, To play tricks 
upon, to deceive. 

iji dumba-bara (Lamb's tail, of ten 
contracted into dumbara), A guitar. 

sjy^i <Lij dumba-parwarda, (met.) Who 
plays tricks, who practises deceit. 

jUf 4-jJ J dumba-gudaz, A pan in which a 
sheep'B tail is fried ; a species of sorcery 
by a sheep's tail stuck with needles sus-
pended in an old tomb, and exposed to the 
heat of a burning lamp; as the fa t melted, 
so the object of persecution was believed 
to pine away. 

A dink, The Epiphany ; name of the 
sixth day of January. 

AJJ dand, A tooth ; a rib ; poor, in want 
of food ; a race of beggars, whose practice 
is to stab and wound their bodies if their 
applications are not presently attended to 
(see ; a weaver's teethed instru-
ment ; name of a purgative seed (Croton 
tiglium) ; also of a certain herb ; anything 
styptic or astr ingent; stupid, silly, igno-
rant ; bold, fearless, wilful; unconscion-
able ; a thief ;—dund, A kind of bee. 

danda, A girdle; middle of a moun-
tain; according to others, stratagem, de-
ceit ; lost. 

ytiilJ dandan, A tooth; the mou th ; a 
kiss; desire, greediness; hope, wish, ex-
pectance ; grief, anxiety ;—dandan az bun 
kardan, To disgrace, to humble to the ut-
most degree;—dandan az tursh kardan, To 
set tbe teeth on edge;—dandan az dur 
namudan, To fight another from a safe 
distance; — danddni dsyd, A grinder, 
a molar tooth ;—dandan dfirin kardan, 
To polish the teeth ; to clean the teeth 
with a tooth-pick ;—dandan ba-khun bur-
dan, To bi te;—dandan ba-dandan zadan, 
To be afflicted, grieved, distressed; — 
dandan ba-dandan shustan (kalid shu-
dan), The teeth are locked together (in 
epilepsy, insanity, &c.) ;—dandan bar jigar 
afshurdan (ddshtan, guzdshtan, nihddan), 

To bear pa t ien t ly ;—danddn bar (bar sari) 
harfi khwud guzdshtan, To stop in one's 
speech ; to act differently from one's words; 
—dandan bar dil afshurdan, To bear pa-
tiently ;—dandan bar sari dandan nihddan, 
To bear up with unpleasantnesses;—dan-
dan bar sang dmadan, The teeth meet with 
sand, &c. in ea t ing;—dandan bar far si (ba-

fdrai) guzdshtan (mandan, nihddan), To 
understand another's speech (as we should 
say " t o understand plain E n g l i s h " ) ; — 
dandan bar-kandan, To give up hope ; not 
to covet;—dandan ba-zahar fchd'idan. To 
hate, be severe;—dandan ba-kari kase firo 
burdan, To exert oneself on another's be-
half ;—dandan ba-kdmi khwud burdan (firo 
burdan). To be gratified ;—danddni bulugh, 
The wisdom-tooth ;—dandan pur kardan, 
To stop a tooth (m.c.);—dandani ta'assuf 
(hasrat), (met.) Grief ; — danddn ba-kdm 
shikastan, To abase, to humble to the ut-
most degree;—dandan band kardan, To 
e x p e c t d a n d a n ba-ham khwurdan, The 
teeth chatter with f ea r ; — danddni pesh 
(peshin), A front too th ; — dandani pil, 
I v o r y d a n d d n i tar bar kase ddshtan, To 
intend to kill one;—dandan tez kardan, To 
sharpen the teeth ; to covet, to long for ; 
to tas te ; to foster enmity ;—danddni sd~ 
niya, The second or permanent t ee th ;— 
dandani hut, Gentle rain; a tear ;—danddni-
khar, A fool, stupid ; the buttocks of an ass ; 
the penis of a donkey;—dandani khirad, 
The wisdom-tooth ;—danddni fchanda, The 
laughing-tooth (namely the fore-teeth, as 
they appear when one laughs) ;—danddn 
khunin shudan, To put up with unplea-
santness ;—danddn ddshtan, To endeavour, 
to strive tooth and nai l ; to hope, to wait 
for ; to cherish hatred ;—dandan dardz 
kardan, To render greedy, to cause to long 
for ;—dandan dar jigar ghauta dadan, To 
bear pat ient ly ;—danddn dar kdri kase 
ddshtan (firo burdan), To exert oneself in 
a mat ter ;—danddni rumh, The point of a 
lance;—danddni ranjish, A present made 
by a bridegroom to the bride, when he 
first hears her speak;—danddn zadan, To 
str ip; to contend, dispute for equality ; to 
adhere, stick; to cherish enmity ;—dandan 
saped ( sa fed) kardan, To make the teeth 
white; to laugh, smile; to fea r ; to be 
weak, to submit to ;— dandan surkh kar-
dan, To expect, to hope for ;—dandani shab, 
The dawn;—dandan shikastan, To render 
helpless, to break one's power;—dandani 
shir (shiri), The m i l k - t e e t h ; — d a n d a n i 
eheran, The stars;—danddni subh, The 
dawn «,—danddni tarnSeverity, hatred;—-
danddni tarn' bar-kandan, Not to covet, 
not to long for a th ing greedily dan-
ddni tam' zadan, To covet, to be eager or 
greedy for ; — danddni 'driya, Artificial 
teeth;—danddni 'aql, The wisdom-tooth;—• 



dandani tami firo burdan, To be busy in 
a matter^ to exert oneself; —danddn faro 
burdan, To dislike; to be in a rage ; to 
labour hard, persevere; — danddn faro 
guzdshtan, To strive, make great exertion ; 
to hope, expect, wait for ; to bate;—dan-
dan fuahurdan, To bear patiently ;—dan-
dani fil, Elephant 's tusks ; ivory ;—danddn 
hardan, To forbid, prohibit; to turn away 
from ; to straiten, oppress;—dandani kirm-
khwurda, Caries of the tee th ;—dandani 
kalid, The wards of a key ;—danddn kandan, 
To pull out the teeth, i.e. to suppress de-
sire ;—dandani huh, A precious stone ;— 
danddn giriftan (kashidan), To take out a 
tooth dandani gosdla, A bone-headed 
arrow ;—dandani gir, The bit ing or fore-
tooth ;—dandani mdhi, The bones of a cer-
tain fish, of which they make knife-handles, 
&c.;—dandani misri, A kind of sweetmeat; 
—dandani musiqar, A tootb-Iike ornament 
of pipes ;—dandani nab, A canine tooth ;— 
danddn namudan, To show the t ee th ; to 
laugh, be pleased ; to ridicule ; to terrify ; 
to fea r ; to cry a loud;—danddn nihadan, 
To covet; — dandani nishtar, A canine 
tooth ;—bdra'i danddn, Tartar of the teeth ; 
—ba-danddn bitdan, To suit, to be conve-
nient ;—ba-dandan khwush dmadan, To be 
delightful, pleasant, agreeable ;—dar tahi 
dandan-ash nihadand, They use impreca-
tions against him, they curse him. 

yijj) yWo danddn-dpriz, (u^y^ dprish, 
apriz, i^-ijA aprlsh, j i f t dfriz, or 

dfrish), A tooth-pick. 
y^d dandan-pariz, ijrifv (j^J danddn 

parish, A tooth-pick. 
danddn-tez, Sharp-toothed; 

cruel iniquitous; envious. 
y U o dandan-khay, A dog given to 

bi t ing. 
ijafc^ t j ' ^ d danddn-rekhia, One who has 

lost or shed his teeth, toothless, edentated. 
J) y U j dandan-zad, Desired, longed-for. 

(j^JJii danddn-zani, Hostility, enmity. 
L* dandan-sd, Purslain. 
jU danddn-sdz, A dentist ;—dandan-

sdzi makhtfts, Dentist-in-waiting of the 
Shah (m.c.). 

^ j U ytAij danddn-sazi, Dentistry (m.c.). 
JuJL. y t j j j danddn-safed, Showing the 

white teeth, laughing ; humility. 
yty dandan-fariz, y^y dan-

ddn-farish, A tooth-pick. 
jtf danddn-kav, A tooth-pick. 
yS" y^Aij danddn-kan, A forceps for 

drawing teeth. 
yU^ y^AJa dandan-kanan, Suppressing 

desire; restless; ignominious, shameful ; 
lamenting, groaning;—danddn-kundn, Dis-
gracing, despising; groaning. 

jcS ^Aia danddn-gir, Stupefying or be-
numbing the teeth (anything acid) ; biting 
(horse). 

J U danddn-mdl, A dentifrice. 
y y^d dandan-maz, Dessert after din-

ner. 
^y dandan-muzd, Money and other 

things distributed to the poor at a time of 
feasting. 

yljJj dandan-namay, Showing the 
teeth, grinning either in anger or in weak 
spite ; very conspicuous. 

danddna, A tooth 5 teeth of a saw 
or comb ; wards of a lock; a battlement, 
embrasure; notched, indented. 

jW (O^a danddna-dar, Teethed, notched, 
y as j danddnidan, To gnaw. 

( j 5 ^ j dandani kardan, To put to 
shame, to make blush. 

dandish, A mutter ing to oneself in 
anger or in joy ; enigmatical discourse; 
prayers addressed in a low tone of voice. 

a dandana, Muttering to oneself, 
fi^d danda, A rib. 
y^did dandidan, To mut ter to oneself in 

anger ; to boil with rage. 
A danas (v.n.), Being soiled; dirt, 

filth. 
A danac (v.n.), Being vile, abject; 

baseness, meanness ; — d a n i V i l e , worth-
less. 

A danaf (v.n.), Severe and continued 
illness ;—dana f , danif, Afflicted with such ; 
suffering from chronic disease. 

A^iJ danqar, Nitre, saltpetre. 
&6J j danqa, Tares ; name of a black grain. 
i-A&J dankasa, Afflicted, unhappy; a 

parasite. 
dan-kas, Unmanly, worthless, 

mean. 
dang, Astonished, confounded ; stu-

pid, ignoraut ; half a (horse-) load; the 
noise made by the collision of two stones; 
the cry of the qalandar monks; the traces 
of a pair of compasses;—ding, A wooden 
instrument with iron teeth, used in sepa-
rating rice from the chaff; a machine for 
making powder; an oil-press ; — ding u 
duwal, Pomp, display of power, state. 

dang-d-dang, Equipoised, equal, 
exact; knee to knee; intimately connected ; 
equally. 

dangdla, An icicle. 
<J3!JL&J dangdala,, dangaddla, An icicle. 

ding-kob, Separating rice from 
the chaff. 

J& J dangal, Sitting knee to knee; a 
crowd ;—dangil, dingil, A cuckold, privy to 
a wife's infidelity; foolish; dispropor-
tioned, awkward. 

dangldla, An icicle; fierceness, 
savageness (unsupported by examples). 

^SJ dingi, A separater of rice from 
chaff. 

A y J duniiw (v.n. of Y^), Approaching, 
drawing near ; propinqui ty; the lowest 
degree of baseness. 



A dunu'at (v.n. of y^) , Being mean, 
base, wicked ; being careless of censure. 

t ^ V ^ din-wash, Name of tbe man who 
sold 'Azra, 

dana, Cheerfulness; shouts of joy ; 
song; sauciness, petulance, insolence; 
pride, presumption ; worldly possessions ; 
name of a woman ;—dana giriftan, To take 
fire, to fall in a passion ; to be proud, take 
much state; to presume. 

AxljJ iio dana-girifta, Proud, insolent, 
ungrateful for divine favours; exceeding 
bounds in mirth ; a fas t runner . 

dam, Alacrity, mirth, cheerfulness ; 
2nd sing. aor. of danldan. 

a ^J^ dani, Near, neighbouring; vicious, 
contemptible, vile ; trifling, paltry, base. 

A Lu dunya, The world ; worldly goods ; 
people;—dunya, u din, Secular and reli-
gious matters; country and fai th ; church 
and state. 

a dunyd-parast, LiJ dunya-
kkuda, A Mammonist. 

a fa dunyd-dar, Worldly-minded, 
worldly. 

a dunyd-ddri, Economy ; mam-
mon. 

a dunyawl, Of the world, worldly. 
dani-parwar, Nur tur ing the vile ; 

—charkhi dani-parwar, Fortune, the nurse 
of villains. 

yA^o danldan, To walk with pomposity; 
to boil with rage; to run with alacrity and 

danida, Gone or going with a pom-
pous, jaunty, or cheerful gait. 

dunaisir (?), Name of a city in 
Mesopotamia, celebrated for its excellent 
climate. 

a ijy^^ dunyawl, Worldly, secular;— 
dunyawl u ukhrawi, Of this and the next 
world ;—mdli dunwayi, Worldly goods. 

a dunyl, Worldly ; the world. 
y dan, dav (imp, of dawidan), Running ; 

—dav kardan, ha-dav raftan, To gallop 
(m.c.) ;—dav na-ydbad, He will not obtain 
his wish (a proverbial saying by way of 
curse). 

^ du, du, do, Two. 
A y dauw, A desert, extended plain. 
A aUj dawd', diwd', duwd', A medicine, 

remedy ;—dawd'i musakkin, A palliative, 
an alleviating medicine ;—dawd'i mu'attis, 
A. sternutative ;—dawd'i mauzl, A topical 
or local remedy. 

v̂ S y do-ab, Name of a province in Hin-
dustan, lying between the rivers Ganges 
and Jumna. 

A v V dawabb (pi. of ddbbat), Cattle, 
beasts; reptiles, creeping things. 

dawat (for An ink-holder; 
a pen-case; — dawdti siyahl, An ink-
stand. 

a dawdUdr, Keeper of the seals. 

a jfa^ e u ^ j dawat-ashur, A stick for stir-
ring the wool in an ink-stand. 

a ASU. dawdt-khdna, Chancellery. 
a J cy^o dawat-ddr, A Secretary of 

State. 
LT^ du*dtish, The lips of a mistress. 

du-dtisha, Double-disti l led; — 
shardbi du-dtisha, Double-distilled liquor, 

i i.e. very strong. 
a dawdj, duwdj, A bed-qui l t ; a sheet; 

gladness, joy (this meaning doubtful ) . 
A^A J J dawdddr (for P. fa q-v-)» 

Secretary of State. 
daw-d-dav, Running incessantly, or 

in every direction ; a messenger; anyone 
constantly employed in running of errands. 

A fa* dawdr, duwdr, Giddiness, vertigo, 
| whirl; name of an idol ;—dauwdr, Moving 
I in a circle, revolving, ro ta ry ; versatile; 

\_charkhi dauwdr, The revolving heavens 
—dauwdr, duwdr, The temple of Mecca; 
name of an idol. 

dawdri, A gold coin of five drachms. 
duwazdagana, Twelve. 

lofa^ duwdzdah, Twelve ;—duwdzdah jau-
zak (kushk, mil), The twelve signs of the 
Zodiak;—duwdzdah rukh, (The battle of 
the) Twelve knights (described in the 
Shahnamah). 

^jkOjYjJ duwazdahum, The twelfth. 
duwazdahe, A dozen. 

a dawd-saz, An apothecary, a che-
mist, a druggist . 

Â -A JJ du-asba, y du-aspa, A post-
boy, messenger; a post-master ; a soldier 
who has two horses found h i m ; quick, 
expeditious ; haste, expedition. 

a <^>fa*\ yi du usturldb, The sun and moon, 
AJLA.̂  y du-ashy ana, A kind of tent. 
A dawd'i, Vicissitudes of fo r tune ; 

pretensions, claims; clamours, importu-
nings; desires, hankerings. 

J ^ J duwdl, A s t i r rup-leather; a skin, 
hide ; an emerald; f raud, deceit; a glitter-
ing sword ;—duwdl az pushti sher kashidan, 
To be exceedingly s trong and powerfu l ;— 
duwdl bar duhul zadan, To beat the drum 
(with a leathern strap) ;—duwal dar gulu 
kardan, To strangle, to thrott le ;—duwali 
shamshir, A leathern sword-belt; — duwdl 
kashidan, To skin, to flay ;—duwali Jcamar, 
A leathern belt ;—duwali na'lain, A shoe-
latchet, or anything for fastening shoes ; 
—duwal gushddan, To fly. 

A V!! )>I dawdlib (pi. of daulab), Water-
wheels. 

jV} JVjj duwal-baz, A knave, cheat ; a cut-
purse. 

J ^ duwal-bdzi, A certain game of 
chance ; deceit, f raud . 

duwal-pay (leather-leg), Slen-
der and limber-legged m a n ; name df a 
people in India , said to have legs th in and 
ductile, like leathern atraps ; they pretend 



to be lame, and importune travellers to 
carry them on their backs, when they 
strangle them by a twist of their legs 
(comp. the tale of the Old Man of the Sea 
in the Arabian N i g h t s ) ; a thug ; a bug-
bear. 

BJV- JV duwdl-khwara, A yoke of oxen, 
a yoke. 

duwalak, A little s t rap ; a leathern 
strap used in a game ; a species of f ragran t 
creeper ;—duwalalc bdkhtan, To play tricks 
upon, to cheat. 

^ f t uUJ^j duwdlak-bdzi, Cheating, de-
ceit. 

duwdla, A kind of sweet-smelling 
creeper ;—duwala, dawdla, A leathern strap 
used in a game, 

dawdli, One who uses sleight of 
hand, a juggler ; a cheat, deceiver ; a kind 
of f ragrant creeper; name of a governor 
to whom Iskandar married Queen Noshaba 
of Barda ' ; varicose veins ; [dawali i baiza, 
Varicocele ; — dawdli'i chashm, Cirsoph-
tha lmia ; — dawdli'i zafn, Varicocele ; j— 
diwdli, Ah Indian feast, at which candles 
were lighted. 

A dawdlib (pi. of dulab), Wheels 
for drawing water. 

diwdliya, A ruined spendthrif t (as 
if seeking his squandered wealth by the 
l ight of a candle ; see ^ ^ diwdli above). 

A P^J dawam (v.n. of P^) , Persisting, 
persevering i n ; ['aid 'd-dawdm, Continu-
ally, lastingly ;]—duwdm , Vertigo, giddi-
ness. 

dawdn, Running, walking f a s t ; — 
duwdn (pi. of jd), Two;—har duwdn, Both 
of them. 

dawdndan, dawanidan, To 
cause to run ; to send, to despatch ; to 
pursue ; to pu t to shame; to prepare, to 
cheat. 

y^A dawdn dawdn dmadan, To 
gallop (m.c.). 

ejy^o duwdnzadah (duwdn zi dah), 
Twelve (unsupported, but evidently the 
older form of duwdzdah, duwdn being the 
pi. of j d ) . 

dawdnosh, = q.v. 
ljM jd do ani, A coin, the 8th of a gold 

mohur. 
A (jM^d dawaniq (pi. of ddniq), Weights 

of two carats ;—abu dawaniq, Nickname of 
the Caliph Mansur on account of his ava-
rice. 

A dawdwin (pi. of diwan), Muster-
rolls ; public records ; account-books ; col-
lected poems. 

A dawdhi (pi. of dahiyat), Sore 
calamities. 

A dawdyat (pi. of dawat), Ink-
stands. 

dawd'ir (pi. of dd'irat), Circles; 
vicissitudes of time ; calamities. 

)ft do-baru, Name of a game. 
du-bdruh, i } f t yi du-bdrujch, 

Nightshade. 
*ft ^ do-bdra, du-bdra, Twice; double-

distilled. 
jW yi do-bdz, A kind of pigeon ; a child's 

kite. 
} f t yi do-bdzu, A rustic ins t rument ; name 

of a game (see jd). 
H yi du-bashi, An interpreter. 

yi du-bal, A strap for fastening on a 
saddle; lea ther ; an emera ld ; fraud, de-
ceit ; a gli t tering sword. 

^ y> du-bdld, Excessive; double, equal 
to two ;—du-bdld raftan (shudan), To be-
come double ;—du-bdld kardan, To double. 

j j du-bdma, A pigeon that does Dot 
keep to one pigeon-house, 

kij^. yi du-bakfesha, Double. 
a* jd du-bud, A kind of cloth (see Jy 
5A} .o du ba-du, Two together , without a 

th i rd . 
ty yi du-burd, ( in Zand and Pazand) A 

sword, 
ftjt ft du bardbar, Double, equal to two. 

}d du birddaran, Two bright stars 
in the lesser bea r ; name of a certain rapa-
cious b i rd ; according to others a kite. 

t^-ji yi du-burji, A pigeon tha t does not 
keep to one pigeon-house; vagarious; a 
pederas t ; an adulterer or whoremonger. 

< y f ^ j i yi du barham-zan, Two persons 
who make mischief between two others by 
slanderous talk. 

Jt)*i dubal, Insincere, unfai thful . 
aj j j J du-band, A double embankment. 
•ijiyi du-bud, A kind of cloth ( = ^ 

q.v., of which it is probably a misreading). 
a ^jio? jd du-baiti, A poem consisting of 

four hemistichs, a te t ras t ich; — du-baiti 
khwandan, To read. 

^J-UJpj du-bini, Uncertain, unreliable; a 
hypocrite. 

b jd du-pd, A small worm found chiefly 
in a certain oak-tree (Quercus coccifera or 
kermes oak), and which imparts to cloth a 
beautiful red colour. 

j^i s\A>dU ^ du pddshdhi qahhar (two 
mighty kings), N igh t and day. 

jd do-pdra, Halved. 
fcft )<i do-pdya, Two-legged, biped ; man. 
h As> do-patta (two breadths) , A sheet 

of cloth thrown loosely over the shoul-
ders. 

A^fc; jd do-pakhcha, A clew of thread; 
name of a bird. 

ji yi du-par, Of two feathers or wings; 
adorned with two feathers. 

^JDv du-parwana, N igh t and day. 
^Jjirf, jA du-parwizani, Wha t is to be 

twice sif ted. 
yi do-palka (having two eye-lids), 

A kind of p igeon; a k ind of stone for a 
ring. 



y du-pud, y du-puda, Cloth, 
woven in'streaks or stripes of two colours. 

ufH y du-post, y du-post, Two 
(leaves) pasted, any two thiDgs joined to-
gether. 

. " j ^ r * du-piydza, A rich fricassee made 
with butter, turmeric, onions, garlic, and 
various spices ; a dish without gravy. 

fai y du-paikar, Gemini; a two-edged 
axe. 

^ y du-ta, Double, doubled; bent, 
curved; bending the body; a two-stringed 
lute ; fine cloth ; — du-ta shudan, To be 
bent or doubled; to change, to al ter ;—du-
ta, kardan, To double ; to bend ;—du-ta, kas-
batain, Night and day. 

U j j du-td-shudagi, An overlapping 
or folding over. 

\s y du-td-shuda, Overlapped; folded. 
M y du-tdh, Double, doubled;—du-tah 

kardan, To fold, to double. 
tj* y du-tdy, A two-stringed harp, 

y du-tukhmar A bastard ; a mon-
grel. 

(j>» y du-tan, Two persons ; double, 
Y Y du-tav (A> y du-tah), Double; a 

meeting. 
^ y do-tahl (two-plied), Cloths lined. ry du-tegh, A double-edged sword. 
# AA*? y du-tegha-bdz, Wielding the 

sword with the two hands; (met.) doing 
two things at the same time ; a deviser of 
Btratagems. 

A4A> y du-tegha-bdzu A stroke of the 
Bword with both hands. 

tfa duj, Name of a herb. 
W- y du-jd (two places), Squint-eyed, 
oW-y do-jdn, The jugular vein, 
a y du janibat, Night and day. 
o V - y du-jahdn, This world and the 

next. 
y du*jahdni, Belonging to both 

worlds, eternal. 
fa y du-chdr, Twice four ; two (eyes be-

coming) four, a sudden and unexpected 
meeting, encounter, or interview;—du char 
uftddan (shudan, zadan), To mee t ; to con-
Terse; to dispute, to fight, to assail, to 
surprise (m.c.) ;—du chdr kardan, To meet 
one another on the road. 

fa FR&.c* y du chashm chdr shudan, 
The sudden, unexpected encounter of two 
persons (see the preceding article). 

y du chashma, The sun and moon ; 
night and day ; the pupils of the eyes. 

^ y du-challa, A roof sloping two ways. 
A^ y du chand, Twice, double. 
^Aift. jo du chanddn, Twice as much. 

y dtt-choba, Two-poled (tent) . 
fat y du chahdr, A sudden, unexpected 

meeting or interview ; backgammon. (See 

A CY danh (pi. of the following), Large 
trees. 

A dauhat, A large tree. 
a S^so. y du hujra'i khwab, Two 

eyes. 
a du harf, Two letters, i.e. kaf 

and 0 nun, signifying ^ kun, Be thou, the 
creative word. 

a j y y du hur-ligd, Reason and soul. 
A £Y daukh (v.n.), Being base and ab-

ject. 
£ y dukh, Bald ; a barren place ; a head 

bald in f ron t ; leafless b ranch ; a smooth 
face; a rocket ; a reed, f rom which mats 
are woven, and on which grapes and 
melons are hung to dry. 

y du khdtun, ^ r ^* y du khd-
tuni binish, Pupils of the eyes; suu and 
moon. 

) P^ y du khadimi habashi 
u riimi, Night and day. 

dokht, A virgin; power; sewing, 
sti tch;—dokht kardan, To hate, despise, 
loathe. 

ay&y dokhtara, A daughter ; a virgin. 
(^Aty dokhtan, To sew; to pay, perform ; 

to gain, acquire, collect; to fix, fasten ; to 
milk; to plaster ;—bar-dokhtan, To fasten 
together;—dar-dokhtan, To stitch together; 
to wink, to b l ink; to inform against, to 
accuse (see u^A-y y ) dokhtan dar, 
To fix one's look upon. 

dokhia, Stitched, sewed, closed; 
milked; payed, pe r fo rmed ; g a i n e d ; plas-
tered. 

ty dukh chakdd, A head bald in 
f r o u t ; bald-headed. 

WA. y do-khamma, y do-khamma, A 
bent hookah-pipe. 

du khwdhar, Name of two stars. 
q f a W - y du khaiti mulauwan, The 

twilight or false dawn, and break of day. 
A jy daud (v.n.), Breeding worms 

(bread or meat) ;—dud, A worm;—dudu 'I-
harlr, A silk-worm ;—dudi bl-sar, A head-
less cyst (med.). 

»iy dud, Smoke ; vapour ; b r e a t h ; an-
guish, sadness;—dud at damagh bar-ama-
dan, To be afflicted; to perish ;—dud 
angekhtan (bar-awardan), To burn, to de-
vastate ; to r u in ; to eradicate ;—dudi dh, 
The heaving of a sigh;—dud ba-su'i neku-
yan rawad, The world turns towards the 
prosperous ;—dudi chir&gh, Lamp-black for 
making ink and eoUyrium; (met.) labo-
rious study ;—dudi chiragh khwurdan, To 
undergo hardship for the sake of s tudy ;— 
dudi dil (jigar, dam), A sigh ;—dudi dil 
khdli kardan, To free the heart f rom care ; 
—dudi damagh, Pride, haughtiness, vanity; 
—dudi kuddmin chirdgh, Under whose pro-
tection is he? on whom does he depend or 
rely?—dud kardan, To emit smoke; to 
fumiga te ; to turn on steam (m.c.) ; (met.) 
to show, to mani fes t ;—dudi mash'al, Lamp-
black; pomp, s ta te ; a blackish colour;— 



dud u gard, Smoke and d u s t ; (met.) a 
troubled mind, distressedness. 

U( djd dud-asa, Smoke-like. 
dud-afkan, A kind of magi-

cian. 
dud-dlad, Smoked, pe r fumed ; 

name of a town and river in India. 
aJUjj dudala, The game of tip-cat. 

do-dami, Flowered muslin, the 
flowers worked with a needle. 

o^o dud-dhanj, djd dud-dhang, 
Chimney of a kitchen or bath ; an earthen 
pot placed over a lamp to gather smoke for 
making lamp-black. 

6i\&. djd dud-khana, House, family, race, 
djd dud-khwdr (smoke-eater), A 

moth flying round the candle; a chimney ; 
a stoker ; a smoker of tobacco. 

AJW djd dud-ddla, aid djd dud-ddla, — 
AHojO q.v. 

jdjj dudar, Coat-buttons (or the shanks) ; 
buckle of a b e l t ; twisted (chain, rope, or 
loop) ; a badge. 

jd du-darl, The world (having two 
doorB, birth and death). 

J )<> du dasi zadan, (met.) To 
make merry. 

tf&x* du dast giriftan, To exert 
oneself to the utmost. 

jO dwdastl, Two-handed; of two 
hands ' or arms' l eng th ; a hard-fought 
ba t t le ; a blow on the back with both 
handB in order to hasten anyone ; a sort of 
ewer; a cap with two flaps to cover the 
ears ; — du-dastl dar-awekhtan, To exert 
oneself to the utmost;—du-dastl zadan, To 
strike with both hands, i.e. with all one's 
might. 

dud-hash, A vent for smoke, 
chimney. 

djd dud-gab, A chimney. 
dud-giriftagl, Smokiness. 

AAy d.d dild-girifta, Smoked, smoky. 
JWJ djd dud-gand, A chimney. 

djd dud-ganda, Smelling of smoke. 
( ^ O j d dud-gin (filled with smoke), The 

tunnel of a chimney; smoky. 
J o .o du-dil (two-hearted), Uncertain, 

irresolute, wavering; a hypocrite. 
aJdjO dudala, dudila, The game of t ip-cat; 

—du-dila, Wavering, doubtful , in suspense, 
uncertain, irresolute; absent in mind ; one 
who ia constantly changing his creed. 

^SjkA. <0j du-dita-shudagi, Double-
heartedness, irresolution, uncertainty, 

po jd du-dam, Double-edged. 
yUdjd dudmdn, A great tr ibe, family, 

illustrious house; generation, race; f ra-
grance ; name of a place near Shiraz. 

jd du-dama, Double-edged, 
jd du dunya, This world and the 

next, 
jd jd du du, Two and two ; sound of a 

pipe. 

dJljj jd du-duwala, ~ rttajj q.v, (unsup-
ported by examples). 

jd dauda, A circle ;—duda, Round cot-
tages ; a tribe, family ; people; a chimney; 
an eldest son; soot, lamp-black, with 
which they make ink •, (foT A. Sdjd) a. 

djd dud-hanj, djd dud-hang, A 
chimney ; a pot for collecting smoke. 

^djd dude, A fire lit by the poor, and by 
the qalandar monks, a bonfire. 

a jjd daur, Time, age; a revolution, 
period of years; a period of 360 solar 
years ; evil t imes; days of oppression; a 
state of poverty; the world, fortune; the 
repetition of a lesson; a cup handed round 
by tbe guests; intelligence which spieB 
transmit to the court of their sovereign; 
[dauri charkh (gardun), Motions of the hea-
vens;—dauri zamdn, Revolution of ages; 
—dauri qamarl, The lunar cycle (at the 
commencement of which Adam was crea-
ted) ;—daur hardan, To encircle, surround; 
to tu rn about, revolve ; to muffle or wrap 
round ;—dauri kase giriftan, To congregate 
round one (m.c.) ;—dauri gosh-mdl, Times 
of sedition or oppression; days of cala-
mity, distress, or poverty \-~dauri mudam, 
Perpetual motion;—dauri mi'jarl, The 
moon's orbit;—ribhi dauri shar% Legal 
usury ;—-jauri daur, In jur ies of fortune;] 
—dur (pi. of ddrat), Houses;—daura, daur, 
About, around. 

j,jd dur (S. dura), Remote, distant, far 
off ;—dur az kdr, Far from the purpose; in 
opposition to, contrary to the inclination; 
—dur az md, Fa r f rom us \—dur afgandan 
(anddkhtan), To throw far away;— dur 
dmadan (bar-dmadan), (met.) To be un-
happy ;—dur ddshtan, To remove, to keep 
at a distance ;—dur shudan, To be distant, 
absent ; — dur kardan, To remove, avert, 
send away, banish;—dur u dardz, Far and 
long; prolixly, at ful l length ;—dur u naz-
dlk, Far and near;—az dur, From afar. 

i dur at (pi. of / o ) , Houses, man-
sions. 

jjdtjjd durddur, Very dis tant ;—a. daura-
daur, All round (m.c.), 

jjd dur-asardn, Name of a king of 
the magicians. 

£\jjd durdgk, Sour milk, upon which new 
milk is poured. 

CdUtf jjd dur-uftdda, Who fails to un-
derstand. 

a <j\)jd dauran, dawaran, A revolution, 
period, circle, cycle ; time, an age ; fortune, 
vicissitude; rolLiag round, (construed with 

i the verbs uftddan, zadan, kardan, gardan-
dan, nihadan) ; [dawardni dam, Blood-cir-
culation ;—daurani sar, A swimming in the 
head ;]—durdn (pi. of dar), Houses, habi-
tat ions. 

<y\jjd daurdn-kfyuddy, A whore-
monger. 



jy dur andakhtani, F i t only to 
be thrown away, refuse, 

yrt ^y dur-andar, Deep (goblet or well). 
tri^M j y dur-andesh. Far-sighted, pene-

trating ; anticipative. 
^y dur-andesha, Foresight . 

dur-andeshi, Far-sightedness ; 
anticipation. 

tyy y\>}J durdn-sarun, Name of a king 
of the magicians, 

a daurani, Temporal, secular. 
duray, A flute, a psaltery. 

jy dur bad, God forbid ! F a r be i t ! 
jy dur bash, Keep off! stand back ! 

give way ! a staff, a walking-stick ; a club, 
mace, bludgeon, pole, or baton, with which 
they keep the mob from pressing too close 
in public solemnities ; a battle-axe (usually 
fixed to the saddle) ; the commander of a 
caravan ; a sigh. 

U-M ji dur bar-dmadan, To be 
wretched. 

J ^ y durbal, Faithless, insincere, untrue, 
(^rf jy dur-bin, One who sees at a dis-

tance ; far-sighted ; a telescope ; provident, 
penetrating, perspicuous, ingenious, intel-
ligent, judicious ;—dur-bini du-chashmi, A 
double opera-glass (m.c.). 

ijr-! dur-bini, Far-sightedness. 
fa j)*3 dur-par, God forbid (female 

phrase). 
iyi dur-pinddr, Thinking deeply; 

penetrating the fu tu re ; provident. 
A l^y daurat, An epicycle; a revolution ; 

periodicity. 
durtar, More remote, far thes t . 

durtarak (dim. of the preceding), 
A little far ther . 

^Jy jy dur-khuli, A wild kind of lily. 
y du-rukhi. A kind of bow. 

JVJ.Jj diir-daraz, Par, distant , 
o — j ^y dur-dast, Distant , out of reach, 
(j*-^ jy dur-dasti, Remoteness, distance; 

out of reach. 
A J)0 daur daur, Prosperity, 
u-jy duras, Hellebore. 

dur-firo, ^ jy dur-firod, Deep; 
very low. 

A ^ y daur ah, A water-pot with handles ; 
a kind of wine-measure; a cistern or tank 
full of water. 

}y dur-karda, Removed, taken away, 
y du-ragah, Of mixed blood (horse). 

a^Jf^o daur-gir, A world seizer, a king ; 
one who takes his t u r n of the cup. 

a daur-girdn (pi. of the prece-
ding), Kings; wine-drinkers, 

g^y dauranj, Name of a medicinal herb, 
ti&jy daurang, A sort of medicinal 

plant;—du-rang, Of two colours, piebald, 
bi-coloured; double-faced, hypocrite, de-
ceitful man; the world. 

dur-nigah, Long-sighted, seeing 
far. 

du-rangi, The property of possess-
ing two colours; of two colours; capri-
ciousness ; hypocrisy : capricious. 

a W jy daur-numa, Panoramic ; a pano-
rama (m.c.). 

)) y du-ru, Two-faced, i.e. a deceitful 
villain, hypocri te ; incons tant ; a k ind of 
rose, red without and white within ; name 
of a small brass coin; having two facades 
(a palace, m.c.). 

J** b)) ^ du-roza'i 'umr, A short life. 
duruzi, Heal th, soundness of body. 
dor una, A bow for cot ton; the 

rainbow. 
y do-(du-) ruy a, Double, two-faced ; 

—du-ruya sipdh, The two opposing armies. 
^i^y du-ru'i, Hypocrisy, double-faced-

ness. 
daura, A curling lock; a wine-mea-

sure ; a heat, run (at a race, m.c.) ;—dura, 
A small measure, such as a vial or flask ; 
—du-rah, Twice ;—du-rah si, Twice thirty, 
sixty. 

ij^y duri, Distance ; absence, separat ion; 
a hypocrite;—duri namudan, To show 
aversion, to be distant and shy. 

a ^ y dauri, A tray, salver (m.c.). 
A—î y durisa, A handkerchief (of mus-

lin) with a downy pile, fr inged at the 
borders ; a fr inged carpet or counterpane. 

durisha, — the preceding; linen 
cloth. 

duri-kun, An enemy, adversary. 
yy doz, Stork's d u n g ; (in comp.) sew-

ing. 
dozdnidan (caus. of dozidan), To 

cause to sew, &c. 
duzdy, A pipe, flute. 

y du-zabdn, Double-tougued ; a pen ; 
a hypocrite ; a serpent, a snake ;—du-zabdn 
shudan, To dissemble. 

y du-zabdni, Double-tonguedness. 
t j y dozakh, Hell ; evil company; jea-

lousy ; trouble, affliction; the belly ;—ahli 
dozakh, The inhabitants of hell, the 
damned ; — k u f f d r i dozakh-qardr, The in-
fidels devoted to hell, infernal firebrands. 

£yy dozakhbdn, Keeper of the infernal 
pit. 

^ j y dozakhi, I n f e rna l ; a glutton. 
dauzak, Anything large and light, 

J*>*iyy dozandagi, Needlework. 
j y du zangi u riimi, Night and 

day ; youth and old age. 
Ujy dozana, St ing of an insect. 

iiyy dozana-ddr, A stinged insect. 
y duzun, A Nile crocodile (doubtful) . 

«yy doza, A kind of prickly p l a n t ; gum 
lac, a kind of wax for fastening handles on 
knives. 

^Jbjjo dozidan (equivalent to dokhtan, 
but rarely used), to sew, s t i tch ; to be 
used to. 

tjiy y do-zira, A kind of rice. 



dozina, Bee's sting, gnat ' s t runk. 
ty dozh, F i l th ; t incture of lac; stork's 

d u n g ; a proboscis. 
iJj}* duzhay, — q.v. 
^yi duzhak, Thick, large. 

dozhana, A bee; a g n a t ; a Bting. 
duzha, A kind of t h o r n ; a knot in 

wood. 
dozhina, The st ing of an insect. 

a (j-jJ daus (v.n.), Beating with the feet 
( the ground), t rampling clay; threshing 
corn ; polishing (a looking-glass, sword, 
&c.). 

daus, dawas, "Water for s trengthen-
ing the stomach, in which red-hot iron has 
been cooled;—dus, P l a s t e r ; shellac; gum 
lac. 

dosdnidan, To fasten, glue, 
cement ; to at tach oneself to, to become a 
hanger-on of. 

dost, A f r i end ; a lover ; a mistress, 
sweethear t ; (for jd du ast) are two ; 
—dost ddshtan, To like, love, be fond of, 
esteem as a friend. 

jVa-jd dostdr ( f o r A f r i end ; a 
lover; lovingly. 

yU-jO dostdn (pi. of dost), F r i ends ; (a 
ful ler form of dost) a fr iend. 

dostdna, Friendly, affectionately, 
jLujd dost dni, Friendly, affectionate, 

dost-bin, The twenty-second 
day of the month, of the era of J a l a l u ' d -
din. 

ctwjd dost-afsos, Grieving for a 
f r iend ; causing grief to friends. 

us—jd dost-angez, Exciting (str ife 
between) friends. 

^x-jA dost-tar, A greater fr iend, more 
friendly ;—dost-tar ddshtan, To love more. 

dost-khoy, Of a friendly dispo-
sition, amiable. 

j ta Liwyj dost-dar, A f r i end ; lover, 
lovingly. 

cs—jd dost-dari, Fr iendship; love. 
dostar (for dost-tar), Bearer, prefer-

able. 
^ ts-s-jd dosl-ruy, Amiable, agreeable, 

pleasant. 
pl&L-jd dost-kdm, A lover, f r i end ; a 

sweetheart ; a cup of wine which a lover 
drinks to h is mistress's health ; any busi-
ness which succeeds to the wishes of one's 
friends. 

^Kxwjd dost-kdmi, Prosperi ty (a fr iend's 
wish). 

dost-kdn, Loved; a lover; a 
goblet. 

^V&Ujd dosi-kani, Wine drunk a t an 
entertainment, or with a mistress or fr iend ; 
a large draught , ful l bumper d runk to the 
heal th of a lady or f r i end ; a cup, glass, or 
wine-vessel. 

gV&u-jd dost-gdn, Beloved; a mistress. 
dosi-gd,na, A toast to a mistress. 

dost-gin, Clammy, ropish sub-
stance. 

<ii.jx-.jj dostamba, 8Aii-.jd dostanda, Folded 
(flower) ; manifold, 

^ j i - j d dostwdr, Friend-like, friendly. 
ijr^y* dosti, F r iendship ; love, affection; 

—dosti ddshtan (kardan), To contract or 
cultivate friendship. 

^r*;0 dusar, Oats ; tares ;—du sar, Two 
heads or two-headed;—du sari dihliz, The 
four elements; the five senses;—du sari 
qindil, The seven p lane t s ; any glittering 
s tar ; the firmament. 

a ^ y y i dausardni, Large, thick, hard 
(a camel). 

jd du-sare, A kind of t e n t ; a linen 
cover for a travelling-litter. 

dosgar, A plasterer, 
jd du sand)a, Folded together; 

doubled. 
as—jj dosand, Adhesion ; curvature. 
SAwjd dosanda, dosinda, Sticking, adhe-

sive ; curved, b e n t ; mixed, pounded ; ad-
hesive mud. 

du sang, Two stones; namely, 
the mountains Safa and Marwah, near 
Mecca. 

dosgin, Adhesive. 
jA du-sum, Pa r t ing of braided 

hair. 
A- jd du sih, Two or three ;—du sih bdri, 

Two or three t imes;—du sih qindil (two or 
three caudles), The stars ;—du sih wairdn 
(wairana) dih, The seven climes. 

^ A ^ - j j dosidagi, A cleaving, sticking, 
yA^-jj do8idan, To plaster, in crust, be-

daub ; to glue, cement, stick together; to 
adhere, cleave close t o ; to collapse; to 
arrive; to incline, bend ; to be benumbed 
in the l imbs ; to shake up and down, or 
backwards and forwards ; to move for-
ward ; to apprehend. 

SA^-jd dosida, Plastered, incrusted, &c. 
(see the preceding). 

dosh (S. dos), The shoulder; (S. 
dosha) last n igh t ; a d ream; a kind of lac 
with which they fasten knife-handles; 
solder for meta ls ; foolish, s tupid; right 
over aga ins t ; (imperative of doshidan, or 
dokhtan) mi lk ; [dosh bar-zadan, To shrug 
the shoulders for joy; to be proud;—dosh 
khwurdan. To receive a stroke on the back ; 
—dosh d&dan, To help, to assist;—dosh 
zadan, To shrug the shoulders in disap-
proval ; to contend with ;—dosh kardan, To 
dream ; to occur, meet, fall plump upon;] 
—dawish, A running. 

dosha, Milch; spunged upon. 
^Afrjd dosh-ab, Syrup of grapes or dates; 

anything upon which milk is poured; 
milch. 

J j s j U j j doshab-dil, Who wishes at every 
moment for something else. 

J d ^ .Ujd doshab-dili, A continual change 



of wish, as the longings of a pregnant 
woman. 

doshdbgar, A maker of syrups, 
y du-shdkh, The pillory; a gold-

wrought girdle. 
fe-U y du-shdkha, Bifurcated; the pil-

lory du-shdkha har dan, To place in the 
pillory. 

^ ^ dosh-azhdahd, From whose 
shoulders serpents hare sprung (the tyrant 
Zahhak). 

yA*jU,y doshanidan, To mi lk ; to cause 
to milk. 

th^ta. y du-shdhin, The handle of a pair 
of scales; the constellations of the Eagle 
and Lyre ; a falcon for hunting. 

vj^y dosk-jumbdn, Moving or 
shaking the shoulders (see y W ^ s-*^). 

av &A4, j j du-shuda-band (who puts two 
and two together?), An imperial historio-
grapher. 

dushak, A kid ; a ca t ; a carpet ; 
bedding; a quilt. 

dosh-kan, A short garment hang-
ing from the shoulders. 

doshgar, A plasterer. 
JUa.y doah-mdl, A towel used by but-

chers. 
y du-shamhah, Monday. 

^AoAjj doshandani, What is to be milked, 
a lactiferous animal, milch. 

SAXAMO doshanda, A milker ; a shepherd, 
a herdsman. 

doshana, A milk-pail. 
diishwdr, Difficult. 

doshwdn, A breast-plate, sto-
macher. 

AAy dosha, A milking-pan or pail. 
y.x*6»y doshidan, To milk; to take. 

xyy do8hidani, Fi t to be milked, 
milch. 

8A-Ay doshida, Mi lked; any milkable 
animal; milch; a woman with large 
breasts; twins. 

ylS^Ajj doshizagdn (pi. of doshiza), Vir-
gins ;—doshizagdni jannat, Virgins of Para-
dise. 

doshizagi, Virginity, maidenhead ; 
—dosMzagi burdan, To deflower. 

fi)-Ay doshiza, A virgin. 
do8hin, Last night 's. 
doshina, Last night 's ; a shoulder-

load. 
s-A i~Ay doshina-shah, Yesternight. 
A u°y daus, — <j-y q.v. 
^j^o y du sahn (two trays), Earth and 

sky. 
Ac y du sad, Two hundred;—du sad u 

tik sad, Two hundred and three hundred ; 
(met.) a large number of enemies. 

a (Jfcjls y du-tarfi, Mutual ; on both 
sides. 

a IJUAJ—> J A y du tifli pasandida (rf nur, 
hindu), The pupils of the eyes. 

J f j ^ y du tuti (two parrots), The lips of 
a mistress. 

a du 'ulwi, Saturn and Jupi ter . 
a jW® y du laiydri tarrdr (two roguish 

cut-purses), Day aud night. 
£ y dogh (S. dugdha), Churned sour 

milk, whey, but ter-milk; a reed; name of 
a medicine ;—dogh khwurdan, (met.) To be 
mistaken; to commit au e r ror ; — dogh. 
zadan, To churn. 

^ £y dogh-dba, Food prepared with 
milk. 

W±y dogh-ba, Butter-milk dried, 
y y doghu, Sediment of butter or oil. 

dogh-wd, Meat dressed with sour 
milk. 

i £ y dogha, < ^ y doghina, A strainer for 
purifying oil or butter ; dregs of oil or 
melted butter. 

A o y dauf (v.n.), Moistening, macera-
t ing; braying musk. 

j fV^u®;5 y du qursi garm u sard, The 
sun and moou. 

u ^ y du-quli, Twins (?). 
y>y duqu, y j S y duqus (G. 8a5»cos), Seed 

of wild carrot. 
a J y i y du-qauli, Duplicity of speech, 

falsehood. 
<jiJy duk, A woman's spindle ; name of a 

desert ;~dok, A do^k (m.c. from E.). 
b y diikd, A Russian coin (ducat p), = 3 

mandt (see WU*). 
jjLS y du-kdrd, Scissors, shears ; smoked ; 

a blow upon the chest ;—du-kdrdi Jiraz, A 
pair of shears. 

^ ^ y du koh, The pupils of the eyes. 
y^Ty dukan (erroneous reading for 

A shop ;—dukan chidan, To shut up shop; 
—dukdni mai-farosh, A wine-tavern, vint-
ner 's shop. 

y ^ y dukan-dari, Shop-keeping; 
flattery. 

^ i l i y dukdni, Shop-keeping; a shop-
keeper. 

^ l y 4js)y duk-tardsh, A spindle-maker. 
dukji, A ball of thread. 

<SsaAy dukcha, A small spindle; the woof, 
or tbe thing round which it is wound. 

dukdan, A spindle-case. 
duk-rishta, A whirl put upon a 

spindle, to give i t a circular motion. 
u^a^y duk-ris, Sewing with cotton 

thread. 
d—jjSy duk-risa, — ^ .a . - r* 

y du-kasi, Fit for two ;—du kase, 
Two persons. y du ka'batain, The sun and 
moon. 

slS y du kulah-dar, The sun and 
moon; day and n igh t ; two powerful 
kings. 

£ y du ktma, The two hips. 
y du-kohd, Ai\jhjS y dii'kohdna, 

Double-humped (Bactrian camel). 



g^jo dugdn, I n twos, two and two; 
double. 

totf jd du-gdna, Two, double, a pair, 
twins; b inary ; of two sor ts ; two genu-
flexions in prayers ;—dugana zadan, To 
bring for th twins. 

dugana zayanda, Twin-bearing 
(female). 

ft yi du gdwi pir, The sign Taurus 
and the Ox (the latter as tiller of the 
ground) ; night and day. 

ft jd du gdv-pesha, Day and night. 
ClS'jd du-gdh, Name of a musical note. 
s^yBAS"du gdhwdra, Heaven and earth. 
jUAjS" jd du-gosh-mdl, Troublous times ; 

a serious disaster (probably misreading 
for or corruption of dauri gosh-mdl, q.v. 
under .jd). 

jd du-goshi, A tu rban with two ends 
banging down ; a two-handed ewer. 

yi du guna, Both cheeks, 
jd du gauhar, Spirit and understand-

ing. 
yi du-glti, This world and the next. 

A JJD duwal, diwal, dawal (pi. of dulat), 
Riches, wealth, strokes of good fortune. 

J jd dol, A bucket, milk-pail, pitcher; 
the hopper of a mi l l ; the sign Aquarius; 
a deceitful, shameless person; base, ig-
noble ; the mast of a ship ; a purse;— 
duwal, The bark of the olive-tree. 

^ yi du-ld, j^S jd du-ldy, Double, two-
fold. 

^jd dold, A pitcher, ewer; a water-
bucket. 

a v > V dauldb, duldb (for the following), 
A water-wheel. 

v > V dol-db, A wheel, especially for 
raising water to overflow fields ; a machine 
in the walls of monasteries, hospitals, or 
lazarettos, into which people on the outside 
put victuals or other necessaries (some-
times also superfluities, as children), and 
then, turning it upon its axis, leave them 
to be carried off by those within; a store-
house, pantry, buttery, locker; a labyrinth : 
trick, fraud, machination ; a d rum; a ditch; 
profi t ; commerce ; hard usage ; diabetes ; 
—dolabi sufra-khana, A buffet, side-board 
(m.c.) ;—dolabi mind, The sky. 

dolab-rang, (Turning) like a 
water-wheel (applied to the heavenly 
sphere). 

y\>ift S ^ A doldb-garddn, Trading, carry-
ing on commerce. 

jj? s-^jd doldb-garddni, Trade carried 
on with another's capital. 

AiSjd doldba, A water-wheel; a panbry. 
0»Sjd dolabi, Belonging to a water-wheel, 

Ac. (see v»V>). 
A ci>Sjd dulat, Vicissitudes, changes. 
AiSjd duldna, A f ru i t like a red apple. 
jkxJjd dolband, A turban, or the sash. 

j ju^jd daul-band u bast, The rent-

roll of a district, drawn out at the begin-
ning of a year, showing the sum expected 
to be realized, 

A Sjd daulat (v.n, of Going round 
each other in combat; good turn of for-
tune ; felicity, wealth, victory ; power, do-
minion, empire; a state, reign, dynasty; 
(construed with akhir shudan, amadan, 
khuftan, ddshtan, randan, ydftan) ; [dau-
lati tez, Speedy good-fortune ; — daulati 
khwdbida, Sleeping, i.e. adverse fortune;— 
daulati dunyd, Worldly felicity ;—daulati 
'usmdniya, The Ottoman empire;—daulati 
4uzma, The mighty empire ;—daulati 'aliya, 
The high imperial house (of Timur) ;— 
daulati yundn, The kingdom of Greece ;]— 
dulat, Change of time, fortune, or happi-
ness; felicity in the next life. 

a u^Jjd daulat-andesh, Taking care 
of the empire. 

^ daulat-bar-andaz, Govern-
ment-subverting, revolutionary. 

a Ls-Jjj daulat-panah, Asylum of em-
pire ; where fortune finds a refuge 

a AiUjJjd daulat-khdna, A palace; a 
house ; your house ;—daulat-khana'i khas, 
The king's palace. 

a (a*. ta-ijd daulat-khudd, Wealthy, 
powerful. 

a JW «Jjd daulat-khuda'i, daulati-
khudd'i, Riches, prosperity, happiness; one 
whose bounty is overflowing. 

a elyi- csJjd daulat-khwdh, Well-wisher; 
I , me. 

a ( j ^ jA daulat-khwahi, Good-will. 
a l j - «^Jjd daulat-sard, A palace; your 

house. 
a i&Jjd daulat-giray, Eager for power 

or dominion. 
a ^ y S w^Jjd daulat-gazdy, Who oppresses 

people on account of newly-acquired good 
fortune. 

a daulai-giyah, A lucky herb. 
a ^Ju^sJjd daulat-maddr, Abode of felicity. 
a Jo^sJjd daulat-mand, Rich, fortunate, 

happy; a rich man ; cause, occasion, effect. 
a ^gJu^jJjd daulatmandi, Riches, wealth, 

good fortune. 
a daulati, Rich, fortunate, prosper-

ous, happy ; prosperity ; royal, belonging 
to the State (m.c.). 

a daulatain (oblique case of the 
dual), The two States (m.c.). 

a v1^! >«sJjd daulat-ydb, Prosperous, for-
tunate . 

dolcha, A leathern bucket. 
A ^ J j d dulakhja, A ball of t h read ; name 

of a bird. 
y^Jjd dol-miydn, A purse; a letter-bag 

carried round the waist, 
j} jd du lu, Doubled, folded, lined. 
<jJjd daula, A whirlwind, hurricane; a 

cup; a circle; a r inglet ;—dula, A circle ; 
an ascent, steep; f raud, t r i ck ; a sigh, 



groan, howl; the belly; a stupid, conceited 
fellow; a whirlwind ; a lizard ; earth, d u s t ; 
—dawala, A goblet. 

f t ^ y daula-char, The revolving sky. 
<jiy dawali, Fraud, deceit. 
A py daum (v.n.), Continuing, lasting. 
i»y duwum, Second; the r ing-finger; in-

ferior;—duwum, The second. 
yWy y du marjan, Tbe lips of a mis-

tress. 
a J«J v>y Q f y du mirrikhi zarb-fi% y 

W - Ja-j du mirrikhi zuhalsima, Two. 
rings of a chain. 

y du-maghz (two-kernelled), An al-
mond ; also— 

y du-maghza. Fa t , stout. 
a Jr1" y du manzil, This world and the 

next. 
csy y du*muy, A man half grey-headed; 

du-muya, Beginning to grow grey, 
^ y duwuml, The second. 
( y y du mekh, The two poles. 

duwumin, The second. 
^fas* y du mind'i tarab, A cup of 

wine. 
A y y daun (v.n.), Being low, vile, con-

temptible, or weak ;—dun, Base, mean, 
despicable ; below, under, short of, inferior 
to; near; above; behind; a f t e r ; name of 
a village near Dinawar. 

Hr* ) f f i y du ndni garm u sard, yU y 
du ndni rangln, «Ali yU y du ndni 

falak, The two loaves, hot and cold, two 
coloured loaves, or two loaves of the sky, 
i.e. the sun and moon. 

A <A>y duiiak, Take it, seize i t (lit, i t is 
before you, in your reach, &e.). 

t / ^ y dawandagl, A running, a racing. 
8A>y dawanda, Running ; a racer, 
^ y dungi, A pinuace, smack, dingy. 
a)T dun-nawaz, A patron of the 

base. 
duna, A decov-bird by a ne t ; a bas-

ket of leaves ;—duna tar hi, A kind of 
aniseed. 

a dun-himmat, Base; ungrate-
ful. 

a y y dun-himmati, Low-minded-
ness. 

^ y eium, A long swift vessel; negli-
gence. 

a ^ y diinl, Baseness, inferiority. 
y du nim, Two halves ; divided in 

two;— du-nim zadan (knrdan), To divide 
in two, to halve. 

P^y duwum, dawiim, A gum-bearing tree, 
y du-wer, A wri ter ; a school-master, 

teacher of languages. 
ytf wyjĵ jfc y du hdruti kdfir, The fascina-

ting eyes or pendent ringlets of a mistress, 
y du hamzad, Twins. 

JiL, ^ y - a y du hinduyi tifi ( ^ H - chashm), 
The pupils of the eyes. 

A J^y dawd (v.n.), Ailing -,—dauny, Any-
thing, any person; a singing noise or 
t inkling in the e a r ; the humming of bees 
or birds, the rust l ing of wind, &c. 

^ y dawi, A cheat, deceiver, knave ;— 
duwl, Two and two. 

a dawet (by Imalah for An 
ink-holder or pen-case. 

a e w y dawet-dshur, Stick for mixing 
ink. 

a j^Jjy dawe-dar (for dawet-ddr), One 
who carries an ink-stand. 

i^Aiy dawidagl, A running, 
yAjy dawidan, To r u n ; to make haste 

to serve; to flow; to spring up, be carried 
high;—bar ruy dawidan, To speak fluently ; 
—dar tahi post (dar rag u pay) dawidan, 
To penetrate into one's veins and nerves. 

dawira, A leathern strap used at 
dice (see ^ f a J \ y ) -

duwtsi, Two hundred ;—duwist 
dirami shar'l, Fif ty-four tolas, five maslias 
and two grains. 

uA y du yak, The last breath. 
J»y duwel, Fraud, cheat, t r ick ; coarse 

silk from a cocoon, in which two silkworms 
were enclosed. 

f+ty duyum, duyumin, The second ; 
a deputy, 

^ y du'l, Dual i ty; duplicity, 
fio dah, T e n ; indicating sometimes & 

large, sometimes a small number ; displea-
sure ; annoyance, t roub le ; curses, impre-
cations ; commanding what is r ight and 
forbidding what is wrong; [dah chand, 
Ten-fold, ten t imes ;—dah (for dih?) dar 
dunya, eattar (perhaps for satan) dar 
dkhirat, Give in this world, and receive in 
the next, or, perhaps, ten in th is world, a 
hundred in the next (a benediction used 
by mendicants) ;—dah dirami shar'i, Two 
tolas, eight mashas, and ten grains and a 
ha l f ; ]—dih , A town, village ; (imp. of da-
dan) give t hou ; strike t h o u ; (in comp.) 
a giver; [dihi werdn, The wor ld ; the hu-
man body;]—duh, A tail (seems doubt-
fu l ) . 

Uu daha, The ten days of the Muhar-
r a m ; the models of the tombs of Hasan 
and Husain, or the model of a bui lding 
containing the tombs, which are carried 
about in procession during those ten days ; 
on the tenth day the tombs are buried, or 
in some places thrown into water; the 
building, if made of cheap materials, shares 
tbe same f a t e ; if costly, it is carried back 
and deposited in the Dargah or Karbala. 

A *\&<±-daha (v.n. of ^ O ) , Being subtle, 
pene t ra t ing ; ingenuity, shrewdness, saga-
city. 

a So^fco daha'at (v.n. of Being sa-
gacious, subtle, cunning, astute. 

A dvhdi (pi. of dahi, in P . some-
times spelt Ingenious, sly. 



dihdt (A. pi. of dih), Villages, the 
country. 

soUo dih-a-dih, From every part , from 
all quar ters ; f rom place to place; war-
cry, din of bat t le;—dih-d-dih zadan (guf-
tan), To raise a battle-cry. 

dahdr, A grotto, cavern, cleft in a 
mountain ; excellence ; learning, wisdom ; 
a clamour, a cry for help. 

jUo dahaz, jlfcJ dahazh, Clamour, noise; 
a grotto, cavern ;—dihdz, Former site of a 
village; cleft of a mountain. 

80 dah-asba, With (the swiftness of) 
ten horses. 

A dihdq, Ful l (cup); cup after cup. 
A KIL£>O dahdginat, dahdqin (pi. 

of dihqan), Chief men of Persian villages ; 
industrious. 

^ 80 dah dh, Ten vices ; name of the 
tyrant Zahhak, who was notorious for ten 
defects of body or mind, viz. ugliness of 
feature, shortness of stature, excessive 
pride, indecency, gluttony, scurrility, 
cruelty, precipitance, falsehood, and cow-
ardice;—dahdk, Places of tens in arith-
metic. 

Ay*JU>o dahaliz (pi. of dihliz), Vesti-
bules 

a f^fco duham, Black; a stallion-camel 
(see ^ A ) . 

<yUo dahan, dihan, The mou th ; an ori-
fice ;—dahan baz mdndan, To remain open-
inouthed with astonishment; — dakdni 
pusht, Anus ;—dahdni zaigham, The first 
point in the constellation Leo;—dah an-
gusht ba-dahan (bar dahan) giriftan, To be 
weak, helpless, powerless; to submit ; to 
lament. (See also yAJ.) 

A <YTA>O dihan, Red leather shining with 
oi l ; (pi. of duhn), oils, ointments, un-
guents ; gentle rains moistening only the 
surface of the ground ;—dakhan, One who 
makes or presses oil. 

dahdn-band, A mouth-veil; a 
muzzle. 

A giViu duhdnij, Going fast with short 
steps ; a two-humped camel. 

sy y U j dahdn-dara, Y a w n ; one who 
yawns ; a narrow pass between mountains. 

j+Z ylao dahdn-gir, Who prevents another 
from idle talk. 

A>U>J dahdna, Anything which resembles 
the mouth ; the mouth of a r iver; the 
opening of a valley ; the bit of a bridle ; a 
weaver's ins t rument ; anything with which 
the edge of a knife or hatchet is covered 
for the safety of carriage; rus t of brass ; 
verdigris; a precious stone of a greenish 
colour, malachite. 

^XJVAO dahdnidan, dihanldan, To cause 
to give. 

JA> so dih-bash, Tame, domestic. 
t 80 dah-bashi, The head-man of ten, 

a corporal (m.c.). 

A E^JFEJ dahbarraj (for P . dah parra), 
Ten-feathered. 

afy 80 dah-baraga, =• aJo 80 q.v. (doubtful 
word, the second component of which seems 
unintelligible; probably i t is a misreading 
for Afj 50 q.v.). 

so dah bist, Ten or twenty, 
soy^ 80 dah panzdah (ten, fifteen, namely 

charms), Beauty, ornament, adornment;— 
dah panzdah dari, Thou possessest beauty 
and adornments of every kind. 

gH 80 dah-panj, 50 dah-panji, Bad 
money, false coin. 

80 dah ids, A wooden shoe. 
ATO- BO dah chand, Ten times as much. 
^ ^ 80 dah-chandagi, Ten-fo ld ; a word 

with which they return a salutation. 
Ay&o dihchah, A h u s b a n d m a n ; peasan-

try, subjects. 
so dah hawds, The five external and 

the five internal senses. 
yUiJfco dih-khdn, 80 dih-khudd, Lord 

or head-man of a village. 
8s> dah khatani, The ten fingers. 

(joU so dah dadan, Reviling anyone by 
holding up the ten fingers to his face; 
contradict ing; bat ing, detest ing. 

j U 80 dih-ddr, Head-man of village or 
township. 

duhdurrain, A trifling, futile 
t h ing ; a lie, 

Aio SO dah-dila (of ten hearts) , Fickle, 
faithless ; one who is perpetually changing 
his creed ; brave, courageous. 

80 so dah-dah, 80 dah-dahi, Pure 
gold. 

A dahr, Time ; eternity ; vicissitudes 
oE time ; for tune ; adverse fortune, cala-
mity ; God as ruler of destiny ; the world ; 
custom, habit, mode, manner ; — dahri 
ddhir, Adverse for tune ;—dahri dahdrir, 
Severe times ;—dahri safed-dast, Youthful 
fortune ;—dahri kasa-gardan, This lower 
world ; — f i auwali 'd-dahr, Now long ago. 

A lyssa dahran, Perpetually. 
AŜ so dah-raga, Strong, muscular, brave; 

experienced in business ; zealous ; a bas-
tard. 

a ybo dahr-nikuhi, A blaming of 
fortune. 

so dah ruz, Ten days (to designate a 
short space of time). 

Sybo dahra, A reaping-sickle ; a pruning-
hook; a farrier 's ins t rument for paring 
horses' hoofs; a small two-edged, sickle-
formed, sharp dagger ; — dahraH subh, 
Morning light. 

a dahri, Secular, temporal, worldly, 
u^yfeo dah rish (ten beards) , A thick 

beard. 
^ylj) 80 dah-zabdni, Loquacity, talkative-

ness. 
A (̂ FEO dahs, A plant not yet of a green 

colour; soft soil without sand, dust , or clay. 



JL. so dah sal, Ten years; the planets (a 
term of science) ; a large wave. 

CJU—AJ dahistan, A town in Tabaristan ; 
—dihistdn, Abounding in villages. 

A y&jfcj dahsh (v.u.), Striking with con-
sternation;—dahash (v.n.), Being amazed, 
dumbfounded, bewildered. 

u^Ad dihish, A gift, a lms; liberality. 
A dahshat, Amazement, wonder; 

strangeness; fear, t e r r o r d a h s h a t burdan 
(kardan), To terrify;—dahshat Jehwurdan, 
To feel terrified. 

dahasht, dahisht,Union, unanimity, 
resemblance; singularity; uniqueness. 

a d a h s h a t - a n d a z , Spreading 
terror, terrific. 

ay£i\ dahshat-angez, Horrible. 
a ^U c - i A j dahshatndk, Alarming. 
te&Ad dihishta, A free gift, an alms. 
jy&Ati dihishwar, Bountiful , liberal. 
A uafcj dahs (v.n.), Hastening, haste;— 

dahas, Thinness of the eye-brows and of the 
hair -,—dihs, A layer of bricks above the 
foundation of a wall. 

A ^ d dahq (v.h) , Breaking or cutting ; 
—dahaq (v.n.), Tor tur ing; torture, the 
rack, 

a yUfcd dihqdn, duhqdn (from P. dih-
khan or dihgan), Chief man or magistrate 
of a village, prince or head of the farmers 
(among the Persians) ; a husbandman, cul-
tivator of the ground ; a historian ; a min-
strel, bard ;—dihqdni pir, Old wine ; well 
versed in history ; — dihqdni khuld, The 
porter of Paradise named Rizwan; Mu-
hammad. 

a d^y yUfco dihqdn-naward, Register, his-
tory. 

a ^ U a j dahqdni, dihqdni, Tillage, hus-
bandry ; a husbandman. 

a iJtod dahqanat (v.n. of <£&><*), Ap-
pointing to the office of dihqdn ; the magis-
tracy of a village; farming business; 
agriculture; shrewdness. 

A TAIJFEO dahk (v.n.), Breaking, bruising ; 
grinding; t rampling the ground; copula-
ting ; —dahak, Name of a village near 
Shiraz; also of a village near Wasit. 

u f̂cd dihak (dim. of dih), A small vil-
lage. 

^y&fcd dihkdni, Agricul ture; a sown 
field, 

dih-kada, A village. 
SJ dih'kashawarz, A village hus-

bandman. 
So dih-kiyd, A certain f ru i t cooked 

with meat; chief man or magistrate of a 
village. 

y^Xttd dihgdn, A farmer, sower; a his-
torian. 

y t f i j 6d dah-gdn dah-gdn, In tens. 
jA&kd dahgdnl, A certain gold coin 

dihgani, Tillage, husbandry; a husband-
man. 

jSiii dihgar, A villager. 
^jS so dah-gazi, Of ten cubits ' length. 
Jj&o duhul, A drum, tabor dahul ba 

bdld'i bam burdan, To beat the drum ;— 
duhul zadan, To beat a drum ;—duhul ziri 
gilim zadan, To t ry to conceal what is no-
torious ;—duhuli yak ruya, A single d rum 
(opp. to duhuli du-ruya, A double drum). 

JAJ duhul'bdz, A d r u m m e r ; a small 
brass drum fastened to the saddle when 
hawking, and struck whilst the falcon is 
on the wing, to animate him to hun t for 
and kill his prey. 

is.Ujd jAd duhul-darida, Disgraced. 
jAd duhul-zan, Jj&d duhul-nawdz, 

A drummer. 
y*>d dihlu, The city of Delhi. 
AlAd dahla, A thorny p lant ; a bridge. 
0Lbd dihli, The city of Delhi. 
ay*lJt>d dihliz, 5y<L&d dihliza, A vestibule, 

place between two gates, or between the 
outer gate and the house ;—dihlizi qalb, 
The auricle of the heart. 

a ^yjlAd dihlizi, Rumours, vague reports 
(properly sukhuni dihlizi). 

A ^ o dahm (v.n.), Coming suddenly, 
rushing upon ; a mult i tude, a large num-
ber ;—duhm, The last three (moonless) 
nights of the month. 

^ d dahm, A tree or shrub which emits 
a pleasant odour when burn t ; a laurel ;— 
dahum, dahumi, The tenth. 

(̂ Ujfcd (^^tf sinyu) duhman, Evening 
prayers. 

A A*JT>D duhmat, Blackness. 
Sd^tJbd dah-marda, A company of ten 

men; a captain over ten men ; belonging 
to ten, i.e. many, men ;— dah marda kdr 
kunad, He works for ten ;— jami dah marda, 
A cup sufficient for many men ', — zori dah-
marda, The strength of ten men. 

£ 6df*Ad dahmarda-go goy), One 
who talks for ten, extremely loquacious, 
garrulous. 

û —.*jfcd dahmast, dahamast, The laurel, 
yidjdl - fid dihi maskini idris, The 

heaven of amber. 
dahamasht, — <i q.v, 

dah-mubad, A priest of the fire-
worshippers. 

dahumi, dahumin, The tenth. 
A y ^ J dahn (v.n.), Anointing, oiling; 

beating with a s t ick; slightly moistening 
the ground (rain) ;—duhn, Oil, unguen t ; 
slight rain ; a t r ibe in Tainan. 

U^d dahan, The mouth ; orifice; also 
covering of a vessel; bit of a bridle ;— 
dahan -az ham gushadan, To open the 
mouth;—dahan ba-ab kashidan, To rinse 
the mouth;—dahan tar kardan, To investi-
gate, to inquire ;—dahani tegh (shamshir), 
Edge of a scimitar;—dahani tir, Notch of 
an arrow;—dahani chize ddshtan, To have a 
thing in readiness;—dahan-ash shirin shud, 



H e was bribed ; he became conciliated;— 
dahan ghuncha kardan, To purse tbe lips 
(for kissing, &c.) ;—dahani farang, Melo-
chiteB (see ;—dahani kase bastan (shirin 
kardan), To bribe; to conciliate ;—dahani 
muhra-dar, A mouth with all its teeth un-
impaired ;—bar (dar) dahan zadan, To 
strike on the mouth;—dar dahan (dahani 
lam) uftadan, To become the talk of the 
people, to be defamed. (See also y ^ o . ) 

OUAO dahnad, Order, series, arrangement. 
jW tjJu dahan-bdz, The tooth-ache tree. 
Aa—} y A j dahan-basta, Muzzled. 
•Uf yAj dahan-band, The covering of the 

mouth ; a woman's veil; a muzzle. 
dahan-bos, Kissing the mouth. 

A G^FCJ dahnaj, dahanaj, duhanij, A gem 
resembling an emerald. 

(jJ^o dahan-khwani, Blame, reproof. 
(jAa dahan-dara, Yawning, gaping;— 

dahan-dara kardan, To yawn. 
yjbo dahan-da,rida, A vain babbler ; 

shameless. 
^AAAO dihandagl, A giving ; liberality. 
a.ufl>o dihanda, dihinda, A giver ; (a wo-

man) giving or prostituting (herself). 
yJbJ dahan-kusha i gMbat 

kardan, To open the mouth of detraction. 
y ^ j dahan-kaf, Drivel;—dahan-kaf 

kardan, To drivel, to slaver. 
a 80 dah-nuh, Ninety ; (met.) ornament, 

decoration ; diminution, depreciation ; any 
two things of equal value. 

fl-sjbo dahana, An orifice; a fissure ; the 
jaws ; a notch ; the bit of a bridle (m.c.) ; 
—dahana'i rud-khdna, The mouth of a 
river ;—dahana'i farang, J asper ; a pre-
cious stone of a thick greenish colour, me-
lochites ;—dahana'i ligdm, The bit of a 
bridle. 

(•tfJt&J dah-nim, An old coin; tax of 5 per 
cent. 

yfcj dihu, A mountain (called also Rohun, 
and by the Portuguese Pico d 'Adam) in 
the island of Ceylon, where the Persians 
believe Adam lived, when banished from 
Paradise. 

y 80 dih-u-dar, Give and take ; tumult , 
conflict, noise of combatants ; pomp, pride. 

A JJFCO duhur (pi. of dahr), Ages, times. 
j+f 2 dih-u-gir, = ) 80 q.v. 
uy&o dahun, Mouth ; orifice ; recital from 

memory ; memory ;—az dahun khysandan, 
To say by heart. 

dahwa, = <At>o q.v. (probably a mis-
reading). 

Uso dah-hd, The ten first days of the 
month Muharram ; tens ;—dih-hd, Vil-
lages. 

jVj£> 80 dah hazar, (j 'j 'j^ 80 dah hazdrdn, 
Ten thousand; the fourth game at nard. 

i_- • Afr 80 dah-haft, Name of an ancient 
coin. 

^ ^ dahi, Pure gold. 

A ^AO dahy (v.n.), Being shrewd, subtle, 
or ingenious; ingenuity, sublety, sagacity; 
craftiness ;—dahi, Iugenious, sagacious ; 
subtle, sly, cunning. 

A^O dihid (imp. of dddan), Q-ive ye; 
strike ye. 

eo^Ao dihidih, A mutual g i f t ; war, 
battle. 

csW&o dah-yak, A tenth part , one out of 
ten ;—dah-yak kardan, To decimate. 

<A» 80 dah-yak-sitdn, 80 dah-
yak-giranda, A ti the-taker. 

dihim, The crown of the kings of 
Persia. 

dihin, dahin, Biestings. 
dahina, Biestings ; mouth, orifice 

(unsupported). 
a»jj 80 dah yopad, Enjoining what is 

right, and forbidding what is wrong. 
50j> 80 dah yoda, Ten, ten units. 
t^J dai, Name of the tenth mouth of tbe 

solar year ; winter, or the first month of 
it, December; name of the ninth (?) day 
of the month ; name of an angel presiding 
over the affairs of the month dai, and of 
the eighth, fifteenth, and twenty-third 
day of every month;-—di, Yester (see j^ 
a n d S - ^ J J ) . 

A diydr (pi. of dar), Houses, man-
sions; (pi. of dairat) circuits, regions, 
districts ;—daiyar, Anyone ; the head of a 
convent (dair). 

A fc faj diydr-bakr, The country called 
anciently Mesopotamia. 

\0yU0 diydgudd, A beverage extracted 
from poppy. 

a <Ultio dayalima (pi. of dailam), The 
Dailamites. 

A (J^JJ daiydn, A requiter of good and 
evil; hence an epithet of G o d ; a con-
queror, a subduer ; a judge, umpire, admi-
nistrator. 

A diydnat (v.n. of Embracing, 
adhering to religion; conscience, honesty, 
piety, virtue, integrity ;—arbdbi diydnat, 
Religious persons ;—ahli diydnat, Reli-
gious. 

a ts^s^o diydnat-dar, Jus t , honest, 
pious ;—diydnat-ddri , P ie ty ; honesty, up-
rightness. 

a fS ui-jbo diyanat-gar, P ious ; just, ho-
nest ;—diydnat-gari, Piety ; honesty. 

dayanosh, The man who sold 
'Azra. 

dib, Name of a sea-port in India. 
diba, Brocade ; the eye of a mistress ; 

the tenth of the month ;—dibd'i pukhta dar 
pukhta, Silk interwoven with gold and 
silver ;—dibd'i shab-afroz (shab andar roz), 
An Indian silk-stuff, taffeta;—dibd'i shush-
tar ddshtan, To have many colours, to be 
variegated;—dibd'i mu'allam, Embroidered 
cloth. 

LJO diba-buf, A brocade-manufacturer. 



a eWo dibaj for P . A vest of bro-
cade, or cloth of gold, with a rich edging ; 
frontispiece of a book. 

dibdja, dlbacha, The preface, 
exordium, or preamble to a book (as being 
generally written in an ornamental style, 
and adorned with gilding and other deco-
rations) ; a cheek; — naqshi dlbaja-rd 
muhri mom sdkhtan, To make plain and 
evident, to reveal. 

kjA^J dibaja-band, Composer of a 
preface. 

dibdji, A vesture of gold cloth ; a 
weaver of brocade, 

jjd Wjd dibd-doz, A weaver of brocade. 
^gJ dai-bddln, G o d ; name of an 

angel; the twenty-third day of the month. 
j^WiJ daibazar, The eighth day of the 

month; the angel who presides over this 
day; sleepy. 

dlbdr, Nupt ia ls ; a banquet, feast. 
(jj) dlhd-ruy, Of beaut i ful face. 

dlbdgar, A brocade manufacturer . 
IJ/WJA dibdgarl, Embroidery ; manufac-

ture of brocade. 
JW-J dlbalpur, A place in t h e P a n j a b . 

debawand, Name of Tahmuras, 
dibdh, Gold tissue. 

jUtfO debddr (S. deva-daru), The Indian 
pine. 

tfi^j daibadin, God ; name of an ange l ; 
the twenty-third day of every solar month. 

y-WfrfO diburjas (?), = q.v. 
a dibaq (for P . A-iJ), Brocade. 

dai-ba-mihr, God; name of an 
angel; the fifteenth day of every solar 
month. 

dai-bud, A double-bordered gar-
ment. 

A Jjrfo daibuz ( from P. du pud), A gar-
ment with a double border. 

Ao«i dibah, = iW'J q.v.;—dibaki khusrawl, 
Khusrau's third treasure. 

^ dai-pas, A I ravelling companion ; 
form, figure, image ; like (doubtful word). 

uyUjLjj diplomat, Diplomatic (m.c. from 
Pr. or E.). 

A diyat (v.n. of ^ y ) , Paying a mulct 
or compensation for manslaughter ; mulct, 
fine, damages (construed with budan, 
khpastan, dadan, &c,). 

A di'sdn, The nightmare, 
a d a i j u r , Ear th , d u s t ; darkness, 

obscurity; the night of conjunction of sun 
and moon; a dark night without moonlight; 
dark; dust-coloured ; much dry herbage ; 
—ehabi daijur, A very dark night . 

-)*<* did (pret. of didan), He saw ; s i g h t ; 
the eye; in comp. = dida, as pdk-dld, (Who 
has Been what is) pure;—ba-dld dwardan, 
To produce, to bring to sight. 

WA daida, Lost, miss ing; not mani-
fest. 

JWA didar, Sight, vision, look; the eye ; 

face, countenance, cheek; appearance; in-
terview ; manifest , exposed to view. 

^AJO dlddr-blni, Amorous sport, dal-
liance of lovers. 

^AIA dlddrl, Wor thy of being seen, fair . 
A T^AJD daiddn, Manner, custom ;—didan 

(pi. of dud), Worms. 
didan, The first month of winter 

(unsupported and doubtfu l ) , 
AJJ dld-bdzl, Looking about one ; 

taking the air ; reconnoitering. 
J dtdban, A watch, guard ; one who 

keeps a look-out from a mountain, a watch-
tower, or a ship's mast. 

didbdnl, Observation, watching. 
O^AJO dldagdn (pi. of dida), Spies, 

scouts. 
Aj.o dld-gah, A prospect; a watch-

tower. 
A CJA*^ daidan, Custom, habit. 
(jAiA didan, To see, look, observe; to 

perceive, feel; to expect, hope fo r ; to visit 
(m.c.) ; — didan kardan, To pay a visit 
(m.c.);—didan-am arzad, I am worthy of 
being seen or visited; — ba-didan raftan, 
To go to see one, to visit ;— baland didan, 
To look high, to exalt oneself;—past didan, 
To look low, to abase oneself;—dar-dldan, 
= didan;—wddldan, To meet. 

JJod dldanl, F i t or worthy to be seen. 
y^AJd dldawdr, Perspicuous, visible. 
<v)ljAsj didwan, A watch, 
j i j j ^ j didwdnl, An inspector of boats, 
jojj^} J AJJ dld-u-bdz-dld, -^A^AIO did-u-

did, AjdVj j a> j did u wd-dld, An interview, 
SJkiJ dida, Seen, having seen; the eye; 

anything like the eye, a hole, a mesh, a 
r i ng ; the s igh t ; the pupil of the eye; a 
wanton, impudent eye; impudence ; any 
place within ken; a watch-tower ; a spy ; a 
sentinel;—dida db dadan, To feast the eye 
upon;—dida ' i ahu'i dasht, Blackness ;— 
dida bar hdli k ise na-dashtan, Not to care 
for another 's condition;—dida bar-ddshtan, 
To expect;—dida bar-dokhtan. To close the 
eyes ;—dida bar-ham kardan (nihadan), dida 
bastan (poshldan), To close the eyes; — 
dida'i basirat, The eye of prudence, fore-
sight ;—dida parldan, The eye th robs ; 
(met.) to long for, to desire;—dida'i pusht, 
Anus ;—dida chun takhti jauhari, A blue 
eye ; a blind eye ;—dida chun dastdr kar-
dan, To bl ind;—dida' i haq-bln, A just , pene-
t ra t ing eye; — dida raftan, To become 
blind ; —dida roshan (sakht) kardan bar, To 
open the eyes and look upon;—dida surkh 
kardan ba, To covet; to look wantonly 
upon;—dida safed kardan, To bl ind;—dida 
siyah kardan, To covet;—dida'i kdfurl, 
Blind;—dida'i gdv, Ox-eye (p l an t ) ; the 
star called the Bull 's eye; a kind of ar-
mour ; a sort of grape ;—dida giriftan az 
kase, To take one's eye-sight, to blind ;— 
dida garm shudan, To be on the point of 



falling asleep;—dlda garm kardan, To 
slumber ; to fall in love with ;—dlda gushd-
dan, To open the eyes ;—dlda nd-dida a.n-
gdshtan, To consider th ings seen as un-
seen ; to leave other people's business 
alone dlda nazuk sdkhtan (hardan), To 
look closely at ;—az dlda khwdstan, To covet 
much, to crave for. (See also the phrases 
given under j*-^.) 

dlda-baz, Throwing the eyes 
round . 

dldabdn, A watch, sent inel ;— 
dldabani chahdrum, The sun ;—dldabani fa-
lak, The sun ; the planet Saturn ;—dldabani 
kabad-hisar, The planet Sa turn ; any one 
of the planets ;—didabdndni 'dlam, The 
Bevfm planets, i.e. Saturn, Jupiter , Mars, 
the Sun, Venus, Mercury, and tbe Moon. 

dlda ba-rdh, On the look-out. 
dlda-bldar, Whose eyes are 

wakeful, wide awake, sleepless. 
8A»o dlda-posh, Veiling the eyes. 

fa SJO.O dlda-dar, A sentinel, watch. 
^sji) BA>O dlda-rezl, A fat iguing the 

eye. 
cs^at- 8o>o dida-sakht, Shameless, bare-

faced. 
jjA, aoj>o dlda-shor, The evil eye. 

8A»o dlda-kundn, Attentive, conside-
ra te . 

5 \S 6ji>o dlda-gdh gaK), A place whence 
observation is made, the station of a spy 
or sentinel. 

dldawdr, Perspicuous, quick-
sighted ; an inspector ; a sentinel. 

yVyofcO didawan, The s ight (of a gun) ; 
a watch, sentinel. 

A s ^ o y 60*0 dlda u danista, Seen and 
known ; knowingly, wittingly, purposely. 

JJ8o*o dldawar, — ;\jAiO q.y. 
dldavoarl, Sharpness of sight, 

^ O J O dldl, dlde (for A>O>O), Y O U see. 
)><* der, dlr, Slowly, tardily ; late, a f ter ; 

a while ago ; a long while; old, ant ique; 
—der dyad durust dyad, Fest ina lente ;— 
der-rav, Slow-paced ;—der shudan, To be 
at a great distance; to die; to per ish;— 
der wa ddshtan, To keep long open; to 
prot rac t ;—dtr u zud, Slowly or quickly ; 
sooner or later. 

A jiS dair, A monastery, convent;—dairi 
tang (sipanjl, rind-soz, mukafdt), The pre-
sent world;—dairi mughdn, A temple of 
the Magi ; a tavern ;—dairi manat, Name 
of a temple in which the images of 300 
prophets are said to be contained;—dairi 
mind, The sky;—ra'su 'd-dair, The superior 
of a convent or monastery ; an abbot. 

^ der-d, Slow in coming; who acts 
with deliberation. 

A dlrdn (pi. of dar), Houses, habi-
tations. 

der ana, A long time. 
fa ji* der-bar, Long; very remote. 

fa ji^ der-bdz, The wor ld ; long, ta l l ; long 
ago. 

^ fa der-pd, Slow-paced ; a centipede; a 
scorpion ; always, constant, durable. 

^ der-pay, Firm, s teady; a spider; 
| old, decrepi t ; a man of good constitution, 
| who does not soon grow old. 

der-pd11, Durability, firmness. 
der-parwazl, Flying heavily, 

slow. 
a ^ der-daur, Revolving slowly (Sa-

turnus) . 
y J der-jumbish, Slow of motion. 

a AiViyo dair-khdna, A convent. 
der-ddranda, A procrastinator. 

^>O der-ddsht, Delay (of payment). 
der-der, Af te r a long time, at long 

intervals; very late ; very seldom. 
^ j j j J der-ranj, Slow to anger, forbear-

ing. 
<»s3 der zl, Live long ; name of the 27th 

day of the month. 
JW JJO der-sdl, Old, ancient. 
a s—^ der-ghazdb, Slow to anger; 

gentle, mild. 
derak, A weevil; a moth. 

T dirak, A mast (m.c..). 
jjfifji^ dlraktor, Director, custodian (m.c., 

from F. or E.). 
^ U ^ ^ o der-kushay, Difficult to open 

(lock). 
der-gdh, Always, 

jjo der-guwdr auwara), Slow of 
digestion. 

^.MU^O der-mdndagl, Oldness, state-
ness. 

y^-Jy* >\>i der-murdacdn, Long since dead 
(pi.). 

der-mdya, Bile. 
Aiyjo derand, Time, an age; fortune; a 

long space of t ime ; an amulet. 
Sdiyo deranda, One slow to act ; time, an 

age. 
dl-roz, Yesterday. 

ti^Sj y.o der-waqt, Much t ime; lasting a 
long time. 

s^o dlra, dera, A house, habitation, 
tent . 

VfcyJ der-ha (pi. of der), Long intervals; 
—pas az der-hd, A long time af te r . 

dari, Late, slow ; slowness, lateness, 
fa. der-ydz, Far-stretching, long, long-

some (night) . 
dlrldan, To rend asunder. 

derln, Old, ancient, of times past. 
^.SA^o derlnagl, Ant iqui ty ; perpetuity. 
Aiijij derlna, Ancient, old ; long, con-

. t inual ; wise; cunning;—banda'i derlna, 
An old servant;—'uhda'i derlna, An an-
cient covenant. 

oy A^jjjo derina-bud, Of long existence. 
a j y Aa^O derlna-daur, Of long (con-

tinual, eternal) rotation. 
jy derlna-roz, Of a great age. 



JU Ai^o derlna-sal, A decrepit old man ; 
long-lived. 

jt J c?e2, Colour; ash-colour ; an ash-colour 
with which certain animals are striped 
from the head to the tail; a black colour ; 
a citadel; a sort of cooking-pot; a kind of 
eye-salve; a hair sieve. 

a e d a i z a j (from P. deza), A bay 
horse; a horse striped black from the 
withers to the tail. 

yWjiJ dezandan, The foet of a boiler; a 
trivet. 

))>>* dezu, A small clay or copper vessel. 
J deza, A borse or mule of an ash-colour; 

colour; a dark colour; a horse, mule, or 
ass marked witb a black stripe extending 
from the head to the tail; a fortress. 

dezhak, Of an ash-colour (unsup-
ported). 

des, (placed after words) Like; as 
mdh-des, Like the moon ; (in Hindustan, 
from S. desa) a country, province; a day. 

disdl, The past year. 
>J distana, A woman iu her courses. 

A*—disama, A wave. 
fa dig (des)~ ndv, A book written by 

Mazdak in support of his doctrines. 
A-Ĥ  disa, A person. 

desk, Give to him; give tha t ; a 
gift. 

di-shdb, Yesternight, 
u&ij «wA> j def-rakhsh, A note in music. 

difrujas (Si^pvyijs), Marcasite. 
A dik, A cock ; a hen ;—diki hindl, 

A turkey. 
A dikat, A hen;—diyakat (pi. of 

dih), Cocks. 
A <A>O dik dik, Words used in calling 

fowls, 
<i£>o dig, Yesterday ;—deg, A pot, kettle, 

cauldron; a large cannon or mortar; meat 
iu the pot; a bird's crop;—deg ba-joeh 
awardan, To make the pot boil; to become 
ripe or perfect;—deg bar bar ddshtan (kar-
dan), To put the pot on the trivet for the 
purpose of cooking ; — degi sifdlin, An 
earthen pot;—degi misin, A copper kettle. 

jfyil deg-afzdr, Pot-herbs, roots, 
fruits, or any produce of the garden with 
which meat is seasoned; a pot, large or 
small, in which they are cooked; a pot-lid. 

deg-andaz, A cook. 
J digana, A tortoise; a hedgehog, 

deg-ausar, 
^ ts&o deg-bd-bargi, deg-

bargi, A pot used by travellers. 
«sS> J ^ «I<> J deg bar deg, Pot upon pot (as 

piled up in kitchens ; (met,) arsenic. 
Aq deg-band, A scullion. 
^LJoo deg-pay, A trivet, the foot of a 

pot. 
deg-paya, A trivet; a star in 

Lyra. 
deg-puhht, Cooked in a pot. 

deg-josh, Cooking of food for 
the poor. 

degcha, A pot, a small cauldron. 
degddn, A trivet, tripod, pot-

hook; afire-place; hearth;—degddn sard, 
A miser. 

digar, Another, other, more; the 
rest; over again; near; besides, further, 
moreover; again; some; any more, any 
longer; hitherto; afternoon, evening ;— 
digar shudan, To alter (circumstances) ;— 
digar na-mibandad kamar, (met.) A thing 
is lost;—du digar, The second, in the 
second place ;—sxh digar, sidigar, The 
third; in the third p l a c e w a m < m digar, 
Evening prayer. 

fa digar bar, Another time; once 
more. 

))) &J digar roz, The other day ; yester-
day ; the day after to-morrow. 

digar rah, Another time, again, 
j u digar sdl, Next year; the future. 

j^k'i digar shab, Last night. 
Oy^jSoJ digar-giin gUna), Altered; 

—digar-gun shudan, To change, be dis-
turbed, ruined. 

digar-guni, Change, alteration. 
isfk^ digari, A tax on trees and the like. 
s - ~ d i g - s h a b , Last night (see 

dig), 
J deg-gir, A cloth wherewith a pot 

is taken off the fire, a kettle-holder, 
j degina, (Meat) dressed in a pot ; 

—digina, Of yesterday. 
J? J dil, A dot; the heart; a fold, cote, 
do^bj dil-paya, Stuffed with almonds. 
A dailam, A misfortune ; enemies ; 

a crowd ; a male woodcock ; a puddle at a 
cistern where ants and tikes swarm ; rest-
ing-place of camels. 

delam, yULo delaman, Name of a 
city in Gil an. 

delmak, A venomous spider. 
a ^^Jj'i dailami, Of Dailam or Delam ; 

curly (hair, the people of Delam having 
such). 

dila, Rye. 
A daim (v.n.), Raining gently and 

incessantly -,—diyam (pi. of dimat), Inces-
sant but gentle rains, without thunder or 
lightning. 

dim, Pace, countenance, cheek; lea-
ther. 

A (jrfUjJ daimas, dimas, A bath ; a stove 
in a bath ; a den ; a dark dungeon belong-
ing to Hajjaj. 

^WJ dimdti, A kind of stone found in 
the sea; a sort of hot vapour. 

jujUiJ dimawand, A mountain in Persia. 
A* ^ dai-mdh, The month Dai, or first 

winter month. 
A dlmat, An incessant gentle rain 

unaccompanied by wind, thunder, or light-
ning). 



dimar, Face, countenance, cheek. 
a j^f^^ daim-zar, A field watered by rain 

only ; a corn-field. 
A dimawand, The mountain Dama-

wand. 
daima, Light; rain ; dew ; corn ;— 

dlma, Face, cheek. 
dlmhdj, (in Gllan) Buglosa, bo-

rage. 
a daimi, Nurtured by rain only 

(sown fields). 
dlmydd, Pride, vain-glory, vanity. 

daimiz, Name of the 16th day of the 
Persian month (doubtful). 

daimlla, Guinea-corn. 
demin, daimln, The game of tip-

cat;—dlmln, A river-frog (unsupported by 
examples). 

A. dain (v.n.), Borrowing; lending; 
debt ; [dain kardan, To contract a debt; 
—daini mu'ajjal, A debt payable on de-
mand ;—-daini muwajjal, A debt of which 
payment is deferred;]— dm, Faith, reli-
gion ; the Muhammad an faith ;—dlni ma-
tin, Firm faith or belief;—din u dunyd 
(daulat), Religion and country, church and 
state. 

etfJ din, Name of the 24th day of the 
month; the angel who has charge of the 
pen. 

dind, Dinah, daughter of Jacob; a 
judicial decree; a judge. 

A fti-i dinar 
A coin ; a gold 
weight of gold 
of a large bird, 

(originally ft** dinndr), 
com, a ducat, a dinar; a 
(variously stated) ; name 
a kind of falcon; (met.) 

the sun;—dlndri surkh, A gold coin ;— 
dindri siyah, Dirhams ; small coin. 

a din&r-ushmur, A banker, 
money-changer. 

a f t jWo dindr-bdr, Raining gold coins. 
a LT^, ftt^ dlndr-bakhsh, Bestowing or 

distributing dinars. 
a ^ o dlndr-ddr, Rich, wealthy. 

dindr-eanj (who weighs money), 
Rich, wealthy ; an assayer. 

a jl^j dinar-shumur, A bunker, 
money-changer. 

^ W o dindruya, Wild anise. 
a dindri, A kind of silk ; red 

wine. 
a dln-dwar, A possessor of faith; 

a master of divinity; a religious teacher. 
a fti dln-pazlr, Who accepts the 

f a i t h . 
a dln-parast, Religious ; a fire-

worshipper. 
a din-parwar, A king, a monarch, 

defender of the faith. 
a ^jjfOiJ din-parwari, Defence or che-

rishing of the faith ; monarchy, dominion. 
a ^o din-pizhuh, puzhuh, yjo dln-

puzhuh, Name of the 15th day of the 
month. 

) ^ 
a din-panah, Support or prop of 

defender of the religion; a sovereign, 
faith. 

a ^ U ^ o dln-panahi, Defence of the 
faith ; the office or duty of him who sup-
ports or defends the faith; royal dignity. 

a ^J dain-tamasBuki, A bond, 
note. 

<_s>o\o dain-dadanl, A debtor. 
a J^AIJJ dain-ddr, A debtor;—din-dar, 

Pious, religious. 
a ^AJJJ dln-ddri, Constancy in religion. 
Jyj din-roz, The 24th day of the 

month. 
aft WJdj^j dln-u-dimyd-baz, Religious, 

only addicted to God. 
ajyHJ dlnur, dlnwar, Religious, faithful; 

who knows the law;—dinavar, Name of a 
large city in Persian Irak. 

—MO dlnisdfus, A thorny plant. 
A^o dlna, Yesterday. 
a dlni, Religious. 
>̂0 dev, div (S. deva), A devil, demon, 

genius, spirit, ghost, hobgoblin ; a sort of 
woollen armour; a horse ; anger, passion, 
force, violence ; brave; stratagem, fraud, 
deceit; losing the way, deviating, led 
astray; perverse ;—dewi din, Satan;—dewi 
saped, Satan transformed into an angel of 
light; name of a celebrated champion 
slain by Rustam ;—dewi shablna, The night-
mare dewi shahwat, The demon of lust; 
—dewi haft dar, The seven climates ;—dewi 
haft sar, Night; the globe. 

o^t dev-abdd, Possessed by the devil, 
a demoniac. 

y><i dev-akhtar, Ill-starred ; ill-fated, 
jl y>j diwar, A wall; a species of juniper 

yielding milk;—dlwdr uftddan (ghaltldan), 
The wall falls in ;—dlwdr andudan, To 
plaster a wall ; — dlwdr bar dwardan 
(bar-ddshtan, bastan, kashldan, nihadan, 
To build a wall;—dlwdri baland, Rich, 
wealthy ;—dlwdri blnl, The septum of 
the nose;-—dlwdri hisdr, Walls of a for-
tress \—dlwdri khdna rauzan shudan, The 
wall of the house becomes window, i.e. the 
house is being demolished, falls into ruins; 
—dlwdr kaj bar-drad, He builds the wall 
crooked, i.e. he does something absurd ;— 
dlwdri kase kuta (qaslr) didan, To find one 
in a weak or helpless condition ;•—dlwdri 
kuta, Poor, needy (opp. to dlwdri baland 
above) ;—dlwdr kuta sdkhtan. To weaken, 
to render impotent;—dlwdri gilln, A mud 
wall, a dam;—dlwdr gosh darad, Walls 
have ears ;—dar u diwdr, Gates and walls. 

dlwdr-bast (JA> band), A place 
surrounded by walls. 

ejji^o diwdr-parda, Tapestry. 
A^WJ diwarcha, A low wall, a screen, 
y / j \ j > o diwdr-kob, A sconce (m.c.). 
i^yo dlwdrgar, A builder, plasterer. 

devdru, The pine, or devadaru. 



diwara, A raised rim. 
ow^A yJ dev-ispist isfist), The 

lote-tree. 
dev-istarriba, A rough man. 

J ^ o diwal (dlwdr), A wall. 
Sl^ii diwala, A bankrupt. 

dlwdll, Bankruptcy ; a Hindu fes-
tival. 

A daiwdn (P. dlwdn), A royal 
court; tribunal of justice or revenue; a 
council of state, senate ; an account-book ; 
a muster-roll or military pay-book ; a col-
lection of poems in the alphabetical order 
of the final letters of the various end-
rhymes ; a miscellaneous collection from 
different authors;—dlwdni a'la, A prime 
minister, a vazir;—dlwdn baz kardan, To 
open the court;—dlwdni khdss, A privy-
council chamber; — dlwdni khalisa, The 
accountant-general of the king's i*evenue; 
—dlwdni tamylz, Court of investigations 
(m.c.) ;—dlwdni jazd, The tribunal of the 
last day;—dlwdn ddshtan, To hold a coun-
cil ;—dlwdn siyah kardan, To transgress ; 
—dlwdni 'am, A public hall of audience; 
—dlwdni 'arzi lashkar, A court for mili-
tary petitions;—dlwdni qiydmat (mahshar), 
The court of the supreme judgment of the 
last day ;—dlwdni mazdlim, A court where 
anyone was allowed to complain of the 
oppressions exercised by the great men 
throughout the empire ;—dlwdn nihddan, 
To sit in judgment;—dlwdni humdyun, The 
august or imperial court;—rd'su 'd-dlwan, 
President of the council, chancellor. 

yW'5 dewan (pi. of dev), Demons, i 
oV^ dlwdn-begl, An officer of 'state. 

t t ^ j i ^ dlwanchl, A cabinet minister. 
^^ dlwdn-khdna, A tribunal, office; 

a hall of audience; the diwan's office or 
court; the exchequer; — dlwdn-khdna' i 
*adallya, Law courts. 

(j—^yo dlwansl, dev-unsl (?), Inordinate 
desire. 

o^V-*3 dlwanagl, dewdnagl, Insanity, 
^ j jo dewdna, dvwdna, Foolish, insane; 

mad, furious;—dlwdna'i chize budan, To 
desire a thing, to be in love with it;—de-
wdna'i khudd, Inspired by the deity, in a 
heavenly ecstasy. 

dewdna-khoy, Of distraught 
temper, of mad or foolish disposition. 

y dewdna-dav, Running, or beha-
ving like a madman. 

tsC. dewdna-sag, A mad dog. 
'fa dewdna-nawaz, Who coaxes or 

flatters a madman. 
^ f a diwani, Belonging to a court; a 

courtier; a poet laureate; the office or 
jurisdiction of a diwan, or superintendent 
of the administration of civil justice. 

dev-award, A pine; a brazen 
cup. 

JJO dev-bad, The devil's wind, i.e. a 

whirlwind ; a fleet horse ; a swift camel or 
dromedary; madness, frenzy. 

jojjyfc, .J a dev bi-khwurida, Possessed of 
the devil; epileptic. 

Ai? dev-band, One who binds demons, 
a magician; a place which demons have 
selected for an abode; name of the 16th 
day of the month ; name of Tahmuras and 
of Qaran ; name of a drag. 

y.J dev-pa, j> j dev-pay, A spider 
(devil-footed) ; the lote-tree. 

A daiyus, A contented cuckold. 
a ^ ^ daiyusi, Cuckoldom. 
A^U y.o dev-jdma, A garment of skin 

with the hairy part outside ; a lion's skin 
wherewith warriors clothe themselves. 

yV dev-jdn, Hard-hearted; brave, 
courageous ; an old man. 

devcha, A weevil, a moth ; a wood-
worm ; a leech ; a carrot;—devcha-khwurda. 
Moth-eaten, worm-eaten. 

fa ji* dev-khar, A juniper; pine; 
bramble. 

dev-ddr, A demoniac ; a juniper. 
jyW dev-ddru, The Indian pine. 
J\J dev-dal, The white poplar-tree ; 

ignorance; brave. 
dev-dast (devil-handed), Clever. 

J j yo dev-dil, Courageous; cruel, fell ; 
an old man. 

^So y j dev-dili, Stout-hcartedness, va-
lour. 

i^Jy y j dev-da,ulat, Enjoying a short-
lived prosperity (like that of the devil). 

jk> j yo dev-dld dlda), Mad, crazy, 
frantic. 

(j-jOjio devdes (devil-like), Thick and 
deformed ; crafty, fraudulent, 

jjijti diwar, The master of the house. 
H d e v a r , A brother-in-law; a hus-

band's younger brother. 
dev-rdy, Enraged; fierce, choleric. 

J^-) dev-rakhsh, Name of a note in 
music. 

dev-zad, Born or begotten by a 
demon. 

dev-zd.y, Fierce, choleric ; afflicted. 
j>j dev-zad, Mad, crazy, frantic. 

yo dev-zi, In the gear of a demon. 
fa dev-sar, Like a devil; bad-tem-

pered ; ill-favoured; an evil-worker; a 
place abounding in demons; clad in a 
rough garment. 

jSU y j dev-sdldr, Evil-doer, devil's 
factor. 

c^Ju— jiJ dev-siblat, A salt and bitter 
plant. 

^ dev-supust, The lote-tree. 
dev-satan, A demoniac ;—dewis-

tdn, A desert, the habitation of demons ; a 
whirlwind. 

devistamba, An ill-bred man. 
dev-suwar, A bold horseman; a 

swift messenger. 



a - dev-sah, A sort of garment. 
W - yo dev-sima, With a face like a 

demon, ill-favoured, ugly. 
J y y^ dev-ghul. A sylvan demon ; a wen. 
^ f a y.J dev-gfmli, A gland, kernel, wen. 

y j dev-farsd, ^sfa* y.J dev-farsdy, 
Having eruptions on the lips from fright-
ful dreams. 

rf y^ dev-firo-basta, Mad, crazy. 
dewak, dewuk, A weevil; a moth ; 

the white ant ; a leech ; an unmarried wo-
man, a young married lady, a daughter-in-
law ;—diwak, Rye. 

A osJyo duyuk (pi. of dik), Cocks. 
fay yt^ dev-kirdar, An evil-doer. 
by dev-kuluch, An epileptic boy. 
t f a dev-kulukh, Large clods turned 

u p . 
(jjU^yj dev-kaman, A big (deuce of a) 

bow. 
c t f y j dev-gdh, = q-v, 
(••AW yo dev-gandum, A kind of wheat 

with two grains in one ear; a large ear 
without grain. 

y? tfA dev-gir, Catching a devil; pos-
sessed by a devil; name of the city of 
Daulat-abad in India. 

y-> dev-giri, A silk stuff made at 
Devgir. 

53 dev-ldj, A place abounding in 
stones and thorns (apparently by poetical 
licence for the following). 

fcSyo devlakh, Inhabited by demons, i.e. 
a desert, uncultivated region; a distant 
pasture-ground ; a cold place ; the world. 

divldk, A desolate spot. 
*y y j dev-mar d, f ^ y yJ dev-mardum, 

Wild man, monster, satyr; wicked, ob-
noxious, a seducer. 

y j dev-mashang, A kind of grain, 
A <YYO duyun (pi. of dain), Debts. 

dewand, A kind of drug. 
Uy yo dev-warsd, = y j q.v. 

diwa, A silk-worm ; mushrooms ; a 
leech. 

^ y j dewi, Gigantic, demoniacal; devil-
ishness ;—dewi kardan (namudan), To play 
the devil, to act like the devil. 

jyi, dewet-shor, A stick for mixing 
ink (see ct^y) , 

dih, A^o diha, A town, village. 
dihaz, A place where formerly a vil-

lage stood. 
dihbdn, The chief of a village. 

daihim, = q.v. 
A-Hrfo dihamad, The 15th day of the 

month. 
j dihmak, the 5th day of the month 

(doubtful), 
jytfj dihur, Heaven. 
Jy j j j dehul, A crown inlaid with gems. 

dihi, A peasant, villager. 
daihim, A crown or diadem adorned 

with jewels, worn by the kings of Persia; 

a hat, inlaid with gold and jewels; a sun-
shade ; a throne ;—daihim az sar bar-ddsh-
tan, To uncover the head (in expectation 
of a guerdon on bringing good news). 

^jy f-s-tfJ daihim-joy, An aspirant for a 
crown, a prince. 

fa i+sid** daihim-ddr, A crown-holder, a 
king. 

J dayimir, The 16th day of the 
month. 

o z, called zali manquta or zdli mu'jama, 
Dotted zdl, the eleventh letter of the 
Arabic-Persian alphabet, denoting in arith-
metic 700, and in almanacks the last month 
of the Arabian year, su 'l-hijjat, as U is the 
character used for zii 'l-qa'dat, the penulti-
mate month. Scarcely more than one or 
two words in the Persian language begin 
with this letter, though it is occasionally 
found in the middle of a Persian word, 
where it interchanges with d and z. Accor-
ding to some authorities, it should be 
written for d after a quiescent weak letter 
(shdz, namiizan, shaniz for shad, namudan, 
shanid), and may be written for d after 
any moved letter, not weak (baz or bad, 
Ac.). Its legitimate sound was, perhaps, 
somewhat like th in " t h a t , " but the Per-
sians make but little, if any, difference 
between it and j za, and accordingly call it 
also zd'i sakhiz (see 

A U zd, He, this ; (acc. of fa used as 
nom.) lord or master of, endowed with;— 
za arba'a azla', Four-sided, a square. 

A za'b (v.n.), Despising, blaming, 
contempt; reproach ; blame. 

A zdbih, One who cuts the throat of 
a sacrifice ; a sacrifices 

A yU zdbir, One who learns properly; 
learned, sound in knowledge. 

A zdt (fem. of zii), Possessed of or 
endowed with; soul, essence, substance; 
body, person, self; generation, breed, tribe, 
caste; genus, species, k ind; a concrete 
(opp. to abstract) ;—zatu 'l-bain, Concord, 
friendship, union ;—zatu 'l-jamb, Pleurisy ; 
—zatu'r-riqa', A kind of bibliomancy;— 
zdtu 'r-riyat, Inflammation of the lungs;— 
zatuys-sadr, Inflammation of the chest; a 
collecting of matter in the chest;—zatu 7-
iamud, Being at a perpendicular;—zdti 
sharif, An excellent mind ; a noble person-
age ; (ironically) a consummate rogue;— 
zdti mal, Opulence ;—zati humdyun, The 
king's august person;—isrni zdt, A noun 
substantive;—isldhi zdti bain kardan, To 
reconcile parties ;—bi *z-zat, He himself, in 
person;—ba-zati khwud (khds), f i zati-hi, 



In person ; — min zdti nafsi-hi, Of his own 
accord. 

a ft uwU zdt-ndm, A generic noun, a 
common noun. 

a ^yU zdti, fem. zdtiyat, zdtiya, Personal; 
—yuwati zdtiya, Natural vigour. 

AJAU zdkhir, P a t ; one who lays up a 
store. 

A / U za'r, za'ar, Boldness, refractori-
ness ; fleeing away, loathing, abhorring ; 
being accustomed, used, addicted to. 

A j zariydt, Quick - scattering 
(winds). 

A O'TD za'f, Sudden death. 
zafinubidds (G. 8a$voei8ijs), A 

tree resembling the laurel. 
zdqi (should probably read 

zdfI), The laurel tree. 
A zdkir, A rememberer; a praiser of 

God. 
A &/U zdkiral, The faculty of remember-

ing, the retentive memory. 
zdl, A cock's comb. 

A J \ j z d l , Name of the letter >J;—za'al, 
A going lightly and airily along. 

taiiiK j zdlzalak, Wild plum-tree. 
A za'rn (v.n.), Blaming, reproach-

ing ; despising; driving away. 
A s-RT j zdnib, A follower ; one of the 

tail. 
A yy U zd nun (lord of the fish), Jonah. 
A zdhib, Who or what goes away 

or departs, passes by, precedes, or disap-
pears. 

A JAU zdhil, Careless, inattentive, negli-
gent. 

A zd'ib, Melting ; fusible. 
A zd'i\ Manifest, public. 
A ĴFL D za'iq, One who tastes, a taster. 
A AS?\«J zd'iqat, za'iqa (fem. of the pre-

ceding), Tasting ; sense of tasting, palate ; 
taste. 

a f t <Ji>\ j za iqa-dar, Relishing, tasty, 
savoury. 

a ^UA zd'iqa-shinds, Knowing in 
taste, skilful in distinguishing flavours. 

A Jft j zd'il, Long-tailed (a horse, see 

A zabb (v.n.), Driving away, keeping 
off, repelling; gadding to and fro ; becom-
ing lean; drying up (with heat) ; a wild 
bull. 

A SJIJJ zubdb, A fly; a bee; a black 
speck in the pupil of the eye of a horpe; 
name of a mountain nearMadinah ;—zubd-
bu 's-saif, The point or edge of a sword ;— 
zubdbu 'l-'ain, The pupil of the eye. 

A zubdlat, zubbdlat, A candle-wick. 
A y ^ j zibbdn (pi. of zubab), Plies. 
A zabiiih (pi, of zabi hat), Sacrifices. 
A zabfy (v.n.), Cleaving, splitting, 

sacrificing;—zibh, Any animal sacrificed or 
to be sacrificed. 

A W>> zubaha, zibahat, zihhat, zubkat, 

zubahat, A pain in the throat caused by 
accumulation of blood ; mumps. 

A zabzabat, Motion, the waving of 
anything in the air ; causing one to waver. 

A zabr (v.n.), Writing ; marking (let-
ters) with points, dotting ; reading quickly ; 
reading with a subdued voice; wisdom, 
knowledge; a book, 

A J?o zabl (v.n.), Languishing, withering 
(a plant) ; losing flesh (a horse) ; tortoise-
shell. 

A Jyo zubfil (v.n. of Jjo), Withering (a 
plant); losing flesh (a horse). 

A (jjWio zubydn, zibydn, Name of an Ara-
bian tribe whence sprang the poet Ndbi-
g&ah. 

A . z a V i h , Sacrificed, slaughtered; the 
victim about to be offered; name given to 
Ishmael (who with Muhammadaus takes 
the place of Isaac). 

A zabihat, An animal destined to 
be offered in sacrifice. 

A J^-o zajl, Iniquity, tyranny. 
A J^o zahl, Revenge, or the thirst for it, 

reprisals. 
A ft&S zakhd'ir (pi. of zakhirat), Provi-

sions, stores. 
A zukhr (v.n.), Laying up a treasure ; 

provisions laid up for future use ; store, 
hoard. 

A S^td zakhirat, zakhira, A treasure, a 
hoard; store, provision (construed with 
the verbs burdan, bastan, ddshtan, kardan, 
and nihadan). 

a AJU i ^ i j mkhira-khdna, A granary. 
A ft zar (imper. o i f t f ) , Leave thou, let 

alone ;—zarr (v.n.), Pounding small, crum-
bling (salt) ; a small ant (of which a hun-
dred are equal to a barley-corn) ; an atom 
(see Sjd), 

A zarrdt (pi. of zarrat), Motes, 
atoms, particles. 

A t V zar ah, Thin, watery milk ;—zurdh, 
zurrdh, A Spanish fly, cantharides, 

a zar drat (for A. zurarat), Particles, 
flying or scattered about, of anything 
grinding or pounding. 

A zardri (pi. of zurriyat), Proge-
nies, offsprings, seeds. 

zardrll} (pi. of zurahrah or zurrdh), 
Spanish flies, cantharides. 

A zard1, (A woman) who spins expe-
ditiously ;-—zirdf (v.n. of Zft), The arm 
from the elbow to the tip of the middle 
finger; the fore leg (of a horse) above the 
pastern; a yard, a cubit ; a mark impressed 
upon the leg of a camel; the part of a 
spear from the middle to the point; the 
seventh mansion of the moon (two bright 
stars in the head of Gemini). 

A v y zarb (v.n.), Sharpening; a shoe-
maker's paring-knife ;—zirb, A kernel in 
the neck ; a disease of the liver;—zurb 
(pi. of zarib), Sharp things ;—zarab A dis-



order of the stomach; (by opposition) a 
healthy state of the stomach; obscenity in 
conversation;—zarib, Sharp-ton gued. 

A £Y zarrcd, zarra, An atom, particle; a 
small ant ; a mote in the sun-beams; 
[zarra'i dtish, A spark of fire;]—zurat, A 
species of millet. 

a t y zarh (v.n.), Poisoning (food) with 
cantharides. 

y^iAjJ zuru&hsh, zurakhsh, zarakhsh. 
Thunder; lightning (see u ^ y ) , 

gy zar\ zara\ The border of a sown 
field. 

A tfa iar' (v.n.), Measuring with a cubit; 
seizing violently (a fit of vomiting) ; being 
long (the arms); being a ler t ;—zara 
Desire, greed; anything behind which a 
hunter lurks ; the calf of the wild cow. 

A <-*y zarf (v.n.), Shedding tears; flow-
ing (tears or water, &c.). 

A ,JY zarq (v.n.), Mutin g (a bird) ; bird's 
dung;—zurq, A wild horse (?). 

A S^y zirwat, zurwat, The summit or 
pinnacle of anything ; the top of a moun-
tain. 

A JJY zarur, Anything pounded small 
and sprinkled (as salt or drugs) ;—zurur 
(v.n. of fa), Rising (the sun); springing 
up (grass). 

A fry zaru', A horse or camel that travels 
nimbly with long steps. 

A zuruf (v.n. of < -*Y) , Flowing 
(tears). 

a By zarra, see 8y . 
»;A3 5y zarra-qadar, As much as an 

atom, just nothing. 
a ^ y y zarravodr, uŝ Aa By zarra-sifat, 

Humble, lowly, like a mere atom. 
A &Y zurriyat, zarriyat, zirriyat, Pro-

geny, offspring, children, descendants, 
race, stock, seed. 

A c*y zarih, Spanish flies; name of a 
celebrated camel stallion; name of the 
father of a tribe. 

A zari', — fyfa q.v. 
A S«i)VI zari1 at, A cause, mode, motive, 

occasion, conjuncture, subject; a medium, 
means; a horse or camel behind which a 
hunter lurks. 

A <_Aci za'df (v.n. of Dying; 
deadly poison. 

A Y-I zctr (v.n.), Terrifying ;—zu lr, Ter-
ror ;—za'ar, Stupefaction, amazement;— 
zu'ar, Anything formidable or terrific. 

A <-Aco za'f (v.n.), Giving poison to drink, 
poisoning food; a deadly poison. 

A za'q (v.n.), Crying out. 
A sAc<$ zi'lib, A fleet camel. ^ 
A >-iUj zafdf, zifdf (v.n. of Running 

to dispatch a wounded m a n ; — z i f d f , Poison 
instantly mortal; a little w a t e r ; — z u f d f , 
Quick, nimble. 

A fa zafar (v.n.), Emitting a smell; a 
pungent scent (good or bad) ; the smell 

of the arm-pits; a herb with an offensive 
smell. 

A zafarat, A strong acrid scent;— 
zafirai, A fragrant grove.„ 

A zafaf (v.n. of Making haste 
to dispatch a wounded man. 

zafkar, Seed of mountain parsley. 
A zafuf, zafif, Swift, hasten-

ing; deadly;—khafi f zafif, Quick and 
ready. 

A zaqn (v.n.), Chucking under the 
chin;—ziqriy An old man, decrepit and 
under-hung;—zaqan, The chin ; the beard; 
a dimple. 

A zakd* (v.n.), Being quick, pene-
trating, judicious; burning, flaming, bla-
zing ; emitting fragrance (musk) ;—zuhd', 
The sun;—ibnu 'z-zukd, The dawn. 

A ATF J zakdt, The act of slaughtering. 
A Sjtfo zakdwat, Brightness of genius, 

wit. 
A z a k r (v.n.), Striking on the penis; 

— zikr, Remembrance, commemoration, 
mention; the praise or glorification of 
God, the recital of His names ; thanking 
God; prayer, supplication; a reading or 
reciting of the Qur'an ; the Qur'an; any 
fundamental religious book; [zikri arra, 
A kind of guttural reiteration of haq haq, 
affected by devotees ;—zikri juz' u irdda'i 
kull, The rhetorical figure synecdoche (by 
which a part is taken for the whole);— 
—zikri jamil (khair. bi 'I-khair). Honour-
able mention, favourable recommendation ; 
—zikri hal u irdda'i mahall, The figure 
metonymy, where the quality is put for 
the qualified);—zikri khudd, The praising 
of God ;—gikr kardan, To mention, to 
commemorate;—zikri nami khudd. The in-
voking of the name of God ;]—zukr, Men-
tal remembrance;—zakar, Penis, male, 
masculine; male iron, steel; a sword of 
high-tempered steel. 

fa zakar, Peony, or ass-rose, 
A zukr an (pi. of zakar), Males. 
a (^y- fa zikr-khwan, A praiser of God, 

one who evokes the name of God. 
A ^ f a zikrd, Remembrance ; admonition, 

advice. 
a zakur, Endued with a retentive 

memory ;—zukur, Damascus steel; (pi. of 
zakar) males. 

a zukdra, Males; male sex. 
A zuhwriyat, Masculineness. 
a zaid, Acute; strong, diffusive 

musk. 
A zakyat, zukyat, Fuel. 
A zakir, Male iron, steel; endued 

with a good memory. 
A J j zill (v.n.), Being submissive, easy, 

compliant;—zull, Baseness, meanness. 
A zalaqat (v.n. of Being sharp, 

ready, glib (the tongue) ; volubility. 
A J3o zilal (pi. of zalil), Base, abject; 



submissive -,—zuldl (for J3j), Sweet, pure, 
limpid (water). 

A iW-J zaldlat, zuldlat (y.n. of Jo), Being 
abject, obsequious ; baseness. 

a j^ j zulam, The cholic. 
A zillat, Baseness of spirit; insult; 

(for wJ>) error. 
A otfA zulf (pi. of zalfa'), Small, ape-

nosed (women) \~zalaf (v.n.), Smallness 
and straightness of the nose. 

A «AAJj zalfa' (fem. of azlaf), Small-nosed, 
ape-nosed (woman) ; a woman's name. 

A tjpj zalq (v.n.), Being quick, sharp, 
glib, ready at speech (the tongue) ; weaken-
ing one (poison or fasting) ; voiding dung 
(a bird); point or tip of the tongue; 
sharpening (a sword) ; sharpness of any-
thing;—zalaq, Beingrestless; being sharp, 
glib, voluble (the tongue). 

A J J z u l u l (pi. of the following), Trac-
table (horses). 

A zalul, Obedient (horse). 
A JM^ zaliq, Sharp and voluble (tongue) ; 

eloquent; sharp (teeth). 
A JEJ-I zalll, Abject, mean, contemptible, 

trifling. 
A zamm (v.n.), Reproaching; blame; 

censure, reproach ; disparagement, detrac-
tion ;—zimm, Very thin, emaciated. 

A ^Ui zimar, Anything that ought to be 
kept with care (as reputation). 

A pUJ zimdm. Protection; honour, repu-
tation ; right, claim, due ; (pi. of zammat) 
wells with little water;—zammd-m, An 
accuser, slanderer, blamer. 

A zama'im (pi. of zamimat), Mis-
deeds, crimes ; reprehensible or base qua-
lities. 

A zammat, A well with little water; 
—zimmat, zimma, Obligation, responsi-
bility, suretyship ; security ; trust, charge, 
subjection ; duty, service, fidelity;—zimma 
kardan, To entrust with; —ahli zimma, 
People of the book, i.e. Jews, Christians, 
or Majusi, living under the protection of 
Islam. 

k zamr (v.n.), Exciting, stimulating 
(to fight); roaring (as a camel) ;—pmr, 
zamir, Intrepid; a staunch protector of 
his dependants ; wise, intelligent. 

a ft zimma-ddr, Responsible, a 
responsible person; security, trustee, as-
signee. 

a zimma-dari, Responsibility, 
liability; trust, charge, custody. 

a (j*** zimmi, One tolerated by the Mu-
hammadan law, on paying an annual poll-

tributary, client, subject; a Chris-
tian or Jew. 

A y i zamir, Intrepid, brave, &c. 
(= zamir, q.v. undery^) . 

A zamim, Blamed, blameable; un-
wholesome water ; eruptions on the face ; 
snot; urine. 

a zamima, An act or quality to be 
blamed or reprehended ; vice, crime, mis-
demeanour. 

A S->U j zindb, The tail, the extremity of 
anything; a rope with which they confine 
a camel's tail, to prevent his switching it 
round bis rider. 

A zinahat, Affinity, relationship ; the 
womb; name of a place;—zundba, Old; 
end of time or of an age; extremity of 
anything. 

A i zamb, A crime, sin, fault;— zanab, 
A tail; (in astr.) tail of the Dragon, de-
scending node ; the outer angle of the eye; 
—zanabu 's-sa'ldb, Fox-tail (a plant);— 
zanabu 'l-khail, Name of a plant;—zanabu 
'l-faras, Name of a star;—zanabi sha'shd', 
The Dragon's tail. 

A zanub, Long-tailed (horse) ; a 
portion, lot; a bucket; an evil day; the 
flesh of the back; the grave ;—zun&b (pi. 
of zamb), Crimes, sins, trespasses. 

A ft zu, A lord, master; endowed with, 
possessed of ;—zu arbalatu 'l-azla', Four-
sided, quadrilateral; — zu az'df, A com-
mon multiple ; — zu• az'afi (aql, Least 
common multiple ;—zu 'l-jaldl, Majestic, 
glorious;—zu 'l-jandh, Winged; name of 
the horse of Husain ;—zu 'l-hijja (hijj), The 
twelfth Arabian month;—zii 'l-hut, The 
prophet Jonah ;—zu 'l-faqdr , Name of Ali's 
sword;—zu 'l-qurba', A kinsman;—zu'l-
qarnain, Bi-cornous ; Alexander the Great; 
—m 'l-qa'da (qa'd), The eleventh Arabian 
month ;—zu 'Ukafl, Name of a prophet, or 
of the bondsman or attendant of a prophet; 
—zu 'l-launain, Bi-coloured;—zu, 'l-minan 
(minn, min), Beneficent, bountiful;—zu 'l-
wijhatain, Bearing a double meaning;— 
zu zanab, Tailed ; a comet;—zu funun, 
Learned. 

A zu'abat, The forelocks dangling 
over the brow ; the best or highest part of 
anything. 

A UUTJJ zawdt (pi. of zdt), Ladies, mis-
tresses of ;—zawdtu *l-arbaQuadrupeds; 
—zawatu '8-sumiim, Venomous (insects or 
reptiles). 

A zawarif, Running waters. 
A t-ivft zu'df, Sudden death; quick 

poison. 
A j zawdq (v.n. of JYI), Tasting;— 

zauwdq, A taster. 
A zawdnib (pi. of zanab), Tails (?). 
A zawd'ib (pi. of zu'abat), Fore-

locks ; tresses. 
A zaub (v.n.), Becoming liquid, 

melting; waxing hot (the sun) ; becoming 
foolish after having been sensible; eating 
honey constantly ; being legally due ; the 
purest honey. 

zaurdq, A kind of barley-gruel, 
yi zusantariyd, Dysentery. 

A O^A zosh, Bad-tempered, severe. 



A gfa zau* (v.n.), Needing, wanting. 
A^faaauq (v.n.), Tasting, trying, exa-

mining; taste; delight, joy, pleasure; dis-
tinction of t ruth and falsehood by the 
light of diviue grace;—zauq amadan, To 
be greedily devoured ;—ahli zauq, A volup-
tuary ;—ba-zauq, With pleasure, willingly. 

a zauq-bafrhsk, Giving delight. 
a j y l zauq-paimd, Measuring out or 

weighing delights. 
a <3j<i zauq'Sirieht, Mingled with 

delight. 
a tjV* zaulaq, The t ip (of tbe tongue) ; 

the point of a spear. 
A zaulaqiyat, Lingual (letters, 

<yj J) ; 
A z a w u (pi. of zii), Lords, possessors. 
A ̂ sfa zawi (oblique of zawii, pi. of zu), 

Lords, masters, possessors ;—zawi 'l-ihti-
ram, Most honoured ;—zawi 'l-arham, 
Uterine relatives;—zawi 'l-i'tibdr, In the 
highest esteem ;—zaun 'Uiqiiddr, Powerful; 
—zawi xl-ikrdm, Held in veneration. 

A zahab (v.n. of s-««i), Going, 
walking, passing by, proceeding;—zihdb 
(pi. of zahab), Yolks of eggs. 

a us-AfcJ zihdnat, Sagacity, aeuteness, in-
telligence. 

A S-AJ zahab (v.n.), Having the eyes 
dazzled at the glare of gold, or on entering 
suddenly into a glittering mine ; gold; the 
yolk of an egg ; a dry measure in Yaman. 

A JA^ zahl (v.n.), Forgetting, leaving 
carelessly, abandoning ;—zuhl, Name of a 
tree otherwise called bashdm (see ; 
name of a tribe. 

A (jjA^ zihn, zahan (v.n.), Excelling in 
genius; understanding, memory, intellec-
tual power;—zuhn, Name of a tribe. 

a zahan-khwdni, Allegorical 
speech. 

a yA^ zahan-nishin, Understood, 
remembered. 

a z ahani, Mental. 
a J y ^ zuhul (vol- of J*«>), Forgetting, 

neglecting, leaving; oblivion. 
A jBy&j zuhielat, Carelessness, inadver-

tency. 
A 'tjiJb^ zahin, Sagacious, ingenious. 
A ^ zi (oblique case of ZU used as noun.), 

A lord, endowed, possessed of;—zi ikhiiydr, 
Possessed of power or authority ;—zi isti'-
ddd, Capable, well-qualified;—zi iqliddr, 
Powerful, endowed with authority;—zi 'l-
hijja, Name of the last Arabian month;— 
zl 'l-qa'da, Name of the eleventh Arabian 
month ;—zt pamba, A comical tune sung by 
a buffoon ; a b u f f o o n ; — j d h , Appointed 
to a place of honour;—zi haq, Having a 
legal claim, entitled to;—zi haydt, Alive, 
animate ; (adv.) during life;—zi khan-ddn, 
Of good family ; — zi khirad. Wise ;—zi 
rutba, A man of rank or distinction;— 
gi ruh, Rational;—zishan, Conspicuous for 

dignity;—zi shu'ur, Intelligent, sagacious; 
—zi Hzzat, Honourable, respectable;—zi 
qimat, Precious; — zi hosh, Sensible;— 
zi yal u bdl, Endowed with strength and 
power ;—ghair zi ruh, Inanimate. 

A v ^ zi'db (pi. of zi'b), Wolves. 
ziydbitus (G. Sia/J^n??), Diabetes 

in the printed edition of the Bur-
hani Qati' is evidently either a typogra-
phical or clerical error). 

A zaiyal, Long-tailed (horse). 
A zi'b, zib, A wolf ; — azfdru 'z-zib, 

Name of a constellation ; — banu 'z-zib, 
Name of a t r ibe;—dd'u 'z-zib, Insatiable 
hunger. 

A zait-kait, So-and-so, thus. 
A £»o zai' (v.n.), Being published (news), 

divulged (a secret). 
A (YU?J zi'/an, zifdn, zaifdn, zayafdn, Ve-

nom, poison. 
o-jA ^ zifunue, N;ime of a singer in 

the service of King Philocrates. 
A J I « I zail (v.n.), Sweeping (the ground) 

with a train, strutt ing; a train ; an appen-
dix ; a postscript;—zail bar miydn zadan, 
To prepare for work;—az qardri tafaili 
zail, As detailed below, in accordance with 
the following statement. 

A yA zaim (v.n.), Accusing, reproaching, 
treating opprobriously. 

A J y j zuyul (pi. of zail), Long tails; 
skirts, trains; appendices. 

; r, called rd'i qaratthal, and rd'i ghair 
manquta, or rd'i muhmala, Undotted j , the 
twelfth letter of the Arabic-Persian alpha-
bet. In arithmetic it expresses 200; in 
almanacks it is the astronomical character 
for the moon; and in dates it denotes the 
month rabi'u 'l-akhir. This letter is inter-
changeable with d,) z, j zh, J I, and q n. 

rd, An inseparable particle added to 
Persian nouns, generally serving to denote 
the accusative and dative ; other significa-
tions are: for the sake of, by (khudd-ra, 
For God's sake, by God! ) ; for, at the 
price of (hazar tomdn-ra, For a thousand 
temdn) ; after, at the time of (andah waqte-
ra, After a short time, shab-rd, At nigbt) ; 
—(in comp. for A. ra'y), Of mind, &c., as 
roshan~rd, Of an enlightened mind, pene-
trating, wise;—neh-rd, Well-meaning, Ac. 

A rd', The Arabic name of the letter; ; 
the shrub Palma Christi; froth of the sea; 
a large tike. 

A ra'b (v.n.), Mending a broken 
vessel; repairing anything. 

A £}\jrdbih, Gainful, lucrative, profitable 
(trade). 



AMJ rdbit, A binder, strengthener; a 
chain, ligature. 

A rdbit at, rdbita, A chain, ligature, 
imything binding, connecting, or regula-
ting; the catch-word at the bottom of a 
page; a conjunction; a troop maintaining 
its post; a large army •,—rdbita i dshnd'i, 
The cement of friendship;—rdbita gusis-
tan, To break a tie. 

A rdhi', Fourth ; making a fourth. 
A rdbi'an, In the fourth place, 

fourthly. 
A rdbigh, Name of a valley traversed 

by the pilgrims to Mecca. 
rdbu, A kind of spring flower. 

A l^rdbiyat, High ground ; increasing; 
excessive. 

rap, Rape-seed (m.c. from E.). 
rdport, Report (m.c.* from Fr. or 

E.) ;—rdport dadan, To make a report; to 
report oneself (m.c.). 

a rdtib, Firm, constant, fixed ; daily 
allowance of food ; rations; a lot or por-
tion of the necessaries of life. 

a rdtiba, A salary, stipend, pay, 
ration. 

rdtiba-fchwar, AJ^ rdtiba-
hhwiir, A pensioner. 

a (jW'V rdtiyan, rdtiydnaj, 
ratiydna. rdtinaj, Resin of the pine-
tree; colophony. 

raj, Holly-tree, holm. 
A rdjih, Excelling; preponderating; 

preferable. 
A 'fA) rdjiz, A composer of the verse 

rajaz. 
A rdji', Returning, retrograde ; a 

woman who, her husband being dead, re-
turns to herfriends; (a camel) giving false 
symptoms of pregnancy. 

A <-M; rdjif, A trembling fever, ague. 
A rdjifat, The first blast of the 

trumpet at the Resurrection. 
A rajil, A pedestrian. 
A rdjin, Accustomed to any place or 

thing; tame, domestic, cade, cosset. 
H Mi raja, A Hindu raja. 
A ^ t j rdji, A hoper, asker, intercedes 
c\) rdh, c^j rdhi biqd, Name of a note 

in music;—rdhi rdh, Name of one of the 
modulations invented by Barbud (see Mj). 

A rah (v.n. of TJIJ). Being near attain-
ing an object, and enjoying satisfaction ; 
wine; (pi. of rdhat) the palms of the 
hands. 

A rdhat (v.n. of TJJ), Being nimble, 
ready at any act of kindness (the hand); 
quiet, rest, repose, ease, tranquillity; re-
lief, pleasure, comfort; the palm of the 
hand;—rdhat budan (shudan), To be at 
ease, to be comfortable (also construed 
with burdan, tarawidan, dadan, didan, Tear-
dan, kashidan, &c.) ;—zi rdhat buridan, To 
come or to bring to a conclusion. 

a rdhat-dssdr, Who troubles an-
other's repose. 

a ^ rdhat-afzd, Increasing com-
fort, quieting, soothing. 

ay o ^ j rdhat-tar, More at ease, more 
comfortable (m.c.). 

a yW rdhat-jdn (vulg. for rdhati 
jdn), Green chillies chopped up and mixed 
with salt and lime-juice. 

a Ls^t; rahat-palab, A lover of com-
fort, sybarite. 

a rdhat-faroeh, = the prece-
ding. 

a gUJ rdhat-fishan, Who spreads 
ease and comfort. 

a rdhat-nishin, Who sits in 
ease and comfort. 

a rdhat-gdh, A place of rest, <frc. 
a rdhati, A wash-basin; a candela-

brum (for chirdghpdya'i rdhati) ; a funnel, 
a f t ^ t j rah-gdh, Crush-room,lobby (m.c.). 
A rdhil A traveller. 
A rahilat, rahila, A camel that is 

ridden, a saddle-camel; a camel fit for 
bearing burdens ; a company travelling to-
gether, a caravan. 

a rdhilat-rawd, Who 
who urges 

gives a 
on his mount to another 

beast. 
A F ^ j rdhim, One who pities, pardons, 

and compassionates; merciful, compas-
sionate. 

A Jijo-lj rdhil, Rachel, the wife of Jacob. 
rdkh,, Sadness, sorrow ; conjecture, 

opinion. 
a rad (for radd, agent of Jj " to re-

store," &c.), Liberal, munificent; bold, 
intelligent; eloquent; a story-teller; a 
wall; a granary ;—rddi khdna, The walls 
of a house. 

ji ^ rdd-bu (bo), ^ rdd-buy (boy). 
Aloe-wood. 

radud, Hilly and fertile ground, 
abounding in pastures (probably a mis-
reading for -ift q.v.); liberal, generous 
(also doubtful). 

A rddi', A prohibiter, impeder, hin-
derer; a revulsive (ined.). 

A CW^AIJ rddi'at (pi. of the preceding), 
Revulsives. 

A radif, Who or what comes after. 
A rddifat, The second blast of the 

trump at the Resurrection. 
a radagan (irreg. plural of rad), 

Liberal, bold, intelligent men. 
a A* rdd-mardi, Uprightness. 
a rad-manish, Liberal, munifi-

cent. 
a rddi, Liberality ; boldness ; intel-

ligence. 
A ft rar, Thin marrow corrupted and 

black. 
ft raz (S. rahas), A secret, a mystery; 

colour; a porcupine ; a hornet; a plasterer 



of walls; name of a village; name of a 
prince, fellow-founder with his brother 
Ray of the city of the latter name; another 
name of the city Ray (see ^ ) \-razi db, 
An image reflected in the water;—raz az 
birun (bar ru'i roz, ba-sahrd) uftadan, Se-
crets become public;—raz az birun dadan, 
raz bar sari bazar nihadan, raz bar sang 
zadan, fas bar sakrd nihddan (ba-sahrd 
afgandan, dar sahra nihadan), To make 
Becrets public ;—raz ba lease kardan, To 
confide one's secrets to ;—raz poshidan, To 
conceal a secret;—rdz kkwandan (didan), 
To know secrets;—rdz dadan, To dye;— 
razi dil-db (dili db), The moisture, cold-
ness, or virtue of water, which is the cause 
of vegetation; water of jewels ; a shadow, 
a reflected image; vegetation, growth;— 
razi dil bd, kase kardan, To confide one's 
secrets to;—razi zamin, Plants, flowers;— 
raz fash kardan, To divulge a secret;— 
raz gushddan (gushudan), To reveal a secret; 
—razi nihdn, A profound secret; rain; 
the sex of a child in the womb; the place 
of one's death ; future events; food for 
the morrow;—rdz nihani khdk. Plants 
gradually evolved from the earth;—razi 
nihufia, A hidden secret. 

A fa rdz, An architect, master-builder. 
rdzbdn, A confidant; one whose 

office is to present petitions to the king; 
a privy counsellor. 

^VJ fa rde-pinhdni, A profound secret. 
rdz-joy, Seeker of a secret. 

Ju> fa raZ'ddr, Trusty, faithful, who keeps 
a secret; a mason. 

<,5^3^ rdz-dari, Keeping a secret; se-
crecy. 

^jta j\j rdz-dan, Acquainted with secrets 
or mysteries ;—rdz-dani asrdri na-shanida, 
The penetrator into unheard mysteries 
(Muhammad). 

A ,33^ rdziq, Giver of the necessaries of 
life; providence;—khairu 'r-rdziqin, The 
best of providers. 

a rdziqi, A sort of grape ; linseed ; 
the white lily. 

»̂ 3\> rdzak, The hop-plant. 
rdz-kash, A betrayer of secrets. 

&fa raz-gak, Repository of secrets. 
fa fa rdz-niydz, Lovers' secrets, prattle. 
ifa raw, A secret. 
a tsjV) rdzit Inhabitant of the city of 

Ray (said to be formed from the name of 
King Raz (see 3^), but more probably de-
rived from rdz, an older name of the city 
of Ray). 

razyam, raziydnaj, rdzi-
ydna, Fennel;—rdziyana'i rumi, Anise. 

^ rdzh, A heap of corn threshed or 
trodden out. 

yjt; rdzhan, = the preceding (unsup-
ported by examples). 

A ra's, in P. rds (v.n.), Wounding 

in the head; the head; head (of cattle, 
&c.); top, summit; apex, vertex; end, 
extremity ; headiand, promontory, cape; a 
chief, leader; [rdsu 'l-jady, The winter 
solstice ;—rdsu 's-saratdn, The summer 
solstice ; — rdsu 'l-'ain (originally rdsu 
'aini 'l-jchdbur, see Callirrhoe in Me-
sopotamia ;—rdsu 'l-mdl, A capital, fund, 
stock-in-trade;—rds fa-qat, A horse of 
middling breed (opp. to rds kaldn, A horse 
of high breed) ;]—ra"ds, A dresser and 
vendor of heads of cattle. 

yA; rds, Way, road; (for rdsu) a weasel. 
A rdsib, Firm, immoveable. 

rdst, Right, true ; good, just, sin-
cere, upright; straight, even, level; right 
(opposed to left) ; complete ; actually, cer-
tainly, surely, truly ; name of a note in 
music;—rdst dmadan, To please; to be 
contented with;—rdst dmadani suhbat, The 
company is agreeable, congenial;—rast pd 
dmadan, To come straight from one place 
to another ;—rdst-ash (rdstash-ra) bi-gu, 
Tell the truth of the matter (m.c.) ;—rdst 
shudan (gashtan), To be clear, justified;— 
rdst shudani khwdb, A dream is being ful-
filled ;—rast kardan, To prepare, fashion, 
arrange, make ready; to level; to collate, 
confront (books) ;—rast ki, As soon as ; it 
is true that ; — rdst guftan, To tell the 
truth; to be right;—tari saz rast kardan, 
To tune a stringed instrument;—dasti 
rdst, The right hand ;—tarafi rdstash-ra, 
On his right side. 

-̂•A) rastd, Right; true; straight; a 
road; [ba-rdsta, Opposite, over against;]— 
rdsitd, Praise (doubtful). 

JbuA rdstad, Stipend, salary ; a pension. 
rastdn (pi. of rdst), Right, true, 

jUBt. 
fa rast-baz, Faithful, trustworthy. 
j\fa ct—^ rdst-bdzar, That side of a mar-

ket-place where the shops are (see 
J W 

^^ rdst-bdzi, Fidelity, integrity. 
SU &~»\\rdst-bdld, The cypress, 
jy u^-fj rast-bud (really existing), God. 

rdst-bin, Impartial, seeing right. 
rdst-posh, Who hides the truth, 

an infidel. 
AJU. rast-khdna, Most conscien-

tious. 
yoi. A) rast-khidev, An epithet of God. 
jy rdst-rau (rav), Walking straight. 
(jAjj rdst-raushan, The vazlr of 

BahramGur; a practiserof gross injustice. 
fa rast-sdz, Attuned, in tune, 

strung. 
a fa* rdst-'iydr, Who gives full 

measure, just ; of full standard or mea-
sure. 

a jj-i rast-qalam, An upright clerk 
or accountant. 

rdst-kar, One who acts justly, 



does right, or performs well; just, pious ; 
a master of a n j art, an artificer. 

rdst-kirddr, A fair dealer. 
£ ^ rdst-gu, Truth-teller (m.c.). 
JitjS rast-gosh, Who listens to what 

is right. 
a &\y o-A^ rast-mizdj, Of an equitable 

disposition. 
rdst-maza, "Well-flavoured. 

a ci^A; rdst-mu'dmala, One whose 
actions are fair and good. 

U> rdst-nama, Appearing upright. 
rdsta, Dexterous, right-handed; 

upright, just, t rue ; a market-place; a 
level road ;—rdsta'i-b dzar, or— 

rdsta-bdzar, = q v. 
^xu rasta-bandi, Road-making or 

repairing. 
rdsti, Rectitude, justice, fidelity, 

loyalty ; truth, veracity ; straightness ; the 
state or condition of being the right; 
dextrality; really? is it t rue? (m.c.).;— 
rdsti zadan, To speak the truth ;—rastl-u-
durusti, Honesty and fidelity ;—'aini rdsti, 
Truth itself. 

l^-Aj rdstin, True, real; upright; state 
of the case. 

rastina, True, real, 
j j * ^ rdsti war, Right, just, true. 
A rasikjt, Firm, solid, durable, con-

stant, rooted; a mountain with a large 
base; a bell-wether, the leader of a flock, 
a ram ; learned, well-versed ;—rdsikhu 'l-
arkdn (asds, bunydn), Firm, well-founded, 
firmly established ; — 'ulama'i rdsikh, 
Learned, classical authors. 

rusukh, rdsukht. Antimony, 
from a mixture of which, with galls, a kind 
of oil is expressed by a hot iron, with 
which the ladies anoint the hair of their 
eye-lids and brows, not only to give them 
a beautiful black, but to smooth away ex-
crescences. 

a ^A) rasikh-dam. Firm in mind, con-
stant. 

oA& r&s-riwds, Small things, trifles 
(doubtful word of the grammatical form 
itbd'). 

a yte ,jAj rds-kaldn, A horse of high 
breed (see rds fa-qat under A. yAj). 

A rdnni, One who seals, writes, 
marks, or delineates. 

a (jAj rds-mdl, Capital, stock-in-
trade. 

(̂ •Aj rdsan, Elecampane ; juniper. 
jA; rdsu, A weasel. 
A ^jA; rdsi, Firm, immoveable (mountain 

or cauldron). 
A rasiyat, rdsiya (fem. of the pre-

ceding), A firm mountain, 
irash, A heap of winnowed corn (see 

A <J*\j rash, A feather. 
A rashid, A follower of the right 

path ; orthodox, faithful, pious ;—khula-
fd'i rdshidin, The right-guided Caliphs 
(by the Sunois applied in particular to 
tbe four immediate successors of Muham-
mad). 

A rdshin, One who goes uninvited 
to a feast; fixed, resident; an extra gra-
tuity over and above wages due ( = 
q.v.). 

A. ^ ^ rashi, A briber ; receiving a bribe. 
A AAJ rasid, An observer, watcher (of 

stars or roads). 
A rdzib, Gentle, continued rain; a 

species of the lote-tree. 
A gAj razi1, A suckling ; a miser who 

sucks his own cattle to avoid being over-
heard milking and importuned for milk. 

A ̂ A) razi, Content, satisfied, pleased, 
willing, acquiescent; pleasing, pleasant, 
agreeable ;—rdzi shudan. To be content, to 
consent, acquiesce, permit, condescend, ap-
prove ;—rdzi kardan, To satisfy, content. 

^ rd?i ba-rizd, God willing. 
A "lajb) raziyaian, Willingly, with plea-

sure. 
u^l) rdzi-ndma, A deed acknowledg-

ing one to be satisfied for a debt, assault, 
and the like; an agreement; a consent in 
writing ; reconciliation ; resignation. 

A s-W) rdtib, Humid, moist. 
^j^AA; rdtini (G. ptjTtvr}), Resin. 
A rd'if, Excelling in swiftness (a 

horse), gaining a race; the tip of tbe nose ; 
a promontory. 

A Uclj rd'i-nd, Look upon us (a kind of 
salutation forbidden by Muhammad to his 
followers because it was perverted by the 
Jews into the Hebrew " our bad one "; see 
Coran, ii. 98). 

A (jc^j rd'i, Feeding, grazing; a shep-
herd, herdsman ; a guardian, protector. 

rd'il, Name of Zulaikha. 
ragfu, The lower part of a mountain, 

a mountain-slope ; a pleasant verdant mea-
dow; a villa, summer-house;—bdgh-u-rdgh, 
Gardens and villas. 

A S-^J rdghib, Willing, wishing, desi-
rous, curious ; eager;—rdgMbi jihad, De-
sirous of war. 

rdgM, Belonging to the mountain-
slopes (m.c.). 

rdf, Mace, envelope of the nutmeg. 
A ra'f, ra'fat (v.n.), Pitying ; 

being kind and compassionate ; bounty. 
AAJ rafid, The Euphrates. 
erA) rdf as, rajis (?), Name of an astro-

nomer. 
A (jAi^ rdfiz, A thrower (of javelins or 

stones) ; refusing ; abdicating. 
A rafizat, A body of soldiers who 

desei ted their commander and turned back 
again; a sect of the Shi'ahs who, after 
vowing, renounced their allegiance to Zaid, 
the grandson of Husain. 



a (j-ii^ rafizi, One of the sect mentioned 
in the preceding article, a heretic. 

A raft, One who raises or exalts; 
adducing ; putting in the nominative case ; 
a plaintiff; a high mountain; (a camel) 
having biestings in her udder. 

rafuna, Mint. 
AH) rdfa, A herb resembling garlic; sin, 

crime ;—rdfih, Submissive, obedient; name 
of the 12th day of the month. 

A rdqib, An observer, watcher; a 
rival. 

A rtiqim, A writer ;— raqimu 'l-huruf, 
The writer of this letter. 

rdqiita (probably misreading for 
q.v.), Mint. 

A oyfy rdqud, A large oblong wine-vessel, 
pitched within; a small fish. 

A raqi, fem. rdqiyat, An en-
chanter. 

rak, A horned and fighting ram ; a 
cup, goblet; a thread; (in Zaud and Pa-
zand) a way, road. 

rdkara, An immodest woman, 
harlot. 

A rdkib, One riding (in Arabic 
mostly on a camel, in Persian on a horse) ; 
a rider ; a palm-branch hanging pendulous 
from the top, but not touching the ground. 

A rdhid, Quiet, fixed, still, stagnant 
(water). 

A rdlei', One who bows the head, who 
evinces humility and lowliness. 

h rag-rang, <3&j j rdg-u-rang, 
Music and merriment; jollity, revelry, fes-
tivities, fun and frolic. 

J\> rdl, D^ath-rattle (m.c. from P. rale). 
A ra'l, fem. ra'lat, A young 

ostrich, or one a year old. 
ram (S. ram), Obedient, obsequious ; 

tame, domestic; happy, cheerful; indus-
trious ; shrewd; alacrity ; affluence, plenty ; 
name of the inventor of the lute; the 
twenty-first day of the month; name of the 
angel who presides over that day ; going, 
passing by, penetrating; (for dram) quiet, 
repose;—rdm hardan, To tame, render obe-
dient, break in ;—bd-o-rdm girift, He I e-
came familiar with him. 

H ram, God; a powerful king;—rdm 
rdm (corresponding to A. a lldh alldh), A 
Hindu form of salutation ;—rdm rdm guf-
tan, To greet, to salute. 

rdm-drdshir, Name of a city, 
ê -ir* rdm-barzin, Name of a fire-

temple ; name of a champion. 
rdmitln, Name of a famous musi-

cian. 
A rdmij, A decoy-bird or an owl tied 

by the leg to decoy falcons. 
A rdmih, One who is armed or who 

pierces with a spear; horned (a bull); — 
eamdki rdmih, Name of a large star in the 
constellation Bootes. 

rdmar, rdmir, Name of a city famous 
for its earthenware. 

.j&j rdm-rangi, Name given to wine 
by Akbar's son Jabanglr. 

A_y*\> rdmiz, One who indicates by signs, 
u ^ j rdmish, Cheerfulness, singing for 

joy; rest; counsel, advice (this meaning 
unsupported) ; — rdmishi jdn, Name of a 
note in music; name of the eighth modu-
lation of the thirty invented by Barbud. 

rdmishi, rdmusht, Best, repose; 
the fourth of the five intercalary 
added to the Persian year. 

days 

rdmish-khwdr, Name of a note in 
music. 

usA-i^j rdmi-ohk, Rest, repose ( = 
q.v.). 

SVSHÂ  ramish-gah (&$ gah), A place of 
repose. 

rdmishgar, A singer; a musician; 
a pleasure-seeker. 

rdmishgari, Vocal and instrumen-
tal music; talk. 

rdmishi, rdmishin, A musi-
cian ; a singer. 

utWj rdmak, dim. of q.v. 
a ULWJ rdmak, rdmik, Name of a certain 

anti-dysenteric medicine. 
)•>£ j*^ rdm-gir, Fleeing away. 
oU^j rdmindd, Obedient, submissive; 

subtle ; name of the twenty-eighth day of 
the month (this unsupported). 

ramandi, An ancient dialect of 
the Persian language. 

rdmni, An island in India, whence 
comes the best kind of camphor. 

rdmuz, A ship-master, seaman. 
A)y*\; rdmuz,The sea; root; type, model. 

rdm-hurmuz, A city in Kohistan. 
( ^ j rami, Name of the inventor of the 

lute. 
A rami, An archer, shooter, thrower, 

hurler (of javelins, or stones). 
a rami, Native of Riim-hurmuz. 

rdm-ydd, Obedient; name of the 
twenty-eighth day of the month, 

rdm-ydr, A shepherd. 
rdmetan, A town near Bokhara. 

ramin, ramina, Name of the lover 
of Wis. 

ran, The th igh; assafcetida; (in 
comp. from randan) driving; expelling; 
exiling;—ran afshurdan,To animate, ex-
cite ; to spur a horse;—ran gushddan, To 
mount a horse; to travel; to alight; to 
expose a faul t ; to be naked. 

Wj rand, A pomegranate ; a Hindu raja. 
rdn-bdd, = q.v. 

rdnaj, A cocoa-nut. 
A ̂ jranij, A walnut; a smooth black 

date. 
rdn-jo, A moth (see y ^ j ) . 

y^AJ^ rdndagdn (pi. of randa), Exiles. 
^Ai^ randagi, A driving ; expulsion. 



randan, To drive, drive away; to 
banish, expel; to purge ; to force ; to pur-
sue ; to incline (to a colour) ; to move off; 
—asp randan, To drive or urge forward a 
horse;—ba-db (dar db) randan, To deceive ; 
—baz randan, To repel, &c. (see fa.);—ba-
zabdn (bar-zaban) randan, To exclaim, to 
utter;—bar dil randan, To recite to one-
self, to quote from memory ;—sand randan, 
To praise, to eulogize ;—hukm randan, To 
pronounce sentence;—roz randan, To pass 
the days;—sukhun randan, To speak, to 
talk;—qalam randan, To write ;—kdm ran-
dan, To gratify one's wish. 

randa, Expelled, exiled, driven 
away; rejected, outcast. 

rdnish, Expulsion, removal; denial. 
rdnkl, A crupper. 

rdna, A herb like garlic, eaten 
toasted; drawers; a Hindu ra j a ; a cocoa-
nut. 

rani, Belonging or referring to the 
thigh, femoral. 

H ^Jrdni, A (Hindu) queen or princess. 
ranin, Breeches, drawers ; greaves. 
ravcha, A sort of grape. 

rdwad, A verdant flowery hill and 
dale ; muddiness. 

\wl> rdvrd, raavrd, A hedgehog; a 
porcupine. 

A. rdwuq, in P. rdwaq, A strainer ; a 
large vessel from which wine is strained 
into smaller ones ; pure wine. 

rawak, Purest and best (of a thing). 
SJUJ^ ravmdda, rdwimdda, rdwumdda 

(S. rdmatha), Assafcetida. 
raw and, A line upon which they 

hang clothes or bunches of grapes; rhu-
barb ; name of a city in Persia near Ispa-
han \—rdwandi chini, China rhubarb; — 
rawandi khurdsdni, Rhubarb of Khurasan 
which is given to beasts. 

rdwandan, Name of a fort near 
Aleppo. 

rawuh, A sigh, a groan; lamenta-
tion. 

A ^fa rdwi, One who relates the words 
of another, who alleges that he said so and 
so; a historian, a narrator, teller; one 
who has the superintendence and manage-
ment of horses; who and what assuages 
thirst; well and at one's ease. 

a ykfa rdwiydn (P. pi. of the preceding), 
Historians, &c. 

A rdwiyat, A water-carrying camel, 
or horse ; also the large leathern bottle in 
which the water is contained; a traveller's 
leathern provision-bag; a relater of an-
other's words. 

rdwld, The herb clary, 
jijtj rdwiz, A thorn which camels like. 

rah, Way, road, path, passage; pat-
tern, rule; custom, fashion; intellect, 
mind; a word ; the inward par t ; a musical 

tone ; a time, turn ; an Indian prince';— 
rdhi db, An aqueduct, canal, conduit, water-
course ;—-rdh az pishi pay bar-ddshtan, To 
cease inquiring ; to take an example ;— rdhi 
dftdb, The sun's path, the ecliptic;—mh 
uftadan, To fall in with a gang of thieves ; 
to receive damage ; to set out, to start on, 
or continue, a journey (m.c.) ;—rah afgan-
dan dar jay, To go to a place;—rdh an-
ddkhtan, To start one on his way; to give 
leave ;—rdhi dhan., A railway (m.c.);—rdhi 
ahani asbi, A tramway (m.c.) ;—rahi bdrik, 
A narrow road;—rahi baz-guna-naward, A 
road difficult to pass;—rdh ba-jdy burdan, 
To obtain one's wish with little trouble ;— 
rah ba-jdy (ba-hasdb) ddshtan, rdh ba-dih 
burdan (ddshtan), To be in conformity with 
reason ~,—rdh bar-awardan ba-chize, To ob-
struct the way with anything;—rdh bur-
dan, To travel; to find ; to separate ; to 
manage ;—rdh buridan, To travel;—rdhi 
burida, A road infested with robbers;— 
rdh bastan, To way-lay, to intercept the 
road ; — rdh ba-sar burdan, To reach the 
termination of one's journey; to com-
plete;—rdhi baqd, A tone in music;—rdh 
ba bast dmadan, The road is obstructed ; 
—rdh ba-ham ddshtan, To communicate 
(as railway-carriages, m.c.) ; — rahi bi-
rdh, A mountain-pass ;—rdh po'idan, To 
travel ; — rdhi pahlawl, The road of the 
pious; — rdhi piydda-rav (piyddagan), A 
footpath, pavement (m.c.) ;— rdh pish gu-
zdshtan, To show the way;—rdh paimu-
dan, To measure the road, to travel;—rdhi 
jama-dardn, Name of a note in music (so 
called because the auditors tore their gar-
ments on hearing it) ;— rdh chap zadan 
(kardan), To stray from the right road ;— 
rdhi hdjiydn, The road of the pilgrims; 
likewise the Milky Way;—rdhi khar-kash 
(khdr-kan), Name of a note in music; 
—rdhi khusrawdni, Name of a note in 
music;—rahi khufta, Along, level, tedious 
way ; — rdhi khwdbida (roshan), An open, 
main road ;—rah khwurdan, To hasten 
on one's road ;—rdh dadan, To give way, 
to admit; to allow one to pass; to give 
access to ; — rdhi dawlda, Vain labour ;— 
rdh didan, To keep aloof, wait the event; 
—rdh dlwdr kardan, To intercept the 
road ;—rdh-rd taghaiyur kardan, To return 
by another road (which is considered 
lucky);—rdh-rd siydh kardan bar kase, To 
make one nameless and traceless, to rele-
gate one to obscurity ;—rah raftan, To go, 
to walk (m.c.) ;—rdhi ruh, Name of a note 
in music;—rdh roshan kardan, To show the 
way;—rdh rahd kardan, To stray from the 
right road ;—rah sipurdan, To travel;—rdh 
sar awardan (kardan), To complete one's 
journey;—rdh sar shudan, The journey is 
completed; —rah sudan. To travel over aroad; 
—rdhi shah, The high road ; — rdh zadan, 



»)j ( 566 ) a); 
To rob on the highway ; to sing, to modu-
late ;—rdhi shabdez, Name of a note in mu-
sic ; the thirteenth modulation of Barbud ; 
—rah tai hardan, To travel;—rdhi 'adam, 
Death ;—rdhi 'arrdda, A road for carriages, 
a carriage-drive (m.c.) ;—rdhi ghul, The 
world;—rdhi ghul-ddr, Time, fortune;— 
rah firo bastan bar, To intercept one's road ; 
—rdhi fuldnjd bar-ddshtan (giriftan), To 
make for a place;—rdhi farm, Sicknesses, 
calamities;—rah qat' kardan, To proceed, 
travel;—rdhi qalandar, Abandonment of 
the world; name of a note in music;—rdhi 
kdh-kashdn, The Milky Way;—raft kotah 
kardan, To travel by the nearest road ;— 
rdhi kur, An unfrequented road ;^-rdhi kofta 
(girifta), A frequented road ;—rdh koftan 
(firo-koftan), To travel;—rdh garddnidan 
az hud/id, To pass from the boundaries ;— 
rah giriftan, To stop the way ;—-rah gushd-
dan (gushudan), To open the road ;—-rdhi 
gul, Name of a note in music;—rah na-
mudan, To show the way ;—rdh nawardi-
dan (nuwishtan), To travel;—rah wa shu-
dan, The road is being opened;—rah wa 
hardan, To open a road ;—rdh ydftan, To 
find a road to, to obtain, to acquire;—az 
rah burdan, To lead astray ;—azrdhi mail, 
By way of inclination, for friendship's sake ; 
—khati rdh, A passport;—dar rdhi kas 
nihadan, To place in one's way, to give 
over to, to put at one's disposal. 

8\> rdh-dmoz, A guide. 
ft?] slj rdh-anjdm, Travelling apparatus ; 

a messenger, courier, postman ; a horse, 
mule, &c. 

rdh-dwar, ^ rdh-award, A pre-
sent, especially brought by one to another 
from a distance, or by an ambassador to 
his sovereign, from the prince to whom he 
has been sent. 

A rdhib, A Christian monk ; a pious 
person, a devotee, a hermit. 

rdhbdn, A road-guard ; a traveller ; 
a robber;—rdhib an (P. pi. of A. rdhib), 
Monks. 

A rdhibat, A nun. 
rah-bar, A road-guide. 

^F6^) rdhbari, The trade of a road-guide; 
guidance;—rdh-bari namudan, To guide, 
show the way ; to persuade, convert. 

rdh-band. A highway-robber; a 
road-patrol; a toll-gatherer. 

Q^tt sl> rdh-poyun, Swift, fleet (sing, and 
pi.). 

rdh-paimd, A traveller. 
rdh-joy, Eager to run. 

SjA 8\j rdh-kharch, Road-charges, 
rdh-ddr (occupying the road), One 

who suddenly attacks, binds, or murders 
travellers, a robber, bandit; a road-patrol; 
one who has charge of the public roads ; a 
road-toll gatherer. 

rdh-darl, A branch of revenue 

collected from travellers for protection 
afforded ; a passport to be excused tolls. 

rdh-dan, A road-guide. 
î ;-3 8\j rdh-dardz, Great distance. 

rdh-rd8t, A great distance. 
8\> rdh-rdh, Striped, variegated ;— 

jdma'i (qabai) rah-rah, A striped gar-
ment. 

rah-rav, A traveller ; a corridor, a 
passage (m.c.) ;— rah-rawdn, rdh-rawdni 
azal (sahar), Holy men, devotees, keeping 
watch by night;—rdh-rawdni tariqat, De-
votees ; the four elements;—rdh-rawdni 
gardun, The seven planets. 

•J*)) rdh-rawish, Manners, ways, cus-
toms. 

rdh-rawi, Travel, journey, 
uyfc^ rdh-zan, A highway robber ; a mu-

sician ; a singer. 
rdh-zani, Highway-robbery, 

g-u, rah-sanj (way-experienced), A 
traveller. 

A rdhishdni, Two veins in the 
fore-legs of a horse. 

SUA\J rdh-shah, Main road; great tra-
veller. 

(jV&^j rdhgdn, Anything picked up upon 
the road; gratis, without labour or pur-
chase ; in vain. 

JUSA Ĵ rdh-guzdr, rdh-guzar, A pas-
sage, channel, ferry, or pass through moun-
tains ; the gullet; an event; a traveller; 
a road-guide; a present brought from a 
journey. 

M; rdh-giray, A traveller. 
rah-gustar, A beast whereon one 

may ride; oleasant-paced (horses, mules, 
or camels), 

je* rdh-glr, A traveller, wayfarer. 
rdhan, The cornel-tree; — rdhin, 

Name of a herb or root given to horses in 
medicine. 

A YJ^J rdhin, Firm, stable; perennial; 
a mortgager, one who pledges or pawns; 
thin. 

a ^UAAJ rah-namaj, f o r P . — 
fi^j rdh-nama, A road-book, map, 

chart. 
(^-.Ai al, rdh-nishin, A way-side beggar; 

a stranger; messenger; a post, express. 
rdh-nama, rdh-namdy, 

rdh-namun, Showing the way; a guide; a 
chamberlain; a lord, prince. 

J U s rdh-nama'i, A showing of the way. 
^Jy+i rdh-namiini, Guidance, direction; 

rdh-namuni kardan, To guide, to lead the 
way. 

o>y rdh-naward, A riding-horse ; a 
postman ; a messenger ; a foot-traveller ; a 
beggar; houseless. 

rdhwdr, A quick, easy, ambling-
paced horse, a good roadster. 

s^yfc^) rdhwara, A present from a dis-
tance. 



rdhwdri, An ambling pace; swift 
walk. 

oV'l) rdhwan, Guard of the road, watch 
over enemies or thieves; a toll-gatherer. 

rahwar, An easy, ambling nag. 
csi) a\> rdh-rawi, An ambling pace ; swift 

walk. 
A (^f^j rdhun, Name of a mountain in 

Ceylon, on which Adam is said to have 
fallen. 

t^yV) rdhuwi, rdhawi, Name of a note in 
music. 

rdhhd (pi. of rdh), Roads, ways. 
rdhi, A thin biscuit; a traveller;— 

rahi shudan, To go, to travel. 
A ra'y, in P. ray (v.n.), Seeing; 

thinking, judging; knowledge, wisdom; 
opinion, belief, view, counsel; good plea-
sure;— rdyi saqib, Prudent advice -,—ray 
dadan, To give an opinion \—rdy zadan, 
To propose, form a plan, consult;—ray 
kardan, To deliberate, to determine;—ray 
yak shudan, To be of one mind; to con-
spire. 

^ r a y , A road, path; a raja or Hindu 
prince. (See also the preceding article). 

A ^A) rdyat (pi. of rdyat), Banners. 
rdydn (pi. of ray), Kings. 

O^ilA rdydndan, To lead out, or forth. 
A S-VI; rd'ib, Doubting. 
a tjii rdy-bin, Intelligent. 
A rdyat, A standard, flag; a short 

spear (construed with the verbs afrakhtan, 
afrdshtan, angekhtan, jumbidan, zadan, 
kashidan);—rayati baizd', The white flag (of 
success) ;—rayati faridun (kdwiyan), The 
standard of Faridun. 

A J-FT) rd'ij, Vendible; current. 
Wfe- <»sl) ray-champa, Name of a certain 

fragrant flower found only in India. 
A IFCFTJ ra'ifyat (v.n. of E*o), Odour, 

fragrance; anything; a trifle;—khub-rd'i-
hat, Of a pleasant smell. 

A rd'id, One who goes or is sent a 
foraging ; tbe handle of a hand-mill. 

A rd'idat, A woman who gads to and 
fro amongst her neighbours. 

TSU rdy-rdydn, The first officer of 
the Diwan who has charge of the crown 
lands. 

a rdy-zan, A person whom one 
consults. 

A rd'is, A governor. 
A rd'ish, One who fits wings to an 

arrow; a broker employed to conciliate the 
favour of a judge by presents. 

A (jiHj rd'iz, A breaker of horses. 
A rd'i1, Redundant, increasing ; hap-

pening to wish; agreeable, engaging; 
swift (a horse). 

A rd'iq, Fasting; taken upon an 
empty stomach ; pure, genuine; beautiful, 
lovely; wonderful. 

bo'lj rayikd, Beloved, wished-for, desired. 

rdygdn, Anything picked up on the 
road ; gratis, gratuitous, without labour or 
purchase; in vain ;—rdygdn-rafta, Shed 
with impunity (blood). 

a ^ rdy-musaddad, Of sound 
judgment. 

ray a, An ulcer on the heads of chil-
dren. 

A VJ rabb (v.n.), Being lord ; educating, 
bringing up ; perfecting, completing ; col-
lecting; increasing; resting in one place; 
lord; God; an elder brother; [rabbit 'n-
naw\ Specific deity, lord of the species;— 
rabbi Hzzat, Lord of glory ;]—rubb, Syrup, 
inspissated juice; rob; [rubbu 's-sus, Ex-
tract of liquorice ;—rubbi andr, Extract of 
pomegranate juice ;—rubbi riwand, Gam-
boge ;]—rubba, ruba, rub, A few, some ; 
many; sometimes; perhaps. 

A Wj riba*, Profit on goods ; usury. 
^ ruba (in comp. from rubudan), Rob-

bing, stealing, carrying off by violence ; 
attracting. 

^ rubba (in Zand and Pazand), Great. 
A S r a b a b , A white cloud ; a rebeck ; 

name of a beautiful woman ; also of a place 
near Mecca, and of a mountain near Medi-
nah ;—ribdb, A covenant; tithes, tenths ; 
five Arabian tribes confederate together. 

sA?) rubdb, rubdba, A rebeck, a four-
stringed instrument in the form of a short-
necked guitar, but having a surface of 
parchment instead of wood. 

a rabdbi, A performer on the re-
beck. 

ribdt (for ribdt), An inn. 
A E&J rabdh, Gain, profit; name of a cer-

tain cup-bearer; also of a fortress in 
Spain ; a kind of cat, the civet-cat;—rub-
bdh, A kid ; a camel's colt. 

Wj ribd-khwdra, ^ ribd-khwur, 
A usurer. 

A lA?) ribdt (v.n. 3 of W;), Equipping a 
horse for a holy war; a troop of horse (five 
or more) armed for war; taking up a sta-
tion on the confines of an enemy's coun-
try ; a frontier-station ; an 
tery ; a rope, cord, thong ; 
me'd.). 

A ruba1, In fours. 
A rabd'i, An animal 

his tooth called rabd'iyat 
rubd'i, A four-letter word ; 
hemistichs, 
A quatrain 
rhyming. 

A rubd'iydt, Tetrastichs. 
A rabdHyat (pi. rabd'iydt), A tooth 

growing between the front teeth and the 
canine tooth (they are four). 

a ^Wj rabbdni, Divine, godly; a doctor 
of divinity, a rabbi;—rubbdni, The master 
of a ship. 

yjuiUj rubanidan, To cause to rob. 

mn ; a uionas-
a ligament (in 

that has shed 
(see ;— 

a verse of four 
a tetrastich ;—rubd'iyi tardna, 
of which all four lines are 
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fiV^ rubdh, A fox. 
A S-^Vj raba'ib (pi. of rabibat), Step-

daughters; goats kept at home for milk-
ing. 

^ A rabd'is (pi. of rabisat and of 
ribbisa), Obstacles placed in the way of 
doing good. 

rubayandagl, Bobbery, seizure. 
rubayanda, A robber, plunderer; 

(met.) charming, bewitching, captivating. 
rubd'l, (in comp.) A plundering, 

fcj-Vrtltj rubdyldan, To cause to seize or 
s teal ; to seize, rob. 

A s"ij rabab, Plenty of good water. 
A TÎ J rabs, A hindering, a letting. 
A ribh, rabah (v.n.), Gaining; profit in 

t rade; usury ;—rubah, A kid; a camel's 
colt; a bird resembling a crow. 

a ij^-j fibhi, Whatever • is gained by 
usury. 

A rabazat, A string or thong at the 
handle of a whip or scourge ; vehemence, 
severity ;—ribzat, rabazat, A handful of 
wool or tow dipped in pitch, with which 
they besmear camels for the scab; any 
cloth employed in cleansing jewels, plate, 
or dishes ;—ribzat, A worthless man ; the 
stopper of a bottle ; a woollen tuf t hung 
to the ear of a camel; a menstruous cloth, 

A S-^J rabrab, A herd of wild oxen. 
SY Jptj ribriq (in A, rabraq), Nightshade. 

rabrunitan (in Zand and Pazand), 
To die. 

rabzabd (in Zand and Pazand), The 
sun. 

A rabs (v.n.), Striking with the 
hand ; filling (a leathern bottle). 

A rabash, White on the nails of 
youths. 

A (JFIJJ rabs, rubsat, Expectation, wait-
ing. 

A rabaz, The ropes which fasten the 
Baddle of a camel; the intestines (the 
heart excluded) ; the walls of a town ; the 
Bides of anything; a sheepcote; food 
sufficient for a meal; family, kindred, 
wealth, domestics, house and home;—rubz, 
The centre of anything; the foundations 
of a building;—rubuz, An indolent man 
who neglects necessary business. 

A la}; rabt (v.n.), Binding, tying; connec-
tion, friendship; a t ie; practice, habit, 
use; construction (in Grammar);—[rabt 
Icardan, To bind, strengthen, fasten; to 
discipline, govern, hold in subjection (also 
construed with the verbs uftddan, burdan, 
barham zadan and ddshtan ;]—-rubut (pi. of 
ribdt), Ropes, cords, thongs. 

a rabtl, Connectedness;—bl-rabtl, 
TJnconnectedness; indiscipline. 

A gtj rab1 (v.n.), Plaiting a fourfold 
cord ; drinking every fourth day (a camel); 
loading a camel by means of a pole; re-
fraining, abstaining f rom; completing with 
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oneself the number four, forty, or forty-
four; receiving a fourth part of the booty; 
lifting up a stone as a trial of strength 
(see ; a spring mansion ; a house, 
mansion, abode ; [rab'-rd bar-ham zadan, To 
demolish the house;] — rub', rubu', A 
fourth ; an astronomical quadrant (more 
fully called rub'i da'ira and rub'i mujai-
yib) ; [rub'i zamln, rub'i ma shin, An inha-
bited quarter of the world; the world;]— 
rib', A quartan ague; the watering of 
camels on the fourth day. 

A rab'at, A man or woman of middle 
stature and square-bodied ; a casket for 
spiceries. 

a <_3*}j rib'l, Vernal, born in the spring; 
born in his father's old age (a son) ;— 
raba% Related to the tribe of rabi'at. 

A r aba ah, The enjoyment and conve-
niences of life \—rabig&., A lewd, impudent 
fellow. 

A (3?j rabq (v.n.), Haltering a camel;— 
ribq, A rope with many loops fo»- tying 
cattle. 

A ^ ribqat, rabqat, A halter, a rope with 
a loop or noose ; a collar; a yoke. 

A rabh (v.n.), Throwing into the 
mire; mixing up crumbled bread with 
broth, &c. ; to prepare the dish isklcina 
(see AiiW). 

A rablf A kind of tree producing 
leaves and fruit after the usual season;— 
rabal, A very green herb, an antidote to a 
viper's bite. 

J}; ribl, Southernwood. 
A Wj rabbana, O our Lord ! 
A y j rabw (v.n.), Being increased, multi-

plied ; climbing (a hill), being on the top 
o f ; breathing heavily, suffering from 
asthma; asthma. 

A rubub (pi. of rubb), Extracts, 
syrups. 

a iSyi) rabubl, Divine, theological (learn-
ing)^ 

A ; rububiyat, Dominion, supreme 
power; deity, divinity. 

A SJIJ ribwat, rabwat, rubwat, A hill, rising 
ground, heap. 

rabut, A hoopoo, a puet. 
rabukha, Sensual delights, 

^jijy^ rubudagi, Spoliation, plunder, rob-
bery. 

rubudan, To rob, seize, carry off; to 
withdraw from sight;—zi zin rubudan, To 
thiow out of the saddle, to unhorse, 

s^yj rubuda, Seized, plundered, robbed. 
a JSc soy; rubuda-'aql, Kobbed of one's 

senses. 
Wji^rubus, Voracious, a glutton. 

rubusa, A4.yj rubllsha, rabusha (ori-
ginally ru-posha), A veil for the head. 

A (Ĵ YJ rabuz, Large, thick (tree or 
chain) ; wide (coat of mail, &c.) ;—rubuz, 
Desisting from blissoming (a ram) ; lying 



down with the feet tucked underneath (a 
dog, Ac.). 

rabula, A kind of artichoke. 
Of-) rabun, Money advanced on goods 

which is returned if they should be da-
maged ; earnest; drink-money ; handsel; 
profit; a prisoner. 

A ^ rabbi, My lord ; a doctor of divi-
nity ( = ^ibj q.v.) ;—rubbiy, A vendor of 
the inspissated juice rubb. 

A rabib, A step-son, a wife's son. 
A A***; rablbat, A step-daughter; a ewe 

fed indoors for the sake of her milk; a 
nurse, foster-mother. 

SY rabisd, A kind of small fish. 
rubaid, Confection, preserve, pickle. 

O^j rvbidan, To seize, rob, plunder. 
A Lrfj rabit, Bound, fixed, tied, fastened ; 

dry dates steeped in water; a hermit, a 
devotee ; a philosopher retired from the 
world;—rabitu 'l-jdsh, Brave (man) who 
never takes to flight. 

A rabi', The spring ; vernal showers; 
a rivulet; name of a man; name of the 
two spring months called rabi'u H-auwal 
and rabi'u 'l-akhar; a fourth. 

A iAjjj rabi'at, A stone l i f ted or d ragged 
as a trial of s t r eng th ; n a m e of t he f a t h e r 
of a tribe. 

a rabi'i, Produced in, or belonging 
to, the spring, vernal. 

•Hj rapad, rapud, Jy.; rapud, Name of an 
intoxicating herb. 

rat, Naked ;—ri/i, Hollow, empty; 
poor, indigent; all; paper. 

A UW) ratt (v.n.), Stammering; a chief, 
prince, governor ; a hog. 

ift) ritdq, Two garments sewed together. 
ratb, Life (probably related to the 

following). 
as-5J ratab, Affliction, hardship; the 

space between the index and middie finger ; 
high ground; rocks of unequal height 
close together. 

A rutbai, A degree, a step; rank, dig-
nity;—rutba'i 'ulyd, The highest degree. 

A ruttai, Hesitation in speaking. 
A ratj (v.n.), Shutting (a door) ; 

—rataj, A great door with a small one in 
it. 

A ratkh (v.n.), Being thin and soft 
(mud); remaining still; falling or hang-
ing back, shrinking from. 

(ftSj rutashlakh, Cupping (unsupported 
by examples). 

A gS; rat' (v.n.), Roving in wide, rich 
pastures (sheep). 

A (JIJ ratq (v.n.), Shutting, filling, sewing 
up, closing; repairing; reformation ; [ratq 
ufatq, Shutting and opening, loosing and 
binding, the ordering of affairs ;]—rataq, 
A narrowness of female organs to such a 
degree as only to allow a passage for the 
urine. 

rutak, Wild mint. 
A rath (v.n.), Going with a short, 

quick step (camel). 
A ratal, A discourse pronounced with 

a clear, melodious voice ; a neat and regu-
lar arrangement of anything; smoothness, 
regularity, and whiteness of teeth. 

A ratm (v.n.), Breaking. 
A ratmat, A thread rolled round the 

finger to bring to mind anything. 
A tfj ratn, A mixing of dough with lard ; 

—-ratan, Name of an Indian who claimed 
to have associated with Muhammad, and 
who set traditions afloat, which, however, 
are rejected by most authorities. 

A f j ratw (v.n.), Fastening ; strengthen-
ing (the mind) ; nodding. 

A v y ; rutub (v.n. of s-^), Being firm, 
solid, motionless. 

A rutu' (v.n. of £>j), Pasturing at 
discretion (cattle). 

rata, An Indian filbert-nut. 
ĝ Wô  ritibdnaj, A kind of sea-crab ; a 

sort of medicinal stone. 
A rutaila\ in P. rutail (V), Ta-

rantula. 
A ratimat, ratima, A thread wound 

round the finger as a reminder. 
A rass, Worn, torn ; ragged clothes. 
A ft risd' (v.n. of tJij) , Praising (the 

dead) in a funeral oration, weeping and 
wailing over him (hired mourners). 

A risds (pi. of rissat), Rags; old, 
shabby furniture. 

A AJVJJ rasdsat (v.n. of *±>j), Being dirty, 
squalid, unsightly, ragged, going to pieces ; 
raggedness; unsightliness. 

A ( f t ) rasan, Rain following rain. 
A S3) risat (v.n. of ^ j ) , Inheriting;— 

rissat, Ragged furniture ; a foolish woman ; 
low, vulgar people ; weak men. 

A AJJ rasd (v.n.), Laying (furniture or 
wares) side by side, or one upon another; 
—rasad, Household utensils arranged side 
by side ; weak men. 

A ff) rasa' (v.n.), Being very greedy and 
covetous; avidity, greediness. 

A p>)rasm (v.n.), Bruising and making 
bloody (the nose or mouth); anointing 
(the nose with an odoriferous unguent) ; 
—rasam, A white spot on a horse's upper 
lip ; name of a herb. 

A rusut, A remaining fixed (to a seat). 
A ') rasy (v.n. of ^J)), Becoming ten-

derly affected, commiserating; praising 
(the deceased) in a funeral sermon, crying 
over him, coudoling. 

A rasis, Worn, gone to pieces; 
covered with wounds, and expiring. 

A EJ rajj (v.n.), Shaking, making quake; 
being shaken, trembling; imprisoning, 
detaining, confining. 

A PW-J rajd' (v.n. of Hoping; fear-
ing ; hope, fear ; a side, border, edge. 



A eW-J rajdj, Lean (cattle) ; weak, lan-
guid (men). 

A eW-j rajah, Large-hipped (woman). 
_ A rijd' (v.u. of £=?•;), Returning, as a 

bird of passage from a warm to a cold 
climate; returning from one journey to 
begin another; returniug. 

rajdj", The beat of a drum. 
A oW; rajjdf, The day of the Resurrec-

tion ; the sea; an airy jaunty manuer in 
walking. 

J V j rajdl, A cobweb; a spider. 
A JWj rijdl (pi. of rajul and rajl), Men; 

(pi. of rdjil) pedestrians ; men on foot, in-
fantry ;—irsdli rijdl kardan, To despatch a 
body of men. 

A J^WJ rajdla, in P. also rajdli (pi. of 
rdjil, rajil), Footmen, infantry. 

CJW-; raj jdn, Name of a place in Persia, 
called also arrajdn. 

rajjanl, A native of Rajjan. 
A S r a j a b (v.n.),Fearing; worshipping, 

revering; name of the seventh Arabian 
month ;—rajabu 'l-murajjab, Rajab, the 
revered (m.c.). 

A rajabdt (pi. of V ^ ) , Months of 
Rajab. 

A ©W; rajabdn (dual), The seventh and 
eighth months, i.e. Rajab and Sha'ban, 

A Y^TEFR) rujhdn (v.n. of ^yj), Inclining, 
preponderating, drawing (a scale) ; excel-
ling, surpassing; excellence, superiority. 

Ay?^ rajz (v.n.), Making or repeating the 
verses called rajaz ;—rijz, rujz, Impurity ; 
idola t ry , polytheism ; pain, t o r m e n t ; — 
rajaz, Name of a metre (mustaf nun = 

^ — six timeB repea ted) ; a dis-
ease of the camel. 

a jtf-j rajaz-khwdnl, Recitation of 
verse (especially of the rajaz metre). 

A rajs (v.n.), Thundering loudly ; 
braying of a camel; any loud sound;— 
rijs, Uncleanness ; sin, iniquity. 

A raj1 (v.n.), Bringing back, restor-
ing ; answering (a letter); repeating, re-
turning ; ambling (of a horse) ; selling a 
camel and buying another with the pro-
ceeds ; rain after rain ; profit, return; 
dung; ground over which a torrent has 
passed. 

A LYW; ruj'dn, Waters stagnant, pent up, 
or regorged, also the places where they 
stagnate ; the answer to a letter. 

A raj'at, rij'at (v.n. of Return-
ing to earth after death ; receiving again a 
divorced wife; return; an answer to a 
letter;—raj'ati zarb, Repercussion; re-
bound. 

A JS* ;̂ ruj'd, A reply to a letter. 
A v , rajghak, A belch. 
a Oi^ rajf (v.li. of <-4<*-j), Moving, caus-

ing to move ; being greatly shaken (the 
earth). 

A rajafdn (v.n. of Shaking 

violently (the earth) ; thundering with re-
verberation ; tremor, emotion. 

A ^V) rajfat, Agitation; an earth-
quake. 

rajah, A belch., 
A J^-J rajl (v.n.), Tying the foot;—rijl, 

The foot; time, life-time; a swarm (as of 
locusts); an army; the lower end of a 
bow when shooting; [rijlu 't-td'ir, An iron 
for burning ;—rijlu 'l-ghurdb, Buck's-horn 
plantain (Coronope vulgaris) ;] — rajal 
(v.n.), Being on foot; turning a mare 
loose with her colt to pasture freely, or a 
dam with her kid, so that it may suck at 
pleasure;—rajil, A man on foot, a pedes-
trian; sleek hair (opposed to ja% "curly"); 
—rajul, A (full-grown) man. 

a ALf-j rajla, Purslain; a mushroom; (for 
A. rajulat) a masculine woman. 

A j rajm (v.n.), Stoning to death, 
killing; pelting with stones; reproach, 
contumely, execration ; conjecture; speak-
ing by conjecture; anything thrown;— 
rajam, A tomb, a grave; a well, pit, trench; 
a furnace ;—rujum, Shooting stars; stones 
heaped upou a grave. 

A ( ^ j rajn (v.n.), Keeping (a horse) in 
the stable, and bringing (him) down by 
poor provender. 

A tyy rvjuh (v.n. of fft-j), Dipping, pre-
ponderating (a scale). 

A ruju' (v.n. of g^j), Returning ; 
return; repetition ; reference ; answer to 
a letter;—ruju' jfarmudan (kardan), To 
refer, appeal, bring a suit into court; to 
address, to turn oneself to (m.c.) ; to con-
sign, to commit to one's charge (m.c.) ;— 
ruju' kardan, To give back; to take back. 

Uy^ raju'd, f ^ y j rajil'dm, Rehoboain, 
son of Solomon. 

A rujulat, and— 
A ^ y ) rujuliyat, Manliness, virility. 
A rujun (v.n. of ( ^ j ) , Abiding in, 

tarrying at, or being used to (a place). 
Aay raja, A clothes-line ; a row;—raja 

ba-raja istddan, To stand in a line, side by 
side; — yak-raja dirakht nishdndan, To 
plant trees in a single line. 

A rajl', (A horse or camel) returning 
fatigued from a journey and immediately 
despatched upon another; an answer; any-
thing returned, restored, or rejected ; dung 
of horses or cattle; excrements of wild 
beasts; the remains of food which cattle 
bring up when chewing the cud; a lean 
camel. 

A rajl'at, raji'a, A camel bought 
with the proceeds of another (see fr-j). 

A rajim, Overwhelmed with stones; 
stoned ; devoted to destruction ; execrable 
(devil). 

jUy richdl, A confection. 
rachuk, Eructation. 

A Uj raha, A mill-stone. 



A ilWj rihalat, A saddle made of leather, 
without any wood in it. 

A JfUj rah ail (pi. of rihalat), Leathern 
saddles. 

A S-EY rahb, Spacious (place) ; wide ;— 
rahah, Spacious areas, &c. for walking; 
name of the father of a tribe ;—ruhb, Being 
large, spacious, commodious. 

A rahbat, rahabat, A spacious area 
(of a temple or other place) ; an extended 
piece of ground. 

A rahah, Breadth of a horse's hoof 
(reckoned a beauty unless flat) ; — ruhuh, 
Wide dishes or cups. 

A t^f-j rahrdh, t y j rahrah, yW^j rah-
rahdn, Broad, large. 

A i/=») rahz (v.n.), Washing (either 
hands or clothes) ; perspiring after a par-
oxysm of fever. 

A BLAB.; ruhaza, A sweat after the par-
oxysm of a fever, so as actually to bathe 
the skin. 

A JS-J rahi (v.n.), Saddling (a camel) ; 
departing, travelling; a (small) camel's 
saddle ; an abode, a resting-place ; house-
hold furniture ; a reading-stick, a support 
for a book ; the eye-brow of a mistress. 

AiU ; rihlat (v.n. of Travelling, de-
parting, migrating; marching; death; 
[rihlati shdh-zdda az dari fand, The depar-
ture of the prince from this frail world ;— 
rihlat kardan, To depart, travel; to die ;] 
—ruhlat, The side or direction to which 
one is travelling. 

A ̂  ruhm, in P. rahm, Compassion, 
commiseration ; [rahm kardan, To pity 
(m.c.) ;—rahm namudan, To show mercy;] 
—rahim, The womb ; kin, relationship ;— 
sila'i rahm, A union of kindred, a meeting 
of friends ;—qat'i rahim, A desertion, cut-
ting, or alienation of kinsfolk. 

A rahmdn, Merciful, compassionate 
(God). 

a f-j rahm dehnd, A friend to mercy, 
merciful. 

a rahmdni, Divine. 
a Ai> rahim-band, A pessary (med.). 
A rahmat, A gift of the divine 

mercy ; rain, a woman's name; pity, com-
passion, commiseration; pardon, forgive-
ness ;— rahmat afshdndan (awardan, burdan, 
kardan) bar, To pity, commiserate;—rah-
matu 'l-ldh 'alai-hi, The mercy of God (be) 
upon him ;—ba-rahmati khudd raftan, To 
die;—khudd rahmat-ash kunad, May God 
have mercy upon him, Requiescat in 
pace. 

rahmat-abad, Name of a town 
in Gil an. 

a Jo rahm-dil, Tender-hearted, mer-
ciful, compassionate. 

A raAmdtt (for ^ W j ) , Merciful. 
A je-j rahw (v.n.), Building (a mill); 

turning (a mill) ; coiling itself (a serpent). 

A rah/i, A mill; a mill-stone. 
A V-O*-; rahib, Wide, spacious (place) ; a 

glutton ;—rahibu 's-sadr, Broad-chested. 
A rahiq, The best wine ; pure, clear, 

generous (wine) ; a kind of perfume. 
A rahil, A journey; departure; 

saddled (a camel); a strong camel fit for 
the road;—rahil awardan (kardan), To 
depart. 

a »rahil-gdh, A station or resting-
place on a journey. 

A f^e-j rahim, Merciful, compassionate; 
oue of the names of God. 

rakh, A sigh; grief, anguish, sorrow ; 
disease; the sound of a musical instru-
ment ; a cleft, chink, notch, fissure ; —rukh, 
A cheek ; the face, countenance ; a side, 
point, quarter; the rook or tower at chess ; 
a knight-errant; a head-stall for a horse ; 
a rhinoceros; name of a certain bird of 
mighty wing (perhaps the condor, but most 
probably fabulous); a beast resembling a 
camel, but very fierce; the skin of the throat 
of a certain water-fowl; a reed, rush, or 
flag wheuce mats are made ; a crown for-
merly worn by the kings of Persia ;—rukh 
awardan (tdftan, kardan, nihddan) su'i 
(andar, dar), To turn the face towards, to 
travel to, to make for; to come -.—rukh 
dadan, To countenance;—rukh namudan, 
To look at, to see;—afrdzi rukh. The protu-
berant part of the cheek;—bar rukh an-
gushti eiydhi kashidan, To disgrace; to 
calumniate. 

A i) rakhkh (v.n.), Treading, trampling 
on ; mixing wine with water ;—rukhfch, A 
soft herb; name of a fabulous bird (see 
preceding article) ; the castle at chess ; a 
quarter in Ni shapur. 

A CUY rakhd', Affluence, the conveniences 
and pleasures of life ;—rukh_dA gentle 
breeze. 

A j rakhdkh, Soft, open ground; easy 
and comfortable life. 

A rakhdsat (v.n. of u ^ j ) , Being 
low-priced, cheap; cheapness; being deli-
cate. 

A J ^ j rikhdl (pi. of rikhl, rakhil), Ewe-
lambs. 

a i) rukh-alldhi, With di vine cheeks. 
A rukham, Marble, alabaster;—ru-

khdmi safed, White marble. 
A rakhdmat (v.n. of f^ - f ) , Being 

soft, gentle (speech). 
a rukhdmi, Anything made of mar-

ble ; fine silken stuff interwoven with gold 
threads ; a species of thorn. 

<i£>V=-j rakhdng, The country of Arracan. 
A i f a j rakhjiwat, rukh/mat (v.n. of y f ) , 

i Being loose, soft, flabby, 
i rikhbin, rukhbin, Sour milk ; but-
\ ter-milk, or anything dressed with i t ; a 
! dish made of sour and fresli milk with 
i flour; new cheese. 



rukhbina, Made from sour milk ; 
turpentine. 

rakht, Goods and chattels, appara-
tus ; wearing apparel; traps; rich furni-
ture, tapestry, housings, harness ; a horse ; 
a ray or beam of the sun or moon; sad-
ness, grief; right, true; a meal for one 
man ;—rakht az jihdn burdan, To die ;— 
rakht afgandan, To stop still; to be weak ; 
—rakht bar-bastan (bastan), To setoff upon 
a journey ; to die;—rakht bar-chldan (bar-
ddshtan), To depart; —rakht bar sahrd niha-
dan (ba-zlri zamin kashldan), To die;— 
rakht ba.-sahrd kashldan, To die ;—rakhti 
khdna, Household furniture; — rakhti 
lsh\pud-rd ba-dozakh kashldan, To die the 
death of a sinner;—rakht rekhtan (gushd-
dan, nihadan) dar, To settle in a place ;— 
rakhti khwurshed u mdh, The sun's rays, 
and the beams of the moon rakhti safar, 
Travelling outfit;—rakhti salami (saldm 
'alek), A dress put on when going to court; 
—rakhti •arus, Whatever the bride carries 
from her parents' to her husband's house; 
—rakhti ma,'tarn poshldan, To dress in 
mourning ;•—rakht u maid1, Articles per-
taining to personal estate ;—rakhti hasil, 
Reason, understanding;—rakhti hasil ba-
sahrd'i nlstl burdan, To deprive of life or 
reason. 

u^t-j rakht-soz, Who burnt his chattels, 
j^A ts^ij rakht-shur, A washer-man or 

woman (m.c.). 
&iU jji. e^Lj rakht-shur-khd,na, Wash-

house, laundry (m.c.). 
uiS rakhi-kash, A beast of burden; 

a traveller. 
( f t rakht-kan, Place to undress, 

dressing-room in a public bath (m.c,). 
c^i, rakJit-gdh, " Place of ruin." 

JU rakht-mdl, A kind of mangle for 
smoothing linen. 

rakhta, Wounded, sick, diseased. 
rakhj, rakhaj, Sordid, base, angry, 

bad-tempered;—rukhj, Name of a place in 
Bust. 

t}; t) rukh-rubd, Name of a rapacious 
bird. 

ft-*-) rukhsur, The cheek; the face, coun-
tenance. 

ylS^—rukhsdragdn (pi. of the follow-
ing), Cheeks. 

rukhsdra, Cheek, face, complexion, 
mien. 

rakhsh, Lightning; the rainbow; 
reflection of light; a mixture of red and 
white ; a face marked with moles ; a mot-
tled or partridge-coloured horse ; swift; a 
horse; name of the horse of the celebrated 
Rustam; happy, fortunate, prosperous; 
joyful; commencement; happiness, pro-
sperity ; [rakhshi bahdr, Vernal breezes or 
clouds ;]—rukhsh, A whitening beard ; a ray 
of light, a flash ; the sun. 

Lfc^j rakhshd, rukhshd, o^5-; rukhshan, 
Shining, flashing. 

rukhshish, A ray of light, a flash, 
shine, lustre. 

rakhshgar, Oue who sings for hire 
with instruments. 

^juus-kj rakhshandagl, Plash, shine, 
lustre. 

rakhshldan. To shine, flash; to 
boast. 

A YOA; rakhs, Soft, flexible ;—rufehs (v.n.), 
Being cheap; lowness of price, cheap-
ness. 

A rukhsat, Leave, permission to re-
tire ; facility; cheapness; — rukhsat hasil 
kardan, To allow;—rukhsat khwastan, To 
desire permission to depart;—rukhsat da-
dan, To dismiss ;—rukhsat ddshtan, To 
have permission;—rukhsat shudan, To have 
leave to depart, to be dismissed ;—rukhsat 
farmudan, To permit, allow, grant leave ; 
—rukhsat kardan, To dismiss, suffer to de-
part ;—rukhsat giriftan, To take leave; to 
have oueself authorised (m.c.). 

a rukhsatdnaf A present made on 
dismissing a person. 

a Uy wu^otj rukhsat-farmd. Granting 
leave. 

a ( j i*^ rukhsati, A thing given at part-
ing. 

A rakhf (v.n.), Being soft, thin; thin 
butter ; a kind of dye. 

i) rakh-firoz, A bangle in the shape 
of a four-fold string;—rukh.-firoz, The 
seventh day of the month. 

rakh-gira, A bracelet of gold or 
silver, as described in the preceding nr-
ticle. 

A rikhl, rakfeil, A ewe-lamb. 
A f**-) rakham. Thick milk ; favour, affec-

tion, friendship ; name of a place ; also of 
a mountain-pass near Mecca; a carnivo-
rous bird. 

A rakhamat, in P. rakhma, A bird 
like a vulture which feeds on carrion. 

rakhna, A breach in a wall, a frac-
ture, notch (in a sword or knife), hole, 
crack, chink ; a loop-hole ; window ; [rakh-
na dar dlwdr dwardan, To quit a religious 
life (it is moreover construed with the 
verbs afgandan, bastan, ba-ham dmadan, 
zadan, kardan, and giriftan) ;—rakhna'i 
shamshlr, The stroke of a sword; accord-
ing to others the edge of a sword;]— 
rukhna, Paper. 

jW ALt, rakhna-ddr. Notched, cracked. 
Q^ysjj rakhna-zada zabdn, Cursed 

by all. 
A YAJ rukhw, rikhw, rukhw, Soft, loose, 

relaxed. 
A rikhivat (v.u. of y*-;), Being loose, 

soft, flabby. 
a ^ f - ) rukhut (A. pi. of P. rakht), 

Clothes, &c. (See 



rakhugar, A darner, stitcher of 
counterpoint. (See 

O^j rakhidan, To pant, puff, breathe 
hard. 

a u®^) rakhis, Soft (garment) ; low-
priced, cheap, reasonable. 

A f^-j rakhlm, Easy, gentle (language) ; 
softly-spoken (girl). 

A rakhimat. Soft and gentle-spoken 
(G'RL). 

rakhin, A goad ; whey ; a churn. 
rakhina, Resin of the pine-tree, 

rad, Intelligent, skilful, learned, philo-
sophic ; bold, strong, brave ; a high priest 
of the Magi. 

A ^ radd (v.n.), Driving, casting, bring-
ing or sending back; repulse, rejection ; 
refutation ; repeal, abrogation ; anything 
bad, worthless, refuse ;—raddi pd, A foot-
print (m.c.) ;—raddi jawdb, A reply, re-
joinder;—radd dadan, To repulse; to send 
away ; raddi saldm, The return of a saluta-
tion ;—radd shudan, To depart, go off, go 
away (m.c.) ;—radd kardan, To return; to 
resist, repulse ; to cancel, erase, rescind ;— 
raddi kalam, Refutation, reply. 

A ridd', A cloak or mantle;—ridd'i 
nil (met.), Night. 

A Mo; rada'at (v.n. of Being naught, 
bad, worthless; badness, worthlessness; 
depravity. 

A C^J raddh, Large-hipped (woman); a 
large dish; a slow-marching encumbered 
army. 

raddn (pi. of rad), Expert, knowing, 
wise . 

A raddat, Deformity (in which there 
is BO me trace of beauty) ;—riddat, Repel-
ling ; apostacy; abundance of milk before 
giving birth. 

A T̂ J radk (v.n.), Enlarging (a tent) ; 
plastering the walls of a house ;—radah, A 
long Bpace of time;—ruduh (pi. of e ^ j 
q.v.), Heavy-hipped women ; large dishes ; 
serious disturbances, seditions. 

a radd-zada, A reprobate ( = 
q.v.). 

A rads (v.n.), Hitting with a stone; 
battering a wall; crushing, pounding 
small ; levelling ground; going away with, 
carrying off. 

A rad' (v.n.), Driving away ; prohi-
biting, hindering ; marks of blood, saffron, 
or ointment upon the body. 

A WIOJ radf (v.n.), Coming after; suc-
ceeding ;—ridf, Any person mounted be-
hind another ; anything following or placed 
behind another; who sits at the right 
hand of the king, eats and drinks with 
him, follows him to war, &c., his hench-
man ; name of a star in the breast of the 
Swan ; (in poetry one of the infirm letters 

or when immediately preceding 

the rawi, or filial letter of the rhyme ; the 
buttocks of a horse. 

tfj, radkd (in Zand and Pazand), 
Straight ; true. 

A ̂  radm (v.n.), Shutting, closing_ up 
(a gap); bolting (a door); mending, 
patching (a garment) ; any wall or barrier 
(particularly that between Gog aud Ma-
gog) ; part of a wall tumbled 'down; a 
worthless fellow; breaking wind. 

A radn (v.n.), Arranging or piling 
one over another (merchandize or house-
hold utensils); twisting together; the 
noise of arms clashing against each other; 
—rudn, A gusset, or the arm-hole of a 
sleeve ;—radan, Spun silk; a child's caul. 

radan-jo, A moth. 
rada, A line, rule, series, a row of 

stones, course of bricks; a threshing in-
strument. 

a radi, Corrupt, perishing, ruinous ; 
wicked, depraved;—raddi, Rejected; re-
jected things. 

A <-A>J, radif, One who rides behind an-
other on the same horse ; following oue 
another in a row (m.c.); auxiliary forces 
(m.c.) ; a star near the Eagle ; a star which 
rises when the one opposite sets ; (in pros-
ody) a word following the rhyme;—radlfi 
saratdn, The sign Leo;—radif guzdshtan, 
To range, to place in order (m.c.). 

A radim, Worn, torn, or mended 
(garment). 

a j j razdlat (v.n. of J^j), Being vile 
and base, baseness, meanness ; avarice ;— 
ruzdlat (also ruzdl), The worst left after 
the best is taken ; refuse. 

a J ^ j razd'il (pi. of razilat), Mean, 
worthless things. 

A J j j razi (v.n.), Despisiug, discarding; 
rendering vile and despicable ; mean, base. 

A razm (v.n.), Plowing, overflowing 
(any vessel) ; being full to the brim. 

A razwn, Plowing, fluid ; brimful. 
A JJ JY razil, Mean, vile, worthless, ig-

noble. 
A ALJJ razilat, A mean, worthless thing ; 

vileness, worthlessness (the opp. of fazl-
lat). 

rard (in Zand and Pazand), The ear. 
jj raz, A vineyard; a vine; a grape; a 

deadly poison; a dyer; colour; a battle; 
a castle;—riz, Scatter thou ! (for rez, imp. 
of rekhtan) ; scattering (in comp.). 

A ^ razz (v.n.), Thrusting her tail into 
the ground to deposit her eggs (a locust) ; 
fixing anything in the ground ; making an 
iron eye to a door to receive a bolt ;—ruzz, 
Rice ;—ruz' (v.n.), Overtaking (as misfor-
tune), injuring, impairing, diminishing (a 
man's substance); misfortune, calamity. 

A razzdz, A seller of rice (ruzz). 
A IJOY razzaq, Dispenser, disposer of; au 

attribute of God, as the provider of the 



necessaries of life, the giver of daily bread; 
providence. 

a i^lij razaqi, Wine. 
A I'll) rizdm (v.n. 3 of fa), Doing one 

thing immediately after another, as eating 
hastily mouthfuls of different kinds of vic-
tuals ; name of the father of a tribe;— 
ruzdm (v.n. of fa), Being unable to rise or 
move (a camel). 

razan (pi. of raz), Vines ;—rizan 
(for rezan, pres. part, of rekhtan), Scatter-
ing. 

A razanat (v.n. of Being heavy 
(in weight) ; being grave, modest, sedate 
firmness, strength. 

A ̂  razdyd (pi. of razi'at), Afflictions, 
misfortunes. 

A s-»); razb (v.n.), Firmly adhering, with-
out moving; keeping, preserving. 

^ raz badrad (?), Sphere of tbe 
planet Mars. 

O^i) razbdn, The dresser of a vineyard ; 
a gardener (said to have given origin to 
the A. oV6; q-v-)-

rat-bur, A vine pruning-hook. 
A t)) rash (v.n.), Spearing through ; fall-

ing down from weakness (a camel). 
razd, A glutton. 

a j j j ; razdaq, A row, a line. 
razda, Tired, knocked up; hindered. 

j) raz-rud, Name of a river in Trans-
oxania. 

titfin, = o-tJjj q-v., of which it is, 
perhaps, a misreading, or vice versa. 

A JJJ razq (v.n.), Bestowing what is ne-
cessary for the support of life;—rizq, 
Riches, good fortune, acquired wealth, 
support, daily bread ; a pension; rain. 

A SSj) razqat, One gift, pension, or allow-
ance ; a single ration. 

a y J j j rizq-jo, Seeker of a livelihood, of 
wealth. 

fa razm, War, battle, combat; a chump, 
a log for cooking ;—razm kardan, To fight; 
—razam (from razidan), I stain. 

A fa razm (v.n,), Drawing together (a 
sack); packing; a camel unable to rise 
from weakness;—ruzam, Standing firm on 
the ground; a lion. 

f'» razm-dra, Adorning the battle-
field, an accomplished warrior. 

Pi) razm-amid, Skilled in war, war-
like. 

fa razm-afgan, A combatant. 
A razmat, rhmat, A bundle of clothes; 

a parcel. 
y fa razm-jo khwah), Eager for 

battle or war. 
J fa razm-dida, Experienced in war-

fare. 
Q)j fa razm-zan, A slayer iu battle; a 

warrior, combatant. 
fa fa razm-sdz, Intent on combat; put-

ting in battle array. 

fa fa razm-kdr, War. warfare. 
Irazm-gdh (A$ gah), A battle-field. 

razm-glr, Name of the fifteenth of 
the month. 

fa razm-yuz, Seeking war, pugnacious. 
A razn (v.n.), Balancing anything in 

the hand to try its weight; high ground 
where water can stagnate;—rim, A mar-
gin, side, border. 

razanda, A stainer, a dyer, 
i j f j ) ) riznin, A bolt, a key (see tMjj). 
(£))) razwdn, The keeper of a vineyard ; 

sphere of the planet Venus. (See 
aj) ram, A stretched line over which 

clothes are hung; nightshade; a ring or 
staple. 

A kj) raziyat, Affliction, calamity, 
yjujj razidan, To dye, tinge, stain, 

colour. 
SAijj; razida, Stained, dyed, 
A jjy raziz, A dyeing herb. 
A razim, The roaring of a lion. 
A razin, Modest, grave, patient; 

firm, solid, strong; weighty rd'i razin, 
A weighty counsel. 

A razi'at, Affliction, misfortune, dis-
aster. 

Jj razk, Indignation, rage, chiding 
(doubtful). 

Jj; razhad, Voracious, devouring (see 

fa razham, War, battle, 
fi^j razha, A stretched rope on which they 

hang clothes to dry; a mason's rule; edg-
ing, border. 

(j-j ras, (in comp. from rasldan) Arri-
ving; happening; touching; ripe ; a vine; 
a glutton; a corrupter, destroyer, mischief-
maker; a rope, cable; a necklace; a neck-
cloth ; smelted ore; hard, firm, strong; 
(for aras) the river Araxes ;—ris (imp. of 
ristan), Spin thou;—vus, A glutton; hard, 
firm, steady; yellow-bodied (man) ; a 
necklace. 

A tj*) rass (v.n.), Digging (a well or 
grave); the beginning of anything; first 
attack or symptom (of a fever or love); 
burying ; hiding, secreting; making peace, 
reconciling; a well constructed with stones; 
name of a certain well in which the people 
of samud imprisoned oue of their prophets 
until he died ;—asluibi (ahli) rass, Name 
given to these people. 

fa rasa, Arriving, attaining; quick of 
apprehension, skilful, capable, clever; 
much, many. 

A iifa rasdlat, risdlat, A mission, lega-
tion ; the gift of prophecy ; the office of a 
prophet; a letter, a treatise ;—risdlat, ri-
sdla, A troop of horse. 

a risdlat-pandh, The asylum of 
the prophetic office ;—hazrati risdlat-pandh, 
His Holiness the refuge of prophecy (Mu-

) hammad). 



^ a risdlat-ma'db, Seat or depo-
sitory of prophecy (Muhammad). 

a risdla-ddr, The commander of 
a risala, or body of horse. 

a ^ J risdla-ddri, Command of a 
troop. 

A fUj rassdm, A designer, describer, de-
lineator; name of an armourer and iron-
smith who made Sikandar's mirror ; also 
of a painter of Bahram Gor. 

rasdn, (in comp.) Bringing; pro-
ducing;—salami saldmat-rasdn, A saluta-
tion, wishing health. 

YA»Uj rasdndan, = ^A^L-J q.v.;—chize 
ba-chize rasdndan, To follow up one thing 
by another, to bring or produce in succes-
sion. 

rasdna, Grief, regret, lamentation. 
(j-^U) rasdnidan, To cause to arrive ; to 

bring to bear; to convey, carry and deli-
ver; to pay ; to vouchsafe, to grant (m.c.) ; 
—rasdnidan khwud-rd, To betake oneself 
to (m.c.). 

oj^j rasdyid, rasdyad, DroBS of iron. 
A JJl-Y rasd'il (pi.' of risdlat, rasdlat), 

Epistles, missives; messages ; treatises. 
rasd'i, Access, entrance; wisdom, 

quickness of apprehension, cleverness, 
skill, talent, ability; propriety, fitness, per-
fection. 

E U T O J I L ^ raspdndant, Respondent, an-
swering to a suit of law. 

rast, He escaped ; liberty ; one who 
has the victory over his passions; free, 
secure; firm, steady; a row, rank ; a por-
tico, gallery, verandah ; the ground ;—rust, 
He grew ; growth, increase ; victory, supe-
riority ; ground; a sort of hard ground; 
hearty, courageous; solid, not hollow; 
strengthened, firmly bound ; strong, firm. 

rustd (for q.v.), A market-place, 
&c. 

yA U-j rastd-khes, Day of the resurrec-
tion ; tumult (construed with bar-dmadan 
and bar-angekhtan). 

rastdd, A stipend, a salary, 
rastdr, Safety, deliverance; libe-

rated, set free, safe; benevolent;—rustdr, 
A countryman, peasant, villager. 

a rustdq, rastdq, A village, market-
town, encampment of tents or huts; a vil-
lager; the commander of a file of men, a 
corporal. 

rastdk, A young shoot, sapling. 
(jjXjiU-j rust dni dan, To cause to grow. 
jjUuj rustay, = q.v, 

rastakhez, The day of resurrection; 
—rustakhez, Newly sprung up. 

usXs-j rustak (dim. of rustd), A small 
market-place, &c. (unsupported by exam-
ples). 

rastagdr, Safe, free, escaped; boun-
tiful. 

^j&uy rastagdri, Safety, escape ; salva-

tion ; bounty ;—rastagdri dadan, To libe-
rate, to redeem (in literal and mystical 
sense). 

Û SJU-) rastagdn (pi. of rasta), Free, es-
caped. 

t+^j rustam, Rustam the son of Zal, the 
most renowned hero among the Persians ; 
also called riistami dastdn, rustami zdl, rns-
tami zdl zar, rustami sagzi;—rustami yak-
dast, Name of a hero born one-handed. 

oW) rustam-dbad, Name of a place; 
^.j rustam-barf, An immense snow 

man of terrible aspect. 
rustam-ddr, Name of a province 

in Miizandarau. 
rustam-dastdn, The celebrated 

hero Rustam; one who takes precedency 
in eating. 

a rusiam-rikdb, Brave, valiant, 
•j rustam-rilcdbi, Bravery, va-

lour, knightliness. 
a y^c rustam-'indn, Brave, valiant. 

rustamun, An assembled multi-
tude. 

rustami, Yalour, heroism. 
tfa+z**) rustamin, Grass just springing up. 
(jou-j rastan. To be liberated, to escape; 

to let go;—ristan, To spin; to buzz; — 
rustan, To grow, come forth, appear; to 
cause to grow ; — bar-rustan, = rustan ; 
hence bar-rusta, A plant without stalk; a 
rustic. (Sec y.) 

rustani, What grows; a vegetable; 
the time when, or the place where, any-
thing grows. 

rasta, Delivered, rescued, saved; 
escaped, free; a row, a line of merchants' 
warehouses; also a market, with regular 
ranges of shops, full of goods; rule, 
institute, custom, manner, fashion ; pure 
without and within ; — rista, Spun ; — 
rusta, Grown ; whatever increases in size ; 
a kind of sweetmeat; a market town ;— 
rusta'i khdk, All existing things. 

rastagdr, Liberated, escaped ;— 
rastagdr farmudan (namudan), To liberate, 
set free (m.c.). 

rastagdri, Escape; remission of 
sins. 

fur-) rustahm, Rustam, the Persian Her-
cules. 

rasti, Escape, deliverance ;—rueti, 
Daily bread, maintenance, allowance ; un-
dressed meat; sweetmeats ; br.ivery, cou-
rage, firmness, vigour ; victory, superio-
rity ; rest, repose, leisure. 

raskh, Transmigration of the soul of 
a man into a plant or tree. 

rasad, A store of grain laid in for an 
army, a supply of provisions; a share; 
worthy of ; arriving; entering into. 

a A-j rusdaq, rusdaq, A habita-
tion in a village or encampment of huts ; 
the commander of a file of men. 



j rasadi, Grain ; a moiety. 
rasish, Approach, arrival; accident, 

occurrence. 
A rasa' (v.n.), Having a complaint in 

the eye-lid, whereby the lashes appear as 
if glued together ; a complaint in the eye-
lashes. 

A rvsi'qh, rusgh, The slender part 
which in quadrupeds extends from the fet-
lock-joint to the hoof; the pastern; the 
wrist (in man) ;—rusghi pd, The instep. 

A cJuy rasf, (j^Uj rasafdn (v.n. of 
Walking as if in fetters. 

risk, Nits (see , of which it is 
probably a misreading). 

A J -J rasl (v.n.), Having the hair hang-
ing down; loose, flowing (hair) ; going 
softly and gently; a gentle pace; easy-
paced (camel) ;—risl, Ease, convenience ; 
gentleness;—rasal, A herd of camels; a 
flock of sheep ;—rusul (pi. of rasul), Mes-
sengers, ambassadors; apostles, angels;— 
rusuli rasa'il, Epistolatory correspondence. 

A rusala., (pi. of rasil), Those who 
send, or are sent; also those to whom 
Bent. 

A rasm, Marking out, drawing, wri-
ting; a law, canon, rule, regulation, pre-
cept, habit, custom, mode, manner, usage 
(construed with the verbs awardan, bar-
uftadan, bar-afgandan, bar jay ddshtan, bar-
jihastan, bar-dashtan, burdan, pukhta kar-
dan, ddshtan, dawidan, zidudan, shikastan, 
giriftan, nihadan, &c.); a mark, a scar; 
obliterating the vestiges of a house (rain); 
a game among children, one proposing a 
question to another, the reply to which 
must not contain any of the three letters 
composing the word under penalty for 
the forfeiter of imitating the voice of any 
animal named by the questioner; stipend, 
salary; rank, quality (m.c.); a waiting 
servant;—rasmu'l-khat, Orthography, pre-
scribed form of writing ;—rasmu 'l-muhr, 
Fee of the Keeper of the Seal for signing 
a diploma, &c. ;—rasmi qismat, The right 
of a judge to decide the partition of an 
inheritance. 

a *U~>jrasman, Officially (m.c.). 
rismdn (for rismdn), A thread. 

rasmu, A bee. 
a rasmi, Belonging to writing, or 

designing; ri tual; usual, customary ; mid-
dling, second sort; destined for the king's 
use; official; a pensioner; a domestic; one 
hired by the day, month, or year;—wdwi 
rasmi, Quiescent or silent i.e. when writ-
ten and scarcely pronounced, as in y^Ay-
khwdstan, To be willing. 

rasmiyat, Kules, usages. 
Ay-) rasn (v.n.), Tying with a rope; 

haltering; —rasan, A halter; a rope, string, 
cord, thread ;—rasan bar-zadan, To trace 
out by the (mason's) line ;—rasan tabidan 

(tdftan), To meditate one's death or de-
struction ; — rasan dar gardan dmadan 
(met.), To be utterly weak and helpless; 
—rasan sust kardan, To give an opportu-
nity ;—rasani kishti, A hawser ;— rasani 
langar, A ship's cable;—khali'u 'r-rasm, 
Wild, lawless, dissolute. 

a jW^-j rasam-bdz, Atumbler, rope-dancer, 
a rasan-basta, Bound with ropes. 
a rasan-pech, The pulley of a well-

rope. 
a sA> y-y rasan-tdb, rasangar, A 

rope-maker. 
rasnawad (in Zand), A spear, 

lance. 
a y rasan-war, Supplied with a rope. 
Ay-) rasw, rasuw (v.n.), Being firm, 

immovable; standing fast. 
ruswa, ruswdy, Dishonoured, 

disgraced, infamous, ignominious; humi-
liated ; open, notorious; accused ; one held 
up to public view, as an example to deter; 
—ruswa shudan (gashtan), To become dis-
graced ;—ruswdy kardxn, To disgrace. 

J^yj ruswd'i, Ignominy, dishonour. 
A rasub, Sharp, piercing (sword); 

—rusub (v.n. of s—j), Sinking to the bot-
tom (in water); sinking in the socket 
(eye) ; sediment;—rusubi baul Sedi-
ment of urine, 

a rasubi, Sedimentary; a precipi-
tate. 

A rusukh (v.n. of Being firm, 
solid, constant; becoming dry (pond); 
sinking into the ground (rain) ; stability, 
constancy;—sahib rusukh, Endued with 
fortitude, 

oby -) raswardn (for sarwi raw an), A 
cypress ; moving gracefully like a cypress 
(epithet of a mistress). 

A Jj-j rasul, Sent; an ambassador, le-
gate ; a missionary, apostle, prophet;— 
ar-rasul, Muhammad ; the angel Gabriel. 

a fa rasul-ddr, An official at the 
ancient Persian court, attending on am-
bassadors, &c., like the Mihmandar of the 
present time. 

a rasull, A mission. 
A PYJ rusum (pi. of rasm), Vestiges, 

traces; written laws, canons, customs; 
ceremonial (m.c.); dues, taxes, fees; dia-
grams ;—rusumi sazawdli, A free gift to a 
sazawal for his support;—rusumi 'urfiya, 
Custom, tribute exacted by a lord of a 
manor. 

a ruBiim-ddr, One who holds a 
particular perquisite. 

rati, — q.v. 
A (J-J rasiy, ra&i, Constant, immovable 

(either in good or evil). 
rasid, He arrived; a youth; an 

acknowledgment of arrival or receiving; a 
receipt. 

rasidagi, Arrival at maturity, pu-



berty, or perfection ; ripeness ; the attain-
ment of an end or object ;—rasldagl na-
mudan, To attend, to take care of (m.c.). 

O1^; rasldan, To arrive, attain; to be 
accomplished, perfected, finished ; to ripen, 
mature, mellow ; to be cooked ; to rub, cut, 
or chafe ; to lie with a woman ; [rasldani 
fid, Remittance of money, payment re-
ceived ;—rasldani khabari ma.uti shdh-zdda 
ba-shdh, The arrival of the news of the 
death of the pri ace to the king ,•—andar -
•rasldan, To fancy, to imagine, to opine;— 
ba-dddam bi-ras, Give me justice (m.c ) ; 
—bar-rasldan, ~ rasldan ; —ba-ham rasl-
dan, To come to hand; to meet (m.c.);— 
td chi rasad, Much more ; still less (m.c.) ; 
—dar rasldan, To arrive; to fall in with ; 
to obtain ;]—risldan, To spin. 

raslda, Arrived ; mature, ripe ; of 
age. 

A rasls, The beginning of love, of 
a fever, &c.; anything firm or solid; in-
telligent, sensible, shrewd. 

A rasll, One who sends or is sent; 
a letter, news, message ; one who returns 
the arrow when shooting or throwing. 

A rasllat, A letter ; a treatise. 
A raslm, (v.n. of (*-*;), Leaving marks 

on the ground. 
rastn (in Zand and Pazand), A 

Bpear. 
\J*) rash, Uneven, billy ground ; a cubit; 

a fathom; quicksilver; a kind of rich 
silken stuff; a sort of dark-coloured date ; 
a species of fig; the semblance of water 
floating over a plain; the eleventh day of 
the Persian month (unpropitious for travel-
ling) ; name of the angel which presides 
over that day ;—rish (for ruh), The beard ; 
a wound;—rush, An angry roll of the eye. 

A rashsh (v.n.), Sprinkling with a 
little water; aspersion; flowing sofily, 
trickling (water, blood, or tears) ; a gentle 
rain. 

A ÔAJ rashd', A fawn ;—rishd', A rope ; 
one of the mansions of the moon (the 
28th). 

A OUJ rashdd (v.n. of AA,), Pursuing a 
straight course; the right road, the road 
to salvation ;—rashadi jabalt, Moon-wort; 
—habbu V-rashdd, Cresses, or the seed ;— 
ashabi rashdd, The faithful. 

A SOUJ rashddai, Justice; exercise of au-
thority ; severity tempered with clemency ; 
rectitude of conduct; firmness; bravery: 
—nishdni jalddat u rashadat, Decoration 
for distinguished military service (m.c.). 

A rashdsh, rashdsha, A few 
rain-drops, a light shower; a trickling of 
blood or tears. 

A iiVij rashdqat, A being of an elegant 
shap'\ 

rasht, Very dry, friable, crumbling 
to pieces; earth, dust; sweepings; lime; 

a wall ready to fall; name of a city in 
Gil an (indicating the date of its founda-
tion : } = 200, = 300, c = 400, total, 
900 A • H.) ;— risht, Nature, disposition ; spin-
ning;—rusht. Bright, lucid, glittering; old 
and^ruinous, threatening to fall; anything 
beginning to perish from age ; name of a 
famous alehymist. 

ksJUiij rashtdk, A shoot, a sapling. 
rishtak, Pilaria medinensis (s e e 

cH^j rishtan, To spin, to twist;—rushtan, 
To colour, dye. 

ASA, rishta, Thread, line, rope; a mea-
surement of land; a fringe, lace; a row, 
file, train ; the Dracuncuius or Guinea-
worm (Pilaria medinensis), a disease com-
mon to the inhabitants of Lar; relation-
ship, connection, kin ; a kind of sweetmeat; 
slices of paste put amongst soup, <fec., a 
kind of macaroni; a drawn figure or pic-
ture ; [rishta'i almas, A steel wire;— rishta 
bd (bar) angusht bastan, rishta ba-chlze bas-
tan, To tie a string round the finger in 
order to remember a thing rishta'i bdran, 
Rain falling in an unbroken stream;— 
rishta'i tak, A vine-tendril;—rishta'i tab, 
A thread twisted by a virgin with the left 
hand, on which spells are read, and whict 
is tied as a charm round the neck of one 
in a fever;— rishta'i jdn du-ta ddshtan, To 
be in great danger; to be captive; to be 
in love;—rishta'i khdk, Man and other 
animals ;—rishta'i khat a'I, A kind of paste 
lozenges eaten in soup (see A^a>U) ;— 
rishta'i clardz dadan (kardan), To give a 
long line, ie, to afford opportunity rish-
ta'i durri samln rekhtan, To scatter price-
less pearls ;—rishta dar dasti khwdh u khwdr 
ddshtan, To do nothing but to sleep and 
feed ; — rishta'i danddn, A row of teeth ; — 
rishta'i sar dar, A thread without end ;— 
rishta zadan, To measure land with a line ; 
to equalize ; — rishta'i sham', A wick ;— 
rishta'i subfy, The false dawn;—rishta'i 
'umr, A thread in which annually a knot is 
made whereby the number of the passed 
years of a man's life is known;—rishta'i 
firangt, Macaroni; vermicelli;—rishta'i qa-
td'if, A kind of sweetmeat; — rishta'i zahak, 
Rain; along space of time ;—rishta'i mar-
yam, An infinitely thin thread said to have 
been spun by the Virgin Mary ;—rishta'i 
nigauda, Thread for sewing counterpanes ; 
—ba-rishta kardan, dar rishta kashldan, To 
string together, to bring into order;—ba-
sari rishta raftan, To return to the object 
of one's speech;]—rushta, Coloured, dyed. 

A^ rishta'i-drd-burl (the cutting 
of flour-threads), Manufactory of maca-
roni and vermicelli (m.c.). 

rishta-ddr, A dependant, relation. 
rishta-kash, Drawing thread ; re-

ducing to order. 



fa ASAJ rishta-wdr, Of the measure of one 
rishta. 

rashti, Sweepings of dust, dirt, or 
rubbish; meanness; humility; a sweeper; 
a besom ; of the town of Rasht. 

A rashh (v.n.), Sweating ; distilling, 
trickling, dropping; sprinkling, moisten-
ing giving, bestowing. 

A a^J rashhat, A dropping, dripping, 
distilling; sweat. 

A AA; rushd (v.n.), Following the right 
way,, being guided in the proper path ; rec-
titude ; orthodoxy; the way of salvation ; 
—einni rushd, The age of discretion. 

A rashf (v.n.), Sipping, sucking ; a 
drop, sip-,—rashaf, A remainder of water 
in a cistern, sucked up by a horse or 
camel. 

A rashq (v,n.), Shooting (with an 
arrow) ;—rashq, rishq, The sound made by 
a pen in scribbling;—rishq, Archery; a 
certain mode of shooting -,—rashaq, Rapidly 
shooting (a bow). 

rashk, Envy, jealousy ; pride, haugh-
tiness, self-ad mi ration ; jealous ; nits; 
\rashk burdan, (khwurdan), To envy, be 
jealous ;—bi rashh, A contented cuckold 
(see also ciUj ;]— rishk, Nits ; erect, j 
upright; a man with a large beard; dirt, 
filth, pus, matter;—rushk, A scorpion, 

jy] mi&j rashk-dwar khwar), Jealous. 
rashk*kush, Who dies with envy. 

rashkin, Jealous, envious ; proud. 
rashkndk, Jealous, envious; — 

rashknak, rishknak, Full of nits or eggs of 
lice, nitty. 

rashkin, Jealous; St. Anthony's 
fire. 

A pbj rashm (v.n.-), Writing; sealing the 
wheat in a granary with the engraved 
wooden block rausham (see ;—rasham, 
Tbe first sprouting of a plant above the 
earth ; whetting the appetite by smelling 
the flavour of meat; marks of rain on the 
ground. 

rashmez, A worm that destroys 
wood. 

rashn, Name of the eighteenth day 
of the Persian month ; name of an angel; 
a little hill; a bite, a sting. 

A rashn (v.n.), Coming uninvited to 
a feast; thrusting his muzzle into a pot (a 
dog). 

rashn'aivad, rashnuwad, Name of 
the commander of the armies of Humay, 
daughter of Bahman. 

^Aj rashni, A sweeper of the streets. 
A rashwat, rishwat, rushwai, A gift 

for corrupting a judge, bribery, simony ;— 
rishwat khwurdan (sitandan, giriftan), To 
take a bribe ;—rishwat dadan, To bribe, 

a rishwat-khwur, A taker of 
bribes. 

a (^jA; rishwaU, One who accepts bribes. 

a ^fa*- SJAJ rushwa-khwdri, Bribe-eat-
ing, i.e. corrupt, corruptible. 

A Ĵs*; rashd (pi. of rash&t), Certain 
plants. 

A rashih, Sweat; name of a plant. 
A rashid, A director, conductor, 

guide; orthodox; brave, courageous 
(m.c.) ; one of the names of God. 

rashidan, To pour out, spill, shed. 
SAJAJ rashida, Fringe of a,turban-sash. 
A rashidiyat, Name of a scct. 

^ j Sxi^ij rashindaH dam hashi-
ndn, The filth of the two sides, i.e. urine 
and excrement (where according to tbe 
commentators rashinda has the meaning 
of ° dirt," dam of "two," and hashin of 
" side, direction." 

A rashif, A sipping, a sucking. 
A rashiq, Of an elegant stature or 

form, 
rashina, Resin. 

A uoj rass (v.n.), Cementing, gluing, 
ci'amping, joining; placing her eggs in 
order with her beak (a hen). 

A AC; rassad, An astronomer; a mathe-
matician ; au observatory. 

A rasas, vulg. risas, Lead; tin. (See 
wp^ and ^A?) j—rassas, A seller of tia or 
lead. 

A rasdnat, A being strong, firm, 
fixed; solidity. 

A rasab, The space between the 
fore and middle fingers. 

A •xoj rasd, rasad (v.n.), Watching (the 
road or the stars) ;—rasad, A road-watcher; 
little (corn or rain). 

a xy rasad-band, A fixer of aslrono-
nomical tables. 

a AiU. rasad-khana, An observatory. 
a stf" rasad-gdh, An observatory; a 

king's court; the receipt of custom, the 
office whore the cultivators pay their reuts; 
—rasad-gdhi dahr, The world ;—rasad-gahi 
khaki, The world ; the human body. 

a rascid-nishin, j) A*̂  rasad-war, 
An astronomer. 

A ras' (v.n.j, Striking with the hand; 
adhering to anything (perfumes). 

A ras/(v.n,), Joining together stonea 
in pavements, or the feet in prayer; agree-
ing, being suitable ;—rasaf, Stones laid 
upon and adhering to others. 

A Y-CJ rasn (v.n.), Performing, finishing; 
reproaching; acquiring any difficult know-
ledge. 

A rasld, (A dog or beast) lying in 
wait; watching, observing. 

A J U , rasif, Solid (business) ; firm. 
A rasin, Firm, solid, fixed, fortified ; 

benevolent, attentive to the necessities of 
a friend ; sorrowful, grieved. 

A YI, razz (v.n.), Striking, beating; 
bruising, breaking in pieces; dates stoned 
and macerated in milk. 



A <AA> riza\ riza, (V.n. 3 of ^ J ) , Endeavour-
ing to please, contending who shall please 
most; consent, agreement, acquiescence; 
leave; a proper name;—riza dadan, To 
assent, to acquiesce; —rizai khudd, To 
please God, for God's sake (m.c). 

A SR>U; ruzab, Saliva, spittle sucked with 
the lips; a particle of musk, snow, hail, 
&c.; a dew-drop; the froth of honey. 

a riza-joy, Who strives to please. 
a Uj rizd-jo'i, An effort to please. 
A (jiUj ruzdz, A-fragment broken off. 
A razd\ riza1, razd'at (v.n. of 

&)), Sucking (the mother). 
a î cL*) razd'i, Sucking; foster- (in 

comp., as barddari riza'i, A foster-hro-
ther). 

a rizdmand, Consenting, permit-
ting. 

a ^Ai^Uj rizamandx, Consent, permis-
sion ; favour; satisfaction, pleasure, en-
joyment (m.c.). 

A ^Uj rizayat, Satisfaction, approbation ; 
consent, free-will (m.c.). 

razd'i, A cover for the head in 
winter. 

A S-AJ razb (v.n.), Sucking (saliva) 
wantonly. 

a pAj razfc (v.n.), Breaking (pebbles or 
date-stones) ;—ruzh, Broken date-stones ; 
bits of pounded substances. 

AjtAj razkh (v.n.), Bruising, crushing 
small stones ; throwing stones at; giving 
a small present. 

A \J>\y*) razrdz, Gravel, pebbles; also a 
road paved with them; fleshy, corpulent 
(man); the buttocks of a horse shaking 
with fat; small rain. 

A razf (v.n.), Burning, branding, 
roasting, or boiling with a hot stone; a 
hot stone thrown into milk, in order to 
warm it. 

rizwdn, ruzwdn (v.n. of 
Accepting, acquiescing; being pleased, 
gratified;—rizwdn, A blessing, benediction; 
paradise; name of the porter or gardener 
of paradise. 

a QVJAJ rizwan-kada, The heaven of 
amber. 

a u^ji) rizwdnl, Belonging to Para-
dise. 

A Jjj-Sj razwd, Name of a mountain near 
Madinah. 

A ^ ra;i, Content, pleased. 
A tjb#i)raziz,-Broken (into coarse lumps). 
A razi', An infant, a suckling. 
a My raziya, Laudable ; a praiseworthy 

action. 
ah-nI®) ratb (v.n.), Feeding (a horse) on 

fresh clover; fresh, tender, moist; [rafbu 
'UlUdn, Moist of tongue, i.e. eloquent, me-
lodious;]— rutb, ruHuh, Green herbage or 
trees;—rutab, A ripe date ;—rutab chidan, 
To pluck ripe dates ;—rutabi notih dadan, 

To present the cup with delight and plea-
sure, to give a gay drinking-bout. 

A Jtj rati, Soft, gentle; relaxed in the 
ioints; a slender youth near the age of 
puberty ; one whose bones are not strong ; 
—rati, ritl, Half a maund (see ;—ritl, 
A cup of wine ;—rifli girdn, A large cup-
ful of wine, a bumper. 

(j) Jt; ratl-zan, A weigher of provisions. 
yUfcS Jt, ritl-kashan, Presenting the bowl 

with delight and pleasure. 
A fa ratm (v.n.), Throwing (into any 

business), inextricably; throwing into the 
mud. 

A V^J rutub (v.n. of s-^y), Giving (a 
horse) fresh clover to eat; damp, wet, 
moist (m.c ). 

A rutubat (v.n. of S - K J ) , Being 
moist, soft, fresh, tender; moisture, juici-
ness ;—rutubati lauzi }l-ma'da, Pancreatic 
juice ;—rutubati mishima'i janiniya, Liquor 
amnii;—rutubati ma'da, Gastric juice;— 
rutubati mafsali, Synovia, 

a^JuVi ct^jloj rutubat-nd-pazir, Water-
proof ; impermeable. 

A pft) ratum, Mad, foolish, crazy ; a wo-
man with a large vulva. 

W^j rajiind, A medicament for the eyes. 
A ri'd' or ru'a (pi. of rd'i), Shep-

herds ; guardians. 
A SWj ru'dt (pi. of rd'i), Shepherds; 

keepers. 
A Û 'usj ri'as (pi. of ra'sat), Ear-rings. 
A ra'd', Upstart; worthless fellows. 
A ru'df (v.n. of «-Aej), Emitting 

blood from the nose ; hemorrhage. 
A U^j ra'dyd (pi. of ra'iyat), Herds; 

subjects, especially non-Muhammadans of 
a Muhauimadan ruler; peasants, ryots, 
cultivators (also used as a singular). 

A iiW) ri'dyat (v.n. of ^ j ) , Euling, 
governing; observance; respect, honour; 
kind treatment; favour; patronage. — 
ri'dyat farmudan, To observe ;—rildyai 
kardan, To honour, revere, cultivate, pay 
attention to, take care of, guard, regulate; 
to observe, fulfil; to give a present to an 
inferior. 

A ri'dyatan, In honour of, from 
regard to. 

a ri'dyati, A favoured person. 
A S-*) ra'b (v.n.), Terrifying, scaring;— 

ru% ru'wb, Fear, terror, trepidation; 
frightening. 

A ra'bdn, Name of a city on the 
Euphrates. 

A ra% ra'as, A woollen tassel sus-
pended from a camel litter. 

A gCj ra'j (v.n.), Troubling, rendering 
restless, disturbing; flashing in quick suc-
cession. 

A ACJ rald (v.n.), Thundering; thunder, 
or its presiding angel; striking with ter-
ror, fulminating; adorning oneself (a 



woman) ; being adorned ; a fire-arm, gun, 
cannon (m.c.) ; name of a man, lover of a 
woman, called Rabub (see sA};). 

a ra'd-anduz, Ordnance; a can-
noneer. 

A ra'dat, ri'dat, A tremor, Iremble, 
stiffness. 

a jh ^ ra'd-war, Thunder-like. 
A G'YC; ra'rd', Pusillanimous ; a long reed 

or pen ; a tall, well-made, handsome youth. 
A ra's (v.n.), Trembling, shaking ; 

scattering; walking slowly (from fatigue 
or weakness). 

A ra'asdn, Shaking of the head 
with age. 

A ra'sh, ra'ash (v.n.), Trembling ;— 
ra'ish, Tremulous, in a tremble. 

A ra'shat, ra's ha, ri'sha, A shaking, 
tremor ; palsy (construed with the verbs 
uftadan, afgandan, anddkhtan, bar-chidan, 
kashidan, and giriftan). 

iLicj ra'sha-ddr, Tremulous; para-
lytic. 

a otJU&Acj ra'shanak, Tremulous; aspen-
like. 

A ra's (v.n.), Shaking, disturbing, 
dragging, setting in motion. 

A <-ACj ra'f (v.n.), Bleeding at the nose ; 
outstripping, winning a race; entering a 
door. 

A Jc j ra'l (v.n.), Piercing through and 
through with a spear, or cutting with a 
sword ; a promontory or projecting part of 
a mountain ; garments (of a man); name 
of a place; part of a camel's or sheep's ear 
slit and hanging down;—ri'l, The male 
palm-tree; name of a tribe; — ru'i, pi. 
of — 

A ra'ld', A camel or sheep part of 
whose slit ear hangs down. 

A ^ ra'n (v.n.), Causing to languish 
with heat (the sun), giving the headache, 
rendering insensible ; a sun-stroke; — 
ra'an (v.n.), Relaxation, languor. 

A A i j ra'na', Beautiful, delicate, tender, 
lovely, amiable, admirable; moving grace-
fully, graceful; wanton ; a foolish admirer 
of himself; free from care; the city of 
Basrah ; a kind of grape ;—ra'nd'i sahib 
barbat (barbui), The planet Venus;—ghun-
cha'i ra'nd, A tender bud ;—guli ra'na, A 
beautiful rose. 

a ^LiCj ra'nd'I, Graceful gait; beauty, 
loveliness, grace. 

\jkyi ra'na l-firosh, Trading in 
beauty, lovely, handsome ;—ra'nd'lfiroshdni 
chaman, The most lovely and fragrant 
flowers of the garden. 

A ra'w, ri'w, ru'w, Care, attention ; the 
avoidance of what is bad or foolish. 

A ra'wat, ri'ivat (v.n. of AB-
staining from evil. 

A Jys; ru'ud (pi. of ra'd), Thunders. 
A Sift ru'unat (v.n. of Being re-

laxed and languid; languor, laxity; stu-
pidity, foolishness ; adorning oneself, deco-
ration; pride, haughtiness. 

A ra'y (v.n.), Pasturing, feeding (as 
cattle); tending flocks; guarding; [ra'yu 
'l-hammdm, Valerian] — ri'y, Pasture, 
forage. 

A ra'lyat, A herd of grazing camels; 
people, subjects; a subject (esp. non-
Mubammadan of a Muhammadan ruler), 
peasant, plebeian, generally a husbandman 
and manufacturer ; an under-tenant, tenant 
of the soil, renter, ryot ; anything that 
requires to be taken care of ;—hdmt'i ra'l-
yat, Protector of tbe subjects. 

a jrf, ra'iyat-parwar, A nourisher 
of his people. 

( i j ^ ra'iyat-ddr, A governor, a 
ruler. 

a c^-Cj ra'lyat-ddrl, Government, 
ru'e ;—ra'lyat-duri kardan, To administer 
government. 

a j^y ra'iyat-nawdz, A cherisher of 
his subjects. 

a \raHyatwdrl, By individuals, 
individually ; the ryotwary system. 

a ra'lyatl, Subjection; tenancy; 
land farmed out, tenanted, and cultivated 
on the spot. 

ruah. Belching, eructation. 
A Afcj rughd' (v.n. of faf), Crying (as an 

infant) ; roaring, braying (as a camel, 
ostrich, hyena, &c.) 

A S A £ J raghab, Soft ground. 
A JU; raghdl, A handmaid; a troop, a 

company ;—abu righal, Name of a man who 
served as a guide to Abrahah (see Aa^ 
p. 7). 

A ragham, Soil. 
ajlfcj raghdwa. The navel of the ox ; the 

pupil of the eye (unsupported by exam-
ples). 

A S - ^ J raghd'ib (pi. of rag&lbat), Things 
longed for; great wealth; large presents; 
supererogatory acts of devotion. 

A V^J raghb. rughb, raghab (v.n.), Want-
ing, wishing, desiring, longing for. 

A ^.i j raghbat (v.n. of S - * ; ) , Wishing, 
desiring, longing for, hankering after; de-
sire, wish ; preference ; affection ; favour, 
pleasure; sympathy, esteem. 

raghs. Pomegranate-flowers. 
A JTAJ raghd, raghad (v.n,), Being easy 

and comfortable (life); ease, comfort of 
l ife; affluence. 

b^.raghza, A kind of woollen cloth worn 
in Badakhshan and part of Kashmir. 

A U^IJ raghs (v.n.), Endowing plentifully 
with the goo I tilings of this life, enriching 
(God); affluence, increase; riches, wealth; 
a benefit, boon, blessing. 

A raghf (v.n.), Forming into balls 
(paste or clay); giving (a camel) seeds 
and flour made up into flat cakes. 



A. Ji ; ragfil (v.n.), Sucking (as a kid the 
dam);—rugUt The plant orage. 

A p&y raghm (v.n.), Displeasing ; doing 
a thing contrary to the will of another ; 
spite, antipathy, ill-will; disgust; abhor-
rence, contempt;—ragjim-an, In spite of, 
against another's will, in scorn ;—'old 
raghmi-hi, Against his will. 

A (̂FCJ raghn (y.n.), Listening favour-
ably to anything; eating and drinking 
freely ; wishing eagerly, craving for; in-
clining, leaning to. 

rag&and, Noise of beasts of prey, 
^s-^j raghnin, Breeches, leggings (see 

ragfaang, A side-glance ; a squint, 
y ^ j raghwan, Name of a mountain in 

Maghrib. 
A raghwat, A rock, a huge stone, 
A raghus, Giving suck, milch. 
Sjij rag&wa, A sparrow with a red head. 
A SR^ ragfrib, Desired, esteemed; greedy, 

covetous. 
A AFT&J raghibat, A thing desired ; much 

wealth, a large present. 
ST ragtedd, Tares, darnel, 
A raghif, A thin round flat cake, 

paste, or wafer ; a cracknel. 
a cs4^ raghlfl, Belonging to a cake. 

raghin. Overalls, spatterdashes; 
fair. 

raf, A seat, bench, or settle at a 
house-door; a moulding, tablet, or base-
ment about four inches in height from the 
floor, serving as an ornament to a room, or 
as a shelf. 

A >~Jj raff (v.n.), Eating much; kissing 
(a woman) with the edges of the lips; 
sucking, sipping ; favouring, serving, doing 
good to; shining, flashing; expanding the 
wings ; a flock, a herd ; (in P. raf) a broad 
Bhelf on the upper part of the wall whereon 
valuables are laid (see preceding article). 

A jAij rifd' (v.n. of "Uj), Giving rest; con-
ciliating ; peace, concord, tranquillity ;— 
bi 'r-rifd wa 'l-bamn, With concord and 
children (a form of congratulating a newly-
married couple) ; — r a f f a', A mender, 
darner, fine-drawer. 

A uyUj rufdt, Anything brokeu or 
pounded. 

A SJUJ rifadat, A bandage for dressing a 
wound; a stuffed saddle or cushion ; goods 
brought by the Quraish for the benefit of 
the pilgrims to the Ka'bah. 

A rafdrif (pi. of r.afraf), Shelves, 
&c. 

A gLlj rafd', Abundance of corn in a field ; 
—rafd', rifd', The carrying of the cut-
down corn to the thrashing-floor, the 
bringing in of the harvest. 

A AcVij raf a'at (v.n. of gij), Raising the 
voice ; the quilting of the petticoats to give 
a prominence to the hips, a bustle ;—ra-

fd'at, rufa'at, Elevation or loudness of 
voice ;—rifd'at, A name of twenty-three 
companions of Muhammad. 

A rifdgh (pi. of rafgh), Level, soft 
lands. 

A rafdghat, Afflucnce, enjoyment of 
life. 

A rifdq, A rope for tying a camel's 
leg above the knee ; (pi. of rafqat) travel-
lin g companions. 

A a r a f d q a t (v.n. of <3*;), Being com-
panions, fellow-travellers. 

raf agar, A fine-drawer. 
rafan, Saffron (perhaps misreading 

for A. (jVij q-v.) ;—rafan, raffdn, An inter-
cessor. 

A iVij rifdh, AfcUj rafdhat, rafdhiyat, 
Repose, quiet, tranquillity, content; afflu-
ence, enjoyment of life. 

raft, He wont; it passed, i.e. the 
thing is done, let us not say any more about 
it (m.c.); walk, travel, journey; \_rafti 
sultan, The journey of the emperor;]— 
ruft, He swept. 

raf tar, Gait, pace, (elegant) air in 
walking ; walking, going, moving off ; (for 
giriftdr) a prisoner ;—raf tar hardan, To 
walk, to move on ;—raf tori na-hamwdr, An 
inelegant walker, or way of walking; a 
shameful manner of proceeding. 

A*1^ raft-dmad, Coming and going, 
frequentation. 

igjji u^ij raft-dwarl, = the preceding. 
raft-guzasht, Past. 

raftagi, Departure ; loss;—raftagi'i 
khun, Loss of blood ;—raftagi'i shinawd'i, 
Loss of hearing. 

raftan, To walk, go, proceed, de-
part, pass along, travel; to elapse, glide 
by; to arise, to go to do a thing; to lose 
one's senses; to die; to be extinguished; 
[raftan ba, To carry off, to bring; to marry 
(said of a woman, m.c.) ;—rafiani hind 
ba-1iind (met.) The henna gets black ; — 
rafiani shikam, Diarrhcea;—az db raftan, 
To dry up;—bdz (bdz pas) raftan, To re-
trace one's steps;—ba.-ham dar-raftan, To 
be joined or knit together (as a net) ;— 
bai'at raftan, To become one's disciple;— 
dar jalau raftan, To walk along on foot 
with a horseman ;]—ruftan, To sweep ; to 
clean the teeth with a toothpick. 

ruftan-rob, A broom, besom. 
fiV&uij raftan-gdhi db, An aqueduct. 

rafiani, What is to come to pass; 
one who is about to pass away, doomed to 
perish. 

ruft u dmad, = A^ q.v. 
raft-u-guzasht, Past. 

Axij rafta, Gone, passed ; defunct; mad; 
in love ; a sling (to biud up a wounded 
arm, m.c.) ; [rafta-rafta, Step by step, by 
degrees, gradually, in process of time ;] — 
rufta, Swept; sweepings. 



)) y c*) ruft-u-ro, } ruft-u-rob, 
vji; Asij rufta-rob, A besom; a sweeping. 

AxJU; raftiya, Export duties (opp. io dma-
diya, Import duties). 

A E^IJ rafs (v.n,), Being obscene; ribal-
dry ; coition. 

A Aij rafd (v.n.), Makiug or tying on a 
rifddat (see SAij) ; giving, presenting; 
helping, assisting \—rifd, A present, gift, 
favour; holp, assistance;—rifd, rafd, A 
large cup. 

A ra-frdf, An ostrich ; the bird k&d-
tifu zilli-hi, q.v. under uAui. p. 440. 

A raf raf, El uttering (wings); the 
rapid motion of the waves ; a broad shelf 
whereon are laid the costliest articles in a 
house ; green cloth, o£ which carpets, &c. 
are made; a pillow, cushion, floor-cloth; 
any superabundant part hanging down or 
folded up; the lower flaps of a tent ; the 
sides of a coat of mail with the skirts de-
pending from them ; anything fixed to the 
helmet and falling down over the back; a 
sea-fish ; a kind of tree growing in Yaman ; 
the abode of Israfil. 

A Y-I; rafs (v.n.), Striking or shaking 
(anything) with the feet, 

Jfcij rafsh (for dirafsh), An awl. 
A (J^J rafsh (v.n.), Living luxuriously, 

eating and drinking riotously ; pounding, 
bruising ;—rafsh, rufsh, A shovel, a spade. 

A T/IIJ rafz, rafaz (v.u.), Leaving, aban-
doning, abdicating; leaving (camels) to 
graze at liberty ; a small quantity of water. 

a (j-iij rafzl, A heretic. 
A raf (v.n.), Lifting, raising, ele-

vating ; decision; abolition; abrogation; 
depositiou; dismissal; carrying a matter 
before tbe judge, appealing; bringing in 
the harvest; going expeditiously; putting 
a noun in the nominative case ; the vowel 
zamma as sign of the nominative;—rafi 
sharr, Settling a quarrel, deciding a diffe-
rence, getting rid of a dispute ; — r a f i liwd 
kardan, To erect the standard ; — r a f i niqdb 
kardan, To uncover, to withdraw the veil; 
—daf u raf kardan, To take away, remove. 

A rifat (v.n. of Being elevated, 
raised, exalted, noble, or high-priced; high 
position or dignity. 

a raf-daf, Deciding, settling, 
finishing. 

A A*) rafgh, Affluence; ease and comfort 
of life, plenty, wealth. 

A rafq (v.n.), Tying together (a 
camel's) fore-legs immediately beneath the 
shoulder to prevent him from running 
away; striking the elbow ; being useful, 
profitable; promoting anothers advantage ; 
—ri/2 (v.n.), Being benevolent, kind, or 
easy; benignity, benevolence, courtesy, 
favour;—rafaq (v.n.), Having the elbow 
distorted; a jutting out of the elbow; 
water and pasture easily accessible; a dis-

ease of the orifice of the teat through un-
skilful milking. 

A rufaqa' (pi. of rafiq), Companions 
in travel, fellow-travellers;—bd-rufaqd-
man, With our comrades (m.c.;. 

A rafqat, rifqat, rufqat, A company of 
fellow-travellers; association, companion-
ship. 

A J i ; rafi (v.u.), Being ignorant, unskil-
ful, unlearned, negligent (in dress); drag-
ging the garments along in walking, 
swinging the arms and walking fasti-
diously but ungracefully ;—rifl, The skirt 
of a garment;—rafil , Walking fastidiously 
but ungracefully; a fool, a stupid. 

A YIJ rafw, in P. rafu, rafo (v.n.), Mend-
ing (a garment) ; Bewing close, counter-
point, darning, fine-drawing (construed 
with the verbs bar-khdstan, ddshtan, zadan, 
and kardan). 

rafusha, Sin, transgression; plea-
santry, jocularity, humour; discovery, 
tracing,tracking; physioQomics; palmistry. 

A Y ^ J I ; rufu? (v.n. of <JAIJ), Pasturing 
alone (a scattered herd of camels) ; a tract 
of land abandoned and claimed by nobody; 
widely-scattered forage. 

a ojjKj*; rafo-hdri, Darning, fine-drawing, 
tailoring. 

a jfyij rafogar, A fine-drawer, darner; a 
sewer of counterpoint; a tailor; a patch for 
mending. 

a OTVJ rafogari, = tsp?) 
rafun, Saffron \ cyprus or henna. 

A Aij rafh, rifh, Sjij rufuh (v.n. of 
Being filled with food and water (cattle); 
living quietly and comfortably ; — rifh, 
Ease, comfort. 

Aij rafa, The Pleiades. 
iJ^ij rajida, Old clouts sewed together, 

whereon bread is laid to be baked in the 
oven. 

A GTII; rafi', F E M . rafi'at, rafi'a, 
High, sublime ; elevated ; noble, emiuent, 
exalted; loud-voiced; of fine quality 
(stuffs) ;—bunyani raji'u 'l-arkdn, A build-
ing with lofty pillars;—tauqi'i rafi'ihumd-
yun, The imperial sign-manual;—makdni 
rafi', A high place. 

a rafi'-miqdar, Of exalted 
power. 

A raf if (v.n. of Shining 
(colour) ; glittering; thin, fine (garment). 

A (j^I) rafiq, A friend, companion, col-
league, accomplice, associate, assistant, 
partner, ally; a laic member of the Ismai-
lito sect;—rafiqi jihad ('safar), A fellow-
soldier, a brother-in-arms ;—rafiqi ghar, 
An intimate friend ; a confidant; an accom-
plice. 

a ^a^ij rafiqi, Society, companionship. 
A M j rafih, One who lives agreeably. 

riq, Tortoise-shell, 
A Jj raqq, Parchment, vellum; a book, 



volume (that especially in which the re-
cording angels are supposed to register 
the actions of men); a large tortoise; 
[raqqi sipihr, The expanse of heaven;— 
raqqi 1ijl, Vellum ;]—riqq, Servitude ; thin ; 
a certain thorny plant; parchment;—ruqq, 
raqq, Shallow water. 

A v^i) riqab (v.n. 3 of Guarding; 
(pi. of raqabat), Necks; purchased slaves. 

a raqabat (v.n. of s-*;), Waiting, ex-
pecting; watching, guarding ; — riqdbat, 
Rivalry, competition. 

A Aij riqdd, Sleep (especially a long 
slumber in the night). 

raqdrdq, Noise of quadrupeds' legs. 
A ^ U j raqqds,A dancer, jumper, tumbler ; 

a swift messenger, letter-carrier; the pen-
dulum of a clock, the spring of a watch 
(m.c.). _ 

a^yMj raqqdsi, Dancing;—raqqasl kardan, 
To dance (m.c.). 

A riqd1, Bits of cloth, patches ; short 
letters, notes. 

a ^ t t j riqd'l, A kind of handwriting. 
A j t i j raqaq, Warm, hot (day) ; soft 

level ground;—riqaq (pi. of raqlq), Slaves: 
(pi. of raqqat) tracts of land liable to be 
flooded ;—ruqdq (pi. of ruqdqat), Thin 
cakes. 

A raqdqat, Thinness;—ruqdqat, A 
thin cake. 

ruqaqis, Satyr ion (see -v/T 
p. 365, where read juft-afrid for the mis-
print puf at-af rid). 

A riqdn, Saffron ; Cyprus or henna. 
riqdna, A page of a sheet of paper. 

A raqd'iq (pi. of raqiqat), Subtilties. 
A raqa'im (pi. of raqim), Books ; 

epistles, writings; sorts. 
A «>tfi) ruqabd' (pi. of raqlb), Watcher3. 
A ^Aj raqbat, riqbat (v.n. of s-Sj), Ex-

pecting, watching ; — ruqbat, A pit for 
catching leopards ;—raqabat, The neck or 
the lower part of it where a yoke is placed ; 
a slave purchased with money ;— f l raqa-
bati, Upon my neck (be it), a formula of 
oath. 

a AJJ raqba, Enclosure, esplanade, en-
virons. 

A raqqat (v.n. of JY), A tract of land 
by the side of a river and fertilized by in-
undations ;—riqqat v.n. of Jj), Being thin ; 
thinness; tenuity, delicacy ; tenderness, 
sympathy, compassion ; feeling small, being 
ashamed, bashfulness ; modesty;—riqqatu 
'd'dam, Scurvy;—riqqatu 'l-'aish, Ease of 
life;—riqqati qalb, kindness of heart; — 
riqqat namudan, To feel compassion. 

a tt-*, riqqat-angez, What excites 
compassion or pity. 

A Aij raqd (v.n.), Sleeping; sleep, dream. 
A raqsh (v.n.), Painting figures of 

two or more colours. 

A AiJj raqsha , (A female serpent) marked 
with black and white spots; a substance 
resembling lights protruding from a camel's 
mouth at rutting time. 

A (Ĵ IJ raqs (v.n.), Shining, glittering (as 
vapour) ; fermenting ; dancing ; a dance, 
a ball ;—-raqsi bismil, the contorsions of an 
animal being slaughtered ;—raqs ba-yadi 
mastan dadan, To call to another's mind 
something forgotten ;—raqsi pahlu, A Tol-
ling from side to side ; rest, repose ;-—raqsi 
char-para, A kind of dance;— raqsi dirakh-
tan, Tbe motion of the brauches and leaves 
of a tree agitated by the wind ;—raqsi ra-
want, A kind of dance;—raqsi rubdh, A 
wilful negligence ;—raqsi fdnus, The burn-
ing of a beacon-light;—raqsi farangchl 
(farangichi), raqsi kachfd, Ivinds of dancing ; 
—raqs kardan, To dance; to caper;—raqsi 
malla, Lascivious m o t i o n s d a r raqs sha-
wad mafdsili Jchdk, (met.) Tbe earth is 
quaking. 

a yAiUjj raqsdndan, To make dance. 
a (joi) raqs kundn, Dancing, capering, 

skipping. 
a raqsidan, To dance. 
a raq'd, A medicinal wood found near 

the Caspian Sea, 
A u^Uij ruq'dt (pi. of ruq'at), Noies; a 

collection of epistles, a letter-book. 
A Awj ruq'at, ruq'a, A sheet of paper for 

writing; a short letter or note; a letter 
written to a sovereign by anyone not a 
wazir (letters from them being named tal-
%hi*) ; a kind of small writing; a bit of 
cloth for mending a garment, a patch ; a 
chess-board;—ruq'a bar ruq'a, Patch upon 
patch ;—ruq'a'i baland-n'dgun, The sky ;— 
ruq'a'i pusht-nllgun (adkan), Tbe earth ;— 
ruq'a dokhtan (zadan), To patch;—ruq'a'i 
shatranj, A chess-board ;~ruq'a'i ghabrd, 
The earth ;—ruq'a'i kazhdum, Written spells 
against the bite of scorpions and other 
obnoxious vermin, fixed to the walls of 
houses on a certain day ;—ruq'a'i mihmdnt, 
A note of invitation to a feast. 

a A»ij raq'a, Any herb useful for setting a 
fractured limb ; name of a certain medicinal 
wood. 

ruq'awdr, Letter-paper, painted. 
A ^ j raqaq, Slenderness ; scarcity; de-

bility; soft, plain ground (without sand)1 

under which there is a harder stratum; soft 
soil overflowed. 

A J*; raql, Tall palm-trees. 
A (raqm, raqam, Notation ; writing, 

written character, cypher; description; 
arithmetic; a writing; a sign, a figure; 
embroidery ; a striped stuff; manner, mode, 
kind, method; class, sort; a royal edict; 
a letter written by a prince of the blood 
royal; written, marked; act of a play;— 
raqam kardan, To write, fold up, seal, and 
despatch a letter; to assort; — raqami 



auwal, The throne of God ;—raqam zadan, 
To write ;•—raqam, kaftan, To devote oneself 
to diligent study (the word is moreover 
construe 1 with the verbs paziruftan, chaki-
dan, khwurdan, randan, rekhtan, zududan, 
shudan, shikastan, fishdndan, kashldan, 
nawishtan, &c.) ; — raqami hindl, The Indian 
notation of numbers ;—ahli raqam, Skilled 
in arithmetic ;—Hlmi raqam, The science of 
arithmetic;—q alami sa'dd at- raqam, W riti n g 
well, a felicitous pen. 

a yaii raqam-pazir, Committed to 
writing. 

a. raqam-zada, Written, put on 
paper. 

a yft f^i raqam-kun, A scribe ; an arithme-
tician. 

a raqami, The stone jasper. 
a t r a q a m - k a s h , Impressing cha-

racters, drawing line3; erasing, obliterating. 
A s>yi) raqiC, raqu, Anything applied to 

staunch a bleeding, a styptic. 
A <r>y») raqub, A woman or man having no 

children, or losing those they bad; a wife 
looking for the death of her husband on 
account of the inheritance ; a camel which 
cannot get near the well for the crowd;— 
ruqub (v.n. of s - ' j ) , Waiting, expecting; 
expectation, expectancy. 

A liyi) raqud, Sleep ; sleepers. 
A ,»J3J ruqum (pi. of raqm), Characters, 

inscriptions. 
yyi; raqun, ruqun, Saffron ; privet. 
&*) raqqa, Name of a city on the banks of 

the Euphrates (now in ruins). 
A raqib, A guardian, preserver; one 

of the names of God ; a rival, competitor. 
a ( jUi j raqib dn (P. pi. of raqib), Keepers, 

guardians, preservers; leaders of a contem-
plative life ; — raqlbdni dast (haft bam), The 
seven p l a n e t s r a q l b d n i rdz, Keepers of 
secrets; loaders of a religious and con-
templative life. 

a raqiba, fem. of q.v, 
A M; ruqyat (v.n. of Enchanting, 

bewitching; arming with a talismanic 
amulet or written charm against sorcery, 
incantation, spell; — ruqaiyat, ruqaiya, 
Name of a daughter of Muhammad ;—riq-
qlyat, Servitude, slavery. 

'a cŝ sJ) riiqyat-khwdn, A sorcerer. 
A raqi', Foolish, defective in under-

standing ; the lower heavens, the expanse 
of sky, firraament. 

A raqlq, Thin (paper); tender, deli-
cate ; a slave ;—raqlq kardan, To dilute. 

a iiui) raqlqa (fem. of raqlq), A female 
slave. 

A raqim, A writing, a book ; espe-
cially that which records the history of 
the Seven Sleepers; their dog; also their 
village, or the mountain and cave in which 
they slept. dfti) raqima, A letter, epistle, note;— 

raqima'i auwal, The throne of God; the 
letter \ alif 

rak, A grumbling through discontent 
or anger; a row, a line; (in Zand and 
Pazaudj thou. 

A rakk (v.n.), Being weak or extenu-
ated ; chaining by the neck; accusing, 
laying a sin upon anyone; throwing one 
thing upon another ; lying with a woman ; 
—rakk, rikk, Small rain. 

A rikdb, A stirrup; a procession, 
cavalcade; a riding-horse, nag ; the foot; 
a cup, a goblet tall and eight-sided; wine; 
[nkdbu 'l-uzn, The stapes (of the ear);— 
rikdb afshdndan, To prepare for riding;— 
rikdb bd, rikdb zadan, To ride in a cavalcade; 
-—rikdb jumbidan., To prepare for riding;— 
rikdb dadan, To present the cup ;—rikdb 
zadan, To make stirrups;—rikdb sd'idan, 
To prepare for riding;—rikdb girdn shudan 
(gashtan), To attack on horse-back;—rikdb 
girdn kardan, To prepare for riding; to 
urge on the horse for a furious attack; to 
pull him up in order to strike at an adver-
sary ;—rikdb giriftan (kashldan), To hold to 
the stirrup-leather ;—ba-rikdbi tu khdk-ast, 
He (the horse) is (firm or obedient like) the 
earth, with (your standing up in) your 
stirrups, opposed to ba-'indn-at hawdst, He 
is (fleet or impetuous as) the wind, with 
your (giving him the) reius ; — rikabi humd-
yun (gardun-janab), The imperial stirrup; 
the imperial throne; the person of the 
Emperor, Sultan, Shah, &c.; — dar rikdb 
anddkhtan, To give a lift to a pedestri&u, 
being oneself on horseback; — dar rikdb 
biidan (dawldan, raftan), To walk or run 
oil foot along with a horseman ; — dar 
rikabi kas rawdn shudan, To follow in 
attendance, to accompany;—rasmi rikdb, 
Paying attendance at the imperial stirrup, 
at court, <fcc.]—rukkdb (pi, oirdkib), Riders, 

a iiU. î Uf) rikdb-khdna, A saddle-room; 
a pautry ; buttery, 

a JIAJ^ rikab-dar, A stirrup-holder; an 
attendant, courier, groom; one who has 
charge of the saddle-room ; a cup-bearer; 
a pantry-man, a butler. 

a J ^ J s r i k d b - d u w d l , A stirrup-leather. 
a cdf^j rikdbak, The catch-word at the 

bottom of a page (see 
>\£) rikdb-garddn, Who turns the a o^ft' 

stirrup 
gardan 

mounting) ; — rikdb-
get on hors.'-back; 

(ready for 
shudan, To 

to assault. 
a rikabi, A small dish, plate, or 

saucer; a cup, a goblet; a cup-bearer; a 
led horse for parade; a sword carried on a 
horse's side; one who holds the stirrup, 
that his master may mount; a kind of 
rupee current in Lucknow ; a kind of 
Damascus oil carried on camels. 

es*^) rikdbl-mazhab, Parasitical. 
rukdsa, AU^ rukdsha, A porcupine. 



A rakdkat (v.n. of Being thin, 
weak; being spiritless, and therefore not 
respected or feared by one's household; 
weakness, languor. 

A rakdm, rukdm, Clouds or sands 
heaped up ; a throng;—qati1 rukdm, A 
large herd. 

O^j rakan, Muttering from anger. 
A wVSj rakanat (v.n. of ySj), Being firm, 

constant, steady, grave ; name of a wrestler 
said to have fought the Prophet, and 
turned Muslim after being thrown to the 
ground by him. 

A rakb (v.n.), Striking on the knee ; 
a number of people (above nine) riding 
together on camels or horses, a cavalcade; 
—rakab, The pubes and hair growing on 
it;—rukab (pi. of rukbat), Knees;—rukub 
(pi. of rikdb), Stirrups. 

A rukban (pi. of rukib), Eiders on 
camels; riders. 

A rakbat, (A she-camel) well adapted 
for the saddle, quiet and gentle ;—rukbat, 
The knee. 

A rukh, The base, side, angle, or pro-
jection of a mountain ; the middle area of 
a house. 

rakda, A small leathern bottle; a 
wash-hand bason; a cup in the form of a 
ship, with which the poor draw water (per-
haps misreading for A , 

AĴ J rakz (v.n.), Sticking (a spear, Ac.) 
into the ground;—rikz, A low sound; an 
intelligent or learned man. 

A raka (v.n.), Inverting, placing the 
first last, turning topsy-turvy;—riks, Filth, 
impurity; many men. 

A rakz (v.n.) Moving the feet, strik-
ing them against the ground, kicking (as a 
camel) ; making a horse go faster by spur-
ring or hitting him with the heels; flut-
tering the wings (a bird). 

A rak'at, A sacred inclination of the 
head, so that the palms of the hands rest 
upon the knees (in prayer). 

A raid (v.n.), Striking a horse with 
the heel to make him gallop, 

A rahm (v.n.), Heaping, piling up, 
accumulating;—rakam, Clouds heaped to-
gether. 

A ^ ruhn, The firmer side of anything, 
the side on which it is supported ; a pillar, 
prop, support; the foot of a verse ; a foun-
dation, a corner-stone ; the black stone at 
Mecca ;—ruknu \l-daulat, rukni saltanat, A 
nobleman ruknu 'd-din, A pillar of the 
faith;—rukni mu'dmaldt, The basis of 
negotiations. 

J^IA, Tukndbdd, A small stream of the 
finest water near the city of Shiriiz, fre-
quently mentioned in the poems of Hafiz. 

^sAj rukni, Gold refined ; Ruknfibad. 
rukii, raku, A piece of old cloth, rag. 

A s ^ rakub, Anyone mounted ; one who 
rides much; a camel for riding;—rukub 
(v.n. of H-^), Mounting, sitting on horse-
back, riding. 

A Zifo rakubat, A horse or camel for 
riding (hamulat implying a beast of bur-
den) . 

A rakwat, A water-vessel, a small 
bottle ; a large basin or cistern;—rakwat, 
rikwat, rukwat, A small bark or skiff. 

rakutd, (in Zand and Pazand) 
Wise. 

A rukiih (v.n. of Leaning, in-
clining; resting, reposing. 

A OJJJ rakud, A full dish ; a camel always, 
abounding in milk;—rukud (v.n. of ASJ), 
Besting, reposing; being steady and in 
equilibrium. 

A g^J ruku' (v.n. of Bowing the 
head in humility and reverence; also from 
age, or in prayer, so that the palms of the 
hands touch the knees. 

rakug, Patches for mending gar-
ments j a tent which has no patches about 
it;—rakugi hayz, A menstruous cloth. 

yV) rakug ar, A patcher, botcher. 
pforakum, (in Zand and Pazand) Ye, 

you. 
A Y^J rukun (v.n. of Reclining, 

leaning; being quiet. 
A Aijjfj rukunat, rukitna, Being firm, con-

stant, grave, steady. 
A ̂  rakiy (pi. of rakiyat), Wells. 
A rakib, Riding, or who rides, with 

another ; a fellow-rider ; ridden ; placed 
upon. 

a rikebi, A plate, a dish. 
A Aŝ j rakiyat (pi. rakiy and rakdya), A 

well, especially a clean one. 
rakidan, To mutter 111 anger. 

A rakik, Thin, slender, minute; 
subtile; shallow; flimsy;—rakiku 'l-'ilm, 
A poor scholar. 

A tfifj rakin, Grave, steady, quiet, tran-
quil (man) ;—rukmi rakin, A firm pillar, a 
strong column, 

rag, A vein; lineage, race, stock; 
muttering from rage; a slight dash (of 
water into wine) ;—ragi abr, A streak of 
cloud ; — rag baz giriftan, To be slow, 
remiss ;—ragi bismil khdridan, To commit 
an act which costs one's life ;—ragi talkhit 
The tartness of wine, &c.;—ragi tan khas-
tan, To swell with rage;—ragi jdn, An 
artery; the jugular vein;—ragi jdn buri-
dan, To kill;—ragi chize giriftan, To con-
ouer, to subdue;—rag khwabdnidan, To be 
slow, remiss;—ragi khwabi kase ba-dast 
uftddan (amadan, awardan, budan), To 
conquer, to subdue, resp. to be conquered 
or subdued ;—rag randan, To wound;—rag 
zadan, To bleed, to breathe a vein;—ragi 
ziri zabdn, The ranine vein; — rag-ash 
barjast, There is still life left in him;— 



ragifuldn chiz na-ddrad, He is not capable 
of a thing;—ragi gardan, Pride;—ragi gar-
dan gavn (gunda) hardan, To persist in one's 
pride or arrogance;—ragi gardan narm 
hardan, To renounce one's pride or arro-
gance ;—rag gushdddn. To open a vein, to 
bleed;—ragi haft anddm, A vein of the 
body;— az rag andisha chalddan, To be 
subtle in one's thoughts. 

J ^ rugal, A live coal. 
ragban, A tail. 
rag-band, A bandage for bleeding. 

ft^) rag-ddr, Veined; slightly dashed 
with water (wine); cloth in which the 
threads are uneven, so that some appear 
like veins ; a wicked brat. 

rag-resha, Veins and fibres; 
everything, all. 

JJJ rag-zada, Bled, blooded. 
0) rag-zan, y-^fc rag-shinds, A 

phlebotomist, bleeder. 
y5j rugo, rigo, rugoh, rigoy, *>£) 

rigoh, A sheet; fine linen, muslin; linen 
rags; any clout, patch, or piece of old 
cloth. 

ragi dan, To grumble from sadness, 
to mutter with rage. 

ram, A herd of cattle ; an assemblage 
of people; terror, flight; [ram khwurdan 
(zadan), To be scared ;—ram dadan, To 
put to flight;—ram kardan (namudan), 
To take fright, to shy (m.c.) ;]—ram, rum, 
Flesh about the mouth ;—rim, Pus, mat-
ter ;—rum, Hair about the privities. 

A. o ramm (v.n.), Mending, repairing (a 
house) ; cropping with the lips shoots of 
trees, eating, devouring ;—ramm, rumm, 
Flight, escape ; — rimm, Moist ground; 
moisture; marrow; straw or sticks on the 
surface of water, or on the ground. 

A "Uj ramdExcess; addition, increase; 
usury. 

A t^j rimdh (pi. of rumh), Spears;— 
rammdh, A maker of spears; a thrower 
or j ouster with spears. 

A rimdhat, The art of making 
spears. 

A ramdd, Ashes. 
ramardm. Opposite; diverse; of 

different colours; successive, following, 
pursuing. 

A ft*) rammdz, One who speaks myste-
riously, or by signs; a propounder of 
riddles. 

y-U. ramds, Mastic. 
A rammd'at, rammd'a, The two 

bones on the upper part of the head (which 
are tender and moist in infants) ; the but-
tocks. 

JUj rumdl (for ru-mal), A handkerchief, 
towel, napkin. 

A rimal (pi. of rami), Sands;—ram-
mal , A geomancer , soothsayer , p rophe t , 
con ju re r , for tune- te l le r . 

a o ^ ; rammdll, Geomancy. 
a rimam, Cariosity; ulceration or 

rottenness of a bone; — rimdmi amdn, 
Caries of the teeth. 

y^ ) raman, Timid, fugitive. 
A rummdn, A pomegranate ;—habbi 

rumman, The grains of a pomegranate. 
a rummdni, A seller of pome-

granates ; resembling a pomegranate; 
ruby-coloured; a ruby. 

ramanldan, To terrify, fright, 
scare. 

A ^Uj rimdyat (v.n. of Shooting an 
arrow; archery. 

A rama'im (pi. of ramlm), Rotten 
(bones); corrupted things. 

A rimmat (v.n. of f f ) , Becoming pu-
trid, rotten, worn; a carious bone;—rum-
mat, An old rotten rope. 

A rams (v.n.), Adapting ; mending; 
wiping with the hand ;—rims, A species of 
forage eaten by camels; name of a tree; 
(a man) clothed in ragged garments;— 
ram as, A raft or float; eating of the plant 
rims ; and suffering from it (camels) ; re-
mains of milk in the udder. 

A ramh (v.n.), Piercing (with a 
spear) ; kicking (a horse) ;—rumh, A spear, 
lance; a star in the knee of Bootes. 

A £>*) rimkh, Thick, entangled trees. 
a ramakh, The last breath (see <J"j 

ramag). 
A ramad, A disorder in the eyes, 

ophthalmia;—ramid, Corrupted (water). 
a C A J ^ J ramad-kashida, Painful (eye). 
5ajj ram-dida^ 6Jj ^ ram-zada, Put to 

flight, fugitive. 
a ^ ram-tinat, Timid, easily fright-

ened. 
so^ ram-karda, Put to flight, fugi-

tive. 
A y*) ramz (v.n.), Intimating, hinting by 

moving the lips, knitting the brows, loll-
ing the tongue, waving the hand, Ac.; 
nod, wink, hint; insinuation, innuendo, 
double entendre; riddle, enigma; myste-
rious allusion; secret writing; short-hand; 
sarcasm, irony. 

a ^UA y*) ramz-shinds, Knowing signs. 
dy*) ramzhak, Sin; a slip, fall; a cast, 

fling. 
A (j~f) rams (v.n.), Covering with earth 

and levelling; burying; concealing; throw-
ing a stone; the grave; a sepulchre, a 
tomb ; (for q.v.) sordes of the eye. 

A YFC*) ramsh (v.n.), Throwing or striking 
(with a stone) ; feeding poorly (a herd); 
stroking with the hand; taking with the 
tips of the fingers; a bundle of fragrant 
herbs;—ramash, A bird's wing; redness 
of the eye-lids with a running humour. 

{J~») ramish, Change; terror, fear. 
A yo-j rams (v.n.), Repairing a misfor-

tune (God); binding up what has been 



broken ; making one comfortable ; making 
peace between two persons ; voiding excre-
ments (a bird) ; bringing forth (a wild 
beast) ;—ramas, Wbite sordes collected in 
the inner corner of the eye ; grubs. 

A ramz (v.n.), Splitting (a sheep) 
and roasting it in the skin upon a hot 
stone covered with ashes; sharpening a 
knife;—ramaz, Pasturing flocks on scorch-
ing ground; burning of the feet from bot-
neas of the ground; grazing in the sun 
and becoming diseased in the liver (sheep). 

A "Li-j ramzd\ ramaz a , Hot from the 
sun, scorching (ground). 

A ramazdn, The ninth month of 
the Muhammadan year ; the fast observed 
during that month. 

a ramazani, Of or relating to 
ramazdn, born in ramazdn; a proper 
name. 

ramz an, Name of a fire-worshipper. 
A j*) ram', rama'an (v.n. of 

Making haste ; tossing (the nose) in anger; 
beckoning, making a sign with the hand; 
flowing (tears). 

A ramq (v.n.), Looking or glancing 
at;—ramaq, The last breath, the departing 
spirit; (for P. rama) a flock of sheep ;— 
ramaq, ramiq, A bare subsistence, just 
enough to keep body and soul together;— 
rumuq (pi, of ramuq and rdmiq), Poor, dis-
tressed (scarcely able to live);—rummaq, 
Weak, flaccid. 

ramak (for rama), A herd, flock. 
A ramak (pi. of ramakat), Brood 

mares ; jades ; weak (man). 
A ramakat (pi. of ramakat), Brood 

mares. 
ramkdn, rumkdn, = y^Aj q.v. 

A ramakat, ramaka, A breeding 

(in Zand and Pazand), 
mare; a jade. 

ramgd, 
Mares. 

ramgan, rumgdn, Hair on the 
pubes. 

A J^) rami, Sand; the art of prognos-
ticating from lines in the sand, geomancy 
(said to have been imparted to Daniel by 
Jibril); (v.n.) making (mats), or anything 
of a flimsy texture; adorning a sofa, 
throne, &c., with gems; tinging with 
blood; [rami kashidan, To practice geo-
mancy;—ramli kulya, Urinary gravel;]— 
ramal, Little rain; yielding little rain (the 
year) ; running; augmentation, increase, 
excess; lines on the feet of the wild cow 
different in colour from the rest; geo-
mancy ; name of a metre (fd'ilatun 
— ' four times repeated). 

a ram la, Name of a town in Pales-
tine. 

c ^L*, ramli, A geomancer. 
( ^ j raman, (in Zand) All, the whole. 

ramanda, Wild, terrified, timid. 

( ) ramwdn, A shepherd; a herds-
man ( = yW q-v.). 

A JY*; rumus (pi. of rama), Signs, signals, 
winks, nods. 

a )y»y rumuz-dan, Skilled in mys-
teries. 

A rumus (pi. of rams), Graves. 
A J y j ramuq, Poor, distressed (scarcely 

able to subsist). 
A ̂ y j rumuk (v.n. of "A*}), Abiding (in 

any place) ; stay, sojourn, commorancy. 
( j y j ramun, Earnest-money; money paid 

in advance, to be returned if the goods 
turn not out well. 

A*; rama, A herd, flock, bevy, covey; a 
company, troop, body ; a l l ; the Pleiades ; 
[rama'i goefand, A flock of sheep;]—ruma, 
Hair of the pubes. 

yVj rama-bdn, A herdsman, a shep-
herd. 

j\ J ra.ma*ddr, The possessor or keeper 
of a flock. 

y t j rama-wdn, A herdsman, a shep-
herd. 

A ramy (v.n.), Flinging; shooting, 
darting (arrows, &c.) ; exceeding, increas-
ing; railing at, reproaching, villifying? 
[ramyi ahjdr, A throwing of stones ;]— 
rimd, The sound of a stone thrown. 

jW*; ram-ydr, A shepherd, keeper of 
flocks, 

A ramyat, One throw. 
A ̂ y*) rimih, rimeh (by Imalah for 

rimah), Lances, spears;—rumaih (dim. of 
rumh), A little spear;—rumaihi abi sa'd, 
A staff on which an old man leans. 

ramidagi, Terror, flight; aversion, 
yju^ ramidan, To be afraid, terrified, 

seized with horror ; to be disturbed, agi-
tated ; to fly in terror, to shun from aver-
sion ; to frighten;-—dar-ramidan, — rami" 
dan. 

CJ^J ramlda, Horror-struck, disturbed, 
afflicted; offended, indignant, having an 
antipathy ;—ramida u dramida, Moveables 
and immoveables;—khana-ramida, Escaped 
from the house; fugitive from home;— 
ranjida u ramida kardan, To molest, vex, 
injure. 

A yy ramie, Intelligent; moveable, vola-
tile. " 

A rami?, Sharpened; a sharp knife. 
A ramim (v.n. of FJ), Waxing old, 

putrefying; putrid, carious, corrupted j 
worn out;— muhyi'i 'izdmi ramim, The re-
viver of corrupted bones (applied to Jesus). 

s-Jj rumb, rumba, ramba, Hair of the 
pubes. 

gi> ranj, Trouble; grief, affliction, sad-
ness ; toil; pain of the body ; anguish of 
mind; remorse; cholic, gripes; injury, 
offence, molestation, anger; powder; (in 
comp.) vexing; (equiv. to rang) colour; 
—ra.nji bdrik, Hectic fever;—ranj burdan 



(hashldan, giriftan), To suffer distress ;— 
ranj nishastan, Grief ceases;—ranj har dan, 
To lament;—ranj namudan, To afflict, to 
pain, to aggrieve. 

J V ) ranjdl, Food. 
ranjanldan, To molest, annoy, 

cause vexation ; to make to labour and 
toil. 

J^T) ranj-bar, An artificer, mechanic. 
fayt ranj-barddr, Enduring hardships, 

indefatigable. 
yU gjj ranj-dan, A priming-flask or horn. 
Lr-^ ranjish, Indignation, offence ; grief, 

affliction, toil. 
cApj ranjah, The touch-hole of fire-arms ; 

the priming-pan. 
g*; ranj-kash, Distressed, afflicted. 

( ) ranj an, A soft belly well purged. 
j f r j ranjur (for ranj-war), Sick, infirm; 

afflicted, grieved, sorrowful; — 'ushshdgi 
ranjur, Distressed lovers. 

fa ranjur-ddr, Attendant on the 
sick. 

iS)fr) ranjurl, Sickness; anguish. 
ranj a, Pain ; grief ; an affected air; 

sad, vexed, afflicted;—ranja ddshtan, To 
grieve, be distressed; to molest, impor-
tune ;—ranja shudan, To be grieved, sad, 
sorrowful;—ranja kardan, To toil, to la-
bour. 

^fT) ranjl, Illness, sickness. 
^jJXopj ranjldagl, Affliction, sadness. 
(jA^j ranjldan, To be sad, melancholy, 

vexed; to f re t ; to be angry, enraged, 
filled with indignation ; to carve, engrave, 

ix^j ranjida, Vexed, exasperated, indig-
nant ;—ranjida u ramida har dan, To irri-
tate ; to molest, disturb, interrupt. 

ranjln, A ploughshare. 
A rank, A giddiness in the head (as 

from intoxication, &c.). 
A rankh• (v.n.), Languishing; being 

bow-legged ;—rinkh. Name of a place in 
Khurasan ; also of a place near Nishapur. 

•i*) rand, A word, saying; anything fra-
grant; agreeable, easy of digestion; dust; 
theft, plunder; anything rough, tart, and 
astringent (as the rind of a pomegranate) ; 
laurel; myrtle; imp. of randldan, with the 
signification of a participle in composition; 
a chip, shaving ; a carpenter's plane;— rind, 
Sagacious, shrewd; a knave, rogue ; a Sufi; 
dissolute ; a drunkard, debauchee ; one 
whose exterior is liable to censure, but who 
at heart is sound ; a wanderer, traveller; 
an insolent, reckless, fear-nought fellow; 
[•rindi jahdn, A vagabond, a vagrant;— 
rindi duhul-darlda (probably misreading 
for dahan-darlda), One who has erred ;— 
rindani khdk-bez, Penetrating, discerning, 
shrewd (persons)].—rund, The rice-bird. 

A ̂  rand, Laurel; also the myrtle, and 
aloes. 

rand-afrls (said to bo in the 

language of the Franks), The King of kings, 
i.e. God; name of a king of the Franks; 
an island in the country of the Franks (?). 

rindana, Worthy of a drunkard or 
debauchee, licentious. 

randanldan, To cause to carve, 
engrave, plane, scrape, or rasp. 

randish, Sculpture; rasure; chips, 
filings; scrapings, planings, raspings. 

cs)^ rindalc (dim. of rind), An arch lad, 
waggish boy. 

randa, A joiner's plane ; shavings; a 
certain fattening herb; a grater, rasper; a 
sort of black leather made from goat's 
skin; great, large ;—rinda, Shavings of 
leather (doubtful);—runda, Name of a 
bird, the rice-bird (see ^ rund), 

randl, A polishing, a planing; saw-
dust ;— rindi, A draught, drink; trick, 
fraud, 

randldan, To polish, smooth ; chip 
or hew with a hatchet; to scrape, rasp, 
grate, plane ; to walk pompously ; to grow. 

randlda, Polished ; planed; scraped. 
A jij runz, Rice. 
tAji; ranzhak, = o ^ j q.v. 
A ranfranaf, A kind of forest-

willow. 
A rang, ranaq, raniq, Turbid (water); 

—rang, ranaq (v.n.), Being muddy (water); 
—raniq, Full of trouble (life). 

isXij rang (S. ranga), Colour, hue; com-
plexion ; paint, stain, dye; stratagem, 
fraud, imposture; insincerity, perfidy, dis-
loyalty ; plaj fulness, innocent delusion or 
frolic, ridicule; pleasure; kind, sqrt, state, 
condition; manner, method, order, form, 
habit, usage, custom ; modesty, :• bashful-
ness; dishonour, reproach ; a blemish; in-
dignation with a mixture of shame ; grief, 
pain, affliction; spirit, soul; comeliness, 
neatness, grace, elegance ; goodness); health, 
happy circumstances; gold; wealth, sub-
stance, a small capital; profit,' utility; 
hope, desire, expectation of advantage; a 
game at dice; money gotten at .games of 
hazard; a theft of gold or silver; power, 
strength; lot, portion, share; a lord, 
master, possessor; a black spot Or mole; 
blood ; small globular bells hung round the 
rims of Arabian drums; an old[ patched 
garment; squint-eyed; a wild niountain-
goat; a wild ox, or beast in general; a fine 
he-camel kept for stock; like, resembling; 
corrupt, bad ; growing herbage;—rangi db, 
Water-lentils ; rangi dzdddn, The habits of 
generous men ;—rang az dsman tardshldan, 
To attempt impossibilities, to labour in 
vain ;—rang az dlwdr tardshldan, To be 
bold, impudent, shrewd, clever, or witty;— 
rang az rush par Ida, All colour has fled 
from his face (m.c.);—rangi dftdbi (mdh-
tab?), White inclining to yellow; — rang 
uftddan bar (dar), To become tinged or 



coloured; — rang afgandan bar (dar), To 
tinge, to colour;—rangi dl, Slightly yellow 
inclining to red;—rang dmekhian, To de-
ceive, to cheat ; — rang dwardan {bar-
dwardan), To blush ; to colour up with 
indignatipn;—rang bar db rekhtan (zadan), 
To devise;—rang bar-dwardan, To show a 
fresh colouring;—rang bar-ddshtan, To re-
move th<i' colour; to receive a colour; — 
rang bar-kardan. To brighten the colour;— 
rangi bargdn, A soft stone for making 
glass ; —• rang paziruftan, To receive a 
colour; -f- rang justan, To demand one's 
share;—\rangi chirk-tab, A. somewhat dirty 
colour;—rang chidan bar (dar), To tinge, 
to colour;—rang dadan, To show a fresh 
colour; to tinge, to colour;—rang ddshtan, 
To have a share or portion of;—rangi rabi1, 
Vernal tints ;—rangi raughani, Oil-colour ; 
—rang rekhtan (zadan), To lay the founda-
tion of a building;—rangi zard farangi, 
Ohromate of lead ;—rangi zargari, A colour 
with which goldsmiths taint gold ;—rangi 
zardi kashidan, To blush, to be ashamed ;— 
rangi zinda, Green colour;—rangi shdh-bdz, 
Darkness;—rang shudan, To colour, to blush; 
—rangi shakari, = rangi dl, q.v.;—rangi 
fila'i, Gold colour ;—rangi kdre rekhtan, To 
Bet to work, to begin;—rang kardan, To 
colour, paint, tinge ; to deceive; — rang 
giriftan, To blush, to colour up with indig-
nation;—rangi laimun, White inclining to 
yellow;—rangi matam, Blackness; sable;— 
rangi mahtdbi, = rangi dfiabi, q.v.;—rangi 
nabdti, = rangi dl, q.v. ;—rang u db (rang 
u boy, rang u nam), Majesty, power; apti-
tude, capacity ; — rang u db ba-ru'i kdr 
awardan, To accomplish the work in bril-
liant style ; — rangi hawd, Darkness ; — 
rang ydftan. To show a fresh colour;—ba-
tang dadan, To tinge, to colour. 

ii&jl&j rang-d-rang, Various-coloured; of 
different sorts. 

y] n&j rang-dmez, Mixing colour; pos-
sessing colour, painted, dyed, stained ; con-
versant with many subjects ; fickle, 
inconstant; painting; stratagem. 

rcmg-dwar, Coloured; deceitful, 
fraudulent, knavish; shame-faced; pom-
pous in diction, one who values himself on 
flowery language. 

o ^ j rangd'i, The price paid for dyeing; 
a certain space of time during which a 
cloth is dyed. 

SW rang-bdld, Bright-coloured (rose), 
tatlj tsSi) rang-bdhhta, Pale, 

c&j rang ba-rang, Various. 
<£&) rang-bast, A fixed, fast colour;— 

rang-basti, Fixedness of colour. 
rang-parida, Sallow, pale (m.c.). 

)j rang-raz, A dyer;—rang-razi gulgiin, 
A vintner. 

rang-razdn (pi. of the preceding), 
Dyers; (for rang-rezdn) Autumn. 

rang-rash, Silk merchant or 
spinner. 

ringariitd, (in Zand) An elephant. 
Jbj) rang-rosh, A silk-merchant; a 

cheat, deceiver, 
ytj rang-rez, A dyer. 

e&j rang-rezdn, Autumn. 
iiKj rang - zada, Tinged, coloured, 

dyed. 
rang-sas ; A painter, a dyer. 

rang-farosh, A dyer ; a silk-
merchant ; a.cheat. 

rang-kdghiz, Coloured paper 
(m.c.). 

rang-ldk, A dyeing tincture. 
rang-lukd, Tincture of lac. 

v£}V» rang-ndk, Coloured, tinged. 
^ i ) rangi, A dyer ; chintz, the colour of 

which will not stand washing; a kind of 
cloth. 

J®5>» rang-mahal, An apartment dedi-
cated to voluptuous eujoyment. 

(WJJLK&J rangi dan, To grow, increase. 
rangin, Coloured, tinctured, painted, 

of many colours; allegorical, figurative, 
metaphorical; elegant, flowery. 

uJi^ rangind, o^s&j rangindn, A red 
peach, 

QSSS) rangin-kaman, The rainbow. 
A ^ ranam (v.n.), Sounding, singing;— 

runum, Skilful female singers. 
ranwad, Absence;—runud (Ar. pi. of 

P. rind), Knaves, ruffians. 
runus, A sort of stone which, when 

made into a ring, banishes care from the 
wearer's mind. 

•y rav, A sigh, groan; (imp. of raftan) 
go thou; (also the contracted form of 
rawanda) who goes; act of going, travel, 
journey; road ;—ru, Face, countenance; 
surface, (hence, in m.c.) upon; aspect, 
appearance; sake, cause, reason; hypocrisy ; 
colour, pretence; hope, expectation; wish; 
manifestation ; search, investigation; (in 
comp.) having a face, like; \ru ba-taraqqi 
guzardan, To tend towards improvement 
(m.c.) ;—ru ba-tarafi otdq, The face turned 
towards the room (m.c.);—ru dadan, To 
appear, to show oneself, to arise (chi ru dada 
ast, How has it happened ?) ;—rush, Upon 
it, above (m.c.) ; rush-rd giriftan, To veil 
one's face (m.c.) ;—ru kardan (nihadan ba), 
To turn the face towards, to turn to;—az 
rum bar-namiyayad, I dare not (m.c.) ;—az 
ru'i, By way of, in the manner of;—az ru'i 
qd'ida, According to rule or law, lawfully, 
properly (m.c.) ;—ba-ru'i murdum, In the 
face of men, before the people;—pishi ru, 
In front of ;~har rush-rd mi-khpahi mi-
zanad, He plays any part you like, he is a 
Jack-of-all-trades (m.c.);]—ro, Brass. 

rawd (part, of raftan), Going; current 
(coin); lawful, right; equitable, reasonable; 
admissible, allowable; tolerated; worthy, 



proper, suitable; pleasant, agreeable; ob-
taining one's desire; [rawd budan, To be 
worthy (rawdst, I t is proper, it ought to be 
so);—rawd ddshtan, To judge right, com-
mend, approve, allow;—rawd shudan, To 
be lawful; to sell well (goods) ; to be brisk 
(a market) ;—rawd kardan, To approve ; to 
adjust;] —riwd, Fruitfulness, plenty. 

A. o^; rawd', Sweet, wholesome (water) ; 
the well Zamzam;—riwd'y A rope for fas-
tening loads; (pi. of rdwi) those who 
quench their thirst with water;—ruwd', 
Aspect; beauty of countenance, comeli-
nesB. 

A WVy rawabif. (pi. of rdbitat), Connec-
tions ; ligatures ; conjunctions. 

A ruwdt (pi. of rdwi), Historians, 
narrators, tellers, relaters, reporters; those 
who quench their thirst with water. 

A rawatib (pi. of rdtibat), Stipends, 
salaries, appointments, dues. 

A B̂ y rawdj (v.n. of t}))> Being vendible, 
in great demand, or selling well (goods, 
Jcasdd implying a difficulty of sale); being 
current, circulating freely (money) ; use, 
custom, practice, fashion; —rawdj ddshtan, 
To be current; to be fashionable (m.c.) ; 
—rawdj shudan, To become current, obtain, 
prevail;—rawdj ydftan, To sell well; (met.) 
to come in use. (The word is also con-
strued with burdan, dadan, and shikastan) ; 
—waqti rawdj, The favourable time for 
selling. 

afat\) rawdj-kdr, Free circulation (m.c.). 
a ^S rawaj*gdh, The exchange. 
A cbtf rawah (v.n. of TJ))> Going, coming, 

or doing anything at sunset; the after-
noon, the evening; travelling in the even-
ing. 

a JW ly rawd-hal, Immediately; swift. 
A Jo-ly rawahil (pi. of rdhilat), Camels of 

burden; caravanB. 
Ajy rawdd, ruwad, A place full of hills, 

risings, pasture, and water; the green bank 
of a river; a muddy stream. 

fa by rawd-ddr, An approver, chooser, 
consenter; judging r ight ; lawful, true, 
just, proper, fit. 

fa) rawdr, A jailer, a turnkey. 
raw-d-rav, Proceeding, travelling, 

following quick ;—ruw-d-ru, Face to face. 
C3) yfa rawdrav-zan, One who calls out 

" Proceed! proceed!" who blows the 
trumpet to announce the arrival of a great 
man. (See bdngi rawarav, under .) 

fa) rawdz, A jailer, a turnkey. 
raw azari, Metaphorical, figurative. 

a rawdzin (pi. of rauzan), Windows. 
rawds, Water-cresses;—riwas, Sorrel. 

A rawdsi (pi. of rasiyat), Huge 
mountains. 

i^W rawash, = e\a> q.v. 
A JI\J) rawdfid, Bea.ms for a roof, rafters. 
A J / I I J J rawafiz (pi. of rafiz), The for-

sakers or rebels, i.e. the followers of the 
sect of All, denominated Shiites (so called 
from their forsaking Zaid Ibn Ali Ibnu'l-
Husain) ; heretics. 

A JĴ jy rawdq, Purified, filtered, strained; 
riwaq, ruwaq, A house resembling a tent 
(being supported on one pillar) ; a curtain 
stretched like a canopy before a tent or the 
door of a house; a roof in the front of a 
tent or a bouse, a portico, porch; a gal-
lery in front of a house ; a lofty building 
resting on columns ;—riwdqi bi-situn, The 
heavens ; — riwdqi sim-gun, The sky ;—-
riwdqi manzari chashm, The pupil of the 
eye. 

a (_s*ljj ravjdqi, Purification, straining, 
filtration ;—riwdqi, A Stoic philosopher. 

OŜM rawdk, Pure, strained, 
c&siy rawdg, A saloon open in front. 
A Jby ru'dl, Growth of teeth (in a hor«e). 
•V»Vy rawdm-bud, = y ĵy q.v. 
A ER-AY rawdmis, Winds effacing vestiges, 

filling up wells, or scattering earth ; night-
birds ; also beasts roaming at night. 

(j^j rawan, Life, soul, spirit; the rea-
sonable soul; the heart; (part, of rawidan 
01* raftan) going, passing ; brisk, active 
(sale) ; mounted, riding ; running; flowing, 
fluid; lawful, proper; text; reading; 
forthwith, immediately, quickly; Eriwan 
in Armenia;—raw an dmadan, To flow;— 
rawan ddshtan, To know by heart;—rawan 
sdkhtan (kardan), To commit to memory; 
—rawdn shudan, To go, flow, pass, run; 
—rawan kardan, To make current; to de-
spatch ; to spill;—rawdn gusistan, To die. 

<i)Wjy rawdndn (pi. of rawdn), Souls, 
spirits. 

yby rawan-dward, Wise, learned. 
U®"*. o\l> rawan-bakhsh, The Holy Spirit. 
<H y ĵy rawdn-bud, AU-pervading spirit, 
ytfby rawdntar, More current. 

<£)) 'rawdn - khwah, A wandering 
beggar. 

(jj\jy rawdn-sdldr, = q.v. 
yU-i^j rawanistan, A place abounding in 

souls, heaven. 
•if rawan-gird, Power; the kingdom 

of heaven. 
rawdnagi, A running, a flowing, 

flux; a passing, a travelling;—paiwasta 
rawdnagi'i baul, Diabetes. 

y rawdna, Going, running, passing, 
flowing; prepared; despatched, departed; 
travelling; a custom-house passport, pass, 
or permit; a present; fortune, prosperity; 
—rawdna'i rdh kardan, To prosecute a 
journey ;—rawdna kardan (namudan), To 
set going, to send, to despatch (m.c.). 

^by rawani, A course; effusion; brisk-
ness of market; currency ;—rawani dadan, 
To despatch, cause to be received, make 
anything have its full weight (as a mandate), 
or value (as goods) ;—rawdni'i ab, The 



flowing of water ;—rawani'i shikam, A flux, 
diarrhoea. 

^^ ylj; rawan-yabanda, The rational 
soul. 

yVljy rawanidan, To make current, 
cause to be received, despatch ; to behove, 
be necessary ; to be vendible, current (goods 
or money); — ruwdnidan, To cause to 
grow, 

rawdwa, The musical instrument 
called rabab. 

rawah, Food for prisoners. 
a u 2 ^) rawdhish, Veins outside the hand, 

or in the fore-legs of a horse. 
A rawahis, Stones fixed in a row; 

also sush as hurt the feet of horses. 
A rawdyd, riwdyat (pi. of 

riwdyat), Narrations, stories, traditions. 
A riwdyat (v.n. of \£yj)> Drawing water 

and presenting it (to a friend) ; relating 
the words of another; a tradition; a his-
tory, narrative, relation ; a various reading; 
a manuscript;—riwdyati sahih, A sound 
tradition, indubitable report;—rawayati 
mashhur, A celebrated or well-known tra-
dition ;—za iifu ,r-riwdyat, A traditionist of 
feeble authority. 

A rawaih (pi. of rd'ihat), Odours, 
perfumes; delightful breezes; evening 
rains. 

u^jj) rawdyish, A facility in disposing of 
goods; precious commodities (as easily 
Bold). 

rawa'i, A passing along, by, or 
through; currency, circulation ; briskness 
of markets; fulfilment, success, comple-
tion ; suitableness, worthiness ; elegance ; 
figurative, allegorical;—rawa'i dadan, To 
give currency;—rawa'i ydftan, To obtain 
currency, to circulate. 

A raub (v.n.), Being thick (milk) ; 
being disordered (intellect) ;—rub, Name 
of a village near Balkh. 

vjy rob (imp. of ruftan), Sweep; (in 
comp.) sweeping;—rob kardan, To sweep, 

ta) ruba, Fox-grapes ; nightshade. 
fati) ru bd ru, Face to face, opposite; 

comparatively;—ru bd -ru kardan, To com-
pare, confront, collate. 

fa % ru-baz, Open in front (as a carriage, 
&c.); unveiled. 

robdn, Sweeping; one who sweeps. 
G^ljy robdnidan, To cause to sweep ; to 

clean the teeth. 
i ^ j rubah, A fox ; —• rubahi par, The 

flying f o x r u b a h i iurki, A porcupine;— 
rubah dar tola darad, He has caught him 
in the trap which he set for others ;— 
rubahi daryd'i, A beaver ;—rubdhi zard, The 
sun. 

i f f a rubdh-bazi, Fox-play, stratagem, 
subtlety;—rubah-bdzi kardan, To play the 
fox, to act with wiliness. 

iVy rubdh-bachcha, A fox's cub. 

rubdh-turbak, Fox-grapes; night-
shade. 

sjU el^ rubah-mada, A bitch-fox, a vixen. 
rubahi, Foxship, vulpine cunning ; 

—rubahi kardan, To play the fox, to devise 
stratagems. 

A raubat, rubat, ruba, A ferment or 
preparation of sour milk put amongst new 
milk to make it coagulate ; intellect, under-
standing ; semen virile; fragment of a 
cloud; a portion of the night; name of a 
poet. 

ru ba-rdh, Fit for business, adjusted, 
prepared; reformed, returned from an 
erroneous course;—ru ba-rdh shudan, To 
begin or proceed on a journey, to pass 
along. 

jyi ru ba-ru, Face to face, in front of; 
presence;—ru ba-rii muhdraba kardan, To 
fight front to front. 

ji^f jy ru ba-kdr, Approaching, at hand, 
about to be, in agitation; ready for busi-
ness intent upon. 

iy ru-ba-kdr i, Proceeding (of a 
cause) ; a warrant. 

•^tj) ru-band, A lady's veil or mask. 
Ajj) rubah, A fox;—rubahi la'l, The red 

fox. 
AJt^fjj rub ahdna, Fox-like, crafty, wily. 
\Sfa rubah-bdzi, ruba-bazi, Fox-play, 

stratagem. 
"A^jy rubahak, A young fox, a fox's cub. 

rubiyan, A shrimp. 
yXrfjj robidan, To wipe, sweep, dust. 
A~>»jy robina, A cock, a tap (m.c. from Fr. 

robinet). 
^ j y ru-pdk, A woman's veil; a hand-

kerchief ; a towel, 
ru-past, Face downwards, with a 

lowered face, humble. 
ru-posh, A veil covering the whole 

face, especially a virgin bride's of red 
silk ; concealed, disappearing out of sight; 
anything the outside of which differs from 
the inside;—ru-posh shudan, To abscond. 

H rupa, A-Î  rupiya, A rupee. 
^JZfa jy ru-tdzagi, Freshness of face, serene 

looks. 
A raus (v.n.), Dunging (a horse); 

dung, ordure. 
By roj, A day; unripe grapes. 
H. EJY roj, The white-footed antelope 

(iantelope picta). 
UA ĴJ ruchak, The 15th of the m o n t h 

Sha'ban. 
&<*)) raucha, rucha, Unripe dates. 
A Z}) rauh (v.n.), Visiting in the after-

noon ; a pleasant refreshing wind; rest, 
quiet, ease; mercy, clemency;—ruh, The 
soul, incorporeal spirit; the breath of God; 
Jesus; the angel Gabriel; an angel in the 
form of man with an angelic body; the 
Qur'an; revelation; prophecy; in P. name 
of a note in music; [rufii a'zam, The su-



preme spirit;—ruhu 'l-amin (-qudus), The 
faithful (holy) spirit, i.e. the angel Ga-
briel;—ruhi ildhi, The divine spirit;—ruhu 
'Udh, The spirit of God, the Holy Ghost; 
J O B U S ; Gabriel;—ruhi bd-fuiuh, A victo-
rious, i.e. blessed, spirit;—ruhi tutiyd, 
Mercury; a sort of pewter; wine;~^ruhi 
haydti, The vital spirit;—ruhi haiwdni, 
Animal spirit;—ruhi rawdn, A living soul; 
—ruhi tabi% The animal spirit ;—ruhi 
qudtn, Gabriel;—ruhi mubarak, A blessed 
soul;—ruhi ma'adin, Mineral spirit; — 
ruhi muharram, The angel Gabriel;—-ruhi 
nabati, Vegetable spirit;]—rawali, A turn-
ing out of the feet, BO that the heels are 
close together. 

tjy ruh, Name of a note in music. 
a ej; ruh-dsiida, Dead, whose soul 

rests. 
a Cjy ruh-afza, Increasing the spirits, 

prolonging life. 
a rauhdni, Good, agreeable, clean 

and pure (place) ;—ruhani, Spiritual; holy, 
contemplative; a howling dervish. 

A ruhdniyat, Spirituality, sanctity. 
a cy ruh'parwar, Nourishing the mind 

or soul. 
e» ruh-dar, Animated. 

a L-ji ruh-farsd, Soul-deBtroying, fatal. 
t)) ruleh, The intestines; bald ; mangy; 

name of a plant. 
otSfc. Cjy rukh-chaJcad, Bald-headed (main). 
A AY raud (v.n.), Seeking; going in quest 

of forage and water; going and coming. 
Ajy rud (by some rod, from Z. raodha), A 

river, torrent, flowing water; the Oxus; 
intestines, gu t ; the string of a musical in-
strument ; a bow-string; song, cheerful-
ness, jovial conversation, convivial mirth ; 
vocal or instrumental music; a son or 
daughter; a beautiful brunette ; a comely 
and amiable youth; a plucked bird; a 
sheep stripped of its wool;—rudi khezdn, 
A torrent;—rudi jaihun, The Oxus;—rudi 
fur at, The Euphrates ;—rudi mi§r, The 
river of Egypt, the Nile. 

roda, A bow-string; a gut ; a branch. 
ruddba, Name of the mother of 

Rustam ; name of a fort. 
mi-ddd, An. account of circum-

stances, narrative, statement of a case. 
ru dadan, To happen. 

ft % ru-ddr, A man of rank or dignity. 
» ru-ddri, Rank, dignity ; flattery. 

rud-dwar, A river's bed ; name of 
a river. 

j j f i rud-award, Branches of trees, 
straws, &c., carried down by a stream; 
name of a river. 

Jjy rud-dhu, Name of a river. 
ftt ^ rud'bdr, A large river; a river in 

a valley, a channel formed by the torrent; 
a place* where many streams run ; the bank 
of a river; name of a country and of a city. 

^^ rud-jdma, A lute. 
rud-chakdd, Bald (man), bare. 

diW rud-khana, A river's bed or chan-
nel; a river;—rud-khdna'i 8aped, A lake 
in Iraq. 

djy rud-khez, A rising wave. 
Oj rud-zan, A harper;—rudzani falak, 

(Minstrel of the sky) The planet Venus. 
f) riid-zham, Name of a river. 
A Y rudis, The island of Rhodes. 
ft—>2) rud-sdz, A musician. 
AgA r-ud-shahd, Name of a river. 
viJjjy rudah, A rivulet; a small musical 

instrument;—rodak, Name of an animal 
found in Tarfcary, of whose skin fur-gar-
ments are made. 

Jjy rud-kashf, Name of a note in 
music. 

O ^ J j rudagan (pi. of ruda), Intestines. 
rudaganhd (pi. of the preceding), 

Bowels, viscera, intestines. 
^jftfojy rudagdni, Bowels;—rudagane, One 

gut. 
rudgar, A musician; a maker of 

strings for musical instruments or bows. 
rodagi, rudagi, Surname of the 

celebrated Persian poet Abu T-Hasan. 
fc^jy rudldkh, A place abounding in 

riverB. 
Cj^jy rudan, rudang, Madder, 
e^jj ruda, A gut, an intestine; the string 

of an instrument; the fundament of a 
quadruped ; anything steeped in hot water; 
a river ;—ruda kardan, To pour hot water 
(amongst flour when baking); to take 
feathers off birds (by scalding). 

SAy ruda-bin, Inspecting the entrails, 
i.e. a diviner, augur, soothsayer. 

i ruda-karda, Stripped of its fea-
thers (a bird), or of its wool (a Iamb). 

(jjiAjy rudln, Pertaining to a river. 
rormand, (in Zand) A pomegranate. 

ajjjj rauz (v.n.), Assaying, proving; at-
tending to one's trade or estate and im-
proving it. 

jjj roz (C. rueh), A day ; day-time ; the 
sun; the face ; good fortune; opportunity ; 
the vernal equinox; power, strength ; cour-
age ; open, manifest, clear, evident;—rm 
ast. I t is quite evident;—rozi istiftdh, A 
happy day ; the 15th of Rajab;—rod alast, 
The day of the original covenant between 
God and man (see ;—rozi umed u 
bim, The day of hope and fear, i.e. the day 
of judgment; ["also called (rozi) baz-
khwdst, (day) " of investigation," pasin 
" final," jazd " of retribution," dad " of 
justice," dirang "of delay," shumdr(hisab) 
" of reckoning," qiydmat "of resurrection," 
mahshar " of gathering," mazalim " of 
grievances;"]—rozi bar, A day of public 
audience;—rozi bazar, Market-day ; a brisk 
market; the resurrection;—roz ba-shab 
dwardan (hardan), To pass the day until 



night; to make the day alternate with 
night;—roz bd-'aysh, Good day (to you) ; 
rozi baland, A long day;—rozi blgdh, An 
hour or two before sunset;—roz parwdz 
thud, (met.) The day has been long; day 
has appeared; the sun has risen ;—rozi 
tab, A hot day ;—rozi tdrik, A day of 
mourning, trouble, vexation ;—rozi tahvM, 
The day after the sun enters a sign of the 
zodiac;—rozi tang, The day of battle; day 
of misfortune ; distress, calamity;—rozi 
jashn, A festival;—rozijak (chak), The 15th 
of the month Sha'ban;—rozijang, A battle-
day;—rozi jawani, The season of youth; 
—rozi husain, The day after the death of 
Husain ; — rozi khwad bazari khwad did, 
Intent upon his own business he left others 
in peace;—rozi khtvush, The season of 
youth;—rozi digar, The day of judgment; 
—roz rozi tust, The day is yours, you are 
the 

conqueror, you prevail;—rozi roshan, 
In broad day-light (m.c.);—rod saped 
(roshan), A bright or happy day;—rozi 
shlrlni-khwwrdn, The day of betrothal; be-
trothing, asking in marriage ;—roz sdkhtan. 
To be ashamed ;—rozi siydh (siydh), A day 
of mourning, trouble, or vexation;—rozi 
sty ah nishdndan kase-rd, To distress or 
ruin one;—rozi 'dlam shud, The splendour 
of the world has passed away ;—rozi 'uzlat, 
A day of retirement, i.e. a fast day ;—rozi 
'id, A festival day ;—rozi fardkh, Day-
break ;—roz firo shud, Life is gone ;—rozi 
kdr ast, I t is the day for action;— rozi 
kaldn, The great day, i.e. Christmas (m.c.) ; 
rozi kushish, A day of slaughter;—rozi 
koshish, Day of battle; —roz guzrdndan, To 
pass the time; to flatter, time-serve; to 
benefit;—rozi mihr, Sunday ;—rozi maid an, 
Day of battle ;—rozi najdt, The day of deli-
very (from the hands of an enemy) ; the 
day of resurrection;—rozi ndmus u nam 
(nang u nam, nang u nabard), A day of 
battle, strife, or contention ; a day of mirth 
and festivity ;—roz u shah, Day and night; 
—rozi hurmuzd, Thursday;—ba-roz kardan, 
To set in the light of day; to appear, to 
come to light, to be manifested (m.c.) ;— 
ba-roz kase uftadan (nishastan), To be in 
an evil plight;—chu roz, Clear, manifest 
(lit. like daylight). 

jjy roz-afzdy, Increasing the days ; 
name of the fourth month in the era of 
Yazdagird. 

jy roz-afziin, Increasing daily (in 
glory), a royal title, implying august, for-
tunate ; a benediction, friendly congratu-
lation; alms. 

jjy roz-afgan, A tertian ague ; the 
sun. 

tjljj; rozdn, Days; (adv.) at day-time; 
—rozdn u shabdn, Days and nights. 

rozdna, Daily; daily pay, pen-
sion. 

i^fa })) roz-bdzi, Time; fortune; the 
vicissitudes of fate. 

fozbdn, A porter, especially at the 
royal gates; a footman, mace-hearer; a 
protector, patron ; an executioner. 

jtf. j)) roz ba-roz, Day after day, from 
day to day, every day. 

** jjy roz-bih, Fortunate days, happy 
times j improving daily ; happy, fortunate; 
name of a wazir of Bahramgur, 

jfclj& roz-paikar, TJpright, honest, sin-
cere; enlightened. 

))j roz-kfyusp, Lazy, idle, inatten-
tive ;—roz-khuspi shab-khez, A pretended 
devotee; a night-robber. 

jyj roz-khun, An unexpected assault 
by robbers in the day-time. (See yjcfcfA). 

jj) roz-dar, A day-labourer; a servant, 
a slave. 

J )}) roz-dida, Having seen days, aged. 
^jJjy rozrdna, A market-town ; an exile. 
Cjjjj roz-rukh, Clearness, freshness, ruddi-

ness of face ; esteem, honour. 
jy roz-roz, From day to day, daily. 

rozistar, Artificers, mechanics, and 
agriculturists of every kind. 

yU-tjjy rozistdn, A place where the day is 
passed (opp. to q.v.). 

)i) roz-kur, Purblind, not seeing by 
day. 

^Jfo rozake, One little day, i.e. a very 
short while. 

rozgdr, rozgdran, The world; 
fortune; time, season, an age; day; 
vanity ; wind, air; slaughter; service, em-
ploy, situation ; labour, toil; occasion; 
earning; —rozgdr bar-awardan (burdan, 
khwurdan), To pass one's time; to live; 
—rozgdri jawani, The time of youth;— 
rozgdri paigham-bar. The time of the 
apostle;—rozgar siyah kardan, To render 
unhappy;—rozgar guzaranldan, To pass 
one's time ;—rozgdr guzashtan, To subsist, 
live;—rozgdr ydftan, To find an opportu-
nity ; — mukhdlif rozgdr, Adverse wind ; 
— musa'id (muwdfiq) rozgdr, Favourable 
wind, 

J JWĴ J rozgdr-dida, One who has seen 
the world and its vicissitudes, experienced. 

O^zijfaj)) rozgdr-raftag an, Unfortunates. 
rozgdr-dfirin, The creator of 

the world. 
isfa])) rozgdri, Worldly; vain; aerial; 

one who earns;—rozgdre, Some time;— 
rozgare shumard, He has lived a long time. 

rozgdna, Pay, pension ; fore-part 
of the head. 

^^ ji) roz-guzar, A livelihood; what is 
sufficient for the day. 

voz-gard, (Turning the day) The 
sun. 

id^jS jy roz-gardak, The sunflower. 
At) roz-gun, Resembling the day, 

bright. 



roz-mdh, Tbe day of the month, 
date. 

})) roz-marra, Daily conversation, 
common discourse ; daily allowance; always, 
daily. 

Toz-mah, Date, day of the month. 
)}) r o z miydn, The third day, every 

other day. 
Ctyj rozan, rauzan, A window; an aper-

ture in the middle of the house for allowing 
the smoke to escape, a louvre-window ; (in 
fortification) a loophole, an embrasure;— 
rozan giriftan, To shut the window;—rozan 
gushddan, To open the window;—rozani 
gulkhan, The chimney of a stove. 

jy roz-ndmcha, roz-ndma, A 
book of the day, i.e. an ephemeris, calendar, 
almanack; a journal of daily transactions 
or expense; a daily account-book or journal; 
a daily list, account, or report; a news-
paper. 

^iA) rozndma-ji, ^ j ) ) rozndma-
nawls, A newspaper-writer, a reporter, 
journalist (m.c.) ; a book-keeper. 

er-^y rozndma-nawisi, Journalism 
(m.c.). 

yAjj^j ruzandan, To increase ; to ooze. 
T" J3) Tawzanak-sar (rauzanaki sar ?), 

The soft part of the head, 
<i£>jjy ruzang-sar, The hoopoo (doubt-

ful). 
rauzana, rozam, A window, or any 

hole in the wall for receiving light; (in 
fortification) a loophole. 

ruzana-sar, The hoopoo. 
s ) ')}) roz-w-sfta.fr, A day of twenty-four 

hours. 
roza, A day, a day's (journey, &c.) ; 

daily allowance ; fasting; a fast-day ; any-
thing additional over the hose sar-muza;— 
roza khwurdan, To avoid keeping fast;— 
roza ddshtan, To fast;—roza'i 'uzlat, A fast 
of twenty-four hours \—roza kushudan, To 
breakfast (especially in the month of 
Ramazjin, when it is not permitted till the 
evening) ;—roza'i maryam, Silence ; death. 

Hjjj roza-khwdr, One who breaks the 
fast. 

roza-khwdri, A breaking of the 
fast. 

fa roza-d&r, Who fasts or keeps Lent. 
&j«ij roza-ddri, A keeping of the fast. 

a\j Cjjy roza-rdh, A day's journey. 
U.£ Cj.j roza-kushd, Breakfasting. 
^U/Sjj,; roza kushai, Breakfast, 
^ j j j rozi, Daily food; monthly wages; 

provision; sustenance; fortune, lot, por-
tion ; goods, chattel's; activity; [rozi az 
zakhm paraganda khwurdan. To procure 
one's daily food with great trouble from 
everywhere ;—tang-rozi, Whose means of 
subsistence are scant (see uAtf) ;]—roze, 
One day; a certain day;—roze chand, Several 
days. 

rozi-afzdy, Name of the fourth 
month according to the sera of Yazdagird. 

^ j j y roziyana, Daily; daily allowance; 
a journal, pension, or pay-book; an ephe-
meris, 

jV* rozi-khwdr ( ^ f - khwdra), Enjoy-
ing his daily food; (pi.) row-khwdrdn, 
living creatures. 

(j-V.j;; rozidan, To sweat out; to increase. 
5J rozi-dih, yfa ^ j j j rozi-rasdn, Giver 

of daily bread (an epithet of God); pay-
master (of an army). 

is})) rozi kundd, God prosper (him)! 
rozimand, In want of daily food 

(opp. to q.v., namely one who has 
a daily allowance granted him by others). 

Aajjy rozina, Daily pay, a pension ; a daily 
allowance granted to Brahmans, fakeers, 
poor or infirm persons, to be enjoyed during 
their lifetime. 

fa iuyjy rozina-dar, One who receives a 
daily allowance. 

y-y ros, rus, Russia; a Russian ; a fox; 
an elk; walking pompously; outstripping, 
leaving behind. 

A ru'us (pi. of ra's), Heads. 
A A-JY ru'asd' (pi. of ra'is), Princes, 

nobles. 
y&s-U ^ ru sdkhtan, To blush, be 

ashamed, 
sjjSi! ros-augurda, Pox-grapes. 
is^yj ruspi, A courtesan; a cuckold. 
^ f a (j^jy ruspi-bdragi, Whoredom. 

ruspi-bara, A whoremonger. 
ru-saped, Illustrious, excellent; 

select; honest, righteous. 
iAj ruspi-zada, Son of a whore. 
U-jy rostd, rustd, rostdy, A market-

town, village, cantonment of Turkoman huts; 
a market-place ; any inhabited place, culti-
vated country with towns and villages; an 
inhabitant of such a place ; an assemblage, 
concourse of people ; a corn-field;—bl-rostdy 
'id, Mirth, festivity without noise or rus-
ticity. 

•y- rustd-hhez, Day of the resurrec-
tion. 

fa~>2) rostdr, rustdr, A villager. 
sAj L^-jj rosta-zada, rusta-zdda, Village-

born ; a peasant, a rustic. 
a rustdq, = q.v. 
^jLt-.jj rostd'i, rustd'i, A villager; a 

country life, rui-al life;—rostd'i-rd hamdm 
khwush amad, The rustic enjoyed the 
bath, a proverbial saying to express that a 
person sticks to an occupation or place, 

y^juoj^ rustakhez, The Day of Judgment. 
rustam, Rustam, the Persian 

Hercules. 
riisakhtaj, P. jy ro-sukhta, 

Antimony. 
jj ru-safed, = jy qA. 

^juAM, jy ru-safedi, Honourable conduct; 
honour. 



U-JY ( 595 
u-j) rosl, A little ; a cup of wine; name 

of a hero ; Russian ; a Russian; a kind of 
stuff. 

ru-siydh, Black (in face, mind, or 
name) *, criminal; unfortunate, mean, ab-
ject ; an Ethiopian, a black Arabian. 

ts^W- •)) ru-siydhl, Blackness of face ; 
disgrace; sin, criminality. 

& raush (v.n.), Eating much; also 
little. 

rawish (in poetry sometimes rosh), 
Motion, going, coming; walking, out-
stripping, passing by ; way, mode, manner; 
order, proceeding, custom, institution, rite, 
law, rule, regulation; avenue, walk, path, 
way, passage; [rawishi ahmad ddshtan, To 
keep the precepts of Muhammad, or the 
laudable way]—rosh, Wicked, bad-tempered, 
inhuman ; (for roshan) bright, splendid ;— 
rush (for ruy-ash), His face (m.c., see y). 

roshan. Light, clear, luminous. 
roshdna, A proper name, Roxana. 

u ^ u^y rawish-bakhsh, " Motion-giver." 
t ^ j j raushan (for rauzan), A window;— 

roshan (for roshan) Light, splendid, lumi-
nous, bright, serene, resplendent; clear, evi-
dent, manifest, conspicuous; illustrious, 
celebrated; neither thick nor thin, moderate; 
bad-tempered, harsh;- roshan kardan, To 
clear; to know by heart (a lesson) ; to ex-
plain (a word or speech) ; — gulu roshan 
kardan, To clear the throat. 

^Ajj roshand, Light, splendour; a marea-
site or fire-stone ; Roxana ; — roshand'i 
(rushand'i) alaktrislya, Electric light (m.c.). 

^LA. )) ru-shinds, Conspicuous, celebrated, 
honourable, respectable; an acquaintance, 
one whose face is known, a cap-acquain-
tance ;—ru-shinasdn, Chiefs (of a kingdom 
or city) ; stars ; friends, acquaintances. 

^Ua . ^ ru-shindsl, Acquaintance. 
O ^ y roshan an, pi. of c^y q.v.;—rosha-

nani falak, The stars. 
^IAAJJ roshand'l, Luminous, affording 

light; light; the marcasite or fire-stone ; 
splendour ; ink; an eye-salve. 

f* roshan-basar, c^jy roshan-bln, 
Clear-sighted. 

roshan-tdb, Bright, resplendent; 
the sun. 

t^j^'i) roshan-chirdgh. A note in music. 
ytaAy raushanddn, A window-frame ;— 

roshanddn, A skylight; a lamp. 
J j tf^y roshan-dil, Of an enlightened 

mind. 
^ j y roshan-damdgh, Snuff. 

a ^ ^ i j roshan-rdy, Of a serene mind 
(name of a sister of Aurangzeb). 

OSJ roshan-rawdn, and— 
a j*+>t> y^y roshan-zamir, Of an enlightened 

mind or genius; a clear head, a bright 
mind. 

a roshan-sawdd, Skilled in read-
ing written matter or manuscripts. 

) & 
a roshan-qiyds, Sagacious, 

acute. 
wsVuuy roshank, Name of the wife of 

Alexander ; a certain drug; a torch-bearer. 
ft&y) roshangar, A polisher, furbisher. 

roshan-guhar, Of a bright dispo-
sition. 

a f t t^y roshan-nazar, — ^ q>T* 
roshan-nihdd, Of a bright dispo-

sition. 
roshani, L igh t ; law ; a trace j 

bright steel; (construed with the verbs 
uftddan, afgandan, burdan, dadan, raftan, 
shustan, karda/n, mdndan, &c.) ;—roshani'i 
subh, Light of morn. 

S^A&JJ roshanl-gdh, A lightsome place. 
roshidan, an obsolete verb of which 

only the imp. rosh, Light up, brighten, and 
the part, roshan, Shining, clear, luminous, 
seem to be in use. 

A rauz, A quantity of water, half a 
leathern bottle full ; (pi. of rauzat) Kitchen 
or flower gardens ; meadows, meads, lawns. 

A rauzat (pi. of the following), 
Gardens; meads. 

A rauzat, A kitchen or flower gardeu; 
a meadow, lawn; (met.) Paradise; a tomb ; 
a funeral prayer ;—rauza'i bdghi rafll, The 
garden of Paradise;—rauza'i tarklb, The 
human form;—rauza'i jannat, The terres-
trial p a r a g e ;—rauza'i khub. Heaven ;— 
rauza'i dozakh-bdr, A bright, flaming sword ; 
— rauza'i rizwdn, The garden of Paradise; 
—rauza'i taiyiba, Muhammad's tomb in 
Madinah ;—rauza'i firoza-rang, The sky ; 
—rauza'i mdhi muharram, A funeral speech 
in the Muharram celebration. 

rauza-khwdn, A eulogist of, or 
one who prays over, the dead. 

rauza-rang, Of a green colour. 
A raut (v.n.), Pleeing unto the hills 

(a wild beast) ; (for P. rud) a river. 
A rau' (v.n.), Fearing; terror; terri-

fying ; astonishing;—ru1, The heart (as 
seat of fear) ; understanding, intellect. 

A rau1 at (v.n. of Dread, terror, 
fear. 

A ti) raughy aft}) rawaghdn (v.n.), Lying 
in wait for a fox (a man) ; stealing away 
(as a fox) ; inclining to ; turning towards; 
seeking a pretext. 

rugh, An eructation, a belch. 
^^ raughan, Oil; but ter ; clarified but-

ter, ghee; fat, grease ;—ra.ugh.an az khdk 
(reg, sang, kadu'i khushk) kashldan, raughan 
az reg giriftan, To pretend to produce a thing 
from whence it cannot be got;—raughan 
ba-khwud zadan, To prepare for work 
(taken from the practice of wrestlers);— 
raughan ba-rang rekhtan, To talk idly;— 
raughan ba-reg rekhtan, To entrust a work 
to an indolent or incapable person;—rau-
ghani balasdn, Balsam ; — raughani bid-
anjlr, Castor oil;—raughani talkh, Common 



oil, expressed from rape or mustard seed; 
— raughani khdlis, Pure butter; — rau-
ghani khwud, One's religious opinions;— 
raughani khwush. Sesame-oil; — raughan 
dadan (zadan), To anoint with oil, &c.; to 
pour out oil; —raughani dagh, Melted 
butter; — raughani zard, Butter; — rau-
ghani zait, Olive oil; — raughani sada, 
Melted butter;—raughani sabz, Oil of roses, 
or other odoriferous plants;—raughani 
sutur, Animal grease ;—raughani siydh, 
Oil;—raughani qaz, Hemp-oil ;—raughani 
kadu, (met.) Wine;—raughani kadu, (qdz) 
malidan, To soft-soap one with flattery ;— 
raughani kamdn, Oil for making the bow 
flexible ; varnish (m.c.) ;—raughani kunjad, 
Oil of sesame (a kind of grain);—raughani 
gdv, Ghee;—raughani guldb, Oil of roses ; 
ambergris;—raughani gosht, Fat of meat;— 
raughani misri, Oil of balsam ;—raughani 
maghz, (Brain-oil) Intellect, judgment;— 
raughani wezka, Clarified butter, 

u - ^ j y roghnds, Madder. 
J^y ifaj) raughan-josh, A fritter, any-

thing fried in oil or butter. 
fa raughan-ddr, (Meat) dressed 

with oil; fed with oil (as a lamp). 
fc^^JU raughanddn. An oil-bottle; an 

unguent-box. 
^J raughan-rafta, (Whose oil is 

spent) One whose years and prosperity are 
ended. 

O^j y^jy raughan-zaban, Oily-tongued. 
^Wj y-fcjj raughan-zabam, Cajolery. 
L r a u g h a n - f a r o s h , A vender of 

oil: a seller of butler. 
6.A y i ^ raughan-kada, An oil-mill. 
fa^j) raughangar, A butter-maker or 

seller; an oil-presser. 
raughangari, Oil-making. 

tj^i) raughani, A kind of sweetmeat 
dressed with butter; anything fried in 
butter; greasy, oily; an oil-presser; a 
seller of butter. 

(̂ e-̂ jy raughanin, Fried in butter. 
raughanina. Bread baked with 

butter. 
A rauf (v.n.), Resting;—ra'uf, Mer-

ciful, benign; God. 
ruf, (in Samarkand) Seed of flea-

wort. 
er^jy rufis, Name of a Greek sage (Or-

pheus?). 
rufdnidan, To clean the teeth, 

i ^ i ) riiftan, To sweep, to wipe, to rub. 
fcVJU ru-farakh, Of an open countenance; 

bright, resplendent. 
A raug (v.n.), Being clear, bright 

(wine) ; giving pleasure, striking with 
admiration; sincere friendship; the flower 
of youth; the first or best part of any-
thing ; design, purpose ; a veil, a curtain; 
a portico ; a hunter's lurking-place ; the 
horn of an ox or sheep; a body, a carcase; 

substitute, equivalent;—riiq (pi. of rauq), 
Porticoes ;—rawaq, The projection of the 
front upper beyond the under teeth. 

fa)) riikdz, A public exhibition of a thief 
or other criminal in the streets and market-
places. 

raitkash, The world; time, age ;— 
rukash, Anything whose exterior and inte-
rior differ. 

^ ) ) ru-gah, The upper or best side of a 
garment; the frontispiece or the preface of 
a book ; the hem of a garment; a leader. 

)) ru-garddn, Face-averted, dis-
obedient ; one who renounces (m.c.); a 
garment or stuff which can be worn either 
side. 

}) ru-gardani, Desertion. 
yXJtjj? j) ru - gardd nidan, To desert. 
f)) raum, The bdellium-tree ;—rom (S. 

rdma), Soft hair on all parts of the body, 
body-pile ;—rum (for ruyi man), My face 
(m.c., see under jy). 

A ?)) raum (v.n.), Seeking, anxiously 
desiring; moving clandestinely ; — raum, 
rum, The lobe of the ear;—rum, Name of 
the son of 'Is, son of Ishaq; also of the 
people who descend from him; Greece; 
Rome, the Roman Empire; Roumelia; 
Turkey \—bil(idi rum, The cities, kingdoms, 
or empire of Greece, or of Europe in 
general. 

JU jy ru-mdl, (Wiping the face) A 
handkerchief, towel, napkin, sudary;—r«-
mdli siydh, A black veil to cover the eyes. 

J^jy rumdli, A kind of pigeon ; a mode 
of exercising the arms, by turning the 
mugdars (clubs used as dumb-bells) over 
the head; a sodomite; a handkerchief 
worn about the head. 

A (fa*)) rum an, Name of a city in Tabari-
stan ; also of a quarter in Ray; also of a 
village near Aleppo; name of an angel 
keeping guard over graves. 

a ij^a rumdni, Of a ruby-colour. 
rumd'i, Roman. 

romnd, (in Zand) A pomegranate. 
a jSU fjy rum-saldr, The commander of 

the Greeks. 
roma, Hair about the pubes, or 

body; Rome (m.c.). 
rumi, Roman, Greek, Turkish; a 

kind of garment; red colour ;—rumi it 
zangi, Greek and Ethiopian, (met.) night 
and day. 

a rumi, Greek; the sail of an empty 
ship. 

(fa?*)) rumiyan (pi. of nimi), Romans; 
Greeks. 

rumiydna, Grecian, Greek fashion. 
O^p rumi-bachagdn, Tears. 
A runiiyat, rumiya, The city of 

Rome. 
rumi-Moy, Fickle, like a Greek. 

^ J Oj o ^ J fumi zani ra'na, The sun. 



^ j j ) rumind, Polished, cleaned, bright-
ened. 

rmiiya, Name of a city which Nu-
shlrwan is said to have built on the shores 
of the Greek Sea, on the model of Antio-
chia, a year's journey distant from Constan-
tinople; Borne; Rouznania (m.c.). (See 
A. 

A raun, Adversity, rigour, severity. 
0})) run, Cause reason; [runi an, On this 

account; for this reason ;]—rawan, Trial, 
proof;—ron, Name of an Indian town; 
the river Rb6ne (m.c. from Fr.). 

ronde, Madder, a red-dyeing 
root. 

G*)) rawanj, riwanj, Sheep's chitterlings 
stuffed with meat and rice, 

yrj j rawanjo, A wood-worm. 
A A*̂  riwand, Rhubarb. 

rawandagdn (pi. of rawanda), Tra-
vellers, &c.; — rawandagdni 'dlam, The 
planets. 

c ^ j y rawandagi, Rapidity of motion. 
My runda, Fluid, liquid ; thin, soft; 

grain fried, and ground with a hand-mill; 
—rawanda, A goer, traveller, passenger; a 
runner, messenger; prepared to go; a 
custom-house permit;—dyanda u rawanda, 
The comer and goer, travellers. 

a c r i w a n d l , A seller of rhubarb. 
A raunaq, Beauty, elegance, grace, 

splendour, brightness, ornament (construed 
with the verbs burdan, dadan, ddshtan, 
shikastan, giriftan) ; — raunaqi saif, The 
glittering surface of a sword. 

a ( j f y raunaq-angez, Splendour-dis-
playing. 

a, Ud̂ , raunaq-bakhshd, Dispenser of 
Bplendour, &c. 

a raunaq-gari, Beauty, splen-
dour, brightness. 

ru-namd, Showing the face, appear-
ing ; a present made to a bride when she 
unveils herself (in this meaning also 
iru-nariuii). 

iJi) ronl, Native of Ron in India (sur-
name of the poet Abu '1-faraj). 

u-Wj; roniyds, Madder. 
)) ru-waz (for ru-baz), Unveiled (m.c.), 

open in front; open (a carriage). 
.2>\) i) wd-ru, Face to face (see j f ) . 
A U-JJY ru'us (pi. of rds), Heads, chiefs, 

&c. 
A UJYY ra'uf, = OJY ra'uf, q.v. 
&)) ruh, Good behaviour, purity, sanc-

tity. 
(jW ĵ) riihbdn, A monk, ascetic, devotee 

(lit. an observer of good behaviour, &c.). 
rohan, ^JJ rohina, The finest In-

dian steel, of which the most excellent 
swords are made; also the swords made of 
that steel. 

SAiAjy ruhanda, A flourishing, thriving 
crop. 

o-^j rohini, rohina, rohlniyd, 
= q.v. 

ujy rawl, A journey, progress;—ruy, 
The face, air, mien, aspect, countenance; 
the cheek ; surface, appearance, semblance ; 
edge (of a sword); hypocrisy; doubt; 
hope ; investigation, or incitement to make 
inquiry ; path, way ; cause, reason; [ruy 
az dhan (sang) darad, He is brazen-faced, 
he has lost all shame ;—ruyi dn na-ddsht, 
He had not the face for that, he durst not 
do it;—ruy dwardan, To turn the face to-
wards ; to make for ;—ruyi dhinl (dhinin), 
A helmet covering the face;—ruy bdz-guna 
ddshtan, To stray from the right road, to 
deviate;—ruy ba-jang dwardan, To wage 
war;—ruy bar khdk guzdshtan (malldan), To 
show utter weakness and depression ;—ruy 
burdan, To turn oneself, to look behind ;— 
ruy bar zamin anddkhtan (malldan), To 
treat with contempt;—ruyi baqd, Solid, 
steady; health, soundness; the path of 
blessedness ; — ruy ba-ham kashldan, To 
frown ;—ruyi pay, The face of the foot, 
i.e. the upper part; the lower part or 
hollow of the hand ;—ruy tabidan, To frown; 
—ruyi tukhm nishistan, To brood (hen) ;— 
nlyi taraddud, Irresolution;—ruyi tarkash, 
A ready answer or speech ;—ruyi tdza dash-
tan, To be considered, esteemed ;—ruy tdf-
tan (turush kardan, tal]ch kardan), To 
frown at, to be vexed with ;—ruyi ta'aruf, 
The power of discovering hidden things;— 
ruyi tang, Ashamed face;—ruyi tang dash-
tan, (met.) To undertake anything diffi-
cult ; — ruyi jang na-dldan, To wage war 
under a disadvantage;—ruyi Jehdnddn, A 
most illustrious house ;—ruy dadan, To 
appear, happen, occur;—ruy ddshtan, To 
be ashamed; to be perplexed ; to dare ; to 
support, to sustain; to regard, esteem; 
to tend towards;—ruy dar dlwar awardan, 
To hide oneself, to abscond; — ruy dar 
nuqsdn guzdshtan, To be diminished ;—ruy 
dar ham kashidan, To frown ;—ruyi dast, 
A certain manoeuvre in wrestling; the 
back of the hand; cunning, stratagem; a 
box on the ear;—ruyi dil didan, To receive 
kindness, favour, or consideration ;—ruyi 
dil kushadan, To open the heart;—ruyi dil 
namudan, To be generous, liberal; to con-
sole ; to favour;—ruy didan, To favour, 
be partial to;—ruy raftan, To go towards, 
to enter (m.c.) ;—ruyi zamin, Surface of the 
ground;—ruy fird-ham dwardan (kardan), 
To succeed, to come off well;—ruy farmu-
dan, To put to shame;—ruyi fuldn saped 
(safed), May his face be bright, may he be 
fortunate (a proverbial formula of ap-
proval, &c. opp. to :)—ruyi fuldn siydh, A 
curse upon him !—ruyi fuldn kdr nist, I t is 
of no use, it is not convenient;—ruyi kdr, 
The front ; the outer and better side of a 
stuff (opp. to pushti kdr, The back side) ; 



near;—<ruy kardan, To turn the face or 
attention;—ruyi kamdn, The face of a bow, 
that part farthest from the archer when he 
shoots;—ruy gardanidan, To turn from 
with aversion ; to frown at;—ruy giriftan, 
To frown; to cover one's face in shame; 
to occupy; to grant one's request; to pro-
tect ; to silence;—ruyi gul-gun, A rosy 
complexion;—ruy mdndan, To turn to-
wards ;—ruyi ndzik, Ashamed ;—ruyi nasli 
adam, The noblest of men ; prophets ; rest, 
repose ;—ruy namudan, To happen, come to 
pass; to occur to the mind; to show the 
road;—ruy nihddan, To turn towards, to 
make for;—ruyi ham rafta, Taken all toge-
ther (m.c.) ;—az ruy, On account of, accord-
ing to, by way of;—az ruyi hisdb, According 
to computation;—az ruyi zahir, As it is 
evident;—az hich ruy, On no account, by no 
means ;—az chi ruy, On what account ?— 
ba-ruyi yakdlgar birun dmadan,To come forth 
against one another (in battle) ;—bar ruyi 
Mr dmadan, To become manifest or public ; 
—dar ruyi dftdb, Exposed or opposite to 
the sun —zi ruy, = az ruy above;—zi ruyi 
adab, As it behoves, decorously ;]—ray, 
Brass;—royi sufr, Name of a mixed metal. 

a rawl, The last letter of a distich, 
in which all the verses in the same poem 
terminate; a cloud pouring forth rain in 
large drops; a full draught. 

royd, Growing; anything which grows. 
A ru'ya', ruy a, A vision, dream;— 

ruyd didan, To dream. 
i£ifa)) ruy-d-ruy, Face to face. 

ruy-andud, With painted face. 
jV4** ^gjy ruy-ba-diw&r, Perplexed; as-

tounded. 
©Ati^jy roydnldan, To cause to grow; to 

produce, bring forth ; to excite, stimulate. 
AA* ruy-band, A lady's veil. 
OJJU. ^ ruy-khdk, With a dust-covered 

face. 
J^yi fjy) ruy-posh, A lady's veil; gilded, 

plated; any thing whose inside and outside 
differ. 

A h)) ni yat (v.n. of LS%)> Seeing; know-
lege, opinion ; sight, vision ; — rawiyat, 
Careful consideration of anything. 

A ruwaid-an, ruwaidd, Slowly, by 
degrees ; gently! softly ! 

AJ ruy-dad, Occurrence, accident; a 
statement of facts. 

oA) ruy-dari, Regard, countenance. 
Jfy^j0 ruy-dar-diwdr, Absentment; 

departure, 
ruy-dast, A trick in wrestling. 

J j i_5A> ruy-dil, Affable, smiling. 
rawidan, To go, travel, walk. 

rawiz, Opinion;—rawizi ghdlib, The 
prevailing opinion. 

Jjy ^ ruy-sard, Pale-faced, ashamed, 
tŝ as-- is)) ruy-sukht, A liniment for ting-

ing the hair and eye-brows black. 

roy-sukhta, Antimony (see 

u^A) ruyash, His, her, or its face (see 
rush). 

AS&.VA ^jy ruy-shinakhta, ^ ruy-
shinds, Conspicuous, respectable. 

yUUa, ruy-shinasan, Acquaintances. 
AiAj^ rawishand, (in Zand and Pazand), 

A shield; the head. 
ij)) ruy-shuya, A wash or cosmetic 

lotion for the face. 
roygar, A coppersmith, brazier. 

^^tSJU ruy-gardan, — ^ q.v. 
roygari, The craft of a brazier;— 

roygari kardan To exercise this craft. 
JWy ruy-mdl, Wiping the face ; a hand-

kerchief, napkin, sudary. 
jWjy roy-ndz, <_j*Wjy roy-nds, Madder. 
O*)) royan, Madder;—royin, Brazen. 
Ui ĝjy ruy-namd, — Wy q.v. 
ftj-ujj royanda, Growing; what grows. 

royang, Madder. 
roy-nih, royina, A tinman, tinker; 

one who tins brass pots; anything made 
of or overlaid with brass; a red dye;— 
riiy-nih, A veil for the face. 

ruywdna, A veil, a curtain. 
Aijy rawiya (from raftan), Custom, 

fashion, institution, law, rule ; behaviour; 
—ruya,Facing, towards; [du-ruyd, Double-
faced ; double-edged ;—yak-ruya, Single-
faced ;]—roya, Brass, tin. 

^S-ujjj ro'idagi, Vegetation, growth. 
ro'idan, To grow, increase. 

ro'idan-gdh, A place of growth. 
^ju^jy ro'idani, Whatever grows; vege-

tables. 
JSJU?̂  ro'ida, Grown up, produced. 
(J-JJJ ru'U, Name of the son of Jacob from 

Joseph's mother. 
royin, Brazen ; bell-metal; red, of 

a red tincture, paint used for the face; 
name of Faridun ; of a champion of Iran; 
of a son of Afriisyab ; of the son of Piran 
Wisa ; also of a country;—ndlaH royini 
khusruwdni, The blast of the imperial 
trumpets. 

i^Lyy royin-tan, (Brazen-body) Name 
of Isfandyar; displaced, dismissed; the 
stomach. 

ls^ i^i) royin-tani, Dismissal, abdica-
tion. 

y-^jj royin-chang, Brazen-clawed. 
royin-khum, A brazen drum. 

royin-dizh, A brazen drum; name 
of a fortress. 

fa* royin-saz, A coppersmith, 
(^rfjy royin-sum, Brazen-hoofed. 

A^jj royina, Brazen; a brazier. 
royina-tan, (Brazen body) Name 

of Isfandyar; the stomach. 
1*4- royina-khum, A brazen drum. 

AA-Ĵ  royina-sum, A brazen hoof; 
brazen-hoofed. 



^JJ royina-mdl, A noise with the 
mouth; a fart. 

i f t royina-nay, A brazen trumpet, 
rah, A road ; law, rule, custom ; time, 

turn; a whole, total; melody ; intellect, 
genius; (imper. of rastan) escape thou; 
[rah uftddan, To attack, rob, plunder; to 
befal; to set out (m.c.);—rah burdan, To 
find the road;—rahi jdma-dardn, Name of 
one of the notes of the lute (perhaps very 
thrilling or doleful);—rahi hawdn raftan, 
To go the way of, or to choose poverty;— 
siyum rah, For the third time ;]—ruh, A 
religious life, sanctity. 

rahd, Liberation, escape; liberated ;— 
rahd dadan, To release, to dismiss ;—rahd 
kardan, To set free, discharge, dismiss, quit, 
leave, discard, abandon ; to concede, com-
mit;—rahd yaftan, To escape, to be pre-
served. 

A rahd', Wide (plain) ;—rihd,' Con-
duits, aqueducts;—ruhti', rahd', Name of 
Edessa. 

J^j rahdd, A water-course ; a traveller ; 
a note in music, 

yolfcj rahddan, To set free. 
A kVtoj rihdt, Household furniture. 
A ft\J>j rah dm, Lean flocks; — rihdm, 

Gentle and continuous rains ;—ruhdm, A 
bird not given to hunting, timid; a large 
number. 

(•Vfc) ruhdm, Name of a son of Gudarz, 
one of the twelve champions. 

A rihan (v.n. 3 of Betting at a 
horse-race; (pi. of rahn) pawns, pledges; 
—aiydmu 'r-rihdn, The days on which the 
Arabs instituted horse-races. 

6j rah-anjam, A complete travelling-
apparatus; a horse; a courier, messenger; 
—rah-anjtimi ruhdm, The animal whereon 
Muhammad is said to have ridden to heaven 
on the night of mi'rdj; a quiet, tranquil 
soul. 

(jjjtflfcj rahdndan, rahamdan, To 
set at liberty, let out of the hand (a horse 
or bird); to snatch away. 

jJbj rahdv (for rah-db), A traveller by 
water ; an aqueduct, a canal; (for rahdwl), 
A note in music. 

$ 5j rah-dwar, A traveller; also rah-
award, An elegant present (brought on re-
turning from a journey) ; direction. 

a ^ f t ) rahawi, ruhd.wl, Of the city of 
ruhd' (Edessa) ; name of a note in music. 

(JAA^A) rahdyish, Freedom, escape, libera-
tion. 

rahd't, Dismission, liberation, de-
liverance ; divorce; acquittal, discharge; 
freedom, release, escape, relief; — rahd'l 
dadan, To give liberty or escape, to release; 
—rahd'i yaftan, To obtain deliverance, to 
escape. 

yi^ ^Jibj rahai-bakksh, Giver of li-
berty. 

W rahd'i'jd, A place of escape o r 

deliverance, a refuge. 
A rahb, The sharp point of a spear or 

arrow; a lean she-camel;—ruhb (v.n,), 
Fearing ; fear, terror;—rahab, A sleeve. 

CjWfc; rahbdn, One who guards the way;— 
ruhban, Pious (said to be derived from ruh, 
Sanctity, and ban, Keeper, but probably 
identical with the following, 

A ruhbdn, A monk ; (pi. of rdhib) 
Monks, Christian priests. 

yU-fc, ruhbdn-khdna, A monastery. 
A rahbdniyat, ruhbdniyat, A monas-

tic life, monkery, monkish practices, such 
as self-castration, wearing of chains round 
the neck, or putting on of sackcloth;—la 
rahbdmyata f i 'l-isldm, There is no monas-
ticism in Islam (a celebrated saying of 
Muhammad's/. 

A rahbat (v.n. of S-^j), Fearing; 
fear, terror; monachism. 

rah'bar, A way-guide, escort; de-
monstration, proof i—lashkari zafar-rahbar, 
A victorious army, an army guided to 
victory. 

rah-bari, Guidance, direction, lead-
ing; argumentative;—rahbarl kardan, To 
guide. 

U-o ij rah-paimd, Who measures the road, 
a traveller. 

A4>y ij rah-tosha, Road-provision. 
A rahj, rahaj, Dust; tumult ; rainless 

clouds. 
JUAJ rah-ddr, Toll-collector; highway, 

man. 
rah-rav, A traveller; follower; sec-

tary. 
CjbyjSj rah-rawdn (pi. of rah-rav), Travel-

lers ;—rah-rawdni azal, Religious students; 
rah-rawdni rdhi dk_hirat, Travellers in the 
right road to heaven ;—rah-rawdni sahar, 
Those who watch and pray during the 
night;—rah-rawdni tariqat, Followers of 
any order; the four elements;—rah-rawdni 
gardun, The planets. 

csjy b rah-rawi, Gait, march, pace, walk. 
A ytj rahz, o^j rahazdn (v.n. of j*>j), 

Moving oneself, wriggling; motion, agita-
tion. 

<yya>j rah-zan, A highway-robber. 
^J-yb) rah-zani, Highway-robbery;—rah-

zani kardan, To rob on the highway. 
A {J~Jb} rahs (v.n.), trampling, treading 

violently under foot. 
sis* s; rah-shah, A main road, royal road. 
A&Jbj rahsha, Sesame-flour mixed up with 

honey and milk. 
(j-AJfcj rahshi, Sesame-meal. 
A (JAFC; rahs (v.n.), Pressing, squeezing; 

being worn out (hoof); dunning continu-
ally ; hastening;—rihs, The lowest row of 
stones in a wall; a root; a foundation; 
mud or clay for building a wall. 

A Wj raht A number of men (without 



women) below ten or from three to ten; a 
kind of petticoat of leather reaching to the 
knees and slashed at the sides for conve-
niency of walking, which is worn by girls 
and menstruous women. 

A. t-IFC) rahf (v.n.), Whetting (a sword) ; 
—rahaf (v.n.), Being thin. 

A rahag (v.n.), Approaching, follow-
ing, entering, being near; settling of the 
dust upon anything; indulging in lawless 
and wicked deeds; iniquity, oppression ; 
folly, ignorance. 

t^t&i 8; rah-kushdy, Opening a road. 
rah-guzdr, A pass, passage, road, 

the meeting of two or more roads; a tra-
veller ; a guard, patrole, watch. 

rah-guzar, A traveller; an accident, 
event. 

rah-guzari, A pass, a passage; a 
meeting of two or more roads. 

rah-gmhay, Name of the 17th day 
of the month according to the sera of Yaz-
dagird. 

^ rah-goy, rah-guy, A singer, musi-
cian. 

f j f i * rah-gir, A traveller. 
A JJ&) rahal, Shaking, being loose and 

flabby (flesh); swelling, being inflated 
(without disease). 

A rahn, Pledging, giving in pawn, 
depositing ; a plege, a pawn. 

a r A ^ ; rahndmaj, P. rah-ndma, A ma-
riner s chart; a road-book. 

tf+M rah-nishln, A wayside beggar; a 
houseless traveller; a postman, courier; a 
highway-robber; a toll-collector. 

rah-namd, A guide, pilot, escort;— 
rah-namdyi lashkar, An army-guide;—bi 
rah-namd, Without a guide. (See 
yW p. 220, for which read yj** Sj ^ 
bi-rah-na/mun.) 

^UJJSJ rah-namdy, A road-guide. 
^JUjjby rah-namd'i, Conduct, guidance, 
y^j js j rah-namim, A guide, pilot, escort. 
^y+jjbj rah-namimi, Guidance, escort, 
j^y ij rah-naward, A fleet horse; swift of 

foot (man or beast) ; any person or thing 
which rolls along the road ; a traveller; a 
beggar. 

A y&j rahw (v.n.), Going softly ; with the 
feet wide apa r t ; settled, quiet, calm ; high 
ground; low ground in which water col-
lects ; a street; a woman with wide parts ; 
a crane (bird). 

yfcj ruku, Custom, rite, law, institute; 
trace, mark, vestige; some dark appearance 
in the distance;—ruhu, rahu, Name of a 
mountain in Ceylon, upon which Adam is 
said to have alighted when turned out of 
Paradise. 

^yfcj rahwdr, A swift, ambling horse; a 
traveller;—samandi rahwdr, A swift horse. 

^rahwari, The easy pace of a 
horse. 

A rdhwat, High ground; low ground 
where water collects; a gutter, kennel, 
water-course. 

j f y rahwar, A traveller; an easy-going 
nag (see JV^J). 

A yjfcj ruhun (v.n. of y&j), Being firm, 
fixed, lasting; (pi. of rahn) Pledges, 
pawns, 

rahi, A traveller; a slave; this per-
son (i.e. the person speaking or writing). 

v ^ j rah-ydb, One who discovers a way 
or a new mode of doing anything. 

rahidan, To escape, be liberated. 
rahida, Dismissed, set free, escaping. 

A rahm, Pledged, pawned, given as 
a hostage; a pledge; (met.) dependent, 
subject; dependence; connexion ; (pi, of 
rahn) pledges; — rahm dadan, To pawn;— 
•rahin giriftan, To take a pledge. 

A Au-fcj rahinat, Anything given in pledge. 
ray, The capital of Persian Irak; 

name of one of the' two founders of that, 
city. (SeejV>.) 

(j,) ray, (in the language of the Franks) 
King (comp. Fr. roi). 

A raiy (v.n. of ^JJJ), Watering, sprin-
kling, drawing water, presenting it or drink-
ing to a friend ; satisfying thirs t ; being 
green and succulent (vegetation). 

A Atj riyd' (v.n. 3 of ^ t ; ) , Acting with 
dissimulation; hypocrisy, subterfuge, eva-
sion ; affectation. 

A v ^ j raiydb, Alarming, fearful, inaus-
picious. 

A tajVfj ri'dt (pi. of ri'at), The lungs. 
A t^) raydfy, Wine; afternoon, evening; 

—riydh (pi. of rih), Winds; odours; name 
of the father of a tribe ;—riydhi taiydri, 
Rheumatism, rheumatics ;—riydhi taiyari'i 
ahsha, Intestinal colics. 

A riydhin (pi. of rayhdn), Odorife-
rous herbs. , 

A A-tf) ri'dsat, riydsat (v.n. of 
Governing, ruling ; government, dominion, 
sway, command ;—riydsat kardan, To go-
vern, to rule, to reign. 

A yA^ riyd? (v.n. of \J>yf), Training or 
breaking in (a colt) ; (pi. of rauzat; in P. 
also used as sing.), Gardens, meadows;— 
rashki riyasi iram. The envy of the garden 
of Iram. 

A cyUUj riydzat (pi. of the following), 
Exercises, &c. 

A riydzat (v.n. of u^j), Breaking in 
(a colt); hardship riydzat kashidan, To 
suffer hardships;—ahli riydzat, Abstemious, 
austere. 

yi-A c^-iUj riydzat-kesh, Ascetical, sober, 
riydzat-ydfta, Trained, broke 

in;—riydzat-na-ydfta, Not broke in, un-
trained. 

a riyazati, One who exercises him-
self, an active and industrious person; a 
devotee, an ascetic. 



a ij^i) riydzi, fem. ^ ^ riyaziyat, riyd-
zlya, Disciplinary; mathematical; exact 
(sciences); — 'utumi (fununi) riydziya, Ma-
thematics, the exact sciences. 

(jr4^) riydzl-dan, A mathematician. 
A. riydfat, The art of discovering 

wells or water-sources. 
ft^tj riyd-kdr, A hypocrite. 
A ( f t ) raiydn, One whose thirst is 

quenched; fresh, full of juice; florid, 
flourishing. 

a ijk) riyd'i, A hypocrite, sophist. 
A S-TY raib (v.n.), Doubting, suspecting; 

doubt* suspicion, scandal; adverse fortune; 
danger;—raibu 'l-munun, Calamities, ad-
versities ;—bi raib u riyd, Without dissimu-
lation and hypocrisy; undisguised;—wa-
rasta'i raib u ishkcd, Indubitable, beyond 
the possibility of doubt. 

a ribaj, and— 
rebds, A sour herb, sorrel, rha-

pontic. 
A JW*) rCbdl, A lion. 
A ribat (v.n. of Offending, 

scandalizing ; doubt; suspicion; what pro-
duces suspicion. 

Ad) raibad, Name of a plain celebrated 
as the scene of the combat of the twelve 
champions (see duwdzda rukh under tj) . 

A rVat, The lungs;—zdtu 'r-ri'at, An 
inflammation of the lungs, peripneumony. 

u^tj rait, Life. 
gfUjt^ ritanaj, Resin. 
teiy rlta (S. rifha), The dyeing fruit of 

an Indian tree. 
giU^j rltiydnaj, A kind of sea-crab. 
A tWj rais (v.n.), Delaying, hesitating ; 

quantity, measure; name of the father of 
a tribe ;—raiyis, Slow, delaying, tardy. 

fty richdr, J ^ j richdl, richdla, A 
confection, electuary, preserved fruits; 
anything made from sheep's milk. 

a e*> (v.n.), Being windy (the day) ; 
wind; odour; victory, superiority, power ; 
pity, compassion; happiness, prosperity; 
anything pure ; a windy day ;—rihi janubi, 
The south wind ;—rihi taiyiba, Fragrance. 

A raihdn, The support of life; a 
Bon, offspring ; a blade (of corn, the stalk 
being called ' a s f ) ; sweet basil; any odori-
ferous herb;—raihani tatdri, Handsome, 
well-looking;—raihani dawud, Chickweed ; 
-—raihani zard, The sun's rays;—raihdni 
sale. Common sweet basil;—raihani kiihi, 
White basil. 

A raihdnai, A handful of basil, 
a ^ W j rihdni, A monumental kind of 

writing similar to Cufic ; a kind of emerald. 
A rihat, Wind. 
a tjr.) rihi, Windy, flatulent. 
A nii'kh (v.n.), Being loose, remiss, 

relaxed, fatigued; straddling; having a 
prolapsus ani; prolapsus ani. 

rikh, Thin excrement in a diarrhcea; 
—rikh zadan, To have liquid stools. 

ehw^j rekkbin, A dark-coloured acid pre-
paration of sheep's milk and flour; dry 
grass; the Euphrates (the last two mean-
ings doubtful), 

refchtagi, Effusion. 
f**-) rifchtim, A terrace (upon a roof) ; a 

dam or dyke. 
rekhtan (S. rich), To pour, infuse, 

diffuse ; to cast, melt; to scatter, disperse, 
break in pieces ; to flow; to fall, drop; to 
throw oneself down (m.c.); to lay out in 
pieces (as meat, m.c.) ;—rekhtani bahdr, 
Spring is coming to an end;—ba-sari (bar 
sari) kase rekhtan, To fall upon;—fira-
rekhtan, To pour out; to scatter. 

VjA ̂  ^ rekhtangahi db dar dar-
yd, An estuary, frith, mouth of a river. 

(̂ •wfc.) rekhtani, A scattering, dispersion; 
capable of being poured in or injected; 
anything thrown about on festive occasions 
(as money, flowers, &c.). 

AsAy rekhta, Poured; spilled; a mess 
made by spilling anything (m.c.); cast or 
founded; scattered; a syrup or medicinal 
preparation from sugar; an egg beat and 
fried; mortar, plaster; a stone-house; 
easily understood (as a verse or a mean-
ing) ;—az ham rekhta shudan, To be sepa-
rated (m.c.) ;—zubdni rekhta, A mixed lan-
guage, a gibberish; name given to the 
Hindustani language. 

jSiUij rekhtagar, A melter of brass or 
copper, one who makes any kind of fusil© 
works. 

^f&s&j rekhtagari, The art of casting 
metals, 

ft-) rehhar, The bezoar-stone, 
rikhin, Troubled with diarrhoea, 

loose. 
rikhiz, A plough-tail; a plough-share. 

«js5Jstj raidak, ridak, A servant boy; a 
beardless youth ; name of a man, 

ridakdn (pi. of the preceding),Lads. 
ridan, To ease nature, to stool; to 

be stupefied. 
•SAtj rida, Excrements, 
yjrididan, To be dispersed, to dis-

appear, to vanish (unsupported by ex-
amples). 

y>) rez, An egg beat together ; bruised 
small, minute; a little boy ; a cheesecake 
made with yolks of eggs and saffron; any-
thing fusile or friable; a small thing, 
crumbled or reduced to powder; affluence, 
wealth; a cup, goblet, bowl; will, desire, 
concupiscence; a drop left at the bottom 
of a cup ; mercy; (in comp. from rekMan, 
or rezidan) pouring, scattering, as jawdhir-
rez, Scattering jewels. 

Vjij rezd, — q.v. 
^ j i j rezdb, Dirty water that runs off 

from baths, wash-houses, &c. 



rezdn, Scattering, pouring; rain-
ing (cloud or sky) ; melting, casting; 
poured, fusile; conveniences, affluence; 
desire, wish;—rezan shudan, To be pour-
ing ; to be poured;—bddi khizdn u sarsari 
rezan, The autumnal wind, boisterous, and 
scattering (the leaves of the trees). 

O^Vj rexandan, rezdmdan, To 
pour. 

y<X )ij rez-bez, Some means, a small com-
petence. 

ji) jtj rez-rez, Bit by bit ; drop by drop; 
overwhelming ;—rez-rez (riz-rlz) Tear dan, To 
crumble; to tear in pieces (m.c.). 

rezish, Fusion, pouring; a flowing 
in Bmall quantities, a scattering; a running 
at the nose. 

rizfin, The jujube; a wooden shovel. 
^ t j rezagi, A scrap, bit; small coin (as 

two-anna, four-anna, or eight-anna pieces). 
ytf ji) rez-ma-rez (imp. and prohib. of 

refchtan), A lean, lank fellow ; a small kind 
of cucumber. 

M)*; rizan, Who breaks wind. 
*>\iy>j rezndk, Friable, crumbled, small. 
(tfajij rezndn, rezandn, Bar of a door. 
J j f j J^ rezandagi, A copious effusion. 

rez-u-bez, Trifles; chips, scraps, 
rubbish (see 

rezwar, Founded, ground, reduced to 
powder. 

tjij reza, Broken small; very minute 
(animal, vegetable, or mineral); a crumb ; 
an egg beaten up and fried; a scrap, piece, 
bit, orts; small coin; a prop (m.c.) ; a 
kind of cock; children emp!oyed in mason-
work, and who receive one-half, or a third, 
of a man's pay; the young of any animal 
(as pil-reza, A young elephant);—reza'i 
simin, The stars;—reza shudan, To be bro-
ken or pounded small;—reza'i tu'ma, A 
scrap of food ;—reza'i qalam, The shavings 
of a pen;—reza kardan, To break in pieces ; 
—reza'i miqrdz, A little fragment falling 
off in cutting with scissors;—reza'i nan, A 
bread-crumb. 

a U. 6yi) reza-khat, Fine-striped, thin-
lined. 

6)4> reza-khwdni, A fine speech; 
accomplished singing. 

j j i ijtj reza-]ckpur, An eater of fragments 
or orts; a gleaner. 

6X> Teza-sard'l, — ty>) q.v. 
fa Sjtj reza-rez, fyj &ji) reza-reza, Scraps, 

pieces; in bits. 
tt^ Syij Zy>j reza-reza karda, Broken in 

Bmall pieces. 
fa s^j reza-kdr, Neat, nice; shrewd, 

clever, 
reza-kdri, Neatness, gracefulness, 

elegance; shrewdness, cleverness. 
tjyij rezi, An overflowing; mercy, cle-

mency ;—rezi bi-rez, Show mercy; pour out 
a draught. 

rezidan, To be dissolved, broken in 
pieces; to be scattered, bruised, melted; 
to pour, diffuse, scatter; to rot; to be 
wearied, disgusted. 

rezida, Dispersed, melted; fallen 
in pieces; rotten; displeased; the herb 
Cyprus. 

i^iyt) rezin, Most minute. 
y.) rizh, rezh, Desire, concupiscence; hilly 

ground. 
rizkak, Transgression; a slip, fall. 

A. rais (v.n.), Walking proudly; 
holding fast; overcoming; being raised 
above others, being placed at the head of 
people;—ra'is, A head, chief, principal, 
president, commander; the captain of a 
ship; a pilot;—ra'isi ihtisdb, Chief of the 
police ;—ra'isi wuzard, Prime minister. 

res, ris, (in comp.) Spinning; scatter, 
ing; one who uses diligence; a design, a 
pattern for embroidery; thick broth; a 
vaulted edifice of Khusraw Parwez ;—riti 
Anger, force, violence ; buzzing. 

resd, Spinning; sighing, lamenting. 
resdnldan, To excite to diligence ; 

to make spin. 
restan, ris tan, To spin, to twist;— 

ristan, To buzz ; to use diligence; to scat-
ter ; to weep, to mourn for the dead; to 
sigh ; to descend (into a well or the sea); 
to evacuate faces. 

resmdn, rismdn, A rope, thread, 
twine, string, cord; cotton;—resmdn ba-
ra'i kase tabidan, To meditate one's ruin;— 
resmdn budani dsman dar chashm, To lack 
discrimination ;—res-man para kardan, To 
recover from a severe illness;—resmdn 
tdftan, To twist a rope; (met.) to medi-
tate mischief, to plan one's ruin;—resmdn 
khwurdan. To make short;—resmdn dadan, 
To cause to fly or run;—resmdn diraz kar-
dan, To allow one time ;—resmdn digaran 
pamba kardan, To undergo trouble for 
others without obtaining one's own wish; 
—resmdni kishti, A cable, hawser;—ba-
resmdn (dar resmdn) kashidan, To bring 
into order, 

fa (jU—i) resmdn-baz, A rope-dancer. 
ĝjC} yUl^j resmdn-bdzi, Hope-dancing. 

seller. 
^ U ^ j j resmdni, Of cotton. 
SJJ^JJ resanda, A spinner. 

rest, A sort of grape. 
residan, risidan, To spin, twist; 

to cry aloud, lament; to be diligent; to 
buzz ; to scatter; to void excrement. 

A raish (v.n.}, Fitting and gluing 
feathers (to arrows); putting one in good 
circumstance, promoting one's interest, 
feathering one's nest; giving food and 
clothing;—risk, The feathers of a bird, 
plumage; a wide garment; abundance of 

>) resmdn-bdf, A rope-maker. 
•i) resmdn-farosh, A cotton-



means of life ; the beard ;—risk ae dsiyd 
eaped kardan, (met.) To show oneself 
stupid and inexperienced; — risk ba-bdd 
dadan, To have one's beard shorn off; 
—risk ba-dogJs. saped kardan, = risk az 
asiyd saped kardan (tbe idea in both being, 
that the beard is to grow white by artificial 
means, instead of old age which brings 
wisdom) ;—risk kharidan, — risk kashidan 
below;—risk bar awardan, To become 
bearded; —rlshi buz, An oblong beard; 
goat's beard, a herb ;—rlshi chapar-baf, A 
thick and long beard (Bahari 'ajam says 
"like a weaver's comb," but the explana-
tion of chapar-baf, given in the same dic-
tionary, is " a ribbon or seam made with 
the chaparfor which latter see ;— 
rishi chu gundam, A grizzly beard;—rish 
dar dasti kase dadan (ddshtan), To give 
one's beard, i.e. to entrust one's affairs, to 
anyone rishi gdzl, A linen strainer; also 
the corner of it trickling with wine ;—rish 
kashidan (kandan), To labour in vain ;— 
rlshi gdv, The beard of a cow (a proverbial 
saying when a man does anything mean, 
as unworthy of his beard) ; the halter of a 
cow; a fool; covetous, greedy;—rish matd( 

faroshad, The beard sells the goods, i.e. a 
venerable aspect helps a cheat to sell his 
worthless merchandize at a high price ;— 
rish na-dashtan, To lack authority, con-
sideration, or dignity. 

(j*"*) resh, A wound, sore, pimple, scar; 
pus, matter ; thick pottage made of bruised 
wheat boiled to a consistency; (in comp.) 
wounded or wounding. 

A risha'il, Having a long beard. 
a ^ rish-bdbd, A kind of grapes. 
^ u^ j rlsh-bacha, The beard under the 

lips; a small beard. 
uH) resh bar-dmada, Ulcerated. 

ay tjr-ij rish-buz, A goat's beard, or one 
who has such (see rishi-buz under A. u**?.j)-

a'fax (jioj rish-parddz, Who has his 
beard well trimmed. 

A rishat, A single feather. 
a sJ^i; risk-tab, A curling beard. 

rlsktan, To be diligent; to buzz; 
to spin; to set at liberty, to absolve. 

rishta, Anything twisted (as a 
match, candle-wick, linstock); slices of 
paste put in soup, macaroni. 

a A^Ajj rishcha, — u ^ j q.v. 
Aiae-Ajj rish-khand, rlsh-khanda. 

Adulation, flattery, fulsome compliments ; 
ridicule ; hope, desire ; laughing, risible ; 
a flatterer, a sycophant; an ass;—rish-
khand kardan, To ridicule, to deride. 

rish-khandi, Risibility ; a laugh-
ing-stock ; a proverbial saying when one 
does a thing unworthy of his beard, 

tily resh-khuk, Scrofula, king's evil. 
fa ijriy rish-ddr, Growing a beard, 

bearded. 

iJ^.j re8h-sdz, A physician, surgeon. 
rUh-safed, An old man, a grey-

beard ; a head, a chief. 
yfijj rlsh-siyah, A young man, black-

beard. 
resh-kan, Who has laboured in 

vain, disappointed. 
fa<J**i) rlsh-gdv, Stupid, stolid; greedy 

(see rlshi gdv under risk), 
resham, rlsham, Silk. 

JUAjj rish-mdl, A contented cuckold. 
^UAj j rish-mdli, Cuckoldom. 
QU-SW; rishmdn, rishmani, Silken. 
i^&i) rishmi, rlshmina, Silken. 
CJJIUOJ reshnak, S o r e . 

rishU (probably shortened from the 
following), and— 

jyM) rlshwar (rlshur), Bearded. 
rlsha, A fringe; threads suspended; 

a fibre ; stringiness of a mangoe ; the fibres 
of the palm-tree; a tendril; the eye-lids ; 
hair on the human body; anything twisted 
(a match, candle-wick, or linstock) ; the 
parts of a tree which are under the ground; 
name of a disease (see also A. ; 
[risha'i irsd, Rushgrass-root;—risha'i bahd 
adam, Burdock-root; — risha'i banafaha, 
Orris-root; — risha'i jam, Galangal; —• 
risha'i kfyazdal, Horse-radish ; — risha'i 
dastdr, The sash of a turban; — risha'i 
subhdniya, A monk's cowl;—risha'i nakhun. 
The root of a nail;]—resha, rlsha, A wound; 
—resha bastan (band kardan), To bandage 
a wound;—resha dawandan (randan, kar-
dan), To wound, to inflict a wound. 

JWJJ resha-pardaz, Who or what 
heals wounds. 

fa resha-ddr, Wounded. 
fa risha-wdr, Fibrous, 
ijo^jj rishldan, To pour out; to melt; 

to scatter. 
^iM) rishida, Silk interwoven or fringed 

with points of different colours ; the fringe 
of a turban-sash; coloured; painted and 
embroidered China silk; shining, lumi-
nous ;—reshida, Wounded. 

aaij iJi^j resha-resha, Covered with 
wounds;—resha-resha shudan, To be lace-
rated ;—resha-resha kardan, To lacerate, to 
rent. 

A oUj; rizan (pi. of rauzat), Gardens, 
meadows. 

A^JJ rait (pi. of the following), Veils. 
A raitat, A veil of one piece of 

cloth. 
A rai' (v.n.), Growing, increasing; 

returning; coming out well (bread from 
the oven or meat from the pot); income 
proceeding from agriculture ; width of the 
skirt or sleeve of a coat of mail; redun-
dancy ; the first and best part of anything; 
—ri', rai% A way; an open path between 
mountains. 

A ©Wj rai(dn, The first or best part (of 
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anything) ;—rai'aim 'sh-shabab, The flower 
of youth, 

a »«Jl» gij rai'ndk, Fertile, productive 
(ground). 

r~tgh, Hatred;—regA, Skirts of a 
mountain. 

JUJJ rfghdl, A cup, a goblet. 
JAJJ rlghal, Thin, dry, lean. 
A roAf (v.n.), Coming to the kind of 

country called rff; grazing that kind of 
land (cattle) ;—ri f , A cultivated country, a 
sown field or pasture luxuriant in produce; 
land contiguous to water, verdant and rich 
in agricultural produce;—ra'if, Merciful, 
compassionate. 

A raiq (v.n.), Shining on the ground 
like water, and appearing to flow (va-
pours) ;—riq, Spittle, saliva; [riq zadan, 
To ease the bowels;—'aid rlq-in, With a 
morning stomach, i.e. empty, fasting;— 
4aid riqi nafsT, Whilst I was yet fasting ;] 
—raiyiq, Fasting; the first and best part 
of anything. 

a riqu, Troubled with diarrhoea, 
loose (see riq zadan under (jfc;, and comp. 

A riqat, Spittle. 
ril-y Bravo! well done ! fortunate. 
reka> Loved ; a beloved object ; a 

class of ushers at a royal court. 
^ rckdsa, rekdsha, A hedgehog ; 

a porcupine. 
rlkan, An impostor, villain; male-

volent ; polluted; addicted to magic. 
reg, Sand, gravel, dust ; a kind of 

gold-coloured dust, with which they 
sprinkle writings ; an atom; (for 'ilmi reg) 
geomancy ; fortune, luck; fortunate! well 
done!—regi raw an, Moving sand ;—regi 
zargari, Sand or dust out of which gold is 
washed;—regi fnldn poshida ast, (met.) 
The state or condition of such a one is 
unknown. 

AXAO tsXij reg*pushta, A hill or heap of 
Hand. 

reg-toda, A sand-hill. 
rtgddn, A sand-box. 

reg-reg, To or in atoms. 
M j fcsS^j reg-zada, (Sand-bred) The skink. 
ft^k) regzdr, registdn, A sandy 

region. 
csXtj reg-shoy, The washing of auri-

ferous sand. 
^ U & j reg-mdhi, (Sand-fish) A skink. 

rlgan, = q.v. 
regndk, Sandy. 

ft.) rllu, Ashes of which they make soap ; 
name of a plant. 

A pi) raim (v.n.), Departing; distance ; 
increase, redundancy, excess; bones, &c. 
remaining over after distributing the joints 
of a slaughtered camel; a long hour; the 
evening (till dark) ; a grave; a step, stair, 
or round of a ladder; the joining of the 

y j 
sides or lips of a wound when healing;— 
r?m, rim, A milk-white doe;—ru'im, The 
buttocks, backside. 

rim, Pus, matter, humour, rheum; 
dregs, mother of oil, lees of wine; dross 
of metal; the poplar; an Egyptian tree; 
—rlmi dhan, The dross of iron (left in the 
furnace, or which flies off in hammering); 
—rim kardan, To suppurate ;—rlmi gosh, 
Ear-wax. 

W>j rlmd, An unicorn, rhinoceros. 
ftt.j, rlmdz, A kind of light garment. 

(+i) rim-dhanj, tifcua^ f+>.) rim-dhang, 
Root of the plantain. 

y*>.) rlmaz, — jW> q.v. 
SY rimas'at, Galangale. 

caiman, A cheat, villain;—rlman 
(for ahriman), An impostor, villain; im-
pure, filthy; addicted to magic; a guide 
to evil; Satan ; a horse; a son ;—rimin, A 
running sore. 

rlmndk, Corrupt, mattery; suppu-
rative (wound or sore) ; sloughy ; filthy, 
nasty; impure, polluted; puffy, turgid. 

î iU**) rlmndkl, Filthiness, nastiness, 
dirtiness; slough of a sore or wound. 

rlminl, Rimini in Italy (m.c.). 
rlma, Dirt in the corners of the eyes 

and about the eyelashes. 
rlmlz, = q.v. 

A rain (v.n.), Conquering, overcom-
ing, prevailing; being contaminated, im-
pure ; dirt, filth (physical and moral); 
rust. 

A &ui) rainat, Wine. 
$.) rev, Fraud, deceit, stratagem; name 

of the son of Kawus and son-in-law of Tus; 
—rev khwurdan, To be deceived, cheated. 

rewd, = the following (unsupported 
by examples), 

sVj rewaj, Sorrel. 
rlwdz, Justice, equity ; order, me-

thod. 
o^y,) rewds, Sorrel; fraud, hypocrisy, 
y-Jji) revnlz, q.v. 

rlvjdm, Sobriety, chastity, 
j y j rlwad, A plant with which animals 

become intoxicated. 
2 ^rlu ddl, — } q.v. 

A j j i j raiyuq, The best of anything; 
fasting. 

tjU ) rl % qdf, Trifles; light talk ; an 
argument. 

raiwan, Preceding, walking in front; 
plaster (doubtful word) ;—riyon, The river 
Rion at Poti. 

A Qf) ri'un (pi. of ri'at), Lungs, 
gjyij riwanj, Sorrel. 
fry.) rewanju, ^ry.) rewanja, A timber-

worm. 
My.) riwand, Rhubarb;—rlwandi chini, 

China rhubarb. 
j^iy.) revnlz, Name of the son of Kai 

Kawus. 



'jtj rttffa, A hillock or high bank; deceit, 
fraud, incantation; name of the son of 
Kai Kawus;—rewa, Name of an Indian 
river. 

p^fi) rvwidan, To be absolved, dis-
missed. 

Ety) rtwij, Sorrel. 
M) r ^ i z , Fraud, treachery, machination, 

imposture; sorrel. 
A raih (v.n.), Coming and going, 

appearing and disappearing (vapour, mi-
rage). 

rih, Brackish soil; depression; 
spair. 

O ^ W j rihdnidan, To make desolate. 
riha, A king, prince, emperor. 

rihidan, To fall, roll down 
loose earth or sand from a height) ; to flow 
murmuringly (as water from a cistern); 
to be diffused or poured out ; to putrefy. 

rihida, Fallen; rotten, putrid; in-
firm, 

a ra'is, A head, chief;—ra'isi hifzi 
's'sihfrat, Director of the Sanitary Board 
(m.c.) ra'isi dari 'sh-shu'ard, The Presi-
dent of the Council (m.c.) ;—ra'isi daf-
tari lashkar, Paymaster of the forces 
(m.c.). (See also 

ruina-khum, A brazen drum. 

d) raj, A woman in childbed, until the 
eighth day; (A. form of P. s i S q . v . ) cop-
peras, vitriol, shoemaker's black ;—zdji 
abyaz (safed), Alum;—zdj i ahmar, Sory; 
—zdji asfar, Vi t r io l ;—zd j i sabz ('irdqt), 
Green vitriol;—zdji kabud, Blue vitriol. 

A zdjir, Prohibitive, who or what 
hinders ; one who excites and stirs up ; a 
threatener, rebuker;—abu zdjir, A crow. 

A wt^jVh zdjirdt (pi. fem. of the prece-
ding), Divinations; rebukes; the angels 
who preside over the winds and clouds. 

)f» G\} zaj-sur, A feast on the birth of a 
child. 

J<Aj zdjil, The tree dg (see 
zdjur (for zdj-sur), A feast made on 

the third day after the birth of a child. 
A^J zdja, zdcha, A woman in child-

bed until seven days are past; born. 
a ^ A j zdji, Of or referring to vitriol, &c. 
A zahif, Dragging the legs, fatigued 

(a camel) ; falling short of the mark, but 
hitting it in the rebound ; creeping on the 
belly (as one of the four kinds of animals, 
running, flying, swimming, and creeping). 

A zdkhir, Full, swelling (sea), surgy 
(main) ; liberal, 

A zdkhift Boasting, vainglorious, 

de-

(as 

j z (called zd'i or ze'i hawwaz, zd'i man-
auta, zd'i mu'jama, dotted zd), The thir-
teenth letter of the Arabic-Persian alpha-
bet, denoting seven in arithmetic, Saturday 
in the almanacks, and the sign Scorpion in 
the zodiac; it interchanges with e jim, as, 
soj for soz ; with e , as, pichiehk for pizishk; 
with £ , as, guregh for gurez ; with <j* , as, 
ay as for aydz. The power of j ze is exactly 
that of the English z;—za, zd (for Aj), 
Born;— aj (contractedfora%), From ; than ; 
off. 

A \ j zd, zd', The letter j , so called by 
the Arabs ; a glutton. 

zdb, Quality, property; a fountain ; 
the eye; name of the tenth king of Persia, 
of the Peshdadian dynasty. 

Mj edbd, (in Zand and Pazand) Pure 
gold. 

zabghur,fa\j zdbgur, Puffing the cheek 
and striking it so that the wind may escape 
with noise. 

A J}\j za'bil, zdbil, Short, dwarfish. 
zabul, zdbil, Name of a country and 

of a people; name of a note in music. 
zabulistan, Kabul, Ghaznin, &c., 

the native country of Kustam. 
zabidan, To be endowed with, or 

described by, any particular quality. 

proud. 
^ j zdkkil, The infernal tree zaqqiim, the 

fruit of which is said to be the heads of 
devils. 

a \Jkjy Vj zd-khwarish (for zdr-khwarish), 
A woman ; a little eater. 

Aj zdd, (3rd pers. pret. of zadan) He was 
born; birth; age; a son; a foal; ortho-
dox, a follower of the Sunna; (for dzdd) 
free;—zdd bar zdd, Generation upon genera-
tion ; — zddi khdtir, (Offspring of the 
thoughts) Poetry ;—bad-zdd, Of low birth 
or disposition;—pdk-zdd, Of pure origin or 
extraction. 

a oty za'd (v.n. of Aj), Terrifying;—zdd, 
Travelling-provisions, victuals, vivres;—• 
zdd bar zad, Provisions on provisions;— 
zddi rahila (rah), Travelling provisions; 
way charges. 

J l j zad-bud, A j zdd-bnm, The 
mother-country. 

f- Aj Zdd~khur, ^ A) zdd-khwur, Old. 
f- Aj zdd-khn, zdd-kho, Decrepit. 

<Ay zad-khwast, Aj zad-
khwust, Of full age, but not grown in pro-
portion ; an old man ; a man of a thin, 
meagre,debilitated figure; one who spends 
all that he possesses. 

Aj zad-sarv, The fir-tree, the cypress. 
zdd sham, Name of Pushang's 

father, grandfather of Afrasyab. 
fa Aj zad-ghjxr, A bastard; a scoun-

drel. 
zddagi, Birth. 

Aj zad-mard, Free; valiant; gene-
rous. 



ftp zdd-mim, Name of a large river. 
(See f tA)) 

a*4!) zadan, To bring forth ; to be born ; 
to appear; to increase. 

•Jy y Aj zdd-u-bud, Goods and chattels. 
zadus, zadush, The planet 

Mercury. 
zada, Born ; a son; offspring; — 

zada'i tdk, Wine ;—zada'i khdtir, (Offspring 
of the mind) ProBe or verse; voice ; action; 
—zada'i dahan, (Offspring of the mouth) 
A word;—zada'i ahash roza, (Offspring of 
six days) Heaven and earth; living crea-
tures ;—zada'i tab', Original composition ; 
—zada'i 'auf\ The son of 'Auf, 'Abdu 'r-
rahman;—zada'i mirrikh, The offspring of 
Mars, i.e. iron. 

iss—y. eAj zdda kjiwust, A decrepit old 
man. 

zar, A groan, plaint, lamentation; 
weeping, crying; desire; groaning, afflicted; 
weak, thin ; contemptible; a crowd, multi-
tude ; vain; (an affix denoting) a place 
where anything abounds. 

T zar, A die (for gambling) ; a pel-
licle ; the cataract. 

zaragfoang, Hard soil; sandy soil. 
zdrtueht, zdrtuhsht, Zoro-

aster, &c. (see c^&jjj). 
xdrij, Barberries. 

jVjd. zar.khwdr, One who desires; 
afflicted. 

)fa fa zar-khwar, (A lad) who eats little 
and thrives not; desirous; roguish, dis-
honest ; one who uses equivocal language. 

d*))*- jty zdr-khwarish, Abstemious woman. 
O ^ j h zar-khwash, Who uses allegorical 

or equivocal language ; a deceiver, a cheat. 
zardusht, 

Zoroaster. 
zarduhsht, 

jty zdr-zdr, Great lamentation, 
A zari1, Who sows, who plants ; a 

sower, planter. 
;Vj zar~ghanq, Hard and sandy land. 

fa zar-nail, A subdued wailing. 
JT r) zdr-nizdr, Great lamentation. 

zar a, Contemptible, abject; plaint, 
moan ; a cry for help; meanness ; vehement 
desire. 

zdruhaht, zdrhusht, Zoroaster. 
<jy\j zdrt, Lamentation, plaint; cry for 

help; lowliness, humility. 
zdriydna, Cause, motive, reason; 

whatever occasions weeping and lamenta-
tion. 

zdridan, To groan,cry; to afflict, vex. 
J\j\j zdzal, Name of a small black bird 

which cannot rise from the ground. 
Jj\3 zdzil, zdzal, A colander, strainer, 
j^j zazh, Sweepings of a thrashing-floor. 
ut^Aj zdd, Name of a country. 

zastar (contracted from zi dnsu-tar), 
(Go or sit) a little farther off! separate; 
increase, excess; more. 

zdetan, To bear, bring forth a child. 
zdgh, A crow, raven, rook; a sort of 

pigeon; vitriol; sedition, mutiny; bias, 
inclination; name of a note in music; a 
name for a created being ; — zdghi dbi, 
(Water-crow) A coot;—zdghi pd-surkh, A 
certain delicately-flavoured bird ; — zagbi 
sih-par, An arrow ;—zdghi kamdn, The in-
ternal bend of a bow;—zdgh giriftan, To 
revile, to abuse. 

A t\j zdgh, A small, whitish crow. 
V, tb zdgA-pd, zagh-pdy, (Crow-

foot, black-leg), Reproach, reproof, taunt, 
contumely. 

zagk-pisa, A**' zagfa-pina, A 
jackdaw (unsupported by examples, but see 

gM) zdgkij, A crow, a rook. 
r^H- zdgk-chashm, Blue-eyed. 
Aijfcî j zdgkchand, A fortress in Turkis-

tan. 
zdghcha, A small crow, a daw. 

zagh-dil, Hard-hearted. 
zaghar, zdghur, A bird's crop, 

e^ j W) zdgk-zaban, (Crow-tongue) A 
man whose curses prevail; a term imply-
ing excellence in a horse. 

Jj*^} mgh-nol, A mattock ; a battle-axe. 
zdghnk, A ball for a balista. 
zdgfruna, The socket of a candle-

stick ; a reed used by weavers to wind 
their thread upon. 

Atâ Mj zdg&icha, A small crow, a daw, 
a zdfhra, A crowd ; a troop of soldiers, 

a squadron. 
Artj zdfa, A kind of stinking herb; a 

hedgehog. 
j t j zdq, The young of anything ; vitriol ; 

a black tincture;—zdg u zlq, Children ; 
noise uproar. 

oiVj zdqdan, The womb, matrix. 
A za'akdn, A pompous, stately gait. 
B, zdkon, The law. 
A zdki, Pure, devout, pious, saintly. 

zdg, Vitriol; alum; shoemaker's 
black; copperas. 

zdg-ah, Vitriol-water, writing-ink. 
J \ j zdl, An old man; an old woman; 

decrepit; grey-headed; name of a famous 
Persian prince, father to the still more 
celebrated hero Rustam ; a year;—zali bad-
afdl (ra'na, safed-abru, safed-ru, 'aqim, 
muetahaza), The world;—zali pir, A very 
decrepit old man;—zali dastdn (zar), The 
father of Rustam;—zali zamdn, Time, the 
world (considered as an old woman);— 
zali sar-eafedi siyah-dil, The world; ruth-
less, unmerciful;—zali kuz-pusht, The sky ; 
—zali kufa, Name of an old woman who 
lived at the time of Noah, and from whose 
fire-place the flood proceeded, without in-
juring her;—zali maddyin, Name of an 
old woman who refused to Nushirwan the 
sale of her chamber, which was needed 



for ths adjustment of his palace ; — zali 
miisiyci, The world; a musical instrument. 

J t j zal-abru, The sky ; new moon. 
djU-j jfy zdl-dastan, j) J \ j zdl-zar, Father 

of Bustam. 
Mif J^ zdl-kufa, Name of an old woman 

(see zali kufa under JVj). 
zdlu, A leech; a quick-falling1 rain, 

dtyty zaluk, A ball for a balista. 
zdm, Name of a valley in Hindustan 

where Mahmud Gaznawi used to hunt. 
A zd'maj, The entire. 
A zdmir, zammdr, q.v. 
A zdmilat, zdmila, A beast of bur-

den ; over-load, over-charge. 
oV^l) zamahran, A sort of antidote. 

zdmyad, Name of the 28th day of 
the Persian month; also of its presiding 
angel. 

xamij, A small city in Turkistan. 
edmim, Name of a mighty river. 
zamin, A small city near Samar-

kand. 
zaminad, = q.v. 

©ty zdn, Name of a tree from which arrows 
and spears are made; (for az an) From 
that;—zdn pas, Afterwards ;—zdn sipas, 
After that;—zdm, ki, For that cause. 

zdnt, Zante. 
zdn-su-tar, js—rtj zdnsutar, A little 

further. 
zan-gah, From that time, since. 

Ui\j zan-md, From thence to us-ward. 
zdnu, The knee; the lap; a bow, 

obeisance; worship ; — zdnu bar zamin 
nihadan, To show great respect or reve-
rence ; — zdnu bar dil nihadan, To watch 
(as the cat for a mouse) ; — zan-ii ba-zdnu, 
Knee to knee;—zdnu tah kardan, To sit on 
one's knees (a reverential position in the 
East); —zdnu rasad-gdh kardan, To sit 
and muse pensively; to watch ; — zdnu 
zadan, To kneel;—zdnu'i kdh, A truss of 
Btraw;—zanu'i kaftdr ba-guftcmi kalukh 
bastan, To frighten away a hyena by utter-
ing the word kalukh (which Beems to imply 
that the hyena knows by experience that 
the word kalukh means a brick or a clod 
of earth) ;—zdnum, My knee (m.c.) ;—az 
sari zdnu qadam sdkhtan, (met.) To assume 
a contemplative or observing position;— 
—ba-dil zdnu'i adab nishastan, To sit on 
both knees upon one's heels, a more polite 
and respectful position than sitting cross-
legged, which is called u four-knees " (see 
y\);W) 5—ba-zdnu dar-dmadan, To kneel;—-
ba-zdnu zadan, To strike one's knee (in sign 
of despair) ;—chu sag dar pasi zdnu nishdn-
dan,Ho set one on the watch;—dar pasi 
tdnu uftddan, (met.) To retire to a corner, 
to seek solitude;—sari zdnu, The knee-
pan 

yU zdnu- band, A garter. 
8Jj y\j zanu-zada, zdnfi-mshin, 

Bending the knees, sitting on the knees, 
kneeling;—zdnu zada asp kashidan, To 
lead up a great man's horse with bent 
knees, i.e. respectfully. 

zana, A noisy winged insect in baths; 
a beetle. 

A zdni, A whoremonger. 
a AoMj zdniya, An adulteress, whore. 

zdnlj, One's native country. 
y) zdv, A mason; a plasterer; a master 

of any craft; athletic, powerful; a cleft, 
chink; a narrow mountain-pass; a brick-
bat. 

zdwwj, A commander of ten men (see 

zavdush, The planet Mercury. 
zdwar, A servant; power, strength j 

boldness; health and safety; huge, 
mighty, powerful; alive, well; gall; a dark 
colour; black-coloured water (a disease); 
the planet Venus; a saddle-horse; an 
assistant; a companion; bad-tempered ; 
covetous; impossible. 

zdwars, zdwas, The planet 
Venus. 

zdwar-faridsh, Whose existence 
is impossible. 

ij zdumsh, The planet Jupiter. 
J^vj zdwul, Name of a country in Persia ; 

also of a people ; of a note in music; and 
of an ancient Persian dialect, now obsolete. 

AfUjtj zdvldna, A fetter, chain; curly 
hair; gold-dust. 

zdwulistdn, A country in Persia. 
zdwush, Mercury ; Jupiter (planets). 

A J ^ j zd'uq, zdwuq, Quicksilver. 
zdwa, Name of a town in Khurasan; 

lamentation, wailing (this meaning unsup-
ported, and perhaps misreading for aft q.v.). 

zdwa-koh, Name of a mountain. 
A hfo zdwiyat, zdwiya, A corner, angle; a 

cell, a hermitage, a convent;—zdwiya'i an-
daruni, Interior angle;—zdwiya'i biruni, 
Exterior angle ;—zdwiya'i tahtdni, Angle of 
depression; angle on the other side of the 
base;—zdwiya'i hadda, Acute angle;—zd-
wiya'i khdrij a, Outer corner; exterior angle; 
—zdwiya'i rdst Vertical angle;—zdwiya'i 
qd'vma, Eight angle;—zawiya'i md'il, Angle 
of inclination ;—zdwiya'i mutabddala, Alter-
nate angle ;—zdwiya'i mujassama, Solid 
angle;—zdwiya'i muhlti, Angle at the cir-
cumference ;—zawiya'i murdjd'at, Angle of 
reflexion; — zdwiya'i muqabala, Opposite 
angle;—zdwiya'i munfarija, Obtuse angle. 

Ji^) zdwll, An architect; a worker in 
clay. 

a zdwlya-kash, An instrument 
for drawing angles, a protractor. 

A'AA\J zahid, Religious, devout, abstinent, 
continent, content; a monk, hermit; a 
zealot;—zdhidi khushk (khunuk), A rigid 
monk; a hypocrite, dissembler; —- zdhidi 
koh, The sun. 
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a Â AMJ zahiddna, Religiously, like a 

monk. 
a j^y Ato^j zdhid-nawdz, Who cherishes 

recluses. 
a ts^A^ zahidi, Continence, a monkish life, 

piety; a sort of date. 
A YS>L) zahir, Shining. 
a zahiri, Odour, fragrance; clear-

ness. 
A (£&)) zakiq, Pu t to flight, routed, going 

away, vanishing; perishing; very f a t ; very 
lean; strong, rapid (current) ; dry. 

(^T) zi dhan, in poetry zahan (for as 
dhan), Of iron. 

zdy, (in comp.) Bringing forth. 
zdycha, A horoscope; astronomical 

tables. 
A oflj zatid, fern. zd'idat, zd'ida, Ex-

ceeding ; in excess, beyond, more; redun-
dant, superfluous ; additional, accessory; 
(in gram.) a servile letter;—zd'idu 'l-wasf, 
Beyond description, indescribable. 

jj^tj zidar (for az idar), From this place, 
hence. 

zdydan (for e ^ j ) , To be born; to 
beget. 

A za'ir, Visiting ; a visitor, visitant; 
a pilgrim to a holy shrine, &c. 

zdyish, Increase, augmentation; 
production, produce. 

A zd'igjk, Deviating from the right 
way; a heretic. 

A zd'if, False coin. 
jSst\j zaygar, Bearing a child; fruitful. 
A J fy zd'il, Defective, deficient, failing; 

perishing, vanishing; transitory, fleeting; 
f rai l ; non-existent; — zd'il shudan, To 
perish, fail ;—zdHl kardan, To destroy, 
cancel, obliterate. 

zdyanda. Bringing forth; a mother, 
^ftkertj zaidagl, Child-birth. 
O-istt) zd'idan, To bring forth (a child) ; 

to originate, appear, come forth. 
za'ida, Procreated, generated, born. 

zab, zib, Easy; unbought, gratis; 
straight. 

A zubb, Penis; the beard or the fore-
part of i t ; the nose; a catamite. 

A zabba (fem. of asabb), Hairy (she-
camel) ; a woman whose pubes is covered 
with hair; name of the daughter of a king 
of HIra, who vowed not to shave the hair 
of her pubes until the death of her mur-
dered father should be avenged. 

A sAij zabdb, The field-mouse ; the mole ; 
—zabbab, A seller of raisins or currants. 

a zdbdt (corruption of the follow-
ing), Civet. 

A oVjj zabad, Civet, the perfume of the 
civet cat, i.e. the scraped-off filth collected 
under its tail;—zubbad, Milk that cannot be 
used; anything worthless; name of a herb. 

xi-bad (for az bad), Quicker than the 
wind, very swift. 

v> 
zabdn, zubdn, The tongue; language, 

dialect, idiom, speech ; the tongue or the 
shank of a button; a flame; leave, per-
mission ;—zabdn az qafa birun kardan (ba-
dar giriftan, kashidan), zabdn az gam 
kashidan, To pull out the tongue (by 
way of punishment) ; — zabdn dmukhtan, 
To learn to talk (as a parrot);—zahan 
awardan, To speak, tell, say, declare;— 
zabdn bd kase yaM ddshtan, To assent to or 
agree with what another has said;—saban 
bar-dwardan, To loll out the tongue (from 
thirst, &c.) ;—zabdn bar &&dk malidan, To 
sigh, to long for;—zabdn bar diwdr mali-
dan, To rub the tongue on the wall, mean-
ing to be resigned and content; to trust 
in God ;—zabdn bar-gushddan, To speak; to 
revile;—zabdni bara (iamb's tongue), The 
plantain; the plant hare's-ear;—zabdn bu-
ridan, To silence; to make a present, to 
bribe;—zabdn bastan, To keep silence; to 
silence;—zabdn birun uftadan, The tongue 
lolls out;—zabdn birun afgandan, To loll 
out the tongue •,—zabdni bi-mbdn, The dumb 
tongue (of brutes); dumb expression; a 
pen;—zabdni bi-sar, Trifling, futile, imper-
tinent discourse;—zabani par si (fdrsi), The 
Persian language, as spoken in Fars or Per-
sia proper;—zabdni pahlawi, The Pahlawi 
or ancient tongue, in which are written the 
Avestaand other books of the Magi or wor-
shippers of fire;—zabdni tdk, A vine-ten-
dril;—zabdni tardzu, The needle of a 
balance;—zabdn tdza (tar) kardan, To 
speak ; to wet one's whistle ;—zabdni hal, 
Language expressed by one's condition, 
situation, or by signs (in contradistinction 
to language of the tongue, and which is 
called zabdni qal); language appropoiate 
to, or expressive of, one's circumstances; 
—zabdn dadan, To promise, agree, stipu-
late ; to give permission; — zabdn ddsh-
tan bd, To show oneself through an-
other, to act according to another's in-
struction ; — zabdn dar tahi danddn girif-
tan (dar gam duzdidan, dar gdm raha 
kardan), To be silent;—zabdn dar tahi za-
bdn ddshtan, To be inconsistent and fickle 
in one's speech;—zabdn- dar kashidan, To 
keep in one's tongue;—zabdni dari, A 
purer dialect of the Persian, spoken at 
court;—zaban-rd bar-gardanidan, To pre-
varicate;—zabdn zadan, To speak;—zabdni 
zargari, An enigmatical kind of language ; 
—zabdn zlri zaban ddshtan, To be inconsis-
tent and fickle in one's speech;—zabdn sita-
dan, To put to silence;—zabdni sardyish, 
Conversation ;—zabdni sangin, A stuttering 
tongue; — zabdni tuti (parrot's tongue), 
Name of a herb ;—zabdn kar lan, To abuse 
to revile; — zaban kushddan (gushddan). 
To speak, utter; to revile ;—zaban kashi-
dan, To loll out the tongue; to revile 
(ibar kase)-,—taban hoftan, To stammer, 



stutter;—zabdni gdvf Borage; tlie point of 
a spear ;—zabdn giriftan, To stammer; to 
know the state of an adversary's affairs;— 
zabdni gunjishk (sparrow's tongue), Seed 
of the ash-tree; a kind of cake;—zabdni 
gandumin, A bland or smooth tongue;—• 
zabdni ligam, The tongue of the bridle; a 
ring on the bridle under the chin ;— zabdni 
mag]&-ddr, Profound speech; an eloquent 
tongue ;—zabdni nd-sardyieh, = zabdni hal 
above;—zaban yaftan, To obtain leave ;— 
az zabdn jastan (dar amadan), To make a 
slip of the tongue in talking;—andar (dar) 
eabdn giriftan, To become informed of 
another's circumstances (by questioning 
a prisoner of the enemy); to stutter; 
to speak evil of, to detract;— bar zabdn 
amadan (raftan), To speak, to talk;—ba-
zabdn dwardan, To pronounce, to utter, to 
say (m.c.) ;—dar zabdn uftddan (budan), To 
be talked about in an ignominious manner, 
to be defamed;—dar zabdn afgandan (an-
ddkhtan, ddshtan), To defame, to talk igno-
miniously about;—dar sari zabdn raft, He 
has made a fool of himself. 

A ^ j rnbdn, U^j zubdnd, The sixteenth 
mansion of the moon. 

e^) zabdn-ajgan, Vomiting flames. 
dft) zabdn-dwar, Eloquent; a back-

biter. 
zabdn-dwarl, Eloquence, fluency. 

$ oHi zaban-bur, (Tongue-cutting) A 
silencing argument; hush-money. 

j^sjW zabdn-bdzi, Conversation, talk; 
altercation, litigation. 

V.5&W zabdn-bastagi, Tongue-tiedness. 
( f t ) zabdn-burdn, Satirist, lampooner. 
( f t ) zaban-burida, Silenced; taciturn. 

fcft (jjUj zabdn-basta, Tongue-tied. 
aa> o^j zabdn-band, Fascination, as tying 

up the tongue ; a fascinator;—zabdn-bandi 
kliirad, Wine. 

(j^j zabdn-bandi, Deposition of a 
witness. 

oV O^i zabdn-tardn, A satirist, railer, re-
viler (probably misreading for zabdn-burdn). 

ytt o^j zabdn-tez, Sharp of tongue. 
zaban-khwah, A beggar, 

(jtail^j zabdn-dan, A linguist; an inter-
preter ; a poet; a scholar, a pupil. 

jV^j zaban-dardz, Extending the tongue, 
i.e. speaking much and malevolently, abu-
sive. 

O^j zabdn-dardzi, Loquacity ; oblo-
quy, censure;—zabdn dardzl kardan, To 
scold. 

zabdn dar qafd, Delphinium 
orientale (plant) ; larkspur. 

oty zabdn-rdn, Eloquent; prolix, 
talkative; a story-teller, 

e^ j ( f t j zabdn-rdni, Conversation; talk. 
zabdn-zad, Talked about; every-day 

talk. 
(ift) zabdn-zadagi, Mention. 

O^) zabdn-zada, Spoken of, talked 
about. 

0^3 zaban-farosh, Talkactive, loqua-
cious. 

Sr^ zaban-firib, yVj zaban 
fvrifta, A liar ; deceived. 

a- zabdn-fahm, Who understands 
what is said to him (m.c.). 

j&Wj zabdngar, Anything which bites the 
tongue; milk formed into butter. 

<yWj zabdn-giriftagi, Impediment of 
speech; stuttering, stammering, 

tai^r zabdn-girifta, Dumb, tongue-
tied. 

o^ j zabdn-gaz, Acrid, tart, puDgent. 
zaban-gunjishk, The ash-tree 

(see zabdni gunjishk under (ft)). 
zabdn-goyd, Eloquent speaker. 

zabdn-gir, A tongue-taker, i.e. 
taking a prisoner to gain information; a 
spy; whatever bites the tongue. 

)) 0^3 zabdn-war, = jA 0^3 q.v. 
zabdna, mbdna, Flame; the shank of 

a button; the tongue of a balance ; lingula 
pudendi;—zabdna bar-dwardan, To produce 
a flame ;—zabdna zadan, To flame, blaze -
zdbana'i kapdn, The needle of a balance. 

(jiVj zabdni, Tongued; tongue-like; 
flaming, blazing. 

A yWV) zubdniydni, The two claws (of a 
scorpion); two bright stars, the scales of 
Libra, and the sixteenth mansion of the 
moon. 

A ̂ -iWy zubdniyat, zubdniya (pi. of zibni* 
yat), Guards ; the guardians of hell. 

a <r-fj mbab (v.n. of v»j), Being hairy; 
hairiness ; the long hairs about a camel's 
face. 

A Ay zahd (v.n.), Churning ; foaming (the 
mouth) ; giving a little, doling; — zubd, 
Cream ; froth, foam ; dross or scum (of sil-
ver) ;—zubad (pi. of the following), Creams. 

A SA}J zubdat, zubda, Cream of milk, best 
of anything ;—zubda'i aJshlaqi hamida, The 
essence of praiseworthy qualities;—zubda'i 
arkdn (kd'indt), The best part of the crea-
tion (Muhammad) ; —- zubda'i wulati 7-
anam, The cream of the rulers of men 
(Muhammad). 

a ^AJJ zubdi, Creamy. 
A j t ) zabr (v.n.), Writing; hindering, 

keeping back, preventing; building, con-
structing (a well) ; flinging stones; under-
standing ; strong ;—zibr, A book;—zubar, 
zubur, Bits of iron;—zubur, Books;—zibbir, 
Strong, very powerful. 

y) zabar (probably for zi-bar s= az bar), 
Above, upon, high, superior; the Persian 
term for the short vowel — fat'ha, because 
placed over a letter; a baker's trough; 
zabar kardan, To lift up, to elevate;—az 
zabar, from above; aloft, overhead;]—zabr, 
Zebra (m.c. through Fr. or E.) ;—zibar 
(for zipar, sipar), A shield; (for az bar) 
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by heart; — si-bar kardan (giriftan;), To 
learn by heart. 

v T y j zabar-db, A film on stagnant water, 
ji) zabar-parchin, Thorns stuck on 

the top of a wall. 
yt) zabar-posh, An upper garment; a 

quilted coverlet. 
A 8̂ 3 zubrat, A splinter or bit of iron; 

the shoulder of a man or a lion ; the hair 
of a lion's mane; the eleventh mansion of 
the moon. 

ji) zabar-tang, A surcingle, girth. 
A EY) zibrij, An ornamented various-

coloured garment; also a decoration of 
jewels, or anything similar; gold; thin 
ruddy clouds, with a mixture of white. 

a A^j zabarjad, An emerald ; a chryso-
lite ;—zabarjadi hindl, A topaz, 

^•^•jf} zabarjadi, yjJ^ij zabarjadln, Of 
the colour of the emerald or topaz, 

uu—^j zabar-dast, Athletic, vigorous; 
overbearing, tyrannical, harsh, oppressive, 
violent; superior; the upper part, higher 
side ; the seat of honour;—zabar-dast ni-
shastan, To sit in the place of honour, 

^y^jy.j zabar-dasti, Oppression, tyranny, 
severity, harshness, violence; superiority, 
upper-handedness. 

ytj zabar-fuf, Abuse, curse, execra-
tion. 

A yVy) zibriqdn, The moon; a man who 
has but little beard ; surname of one of Mu-
hammad's companions. 

jtylf zabar-gilwid, A cauldron. 
pjt) zibarm, Memory, recollection. 

zubara, A bar of iron. 
ijjij zabarl, Violence, oppression. 
y^iji) zabaridan, To be on high ; to ele-

vate (doubtful word ; see <3-^3). 
zabarln, Higher, upper; of, or 

belonging to, the word zabar, Above; supe-
rior. 

a zabtana, A long hollow tube, 
through which they shoot small birds with 
pellets forced out by the breath; the top 
of a saw, by which the handle is fixed. 

A ziba'rd, Ill-disposed; hairy about 
the face and eye-brows. 

yk*j zabgkur, foj sabgur, Pilling the cheeks 
with air, and then making a sound by 
striking them. 

A <J}J zabq (v.n.), Plucking (the beard) ; 
mixing; restraining, keeping back. 

A J}) zabl (v.n.), Manuring (land), dung-
ing (a crop) ;—zibl, Dung, manure. 

a fc^Afj ziblddn, A dunghill, a mixen. 
jjjVj sabliiq, A term of reproach, 
(^j zabun (for q.v.), Vile, &c. 
A (^3 zabn (v.n.), Beating off, driving 

away; selling fruit on the tree; kicking 
(when milked, a camel) ;—zibn, Need, neces-
sity, want;—zaban, A side, a quarter ; stuff 
cut in proportion to the size of a room (as 
a curtain hung before a lady's chamber). 

A Art̂ j zibniyat, A devil who is supposed 
to throw the damned into the flames; 
strong, severe; a life-guardsman. 

zabuja, zabukha, Venereal plea-
sures. 

wyj zdbuda, zubuda, Carelessness; a 
scallion, 

AJjij zabur, Writing; a book ; the Psalms 
of David ;—zubur (pi. of zibr), Books. 

a oV" zabur-khwdn, A psalm-singer. 
)))} zabuz, A whirlpool. 
a AsiU J^ zubul-ydfta, Renovated by ma-

nure. 
^ y j zabun, Weak, infirm, helpless; vile ; 

of the worst kind, spoilt, bad; irksome; 
conquered, made captive; willing ; greedy; 
complaining; the earnest paid upon pur-
chase ; a purchase, in which the purchaser 
buys with avidity; [zabun ddshtan, To 
oppress ;]—zubun, An eager purchaser. 

A <ay) zabun, (A battle) wherein the com-
batants crowd one upon another; (a she-
camel) kicking her milker; a vest worn 
under another garment. 

ÂW oyj zabun-bafta, Of a flimsy texture. 
(J&fy zabun-lmsh, A persecutor of the 

weak. 
zabt'ml, Infirmity, indisposition, 

weakness; vileness;—zabuni kashidan, To 
be infirm, &c. 

rtf) zi-bahr (for az bahr), On account of; 
—zibhar, Disgust at filial undutifulness;— 
zibhar kardan, To feel such disgust. 

BAfr^j zabhida, Fallen, dropped. 
A JS»J zubd (pi. of zubyat), High grounds 

which the flood does not reach;—balagha 
's-sailu yz-zubd, The flood has reached the 
high grounds, (met.) matters have become 
difficult or critical. 

A zabib, Currants, sun-raisins; dried 
figs or dates. 

A zabid, Name of a town in Taman; 
—zitbaid, Name of a tribe. 

A FSA-43 zubaidat, zubaida, The marigold 
(Calendula officinalis) ; name of the wife 
of Harun Arrashid, 

A zabir, Written; adversity, misfor-
tune ; the mountain on which God spoke to 
Moses;—subair, Name of a companion of 
Muhammad. 

jtij zibir, Memory, recollection; by heart. 
A J*)) zabil, Dung ;—zibbll, A basket, a 

wallet. 
i_>3 zap, Straight, right, true. 

f . zi-pdy bar-awardan, To throw 
down, 

zipar, A shield. 
5;>j zapara, Quicksilver, 
cr'j zi-pas (for az pas), After, behind, 
wwj ;sat, Naked (perhaps misreading for 

q.v.). 
53 zaj, Name of a yellow bird;—zuj, A 

bone-headed arrow; a very short arrow ; 
dried curds. 



A zajj (v.n.), Striking with the ferule 
(of a spear); throwing; running (an os-
trich) ;—zujj , The tip of the elbow j the 
point of an arrow ; the ferule of a spear ; 
long-striding ostriches. 

A gWj izijaj, The canine teeth of a stallion; 
(pi. of zujj) tips of elbows ; points of spears 
or arrows ;—zujdj , Glass;—zaj jdj , A glass-
manufacturer ; name of a learned gramma-
rian. 

A zujdjat, A bit of glass; a cup, a 
glass;—zujaja'i may'i nab, A glass of pure 
wine. 

A zujdji, fem. u^tj-W) zujdjlyat, 
zujdjiya, Made of glass; a glass-maker; 
—qasri zujdji, A building of glass. 

JW-j zajal, A spider, 
(^Vj zi-jay (for azjdy), Prom the place, 

away, 
A zajr, zajar, Divination, augury from 

the night of birds ; hindering, prohibiting, 
driving, urging on; casting her foal (a 
camel) ;—zajr kardan, To hinder, to pre-
vent, &c. 

A Bŷ j zajr at, A shout; the blast of a 
trumpet. 

^ A zajl, Throwing; sending a carrier-
pigeon ; driving away; striking with a 
Bpear;—zajal, Playing; a game; singing, 
chanting; exciting to merriment; the 
thunder of a cloud ;—zujal (pi. of zujlat), 
Crowds, &c. 

A zujlat, A crowd; a part, portion; 
state, condition. 

zajmul, Flax-seed. 
A tyt-j zajn (v.n.), Delaying, being slow. 

zaja, fcrj zacha, A woman who has 
recently brought forth (so called until the 
fortieth day after her delivery). 

zachagl, Child-birth. 
Atj zahh (v.n.), Removing (from its place). 
A jWj zuhdr, A certain disease incident to 

camels; dysentery (=^=-jq.v.). 
A zihaf, (in prosody) A dropping of 

one letter between two others. 
A PUJ zihdm, Crowd, throng, press of 

people. 
A ^ zahr, Breathing hard, groaning (a 

woman in labour) ;—zuhar, A miser. 
A zahzahat (v.n. of C J ^ J ) , Separating, 

detaching; driving away, putting to a dis-
tance. 

A zahf, An army marching against 
the enemy; a battle ; creeping on its knees 
(a child) ; dragging itself along (an ani-
mal) ; a shortcoming, a blemish. 

A csUj zahk (v.n.), Being tired ( a camel) ; 
Btopping in one place ; going to a distance, 
removing from. 

A J&J zahl (v.n.), Departing; being 
wearied, lagging behind; vanishing;— 
zukal, One who fails in, or gives up, his 
work; the planet Saturn;—gjiuldmi znhal, 
Surname of the astronomer Abu Qasim. 

A zuhlufat, zuhluqat, The 
marks left by a boy sliding from high 
ground, a boy's slide. 

A f*~)zahm (v.n.), Pressing, squeezing (as 
in a crowd). 

A zahmat (v.n. of ^ j ) , Squeezing, 
pressing (as a dense throng); a crowd, 
bustle, throng; pain, trouble, disease;— 
zahmat burdan (dadan, nihddan), To in-
commode, molest, annoy, torment;—zahmati 
farang (farangi), The French disease ;— 
zahmat kashidan, To take trouble. 

a fj^i zahmat-kash, Afflicted. 
a es**^ zahmati, In pain, disquieted, 

troubled, 
A Jy-) zuhul (v.n. of J*-;), Departing, re-

tiring, drawing aside. 
A J-E-J zahir (v.n. of ^-J), Groaning or 

breathing hard ; a looseness in the belly; 
a twisting of the guts with griping and 
discharge of blood, dysentery; sorrow, 
pain, illness; one who suffers from gripes 
or dysentery. 

t) gakh, A groan; tinkling of a bell; 
(for azakh) a war t ; the driving in of a 
stake ; (for zakhrn) a wound. 

A tj zakhkh (v.n.), Throwing far away ; 
travelling at a cruel pace (a camel-driver) ; 
becoming angry ; rushing upon, assaulting; 
blazing, flashing (fire). 

«l]ihar (v.n. 3 of / - j ) , Boasting, 
glorying (against another) ; — zakhkjhar, 
Full and swelling (sea). 

A zakhdrift Ships; insects flying 
on the surface of the water ;—zakhdrifu 'l-
arz, Gay-coloured vegetation;—zakhdrifu 7-
md, Channels for water in grooves, furrows, 
or gutters ;—zakhdrifu 'd-dunya, Worldly 
pomps and pageants, earthly vanities. 

Sj^j zakhdra, t j ^ ) zakhtdra, A branch. 
A zakhr (v.n.), Filling ; being full (the 

sea) ; growing luxuriantly, being plentiful 
(vegetation). 

A J / J zukhruf, Gold ; beauty, elegance, 
ornament; a speech embellished with fine 
imagery and romantic fiction; adorned 
falsehood; exaggeration. 

A zakhrafat (v.n. of Arranging 
(a discourse), so as to deceive people; dis-
simulation ; falsehood. 

zakhr a. Spectator at games of hazard. 
A zakhf (v.n.), Being vain-glorious, 

proud. 
I**-) zakhm, A wound, scar, sore, cut, 

blow ; a fracture; sickness; a building, a 
house, a palace; a white antelope (this 
doubtful);—zakh,m afgandan (andakMant 
rekhtan, zadan, kardan), To inflict a wound, 
to wound;—zakhm bar-ddshtan (bar-giriftan, 
chashldan, khwurdan, firo-khwurdan, kashi-
dan, giriftan), To be wounded ; —zakhmi 
birydn, A kind of pilaw;—zakhmi top, A 
cannon-shot;—zakhmi tez (daman-dar), An 
effective stroke, a mortal wound;—zakhmi 



chashm, The evil eye ; — zakhmi khanjar 
(dashna), A poniard stab;—zakhmi dijla-rez, 
A wound bleeding copiously ;—zakhmi kdri, 
= zahkmi tez above ; —zakhmi kos, The 
beating of the drum;—zakhmi gulula, A 
gun-shot;—zakhmi nlza, A lance-thrust; 
—zakhmi lazzat-rasdn, A well-aimed stroke, 
a mortal wound (used in speaking of 
lovers); — zakhmi sahamndk, An enve-
nomed, mortal wound ;—zakhmi ndkhun, A 
scratch with the nails; astronomical lines ; 
—zakhm namak-band, A wound bound up 
with salt to stop the bleeding. 

A zakhm (v.n.), Forcing, driving 
furiously;—zakhmi (v.n.), Stinking, being 
putrid (flesh). 

^Ujf zakhm-azmay, Wounded fre-
quently. 

a W f^j zakhm-band, The construction of 
a building. 

^ j A f A j zakhm-khwurda, f^-j zakhm -
chin, Wounded ;—khAnziri zakhm-kh^urda, 
Wounded hog. 

zajchm-dar, Wounded, struck. 
<zalchm-ras, Wounding, piercing. 
6 j j f^i zakhm-zada, Wounded, struck. 
Oj ft-) zakhm-zan, Wounding, piercing. 
ft f**-) zakhm-kdr, The construction of a 

building. (See W 
^IC^j zakhm-kari. A blow, mortal wound. 

I*6*) zakhm-gdh, A wounded place, the 
Beat of a wound. 

zakhmnak, Wounded, struck. 
zajghma, The plectrum of a musical 

instrument, the bow (of a violin, <fcc.). 
^ zakhma-war, A performer on a 

Btringed instrument. 
zakhmi, Wounded. 

SjU^j zakhndra, The branch of a tree. 
zi-Jchwiid, Of oneself ; of itself;— 

zi-khpud shudan, To be out of one's senses. 
UjAj zakhun, Pride, conceit. 
A zakhikh (v.n.), Flaring (a fire). 
AJ zad (pret. of zadan), He struck; a 

stroke, blow; battle, conflict, combat;—zad 
u khwurd, Battle, conflict;—zad u hob, zad 
u gir, Beating and thumping ; battle. 

Uj zidd (in compos, from zidudan), Clean-
ing, wiping, scouring off (rust) ; dissipating, 
dispelling ;—zidd kardan, To polish ; (met.) 
to render serene. 

(jjA-iW) zadanidan, To cause to strike. 
ziddy (in compos.), Wiping, cleaning, 

scouring. 
ziddy dnldan (caus. of ziddyidan), 

To cause to scour or cleanse. 
ziddyanda, A polisher, furbisher. 

gjLjiWj ziddyidan, To scour, cleanse, 
j j j zadar, Over; — zi-dar, Worthy, de-

serving (see p. 43). 
zadagi, Percussion ; a blow. 
zadan, To strike, beat, dash against, 

flap ; to kill; to shoot, fire off, discharge (a 
gun, &c., m.c.) ; to touch ; to sound, blow; 

to play on an instrument; to verge, tend, 
incline towards; to forge (a sword); to 
accentuate ; to eat; to lie with;—bdran za-
dan, To cause to rain;—ba surkhi zanad, It 
inclines towards red;—boaa zadan, To kiss;— 
ba-ham (bar ham) zadan, To strike together, 
to dash against one another ;—birun zadan 
az, To draw out from, to withdraw; to 
avert;—tajpdncha zadan, To give a smack 
on the face;—tarazu bar sang (ba-zamin) 
zanad, The balance weighs down;—jarahai 
zadan, To wound;—khlrman zadan, To form 
a heap or sheaf;—dad zadan, To cry (m.c.); 
—dushnam zadan, To abuse, to revile;— 
sar dar sang zadan, To strike one's head 
against a stone, i.e. to blunder, to lie;—daf 
zadan, To beat a drum;—shdna bar yali asb 
zadan, To comb the mane of a horse;—Hndn 
zadan, To lighten the reins ;—qadam zadan, 
To step, to proceed ;—gul bar sar zadan, To 
put roses on the head;—laf zadan, To boast; 
—masal zadan, To propound parables, re-
late fables ;—musht zadan, To bruise with 
the fist;—ndla zadan, To groan, sigh, la-
ment ;—nidd (said) zadan, To proclaim;— 
nay zadan, To sound a pipe, blow a flute. 

zadanl, Fit or deserving to be 
stricken, killed, &c. 

zadwdr, Zedoary. 
y j j j j zidudan, To polish, clean, scour, 

furbish; to clear the country of mutiny 
or sedition; to wipe sadness from the 
mind; to pluck, gather. 

6 j j j j ziduda, Polished, cleaned, brightened. 
zadunitan, (in Zand and Pazand) 

To buy. 
® Jj zada, Strickened, smitten ; affected or 

afflicted with any disease; accentuated; 
masticated, eaten ; published abroad ; old, 
worn out; cut down, lopped off ; clipped, 
trimmed; adorned, set off; forged (sword) ; 
a cart, dray ; an order, row, series; a line 
(in writing) ;—zada budan, To be possessed 
of a devil. 

j) zar, Gold; money, riches, wealth; an 
old man or woman ; an old man, grey and 
ruddy ;—zari asl, A principal sum; pure 
gold ; (for zard) yellow;—zar andudan, To 
gild; to acquire money;—zar ba-dtish zadan, 
To burn gold, (met.) to squander, to dissi-
pate ;—zar bar sikka rasdnidan (zadan), To 
coin gold;—zar ba-zar dad, He has struck 
an equitable bargain, neither is a loser ;— 
zari basta, Gold in a lump (not broken in 
small pieces) ;—zar ba-sangi siydh kashldan, 
To prove gold by the touch-stone;—zari 
bahtahanl, A kind of base gold or coin;— 
zari tdza, Coin fresh from the mint;—zari 
tild (for tila), Pure gold;—zari tauqifi, 
Gold secretly spent for pious uses;—zari 
ja'fari, The purest kind of gold;—zari 
khalis, Fine gold; -— zari khushk, Pure 
gold ;—zar khwurdan, To take or receive 
gold ;—zari dast-afshar, Gold reduced to a 



soft state, and capable of being wrought 
by the hand;—zari dah panji, Gold de-
based by alloy in the proportion of one 
half ;—zari dah dahl, Gold without any 
alloy ;—zari dah shashi, Gold, two-fifths of 
which is alloy ;—zari dah mihi, The finest 
gold (better than dah dahl) ; —zari dah 
nuhi, Gold, a tenth whereof is alloy ;—zari 
dah haihtl, Gold, a fifth whereof is alloy; 
—zari dah haftl, Gold, three-tenths of 
which is alloy ; — zari rukni, Pure gold 
(thus called after the name of a cele-
brated alchymist) ;—zari rR-kash (ru-mdl), 
Gilded (copper) \—zari riimi, The sun ;— 
zari roy-bast, Gold fresh from the mine ; 
—zar zar kaghad, bi-zari dardi sar, Gold 
has gold in its wake, lack of gold makes 
the head ache (proverbial) ; — zari sada, 
Pure, unwrought gold;—zari sard, Pure 
gold ;—zari sdv (sdwa), Pure gold, of the 
full standard; a particle or filing of gold 
(which falls off when working); — zari 
surkh, Gold ; pure gold of a red colour; 
gold coin; name of a suit in c a r d s z a r i 
surkh-sipar, The sun;—zari siydh, Copper 
coin;—zari saped (safed), "White gold, i.e. 
silver; a suit in cards ;—zari safed az payi 
rozi siydh-ast, Silver is (hoarded) for the 
sake of a black day; — zari shash sari, 
Pure gold;—zari shikasta, Gold of a low 
standard;—zari shikufa, The essence of a 
flower ;—zari tila, tild, Fine ductile gold 
for gilding ; pure gold ;—zari qalb, Base 
coin; — zari kani, Gold fresh from the 
mine ;—zar kashidan, To hoard up wealth ; 
—zar ki ruy bast, Vile gold ;—zari gul, The 
yellow stamina of a rose ;—zari mdhl, The 
scale of a fish ;—zari mitzdb, Melted gold ; 
—zari maskuk, Gold or silver coin;—zari 
mushi-afshdr, A soft kind of gold which 
might be moulded into any shape ;—zari 
mi§rl, Pure gold; zari maahribi. Purest 
gold; the sun ; — zari maujud, "Ready 
money ; — zari ndb, Pure gold ; — zari 
nakhuni, The purest gold (on which the 
finger-nail leaves an impression) ; — zari 
nargis, The white and yellow of the nar-
cissus ;—zari naqd, Ready money; zar u 
sim, Gold and silver;—dar zar giriftan, To 
gild, to covor or overlay with gold; to 
immerse in gold, i.e. to overwhelm with 
benefits or favours. 

Aj) zarr (v.n.), Buttoning (a garment) ; 
chasing away, pursuing ; biting, grinding, 
bruising; plucking out (hairs); being in-
flamed (the eye) ;—zirr, A button ; name 
of one of Muhammad's followers. 

^Vjj zardb, Gold-water ; wine ; a moun-
tain near Baghdad. 

y~i sA>j zarab-rez, Shedding blood; per-
spiring. 

a uibj zardbiy (pi. of zirbiy or 
mrbiy), Couches, pillows, or carpets for 
sitting on. 

zaraiusht, Zoroaster (the founder 
of the religion of the Magi). 

zardj, The barberry and its tree. 
zardcha, An Ethiopian wrestler 

slain by Sikandar. 
A J^J zirad, A rope fastened round a 

camel's neck, to prevent him from bringing 
up his food when chewing the cud, and 
throwing it on his rider ;—zarrdd, A maker 
of coats of mail with iron rings (*>jy zar ad). 

a obj zarrdd-hhdna, Armourer's 
shop, 

zarddusht, zaraduhsht, 
Zoroaster. 

^sfa) zardri (for Ar. q.v.), Cantha-
rides (m.c.) 

zar ash, Name of the younger son 
of Minuchihr; also of a son of Tus. 

zardsag, zardsang, A kind 
of dust like gold with which they sprinkle 
writings. 

g\)3 zarra', A sower, farmer ;—zurrd' (pi. 
of zari''), Sowers. 

A zird'at, Agriculture, husbandry, 
tillage; sowing, cultivation;—zird'ati daimi, 
Cultivation without artificial irrigation;— 
zird'ati gishldq, Winter-cultivation (m.c. 
from T.) ;—zird'at kardan, To cultivate. 

L^jij zaraghash, Hard and sandy ground, 
^ j j zardghan, A sob, hiccough;—also 

(iUfc^j zaraghank, Hard, sandy ground. 
a zarrdf, zar of, A giraffe, a cameleo-

pard. 
A zurdfat, zurdfa, A cameleopard, a 

giraffe ; a troop of men. 
a <yU.il j) zar-afshdn, Scattering gold. 
A J^JJ zurdfa (pi. of zurdfat), Cameleo-

pard s. 
t ^ j j zurdfin, A bar, a bolt; the ring of 

a door-post for fastening a door. 
A zarrdq, A hypocrite, sycophant, 

rogue ; an artificer. 
a zarrdqdna, Hypocritically. 
a <_si\)3 zarrdqi, Hypocrisy. 
^^3 zardk, The barberry. 

)) zar-dhi, j j zar-alud, A plum, 
j) zar-anddz, A hooka-carpet. 

» )) zar andar zar, Profusely gilded. 
J^l jj zar-andiid (a-^oA anduda), Gilded. 
yjjjA jj zar andudan, To gild. 

zirdwishdn, A species of violet. 
A •afaj zarawand, Aristolochy, birth wort; 

name of a place near Madinah. 
8>\)3 zardwa, Name of a champion of 

Iran. 
zar dh, Sea;—zarahi akfuda, The 

Caspian. 
yVj) zarev, A woman's veil. 
A S^J zarb, zirb, A hunter's lurking-place; 

a sheep-fold. 
;3 zar-baf, AXAJ ^ zar-bafta, Brocade, 

cloth of gold. 
o * ^ zarbdfi, Woven in gold, embroi-

dered. 



<yV>3 zarbdn, Old, decrepit; Abraham. 
zar-ba-dast, "Wealthy, opulent. 

zar-baft, Brocade, cloth of gold;— 
zar-baft burlda pamba hardan, Proverbial 
expression for attempting something im-
possible ;—zar-bafti hdtim, A kind of gold 
cloth (probably after the name of the 
maker). 

<Jttj>3 zarbaq, Name of a town in Khurasan; 
also of a river in the same province, called 
likewise nahri murghdb. 

ftij) zarbaydv, Melted silver. 
jJ zar-parast, A mammonist; venal, 

selfish. 
j) zar-pazl, The smelting of gold, 
j) zar-posh, Gold-embroidered. 

tr^yA ft**. j) zar-paihgr durukhsh, The 
sun ; the planet Jupiter. 

zurat (for Ar. Sjj q.v.), Maize, Indian 
corn (m.c.);—zurati shlrl, The milky Indian 
corn (m.c.). 

ft j) zar-tdr, Made of golden threads, 
gold-embroidered. 

^ f t zar-tdri, Cloth of gold tissue, 
vfi^sj^ zartusht, Supreme intelligence; 

divine l ight; the rational soul; the first 
created; the planet Mercury; a truth-
speaker; Zoroaster. 

zar tag, Juice of safflower. 
zarjdmi, A kind of grape. 

zarjul, A game in which a small 
stick is struck forward by a larger one, tip-
cat, hockey. 

A y y ^ zarjun, zarajun, A vine; the 
shoot of a vine or palm-tree ; wine; pure 
rain-water standing in the hollow of a 
stone; (for P. zar-gun), Of a gold-colour; 
anything which dyes of a red or gold-
colour. 

Bj>3 zarich, A partridge. 
zar-choba, Turmeric. 

zar chid, Jy±-jj zarkhul, = JjVjj q.v. 
® J®" )) zar-hall (zari hall), A solution of 

gold used for painting. 
j) zar-hharid, Purchased (as a 

slave). 
>JA-J3 zar-khez, Rich, yielding gold, auri-

ferous. 
Aj) zard (S. harit), Yellow, saffron-

coloured ; pale, pallid, wan ; saffron; a 
specieB of date;—zardi zamin, A skirret, 
parsnip ; a carrot;—zard shudan, To become 
yellow, i.e. to be near setting (the sun); 
—zard u surkh, (Yellow and red) Ashamed, 
bashful, alarmed, timid, 

A zard (v.n,), Strangling, throttling, 
squeezing (the throat); swallowing (a 
mouthful) ; making a coat of mail; linking 
together the iron rings of such;—zar ad, A 
coat of mail. 

zarddb, Safflower-water; bile; the 
pus or yellow matter running from a 
wound; saffron-coloured wine. 

y^Vjt) zarddb-rez, Bad-tempered, pas-

sionate ; a bad temper; freeing the heart 
from anger; one who sheds blood. 

jt»> ;3 zar-dar, A moneyed man, wealthy, 
rich. 

zard-dlu, A small apricot. 
zarddn, Name of a leader of the 

Magi. 
zarddniya, The sect of Zardan. 

tfSUfcTjjj zarddhang, A sandy place; firm. 
jji zard-pur, A beech-coloured horse. 
o^Ajj zardajt, Zoroaster. 

Jj>3 zard-charda, Yellow-skinned (said 
of a beardless youth). 

j*®- zard-chug&u, Jjj zard-chuqu (?), 
Name of a yellow bird. 

dj>3 zard-chob, Yellow wood ; tur-
meric. 

Jy*- jj3 sard-chill, Steel, hard iron (doubt-
ful). 

zard-chuh, Inclining to yellow 
(probably misreading for the following). 

zard-chihra, Yellow-faced (said of 
an old woman). 

ft- J)3 zard-hhdr, — q.v. 
aiW Jjj zar ad-khdna, An armoury. 
ibU Ajj zard-khdya, The yolk of an egg. 
jA Ajj zard-khav, Name of a plant found 

in gardens, yielding a yellow fragrant 
blossom. 

6JJ zard-dara (zardi dara ?), Yellow-
hammer, ortolan. 

Cj zard-rukh, Turning colour from 
fear or shame. 

<ij) zard-rang, Yellow ; bashful. 
% zard-ru ( ^ ruy), Bashful; pale-

faced, sallow. 
iJi) zard-ru i, Bashfulness. 

^jj zard-sa, A piece of gold unstamped, 
u s — z a r d u s t , Zoroaster. 

jj zar-dasta, A club, a mace. 
<J;3 zard-sar, A fire-worshipper ; name 

of a little yellow-headed bird. 
US.Jbltij) zardusht, Zoroaster; Abraham. 

Jjj zard-fam, Yellowish. 
a Ajj zard-quwdra, The sun. 
ciJjjj zardak (dim. of zard), Yellowish; a 

carrot; juice of the safflower; the penis; 
name of an animal whose flesh is very 
delicious •, any undyed stuff (as nankeen); 
—zardaki dashli (regi), Wild carrot. 

j j j zard-haf, (Yellow hand) The 
sun. 

zard-gosh, Malignant; a hypo-
crite ; a flatterer ; timid, fearful (the last 
meaning doubtful). 

zardagi, A deep yellow colour. 
zardam, zardama, Victuals 

hastily prepared for a journey. 
tyijj zardaman, Wind-pipe; a kind of 

bird. 
y* tf zar-du, A smelter of gold, 
j j j j3 zar-doz, An embroiderer; embroi-

dered ; fastened with golden nails (a 
coffin). 



lijj'4)) mr-dozl, Embroidery. 
)>> j) zar-dost, Pond of gold; a miser, 
sarda, Rice dressed with honey and 

saffron; inclining to yellow; bile; a 
bilious habit; jaundice; smut ; a carrot; 
a parsnip ; name of a mountain containing 
gold; a dun-coloured horse; [zardai tukhm 
(khaya), The yolk of an egg ; — zarda'i 
kdmrdn, The sun; day;—zarda'i koh, Name 
of a mountain in Laristan from which the 
river Kurand springs;]—zar-dih, Gold-
giving. 

<fa fi^jj zarda-chav, s-»j«r zarda-chob, 
Wood with which they dye yellow; the 
larger species of swallow-wort; a kind of 
paste. 

zarda-rasida, Jaundiced. 
zarduhsht, Zoroaster; name of a 

sage descended from Zoroaster; Abra-
ham. 

ts^jj zardi, Yellowness ; yolk of an egg ; 
jaundice; smnt, mildew; a circle round 
the sun ;—zardi zard, Very yellow, 

j) zar-rishta, A gold thread, 
/ktf.) jj zar-riahtagar, A gold-thread 

maker. 
$ zar rukni, Pure gold. 

k M m r z u r > j)})} zurzur, A starling. 
zarzura, A kind of spider. 

A zarzuria, Spotted, speckled (like 
a stare). 

j) zar-sa, A crucible; melted gold; 
like gold; particles of gold. 

fa jj zar-adz, A goldsmith. 
yUjj zarsdn, Like gold ; a gold thread ; 

a bit of gold, 
fa j,} zar-sdv, t f a y zar-sdwa, Gold-

filings. 
j) zar-edy, A manufacturer of gold 

thread, a goldbeater, a preparer of gold 
for painting; a crucible ; like gold. 

zar asp, = v^li) 9.«v* 
jj zarsud, Turmeric; name of a 

fragrant Indian flower. 
•Afcy zirishk, Barberries; a certain fra-

grant flower. 
yAt* zar-shinds, A banker, goldsmith, 

or money-changer, as skilled in gold. 
A zar' (v.n,), Sowing, scattering seed; 

seed; a sown field. 
A zur'at, Seed. 
a jl-js jj zar-'iydr, Pure as gold. 
E^j) zargkunj, Name of a stinking herb 

brought from China. 
A UJIJ zarf (v.n.), Making haste (a 

camel) ; walking leisurely (a man) ;—zaraf 
(v.n.), Breaking out afresh (a healing 
wound). 

zarf an, A decrepit old man ; the 
patriarch Abraham. 

yUi jj zar-fishdn, Scattering gold; name 
of the 9th of the month of the sera of 
Yazdagird-

zurfin, A bolt or ring of a door. 

v5jy zarq, Hypocrisy fraud ; detraction 5 
pretending to abstinence, 

A JJ3 zarq (v.n.), turning towards any 
object (the eye), so that scarce anything 
but the white appears; moving back the 
saddle (of a camel) ; hurling or brandish-
ing a javelin (mizrdq) ; dropping excre-
ment (a bird) ; muting, being bliud;— 
zurq (pi. of azraq),Blue-eyed; blind people; 
sand-hills ; heads of spears or arrows;— 
—zaraq, Being blue or grey (eyes); blue-
ness 5 blindness ; being clear (water) ;— 
zurraq, A white sparrow-hawk, merlin. 

A ETFJ) rnrqd' (fem. of azraq), Blue or 
grey-eyed. 

a vSy vJj) zarq-barq, Shining, splendid 
clothes;—zarq u barq, Magnificence, pomp, 
royal grandeur. 

a zurq-posh, Clad in blue (garb 
of the Sufis). 

a aol^r j j ) zarq-sajja.da, Who spreads the 
prayer-carpet of hypocrisy. 

bfa jj zar-katund, Seed of fleawort; tur-
meric. 

u^yi JS;3 zarq-farosh, A hypocrite. 
P*)} zurqum, Blue-eyed. 

zarquri, The herb dog's-tooth. 
ST YYIJ3 zarqun, Vermilion. 
<4)3 zarak, Gold-leaf;—zirik, The bar-

berry and its tree. 
A Sj) zarak, The being of a depraved 

temper. 
faj) zar-kdr, Anything golden or gilded ; 

a goldsmith, 
ijrZ £ zar-kash, A^&S^ zar-kashid, A gold-

wire drawer; embroidered or covered with 
gold thread, gold cloth. 

VJ^JU zar-kob, A goldbeater, 
jj zar-koft, Plated with gold. 

M'j j zar-koh, Name of a rock in the 
midst of the Sea of Oman, dangerous to 
ships. 

fajj zargdr, / ) j zargar, A goldsmith;— 
zargari charkh, The sun. 

zargari, Business of a goldsmith ; a 
kind of dialect. 

zargunj, Name of a stinking herb 
brought from China; a large earthen 
vessel. 

X* zar-gun, Of the colour of gold; 
surname of Shaikh Salahu d'-din. 

zar-giya, Name of an Indian golden-
coloured herb. 

fa zarm, Tears ; a shedding of tears. 
A fa zarm (v.n ), Interrupting (urine); 

stopping, cutting short (a speech) ;—zarim, 
In narrow circumstances; avaricious, mean; 
vile. 

zar man, A decrepit old man ; Abra-
ham, 

A^V* J) zar-mahcha, A golden or gilded 
moon, or crescent, at the point of a banner 
or spear. 

zurnd, A trumpet, a hautbois. 



tyty xurndpd, Vjt) xwrnapd, A cameleo-
pard. 

a sr^j) zarnab, Name of an odoriferous 
plant; saffron. 

Wj) zurumbd, zurutpbad, zu-
rwjibaha, Zedoary, a Chinese root. 

gMjj zararpbulj, Sorrel; a red currant. 
zar anj, Name of a town in SIstan;— 

zinnj, Gum of a tree. 
•tfj) zar and, Hell; name of a hard barren 

tree. 
(jLsi^j zar-nishan, Figures of gold inlaid 

in steel (as in swords) ; gilded; set in 
gold. 

^JyUJjj zarnishdngar, A maker of the 
work described in the preceding article; 
gold-inlayer. 

zaranh, Magnificence, grandeur, 
zarang, The barberry ; new; a troop 

of horses ; yellow wood ; safflower-water; 
mustard-seed; yellow clay used in colour-
ing ; the peak of a mountain; hell; name 
of a large and hard tree; name of a city, 
the government Beat of Sistan; (for u ^ j 
q.y.) Bhrewd, clever (m.c.) ;—zurang, A 
troop of horses. 

zar-nigar, Gilded ; inlaid with gold; 
painted with gold. 

zarna (unsupported), and— 
zarni, zirnikh, zirniq, zar-

nik, Arsenic;—zirnikhi ahmar, Red arsenic 
(used by the alchymists) ;—zirnikhi as/aw, 
Yellow arsenic (used by painters);—zir-
nikhi zard, Orpiment;—zirnikhi qirmiz, Re-
algar. 

A gLij) zarnllaj (for P. zar-nlla), Sorrel. 
zar-nlla, Sorrel. 

«j zaru, A leech; a kind of powder or 
Balve with which the eyes are anointed; 
hardness in the hand or foot (the last 
meaning doubtful). 

zarwds, Liberality, munificence, 
ejlyj zarwdn, = o^jj q.v., Time (Z. zar-

wan);—zarwdni buzurg, Abraham. 
A ^jyj za/rud, A desert on the road to 

Mecca; according to others a hilly place 
rich in water and vegetation. 

A jpj,) mrur (pi. of zirr), Coat-buttons. 
a j j j j) zar.warq, Talc used by women for 

paint. 
j zi-rost (for az ro ast), Is (made) of 

brass. 
A zurii1 (pi. of zar1), Sown fields; 

seeds sown; shildren. 
zarugh, zurugh, A belch. 

oUyj zaruk, Name of a medicinal herb;— 
mruk, A leech. 

fcHjyJ zarwln, The ranine vein (med.). 
zara, zirih, A coat of mail; name of a 

kinsman of Afrasyab; name of a province 
in Sistan; name of a sea or river; [zirih bar 
dosh kashidan (poshidan, dar bar anddkh-
tan, dar bar giriftan, dar dosh kashidan), To 
don a coat of mail;—zirih para kardan, To j 

tear a coat of mail;—zirih dar-nawishtan, 
To make a coat of mail;]—zura, A leech. 

tS^ j i ) zarhanitan, (in Zand) To bring 
forth. 

zirih-baf, A maker of coats of 
mail. 

i>ye 6jj zirih-posh, Clothed in mail or any 
other military garment. 

zarah-pech, (in Zand and Pazand) 
Winter. 

zarahtusht, uuAdfijj za/mhdusM, 
Zoroaster. 

zirih-jdma, A coat of mail worn 
over other garments. 

5jj zirih-khad, The lining of a helmet. 
jU 6)3 zirih-dar, Clad in mail. 
jV*. Cjj) zirih-sdz, A maker of coats of mail, 
/v- zirih-sum, What perforates coats 

of mail. 
fijj zirih-kuldh, A helmet, with a tex-

ture of iron rings hanging down as a de-
fence for the neck, a- casque. 

faj) zirihgar, A maker of coats of mail. 
f Cjrj zirih-mu (mo), One whose hair 

forms a sort of covering (resembling a coat 
of mail). 

j^Sjj zirihwar, Clad in mail, 
ofaj) zarhun, The patriarch Abraham, 
^ j j zari, Brocaded silk (m.c.); drink-

money given to musicians. 
(jyj zarl-bdf, A weaver of brocade. 

zarltunitan, (in Zand and Pa-
zand) To cultivate the ground. 

jij) zarir, zirlr, A yellow-dyeing wood; 
bile; jaundice; name of the brother of 
Gushtasp. 

Ajij) zarir (v.n. of j)), Being hot, red, 
and inflamed (the eye). 

ST \jtjy zarlrd, Purslane, 
tyj) zarira, Wormwood. 
A £>.)) zirri1, What grows in the fields 

spontaneously from stray seeds. 
y^jij zar iqdn, Tenacious, avaricious 

(doubtful word). 
A ^hjj zuraiqly, Name of a poet. 

zirih. The barberry (a thorn). 
zarin, zarrin, Golden; [murghi zar-

rin-bdl, The bird with golden wings, i.e. 
the sun;]—zarin, Bread steeped in broth 
( = A. V ) -

gjy zarln-turunj, The sun. 
a j rW jvv Jj) zari n-ja ndh-u- ma h a -

lib, With golden wings and claws. 
ts^-jJ c^j) zarin-dirakht, The orange-tree, 
j-U ^ j j zarinshdkh, (met.) The pen. 
a ^ j j zarm-sadaf \ The sun. 
a <£>)} zarin-Hzdr, Pale-faced. 
a ^ zarin-1 alam, Marked with gold 

(cloth, a garment, &c.). 
a t*^ e^j) zarin-qadah, A white and yel-

low narcissus. 
zarin-kdsa, The sun. 

eŜ  zarln-kuldh, Wearing a golden 
helmet; the chamberlain or keeper of the 



palace, who wears a golden cap; a golden 
fillet worn by Persian ladies; the sun. 

ft zari>i gdv, A drinking cup made 
in the shape of an ox. 

zarln-nargisa, The stars. 
"zarrina, Golden ; a golden vessel; 

a soup made of bread-crumbs ;—shah-nishini 
zarrina-tdq, A portico supported by golden 
pillars. 

zarrina-khwur, An eater of soups. 
u^ ^y) zar'ma-kafsh, Wearing sandals 

of gold. 
t s ^ i&j) zarin-humay, The sun. 
)ijj zariv, Gravity, sedateness. 
yy. zar-yun (Gold colour), The ane-

mone ; green and pleasant; yellow. 
•tijij) zarewand, Name of a wrestler of 

Mazandaran. 
zariwa, A trance, ecstacy. 

V **)))) zazruna-tirbd, (in Zand) A hen. 
8jj zazha, A clothes-line. 

3 zust, Swift, violent, vehement, iras-
cible, harsh, passionate; sharp, acid, pun-
gent; clear. 

zistan, To live ; to excoriate ; to rob, 
zash, What is the matter?—zush, 

Dew. 
zishdr, A press for squeezing juice. 

u^-Aj zasht, Sight, seeing;—zisht, Hideous, 
ugly, rough, rude, austere, obscene, filthy ; 
a race ;—zisht kardan, To win (in the lan-
guage of gamblers) ;—nek zisht, Exceed-
ingly ugly, hideous. 

zishtar, Obscene, a bawdy talker. 
ji. c^A} zisht-kh'd (kho). Bad-tempered. 
^Jji zisht-kho'i, Badness of temper. 

XJS^Uzisht-diddr, Of hideous aspect. 
^ ziaht-ruy. Ugly-faced. 

c^Aj zishUrui, Ugliness of face. 
a zishUsirat, Ill-mannered ; of 

bad conduct. 
a <J>j#~ us-̂ A;, zisht sirati, Rudeness, ill-

breeding. 
^ zisht-guy, An obscene speaker. 

zushtan, To unbark, skin, peel. 
(^Is zisht-ndmi, A bad repute, in-

famy, disgrace. 
J f t ) zishti, Ugliness ;—zishil u nihil I, 

Good and evil; sadness and joy; poverty 
and riches. 

zisht-ydd, Detraction, back-biting. 
zashi, zashshi, What is the matter ? 

A UUJ zu'df, A sudden death; a poison 
killing instantaneously. 

A zu'dq, Thick, brackish (water). 
A CŜ Û  si'dmat, Part of the booty de-

volving on the leader; a large fief. 
A S-^j za'b (v.n.), Driving away or thrust-

ing back; cutting; filling (a vessel). 
A f ) za'r, Coition; being thin (hair); 

barren, bare (a place). 
a j } f ) zu'rur, Of a bad disposition; a 

medlar. 
A za'zd', Stormy, boisterous (wind). 

A Ac^cj za'zd'at, A large troop of horses. 
A za'za', Stormy (wind) ; a hurri-

cane. 
A za'f. Killing on the spot. 
A <-J)CJ za'zaf, Abounding in water (sea). 
A za'faran, Saffron; name of a 

town in Anatolia. 
a -ji) za'fran-rez, Scattering saffron, 

saffron-shedding. 
a ^ f t oV^J m'frdn-guna, Of the colour or 

qualities of saffron ; a native of the city of 
za'fran. 

a i ^ V ^ za'farani, Dressed with saffron ; 
saffron-coloured. 

a tsy^j za'f art, Yellow, saffron-coloured. 
A JY^j zu'fuq, Of a bad disposition. 
A J^c) za'q (v.n j , Calling out, terrifying; 

—rn'aq (v.n.), Being timid, starting with 
fear; being brisk, cheerful, leaping with 
joy-

A Jcj za'al (v.n. of Jcj), Being brisk, 
cheerful; cheerfulness, alacrity ; — zaHl, 
Brisk; very hungry. 

A f+zj za'm, zi'm, zu'm (v.n.), Thinking, 
supposing, imagining, presuming, or speak-
ing from belief; speaking truth ; pretend-
ing, assuming, asserting without sufficient 
warrant; speaking falsehood ;—za'm, An-
swering for another, becoming surety or 
sponsor;—za'am, Coveting, hankering after. 

A (tf*3 za'um, A stammerer;—zu'um, A 
hesitation or impediment in speech. 

ytza'ir, Linseed. (See ^ 3 . ) 
t) zaah (for zagh). A crow. 
ft) zaghdr, Brackish ground ; a loud 

cry ; a cry for help ; a sort of food ; millet 
or rice-bread; nightshade; wet ground; 
rusty ; mouldy ; a burning coal; uneasi-
ness ;—zvahar. A live coal, coal. 

A^j^j zaglidrcha, A certain sweet herb. 
zaghdr-ghas. Small strips of fur 

wherewith the natives of some parts of the 
East garnish the skirts of their clothing. 

^ ft) zayhdr-leirm, An earthworm. 
j f t ) zaghdr av, zaghdru, A brothel, stew. 
fijUj zaghdra. Paint for the face; bread 

made of millet; millet;—zughara, A live 
coal. 

A ^-ift) zaghdrit, Shrill cries of women's 
i°y- l , 

^^jlcj zagharidan. To cry aloud. 
fcjUij zaghdza, Bread made from millet, 
y-lij zaghds, chaghdsh. Uneasiness 

arising from love. 
zaghdk, A vine-branch. 

JU:} zughdl, A live coal; cornel-tree or 
fruit;—zughdli-sang, Mineral coal (m.c.). 

Axd̂  JU13 zughdl-akhta, The fruit of the 
cornel-tree. 

JUJJ zaghdv, A courtesan ; a brothel. 
A zagkab (v.n.), Having yellow hair 

or down (youn g birds); also such as appears 
upon the head of an old man after his hair 
becomes thin ; down ; small, soft hairs. 



fa£) zugkbar (probably misreading for 
q.v.), Madder. 

fa) zaghbar, Name of a fragrant berb. 
A zaghd (v.n.), Braying loudly (a 

camel) ; making a loud noise; forcing 
butter out of a leathern bottle by pressure; 
squeezing the throat. 

zaghda, Name of a bird. 
A fa) zaghr (v.n.), Overflowing (as a 

river; being enraged, exercising violence; 
excess, redundancy. 

faj zaghar, Trouble; soft ground; name 
of a fountain ; a sort of food; — zaghar, 
zughar, Name of Lot's daughter; also of 
a tribe. 

d^fa) zaghr ash, zagharghash, 
u^Wjij zagkrtniash, Scrapings of leather 
which the currier throws away ; thongs cut 
from a hide. 

ifa) zag&ara, The best pieces of leather 
for sewing round the edges of garments for 
showing to buyers as musters or samples. 

tfa.3 zughzugh, A dwarf; a child ; a small 
bucket; a species of bird. 

a zaghzagha, Whispering, talking in 
a whisper. 

zaghagafc, A sob, hiccup. 
A zaghl (v.n.), Ejecting at one dash, 

squirting out (saliva) ; giving suck. 
sugkam, Eorce, violence, injury. 
zaghan, A kite; a black sparrow, 

fat) zugfcnar, Madder, a dyeing root. 
Aifcj zaghand. The cries of a wild beast, 

especially of a panther; a spring, bound; 
a sally ; flight, levity. 

zaaJiana, Hiccough ; a wink, glance ; 
a moment. 

zaghanganidan (cans, of the 
following), To cause to sob. 

yjvSjjb) mghangidan, To sob, to sigh. 
zaghuta, A reed used by weavers to 

wind their thread upon; raw silk wrapped 
round the spindle. 

<^fa) zagkuna. = q.v. 
A zagjdd, (Butter) forced out by 

squeezing the bottle. 
a zaghida, Expressed (juice). 
fa) zaghir, Linseed; a kind of food. 
A <-*j z a f f , zifdf (v.n. of <_ij), Con-

ducting (a bride) home to her husband's 
house (which is generally done with music 
and much pomp) ; blowing (wind) ; going 
with a quick pace (an ostrich or man) ;— 
z i f f , Young ostrich-feathers ; the feathers 
of any bird whilst yet small. 

cjUj zifdf, A bridal procession (see <-Jj 
zciff) ; the marriage-night. 

isJUj zafalc, A rainy cloud. 
yUj mfan, = mbdn, The tongue. 

zaf'/na, Flame; tongue of a balance, 
o^ij zaft, Thick, gross, rude, coarse ; fa t ; 

full, heaped up; acid, tart, pungent. 
A o^ij zaft (v.n.), Waxing hot, becoming 

angry ; filling;—zift, Pitch (of which there 
are three kinds : rumi (Greek), tar (wet or 
fluid), and khushk (dry)); black;—zuft, 
Of a bad disposition, crabbed, quarrelsome; 
avaricious; astringent, styptic; stupid, 
ignorant. 

i^j zafti, Harshness, severity, roughness. 
a ^^3 ziftl, Pitchy ; [bahri zifti, The Sea 

of pitch, the Eastern or Pacific Ocean ;— 
zuftl, Covetousness. 

fa) zafr, zafar, A jaw-bone; the mouth; 
a corner of the mouth; filth. 

A A Bdfr (v.n.), Puffing, making a noise 
in the throat (a man, or an ass beginning 
to bray) ; crackling (a fire) ;—zifr, A bur-
den ; a leathern bottle; travelling equi-
page ; an assembly, troop, crowd ;—2ufar, 
A bold, brave man ; a lion ; the sea; a full 
river; an abundant gif t ; a strong camel, 
able to carry heavy burdens; a troop, 
squadron, battalion. 

^xJ^ij zafrafldan, To eat much; to 
sneeze. 

( j ^ j i j zafrafldan, To eat little; to threa-
ten to sneeze without doing it. 

Vi zafra, zufra, Victory or gain at play; 
sitting down to game; the mouth; the 
chin. 

zufrln, An iron ring for holding the 
bolt or chain of a door. 

A zafaf, Closeness of plumage, 
j-li) zaflaj, The beginning of a work 

(doubtful). 
A zafn, Dancing;—zifn, A shade or 

awning spread above the roof, to keep off 
the heat, wet or dew; branches of palm-
trees stripped of their leaves, and woven 
into a kind of lattice or net-work. 

(j^ij zifnl, A certain black medicinal 
stone. 

y>3 zujii, The tongue. 
A k-Jjij zafuf, An ostrich ;—zufuf (v.n. of 

i-ij), Groing with a quick pace. 
A zaflr, Impure, sullied, filthy. 
Ljyj zaftiniyd, A thorny shrub. 

zaflzaf', The red jujube-tree. 
A «-Mj zafif (v.n. of <_J}), Going fast (an 

ostrich or a man) ; a quick pace; quick, 
speedy, 

A JJ zaqq (v.n.), Feeding her young (a 
bird); muting;—ziqg, A skin used as a 
bottle (for wine) ;—zuqq, Wine. 

A ,3^3 zaqdq, One who drinks at table, 
having meat in his mouth ;—ziqdq (pi. of 
ziaq), Leathern bottles;—zuqdq, A street, 
lane, market-place, 

A 0^3 zuqqdn (pi, of ziqq), Leathern 
wine-bottles ;—(pi. of zuqdq), Streets. 

A saqb (v.n.), Forcing anyone to 
enter into a cave or a hole ; entering such ; 
—zaqab, A narrow road; near; nearness. 

a Aij zuqqat, Name of a small bird; grain 
with which a bird feeds its young; a medi-



cine given to a child, mixed with the milk 
of the mother. 

A FI) zaqm (v.n.), Eating a kind of food 
called zaqqum (see ; eating, swallow-
ing-

A f>jij zaqqum, An infernal tree (mentioned 
in the Qur'an), the fruit of which is sup-
posed to be the heads of devils; a thorny 
tree, cactus, Euphorbia antiquorum ; fresh 
dates and cream. 

a zaqqa, A grain with which a bird 
feeds her young; a kind of medicine which 
the midwife pours down the throat of a 
new-born babe (see A. 

zalc, A black tincture, vitriol;'—zuk 
(imp. of zakidan or zuMdan), Mutter thou; 
muttering to oneself; (in Zand and Pa-
zand) that. 

A is) zalcJc (v.n.). Taking short steps (from 
fatigue); lean; leanness \—mkk, The young 
of the ring-dove. 

A ft) zahft (v.n. of j£)), Growing, in-
creasing ; living comfortably. 

zukdb, Ink ; spittle ;—zukdb, Aloes. 
( A STFJ zakdt, Purity, purification ; alms 

given according to Muliammadan law, by 
way of purifying or securing a blessing to 
the rest of one's possessions. 

ft) zakdr, Panting (from heat or thirst), 
*ft) zakdra, Quarrelsome, litigious. 
A-^j zukasa, zukasha, A hedgehog; 

a porcupine. 
A P̂ J znkdm, Defluxion, rheum; a cold, 

catarrh. 
<ft) zaJcdn, zukdn, Murmuring, growling. 
A I f t ) zakdwat, Purity, probity, innocence ; 

quickness of parts, ingenuity, 
A zaki (v.n.), Pilling (a bottle). 
A / ; zakr (v.n.), Pilling. 
A O/; zakari, zakariya, Zacharias. 
(jS ĵ zakish, Styptic, astringent. 
A ft) zakan, Knowing, understanding, 

conjecturing. 
i f t ) zukanj, zikanj, A large dish or 

trencher. 
A^j zukand, A large earthen dish. 
A % zakdt, Alms. 
ft) zakur, A miser; a robber. 
A zaki, fem. zaMyai, zaklya, Pure, 

virtuous, just, pious, chaste ; one who gives 
the prescribed portion of his wealth to the 
poor. 

zakiyd, (in Zand and Pazand) A 
knife. 

A^ zakid, Wearied, tired out, displeased. 
fcjAjf) zakidan, zukidan, To mutter to 

oneself in a rage. 
A zakik (v.n. of Walking with 

short steps ; short steps. 
Jtfj zugdl, Charcoal. 
V ^ J zugdl-db, zugdla, Ink ; a mole 

OJ. the body. 
J ^ zagil, A wart. 
A J) mil (v.n.), Slipping, sliding, falling; 

blundering in speech, a slip of the tongue ; 
—zull, Slippery (place). 

a zalabiya, A thin pan-cake. (See 

A J y j zalazil, Afflictions, misfortunes; 
(pi. of zalzalat), tremblings, tremors ; earth-
quakes. 

A JSJ zuldl, Pure, limpid, wholesome 
water ; wine ; a yellow spotted worm bred 
in the snow, which swells in cold water ; 
—zuldl chasma'i mihr u mahabbat, The pure 
water of the fountain of benevolence and 
love;—zuldli khizr, The water of life. 

A WIFIJ zalaifu 'l-muluk, Amaran-
thus (—zulfi 'arus, q.v. uuder 

A zallat, Laud covered with crops ; a 
wedding-feast; whatever one carries away 
from the table of a friend; chattels ; an 
error, fault, sin ;—zallat, zullat, A craft, a 
trade;—zillat, A slip; smooth shining stones; 
—zullat, Difficulty of breathing; asthma. 

A zalj (v.n.), Being borne lightly over 
the surface of the ground (as on ice or 
frozen snow, sliding; slipping;—zalj> zalaj> 
A slip, slide, tumble ; a slippery place, 

glj zalaj, A woodcock, a rail. 
A j-Jj zalh (v.n.), Tasting ; vanity ; vain, 

fruitless, unsuccessful, 
A c ^ J j zalahlah, Light of body. 
A &&U&J) zalahlahat, Thin, broad (cake). 
A fvaeJ) zulham, A Morocco cloak and 

hood. 
A ft) zalkh_ (v.n.), Striking with the 

ferule of a spear ; a slippery declivity; any 
interval not exceeding a bow-shot;—zalakh, 
Waxing fa t ; fatness, 

A JV)Jj zalzdl, Tremor; agitation;—zilzdl 
(v.n. of Jyij), Causing (the earth) to 
tremble ; an earthquake. 

A zalzalat (v.n. of J)3)), An earth-
quake ;—zalzala walvjala anddkhtan. To 
turn things upside down, to make a hurly-
burly, to kick up a row. 

A U; zalt, A quick pace, 
A gJj zal'a (v.n.), Being corrupted, in a 

bad state (a wound) ; having chapped feet 
or hands; a crack or chap on the hands or 
feet. 

cjiJj zulf, A curling lock, ringlet, tuf t , 
head of hair ; an aigrette; (in a mystic 
sense) the divine mysteries forming the 
delight of the devotee ;—zulf bar rukh shi-
kastan (bar-shikastan), To curl the hair ;— 
zulf bastan, To discover herself (as a mis-
tress to her lover) ; to captivate;—zulfi 
pareshdn, Dishevelled, scattered locks;— 
zulfi tdb-ddr, Curling ringlets; — zulfi 
khutan sdkhtan, To curl the hair;—zulfi 
khatd, Fault, transgression ;—zulfi dardz, 
Long locks;—zulfi zamin, Night ; the clay 
from which man was formed;—zulfi zamin-
sdy, Long curls (as if sweeping the 
ground) ;—zulf sakhtan (shikastan, shordn-
dan), To curl the hair, to frizzle the curls; 



—zulfi shdhidan, Marjoram;—zulfi shah, 
Darkness;—zulfi shah dshnd hardan, To 
spread darkness and make it dense;—zulfi 
'arus ('artisan), Amaranthus, love-lies-
bleeding, cock's-comb ;—zulfi 'uqdr, The 
feathers of the bird 'uqdr (egret?) used 
for aigrettes;—zulf gusistan, To fall loose 
(curls) ;—zulfi 'ambarin, Perfumed locks ; 
—zulf u khal, Ornaments of gold and 
jewels wherewith a bride is decorated on 
her wedding-night. 

A AJj zalf, zalaf, Proceeding, preceding ; 
progress, step ; part of the night ; nearness, 
propinquity ;—zil f , A garden or meadow ; 
—zulaf (pi. of zulf at), First parts of the 
night. 

A zulf at, Nearness, propinquity; a 
stage, a halting-place; a step, degree; the 
first part or watch of the night ;•—zalaf 'at, 
A cistern or tank full of water ; a plate or 
large dish ; a green bottle or bowl; hard, 
uneven (ground). 

jW zulf-ddr, Having curls, curly-
haired. 

U zulf-sd, Rubbed by the curls (said 
of the cheeks). 

6lf zulf-gdh, Place where the curls 
grow. 

zulfinjdna, The hilt of a sword, 
dagger, or knife ; name of an ancient king. 

zalfa, A narrow dark place or alley. 
A Jj^j zulfi, Nearness, approach. 

zulfi, A sword-knot; the chain by 
which a door is fastened (see c ^ j ) . 

(jA^j zalfldan, To slide, stumble; to fall 
upon ice. 

zulf In, A bar, bolt, ring of a door 
(see ( M ; ) . 

A (Ĵ J zalq (v.n.), Shaving the head;— 
zalaq, A slippery place ; slipping, sliding; 
dropping young ones (a camel); shaving 
off the hair ; onanism, masturbation ;— 
zaliq, Soon angry, irascible; cui sperma 
efiluit ante congressum. 

zalak, A live coal, a firebrand. 
*s£l\ zalug, A leech. _ 
A zalal (v.n. of Jj), Stumbling, fall-

ing ( = J j q.v.) ; being lank-hipped; being 
deficient in weight. 

A fti) zalm, Filling (a reservoir) ; giving 
little (in a present) ; cutting (the nose) ; 
committing an error, blundering ;—zalam, 
An arrow used in gaming 01* casting lots; 
a divided hoof; also what grows behind 
i t ; name of a mountain; name of a kind 
of plant without flower and seed. 

ft zalu, A leech;—zalui asbi, Horse-
leech. 

zulu', £jJj zulugh (v.n. of Rising 
(sun); flaming up (fire). 

d f t zaluk, A leech. 
A J j l j zalul (v.n.), Being deficient in weight 

(money) ; passing rapidly by ; conferring a 
favour; bestowing a gift. 

d) zalla, Victuals carried home by the 
guests from an entertainment (construed 
with the verbs bastan, ddshtan, kashidan, 
guzdshtan); —zalla, zilla, A kind of cricket 
which hums very loud in summer; accord-
ing to others, a black kind of beetle pro-
duced in baths and humid places. 

zallahd (pi. of the preceding), Vic-
tuals, &c. 

W ) zalibiya, A sort of fritter or pan. 
cake. 

a <J) zill, zilUyat, = ft) q.v. 
U-Jj zulaikhd, The wife of Potiphar, 

whose passion for Joseph is much cele-
brated in the East, particularly in the 
elegant Persian poems by Nizami and 
Jaml. 

zallf, Fear, dread. 
zallfan, zillfan, Causing to fear; 

terror, fear, dread; a threat ; hatred, re-
venge; a bow for separating cotton from 
the seed. 

stall f t , Terror, fear. 
JeJj zalll, A hiccough, a belch; slipping, 

sliding ( = J3 q.v.). 
p) zam (S. hima), Cold; a biting wind; 

a wound ; a child slavering; one whose lips 
are turned out in speaking; a cheek, jaw; 
a wick, a lunt, a match; a tent, supposi-
tory ; gently, slowly, softly ; name of a 
river, and of a city; a midwife; the well 
Zamzam at Mecca. 

A p) zamm (v.n.), Binding, fastening 
(with transverse thongs); bridling (a 
camel) ; raising the head (a camel when in 
pain); filling (a bottle);—zumm, Name of 
a place. 

U) zi-md (for az md), From us, than we 
or us. 

A ft) zimdr, The voice of an ostrich ;— 
zammdr, A flute-player, flutist, piper. 

A &ft) zimdrat, A playing on the pipe or 
flute ;—zammdrat, A flute, pipe; a harlot; 
a log tied to a dog's neck to prevent him 
entering into a vineyard, a dog's collar. 

t i f t ) zamarugh, zumdrugh, A toadstool, 
fungus. 

A pUj zimdm, A halter fastened to the 
ring of a camel's nose, a rein, a bridle;— 
zimdmi ikhtiydr, The reins of self-control;— 
zimdmu 'n-na'l, A shoe-lace;—zimdm da-
dan (sipurdan, nihadan), To submit one's 
will to another, to yield;—zimdm giriftan 
khwud-rd, To refrain from evil passions, 
&c. 

zamdn, Death. 
A zamdn, Time, season; an age; 

tense; a season of the year, of which, like 
the people of India, they reckon six, each 
of two months' duration; the world ; for-
tune, chance ; — zamdni peshin, Former 
time;— zamdn td zamdn, From time to 
time, at times, sooner or later;—zamdn 
dddan, To give time or opportunity;— 



taman u zaraln, The universe; — la'da 
zamdn, After some time, later on;—pad. 
zhahi zamdn, King of the world or age, 
monarch for the time being;—dar zamdn, 
In the time (of), at the time. 

A &U; zamdnat (v.n. of y j ) , Beingworn 
out with age or labour (a beast). 

a yUj zamdn zamdn, Time after time, 
at stated times. 

a yUj zamdn-mir, Travelling fast. 
a zamana, Time; fortune; the world ; 

revolutions of the heavens ;—zamana'i hal, 
The present time;—ibna'i zamana, The 
sons of the age, contemporaries. 

a jU diWj zamdna-mz, A time-server, 
turn-coat. 

a i^fa* wUj zamana-sdzl, Time-serving; 
hypocrisy; necessity. 

a j-y zamana-gair, Travelling fast. 
a <5iUj zamana-muwdfiq, Well-timed. 
a y ^ ) zamanl, Temporal; worldly ; frail; 

—zamdne, For some time. 
a zamdniydn, People of the 

world. 
a A£>Uj zamana'izin, Then, at that time. 
a zamane-ki, When, at the time 

that. 
(ĵ L*) zam-dhan, Hard, unmalleable iron; 

labour in vain; sordid, mean ; doing good 
to none. 

^Fr*) zampud, A bee (perhaps misreading 
for, or corruption of 

V") eamalrd, (in Zand and Pazand) Ridi-
cule. 

zamj, Vitriol; gum ;—zamji billaur, 
Alum, 

A g-j zamj (v.n. of Filling (a 
bottle) ;—zamaj (v.n.), Being angry ;— 
zummaj, Name of a bird (of the eagle kind). 

zimji, The rump of a bird. 
A J y ^ j zimijjd, The rump of a bird. 

zamch, Vitriol; a black dyeing colour; 
name of a place in Khurasan; — zamchi 
billaur, Alum;—zimch, A hawk, falcon. 

zamchak, A winged insect. 
zamchi, Belonging to or native of 

Zamch, surname of Ahmad Zamchi. 
J J ^ y ) zamcMkiir, Alum. 
A. zuvimah, Ignoble, beggarly ; short 

and ugly; contemptible. 
. zimahn, zimahnat, Of an evil 

disposition; avaricious. 
A zamk% (v.n,), Being proud and 

haughty; being tall. 
^afc^j mmukht, zamuJcht, Styptic, astrin-

gent; sugar-cane; a very hard knot ; a 
miser; harsh, severe; improper, untoward. 

/MJ^J zamaJchshar, A city in Khwarazm. 
tS/i-aL-j zamakheharl, Belonging to or 

native of Zamakhshar, and surname of 
the celebrated Coran-commentat or and 
lexicographer, Mahmud Jaru'llab. 
^ zamukhjt, zumukhk, Mean, avari-

cious; styptic, astringent; hard knot. 

A y) zamr (v.n.), Performing on a flute 
or hautboy; filling (a bottle); making 
known or public; setting one against an-
other ;—zamar (v.n.), Being thin-haired, 
and of a dastardly mind;—zamir, Thin-
haired ; dastardly; handsome-faced;—zu-
mar (pi. of zumrat), Crowds of people, 
troops;—zimmir, Strong, vehement. 

A zumrat, A multitude, troop, group, a 
dispersed crowd. 

A zumurrud, An emerald. 
a jy^ zumurrud-giyd, Cannabis sa-

tiva. 
a j&i ^yj zumurrud-nigdr, Studded with 

emeralds. 
a zumurradl, zumurrudln, 

Emerald-coloured. 
A zumurruz, An emerald. 
c^V*) zamriinitan, (in Zand and Pazand) 

To sing. 
f»y) zamzam., (originally a repetition of the 

word zam, Gently, softly, with the same 
meaning), A low, whispering, buzzing 
sound made by the fire-worshippers; the 
fourteenth chapter of the Zand;—zamzam 
afshdndan, To cry. 

A f y j zamzam, A famous well at Mecca 
called Hagar's well; plenteous (water);— 
[zamzami dtish-fiskdn (rasan, rasanwar), 
The sun ;]—zimzam, Name of a town in 
Khurasan ;—zimzim, A herd of camels six 
years old ; a troop of men. 

a zamzam at, zamzama (v.n. of py3), 
Rolling, pealing (thunder); (in P.) a mu-
sical manner of reading, a chant (construed 
with the verbs asuda,n, past Tcardan, zadan, 
and sar kardan); a low, murmuring noise 
made by the fire-worshippers when per-
forming their ablutions, or at meal-time; 
soft whispering, flattering speech; name of 
a chapter of the Avesta;—zimzimat, A 
group or number of men ; a herd of camels. 

a j ^ ^ zamzama-pardaz, ^ n f , 
mmzama-pirdy, A singer. 

a zamzama-sanj, A singer. 
is^y) zamzama - goyan (guyan), 

Singers, chanters ; cooing (turtles). 
a zamzamanak, Singing, chant-

ing, murmuring. 
a ^yy) zamzami, A goblet or vessel 

filled with samzaw-water. 
a zamzamldan, To eat much; to 

sneeze softly. 
yta—-.j zamistdn, Winter ; wisdom, 

science. 
j zamistanl, Wintry, winterly, bru-

mal. 
A zam'a (v.n.), Being confounded, 

astonished, panic-stricken ; consternation, 
fear, amazement; the lowest, meanest of 
man kind. 

A eHj zamg (v*n.), Pulling out hairs; 
opening a lock, unlocking. 

a j zimkl, Rump of a bird. 



0^*3 zamgdn, zumgdn, Hair about the 
pubes. 

A zami (v.n.), Going as it were in a 
limping pace from sprightliness; leaning 
to one side in running;—ziml, One who 
ridet; behind another (on the same beast). 

C^j ztmmlj, A small butterfly. 
A j**) zamam, Intent, design. 

zaman (for zamin) Earth, ground, 
&c.;—zi-man (for az man), From me, &c< 

A zaman (v.n.), Being afflicted by 
age or labour (a beast of burden) ; time, 
season; fortune ; calamity ;—zamin. Tried, 
afflicted; suffering of a chronic disease; 
paralytic. 

zamnaj, A cylindrical stone or roller 
with which they smooth the clay roofs of 
houses ;—zimunj, ziminj, One of two rapa-
cious birds called du biradardn, Two bro-
thers, because if one is overmatched by 
the animal he attacks, he is aided by his 
companion ; = q.v. 

y») zamu, zumu, Mud, whether moist or 
dry;—zumu, A roof formed of timber and 
clay, or earth ; also the earth so used. 

zamudan, To embroider; to paint. 
fiAy*3 zamuda, Painted ; embroidery ; — 

zumiida, A swing or see-saw. 
A PYJ zamum, Quicksilver. 
oy) zamun, An ant. 

zamuni, Subterranean ; a cave. 
A*) zama, Rock-alum; vitriol; black 

dye. 
Ayijv^j zamharir,Intense cold; forty days 

after the winter-solstice; the moon ;— 
kura'i zamharir, The most distant sphere 
of heaven (considered to be extremely 
cold). 

a zamhariri, Intensely cold. 
zami (for zamin), The earth. 

AW*3 zamvydd, zamydd, Name of the angel 
who guards the Huris; the 28th of the 
month. 

zami-ddr, = ^AA^J q.v.; An officer 
under the Mughal government of Hindu-
stan, who (as the term imports) had charge 
of the land, and whose duty was to collect 
the revenues of the district entrusted to 
his superintendence, for which he was 
allowed a certain percentage. 

yA^j zamidan, To chew. 
A yz*) zamir (v.n. of /*}), Piping, playing 

on the flute or flageolet; short, dwarfish; 
a handsome youth. 

A zami', Ready, diligent; swift, 
hasty; bold ; sagacious, prudent. 

A J**) zamil, One who rides behind an-
other ( = J - j ziml, q.v.). 

zam in, Earth, ground ; floor ; land, 
soil; a region, country ; the pavement at 
the bottom of a pond or cistern; the ground 
of a picture ; (adv.) on the ground or floor; 
—zamin az ziri pay kashidan, To frighten 
mad people;—zamini uftdda, Land which 

has lain fallow for a time ;—zamini a'imma, 
Lands granted for the support of priests;— 
zamin ba-db rasdnidan, To make the ground 
firm;—zamin ba-danddn giriftan, To bite 
the ground, i.e. to manifest weakness and 
humility;—zamin bosidan, To kiss ground 
(in token of reverence) i—zamini tdbistdnl, 
Land which yields only summer crops;— 
zamini taufir, Land thrown in unto the 
tenant over and above what is specified in 
the lease ;—zamini jali, Land which can 
only be cultivated during the rainy season; 
—zamini chdhi, Land irrigated from a 
well;—zamini husn-khez, A land producing 
many beauties;—zamin khardshidan, To 
scratch the ground, (met.) to be bashful;— 
zamini khasta, Land ploughed or trodden ; 
—zamin khwurdan, To have a fall (m.c.) ;— 
zamin-ra ba-asmdn dokhtan, To exert one-
self beyond one's power;—zamm-ra sdya 
shudan, Humility, depression ; — zamin 
zadan, To throw to the ground, to floor 
(m.c.) ;—zamini zamistdni. Ground yielding 
only winter-crops ;—zamin zinda ddshtan, 
To cultivate the ground; — zamini saped, 
A land without buildings;—zamini sokhta, 
Arid or barren ground;— zamini shi'r(na£m), 
The met*e of a poem ; — zamini murda, 
Waste ground;—zamin u zamdn, Place and 
time ; the universe; — 'ilmi zamin, The 
science of geometry. 

zamindd, — q.v. 
zamin-bos, Kissing the ground; 

making a very low bow ; audience with the 
king. 

iv^j zamin-paimdy. V ) 
zamin-justa, A land-measurer; a traveller. 

zamin-tdb, Heating the ground, 
sand. 

zamin-khez, The produce of 
land. 

zamindar, An officer under the 
Mughal government of Hindustan who had 
charge of the land, and collected the reve-
nues, for which he was allowed a certain 
per-centage. 

zamin-ddri, The office of a za-
mindar ; the country or jurisdiction of a 
zamindar. 

))-> zamin-doz, A kind of tent ; firm. 
fy Mmin-rez, Rising from the 

ground. 
zamin-zada, Earth-born ; man; 

Muhammad. 
zamin-sumba, Earth-piercing. 

A}^^*^ zamin-kdrdna, Who makes ex-
cuses, pretexts, &c. 

y^j zamin-kanda, A yam (root). 
zamin-kob, A horse, camel, &e. 

zamin-glr, A paralytic. 
zamin-larza, An earthquake. 
zamin-neku, Good soil. 

zamini, Ear thy; subterraneous 
house. 



e > ( 623 ) Sr-ij) 
Oj zan (Z. ghena, G. ywrj), A woman ; a 

lady; a bride, a wife; effeminate, timid, 
cowardly; one who assumes a bold and 
animated air in walking-; (imp. of zadan) 
strike thou! <fcc.; (in comp.) striking, 
beating; [zani bdr-ddr, A pregnant wo-
man ;—zan burdan (khwdstan. Icardan), To 
espouse a woman, to marry ;—zani buzurg, 
Head wife (m.c.);—zani pisar, A son's 
wife;—zani pair ay a, A tire-woman;—zani 
dud-afkan, An enchantress ; a dark night; 
—zani shuy, A concubine ;—zani sigha, A 
temporary wife;—zani kucha'i bdsitdn, The 
world ;—zani mardana, A vixen, virago; 
—zani mu'tabar faqdi, A royally contracted 
state-wife (m.c.);—zani narpastdn, A woman 
with swelling breasts;—zan u shuy, Hus-
band and wife;—zan u farzand, Wife and 
children;—mard u zan, Male and female; 
man and wife;]—zun, Tares. 

A zann (v.n.), Shrinking, shrivelling 
(a Binew). 

^ zand (from zadan), Beating, striking. 
A zand1, Short, compact (man or 

shadow) ; one who suppresses his urine ;— 
zin a' (v.n. 3 of ^ j ) , Fornicating, commit-
ting fornication; adultery; fornication;— 
zind' bi'I'jabr, Rape, indecent assault;— 
farzandi zindA bastard ;—waladi zindA 
bastard; a fire-fly. 

A DUJ zannd, A whoremonger, fornicator. 
A^rfUj zandbir (pi. of zambur), Wasps ; 

hornets. 
A JSRFUJ zandbil (pi. of zimbil), Baskets. 
A zun at (pi. of zani), Adulterers. 
a zandta, Name of a Maghribian 

tribe. 
a Jfo) zandti, Of or belonging to the 

tribe Zandta, surname of a celebrated astro-
nomer and geomancer. 

B^j zunndj, Stuffed chitterlings; paste 
doubled, between which are put fruits, 
meat, and the like, a kind of puff. 

A zanadiq, zanddiqat (pi. of 
zindiq), Sadducees ; infidels; atheists; fire-
worshippers ; pagans, heretics. 

A JKJ zunndr, zunndrat, A belt (par-
ticularly a cord worn round the middle by 
the Eastern Christians and Jews; also by 
the Persian Magi); the Brahmanical thread; 
a Hindu rosary ; (met.) the ringlets of a 
mistress ;—zunndr az zlri kharqa gushddan, 
To divulge secrets ; to disgrace;—zunnar 
az kamar gushddan, To unfasten the reli-
gious belt;—zunndr bastan, To put on the 
belt;—zunndr bastani zurnbur, The making 
of cells by the bees;—zunnari sdghar 
(iqadah), The bubbles of a goblet of wine ; 
the ring left by wine in a goblet;—zun-
nari sulaimdni, A thin line in the middle 
of Solomon's seal;—•zunnari muslimin, A 
kind of sausage;—arbdbi zunnar u ndqits, 
Those who use girdles and bells, i.e. Chris-
tians. 

a Aif fa) zunnar-band, Girt with a zone or 
be l t ; an idolater. 

a ) zunndr-dar, Belted; a Brahman. 
a ^ y i fa) zunndr-poshi, Investiture with 

the Brahminical thread. 
a zunnari, A covering for a horse. 
a fioV) zina-zada, A bastard. 
^ytofa zand-shaubari, Wedlock. 

\i) zand-shu'i, Wedlock —zan ashu i 
Icardan, To toy with a spouse ;—'aqdi zana-
shu i bastan, To tie the marriage-knot. 

A zindq, A necklace, any ornament 
for the neck ;—zundq, A ring on the bridle 
under the horse's chin, 

a fa Uj zind-kdr, An adulterer, whore-
monger. 

a t s j ^ j zind-kan, Fornication, whore-
dom. 

zandn (pi. of zan), Women; (pres. 
part, of zadan), beating, striking, &c. (fre-
quent in composition) ; — zandni khwan-
anda, The women who conduct the bride 
to her husband; women who, being in-
vited, may visit the women's apartments; 
bride' s-maids. 

zandna, Women's apartments ; femi-
nine; womanly. 

zemdni, Of or belonging to women, 
feminine ; of or relating to a seraglio. 

(jiV^j zandnidan, To bring to life again. 
A JAJU) zandnir, Pebbles, gravel; small 

flies, gnats; name of a country; (pi. of 
zunndr), Girdles, belts, &c. (see j^j). 

a ^fa) zindwi, Of or referring to adul-
tery, adulterous. 

CjA-^Uj zindydnidan, To neigh, or to 
make a horse neigh ; to cause (a dog or a 
wolf) to howl. 

8)Uij zam-bdra, A whoremonger, wencher. 
©W) zambdn, Anise. 

zambad, — the following (probably 
misreading). 

fa) zambar, A vessel in which they carry 
earth or clay ; a leathern bag for drawing 
water; a certain warlike instrument; a 
li t ter; the barberry; a cuckold ; a mean 
rascal who will endure to be scouted; a 
whoremonger, rake;—zumbair, zumbur, A 
kind of soft cloth with a long pile ;—zuvi-
bur, Inflating the cheeks and striking them 
so that the air escapes with noise. 

^ ^ 3 zamburak, A cross-bow. 
iSjJj zambari, A kind of ship. 
JJL>3 zuvibughul, zambaghul. Filling 

the cheeks with air, which escapes with 
noise when the cheeks are struck. 

A <jMj zanibaq (from P. AJJ q.v.), A sweet-
smelling flower; a lily; oil of jasmine; a 
flute, a pipe. 

J- i j zanibal, A leathern basket in which 
dirt and rubbish is removed ; the barberry. 

0) zan-ba-muzd, A harlot; a pimp, a 
pander. 

a jyfi) zambur, A bee ; a camel-swivel;— 



zarriburi-khar, A wasp ;—zamburi surkh, A. 
hornet;—zamburi 'asal, A bee. 

a t ^ y f t ) zamburchi, A fusileer. 
a^^)}**) zambur-lchdna, A bee's or wasp's 

nest; the person of a holy man, full of 
divine grace ; vindictive. 

a )}*>) zambur-zard, A wasp. 
a tj-* jftl rambwr-surkh. A hornet; live 

coal. 
a ^jy**) zamburak, A cross-bow ; a small 

cannon; a camel-swivel; a kind of very 
sharp weapon. 

a zambur-kdfir, A sort of wasp. 
a zambura, A black bee; a hornet; a 

small gun; a particular kind of arrow-
head, and of military arms; a kind of 
guitar made from two gourds (in India), 
the Vina; a concourse of people. 

zamburi, Reticular. 
^ f t ) zambuk, — ^jyt*) q.v. (unsupported 

by examples). 
<Mj zamba, White rose; hair of the 

pubes; quicksilver (the two latter mean-
ings doubtful). 

zainbir, A two-handled basket, a 
pannier of palm-leaves. 

J * ^ zambil, zimbil, A basket made of 
palm-leaves ; a dried and hollow gourd or 
calabash wherein women keep their cotton ; 
a wallet;—zambil dar db afgan, Throw the 
basket into the water, i.e. give up the 
business;—zambili sulaiman, A wallet in 
Solomon's possession, which produced any-
thing he wished for (see yW^). 

zantbiUbdf, A basket-weaver. 
ft* J f t ) zanibil-sdz, A basket-maker, 
a W j zambila, A thimble-case; a ward-

robe. 
^Vj zam-pdra, An adulterer, fornicator. 
<y V j zumpdn, The herb or seed anise. 
^AJ Q) sam-pidar, A step-mother. 
jyt^s zan-tambur, Name of a fortress in 

Hindustan. 
gJj zanj, Plaint, lamentation; crying, 

weeping; derision, mockery, jest, joke; a 
knot upon a tree ;—zinj, Two brass orbs, 
which when struck together make a kind 
of music or accompaniment to other instru-
ments ; gum; heart-beating; quicksilver ; 
alum;—zunj, Gum ; the chin. 

zinjdb (for sinjdb), Pontic mouse. 
ijiW-) zinjabi, Mo use-coloured. 
a ftr) zinjdr (for P. ft^j), Rust, verdigris. 
SjC <>)j zan-jdra, An adulterer, a fornica-

tor. 
A J-w^rj zanjabil (S. sringgavera), Ginger; 

wine, especially that which the Muhamma-
dans suppose to be in heaven; a fountain 
of paradise ;—zanjabilu 'sh-shdm (zanjabili 
shdmi), Elecampane; juniper;—zanjabilu 
'l-'ajam, Root of the assafcetida ;—zanja-
bilu yl-kildb, Dog's bane;—zanjabili par-
warda, Preserved ginger. 

uy^j zinjarf, Red-lead, vermilion. 

yfrj zanjuru, zunjuru, Flesh-glue ; name 
of a herb. 

zanjara, An insect which makes a 
noise in the night, a cricket. 

zanjistdn, The country of the 
Zanji, Zanzibar, in Africa, 

i - V j zinjaf, A stuff, half silk, wherewith 
the fringes or edges of garments are lined; 
edging. 

ft^j zinjafr, zinjifra, Red lead. 
03 zan-jalab, A pander to his own 

wife. 
o) zan-jalabi, Panderism to one's 

own wife ;—zan-jalabi namudan, To pimp. 
y f r ) zanjur, A chain; a harrow ; concate-

nation. 
zanj a, Gripes; plaint, wail; concate-

nation. 
a zanjl, Of the country of the Zanj. 

zinjir, sanjir, A chain ; the rippling 
surface of water ; a harrow; a ploughshare, 
coulter; a term applied in enumerating 
elephants, as head, is to horses, Ac.;— 
zinjir az ham kardan, To loose the chains; 
—zinjir afgandan (anddkhtan. bastan, za-
dan, kardan, guzdshtan, nihadan) bar, To 
bind with chains, to fetter ;—~zinjiri dad 
('adl, noshirawdn), A chain suspended at 
the door of the royal palace which any 
injured person might ring to claim justice, 
a custom first introduced by Nushirwan;— 
zinjir dashtan, To keep in chains;—zinjir 
kashidan, To take off the chains;—dari 
khdna zinjir kardan, To shut up the door 
of the house;—dar zinjir dashtan, To keep 
in chains;—dar zinjir kardan, To put in 
chains. 

A J ^ J zinjir, Smack of the fingers. 
a a*> j-ipj zinjlr-ja'd, Whose curls form 

chains (to enslave the beholder or to re-
strain those maddened by love). 

ft- ytFT) zinjir-sdz, A maker of chains; a 
blacksmith. 

a jji^Li zinjir-zamini, Chain secu-
rity, i.e. a number of persons binding 
themselves for one another, joint responsi-
bility. 

zanjirak (dim. of zanjir), A small 
chain; strokes excellently formed in writ-
ing or in sculpture. 

£zinjir-gar, — ft- prT) q.v. 
^-srj zinjir-muy, = A** j ^ j q.y. 

zanjira, Anything resembling a 
chain; a margin (round a picture, &c.) ; 
ringlets or circles formed on the surface of 
water ; white spots on the finger-nails. 

zanjiri, Mad, insane. 
zanchak, A loose woman, a whore. 

A^J zancha, A common whore. 
A zankh (v.n.), Raising his head (a 

lamb) when sucking (from suffocation or 
dryness in the throat), 

zanakh, The chin, or pit in the chin; 
a word, discourse, conversation; idle, un-



meaning talk, chat ; boast, brag;—zanakh 
bar khwud zadan, To blush ;—zanakh zadan, 
To wag the chin, i.e. To talk, to tell stories ; 
to talk idly, finite, boast, vapour;—ba-ziri 
zanakh dast sutun kardan, To be sad, to 
grieve. 

zanakhdan, The chin, the lower 
j a w z a n a k h d a n ba-jeb Jiro-burdan, To 
meditate, to observe, to expect;—zanakh-
dan gushddan, To display beauty;—chdhi 
zanakhdan, The dimple in the chin. 

Oj zanakh-zan, An idle talker, a 
boaster, a braggart. 

zunukhk, A kind of astringent diet. 
Qj zan-khwazanda, The women 

who conduct a bride to her husband's 
borne (see zandni khwazanda under 

AxAji Oj zan-khwdsta, Married (man). 
zand, The book of Zand, name of 

tbe commentary or paraphrase of the sacred 
writings of the ancient Persians, commonly 
called by the Persian writers the book of 
Zardusht; name of the dialect in which it 
is written; the books of tbe patriarch 
Abraham; a fire-steel; the myrtle-tree; 
name of a champion of Turan; great; 
name of a place belonging to Bukhara; 
—zind, (in Zand and Pazand) The soul. 

A AIJ zand, The elbow; forearm, arm; 
an instrument for striking fire, mostly one 
piece of wood rubbed hardly against an-
other concavely formed and receiving the 
sparks. 

zand-astd (for zand-awasta), Title 
of the book of Zardusht or Zoroaster. 

( j ^ ) zindan, A prison, jail; pound, pin-
fold;—zinddni birjis (mushtari), The sign 
Virgo;—zinddni khdmoshdn, The grave ;— 
zindani sikandar, Tbe city of Yazd ; dark-
ness ;—zindan kardan, To put in prison ;— 
zinddni manish, The world;—zindani nd-
masjun, The fish which swallowed Jonah ; 
—zinddni naiyirain (Prison of the two 
luminaries), The head and tail of the 
dragon (the author of eclipses). 

ylfiUlj zinddnban, A jailer. 
^jA^ojj zinddnbani, The office of ja-iler; 

—zinddnbani kardan, To keep a jail, to act 
as jailer. 

t ^ U j zinddnji, A jailer. 
iiW- -sij zindan-khdna, ^j-* 2m-

ddnsardy, A prison-house. 
zinddni, Of a prison ; a prisoner. 

Atj zand-awar, Allowed by the Zand; 
free-born; lawful. 

M) zand-awasta, Title of the book 
of Zoroaster; the first chapter of the same 
book. 

^jLjj zandbdr, Harmless animal, as a 
Bheep. 

Jjj zand-bdf, A priest of the Magi; 
the nightingale ; a ring-dove. 

JJ) zand-basta, = ^-A M) and 
qq.v. 

a JtrfAJj zandabil (for P. zanda-pil), A 
large elephant. 

zand-peche, Coarse cloth made in 
Zand near Bukhara (see ^3). 

oV" zand-khwan, A chanter or reader 
of the Zand ; a priest of the Magi; a night-
ingale; a ring-dove; any melodious bird. 

(jjW Jij zand-dan, = JVJ A$j q,v. 
y^AJ) zandran, A nightingale. 
i*jj zand-razm, A great battle. 

zandariid, Name of a note of tbe 
guitar; name of a river which runs 
through Ispahan from west to east. 

zandastd, (^Vs—tfj zandastdn, The 
book of Zardusht or Zoroaster. 

03; zand-razan, Name of a place near 
Ni shapur, 

jy- zand-soz, Who consumes or destroys 
the Zand, i.e. an infidel, a magician. 

\J*<ii) zandish, Salutation, benediction. 
<$) zan-daghal, An adulteress, a har-

lot. 
a J-^j zandafil, A large elephant (see 

A zavdaqat, zandaqa, A belief in the 
two principles of light and darkness; im-
piety, heresy. 

(vjVSiij zindagan (pi. of zinda), The 
living. 

^WAj zindagdni, Life ; sustenance, food; 
—zindagdni dadan, To give life ; to die;— 
zindagdni kardan, To live ; — zindagdni'i 
duwum, The next life. 

zindagdni-dih, Life-giving, 
u ^ j zindagi, Life. 

zand-ldf, A priest of the Magi; a 
nightingale ; a ring-dove. 

a zavdanichi, Cloth from the town 
of Zand in Bukhara. 

Aij za.nd-wdf, zand-wdn, = 
J^j q.v, 

zand-wasta, Title of the book of 
Zoroaster. 

zan-dast, Fond of women; a 
whoremonger. 

^jX^iij zan-dosti. Fondness of women, 
deV>auchery. 

jb^Aij zandwandid, The eighth chapter 
of the book of Zoroaster (probably meant 
for the Vendidad). 

SA>j zanda, Immense, horrible; a fire-
steel ;—zinda, Alive, living; life ; a match, 
or anything similar catching fire; poor, 
needy; great, huge, terrible; proud, 
haughty; name of a river which flows 
through Ispahan; name of a celebrated 
wrestler of Turan ;—zinda ddshtan, To 
keep alive; to be watchful;—zinda a akh-
tan (gardanidan), To give or restore to 
life;—zinda shudan, To become alive; to 
kindle; to blow (wind); to be fulfilled 
(hope);—zinda kardan, To bring to life; 
to light (a candle) ; to pay out (as an al-
lowance, &c.) ;—zinda. kardan khdk, To 



resuscitate; to cause to grow;—zinda gash-
tan, To revive. 

J^ j zinda-posh, Poorly clad. 
JH zanda-pll, A male elephant; a 

large elephant; a title of Shaikh Ahmad 
Jami. 

j\<i &M) zinda-ddr, Keeping alive; wake-
ful;—zinda-ddrdni shab, Those who pass 
sleepless nights, or keep vigils. 

Jo zinda-dil, live-hearted, i.e. pious. 
<y\> fi^ij zanda-rdn, A nightingale (doubt-

ful). 
6^3 zanda-razm, Name of a champion 

killetl by Rustam. 
zanda-rud, zinda-rud, A great 

river ; name of a river which flows through 
Ispahan. 

3L. SJjj zinda-sdz, ^ e^j zinda-kun, One 
who brings to life. 

(j^aer- zinda-sakhun, One whose word 
or speech imparts life. 

zindagdnl, Life ; sustenance. 
jS sjij zinda-gar, Vivifier. 

8A>j zinda-gl, Life;—dar zinda-gl, 
"When alive, = during one's life (m.c.). 

zandawaf, The nightingale (doubt-
ful). 

zandi, A follower of the Zand; a 
fire-worship per (see ^ ^ 3 ) . 

^JUJ zinadidan, To be impregnated, 
a zindlq (for P. ^ ^ 3 ) , One who 

maintains the doctrine of two principles 
(see i j f t p. 347) ; a fire-worship per; an 
atheist, a disbeliever in God and a future 
state; a heretic ; impious; hypocritical. 

a ^.Ji} zindlql, Impiety, heresy, 
tidjjuj zandiq, A follower of the Zand; a 

firc-worshipper. 
zinsdn (for as In-sdn), On this wise. 
u) zan-slraidn, j^* <yj zan-siyar, 

Of the habits or nature of a woman; 
pathics, catamites. 

zinisht, Sight, vision. 
ijzy&S') zan-shuy, A concubine; a man 

who keeps a mistress. 
joU. J*> zan-fi'li sabz-chddar, The 

world; misfortune; melancholy ; a cata-
mite ; a cheat. 

A ^ 3 zanq, (v.n.), Putting a ring encased 
in leather as a chin-rein on a horse;—zanaq, 
The part athwart which the chin-strap 
passes on a horse ; an arrow-head ;—zunuq, 
Matured intellects. 

a 0) zan-qahba, A harlot; one whose 
wife is disreputable. 

a zanaqa, A dark, narrow street. 
zanak, A little woman ; the sun's rays. 

^ «£X>3 zank-dbdd, A quarter in Baghdad, 
(ji*JA. tj zan-karl bd khwesh, Coha-

bitation with one near of kin, incest. 
tSjW&j zankbdrl, Turpentine. 
6Sij zanaka, A little woman, a wretch of 

a woman (m.c.). 
<sS»3 zang, Rays t.f the sun; light of the 

moon; rus t ; a clapping of the hands; 
clear water; wine; gumminess in the 
corners of the eyes; the testicles; strong 
and sharp ; hot, burning; a bell carried by 
couriers and qalandar-monks ; Ethiopia ;— 
zang azdil rubudan, To soothe or rejoice the 
heart, to console, to gratify;—zang az dil 
raftan, To rejoice, to be gratified;—zang 
bastan, To tie on a bell ; (met.) to ac-
quire greatness; to boast of greatness;— 
zangi haidarl, A large bell worn by Qa-
landars round the waist;—zangi dil (ffma), 
Sadness, sorrow ;—zangi kar, A soundless 
bell;—zmg kar kardan, To silence; to sub-
due by punishment; (zang-ash kar ast,"he 
has fallen from his high estate and is 
reduced to poverty);—zang giriftan, To 
gather rust;—zangi haw a, Darkness. 

sangdr, Verdigris, rust (construed 
with the verbs uftddan, bar-dashtan, bur-
dan, rubudan, raftan, zadan, siturdan, shus-
tan, firo-khwurdan, kashldan and giriftan) ; 
—zangdri ma'danl, Green vitriol. 

f&ij zangdr-basta, Covered with rust, 
rusty. 

jj^a. zangar-khwurd ( ^ ) f - khwurda), 
Corroded by rust, rust-eaten. 

tsA&j zangdri, Rust-coloured; rustiness. 
zangdn, Name of a city between 

Kazwin and Tabriz. 
zangdna, Name of a river; name of 

a note in music. 
^ <iit&3 zangana-rud, Name of a musical 

instrument; name of a river. 
zangahan, Iron-filings prepared in 

a certain manner. 
zangbdr, Blue vitriol; ink; a beii; 

a coat-button; Zanzibar; name of a fabu-
lous island in India. 

zangbari, Turpentine of fir; native 
of Zanzibar. 

zang-basta, Covered with rust, 
rusty. 

zang dan, Bells tied to women's 
feet. 

a^i) zingira, — il&j zingila, q.v. 
sjufj jj <iXij zang-ziddyanda, One who rubs 

off rust, 
liXij zang-girifta, Grown rusty. 

JsSj sangul, A bell, a rat t le; name of a 
note in music. 

(&J&&3 zangaldla, Gradually accumulating 
snow. 

<Jl&3 zangula, A note in music; a bell 
which women and letter-carriers tie to 
their feet ; a rattle; small globular bells 
hung round the rims of tambourines; a 
grand warlike kind of music; a coat-but-
ton ; name of a champion of Turkistan; 
[zangala'i roz (zar), The sun ;]—zingila, 
Part of a large bunch of grapes. 

b i>1&3 zangula-pd, With bells on the 
feet. 

zangulicha, A small bell. 



dlj&j zangula, A rattle ; name of a note 
in music ; name of a champion of Turan. 

isfi) zangoy, Name of a champion of 
Turan. 

( zangah (for az dn-gah), From that 
time;—zanga, Name of a country; also of 
a wrestler. 

zangi, Egyptian, Ethiop, Moor, 
Negro; a savage; a fool; name of the 
founder of a dynasty. 

jW&j zangydr, A little bell; a coat-
button. 

zangi-darn, Leaves of spleenwort. 
zangi-mizdj, Of Ethiopian tem-

perament, i.e. habitually cheerful (merry 
as a Greek). 

a ofaui) zanamtan, Two excrescences like 
teats on a goat's neck. 

Oj zan-mard, Matrimony, nuptials, 
'••y^j zan-marda, A man-woman, virago, 

(jj zan-murid, Hen-pecked. 
zanand, Decked, dizened ; ornament. 
zananda (agent of zadan), A striker. 

/ ) zanu, A ship-worm ; a leech. 
O ^ y j zanubidam, — (jjJ^JjSj q.v,, of which 

it is probably a misreading. 
O^yj zinudan, zunudan, To neigh; to 

howl; to sleep or slumber. 
>yj zaniir, Stalk of a bunch of dates ; a 

leech. 
0>*>yj zanawidan, = u^yj q.v. 
*iyj zanoya, The howling of dogs; a con-

tinued moan. 
O^yj zano'idan, zanoyidan, To howl; to 

neigh. 
zinhdr, Security ; a deposit, t rust ; 

aBylum, refuge ; protection, defence, patron-
age ; a league, covenant; faith, religion; 
knowledge; wariness, consciousness, no-
tice ; grief, vexation; complaint; fear, 
dread; ridicule, banter; abstinence, con-
tinence, avoidance; haste, speed; delay, sus-
pension ; take care ! beware ! by all means, 
verily, truly, assuredly ; alas ! 

zinhdr-khwdr, A truce-breaker; 
—also 

8V" jVj zinhdr-ktiwdh, A refugee; one 
who seeks protection, &c. 

j^ij zinhdr-ddda, Taken under pro-
tection. 

; V j zinhdr-dar, One who gives pro-
tection or quarter, delay or respite. 

j*>jVj zinhdr-gir, Who takes under pro-
tection, a guardian. 

^ V j zinhdri, One who makes a compact; 
one who seeks protection ; subject, tribu-
tary, under protection ; a betaking of one-
self to a refuge. 

zinharidan, To be reconciled ; to 
make peace ; to grant security, afford pro-
tection ; to raise complaints against; to 
render chaste, abstemious; to hasten, ex-
cite to diligence ; to teach, instruct in any 
science ; to alarm, terrify. 

zani, State of a wife; marriage; 
womanhood;—ba-zani-awardan, To wed a 
wife ;—ba-zani dadan, To give in marriage. 

oWj zinyan, Aniseed sprinkled on a loaf 
and baked with it. 

zanir, Wise, learned, intelligent. 
A (JHJJ zaniq, Firm, settled, fixed. 
<Ajj zanila, A sheath, a needle-case. 
A ^ j zanim, A worthless fellow; (a 

man) intruding into a society, tribe or 
family, with which he has no connection ; 
—zunaim, Surname of Abu Sariyah, one of 
Muhammad's companions, who was sent 
by 'Umar to Nahawand and is said to have 
heard there a cry, uttered by 'Umar during 
the Khutbah, and warning him against 
the treacherous designs of the enemy. 

zav, The sea; name of the son of Tah-
masb;—zo (for az o). From him ;—zu (for 
zud), Quick, nimble; quickly; haste, de-
spatch. 

\jj zuwd, = Albj) q.v. (unsupported by 
examples) 

A yA^j zawdjir (pi. of zdjirat), Prohibi-
tions, forbidden things; — zawajiri shar'i, 
Prohibitions by the law ;—zawajiri mukhd-
lafdt u muntabihdti afdt, Prohibitions of 
adversity and admonitions of afflictions. 

A zawdkhir. pi. of q.v. 
a Ajj zawdd (probably for azwad, pi. of 

zdd), fcAjj fi,!iwdda, Provision for a journey. 
y^j zawdr, An under-jailer; a servant; 

an attendant on the sick; a decrepit old 
woman; a shrill voice ; alive ; name of the 
brother of Rustam. 

Aj\jj zawdr, A visitor; a stranger, pil-
grim;—zuwdr (pi. of za'ir), Visitors. 

zawdr a, An under jailer ; a servant; 
the brother of Rustam; a city in Persian 
Iraq founded by him, 

W^Ajj zuwaridan, To be old or thready 
(doubtful). 

(jAjj zawds, — q.v. 
zawash, — q.v. 
zawdghdr, A species of small bird; 

a solemn feast-day of the fire-worshippers ; 
name of a priest of the Magi. 

A J \ j j zawdl (v.n.), Departing ; removing 
from one place to another; declining, 
perishing;—zauwal, One who walks with a 
swinging motion. 

J \ j j zuwdl, A live coal, firebrand. 
a jjjo J\jj zawal-pazir, Transitory, fading, 
<sJ\jj zawdla, A large globular mass of 

leaven prepared for baking ; anything of a 
similar globular form, as a ball, either fo r 
play or for a cross-bow or sling ; a three-
pronged instrument for sifting flour. 

zawd.n, A kind of drug; (for zaban) 
the tongue ; — zuwdn (for zuban), The 
tongue ; a flame. 

A (J^J zawan, Tares, darnel. 
zawan-bara, Lamb's-tongue (a 

herb); neawort; a sheet of paper. 



zuwdnish, A star; good fortune. 
zawdna, The tongue of a balance; 

a pivot; flame;—zawdna, zimdna, Cotton 
or eilk put into an ink-horn. 

A Lj^ij zawdnl (pi. of zdniyat), Whores. 
ft) zuwdv, A Zouave (m.c. through Fr.). 
<3)ft) zawawiiq, Quicksilver. 
s\j) ziwah, Meat given to prisoners, prison-

diet; a ball for a cross-bow, made of clay, 
of the bigness of a filbert. 

A ft\)) zawdhir (pi. of zdhirat), Beautiful 
flowers; ornaments. 

A zawdya' (pi. of zawiyat), Corners, 
angles. 

A zawd'id (pi. of za'idat), Things 
additional, superfluities, redundancies. 

A zawd'il (pi. of zd'il), Transient or 
fleeting things, &c. 

zubd, (in Zand) A high way-robber. 
^ V j j zubdshi, (for T. subdshl), A presi-

dent. 
zubagh, Name of the man who is said 

to have introduced the practice of sodomy. 
A zauba'at, Name of a demon ; a 

typhoon, tornado, or hurricane whirling 
dust aloft in the shape of columns. 

vdbiwa, The ferrule of a battle-axe. 
*lj) zupa, (in Zand and Pazand) A loan, 

debt. 
<&*>)) zupin (S. kshipini), A short two-

pronged spear, javelin, trident, fizgig; 
musical, poetical; name of the son of 
Kawus. 

zot (for az o turd), From him to 
thee. 

zutar (for zud-tar), Quicker, sooner. 
A zauj, A pair, couple ; an even num-

ber ; a husband ; a wife, a spouse ; a cover-
ing thrown over a camel-litter ;—zauji 
batul, (The husband of the virgin-daughter 
of Muhammad) 'Ali;—zauju 'z-zauj, An 
even number yielding an even quotient 
when divided by a^ even number ;—zauju 
'l-fard, Yielding an odd quotient in such 
a case. 

A cuWjj zaujdt (pi. of z auj at), Spouses, 
wives ;—zaujdti 'all-darajati 'ismat-sifdt, 
Spouses of a high rank, and chaste. 

A <^3 zaujat, zauja, A wife, spouse. 
a ^33 zauji, fem A ^ j zaujlyat, zaujlya, 

Matrimonial; married ; — zaujlyat, Mar-
riage. 

a ^jiij. zauj yd fard, Odd or even. 
A zaujain (obi. du. used as noin.), 

Husband and wife. 
tj) zulch, A wart. 
A AJ3 zaud (v.n.), Preparing provisions 

(zdd) for a journey. 
Ajj zud (S. juti), Swift, quick; early, 

soon; quickly; at once; quickness, swift-
ness ;—zud budan (kardan), To be quick, to 
make haste. 

Ujj ziidd, Quickly, soon;—zudd ki, I t will 
soon happen that. 

^jfti) zud-a-zud, Quickly, readily. 
zud-ashnd, Soon intimate ; sacred 

offerings made by the Parsis at the fire-
temples. 

3̂ A»\ ojj zud-anddz, An impromptu. 
<*s)ft ^P) zud-bdwari, Credulity; credu-

lousness. 
Jy} zud-bud, Unreasonable, inconsis-

tent. 
zud-tar, Quicker, more speedily; as 

soon as possible (m.c.). 
)f>* ->)) zud-jdr, The game of tipcat. 

ÂJ zud-khishm, Pettish, touchy. 
*>j3 zud-khez, Obedient, ready; an 

attentive domestic. 
% •>)} zud-rav, A swift traveller. 
03 ^3 zud-zau, A quick striker. 

JJ>3 zud, Quick, quick! make 
haste! 

ziid-sair, Travelling fast;—zud-
ser, Soon satisfied or filled. 

a Ajj zud-fahm, Of quick apprehension. 
a zud-fahml, Quickness of intel-

lect, 
^Ui" jjj zud-kushay, Soon opened (a 

lock). 
zud-gard, Revolving swiftly. 

Jjj md-guwdrd, Quick of digestion; 
easily digested. 

zudagl, Rapidity, haste (m.c.). 
Jjj zud-mast, Easily intoxicated. 

a Aai zud-naqd, Wealthy, ready-monied. 
u~*y Jj) zud-nawls, A rapid writer; a 

shorthand-writer (m.c.) 
ft&& J^j zud-hushyar, Actively prudent. 
^ J j ) zudl, Celerity, quickness, speed;— 

also ba-zudl, Rapidly, swiftly ; soon (ba-in 
zudi, So soon, so quickly ; shortly). 

A;J3 zaur (v.n.), Visiting; the upper part 
of the breast; the breast-bone; a palm-
branch without leaves and f ru i t ; under-
standing ; a visitor; visitors ;—zaur, zar, 
A lord, chief, leader;—zur, A lie, false-
hood ; adulteration ; deceit; dissimulation, 
hypocrisy ; giving a companion to God, 
idolatry ; a false deity, idol; feasts of the 
Jews and Christians ; a choir of singers, a 
musical concert; power, strength, force; 
understanding, opinion, counsel; taste of 
meat, agreeable flavour; softness and clean-
ness of a garment; name of a river which 
falls into the Tigris ; name of a son of Zah-
hak, and of a city founded by him; (pi. of 
azwar) armies ; [zur bdftan, To weave a 
tissue of lies;]—zawar (v.n.), Inclination; 
an inequality or obliquity in the two pro-
minences of a horse's breast; a looking 
askance. 

)}) zur, zor(S. sura), Strength, power, vigour; 
violence, strong effort, force; weight; [zor 
zadan, To use violence; to make a strong effort; 
to force ; to hit at (mm.cc.) ;—zor kardm, 
To force; to use violence;—az zor, From 
the violence (of one's efforts, m.c.);—bd 



hazar zor u zar, Amidst a thousand difficul-
ties \~ba-zor giriftan, To seize by force ;— 
naHdipur zor, A strong arm;]—zawar (for 
zabarY Above ; (for zafar) the jaw. 

A zaura', Baghdad ; also the bend of 
tbe river Tigris which washes its walls. 

i f ) zor-dzmd dzmdy), Who 
tries his own or another's strength, an 
athletic wrestler. 

zawrdna, Chains for the feet, fetters. 
C ^ b j j zordnidan, To be wearied, an-

noyed. 
)$>)$ zor-dwar, Strong ; a strong man. 
<̂ >1 j)) zor-dwari; Violence, strength. 
fa))) zor-bdz, Strong, robust; rebellious, 

a rebel. 
)fa ))j zor-bdzu, Of strong arm. 
A zaurat, One visit; distance. 
^^ j)} zor- (zur-) khdna, A gymnasium 

(m.c.). 
zor-dar, Strong, powerful. 

))) zor-dida, Who has experienced 
violence. 

zawar din, The month of the vernal 
equinox, beginning the Persian year, 

l^aiyj) zurfin, An iron ring, staple, hasp, 
A zaurag, A ship, boat, gondola, bark, 

yawl, skiff; the prow of a boat whereby 
she is moored; a sort of cowl worn by 
dervishes ;—zauraqi zarrin, The sun ;— 
zauraqi simin, The silver skiff, i.e. the new 
moon. 

a jSyj zauraq-Jcash, Who draws a-boat, 
a ^ j f ) zauraqi, A kind of monk's cowl. 
fa zor-kdr, Arduous; doing violence. 
?))} zor-gar, An athlete, a hero, a cham-

pion. 
a ))> zur-goy, zur-guy, A liar, a slan-

derer, 
zormand, Robust, powerful, strong. 

iS^jij zormandi, Power, courage. 
zormidan, To give power. 

zomdk, Strong, powerful. 
I^j)) zawamim, A patch upon a garment; 

also a gore or piece inserted to enlarge it. 
zor-u-dam, Power, strength; 

pride. 
)) )!>') zor-war, Strong, powerful. 
&)))} zawarwin, (jij^j zawarin (for zabar in), 

Superior, above, sublime, very high. 
zaura, The vertebrae of the back ; an 

elegant oration. 
zori, Power, strength. 

0 ^ 3 zoridan, To loathe ; to commit 
violence, to force ; — zawaridan, To raise 
high. 

U^jjij zawarin (for zabarin), Higher, 
upper. 

3;j zuz, Reproach, reproof (doubtful). 
<A)j)3 zauzak, The seed of hog's-bean; 

name of a herb. 
Ojj3 zozan, Name of a country ; name of 

a king;— ziizin, A weight of forty-eight 
grains. 

ij)}) zozani, Native of Zozan;—zuzni, (in 
Zand and Pazand) The knee. 

S) >) zo z o ( f ° r az o az o), From him;— 
zu zii (for ziid zud), Quick, quick! 

fi);3 zuza, Weeping, wailing, lamentation. 
j;3 zuzh, Wound, stab (with sword or 

tongue). 
zosh, Vehement, violent, hard-

hearted, wicked, unmannerly ; sharp, 
acrid; poten t, brave ; — zawa&h, zawush, 
The planet Jupiter. 

oAaA^ zushidan, To drop, distil; to involve 
in trouble. 

A fr) zau' (v.n.), Shaking a camel's or 
horse's rein to quicken his pace. 

A tfizaugh (v.n,), Deviating, inclining; 
causing to deviate or incline; pulling a 
camel by the rein. 

£>3 zogh, A river. 
zughdr, Name of a certain high-priest 

of the Magi or fire-worshippers ; name of a 
country. (See 

sughdl, Coal (m.c.). 
A zauf (v.n.), Spreading out the 

wings and tail, and sweeping the ground 
with it (a pigeon) ; walking with relaxed 
limbs or slovenly. 

A zufa, Hyssop. 
VJ>3 zufard, Wild anise ; name of a bird, 
yijij} zufrin, eh^jj zuflin, A hasp, staple. 
A Jjij) z-ufd, Hyssop (se ^ 3 zufa) ;—zfifa'i 

rath, A filthy substance found on the tails 
of the Armenian sheep, said to be owing to 
their feeding on a milky kind of grass 
which is very heating. 

A ^ j muk, The strut of a crow; the 
shaking of the shoulders in walking ; a 
pompous walk ;—zuk, Name of a village 
in Taman. 

A J;3 zaul (v.n.), Putting to a distance, 
removing, displacing ; wonderful, an aston-
ishing thing ; elegant; ingenious, clever 5 
bold, intrepid ; a bird of prey, a hawk. 

J j j zul, A large cup ;—zaioal, Turnsole 5 
the herb clary. 

zulabi, Name of Abu Muslim's spy. 
zaulana, Fetters, tethers; curly 

hair. 
8k>j JiJ zul-zada, Goat's-thorn, 

zulfin, A hasp or staple on a chest. 
A5j3 zula, A lash. 

zun, A part, portion, share. 
A <j;)j zun, zaun, A dwarf. 

3̂ zawanj, zawinj, ziwanj, zuwinj, A 
sausage, a meat-pudding. 

zawmizak, Hump-backed, of a 
contemptible appearance. 

zawang, Hump-backed, despicable.^ 
J&jj zawangal, Hump-backed, despi-

cable ;—zawangul, A little bell; name of a 
note in music. 

zuni, The knee. 
zohmand, zohamand, Trees or grass 

full-grown. 



*» ( « 
0*^x5 zuhidan, To drop, distil, trickle. 
e£j3 zawij, A sausage; minced meat. 

zawidan, To be above, high; to 
sigh (doubtful word). 

ijtj) eawira, A whirlwind, hurricane. 
Sj za, Penis ;~zah, A place where water 

boils up and comes forth; penis ;—zah, 
zih, Bringing forth, child-birth ; offspring 
of men (or of cattle) ; male seed; penis; 
wotnb •, [bi-zah, bi-zih, barren ;]—zih, A bow-
string; anything twisted or drawn through 
a hole ; lace, a welt, fringe, purfle, border, 
hem, or other ornament of gold or silk 
round the edge or collar of a garment; 
reward, remuneration ; bravo 1 well done 1 
good, excellent •,—zih bar-zadan, To sew on 
a border;—zih zadan, To renounce, to draw 
back ;—zih hardan, To string, to draw (a 
bow). 

v^) zah-db, zihdb (also spelled 6j)> 
The oozing of water through a tank or bank 
of a river; a place where water springs 
either from the ground or from a rock ; 
deep water; a running fountain. 

• zahdbndk, Watery, verdant 
(ground), full of laud-springs. 

A zuhhad (pi. of zdhid), Religious, 
abstinent men, monks. 

A zahddat (v.n. of AAJ), Not hanker-
ing after, abstaining from, putting away 
(worldly things) ; real, or simulated piety, 

ft) zahdr, The pubes or lower part of the 
belly;—muyi zahdr, The hair about those 
parts. 

ft-) zahdr-tang, The back girth of a 
camel. 

ft>) zahdz, A noise, clamour; a cry for 
help; a bladder. 

aft) zih-a-zih, Bravo! well done !—zihdzih 
giriftan, To applaud. 

©•As} zahdnidan, To cause to open ; to 
enable one to win at backgammon ; to 
throw down. 

AA* zih-band, An ornament for a lady's 
neck. 

ft*- zih-Jshiydr, A kind of collar; early 
cucumbers. 

A A*) zahd (v.n.), Guessing the produce 
(of palm-trees or crops) ; cutting a palm-
tree ; a small quantity, a sufficiency;—zuhd 
(v.n.), Abstaining from treating with indif-
ference (the things of this world) ; being 
given to religious exercises; devotion; 
continence ;—zuhdu 'l-akl, Abstemiousness 
in eating, frugality. 

zahddn, zihddn, The womb ; —zihddn 
nihadan, To knock under, to acknowledge 
one's inferiority;—uftddani zihddn, Lapsus 
uteri. 

sajj 8j zih-dida, Impudent, wanton-eyed, 
yfcj zahr, Poison, venom; anger, indigna-

tion; sadness; [zahr ba-danddn maUda ast, 
He talks maliciously or idly;—zahri chashm, 
Angry looks, looking daggers ;— zahri chize 

) J*.> 
| giriftan, To bear up with the annoyance or 

irksomeness of a thing;—zahri khwud ba-hase 
rekhtan (dadan), To vent all one's anger 
upon one;—zahr khwurandan (dddan), 
To poison;—zahri khun rekhtan, To vent 
one's spleen ;—zahri zamin, The cypress; 
the colocynth ;—zahr ziri nigin, Poison kept 
in a ring against an evil day;—zahri sabz, 
Vitriol;—zahr shikastan, To resist a poison; 
—zahri <ddati, Poison habitually taken (aB 
by arsenic-eaters); — zahri qdtil, Deadly 
poison;—zahr kardan, To poison or em-
bitter (life) ;—zahri gosh, Ear-wax ;—zahr 
mar kardan, To eat anything that dis-
agrees ;—zahri mind, A bitter draught; 
— zahri haldhil, Deadly venom, mortal 
poison; (the word is moreover construed 
with the verbs chashidan, chakidan, khwur-
dan, dddan, damidan, raftan, kaihidan, 
and noshidan) ;]—zi-har (for az har), From 
every, from each. 

A zahr, A flower, particularly a yellow 
one; flowers;—zahru I-hajar, Lichen. 

zahr a (for zahr a), Boldness. 
A frtyfcj zahrd (fem. of azhar), White 

splendid, clear, serene, bright, shining, 
beautiful, flourishing, blooming; the wild 
cow; surname of Fatima, daughter of 
Muhammad ;—zuhra'i zahrd', The bright 
Venus (planet) ; (met.) a dazzling beauty. 

v»V&3 zahr-db, Dirty, stagnant, or en-
venomed water; rennet for curdling cheese; 
water in which fruits have been macerated, 
their bitterness being left behind; an aqua-
tic herb ; [zahr-dbi ajal, The cup of death;] 
—zahrab, zuhrab, The nightingale. 

J*?*- eahrab-josh, " With poison-
water boiling " (a sword). 

ft s-»V>3 zahrab-ddr, v ^ j zahrab-
gun, Of the finest steel. 

AjUfej zahrdba, Poisoned waters 
^lyfc) zahr dbi, The nightingale ;—zuhrabi 

(should probably also read zahr dbi), A 
bright sword of the finest steel. 

f>) zahr-dshdm, Who has drunk 
poison, poisoned. 

zahr-agin, Poisoned. 
tS^ ft) zahr-dldy, Poisoned; poisoning, 
jjl^ j£>) zahr-dlud, Poisoned, envenomed, 

ybj zahr-dmez, Miugled with poison, 
poisoned (a potion). 

A oVy^ zahrdwdn, The two brilliant 
chapters, that of baqarat and dlu 'imran. 

«̂ ye>3 zahrawi, Name of a physician, 
W yt>y zahr-bd, A kind of deadly poison. 
oW yfc) zahr-bad, The quinsey. 
A SYFCJ zahrat, zaharat, zahra, A flower (es-

pecially a yellow one) ; the freshness and 
bloom of a plant; beauty, grace, loveli-
ness ;—zuhrat, zuhra, Whiteness, beauty ; 
name of a tribe ; a flower, blossom; the 
planet Venus; name of a place near Me-
dinah. 

A j t t ) zahr-fehand (&AJA hhanda), A 



forced smile, grin; smiling bitterly, forcedly, 
sardonically, 

y6) zahr-ddr, Infected; poisoned; 
poisonous, venomous ;—khanjari zahr-ddr, 
A poisoned dagger. 

3 zahr-ddru, An antidote against 
poison; bezoar. 

WS" y>3 zahr-giyd, A kind of poisonous 
plant. 

zahr-muhra, The bezoar-stone. 
cwUjij zahrnalc, zahrwar, Venomous. 
V j zahra, Boldness, spirit; power, vigour; 

the gall-bladder, bile ; — zahra'i shdb, A 
light by night; — zahra-ash bi-darld, His 
gall-bladder burst, his heart broke ;—zahra 
rag shudan, To be in a ferment, to be agi-
tated ;—Bahra'i meg% Drops of rain;— 
zuhra (see A. zuharat), The planet 
Venus;—zuhra dar mizan, Venus in the 
sign Libra, i.e. an auspicious time ;—zuhra!i 
man, My nature or disposition, my genius. 

a Syfcj zuhra-bundgosh, With deli-
cate ears, <fec.; handsome. 

av£>\j> 6j>A} zahra-tirdh, Broken in heart. 
a fcyfej zuhra-jabln, With a brow like 

Venus. 
a j A SjA) zuhra-tab', Of a pleasant dispo-

sition. 
JAAS. fy&j zahra-khanda, Smile of con-

tempt. 
a zuhra-rukhdn, Handsome per-

sons, with countenances like Venus. 
a m syfcj zuhra-ru, With a face like Venus. 
a fa fiyfej zuhra-sdz, ty sy&j zuhra-nawd, 

Musical as Venus. 
a fa ayfej zuhra-wdr, Like Venus (in 

beauty and brightness), 
t̂ yfc) zahri, Poisonous, venomous. 
Av&j zih-zad, Offspring, progeny. 
CA®>3 zahish, Emanation ; copulation;— 

zihish, A fountain, water-spring; praise, 
approbation. 

uwiAj zihishi, Breath. 
A UIFL>3 zahaf (v.n.), Being light, active, 

swift; making l ight; lightness, agility. 
A zahq (v.n.), Outstripping, taking 

the lead;—zahaq, Low level ground;— 
zahiq, Light, agile, active. 

zahk, zihk, The first milk of a woman 
or an animal after parturition. 

A «Afi>3 zahk (v.n.), Blowing hard, sweep-
ing the ground (wind); grinding between 
two stones. 

zih-karda, Strung (bow). 
J>j£*>) zih-kuni, A kick on the backside. 
jS Bi zih-gir, A ring, generally of bone, 

worn by archers on the thumb, to save it 
from being cut by the bow-string, a thumb-
stall; the womb. 

fa f J j t j zihglr-saz, A maker of thumb-
stalls. 

zih-lakha, zih-iakhad, Any 
ornament sewed upon boots or shoes. 

A zahm (v.n.), Being full of marrow 

f (a bone) ;—zahm, zuhm, Fat, grease; bad 
smell, Btench ; Zedoary ;—zahim, Fat, very 
greasy. 

a LS^te) zihmat, Stinking meat or fish. 
zahman, Name of a house iu Bay, 

under which the owner found a large trea-
sure. 

zahan, A river (unsupported by ex-
amples). 

zahndk, Possessed of progeny;— 
zihndk, One who begets noble offspring. 

zihanja, Discipline; vehemence, 
asperity. 

A YFCJ zahw (v.n.), Growing yellow or red 
(a date) ; being tall (a palm-tree) ; being 
near yeaning (a sheep) ; blowing, shaking 
a tree (wind) ; being vain, proud, haughty ; 
undervaluing, despising; giving pleasure; 
elegance, good looks, a handsome counten-
ance ; a beautiful plant or its flower ; a 
lie; pride, vain-glory, vanity ; a lie ; a yel-
low unripe date, 

yfcj zahu, Ear-wax. 
jV -̂J O5)' s e e tinder . 
A^e>j zuhiir (v.n. of y^j), Shining (as a 

lamp, the moon, or a face) ; flaring up (a 
fire). 

i zih-u-zdd, Offspring, wife and 
children. 

A <-jty*>3 zuhuf (v.n. of i-Att)), Being sub-
missive, humble, abject; being near, im-
pending (death); perishing; telling a 
falsehood. 

A JPYT) zahuq, A deep well; perishing; 
departing;—zuhUq (v.n. of Being 
compact in the bone (marrow) ; being full 
of marrow (a bone) ; expiring; perishing, 
vanishing, coming to nothing; passing 
beyond the mark, missing (an arrow) ; out-
stripping others (a horse or man). 

£̂>3 zihe, zahe, How good! excellent! 
well done !—zihe ru'e, What a face ! (either 
in admiration or, on the contrary, in dis-
paragement). 

A A-jAj zahid, Abstinent, abstemious, tem-
perate ; shallow, holding but little water (a 
channel, ftc.). 

(jJ^Aj zahidan, To flow, trickle, drop, 
fall; to gain at backgammon ;—zihidan, To 
bring forth. 

A J zahir, Reduced by sickness, thin; 
sad, melancholy, low-spirited; — zuhair, 
Name of a celebrated Arabian poet, 

pJt) zahir, Name of an Iranian champion. 
SA;~J&3 zahirdb, Name of the angel who 

has charge of the earth as element. 
i j j zay, Life; sustenance ;—zi (imperat. 

and part, of zistan), Live thou ; living ; life ; 
fa te ; provisions; measure, bounds (az 
ziyi khwud birun rajta ast " he has over-
stepped his bounds " ) ; a side, quarter, track, 
coast, shore; towards, near; (equiv. to 
aihi), Wonderful! 0 charming!—zi sipdhan, 
Towards Ispahan. 



J^) ziyad (from A. S ^ j ) , Increase, aug-
mentation ; one of the games at nard; 
(opt. of zistan) may he live long! a false 
witness; name of a fortress in Laristan; 
(adv.) much, in great quantity ; too much; 
more and more (mm.cc.) ;—ziyad shudan, 
To be increased. 

A ziyadat, ziyada, Augmentation, 
increase, surplus, addition, redundancy ; an 
excrescence; (in gram.) introduction of a 
new letter into a word ; (adv ) more ; too 
much, excessively ;—ziyada az, More than ; 
—ziyada az hadd. To the utmost (m.c.) ;— 
ziyada haddi adab, More would be the ex-
treme limit of politeness, i.e. would verge 
on disrespect (usually the concluding phrase 
of a petition) ;—ziyada shudan, To grow, 
abound; ziyada hardan, To augment, add, 
amplify; to overcharge ;—hurufu ,z-ziya-
dat, The servile letters or incremental s in 
grammar. 

a $ ziyad-tar, More, moreover, besides 
(m.c.). 

a ij*^) ziyadati, Abundance, surplus; 
superfluous, redundant. 

ziyddati-talab, Who wishes for 
more than his proper share. 

a f ziydda-tar, More. 
a fr SJUJ ziyada-jo, Avaricious. 
a fcJ^j ziyada-sitdni, Extortion, 

exaction. 
aziydda-sar, One who has a high 

opinion of himself; one who engages in an 
enterprise which he is unable to finish. 

a tjf* ziyddasari, Vanity, conceit. 
a fi^j ziyada-talab (palb), Covetous ; 

an extortioner. 
a ^yfit ziydda-talbl, Inordinate desire ; 

ambition, covetousness, extortion. 
a ziyada-go, A great talker. 
a ( j f t ^ j ziyadagi, Augmentation,increase. 
A ziydrat (v.n. of ^j), Visiting; a 

visit (especially one paid to a sacred tomb, 
&c.), a religious visitation, a pilgrimage; 
—ziydrat (ba-ziydrat) dmadan, To visit;— 
ziydrat hardan, To make a pilgrimage to a 
sacred person or place. 

a atf ziydrat-gdh, A place of pil-
grimage. 

a ziydrat-ndma, A passport for 
religious visitation ; according to others a 
prayer said during such visitation. 

a ^ f t ) ziydraii, A pilgrim. 
A C^ILY ziyafai, Non-currency, unsaleable-

ness of goods. 
yk j ziydn, (part, of zistan) Living; 

damage, detriment, deficiency, prejudice, 
injury, fraud;—ziydn uftddan, A loss be-
falls one ; ~ ziydn dwardan, To damage, to 
bring a loss to;—ziydn budan, To perish, to 
be lost;—ziyan khwurdan (hardan, kashidan, 
yaftan), To suffer loss ;—ziydn ddshtan, To 
be obnoxious, to damage;—dar ziydn uftd-

dan, To come to grief, to incur damage;— 
dar ziydn afgandan, To defraud. 

$ y^j ziydn-awar, Injurious, detrimental. 
f-Sjft Q^i) ziyan-dwarl, Injury, damage. 

ziyan-dar, Noxious, hurtful. 
(J-^j ziydndan. To bring to life. 
SAJAJQJ ziydn-dida, Who has experienced 

losses, injured, damaged. 
®Aziydn-rasida, Injured, damaged; 

defrauded. 
8J) ziydn-zada, Suffering loss (in 

trade). 
ziydn-hdr, ziydngar, A de-

stroyer ; noxious, hurtful, destructive. 
ziydn-hdri, In jury ; sin. 

tjj^j ziydni, A loss, damage^ perdition; 
noxious, hurtful, damaging. 

CjAjfibj ziydnidan, To reanimate, resusci-
tate. 

s - y zib, zeb, Ornament, elegance, beauty j 
lovely, graceful (construed with the verbs 
dadan and shikastan);— zib u tar, Decked; 
fresh ;—zib u zinat, Elegance and beauty. 

Wij zibd, Beautiful, elegant; adorned, 
arranged; consistent; a woman's name;— 
zibd kardan, To adorn one's business (ironi-
cally), to finish off;—chi zibd, How beauti-
ful ! how appropriate! how pertinent! 
how well! 

^jj zibd-khu (hh.o), Of good disposition. 
V ze& Beauty-adorning. 
Xi Wy zibd-ru (^yj ruy), Handsome-faced. 

zibd-sirisht, Of excellent dispo-
sition; of beautiful make. 

JWj zibdl, Fleet, swift (horse, mule, 
camel). 

sib an, Beautiful, elegant; decked. 
(ĵ iWsj zibdyish, Decoration. 

zibd'i, Beauty, gracefulness. 
-Wj zibad, I t is worthy, it becomes, be-

hoves ; fit, proper, becoming. 
j-rij zibur, A vessel made of coarse cloth 

for removing rubbish; a counterpane of 
camel's hair (see y^) of which it is probably 
a misreading). 

a zibaq (from P. ajaj for 8 ^ ) , Quick-
silver ;-—zibaqi aswad, Ethiops mineralis ;— 
zibaq ba-gosh rekhtan, To pour quicksilver 
into the ear, i.e. to deafen ;—zibaq kardan, 
To destroy ; to trouble, to disturb ;—zibaqi 
mujazza, Drops of rain; Tears. 

a zibaqi, Of, belonging to quick-
silver; reduced by quicksilver (silver), 

/ v z i b g a r , A decorator, adorner. 
ziban, zaiban, Who abandons the 

world. 
zibandagi, Adornment, decoration. 

ijSI^ ^A;^ zibandagt-bakhsh, Adorning, 
imparting adornment. 

zibanda, Adorned, elegant, beautiful; 
beseeming, decent;—sarwi zibanda-Hiram, 
A gracefully-waving cyprus (epithet of a 
mistress). 

zibud, A bee. 



T cjytfj zlbun, A kind of under-garment or 
vest. 

ztbidan, To adorn; to become, suit. 
A zail (v.u.), Dressing (meat) with 

oil; olive-oil. 
zaitdr, Mother or dregs of oil. 

A ofi) zaitun, A n olive-tree; an olive ; 
name of a celebrated player on the guitar 
or lute q.v.) ;—zaituni talkh, Margosa 
tree. 

A zaitunat, A singly olive. 
a ^ySi) zaituni, Of olive-colour; an olive-

garden;—rauahani zaituni, Olive oil. 
zlj, Palpitation of the heart; ridicule, 

derision; name of a certain instrument of 
war (see also g*j). 

a zlj (from slg), A mason's rule; as-
tronomical tables. 

zijak zlchak), The intestines 
of a lamb stuffed with mince-meat, rice, &c„ 
and dressed. 

g>j zlch, A drawing out; active, ex-
pert, dexterous ; a delicious sort of grape ; 
ridicule, jest, buffoonery, f u n ; a boot (or 
rather some part of a boot or shoe, called 
AJA) by the Burhiini qiiti', of which word, 
however, the dictionaries give no explana-
tion) ; lace used in embroidery ; astrono-
mical tables;—zlch bastan, To carry out; to 
perform something great. 

A £>3 zaih, zayahdn (v.n. of ^3), 
Being distant, absent. 

A £>.3 zaikh, zayafchdn (v.n. of 
Tyrannizing. 

£>3 zikh, Palpitation (from joy or fear), 
A zaid (v.n.), Being augmented ; in-

creasing, augmenting, adding ; proper name 
of a man, frequently used in a fictitious 
manner, as John Nokes or Thomas Styles 
in English ;—zlda, fem. >^^3 zldat (3rd sing, 
pret. pass.), Was increased, used in opta-
tive phrases, as zldat fazd'ilu-hu, May his 
excellencies be multiplied ;—zlda majdu-hu, 
May his glory increase. 

^^3 zidak, Name of a handsome young 
slave. 

p) zlr, zer, Under, below, beneath, lower ; 
shrill, sharp (sound) ; weak, thin ; the 
character of the short vowel i (~ r ) ; any-
thing dressed under meat when roasting 
(as rice) ; covered, concealed ; great, large; 
the smallest string of a lute, guitar, &c. ; 
a yellow-dyeing wood; a linen summer-
garment;—zlr amadan, To descend;—zlri 
par giriftan, To warm or keep warm ;—zlri 
turab, Under ground; a subterraneous 
granary ;—zlri khak eipardan (Icardan) To 
count for nought, to consider as non-exis-
tent ;—zlri daman parwardan, To fondle, 
to caress;—zlri daman nigdh ddshtan, To 
protect;—zlri ran nihddan, (met.) To subdue; 
—zlri zabdn guftan, To speak in an under-
tone;—sir zadan, To knock under, to throw 
down, to floor (m.c.);—zlri zanakh mdndan, 

To remain sad; — zlri sar (kuldh) ast, 
He or it is under one's power;—iwri si-
ydhl budani dagh, The mark is not well 
impressed;—zlri shikam, Hypogastrium;— 
zlri qalam awardan (giriftan), To write, 
to put in writing;—zlr kardan, To con-
quer, to overcome, to subdue;—zlri nagln 
kardan (giriftan), (met.) To subdue, to 
bring into one's power ;—zlri lab guftan, To 
speak in a whisper;—zir-u-bald, Below and 
above, topsy-turvy; sodomy ; sin;—zlr-u-
bald kardan, To upset, to overturn (m.c.) ; 
—zir-u-bdld guftan, To say whatever comes 
uppermost, to talk at random ;—zir-u-bdld 
nlst, There is no doubt about it;—zlr u zar, 
A low plaintive tone of voice ;—zlr u zabar, 
Below and above; the vowels kasra and 
fat'ha-, topsy-turvy;—zlr u zabar kardan, To 
turn upside down, to destroy ; — az zlr, 
Belo w, from under;—ba-ziri (dar zlri) khdk 
kardan, = zlri khdk sipardan, q.v, above;— 
ba-zlri (dar zlri) sar ast, = zlri sar ast, q.v. 
above ;—ba-ziri qalam ddshtan, To write, to 
put or have in writing;—ba-ziri nagln dash-
tan, To be possessed of, to have in one's 
power;—dar zlr, Under, at the bottom, 
lower part;—dar zlri bar kashidan, To im-
pose a burden, to put a load upon;—dar 
zlri lab guftan, To mumble, to speak in an 
undertone, to whisper;—dar zlri mardu-
man khuftan, To lie beneath (with ?) men; 
—dar zlri miqrdz kardan, To cut with scis-
sors. 

\j?.j zlr&, Because, on account of, since; 
anything placed under;—zird ki, Because 
that, 

^W* 3̂  zlr az miyana, Weak, infirm; 
vile. 

li^Vi zlr-afgan, ^ zir-afgand, A 
small carpet, a rug; bedding; name of a 
note in music (called kiichalc, Small). 

05^3 zlr dli (for zird ki), Because that. 
3 ^ y.3 zer-anddz, The cloth which is 

spread under a hookah. 
jj^Vi zirdnidan, To cause to sigh; to 

bring down from a high to a low place. 
^ f.) zlr-bd, Broth or spoon-meat. 

zlrbdd, Name of a country. 
jW y j zer-bdr, Embarrassed, overburdened 

with expense or borne down with oppres-
sion. 

csA* zer-bdrl, Wretchedness. 
j> )>3 zlr-bur, A cut-purse; a false friend. 
(jv.y j?.) zer-birydn, A kind of dish. 

rO zer-buzurgdn, A note in music. 
Ai> y>3 zer-band, A martingal; a girth ; a 

whip, a lash. 
^ ]••') z'w-pd, ^ yij zir-pdy, Subject, tribu-

tary ; a shoe;—zlr pay kashidan, To induce 
anyone to confess. 

jij zlr-posh, An under-garment. 
;>3 zer-pech, A small turban worn 

under a larger one. 
zirtar, Lowor. 



JO ( 684 ) JO 
Ctitf ft zir-tank, ft zlr-tang, A girth; 

the sun. 
ft zlr-jdma, An under garment, 

drawers. 
f-'j zir-chaq, A weak bow; extremely-

obedient. 
v j t /•) air-chob, Under the rod. 
a ft zir-halql, A blow on the chin or 

jaw. 
ft zlr khurd, Name of a note in 

music. 
ft zir-dast, A vassal; a handmaid 

inferior, lower, nethermost. 
)?.) zlr-dasti, Obedience, submis-

sion. 
zlr-rikabi, A saddle-sword. 

zir-zar, A low, plaintive tone of 
voice (see zlr-u-zar undery>j). 

W^j /•) zir-zamin (ziri zamin), An under-
ground cellar or cave (m.c.). 

XSzir-samiir, Lined with sable (m.c.). 
zirfan, The moon, 

fctt^) zlr fun, The barren jujube-tree. 
y J ^ j zlr fin, A bolt, bar, latch of a door. 
<fty.) zl'rqdn, Name of a month of the 

sera of Yazdagird (probably misreading 
for Ar. zibirqdn, Moon). 

^ji) ziraJc, Ingenious, intelligent, pru-
dent, penetrating, sagacious, smart, quick 
in understanding or at manual labour; 
steel possessing a wavy appearance called 
jauhar; name of a Mobad. skilful in the 
interpretation of dreams. 

ft zir-kdsa, A wrestling trick. 
n£ft zirak-dmeahi. The truly wise, 

i.e. God. 
jL. <*)ft zirak-sdr, Sagacious, intelligent. 
y-UA. zlrak-shinds, " A recogniser of 

the intelligent." 
zirak-manish, Of intelligent 

mind. 
'/.Iraki, Ingenuity, sagacity, quick-

ness. 
yj zer-gdh, A chair, a seat. 

s_.J ft zlr-lab (ziri lab), Under the lip, i.e. 
mumbled in an undertone or whisper (m.c.). 

ft zir-masliq, Anything placed under 
a sheet of paper that one may write com-
modiously. 

ft ur-miydna, Middling, below par. 
^ ft zir-iva, A kind of broth or spoon-

meat. 
Sb 2 ft zlr-u-bdld, see under y j . 
ft 9 y.j zir-u-zabar, see under ft , 
^juk yj j ft zir-u-zabar shitdagi, The con-

dition of being topsy-turvy. 
Saa. ft j ft zir-u-zaba-shuda, Topsy-turvy. 

zlr a, Cumin-s ee&;—zira-db dadan, To 
deceive;—zlra ba-kirmdn burdan, To do 
anything silly, to act foolishly (to carry 
coals to Newcastle) ;—zlra ba-wa'da par-
warad, He does not keep his word;—ziva'i 
rumi (siydh, kirmdnl), Caraway-sced;— 
zira'i sabz (sajid), Cumin. 

^ *ft zira-bd, A dish made of the flesh 
of birds, with cumin-seed and vinegar. 

O^-jij ziridan, To be under or below; to 
bring down from a high to a low place; to 
sigh, sob. 

zlrin, Inner; inferior, lower ; infer-
nal ; of or belonging to the word zlr. 

oW^j ziriydn, Vinegar in which onions 
have been steeped (doubtful). 

ft ziz, Sleet; a cricket; onion. 
<^'ft zizak, The oxyacanth-fruit. 
a zlzl, Belonging or relating to 

onions ; — khaili zizi, Vinegar in which 
onions have been steeped; pickled onions 
(see oWjy above, which should perhaps 
read zlziydn, as a P. plural of zizi). 

ji) zizh, Snow. 
ij-i) zls, Side, part, tract, quarter, coast 

(doubtful). 
zist, Life, existence; (3rd person 

pret. of zistan) he lived. 
zistan, To survive, live;—bd has 

zistan, To associate, live with anyone. 
zish, A pipe, a little tube. 

A zaigh (v.n.), Inclining; becoming 
dim (eye-sight) ; declining from the meri-
dian (sun) ; deviating from the right way ; 
error ; doubt. 

zlgh, A mat; any carpeting or cushions; 
renewal of friendship or love; joy, peace of 
mind. 

JW) zighdl, A cup, goblet. 
£>.) zigh-zigh. The noise of a newly-

made door, window, &c., when being opened, 
t ^ j ziahan. Anything hard. 
A <-&*.) zaif (v.n.), Hastening; strutting, 

walking pompously; sweeping the ground 
with the tail (a male pigeon when courting 
the female); being bad or clipped (money); 
—zif, Clipt, base (coin). 

zif, Sin; churlishness; inhuman; 
pitch, 

zif an (probably for Ar. ziyafn), Long 
and strong. 

(jyjfcj) zif nun, Name of the city in which 
'Azrfi dwelt. 

A zlq, The collar of a shirt; a quarter 
in Nlsliapur ; name of a man;—zlqu 'sh-
shaitdn, Gossamer, cobweb filaments float-
ing in the air in hot weather. 

•3\> 2 >3*3 zlq-u-zdq, Children, family (see 
dip-

U03 zekd, (in Zand and Pazand) Wind. 
ziJcdsa, AfelSjj zlkdsha, A hedge-

hog. 
zig, A mason s rule ; astronomical 

tables; threads by which embroiderers are 
guided in their work; a bird about the 
size of a sparrow; name of a tribe of 
Kurds. 

fit.) zlgar, (Boys) striking with the hand 
the cheeks when full of air. 

T J>3 z/7. Cymbals ; castanets. 
A J>3 zail (v.n.), Removing (from its 



place) ; dividing into portions; separating ; 
—zayal, Width between the thighs. 

A &Z) zaila', A sort of shell, concha 
veneris; name of a city on the Abyssinian 
coast. 

fa) zllu, zailu, A kind of woollen blanket 
worn by tbe poor. 

t^fa) zeliicha, A small woollen garment 
or carpet. 

zaimula, A vessel for carrying fruit 
and vegetables in. 

)}*i) zlmfir, The disclosure of a secret, 
litfj zain (probably misreading for 

(q.v.), One who has bid farewell to the 
pleasures of the world -,—zln, A saddle; 
[zin bar asb nihadan, zin bar pushti asb 
bastan (guzdshtan), To saddle a horse ;—zin 
bar gdv nihddan, To prepare for a journey ; 
to travel; —zin bar gurg nihddan, To saddle 
the wolf, i.e. to tame, to subdue (to bell the 
cat) ;—zin bastan (tang Icardan, giriftan), To 
saddle -,—zlni zarin, The sun;—ba-bald'i 
zin (bar pushti asp) bar-dmadan, ba-pushti 
zin nishastan, To ride;—bar sheri nar zin 
nihadan, To perform some feat of valour, to 
conquer, to prevail upon •,—ba-ziri zin dar-
awardan, To saddle;—ba-zln andar-amadan, 
To mount;—ba-zin budan, To be saddled;— 
dar zlri zin kashidan, To saddle;—dar zin 
8dkhtan (kashidan), To put a saddle upon 
(for az in) From this ; hence, because ;—zin 
pas (zin sipas), From henceforth, hencefor-
ward ;—zin miydn, By this medium, hence. 

A <̂ 3 zain (v.n.), Adorning, decking. 
zln-afrdz, Horse-armour for 

battle. 
zlndn, Caraway-seeds (see (jW-^j) ; 

(for az indn) from amongst them ; those 
present. 

A S-^ij zaindb, A woman's name, 
u^ji zln-posh, The ornamental covering 

of a saddle. 
A Aw) zinat, Ornament, decoration, dress, 

beauty, elegance; —yaumu 'z-zinat, A feast-
day. 

a \j* u^Ajj zinat fazd, Adding to the adorn-
ment ; an adorner, dresser; a tire-woman. 

fa ^Hj zln-sdz, A saddle ; saddle-maker, 
ts)^" etfj zln-sdzi, Business of a saddler. 

zln-kuda, ifa zln-lcoh, ^>3 
zin-koha, Tbe bow of a saddle. 

zingar, A saddler. 
zlnu, A woollen garment of the poor. 

Ai>3 zlna, A ladder, step, stair. 
Au) zlna-pdya, A step of stairs, round 

of a ladder, &c. 
jV*) zinhdr, Take care ! defence, protec-

tion; a league, a covenant; fear ; a com-
plaint ; haste; wariness, notice ; alas !— 
zinhdr thwdstan, To seek security or protec-
tion ;—zinhdr khwurdan. To break faitb, to 
violate a compact, to betray ; to conspire 
against;—zlnhar dadan, To protect, shield 
from oppression;—zlnhar kardan, To be on 

one's guard against (az), To heed;—zinhdr 
ydftan, To find protection or security ;— 
ba-zinhdr ddshtan, To receive in trust Or 
clientship. 

jV*) zlnhar-khwdr, A truce-breaker. 
fa&.) zlnhar-khwdh, Seeking protec-

tion ; tributary. 
fa fa*) zinhar-ddr, A protector, a guar-

dian. 
j^.3 zlnhdr-gir, A protector, guardian. 

fjfa-i) zinhdrl, Under protection ; a 
coming under protection; agreed, bound by 
covenant. 

zlnydn, Caraway-seeds. 
f.) ziv, A ship-worm; deceit, fraud. 
fai) ziwdr, A street in a town or village; 

—zewdr, .Equality, similitude, uniformity, 
straightness. 

l>\ fai) ziwdr-drd, Street-adorning. 
^Vyij ziwdn, A kind of tare or darnel 

growing amongst wheat, having a black 
grain, which causes inebriety and madness. 

ziyudan, To slumber agreeably. 
•jji) zlwar, zewar, An ornament of gems, 

gold, or silver;—zlwar ba-khwud giriftan, 
To adorn oneself;—zlwar bastan (dadan, 
1adati, kashidan), To adorn, to deck out ;— 
zlwar nihddan, To produce an ornament. 

zlwar-kashl, Adornment, decking 
out with j ewels, &c. 

^jyi) ziwari, The act of adorning or 
decking out. 

A i-ifl) zuyuf (v.n.), Being clipped or 
base (coin) ; (pi. of zaif) base coin, 

giy.) zivlaj, A woodcock, 
fry?.) zlwanjo, A ship-worm. 

ziyidan, To suit, become, befit; to 
be adorned. 

zayin, (in Zand and Pazand) Long, 
tall;—ziyln, A partisan ; partial. 

A 
J 

j zh, called zd'i 'ajaml or zd'i far si, The 
fourteenth letter of the Arabic-Persian 
alphabet, pronounced like s in " treasure " 
or z in " azure." 

zhablzh, Southernwood; sap which 
exudes from green wood laid on the fire; 
sparks of fire. 

j^j zhdzh, A kind of camel's thistle ; a kind 
of wormwood; a sort of artichoke; any 
plant not growing from seed; heath or 
broom for kindling a fire; sweepings of a 
thrashing-floor; circumference of the mouth; 
dung ; the door of a thrashing-floor sur-
rounded with a low wall for keeping the 
cattle out ; idle, trifling, or insipid speech. 

^fa zhazh-khdy, ifa^-fa) zhdzh-khdydn 
(this also plural), A tnf ler ; one who 
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speaks obscenely; talkative, chatterbox 
(m.c.). 

zhazh-khd'T. Frivolous or obscene 
talk; garrulity. 

'fa zhazh-khysur, A frivolous or obscene 
talker; any beast cbewing the cud. 

zhdzhumak, A pulse, French bean. 
zhdzha, A sort of thistle; trifling 

speech. 
zhazhidan, To chew the cud; to 

howl. 
zhdghar, The crop of a bird. 
zhaf a, A kind of fetid herb; a hedge-

hog. 
zhalka, Name of a plant, 

y^j zhaghivdr, A jaguar (m.c.). 
JV) zhdl, zhdla, Dew, hoar-frost; hail; 

vernal showers ; an air-blown bag or blad-
der for swimming with; a log used as a 
raft in crossing a stream ;—zhdla baridan, 
To hail;—zhdla'i nargis, Tears. 

fV^j zhdndarm, Gend'arme (m.c. from 
Fr.). 

zhdv, The purest or best of anything; 
pure gold. 

zhdwd, Chewing the cud; howling. 
zhdwidan, To ruminate ; to howl. 

zhubiin, Advantage, gain (when un-
lawful). 

t') zhah, A groan ; the shrill cry of wild 
beasts. 

t'j zhakh, A groan, plaint; the shrill cry 
of wild beasts ; a wart ; troublesome ; dis-
quieted, weary ;—zhukh, A wart. 

jU j zhikhdr, A noise, cry; hardness, 
u ^ j zhakhsh, Lightning ; the rainbow ; a 

ray (probably misreading for u ^ j q.v.). 
Jj zhad, Gum, the tears of a plant, 
y^j zhidan, To darn; to sew, stitch; to 

notch a millstone. 
fa^') zhadwar, zhudwar, Zedoary. 
fioj zhada, Pricked, punctured, notched 

(see 
zhardghan, A sandy place. 

taSUi^j zhardghang, Sandy soil ;~-zhu-
rdghang, Land full of flints, and cracking 
from drought. 

zhurdfa, A chameliou; parti-coloured; 
a giraffe, cameleopard (for q.v.). 

zhard, Gluttony; fulness; a glut-
ton. 

»zharf, Deep; high ; depth ; end of a 
work or matter ; deep search, strict exami-
nation ; acute, penetrating (man) ; great; 
much, copious a long and tedious story ; 
a ditch, a pi t ; a narrow-mouthed vessel;— 
daryd'i zharf, The deep sea, the bottomless 
ocean. 

U^j zharf a, Depth. 
y-ri cJjj zharf-bin nigdh), Deep-

sighted. 
^ i j j zharf i, Depth ; Bagacity, penetration; 

penetrating, sagacious, deep-sighted. 
sA> zharf-yab, Who fathoms the 

depth of a matter, very penetrating or 
sagacious. 

fatf zharwar, Zedoary. 
zhara, A line for banging clothes on, 

fa) zhaghdr, Rust, mouldiness; a cry, 
clamour, fearful noise; hardness, rough-
ness ; a colouring herb. 

zhaghdra, Bread of millet; the navel 
of an ox, or of any animal; paint for the 
face; complaint, lamentation, clamour, 

J ^ j zhaghdl, Bread of millet;—zhu-ghal, 
A live coal; the cornel-tree or fruit. 

zhaghdla, The navel of an ox; bread 
of millet; red paint for the face. 

fay zhaghdv, A brothel, stew; a whore. 
tfa} zhaghzhaah. Going backwards and 

forwards ; labouring; a gnashing of the 
teeth, from cold or from rage; the noise 
made by uuts or by almonds shaken to-
gether in a bag; also that made in masti-
cating food. 

J^ j zhaghal, zhughal, zhughul, A live 
coal. 

zhaghand, The cries of a wild beast 
when taken in a net ; a bell; hardness. 

zhaf, Wet, moist. 
shaft, Lean ; thick, corpulent, 

s/j zhafra, Victory at play ;—zhufra, En-
virons of the mouth. 

zhafk, Gumminess at the eyes ; snot. 
sA 'Aij zhafk-db, ^V^ij zhaf gab, Dirt col-

lected in the corner of tbe eyes. 
O^j zhajidan, To _be moistened or mace-

rated. 
zhaf Ida, Moistened, macerated, 

i^j zhuk, zhak, An inward murmur from 
anger or vexation ; one who murmurs in-
wardly ; a traveller. 

zhakdra, Quarrelsome, squabbling, 
disobedient, contumacious, stubborn. 

jWj zhakdzh, A species of iron mallet, 
sharp at one end, a mattock; a small mir-
ror; peevishness, frowardness, obstinacy. 

zliukdsa, zhukdsha, A hedge-
hog, 

zhakdk, A bird which feeds on 
carrion ;—zhukdk, Coal (probably misread-
ing for the following). 

J^j zhukal, J\Sy zhugdl, A live coal, 
brand. 

y ^ j zhakdn, zfmJcdn, Murmuring in-
wardly ;—zhikan, Wretched ; disturbed. 

zhakas, May God avert! fly we to 
God. 

fay zhah far, Very patient, meek, mild. 
zhakfari, Patience. 

fa) zhakur, A miser ; a freebooter, robber. 
zhalcid, Fatigued. 

Qj^j shakidan, zhukidan, To mutter to 
oneself in a rage. 

gtf j zhigdn, Helpless, powerless, money-
less. 

f j zham, A midwife. 
cjj^ fl zham-awarda, Senior wife, matron. 



zhamu, Borax;—also zhamulugk, A 
cylindrical stone or roller wherewith clay 
roofs of houses are smoothed, 

yj zhan, Base, deformed. 
zhambir, A basket for removing rub-

bish. 
zhand, A garment worn out and torn; 

a piece; a patch ; a fire-steel; the Zand, 
or book of Zarfcusht (see aij). 

Aij zhand-bdf, The nightingale (see 
oij). 

aJj zhand zhand, In pieces, piecemeal, 
a^j zhanda, Old, worn out ; rent; cut up 

into strips; pure; a patched garment; 
huge, horrible; a bit, piece, patch;— 
zhinda, An old patched garment; huge, 
horrible. 

zhanda-po.sh, Clothed in rags, 
fi^j zhanda-pil, A large elephant; a 

furious elephant. 
pj) zhinda-rasm, Name of Suhrab's 

uncle, killed by Rustam with a blow of the 
fist. 

O^-^j zhankddn, A bell which women tie 
to their feet. 

zhanha, Blight, mildew. 
zhang, Rus t ; mould, blight; night ; 

the sun, sunbeams; a patch upon a gar-
ment ; the book of the impostor Mam; a 
wrinkle on the skin;—zhing, A drop of 
rain. 

j&'j zhangar, Rus t ; verdigris ; mould. 
4 J j zhangdr-zada, teif jt&j zhangar-

girifta, Rusty. 
t s j ^ j zhangdri, Of the colour of verdi-

gris, sea-green ; rusty. 
^ zhang-basta, y> Jo zhang-pazir, 

vaOj zhang-Jchwurda, Rusty. 
y^A&j zhangddn, yJ&j shangdan, Rust; 

small globular bells hung round the rims 
of Arabian drums. 

zhangala, A cloven foot (as in oxen 
or deer) ;—zhungula, The stop of an organ. 

Vrtl&v zhanqulicha, An open-mouthed 
bell. 

A&j zhanga, Blight, mildew, smut. 
zhana, Sting of insects; point of a 

needle. 
zhinydn, Anise. 

jbjJ zhuwdr, An under jailer, 
^bij zhawdghdr, zhawdgdr, fi zha• 

wdgar, A solemn festival among the fire-
worshippers ; name of one of their priests ; 
name of the chiefs of the idol-worshippers. 

zhobln, (^.j; zhopin, A sort of spear, 
or demi-lance. 

jijy^j zhopinwar, Bearer of a lance, 
spearman, lancer, 

hj) zhurd, The Jura mountains (m.c.). 
uByj zhaurak, Name of a small red bird. 
jtf zhiizh, zhuzha, A porcupine, hedge-

hog. 
^JuAjj zhushidan, To distil, drop; to be 

troublesome, to involve in difficulties. 

ftfi zhughdr, A kind of bird. 
J j j zhol, A lark, or any bird pecking up 

the seeds after sowing; sadness, grief, 
agitation of mind. 

zhula, A lark. 
O&fi zholldan, To become intricate or 

mixed; to grow grey (hair); to change 
colour or shrink with the morning cold; to 
fall as dew; to blow as wind ; to be scat-
tered or dishevelled. 

zholida. Entangled, mixed ; rubbed 
with the hand; dishevelled. 

fi^Jjij zholida-moy, One who has on-
tangled or dishevelled hair. 

zhumida, A field sown and watered. 
Ojj zhun, A kind of bird ; an idol, false 

god. 
shohidan, To distil, drop, trickle 

(as rain from the eaves), 
e^jfcjj zhoh7da, Watered (garden). 

zha ( = An affix of diminution. 
zhl, A reservoir, cistern, ditch ; ele-

gant apparel; name of a village near Isfa-
han, 

yb j zhiydn, Formidable, terrible, rapa-
cious, fierce, angry; a savage bea&t; a 
scorpion; a wood;—sheri zhiydn, A fierce 
lion. 

ft zhtr, A cistern, reservoir. 
Sjij zhlra, Cumin-seed, 
j i j zhiz, A man; a wrestler, champion 

(doubtful). 
' f t zhizh, Carrion; filthy, impure. 
jWj zhlghdl, A large cup. 

zlilk, Drops of rain; a porcupine. 
zhAg, A friend, companion; drops of 

rain. 
zhln, A friend, companion, associate. 

^Ujj zhtndn, Anise. 
Sft zhirva, Quicksilver, mercury (see Sj^) . 

O* 

(j* , called sini ghair manquta, sini muh-
mala, Unclotted sin, the fifteenth letter of 
the Arabic-Per si an alphabet, denotes 60 in 
arithmetic, aud is in almanacks the charac-
ter for the sun in his sixth aspect; as a 
sibilant letter it interchanges with other 
sibilants and with 6 h. 

U. sd (for sdv), Tribute, revenue; a kind 
of rich silk; (in comp., from sayidan) 
rubbing, as jabm-sd, Rubbing the forehead 
(on the ground), i.e. making a profound 
reverence ; (as an affix) like, as 'ambar-sd, 
Resembling ambergris. 

A s a ' b (v.n.), Strangling, suffoca-
ting ; stretching, widening (a leathern 
bottle) ; a bottle; a leathern case in which 



the "bottle is put;—set ah, Bein g saturated 
with water. 

A sA-. sabb, A curser, reviler. 
A UjL. sabdt, A covered passage con-

necting two houses. 
sab an, A road-sign (either of stone 

or wood), to mark the parasangs ; a spar-
row ; a starling; the survivors (the last 
three meanings doubtful). 

A £}U sdbih, A swimmer; a swift-going 
horse. 

A CW^U sdbihdt, Spirits of the faithful 
(i.e of Muhaminadans) ; ships ; stars, pla-
nets. 

a 8dbiri, Cloth of the finest and 
most excellent k ind; the best species of 
dates. 

sdbizaj, sdbizak, A mandrake. 
A sabi', Seventh; what makes or 

completes seven. 
A sdbi'an, In the seventh place, 

seventhly. 
A sdbigh, Complete, ample, full, pro-

fuse ; long (tail, buttocks, &c.). 
A sdbighat, A long coat of mail 

covering the whole body ; ample bounty or 
beneficence. 

A sabiq, Past, preceding, going or 
gone before, former, bygone;—sdbiqu 7-
inlam, An ancient benefactor;—sdbiqu 'i-
zikr, Before-mentioned. 

A sabiqan, Before, in time past, for-
merly. 

A sabiqat, sdbiqa (fem of sdbiq), The 
past; pre-escellence, precedence, superiority 
(construed with budan and dadan);—sdbiqa'i 
lutf u 'indyat, Past favours and assistance; 
—masbuq ba-sdbiqa, Based on a precedent. 

a (3>L. sdbiq-dastur, According to 
former practice, as usual. 

a AS A*, sdbiqa-sdldr, A leader ; Mu-
hammad. 

a s d biq a - m a' r if at, Old ac-
quaintance. 

sdbuta, (in Zand) An old woman. 
jyL. sdbud, The lunar halo; a swing; 

ivy ; a green film on the surface of stagnant 
water ; a certain wrestling-trick, 

jj>L, sdbu'ddna, Sago. 
a mbur (for P. shdh-pdr), Name of a 

province in Persia; name of a city in the 
aforesaid province ; name of a city in Khuz-
istan; Sapor, name of several kings of 
Persia. 

sdbura, A hermaphrodite; a sodo-
mite. 

sabus, Seed of fleawort. 
sdbizaj, ns^'u. mblzak, A mandrake. 

A sa't (v.n.), Strangling, suffocat-
ing. 

sat, Sleep. 
A YL. sdtir, A concealer, coverer, hider. 
(jJo'L. sdtqin, sdtigin, sdiginl, 

sdtgl, satgln, sdtgml, A large 

bumper-glasB of wine drunk to anyone's 
health. 

^SSU satgln, A beloved object. 
sdtil, A plant like a dry mushroom. 

AjyU sdtur, Name of one of the magi-
cians of Pharaoh's court, who believed in 
Moses. 

sdj, A certain kind of bird; an iron 
plate for baking bread upon; (S. sdka) the 
teak-tree. 

A sdj, A green or a black sash rolled 
round the head and hanging down behind; 
a stone with which they furbish swords, 
and give lustre to the teeth. 

A sdjid, Prostrate in adoration. 
A yA- sdjir, A place filled by a flux of 

water; a river in Yamamah. 
A mji', (One) speaking rythmical!?; 

one who goes straight; resolving, aiming 
at. 

A sdjur (P. sd.chur), A dog's 
collar ; or a piece of wood suspended to it, 
to prevent his running away, gnawing the 
cord with which he is led, or entering a 
vineyard to eat the grapes ; name of a place. 

sachak, A rite observed at nuptials; 
presents sent to a bride. 

sdchma (for T. Small shot 
for fowling (m.c.);—bd sdchma zadan, To 
shoot with small shot. 

sdchl, White, 
A c^- sdh (pi. of sahat), Courts, inner 

parts of buildings. 
A s -^U sahib, Who drags along (as a 

train, &c.). 
A sdhat, A court, quadrangle, the 

inner part of a building; area; a plain 
tract of country, shore, coast;—sdhati tuba, 
Paradise. 

Ay^U sdhir, An enchanter, magician, 
necromancer, fascinator, sorcerer ;—sdbiri 
kaldm, A fascinating speaker;—zulfi sdhir, 
An enchanting lock of hair. 

A sdhir at, An enchantress, sorceress. 
a 5̂/Am, sdhirl, Enchantment, magic, sor-

cery . 
A (je-L, sahiq, One who brays ; a bruiser. 
a J=A sdhil, Beach, shore, coast;—sdhili 

najat, The saving shore. 
a sdhil-khdna, sdkil-

sardy, A palace at the sea-shore. 
A 8dhi, A lizard feeding on the sahd 

(see pW«). 
sdkh (shortened from sdkjita), A 

series, train; well adapted, adjusted; col-
lected, accumulated; expedited. 

ut^-U sdkht, Make, construction, fabric, 
manufacture; furniture, apparatus, gear; 
pretence; a stirrup-leather; the girth or 
surcingle of a horse, together with his 
armour, covered on both sides with felt 
cloth ; a cord for fastening on a load;— 
sdkhti amdj, Plough-gear. 

sdkhtagi, Make, formation effort, 



machination; design (in contradistinction 
to what is natural); adulteration ; hypo-
crisy ; furniture, gearing. 

sdkhtan, To make, form, fashion, 
prepare, perform, build, construct, manu-
facture; to invent; to feign, counterfeit; 
to compose; to adapt, adjust, polish, fur-
bish ; to be content to do, to manage 
(with) ; to suit, to agree with;—bd tab' 
dakhtan, To agree with;—plshi khwud 
sdkhtan, To invent one-self, to make up in 
one's head;—sukhun sdkhtan, To concoct 
stories (m.c.). 

sdkhta, Made, formed; counter-
feited, false; surreptitious ; apt, adjusted; 
a flatterer ;—sdkhta dmadan, To be made, 
<&c.;—sdkhta kardan, To make, &c. *,—az 
dast'ash kare sdkhta na-ml-shavoad, He is 
good for nothing (m.c.). 

ts&j 4AJ.L. sakhta-rang, Consenting, agree-
ing, consonant. 

ft))) Asa-U sdkhta-rozgdr, Prudent, expe-
rienced in worldly matters. 

j\S isi-L. sdkhta-kdr, A counterfeiter, 
forger, falsifier. 

plfl totU sdkhta-ligdm, Headstrong, 
stubborn, obstinate. 

A sakhir, A jeerer, mocker, derider. 
A w-U sdkhit, Indignant, irritated against, 

angry with. 
jkA-. sakhlu, Garrison (m.c.). 
^jfjk-L. sdkhlu'i, Belonging to or forming 

the garrison of a place. 
L. sakhin, Mortar mixed with sand; 

the living soul. 
A Ba'd, sa'ad (v.n.), Strangling;— 

sadd, What shuts up, dams in, stops. 
oL. sad, Pure, unmixed; plain, simple, 

unadorned ; smooth, even; rubbed, worn 
out; a new garment not rumpled or 
creased; a desert, open champaign; a 
boar; a doctor, learned man ;—sad shudan 
(budan), To have the dysentery ;—sad kar-
dan, To purify; to castrate, cut all clean 
away. 

A sddat (pi. of 8<nyid), Princes, 
lords (especially the descendants of Mu-
hammad) ;—saiyidi sdddt, Lord of lords, i.e. 
Muhammad. 

isJWL. sdddk, A stove, especially the back 
part where the fire is lighted. 

SY AU. sad dwardn, A gum found in 
the roots of walnut-trees ; a gall-apple (?). 

A SJL. sddat (pi. of sd'id), Lords. 
sadaj, Indian spikenard. 

Ayt- sddir, Careless, indifferent about 
what one does; astonished, confused be-
wildered. 

A sddis (fem. sddisat), Sixth. 
A "UJL, sadisan, In the sixth place, sixthly. 
AJU. JL sad-say a, A level place. 
^ L . sadik, A species of nightingale 

(doubtful). 
( j f jU sadagl, Smoothness; plainness, 

absence of ornament; equality, evenness; 
artlessness, simplicity, openness; purity. 

A sddin, Keeper of the fane of Mecca; 
also of an idol-temple ; a porter. 

soL. sada, Smooth, even, plain ; erased, 
without writing or impression; pure, un-
mixed, simple; open, sincere; artless, un-
adorned (speech) ; an open champaign; a 
pure white garment for the summer; beard-
less; white; stupid; a feast kept by the 
Persians at the winter solstice; Indian 
spikenard ; (for Istada) standing;—sada 
shudan, To suffer from dysentery;—sada 
kardan, To purify ; to castrate. 

ft*- sada-jigar, Sincere, unsophisti-
cated ; simple-minded; stupid. 

(^y* "SAU. sada-khwdn, Beading or reciting 
with ease. 

sada-dasht, The heaven above 
the starry firmament; the crystalline 
sphere. 

gjyj SjL. sada-darun, J«» caL. sdda*dil, 
Simple-hearted ; artless, simple; stupid ; 
a simpleton. 

(JJ SJU sada-dili, Simple-heartedness. 
)) sada-ru ( ^ ruy), Smooth-faced, 

beardless, shaved. 
JJU sada-zanahh, Beardless. 

ft** CAL. sdda-sipihr, The crystalline 
sphere. 

BAA aaU. sdda-shuda, Dysenteric. 
SJL. sada-shakar, Beardless (" sugar " 

meaning the lip). 
a yt^ SJU sdda-zamir, — JA 8AU. q.v. 
a )jt SAU sada-taur, Sincere, unsophisti-

cated, simple in one's manner. 
a ^ f t sada-tauri, Gentleness; sim-

plicity, stupidity. 
a )\A* fijL. sada-izar, With smooth 

cheeks, beardless. 
^ ejL, sada-kar, A kind of goldsmith. 

SJU sada-kar da, A eunuch. 
a CJ] 8JL. sddah-lauh, A tabula rasa; 

simple and unblemished ; pure in heart; a 
simpleton; beardless, shaved. 

a 1 sada-lauhi, Simplicity; stu-
pidity. 

j f t i j U sada-mard, A simple, ignorant 
man. 

a sdda-waz'l, Artlessness, sim-
plicity ; stupidity. 

A ^gjL. sddi, (A camel) pasturing with-
out a keeper; (for sddis) sixth. 

A sdzaj (from P. sada), Indian 
spikenard ; a plant which grows on the sur-
face of water, having leaves and branches, 
but no roots ;—sdzaji hindi, Indian leaf. 

A^JL. sdzaja, Simple, plain, clear, 
ft sar, A starling; a camel; pain; afflic-

tion, grief, trouble ; a place, spot; a hollow 
reed; a milestone; a wine-press; a title by 
which the princes in Georgia were formerly 
addressed; a czar; high,tall; (for sar) the 



head; top, summit; having many inequali-
ties (ground)placed after nouns it denotes 
plenty, magnitude, similitude, or posses-
sion ;—sdri buzurgi mdhi-khpdr, A. cormo-
rant (m.c.) ;—sdri sabz, A green starling. 

1;L. sard, Pure, excellent (applied to 
gold, ambergris, musk); undefiled; name 
of a place on the coast of 'Uman, celebrated 
for its ambergris ; Sarah, Abraham's wife. 

u!)^ sar an, The head; heads; upper 
part (opposed to -payan) ; name of a town 
in Iraq. 

A S^— $ drib, A wanderer at large. 
y ^ U sdrbdn, A prince; a camel-driver 

shuturdni bi-sdrbdn, Camels without a 
leader. 

t f f t sdrbugh, A commander; the head 
of an army, tribe, or family. 

A sar at, Sarah, a woman's name •— 
sdrra, Exhilarating, cheerful; — akhbdri 
sdrra, Joyful, tidings. 

sdraj, A^U sarcha, A sweet-singing 
bird, a kind of starling. 

sarkhdla, A gnat or mosquito. 
Adrkhah, sdrkhk, sdrikhk, A gnat; 

—sdrikhjc, The sting of a gnat. 
j U ^ L . sdrkhak'ddr, A large shady tree 

called the gnat-tree. 
csiAjU sdrashk, A gnat. 
ft cilA^L. sdrashk-dar, The gnat-tree. 
A sdriq, A thief. 
A fojU, sdriqat, A female thief. 

sdrak, A starling; according to 
others, a nightingale. 

%?ft> sdranj, A small black bird ;—sdrinj, 
A cistern. 

o&jL. edrang, A small black bird. 
sdro, Name of a black bird in India; 

—sdru, Plaster or mortar mixed with 
sand. 

^byU sdrwdn (for sdrbdn), A camel-driver. 
tyft* sdruj, Plaster or mortar mixed up 

with sand; lime mingled with ashes; quick-
lime ; also ointment, made of it and ar-
senic, for pulling out hairs; name of a 
bird in India of a black colour. 

^jyU sdrucka, A bowl or tankard (doubt-
ful). 

^ j ' u sdroq, A kind of talking-bird (see 
>ft*)" 

•JjjjL. sdruna, A vine-branch. 
SjU sdra, Posts or stones for showing 

the way, placed at the distance of a para-
sang or league ; a starling ; the sash of a 
turban; a dress worn by the women of the 
Deccan, consisting of a scarf passed 2*0imd 
the waist and brought upon the head; a 
kind of striped stuff brought from India; 
a veil, covering; a bribe; Sarah. 

^ f t , Sdr't, A starling; a milestone; the 
common dress of Hindu women of all 
classes, consisting of a sheet of eloth worn 
round the body, and passing over the head 
and shoulders like a hood ; a sort of dress 

worn by women in the Deccan; name of a 
city in Mazandaran. 

A sdri, fem. sdriyat, sdriya, 
Passing, penetrating, pervading, flowing; 
infecting, contagious;—amrdzi sdriya, Con-
tagious maladies. 

sdriydn, A city in Georgia. 
A sdriyat, A column; a ship's mast. 

sdrlkh, A scourge made of chains. 
jX- sdz, A musical instrument; concord, 

harmony; arms, apparatus, accoutrements, 
harness, furniture ; preparations (for nup-
tials, journey, or any important business); 
a feast, banquet; gain, advantage; pa-
tience, meekness; fraud, deceit, trick; 
like, equal to; j ust as, in the manner of; 
worthy; ( for sdmdn) intellect, reason; (in 
comp. from sdkhtan) preparing, making, 
effecting ;—sdzi bddi, A wind-instrument; 
an iEolian harp (m.c.);—sdz budani damapfa, 
The brain is healthy ;—sdzi rdh, Travelling 
apparatus;—sdz dddan, To prepare, to ar-
range ;—sdzi kar, A workman's tools;—sdz 
kardan, To tune (an instrument); to pre-
pare necessaries for war, a journey, or 
domestic use ;—sazi klna, Arms, weapons; 
—sdz giriftan, To indulge in; to make pre-
paration? ;—sdzi nav-roz, The feast of New 
Year's Day ; name of a note in music;—sdz 
u barg, sdz u saranjam, sdz u salab, Appa-
ratus, armour, spoils; (in the sense of 
musical instrument the word sdz is more-
over construed with the verbs bastan, par-
ddkhtan, dddan, zadan, and nawdkhtan). 

UJĴ L. sdzdk, A porch, portico, vestibule, 
jb jU sds-hdz, Trim, dressy; ornament 

jU sdz-ddr, One who disposes pro-
perly. 

ijU sdzish, Make, contrivance, artifice, 
invention; combination, collusion, confede-
racy. 

&ft* sdzaq, A resinous pine which, when 
split, burns like a torch. 

*sJjL, sdzak, A melodious bird; a vesti-
bule. 

ft ft sdz-kdr ( f t gdr), Consonant, con-
cordant, in accordance ; agreeing; a musical 
instrument; a poet, actor; anyone who 
invents or feigns ; a hypocrite ; one who 
arranges, adjusts, disposes suitably, or 
equalizes;—sdz-kdr shudan, To be conso-
nant, suit, agree. 

ĵVS 3L. sdz-kdrl ( ^ f t gdrl), Agreement, 
coucord, harmony; peace; equalization, 
adjustment;—sdz-kdrl namudan, To agree, 
to be in concord or harmony. 

i s f t f t sdzgarl, A sort of musical air. 
sdzmand, Arranged properly, dis-

posed. 
^SAijL, sdzandagi, Efficacity, authority, 

management; a musical performance. 
saza nda, Effective, effectual; a player 

on musical instruments; an arranger, one 
who composes, adjusts, pacifies; a maker, 



^L. ( 641 ) J U 
performer; a comedian;—sdzanda u khwan-
anda, Instrumental and vocal. 

jfa- sdzii, A rope or cable made of the 
fibrous bark of the palm-tree ; a rope-
dancer. 

fajU sazwar, Agreeing, Bui table. 
sazwarl, Conformity, harmony, 

agreement, resemblance; aid, help, assis-
tance. 

fa 2fa sdzu~bdz, A rope-dancer. 
)}fa sazwdr, Neatly finished, prepared; 

proper, suitable; worthy; furnished with 
arms or furniture; accoutred. 

oiL. ) fa sdz-u-edkht, Furniture, appa-
ratus. 

y ^ U &dzldan, To arm; to prepare; to 
agree, be fit, proper, worthy; to search for 
by groping. 

fa" saz-yardg, Warlike instruments, 
furniture, baggage. 

iS'fa sdzi, Arrangement, disposition. 
sds, A certain insect of the flea-

species or louse-species, but larger; a bug; 
a mother-in-law; pleasant, elegant, grace-
ful ; neat, clean; poor; name of an old 
family in Persia. 

BY fa\~> sdsdr kisht, Seed of nettle. 
ST sasdliyiis, Assafcetida. 
yUL. sdsan, Solitary, recluse; a beggar; 

name of the father of Ard shir Babak, 
founder of the dynasty of the Sasanides, 
who reigned in Persia from A.D. 202 till 
636, when Yazdagird, the last of the race, 
was overpowered by the Arabians; (pi. of 
8d8) poor, indigent. 

^L-L. sasdni, Belonging or relating to 
the Siisan dynasty ; — pi. sdsdniydn, The 
Sasanides. 

sastd, Name of a certain demon. 
^A- sdear, A starling;—sdsur, A hollow 

reed used for writing. 
A sa'sarn, A tree of which bows are 

made ; the ebony-tree. 
fa— sdsim, Anise. 

sdsu, Name of a man. 
(j-^* 8dsi, Poor, indigent; a beggar; 

beggary. 
easy a, = UA-. q.v. 

A sdtir, A butcher. 
G gy^A. sdtiryun (Gr. crarvptov), The 

herb rag-wort. 
A GTL- gdti', FEM. sdti'at, sdti'a, 

Raised up; bright, clear, evident;—bard-
hini sdti'a, Clear proofs; evident prodigies. 

a JkU sdtil, = P. q.v. 
A sdtur, A butcher's large knife, 
a ^ sd'at (pi. of sd'at), Hours; a 

clock. 
a ĴVCL. sd'ati, A watch or clock-maker. 
A icL. sd'at, An hour; a little while; a 

watch, a clock; the time present;—sd'at ba-
sa'at, From hour to hour ;—sd'ati dasta-kuk, 
A keyless watch; — sd'at tund ast, The 
watch is too fast;—sd'ati diwdr-kob, A 

clock fixed to the wall;—sd'ati zang-dar, 
A repeating watch ;—sd'ati sangin ('aqrab), 
Disastrous times;—sd'at kdr (khub kdr) 
kunad, The watch goes (goes well) ;—sd'at 
kund ast, The watch is too slow;—sd'ati 
majlisi, A time-piece, a clock;—sd'ati nu-
jumi, A sidereal hour, determined by the 
return of a star to the same place;—as-
sd'at, Resurrection ;—ba-kuki sd'ati landan, 
By London time (m.c.). 

a fa cs^cU. sd'at-sdz, A watch-maker 
(m.c.). 

^ jL. sd'at-sdzl, Watch-manufac-
tory. 

a ctUeL, sd'atak, A short while, 
a AxcL, sd'ata, Hourly; of an hour. 
a sd'ate, One hour ; — sd'ate sih 

parsang, Three leagues per hour (m.c.) ;<— 
sd'ate nlk, A good while. 

A ̂ AixcU sd'ata'iz-in, Then, at that time. 
A ACL, sd'id, The arm from the wrist to 

the elbow, the fore-arm ; an armlet; help, 
assistance. 

A iSjuA- sa'idat, A lion; beam of a pulley. 
sd'ur, A furnace, stove ; the leader 

of the Christians in the medical art. 
A (j^U sa.'i, One who endeavours, at-

tempts, or strives af ter ; studious, diligent, 
laborious; earnest, eager; a calumniator, 
whisperer; one who throws work upon, 
another ; a collector of tithes and other 
revenue; a chief amongst Jews and Chris-
tians. 

mgk, A bird resembling a starling; a 
thatched house ; burnt brick. 

fa<~> sdghar, A cup, goblet, bowl, tumbler ; 
name of a town in the Deccan;—sag har bar 
ear (ba-sar, bar tdrik) kashidan, To empty 
the cup to the bottom ; to drink wine 
greedily •,—saghari talkh, A cup of bitter-
ness ;—sdghar khwurdan (zadan, kashidan, 
noshldan), To quaff a cup saghari zujdj, 
A glass tumbler ;—saghari sahba', A cup of 
(red) wine. 

saghar-kash, A quaffer of the cup. 
^ j i U saghari, Of or relating to Siighar ; 

back-leather of a horse or ass from which 
shoes are made; the space between the 
tail and anus of a horse ; surname of a 
poet;—slla'i saghari, A kind of cloth. 

Awi'U sa'f (v.n.), Being cracked about 
the nails (the hand), 

A sdfir, A traveller ; (a woman) with 
face unveiled ; a horse having little flesh 
upon him ; a scribe ; the angel who records 
human actions. 

A SyL- sdfirat, A body of travellers. 
safik, Who pours out, sheds (as 

blood, &c.). 
A JA- sdfil, Lower par t ; mean, low, vile. 
tijyL, sdfut, A shrill noise produced by 

blowing forcibly on the ends of the two 
fore-fingers put into the mouth. 

cA-^iU sdflsak, A small melon ; perfume. 



A JJL. sdq, The leg from the ankle to the 
knee, the shank; the stem of a tree, stalk 
of a. plant, &c.;—sdq bar sdq malidan, To 
writhe in the agonies of death;—sdqi 'arus, 
Bride's leg, a sort of bread so called;— 
iltifati sdq bi-saq, A phrase expressive of 
the last anguish of this world and the first 
of the next;—tashmiri sdq hardan, To un-
cover the legs, i.e. to set vigorously to work. 

A &L, saqat, sdqa, The rear of an army; 
the stirrup-leather ; drivers of camels. 

T J I ^ J I L , saqdush, A companion, an equal. 
T ^yL, sdqri, Shagreen. 
A Ia»L saqit, Falling; failing, lagging; 

fallen ; contemptible, vile ;—saqit. shud,ani 
haqq, A due is paid ;—marazi saqit, Falling 
sickness, epilepsy. 

a h j L sdq-manja, A kind of bed. 
A 0 iL , sdqi, A water-carrier ; a cup-bearer, 

page ;—sdqi'i ruhdniyan, Adam ; Gabriel; 
Satan ;—sdqifi shab, The moon; the dawn ; 
an aged instructor, guide. 

a LiL. edqiyd (P. voc. of the preceding), 
0 cup-bearer. 

a yLJL, sdqiyan (P. pi. of sdqi), Water-
carriers, &c. ;—sdqiyani lahja, Musicians, 
singers. 

a sdqi gar, A cup-bearer, 
a ^^LiL. sdqigari, Office of cup-bearer. 
^L. sale, Ignorance; weakness of under-

standing ; defect, deficiency; the transmi-
gration of the soul two or three degrees 
descending, i.e. from a human to an animal 
or vegetable body, respectively still lower 
down to mineral. 

A s-^L, sahib, Flowing (blood, tears, or 
water) ; aquarius. 

A sdkit, Silent, quiet. 
A (J^L. sdkin, Quiet, peaceful, sedate; 

firm, fixed, still; a consonant not followed 
by a short vowel, quiescent; an inhabitant; 
—sdkin shudan, To inhabit, dwell; to rest, 
remain;—sdkin kardan, To mitigate, pa-
cify ;—sakinani khdk, Dwellers on the 
earth;—sakinani sidra, Angels;—sakinani 
gardun, The stars, angels. 

A H U sdkinat, sdkina, Quiet; a female 
inhabitant. 

A wy^L. sdkut, A silent man; taciturn. 
A SsftL» sdkutat, Silence. 

sdkiz, A cushion, pad, or rug to lie on. 
H y ĵSV* sdgwdn, Teak-wood. 
H (VJJSL. sdgun, An Indian tree whose 

leaves are compared to elephants' ears. 
JL, sal, A year; a timber-tree used in 

ship-building; a ship;—sdli imsalin, This 
present year;—sdli dyanda, The coming 
year, next year;—sal basal (dar sal), From 
year to year;—sali-jadid, New year;—sdli 
hdl, The present or current year;—sal duz-
didan, To make oneself younger than one's 
age;—sdli digar, Next year; another year; 
— sdli shamsi, Solar year;—sdli qabl, Last 
year;—sdli qamari (mah), Lunar year, con-

sisting of 354 days ;—sal sal, sal saliydn, 
From year to year;—sdli qaht, A year 
barren for want of rain;—sdli guzashta, 
Last year;—sdli nau-jawani, Youth, youth-
fulness ;—sdli niku az bahdr-ash paiddst, A 
good year is shown by its spring, i.e. a good 
beginning augurs well for an undertaking; 
—sdlhd'i sal, Years ago ;—plrdr (pilar m.c.) 
sal, The year before last. 

jSU sdldr, Old, aged; a prince, chieftain, 
leader, general, commander, viceregent, vice-
roy, lord-lieutenant, judge, or any person in 
high office;—sdldri bar, Master of ceremo-
nies ;—sdldri baitu 'l-hardm, Muhammad;— 
sdldri jang, A leader in war (one of the 
titles given by Eastern princes to their 
nobles) ; — sdldri khpdn, A table-decker, 
sewer;—sdldri qdfila, Chief of a caravan, 
leader of a troop;—sdldri qaum, A leader 
of the people, a general;—sdldri haft kkwar-
kos, The sun. 

u ^ jSL, sdldr-kush, A slayer of army-
leaders. 

t^Ujl JL, sal-dzmdy, Who has experienced 
(the good and evil of many) years. 

J U sdl-afzun, Increasing the year; 
the twelfth month of the sera of Yazda-
gird. 

G VJA^SL, sdldtnandira (Gr. aaXapavSpa), 
A salamander. ^ 

AJSL. sdldna, Yearly. 
A s-JL. sdlib, A seizer, spoiler, plunderer, 

ravisher. 
^JL. sal-bar, A tree bearing every other 

year. 
a sdlbiyah, Sage (a herb). 
a J -W JL. sdl-hasil, Yearly produce. 
A ^SL, sdlikh, (The scab) excoriating a 

camel; a snake which has cast her slough; 
a black serpent. 

sUafcJL. sdl-khidah, sal-khuddh, Fortunate; 
(in astrology) lord of the ascendant. 

JL, sal-khwurd, iJjjaeJL, sdl-khwurda, 
j\jJU sdl-ddr, Aged; and— 

ijo^JL. sal-dida, One who has seen many 
years; an old man;—pirani sal-dida, Old 
men laden with years. 

fcjafclL. sdl-khuh, = fi^AaUL. q.v. 
d^jJL. salddt, A soldier (m.c. from Fr. 

or G. soldat). 
ft J U sdl-ddr, Aged, experienced. 
A sdligh, (A cow or sheep) exceeding 

six years, having their teeth dropt out. 
A <-JJL, salif, Preceding, going before, 

passing by; past, bygone; a predecessor; 
—salifu-'z-zikr, Above mentioned. 

A &JL. sdlifat, Bygone days ; the neck of 
a horse or the fore-part of i t ; the front of 
the neck. 

A uiUL, sdlik, A traveller; a devotee; a 
disciple ;—sdliki rahi khudd, An ascetic, a 
mystic ;—sdlikdni 'arsh, Angels ; holy men. 

"^ISJL. sdligani, Life, age; annual pension 
anniversary. 



\JktS JL» sdl-gardish, Beginning the new 
year from the accession of the king, 

sdl-girih, Birthday, on the anni-
versary of which a knot is annually added 
on a string kept for this purpose. 

JL. sal-gasht, Old in years. 
sdlagi, Age, years old;—panjdh 

salagi, Fifty years old ;—az aiyami haft-
sdlagi, From my seventh year of age. 

A f t t - sdlim, Safe, free, entire, sound, 
perfect; wholesome ; a sound verb, i.e. not 
containing a weak letter or a double con-
sonant ; a verse wherein there is no drop-
ping or elision of any letter; proper name 
of a man. 

A "LJL. saliman, Freely, safely, securely ; 
—edliman ghdniman, Safely and enriched 
with booty. 

sU JL, sahmah, sdUmah, Bate of 
the year and month; continually, per-
petually. 

sdl-nama, An almanac, a calendar. 
gJL. salanj, Name of a small black bird. 

sdlus, A deceiver, flatterer, hypo-
crite; hypocrisy, fraud, subterfuge. 

u-jJL. sdlus-farosh, A hypocrite, a 
deceiver. 

u-jJU edlus-fa/roshi, Deceit, hypo-
crisy. 

^s-jiL. 8dlii8i, Fraud, deceit, subterfuge. 
ojJyL, 8dluk, A highway-robber; courteous, 
6U j J U 8al-u~mah, = sU JL. q.v. 
aJL. sola, Age, years, the age of animals 

(when added to numerals, however, it is 
applicable as well to human beings as to 
brutes) ; tbe rear-guard of an army; a 
brother-in-law (wife's brother) ;—piri §ad 
sola, An aged man a hundred years old ;— 
shash-sala, Six years old (horse, ass, or 
camel). 

^L, 8dlhd (pi. of sal), Years; for many 
years ;—sdlha'i dardz, Length of years. 

^JU sale, A year, a certain year; [sale 
chand, Several years;—sale hal, The present 
year;]—sdli, Old, aged; used; obsolete; 
a sister-in-law (wife's sister). 

t)LJL, saliydn, One year; years (pi. of sal 
as mahiydn is pi. of mdh) ; life; daily; 
annual; an annual pension 
place in Shirwan. 

ttLJL. saliydna, Life, age 
annual pension ; — saliydna 
bargain by the year. 

t^LJU ealiydni, Annual; 
Btipend. 

G salyun, Parsley; seed of moun-
tain-parsley. 

(A- sain, The rainbow; 
disease; fire; name of 
Transoxonia;—sdmi 
Nariman, a celebrated hero in old Persian 
romance, father to Zal, and grandfather to 
Rustam. 

A pL, sa'm (v.n.), Being wearied;—sam, 

name of a 

annual; 
Icardan, 

an 
To 

an annual 

a swelling; a 
a mountain in 

nariman, Sam, son of 

Shem, son of Noah ; gold and silver; also 
veins of those metals running through 
stones; a cane, rattan ;—sdmm, Distress-
ingly hot and pestilentially windy (day) ; 
venomous, baneful, infectious; death, de-
struction;—sdmmi abras, A large and ve-
nomous kind of lizard. 

H pL, sdm, Name of a book (the Sama-
veda). 

sdmakhcha, Bodice, stays, corset, 
p&y pL, sdm-azfoam (azfiam, corr. of 

fke ?), Name of the body of the highest 
heaven. 

A^iUL. sdmdfcha, A bodice; sh i f t ; short 
vest (probably misreading for samdkhcha.) 

sdmakcha, edmdki, A 
bodice (see <wA*~). 

(jUL. sdmdn, Household furniture, bag-
gage, articles; instruments, tools, appara-
tus ; order, arrangement, disposition ; 
preparation; foundation of a house; a 
boundary, limit, place where any sign or 
mark is placed to separate one field from 
another, a balk; a side, quarter; end, 
scope, aim; a butt for archers; measure, 
quantity, proportion ; currency ; patience, 
quiet; rest, pause; cessation, conclusion; 
continence, chastity ; opulence; a good dis-
position, probity; understanding, reason, 
intellect; power, strength; an assembly, 
company, people met together; a whetstone ; 
custom, habit ; a city, town; seasonable, 
pa t ; proper t ime; facilitated, rendered 
easy, feasible; uncertain; name of the 
father of a dynasty of kings called Sa-
manides;—samdni jangi, Warlike appa-
ratus ;—sdmdn sdkhtan (dadan, kardan), To 
dispose, order, arrange, prepare;—ba-sdman 
pursidan, To ask in a lover-like fashion 
(this is the explanation given by the Bahdri 
'ajam, but the passage quoted from Hafiz 
seems to prove the meaning " to inquire 
after one's state or welfare");—bi-saman, 
bi-sar-u-samdn, Immense, boundless; stu-
pefied, brainless; destitute, indigent; end-
less (applied to affairs). 

A sdmdn (?), *L. samdni, A 
Samanide (pi. sdmaniyan). 

bj yUL. saman-ruba, Robbing the under-
standing, distracting, 

yUU sdmdn-soz, One who burns his 
chattels, a maniac. 

A S^L. sa'mat, A being wearied or dis-
gusted ; the feeling of irksomeness \-sdmat, 
An excavation down to a well; a vein of 
gold or silver; a cane, a rattan ;—sammat 
(fern, of sdmm), Poisonous ; familiar, in-
timate ; patricians, aristocracy (opp. to 
iammat). 

A sdrnih, Liberal; affable, gentle. 
yL. samir, Name of a place noted for the 

manufacture of stuffs. 
A sdmir, One who converses at 

night, by moonlight; the place where such 



conversations are held; the people assem-
bled. 

A samirat, Samaritans; those who 
hold nocturnal conversations by moonlight. 

i^y^i sdmiri, Of or belonging to Samir; 
—-jama'i sdmiri, Cloth made in Samir. 

a sdmiri, Name of a magician 
Baid to have been contemporary with 
Moses, and to have made a speaking calf; 
Samaritan; Samaritan language;—sdmarrd, 
= q.v.;—sdmarrl, Native of Sur-
manra. 

A sdmariyat, samariya, Samaria. 
j\y+ fa* sdm-suwdr, Riding on the rain-

bow (said of a rapid horseman). 
A &dmit, Milk turning sour; bread 

baked without salt. 
A sdmi', Who hears, a hearer; 

obedient. 
A 8dmi'at, sdmi'a (fem.) Hearing ; the 

ear;—quwati sami'a, The sense of hearing. 
A sami'ln (obi. pi. used as nom.), 

The hearers, the listeners, the audience. 
\j~if AL sam-kls, Great, noble. 
A J>»U 8dmil, A composer of differences, 

a peacemaker; studious of living with pro-
priety. 

A ifa^, samin, Fat, plump. 
^JJ-A* sdmandar [said to be = sdm-andar, 

(l iving) in fire], J J ^ L . eamandal, A sala-
mander. 

\Sy\~. 8dmotd, A weight of three cai'ats or 
one-eighth of an ounce. 

jjj-L, sdmur, — q-v. 
A jyA- mmuq, A place in the Caucasus, 

near Ganja (Elisabethopol). 
a t samuqlu, Native of Samuq; a 

proper name. 
&-L. 8dma, A covenant; an oath; a loan; 

an asylum, place of safety; particularly, 
especially, chiefly; a banner; a snare; 
friends. 

A (J^U 8ami, Sublime, exalted;—amri 
sdmi, A command or order of the grand 
vizir ;—maktubi sdmi, A letter of the prime 
minister. 

edmlz, A whetstone. 
(-fa 8an, Law, custom, rule, fashion; 

habit, disposition; form, figure, semblance ; 
apparatus, furniture, utensils ; honour, 
reputation, respect, fame, dignity, rank ; 
cause, reason, manner; end, conclusion; a 
kind of military garment, either for one's 
self, horse, or elephant; a bit, piece; a 
share, portion; a whetstone; a file, rasp; 
review of an army ; showing oneself off in a 
comely manner; name of a town in the 
district of Balkh; equal like; added to 
nouns it implies similitude, resemblance, as 
shama'sdn, Like a candle; or stands for 
istdn, as khdrsdn for khdristan, A thorny 
place;—sdn-dadan, To pass review, to be 
reviewed (m.c.);—sdni qushun (lashkar), 
Review of troops (m.c.). 

A sdnih, (A bird or game) which 
turns the right side to a man, and passing 
from his left to the right (considered as a 
good omen) ; happy, fortunate; clear, evi-
dent ;—sdnih shudan, To appear, be evident. 

A UWVASJL, sdnihat (pi. of the following), 
Occurrences, &c. 

A K&JU sdnihat, saniha (fem. of sdnih), 
Revelation (in augury) ; occurrence, event, 
incident; casualty. 

(J^AJL, 8dndus, The river Indus. 
yfa cfa san-sdn, In parts, pieces, por-

tions ;—sdn-san kardan, To cut in pieces, to 
divide in parts. 

AftL- saniqa, Maiden's hair; dragon's 
blood. 

sdnkin, sdn-gir, A proper 
arrangement; a natural temper; adorned; 
a simple man. 

sdnanj, A kind of melodious bird, 
small and black. 

Ay\— sa'w (v.n.), Extending far (one's 
anxiety); stretching (a garment) till it 
tears ; a place to which one has been ac-
customed, home; inclination, intention, 
purpose. 

fa edv, Tribute (especially of oxen, paid 
by enemies who have submitted); a bit of 
gold; filings; pure gold; bought gold; a 
crucible (doubtful); a part, portion; a 
steel for sharpening a sword or knife; a 
prickly stick about which silkworms entwine 
themselves when about to spin, or used as 
firewood; (in comp.) fibng, cutting with a 
saw;—sdwi dhan, Filings of iron. 

}fa sdwa, ^ ) f a sdway, Gold or silver 
filing. 

tjljL. sdwdn (agent of sdwldan), Who files. 
A fa eawad, (The garment) fits (the body) 

tight. 
T <j)fa s&wari, Service, homage; saluta-

tion ; a gift offered in homage or salutation; 
tax, tribute (pi. sdwariyat). 

Q-kjfa sawazidan, To rub gently (pro-
bably misreading for sdwldan). 

u*fa sdwis, yfa sdwin, = Lrifa, &>fa 
respectively, qq.v. (unsupported by ex-
amples). 

Aij L. 8 a wand, Rhyme, measure. 
savna, Swaddling-clothes (unsup-

ported) . 
)fa sdwa, Tribute. 
fyfa savtmch, Name of a place. 
&fa sawa, A bit or filing of pure gold; a 

crucible; name of a wrestler of Turan; 
name of a city in Irak. 

( j^L- sdwldan, To file; to polish, furbish; 
to saw ; to bruise, bray small; to anoint; 
to understand, reason ; to dissolve in water; 
to strain off; to handle. 

sawida, Brayed small; filed. 
j i f a sdwis, Of good morals or temper. 

sciwis, Carded cotton, with which 
a garment is lined; a garment wadded 



with a cotton lining, worn in batt le; a 
woman's basket for cotton; anything of 
great value. 

mwin, A basket for holding cotton 
prepared for spinning;—sawlni pamba, 
Baskets of cotton. 

A sdhir, "Waking. 
A lyfcU sdkirat, The earth, or its surface; 

a running fountain; an extensive desert 
without water; Syria; hell; a country 
which God will create for the day of resur-
rection. 

jjfeL, sdhur, Name of a mountain which 
yields stone of the hardest kind. 

A sdhur (v.n. of Sleeplessness, 
wakefulness; insomnia; the sheath into 
which the moon is supposed to enter when 
eclipsed, 

sdhuya, Name of a celebrated inter-
preter of dreams. 

A ^feL. gdhl, Negligent, careless, stupe-
fied ; forgetful. 

edy (from sudan used in comp.), 
Tiling, polishing, rubbing ; a delicate sort 
of stuff;—zulfi mushk-sdy, A ringlet scented 
with musk;—nigin-sdy, A polisher of rings 
or gems, an engraver. 

sdydnldan, To cause to rub or 
anoint, 

cA-̂ L sdyabdn, A canopy, umbrella, para-
sol ; a shade formed by foliage or by any 
other projection; a tent, pavilion (construed 
with the verbs bastan, zadan, and kashldan); 
— sdyabani akhzar, The sky ; — sdyabani 
simdbi, The false dawn;—sdyabdni zulmdni, 
The false dawn ; a dark night. 

A ASL, sa ibat, Set at liberty as a slave; 
or as a she-camel in obedience to a vow, or 
in consequence of having been delivered of 
ten female colts, when she immediately re-
ceives a dispensation from all further labour 
(a practice forbidden by Muhammad). 

saya-bruj, The mandrake (see 
ejrO-

A sd'ih, Devout, fasting in the 
mosque ; a traveller, a pilgrim. 

A sd'ihdt (pi. fem. of the pre-
ceding), Fasting women ; female travellers. 

AiU. sdyad, Dross of iron. 
A AJL, sa'id, A lord, prince by birth (in-

ferior to saiyid). 
A / L sd'ir, A walker, goer, traveller, 

wanderer; remainder, rest (frequently em-
ployed to express the whole) ; a tax on per-
sonal property ; land-customs ; octroi. 

A iijiL. sd'irat, sd'ira, A crowd of travellers 
going along the same road ; a tax, duty. 

a sd'irajdt (pi. of sd'ir a), Taxes, 
transit duties. 

a sf- sd'ir-kharch, Contingent 
charges. 

A Y J J I L sa'irln (obi. case of the pi. of sd'ir, 
used as nom.), The remainder, the rest, the 
others (m.c.). 

A U-JU sd'is, A governor, manager; a 
master of horse, horse-keeper, equerry, 
groom; a trainer or breaker-in; an exe-
cutioner ;—sd'isi panjum rawdq, The planet 
Mars. 

a to^fcwSL, sd'is-khdna, A beast of burden; 
luggage of a grandee, &c., when travelling. 

a (j—IL. sd'isi, The business of a groom. 
sdylsh, Friction, polish ; an anoint-

ing. 
A sd'i', Lost, missing; neglected, 

useless;—zd'i' sd'i', Straying, strayed. 
A L. sd'if, A possessor of a sword; a 

striker with a sword; a sword-beaz'er; 
armed with a sword. 

A sd'iq, A stimulator, instigator, im-
peller, driver; one who pursues another. 

sdikl, A drinking-cup; a crow, 
raven. 

sdyagl, A shade, shadiness, 
A JSU sd'il, An asker interrogator, ques-

tioner, proponent; a question ; a beggar; 
flowing, fluid, liquid. 

a JfU sd'il ba-kaf, sd'il-kaf, 
A beggar. 

A JUOL» sd'imat, sd'ima, Camels, goats, and 
the like, which subsist during the greater 
part of the year upon pasture ; pasturing by 
themselves. 

ejuiU sdyanda (part, of sudan), A grinder, 
Ac. 

(jj^U. sdyawdn (for saya-bdn), A shade; 
dust of floors. 

sdyus, Seed of fleawort. 
sdya, A shade, shadow; an appari-

tion; a wicked spirit; name of a demon; 
protection; a petticoat; wickedness, lewd-
ness ;—sdya-ash-rd na-mi-tuwdnad did, He 
has an inveterate grudge against him;— 
sdya ajkandan, To throw a shadow upon; 
(met.) to turn towards, to be present;— 
sdya'i In du-rang, The protection of fortune; 
—saya'i himdyat, Shadow of protection ;— 
sdya'i khudd, Shadow of God ; a prince, 
sovereign, monarch ;— sdya'i dast, A gift, 
a largess ; protection;—sdya'i dasti kase 
giriftan, To receive a gift or protection 
from ; — saya'i rabbu 'n-na'im, A caliph; 
—sdya'i rikdb, Protection; followers; — 
sdya'i qushur, Shadow of a tree;—sdya 
gustardan, To conceal; to show favour; 
not to see ; to speak ill of;—sdya u naqshi 
kase ba tir u khanjar zadan, (met.) To hate 
with a deadly hatred ;—sdya u nur, Shadow 
of a tree ; night and day;—sdya'i yazddn 
Shadow of God, i.e. a mighty monarch. 

ybikU sdyabdn, An umbrella; a parasol. 
^ A>U. sdya-burak, sdya-burag, 

Name of a soporiferous plant. 
sdya-parast, Loving darkness; 

a whoremonger. 
sdya-parastl, Wickedness, lewd-

ness. 
jjyj saya-parwar, Educated in the 



shade, or at home; soft, delicate, knowing 
little of the world; anything eaten with 
bread; a parasite, trencher-fly. 

Jjyi sdya-parward, Quiet, at rest ; a 
receiver of favours. 

sdya-parwardagani khum 
Grape-stones thrown into a wine-jar. 

saya-pasand, Fond of shade, 
quiet. 

^L, sdya-pasandl, Fondness for 
shade. 

^ U sdya-posh, A parasol; an ar-
bour. 

taSyi. sdya-khazak, A certain plant 
eaten with bread. 

cŝ At saya-khuft. Who sleeps in the 
shade or shadow;—sdya khufti nakhli 
fyaydt, A surname of Zakariya, 

V ĴA sdyg-khwush.The elm (as shady). 
ft sdyct-ddr, Shady, umbrageous ; a 

shady place; a protector; a demoniac ;— 
sarwi sdya-ddr, The shady cypress. 

UŜAW U saya-dasht, Shady; possessed 
of a spirit. 

i^U sdya-ras, Ripened or ripening in 
the shade. 

sdya-rust, A plant grown in 
the shade. 

2 44L. sdya-rav, A watch; a night-robber, 
fikij Bay a-zada, Shadv; a demoniac. 
yiA a>L» 8dya-ehikan, Breaking a shade, 

i.e. a destroyer of false religion; a reformer, 
illuminator; a polisher, furbisher; light, 
luminous. 

<jy£i saya-figan, Spreading a shade, 
shading. 

slf eaya-gah, A shady place, tent, 
bower. 

y u £ sdya-gustar, Shade-diffusing, 
shady ; benevolent, friendly. 

pS sdya-glr, Shaded, catching shade, 
o^UfoL- sayandk, Shady, overcast. 

saya-nishin, One who has sat 
in the shade, who has seen few troubles. 

^ &>L» saya-war, Shady. 
(jjj^U sd'idan, To grind; to rub, wear; 

to gnash the teeth; to smooth, polish; to 
anoint; to dissolve; to draw; to strain 
off; to understand. 

sd'ida, Ground ; polished ; worn. 
A s-— edbb (v.n.), Cutting, clipping; stab-

bing ; reviling, reproaching, cursing; exe-
cration ; reproach; [sabb u ia'n, Reproach 
and abuse;]—sibb, A turban; a fillet; a 
female hair-dress; fine linen cloth; a rope; 
a reviler. 

A. W- sab', Buying wine for the sake of 
selling it;—saba', Name of the father of 
the tribes of Taman; the country of Bilqis ; 
name of the father of Abdullah, the founder 
of a sect of the shi'a (see ;—sabbd', 
A seller of wine. 

A >-P»W-» sibdb, A reviling, an abusing one 
another. 

A sabbdbat, sabbdba, The fore-finger; 
the index ; the second toe ;—angushti sab-
bdba, The fore-finger. 

a fyS sabbaba-gazd, Astonished. 
A subdt, Rest, sleep; a light sleep, 

a doze; commencement of sleep in the 
head ; time ; fortune ;—ibnd'i subdt, Night, 
and day. 

A sabbah, A swimmer;—subldh (pi. 
of sabih), Swimmers. 

A sibdhat (v.n. of Swimming; 
natation ;—ahli sibdhat, Skilful swimmers. 

subdda, The smyris, with which 
they cut glass and stones for seals. 

sabdr, Household furniture; a wine-
press ; a large trough into which the grapes 
are thrown and pressed with the feet; a 
ploughshare; a furrow; a field. 

A jW- sibdr, A surgeon's probe ( = 
q.v.). 

sabdruk, A pigeon. 
sabdra, A stone for making whet-

stones. 
sibdri, A stalk of corn ; an ear of 

corn. 
A (.sjW- sabdrl, us^t*-. sabdrlt (pi. of stt-

brut), Waste grounds; beardless boys;— 
arz sabdrit, Waste, uncultivated land. 

sabdrldan, To be cleft (ground). 
A s -*— sabas ib , A desert country;— 

baladi sabasib, A widely-spread town. 
A tLf— sabdt, A fever;—subdt, A Syro-

Macedonian month (February). 
A sabdtat (v.n. of W-*), Being lank 

(the hair) ; — subdtat, Sweepings (of a 
house); abundance; plenty; amplitude. 

A sibd' (pi. of sabu')} Lions; beasts 
of prey ; wild beasts or birds. 

A suba'i, Complete, entire, unmu-
tilated (in the body) ; consisting of seven 
letters (word) ; consisting of seven sylla-
bles (the foot of a verse). 

sibdgh, Meat, or aught eaten with 
bread; a house covered with bricks; a 
brick wall;—subdgh, The servants of a 
court of justice. 

A sibaq (v.n. 3 of <3*-.), Endeavour-
ing to get the lead (in running), trying to 
outstrip; precedence; a race y—sabbuq, One 
who takes the lead and gets far ahead;— 
subbdq (pi. of sabiq), Predecessors, con-
querors. 

A sabbdk, A melter, smelter. 
a sabdki, The smelting of gold and 

silver; a coiner. 
a sibdl (originally plural of A. 

q.v.), A whisker. 
A sabdyd (pi. of sabi), Captives. 
A sabd'ik (pi. of sabikat), Bars, 

ingots of gold or silver. 
JJU-. sabd'il, The capital of Kandahar. 
A sabd'ib (pi. of sabib), Manes, fore-

locks. 



a eaba'iya, Name of a sect of the 
ete'a who ascribe divinity to 'Ali. 

A -i—*— 8obab, A rope ; anything which 
connects one with another; cause, occasion, 
reason, motive, argument, mean, medium, 
instrument; (in prosody) a moved con-
sonant followed by a quiescent one (sababi 
&&afif), or by another moved one (sababi 
faqiT). 

A 8abdblyat, A cause, causation, 
motive; a handle. 

A sabbat, A portion of time ; podex ; 
—sibbat,Tbe fore-finger; —subbat, Reproach, 
slander; disgrace, injury, villany; a man 
whom all revile. 

A sabt (v.n. of Rest, quiet, 
repose; the Jewish sabbath ; observing the 
sabbath, sabbatizing;—ashdbu-'s-sabt, Sab-
batarians ; Jews. (See also 

a 8abta} Ceuta (in Spain). 
a sabli, Surname of Ahmad, a son of 

Harun ar-Rashid, so called because he de-
voted six days of the week to the service of 
God, and worked on the sabbath, or Satur-
day, for a livelihood^ 

A sabaj (from P. M»), Small black 
Bhells. 

A 8abh (v.n.), Swimming ; labouring 
to support life; occupation; leisure; going 
and coming; travelling swift (a horse). 

A**-. subahd' (pi. of sabiih), Swimmers. 
A subuhat, Places of adoration, 

oratories. 
a y W - nubhdn (v.n. of Praising, 

glorifying (God) ; exclaiming mbfydna'lldh, 
" Praise be to God " ;—subhdna-hu, Glory 
be to Him ; the Most Holy (used as a name 
of God). 

a subhdnl, fem, gubhdniyal, 
subhamya, Divine. 

A sabhat, Garments made of skins ; 
name of a horse of Muhammad; also of 
Ja'far Taiyar ; — eubhat, subha Majesty, 
glory (of God) ; a rosary for repeating 
prayers and reciting the names of God; a 
prayer of supererogation. 

A sibahl, Jisa^- sabaJdal, Thick, 
bulky (camel, lizard, girl, or bucket). 

A gabhalat (v.n. of ), Repeat-
ing the words subhdna 'lldh, God be 
praised! 

j b subha-ddr, Worshipper, beads-
man. 

a subha-gard, subha-
gardan, One who tells his beads. 

a subha-gardani, The act of 
telling the beads. 

A eabkh, A retiring to a distance; 
deep sleep ; rest, leisure. 

eibakh, Salt; wit, animation. 
A sabkkat, sabakhat, sabikhat, Saltish 

ground, 
8ubukhdab. subukhdan. 

The womb (doubtful). 

A sdbd (v.n.), Shaving (the head 
or face);—sibd, A wolf; a cunning fel-
low ; calamity ;—sabad, A little hair; a 
little of anything; [md la-hu Ictbad wa la 
sabad, He has nothing ;]—sdbid, Remains 
of herbage ;—subad, The hair of the pubes; 
a kind of cloth used to preserve the water 
in a tank from becoming muddy; a certain 
bird with soft plumage; name of a place 
near Mecca and Ta'if. 

A*- sabad, sabud, A basket, 
t ^ sabad-cMn, Gleanings of fruits. 
fa sabad-dar, A basket-bearer. 
jSx^ sabadgar, A basket-maker. 
A S-v* sabazat (from P. sabad), A kind of 

basket holding fifteen sd'. 
A eabr (v.n.), Probing (a wound) ; 

trying, testing, examining (any business) to 
the bottom ;—sabr, sibr, A beauteous form, 
mode, or manner; origin, root; colour; 
beauty ;—sibr, Hostility; reproach, reviling. 

A î s— sabr at, A cold morning ; name of a 
city m Maghrib; surname of several com-
panions of Muhammad. 

A 8ubrut, u^O;-— sibr it, Poor, indi-
gent; barren, waste, uncultivated ground; 
little (of anything). 

sabz, Green, verdant, f resh ; black, 
dark, opaque; blue (eyes); grass; a sword, 
dagger, or breast-plate of a bluish hue;— 
sabz budan, To continue in full bloom, 
green and flourishing ;—sabzi bahdr, Name 
of a note in music;—sabzi du-tdy, Night ; 
—sabz shudan, To grow, to spring up ; to 
become manifest or conspicuous; to stag-
nate and get green (water); to become 
mouldy (bread) ; to be near setting (the 
sun) j to succeed;—sabz kardan, To cause 
to grow; to flatter, to caress, to foster; to 
make good, to compose well (a speech, Ac.); 
—husni sabz, Fresh or blooming beauty ;— 
—khati sabz, A black or recently-grown 
beard;—eari sabz, A vigorous and wide-
awake head. 

sAyr* sabz-ab, A green thing on water. 
sabz-dkhur, sahz-dkhwur, A 

stable full of fresh grass; the sky. 
sdbza-rang, Of a green colour, 

diLjATj sabz - ashy ana, sabz -
aiwan, sabz-badban, The sky. 

sabz andar sabz, Name of the 
ninth musical note of the barbud. 

)**» sabz-bdgh., The human body; the 
sky. 

JW >?— sabz-bdl ball), A sort of 
grape. 

sabz-bakht, Fortunate, lucky. 
y?* sabz-bustdn, A grass-plot, green. 

mbz-buna, A dark-coloured mis-
tress. 

sabz-bahar, A musical note, 
t j y^ sabz-pa, ^ yj— sabz-pdy, One who 

brings ill luck with him (Black-foot). 
isftyi- sabz-parl, The verdant spring. 



Oi sabz-pul, The sky. 
k^ji )*- sabz-posh, Clothed in green; a 

tree in full leaf; dressed in mourning; 
angels; saints, religious persons; a dyer; 
a currier;—sabs-poshdni bdghi bihisht, The 
huris ;—mbz-poshani falalc, Angels. 

sabz-chashm, Blue-eyed, 
y>SiS <jj y^, sabz-tahi-gulgun, ~ q.v. 

_ iiU- sabz-khana, A house of mourn-
ing; a cemetery. 

a sabz-khatt, Having a youthful 
beard. 

^ sabz-hhing, A bay horse ; the 
J—sabz-khingi manhus, The world; for-

tune. 
eabz'thpdn, The sky. 

a sabz-ddna, Green (corn), just in 
ear, before the grain is formed; seed of 
turpentine. 

eabz-ddya, A violet. 
safo Sar sdbz, Name of a note; 

greenish, blackish, &c. 
>t~» sabz-du-tdy, Night. 
sabz-dih, The sky. 

sabz-rang, Green; black. 
<$*}) sabz-roshan A kind of pigeon, 
jty-j— eabzzdr, Of a greenish colour. 

j f - mbz-sdgk, The world; the sky, 
e* y**• sabz-shdkh, Fresh of branch. 

mbz-shirin, = y^* q.v. 
a yj— sabz-tdq, The sky. 
a sabz-ta'us, The sky. 
a u^-fct sabz tasht, The sky. 
(ki y.WM, sabz-fdm, Of a greenish colour. 

sabz-far8h, The sky. 
a WSi*- sabz-qabd, Name of a bird (called 

also sabzak) of a yellowish green j another 
species of b i rd; an inebriating draught 
made of hemp-leaves and opium. 

a sabs-qadam, Unfortunate, un-
lucky. 

sabzak, Green, fresh, flourishing; a 
flagon; maslock; name of a bird (cora-
cias.) 

j\S eabz-gdr, "Whose actions are good. 
eVS' y^ sabz-kdr-gdh, utU*^ sabz-

Tcuskk, The sky. 
sabz-kdlak, An unripe melon. 

sabzgar, — q.v, 
sabz-gird, Name of a bird. 

sabz-gulshan, The sky. 
j s a b z - g a n dwm-gun, A dark 

mistress. 
a J^yt— sabz-mdl„ ^Wy*— sabz-mdli, A 

kind of grape. 
a fA sabz-masha'la-dttm, A green-

coloured pigeon with a white tail. 
a j-— sabz-malih, A dark-complexioned 

mistress. 
a sabz-manzara, The sky. 
a yj— sabz-maidan, The sky. 
yU ^ sabz-ndn, Green or mouldy bread, 

sabzang, Mouldy, musty. 
sabzwdr, Name of a country in 

Persian Irak"; also of a town there;—sabza-
wdr, Name of a town in Khurasan. 

j sabz u nim-sabz, = j,^-. jJyy 
q.v. 

ja&za, A green herb, a pot-herb ; ver-
dure ; an incipient beard; bloom; a green 
stone worn in the ear as an ornament;— 
sabza'i bahdr, Name of a note in music;— 
sabza'i hlgdna, Parasitic plants to be torn 
out or pruned;—sabza'i kh\vdbida, Grass 
or herbs trodden upon and spread over 
the ground;—sabza'i nau-ras, A sprout-
ing or incipient beard. 

vA sabza-db, Thick, stinking water, 
ays-*. a ^ eabza andar sabza, Name of a 

note in music. 
sabza-ddna, A violet. 

,1-, sabza-zar, A verdant mead; 

sabza-qabd, (green-coat) A kind 
wicked. 

a 
of bird. 

tjj-j— sabei, Verdure, greenness; any es-
culent vegetable; pleasantness, freshness; 
spirituous liquor; a wine-vessel; a mistress 
of a dark colour ; profit. 

u ^ y o>-" sabzt-farosh, A seller of greens. 
t j f t sabzi-kdri, A green-garden 

(m.c.) 
a s——sabsab, A desert country, an ex-

tensive desert. 
a sabastiya, Sebaste in Palestine. 
A sabt (v.n.), Being lank (the hair); 

lank hair; \_sabtu 'l-jism, Of a fine straight 
stature;—sab hi 'l-yad-ain, Liberal;]—silt, 
a son's son ; a daughter's son; progeny, 
family; a tribe (of Israelites);—sahat (v.n.), 
Having smooth lank hair; the herb nasi 
when green (an excellent pasture);—sabit, 
Tall, of a high stature. 

A Gibtain (obi. du. of sibt used as 
nom.), The two offsprings (viz. of Ali), 
Hasan and Husain. 

A sab' (v.n.), Becoming the seventh, 
making up the number seven; taking the 
seventh pa r t ; twisting a rope of seven 
plaits; seven (fem.) ; railing at, insulting; 
biting ; stealing ; shooting at, scaring (wild 
beasts) ; making havoc amongst the flock; 
[sab' alwdn, Seven kinds of food; the 
seven storeys of the heavens; also of 
the earth; — as-sab'u 'l-masdni, The first 
chapter of the Qur'an (as consisting of 
seven verses) ; the seven long chapters of 
the Qur'an (from baqarat to taubat) ;]—sib', 
An interval of seven days between the times 
of a camel's drinking;—sub', The seventh 
p a r t ; — s a b u A beast of prey, a wild beast 
(because mostly they give birth after seven 
months). 

A iU*- sab'at, saba'at, sab'a, Seven (masc.) ; 
a lioness ; name of a man. 

A . sab'un, YT**-* sab'in, Seventy. 
a 8abu% Fierce, ferocious, fell, 

ferine. 



A mbu'iyat, Fierceness, cruelty, wild-
ness. 

sabagh, Fine, precious, pure, clean ; 
beautiful, elegant, graceful, lovely ; a rapa-
cious animal; a palace having many win-
dows of glass; a house painted with a 
number of figures; a large loaf or cake 
toasted on the coals or under the ashes;— 
subugh, The roof of a house; a honeycomb; 
a reed. 

mbgikana, Earnest; — subghdna, 
Tall. 

sab/ana, Cup, bowl; — subfdna, 
Tall. 

A (3-— eabq (v.n.), doing before, taking 
the lead, preceding, excelling, outstripping, 
surpassing ; coming in first at a horse-race; 
[ma sabaq (3rd sing, pret.), The above-
mentioned ;]—sabaq, A lecture ; lesson ; a 
bet, Btake (at a horse-race, &c.); precedence ; 
—sabaq burdan, To surpass, overcome, take 
the lead, carry precedency; to do much •,— 
sabaq justan, To try to excel; sabaq khu>dn-
dan, To say a lesson;—sabaq dadan (dors 
dadan, ddshtan, wadadan), To give a lesson, 
to teach ;—sabaq rawan (roshan) Icardan, To 
remember, to learn or recite by heart;— 
sabaq kardan (giriftan), To excel;—sabaq gi-
riftan, To take a lesson;—kas-rd sabaq gi-
riftan, To take one for a model, to imitate. 

sabaqat, sabqat, Precedence; making 
haste to come first; [sabaqat giriftan, To 
take precedence, to take the lead; to anti-
cipate ;]—subqat, subqa, A wager, a stake. 

a sabaq-tdsh, A fellow-student. 
a sabaq-khwan, A pupil, a stu-

dent. 
a sabaq-ddsh, = jfcL&j— q.v. 
A sabk, A melting, casting, pouring; 

cast, shape, mould (m.c.) ; system (as sabki 
ta'lim, System of instruction, m.c.). 

sabuk, Light (not heavy); light-
footed, expeditious, active; undignified; 
unsteady ; degrading; shallow ; indepen-
dent ; haste, despatch; [sabuk shudan, To 
be light; to be smoothed; to be alleviated; 
to be despised;—sabuk giriftan, To despise; 
to hold light;]—sibik, Name of a bird 
which flies towards the sun ;—subik, Soft; 
weak; softness; weakness;—subuk, Light;— 
subuki khidya, The air as element;—subuki 
mukada, Fire (see oh^) • 

sabkad, Summit of a mountain; the 
crown of the head. 

jLX- sabuk-bdr, Of a light weight, ready 
to rise and travel; lightly loaded, unencum-
bered; jocund, blithe, free from care. 

a sabuk-baqd, Merry, jovial, jolly. 
sabuk-]) ay, Light of foot; a post-

man ; a post-horse ; a courier; inconstant. 
sabuk-par, Swift-winged. 

(j-^Xj— sabuktigin, Name of a brave 
general (father of Sultan Mahmud, founder 
of the dynasty of the Ghaznawids, who 

flourished in the beginning of tbe eleventh 
century); any man distinguished for in-
trepidity) ; a precious thing; a divorced 
woman returning to her husband, and 
cohabiting with him without a re-marriage 
(reckoned infamous); an adulteress, a 
whore. 

o i sdbuk-pai, = q.v. 
a 8abuk-jauldn (jauxtldn), Who 

travels quickly, a runner. 
sabukcha, Somewhac light. 
eabuk-khirad, Flighty, injudicious. 

y*s- sabuk-khez, Vigilant, quick, 
brisk, active; a rivulet (as rising rapidly). 

A sabuk-ddd, Active, nimble, clever. 
sabuk-dar, A postman; a letter-

bag. 
fa sabuk-ddru, Any medicine which 

soon operates ; a physician who administers 
pleasant medicines to his patient. 

J sabuk-dasht, Contempt. 
sabuk-dast, Expert, dexterous, 

(j^o sabuk-dasti, Quickness, dexte-
rity. 

Jo sabuk-dil, Light-hearted, merry, 
gladsome. 

<aL— sabuk-dosh, Lightly laden. 
jUij ( A . sabuk-raftar, sabuk-

rikdb, ^ sabuk-rav, Who travels 
quickly ; (met.) frivolous, indiscreet. 

Cj) sabuk-ruh, Merry, jovial, jolly. 
j C tiAs— aabuk-sdr, Light-headed; con-

temptible; helpless; unsteady,undignified; 
hasty; a fool; alone, independent. 

(jj^C, sahuk-sdrdn, Worldly persons. 
sabuk-sdri, Levity of mind. 

sabuk-saya, Fleeting, transient. 
sabuk-sar, Light-headed ; sober, 

j y ^ tiU— sabuk-sardn, Poor, low persons ; 
fools; courageous. 

uA;— sabuk-sang, Light, undignified. 
jit** sabuk-ser, Soon satisfied. 

sabuk-sair, Quick, swift, light-
paced. 

a sabuk tab', Merry, jovial. 
a yLc sdbuk-'indn, Swift; tract-

able. 
a tAf— sabak-qadar, = y q.v, 
p\S sabuk-gdm, Swift-paced, travelling 

quickly. 
a U! «sL~ sabuk-liqd, Frank, open, pre-

possessing; prompt, obedient. 
sabuk-maya, Cheap; ignorant. 

a t^y sabuk-mizdj, Weak; fickle, 
inconstant, irresolute. 

a sabuk-mashrab, Light-minded, 
frivolous. 

yuX--. sabuk-mag&z, Stupid, silly; fickle, 
inconstant, irresolute. 

a sabuk-himmat, Light-minded, 
unambitious. 

(_s£<-> sabuki, Lightness, levity; little-
ness ; weakness of mind ; insult; (ad-
verbially) touching slightly on a subject. 



A subl, An ear of corn, or an ear 
well filled with grain;—sdbal, rain; an ear 
of corn ; disturbance ; execration, reproach, 
contumely ; a disease or a web in the eye; 
blood-shot eye ; blear eye ; name of a cele-
brated horse ;—subul (pi. of sabil), Ways; 
modes of life, manners, institutions. 

sabaldn, A mountain near Ardebil. 
A sablat, sabalat (pi. sihdl), Whiskers, 

mustachioB; [sablat tdftan, To twist the 
mustachios;—sablat zadan, To shave the 
mustachios ;—sablat sust kardan, To weaken 
or distress ;]—eublat, Widely extended rain. 

siblit, sibilt, Glue. 
sibanj, The beam of a plough. 

sabo, sabu, A cup, ewer, jar, glass, 
pitcher, pot;—sabu shikastan, To break the 
cup (of hope), to despair; to spill wine; to 
forbid its use; — sabu shikastani akhirin 
chahdrshamba, A breaking of ewers on the 
last Wednesday of a month with the cry, 
" Evil is gone and good has come " (a super-
stitious custom). 

^Jk? sabu-ba-dosh, A carrier or bearer 
of the sabu. 

sabucha, A little pitcher, jar, or 
ewer. 

A tf*~* sabuh, A swimmer; a pleasant-
paced horse. 

A Se-^J--. sabuhat. sabuha, Mecca; accord-
ing to others the valley of 'Arafat. 

sabura, A catamite. 
sabos, subos, Bran, chaff; scurf;— 

sabosi kuhna'i jau ba-nirkhi gundam farokh-
tan, To boast of former prosperity or great-
ness when there was none. 

yt^ yr- sabu-sdbz, A small ewer or jar (un~ 
supported by examples). 

sabosa, Dandriff, scurf; bran ; saw-
dust ; a weevil; froth. 

csJ^A^^!-. sabosandk, Scaly, scurfy (head). 
A subugh (v.n. of Being ample, 

profuse, complete (benefit). 
A sabah, Dotage. 
A sahy (v.n.), Making a captive, 

taking prisoner ; captivating (a woman) ;— 
sabi, A captive, a prisoner of war. 

A S-*^-!— sahib, A reviler; hair hanging 
over the forehead of a horse; the mane ; 
the tai l ; entangled hair. 

A sablj, sabijat, A shirt with-
out sleeves ; a black woollen garment. 

A sabikh, Anything which falls 
from carded cotton or birds' feathers; bowed 
cotton folded up for spinning ; cotton folded 
up to spread a medicine upon. 

ytri~ sibir, Siberia (m.c.). 
A sabi', A seventh ; name of a family 

of the tribe Hamadan, 
A subai'at, subaila, Name of a woma:. 

from amongst the companions of Muham-
mad. 

A sabikat, sabllca, A mass, ingot, 
bar, or lamina of gold or silver. 

A sabil, A way, road, path ; a mode 
manner, means; opportunity of attacking 
au enemy; way of escape ;—sabilu 'r-ram, 
Custom ('aid sabili 'r-rasm, " by way of cus-
tom, customary," m.c.) ;—sabilu 'lldh, Reli-
gious warfare; anything commanded by 
God to be done in his service;—sabil kar-
dan, To prepare, arrange, put in order;— 
ibnu 's-sabil, A wayfarer, traveller;—ba-
sabil, By way of, by means of, through the 
medium o f ; — f t sabili 'lldh, In the way of 
God, for the love of God, for sacred usee. 

sibil, Whiskers, mustachios; — 
sibilash-rd taftan, To twist a person's mus-
tachios, to flatter, to coax;—$ibili kanda, A 
shaved-off mustachio. 

J ^ - . sibil-kanda, Who has his mus-
tachios shaved off, without mustachios (m.c.). 

sibyush, Seed of flea wort. 
sipd, A tripod ; three-legged (stool). 

fa* sipar, A wine-press ; a large trough 
into which the grapes are thrown and 
pressed with the feet; (imp. of siparidan 
and sipurdan, in compos.) committing, re-
signing, recommending, giving in charge;— 
sipar, supdr, Household furniture ; a vessel 
in general, especially one in which grapes 
are carried from place to place ;—supdr, A 
ploughshare. 

O^far1 sipar dan, supdrdan, To resign. 
sipdrda, Committed to. 
sipdrish, Recommendation, delega-

tion, commission, charge ; intercession;— 
sipdrish kardan, To recommend to the care 
of another, to consign ; to command. 

sipdranda, A betrayer, traitor. 
^JDV* sWariik, A pigeon, 
6JCM, sapdra, A whetstone;—sipdra (from 

si, Thirty, and par a, A portion), One of the 
thirty sections in which the Qur'an is di-
vided. 

i^fa- sipdri, The stalk of corn ; an ear of 
corn or barley ;—supdri, sipdri, The areca-
nut. 

siparidan, To delegate, empower, 
commit, charge; to finish, complete; to 
pursue or perform (a voyage). 

(j-L- sip us, Kindness, grace, favour; 
praise, thanksgiving; consent, approval; 
prayer;—sipds burdan (ddnistan), To ac-
knowledge a favour, to be grateful;—sipds 
ddshtan, To thank, to give thanks;—sipds 
kardan (guzdshtan), To offer thanks, to 
thank;—sipds nihddan bar, To put an 
obligation upon, to claim thanks. 

fa sipd8-dar, Grateful, thankful. 
^ f a (j-L- sipas-ddri, Gratitude, thanks-

giving ; — sipds-ddri kardan, To return 
thanks. 

sipds-gu^dri, A thanksgiving. 
A-.L- sipasa, supdsa, Kindness, humanity; 

an obligation, a favour by which one is 
bound to gratitude; gratitude, thanks-
giving. 



tr'V* Mpasi, A beggar. 
oW-V* sipdsiydn, Beggars ; tbose to whom 

the first apostle of Persia was sent. 
©•V-V* sipdsidan, To praise (God) for 

benefits received ; to implore assistance, 
grace, or favour. 

sip dak. A thatched house; meat 
eaten with bread. 

gUL* mpdndj, sipdndkh, Spinach. 
gipdwa, Magnificence, pomp, power. 

SV* zip dli, sup ali, An army, a militia; 
soldiers, cavalry;—sipdhi tdza, A raw re-
cruit ;—sipdh randan, To lead an army;— 
sipdh shudan. To muster;—sipdh shikastan, 
To destroy or rout an army;—sipdh kardan, 
To go a-warfaring; to serve as a soldier ;— 
si-pah gard'idan, To turn an army towards;— 
sipdhi mor-shumdr, An army numerous as 
pismires ;—padshahi anjum-sipdh, A king 
with an army equalling the stars in num-
ber. 

G^V* sipdhdn (pi. of sipdh'), Soldiers; 
Ispahan; musical tones. 

aU*. sipdh-ddr, sipdh-saldr, 
yiS" fiU- sipdh'kash, General of an army. 

i s f t f t sipdhgari, The military profes-
sion. 

(̂ s&L- sipdhi, Military, belonging to an 
army; a horseman, cavalier; a military 
tenant, lord, feudal chief of a town or vil-
lage ;—sipahe, One soldier, sepoy. 

©W^V* sipdhiydn (pi. of sipdhi), Sol-
diers. 

si-pdya, A tripod, trevet; a horse-
militia;—ei-paya'i hawd'i, (the airy tripod) 
The constellation called the Eagle. 

csJL^ sipiak, White paint for the face. 
gUv- siptdn, Liquorice-root. 

supukhtan, To drive (as a nail into 
a wall, or a stake into the ground) ; to 
stab. 

sapd, Name of the mountain on which 
Paris d, son of Siyawush, was killed ;—sapad, 
A basket; a grain; a grass; a little ;— 
sipad, The earth; name of an angel; name 
of the twelfth solar month; the fifth of the 
month; rue. 

( ^ sapad-chin, Grapes remaining 
after the vintage. 

ft JU- sapad-ddr, A basket-bearer. 
ftw sapadgar, A basket-maker. 

sapad7/, Some article of official 
dress. 

sipar, A shield, buckler, target; (imp. 
of sipardan, in comp.) travelling, tread-
ing or trodden upon; (for sih-p<xr) having 
three sails (a mill);—sipari dtishin, The 
sun; — sipari afgandan (anddkfitan), To 
throw away one's shield, to surrender, to 
flee; to suffer ignominy;—sipar bar db 
afgandan, To submit, to surrender, to be-
come weak or contemptible ;—sipar bar sar 
kashidan (bar rufch giriftan), To shield 
oneself ;—sipar bar kitf dokhtan, To put the 

shield on one's shoulder;—sipar bastan, To 
shield oneself;—sipar dar pusht kashidan, 
To throw the shield back (in token of 
friendship);—sipar dar sipar baf tan, To 
intertwine the shields; — sipar dar sar 
(rukh, ruy) kashidan, To Bhield oneself;— 
sipari-siydh, The sun;—sipari shangarfi, 
The sun;—sipar kardan, To trample upon ; 
—sipar kashidan, To shield oneself;—sipari 
gav, A buckler made of the hide of a buffalo; 
—sipari gurg, A buckler made of the hide 
of a wolf (considered the best). 

j^, sipar-andaz, Who throws away 
his shield, i.e. surrenders. 

sipurdnidan, To cause, allow, or 
command to be trodden under foot. 

siparji, Hilarity, cheerfulness. 
sipurd, supurd, Charge, keeping, 

care, t rus t ; solitude; contentment; pa-
tience, long-suffering; submission, hu-
mility ; perseverance in a right course; a 
being trodden; fatigue from travelling; 
the conclusion of a song, 

e^o sipar-ddda, Mace. 
jW sipar-ddr, A shield-bearer, 
t s j ^ js- sipar-dari, Protecting, shielding ; 

—siparddri kardan, To protect, to shield. 
^^ f f * sipar-dirik, CSJĴ -. sapardak, A 

small turban, &c. ( = q.v.). 
( / j ^ - sipurdagi, A treading, a tram-

pling. 
y j j*- sipardan, To fold up, wrap to-

gether ;—sipardan, sapardan, To travel;—• 
sipurdan, To give in charge, entrust, con-
sign, make over to, deposit with; to betray ; 
to supply, to strengthen; to cause to ar-
rive ; to sit solitary; to lay up ; to be 
humble, content, resigned; to trample ; to 
be trampled;—ba-khak sipurdan, To com-
mit to the ground, to bury. 

^Jsipurdani, Pit to be entrusted. 
saparda, siparda, Trampled; tra-

velled ; folded. 
j j y supurz, The spleen, the milt. 

supurz-rang, Spleen-coloured. 
\Jtj~* siparish, A skirt ; a handkerchief, 

veil. 
sipargham, sipragham, Sweet basil; 

marjoram. 
•sJ^ siprak, siparak, A herb which, boiled, 

dyes yellow;—siparak, A little shield; the 
measles. 

sipar-kash, A shield-bearer. 
sS^ siparga, = ^ ^ q.v. 

sipargi, sapragi, Pain, grief, afflic-
tion. 

siparlos, A king's palace. 
siparam, sipram, Sweet basil; always 

young. 
siparang> A city near Samarqand. 

^ sipar-war, Shield-bearer, armed with 
a shield. 

sipra, Vitriol;—sipara, A kind of 
| game. 



siparham, Sweet basil. 
siparl, Anything brought to a con-

clusion ; trampled under foot; annihilated ; 
a broad-headed arrow ; complete, perfect; 
—siparl shudan, To be finished, ended, ex-
hausted, annihilated;—siparl har dan, To 
exhaust; — siparl gardanldan, To close, 
finish, annihilate, exterminate. 

O^^r* siparidan, To finish, perfect. 
L s i p r e s , A race-ground. 

saprlgk, suparigh, A full bunch of 
grapes or dates ; ears of wheat, especially 
those left after reaping; a straight road, 

^ • j r * sk}'rW> Trefoil; yellow-dyeing 
wood, 

LS^r* sipazgl, Affliction, sadness, sorrow. 
sapus, = u-yfr- q.v. (unsupported by 

examples);—sipas, Behind, at the back, 
a f t e r ; the backside ; [zan sipas, After 
that;—zin sipas, After this;]—supus, A 
louse;—supus justan, To louse, to hunt for 
lice;—baiza'i supus, The egg of a louse, a 
nit. 

fawpsar, A broker; a woman medi-
ating marriages, 

l ^ j sipasa raftan, To retreat. 
_ sipasdyagi, Retrogression, mo-

tion back ;—sipasdyagi raftan, To retreat, 
sapist, A stink; nasty, dirty, 

stinking; any fattening herb, especially 
trefoil;—supust, Trefoil, clover ; offensive, 
stinking (as the smell of fish, damp clothes, 
pitch, copper vessels). 

sipistdn, Sebestens. 
sipastar, Posterior, farther back. 

,U sapist-zdr, supust-zdr, A clover-
field. 

sapista, Of a fetid smell. 
supus-justagi, Search for 

lice. 
^ys) sipas raftagi i bini, A 

turning up or cocking of the nose, 
jy <ĵ ir" sipas-rav, A follower. 

sipasin, Hindermost. 
sipush, Seed of fleawort. 

sapusha, A lentil; according to 
others, A weevil, 

sapagfe, Handsome, elegant; pure; a 
house with many glass windows or painted 
with a number of figures; a loaf or cake 
toasted on the coals or under the ashes;— 
supugh, The roof of a house; a honey-
comb ; a reed. 

sipk, A yellow blight on corn. 
sipkad, Crown of head; mountain-

top. 
sapal, Hoof of a camel or elephant. 
sipanj (for sih panj), Fifteen (three 

fives) ; from three to five, i.e. a small quan-
tity ; a place where one halts or rests for 
a few days; (met.) the world ; a lodge 
for those who watch fields; a stranger, a 
guest; anything easily corrupted, a perish-
able commodity; anything borrowed or 

lent; a pasture-ground where cattle graze 
for a few days ; a place abounding in grass 
and water;—sipanj ddshtan, To look at with 
indifference ; — sipanji ka'batain, Thirty 
table-men at the game of nard, or tables. 

vW-Sj- sipanjdb, Name of a country. 
sipanj-khdna, Hired house; 

world. 
sipanji, Borrowed; transient, fleet-

ing. 
sipand, Wild rue (of which, and its 

seeds, a fumigation against maliguant 
eyes is prepared) ; name of a mountain; 
(for sih pand) three counsels or salutary 
advices. 

^JJW, sipanddr, The stay of the sun in 
Pisces j a candle ; name of the son of Gush-
tasp. 

Xw* sipandarmuz, The twelfth month 
of the Persian year (February), so called 
from an angel supposed to preside over the 
earth ; the earth. 

LA sipand-dsd, Brisk, quick. 
sapandan, sipandan, The seed of 

wild rue ; mustard; nasturtium ;—sipanddni 
talkh, The bitter seed of a certain herb; 
plantain, cresses ;—sipanddni khurd, Mus-
tard-seed ; — sipanddni surlsh, Cresses ;— 
sipanddni ganda, Rue. 

jy sipand-soz, Who fumigates with 
rue. 

sipandoz, A piece of wood having 
a round hole in it, fixed on the top of a 
tent-pole. 

yj^j^w sipandin, Seed of wild rue; mus-
tard. 

sapangur, Nightshade. 
sipokh, A point, puncture, poke;— 

supokh, A fuller's beetle. 
sipokhtan, sapokhtan, To prick, 

pierce, transfix, thrust, poke; to thrust one 
thing violently into another ; to draw forth 
one thing from another, to tear out; to 
throw down; to cause to fall into a hole;— 
bar-sipolchtan, To draw forth ;—dar-sipokh-
tan, To thrust violently into. 

sipokhta, sapokhta, Thrust vio-
lently in, poked; drawn forth. 

jjr* sipoz, A puncture ; extraction; in-
sertion ; (imp. of sipokhtan, in comp.) 
pricking; drawing out ; fixing in. 

fa)ft* sipozgdr, Dilatory, tedious, negli-
gent. 

(jjjj^-, supozidan, To prick, pierce, 
thrust. 

sapusd, sapuswd, A kind of 
porridge. 

sapusak, Porridge, scurf, dandruff. 
f-^S sapusi gandum, Bran. 

sipah, supah, Army, soldiery, ca-
valry, 

.Ait^ sipahd-bud, A commander, gene-
ral (unsupported by examples). 

<>5\J\ sipah-drdy, Who arrays an army. 



sipah-bud («AJ buda), An emperor, 
general, lord, chief; a title of the kings of 
Tabaristan. 

sipakbuddn, Name of a musical 
note. 

Sj-i-v*- sipah-bara, A headman of a com-
pany, the chief of a people a treasurer. 

ft sipah-ddr, Commander of an 
army. 

^A^-. gipah-ddri, Command of an army, 
rtr* sipihr, The heavens, sky, sphere, 

celestial globe; fortune ; the world ; time ; 
the sun;—sipikri afchshejistan. The sublunar 
heaven;—sipikri a'zam (sipikri poshida), 
The heaven of heavens;—sipikri barin, The 
ninth or highest heaven ;—sipikri buqala-
mun, The varying sky ;—sipihri dulabi (zan-
gdri), The sky;—sipikri hasktum, The 
eighth sphere, i.e. the Zodiac;—sipikrdni 
hamani, All the heavens (nine in number). 

jU- - sipihr ar, The sphere of fire. 
(ft-A sipikr-dstan, Whose threshold 

resembles heaven (attribute of a great 
king). 

yijiTi jitf* sipihr-afirin, God, the creator, 
oyf j^* sipihr-gun, Sky-blue, cerulean, 

azure. 
(•TV-- sipakram, Name of a wrestler of 

Turan. 
a sipihr-murtaba, Who has 

reached the ranks of heaven (a king). 
a sipihr-maqadir, Extended as 

heaven, immense (an army). 
a j y y^tr* sipihr-nawal, Heaven-given 

(attribute of a king). 
At* sipihra-band, A magician ; magic, 

incantation. 
sipah-saldr, Commander-in-chief. 

^ S L sipak-sdldri, Command of an 
army. 

JiS sipah-kash (army-leading), A 
general. 

sape, sipe (for q.v.), White, &c. 
ŝJb-**. sipetdh, White paint for the 

face. 
supecha, sipecha, sapecha, A pellicle 

floating on the surface of vinegar. 
saplkk, The haunt of a wild beas t ; 

a hunter's retreat. 
gaped (S. sveta), White; conspicuous, 

manifest; empty; name of a fort, of a 
demon, and of a river;—saped uftadani 
JcawdMb, Fortune smiles;—saped amadan, 
To become evident;—saped shudan, To be 
clear, evident, known ; — saped shudani 
bakht, Fortune brightens;—saped shudani 
chashm (dida), To grow blind ;—saped shu-
dani khun, To be cruel, inhumane, hard-
hearted ;—saped kardan, To make appear, 
to render evident; to wash (clothes) ; to 
smile (applied to lips and teeth) ; to be 
humble (applied to the tongue) ; to grow 
very old (applied to the eyebrows);— saped 
it siyah, White and black; day and night ; 

good and bad ; Arabians and Persians ; all 
creatures. 

sapedd, Ceruse, white-lead. 
sapedab, White-lead; a sort of 

food. 
sapeddj, Ceruse, white-lead, 

j t o ^ sapeddr (for saped-dar), sa-
peddl (the latter for the former by inter-
change of liquids), The white poplar; a 
willow, 

sipiddn, A fort built by Jamshed. 
^ saped-bd, Meat, onions, butter, 

olives, and dry cheese (mixed without 
spices or seasoning). 

SI* saped-bald, First dawn of day. 
^ saped-bdm, A whitish colour. 
yt saped-bar, The summer. 

saped-barg, Beet, spinage. 
b saped-pd (white-foot), One who 

brings good luck. 
£ Ju-— saped-par (white-wing), A gnat. 

saped-post, White-skinned; tin. 
JU -̂. saped-posh, Clothed in white ; 

the white poplar. 
A--— saped-pahna, Second or true 

dawn. 
^ saped-pai, = W q.v. 
tiJU" saped-tak, A shrub used in tan-

ning, galangale. 
(V^SL-W. saped-jdmagdn, pi. of the 

following, 
A^t saped-jdma, Clad in white; a 

fire-worshipper. 
Â A-, saped-chashmi, Vileness; im-

pudence; deformity. 
ft A-*-. saped-kJiar, A kind of thistle. 

Ĵ AU saped-khwdr, An animal which 
devours dead bodies. 

ft saped-ddr, A willow. 
saped-ddn, Mustard. 

J saped'dast, Liberal, munificent; 
happy, fortunate, blest; Moses (leprous-
handed). 

I*J saped-dum, A white-tailed pigeon; 
a kind of plant. 

jy ^ saped-rav, An excellent falcon;— 
saped-ro, Tin ;—saped-rii, Fortunate ; excel-
lent, behaving with propriety ; a beetle. 

i}y Ju^-. saped-rud, A river in A«arbaijan. 
f j j j saped-roy, Tin;—saped-ruy, For-

tunate ; bright-faced ; red-faced. 
JU-— saped-fdm, Whitish-coloured. 

ft saped-kdr, Honest, upright; 
liberal; a hypocrite, a flatterer, 

A-li" j u ^ saped-kdsa, Liberal, generous 
(opp. to q-v.). 

^yS saped-goy, Out-spoken. 
^JSJ^-, sapedagi, Whitish ; white fard. 

saped-mard, A flower like the 
anemone. 

y saped-mu (mo), Grey-haired. 
saped-mu i (mo'i), Gvey-haired-

ness. 
a ^ saped-muhra, A tube, a post-



boy's horn; a shell which they sound as a 
trumpet; small shells, conch ulae veneris. 

saped-ndma, Of fair character 
(opp. to s-U aVs- q.v.). 

ij saped-wa, A dish made of sour 
milk. 

sapeda, Whiteness ; the white of 
the eye; the dawn; the white of an egg; 
—eapeda'i zundn, Ladies' white, i.e. a white 
paint. 

SW sapeda-bala ( ^ W bald'i), The 
false dawn. 

sapeda-pahnd'i, The second 
or true dawn. 

i^* sapeda-dam, The dawn;—sapeda-
dum, Name of a plant resembling the ane-
mone. 

^Uj sapeda-dam d?i, ^o 
sapeda-subh, The dawn. 

sapedi, Whiteness, purity; a white 
substance cast forth by a female in want of 
the male;—sapedi'i khaya'i murgh, The 
white of an egg;—eapedi zadan (bar-zadan, 
kardan,) = saped shudan, q.v. under J ^ . 

.J^us** sape-dev (for dewi saped), Name of 
a demon killed by Rustam. 

eapirak, sapiru, A red-winged 
insect found in baths. 

sapil, The shrill cries of birds. 
sipyush, Seed of fleawort. 

A satt, Foul language; a vice, ble-
mish;—-^, Six (fem.). 

satd, A commentary on the Zand;— 
sita (imp. of situdan, in comp,), Praising, 
lauding; praise, benediction; a kind of 
canopy; a three-stringed instrument (for 
sih td), triple, three-thread; the third 
game of nard; name of a musical note; 
three goblets of wine for cleansing the 
stomach;—autd, A comment on the Zand. 

aitdba, Fraud, deceit (see S j ^ ) . 
sitdkh, A branch of a tree twining 

about another; a young branch shooting 
from another. 

JU^ satad, sitdd (apocopated inf. of the 
following), To take away;—sitad (ditto), 
To stand. 

satddan, To take away, to carry 
off;—sitadan, To take, to carry away ; to 
stand, stay. 

sjLu, sitdda, Taken, carried away; placed, 
deposited; stood, standing; a tent. 

^ Ax* sitaz-db, The trickling of water; 
the spirting up of water. 

fa— satdr, A star; a mosquito curtain;— 
eitar (for sih tar), A three-stringed guitar; 
a rising s tar ; a riff, a rock; such a one 
(like q.v.). 

A fa-* siidr, A veil, covering; name of a 
place; also of a mountain ;—sattar, The 
keeper of the curtain, the porter at the 
royal doorway ; the veiler (of sin, &c.), one 
of the names of God. 

ft fa- eitar-bdz, A player on the guitar. 

A SjU-. 8 it drat, A covering; name of a 
mountain. 

fc-jbu. sitarcha, A little star; a spark. 
sitdragdn (pi. of sitdra), Stars. 

iftL. satdra, A mosquito-curtain; a sort 
of canopy; a star; a rule for drawing 
right lines;—sitdra, A star; a horoscope, 
nativity; fortune, felicity; a spark; a geo-
metrical rule by which right lines are 
drawn; form, pattern; a kind of guitar 
with three strings; the third game at nard; 
a kind of fire-work; a banner ; a threshold; 
quicksilver; name of a city in India;— 
sitdra'i dtish, A spark of fire ;—sitdra bari-
dan, To shed tears ;—sitdra'i bdm, The 
morning star;—sitdra ba-zer awardan, To 
do or attempt impossibilities ;—sitdra bast 
sitdra, The star (Venus) has vanquished 
the other stars (said of one who claims 
superiority over his equals) ;—sitdra'i jad-
wal, A rule for drawing right lines;—slid-
ra'i chashm, The star of the eye (said of a 
king) ;—sitdra'i dum-ddr {dumbala-ddr), A 
comet;—sitdra rekhtan, To drop stars, i.e. 
to shed tears;—sitdra'i zamin, Talc, lapis 
specularis;—sitdra'i sipah (sarir), The eye 
of the army (of the throne), epithet oi a 
king;—sitdra shumurdan, To count the stars; 
to lie awake;—sitdra'i subhi bahdr, The 
vernal morning star;—sitdra'i qalandaran, 
The sun;—sitdra na-ddshtan, To have no 
(lucky) star, to be unfortunate. 

^L i^ j Sjbu sitdra-peskani, Having a star 
on the forehead (reckoned a blemish in a 
horse). 

SjU*. sitdra-chashm, With eyes like 
stars (epithet of a king). 

SjU-, sitdra-dan, An astrologer. 
SjLu, sitara-danddn, With teeth 

like stars (epithet of a mistress). 
L, ufat* sitara-sd, Touching the stars. 
^sjt.y* a fa* sitdra-sokhtagi. Bad-luck. 
tei-y* hfa~. sitdra-sokhta, Ill-fated. 
j+A sitdra-shumur, An astrologer. 

sitdra-shinas, An astrologer, 
yl&i ifa* sitdra-fishdn, Shedding tears. 
0) sitd-zan, A performer on the three-

stringed guitar. 
^ifcUu. sitashtan, (VJJVALU- sitdshdan, To 

take, seize, ravish (doubtful). 
sitdgJi, Barren; a colt not yet 

saddled ; a horse ; a horn ; tamarisk; an 
abortion; a camel giving much milk; the 
buttocks. 

joiU- sit af and, A portico; a stage, 
theatre. 

sitdk, Young tree, shoot, sucker, 
tendril. 

sit dm, The ornamented part of a 
saddle; the nail of a horse-shoe; a cym-
bal ; a kettle-drum; ornaments of gold or 
silver (especially horse-furniture) ; a thres-
hold;—sitam bar asp nihadan, To adorn a 
horse. 



<vjU. satdn, (in comp.) Seizing, taking, 
occupying, as bdj-satdn, Receiving toll or 
duty, &c.;—sitdn, Reclining, sleeping or 
lying on the hack 5 impatient, weak, feeble ; 
[sitdn afgandan, To throw fiat upon the 
back;]—(for dstdn)\a threshold;—stdn (after 
a vowel), istan (after a consonant), Place 
where anything abounds, as jdkurmdstdn, A 
palm-grove, gulistan, A flower-garden, &c. 

ULM. eatand, Receiving. 
satdndan, To take; to take a wife. 

saidnda, Seized ; carried off. 
satanand, They take ; an edifice 

supported by pillars ;—satanand % dihand, 
They take and give; (met.) a hurly-burly, 
a free fight. 

sitdna, A threshold; tears (of the 
vine) ; also the bud or eye ; a wound from 
a malignant eye. 

fcjiiibu. satanldan, To take, to seize. 
satdwa/nd, sutdwand, A portico; a 

balcony, a lofty verandah supported by a 
single pillar. 

SjU. satdwa, sitdwa, Fraud, deceit. 
satdwez, Eaves; a portico ;—sitdwez, 

A market-place, shambles; apiece of timber 
with hooks on which meat is hung in mar. 
kets; the bench of a magistrate. 

satdwin, A pillared room ; shambles 
(probably misreading for the preceding). 

sitah, A star; base silver; name of a 
note in music. 

sitdy, = Us. q.v. 
u^U- sitdyish, Praise, encomium, bene-

diction, returning thanks ; glory ; an 
enigma;—sitdyish dadan (kardan, giriftan), 
To glorify God, to return thanks. 

sitdyish-stdn, A place of wor-
ship, a mosque or temple. 

ftVS^Lu. sitdyish-gdh, The place of praise, 
i.e. the last verse of a Persian ode; called 
also shah-bait, The royal distich ; in which 
the poet, without the least imputation of 
vanity, generally addresses himself in the 
highest strain of self-approbation. 

£ sitdyish-gar, Who praises, wor-
ships. 

^jS sitdyish-garl, Praise, worship. 
SAulx-. sitdyanda, A praiser, panegyrist. 
(jjA-jU- sitdyidan, To praise ; to call. 

sitabr, Thick, coarse; hard, stiff. 
JJJU. sitabr-ndy, Thickness, coarseness; 

a large size. 
eitabri, Thickness;—sitabri'i dwdz, 

Hoarseness, gruffness of voice. 
A sittat, Six (males). 

sitakhr, A pond, cistern; name of a 
fort, 

sitakhsa, A sieve. 
sutiikhivdn, A bone; stone of fruit, 

ysayu- satkhez, The resurrection. 
sitad, Taking, receiving;—sitad-u-

dad, Taking and giving; lending and bor-
rowing. 

sitadan, To take, seize, caTTy off. 
sitada, Received, taken; placed. 

A satr (v.n.), Covering, veiling, con-
cealing ; the privities;—sitr, A covering, 
curtain, veil, screen; fear; shame ;—satar, 
A shield. 

satar, A mule;—sutur, Shaving; a 
knife, razor;—muy- (moy-) sutur, A barber, 

v y ^ sitrab, A satrap (obsolete). 
suturbdng, suturbdnag, A starling; 

a wagtail. 
a sitr-posh, A woman's drawers. 
A sutrat, Anything which covers or 

defends, as a veil, awning, shield, wall, and 
the like. 

tjoyu. siturdan, sutur dan, To shave, scrape, 
pare, pull out hairs; to erase, cancel, 
abolish, cut off; to curry;—ba-kawakib 
sitv/rdan, To adorn with stars. 

fijyu- suturda, Shaved, erased ; cut off. 
V. s-uturda-pa, One whose feet are 

cut off. 
satar-sd, Sense, feeling. 

satar sd'i, Obvious to sight or 
sense. 

satarkd, A sort of gum. 
suturhish, Greatness; uneasiness 

(this doubtful). 
saturg, siturg, suturg, Impudent; 

quarrelsome, passionate; large and able-
bodied ; rough, rugged ;—angushti suturg. 
The large finger, i.e. the thumb. 

usJUyit- suturnak, A starling; a wagtail 
(see ti&Wy- for which it is perhaps a mis-
reading). 

satrang, The mandrake ; chess. 
tgĴ y*̂  satruk, An idle, prating fellow, 

addicted to thieving; quarrelsome, conten-
tious ; passionate, bad-tempered; indigent; 
idle, useless. 

satarwan, euturwan (mule-like), 
Barren; a woman who has only borne one 
son. 

Kyi- sutura, suturra, A razor; the hire of 
a house. 

sitizidan, To importune, urge; to 
contend ; to be stubborn, headstrong, tyran-
nical. 

sutusta, A whistle uttered by 
wrestlers on vanquishing an antagonist. 

taU- sutk, Slenderness of waist; of a 
slender waist. 

Jo-a sail (for Ar. J3*-), A vessel with a 
handle used in baths;—satal, Injury, hurt ; 
—sital, A pond, reservoir;—sutul, Wheat 
(in the ear) scarcely ripe, scorched and 
bruised (which is eaten some days before 
harvest, in order to taste the first-fruits). 

^ sitam, Tyranny, oppression, injustice, 
extortion, distress, injury, violence, ill-
treatment, affliction, threatening, vexation ; 
a heavy misfortune; seen or known; de-
liberately, designedly, purposely ; — sitam 
dida/ij To experience oppression, to suffer 



from violence; — sitam ddshtan (Icardan, 
namudan), To oppress, maltreat. 

sitam-dbdd, Abode of oppression, 
world. 

f*— eitam-dmez, Tyrannical, cruel. 
sitam-andesh, An oppressor. 

a sUta-mi'at, eitta-mi'a, Six hundred. 
))ji sitam-parwar, An oppressor; one 

who connives at or patronizes oppression. 
px* sitam-khdna, A house of oppres-

sion ; the world. 
sitam-dida, sitam-zada, 

Oppressed. 
^JU sitam-rasldagdn, The op-

pressed. 
a sitam-skarlk, A partaker in 

oppression or tyranny. 
^ sitam-shikan, Who checks op-

pression, who exercises justice. 
a '-hfa sitam-zarif, Who practices 

tyranny in a subtle and dexterous way. 
d t^ifa sitam-zarif i, Cunningly-exer-

cised tyranny. 
sitam-hdr, ifS sitam-hara, A 

tyrant, oppressor. 
LA^ sftf*sitamhdra-kush, Who slays the 

oppressor. 
sitam-kash, Oppression-enduring. 

sitam-kashida; Oppressed. 
siiam-kesh, An oppressor. 

sitam-gdra, siiamgar, Cruel, 
oppressive ; a tyrant, 

gitamgari, Tyranny, oppression. 
jm sitam-gustar, An oppressor. 

sitami, Tyranny, injury. 
sitam-ydft, Who has met with 

violence, oppression, «fcc.; damaged, en-
feebled. 

eitamidan, To oppress ; to be head-
strong. 

ya* sutun-awand, situn-dioand, A 
portico or verandah supported by a single 
column. 

y.eitambar, Name of a herb like mint. 
aitamba, Strong, robust, powerful, 

bold; the nightmare; any hideous or terri-
fying form; contumacious, litigious, un-
willing to listen. 

g-u- eatanj, sitanj, Provisions stored up ; 
—sitanj, A thrashing instrument. 

y*aj>«u satankhez, Day of resurrection, 
yt- eito, Triple; a three-stringed guitar ; 

base (money). 
mho a, A female statue in Bamyan. 
swtwdr, sutuwar, sutwdn, Strong, 

firm; faithful, trustworthy; trust, credit, 
belief. 

Wy** satuja, satucha, A variegated 
kind of falcon. 

0\jyt- saiudan, autudan, A gravestone; 
a cemetery; a circular stone building 
whereon the fire-worshippers lay the bodies 
of the dead. 

^JSJJX-. sutudagi, Praise, glorification. 

^oyu. situdan, ewtudan (S. stu), To praise, 
ejji* situda, Praised, celebrated, blessed, 

glorified ; laudable, praiseworthy ;—situda 
ddshtan (kardan), To praise, to glorify God; 
—situda shudan, To be praised or glorified. 

a j k l a^yu sitnda-akhldq, Of an excellent 
disposition, 

a tsjyu situda-shiyam, wwUo sjyu eitu-
da-sifdt, Of laudable qualities. 

a J U fijyu. situda-ma'al, In a happy 
state. 

jy- sutur, An animal; a quadruped, 
cattle, beast of burden; a horse, mule, or 
ass. 

A JYS- sutur (pi. of sitr), Yeils, cover-
ings. 

sA^yu. sutur. db, The falling down of 
water or humours into the feet of horses, a 
capellet. 

fcjWjj*-* suturbdn, A groom, driver, herds-
man of horses ; a wagtail. 

jy— sutur-ddn, (place where beasts 
are kept) A stall, stable ; (who understands 
horses, <fec.) master of the horse, equerry, 
groom. 

O^jj*- siturdan, Bidurdan, To shave, scrape, 
pull out hairs. 

sutur to an-, = q,v. 
Bjyu. sutura, suturi, A razor; a 

yellowish bee. 
j - t i - satusar, satusa, A sneeze. 
A sattuq, suttuq (for P. yu. q.v.), 

False (money), base coin washed over with 
silver. 

J y ~ mtul, Wheat (in the ear) unripe, 
parched, and bruised (eaten some days 
before harvest). 

situm, The plant papyrus (in the 
dialect of Gilan). 

yf— eutun (S. sthuna), A pillar, column, 
prop, or beam; a column of troops (m.c.); 
—sutnni safina, Mast of a ship ; — sutun 
shudani sd'id, The arm becomes (stiff like) 
a pillar, i.e. helpless (as of one thunder-
struck) ; — sutuni faqdr, The vertebral 
column ;—ba-tauri sutun istddan, To be 
drawn up in column;—pdya'i sutun, The 
pedestal of a column (see also ^ and 

A sittuna, eittun, Sixty, 
diyx- $iiuna, An assault, attack, onset; 

flight; a wave, billow, surge;—sutuna, A 
pivot. 

fiyu. sit iih, Name of a magician ;—sutuh, 
Fear, dread, veneration; distress, affliction, 
uneasiness, indigence; stupefied, asto-
nished ; sad, melancholy, indigent, help-
less; weak, tired, feeble-minded; (construed 
with the verbs amadan, budan, shudan, gar-
dldan, gashtan, mandan, in the sense of 
being, becoming, or remaining stupefied, 
tired, fatigued, worn out, <fec). 

(jjj^lfeyu. sutuhanidan (caus. of the fol-
lowing), To cause to loathe, &c. 



yJ-iAyt^ sutvhldan, To loathe, to shun ; to 
repent, to vex; to render anxious, weak, 
helpless; to stupefy (doubtful word). 

hf** situya, A three-stringed guitar (see 

A sath, satah, The buttocks. 
sata, satta, Anything kept all night, 

nocturnal; vinegar ; a grape;—sita, weak, 
vexed;—sitih, Weak ; contention, litiga-
tion ;—mink, Sad, melancholy, afflicted. 

satahd, (in Zand and Piizand), The 
world. 

ISA^^ sitihanda, Importunate; conten-
tious. 

(^ r - sitihi, Contentious, quarrelsome. 
fcjAfrV5-. sitxhidan, To contend ; to warble 5 

to make a noise, to kick up a row; to 
injure. 

sati, A spear-head; also the iron 
ferule at the end of a spear or staff;—sati, 
satii, Iron, steel. 

H sati, A modest, bashful woman ; a 
woman who burns herself alive with her 
dead husband. 

A sitti (corrupt, of saiyidati, sidati), 
My lady; madam; a lady; the Virgin 
Mary, 

WA- satyd, (in Zand and Pazand), The 
world. 

fro*- sitekh, Anything tall, straight, or 
flat; the sharp peak of a mountain; tall-
ness, straightneBs. 

sitekh-gosh, Pointed-eared; who 
or what pricks his ears. 

A salir, fem. satzrat, saMra, One 
who hides another's faul t ; covered, con-
cealed. 

siter, A weight of 6 | drachms; a 
fortieth part of a man. 

sitez, Emulation, strife, contention, 
litigation; battle, war, conflict, combat; 
rebellion ; levity, temerity, rashness ; anger, 
hatred; obstinacy, stubbornness; discor-
dance ; obstinate, perverse, stubborn;—sitez 
burdan (ddshtan, hardan, giriftan), To con-
tend, dispute, fight, squabble;—dhangi 
sitez, Preparations for battle; — maiddni 
sitez, A field of battle. 

sitezgar, Obstinate, litigious. 
^Joiyfl^- siteza/ndagi, Contention, strife. 
fiAij^ siiezanda, Quarrelsome, litigious. 

siteza, Broil, dispute, squabble, 
strife; hostility enmity; tyranny ; violence; 
—siimt hardan, To contend, quarrel. 

^ft- siteza-joy, y5- siteza-kho 
[khu), Quarrelsome. 

^ siteza-ruy, Ugly ; contentious. 
ft sitesa-kdr, sitem-gdr, Quarrelsome, 
^ f t iy^ siteza-gari gari), Strife, 

quarrel, hostility. 
sitezidan, To contend, compete, 

go to law, be obstinate, perverse ; to injure, 
oppress j — dar-sitezidan, To contend, &c. 
( = the simple verb). 

sitezha, A weaver's shuttle; a sel-
vage. 

sitesh, = fcyjA- q.v. 
sitegh. Straight and tall (spear or 

column) ; a lofty peak; the sky ; conten-
tion, dispute. 

sitem, Blood mixed with water 5 pus 
and matter in a sore; a wound; 8 sore 
affected by cold, and swollen ; corrupt 
blood. 

A gittina, sittin (obi. of sittun used 
as nom.), Sixty, 

sitiyuja, = 
AjA-. sitih, Contenion, strife. 

sitehish, jjfAitfjx- sitehandagi, A 
squabble, brawl, loud strife. 

^SA^-A- sitehidagi, Contention, litigation. 
yAsitehldan, To contend, quarrel, 

wrangle, brawl; to disobey ; to be severe, 
unjust, cruel. 

naj, The cheek;—suj, The buttocks. 
sajd, Lettering or inscription of a 

book. 
A SW— sajdj, Thin, watery milk. 
A A ^ ^ - sajujid (pi. of sajjadai), Carpets, 

rugs, or hassocks for prayer. 
A eW- sajdh, Name of a pretended 

prophetess contemporary with Musailimah 
the impostor;—suj ah, Air, atmosphere. 

A sajdhat (v.n. of Being 
smooth and equal (the cheek) ; being of a 
moderate length and not too plump. 

A sajjad, One who bows in adora-
tion. 

A sajjddat, sajjdda, A carpet or 
mat on which the Muhammadans pros-
trate themselves when at prayer (construed 
with the verbs uftddan, afgandan, and&kh-
tan, kashidan, &c.); the place of adoration, 
the mosque or altar ;—sajjdda'i mihrdbi, A 
carpet woven in the shape of a prayer-
niche ;—sajjdda'i ndn, A table-cloth. 

(tfr&j ijla-^. sajjdda-nishin, Sitting upon 
the carpet (applied to the Imam when 
saying pr.iyers) ; — sajjada-nishini mihrdb, 
The Imam in front of the prayer-niche. 

A (j-V̂ t— sijas, Name of a place between 
Hamadan and Abahr. 

sajdf, A curtain hung before a 
door; fringe, edging;—si jdf A veil, cur-
tain ; border of a garment. 

ju^I^M. sajdkand, fiAii'U^-- sajdkanda. 
Armed, accoutred. 

A sijdl (v.n. '6 of Contending 
with another, emulating, in running or in 
drawing water ; (pi. of sajl) water-buckets. 

8ajdm, Intense cold. 
A sajjdn, Keeper of a prison, 

jailer. 
sajdnidan, sijdnidan, To cool a 

thing. 
sajanida, Changed, altered by the 

influence of cold, cooled, chilled. 



sajdwand, A place in a district of 
Kabul ; according to others, of KhuraBan, 
or of a mountain in SIstan (see of 
which it is the Arabic form). 

t S ^ W - sajdwandi, Native of Sajawand ; 
surname of a grammarian; a book in which 
the pauses are marked by golden dots:— 
sajdwandi shudan, To be marked with red 
and gold (a book) ;—sajdwandi kardan, To 
mark a book thus. 

sajdhar, Equal, like, resembling. 
A sajdya' (pi. of sajiyai), Dispo-

sitions, natures; faculty, quality. 
fcjAtA*- saja'idan, ~ q.v. 
A sujhat, sajhat, Nature, tem-

perament; symmetry. 
sajad, Intense cold; name of a river. 

A sujjad (pi. of sdjid), Worshippers. 
A w U ^ i sijddt (pi. of the following), 

Prostrations. 
A sijdat, sijda (also sajdat), Adora-

tion, an inclination or prostration, the fore-
head touching the ground (construed with 
the verbs add kardan, awardan, burdan, 
paehidan, chakldan, dadan, kardan, kashi-
dan, &c.). 

SA^. sijda-gdh, Place of adoration, a 
church, mosque, temple, altar, and the like. 

A sajr (v.n.), Heating a furnace or 
oven ; filling with water (a river) ; pouring 
water down the throat; lengthening her 
affectionate cry to her colt (a camel) \ s a j a r 
(v.n.), Having a blood-shot eye. 

A sujara' (pi. of sajir), Sincere 
friends. 

a LSJ*— sajzi, sijsi, Native of Sijistan. 
A sajas (v.n.), Being corrupted, 

changed, turbid (water). 
sijistan, A kingdom to the east 

of Persia (the ancient Drangiana). 
A sajsaj, Temperate (air) ; neither 

hot nor cold (day); the twilight between 
dawn and the rising of the sun ; neither 
hard nor soft (land). 

A saj' (v.n. of Speaking rhythmi-
cally ; cooing (of a dove); crying (of a 
she-camel); rhymed prose; rhyme, metre, 
cadence, poetry. 

£ saj'-go (gu), A rhymer. 
A sajf (v.n.), Letting fall a curtain 

before a tent-door; being dark (night); a 
veil, curtain;— sa/a/,Slenderness of waist; 
lankness of belly. 

cii^e-. sajuk, A sigh, sob; hiccough; 
buttermilk mingled with milk. 

A sajl (v.n.), Throwing down from 
above; pouring out (water) ; a large bucket 
filled with water, a bucket full;—sijl , sijill, 
A register; the record of a court of judica-
ture ; the minute or attestation of a notary; 
[sijl (sijill) bar-zadan (kardan), To seal;] 
—sijill, A scribe, a notary ; name of one 
of Muhammad's secretaries; name of an 
angel. 

A sajulat, sijalat, sijillafc, Jasmine; 
the covering or canopy over the camel-litter 
in which the Eastern ladies travel; a fine 
painted or figured linen cloth. 

a sijilldtus, A kind of carpet. 
a <5—UL^s*. 8ijilmasa, Name of a city in 

Morocco. 
A sajm (v.n.), Delaying, procrasti-

nating; pouring down (tears or rain);— 
8ajam, Water flowing; tears; the leaf of 
the willow. 

A sajn (v.n. of Imprisoning; 
keeping back;—sijn, A prison, dungeon; 
durance. 

sajan, Intense cold. 
A aajanjal, sijanjal, A mirror; 

spectacles; pure, clear. 
a s - j y sajanjal-tard'ib, With mir-

ror-like (i.e. smooth and polished) breast-
bones or bosoms. 

A sujuw (v.n. of Overspread-
ing ; being at rest; prolonging her cry (a 
she-camel) ; continuing. 

A ̂ pfr* sujud (v.n. of Adoring; an 
act of adoration, an inclination or prostra-
tion with the forehead touching the ground; 
—sujudi sadmi, Prostration in wrestling. 

A sajur, Chips with which an oven 
or furnace is heated;—sujur (v.n. of /*«•), 
Lengthening her affectionate cry to her 
colt (she-camel). 

G- sajiis, The bog-rush. 
A U ^ - - sujuf (pi, of sajf), Veils, cur-

tains. 
A sujul (pi. of sajl). Large water-

buckets ; (pi. of sijill) registers. 
A sajum, An eye shedding tearsj— 

—sujum (v.n. of Plowing (tears). 
A sujun (pi. of sijn), Prisons. 
A VTFR-' sajlyat, Disposition, temper, 

nature, habit, constitution; practice. 
A mjih, Soft and smooth ; a high-

way. 
A sajihat, Nature, disposition, 

habit; symmetry, proportion, measure, 
yju^-, sajidan, To be very cold. 
A sajir, A sincere friend. 
a (j-***- sajie, Muddy, troubled, cor-

rupted (water). 
sajif, A bow-string; notch in a bow. 

A sajil, A large bucket ;sijjil (said 
to be derived from P. sang " stone " and gil 
" clay "), Hard stones; bricks made there-
from and hardened in hell-fire, upon which 
are inscribed the names of men, with a 
register of their sins, or which, according 
to others, bore the names of, and destroyed, 
the followers of Abrahah on his expedition 
against the Ka'bah. 

A (V)*^ sajin, Imprisoned, incarcerated; 
—aijjin, Continual, violent; a place where 
the crimes of reprobates are registered by 
demons; a valley or dungeon of hell; the 
seventh hell. 



sichughna, A hunting bird ; accord-
ing to others, a small kind of sparrow. 

sachuh, Oxygal mingled with milk 
and anise; hiccough, 

t^** suchi, = ^jsr* q.v. 
^^ wchi-Jchana, = ^jxy q.v. 
A sahh (v.n.), Pouring out or causing 

to flow (tears, waters, or words) ; flowing; 
striking with a whip, whipping; being very 
fat. 

A sahd (pi. of so,hat), Skins, barks; 
tracts; court-yards ;—sihd', A thorny tree 
with a white flower of which bees are fond ; 
the band of a book. 

A Ŝ WS- sahab, Quicksilver; (pi. of saha-
bai) clouds; a cloud ;—sahdbi sd'iqa-dar, 
Thunder-clouds. 

A sahdbat, A (thin) cloud ;—suhd-
bat, Water remaining in a pond. 

a sahab-kaf, sahdb-
nawal, Liberal, generous. 

A sahat, Tract, region, countrj. 
Aj^as-. sahhdr, An enchanter, magician, 

necromancer, fascinator; a very early riser. 
a sahkari, Magical. 
A sihdf, Dysentery;—suhaf, Con-

sumption ; ulceration of the lungs. 
A j W - sahhdq, A rubber, grinder. 
A sahhdqat, Large woman with 

swagging breasts ; quse confrictu libidinem 
alterius explet. 

A sahd'ib (pi. of sahdbat), Clouds. 
A sahb (v.n.), Dragging on the 

ground (the train of a garment) ; eating or 
drinking to excess;— suhub (pi. of sahdbat), 
Clouds. 

A YWAS- sahbdn, Water left in a bottle ; 
name of a man proverbial for his eloquence, 
more fully called sahbani wd'il, after the 
tribe to which he belonged. 

a sahbani, One whose eloquence 
resembles Sahban's, extremely eloquent. 

A CT-FLT-. saht (v.n.), Eradicating; scraping 
flesh from off a bone;—saht, suhut, Unlaw-
ful gain (as from usury, &c.). 

A GAS- sahj (v.n.), Excoriating; scratch-
ing, tearing (the face in a frenzy of de-
spair) ; a scratch, an excoriation; a disease 
in the bowels;—sahji jild Rash without 
fever. 

A YFE~.8aAr(v,n.),Deceiving; lungs, lights; 
—sihr, Enchanting, bewitching, practising 
sorcery; deceiving; magic, enchantment, 
sorcery, necromancy; a spell; any subtlety or 
trick which amuses ; [sihri bandn, Magic of 
the fingers, i.e. elegant penmanship;—sihri 
haldl, Legitimate enchantment, i.e. poetry ; 
a poetic licence; name of a poem composed 
in two metres by Ahli Shlrazi;—sihr har-
dan, To enchant, charm, fascinate ;—sihri 
haldm, Magic of oratory, enrapturing elo-
quence ;—'ilmi sihr, The art of magic, necro-
mancy ;]—sahar, The early morning, the 
dawn of day. 

A sahar-an, Early in the morning. 
a i s a h a r - d f i r i n , The creator of 

morning, God ;—sihr-djirin, A magician. 
a ji?*} sihr-dmez, Fascinating. 
a ft ys^ sihr-bdz. An enchanter, sorcerer. 
a ^ f t sihr-bdzi, Magic. 
a sihr-bandn, (Magic-fingered) An 

elegant penman. 
A suhrat, The morning, the early 

dawn;—saharat, sahara (pi. of sdhir), 
Magicians. 

a sahar-hhand, An early laugher. 
a y^ sahar-hhez, An early riser. 
a sjj sihr-zada, Bewitched, fasci-

nated. 
a ft* sihr-sdz, An enchanter. 
a sahaHstdn, The place of dawn. 
a sihr-sanj, Experienced in magic. 
a sihrgdr, A magician. 
a sihrgari, Magic. 
a sahar-gdh, Morning, dawn ; to-

morrow. 
sahar-gdhi, Matitutinal; food 

eaten before dawn during the fast of 
Ramazan. 

a (;ftfi sahar-gahan, Time of morn-
ing. 

a sihrmand, Magician. 
sahrur, A species of wild bird ;— 

sikr-war, A magician. 
a sahare, sahre, One morning, on a 

certain morning;—sahari, sahri, Morning, 
matutinal; food eaten a little before dawn 
during Ramazan. 

A I**- saht (v.n.), Slaughtering expe-
ditiously, at one blow; choking one (food); 
turning a lamb or colt loose with its dam. 

A sahf (v.n.), Shaving (the head), 
extirpating (hairs) ; taking the flesh from 
a bone, or fat from the flesh or skin of the 
back; burning; driving the clouds away 
(wind). 

A (J-AS- sahq (v.n.), Breaking, tearing, 
rubbing, bruising, pulverizing; wearing 
out (clothes) ; effacing traces (wind); go-
ing slowly; an old worn garment;—suhq, 
suhuq, Being far, remote; removing to a 
distance; distance; being tall (a palm-
tree) ;—suhuq (pi. of sahuq), Tall palm-
trees. 

A sahl (v.n.), Counting out and pay-
ing down (a sum of money) ; tiling; strik-
ing so as to raise blisters; sweeping, 
brushing the ground (as wind) ; plaiting 
a rope ; a species of white cotton cloth ; 
ready money;—suhul (pi. of said), White 
cotton clothes. 

A saham, Blackness; iron; name of 
a tree ;—suhurn, Blacksmiths' hammers. 

A suhmat, suhma, Blackness. 
A sahn (v.n.), Breaking (a stone); 

a numerous assembly ;—sihn, Protection, 
guardianship. 

A sahnd\ A**- sahnat, sahanat, Ex-



ternal form; a smooth softness of the skin; 
colour. 

A eahw (v.n.), Pulling off, unbarking, 
excoriating; shaving, scraping; covering 
or binding a book with the membrane of 
the papyrus or similar substances. 

Ajjas«> sahur, The meal which the Mu-
bammadans make a little before dawn 
during the month of Rainazan to enable 
them to fast till night;—suhur (pi. of sahr), 
Lights of beasts. 

A sahuf, (A camel) fat about tbe 
back ; a goat or a she-camel whose fat has 
been taken off the back. 

A sahuq, A tall palm-tree. 
A Jya*- sahul, suhui, Name of a town in 

Taman where a superior kind of cloth is 
made;—suhul (v.n. of Shedding 
tears ; (pi. of sahX) white cotton garments. 

A ^A^. sahy (v.n.), = q.v. 
A sahiq, Yery remote ; (met.) diffi-

cult to understand, obscure. 
ST ^̂ Âs-ST- sahilis, A sort of fragrant 

plant. 
sakh, Dirt, filth, impurity ; — sukh, 

Good, happy, auspicious ; happiness; good-
ness. 

A sakhkh (v.n.), Thrusting the tail 
into the ground (a locust when laying 
egg8)-

A Vat- sakha' (v.n. of , Being liberal, 
munificent; name of a town in Egypt;— 
sakkd' (v.n. of Being liberal, munifi-
cent; liberality, generosity. 

A sakhdkh, Soft earth clear of sand ; 
name of a place in Transoxiana. 

A sakhdfat (v.n. of Being 
thin and s l e n d e r b e i n g weak of mind, a 
weak intellect. 

a Vat- sakhd-gustar, Diffusing libe-
rality (a king by his example) ; liberal. 

JW-. sikJidl, Enmity, hatred; contrariety, 
stubbornness, obstinacy; violence, tyranny ; 
opiniated, self-willed. 

A JU>*. sukkkhdl, Weak and base (men). 
A sakhdnat, Being warm, heated; 

heat, warmth. 
A fcyat-* sakhdwat (v.n. of ^SAFE-), Being 

liberal, munificent; leaving, letting alone, 
having nothing to do with; liberality, 
generosity, munificence. 

a Cafe- sakhd-gustar, % sakha-war, 
Liberal, generous. 

a Vat- sakhd-warz. Exercising liberality, 
liberal. 

8akhi. Hard, strong, firm, secure, 
solid, vehement, intense, violent (in these 
meanings received into Arabic) ; austere, 
harsh, severe, stern; cruel, painful, ardu-
ous, difficult; stubborn, obstinate; t ight ; 
adhesive; stingy, sordid; base ; afflicted, 
disturbed,wretched, unfortunate; abundant, 
copious; thick, coarse; intensely, extremely, 
very much, sorely, exceedingly, vehemently, 

arduously ; [sakht dmadan, To grudge; re-
fuse ; be unwilling; to be oppressed;—sahM 
bar-dwardan, To put forth strength or vio-
lence;—sakht bar-gashtan, To return quickly; 
—sakht bastan, To bind tightly;—sakht 
khwurdan. To suffer from head-ache; to 
undergo trouble;—sakht kardan, To har-
den; — sakht giriftan, To seize or hold 
firmly ; to oppress;—sakht guftan, To speak 
harshly; to revile;—sakht u narm namu-
dan, To appear hard and soft, vary, 
threaten and soothe by turns, tamper with; 
—iqdami sakht, A strong order, violent 
measure ;]—sakht, sukht (pret. and apoco-
pated inf. of (^s--.), He weighed (active 
and neuter) ; to weigh ; a balance (this 
doubtful) ;—sukht (by poetical licence for 
sokht, apocopated inf. of sokhtan), To burn. 

A ts-^FR- sakht, Strong, vehement. 
{̂ yi-S—^ S3. sakht-ustukhwdn, Strong of 

bone, raw-boned ; (met.) of a powerful and 
enduring race. 

sakht-andaz, An archer. 
sakhidna, Harsh, unkind lan-

guage. 
ja^ ui-aSs*. sakht-dwez, Past suspended with 

strong claws (an eagle). 
JVJ sakht-bdz, Always winning in a 

game. 
jjjV} us^w sahht-bazu, Strong in the arm, 

powerful, able to protect. 

ture. 
J i constant. 

sa]cht-bdf, Of coarse texture. 
sakht-bdng. Loud-voiced. 
sakht-bunydd, Of solid struc-

face. 

cious. 

dare-devil. 
yW 

human. 

sakht-pay, Firm of foot; steady; 

sakht-pusht, Of a hard sur-

8akht-panja. Close-fisted, avari-

• safcht-peshdni, Fearless; a 

sakht-jan, Hard-hearted, in-

sakht-chashm, Impudent. 
sakht-josh, In violent heat, 

ebullition, effervescence. 
^Sli^a- sakht-khwurdagl, Voracity. 
JJ sakht-dil, Hard-hearted. 
^ LSKfc- sakht-ruy, Of an austere, indig-

nant countenance. 
tJSj) UM^ sakht-ru'i. Austerity; disdain ; 

indignation. 
sakht-zaban, Scurrilous. 

^Vjj cwst- sakht-zabdnl, Railing. 
jy uKfc- sakht-zor, Of great strength, very 

powerful. 
ka-^-* sakht-sag, Steady, constant. 

A^Ju. ts-^ sakM-safed, Very white. 
5U_ ^ sakM-siydh, Intensely black, 
( j ^ sakht-kash, Who can pull a 

heavy load; who is able to draw a strong 
bow; enduring hardships, 



y W u»««fc~» sakht-kamdn, An archer who 
drawB easily a strong bow ; hard, harsh, 

(jiW sakht-kamdni, Hardness, 
harshness, 

ct^at- sakhl-kosh, Mating strong 
efforts, strenuous in endeavour; hard-work-
ing ; violent. 

ut-A^f tŝ sb*. sakht-gosht, Brawny, 
^s&afc- sakhtagl, Hardness. 

sakht-qir, Holding fast (hound) ; 
grasping, avaricious. 

sakht-glri, Taking a thing 
seriously ; strictness ; rigorous observation 
(mm.cc.) ; graspingness, avarice, extortion, 
taking by force. 

sakht-ligdm, Hard-mouthed, 
y u sakhi-maahz. Of tough brains 

or marrow ; obstinate, headstrong. 
sakht-mir, Who dies game, 

(ĵ jfc— sakhtan, sukhtan. To weigh; to 
draw; to be twisted; to turn or render 
hard; to winter. 

jXafc- awM^^ntest ines of a bird ; sheep's 
tripe stuffed with- minced meat and rice ; 
penis. 

sakhta, sukhta, Weighed; arranged; 
money. 

yUi 8akMa-kamdn, = yUi" u^at-. 
q.v. 

ĵSa?- sakhti, Hardness, harshness, aspe-
rity ; obduracy; severity; intensity of 
application; stinginess; adversity, indi-
gence, distress, evil, calamity ;—sukhti, — 
ŷ fc— q.v. 

ylj^ae-. sakhiiyan, sikhtiydn, O Data' leather, 
morocco ;—sikhtiydn, Name of a city. 

t (^Wsafc-- sakhtiydnchi, A maker of mo-
rocco leather, 

(j^at- sakhtidan, sukhti dan, To weigh. 
JiS sakhti-kash, Who endures hard-

ships, &c., bravely. 
sa^ ^jAjfc- sakhtl-kashlda, Distressed, 
j-at- sikhaj, ^a^- sikhach, Asthma. 
A AAI— sakhd, Warm, hot, sultry ;—sukhd, 

A yellow liquid which accompanies the 
bird, liquor amnii. 

A RAT- sakhr, sakhar, sukhur, Ridiculing. 
A sukhrat (v.n. of ^ A T - ) , Ridiculing, 

laughing a t ; a ridiculous fellow, a butt 
for satire, a laughing-stock ; a toy;—su-
kh^rat, Bukhara, A mocker, sneerer, laugher. 

a 4ysc~. sukhra, Whatever is done gratis, 
either from courtesy or compulsion ; a ship, 
or cattle, pressed into the king's service 
without freight or hire;—sukhra giriftan, 
To take by force, to press. 

A ijjafc- sukhriyat, Derision. 
yî -M. sakhsh, Old; lightning; a stumble. 
A LAST— sukht, sukhut, sakhat (v.n.), Wax-

itg hot, being angry; indignation; dis-
like, displeasure; divine displeasure and 
its effect (as transformation into a stone, 
&c.). 

A I-AST-- sakhf, Indigence, straitened cir-

cumstances;—sakhf, sukhf, Imbecility, de-
ficiency of judgment, 

A WAT-, sakhfat. Leanness produced by 
hunger ;—sakhfat, sukhfat, Imbecility, men-
tal weakness. 

sakhldt, The jesamine. 
A sakhlat, A lamb or kid just 

dropped, or till it has passed the fourth 
month. 

A ^AT- sakham, Blackness. 
A sakhn, Heat, fever;—sukhn, Warm, 

hot (day or water), 
sukhun, sujchan, s akh an, sakfyu/n (the 

first pronunciation is the correct one, al-
though the word is allowed to rhyme with 
man, tan, &c.), A word, vocable, speech, 
saying, discourse; will, pleasure; a thing, 
business, affair; somewhat;—sukhuni db-
bar-dar, An equivocal speech ;—sukhun az 
parda (niqab) guyad. He talks in metaphors, 
he speaks allegorically ;—sukhun az dahani 
kase giriftan, To take the words out of 
another's mouth ;—sukhun az ru'i sukhun 
tarashidan, To spin out a speech, one word 
giving another;—sukhun az sukhun birun 
miydyad (mi-zdyad), One word or topic 
suggests another; — sukhun afshdndan 
(ianddkhtan\ To speak, to talk;—sukhuni 
afwdhi, A false rumour, an unwarrantable 
speech;—sukhun bar pahlu miguyad, He 
speaks sharply and sarcastically ;—sukhun 
bar khdJc (zamin) afgandan, sukhun bar 
zamin zadan, To scorn a speech ;—sukhun 
bar sukhun guzdshtan, To annul one word 
or promise by another;—sukhuni bikr, An 
original saying; a maiden speech ;—sukhun 
baland shawad, The speech lengthens, is 
drawn out;—sukhun ba-ham bar-zanad, He 
makes a muddle of his speech ;—sukhuni 
post-kanda, A self-evident speech, a trite 
saying, a truism;—sukhuni pahluddr, A 
(malicious) innuendo;—sukhun pesh burdan, 
To deliver a fine speech;—sukhun paimu-
dan,To speak,to talk;—sukhuni talkh (jaur), 
Harsh, unkind words ;—sukhuni chdwxda 
(chun zamharir), A frigid, insipid, silly 
speech sukhun dashtan, To converse with, 
to have influence with;—sukhun dirdz kardan 
(kashidan), To talk much, to be prolix;— 
sukhun dar dftab ast, He speaks in a sub-
lime strain ;—sukhun dar zabdn nishddan, 
To make one talk; to prompt a speech;— 
sukhuni dil-faroz (dil-farosh), Kind words ; 
salutary advice;—sukhuni dihlizi, A false 
rumour ; back-stair intelligence ;—sukhun 
randan (zadan), To speak, to talk ;—sukhun 
raft, Mention has been made of;—sukhuni 
zamdna, Calumny (as being the talk of the 
world) ;—sukhuni zamharir, Cold, insipid, 
unimpressive language; — sukhuni zinda, 
Elegant speech, brilliant talk; — sukhuni 
sabz, Pleasant speech or talk ; — sukhuni 
sang, Heavy speech;—sukhun shunidan panj 
daulat-ast, To listen to good advice is worth 



five fortunes (proverbial saying) ;—sukhuni 
shlrin, Sweet words ;—sukhuni 'alzqi, San-
guinary speech ;—sukhuni ghaibl, Foretell-
ing, predicting ; second sight;—sukhun kar-
dan (guftan), To speak;—sukhun guzasht, 
I t has been mentioned before;—sukhun 
gustardan (roshan kardan), To explain, to 
expatiate;—sukhun ma-fazd, Lengthen not 
your discourse, have done talking;—su-
khuni majlisi, Social talk, conversation of 
an asaembly-room;—sukhuni mihr (muhr ?) 
ba-ru, An expected or hoped for speech; 
—sukhuni miydn-tihi (bl-maghz). Empty, 
unmeaning words; —- sukhuni ndfarjdm, 
Trifling, impertinent words ;—sukhun nlst, 
That is no argument, that won't wash;— 
arbdbi sukhun, Lords of speech, orators, 
poets ; — ba-sukhun rasldan, To undertand 
what is said, to be intelligent;—dar su-
khun dmadan, To begin a speech or con-
versation. 

Vt sukhun-ar a, Adorning discourse; 
eloquent; silence. 

u f̂c— suhhun-drd'l, Eloquence. 
sukhun-dfirln, Eloquent; a» 

liar. 
sukhun-dwar, Eloquent. 

sukhun-parddz, Fluent orator. 
Jilt sukhun-parwar, A poet, author. 
V î sukhun-paird, — q.v. 

âfc— sukhun-paimd, Measuring out 
wordB (an orator). 

My* sukhun-pa iwand, A poet. 
A sakhnat, Heat;—sakhnatu 'I-ain, 

Grief (opp. to qurratu 'l-'ain, q.v. under 

sukhwn-tak, Glib of tongue, 
talkative. 

sukhun-chln, An informer, tale-
bearer, calumniator. 

sukhun - chlnl, Detraction, 
slander. 

sukhun-khipura, ^vat- sukhun-
khwdra, Severe of speech; impudent. 

sukhun-dan, Eloquent; a poet; 
who knows the value of words. 

(ijafc-- sukhun-dani, Eloquence; phi-
lology. 

<) sukhun-rdn, Lengthening a dis-
course, prolix; an orator, rhetorician. 

^ysi-* sukhun-rdnl, Eloquence, elocu-
tion, rhetoric ; random, rambling talk. 

sukhun-ras, Quick of apprehen-
sion ; intelligent, sharp-witted. 

fcAi) i^*" sukhun-rawdn. Eloquent, 
yp (jjafe- sukhun-zan, A poet; a liar; in-

telligent. 
fa ŷ st— sukhun-sdz, Who makes words 

to Buit his purpose; a deceiver, a cheat, 
knave. 

sukhun-sazl. Defamation. 
^.....i^... sukhunsard, A modulator or ar-

ranger of words; an orator, excellent 
writer. 

sukhun-sa?ij, Weigher of words; 
prudent; a poet. 

y A ^ A j ^ sukhun-shinas, Eloquent. 
a sukhun-tirdz, — \j\ q.v. 
a cs)^ W"5^- sukhun-tirazl, Eloquence. 
yA sukhun-shinav, Listening to a 

speech, attentive, docile. 
sukhun-farosh, A flatterer; a 

poet. 
a sukhun-fahm, Intelligent, quick. 
a sukhun-fahml. Intelligence. 

sukhun kash, Listening or at-
tending to a speech. 

ŷSs— sukhun kotdh, Summarily. 
sukhun-guzdr, A ready speaker, a 

persuasive orator; eager for speech, in-
clined to talk; a porter (at a gate). 

yak* sukhun-gustar, Explanatory; 
eloquent. 

<f sukhun-go (-gu), Eloquent, 
^ f S yet-, sukhun-go*I (-gu'l), Rhetoric. 
yA U sukhun-nd-shinav, Inattentive. 
(jiyA b sukhun-na shinavi, Heedless-

ness, inattention, 
jyasr- sukhunwar, Eloquent, 
^ y a t - sukhunwarl. Eloquence, rhetoric; 

—sukhunwarl namudan, To hold forth, 
speechify. 

sukhna, Name of a town in Syria 
inhabited by Arabs, and called from a 
thermal spring belonging to it. 

A JSFC-T 
sakhw (v.n.), Being liberal; light-

ing a fire under a cauldron. 
jAyfc-, sukhuland. An official taster to a 

prince (see y S ^y-l^-). 
<3yt— sukhun, sakhun, A word, a speech. 
A yjst- sakhun, A warm soup. 
A sukhunat, Being hot; health, 

warmth. 
a tjafc-- sakhl, Liberal, generous. 

sakhlr, Name of a bitter drug. 
A J ^ sakhlf, Weak in understanding, 

light, flighty, hasty; thin, flimsy (a tex-
ture). 

sakhlmat, Hatred, ill-will, malevo-
lence. 

A sakhln, Painful (blow) ; hot 
(water). 

(_r«y*s=~« sakhlnus (G. o-xotvos), A fragrant 
bullrush; mastix. 

A- sad, A hundred;— f l-sad, Per cent. 
A sadd (v.n.), Stopping up, closing 

filling (a hole or chink), blocking (the 
way), shutting (a gate) ; impeding, obstruct-
ing ; strengthening, repairing refitting; 
any bodily defect (as blindness, deafness, 
<fec.) ; an obstruction, wall, rampart (arti-
ficial) ; [saddu 'l-bahr, Name of a fort in 
Constantinople ;—saddi bab kardan, To lock 
or bolt a door ;—saddi khatd'I. The Chinese 
wall ;saddi rdh, An obstruction of the 
road;—saddi ramaq, A bare subsistence; 
the last remains of life; the agonies of 
death;—saddi sikandar, Alexander's ram-



part;—saddi yajuj u majuj, The wall of Gog 
and Magog;]—sudd, An obstruction, bar, 
rampart (natural); a cloud; a mountain 
separating two places or objects. 

W sada (probably for Ar. W , not vice 
versa, as the Burkdni qatV says in the 
text), Echo. 

A S^A-, sadab (or £»1JU.), The herb rue. 
H^A* sudab, Eue ; power, strength, 
A c^a- eaddaj, A liar. 
a sadaja, Simple-mindedness, sim-

plicity. 
A JIA- sadad (v.n. of 3—), Being right 

and well directed; hitting the mark ; rec-
titude, straightforwardness in word and 
action; the way of truth or of salvation; 
[dfirw 'ssadad, A name of Baghdad;]— 
sadad, siddd, A cork, stopper ; whatever ob-
structs or fills up ; a stop-gap; barriers, 
hurdles (m.c.) ; sufficient for the necessi-
ties of life;—sudad, An obstruction in the 
noBe, coryza. 

a sidafa, A veil, a curtain. 
A siddnat, saddnat (v.n. of ^a*.). 

Serving the Kaaba or an idol-temple ; act-
ing as doorkeeper, porter, or warder. 

A^A-, qadaniya, A village in Balkh. 
saddkra, A bird found only in 

Lanore. 
A JFLAS, sadd'il (pi. of sadll), Curtains. 

>w sad-pdya, A centipede. 
A 8 A- saddai, sadda, Obstruction, ob-

stacle;—suddat, sudda, A porch, vestibule, 
doorway; an obstruction in the nose, 
coryza; — sudda'i sa'adat, The court of 
felicity (an epithet by which some Eastern 
princes distinguish their residences). 

A gA- (v.n.), Suspecting. 
A CA- sadh (v.n.), Throwing down flat on 

the face, prostrating; spreading on the 
floor; killing, slaughtering, cutting the 
throat. 

A OA* sadad, Rectitude ;—sudad (pi. of 
suddat), Doors; porches, vestibules ; ob-
structions in the nose ;—sudud, Eyes which 
Bee not (from weakness or blindness). 

ajA- eadr (v.n.), Setting (the hair) 
a-flowing (a woman) ;—sidr, The lote-tree ; 
sadar (v.n,), Being stupefied; having the 
eyes dazzled by heat or cold ;—sadir, Stu-
pefied ; dazzled. 

jJu. sadar (for A. sidr), The lote-tree ; a 
sort of plum. 

A ijA- sidr at, sidra, A lote-tree; [sidratu 
'l-muntahd, sidra'i tuba, A lote-tree in Para-
dise ; the heavenly mansion of the angel 
Gabriel;—td'iri sidra, The bird of the 
heavenly lote-tree, i.e. Gabriel;]—sudra, A 
vest. 

USAJA- sidrai-qamat, A* sidra-
qad, Tall of stature. 

^uAi sidra-nishinan, Angels. 
A (J-A*. sads (v.n.), Demanding or taking 

a sixth part; making up the number six ; : 

—sids, The watering of a camel on the sixth 
day ;-—suds, sudus, The sixth part;—sadas. 
The tooth of an eight-year-old camel. 

A sad' (v.n.), Striking one against 
another; being oppressed by misfortune. 

a Ji- sadaf, Darkness; night; the 
dawn ; twilight. 

T JA*. (?), A quiver; a particular kind 
of quiver in which each arrow has its own 
compartment. 

A sadJc, sadah (v.n.), Being assidu-
ous, adhering to;—sadih, Wishful, desirous, 
addicted to, greedy ; ready-handed, expedi-
tious ; skilful in stabbing with the lance. 

sadkam, Asking from necessity. 
A- sadkas, sadkes, A- gad-

kesk, The rainbow. 
a sVfju. sad-gdh, A court, hall of audience. 
A JA« sadl (v.n.), Loosening and letting 

down a garment, a veil, or the hair;—sidl, 
A string of pearls hanging down the 
bosom;—sidl, sudl, A veil, a covering. 

A F»A«, sadrn (v.n.), Shutting, closing (a 
door) ;—sadam (v.n.), Being penitent, con-
trite ; grief, repentance; sullenness; a 
greedy desire; libidinous (stallion) ;— 
sadim, Violently in love;—sudum, Water 
collected in a concealed well. 

A (AA« sadn (v.n.), Serving in the Ka'abah 
or in an idol temple suda^i, A curtain. 

A &A-. sadanat (pi. of sadin), Keepers . 
of the temple of Mecca; also of idol-
temples, 

A ^A- sadw (v.n.), Stretching out the 
hand for a thing; taking wide steps (a 
camel). 

(j*}a« sadus, Indigo. 
A A- sadus, Name of the father of a 

tribe who possessed two hundred and one 
spears;—sadus, sudus, A kind of green 
hood, mantle, cape, or coif, called tailasan ; 
name of a man of the tribe of Taiy. 

A FJA* sadum, A libidinous stallion. 
HE sadum, Sodom ; name of a judge 

of Sodom who sanctioned sodomy; an 
unjust judge or ruler. 

{•JAM. sudum, Name of the capital of 
Bahram Gur. 

6A*. sada, A flaming fire; a festival-night, 
on which the Persians light a number of 
large fires, in commemoration of the fol-
lowing popular tradition: In the time of 
Hoshang (about 860 years before the 
Christian era) a monstrous dragon infest-
ing the country, the king himself attacked 
him with stones, when one of them, falling 
with prodigious force upon another, struck 
fire, set the herbage and surrounding trees 
in a blaze, and consumed the dragon in the 
flames; a sort of a tree with a thick, smooth 
stem and dense foliage, called in Arabic 

a SJU. sadda, sudda, Obstruction (see A. 



;—sudda'i 'unuqi rahim, Obstruction 
of the neck of the womb;—sudda'i kabid, 
Chronic inflammation of the liver. 

A sady (v.n.), Stretching out the 
hand;—gadd, sudd, Camels turned loose 
to pasture without a keeper;—sadl, Wet 
with dew, dewy ; an unripe date;—suddi, 
surname of Isma'il, a learned man who 
sold coifs in the vestibule (suddat) of the 
mosque of Kiifa. 

A J*-*- sadid, Eight, well-directed, salu-
tary ;—zihni sad,Id, A clear judgment, nice 
discrimination. 

A jifa sadlr (from P. <u q.v.), Name of 
an edifice built by Numan bin Munzir for 
Bahr am Our; name of a river near HIrah ; 
name of a district in Taman renowned for 
producing striped cloaks ; also of a place 
in Egypt;—sudair, Name of a plain be-
tween Basrah and KAfah; also of a river 
in Hi jaz. 

A sadls, The sixth par t ; six years 
old (camel or goat) ; cloth six yards long. 

A sadlf, The fat of a camel's 
bunch. 

A sadfil, The awning or canopy over 
a camel's litter; a veil stretched across a 
tent or in front of a female apartment. 

sidigar (for sih digar, q.v. under 
;£*«>), The third ; in the third place. 

A YJA-. sadin, Fat, grease. 
A VTA. sazdb, Rue. 
a sazabi, A seller of rue, 
A .JJX* eazaq (from P. ), A festival-

night whereon many fires are lighted. 
y* sar (Z. .4ara), Head, top, summit, 

point, pinnacle; the capital of a pillar; a 
cover, a l id; a salient angle; any projecting 
par t ; beginning, origin, principle; end, 
extremity; side, par t ; (hence adverbially 
with and without the prepositions az, har, 
bd) by, before, in the presence; on account 
of, because of, through ; the most select or 
choicest part of anything ; a general, com-
mander of an army ; great, large ; thought, 
idea, fancy; power, strength, force ; highest, 
greatest, chief; complete, perfect, entire; 
a veil, awning, canopy, covering; a collar, 
also a log of wood fastened to a mastiff's 
neck ; a term applied in enumerating horses; 
desire, wish, intention, will; love, affec-
tion; cheerfulness; froth, foam, scum; a 
mystery; atmosphere, gentle gale; a tract 
of country, a Turkoman shoe or sandal; 
foolish ; \_sari abrii kham kardan, To loathe 
a thing, to frown at;—sari ijlus, In the 
court (of) ; in the presence (of);—sari 
adami, A human being;—sar az db, A 
bubble of water;—sar az dbi big ana shustan, 
To wash one's head with a stranger's 
water, i.e. to find goods which have no 
owner;—-sar az balin tahi kardan, To put 
every thought of rest aside, to work in-
cessantly ;—sar az pa na-shindkhtan, Not to 

know one's head from one's feet, to be 
utterly confused;—sar az bastu'i tahi charb 
kardan, To anoint the head from an empty 
bottle, i.e. to deceive;—sar az jaibi chize 
bar-awardan (bar-kardan), sar az chize birun 
awardan (kardan), To accomplish a thing, 
to acquit oneself of a duty ;—sar az khdk 
bar-zadan (zadan), To spring from the 
ground, to sprout, to grow; to happen;— 
sar az khat bar-dashtan (giriftan), To dis-
obey, to resist, to be obstinate;—sar az 
khwab bar-kardan (tahi shttdan), To awaken 
from sleep;—sar az khwdb jahdndan, To 
awake, to rouse from sleep ;—sar az khwdb 
dar-amadan, To wake up;—sar az khweeh 
bar-awardan, To come to, to regain con-
sciousness ;—sar az rishta'i chize bar-na-
yawardan (birun na-burdan), Not to under-
stand the real state or truth of a thing ;— 
sar az zdnu bar-giriftan, To give over watch-
ing ;—sar az ziri khdk zadan, To sprout, 
&c. (see sar az khdk bar-zadan) ;—sar ai 
shisha'i tihi charb kardcm, To anoint the 
head from an empty phial, i.e. to deceive;— 
sar az qadam mkhtan, To be happy, to re-
joice ;—sar az kdr birun burdan, To finish, 
to complete a work;—sar az nashd' sabuk 
kardan, To get intoxicated, inebriated;—sar 
az yak dstin (jaib) bar-awardan, To challenge 
to a contest;—sari dshnd'i, Intimacy ;—sari 
atibbd, Doctor-in-waiting; head doctor;— 
sari dftdb, Sunrise ;—sar uftadan, To exceed 
bounds; to multiply, to increase;—sar 
afshdndan, To scatter (as money by way 
of largess);—sar afkandan, To hang the 
head, to blush ; — sar dmadan, To wax 
strong and powerful; to come to a conclu-
sion ; to accomplish;—sar anddkhtan bar, 
To surrender, to obey, to submit to;—sar 
andar zadan, To conceal oneself from fear; 
to be in a thoughtful mood; to be bewil-
dered ; — sar andar kashidan, To depart 
from a place ;—sari angusht, Tip of the 
finger;—sar aviardan, To be finished;—sar 
ba-abr sudan, To reach the summit, the 
highest degree or dignity ;—sar-bdkhtan, To 
sport with one's life, to be venturesome or 
foolhardy ;—sar bdz zadan az, To refuse, 
deny, oppose;—sar bdz tnanad, The head 
remains uncovered ; — sari ba-afsar (bd-
afsar), A crowned head; — sar bald (bar 
bald) kardan, To lift up one's head;—sari 
balin, A head-pillow ;—sar ba-bdl duzdidan, 
To refuse, to disobey, to oppose;—sar ba-
te ah khandan, To decapitate ; — sar bar 
awardan, To appear, to rise (as the dawn, 
Ac.); to turn away with ingratitude; to 
secede from a friend or benefactor, to rebel; 
—sar ba-khwab dar-amadan. To fall asleep; 
—sar ba-ddr bar-zadan, To hang, to sus-
pend by the neck;—sar bar abr burdan, 
To raise the head above the clouds, i.e. to 
be exalted;—sar ba-rdh kardan, To accom-
plish ;—sar bar-tdftan, To disobey, to rebel; 



~—sar bar suraiya rawad, The head passes 
beyond the Pleiads, i.e. a person attains 
to the highest dignity, &c.; — sar bar 
khat ddshtan (nihadan), To obey;—sar 
bar khuld burdan, To become eternal; to 
attain the object of one's desires ;—sar bar-
dashtan, To behead;—sar bar dar zadan, To 
knock the head against the door (for the 
people to open) ; — sar burdan, = ba-sar 
burdan, q.v. below ;—sar bar dunyd zadan, 
To travel;—sar bar zdnu (ba-zdnu) nishastan, 
To crouch ; to watch ; to sit in a melancholy 
tnood;—sar bar-zadan, To Bhoot up (as 
herbage); to appear, become manifest, 
happen, occur;—sar bar sari chize nihadan, 
To take the greatest pains in a matter;—sar 
bar sari lease ddshtan (nihadan), To quarrel, 
to be at enmity with;—sar bar sindn kardan, 
To kill, to slay ;—sar bar sang zadan, To 
Undertake a useless task, to lose one's 
labour;—sar bar-kardan, To lift up the 
head; to be refractory, rebel;—sar bar 
kamar zadan, To be mad;—sar bar-giriftan, 
To awake ; to travel; —ear bar garml zanad, 
He has turned mad;—sar bar-nihadan, To 
be silent;—sar burldan, To behead -,—sar 
ba-zlri baghal dar ad, He secretly intends 
Some fraud or malice;—sar bastan, To form 
a skin or pellicle on the surface, to froth 
(milk or broth) ;—sar ba-slna kardan, To 
hang the head on the bosom (in a contem-
plative attitude) ;—sar ba-koh u biydbdn 
dadan, To send to the wilderness —sar ba-
girlban burdan, To be thoughtful;—sar ba-
garibdn duzdldan, To rebel;—sar ba-gosh 
gums Man, To whisper;—sar baland kardan, 
To lift up the head ;—sar birun dwardan 
(kardan) az, To withdraw the head from;— 
sar birun zadan, To turn away from, to dis-
obey an order;—sari pd zadan, To trip, 
stumble; to kick ;—sar pd shudan, To re-
cover from an illness;—sari pistan. The 
nipple ;—sari pistdn siydh kardan, To anoint 
the nipple with a black drug in order to 
wean the child; — sar pas kashldan. To 
recede ;—sar pech zadan, To sleep with one 
eye;—sarpechldan, To rebel, be disobedient; 
—sar pai zadan, To trip, stumble; to kick ; 
—sar pesh kardan, To meditate, think 
deeply; to be covered with blushes;—sar 
td pa, Head to foot, cap-a-pi6;—sar td 
ear, Prom one end to the other, from top to 
bottom;—sar tdftan, To turn away the head; 
to be refractory, to rebel;—sar-at sabz bad, 
May you live for ever!—sa-r-at gardam, (May) 
I turn around your head ! (formula of re-
spect and devotion, see dauri sar-at gardam 
below) ;—sari tanhd, Alone, by one's self ;— 
sari tawaqqu' khdridan, To hope for an piously, 
to be in suspense and expectation ;—sari 
ilr, An arrow's throw, the distance of a 
bow-shot; (met..) a learned, distinguished 
man; one who administers justice;—sari 
tegk, Point of a sword (also sar-tegh); a 

mountain's peak; splendour, light, bright-
ness ;—sarijughrat, Cream (also sar-jughrdt)-, 
—sar juft kardan, To whisper;—sar jumbti-
nt dan, To nod assent, to approve, to accept; 
—sari chiragh afgandan, To remove all the 
candles;—sari chashma, A fountain-head 
(also sar-chashma) ;—sar chidan, To behead; 
—sari chize ddshtan, To direct one's atten-
tion to; to wish for ; to agree with;—sari 
harf bdz kardan (bar-dwardan, wd kardan), 
To begin to speak;—sari hisdb shudan, To 
take good care of, be collected;—sari khdr-
hd'i jahdn tez kardan, To sharpen the thorns 
of the world, (met.) to \ j a r ry out great 
things at will;—sar khdridan, To scratch 
the head; to be desperate, lose hope; to 
blush; to seek excuses, procrastinate; to 
be unable to reply or to resist; to observe, 
guard, preserve; to be willing; to desire ; 
to calm, soothe, cajole, flatter; to befriend ; 
to cheat, defraud;—sari khijalat dar pesh 
burdan, To be ashamed, to blush;—sari 
khar, An ass's head on a pole, used as a 
scarecrow; (met.) a shameless fellow; one 
who intrudes himself into a place where he 
has no business; a blundering intermeddler; 
—sari khar paidd shud, A foolish thing has 
happened sari khar dar kuni (batarja'i, 
kusi) fuldn, A plague upon such an one! 
(coarse abuse) \—sar kharidan, To ransom, 
redeem;—sari khum, The lid of a wine-
jar (also sar-khum);—sari kA.wud khwurdan« 
To undertake anything dangerous; to perish; 
—sari khwud (khwesh) bar kaf nihadan, To 
risk one's head;—sariktiwud (khwesh, khwesh« 
tan) giriftan, To follow one's own w&y; to de-
part ;— sar dddan, To release, dismiss, send 
away; to die; to discharge firearms; to be 
bold ; to break wind; (in conjunction with 
various nouns) to net, to proffer, to move;—-
sar dashtan ba, T<> return, to give back ;—sar 
ddshtani tarazu, The scale sinks ;—sar dar-
awardan, To accept; to submit;—sar dar-
bdkhtan, To risk wantonly one's life;—sar 
dar pay namudan, To be helpless, discon-
solate ;—sar dar pesh anddkhtan, To bend 
one's head;—sar dar pesh nihadan (dar 
payi kase ddshtan), To follow another;—sar 
dar tahi par giriftan, To bide the bead 
under the wing;—sar dar jahdn (*dlom) 
giriftan (nihadan), To wander, to roam 
about;—sar dard kardan, To revile, to 
abuse, to scold ;—sar dar rikdb kardan, To 
travel on foot along with a horseman ;—sar 
dar sari chize kardan (guzdshtan), To die in 
the pursuit of a thing;—sar dar shikam 
nihadan, To hide, to conceal oneself; to 
blush ;—sar dar sahra dddan, To send to 
the wilderness ;—sar dar qadami kase niha-
dan, To place the head at another's feet ;— 
sar dar kulahi kase nihadan, To obey, to 
submit to ;—sar dar kuni kase guzdshtan, To 
agitate, to render restless ;—sar dar girlban 
burdan (zadan, kardan), To have finished, 



ended ;—sar dar nishib kardan, To hang 
down the head; to be ashamed ;—sar duz-
didan, To refuse to obey, to rebel;—sari 
dast, The wrist ; (met.) ready at hand;— 
sari dast afshdndan, To be in a rage; to 
leave, discard, renounce; to dance;—sari 
dandan saped kardan, To smile; — sari 
dlwdr, Top of a wall ;—sari rast, Anything 
erect; a well-cut reed-pen ;—sari rah, The 
high road, higher part of a road; the head 
of a street;—sari rdh ddshtan, To keep a 
look out; to purpose travelling;—sari rdh 
giriftan, To stop on the road; to block up 
a road;—sari rishta, A trifling quantity 
(also sar-rishta) ;—sar raftan, To be slain ; 
—sari ru, The cephalic vein in the arm;— 
sari ru, kardan, To revile, to reprove ;—sari 
zdnu, The knee-pan; observation, contem-
plation ;—sari zabdn, Tip of the tongue;— 
sari zakhmi kase malldan, To put one down 
a peg, to give one a scolding ;—sar zadan, 
To behead ; to exert oneself, to make an 
effort; to rebuke sharply; to enter suddenly 
without leave; to happen; to appear; to 
leave off; to fire, shoot; to make a supreme 
effort;—sari zulf, A wink, nod, amorous 
glance; reproof;—sar zlri par kashidan, To 
hide the head under the wing;—sari sd'at, 
The spire containing the clock (m.c.) ;—sari 
sal, Beginning of the year;—sari situn, The 
capital of a pillar;—sari sakht khwurdan, 
To have one's head cuffed ; to meet with a 
calamity;—sari sufra, Anus;—sari sikka, The 
obverse die (of a coin) ;—sari sozan, A trifle ; 
—sari shakh, The pi ejecting bones upon the 
forehead ;—sari sham (shab), Evening, night, 
early in the evening, early at night;—sari 
shah, The two projectiug bones of the fore-
head ;—sar shudan, To happen ; to die ; to be 
released ; to obtain fire ;—sari shamshir, 
The point of a sword ;—sari shir, A skin on 
the surface of milk; cream ;—sari-sher, A 
water-tap in a bath, &c. ;—sari shisha bdz 
kardan, To uncork a bottle, (met.) to drink, 
to quaff wine;—sari sidq, Faith, rectitude, 
truth ;—sari taug, A large link in the front 
part of a chain;—sar 'askar, General of an 
army, seraskier ;—sari fitna, An exciter of 
sedition ;—sari fatila charb shudan, Oleo 
perungitur penis coeundi causa (kardan 
being used for the transitive) ;—sar fard 
gosh divardan, To whisper;—sar faro dmadan 
ba, To accept;—sar faro awardan, To sub-
mit ;—sar faro burdan, To be ashamed; 
to be occupied with, to indulge in;— 
8ari fuldn jumbad, Such an one's head 
is wagging, he is alive and kicking;—sari 
gauli khwud istddan, To keep one's word 
(m.c.);—sari kdr, see fay below; — sar 
kardan, To begin a work; to order, to 
arrange; to manifest; to mend (a pen) ; 
to associate with; to let off, discharge 
fire-arms); to burst (a boil or wound), 
come to a head;—sari kase gashtan, To 

devote oneself to another's service ;—sar 
kashidan, To disobey;—sari kamand, A 
cord fastened to the stable-door of princes, 
which serves as a sanctuary to thieves or 
to manslayers ;—sar kan par kan, sar kanad 
par kanad, In great agitation, in hot haste 
(the verb being used adverbially);—sar 
koftan, To knock the head;—sari koh, 
Summit of a mountain;—sari kuy, Top or 
end of a street;—sari gdv zadan, To obtain 
a great advantage; to meet with a stroke of 
good luck;—sar giriftan, To follow one's 
own head, to please oneself; agree with;— 
sari gushddan, To loosen the hair (mourn-
ing women);—sar gosh giriftan, To obey; 
—sari mdha, The handle of an auger;— 
sar ma-khdr, Do not delay, make haste 
(see sar khdridan above) ;—sari maflab, The 
end in view, purpose;—sari manzil, End of 
a day's journey;—sari mo (mu), Point of a 
hair; a little ;—sari nau, Beginning again, 
new commencement or date;—sar nihadan, 
To sleep ; to contend with; to flee or retire 
to ; to prostrate ; to die ;—eari neza, Point 
of a spear;—sar wd-zadan, To refuse, to 
deny ;—sar wd-kardan, To loosen the hair; 
—sar u barg, Apparatus; means of subsis-
tence ; desire, lust;—sari warag, The first 
page of a book ;•—sar u bun, Head and root, 
totally :—sar u pd, All, the whole; an hono-
rary dress ;—sar % pa par ad, The head flies 
off to a distance;—sar u pacha, Sheep's head 
and feet dressed;—sar u pd kam kardan, 
To be troubled, perplexed;—sar u dum 
zadan, To rock, or toss about (a ship) ;—sar 
u ru kardan, To be angry at, to rebuke;— 
sar u shakh, Head and branch, totally;— 
sari hafta, Beginning of the week, early in 
the week;—az sari khishm, From anger;— 
az sari dast, Inconsiderately, hastily, rashly; 
—az sar guzdshtan, To leave off, to give 
over, to desist from ;—az sar giriftan, To 
do over again, to begin afresh;—az sari 
muhabati fuldn bdzgashtam, I have renounced 
such an one's friendship;—az sari nau, 
Afresh, anew;—ba sari kdri khwud raftan, 
To return to one's business;—bar khat 
blnad az sar (?), He is captive; he obeys;— 
bar khuld sar burdan (kardan), To obtain 
immortality ; to exalt one's head to hea-
ven ; — bar sar uftddan, — sar uftddan, 
q.v. above;—bar sari pd'i kase zadan, To 
throw oneself at one's feet in supplication; 
—bar sar budan, To be great, to excel;—bar 
sar pechidan, To commit pederasty; to 
practice a certain trick in wrestling;—bar 
sari jang (chang?) dmadan, To come in 
closest proximity with, into the grasp of; to 
be nearly over (night); —fear sari chize 
budan, To be occupied with, to strive for a 
thing ;—bar sari chize kardan, To consume ; 
—bar sari khwud (khwesh), Self-willed;— 
bar sari dast dmadan, = bar sari jang 
dmadan above;—bar sar raftan, To happen, 



to come to pass;—bar sari sang zadan, To 
break on a stone (as an egg, &c.) ; to test ; 
to sharpen ; to make public or manifest;—-
bar sari qa-dam budan, To make the ablu-
tions ;—bar sari kdr dmadan, To begin busi-
ness, to start on an undertaking;—bar sar 
guzdshtan, To happen, to come to pass;—bar 
Bari kase dawldan (dawanldan), To make 
one blush so that he departs in anger;—bar 
sar kashldan, To draw over the head (a 
veil, &c.) •, to empty a cup at one draught; 
—bar sari man, Upon my head, i.e. word or 
honour;—bar sar nihadan, To put on the 
head; (for other phrases beginning with 
bar see under j>, p. 174;)—ba-sar dwar-
dan, To bring to an end; to pass life, 
to exist;—ba-sar istddan, To vouch for a 
thing with one's life;—ba-sar bar-nihadan, 
To put or place on the head;—ba-sar pechl-
dan, To commit sodomy ; to perform a 
certain wrestling trick ;—ba-sar-at (ba-sari 
tu, ba-sari shuma), (I swear to you) bv your 
head ;—ba-sari jang (chang ? dast) dmadan, 
To come close up to, into the power of; to 
be nearly over ;—ba-sari khwud (khwesh). 
Self-willed ; according to others, upon one's 
own authority ; — ba-sar dar-dmadan, To 
trip, to stumble ;—ba-sar raftan. To suc-
ceed;—ba-sar zadan, — bar-sar zadan, q.v, 
above ;—ba-sari sang nishdndan (nishastan), 
To render (become) abject, contemptible, 
vile;—ba-sar shudan, To be finished, brought 
to an end;—ba-sar kardan, To finish ; to 
fulfil a promise; to pass the time, to live;— 
ba-sar kashldan, To draw over the head ; to 
empty at one draught (see bar sar kashldan 
above) ;-—pushti sar kharldan, To blush, to 
be ashamed ;—chi ba-zlri (dar) sar ddrad, 
What does he think or fancy ?—dar sar 
dmadan (shudan), To prevail, to vanquish ; 
to come to an end, to finish; to trip, to 
stumble;—dar sari chize kardan, To con-
sume \—dar sar da,r dmadan, To invade, to 
make an inroad upon ;—dar sari danddn 
shudan, To be consumed by the teeth;—dar 
sar kashldan, To draw (a veil) over the 
head;—dar sari minqdr kashldan, To put 
on the tip of the tongue ;—dauri sar-at 
gardam, (May) I turn around your head (to 
protect it, formula of respect, m.c.) ;]—sur, 
Shoes or slippers, made in Khurasan, of 
goats' hair or cotton; a kind of strong 
drink made from rice (perhaps arrack or 
beer) ; a florid ulceration of the skin; the 
swordfish; red colour; a spout on the 
housetop ; a sort of dance, 

A sarr, surr (v.n.), Making glad ;—sirr, 
in P. also sir, A secret; a mystery ; pu-
denda; coition; marriage; fornication; the 
middle or best part of anything; the middle 
of a valley; rich land; root; origin; a 
tomb;—surr, The navel-string which the 
midwife cuts; the navel. 

ft sard, A palace, mansion (see ^ f t ) ; 

—sird, sard, Singing, modulation;—sir a 
shudan-, To sing, shake, trill;—bulbuli dastdn-
sird, The melodious nightingale. 

A ^y* sirr-an, Secretly, mysteriously, clan-
destinely ; [sirr-an wa 'aldnlyat-an, sirr-an 
wajahr-an, Privately and publicly ;]—sard\ 
A tree of which bows are made, a kind of 
yew;—sarra', One who travels much in the 
night ; cheerfulness ; ease, happy condition, 
advantage (opp. to q.v.). 

H sura, A drink, a beverage; wine. 
vM y* A fountain-head ; a cut in 

the side of a river, whence water is drawn 
off by smaller channels for purposes of irri-
gation ; purest, best part of anything; non-
existent ; pride, haughtiness; name of a 
place in Azarbaijan. 

A S^V* sar&b, A vapour resembling the 
sea at a distance, formed by the reflection 
of the sun's meridian rays upon the sur-
face of sandy plains; mirage; glare; name 
of the camel of Basus, which gave rise to a 
prolonged war between Arab tribes (see 

p. 187);—ash1 am min sarab, More 
disastrous than Sarab. 

ft sard-bar, A bundle on a horse's 
load. 

^ sard-bdld, Steep ; up-hill;—sara-
bdld tabidan, To turn or twist from right 
to left. 

sard'balanl, (A road) up a pre-
cipice, 

(jSW \r* sard-ball, Rising ground. 
^VJS—sardbistdn, Land of delusion, i.e. 

this world ;—sara-bustdn, A garden adjoin-
ing to a house. 

( j ^ sar-d-bun kardan, The bend, 
the head, point, or extremity of anything (?). 

Q&tf^ sirdbldan, To sing, to warble, 
A sardbll (pi. of sirbdl), Shirts, 

vests, garments. 
a sardblll, Effeminate, infamous ; 

a catamite. 
sar-d-pd, Totally, from head to foot, 

cap-k-pie ; an honorary dress ; — sardpa 
dadan, To commit pederasty, 

j&^-i sardpdsh, An iron mace. 
sar-d-pd shardrat, Vice all 

over. 
sard-parda, A curtain, especially 

at the door of a royal palace or pavilion ; a 
wall of canvas surrounding a cluster of 
tents; a royal court; the women enclosed 
in the seraglio ;—sard-parda past gardad, 
The tent-enclosure, &c. falls down;—sard-
parda pechldan, To strike the tent-enclo-
sure ;—sard-parda'i jahdn, The sky ;—sard-
parda zadan, To pitch the tent-enclosure, 
&c. ;—sard-parda'i kuhll, The sky ; a black 
cloud;-—sard-parda gushddan, To open the 
royal tent. 

imft)j~' sar-d-pay, = q.v. 
o l j - sardt, A mountain near Yaman. 
A eirdj, A lamp, lantern, luminary, 



candle; the sun ; \siraju 'd-daulat, The lamp 
of the State, an honorific title;—sirdju 'I-
qutrub, The fairy's lamp, a plant which 
shines at night like the glow-worm;— 
sirdju 'l-miskin, Tbe shining moon ;]—sar-
rdj, A saddler; a vender of saddles. 

&U. sarrdj-khdna, A saddler's shop. 
sirdja, A disease incident to horses, 

mules, or asses ; glanders; name of a place 
famous for melons, cucumbers, &c. 

sirdji, Shining, lustrous, brilliant. 
sardcha, A closet, inner apartment; 

a cabinet; a casket within a larger case ; a 
hen-coop without a bottom; ( = a 
tent-enclosure, &c.; a palace, mansion;— 
saracha'i adrang, House of vexation, i.e. 
the world;—saracha'i dftdb, A parhelion, 
mock sun;— saracha'i khdk (tang), The 
world;—saracha'i dil, Ventricle of the 
heart;—saracha'i zarb, The mint;—sara-
cha'i kul, Throne of God ; world;—sara-
cha'i mdh, The lunar halo. 

y- sar-dkhur, y» sar-dkhwur, A 
horse tied at the head of all tbe rest in a 
stable ; master of the horse. 

a A ^ sar ad, "Unripe dates. 
sard-ddr, Master of the horse ; a 

landlord, vintner, tavern or innkeeper; an 
attendant at a hospital. 

A W L I J ^ surddiqdt (pi. of the following), 
Curtains, veils, &c. 

A jAj- . surddiq, The curtain before the 
door of a house or tent; a tent, pavilion. 

A sardr, sirdr, The last night of the 
moon ;—sirdr, The skin of a mushroom ; 
lines in the hand and on the forehead. 

LSAJV* xardruy, The outer cephalic vein. 
a sardri (pi. of surriyat), Concu-

bines. 
XJV- sar-d-zir, Sloping; upside down 

(m.c.) ; downwards ; head foremost (m.c.), 
<4>0V* sar-d-ziri, Sloping state of a road ; 

up and down hill (m.c.) ; incline. 
sar-d-sar, From begnining to end; 

from one end to the other, all, the whole, 
entirely ; walking on a green sward, or by 
the side of a stream ; brocade, embroidery ; 
—sar-d-sar raftan (zadan, shudan, kardan), 
To perambulate, to walk about. 

sar-d-sarl, A medium, average ; a 
summary ; an ornament worn on the head. 

saras'imagi, Amazement. 
sards! ma (from sar and dsima), 

Astonished, confounded, stupefied, dis-
turbed in the brain, insane ; hesitating. 

sar-dshnd'ri, Close intimacy. 
j- sar-dshib, Steep down; declivity. 

A sir at, A way, road;—surdt, Sharp 
(a sword). 

surdgh, Sign, mark, footstep ; sign 
manual; inquiry; guidance; a thing 
searched for, or cried publicly (construed 
with the verbs bar-dashtan, justan, dadan, 
jfalab kardan, kardan, and giriftan). 

sar-aghaz, Exordium, prelude ;— 
sar-aghdz zadan (kardan), To begin; to 
prelude. 

sardghuj, BJ^V* saragkoch, \Jtjk\y 
sardghosh, A woman's hood, cloak, veil, 
fillet, or head-dress ; a camel's halter. 

iV^ r* sar-afraz, Head-exalting; glorious, 
eminent, distinguished; the commander of 
au army ; a halter, head-stall; the third 
day of every month. 

tsjV^ y sar-afrazi, Eminence, exaltation. 
sar-afsdr (sari afsdr), Head of the 

reins, i.e. the part held in the hand. 
y» sar-afshdn, Scattering heads; 

swinging the head to and fro (from co-
quetry or pride). 

y sar-afgan, Scattering heads (a 
sword, &c.). 

^/A-^A y» sar-afgandagi, A bow of the 
head. 

^iAiSi^ sar-afgandani, Veil for the 
head. 

sar-afganda, Confused, abashed. 
J^V* sardfil, — q.v. 
A * sardfin, Seraphim. 

surrdq (pi. of sdriq), Thieves. 
a gyrtj— sardquch (from P. sar-ag&osh, q.v. 

above), A (female) head-gear. 
^tfl^w sardkari, An infamous crime. 
v 1 ^ \y sard-kob, \y eara-koft, A 

rebuke, railing at. 
y y r ^ sardgun, Head downwards. 

sardgosh, A woman's hood or veil. 
J^ y sar-dl, In continual movement {as a 

mill); stupefied, bewildered. 
gW^. sardmaj, saramdch, A yoke; 

the plough-tail. 
y+ sar-dmas, With a swollen head. 

(j-.Utj-. sardmdsl, A swelling of the head. 
y sar-amad, Froth, scum, or what-

ever floats on the surface; perfect, com-
plete, accomplished; master of any art, 
profession, or excellence; chief, a high 
building ;—sar-dmadi milal, Chief of all 
nations. 

sar an (pi. of sar), Generals, com-
manders;—sardni charkh, Angels, sera-
phim. 

fW^ sar-anjam, Conclusion, end, accom-
plishment ; an accident, event; issue, ter-
mination ; apparatus, utensils, furniture, 
materiel; materials, ingredients, supply, 
provision; — sar-anjdm kharch, Revenue-
charges ;—sar-anjdm dadan, To finish, to 
make an end, to complete;—sar-anjdm kar-
dan, To supply, provide. 

sa.r-anddz, y sar-andazdn 
(this is also plural), Warlike, intrepid, un-
daunted, fool-hardy, blood-thirsty; shame-
less, impure; a robber; active, nimble; one 
swinging his head to and fro or moving 
it about from disease, drunkenness, coque-
try, pi'ide, or any singular habit ; confused, 
bashful; a fine linen or painted silk veil, 



which the ladies wear when they go abroad ; 
a coif, a hood; a main beam into which 
joists are framed; a rug laid at the door ; 
a note in music, called also q.v. 

sar-andazi, The strut of a drun-
kard, of a pi-oud man, of a coquettish per-
son, 

sarandah, Madagascar, 
s-i<&\y sardndlb, J i-^y- sar and,ll, Ceylon. 

sar-angusht, Tip of the finger; 
a kind of grapes. 

y sar-anguehtl, A dish of a parti-
cular kind of meat, pease, thin paste, and 
the like ; privet, with which they tinge the 
tips of the fingers and toes, 

fay sara'u, Name of a river. 
<O\JV* sarawdn, Village near Rasht, 

sar ana, A poll-tax, a capitation tax. 
Wft'tt , Name of the river on which 

the city of Auda is situated (see s ^ ) . 
sarawand, Yellow colour. 

83\J' T* sar-awdza, A prelude to singing. 
y sar-dwarl, A concourse, an assem-

blage of people. 
iS^y (unsupported 

by examples). 
sar aweza, A linen veil or head-

dress. 
A saraxml (pi. of sirwdl, sirwalat, 

and sirmV), Breeches, trousers ; drawers;— 
tarawllu 't-tulul, A kind of ivy;—sardwlli 
kufyli, Black drawers (worn by ladies). 

A <*>\)\y8irawildt, Breeches, trousers. 
y sar-ahang, The vanguard ; for-

lorn hope ; a nightly watch, patrol; song ; 
a note in music ; a tetrastich ; the thickest 
string of a musical instrument. 

i^y sar ay, A house, palace, grand edifice, 
king s court, seraglio; an inn; (also sirdy, 
imp. of earayldan, in comp.) singing, modu-
lating ; music, musical performance ; name 
of a place renowned for the beauty of its 
inhabitants;—sarayi baqd (jawid), The 
mansion of eternity, the other world ;— 
sarayi tdj, The house where the crown is 
kept ;—8ardyi tazwlr, The house of deceit, 
i.e. this world;—sarayi jazd, The mansion 
of retribution, the other world;—sarayi 
khdk, The world;—sarayi khardj, A toll-
house ; the royal council-house;—sarayi 
digar, The other world, future life ;—sarayi 
sipanj, A lodge erected for people who 
watch sown fields; the world;—sarayi 
8urur (house of mirth), A tavern ; paradise ; 
—sarayi sumbulkhdn, Name of an inn built 
by Sumbulkhan (proverbial expression for 
stupidity) ;—sarayi shurUr, A tavern ; a 
gaming-house; the world; hell;—sarayi 
shash-dor (the six-doored or six-sided man-
sion), The world ;—sarayi shumurda, The 
exchequer;—sarayi ldriyat, A hired abode ; 
this world;—sarayi 'atlq, The seraglio in 
Constantinople;—sarayi fdni, The fleeting 
abode, the world;—sarayi mahmud, The 

praised abode, paradise;—sarayi nihuft, 
The concealed mansion, paradise;—sarayi 
haft parda (rukhshan), The heavens;— 
sarayi humdyun, Imperial palace. 

A \>)y sardyd (pi. of sarlyat), Brigades. 
fcj^V- sarayan, Singing, warbling ; recit-

ing ; a singer ; name of a place. 
(j.xJ^Vp. sarayanldan, To cause to sing. 
A KIP- sir ay at (v.n. of Travelling 

or walking by night; passing from one 
thing to another; a contagion, infection; 
—sirdyat kardan, To penetrate, to commu-
nicate, to infect;—rayati nusrat-sirdyat, 
The victorious banner. 

sardycha, A tent, small habitation. 
sardy-ddr, A garrison-soldier; a 

keeper of the palace. 
t ^AAJ fa sarayddr-bdshl, The major 

domo of the palace (m.c.). 
mrair (pi. of sarlrat), Secrets. 
sarayish, Song, melody ; conversa-

tion. 
sardyin, Song ;—sardyin kardan, To 

remove the head or lid of anything (doubt-
ful). 

J S J U ^ saraya.nda, Singing; a singer, re-
citer, or chanter;—sardyanda-murgh. A 
singing-bird. 

(jjJujtTp* sarayldan, sir dy I dan, To sing, 
modulate, shake; to coo as a turtle ;—sara-
yldan ba-sar, To speak by signs- or nods. 

A S-*y sarb, Flocks, cattle at pasture; a 
way, road; mode, manner;— sirb, A bevy 
(of women) ; a herd of deer; a flight of 
birds; a road; mind, soul, heart;—surb, 
Lead ;—sarab, Water flowing from a lea-
thern bottle ; a den or haunt of wild beasts; 
a subterranean habitation ; an aqueduct, 
pipe, conduit; name of a herb. 

t^jj-, sarib, Old, rotten, squeezed, gone to 
pieces ; s u r b , Lead ; a cavern ; — surbi 
sokhta, A black powder or unguent for 
women's eye-brows. 

^ sar-bdr, A bundle on the top of a 
load ; a load carried on the head ;—sar-bdr 
shudan, To be heavy-headed, to have a pain 
in the head. 

sar-bdrl, A small load placed 
upon a heavier; a load borne upon the 
head ; (in India) the head-man of the royal 
guard, a head watchman. 

fa sar-baz, Bare-headed; open at the 
top (as an arena, a carriage, &c., m.c.) ; 
brave, resolute, fool-hardy, intrepid, risk-
ing one's own life or head; a soldier;— 
mubdrisi sar-bdz, dilawari ear-baa, An intre-
pid soldier. 

faj~. sarbdz-khdna, Barracks. 
sar-bdzl, Courage, fool-hardiness. 

y sar-bdsh, y sar-bashl, A chief; 
a battle-axe; a beadle. 

sar-bak, A police-officer. 
A J ( i y sirbal, A shirt, sh i f t ; trousers, 

breeches ; any garment. 



y* ear-bald, A hill, a mountain; up-
hill, ascending;—sarbdlasarazir, Up hill 
and down dale (m.c.). 

y* sar-bdlin, A pillow for the head. 
yVj^ sarbdn, A small bundle laid on the 

top of a load; a steep precipice (doubtful). 
y~ sar-bdng, A woodpecker. 

y- sar ba-to, Deep in meditation; a 
deviser of i'ra^xd or stratagem. 

y sar-ba-jaib, Hanging the head 
upon the bosom in a contemplative attitude. 

y sar-bakhsh, A portion, share ; first 
or most select part; past, gone by ; high-
minded. 

y sar ba-dar, Whose head is fit for 
the gallows, a gallows bird; surname given 
to the last short-lived king of the dynasty 
of Hulaku Khtin after the death of Abu 
8a'id. 

J^A) y gar ba-ddl, Refractory, arrogant, 
yi y sar-bar, A small bundle laid on the 

top of a load ; a surplus addition to a bur-
den ; magnitude, altitude ; all, the whole; 
back of the head, nape of the neck. 

6\y y gdr ba-rdh, A performer, finisher ; 
performance, the execution of a business ; 
supply ; collection of rents. 

ft &v y sar-ba-rdh-kdr, A business con-
ducted in partnership; the officers of 
government collectively. 

T* sar-bar dhi, Execution, perform-
ance. 

a y y gar bar khat. Obedient, com-
pliant. 

tj* y sar-bargh, A dam-head. 
t^iyiy §ar-bunda, Decapitated, beheaded; 

a criminal (worth beheading); a lengthy 
business. 

y sar-buzurg, Great, of exalted dig-
nity. 

y sar-bumrgi, Greatness, exalted 
dignity. 

y sar-bast, Difficult, obscure ; free ; 
independent. 

teft y sar-basta, Impervious, closed at 
the end; covered, concealed, veiled; wear-
ing a turban; any word, contract, or pro-
mise, by which one is bound. 

u2—* y sar-hasii, Exemption, freedom, 
j—* y sar ba-sar, Equal; equally ; totally ; 

—sar ba-sar kardan, To make equal;—sar 
ba-sari kase raftan (guzdshtan), To be equal 
with. 

surb-sokhta, Antimony, burnt 
lead, wherewith females tinge their eye-
brows. 

a y sar ba-sahra ddda, Mad, a 
demoniac. 

y sar ba-zamin, Head to the ground; 
profound reverence. 

AJAJ y sar-baland, High-headed, i.e. emi-
nent, glorious, excellent; a fillet for the 
head ;—sar-baland kardan, To aggrandize, 
exalt. 

jj.xdfy sar-balandi, Eminence, exaltation. 
y sar ba-muhr, Sealed; veiled, con-

cealed, 
y sar-band, A wreath or fillet for 

fastening a lady's head-dress; a turban; 
sar-bandi shtsha, A plug or stopper;—sar-
bandi kase ddshtan (giriftan), To know tho-
roughly or expose another's affairs, 

^AA) y sar-bandi, A inclosure, a park. 
y- 8ar binihddan, To be refractory, 

fierce, stubborn. 
a s-»V r" sar bauwdb, A chamberlain. 
V y ~ sar-bahd, Price of blood; ransom. 
a <&>y <j>y surbi-rang, Of lead colour, lead-

blue. 
y sar-bela, A broad arrow-head. 

sar-blni, Tip of the nose. 
fcHj H r sar-pd zadan, To kick. 

y sar-pds, A head watchman; an 
iron mace ; a shield ; an iron helmet. 

LM?,/- sar-pash, One whose faculties are 
impaired by age; one who has seen the 
world ; a huge mace ; a column, 

t s ^ j - sar-pdy, A kind of shoe (see 
(jj^U y mr-pdydn, A helmet; a turban; 

a soft linen cap worn under a helmet; rings 
hanging from a helmet; breeches. 

y sar-pat, Sexual intercourse, adul-
tery. 

y sar-pd'-in, Down-hill. 
y sar-par, A chief, 

sj^y* sar par da, Name of a note in music. 
y gar-parast, A servant. 
y sar-parasti, Service ; emendatiou. 

6jj y sar-par a, Lines drawn on the sand, 
between which dice is played. 

yj y sar-paz, Who cooks beasts' head and 
feet. 

y sar-past, Medica, a sort of trefoil. 
sarpal, Tripping, stumbling;—sar-

pul [sari pul "bridge-head"), Name of a 
place; faithless, not keeping one's word or 
promise (abbreviated for wa'da.gar-pul, 
q.v. under s ^ j ) . 

)— sar-panjagi, Strength of fist, 
violence. 

y sar-pamja, Nails, claws, open hand, 
expanded fingers; powerful, conquering; 
dauntless (construed with tdftan, dar bdzu 
kashidan, shikastan). 

y gar-pang, A helmet. 
sar-posh, A cover, lid, or stopper; 

a female veil or head-dress of fine linen, 
muslin, or silk, part of which flows down 
and covers the face, shoulders, and some-
times the whole body ; any concealed busi-
ness ; enigmatical discourse; hidden,veiled, 
concealed;—sar-posh az ru'i rdz uftad, A 
secret is divulged, made public; hidden 
things come to light;—sar-posh az ru'i kdr 
bar-ddshtan, To make public ;~sar-poshi 
bdbi 'l-mi'da, Pyloric valve (med.);—sar-

! poshi si gosha, Tricuspid valve (med.) ;— 
j sar-posh guzdshtan, To hide, to conceal. 



^ f i sar-poshna, y sar-posha, A. 
cover, lid ; a female veil, head-dress. 

^ sar-poshida, A virgin. 
(My sar-pahan, A man or object, whose 

head, top, or upper part is plain or level; 
name of a herb. 

y ear-pay ddagan, The six principal 
officers of an oda or company of Janizaries. 

y sar-pech, <J***>y sar-pesh, An orna-
ment of gold, 3ilver, or jewels, generally 
placed in front of the turban ; a crown; a 
fight s l u m b e r s a r - p e c h zadan, To slumber. 

r* scvr-pechddr, A religious mendi-
cant of a certain kind in India. 

A iy surrat, The navel, or the place where 
it is cut; the middle or choicest part of a 
valley. 

eurt, Galangale ; a stalk of corn, &c. 
V " y ear-tab, Refractory. 

Uf sar td ba-sar, From end to end, 
entirely, completely. 

sar-tdbi, Refractoriness, disobe-
dience. 

bbyear td pa, pay), Head to foot. 
sar-tdj, A chief; an ornament of a 

woman's head. 
y sar-tdkht, At full gallop (m.c,). 

,..> y. ear td dum, From head to tail. 
y 8ar-tdziydna, In a second, di-

rectly. 
y \S sar td sar, From end to end. 

sar-tdfta, Conquered, defeated, 
routed. 

sar-tdq, A tunic worn under the 
upper garment. 

a sar td qadam, Head to foot;— 
sar td qadam lafdfat, Grace all over. 

ta^ y sar-takhta. A steel-plate pierced 
with holeB of different dimensions, for 
wire-drawing gold or silver. 

y ear-tar ash, A head-shaver, barber. 
O^y y sar-tardshi, A shaving of the 

head. 
<£>}sar-tark, What is on the top of a 

sword-hilt (an ornamental knob or boss?). 
Although this is the explanation given in 
the Bahdri 'ajam, the etymology of the 
word seems to point to the meaning " what 
is on the head of the helmet," which tallies 
with the synonym referred to by the 
same Dictionary ; see • 

£s> y sar-tegh, Point of a sword; peak 
of a mountain; light. 

ut>y sar-at sabz bad, May you live 
to be grey! 

y*y sar-tasar, by poetical licence = 
yJ$ y q.v. 

y sar-tumdj, A hood, coif, veil. 
f y swrtu, A great-coat, an overcoat (m.c. 

from Fr. surtout). 
y sar-togh ( j y toq), A kind of flag. 

aartlp, Colonel, general (m.c.). 
sar-tir, Great; wise, learned; excel-

lent. 

y£y sar-tez, Sharp-pointed (sword, thorn, 
&c.) ; irascible ; the eye-lashes of the fair ; 
—sar-tiz kardan dast-rd az dstin, (To put 
only the tips of the fingers out of the 
sleeve) To abstain from violence. 

saraj, The fringe or skirt of a tent. 
A t y sarj (v.n.), Saddling (a horse) ; 

plaiting the hair; a saddle. 
W- y sar-jd, The chief place at a feast. 
uy^Atj- sar-jughrat, Cream. 
a A**, y sar-jumla, The best and most 

select part of anything. 
sarj ang (sari jang), A general, 

chief, leader of a body of troops ; a ser-
geant. 

y sar-josh, What is taken out of a 
pot for tasting ; best part or cream ; effer-
vescence ; according to others, necessaries 
of life, capital. 

a y sar-joqa, A corporal. 
A (j)**^- sirjin (from P. ^-^y), Dung, 

ordure. 
aW sar-chdh, Mouth of a well. 

sarchab, surchab, sa/rchap, 
Leprosy, white morphew. 

sar-chashma, A fountain-head, 
spring;—sar chashm,a!i jdn (haiwdn), Foun-
tain of life ; vital or animal principle. 

sar chashma-dar, A deceiver, 
a cheat, defrauder. 

sar-chakad, Top of the forehead. 
^gAia. sar-chakddi, Anything given or 

taken gratis into the bargain. 
y sar-ehilim, The plate to which is 

stuck the tobacco in a hookah (see y). 
*£&u>y sarchang, Labour, fatigue ; a kick 

in the backside ; a slap in the face. 
A t y sarfy (v.n.), Giving leave to roam, 

setting free; sending to pasture ; grazing 
cattle ; large trees; any tree which has no 
thorns. 

A sirhdn, A wolf; a lion; name of 
a dog ;—zanabu 's-sirhan, The false dawn. 

a a**y sar-hadd, sar-had, A frontier, con-
fine, boundary, limit; a fortress on the 
frontiers. 

a sarhaddt (pi. of the preceding), 
Frontier-places (m.c.). 

of a frontier place. 
a sarhad-nishin, Living or sta-

tioned on the confines; a marcher. 
a yLc y sar-hisab, Acquainted or con-

versant with, aware of; a precautionary 
measure. 

a y sar-halqa, A chief, head of the 
ring. 

t y surkh (Z. sukhra), Red; a red tincture 
or red ink; (In India) a red bird spotted 
white and black;—surkh shudan, To fire 
up with rage; to blush with shame;— 
surkh u zard shudan, To blush; —surkh, u 
safed, Gold and silver ;—surkh u siyah shu-
dan, To be vilified, debased. 

a^At>-y sar had-dar, Commander or holder 



surkh dh, Red water, i.e. paint used 
by the ladies ; blood; red wine; a cup of 
wine; name of a river in Kabul, so called 
from the hue of the water; a bright bay 
horse ; a horse belonging to Rustam ; name 
of a wrestling trick; (— suhrab) name of 
RuBtam's son ; name of a mountain near 
Tabriz ; name of a king descended from 
Bahrain Gur ; a sort of water-fowl, called 
likewise kharchdl (anas casarca). 

^Jt^y surkhdbi, A red duck; a bay 
horse. 

cr* surkh-arj, A ruby. 
t£Oj U.^, surkhd-rang, Inclining to red. 
t f t y swr-khdra, A golden bodkin which 

women wear in their hair, either by way of 
ornament or to fasten their veil; a kind of 
flesh-brush made of bone ; a comb. 

jkU. y sar-khash, Main beam of a 
house. 

sar-khdk. A pillow ; sound, voice, 
echo (this unsupported by examples). 

^ f t y sarkhdn, Surname of the Wazir of 
king Kaiqubad ;—surkhdn, Name of a 
mountain. 

y sar-khdna, Limit, boundary ; the 
degree of perfection of anything; a high-
pitched voice ;—sar-khdna'i charkh, The 
horn of a bow;—sar-khdna rasdndan, To 
bring to perfection;—az sar-khdna uftd-
dan, To lose one's lank or place, to lose 
caste. 

alt iy surkh-bad, £y surkh-bada, The 
erysieplaB ; St. Anthony's fire. 

JW t y fturkh-bdl, (Red-wing) A bird re-
sembling a partridge, but smaller. 

t y swrkh-but (bud), Name of an idol 
of a colossal size existing at Bamian in 
Kabul. 

x~y surkh-lrid, A kind of willow-tree. 
surkh-pd (pay), Wood-sorrel. 
ty surkh-pusht, Name of a bird. 
ty surkh-posh, Dressed in red. 

tycu-y surkh-tira, A red or bay-horse. 
t y surkh-tegh, Of reddish bright-

ness. 
t y surkh-chashm, Red-eyed; cruel; 

an executioner. 
surkhija, t^P-y surkhicha. Measles. 

Sai- y stir-that, Superscription, direction 
of a letter ; a receipt;—sar-khat nihadan, 
To oblige; to follow. 

t y surkh-ddna. Red medicinal 
berry. 

surkhida, Measles, 
jy t y surkh-ru, Honourable ; honoured ; 

acquitted ; pleased, contented ;—surkh ruy 
shudan, To be red in the face or overspread 
with blushes, 

ft ^ } yi- y sar-khar u bun-khdr, An 
ass (originally isa/aZ-constructions, sar and 
bun for initial and final letter respec-
tively). 

SJ^ t y surhk-ruda, The gullet. 

<SS) t y surkh-riiy, — t y q-V. 
t y surkh-ru'i, Honour ; acquittal. 
surkhira, — q.v. 

y sar-kharid, A ransom. 
t ^ y surkh-zarda, Reddish yellow 

horse. 
tyy surkhim, surkhizha, = 

q.v. 
_ sarkhas. Laurel;—sarakhs, A medi-

cinal wood, black without and green within, 
found on the shores of the Caspian; a city 
in Khurasan ;—sarakhsi muzakkar, Common 
male fern. 

ft surkh-sdr, = y t y q.v. 
t y surkh-sabz, Jiy* t y surkh-sahzak, 

A red-headed bird resembling a sparrow. 
sirkhist, sirkhisht, A spe-

cies of white mauna, dissolving in water 
like chalk, administered, mixed with flour, 
in fevers ; a small sprinkling rain. 

a t y surfch-zanibur, A hornet. 
a fcjV^j t y surkh-zamburdn (pi. of the 

preceding), (met.) The tips of the fingers 
dyed with henna. 

y t y surkh-sar, (Red-head) A red-headed 
sparrow ; a name by which the Persians 
are called. 

^ y t y surjch-sarak, A red-headed bird. 
^tA- t y surkh-safed, Red and white, fair. 
^ y t y snrkh-suwdr, The liver. 

(jW-4* surkh shabani ydhudar, (in 
Zand and Pazand) Moses. 

taUus- y sar-khushki ablaq, Fortune; 
t ime; the world. 

y sar-khat, Head-lines to copy from; 
an agreement to hire service ; a bill of sale; 
superscription, direction of a letter; a re-
ceipt ;—sar-khat nihadan, To follow. 

ftz t y surhh-'iyar. Proof, assay. 
MtU-j- surkhak (dim. of surkh). Reddish; 

measles; the cornel-tree or f ru i t ; a bug. 
surkhgdn, Measles ; buboes. 

t y surkh-gun, A saul. 
y sar-khum, A jar-lid; name of a 

herb. 
ty t y surkh-mard, jy t y sarkfi-marz, 

Name of a red flower. 
y t y surkh-mo may), Red-haired 

(camels). 
y^y surkhu, Measles. 

y sar-khwab, The first sleep; a 
wrestling trick ;—ba-sar khpdb rafta, Just 
fallen asleep. 

y sir-khtpdr, Possessed of hidden 
treasures, skilled in mysteries; a poet; 
powerful, rich, wealthy. 

SĴ A. y sar-khpara, A comb; a golden 
bodkin which women wear in their hair as 
an ornament or to fasten their veil. 

y sar-khwdn. Calling out; a reader, 
lecturer ; a singer; a precentor; a jester, 
buffoon; — sur-khipdn, A kind of red 
pigeon. 

y sar-khydni, The office of a pre-



centor; singing ; speaking; telling one's 
fortune by reading tbe writing on the fore-
head ; irony, ridicule, jesting, buffoonery. 

y» sar-khwdv. = sAy- y q.v. 
jy- sar-Jckwud, One's own master. 

y* sar-khwush, Merry-headed ; tipsy 
(implying the stage of cheerful liveliness, 
not of stupid inebriation). 

y sar-khwushi, Exhilaration; in-
toxication, tipsiness. 

^ y surkha, Red tincture; a kind of red 
pigeon ; the windpipe; a pimple on tbe eye-
lid, a sty ; name of the son of Afrasyab; 
name of a mountain. 

fa surkha-dar, The alder-tree, as 
producing a red dye. 

us^r" m r k h h Redness; brick-dust; a red 
tincture ; red ink ; blood ;—surkhiyi sari 
diistan, The heading of a tale written in 
red;—surklil wd-shudan, To be ashamed, 
bashful ;—bar surkM zadan, To become red, 
to redden. 

surkhlcha, surkhlza, ty^y 
surkbizha, The measles. 

surkhlragl, Idle thoughts ; pertur-
bation of the mind. 

Js^ y sar-khail (sari-khail). A general, 
commander of a regiment, a troop, or a body 
of 

men;—sar-kkaili shaydtm, Iblis, Satan. 
J ^ i y» sar-khaill, Chieftainship. 
G ij-y^y sarkhiyus, Fumitory. 

sard, Cold ; damp; tasteless; dis-
agreeable, unpleasant; without root; bot-
tomless ;—sard budan, To be cold, dead, ex-
tinguished ;—sard shudan, To turn cold ; 
to die ; to become extinguished ; to come to 
an end; to grow tired of;—sard guftan, To 
make a frigid or dull speech ;—atishi sard, 
An extinguished fire ;—dtish sard kardan, 
To extinguish the fire ;—Iqllmi sard, Cold 
climate ;—dhi sard, A cold sigh ;—dil sard 
kardan, To disspirit (dil-sard-kar, " a dam-
per to the spirits ") ;—gufi&ri sard, An 
empty, cold, frigid speech;—nafasi sard, A 
cold sigh. 

A ty sard (v.n.), Sewing (a leathern 
bottle); weaving (a coat of mail) ; making 
a hole, perforating ; pursuing (a narrative) 
with fluency ; persevering (in observing a 
fast); a coat of mail. 

Jj-. sard-db, A grotto, ice-house, a 
cold bath, a subterranean dwelling ;—sir-
dab, Rock-parsley. 

a y U ^ . sir dab (P. sard-db), A grotto; an 
ice-house. 

Ajlj J j- sard-aba, A place where water is 
kept cool; a grotto, ice-house ; a subter-
ranean dwelling ; a cool summer residence ; 
a friend; name of a waterfall in Kazwhi; 
also of a Spanish island. 

ĵA sard-dbl, The keeper of an ice-
house ; also anything belonging to it. 

fay sar-ddr, A general, field-marshal, 
officer of rank, king's lieutenant, a chief in 

any department; a prince; a paragon 
(m.c.); provided with a head (opp. to 61-
sar) ;—sarddri magasi angubin, A queen-
bee;—sir-dar (for sirr-dar), A confidant. 

)fa y sar-ddru, Name of a medicine. 
r* 8ar-dara, Rhyme. 

^ ^ y sar-ddrl, Rank of Sardar, chief-
ship. 

^y sard-asp, Intelligent, penetrat-
ing, sagacious. 

Q U J J ^ sar-ddstdn, The coloured head-
ing of a tale;—sar dast an gushddan, To 
begin a tale or narrative. 

y sir-dash (for tash or ddsht), A 
confidant. 

y sir-dagfe, A dish prepared with 
milk (unsupported by examples). 

sarddwa, A cavern, grot, ice-house; 
an open apartment for the benefit of air. 

a ^y sard-baydn, ^y sard-harf, 
Destitute of the graces of elocution ; plain-
spoken, offensive; dull, stupid, 

j j sar-dar, The lintel of a door. 
y sar dar pesh, Ashamed, bash-

ful ; meditating. 
( j ^ J y sar-dirakh.il, What is produced 

on the top of a tree (as its fruit, opp. to 
what grows at the foot of the tree, as corn, 
Ac.). 

ojj ^ sar-dard, Head-ache, trouble, 
^gjjj sar-dardl, Vexation. 
y* j j y. sar dar sar, From end to end ; 

exceeding bounds. 
a y, sar dar kaf, In great danger. 

j*iy sar dar kam, Troubled, perplexed, 
bewildered ;—rishta'i sar dar kam, A thread 
of which the beginning cannot be found ; 
—matlabi sar dar kam, A perplexing or 
intricate question. 

fa-i j j sar dar gillm, Head on the car-
pet, the game of hot-cockles. 

sard-ru, Disagreeable, frigid, in-
sipid. 

o^ jy, sard-rud, Name of a village near 
Hamadan. 

jo sar dar hawd, Head in the air, 
i.e. haughty, proud, lofty; light-headed; 
confused. 

o—i sar-dast, The wrist; taking with 
the finger-ends. 

y sar-dastar, A turban; turban-
sash ;—sar-dastar chidan, To arrange the 
turban-sash. 

sar-dastdrcha, A kind of lace or 
fringe. 

J y sar-dasta, A walking-staff, 
(j^-o y sar-dastl, Forthwith, without 

delay ; anything taken up hastily with the 
tip of the finger; whatever is at hand; a 
wandering dervish's staff;—sar-dasti rasl-
dan, To find another out, so that he cannot 
deny the matter ;—sari daste giriftan (with 
izdfat), To assist, to abet;—ba-sari daste, 
Without trouble, easily. 



y~* ^y sard-ser, A cold place ; a summer 
habitation in high grounds (opp. to garm-
ser). 

y sar-daftar, An officer of govern-
ment, clerk, accountant; an exordium, pre-
amble, title-page ; a summary, synopsis ;— 
sar-daftari dfirlnish, Muhammad. 

isr^r* sard-guy (goy), Harsh-spoken, 
one who uses ill language or utters offen-
sive truths. 

V sard-gH'l, A frigid speech ; cold 
comfort (m.c.). 

A-A y sar-dama, A quick, light pace;— 
sar-dama kardan, To attack, to assault, 

A* ^y sard-mihr, Without love or pity. 
a Oy sard-nafas, Silent, with bated 

breath. 
J ^ o y sar-duwdl, Reins ; a head-stall. 

y sar-dawdn, Nodding in walking. 
a y sar-daur, A chief spy. 

8ar-doz, A kind of head-stall. 
sarda, A drinking-cup ; the presi-

dent of a company of topers ; a cup-bearer; 
a sort of melon; any fruit which ripens 
early ; kind, species ;—sir da, Late fruits of 
the choicest kinds, which are sent in pre-
sents ; fruits left upon the trees after the 
in-gathering, after-fruits. 

sardl, Cold, coldness; (met.) harsh-
ness, cruelty;—sardl kardan, To act harshly 
or cruelly. 

(jji'V. sardin (G. o-ap&V?), A kind of fish, 
a sardine. 

JWJ y sar-dlwar, The end or top of a 
wall. 

a veAS y sar-zdt, Per man, per head. 
y sar-zdkir, A protector (see . 

A yy sarar, The navel-string, which the 
midwife cuts; the middle of anything; 
hollowness;—surar (pi. of surr at), Navels ; 
—surar, sirar, Name of a place near Mecca, 
where a tree stands under which seventy 
prophets had their navel-strings cut;— 
surur (pi. of sarlr), Thrones; the upper 
part, or, according to others, the sides, of 
the stalk of a plant. 

y sar-rasi (sari rdst), With head 
erect; anything rightly done; a well-cut 
reed or pen. 

y sar-rasan, ASA.̂  y Sar rishta, A 
rope, thread, cord, extremity of a rope; 
office, employment; connexion, affinity; de-
sire, intention, purpose ; talent, skill (m.c.) ; 
aar-rishta'i umed, Thread of hope;—sar-
rishta yaftan, To obtain a clue to. 

jy sans, swraz, A plasterer's trowel, 
ajj^ sar-zada, Depraved, ill-bred; sud-

denly, unawares (m.c.) ;—sar-zada budan, 
To be attributed to; to have arisen from 
(m.c.). 

if**) y sar-zamln, The earth ; a country, 
region; limits, confines ; upon the spot, on 
the premises. 

0)y sar-zan, Rebellious, disobedient. 

y zar-zinda, Great; bold, brave, 
vivacious, lively (m.c.). 

o ^ j y sar-zanish, Reproach, reproof, re-
prehension, chiding, sarcasm, rebuking, 
railing at;—sar-zanishi rozgdr, Fortune's 
frowns. 

j)) y sar-zor, Rebellious, disobedient. 
yi) y sar-zer, With the head inclined. 

y sar-zira, Name of a fragrant herb. 
y sar-zlgh, Bunch of dates or grapes. 

A <j+y saris, Impotent, unable to impreg-
nate (man or animal) ; shrewd, careful of 
what one has gotten. 

fcL, y ear-sdkh, Fine, smooth silk. 
oL. y sar-sdd, Cinquefoil. 

y sar-sdm, Stupefied; frenzy, deli-
rium. 

a-L. y sarsdma, Mad, crazy. 
y ear-sdml, Stupidity ; delirious. 

<yL. y sar-sdn, Fear, dread, astonish-
ment. 

a>Lty sar-saya, Shadow, shade. 
y sar-eabz, Verdant, fresh; flourish-

ing, thriving ; prosperous, fortunate ; rich; 
life ; freshness; a king. 

y sar-sabzl, Verdure; prosperity. 
OEJL_ y sar-sabuk, Light-headed, vain. 

y sar-situn (sari sutun), Capital of 
a pillar, 

a 8AC£— y sar-sujda, Prostrate, 
t^jfc- y sar-sakhtl, Carelessness, inatten-

tion, heedlessness to what is said; harsh 
words. 

sar-sukhun, = fcjU^j y q.v. 
y y sarsar, Foolish, silly; a veil, cover-

ing ; saw-duat; folly, madness; a lid;— 
sarsari shir, Cream. 

iy y sar-sara, Top of a mountain, sum-
mit. 

i*,yy sarsarl, Folly ; feebleness of admi-
nistration; inattention to, remissness in 
necessary duties ; vain words spoken with-
out reflection; astonishment; mean ; a fool; 
quick of apprehension; swift horse; an 
easy business; easily; gratuitously, for 
nothing. 

sirsim, Water-mint. 
IUJ- sarisna, sir ism, A district in Persia. 
yyy y sari suwdr an, Master of the 

horse. 
A yyy sursur, Intelligent, knowing, 

shrewd, sly ; one who gets a quick insight 
into any matter; an intimate friend. 

sar-slna, A pit in the neck. 
J*y sirash (from sih, Three, and rash, 

Yard), A lady's veil, three yards in length, 
flowing from the head to the feet; muslin, 
fine linen ;siri&h, Glue, starch, paste; (in 
Zand and Pazand) vile, bad. 

cUi^- sarshakji, Main beam of a house. 
^Lfti^- sar-shdicha, A rose on the branch. 
j U , y sar-shar, Brim-full; intoxicated. 

y sar-sharl, Drunkenness, intoxica-
tion. 



sharshab, A royal falcon. 
sirisht, Mixed; nature, tempera-

ment, constitution, complexion, natural 
shape, form, or make ; understanding, in-
tellect ; the four elements ; a toe ; baking, 
kneading;—pdkiza-sirisht, Of an excellent 
disposition;—mari bald-sirisht, An obnox-
ious serpent. 

t>-*y sirishtan (S. srij)I To mix, knead ; 
to create, form into shape. 

sirishta (8. srishta), Mixed;—sa-
rishta (for sar-rishta), A record, account; 
registry-office. 

jta tea,j™, sarishta-ddr, A keeper of the 
records of a province; the native head-
officer of a cutchery or court (in India). 

y sar-shakh, = y q.v. 
sar-shustani, A lotion for the 

head (as an infusion of mallow-leaves, 
«fcc.). 

a <5i*a. y. sar-sha'la, The first flame. 
sarshaf (S. sarshapa), Mustard-

seed. 
sirishk, A tear; a drop; droppings 

of the eaves; flowing of a fountain ; sparks 
of fire; a red-flowering tree; the flying 
upwards of sparks of fire; barberries ; the 
cypress; a white rose inclining to red, 
which blooms summer and winter;—sirishki 
dtish, Sap oozing from green wood when 
placed upon the fire ;—sirishki angubin, A 
syrup composed of honey, water, and vine-
gar ; date-syrup;—sirishki bdrdn, Rain-
drops ;—sirishk baridan, To shed tears;— 
sirishki shor, Tears of sorrow;—sirishki 
qadah, Drops of wine ;—sirishki hawd (tears 
of the air), Dew. 

sirishkdn, = (^fa&y q.v. 
cAa -̂. sirishk-bdrdn, Bain; small 

rain. 
sar-shikastagi, Fracture of 

skull. 
sar-shikasta, Broken-pated. 

sar-shikan, Head-breaking ; a free 
grant of land, the rents of which are made 
up by an additional assessment on the resi-
due of the lands. 

sar-shikani, Resistance; death. 
sirishkwun, yfa&y sirishkwan, A 

curtain by which a bride is concealed on 
her wedding-night. 

sar-shumdri, Census. 
y. sar-shuy, A barber, shaver; a kind 

of white clay with which women clean their 
hair. 

y sar-shir (sari shir), Cream, scum of 
milk. 

A sarat, (v.n.), Swallowing (any-
thing) ; travelling smoothly along the road. 

JJA. y sar-tdq (sari tag), A balcony or 
upper summer apartment open to the front. 

A (jAj- saratdn, A crab ; the sign Cancer; 
a cancer; a disease incident to the feet of 
cattle ; a swallower of large mouthfuls. 

A siritrdt, saratrdt, A dish com-
posed of flour, honey, or dates and water. 

t <iA y ear-tog, —tf y q.v. 
a y sar-tawila, A choice horse. 
A t y sar(, sir', A vine-shoot;—sar a', sira' 

Haste, expedition. 
A &*y sur'at (v.n. of Doing (any-

thing) with despatch; haste, expedition 
quickness, despatch ;—sur'at kardan, Tc 
make haste. 

A "fey sur'atan. Quickly. 
a sar-'askar, A general, comman-

der of land forces; seraskier. 
a y sar-'ashar, A mark or margina 

asterisk placed after every decade of verses 
in the Qur'an. 

f jf JLAc sar 'atsa'i ddam, Jesus Christ 
a fAc y sar-'alam, A tuf t or any othe] 

ornament on the top of a flag. 
A sur'uf, Tender, delicate, light ol 

flesh ; a tall horse. 
sarghich, A wooden bowl. 

a y s^r-ghazal, The best or choicest 
poem in a collection ; a pfoazal or ode. 

CjUifc y, sar-gjialiydn, — jŷ slS y q.v. 
sarghana, Great, large, and incom-

parable ; a chief; above-mentioned, afore-
said. 

^ f a y sarghut. Opulence ; beneficence (in 
the dialect of Khwarazm). 

y sar-ghauahd, Ringleader of a 
mutiny or tumult; vanguard of an army. 

tf^y sirghin, t-^y sarghina, A corn-
pipe. 

A ^ y sarf (v.n.), (A caterpillar, surf at 
surfa) eating the leaves of trees;—sar a) 
(v.n.), Mistaking, blundering; exceeding 
bounds in one's expenditure, extravagance, 
prodigality ; nobility, dignity, rank ; dul-
ness of intellect; greediness ; habit, habi. 
tude; leaking through the sides of a well 
(water) ;—sarif , Deficient in understanding, 
blunder-headed, silly ; — mruf, A white 
substance resembling the web of a silk-
worm, 

<-iy surf, A cough; one who coughs; 
(for surb) lead ;—saraf, suruf, A soreness 
in the throat or the chest from coughing; 
a tickling sensation of the palate. 

csJU^. sarfdk, Sound, voice, clamour. 
^A^iUp. surfdnidan, To cough; to make 

(anyone) cough. 
a ijjii y. sar-fltna, = Viys y q.v. 

y sar-fardz, Having the head raised ; 
eminent, exalted, distinguished; proud, dis-
obedient ; height, dignity; name of the 
third day of the month of the royal era. 

^ f a y sar-fardzi, Grandeur, exaltation, 
jy* y sar-faro, With a humble head, sub-

missive ; humiliation. 
•J^fa y sar-farosh, Who cooks and sells 

the heads of cattle; ready to sacrifice one's 
life. 



u^iT4 r* sar-faroshl, Bravery, fidelity; 
sacrifice of life; sale of heads of cattle, 

u y . u y . surf surf, A cough; coughing. 
a ey* r* sar-fauj, The leader of a troop. 
BJV- sarfoj, A kind of glue (unsup-

ported). 
Air* surfa, Cough; (for A, &;->) ship-

worm ; caterpillar. 
6JJ 6±y surfa-zada, Troubled with a 

cough;—surfa-zada gardidan, To be at-
tacked by a cough. 

surfidan, To cough. 
A. saraq (pi. of saraqat), Strips of 

white silk;—saraq, sariq (v.n.), Stealing, 
pilfering;—sariq, Theft, larceny; plagiar-
ism. 

a y sar-qdfila, The leader of a 
troop or caravan. 

a fry., saraqat, A strip of white silk;— 
saraqat, sariqat, sariqa, Theft, larceny ; pla-
giarism ;—sariqa (sarqa) hardan, To steal, 
to pilfer. 

a 8 y sar-qasida, The best or a choice 
qasida; a qasida (comp. ^ft y). 

a f t i y sar-qitdr, The first in a herd of 
camels or mules. 

a ^jlii y sar-qufii, Fees for unlocking, 
exacted from a tenant on his taking posses-
sion of a house. 

(jjUii y sar-qaliydn, The round plate to 
which is stuck the tobacco in a hookah, 
generally a thin piece of unglazed tile, and 
upon the contrary side of which the fire 
is put. 

B^yy, 8arqawdra, A finger-nail. 
T surquj, A plume of feathers, deco-

rated with gold and jewels, with which 
Persian ladies and great men adorn their 
heads. 

a y-sSf-. sirqin, sarqln (for P. sar gin), 
Dung, manure. 

>dy sirk, Red and white paint for the face; 
—surh, Measles;—sarak, A little head ; (in 
the dialect of Kazwin) a boy. 

sirka, Vinegar. 
i-iSXy sir-kaiibi, A secretary. 
ft y sar-kar, A chief, superintendant, 

supervisor, overseer, agent; a title by way 
of respect given to a person present or ab-
sent ; a weaver's shop; a workshop; a 
king's court; government; estate; pro-
perty ; knowledge, practice; (in India) a 
district comprising several pergunnahs. 

^ f t y sar-kdri, Superintendence; be-
longing to the estate or to government. 

s - ^ - sarkab, Name of a famous musician , 
name of a Greek general who brought the 
Qaisar's daughter to Khusrau Parwez. 

y sar-kaj, Curved at the head (stick). 
a y sar-huhli, A black thing; dark 

cloud. 
gtfjyTp, sarhardagdn (pi. of sar-karda), 

Officers ;—sarhardagani lashkar, The staff 
(m.c.). 

y sar-kardagi, Chief command; 
authority (m.c.). 

y sar-karda, Begun; a beginning; 
an officer, commander (m.c.); in command 
of (m.c.). 

sarkas, Name of a melodious bird. 
sar-kash, Refractory ; proud, arro-

gant, contumacious; powerful, disobedient, 
stubborn, rebellious, mutinous, obstinate; 
a wild,unbrokehorse; an old acquaintance; 
name of a celebrated musician; a champion; 
an upright or a straight man; a horse that 
carries his head erect; a reed prepared for 
writing ;—asbi sar-kash, A hard-mouthed, 
restive horse. 

y sar-hashi, Obstinacy, mutiny;— 
sar-kashi kardan, To disobey, to resist, to 
rebel; to consent. 

y sar-halafa, The arraugement or 
disposition of a matter. 

sarkan, The herb orage;—sar-hun, 
The leader of a troop ; the first or principal 
in an assembly. 

tfir&jSy sirkangubin, Oxymel, houey and 
vinegar, prescribed for the bile. 

y sar-kob, Head-striking ; a box on 
the ear; overlooking, overtopping; a ma-
chine erected to overtop a wall; a battery; 
a battering machine; any eminence which 
commands a fortress or houses ; a citadel; 
a superintendent; excelling in every art; 
valaant in battle ; a sturdy fellow ; a moles-
ter ; contumely, reproach. 

y sar-koba, Heavy mace ; smart re-
proof. 

y sar-kuchak, Vile, low, worthless. 
<iuij5 y sar-kofta, Broken-headed;—sar-

kofta ddshtan, To knock down, to keep 
under. 

sirka, Vinegar; (met.) a glow-
worm ; a nit;—sika'i abru, A frown ;—sirka'i 
dah sala, Vinegar ten years old; an ancient 
grudge ;—sirka farokhtan, (To sell vinegar) 
To put on a sour look;—sirka'i hindi, (In-
dian vinegar) Rice-water left till it becomes 
sour. 

^ y sirka-abru, A crabbed fellow. 
sirka-ba, Hashed meat, bruised 

grain, and vinegar. 
y i£y sirka-bar-abruwdn, y i&y 

BJLJL. sirka bar ruy mdhda, and— 
^iLi-o &£y sirka-peshdni, A crabbed 

fellow; cross-grained. 
tj*)}* <^y sirka-farosh, ^ y sirka-

fishdn, Morose, malevolent, sarcastical. 
^jil&i &£y sirka-fishdni, Reproach, sar-

casm. 
sarkija, Vertigo; — sarkija dar-

dmadan, To be seized with a giddiness (from 
hunger or any other cause). 

y sar-guzar, A station, a resting-
place. 

ut^.AS' y sar-guzasht, An event, accident, 
transaction; a recollection or relation of 



any past circumstance; a story; expe-
rienced. 

y> sar-guzashta, Out of one's mind 
or senses, tired of life. 

f y sargar, surgar, A cobbler; a mater 
or vendor of beer;—surgar, A kind of 
hedgehog; a maker and seller of the in-
toxicating drink y em, q.v. 

y, ear-girdn, Having the head 
confused with drink, intoxicated, crop-sick ; 
proud, arrogant; angry; dissatisfied; 
pierced; headache, crop-sickness; a heavy 
club. 

y* 8ar-girdnl, Dissatisfaction, 
. t s x r ear-girdy, Giddy; what makes 

giddy, produces giddiness; leaning towards 
the head. 

USy sar-garda, Vertigo, giddiness. 
(jjUjS y, sar-gardan, Confounded, stupe-

fied, amazed, astonished, distressed; giddi-
ness; wandering, straying; humbled, de-
pressed ; a vagabond. 

y. sar-gardanl, Amazement; dis-
tress. 

s e a r - g a r d a , Astonished, stupefied, 
tejy y. sar-girifta, Suffering from head-

ache ; head-ache ; reproached; a reviler; 
pale; angry, infuriated. 

f f y sar-garm, Inflamed with love ; in-
tent upon, attentive ; a wandering Muham-
madan monk. 

y sar-garml, Application, attention ; 
love, the being in love. 

*y>y 8ar-girih, A knot on a rosary-head. 
y sar-guroh, A chief, leader, head of 

a tribe ; a chief of faqirs ; a provincial. 
y. sar-gazlt gazld), Tribute; 

poll-tax, head-money levied on Jews and 
Christians. 

ijijSy sar-gazln (probably misreading of 
the preceding), Tribute ;—sar-guzin, One 
who picks out the best of the flock; the 
choicest animal thus selected. 

^jf^ASy, ear-gastagi, Astonishment, be-
wilderment. 

y sar-gashta, Astonished, stupefied, 
bewildered; dizzy, vertiginous; wander-
ing ; busy ; under authority ;—sar-gashta-
ganl badiya, Wanderers in the desert. 

J s a r g a l , A ball for playing with. 
y y sar-gulu, A disease in the brain (as 

affecting the head and throat). 
W y sar-gala, The leader of a flock or 

herd ;—sar-gala nihadan, To choose ; to 
honour. 

(£sar-gum- shudan, To be bewil-
dered; to lose one's way, or rather, one's 
head, 

^jSy sargutd, sirgutd, (in Zand and Pii-
zand) A secret; a gibbet. 

^ f a y sar-goshl, Talking into one's ear, 
a whisper;—sargoshl Icardan, To whisper. 

tr^fS y, sar-gljash, y sar-gija, Ver-
tigo. 

ysy?y 8ar-giri, Beginning of business j 
putting out a lamp; (met.) sodomy;— 
sar girl khwurdan (zadan), To commit so-
domy. 

(j~tfy sargls, The rainbow. 
{fsSy sar gin, Dung, especially dried and 

kept for firing ;—sargln andakhtan (afgan-
dan) , To void excrement;—sargln dar zamln 
zadan, To dung land. 

i^Sy sargln-pashlda,, Manured 
(field). 

tsW sargm-jay, A dunghill. 
sarglnddn, A dunghill, 

/ j s a r g l n z d r , A mixen, dunghill. 
gUoii <^y saraln-ffhaltan. A tumble-

dung. 
yW t£<Sy sargln-kash, One who draws 

dung. 
sargin-garddn, ( j ^ y 

sargln-garddnak (dim. of the preceding), A 
beetle. 

^ sarglnnak, Defiled with ordure ; 
dunged, manured. 

Q s^V* surlab, An astrolabe. 
dSj- sarldd, The top of a wall; a wall. 
fai-i y sar-lashJcar, The leader of an 

army, &c. ( = q.v.). 
az£y sar-lauh, An illuminated title-page. 
f y sarin, Artichoke; cold ; wild mus-

tard ;—siram, A leather strap that has 
been scraped on the top to make it soft. 

A f y sarm (v.n.), Driving away a dog;— 
surm, The intestine which communicates 
with the anus, the straight gut, the rectum ; 
—saram, A pain in the fundament. 

\**y sarma, Winter, cold; cold (weather), 
-y sarma-burd, The blasting (of 

trees);—sarma barad (soead), The cold 
blasts or blithes;—sarma'i talkh, Bitter 
cold ;—sarma khwurdan, To take cold ;— 
sarma'i gul, Frost in spring-time. 

^^t6' Hr* sarma-khwurdagl, Chilliness, 
nip. 

ajyi y sarma-khwurda, Nipped by 
cold. 

sarmd-rezagl, Hoar frost, 
fiyjj \*y sarmd-reza, Rain with frost ; hoar 

frost. 
^ j j \*y. sarmd-zadagi, Chill, nip, blast. 

sarmd-zada, Stricken with cold. 
j j -Uj - sarmasard, A summer habitation 

(among mountains). 
(j\j* sarma-fizdy, Name of the ninth 

month of the year of the royal era. 
cA»U y. sar-mamak, Game of hide and 

seek. 
AJU^ sarmana, Game at leap-frog. 
^ U sar-mahl, Heads of fish ; the name 

given by the Persians to those whom the 
Greeks called Ichthyophagi, or people who 
live on fish ; monthly pay. 

earmay, = q.v. 
sar-mdya, The capital of a mer-

chant, stock-in-trade, principal sum ; head; 



r r ( 6 7 8 ) 
fortune ; possibility, means; — sar-may a 
khwurdan, To consume one's capital. 

ft \~y sarmdya-ddr, A moneyed man, a 
capitalist. 

sarmd'i, Wintry; winter-clothing. 
sarmaj, Orage; a kind of ivy. 

s-'j*"/- surmachob, = q.v. 
sar ma-khdr, Don't scratch your 

head, i.e. be quick. 
A sarmad, Everlasting; eternity; a 

long night; a place in the neighbourhood 
of Aleppo. 

A "\*>»y sarmadan, Eternally, for ever. 
(^A+y surmaddn, = ^my q,v. 
cs—o py siram-dast, Who wraps his hand 

in cotton, to be able to perform much hard 
work. 

a sarmadi, Eternal, perpetual; 
divine; eternity. 

A h±»y sarmadiyat, Eternity. 
*yy s&r-mara, A numbering by the head ; 

—sar-mara kardan, To count by the head; 
to make a census. 

• y sarmast, Very drunk, crop-sick ; 
a camel which staggers when travelling as 
if drunk. 

LSx^»y Bar-masti, Intoxication, ebriety. 
iy*y sarmish, Apricots stuffed with al-

monds. 
sarmashq, A copy (for writing) ; 

—sarmashqhdyi tiflani maktab, Copies for 
boys at a writing-school. 

a y sar-mu'jiza, A miracle. 
A sarmaq, surmaq, Orage, a herb ; 

the herb all-heal. 
sarmah, Orage. 

A y surra man ra'd, Name of a 
city or imperial residence near Baghdad. 

Jyw y sar-manzil, An inn, a resting-
place, a station. 

y y sar-mo (mu), A hair's point; a 
trifle;—tarazu sarmuy zanad, The scale 
sinks a trifle. 

u£Syy sarmutak, Commotion, noise, cry. 
^ y y sar-morl, Very small, minute ;— 

ifshdni mr-mort, Very small things scat-
tered. 

&)y y sar-mma, Hose worn over boots, 
gaiters. 

&*»y sarrna, Orage ; galangale ;—surma, 
A collyrium, with which the eye-brows and 
lashes are tinged, antimony, lead-ore ; name 
of a village in Persia; a beverage custo-
mary in Turkistan ;—surma'i isfahdm, An-
timony;—surma ambdshtan, To anoint with 
surma ;—surma'i chashm-hd nihdn gashtan, 
surma'i khifd. A collyrium which renders 
invisible;—surma'i khdk-bin, A collyrium 
of Khusrau Parwez, which enabled anyone 
whose eyes were anointed therewith to see 
to the distance of three feet under the 
ground;—surma dadan (kardan, kashidan), 
To anoint with collyrium ;—surma'i dum-
bdla-dar} A line of collyrium reaching to 

or* 
the ear;—surma rekhtan (kardan) dar, To 
scatter collyrium over a thing;—surma'i 
sulaimdn (sulaimdni), A collyrium which 
makes one see the hidden treasures of the 
earth;—surma shudan, To become very 
thin ;—surma'i giti, A dark night ;-jawdhir-
surma, A collyrium mixed with pearl-dust, 
&c.;—mili surma, A style with which is 
applied collyrium. 

Jjj^ &+y surma-dlud, sojJ^ surma-
aluda, Anointed with surma. 

surma-parast, surma-
parwar, Anointed with collyrium. 

surma-chashm, Whose eyes are 
anointed with collvrium. 

surma-chob, A surma-style. 

•y surma-ndk, Anointed with collv-

surmaddn, A box in which surma 
is kept;—surmadani 'dji, An ivory surma-
box ; a concealed figure. 

L. &**y surma-sd, Anointed with colly-
rium. 

&*y surma-tush, Antimony, 
u^ surma-hash, One who applies 

the collyrium to the eye ; the instrument 
by which it is applied ; whatever enlightens 
the eye; a dark night. 

i^ftS 8urma-kashlda, Anointed with 
surma, 

(p), Measles. 
us)U a* 

rium. 
sarmlniya, A town near Aleppo 

rich in olive and other trees, but without 
water except from rain which the inhabi-
tants collect and drink. 

surma'i, Of surma-colour, greyish. 
<$y saran, The white lily, 
^r* surnu, A hautbois ; a clarion. 
\.> Up, surnd-pd, A cameleopard. 
i ^ f t y surndchT, A hautbois-player. 

snrnd-zan, A player on the haut-
bois. 

sarnds, sirnds, An old sedate man; 
manly, arrived at the age of a man ; impo-
tent;—sirnds, One who has experienced 
the vicissitudes of fortune. 

A-U y $ar-ndma, Titles at the beginning 
of a letter, given to the person to whom it 
is addressed; address, superscription, di-
rection of a letter, as darfulan ma hoi ha-
fuldne bi-rasdnand, May they cause (it) to 
reach so-and-so at such a place ! preface of 
a book. 

^ y surndy, A trumpet, clarion, bugle. 
t^A^i sar-nubisht, = t-3-6»y y q.v. 
Z?y sirinj, 

lion. 
A cymbal; red lead, vermi-

saranjam, 
JO 

= M f\=<r\y q.v. 
^>y sirind, Entangling the legs, as 

wrestlers, to trip each other; a swing, a 
noose for catching prey by the foot, a lasso; 
a green film which floats on the surface of 
stagnant water ; convolvulus, ivy ; a kind 
of sparrow ;—sirand, sirind, Ivy. 



t<Uy mranda, An island in the sea of 
Oman. 

earandib, Ceylon. 
aA^y- sarandidan, To sit cross-legged ; 

to water. 
y sar-nishln. Travelling on a mule; 

—ear-nkhini qafila, One who exhibits goods 
to the people of a caravan, sitting on a 
mule or other saddle-beast. 

a sar-na'l, The mounting of a scab-
bard (opp. to bun-na'l, The ferule of a 
scabbard). 

**&y ear ang, (in comp.) Mixing ; a mix-
ture of words, dispute; a kind of mixed 
silken stuff;—saving, Orage;—sirang (for 
rih-rang), A garment of three colours ; the 
griffin. 

r- ear-nigun, Head-downwards; de-
pressed ; vile, mean, abject; backward; 
inverted ; prone (as a quadruped); abashed; 
head over heels, a summersault;—sar-
nigun raftan, To retire confounded ;—tasi 
ear.nigun, A cup turned down, the sky, 
heaven. 

(tfAe&jr- sarangldan, To wager; to mix in 
conversation ; to laugh ; to expand;—siran-
gidan, To dispute;—sirinyidan, To put on 
clothes. 

sirangil, A certain kind of writing. 
a y sar-nauba, A head watchman. 

sar-nuwisht, Written on the fore-
head, i.e. destiny, predestination, fate, for-
tune ; title or inscription of a book; the 
title or frontispiece of a book. 

y em nihadan, To bow the head, to 
kiss the ground in adoration or respect. 

l̂ aV sar-nihln, A furnace, oven; a 
pot. 

sarnai, The mouth-piece of a pipe;— 
mrnai, A clarion. 

yy sarv, The cypress-tree; a fir-tree 
(m.c.); name of a king of Taman; [sarwi 
dzdd, The free cypress (so called from its 
freedom from curvature, and its indepen-
dence of all support, or from its being 
always green ;—sarwi dhu, A stag's attire ; 
—sarwi baland, The tall cypress ;—sarwi 
payada, A low cypress;— sarwi turkistani, 
Name of an odoriferous plant;—sarwi 
jangall, A yew-tree (m.c.) ;—sarwi chaman, 
A graceful girl;—sarwi khirdm (khirdmdn, 
Mktyvsh-khiram, sanaubar-khirdm, khwush-
raftar, rawdn), A mistress with a graceful ; 
gait;—sarwi suwdra, A high cypress;— 
sarwi sahi, A cypress straight and bipar-
tite ; name of a note in music;—sarwi 
siyah (siyah), A juniper; — sarwi slmtn-
bar, A sweetheart with a silvery bosom ;— 
sarwi kdshghar, The figure of a mistress; 
—sarwi hal an. The great cypress, (met.) 
the Shdh-ndma;—sarwi kohl, Juniper or 
wild cypress;—sarwi ndz, Fresh; a cypress-
Bhoot; a cypress whose branches extend in 
all directions; & beautiful woman, a sweet- , 

heart ; name of a note in music;]—sirw, 
Name of a town near Damietta; also of a 
village near Balkh;—aaru (for mrfm), A 
horn;—suru, A horn; a lie; a goblet of 
wine. 

\yy* sarwd, A romance, fable; a lie, false 
report ; bare-headed ; an apartment open 
to the front;—surwa, A word (doubtful). 

sarw&d, Poesy, ode, song; vain, 
idle talk, 

sar-wdda, The last consonant in a 
verse to which all the other distichs rhyme. 

fa y sar-war, A small load upon a 
heavier one. 

fay sarwaz, = fay* q.v. 
A JVY— sirwdl, sirwalat, sirw ala, 

Breeches, trousers. 
surwdla, A burr, a kind of prickly 

adhesive plant. 
olir* sarwdn, Chiefs; a camel-leader; 

name of a. village in Sistan. 
jy sarw-andam, With a body graceful 

as a cypress. 
()y* sarv-bun, A cypress-tree, 
•w* y sar-u-band, Time, age. 
v i r* garob, (in Zand and Pazand) A 

word, 
A S s u r u b (v.n. of s - » ; - 0 , Pasturing 

at liberty (a camel); walking abroad, rang-
ing at large; (pi. ot surbat) groves of 
palm-trees. 

) y* s&r-u-pd, fa* ) y sar-u-pacha, Bee 
under y . 

A 8jy so/rwat, One cypress, 
surot, ~ Jj>y q.v, 
sarotak, saravtak, Tumult, scuffle, 

A Sjy saru.j, Name of a town near 
Harran (celebrated as the birth-place of 
Abu Said, the hero of Hariri 's Maqamat). 

a sarujl, A native of Saruj, 
(ji sar-u-tan, A festival celebrated 

on the twentieth of the month Safar. 
fyy* saroch, A desert in Karmania. 

) r* sar-u-hhisht, (Head and brick) 
Good advice unheeded, 

•ijy* sar wad, Poesy, ode, song ;—surod, A 
song; a word; singing and dancing ;— 
surod dadan, To sound (a musical instru-
ment) ;—surod zadan (sara'ida/n, kardan, 
guftan), To sing ;—eurod u majlie, Song and 
festive entertainment. 

JJJ- s urod-sara (<^y sar ay), ^fa -iyy 
surod-goy (guy), A singer. 

swrodan, To sing. 
is^y surodi, A singer. 
jyy sarwar, A sovereign, prince, lord, 

chief, head, leader, general; warlike; work, 
business; name of a Muhammadan saint; 
—sarwari ambiya' (kd'indt), Chief of the 
prophets (of the world) Muhammad -,^-sar-
wari majlis, Master of a feast. 

A j ) y surur (v.n. of y ) , Making glad; 
rejoicing ; joy, gladness ; exhilaration ; tips 
of branches oi odoriferous plants;—suriiri 



tdmm u zauqi bz-mjdm, Perfect pleasure 
and endless delight. 

eurur-dbad, Abode of joy ; plea-
sant. 

sarwarasldan, To be used to. 
sarwarl, Empire, sovereignty, chief-

ship ; a principality; pre-excellence ; — 
sururl, Name of a poet, 

j*-- sarwaz, A coif. 
r*J))T* &arna-ram, The first light breaking 

upon one addicted to a contemplative life. 
Oj yy suru-zan, A butting animal. 

) y sar-u-sdmdn, Apparatus; re-
quisites; chattels. 

sar wist an, A place abounding 
with cypresses; name of a note in music; 
name of a place in Persia. 

jy 8a/rv-8itdh, Name of a note in 
music. 

ym j y 8ar-u-sar-harda, A leader, a 
commander. 

tAjy* sarosh, surosh, An angel; Gabriel; 
the seventeenth day of every solar month ; 
saroshi a'zam, Gabriel;—saroshi suturg, The 
first angel, i.e. supreme intellect. 

•M sarosh-bud,^U \J*yy sarosh-sdlar, 
The 

supreme intellect. 
sarosh-hd (pi. of sar ash), Angels. 
sarosha, An angel; Gabriel. 
saroshl, Relating to the angels. 

^ o^Ar* saroshi-pdya, Of angelical 
degree. 

ft/ u ^ r * saroshi-kardar, Upright, pious; 
name of a book written by Ea i Khusrau. 

a sar-wagt, A retired bed-chamber, 
closet, cabinet; a convenient, leisure time. 

a A> ^ sarv-qad, jy sarv-qdmat, In 
stature like the cypress, straight, erect. 

ft 2 y ear-u-kar, Affair, concern, business; 
intercourse. 

8arwal, Name of a city in India;— 
sarul, Envy, malice. 

Q)y sarun, A horn; [sarun zadan,, To 
butt, to gore J—surun, Buttocks. 

earun-gdh, = fitf yiy q.v. 
^ y saruy, A horn ;—suruy, Buttocks. 
^-iyy sarwesa, The rainbow; stone 

beads. 
6y sara, Current (coin) ; good money 

(opposed to nabakra) ; going well (horse) ; 
a narrow path between mountains; a 
channel in a declivity made by a torrent; 
water beyond a man'B depth; a rent in a 
banner; root; issue, progeny, offspring ; a 
kind of Turkoman shoe or sandal; a web 
of cloth; a strip of white silk; good, 
agreeable, pure, faultless;—surd, A small 
bird. 

Ifcy- sar-hd (pi. of sar), Heads. 
jCfc y Bar-hal, Bewildered, astonished, 

confounded; the firmament; continually 
revolving. (See J^ y ) . 

ftij l y sara-raftdr, Going well (a horse). 
ty sara-mard, Benevolent; clever. 

y sar-hang, A general, a com-
mander, captain, chief, champion, com-
batant ; a boatswain; a sergeant, lictor, 
lifeguard-man; an overseer; a commissary; 
a foot-soldier; disobedient, rebellious, 

ft* ts&iJby sarhang-shumdr, Of the rank 
of a sarhang, a superior officer. 

iJZ^y sarhangi, The office of a sarhang. 
a iy sara-waqt, Leisure; a closet, 

cabinet. 
sari, Chiefship, rank of general; a 

large river; a funnel; a kind of armour for 
a horse's head; (for mray) a palace, house. 

A < j y sary (v.n.), Running a distance 
under ground (the root of a tree);—surd, 
Travelling by night, a night-journey;— 
sariy, sari, The choicest, best; a generous 
man; a rivulet running to a palm-planta-
tion ;—sari-saqafi, A celebrated saint. 

ft y sar-ydz, Bearing down upon the 
head of an enemy (mace). 

A ( f t y sar ay an (v.n. of <^y), Penetrating 
every part of a th ing; spreading over, in-
fecting ;—surydn (pi. of sari), Rivulets. 

a i j k y surydnl, Syriac. 
A hy saryat, suryai (v.n. of <_?/-), Tra-

velling by night;—sariyat, A brigade, army, 
troops, any body of men from 5 to 300 or 
400;—swrriyat, A concubine, a mistress 
clandestinely kept (irregular mansub from 
sirr in the sense of secret or of coition). 

A suraij, A beautiful nose; name of 
a renowned smith or armourer. 

a ijfFy suraiji, (Armour) made by 
Suraij. 

saricha, A wagtail. 
jy-A. ^ y sariyi-]ehanur, A funnel. 

sarikha, A pelican. 
A;\y sarid, A green film which floats on 

the surface of stagnant pools ; a swing. 
yAjj*. saridan, = q.v. (unsup-

ported by examples). 
£y sarir, sirir, The rainbow; name of a 

place. 
A yty sarir, A throne; an ornamental 

sofa or couch ; a bier (without the body); 
part of the head next to the neck ; a favour, 
benefit; affluence and ease of life; [sarin 

falak, The constellation of the Great Bear; 
—sariri murda, A bier;—sarlri ma'dilat-
masir, The throne of justice;]—surair> 
Name of an anchorage in Hijaz frequented 
by the ships from Abyssinia to Madinah. 

y>y sarir-afrdz, Name of a city ; the 
cave in which Kai Khusrau disappeared. 

A &yiy sarirat, A secret, mystery. 
^cjty^ sariri, Of or belonging to Sarir-

afraz ; the king of Sarir-afraz. 
A u~iy saris, Unable to beget. 
CSJV* <-5r* ^ari-suwdri, On the way or 

road. 
u^j- . sirish, A certain herb which, whilst 

green, is boiled and eaten, but when dry 
is reduced to powder, wherefrom a paste 



ie made for shoemakers and book-binders; 
glue; complaint, lamentation; bad, -wicked, 
vile. 

(j&y sirish-khishm, One who sticks 
close to his enemy. 

f-Mysirishim, Glue; bird-lime;—sirishimi 
pamba, Collodion ;—sirishimi najjdri, Glue; 
—sirishimi sag-mdhi (mdhi), Isinglass. 

a tJUt pAiy sirishim-ikhlat, Of a tough 
or sticky nature. 

^ . y sartsha-kun, A baker. 
f ^ . y sarieha-gar, A maker of leaven 

or dough. 
sarishidan, To knead, to mix. 

A &y sari', Quick, nimble, ready, swift, 
who makes haste ;—sari'u 'l-hisdb, Swift of 
reckoning (God);—sari'u 'z-zawdl, Soon 
fading away, fleeting, frail. 

A "W/- sari'-an, Swiftly, with expedition. 
sarigh, A bunch of grapes;—surigh. 

Vestige, trace (see $ y , unsupported). 
SY sarlgun, Burnt lead. 
faiy sarigo, Cerigo (m.c.). 

surin, The buttocks ;—surin afkan-
dan, To sit four-square;—sarin-gdh, The 
buttocks; a seat, throne ; (for sarun-gdh) 
place where the horns grow; temples, 
chin. 

sazd, Worthy, deserving of ; con-
gruous, agreeing with, suitable, convenient, 
proper; retr ibution; correction, condign 
punishment;—ba-sazd rasdndan, To inflict 
a deserved punishment ;—ba-sazd$h rasid, 
He has got his punishment, (The word is 
moreover construed with dadan, dar kandr 
kardan, and kardan.) 

sazdb, Nasturt ium aquaticum (see 

sazdwdr, Worthy, deserving;—sazd-
wtiri ni'mat, Worthy of favour. 

sSjVr- sazdwari, Fitness, worthiness, 
suitableness, applicability; excellence. 

^ y sazdwar, Worthy, deserving. 
J^y- sazdwal, A monthly revenue-col-

lector ; a land steward. 
^fay sazdwali, Relating to a sazdwal. 

sazd'idan, = y^y q.v. (unsup-
ported by examples). 

sazd, White thorn ;—sazad, I t suits, 
becomes, is proper. 

T \Sy sizgd, You, or to you ( = \>UA). 
<Jty sazgi, Grief, trouble, affliction, vexa-

tion. 
y^yay- sazitimitan, (in Zand and Pazand) 

To go. 
•Vy- sazid, Worthy, deserving; recom-

pense, retr ibution; desert, merit. 
y j * y sazidan, To be worthy, suit, be-

come. 
o —. $asall, sasdliyus, Assa-

fcetida. 
—» sust, Soft, tender; weak, feeble, 

impotent, relaxed, slow, dilatory, languid, 
lazy, idle, dronish, indolent, vain, addle; 

negl igent ; paralytic; profane ;—sust dma-
dan, To relax, to grow weak or languid ;— 
sust kardan, To relax; to dissolve; to 
neglect;—bdrdni sust, A gentle rain. 

a yVcJ>\ ***~~»eu8t-iz'dn, Weak in judgment . 
suet-anddm, Contracted in any 

member of the body ; impotent, unable to 
generate. 

8u8t-bdzu, Weak in the arm. 
sust-bakM, Unfortunate, Un-

sust-bina'i, Weak-sighted. 
sust-pai, Walking slowly. 

sust-paiman, Unsteady to one's 

sust-paimdni, Faithlessness, 

sust-khwdn, A slow reader. 
sust-rdy, Weak-minded; im-

sust-rag, Languid, remiss, in-

sust-rieh, A fool, s impleton; 
foolish, stupid. 

a (jUc ut-s— sust-'indn, Loose-reined, lazy. 
^jS utv—« sust-gosh, Submissive. 

ut——• sust-mardum, A weakling j a 
poor creature. 

a j l ^ sust-mahdr, I n e p t ; a fool, 
idiot; obedient, tractable ; obedience. 

. sust-mihr, Who has but little love. 
. susti, Debility, impotence; idleness, 

laziness, languor, sluggishness, remissness, 
slowness, slothfulness, negligence, dilatori-
ness,relaxation; deliberation;—susti kardan, 
To be sluggish, remiss, <fcc.;—susti'i kamar, 
Sexual impotence. 

SY saejl'un, Wild anise. 
SY sas'and, A kind of f ragrant 

wood. 
sishambih, sishamba, Tuesday. 

sisad, Three hundred. 
A e^A- suttah, Herbage or plants spread-

ing ; name of a plant. 
G y-xi-iUs- satdkhinus, A sort of wild leek, 
a yy^Us- satariyun, The herb ragwort. 
A gUa-. sitd', A long mark made in a 

camel's neck by burn ing ; a column; the 
longest pole in a t en t ; a tall, stout camel. 

A sitam, Edge of a sword; stopper 
of a phial. 

a j'Vii.n sitabr (for P. sitabr), Thick, gross, 
dense. 

a ^ f a sitdbr-gardan, Thick-necked. 
a ^gj-Js- sitabri, Thickness, coarseness, 
o satbu8, Pomegranate-flowers. 
A sath (v.n.), Spreading out the earth 

(God) ; making one lie on his back, throw-
ing one to the ground; a flat roof, plat-
form, terrace; the upper part , the surface 
of any th ing ; a plane;—sat hi tamdshd-
khdna, The pit in a theatre (m.c.) ;—eathi 
zamin. The surface of the ground; the 
floor;—sathi muhaddab, A convex plane ;— 



eat hi muqa(arr, A concave plane;—sathi 
mustadir, A rounded plane ;—sat hi mustawi, 
A level plane. 

a sat hi, Superficial, flat. 
AjU. satr (v.n.), Delineating; writing; 

cutting with a sword; a row, line, series, 
rank. 

G satrdk, Zedoary. 
a t^AAi satar-bandi, Ruling, writing, 

lines. 
(jytift satarbiyun, = ypl^ft* q.y. 
f&ft* si tark ah, Gum of the olive-tree. 
A sutnrldb, An astrolabe. 
G (ĵ fcijjJo-. satruniyun, Pearl-ashes; Satur-

nion ? 
A sat1 (v.n.), Being raised (dust) ; 

diffusing itself (as a perfume, or the dawn) ; 
radiance, light ; clapping (the hands);— 
sata', The noise produced by the clapping 
of hands ; length of neck. 

a m A s u t u q s a t , The elements. 
A sati, A brass kettle; a vessel with 

one handle used in baths, to pour water 
upon the bathers ; a tall man ;—satli sha-
rdfyi, The kettle in which the dish shardhi 
is prepared (see cH/*)-

a usUSa- satlak (P. dim. of the preceding), 
A small kettle. 

A ft* satw (v.n.), Making an attack, 
assaulting, overpowering; extracting the 
sperm from the matrix of a camel; extract-
ing a dead child from the womb (which the 
husband is allowed to do in case the mid-
wife be absent); going with long steps (a 
horse); being plentiful (water). 

A satwat, Dominion, majesty, power, 
authority, awfulness; an assault, attack. 

A sutuh (pi, of sath), Plat roofs, 
terraces ; surfaces. 

A jjk* sutur (pi. of satr), Lines, rows. 
A sutu' (v.n. of GK-), Being diffused 

(the dawn or lightning), being scattered 
(odours), being raised (dust). 

A satij}., Expanded; lying upon the 
back; unable to rise quickly from weakness 
or illness); killed; name of a soothsayer 
said to have bad no bones in his body 
except those of the head ; also— 

A sat thai, satiha, A leathern bag in 
which travellers carry provisions. 

A su'dt (pi. of sd'i), Collectors of 
legal arms, tithes, or other revenues. 

A Sa'adat (v.n. of A*-), Being happy, 
blessed; felicity, happiness, good fortune; 
prosperity ;—sa'adati asli, Innate felicity ; 
—sa'adati jawid, Eternal bliss ;—sa'adati 
dunyd wa dkhirat, Happiness of this world 
and the next. 

a sa'ddat-itiisdf, Possessed 
of happiness, glorious, august. 

a iAX. UUJIJU. sa'ddat-Jchdna, Abode of 
bliss, mansion of felicity, the royal palace. 

a t f t sa'adat-furogh. Resplendent 
with happiness. 

a u-yU u»JU, sa'ddat-mdnus, Auspicious. 
a 8a(ddat-madar, UI>«JW» 

sa'adat-maqrun, Most august or auspicious. 
a j) WPOUI. sa'ddat-war, Fortunate, happy. 
a sa'adat-sanj, sa'ddat-

mand, Happy, fortunate. 
a sa'adatmandi, Felicity. 
AJU- su'dr, Pangs of hunger; ravenous 

hunger. 
A su'dl (v.n. of J*- ) , Coughing; a 

cough;—su'dli sdHl, A violent cough;— 
su'ali ydbis, A dry cough. 

A si'dyat (v.n. of Accusing 
or informing against; calumny, accusa-
tion ; collecting tribute or taxes; being set 
over others for collecting tithes, Ac.; pay-
ing a part of his wages (a slave who is 
working himself free) ; remitting to suck 
part of the price paid for him;—si'dyat 
kardan, To calumniate, to slander; to in-
form against. 

A <£*-» sa'at, si'at (v.n. of Being 
large, ample; amplitude, capacity, width j 
liberty, facility, opportunity, ability (of 
doing anything) ; power, wealth. 

yt*- sa'tar, A dildo, or artificial penis; a 
woman that loves a woman. 

A yau. sa'tar, Origany, marjoram. 
saftar-bdz, safari , Lascivious 

(woman), one who uses a dildo; the prac-
tice itself;—sa'tari kardan, To indulge in 
the said practice. 

A A*« sa'd (v.n.), Being auspicious (the 
day) ; felicity, happiness, prosperity; a for-
tunate aspect of the stars ; proper name 
(frequently in combination with other 
nouns, as sa'du 'd-din, <fcc.) ; [sa'di asgfaar, 
The planet Venus ; —sa'di akbar, The most 
fortunate of all the stars, The planet Jupi-
ter;—as-sa'dan (du.), Venus and Jupiter;] 
—su(d, Galangale. 

a AJU. sa'd-afchtar, Born under a 
lucky star, 

a (^AJU, sa'di, Surname of Maglahu 'd-
din, the celebrated Persian poet, author of 
the Gulisfcan, Bostan, and other poems, born 
in Shiraz 1175 + 1291 (so called after his 
patrons Sa'd bin Zangi and Abu Bakr bin 
Sa'd). 

a ^A*-. sa'diyd, O Saadi! 
a CW.A*- sa'diyat, Auspiciousness, lucki-

ness, felicity. 
A sa'dain (obi. of dual of sa'd, 

also used as nom.), Jupiter and Venus (see 
assa'ddn under J*-);—girdni sa'dain, Con-
junction of Jupiter and Venus. 

A sa'r (v.n.), Exciting, kindling (war 
or name); running hot (combat) ;—si'r, 
Price; assize put upon provisions by the 
magistrate;—su'r, Heat; madness, fury ; 
running (a camel);—sa'ir, Furious, enraged, 
mad ;—su'ur, Pain, torment; (pi. of su'dr), 
fires, flames, heats. 

sa'f (v.n.), Furthering, finishing 
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(anyone's business) ; merchandize, wares; 
household furniture;—sa'af (v.n.), Crack-
ing about the nails; a fissure in the nails ; 
the outfit of a bride; a distemper in camels 
which makes the hair drop from the nose 
or the eyelids. 

A si'ldt, A hobgoblin, a witch. 
a su'la, A cough. 
A sa'n, Fa t of meat ;—m'n A large 

leathern bag or bottle, cut in halves, for 
holding wine, water, and the like, or serving 
as caBes in which a woman puts her work. 

A si'w, An hour of the night. 
A. Ay-* m'ud (v.n. of J*-), Being bappy, 

blessed with good fortuue; being favour-
able, auspicious (a constellation) ; (pi. of 
sa'd) prosperities, fortunate circumstances ; 
—su'udu 'n-nujum, Ten stars, four of which 
are mansions of the moon, 

A su'udat, The lucky influence of 
the Btars. 

A sa'ut, sulut, Medicinal snuff, a 
sternutatory ;—su'iit (v.n.), Applying a ster-
nutatory, 

A sa'y (v.n.), Purposing; endeavour, 
purpose, design ; attempt, exertion, effort; 
walking, running; gaining; collecting tri-
bute or taxes ;—sa'y Icardan (namudan), 
To exert oneself, to make efforts. 

A sa'ld, Fortunate, happy, august; 
prosperous ; auspicious ; Tipper Egypt. 

a (^j*- sa'y-ddr, A striver. 
A^u. sa'ir, A flaming fire; a flame ; a 

partition of hell; [asftdbi sa'ir, Idolaters; 
—mustahaqqi sa'ir, Deserving of hell fire;] 
—su'air, Name of an Arabian idol. 

A sa'it, Tartar of wine; dregs of 
wine; aroma of wine, &c,; a sharp pungent 
scent. 

sagh, An oblong arched edifice, por-
tico, gallery, or piazza; a roof; a story; a 
cow's-horn ; excoriated skin ;—sugh, Ring-
worm (unsupported by examples). 

A saghdbat, = S-**- q.v. 
saghdna, A cool, subterranean dwel-

ling. 
A saghb, saghab (v.n.), Hungering, 

craving for food or drink; hunger, thirst; 
—saghib, Hungry, famished and tired. 

o jt*-* saghbar, A medicinal kind of wood 
found on the shores of the Caspian Sea. 

M« sughba, Fat, greasy; cheated; (for 
A. eagjibd) hungry, famished; thirsty 
(rarely used in the latter sense); — tani 
ihwesh sughba kardan, To allow one's body 
to be made game of. 

o saghbln, A kind of gum. 
^ sughd, Ready; bent with age ; low-

lying ground where rain-water collects; 
(S. sukia) name of a pleasant land in the 
province of Samarqand, called bihishti dunya, 
raradise of the world. 

saghadu, The clank of a basin ( = yL. 
q.v.);—sughdu, A stuffed pudding. 

t ) 
SAA* saghda, Ready, prepared (comp, 

s j j l A p . 5 7 ) , 
^odu sughdi, Readiness; meat dressed 

with pease and prunes; also with graphs, 
kernels of nuts, spiceries, and sweet herbs ; 
a pudding or sausage stuffed (with mush-
rooms) ; of or belonging to Sughd ;—-piri 
sughdi, (met.) An old man who gives excel-
lent advice; — lisani sughdi (or simply 
sughdi), One of the seven ancient dialects 
of Persia, now lost. 

MUJJL* saghdiydna, A capacious goblet, 
from which a full bumper is drunk to a 
friend's health. 

A^*- saghr (v.n.), Rejecting, refusing, 
repelling, driving away ; annihilating. 

sughar. sughur, A porcupine, 
j^yu* saghr dq, A flagon, a jug. 

mgharna, A grey porcupine; a 
hedgehog, 

saghrl, The buttocks of a horse or 
other beast of burden; the crupper; lea-
ther from a horse's back; also from the 
sides of a camel the skin of a certain fish, 
shagrin; grimness. 

saghrl-posh, Saddle-cloth, hous-
ing. 

A J*u saghal (v.n.), Being small, slender, 
and deformed; being badly fed, lean, and 
haggard ; trembling;—-saghil, saghh Small, 
slender, and deformed; emaciated aud 
wrinkled; tremulous, tottering ; badly fed ; 
bad-tempered. 

wu^Ju, saghaldt, aaghaldt, = jidfa 

saghau, saghu, The ringing noise of a 
large bason. 

jj*-. sughud, The bird called qata. 
sof (abbreviation of or misreading for 

sift), The shoulder;—suf, A string of silk 
or flax used in games and for skipping. 

A Ul* saff (v.n.), Weaving, plaiting 
palm-leaves into mats; taking dry medi-
cines ; skimming along the ground (a 
bird). 

A jM- eifdh (v.n. 3 of C4-), Committing 
fornication or adultery ;—saff ah, A shedder 
of blood; a giver of liberty ; liberal; elo-
quent ; surname of the first caliph of the 
house of 'Abbas. 

A sifad (v.n, of Mounting on 
the female, covering (applied to goats, 
camels, kine, wild beasts and birds), 

a safd.dlkus, The wild onion. 
a fa* sifar (v.n. 3 of }kS), Travelling with 

others; mediating, making peace between 
others ; an iron or leathern curb across the 
nose of a camel;—saf far , A bookseller ;— 
suffar (pi. of sdfir), Travellers. 

fa* sufar, Eye of a needle; the notch of 
an arrow which receives the bowstring (see 
far). 

A safdrat, sifarat (v.n. of YT-), 
Making peace (between others), acting as 



a mediator; apostle-ship ; embassy (m.c.) ; 
—sufarat, Sweepings. 

sifdrat-khdna, Embassy (m.c.). 
^jU-. gifdrish (for sipdrish), Commission, 

recommendation; message (m.c.) sifdr-
ish namudan ba, To commit or entrust to. 

^SJ^- najdrl, The stalk or reed of corn. 
A saffdk, A shedder of blood ; elo-

quent, a powerful speaker. 
A JU-. safal (v.n. of Being low; 

lowness; depression, descent, fal l ; mean-
ness of rank or extraction. 

sifdl, sufdl, Earthenware; a sherd; 
skin of a walnut, almond, &c. 

sifal-posh, Glazed (m.c.). 
J ^ sifdl-pdra, A pot-sherd. 

A ^ ^ safdlat (v.n. of J*-), Being mean, 
low in rank ; meanness, baseness;—also 
sufdiat, The lower part, bottom, 

sifal-chirdgh, A lamp-dish 
(m.c.). 

sifalgar, A potter. 
AjJU-. sifdlud, = JW. q.v. (unsupported 

by examples). 
8afalunl, Cephalonia (m.c.). 

safala, Sofala (an island) ; a tile ;— 
sifdla, sufdla, A sherd; a sickle. 

si/dlln, Made of earth, earthenware, 
crockery ; a potter ; — zarfi safdlln, An 
earthen vessel. 

sifallna, Glass or earthenware. 
A saffdrt, Commander of a ship 

(saflnat) ; a shipwright; name of a place. 
safdndj, sifdndkh, Spinage. 

A sifdnat, The art of ship-building; 
—saffanat, A large pearl; name of the 
daughter of Hatim Taiy. 

safdnl, Name of a plant. 
A fiU- safdh (y.n. of ), Being foolish; 

folly, stupidity. 
A ITOUW safahat (v.n. of Being sot-

tish, unwise, light, unsteady, hasty, incon-
siderate ;—safdhat kardan, To make a fool 
of oneself (m.c.). 

A 8afdhatan, Foolishly, saucily. 
safdhan, A comb. 

A sofa'in (pi. of saflnat), Ships. 
A C ĴU soft (v.n.), Drinking a great quan-

tity without quenching th i rs t ;—s i f t , Pitch ; 
—safit, Unwholesome meat. 

sift, Coarse, thick, rude ; the shoul-
der ;—suft , Hard, stiff (linen cloth) ; firm, 
strong; the shoulder; the upper part of 
a man ; the eye of a needle ; bore, perfora-
tion. 

yA-ibiL. suftdnldan, To cause to bore. 
A saftajat (v.n. of G^*), Giving a 

bill of exchange or a letter of credit, paying 
money to receive it with interest abroad; 
— suftajat, suftaja, A bill of exchange or 
letter of credit; notes. 

suftgar, A borer of pearls. 
t^JtA—. siftan, To make thick, firm, strong 

(unsupported by examples) ; (for siftln) 

name of a country in Turkistan;—suftan, 
To bore, perforate, pierce, drill; to be per-
forated; to exude, trickle. 

safta, A new or fresh word or work; 
any person from whom a place has been 
taken and another given him ; the point of 
an arrow; anything having a sharp point; 
a bill of exchange ; earnest-money, hand-
sel ;—sifta, Thick, coarse, hard, firm, strong; 
a stiff kind of cloth;—sufta, Pierced, 
drilled, bored; a g i f t ; news, advice; an 
ear-ring of gold or silver; the point of an 
arrow; a consignment made by a person of 
one country to another. 

<SSKA~. sufta-goeh, A bored ear; one 
bored in the ears, i,e. a slave; obedient, 
submissive. 

siftln, A country in Turkistan cele-
brated for the beauty of its youths and 
girls, and for its exquisite musk (see 
siftan, which, however, is probably a mis-
reading). 

eaJj> e 4 - safch, safcha, An un-
ripe pumpkin or gourd; a drinking-cup 
made of the rind of a pumpkin;" must 
boiled down to a third part of its quantity. 

A safh (v.n.), Pouring out, shedding 
(water or blood) ; the foot of a mountain 
(where water flows); flowing, causing to 
flow (tears) ; name of a place. 

Aiu, safad, A wicker basket; — sifad, 
Earth ; rue ; name of an angel; name of 
the twelfth month; name of the fifth day 
of the month. 

A safr (v.n.), Breaking forth (light); 
unveiling the face (woman) ; sweeping a 
house; writing ;—sifr, Anything written, a 
letter, a book ; a volume, a register;—safar, 
A journey, travel; a warlike expedition; 
[safar uftddan, To set out on a journey or 
expedition;—safari khushk, A journey un-
dertaken without motive or advantage 
safari dur-d-dur, A very long journey;— 
safar ddshtan (raftan), To travel;—safari 
daryd, A voyage ;—safar shudan, To be at 
war ; to be on the road ;—safari zafar-asar, 
A victorious war;—safar kardan, To travel; 
to empty, finish ;—safari vja-pasln, The 
last journey, death ;—as-safar wasllatu 'z-
zafar, Travel is productive of advantage; 
(valour in) warfare leads to victory;— 
asbdbi (aldti) safar, Warlike apparatus; 
travelling outfit; preparations for a jour-
ney ;—i'ldni safar, Declaration of war;— 
dar safar u hazar, In peace and war; abroad 
and at home ;]—sufar (pi. of sufrat), Tables; 
provisions for the way. 

sufur, sufar, A porcupine (see ;*-). 
A sufara' (pi. of saflr), Ambassa-

dors ; mediators, arbiters, umpires ;—sufa-
rd'i khdrija, The foreign representatives, 
the diplomatic corps (m.c.). 

safrad, The bird called qatd (un-
supported). 



A I fa safarat, safara (pi. of edfir), Wri-
ters ; recording angels ;—sufrat, Travelling-
provisions (see a 

a saf ar-bar, Who undertakes a jour-
ney, ready to travel. 

A safarjal, A quince. 
a <sXSj fafa safarjal-rang, Quince-co-

loured. 
a sufrachi, = ^eyu q.v, 
a fa safar-kharch, Travelling ex-

penses. 
a SJ/ yL. safar-karda, Travelled, a tra-

veller ; experienced. 
a <ub yu. safar-nama, A book or account 

of travels. 
nC^i. safrang, Commentary, explanation. 
ufa safarna, A hedgehog ; a porcupine. 

safrod, The bird called gctia. 
sfa sufra, Anything on or in which vic-

tuals are placed ; the wallet of -a religious 
mendicant; provisions prepared by men 
of hospitality for strangers, travellers, and 
the poor; heaven, earth ; the buttocks;— 
sufra'i ard, A cloth laid on the ground to 
receive the flour as it comes out of the 
mill;—sufra'i dsman, The expanse of hea-
ven ;—sufra dar dlwdr dwekhtan (dar tag 
nihddan), To be miserly ;—sufra'i daurl, A 
round table-cloth; an entertainment of 
friends given in turn ;—sufra'i shatranj, A 
chess-board ;—sufra'i sham'ddn, A lamp-
dish ;—sufra'i fasdfyat, An eloquent tongue ; 
compositions ;—sufra kashidan (gustardan, 
gushddan, nihadan), To lay a table. 

fart tfa sufra-pardaz, A glutton. 
i ifa Bufra-ji, ^ syu, sufra-chi, A 

table-decker, sewer. 
(j-s^ syu sufra-chln, A remover or 

spreader of the table-cloth. 
iiU. sufra-khana, A dining-room, a 

banqueting-hall (m.c.). 
pW syu sufra-dam, A large fishing-net. 
y-s^j syu sufra-nishin, A guest at table. 
j^yL. safari (vulg. safrl), What refers or 

belongs to a journey; travelling provi-
sions. 

^ ^yu safrl-dm, A guava (Psydium pyri-
terum). 

sifsdr, A broker ; a money-changer 
(see 

A g o f s a f , Corrupt, bad, sorry ; a 
contemptible deed or transaction; thin 
dust; fine flour which flies about when 
being Bifted. 

A saft (v.n.), Being liberal, humane ; 
—safa£, A wallet, case, casket. 

A gfa saf (v.n.), Flapping the wings (a 
bird) ; catching one by the forelock and 
dragging him by i t ; scorching (as the sun, 
hot wind, or fire), and changing the hue of 
the face ; buffeting, striking; marking any-
thing. 

A (JI- saf(i (v.n.), Setting (a door) wide 
open. 

A eU- safk (v.n.), Shedding, pouring ont 
(blood, Ac.) ; being diffuse in speech;— 
safki dam (dima), Bloodshed. 

A JA* safl, sufl (v.n.), Being low in rank 
or station, plebeian, vulgar, or ignorant; 
meanness of origin; depression; lowness; 
refuse; inferior, mean, ignoble. 

A &U*. siflat, sifia, Lowness; the common 
people, the rabble;—safilat, The feet of 
camels. 

a siflagdna, In a mean manner. 
a siflagi, Stinginess, meanness. 

sifiagdn (pi. of sifia), Low, base, 
ignoble; avaricious, stingy; envious. 

As- sifla-parwar, A protector or 
patron of the ignoble. 

a ft* AA* sifla-hho, Mean-spirited, of a 
base disposition, vile. 

a sijia-tab', Agi sifla-nihdd, Of 
a mean nature or disposition. 

a sifiadan, A plate to throw scraps 
on. 

A JjU-, sufia (fem. of asfal), Lower, 
lowest;—yadi sufld, The lower, i.e. receiving 
hand. 

sufll, An iron pot with open mouth. 
a sufll, fem. JLk... mfllyat, sufllya, 

Inferior, lower ; mean ; infernal ;—'ulwl u 
sufll, High and low;—'anasiri sufllya, The 
inferior elements (earth and water). 

A W^UJU. sufllydt (pi. fem. of sufll), 
Earthly matters ; things of little value. 

y jJuu siflldan, To whistle; to break 
wind ; to blow a flute; to compress; to 
pierce;—suflldan, To cough, sneeze. 

(jwjjVi-. suflls, = y ^ L , q.y. 
A (jjA- safn (v.n.), Peeling, shaving, 

scraping, planing, filing; sweeping;—safan, 
A hatchet, &c., used in smoothing an arrow ; 
the skin of a Lybian lizard used as sand-
paper, or of a crocodile to cover therewith 
the hilts of swords;—sufun (pi. of saf mat), 
Ships. 

i.^-Ju. safanja, Rest, quiet; a water-melon. 
sifand, Wild rue or the seed. 

^AJJU sifandarmuz, Earth ; name of an 
angel; the sign Pisces; name of the twelfth 
month ; the fifth day of the month. 

A JY- saffud, A roasting-spit. 
A <-JYUA safuf, (A medicine) taken simply 

(not mixed, in opposition to an electuary) ; 
powder. 

A CI>UyL* safufdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Medicinal powders. 

A safun, Sweeping (wind), 
a a . saf ah, Curse; obloquy; silliness, 

foolishness. 
safed, White, fair ; clear, evident, 

manifest ;^-safed ddshtan, To long after, 
love ;—safed shud, I t became clear, evident; 
—safed kardan, To whiten ;—safed gar dan-
ldan, To cause to turn pale (as fear, &c.) ; 
—ru-safed gardanldan, To render illus-
trious ; to cleanse one's character. 



safedd, White-lead, 
v * safed-ab, s^aJu. safedaj, A white 

wash used by ladies; whitewash, whiting; 
white lead ;—safed-dbi shaikh, Flake-white. 

safeddr, The white poplar ; aspen. 
AAO safed isfand, White mustard. 

safedalcha, A kind of shawl. 
jM wfed'dhu, (white doe) A mis-

tress captivating the heart. 
^ eafed-bd, A kind of white soup 

made with curds, to which are added meat 
and spinach. 

<JJ} safed-bari, (yellow-leaf) Autumn. 
AA* safed-band, With white sashes; 

with white flags. 
j> safed-par, (white-wing) A large 

gnat. 
isJU Jtgju safed-tak, Galangale. 
fA/ft^ safediar, Whiter. 
(^ / •M- safedtarin, Whitest, exceedingly 

white. 
fa Â A- safed - khdr, White - thorn; a 

bramble. 
a tjy safed-ruh, Mercury, quicksilver ; 

a mixture of copper and tin. 
AfiA- safed-rild, Name of a river, 

u^ij »qfed-ri%h, A grey-beard, old man, 
oj safed-zad, A mixed metal. 
<i!>M~ safedak, Somewhat white, whitish. 
fa JuJu safed-kdr, A good (white) action; 

white washer, one who smears the lime-
white over buildings. 

JUL. safed-kdsa, Generous, liberal. 
safedgar, A tinman, whitesmith. 

i f f i AV- safed-goy, Outspoken, open in 
one's speech. 

AjfJu safed-muhra, A small white 
shell of the kind called concha veneris, or 
mother-of-pearl. 

O'M-* eufidan, To bore, to pierce. 
J^AJA-. sifidyar, Isfandyar, son of Gusht-

asp. 
s j^ l . gafeda, Chalk, whiting;—safedaH 

tukhmi murgh (or simply safeda), The white 
of an egg;—safedaH chashm, The white of 
the eye (comp. siydha'i chashm under 

safedl, Whiteness;—safedi zadan, 
To appear white, to cast a white gleam 
(m.c.) ; — ru ba-safedi nihddan, To turn 
white, become pallid, to blanch. 

A saflr, A dry and fallen leaf carried 
by the wind; an ambassador, internuncio ; 
a mediator, arbiter; a broker; [safiri kabir 
(Jealan), Ambassador (opp. to resident 
minister, m.c.) ; ]—sa f f i r , A sapphire, 

A safit, Liberal, benign, humane; 
low, mean, worthless; an unripe date fallen 
from the tree. 

a i-JLfA* safif (v.n. of Passing, 
skimming along above the surface of the 
ground (a bird); the girth of a camel's 
saddle ; name of a plant. 

a safln (pi. of eaflnat), Ships; name 
of a place. 

A saf mat, safina, A ship, vessel, 
bark, boat; a book ; a note-book;—safina'i 
daryd, A sea-faring ship ;—safina'i nuh, 
Noah's ark. 

A safih, Foolish, silly, stupid, idiotic; 
ignorant;—safya (for safyat), Stupidity, 
foolishness ; foolish, silly, helpless;—saf-
ya'i rozgar, A fool of fortune; one who 
fools away his days. 

a i^r^* safihi, Madness, stupidity, inso-
lence. 

A siqd\ A leathern bottle for water 
or milk, made from the skin of a two-year-
old sheep;—eaqqd', Carrier or vendor of 
water ; a cup-bearer;—saqqd'inil, A cloud; 
—murghi saqqd, A pelican. 

a t saqdchl, A goldfinch. 
A SUu suqdt (pi. of saqi), Water-carriers; 

cup-bearers. 
A saqdt, A sword cutting through 

anything so as to fall to the ground, or to 
cut into a second object ;~-siqat (v.n. 3 of 
!=&-), Being languid; a blunder, a mistake 
(in arithmetic, writing, &c.) ;—suqdt, Any-
thing fallen ; the lowest of the people;— 
saqqdt, A sword as described above ; a ped-
lar, a dealer in small goods;—suqqdt (pi. of 
sdqit), Falling, <fcc. 

A gUu siqd', The rein-ring in a camel's 
nose ; a garment of shreds and patches; 
the habit of a religious mendicant; a kind 
of veil. 

a yrfjlsU.. saqdqulus, Numbness of the 
limbs. 

a JU-. saqqdl, A polisher, a furbisher. 
A AFJVIU saqdlibat, saqaliba (pi. of saqlabi), 

Sclav onians. 
A saqam, saqdmat, Sickness;— 

siqdm (pi. of eaqim), Sick people, invalids; 
—suqdm, Name of a valley. 

A siqdyat, Giving to drink; a cup, 
drinking-vessel;—siqdya'i hajj (hdj), Water 
furnished to the pilgrims. 

a siqdya-khdna, A public build-
ing where water is dispensed, water-works. 

A saqb, The male foal of a camel; 
the pole of a tent ; anything long;—saqdb 
(v.n.), Being near, nearness; a near sta-
tion. 

Ayu saqr, The heat of the sun, or incon-
venience of i t ; scorching the face (sun); 
a falcon for hunting;—saqar, Hell, name of 
a mountain at Mecca;—ndri saqar, Hell-
nre. 

A Ujfi- suqrdt, Socrates; wise, learned. 
(vjyUy-. saqratiyun, Mushrooms, fun-

guses. 
jtys- saqraq, A jug, a pitcher. 

saqiz, Sakis (Mastic Island); mastic 
(see fa*) ;—saqizi talkh, Turpentine. 

A saqirlat, Warm woollen cloth, 
purpet; broadcloth. 

eaqirldt-doz, Who makes scarlet 
dresses. 



saqrinus, A scorpion. 
saqsin, Name of a country in Turki-

stan. 
A U* saqt, An abortion; sparks struck 

from a steel; the lower part or edge nearest 
the earth (of clouds, tents, or wings of 
birds); a sand-heap;—saqat, An error, 
fault, blunder, mistake (in computation, 
writing, or speaking) ; disgrace, ignominy ; 
a fall; death; abuse, bad language ; small 
wares or damaged goods ; rubbish; excre-
ment ;—saqat shudan, To die (applied to 
animals) ; to miscarry, to cast their young; 
—saqat guftan, To talk rubbish or ribaldry ; 
to revile, to abuse. 

A saqtat, A fall, slip, stumble, false 
step; detriment. 

a saqat-chin, Who collects rub-
bish. 

a tdu saqat-far osh, A pedlar. 
a saqti-ndma, A casualty-list of 

horses that have died in the cavalry. 
A saq' (v.n.), Striking a hard body; 

going away (no one knows whither) ;—suq*, 
A shore, coast, t ract ; the bottom or the 
environs of a well. 

A saqf (v.n.), Covering in, roofing 
(a house); a roof; a platform ; the sky;— 
saqfi aiwdn (Jahdn), The world;—saqfi 
Itfidna, Roof of a house, ceiling:—saqfi 
lajaward (mihnat-zay, mina), The sky ;— 
saqfi nim-iAdna, A vaulted roof; the sky. 
(Construed with the verbs har-k]idstanr, 
bar - dashtan, daridan, shikdftan, nigiin 
shudan) ;]—saqaf, Being long and beat (as 
an ostrich) ;—suqaf, Name of a place ;-— 
iuquf (pi. of saqif), Roofs ; (for usquf) a 
bishop. 

a AiU. sagf-Jchdna, The loft of a 
house. 

a saqfi, A beam, rafter. 
A (JFL- suquq, Whisperers, slanderers. 
v ^ 2 - saqidb, Sclavonia; (probably for 

i^JC. q.v.) a beaver. 
a saqalldt, saqaldi, k&a-. saqalldt, 

saqaldt, Scarlet cloth ;—siqldt, siqilldt (for 
tijldt), Jasmine; the covering, awning, or 
canopy over the camel-litter in which the 
Eastern ladies travel. 

saqldtd, Scarlet cloth. 
saqldtun, ^jk&iU saqldtm, Name of 

a city in Rum where scarlet cloth is made ; 
Bcarlet cloth or a dress made of it; accord-
ing to others, blue ; colour. 

saqldn, Cloth (unsupported by ex-
amples, perhaps misreading for 

a saqlabi, A Sclavonian, 
saqlis, q.v. 

yyJA* saqlmiin, Scolopendrium (see 
p. 58). 

A saqam, suqm (v.n.), Being indis-
posed. 

suqmuniya, saqmuniyd (G. crxap 
ficiSnov), Scammony ; soap. 

saqan, Juice of dates. 
saqanqus, saqa/nqur, A species 

of newt or spawn of the crocodile burrow-
ing in the sand (when held in the hand it 
is said to be a stimulative to venery); a 
skink. 

« t j s u q u r d i y u n , Water-germander. 
A saqut, Falling, fallen ;—suqut (v.n. 

of 1*3—), Falling ; dropping (a colt); abor-
tion ;—suquti jafn, Prolapsus of the upper 
eye-lid (med.) ; — suquti sha'r, Fox-evil, 
baldness;—suquti-muzhgdn, Falling of the 
eye-lashes. 

saqutar, The plant from which 
aloes is produced ; also— 

saqutura, The island whence the 
best aloes (called sabri saqutari) is brought. 

suquf (pi. of saqf), Roofs of 
houses. 

A saqy (v.n.), Watering; irrigating; 
having the dropsy; yellow water gather-
ing in the belly at delivery, liquor amnii; 
traducing, slandering;—siqy, Water either 
for drinking or irrigation ; watered ground; 
a skin containing yellow water which comes 
out at delivery. 

A suqyd, A shower; a portion of 
water. 

ST ifcj saqi raghla, The herb polypody. 
saqirfis (G. o-tdppos), A hard swell-

ing, scirrhus. 
A saqit, Snow; hoar-frost, hail, dew; 

deficient in intellect. 
A saqifat, saqifa, A broad plank, a 

slab; a high bench for reclining upon 
before the doors or under the porticos;— 
saqifa bastan (sdkhtan), (met.) To speak 
falsehoods. 

saqild, (jlM~ saqilan, Name of a 
mountain in Rum. 

eaqim, Sick, infirm, ailing; of little 
authority, apochryphal. 

sik, Vinegar;—suk, Sadness; the 
musk gall-apple. 

A sakk (v.n.), Overlaying (a door) 
with broad iron plates, or studding it with 
huge nails, by way of security; eradicating 
the ear; casting forth the contents of the 
belly (an ostrich) ; a nail; a narrow-mouthed 
well; a coat of mail formed of close r ings; 
—sukk, A scorpion's hole; a narrow-mouthed 
well; a spider's den; a certain aromatic 
composition formed into pastiles; a closed-
up road; (pi. of asakk) small-eared, deaf. 

sukdb, Musk-water. 
sukdcha, The nightmare; a porcu-

pine ; litigious, quarrelsome. 
JLC. sakdd, Mountain-top; crown of head, 
jbw sakar, sikar, sukar, Bread of the 

finest flour baked with butter and sugar, 
usually given in presents on New Year's 
Day; thin paste, between the folds of which 



plume or apples are put, making a kind 
of puff j charcoal; a live coal; a firebrand. 

A eakkar, A maker or vendor of date-
wine, mead, and the like, called sakar. 

fa-* sukdr-dhanj, A hook with which 
the bread is drawn from the oven and 
meat from the pot. 

sakdrcha, Foolish, ignorant. 
ifa~* sakaru, Mouldy ;—sukdru, A cake 

made of fine flour, milk, butter, and sugar ; 
bread baked or meat roasted on the ashes, 

sukdr-wd, Bread baked upon the 
coals or under the ashes. 

isfa-* sukdrl, A cake made of flour, milk, 
butter, and honey. 

A JJ J^X- sukdra (pi. of sakrdn), Drunk. 
sukdsta, sukasa, A porcupine, 

hedgehog. 
A sakdsik, A tribe in Yaman. 

sikdehtan, To hold forcibly (doubt-
fu l word). 

8ukd8hta, sukdsha, A porcu-
pine, a hedgehog. 

A <-iU«. stykkaf, A boot or shoemaker. 
A eikdfat, Trade of a shoemaker. 
V^** eukdfara, sukdfa, Bow of a 

violin. 
utlLC. Bukak, A board or plank (doubtful, 

perhaps misreading for J^x- q.v.). 
A gakkak, A cutler. 
a (jS'VC- sakkaM, Business of a cutler; 

cutlery; surname of Abu Ya'qub, author 
of the Miftahu '1-ulum, who, in popular 
estimation, has become a great magician. 

A sakdjdn (pi. of sikkln), Knives. 
a (^eSlX- sakkdkini, A cutler. 

sikdl, Thought; who wishes or in-
quires a f te r ; a speaker; conversation. 

ySĴ X-, sikdlish, Thought, reflection; in-
tention, purpose, wish. 

eukdlu, Bread or meat dressed upon 
the coals, 

sukdla, Dung (of dogs). 
^AeJlXv. sikalldan, To think ; to suspect; 

to speak; to wish; to write. 
8ukdlyu, — q.v. 

A tjVSL. eakkdn, A cutler, knifemaker;— 
8ukkan, A rudder, helm of a ship; (pi. of 
sdkin) inhabitants ; — sukkani farehi, All 
creatures. 

ay£ sukkdn-glr, sukkdni, A 
helmsman ; the quartermaster of a ship. 

sikdwand, A nut hard to crack. 
eikdhan, A black tincture composed 

of the rind of pomegranates, vinegar, iron, 
and other ingredients, used chiefly by 
shoemakers. 

A sdkb (v.n.), Pouring out (water) ; 
poured out, flowing, current; a kind of 
garment; tall (man); quick-going, fleet 
(a horse); light, brisk, joyful; name of 
the first horse possessed by Muhammad; 
—eakab, Name of a fragrant tree; the ane-
mone. 

sik-bd, A. sikbaj, A dish made 
of meat, wheat-flour, and vinegar;—sikbaju 
'l-baqar, A dish made of beef thus pre-
pared. 

salcba, Mixture of oil and butter-
milk. 

A sakblnaj P. AÂ XM, sakbina, Saga-
penon, a medicinal herb; also gum Arabic. 

A sakt (v.n.), Keeping silence ; sub-
siding (of anger). 

A fa— sikkat, A ploughshare ; a wide and 
straight street; a market ; a row of palm-
trees ; a die for coins, a stamp. 

A saktat, sakta, Silence; apoplexy; a 
trance ;—-sakta'i balghaml, Serous or asthe-
nic apoplexy ;—sakta'i daniawi, Sanguineous 
or sthenic apoplexy;—sakta'i riyah, Pul-
monary apoplexy;—sakta'i ma'l, Serous 
apoplexy;—sukta, Anything producing or 
imposing silence; fruit or playthings to 
pacify children. 

a JJ sakta-war, Apoplectic. 
(jLyX- eaktiydn, Leather. 
zfa sakij, Dried currants. 
AiUî M sik-khdna, A wine-shop, tavern. 
A fa* sabr (v.n.), Filling; damming up 

(a river);—sikr, A mound or dyke for 
confining water, a dam;—sukr, Drunken-
ness ; wine, or whatever is intoxicating;— 
sakar, Any inebriating or forbidden drink, 
especially wine from dates or the plant 
kushus; drunkenness produced thereby; 
vinegar; food, victuals; fulness of the 
stomach, repletion; rage, anger;—sukkar, 
Sugar ; an excellent sort of date; a delicious 
kind of grape ;—sukkari mukarrar, Sugar-
candy. 

fa* sukar, A saucer; a hedgehog, porcu-
pine. 

A isAfa* sakardt, Agony, fainting;—saka-
rati maut, The agony of death ; insensibi-
lity attendant upon death. 

A sakrdn, fem. sakrdnat, sak-
rdna, Drunk;—sakaran (v.n, of fa>), Being 
drunk ; subsiding, becoming calm (wind). 

a sukkar-pira, sukkar-pin, 
Marchpane. 

A ijC* sakrat, Drunkenness, insensibility; 
the agony of death ; pang of sorrow, depth 
of woe ;—sakirat, sakira, A drunken woman. 

teffa* sukracha, A saucer; a measure. 
(jxJ'JjiL. sakarfdnldan, To commit a 

crime; to fold together; to be haughty, 
insolent; to pour out drink. 

8JuiyL, sakarfanda, Tripping, stumbling. 
(JJA^SL. sakarfldan, To stumble (a horse). 
a sukurka, A beverage made from 

millet, used in Abyssinia. 
tfa. sukra, sukara, sukkari, An earthen 

dish, a saucer. 
a tf.fa* sukkarln, (Made) of sugar, su-

gared. 
sakiz, Mastic ;—sikiz, A carpenter's 

hatchet. 



T ft* sakkiz, Eight. 
sakza, A sigh; a sharp-pointed 

arrow (see and ;—sikiza, Con-
tention, combat. 

sfflfczl, One of the seven dialects of 
Persia now lost (see 

T yi^ft. sakizildiz, A constellation formed 
by eight stars and considered most unlucky 
by the Persians. 

sukustan, To be broken or torn 
up. 

suksuk, Swift (horse); a horse 
going quick with a jolting t ro t ; the noise 
made with the feet; rough ground; a tree, 
the fire of which will burn for a week. 

mksaka, Hiccough;—saksaka kar-
dan, To have the hiccough. 

suksuki, Palpitation of the heart. 
saksambuya, Name of a medicine, 

=r q.v. 
A ( f t 8ak' (v.n.), Taking (any place) for 

one's abode and residence ; going no one 
knows whither, wandering about in bewil-
derment ; amazement, stupefaction;—saki', 
Foreign, strange ;—suqa', Astonished, be-
wildered, stupefied. 

A sakak, Smallness of the ear stick-
ing close to the head ; deafness, obstruc-
tion of the ear ;—sikak (pi, of sikkat), Wide 
streets. 

(?), A small offence. 
(?), Bereft, childless ; parentless. 

A sakn (pi. of sdkin), Inhabitants, 
the people of a house;—sakan, A dwelling, 
abode, residence; fire; repose, quiet, any-
thing conducive to i t ; domestic comforts, 
as wife or children; a blessing ; pity, com-
passion ; name of a man. 

a sukand (factitious pi. of sdkin), 
Inhabitants. 

A sakandt (pi. of the following), 
Rests, pauses. 

A A;A- saknai, A rest, pause (especially 
in reading the Qur'an); the quiescence of 
a letter ; the place where the neck joins the 
head ;—sakanat, sakana (pi. of sdkin), In-
habitants ;—sakana'i sahra, Dwellers in the 
desert, inhabitants of the fields; trees, 
grass, and the like;—sakana'i 'alam, Inha-
bitants of the world, creatures ;—sakana'i 
kanun, Charcoal. 

saknaj, A kind of bitumen brought 
from Syria;—sakunj, sukunj, A fetid smell 
from the mouth; one who has fetid 
breath;—sikunj, A cough ; shaving, scrap-
ing; a bite, a sting. 

yii^i^iS^sikanjdnidan (caus.of 
To cause to cough, &c. 

A sakanjabm (for P. 
q.v.), Oxymel. 

(jA^&w eikinjidan, sikunjtdan, sikanji-
dan, To cough; to take up with the tips of 
the fingers ; to nip, pinch ; to bite, to sting ; 
to smooth, to scrape. 

sikand, Venery. 
sikandar, Alexander; two princes of 

this name are much celebrated in the East, 
both distinguished by the title of zu 'l-qar-
nain, Having two horns (of the world), 
implying that they conquered the globe 
from east to west; the first supposed to be 
one of the most ancient kings; the other, 
Alexander of Macedon, also called Bin Fili-
kus (son of Philip), and RumI (the Gre-
cian) ; hanging the head (a quadruped 
whose fore-legs are short) ; a trip, a 
stumble; standing on the head (a mounte-
bank's trick or boy's game) ; — sikandar 
khwurdan, To trip, stumble ; to cut a sum-
mersault (see «aU.fe> and <jl*»). 

Ji^*- jAiX- sikandar-makafU, To whose 
court assemblies throng as to Sikandar's. 

JJA sikandari- khwur, Apt to 
stumble. 

^SJA^M, sikandarl khwurdan, To 
trip, to stumble. 

dijj-s^. sikandariya, Alexandria. 
sikangubin, Oxymel. 

a sakana, see A. . 
sikana, A wimble, auger, gimlet. 

A JY^C. sukna, A residence, habitation ;— 
sukna ddshtan, To reside. 

ft* sako, suko, A sofa, settle, bench, gar-
den-seat —eiku, A wooden fork with several 
prongs or branches, with which corn is agi-
tated that the wind may clear it of the 
chaff; a broom, besom. 

sik-wd, A dish of vinegar, meat, and 
flour. 

sakwdn, Name of a city in India. 
sukubd, sukupd, A bishop, 

presbyter ; name of the founder of a Chris-
tian convent. 

A sakut, Quiet, silent, taciturn 
(man);—sukut, Silence, quietness; peace ; 
dying, expiring, death ;—sukut kardan, To 
be silent (m.c.). 

sukura, An earthen dish. 
cjJlAySL, sukushdk, Lightning, thunderbolt. 
A oft* sakun, Name of a tribe in Taman; 

sukiin (v.n. of Being still, quiet, 
fixed; tranquillity, rest, peace (construed 
with the verbs buridan, bastan, giriftan, 
&c.) ; quiescence of a consonant, the mark 
jazmah (—) ; a mute; cessation ; residence, 
dwelling; firmness, constancy ;—sukun u 
jumbish, Rest and motion. 

A Us ft* sukunat, Dwelling, habitation, 
residence ; rest, tranquillity, contentment; 
—sukunat warzidan, To dwell. 

g^feyL. sukohanj, A triangular thorny 
plant; a stick, straw. 

a CA sakunat-dih, "Rest-giver," 
peace-bestower. 

^ft* sakwi, A sofa, bench, garden-seat; 
a platform (m.c.) ; a pier (m.c.). 

A^jiL, eakvnna, A sort of gum. 
a ASL. sikka, A die for coining; rule, 
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law, regulation ; dress, costume;—sikka 
khwurdan, To be coined ; — siklea zadan 
(kardan), To strike coins, to coin, to mint ; 
—sikka'i mardl, The beard as sign of 
manliness ;—sikka nishdndan (nihadan), To 
coin; to make current or saleable ;—sikka'i 
nau-bahdr, Vernal blossoms ;—nuqra'i bi-
eikka, Silver in ingots (m.c.). 

a (S^, eikka-khana, A mint. 
a fa sikka-ddr, Havingpowerof coin-

ing, i.e. an independent sovereign ; coined. 
a sikka-duriist, Upright, 

straightforward. 
a sikka-durueti, Honesty, up-

rightness. 
a Sdj sikka-zada, Coined. 
a h sikka-rupiya, A rupee of 

full weight. 
a zikka-zan, Coiner, master of the 

mint. 
T saki, An elevated bench, platform. 
A sukait, Name given to the last 

horse in a race of ten ;—sikklt, Very silent, 
taciturn, reserved. 

A sikkir, Very drunken, always 
drunk. 

j s i k i r o , Skyros (m.c.). 
sikiz, Malignant, wild, fierce, vicious; 

a young unbroken horse ; a kicker, jumper; 
a kick ; a blacksmith's forge, furnace. 

sikizdn, Cantering, or kicking 
(horse). 

ajjy-Xw siklzanda, Kicking, rearing. 
sikiza, Kicking (horse) ; a gallop, 

canter; a broil, a quarrel. 
yjLayjL. sikizidan, To gallop ; to be obsti-

nate, refractory, vicious, to spring or prance 
backwards and forwards ; to kick; to tread 
(as a cock) ;—bar-sikizidan, To gallop, &c. 
( = the simple verb). 

&LX- sakela, A sort of iron; hiccough. 
A sikkin, A knife. 
A sakinat, sakina, Tranquillity of 

mind, repose; the presence of God dwelling 
in a mysterious manner in the ark of cove-
nant ; female proper name (m.c.) ;—stikai-
nat, A she-ass; name of the gnat that 
entered the nostril of Nimrod and caused 
his death ; name of the daughter of Husain, 
granddaughter of 'All; name of one of 
Muhammad's companions. 

sikina, A wimble, auger, gimlet. 
sag (S. svan), A dog;—sagi db-gir, 

A water-lizard ;—sagi ablaq (spotted dog), 
Time, fortune ;—sagi buzina, A dog where-
on a mountebank's monkey rides ;—sagi 
pd-sokhta. A roamer, a loafer;—sagi tdzi, 
A greyhound;—sagi char-chashm, A dog 
with an eye-like black spot over each eye; 
—sagi kbdmoeh-gir, A dog who attacks 
people without barking;—sag dar posht 
(nosh, which is probably a misreading) 
ddshtan, To be injurious, obnoxious, de-
praved ;—sagi darya, An otter ;—sagi durp,-

bdla-kash, A dog who trails his tail, a per-
son who is at everybody's service, a servant 
of all work (proverbial) ;—sagi diwana, A 
mad dog, rabid ;—sagi ruyi yakk, A person 
who runs everywhere he is sent, and does all 
he is bid to do;—sagi shikari, A hunting* 
dog;—sagi ghdfil-gir, A dog who attacks un-
awares ;—sagi kujdst, Whence does the dog 
hail ? (a proverbial expression of contempt); 
—sag-kusk marg kardan, To torment, to kill 
in a cruel manner;—sagi lawand, A buf-
foon of one of the kings of the Safawi 
dynasty ;—sag nishinad ba-jd'i kalhi 'aqur, 
(met.) Instead of the tyrant a worse tyrant 
has come ;—sagi harza-maras, A roamer, a 
loafer ;—-sagi har-suwdr, (met.) Who asso-
ciates with anybody. 

sA sagi db, sag-db, ssC. sagi 
dbi, sag-abi, A beaver. 

sagdbi, The castor or beaver. 
sigdr, Unlucky, disastrous; (from 

Fr. or E.) a cigar (m.c.);—sigdr kashidan, 
To smoke a cigar (m.c.). 

S^faL* sagdrcha, Stupid, ignorant (doubt-
ful). 

sagdru, = q.v. 
sagdrun, A porcupine. 

u s i g d f , Burnt silver; a cocoon of the 
silkworm. 

J^— sigdl, Thought; hatred, enmity; a 
word, saying; calumny; a speaker; a singer; 
[zdbani sigdl, Nightingale;] — sugdl, A 
board. 

yiJVC. sigdlish, Thought; controversy, 
litigation, altercation ; enmity ; evil-speak-
ing. 

sagala, Spurred rye (m.c. from Fr. 
seigle) ;—sagala, sugdla, Dung of dogs. 

sigalidan, To think; to speak 
traducingly of the absent, meditate mis-
chief, resolve to injure; to deceive; to 
speak; to warble, sing. 

sigalida, Thoughtful. 
sagdn (pi. of sag), Dogs;—sagdni 

az, Greedy, worldly-minded people;—sagdni 
khaima'i dunya, Worldlings. 

tiC* sag-angur, Dogs-grape, night-
shade. 

SJU sagdn-mada, Bitches. 
sigana (for sih gdna), Triple, of 

three kinds; name of a village in Ghaznin. 
sagawand, Name of a mountain 

said to abound in dogs. 
sagd'i, The copulation of dogs. 

fa sag-bdz, A showman of performing 
dogs; a clever or sagacious dog. 

ijW^- sagban, A dog-keeper. 
^ sag-bacha, A whelp, a pup. 

sagbastak, sagibastak, A sagacious 
dog. 

sag-buzina, A dog with a mon-
key mounted on his back. 

&*£-» sagba, A dish made of butter and 
milk. 



ĝ -rf sag-binaj, Sagapenum. 
gag-pisfaw, Sebestens. 

cSji sag-pity, Sound of feet in walk-
ing gently at night ; one who walks gently ; 
sound produced in sleeping. 

(j)W sag-jdn, Dog-souled, malignant. 
sag-jigar, Gruel, inhuman. 

sagcka, A little dog; a sagacious 
dog. 

U^fc- iaX- sag-chihrahd, Crabbed (people). 
J»> sag-dil, Bog-hearted, fierce. 

sag-dandan, A canine-tooth, 
^ j j sag-dawi, A fruitless running 

about. 
sagi-dnvana-war, Like a mad 

dog, rabid. 
sagar, Name of a city in the Deccan; 

—sugur, A porcupine. 
sugurna, A porcupine. 

ft* sigz, A mountain in Zabulistan;— 
suguz, A porcupine (see ft*). 

sag-zdda, A son of a bitch. 
sagzan, A sort of sharp-pointed 

arrow; a broad-headed, pointless arrow, 
with which boys learn to shoot. 

toft* suguzna, A porcupine (see Mft~). 
tft* sagza, A sob; a sharp-pointed 

arrow. 
^ft* sigzi, A certain people residing near 

the mountain Sigz; surname of Rustam; 
name of one of the seven dialects of Persia 
now lost. 

sigzidan, To commit a crime; to 
be folded, 

yh—ift* sigzistdn, Siji&tan. 
ftJL* sagsdr, Dog-like; a species of 

imaginary monster, with the head of a dog, 
the yellow face of a dragon, the hair of a 
goat, the ears of an elephant, and blue 
eyes; a people with dog's heads and human 
bodies ; a country inhabited by this people; 
avaricious; worldly-minded ; a parasite. 

s agist an, sigistdn, Sijistan ; — 
sigistdn, A fruit like a plum. 

sag-sar, Dog-headed. 
sagsahi, A wrestling trick. 

iiyi—sagsambuya, Seed of cinquefoil. 
a sag-sirat, Doggish, churlish, 

snappish. 
sagak, A little dog; a species of 

burr or prickly grass; a kind of grappling-
iron. 

aSL. sag-hush, Dog-willow. 
sag-hushi, A killing as one 

would kill a dog (comp. sag-hush marg 
hardan. under 

ift sag-han, sag-hanah (dim.), 
The mandrake. 

sag-gazida, Bitten by a dog. 
sagl, A kind of plant, 

MSX- sagldb, sagldbi, A beaver. 
yA^i^L. sagldbidan, To bark (as a dog). 

sag-Ids, An exhibitor of perform-
ing dogs. 

sagldv, ^ft*-* saqlawi, A beaver. 
saglidan, To sigh, to sob; to 

belch. 
fS~ sagam, A cricket. 

sag-mdda, A bitch. 
^ U aC. sag-mdhi, A sturgeon. 

ssfi* sag-manish, Churlish, currish. 
a siganjabf.n, Oxymel. 
a^SL, saganja, Hail. 

sagangur (for Night-
shade. 

JL+ sugwdr, Mournful, afflicted (see 

sugoshdh, Lightning, thunder-
bolt. 

JyS— sugitl, Gall-apple; anything astrin-
gent or constipating. 

H f f t * sughar, Intelligent, sagacious; 
elegant, accomplished, beautiful, virtuous. 

sagi, Doggishness ; [sagi hardan, To 
follow (as a dog) ; to be cruel;]—sigh 
Wine. 

i iU sigi-hhdna, A tavern. 
&LS~> sagila, A sigh, sob ; a belch, 
J-* sal, A r a f t ; a ship ;—sil, Consump-

tion (comp, the following article) ; an In-
dian spear;—sul (according to others sull), 
The lungs. 

A J - sail (v.n.), Drawing one thing out 
of another (especially a sword from the 
scabbard) ; drawing out gently; purloin-
ing ;—sill (in P. sil), sull, Ulceration of the 
lungs; consumption ; a hectic fever ;—sull 
(in P.), The lungs. (See preceding article.) 

!iU said, Song ; name of a singer. 
A silab, A black mourning-habit. 
g sA* sulab, An astrolabe (see 
uwl- saldt, Name of a famous musician; 

a pot-licker. 
saldjit, A species of storax. 

A saldjiqat, saldjiqua, The Seljukian 
dynasty. 

A Ĉ *" silah, Arms (especially sword, 
mace, and stringless bow) ; armour, accou-
trement ; [silah bastan, To arm oneself, to 
put on armour, &c.; — pur-sildh, Fully 
armed or equipped ;]—suldh, Dung, excre-
ment. 

a fty sildh-bardar, An armour-
bearer, esquire; an officer who has charge 
of the armoury. 

a silah-basta, Clad in armour. 
a c^- sildh-band, Armed, accoutred. 
a silah-posh, Covered with ar-

mour ; one who is armed. 
a ( j ^ . ĉ — sildh-poshi, The wearing of 

armour, accoutrement. 
a gJL. silah-Jshdna, An arsenal, ar-

moury. 
a f t e i - silah.dar^ A sword-bearer, es-

quire. 
a ft 8ildh-saz, An armourer. 
ajji> c^- sildh'Shor, A fencing-master; 



an armourer; a breaker or trainer of horses; 
a gladiator (see ^ ^l*.). 

a i&lC saldha, The urine of a mountain-
goat, black and viscous like pitch, which 
is gathered from the rocks. 

a tjpX. silahi, A sword or armour-bearer. 
A salldkh, A skinner, a flayer. 

saldkhwur, ~ q . v . 
_ u-fa sildras (S. sild-raea), Liquid storax; 

oil of cardamom. 
A (jA- sulas,Weakness of mind; insanity; 

loss of intellect or sensibility. 
A 2LX. said sat, Easiness, simplicity ; plain-

ness ; gentleness, urbanity ; ease, facility ; 
evenness, smoothness. 

A J-A- salasil (pi. of sileilat or sileil), 
Chains ; forked lightning; continuous light-
ning ; clouds linked together like a chain ; 
sands adhering together (opp. to shifting) ; 
the lines of a book ;—sulasil, Limpid water 
flowing down the throat; mellow wine. 

A &>!L. said tat (v.n. of Sol—), Having a 
sharp, piercing tongue ; being long-handed, 
i.e., rapacious and oppressive ; sovereignty, 
power, authority. 

A said tin (pi. of sultan), .Kings, 
princes, emperors, sovereigns, potentates ;— 
saldtlni bd tamkln, Mighty potentates. 

a saldtm-pasand, What de-
lights kings. 

A suld,f, Juice which flows from the 
grapes before pressure ; wine ; palpitation, 
trembling of the limbs;—sulldf(\>\. of salaf), 
Predecessors, ancestors; leaders of the 
people. 

A jiL. suldq, A tubercle on the tongue or 
the gums; efflorescence or pimples on the 
body; a hard substance forming on the eye-
lid and corroding the lashes; the Feast of 
Ascension. 

ô ^U saldk, An ingot of gold or of silver; 
hire, rent. 

A sulalat, suldla, Whatever is ex-
tracted from anything ; sperm, human seed ; 
progeny, race. 

A ^Su saldlim, saldlim (pi. of sul-
lam), Steps, ladders, stairs;—suldlim, Name 
of a fortress at Khaibar. 

A saldm (v.n. of ^A-), Saluting, wish-
ing health or peace; peace, safety, salva-
tion ; freedom from vice or blemish; a 
salutation, greetings, compliments; fare-
well, goodbye; compassion; one of the 
names of God; name of a certain tree ; 
[salami palla (tardzu), The sinking of the 
scale salami tufang (top), A signal-shot 
to warn merchantmen that tolls are to be 
paid ;—salami Mass, Levee (m.c.) ;—salami 
dadan (zadan, kardan, guftan), To salute; 
to say goodbye;—salami rusta'l bi-tam' met, 
The salutation of the rustic is not disin-
terested (proverbial) ; — saldm 'alaikum, 
Peace be with you (m.c.) ;—saldm nishastan, 
To sit in state, to hold a drawing-room 

(m.c.) ;—salami nizami, A military salute 
(followed by dadan, To fire a salute, 
mm.cc.) ;—saldm u paydm, Salutations and 
kind messages;—ddru 's-ealam, The abode 
of peace, Paradise ;—madlnatu 's-salam, The 
city or peace, Baghdad ;—nahru's-saldm, 
The river of peace, Tigris ;—wa 's-salam, 
And so farewell, and now good-bye, adieu ; 
and there is an end of it. The word is also 
construed with the verbs burdan, rasandan, 
firistddan, giriftan, &c.;]—sildm (pi. of 
8alamat), Stones; name of a river ;—sulam, 
Name of a place;—salldm, Name of a man. 

A salamdn, Name of a tree. 
a saldmdna, A present on being 

introduced to a superior (see 
A saldmat (v.n. of Being secure 

from danger, escaping from harm; salva-
tion, safety ; peace, rest; health ; immunity, 
liberty ; integrity; construed with the verbs 
bar-khdstan, chakldan, yaftan, &C.;—said-
mat bash, Good cheer to you! may you 
prosper! (m.c.);—ba-saldmati kase khwur-
dan, To drink to one's health. 

a saldmat-anjam, Conducing to 
peace; affectionate. 

a jy saldmat-rav, An economist. 
a (jjy saldmat-rawi, Economy. 
a saldmat-kucha, A military 

entrenchment. 
a saldmati, Safety, &c. ( = u^i- . ) ; 

a coarse cloth. 
a flU saldm-mufattih, (in the lan-

guage of Sodomites) The penis. 
A t^k™ salamd, The south wind ;—salami, 

A native of madlnatu 's-salam, i.e. Bagh-
dad ;—sulamd, The bones (and a bone) of 
the fingers and toes. 

a ( j A - salami, A salute of cannon; a pre-
sent on being introduced to a superior; 
earnest-money ; a free gift from a farmer 
to government on taking lands, and from 
the same to the Zamindfir to build his 
house. 

^jls diU. ^ I L . saldml-khdna-bdrl, A pre-
sent from the farmer to his landlord to 
enable him to build his house. 

A s-A. salb, salab (v.n.), Spoiling, seizing 
by force; putting oil mourning clothes; 
haste, expedition; deprivation, denial, ne-
gation ; [salbi juz'l, A special or partial 
negation ;—salbi kulll, A general negation;] 
—salab, Rapine, plunder; anything taken 
from an enemy (arms, clothes, &c.); spoil, 
plunder, booty ; clothing, garments (comp. 
It . roba, which also originally means " spoil," 
and is now used in the sense of " things, 
clothes," &c.) ; stores, warlike provisions; 
the bark of a tree from which ropes are 
made ; name of a tall tree ; [salabi firishta 
ddshtan. To be clothed in green ;]—sulub 
(pi. of sildb), Mourning-clothes. 

^ j A - salbiiy, The sound produced in 
walking. 



salt, The sound produced in walking. 
A salt (v.n.), Shaving (the head). 
A sallat, sillat, The drawing of a sword; 

theft ; the pace or speed of a horse; a 
chest or press in which provisions or clothes 
are kept. 

A siltim, A demon supposed to haunt 
woods in a human shape ; a toothless camel; 
a year of scarcity. 

A %ft salj (v.n.), Having a looseness from 
eating the herb sullaj (camels) ; swallowing 
(a mouthful);—sullaj, Name of herb on 
which camels pasture. 

saljuq, — q.v. 
A saljam, Long, tall. 

saljan, Bitter words ; shameless-
ness, effrontery. 

saljuq, tj^iL. saljuq, Name of the 
founder of the Seljukian dynasty in Persia. 

(jSj^L* saljuqi, Seljukian. 
A ^ f t salh (v.n.), Voiding excrement; 

arming one with a sword, bow, and the 
like; dung, excrement;—sulk, Name of a 
river;—silah, Arms, weapons ;—sulah, A 
young partridge. 

a f f t silah-jposhi, The wearing of 
armour; accoutrements. 

aiiUjsL. silah-khana, An armoury, arsenal. 
a )\±a*L>silah-ddr, Armour-bearer, esquire. 
a JJA J-L. silah-shor, A horseman that dis-

plays the throwing of the javelin, vaulting, 
and other dexterity on horseback; a cham-
pion, a gladiator; a horse-breaker. 

A { f t salkh (v.n.), Skinning, flaying (an 
animal); taking off (clothes) ; drawing to-
wards a close (the month) ; spending (the 
month) ; the last day of the (lunar) month ; 
a goat's skin; the skin of a serpent; [salkh 
kardan, To flay, to skin;j—salakh, Thread 
on a spindle. 

a wk AU salkh-khana. A slaughter-house, 
o CJĴ 'AL, salddniyun, A tree resembling 

the willow. 
jj.iL. saldoz, Name given to certain war-

riors of Timur's army. 
A sah, A thread upon which beads 

are strung, with necklaces of which slave-
girls adorn their necks ; an ear-ring ;—salas, 
Gentleness; smoothness; [salasu 'Ubaul, 
Diabetes;]—gaits, Easy, docile, gentle; 
afflicted with diabetes. 

A salsdl, Limpid water flowing down 
the throat; a pure limpid stream, waving 
like a chain. 

salsburgh- Saltzburg (m.c.). 
A J-^wJL. salsabil, Name of a fountain in 

Paradise; mellow wine ; anything soft, 
tender, digestible. 

A salsal, Limpid water flowing 
down the throat ; forked lightning. 

A salsalat (v.n. of J—lU), Connecting 
with each other; a long slice of a camel's 
bunch—silsilat, silsila, A chain, a series, 
suite, concatenation; succession, line, de-

scent ; inheritance; genealogy, family, pro-
geny ; an unbroken tradition; lightning 
when darting along like a chain, forked 
lightning ; (construed with the verbs uftd-
dan, bar-ham zadan, bastan, jumbanidan, 
khd'idan} kutah kardan, guzdshtan, guslkh-
tan, nihadan, &c.) ;—silsila'i jibdl (kohdn, 
&c.), A chain of hills or mountains. 

a &LJL silsila-bandl, Concatenation; 
classification, arrangement. 

a Aiyti iLJL silsila-paiwand, I.ink-con-
necting. 

a i L L silsila-jumban (shaking the 
chain), A cause, means ; a pledge. 

a «—iSj silsila-zulf, Curly-haired. 
a AUL» silsila-Hzdr, Whose cheeks 

are streaked with down. 
a y al-JL, silsila-mu, With hair in ring-

lets (like chains). 
a f t <*LJu silsila-wdr, Linked together; 

serial, lineal; consecutive; connectedly, 
systematically. 

I - salsis, A sort of stone. 
[ft-* salish, (in Zand and Pazand) Bad. 
A salt, Vehement, sharp; long-

tongued ; a long tongue; name of a place 
in Syria;—suit, Delegation, appointment to 
any place of authority or charge;—salif;, 
Point of a spear not swelling in the middle; 
—silat, Long and slender arrows. 

A (jjUsL. sultan, A ruler, monarch, sove-
reign ; a potentate, emperor, king; abso-
lute power, sway, authority; convincing 
proof;—suit dni akhtardn, The sun ;—sul-
tani darweshdn, Muhammad ;—sultani rum, 
The Sultan of Turkey ;—sultani 'ahd, The 
reigning monarch;—sultani falak (yak-asba, 
yak-suwar, yak-suwdra'i gar dun), The sun. 

a AiUaL. sultana, Empress, queen. 
a (jjUaL. sultani, Belonging to a prince or 

sovereign ; a kind of broad-cloth; a gold 
coin ; a fine sort of peach ; dominion, prin-
cipality. 

A &L saltat, salta, Power, delegated 
authoritj ;—siltai, silta, A long and slender-
arrow. 

A (jiilaL. saltaqi, A kind of dervish's gar-
ment. 

A kiJU saltanat (v.n. of (;>SaL.), Making 
emperor; power, authority, dominion; 
magnificence, majesty ; an empire, reign, 
kingdom, principality ;—saltanati jamhuri, 
A republic (m.c.) ;—saltanati shak^si, Per-
sonal government, an absolute monarchy, 
autocracy;—saltanat kashidan, To exercise 
dominion; (met.) to learn how to conquer 
the world. 

a u^kL. saltanat-rdn, An emperor ; a 
king. 

A sal', A fissure, crack, chink, gap ; a 
chap (in the feet) ; name of a mountain 
near Madinah. 

A sal'at, sala'at, A fracture, contu-
sion, or cut;—sil'at, Goods, merchandise, 



household furniture ;—til'at, sal'at, A tu-
mour or scrofulous twellirig on the body or 
the neck. 

UkL» salghar, Name of the father of 
Seljuk Shah. 

A *J&~salf(v.n.), Levelling (the ground) ; 
harrowing a field for sowing; a large wal-
let ; a hide not sufficiently dressed ;—si l f , 
The husband of a wife's sister;—salaf 
(v.n.), Passing, going by; past or former 
times; a predecessor, ancestor (also used 
for the plural) ; a precedent; money 
advanced for merchandize; a purse, bag; 
—eulaf, A young partridge. 

sulfy A cough. 
sulfdnldan, To cause to cough. 

A &L, silfat, Tbe relationship of two 
women married to two brothers; a bro-
ther's wife ;—sulfat, Breakfast; anything 
eaten as a whet before dinner, 

jjiL, mlfaur, Dung, manure (see^^A-). 
4AL. sulfa, A cough. 
(jjĵ jkL, sulfidan, To sneeze, cough ; to in-

sert, place upon. 
A J^- 8dlq (v.n.), Exfoliating, cutting 

the skin (with a lash) ; hurting another 
with opprobrious language; anointing, 
greasing, smearing all over with pitch; 
purboiling (vegetables or an egg) ; throw-
ing down upon the back, laying prostrate ; 
roasting a sheep with the Bkin; bringing 
together the two handles of a wallet; a 
scar or mark on the back of a camel; beet; 
—silq, A wolf; beet-root; — salaq, Level 
ground ;—suluq, A large leathern sack. 

jyiL, 8ulqaur, Dung, manure (see for 
which it is perhaps a misreading). 

y-sAL. salqis, A city built by Zu '1-qar-
nain. 

A tfU— salk (v.n.), Thrusting in, thread-
ing ; drawing one thing into another;— 
silk, A thread, string, order, series, train; 
connexion; course, tenour ; [silki jawdhir 
([la'aU), A string of pearls;—silki dauri 
qamar, The world; fortune; night and 
day ;]—suldk, A young sand-grouse or par-
tridge. 

salk, silk, sulk, A canal, mill-dam, or 
stream which drives the wheel; — silak, 
Pease; vetches. 

a ^AIJ silk-bandi, Account of the 
daily receipts of revenue made up at the 
end of the month into one total. 

silkak, A small canal or mill-
dam. 

fJL. aalm, Name of the eldest son of Fari-
diin ;—salm, silam, Tables on which boys 
learn to write. 

A salm (v.n.), Tanning (leather) with 
the bark of a tree called salam ; completing 
the making of a bucket; a one-handled 
bucket; the bite of a snake; name of a 
man;—salm, silm, Peace; one who culti-
vates peace and friendship;—silm, Saluting; 

the Muhammadan religion; propagating 
Islam;—salam (v.n.), Submitting; sur-
render, submission; money paid in advance; 
name of a thorny tree;—sullam, A ladder, 
staircase. 

A <j*UL. salamds, Name of a town in 
Azarbaijan. 

A t)UL. salman, Name of a friend of 'Ali. 
8alniak, One of the six musical 

styles. 
a ealma, A vegetable used in tanning. 
A JYA. 8almd, The south wind; name 

of a woman celebrated for her beauty; 
hence in general, a mistress, sweetheart, 
lady-love; name of a mountain; also of a 
tribe. 

&04.L, salamiya, Name of a town depen-
dent on Emessa. 

gA~ eilunj, An ulcer on the lip ; cracked 
in the lips. 

A fa salw, suluw (v.n. of fa), Being 
tranquil, contented, or relieved from an-
xiety, care, or sorrow; the cessation of 
sorrow; forgetting, forgetfulness. 

A salwat, A single quail (see ^ jL) , 
A YIJI— salwdn (v.n. of fa), Forgetting; 

—sulwan, A remedy for love or grief (water 
poured from a kind of shell, and drunk to 
one's health, or water mixed with the duat 
from a dead man's grave, which is given 
him to drink); a philtre; an amulet or 
charm; an exhilarating medicine; name 
of a fountain at Jerusalem (the pool of 
Siloam). 

A *-r>fa salub, Liable to abortions (camel 
or woman). 

A SjL. salwat, sulwat, A remedy for grief 
or for love (see <^fa) ; forgetfulness ; con-
tentment ; solace; —• salwat u surur, Con-
tentment and cheerfulness. 

j f a siUur, An eel. 
A t f a sulugh (v.n. of £fa) t Shedding the 

teeth after the sixth year (oxen or sheep). 
A J f a saluq, Nature, genius; name of a 

town m Yaman renowned for its manufac-
ture of coats of mail. 

A ts) fa suluk (v.n. of «tU-), Proceeding, 
going by the way; conduct; institution, 
mode, manner, rule; (pi. of silk) Threads; 
—suluk kardan (namudan), TD travel; to 
follow any rule or institution. 

A rnlul, Name of the mother of 'Ab-
du'llah bin Abi munafiq; mother of a tribe 
of the Hawazin, which is called after her. 

A JGJL. salwd, Honey ; quails. 
A-. salla, A wicker, or snake-catcher's 

basket;—sulla, A wooden vessel, a tub. 
aL. 8alla-bdj, fa dl-, salla-gar, \J^ A-

salla-kash, A basket-bearer. 
Balib, Carried off; stripped of 

fruit or foliage (a tree) ; bereft of one's 
senses. 

a saleh (by Imalah for silah), War-
like apparatus;—ealih, Name of a tribe in 



Yaman \ s i l i h , An armed man ; a general; 
the van of an army. 

A iafcjL. 8allkhat, salikha, A certain per-
fume; benzoin or balsam of the feara-tree 
before it is prepared. 

a <j~eL, sails, Easy, plain, familiar, simple, 
not abstruse ; a sort of stone. 

® t»r*sL. salls-nauns, Writing a plain 
hand. 

o r * ^ saUsun, Name of the brother of 
king Philocrates. 

a (j^U sallsl, Easiness, simplicity ; plain-
ness, clearness. 

salish, (in Zand and Pazand) Bad. 
A sallt, Vehement; long-tongued, 

sharp, eloquent; olive-oil; oil of sesame 
a salita, A clamorous brawling wo-

man ;—saUta'i bdzdr, A common whore, 
a (jjj alâ L. salita-zan, A brawling woman, 

a Bhrew. 
A T>EL, galiq, Whatever falls from a tree; 

leaves or branches; withered thorns. 
yj&cL, sallqun, = 
a MeL. galiqa, Boiled-potherbs; (met,) 

good taste (m.c.). 
a f t AfieL- sallqa-dar, ft* ealiqa-

shi'dr, .u* JAaL. saUqa-mand, Of good dis-
position; well-conducted; possessed of 
genius; tasteful. 

a sallqagl, Good nature, amiable 
disposition. 

sallk, Name of one of the twelve 
musical styles. 

A <*1*L sulaik, Name of a man. 
A JifL. salll, A new-born infant; a newly-

dropped colt; a drawn sword. 
A f*ft salim, Entire, free from flaw or 

stain ; perfect, sound, healthy, wholesome ; 
pacific, affable; silly, a simpleton; bitten 
By a snake; proper name of a man (m.c.) ; 
—eallmu 't-tab', Affable, mild, gentle ;— 
salimu 'l-qalb, Sincere, kind-hearted. 

A yWL. 8ulaimdn, Solomon;—sulaimdni 
zamdn, The Solomon or oracle of the age. 

a tL^ sulaimdn-bisdt, Whose car-
pet is a place of homage like Solomon's. 

a ^U^L. sulaimdni, Bolonging to Solo-
mon ; the dignity of a Solomon; a kind of 
white date; an onyx. 

a J j JL, sallm-dil, Simple-minded ; stu-
pid. 

l3+*L' salimi, A kind of cloth. 
aalinun (G. <re)uvov), Name of a 

plant. 
sum, A hoof, foot; a cavern, grotto; 

(in comp. forswfii) piercing (see lyf) ;— 
sum afkandan, To limp ;—sumi bdragl bar 
sari khun kashldan, To sally forth on horse-
back in order to kill an enemy. 

A (V- samm (v.n.), Presenting poison, 
poisoning victuals; intending, proposing; 
making peace between two persons, recon-
ciling; amending; stopping up, corking 
close; a small hole; poison; name of two 

veins in a horse's nose; mother of pearl; 
a sea-shell; [sammu 7-Amar,Rhododaphne; 
—sammu l-Jehiydt, The eye of a needle;— 
sammu 'l-fdr, Ratsbane; arsenic; realgar;] 
—samm, simm, sumrn, A small hole; poison; 
—summ, The orifice of the ear ; a refuge; 
a fox. 

A ®W~. samd', Heaven, sky; roof of a 
house; a canopy; a projection or shade 
over a door or portico, an awning ; a cloud; 
rain; height, altitude ; eminence, dignity ; 
meridian, culminating point; prime; spring; 
a horse's back ; name of a horse. 

A U— simdt (pi. of simat), Marks by 
burning; brands, signs. 

A simdj (pi. of samj, samij, and 
samlj), Hideous, foul, ugly. 

y-jt f*— sum-bos, Kissing of the feet. 
A A^L-M. samdjat (v.n. of Being de-

formed, filthy, ugly ; turpitude; adultera-
tion. 

•̂U— samdcha, A bodice (for samdkhcha). 
A cL— samdh, simdh, samahat (v.n. 

of £•**)> Being beneficent, liberal, humane ; 
liberality, bountifulness ;—simdh (v.n. 3 of 
C*—), Being lenient towards one, pardon-
ing ; (pi. fem. of q.v.) beneficent, 
liberal (women). 

a Ai—i samahat-pasand, Delight-
ing in generosity. 

A fcW- simdkh, The ear; orifice of the 
ear. 

Ayi-L— samdkhcha, A stomacher, bodice, 
or corslet worn by women. 

A JW* samad, Dung and ashes mixed. 
ft*, samdr. Name of a herb. 
jft— sarndru, — ^^ft** q.v. 
t)ft~> samdrukh, tft*** samarugh, A 

white mushroom resembling an egg ; salsu-
ginous, unproductive ground. 

samdrughzar, A mushroom-bed. 
- aamarughnak. Full of mush-

rooms. 
csl^L— samdruk, A pigeon. 
t^ft— sumarl, A ship. 
ij-ift^ samaris, A sardine. 
A iftu-* samdsirat (pi. of simsdr), Bro-

kers ; mediators. 
A kL— simat, An order, series, row; rank; 

the carpet on which a meal is placed, a 
table-cloth; a table covered with victuals 
(construed with the verbs afgandan, kashl-
dan, nihadan, <fcc.) ; the leathern carpet on 
which criminals were executed i—fc&wurda'i 
simdt, The remains of dinner. 

a (j^L-. samdtln, A carpet, coarse cloth ; 
a room hung round with mirrors;—sima-
tain (obi. du.), On both sides. 

A jama' (v.n. of £*«), Hearing, 
listening t o ; the sense of hearing; ecstacy 
occasioned by hearing song or music; a 
song, a dance (especially a circular dance 
performed by dervishes in ecstacy), music; 
(in grammar) prescription, authority, usagej 
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[eamd4 Icardan, To hear;]—sammd*, One 
who hears much; a spy. 

a o3 samdtln-zan, Who spreads a 
carpet. 

A &U-* samd'at, A hearing, an audience ; 
hearing or taking evidence in a law-suit; 
cognisance. 

a sa/md'-khdna, A house for song 
or dance (particularly where the dervishes 
perform). 

a ^ U - samd'l, Belonging to a dance or a 
song; a quick air, an allegro; whatever 
has been heard; traditional, oral; (in 
grammar) irregular, founded on custom, 
arbitrary, prescriptive. 

a Js^U— samd'll (for ), Isbmael. 
a ^glgrU-. samd'lll, Sacrifice, oblation; 

name of a sect which worships the organ 
of generation. 

gum-afganda, Limping, lame. 
A jU— sumaq, Mere, pure;—summdq, 

and— 
samdqll, Sumach. 

A I*5U~ 8imdk, That upon which anything 
is supported or raised ; a platform, scaf-
fold ; (pi. of 8amak) fishes; name of two 
stars; [simdki a'zal, Spica Virginia; — 
8imdki ramih, ArcturuB ;]—sammdk, A fish-
monger. 

^WM simdk, A road well guarded ;—sum-
mdk, Sumach. 

jtfW- samdkar, Sj^U— samdkdra, A waiter 
at a tavern ; a servant. 

a^U— samakcha, A bodice, corset, sto-
macher. 

A sam'al, A shadow; — samdl, A 
worm in water;—sammdl, Name of the 
father of a tribe. 

a samm-dlud, Envenomed. 
samdn (for dsman), Heaven; the 

27th of the month ;—simdn, Name of a city. 
A YU— simdn (pi. of samin), Fat;—sam-

mdn, A seller of butter. 
samana, A quail; a roof; name of a 

city in Hindustan where a fine cloth is made. 
^U— samdni, Sky-eoloured, azure. 
A sumdna, A quail. 
A cu^U— samdwat (pi. of samd'), The 

heavens. 
A &5U— samdwat (v.n. of _J4~), Being ram-

pant among the females, and leaping upon 
them (a stallion); a roof; a projection or 
shade over a door, a portico, a porch ; a 
model, figure, form, mould; name of a 
place between Kufa and Syria. 

a ^ U— s am aim, Heavenly; celestial; 
sky-coloured, cerulean, azure. 

gsftU- samdhlj, Name of an island. 
A FJU— samd'im (pi. of samiim), Hot, 

pestilential winds, simooms ; the dog-days. 
SJ^JU . sumbada, fijW-*— sumbdra, and— 
jU*— sumpar, SjL*— sumpdra, A hard sort 

of stone used in sharpening and polishing 
swords or knives (see ). 

I a simat (v.n. of Branding with 
a hot iron; a mark made by burning; a 
brand. 

A <-=—•— samt (v.n.), Travelling ; making 
fo r ; guessing the way; finding the right 
way ; a way, road, path ; course, direction; 
towards ;—samtu 'r-rds, The zenith, the 
vertical point of the heavens ;—samtu '/-
qadam, The nadir ;—as-savit, The azimuth; 
—ba-samte, From one side or other, in any 
direction (m.c.). 

sum-tirash, An instrument for 
paring horses' hoofs. 

a samtgar, Partial; a partisan. 
a samtgarl, Partiality. 

samj, sumj, Any subterraneous pas-
sage; mine, or burrow; a common sewer; a 
cavern, a grot, the resort of the destitute, or 
a fold for sheep ;—simij, Secrets. 

A j-*— samj, Rich milk of a disagreeable 
flavour;—sumuj, Deformed, ugly, hideous, 
stinking, offensive, 

j,^*— samjur, sumjfir, Poor, homeless. 
sumja, Offensive smell; smelling 

badly. 
sumcha, A subterraneous passage; 

a sheep-cote ; a prison. 
A samh (v.n.), Being beneficent, libe-

ral ; (fem. samhat, samka), Beneficent, 
liberal. 

A simhdq, The pericranium, or a 
wound touching that membrane. 

A £4— samkh (v.n.), Wounding in the 
ear-hole; breathing, blowing; beginning 
to sprout (corn), 

^d-t— sum-ddr, Solid-hoofed (animal). 
a f samm-ddr, Noxious, poisonous. 
A samr (v.n,), Fixing with nails or 

pins, nailing ; holding an evening conversa-
tion by moonlight;—sumr (pi. of asmar), 
Tawny ; lances;—-samar, Evening conver-
sations ; a story, tale ; an adventure ; night, 
darkness ; the shadow of the moon ; moon-
l ight; time; a vestibule ;—summar (pi. of 
sdmir), 

samar, A weaver's brush (also 
sammar); name of a king, the founder of 
the city of Samarcand ;—sumar, A reed-
bed. 

Ay— samrdd, Imagination, thought,fancy. 
^Ay— samr add, What refers to thought 

or fancy ; name of a sect of idealists, teach-
ing that the world exists only in imagina-
tion. 

a gy- samraj, Tribute received in three 
instalments (A. samar raj from P. sih, 
Three, and marra, Time). 

A sumrat (v.n. of Being of a 
tawny colour ;—samurat, Egyptian thorn. 

samarqand, Name of a famous 
city and kingdom in higher Asia (see 

1). 
^g-uiy— samarqandi, An inhabitant of, 

or one belonging to, Samarqand; hollow 

( 696 ) 



friendship, insincere professions of good-
will : a beam, Tafter; a bar, bolt; a measur-
ing pole or perch; a present given to a 
violated woman. 

Samarkand, A large city in Turki-
stan (see samar). 

samrud, One of three stages of 
religious perfection;—samrudi samrud, The 
highest degree of this stage. 

x ft*+~. simsdr, A broker; a mediator; 
a reconciler of friends. 

A samsam, Swift, nimble (man). 
A samsarat (v.n. of ), Bro-

kerage. 
A samsiq, Jessamine ; sweet mar-

joram. 
sumsak, Of low extraction. 

A samsam, A fox;—simsim, The 
grain sesame;—sumsum, A red ant. 

samsimun, Myosotis. 
A U— samt (v.n.), Scalding the hair off 

(a kid) before roasting (it) ; suspending 
(anything) ; sharpening (a knife) ; losing 
its sweetness (milk) ; being silent, silence; 
active, alert; a row of bricks;—simt, A 
thread upon which beads or pearls are 
strung; a long necklace ; a strap hanging 
from the saddle with which burdens are 
fastened; a thin garment (not quilted or 
lined); nimble, agile, light;—<-sumt, A 
woollen garment;—sumut (pi. of simdf), 
Rows, series. 

a simty, A quatrain the third and 
fourth lines of which have the same rhyme. 

A sam1 (v.n.), Hearing, listening; 
the sense of hearing; the ear; [sam'u 'l-
kiydn, Title of a book on physics (see y ^ ) ;] 
—sim', The mongrel whelp of a wolf and 
hyaena ; fame, fair name, good reputation; 
—soma1, simi1, Name of the father of a 
tribe of Himyar. 

A sam'-an, Hearingly, i.e. willingly ; 
—sam'-an wa td'atan, Hearing and obe-
dience, most willingly, you have only to 
command;—[sam'-an Id (wa-la) bulgh-an, 
It is heard, but may it not come to pass (a 
mode of expression when any disagreeable 
news is reported). 

A sam'at, A single hearing. 
a £4— sam'-khardshi. A grating or 

jarring on the ear. 
samghand, A menstruous woman; 

the menses. 
A samk (v.n.), Exalting, raising, 

bearing up, elevating, lifting up; the roof 
of a house; extent from top to bottom; 
height, elevation;—samak, Fish; the sign 
Pisces; a fish on which the earth is sup-
posed to rest; hence :—az samak td simak, 
From the fish to the star simak (see »is)U~) ; 
—baina 's-simdk wa 's-samak, The expanse 
between the centre of the earth and heaven. 

samuk, Vain-glory, arrogant preten-
sions; vain, silly, foolish. 

ft-*— simkdr, simgar, A city in 
Badakhshan. 

A samkur, Name of a place. 
A saml (v.n.), Blinding, knocking 

out an eye ; gouging; making peace, recon-
ciling ; cleaning a well;—samal, An old 
tattered garment; small quantities of water; 
remainders of mud in a well, 

A samn (v.n.), Dressing or preserving 
(meat) with butter; butter;—siman, Being 
fat, fatness. 

saman, suman, Trefoil; a certain 
white fragrant flower; (for ydsmin) Jessa-
mine ; [samani zard, Name of a fragrant 
flower;]—suman, Summons (m.c. from E.). 

ft*-* simnar, Name of a famous architect. 
samndk, Liberality, generosity. 

r*Ail saman-andam, With limbs like 
jessamine. 

y saman-bar, Jessamine-bosomed. 
saman-barg, Leaf of the jessa-

mine. 
^jSU} saman-bundgosh, With ears of 

jessamine hue. 
pi saman-bu (bo), Fragrant as jessa-

mine. 
fti saman-paikar, saman-

chihra, With a face of jessamine hue. 
.IA saman-khud, ^A® <&*— saman-'izar, 

With cheeks like jessamine. 
samand, Dun or cream (colour of a 

horse) ; a noble steed, a charger; an arrow ; 
—samandi bardq-raftdr, A horse running 
with lightning speed;—samand jilau dadan, 
To urge a horse to run. 

<X»\ A^U, samand-asldr, Name of an 
animal whose look was said to be fatal. 

jA^*— samandar, samandir, samandur, 
J-u^i samandol, samandur (said to 
be derived from sam, Fire, and andarun, 
Within), A salamander; name of a place 
in Hindustan from which aloes is brought. 

sanianduk, samandul, 
samandun, A salamander;—saman-

dun, Name of an island; name of a demon 
of Mazandariin. 

jtyu— samanzdr, A jessamine-garden. 
.. saman-sd, Jessamine-like; fair. 

jL . sa/man-saq, With thighs of jessa-
mine hue. 

^ f t ^^ saman-sdy, Touching jessamine-
like cheeks (said of curls). 

samanistan, A jessamine-garden. 
saman-simd, ~ q.v. 
saman-sina, Jessamine-bosomed, 

s s a m a n - g h a b g h a b , With a chin 
(lit. dew-lap) like jessamine. 

samangdn, samungdn, Name of a 
city in Ahwaz. 

J*J saman-la'l, Name of an odourless 
flower. 

y-4— samanu, A kind of sweet macaroni;— 
sumanu, samanwa, Macaroni-soup, 

yy*-. samnnn, Name of an austere monk ; 



zuhdi samnun, Austerity like that of Sam-
nun, 

a sumna, A black grain which fat-
tens ; a n j fat-producing medicine. 

a sumaniyat, Name of a sect of 
Hindoos who believe in metempsychosis. 

sumu, Wild cresses. 
A simw, High, tall, elevated ;—sumiiw, 

sumu (v.n. of ), Being high, elevated. 
a ut^j*— samawdt, Heavens, skies. 
a samut (for A. q.v.), Saddle-

straps. 
A sum-ut (pi. of samt), Ways, paths; 

directions. 
A JY— samud (v.n. of ), Swelling 

with anger; carrying the head high from 
pride; travelling at a smart pace (camels) ; 
giving attention to play, amusement, or 
trifles. 

A^y— samur, Swift (she-camel) ;—sam-
mnr, The Scythian weasel or marten, the 
sable; also the fine skin or fur of that 
animal;—sammuri siyah, Night. 

samosa, A kind of small pastry of 
minced meat of a triangular form ; a pie; 
a shawl or handkerchief, doubled diago-
nally, to throw over tbe shoulders. 

A I s u m u t (v.n. of Being silent; 
losing its sweetness, beginning to turn 
(milk); (pi. of simt) threads whereon beads 
are strung; saddle-straps. 

A samuq, Sumach;—su/muq (v.n. of 
and— 

A sumuh (v.n. of «A»—), Being high, 
elevated;—sumulc (pi. of samah), Pishes, 

A samul, Old and worn (garment) ; 
—sumuX (v.n. of J*—), Being old and worn ; 
(pi. of samalat) waters left at the bottom 
of cisterns. 

A FY*— samum, A sultry, pestilential, 
destructive wind, blowing by day and 
sometimes at night; simoom ; — sumum 
(pi. of summ), Poisons ; small holes. 

a samum-dfirin, Creating or 
producing the simoom. 

samumistdn, A place where 
simooms are frequent. 

A samun (pi. of swmn), Butters. 
sumuh (v.n. of <u~), Being asto-

nished, thunder-struck; running without 
getting tired (camel, horse, &c.). 

a (j>x*~' samawi, What concerns the name, 
nominal. 

a*-, sima, A weaver's brush; a spatula 
with which weavers put the glue upon their 
thread; concealed, hidden; a green-co-
loured weed floating on stagnant water; 
—suma (for q.v,), A gun-stick (m.c.). 

a sama, Foolish, silly, giddy. 
a samt, Of the same name, synony-

mous ; similar; high, elevated. 
a sammlyat, Poisonousness. 
g-r*— scvmij, The lurking-place of a hun-

ter ; the haunt of a large wild beast. 

A eamlj, Deformed, ugly; fat milk 
turned sour. 

samid, White bread; a kind of twist, 
8amldan, sumidan, To smell, 

scent, emit perfume. 
. sumldun, Smell, odour, fragrance. 

A samiz, = q.v. 
sumer, The large bead at the head of 

a rosary. 
A samir, Evening entertainments, 

nocturnal conversations ; places where such 
are held; the inmost recess; fond of noc-
turnal conversations (sing, and pi.). 

samir a, A cupping-horn ; name of 
a place on the road to Mecca;—sumaira, 
Name of a famous woman, called mihvn 
bdnu, the mother of Shlrin. 

sA y*— samir-db (?), Name of the lord of 
the element water. 

samiram, Name of a place between 
Iraq and Persia, whence water is brought, 
which, wherever carried, is followed by a 
small black bird that devours the locusts. 

samir a, A line drawn ; written. 
A sumairiyat, A kind of ship. 

samiz, An invocation, a prayer. 
fcL-,^ sumaisdt, Name of a place on the 

bank of the Euphrates. 
A W*— samit, Verse, the third and fourth 

hemistichs of which end with the same 
rhyme, the following distichs having a dif-
ferent termination (see ) ; a lamb or 
kid ready for roasting with the skin, the 
hair being taken ofE by hot water; simple 
(as a garment without lining, or a shoe 
with one sole, a sandal) ; nimble, active. 

A sami\ A hearer; one who makes 
others hear or listen; a name of God. 

A samiq, A part of the yoke which 
encloses the ox's neck. 

A J**— samil, = samul, q.v. 
A samin, Fat , full, plump; sleek, 

well-fed. 
a samin-badan, With a plump 

body. 
a saminim, A medicament pro-

ducing fat (see sumna). 
samina, A thin, delicate sort of 

stuff. 
san, Colour; sort, species; rule, law, 

custom, usage; a spear; ivy; like; (for 
Fr. scene) the stage (in a theatre, m.c.); 
(for Fr. Seine) the river Seine (m.c.), 

T san, Thou. 
A sann (v.n.), Forming, shaping; 

fixing the head upon a spear; piercing 
with a spear; making a miswdk for cleaning 
the teeth ; breaking the teeth ; making clay 
into earthenware; making plain and clear; 
feeding (camels) well; driving (camels) 
fast ; scattering sand on the ground; pour-
ing water on the face; polishing, furbish-
ing, cleansing; smelling badly ; being 
putrid ;—sinn, A tooth ; nib of a pen ; an 



indentation; a horn; year, age, period of 
life; a wild bull; greedy eating; name of 
a mountain near Madinah ; also of a place 
near Raiy ; also of a city on the Tigris;— 
sinni balugh (balughat. tahllf), Age of pu-
berty, mature age ;—sinni tamlz (lamyiz, 
shu'ur), The age of discretion ;—sinni sha-
bab, Youth ;—sinni shaikhukhlyat, Mature 
age; old age ;—sinn ii sal, Age, (many) 
years. 

b - sand, Senate, upper house of legis-
lature (m.c. from Fr. senat) ;—sand'i daulat, 
The Senate of the Empire (m.c.). 

A sand, Light, splendour, brightness, 
flashing (of lightning) ; name of a tree from 
which tooth-picks are made; senna ; a kind 
of silk ; name of a valley in Najd ; also of 
a woman whom Muhammad had married, 
but who died before consummation had 
taken place;—sand', Elevation, height, al-
titude, eminence ; senna;—sand'i makkl, 
Senna of Mecca (considered the best), 

a ft\ ""U-. sirman-akbar, Older in years. 
sinab, = q.v. (doubtful). 

sinabar, sinabari, = )ft* shind-
war, ^ f t * shindwari, qq.v. (doubtful). 

sindbidan, = Q^ft* q.v. (doubt-
ful). 

A sanabil (pi. of sumbulat), Ears of 
corn;—abu'8-sanabil, Name of one of Mu-
hammad's companions. 

A {ft* sandh, — CŶ - q.v. 
A Ê-S— 8indj, according to others sanndj, 

The mark left upon a wall by the smoke 
of a lamp. 

sandd, Much, abundant. 
A jU— sindd (v.n. 3 of AJU), Assisting, 

helping, compensating, requiting; opposi-
tion, resistance; in verse, a difference in 
the vocalisation of the penultimate of two 
hemistichs, as when ddd is made to rhyme 
with dud or did; a huge female animal, 
a strong she-camel. 

A. sanadln (pi. of sanddn), An-
vils. 

ft* sanar, A lover;—sandr, sindr, A sea-
port ; a dock or bed of mud, where ships 
are moored; the smyris;—sundr, A daugh-
ter-in-law; (for S. svarna-kdra) a gold-
smith. 

A ft* sunnar, A cat, 
jjtL.. sandtor, A senator (Lat. through 

R., m.c.). 
A &eLu> sand'at, Beauty, grace, elegance. 
A I s i n d f , The poitrel or breast-bar-

negs of a camel. 
A sandm, A camel's bunch; high 

ground; the eentre of the earth ; name of a 
mountain near Basrah. 

a la-y^ sinnan-mutawassit, Middle-
aged (m.c.). 

a U-. sand-makkl, Senna of Mecca. 
A (ft— sindn A spear-head ; a spear; the 

point of an arrow or needle; a whetstone; 

construed with the verbs khwdbdnlda,n, sa'i-
dan, kashldan, <fcc.;—sindni khati, A spear 
made at Khat (see lat and neza' i khati under 

a ft yU* sindn-dar, Pointed (lance) ; 
armed with a spear ; shield-bearer, esquire. 

a sindn-dosh, Shouldering a 
lance or spear. 

a (ft-* sindn-Tcash, Pointed. 
A^iU- sandnlr (pi. of sinnaur and sun-

ndr), Cats. 
ft-* sandv, Filings; much (see for 

which it is perhaps a misreading). 
sand'i, Surname of a Persian poet. 
8umb, A subterraneous dwelling, 

into which the poor retreat, and which 
serves as a fold for sheep or a shelter for 
travellers ; the hoof of a beast; the foot; 
a wimble, auger, gimlet; perforation; (in 
comp.) boring, perforating (from the verb 
suftan). 

sambdt, sumbat, An apparition; 
magic, illusion. 

sambdd, Thought, reflection ; name 
of a magician sumbdd, Name of a cham-
pion of Iran. 

a sumbddcvj, goLj— sumbdzaj, Ara-
bic forms for— 

sumbdda, The smyris (emery) with 
which glass is cut ; a stone for sharpening 
and polishing swords, and for cleaning the 
teeth. 

fijL-u. sumbara, A whetstone. 
I U ^ . sanibasa, This time, for once (see 

A IBV̂JU. sumbdt, Name of a village in 
Egypt. 

yij-i-. sambdlo, An ape; name of a medi-
cinal tree. 

(vjjujl^, 8umbdnldan, To cause to bore; 
to cause to prop. 

A surabuk, A mode of running ; the 
fore-part of a horse's hoof; rough ground 
yielding but little profit; the beginning of 
a shower; (in P.) a small ship. 

A sambul, sambal (?), Name of 
two cities in Rum ;—surnbul, A flower (espe-
cially of an odoriferous plant); a hya-
cinth ; an ear of corn ; the sign Virgo ;— 
sumbulu 't-tlb, A species of spikenard ;—• 
sumbul bar khat, A mole on a beautiful 
face;—sumbuli tar, A ringlet of hair, a 
curl ;—sumbuli jaball, Wild hyacinth ;— 
sumbuli khat a'I, Angelica ;—sumbuli ruml, 
Celtic nard ;—sumbuli 'asdfir, Indian spike-
nard ; — sumbuli kohl, Garden valerian ;— 
sumbuli hindl, Spikenard ; the hyacinth. 

a y» sumbul-mu, One who has hair 
like the hyacinth, odoriferous and gently-
waving. 

a ^laljJL* sumbuUkhdn, Name of a place 
in Iran. 

a Sa£- sumbul'khat, With a hyacinth-
like down. 



A aambalat (v.n. of J ^ - ) , Coming 
into ear (corn) ;—sumbulat, sumbula, An 
ear of corn ; the sign Virgo;—swmbula'i 
zar, A chafing-dish;—sumbula'i nau-ras, A 
ringlet. 

a yUwL-u. sumbulistdn, Hyacinth-garden, 
hyacinth-bed. 

a sumbul-hawd, A cloudy sky, 
sumbuli, Name of a tone in 

music. 
sambut, — q,v, 

tiW^u, eambiisalc, A pie. 
sambusa, A kind of triangular 

pasty, a pie; a square mantle which women 
wear doubled into a triangular form ; any-
thing triangular. 

A -J-. sumbuq, A small boat, pinnace. 
A-OW surnba, Ceiling of a room a black 

bee or grape; once, for this t ime; an in-
strument for notching a millstone; an 
auger ; deceived;—swnba'i top, A gun-stick 
(see suma, m.c.). 

fjfa+i— sambahdri, Mint. 
(j-Vjj-* snmbidan, To bore, perforate ; to 

lean upon, to be propped; to deceive, 
cheat; to tread under foot. 

ifai^, sumpara, A whetstone. 
A sanat, sana, A year ; a single revo-

lution of the sun; [sana'i hijra, The year 
of Muhammad's flight; the first year of 
the Muhammadan era, commencing the 
15th of July 622 ;]—sinat, Beginning of 
sleep, slumber; carelessness, negligence, 
inadvertency ; [sinatu 'l-fand, The sleep of 
annihilation, death ;]—sannat, A she bear ; 
a female cbeeta ;—sinnat, A double-headed 
hatchet; money, coin ; the nib of a pen ; a 
coulter or ploughshare; a clove of garlic ; 
—sunnat, sunna, Nature, habit, custom; 
mode or manner of acting; institution, 
regulation, mode of living ; the law of God, 
the divine commands and prohibitions ; the 
t2-aditiozis of Muhammad, supplementing 
the Qur'an and held in nearly equal autho-
rity ;—sunnat kardan, To circumcise (bi-
sunnat " uncircumcised ") ; — ahli sunnat 
(sunna), Those who acknowledge the sunna 
(in opposition to shVa " the followers of 
'All ") ;—sunnat u jama'at, The adherents 
of the first four Caliphs. 

sant-alydns, " The Holy 
Alliance " (m.c.). 

saniar, A spinnet, harpsichord (see 

sanj, Weight; measure; a conch-shell; 
a cymbal; (in comp.) weighing; — sinj, 
Elected, chosen ; a choice; a cymbal; little 
bells suspended from Arabian drums ; oxy-
gal put into sweet milk, which sours and 
curdles i t ; vermilion; a young shoot; 
monks' rhubarb ;—sunj, Buttocks. 

A sunuj, vulg. sunj, Tbe red jujube-
plant. 

sinjab, Ermine, the pontic mouse, 

the grey squirrel; verdure; night ; name 
of a country. 

sinjabi, Grey, russet. 
A sanjar, sinjar, A fort near Mosul; 

name of a desert in Mesopotamia. 
sanjdf, Edging ; a border of a 

garment. 
T tjA*^ sanjdq, A flag, standard to which 

a horse-tail is attached ; [sanjdqi humdyun, 
The imperial flag or standard ;]—sinjdq, A 
pin-brooch (m.c.). 

t ^oi^sx- sanjdq-ddr, An ensign-bearer, 
ensign, cornet. 

sanj an, Name of a province in Ana-
tolia ; also of a town in Persia. 

^ j - i l j j ^ sanjanidan, To cause to weigh. 
sinjid, The jujube-tree and fruit. 

i j j ) sinjid-boy (buy), A kind of rose. 
sanjar, A prince, emperor, king; 

name of a celebrated monarch; name of a 
hunting bird; ecstasied, enraptured. 

y b ^ u . sanjaristdn, A monastery built 
for the sufis or dervishes. 

a u^sjsJ- sinjarf, Cinnabar ( = P. 
q.v.). 

AJĴ W Ĵ-U, sanjisbuya (P. sangisboya), Cinque-
foil. 

sinjaf, — q.v. 
T (̂ v5— sanjaq, A flag, banner ; a cornet; 

a pin ;—sanjak, sanjuk, A waistband, girdle, 
belt, 

T sanjuq, A flag ; a girdle. 
sanja, A balance, scales; a weight; 

an equipoise or make-weight; name of a 
demon ; name of a country. 

sanji, The act of weighing. 
sinjid, The jujube-tree. 

sanjidagi, Gravity, weight. 
sanjidan, To weigh ;—sanjidan, 

sinjidan, To prepare. 
sanjida, Weighed ; weighty, 

grave ; tried, proved; — sanjida, sinjida, 
Prepared, set in order. 

(i)-^-. sinjin, Empty inside (doubtful). 
a a^^j— sanjida-ada, Well-weighed, 

judicious. 
A sank, sunk (v,n.), Being open, 

clear, manifest; occurring, presenting it-
self ; turning (anyone) from his design; 
coming easy to one (poetry) ;—sunk, Bles-
sing, good omen, happiness after misfor-
tune ; name of a place near Madinah, 

sankh, Dirt, filth, nastiness ; salt. 
A sinkh, The root of anything; the 

root or stump of a tooth; rancid butter; 
the paroxysm of a fever; name of a village 
in Khuriisim ;—sanakh (v.n.), Turning, be-
coming rotten, rancid, or tainted. 

sanakhi, sinakhj gaĵ — sanakhch, An 
asthma, shortness of breath. 

a sind, India, particularly the western 
regions on the river Sind or Indus; sup-
positious, spurious, of an unknown father 
or mother; a bastard, a foundling;—sanad, 



dUUr ( 7 0 1 ) 

The seal or signature of a judge ; a royal 
ordnance, mandate, or decree; a patent, 
grant, document, warrant, any royal deed 
or appointment under which another acts ; 
an order, a written authority for holding 
either land or office; reliance, t r u s t ; rela-
tion, connection;—sanadi blma, An insu-
rance police (m.c.) ;—sanadi khun-baha, A 
retaliatory fine to the heirs of a murdered 
person;—sanadi kdr-guzdrl, Certificate of 
Bervices ;—sanadi mu'dfi, A rent-free grant. 

AU. sind-ub, The river Indus. 
sanddra, sinddra, A foundling. 

a, sandan, sinddn, An anvil; the 
iron on which the knocker of a door strikes ; 
—sinddn, Large and powerful. 

a ^ i u sinddn-shikaf, 
sindan-shikan, Cleaving an anvil. 

a <J\AU. sindan-guzdr, Whose arrow 
pierces an anvil. 

sindbdd, A book on practical 
science. 

sandar, A gum resembling amber. 
a SjAu. sandar at, Celerity ; name of a tree 

of which bows and arrows are made ; a 
large measure ; name of a woman who sold 
wheat and gave fu l l measure. 

A t^yAu. sandaros, Gum of the red juni-
per, sandaracha, red arsenic. 

scmdara, — the preceding;—sindira, 
sandara, A bastard. 

A (J-JUU. sundus, Brocade, silk wrought 
with gold or silver. 

a ,_5«.AU. sundusi, Made of brocade, 
yle^juu. sindkssh, The rainbow; a vapour 

exhaled by the heat of the sun, represent-
ing the sea at a distance ; the mirage. 

JAU, sandal, A sandal, a kind of slipper ; 
sandal-wood; a fool, id io t ; a small boat 
employed in carrying fresh water and 
victuals to ships lying at a distance from 
shore, a bumboat. 

<CUau* sandalak, iiAi— sandala, A small 
shoe or slipper. 

JAW sandali, A bench whereon shoes 
are left. 

a AU. sanad-mutdbiq, The counter-
part of a grant, &c., the order to put it 
into execution. 

4JJLW sandana, A kind of b i rd ; steps of 
a stair. 

a f t AJU sanad-war, Having proof, sup-
ported by document or proof. 

(j-Jyuu. sandoqis (G. <rdv8v£), Minium, 
vermilion. 

6A»- sanda, An anvil ; fetid excrement;— 
sunda, Fetid excrement. 

ylfcjuu. sindihdn, Wood of aloes ; a species 
of steatites. 

a, ^JU- eindl, A native of Sind; Ind ian ; 
—sanadi, Held by written deeds ; authen-
tic, reliable. 

a Asil* AU. sanad-yafta, Holding a deed, 
grant, or certificate ; chartered ; accredited. 

^AW sindin, Empty inside, hollowed, ex-
cavated (doubtful, see 

t ) ^ sindiyan, A kind of oak; natives 
of Sind. 

a fi-V-j ^ sin-rasida, Of advanced age, 
old, in years. 

y— suniz, Caraway-seeds. 
O^— saman, saman, Inelegant 

language. 
))—sansur, Trunk of elephant or gnat. 

sunsa, A black bee ; a black grape. 
A sant, sanat, A kind of thorn, acacia. 
A sin', The ankle or pastern jo in t ;— 

sana', Beauty, comeliness ( = A^tu. q.v.). 
A sanf (v.n.), Girthing (a camel) 

with the strap called sinaf;—sinf, The leaf 
of the tree marjch (with whose wood the 
Arabians strike fire) ;—sunuf (pi. of sinaf), 
Poitrels fastened on camels to steady the 
load, 

A sanaq (v.n.), Having the stomach 
overloaded with milk (a camel's colt) ; being 
indigestible. 

ft— sunqur, A falcon tha t hunts well. 
sft— sunqur a, A sort of bird whose flesh 

is said to be poisonous. 
jij&W sunqur, — ft— q.v. 
uiiJ^^u, sankaldlik, A wagtail. 

sang, A stone ; a rock ; a weight ; 
a tombstone; stone of a sealing-ring; 
dumb-bells of athletes; a cannon-ball; 
gravity, authority, dignity; value, worth, 
price; equality;—sangi dtish, Marcasite-
stone;—sangi ahmar, A red poisonous 
stone;—sang az mum sakhtan. To do some-
thing extraordinary or wonderful -—sangi 
as (dsiyd), A millstone;—sangi ispang (is-
pand), A stone produced in sponges, and used 
medicinally against calculus —sangi dsidn, 
A vestibule;—sangi iskdf, A shoemaker's 
lapstone; — sangi dsydn, A whetstone, 
hone;—sangi afsdn, A whetstone;—sang 
amadanipd, The foot strikes against a stone; 
—sangi imtxhdn, The touch-stone ;—sangi 
antimun, Crude antimony ;—sangi dhak, Do-
lomite ;—sangi ahan-kash (ahan-rubd), The 
stone attracting iron, or seizing, i.e. the 
loadstone or magnet;—sangi badal, False 
jewellery (m.c.) ;—sang bar bdld'i sang na-
mi-manad, No stone remains upon another 
(said of ut ter destruction) ;—sang bar balay-
ash guzasht, He exaggerates the value of a 
thing, so that another should not be able to 
buy it;—sang bar sabd amadan (zadan), To 
renounce wine ; to trouble the joys of life ; 
to afflict; to be afflicted;—sang bar sari sang 
na-ml-istad, = sang bar bdld'i sang na-mi-
mdnad;—sang bar sar kashldan, To quaff 
a cup to the bottom;—sang bar shlsha 
uftddan (zadan), To break the goblet 
to pieces, i.e. to leave off drinking wine; 
—sang bar .[as (qaraba) zadan, sang bar 
qardba shikastan, = sang bar sabo ama-
dan above;—sang bar qandil zadan, To 



darken, to trouble tbe delights of life, to 
afflict;—sangi bargan, A soft stone used by 
glass-makers ; — sang ba-sang zadan, To 
make a great noise about a small matter ; 
to afflict, to trouble;—sangi basrl, The 
Basrah-stone ; tutty ;—sangi bulur (bilaur), 
Crystal;—sangi pa, A stone used to rub 
the dirt from the feet;—sangi parastuk, 
Swallow-stone ; — sangi tardzu, A stone,' or 
anything similar used in weighing;—sangi 
tarashlda, A hewn or squared stone;— sangi 
tufang, The flint of a gun -—sangi tamdm, 
Full weight ;—sangi tutiyd, The stone tutty; 
—sangi tahi dandan, A stone coming be-
tween the teeth in eating ;—sangi jardhat, A 
species of steatites ;—sangi jahannam (hell-
stone), Lunar caustic ;—-sangi jahannami 
gfiairi qalaml, Crystallised nitrate of sil-
ver ;—sangi juhuddn, Lapis Judaicus ;— 
sangi chaqmaq, A flint for striking fire 
(T.) ;—sangi chlnl, Quartz ;—sangi hamdm, 
A stone found in the crop of a pigeon; 
—sangi khdr (Jchdrd, khara), A hard stone, a 
flint;—sangi khdzh, = sangi pd, q.v.;—sangi 
khuros, A stone found in the side of a cock, 
good for medicinal purposes;—sangi khazafl, 
A stone resembling sea-foam;—sang khwur-
dan, To be hit with a stone;—sang ddsh-
tan, To weigh, to be heavy -,—sang dar db 
afgandan, To be firmly established; to 
hide, to conceal;—sang dar dstln, Cruel, 
injurious, persecuting;—sang dar dahan 
anddkhtan, To be silent;—sang dar sum 
budan, To cense, travelling; to be afflicted, 
restless ;—sang dar qindll zadan, To darken; 
—sang dar muza, (stone in one's boot) Of 
slow motion;—sang dar muza uftddan, To 
be distressed, irresolute;—sangi rdh, Im-
pediment ; obstructing^ hindering ;—sangi 
rdh shudan, To forbid ; to hinder, to re-
strain sangi ra'd, A stone ball (for a 
cross-bow) ; a stone-roller for making 
smooth the flat roofs of houses;—sangi 
roshnt'rj, Marcasite stone;—sangi ruyi yakh, 
Who runs and busies himself as he is 
bidden to do (see sagi ruyi yakh under 

; — sangi zakhm, Ivory-stone ;—sangi 
stl'i, Whetstone ; — sangi surkh, A soft 
stone found in India;— sangi surma, Native 
antimony; — sangi sifdl, Potters' clay; 
—sangi safed, A soft stone of the same 
species as sangi surkh above;—sangi sag, 
A stone which has passed through the 
mouth of a savage dog, aud is said to pro-
duce violent strife between men or animals 
amongst whom it is thrown ;—sang suftan, 
To perforate a stone, (met.) to accom-
plish some extraordinary feat; — sangi su-
laimant (sulaimdnTya), An onyx, agate 
imported from Sulaimaniya, whence the 
name, and used for amulets) ;—sangi sumdq, 
Porphyry;—sangi sauda, Pumice-stone; — 
sangi siydh, The black stone at Mecca;— 
sangi siydhi sokhta, Pumice-stone ;—sangi 

siyahi shlshagardn, Black ore of manganese; 
•—sawt? siydh kardan, To slay, destroy 
sang-ash bar ruyi db-ast, He is wanting in dig-
nity or authority ;—sangi shajari, Coral and 
its roots ;—sangi shir, A grey stone which, 
macerated, produces the appearance of 
milk ;—sangi shlsha, Stone which is blown 
into glass ;—sangi sildya, A stone on which 
drugs, &c., are ground;—sangi satidal-sd, 
A stone on which sandal is pounded;—sangi 
sanam, A stone from which idols are 
carved;—sangi tifidn, Stone thrown by 
children at mad people;—sangiJal, A stone 
of divination;—sangi qdli, A stone placed 
on the edge of a counterpane or carpet to 
prevent the wind from entering and blowing 
it up ;—sangi qibti, Fullers' earth ;—sangi 
qam.ar, Moonstone ;—sangi. qana'at, Stone 
of contentment, i.e. a stone strapped tight 
to the belly to deaden the pangs of hunger; 
—sangi kam, Short weight (opp. to sangi 
tamdm above) ; — sangi kudakdn, = sangi 
tifidn above;—sangi lakhshdn, A slippery 
s t o n e s a n g i luqma, A stone found in a 
morsel (see sangi tahi danddn above) ;— 
sangi garddn, A millstone ;—sang gar dan t-
dan, To petrify; — sa,ng gashtan, To be 
petrified ; — sangi mdhl, A hard white 
stone found in the head of a fish;—sangi 
masdna, Stone in the bladder;—sangi muh-
tasib, The stone with which the police-officer 
breaks the wine-bottles, &c.;—sangi mihohh, 
(mahak), The touch-stone; the black stone 
in Mecca ;—sangi murddr, Litharge (see 

;—sangi marmar, Marble;—sangi 
magh.nl, A soft stone used by glass-makers; 
-—sangi miqndtls, The loadstone ;—sangi 
musa, A black stone so called, a kind of 
coal;—sangi mlzdn, A stone used in weigh-
ing ; a weight; — sangi nishdn, A road-
stone ;—sangi namak, Native salt, rock 
salt ;— sangi war, Marcasite-stone ;—sang u 
db nihadan, To utter threats, to frighten 
by one's speech ;—sang u tegh muhr kar-
dan, To be unemployed, or do anything 
nugatory (from the prohibition of the use 
of weapons in Muharram and Ramadan); 
—sang u dagh shud, He is crippled with 
wounds ;—sangi wargdn, — sangi bargdn 
above;—sang u sabu, Servitude;—sangi yft-
sim, A kind of fullers' earth ;—sangi yada, 
A magic stone producing rain;—sangi 
yardml, A stone of which tooth-powder is 
made ; —sangi yasham, A kind of jasper or 
agate;—sangi yak-pdrcha (yak-wasl), A 
monolith ;— sangi yaman, Cornelian ;—sangi 
yahud, Lapis Judaicus ;—bar sang randan, 
ba-sang tez kardan, To sharpen ;—-ba-qadri 
yak sang, Enough (water) to turn one 
(mill-) stone (m.c.) ; — chu sang, (adv.) 
Firmly, stx-ongly. 

s^ASU- sang-db, Measurement for the 
quantity of water running in the canals (in 
Teheran 16 to 17 litres per second). 



nangar, A fellow-traveller; ships 
sailing together;—singdr, Adornment of a 
woman (see 

Of sang-an a, (Like a stone) Firm, 
solid, immoveable. 

sangdsh, Envy, hatred. 
sang-ishkan, A sort of da te ; 

corn, grain. 
iiCu. sang-ishkank, A kind of date. 

sang-afkan, «s£ju. scrag'-
anddz, A loophole in a fortress ; a slinger ; 
a tippler, sot; pleasure; thirs t ; a holiday 
celebrated at the end of Sha'ban, 

^jWt sang-andazi, A throwing of 
stones, lapidation ; — sang-anddzi kardan, 
To throw stones. 

sangana, A red-headed sparrow. 
jLSa-* sang-bdr, Raining stones; stony 

place. 
sang-bdrdn, A shower of stones. 

^JiiyuSU^ mng-bdrish, gang-dart, A 
hurling of stones; a stony place. 

Hang-bar, Stony place ; fellow-tra-
veller. 

sang.bast, Raw from the mine; 
much. 

te—sang-basta, A grape hardened 
ripe. 

f p sang-biim, A stony country. 
yU-vX^- sang-pistan, Sebestens. 

kiSU- sang-pusht, A tortoise ; a 
turtle. 

sang-post (stone-skin), A tor-
toise. 

sang-tirash, A stone-cutter; a 
mason. 

5jX&u» sang-tara, A kind of orange, 
fijy scmgr-ioda, A heap of stones, a 

cairn. 
J J sang-taul, Equal in weight. 
yV sang-jdn, Cruel, merciless, having 

a heart of stone. 
J^ff o&u. sang-josh, Boiled by a hot 

stone. 
sangcha, A hailstone, hail. 

tsCu. sang-cHn, Stones heaped round 
a building. 

IjU. sang-khdrd, sang-khara. 
A kind of hard stone; ruggedness of 
temper; avarice. 

ajy* sang-khurda, A small piece of 
stone. 

jtyj. mng-fcjiwdr, sang-khwur, 
A bittern; an ostrich; also a species of 
eagle (as swallowing stones); the bird 
called qa-td. 

a s^y6- sang-khwdraj, and— 
sang-fchwdrak, sang-

Jc&wdra, A hard pebble; the bird called qafd. 
cjl^SLu, sang-khwurak, A little gravel-

eating bird called ^ata. 
sang-dagh, A heated stone put 

in water to sublimate i t ; an ardent lover; 
hastening. 

sangddn, Crop of a bird, gizzard. 
sang-dana, The gizzard of a 

bird; a kind of grain; a potter; a potter's 
workhouse; a place of idols; an idol-
maker. 

Jo sang-dil, Hard-hearted, cruel, 
merciless. 

J J sang-dili, Hardness of heart. 
sungdula (dola), A whirlwind. 

ft— sangwr, A porcupine; intrenchment; 
a bastion, a battery (m.c.). 

singarf, Cinnabar. 
Sfti— sangurk, san.grak, Hai l ; the whirl 

of a spindle, 
^ sang-ru, Brazen-faced, impudent. 

sang-rez, Flinging stones; stoned, 
fiji) sang-reza, Gravel; a bulse of 

diamonds, or what a merchant carries 
about him for sale ; a kind of soup. 

sang-rezanak, Gravelly (spot). 
<yj sang-mn, A light pair of scales; 

a make-weight. 
ft&j~. sangsdr, Stony; a stoning; a 

slinger; firmness, stability; transmigra-
tion ;—sangsdr kardan, To stone to death. 

^ftS*-* sanqsdri, A stoning to death. 
^ sang-sabu, A basket full of 

pebbles ;—sang-sabu kardan, To suspend 
such a basket to the neck of a person by 
way of punishment. 

sangisboya, Cinquefoil; the 
plant crabs-eyes, which, infused in vinegar, 
is used for the leprosy. 

sangast, Name of a place. 
yLuX*-. sangistan, A stony country. 

sang-surma, Native antimony. 
sang-shikan, Fruits of the 

earth, corn, grain ; a sort of date. 
saug-shui, Washing (rice) be-

fore dressing, washing the gravel out of 
it. 

^ f t f sang-farsdy, Wearing out the 
stones (hoof). 

yjtjk sang-farsh, Stone pavement 
(m.c.) ;—sang farsh kardan, To pave (m.c.). 

sang-fisdn, A whetstone (see 
sangi afsdn under 

sangak, A little stone, a pebble; 
mail; a sort of bread baked on a stone; a 
kind of small and black grain; a sort of 
bird. 

sangldkh, A stony place; rocky, 
stony. 

sangula, Vetch or millet-bread. 
sangam (S. sangoma), Intimate 

union, junction; a fellow-traveller;—sangum, 
A certain winged animal, an insect re-
sembling a beetle found in baths. 

sangam-bar, A fellow-traveller; 
union. 

sangndk, Stony (place). 
sangwan, Name of a fortress in 

Persia. 
jft— sangur, A basket in which they 



carry about and sell beer ; a whirl on the 
top of a spindle; name of a bird. 

mngok, A whirl fixed on a spindle. 
JjSLw sangul, Necessaries, requisites. 

(tanguya, A strong fort in India. 
sanga, A hedgehog; hail. 
sangi, Stony; heavy ; hard; weight; 

—sangi giriftan, To settle;—buluri sangi, 
Crystal. 

sang-yada (sangi yada), A stone 
growing in animals' bodies. 

sangln, Heavy, weighty ; numerous 
(an army); stony; hard, firm, solid; ob-
stinate ; a bayonet; name of a fort;—sangln 
budan, To weigh, to be heavy ;—ustukhwdni 
sangln, A man of noble race ;—sa(ati (shabi) 
sangln, A disastrous hour (night). 

sangin-pd, Who is unable to 
move from the spot, spell-bound. 

sangin-khwdr, A small gravel-
eating bird ; a bittern; an ostrich. 

o—j sangin-dast, Who acts with 
deliberation. 

J J sangln-dil, Hard-hearted, cruel, 
inhuman. 

jL. y-j^u, sangin-sdr, A starling. 
sanglnl, Weight, heaviness; a 

load; solidity; nightmare ; offensiveness, 
disagreeableness, unpleasantness. 

(fa* sanlakh, A short-sleeved garment. 
A sanam (v.n.),Being high and hunch-

backed (a camel) ;—sanim, High-bunched; 
a high flowering plant. 

A sinimmdr, A robber ; one who does 
not sleep at night; the moon ; name of the 
builder of the palace khawamaq for Eing 
Nu'man, after the completion of which he 
was cast headlong from the top of it, lest 
he should erect a similar or superior edifice 
for any other person; hence :—jazd'i sinim-
mdr, Sinimmar's requital, i.e. evil for good. 

sinmidan, To use violence; to 
suffer molestation ; to be difficult. 

A sanan, Galloping (camels) ; road, 
way, path ;—sunun (pi. of sunnat), The 
sayings of Muhammad, and the laws based 
thereupon. 

\yu, sanawd, A cemetery, a burial-place 
(unsupported by examples). 

A sanawdt (pi. of sanat), Years; a 
rupee which has been current more than 
one year; old coin current at a depreciated 
rate after a certain number of years. 

A cy— sunuh (v.n. of Passing from 
the left to the right (game, considered a 
good omen); happening, occurring, pre-
senting itself; manifestation ; occurrence. 

A £y« sunukh (v.n. of t f a ) , Being firm, 
solid in knowledge; firmness, constancy. 

jy— sanud, The exercise of the mind 
upon an unprofitable subject. 

a Jy— sunud (v.n. of Being propped, 
leaning upon or against. 

a vjfc^y^ sinudiq, Relating to a synod. 

A JY~ sanniir, A leathern coat of mail; 
armour, arms, warlike equipment;—sin-
naur, A prince, chief, master of a family 
vertebrsB of the neck ; a cat. 

T ; y - sinur, Limit, frontier. 
sinus, A heap of grain thrashed 

out out not yet sifted;—sunus, Name of a 
tree and herb. 

A ty*. sanut, ^ y — sanutd, Beardless. 
A sunu' (v.n. of Being beautiful, 

excellent, graceful. 
y— sanau-gird, Name of a village near 

Herat. 
A YY-* samin, A dentifrice ; a stick used 

for that purpose;—siniin (pi. of sanat), 
Years. 

a tsy— sanaiol, Annual;—dsdri sanawiya, 
Chronicles, annals, annual registers. 

A sank (v.n.), Bearing no fruit for 
many years (a palm-tree) ;—sanih, Mould, 
mustiness; musty, mouldy (bread); (wheat) 
several years old. 

A*— sanah, An execration, imprecation, 
malediction, curse; robust, strong; a 
species of hard iron which, when hot, 
absorbs water; a bramble ;—sana (for A. 

A year;—sunuh, A daughter-in-law. 
fau- similar, A daughter-in-law. 
A sany (v.n.), Watering the ground 

(a camel or a cloud) ;—sani, fem. sani-
yat, saniya, High, lofty, sublime; shining, 
flashing; [hdlati saniya, Important circum-
stances ;]—sunni, Lawful; an orthodox Mu-
hammadan who accepts the traditionary 
portion of the Muhammadan law ; one who 
reveres equally the four immediate succes-
sors of Muhammad, whence they are also 
called ehahar-ydri. 

sanai, Iron, steel;—sinl (for sini), A 
large shallow bason or voider of silver, 
wood, or brass, in which dishes of meat 
are carried to and from table ; also in which 
pies are baked in the oven; dross of iron;— 
sunni, A delicious fish found in Multan. 

s — s a n i h , The iron of a spear, arrow, 
&c. (see sanai, for which it is perhaps 
a misreading). 

T sinir, Limit, frontier (see ;y~). 
sunlz, Caraway-seed. 

Sj-o— sanlzha, A weaver's reed or shuttle; 
thread beyond the width of the piece in the 
loom and not woven, 

A sani1, Excellent, beautiful. 
A ̂ u , sanin, Sharp, acute, whetted; of, 

to, from years ; coeval -,—einin (obi. pi. of 
sanat used as nom.), Years;—sunain (dim. 
of sindn), The point of a lance (opp. to 
bunain, the lower part of it which rests on 
the ground). 

y. sau, Name of a fountain in Tiis ;—su, 
A side, part, quarter ; towards; (forT. sit) 
water; l ight ; splendour ; as, like as ; (for 
sud) Emolument, profit;—su ba-su, From 
this side to that, here and there; — su 



•pas, Afterwards ;—suyi bdgh, Towards the 
garden;—suyi pd didan, To cast down the 
eyes from shame; to blush;—suyi khwud 
tifsha zanad, He draws the water to his own 
mill; he thinks only of himself;—suyi lease 
giriftan, To protect, to guard;—an su, That 
part, there, thither;—in su, This side, here, 
hither;—ba-su, Towards;—ba-har su, "Every-
where ; — zi-har su, har su, From every 
side. 

A sau' (v.n.), Grieving, saddening; 
doing evil;—su', Evil; badness ; indisposi-
tion ; leprosy; fire ;—-sui adabi, Disrespect; 
rudeness;—su'i hdl, A bad plight;—su'i 
hazmi, Indigestion;—sui zann, An evil 
thought; ill-grounded suspicion; false 
idea; rash judgment;—su'i 'amal, A villa-
nous action. 

A sawd' (v.n. of oU), Acting wrong; 
grieving, saddening; equality; except; 
[sawd' shudan, To leave one another, to 
separate (n.) ;—sawd kardan, To separate 
(trans.);—azhamsawa', Different from one 
another (m.c.) ;]—siwa, Like, equal. 

sAj- sawdb, A straining, a squeezing 
out. 

A sawdbiq (pi. of edbiqat), Past 
events ; swift horses ;—sawdbiqi aiydm, 
Former days (m.c.) ;—sawdbiqi mahabbat, 
Old acquaintance, ancient friendship. 

A saw'at, Deformity, nastiness ; any-
thing abominable ; a bad quality. 

A sawdhil (pi. of sahil), Coasts ;— 
sawdhil sawdhil, From shore to shore. 

sawad, Lees of wine; circuit, cir-
cumference ; dung, manure;—sawadi pe-
shdni, The appearance of the countenance. 

A Ay. sawad, Blackness; black colour; 
blackening, soot, smoke ; ink; the heart's 
core; the fi gure of a man in the distance ; 
sable raiment; mourning habiliments; 
great riches; a large number; a multitude 
of people; a rough d ra f t ; reading, learn-
ing, ability ; writing (m.c.); the rural dis-
tricts (of a province or town), environs, 
suburbs; [sawadi a'zam, Any large city ; 
Mecca;—sawddu 'l-batn, The liver;—sawd-
du 'Vain, The pupil of the eye ; a beloved 
mistress ;—sawddu 'l-qalb, Blackness of 
heart; (met.) love ; original sin ;—sawad 
ba-dast awardan, To obtain a copy—sawad 
bar-dashtan (bar-girifian), To transcribe, to 
copy ;—sawad tardshldan, To produce black-
ness;—sawad tund kardan, To acquire or 
produce the faculty of writing and read-
ing ;—sawad ddshtan, To read a book ;— 
sawadi dlda, Blackness of the eye; the 
pupil;—sawad roshan kardan, sawad shu-
dan, — sawad tund kardan above ;—sawad 
zidudan, To remove blackness;—sawddi 
sirf, Gross darkness ;—sawdd kardan, To 
transcribe, copy, engross ;—sawad gushd-
dan, — sawad tund kardan above ;—sawadi 
nds, A crowd of people ;—ashabu 's-sawdd, 

Melancholy people ;—ahli sawad, Literary 
men, literate people (m.c.) ;]—siwad (v.n. 
3 of J y ) , Whispering in the ear; voice, 
noise;—suwdd, Paleness of the face ; a 
disease incident to cattle ; a whisper in the 
ear. 

a yWy- Ay. sawad-khwdnan, Readers of 
books. 

A siwdr (v.n. 3 of j^-), Assailing, 
springing on another, seizing by the head ; 

siwdr, suwdr, A bracelet; [zdti siwdr, A 
lady wearing a bracelet;]—suwdr, Strength 
(of wine) ; sharpness. 

suwdr (C. asbdra), A cavalier, horse-
man, rider, trooper; a Persian chief (as 
being skilful in horsemanship and archery) ; 
embarked in a ship, going on board;— 
suwdr budan, To be mounted; to overcome; 
—suwari slstan, Rustam Zal;—suwdr shu-
dan, To be mounted;—suwdr shudan bar 
kdr, To undertake;—suwdr raftan, To go 
mounted, ride;--suwari kalaska, Driving 
in a carriage (m.c.) ;—suwdri kalaska shu-
dan, To drive (m.c.);—suwdr kardan, To 
make one mount on horseback;—suwdr u 
piydda, Horse and foot, cavalry and in-
fantry. 

y l j iy suwardn (pi. of suwdr), Horse-
men ;—suwdrdni db, Bubbles ; waves (see 
;V* sA). 

suwdr-pd, An active walker; a 
nimble pedestrian (see j\yAi). 

s A suwdraki db, A bubble ; a wave. 
fa fa* suwdr-kar, A good rider, jockey. 
SSJ^JV* suwdr-kari, Good riding, jockey-

ship ; cavalry ; a trooper ; drunk, tipsy. 
suwdragdn (pi. of suwdrd), 

Troopers ;—suwdragdni db, Bubbles, waves. 
sawdrun, A small seed used in 

making an eye-salve. 
siwdr a, Papyrus, sweepings ;—su-

wdr a, Mounted on horseback ; a horseman; 
a trooper ;—suwdra'i abu 'l-jam'i, Irregular 
cavalry ; tribal horsemen (m.c.);—suwdra'i 
khdssa, Horse-guards (m.c.) ;—suwdra raf-
tan, To ride. 

j tjly- suwdra u bufa, An evening 
party, with refreshments served at a buffet 
(m.c. from Fr.). 

suwari, The manege, art of horse-
manship ; riding ; equipage, suite ;—suwdri 
kardan, To overcome, to vanquish;—asbi 
suwdri, A saddle-horse;—shuturi suwdri, A 
camel for riding ; — mahalli suwari, A 
horse-block. 

A aawds, A kind of tree which emits 
fire. 

a sawdsiya (pi. of sawd'), Equal. 
A suwd', The first watch of the 

night; name of an ancient Arabian idol; 
according to others, of an idol of the people 
of Noah. 

A siwagfc, That whereby ease is given 
to any pain in the throat by putting down 



1, ( 706 ) cr* 
anything sticking in it \~~suwdgh (v.n. of 
ty)> Going easily down the throat (wine 
or food). 

A sawaf (v.n. of Perishing; 
a cucumber;—sawaf, suwdf, A mortality, 
murrain, a mortal distemper (amongst 
cattle) ; death widely spread. 

A sawdfiScorching blasts of wind; 
scorchings of the face. 

A sawdfrn, eawdfin (pi. of 
safun), Ground-sweeping winds. 

A sauwdq, A cattle-driver;—suwdq, 
Long-legged ; the buds of a palm-tree when 
become a span long; (pi. of sd'iq) drivers. 

A O ^ J * * sawaqi (pi. of sdqiyat), Trenches 
cut in sown fields to water them; stream-
lets, rivulets. 

A 8awdh (suwd.k), A gentle pace;— 
siwdk (v.n. 3 of Rubbing (the teeth 
with a certain wood) ; stick for rubbing the 
teeth, tooth-pick, tooth-brush ; dentifrice. 

suwdh, Smut, blight upon corn. 
A J ^ V su'dl, in P. mostly auwal (v.n. of 

Asking, begging; praying for; a 
question, interrogation; a problem; a pe-
tition, demand, request; a proposition • 
[suwdli ishdri, An indicatory or leading 
question ;—suwdli tardid, Cross-examina-
tion ;—suwdli hdl hardan, To inquire after 
one's health ;—suwdl khwdstan ('hardan, 
namudan), To make a request, to ask, to 
inquire ;suwdl dlgar jawab dlgar, Cross 
questions and crooked answers ;—suwdl u 
jawab, Question and answer, dialogue;— 
suwali hiddyatl, A leading question;]— 
8u"al, suwdl (pi. of sd'il), Beggars, 

A su'aldt (pi. of su'dl), Questions, 
requests, <fcc. 

a JV- su'dl-jawdb, Question and 
answer; dialogue; discussion, debate; 
cross-examination ; — su'dl-jawdb hardan, 
To converse (m.c.). 

a ,__5>\JA. su'dl-khwdni, Hearing an ap-
plication, entertaining a caBe or suit. 

a JV* JV* su'dl dar su'dl, Question 
within question, i.e. cross-examination. 

A sawalif (pi. of sdlifat), Past 
events. 

a ^ y suwdli, A questioner; he who 
sings the marsiya. 

a suwdm (for A. suwdmm, pi. of 
samm), Poisonous animals, 

A sawanih, Accidents, occurrences, 
events. 

a sawdnih-nigdr, A news-writer. 
a siwdy, Besides, except. 
A sawd'im, Flocks, herds feeding. 

sub, Water. 
subdn, Name of a valley in Persia 

(unsupported by examples); name of a 
Persian medicine (doubtful). 

subdi, A starling. 
Sahara (in Zand), Hope, hopeful-

ness. 

y- sic basu, From side to side ; Bide 
by sid-e. 

ftty subahdr, An ancient idol-temple in 
Gnaznin. 

subiyat, Wine made from wheat. 
V r - 8(iP> Water (in the dialect of Khwa-

razm). 
supdri, The areca-nut. 

supargd, Superga, a church near 
Turin where the kings of Piedmont are 
buried (m.c.). 

jl&I sup-pakand, Water and bread 
(in the dialect of Khwarazm) ; according to 
others a demand or search for water and 
bread. 

y su pas, Afterwards. 
a supa, Supper (m.c. from Fr. souper). 
<A>y sui, A whistle;—sut zadan, To whistle 

(mm.cc.). 
f>\Sy sutdm, Little, small; deficient; few; 

bad (in the dialect of Tus). 
f y sutar, Farther, beyond, 
j 6 5 y sota-barddr, A mace-bearer. 
A sauj, @Wy sawajdn, A going 

slowly. 
By- soj (for soz), A burning. 
t-t^jyy sujarunitan, (in Zand) To bring. 
U^y sojish (for sozish), A burning. 

soja, A gore, gusset. 
^ y siicha, A gore, gusset; a fool; in 

love. 
T suchi, Wine, 
t ^.y suchl-khdna, A tavern, a wine-

shop. 
A iy* saukh. (ft-y* sawakhdn (v.n. of ty), 

Sinking in the mud; yielding to the feet 
(soft ground) ;—sukh, Name of a village. 

ty* sukh, An onion ; a city in Turkistan. 
B i j f t y siihhdrl, Biscuit (m.c.). 

sokht, Burn t ; a revoke at cards. 
Bokht-tira, Bay, chesnut horse. 

Jftt-y sokhtagl, Combustion; a burn; 
the burnt wick or snuff of a candle; vexa-
tion, heart-burning ;-—sofchtagi az abi garm, 
A scald from hot water. 

i^y^y* sokhtan (imp. soz), To burn, to be 
inflamed; to set on fire ; to blast (cold); to 
remain unpaid (money, a stipend, &c.),— 
wa-sokhtan, To repudiate, to resist. 

^st-y sohhtani. Fit or deserving to be 
burnt. 

6j&~y* sokhta, Burnt ; burnt by hell-fire 
(a term of abuse, as in q.v.) ; dis-
eased in the liver ; a slow match ; weighed; 
overtaken by troubles ; dross; dregs, lees; 
tinder; drunk; name of one of the trea-
sures of Khusrau; a student. 

sokhta-pd, Pacing along, hasten-
ing 

i^-y so&hta-jdn, Consumed, pained. 
sohhta-khirman, Whose har-

vest is burnt. 
a s-f j* m-y sokhta-kaukab, "Unfortunate, 

unlucky. 



A J y sud, A being prince or chief, do-
minion ; (pi, of aswad) black. 

J y sawad (for sabad), A wicker-basket; 
—sudt Gain, lucre, emolument, advantage, 
profit; interest, usury; (for sur), a feast, 
festive conversation; acquainted with every 
art; (abbreviated inf. of siidan) to rub;— 
sud khwurdan, To exact usury ;—sud ddsh-
tan, To derive profit; to avail; (also con-
strued with the verbs tarashldan, burdan, 
dadan and kardan;)—sud Icardan (for Su-
dan), To rub, &c.;—sudi may a, Profit on 
capital stock;—chi sud, What is the use of 
it? (m.c.) 

U y saudd, Trade, traffic, marketing; 
gain, profit, emolument;—saudd bar-ham 
khwurdan (bar-ham zadan, buridan), To 
upset a bargain;—saudd ddshtan (dar-
giriftan), Commerce thrives; —saudd shikas-
tan, To break a bargain;—saudd kardan 
(namudan), To barter;—saudd girih sha-
wad (gardad), Trade is becoming dull;— 
saudd'i turkdna kardan, To trade negli-
gently or carelessly. 

A sauddy (fem. of aswad), Black; the 
heart's core ; original sin ; the black bile ; 
love, passion, concupiscence, ambition; 
melancholy ; madness ; a rash; atrabilious, 
furious;—eauda' pukhtan, To entertain a 
violent desire ; to be mad ;—saudd' bar 
sar zanad, Darkness prevails ;—saudd' dar 
amad, Darkness approaches ;—saudd'i kaj 
pukhtan, To be deluded by a vain imagina-
tion ;—sauddkardan,=saudd pukhtan above. 

A}\jy suddba, Name of the wife of Kai 
Kawus. 

a ^ Jy sauda-parasi, Sensual; ambi-
tious. 

V y saudd-jdy, A place of brisk trade. 
aU- \ j y saudd-khdna, A house or place 

of commerce. 
; \ j y sauddr, A general, commander (pro-

bably misreading for sar-ddr). 
a &Jj\ J y saudd-zada, Mopish, melancholy. 
ciL. \ j y saudd suluf (salaf?), Traffic, 

barter. 
Jy- ^ Jy sud-a-sud, Profit upon profit, 

what gain! 
Wy sauda-kada, A house of commerce. 

^ j y saudagar, A merchant; melan-
cholic;—sauddgar-bachcha, A merchant's 
son, a young merchant;—saudagar-bach chi, 
A merchant's daughter. 

^ ^ J y sauddgari, Trade, commerce. 
A Y^Jy sauddn, A sort of nightingale ;— 

suddn, Negroes, blacks; Ethiopians. 
d>UiUy suddniydt, A woodpecker. 
jjTj j y sud-dwar, Profitable ; a merchant, 
fi^jy suddwa, Wife of Kai Kawus. 
a ^ J y saudawi, Melancholy, dejected, 

atrabilarious;—saudawiyu 'l-mizaj, Of a 
melancholy temperament; an atrabilarian. 

a saudd'i, Melancholy, black bile; 
melancholic, an atrabilarian; a madman, 

jlyt j y sud-khwdr, jy^ Jy sad khwur, An 
usurer; a publican. 

A J J y sudad, su'dud, Principality, do-
minion. 

^A»Jy sawidash, A ploughshare (unsup-
ported by examples). 

^ J y sudagi, Wear and tear, friction. 
<jrif Jy sud-kesh, An advantageous line 

of action or conduct. 
«u*jy sudmand, Useful, fruitful, gainful, 

salutary, profitable, advantageous. 
0 « u * j y siidmandi, Profit, gain, advan-

tage. 
tjJy eudan, To rub, wear, tear, grind, 

consume, break; to dissolve, steep in 
water; to handle, stroke; to anoint, be-
smear, incrust, bedaub ; to transfix, pierce. 

fijy suda, Rubbed, worn, tr i turated; 
melted, dissolved, effaced ; powder. 

^ j y sudi, Money borrowed at interest. 
A , j j jy sauzak, A bracelet. 
A j y saur (v.n.), Climbing (a wall) ;—sur, 

A wall of a city, a rampart; (pi. of siwdr) 
bracelets ;—also suwar (pi. of surat), Lofty 
edifices ; rows of stones in a wall; chapters 
of the Qur'an;—su'r, Remains, leavings. 

j y sur, Nuptials; a banquet, feast, en-
tertainment; redundant, exceeding; excuse, 
plea; aah-colour; red colour ; red wine; a 
horse, ass, or mule marked with a stripo 
from the withers to the tai l ; name of a 
bird; name of a city; a name by which 
some of the Afghans are distinguished;— 
tartibi sur, The arrangement of a feast;— 
muqadammdti sur, The preparations for a 
feast. 

\ j y surd, Name of a city. 
A sural (pi. of surat), Suras or 

chapters of the Qur'an. 
fcijy surdkh, A hole, orifice, passage ;— 

surdkhi bini, The nostril;—surdkhi soz, 
Touch-hole of fire-arms ;—surdkh shud dar 
dsman (saqfi dsman), A great calamity has 
happened;—surdkhi koh, A tunnel (m.c.) ; 
—surdkhi mag'ad (kun), The hole of the 
fundament, the anus;—surakM mushi ba-
sad dinar mikharad, He would buy a mouse-
hole for a hundred dinars (said proverbially 
of one who would pay any price to escape 
from a great danger). 

W £\>y surdkh-ja. Place where a hole is 
made; — surdkh-jd'i top, Embrasure for 
cannons. 

£\)y surakh-dar, Perforated, drilled, 
full of holes ; worm-eaten. 

s-w* surdkh-sumb, A wimble, auger; 
an instrument for tapping horses' navels. 

c \ jy surakh-karda, Bored, drilled. 
<^ c \ jy surdkh-kan, A wimble, gimlet, 

borer. 
<y\jy suran, A starling. 
A Sjy saurat, An assault, attack; strength 

(of wine) ; violence; power, despotism; 
severity of cold ;—siirat, A row of stones in 



a wall; a structure (especially lofty) ; a 
chapter of the Qur'an. 

^ y surat, City and province of Surat. 
t j y suraj, A sort of sea-foam. 
T sursdt, Requisitions in kind 

levied from the enemy ;—sursdt jam' kar-
dan, To collect requisitions (mm.cc.). 

Bureau, Name of a city founded by 
Tfushirwan. 

ft^^y suristdr, A minister to a king or 
prince. 

/•ty^r* suristdram (pi. of the preceding), 
Ministers. 

euristdn, Syria. 
T Bursat, = va^y q.v. 
Gj^r* zurghim. The red saul. 
yj^+yy* surmldan, To blow a trumpet. 
T Buran, An assault, irruption, war-

whoop. 
^ 3y sur-nd, A multitude of people, con-

vivial meeting ;—sur-nd jy sur-ndy, A 
trumpet, a clarion blown on feast-days ; (in 
the language of Sodomites) the penis;— 
sdr-nd zadan (nawdkhtan), To blow the 
trumpet; (met.) to talk foolishly or at 
random. 

( f t r j y surinjdn, Wild saffron, dogs-
bane, hermodactyl. 

t^jy surl, A beautiful red rose of an 
odoriferous and exhilarating flavour; vi-
triol, red copperas ; mirth ; a kind of arrow 
or javelin ; belonging to the city of Sur;— 
sure, One marriage. 

A suriat, Syria. 
suriyus, Name of Nimrod, 

)y soz, Burning ; inflammation, heat; a 
burning fever; heart-burning, ardour; 
affection ; disturbed in mind; the cautery ; 
a stanza of a marsiya or elegiac poem;— 
sozi hirddari, Fraternal affection ;—pur-soz, 
Full of heat. 

sozd, Burning violently, giving excru-
ciating pain ; a bile, felon ;—reshi sozd, A 
smarting wound. 

j\)y sozdr, Flame; a setting on fire. 
sozdk, An inflamed ulcer, a pimple ; 

burning; gonorrhoea, chaude-pisse. 
so zdn, Burning, inflaming; ardent, 

fervent;— dtishi sozdn, A flaming fire. 
yiMjj- sozdndan, To burn, to consume 

(m.c.). 
sozdni, Heat, 

yjk^i^^ sozdnulan, To set on fire. 
\J*)y sozish, Burning, conflagration ; a 

chafing or fretting; solicitude, vexation. 
tfJjy sosak, Blennorrhcea, gleet. 
j W j j - soz-guddz, Burning and melting ; 

au impassioned style in poetry. 
pjy sozam, Sour milk falling in clots. 
t j j y sozan, A needle; pricker (of a gun) ; 

—sozan afshandan (rekhtan), To punish, to 
torment, to afflict ;•—sozan zadan chlze-rd 
dar (bar), To fix a thing in;—sozani 'isd, A 
needle which Jesus is said to have carried 

with him on his ascent to heaven, indi-
cating that he used to mend his own clothes 
while on earth;— jd' i sozan na-bud, There 
was no room for a needle (m.c.). 

soznak, Burning, ardent; plain-
tive. 

sozan-ddr, sozandan, A 
needle-case. 

^gtijy sozindagl, A conflagration. 
sozan-zada, Pricked with a needle. 

s&tyy sozanda, Burning, kindling; a 
burner. 

tyy sozan-farosh, A needle-vender. 
eozangar, A needle-maker. 
sozanak, — q.v. 

<yjy sozam, Quilting; tamboured work; 
a kind of ornamented carpet; a small 
throne ; a seat of state. 

fWjy- sozan-ydm (for sozan-niydm), A 
needle-case. 

jU j jy soz u sdz, Inflamed with passioD, 
love, or grief ; anguish of mind. 

soza, The head-band or fastening of 
the breeches; a bit of cloth (especially 
quadrangular, put under the arm-pits of 
shirts) ; elevation of mind, dignity, pride ; 
name of a plant resembling spinage, 

sozi, A conflagration. 
y suziydn (for sud, ziydn), Good and 

bad ; open and secret; money, wealth, capi-
tal, goods, and chattels ; a present; a whis-
per; a secret; sympathetic, kind, benevo-
lent. 

sozidan, To burn ; to be burnt. 
sozha, — *)y q.v. 

u*y sus, Liquorice ; an ointment used by 
women from the fat of the susmdr; name 
of a town of Khuzistan, built by Sus, son 
of Sam, where the tomb of the prophet 
Daniel is venerated ; hay, clover; a moth;— 
bdra'i sus, The first wall erected after the 
deluge. 

A \j+y sus, Nature, disposition; root, 
origin ; moth, weevil, tick, or other similar 
worms;—sawas (v.n.), Being injured by 
moths (wool), by weevils (corn), by ticks 
(sheep). 

W~y sicsiba, ft—y eitsibar, (in Zand and 
Pazand) A horse. 

suspand, A kind of milky grass. 
A susat, One weevil. 
J i sawasta-pul, Sebastopol (m.c.). 
fijj ^ y sus-zada, Worm-eaten, moth-

eaten. 
sfcsk, An insect resembling a beetle, 

mostly found in baths;—susak, A bird 
resembling a partridge, but smaller. 

susmdr (S. sisumdra), A species 
of green lizard, with the head of a serpent, 
whose grease women eat and anoint them-
selves with, to augment their fatness; an 
alligator; a porpoise. 

i^-y silsan, in A. sausan, A lily, iris, 
flag-flower (seethe preceding); a fir-tree; 



—8U8ani dzdd, The white lily;—susani az-
raq, The blue lily;—smani dsmdnguni, A 
variegated kind of lily, yellow, white, and 
blue;—susani khat a't, The yellow lily. 

O r - susan-zabdn, Unable to speak 
(the tongue, i.e. leaf, of the lily being 
dumb); eloquent (like a lily whose every 
tongue is speaking). 

susana, A lily. 
y*-*y susambar, = y q . y . 

_ u-fa fch-y susan-gosh, Having ears shaped 
like lilies (said of a horse), 

o ^ y susani, Lilied ; a blueish colour. 
a ~ y susa, A weevil. 
t_r"y 8usi, A cloth of silk and cotton. 
A LLoy eu&anna, Susanna. 
a t y saut (v.n.), Flogging, lashing ; vio-

lence, severity ; a scourge, lash, cat-o'-nine-
tailB; the part lashed; a share, portion. 

A £ y saw' (v.n.), Being turned loose and 
allowed to pasture freely without a keeper 
(a herd or flock); remaining unoccupied, 
idle ; part of the night. 

A saugh (v.n.), Going easily down 
the throat (wine or Victuals) ; swallowing 
easily ; being lawful, allowed, permitted; 
one colt born immediately after another. 

t saughdt, A magnificent present 
made to kings or grandees, or sent by 
friends to friends ; a curiosity. 

sauaha, A fixed sum paid to the 
accountants by soldiers out of their monthly 
pay. 

A U y sauf (v.n.), Discovering by the 
smell; smelling ; being patient; perishing; 
a particle giving to tbe verb a future sense, 
and implying a promise, threat, or wish; 
wish, desire, hope; [yaqtdtu's-sauf, He feeds 
on hope ;]—suf, Soft ground. 

«-Jy suf (G. cro^ta), Wisdom. 
fay sufdr, ifay 8'Hfdrd, J^»y sufdl, The 

notch in the arrow which receives the 
string; a small perforation ; the eye of a 
needle ; an earthen vessel;—sufdri sozan, 
A needle's eye. 

fay sufdr-labdn, Catamites. 
U^y suf an, Tinder. 

suf ana, The eye of a needle; the 
notch of an arrow. 

< ^ y eufta, Deceit, f raud; a weevil, 
^ y sufcha, A part of melted gold and 

silver; excrement or gum of the eyes; 
BtickB and straws, 

tyy suf ard, Name of Kaiqubad's vazir. 
o JUa-Jy Bihfistd'iya, A sophister. 
o yfaiy sufatiyun, Castoreum. 
^ y siifi, Wise. 
A J Y sauq (v.n.), Driving on, stimu-

lating, impelling, urging, pushing forward, 
sending; sending a marriage portion to a 
bride (in the shape of cattle, &c.) ; hurting 
or striking the leg (saq) ;—suq, A bazar, 
market, public square, forum ; (pi. of sdq) 
legs; [suqu'l-harb, The fiercest onslaught 

in a battle;—ahli suq, People at market;] 
sawaq (v.n.), Having a handsome leg; 
length and elegance of leg;—suwaq (pi. of 
&y) , Subjects, &c. 

«y\iy sauqat (for saw ghat), A present;— 
sauqat firistadan, To send as a present 
(m.c.). 

A &>y suqat, suqa, Market-people ; sub-
jects, plebeians, lowest of the people. 

a <J*ysuqi, Belonging to a market; mar-
ket ; vulgar, common. 

A <£y sank (v.n.), Rubbing (the teeth 
with a dentifrice). 

<^y sok, An ear of corn ; a beard of corn ; 
thin-bearded. 

sukak, Blight, smut, mildew. 
<tfy auka, A hole; anus ; vulva. 
«sSy sog (S. soka), Grief, sorrow, affliction, 

mourning. 
VJy soga, Very sad, in deep distress. 

sog-ddr, Dressed in mourning; sad, 
grieved. 

J ^ y sugal, Blight, smut, mildew. 
t ^Sy soguli, A lover; beloved, a fa-

vourite. 
cs3y sog-ndma, A book describing 

modes of mourning, and containing funeral 
orations, &c. 

JcSy saugand, An oatb, swearing;—saugand 
bar-awardan (khwurdan, ydd kardan), To 
take an oath, to swear;—saugand dadan, 
To administer an oath ;—saugandi durogh, 
A false oath •,—saugandi satidr, A kind of 
oath used by gamblers and sodomites;— 
sang and shikastan, To break an oath, to 
perjure oneself. 

^xiSy* \ JUŜM, saugand-asaugandi, Mutual 
asseveration. 

aJty saugand-khwar, A swearer. 
fyfay sogwar, Mournful, afflicted ;—-(anda-

libi sogwar, The mournful nightingale. 
isfafay sogwdrl, Mourning ; — sogwarl 

kardan, To mourn. 
^ y sogi, Afflicted, mournful. 
u\~3y sogydna, Mourning-clothes. 

sogidan, To weep, mourn; to 
cough. 

^jxSy sugiri, Protection, assistance, 
help. 

A J * y su'i, Anything which is the subject 
of inquiry. 

J y sui, An aqueduct, canal;—sui, suwal, 
The sole of the foot of a camel, a sheep, or 
a goat; an ash-coloured stripe, verging to 
black, from the withers to the tail of a 
horse, ass, or mule. 

H J y sul (S. sula), Colic, gripes. 
B J y sol, Salt (m.c.). 
0 y suldkh (for surdkh), A hole, 
( f l y sawalan, Juice of the buckthorn ; 

roof of a house ; heights, eminences ; name 
of a mountain near Ardabil, in every age 
the abode of pious men; name of a prophet 
of the Israelites (unsupported by examples). 
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sulak, Mildew, smut. 
sola, A hole; anus ; vulva; a home-

born slave ; a cry ; the yell of a dog. 
<Jy sauli, A ploughshare. 
h sull, An impaling-stake. 
yj^iy eulidan, To weep,mourn; to cough 

(doubtful word). 
A py mum (v.n.), Estimating, fixing a 

price; bidding against, raising the price 
upon another; selling at a high price; 
being sharp in buying or selling. 

siwum, Third. 
suman, A little, somewhat; name 

of a place. 
somandt, somndt (S.sdma-natha), 

Name of an idol-temple in Guzerat, destroyed 
by Mahmud Ghaznavl. 

y*x»y somandar, A salamander. 
suma, End, term; a mark for archers; 

a banner; the image or stamp on coin; 
dast, filings. 

yy- saun, Praise;—sun, A side, a par t ; 
like, resembling. 

**ii\iy sondnk, Snoring; breathing hard 
from running. 

tfy silnich, sunaha, A quadrangular 
patch of cloth put under the armpits of 
Bhirts. 

£iy sunajeh, Name of a city. 
\J-iy sunish, Any fragment that falls in 

filing or polishing, filings. 
sunokhwush (G. <rwoxo<r), A con-

tinued fever; an inflammatory fever. 
t j ^ y sunihish — \J±*>y q.v. 

sauniz, Coriander. 
a t)y suwukh (v.n. of t y ) , Yielding to 

the feet (Boft earth). 
sawush, A camel's hoof, 

a t)} a f t y suhdn-ruh, Vexatious, cantan-
kerous. 

&y sith, = Afcy- q.v. (unsupported by 
examples). 

^yby suhish, — { ^ y q.v, 
aukdn, A file for iron or wood ;— 

suhan kardan, To file. 
a suhdn-sablat, With a mou-

stache like a file (nickname given by 
Mas'ud of Ghazna to the dervishes), 

ft suhdn-kdr, Worker with a file, 
filer. 

t>y suhan, A file; a whetstone. 
&j*y suha, An anvil; filings. 
A ̂ y saivi, Equal, proportioned ; in good 

condition, perfect; [samyu 'l-khulq. Even-
tempered ;]—siwd, Equal, alike; a mean, 
medium, mediocrity ; beside, except; [siwd 
'alaiya, I t is all the same to me;]—suwd, 
Straight, even (road). 

suwi, A side, pari, quarter; towards. 
A &iy sawlyat (fem. of sawly), Equal; 

equality, uniformity; straightness, even-
ness ; a kind of pack-saddle stuffed with 
straw, hair, or herbage; ['aid 's-sawiyat, 

Equally, in the same manner;]—suwaiyat, 
suwaiya, Name of a woman. 

• i iy sawld, A ploughshare. 
A suwaidd', suwaida, Blackish 

(woman) ; a black dot;—suwaida'u 'l-qalb, 
suwaidd'i bdl, The heart's core; original 
sin. 

(suyiddn, A bury ing-ground. 
suyarghd, Affliction, trouble, hard-

ship (unsupported by examples). 
JVijjj*, suyarghdl, A royal robe or present; 

a territory, town, or village granted by the 
king in feudal tenure. 

<sy suy-zan, A needle. 
sawes, Ignorance, carelessness;— 

suwis, Switzerland (m.c. from Fr. Suisse). 
A <j~iy suwis, suwais, Suez on the Arabian 

gulf. 
iy sawest, Ignorance, inadvertency. 

sawesa, The rainbow. 
sawishim, A green stone ; an agate. 

y i^ l i ^ y suy-ghamish, The tuning of 
musical instruments ; compliments, flattery 
paid. 

A tjMy- saioiq, The meal of wheat, barley, 
or vetches pounded small and fried ; wine. 

sawin, Household utensils, as pots, 
kettles, cups, and saucers ; a dog's drinking, 
trough. 

A* sih, Three ;—sih farzandi akhshijdn, 
Animals, vegetables, and minerals. 

A suha, An obscure star in the Lesser 
Bear. 

A suhdd, Inability of sleeping, wake-
fulness. 

sih-asba, Haste ; swift, expedi-
tious. 

ailif- suhdla, Filings of gold or silver. 
A ft?* sahdm, The scorching of the wind; 

violent heat of the summer; gossamer;— 
sihdm, Name of a valley in Yaman; (pi. of 
sahm) arrows; lots, chances, portions, 
shares; [sihdmi hddis, The arrows of death;] 
—suham, Leanness, thinness; changing 
colour, turning pale;—sahhdm, A maker of 
arrows. 

A- sih angusht, ĈA, sih shdfch, 
A three-pronged fork with which corn is 
turned. 

A SJLTFM. sahawat, Easiness, smoothness of 
pace. 

£UA A* sih aiwdni dimagh. The 
three chambers of the brain, which are the 
seats of reflection, imagination, and me-
mory. 

A sahb, A wide-extended plain or 
desert; a horse going with long steps;— 
suhb, Level ground. 

iSy sih-barga, (three-leaf) Trefoil. 
Awi sih-basa,Third;—sih-basa nishastan, 

To sit in the third place. 
(_5 Ai} AM 

sih-bandt; A soldier employed in 
collecting revenue ; an establishment of 
peons, &c.;—muddm-sihbandt, A fixed esta-
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bliehment;—hangama-sihbandl, A tempo-
rary establishment. 

u^i sih-pdy, A tripod; a high three-
legged stool, used in mosques when lighting 
the lamps. 

<4l$ sih-paya, A tripod;—sih-paya'i 
hawd'i, The airy tripod, i.e. the Eagle (a 
constellation). 

£ sih-par, Of three feathers, adorned 
with three feathers. 

4*. sih-parak, ^ A« eih-para, Lines 
drawn on sand for playing at dice. 

sahparar, The element fire (unsup-
ported by examples. 

)£ A- sih pur, (three sons) The three 
kingdoms of nature, animal, vegetable, 
and mineral. 

TH sih-pahar, The third watch; after-
noon. 

A*. sih-pahlu, Trilateral. 
« i - eih-ta, Threefold; three-stringed. 
fa sih-tar, *fa sih tara, A guitar; 

the Great Bear. 
sahtar (?), A game in archery. 

sih-jada, (three ways) Length, 
breadth, and thickness; truth, law, and 
religious rites. 

AU* gih chand, Thrice as much. 
A*. sih-khipan, A Trinitarian, Chris-

tian. 
Q\fa\yL- A«. sih khtodhardn, ysa-j sih 

dukhtar, Three stars in the Great Bear. 
A Ay sahd, Beautiful, elegant;—suhd, 

eahad (v.n.), Being unable to Bleep; watch-
fulness, sleeplessness;—suhud, One who 
sleeps little ; wide awake, vigilant, sharp. 

vsJjj i s i h - d a r a k , Lines drawn upon the 
sand for playing at games of hazard. 

sih duri, The three distances, i.e. 
length, breadth, and thickness. 

yo iu sih-dair, (three-cupola) Name of 
an oratory built for Bahram gur by Numan 
bin Munzir. 

falsi <u sih digar, Third, in the third 
place. 

sahrdn, Name of a mountain where 
reeds grow;—sahrdnl, Produced on that 
mountain (reed pen). 

a sahrdn, Watchful, watching. 
y eihr, An ox ; a cow. 
A yy sahar (v.n.), Wakefulness, watch-

ing; sleeplessness; coma;—sahari subdti, 
Coma vigil (med.). 

v W * suhrab, Name of the son of Rustam 
Zal. 

m ^ y ^ j t r - suhrd'lshl, Chastisement, 
punishment. 

sih-rang, Three-coloured; a silk. 
a t;y A- sih ruh, Animals, vegetables 

minerals. 
OJJ sih-rud, Three-stringed guitar. 
JjjiyV- suhrward, Name of a small town 

chiefly inhabited by Kurds, 
jjy sih roz, Three days. 

fijjy a~ sih-roza, Of three days' continu-
ance. 

sahra (for A goldfinch. 
H t>yy sihra, A coronet of pearls, em-

broidery or flowers placed upon the head of 
the bridegroom at a wedding. 

AJU <5— sih-sdla, Three-yearly, triennial. 
y^-Hr- sahistan, To fear, to dread. 

A*. sihsambar, Water-mint. 
J*-*— sihsumbul, Mother of thyme. 

A*. sih shakh, AiJ-U A- sih shdk&d, 
(three branches) Animals, vegetables, and 
minerals. 

A- sih-shambih, sih-shamba, Tuesday. 
a sih-gulmat, c^WA <L, sih-zulamat, 

Three darknesses, viz. of the loins, the 
belly, and the womb. 

a A- sih Him, Three sciences, theolo-
gical, natural, and mathematical. 

a j** AM1 <5— sih ghurfa'i maghz di-
mdgh), The three chambers of the brain, 
i.e. of reflection, imagination, and memory. 

A sahf (v.n.), Weltering in blood, 
and writhing (a murdered man) ;—sahaf 
(v,n.), Being extremely thirsty; intense 
thirst. 

tyji sih farzand, (three children) The 
three kingdoms of nature, animal, vegetable, 
and mineral. 

A l A y sahk (v.n.), Blowing with violence 
(wind); sweeping the dust from the ground 
(wind) ; rubbing, wearing out;—sahak, The 
smell of fish or meat (especially when fetid); 
the smell of rust. 

sih-kunja, Triangular; a tri-
angle. 

sih-kuhak, A twig; a triangular 
thorny plant. 

A— sih-gdn, Triple. 
&sih-gdna, A drinking-cup ; triple. 

A— sih-gdh, A musical note. 
J J A-, sih-gul, A sort of mulberry ; a black-

berry. 
(J^AJ^T D— gih gumbadan, Name of a 

fortress. 
AM, sih-gosha, A triangle; thistle; 

caltrop. 
jbjS a« sih gohar, Three substances, i.e. 

animals, vegetables, and minerals. 
A Jir- sahl, A plain, level country, soft 

soil; anything soft ; easy; easy-tempered; 
name of a man ; [sahlul-hazm, Digestible; 
—sahl kardan (giriftan), To make easy, to 
make light of, to slight;]—sahil, Easy, 
simple, facile. 

s-J sih-lab, gA A- sih lunj, An ulcer on 
the lips or about the mouth. 

a y Jir- sahl-ju, Seeking the easiest 
course; peaceable. 

a fa Jv~ sahl-go, A soft or easy speaker. 
sih-hi, Threefold, triple. 

fur* sahm, sahim, Terror, dread;—sahm 
dadan, To terrify ;—sahm sahistan (nishas* 
tan), To be terrified. 



A fi(- sahm, An arrow either for Bhooting 
or drawing lots ; a transverse beam of a 
house ; a portion, lo t ; name of a constel-
lation ; the segment ot a circle ; a measure 
of six cubits ; name of a tribe; (v.n.) beat-
ing (another) at casting lots ; [sahmu's-
sa'ddat, The arrow of good fortune, i.e. 
wealth, honours, &c.;—sahmu 'l-gjiaib, The 
arrow of the invisible, i.e. death, fate ; a 
portion of the food kept for the absent 
sahm nihadan, To apportion ;] — suhum, 
Radial lines,rays of the sun; thirst ; intense 
heat ; intellectual men, philosophers. 

&U A- sih mdh, The three mathematica-
dimensions, length, breadth, and thickness. 

AAU sih-mdha, Of three months' dura-
tion. 

A suhmat, suhma, Portion, par t ; re-
lationship. 

y^^Mr" sahmgin, Formidable, fearful, 
awful. 

sahimndh, Horrible ; frightened. 
OA**-^-. sahmidan, To dread, to fear. 
gUi sih nitdj, (three offsprings) The 

three natural kingdoms. 
sahand, A mountain in Azarbaijan, 

oiy a- sih naubat, Childhood, manhood, 
and old age ; prayer at dawn, sunrise, and 
noon ; the three times a day that music was 
played before the royal palace (a practice 
established by Sikandar, and increased to 
five times by San jar). 

A yr* sahw (v.n.), Forgetting, blundering 
through inattention; oversight; inadver-
tency ; omission; neglect, negligence;— 
sahwu 'l-'aqd (-qubb), An error in compu-
tation ;—sahwi qalam, A slip of the pen, an 
error in writing;—sahwi k&tib, A clerical 
error, a mistake of the copyist;—sahvJ har-
dan, To make a mistake or blunder; to 
forget ; to neglect. 

A ~\yr> sakiv-an, Inadvertently, errone-
ously. 

A Sj^. sahwat, A she-camel; a huge stone; 
a reposing-bench raised before the door of 
an Arabian house ; a small warehouse or 
cellar; three or four pieces of wood joined 
together upon which anything is laid, a 
rack, a towel-horse. 

A suhfd (pi. of sahl), Plains. 
A ^^F- suhulat (v.n. of J^r-), Being soft 

and level (ground). 
A sahum, Austere, stern, grim ;— 

suhum (v.n. of Being lean; turning 
pale; grimness, austerity. 

sahl, Ercct (cyprcss); fresh, youug; 
name of the wife of Iraj , youngest son of 
Faridun. 

A Jsv- suha, A small star in the Lesser 
Bear, 

ŝV* sakl-bdld, O high stature. 
sah'd, A lofty cdifice. 

sih yah (<*£* yaka, yalce), A 
th i rd ; three aces (at dice). 

Js-ir* suhail, The star Canopus;—suhaili 
*arab, Name of a celebrated Arab. 

iftur* suhaili, Relating to Canopus. 
/tir* sahim, A partner ; equal, even. • 

sai, A stone ;—si, Thirty ;—si u du, 
Thirty-two (implying the teeth). 

A ^ sty, Equal, alike. 
sayd, Senna;—s iyd, Black. 

siydb, Ornament; l i fe; (imp. of the 
sly dbi dan) adorn thou. 

A siydb, A plant which, when green, 
is taken to move the bowels, when ripe, us 
an astringent; according to others, an un-
ripe date. 

siydbidan, To adorn, array, pre-
pare. 

siyd-jjosh, A public situation; 
testimony taken by a judge. 

A saiyi'di (pi. of saiyVat), Sins, 
crimes. 

A siydj, A thorn-hedge, fence. 
A saiydh, A great or frequent tra-

veller, a travelled man; itinerant; an 
itinerant monk; a passenger (m.c.). 

A As-W- siydhat (v.n. of Travelling, 
going on pilgrimage ; a journey, voyage ; 
a pilgrimage ; a promenade, walk, ride in a 
boat, &c. (m.c.) ; — siydhat hardan, To 
travel (m.c.). 

os-L. siydhat-ndma, A book of travel, 
a travelling account. 

A siyddat, Dominion, rule, sove-
reignty; chieftainship ; relationship to Mu-
hammad by descent from Fatimah (see 4-)-

a y U j s t siyddat-intisab, Relating 
to sovereignty ; lordly, sublime. 

siydr, A press for wiuo, cider, or oil; 
bread of barley, beans, ;tnd millet; house-
hold furniture. 

A J L — saiydr, One who wanders, walks 
much, or takes the air for amusement; a 
journeyer, traveller, wanderer. 

A IJWW saiydr at, saiydr a, (A woman) who 
walks much; a body of travellers, a cara-
van ; a planet or planets. 

^ si-arash, Thirty cubits long, i.e. 
very long (a lance). 

siydri, Galangale ; sweet cane. 
siyds, Tale-bearing. 

- siyds (pi. of so1 is), Grooms. 
siydsat (v.n, of (_r«j-), Ruling, 

governing, managing ; government, admi-
nistration of justice; public punishment, 
torture, torment; terror, pang, agony;— 
siydsat bastan (randan), To govern; to 
punish;—siydsati jdni, Capital punishment; 
—siydsati shar'iya, Legal punishment;— 
siydsat hardan, To govern; to punish with 
infamy, to torture;—siydsati mudun, The 
art of government, civic economy;—siydsat 
namudan, To punish, chastise. 

a W; siydsat-ba-jd, Worthy of 
punishment. 

a siydsat*gdh, Place of execution. 

A 
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fa u^Ay- siydsat-gar, mjdsati, An 
executioner. 

yW- sayasar, A starling;—siydsar, A pen 
ready cut. 

T siydshi, Leader of an army. 
A GI^DJF (pi. of saut), Scourges. 
A gW- saya', Grease rubbed on a leathern 

bottle to make it water-tight; the frank-
incense tree, or a tree resembling it ;— 
8ayac, siyd', Clay mixed with straw for plas-
tering walls. 

A J W siydf (pi. of elf), Coasts, shores ; 
saiydf, Armed, begirt,. or striking with a 
sword ; a swordsman ; a gladiator; an exe-
cutioner; a sword-cutler. 

A JW- siydq (v.n. of J y ) , Hurting the 
leg; driving; order, regulai-ity ;—bi-siydq, 
Disorderly, irregular. 

A siydqat (v.n. of J Y ) , Driving, 
stimulating, urging onward; numeration 
(by the Arabic alphabet) ; arithmetic, ci-
phering ; account-keeping ; mode, style; 
subject, topic ;—dar siydqati sukhun, In the 
course of speech or conversation. 

a siyaq-ddr, In good order, orderly, 
regular. 
_ A sayaqilat (pi. of saiqal), Po-

lishers. 
siya-kdsa, A prisoner ; a miser. 

siyakiz, Coarse woollen cloth. 
JW- saydl, Jasmine (either white or 

yellow). 
A JW- sayal, Certain tall, thorny, and 

milky plants ; a thorny acacia-tree ; name 
of a place inHijaz ; - -saiydl, Current, rapid, 
flowing like a torrent;—yaquti saiydl, A 
brilliant ruby, 

a &JU-, saiydla, A torrent; a body or 
volume (of anything) poured out; a gas ; 
—saiydla'i ghairi haydti, Nitrogen, azote. 

saydlikh, A kind of prickle ; a cal-
trop. 

siyam, saydm, Name of a mountain 
near Samarqand ;—siyam, The kingdom of 
Siam. 

^ ^ si-um, si-am, The thirtieth (unsup-
ported by examples). 

siydmah, Solitary, alone, lonely; 
the sons of Kayumars; also one of the 
twelve champions. 

yW saydn, Ivy. 
A siydn (du. of sty), To equal things. 
(jiijL-. siydwakhsh, Black-eyed; intel-

lectual delights ; name of the son of Kai 
Kiiwus. 

jltf siydwakhsh-dbdd, 
siyawakhsh-gird, Name of a city in Turan. 

\J»fa~ siydwush, siydwash, Name of the 
father of Kai Khusrau (Cyrus) (see <Ĵ ~far<> 
above); a kind of red duck;—khuni siyd• 
washdn, Dragon's blood. 

siydwash-dbad, -ifa ^W- siyd-
wush-gird, Name of a city in Turan. 

siydh, Black ; bad, unhappy, unlucky; 

3 ) U 
drunk; an Arabian or Ethiopian slave ; the 
fourth line on the cup of Jamshed; name 
of a horse of Isfandiyar; the fourteenth 
chapter of the Zand; much (see in 
the sense of multitude) ;—siydh basta/fi bar 
qa/d, To blacken one's character, to calum-
niate ;—siydhi chashm, The apple of the 
eye ;—siydh shudan, To become black, to be 
overcast; to be afflicted (m.c.); — siydh 
shudani zabdn, The tongue fails (from talk-
ing too much) ; to curse;—siydh shudani 
noma, Many misdeeds are noted down in 
a man's book (to be accounted for on the 
Day of Judgment) ;—siyah kardan pistdn, 
To wean by blackening the teats (see sari 
pistdn siydh kardan, under y ) ; — siyah 
kardan chashm (dida, nazar), To deprive 
the eyes of their sight; to afflict, to torment; 
to make long for (shudan being used in 
this phrase and the following ones to express 
the passive) ; — siydh kardan jahan, To 
devastate the world ; to make life bitter to 
one ;—siydh kardan rdh (bar), To obliterate 
the traces (of);—siydh kardan roz (rozgdr, 
auqdt), To waste the time;—siyah kardan 
waraq, To write a book;—siyah u safedfarq 
kardan, To distinguish black from white ; to 
read a book. 

ylfeLw siydhdn (pi.), Arabians; Ethio-
pians. 

6W* siydh-bddam, (black-almond) 
The eye of a mistress. 

<-2-̂ . siydh-bakht, Unlucky, hapless. 
(jr^kW-* eiydh-bakhti, Ill-luck, misfor-

tune. 
8W- siydh-boya, The black and odori-

ferous coriander. 
^ aL~. siydh-bid, A kind of willow. 
cfa^i aW- siyah-pistdn, (unlucky-breast) 

A woman who loses every child whom she 
suckles. 

aL-* siydh-pusht, A kind of pigeon. 
at-— siyah-posh, Clothed in sable; a 

mourner; a groom; a lifeguardsman, Ser-
jeant, or officer who clears the way for a 
great man ; master of the hall of audience ; 
the nightly watch; a keeper of wild beasts ; 
name of a tribe north of Afghanistan. 

siydh-pir, An old slave; of a green 
old age. 

sAv siydh-tdb, Blue steel (construed 
with the verbs zadan and kardan). 

fW- aL_ siydh-jam, Blackish, dark-co-
loured. 

iU_ siydh-charta, ajj*- 5U_ siydh-
charda, Dark-brown; (met.) the beloved; 
—asbi siydh-charda, A dark-brown horse. 

^Ato. siydh-chaehm, Black-eyed; un-
kind ; (met,) a mistress; a hunting-bird. 

(Ŝ -fcL— siyahcha, Blackish-brown; a sort 
of doe. 

i>U- sU— siydh-khdna, sLj— siydh-khai-
ma, A haunted or ill-fated house ; a prison; 
a weather-beaten tent;—siydh-kh&na'i wah-



Ly*) ( 7 1 4 ) 
shat, The world; the grave (dark house of 
dreariness). 

AJIJ aU- siydh-ddru, A kind of wild vine. 
sW- siydh-ddna, Coriander-seed; fen-

nel-flower. 
siyah-dast, (black-handed) Ava-

ricious, stingy, vile. 
siydh-darun, Jo siyah-dil, 

Black-hearted. 
^Ja eU- siydh-dili, Malevolence. 

siydh-dida, = ft^ q.v, 
% siy&A-ru, A criminal (from the cus-

tom of blacking their faces) ; unlucky, dis-
graced. 

siyah-rud, Name of a river. 
siydh-ru'i, Infamy, disgrace. 

b) siyah-roz, fty^ siydh-rozgdr, 
Unhappy; misfortune. 

sC- siydh-zabdn, Foul-mouthed. 
ft siydh-sdr ( y ear), A crocodile; 

man; a reed-pen. 
JL, Ŝ F- 8iydh-edl, A rainless year, 
•y. siydh-sard, A kind of cold, 

siydh-surfa, Whooping-cough. 
siydh-safed, Ash-coloured. 

sL— siyah-sumhul, Name of a fra-
grant herb q.v.). 

file- siyah-sang, Name of a fountain 
in Jur j an. 

(•U sL-. svydh-fdm, Black-coloured. 
a fiL- siydk-qalam, A picture drawn 

in black. 
a Aii sU— siydh-qand, Molasses. 

a ^ siydh-kdr ( f t hard), What pro-
duces darkness ; wicked. 

siydh-kdrl, (black art) Wicked-
ness, lewdness; oppression; roguery, de-
ceit. 

iL.tf' siydh-kdsa, Black-cup, i.e. miser. 
siydh-hard, cL-. siydh-gar, 

Wicked; unfortunate. 
Ĵ IS" fiL_ siydh-gilrm, Unfortunate. 
<Ji>jS sL- 8iydh-gosh, Black ear, an animal 

of the panther-kind, wherewith they hunt 
deer ; lynx. 

siydh-gun, Black-coloured. 
^JjS siydh-gunl, Blackness of colour, 
vâ w* giydh-mast, Dead-drunk, 
y u aL-. siydh-magkz, Melancholy; an 

atrobilarian. 
sL_ siydh-ndma, A worthless wretch. 

siydhwiya, Coriander-seed. 
siydha, Blackness; an account-

book ; a written account; a list, inventory, 
invoice ; a whore ;—siydha'i chashm, The 
black of the eye. 

siy&hi, Blackness ; darkness ; 
shade; night-mare; ink; a tincture for 
dyeing the beard black ; a black servant; 
multitude ;—siydhi afgandani (anddkhtani, 
rekhtani) dagk, A sign portends good, opp. 
to siydhi uftddan (bar-ddshtan) az ddgh, 
The sign portends evil;—siydhi dawat, 
Ink;—siydhi zadan az (bar), To spread 

blackness, &c.; to appear; to boast;—siya-
hl i fauj (lashkar), A multitude of soldiers 
or troops;—siydhi kardan, To appear; to 
be angry, enraged with (V»);—siydhi kar-
dan chashm, To blind;—siydhi kashidan 
bar chize, To colour black; to blacken; 
—siydhi namudan, To appear;—siydhi'i 
nawishtan, Writing-ink. 

8iydhiddn, An ink-stand. 
CT̂ W- eiydhi-dih, One who puts an-

other to the blush; imparting strength; 
opposing, resisting. 

ft* siydhi-sdz, A maker of ink. 
A saib (v.n.), Flowing (water) ; run-

ning or walking fas t ; a present, favour, 
gift, benefit; the hair of a horse's tail. 

s seb, An apple; the hair on a horse's 
forehead and tai l ; [se&i dzayish, An apple 
from Isfahan;—sebi dftdbi, A tainted and 
shrivelled apple;—sebi bakhur, A fragrant 
kind of apple whose peel is used for fumi-
gating ;—sebi hazrati adam, Adam's apple; 
—sebi dast-afehar, An apple of compres-
sible gold (see^Lurt UW.J p. 522);—sebi zamin 
(zamini), A potato (m.c.) ;—sebi simin, A 
kind of apple which grows in most coun-
tries (?);—sebi 'ambarin, A fragrant kind 
of apple;—sebi ghahghab, The chin;—sebi 
kohl, A crab-apple;—sebi mushkin, An apple 
from Tus ;—sebi naqshi, An apple on which 
verses are written (in green if the apple is 
red and vice versa);—sebe u sujude (an apple 
and a prostration), A small present after 
much supplication or in a case of great 
need (proverbial) ;—seb td ftrod amadan 
hazdr charkh ml-zanad, The apple before 
coming to the ground turns a thousand 
summersaults (proverbial, to express that 
in a short time a great many wonderful 
things may happen)] ;—sib, Confounded, 
astonished, amazed ; bewilderment;—sib u 
tib, Confounded, astonished, bewildered; 
bewilderment. 

T W - 8lba, slba, A place surrounded 
with walls. 

seh-chihr, Apple-cheeked. 
seb-zdr, An apple-orchard. 

JbjjJ seb-farosh, A costermonger. 
saibus (ij—ffi^ saibusan), Flea wort-

seed. 
seboyah (from seb and boy a), The 

perfume of an apple;—sibawaih, Name of 
'Amr bin 'Usmau, a native of Shiraz, and 
a very celebrated Arabic grammarian. 

sebe, One apple;—sebe shuda and, 
They resemble each other like the two 
halves of an apple (m.c.). 

sibiyd, Cuttle-fish, sepia. 
SjL^ si-par a, One portion of the thirty 

into which the Qur'an has been divided. 
o-yyt^ saipus, Lint-seed. 

(j-. si-toy, The stomach of rumi-
nants, 

sita, City (m.c. from Fr. cite). 



gs- saij, wick, Currants;—sij, sick, 
Trouble; preparation, order. 

AA*̂ *-. sichughana, sichaghana, A spar-
row-hawk; a red-headed sparrow, 

sijidan, sichidan, To pre-
pare, equip, arm, fit out (oneself or an-
other) ; to weigh (this meaning doubtful). 

A saih (v.n.), Flowing over the surface 
of the earth (water) ; moving about, length-
ening (shadow) ; running water ; a striped 
garment. 

A y W saihdn, Name of a large river in 
Syria; also of a river near Basrah;—sayahdn 
(v.n. of Flowing on the surface of the 
ground (water) ; travelling. 

saihun, The river Jaxartes. 
A sikh, A roasting-spit; a wooden 

skewer used in fastening the mouth of a 
sack; anything like a nipple (especially a 
machine of leather, which, in Persia, they 
fill with milk to give to sucking infants 
instead of the teat) ; the top of a small 
flagon; a furrow made by the plough; a 
drinking-cup; an iron instrument with 
which pack-saddles are stuffed; a sort of 
yoke for carrying burdens;—sikh shudan 
ba, To oppose;—sikh kardan, To straighten ; 
—ba-sikh zadan, To fix to the spit. 

sikh-par, (spit-feather) Unfledged. 
Â SC-S-. sikhcha, A little spit, spike, skewer. 

sikh-dar, The holm-tree. 
•Aat̂ *. sikhak, A small spit ; a spike; 

small bits of roast meat. 
sikh-gah, The place where the spit 

is fixed ;—sikh-gdh yd/tan, To find out an-
other's weak point or vulnerable part. 

j j a s i k h u r , sikhid, A porcupine, 
urchin, hedgehog. 

A sid, A wolf ;—saiyid, A lord, prince, 
chief; the title of the chiefs of the family 
of Muhammad, descended from his daugh-
ter Fatimah by 'Ali; [saiyidu 'l-umbiyd 
(•mursalin), Chief of the prophets or 
apostles, i.e. Muhammad ; — saiyudu 'l-ba-
shar, Prince of mortals (Muhammad) ;— 
saiyidti 's-sadat, Lord of lords, an honorific 
title of the descendants of Muhammad ; 
also of Muhammad himself;—saiyidi sa-
mira, A pseudo-Saiyid holding a diploma 
from the Herald's College of Samira (a 
town near Kar bai a where such documents 
are forged) ;]—saiyid, sly ad, An aged goat. 

A saiyiddn (du.), The two sons of 
'All, Hasan and Husain. 

A 8 s a i y i d a t (in P. pronounced saida), 
A lady, a princess, especially the wife or 
daughter of a Saiyid or a descendant of 
All;—saiyidatu H-mukhaddarat, The prin-
cess of chaste ladies (a title given to Sul-
tanas and women of rank; — saiyidatu 
nisd'i 'l-'dlamin, Princess of womankind, 
i.e. Fatimah. 

a Ju- sed-khdna (corruption of sihhat-
t&dna), A necessary, privy. 

si-dar a, A kind of game. 
a M j saiyid-zdda, A Saiyid's son. 
A S J J - V - saidudat, saidada, Rank, noble 

lineage, descent from the Prophet. 
^JU-, saidi, A cricket, a kind of locust. 
A saidi, Lordly; an appellation of 

Africans ; a negro ;—saiyidi, vulg. saidi, 
My lord; sir. 

A sair (v.n.), Walking, perambulating, 
amusing oneself ; perambulation, excursion, 
trip, tour; travels ; view, scene, landscape; 
a spectacle, show ; a sally, jest, witticism; 
[sair raftan, To walk ; to go to see anything ; 
to behold with delight;—sairi saf a? in, 
Navigation ;—sair kardcm, To walk or tra-
vel for amusement; to ride for a pleasure 
drive (m.c.); to row in a boat (m.c.) ;—sair 
namudan, To travel, to procede, to make 
for ;—sair u shikar, The sports of the field ; 
(the word is also construed with ddshtan, 
zadan, kashidan, &c.);]—siyar (pi. of sirat), 
Virtues, morals, qualities; dispositions; 
actions, deeds ; biographies ;—ahli siyar, 
Biographers, historians ;—shdhi neku-siyar, 
A king of noble qualities. 

ser, Full, satiated, sated, t ired; suffi-
ciently, enough ; a weight of 15 misqal; 
name of a city ; [ser dmadan, To be tired, 
disgusted ; to be full and independent;—• 
ser shudan, To be full, independent; to 
repose;—ser kardan, To fill, saturate ;—ba-
ser dmadan az, To be tired of, disgusted 
with, to have enough of it;]—sir, Garlic; 
water-mint;—sir dar kuni lease nihadan, sir 
u namak dar kussi kase nihadan, To agitate, 
to make restless;—sir dar lauzina khwur-
dan, To have one's joys alloyed with sor-
rows; to be cheated, deceived;—sir dar 
lauzina dadan, To alloy joys with sorrows; 
to deceive. 

sAjs— serdb, Moist, wet, humid, full of 
water, succulent, fresh, juicy ; blooming;— 
serdb kardan, To quench the thirs t ; —serdb 
gashtan, To be completely watered (as 
cattle), to have the thirst quenched ; to be 
saturated with water, or irriguous ;—sirab, 
Garlic. 

sir aba, Food made of curds and 
garlic. 

y> siraba-paz, Who prepares the 
dish described in the preceding article. 

serabi, Aquatic, humid ; freshness ; 
satiety, repletion (from drinking water). 

siracha, An enclosure for a tent. 
siraf, Name of a city that formerly 

existed on the Persian gulf. 
A sairdn, A walk, drive, or ride for 

pleasure. 
iASô -i— sairdn-gdh, A place of recreation, 
fij^s- sirdwa, A dish of milk and oxygal. 
ciCub) ser-dhang, Satisfied, contented ; 

liberal, generous. 
j*- sir-panir, A dish of garlic and 

cheese. 



A sairat, A mode of walking ;—slrat, 
8lra, Disposition, temperament, nature; 
morals; qualities ; mode, manner, way of 
living ; conduct; custom; provisions, vic-
tuals ;—slrat amoJchtan, To Jearn or teach 
manners. 

jt^ ser-chashm, Satisfied, contented; 
generous, liberal; greedy. 

(.5**"̂ " ytr* ser-chashml, Satiety, content-
ment ; generosity, liberality ; greediness. 

a ^ ser-hasil, Very fertile; very 
rich, wealthy. 

jy* yt~> sir-sur, (feast of garlic) Name of 
the 14th day of the month, on which they 
eat garlic, send their lads to school, or bind 
them to some trade. 

\3*)*~* swash, A veil; a puckered female 
head-dress or veil of the finest cloth, parti-
cularly such as are worn by brides, of a 
crimson colour. 

tys~> serigh, A cluster of grapes. 
sairaf, Cough (unsupported by 

examples). 
U^fty— slr-farosh, A seller of garlic. 

sirk, Circus (m.c. from Fr. cirque). 
s•><£sir-hob, A mortar wherein garlic 

is pounded. 
a sair-gah, A passage, pass, tho-

roughfare ; a place of recreation ; a theatre. 
fya- sir am, Raw deer-skins cut into 

thongs, used in sewing saddles; a hawk's 
leash ; the shoemaker's strap which binds 
the last to his knee. 

t^ja- slrmdn, A ruby; embroidered silk. 
fyr* slrmu, Mountain-garlic. 

sirnds, Name of an African sea-
bird. 

is&y slrang, Thirty colours; the simurgh 
or 'anqd; anything impossible, or which 
the mind cannot grasp; the unsearchable 
God. 

))#* slro, A porcupine ; a hedgehog, 
A slrwdn, Name of several places 

in Egypt and Persia. 
) jslr-u-panlr, — y— q.v. 

serun, Cold of a moderate degree. 
saira, A certain melodious little 

bird. 
sairl, Who walks about; sight-

seeing ;—serl, Fulness, repletion, satiety. 
tJlci^j-, slrlsaf, A kind of cloth produced 

in India. 
slrln, Dressed with garlic (sir), 

fc^r!^— slrln-gdh, A royal throne. 
ys~> sez, Sharp, strong, vehement, 
fijyj— sezdah, Thirteen. 

sezdahum, The thirteenth. 
^fty— sezagl, Hardness, violence, suffer-

ing. 
sis, Freckles upon the face or other 

parts of the body; leaping and jumping; 
a swift horse ; a wine-vessel. 

H sis, The head. 
^ft*^ sIsdrun, The stem of the coriander; 

a certain water-plant with leaves so large 
that cups are made of them. 

sisdlak, d U U ^ . sisdlang, The 
wagtail. 

o slsdliyus, Assafoetida. 
8lsabdn, Seed of cinquefoil. 

tft~. ^ si sitdra'i pdk, The thirty 
teeth. 

sistdn, Sijistan (the ancient Dran-
giana), a country lying to the eastward of 
Farsistan, or Persia Proper, The famous 
Rustam held this country as a fief under 
the kings of Persia. 

sistan, To leap, bound; to flee 
away. 

a ttVafc—sais-]shdna, Baggage-horses em-
ployed in war. 

saisadl, A cricket (see 
^r*-**" sis irk, A weevil. 

slsaru, A weevil; wall-lice, 
si—• slsak, A weevil; a sort of pulse. 

QJ+J***,« 8isambar, slsambarun, 
Water-mint ; mother of thyme. 

^ sl-sad, Thirty hundred, three thou-
sand ; (met.) many. 

A sai' (v.n.), Flowing (water or wine); 
water flowing on the ground. 

sigh, Beautiful, excellent; body of 
men, band of soldiers, crowd ; a house with 
many windows. 

ft- sigkur, A porcupine. 
Aft— saighud, Humility, submission. 
jft— saighur, Nobleness of mind, mental 

energy, ambition. 
A t-^y- saif (v.n.),Striking with a sword; 

a sword, scimeter, sabre, &c.; the hair of a 
horse's tail; the sword-fish ;—s l f , A bank, 
margin, coast; a fibrous excrescence at the 
roots of palm-branches ; the sword-fish. 

A sifdn, Name of a country (unsup-
ported by examples). 

a h ( f t saif-ban, A rocket with a 
sword attached to it, 

a (jWj saif-zabdn, (sword-tongued) 
One whose curses prevail. 

a saifa, An instrument of book-
binders for equalizing the edges of a book. 

jft— saifur, Silken stuff of great value. 
<*> saifl, Cursing ; surname of several 

poets. 
A saik (v.n.), Pacing (of camels, Ac.). 
T slk, Penis. 

slk, suyak, A blight upon corn, mil-
dew, rust, smut;—si-yak, A third. 

â— sika (in the dialect of Gilan), A 
duck. 

slk-ba, A sort of acid broth. 
<— slkran, Black henbane-seed. 

sik-zada, Blighted, smutty 
(corn). 

slkak, A weevil; mildew. 
slkal, A blight upon corn. 

ift"- sikl, White-wine vinegar; wine; 
new wine boiled down to a third; a goblet 



of wine;—siki'i farsa/ng, The third part of 
a pars ang, a mile. 

jS-i-* eigdr, A cigar (m.c.);—sigar kashi-
dan, To smoke a cigar (see 

A J*~ sail (v.n.), Flowing (of water, blood, 
&c.) ; water flowing, a torrent, flood, flux ; 
—saili dh, A flux of water;—sail dar Jckir-
man uftad, (met.) Trouble comes ;—saili 
dam, A torrent of blood ;—saili saif kardan, 
To invade a country, to fall upon it like a 
torrent, sword in hand. 

a sAi- saildb, An inundation, current, 
flood;—8aildbi za' faran, Flowing blood ; 
tears; —ba-saildb dadan, To inundate; to 
drown. 

a v^s— sailab-dawdni, Liberality, 
munificence. 

sailab-rez, Shedding or pouring 
torrents. 

a Aii s-'̂ s— saildb-kand, A gulley. 
yf saildb-gir, A low ground where 

waters collect. 
a (jAs— saildbi, Relating to or depending 

on a torrent, stream, &c.; liable to be 
flooded; wetness, moisture, damp; land 
liable to inundation. 

sailan, Ceylon ;—selan, Syrup of 
dates ; a kind of honey ; name of a man. 

A sayalan (v.n. of J-y-), Flowing ; a 
current;—sayaldni buzdq, Ptyalism, sali-
vation ; — sayaldni dam, Hemorrhage ;— 
sayalani dami riya, Pulmonary hemorrhage; 
—sayalani dam'a, Watering of the eyes. 

silancha, A cook. 
sildna, The jujube-tree and fruit. 

saildni, Of or belonging to the 
island of Ceylon ;—dar chini saildni, Cin-
namomum Ceylanense. 

J**- sail-award, Brought by a tor-
rent. 

^vJ si lahn, Thirty musical notes, 
tones, or keys (making nearly four octaves), 
arranged in the following order, and named 
by the celebrated Persian musician Barbud:— 
1. drwyishi Jchwurshed (jahdn); 2. dyini 
jamshed; 3. aurangi: 4. bag hi shirin; 5. takhti 
tdqdisi; 6. huqqa'i kaums; 7. rdhi ruh; 8. rd-
mishi jdn [jahdn); 9, sabz dar sabs; 10. sar-
tvistdn; 11. sarwi sahl; 12. shddurwdni mar-
warid; 13. shdbdez ; 14. shabi farkh ; 15. qujli 
rumi; 16. ganji bdd-dward; 17. ganji gav (ka-
wus); 18. ganji sokhta; 19 .kini iraj; 20. kini 
siyawush; 21 .mdhi bar-kuhdn; 22. mushk-
dana ; 23. murwayi nik ; 24. mushk mdli ; 
25. mihrbani, mihrgani; 26. naqusi; 27. nau-
bahdri; 28. noshin-bdda; 29. nim-roz; 30. nakh-
chirgdni. Nizami counts thirty-one notes, 
substituting for the 2nd, 7th, and 27th the 
following four: sazi nau-roz, ghunja'i kabki 
dari, farakhi roz, and kaikhusrawl. 

a yteiX<?- sail-khez, A torrent; streaming 
(eye); rapidity of a torrent. 

silram, Name of the angel who has 
charge of the clouds, vapours, fogs. 

a sail-ran, J*— sail-rez, Pour-
ing forth a torrent. 

silak, siluk, A weevil; mildew. 
a al&fr-. 8ail-gdh, The world. 

sela, A herd, drove, or flock ; a slap. 
H sela, A kind of cloth or garment. 

sili, A blow upon the nape of the 
neck with the open hand edgewise (as in 
killing a rabbit) ; any blow with the hand, 
a box on the ear, a slap in the face, <fec.; 
a musical stringed instrument;—sili khwur-
dan, To receive a blow on the nape of the 
neck, &c.;—sili bastan (zadan, kashidan), 
To give such a blow. 

sili-khwdra, Often buffeted. 
SJJ sili-zada, Cuffed, buffeted, 
cjuij ^L— sili-zananda, Giver of cuffs, 

blows. 
saim, The neck.yoke of oxen;—sim, 

Silver ; a wire of silver or any other metal; 
the string of a musical instrument; a sort 
of fish; a wink, nod, sign; name of a 
river ; (for simdb) quicksilver; [simi bisyar 
sokht, He has squandered wealth ;—sim bar 
sang zadan, To have carnal intercourse ;— 
simi bahbahdni (daghi, rd-posh, qalb, mdj, 
ndqis, nabdti, na-bahra), False or impure 
silver;—simi talagrdf, A telegraphic wire 
(m.c.) ; — simi haldl (khdm, shdkh-dar. 
qardri, guwdkhta, nab, nuqra), Pure or 
refined silver;—sim dar zar bdfad, He raises 
himself by his dexterity;—simi dast-afshar, 
Compressible silver (see jt&A cs—J) ;—simi 
sahdb, Rain-drops ; — simi sokhta, Burnt 
silver, pure silver;—simi siyah, Bad silver, 
base coin ;—simi shab dar miydn, Bad coin 
mixed with good coin;—simi-gawirs-dar, 
Moon and stars;—simi mdhi, Scale of a 
fish ;—simi majbiil (maj'ul), The eye ;—•simi 
muzab, (molten silver) Pure water; pure 
wine;]—siyum, The third. 

simd, Face, forehead, countenance, 
aspect; resemblance, similitude; colour of 
the face or body ;—simd'i abuqrdti, Hip-
pocratic face or features;—dyina-simd, With 
a face smooth as a mirror; with a bright 
face ;—khwurshed-simd, With a face bright 
as the sun ;~samd-simd, Heavenly-faced ;— 
mdh-simd, Moon-faced;—malak-simd, Hav-
ing the face of an angel. 

A U*- 8'mia, A mark ;—simd, siyama, 
Especially, chiefly; like ;—simd', A sign, 
note. 

simab, Quicksilver, mercury; ma-
levolent, shameless ;—aim dbi atishi (dtishin, 
aiiehinsar, dtishin-sipar), The sun;—sim dbi 
chashm (dida), A tear;—sim.ab dar gosh, 
Deafness; simdb shudan, To be unsteady, 
run away, elude pursuit;—simdb kardan, 
To make restless or unsteady; to put to 
flight, to cause to disappear;—simdb kushta 
(murda), Quicksilver reduced to ashes con-
densed quicksilver with which to coat a 
mirror. 



jV v U c simab-bar, Weeping. 
H simdb-pa, A runaway, t ruant , 
A SJU^-. simdb-jalwa, Troubled, dis-

turbed, restless. 
< U s i m a b - c h a s h m a , A tear. 

j J siin-db clar gosh, (quick-
silver in tbe ear) Deaf ; deafness. 

ofa v W - simdb gun, Bright, shining (a 
sword). 

J J WW*— simdb-dil, Chicken-hearted, 
y.) y W « simdb-rez, Br igh t ; undulated, 

damascened (a sword), 
simdb-sina, With a silver bosom. 

(jjUjj— simdbJ, Colour of quicksilver. 
simdza, A stone for polishing 

swords. 
csJU--. slmdk, Name of a certain youth. 

sim-anddm, Wi th silvery limbs. 
Ojj^ slm-andud, Plated with silver. 

sim-dwar, Silvern; a prostitute, 
(vj-iĵ  slmdh-barzin, Name of an army-

leader. 
slm-dhang, A wild cucumber. 

sim-bar, VVitli a bosom like silver; 
young ; an ilin ; a palace-gate ;—sim-bar 
shudan, To be young. 

^yA slmbar-aswdr, (inGilfm) Arabian 
guards who attend the door of kings, 

J^fa^ sim-bundgosh, Wi th ear-lobea 
like silver. 

^JLU sim-bandl, A kind of festive 
lights, an illumination. 

sim-pdld, Silver in a lump ready 
for being coined; a crucible; a smelter of 
silver. 

^ sim-parast, Venal, selfish. 
sim-panja, With hands white as 

silver. 
uky. slm-posh, Clad in or adorned 

with silver. 
slmtdj, Avarice, stinginess. 
slm-tan, With body fair as silver; 

—zani sim-tan, A lovely woman silver-liued. 
a slm-zaqan, Wi th a silver chin. 

simrakh, Asking anything of God. 
ty* ^ margh, Thirty birds, represent-

ing thirty mystics who have attained to the 
highest degree of perfection, also called si 
murghi jahdn, The thirty birds of the 
visible world, opposed to the invisible si 
murgh, representative of the divine essence. 

simurah, A fabulous bird, often 
mentioned in Eastern romance, tbe griffin 
(see 'ancpi); it is celebrated in the 
Shdh-ndma as the foster-father and teacher 
of Zal, Rustam's father, whence others 
take it to be the name of a learned man who 
educated Ziil. 

shn-zanakh, With a silver chin, 
a jv- sim-sdq, sim-surin, 

With silver thighs. 
iU- sim-siydh, Mistletoe. 
U-t- sim-simd, Wi th a face bright as 

silver. 

sim-shagarf, Cinnabar ( = 
q.v.). 

a ê— sim-'izdr, Wi th cheeks of a 
silvery hue. 

a f+f* sim-gfiabghab. Wi th a silver 
chin. 

simak, A hooked tool for twisting 
cotton and silk threads. 

t s j^**- sim-kdri, Amorous blandish-
ments. 

fn~- sim-kash, A gold or silver wire-
drawer one who draws to himself all he 
can g e t ; a thief;—sim-kush, Extravagant, 
profuse; eager in the pursuit of wealth; 
close-fisted, avaricious. 

vy* sim-kob, A silver-beater. 
fasim-gar, A silversmith, 
J> j*^ sim-gil, A wash fo r walls or roofs. 
(•jfa+v sim-gun, Silver-coloured ; a star. 
a, j L . simgun-sdq, With silver 

thighs. 
simndd, A chapter, section, 

jy-— saimud, jy^- saimur, A silken gar-
ment. 

sirna, fa* sima-sdr, Astonished, 
confounded. 

sim-hd (pi. of sim), Wires, strings, 
& c . s i / m - h a ' i saut, Vocal chords. 

fW*0 S^* si muhra'i mdhi sw/dm, 
The thirty days of the month Raraazan. 

t^+o** simi, Silvern ;—siyumi, The third, 
simyd, Enchantment, fascination, 

natural magic, i.e. charms of mind or per-
son ; also poesy and rhetoric. 

A simiya', A mark, a sign. 
fcoV-^w. simydza, A atone for polishing 

swords. 
sim-ydr, One who converses by signs. 
simin, Of silver, silverized, overlaid 

or incrusted with silver; fair, delicate; 
[saghari simin, A silver goblet;]—siyamin, 
Thirtieth. 

a (̂ ŝ )— slmin-badan, With a silver 
form. 

ji slmin-bar, Wi th a silver bosom, 
a ^VsjJyo aimiw-saulajdn, The new 

moon. 
a simin-ghabghab, With a 

silver chin. 
a s^y simin-fawara, The moon. 

slmin-ndn, (silver loaf) Full 
moon. 

sin, A man who herns aud haws very 
much; natm-al magic, alchemy; China; 
name of a village near I spahan ; Muham-
mad ; (for sina) the ' breast;—sin-dokht, 
Avaricious, vile, depraved; name of a fe-
male ancestor of Rustam. 

A sin, The letter ^ ; a ringlet, 
lock. 

sind, A borer, perforator; the breast; 
name of the father of Abu 'All bin Sina, 
the celebrated physician Avicenna; (from 
A.) mount Sina, 



sindm, Name of a fabulous mountain 
with a pillared treasure-house. 

j*^ simbar, Turnsole ; water-mint. 
siyanj, A furrow; a ploughshare. 

sinjdb, Name of a country (see 
v V r ) ' 

say anj tir, A lighted coal; a spark, 
v y * - sinob, Sinope. 
AA** sina, The bosom, breast; a teat, a 

dug; the summit of a mountain; the prow 
or stem of a Bhip; taunt, contumely, satire ; 
—sina sipar hardan, To stand in the fore-
most ranks without flinching ;—sina tark 
dadan, To open the breast;—sina hardan, 
To strike the ground (as an arrow); to 
bound up again and fall elsewhere; to 
boast, swagger ;—sina hushddan (gushddan), 
To be happy;—sina hashidan (dadan, zadan-, 
Sudan, guzdshtan, mdlidan), To put forth 
Btrength;—ddruyi sina, A pectoral medi-
cine. 

jW sina-baz, Piebald; name of a bird. 
a JUP jf sina bar tag, In love, en-

amoured. 
sina-basta, Locked up in the 

heart or breast, in petto; a secret. 
AAJ AXs ina-band, sina-posh, 

Poitrel of a horse; a stomacher, stays, 
bodice; a child's bib. 

sina-posh, A breast-plate; a 
vest. 

v^U sina-tab, Heating the breast. 
LSĴ  sina-chdh, Having the bosom 

torn, i.e. grieved. 
svna-resh, Wounded at heart. 

oU sina-zad, Born in the breast. 
yUj sina-zandn, Beating the breast, 
yj sina-zor, Robust, proud of strength, 
(^jy sina-zorl, Strength; pride of 

Btrength. 
sina-soz, Tormented, distressed. 

sina-sozi, Anguish, torment. 
sina-shihaf, Rending the 

sina-shoy, Who washes his 
breast, 

breast. 
a <-iU sina-sdf, Pure-minded, sincere, 

candid. 
^US" sina-habdb, Love-sick, grieved. 
ijS sina-hash, Whose breast touches 

the ground. 
y\iS sina-guzdr, Piercing the breast. 
A Jyis** saind, Mount Sinai. 

sini, A salver, tray, round table of 
gold, silver, brass, or copper; dross of iron ; 
name of a certain exceedingly brittle ore; 
painted tiles on walls or brass; a loan. 

A. sinin, Name of a tree; —turu 
sinina (turi sinin), Mount Sinai. 

sev (for seb), sewd, An apple. 
ft sewdr-tir, Name of a note in 

music. 
A siwas, Name of a city (Sebastia 

in Anatolia). 

a siwdsl, A native of Siwas. 
a siwdy, Beside, except; — siwdyi 

wusul, Surplus, balance of annual collection. 
siyulchta, suyukhta, A species of 

soft plant growing in water and used for 
tinder. 

jA ) ^ si u du, The thirty and two 
(teeth). 

siwar, A myriad, ten thousand. 
A suyur (pi. of sair), Straps, thongs, 
wwCj^- suyursdt (see e^L^j-.), Contribu-

tions in kind (m.c.). 
ivr suyur g hdl, A fief, feudal tenure ; 

charity-lands. 
M suyurghdmishi. Good-will, 

favour, beneficence. 
(j-j*— suyiis, Name of a tree. 

, sayaushdn, Name of a village be-
longing to Herat. 

A suyut, A village in Upper Egypt. 
a (Jkjs— suyuti, Of or belonging to Suyut ; 

surname of the Qur'an-interpreter and 
fertile writer Jalalu 'd-din. 

A suyu' (v.n. of £*-), Flowing in 
every direction (water or wine.) 

A suyuf (pi. of saif), Swords. 
A suyul (pi. of sail), Floods. 

siwum, siwumin, Third. 
saiwist, Carelessness, inattention. 

siyah, Black; unlucky, disastrous; 
drunk; an Arab ; an Ethiopian slave ; the 
horse of Isfandiyar; one of the books of the 
Zand; the fourth of the seven lines on the 
cup of Jamshed; (for compounds see also 
after sU™,;)—siyah hardan, = siyah hardan, 
q.v. under to inflame, to enrage. 

^WV A--, siyah-bdddm, The eye of a mis-
tress. 

Aw siyah-bahdr, A surpassing spring. 
siyah-pistdn, A woman who 

loses every suckling. 
Jz^ Biyah-posh, Clad in mourning ; a 

life-guardsman; a nightly watch; a keeper 
of wild beasts. 

ylfcjs siyah-poshdn (pi. of the pre-
ceding), The name of a country where all 
wear black; North of Afghanistan; Dard-
istan. 

sjja. d ^ siyah-charda, Blackish; a dark 
complexion. 

siyah-lchdna, A black tent ; a 
prison ; an unlucky house ;—siyah-hhdna'i 
dbnusi, An ebony flute. 

J siyah-dast, (black-handed) 
Covetous. 

Q^J siyak-darfin, Malignant. 
^ ^ siyah-daruni, Inward baseness, 

malignity. 
Jo A^ 8iyah-dil, Black-hearted, malevo-

lent. 
2 siyah-ru, (black-faced) Covered 

with shame, infamous, wicked. 
jjj siyah-roz, Unfortunate, afflicted, 

sad. 



cs^j siyah-ru'i, Infamy, ignominy. 
ft siyah-sdr, A crocodile, 
r* siyah-sar, (black-headed) Man; a 

pen. 
siyah-sumbul, Water-mint. 
siyah-fdm, Inclining to black; 

black. 
Aii V siyah-qand, Molasses. 
ft siyah-kdr ( f t hard), A scoundrel, 

prevaricator, sinner; a coward. 
siyah-hdrl, Sinfulness. 

4UVS i.tr* tiyah-kdsa, A miaer; one who 
murders his guests. 

Aj-. siyah-gi^^. Unfortunate, afflicted, 
poverty-stricken; a wretch. 

siyah-gosh, The lion's provider. 
ft* siyah-maghz, Gloomy, dumpish. 
y siydh-mu (mo), Black-haired. 

siyah-mu'% (mo'I), Blackness of 
hair. 

siyah-ndmagl, Wickedness. 
siyah-ndma, The black book, the 

record of one's misdeeds; wicked; adul-
terous ; a vile wretch, a blackguard. 

siha, A harlot, 
^yipi-. siyahi, Blackness. 
A " ( J - J - saiyi', fem. saiyi'at, saiy'ia, 

Bad, wicked, evil; -saiyi'a, Sin, wicked-
ness, crime. 

a sayls, A horse-keeper, a syce (see 
A. u ^ V b 

siyanj, A furrow ; a ploughshare. 

sh, called shlni manquta- or shini rnu'-
jama (dotted shin), the sixteenth letter of 
the Arabic-Persian alphabet, denotes 300 
in arithmetic, and serves as abbreviation 
for shamdl, The north ; it interchanges with 
©> t , )> u*> and ye, and has the power 
of sh in English; ash (-sh) after nouns 
expresses the possessive pronoun; after 
prepositions and verbs, the oblique cases 
and accusative (in poetry, also the nomina-
tive) of the pronoun of the third person, 
for which see Oram mar;—ish, when added 
to the imperatives of certain verbs, forms 
abstract nouns.- as, ddnish, "knowledge," 
from dan, " know blnish, " sight," from 
bin, " see." 

Is. shd (for shad), Joyful, glad; a fruit-
tree; (for j a), a place ; (tor shah) a king; 
(for T. river;—shd wulga, The river 
Volga. 

sTu shah, Alum;—shdbi ruml, White 
pepper;—shdbifirangl, European alum. 

A s ^ shabb, A young man (especially 
from twenty-four to forty). 

8hababah (A. g i ^ shdbabaj), An 

Egyptian tree whose leaves are covered 
with a kind of wool. 

U^^A, shdbdsh (for shad bash), Bravo! 
excellent! money thrown about at mar-
riages, or given to singers. 

shdbdshl, Praise, applause. 
shdbanah, A. gSl?^ shdbanaj, A 

species of hard Egyptian wood (see ^jbU); 
according to others, the dog-violet. 

A shdbbat, shdbba, A young woman. 
CjV^U. shdburdn, shdbardn, Name of a 

seaport in Persia. 
shdburdn, Native steel (see usl^U.), 
shdbash, = o^W^ q.v. 

A OSIJU shdbih, Cross and intricate (road). 
shabwad, A halo round the moon, 

shdburdh, shdburdn, 
shdb-draq, shdburaqdn, tyft** shdbu-
ran, A species of hard iron or native steel 
(see (VJJJU. and ^tfyjU). 

ojjjU. shdbward, A halo round the moon. 
^ll^sU. shdburgdn, Native steel (see 

Oji^). 
shdbahdr, An idol-temple in Kabul. 

A sha'dblb (pi. of shu'bub), Down-
pours of rain. 

g^lst shdblzaj, shdblzah, The man-
drake. 

j y f t shapur, King of Persia, called by 
the Romans Sapores; also several other 
kings; name of one of Farldun's grandees; 
name of a painter and match-maker between 
Khusrau and Shirin;—shapur zu 'l-ahtdf, 
Shapur of the shoulder-blades (so called 
from his taking out the shoulder-blades of 
a number of Arab prisoners he made, and 
afterwards releasing them) ;—shdpuri nas-
tuh, Shapur, son of Nastuh, a champion in 
Nauzar's az*my. 

A SU 8hdt, A sheep. 
QyfXj* shdtarsun, Statice nuda (a plant 

found on Mount Alburz and in the neigh-
bourhood of Kashan). 

J>U shdtil, Name of a medicinal plant. 
A shdtim, One who rejoices in an-

other's misfortunes. 
T YTA. shdtu, A ladder, staircase. 
A shd'j, A making sad, vexing; de-

laying any business. 
shdhh (S. sdhha), A branch, bough, 

shoot, sucker, twig; a horn, antler; the 
arm, from the tip of the finger to the 
shoulder; the leg, from the groin to the 
foot; a small cut from a main stream; 
the spur of a cock; a r ib ; a bit, piece; 
a gusset, gore ; the forehead; the main beam 
in the roof of a house; a cup of wine (from 
a custom prevailing in Jurjistan, to drink 
wine out of horns), a goblet, a drinking-
horn ; wine mixed with rose-water ; a horn 
wherein they keep civet, a scent-box; civet; 
the civet-cat; spices, perfumes; smooth, 
lank hair ; full-grown;—shdhh az pashlmdni 
bar-dmadan, To be very penitent, to repent 



greatly ;—shdkhi dftdbi, The rays of the 
sun;—shdkhi angur, Name of a medicine 
or simple; a young shoot, tendril of a vine; 
—shdkhi dhu, A buck's attire; a bow; a 
false promise;—shdkh bar-awardan, To 
colour up ;—shdkh bar dlwdr, Conceited, 
arrogant, proud shakh bar shakh, Far, 
distant, long ; various ;—shakh ba-shdkh, 
From branch to branch;—shdkhi bun, The 
branch of a tree ;—shdkhi bahana, Various 
pretexts;—shdkhi chandr, Name of a par-
ticular colour;—shdhh dar shakh, Full 
of branches with branches intertwined, 
branchy ; various - coloured, of different 
sorts; far and wide; weeping, lamenta-
tion ; — shdkhi damidani, A trumpet;— 
shakh zadan, To butt or push with 
the horns; to sound a trumpet or horn; 
—shdkhi zar> A golden branch (as they 
are kept in a king's treasury); — shdkhi 
zarrin, A yellow pen ;—shaklii za'fardn, (a 
twig of saffron) One who esteems too 
highly his own deserts; anything strange 
and rare;—shdkhi saman, Stature of a 
mistress;—shdkh shakh. In branches ; in 
pieces, broken in various places, full of fis-
sures ; variegated; the song or note of the 
nightingale ;—shakh shakh shudani gulu, 
The throat splits, as it were, from the 
loudness of voice;—shdkh shikastan, To be 
polite, to cease to be self-willed;—shdkhi 
ghazdl, A bow ; the new moon;—shdkh 
kardan, To cup ;—shdkhi gawazn dar hawd, 
The new moon;—shdkhi g^su, A ringlet of 
hair;—shdkh u barg sakhtan. To make long 
and broad; to spin a yarn, to talk much, 
to tell stories;—dshyan bar shdkhi dhu, 
(met.) A thing not to be found;—bar shdkhi 
dhu budan, To remain unredeemed (a 
promise). 

^ shdkh-ba-dnvdr (fa^ y bar 
dlwdr), Proud, arrogant. 

shdkhaba, A. small cut from a main 
stream ; an arm of the sea. 

<W.W shdkhch-a, A small branch, twig. 
A^i-Lk shdkhcha-bandi, Scandal, slan-

der ; increase. 
shakh-ddr, Branched ; horned ; a 

cuckold, cornuto; pure, unadulterated; 
conceited. 

*)>; shdkh-reza, Loppings of branches. 
shdkhsar, Full of branches; a 

place abounding in trees, a garden, park, 
grove, wood; the extremity of a branch; 
a plate of steel perforated with many holes 
for drawing gold or silver wire. 

iiU shdkh-sdna, — A»UI CU q.v. 
shdkhast, Victuals, provisions. 

fcU shdkh-sanj. With weighty horns. 
shdkh'shdna, Name of a certain 

description of mendicants, so called from [ 
their carrying in one hand a ram's horn, 
and in the other a ram's shoulder-blade, 
with which they make a grating noise before 

the door of anyone from whom they seek 
relief. If tbeir application be not forthwith 
attended to, they begin to lacerate their 
bodies with knives, or (with a view to ex-
cite greater horror) they put the knives into 
the hands of their own children; intimida-
tion, threat. 

t^* shakh-shikasta, Broken-horned; 
(met.) polite; yielding. 

A YFLI^ shdkhis, One whose eyes are fixed 
and looking up. 

shdkhak (dim. of shdkh), A small 
twig; a bracelet; melilot. 

J^IA shaken, shdkhul, A sort of grain. 
gU shdkh-ndehikasta (shdkhi na-

shikasta), Discourteous; stubborn. 
jjjSLŝ la, sh&khangur, Name of a medicine; 

a vine-tendril. 
shdkhiir, e^yA- shdkhura, A kiln, 

furnace. 
Jy tU shdkhul, Cytisus eajau (a grain). 

shdkha, A branch; a horn; a cup 
in the shape of a horn; wine mixed with 
rose-water; the pillory; a yoke. 

shdkhi, A win no wing-fork. 
JW shad, Cheerful, exulting; glad, happy; 

much; fu l l ; wine; light, a ray, gleam ;— 
shad shudan, To be joyful. 

sA ^ shad-db, Full of water; moist, 
humid, fresh, succulent, pleasant; fresh 
pasture. 

^ JU. shdd-dbi, Freshness, moisture. 
fV? shad-dram, Name of the intellect 

of the solar sphere. 
fytfa shad-isparam, Basil royal. 
gWlb shaddn, Cheerful, glad; a dancing 

girl. 
J J ytaU. shadan-dil, Joyful, gladsome. 
gfUb, shaddnaj, Blood-stone (see ; 

shaddnaji 'adasi, Nummulite. 
lAiWU. shaddnak, Inebriating hemp-

seed (see As,). 
JU, shdd-aiydm, Name of the soul of 

the solar sphere. 
oU JU shad-bad, Name of a note in music. 

shad-bash. Excellent! well done! 
name of the twenty-sixth day of the month 
according to the royal era. 

jtf A* shdd-bahr, A happy situation; find-
ing oneself in such ; name of a damsel. 

shadakh, The old name of Nishabur. 
y- As, shad-kho, Cheerful, joyful,glad, 
s^ya. oU. shdd-khwdb, Refreshing sleep, 

jla. shad-khwdr, JU shad-khwara, 
jy- jU shad-khwur, Fortunate, well off; 
voluptuous; a dancinggirl; an adulteress, 
strumpet; one who drinks wine without 
scruple; one who passes his life without 
care or trouble; happy, cheerful. 

JU shad-kh wast, Vehement de-
sire. 

J j dU shdd-dil, Cheerful, gay-hearted. 
shadurdn, A sort of iron whioh 

absorbs water ; name of a port in Shir wan. 



y ^ U shddurbdn, shddurwdn, A 
large veil, curtain, or tapestry suspended 
before the gate of a royal palace ; a richly-
figured carpet (in these meanings con-
strued with the verbs kashidan and gus-
tardan) ; a foundation; a kind of moveable 
Turkoman house, variously ornamented; a 
parhelion or a halo round the moon ; name 
of a note in music; a cornice; eaves, 
projecting roof; — shddurwdni khdk, The 
earth ;—shddurwdni marwdrid, Name of the 
twelfth tune of Barbud. 

ys »>U shdd-kdr, Gratuitous service. 
ft JU shdd-kdm, Rejoicing, triumphing, 

exulting, joyous, happy, contented; name 
of the brother of Faridun. 

aU shad-kdma, A tumult;—shad-kdma 
kardan, To rejoice at another's trouble. 

ur*^ ^ shad-kami, Gladness, happiness, 
delight, content. 

ft shad-gar, Joyous, happy, con-
tented. 

toft JU shdd-guna, A mattress for sleep-
ing on ; anything upon which one leans ; a 
resting-place; a sofa; a coat of mail stuffed; 
a female singer or performer. 

ft Ĵ a. shad-mar, Many serpents; a huge 
serpent. 

yUaU shddmdn, Cheerful, joyful, 
pleased. 

AiUjli. shadmana, A rejoicing or jubilee 
(especially on the public entry of a king, 
or other festivity); the cultivation or im-
provement of any place; joyfully;—shadmana, 
shudan, To be joyful and glad. 

shadmanl, Gladness, joy, pleasure, 
delight;—shddmdni kardan, shadmani-hd 
namudan, To rejoice. 

shddmand, Joyful, glad. 
OJJUJU shadnuk, Cheerful, blithe, joyous. 

shddna (A. gSoU shddanaj), A kind 
of stone shaped like a lentil, and used 
medicinally for the eyes. 

^y l f c shddwdn, Cheerfulness, mirth; 
eaves ; a canopy over the head of a king or 
great man when giving audience in the 
open air ; a veil, a piece of tapestry; an 
artificial fountain. 

shadward, A halo round the moon; 
a royal throne; a bed, couch, dormitory; 
a carpet; name of the seventh of Khusrau's 
treasures; name of a note in music, 

fijla. shdda, Glad ; wine; much water. 
plifcjU. shddakdm, The country of de-

light, the name of a province in the king-
dom of jinnistdn or Fairy-land, much 
celebrated in Eastern romance, the capital 
of which is called jawdhir-abad, City of 
jewels. 

shadi, Gladness, festivity, joy, re-
joicing; a wedding; an ape; name of a 
certain boy; construed with the verbs 
dmadan, dwardan, har-khdston, khwurdan. 
didan, gustardan, gusistan, gushadan. 

A TJ^U shadi, a singer; a reciter of verses; 
one who has learned a part of morals or 
good breeding; a driver ; in pursuit of some 
aim or object. 

shadydkh, The City of Nishabur. 
w^oU shddydna, A band; a music gallery. 
)j\ shadi-dwar, Joy-bringing. 
A^OVA shddicha, A counterpane, coverlet. 
^JJOU shadidan, To rejoice, to triumph. 
«JV shddi'fazdy, Increasing joy; 

over-joyed. 
shadi-mubdrak, Congratula-

tions on marriage, or on the birth of a 
child. 

<d5ft shadi-marg, An easy death; 
death from joy ; dying easily or from joy. 

•fcjlA shadaya, A medicine for the eyes;— 
shddaya'i makka, Name given to the fire-
temple of Barmak in the neighbourhood of 
Balkh. 

W V̂A. shadihd (pi. of shadi), Rejoicings. 
AU shdz, Glad. 
A shdzz, Divided from the rest; rare, 

uncommon; irregular. 
A iaU, shdz sat, shazza (fem. of the pre-

ceding), A rare reading of the Qur'an. 
A v̂ oUb shdzib, Absent from one's country; 

solitary, forlorn, hopeless. 
A J^U shdzil, Name of a man. 
A shdzilat, Name of a village in 

Maghrib. 
A ^alfc shadli, A native of Shdzilat; sur-

name of the founder of a sect who are 
called after him Shdziliyah. 

A JLA. shdzanj, P. iioU. shdzana, A sort 
of fragile stone of a blackish red colour, 
employed medicinally. 

^AU* shdzi, Gladness. 
ft shdr, Adulteration, debasement; 

a jackal; a very fine sort of muslin, from 
which veils and lanterns are made; a 
certain blackbird that talks like a parrot; 
a lofty edifice ; dancing; a fall of water, an 
outpouring of wine (see ft s-^) ; the gentle 
noise made thereby ; a whirlpool, eddy ; a 
wide, open road; a title of the princes of 
Ghurjistan; also of the kings of Ethiopia; 
(for shahr) a town; (for shdh-rdh) high 
road. 

A <~r>ft shdrib, A drinker; a whisker, 
mustachio. 

jyU shdraj, An isle in the Persian Gulf. 
A Ĉ A shdrih, A commentator, expositor, 

explainer; an interpreter; a guard over 
sown fields (against birds). 

sjjLa. sharda, Sardinia. 
jjls. sharzh-ddfar, Charge d'Affaires 

(m.c. from Fr.). 
i f t i f t shdrsdn, A country having many 

cities; a large city, castle. 
<.ft~.ft shdristdn, A city ; a villa sur-

rounded by gardens ; a country abounding 
in towns; name of a book written by Far-
ziina Bahram. 
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tfUjU. shdrashk, A bird resembling a par-

tridge, but smaller; a rebeek, a parchment 
violin. 

A. £fa shdri', An expounder of the law; or 
of the articles of faith ; a legislator, law-
giver ; a highway, main road, thoroughfare ; 
—shdri'ipahnd, A broad street or toad;— 
shdri'i 'dmm ('am), A public road ;—ghair 
shari', Uncertain of, or wandering from, the 
road. 

A shdrif, Noble; also one that is 
soon to be ennobled; an old she-camel; an 
old arrow. 

A j,fa sJiariq, (The sun) rising and 
shining; the eastern side of anything; 
name of an idol -,—shdriq shudan, To rise 
(the sun). 

A shdriqat, shariqa, Brightness, 
splendour. 

shdrak, A species of talking-bird; a 
grackle; a nightingale. 

Jj^fc shdrl, Charles (Fr. pronunciation of 
the name, m.c.). 

O^fa shdrlaian-burgh, Charlotten-
bourg, near Berlin (m.c.), 

fa fa shar-kdr, Idle, sluggish ; any gratis 
work which one is compelled to perform. 

fa shdr-mdr, A large kind of serpent. 
)fa shdru, A certain talking bird ; a 

grackle. 
eharwan, A large curtain; a 

canopy. 
jyU sharud, A halo round the moon, 
A shdrof (for jar oh), A besom. 

shdruya, The sou of Khusrau 
Parwez. 

*fa shara (S. chlra), A large turban or 
wreath for the head; a veil; the muslin 
cover of a lantern. 

A ^ f a sluiri, A schismatic (opposed to 
'Ali). 

y^.fa shdridan, To flow (as rivers) with 
a great noise; to pour, trickle, urine; to 
be guilty. 

A sha'z (v.n.), Lying with;—sha'az 
(v.n.), Being hard and rocky (a place) ; 
being high or tall; being restless. 

A shasib, Lean, gaunt (horse) ; dry. 
shdza, = q.v. 

A slut1 s, Bough, hard (place) ;— 
ska1 as (v.n.), Being hard and rough. 

shas, Bad-tempered; dishonest; 
kicked. 

ehdsparam, Basil royal. 
shdspo, Chassepot (m.c. from Fr.). 
shdst, A bustard. 

A shdsi', Remote, distant. 
A shasif, Dried, become dry (lea-

thern bottle). 
shdsh, Vicious; contrary; urine ; 

name of a city in Turkistan, whence come 
excellent bows (see s^-). 

A shdsh, A turban-sash; name of a 
city in Transoxiana (see preceding article). 

shashdk, = q tV. 
shdshdan, The bladder; an urinal; 

a poplar. 
shashidan, To make water, urine. 
shashak, A four-stringed instru-

ment; name of a note in music; a bird 
resembling a partridge, but smaller; an 
animal resembling an ape. 

shdshang, A four-stringed instru-
ment ; a small sort of partridge. 

shdshu, Name of a medicinal herb; 
one who habitually makes water in his 
clothes, a pissabed. 

skdshfda, The loose end of a turban. 
shdsha, Urine; exudation;—shasha 

kardan, To make water. 
C^OMAA shdshadcln, The bladder; an 

urinal. 
a shdsM, Of Shash in Turkistan 

(especially applied to bows made there). 
(JA^LA, shashidan, To make water; to 

pour, trickle, exude, be wet; to be fit, 
proper. 

A shasib (A life) oppressed with 
penury. 

A fa\* shdtir, One who teases, thwarts, 
and harasses his relations ; removing far 
away from one's family; cunning, sly, 
clever; a thief, a robber; a messenger, 
runner, courier; a footman, a lackey (m.c.) ; 
a chess-playei', 

a ofafa^ shdtaryun, Satyrion. 
A J t U shdtil, Name of a solvent medi-

cine. 
A ( ^ U shdtin, Wicked, bad-tempered 

criminal. 
t y , j shat-ushut, Jabber and talk 

(m.c.). 
A shati', The bank of a river; the 

sea-shore. 
A yiU shd'ir, A poet; one who finds out ; 

one who knows, 
a shd'irdna, In poetical fashion; 

poetical. 
A SysU, shd'irat, shd'ira, A poetess. 
a shd* in, The art of poetry ; poetic 

compositions; hyperbole, exaggeration. 
A JcU. sha'il, Blazing, shining. 
A shd'i, Divulged, made public. 
A shaghil, Who or what calls off the 

attention; busying, occupying ; busy, occu-
pied, employed ; attentive, intent;—shugMi 
shdghil, A work demanding much attention, 
an absorbing business. 

AyU shdghula, The loose end of a turban. 
shdf, A suppository or clyster;— 

slidji abyaz, A medicine for the eyes;—shdji 
ahmar, The penis. 

A sha'fat, An ulcer on the foot, so 
deeply seated that it can only be cured by 
cauterisation. 

shaftan, To swim ; to grow old; to 
break; to burs t ; to crumble to dust, be 
worn. 



A GTTA shdfi(, Deprecating, interceding; 
an advocate, intercessor, mediator. 

a ^J^VA shafi'i, Name of the Imam dbii1-
abdu'llah muhammad bin idrls, one of the 
chiefs of the four principal sects of the 
Muhammadan religion ; a follower of 
Shafi'i. 

A shdji'iyat, Sect of Shafi'i. 
a s-Jki- shafi'l-mazhab, A Shafiite. 
AiU shafa, Cotton dipped in medicine, 

and applied to the eyes; a bougie, pessary, 
suppository. 

A ^YRTA shafl, Healing, salutary ; distinct, 
clear ;—jawabi shdfl, Categorical answer. 

(jA-iU. shdfidan, To trip, to slip, to 
stumble. 

A JVA shaqq, Difficult, troublesome, dis-
gusting, perplexing, toilsome, wearisome. 

A J iU shdqul, Jylfe shdqul, An instru-
ment for ploughing used at Basrah; a brick-
layer's plummet; a pendulum. 

csJU. shah, A shoot, twig; a he-goat; 
tumid, swelling; one-footed, monoped; a 
bandage of linen, with which women truss 
their breasts, a stomacher, corslet. 

A shakk, Armed, arrayed in armour; 
one who draws a bow. 

^ U shakdr, A gratuitous work (especially 
when one is compelled to work for nothing); 
a scholar, apprentice; a boy, servant, groom. 

shdhar, Work done for nothing. 
A shakir, (One who) celebrates, 

praises, or gives thanks; resigned; one of 
the names of God ;—shakir shudan, To re-
turn thanks, to be grateful. 

shdkirbdh, One compelled to keep 
horses for the public service ; service, at-
tendance on a judge or magistrate. 

A J^Lfe shakil, Likeness ; whiteness be-
tween the ear and the temples. 

A shakilat, shdkila, Form, figure; 
way, manner; hypochondria ; a tract, side, 
quarter; whiteness between the ear and 
the temples. 

J s h a k l u l , A babbler; a glutton. 
shakala, A strawberry (corruption of 

chagulak for T. 
AU ÎA shakmand, A covering or blanket 

of goats' hair. 
s shdkmuni (S. sdkyomuni), A 

name of Buddha. 
shdkward, A halo round the moon ; 

a dormitory; a royal throne; the seventh 
treasure of Khusrau ; name of a note in 
music. 

A shdki, Equipped with arms; armed; 
a backbiter, censurer, stigmatizer; one who 
complains, a lamenter. 

jyriA shagird, A scholar, student, appren-
tice; a disciple, pupil; a boy, servant, 
groom; a copier of records ; — shagirdi 
rashid, A complete, apt scholar. 

diWyiA shdgirddna, A scholar, apprentice, 
or a servant; presents made to children at 

the time of nushra (see SjAJ) ; the fee given 
by a scholar to his teacher; an extra gra-
tuity over and above wages due, drink 
money; alms. 

J ^ U shdgird-pesha, A menial; re-
tinue. 

^jjS'U shagirdi, A gratuity over and 
above wages due ; alms ; a scholar, student, 
apprentice; apprenticeship; learning,study. 

shdl, A shawl or mantle, made of very 
fine wool of a species of goat common in 
Tibet; a coarse mantle of wool and goats' 
hair, worn by dervishes ; a small carpet; 
white hair-cloth, horse-cloth, or housing ;— 
shdl ba-gardan dashtan (met.), To be ill;— 
shdli tarma, A Kashmir shawl;—shdli farmo-
numd, An imitation Kashmir shawl;—shdli 
tang, A girth ;—shdli tus, A shawl made in 
Tus ;—shdl kushtan, To strangle with a 
shawl (mode of execution);—shdli kuhna 
ddshtan, To wear an old shawl, i.e. be very 
poor. 

shdl-poshi, A coarse cloth placed 
under a horse's armour; the garment of a 
pauper, 

{A^ shdlikh, Salah, son of Arphaxad, and 
grandfather of Abraham. 

fa Jls. shdl-dar. Stamped to imitate 
shawl, 

SAIA shdlda, The foundation of a wall or 
building. 

ifiXJLa. shdlang, One taken in the stead of 
another, a sponsor; the nimble pace of a 
courier; woollen padding sewn under a 
carpet; a horse-cloth. 

shdlangl, A rope-maker ; a spinner 
of materials for tent-making. 

•ui J U shdl-namad, Housing of goats' 
hair. 

fa <JA& shdla-mar, Name of a pleasure-
garden in Kashmir. 

ILA shdlhang, A pledge; quarrel, broil; 
fraud, deceit; obstinacy, stubbornness, dis-
obedience. 

shall, Rice in the husk ;—shaliyi dbi, 
A kind of wild rice. 

sh all-pay a, A rice-field. 
shdlizar, A rice-field, rice-ground. 

JAA sham, Evening ; supper (also called 
shami shah) ; dinner (m.c.) ;—sham khwur-
dan, To sup, to dine;—sham dadan, To 
give a supper \sham shikastan, To break-
fast in the evening ;shdmi ghurbat, The 
supper of a poor, destitute traveller;—sham, 
kardan, To sup;—sham u sahar, Morning and 
evening (adv.) ; — namdzi sham, Evening-
prayer, vespers. 

A (sha'm (v.n.), Being unlucky ; bring-
ing ill luck ;—sham, Syria and its capital 
Damascus; [shdmi sharlf, The noble city 
of Damascus ;] (pi. of shamat) black moles 
or marks ;—shdmm, Smelling. 

A shdmat, The Syrias (m.c.). 
shdmdkh, A kind of millet;—also 



A^AUU shdmdkhcha, A bandage with which 
women truss their breasts. 

JLU shdmdr, jUU shdmdz, Name of a 
place, the abode of many fire-worshippers. 

shdmdk, A short female garment, 
reaching to the middle of the leg; also an 
under shirt, worn in hot weather, or in 
violent exercise, to prevent the perspiration 
from staining the other clothes; a short 
working garment; a bandage for the 
breasts. 

A^LU shdmakcha, A stomacher ; a ban-
dage for trussing the breasts; a short shift 
or inner garment; a sleeveless shirt, tunic, 
or vest; a cloak. 

4SLU shamaka, Hard pitch. 
AiUU. shdmdla, Brown, tawny (unsup-

ported by examples). 
shaman, Measure, <Spc. ( = 

q-v.) 
(jh^* shdmpen, Champagne (m.c. from 

Fr.). 
tSj^- shdmpen-sdzi, Champagne 

manufactory (m.c.). 
A sha'mat, shdmat, The left side; ad-

versity, ill luck, disaster; disgrace, infamy ; 
—shdmat, A black spot or mole; a lunar 
spot; a black she-camel;—shammat, sham-
ma, Smelling (fem.) ; the nose;—quwati 
shdmma, The olfactory sense. 

A shdmit, A rejoicer at another's 
loss or misfortune. 

a soj uwU shamat-zada, shdmati, 
Unfortunate, miserable ; a wretch; cursed, 
dead. 

A JWU shdmikh, High, lifted up ; lofty, 
proud ;—jabali shdmikh, A high mountain, 
towering to the Bky. 

shamir, shamar, A veil, covering for 
the head. 

shdmis, shdmish, The Greek 
island of Samos ; Samian earth, resembling 
talc, which if touched with the tongue ad-
heres to i t ; also a kind of viscous earth, 
white or black, that dissolves in water. 

tsUlfc shamtik, A vest reaching to the 
waist. 

shdmakcha, A short garment 
reaching to the waist; a linen bandage with 
which women truss their breasts. 

sham-gdh, Evening-tide. 
A J - U shdmil, Who or what extends 

itself, touches all round, surrounds, com-
prehends, contains, communicates with; 
comprehensive; complete, perfect; in-
cluded ; universal; united, confederate;— 
ehamili hdl, Comprising the circumstances 
of the case; similarly circumstanced; 
jointly, together. 

A uulUU shdmilat, Things included ; part-
nership ; undivided property; a copar-
cenary estate; land held in common. 

a shamildti, Common, general; 
joint; coparcenary. 

a JL. shamil-hal, = shamili hdl q.v. 
under 

shamu8, — q.v. 
shama, A woman's veil; a lord, 

master; supper; anything lying; a black 
thing; darkness; a falcon's hood; a place; 
a seat; a comb; the elbow; (for Ar. <UL.) 
the sense of tmelling ; scent, smell. 

shdml, Supper; the evening. 
a sh a mi, shwmi, A Syrian, Syriac. 

shdmydna, A parasol, umbrella, 
canopy. 

shdn, A bee-hive (also called shdni 
'asal and shani mum); virgin honey ; a large 
loaf of fine flower, such as are given in 
presents on new-year's-day; a mandate ; 
science; an enigma; a shoemaker's last ; 
fear ; a white Indian dress ; a whetstone 
(imp. of shdndan) ; comb thou, &c.; (for 
eshdn) they ; (in polite speech) he, his lord-
ship, &c. (m.c.) -,—jdma'i shdn, Their gar-
ment ;—asbi shdn, Their horse;—sar-ha-
shdn, Their heads (m.c.). 

A shd'n, shdn (v.n.), Doing, minding, 
or looking after (one's business) ; thing, 
affair, business; nature, disposition ; rank, 
dignity, power, authority ; respect, regard ; 
—shdni sharif, A noble condition, a lofty 
rank;—shdni 'askari, Military honour;— 
hirsi shdn, Ambition. 

shdn-ddr, A man of quality or 
rank. 

shdndan, shanaddn, A comb-case. 
^Atlfc shdndan, To comb; to mark; to lay 

(the dust). 
SyoH y U shdnz-aliza, Champs Elys^es in 

Paris (m.c.). 
fijyL. shdnzdah, Sixteen. 

shdnzdahum, The sixteenth. 
shdnak, The crop of a bird. 

<v^yL> shdnawdn, A comb-case. 
shdna, A comb; a weaver's comb; 

hair combed flat (opp. to ja'd "curled hair"); 
a crest; a hay or corn fork; a honey-comb ; 
a bee-hive; the shoulder-blade; speed; 
leaping, bounding ; a desert;—shdna'i asb 
(sutiir-khdr), A curry-comb ;—shana pechi-
dan, (met.) to object, to make difficulties;— 
shana khdli kardan, To oppose ; to pretend, 
to make excuses or pretexts;—shdna dar db, 
A comb ready for combing (construed 
with the verbs budan, ddshtan, and nihadan); 
—shdna dar risk zadan, To be prepared ;— 
shana duzdidan, (met.) To object, to resist, 
to make difficulties;—shdna'i dast, A lint, 
wool, or cotton-card, (met.) the hand with 
the five fingers;—shana zadan, To comb;— 
shana shikastan, To frighten, to terrify ;— 
shdna'i karpds, A weaver's instrument;— 
shana kardan (kashidan, nihadan), To comb; 
to curry ; — shana-garddni (shana-girl) 
kardan, To oppose; to pretend, to make 
excuses;—az gardi 'alam ('adam) shdna 
hard, He created, he made manifest. 
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pft wli. ehana dwez, Suspending a man 

by the hands to a comb-shaped instrument 
of torture. 

*W ehdna-bdf, A cloth of coarse 
exture. 

AiU shana-bln, A sooth-sayer (augur-
ing from the shoulder-blades of goats). 

shdna-blni, Augury from the 
shoulder-blade. 

aiU shdna-pech, Refractory, contuma-
cious. 

shdna-iarash, A comb-maker. 
yWiiU. shdnaddn, A comb-case. 
ft diU shana-rez, Combings, 
(jj <JAA shdna-zan, A comber; a hair-

dresser. 
jL, shana-sdz, A comb-maker. 

8hdna-ear, AJU shdna-sarak, 
(crest-head) The hoopoo or puet. 

shdna-kari, Quarrel, dispute, 
contest. 

(jii" iilft, shana-kash, A comber, 
ajji" U <u\a shdna nd-lcarda, Uncombed. 
ytS shdna-glr, Refractory, contuma-

cious. 
jua <si\A ahdna-hld, A hay or corn-fork, 
^VA sham, Name of a coin formerly cur-

rent. 
A ahani', A hater (of man or woman), 

an evil-wisher;—shdnl, Referring to condi-
tion, dignity, rank, &c. 

y i^Jshanlda/n , To comb; to card, 
A s h a ' w (v.n.), Preceding, outstrip-

ping ; clearing mud out of a well; a boun-
dary, term, goal, end, extremity; mud, 
&c. drawn out of a well; a basket. 

AU. 8hdwdr, Fit for a king ; choice. 
shdwur, =: q.v. 

(j^U. 8hdwardn, A city in Shir wan. 
JjjU 'shdwazd, A kind of white thorn, 
jtfa ehavghar. A brazen trumpet; name 

of a country in Turkistan. 
ehawinl, skdvni, Covering of a cradle. 

^jCa. shdwur, A confidant of Khusrau 
Parwez, king of Persia, who went to the 
court of Heraclius, emperor of Greece, and 
dropped the picture of his prince in the sight 
of the princess Shirin, the emperor's daugh-
ter, in consequence of which she fell in 
love with him (see ; a pimp; Shapur, 
king of Persia. 

shdwidan, To become, &c. ( = 
(jjAft.) ; to go. 

shdwin, Cotton-carding; a cotton-
reel. 

81a shah, A king, sovereign, emperor, 
monarch, prince ; the king at chess ; check 
to the king (in chess); a bridegroom; a 
son-in-law; a title assumed by fakirs ; a 
wide, main road ; a sort of garment used 
in India ; root, origin; name of an animal; 
of noble blood; great, excellent in any 
degree ;—shdhi dfdq-gird, Alexander Zu'l 
Qarnain ;—shdhi anjum (khawar, khargahi 
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[ mind), The sun;—shah khwdndan, To adduce 
cogent arguments;—shdhi dad, The just 
king (Nushirwan) ;—shdhi zawul, Name of 
Mahmud Sabuktigin;— shdhi zang, Night; 
—shdhi saiydrdt (tdrimi falak), The sun;— 
shdhi 'dll-jdh, A king of exalted dignity ;— 
shdhi gardun, The sun ;—shdhi gauhardn, A 
certain precious stone which belonged to 
Khusrau Parwez, and which, on being cast 
into the sea, attracted to itself a number of 
other precious stones;—shdhi goyandagan, 
Muhammad ;—shdhi musallas-buruj (mused-
lasfy, The sun ;—shdhi miirabba'-nishln, The 
Qaaba;—shdhi marddn, King of valour, 
All;—shdhi mashrlq, The sun ;—shdhi mm-
roz, A title of the governor of Sistan;—shdhi 
yak-aspa, The sun. 

shdha (vocative case), O king! 
v ^ shdhdb, A red colour; red juice of 

the flower of the kajira. 
AA shdh-dbdd, A district of south 

Bahar. 
t s ^ shdh-azmdy, " King-proving," 

putting the king to the test. 
shdh-dzmud, Who or what has 

seen (many) a king (the crown). 
TVY-*' eU shdh-isparam, aU shah-

isparham, sU, shdh-isfarham, fapfa ^ 
shdh-ispargham, Basil-royal. 

j—aU shdh-afsar, Melilot. 
sU shah agdchl, Name of a village 

near Rasht, 
^ eU, shdh-dlu, A sort of plum. 
0ULA shahdn (pi. of shdhi), Kings. 

ala. shdh-anjlr, A small but delicious 
fig. 

AiLfcU, shdhdna, Royal; splendid, magni-
ficent ; royally; a dress worn by a bride-
groom . 

shdh-anddzl kardan, To 
boast, to brag. 

oW shdh-bdd, The king's son-in-law. 
jL&Ui shah-bdz, A royal falcon; the longest 

feathers in a falcon's wing; royal, generous, 
noble. 

shdh-bdl, Longest feather in a 
wing. 

St̂ fcU shah-bald, One who is exactly of 
the same age, height, and figure as the 
bridegroom, and who attends the bride-
groom to the house of the bride. 

^.jUfcU shdh-banaj, A hard Egyptian tree. 
aU> shdh-bdnak, A sort of medicinal 

plant. 
tjt aU. shdh-burj, Name of a fortified 

tower of Akbar-abad. 
SVA shdh-busa, Melilot. 
aU, shah-balut (ballut), (royal oak) A 

chestnut. 
shah-bandar, The shabandar, the 

receiver-general of duties or tribute; the 
custom-house (at Dacca). 

^yjfclfe shah-boy (buy), The odour of amber 
or musk; ambergris. 



w r̂i ^ shdh-bait, The royal distich or 
concluding verse of the Ghazal or Eastern 
ode. 

j f t ^ shah-par, Largest feather in a 
wing. 

f j i shdh-param, Basil-royal. 
tS^L. shdh-pari, Name of a Peri; amber, 

musk (see ^ S\A, of which the word, in 
these meanings, is perhaps a misreading). 

S\A shCih-pasand, Vervain (Verbena 
officinalis). 

s-*V shdh-tarab, A viceroy ; a king's 
favourite ,* a satrap. 

fiy^U shdhtarra (A. syta^A), Fumitory, 
cyy a la. shah-tut, A large, excellent mul-

berry. 
ft aL. shah-tir, The king-beam, the large 

beam of a house. 
shah-jdn, Name of the city Marv. 

sU. shah-juy, Longing for the king, 
full of affection for the king (heart). 

o W ala. shdh-jdhdn, Name of an emperor 
of Hindustan. 

^iaU shah-chini, The expressed juice 
of a China plant. 

cs^yt- ala. shdh-khwurdl, Sweetmeats used 
on great days. 

shdhid, A beautiful woman; a hand-
some man; a ringletof hair, especially belong, 
ing to a mistress ; known ; things of great 
value;—shdhidi jdn, The beloved of one's 
s o u l s h d h i d i zarbaft-posh, Heaven ; day ; 
the Bun;—shdhidi zard, White wine ;— 
shdhidi rukh-zard (roz, za'far dni, shdhi falak, 
tighdni charkh). Name of the sun. 

A shdhid, A witness, eye-witness, 
bystander. 

^f t file* shah-daru, (sovereign remedy) A 
name which Jamshed gave to wine. 

JUU els. shdh-ddmdd, The king's son-in-
law (see aU.). 

y ^ l s . shah-dan, A large, beautiful 
pearl. 

a jJluAli. shahddnaj (from the following), 
Hemp-seed. 

shah-ddna, A large pearl; the 
largest bead in a rosary; hemp-seed; a 
cherry i—shdh-ddna'i hind, Indian hemp. 

jW shahid-bdz, Whoremonger; sodom-
ite. 

jjfcU shdhid-bdzi, Whoredom. 
jjfcU. shdhid-parast, A devoted lover, 
dla. shdh-dirakhi, The royal fir. 

j j j aU shdh-duzd, A captain of robbers, an 
arch-thief. 

aU shah-dud, A sort of musical in-
strument. 

&iyi ala. shdh-duna, Salvia Syriaca (plant). 
a ĴufcU. shdhidi, Testimony, evidence. 

aU shah-dlwdr, A palace-wall. 
A yfeU shdhir, One holding a drawn sword ; 

(used irregularly for mashhur) renowned. 
a^ aU ghdh-rdh, King's highway, main 

road. 

shah-rukh, The horn of a rhinoce-
ros ; the rooks in chess; a title given to 
the sons of the nobility ; name of a son of 
Timur. 

j i ^ U shdh-rash, A fathom. 
shah-rag, The jugular vein, 

jjy sU shdJi-rud (rod), A large river; 
name of a river falling into the Safid-rud 
at Manjil; the brass cord of an instrument; 
name of a musical instrument; name of a 
city. 

p&Tj aU shdh-zadagi, Minority of a 
prince; youthful folly ; foolish pride. 

s ^ j shdh-zdda, King's son, heir-appa-
rent. 

aU shdh-zdda-khdnum, A princess; 
crown-princess (m.c.). 

aU shdh-zan, A royal spouse (m.c.). 
shdh-zira, Caraway-seed. 

A shdhasbaram (from P.), and— 
sh a h-sipa rgham. shah-

si-param, shdh-siparham, Sweet 
basil, basil-royal. 

ft aU shdh-sar, Like a king. 
(JIK—AAA shdhistdn, (the king's country) 

Persia. 
ala> shdh-suwdr, An excellent horse-

man. 
^ ^ ala. shdh-sini, The expressed juice of 

a plant brought from China, good for the 
headache. 

a ftl° slfc shdh-tamar, The great artery. 
a ft^ shdh-alam, Surname of 'Ali 

Gauhar, son of Alam-glr II., one of the 
Mogul Emperors of India. 

( f t ^ j t fila* shdh-gharjikdn, A royal habit 
of fine muslin, 

yii aU shah-fash, King-like. 
A shdhiq, High, lofty (mountain or 

edifice). 
a fti aU shah-qdm, A term used at chess 

by the losing party in order to draw the 
game. 

tAxsS iU. shdh-katnak, Rhamnus pallasii 
(plant). 

ftjt\&> shdh-kar, (king's work) A gra-
tuitous work, which one is compelled to do; 
anything great, pure, and magnificent. 

fili shdh-kdsa, A large cup, a tankard. 
Jtf a\A shdh-kdl, Squint-eyed. 
p\£ aU shdh-gdm, Pleasant-paced (horse) ; 

a particular pace of a horse, the royal 
pace. 

^l&sUi shdhgdn, shdhgdna, Any-
thing great and noble; a royal treasure; 
a species of verse. 

^ f t shdh-girdi, Captivity, subjection. 
d^ftft shdh-gauhardn, A jewel of the 

first magnitude and purest ray ; a single 
pearl filling its shell. 

^ aU shdh-goy, Speaking of the king, 
full of talk of the king (tongue). 

ft sla. shdh-guhar, Ancestor of kings. 
ft ala. shdh-gir, Capturing kings. 



Ci* shdh-luj, A sort of plum. 
sU shah-luk, A large yellow plum. 
sU, shdh-limu, An exquisite kind of 

lemon. 
filfc shah-mat, Checkmate at chess. 

jJUsU. shahmand, Resembling a king; 
royal. 

ttU. shah-mdhi, Red mullet (sur-
mullet). 

e -^ sW shah-muhra, A precious stone, 
said to be found in a serpent's mouth or a 
dragon's head. 

(^U. ahahan, shdhin, A shepherd's pipe;— 
shahin, The beam of a balance; an excel-
lent falcon. 

shah-nam, A sort of musical in-
strument ; name of a city in Shirwan. 

fiU, shdh-ndma, A history of kings; 
the book of kings, title of a poetical and 
moBt romantic history of the ancient Per-
sian monarchs, by PirdausI, who is justly 
considered as the Homer of the East. 

^Lufcl* shah-nay, A military trumpet, 
gjotoW shahandan, To be honest, sincere; 

to act uprightly. 
Bjualfc shahanda, Pious, honest, upright; 

excellent, blest. 
tisifeU. shdhanshdh, sUufcU. shdhanshdh, 

ehdhanshah, A&J^ shahanshah (a 
contraction of Aa shdhdn-shah), King 
of kings, lord of lords;—shdhamhdhi zand-
wdetd (falak), The Bun. 

^jfcUjjkU shahanshahi, Imperial dignity, 
monarchy ; royal, imperial, princely, monar-
chal . 

shdh-nishin, The seat of the 
king, i.e. a gallery or balcony projecting 
from the palace, where the king shows him-
self to his people; a balcony, gallery, por-
tico, or similar projection; a costly carpet. 

yAt» sJidhu, shdhwd (contracted from 
the following), Large, excellent, royal 
(pearl). 

j ^ t a . shah-war, Royal, noble; like a king, 
fit for a king, befitting a king ; a fine royal 
pearl. 

OjybU shahward, A halo round the moon; 
a royal throne; a dormitory; the seventh 
treasure of Khusrau; name of a note in 
music. 

jkybU shahwa&h, Royal; a maiden, vir-
gin, 

JyA*. shahnl, A plumb-line ; a pendulum 
(see 

^ f c U ehahuy (?), Name of a historian 
from which Pirdausi took some parts of his 
poem. 

&A4. shdha, A turret raised above a house 
for the enjoyment of a i r ; name of a city in 
Hamawaran, where Sudaba was born. 

shdhi, Royal; imperial dignity, 
dominion, sovereignty, royalty; the fol-
lowers of the sect of Ali; name of a poet; 
name of a coin; a penny (m.c.) : a sort of 

sweetmeat, made of starch and white of e g g ' 
shdhidan, To reign, to exercise 

kingly authority ; to be honest, upright, 
righteous, sincere, pious. 

84-jAli. shahida, Pious, chaste, upright, 
shahin, A royal white falcon; 

the beam of scales; a place to recline; the 
tongue of a balance. 

t ^^jfeU shahin-qala'si, The fort 
of the falcon (on the Bosphorus, m.c.). 

shay, God ; imp. of shdyidan. 
fa* shdydr, Gratuitous work which one 

is compelled to do. 
yljU shay an, Legal, lawful, allowed, per-

mit ted; worthy, suitable; agreeable; pos-
sible, contingent; gratuitous but forced 
work. 

y ^ l j U , shdydnidan, To cause to comb; 
to cause to suit. 

A shd'ibal, Mixture ; impurity; any 
impure thing; suspicion, doubt; semblance, 
least appearance. 

shdyad, Let it be; it is agreeable, 
suitable, worthy, proper; may be, perhaps, 
perchance, possibly, probably ; probability. 

shdyrdd, A halo round the moon. 
^AjjJU^U. shdyietdnidan, To cause to suit, 

to render useful. 
shdyistagi, Aptitude, suitability, 

conveniency; propriety, fituess ; affability. 
i^A shdyistan, To become, suit, agree; 

to be worth; to assist; to be destroyed; 
to be necessary. 

Ai-A* shayista, Worthy, honourable; 
legal, unobjectionable; suitable, decent, 
useful; well-bred, polite ;—shayista - bud 
(shdyista-hasti), Whose existence is neces-
sary, i.e. self-existent. 

shdyista-mizaj, Affable, mild. 
shdyistani, What is necessary or 

suitable. 
(ji^lfc shdyish, Faculty, ability, possibility. 
A shcCii,shdyii, Spreading; divulged, 

published, promulgated; notorious, mani-
fest. 

a shayi'a, A wide-spread rumour. 
A shaig, Who or what excites desire; 

desirable; desirous, ardent, zealous; las-
civious ; impatient. 

A ( s h a iqln (obi. pi. of the prece-
ding, also used as nom,), Ardent admirers, 
lovers, votaries. 

A iAfU sha'ik, Thorny, prickly ; armed. 
jJS" ( jU shay kaliv, Name of a Persian 

prophet. 
shdyika, A certain thorn which bearB 

the gum 'ansarut. 
yl&U, shdygan (for shdhgdn), Any thing 

worthy of a king or great man; large, im-
mense (particularly a royal treasury); name 
cf one of Khusrau's treasures; opened, 
displayed; wide, spacious ; repeated, re-
iterated ; worthy, suitable, befitting; any 



thing which one is compelled to do gratui-
tously for the king; verse that ends in an, 
and is of two classes. The first, which is 
called shdygdni khafi, is tin at the end of 
words denoting the agent, as girydn " weep-
ing, a weeper," khanddn "laughing, a 
laugher." Words of this class are not 
allowed to rhyme with such words as zamdn, 
" time," or kamdn " a how." (In like man-
ner, in, forming adjectives of relationship 
in such words as dtishin " fiery," si mm 
" silvery," may not rhyme with such words 
as zamin " earth," or kamin " ambush.") 
The second class, which is called shaygani 
jali, is dn at the end of words in the plural 
as ydrdn, dostdn " friends." Such words 
may not rhyme with a noun in the singular 
as fuldn " So-and-so." The occurrence of 
these terminations more than once in the 
Ghazal or Qasida is forbidden. 

shdygdna, Beseemingly, properly; 
richly. 

shaygani, Large, immense (parti-
cularly a royal treasury). 

shdyigina, shdyigini, Small, 
cheap (doubtful word). 

A shd'il, Milkless (camel), or one 
that by cocking her tail shows she is preg-
nant. 

shdyward, A halo round the moon ; 
name of the seventh treasure of Khusrau ; 
also of a note in music. 

shdya, Fruit. 
shall, A worshipper of God. 

shdyidan, To become, suit, agree ; 
to be worthy ; to be useful and necessary. 

H->A» shab, Night, darkness ; [shabi ihyd (?), 
= shabi tdq below;—shab ba-du nim hard, 
Midnight bas passed —shdbi bardt, The 
fourteenth night of Sha'ban;—shab bar-
ddshtan (paimudan), To measure the night, 
i.e. to remain awake all night;—shab bar 
sari chang amad, The night is advanced;—• 
shab ba-roz av>ardan (kardan), To work 
through the night;—shabi tarik (lira), An 
Obscure night; (adv.) in the dark of 
night;— shabi tegrh, The tenth night of the 
month Muharram ;—shabi jak (chak) The 
fifteenth night of Sha'ban;—shab hdmila 
hast td chih zdyad, The night is pregnant, 
what will she bring forth ? i.e. future has 
good and bad in store, so despai r not;—shabi 
khamdr, A night of drunkenness;—shab dar 
miydn dddan, To become security for a night, 
or for a longer time;—shabi daijur (zangi), A 
dark night;—shab-rd, At night, during the 
niglit (m.c.) ;—shab zinda ddshtan, To re-
main awake all night;—shab saJchtan, To 
pass the night in company with another 
(see shab kardan) ;—shabi sada, Name of 
the tenth night of the month bahman;— 
shabi shaba-gun, A dark niglit; — shabi 
sharub, The night of a drinking bout;— 
shab shudan, To terminate (the season of 

youth) ;—shab shikastan, To pass the night ; 
night passes ;—shabi tdq, The nineteenth, 
twenty-first, and twenty-third nights of 
Ramazan ; — shabi zulmat-andud, A night 
veiled in darkness ;—shabi 'ambarin, A dark 
night;—shabi farrukh, The fourteenth note 
of the barbut;—shabi qadar, The night of 
power, i.e. the twenty-seventh of the month 
Ramazan •,—shabi kd'indt, The world ;— 
shab kardan, To pass the night in company 
with another, to pass the night (m.c.) ;— 
shab gurba, sammur numdyad, At night the 
cat appears like a civet-cat;—shabi guzashta, 
Last night;—shabi qui, The night of roses 
(when people visit the rose-gardens to cele-
brate the advent of spring) ;—shabi gesu-
fishdn, A dark night;—shdbi mdh, Light 
night, moonlight;—shabi masrd, The night 
of Muhammad's pretended ascent to 
heaven;—shab u roz, Night and day ;— 
shabi yaldd, Longest winter-night;—dar 
shab, In the night, at night;]—shib, a pre-
cious silk-stuff; the whizz of an arrow. 

A s - * shabb (v.n.), Kindling (a flame or 
war) ; height, elevation; growing to be a 
young man; alum ;—shabbi yamdni, The 
best kind of alum found in Yaman. 

vW* shabdb, Name of a note in music;— 
shibdb, A cherry. 

A shabdb (v.n. of Growing up, 
becoming a young man; youth, prime of 
life; youthfulness ; beginning of anything; 
(pi. of shdbb) youths, young men; [unfa-
wdni shabdb, Flower of youth ;]—shibab, 
Curvetting (of a horse) ; whatever is used 
in lighting a fire;—shubbdb (pi. of shdbb 
according to the Muntakhab, but if it occurs 
in Persian writers, evidently misreading for 
shubbdn), Young men. 

A shabdbat, shabdbiyat, Youth, 
youthfulness. 

* shab-d-roz, Night and day ; always. 
^jjjUi. shab-d-rozi, The civil day, twenty-

four hours ;—bar dni shab-d-rozi, Twenty-
four hours rain. 

shabdra, A woman running about at 
night; a bat. 

A S-A.UA, shab-d-shab, Night by night; 
quick. 

A shubdt, The Syriac month of 
February. 

A shabd'at (v.n. of Having a 
capacious understanding ;~shubd'at, Leav-
ings after the appetite is satisfied; the 
well Zanizam. 

S-A shab-afroz, Illuminating the 
niglit, i.e. the moon, a candle, a glow-worm, 
and the like; the tenth month of the royal 
aera. 

shab-afsdna, A night-tale. 
A. shibdk (pi. of shabalcat), Nets. 
A AS'LA shubbdkat, A lattice, trellis; net-

work ; a net. 
shabdlang, Chase, game. 



Ljfe ( 730 ) 

A («M» shabdm, A certain plant;—shibdm, 
A piece of wood put iuto the mouth of a 
hid to prevent him from sucking, a gag; 
name of a tribe; also of a place. 

A JWa shibal (pi. of 8hibl), Lion-whelps. 
y^A shabdn, A bat; night; (pi. of shah) 

nights; [shabdn, shuban, A shepherd, 
pastor;—shabdni w&dVi aiman, The shep-
herd of the happy valley, i.e. Moses ;]— 
ehubbdn (pi. of sA*), Young men. 

iS^ vr*A shab-ambuy, "Winter gilly-
flower. 

jtj} j^A shab andar roz, (night within 
day) A silken stuff of a mixed colour. 

^yLA 8hdbdn-roz, ^yfau shabdn-rozi, 
Night and day ; the civil day, twenty-four 
hours. 

^UA shabdn-firib (t^Wy firibak, 
firif, y / firiv, firiwak), The shepherd-
mocker or deceiver, a kind of bird with a 
shrill pipe; according to others, a bat, or 
a wagtail. 

shabdnkdra, Name of a district in 
Persia, and of a village near Tus. 

CSJ^WA shabdnkdri, A nation. 
8l&l»A shabdn-gdh, Evening; morning 

(comp. A) ; a lodging-place ; a fold;— 
shabdn - gdh, shubdn - gdh, A shepherd's 
cabin. 

^^l&ljA, shaban-gdhi, Belonging to the 
evening y^ta'ami shab an-g dhi, The evening 
meal, supper. 

a&Ua shaban-gah, = 6\&lfA q.y, 
shab-angez, Henbane ; a bat. 

WA shabdntir, shabanwar, A bat. 
WLA shabdna, Nocturnal; (adv.) by 

night, at nightfall (m.c.); supper; night-
clothes ; night-wages; last night's (bread 
or wine) ; muddled, tipsy; wine taken at 
night;— shabdna, shubdna, A shepherd, a 
guardian, keeper. 

j^j shabdna-roz, The civil day, con-
sisting of twenty-four hours, 

^WA shabdni, Pastoral charge, pastorate; 
the office of a shepherd ; a coin weighing 
seven drachms ;—ddhi shabdni kunanda, A 
shepherdess. 

^ S-«A shab-dwd, Crying out at night ; a 
nocturnal cry. 

yjljA shabawez, Name of a bird which is 
said to suspend itself by its claws, and cry 
haq haq all night, till the blood drops from 
its mouth. 

A AfetfA shabdhat, Likeness, similarity, re-
semblance. 

shabahang, The morning-star; 
dawn; night; the dog-star; the nightin-
gale ; a cote ; the teeth of a mistress; a 
horse. 

fl&JfeWA shaba-hangdm, Night-time, 
s ^ shab-bara, A strumpet; a bat. 
fa S-*A shab-buz, Who plays by night, 

particularly a puppet-man; one who reads 

the Qur'an by night ; a night-watcher; a 
bat. 

S-A ehab-bdza, A ba t ; a strumpet. 
^FA S-*A shab-bdzi, Tricks, games, and 

dances by night; fraud, deceit; a night 
attack (in this meaning probably misread-
ing for <^fa S - A ) . 

S-A shab-bdsh, A night-lodger. 
ijAl} s - a shab-bdshi, Nightly lodging. 

S-*A shab ba-khair, Good night, salu-
tation at night. 

y S-A shab-bo, Polyanthus tuberosa;— 
shab-boyi hardti, Hesperis tristis. 

6)y s-A shab-buza, A bat. 
^5y s-A shab-boy, The yellow violet; a 

fragrant forest-flower resembling camo-
mile. 

S-A shab-biddr, Waking or watching 
all night, sleepless. 

JJ-U S-A shab-pds, A night-watch. 
talj^A shab-parak, '^a shab-para, A bat. 

shab-pur, A bat. 
S-*A shab-posh, Night-covering, i.e. 

quilts, counterpanes, blankets, bedding of 
any kind; a woman's veil. 

ŜY S-A shab-puy, The noise of the feet 
in walking gently. 

^U-J S-̂ A shab-paimdy, (measuring the 
night) Sleepless ; sick; a lover. 

shibit (A. shibitt), Anise, dill;— 
shibi, A hall. 

vAJ S-A shab-tdb, (night-light) The moon; 
a candle; a black cat, from her eyes 
shining remarkably in the night; a fire-
fly ; a gem;—kirmi shab-tdb, A fire-fly, a 
glow-worm. 

jU S-*A shab-taz, ^fa S-A shdb-tdzi, An at-
tack by night. 

>A) S-A shab-tak, A sort of game. 
A shabas (v.n.), Clutching, fixing the 

claws in ; a spider; a multiped venomous 
insect; name of a man ;—ahdbis, Having 
the hands locked (combatants). 

W- <-T~A shab-jd, A lodging-place for tbe 
night. 

lya. s-A shab-chard, Who has pastured on 
the night, i.e. very black. 

shab-chiragh, (night-lamp) A car-
buncle, a brilliant gem ; a glow-worm; a 
fire-fly. 

shab-chirdyjiak, A glow-worm. 
s ^ A ' shab-chara, Dried fruits eaten at 

night; a nightly grazing of cattle. 
shabchak, shabcha, A festival-

night in the month Sha'ban, or Zu'l 
Qa'da. 

A^A shubcha, A moth; a weevil (see 

A shabh, shabah, Any object seen at 
a distance and yet appearing as a mere 
black speck; body. 

A shabkh, The noise made by milk 
in milking. 

shab-khana, A bed-chamber; a 



haram; a closet into which one retires at 
night for exercises of devotion. 

s—4. shab-khwdbi, Night-clothes. 
(jt^jA. shab-khwdn, The nightingale. 
Jitft. S-A shab-khwush. Good night! 

shab-khiin. A night-assault; a noc-
turnal journey (construed with the verbs 
amadan, dwardan, burdan, chakidan, khwur-
dan, rekhtan. zadan, kardan, in the sense of 
making or meeting with a night-assault 
respectively). 

>shab-khum. Robbery by night. 
shab-khez, One who rises to pray or 

who watches in the night. 
nsĴ Ai S-A shab-khizak, Water-cresses. 

shab-khezi, A rising in the night. 
jXfA. shabdar, Clover, trefoil; clubs (in 

cards, m.c.). 
(ft* s-<A> shab-dar-miydn, A transaction 

with the allowance of a night to intervene ; 
a distance of (two days and a) night, i.e. 
of thirty-six hours. 

j j j s-A shab-duzd, A night-robber, a 
burglar. 

A shibda', shibdi', Misfortune, cala-
mity ; the tongue ; a scorpion. 

shab-dez, (night-colour) A horse of 
a dark rusty colour; a noble, generous 
steed; name of a famous horse that be-
longed to Khusrau ; name of a modulation 
in music ;—shabdezi nuqra-khing, Heaven ; 
night; day; time; fortune; the world. 

OCJJUA shab-deg, (night-pot) A dish com-
posed of meat and turnips dressed all night 
on the fire. 

A shabaz, Name of a village near Abl-
ward (see 

ft>&> shab zar, shabzir, A name of God. 
shabr (v.n.), Measuring with the 

span ;—shibr, The space between the tip of 
the thumb and that of the little finger; a 
span; [qaslru'sh-shibr, Short of stature;] 
—shabbar, Name of a son of Aron, by which 
Muhammad is said to have called his grand-
son Hasan (see and jj-k"). 

shabar, A flame;—shibr (for A. shimr), 
Name of Husain's slayer. 

yl&j^j. shaburghdn, The ancient name of 
the city of Balkh. 

shibram, Spurge, sea-lettuce, tythi-
mallus. 

A ftj+b shubrum, Short; covetous, avari-
cious. 

î SyA, shab-rang, Obscure, black, clothed 
in sable; a dark bay or iron-grey horse ; 
name of the horse of Siyawush ; name of 
a flower; a species of stone which burns 
like coal. 

shab-rav, One who travels in the 
night; a robber; a night-watch; a holy 
man ;—asbi shab-rav, A swift horse, going 
well in the night. 

S-A. shab-rawi, A travelling in the 
night. 

shabrld, A bed made of ropes or 
straps and used in a ship, a hammock. 

a^Jj shdb-zinda-ddr, Vigilant 
during night; keeping, or who keeps the 
night alive. 

^ f t 8o5j shab-xinda-ddri, A keeping 
of vigils. 

shibist, A monster; terror-striking, 
( jL—shabis tdn , A bed ; a bed-chamber, 

dormitory; a king's bed-chamber; a closet 
where one says nightly prayers ; the circuit 
of the Ka'bah (as a place where prayers are 
said). 

(^U^fA shabistdn-furoz, Lighting up, 
illuminating, adorning the bed-chamber, 

^bu.-j* shabistdni, Night-clothes. 
Si^A. shab-sada, The Epiphany; a bat. 

shibisht, — — q . v . 
A YD** shabas, Roughness ; entanglement 

of thorns or branches on a tree. 
shabitbdt, Shepherds-staff (a herb). 

A shab', Fulness, satiety ; — shib', 
Enough to satisfy for once;—shib', shib'a, 
Satiety; approaching to satiety. 

A shab'dn, Full, satiate. 
a La fc^A. shab-'abd, A dark night. 
A shub'at, Enough to satisfy for 

once. 
shabghd. ft**> shabghdr, shab' 

ghdra, 'ft^» shabg&dz, fijU^A. shabghaza, ft** 
shabgjidv, A night-fold for cattle. 

a shab-gAarlb, Cakes and sweets 
distributed at a grave on the night after 
interment. 

A shabaq (v.n.), Burning with lust ; 
lust;—shahiq, Libidinous, lewd, 

A USLJA shabk (v.n.), Mixing; inserting, 
infixing ;—shabak, Teeth of a comb; (pi. of 
shabakat) nets. 

shibk, A whirl on a spindle. 
A shabakat, shabaka, A fishing ne t ; 

net of a hunter; a lattice; trellis-work; a 
balustrade (m.c.); a plexus (anat.) ;—sha-
baka' i riya, Pulmonary plexus ;—shabaka'i 
'ajz, Sacral plexus;—shabaka'i 'asab, Plexus 
of nerves ; — shabaka'i 'azud, Brachial 
plexus •,shabaka'i (unuq, Cervical plexus; 
—shabaka'i qatan, Lumbar plexus (see 

shab-kuldh, A night-cap; a black 
cap. 

yi^A shab-kun, Undertaking a nocturnal 
expedition, making an assault in the night; 
the cricket; morning, dawn ;—shab-kun 
zadan, To travel in the night. 

ju-C-4. shabkand, A bird's nest. 
yfti* shab-kur, Purblind at night. 
^ f t t * shab-kurl, Purblindness at night. 

shab-kuk, ^ftt* shab-kukd, tift^* 
shab-kuka, A species of mendicity, in which 
the mendicant at night-time takes up his 
post on the summit of a tree or a hillock, 
and from thence calls out to each individual 
in the village by name to come and ad-
minister to his relief. 



a shabakiya, Retina. 
shab-gaJi, A night-place for sheep; 

night-time. 
shabgar, Insects, reptiles ; according 

to others, a flea (probably misreading for 
ySLa. q.v.). 

shab-gard, The night-patrol, a watch-
man ; a thief, a robber ; the moon. 

ôysC-A shab-gardi, A watching at night. 
fafa* skab-gaz, (night-biter) A ilea; (in 

Khurasan) a bug (Argas Persicus). 
fat* shab-go (gu)> Chief of the night 

patrol ; a singer. 
yfa?* shah-gun, The colour of night, i.e. 

black ; a dark night ; a carbuncle, gem;— 
shab-guni 'aydr, The sky ;—shabi shab-gun, 
A very dark night. 

f^xifat* shabgunitan, (in Zand) To leave. 
fa&fa* shab-gJr, One who passes a sleepless 

n ight ; a cricket, a nightingale, or any 
animal which sings at night ; a certain bird 
that sings plaintively at daybreak ; travel-
ling after midnight and before sunrise ; a 
servant who works or travels in the night-
time ; the morning; attacking by night ; 
a nocturnal assault;—shab-gir bar-kashidan 
(zadan, kardan), To travel after midnight 
and before sunrise. 

^yfa^ shab-girl, Sleeplessness, insomnia. 
A J^A shibl, The whelp of a lion when 

able to hunt, or other beast of prey. 
O^^JA shdbltinidctn, To make adhere, 

unite. 
H A<A shabla, A short spear, a javelin. 
A fshabm (v.n.), Putting the stick 

shibdm or shibamm into (a kid's) mouth, 
gagging (him) ;—shibm, Anything cold;— 
shabam (v.n.), Being cold, coldness;—shi-
bamm, = fa?* q.v. 

a^iU shab-mdnda, Yesterday's (vic-
tuals), stale (bread). 

(^(J^j shab-nishin, An evening party 
(m.c.). 

shabnak, Name of a boy's game. 
shab-nam, (night-moisture) Dew; 

(construed with the verbs bar-khdstan, 
chakidan, zadan, and nishastan) ; a very fine 
species of muslin ; — shab-nami girya 
(muzha), Tears;—shab-nami goshwdra, A 
pendant of pearls, a pearl worn as ear-ring. 

a shabnam-sifai, Like dew. 
^ y skab-ftoy = s-A q.v. of which 

it is probably a misreading. 
V ^ 1 shabniha, Treasure buried under-

ground. 
WA shab-nayasitdan, (those who 

rest not at night) Lovers ; thieves. 
A s-'y4* shabiib, Anything fresh and 

vigorous ; whatever is used in lighting a 
fire; one who does a thing well; a horse 
lifting both feet (in curvetting) ;—shubub 
(v.n. of Kindling (a flame or war) ; 
burning hot (a battle, &c.). 

shabitbak, The hoopoo. 

A ^ Y A shabubiyat, Youth, youthfulnegs. 
a ;J*A shabur, shabbur, A sort of musical 

instrument; a brazen trumpet. 
A shabut, shabbut, shubbut, A kind of 

shad-fish. 
shubuqa, The elder-tree. 

A JYA shubul (v.n. of J<A), Growing; 
being delicately brought up ; (pi. of ehibl) 
whelps of lions or other beasts. 

^yA shabboy — <j;y s-a q.v. 
A M1 shibh, shibah, Like; brass; \_shibhi 

'amd, Manslaughter;]—shabah, Likeness, 
similitude, resemblance ; image ; a similar 
th ing; a match ; analogue ; brazen; [kiizi 
shabah, A copper vessel;]—shubdh (pi. of 
shubhat), Doubts; intricacies, obscure 
points. 

M> shaba, A kind of soft black stone, a 
sort of coal; agate, jet, black coral, black 
shells, or glass beads; a tree resembling 
the myrtle ; (for shab) night. 

A shubhat, shubha, Doubt, scruple, 
ambiguity, suspicion ; an obscure or doubt-
ful point, intricacy ; a flaw (in law) ; pre-
sumption (of guilt) ; resemblance, simili-
tude shubha zd'il kardan, To remove all 
doubt;—shubhaH shadid, A strong pre-
sumption ; •— shubha*i qatl, Homicide ;— 
daf'i shubha kardan, To remove ali doubt. 

<LvA shaba-khdya, With testicles like 
the stone shaba (a stallion). 

shabhar, The beak of the chargh (a 
sort of hawk). 

JHP^ shabham, A porcupine. 
^S^* shab-hangam, Night-time; at 

night; morning. 
a shibh-mu'ayan, A rhomboid; 

a parallelogram. 
^J-A shabe, A certain night ;—shabi, 

Nightly, belonging to the night ; a night-
shirt. 

JV-̂ A shab-yar, A soporific electuary, a 
night-potion (a night-friend) ; &toes. 

BJL-A shab-ydra, New wine, must. 
ajU S-a shab-ydza, A bat. 
A shabibat, shabibiyat, Youth, 

youthfulness. 
I^MA shabibi, A narcotic root; the in-

ebriating hemp-seed also bears this name. 
^jfc^^jia shabi-khun, A night-attack, sur-

prize ;—shabi-khun khtvurdan, To meet with 
a night-attack (see also oysS*^). 

shabidan, To turn aside, sit down 
in a place, perch (as a bird) ; to rest any-
where at night; to hang anything to the 
head, or to tie round the loins. 

shabir, Name of a son of Aron, by 
which Muhammad is said to have called 
his grandson Husain (see A. j** and 

A shabi1, Many; hairy (rope) ;—sha-
bi'u 'l-ghazl, (Cloth) of thick texture;— 
shabi'u l-'aql, Of mature intellect. 

a ehabika, A net, gin, snare; full of 
holes. 



shabim, Running away, flight. 
AWA shabina, Nocturnal; stale; of last 

night; a bat; grapes; turpentine. 
A shabih, Alike, equal, like, re-

sembling ; a picture, figure, representation 
(m.c.) ; an imitation ; a model;—shabih bi 
'l-haqg, Probable ;—shabih bi 'l-mu'aiyan 
(ba-mu'aiyan), A rhomboid. 

V ^ shap, Jumping ; quick; brilliant. 
shapdshdp, The whizz of au arrow, 

or of spears. 
shiptah, A slap with a shoe, a kick. 

y.A shapar, shappar, Good, excellent; = 
jt* q.v. 

shapara, shaprak, A bat. 
IJ^A shipish, shupush, A louae ;—shipishi 

zahdr, Crab-louse. 
shap shap, Agitated, disturbed ; 

quick, hasty ; undignified ; the whizz of an 
arrow ; the branch of a tree. 

shapshap, = WAA\^A q.v. 
shipishak, Pedicular disease, pedi-

culation (med.). 
shipisha, A moth; a weevil. 

shipishin, shupushin, Lousy. 
J-A shipl, Degree, rank, dignity; the 

noise made by a bird's wing when flying; 
a loud noise ; the part of a camel's foot 
which touches the ground ; camels-foot (a 
herb). 

T JS^LA. shaplaq, A slap, a box on the ear. 
yj^J^A shapldnidan, To cause to adhere. 

shiplat, uiÛ A shiplak, Rank, dig-
nity ; a loud noise; the noise made by a 
bird's wing when flying (see 

(J).AJUA. shaplidan, shiplidan, To be foolish ; 
to act like a madman; to press, squeeze, 
Bmooth with the hand ;—shiplidan, To chirp, 
whistle. 

QAJJ^A shipnidan, To whistle to a horse 
when drinking. 

(jzi-j^u shipokhtan, To give a violent 
shock; to sprinkle. 

shapur, A shad-fish. 
shappuz, ifs* shappuzh, A bat. 

shap-posh, A cap, a night-cap ; a 
fillet worn under the head-dress; night-
clothes ; a quilt, a counterpane. 

ft shapa'i tir, The whizz of an arrow. 
eH^s-A shipekhfan, To sprinkle, scatter. 

shapir, Name of a high mountain, 
SY JFT̂ A shappir, dim. of ^ q.v. 
J~A shapel, Camels-foot (a herb);—shipel, 

Pressure, squeeze; a chirp, whistle; dis-
tress of mind, madness. 

shipelidan, To squeeze; to play 
the madman ; to chirp, whistle. 

LS-A shat, Money given to bystanders at 
the end of a game ; presence, worship, ma-
jesty. 

A o-A shatt (v.n.), Being separate, dis-
tinct, scattered; dispersion; separate, dis-
tinct, scattered. 

LA shitd, One who eats nothing the wh< 
day ; (for shitdb) making haste ; haste. 

A CLA shitd1, shitd (v.n. 3 of y^), Agreei 
(with one) for the winter; winter; [sh 
dati shitd, Severity of winter;—/< qalbi't 
shitd,, In mid-winter;—icaqti shitd, In wi 
ter-time ;]—shatt a, = ^^ shattd q.v. 

S^LA shitdb, Haste, speed, expeditic 
quickness; quick, speedy; quickly; (in com] 
hastening, as dhu-shitdb, Hastening like 
stag ;—shitdb anddkhtan (dwardan, ddshtc 
kardan, giriftan), To make haste, to huri 
to run ;—bi-shitdb, Slow, patient. 

V"LA shitab-dlud, Hasty, precipitat< 
CJ^LA shitdbdn, Anyone making gr« 

baste; hastily ;—shitdbdn rawdn shudc 
To hurry on with great expedition. 

yA^^lsA shitdbdnidari, To hasten, urge. 
^LA shitdb-bardn, Wind and rain, 

S->LA shitdb-bas, Hasty, expeditious. 
V>LA shitdb-khwurda, Hasty, pi 

cipitate. 
^ A i j j u U shitdb-dawidagi, Fast ru 

ning. 
jy shitdb-rav, Swift-going, fleet. 

S->LA shitdb-zadagi, Haste, preci] 
tancy, over-hastiness. 

sj; s-^Li shitdb-zada, Hasty, precipitate, 
ft S^LA shitab'kdr, One wlio mak 

haste; expeditious, despatchful, diligen 
precipitate. 

^ f t v ^ shitdb-kdri, Haste, despatch. 
LA shitdbandagi, Haste. 

SA^LA shitnbanda, Making haste, swift. 
^JLA shitdbi, Haste, speed; quick, ha 

tilv;—shitdbi kardan, To make haste. 
shitabidan, To make haste. 

A <^>LA shatdt (v.n. of Being di 
persed, separate, scattered, &c. ( = q.v. 

£LA shitdgk, Any animal which giv< 
milk ; a herd. 

(v^LA shitaftan, To make haste. 
ASJLA shitdfta, One who hastens; A 

onset. 
•JSJLA shatdk, Shoots springing from tl 

root. 
*«&JLA shitdlang, Tlie ankle-bone; tl 

heel; a die (for gambling); sole of tl 
foot; that part of the axletree which ente: 
into the nave ; the silken string of a music; 
instrument; a large clew of silk. 

QLA shut an, (in Zand and Pazanc 
Years. 

A (JLA shattdn (a particle having tl 
force of a verb), They are different, there 
a difference between them. 

6 LA shitdh (perhaps misreading f< 
•shin ah), A swimmer;—shatt ah (for 1 
cUaA), Meretricious, lewd, obscene. 

f*> shatr, A side, corner;—shatar, A bird 
beak ;—shutur, A camel;—shuturi bi-mahd 
Incorrigible, refractory ; — shuturi hamz< 
(met.) Swift, fast-running;—shuturi d\ 



koh&n, A dromedary;—shuturi suwdr, A 
light camel to carry expresses ;—bar shutur 
niehastan, To be divulged. 

A yA shair (v.n.), Cutting; a section ; 
name of a man;—shatar (v.n.), Being cut 
or broken off; an inversion or relaxation of 
the eyelid; name of a fortress between 
Barda' and Ganja; a change in the metre 
Hazaj from mafd'ihm ( ^ ) into 
fa'ilun (— ^ —). 

H yA shatr (S. Jatru), An enemy, 
v y * shatarb, A tiger. 
A* yA shutur-bad ( J ^ bai), A dromedary. 
fayA ahutur-bdr, A camel's load. 

yA shutur-bdlugh, Camels' dung. 
(faif* shuturbdn, A camel-driver or 

owner. 
c5afc-,yA 8hutwr-bukhtl, A dromedary. 
usJjlt yA shutur-buluk, Camel's dung. 
a^sA shatraba (mis-spelt for shanzdba), 

Name of the ox that was instigated by the 
jackal Dimna to fight the lion, and perished 
in the contest. 

byA shutur--pa (<J^vpay), Camels-foot (a 
herb); turnsole, the sunflower; origany. 

jol*. yA shutur-jddu, Tbe figure of a camel 
whose parts are formed by other animals. 

a yA shutur-fyujra, (met.) Anything 
impossible to be done; an absurdity;— 
harf-ash shutur-hujra ast, He talks nonsense 
(see &tfaj**). 

fa* yA shutur-khdr, A thistle of which 
camels are fond. 

y-yA shutur-Tcho, Camel-tempered, spite-
ful. 

jW yA shutur-dar, (holding camels) A 
caravan (m.c.). 

J J fth-shutur-dil, Camel-hearted ; vindic-
tive, spiteful; timid, cowardly. 

(jJj yA shutur-dill, Cowardice, timidity. 
^AiJ yA shutur-dandan, Copperas, vitriol. 

yA shutur-zan, (camel-striker) A large 
kind of Bpider. 

cyfcj yA shutur-zahra, Like a camel in 
courage, i.e. timid, cowardly. 

yA shutur-sumb, A worm which de-
stroys trees. 

yA shutur-suwdr, Mounted on a 
camel. 

yA shidur-suivan, (lit. riding on a 
camel) Dispensing with keeping fast-days 
(as travellers are allowed to do). 

•fa ji* shutur-gjidz, A certain plant whose 
root is used in pickles; root of assafcetida. 

yU yA shutur-ghdn, Sole of a camel's 
foot; butter-burr. 

a Ui y-» shutur-ghalat, Name of a wrestling 
trick. 

a yA shutur-ghamza. Wickedness, 
deceit. 

a fan yA shutur-qitar, A string of camels. 
<4JyA ahuturak, A small camel; a wave ; a 

man who puts himself into the shape of a 
camel. 

shuturah-haizd, A thorn of which 
camels are fond. 

yA shutur-hurra, A camel's colt; a 
wave. 

yA ehut-ur-hush, A camel-butcher. 
Ai^yA shutur-klna, Bearing malice (for 

which the camel is remarkable) ; a hypo-
crite. 

yA shidur-gdm, A camel-step. 
fa yA shutur-gdv, <s&Jb fa yA shutur-gav-

palang, A cameleopard, a giraffe ; name of 
one of the men at chess. 

f>A shutur-gurba, Canael-cat, i.e. any 
two things which are very disproportionate, 
incongruous, and which have no relation to 
each other ;—sukhun-ash shutur-gurba ast, 
He talks rubbish. 

ya. shutur-giydh, A herb eaten by 
camels. 

soU yA. shutur-mdda, A she-camel. 
shutur-murghf The ostrich, 

jy* yA shutur-mur, A sort of ant as big 
as a goat or a small calf, and said to be 
native of a forest in the west (literally, 
camel-ant). 

JU yA shutur-ndl, A gun carried and fired 
on a camel's back; a camel-swivel. 

iub ya. shutur-ndma, Title of a work by 
Faridu 'd-din 'Attar. 

a giyiA shatranj, Chess ; a sort of carpet; 
a dish composed of sundry kinds of vege-
tables. 

ka&ya shatr ang (S. chatur-anga, The four 
members of an army, viz. elephants, horse, 
chariots, and infantry), Chess; a plant 
called mardum-giydh, from China. 

fa yiA shutur-war, A camel-load. 
ayA shatra, An everted condition of the 

eyelid, so that it does not quite cover the 
eye, ectropion (med.). 

^yA shuturi, A kind of kettle-drum; 
camel-coloured. 

A shata' (v.n.), Being impatient under 
sickness or hunger. 

ws-tsA shitaft, shitift, Height ; covering of 
any kind, especially the roof of a house; 
furniture. 

faxA, shatkdr, shitkar, shutkdr, Ploughing. 
J^A shatal, Money given to bystanders 

after a game is over, 
shutulum, Wanton, uncalled for 

severity, oppression; a quarrel. 
A shatm (v.n.), Treating contume-

liously, vilifying; contumely, abuse; up-
braiding, reproach. 

shatmin, (in Zand) The backside. 
A shatn (v.n.), Weaving; texture. 
(iyA shatan, (in Zand and Pazand) A 

city. 
A «WYA shuttut (pi. of shatt), (Things) 

separated, scattered, dispersed. 
A J»YA shutum (pi. of shatm), Abuses, re-

proaches, &c. 
ASA shata, Weak, aickj—shata, shitta, A 



grape; food left at night and eaten in the 
morning. 

shati, A large salver of gold, silver, 
or brass, 

A shatt A, Distinct, divided various, 
different; scattered;—qaumi shattd, A mis-
cellaneous crowd;—ashy a i shattd, Diverse 
things. 

i o ^ shatit (v.n. of «-*«»), Scattering, 
dispersing; separate, distinct; (teeth) 
widely set. 

a frtf* shatim, Reproached, reviled, 
cursed; deformed, hideous, grim; a fierce 
lion. 

a shatim at, Contumely, reproach, 
outrage, 

t h ^ ehatin, A rope. 
WXA shatind, (in Zand and Pazand), 

Laughing. 
A shass, A bee ; a fragrant and bitter 

herb used for tanning; a breach in a inoun-
tain-peak resembling a battlement. 

A ft** shasn, Rough and thick (the fin-
gers) ;—shasan (v.n.), Being rough and 
coarse (hand). 
rshaj, Hard, white, and unproductive 

A shajj (v.n.), Breaking (the head); 
a wound or personal injury short of de-
stroying l i fe; ploughing the sea (a ship) ; 
crossing (a desert). 

A v V > shijab, A three-footed piece of 
wood on which they hang clothes, a clothes-
horse ; a cork, a stopper. 

A shijdj (pi. of shajj at), Wounds, 
fractures on the head ; flesh-wounds; [shi-
jaji bi-Hldj, Incurable wounds;] — shujdj, 
The sound produced by a crow, ostrich, 
camel, &c. 

A shijar (v.n. 3 of Resisting, 
opposing, controverting ; the woodwork of 
a bed or sofa; the cross-beam over a well; 
a bit of wood put into a kid's mouth to 
prevent his sucking; a burnt mark on a 
camel; name of a place. 

shajdrd, (in Zand and Pazand) A 
tree. 

A shajd'shijdshujdIntrepid, 
warlike, magnanimous ; daring;—shijd (pi. 
of shaji'), Brave men;—shijd', shujd', A 
species of serpent; a male serpent; a small 
snake. 

A shajd'at (v.n. of Being 
bold, courageous, magnanimous; intrepid-
ity, valour, fortitude;—zu shajd'at, War-
like. 

aft* e^scV^A shaja'at-shi'dr, Intrepid. 
a (j^lijJ. shaja'ati, Bravery, valour, bold-

ness. 
flj^A shajdm, shijdm, A nipping cold, 
yijiV^A shajanidan, To expose to cold, to 

chill. 
S X J I ^ A shajdnida, Affected or altered by 

cold. 

Ai^^A shajayad (3rd sing. aor. of shajudan 
or shajidan), I t freezes, 

A S-^^a. shajb (v.n.), Giving a death's 
wound; destroying; perishing ; grieving ; 
employing, occupying; want, necessity ; 
grief, care, solicitude ; a column; a leathern 
bottle cut in two, of which one half serves 
as a bucket; a dried bottle with pebbles in 
it, by the rattling noise of which camels are 
called or driven ; name of the father of a 
tribe;—shajab, Grief ; pain, either from 
sickness or battle; three sticks on which a 
shepherd hangs his implements. 

A KJTA shajj at, shajja, A contusion or frac-
ture on the skull. 

A^A shajad, Intense cold, 
A J^A shajr (v.n.), Averting, diverting, 

turning from ; preventing, hindering, put-
ting to a distance; propping a house or 
tree; opening the mouth; jerking the bridle 
to make an animal open its mouth ; piercing 
with a spear; hanging clothes, &c. over the 
wooden horse called shijdr or mishjar; a con-
troversy arising between people ; any intri-
cate or disputed business -,—shajar, A tree, 
i.e. a plant rising on a stem and supporting 
itself;—shajaru 'l-baqq, The common elm-
tree ;—shajaru 'l-haydt, Arbor vitse of the 
cerebellum (med.);—shajari bikdrat, Myrtle-
formed caruncles (med.). 

A S -̂A shajarat, shajara, One tree ; a ge-
nealogical tree ; a map in which fields are 
marked out;—shajara'i ibrdhim, Cinque-
foil ; Egyptian thorn ;—shajaratu 'l-hukm, 
The tree of judgment (a fabulous tree said 
to give unerring decisions on knotty points 
of dispute) ;—shajarutu ' s-zaqqum, The in-
fernal tree, whose fruit is devil's heads ;— 
shajara'i ansdb, A genealogical tree;—sha-
jara'i rustam, Long birth-wort;—shajara'i 
sulaiman, The wild apple ; name of a plant 
which shines at night; also of several other 
plants ;—shajara'i maryam, Sowbread ;— 
shajara'i miied, Moses' bush, i.e. The bram-
ble ;—ash-shajaratu 't-taiyiba, The palm;— 
ash-shajaratu 'l-mal'una, The infernal tree 
Zaqqum. 

(ft^j^Jb, shajaristdn, A place set with 
trees. 

shajar-nama, A list of saints or 
holy predecessors, given to disciples (in the 
manner of a genealogical tree) ; a genea-
logical tree. 

A shaj', shaja1 (v.n.), Excelling in 
intrepidity or activity ; swiftness of foot in 
a camel, &c.; penetrating energy; boldness, 
valour, bravery, intrepidity;—shaji', Nimble, 
swift; brave, warlike ;—shuju', Roots of a 
tree; wooden bridles used in the age of 
ignorance. 

A shuj'dn, shij'an (pi. of shaji'), 
Brave, warlike (men) ; poisonous serpents. 

A shaj'at, shij'at, shaj a'at (pi. of 
g^A), Bold, intrepid (men). 



\aJto ( 736 ) 
>A*»A shajhz, Intense cold. 
A ehajn (v.n.), Detaining anyone 

(necessary business) ; making sad; a road 
(especially through a valley or on the 
height along the valley); a branch;— 
ehajan (v.n.), Being sad, sorrowful; a ne-
cessary thing, a want; intricate (branches) ; 
ramifications. 

shajan, Intense cold. 
A shajnat, shijnat, shujnat, shajna, 

&c., Ramification ; entangled roots of trees ; 
name of a man ; [shijna'i rahim, Connection 
by alliance or close relationship ;]—shijnat, 
A ripe bunch of grapes; a fissure in a 
mountain. 

A shajw (v.n.), Falling out, quarrel-
ling ; making sad; rendering joyous ; afflic-
tion, anguish; want, need, anything neces-
sary. 

a vy**4* shajub, (A woman) overwhelmed 
with care, and well-nigh broken-hearted ;— 
shujub (v.n.), Perishing; (pi. of shajb) pil-
lars or props of a house. 

y j ^ A shajudan, shajidan, To be 
very cold, to freeze. 

a ,_5<j»A shaft, Anxious, vexed, sorrowful. 
A <v)_̂ RA shujun (pi. of shajn), Branches; 

—z-u shujun, Ramified, bx-anched out j in-
tricate ; allowing of various explanations 
(as a tradition), 

a. j j t^4 shajlj, Whose skull is fractured ; 
a split peg or post. 

A shajir, Abounding in trees, woody ; 
foreign (man or camel) ; an arrow not from 
the same tree as the others; another's arrow 
got mixed with a person's own arrows. 

A ^J^A shaji', Bold, brave, intrepid. 
shachuJc, Hiccough ; a preparation 

of fresh milk, sour milk, and anise. 
A £-A shakh (v.u.), Being avaricious;— 

ehuhh, shahh, shihh, Avarice, greed. 
A A^A shahhdz, A sturdy beggar; a 

grinder. 
A Ŝ la-A. shikasat, Beggary, mendicity. 
A (ASFCA shahhdm, A vendor of fat or lard. 
A <Ul*A shahdmat (v.n. of f ^ * ) , Being 

f a t ; having much fat or laid. 
A shahz (v.n.), Grinding, whetting 

(a knife) ; gnawing the stomach (hunger) ; 
driving away ; urging on violently ; eyeing 
malignantly; wrath; begging with impor-
tunity. 

A A ehahr (v.n.), Opening the mouth ; 
— shahr, shihr, The Arabian coast from 
Oman to Aden. 

A JJJFEA shuhrur, A kind of singing bird ; 
according to others the mountain partridge. 

A shahs, A certain tree resembling 
the wild olive, and, when very dry, used for 
making bows. 

A TUXFCA shahshah, An extensive desert; 
assiduously attentive to anything; jealous ; 
a virago. 

A shahshah, An extensive desert; 

e-
assiduously attentive; perverse, evil-dis-
posed ; an eloquent speaker or preacher; 
bold, intrepid; jealous. 

A YA&A shahs, shahas, A sheep which 
yields no milk; or one fat and barren, 
which has never been blissomed. 

A 1«&A shaht, Dung of birds ; being far, 
distant, absent. 

A A shahm (v.n.), Giving fat to eat; 
fat, grease, lard, suet; pith, pulp; [shakmi 
hanzal, The pulp of the colocynth;]—ska-
ham (v.u.), Eating fat, &c.; being fond of 
fat;—shahim, Fond of fat, &c.; a juiceless 
grape. 

A shahmat, A bit of fat;—shahmatu 
'l-uzn, The lobe or soft part of the ear ;— 
shahmatii 'l-arz, The white mushroom ;— 
shahmatu 'l-'ain, Tbe white of the eye. 

A tytb* shahn (v.n.), Filling (a vessel or 
a town with armed men), loading (a ship); 
driving away; prosecuting ; binding. 

A »U*=A sahnd', Enmity, extreme hatred. 
a ^UjaA shahna'i, Superintendence. 
A IUSSA shihnat, Enmity, hatred; a body 

or small troop of horse kept ready for a 
warlike expedition ; troops enough to con-
trol a city, garrison; daily allowance of 
forage fo^ cattle (see a 

a (j&^A shahnagi, The police. 
a A shahnagiya, The office of a su-

perintendent. 
a <SJ^A shahna, A viceroy, vicegerent, re-

presentative, lieutenant; head of the police; 
a prefect; a mayor, provost; an ambassa. 
dor; a peon or servant of a tax-gatherer; 
{shahna?i bdzdr, The overseer of a market ;— 
shahna'i panjum hisdr, The planet Mars ;— 
shahna'i chahdrum (chahdrum kitdb, darydyi 
'ishq, ghauahai qiydmat), Muhammad.; 
— shahna'i chahdrum hisdr, The sun; 
Jesus;—shahna'i dlwdn, Superintendent of 
the dlwdn ;—shahna'i shab, A watchman; a 
housebreaker ; a lover ; a p r i s o n e r s h a h -
na'i shab u sahar, The night-patrol; Muham-
mad;—shahna'i najaf, The caliph Ali;]— 
shihna, The night-patrol;—shahana, The 
guards of a town. 

A J^A shahw (v.n.), Opening (the mouth); 
being open ; stepping (a horse). 

A SĴ A shahwat, A step, a pace. 
A shuhub, ATYASA shuhubat (v.n. of 

S-^A), Being changed in colour (the face, 
from extreme hunger or from travel) ; ema-
ciation ; paring the ground with a spade. 

A TJASA shuhut (v.n, of IOTEA), Being far, 
distant, absent. 

A shahlh, Covetous, avaricious. 
A ^SJRA shahim, Fat, greasy, suety; fond 

of fat, &c. 
£A sha \h, Hard ground, especially on the 

summit or at the skirt of a mountain ; any-
thing hard ; a mountain; the nose of a 
mountain, a promontory; (for shatK) a 
branch ; a horn ;—shukh, Dirt, filth. 



A shakhkh (v.n.), Snoring in sleep; 
urine, stale. 

WA shakhd, The sinking of a needle or 
thorn into the flesh ; scratching; a tearing 
with the nails. 

A shikhab, Milk whilst being drawn, 
new milk. 

A shakhkhdkh, One who makes water 
frequently or abundantly. 

shakhadan, Scratching, wounding 
with the nails. 

ft* shakhar, Ashes of which soap or 
lye for washing is made; a lixivium used 
by fullers or dyers; sal ammoniac, vitriol, 
copperas; a brick; a spot, mole ; the lungs; 
orage. 

shakhal, A tearing with the nails. 
OAJLiA shakhdlidan. To tear with the 

nails; to prick. 
^ ^ shakhdna, A lixivium for dyeing, 

as in jlatA above;—shuRhdna, A meteor. 
cJAjjiVaM" shakhdnldan. To cause to stare ;— 

shukhanldan, To cause one to tear with the 
nails; to cause to leap. 

t i^A shakhd,y (in comp.), Scratching, 
tearing. 

yAjj^i, shakhayidan. To scratch, to wound 
with the nails ; to be pricked. 

SAo t̂A shakhayida. Wounded with the 
nails ; scratched ; pricked. 

A. V^A, shakhb (v.n.), Milking; blood ;— 
shukhb, The quantity of milk yielded by 
one emulsion ;—shakhab, Name of a fortress. 

shakhi. Litharge. 
A shakhi (v.n.), Being thin, slender, 

lean (man), but not emaciated ;—shakht, 
shakhat, Thin, slender. 

A shakhr (v.n.), Braying, snivelling, 
neighing, grunting, making a noise through 
the nose or throat. 

A Ŷ A. shakhz (v.n.), Disquieting, throwing 
into troubles; undergoing hardships ; set-
ting people at variance, causing them to 
quarrel, &c. 

shakhrur, A black mulberry ; ashes 
used by hie ackers. 

jj/sfcA shakhruz, A black mulberry. 
A shakhs (v.n.), Undergoing diffi-

culty and trouble ; agitation, commotion ; 
discord, contrariety. 

jL-ai-a, shakhsdr, Hard ground at the foot 
of a mountain ; a place abounding in trees. 

cAsJA shakhsh. A slip, t r ip; anything old 
and worn out ; imp. of shakhshldan;— 
shak]iish, A slip, slide, trip; — shukhash, 
Name of a small, but melodious bird. 

shakhshdr, Name of a bird whitish 
about the head. 

A i t i ^ shakhshdna, — isLs^ls. q.v. 
^XsiLis&j. shakhshdnidan. To cause to 

stumble. 
shakhshakh, Hard ground; sum-

mit of a mountain; a fuller's beetle, 
yjuyi^-, shakhshidan, To hurt the foot 

against a stone; to trip, stumble, fall ; to 
be promoted. 

A YEWFCA shakhs (v.n.), Being bulky and 
corpulent; being embodied ; a person, body, 
individual; any object appearing black in 
the distance;—shakhsi qdbiz, The person in 
possession ;—shakhsi nd-ddr, An insolvent 
person ;—shakhsi wdh,id, A single or un-
assisted person; au individual. 

a (j^atA shakhse, A certain one, some-
body ;—shakhsi, Personal. 

A shakhslyat, Individuality, person-
ality, identity ; nobility ; rank; humanity. 

shakhkdsa. Hoar-frost; hail. 
Jatfc shakhi, Sound, noise, complaint; 

whistling; pecking (as a bird). 
shakhll, A thorn, thorny plant. 

fcjA-la^a, shakhlldan, To whistle; to inspire, 
breathe; to faint, wither, flag. 

â̂ A shukhm, Land ploughed and ready 
for sowing;—shukhm zadan (kardan), To 
plough, to till the ground. 

A shakham (v.n.), Stinking, being 
spoiled (meat). 

y^A shakhan, A tearing, wounding; 
afflicted. 

shakhanshdr, Name of a water-
bird of a dark colour, with a white head. 

OjiatA shakhnud, = the following, of 
which it is probably a misreading. 

shakhud, Wounded with the nails ; 
a scratch made by the nails. 

^ ^ a . shakhudan, To vex; to scratch 
with the nails; to scratch the face with the 
nails; to be scratched ; to spring upon, to 
assail; to assemble, be collected; to be 
narrow, to be in difficulty. 

shakhuda, Scratched, wounded by 
the nails or teeth. 

shakhudidan, — yOj^A. q.v. 
A shukhus (v.n. of U«6A) , Exalting, 

raising oneself; lifting the eyes ; appearing, 
becoming visible; remaining wide open 
(the eyes); travelling from country to coun-
try ; being open and swelling (a wound) ; 
passing over the murk (an arrow); ascending 
(a star) ; being pronounced from the upper 
part of the mouth ; being restless. 

JJS&A shakhul. shikhul, A whistling noise 
made to induce a horse to dr ink; a cry for 
help, roar, lamentation; feebleness, lan-
guor, extenuation of body. 

(yA ŜjafcA shakhuldnldan (caus. of the fol-
lowing), To make cry out, &c. 

^xJ^^a. shakhulldan, shikhuhdan, To cry 
out, scold, groan, make a noise; to thunder; 
to neigh ; to whistle; to understand im-
perfectly, to take in a wrong light; to 
scratch; to pine away, grow pale, flag, 
wither. 

ijJ^&ji. shakhulida, Languid, dried, 
withered. 

A shukhum (v.n. of âfcA), Becoming 
rotten, putrid (food, &o.). 



shakhunidan, To tear with the 
nails, to scratch. 

•HatA shakhid, Presence ; worship. 
shakhidan, To slip, slide, fall 

down; to recover when stumbling; to stare, 
to fix the eyes sternly (lite an angry man 
or bull) ; to grow pale, languid. 

shakjnda, Withered; slipped, slid-
den; one who recovers himself when stum-
bling. 

A shakhir (v.n. of y&A), Making a 
sound through the throat or nose, snivel-
ling (an ass) ; neighing (a horse) ;—shikh-
k^tr, One who makes a loud or frequent 
noise in the throat or nose. 

ByfcA shakhira, Ashes of which soap is 
made. 

shakhish, Name of a melodious bird. 
A i fi^sb* shakhis. Corpulent, large-bodied ; 

lord, master, chief. 
shakhil, A whistling noise made to 

induce a horse to drink; a cry for help. 
ehakhilidan. To whistle ; to coax 

a horse to drink; to wither, become pale. 
JA shud (from shudan), I t was, or be-

came ; he departed, went; he perished, 
ceased, died ;—amad-u-sJiud kardan, To 
come and go ; to frequent. 

A AA shadd, in P. also shad (v.n.), Run-
ning ; ascending (the sun) ; strengthening, 
confirming, corroborating; doubling a let-
ter, spelling it with tashdid; intensifying, 
emphasizing, pitching of the voice ;—shaddi 
pahluwan, A shout made by wrestlers before 
setting to ;—shadd kardan, To raise, to ele-
vate ;—shaddi mukhalif. A discordant sound; 
a loud cry uttered by wrestlers ;—shadd u 
madd, Emphasis, stress, force ; severity;— 
ba-shadd-u-madd raftan, To walk leisurely 
and proudly. 

A A AS. shidad (pi. of shadid), Severe ; vio-
lent, vehement; (v.n. 3 of JA) severity, 
violence;—shadddd, Name of an impious 
king, founder of the gardens of Iram ; a 
tyrant, an oppressor. 

JA shud-amad, A going and coming; 
custom, usage. 

A JI^JA shadd'id (pi, of shadidat), Adver-
sities, troubles, tribulations, disagreeable 
events; difficulties, hardships, 

jy aa shud-bud, So so, middling, indif-
ferently. 

A shaddat, One assault, attack, or 
charge ;—shiddat, Adversity, affliction, diffi-
culty, hardship ; severity (of season, &c.) ; 
violence (as of thirst) ;—az shiddati pari-
shdni, Prom, by reason of, in, a violent 
temper (m.c.). 

A shadh (v.n.), Being fa t ; having 
liberty, facility, or opportunity. 

A shadkh (v.n.), Breaking anything; 
(declining) inclining ; extending, being wide 
or broa<J; being long; blaze on a horse's 
face ;—shadakh, An abortion. 

a «AA shadd-raghu, Name of a musical 
instrument, 

A shadaf, A drum. 
A JAA shadq, shidq, The environs of the 

mouth, the corner of the mouth inside the 
cheek ; breadth ; the side of a valley, brink 
of a river ;~-shadaq, Wideness about the 
corners of the mouth. 

J^AS. shudkar, Ground prepared for sow-
ing; ploughing; a person whose business 
it is to examine the state of the harvest; 
survey ;—gawi shudkar, A ploughing-ox. 

y^^A shad kun (shadd kun), Raise, ele-
vate (imp. of shad kardan). 

A shadkis, The rainbow. 
gtfAA shudagdn (pi. of shuda), Those who 

have departed; men of former days. 
^SAS. shudagi, A going, a departure. 
A <V)A4. shadn, A tree whose flower re-

sembles the jasmine ;—shadan, Name of a 
place in Yaman. 

(JJOA shudan, To be; to become; to be 
lost or elapsed ; to be doing; to go, depart, 
emigrate, pass; to transfer, transport; to 
remove, deface, erase ;—az ham shudan, To 
separate (intr.), to split, to open ;—andar 
shudan, To enter;—bdz shudan, To return; 
to open (n.), to be open;—ba-dast shudan, 
To be at hand; to come to hand;—birun 
shudan, To go out;—chih shud, What has 
happened ? (m.c.) ;—dar-ba-dar shudan, To 
become a wanderer (m.c.) ;—dar shudan, 
To enter;—rafta shuda, bashad, He must 
have gone away (m.c.);—fardz shudcm, To 
come near, to approach;—firo shudan, To 
descend ; to come down in the world; to 
die;—kam shudan, To lessen, to diminish;— 
na-mishawad, Is it not possible ? (m.c.) ;— 
ham-chu shuda ast, I t has come to pass that 
(m.c.);—ham mi-shud sakht, Was it pos-
sible to do it ? (m.c.) 

shudan-gah, A place where any-
thing is or happens. 

^ i a i shndani, Possible, practicable;— 
shudani shud, Anything proper to be 
done. 

A ĴA shadw (v.n.), Urging, pressing, 
driving (camels); repeating verses in a 
loud and sonorous voice ; acquire a cer-
tain amount of good education or manners; 
pursuing an aim ; making two things equal 
or comparing them. 

j*. ^ OA shadd-u-madd, Emphasis, &c. (see 
under A. AA). 

A (JJJA shudun (v.n. of O<*A), Growing 
strong, becoming independent of the dam 
(a colt or fawn). 

A 6A4, shadh (v.n.), Breaking or wounding 
the head; amazing, astonishing, stupefy-
ing i—shudh, shadah, Stupor, amazement. 

CAA shada, A bird's bill;—shuda, Been, 
become ; lost; escaped; gone by; when 
added to another word, it forms a passive 
participle, as khwdb shuda " gone to sleep," 



biddr shuda "become awake," zada shuda 
" stricken," kofta, shuda " bruised." 

AAI SAA. shuda-band, Writer of facts, his-
torian. 

shudydr, Ground tilled and sown; 
ploughing. 

(Ĵ Î AA, shud-ydrdn (pi. of the preceding), 
Tilled grounds. 

yAijbaft, shiidyaridmi, To drive a plough ; 
to plough; to make ready for sowing. 

A shadid, fem. SA> AS» shadidat, shadida, 
Strong, vehement, violent, intense; vigo-
rous ; difficult, arduous; heavy; grave ; 
heinous; — shadidu 'l-'adawat, Violent in 
enmity;—shadidu 'l-'iqab, Severe in punish-
ment (God) ;—shadida, Adversity, distress, 
hard fortune ;—al-hurufu 'sh-shadida, The 
strong letters, i.e. those comprised m the 
technical words 

1 A A*. shazz (v.n.), Being solitary, sepa-
rated, remaining alone; being singular, 
rare, exceptional. 

A shazd, An injury, harm, annoyance ; 
pungency of smell; name of a tree from 
which toothpicks are made. 

A shazb (v.n.), Prohibiting,averting; 
pruning, lopping; unbarking ; peeling ;— 
shazab, Loppings or bark of trees ; house-
hold furniture. 

A Ĵ A shazr, Particles of gold from the mine, 
unrefined by fire ; small pearls or beads. 

shazara mazara, Dispersed, scat-
tered, cast here and there. 

a S)A~ shazra, A single pearl or bead; one 
particle of gold, 

jtfia. shuzhdr, Ground tilled and sown, 
A shazw, Musk; also the smell or 

colour of it. 
A JJA«» shuzuz (v.n. of AA), Remaining 

alone, apart, and separate from the rest ; 
being separate, scattered. 

shuzur, (pi. of shazr ai), Particles 
of gold. 

fiAs. shaza (for shada), A bird's beak. 
jUAA. shuzydr, = j^^A. q.y. 
^ shar, A city (see ft and }—8j liTt 

The sun ;—shur, A shoe. 
A jA sharr (v.n.), Being wicked, malig-

nant, malevolent, perverse; the evil one, 
the devil; an idol; poverty; exposing to 
the sun or air to dry (clothes, meat, &c.) ; 
—sharr, shurr, Wickedness, depravity; 
[sharru 'n-nas, The most malignant of 
men ;—sharr u fasdd, Wickedness and mis-
chief;—khair u sharr, Good and evil;]— 
shurr, Vice, turpitude, villainy; blame, 
censure. 

A shard', A side, quarter, district;— 
shird' (v.n. 3 of isft), Buying; selling; price. 

A shardb, Wine; any beverage; 
(met.) a cup of wine; the eye of the be-
loved ; (construed with the verbs paimudan, 
khw&stan, khwurdan, dadan, dar mag&z firo 
raftan, rekhtan, sokhtan, kashidan, giriftan, 

and noshidan; shardb afgandan, shardb a/n-
ddkhtan means " to make wine " ;) [shardbi 
usul, Syrup of roots; — shardbi bi-pusht, 
Weak wine (opp. to shardbi pushUddr) ;— 
shardbi bi-kaif, Wine without cheerfulness, 
i.e. weak, that does not exhilarate or in-
toxicate ;—shardbi pukhta (chakida,), Ma-
tured or distilled wine ;—shardbi purtugdli, 
Port wine ; — shardbi pusht-ddr, Strong 
wine, spiced wine ; — shardbi jau, Beer 
(m.c.);—shardbi khdna-rasdn, Wine laid 
up in the cellar (i.e. valuable, opp. to wine 
bought in the market) ;—shardbi du-atisha, 
Double-distilled liquor; — shardbi dinar, 
Name of a drink;—shardbi shakar (qandi), 
Sweet wine ;—shardbi shiraz (shirdzi), Wine 
of Shiraz ;—shar dbi subh, Morning-draught; 
—shar dbi qftraq, Tart wine ;—shar abi kah-
rubd'i, Wine of amber hue, yellow wine;— 
shardbi guzashta, Flat, insipid wine;—shardbi 
guwdliydr, Wine of Gwalior, in India;— 
shardbi gur, Sweet wine;—shardbi lab-shirin, 
Mild and sweet wine ;—shardbi muqattar, 
Matured or distilled wine (=shardbi pukhta)-, 
—shardbi mausil, Wine mixed with water 
in the proportion of 1 to 4;—shardbi nosh-
guviar, Honey-wine; wine which does not 
cause crop-sickness;—shardbi yahud, Jews' 
wine; (met.) drinking wine in secret, as 
the Jews do from fear of the Muham ma-
dans ;—shardb bi-garddn, Drink, pass the 
bowl;]—sharrdb, A toper;—shurrab (pi. of 
shdrib), Drinkers. 

A shardbat, Syrups; sherbets. 
A sharabdti, A maker of sherbets. 
a ^jU vV" shardb-bazi, Drinking, wine-

bibbing. 
a AiU. shardb-Jchdna, A cellar; ta-

vern. 
a s-*V* shardb-khwar QJA khwur). A 

wine-bibber, a drunkard. 
a ^V* shardb-khwdri. Wine-bibbing, 

drunkenness. 
a shardb-dar, A cup-bearer; a 

butler. 
a shardb-zada, Sated with wine. 
^s^fljA shardbashi, A maker and seller of 

the head-gear sharbosh (see ̂ y f t ) . 
a <MJA> shardba, A goblet of wine. 
a (j?V1 shardbi, Drunken, intoxicated; a 

drunkard; a cup-bearer ; a butler. 
shar ah (?), A mountain-peak; a 

white spot on a horse's forehead. 
A tV* sharrah, A commentator. 
ift^j^ shardhi, shardkhi, A dish of 

roast meat. 
A shurdd, shirad (v.n. of <>ft), Fleeing 

away, being terrified. 
A F^V* sharazim (pi. of shirzimat), 

Troops, pieces, &c. 
A shardr, Sparks; [sharari nari fitna, 

The sparks of the fire of insurrection;]— 
shirdr (v.n. 3 of Injuring, being malig-
nant or averse; sparks. 



sharar-drnez, Mingled with 
sparks. 

a Sĵ yfc thardrat (v.n. of ;A), Doing evil; 
wickedness, malice, depravity ; annoyance; 
difficulties (m.c.) ;—P. shirara, shardra, A 
spark;—shardra'i Mr zar, The flame or heat 
of the battle. 

a "tyy* sharat- an,Wickedly, mischievously. 
a shiraz (v.n. 3 of Contending 

with one another ; obstinacy. 
a S^ja shardzat, Severity; malignity; 

harshness. 
a shardristdn, Abounding in 

sparks. 
a sharasat, Malignity, malicious-

ness, evilness of nature; a voracious appe-
tite in cattle. 

a sharaslf (pi. of sharsuf), Hypo-
chondria. 

a shardshir, The whole of the body ; 
the mind, soul ; affection, love; name of a 
place ; (pi. of sharsharat) burdens. 

a (jA/a" shir as (pi. of shirs), Baldnesses 
round the temples. 

A Uy4» shirdt (v.n. 3 of ty.), Stipulation; 
transaction. 

a g\ja shir a', A long spear or lance; a tent; 
a canopy ; the sail of a ship; the string of 
a bow; strings of a musical instrument; 
the neck of a camel;—shurd', Name of a 
celebrated spear-maker. 

a shir a'i, Provided with sails ; sail-
ing (m.c.) ;—sAwm'j, (A spear) made by 
Shura', or one like his make; long. 

A 8hardfat (v.n. of Being 
noble; nobility. 

a shirak (v.n. 3 of «s3/»), Going 
partners; (pi. of shurvk) a shoe-strap or 
latch et. 

a <&vja shirdkat, Partnership ; fellowship ; 
combination, confederacy, alliance, league ; 
a corporation ; a joint - stock company ; 
community of interests;—shirdkaii mukhta-
lifa, (in arith.) Double fellowship ;—shird-
kati musawi, Single fellowship. 

A ghirdkat-an, Jointly. 
sharrdn, sJiurrdn, (part.) Purling 

(as running water) ;—also shiran, Rain. 
ay£±\ j£» sharr-angez, Incendiary, breed-

bate. 
(jAgJ^A shardnidan (caus. of sharidan) 

To cause to drop, &c. (see 
A LŜ&̂ jA sharahat, Greed, gluttony. 
A shard'ir (pi. of sharlrat), Malices, 

malicious actions ; (pi. of shardrat) sparks. 
a shard'it (pi. of sharitat), Condi-

tions, compacts, agreements, capitulations, 
stipulations ; requirements ; signs, marks. 

a £?Ua ghard'i' (pi. of shari'at), Ordi-
nances ; laws ; highways. 

a shard'if (pi. of 8 hart fat), Nobles. 
a shard'ik (pi. of sharlkat), Part-

ners in a husband (women). 
A sharayin (pi. of sharydn or 

shiryan), Arteries, by which the pulse is 
felt. 

sharb, Fine Egyptian linen. 
A sharb (v.n.), Understanding, com-

prehending; (pi. of sharib) drinkers;— 
sharb, shirb, shurb, Drinking; imbibing; 
\_shurbu 'd-dukhan, Smoking tobacco;— 
shxirbu 'l-yahud, Drinking wine clandes-
tinely ;—shurb u akl, Drink and food;— 
tarki akl u shurb, Abstinence from food and 
drink;]—shirb, Anything that is druak, 
drink ; water ; a portion of water ;— shurb, 
Drink (especially as much as is sufficient 
for one draught, or to satisfy thirst); a 
beverage; a drinking-bout; [shurbi sha-
rab, A draught of wine;]—sharab, Small 
water ditches round trees to keep them 
fresh ; drinking much water. 

a shurban, At a single draught. 
T <vjjAl?jA sharbdsharan, Scouts. 
a ijja sharbat, One drink or sip, a single 

draught ; sherbet; a medicinal draught; 
[sharbati kkashJchdsh, Diacodium ;—shar-
bati narinj Orangeade ;] — sharabbat, Man-
ner, mode, fashion ;—'aid sharabbat-in wa-
hidat-in, Always in tbe same manner; 
dwelling upon one thing, insisting upon 
one topic. 

uW;i sharbat, Wild leek. 
a fi sharbat-dlu, Sherbet-plum 

(m.c.). 
a ajU. t^jA sharbat-khdna, A repository 

of medicines, a medicine-chest. 
a fa uw^A sharbat-ddr, A servant who 

has charge of the water or wine, a butler ; 
one who has charge of the medicine-chest. 

a sharbati, A goblet of wine which 
may be emptied at a single draught; re-
lating to sherbet; of the colour of sherbet; 
a kind of lime or lemon; a kind of stone; 
a kind of seed ; a sort of linen. 

a sharbosh (from P. sar-posh), A 
head-covering of a triangular form. 

sharbln, A tree from which flows 
liquid pitch (Oxycedrus) ; the larch ; ber-
beris; ditchbur. 

yp,fa shurpiin, Liquid pitch ; anything 
very black. 

a sy* sharrat, sharra, Worse (woman) ;— 
shirrat, Greediness,>.cupidity ; ardour and 
sprigbtliness of youth. 

a shars, A pair of old shoes;— 
sharas (v.n.), Thickness of the hand; being 
cracked (hand). 

a tfa sharj (v.n.), Laying bricks one upon 
another • a place where water flows from 
high stony grounds into a plain ; name of 
a valley in Yaman ; also of a river; alike ; 
kind, sort, mode, manner; a troop, body of 
men; society, partnership; collecting; 
lying, speaking falsehood; mixing. 

a tj*> sharh (v.n.), Explaining, expound-
ing ; explanation, declaration; commen-
tary, annotation, paraphrase, interpreta-
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tion (in these meanings construed with 
dadan, ddshtan, kardan, guzardan, guftan, 
naurishtan, &c.); proportion, rate (of assess-
ment) ; charge; allowance; cutting, dis-
secting ; deflowering (a virgin) ;—sharhi 
db-pashl, Irrigation rate (in India);— 
sharhi kashshaf, A lucid exposition;—sharhi 
kashshaf khwdndan (inshd' kardan), To 
make many words ; to speak elaborately ; 
—sharh'U-bast, Explicitly and openly. 

tfa eharah, The strings or bands of a 
garment; a tent-rope ; the milky way. 

a LS^ tj* sharh-bandl, A table of rates. 
A sharhat, A slice of meat. 
a cjA sharh-guetari, Explanation, 

elucidation, commentary. 
a sharhwar, Explanatory ; (adv.) 

explicitly, distinctly, clearly, in detail, at 
length; aB detailed. 

A sharkh (v.n.), Cutting of teeth ; 
root, origin; a salient point; beginning of 
anything; early youth; an annual fcetus 
(especially of a camel) ; au equal, peer; a 
sword yel, without a hilt and unpolished; 
(pi. of sharikh) young men. 

shirkhist, A kind of manna, 
which at certain seasons drops upon the 
leaves of trees ; pottage, gruel (see 

shurkkwurdan, To scrape, scratch. 
shirkhlwa, A drawing in of the 

breath, a whistling. 
Jyfc shurd, Quarrelsome, headstrong. 
A JJFC sharad (pi. of shdrid), shurud (pi. 

of sharud), Fugitives, runaways. 
shirdagh, A short-sleeved gown 

open iD front. 
A shirzimat, shir zi ma, A part, a 

slice; a handful of men. 
A JJA sharar, Sparks. 

_ a sharar-bar, Raining sparks ; scin-
tillating. 

a 8hararistdn, Aboundinginsparks. 
a aharar-fishan, Scattering sparks. 
a^jJUtjjijA Emission of sparks, scintilla-

tion. 
Aj;A sharz (v.n.), Cutting; hardness, 

roughness ; difficulty ; refractoriness. 
cdjyA ihirizdak, A medlar. 

eharza, Fierce, enraged, panting for 
revenge; roaring, growling (lion or other 
wild beast) ; a brawler ; one who puts him-
self in the attitude of fighting or defiance. 

A (J-Y, share (v.n.), Dragging (a camel) 
by the rein; using rough uncourteous lan-
guage ;—shirs, A small thorny mountain-
shrub, a kind of tamarisk ;—sharas (v.n.), 
Being ill-natured ;—sharis, Of a bad dispo-
sition, rough, malignant. 

A < J Y J A shursuf, The cartilage of the ribs, 
the extremities of the ribs above the belly, 
the Bhort ribs ; gristle or soft bone ; a cala-
mity; the beginning of trouble. 

AtjAjA $harsharat, sharshara (v.u. ofy»y»), 

Cutting in pieces; cleaving; anything 
heavy, a load, a burden. 

s-^AjA ehirshlb, A moth ; a weevil (un-
supported by examples). 

A TJA shart (v.n.), Scarifying, breathing 
a vein; stipulating; a condition, clause, 
restriction ; an agreement, compact, con-
vention ; a bargain ; a wager, a bet; obli-
gation, duty; (in gram.) a condition, a 
conditional conjunction ; mean, low, base, 
vile ; [shart bastan, To stipulate ; to bet ; 
—shart kardan, To lay down a condition ; 
to stipulate; to promise (m.c.) ;—sharti 
namak, Service, employment;—shart u jazd, 
Condition and consequence;—ba-shartidnki, 
On the condition that;]—sharat, A sign, 
mark, signal, token; excellent, noble (man); 
small (a camel) ; insignificant (property) ; 
—shurat, Life-guards ; policemen ; the ad-
vanced guard, forlorn hope. 

a shart-d-sharti, Mutual obliga-
tions. 

a kyk shart-ndma, Charter; book of 
laws ; statute-book; text of a treaty. 

a ALjA shurta, Judge of the market; 
king's guards ; police ; covered with black, 
clad in mourning; propitious, favourable, 
agreeable ;—bddi shurta (or simply shurta), 
A favourable wind. 

a ^ j A sharte, One condition ; [ba-sharte 
ki, On condition tha t ; provided that;]— 
sharti, Conditional;—shurti, A life-guards-
man ; a police-officer, a constable. 

A sharatain (du. of sharat^), Two 
bright stars in the head of Aries. 

A shartlyat, Conditionally, contin-
gency ; a conditional sentence. 

A £;A shar' (v.n.), Making a road straight; 
having a door opening upon the public 
road (a house); entering the water (an 
animal) ; stripping (a hide) ; raising any-
thing aloft ; (met.) making or prescribing 
laws; the Muhammadan law; religion, 
faith, justice, equity ; [shar'i sharlf, Citing 
one before a court of justice \—~ahli shar', 
A judge, assessor to a judge, lawyer;]— 
shir', A bow-string ; the string of a musical 
instrument; a shoe-latchet; name of a 
place. 

A shar'-an, Judicially, lawfully;— 
shar'-an wa qanun-an (wa 'urf-an), Accord-
ing to divine and human law. 

A icy. shir'at, shir'a, The law of God ; a 
bird-net. 

a J^j gjA shar'-nihad, Habituated to jus-
tice. 

a shar'i, Legal, just;—also shar'iyi 
pai-jama, Tight drawers, tights. 

sharf, The threshold of a door; a 
light, low sound (as of feet when walking, 
see csJUy.). 

A sharf (v.n.), Excelling in glory, 
being more noble ;—sharaf (v.n.), Being 
high and noble; elevation, height, altitude; 



nobility, dignity, rank, glory ; the honour 
derived from ancestors; descent from Mu-
hammad ; an eminence, a high place; 
{sharafi tahsln, The honour of being ap-
proved;—sharafi khidmat, Honour of ser-
vice ;—sharafi zdt, Personal dignity, honour, 
or nobility;—sharafi muldzamat, Honour of 
attendance;] — shuraf (pi. of shurfat), 
Battlements, pinnacles. 

A sharfa' (fem. of ashraf), Long 
(ear) ; whose ear is long and stands out 
(opp. to elXa. q.v.) ;—kullu shakkd'-in tab-
yazu wa kullu sharfa'-in talidu, Whatever has 
the ears inside lays eggs, and whatever has 
the ears projecting bears young;—shuraf'd* 
(pi. of sharlf), Nobles, princes, the grand-
sons and descendants of Muhammad, sher-
riffes, sherifs. 

usJ^y* sharfdk, shirfdk, ta&JUjA. sharfdlang, 
shirfdlang, e&UjjA. sharfdng, shirfdng, 
shavfang, A light, low sound (as of feet 
when walking). 

a uya. sharaf-bakhsh (l&fc; bakhshd), 
Honour-giving. 

A shurfat, shurfa, Honour, dignity, 
good fortune; a battlement, pinnacle; a 
cornice; the gallery of a minaret;—shurfa-
tu V-mdl, The choicest of one's possessions. 

a yijtj* sharaf-ree, Scattering honours. 
a uyUtijA, sharafndk, Honourable, noble. 

sharfanj, A rugged road, 
dijfc shir fa, Noise of feet in walking. 
a sharaf-yab, Honoured, dignified. 
A M / - sharflyat, Nobility, high birth. 
A vjyi sharq (v.n.), Rising (as the sun), 

sun-rise; the (rising) sun; the place of 
sun-rise, the East ; light shining through 
a crevice; slitting the ear of a sheep ;— 
sharaq (v.n.), Being slit in the ear (cattle) ; 
an ear slit; choking, being suffocated; 
sticking in the throat; being pained or 
grieved; giving a feeble light, and being 
about to set (sun) ; being blood-shot. 

A 'TIYI. sharqd', Slit-eared (cattle). 
A sharqat, sharqa, A sunny place; 

the east; the rising sun ;—shurqat, Suffo-
cation ; sorrow, anxiety ;,—sharaqat, A mark 
set on a slit-eared sheep. 

a ybiwJijA sharqistdn, The east, Asia. 
a sharql, fem. sharqlyat, shar-

qlya, Oriental, eastern; sunny, exposed to 
the sun; grown in an eastern place (a 
tree) ;—alsina i shdrqlya, The Oriental lan-
guages. 

sharak. Eruptions of the body, 
measles ;—shark, shirk, Strips of linen in 
which medicines are rolled up;—shirk, 
Small-pox. 

A shirk, Company, society, partner-
ship; giving companions or partners to 
God, polytheism, idolatry, paganism ; in-
fidelity ; dissimulation, hypocrisy ;—sharak, 
A fowler's net; a rope ; a wide open road; 

the middle of the road ; name of a place in 
Hijaz. 

A O^A shuraka' (pi. of sharlk), Partners; 
associates. 

A shirkat (v.n. of Going part-
ners ; partnership, copartnership j—shara-
kat, A fowler's net. 

a (^j** shirkatl, Common, held in part-
nership. 

A sharkasi, Circassian. 
shurkls, A rain-bow (probably 

erroneous reading; see ^^frs^A-). 
a f t sharr-gir, Malignant, malicious. 

sharm, Bashfulness, modesty, shame; 
pudendum \~~sharm khwurdan (ddshtan), 
To blush, to be ashamed (moreover con-
strued with the verbs bakhtan, bdrldan, 
chakidan, shikastan, kardan, kashldan, 
and nihadan) ; — sharmi sdkhta, Pre-
tended bashfulness, sham-modesty (with 
which are nearly synonymous sharmi huzur, 
sharmi huzurl) ;—ba-sharm raftan, To be-
come ashamed ;—bl-sharm, Shameless. 

A sharm (v.n.), Splitting, cleaving, 
cutting slightly; the middle of the sea, or a 
branch of i t ; a bay, a gulf ; a kind of tree; 
high grass of which the top only is eaten 
(by cattle) ;—sharam, A fissure in the nose. 

-VT (V sharm-alud, Bashful, ashamed, 
shame-faced. 

t)A*JU3&, sharmanidan, To make blush. 
sharm-jdy, The privy parts. 

8lJj sharm-zada, Ashamed, abashed. 
ftL*j&, sharmsar, Abashed, ashamed. 

sharmsdrl, Bashfulness ;—sharm-
sdrl burdan (kashldan), To be ashamed, to 
blush. 

tiftft sharm~gah, The privy parts. 
j** sharmgin, Bashful, ashamed. 

osJUsharmnak , Ashamed, abashed, con-
fused. 

sharmindagl, Modesty; shame. 
SJU ĴT* shdrmanda, Covered with shame, 

confused, disconcerted. 
Q^fj* sharmldan, To be ashamed, to 

blush. 
A eyA sham, A being split (as a rock). 
A shirndf, Corn with long leaves. 
A O^A sharnaq, A stye on the eyelid. 
A sharambas, Thick about the 

hands and feet; a lion ; an ignorant or 
foolish man. 

sharang, Poison; a colocynth. 
sharwd, A lie; vain, senseless talk. 

shirwdn, Media ; Shirwan:—bahri 
shirwdn, The Caspian, 

shirwdnl, A Mede ; a native of Shir-
wan. 

A shuruh (pi. of shark), Explanations, 
commentaries ; rudiments, elements. 

A JYA sharlid, One who flies away with 
terror ; a fugitive;—qdfiya'i sharud, A cele-
brated and frequently-quoted rhyme;— 
shurud (v.n. of Fleeing, running away. 



A ^ shurur (pi. of sharr), Wicked men, 
&c. 

a tjyA shurut, Conditions, stipulations; 
—shuruti muqannana, Legal conditions or 
stipulations. 

A t j f a shuru' (v.n. of &A), Entering (an 
animal the water); starting on, setting 
about (any business); beginning, com-
mencement ; onset, attack ;—shuru' kardan 
(namudan), To begin, make a beginning, 
commence. 

a cule^A shuru'at (pi. of shuru1), Begin-
nings. 

A shuruq (v.n. of The rising 
(of the sun) ; slitting the ears (of cattle). 

sharwa, A mode of reading or chant-
ing ; name of an Armenian champion. 

shar win, The fort of Shirwan; 
name of a grandson of Nu shirwan's brother 
Kayus. 

«y» shar a, Name of a plant called in India 
tulsi. 

A 6jA sharah (v.n.), Being very greedy ; 
desire, appetite, greed, gluttony;—sharih, 
Greedy, gluttonous. 

a Jy^ sy. shara-alud, Stained with glut-
tony, addicted to excess. 

A Jsy. shird, Buying; [bi-shird u bai% 
Without buying and selling, for nothing, 
gratuitously ;~\—shurrd, Worse, worst (wo-
man) ; malignant, fascinating, evil (eye). 

A shirydf, The long, luxuriant 
leaves of corn which are cut away. 

A sharyan, shirydn, A tree of which 
bows are made;—shirydn, An artery, by 
which the pulse is felt;—shirydni iklili'i 
g'alb, Coronary artery of the heart;—shir-
ydni iklili'i mi'da, Coronary artery of the 
stomach. 

A s-jy. sharib, A fellow-drinker;—shir-
rib, Wno drinks to excess. 

sharita, (in Zaud and Pazand) A 
king. 

jytfyay. sharitunitan, (in Zand) To open. 
A A^y. sharijat, A bow made of two 

pieces of wood, or of several framed to-
gether ; a basket of palm-leaves; the bind-
ing of a book. 

A £>Y» sharih, sharihat, An oblong 
Blice of meat;—shuraih, Pudendum mulie-
ris; name of a celebrated judge. 

sharidan, To exude, drop ; to flow. 
(j^jjA shurridan, To flow, murmur (as j 

water or any liquor poured out). I 
sharir (probably for A. yy>, applied 

in a playful sense to a mistress, <fec., if not 
for q.v.), Good; beautiful. 

A JJY. sharir (pi. ashrdr and ^ f a 
ashirra'), Wicked, malignant, perverse; the 
sea-side; a tree growing in the sea;— 
shirrir, A consummate scoundrel. 

Soj shara-zada, Pimpled (skin). 
A LAIJA sharit, A rope of palm-fibre for 

binding the load upon a beast of burden. 

A A*YB sharitat, Connection of one thing 
with another; a condition, stipulation; a 
rope of palm-fibre. 

A shari'at, A plain, straight road; 
law, justice, equity ; the law of God; the 
supplementary laws given by Muhammad; 
a watering-place for cattle;—shari'ati az-
har, The resplendent law;—shari'ati sharifa, 
The holy law. 

A <-&>;A sharif, fem. sharifat, sharifa, 
Noble, eminent, holy; illustrious; a de-
scendant of Muhammad; name of a city in 
Persia; [sharifu 'n-nafs, Noble of soul, 
magnanimous;—sharifi qaum, Chief of a 
tribe or caste ;—sharif u wazi', Nobles and 
plebeians, high and low;—majlisi sharif, A 
noble assembly; a tribunal;—mizdji sharif, 
A noble disposition, an excellent temper;]— 
shuraif, Name of the highest mountain in 
Arabia. 

a sharifa, The custard-apple (Annona 
squamosa). 

A sharik, A partner in trade, com-
panion, associate ; an accomplice ; a school-
fellow, a friend;—sha/riku 'r-rdy, Of the 
same opinion ;—sharik shudan, To form an 
association or company (m.c.) ; — shariki 
shikmi, Joint owner; joint sub-lessee. 

A A sharikat, A female partner. 
a t^ij* shariki, A partnership. 

shirina, shirrina, A dry scab. 
A YA shazz, Dry, dried up ; arid. 
A SĴ A shazdzat, Aridity. 
A >YA shazr, Looking askance or angrily ; 

piercing with a spear in every direction; 
turning a hand-mill, or twisting a rope, 
from the left to the right. 

A Y)A shazn, shuzun, A cube or die for 
playing with ;—shazan (v.n.), Being cheer-
ful, brisk, nimble; being tired with much 
walking; hard, rough, ground ; distance;— 
shuzn, shuzun, A tract of country; the side 
(of anything). 

yA shuzuv, (in Zand) A sinner, criminal. 
A S->JJ)A shuzub (v.n. of vyk), Being lean 

(a horse); being rough (a road); being 
withered (a branch). 

shasb, Lightning, flashing, glitter-
ing. 

shasp, Leaping, skipping; absence. 
O - A shast, Sixty ; the thumb ; a thumb-

stall worn by archers; a fish-hook ; a snare, 
a net, a lancet; a girdle worn by the fire-
worshippers and Hindus; the bow, also 
the string of a musical instrument, a fiddle-
stick ; a hair-ring; a dildo; a woman's 
hips; [shast nihddan, To fish, angle (also 
construed with the verbs bastan, rekhtan, 
giriftan, gusekhtan, and gushddan) ;]—shist 
(for nishast), He sat down; a sitting down; 
a session; aim; [sAisi kardan, To take 
aim;]—shust, He washed; a lotion, wash-
ing ;—shust kardan, To wash. 

LS—i. shast-awez, A kind of torture or 



punishment by which a person is suspended 
by his thumbs. 

a shustaja (for P. shusta), A hand-
kerchief, a towel. 

shu8tar, The ancient city of Susa, 
famous for the manufacture of brocade. 

uiix^A shastak, A dildo; a manner of 
coition. 

shistagdni, Basis, foundation. 
SKJĴ A shust-gdk, Baptism; baptismal 

font. 
^^Jia—«A shast-gardn, Archers, bowmen. 
^JZs^b, shustagl, Lotion, washing, ablu-

tion ;—shustagi'i alfdz, Ease and flow of 
talk. 

shastum, The sixtieth. 
shistan (for nishastan), To sit;— 

shustan, To wash; to baptize ; to slack 
lime;—az surat khwdri shustan, To adorn ; 
to exalt, to glorify;—bar-shmtan, To wash ; 
—ba-haft db shustan, To wash carefully;— 
ba-haftad u haft db lab-rd bi-shuy, Keep 
yourself pure in word and deed;—dast 
shustan az, To renounce, to make a sacrifice 
of (m.c.). 

shustan-gah, A place for wash-
ing. | 

^•"••-A shustanl, A lotion. j 
j a ehust-u-shu, Washing and 

cleansing (construed with the verbs dadan 
and hardan) ; — shust-u-shuH hhub (turfa) 
dddan, To rob entirely ; to give a severe 
scolding or chastisement; according to 
others, to be prolix in speech. 

shusta, Washed, cleansed, dressed, 
prepared; a handkerchief, towel;—shusta, 
shudan, To be baptized; to be washed for 
burial. 

2 <utwA shusta-ru, shusta-izdr, 
Beardless. 

fttiS —a. shusta-guft-gu, Pure language. 
shasil, A kind of stitch or sewing. 

A shas' (v.n.), Being far distant (a 
mansion or halting-place); putting strings 
to a shoe ;—shis', A shoe-strap or latchet;— ! 
ehasa' (v.n.), Having the fore teeth and 
the canine teeth wide asunder (a horse). 

t)—Jihasn (? the pronunciation of the v 
is not stated in the dictionaries), An oyster; 
anything capable of growth; sugar-cane; a 
thorn on which manna is found ; the womb. 

A —t, shusuf (v.n. of <-A~A), Being 
dry from leanness (a horse). 

tJuts. shash, Six; (sometimes) sixth;— 
shush, The lights ; a fan ; a soft, pendulous 
bosom ;—ragi shush, Pulmonary artery;— 
ranji (dardi) shush, Peripneumony. 

aj^^U^ (j^A 8hush-amd8ldd, Timid; de-
praved, wicked. 

(JiA shash-andaz, Throwing sixes at 
dice ; a man who contrives to throw six 
balls, so that four are always in the air; a 
player at the game of nard; the full moon. 

yW shash banu, lt-4* shash 

bdnu'i plr, (the six princesses, i.e.) Saturn, 
Jupiter, Mars, Venus, Mercury, and the 
moon. 

(JUU^&A shash-bandan, Six days of the 
month Shauwal, at the close of Ramazan, on 
which the Muharamadans fas t ; the wild 
vine. 

U shash-pd, Six-footed ; a worm with 
six fee t ; earwig ; e f t ; scolopendra ; beetle. 

/y^ shash-par, A halberd, iron mace. 
shash-pistdn, (six-teated) A 

bitch ; a name of reproach for a woman ;— 
•shush-pistdn, a pendulous-breasted woman; 
an old woman. 

shash-panj, shash-panj-
zan, see ^ } &c. 

jU U^4* shash-panj-ydr, A contriver of 
stratagems. 

a shash-harf, Consisting of six 
letters. 

U^A shdsh-panja, shash-
pancha, A medicinal plant. 

shusht, Vile, detestable, deformed, 
shameful, bad. 

VaAA shash-td ( f t tdr), A kind of lute 
with six strings ;—shash-td zadan, To play 
upon a six-stringed guitar; to throw sixes 
at dice. 

yjU^A shash-td-zan, One who strikes the 
lyre shash-td; one who throws sixes at dice. 

shushtar, Susa (famous for cloths). 
By yiA s hash-tar a, Madder, a dyeing root. 
^•^A shashtum, The sixtieth. 

LAA shash-jihat, Six-sided ; a cube. 
shash-jihati, Six-sided, hexago-

nal, 
^yU- (jiA shash hhatun (the six ladies), 

Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, Mercury and 
the moon. 

yl&^A shash-hhdn, A kind of circular 
tent used by the Persians ; a curtain at the 
door of a palace or pavilion. 

a (jiA shash-khdnaj, and— 
iiVa&AA shash-khdna. (A building) divided 

into six courts; name of a musical instru-
ment ; any rifled fire-arm;—shash-khana-
tufang, An arquebuss ; a rifle; — shash-
khdna-top, A rifled cannon. 

t ^^laC-i-A shashkhdnajl. A sharp-shooter*. 
shash-khanj, Drawers; beardless; 

nuts filled with lead, with which boys play. 
shash dang, A dram and a 

half;—also shash-ddnga, A whis-
perer. 

JJLAA shash-dar, Six doors; chess-tables; 
a cube, die ; a point of the table at the 
game of nard, from which one cannot ex-
tricate one's self; wonderful, confound-
ing;—shash dari tang (fana), The world; 
shame. 

^UjXiA shash-dar-bdzl, Any game at 
dice ; the world; astonishment. 

yi.a shash-dara, A chess-board; a 
die; a point of the table at the game of 
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nard, from which one cannot extricate one's 
self. 

LT-a shash-dari, A house with six 
doors; the world. 

{$<£ jyj shash rozi kaun, The six days 
of creation. 

u ^ shash rauzan, The six planets; 
the world ; a living creature. 

skash-edla, Six years old. 
skask-sari, Pure gold. 

LT-4' shash-sii, Above and below, before 
and behind, right and lef t ; a hexagon; 
six-sided. 

shash sad, Six hundred. 
a v y shash zarb, ^^ shash 

?arba, Sixes at dice; stakes at dice which 
are swept off at a throw;—shash zarbi natija'i 
khub, Six kinds of good things: a gem, 
gold, musk, sugar, honey, fruit of different 
sorts. 

a yiA. shash-taq, A kind of royal tent. 
a JL* shash taraf, Six sides, i.e. east, 

fc-esf, north, south, above, beneath. 
a LAA shash 'urns, The six planets 

(see fa yU) , 
a ^UAA shash-alam, A kind of smooth 

carpet. 
gA shash-fanj, Crockery for children 

to play with (comp. 
JiUi&A shashqdqil, shashqdqul, Root of an 

Indian tree; the wild carrot. 
ISUA shushlc, Excrement of the eye. 

yS-a. shash-Mnaj, A circular tent. 
i&jtiijb. shash-gosha, A hexagon. 
fa* shas/mm, Sixth. 
(^• j shashum zamin, The sixth 

climate. 
shash-masMn, An oyster-shell 

with its contents; a gold-mine; a fruit-
bearing tree ; a shrub with manna upon it. 

t^*** shashumt, shashumin, Sixth. 
A AJJI yju, shash -liila, Six - chambered 

(revolver, m.c.). 
vy - <J^> shash natija'i khub. The 

six excellent substances: jewels, gold, 
musk, sugar, honey, and sweet fruits. 

^ ytA shash u panj, (sixes and fives) 
Confusion, perplexity ; dice. 

©H i u^*" shash-u-panj-bdzi, Fraud, 
treachery. 

©H i LT^ shash-u-panj-zandn, Dice-
play erg ; perfect, pure ; one who loses his 
all at play. 

AiA shasha, ^ ^ <J4a shash yandan, Six 
days of the month Shauwal, on which Mu-
hammadans keep fast. 

\J** shash-yak, A sixth. 
shushi, Referring to the lungs, pul-

monary. 
A (JOL shass (v.n.), Keeping back, restrain-

ing ; having but little milk (a camel, Ac.) ; 
having difficulty in getting a living;—shass, 
sikiss, A fish-hook ;—shiss, An expert thief, 
one who steals whatever he sees. 

A shasb (v.n.), Failing to conceive, 
though frequently covered (a camel);—shisb, 
Adversity; scarcity; hardship. 

shast (for shast), Sixty ; a hook. 
f * shastum, A sixtieth. 
iA> shast-yak, A sixtieth. 
A shasr (v.n.), Pricking (a thorn) ; 

spearing; butting with the horns; basting, 
sewing with wide stitches; sewing the 
eyes of a newly-captured falcon;—shasar, 
A young deer grown strong enough to 
butt, or one month old. 

shusuw (v.n.), Being fixed on an 
object (the eye); being carried high in the 
air (a cloud). 

A «-r»Y*A shusub (v.n. of S-*«A), Being 
afflicted, indigent; being difficult to earn (a 
livelihood). 

A tA shatt (v.n.), Being troublesome, 
oppressing; being far distant; the bank 
of a river; the Tigris; any large river; 
the side of a camel's bunch. 

A U»A shata', shata, A blade, a leaf; a 
shoot, or young branch;—shitd' (v.n. 3 of 

Walking (with another) on the oppo-
site bank of a river. 

A c^4" shattdh, Meretricious, lewd, ob-
scene ; ar t ful ; shameless. 

a ^^A shattdhi, Shamelessness, effron-
tery ; one who speaks contrary to the law. 

a, ut>jUaA shatarat, Fearlessness; uncon-
cern ; disobedience. 

A kUaA. shatdt, shitdt (v.n. of ke»), Being of 
a well-proportioned shape ; distance. 

A GJSA shatfy (v.n.), The ravings of an 
ecstatic ; monkish ways;—shittah, A word 
used in driving goats or kids. 

A fa* shatr (v.u.), Milking (a camel, cow, 
or sheep) of two teats (out of the four) ; 
halving anything; the two fore or the two 
hinder teats of a camel; the half or part of 
a thing; a side, part, tract; intent, purpose. 

shatrak, Spleen wort. 
a tffa shatr anj, shitranj, Chess [for the 

derivation of the name see <i&yA; more 
fanciful explanations are: sad ranj (a 
hundred cares), shah-ranj (the royal care 
or sorrow), shash rang (six species or ranks, 
as shah " king," farzin "wazi r" for queen, 
fil "elephant" for bishop, faras "horse" 
for knight, rukh" tower or castle," piyadagan 
"footmen, peons, or pawns"]; construed with 
the verbs bakhtan, chidan, and gustardan;— 
shatranj kardan ustukhwan, To make chess-
men. 

a jb shatranj-baz, A chess-player. 
a shatranj-bdzi, Chess; a sort of 

carpet. 
a ^rfaA shatranji, A kind of bread; a 

kind of carpet; a chess-player. 
a > shatranji-bdf, Carpet-weaver. 
A USA shatat (v.n. of 5SA), Exceeding just 

bounds; tyrannizing over; injustice, op-
pression. 



a i-tiaA, skatf (v.n.), Going away; removing 
to a distance. 

A (fat, shatn (v.n.), Tying with a rope; 
opposing, thwarting; travelling to a coun-
try;—shatan, A long rope, a rope. 

A fa* shatw, A side, tract, quarter;— 
shutu' (v.n. of Putting forth suckers 
or foliage (a tree). 

A \>fa* shatut, A she-camel with a large 
bunch;—shutut (pi. of shatt), River-banks. 

A shatun, Very remote (design or 
military expedition) ; a deep well, or one 
wide at the top and narrow at bottom;— 
shutun (v.n. of ifa*), Being far distant. 

A shit tir, Distant, foreign ; (by oppo-
sition) near. 

A t-jUaAshazdf, Adversity, penury;—shizdf, 
Distance ; (pi. of shazf), straits, difficulties. 

A T-AKA, shazf (v.n.), Hindering, keeping 
back; removing, putting to a distance; 
castrating (a ram by removing the testicles); 
a split stick ;—shizf, Dry bread; a small 
rod or peg;—shazaf (v.n.), Penetrating be-
tween the skin and the flesh (an arrow) ; 
adversity, penury, straits ; — shazif, Bad-
tempered, a fierce combatant. 

A iJw, shazlyat, A chip, lath, fragment, 
splinter; a large rock projecting from a 
mountain ; any indentation. 

A shazif, (A tree) hardening for 
want of watering ; a withered-up tree". 

A sA*4, shi'ab (pi. of shi'b, shu'bat), Ra-
vines, &c. ; branches, &c. 

A T;>S?V*4» sha'dbln (pi. of sha'bdn), Months 
of Sha'ban, 

A sha'ar, Trees, especially thick and 
entangled;—shi'dr (v.n. 3 o f C o n t e n d -
ing or excelling in poetry ; lying or sleeping 
together in one under-garment (see JyiLL.) ; 
an under-garment (opposed to jU'a q.v.) ; 
a sign, countersign, signal, parole, military 
password ; method, maimer; habit, custom, 
practice;—shi'dru 'l-hajj, The rites of the 
pilgrimage ;—bald,aha,t-shi' dr. Eloquent;— 
j add-shi'dr, Magical;—chez-rd shi'dri {shi'dr 
u disarl) khwud sakhtan, To appropriate a 
thing entirely. 

a f^fa* shi'dri, Customary, habitual. 
A sha'd' (v.n. of Scattering; 

sqirting; being scattered; wavering 
(opinion) ; unsteady ; distracted, confused, 
perplexed; beards of corn; milk much 
watered -,—shu'd', Light, splendour, lustre; 
sunshine; a ray (construed with the verbs 
uftddan, afgandan, giriftan, &c.) ;—shtt'd'i 
shams, Rays of the sun. 

a ^WA shu'd'l, Radial. 
A I J U I sha'df (v.n. of uJ***), Maddening 

(love) ; distractedness ;—shi'df, Summits of 
mountains; upper parts of the head;— 
sahbu 'sh-shi'df, Red-haired. 

A/U^I sha'd1 ir (pi. of shi'drat and sha'lrat), 
Signs, symbols, sacred observances (espe-
cially such as are of divine appointment). 

A v * * sha'b (v.n.), Collecting together; 
repairing, mending; dividing, separating; 
name of a tribe in Yaman ; a people, nation 
(as a branch of the human race, the further 
ramifications in descending order being 
qdbll-ah, then fasllah, then Hmdrah, then 
batn, and lastly fakhiz) ; a fissure, a cleft; 
a seam ;—shi'b, A ravine; a path through 
mountains, a pass, a defile ; a mark made 
on camels by burning ; a watercourse be-
tween two hills ; [shi'bi bauivdn, One of the 
four paradises, situated in Persia ;]—sha'ab, 
Being distant; space between the shoulders 
or horns (of cattle) ;—shu'db, The neck, 
head, mane, or any prominent point of a 
horse; (pi. of shu'bat) ramifications; divi-
sions (of a tribe or nation) ;—shu'abi arba', 
The two hands and feet. 

A ofa*A sha'bdn, The eighth Arabian 
month. 

A sha'bdndt (pi. of sha'bdn), 
Months of Sha'ban. 

A M - shu'bat, shu'ba, The branch of a 
tree; ramification ; tribal division; a gore 
in a garment, a piece cemented into a broken 
vessel;—shu'ba'i raqsi zarin, A branch of 
music. 

ghu'bada, Sleight of hand, juggling; 
—shu'bada bakhtan, To perform sleights of 
hand. 

fa sha'bada-baz, A juggler, conjurer; 
—falaki shu'bada-bdz, The juggling heavens, 
i.e. the deceitful world or fortune. 

A sha'as (v.n.), Having the hair di-
shevelled and covered with dust or ashes; 
being disordered (business), confusion (of 
affairs);— lamma 'IIdhu sha'asa-ka, May 
God set right your troubles. 

sha'r (v.n.), Excelling in poetry; 
hair (of man or any animal excepting 
camels and sheep); [sahib sha'r, Hairy;] 
—shi'r, Poetry, verse; a verse, a couplet; 
knowing, understanding, perceiving;—shi'ri 
amada, Improvised poetry ;—shi'r bastan, 
To compose poetry, to versify; — shi'r 
khwdndan, To recite poetry (m.c.);—laita 
shi'ri, Would I knew. 

A sha'rd', A kind of peach; a garden 
full of trees ; a fly infesting camels, asses, 
or dogs ; a fur pelisse ; rough, disagree-
able ; dreadful (misfortune) ;—shu*ard (pi. 
of shd'ir), Poets. 

a sha'r dni, Covered with hair, hairy. 
a j)] j** shi'r-awar, Poetical; a poet. 
a <j>y f & shi'r-bdzl, The art of poetry. 
a t j b yta. sha'r-bdf, A maker of silk-stuff. 
a shi'r-khwdnl, Reading, study-

ing, or reciting poetry. 
a shi'r-go'l, The art of poetry; 

writing poetry. 
A shi'rd, The dog-star, Sirius ; [ash-

shi'rd 'l-'abur, The little dog-star ;—ash-
shir a 'l-Yamdnl, The great dog-star;]— 
shi'ri, Poetic, poetical. 
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A sha'shd', Divided, dispersed; 
nimble, active ; tall; handsome. 

A RA&A* sha'slia1 at, sha'sha'a (v.n. of 
Mixing, tempering, diluting (wine 

with water) ; making thin and long ; a long 
thin stroke, tail of a letter, flourish; a 
cedilla; fiction, hoax, false report; splen-
dour, brightness, radiancy. 

A sha'f (v.n.), Seizing the heart, 
making sick, disordering the mind (love); 
besmearing a camel with pitch ; — sha'af 
(v,n.), Loving desperately, being overcome 
with love; the top of a camel's bunch; a 
disease incident to camels making the hair 
of the eyelids fall off; the bark of the tree 
JE&TT/. 

A J*a» sha'l (v.n.), Advancing far into, 
looking to the end of ;—sha'al (v.n.), Having 
white hairs in the tail, forelock, or back of 
the neck (horse) ;—shu'ul (pi. of shu'lat), 
Flames. 

A shu'lat, shu'la, Light, splendour, 
lustre, shining, flashing, coruscation; blaze, 
flash, fire, flame ; a mixture of white on 
the tail or forelocks of a horse; female pro-
per name (m.c.) ; (construed with the verbs 
afgandan, pechidan, chidan, zadan, kushtan, 
Icushta shudan, kashidan, giriftan, nishastan, 
nishdndan, &c.) ;—shu'la'i tak, Wine. 

a shu'la-dsham, Burning, in-
flamed. 

a (jjLi^ shu'la.-afshdn, Flame-scat-
tered 

a shu'la-dwaz, A soul-stirring 
voice; swinging round a firebrand. 

a, ^ shu'la-bdr, Raining flames of 
fire; blazing, coruscating. 

a shu'la-pesha, Constantly setting 
aflame. 

a JI}*. shu'la-jaw dl jawdla), A 
circle of fire produced by swinging round a 
burning brand. 

a f . shu'la-khu, Fiery in disposition, 
fiery, hot. 

a, <*l*a» sliu'la-kMii, Fieriness of dis-
position. 

a shu'la-khez, jta shu'la-ddr, 
Flaming, resplendent, brilliant. 

a C; shu'la-rukh, % shu'la-ru, 
Flame-faced; a radiant beauty. 

a &U& shuHa-zan, a1*a q.v. 
a shu'lanak, Blazing, coruscating. 
a y shu'la-war, = q.v. 
A sha'an, Dry fallen leaves. 
a sha'wada, sha'waza, Sleight 

of hand, juggling. 
Ashu'ur (v.n. o f K n o w i n g ; per-

ceiving, understanding; knowledge, wis-
dom, sagacity, penetration ; good manage-
ment ; (pi. of sha'r) hairs;—arbabi shu'ur, 
The learned ;—bl-shu'ur, Wanting in com-
mon sense (m.c., see also ^ p. 221). 

li jW shu'ur-dar, Knowing, wise, in-
telligent ; mannerly, well-bred. 

A sha'yd, The prophet Isaiah. 
A sha'ib, A traveller's provision-bag 

in two divisions ; an old leathern bottle;— 
shu'aib, Name of Jethro, father of Moses, 
considered a prophet by the Muhamma-
dans. 

A shu'aibiyat, Name of a sect. 
A sha'lr, Barley. 
A sha'irat, One grain of barley ; a 

knob attached to a knife or dagger to hold 
the blade f a s t ; an auimal for sacrifice at 
Mecca ; a rite, religious ceremony, 

A AL*A» sha'ilat, sha'ila, A burning wick, 
a burning candle, &c. 

shagh, shugh, A branch; horn of an 
ox; antlers of a stag *, a drinking-horn;— 
shugh, Callousness of the hands from hard 
labour; a little ; a quiver. 

shaghd, shughd, A quiver and bow-
case. 

OUA, shag had, shughfld, Name of the 
brother of Rustam ;—shighad, Whatever 
is permitted in matters of religion. 

ft& shaghdr, A badger, brock, kind of 
stinking weasel; an urchin, hedgehog;— 
shighdr, Noise, uproar; reproof, 

A JUA. shighdr, Two men marrying each 
other's daughters or sisters to avoid the 
payment of marriage-portions (a practice of 
the pagan Arabs abolished by Muhammad), 

A u>\iJ» shaghdf, The place where the 
phlegm (balgham) is secreted; the pericar-
dium ; the heart's core; original sin;— 
shaghdf, shughaf, A pain in the clitoris or 
the pericardium ; a disease originating 
under the short ribs on the right side, 

JUA. shaghdl (S. srigdla), A jackal, 
J U A shaghdli, A sort of grape. 

shag ham, Rustam's younger brother 
(doubtful reading). 

^UA shaghdn, Honey in the comb. 
&U& shaghdh, A quiver. 
A S-AA shagjib (v.n.), Declining, turning 

aside, swerving from the way shagjib, 
shaghab (v.n.), Stirring up mischief; a 
bi'oil, tumult, disturbance; (in P. also) 
lamentation, cries, shrieking; bashfulness; 
politeness ;—shag]iab, Name of a woman. 

a sliaghabndk, Tumultuous, noisy. 
shagM-d, A quiver. 

(JJAAA shughuddan, To escape; to be 
brought to an end (doubtful word, see 

A shaghr (v.n.), Lift ing his legs to 
urine (as a dog) ; being depopulated (a 
city) ; expelling, ejecting (from a place). 

sha<jhar, Hardness or blisters on the 
hands or feet from working or walking ;— 
shughr, shughur, A hedgehog ; a badger. 

a ft shaghar - baghar, Dispersed, 
scattered. 

a shaghflsh, shaghsh (?), A bad kind 
of wheat. 

A uJikb shagliaf, Alacrity; love, longing, 
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yearning; joy ; the pericardium, &c. 
( = UUA q.v.). 

«SUA shag&ak, Ignorant, silly; cruel, 
unjust. 

A J*A shagM, shugM (v.n.), Occupying, 
keeping employed a t ; diverting from ;— 
8hagbl, shughl, shaghaX, ehuahul. Work; 
occupation, employment; business ; study ; 
diversion, amusement, pastime; office 
(m.c.) ;—shugld dadan, To command, to 
charge with (the word is also construed 
with rdst kardan and sdz kardan) ;—shug&U 
shagkil. An all-absorbing work. 

a JAA shugM-sanj, jfa* shug&l-war, 
Laborious, industrious. 

shighut, = CT>YIA Q.V. 
yO^A shugkudan, To be callous, blistered 

(see 0ju*A). 
shugjiur, Forbidden by religion; a 

badger; a jackal; a cow's hide; the horn 
of an ox ; somewhat. 

A JJAA skugfeur (v.n. of J*A), = q.v. 
**A shagha. A branch; a liorn; hardness, 

callosity, or blistering of the hands or 
feet;—shagha bastan, To become hard and 
blistered (as the hands from labour, or the 
feet from walking). 

yAsAft, shughidan, To be callous, blistered. 
A J-*A shag&il, Much occupied, over-

worked. 
«-AA shaf (for shab), Nigh t ; alum. 
A «-AA shaff (v.n.), Emaciating, making 

lean (grief or care) ;— sha f , shiff, Trans-
parent, thin, flimsy ; increase ; gain, profit, 
overplus ; loss, decrease, detriment. 
^ UA shaf a, Anything lawful; lawful legi-

timate ;—shifd, shufd, A quiver. 
A y* shifd1, in P. shifd (v.n. of y>a), 

Applying a remedy, seeking to cure; medi-
cine, remedy, cure; recovery, convalescence; 
—darn 'sh-shifa, A hospital. 

a (JFC^, UA shifd-balchsh', Salutary. 
a UA shifd-khana, A hospital. 
^UA 8hifad, Lawful, legitimate (see UA). 
a UA shifa-daru, The bezoar-stone. 
JUA shifdr, Blame, reproach (unsupported 

by examples). 
A CJUA shufarij, A tray upon which sweet-

meats in saucers or flowers are handed 
round to a company; a tray covered with 
plates and dishes; a kind of sweetmeat. 

shifdra, A badger, brock. 
a yUj UA shifd-rasdn, fa UA shifd'Sdz, 

Salutary, healthful. 
isfa ^ shifd-sazi, A cure. 
A shifa'at (v.n. of Interceding 

for ; deprecation; intercession, advocacy; 
recommendation; entreaty;—shifa'at burdan 
(kardan), To intercede. 

a ŴCUA shifa'at-ndma, An interceding, 
recommendatory letter. 

a HauS Û CUA shifa'at-kunanda, Interces-
sor. 

A «->UA shaffdf, Transparent, very thin, ' 

clear; lustrous; pellucid;—shaff af misdli 
dbi kausar, Pellucid like the water of tbe 
river of paradise. 

a ^UA shaffdfi, Transparency, diaphan-
eity, perspicuity. 

shaf ana, Name of a large bird; a 
lark. 

a CJUA shafawa, Remedy, cure. 
A EUA shifdh (v.n. 3 of MA), Conversing 

with one, communicating byway of mouth; 
(pi. of shfah, shafahat), lips. 

a ^UA shifd hi, fem. A>J&UA shifdhiyai, 
shifahi-ya, Oral;—tahllghdti shifdhiya, Oral 
com munications. 

A &A shafat, shifat, A lip (properly of 
man only); praise, eulogium; [shifatu'$-
sd'im, The lip of one who fasts (flabby and 
parched); — bintu 'sh-shifat, The word, 
speech; — khafifu 'sh-shifat, Taciturn, ask-
ing few questions;] — shiffat or shaffat, 
(v.n. of *-£a), Increasing. 

shaft, Fat , greasy ; coarse, thick; 
unshaved, untrimraed ; low-priced, cheap; 
name of a town in Gilan famous for its 
china ; a litter ; — shaft, shift, Curved, 
crooked, unequal;—shift , A running of 
blood or matter ;—shuft , A miser. 

^aA shaftd, A quiver. 
jJUAA shaftdlu, gjJUAa. shaftaluj, OJJUAA 

shaftdlud, A peach (rough plum) ; a lover's 
kiss. 

jjii&UAA shaftdhcmj, shaftdhang, A 
perforated plate of steel, through which 
ingots of gold or silver are drawn into wire. 

dj-sAa. shiftarak, A red bramble. 
<s£ijxJ& shaftarang, A red peach ; also a 

species of large apricot, with a sweet kernel, 
having one side red, the other white (a fruit 
produced by grafting the Persian almond 
upon the Armenian plum). 

JSAA shaftal ('0, Trefoil. 
taSAyiA shaftalang, A red peach (see 

csXiyAa,). 
^^AA shiftan, To become mad ; to trickle; 

to scratch ; to make drop. 
<WiA shafta, A ball of thread; a couch; 

beginning of sunrise ; anything thin and 
delicate;—shafta, shufta, A rod with which 
cotton is beaten before it is separated by 
the bow ;—shifta, Mad, insane ; distracted 
with love ;—shufta, A lath. 

shifta-rang, A beautiful species 
of peach or apricot (J&yAA q.v.), 

yjuuaA shiftidan, To drop, run, trickle; 
to cause to drop; to scratch, wound. 

a yA shafr, shufr, A margin, edge (par-
ticularly of the eye-lids), side of any-
thing. 

a sytA shaf rat, A bookbinder's or shoe-
maker's knife : sharpness of a sword; a 
servant;—shufrat, The edge of the eyelid 
where the lashes grow. 

Qjya. shufurdan, To be set free, to escape 
(see yoAAA). 



^ f t , (?), Name of a town on the Syrian 
coast. 

shafra, shufra, A large bookbinder's 
or shoemaker's knife. 

(j&Ai shafsh, shufsh, The branch of a tree ; 
a long reed, hooked at the end, used by 
cotton-dressers; dry dung; a distemper 
incident to the fore-feet of horses from 
drinking too much water ; a pipe, a flute. 

gAAliAs. shafshdhanj, t*5U£>t&AA shafshd-
hang, A perforated plate of steel through 
which gold and silver wire is drawn;—shaf-
shahang, A carder of cotton; also his bow 
(see also 

shafshaf, A crooked branch; the 
root of a tree. 

AAAA. shifsha, The yarn-beam of a loom ; 
ringlets flowing about the face ; an ingot of 
gold ;—shafska, shifsha, A cotton-dresser's 
rod ; a branch, thin, straight, and smooth. 

A GFI* shaf (v.n.), Making even ; inter-
ceding, advocating; entreating; an even 
number; a pair, a couple; being in foal (a 
camel) ; followed by her colt. 

A »UAA shufa'd' (pi. of shafi'), Inter-
cessors ; persons possessed of a right of 
pre-emption. 

A <£*AA shufat, shufa (v.n. of ( f t ) , Wishing 
to add a neighbour's estate to one's pos-
sessions ; a neighbouring house or land; 
redemption;—huqqi shufa, Right of pre-
emption in favour of a person whose posses-
sions adjoin to a land offered for sale. 

a A*AA shufa - gird, A redeemer, 
avenger. 

A (JIA shafaq (v.n.), Compassionating, 
pitying, condoling; the crepuscule, twilight; 
the red glow of dawn or sunset (construed 
with rekhtan) ; pity, condolence, kindness, 
affection; fear;—shafaqi shimdll, The north-
ern light, aurora borealis ;—shafaqi gul-
gun, The ruddy crepuscule, the roseate twi-
light. 

A &AA shafaqat (often pronounced shaf-
qat), Compassion, pity, mercy, commisera-
tion, clemency, indulgence, kindness, affec-
tion ; condolence ; favour;—izhari shafaqat 
(ishafqat) namudan, To commiserate, to 
condole with. 

a US-SAA shafqat-ndma, A letter of con-
dolence. 

a i f t ^A shafaq-jihm, ft shafaq-zar, 
yUuJiAA shafaqistdn, shafaq-kada, 
OjS shafaq-gun, (met.) Red, ruddy. 

a ^AA shafaqi, Of or relating to the 
evening twilight; like or resembling the 
crepuscule; red, ruddy. 

shafk, Anything bad, worn out, 
ruinous ;—shaf ah, Ignorant, unskilful, silly, 
stupid, 

J*A shajal, A camel's hoof, 
shajiaj, Capers, 

yA-iAA shuftldan, shifildan, To whistle (as 
pigeon-fanciers when they wish to fly a 

pigeon, or as a groom when he wishes a 
horse to drink). 

A <JAA ehafn (v.n.), Looking stedfastly 
through half-shut eyes; one who eagerly 
expects an inheritance; — shafn, shafin, 
shafun, Ingenious, intelligent; penetrating, 
sharp-sighted. 

A^A shufna = A^A q,y, (probably mis-
reading). 

A i^yftA shifnln, shafnln, A pigeon; a 
turtle-dove. 

ft shafu, Unlawful, forbidden by religion 
(see ^iA). 

A ic^YIA shafawdt (pi. of shafat), Lips. 
shifut, A demon in a human form ; 

the principle of evil, dhiraman ; a maniac. 
shafud, What is forbidden by re-

ligion. 
cjjAA shufuda, A week. 
yAjAA shufudan, = ft* q.v. 
)ft> shufur, Unlawful (see jykA); a badger 

( see C^AA). 
A ^ f t shufuf (v.n. of OIA), Becoming 

emaciated; emaciation. 
A ^ A shafun, One who looks askance 

with half-shut eyes. 
A shifawl, Labial. 
A AAA shifah, A lip. 
a ^^AA shifahl, Referring to the lips, 

labial;—hurufi shifahl, The labial letters. 
Q̂XAIO A-AA shafed ddshtan, — safed dash-

tan, q.v. under 
^J-VAA shufldan, = <JA~AA. q .y . 
A shafir, Edge, border, extremity. 
A G-AA shafi', An advocate, intercessor, 

patron ; possessed of a claim of pre-emp-
tion founded on the right of contiguity or 
co-partnership ;—shafi'u 'l-'usdtfl'l-'arasat, 
The intercessor for sinners before the hea-
venly tribunal (Muhammad) ;—shafi'u 7-
ward, The intercessor for mankind (Muham-
mad) ;—shaji'i jar, The occupant of ground 
adjoining another estate ;—shafl'i khalit, 
Occupant of ground intermixed with another 
estate (the right of pre-emption being 
stronger in the latter than in the former 
case). 

A L**AA shafVa, A kind of Persian cha-
racter. 

A ULAA shaflf (v.n. of <-IA), Scorching or 
nipping (with intense cold); being thin, 
transparent (garment); a piercing cold 
wind accompanied with rain; the heat of 
the sun ; few, small. 

A shaflq, Merciful, compassionate, 
condoling ; affectionate, benevolent;—akM 
shaflq, An affectionate brother. 

^JULAA shifllidan, To express (juice) ; to 
whistle, to make a chirping noise when 
watering a horse, to chirp, to twitter (a 
bird) ; to listen. 

A (JA shaqq (v.n.), Splitting, tearing; 
cutting (a tooth) ; being difficult, trouble-
some (any work) ; remaining open (the eye 
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of a corpse); being separate from one's 
people; separating, scattering; throwing 
into difficulties,paining,grieving; a fissure, 
crack, crevice; a half; day-break, dawn; 
[shaqq khwurdan, To be or become split;— 
shaqq zadan (kardan), To tear, split, divide;] 
—shiqq, A half; as much as a beast of bur-
den carries on one side; a side; the counter-
part ; a category; a phrase; a combination ; 
a large division of a country forming a 
collectorate; a brother; a friend; a kind 
of demon representing but half of the 
human form; name of a soothsayer of the 
time of Kisr&; also of a place near Khai-
bar ; trouble, difficulty;—in kdr du shiqq 
darad, There are two sides to this question. 

VftA shaqd, A quiver. 
A A*A shaqd', shaqd (v.n, of I^A), Being 

miserable, unhappy; misery, straits; in-
solence ; miserable, unfortunate; — arbdbi 
shaqd, Wretches ; insolent fellows. 

A shaqdhat, Ugliness; turpitude, 
abomination. 

A JUA shiqdq (v.n. 3 of (JA), Contending, 
quarrelling, opposing; taking one side; 
discord, opposition, hostility; partiality; 
also — (3&SA and qq.v. 

J5Ua shaqdqul (for Jite&A q.v.), A 
wild carrot; a species of hartwort; a kind 
of small fish; — shaqdquli misri, Wild 
parsnip. 

a U& shaqa-maddr, (who hinges on 
insolence) Insolent, villainous ; — gurohi 
shaqa-maddr, Swarms of villains. 

A SJUA shaqdwat, shiqdwat (v.n. of ^ A ) , 
Being wretched and miserable; misery, 
wretchedness, unhappiness ; poverty ; dis-
grace ; insolence; villainy. 

A ̂ UA shaqd'iq (pi. of shaqlqat), Fis-
sures, cracks; uterine sisters ; the tulip ;—• 
shaqd'iqu 'n-nu'mdn, The anemone. 

A s-fiA shaqb, shiqb, A cleft in a mountain 
or rock; a narrow pass between two hills; 
a cave, cavern, den; a hollow where birds 
build their nests; low ground on which 
water stagnates;—shiqb, shaqab, Name of a 
tree whose fruit resembles the lote. 

A &A shiqqat, The half, especially of 
anything split or torn the long way ; a chip 
of wood; a rag of cloth, &c.;—shiqqat, 
shuqqat, Inconvenience, trouble, labour, 
pains;—shuqqat, shuqqa, A garment open 
in f ront ; an interval, distance; a tract of 
country ; travel;—shuqqati shdqqa, A long 
and difficult journey;—shuqqa'i Mass, A 
dressing-gown. 

a shiq-ddr, A governor ; an officer 
appointed to collect the revenue from a 
certain division of land; difficult, distress-
ing; perplexing. 

a ^AfiA shiq-ddri, The office of shiqdar; 
uncertainty, perplexity. 

A -IFIA shaqz (v.n.), Departing, going far 
off;—shiqz, A young chameleon;—shaqaz 

(v.n.), Having a malignant eye; to throw 
the evil eye upon; being sleepless;—shaqiz, 
Sleepless ; possessed of the evil eye. 

a A shiqar (for shaqir), The anemone ; 
the tulip. 

A ĵ yoA shiqrdq, shiqarraq, A green mag-
pie. 

A Ŝ A shuqrat (v.n. of ^A), Being of a 
deep red (mixed with black). 

yyjjSA shaqardiyun (G-. o-xopSiov), Water-
germauder. 

A &S&SA shaqshaqat (v.n. of <3-^) , Twit-
tering (a sparrow; roaring (a camel);— 
shiqshiqai, shiqshiqa, A substance resem-
bling lights protruding from the mouth of 
a stallion camel in heat;—zu shiqshiqat, 
Vehement, sonorous. 

a shiqshiqi, fem. shiqshiqiyat, 
shiqshiqiya, Referring to or produced by 
the shiqshiqa (see preceding article);— 
khutba'i shiqshiqiya, A sermon preached by 
Ali, and interrupted by a member of the 
audience asking a question. When begged 
by Ibn "Abbas to continue his address, Ali 
answered, " The shiqshiqa has roared and 
subsided," meaning the inspiration of the 
moment has gone. 

A A shiqs, A particle, part, portion, 
share. 

A JTE shaq' (v.n.), Drinking, sipping; 
blaming, reproaching; viewing with an 
evil eye. 

A shaqaf, An earthen pot, potsherd. 
(3BA shaqaq, Beating time in music. 
A J3A shaql (v.n.), Weighing (money); 

lying with a woman. 
A shaqn (v.n.), Giving or doing little; 

diminishing -,—shaqn, shaqin, Little, small, 
few. 

A shuqil' (v.n. of Splitting (the 
head). 

A shuqur, Anything necessary to be 
done; an important matter. 

A shuquq (pi. of shaqq), Fissures, 
rents, crevices, chinks. 

&SA shaqa, A hardness in the hand or foot 
from working or walking, a callosity (see 
YTA1 a n d <JAA). 

a shiqqa, Cleaving in two (a mode of 
capital punishment) ;—shuqqa, (lit. a piece, 
from shaqq) A royal order, a letter, espe-
cially from a superior. (See also &A.) 

Aa&aaa shaqa-band, A kind of horse-
armour. 

a (J^A shuqqahi, A curtain. 
a shaqi, Poor, miserable, wretched; 

insolent; villainous, vicious. 
A ĝ aA shaqlh, Weak after disease ; de-

formed, ugly. 
A (^iSA shaqis, A partner; a fleet horse; 

a little remaining of a great deal. 
A CJUSA shaqif, Name of four places. 
A <J}*AA shaqiq, Split or halved ; one half; 

a brother uterine 5 a strong calf. 



A shaqlqat, A fissure, crack, crevice, 
notch ; one side of the head, temple; pain 
seizing one half of the head or face, megrim; 
rain or lightning (as cleaving the clouds) ; 
a pass between two mountains producing 
grass; a kind of bird; a uterine sister; 
name of the grandmother of Nu'man bin 
Munzir. 

tŝ A shah, A magpie;—shuk, Arsenic. 
A shahh, in P. mostly shah (v.n.), 

Doubting, suspecting; doubt, suspicion; 
vacillation; incredulity, scepticism; scandal; 
limping; adhering to, cleaving to; arsenic, 
rats-bane;—shahh namudan, To doubt, to 
suspect. 

A shaha', shakdt, Complaining ; 
complaint. 

^A shuha, A roebuck (see ^jA) ;—shuhaH 
mada, A doe. 

J^A shihar, Prey, game; the chase, hunt-
ing ; plunder, booty, pillage, rapine, spoil; 
perquisites ; (in comp.) hunting, seizing, as 
jdn-shihar " a ravisher of hea r t s " (see 
also^A gV);—shihar shudan, To be taken 
captive, to be seized;—shihar zadan, To 
kill game;—shihar hardan„ ba-shihdr raftan, 
To hunt, to take for a hunt (m.c.). 

A£A shihdr-afgan, fti$ shihar -
anddz, A hunter. 

shihdr-dhanj, A wooden instru-
ment for polishing; a stick with an iron 
hook used by bakers, &c., to take the bread 
from the oven, 

jl) jbUa shihar-bdz, A sportsman. 
A^ JUA shihdr-band, Cords for tying game 

to a saddle. 
iSft shikar-jargah, Hunting game 

by surrounding it with a large circle of 
men holding each other's hands. 

t ^JVXA shikdrji, shikdrchi, A 
huntsman, a game-keeper (m.c.). 

J\.£A shihdr-hhdna. Animals of the 
chase offered to a guest; a hunting-hut; a 
hunting-box. 

&tft ft* shihar qamaraha (8^*5 qamar-
gdh), AS^ J\.£A q.v. 

yGujCŝ b shihdristan, A hunting-ground, 
a chase. 

shihdr-hundn (SAAA£" hunanda), 
Hunting. 

s^lXs, shihdr-gdh, A hunting-country; a 
hunting-ground. 

shihdrgar ( f t gir), A hunter. 
^UA shihdri, Anything belonging to 

hunting (as dogs, hawks, or horses); a 
hunter, fowler ; a bird or beast of prey ; 
game, prey ;—sagi shikari, A hunting-dog, 
a hound, 

yjjj^a, shihdridan, To hunt. 
A A-^A, shahdsat, Depravity of nature; 

moroseness, crabbiness. 
shihdsa, A porcupine (probably 

misreading for q.v.). 
<£UA£A shakdshak, Noise of feet in walking. 

shihdf, A fissure, crack, slit, crevice, 
rupture, split, cleft in a mountain ; a cavern ; 
a hank of silk; (in comp.) tearing, split-
ting, cleaving, breaking, bursting, dividing; 
—ustddi mu-shihdf, A master of hair-split-
ting, i.e. a subtle (reasoner;—ndjakM (nd-
chakhi) tezi 'umr-shikdf, The sharp hatchet 
severing (the thread of) life, i.e. death. 

(yĵ jUlXA shikafanidan, To cause to split. 
shikdftagi, A fracture, fissure. 

shikdftan, To split, break, tear, 
destroy; to divide into two long strips ; to 
mediate between buyer and seller; to be 
torn, lacerated, defaced, destroyed. 

AsilSA shikdfta, Split; a box, pyx ; cholic. 
shikafistan, Abounding in fissures, 

&c. 
(jiJVXdb shikdfish, A cleaving ; cleft, fissure. 

shikdfa, Bow of violin ; a cradle, 
yj shihdfa-za.n, A player on the 

violin; a musician. 
^^iKiA, shikdfidan, To tear lengthwise. 
JL£A shikdl, A cord for tying the fore-feet 

of an unruly mule or horse; cunning, de-
ceit ; a jackal. 

A shikdl, A horse-tether of goats' 
hair; a surcingle of a camel's saddle ; (a 
horse) having three legs white, the other of 
the colour of the body, or vice versa; re-
semblance, conformity. 

yiĴ XA shihdlish, Thought, care ; roguery, 
fits' J\£A shikdl-gah, The pastern of a 

quadruped. 
AHXA. shihdla, A hedgehog, urchin;— 

shihdla'i zar, A particle of gold. 
^J^JKA shikdlidan, To think, to deceive. 
wUA shikdn, Rupture, breach; a curling 

lock of hair; a wrinkle, plait; a knot, tie, 
twist; broken; curly. 

CJAJKA shakdnak, Crop of a bird. 
A shahdwat (v.n. of Lament-

ing, complaining; complaint. 
shakawand, Name of a mountain, 

a j s h i h d w a n d a , A digger, delver, borer. 
&jftj* shihdvna, shikdwana, A digger; one 

who digs up dead bodies for the grave-
clothes. 

A shikdyat (v.n. of u£A), Lament-
ing, complaining, explaining the cause of 
any complaint or ailment; accusation; con-
strued with the verbs burdan, dashtan, 
rekhtan, zadan, kardan, &c.;—az dasti fid an 
ba-shikdyat dmadan, To put a complaint 
against (m.c.). 

a shikdyat-pesha, 
shikdyat-kundn, shikdyat-gustar, 
JU* U^A^A shikayatmand, Given to com-
plaining, querulous. 

L£A shihpd, Crabbed, austere. 
shahpuy, The noise of one walking 

softly; one who walks softly; snoring. 
A jXa shakd (v.n.), Giving, presenting ;— 

shukd, A present; thanks, thanksgiving. 
A ft* sliahr, Pudenda mulieris; coition ; 



—skukr (v.n.), Returning thanks (to God), 
praising Him (construed with ddshtan, 
kardan, guzdrdan, guftan, &c.) ; conferring 
favours (God) ; praise, thanksgiving, grati-
tude ; recompense, reward, favour, benefit; 
[shnkri Udhi (ezid, khudd). Thanks to God ; 
—thukri khidmat, An acknowledgment of 
service;—shukri ni'mat, Acknowledgment of 
favours or benefits received (opp. to kufri 
ni'mat q.v. under y£);]—shakar, Being full 
of milk (udders) ; producing saplings grow-
ing around the base (a tree). 

fa* shakar, shakkar, Sugar; sweet words; 
the lip of a mistress ; a black bee; name of 
a woman whom Khusrau married against 
the will of Shirin; (construed with the 
verbs bastan, khd'ldan, khwurdan, shikastan, 
and noskidan ;) [ghakari khdm. Pure sugar; 
—shakar dar shir kardan, To commit fraud, 
to cheat ;shakari safed, Lump sugar, fresh 
sugar;—shaJcari surb, Acetate of lead;— 
shakari mazandaran, Moist sugar; cask 
sugar;—shakar u shir budan (kardan), (met.) 
To be thoroughly mixed or blended ;— 
shakari 'aqiq - rang (cornelian - coloured 
sugar), The lip of a mistress;—shakar 
u qand shikastan. To speak blandly;—dar 
ehakar-bezi budan, To weep from joy;—gul 
ba shakar, Conserve of roses ;]—shikar, The 
chase, game ; a hunter; one who routs or 
pute to flight;—shikkar, A porcupine. 

HA fa* shakar-db, Sugar-water; a little 
falling out, or a coolness betwixt friends, a 
tiff. 

^UuiA shakar-afshawl, Sweet speech. 
yfai ehakar-dmez, Mixed with sugar. 
^ fat, shakar-anda, Glaced with sugar. 
A cfafa* shukrdn (v.n. of fa*), Returning 

thanks for favours received ; gratitude, ac-
knowledgment, grateful. 

a shukrdnagl, Gratitude, thank-
fulness. 

ArtyC* shakar ana, vulg. shakrdna, A dish 
consisting of boiled rice, ghi and sugar. 

a shukrana, Gratitude, thanks-
giving ; a fee paid by plaintiff or defendant 
on the cause being decided in his favour. 

A shukrdniyat, Gratitude ;—shu-
krdniyati khdlisa, Sincere gratitude. 

^ fa* shakar-dwez, Anything delightful 
or pleasant; the loose end of the turban, 
especially of the Maulavx dervishes. 

(•WW fa* shakar-bdddm, Sugared almonds; 
Dried apricots stuffed with almonds; the 
eye and lip of a mistress. 

fa fa* shakar-bdr, Raining sweetness, 
mellifluous. 

tdSji fa** shakar-barg, A sweetmeat made 
of almonds and sugar; a large pair of com-
passes m a d e of sugaT. 

fa& shakar-bara, fa* shakar-bura, 
(Sjy bum, bir a, or •&)*» bizd), Cake stuffed 
with sugaar-candy, almonds, and pistachio-
nuts. 

^ fa* shakar-bih, A sweet kind of quince. 
fa* shakar-pdra, A lump of sugar. 

a shakar-pdsukh, One who gives 
a gentle reply. 

^ b shakar-pdy, Lame. 
a fi^J* fa* shukr-pardaz, Giving thanks. 
j^i fa6, shakar-panir, A sweet kind of 

cheese (such as the French call creme 
Chevalier). 

\J*?V fa* shakar-posh, Covered or glaced 
with sugar. 

fa* shakar-pech, Paper to wrap sugar 
in. 

t ^ fa* shakarji, A confectioner. 
Lr-rr fa* shakar-ehash, A model, sample, 

pattern. 
fa* shakar-chin, Gathering sugar; 

one who collects whatever is thrown about 
at a festivity. 

a fa& shakar-harf. Sweet-spoken. 
fa shakar-khdr. Name of a thorny 

tree called gharqad. 
fax, shakar-khana, A place where 

sugar is made; a structure of confitures 
piled up on a tray. 

^ f a fa* shakar-khay. Chewing sugar. 
AAA fa* shokar-khand (CA^A khanda), A 

smiling sweetly, speaking gently with a 
smile of love ; gracious, delicate, attractive, 
charming, amiable. 

faj.>• shakar-khwdr (^f-khwdra), Sugar-
eater. 

shakar-khwdb, A sweet sleep; a 
morn ing-doze. 

jyt- fa* shakar-khwur, — fa* q.v. 
fa* shakar-khez, Producing sugar. 

Jjt̂ A shikarad (3rd sing., aor. of shikar-
dan, He hunts, catches, seizes; he remedies. 

^ fa* shakar-dan, A sugar-basin. 
o^tJ fa* shakar-dukht, A sweet girl or 

daughter. 
t$-)fa* shikar dan, To hunt ; to catch, 

seize ; to break; (met.) to apply a remedy, 
to cure;—shukurdan, To kill; to die 
(doubtful). 

itfaj>> shakarda, Active, quick, dexterous. 
fajb shakar-dahan, Sweet-spoken. 

yjoo^AA shikardldan, To h u n t ; to put to 
flight; to break. 

fa* shakar-rang, Of the colour of 
sugar, greyish white. 

faj* shakar-rez, Who scatters sugar; 
mellifluous; a maker of sugar-confec-
tionery ; money or other things thrown 
abont at weddings ; presents sent from the 
bridegroom's house to that of the bride; 
sweet or elegant language; poetry; sing-
ing or talking; good-natured, jocoBe; tears 
of joy ; the lip of a mistress;—shakar-rtzi 
tarab, Tears of joy. 

fat. shakar-reza, March-pane. 
^ f o fat, shakar-rezl, Sweet discourse; 

tears of joy. 
j t j fa* shakar-zdr, Abounding in sugar. 
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( f t ) ft6* shakar-zaban, Sweet-spoken. 

shakar-zalchama, An arrow hit-
ting the mark. 

CjU shakar-sdn, Honey in the comb. 
yU^j&fc shakaristdn, A sugar-refinery; 

a plantation of sugar-canes ; a sugar-chest. 
^ a shakar-samd', Sweet-voiced, 

singing sweetly. 
ftj* shakar-sang, A stone which stops 

hemorrhages. 
JV- shakar-sawdr, Of elegant gait and 

motions, graceful in one's ways. 
shakrish, A bad name, ill-fame. 

CjU shakar-shdn, ft* shakar-shah, 
Honey in the comb (see (ft* ft*). 

W-̂ 41 shakar-shikan, Sweetly-spoken. 
•J^ft shakar-farosh, A sugar-mer-

chant ; a mistx-ess. 
(ftij^A, shakar-fishan, Scattering sugar. 
SAiijiA shikarfanda, Stumbling; a norse 

apt to stumble. 
yA^id. shikarfldan, shakarfldan, To trip, 

stumble. 
a f^* shakar-qalam, A sweet pen, an 

agreeable writer; a sort of sweetmeat. 
sJtakar-qamish, The sugar-cane. 

a shakar-qand, Sweet potatoes; 
sugar-candy. 

shakarak, Name of a fruit. 
JSZshukr-guzdr, Grateful, thankful. 

shukr-guzarl, Thanksgiving. 
shakar-gar, A confectioner. 

t& ft&» shakar-guftdr, Sweet-spoken, 
s s h a k a r - l a b , Sugar-lipped; a mis-

tress; hare-lipped. 
fta» shakar-lang, "Who limps in walk-

ing. 
a shakar-maqdl, Sweet-spoken. 
ss&jOt. shakrang, A sort of sweetmeat, 
c s h a k a r w a d a , shakarwuda, Nimble, 
t f t u sMkara, Rapacious birds trained to 

hunt; vulva, 
gi&j&fc shakarhanj, A kind of thom. 

shakari, A kind of Plialsa so called 
(Grewia asiatica) ; red, reddish yellow; 
(for shakarin) sugary. 

QÂ XA shikrldan, To hunt; to rout an 
enemy. 

(JJJ^SA shakarin. Sugary, saccharine. 
shakarlna, A confection, especially 

white and hard, made of the root 'aslaj 
boiled long with wine and sugar. 

A yJCa. ehakz (v.n.), Poking or pinching 
with the finger ; stabbing with the tongue; 
piercing with a lance; a dig, stab, thrust ; 
coition. 

A shake, One or two days before the 
new moon; — shakis, A miser; — shakus, 
Harsh, ill-tempered. 

shikast, He broke ; a fracture; the 
sound of anything broken; defeat, route; 
deficiency, loss; shame, modesty ; dislike, 
antipathy; warmth, indignation ; an eating 
and evacuation; broken; impaired,* odd, j 

uneven;—shikasti bazar, Unsaleable goods; 
—shikast khwurdan (yaftan), To be de-
feated ;—shikast dadan (kardan), To de-
feat ;—shikasti fdhish, A shameful defeat; 
—shikasti kdr, Unprofitable work;—dil-
shikast u himmat-past, Broken-hearted and 
low-spirited. (The word is also construed 
with the verbs uftddan, afgandanamadan, 
dwardan, bdlldan, ddshtan and kashldan.) 

y f t shikast-pazlr, Fragile, brittle. 
shikast- khwurda, Broken off ; 

defeated, routed. 
^hikastagl, Fracture, rupture 5 

grief, sadness, affliction; infirmity, sick-
ness ; defeat, rout;—dll-shikastagl, Broken-
heartedness. 

shikast mikast, Trifles. 
shikastan (imp. shikan) To break 

(trans, and intrans.) ; to defeat (an enemy) ; 
to turn away the face; to be rough and 
severe; to torture; to disturb; to be dis-
turbed, agitated, angry; to eat, chew; to 
be broken, split, opened; to be covered 
with shame ; to fold, to bend, to curl; to 
restrain; to suppress, to keep back (as 
tears, &c.);—andar-shikastan, To compose 
(a book, see ft**) ;—bar-shikastan, = shikas-
tan (see also y , p. 175);—ba-ham 
dar-shikastan, To mix together ;—dar ham 
shikastan, = shikastan;—nan shikastan, To 
break one's bread, i.e. to eat it, to enjoy his 
hospitality. (See also jJ, p. 512.) 

j u^w-Xa, shikast u mikast, He broke 
(it) awhile ago. 

shikasta, Broken; discomfited, 
routed; reduced to straits ; ashamed, peni-
tent ; proud; weak; sick, wounded; the 
broken or current Persian hand, in which 
letters in India are generally written; name 
of an ancient fort in Persia;—shikasta 
shudan, To be broken; to be distressed ; to 
be diminished; to become less rigid or in-
tense ;—bdzari shikasta, Spoiled, worthless, 
unsaleable goods ;—bakhti shikasta, Broken 
fortunes ; (rarely) good luck ;—sukhuni 
(guftdri) shikasta, Hesitating speech. 

shikasta-bazu (JW bal), With a 
broken arm (wing). 

a Jij shikasta-bdl, Broken-hearted, 
distressed in mind, melancholy. 

shikasta-basta, (broken and 
tied) Fast and loose, a mixture of bad and 
good ; vile, worthless, contemptible. 

shikasta-band, A binder of 
broken bones ; a mender of broken vessels; 
a swath, bandage. 

b <so~Xa. shikasta-pd, Broken - footed, 
weak. 

5Li shikasta-panah, Who offers a 
refuge to the distressed. 

a A*<*. <5a—Xa. shikasta-ja'd, With di-
shevelled curls. 

a Ax—Xa. shikasta-hal, Indigent, dis-
tressed. 



a shikasta-hdll, Indigence, dis-
tress. 

a shikasia-kh&tir, and— 
JJ shikasta-dil, Broken-hearted, 

afflicted; offended. 
QSJ shikasta - dildn, The poor, 

wretched. 
fa*** shikasta-dili, Broken-hearted-

ness, distress, affliction. 
ifa^) shikasta,-rangi, Altered colour 

from affliction; distrees, affliction. 
O^j shikasta-zabdn, A stammerer. 
^faS shikasta-gumdn, Contrary, 

adverse, dissentient. 
a t\y* shikasta-mizdj, Sick, ailing ; 

broken down in health. 
a shikas ta-wa'da, Faithless. 

shikast-ydfta, Routed, de-
feated. 

iAJsSi, shakshak, Sound of feet in walk-
ing. 

shikaft, A cave or grotto ; crooked; 
twisted ; uneven;—shikift, He wondered ; 
anything wonderful; admiration, surprise ; 
[bdyad shikift, I t is admirable;]—shikuft, 
A prodigy; magnificence; dignity, autho-
rity, gravity ; opening, expanding ;—shu-
kuft, I t expanded or flourished; a miracle; 
reverence, awe, fear. 

(jAjUXi. shikaftanldan, To cause to be 
cleft. 

( j ^ A shikaftan, To crook, twist, make 
uneven ; to be cleft; to exercise patience ; 
—shikift an, To look with wonder; to be 
amazed, surprised;—shikuftan, To open, 
expand (as a flower); to smile. 

skikufta, Flourishing, florid, ex-
panded ;—guli shikufta, A new-blown rose. 

y.x-jtfia. shikiftldan, To wonder, be 
amazed. 

shikufa, Blossoms of a fruit-tree. 
^J^SA shikufldan, To blow (as a flower). 

shakak, A kind of guitar; a round 
prickly thorn; the noise made by the feet 
in walking. 

JU&&, shikkdl, " The greatest (or " most 
ancient," mihtarin) king of India" (?). 

A J£a» shakl (v.n.), Fettering (a horse) ; 
girthing a camel (see J ^ » ) ; anything suit-
able, becoming; resemblance, likeness; 
figure, form, shape; effigy, semblance, 
image; mien, face, appearance, mode, spe-
cies, manner; diagram, proposition; in-
serting the vowel-points and diacritical 
signs; a poetical license changing fa'ildtun 
(— ) into faHldtu ( w ^ — w ) by 
dropping the first and seventh consonant; 
construed with the verbs bdfta,n, kardan, 
kashidan, nihddan, &c. ; [shakli himdrl 
('arus, maniani), Names of certain geometri-
cal figures;—shakli tarbV, A square figure ; 
—shakli dawdrl, A circular figure ;—shakli 
misdll, A model, pattern, example ;—shakli 
mutawdzl, A parallel figure;—shakli mujas-

sam, A solid body;—shakli nazarl, A the-
orem ;]—shakl, shiki, The graceful airB, or 
blandishments of women;—shakal (v.n.), 
Having whitish thighs (a sheep) ; having 
the white intermixed with red (eyes) ; name 
of the father of a tribe. 

A shuklat, A mixture of red and 
black ; intermixture of the white of the 
eye with r e d ; s h a k i l a t , shakila, A coquette. 

<2 fa shaklak kardan, To pout (m.c.). 
a shakl-nawls, A portrait-

painter. 
shikla, Part of a garment torn off by 

adhering to anything;—shikla, shakla, A 
piece, segment, slice, cut. 

(JAJ^A, shiklldan, To tear ; to be torn, 
split; to disturb (see p. 189, and 
( j j ^ J X i i p . 2 5 3 ) . 

A shakm (v.n.), Recompensing, re-
turning one present for another ;—shukm, 
Recompense, retribution. 

shikam, The belly, paunch, stomach; 
fat tripe;—shikam az caza bar-dwar, Eat 
your fill after mourning (a phrase addressed 
to hungry mourning women after a fune-
ral) ;—shikam. anddkhtan, To become big 
(from pregnancy) ; to miscarry (pregnant 
women) ;—shikam ba-db zan, Practice of 
villainy ; giving or taking excessively;— 
shikam bdz kardan, To loosen one's gar-
ments (after eating much) ;—shikam bar-
dmad, The belly grows big (from preg-
nancy) ;—shikam bar pusht chaspad, The 
belly sticks to the back, i.e. a person is 
exceedingly emaciated ;—shikam bar zamin 
nihddan, To lie down on the belly (said of 
a horse, &c.);—shikam char-pahlu kardan, 
To guttle till one is ready to burst;—shi-
kam khdrldan, To feign, pretend ;—shikam 
ddshtan, To be pregnant;—shikam dar 
khyvesh duzdldan, shikam duzdldan az, Not 
to reach maturity ;—shikami ran, Inside of 
the thigh;—shikami kaf, Palm of the hand; 
—shikam giriftan, To grow stout, to become 
big ;—shikam ndfi sufra kardan, To eat 
to bursting;—bddi shikam, Wind in the 
bowels, flatulency ;—ba-shikam raftan, To 
go on the belly, to crawl as an insect;— 
dardi shikam, Pain in the belly, gripes;— 
dar shikam ddshtan, To have ready, or pre-
pared. 

SJU> shikam-banda, A slave to his 
belly, an epicure; a servant who works for 
his board. 

i-t+Sit» shikamba, Belly, stomach, tripe. 
shikam-para, (in medical books) 

Seed of flea-wort. 
u p i * shikam-parast, A pamperer of 

his belly, an epicure, a glutton. 
shikam-parastl, Gluttony. 

J^J shikam-par war, A sensualist, epi-
cure. 

shikam-pech, A twisting of the 
guts. 



shikam-khipdr, shikam-
Jthwara, A glutton ; hungry. 

faj* shikam-khwdragl, Gluttony. 
shikam.-khwdri, Hunger. 

Juul<6. shikam-ddr, Big-bellied, paunchy, 
j j j ^.XA shikam-dard, Belly-ache, gripes. 
Awjjj shikam-dardmand, Griped. 

f&s* shikam-rdn, Purgative (medi-
cine). 

2 shikam-rav {J^v raivish), A diarrhoea; 
looseness of the bowels. 

shikam-shikasta, A complaint 
from indigestion ; a rumbling noise in the 
bowels. 

^J^S shikam - giriftagi, Costive-
ness. 

isifa shikam-girifta, Constipated, 
costive. 

IJJS ffaJb, ehikam-gunda, Paunch-bellied 
(m.c.). 

u^Xa. shikami, Skin of the belly; big-
bellied ; a glutton. 

shikan, A fold, wrinkle, curl; defeat, 
rout, and flight of an army ; turning away 
the face ; warmth, vehemence; moroseness; 
roughness, severity ; mildness, gentleness ; 
fraud, deceit, cunning; eating; mastica-
tion ; a beating of time in music; a catch, 
glee, song ; (imp. of shikastan, in comp.) 
breaking; shrinking, shrivelling, con-
stringing; \_shikani jdma, A fold in a gar-
ment;—shikani zulf, A curl;—shikanhd'i 
kam, The wrinkles in the roof of the 
mouth ; — bddshikan, A carminative; — 
dnshman-shilean, A conqueror of enemies; 
—taqat-shikan, Breaking the streu gth, ren-
dering powerless;]—shikin, shakn, Name of 
a country. 

ahikamh, The belly. 
shikamha, shikamb-abd, 
shikamb-awd, \j shikamb-wd, 

Tripe-broth. 
shikamba, The tripe ;—shikamba 

bar sar kashidan, To disembowel. 
shikanj, A ply, fold, a wrinkle, a 

crease ; the twisting or coiling of a rope ; 
a knot; confusion, intricacy, twisting; a 
red serpent; fraud, deceit; a beating of 
time in music; sound, tune, musical me-
lody ; torture, rack; a fragment; a brick-
bat ; an eruption of the body;—shikunj, A 
plucking, pinch. 

Afc^a. shikanjad, A bookbinder's press ; 
(3rd sing. aor. of shikanjldan) he presses, 
&c. 

shikanj a, Pain, torture; rack; 
stocks; a bookbinder's press ;—shikanja 
kardan, To punish, to torture with the rack; 
—shikanja kashidan, To be tortured, suffer 
torment. 

(JXjj^J^A, shikanjldan, To put to the rack; 
to put in a press ; to bind (a book). 

•J-iij. shakand, shikand, Mud-worms. 
jW shikan-ddr, Wrinkled. 

f,\f shikanda-kdm, Disappointed in 
one's wishes, frustrated, powerless. 

yXa. shikan-kdrl, To talk idly ; to be 
disgraced, put to shame, calumniated. 

shikana, An amorous glance ; a por-
cupine. 

^XA shikane, A fracture ; a putting to 
flight, routing;—shikinl, Belonging to the 
country Shikin. 

A shdkw (v.n.), Complaining. 
a ^XA shakwd-nama, Letters of com-

plaint or condolence. 
shukub, A napkin; a turban. 

A. shakwat, shahim, Complaint;— 
shakwa namudan, To complain, to put in a 
complaint. 

tfyCa. shakusd, Dodder, 
i shukukh, shikukh, A slip, stumble, 

fall. 
^IU^XA shikukhandagi, A stumble. 
CA ĴXA shikukhanda, shukukhanda, Stum-

bling, tripping; alarmed. 
shxihukha, A slip, tumble. 

(jSJUS^XA shukukhldagi, A stumble. 
shukukhldan, shakukjiidan, shi-

Mkhldan, To stumble and recover oneself; 
to fear, to be alarmed. 

A shakur, Grateful; one of the names 
of God; satisfied with little, and yet 
thriving (cattle) ;—shukur (v.n.), Returning 
thanks (to God) ; praising Him for His 
benefits. 

shukur, An animal which roots up 
and eats dead bodies. 

shukuf, A cleft, fissure; (imp. of 
shukufldan, in comp.) breaking, cleaving. 

Ujia. shukufd, Flourishing. 
(faifa* shukuftan, To open, blow, blos-

som ; to wonder. 
shukufta, Open, blown. 

ajuij<A shikufanda, Cleaving, notching. 
shikufa, Blossom of fruit-bearing 

trees ; vomit; vulva;—shikufa bastan (kar-
dan, kashidan), To put forth blossoms ;— 
shikufa'i sari kudak, A disease causing the 
hair and eye-lashes to drop off;—shikufa'i 
sang, A bloom which grows on certain 
stones, and is used medicinally ;—shikufa'i 
mis, The efflorescence of molten brass. 

shikufa-rang, (met.) White. 
shikufa-zdr, A garden in bloom. 

QJ^XA shukufldan, To blow, bloom, 
flourish ; to open; to notch ; to break; to 
put to flight. 

A shahuk, A camel of the fatness of 
whose bunch a doubt is entertained on 
account of its hairiness; very doubtful or 
suspicious ;—shukfik (pi. of shakk), Doubts ; 
suspicions. 

shuhul, Celerity, agility, prompti-
tude. 

A J J X A shukul (pi. of shakl), Figures, 
forms. 

aij^A shukula, A hard, ful l nut. 



^AJ^XA shukolldan, To disturb, mix, con-
found. 

shukuna, Inverted, turned upside 
down. 

shikuh, Fear, terror;—shukoh, Ma-
jesty, magnificence, dignity, grandeur, 
power; train, pomp, attendance; gravity, 
reverence; a small town. 

a shakiva, see A. 
(jAjj^Xis, shukohanldan, To carry oneself 

with gravity. 
AA+jift&i skukohmand, Grave. 
^^•AjXfc shukohmandl, Decorum. 

ehukohnak, Magnificent; elegant, 
handsome. 

gifcjXA, shikokanj, A certain triangular 
thorn. 

^xubftd* shihuhandagl, Fear ; a slip, 
slide, fa l l ; the stumbling or tripping of a 
horse;—shukokandagi, Magnificence, respec-
tability, display; attentiveness. 

ISJJLttftb, shikuhanda, Fearful, timid ;— 
shukohanda, Great; decorating, adorning; 
a listener. 

6Jbft&> shukoha, Beauty, gracefulness, or-
nament, elegance ; austerity, gravity ; mag-
nificence ; a kind of thistle. 

(vjjujkj£& skikutedan, To fear, to he terror-
struck ;—shukohldan, To be grave, vene-
rable ; to be elegant; to listen and yield 
obedience. 

ajufcjXs, shikuhida, Terrified ; a stumbling 
horse ;—shukohlda, Distinguished for gra-
vity and stateliness ; attentive to another's 
words; adorned. 

A <JSft^shakwd (v.n. of Lamenting, 
complaining; a complaint, disease, dis-
temper. 

a AX- shakwd-mand ndk), Full 
of complaint. 

a shakivd-mandl (^ft* ndki), 
Fulness of complaint. 

shaka, The sound of feet in walking; 
—shakka, Dung;—shikuh, Majesty, gra-
vity ; elegance, beauty; ornament, decora-
tion. 

shukuhmand, shukuh-
mandl, ~ Au-feĵ A y ^ i u i ^ A . q.v. 

yju^U, shikihidan, To be agitated, 
grieved. 

a ^ft** shakkl, Doubtful; (for shakkiy), 
Habitually complaining, querulous; lamen-
table ; indisposed, slightly ailing. 

a ^ y ^ft^shakkl-mizdj, Undetermined,wa-
vering, hesitating. 

shikeb, Patience ; patient; imp. of 
shikcbldan. 

shikebd, Extremely patient. 
yxJls-iXi. shikebdnldan, To exhort to 

patience; to render patient. 
^fL-Xi. shikeba'i, Long-suffering, tolera-

tion, patience. 
(jj-jL-.Xs. shikehdyldan, To be patient, to 

bear patiently. 

SAÂ XA, shikebanda, Patient, long-suffer, 
ing. 

shikebidan, To be patient, 
shakir, A sort of peach. 

A shakir, Bark of a tree ; a sapling 
growing round about the root of a large 
tree; hairs on the pubes. 

shaklsh, A sack, bag made of 
reeds. 

shikeft, Wonder ; patience, endu-
rance. 

^y&jXft. shikeftan, To wonder; to be pa-
tient ; to content oneself. 

shikll, A horse-tether of goats-hair; 
fraud, deceit, stratagem; the chain by 
which the knife or dagger hangs to the 
girdle (the Persians in general stick it 
loose into the girdle itself) ; the bars or 
spars of wood which keep the different 
parts of a gate together; name of a tree; 
(by Imalah for shikdl instead of ishkal) 
doubt, difficulty (see JXM ishkal). 

A shaklmat, Bit of the bridle; the 
ear or handle of a pot; natural disposition, 
nature, 

shaklna, A large oblong jar in 
which grain is kept ; a goad (in this mean-
ing probably a misreading for A^XA q.v.), 

shagd, shugd, A quiver. 
gjiagad, shigdd, Rustam's brother. 

JVSA shagdr, A jackal;—shigdr, Anything 
eatable;—shagdr, A coal. 

shigdr-ahanj, A wooden instru-
ment with an iron hook, used by bakers in 
dx*awing anything out of ovens. 

J X k ehagdl, A jackal;—shigdl, A deep 
channel excavated by a torrent; fetters for 
a horse;—shugal, Charcoal; the cud. 

cr-J^fc shigalish, — q.v., p. 690. 
ah&a. shagdla, All, the whole. 
y-uiUsA shigdlldan, — (JAJVX- q.y., p. 690. 

shugdllv, Dressed on the coals. 
shagdna, Bow of a violin; a cradle, 
i shagdwand, Name of a mountain. 

eVSU. shagdh, A quiver, 
shagpuy, Noise of the feet in walk-

ing. 
shigar, shugar, A porcupine, hedge-

hog. 
shigarf, shagarf, Rare, fine, good, 

beautiful, excellent, glorious ; great, vene-
rable, respectable, generous; amiable, 
acceptable; strong, thick; robust, vigor-
ous ; boiled; laxative, aperient; suppura-
tive ; a good, brave, magnificent man; 
wonder. 

shigarfl, Beauty, elegance, excel-
lence. 

yjLiVÂ A sigufdndan (caus. of shigufidan), 
To cause to blossom. 

i-s-JXs. shigift, shiguft, Wonder, astonish-
ment. 

(JJUJLXASA shiguft dnidan (caus. of s higuftan), 
To cause to blossom. 



^JZJJSJ*. shiguftagl, State of flourishing. 
shigiftan, To have patience ; to be 

amazed, astonished;—ehiguftan, To blossom, 
blow. 

W&A shigufta, Blossomed, blown. 
jtW &SJ&JS> shigufta - kha tir, Happy-minded. 
^ toi&A shigufta-ru, Of placid counte-

nance. 
ehigifte, A wonder, an astonishing 

thing; — shigifti, "Wonderful, admirable, 
astonishing ; in a wonderful manner. 

yXŝ Â A shigiftidan, To be amazed, as-
tonied. 

shigufa, = q.v. 
^.A-AXA shigifidan, To be astonished;— 

shigvfidan, To bloom, to blossom. 
shigil, A tether for a horse or a 

mule; a string tied round a sparrow's leg. 
(fa* shngun (for shugun), An auspicious 

omen. 
shugunl, A diviner, augur (see 

}fa& shugwar, Sad, mourning. 
shiguftan, To ad mire; to flourish, 

open, bud, expand as a flower. 
a fab. shigufa, A flower, blossom; — 

shigufa'i sari kudak, A disease which 
causes the bair or eyelashes to drop off;— 
shigufa kardan, To expand, blow, or flourish. 

ilfaA shugula, A nut hard to crack. 
yfajb, shugun, A good omen; augury, 

presage. 
a fat. shnguna, Inverted, topsy-turvy, 

shaguniyd, A diviner, augur. 
JA shal, One who can take nothing in his 

hands, as being disjointed, paralytic, or 
stiff (see A. JA below) ; a kind of thin, 
coloured leather, used in lining boots, and 
in giving a finish to a saddle; the thigh of 
a man; name of a town in the district of 
Mukan ; [8hali dast, Palsied in the hands ;] 
—shil, A spear, javelin, halbert; trident, 
fizgig, harpoon;—shil, shul, A sort of 
quince;—shul, Soft, languid ; loose ;—shul 
kard,an, To let loose, to let go (m.c.). 

A JA shall (v.n.), Driving (camels) ; sew-
ing, basting drying (clothes); being 
dried up, withered (the hand). 

A shall a (fem. of ashall), A withered 
hand; (a woman) with a withered or 
paralytic hand. 

A shalaq, Impudent, seditious; flagel-
lation ; a stick, whip, scourge (construed 
with khipurdan and zadan). 

A J ^ Bhilai, Dispersed men. 
shaldyln, Disgustingly importu-

nate. 
ghalpuy, Noise of feet in walking. 

T jLsia. shiltdq, Injustice, violence; a 
dispute with one upon false grounds, accu-
sation, litigation; a tumult. 

«s)ylA shaltok, Rice still in the husk. 
isfa isSydA shaltok-karl, Culture of rice 

(m.c). 

shalta, A mixen, dunghill. 
A shaljam, A turnip. 
A £1A shaikh, A round of musquetry, a 

discharge, volley, broadside ; root, origin ; 
race, stock ; sperm ; vulva. 

shalakht. A kick on the backside. 
teasiA shalakhta, A kick on the backside. 
A J ^ A shalshal, (Rain or blood) which 

falls drop by drop;—shulshul, Having but 
little flesh, lean. 

shalgham. A turnip, rape. 
shalgham-wd, Turnip-porridge. 

shilgha (ttlA shilfd), A corn or hay-
fork. 

<_AA shalf, A strumpet; a frivolous fellow, 
a rake; a river in Africa. 

WA shilfd, A corn or hay-fork. 
aAfc shalfa, 4-uAa shalflna, shulflna, 

Vulva. 
shalfiya, Vulva;—alfiya shalfiya, 

Name of a lascivious book. 
A A shalq, The stroke given by a 

scourge; discharge or report of a gun; 
a volley; a blow with a whip or scourge ; 
coition;—shalq kardan, To discharge fire-
arms, to fire a volley. 

ut̂ elA shilqat, (in Gil an) A gander (the 
goose being called fa qdzi mada). 

tALfe shalak, A young tree; discharge of 
a gun; — shalk, A leech ; — shilk, Black 
viscous clay, in which the feet stick. 

tilA shalka, A leech ;~shilkd, Black and 
adhesive mud. 

«s1£1A shilkak, A drain ; a spout. 
A J!A shalal (v.n. of JA), Being withered 

(the hand); driving (camels); a spot in a 
garment which cannot be washed out ; 
perishing. 

<J>FA JJA shalal-gosh, A dog with long and 
shaggy ears. 

fa* shalm, A traveller's shoe ;—shalam, 
A turnip;—shilim, shilm, The tears or gum 
of a tree;—shulum, Contention, quarrel, 
strife; an unjust and violent seizure; op-
pression, tyranny. 

A JJA shalam, shallam, Jerusalem. 
S ^ U I A shilmdb, Barley-water; bread 

grated and boiled with a little water, sugar, 
or honey. 

<£iUlA shalmaba, shalamaba, Turnip-water; 
boiled turnips. 

«AAA shalmak, Name of a medicine. 
shalmiz, Fenugreek. 

gA& shilinj, A prayer-carpet. 
<££AA shalang, shiling, The thigh; the 

distance between the two feet; exercises 
made by runners previous to a journey or 
race of importance ;—shalang zadan, To 
perform such exercises. 

A *SSAA shalang-takhta, A kind of 
exercise of runners and wrestlers; a kind 
of somersault. 

A jLa. shahv (v.n.), Going away ; lifting 



up, carrying off;—shilw, A limb, member, 
joint of a slaughtered animal. 

ft sTiih), Stature of the body. 
)\ft> shalwdr, shulwar, Inner breeches, 

drawers reaching to the feet (the outer 
breeches being called turnbdn) ; sailors' or 
travellers' trousers. 

f [ f t shalwdr-band, Fastening of 
breeches. 

gai ft, shulu-pech, A triangular thorn. 
shaluk, A leech. 

($\ft» shaluwdn (unsupported by examples), 
gjLk shalun, An animal of the jackal spe-
cies. 

§Pft> shuluhaj, ta)jbft> shuluhak, A kind 
of thistle. 

AIA ehala, A sentence of death by the 
law of retaliation;—shula, A dish called 
shula pilaw ; the wood or coal-storehouse 
in baths ;—shalla, An idol; a narrow way, 
defile ; a strip of a garment;—shalla, shulla, 
A mixen, dunghill;—shulla, Vulva; a 
menstruous cloth. 

&\S Alt, shulla-gdh, A woman's pubes. 
JŜJLA shalydk, The constellation of the 

Lyre. 
A f f t * shallkh, Sound, noise. 

shallkh a, The companions of Jesus ; 
a Christian. 

Ufĉ JU, shallshd, Name of a medicine 
against paralysis and distortion of the 
mouth. 

ft* shallr, = J«1A q.v. 
A CJAJA shallk, Volley, discharge of fire-

arms;—shalik numudan, To fire a salute 
(m.c.). 

JJA shalll, A red-and-white peach; a 
nectarine ;—shalili du-raga, An apricot. 

A J-IA shalll, A garment worn under a 
coat of mail; also a short coat of mail 
under a larger; a cloth placed under the 
saddle of a camel; a course of water in a 
valley. 

fti* shallm, = USUAA q.v. 
ft sham, Terror, flight; the tail; deceit, 

fraud, trick; distance ; imp. of shamldan ; 
(in comp.) terrified, astonished, fearing; 
disturbed, distracted; a subterraneous 
habitation; a house for the accommoda-
tion of travellers, a caravansera; a place 
for cattle; a nai l ; name of a wrestler; 
(for shawam) I am, or may be ; (for S. 
kshama) reBt, leisure, quiet;—shum, Rustic 
or travelling shoes, coarsely made of un-
dressed leather, and fastened to the feet 
with straps ; (for A.,shum) ill-luck. 

A f>* shamm (v.n,), Smelling, scenting ; 
having a fine nose;—shumm (pi. of ashamm), 
High (mountains, &c.). 

WA shama, A pastile; naked;—shuma, 
T e ; you. 

A &UA shamdtat (v.n. of Rejoicing 
at another's misfortunes. 

A ©WA shamdj, Any trifle (as skin or 

stone of grapes, thrown away when eat-
ing). 

sfiamdkh, A bandage for trussing 
the breasts ;—shamdkh. shammdkh, Name 
of an Iranian wrestler; also of an Arabian 
poet. 

^a-Wa shamdkhl, The chief town of Shir-
wan. 

ft* shimdr, A kind of very hard wood, 
from which the handles of tools are made;— 
fennel; — shumdr, Number, numeration, 
reckoning, computation; an equal number; 
thereabouts ; ten millions; a troop, crowd, 
multitude; like, resembling; friendship, 
love; an incurable wound; (in comp.) 
numbering, counting, numerous, as anj urn-
shumdr " numerous as the stars; " tasbih 
shumdr "who counts his beads ;" dinar 
shumdr " a money-counter, a banker (see 

jWa) ;—rozi shumdr, The day of reckon-
ing, i.e. the last day ;—''askari mor-shumdr, 
An army numerous as the ants. 

VWa shumdra, You, to you. 
jfy^ ft* shumdr-afraz, A rosary. 
ft ft& shumdr-kar, Place of the last 

judgment. 
tsVS ft* shumdr-gah, A counting-house; 

place of the last judgment. 
ft ft* shumdr-glr, A numberer, account-

an t ; cultivating friendship. 
ajjjUA shumdranda, A teller, numberer. 
SJUa shumdra, Number, computation ;— 

shumdra kardan (giriftan), To count. 
s^ &ft* shumara-gah, Place of the last 

judgment. 
sh-umarl, Counting; a rosary. 

A shamarlkh (pi. of shimrdkh), 
Branches or clusters of dates. 

ĵjkijU^A shumdrldan, To number, couut, 
tell, calculate ; to be counted. 

Sj^JUa shumdrlda, Numbered, told. 
A (Ĵ UA shammds, A Christian priest or 

deacon; a shaveling; name of the man who 
first established fire-worship. 

yaL.UA shamdsds, Name of a champion 
of Afrasiyab in his war against Nauzar; 
also of a champion of Siyawush. 

^L—UA shamdsiydn, Followers of the fire-
worshipper Shammas; Christian ministers, 
deacons. 

A SOJOWA shamdtjt (pi. of shim tit), Scat-
tered companies; worn-out, tattered gar-
ments. 

A "USJSUA shamdtltan, Scatteredly. 
A £UA shamma', A maker of wax-candles ; 

a wax-chandler. 
SJU^UA shamaghanda, Stinking, fetid; a 

stinking woman. 
(JA^WA shamdghldan, To stink. 
A JWA shamdl, North (wind or quarter) ; 

—shimdl, The left hand ; a bad omen ; the 
north (as lying on the left when looking 
towards the rising sun) ; north wind; dis-
position, nature, innate quality; virtue; 



good nature; a bag placed upon the dugs 
of cattle to prevent their being sucked; a 
sheath, cover ;— ashabi yamin u shimdl, 
Those to the right and left, the elect and 
the damned ;—bddi (nasimi) shimdl, North 
wind, B o r e a s b i l d d i shimdl, Northern 
regions or countries;—yadi shimdl, The left 
hand. 

A IUA shamal-an, shimal-an, Towards the 
north. 

A «W2UA shimaldt (pi. of shimdl), Northern 
winds or regions. 

a p J^6* shimal-ru, Facing the north. 
a W JUA shimdl-nama, Mariner's com-

pass. 
<^UA shamala, A candle; a kind of rice. 
a <JJUA shamdli, Northern; a cold day;— 

nuri shamali, Aurora borealis. 
a <S«JUA shamdliya, Northern. 
A ̂ UA shim am (v.n. of fA), Smelling; 

examining closely ;—shammam, An odori-
ferous melon, of the bigness of a small coly-
cynth, striped red, green, and yellow. 

A <L~>»UA shamamisat (pi. of shammas), 
Christian priests or deacons. 

a <UUA shamdma, A perfumed pastile; a 
scent; naked; a musical pipe composed of 
unequal reeds; (met.) a general favourite;— 
shamdma!i 'ambar, A pastile perfumed with 
ambergris;—shamdma'i kdfur, The sun ; 
the moon ; light; the day ;—khdma'i ma-
habbat-shamdma, A pen perfumed with 
friendship. 

JUA shaman, Groaning; weeping, sob-
bing ; terrified; crazed; frantic or fainting 
from thirst; lamentation, loud and con-
tinued clamour; thirst. 

CJA^UA shamanidan, To disturb, perplex, 
confound; to deprive of sense; to be dis-
turbed, perplexed, confounded; to lose 
one's senses; to fear ; to pant from thirst. 

O^UA shumdyan (pi. of shuma), You 
ye. 

A JSWA shama'il, North winds or regions ; 
(pi. of shimdl) virtues, talents, abilities of 
mind and body ; dispositions ; qualities ; 
customs; left hands; [khujasia-shama'il 
Happy tempered ; ] — shima'il, A young 
shoot; a rivulet; a small company of per-
sons. 

a ^JS UA sham a'ill, Natural. 
A J J U A shama im (pi. of shamimat), 

Odours, perfumes. 
fashampur-gar, Who compels another 

with violence to do a thing. 
shampuri, Forcible, violent, com-

pulsive, unnatural. 
A A+A shammat, shamma, One odour, one 

smell a t ; a sniff; (met.) a slight notion; 
a smattering; the least bit, an atom. 

shamj, shammaj, A grotto, cavern. 
A shamj (v.n.), Sewing with long 

stitches, basting; making haste; mixing. 
A £*A shamkh (v.n.), Being high and 

lofty ; being proud, haughty; name of the 
father of a tribe. 

A JUA shimdz, A*A shamz (v.n.), Being 
impregnated (a she-camel), and cocking her 
tail to give intimation of the same. 

•i+A shamaz, White bread; pale lapis lazuli. 
Aj*A shamr (v.n.), Walking with nicety, 

circumspection, or with a haughty air;— 
shimar, Name of one of Tazid's generals, 
who slew Husain in the plains of Karbala; 
hence vile, merciless, wicked;— shimirr, 
Great (misfortune). 

sha/mar, A rivulet; a small tank or 
cistern ; any hollow place where water col-
lects and stagnates, in a rock, at the foot 
of a tree, &c.; a whirlpool; cream ;—• 
shumur (imp. of shumurdan in comp.), 
Numbering, counting, &c. 

A shimrdkh. A branch or cluster of 
dates or grapes ; the summit of a moun-
tain ; the upper part of a cloud; a white 
mark from the forehead of a horse to his 
nose. 

yAsAjj^A shumurdanidan (caus. of shu-
murdan), To cause to number, &c. 

shumurdagi, Numeration. 
yii^A shumurdan, To number, reckon, 

compute, count; to give;—bad shumardan, 
To consider bad, to disapprove of;—bar-
shumurdan, to commemorate, to mention; 
to curse (see also y , p. 175) ;—fursat 
shumurdan, To find or regard a convenient 
opportunity. 

SJ^A shumurda, Numbered. 
shumurish, Clearly, distinctly; sup-

posing the case. 
yAfj^A shamifidan, To be terrified; to 

sigh or sob loudly;—shamaridan, To praise. 
A shams (v.n,), Being sun-shiny 

(the day) ; shewing enmity; the sun ; a 
necklace; a fountain; name of an ancient 
idol; also of the father of a tribe, the latter 
being called 'abdu 'sh-shams ; — shamsu V 
•saqaldn (for saqalain), The sun of men and 
genii, i.e. Muhammad ;•—shamsu 'd-din, Sun 
of the faith, proper name of a man; also 
name of a tribe ;—buyutu 'sh-shams, The 
signs of the zodiac. 

shamsd, (in Zand) Light; a ray. 
y—«A shimasdar, (in Zand and Pazand) 

Garlic. 
a t jJ (j~-*A shamsu'd din-lii, Belong-

ing to the tribe Shamsuddin (m.c.). 
a ishamsa, An orange, citron; a 

round cake adorned with punctures; figures 
or pictures wrought in silk; little tassels 
affixed to a rosary ; a vignette. 

shamsi, fem. shamslyat, 
shamsiya, Solar ; — hurufi shamsiya, The 
solar letters (for which see Grammar) ;—• 
tariqi shamsiya, The ecliptic, sun's course. 

a t^zyi* shamsi-qamari, A perquisite 
taken by the officers of government, being 
the difference between the pay for a lunar 



and a solar month; a monthly period of 
three or four days, during which the female 
attendants in the women's apartments have 
leave of absence. 

a 6. shamsiya, A parasol. 
shumsh, An ingot of gold. 
shims had, shamshdd, Any tall and 

upright tree ; box-tree; marjoram ; (met.) 
curly locks; a young beard; the graceful 
figure of a mistress ;•—shimshddi sham ail-
par ast, A box-tree shaken by the north wind. 

Slj shimshdd-bala, Lofty as a box-
tree. 

shimshad-rang, Box-tree like, 
a A» J I M I Shimshdd-qad, Lofty as a box-

tree. 
shimshdr, Box-sprig; mastich ; cy-

press. 
shimashdar, (in Zand) Garlic. 
shamshard, Mouse-ear (a fragrant 

plant). 
shimashk, (in Zand and Pazand) 

Sesame. 
yyt+A, shumshur, Name of a culinary plant 

(in the dialect of Gilan). 
shamsher (said to be derived from 

sham " claw," or " tail," and slier " a lion ") 
shimshir, A sword, scimiter, sabre ; a blade ; 
the light of the morning or of the sun ; 
[shamshiri db-dar, A bright or sharp 3word;— 
shamsher akhtcm, To brandish the sword ;— 
shamsher az niydm bar-dwardan (kashidan), 
To draw the sword ;—shamsher afgandan, 
To strike with the sword;—shamsher bar-
ahekhtan, To brandish the sword;— sham-
sheri pahn, A broadsword;—shamsher khwa-
bandan, To strike with the sword ;—sham-
sher khwurdan, To be struck with the 
Bword;—shamsher dar baghl khwabidan, To 
sleep with the sword under the arm, i.e. 
having taken every precaution;—shamsher 
dar miyan (dar niydm) kardan, To sheathe 
the sword ;—shamsher zadan, To fight or 
strike with a sword ; shamshere sd'iqa-
ta'sir, A sword penetrating like a thunder-
bolt;—shamsher 'alam kardan, To lift up 
or raise the sword ;—shamsher kashidan, To 
draw a sabre;—shamsher gird dwardan, To 
wag the tail (said of a lion);—shamsheri 
goshtin, The sword of flesh, i.e. tongue;— 
shamsher nihadan, To strike with the sword; 
—shamsher hawd kardan, To draw, raise, or 
brandish the sword ;—du shamsher dar yak 
ghildf na-kanjad, One scabbard cannot hold 
two swords (said of anything impossible or 
incompatible with another) ; ]—shum shir 
(probably for j* q.v.), The lesser car-
damom (the meaning " a small caravan," 
given by others, seems to have erroneously 
arisen by confounding the explanatory word 

qaqula, " cardamoms," with Alitf qafila, 
" caravan ") . 

ft shamsher-baz, A sword-player. 
ft-** shamsher-bdzi, Sword-playing. 

shamsher-bahadur (ironically), 
A useless, worthless fellow. 

y j shamsher-zan, Striking with a 
sword ; warlike, a gallant soldier. 

shamsher-sdz, A sword-cutler. 
shamsher-sdzi, Sword-making. 

shamshergar, A sword-cutler. 
A shamt (v.n.), Mixing (two things); 

—shimt, shamat, Potherbs and spiceries 
put into victuals ;—shamat (v.n.), Having 
hair black and grey ; a mixture of black 
and white hairs. 

A sham' (v.n.), Playing, jesting;— 
shama', vulg. sham', Wax; a wax-candle, 
taper ; any candle; a lamp ;—sham'i ildhi 
(divine candle), The Qur'an; the Muham-
madan religion; sun and moon ;—sham'i 
anguri, Wine ;—sham'i irdn, A burning 
candle (unsupported by examples);—sham' 
bar-afrokhtan (bar-kardan), To light a 
candle ;—sham'i khamosh, An extinguished 
candle ;—sham' khamosh kardan, To ex-
tinguish a candle;—sham'i raughan, A 
tallow candle; an oil lamp ;—sham' zadan 
(sokhtan), To light a candle; —sham'i 
zarrin-lagan, The sun ;— sham' i sahar 
Morning-beam or false dawn ; — sham'i 
shab-afroz, The night-illumiuating candle 
—sham'i sabdh (subhi), The sun;—sham'i 
tirdz, A candle (i.e. beauty) of Tiraz (see 
jift);—sham'i 'dlam-tdb (falak), The sun; 
—sham'i 'asal, Wax ; — sham'i kdjilrl, A 
white wax candle;—sham'i kachi, A stearine 
candle ;—sham' kushtan (gul kardan), To 
extinguish (a candle) ;—sham'i kuzhta (gul 
karda), An extinguished candle ;—sham' 
gul shudan, sham' murdan, To be extin-
guished (a candle) ; — sham' gul shuda 
(murda), A candle that has gone out;— 
sham'i muz'afar (haft charkh), The sun;— 
sham' nishastan, To go out (a candle);— 
sham'i yahudi-wash, Red wine. 

a sham'-bald, Erect as a candle. 
a sham'ddn, Candlestick, chande-

lier. 
a jy sham'-ru (ij rukh), Having a 

countenance resplendent as the light of a 
candle. 

a ft sham'-sdz, Candlemaker, chand-
ler. 

a (jU-fua- sham'istdn, A place abounding 
with lighted candles. 

a A* sha/m'-qad, Of a stature straight 
as a candle. 

a y^&w-a. sham'-girdn, The lighters and 
extinguishers of the candles, Ac. in the 
houses of the great. 

A sham'un, Simon ;—sham'unus 
safa, Simon Peter, Cephas. 

a sham'i, Waxen; of, belonging to, 
a candle or taper ; a dealer in wax; blackish 
green. 

a sham'i-pirahan, A kind of 
yellow wrapper. 



a 0**A sham'i-rang, Flame-colour. 
shamghand, A stinking "woman; 

stinking, ill-flavoured ; dirty (garment) ; 
filth ; impurity. 

shamghanddn. Unseemly, stink-
ing" 

shamghanda, Fetid, stinking; 
struck with fear. 

sham ahandidan. To be bad, fetid. 
(JJA^A^A shamgkidan, To smell disagree-

ably. 
shamhur, Name of a town near Ganj a. 
shamgir, Name of a famous general. 

a J*a shaml (v.n.), Comprehending, con-
taining, surrounding on every side, cover-
ing; being universal, belonging to all ; 
collecting, collection ; exposing wine to the 
north wind to cool;—shamal, Conceiving 
from a stallion belonging to another herd ; 
experiencing good or evil; a small quantity 
of anything. 

J*A shamal, A rustic shoe. 
{A** shamlaTch, shamalkh, A turnip. 
£UA shamlagh.• A turnip. 
AUA. shamla, Tbe end of the turban or 

waistband, sometimes tucked into tbe folds, 
and sometimes left flying loose ; a kind of 
shawl for throwing over the shoulders or 
wrapping about the head;—gJmmla, A 
meteor. 

^--UA shimlit, Fenugreek. 
AjUa. shamlid, yUA shamllz, Fenugreek; 

a fragrant kind of flower. 
shamam, shumani, A rustic shoe ;— 

shumam, Flight, propensity to run away; 
distance, absence. 

A shamam, The summit or height of 
a mountain. 

shaman, An idolater ; an idol. 
A shaman, Name of a village near 

Astarabad. 
( jUj . shamandn (pi. of shaman), Idola-

ters ; one who pants from thirst or from 
running ; a large bed or carpet. 

>W»»A shamand, Insensible ; insensibility ; 
health, vigour ; cry, lamentation. 

shamanda, A hero, brave man ; 
astonished, amazed; terrified, stupefied, 
insensible ; a. giver, bestower ; smelling. 

A shumuvj, A being high ; sublimity. 
A ty** shamukh, Extensive (waste) ;— 

shumukh (v.n. of Being high and 
lofty; being proud ; pride, haughtiness. 

A shumus (pi. of shams), Suns. 
A £Y.A shamu', Frolicsome, jesting (man 

or woman) ;—shumt't' (v.n. of £**), Playing, 
joking, being frolicsome; (pi. of sham') 
candles, wax-tights. 

Jy i . shamol, Composure, collectedness; 
quiet, repose, rest. 

A JYA sham-til, Cold wine ; the north 
wind;—shumfd (v.n. of J+A), Comprehend-
ing, containing; comprehension, compri-
sal; collecting; the whole, gross, aggre-

gate; veering to the left, turning to the 
north. 

a shumuliyat, = J**-4* q.v.;—ba-
shumuliyat, Along with ; with the aid of. 

A shamiim, Odorous, fragrant, scented. 
shama, Milk which flows sponta-

neously from the udder ;—shima, Cream; 
—shima, shimma, The greasy parts of milk 
or cheese;—shamma (from A. shammat), 
Odour, perfume; nature, habit; custom, 
mode, rite ; a little ; an atom, particle, the 
smallest quantity (of perfume, Ac.) ; a pinch 
of snuff. 

W*A shamyd, Heaven. 
shamiydna, A canopy, an awning 

(see 
shamid, Astonished, amazed ; stupe-

fied (with love, grief, or surprise). 
shamidan, To be confounded, lose 

one's wits, dread, be terror-stricken; to 
weep aloud, to sob; to flee in terror, to 
shun from aversion; to smell; to gasp 
from thirst. 

S ^ A shamida, Terrified, afraid; shun-
ning with aversion ; parched with thirst; 
panting from running or weeping; weeping, 
crying ; amazed, stupefied ; a furious lion; 
scented. 

A shimmir, Diligent, alert, expedi-
tious, expert (man) ; fleet, swift (camel). 

shamirdn, Name of the governor of 
Shikin sent by Afrasiyab in aid of Piran. 

shamiz, A sower;—shu-mtz, A field 
prepared for receiving seed. 

SY \—shamlsd, Light. 
A shamit, Mixed; the dawn (as a 

mixture of light and darkness), twilight; 
bi-coloured (a wolf); herbage dry and green 
mixed together; children, partly boys, 
partly girls. 

A shamdat, shamila, Natural dispo-
sition, innate good quality, talent. 

shumim, A rustic shoe (see ft**). 
a shamim (v.n. of j»A), Smelling, 

scenting ; odour, perfume, scent; anything 
high, elevated gull 'amha.r-shamim, A 
rose (or flower) fragrant as ambergris;— 
nesi-mi 'abhar shamim, A jessamine-breathing 
gale. 

a shamima, Odour, smell, stink. 
yA shan, Amorous blandishments ; hemp. 
A YA shann (v.n.), Pouring out gently; 

sending forth troops in all directions; an 
old, dried up, leathern bottle. 

UA shind, Swimming ; a swimmer, exer-
cise of wrestlers (see yA) ;—shind Icardan, 
To swim. 

Ŝ ALS. shmdh, Swimming; a swimmer, 
jj Ua shiud-bar, A swimmer ; nimble, 

active (see^UA). 
(jjuiUa. shindbida-ri, To understand. 
A aU-s. shundt (pi. of shdni), Haters. 
A Y LA shatidiir (pi. of shaniarat, shnnta-

rat), Fingers; ear-rings; — zii shandtir, 



La> 

Name of a king of Yaman with an abnor-
mal number of fingers. 

^LA shandh, A raft constructed of inflated 
leathern bottles. 

w^iUfl. shindkht, He knew; understand-
ing, intellect; knowledge, acquaintance;— 
shindkhti yar, Tbe knowledge of a friend. 

QVX^LA shinakhtagdn, Acquaintances. 
shindkhtagi, Knowledge, acquain-

tance, acquaintanceship. 
shindkhtan, To know, to be ac-

quainted with; to acknowledge ; to dis-
cern, to distinguish ; to inform, to make 
known, to define, to describe. 

AxiLi. shindkhta, Known, understood. 
ft*> shandr, The herb hyssop ;—shandr, 

shindr, Swimming ; a swimmer; shameful-
ness, disgrace, dishonour (see next article) ; 
unlucky, bad, inauspicious; the bottom of 
any piece of water; a port, harbour; a 
shallow in the sea or in a river surrounded 
by deep water, on which ships are liable to 
be wrecked; a young branch of a tree ; a 
country laid waste and deserted. 

A ft* shandr, Disgrace, infamy; any 
shameful transaction. 

yAijLA shindridan, To swim. 
ftjj, shinds, Explanation, notification; 

(imp. of shindkhtan, in comp.), knowing, 
understanding. 

shindsd, Comj>rehending, knowing, 
QL.'UA shindsdn, Explanation, notifica-

tion. 
shindsdndan, ^A-J^UA sMndsdnl-

dan (caus. of shindkhtan), To make known 
to, to tell about, to instruct (m.c.), 

^?L,UA shindsdV, Acquaintance, know-
ledge. 

shinasandagdn, The knowing 
ones. 

J_5-.UA. shindsi, Acquaintance, knowledge. 
^A^A-W. shindsldan, To understand, know. 
A shand'at (v.n. of Being de-

formed, filthy, fetid, odious, shameful; 
filth in ess; turpitude; abomination. 

yxiUA. shindftan, To hear; to under-
stand. 

A JUA shandq, Taking the zakdi for a 
number between two nisdb or legally-stated 
portions of taxable property (see ctAS) and 

;—shindq, Long, tail; the string fas-
tening the mouth of a full leathern bottle. 

ft* shindgar, A swimmer. 
A shundn, Hated ;-—shinan (pi. of 

shann), Old leathern bottles ; name of a 
valley in Syria ;—shundn, Cold water; water 
dropping from a bottle;—-shan'dn, shana'an 
(v.n. of "LA), Hating, hatred. 

(ftA shindn, Wild leek ;—shundn, The 
herb alkali, and the ashes which are made 
from it, used for washing clothes (see 
yUM). 

fti, shindv, Swimming; a swimmer; a 
shoal. 
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)ft* shindwar, A swimmer; nimble, 

active ;—dildwari shindwar, A bold swim-
mer. 

shindwarl, Swimming, natation;— 
shinawari kardan, To swim. 

\J*ft* shindwish, Swimming, natation. 
<2)AJjUA. shindwldan, To swim. 
CUA shindh, Swimming; a swimmer. 

-UA shindy, Swimming, 
A £?LA shana'il (pi. of shani'at), Shame-

ful actions, vices, crimes, villainies. 
A AJUA shana'iy at, shand'iya, Hated, dis-

liked (woman). 
^AOLA. shindyldan, To hear. 
S-AA shamb, A cupola, dome;—shambi 

ghdzan, Name of a building erected by 
Sultan G-hazan in Azarbaijan. 

A <-~SA shanab (v.n.), Being fresh and 
sweet (the mouth or teeth) ; sharpness, 
freshness, or beauty of the teeth. 

A<JA shambid, Saturday. 
shamb ali t, ehambalid, Fenu-

greek ; name of a flower. 
shambalida, The scent of various 

flowers or fragrant plants. 
shamballl, <S1JWA shambalila, Fenu-

greek. 
^ftJ* shaipbny, ~ ^ S-*A q.y., p. 730. 
Aj-iA shamba, The neighing of a horse; 

roaring of a lion —shambih, shamba, A day ; 
Saturday ; — yak-sharnbih, Sunday ; —du-
shambih, Monday ;—sih-shambih, si-shambih, 
Tuesday ;—chahdr-shartibih, Wednesday;— 
panj-shamhik, Thursday. 

shanibihl, The keeping of the Sab-
bath ;—sharribihl kardan, To keep a Sabbath, 
to sabbatize. 

shanat, (in Zand and Pazand) A 
year. 

yLaA, shinatan, (in Zand and Pazand) 
Years. 

J~A shanj, Buttocks, thighs, hips, 
haunches; a promontory; Hard, stony, 
uneven ground ;—shinj, Buttocks ;—shunj, 
A shell for glazing. 

A shanaj (v.n.), Being wrinkled, 
shrivelled (skin). 

aft-j* shinjdr (from P. ft^*), Melilot; 
bugloss. 

a hJjsiJia shanjarf (for P. <-ift*), Cinna-
ber, vermilion. 

shanj gkanj, Buttocks, hips, 
haunches. 

UJJ^A shanjud, Wounded ; a wound. 
yjj^-iA shanjudan, To wound; to scratch. 

shanjidan, To vex; to leap; to 
drop. 

ÂA shand, The beak of a bird. 
^JJUA. shandaj', A military or musical 

drum, 
<$JAAA shundila, Mallows. 
Ajj-A. shanmba, Name of the bullock men-

tioned in the fable of Kalila wa Dimna 
(Anwari Suhaili). 



shansh, A long hooked reed used by 
cotton-dressers. 

A (J&JA shanash, A date whose kernel is 
not yet hard. 

A hj^i* shinshinat, Nature, temper, dis-
position ; custom, usage. 

A sTum' (v.n,), Reviling, treating op-
probriously;—shun' (v.n.), Detesting, ab-
horring, considering ugly or odious, 

A ghun'at, Baseness, a horrid crime, 
ugliness, turpitude, brutality ; disgrace. 

AAA ahunuah, A cow's horn. 
shunahdr. A royal falcon. 

A shanf, Looking transversely or 
askance at anyone, either in admiration, sur-
prise, or contempt;—shanf, shunf, A ring for 
the upper part of the ear (those in the lobe 
being called qurt) ;—shanaf (v.n.), Hat ing; 
disliking, disapproving. 

yjAiA shiniftan, To hear ;—shunuftan 
(vulg. for shinakhtan), To know, to be ac-
quainted with (m.c.). 

A <>IA shanq (v.n.), Checking (a camel) 
with a bridle till the back of his head 
touches the front of the saddle; fastening 
(the mouth of a full bottle) ; tying a horse 
or a camel to a tree, peg, or pole;—shanaq, 
The intermediate numbers between any 
given two, as between ten and forty (espe-
cially with regard to the proportion of 
cattle taxed by the Muhammadan law for 
pious uses, such intermediate numbers 
being taxed only for the lower amount); a 
partial mulct of expiation for homicide or 
wounding. 

shunqar, A falcon ;—shunqar shudan 
(met.), To die;—shunqar kardan (met.), To 
kill. 

^jijA shankrak, Amorously playful; a 
thief; an elephant's t runk; name of an 
Indian king. 

yySLu, shankzan, A worm which eats com. 
shankasa, Penis; a dunghill; a 

dirty gown. 
JXiA, shankal, A highway-robber; a sort 

of grain ; shankul, A robber, an assassin ; 
name of a king of India who assisted 
Afrasyab. 

&L£A shankala, The fringe of a pocket-
handkerchief or veil; 

a cluster ; an ear of 
corn; dirty clothes; an impure place; a 
stable. 

J.J&A §hankalll, Ginger. 
shankur, The whirl of a woman's 

spindle; a round piece of wood on the top 
of a tent-pole. 

osJyuA shankuk, A whirl fixed on a spindle. 
J s h a n k u l , Saucy, witty; beautiful; 

a robber ; an elephant's trunk. 
shang, Beautiful, delicate, hand-

some ; amorously playful; lively, graceful; 
lazy; a thief, robber; a cheat, knave; 
pomp, pride, excess, exorbitancy; a cypress; 
the proboscis of an elephant; a cucumber 

kept for seed;—shing, A sort of pulse; a 
kind of cucumber ; goats'-beard (a plant) ; 
name of a village;—shung, Name of a 
straight, smooth tree used for making 
bows. 

f&jj* shingar, Melilot; bugloss. 
shing an, Name of a country. 

^^A shang dham, = q.v., for 
which it is probably a misreading. 

<£&A shang ba-shang, = <S*UA , 
q.v. 

shangblz, Date-wine ; ginger. 
shangarf, Cinnabar, vermilion; a 

slug ;—shangarfi zdwull, Red lead ;—shan-
garf zadan qalam-rd, To dip the pen into 
red ink. 

^ f a shangarf-kdrl, Redness. 
shangurk, A whirl on a spindle, 

y j <s£aa shang-zan, A long worm destruc-
tive of sown grain, a slug. 

^ U < s s h a n g - m d h i , A seal, a dolphin. 
shang-mashang, y 

shang u mashang, Names of two notorious 
robbers ; a robber, a highwayman. 

Jj&A . shangul, SJj&A shangola, Beautiful, 
lovely; a thief, robber; an elephant's 
trunk. 

jifa^* shangwlr. Date-wine. 
y^&A shangwez, Date-wine. 

shanga, Penis ; a menstruous cloth ; 
a dunghill. 

JLJUA. shingydr, A sort of cucumber. 
shanglna, A stick, staff, cudgel; 

a fuller's beetle ; bar of a door. 
J^A shanal (?), A cloak (m.c.). 
(AIJA shanlak, An ear of corn ; a bunch 

of grapes or dates. 
shanluk, A whirl on a spindle's top. 

shanllk, A (military) salute, a 
volley (m.c.). 

sharm, The cypress; the wild plum 
or cherry-tree ; a tree of which arrows are 
made;—shinu, Practice or exercise of wrest-
lers ;—shinav, shunav, Hearing, understand-
ing. 

shinawd, A hearer. 
jfyA shanwar (for Inner breeches. 

shinwdnldan, shinawdnidan, To 
cause to hear or understand. 

^ y * shanwd'i, shinawd'I, Hearing, aus-
cultation. 

jyA shunud> He heard; a hearing. 
y jyA shuniidan, shinudan, To hear, to 

understand ; to perceive ; to snuff; to obey. 
A-.ya shanusa, ^AyA shanusha, skinusha, 

Sneezing. 
A gyA shunuUgliness, foulness, shame-

fulness. 
A YY*" shanun, Neither fat nor lean. 
yjiyA shanunitan, (in Zand and Pazand) 

To write. 
shinwanda, shinawanda, A hearer, 

auditor. 
fiyA shanuwa, Genoa. 
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sh'nwldan, shinawldan, To hear; 

to smell. 
shana, A corn-fork with five prongs 

for winnowing; neighing of horses ; grunt-
ing of hogs, purring of a lion ; noise; c-tirse, 
malediction;—shanna, The neighing of a 
horse. 

0*A sham, A salver of gold, silver, "brass, 
or copper ; name of a herb, of whose fibres 
ropes are made ; the spear at the top of an 
ensign-staff or banner, a demi-lance, or 
javelin. 

shanld, The beak or pounces of a 
bird ; he heard; hearing, auscultation ; the 
thing heard. 

(jAs-A shanidan (imp. shinar, shunar), To 
hear, listen, attend to ; to obey; to make 
an assault; to smell; to perceive ; to col-
lect 

shan't da, Heard ; who has heard. 
shanlz, Ebony; a bow;—shunlz, 

Coriander (see fa fa). 
ja shanizha, Fringe on the edge of 

cloth. 
A shan't', fem. shanl'at, shani'a, 

Base, shameful, odious, hateful, deformed, 
abominable, hideous, detestable, shocking 
foul, scurrilous ; adulterous ; — akhbari 
shani'a, Disagreeable news ;—shani'at, A 
hideous action, crime, turpitude, &c. 
adultery ; prostitution ; sodomy. 

A Y-S^A. sharnn, Drops of water or of tears 
milk into which water is poured. 

y* shav, shu (imp. of shudan), Be, exist 
be thou ; (in comp.) being, existing;—shav 
(for shab), Night;—shu, Wash thou ; wash-
ing ; a husband ;—shust u shu Icardan, To 
wash. 

shawa, Existing; deaf;—shiwd, A 
hardness or blister in the hands or feet 
from too much work, or over-walking; filth 
on the body ; a small vestibule ; anise; (for 
A. shiwd") roast meat;—shauwd (for A. 

A roaster (of meat). 
A Sty, shawdt, The skin of the head. 

shawdt, shuwdt, A bustard ; a kind 
of water-fowl. 

A ^ A shawad, shuwdd, A bustard;—shuwdd, 
Flame. 

shawdr, shuwdr, A bustard; a kind 
of water-fowl. 

A skawdr (v.n, of jfa), Biding (a 
horse) backwards and forwards by way of 
showing bim off to a buyer; household 
furniture; outfit (for a journey); dress; 
pudendum (of a woman) ; buttocks, anus 
(of a man). 

A S J J ^ shawdrib, The channels whereby 
liquids pass into the stomach ; veins in the 
throat; (pi. of sharih) whiskers; mus-
tachios. 

A shawdri' (pi. of shari'), High-
ways ; broadways, thoroughfares. 

A j^yA shawdriq (pi. of shdriqat), Splen. 
dours. 

S^UA shiwash, Aniseed, 
sy shawdsard, A kind of mugwort, 
A J^JA shawdtl (pi. of shatl), River-

banks, shores. 
A shiwdz (v.n. 3 of Abusing 

one another, calling one another bad 
names ;—shiwdz, shuwaz, Flame without 
smoke, blaze. 

A JctjA shawaHl (pi. of shd'il and shd'Hat), 
Flaming, shining; flames. 

A J^^A shawdJcil (pi. of shahilat), Roads, 
ways branching off from a main road ; by-
lanes ; modes, manners ; forms, figures. 

J\jA shawdl, Coarse loose trousers; trade, 
craft, profession; a bustard; a kind of 
water-fowl. 

A J\y> shauwdl, The tenth Muhammadan 
month, beginning with the Bairam feast 
or break of the fast of Ramazan ; name of 
a village near Marv. 

«Ei3\yA shawdlah, A little bustard ; a certain 
water-fowl with changing-coloured plu-
mage. 

A Ghawdmikh (pi. of shdmikh), 
High mountains. 

A shawdmil (pi. of shdmil), (Things) 
comprehensive, &c. 

C)\jA shuwdn, A shepherd. 
A AFEL^A shawdhid (pi. of shdhid), Wit-

nesses, evidences. 
A shawdhiq (pi. of shdhiq), High 

mountains, &c. 
A (J^^A shawahln (pi. of shdhln), Falcons. 
A S - ' ^ ^ A shawd'ib (pi. of shd'ibat), Im-

purities. 
shawd'l, Deafness. 

A SJY. shaub (v.n.), Mixing; a kind of 
pottage;—ma la-hu shaub-un wa-ld raitb-
un, He has neither pottage nor curdled 
milk, i.e. he is destitute of everything. 

s^jA shob, A turban; a handkerchief, 
napkin; (from shustan) washing. 

WjA shauba, Gruel; weavers' glue. 
yljjA shoban, A shepherd, pastor, herds-

man. 
g?jA shubaj, A rolling-pin. 

shubarg (?), New or made wiue. 
shobast, An incantation, fascina-

tion ; a cure. 
shaubak, Name of a Syrian strong-

bold. 
A s - ^ j A shu'bub, A shower or suddeu 

downpour of rain ; the side of anything. 
&j> j* shav-par a (iov shab-para), A bat. 

—>y> shopast, = t^-j jA q.v. 
shutan, Name of a man. 

ty* shokh, Cheerful, sprightly, mirthful, 
jovial, festive, joyous, brisk, spirited; saucy, 
impertinent, petulant, insolent, bold, brazen, 
impudent, shameless; whimsical, capri-
cious, playful, mischievous ; ready (with an 
answer), per t ; beautiful, pleasing; a rob-



ber, highwayman; a hedgehog; hands or 
feet hard from work or walking; a tree 
which, when one branch is lopped off, throws 
out several new ones ; [shokh bastan (girif-
tan), To become hard, callous, thick, and 
rough from labour (the hand) ;]—shukh, 
Dirt, filth, impurity ; pus, matter. 

yi^U^a, shukhanidan (caus. of shukhidan), 
To make filthy, &c. 

yft ty* shokh-tardzu, An impostor, a 
cheat. 

f-H- iy* shokh-chashm, Impudent, wan-
ton. 

iS*-^ iy* shokh-chashmi, Impudence. 
i f t ^ iy* shokh-didagi, Barefacedness. 
fiAij shokh-dida, Impudent, wanton. 

iy* shokh-rang, Of a bright colour. 
y) iy* shokh-ru ( ^ j ruy), Insolent, bold, 

daring. 
iy* shokh-zabdn, Forward in speech, 

pert. 
^y* shaukhat, An ear of corn or millet ; 

a cluster of dates. 
a ut^-Jo iy* shokh-tabi'at, Naturally gay. 
ift^y* shokhgin, Hard, callous;—shukhgin, 

A running sore. 
ft iy* shukh-gir. Sordid ; a coal-rake. 

shokh-gin, Callous (hand or foot) ; 
a running sore. 

^ji^&Ly* shokh-gmi, Hardness, callosity. 
^ shukhndk, Sordid, nasty, filthy. 
(jOjija, shokhudan, To scratch; to as-

semble. 
i^y* shokhi. Jollity, mirth, petulance, 

impudence ; [ahokhit (for shokhi turd) na-
girad, Don't be cheeky (m.c.) ; — shokhi 
kardan, To joke, to make fun, to frolic 
(m.c.);]—shukh'i, Filth, rust, rubbish. 

yA^jAi shokhidan, To be jovial, cheerful; 
—-shukhidan. To be rusty, filthy; to flatter; 
to vex, plague, disgust; to hide; to make 
haste. 

ijf-y* shokhi-kada, A place of enjoy-
ment. 

ty* shud (for shud), Is, was, became, 
was made; a garment singed by fire ; a 
little ant;—shiwid, Anise. 

shuddniq, A woodpecker. 
shudar, A plant like the citron. 

y-sy* shddan, To be, become; to go, de-
part ; to die; to cease, fai l ; to carry off, 
remove; to obliterate, erase. 

shudl, Perfection, completion. 
shaur (v.n.), Publishing, divulging; 

exhibiting (for sale) ; gathering (honey) 
from a hive. 

j^b shor, Salt, brackish; salsuginous 
ground; terror, flight; bad luck; commo-
tion, agitation; a tumult ; fluctuation (of 
water) ; troubled or dirty water; calamity ; 
contest, contention, litigation; cry, noise, 
outcry; labour, exertion ; a brazen trumpet; 
(imp. of shoridan, in comp.) mixed, con-
founded ; (in the sense of terror, &c., con-

strued with the verbs uftddan, afgandan, 
anddkhtan, bar-dmadan, bar-dwardan, bar-
khdstan, chakidan, and kardan;) [ha-shor 
amadan, To feel fatigued ;]—shawar, (in 
Zand and Pazand) Full, satisfied. 

shor-db, Name of a city ; and— 
skoraba, Salt, brackish water. 

jy* shor-akhtar. Ill-starred, unlucky, 
unfortunate. 

ySS\ ^ shor-angQs, Tumult-exciting. 
i f t shor-angm, Sedition. 

shordnidan, To cause to mix; to 
render muddy; to make mad; to give to 
wash. 

^jy* shorba, Broth, soup, gruel;—shorbayi 
ashk, Drink consisting of tears, the tears of 
the afflicted. 

A zkyy* shurahdj (for P. shorba), Soup, 
us-^, jy* shor-bakht, Unfortunate; sordid. 

shor-bum, Brackish, barren ground, 
w shor-pd, A horse that cuts or knocks 

his knees together in travelling. 
j^n shor-pusht, Quarrelsome, noisy. 

a sjy* shoraj (for P. shora), A salt-marsh. 
t^'jy* shurtdgh, A kind of yellow wood; 

according to others, a yellow plant growing 
in sandy places. 

ft.* j)*, shor-chashm, Malignant-eyed. 
jy* shor-zamin, Salt, barren land. 

(VjU^j^l shor is tan (in poetry also 
shorisdn), A marsh, salt-marsh. 

a %ft ̂  shor-silah, A soldier ready-armed 
for battle ; the vanguard. 

\Pjft shorish, Confusion, mixture, tu-
mult, rebellion, insurrection (construed 
with the verbs afgandan, anddkhtan, bastan, 
and nihadan) ; nausea, disgust; salt-pits; 
victuals over-salted ;—shorish morish, t i t ter 
confusion (m.c.);—shorish ufitna, Rebellion 
and insurrection ;—dar shorish dmadan, To 
get confused, agitated, &c.; to revolt, to 
grow tumultuous. 

ft ^ shor-shar, y* jy* shor-sharr, jy* 
shor-shardbd, s ^ yy* shor-shaghab, Noise, 
tumult, disturbance, bustle, clamour. 

a £JU= jy* shor-tali' ~ yy* q.v. 
ft jy* shor-gaz, A kind of tamarisk (see 

tiSj^b. shor-giydh, Salsuginous herbage, 
f*jy* shoram, A hill or mountain ; ink ; a 

quince. 
yy* yy* shor-mor, Small ants ; — jy* ) yy* 

q.y. 
\))y* shorwd, Broth, 
liy: jy*. shor u ghaughd. Tumult and 

riot. 
iy 2 jy± shor u mor, Weak, mean, vile, 

contemptible; unlucky; noise, tumult, 
confusion (see shorish morish under u^j/O-

&yy* shora, Marshy, unfertile ground; a 
salt-marsh; nitrous earth; nitre, saltpetre; 
a bee's nest; baldness; a horse-market; 
white leprosy ; flowing of water ; humidity; 
a sort of quince; [shora bastani sar, The 



head grows bald;—shor a zadani jild, A 
chronic squamous inflammation of the skin, 
pityriasis ( m e d . ) s h o r a ' i qalami, Salt-
petre ;]—shaura, Shame, modesty. 

s>y» shora-pusht, Refractory, dis-
obedient. 

pyt 'jy* shor a-hum, Salt, brackish (ground). 
.A) 6jfa shora-zar, Brackish ground; salt-

works, a saline. 
fa Sjy. shoragar, A saltpetre-manufac-

turer. 
•fa tjyt* ehora-gaz, A kind of tamarisk. 

a^y. shorandk, Brackish, salt (land). 
^y* shori, A seller or maker of salt-

petre. 
A Jyjfc shaura, A certain marine plant;— 

shura, Counsel, consultation, deliberation, 
advice. 

v>i)y* shoriyat, Salsuginousness. 
^fa^y* shoridagi, Confusion; love; mad-

ness. 
<y4?jy» shoridan, To be disturbed, per-

plexed, mixed, confounded; to grow mad, 
to play the fool; to wash; to perform or 
manage well: 

shorida, Disturbed ; mixed; mad, 
frantic, desperately in love; faint, de-
jected ;—shorida kardan, To madden; to 
terrify. 

ts^k, HA^y. shorida-bakht, Unfortunate; 
infamous. 

shorida-pusht, Refractory, res-
tive, disobedient. 

a JW fi^y. shorida-hal, Mad, distracted. 
a i^y* shorida-khdtir, Dejected, 

sad. 
a fiA>;y. shorida-damdgh, ^.r41 

$horida-rdy, Mad, crazy. 
t\j tjki^y* shorida-rah, Strayed from the 

right road; heretical. 
fc^jj4* shorida-rang, Of impure colour; 

rakish, disorderly. 
fajy) b<*tjy* shorida-rozgdr, Destitute, 

without means, helpless. 
shorida-zulf, With dishevelled 

locks. 
sj^y. shorida-sar, Hare-brained, giddy; 

a qal&ndar monk. 
fa iAjj^ shorida-kar, In deranged cir-

cumstances ; whose affairs are in a muddle. 
a pX shorida-kaldm, Confused in 

one's speech, talking at random. 
fa* *>*>.)y* shori da-maghz, Mad, crazy, 

muddle-headed. 
ji^y* shauriz, shoriz, A field ready for 

receiving seed; a sower ; name of a drug. 
Sjy. ihuzha, ijyA shuzha-gaz, A gore, 

gusset. 
A vy* sham (v.n.), Rubbing of the 

teeth; chewing of anything used as a den-
tifrice ;—shawas (v.n.), Looking askance 
(from pride or anger). 

<uy» shosa, Causeway (m.c. from Fr. 
chau88ee). 

\J*y* shaush, A branch cut from a vine;— 
—shush, Name of a city in Khuziatan. 

A i J » y * shush, Bold men; name of a fort-
ress near Mosul. 

y*<t* shushtar, The capital of Khuzistan. 
<Aa»y» skushak, A violin with a large 

belly, long neck, and four strings ; a sort 
of partridge. 

fa*y* shushmir, Cardamom. 
y*y* shuehuy Millet. 

shusha, An ingot of gold or silver; 
chips, rubbish, filth; a heap of sand; a 
grave-stone, a tablet; a particle, part; 
gold or silver thread. 

A shaus (v.n.), Erecting, fixing,plant-
ing; washing, cleaning; rubbing the teeth 
with the tniswdk; rubbing with the hand; 
leaping in the womb (a foetus) ; tooth-ache; 
gripes. 

A <i*>y* shausat, A pufliness of the skin 
above the eyes ; a swelling inside the ribs, 

ty*. shut, Chattering (m.c., see tU). 
A ky» shaut, One course or heat (in a 

race) ; one of the seven runs round the 
Ka'bab ; a turn, a round;—shauti batil, 
Light through a hole in the wall which 
appears to turn round;—shauti ba-rdh, A 
jackal. 

A ehaw' (v.n.), Being dishevelled 
(the hair) ;—shu', The tamarisk or its fruit; 
—shavja', Being dishevelled, coarse, and 
hard (" so as to resemble a thorny shrub"). 

ty* shogh, Callousness of the hands and 
feet; filth on the body or garments; im-
pudent, shameless. 

y* shav-g&a, A fold, pen, stable for 
cattle. 

ajUy* shavghdba, — tfay* q.v. (probably 
misreading). 

fay* shavghdr, y* shav-ghdra, A fold 
for cattle;—shughjxr, Alum. 

ali y . shav-ghdh (originally shab-gdh), A 
fold for cattle. 

i i y . shogha, Blisters rising from hard 
work; a vine-branch (unsupported by 
examples). 

A <-IY* shauf (v.n.), Polishing, furbish-
ing ; adorning (a woman) ; anointing with 
pitch (a camel) ; a harrow. 

A J Y shauq (v.n.), Filling with desire; 
desire, yearning, love; affection, inclina-
tion, predilection; fancy ; pleasure; curio-
sity ; sympathy; construed with dadan, 
rekhtan, &c.;—-shuq (pi. of ashwaq), Lovers ; 
affectionately inclined. 

a jy* shaug-durust, Sincere desire. 
a oj^ shauq-zauq, Pleasure, gratifica-

tion. 
a <J*y* shauqi, Loving, amorous ; cheerful. 
a shauqiya, The part of an epistle 

which follows the address, expressive of the 
writer's longing to see the addressee again, 
and generally composed in rhyme. 

A dy* shauk (v.n,), Wounding ; pricking, 



piercing ; walking over or falling amongst 
thorns; a thorn, thistle, prickly shrub; 
[shauki mubdrah, Carduus bened ictus ;]— 
shawik, Thorny; armed with pointed wea-
pons, clad in armour, 

djU shuk, (in Zand and Pazand) A mar-
ket-place. 

skilled, A roe-buck, deer (m.c.). 
fay* shav-kdr (for A night-robber. 
A &6y* shaukat. One thorn; a sting (of a 

scorpion) ; a thorny plant; arms and their 
sharpness or edges ; the brunt of the battle-
field ; a wound; an erysipelas; majesty, 
power, grandeur; dignity, pomp ;—shau-
katu 'l-hd'ik, A weaver's instrument used 
for making the surface of the texture even ; 
—shaukatu 'l-'aqrab, The sting of the scor-
pion;—shaukati shdhana, Imperial majesty. 

a tyfa (jtAy, shaukat-maqrun, Imperial, 
royal, glorious. 

(SVJ6, shaukardn, Hemlock, hellebore. 
shokak, ^y* shokal, Whirl of a 

spindle. 
^y* shnka, A mould in which ingots are 

cast. 
<&y* shug, Hemlock. 
iSy. shav-ga, i\%y* shav-gdh (for shab-gdh), 

A fold for cattle ; evening. 
y\$jA» shawagdn (pi. of shawa), Reasons, 

causes, motives. 
oySy* shugun, A good omen. 
A Jy4* shaul (v.n.), Elevating, raising, 

lifting (a stone or water-pot, or a camel 
her tail) ; being cocked (tail) ; light of 
weight; a small quantity of water (in a 
bucket or left in a bottle). 

shot (imp. of sholidan), Behold, see, 
know thou; Beeing, knowing; name of a 
race. 

ySy. shaulan, A halter, noose, rope, 
lasso. 

A &ly* shaulat, The tail of a scorpion, or 
the cocked up part of i t ; two stars in the 
tail of the scorpion forming the 19th man-
sion of the moon ; name of a woman noto-
rious for stupidity. 

shaulak, A bird that often changes 
colour;—sholak, A swift horse ; the horse 
of Isfandiyar; a whirl on the top of a 
spindle. 

sholman, (in Zand and Pazand) 
Hell. 

skaula, A dunghill, place for rubbish; 
a place for drying dung for fuel in baths ; 
a single fold of cloth; a meteor; name of 
a lunar mansion (see A. 

^y* shall, Name of a dialect of the 
Persian. 

gA^ly* sholidan, To be distracted; to be 
undetermined, to have a thousand thoughts. 

fijflJy, sholida, Distracted; a ruined 
house ; a stable. 

A ffy* shu'm (v.n.), Being ominous; mis-
fortune, ill-luck ;—sht'tm, Blacks; a miser, 

ni ggard; inauspicious, unfortunate, un-
lucky ; disgraceful, vile. 

A ^ U J A , shumarmand, (in Zand) Weeping. 
J^ jA shu-mdl, Again; a machine for 

glazing clothes. 
a py* shum-bakht, Unfortunate, 

wretched. 
a Vs f f a shum-tan, Ill-omened, cursed. 
£*y* shomakh, Ill-omened, unauspicious 

(unsupported by examples) ; — shawmakk, 
shaumikh, shaumukh, shumikh, Balm-gentle, 
citrago, parsley. 

yy* shumiz, A field prepared for sowing. 
shumistdn, A fort in Turkistan. 

a py* shum-tab', Ill-tempered ; nig-
gardly, stingy. 

a f"* f f a shum-qadam, Unlucky foot, bad 
omen. 

a fy6* shilm-mizaj, Stingy. 
iyy* shuman, shumin, (in Zand) Pore-

locks. 
a shumi, Misfortune; avarice, stingi-

ness ;—shumi'i nafs, Badness of temper. 
a shumiyat, Stinginess, niggardli-

ness. 
p"y* shaumir, shaumiz, A farmer;— 

shumir, shumiz, A field ploughed and ready 
for sowing;—shumiz kardan, To plough. 

shumizidan, To till the ground. 
shumin, shomin, Spinach. 

Oy* shun, Gores of shifts, 
Oyj^y* shmibrun, Shonbrunn near Vienna 

(m.c.). 
A &yt> shunat, shuna, A corn-magazine. 
<^y* shawand, pi. shawandan, Cause, 

reason, motive. 
shawandd, A hearer, listener. 

fay* shawandar, Beet-root; a carrot. 
SAiy, shawanda, Existing, what exists. 

shunist, Incantation; remedy, 
cure. 

a i&y* shauniq, and— 
shaunik, A horse with white legs 

and a black tail. 
A jfay* shu'nuz, Coriander-seed. 
zfay* shunij, Ground prepared, for sowing. 

•fay* shuniz, Sesame; Coriander; pepper; 
land prepared for sowing; a farmer, an 
agriculturist, 

A ky^y* shuniziyat, The burial-place of 
pious men (sulaha'), in Baghdad ; whence 
probably— 

&>:}tiy* shaunizya, Name of a mosque. 
A yjy* shu''tin (pi. of shan), and— 
A shu'undt (pi. of shugun), Digni-

ties, honours, &c. (m.c.). 
A *y* shauh (v.n.), Being ugly (the coun-

tenance) ; length of neck; also shortness 
of it. 

&y* shawa, Cause, motive, subject, matter; 
—shawah (for shabah), Agate, jet, black 
coral. 

A *\&y* shauhd' (fem. of ashwah), Ugly-
faced ; handsome, beautiful (woman); a 



well-paced horse, long-nosed and small-
mouthed. 

jbjA shauhar, A husband;—shauhar ba-
afsun bastan, To tie up the cod-piece;— 
shauhar burdan. To be married (a woman 
to a man) ;—shauhar (ba-shauhar) dddan, 
To give in marriage ;—shauhar hardan, To 
marry, to get married (m.c.). 

jAjA shauhar-dar, A married woman. 
LA^ shauhar-hush. "Who murders a 

husband. 
^ f̂ejA shauhar-nd-rastda, An un-

married woman. 
V\r* shohira, Ploughed land; a vine-

arbour. 
(j-fc^A shuhan, Sesame. 
yi&yt* shavMr, Beholding, observation. 

shuhira, Ground prepared for sow-
ing ; a vine-prop. 

li^say* shuhin, Spinach. 
shuhlh, Ground prepared for sow-

ing. 
^ jA shuy, A husband; (imp. of shustan) 

wash thou; (in comp.) washing; a washer;— 
shawl, A shirt* shift;—shiwi, Anise; a 
small vestibule;—shuwe. Starch, paste, size, 

shuydnidan, To cause to wash, 
ct-ijA shiwit, s» shiwid, Anise. 
yAj^i. shawldan, To become ( = shudan, 

unsupported by examples). 
a shuiuaiha'i ibrdhim, Eryn-

gium, sea-holly. 
^JJA shuy-dida, A married woman; 

a widow (one who has seen a husband). 
shawist, Dispersion, distraction. 

shuwild, Artemisia ; a quince. 
Ab̂ a. shuwlla, A dunghill. 
JU shuy-mdl, One who starches 

clothes in the loom ; a machine for glazing 
clothes. 

^Jjosy. shuyandag't, Washing;—shdyan-
dagi hardan, To wash; to baptize. 

shuyanda, A washer; a baptizer, 
baptist. 

shuy a, A wash, cosmetic lotion, 
^juj^a. shuy I dan, To vrash. 
AA shah, A king, sovereign prince; check 

(at chess); a bridegroom; a prohibition; 
full, satiated; (in comp.) great, large, 
noble, as shah-zor " stout, gallant, strong, 
brave, heroic," shah-suwdr " a good rider, 
a jockey, horse-breaker;" [sAa4i hajla, The 
sun ;—shaM hhmmr, The sun ;—shahi du-
2ids, Lord of two watches, i.e. Muhammad; 
Adam ; the heart;—shahi nlm-roz, Adam; 
Muhammad ; Rustam; the heart ; the 
sun;]—shih, Vestibule; yard;—shuh, Exe-
cration, reproaching with extended finger, 
spitting while rejecting with disdain, ab-
horring. 

V̂ s. shahd, O king! Suitable, proper, 
v r̂®* shahab, Red juice from the flower 

of the plant kdjira. 
X shahab, Milk diluted with water; 

—shihab, A flame, a flashing fire ; a fire-
brand; a bright s tar ; a shooting star; a 
meteor ; (met.) prompt, active, expeditious; 
—shihabi saqib, A bright flame. 

A^A shahdd, What is forbidden, unlawful 
(unsupported by examples). 

A aoV̂ a. shahddat (v.n. of A^), Testifying, 
bearing witness to ; evidence ; a testimony, 
attestation, especially the Muhammadan 
declaration of faith, " There is only one 
God, and Muhammad is the apostle of 
God " (mostly used in the du. shahadatoin, 
"the two testimonies " ) ; martyrdom ; what 
is witnessed by eyesight, visibility ;—shahd-
dat burdan, To produce in evidence (m.c.); 
—shahddati td'idi, Corroborative evidence; 
—shahddati tahrlri, Documentary evidence; 
—shahddati huzuri, Ocular evidence;—sha-
hddat dddan, To give evidence (m.c.);— 
shahddati durogh, False evidence; — sha-
hddati dast-awezi, Written or documentary 
evidence ;—shahddati sar-bast a, Indubitable 
evidence;—shahddati sahlha, Sound or truth-
ful evidence —shahddati zanni, Presump-
tive evidence shahddat hardan, To give 
evidence, bear witness ;—shahddati na-haqq, 
False ev idence ' ' d lami shahddat, The visi-
ble world. 

a ft) liJti^A. shahddat-zdr, atf shahd-
dat-g ah, A place of martyrdom. 

a shahadat-ndma, A testimony 
in writing, 

A ft* shihar (v.n. 3 of Making a con-
tract for a month (shahr). 

j j t ^ shahdru, A cistern (unsupported bj 
examples) ; a mortar (see 

a jitra. shuhdq (v.n. of cSv4"), Making a 
murmuring noise in the throat, as an ass 
before braying; sighing, groaning, drawing 
the last breath ; name of a mountain. 

A ŴA shihdm (pi. of shahm), Bold, brave ; 
sagacious (men), 

A A * ^ shahdmat (v.n. of ^AJ, Being 
ingenious; being bold, brave, courageous; 
being fleet and strong (horse); bravery, 
dauntless courage ; ingenuity ; quickness 
of parts. 

(jioaM o^lya. shahdmet-andesh, Noble-
minded, generous. 

A>V" shahdna, Royal ; royally, kingly. 
shuhayad, Very wicked, depraved 

(doubtful word). 
A S-vA shahb (v.n. of S-^a), Changing a 

person's complexion (heat or cold) ; white-
uess gaining predominance over blackness; 
a snow-capped mountain;—shuhb, Name of 
a place;—shahab, White predominating over 
black; ash-coloured;—shuhub (pi. of shihab), 
Bright, sparkling stars; three days at the 
end of a month. 

a OV-̂A shahbd\ Ash-coloured, verging to 
white ; a mule of an ash-colour, inclining to 
black; a stubborn, biting, kicking mule. 

ft &A ahah-bdru, Tower of a fortress; 
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ditch or moat round a city or fortifica-
tion. 

jV-tjA shah-bax, The noblest species of fal-
con ; a noble, generous man; a brave sol-
dier ; an excellent youth ;—shaJi-bdsi baland-
parwdz, A high-soaring falcon. 

Jlj^A tihdh-b&l, Longest feather in the 
wing. 

SI* &A shah-bald, All? *A shah-bala, The 
friend of the bridegroom. 

•MfA shahbad, The leader of an army. 
KST^ shahbari, Amber. 

shah-balut, A chesnut. 
yu*^ shah-bandar, A custom-house; a 

free port; the chief custom-house officer; 
head of the merchants. 

^y^t* shah-buy, Ambergris. 
shah-bait, The last distich of the 

gbazal or Eastern ode ; also of'an epigram ; 
—shah-baiti du'd'i shah, The conclusion of 
the prayer for the king. 

ji^ shah-par, The longest feather in a 
wing. 

J** shah'pil, Chesk by the castle (in 
chess). 

fa to. shah-tar, The thickest string of a 
lute. 

A SŶ A shahiaraj, Fumitory. 
shah-tut, A blackberry; a mul-

berry. 
shah-jan, The city of Marv. 
shah-ehdl, A term used at chess 

when the king only can move. 
A shahd (pi. of shdhid), Witnesses, 

&c.; [shahd, shuhd, Honey ; honey-comb ; 
—shahdi (shuhdi) fd'iq, Pure honey ;]— 
shuhhud (pi. of shdhid), Witnesses. 

A shahd-an, In the presence of, before 
a witness ;—shuhada (pi. of shahid), Wit-
nesses; martyrs; — ta'rikhu' sh-shuhadd', 
The eera of the matyrs, i.e. the persecutions 
of Diocletian. 

a sA 8hahd-db, shahd-dba, 
Hydromel. 

a e l̂xtf «V shahd-uftada, Fallen into 
honey. 

a yfaS shahd-amez, Mingled with 
honey. 

(^A^A shahddn, Name of a place, or 
mountain. 

a shahda/naj (for P. shah-dana), 
Hemp-seed. 

shah-dana, Hemp-seed ; a large 
pearl; the largest bead or grain in a rosary; 
mastic. 

a jyji ÂA shdhd-parwar, Reared with 
honey, i.e. delicate. 

a sA shahd-lab, With lips sweet as 
honey, honey-lipped; sweet-spoken, elo-
quent, 

u ĵUfi. shahdak, Pleasures sweet as honey. 
<jA j j 6jU shahi du pas, Lord of two 

watches, namely, Muhammad; the sun; 
Adam ; the heart. 

jty'VfA, shah-diwar, A high wall surround-
ing a palace ; a royal wall. 

shahr, A city, a town ;—shahri zandn, 
A city inhabited by women;—shahri nd-
pursdn, A citv where no justice prevails. 

A pt* shahr (v.n.), Publishing abroad, 
blazoning forth ; drawing or "brandishing a. 
sword ; the moon, the new moon; a month 
(especiallylunar) ; learned;—shdhru's-sdbr, 
The month of patience, i.e. Ramazan (as 
month of fasting);—shahri khudd. The 
month of God, i.e. Rajab. 

yr* shahr-ardy, One whose office is 
to decorate a city on public and festive 
occasions ; festive decoration of a city. 

Aj^ shahr-dzdd, y^ shahr-azadiya. 
Name of a city. 

s j y l ^ shahr-dshob, A disturber of (the 
tranquillity of) the city, a mistress ; poeti-
cal praise or disparagement of the people 
of a town. 

a yA shahr-amdnati, Prefecture of 
a city (m.c.). 

a fat, ehahr-dmini, Prefect of the 
city (m.c.). 

$fa CJW* shahrdn-gurdz, Name of a hero 
or champion. 

shah-rah, The king's highway. 
e&W shahr-bdbaki, A kind of tur-

quoise. 
fa Hfi. shahr-bdz, The river Oxus. 
^ t i yi^t shahr-bdsh, A citizen, townsman. 

yA shahr-bdnu-iram, Name of Gev's 
sister married to Rustam. 

^ shahr ba-shahr, City by city. 
^A shahr-band, City-walls; a prison; 

a captive. 
ilw shahr-panah, Walls, fortifications, 

defences, or entrenchments round a town. 
A ^ shuhrat, shuhra (v.n. of jh*>), Pub-

lishing ; publicity ; renown, fame, reputa-
t ion; notoriety; rumour, report;—shuhrat 
dadan, To make public ; to spread a ru-
mour (m.c.) ;—shuhra'i dfdq Qalam), Cele-
brated all over the world;—shuhra'i durogh, 
A false report;—shuhra?i shahr shud, I t is 
spread over the city, it is town-talk;—ism 
u shuhrat, Name and surname; (shuhrat is 
also construed with shudan, kardan, &c.). 

^s . shahr-tash, A fellow-townsman, a 
fellow-citizen. 

a ( t f f a shuhrat-guzin, Seeking fame. 
a jiS «i>yA shuhrai-gir, uwyA shuhrat-

ydfta (5A& ii ib yafta shuda), Who has 
obtained renown; celebrated, famous; what 
has become public or notorious. 

^J-j^A shah-rukhd, A term used at chess. 
Aj ^A shahr-dar, A hunter, bird-catcher. 

shahr-rawd, Current coin, 
fcfty jV^ shahr-zarin, Name of a city built 

by Solomon. 
)}> yk* shahr-zor, A city near Babylon, built 

by Zor, son of Zahhak. 
^ j y A shahrzori, Native of Shahrzor, 
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surname of Sharasu 'd-dln Muhammad, 
author of a History of Natural Philosophers. 

shahr-sabz, Name of a city near 
Samarqand. 

(•ft—ft* shahristdn, Fortifications round a 
city ; a large fortified city ;—shahr-sitdn, A 
conqueror of cities, a king. 

a s-H^t^A. shahr-gjuirib, A stranger, tra-
veller. 

shahrak, A little town, a townlet 
(m.c.). 

shah-rag. The great artery in the 
arm. 

O^AjZ jifdt eh ahr-gardan, Led about in the 
city (as a criminal);—shahr-garddn kardan, 
To expose to public disapprobation (a mis-
deed or a criminal; see 

yift, shahr-gushdy, ft shahr-gir, 
A taker of cities ; a king. 

AA-^ shahrmand, Covetous, full of de-
sire. 

ft ft, shahr-naz, The sister of Jamshed. 
shah-rawd, Base money, for which a 

despotic king enforced currency in his 
dominions (opp. to q-v,), 

shah-rud, A mighty river ; name of 
a nver ; also of a city; the thickest cord 
of a musical instrument; name of a mu-
sical instrument. 

yypt* shah-ruz, A great river. 
fijuv4' shah-roza, One who begs his 

bread. 
shahra (?), Name of the man whom 

Bahrain Our placed on the throne of 
Turan; — shah-rah, A royal road, main 
road ;—shuhra, see A. ^v4*. 

a shuhra-band, Attentive only to 
the surface of things, shallow; famous, 
well-known. 

tS/tA shahri, A citizen; name of an 
ancient Persian dialect;—shahr u shahri, 
City and citizens. 

a shahri, Monthly. 
ft ft* shahr-ydr, (friend of the city) A 

poient monarch, emperor, king ; the mayor 
and great men of a city;—shahr-ydri haft 
iqlim, Sovereign of the seven climates, i.e. 
the sun. 

^ f t shahr-ydri, Imperial, royal, 
princely ; regal dignity; an empire, king-
dom. 

a shahrlyat, Peopling ; population ; 
township; extent of a city; urbanity, 
polite manners; (fem. of A. usfi*) a 

monthly salary. 
shahrida, Disturbed, troubled, con-

fused ; widened, flattened. 
fift* shahrir, j s h a h r i i v a r , Name of 

the eighth Persian month (August) ; the 
fourth day of every month, according to 
the era of Jalalu'ddin; name of a presiding 
angel. 

o^jjirtfA shahrlwargan, Name of the 
fourth day of the month. 

ts^rir*' shahriwari, Of or relating to 
August. 

ytf^fyjA. shah-zddagdn (pi. of shah-zdda), 
Kings' sons, princes. 

s^V* shah-zdda, A king's son, a prince; 
a great-nephew. 

shah-eud, yyft* shah-zur, contraction 
of jjfl** q.v. 

shah-suwdr, A brave cavalier, in-
trepid hero, valiant champion;—shah-suwari 
dashti arzan, Muhammad ; — shah-suwari 
falak, The sun;—shah-suwari mizmari ma-
ghazl, The champions and heroes of the 
field of battle ;—tabaqa'i shah-suwdr an, 
The equestrian order. 

A TEJJA, shuhqat (v.n,), Making a noise. 
ft^u shahkdr, Sown land; deceit, wili-

ness. 
A Ĵ C* shahi, A lie;—shahal (v.n.), Having 

eyes of a darkish grey colour with a shade 
of red. 

a shahi d, A black eye inclined to red, 
and having a sly, deceitful, sinister look j 
a dark-grey-eyed woman ;—nargisi shahld, 
A dark-blue narcissus; (met.) an eye of 
the above description. 

( f t f i , shahldn, Name of a mountain and 
place, 

shahlang, A rope-maker. 
A^A shahla, A ba t ; very fat meat. 
i^ft* shahllda, Disturbed, troubled, con. 

fused ; pressed, flattened, widened. 
A shahm, Sagacious, of a penetrating 

mind ; bold, audacious, brave. 
uuU-ifA. shah-mat, Check-mate;—shah-mat 

shudan, To be check-mated; (met.) to be 
annihilated, utterly routed or oppressed. 

ft^ shah-naz, Name of a note in music. 
^U^A. shah-nay, A clarion, hautbois, 
Â f̂At shahand, Health, welfare, 
Laj^a. shahansha, iLi^A. shahanshdh, aAJ^A 

shahanshah, King of kings ,—shahanshahi 
falak, The sun. 

^ L i ^ s . shahanshahi, Regal, monarchical. 
ŷ A-MfA shah-nishln, A royal seat; a 

palace ; a gallery, balcony. 
• shah-nigdr, Deception, imposition. 

telZftb. shahangana, Dew ; hail. 
yx^u shihnau, A thin cake, a fritter. 
A WW^^A. shahwdt, shahawdt (pi. of shah-

wat), Desires;—shahwati nafsdnlya, Carnal 
appetites, lusts. 

j^jV shahwdr, Befitting a king; the most 
excellent thing of its kind ; the most pre-
cious pearl; royal, imperial. 

a ^VjeA shahwdnl, Sensual, libidinous, 
lecherous. 

A Ift* shahwat (v.n. of y^.), Wishing, 
desiring; desire, appetite, lust; sensuality, 
lechery, lasciviousness, wantonness;—shah-
watiajiizd, Appetite, 

shahwat-angez, Lust-exciting; 
lascivious. 

^yv6' shahwat-parast, Slave to lust. 



a i j ^ f y shahimt-parasU, Sensuality, 
libertinism, debauchery. 

a shahwatmand, Lustful. 
a (Jfy^ shakwatl, Lustful, lewd, lascivious, 

wanton. 
A shuhud (v.n. of >V), Being pre-

sent, being an eye-witness ; Friday ; the day 
of resurrection ; (in Sufic language) the 
sight of God; (pi. of shahd and shdhid) 
witnesses, evidences, present at the fact;— 
ahli shuhud, Eye-witnesses, those who were 
present or assistant at anything; alive. 

A j ^ shuhur (pi. of shahr), Months;— 
ehuhuri ma'lumat, The four known or sacred 
months among the Muhammadans, muhar-
ram (1st), rajab (7th), zu'l-qa'dah (11th), 
ftnd zu'l-kijjah (12th), some substituting 
thauwal (10th) for rajab. 

A shuhuq, A being high, raised up ; 
altitude. 

a ^yA shahwd, A lascivious woman;— 
thahwi, Sensual, libidinous, lustful. 

8hiha, The neighing of a horse. 
shdhi, Royal; royalty ; the relation-

ship of a son-in-law; happy, cheerful; a 
kind of sweetmeat. 

a <_SifA shahi, Wishful, desirous; "kind, 
affectionate ; desirable, deliciouB ;—at'ima'i 
ehahiya, Exquisite viands. 

A shahid, ahihid, A witness ; a mar-
tyr ;—shahid shudan, To be a martyr ;— 
shahid kardan, To martyr. 

A ehahld-an, As a martyr, by way 
of martyrdom. 

a fo JU&IA shdhid-zar, Y Lx- A6> IA shdhidie tan, 
A place of martyrdom. 

a tjAs^A shahidi, A whoremonger. 
A shahir, Celebrated, famous, notori-

ous, well-known ;—shahri shahir, A famous 
city. 

a A shahir a, An old woman. 
A Ĉ Mffc shahiq (v.n. of <^A), The last 

bray or drawing in of the voice of an ass 
(the first or sending out being p**), p. 611, 
where this meaning is to be added). 

A ^ A shahim, Prudent, ingenious, saga-
cious. 

ya^A shahin, Name of a city;—skihin, 
Name of a musical instrument; trembling, 
palpitation ; the gum of a tree. 

(jA 8hi, A corner (see 
A B̂ A shai' (v.n.), Wishing, willing, de-

siring ; a thing, something, somewhat; 
object, matter, affair; an article ;—shai'u 
'lldh, I t is the thing or will of God; God 
willing, a form of salutation, especially 
amongst the dervishes ;—shai'i muhaqqar, 
A small matter, a trifling thing;—yd shai'a, 
Exclamation of astonishment, somewhat 
like the English " I never!" or " You don't 
say so !" 

^^eA shiyabi, A dram-weight; a loan, 
a «JL,A shaiydd, An impostor, a hypocrite, 

a flatterer; an itinerant monk, a dervish. 

JUA shiyar, shaydr. Ploughed ground; 
sowing ; — shiyar kardan, To plough ; — 
shiyar gardidan, To be ploughed. 

AJWA shiyar (v.n. of jy*), Exercising (a 
horse) ; riding him backwards and forwards 
by way of showing him off to a buyer; ex-
amining (a female slave offered for sale) ; 
Saturday. 

(JXAJLA shiyaranidan (caus. of the fol-
lowing), To cause to plough, to have 
ploughed, &c. 

shiydn dan, To plough ; to pre-
pare the ground for sowing; to sow; to 
behold. 

A (^WA shaydtin (pi. of shai tan), Devils ; 
demons. 

A gV-A ehiyd' (v.n. 3 of ^A), Following 
(another), keeping close or adhering (to 
one) ; calling camels which lag behind; a 
shepherd's pipe, also its sound ;—shiya', 
shayd', Chips, fire-wood. 

A shiydf, A fine collyrium or medi-
cament for the eye ;—also shiydji talji, (in 
the language of Sodomites) Medicamentum 
e nive prgeparatum quod in anum sodoinitae 
refrigerandi causa immittitur. 

A ̂ ^SA shi'dmat, — q.v. 
<JUA shiydn, Dragon's blood;—shiydn, 

shaydn, A recompense, good or evil. 
shiydni, Name of an ancient 

coin. 
A shaib. White hairs, hoarincss; 

\_ehaibi shd'ib, Extreme hoariness ;]—shib, 
The thong of a whip ; a strap;—shuyub 
(pi. of shd'ib), Grey-haired men. 

shib, sheb, A descent, declivity ; the 
lower part, base, foundation; the anus; 
the end of a whip-lash; a whip; under, 
below; wet ground made uneven and 
rugged by the trampling of men, and 
afterwards hardened by the influence of 
the sun; troubled in mind, distracted, 
bewildered; hasty, precipitate; weeping, 
lamentation from excessive grief ; the 
whizzing of au arrow;—shibi bald, The 
world;—shib u bald, Heaven and earth; 
giving and taking; truth and false-
hood ; hot and cold ; sodomy;—shib-u-tib, 
Astonished, confounded, insane ;—shib u 
jaraz, Descent and ascent. 

A oWt* shaiba' (fem. of ashyab), Grey, 
hoary (woman). 

W«A shibd, A viper; known, manifest, 
clear; gold. 

W<A shibd-zubdn (zabdn), Eloquent. 
yW-A shibdn, Mixed, jumbled; trembling. 
A AJWT>A shaibaniyat, Name of a sect. 
yjuilj-A shibdnidan, To mix up meal in 

water; to cause to tremble. 
^ 'i-sA shib-pala, A skimmer of sweets. 

ahiba, The shooting of an arrow. 
a M > 8haiba, Hoariness; old age. 

shibanda, Mixed; trembling. 
shaibur, — q.v. 



ahibidan, To be mixed ; to mix ; to 
tremble, quake. 

shibin, Inferior; lower. 
jjfn* ehaipur, ehipur, A fife, tube, or 

flute; a brazen trumpet with a large mouth 
used of old in battle ;—shipur kashidan, To 
sound a fife. 

o ^ ii^ shipur chi, y j shipur-zan, A 
fifer, a bugler (m.c.). 

iSftt* shaipuy, Noise made by the feet in 
walking; snoring. 

w-tsA shit, Anise. 
ctfyt̂ A shaitarak, ay^A shaitara, Fumitory. 
A shis, Seth, son of Adam; name of 

the founder of the Ka'bah. 
A C«A shaih (v.n.), Striving, taking pains, 

being active ;—shlh, The wormwood of Pon-
tus, which destroys worms; striped stuff 
of Taman ; diligent, active. 

a C6* shih-armani, A species of 
wormsead. 

shikh, The sea-shore. 
A J««A shaikh, A venerable old man; a 

man of fifty and upwards ; a man of autho-
rity, a chief, prelate, prior, abbot, superior 
of the dervishes or Muhammadan monks ; 
doctor learned in religion and law; preacher; 
a Bheik; a kind of tree;—shaikhu'l-isldm, 
The holder of highest religious authority 
in Islam, the Muhammadan pontiff, the 
chief mufti-,—shaikhu'l-haram, The governor 
of Mecca; — shaikhi najdi, The devil;— 
shaikh u shabb, Old and young. 

A O ^ A shikhdn (pi. of shaikh), Old 
men ; doctors, &c. 

shikh ana, The corner of a house. 
A shaikh at, An elderly woman; a 

white sand-hill in the country of the Banu 
Asad and Banu Hauzalah ;—shikhat, shiya-
khat (pi. of shaikh), Old men, <fec. 

A IAJAFCAA shaikhulthai, A growing old; 
old age. 

A ^TJAJAEFTA shaikhulthiyat, Old age. 
a âfe«A shaikhi, Boasting, bragging. 
ayt u®**6* shaikhi-baz, A boaster, brag-

gart. 
shaid, Deceit, fraud, hypocrisy ;— 

shed, The sun; light; clear, shining bright; 
fascination; shame, modesty; name of the 
son of Afrasyab ;—-shedi dhiraman, Infer-
nal light; illusions. 

A ̂ A shaid (v.n.), Plastering (a wall);— 
shid, Plaster, mortar. 

shaidd, Mad, insane, in love ;—bul-
buli shaidd, The nightingale in love with 
the rose;—dili shaidd, A love-sick heart. 

SAA*A shidab, Name of the person who 
instituted the worship of earth, as others 
pay adoration to the element of fire. 

•M1 shed-ardd, Body of the sphere of 
Jupiter. 

A*A shaid-asb ( a s p ) , Name of the 
minister of king Thamuras. 

'̂ •VyA AjA shed-ispahbud, The holy spirit. 

QU^A shiddn, A dining-table. 
a oyA shid-andud, Plastered. 

8hiddna, The jujube tree and fruit. 
A shaidd'i, Insanity, distraction. 

£juA shidakh, A restive horse; a stallion 
who keeps other horses away from his fiook ; 
a fleet horse ; a grey horse. 

A-A shed-rang, Name of a philoso-
pher. 

S -^JUA shaidasb, Name of a son of Gush-
tasp (— s-^A-M* q.v.). 

JŜ X-A shidikai, An overpowering or dis-
astrous light. 

shedosh, The son of Gudarz, and 
brother of Gev. 

CJUA sheda, Bright, luminous; the sun; 
name of the son of Afrasyab ; also of a phi-
losopher and skilful architect, who built 
seven castles for Bahrain Gur and was re-
warded by him with the government of 
Amul;—shida, A horse, 

jAjA shezar, shezir, Name of God. 
J«A sher, A lion ; a tiger; the sign Leo; 

one of the twelve champions; the picture 
of a lion on tapestries, flags, &c.; (met.) a 
boaster, a braggart ; a tap (m.c.); [sheri 
dbi, An alligator;—sheri asiman, The sign 
Leo ;—sheru 'hbashar, Muhamma d;— sheri 
barf (barfi, bar Jin), The image of a lion 
formed of snow by children;—shiri pash-
min, The image of a lion made of wool;— 
sheri haji, A circumvallation;—sheri hauz, 
The image of a lion on a fountain, &c., 
through whose mouth the water runs ; a 
tap ;—sheri charkh, The constellation Leo; 
the sun ;—sheri khuda, All;—sheri roz, Sur-
name given to Bahram Gur;—sheri aipihr, 
The sign Leo ; the sun;—sheri sangi, A 
stone lion on the tomb of. a he ro - sher i 
sistdn, The hero Rustam.;—sheri shddurwan, 
The figure of a lion painted upon a tent; 
—sheri sharza, A furious lion ; All;—sheri 
sharzaH ghab, The caliph Ali;—sheri falak, 
The sign Leo ; the sun;—sheri fulus, The 
image of a lion on the coins of Ispahan and 
Shiraz ;—sheri gardun (marghzdri falak), 
The sign Leo; the sun ;—sheri gunjishk, 
A rapacious bird of the kite species ;—sheri 
magas, A spider ;—sheri namad, The image 
of a lion made of fe l t ; —hai sher-am (shir-
am), My valiant friend (m.c.) ;—sherdni 
puldd-khdy, (iron-eating lions) Brave war-
riors ; mettlesome horses ;]—shir, Milk;— 
shir az dandan hishtan, (met.) To suffer 
envy shiri ulagh, Ass-milk;—shir buridan 
ba, To wean a child and accustom it to 
other food ;—shiri khdm khwurdan, To be 
imprudent, careless, inattentive; — shir 
khwuranidan, To suckle;—shir khwurdan, 
To drink or suck milk;—shir dadan, To 
suckle;—shiri dairi qaraba, A kind of 
whitish-blue ;—shir shudani moy, The hair 
grows whi te ;—shir i shcmjarf-gun, Bed 
wine;—shiri subh, The brightness of dawn; 



—8ft&ri mahi, The teeth of a fish •,—shiri 
madiy&n, Mare's milk;—shiri murgh, shiri 
murgh u jani adam, Anything extraordinary 
or not in existence;—shir u shakar bar-
dmadan (budan), To be thoroughly mixed ; 
—shir hishtan, To emit rays; to renounce a 
bounty;—az shir bdz-kardan, To wean;— 
az shir bdz-Jeardagi, Ablactation, weaning ; 
—bd ham shir u shakar budan, To be tho-
roughly mixed; to be united in closest 
friendship;—pusare dar shir, A suckling 
(m.c.). 

shirdba, Poppy, poppy-juice. 
shiraz, A celebrated city in Persia, 

the birth-place of Sheikh Sadi, the author 
of the Gulistan, Bostan, &c., whence he is 
likewise called ShxrazI; also of Hafiz, and 
Beveral other poets; curd strained and 
firm; a kind of cheese; a confection, elec-
tuary, preserved fruits, or pickleB. 

A 3V* shiraz, )\ft*> shi'raz, Curd strained 
from the whey and firm ; a sort of cheese. 

oVj \?«A shira-zaban, Gentle, insinuating. 
fij^cA shiraza, Sewing, working button-

holes, or the back of a book; bands (con-
strued with the verbs az ham gashtan, az 
ham gusistan, bastan, rekhtan, sdkhtan, pro 
rekhtan, and kardan). 

shiraza-basta, Bound (book). 
A** shirdza-band, Stitched together, 

bound (a book). 
t^A-f shiraza-bandi, Binding of a 

hook. 
fij^^A shiraza-kash, A book-binder. 

shirdzi, Of the city of Shiraz ; sur-
name of Sa'di, Hafiz and other poets. 

shiraghy Shade, curtain in palace or 
tent. 

j** sher-afgan, Overthrowing lions. 
a j-Mj-A 8hiramulaj, P. AM^A ehirdmula, 

The myrobolan fruit. 
jUM ft, sher-anddz, Strong, courageous; 

—shir-anddz, A breast emitting milk spon-
taneously. 

sher-anddzi, The over-throwing 
of lions ; (met.) courage, bravery. 

p̂ Art yjb, sher-anddm, A youth with a 
broad chest and slender waist. 

sherdna, Lion-like, brave;—shirdna, 
A churn-stick. 

)j\ ys* shir-divar, Milk-giving, milch. 
yjy\ ft* sher-avzan (yj^ avzhan), Con-

queror of lions; brave, bold, strong, cou-
rageous ; name of a man. 

idjjt^ shir-dhang, Melodious, singing 
BWeetly. 

^ft* shirdy, Ebony. 
ŴA shir-bd, Meat or rice dressed with 

milk; curds eaten with fresh milk. 
yljyjk sher-ban, A lion-keeper, keeper in 

a zoological garden (m.c.). 
^ pt, shir-boy, (Still) smelling of milk 

(lips of a youth). 
sher-bacha, A lion's whelp. 

A shirbakk, u4^. jtA shir-bakfesh, 
ftft. shir-bakhshir, A yellow root growing in 
Hindustan and Kashmir. 

ytA shir-birinj, Milk dressed with rice. 
shir-burida, A weanling. 

W ;t>A shir-bahd, (price of milk) a. pre-
sent to a wet-nurse ; the portion and para-
phernalia of a bride; what she takes to 
her husband's house. 

ft> shir-pukht, Oil of sesame. 
t^t^i ft> sher-panja. A lion's claw; (met.) 

erysipelas; a boil in the back. 
A A shiraj (for P. shira), Oil extracted 

from sesame, or rape-seed. 
yi* shir jama, A cup of milk; a 

nipple. 
yn* sher-chang, With the claws of a 

lion. 
&V& sher-khdna, A lion-house, a me-

nagerie ; — shir-khdna. A tavern, a wine-
shop. 

t^A shir-khurmd, Dates and milk. 
yb, shir-khisht, Manna (of Atra-

phaxis spinosa) ; a kind of bread. 
(jSAai-S^ ̂  shir-khashkhdsh, Opium. 

shir-khushk, A kind of manna. 
shir-khwdr, A suckling. 

shir-khwaragi, Suckling. 
shir-khwdra, A sucking-babe. 

G^ft sher-khwdn, Name of a place in 
Persia, whither Pari dun brought the van-
quished Zahhak. 

y*A shir-khwur, = y\y± yeA q.y. 
^J^yf- shir-khwurdani, Milk-diet, 
s j j j i shir-khwur da, A suckling. 
ft ya* shir-dar, Milch, giving milk. 

A sher-ddgk, A short-sleeved gar-
ment open in f ront ; a saddle-pillow. 

(j^jsA shirddn, A milk-pan ; ventricle of 
sheep or kid (stuffed with meat, and 
dressed) ; — shirddn bar-gardanidan, To 
hang head-downwards ;—shirddn bar-gash-
tan, To be hung thus. 

J j p^u sher-dil, Lion-hearted; brave. 
shir-doshd, A milk-pail. 

ty^yi* shir-dogh, New milk mixed with 
sour milk or meat. 

SJ^-A shir-dih, A wet-nurse. 
shir-dihi, A giving suck. 

yij yaA shir-rez, Emitting milk. 
I5 p-t. shir-zd, J^J ft* shir-zdd, Name of a 

fattening drug which gives an increase of 
milk ; Lichen esculentum. 

shir-zaban, Soft, gentle in speech, 
ej shir-zaj, Bats' milk. 

shir-zada, A sucking child nau-
seating the milk, and hence weak. 

3)yi* shirzaq, Milk of a bat. 
jt* sher-zan, A lioness (opp. to sher-

nar) ; a lion-killer. 
<«j shir-zana, A churn; a churn-stick. 
jy) ya* sher-zor, Of lion strength (surname 

given to Bahram Gur). 



tyjt* aherza, A rapacious beast; strength. 
j-t* 8her-zahra, Strong or bold as a 

lion. 
ftJ^j T** sher-zhiyan, A furious lion; 

brave. 
(jjU-^s. aheri8t&n, A place where lions 

abound ; a forest, a desert. 
jt* aher-sag, A hare-hunting dog. 

eher-suwar, The sun. 
juCa. j-sA shershikdr, (lion-hunter) Fierce, 
/ f c jt* ehir-ahalcar, A kind of silk ; affec-

tion. 
a jt* sher-tdql, Matchless, unique; 

proud, arrogant; timid. 
<$\fa p-* aher-gharan, A fierce lion; a war-

rior. 
a Ui sher-ghali, A wrestling-trick. 
tJ^jt* sher-faah, Lion-like, 
a s ^ 5 / ^ sher-quldb, The iron buckle of a 

monk's belt, mostly in the shape of a lion. 
yii-'ii. csJJ-a sherdk 8akhtan [kardan), (to 

make one a little lion) To inspire with 
courage ;—sherak shudan, To be embol-
dened, inspired with courage. 

ys* sher-kappi, An ape resembling-a 
lion and killed by Bahram Jubinah. 

^r^ ja* sher-kush, Lion-killing ; a pigeon. 
dfa jtJbt sher-kuk, The slough of a large 

Berpent. 
^fayt* shirkiy A Chinese animal, having a 

yellow body and black mouth. 
sher-gav, A bull. 

(•/yt* shir-garm, Milk-warm, lukewarm. 
Ip^xA shir-giyd, Name of a milky herb. 

jt* 8hir-giydh, A species of milky 
grass. 

jtS jt* aher-glr, j** sher-giri, A cap-
turer of lions;—shir-gir, Who takes or has 
taken milk; (met.) tipsy, half drunk; an 
instigator, exciter ; persevering in business; 
name of the twenty-eighth day of the 
month. 

a s ^ yt* ahir-lu(ab, Honey. 
ftj-n* 8hiram, Mixed, mingled (doubtful) ; 

—8her-am, My lion, my valiant friend (m.c., 
Bee hai sher-am under p* sher). 

J^* jit* shir-mal, Bread made with milk. 
gUjlA 8herman, (lion-like) Warlike. 
^AU jsJ* sher-mdhi, (lion-fish) A fish of 

whose oones they make knife-handles ;— 
shir-mdhi, (milk-fish) Name of a delicious 
fiBh with white scales. 

pJk shir-mdya, Rennet. 
jy j*a aher-mard, (lion-man) Bold, coura-

geous, athletic; one who, by a course of 
severe discipline, haB attained eminence in 
the divine life. 

t^0/* j** sher-mardan, Heroes; holy 
men. 

t f shir-murgh, (milk-bird) The bat 
(because it suckles its young). 

jt* 8heri mast, A raging lion; brave, 
warlike;—ahir-maet, A fat lamb six months 
old. 

shemdk, Abouuding in lions (a 
place) ;—shirndk, Full of milk, milch. 

tfyz* shiranj, A species of black root. 
Ui jt* sher-namd, Appearing like a lion. 
My** shirna, = Uyy** q.v. (unsupported by 

examples). 
jt* shir-nay (shiri nay), Sugar-cane 

juice. 
jt* shir-w a (for shir-bd), Meat or rice 

dressed with milk; curds eaten with fresh 
milk. 

shirwan, A country in Persia; name 
of a town. 

a wwWj^ shirwdndi, The (places called) 
Shirwan (m.c.). 

a ^yjt* shirwdni, Of or belonging to 
Shirwan. 

^-f— y jt* shir-u-sibakh. (milk and salt) 
Incongruous, contrary, opposite. 

fa* j jt* shir-u-shakar, (milk and sugar) 
A kind of silk cloth. 

^flA-ji^-A, shirushilim, Jerusalem, 
t>fa)j** shirangkan, Oil of sesame. 
teyj-&* shiruna, An ulcer growing on the 

heads of children ; a disease of the head or 
brain, madness ; a disease amongst cattle. 

^yi* sheruy, A son of Khusrau Parwez ; 
also name of several champions. 

foyjt* sheruya, Great, honourable, digni-
fied ; brave, valiant; name of the son of 
Khusrau; also of several champions. 

ijt* shir a, New wine; an intoxicating 
kind of drink ; the expressed juice of any 
fruit except olives, syrup ; oil of sesame; a 
tray with a leg to stand upon; maslock; 
name of an island;—shir a'i angur, Wine, 
must;—shira'i bddam, Almond emulsion ;— 
shira'i khurmd, Juice of dates ;—shira'i 
rawdn, Thin juice;—shira'i shakar (gand), 
Juice of sugar, molasses;—shira'i qandi 
ghaliz, Syrup;—shira'i kdhu, Lettuce-juice. 

jjyij ehira-rewand, Gamboge. 
bp* shira-shardb, ()fa>^ angiir), New 

wine, must. 
^js* sheri, Lion-like; ferocity ;—sheri 

kardan (namudan), To display leonine 
ferocity ;—shiri, Milky ; part of a ship. 

shir in, Milky, sweet; pleasant, 
gentle, gracious, affable; delicate; a sweet-
meat or confection ; an infant at the breast; 
name of a celebrated lady, the mistress of 
Farhad ;—shirln budani khun. Blood (shed 
in revenge) is sweet;—shirin shudani lab, 
shirin kardan lab-rd, To smile sweetly;— 
shirin kardan bddam, To candy or crystal-
lize almonds ;—shirin kardan zamin-rd, To 
ameliorate the ground;—ashki (ndni) shi-
rin, (met.) Famine ;—bdda'i shirin, Sweet 
wine;—shahidi shirin-jamdl, A mistress re-
sembling Shirin in beauty. (See also 

a &.jt* shirin-add, Singing sweetly; 
speaking eloquently. 

shirin-bdf, A delicate kind of 
texture, 



a yW shir In-bay an, Liquorice. 
a J W shirin-jamal, Beautiful like 

Shirin. 
a shirin-harakat, Moving 

gracefully. 
shirin-kkatun, A beautiful and 

amiable lady. 
I*V" shirin-khirdm, Walking grace-

fully. 
a f*—^ sMrin-tabassum, With a sweet 

smile. 
a shirin-iakallum, Sweet-spoken. 
(ft1* i^ijo* shirin-dahan, Sweet-mouthed. 
W î (^j*4* shirin-zaban, With an enchant-

ing tongue ; eloquent; sweet-spoken, af-
fable. 

o ^ j yJw4" shirin-zabdni, Sweetness of 
speech; eloquence. 

shirin-sukhun, Sweet-spoken. 
a J^Ua, (j^j;-. shirin-shamd'il, Amiable. 
a yiy* shirin-sarir, Moving with a 

pleasing sound (a pen). 
a shirin-sanam, (sweet idol) 

The beloved. 
a shirin-tab', Sweet-tempered. 
^Wi (jj^i. shirin-fasdna, Who tells plea-

sant tales. 
shirinak, Somewhat sweet, sweet-

ish; a kind of eruption common to chil-
dren. 

ft i^ijt* shlrln-kdr, Of gentle manners; 
a maker of sweetmeats; an amusing com-
panion ; a buffoon. 

shirin-kdrdn, Flat terers; of 
mild dispositions; makers and vendors of 
sweetmeats; jugglers, buffoons. 

a fM shirin-kaldm, and— 
ft&Z shir in-guftar, Sweet-spoken, 

eloquent. 
ftt shirin-guwdr, Easy of diges-

tion. 
s-J t^y^ shirin-lab, Sweet-lipped; sweet-

spoken, eloquent. 
® J ^* {^ft* shirin-magal, Sweet-spoken. 

shirina, An eruption common to 
children; a disease incident to cattle; 
blight, mildew ; a churn-stick. 

^iys* shir ini, Sweetness; amiability ; a 
sweetmeat, sweets ; — shirinti khun, The 
sweetness of revenge ;—shirini'i shambih, 
Sweets eaten on the beginning of the week 
to augur well for the remainder of it. 

k -ft* shis, An Indian wood for making 
saucers ; according to some, ebony; name 
of a tract in Azarbaijan. 

shiz-rang, The milk or the excre. 
ments of the bat (doubtful). 

^a shiz-gun, The jujube-tree and 
fruit. 

SL^A shisla, A good sign or omen (un-
supported by examples). 

ia.-jjflL-.jA shisalhurst, Chislehurst (m.c.). 
•SIU^A shishak, A yearling lamb ; a four-

stringed instrument. 

isOiLi^, shishdlang, (in the dialect of 
Karman) The wagtail. 

shishat, Asperity of nature, heavi-
ness of disposition. 

shishak, A sheep a year old; a 
magpie ; a small partridge; a four-stringed 
instrument. 

shishala, Weak, langid ; paralytic ; 
drunk; anything faded, ragged, or spoilt 
from age; a hole in silk or linen (from 
friction, contusion, the gnawing of mice, or 
moths) ; whatever is beaten or carded (as 
cotton, wool, or flax). 

shishum, Name of a musical instru-
ment. 

fta* shisha, A small kind of partridge; 
an animal resembling an ape; a descent, 
declivity (this meaning doubtful). 

shisha (from T. " swelling," 
on account of the bulging shape of a bottle), 
A glass, bottle, flask, phial, cup, caraff, de-
canter ; glass; a looking-glass; a cupping-
glass ; urinal and its contents; the highest 
heaven;—shisha bar sar (bar sari bazar) 
bastan, To divulge secrets ;—shisha bar sar 
kashidan, To quaff a cup to the dregs, or 
at one draught; to cover the head with a 
diver's bell;—shisha bar (dar) sang uftad 
(dyad), Life becomes troublesome;—shisha 
ba-sari sang zadan, To divulge secrets (the 
passive being expressed by amadan for 
zadan) ;—shisha band kardan, To produce a 
whistling sound by blowing into the bent 
fingers;—shisha'i hajjdm (hijamat), A cup-
p ing -g l a s s sh i sha ' i khundb, The sky;— 
shisha dar jigar shikastan, To render restless 
or unsteady;—shisha-ra band zadan (pai-
wand kardan), (met.) To form a sincere 
friendship;—shisha'i rauzan, A coloured 
glass window;—shisha'i sd'at, An hour-
glass ;—shisha'i 'aks, A (photographic) 
negative (m.c.) ;—shisha'i *aks anddkhtan. 
To take such (m.c.);—shisha'i gul-zdr, A 
glass globe or covering to protect artificial 
flowers, &c., from the dust;—shisha'i mah, 
The moon; the sky;—atishi-shisha, A burn-
ing-glass. 

shisha-bdz, A player at cups and 
balls ; an impostor ; the sun. 

shisha-bdzi, Jugglery with cups 
and balls. 

VJ shisha bd farzan, White. 
t,\jt shisha ba-rdh, Preventing, 

screening. 
(ft- AA-A shisha-jdn, J^ shisha-dil, 

With a heart transparent as glass, pure-
minded ; of a gentle disposition. 

<U~A shisha-khdna, A palace, house, or 
apartment decorated with mirrors ; a glass 
house, a crystal palace. 

shisha-rang, Glass-coloured 
(sky). 

AA-JA shisha-zar, A place over-strewn 
with fragments of glass. 
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fa sklsha-saz, A glass-blower, 

AÂ A shisha shisha, Flask after flask. 
ahlshagar, A glass-blower. 

jS&A^t, 8hi8hagar-kh ana, A glass-
blower's workshop, a glass-manufactory. 

shisha-gardan, A juggler, cheat. 
<J)JJ5 shisha-gardan, Silly, stupid. 
a shisha-mahal, A glazed palace. 
a «t>LJ shwha-nabdt, A glass vessel 

for crystallizing sugar. 
ufXJk^ shlshlk, A kind of small par-

tridge. 
a yô A shls, A kind of very bad sour 

date (such as is produced when the flowers 
of the male palm-tree have not been 
sprinkled over the female); a date whose 
stone has not yet grown hard ; a kind of 
fish; tooth-ache; gripes;—abu 'sh-shis, Name 
of a poet of the tribe Khuza'ah. 

A SB̂A shaii, shaitutat (v.n, of WA), 
Being burnt up, or absorbed in cooking 
(butter or oil); having the burnt parts of 
"victuals sticking to it (a pot) ; perishing ; 
being distributed entirely, (a slaughtered 
camel) ; mixing bloods, i.e. killing a homi-
cide in the act of murder; remaining un-
avenged (murder). 

A <YUOEA shaitan, Satan, the devil; a 
demon, deuce; proud, stubborn, perverse 
(demon, man, animal); a serpent of a 
hideous appearance ; a mark branded on a 
camel along the thigh; — shaitarm 't-tdq, 
Surname given to Muhammad bin Nu'man 
by the Sunnites, from the fortress Taq, in 
Tabaristan, where he lived, while the 
Imamiyah sect, to which he belonged, call 
him mu'minu 't-taq ;—shaitdnu 'l-fald, De-
mon of the desert, i.e. thirst;—shaitdni 
mujaesam, A devil incarnate;—rausu 'eh-
ehaydtin, Name of a plant. 

a u^Ua^A shaitanat, ^ f a ct-iUs-A shaitanat-
kari, Devilry (m.c.). 

a JWA shaitdn-khiyal. Satanic, dia-
bolical ; diabolic thought. 

a /U=> yUa-A shaitdn-td'ir, The devil's bird, 
i.e. the bat, or the owl. 

a ij^ <yUa*A shaitdn-kush, A destroyer of 
demons. 

a ^UaaA shaitdni, Diabolical, devilish;— 
ihaitdni shudan, To dream; to be polluted; 
—shaitdni kardan, To cause to dream ; to 
pollute. 

a ehaitdnlya, Diabolical malice ; a 
war-engine. 

A ehltaraj, tfas* shltarakh, An In-
dian medicine very acrid and caustic, fumi-
tory ; name of a Turanian champion. 

ufa* shaitara, Fumitory. 
A shaitanat (v.n. of y ^ ) , Being 

{>roud, obstinate, satanic, devilish; diabo-
ism, diabolical pride or malignity; devilry. 

A StjiaaA shaitutat, = W6* q.v. 
A £&A shai1 (v.n.), Being divulged, pub-

lished ; quantity, space, measure; what 

follows anything; a follower; a lion's 
whelp. 

A shai'at, A certain tree from which 
bees cull honey, and with which clothes 
are perfumed;—shl'at, shl'a, A multitude 
following one another in pursuit of the 
same object; particularly applied to the 
partisans of 'Ali and his sons, the Shi'ah 
sect, the Sfu'ites. 

a (j*** shi'i, Belonging or referring to 
the Shi'ah sect. 

^CduA sheftagl, Astonishment, loss of 
one's senses ; greediness. 

sheftan, To become insane or dis-
tracted with love. 

shefta, Mad, enamoured; strongly 
inclined ; astonished j—shefta'i kase budan, 
To be in love with. 

ASAA shefta-rang, An apricot, a 
smooth peach; a kind of sweet white carrot, 
a parsnip, skirret. 

a JW shefta-hdl, In a state of be-
wilderment ; all of a flutter. 

J J shefta-dil, With an enamoured 
heart. 

A <J*A sMq, A mountain; a high and in-
accessible part of i t ; the edge or border of 
anything, a side ; hair of a horse's tail; a 
kind of fish ; name of a place;—shaiyiq, 
Full of desire, libidinous, lecherous. 

shlqumuri (G, orwo/xopos), The 
sycamore. 

T AŜA shaiqa, A kind of boat or vessel. 
shlh, A paralyzed hand or foot ; lan-

guid, inert. 
<v)1j^A shaikuran, A species of hemlock. 
fanA shigdr, An order to work for 

nothing. 
JS>A shil, Fishery (m.c.). 
<JL>XJ» shilat (ph of the preceding), 

Fisheries (m.c.). 
(i)IM» shelan, A royal table or entertain-

ment ; a dinner-table or carpet; the jujube; 
Growing corn ; a place luxuriant in green 
herbs;—shelan kashidan, To spread the 
dinner-carpet. 

shelana, The jujube. 
shilak, The mouth of a musket. 

a fat*, shailam, Tares or darnel (which if 
eaten in bread cause a slight intoxication). 

shailuna, A tortoise. 
shila, Eice-soup ; wormwood. 

E A-A shela, A kind of cloth (see A * - . ) . 
A ft* shaim (v.n.), Putting (one thing 

into another, especially a sword) into the 
sheath; drawing a sword; watching a 
thunder-cloud in expectation of rain;— 
shim, A kind of fish (see the following 
article) ;—shayam, Soil never yet dug, re-
maining in its original state of hardness, 
virgin soil;—shiyam (pi. of shimat), Natu-
ral dispositions; manners, habit; —jalllu 
'eh-shiyam Of good natural parts, highly 
endowed 3 — hatim-shiyam, With qualities 



like Hatim's, most generous (see 
p. 406). 

shim, A small, spotted, scaly fish; 
the fish which swallowed J o n a h ; name of 
a river abounding in this fish ; an honorific 
title (sir, your worship, &c.). 

A shim ay bisha, Name given 
by the inhabitants of Amul to the forest 
Tammesha (see , p. 325). 

A shimat, Habi t , nature, disposition. 
shim-rud, Name of the river men-

tioned under . 
shema, A kind of grape, 

A shain (v.n.), Disgracing, dishonour-
ing, degrading; dishonour ; disfigurement, 
blemish ;—shin, Name of the letter J*, in 
the abjad = 300. 

shin, A man addicted much to 
venery ; (for nishin) sit down. 

WA shind, Swimming, natation. 
shindb, Labour, study ; swimming. 

shin-Maydr, a large cucumber 
kept for seed. 

A shina, A kind of pipe. 
ft$ (^A shin-giydr, = jW- q.v. 
a A shainiz, Coriander-seed. 
y* shev, A declivity ; base, foundation ; 

below, under ; humble, low; a valley ; rice-
soup ; a bow. 

I^A shevd, Eloquent. 
JU-A shiwad, A kind of water-fowl, 

shevd-zabdn, Eloquent-tongued. 
shiwdn, Mixed, jumbled ; trem-

bling. 
yjuilj^A shiwanidari, To mix; to steep 

flour in water, to knead; to cause to 
tremble. 

A iy.A shuyukh, shiyukh (pi. of shaikh), 
Aged men. 

A shuyukhiyat, Old age. 
AAj-A shuyitsha, An ingot of gold; the 

stalk of a cucumber. 
A shayu', Firewood ;—shuyu ' (v.n. of 

£}A), Publishing ; publicity, &c. 
a ^y.A shuyu'i, Publicity; general use 

(m.c.);—shuyu'i ddshtan, To be in general 
use (m.c.). 

shevan, Lamentation (construed with 
the verbs dmadan, bar-ddshtan, kardan, 
kashidan and giriftan) ; a spear. 

A y f t shu'un, shuyun (pi. of shdn), 
Ranks, dignities ( = o-yA q.v.).^ 

^ skiwan-kun, Lamenting, making 
lamentation (m.c.). 

SAî a. shiwanda, Mixed; tremulous. 
bp* shew a, .Amorous looks, gestures, 

blandishments, coquetry, feigned disdain, 
or playfulness of lovers ; the graceful move-
ments of a lovely gir l ; an air of elegance ; 
beautiful, delicatc, tender ; a habit, custom, 
natural disposition ; a manner of living or 
acting ; skill, perfection; business, trade, 
profession, a r t ; acquisition ; a sect ; ap-
paratus. 

jb i^A shewa-bdz (construed with the 
verbs bar ruy ham shikastan, dddan, ddsh-
tan, sipurdan, tapidan, kardan and giriftan), 
A lover, a male or female coquet, playing 
off all the pretty arts of love. 

j ij-A shewa-ddr, An artist, a c raf tsman; 
a tradesman ; expert, clever. 

( f t ) A sheva-zdbdn, Sweetly-spoken; 
eloquent. 

ft shewa-kar, ftft> shewagar, = 
ft q.v. 

<^,fty>A shewagari, Amorous blandish-
ments, coquetry, playfulness of lovers. 

A shewamand, q.v. 
^J^BJ^A shewamandi, = ^ f t ^ q.v. 

shiwidan, To be mixed; to mix, 
to tremble, quake (see CJ-^AA). 

AAJĴA shewina, Sloping, slanting. 
A>A shaih, shiya, The neighing of a horse 

(see A -̂A) ; sound, voice (see A*A). 
a shiya, A mark ; a colour different 

from that of the rest of the body. 
A A,JA shaih (v.n. of for <M»), Accusing, 

reproaching, treating opprobriously. 
shiha, Neighing of a horse. 

y^^A shayidan, To arm or equip oneself. 
A Shi'at, Will, wish, desire. 
A shuy ay' (dim. of shai), A little 

thing. 

The seventeenth letter of the Arabic-
Persian alphabet, called sadi ghair manquta, 
sadi muhmala, undotted sad, expresses in 
arithmetic 90, and is the abbreviation 'for" 
safar, the second Mnhammadan month, and 
for sddiq " true, genuine," <&c. (see sad 
kardan under >&*>). I t seldom occurs in 
words not derived from the Arabic, and is 
interchaxigeable with >±>, 3, and 
£ . The power of sad- is that of s pro-
nounced with a thick, dull, hollow sound 
from the roof of the mouth, not easily to 
be described. 

s^ sab, A certain bitter tree, the colo-
cynth ; the milk-like juice of a bitter tree ; 
(in the dialect of Isfahan) an apple. 

A v s d b b , One who pours out, a pourer, 
diffuser. 

A s d b i r , Patient ;•—abu sdbir, Salt;— 
hamul u sdbir, Forbearing and patient. 

a sabiri, Patience. 
&>yUi sdbfita, An old woman, or mare. 
a (jy?^ sdbun, Soap;—subnn zadan, To 

wash with soap;—sdbuni kase ba-kase rasad 
(met.), One is hit by another (in fighting). 

a sdbitn-khdna, A soap manu-
factory. 
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a o^y^0 ?dbiini, A mixture of almonds, 

honey, and sesame oil; a maker or seller of 
soap (m.c.). 

A sdbi', fem. sabz'at, sdbfa, An 
idolater, who changes his religion, pagan, 
Sabean; —1 a'ini sdbl'a, The rite of the 
Sabeans. 

T sdchma, Small shot. 
A sdh (fors-AU sahib), A friend. 
A sahib, Enjoying, possessed of, 

or endowed with; a companion, a friend; 
(in India) a title of courtesy, equivalent 
to Mr. and Sir;—sdhibi ikhtiyar, Pos-
sessed of free election or option; pre-
eminent ;—sdhibi akfildq, Polite, courteous, 
well-conducted ;—sdhibi i'tibdr, Esteemed, 
enjoying reputation;—sdhibi aghrdz, Fac-
tious, who excites sedition or rebellion ;— 
sdhibi afsar, Emperor, king;—sdhibi afsari 
gardun, Jesus Christ;—sdhibi iqbdl, For-
tunate, prosperous;—sdhibi iqtiddr, Po-
tent, possessed of power ;—sdhibi imza, 
Prime-minister, secretary of state;—sdhibi 
ihtimdm, A prudent manager; — sdhibi 
barid, A post-master;—sdhibi band-u-bast, 
A settlement officer ;—sdhibi tab u tuwdn, 
Powerful; — sauibi tdj, A crowned head ; 
the sun; — sdhibi taj-u-takht. Possessor 
of crown and throne;—sdhibi takht, Pos-
sessor of the throne; a king; — sdhibi 
tadbir, A prudent counsellor; a diploma-
tist;—sdhibi tasarruf, Adroit, skilful;— 
sdhibi tamkanat, Possessed of dignity ;— 
sdhibi tamyiz (tamlz), A man of discern-
ment ;—sdhibi jaydad, A possessor of pro-
perty ; a landholder; a householder; — 
sdhibijamdl, Beautiful, handsome;—sdhibi 
jauzd, The planet Mercury ;—sdhibi-jaish, 
General, leader of an army ; — sahibi-hdl, 
(in Gram.) the person to whom an adver-
bial expression or sentence refers sdhibi 
hal (hal-u-qdl), Well-informed ; intelligent, 
polite ;~~sdhibi haqq, Rightful owner ;—sd-
hibi hut (Lord of the fish), Jonah;—sdhibi 
Mldtirdn, Poets ; orators ; jocular ;—sahibi 
khdna, Master of the house ;—sdhibi fehabar, 
A chamberlain, a lord in waiting; an am-
bassador; a news-master, an official in-
formant (mod. mnkhbir);—sdhibi khatar an, 
Rings, princes, or other illustrious person-
ages ;—sdhibi dlwdn, Superiutendant of the 
finances; a registrar (m.c.) ; the author of 
a set of odes;—sdhibi rdz, A confidant;— 
sdhibi ray, A vazir;—sdfyibi risdla, Lord 
of the embassy, i.e. Muhammad ;—sdhibi 
rasad, Name of a celebrated astronomer;— 
sahibi riwdyat, An able story-teller ; — sdhibi 
raiy, Avicenna ;—sdhibi-zamdn, Lord of 
the age;—sdhibi sarir, A king sdhibi 
sa'ddat, Fortunate, auspicious; a prince;— 
sdhibi safardni ailak, Sun, moon, and 
planets ;—sdhibi sikka khu tba, A king, 
an absolute sovereign (who has the right 
of coining money, and for whom public 

prayers are offered up in the mosques) ;— 
sdhibi sang, A man of gravity, power, or 
dignity ; a slanderer, backbiter ;—sahibi 
sudad, Lord of dominion, one in command; 
—sahibi shukoh, Grave, dignified, majestic ; 
—sdhibi sabl, Jesus Christ; name of the 
person who instituted the worship of the 
stars;—sdhibi siffin, The caliph Ally ;— 
sdhibi tab', A man of discernment, genius, 
taste;—sdhibi zuhur, Illustrious ; a hero;— 
sdhibi (addlat, An administrator of justice i 
—sdhibi 'adl, A just man ;—sdhibi Hrfdn, 
Intelligent, wise;—sdhibi 'asa', Lord of 
the staff, i.e. Moses;—sdhibi 'ata u ni'am, 
Munificent;—sdhibi 'amud, Lord of the 
column, i.e. Simeon Stilites ;—sahibi (un-
wan, Excellent, supreme;—sdhibi 'iyar, 
Shrewd, sly;—sdhibi 'aini dabrdn, The con-
stellation Taurus ;—sdhibi gharaz, Design-
ing, selfish, interested;—sdhibifirasat, Saga-
cious, a physiognomist;—safyibi firdsh, Bed-
ridden ;—sdhibi fasli'I khitdb, King David; 
—sdhibi fll, Lord of the elephant, name of 
Abrahah, forty-sixth king of Yaman;—• 
sdhibi qabul, Agreeable, a willing receiver;— 
sdhibi qismat, Fortunate, prosperous;— 
sahibi Mtab, Instructed in the Scriptures; 
a scripturist; an author;—sdhibi karamat, 
Endowed with miraculous power ;—sdhibi 
kar am, Beneficent;—sdhibi kamdl, Perfect, 
excellent;—sdhibi md-l, Wealthy;—sdhibi 
majd, Glorious; — sahibi mahalla, The 
head man of a ward;—sdhibi makhhar, 
Renowned ;— sdhibi maqdm, Exalted in dig-
nity ;—sdhibi maqdur, A man of means; 
a solvent debtor -,—sahibi-ndr, Doomed to 
the fire;—sdhibi ndmus, A law-giver;— 
sdhibi nasib, Lucky, fortunate;—sahib nazar, 
Clear-sighted; pious ; — sdhibi wvjud, 
Powerful, potent;— sdhibi wuquf, Expe-
rienced ; privy, acquainted;—sdhibiwildyat, 
A holy man, a saint;—sdhibi hunar, Skilful; 
—sdhibi yadi (haji) baizd, Lord of the white 
hand, i.e. Moses. 

a jjJ v ^ ^ sahib-dard, Pained, grieved, 
a J j s-^*^ sdhib-dil, Courageous ; a man 

of piety. 
a fc^JjJ sdhib-daulat, Wealthy; a 

mighty lord. 
'Aj sdhib-zada, One of genteel 

family ; a young gentleman. 
a ^.^La sdhib-salamat, A bowing 

acquaintance ; intimacy. 
a L. sdhib-saliqa, A man of good 

disposition ; a man of taste. 
a sdhib-zild', A district officer; 

a deputy commissioner. 
a f j i sdhib-fann, Wise ; clever, skil-

ful in any art or science. 
a sdhib-qirdn, Lord of the happy 

conjunction; a fortunate and invincible 
hero; a title of Timur; title given to a 
monarch who has ruled forty years; Mu-
hammad ; Jesus. 



a sahib-qirani, Heroic; royal, 
imperial. 

a JUS s -^U sahib-kamdl, Perfect, excel-
lent. 

a ^aij* An officer, 
a sdhib-waqi'a, Who meets 

with reverses. 
a sdhiba, A lady; a wife. 
a sahibi, Rule, lordship; kind of 

grape ; kind of striped sil k. 
A sdhi, Clear, serene (day or sky) ; 

sober, having recovered from intoxication. 
A &-U sgkhjchat, A noise which grates or 

stuns the ear; the day of judgment, resur-
rection. 

A JU sad, The letter YO, denoting 90 in 
the abjad; copper, brass, or a particular 
kind thereof; a vein between the eyes of a 
camel; a disease incident to it, and Causing 
a discharge of the nose;—sad kardan, To 
inscribe an account with the letter \j> sad 
(abbreviation for implying that it 
has been audited; to mark anything se-
lected or chosen with this letter;—sura'i 
sad, The 38th chapter of the Qur'an. 

A joU sddir, Who or what flows, ori-
ginates, emerges, springs up or ou t ; hap-
pening ; issuing, going forth, proceeding; 
emanating ; sddir shudan, To proceed, 
emanate ; to be issued (as a command, &c.). 

a o^jjjU sadir wdrid, Going and coming ; 
a traveller. 

a tjj^fjtlo sddir-kunanda, One who issues 
an order. 

A JJU $ddiq, fem. sadiqat, sadiqa, 
True, t ruthful ; just, sincere, genuine, in-
genuous, good ; an epithet of Joseph, Abu 
Bakr, and Jesus ;—sddiqu 'l-i'iiqad, True 
or firm in one's faith;—sddiqu'l-qaul, Truth-
speaking ;—niyati sddiqa, Pure intention, 
good conscience. 

a diUoU sadiqana, Truthfully, sincerely, 
faithfully. 

a y-Ai j o U sadiq-nafas, Truth-speaking. 
a ^JU sadiqi, Truthfulness; truth, sin-

cerity. 
A sdrikji, One who calls for assis-

tance ; an assistant, helper. 
A (•jU sdrira, A sharp sword; an intrepid, 

expeditious, or energetic man. 
saruj, Plaster, mortar, cement; 

quick-lime; an unguent composed of quick-
lime and arsenic, for extirpating hairs, 

sara, The plant elephants-ears. 
A sd', Low ground ; a bat for playing 

at horse-shinty or polo ; a place swept and 
then played upon; a mark left by an os-
trich's breast on the ground ; a dry measure 
of four mudd, each mudd weighing a ritl 
and one-third; a measure of five pints 
(artdl) and a third;—sd'i zari yusuf, The 
sun. 

A ificU sd'iqat, sd'iqa (v.n. of <3*^), 
Striking (anyone) with lightning (hea-

ven) ; l ightning; a thunderbolt; death; 
deadly torment; a loud noise or cry of 
pain; a scourge in the hand of the angel 
who drives the clouds. 

^ U sdghar, A large drinking-cup. 
A y^U sdghir, Contemptible, submitting 

slavishly to indignant treatment. 
A <-*U> sdf, Pure, clear, sincere, candid; 

w i n e w o o l ; a cloth for straining; pro-
ducing wool, lanigerous; [sdf kardan, To 
clarify ;—sdf guzdshtan, To walk very fast ; ] 
—sdff. fem. sdff at, Ranged in ranks ;—saf-
fdtu saff-an, (Adoring angels) drawn up in 
ranks (Qur'an, L. 1.). 

a cjUUU sdf-d-sdf, sdf-sdf, 
Clearly, openly; at once; exactly, pre-
cisely. 

a t j U sdf-khat, A clear or legible 
handwriting. 

a JA sdf-dil, Simple-hearted. 
a UU. saf-dili, Simple-heartedness. 
AyU sdfir, A whistler, a fifer; any sing-

ing bird; any bird that does not h u n t ; 
name of a timorous bird. 

a yt?** sdf-zamir, Pure-minded. 
a C^̂ JB J L ) sdf-tinat, Of a pure disposi-

tion. 
A safin, (A horse) standing on three 

legs, and touching the ground with the tip 
of the fourth hoof; the saphena vein, run-
ning from the inner ankle to the great toe. 

A sdfindt, (pi. fem. of the pre-
ceding), Pleet, high-blooded horses. 

A \ J J I U sdfurd, Zipporah, the wife of 
Moses. 

A sdfi, Pure, clear, fine, bright, 
unsullied, limpid, unmixed, sincere, can-
did ; a filter or cloth for straining beve-
rages and medicines; woolly, wool-bearing, 
lanigerous; name of Adam;—sinni §afi, 
Pure silver. 

a sdfi, Clearness ; purity, candour. 
a (jjyJ sari-darun, Ja safi-dil, 

j?*-* sdfi-zamir, Of a sincere heart. 
a A*U ^ i U sdfi-ndma, A certificate, dis-

charge. 
A J5U» saqil, A furbisher. 
A sdqurat, The third heaven ; the 

inside of the skull over the brain. 
A sa'ak (v.n.), Emitting a foul 

stench ; congealing and sticking (blood). 
JL> sal, A raft, a float. 
A sdlib, A burning fever; the loins, 

the back-bone. 
A ^JU sdlih, Good, apt, fit, proper, just, 

beneficial; sedate, steady ; pious ; name of 
a prophet sent to the tribe of Samud; pro-
per name of a man (m.c.). 

A T^AAJU. sdlihdt (pi. fem.), Good works. 
A AASJU sdlihat, sdliha (fem. of sdlih), 

Virtuous, chaste (woman); a virtuous action; 
name of a mountain near Damascus. 

A YYTALLS salihun, salihin (pi. of 
salih), The righteous, the pious ; good men. 
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A salihiyat, Name of a sect; also 

of a quarter in Baghdad, and of several 
villages. 

A sa'm (v.n.), Leading an army 
against;—pa'am, Drinking much water. 

A sdmit, Silent, taciturn; mute, 
dumb, inanimate; property in gold and 
silver as opposed to an estate in slaves and 
cattle (see ijkLs) ;—jam'i sdmit u na.tiq, A 
collection of immoveable and moveable 
goods. 

sy Uy samir buma, Name of a plant 
called hashishatu 'l-'aqrab (scorpion-herb). 

A sdmil, Dry, withered. 
A sdni£, A maker, manufacturer, arti-

ficer, artisan ;—sdnii 'alam, The creator of 
the world ;—sdni'i qudrat, The fashioner of 
nature. 

A tsjU sdwi, Dry. 
A J&U sakil, (A camel) that paws the 

ground with his feet, and refrains from 
braying aloud through pride ; a she-camel, 
mother of such a camel; neighing (a 
horse). 

A sd'ib, Right, straight; well-di-
rected, well-aimed, hitting the mark right 
in the middle. 

yW?.̂  sdybCin (for yV>i>U), A cloud. 
A sd'if, Hot;—saiji so1 i f , An ex-

ceedingly hot summer. 
A J£U sd'il, Presumptuous, arrogant; 

furious. 
A falo sd'im, Thirsty ; one who fasts ; a 

faster; one who abstains from food, talk, 
travelling, or venery ;—sd'imu'd-dahr, Con-
tinually fasting;—sd'im shudan, To fast, 

A o sabb (v.n.), Pouring out; effusion ; 
being smitten with love; a lover; flowing 
(water) ; victuals poured out. 

A sabd (v.n. of po) , Blowing from the 
east (wind); east wind; a gentle breeze, 
zephyr ; a horse with a gentle pace; [badi 
sabd, The zephyr;] — sibd, Boyishness, 
childishness, extreme youthfulness. 

A sabdbat, Love, desire (especially 
tender or vehement) ; a fog ; [lakibi sabdba, 
Ardour of love;]—subdbat, Remainder of 
milk or water in a vessel. 

A subdt (pi. of sdbi?), Sabeans. 
A sabdh, Morning, dawn ; construed 

with the verbs az ufq bar-kashidan, dami-
dan, 'nrydn shudan, fashurdan, &c.; [sabd-
hu 'l-khjxir, Good morning;—sabdhu 'I-
hhair zadan, To wish good morning;] — 
sabdh, subdh, The light or flame of a candle; 
—subdh, subbdh, Comely, handsome. 

A Ae-W-e sabdhat (v.n. of ty*), Being 
handsome, beautiful, comely; beauty, come-
liness, grace ; fairness of complexion. 

a sabdhat-nishdn, Distin-
guished by beauty, remarkably beautiful, 
or handsome. 

a sabdh-kundn, Those who wish 
good morning. 

a sabah-namdzi, Morning prayer. 
A sabbdkh, Name of a king of Ta-

man in the army of Kaikhusrau. 
A sibdr (v.n. 3 of p*>), Being patient, 

exercising patience towards one another; 
rectitude;—subdr, Tamarinds. 

A sabdrat, Standing security. 
A gW* sibdgh, Colour, tincture, dye; sea-

sonings, sauces;—sabbdgh, A dyer, tinger, 
painter; a l ia r ; one who gives a false 
colouring to a statement. 

A Ŝ L-c sabdwat, Childhood, early youth. 
A sabdyd (pi. of sablyat), Toung 

girls. 
A sabab (v.n. of C-*1), Being violently 

in love, and frantic ; a declivity ; sliding 
sand ; a waterfall. 

A A** sabbat (fem.), Inflamed with love; 
—subbat, A herd of cattle, camels, or 
horses; remains of water or milk in a 
vessel. 

A sabh (v.n.), Coming in the morn-
ing ;—subh, Morning, dawn; [sw6A ba-
khair guftan, To bid good morning ;—subhi 
pasin (rdst, sadiq), The last or true dawn, 
break of day ;—subhi duroah (kd.iib, mu-
lamma'-niqdb, nukhust, The first or false 
dawn, twilight;]—sabah (v.n.), Being of a 
white colour inclining to red ; the flash or 
gleam of steel. 

a subh-dray, What adorns the 
morning (applied to the sun). 

a ^ e*"3 subh-bdm, Dawn of morning. 
a (jî s-st* subh-peshani, With shining 

fore-locks (a horse). 
A ist-F-c sabhat, subhat, Morning; a morning 

draught; a morning nap ; any amusement 
by which one whiles away the morning. 

a subh-jabin, With resplendent 
brow. 

a pfi; £*«> subh-chihr, Bright-faced. 
a subh-khand, Smiling like morn-

ing. 
a subh-khwdn, Singing in the 

morning. 
a subh-khez, An early riser; a 

devotee. 
a ^r^ subh-khezd, svbk-

kh.eziyd, A set of thieves who arise betimes 
and steal before people are awake. 

a J J subk-d.il, Of an enlightened un-
derstanding; honest, pious, pure. 

a fiasco subh,-dam, ^ U ^ §ubh-daman, 
Early in the morning. 

a \) subh-rawdn, Touths. 
a subh-ruy, C*0 q-T-
a subh-subh, At early dawn. 
aj-t:** ^t^ subh-zamir, — J*J q.v. 
a subh-'driz, With cheeks bright 

as the morning. 
a subh-gdh, The morning;—mihri 

subhgdh-sifat, Like the morning sun. 
a ^b&axt* subhgdhi, Of or relating to 

the dawn or early morning. 
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a yVuAJ g-f-o subh-nishindn, Early risers ; 

holy men. 
A^-a nabr (v.n. of Being patient, 

waiting patiently ; patience, toleration, en-
durance; resignation; detaining forcibly 
and starving to death ; compelling, forcing 
to take an oath ; the aloe (properly sabir) ; 
construed with the verbs dwardan, dadan, 
dashtan, sipurdan, shihastan, firo gushddan, 
hardan, namudan, &c.; [sabri isqutari (su-
qutarl, zard), Aloe from Scutari (considered 
the b e s t ) s a b r i samanjdnl> The worst kind 
of aloe;—sabri (arabi, The small Arabian 
aloe; — sabr u qardr, Patience and con-
stancy;—aS'Sabru miftdhu '1-faTchr, Patience 
is the key of glory ;—amarru mina 's-sabr, 
More bitter than the aloe ;—shahru 's-sabr, 
The month of patience, i.e. fasting ;]—sibr, 
subr, A side, margin, tract; a white cloud ; 
—subr, Name of a tribe of Ghassan ;—subr, 
subur, Gravelly ground. 

A subard' (pi. of sablr), Patient, 
long-suffering; sponsors, sureties. 

A Zffo sabrat, Mid-winter ; excrements of 
cattle heaped up at a watering-tank;— 
subrat, A heap of corn unweighed and un-
measured ; name of a city in Maghrib. 

A sab' (v.n.), Pointing the finger at 
one in scorn; making a signal, beckoning ; 
pointing one out to another ; stopping with 
the finger part of a bottle's mouth to pre-
vent spilling when pouring out, 

A fr* sab ah, sibgh (v.n.), Dyeing (cloth) ; 
plunging or dipping the hand in water ;—-
sibgh, Colour, tincture, dye; seasoning or 
sauce for victuals ; Christian baptism. 

A slbghat, Colour, tincture, dye; re-
ligion ; the law of God as communicated to 
Muhammad ; Christian baptism. 

A sabn (v.n.), Prohibiting, prevent-
ing, withholding; laying the dice even in 
the hand before throwing. 

A subuw (v.n. of Blowing from 
the east (wind) ; the ignorance and thought-
lessness of youth; playing with boys; having 
childish inclinations;—subu , subu'at 
(v.n. of Rising (a star) ; coming forth 
(tooth or nail) ; changing one's religion, 
becoming a Sabean. 

A sabtvat (v.n. of Being childish, 
juvenile ignorance ; having childish incli-
nations, or juvenile passions. 

a sabuh, A morning draught: con-
strued with randan, zadan, hardan, hashldan, 
&c.;—as-sabuh, as-sabuh, (Hither with) the 
morning draught! 

a sabuhl, A morning draught;— 
sabuhl hardan, To drink betimes. 

a LŜ ys-" sabuhi-hashy A drinker of the 
morning draught. 

A j y sabur, Patient, gentle, mild, long-
suffering ; lenient towards offenders; one 
of the names of God. 
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a sabura, Obscene, impure; a cata-

mite ; a dildo. 
a suburl, Patience, forbearance. 
A t f t sub«$h (v.n. of Becoming 

distended, sleek (udder) ; pointing, beckon-
ing, making a signal. 

a so,bawl, Northern, northerly. 
sabl, Senna; the herb alkali. 

A sabiy, in P. sabl, A boy, lad, youth; 
an unweaned child ; the pupil of the eye ; 
the part of the skull beneath the ear; the 
side of the jaw; the edge of a sword ; chief 
of the people; [saZ^'t ghdjili bi-balc, A 
heedless boy without fear;]—sibd, Child-
hood ; childishness. 

A subydn, sibyan (pi. of the pre-
ceding), Boys, youths. 

A sablb, Water poured out or 
spilled ; blood ; ice, snow ; a shrub resem-
bling rue or senna; juice of the leaves of 
bennah, brazil wood, or other plants of a 
deep red colour ; the finest honey ; edge or 
point of a sword ;—sablb, subaib, Name of a 
place. 

A sabik, Beautiful, handsome. 
A sablr, Patient, mild, long-suffer-

ing ; a surety, sponsor; a leader of the 
people ; a white cloud ; a mountain, curling 
one part above another and yielding no 
rain. 

a A ^ sablya, A girl, damsel; a daughter. 
A satt (v.n.), Bruising ; clamour, loud 

a violent push or repulse. 
sat' (v.n.), Prostrating; — sata', 

Contortion of the neck or head of an ostrich; 
hardness and firmness of the neck. 

A satm, satam, Thick, strong (slave 
or camel) ; anything complete; a man of 
full age. 

A ?a33 (v.n.), Striking one piece of 
iron against another. 

® ?all (abbreviation of sahih), Official 
signature to attest the authenticity of a 
deed, copy, &c.; a vise. 

A s - 1 ^ 0 sihdb (pi. of sahib), Companions. 
A sahabai, sihabat (v.u. of v ^ 0 ) , 

Associating together; companionship, so-
ciety ;—sahdbat, sahaba (pi. of sahib), Com-
panions, friends. 

a ^ W - sahdbl, One of the companions 
of Muhammad, or their descendants. 

A j-W'C sahdh, Being sound, free from 
blemish ; soundness, health, blamelessness; 
complete, perfect, sound, eutire ; title of an 
Arabic dictionary by Jauhari (less cor-
rectly sihah) ;—sihdh (pi. of sahlh), Sound, 
perfect, complete. 

A "^JSS- sihdr-an, Publicly, openly. 
A ̂ SJW- Sahara, sahdrl (pi. of sahrd ), 

Deserts. 
A c 0 ^ 5 sahdsih (pi. of sahsah, sahsdh, and 

sahsahan), Extensive pieces of level ground : 
—turrahdti sahdsih, Trifles, vanities, futile 
things. 

noise ; 
a e 
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k tikaf, A place where water col-

lects;—sahhdf, A bookseller; a book-binder; 
a librarian. 

A s aha'if (pi. of sahl'fat), Pages, 
leaves, books;—dar sahd'ifi sdbiqa, In the 
preceding pages. 

A sahb, Skinning a slaughtered 
animal; (pi. of sdhib), Companions ;—sahbi 
hir am, Tbe illustrious companions (i.e. of 
Muhammad). 

A (jjWay suhbdn (pi. of sahib), Com-
panions, friends, associates. 

A suhbat (v.n. of Associating 
together; society, friendship, companion-
ship (especially of Muhammad); conver-
sation, discourse, intercourse ; coition ; (pi. 
of sahib) companions ; — suhbati pdshida, 
Perfect friendship or companionship; one 
who has taken his departure, deceased ;— 
suhbat ddshtan, To associate, to converse;— 
suhbat kardan, To keep company, to con-
verse with ; to sit together. 

a j\ y suhbat-bar-dr, One who car-
ries on or promotes intercourse or com-
panionship ; an acquaintance. 

a y suhbat-bar-dri, Acquain-
tance. 

a suhbat-joy, Seeking (each 
others) company. 

a ut^i^o suhbat-khana, A privy, 
a ^ f a suhbat-dari, Association. 
a suhbatt, A companion, comrade. 
a tei^i suhbaUydfia, Used to good 

society, well-bred. 
a suhbat yasawal, A chief 

door-keeper. 
A sihhai (v.n. of £*>), Recovering 

from sickness, being convalescent; integrity, 
soundness, freedom from blemish. 

a sihhat-bakhsh, Health-giving; 
healthy, sanitary. 

a sihhat'Midna, A necessary. 
a sihhat-ndma, A certificate of 

health; a list of corrections, corrigenda. 
A jsahr (v.n.), Cooking; giving a pain 

in the head (the sun) ;—suhr, Name of 
Luqman's sister, who met a bad requital 
for doing good. 

A sahrd', A desert, plain, barren 
waste; a forest, a jungle;—sahrd paimudan 
(tai kardan), To cross the desert; to travel; 
—fahrd'i khwdbida. A long deserted road; 
a vast desert;—sahrd'i sim, The true dawn ; 
—sahrd'i qudsi, Heaven. 

<i£ sahrd-gard ( ^ naward), A tra-
veller in the desert;—sahrd-naward shudan, 
To scour the country. 

sahra-nishin, (desert-sitting, 
desert-inhabiting) A hermit, solitary man. 

a V*"" sahra-nawardi, Traversing or 
wandering in a desert. 

A sahrdwdt (pi. of Deserts. 
A ( j H ^ - sahrd'i. sahrd'iya, Wild, 

desert, uninhabited ; a wild beast. 

A saftsaft, fahsah, 
sahsahdn, An extensive piece of level 
ground. 

A suhsuh, suhsih, Who knows 
and is able to control the intricacies of 
affairs. 

A suhuf (pi. of sahifat), Books, 
leaves, pages, folios;— suhufi rabbaniya, 
The sacred or rabbinical writings. 

A sahal (v.n.), Being hoarse; a 
cracked voice;—sahil, Hoarse. 

A sahn, Doing good ; effecting a re-
conciliation, making up differences; strik-
ing ; a large dish, platter, or cup ; giving 
in a dish ; a cymbal (sahndn, du., a pair of 
cymbals) ; a court, court-yard, area, square; 
a floor ; a grass-plot, lawn ;—sahni iram, A 
garden;—sahni tamdshd-khdna, The pit of 
a theatre (m.c.) ;—sahni chaman, A lawn; 
—sahni die-rang, The world ;—sahni sim, A 
sheet of white paper; the moon's disc;— 
sahni 'azim, The earth's surface. 

A ̂ UA-O sahndInterior of the ear; a kind 
of fish-jelly. 

a sahndt, The jelly of salted fish, 
a fa <&b<e sahn-ddr, Having a courtyard 

or area. 
a sahnak, A small dish or plate, a 

saucer; a small earthern pot; an offering 
or oblation to Fatimah. 

A sahw (v.n.), Recovering from 
ebriety ; becoming sober; departing, being 
dispersed (clouds); leaving off childish 
folly and vanity. 

A sahih, Complete, perfect, entire, 
sound; healthy; right, just, true, certain; 
authentic; certainly, truly ; — sahihu 'n-
nasab, Of pure descent, legitimate;—harfi 
sahih, A sound letter (not ^, j , or ;— 
hikdya'i sahihu 'r-riwdya, History faithfully 
related;—qiydsi sahihu'l-arkdn, An argu-
ment founded on sound pillars, i.e. a syl-
logism. 

a sahih-salim sahih-
saldmat), Safe and sound, safe and well. 

A li^^o sahifat, sahifa, A book, a leaf, 
page; a volume; a writing, letter, epistle; 
[sahiftfi teghi sahar, The twilight or false 
dawn; — sahifa'i zar, The sun; a yellow 
cheek ;]—suhaifat, A plate, small dish. 

A sakhkh (v.n.), Deafening with a 
thundering noise; collision of solid and 
sonorous bodies; sound of a stone when 
struck. 

A sakhkhdb (fem. sakhkhdbat), 
Clamorous, noisy ; scurrilous, foul-mouthed. 

A S-AS-O sakhab (v.n.), Being noisy and 
clamorous; clamour, noise, tumult. 

sakhd (v.n.), Scorching (as the 
sun); twittering (of birds); squeaking (a 
jerboa) ;—sakhad (v.n.), Being intensely 
hot (the day). 

A YTS* sakhr, sakhar, Rocks, huge hard 
stones; name of an evil genius who stole 



Solomon's ring ; the great piece of rock in 
the mosque of 'Umar in Jerusalem. 

A sakhrat, sakharat, sakhra, A rock, 
huge hard stone; name of an evil genius who 
stole Solomon's ring. 

A Jjat- sukhud. A listening, a paying 
attention. 

Ajjak* sukhur (pi. of sakhrat), Rocks. 
A« sad (S. sata), A hundred;—sad chanddn, 

A hundred more or less ; a hundred such ; 
—sad andar sad, For a hundred of hundreds 
(of years), for ages, per ssecula sseculorum ; 
—sad bimar az labi gor wd-gasht, (a hundred 
invalids have escaped the jaws of the grave) 
As long as there is a breath left life need 
not be despaired of;—sad para (shdkh) 
kardan, To break into a hundred pieces;— 
sad kuza agar sdzad, yake dasta na-ddrad, 
(if he make a hundred pitchers, not one 
has a handle to it) However much he talks, 
you will never know what he means; the 
more he speechifies the less he commits 
himself;—chu o sad kas dar yak angusht 
(nakhun) ast, A hundred such-like persons 
are ruled by him. 

A A- sadd (v.n.), Prohibiting, checking, 
hindering, turning away;—sadd, sudd, A 
mountain ; the side of a channel, a valley ; 
—-sad', Clearing away rust, polishing. 

A Â* sadd, Reverberating noise, echo; 
call (as to prayer), cry; invitation to a 
marriage ceremony or feast; [sadd kardan, 
To call; to convoke, to invite ; — sadd'i 
muhib, A terrific voice ;—ba-sadd'i baland, 
With a loud voice; (the word is also con-
strued with the verbs bdz dddan, bald girif-
tan, bar-amadan, bar-khdstan, bar-dashian, 

' baland sdkhtan, baland kardan, pechldan, 
dadan, zadan, giriftan, &c.) ;]—sadd', Rust ; 
ruat-coloured; reddish brown. 

A J U sidad, Female dress, covering; a 
veil;—suddad, A serpent; a kind of lizard ; 
a path to water. 

AĴ A« siddr (v.n. 3 of JA®), Requiring, 
compelling, or urging; breast-harness of a 
camel; a kind of kerchief, the upper part 
of which covers the head, while the lower 
part conceals the bosom and shoulders ; a 
mark branded on a camel's breast;—sudar, 
Name of a place near Madmah. 

A 8J\A<> sadar at, The office of grand vazir 
or prime minister, premiership. 

A sudd', Headache, megrim;—suda'i 
shiqqi, Hemicrania; — suda'i 'am, Cepha-
lalgy. 

A siddgfi. A mark burnt on the 
temples. 

A JS\A« saddq, siddq, A marriage-settle-
ment; a portion which the husband en-
gages to give to his future wife. 

A saddqat, True friendship, sin-
cerity, candour, loyalty, fidelity. 

a jjpl saddqat-parwar, Educated in 
truth, accustomed to sincerity. 

a f t iwU saddqat-kar, u^JflA® sadd-
qat-kesh, saddqat-gustar, Sincere, 
faithful. 

a saddqat-gustari, Show or 
profession of sincerity or candour. 

a JU<* ctJrtAo sadaqat-maqdl, Loyal or 
t ruthful in speech. 

a sadaqat-mausum, Marked 
with the stamp of truth, truthful. 

A siddm, A distemper in horses' 
heads. 

Ao sad-barg, Centfoil; any flower with 
many leaves, as a dahlia, &c.; name of a 
damsel;—guli sad-barg, A many-leaved rose. 

^ A« sad-pa, A centiped. 
ift. A» sad-para, In a hundred pieces. 

sad-pdya, A centiped. 
A* sad-paiwand, Shepherds-staff, 

y A« sad-to, A hundred folds; part of 
the tripe or stomach so called. 

W »x<> sad-chdk, Torn in a hundred 
pieces. 

Ao sad-chiragh, A hundred candles; 
a brilliant illumination; a candelabrum, a 
lustre (see J^r). 

A tA* sadh (v.n.), Raising the voice, 
singing, croaking, or crowing loud (a man, 
crow, or cock) ;—sadafy, A standard, ensign; 
an empty place; a sand-hill; a heap of 
stones ; a broad stone ; a kind of deep-red 
f ru i t ; anything black ; a negro. 

A <Sa-A« sadhat, sudhat, sadahat, A bead or 
shell used as an amulet. 

A I>A» sadad, Nearness ; near; opposite ; 
purpose, design. 

j j jws sad-dar, Hundred doors, i.e. chap-
ters, title of one of the sacred books of 
the Fire-worshippers. 

a "A^jj j-s sad-daraja'i, Centigrade (m.c.). 
y U ^ Xe j j Ao sad-dar-sadi karman, Name 

of a place in Karman. 
t^tt,^ JU> sad-dahan, (hundred-mouthed) 

One who first says one thing and then 
another. 

jAo sadr, Chief seat; prime minister; a 
judge. 

AjA- sadr (v.n.), Returning, or leading 
back, from watering ; the breast; the front 
par t ; anything opposite or confronting; 
the upper end of the room, the seat of 
honour; beginning; proemium or exordium 
of a letter ; chief; government; a high 
official; [sadri a'zam, Prime minister; dig-
nity of premier; chief seat;—sadri a'ld 
{amin), A chief judge;—sadri sudur, Chief 
judge, chancellor;—sadri'addlat, The su-
perior court of justice, the presidency;]— 
sadar, Return from water or from pilgrim-
age ; a party returning from the pilgrimage ; 
the fourth of the days of nahr (see/*) . 

a jAc sadr-amin, Head or chief amin 
(see sadri amin under jA*>). 

a J f t jAo sadr-bdzar, The chief bazar in 
a military cantonment. 



a jXe sadr-dlwan, A chancellor. 
A 2)Ac sudrat, The upper part of the 

uman breast; the thorax; a stomacher 
= Sĵ Ao q.v.). 
a jAo sadr-gdh, The chief seat, = 

S Mum* q.v. 
sad-ranj, (a hundred cares) Chess. 

a JAO sadr-nishin, Holding the first 
ignity, sitting in the highest place of 
onour ; the grand vizier ;—sadr-nishlni 
lasnad, Sitting on the throne, i.e. the 
signing king. 

sad-rah, A hundred kinds of ways. 
a (^jAo sadrf, Pectoral; supreme ; a vest, 

raist-coat; a jacket. 
JL. ju> sad sal, &IU Ae sad-sdla, A century; 

undred years old, a centenary (m.c.). 
A sad' (v.n.), Cleaving (especially a 

ard substance) ; appealing to the liberality 
f anyone; crossing (a desert); making 
ublic, disclosing; distinguishing truth 
rom falsehood ; a fissure, rupture, crack in 
hard substance ; a sin, fault, crime ;— 

id', sada1, Light or thin of flesh (man) ; 
-sid', A crowd, a troop of men ; a piece of 
nything;—sada', Young and vigorous (a 
lountain goat, buck, camel, &c.) ; of middle 
tature, weight, age, or robustness ; rust;— 
lidu' (pi. of sadi'), Halves; dawns; new 
atches on old garments. 
A sadgh (v.n.), Overtaking, and walk-

lg by the side of another; travelling or 
ralking in company; crushing (a pismire) ; 
arning from, beating off, diverting;— 
adgh, The part of the face from the eye to 
be ear, the temple ; the hair curling about 
be temples. 
A sadf (v.n.), Declining, receding, 

urn ing away from ;—sadaf, A shell, shell-
sh, pearl, mother-o'-pearl, oyster; any-
thing elevated ; the higher part of a wall 
r mountain; the top of the shoulder-plate ; 
closeness of the thighs in a horse with a 

traddling of the feet; name of a village; 
sadafi dtishin (roz), The sun; — sadifi 
\jdda-rang, • Yellow wine ;—sadafi rang, A 
hell or china pan, &c., for colours ;—sadafi 
dnu, The knee-pan ;—sadafi sad u chahdr-
'ah 'aqd, The Qur'an (as consisting of 114 
hapters);—sadafi falak, The highest hea-
en; sun and moon ; name of a figure 
ormed by several stars near the north pole ; 
—sadafi mushkln-rang, The sky ;—sadafi 
azar baidaq, The stars;]—sadaf, sudaf, 
uduf, The part where a mountain breaks 
>ff, a side or tract of i t ;—sudaf , Name of a 
ertain beast or bird. 

a ij^. sadaf para, A piece of a shell. 
a sadafcha, A small or fine shell. 
a sadaf-gun sdghar, Glass 

;oblet. 
A JAO sadq (v.n.), Speaking truth ; being 

rue, honest, upright; true, sincere; hard 
,nd smooth (a spear);—sidq, Truth, ve-

racity, sincerity; a good name; candour; 
[sidq u kizb, Truth and falsehood ; the true 
and the false;]—sudq, suduq (pi. of sadq, 
saduq), Speakers of truth ; true friends ;— 
sadaq (for P. 6A~ q.v.), A festival night on 
which bonfires were lighted. 

A AC sudaqd' (pi. of sadiq), True, just, 
sincere friends. 

A W^UAO sadaqdt (pi. of sadaqat), Alms. 
A sadqat, Perfect (woman) ;—sada-

qat, sadaqa, Alms ; part of an estate dedi-
cated to pious uses; a sacrifice, a victim; 
a woman's dowry ;—sadaqa raftan, To go 
a-begging, to supplicate; to come as a 
petitioner (mm.cc.). 

a jAo sidq-warz, Sincere, true. 
A sadm (v.n.), Beating, bruising; 

striking one hard body against another; 
collision. 

A UUUAC sadamdt (pi. of sadmat), Blows, 
collisions ; adversities ; — sadamati dldti 
qitdl, Clashings of deadly weapons. 

A sadmat, sadma, A baldness about 
the temples; blow, collision, shock; ad-
versity, blow of fo r tune ; accident (con-
strued with uftadan, khwurdan, zadan, shi-
kastan, <fcc.) -—sadmaH jismdnl, Bodily hurt; 
personal violence, a violent assault;—sadma 
dlda-n, To receive a shaking (m.c.). 

A JJAO sadud, Sly, deceitful; a certain 
substance rubbed on a mirror and after-
wards made into a collyrium ;—sudud (v.n. 
of Turning away the face, being averse; 
hindering, preventing ; aversion. 

Aj^-c sudur (v.n. of Rising, spring-
ing, proceeding, flowing; issuing; (pi. of 
sadr) breasts; higher or upper parts; chiefs, 
ministers. 

A sudu' (v.n. of £•*«>), Having a 
strong^ propensity, being inclined; declining, 
diverting from; dividing (a flock) into two 
parts. 

A J-JJAA §aduf, (A woman) turning her 
face towards you, and then immediately 
looking a contrary way ;—suduf (v.n. of 

Declining, receding from. 
A saduq, Very sincere, faithful, 

truth-speaking. 
sada, A troop or company of a hun-

dred men. 
j\y6> j^o sad hazar, A hundred thousand. 
A JŜ O sadd (v.n.), Being thirsty ; a male 

owl; echo ; slim, slender (man) ; a corpse ; 
the seat of hearing, sensory; name of a 
small bird said to issue from the head of 
one slain;—sadi, Thirsty. 

A A>AO sadld (v.n.), Crying out; vocife-
ration ; the serum in a wound before it 
concretes into pus ; hot water become 
thick. 

A sadi', Anything split in two ; a 
new patch on an old garment; a flock; a 
herd of camels as far as thirty. 

A <3AAO sadlq, A sincere fr iend; true, 



just;—siddlq, A faithful witness of the 
truth ; surname of Abu Bakr. 

sad-yak, One per cent.; a hun-
dredth. 

A sarr (v.n ), Tying the string called 
sirar round the dugs of a camel; tying up 
a purse ; making a noise, crying out; prick-
ing his ears (a horse or donkey) ;—sirr, In-
tensity of cold;—surr, An intense cold 
destroying the herbage. 

A ?arah, surah, Pure, unmixed ;— 
siruh, surah, Being face to face, confront-
ing; speaking openly, disclosing what is 
passing in the mind ;—surah, Confronta-
tion ; plain, open speech; a cup of npat, 
unmixed wine ; title of an Arabic-Persian 
Dictionary. 

A sard,hat (v.n of z f t ) , Being pure, 
unmixed, unadulterated; pureness ;,~sard-
hat-an, Purely; publicly, plainly, evidently. 

a ij^j* snrdM, A long-necked flask, gob-
let; a baluster, a balustrade (m.c.). 

a ĵV* ?urdM-bdzi, Jugglery with 
cups ( = ^jW q.v.), 

a o ^ V surdhi-barddr, Carrier of the 
flask. 

a ^V* surdki-ddr, Sui'ahi - shaped 
(pearl). 

a ^ ^ surahi-qad, A lofty stature. 
a ft surahl-gardan, A long and 

beautiful neck ; having such. 
A fc^ surdkh, A clamour, a scream ;— 

surrdkh, A peacock (lit. screamer). 
A Aft surrdd, A thin cloud without water. 
A sardr (pi. of sardrat), Those who 

have never visited Mecca ; name of a valley 
in Hijaz ;—sirar, A string for tying up the 
dugs of camels to prevent the young from 
sucking; high ground; name of a moun-
tain ; also of a place near Madlnah. 

A sardrat, One who has not visited 
Mecca; a bachelor. 

A ft)* sardsir (pi. of sarsar), Cold winds. 
A Mjc sirdt, A way, direct road; the 

bridge across hell (according to the fyadis, 
thinner than a hair and sharper than a 
sword's edge); [as-sirafw 'l-mustaqlm, The 
right way, the straight road, i.e. the Mu-
hammadan religion ;]—surdt, Along sword. 

A sird', A wrestling, throwing down. 
A sirdf (v.n. of Being in heat 

(bitch) ; not mixing (wine) accession, in-
crease ;—sarrdf, A banker, shroff, money-
changer ; one who understands the value 
of things in general; a grammarian ;— 
sarrdfi khizdn, The sun ; autumn ; autumnal 
winds;—sarrdfdninuqiidima'dni, Those who 
well understand, or can give change (so to 
speak) in matters of recondite meaning or 
spiritual import. 

A sard/at, Notion, idea, turn of 
thought; [sard,fat anddkhtan, To get out 
of a person's mind;]—sarrdfat , sarrafa, 
The place where bankers transact their 

business, a bank; discount on exchange of 
coins ; the commercial character used by a 
sarrdf 

a sarrdf-khdna, A bank (m.c.). 
a ^ftyo sarrdf I, Banking, money-changing. 
a ( j i ^ sarrafi-pdrcha, A bank bill, 

cheque, draft. 
A sardm, War;—sar dm, sirdm, Lop-

pings of trees; the season of gathering 
dates;—surdm, Hardship, misfortune, cala-
mity ; war; milk remaining in the udder, 
and milked later on;—sarr dm, A vendor of 
leather (sarm). 

A sarb (v.n.), Preparing, collecting 
sour milk; retaining, suppressing urine 
also suppressing au infant's stool to make 
it fat;—sarb, sarab, Milk milked upon that 
which has become acid; milk stored up in 
a bottle for a journey ; a kind of red-gum; 
—sirb, Small dwellings of the Scenite 
Arabs;—surb (pi. of sarlb), Milk turned 
sour. 

A sarrat, Noise, confusion, clamour ; a 
crowd; fierceness of war; anxiety;—sirrat, 
Cold, intensity of cold; noise, clamour ;— 
surrat, surra, A purse, sash, belt in which 
money is tied up; (met.) the keeper of the 
private purse. 

A sarh (v.n.), Speaking openly; being 
pure (collyrium) ; a castle, a lofty building 
especially one erected by Nebuchadnezzar 
near Babil;—sarah, Anything pure, choice, 
unmixed. 

A surahd' (pi. of sarlh), Pure. 
A sarhat, The area of a house. 
A sarhatan barhatan, Valiantly 

(he sallied forth). 
A TFA^O sarkhat (v.n. of t f t ) , Crying out, 

bawling. 
A garkhad. Wine ; name of a town. 
A ̂ Ai-ye sarkhadi, Belonging to the town 

of Sarkbad;—shardbi sarkhadi. Wine of 
Sarkbad. 

A <iy*> sard, Pure (water), sincere (love), 
plain, evident (lie); an elevated part of a 
mountain; a nail through the head of a 
spear to fix it in the sha f t ; a large army ; 
(for P. sard) cold ;—sarad, Being soon sen-
sible of cold ; being galled in the back under 
the saddle (a horse);—surad, A large-
headed bird which hunts sparrows ; a white 
mark on the back of a horse from galling. 

k sarsar, A cricket; a cold, boisterous 
wind ;—sarsari koh-paikar, A strong active 
horse or camel. 

A 'ftyo sarsarat (v.n. of f f t ) , Singing (the 
green woodpecker) ; making a noise, crying 
aloud. 

a ^ f f sarsari, "Vehement (like a storm). 
A GJO sar( (v.n.), Putting folding doors 

to a gate ; beginning a poem with a hemi-
stich to the last syllable of which all the 
other verses must rhyme ; the falling sick-
ness, epilepsy ; ecstatic catalepsy ; [sar'i 
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sitdragan, Glittering or shooting of the 
stars ;]—sar', sir', Throwing to the ground, 
laying prostrate ; mode, species, sort, form; 
[zusar'aAn (sir'ain), Bi-coloured; (met.) a 
double-dealer ;]—sum' (pi. of sariV), Great 
wrestlers; (pi. of sari;') unpolished bows, 
scourges. 

A sar'at, A throwing prostrate once ; 
—sir'at, A mode of throwing down ;—-su-
ra'at, A skilful wrestler, one who throws 
many. 

a 8J) £f> sar'-zada, Struck with epilepsy. 
A sar1 a, Morning and evening ; (pi. 

of sari', Prostrate, thrown down (men); 
epileptics. 

A sarf (v.n.), Changing, turning, 
converting; repentance; versatility, dex-
terity, cunning ; vicissitudes of time or for-
tune ; change, conversion; spending, using, 
employing ; the etymological parts of gram-
mar, accidence, declension, conjugation; 
[_sarf shudan, To be spent, consumed, &c. ; 
—sarfi 'indn, A turning the reins towards, 
making for, any place;—sarf kardan (na-
mudan), To spend, consume ; to taste, to 
take (as meals, &c., m.c.) ;]—sirf , Pure, 
choice, unmixed (wine) ; a red tincture 
with which straps or shoe-latchets are 
dyed; mere, only, alone; [sirfi bl-jada-
rang, Amber-coloured wine;]—suruf (pi. of 
sarifat), Dry palm-branches; thin cakes. 

a ^jliy sarafan, sirfan, Lead ; a kind of 
date ; night and day. 

A sarf at, sarf a, The twelfth mansion 
of the moon ; a bright star in the heart of 
Leo ; (see also below). 

a lot (js-w.0 sarf-dast-khat. A signa-
ture alone ; a blank cheque ; carte blanche. 

a My sarfa, Gain, profit; surplus, addi-
tion, redundancy ; expense ;—sarfa burdan, 
To take the lead ; to gain, acquire ; to fetch 
a higher price ;—sarfa dadan, To offer an 
advantage ; to give an opportunity ; — sarfa 
ddshtan, To take the lead; to overcome;— 
sarfa nigdh ddshtan, To be cautious. 

a ^ f a <Uyo sarfa kdrl, Caution, circum-
spection. 

a sarfi, Grammatical; a gram-
marian. 

A pf sarm surm (v.n.), Pruning, lopping, 
cutting clean off ; interrupting a speech;— 
sarm (for P. charm), Hide; leather;—sirm, 
A crowd, assembly of people; contiguous 
houses ; a kind of shoe for a camel's hoof; 
—surm, Shortness. 

A sirmat, Herd of camels (from 
twenty to thirty, or from forty to fifty) ; 
part of a cloud ; name of a man. 

surnd (for ly- q-v,), A fife, a pipe, 
j y sarw, Name of a plant. 
A suruhat, Purity. 
A CJR° xuriih (pi. of sarh), Lofty edifices, 

castles, citadels. 
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A t}r° zaruf, A great wrestler. 
A. sarur, sarurat, saruri, (A 

man or woman) neglecting to go the pil-
grimage to Mecca; a bachelor, one who 
does not visit the ladies. 

A saruf, (A camel) gnashing the 
teeth ;—suruf (v.n. of Being in heat 
(a bitch or camel) ,• not mixing (wine) ; (pi. 
of sarf) changes, vicissitudes. 

A of sarum, A sharp sword; a dex-
terous pruner of trees. 

a surra, A purse full of gold or of 
silver ;—surra'i jibdl, A mine of turquoise 
or other precious stones (purse of the 
mountains) ; see also A. ^ . 

A S s a r i b , Milk or milk-meats soured, 
A e-jj© sarih, fem. sarlhat, sariha, 

Clear, evident, palpable ; pure, unmixed ;— 
haqqi sarih, An undisguised or evident 
truth;—ghalati sarih, A sheer mistake;— 
kizbi sarih, A downright lie ;—natija'i sarih, 
A foregone conclusion, undoubted conse-
quence. 

A sarfhan, Clearly, evidently. 
a (jr3^ sarihi, — ci>y q.v. 
A sarlkh, A cry for help; one who 

calls for assistance ; one who brings help. 
ays?* sarir, The grating of a door, the 

scratching of a pen; the noise made by a 
locust, or cricket; a noise in general. 

sarir a, The anemone. 
A £>]<> sari', Prostrate, thrown down; epi-

leptic ; one who prostrates another; a 
scourge ; a bow not yet polished ; a branch 
withered on the tree. 

A sarif (v.n, of Creaking (as 
a door or pulley), gnashing (teeth) ; the 
grating of a camel's teeth; pure silver; 
milk warm from the udder. 

A iAjf* sarifat, A dry branch of a palm-
tree ; a small cake. 

A f»iy° sarlm, Cut off, pruued, lopped; 
part of a heap of sand ; part of the night; 
night; morning ; a piece of wood fastened 
in a kid's mouth to keep him from sucking; 
black ground yielding no produce; name 
of a place; also of a man, 

A sarlmat, Resolution, enterprise, 
undertaking ; the termination or breaking-
off of any busiuess; part of a sand-heap; 
part of night. 

a JA*> sitabl (for JA>A), Stable. 
j&Lo sitakhr, Istakhr in Persia. 
a ^ f a satarldb, An astrolabe. 
A SR>U*> si'db (v.n. 3 of Harshness; 

obstinacy. 
A sa'b, Hard, difficult, arduous, 

rough; troublesome, refractory, intractable; 
disagreeable ; inaccessible; a fierce lion ;— 
sa'bu 'Umadak, Impervious, impenetrable, 
impracticable. 

<i ^Uj*® sa'bndk, Hard, difficult, ardu-
ous. 

A yt*«> sa'tar. Savory, origany (see 
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A A*® sa'acl, Violent (torture) ; — su'd, 

Name of a place ;—sa'id, One who rises ;— 
su'ud (pi. of sa'ud), High places ; (pi, of 
sa'id) surfaces of the ground. 

A sa'dd', Inconvenience, trouble, 
pain, distress;—su'add', Deep,long-fetched 
breath or sigh. 

A sa'ar (v.n.), Having a distorted face, 
being wry-necked; distortion of the face 
(from pride or contempt) ; a disease in a 
camel producing a wry neck; smallness of 
the head ; a drinking of biestings. 

A su'rur, su'urrwr, Concrete 
gum; biestings. 

A sa'saSeparated, dispersed. 
A salsalat (v.n. of Separating, 

dividing, dispersing; moving, shaking; 
name of a purgative plant; also of the 
father of a tribe. 

A sa'f, Wine (made from honey 
or a fermentation of bruised grapes) ; a 
kind of little bird. 

A <JA*» sa'f at, Trembling, a cold fit, a 
shiver. 

A <3**-© sa'faq, UFIA*<= sa'faqi, One who goes 
to market, though he has no capital where-
with to buy. 

A sa'fuq, Mean, worthless; name of 
a place in Yamamah ; = above. 

A sa'q (v.n.), Striking (anyone) with 
lightning (heaven); rendering insensible 
(lightning); becoming insensible, swoon-
ing ; dying ; [as-sa'q, Name of a man ;]— 
sa'aq, A loud noise ;—sa'iq, Loud-voiced; 
one who, from excess of terror, expects a 
thunderbolt to fall upon him;—sti'aq, Name 
of a place. 

A sa'qat (v.n. of (J*-®)* Fainting, 
falling into a swoon; a swoon. 

A J*«> sa'l, sa'al, Small-headed and necked 
(man or ostrich); a palm with slender, 
crooked, and barkless branches ; anything 
long; bald (an ass);—sa'al (v.n.), Small-
ness of head and neck. 

A su'luk, Poor, indigent. 
A sa'w, A red-headed sparrow; a 

finch, goldfinch. 
A su'ubat (v.n. of Being 

difficult, intricate; difficulty, trouble, dis-
tress. 

A sa'wat, sa'wa, Small-headed (she-
camel) ; a hen-sparrow with a red head ; a 
finch. 

A sa'tld, High, towering, craggy, 
steep; the highest, most inaccessible part 
of a mountain ; name of a mountain in hell; 
—su'ud (v.n. of A*O), Ascending; mounting, 
surmounting; ascent; (in math.) involu-
tion ;—su'ud u nuzul, Ascent and descent; 
involution and evolution. 

A AJ*̂  sa'id, Surface of the earth; dust 
on i t ; a mountain road; dust which the 
Muhammadans use for religious purifica-
tion when in lack of water; name of a place 

where the Prophet built a mosque;—saHdi 
misr (or simply sa'id), Upper Egypt (in 
length fifteen days' journey). 

AjUo sigkar (pi. of saghir), Small; [sigkdr 
u kibdr, Small and great, little and big, 
the populace at large;]—sughar , Little, 
small. 

A saghdrat (v.n. ot'YU.), Being small, 
young; being younger; infancy; smallness 
(of worth, price, or dignity). 

A &U® sagAdnat (for chaghdna). A staff 
like a sceptre, to which are fixed three 
cymbals, which make a kind of music. 

A <y Ŵ AC saghdniydn, A city beyond the 
Oxus. 

a îV**. saghdnl, Belonging to, native or 
inhabitant of, Saghaniyan ; surname of the 
Imam Hasan bin Muhammad, author of 
j j U ^ SJUS". 

A^VA^ saghd'ir (pi. of saghirat), Despic-
able things, trifles; venial sins; small, 
young girls. 

a i^w*- .figkbin, Sagapenon, a medicinal 
herb. 

A AA*J sughd, Name of a river and of a 
country in Turkistan, Sogd, Sogdiana (one 
of the four earthly paradises). 

A ft saghr (v.n.), Being younger;— 
sughr. Being mean, abject, slavish; mean-
ness ; injury, injustice ; — saghar. Being 
small, meaii, contemptible;—sighar, Small-
ness; infancy;—sughar (pi. of sughra), 
Minors, juniors ; lesser, least (things). 

A sughra (for sughra. fem. of asghar), 
Smaller ;—sughar a' (pi. of saghir). Small, 
slender (men, &c.). 

A sughrd,n. Smallness, littleness. 
A sughra (fem. of asghar), Less, 

least; the minor of a syllogism. 
A saghui, sighw, Inclination, leaning, 

proneness, bias. 
A saghir, Small, little, inferior, junior, 

minor. 
A saghirat, saghira, A venial sin. 
a saghiri, Smallness ; infancy. 
A »-&<> saff (v.n,), Drawing up (soldiers) 

in a file, placing in battle-array ; standing 
in a row; placing (their) feet in a row 
whilst being milked (camels); placing 
milk-pails in a line at milking-time; 
sticking bits of meat on a roasting-spit; 
stretching the wings (a bird); a series, 
order, rank, row, file; (construed with the 
verbs az ham daridan, bar ham khwurdan, 
bastan, sdz kardan, zadan, shikastan, kashi-
dan, &c.) ; name of a village;—saffi tegh, 
The surface of a sword-blade;—saff , khdssa, 
The distinguished order; prophets and 
sa in ts ;—sa f f , shihar, A ring of men en-
circling game (see ;—saff s a f f , In mil-
itary order, rank and file;—saff, mdchan 
(ni'dl), A place where slippers are left. 

safd, Purity, clearness, polish, bright-
ness ; pleasure, recreation; name of a sacred 



mountain at Mecca;—saf a, in P. saf a (v.n. 
of Being serene (the sky) ; purity, 
clearness, transparency ; polish ; pleasure, 
joy, delight; recreation, diversion, pastime ; 
content, satisfaction; (pi. of saf at) large 
smooth stones;—safd duzdldan, To rob of 
purity;—safd1 zadan, To invite ; to con-
gratulate -,—safa'i 'aqldat, Purity of faith ; 
•—safd'i'uyun u anhdr, Limpidity of foun-
tains and rivers;—safd harclan, To rejoice, 
to enjoy ;—safd kardld, You have given 
pleasure (m.c. in receiving a visitor);— 
ahli safd, Voluptuous ;—bd safa'i khdtir, 
With cheerfulness of mind, willingly. 

a {J^-. safd-bakhsh, Delicious; puri-
fying. 

ito safd pazir, Purified, purged, 
racked. 

A safat, A large, smooth stone or 
rock on which nothing grows. 

A sifdt- (pi. of sifat), Qualities. 
a sifati, Accidental; artificial; ex-

trinsic, acquired. 
A sifdtlyat,' Name of a sect. 
A ĈAo sif ah, A broad and ugly appearance 

of a horse's cheek; (pi. of safh) tracts, 
parts ; sides ; the broad sides of swords or 
faces ;—suffdfy, A broad stone, a flag-stone ; 
a broad-sword. 

a safa-Jchezi, Purification. 
A OLAE sif ad, A chain, fetter. 
A JLAC safdr, Dry herbage;—sufdr, A hiss-

ing, whistling, chirping of a bird; a worm 
which gnaws the bowels of a starving man ; 
a collection of yellowish water in the belly ; 
— f a r , A coppersmith;—saffdr ya'gub bin 
lais, Name of a king who originally was a 
coppersmith (see (j^VAo). 

saf-drd, One who draws up in 
array. 

a saf-drd'l, The marshalling of 
troops; array; battle array; parade; 
tactics. 

a ^sfao saffdrl, suffdrl, A coppersmith 
(see the following). 

a saffariydn, saffdriya, Name 
of a dynasty which reigned in Persia for 
about half a century (thus called after its 
founder, the coppersmith Ya'qub bin 
Lais); also name of a sect founded by 
Abdu 'llah bin Saffar. 

A I_ILAO sif of (v.n. 3 of Drawing up 
in lines or files. 

A JLIUJ sifdq, A thin membrane beneath 
the skin that produces the hair; the peri, 
toneum ; (pi. of saflq) thick, stout (stuffs or 
silks);—saffdq, A great travelling merchant. 

A safdqat (v.n. of <J^>), Being stout, 
coarse (cloth). 

a ojy5" safd-maqrun, Sincere; cheerful. 
a safawat, = ^ q .v. 
yl^A© sif dhan, Isfahan, the metropolis of 

Persian Irak. 
^yUUo sifahani, A native of Isfahan;— 

parda'i sif ahani, A species of melody peculiar 
to Isfahan. 

A ^AP saf ayd (pi. of safl), (Camels) 
abounding in milk ; the best parts (of any-
thing, especially of booty chosen by the 
leader for himself before distribution). 

A safd'ih, Broad swords; flag-stones; 
camels with large bunches. 

a ^Jte* safd'i, Purity, clearness. 
^LJUU safdyiydn, Name of a city in 

Transoxania. 
a <x»U safd*i-ndma, A deed of re-

lease ; a settlement, acquittance, discharge. 
af-basta, Banged in rank or 

file. 
a ^Aq ejus saf-bandi, Array; battle-

array ; a line of hunters or beaters. 
A &<= sifat (v.n. of Describing ; de-

scription ; quality, attribute, epithet; form, 
mode, manner; 'an adjective or whatever 
qualifies a noun ; like, resembling ; [sifati 
bahimat (basharlyat, malaklyat), Properties 
of beast (man, angel);— sifati sabutlya 
(zdtlya), A substantial form, essential or 
fixed quality ;—sifati 'ariziya, An accidental 
or movable qual i ty ; ]—suf fat , suffa, A sofa, 
bench; a dais, estrade or raised floor; a 
covered place for reclining on before the 
doors of Eastern houses or mosques ;—ahli 
suffa (benchers), A number of companions 
of Muhammad's flight, who, having neither 
friends nor calling at Madinah, lived on 
the donations of the faithful, and lodged in 
the suffa of Muhammad's mosque. 

uuJu? safat, Name of a city iu Syria (see 
saf ad). 

a t-s-Ac sifat-mausvf, An adjective 
with its substantive, the qualificative and 
the qualified. 

a sifatiya, Descriptive; qualificative, 
adjectival -—jumla'i sifatiya, A descriptive 
or qualificative sentence. 

A safh (v.n.), Turning away (the 
face) ; pardoning, forgiving; leaving, quit-
ting ; refusing a beggar; driving (camels) 
past the well; giving to drink ; revising or 
perusing sheet by sheet; a tract, side, 
quarter, border;—safh, sufh, The broadest 
side of a sword, or the face ; side (of a man); 
edge or border (of a mountain), a smooth, 
level part on its side ;—saf ah, A dispropor-
tionate breadth. 

safahdt (pi. of safhat), Pages. 
A A&Ĵ  safhat, safha,, A face, side, page ; 

expanse, surface, breadth; a tract, border, 
quarter; broad side of a sword;—safhatu 7-
wajh, The cheek ;—safha'i teghi sahar, First 
streaks of light in the morning ; the sky 
safha i hal, State of the case, face of the 
matter;—safha'i hastl, The page of existence, 
the face of the world or earth ;—dar safha 
guftan, To tell by letter, to write to;—man 
jastam az ru'i du safha, I skipped two pages. 

A safd (v.n.), Binding, fastening, 
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fettering;—safad, A chain, fetter ; a pre-
sent ; name of a town in Syria. 

a jW wA- saf-dar, Keeping rank ; putting 
in order. 

<Z;JAo saf-dar, Who breaks the ranks; 
warlike, brave;—mardi dilawar u amiri saf-
dar, A valiant man and gallant commander ; 
—mubarizani saf-dar u bahadurani lashkar, 
Courageous soldiers and bold warriors. 

a saf-dari, The routing of armies. 
A ^5-AAO safad,I, Belonging to, native or 

inhabitant of, Safad (see J ^ ) , surname of 
Salahu 'd-din. 

A f t safr (v.n. of ft), Having a collection 
of yellowish water in the belly ;—sifr, Cop-
per; gold; a cypher;—sifr (sufr, safr), 
Empty ; [ s i f ru 'l-yad, Empty-handed, poor, 
weak ; — sifr kardan, To empty ;] — sufr, 
Copper, brass;—safar (v.n.), Being empty 
(a vessel) ; without furniture (a house) ; a 
distemper in the belly which renders the 
face pale or yellow; a serpent or worm said 
to gnaw the bowels of a starving man ; in-
tellect, understanding; name of the second 
month of the Muhammadan year ; extension 
01 the month Muharram into Safar;— 
sajaru 'l-muzzafar, Safar the victorious or 
fortunate. 

A $afr a', in P. safr a (fem. of asfar), 
Yellow, saffron-coloured ; bile ; wine ; gold ; 
—safr a shikastan,safr a kardan, To be angry ; 
to avert the face; to vomit. 

a y f t f t safraghun. A yellowish bird fre-
quenting melon-grounds. 

a (J£\ft> safrd-kush, (bile-killing) Break-
fast. 

a i$ft\ft> safrdgun, — <3ft ft q.v. 
a ^syft" safr awl, Bilious, choleric, 
a eV* v^jV* safrdwi-mizuj, A bilious con-

stitution or temperament; having such. 
fcjft safruya (P), Name of a town near 

Tiberias. 
a ^ft> saf rd'i, Bilious, choleric. 
a Sft saf rat, Hunger ; hungry ;—sufrat, 

Yellowness; blackness; name of a place in 
Yamamah. 

a ftjiu> sifr-dar, Empty ; very little. 
a CJj Uu> saf-zada, Formed in line or rank. 
a q)) CJS-3 saf-zan, One who breaks the 

ranks of an enemy, brave. 
a ^J-ft saf-zanl, A breaking of the ene-

my's ranks, bravery. 
a ift^A* saf-shikan, A breaker of the 

enemy's ranks; — saf- shikandni rustam -
rusum, Those who break the lines after the 
fashion of Rustam, i.e. heroic champions. 

A OLOA*. safsdf, A willow, osier. 
A safsaf, Plain, level ground. 
A £ft saf (v.n.), Tapping gently on the 

neck; giving a box on the ear. 
A I-A&C s a f a f , What is worn under a coat 

of mail ;—sufuf (pi. of suffat), Sofas, &c. 
(see 

A safq (v.n.), Flapping (as a bird its 

wings) and making a loud noise ; clapping 
the hands; taking another's hand (when 
wishing joy or striking a bargain) ; turn-
ing (trans.) ; opening, and likewise shut-
ting (a door, &c.) ; striking the strings, 
sounding a lute; shaking, agitating (as the 
wind a tree) ; filling (a cup) ; striking one 
with a sword ; the side or slope (of a hill); 
the side of the neck; the cheek (of a 
horse); water put into a new leathern 
bottle and turned yellow by shaking;—sifq, 
One half of a folding-door ;—sufq, A side, 
quarter ;—safaq, Water turned yellow and 
smelling from the leather of a new bottle ; 
—sufu-q (pi. of sifdq), Peritonea; (pi, of 
sufuq) inaccessible mountains; soft, lim-
ber (bows). 

A safqai, sijiqqd, A bargain 
made by striking hands. 

a ft^ saf-kashl, A drawing up in 
ranks, putting in battle-array. 

a fcjM"* saf-mdchan, Asking pardon 
for not knowing one's lesson, 

A safn, A substance resembling 
lights, protrudiug from a camel's mouth 
when raging with lust; yellowness ;—safn, 
saf an, The skin of the scrotum;—sufn, A 
table (properly safn); a leathern water-
bottle (especially for religious ablu-
tions) ; a shepherd's or camel-driver's pro-
vision-bag ;—safan, The pod in which the 
ears of corn are enveloped; a wasp's nest, 

A ft safw (v.n.), Taking the brightest 
part of anything; brightness, clearness; 
the purest part of anything. 

A <;)\JAO safwdn, The second of the days of 
cold weather; smooth, level stones ; name 
of one of the followers of Muhammad, 
whom the " hypocrites" accused of impro-
priety taken with 'Ayishah on a journey ;— 
yaumi safwdn, A clear, cloudless, and cold 
day. 

A a ft safw at, sifwat, sufwat, Choicest, 
best, purest part;—safwatu 'l-lah, safwatu 
'-l-lah min khalqi-hi, The chosen of God 
before His creatures, i.e. Muhammad. 

a S f t safwat-kada, A house ; a cham-
ber ; a council-chamber; the heart, 

A eft" safuh, Liberal; forgiving ; distant, 
shy, retiring (a wife with regard to her 
husband) -,—sufuh (v.n. of Losing her 
milk, becoming dry (camel). 

A ft* sufur (v.n. of ft), Being void, 
empty; emptiness. 

A safurd', safilrat, "^yft safu-
riyd', Zipporah, Jethi-o's daughter, Moses' 
wife; according to the hadls, Moses' sister-
in-law. 

A safuf, (A camel) filling with her 
milk several pails at one milking ;—su fu f 
(pi. of s a f f ) , Ranks, rows, lines. 

A j f t safuq, High and inaccessible (moun-
tain) ; supple, smooth, limber (a bow). 

A y f t sufun (v.n. of Standing on 
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three feet (a horse), the point of the other 
hoof only touching the ground; placing 
the feet properly (in prayer). 

a ^ y u saf awl, fem. safawlyat, safa-
wiya, A prince or member of a dynasty 
of Persian kings ("who reigned from about 
the year 1500 till the usurpation of Nadir 
Shah in 1736), named from Ismael Safi, 
first monarch of this house;—khdndani 
safaiviya, The Safawiyan dynasty. 

a suffa, see A suffat. 
A saf I, Pure, clear, bright; just, up-

right, sincere; the best part of booty taken 
by the leader before distribution ; [ s a f l y u 
*lldh, Adam;]—su f ly , sifiy, Large, smooth 
stones. 

A sajiyat, sa f l ya , Name of one of 
Muhammad's wives -,—sufaiyat, First of the 
days of cold weather. 

A saflh, The sky; the surface of any 
broad substance. 

A saflhat, Surface of a broad stone ; 
surface of anything broad ; a broad sword; 
the panel of a door. 

A saflr (v.n. of yu>), Whistling ; sing-
ing (a bird) ; (construed with the verbs 
surudan, zadan, kardan, kashidan, &c.) ;— 
sa/iri khwdb, Snoring ;—harfu 's-saflr, A 
sibilant letter. 

a saf I f , Bits of meat spitted in a 
row for cooking; pieces of meat, <fcc, laid 
in a row to dry in the sun. 

A saflq, (A garment) of a coarse, 
hard texture ; impudent, unblushing (face). 

A siffm, A town on the Euphrates 
near which a great battle between 'All and 
Mu'awiyah was fought. 

A^Ao saftna, The juniper. 
Â &O siqdr (pi. of saqr), Curses, impre-

cations upon those who deserve them not; 
falcons ;—saqqdr, One given to cursing; a 
slanderer, whisperer; a seller of syrup of 
dates or grapes (saqr), 

A £\iu> siqa', A cloth with which a woman 
covers her head, to keep her veil from being 
soiled by the unguent of her hair; the rein-
ring in a camel's nose; a brand on the 
back of a camel's head; an iron ring or 
other check-rein for a horse. 

A J^O siqal (v.n. of Polishing (a 
sword) ; polish, lustre; the belly; the art 
of grooming a horse ;—saqqdl, A polisher, 
furbisher. 

A saqdlibat {PI. of siqldb, siqldbl), 
Northern nations, / Sclavonians, Russians, 
Scythians. 

A siqdlat, A furbishing, polishing. 
A S-^-e saqb (v.n.), Striking with the fist; 

giving a slap with the band ; rearing high 
(an edifice) ; collecting; chattering, chirp-
ing (a bird) ; long and somewhat slender; 
a camel-colt; the middle and longest pole 
of a tent ; land adjoining one's house; 
—saqab (v.n.), Being near; also being 

distant; nearness, neighbourhood; dis-
tance. 

A fa saqr (v.n.), Beating with a stick; 
breaking (stones, wood, &c.) with a large 
mattock (saqur) ; being intense (the heat 
of the sun) ; a hawk, falcon, or any bird of 
prey ; sour milk; syrup;—saqar, Water 
remaining in a tank;—saqir, Dates from 
which syrup is made ;—suqar, A flagrant 
lie ;—suqqar, A pimp. 

A saq' (v.n.), Striking (a bird or 
horse) on the middle of the head; throw-
ing prostrate, dashing to the ground; 
crowing (a cock) ; going, tending towards ; 
turning out of the road ; covering the earth 
(dew or hoar-frost) ; striking one senseless 
(lightning) ;—suq1, A shore, coast, side, 
tract;—sa^a', Turning out of the road; 
falling in (a well), giving way (the sides of 
a well); being rendered senseless (by light-
ning) ; being white-headed (a horse, bird, 
&c.) ; languor of mind from extreme heat. 

A suq'at, Whiteness on the head of a 
horse, 

A J&o saql (v.n.), Polishing, furbishing, 
making bright (a sword) ; making lean (a 
camel with travelling); cudgelling;—suql, 
The hypochondria; the side; light, active 
(a horse) ;—saqil, Irregular in pace; (a 
horse) spare of flesh. 

A siqldb, A glutton; voracious (a 
camel), white ; red; a Sclavonian, Russian, 
Scythian. 

a faiM* saql-gar, A polisher of swords, &c. 
A siqilliyat, siqliyat, Sicily. 

suqur (pi. of saqr), Birds of prey, 
hawks, &c.; curses, imprecations. 

A suquf (pi. of saqf), Roofs, 
ceilings. 

A gi&o saql' (v.n. of Crowing (a 
cock) ; hoar frost, rime, dew; a kind of 
wasp. 

A saqil, Polished, furbished (sword). 
A sakk (v.n.), Striking violently, 

knocking; shutting (a door) ; (for P. chak) 
the written and signed sentence of a judge; 
sakku 'l-musdfir, A traveller's passport. 

A csiVXo sikdk (pi. of sakk), Sentences 
signed by a judge;—sukdk, The air, atmo-
sphere ;—sakkak, Clerk of a judge. 

A sukuk (pi. of sakk), Sentences of 
a judge. 

A sakrn (v.n.), Striking; driving 
back, thrusting away; falling on anyone 
(adverse fortune). 

A sakik (v.n. of «AC<>), Being knock-
kneed ; weak, silly. 

A J*> sail (v.n.), Watering seeds mixed 
•with earth; clearing, straining, racking off 
(wine) ;—sill, A basilisk; a small green 
serpent which cannot be charmed; a cala-
mity ; hardship; a sharp sword. 

a ^ said, Kindling a fire in cold weather; 
a proclamation either for giving food to the 
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poor or for selling anything; call to prayer; 
invitation (construed with the verbs dma-
dan, dadan, zadan, Icardan, and guftan). 

A said' (v.n. of G-rowing hot;— 
sala', sila (v.n. of i f a ) , Enduring tbe heat 
of fire ;—sild', Roast meat; a fire; the 
burning of a fire. 

suldb, sulldb, An astrolabe. 
A saldbat (v.n. of s-Ac), Being hard, 

strong, robust; firmness, hardness; stiff-
ness, rigidity; severity, r igour; majesty, 
dignity, awe. 

a saldba, A stone for grinding drugs ; 
—saldba har dan, To grind drugs. (See .) 

A soldi, Prayer, &c. (see 'i>fa). 
A ewiU silat (pi. of silat), Gifts. 
A C^" saldh, Rectitude, probity, virtue, 

integrity, honour, honesty, devotion ; advis-
ableness, propriety; fitne3s; a proper 
thing, prudent measure ; well-being; advis-
able, prudent, proper, r ight ; name of 
Mecca; [salahi hdl, Suitable to the time, 
seasonable ;—saldh ddnistan, To deem ad-
visable ;—salahi daulat, Good for the state; 
public welfare;—salahi samarqandi (for 
sald'i samarqandi), A generous invitation ; 
according to others, a sham invitation;—• 
saldh na-mibinam, I cannot see the good of 
it (m.c.) ;—salahi waqt, A fit opportunity, 
a favourable time ;]—sildh (v.n. 3 of 
Reconciling, making peace. 

a c^ salah-did, Advisable. 
a fa saldh-kar, An adviser; a pious 

man, a devotee. 
A AAA® saldhiyat, Honesty, integrity, 

worth, virtue, goodness, chastity. 
a sald-khwdn, Who calls to 

prayer, a Mu'azzin. 
a *>fa> saldwa, = the following. 
A saldyat, A stone or mortar in which 

rausk is brayed. 
A sald'iq, Thin bread; (pi. of sall-

qat), meats thoroughly dressed, well-
roasted. 

sildya, Stones on which musk is 
brayed;—sildya lea,rdan, To bray as with 
a muller. 

A salb (v.n.), Crucifying ; gibbetting; 
burning (fever); becoming quotidian (ail 
ague or fever) ; extracting marrow from 
bones; strengthening (a bucket) with a 
double cross; roasting (meat) ;—sulb, Hard, 
strong, robust; strength, power; back-
bone ; loins; hard, rocky ground; name of 
a place ; — salab, Marrow, f a t ; —sullab, 
Hard, strong; a whetstone. 

a ^fao sulbl, Proceeding from the loins, 
lumbar ; real, natural; [shisha'i sulbl, Blad-
der ;—farzandi sulbiyash, His own son ;]— 
salabi, Belonging to the cross, cruciferous. 

a sulbiya, Sclerotic coat (anat.). 
A silat, sulat (v.n. of fa}), Joining, 

coupling ;—silat, sila, Conjunction, connec-
tion, relationship, affinity ; a present, g i f t ; 

poetical licence (unsupported by examples) ; 
—sila'i rahim, A visit to, or intercourse 
with, kindred ;—harfi sila, A conjunctive 
particle, a preposition prefixed to a noun. 

A salt, A broad, wide front or fore-
head; straight, even, level; a sharp and 
shining sword; an active, bustling man; 
name of a man; also of a place ;—salt, suit, 
A large knife ;—$ilt, A thief, robber. 

A zfa salj (v.n.), Smelting (silver) ; cud-
gelling -,—salaj, Deafness ;—suluj, Good 
money ;—sullaj, A cocoon. 

A f f a silh, Good, fair ; name of a river; 
—sulh, Peace, concord ; reconciliation, paci-
fication; amicable arrangement, compact, 
convention ; a treaty, truce (construed with 
the verbs uftadan, awardan, dadan, kardan, 
&c.;)—sulh bd 'iwaz, Compromise ;—sulfyi 
hamil (kull), Perfect reconciliation, defini-
tive treaty ; universal toleration ;—sulh u 
salahi mustaujibu 'l-faldh, Peace and con-
cord, productive of prosperity. 

A "WS-o sulh-an, Pacifically. 
A oUA" sulahd' (pi. of sdlih), Just, pious. 
a y . ( f a sulh-amez, Conciliatory. 
a fao sulh-shikani, A breach of the 

peace. 
a fa sulh-kar, Peaceful ; peace-

making ; amicable, conciliatory. 
a ^ f a qfa sulh-kari, Amicableness, con-

ciliate riness. 
a ^fa sulh-ndma, Treaty of peace, 

compact. 
a sulha, Friendship. 
A (fa salakh (v.n.). Being deaf ; deafness. 
a &iUsl« salkhdna (prob. for salakh-khdna), 

A slaughter-house, shambles. 
A Ao said, A smooth, shining forehead 

(especially if bald); a horse not sweating ; 
hard, solid, strong, smooth ; a place where 
nothing grows;—salad (said? v.n.), Strik-
ing the ground with his hoofs in running (a 
horse); ascending (a mountain); gnashing 
(of the teeth). 

A JUU salsdl, Clay mixed with sand, or 
clay not made into earthenware; clay dry 
and hard which yields a sound. 

JA* salmi, Forelocks of a horse ;—sulsul., 
A ring-dove, a wood-pigeon; forelocks of a 
horse ; white in a horse's mane ; water re-
maining in a tank ; a cup, small vessel; a 
skilful shepherd; name of a place on the 
road to Madlnah ; also of a river in Yama-
mah. 

A %fa sui' (pi. of asla'), Bald-headed 
(men) ;—sala' (v.n.), Being bald, baldness; 
—sulla', Abroad and hard stone; a place 
producing no herbage. 

A OULO sal'd' (fem. of gW asla'), Bald (wo-
man) ; bare, producing nothing (ground); 
a misfortune; any important affair or 
notorious contingency ; a thorny tree naked 
by the falling of the leaves. 

A sala'at, sula'at, A bald place. 



AffkesaVam, Asymbolical word frequently 
added to the name of Muhammad, and 
formed from the abbreviation of the phrase 
solid' 'l-ldhu 'alaihi wa sallam, May God 
bless and assoil him ! 

A c_ilu> salf, A vacuum in the heart of a 
palm-tree;—salaf (v,n.), Boasting, making 
false pretensions ; exceeding bounds ; being 
unable to please her husband though be-
having properly (a woman) ; speaking dis-
agreeably or invidiously; being tasteless 
and giving little nourishment (food) ;— 
salif, Insipid and affording but little 
nourishment; a vessel holding but little ; 
heavy (a vessel) ; thundering but rainless 
(a cloud) ; a boaster; one who makes false 
pretensions. 

A (JLO salq (v.n.), Making a loud, grating 
noise ; beating (with a stick); lying with a 
woman prostrate on her back ; overwhelm-
ing an enemy with a tremendous attack; 
oppressing with heat (the sun) ;—salaq, 
Plain, level ground. 

A salm (v.n.), Extirpating, mutilating 
(nose or ears). 

A salawdt (pi. of the following), 
Prayers, benedictions, blessings; curses, 
maledictions; synagogues, Jewish oratories; 
(pi. of said) middles of backs. 

A %ft saldt (v.n. 2 of ( f t ) , Praying; 
being merciful (God) ; prayer; supplica-
tion for forgiveness ; compassion, mercy ; 
a place of prayer, a synagogue. 

A t f t saluh, — Q.V.;—suluh (v.n. of 
Being good, excellent; being right, 

tit, proper, corresponding with ; good con-
dition. 

A i f t salukh, Hardship, fatal calamity. 
A salad, Slow-boiling (kettle) ; (a 

horse) not perspiring; (a camel) yielding 
but little milk; one who through fear 
ascends a mountain ; hard ; level; solitary ; 
—sulud (v.n. of ALB), Sounding when struck 
yet emitting no fire (a flint, <fcc.). 

A £ f t sidugh, Fulness of growth (in a 
sheep). 

A ^ f t sulul (v.n. of J*) , Beginning to 
putrify (meat), to get tainted (water). 

o f t salun, Capers. 
a sila, see A &U. 
A saly (v.n.), Roasting; warming 

before the fire (the hands, &c.) ; deceiving 
by caresses, circumventing, betraying into 
danger;—salla (pret. of 2nd conj. used opta-
tively), May He pour blessings, or be pro-
pitious ! 

A salib, Hard, strong, firm ; a cross, 
crucifix; three-cornered, cross-shaped; a 
cruciform brand on a camel; four stars 
behind the eagle ; a standard ; marrow; 
[salibi abkar, (great cross) A colure ;—salibi 
badparwdy A window-frame;—salibi khatti, 
A quadrangular line;—ashdbi salib (sulub), 

The crusaders ;]—sulaib, Name of a town; 
also of a mountain. 

salibwdr, Across, crosswise. a f t 
a (^oltf salibi, Belonging to the cross; 

cruciferous; cruciform; a Christian priest. 
A sulai'd', The exposed privities of 

man or woman ; any shameful affair ; hard-
ship ; calamity. 

a saligh, = <3^ q.v. 
A «-M*> salif, The side of the neck, the 

head of the vertebras, where they join the 
skull; two cross-pieces of wood on a camel's 
saddle whereon the litter rests (mostly used 
in the du. salif an, which also means the 
two sides of the neck). 

A saliq, Even, smooth, shining; 
name of a town near Wasit. 

A Jab® salil (v.n. of J-=), Sounding (iron) ; 
roaring (the sea) ; the rumbling of the 
bowels when dry from thirst ; becoming 
dry (a leather bottle, or the entrails of a 
camel from thirst). 

A a* samm (v.n.), Closing or corking (a 
bottle) ; emitting no sound when struck; 
being deaf, deafness ;—simm, Bold, brave 
(man) ; a lion;—summ (pi. of asamm), The 
deaf ; hard stones or rocks. 

A sammd' (fem. of asamm), Deaf, 
dumb, one that can neither hear nor be 
heard ; hard, solid (rock), not returning an 
echo; misfortune, calamity; a surd in 
arithmetic. 

A IJUU-S sumdt (v.n. of Being silent, 
silence. 

A CU-S sumah, The smell of the arm-pits 
when sweating; a cautery. 

A samdkh, Name of a river ;—simdkh, 
The ear, organ of hearing; the hollow of 
the ear; a small quantity of water. 

A AU-O simad (v.n. 3 of A*-), Fighting 
with swords; striking at each other with 
whips ; a cork, stopper, or strap to secure 
the mouth of a bottle; a kerchief worn 
round the head. 

A FU*> samdm, A misfortune;—simdm, 
The stopper of a bottle. 

T (ft* saman, Straw. 
A simmat, A male serpent; a bold 

man ; adverse fortune, calamity. 
A saint, Silence ; speechlessness; 

taciturnity. 
A samajat (pi. samaj), A lamp. 
A samh (v.n), Dissolving (as intense 

heat does the brain) ; striking with a whip. 
A samkh (v.n.), Striking on the hol-

low of the ear; smiting the face violently 
(the sun) ; striking the eye or ear with the 
clenched fist;—simkh, A dry crudity in an 
ewe's teat after lambing, which dropping 
away, the milk improves. 

A A** samd (v.n.), Going towards, wish-
ing to approach ; corking a bottle ; beating, 
striking ; an elevated rugged place ; black-
ness of the face from the heat of the sun; 



—samad, A lord, chief, one to whom people 
resort in an important matter; perpetual, 
eternal; sublime, high ; the Eternal, the 
Most High; a proper name (m.c.). 

A samdan, samddnl, 
samadi, Eternal; divine. 

A samddniyat, Eternity. 
A samr (v.n.), Being avaricious; 

keeping back, hindering; flowing through 
a plain from a declivity (water) ;—samr, 
sumr, The smell of a fresh leathern bottle; 
also of meat; putridness, stench;—simr, A 
place where water collects;—sumr, Water 
contained in a vessel; fulness of a vessel. 

A samsdm., Bold, resolute, keen; a 
sword that bends not ; a sharp sword. 

A samrnm, Extremely avaricious;—-
simsim, Thick; hardy, keen (man) ; short; 
the middle. 

A sam' (v.n.), Striking (with a stick) ; 
passing by (people), and wearying them by 
one's speech;— Sum' (pi. of asma'), Small 
ears ; small-eared ; [jum'u 'l-ku'ub, Bogs 
with small ankle-bones;]—sama', Blunder-
ing in speech; entering boldly on any 
matter. 

A samgh, Gum of the tree qaraz, 
called also samghi 'arabl, Gum arabic; 
[samghu 'l-qatdd, Tragacanth gum ;—sam-
ghu 'l-mafyrus, Assafcetida ;—samghi alu, 
Plum-tree gum ;—samghi dlucha (Jcllds), 
Cherry-tree gum ;—samghi bufm, Gum of 
the turpentine tree;—samghi hamdm a, Gum 
ammoniac ; — samghi sanaubar, Common 
frankincense;—samghi kdj, White resin ;— 
samghi nishdsta, Dextrine;]—gimagh, A 
dry crudity in a camel's dug after colting, 
which falling off, the milk improves. 

A J-*-® saml (v.n.), Striking (with a stick) ; 
being hard, firm ; drying up (a tree not 
watered); abstaining from food. 

A samam (v.n. of fa), Growing deaf; 
deafness; a stoppage in the ear;—simam 
(pi. of simmat), Bold, resolute men ; lions ; 
male serpents. 

A samiit, Silent, mute, speechless; 
heavy (coat of mail) ; sharp, deep-piercing 
(sword) ; name of a horse. 

samur, Sable (fur). 
sumiir (v.n. of Being ava-

ricious ; keeping back, hindering. 
A Jy** sumid (v.n. of J-*-*), Striking with 

a stick ; being hard, firm. 
A fsamlm, Pure, unmixed, sincere ; 

the choicest part of anything ; the pith or 
marrow; root, origin ; core, bottom of the 
heart; deaf. 

a samwii, Cordial; inward ; pure, 
sincere. 

A f sinn, A little basket in which bread 
is carried; urine of a stag; name of the 
first of the days called aiydmi 'ajuz, q.v. 
under . 

A V ^ 9 sinab, A kind of seasoning for meat 

made of mustard and dried grapes bruised 
together; long in back and belly (horse). 

A sanadid (pi. of sindid), Kings, 
princes, chiefs, generals; troops, batta-
lions, armies ; misfortunes, dangers, cala-
mities, great or formidable events;—sand-
didi ghuzdt, The principal commanders. 

A J ^ O U C sa7iadiq (pi. of sanduq), Chests. 
A fa*> sindr, sinndr (from P. chandr), The 

plane-tree ; the head of a spindle. 
A gU* sannd', Artist, artizan, handi-

craftsman ;—sunna' (pi. of sani'), Work-
men, operatives. 

A sind'at, Art, industry ; profession, 
trade, craft;—sannd'at, A water-dam, a 
dyke. 

A <fa* sundn, The sin ell of the arm-pits. 
A §ana'i' (pi. of sina'at), Arts, 

trades, crafts; miracles; (pi. of sam'at) 
acts, actions; benefits, kindnesses;—sa-
nd'i'i badd'i', Bare and wonderful works of 
a r t ; skilful constructions ; rhetorical flour-
ishes, figures of speech ;—sand'i' u ma'arif, 
Arts and sciences. 

A sanj (from P. chang), An Arabian 
cymbal, or two concave discs, which, when 
struck together, make a tingling sound, 
chiefly used as an accompaniment to other 
instruments; a sort of stringed instru-
ment ;—sunuj, Dishes made of ebony. 

a i^A^fl sanjdt (pi. of sanj), Cymbals, 
tambourines, 

A AAS^E sanjat, A balance, scales ; a weight 
(also sanjatu 'l-mizdn). 

a sanjuq (for q.v.), A flag. 
A sandal, Sandal, an odoriferous 

wood; a perfumed, embrocation obtained 
by rubbing a piece of sandal-wood with 
water 011 a stone ; a four-legged stool ; a 
sandal (shoe) ; a camel with a large head, 
thick and strong ; (construed with the verbs 
budan, sd'idan, kardan, kashidan, mdlidan, 
&c. ',)—sandali surkh, fled sandal-wood ;— 
sandali safed, White sandal-wood. 

a JA^ sandal'dsa, A flat circular 
stone on which sandal-wood is ground. 

a <>AJ sandal-dana, A sort of wild 
rue. 

a j j ^ sandali, Made of sandal-wood; of 
the colour of sandal-wood, light yellow; an 
eunuch ; name of a city in Kashmir; (for 
sandali) the place for tbe sandals or boots ; 
throne, bench, seat, chair; a moveable scaf-
fold ; others following Ibn Batutah derive 
the word in this meaning also from sandal, 
because such thrones were made of sandal-
wood ; — sandali* i kalaska, A coach-box 
(m.c.). 

A sanduq, sunduq, A chest, casket, 
coffer, box, trunk. 

a i^ijxiso mnduqcha, A small chest, a 
casket. 

a sandtiq-khdna, A wardrobe, a 
box-room; place where the regalia are kept. 



a ^jAi-c sanduqi, Box-shaped (tomb, or 
scabbard of a sword made in that form). 

A. sindid, A prince, gallant com-
mander ; rain in large drops ; violent (wind, 
heat or cold) ; triumphant. 

A GAC san' (v.n.), Well-grooming and 
feeding (a horse) ; doing, creating; name 
of a bird; also of a worm;—siV, Clever-
handed, delicate-handed; a roasting-spit; 
dressed meat, travelling-provisions; a gar-
ment ; a tailor; a turban, or turban-sash; 
a cistern ;—sun', Doing a kind action, be-
having well to; also doing ill; skilful, 
dexterous. 

A oU^o san'd', The metropolis of Ya-
man. 

a san'anl, Of the city San';!. 
A san'at (v.n. of Exercising a 

trade. 
® san'at-kdr, A workman, a crafts-

man. 
or, yf^zxXxs san'atgar, An artizan, mechanic. 
a san'atgarl, Art, artistic skill; 

performance of miracles. 
A sin'd, sun'd, sana'd, sunu'd, Indus-

trious, clever-handed people. 
a ^jaAo sun'l, Artificial, artistic. 
a san'ati, Artistic. 
a sanf, Name of a plac6 whence 

fragrant wood is brought;—sanf, s in f , Kind, 
sort, species; mode, manner, form ; guild ; 
category ; tribe \—sinf, Quality, property ; 
the border of a veil; part, side;—sunf (pi. 
of asnaf), Male ostriches whose legs are 
excoriated. 

a sanf I, Of, from, or belonging to 
Sanf;—'audi sanfl, Aloes wood from Sanf 
(worst kind, the best being called a 
middle sort qq.v.). 

A TJ-^ sanaq, A rank smell under the 
arm-}jit.;—saniq, Anything rank. 

A f&o sanarn, An image, idol; (met.) a 
beloved object, a mistress ; name of a game 
amongst children; stench. 

a f^a sanam-khana, sa-
ncm-kadtfi chin, An idol-temple. 

a £ sanam-gar, A maker or carver of 
idols. 

a sanw, Bad wood, stones, or a small 
Btreain betweeu two mountains; — sinw, 
sunw, From the same origin, as two brothers 
by the same father and mother, uterine 
brothers ; a cousin; a paternal uncle ; two 
streams from the same fountain-head; two 
trees from the same stock, 

A sinw an (du. and pi. of sinw), 
Uterine brothers ; paternal uncles. 

sanaubar, Any cone-tearing tree; 
a fir; the pistachio-nut; the fruit of the 
arz-tree. 

jjy-e sanaubar-khirdm, Waving like 
a fir-tree in walking. 

a, sanaubar-qdmat, Ji 
sanaubar-qad, Of a lofty stature. 

A sunuf (pi. of sinf, sanf), Different 
sorts or forms. 

A sinwain (obi. du. used as nom.), 
Two wells or two rivers from the same 
source; two palm-trees growing from the 
same root, 

A sam', Any work of ar t ; operation, 
creation, performance, act, deed ; a creature 
of God; a present, gift, donative; well 
groomed and fed (horse); polished and 
proved (sword, arrow, &c.) ; — sani'u 'd-
daulat, Court secretary (m.c.) ;—sani'u 'l-
qadam, Clever, skilful;—su'i sani1, A vil-
lainous action. 

A sani'at, An art, action. 
A S-^Y sawdb, Rectitude, justness of 

acting or of thinking; accuracy, reason, 
right way, correct mode, px-oper manner; a 
happy issue, success;—simti sawdb, The 
path of reason ;—bi 's-sawab, Justly, pro-
perly, rightly, reasonably. 

a U^A^ sawdb-andesh, Right-think-
ing. 

a AJAJ^ sawdb-did, Approval, good opi-
nion; advisability; expediency. 

a U-u^-c sawdb-namd, Showing well, ap-
pearing probable, just, or reasonable. 

A eV° $uwdh, Plaster, clay; sweat of a 
horse ; milk in which the water prevails; 
a palm-blossom ; high ground. 

A suivdr, shear, A herd of wild oxen; 
scent, perfume; a little musk. 

A sawdrif (pi. of sdrifat), Vicis-
situdes of fortune, accidents, events, revo-
lutions. 

A o f t sawdrim (pi. of sdrim), Sharp, 
culting, &c. 

A suivd', siwd', A drinking-vessel; a 
large cup; a certain dry-measure. 

A sawd'iq (pi. of sd'iqat), Thunder-
bolts. 

A suwdgh, Form, shape, mould, 
cast;—sauwd/jh, A founder, moulder, one 
who casts into a form; a liar. 

A sauwdf, A wool-merchant. 
A sawdm, An arid country ;—sauwdm, 

One who fasts continually. 
A sawdlij, sawdlij at, sawdlija 

(pi. of saulajdn), Clubs for playing at 
polo. 

A sawdlih (pi. of sdlihat), Pious 
women, &c. 

A sawdmV (pi. of sauma'at), Ora-
tories, places of worship; monasteries; 
hermitages, cells. 

A sawdn, siwdn, snwdn, A cloth-press, 
a wardrobe;—suwan, A bow-case; Assuan 
in Nubia;—sauwdn, n. u. sauwdnat, 
Hard stones; podices. 

A saub (v.n.), Raining, falling (rain); 
pouring forth water (a cloud) ; design, aim; 
course, tendency ; part, side ; a path, track, 
the right way; name of the father of a 
tribe. 



a subajdt (pi. of the following), 
Provinces. 

a suba, A province, such as Bengal, 
Bahar, &c., comprising several circars (dis-
tricts), each circar containing so many 
pergunnahs (or hundreds of a district, so 
to speak). 

a jU sub a-dar, subadar, Viceroy 
or governor of a province; a military officer 
among Indian troops, whose rank corre-
sponds to that of a captain. 

a ^ f a suba-ddrl, Viceroyalty; cap-
taincy. 

A uujo saut (v.n.), Calling out ; shriek of 
distress; construed with the verbs bastan, 
tarawldan, rasldan, kashidan, &c.;—sautu 7-
kalb, Bark of a dog. 

A zy° sauh (v.n.), Splitting, dividing;— 
sauh, snh, A steep river-bank, or the pre-
cipitous side of a mountain resembling a 
wall. 

A;y saur (v.n.), Inclining or causing to 
hang down ; turning; cutting, dissecting, 
dividing ; small palm-trees joined together; 
the root of a palm-tree; the middle of a 
river; name of a fortress ;—sur, A. trumpet, 
clarion, horn; the trumpet of Israfil sum-
moning mankind to resurrection; Tyre; 
(pi. of surat) forms, &c. ; [suri ah, The cry 
of one in pain;—suri subh-gdhl, The cries of 
anyone very early in the m o r n i n g s u r i 
nlm-shabl, Cry or lamentation in the middle 
of the night;]—sawar (v.n.), Inclining; 
crookedness;—suwar (pi. of surat), Forms, 
figures, modes, &c. 

t^^jf surdkhi, A long-necked, flagon. 
A saurat, An itching on the head ;— 

surat, sura, Image, form, figure; face, effigy, 
visage; appearance, semblance, resem-
blance; picture, portrait; spectre, appa-
rition, ghost; mode, manner, fashion, shape; 
copy, transcript, abstract;—surati ahwdl, 
State of the case, written statement of 
facts;—surati ikhtiyari, The potential mood ; 
—surati dmira, The imperative mood ;— 
surat bar-ddshtan, To take pattern from ;— 
surat bastan (bandldan), To assume a form, 
to consist; to be conceivable, possible, prac-
ticable; to come into existence, to exist;— 
surati baydnlya, The indicative mood;— 
surati hal, State of the case; a written 
statement of facts ; a manifesto;—surati 
daftar, A book of accounts; a journal, re-
gister, inventory; transcript or entry in 
such books ;—surati dlwdr, Like a picture 
on a wall; aghast, struck with astonish-
ment;— surati shartiya, The subjunctive 
mood - sura t i masdarl, The infinitive mood; 
—surati mu'dmala, Dissimulation ; fiction ; 
—surati wahml, A spectre, hobgoblin, phan-
tom ;—surat yaftan, To assume a form or 
shape, to come into existence; — tabdlli 
surat kardan, To disguise oneself, to mas-
querade, to travel incognito;—dar surat 

(surate ki), In case, provided that. (The 
word is moreover construed with the verbs 
pdzlruftan, pardakhtan, dadan, ddshtan, 
raftan, zadan, sdkhtan, kardan, giriftan, 
nishastan, &c.) 

A suratan, To all appearance, ap-
parently, ostensibly. 

a surat-ard dray), A de-
pictor, limner. 

a ?urat-dshnd, Slight acquain-
tance. 

a jW surat-bdz, A player, an actor. 
a surat-band, An artist, painter; 

sculptor, statuary. 
a mrat-bandl, The art of paint-

ing or statuary. 
a j>M surat-pazlr, Assuming or re-

ceiving form or shape ; coming into exis-
tence ;—surat pazlr kardan, To mould into 
shape. 

a o^-ijf}. surat-parast, An iconolater. 
A WWJ^E surat-hardm, Plausible, whose 

appearance promises more than events will 
justify, specious, superficial: fair without, 
foul within. 

a surat-khana, A picture-gal-
lery. 

a surat-khwdn, One who pic-
tures the stato of angels and men as to 
reward and punishment on the day of re-
surrection, and receives a remuneration for 
it from the bystanders. 

a fa ^jye surat-sdz, = q-v-
a SĴ  izjjpo surat-kada, A picture-gallery. 
a j&Z surat-kash, fa^y suratgar, A 

painter; a sculptor. 
a surat-gardr, A depictor, lim-

ner. 
a i^sfa^f surat-garl, A giving form, for-

mation. 
a tiJjyo surat-nishln, Painted, sculp-

tured. 
a wjyo surat-nigar, A painter; a 

sculptor. 
a ^s—iy cyjyo surat-nawlsl, A copy, a 

transcript. 
a surat-namd, Apparent;—surat-

nama shudan, To appear, to seem. 
a ij*))-0 surati, Handsome. 
^fa surquni kabud, A kind of wil-

low. 
sura, see A. surat, 

a suri, fem. surly at, surlya, Ex-
ternal, apparent; pertaining to the face, 
facial; a native of Tyre ;—inhizdmi suri, A 
feigned retreat, rout, or defeat; — pare-
shdnl'i suri, Alteration of countenance, dis-
turbed external appearance ;—^m,ulki suri, 
The visible or external world ;—muwdsalati 
suri, Personal interview; —'iUati surlya, 
Ostensible cause;—mata'ibi surlya, Out-
ward troubles. 

sutala, A species of beet. 
A gyc sau' (v.n,), Separating ; scattering ; 



terrifying, frightening; measuring -with 
the measure sd( (see 

A saugh (v.n.), Creating, forming, 
shaping, moulding, casting ; melting ; exer-
cising the goldsmith's or founder's ar t ; 
framing a lie; subsiding (water into the 
ground) ; flowing easily down the throat 
(wine) ; form, mode ; like, equal. 

A sa-uf (v.n.), Flying wide of the 
mark (an arrow); declining, departing 
from ; being turned away (the face) ;—siif, 
Wool, a fleece; goat's hair; camelot; the 
cross threads of gold lace; a kind of silk 
stuff ; a piece of wool, &c. put into an ink-
stand ;-—sawif, Woolly. 

A aiye sil fat, A flock, lock of wool; name 
of the father of a tribe of the Banu Muzir; 
—sufatn 'd-dawdt, Wool or cotton put into 
an inkstand. 

a u^r0 ?ufrh Woollen; wise, intelligent; 
pious devout, spiritual; a religious man of 
the order of the Sufi (the Sufi being a higher 
order of mystic than the Qalandar or Mala-
mati; for although the two latter renounce 
the world, they still are subject to a supe-
rior; whilst the Sufi acknowledges no 
spiritual head). 

a sufiydn, Sufis, religious brethren. 
a AiU ĵ* sufiyana, Of or relating to the 

Sufis; like a Sufi ; simple, plain ; certain 
musical modulations ; victuals not contain-
ing flesh. 

a suflyat, suflya, Sufiism; the Beet 
of Sufis; (for the Safawi dynasty. 

a ls*?* stifi-labus, Dressed like a 
Sufi. 

A sauq (v.n.), Driving ;—suq, A mar-
ket-place, a bazar; name of a place near 
Madinah. 

A sank (v.n.), Adhering to the body 
(the smell of saffron); being imbued with 
the smell of saffron (a garment or the 
body) ; the first or beginning of anything. 

A saul (v.n.), Being proud, inso-
lent, perverse, unjust, furious; assaulting, 
attacking, rushing upon;—sill, Name of a 
place. 

A saulat (v.n. of Attacking, 
rushing upon ; onslaught; fury, violence, 
ferocity, impetuosity ; [saulat shikastan, To 
break one's power, insolence, arrogance, 
&c.; — saulat u shujd'at, Ferocity and 
valour ;]—sulat, (Wheat) winnowed and 
heaped up. 

A saulajdn (for P. chaugdn), A long 
bat, curved at one end, with which horse-
men strike the ball in the game of horse-
shinty. 

A py saum (v.n.), Fast ing; standing 
without provender (ahorse) ; ceasing work; 
being still (wind); keeping silence; ab-
staining from speech, from food or drink, 
from coition; ostrich-dung; fas t ; one who 
fasts ; a Christian church. 

W 
A cloister, cell, her-A sauma* 

mitage. 
A sauma'at, sauma'a (v.n. of 

Heaping up to a point; collecting, bring-
ing together; a high-crowned cap, mitre, 
t iara; a Christian cell, a hermitage, a 
monastery; an eagle. 

a «*Ui sauma'a-ddrani falak, 
The angels who surround the throne. 

a (j-yi-j sauma'a-nishin, A monk. 
A yy* saun (v.n.), Guarding, preserving; 

standing on the edge of the hoof (a horse). 
t a sun-tardj, A farrier's tool for 

clipping the hoof. 
A A* sah, sah-in, Hush! silence ! 
A ft* sihdr (v.n. 3 of Contraction of 

affinity by marriage (see SysLa )̂. 
A JLft- suhdl, The neighing of a horse ;— 

sahhdl, A neighing horse. 
a p f t suhdm, Name of an imaginary 

animal, having the body of a flame-coloured 
dragon, and the head of a horse with four 
eyes. 

A suhb (pi. of ashab), Red (camels); 
—sahab, A reddish colour mixed with 
white about the belly (in camels). 

A tX^o sahba1, Reddish (she-camel); 
wine, or the expressed juice of white 
grapes ; red wine ;—sahbd' zadan, To drink 
(red) wine ; — sahbd'i nashat-afed, Wine 
raising the spirits, increasing cheerfulness. 

A A^ sahd (v.n. of a^J), Burning one 
(the sun). 

A s a h r (v.n,), Melting; burning the 
brain (the sun); anointing the head; hot, 
sultry ; relationship by marriage;—sihr, A 
father-in-law ; a son-in-law; a sister's hus-
band. 

A sahrlyat, Alliance by marriage. 
A gjijy® sihrlj, A cistern, reservoir. 
A Jir2 sahal, sahl, A sharp, hoarse voice. 
A sahujad, Large-bodied, corpulent. 
A s-iMt" suhaib, Name of companion of 

Muhammad celebrated for his abstemious-
ness. 

A sahll (v.n. of Jv°)j Neighing; the 
neigh of a horse;—sahll kardan, To neigh. 

A cW® siyah (v.n. 3 of z**), Calling 
aloud, shouting to one another ; exclama-
tion, clamour;—siyah, suyah (v.n. of 
Shouting, crowing (a cock) ; being tall (a 
palm-tree) ; — saiyah, Loud-voiced, cla-
mourous, noisy; a kind of perfume or 
lotion for the head; honey; name of a 
man. 

A saiydd, A hunter; a fowler; a 
fisherman; (met,) a ravisher of hearts;— 
saiyddi ajal, The fatal hunter, i.e. death. 

A & sayddilatfipl.oi saidalanl), Natives 
of Saidalfin. 

a ^AUO sayddl, Hunting, fowling, fish-
ing, shooting ; the chase; field-sports. 

A saydrif (pi. of sairaf), Bankers, 
money-changers, &c. 



A. saydsl (pi. of sis at, sisiyat), Cocks' 
spurs, fortresses, &c. 

A saiyaah. A goldsmith, silversmith. 
A ^U* siydghat, The art of a goldsmith. 
A saydqil, tflSUo saydqilat (pi. of 

saiqal), Furbishers, armourers. 
A siydl (v.n. of Insulting, over-

bearing, assaulting, attacking. 
(•W® siydm (v.n. of Abstaining from 

food, fasting ; a fast ; (pi. of sd'im) fasters ; 
—mdhi siydm, The month of fast, Ramazan. 

A (yWo siydn (v.n. of Keeping, pre-
serving ; laying up ; standing on the point 
of his foot (a horse) ;—siydn, say an, suydn, 
A wardrobe. 

A siydnat (v.n. of Preserving, 
laying u p ; defence, protection, preserva-
tion ; guard, guard over oneself; support; 
—siydnati khun u mdl kardand, They pre-
served their lives and property;—siydnat 
kardan, To defend, support, guard, patron-
ize, maintain, observe ;—siydnati nafs, Self-
defence or preservation; — ahli siydnat, 
Honest, upright people. 

A s - ^ saib, iky*!* saibubat (v.n. of vy 5 ) , 
Being well-directed (arrow), hitting the 
mark ;—saiyib, A cloud pouring down. 

A sit, Fame, good reputation; rain; 
—sit u ishtihdr, Fame and reputation. 

A saih, sayahan (v.n. of 
Shouting, crying aloud;—saihdn, Name of 
a ram kept in Madmab, at the side of whose 
stable a date-tree stood that yielded ex-
quisite frui t ; hence— 

a saihani, A kind of Madinah 
date. 

A Saihat, An exclamation, cry, shriek. 
A said (v.n.), Hunt ing; the chase; 

prey, game; anything to be killed or slaugh-
tered ; construed with the verbs rahd kar-
dan, zadan, sar dadan, kardan, giriftan, 
&c.; [saidi samak kardan, To fish ;—said 
shudan, To be hunted, caught, snared, en-
trapped ;]— sid, say ad, A distemper incident 
to camels -,—sayad (v.n.), Bearing the head 
erect from pride. 

A P^AJJ*. saida', Rough and rocky ground ; 
Sidon; na me of a well renowned for the 
limpidity of its water, 

a (j^A A-o said-afgan, One who brings 
down game, a hunter. 

a said-afgani, The killing or 
pursuit of game, the chase. 

a)\*>\ x-c. said-andaz (jA? bdz), A sports-
man. 

a tsjW^ Ayo said-anddzi, = q.v. 
^•A*® saiddni, of Sidon, Sidonian. 
a A4 said-baTid, A taker or capturer 

of game. 
a said-pesha, A hunter, &c., by 

trade ; one who lives by the chase. 
A J V saidaq, Faithful, trusty. 
a fitf said-gah, A forest, chase, hunt-

ing place. 

a saidgar, A hunter, fowler, fisher. 
A saidaldn, Name of a country or 

place. 
a ^J^s^o saidaldni, A native of Saidalan ; 

a druggist, chemist, dealer in— 
A saidalat, A kind of perfume ; the 

sale of such. 
a ^Ayo saidi, Referring to game; (in 

India) a capturer (by mutual consent) of 
pigeons (belonging to another pigeon-
fancier) ; a rival pigeon-fancier, 

A sair (v.n.), Cutting ; becoming ; 
being; changing from one state into an-
other ;—sir, A side, quarter, limit; issue, 
termination, result; a food prepared from 
fish, fish-jelly; a crevice in a door ;—siyar 
(pi. of sirat), Sheep-cotes, cow-sheds. 

A SJO-J sir at, A sheep-cote ; a cow-shed, 
A sairaf, sairafi, A banker, or 

money-changer ; a cunning fellow, a cheat. 
A sairurat (v.n. of Being, be-

coming, proving. 
A | s a i s (v.n.), Producing bad dates 

(a palm-tree) ;—sif, A date whose stone 
remains soft ; grains of colocynth without 
pulp. 

A I-O-YO sisat, sisiyat, Spur of a cock; 
horn of an ox or stag; a castle, fortification, 
stronghold; (met.) the body ; a weaver's 
instrument for stretching equally the weft 
and warp; a shepherd who skilfully man-
ages his flock. 

A fr* sigh, A tract in Khurasan ;—siyagh, 
pi. of q.v,;—saiyigh, An inventor of 
fictions; a liar. 

A si ghat, sigha, A form or mould for 
casting metal; a form, shape, mode; 
formula ; tense, voice, mood (in grammar) ; 
conjugation ; verbal inflection; marriage, 
especially of the kind q.v., a temporary 
marriage (m.c.) ; a woman married in that 
way (m.c.) ;—sigha'i dbkdri, Distillery de-
partment ;—sighatu 'l-mdzt, The past tense; 
—sigha'i amr, The imperative mood;— 
sigha'i mdl, Revenue or finance department; 
— sigha'i majhul, Passive voice ;—sigha'i 
ma'ruf, Active voice;—sigha'i muflisi, Forma 
pauperis;—ba-sigha'i, In the form of, as 
(see p. 190). 

A saif (v.n.), Passing the summer ; 
summer (i.e. May and June, the hotter 
months being called qaiz) ;—sayif, saiyif, 
Summer rains. 

a saifi, fem. saifiyat, saifiya, 
Belonging or referring to the summer;— 
saifiya, A summer-house. 

A ,3-VO siq, Dust, especially driven about 
by the wind, or hiding objects from view; 
density of dust ; noise ; sweat; stench from 
a beast; a sparrow ; name of an Arabian 
tribe. 

A saiqal, A polisher, furbisher; a 
sword-armourer ; a furbishing instrument; 
polish, lustre; construed with khwurdan, 



zadan, <fec.;—saiqali misi dfirlnish, The 
sun. 

a MJ J^jyo saiqal-duda, Who has polished, 
&c. 

a / J « s a i q a l - g a r , A cleaner, polisher, 
furbisher. 

a Jo-;- saiqali, Scoured, polished, fur-
bished. 

A mi/c (v.n.), Adhering (the smell of 
any perfume to the body or the garments). 

a sailab (probably corruption of 
sA>- q.v.), A cloud pouring out rain. 

simgan, Name of a country in 
Persia. 

A ( s i n , The empire of China; name of 
a place near Kufa ; also near Alexandria. 

a sini, Chinese; porcelain. 
a s->ya-° sayub, Going straight to the end 

or mark, hitting. 
A w^ct* saihab, Intense heat; a sultry 

day ; a tall man ; a hard stone; a sun-burnt 
place. 

U * 

tjA z, called zddi manqiita or mujama, 
dotted the eighteenth letter of the 
Arabic-Persian alphabet, with the numerical 
value 800 in the abjad, is pronounced in 
Persian very much like z, whilst in Arabic 
the pronunciation inclines toward d. 

A !O»U zabit, One who holds firm ; pro-
vident, prudent; abstemious, continent; 
exact, accurate, punctual; a governor, com-
mander, superior, chief; lord, master, pos-
sessor ; — zdbitu 'l-hnll, Omnipotent, the 
Almighty ;—zdbiti umuri khizdna, Chief-
treasurer ;—zdbiti hisdr, Governor of the 
city, commander of the garrison. 

a zdbitagl, Conformity to law, 
rule, or custom, regularity. 

a zdbita, Universal rule, general 
practice ; canon, law, ordinance, regulation ; 
custom, judicial usage ; procedure ;—zdbi-
ta* i 'adalat, Legal procedure; judicial usage; 
—zdbita'i mdl, A body of instructions for 
revenue officers. 

A zdji', One who reclincs much from 
laziness; indolent, lazy, who scarcely ever 
quits the house; silly, foolish ; a river-bed ; 
a star setting in the west. 

A zdhik, Smiling, laughing; a ridi-
culer, laugher, derider, satirist; flashing (a 
cloud) ; a bright white stone conspicuous 
on a mountain. 

A zdhikaty The fore-teeth (as being 
conspicuous when laughing ; a laughing or 
smiling woman. 

A zdhiyat, zdhiya, A distant pro-
vince, a border land. 

A oU sa'd (v.n.), Setting upon, quar-
relling with ; vulva ;—zad, The letter <j&. 

A ft zarr, Noxious, detrimental, hurtful. 
A *->ft zdrib, A beater, striker, bruiser, 

stamper; a coiner; a goer, traveller; low 
ground full of trees ; a wide part of a 
valley ; a dark night ; a she-camel kicking 
at the milker. 

A %ft sdrij, Name of a place. 
A £ f t zari', Small, weak; humble, sup-

pliant ; young of years. 
A *))ft zdrurat, Need, necessity, straits; 

narrow, strait. 
A ̂ f t zari, (A dog) trained to hunting; 

(a wound) which bleeds profu&ely. 
A za'z, za'az (v.n.), Acting unjustly, 

defrauding; oppressing, exercising vio-
lence. 

A t sU za'at (v.n.), Moving the head and 
shoulders in walking. 

A t i U zdghit, A guard, observer; ap-
pointed, set over, a collector of revenue; 
an opening under the arm-pit of a camel; 
one who presses or squeezes. 

A ft^ zdghin, Stubborn (horse), that re-
fuses to run without the whip. 

A zdghnt. The nightmare. 
A J l i zdl, The wild lote-tree;—zdll, 

Straying, gone astray ; a prevaricator. 
A &U zallat, Wandering, lost, stray 

(animal). 
A ft-i> zamir, Slender, lank (camel); (a 

yard) flexible after emission. 
A y»U> zdmiz, Silent; one who hangs 

back; a camel not protruding the shiq-
shiqat (sec 

A ( ^ U zamin, A surety, sponsor, security, 
bondsman, bail; a small piece of wood con-
necting the two tubes of a huqqa ; contain-
ing, enclosing ;—hdzir-zdmin, Security for 
personal appearance, personal bail \-mdl-
zdmin, Monied security, security for pay-
ment of a debt. 

a j^J zdmin-dar, A surety; a person 
bailed, one having a bail or surety. 

a (j.*'^ ^ zamin dar zamin, A col-
lateral security. 

a zamini, Bail, suretyship ;—zamini 
dadan, To give bail;—zanjir zamini, "Chain-
security," a number of persons binding 
themselves for one another, joint responsi-
bility ;—mdl'Zdminl, Surety for the pay-
ment of any pecuniary obligation. 

a f f t ^ zdmin-wajh, Bondsman for the 
payment of rent or a debt, 

a L w U zdminlyat, Caution, surety, bail. 
A za'n (v.n.), Separating sheep 

(from goats) ; a sheep ; a wether;—za'an 
(pi. of zd'in), Wethers. 

A zd'i', Wandering, lost, perished; 
vain, useless, abortive; injured; loss, da-
mage ;—?ai' shudan, To perish, to be lost; 
—za'i1 hardan (garddnldan), To destroy, to 
ruin, to lose. 



C5" ( 799 ) 
zd'in, Wool-bearing cattle, sheep ; 

a wether. 
A s—i zabb (v.n.), Cleaving unto the 

ground ; abounding in lizards (a place) ; 
flowing, distilling, dropping (as blood from 
the gnms, saliva from the mouth, &c.) ; 
having a pain in breast, leg, or foot (camel) ; 
a disease in the lip (of a camel) causing 
the blood to flow; also in the elbow; a 
swelling in the brisket or hoof; milking a 
camel with the whole hand; being silent; 
a lizard of the Arabian or Lybian species 
(eatable and considered a delicacy); a 
flower of the palm-tree before it opens. 

A s-'W-i zabdb, fyW-* ?abdbat, Mist, fog. 
A zubdh (v.n. of &*>), Breathing hard 

(a horse in running) ; barking of a fox; 
name of a place. 

AjW-4 zabbdr, Name of a dog;—zubbdr, 
Name of a tree resembling the oak. 

A zabdtat, zdbdta, Office of a zdbit 
(see ^A*), 

A ?iba', Many stars lying below the 
Great Bear ; (pi. of zab', zabw), hyenas, 

A zabab (v.n. of Abounding 
in Lybian lizards (a country) ; a tumour 
on a camel's foot. 

A zabbat, The skin of the Lybian 
lizard made into butter ; the female Lybian 
lizard; a broad strengthening bar of iron 
on a door. 

A sabs (v.n.), Striking; taking, 
grasping, clutching. 

A zabh (v.n.), Breathing hard (a 
horse in running); a pace of the horse; 
changing the colour of anything without 
burning it (fire or sun) ;—zibh, zabh, Ashes. 

A zabr (v.n.), Leaping with joined 
feet (a horse or a man in fetters) ; laying 
(stones, books, or papers) in order one 
upon another; a multitude rushing upon 
the enemy's ranks; a n u t ; nutmeg; the 
wild pomegranate; the wild nut-tree; a 
hide stuffed with straw and wood under 
cover whereof armed men approach a for-
tress ;—zibr, The arm-pit;—zihirr, A pranc-
ing horse; a lion. 

A U***-6 ?abs (v.n.), Pressing hard upon, 
harassing, or dunning (a debtor) ;—zabas 
(v.n.), Being ill-disposed, bad-tempered ; 
being stupid;—zabis, Ill-natured; of a bad 
disposition. 

A zabt (v.n.), Keeping in subjection 
or obedience; holding fast, preserving, 
guarding; managing, keeping; spelling, 
writing, supplying with vowel-points and 
diacritical signs; government direction, 
administration, control; confiscation, se-
questration ; [zabt budan, To be preserved 
(m.c.);—zabt kardan, To take possession, 
rule over, guard, keep under control; to 
seize, sequestrate, confiscate;—zabfi mdli 
diwdn, Administration of public revenue ; 
—fabt namudan, To write, spell, give the 

orthography;—zabt u rabt, Adjustment, 
settlement;—ahlu 'z-zaht, Agents;]—zabat, 
Ambidexterousness. 

a t ^ni zabt-begi, Overseer of con-
fiscations. 

a zabti, A confiscator; control, re-
straint ; seizure, confiscation ; seized, con-
fiscated ; belonging or referring to admi-
nistration, police, &c. 

A fr* zab' (v.n.), Stretching out the 
arms in prayer; also when striking with 
a sword; throwing out rapidly the fore-
feet, going quick (a horse, &c.) ; going fast 
and shaking his sides (camel) ; tyrannizing 
over, oppressing; inclining to peace; di-
viding, sharing, parcelling out ; an arm, 
especially the fleshy part ; the arm-pit; a 
hillock; a swift pace;—zab', zib', zub', A 
tract of country, a coast;—zabu', A barren 
year ; a hyena; name of a place. 

A a zib'an, (Male) hyena;—zaba'an 
(v.n. of g*-4), Throwing out the fore-feet 
when running rapidly (a horse or camel). 

A zib'dnat, zib'ana, A female hyena. 
a J^Io*^ zdba'td, A fool; a word used to 

frighten children. 
A zabn, Preventing, withholding, 

detaining, keeping back;—zabn, zibn, Clear 
running water free from sediment;—zibn, 
The part of the body between the arm-pits 
and short ribs ; an excavation which one 
despairs of making ;—zahan, Detriment, 
loss, 

A zdbur, A lion. 
A zubu' (v.n. of g ^ ) , Throwing out 

the fore-feet in running (a horse or camel). 
A V z a b i b (v.n. of W^), Plowing, 

trickling (water); running (blood from the 
gums). 

A ^ zajj (v.n,), Crying out (as anyone 
helpless or overcome. 

A Ŝ SM1 zajdj (v.n. of Forcing one 
unjustly to work; mischief accompanied 
with tumult and noise; violence; ivory; 
a sort of pearl or bead ;—z i jd j (v.n. of 
Exciting a disturbance ; misdeed; any sort 
of tree whose fruit is poisonous ; (in P. 
zajdj) any tree which yields a scent. 

A ?ajjat> Noise, clamour of a mob. 
A ys^- zajr, zajir, Narrow (place) ;—zajar 

(v.n.), Being oppressed in mind; sorrow, 
anguish, grief; braying much while being 
milked (she-camel) zajir, Afflicted, melan-
choly, restless, out of sorts or spirits. 

A zujrat, Sorrow, anguish, grief, 
vexation, weariness of spirit; name of a 
bird. 

A zaj' (v.n.), Reclining, especially on 
the side (on a bed or the ground) ; inclining 
to set (a star) ; anything used in washing 
clothes (as potash, &c.) ; name of a plant ; 
—zij', zaj', Name of a place ;—zij', Incli-
uation, leaning, bias. 

A zaj'at, One sleep or recumbency 



011 the side; weakness of mind;—?ij (at, A 
mode of lying down on one side; a rug or 
anything similar to lie down upon;—zuj'at, 
Weakness of mind; one who reclines or 
sleeps much, sluggish ; sedentary. 

A zajam (v.n.), Being distorted in 
any member, as in the mouth, jaw, chin, 
or neck; walking obliquely or slantingly. 

A (ft?«6 zaj an, Name of a mountain. 
A zajuj, Braying whilst milking or 

carrying a load (a she-camel). 
Ajy^t zaj-ur, Melancholy, glum, peevish, 

fretful. 
A zaju1, Weak in mind; capacious 

bucket; a heavy bottle which forces the 
carrier to lean on one side; a woimn dis-
obedient to her husband; a cloud moving 
slowly from heaviness ;—zuju1 (v.n. of g ^ ) , 
Reclining on the side. 

A zaji\ A bed-fellow. 
A ^ zihh, The sun; the light of the 

sun ; a large plain without vegetation and 
burnt by the sun. 

A zaka (v.n. of u^-*), Groing forth 
into the sun, apricating ; dinner or lunch; 
—zi^d' (v.n. 3 of Coming to one in the 
forenoon, paying a forenoon visit;—zuhd', 
Part of the day between sunrise and mid-
day ; luncheon-time; (pi. of zahwat) fore-
noons 'idu 'z-zuhd\ Name of a festival 
celebrated on the tenth of zu ' l-kij ja , when 
an animal is sacrificed in commemoration 
of Abraham's sacrifice of his son (Ishmael 
acoording to the Muhammadan s). 

A csJLfcj. zakkdk, A great laugher; a ridi-
culer, mocker ; (for P. isJ'f q.v.) name of 
a king of the Peshadian dynasty, proverbial 
for his cruelty. 

A ̂  zahdyd (pi. of zahiyat), Sacrifices, 
victims. 

A ( W 1 zahzdh, zahzah, Little, shal-
low (water) ; much ; hot, burning ; good. 

A zahk, Fresh butter; white honey ; 
snow ; blossom ; white fore-teeth; middle 
of the road ;—zahk, zihk, zikih, zah-ik {v.n.), 
Laughing; grinning; chattering (like an 
ape); being pleased, satisfied, contented ;— 
zuhk, Extremely prone to laughter ;— za -hak 
(v.n.), Being menstruous; wondering, being 
astonished; being frightened; flashing (a 
cloud) ; grinning, chattering (an ape). 

A zahkai, One laugh;—zukJcat, A 
laughing-stock, an object for ridicule or 
laughter;—zuhakat, A satirist, mocker. 

A Jjtoi zahl (v.n.), Being little aud shal-
low (water) ; containing but little water (a 
pond or tank) ; a stone in the water, the 
upper part appearing above. 

A zahan, Name of a city. 
A zahw (v.n.), Being open, clear, 

conspicuous (a road); performing the fore-
noon prayer ; part of the day between sun-
rise and mid-day ; luncheon. 

A i f ^ zahwat, Forenoon; luncheon-time. 
A TFIJJAS-* zahuk, Extremely prone to 

laugh ; a wide, open road. 
A ^ zahy (v.n.), Sweating;—zuhd, 

Forenoon; luncheon-time; the forenoon 
prayer. 

A CUFLS-6 zahyd', A woman free from hair 
on her body; a white mare; name of a 
horse. 

A zahiyat, zahiya, A sheep to be 
offered in sacrifice ; a sacrifice, victim. 

A zaJchkh, Tears ; the gushiug of water 
from a fountain; the squirting of urine. 

A zakkdm, Big, bulky. 
A zakhdmat (v.n. of Being 

great, thick, and bulky ; bulk, thickness; 
corpulence. 

A zakhm (v.n.), Being great, thick, 
and bulky ; bulk, thickness, corpulence. 

A zakhlm, Big, stout, bulky. 
A zadd (v.n.), Filling (a bottle) ; get-

ting the better, gaining a case (at law); 
prohibiting, averting ;—zidd, The contrary, 
opposite; an enemy, a rival; enemies, 
rivals; resembling, alike, 

A z i d d d (v.n. 3 of Opposing; 
opposition, contrast. 

a. zid-dl, Contrary, contradictory; 
wilful, perverse. 

a ziddain (obi. du.), Two things 
opposed to each other, opposites. 

A zadid, Contrary, opposite; like, 
resembling. 

A z a r r (v.n.), Injuring, hurting, harm-
ing ; loss, damage ;—zirr, zurr, Matrimony, 
especially marrying a second wife in addi-
tion to a former one $—zurr, Injury, loss ; 
a bad condition or habit of body, leanness, 
emaciation. 

A zara (v.n. of <sfa), Being trained 
to hunt (a dog);—zird' (pi. of zirw), 
Hunting-dogs ;—zarra', Adversity, misfor-
tune, affliction (opp. to p ^ q-v-) 1 loss, 
waste, mortality amongst men or cattle. 

A Y T / zirdb (v.n. of v*^), Covering (as 
a stallion); drawing the sword;—zarrdb, 
A coiner of money. 

a zarrdb-khdna, A mint for coin-
ing. 

a ?arrdbl, A hammer. 
A CV* ?ardhi (imper.), Remove to a dis-

tance;—zirdh (v.n. of tfa), Ricking (as a 
horse); a kick;—zur ah, The heavenly house, 
situated in the fourth heaven ( = baitu 'l-
ma'miir, q.v. under p. 215), 

A ̂  zirar (v.n, 3 of fa), Hurting each 
other; name of several of Muhammad's 
companions; — masjidi zirar, A mosque 
erected by the hypocrites and destroyed by 
divine command. 

a S ;^ zardrat, Loss, decrease, diminution 
(of men or cattle) ; blindness. 

A zurdt (v.n. of ^>fa), Breaking wind 
aloud ; a fart;—zarr at,, One who breaks 



wind frequently; one who makes a con-
temptuous noise with the mouth. 

A zar a'at (v.n. of Humbling 
oneself, supplicating. 

A usJ^ zur ale, Thick, robust; a lion. 
A ziram, Chips, brushwood, or other 

fuel with which a fire is lighted 
q.v.). 

A zardwat (v.n. of ^7*°), Being 
trained, accustomed to. 

A / V (pi. of zarrat), Wealth on 
which one relies belonging to another, a 
portion of wealth ; camels, sheep. 

v / zarb, A porcupine. 
A S ^ zarb (v.n.), Striking, drubbing, 

beating; stamping, sealing, coining ; tra-
velling ; mixing one thing with another ; 
making clear, pointing out; making a say-
ing proverbial; a blow, stroke ; injury, loss, 
damage ; vehemence, emphasis, force, vio-
lence ; velocity, despatch ; multiplication; 
the last foot of the second hemistich of a 
verse (that of the first being called 'aruz) • 
foi •m, species, mode; similitude; like, 
equal ; slight rain ; white honey; [zarbi 
usul, Beating time;—zarbu'l-fath, A beat 
of the drum indicating victory;—zarb 
khwurdan, To get a strain (m.c.) ;—zarbi 
khiyam kardan, To pitch tents, to encamp ; 
—zarbi dast, By force of arms, by strength 
of hand;—zarbi (zarbu '1-) masal, A proverb, 
parable, idiom;—sih-rd dar sih zarb kar-
dan, To multiply 3 by 3;]—zarab (v.n,), 
Being struck with cold ; thick white honey ; 
—zarib, A striker, beater. 

A zarbat, zarabdt (pi. of zarbat), 
Blows. 

A zarbat, zarba, One blow. 
a y^ji zarb-khdna, The mint. 
a yytyi> zarbuzan, A piece of artillery. 
a zarbi, By force, violence, compul-

sion. 
A IY> zarrat, The fleshy part of the foot 

near the toes (on which one treads), or of 
the hand, especially under the thumbs; 
much wealth; a portion of wealth consist-
ing in cattle; the teat, the whole of the 
udder; the root of the breast; a woman 
who has a husband in common with another 
woman, a rival-wife; one of the two mill-
stones ;—zurrat, Necessity, force, compul-
sion, violence. 

A zarj (v.n.), Splitting ; soiling, stain-
ing (as with blood) ; throwing away. 

A C/6 ?arh (v.n.), Pushing, thrusting 
away; refuting (evidence); digging a grave ; 
—zarah, Bad (man or intention) ; far, dis-
tant. 

A yyo zarar, Injury, damage, detriment, 
loss; distress, difficulty, straits; narrow-
ness ; narrow, strait; the brink of a cavern ; 
construed with the verbs uftddan, har-khds-
ian, ddshtan, &c.;— zarar khwurdan. To 
come to grief ; to suffer wrong;—zarar na-

ddrad, There is no harm in it;—zu zarar, 
Narrow -,—ld-zarar, No harm (is done). 

a AJJ zarar-did, Who has seen, i.e. 
experienced, loss, injury, &c. 

A zars (v.n.), Biting with the teeth 
(to try the hardness of anything) ; biting 
hard ; being severe, cruel, hard upon (for-
tune) ; keeping silence during a day and 
night ;-~zirs, A tooth, a grinder; long con-
tinuance in prayer; wormwood, hyssop ; a 
pasturing ground for camels ; a kerb-stone 
placed round the edge of a well; a hard 
pistachio-nut; slight rain; [zirsu 'l-hulm, 
Wisdom teeth ;]—zaras (v.n.), Being blunt 
or set on edge (the teeth) ;—zaris, Bad 
tempered, irritable;—zaris sharis, Of a 
touchy disposition, 

A zart, ?arit (v.n.), Breaking wind; 
—zarat, Thinness of the beard or eye-
brows. 

A zar' (v.n.), Breaking in, taming (a 
horse) ; the udder or dug of cattle (that of 
a camel, however, more properly being 
called t-iU. q.v , p. 471) ;—zirl, Similitude ; 
alike, equal ; strength of a rope ;—zara', 
Infirm, weak, thin ; unable to run (a colt) ; 
humble, lowly ; — zari', Weak ; humble, 
suppliant. 

A sir g ham, ft^ zargham, A lion. 
a jt p^jA zirghdm-bar, Lion-breasted (a 

horse). 
A zarm (?), zaram, Being hot (day) ; 

burning with hunger or thirst; being in-
flamed with anger; blazing (a fire) ; a 
palm-branch; — zur:m, zirm (in P. zarm), 
Name of a fragrant shrub, sticados, 
French lavender;—zaram (pi. of zaramat), 
Things half burnt, &c.;—zarim, Hungry ; 
fleet (horse) ; an eaglet. 

A zaramat, zarama, Anything half 
burnt; a firebrand ; a live coal. 

A tyy* zartih, Kicking (horse) ; far-shoot-
ing (a bow). 

A ^ zarur, Necessary, expedient, un-
avoidable, indispensable; construed with 
dmadan, budan, &c.;—an-rd zarur na-darim, 
We do not want that, we have no need of 
it (m.c.) ;—jd'i zarur (jd-zarur), A privy. 

A zarurat, Violence, compulsion 
constraint; want, need;—zarur ati bashariy a, 
The necessities of men, human wants;— 
az sari zarurat, bi' z-zarurat, By compulsion, 
of necessity. 

a zarurat, f o r ' a ^ zarurat-an, Of 
necessity, necessarily, perforce. 

a zarurat-mand, Necessitous, 
needy. 

a zaruri, Necessary. 
a AfjjjA zarurlya, Anything necessary. ^ 
A zar us, A vicious camel that bites 

her milker;—zurus (pi. of rirs), Grinders ; 
stones with which a well is walled in. 

A Zyr*' ?aru', Humble, suppliant;—zuru' 
(v.n. of gjA), Approaching his prey (a 



wild beast); being near setting (sun) ; 
setting of the sun, sunset. 

A zar'ib, The third gaming arrow; 
a part, lot, portion; a striker, beater; 
beaten, struck ; like; kind, species. 

A Kij^ zaribat, Nature, disposition; a 
sword; edge or sharpness of a sword; 
struck with a sword; whatever is received 
in tr ibute; cotton or wool rolled into a 
clew or hank. 

A ?arij, Rapid, swift (course); hard. 
A zarih, Far distant; a sepulchre, 

tomb, grave dug in the middle of a bury-
ing-place (if dug in the side it is called 

q.v.). 
A zarir, Blind, made blind (not born 

so) ; sick ; emaciated; afflicted with loss, 
pain, or hardship; side of a x*iver or valley ; 
BOUI, mind; remains of the body; patience, 
constancy ; jealousy ; a quiet quadruped ; 
a patient man ; a husband of two or more 
wives; surname of a learned scholar. 

A («*> zar is, (A well) lined all the way 
up with stones; the vertebrae or joints of 
the back; very hungry. 

A zari1, Large-breasted (woman) ; 
large-uddered (sheep) ; periosteum; a cer-
tain plant in its dry state, called shibriq 
when green; also name of a plant growing 
in stagnant water, and of one growing on 
the sea-shore; something in hell more 
bitter than aloe, more fetid than carrion, 
and hotter than fire, which will be the food 
of the damned. 

A izkj-i zarih, Poor, unfortunate, tried, 
afflicted ; blind, paralytic ; afflicted with a 
chronic disease; foolish ; an eagle; a male 
vulture. 

A za'at (v.n. of Humbling one-
self; situation, position, posture;—za'at, 
zi'at (v.n.), Losing in trade. 

A za'd (v.n.), Strangling, throttling, 
choking (see J^A). 

A g U i za'zu', za'za', Weak in body 
or mind ; silly, simple, trifling. 

A za't (v.n.), Slaying, slaughtering. 
A za'f, Weakness of intellect;—za'f , 

zu'f, Being weak ; weakness, debility ; 
fainting ; a fainting-fit, swoon ; augment-
ing, being twice as much; \_zu'fu 'I 'aql, 
Weakness of intellect, unsoundness of 
mind ;—zu'fi rni'da, Weakness of stomach ;] 
—zi'f, Equal, alike ; so much again, double ; 
—za'af, Doubled or lined garments. 

A zu'afa (pi. of ?aif), Weak per-
sons. 

A za'if, Weak, feeble, infirm, im-
potent, attenuated, emaciated, enfeebled, 
powerless, frail, fearful, timid; blind; 
drunk ;—za'ifu 'l-i'tiqdd, Of weak faith, 
incredulous ; — za'ifu 'l-bunydn (baniya), 
Frail of structure or body;—za'ifu 'l-jussa, 
Emaciated; insignificant in size or body;— 
za'ifu 'I-'aql, Weak-minded. 

a U^ za'if-bind, Weak-sighted. 
A za'ifat, za'ifa, A weak female. 
a s z a ' i f - t a r k i b , Of weak con-

struction. 
a JW O^JU. za'if-hdl, In wretched circum-

stances, in distress. 
a za'if-ndli, A low wail. 
« za'if i, Weakness, imbecility. 
A i t bu zaghdtat, Weakness of intellect, 

want of judgment. 
A (jrfj-iu zugkbus, A small cucumber; a 

weak man. 
A zaghs (v.n.), Pronouncing words 

confusedly and inarticulately; feeling if a 
camel's bunch is fat x—zjghs. A handful 
of herbs partly green and partly dry;— 
zigksu 'I-hadis, A confused, intricate story 
(comp. ^UwA, p. 70). 

A JAA zagkd (v.n.), Strangling, throttling. 
A KJU zaght (v.n.), Pressing, squeezing, 

forcing, driving up against (a wa.ll). 
A zaghtat, One squeezing; [zaghtatu 

'l-qahr, Narrowness of the tomb ;]—zug&tat, 
Difficulty, straits, narrowness ; pressure. 

A zagkm (v.n.), Biting, seizing with 
the teeth. 

A WAA zaghlt. A well adjoining to another 
filled up, and overflowed by its stagnated 
water; weak in mind ; flighty, inconside-
rate. 

A It^ki zaghinat, Hatred, enmity. 
A O i zaff (v.n.), Collecting; milking (a 

camel) with the whole hand. 
A JVAA zafdr, A rope or anything twisted 

wherewith camels or pack-saddles are bound 
A Mi, zaff at, One violent rush of a crowd 

towards water; the first gush of water, a 
freshet; a river's bank ; the sea-shore. 

A oii zafd (v.n.), Striking with the palm 
of the hand, giving a slap or box. 

A gJJU zafda', zifdi', zufda', zifda', A frog 
A zafr (v.n.), Plaiting, braiding (the 

hair of the head) ; twisting a rope; jump-
ing, running; throwing provender into a 
horse's mouth ; a rope for binding camels 
or pack-saddles; a large pile or hill of 
sand ; any structure of stone without clay 
or mortar;—zufur (pi. of zafdr), Ropes 
with which camels are bound. 

A <-AA& zafaf, A multitude of people eating 
together, where there are more mouths 
than meat; a number of domestics, a nume-
rous household; insufficiency, want; need, 
necessity, distress; being nearly full (a 
measure); haste; a crowd rushing to the 
water together. 

A SYKA zafwat, Affluence, plenty; com-
pleteness. 

A o y u zafuj, (A camel) full of milk. 
A pM zajir, A braided or plaited lock of 

hair; the sea-shore; name of a mountain 
in Syria. 

A ipM zafirat, A braided lock; hair 
twisted or plaited. 



zaklc (v.n.), Squeezing, pressing; 
straitening. 

A Ja zall, sull (v.n.), Erring, straying, 
losing one's way, being lost; error -,—^zull, 
Loss, destruction;—zullu bnu zull-in (zillu 
bnu zill-m), " Error, the son of error," one 
who persists in error, a worthless fellow 
who is not known by his own or his father's 
merit, 

A zaid'at (v.n. of f f t ) , Being strong, 
iron-sided ; strength, vigour, 

A JiU zalal (v.n. of J«A), Err ing; being 
lost; being overcome by anything; vice, 
error; perdition ; ruin ; [zaldli mahz, Sheer 
heresy, an error in faith ;]—zalldl, Going 
greatly astray, erring extremely. 

A zaldlat, Aberration, deviation, 
error. 

a zaldlat-ydh, A place of error 
or going astray. 

A 5U zaV (v.n.), Inclining, stooping ; de-
viating from the right way; oppressing; 
striking on the ribs or on the side ; incli-
nation, sympathy;—zip, A r ib ; the side; 
(in math.) a square number;—zala' (v.n.), 
Being curved (as a sword); crookedness; 
being strong, robust; strength, robustness; 
a load of debt;—zila', A rib; a side, part, 
district; a piece of wood curved like a rib ; 
a column (in the page of a book:) ; a small 
mountain standing alone ; name of a moun-
tain near Ta'if ; the art of speaking with a 
double meaning, a kind of punning. 

a ^A^ zila'-bandi, The division of a 
province into districts. 

a jW gLi zila'-ddr, One who presides over 
the collections of a district (in India). 

a <j,ft ( f t zila1-dari, The office of a zila'-
ddr. 

A JU zalal, An error; running water 
(especially among trees or under rocks, to 
which the sun does not penetrate). 

A JJIA zalul, Straying, stray ; a wanderer. 
A G-jLa zali', Strong-sided ; strong of arm; 

firm, muscular, compact-bodied (horse); 
wide-mouthed, with closely-set teeth. 

A JJ-I zalil, One who errs greatly, or who 
wanders much astray ; surname of the poet 
Imru'l-Qais;—zillil, Greatly erring, very 
erroenous. 

A zamtn. (v.n.), Drawing to oneself, 
gathering, collecting; incorporating, in-
serting ; marking a consonant with the 
vowel ; the vowel itself ;—zimm, Great 
calamity. 

A zimdd, A poultice ; an embrocation; 
a narrow bandage or fillet for binding the 
head or a wound, a dressing. 

A SoU- zimadat, A bandage for the head 
or a wound. 

A jU-£> zimdr, Anything uncertain (as 
debt, for the payment of which there is no 
fixed term, a mercantile adventure, the re-
turns for which are doubtful; a suspended 

punishment, or any other probable but un-
determined event); property the return of 
which is not looked fo r ; name of an idol. 

A FU-4 zimdm, zvmdm, That by which one 
thing is collected or drawn to another. 

A zamdn (v.n. of Answering, 
being surety for another; suretyship, gua-
ranteeship, security, bail;—zimdn, Recom-
pense;—zimani iamalluk, Recompense for 
the assumption of property ;—simdni fasdd, 
Indemnification for damage, damages. 

a zamdnat, Security;—zamdnat-an, 
By way of security. 

a A»U zamdnat-ndma, Bail-bond, 
deed of suretyship. 

a ^UA zamdnati, One who gives bail or 
security, 

a, ft zcmdn-ddr, A bail, security, 
sponsor. 

zama'ir (pi. of zamir), Minds, &c. 
A zamd'im (pi. of zamimat), Addi-

tions, &c. 
A za-mj, A malodorous biting animal-

cule;-—zamaj, Having his passion excited 
(a catamite); name of a disease; misfor-
tune, calamity. 

A zamkh (v.n.), Anointing (the body) 
profusely. 

A zamd (v.n.), Striking on the head 
with a stick; binding up (a wound) ; lay-
ing on a plaster or ointment; having two 
lovers (a woman); contending with an-
other ; moist; dry ; f a t ; lean; the best, or 
the worst, of a flock;—zimd, A friend ;— 
zamad (v.n.), Being dry, withered ; hating; 
remainder of a debt or fine. 

A ]***> zamr, Slender in the body, thin in 
the belly; (a horse) with thin eyebrows;— 
furor, zumur, Leanness; collapse of belly. 

A zamr an, A species of plant; name 
of a valley in Najd \—zumrdn, Name of a 
certain bitch. 

A zamz (v.n.), Holding one's peace, 
bein g silent; sticking, cleaving, adhering to. 

A cr**^ zams (v.n.), Chewing gently; 
hard, difficult. 

A zamzdm, One who comprehends, 
contains, grasps, or holds everything; any-
thing that contains, surrounds, or comprises 
another. 

A < z a m n (v.n.), Answering or being 
surety for; suretyship ;—zimn, Cover, fold, 
or envelope of a letter; contents; enclosure; 
endorsement; clause; section ; idea, con-
ception, subject; aid, assistance; \_dar in 
zimn, In the meanwhile (m.c.) ;]—zaman 
(v.n,), Being impaired in constitution from 
disease; indisposition, ailment; — zamin, 
Impaired in constitution, an invalid; smit-
ten with love. 

A zimnan, Comprehensively, inti-
mately. 

azamn-dar, zimn-dar, A sponsor; 
an ally. 



a ,_yU<i> zimni, Implicative; collateral, 
corroborative (as evidence). 

a zamma, Tbe sign —. 
A zamir, Mind, heart ; thought, re-

flection, Bense, conscience, conception, com-
prehension, idea; the recesses of the mind; 
secret thoughts; secret; a pronoun ; name 
of a town near 'Uman;—zwmair, Name of 
a mountain in Syria; name of a place near 
Damascus. 

a fitf^s*-* zanur-dgdh, jo+a zamir-dan, 
Who is aware of a secret; who knows 
another's innermost thought. 

a zamirdn, Sweet basil. 
a isp** zamirl, Concealed ; of or relating 

to the mind or thought; pronominal. 
A zaniim, Joined. 
A zamimat, zamima, Addition, in-

crement ; incorporation; an appendix, a 
supplement; — zamima'i raqima, A post-
script (m.c., Bee mazmuni kaghiz under 

A zamin, A sponsor, surety; under-
taker. 

A zinn (v.n.), Being avaricious, parsi-
monious, tenacious. 

A zandk, zindk, Firm in flesh; with 
swelling hips (woman); — zindk, A large 
tree ; of strong make ; — zundk, Rheum, 
defluxion, cold. 

A zinnat, Parsimony ; name of five 
tribes. 

A zank (v.n.), Being narrow ; strait-
ness of circumstances, wretchedness. 

a u>zankat, Narrowness. 
A Y^ zanw, zinw, Offspring ;—zunu (v.n. 

of Being fruitful, having many chil-
dren (a woman) ; being abundant (wealth). 

A JJŶ  zand (v.n. of ^Y^), Increasing; 
being sick of a latent and tedious disease ; 
leanness, emaciation ; a disease; — zand, 
zani, Sick. 

A zau\ zu* (v.n.), Shining, sparkling; 
light, splendour. 

A ̂ Y* ziwd\ Light, splendour, brilliancy, 
resplendence. 

A My* zawdbit (pi. of zdbitat), Regula-
tions, rules, precepts. 

A G^Y* zawdji', A crowd, company ; name 
of a place; (pi. of zdji1), Setting stars; 
windings of a river ; low hills. 

A zaivdhik (pi. of zdhikat), The 
laughing teeth, those seen when laughing. 

A zu'dd (v.n. of Having a 
rheum. 

A ^V6 zwivd', The hoot of an owl. 
A SY* zauj (v.n.), Inclining, leaning; turn-

ing aside, swerving; being wide, spacious ; 
the bend of a river. 

A J Y zu'd, zu'dat, zu'udat, Rheum, 
defluxion. 

zaur, Extreme hunger; hurt, in-
juiy ;—zur, A black cloud. 

Ajy* zauz (v.n.), Diminishing ; chewing 

(dates or a dentifrice); defrauding one of 
his right, oppressing. 

A zaus, The eating of meat. 
A ? a u ' (v.n.), Moving, shaking, agi-

tating ; striking with terror, frightening; 
driving; emaciating a horse, &c. (travel); 
feeding her young (a bird) ; diffusing an 
odour (musk, &c., when shaken); also 
diffusing a bad smell;—zwwa\ ziwa', An 
owl; a species of crow which caws all 
night long. 

y*y zaumar, Cocks-comb (a herb). 
A ( ^ / • Y * zaumurdn, Sweet basil. 
A AYI zahd (v.n.), Subduing, a forcing. 
A YPT zahr, A mountain-top ; a tortoise. 
A Y^V4 zahs (v.n.), Biting with the front 

teeth. 
A J ^ zahl (v.n.), Returning to its origin; 

returning to an attack, &c.; a small quan-
tity of water. 

A zahwat, A pond, reservoir. 
A JJ-^I zahiil, (A camel) having little 

milk ; (a well) having little water;—zuhul 
(v.n. of Ja-*), Having little milk (a camel 
or goat); being thin and scanty (an) 
drink) ; returning ; defrauding another of 
his right. 

A zahya', oWi^A zahya', zahya, 
S^W6 zahya'at, A woman lacking breasts 
and not conceiving; a woman whose menses 
are obstructed. 

A OÛ  ziyd', Light, splendour, brilliancy 
(construed with dadan, giriftan, &c.). 

a V-i ziyd-pdsh, Light-diffusing. 
a jiJu ziyd-pazir, Admitting light, en-

lightened, illuminated. 
A cW* zayah, Thin, watery milk;—zaiydh, 

Name of a certain man. 
A zayd' (v.n. of Perishing; 

domestics ; wife and children ; any poor 
dependants ; a kind of medicinal herb; 
also of per fume;—z iyd ' (pi. of zd'i'), 
Wanderers; perishing, lost; (pi. of zai'at) 
fields, estates, villas, farms. 

A ziydfat (v.n. of Being a 
guest ; a feast, banquet, convivial enter-
tainment ; hospitality ; invitation ;—ziyd« 
fati dbi hamdm, A lukewarm hospitality;— 
ziydfat kardan, To give an entertainment; 
to exercise hospitality ;—daru'z-ziyafat, A 
banque ting-hall. 

a ziydfat-khdna, Banqueting-
house. 

a ziyd-gustar, Light-diffusing. 
A j-S-I zaij, (fait*?6 zayajan (v.n. of g*-4), 

Inclining, leaning; turning away from. 
A zaih (v.n.), Mixing milk with water; 

honey ; ripe dates ; thin milk mixed with 
water;—zih, The sun; a plain or anything 
exposed to the sun (syn. of q.v.). 

ij-i zair (v.n.), Hurting, injuring; in-
jury, hurt, damage ; want, need, necessity. 

Ay*&zaiz (v.n.), Injuring, hurting; acting 
unjustly, oppressing. 



A. ty** zaizan, A rival to his father in a 
woman's love; offspring,children, domestics, 
family; a trusty guardian or keeper ; one 
who contends with another who shall first 
draw water for their cattle; associates, 
partners ; an idol. 

A J z i z d , Deficient, short; not properly 
divided (portion). 

A zi'zi', zi'zi, Origin, root; a nume-
rous and prosperous offspring ; a mine. 

A zai',zl' (v.n.), Perishing, being lost; 
being obsolete;—ziya' (pi. of zai'at), Farms, 
estates, villas. 

A zai'at (v.n. of Perishing, 
being lost; becoming obsolete ; want; an 
estate, productive farm, villa, village; trade, 
craft, profession. 

A zai g ham. A biter ; a lion. 
A zaif (v.n.), Becoming a guest; 

being menstruous ; seizing, taking hold of 
one (melancholy) ; flying wide of the mark 
(arrow); being near setting (sun); a 
guest, stranger, foreigner;—zif , The side ; 
an arm. 

A Y^AY* zif an (pi. of zaif), Guests. 
A zaiq, ziq (v.n.), Being narrow, 

strait, or t ight; being close, covetous; be-
ing unable to hold ; tightness; anguish, 
vexation, grief, melancholy; straits, diffi-
culties ; dilemma ; [ziqu 's-sadr ('n-nafas), 
Difficulty of breathing, asthma ;] —zaiyiq, 
Strait, narrow; close, miserly. 

A zaiqat, Narrow circumstances, 
poverty, straits; one of the mansions of 
the moon; a tract between Ta'if and 
Hunain. 

a ziq-nafas, Asthmatic. 
A zaim, Diminishing, defrauding;— 

zim, The flank of a mountain; name of a 
place. 

A QV-a zaimuran, A species of odorife-
rous herb. 

A 0-yt tin, Name of a mountain near 
San'a in Yam an. 

A zaiwan, A ram-cat. 

k t, called uVi hutti (see ta'i ghair 
manquta (muhmala) " undotted td," is the 
nineteenth letter of the Arabic-Persian al-
phabet, expressing 9 in arithmetic, Capricorn 
in the zodiac, and the moon's descendant; 
the Persians give to it the same power as 
that of our t, for which it is generally used 
in spelling European words in Persian 
characters; it is interchangeable with ye, 
\j>, and kfiJ, 

a oU, td\ Name of the letter k; a man 
who frequents the society of women, or is 
given to frequent sexual intercourse. 

A vAk tab (v.n. of S - ^ ) , Being sweet, 
fragrant, agreeable, good, lawful; odour, 
perfume, seent; an excellent flavour; ex-
cellence ;—tdba (3rd sing. pret. of 
I t was fr-igrant (in prayer used with an 
optative meaning) ;—tdba sard-hu (sirru-
hu), May his grave be fragrant ! i.e. may 
he rest in peace ! 

A tdbai, Wine; dates; the town of 
Madinah. 

A c ^ tdbikh, A cook ; an angel who tor-
ments the damned ; a burning fever. 

A tdba', tabi', A seal-ring, or any 
other instrument by which an impression 
is made, or with which tithe-cattle are 
branded ; stamp, mark, impression ;—tahi', 
A printer ; a stamper, a sealer. 

A tdbaq, tabiq (from P. tdba), A 
frying-pan; a large brick ; a jo int ; a l imb; 
half of a sheep ;•—tabiq, Corresponding to; 
agreeing with. 

A tdbin, Very skilful or cunning. 
T tabid (for A. tdbut), A bier. 
A yyUs tdbdw, A pit or other place where 

fire is covered up to preserve it for further 
use. 

a iAk tdba, A frying-pan, a skillet. 
T tdpancha, A slap, &c. ( = 

q.v.). * 
A ta'at (v.n. of f ^ j ) , Being even, 

level, soft (ground or bed) ; treading, 
trampling ;—ta'at, Clay, mud. 

tat, Persians; so called by a tribe 
who dwell between Hamadau and Kurdi-
stan. 

A tdjan, tajin, A frying-pan. 
A tdhimat, A water-mill. 

tf' Yhak, A sort of tree in Tabari-
stan; according to others, the fruit of a 
tree in Gurgiin, whose leaves are said to 
be fatal to animals. 

taratqa, A cherry. 
a <-Aj\i= tdraf, Newly-acquired wealth;— 

tar i f , One between whom and his first an-
cestors many generations intervene. 

A <3;̂ = tdriq, One who comes at night-
time, a nocturnal traveller; the morning 
s tar ; (in P. perhaps taking tdriq in the 
sense of " knocker," and applying it on the 
principle of " pars pro toto ") a door. 

A ASJUS tdriqat, A family, kindred, tribe; 
a small throne, sofa, or couch. 

a i[dram (for P. ^ q.v.), tdra-
rnat, A wooden building of a circular form 
with an a,rched roof; a dome ; a roof; a 
palisade to exclude people from a garden ; 
—tdrami akhzar (firoza, nil-gun), The sky ; 
tdrami chdrum, The fourth heaven, the 
solar sphere or orbit ; the firmament. 

A ^ ^ tdri, Who or what comes sud-
denly and unexpectedly; intervening. 
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A tari*at (fem of the preceding), 
Calamity, heavy misfortune. 

a <yfe\\J» tar Iqa, A purgative seed. 
a iazaj (from P. tdza), Fresh; sound, 

pure, good (condition). 
a ^ f a tdzi, An Arab; Arabia; a grey-

hound (see isfa, p. 275). 
A y-U» £ti8, A cup, goblet; a dish; the 

vessel in which water is cooled; brocade;— 
tdsi db-gun (nigun), Heaven;—tdsi afidk, 
The vault of heaven;—tdsi chil kalid, A 
kind of wishing or divining cup ;—tdsi zar, 
The sun (the golden dish) ;—tdsi sd'at, An 
hour-glass;—tdsi gadd'i, A beggar's bowl 
( = j y ^ f q.v.). 

A wwUU. tdssdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Cups. 

a jW tds-baz, A juggler, conjurer. 
a tascha, cAAk tasak, A little cup. 
a idsa, A kind of drum, 
a )\y tdsa-nawdz, A player on the tdsa, 
a tSiV (a80.-nawd.Ki, Performance on 

the tdsa. 
A tat, Long, tall; strong; bold, cou-

rageous ; quarrelsome; a libidinous and 
noiBy stallion. 

A tata, A camel with a short, 
thick neck; low ground, a hollow where 
one can lie hidden. 

A N T ' F C ta'ta'at (v.n. of Lower-
ing (the head) ; being lavish in spending 
money. 

A CL>WU» ta'at (pi. of the following), Acts 
of devotion. 

A icVt ta'at (v.n. of GY»), Obeying, sub-
mitting to ; obedience, obsequiousness, sub-
mission ; the service or worship of God, 
devotion, act of devotion ; a female proper 
name; construed with the verbs burdan, 
bastan, Jcdrdan, &c. 

a ut-AU ta'ai-pe&ha, Obedient, obse-
quious. 

a î -scUo ta'at-gdh, A mosque, temple, 
church. 

a cŝ Ak ta'at-war, Obedient, obsequious. 
A JAL td'il, A straight, firm arrow. 
A (^A td'in, Reproaching, blaming; 

stabbing; a piercer, spearer; an asperser, 
a slanderer;—td'in f i 's-sinn, Stricken in 
years. 

A yjAt ta'un, Plague, pestilence. 
a a<>3 ofa^ ta'un-zada, Smitten with pes-

tilence. 
iU» tdghisidn. A grove of tdgh-trees ; 

name of a country (see 
A W J I L T tdghut, An idol, a demon, or any 

object worshipped (excepting God), par-
ticularly an ancient idol at Mecca; Satan ; 
a diviner, soothsayer, augur; an heresiarch. 

A ̂ Uo tdgki, A rebel, leader of faction or 
insurrection ; a refractory, disobedient, in-
solent man ; a tyrant (applied by the Mu-
hammadans to the Greek emperors of By-
zantium or Constantinople). 

• ) 
A tdgMyat, A tyrant; a Greek 

emperor (see preceding article) ; a proud, 
insolent fool; a thunderbolt; a loud shriek 
under the infliction of torture. 

A tafih, Overflowing (pond) ; full of 
drink. 

A ̂  tdq, An arch ; an arched building, 
cupola, or any kind of vaulted work; a 
window, balcony; in these meanings con-
strued with the verbs bastan, zadan, kash-
idan, gashtan, namudan, &c.; a kind o£ 
tree; a kind of wadded garment; a green 
scarf (tailasdn) ; name of a town in Sistan ; 
also of a fortress in Tabaristan; odd; a 
fold, plait, ply (construed with uftddan, 
shudan, gardidan, kardan, &c.); open ; a 
peculiar noise or echo;—tdqi abrti, An 
arched eyebrow ;—tdqi azraq (bazicha-rang, 
khazrd, tdram, firoza, kuhll, lajawardi, 
nilufari, mm-khdna, nim-khdya), The azure 
vault, i.e. heaven, sky;—tdqi Iwdn,The frieze 
of a palace, a portico;—tdq har-uihddan, 
To forget, leave, omit;—tdqi pul, Arch of a 
bridge;—tdqi shakar-bura, A kind of tri-
angular sweetmeat;—tdqi fardmush (nis-
ydn), The arch of forgetfulness, i.e. ob-
livion;— tdqi muqarnas, The throne of 
Solomon ; the sky, heaven ;—taqi nashiman, 
Council - chamber (m.c.) ; — tdqi nmrat 
(nasri), A triumphal arch (m.c.) ;—tdq u 
turwnib (turum), Pomp, pride ;—bar tdq 
nihadan, To promote to the highest rank; 
to forget, leave, omit;—dfi-taq, Double;— 
sih-tdq, Triple ;—nuh tdq, The nine vaults 
of heaven. 

a ts'W* (3̂ = taq-bandi, The picture of an 
arch painted upon a wall by way of adorn-
ment. 

A tdqat, tdqa, Power, force, strength. 
a t^^jf taqai-dzmd'i, Trial of ability 

or strength. 
a % ts^jUs taqat-war, Powerful. 
a ut-Aj- jUr taq-juft, The game of odd-and-

even. 
a ijsiUs taqcha, A little window; a niche 

(m.c.). 
a ii^AiUs taqdana, The cornel-tree. 
a taqdes, Archwise; a portico, 

verandah; a royal pavilion; the throne 
of Khusrau; likewise that of king Solo-
mon. 

a jUs tdq-namdi'i, — q.v. 
a taqa, A single twist of a rope; 

one sprig of a flower; a single silken gar-
ment ; power, strength; patience, endur-
ance. 

a tdqi, A kind of high-crowned hat 
or mitre (also tdqin) ; the froth of 
urine in a chamber-pot; sediment in the 
urine of a sick person; a cloud ; wall-eyed 
(horse). 

a tdqiydt (pi. of the following), 
Fillets, &c. " 

a taqiya, tdqiya, A fillet, especially 



one worn under the head-dress ; a balcony, 
pent-house; a cornice. 

j j j <*«SU= tdqiya-doz, A head-dress maker; 
a deceiver, 

A S t & l a 'l-ma'dtib, The (love-) 
quarrels have lasted (too) long, i.e. let by-
gones be bygones. 

A JIL tala-baqdhu, May his existence 
be prolonged! 

A tdlib, One who asks, inquires, de-
mands, interrogates, or requests; craving; 
importunate ; a beggar; an inquisitor, in-
quirer; a pursuer; studious, desirous of 
knowledge,curious;—tdlibi dunyd, "Worldly-
minded ;—tdlibi diddr, Who longs for the 
sight of, a lover;—tdlibi Him (tdlibu 'l-'ifon), 
A Bearcher of knowledge, a student;—tdlib 
u matlub, The seeker and the sought, 
lovers;—abu tdlib, Name of the paternal 
uucle of Muhammad, and father of *Ali. 

a tdlibdn (P. pi. of the preceding), 
Seekers, students, &c.;—tdlibdni fazilat-
gustar, Learned and excellent men. 

A tdlih, Wicked, villainous (opp. to 
(JL* q.v.);—agar sdlih u agar tdlih, Whether 
good or bad ;—lau-ld 's-sdlihuna la-halaha 
't-talihuna, Were it not for the righteous, 
verily the wicked would go to perdition (be 
cut off). 

a g3^ tali', Who or what arises, appears, 
breaks forth, is born or produced; the 
false dawn, twilight; an arrow which flies 
beyond the mark; the new moon; horo-
scope, fortune, fate, destiny, chance;—tdliH 
mas'alat, The horoscope drawn as to the 
result of any particular action;—tdli'i 
wilddat, The horoscope of birth. 

a ^ ^ tdli'-dzmd'i, Trial of one's 
fortune. 

a i^bfy tali1-pizhuhi, The seeking of 
good fortune. 

a yA^a. \1 tdli'-shinds, An astrologer, a 
fortune-teller, a soothsayer. 

a tdli'mand, Fortunate, prosperous. 
a ^Au^Jlt tdli'mandi, Fortune, prosperity, 

wealth. 
a ))£JU=> tali'war, Fortunate. 
a tdli'wwri, = ^Ai**^ q.y, 
A ijf&tdliq, Divorced, repudiated (woman); 

cattle sent loose to pasture. 
A (JUJIUB tdliqan, Name of a city between 

Balkh and Marv ; also of a place distant a 
day's journey from Kazwln. 

^jaJUs talqun, A species of poisonous 
brass or mixed metal, composed of iron, 
antimony, lead, gold, tin, copper, and 
silver, of which tweezers are made for 
pulling out hairs, which never grow after-
wards, or at least but slowly. 

A uw Ĵlt talui, kjiU* talut, Saul (the king). 
T talydn, (Italiano) An Italian. 
yu*3U= tdlisfar, The bark of an Indian 

olive which, applied to the mouth, is a cure 
for certain diseases. 

^j&JUo tdliqun, — ojSJU* q.v. 
a tdmdt, Doubtful words, without 

certainty, incoherent speech, raving non-
sense ; vainglory, boasting; hypocritical; 
barbarously pronounced. 

A tdmmat, Adversity; a calamity 
which surpasses all others; the resurrection. 

A tdmis, A menstruous woman. 
A tdmih, High, elevated; looking 

upwards; covetous, eager;—tdmih,u 't-tarf, 
A quick-sighted horse. 

tdmir, A flea; name of a plant;— 
tdmiru bnu tdmir-in, One unknown himself 
and whose father is not known. 

A tdmi1, Covetous, greedy, desirous, 
hopeful, appetitive. 

A tdmi'at. Appetite. 
A ^Us tdmi, Swelling, raging (the sea or 

any mass of water). 
A TJ-J^K. td'us, A peacock; a handsome 

man; silver; ground verdant with vegeta-
tion ; name of a man;—td'usi dtish-par 
(the peacock with wings of fire), The sun ; 
—td'usi khuld, Virgins of Paradise ;—td'usi 
'ulwi-dshydn, Fire (see bacha'i td'usi 'ulwi-
o.shyan under p. 157) ;—td'usi mashriq-
hhirdm, The sun ; heaven. 

a ^ <J-*JU=> td'us-par, Having a plumage 
like a peacock;—fa'us-pardni akh?ar, An-
gels; stars. 

a o * / ^ ta'us-darra, The peacock plain, 
name of a place (m.c.). 

a td'us-rang, Of the colours of 
the peacock. 

a aoU (j^yUs td'us-mada, A peahen. 
a td'usi, Of or relating to the pea-

cock; adorned with peacock's feathers, or 
with jewels, to resemble a peacock's tail. 

^AjU* tawushi, A kind of coloured stuff 
or garment. 

A tdwi, Starved, hungry, eating no-
thing. 

A tdhir, Clear, pure, unsullied, chaste, 
clean, holy;—tdhiru 's-siyab Qz-zail), Of 
unsullied life;—qalbi tdhir, A pure heart. 

A ̂ AUS tdhi, Cooking; a cook; a baker. 
A tdy at, A flat roof, terrace, or sur-

face ; a place where dates are tried; a 
large rock in sandy ground. 

A W & td'ihat, A destructive calamity ; a 
ruined man, one undone. 

A jiU> ta'ir, Flying; a flyer; a bird ; the 
thing from which an omen is taken (origi-
nally a bird) ; an omen (especially a bad. 
one); work, act ; the brain ;—td'iri sidra 
(' sidra-nishin), The bird of Sidra (a species 
of paradisaical tree), the angel Gabriel 
td'iri qudsi, An angel;—td'iri qiyds, The 
reasoning faculty. 

A J*fu> td'ish, Volatile, light, flighty; 
pettish. 

A td'i', Obedient, cheerful, willing. 
a n*?^' td'i'an, Willingly, cheerfully, 

with pleasure. 



CJTFLT. ( 8 0 8 ) K ^ 

A /a'*/", Who or what goes round ; a 
night-watch or patrol; the ox which is 
stationed at the outer edge of the threshing-
floor,- the middle of a how; one who performs 
the circumambulation of the Ka'bah; a 
phantom, spectre, an apparition in a dream, 
especially of a mistress ; name of several 
cities, especially a celebrated one in 
Hi jaz. 

A bstic, td'ifat, A people, nation, tribe, 
family; a troop, band, body, company, 
clique ; suite, train, equipage, attendants ; 
a sect; a company of dancing girls and 
musicians; a caravan ;— tai fa ' i ins amy a, 
The female sex (m.c.) ;— tai fa ' i shamsu'd-
din-lit, The tribe of Shamsu'd-dln (m.c.). 

A GUTFA ta'ifatani, Two companies, i.e. 
Jews and Christians. 

A. J?U> ta'il, Long; power; profit, advan-
tage ; riches, wealth ; excellence; spacious-
ness ;—la, td'il, (There is) no profit; it is 
useless to talk of it any more, 

A. sA> tabb (v.n.), Strengthening (a 
leathern bottle) by covering the seams with 
a strap; skilful, expert; eager to cover (a 
stallion) ; —tibb, tabb, tubb (v.n.), Medical 
art or treatment; medicine for body or 
mind; magic, witchcraft, necromancy, fasci-
nation ; benevolence, cour tesy[ t ibbu 'n-
nisd', Name of a book on female diseases ; 
•—'ilmi tibb, Science of medicine;]—tibb. 
Will, desire, inclination; nature, habit, 
custom. 

A tababat, A long, streaky cloud ;— 
tabdba (in P.), Meat dressed soft;—tibdbat, 
The medical art, the practice of physics; a 
strip of leather for covering the seams of a 
water-bottle. 

A cWk tabdkk, tubahji, Strength, stability ; 
plumpness, fatness ;~—tabbdkh, A cook. 

A tibdkhat, The art of cookery;— 
tubdkhat, The scum of a pot boiling over. 

jljL tibdz, A kind of large red fig. 
A tabdshir (S. tavaJcshira), A sub-

stance of a silicious nature produced in the 
bamboo, used in medicine ; also the ashes 
of the roots and joints; bamboo-manna; 
(for tabdshir, pi. of A. qq.v., pp. 278 
and 280) happy tidings, &c ;—tabdshiru 'l-
haiydt, Chalk, lime, plaster ; whiting; — 
fabashiri subh, The light, of dawn. 

A LAWk tabataba, Surname of the great-
greatgrandson of Ali, Isma'il bin Ibrahim, 
on account of his pronouncing the letter j 
like t . 

a tabdtabd'i, Descending from 
Tabataba ;—saiyid tabdtabd'i, A lineal de-
scendant of Tabataba. 

A gUk tibd', Nature, temperament, com-
plexion, disposition, nature's stamp ; under-
standing, genius, intellect, judgment; im-
pression, print; (pi. of tab') natures; firms; 
[ddru 't-tiba', Printing-office ;]—tabb a', A 
potter; a sword-cutler ; a printer. 

A &AA tiba'at, The ait of forging swords 
or moulding earthen pots ; printing. 

A j l A tibdq (v.n. 3 of (jA>), Agreeing, 
suiting, fitting, matching; higher part or 
surface (of ground) ; a large dish or plate, 
a tray; a vessel for kneading; a basin, 
bowl; (pi. of tabaq) things similar to one 
another;—tubdq, tabaq, Name of a long 
blue flower frequent in the mountains near 
Shiraz ;—tubbdq, Name of a tree found on 
the mountains near Mecca, a specific against 
poisons, scab, fever, or inveterate obstruc-
tions of the liver, 

A tabdqi, Of or relating to a plate 
or platter. 

A tabbdl, A drummer. 
A tibdlat, The art of drum-beating. 

tabdnja, tabdncha, A box, 
blow, slap (construed with khwurdan and 
mdan) ;—ba-tabdncha ruyi khwud surkh tnl-
darad, He puts a good face on a bad bar-
gain. 

tabdhja, tab dhi j, An omelet; 
soft meat. 

A tabd'i' (pi. of tabi'at), Natures, 
tempers; constitutions, dispositions. 

A tabbat, Clever (fem.) ; cleverness ;— 
tibbat, An oblong tract of grassy ground or 
clouds; also a long segment of cloth, or a 
leathern strap about the breadth of the 
fingertubbai, A strip of leather for cover-
ing the seams of a water-bottle. 

A tahj (v.n.), Striking anything hol-
low (as the head) ; confirmed stupidity ;— 
tabaj (v.n,), Being foolish, insane. 

A tabkk, A cooking; cookery;—tabkki 
huzur (nazar), Cooking under supervision 
aud with great care. 

a tabkh-khana, A cook's shop; a 
kitchen. 

jA tabar, Name of a district in Persia 
(Tabaristan). 

(vjjet-ĵ A. f abarkkiin, The red Hyrcanian or 
Tabaristan willow; the jujube ; a red colour 
(see oy^r' P< 279). 

a tabarmd (for P. JJ^ q.v., p. 279), 
ijjA tabarzaz, Jj^A tabarzal, tabar zan, 
Sugar-candy ; conserve of roses. 

A u-fa tabras, tibris, An arrant liar. 
(JIX-MJA tabaristan, The ancient Hyrcania. 
ŝ̂ A fabari, Of or referring to Tabaristan 

(see bedi tabari under ; a native of Ta-
baristan. 

a tabarya, Tiberias. 
A yA tabz (v.n.), Filling; lying with, 

coition ;—tibz, The angle of a mountain ; a 
double-hunched camel, 

A y-A tabs, Black;—tibs, A wolf;—tabas, 
Name of a city in Khurasan. 

i^A tabsa, Tapestry, a carpet. 
A J^A tabsh, Men; a body, troop. 
A ^UoX tabtdb, A bird with large ears; 

also— 
A tabtdbat, The club, bat, or racket, 



with which they strike the ball at. the game 
of tennis. 

A SJ^ tabtabat, tabtaba (v.n. of S-Wk), 
Making noise; the sound made by the 
dashing of torrents or water-falls, or in 
walking, or in whipping. 

ft^ tabtu, A kind of water-bird. 
A f.ab' (v.n.), Forging (a sword); 

coining (money) ; moulding (a pitcher) ; 
printing, stamping; signing,sealing,making 
an impression with a seal; presenting a 
fair mark for a blow (the nape of the neck) ; 
casting a veil over the heart (God) ; an im-
pression made with a seal; nature, genius, 
temperament, stamp of a character; form, 
shape, a i r ; likeness, resemblance; [tab'i 
ilahl, Divine nature;—tab' tez hardan, To 
make eager for ;—tab'i kafiiri, A cold and 
dry temperament; a dull, stupid, frigid 
fellow ; death;—bi't-tab, Naturally;—hatim-
tab', Of the disposition of Hatim, generous, 
liberal;]—tib', A water-course, channel, 
rivulet; a measure fu l l ; a leathern bottle 
for churning; rust, soil, dir t ; name of a 
river;—faba' (v.n.), Becoming rusty (a 
sword); being dir ty, being mean, sordid, 
abject; being idle, slothful;—tabi', Sordid, 
mean, abject. 
_ a ^ tab'-dzmd, Trying the dispo-

sition. 
a tab'khdna, A printing-office. 
a gft tab'-zad, Invention. 
a taba'a (for q.v.), Subjects; 

subject (m.c.). 
a tab'i, Natural, physical. 
a tab'iat, = q.v. 
A <jft> tabq (v.n.), Cleaving to the side 

(the hand) ;—tibq, Anything corresponding 
with, or joined to, another; the fruit of a 
certain tree; bird-lime; gins, springes; a 
multitude (of men or locusts) ;—tubq (pi. 
of tabiq), Hours of the night;—tabaq (v.n.), 
Cleaving to; a dish, plate, tray; a lid, 
cover; an orb, disk, sphere; a layer, stra-
tum ; crust, rind, coat (as of an onion); the 
storey of a house; a platform; surface of 
the earth ; a leaf ; gold-leaf, tinfoil; a thin 
bone between the joints of the back-bone; 
whatever matches, tallies with, or fits an-
other thing ; the vulva ; tribadism ; one 
thing following another ; an age ; a period 
of twenty years ; the greater part of a day 
or night; state, condition ; [tabagi zamb tir, 
A bee-hive ;—bandtu * I- tabaq, Misfortunes, 
calamities ;~bintu 't-tabaq, A tortoise (said 
to lay 99 eggs producing a tortoise, and 
one egg producing a serpent). 

^M8 tabqd, A kind of grain agreeing with 
horses but not with men. 

A Ĉ ULJ, tabaqat (pi. of tabaqat) Kinds (of 
men) ; degrees, steps, stories. 

A tSqat, }dbqa, An hour of the day; 
a gin, noose, snare;—tabaqat, One thing 
following another; a degree, stage, story. 

floor, stratum; a class or order of men; 
race, generation;—tabaqa'i bald, An upper 
story ;—tabaqa'i pd'in, A lower story. 

a tabaqcha, A small plate, saucer. 
a ^s^&fk fabaqchi, One who has charge of 

dishes or plate, clerk of the scullery. 
^ y a i tabqarl, A small plate; side, border. 
a y) (J-J* tabaq-zan, — ̂ U*-. q.v., p. 659. 
A l.abl (v.n.), Drumming; a drum, 

single or double ; a tambourine ; garments 
on which are figures of drums; people, 
creatures; taxes, tribute;—tabli dsdyish, 
Sounding a retreat; — tabli amdn zadan, 
To sue for quarter or pardon; — tabli 
bdz, A drum beaten by hunters to rouse 
aquatic birds to be captured by a falcon; 
— tabli bdz ba-rdyi khwud mi-zanad, He 
talks at random without anybody listening 
to him;—jtabli bdz-gasht, A drum beaten 
to give the signal of retreat;—tabli talkhi 
(in the language of Sodomites), Podex;— 
tabli tahi, Boasting, vain-glory ; — tabli 
haidari ruzi, The drum of a man of Raiy 
called Haidar, who bragged of hunting lions 
whom he pretended to frighten by beating 
his drum;—tabi khwurdan, To bo afraid, to 
fly in terror;—tabi dar ziri gillm zadan, 
To strive to conceal what is notorious; 
—tabi dar ziri gilim mdndan, To be ob-
scure, little known ;—tabli ruswa (ruswd'i) 
zadan, To divulge one's own shame ;—tabi 
zadan (firo hoftan, nawdkhtan), To beat a 
drum ;—tabli siwum zadan, To beat the 
midnight-drum (a watchman) ;—tabli shab, 
A tattoo (m.c.) ;—tabl-ash darida shud, His 
secrets have been divulged ;—tabli 'asas, 
The drum of a night patrol or watchman ;— 
tabli wdqjas (or tabli matam), A drum which 
is beaten on the day 'dshura. 

a ft. J-k tabl-bdz, A drum hung at the 
saddle; a drummer. 

a tabl-khdna, Warlike music; a 
concert of drums ; a band of music. 

a tj) J-^ tabl-zan, A drummer. 
A tablaq, A bundle of papers. 
a û LjL tablah, A little drum; also a drum 

made of two kettles, joined bottom to 
bottom, and covered with a skin; a mitre, 
cap, tiara ; a fillet. 

a f t J - t tabl-nawdz, A drummer. 
a ^ f t tabl-nawazl, Drum-beating. 
a tiUc tabla, A large wooden dish in which 

fruits are exposed for sale; a small tam-
bourine, a little drum; a round butt or 
mark for archers ; a sandal or slipper; a 
contrivance made of hair by brandishing 
which falconers call back the falcon ; any-
thing thrown or shot at birds, sprung by a 
pointer, which brings them down ;—tabla'i 
'attar, A perfumer's tray. 

tabla-Jchwdr, Eating gratis; a 
parasite. 

a ft Al-t tabla-nawdz, A drummer. 
A tabn, taban (v.n.), Covering up (a 



fire) to prevent (its) dying away ; people, 
persons;—tubn, A lute, a guitar;—taban 
(v.n,), Knowing, perceiving, understanding 
well; quickness, sagacity taban, tabn, 
fibn, tubn, tuban, A kind of game with 
lines scored on the ground ; a carcass laid 
to entice vultures ;—tab in, Sensible, intelli-
gent, knowing, sagacious ;—tiban (pi. of 
fibnat), Intellectual powers, subtleties;— 
tuban (pi. of tubnat), Games of nine-pins. 

A -U-t tibnat, Understanding, quickness 
of apprehension ;—tubnat, The sound of a 
lute or guitar; a kind of game with three 
or nine stones or pieces. 

W-A tabancha, A slap, &c. (see ^ ^ A ) , 
ts&A tabang, A greengrocer's tray. 
A yA tabw (v.n.), Calling to. 
a (<kf qa-rya'i) tabur, The city of 

Tiberias. 
a (J^- jabali) tabur, Mount Tabor. 
Aji» taba, An European carpet with a 

short pile. 
A o A tiby, tuby, A nipple, a dug ;—tibbi, 

Medicinal, medical. 
a (i_5A> tibbi-madrasa, A medical 

college. 
A tabib, A physician, doctor; a skil-

ful practitioner in general; (met.) a mis-
tress. 

a (̂ -s-A tablbl, Profession of a physician. 
A {S-A tablkh, Cooked ; ripened ; anything 

dressed, especially half-roasted or par-
boiled ; a decoction; a brick, tile ; plaster, 
mortar;—tibbikh, in P. also tabijch, A 
melon. 

O^A tabidan, To palpitate, throb, beat. 
A tabls, Abounding, overflowing 

(sea). 
A tabi'at, Nature, essence, quality, 

property, genius, complexion, temperament, 
constitution, humour, instinct, temper, dis-
posi t ion;— lat f fu 't-tabi'at, Of a pleasant 
disposition, gracious, mild, gentle. 

a tabl'ai-ddr, Naturally sharp 
or clever ; inventive. 

a yA^A {jibi'at-sMnm, A physician. 
a tabl'ai-karda, (A child) be-

ginning to smile and talk. 
a tabi'i, fem. tabi'iyat, tabi-

'iya, Natural, intrinsic, physical, innate ; 
—hardrati tabi'iya, Natural heat. 

A tabig, An hour of the night; a 
long time; anything agreeing with, or equal 
to, another. 

^lA tapdn, Restless, agitated, distracted. 
tapdncha, A blow, box, slap; a 

pistol -,—tapdncha khwurdan, To be slapped, 
cuffed, buffeted ;—tapancha'i shash-lula, A 
six-chambered revolver (m.c.). 

tapdnldan, To cram, stuff; ac-
cording to others, to do what one is ordered 
or desired to do. . 

tapish, Palpitation ;—tapishi dil, A 
palpitation of the heart. 

I_/ASA> tapidagi, Palpitation. 
tapidan, To palpitate (as the heart), 

to throb, beat; to wallow ; to totter, fall. 
A oA tass, A boy's game, throwing a 

ball. 
A fa tasr (v.n.), Being thick (milk), 

covered with cream; name of a section of 
the tribe Azd. 

A ifa tasr at, Thick milk covered with 
cream; thick water full of sediment, black 
mud; water-moss; affluence, happiness. 

A t f a tasraj, A small yellow ant, a pis-
mire. 

A tajn (v.n.), Frying in a pan, 
A tihab, Name of a place. 
A J^&t tihdl, The milt, spleen; name of a 

stone; also of a place;—tuhal, A disease of 
the spleen. 

A tahhdn, fem. &UJ> tahhdnat, tah-
hdna, A miller. 

A tihdnat, Grinding, trade of a 
miller. 

A^sst tahr (v.n.), Throwing out a mote 
(the eye); casting away a green film (a 
fountain) ; extirpating the foreskin (a cir-
cumciser). 

AysA tahz, Coition. 
A ( j - ^ . tahs (v.n,), Lying with. 
A tahsh (v.n.), Becoming obscured 

(the eye). 
A tahtdh, A lion;—tihtah, 

tahtahat (v.u. of ^aA) , Separating, scatter-
ing ; destroying ; breaking ; smiling, show-
ing the teeth. 

A tahi, tahal (v.n.), Hurting in the 
spleen;—tahal (v.n.), Having a complaint 
in the spleen ; having a large or swollen 
spleen; becoming corrupt (water) ; being 
dust-coloured, or the colour of the spleen; 
—tahil, Splenetic, irascible; fu l l ; (water) 
filled with moss. 

A s-AsA tihlib, tuhlab, tuhlub, Water-
moss. 

a iA^asL tahmuras, Name of a Persian 
king (see , p. 339). 

A tahn (v.n.), Grinding (a mill) ; 
coiling up (as a serpent);— tihn, Meal, 
flour y—t.whan, A dwarf; a species of ani-
malcule. 

A fa* tahw (v.n.), Throwing (a man) on 
his face ; expanding, spreading out; draw-
ing out lengthwise; travelling, removing 
to a distance; perishing ; lying on the left 
side. 

Ajfa^ tahur, Swift, rapid; a bow shooting 
with velocity ; an eye throwing out motes ; 
a fountain throwing out green film. 

A tahun, A multitude, phalanx bear-
ing down all before them; a fierce battle; 
many camels (about 300). 

A takhkh, Projection ; removal; co-
ition. 

A cJWk takhdf, A thin, high cloud ;— 
tikhdf, A thin cloud through which the 



sty is seen; (pi. of lalchfat), Thin, trans-
parent clouds, 

Ayafct tikhz, A lie, a falsehood. 
A <J«A&L> tikhs, Root, origin, base, cause, 

author; limit, extremity (of anything), 
(jjs^att takhshiqun (G. rotixov), Poison. 
A takhf, Grief which clouds the 

mind; sour milk, curdles; a thin, high 
cloud. 

A f ^ t a k h m (v.n,),Being proud,haughty, 
overbearing; pride, haughtiness. 

A PYJFCJS tukhum. Limits, bounds, boun-
daries (see A. tukhm, p. 288). 

A A tarr (v.n.), Compelling; driving 
(cattle) together from different quarters, 
and ranging (them) up to the right and 
left ; sharpening; splitting, cleaving, cut-
ting; coating a cistern with clay; giving 
a slap ov blow; falling; dismembering, 
cutting off ;—turr, All, the generality. 

A tara, tara at (v.u. of %£), 
Being fresh, moist, succulent (a vegetable) ; 
—tarra' (pi. of .(art), Comers by surprise. 

A (J-JLI^L tarabulusi sham, Tripoli in 
Syria, 

A VJ* tarabulusi g&arb, Tripoli in 
Barbary. 

A tirabuzan, Trebizond. 
A J S ^ J K tarabil (pi. of tirbdl), Lofty 

towers ; Syrian churches or cloisters. 
A tarasis, A fruit called bii or bel 

(iEgle marmelos). 
A tarah, A distant place, distance, 

remoteness ;—tarrah, An architect. 
a tarr dhi, Architecture. 
A AjL tir ad (v.n, 3 of Making a 

headlong attack in battle ; a hunting-spear, 
javelin ;—tarrdd, A long day; a small swift 
ship, an open and flat roof or surface; one 
who wearies tbe patience of his hearers by 
a tedious delivery ;~~turrad, Name of a 
place. 

A fa tirar (pi. of turrat), Locks, ringlets, 
&c.;—tarrdr, A cut-purse, pickpocket; an 
impostor. 

a fc^jk tarrdra, Sharpness, activity; ex-
pedition, speed. 

a tarrdra-zaban, Chattering, 
clack. 

a tarr art, Quickness, fluency ; im-
pudence. 

O^ jV 4 turarldan, To inquire, search. 
a fa tiraz, taraz (for P. A royal 

robe, or rich dress ornamented with em-
broidery ; also the places in Persia where 
they are generally made; the decoration 
of a city upon any public solemnity; an 
ornament; painting; embroidery; fashion; 
sugar-cane; a sugar-refinery in the pro-
vince of Khuzistan; a workshop, factory ; 
a manufactory of brocade; a place where 
water is distributed in small canals from a 
tivsr or fountain; way, form, manner, rule ; 
a company of people ; wild, desert, scenite; 

name of a district in Badakhshan ; name 
of a city on the confines of China, cele-
brated for the comeliness of its inhabitants 
aud the excellence of its musk; (in comp.) 
ornamenting, adorning, embroidering; sing-
ing, trilling; [ a w (dsdr) taraz, A histori-
ographer ;— dibdja taraz, A composer of 
prefaces or exordiums (as being written in 
a highly-ornamented style) ;]—jV0 tarraz, 
An embroiderer. 

a tirazdan (for P. tarazu-
ddri), A case in which scales are kept. 

a t.ardzgar, An embroiderer. 
a 8Jij^l? tarazanda, A decorator, embroi-

derer. 
a tsj^jk tardzi, Adorning, ornamenting. 
a t ) ^ ) ^ tarazldan, To embroider; to sing, 
^y-tys tardsun, A liquor made from rice 

(see P' 507). 
G tardghls, Pearl-barley. 

tardghayun. Name of a gum-tvee. 
A UJ^L tirdf, A tent made of tanned 

leather ; whatever is taken from the sides 
of a gown field; honour, greatness;— tarrdf, 
Name of a certain man. 

A SJ>\jl taraf at (v.n. of Being new, 
coming out (something original and ele-
gant) ; being distinguished by a long line 
of ancestors, 

A y^Y® turdfish, Depraved, ill-tempered. 
Ji^U tirdfal, A myrobalan-electuary (see 

A tardq, The rattling noise made by 
anything tumbling down, or in breaking a 
bone ;—tirdq (v.n. 3 of sifa), Sewing to-
gether (two soles) ; lining, especially thin 
leather with which they line boots or shoes; 
the curvature of a crest on a helmet; a 
piece of leather cut in the form of a shield, 
and stuck thereupon; any piece of work-
manship that fits another;—tirrdq, Treacle 
(an antidote) ;—turrdq (pi. of tdriq), Necro-
mancers, diviners. 

taraqis, — q.v. 
tarah, Noise, din, clatter. 

A 'tyfa tardwat, A being f resh; freshness, 
moisture. 

a c^UciJjljL tardwatnak, Fresh, moist, 
juicy. 

tardwa, A pennant, a vane. 
A tar dyat, = tyfa q.v. 
A .TFY* tara? id (pi. of tarldat), Things 

driven, as game into nets; schooners. 
A tard'if, Rare and choice vessels 

or pieces of furniture, rarities. 
a i^^e. tard*if-hash, Who carries 

rarities. 
A tard'iq (pi. of tarlqat), Ways, 

tracts; a torn or worn garment; troops, 
bodies, sects (especially of the superior 
orders of men). 

A S^1* tarah (v.n.), Skipping, leaping, 
dancing for joy ; cheerfulness, joy, glad-
ness ; motion ; emotion ; grief, sadness ; 



[tarab hardan, To make merry;]—tarib, 
Name of a borse which belonged to Mu-
hammad. 

a AV̂  tarab-dbdd, An abode of joy. 
A tirbal, A high tower built on the 

top of a hill; a Christian church in Syria 
with lofty steeples or a belfry ; a part of a 
wall or mountain towering above the rest ; 
a large stone projecting from a mountain 
any building large and lofty ; — tirbdli 
m.dHl, A leaning tower or wall. 

aft&\ tarab-angez, Mirth-exciting. 
a s-y> tarab-fch ana (^y* sar ay), A 

place of enjoyment. 
a gju. tarob-sanj, Who rejoices, re-

vels, makes merry. 
a s - ^ tarab-fizdy, Increasing enjoy-

ment. 
a thf v^L. tarab-gdh, A place of enjoyment. 
a osJL^k tarabndh, Joyous, mirthful. 
A Sjk tarrat, The waist; impregnation 

effected by a single covering ;—turrat, Fore-
lock, curl, ringlet of hair; the edge, border, 
fringe of a garment; a river-bank; the side 
or border of anything ; a wallet. 

A yVfjk turratdn (du. of the preceding), 
Two black streaks on the back of a wild 
ass or bullock. 

A tars, Any building fresh and new; 
preserving, keeping -,—tirs, The extremity 
of the clitoris. 

G ̂ y f t tarsus, A fruit called in Persian 
bil (see ;—tursus, A species of fun-
gus, of the form of parsnips, growing under 
trees, penetrating deep into the ground (one 
kind is red and sweet, the other white and 
bitter) •> glans penis. 

A (arsis, Name of a village near 
Nishapur. 

A tark, tar ah. (v.n.), Throwing, cast-
ing, flinging ; removing; position, establish-
ment, disposition ; mode, manner; foun-
dations ; a verse set, showing the metre in 
which a poem is to be composed; [tarhi 
as as hardan. To lay the foundations ;—tar h 
afgandan, To lay a foundation ; to practise; 
—tarh bar-ddshtan, To take model or pat-
tern from ;—tarh ba-tarli, Various sorts ;— 
tarh dddan, To make a throw in the game 
of nard, a move in chess ; to compel to pur-
chase at a fixed price ; to oppose;—tarhi 
ru'i A picture that will not last;—tarhi 
Sina dddan, To open or lay bare the breast; 
—tarh hardan, To throw away ; to bring 
forward a bill (m.c.) ;—ba-tarh dddan, To 
compel to buy at a fixed price; to give 
gratis or for nothing;]—tirh, Thrown away ; 
driven forward ;—tarah, A distant place. 

a tarh-dar, Beautiful, well-shaped. 
a ^A^ tarh-darl, Beauty, elegance, 

grace, style. 
a yyU tj^ tarh-qdnun, Braided (garment). 
a ^ f t zr tarh-kash, Who draws a plan; 

a sketcher; an imitator; overcome, weak. 

A i f t tarhh, A pond, a river. 
A tarhhdn, Name of a prince in 

Turkistan; prince, ruler (in Khurasan) 
a Turkish tribe ; one who says whatever he 
pleases; a kind of vegetable. 

AiU-^L tar khdna, Wheat coarsely ground, 
boiled to a consistency, and, after milk has 
been poured upon it, is made up into balls, 
dried, and laid up for future use. 

(jj&Satjk tarkhashquq, ^jflAi-jt tarhhashqun, 
Wild endive. 

a ajAjL tar khun (for P. Tarragon, 
a herb, 

A^ tard, t.arad (v.n.), Banishing, chasing, 
driving away; persecuting; driving (camels) 
from different quarters into one body;— 
tarad (v.n.), Hunting;— tarid, Water be-
fouled by the dung of cattle. 

G- tarzilun, Assafcetida. 
A ft turar (pi. of turrat), Banks (of 

rivers) ; edges of garments; forelocks, curls. 
A ft tarz, Form, manner, habit, fashion; 

construed with the verbs anddhhtan, rekh-
tan, namudan, &c.; [tarzi 'ibdrat, Construc-
tion of a sentence ;—tarzi haldm, An idiom; 
—ba-tarzi qadim, Old-fashioned (m.c.) ;]— 
taraz (v.n.), From being thick and Tough, 
becoming elegant; from being bad, be-
coming good; mending one's ways; being 
well dressed; being nice and tidy with 
regard to dress. 

ft tirz, Decoration ; an embroiderer. 
a ( j ^ ft tarz-ddn, Acquainted with forms. 
yAij^ tirzidan, To embroider, work with 

the needle. 
A o-jk tars (v.n.), Erasing (writing), can-

celling ;—tirs, A leaf of paper, a page, a 
book ; a page erased and re-written. 

Gft'ft tarastuj, A kind of sea-fish. 
A {j^yft tarsus, tursus, Tarsus in Cilicia. 

tursiqus, Name of a Christian 
monk or learned man; according to others 
name of a Christian king. 

A \jtfe tarsh, Slight deafness ;—tursh (pi. 
of atrash), Deaf (persons) ;—tarash (v.n.), 
Being deaf; deafness. 

ê &jL. tarasht, Name of a place in the 
province of Raiy celebrated for its water 
and climate. 

yXt&Jo tirshidan, To engage in any work 
heedlessly; to be anxious, sad, grieved. 

A tjt. tarat (v.n.), Having thin eyebrows 
or eyelashes ; folly, stupidity ;—tarit, Fool-
ish, stupid, ignorant. 

(j^ilijL tartdnaydsh, Name of an island 
from which Azra was rescued. 

A s — t u r t u b , turtubb, Large, flagging 
breasts. 

A jftk turt.ur, Long and slim ; a high-
peaked turban or cap worn by the Arabians; 
a weak mountain-goat. 

A k tartus, Name of a champion in 
the army of the Russians; a strong and 
brave man. 



faofa tartir, Cream of tartar (m.c.). 
^tjJLjc. tartiriki, Tartaric;—as'idi tar-

tiriki, Tartaric acid (m.c.). 
fj^i^fajc targ&uludis (G. rpw-

yXoSvTrjs), Name of a bird. 
A <-J}l tarf (v.n.), Averting. turning 

away, repelling; looking at, beholding; 
closing the eyelid; giving a blow on the 
eye and making tears flow ; eye; a noble, 
liberal man; the extremity of anything ; 
two small stars, otherwise called 4aind 'l-
asad, " the eyes of the lion," and forming 
the ninth mansion of the moon; [irtidadu 't-
tarf The twinkling of an eye;]— t ir f , Noble, 
well descended from both sides (man); 
high-bred (horse) ; newly-acquired wealth ; 
grass just sprouted ;— tar f , taraf (in P. 
mostly the latter), Side, quarter, end, ex-
tremity ; coast, shore, a distant part of the 
earth; t ime; an adversary, a colleague, a 
wife ; portion ; advantage, profit; assist-
ance ; a belt, girdle; a generous man; 
[taraf bar-taraf, From Bide to side, from 
different quarters ;—taraf bastan (bar-bas-
tan, bar-ddshtan). To become an adversary ; 
to derive advantage;—tarafi sdni, A de-
fendant ; an enemy ; a wife ;—tarafi sham, 
Evening ; towards evening;—taraf shudan, 
To oppose, to be ad-verse, or an adversary ; 
—tarafi subh, Morning ; towards morning ; 
—tarafi 'asr, Afternoon ; towards evening 
(m.c.) ;—tarafi kase ddshtan (giriftan). To 
take one's part, to protect, to assist;— 
—tarafi kulah u manandi an shika.stan, To 
bend the rim of a hat, &c.;—bar-taraf, 
Apart, aside, separated ;—bar taraf shudan, 
To be apart, set aside, neglected ;—bar taraf 
nihadan, To put aside, omit, neglect;— 
latifa bar taraf, Raillery apart;—yak taraf 
shudan, To secede, separate from, depart;] 
—tarif, Who does not keep to one woman, 
friend, companion ; fickle ; a camel straying 
from one pasture-ground to another; a 
man with a long line of ances to r sname 
of a place 36 miles distant from Madinah. 

A Afr̂ L tarf a', The tamarisk-tree (which is 
of four kinds). 

A SUjls tarfdt, A single tamarisk-tree. 
A tarf at,- tarfa, One wink or twinkle 

with the eye; a blow on the eve which 
makes it water ; a red spot on the eye from 
a blow ; name of a star, and of a lunar 
mansion ; [ f i tarf ali 'I-'ain, In the twink-
ling of an eye ;]—turf at, turfa, Anything 
new, agreeable, wonderful, rare ; name of a 
certain man. 

a JWJJS taraf-dar, A partisan, follower, 
or sectary ; an assistant; partial; a prince, 
magistrate ; a possessor of territory, a land-
holder ; an officer employed to collect the 
revenue of particular parts ;—taraf-dari 
anjum, The sun;—taraf-ddri panjum, The 
planet Mars; the monarch of Turkistan; 
the fifth climate ; the Greeks. 

a ts^^k taraf-dari, Partiality; sect-
arianism. 

a e^i-Jjk tarf-gah, Prospect, place of out-
look ; (met.) the world. 

a ij^fa turfagi, Wonderfulness; a rarity; 
jugglery. 

a y^fa taraf-glr, A partisan; partial. 
a ^pZifa taraf-giri, Partiality, partisan-

ship. 
a t.nrfa, Anything new and agree-

able; surprise; name of a juggler •,—turfd'i 
baghdad, (met.) Of peerless beauty;—• 
turf a? i shash-tdq, The world. 

a tarf-hd, taraf-ha (P. pi. of tarf, 
taraf), Sides, <fcc.;—taraf-ha, ddshtan, To 
have various sides, meanings (a question or 
word). 

A taraf ain (ob. du.), Both sides; 
the adversaries in a law-suit;—taraf aini 
silsila, The two ends of a chain ; the ex-
treme terms of a series. 

A (JJT tarq (v.n.), Arriving in the n ight ; 
knocking at a door; striking violently, or 
with a smith's hammer ; throwing pebble-
stones and gravel, in order to prognosticate 
future events (a diviner) ; mixing wool and 
cotton when practising divination ; beating 
cotton; covering tbe female (a camel); 
a stallion powerful in covering; being 
covered ; sperma genitale ; weakness of in-
tellect ; water defiled by the dung of cattle ; 
touching a harp, lute, or similar instrument; 
once, one time or turn ; [tarq-an au tarqain, 
Once or twice ;]—tirq, Fat, tallow, grease ; 
fatness; craft, trade, calling; strength;—• 
turq (v.n.), Arriving at n ight ; leaping on 
the female (stallion) ; (pi. of tariq) roads ; 
—taraq (v.n.), Limping; being bow-legged 
and weak in the knees; lying one over 
another (birds' feathers); making water 
while standing in a pond; a ply, fold, 
wrinkle (of a leathern bottle); gins, snares, 
nets (of a fowler) ; (pi. of taraqat) prints 
of camels' feet following ench other;—turaq 
(pi. of turqat), Grooves or guiding lines on 
the handle of a bow;—turuq (pi. of tariq), 
Ways, roads. 

A ULA^ turuqdt (pi. of turuq, pi. of tariq), 
Ways, paths, roads; many ways. 

A tarqat, A work, art, craft; a fowler's 
net, gin, snare;—tirqat, A gin, snare ;— 
turqat, The groove or guiding line on the 
handle of a bow ; custom, habi t ; darkness; 
a heap of stones ;—taraqat, One line (of 
camels) ; the print of a camel's foot. 

A f f a tarriqu (2nd pi. imp.), Give way ! 
make room;—tarr iqa zadan, To call out 
" give way," to clear the road for a great 
personage. 

a o j tarriqu-zan, An officer who clears 
the road for a prince, &c., a marshal of tbe 
court, a master of ceremonies, usher, ap-
paritor. 

yxJ^la tirqidan, y^fa tirkidan, To make 



an excursion, to overrun; to cleave, to 
crack (see ejAJy p. 296). 

A tarm, firm, Butter; honey;—turm, 
A chafing-dish; name of a tree ;—taram, 
Dropping from a full comb (honey). 

pfo turum, The noise of a drum. 
A tirimmdh, High and celebrated; 

aspiring, ambitious ; provident, foreseeing ; 
name of the father of 'Adi bin Hatim, inter-
mediator between 'Ali and Mu'awiya. 

A turmus, Weak. 
A turmus, Bread baked in the 

ashes. 
iSfb tarmoy, A kind of hawk. 
Or**)* tarminun, A kind of tortoise. 
A turn, Raw silk; stuff of the same. 
o^kjrrjL taranjumdnis (G> Tpt̂ ojjiaves), 

Maidens-hair. 
ftif* trunkdr (G, Spovyyaptos), Com-

mander of 1,000 men. 
A ft turuw, An arriving from afar. 
A t f t taruh, A distant place; strong and 

far-shooting (bow); long-branched (a palm-
tree). 

A j f t turur (v.n. of ft), Driving cattle to-
gether from different parts; sprouting 
(herbage or whiskers) ; sharpening (a knife 
or spearV 

taruququn (G. rptxoKKos), A med-
lar. 

Q u f f t turuqun, Cocks-comb (a herb). 
a ty turra, A waving ringlet, dangling 

forelock, tuft of frizzled, braided, or curled 
hair; the end of a turban hanging loose 
(also called turra'i dastdr); anything 
twisted, as a whip, a knotted handkerchief, 
&c.; the black stripe on either shoulder of 
an ass;—turra'i Iwan (ddldn), The coping 
of a wall;—turra'i bdz, The crest-tuft of a 
falcon;—turra'i'ambarin (mushkin), Tresses 
of ambergris or musk (dark and fragrant) ; 
—az turra'i m ushki sham td ghurra'i baizd'i 
bdm, From the musk-locks of the evening 
to the white blaze of morning, i.e. from 
night till morning. 

a tjjW Sjt turra-bdzi, A game in which 
boys run after each other with knotted 
handkerchiefs. 

a turra-pareshan, With di-
shevelled locks. 

a tari, Fresh, green, moist, humid, 
new (cf. y) ;—giydhi sar-sabzi tari, 
Herbs green and fresh. 

A <J*ft tirydq, Treacle, theriaca. 
a tirydqi, A chewer of opium. 
a tarydne, Anything coming one 

knows not whence, an unexpected event. 
tiribula, The lote-tree. 

A PIJK fan A, Thrown prostrate ; abject. 
tarikh (G. rdpi^a), A small kind of 

fish. 
A tarid, Banished; the trunk of a 

tree, crooked and destitute of leaves; long 
(day) ; attack, assault; a war-whoop ;— 

tarid bar-dwardan, To assault, to attack; to 
raise a war-cry. 

A SÂJL taridat, Anything forced or driven 
(as prey into a net) ; the trunk of a tree 
crooked and leaf-less; a caravan on camels. 

a SA^jt tarida, A swift arrow; a robber. 
A tarir, Sharpened (spear-head) ; a 

handsome man; a youth whose mustachios 
begin to grow. 

tarighdn, A kind of endive. 
V f t f t tarighim, Name of a bird called 

otherwise jW Ĵ f, q.v. p. 205. 
A tarif, New, fresh, newly acquired; 

one who traces his descent through a long 
line of ancestors ; rare, strange, foreign. 

a tarifa, The plant nasi, a kind of 
white thistle (see when compact and 
full grown, 

^Ji^yL tarifalan (G. rptyvXXov), The lote-
tree ; according to others Satyrion. 

a eiU&iu^ tarifandk, Abundant in the 
plant nasi, when compact and full-grown. 

A tariq, A way, road, path, manner, 
mode (construed with the verbs sipurdan, 
giriftan, <fcc.) ; tall palm-trees; [tariqi ausat, 
A middle road;—tariq chist, What is to be 
done ? (m.c.) ;—tariqi 'dm, A public road ; 
—tariq warzldan, To handle a subject;]—• 
tirriq, Taciturn; a male bustard or crane. 

A tariqat, tariqa, A road, way, path; 
manner, way, fashion; rite, observance; the 
road to Sufic perfection; a strip of cloth of 
wool or camels' hair connecting the opening 
parts of a tent ; a Sufi's garment or cloak; 
an inauspicious hour when the moon is in 
the sign of Cancer; a head man, or (plu-
rality) the chiefs or better sort of people; 
[ahli tariqat (tariqa), Devotees ; the sect of 
Sufis;] — tjrriqat, Gentleness, softness; 
levity ; weakness ; obedience. 

{ftftj* tarlququn, = of*?ft q.v. 
a pjjt tarim, Anger -,—^tiryam, A thick 

cloud ; honey. 
A tass (v.n.), Overcoming, silencing 

(an opponent) ; plunging under water; a 
cup, a basin. 

A fas', oUJs tasd' (v.n. of 
Having the stomach oppressed with any-
thing fa t ; being indigestible, not agreeing 
with the stomach. 

A tisds (pi. of tass), Bowls, basins, 
cups. 

A LJ=. tasasij (pi, of tassuj), Coasts, 
shores, &c. 

A UT-WJO fast, tass at, fissat, A cup, 
basin. 

A tastikhan, tistikhdn (for P. 
Q̂SS-X-W tasht-khwdn), A large flat tray of 
silver or other metals, upon which plates, 
cups or dishes are placed, and used as a 
table by those who eat sitting on the 
ground. 

A tas* (v.n.), Traversing (a country) ; 
lying with; consummating marriage;— 



t,asal, Being impudent, wanton-eyed, and 
free from due respect towards women; 
being desirous, covetous, greedy ;— fa si', 
Impudent; desirous, greedy. 

A (3—J=> tasq, tisq, A tax upon lands ; tri-
bute exacted; a kind of measure;—tisqi 
dsiyd, A tax on mills. 

A J*A. tasl, Water flowing on the surface 
of the ground; the glittering of the mirage 
or sardb. 

A tasrn (v.n.), Being obliterated (a 
path) ; obliterating; an extinct branch of 
the tribe of 'Ad; [zawati tasm, Name of 
certain chapters of the Qur'an ;]—tasam 
(v.n.), Being oppressed with indigestion 
and swollen; darkness, beginning of night ; 
a dusty colour. 

A ©y-A tassuj, A weight of two grains of 
barley; the twenty-fourth part of a dram ; 
a coast, shore, tract of land. 

A tusum (v.n. of Erasing, 
obliterating; becoming effaced, cancelled, 
obliterated. 

A <J&> tashsh (V.n.), Raining gently ; thin 
rain. 

A (J&LAT tushdsh, Rheum, defluxion. 
a tasht (for P. c^iw), A large basin, 

ewer, cup, bo wl;—tashti dtish ba-sar darad, 
He asks pardon for a crime, &c. (it having 
been the custom for a petitioner for mercy 
to stand with a chafing dish on his head);— 
tashti zar, A golden dish ; the sun;—tashti 
zarrln, A golden bowl, goblet;— tashti 
nigun (inverted bowl) Sky. (For other 
combinations and phrases see , p. 302.) 

a. ut̂ sA tasht-ddr, (ewer-holder) The 
servant who pours water on the hands 
when washing. 

a wUjU c^Ai tasht-ddr khdna, A butler's 
pantry. 

a j&JJe tashtgar, A maker of basins; name 
of a musician. 

fgsht-u-kha,ya.(basin and egg) 
The filling of an egg-shell with a fluid (in 
Persian shab-nam, Dew), and placing it in 
a basin exposed to the sun; when the basin 
becomes heated, the egg-sliell ascends aud 
flies in the air like a balloon (a kind of 
philosophical toy) ; heaven and earth ; as-
tronomy ; magic. 

A tasMsh, Gentle rain. 
A pUt ta'd.m (v.n. of fa*), Eating, tast-

ing; a meal; wheat; meat, viands, vic-
tuals ; food, refreshment; water; the water 
of the well Zamzam ;—ta'dmi 'arusl, A wed-
ding-feast;—ta'dmi mat am, A funeral ban-
quet ;—ba'da 't-ta'dm al-lcaldm, After meal 
conversation. 

a u ^ . ta'dm-bakhsh, A ladle. 
a put ta'am-taldsh, A sponger. 

ta'dn (v.n. of <o-»J=), Spearing; 
speaking ill, defamation. 

a ta'dna, A slanderer, censurer, 
caviller. 

ta'r (v.n.), Marrying; bringing to 
justice by compulsion. 

A ta'l (v.n.), Piercing, stabbing; re-
viling or taunting one on account of his 
descent. 

A ta'm, tu'm (v.n.), Eating, tasting; 
being satiated; appetite ; taste, flavour (of 
food and drink) ;—tu'm, Food, eatables; 
—ta'im, An eater, drinker; one who eats 
elegantly, or hunts after delicacies;—fa'am 
(pi. of tu'mat), Eatables, viands ; dinners ; 
gain, profit, 

A ti'mat, Manner of eating or drink-
ing ;—tu'mat, tu'ma, Meat, food, fodder, 
forage ; a meal; dinner ; a bait, lure. 

A ta'n (v.n.), Piercing with a spear; 
chiding, reviling, reproaching, finding fault 
with ; blame j accusation ; cursing ; pene-
trating into, or crossing, a desert; travel-
ling all n ight ; giving the rein (to a horse); 
—tu'n (pi. of ta'ln), Speared. 

ta'n-dmez, Mixed with reproach. 
A <iUA> ta'nat, One blow (with spear or 

tongue); contumely, reproach, ignominy; 
gibe, taunt, sarcasm ;—khdma'i siyah-zabdn 
n nama'i ta'na-zandn, Pens having sable 
tongues, and letters which strike with re-
proach. 

a <v)j ta'na-mn, Reproaching, vilify-
ing ; a reviler, taunter, scoffer. 

a ^Jj iuA. ta'na-zani, Reproaching, tauut-
ing, reviling, &c. 

A ffa* tu'um (pi. of ta'm), Tastes, fla-
vours. 

A ta'ln, Pierced with a spear; re-
viled, reproached; afflicted with pestilence 
(td'iln). 

fa* tag&dr,A provision-bag (see^*»). 
yUL tiahdn. A pan, a dish. 
A taghr (v.n.), Rushing, coming down 

upon; thrusting, pushing away ;—tug&ar, 
Name of a bird. 

tughrd, The imperial signature ; the 
royal titles prefixed to letters, diplomas, or 
other public deeds, which are generally 
written in a fine ornamented hand ; a sort 
of writing ; piece (in speaking of a number 
of letters), as chahdr twjhrd maktub, Four 
letters. 

A tight an (pi. of tughar), Birds 
called tughar. 

tughra'l, Expert in writing the 
Toghra character; name of the author of 
an admired Arabic poem, which has been 
translated into Latin by Pocock under the 
title of " Carmen Tograi," and into English 
verse by Carlyle. 

A wfa tighris, Milk of pleasant taste 
and easy to digest (see 

JyA tughril, Name of a king of the Sel-
jukian dynasty ;—tughrul, A kind of fal-
con. 

^JAL tughrl, A kind of falcon for hunting 
(perhaps misreading for the preceding). 



taghak, A tree like a cypress or 
pine. 

A tagham, Tbe sea; a mass of water. 
A Y^K taghn. Death and captivity (ap-

parently misreading for q.v.) 
A tughwdn, — q.y. 
A tlsy*!® tug hit) d, Rebellion, disobedience ; 

insolence ; [niu'ini taqud u mdni'i taghwd, 
The assister of piety, and repeller of wick-
edness;]—tughwa, An exceeding of bounds 
in -wickedness; insolence. 

A tughydn, tighydn (v.n. of 
Being very rebellious, exceeding bounds 
in wickedness; rebellion, sedition, per-
verseness, insolence ; disobedience ;—tugh-
yan zadan (Icardan), To rebel, to trans-
gress ;—ahli tughyan, Rebellious; rebels ;— 
bd zumra'i tughyan, With a body of insur-
gents. 

a tughydni, Excess, exorbitance ; 
overflowing, inundation, flood, deluge. 

A «-AT> tajff (v.n.), Filling (a measure or a 
vessel) to the brim; that which is heaped 
above the measure; also what remains in 
it after the surplus is smoothed off; a side, 
shore, coast; name of a place near Kiifah ; 
the higher part of Mesopotamia, bordering 
on Arabia and Chaldea. 

A t a f d f , tijaf, Darkness of the night; 
fulness to the brim ; what remains in the 
measure after the surplus is smoothed off ; 
—t.wfdf* That which is heaped above tbe 
measure; — t a f f a f , Brimful ; sprightly, 
swift (horse). 

A J\A> tafal, tufdl, Dry clay ;— t i fal (pi. 
of tafi), Young and tender (boys and 
girls). 

A tufdwat, Par t (of spring) ; a halo 
round the sun ; overflowing of a boiling 
pot. 

A tafh (v.n.), Being full to over-
flowing, being brimful (a vessel). 

A fa t.afr (v 'n .) , Leaping, springing up-
ward ; a crupper. 

A 8yA tafrat, tafra, A leap, upward spring; 
—tafra zadan, To leap, to jump; to make 
a pretence, to evade, to put off (m.c.). 

A (_r»yit lifris, Soft, easy, smooth. 
A tafs (v.n.), Lying with;— tafas 

(v.n.), Being di r ty ; filth, nastiness;— 
tafis, Dirty, filthy. 

A u^T tafsh, Concubitus; filth, pollu-
tion. 

G Q_jS-vi.it. tafshiqun, Toxicum, with which 
arrow s are poisoned. 

A ̂ iVtA. iaftdf, A coast, shore; the sides 
(of a tree). 

A \3&> tafq (v.n.), Being fixed to, or busy 
in, anyplace; being near; beginning, set-
ting about anything which one means to 
finish. 

A J i t toft (v.n.), Beginning to turn dark, 
near sunset; young and tender (boy or girl); 
—tifl, An infant, little boy; the young of 

wild beasts; [tifl hardari masjid (ba-masjid) 
afgandan, To expose a child;—tifli chihal 
roza, A child of forty days, i.e.'Adam ;— 
tifl khuni (khuiiin), The sun •—tifli ddbistan, 
A school-boy ; (met.) an inexperienced per-
son ; one without dignity or authority ;— 
tifl dar garibdn anddkhtan, To adopt a 
child ;—tifl-rd az shir (pistdn) bur i dan (az 
shir bdz giriftan), To wean a child;—tifli 
razdn, Wine;— t i f l i zaban-dun, A child who 
understands and remembers what his 
teacher has once told him;—tifli. shash-
roza, The world and what is in i t ; — tifli 
shash-mdha'i raz, Wine (because maturing 
in six m o n t h s ) t i f l i shir (shir-khwdr, shir-
khwdra), A sucking child;—tifli ghdziydn, 
Beardless youths; wandering monks ;— 
tifli mashima'i razdn, Red wine •—tifli 
maktab, A school-boy, a tyro; a raw, in-
experienced person; -— tifli hindu, The 
pupil of the eye;]— tafal , The time from 
'asr (which is the middle point between 
the meridian and sunset) till sun-down; 
the close of the evening ; the dawn ; dark-
ness, 

a tjfldn (P. pi. of tifl), Infants, chil-
dren ;—tifldni utish, Sparks of fire ;—tifldni 
chaman, Young herbs and flowers. 

a tiflana, Infantine ; childishly. 
tiflak (p. dim. of tifl), A little 

child, a bairn, baby. 
a tiflagdn (pi. of tifla), Children. 
a tafia, Cumine-seed ;—tifla, A child 

(especially female). 
a jjlA. tifli, Infancy ; childishness. 
a AAA. tifliyat, Childhood, infancy. 
A tafn, Death ; a prison ; durance. 
A fa tahv, tufiiw (v.n.), Swimming, 

floating, coming to the top of water; ap-
pearing, springing (leaves upon a tree) ; 
bounding, leaping (a doe) ; dying; plung-
ing into business; — tufu' (v.n. of 
Being extinguished, going out (fire). 

A t f a tufuh (v.n. of ^A), Being full to 
overflowing. 

a j fa tufur (v.n. of fa), Leaping, rear-
ing. 

A tufuq (v.n. of <3^), Being fixed 
in a place ; setting about anything which 
one means to finish. 

A tufus (v.n. of Dying (a 
horse). 

A J t n f u l , Sunset ; (pL of tafi) young 
and tender (boys or girls). 

A &yA tufulat, AJLYK tufuliyat, Infancy, 
childhood, boyhood;—dar a'wdmi tufuliyat, 
In the years of childhood. 

A tufyat, A leaf of the dwarf palm-
tree ; also (in the dual) two black lines 
resembling it on the back of a serpent; a 
malignant serpent marked on the back 
with two such lines. 

A t a f i f , Little, deficient, incomplete. 
A J^A. tafil, Muddy water remaining in a 



cistern or a pond; name of a mountain 
near Mecca;—tufail, Name of a poet of 
Kiifah who used to go uninvited to wed-
ding-feasts (also called tufailu 'l-a'rds 
('ara'is) ; hence any uninvited guest; one 
who accompanies a guest without being 
invited himself; an intruder, parasite, 
feast-hunter, trencher-fly. 

a tufaili, A parasite, an intruder; 
sponging, parasitical. 

A taq, The sound made by the collision 
or rattling of stones ;—tiq, Bound, produced 
by a frog jumping out of or into the water. 

a ( jUt taqtaq (for P. q.v., p. 316), 
The 

noise made by the feet in running; 
also by the teeth in masticating; a noise 
in general. 

J t tul, A widow (probably from T. J j J 
or JjL). 

A J t tall (v.n.), (Dew) slightly moisten-
ing (the ground) ; drizzle, dew, mist; beau-
tiful, charming (hair, water, night, &c.) ; 
a lion; a very old man, one stricken in 
years; a carcass; scarcity of a camel's 
milk ; defrauding one of his r ight; being 
shed unrevenged (blood); making void, 
cancelling; driving (cattle) violently;— 
till, A serpent;— ful l , Milk ; blood. 

a tild (for P. tila, q.v.), Red gold; 
gold fringe or wire ; — tild'i ja'fari, The 
purest gold ;—tild'i dast-afshdr, Gold com-
pressible by the hand;—tild'i du-buti, A 
gold coin with an image on each side (see 
buti ashrafi under u ^ ) tild'i kushta, Gold 
reduced to ashes (comp. simabi kushta, 
u n d e r « — • , — t i l d u sim, Gold and silver. 

A I T tala\ Anointed with saffron; 
smeared with pitch ; sick, diseased ; a fawn 
just dropped; the young, especially of any 
animal which parts the hoof ;—tila', Plea-
sure, delight, enjoyment. 

A tild', Anything used in smearing 
over, especially pitch ; ointment, liniment, 
embrocation; must boiled down to one 
half; delicious wine; a rope by which a 
calf ot- lamb is tied to a stake ; [tild' kar-
dan, To anoint, besmear, daub ;]—tula' 
(tulld'), A pellicle, thin skin or film upon 
blood •,—talld', Blood shed with impunity ; 
—tulld', A pellicle upon blood; a scratch 
which fetches blood; blood. 

a uwŜ  tild-dldt, Gold vessels (m.c.). 
a i-Jb tild-baf, A gold-embroiderer. 
a taldba, A scout, spy; watch and 

ward. 
A E&t taldh, A bad state (the reverse of 

saldh) ;—tildh, The acacia. 
a j^J tild-dos, An embroiderer with 

gold. 
a, fa tUd-sdz, A goldsmith. 
a fa M, tild-kdr, Anything wrought in 

gold or made of gold. 
a tild-kob, A goldbeater. 
A taldsirn (pi. of tilsam), Talismans. 

tild', Fulness ;—talldm, A man who 
meditates and masters high things. 

A talaq (v.n. of ( J I T ) , Being divorced 
(a wife) ; divorce, repudiation; construed 
with the verbs uftadan, bastan, khwurdan, 
dadan, giriftan, &c, ;—taldqi bid'at, Irregu-
lar divorce;—tilaqi hasan, Laudable divorce; 
—kitdbu 't-talaq, A bill of divorcement. 

A talaqat (v.n. of Being of an 
open countenance ; eloquence, glibness of 
tongue. 

a j ^ t taldq-ndma, A bill of divorce. 
a ^ i t taldqi, A person divorced, a 

divorcee. 
A tildl (pi. of tall), Gentle rains, 

drizzles. 
A fdldlat (v.n. of J t ) , Being pleasant, 

agreeable; joy; gladness; a beautiful, 
handsome state, quality, form, or appear-
ance. 

A Sjftt taldwat, Delay, expectation, wait-
ing for ;—taldwat, tildwat, tuldwat, Beauty, 
grace, loveliness, elegance; joyousness; 
magic. 

A tald'i' (pi. of tali'at, in P. 
taldya), Advanced guards; night-watch, 
rounds of a patrol;— f i laya, Liniment. 

a tildydna, ^Sk tild'i, Golden; made 
of gold ; covered with gold, gilt; yellow. 

a fa taldya-ddr, A scout; the leader 
of an advanced guard, &c. 

A J[alb, (in Morocco) Learned, of 
general information; a priest;—tilb, A 
lover, suitor ; a woman sought after ; [tilbi 
'Urn, A student;]—talab (v.n.), Petitioning, 
begging, requesting, seeking, desiring; 
petition, request; inquiry, search, quest, 
summons ; pay, wages, salary ; [,talabi khi-
zdna, Demand of rent or revenue;—talabi 
ddkhila, Demand of rent brought to ac-
count ;—talab dashtan (farmudan, kardan, 
namudan), To ask, request, demand; to 
seek, to look for ; to call, to summon;— 
du talab kardan, To undertake something 
bold or grand;—mu'awanat talab kardan, 
To ask help;—wddi'i talab, The valley of 
search, i.e. the first degree of Sufic per-
fection ;]—talab, tul lab (pi. of tdlib), In-
quirers, seekers ; — tulub (pi. of talub), 
Inquisitors, inquirers. 

sAk tulb, A company of persons as-
sembled ; a collected army. 

A AJt tulabd' (pi. of talib), Inquisitors. 
a talbdna, Daily pay to constables, 

paid by those whom they guard; the fee 
payable to a witness. 

A a^t tilbat (v.n. of S-A»), Inquiring, 
searching; anything sought after; a woman 
sought after, a mistress;—tulbat, A long 
journey; angels who register the acts of the 
servants of God ;—talabat, talaba, A proper 
name; (pi. of tdlib) seekers, inquirers; 
students;—talibat, Anything sought after; 
—tilabat (pi. of tilb), Lovers. 



a, talab-ddr, One who asks or in-
quires ; desirous; one who receives pay; 
one addicted to drinking, smoking, Ac. 

a talab-ddri, Search, quest, in-
quiry. 

a talab-ddsht, Invitation; sum-
mons. 

a talabgdr, Requiring, demanding ; 
a purchaser. 

a ^ f t ^ L talabgdrl, A desiring, wishing. 
a A-U t^IL talab-ndma, Summons, cita-

tion. 
a d-jik taldba (pi. of tdlib), Students. 
a talabi, Requisite, demandable. 
a talabidan, talbidan, To inquire, 

search, call; to call for, summon into one's 
presence ;—bdz talabidan (talbidan), To de-
mand back (see also under jW, p. 144). 

A tallat, A wife ; delicious wine; a 
garden wet with dew ; affluence ; immodest 
(woman); an old woman;—Hllat (pi. of 
talil), Mats -,—tullat, The neck ; a draught 
of milk. 

A fAk talk (v.n.), Being fatigued; empty-
bellied ; a large thorn-tree, acacia; palm-
flowers ; the banana or plantain-fruit;— 
tilh, Fatigued (camel);—talah, Pain in a 
camel's stomach from eating of the talk-
tree ; grace, favour ; name of a place. 

A talhat, A single tree of the kind 
falh; proper name of a man. 

a talhistan, A grove of acacias. 
A^U= falkand, A reputed king of Hindu-

stan. 
A {TILS talhh (v.n.), Blotting out writing; 

staining, polluting; muddy water; defile-
ment, filth. 

A Y-lk tah (v.n.), Erasing, defacing; 
throwing into prison; a black hood; be-
coming lost (the sight) ; \_tals kardan, To 
cancel, expunge;]—tils, Old, ancient; red 
inclining to black; the skin of a camel's 
thigh bare of hair ; dirt of a garment; a 
wolf ; a book, a page. 

A A-Jit tulsat, An ash-coloured satin. 
A ft—Us tilism, filsam (G-. TeXecr/xa), A talis-

man, or magical image, upon which, under 
a certain horoscope, are engraved mystical 
characters, as charms against enchantment 
or fascination, or to prevent a treasure from 
being discovered ; a secret mechanism ; a 
fet ter ; construed with bastan, shikastan, 
gvshddan, &c. 

A uuU—Ik tilismdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Talismans, spells, &c. 

a —11= tilismdti, Talismanic; magical; 
mysterious, mystical. 

a ^—Ik tilismi, = ^yU—lk q.v. 
A talc, The spathe of a palm-tree, in 

which the fruit is enclosed ; also the buds, 
flowers, and incipient f ru i t ; quantity, num-
ber, measure;—taV, til1, A high place 
whence anything is viewed; a tract of 
country ;—til', Long (a serpent); sight, 

view, inspection; becoming aware of ; ar-
cana of any business; level ground; full 
of hills (tract of country). 

A tal'at, Aspect, face, countenance; 
appearance;—tula'at, A mind that con-
siders anything attentively; inclined to 
love; a woman who now peeps out and 
anon withdraws. 

A I-ALT talf, talaf (v.n.), Being shed with 
impunity (blood);—talaf, A gift, present; 
anything easy, agreeable, or excellent; 
much, excess. 

A talf an, talaf an, Or ati s ; with im-
punity. 

A (JIT talq (v.n.), Travelling night and 
day to water; feeling the pangs of child-
birth ; a fawn; a hunting dog; free, un-
fettered (camel) ; [ talqi rawdn, Wine ;]— 
talq, tilq, Talc, a translucent mineral, which 
is said, when rubbed upon anything, to 
render it fire-proof, and, in a dissolved state, 
to be an elixir as powerful as the philo-
sopher's stone, whence the proverb: man 
lialla 't-talqa'stagknd 'ana 'l-khalq. He who 
has dissolved the talq is independent of all 
creatures;—tilq, Free, clear, quit, lawful; 
an intestine; a camel's pack-saddle; a 
milky plant which is poisonous, or one 
which is used for dyeing (tythimallus) ; a 
share, portion; one heat at a horse-race ;— 
fulq, Open of countenance; free of fetters ; 
—talaq (v.n), Going to a distance; one 
heat at a horse-race ; a leathern foot-band 
for a camel; a nocturnal journey to a 
watering-place two nights distant; a share, 
portion ; [talaqu 'l-lisdn, Glib-tongued, elo-
quent, speaking with fluency ;—talaqu 'l-
wajh, Of an open countenance; cheerful, 
smiling;—talaqu 'l-yadain, Open-handed;] 
—taliq, Of an open countenance, smiling; 
eloquent-,—tulaq, tuluq, Free, unchained; 
liberal, open-banded; eloquent. 

A talqat, Temperate (night); one 
divorce ;—tulaqat, One who frequently di-
vorces his wives. 

A talal, A body, figure, substance; 
remains or ruins of a house;—tilal (pi. of 
tall), Gentle rains, drizzles ;—tulal (pi. of 
tuttat), Necks ; draughts of milk ;—tulul 
(pi. of talll), Mats. 

A ft*talm (v.n,), Kneading dough,making 
it ready for baking; — tulm, A table or 
dresser on which dough is kneaded or bread 
spread out;—talam, Foulness of the mouth 
from neglect in cleansing the teeth. 

tulumbaji, A fireman (m.c.). 
A ft talw, A fawn just dropped;—tilw, 

Contracted, slender in the body ; a wolf. 
A tulaiod', Delay ; expectation. 
A i f t "tula' (v.n. of Rising (as the 

sun or star) ; ascending (a mountain) ; ap-
pearing, growing (the teeth) ; arriving, 
happening, approaching ; budding (flowers 
of palm-trees, &c.); being absent, going 



away ; knowing, viewing, considering; sun-
rise ; rising or ascendency of a star; con-
strued with the verbs bar-khdstan, kardan, 
&c.;— tulu'i kaukabi sultan muhammad, 
The ascendant of the star of Sultan Mu-
hammad. 

a tulu'idan, To rise, to ascend. 
A tuld (pi. of tulyat), Necks. 
A S-*^ talib, Inquiring, inquirer; stu-

dious, a student. 
Mk tulyat* The neck; the base of the 

neck. 
talisd, A kind of oyster. 

tali'at, tali'a, The vanguard,picket, 
advanced post; a spy, scout (seeg»!M», 

A JFCIA taliq, Open (of countenance); 
eloquent. 

A tal'd, Sweet; (blood) shed with 
impunity; a mat made of palm-leaves or 
of the bark of the palm. 

A f t tamm (v.n.), Abounding (water) ; 
filling (a vessel); walling a well with stones ; 
cutting (the hair) ; curling i t ; perching on 
a tree (a bird) ; running rapidly ;—timm, 
Water; rubbish thrown out by water; the 
sea; a vast number; ingenious, shrewd; 
admiration; what excites admiration; a 
marvellous thing ; a swift male ostrich. 

tamacha, — q.v, 
A M tamdr (v.n. of fa), Leaping (a 

horse), hopping (a crow); an elevated spot; 
misfortune. 

A gUL tammd', Wishful, covetous, greedy. 
A tamd'at, A wishing greedily. 
iUAA tamdncha, A slap, blow ; pistol. 

tuma'ninat, Rest, repose, tran-
quillity, quiet, serenity of mind. 

A tams, tims (v.n.), Deflowering (a 
woman) ; sensual intercourse, connexion 
(m.c.) ; being menstruous ; the courses ; 
being dirty ; dirt, filth. 

A ( f a famkh (v.n.), Being proud, tossing 
the nose from pride or fastidiousness. 

A fa> tamr (v.n.), Springing, leaping (a 
horse), hopping (a crow), jumping up and 
down ; hiding, burying under the ground ; 
swelling (a wound); filling (a cellar or sub-
terraneous store-ho use) ;—timr, A tattered 
garment; a worn-out cloak (not of wool) ; 
—tamar (v.n.), Swelling (the band);— 
tummar, Root, origin, cause ; youthful in-
experience and ignorance;—timirr, A steed, 
high-bred and swift ; a horse compactly 
built. 

tamr a, The plant called Palma 
Christi. 

A timris, tumrus, A low, base, 
lying fellow. 

A tams (v.n.), Erasing, defacing, 
obliterating, destroying, extirpating, eradi-
cating ; looking at a distance ; withdrawing 
to a distance; destroying, annihilating. 

A j«U»A> tamtam, The middle of the sea. 

JV*4^ tumturdq, Magnificence, pomp, 
great attendance, grandeur ; awe, fear. 

A timtim, tjmtimi, ^UWt 
tumtumdnl, Stuttering in speech, unintelli 
gible. 

A tamtamat (v.n. of fA=A=>), Talking 
barbarously and unintelligibly. 

tarn', tama' (v.n.), Coveting, de-
siring ; desire, greediness ; hope ;—[tam' 
az jdn buridan, To give up hope of l i fe ; 
—tam(i khdm, Vain expectation; — tam' 
dadan, To seduce by promises, to bring 
over to one's own party; (also construed 
with the verbs bar-dd&htan, bastan, kardan 
and gusistan);]—tama', A soldier's pay; 
also the time when paid;— tami ' , tamu 
Greedy, eager. 

a $am* dihi, Exciting desire or 
cupidity ; incitement, inducement; allure-
ment, lure, bait. 

a tam'-kdr, tam'-gar, Greedy, 
covetous; gluttonous ; avaricious; inter-
ested, ambitious. 

a tam'-kari gdri), Covetous-
ness, avarice, greed. 

t tamgha, AA-A tamgha, A mark im-
pressed by burning on the king's horses; 
also on false witnesses ; the standard mark 
of gold or silver ; a royal edict; a diploma ; 
toll for transit of goods ; a grant of land in 
perpetuity (iaoe ^us, p. 325). 

©UAs tamahdj. A country in Turkistan. 
A3U gUAs tamghdj-khdna, Name of the 

king of Samarqand ; according to others of 
the king of Tibet and Yaghma. 

A taml (v.n,), Rolling out a mass of 
leaven; making (anything) broad and even; 
weaving a mat, putting threads into i t ; 
dyeing deep (a garment) ; being blood-
stained ; being stained with oil, grease, 
pitch, &c.;—timl, A villain, daring rascal, 
scoundrel; a robber; ignoble, mean, worth-
less ; foolish, stupid; muddy water; a 
garment dyed with a deep full colour; a 
black cloak or wrapper; anything black; 
a necklace or collar ; a darkish-coloured 
wolf, or a bald wolf slily stealing along. 

A tamn, Quiet, quiescent. 
tamancha, A pistol, &c. (see AsfW»). 

A tamw (?), tumuw (v.n. of faio), 
Raising oneself; being filled (a channel); 
swelling (tbe sea); growing tall (a plant). 

A tfa0 tumuh (v.n. of ^ fa ) , Lifting up the 
eyes towards any object; being lifted. 

A t u m u r (v.n. oi fa), Springing, leap-
ing (a horse) ; hopping (a magpie) ; tra-
velling by land; passing by. 

A u-jA- tumus, A being obliterated, de-
faced ; defacing, obliterating. 

A { f a tumum (v.n. of fa), Plaiting (the 
hair) ; filling (a vessel) ; abounding, over-
flowing (water). 

A tumiin (pi. of tamn), Quiet, qui-
escent. 



tarna, Account of revenues estimated 
by measurement of the lands and a regular 
rent-roll. 

A ^ f t > t a m y (v.n.), Passing rapidly by (as 
a horse); being high (water, mind, or de-
sign) ; being full (the sea); growing tall 
(a plant). 

A tamis, Blind, blinded; going 
blind. 

A J<HI> tamil, Bloody (arrow); hidden, 
concealed; a kid ; a mat ; mud at the bot-
tom of a well; a broad arrow or spear-head; 
a necklace ;—tumail, Stripped of clothes. 

A f*.L> tamvrti (v.n. of ft), Running with 
rapidity. 

A timmin, Name of a city in Rum. 
A fann (v.n.), Making (a basin) ring; 

making a noise, ringing; dying;—tann (?), 
finn, A fresh and sweet date ;—tunn, The 
human body, body in general; a truss, or 
what a horse carries on the top between 
two loads ; a bundle of reeds ; a faggot of 
fire-wood. 

A S-»\JA> tandb, tindb, A tent-rope; a 
scaling-ladder; a springe ; a long rope used 
in measuring land •,—tandb anddhhtan, To 
strangle, to bow-string;—tandb andar tandb, 
Close together, as close as possible;—twnah 
Jthwurdan, To be measured ;—tandbi subh, 
Morning rays, beams;—tandbi quruq, A 
rope stretched round a king's tent to pre-
vent the common people from approaching 
it;—tandb nihadan, To measure (with a 
rope) ; the word is also construed with the 
verbs tabidan, kashidan, gusistan, guseJchtan, 
Ac, 

a ^ U t tinabi, — q.v. ;—tindbi shu-
dan, To be measured or traced out by a 
line. 

A JLL tanndz, Facetious, ludicrous, spor-
tive, jocund, mirthful; sarcastic, satirical, 
derisive ; saucy, coquettish (m.c.). 

a tsj^k tanndzi, Playfulness, jocoseness ; 
raillery, ridicule. 

A tanab, A bend in a spear; length 
of the legs with looseness, length of the 
back (blemishes in a horse);—tunub, A 
tent-rope; a tent-peg ; a thong which con-
nects a bow-string with the horns of a bow ; 
the cord of a curtain; root of a t ree; 
tendon ;—tunubu 'l-itndb, Bombast, hyper-
bolic style. 

a ft&> timbdr, — q.v. (unsupported 
by examples). 

A •vJo tambaz, Name of a village in Egypt 
-uL tambasa, A carpet (see a—Ait). 

tumbah, A bagpipe; a trumpet, 
clarion. 

tambal, A small drum. 
A J-FJI. (ambul, Name of a village in 

Egypt. 
A jft* tumbur (from P. ty dumba-

barra), A kind of lute or guitar with a long 
neck. 

a ^jj-H-k tumburani, A guitar-player. 
A tambura, A kind of mandolin. 
A J t a m b u l , Name of a village in 

Egypt. 
a tanabi, tambi, An open-fronted 

summer-room, a parlour or dining-room. 
A Ait tannat, tanna, A tinkling noise ;—• 

tunnat, tunna, A faggot of fire-wood. 
A tanjat, tanja, Tangiers in Africa. 
a As^it tanjanai (v.n. of y ^ t ) , Cooking 

meat in a pan (see AJ^JI**). 
A tinjir, A cauldron, a kettle, or a 

copper saucepan for cooking sweetmeats in. 
A ( f t tinkh, A part of the night. 

j W tunkhdristan. Name of a country. 
Ayd= tanz (v.n.), Holding up to ridicule, 

bantering ;—tanz zadan (hardan), To calum-
niate, banter, ridicule. 

A tanz-an, In joke ; jeeringly, ironi-
cally, Ac. 

A Wait tantanat (v.n. of ift^"), Sound, 
resounding, re-echoing of musical instru-
ments ; the murmuring of water; noise, 
hubbub; pride, pomp, vanity; imperious-
ness, domineering airs; construed with 
zadan. 

A tanaf (v.n.), Being suspicious;— 
tanf, tanaf, tunf, tunuf, The projection of a 
mountain ; a promontory, peak ; the coping 
of a wall, a projected slab, or pent over a 
door;— tanaf , Thongs of red leather over 
boxes ; suspicion ;— tanif , A little eater. 

A tinfis, Deformed, hideous, ugly, 
bad. 

A Ait tanfasat (v.n. of ^-Ast), Becoming 
vicious, corrupt, and wicked, after having 
been good -tanfasat, tanfieat, tanfusat, tin• 
fasat, tinfisat, tunfusat, A carpet or rug 
with a shaggy pile ; mats of palm-leaves, 
about a cubit in breadth; garments, 

A ft tanw, A bed, carpet, or cushion;— 
tunw, Debauchery, wickedness. 

a tanidan, To tingle (the ear). 
A (^A. tanin (v.n. of Tingling (in 

the ear) ; din, hum, buzz; a tinkling noise, 
the ringing of a basin, &c.;—tanini zubab, 
The buzzing of flies. 

A tawdhin (pi. of tdhinat), Back 
teeth, grinders, molars. 

A tawdr, Anything situated on a 
border or opposite another ;—tawdr, fiwdr, 
The length and breadth of a house ; the 
area, the court ;—tuwdr, Edge, limit, border; 
quantity. 

A tawdrif, Eyes; those parts of a 
tent which are lifted up in order that the 
inhabitants may look out. 

A tawdriq (pi. of tariqat), Female 
augurs, diviners, soothsayers, necromancers; 
calamities; dangers, accidents (of the 
night). 

tawdra, Name of a poisonous herb. 
a ^ f t fawdri, Passing events, perishable 

things. 



tuwdrldan, To water (doubtful 
word, should perhaps read Q^flfa as a de-
rivative of Freshness). 

A tawds, One of the three last nights 
of a lunar month ; a drinking vessel; name 
of a place. 

^•fa tiwdsl, A kind of carpet (see 
A tawaslm (more correctly zawdtu 

tasl-m), Certain suras in the Qur'an. 
A i ^V 9 tawdshl, Eunuchs. 
a tauwdshl, A eunuch. 
A Wjk tuwdt, Strenuous, intrepid. 
A &fa\fa tawd'iyat, Obedience ; service. 
A tawd'ln (pi. of td'un), Pestilen-

tial diseases, plagues. 
A ifa^fa tawagfti, tawdg&lt (pi. of 

tag kid). Idols. 
A U>\fa tawdf (v.n. of *-Jfa), Going round, 

making a procession, circumambulating 
(especially the Ka'bah, or the tomb of a 
pious person); construed with the verbs 
ddshtan, zadan, kardan, &c. ; [tawdfi baiti 
'lldhi 'l-hardm, The procession round the 
temple of Mec.ca, to be performed seven 
times, tbe three first in a quick, the four 
last in a grave pace;]—tauwdf, One who 
joins in the sacred procession at Mecca 
or in other places;—tanwdfi sarkash, One 
who carries fruit about to sell; the night-
patrol ; a thief, robber. 

A tawdl, The term of life ; absence ; 
length, duration; — tiwdl (pi. of tawil, 
tuwal), Long ;—tuwdl, Long;—tiiwdl, Very 
long. 

a <^\fa tawalat, Prolonging ; length, pro-
tractedness; prolixity. 

A gNjt tawdli' (pi. of tali'), Horoscopes. 
A (fa fa tawd'ih, Adverse, harassing acci-

dents. 
A tawaif (pi. of id'if at), Peoples, 

tribes, nations; troops, bands ; a dancing 
girl;—tawaifi tujjdr, Merchants, traders ; 
tawcCifi nisd\ Different kinds of women ;— 
muluku 't-tawd'if, The kings of those pro-
vinces into which the empire of Sikandar 
was broken up. 

A vjk tub, A brick, a tile (in Egypt). 
A tuba, Good, excellent; better, best 

(fem. of atyab) ; things lawful or excellent 
(pi. of taiyibai) ; name of a tree in para-
dise ; — tubd-ka, How happy thou ar t! 
bravo! well done!—tuba la-hum, Hail, or 
happiness, to them! 

a ^yu tuba-qdmat, aS ^ f a tuba-qad, 
With a stature lofty as the Tiiba-tree. 

T top, A cannon, piece of ordnance. 
T o^VJK fopchi, A cannonier, artilleryman. 
t top-khdna. An arsenal; artillery. 
T.)i}k topuz A mace of arms, a club 

tawdbls, which occurs in Ibn Ba-
tuta, seems to be an Arabic plural of this 
word) ; compare also Ar. dabbus, pi. 
dabdbls). 

T yfa tutu, An hostage. 

A Efa tauh (v.n.), Perishing, or being in 
imminent danger; falling; wandering 
about; being giddy, bewildered ;—taioah, 
A distant aim, remote design. 

A ifa taukh (v.n.), Harassing (one) with 
opprobrious words or injurious acts ; sus-
pecting ;—tukh, Name of fourteen different 
places. 

A Jjt taud (v.n.), Being firm, immove-
able ; a large mountain; a high sand-hill; 
name of a mountain near Mecca ;—ibnu 'jf-
tud, A huge rock, a boulder-stone. 

ifa tur, A net, a fishing-net (m.c., 
see )fa). 

a j fa taur (v.n.), Going round, wheeling 
about, skimming in circles ; mode, manner; 
condition, state; action; quantity,measure; 
limit, boundary, whatever separates two 
objects, partition; time, turn; [taur % 
harakat, Action and motion;] — tur, A 
mountain, especially mount Sinai;—turi 
zibd, Name of a mountain at Jerusalem ;—• 
turi musd, Sinai; —turi hdrun, Mount Hor, 
the place of Aaron's death;— jabali gur, 
Sinai. 

jfa tor, Wild, terrified, 
W^jk turdan, A strong horse, mule, or 

camel. 
<j*fa*~>)fa turslqus, Name of a certain in-

dividual, a Christian monk or doctor. 
^)fa turak, Name of a general of Zahhak. 
t fa turna, A crane (see ^J ) . 
^)fa tori, Fear, dread, terror, horror; 

savageness, wildness. 
a ^ f a taure, A mode, manner; in a way, 

in a fashion;—taure ki, In such a manner 
that, so that (m.c.). 

fj*fa tus, Name of a great Iranian general, 
a son of King Nauzar; name of a city in 
Khurasan. 

A ij»fa taus (v.n.), Being of a fair counte-
nance ; freshness and clearness of the face 
after sickness ; the moon ; trampling ;— 
tus, Continuation, duration, perpetuity ; a 
medicine which assists the memory. 

tusak, A kind of thorn. 
a ^ f a tusi, Native of the city of Tus, 

especially applied to Firdausi. 
A J^fa taush, Levity of mind. 
A ^fa tut (v.n.), Being libidinous and 

noisy (a stallion) ; long, tall; small; 
quarrelsome; cotton ; a sparrow-hawk ; a 
serpent; a bat; the funnel or chimney of 
a bath. 

(j^M jU^L. tutdq ag&riyus 
aghriyun), Wild sorrel. 

tALjL tutak, A little parrot; a paroquet; 
a musical instrument, a pipe, flageolet. 

ifafa tutl, A parrot;—tutl'i pas dyina, A 
person sitting behind a mirror, who teaches 
a parrot to talk, by making him believe 
that it is his own likeness seen in the 
mirror which produces the words;—tutVi 
§dhib-saldmat-gu, A parrot who has learnt 



to say sahib salamat;—tutl'i sahrd, Verdure 
(literally parrot) of the plain. 

ji <Jefa tuti'par, Par rot-winged, swift as 
a parrot (said of a horse). 

a iai- ^fafa tutl-khat, A youth with an in-
cipient beard. 

a J^"* ij°fa {utj-maqdl, Eloquent, a fluent 
talker. 

^ ifafa tutl-ndma, Parrot-tales (a book). 
csV <J°fa tutj-naway, Parrot-voiced; elo-

quent. 
j\} ^fafc tutlwdr, Parrot-like; eloquent. 

ifafa tutiwarl, Parrotry ; habits of 
parrots; imitation of parrots. 

A. £fa tau' (v.n.), Obeying, complying 
with, humouring; affording plenty of pas-
ture ; obedience, voluntary submission; 
easy, gentle, obedient;—tau'u 'l-'indn, Obe-
dient to the rein (a horse). 

A "Ltjk tau1-an, Obsequiously, willingly. 
tughan, A royal falcon. 

A ^ifa fauf (v.n.), Going round, circum-
ambulating; the procession round the 
Ka'bah ; pilgrimage ; visiting one's wives 
in succession ; inflated leathern bottles with 
which rafts are floated or swimmers as-
sisted ; human excrement; going to the 
privy;— tuf , Wool of a sheep's neck ; nape 
of the neck. 

tuf, A decrepit, doting old woman. 
A fcjLijk tufdn, A flood, a universal deluge ; 

storm, tempest, hurricane, tornado ; sudden 
death; killing; torment, punishment; 
construed with the verbs baridan, raftan, 
zadan, giriftan, &c.; [tufdn Icardan, To 
undertake something great;] — tawafdn 
(v.n. of ^*fa), Going round, circum-ambu-
lating. 

a (jUjt tufan-tirdzl, Deluge-making. 
G ijtgjifa tufaryus, Name of a plant. 
a ^ykjL tuf dni, Stormy; quarrelsome. 
A &fa tauq (v.n.), Being able, equal to, a 

match for, or having the power; power, 
ability, capacity ; a necklace, chain, collar ; 
a bird's ruff; a ring, a circle round any-
thing ; the pillory ;—tatiq burdan, To carry 
off a suspended ring with the lanee; (met.) 
to surpass ;—tauqi bahdr, The rainbow ;— 
tauqi zanjlr, Irons, manacles ;—tauqi tdqat, 
A valuable chain, such as the servants of 
great men or officials wear round the neck ; 
—tauqi 'ambar ('ambarlna), The sprouting 
beard;—tauqi mdh, A halo round the 
moon;—tauqi nuqra, A necklace of gold 
and silver with which children are adorned. 

t <ifa toq, A flag, an ensign (see £fa). 
a ĵ i tauq-bas, Who plays with ring-

lets or chains (applied to the neck of a 
mistress). 

a j\iifa tauq-dar, Collared; pilloried; 
prisoner; a youth whose beard begins to 
appear; lunar. 

A taul (v.n.), Conferring favours, 
benefiting; excelling in goodness and libe-

rality ; excellence, power, riches ; duration 
of life;—tul (v.n.), Being long, of long 
duration, tall, extensive; exceeding in 
length ; length; longitude; [tula 'd-dahri, 
At no time, never;—tuli harf (sukhun, 
kaldm), Verbosity, prolixity (construed 
with dldan) ;—tul ddshtan, To last, to take 
time (m.c.) ;—tuli zamdn, Length of time ;] 
—tawal, Length of the upper lip hanging 
over the under one (especially in camels); 
—tiwal, Duration of life, age ; a long rope 
with which pasturing cattle are tethered ; 
—tuwal, Duration of life, age; absence ; 
(pi. of tula) longer, taller (things) ; high 
stations; the seven long chapters of the 
Qur ' an ;— tuwal , A certain long-legged 
water-fowl. 

A "Sjt tul-an, In length, lengthwise. 
a ifa^fa tuldnl, Long; lofty ; loud. 
a j jk tub tawil, Very long; prolix, 

diffuse. 
A A»R*JJ5S> tulurfiba, A hydraulic musical in-

strument; a trumpet; a pump, a syphon. 
t &+Sfa tolma-bdghcha, Dolma-Bagcha 

(m.c.). 
taula, A stable or stall for horses ; a 

set of horses, of six or eight, exactly 
matched; a long rope or tether; a kind of 
trick-track or draughts ;—taula'i shikari, A 
stud of hunters (m.c.). 

a ^Jfa tuli, Of or relating to length ; long, 
ta l l ; length ;—tuli ddshtan, To be long; to 
exceed in length. 

G tulldun, Fox-grapes, night-
shade. 

A fa»fatumdr, A book, volume, long roll; 
a kind of writing; household accounts;— 
tumdri tasarruf(wdsildt), An account-book ; 
—tumdri jam', A rent-roll (see 
p."371). 

a u-i? fa*fa tumdr-nawls, An accountant. 
G ^S^ifa tunuslus, The bog-rush. 
a ^fa toy, A feast, festival (see <_sy). 
A <^fa taw a (v.n.), Suffering hunger, fast-

ing involuntarily ; hunger ;—tawl, One who 
abstains from food ;—tuwa, tiwd, Name of 
a valley in Syria, also called wddl'i aiman, 
and ivadl'i muqaddas. 

A hfa taivlyat, Purpose, design, intention, 
mind, heart, thought; a secret; a well 
built of stones. 

A u~>.fa tuwais (dim. of ta'us), A small 
peacock; name of a certain catamite and 
singer, originally called ta'us until the 
characteristics of a catamite were noticed 
in him, when his name was changed into 
tuwais ; living in Madlnah, he used to say 
to his fellow-townsmen, "As long as I am 
amongst you, be afraid of the appearance 
of the Antichrist (dajjdl), while after my 
death you need not fear that calamity ; for 
there is no one more ill-omened than me, 
the son of a woman accursed for having 
spread slanders amongst the wives of the 



Ansars, since my birth coincided with the 
death of the Prophet, and every important 
period of my life with the death or assassi-
nation of one of his four successors." 
According to the Qamus his real name was 
Abu 'Abdu 'n-ni'am, according to the 
Surah, 'Abdu 'n-ni'am, the latter statement 
tallying with some verses ascribed to him. 

A J t a w i l , Long, ta l l ; prolix; name of 
a metre (fa'ulun mafd'ilun | ^ 11 
v^ j f o u r times repeated); (in 
P.) name of one of the seven games at 
nard ;—tawilu 'z-zail, A robe with a long 
train, a garment with long skirts ;—zamdni 
(muddati) tawil, A long space of time ;— 
*umri tawil, A long life. 

A taimlat, taivtla, X/ong ; a tether ; a 
Btable -, a string of pearls ;—fawila birun 
zadan, To appear, to come forth ;—•tavnla'i 
hhar, A string or herd of asses;—tawila'i 
durr, A string of pearls. The word is also 
construed with the verbs bastan,pro bastan, 
nihada/n, &c. 

At tah, Tea (little used). 
A taharat (v.n. of yft), Being pure, 

clean, holy ; purity, cleanness ; sanctity. 
a ^W taharat-jay, &U. tahdrat-

Jchdna, A privy. 
a ut^l^t taharat-nama, A treatise on 

cleanliness, or corporeal and mental purity. 
A tahdf, A high cloud. 
A tahr (v.n.), Placing at a distance;—• 

tuhr (v.n.), Being clean; cleanliness, purity; 
—tahir, Clean, pure. 

uV9 tahr an, Teheran, the capital of 
Persia. 

A fihran, Name of a village near 
Isfahan, also of one near Raiv ; —tuhr an, 
Clean, pure. 

a urv® tahsh, Confusion; the spoiling of 
anything commenced by oneself or an-
other. 

A <-J>ft tahf, Millet; according to others 
bread made from millet;— tahf, tahaf, A 
kind of grass, slender and weak, bearing a 
grain which is eaten in seasons of scarcity; 
—tihf, A piece or portion of anything. 

A J f t tahi, Fetid (water);—tahal (v.n.), 
Being fetid, corrupted (water). 

gyJi^t tihlizaj, Bitter herbs which the 
Jews used to eat at the passover. 

s-wU^t tahmdsb, Name of a king of 
Persia. 

A ftft tahmal, Anything which, when 
felt, has no thickness about i t ; corpulent 
and ugly-shaped; slender, delicate (wo-
man) . 

cbjj-H^ tahmuras, The third of the Persian 
kings of the Peshdadian dynasty, and the 
supposed founder of Babylon, Nineveh, and 
Isfahan (about 830 A . C . ) . 

A tahw, tuhuw (v.n.), Dressing, 
roasting (meat); performing, executiug ; 
travelling. 

A tuhur (v.n. of yft), Purifying, clean-
ing ; purification, ablution; a purifier; that 
by which anything is purified or cleansed. 

A ijetaiy, in P. mostly tai (v.n. of <^ft)> 
Folding up; travelling, passing by, through, 
or beyond ; crossing; intention; place of 
destination; a poetical license consisting 
in the elimination of the fourth quiescent 
letter of mustaf'ilun and maf'uldt, whereby 
—— ^•— becomes — w —, and 
becomes — ^ — ; name of an Arabian 
tribe;—tai shudan, To be folded; to be 
traversed, to be got over (-journey) ;—tai 
hardan, To cross, to travel over; to fold. 

q tayd, Sal ammoniac (— q-7-)-
AjU* tiydr (v.n. 3 of ^-t), Making fly, 

putting in rapid motion;—taiydr, Flying; 
rising, leaping (a wave); quicksilver; a 
winged animal; ready, prepared (see ft?, 
p. 340) ; surname of Ja 'far bin Abu Talib. 

a faiydrdt (pi. of the following), 
Fast-sailing vessels; parts or portions of 
water, waves, billows. 

A SjUt taiydrat, taiydra, A kind of fast-
sailing vessel; a fleet steed. 

a taiydri, Readiness, preparation 
(see tSj^j). 

A taiydsh, Inconstant, light, vain, 
fickle, incapable of steady application to 
one pursuit. 

a tiydf, The nightmare. 
fay an, Wild jasmine, 

A faiydn, A starved person, one who 
eats nothing; one who prepares or mixes 
up plaster, mortar, or clay (tin) ; a plas-
terer. 

A i[ib (v.n.), Being good and lawful; 
being sweet and delicate ; being favourable 
(wind);— tib, Deliciousness; odour, per-
fume ; an aromatic, unguent, essence ; the 
best part of any th ing; [bi-tibi nafsi, With 
a willing mind ;]—taiyib, Good, excellent; 
sweet, agreeable, delicious ; legal, lawful; 
name of a son of Muhammad. 

A TFUS taiyibdt (pi. of taiyibat), Good, 
excellent works, pious foundations; delights. 

A taibat, Madina;—fibat (v.n. of S - ^ T ) , 
Being good, lawful; being sweet, delicious; 
a lawful thing ; the purest wine; the well 
Zamzam; jest, merry humour;—taiyibat 
(fem. of taiyib), Good ; a name of the city 
of Madinah. 

A AFT taiyat, Intent, design;— f iyat , A 
mode of folding or wrapping up (of any-
thing) ; intention, purpose, mind heart ; 
thought ; the place whither one is bound, 
destination. 

titu, ~ ft^ q.v. 
A taihh (v.n.), Contaminating; being 

defiled; growing proud, pride;— t jkh, The 
sound of laughter. 

ft* fair, Sal ammoniac. 
A ft* fair (v.n.), Flying ; flight; a b i rd; 

an omen from the flight of birds (especially 



a bad one; ; (pi. of td'ir) birds;—tairn 7-
lail, The bird of night, the owl. 

a O^fa tairan (P, pi. of fair), Birds. 
A^UA tayaran (v.n. of fa), Flying; 

flight;—tayaran kardan, To fly. 
a fair dni, Belonging to birds, vola-

tile. 
A Zfa fairat, Agility, lightness, levity of 

mind; name of a village near Damascus; 
—tirat, tiyarat, A bad omen. 

a tir a, Anger; grief, pain, uneasiness; 
shame, modesty ; bashful;— t ira shudan, 
To be bashful;—tira giriftan, To be angry, 
to fly into a passion. 

A tird, A village near Ispahan. 
taisaqun, Name of a city in Iran, 

formerly a royal residence. 
A taisal, A dark night ; a violent 

wind; dus t ; the mirage, or semblance of 
water on a plain ; much of anything. 

taim, A bed, couch, pillow, "bolster. 
A taish (v.n.), Being light, incon-

BtaDt; being foolish, losing one's wits; 
passing beyond the mark ; levifcy, incon-
sistency, irresolution ; folly ; anger ; vehe-
mence, passion. 

A tit, Foolish, ignorant; long, tal l ; a 
libidinous stallion. 

A (jUaA titan, A wild leek or scallion. 
tltu, and— 

A Jsjt-it titawa, A species of the qatd; a 
Band piper ; a peweet. 

A taif (v.n.), Appearing (as a ghost) ; 
a phantom, spectre, apparition; rage, anger; 
madness ;—taif mina ' sh-shaitdn, A spectre 
raised by the devil, a diabolical suggestion 
or temptation. 

taif an, A small tray (see and 
^sj^A5). 

taifasun, Ctesiphon; Had ain; 
Bagdad. 

a J JAA taifur, A bird or winged insect; 
name of a little bird. 

tiqdn (pi. of tag), Arches. 
^gjSA taigari, A small tray. 

tiqi, A kind of red grain. 
y^iiLL taildfiyun, Houseleek ; the ane-

mone, 
A (jAA tailas, tailis, tailus, ^LAA tailasdn, 

tailis an, tailus an (from P. tdlishdn), The 
end of the turban-sash hanging down 
behind like a tail or lappet; a hood; a 
mantle, scarf, or tippet hanging from the 
shoulders ; a pall;—tailasani muzafar, The 
rays of the sun ;—tailasani mutarrd, Night ; 
ibni tailasdn, A Persian, a barbarian (from 
the view of an Arab). 

A ^A. taim (v.n.), (God) forming (any-
one for good); being good (anybody's 
work); doing a good work. 

A ^ ^ tain (v.n.), Sealing (a letter) with 
clay; plastering with clay ;—tin, Clay, loam; 
—tini armani, Armenian bole —tini as far, 

' Yellow earth or chalk; — tini makhtum, 
Sealing-clay or wax ; ruddle. 

A tinat, A bit of clay ; nature, natural 
disposition, genius. 

tainus, A species of cantharides. 
y-y^t tainus, Name of the daughter of 

Qaidafa (or Faidftfa), queen of Andalusia. 
a tini, Earthy, clayey. 
A JJA tuyur (pi. of tair), Birds. 
a tuyurl, A dealer in birds. 
A tuyut (v.n. of ^A), Vehemence, 

severity; rut. 
A gypA taihuj (for P. ^ q.v., p. 344), A 

species of partridge. 

fe, z, called zd'i zazigh (see zd'i 
manquta, zd'i ma'jama " dotted zd," the 
twentieth letter of the Arabic-Persian alpha-
bet, denoting 900 in arithmetic, and used 
as abbreviation for yfcVfe zahir " evident." 
The power of this letter in Arabic is that 
of 2 pronounced with a hollow sound from 
the throat not easily to be described; in 
Persian its pronunciation scarcely differs 
from that of z. 

A U, zd, The name of the letter k ; the 
breasts of an old woman. 

A ?.a'b, The husband of a wife's 
sister; married state, matrimony ; oppres-
sion ; shout, noise, clamour; the rattling of 
a he-goat at rutting-time. 

A / U za'r (v.n.), Hiring a nurse ; being 
kind, well-disposed towards;—zidr (v.n. 3 
of fa), Inducing (a camel) to suckle an-
other's colt by tying up her nose that she 
may not detect it by the smell. 

A za'in, A traveller. 
A ?.afir, Victorious, conquering; a 

conqueror. 
A glUi zdli', Leaning to one side, limping, 

lame ; criminal, incriminated, suspected; a 
dog who sleeps not at night ; a bitch in heat 

A /•Ht zdUm, A tyrant, an oppressor; un-
just, barbarous, cruel. 

a ^Jii zdlim-soz, zcdim-gudaz, 
A destroyer of tyrants. 

a tjr*}^ zdlimi, Wrong-doing; tyranny, 
oppression. 

A ^ ^ zdmi, Thirsty. 
A zdnn, A suspecter, supposer, or 

fancier. 
A zdhir, fem. zdhirat, zdhira, 

Exterior, external, outer ; apparent, clear, 
manifest; superficial; exoteric ; one of the 
names of God ;—zahiru 'l-madinat, Out of 
town, without the city;—zahir kardan, To 
expose, manifest, exhibit;— zahir u hdtin, 
External and internal, outward appearance 



and inward qualities;—surati zdhira, Ex-
ternal appearance ;—-fi'z-zdhir, Externally. 

A lŷ Ub zdhiran, Externally, to all appear-
ance, publicly, apparently, evidently; cer-
tainly, truly •—zdhiran qiraat kardan, To 
recite, to repeat by heart, 

® zdhir-bin, One who looks only to 
the surface or exterior, superficial. 

a ysUi zdhir-parast, Superficial ob-
server. 

A SjfcLt zahirai, zdhira (fem. of zdhir), 
External; manifest; prominent (eye) ; a 
mid-day watering of camels; a cistern 
where camels are watered at mid-day ; mid-
day ; a strong she-camel. 

a zahir-dar, Specious, plausible ; 
showy ; pretentions ; ceremonious, formal. 

a <>sft tdhir-dari, Speciousness; 
show, ostentation ; ceremony, formality. 

a ft JFCUI zdhir-nazar, ft> zdhir^nigar, 
Who considers only the surface or outside 
of things. 

a Ui zdhir-namd, Specious, plausible. 
a zdhiri, Apparent; appearance, 

exterior. 
a zdhiriyat, Manifestation, exter-

nality. 
A oljJs. zibd'' (pi. of zaby), Wild bucks, 

chevrjJs. 
A ̂ LL zubat, Point of an arrow; curved 

edge of a sword ; head of a spear or lance. 
A wlLtt zabzdb, Sickness, pain; a blemish; 

a pimple on the eyelid or face ;—md bi-hi 
zabzdb, There is no vice, blemish, ailment, 
or defect in him. 

A zaby, A wild buck, chevril, gazel;— 
zuba (pi. of zubat), Points of arrows, &c. 

A zabyat, A chevril, doe, roe ; vulva; 
a small bag, a money-purse; the bending 
OT winding of a river; Tabitha or Boreas. 

A jk zirr, A round sharp stone, with an 
edge like a knife. 

A zirdr (pi. of zirr), Sharp stones. 
A zurdf, zurrdf, Ingenious, acute, 

witty (P. pi. zurdf an, zurrdf an). 
A zar of at (v.n. of <-±ft), Being in-

genious, elegant, witty, clever; wit, humour, 
jocularity; elegance, grace; ingenuity, 
genius ; politeness, gallantry ; dexterity;— 
sarafat ddshtan, To be clever, elegant, 
graceful, &c. 

A zarab (v.n.), Having his liver ad-
hering to his side (a camel);—zarib, A 
small hill; a projecting and sharp part of 
a stone ;—zurubb, Short and thick of body, 

A tXiJh zarbd— a^jk q.v.;—zirbd' (pi. of 
zaribun), Polecats, skunks. 

A (jjUjfe zarib an, A stinking animal like a 
cat; a fitchet, polecat, skunk. 

A zarf (v.n.), Being ingenious, witty, 
clever; sagacity, ingenuity, genius, wit, 
acumen ; beauty, elegance ; capacity, capa-
bility ; a vessel, vase, receptacle of any 
kind; (in grammar) an adverb or prepo-

sition ; [zarfi zar-hal, A pot with gold 
solution used for painting and writing;— 
zarfi zamdn, Adverb of time ;—zarfi makdn, 
Adverb of place ;—zarf lab-ress shawad, Life 
declines towards its end;—zarf u mazruf, 
The containing and contained ;]—zuruf (pi. 
of zarif), Ingenious, clever, witty (persons); 
elegant (persons and things). 

A oUjk zurafd' (pi. of zurdf and zarif), 
Elegant, graceful; ingenious, clever. 

A zuruf (pi. of zarf), Vases, vessels, 
jars; (pi. of zarif), ingeuious, clever;— 
zurufi abkhwuri, Drinking vessels (m.c.) ; — 
zurufi chini, China vessels or ware, china, 
porcelain;—zurufi nuqra'i, Silver vessels, 
plate (m.c.). 

A zarif, Ingenious, witty, subtile, 
clever. 

a toUi^ zarif ana, Ingeniously, • elegantly. 
A zarifat, zarif a, Anything pretty, 

elegant; a sally of wit, bon-mot, epigram-
matic point; quaintness. 

A pUt zi'am, <;ftk zi'dn, A rope for tying 
on a camel's travelling litter. 

A (^Uk za'd'in (pi. of za'inat), Camel-
litters. 

A i^ft za'n, za'an (v.n.), Travelling, 
journeying, migrating; a journey, migra-
tion ; the rope with which a camel-litter is 
fastened; — zu'n, zu'un (pi. of za'inat), 
Camel-litters in which women travel. 

A (jjytk za'un, A quiet camel used in 
carrying the howda or burdens in gene-
ral. 

A za'inat, The hauda or camel-litter 
in which women travel; a woman whilst 
being thus carried. 

A t-Ak zajf (v.n.J, Binding (all a camel's 
feet) ; indigence; a scanty subsistence ; a 
continued scarcity. 

A ft& zafdr, Name of a certain perfume 
resembling nails, cloves ( = ndkhuni dev q.v. 
under ;—safari, Name of a place in 
Yaman renowned for its aloe and onyx; 
also of several fortresses. 

A zafr (v.n.), Digging one's nails into 
(another's) cheek ;—znfr , A nail, claw (also 
zifr) ; the extremity of a bow; a film or 
web in the eye, a cataract; anyone ; any-
body ; name of a fortress; [ zu f ru 'l-qitt, 
Cats-claw (a plant);—zufru 'n-nasr, Ea-
gles-claw (a plant) ;—kalllu (jnuqallamu) ' j-
zufr, Whose claws are clipped, weak, power-
less, contemptible ;] —zafar (v.n.), Accom-
plishing, succeeding in one's wishes, over-
coming, conquering; victory, triumph ; 
plain level ground; suffering from a web 
or cataract (eye); seeing, obtaining sight 
of anyone ; [zafar yaftan, To be victorious, 
to conquer;]—zafir, A conqueror, accus-
tomed to overcome all obstacles or difficul-
ties ; victorious ; afflicted with a cataract; 
—zifir, Fortunate, overcoming all diffi-
culties. 



a fa fa zafar-asar, In whose footsteps 
victory follows. 

fa zafar-angez, Victorious. 
a fa zafar-dydt ay a), Having 

the signs of victory, victorious. 
a fa+> -fa zafar-paikar, Victorious (sword). 
A cyfe zufrat, A certain plant biting to the 

taste, and good for ulcers and warts;— 
zafarat, A cataract in the eye. 

a fa zafar-takya, A long sharp iron 
prong • a dirk, a stiletto. 

^ a fa zafar-tuwam (tu'dm), Having 
victory for a twin, victorious. 

a jy fa ?afar-toz, Victorious. 
a fab zafar-dastgah, Victorious. 
a y f a zafar-raJibar, Leading to con-

quest, victorious (army). 
a (fa^fa zafaristdn, A place of victory. 
a fat* fa zafar-shi'dr, Clad in victory, 

victorious. 
a (j-yU fa zafar-ma'nus, Accustomed to 

victory (drum). 
a AA* fa zafar-nama, A congratulatory 

letter on a victory; title of a book on 
politics and morals. 

a fa zafar-ydb, Who obtains victory, 
victorious, a conqueror. 

A Jfe zail (v.n.), Continuing, not ceasing 
(to do) ; becoming, being;—zill, in P . also 
zii, Shadow, shade ; darkness of the night ; 
night ; part of the night ; a spectre, appa-
rition, phantom; the flower or prime of 
youth ; intensity of heat; a cloud veiling 
the sun; protection, guard; strength, 
power, firmness ; paradise; [zillu 'z-zahab, 
Quicksilver •,—zillu 'l-ldh, zilli haqq (khudd, 
subhani), The shadow or representative 
of God (a royal title or epithet) ; — zilli 
zamln, Night;—zilli zalil, The shady gar-
den of delight, i.e. paradise ;—zilli 'indyat, 
Shadow of protection;—zilli mamdud, A 
lengthened shadow;—dama zillu-hu, May 
his shadow endure, may his prosperity, 
power, &c., be lasting ;]—zull (pi. of azall), 
Insides of fingers; or of the soles of camels' 
feet. 

A zuld', A disease in the legs of 
quadrupeds caused by travelling. 

A J U zaldl, Anything which affords a 
shade;—zildl, A cloud or anything similar 
which affords a shade; a garden ; paradise; 
the shadow of a cloud ; (pi. of zill) sha-
dows ; (pi. of zullat) couches, benches. 

A zaldm, Nightfall, the darkness of 
the beginning of night; obscurity, dark-
ness;—zildm (v.n. 3 of /Ak), Oppressing, 
oppression; a little; name of a certain 
plant with long tendrils;—zalldm, Very un-
just or tyrannical; a great oppressor; name 
of a plant with long tendrils. 

a fWA p&k zaldm-anjdm, Dark, cloudy. 
A ALI zallat, Stay, continuance ; health ;— 

zillat, Anything which affords a shade;— 
zullat, A covering; a parasol; anything 

shady ; a cloud ; a couch, a reclining bench 
affording shelter from heat or cold. 

A {fa ?.dl' (v.n.), Leaning to one side, 
halting; swerving ; deviating from truth; 
being narrow, confined (a place); being 
suspected ; — zala', Being narrow, strait, 
confined ;—zula% Name of a mountain in 
the country of the Banu Sulaim. 

A <_AU> zalf (v.n.), "Restraining, checking; 
refraining f rom; tracing or following foot-
steps ; striking or hurting on the nail, hoof, 
or claw; being shed with impunity (blood); 
narrowness of circumstances, indigence;— 
zilf, A cloven hoof; a following in succes-
sion ; need, necessity; desire, wish; a 
suitable pasturage ;—zul f , zuluf Badly off; 
rough, rocky (grounds) ;—zalaf (v.n.), Ab-
staining, refraining from; being rocky, 
rough (ground); being shed with impunity 
(blood) ; straits, 'penury, indigence ; hard 
ground which leaves no foot-marks; the 
whole, the entire; [bi-zalafi-hi, All of it, 
the whole;]—zalaf, zalif, High ground out 
of the reach of water and mud. 

a Jk zil-gustar, Shade-diffusing. 
A Ji£> sala.l, Water under trees never 

reached by the sun. 
A zalm (v.n.), Being dark (night); 

brightness, whiteness; snow; water ; the 
fresh natural colour of teeth -,~zulm, zalm 
(v.n.), Inquiring, oppressing; defrauding, 
seizing another's property; committing 
injustice; oppression, tyranny, cruelty; 
injustice, injury, outrage ; digging ground 
in a place not to be dug; slaughtering (a 
camel) without disease ; drinking milk out 
of the churning bottle before the butter is 
formed ; covering the female when preg-
nant (an ass) ; putting a thing not in its 
place ; obscurity, darkness; idolatry; [zulm 
ba-sawlyat (adl ast, There is justice in a 
calamity common to all;—zulm (zulm u 
ta'addl) kardan, To oppress ;]—zalam, A 
body ; an object appearing black in the dis-
tance ;—zilam, Name of a certain plant 
with long tendrils ;—zulam (pi. of zulmat), 
Obscurities, darknesses; (pi. of zalmd') 
three dark nights in the month immediately 
following the q.v., p. 512. 

A "UA zulm-an,Oppressively,tyrannically. 
A AAk zalmd', Obscurity, darkness. 
A L -̂Ufe zulmat, zulamdt, zulumdt (pi. of 

zulmat, zulumat), Darknesses; a dark place 
where the water of life or immortality is 
said to be;—zulumdti saldsa, The three 
darknesses, i.e. length, breadth and depth 
of the lower world; the triple darkness in 
which Jonas was enveloped, namely, of 
night, of the fish's belly, and of the depth 
of the sea ; the impurities of natural dispo-
sition, lust and selfishness; the darkness 
of the membrane enwrapping the embryo, 
of the womb, and of the mother's abdomen. 

a w^Ulk zulmat-rang, Like darkness. 



a (_s»Uii zalmdni, Dark, obscui'e (opposed 
to J t t f q.v.). 

a ^ zulm-pesha, A tyrant, op-
pressor. 

A zilmat, zulmat, Name of a certain 
woman proverbially lewd ;—zulmat, zulma, 
Darkness, obscurity ; severity ; torment; a 
dark place at the extremity of the world, 
where the fountain of life is supposed to be 
placed; also the fountain itself; [ahli 
$ulmat, People connected with government, 
officials (m.c.) ;]—zalamat, zalama (pi. of 
z.alim), Oppressors, tyrants;—zalimat, Dark 
(night);—zulumat, Darkness ; near, the first 
thing which meets the eye. 

a zulmat-db ad, The abode of 
darkness, the world. 

a \ Jj zulmat-zidd, Dispelling dark-
ness (Muhammad). 

a ^L^Ak zulmatiydn, Heathens, idolaters. 
a c•Xs—j ^ zulm-raslda, Oppressed; a 

victim of tyranny. 
a fa fJk zulm-sdz, Practising injustice, 

tyrannical, oppressive. 
a fa* zulm-shi'ar, A tyrant, op-

pressor. 
a slS" zulm-Jcdh, A diminisher of injus-

tice. 
a iJ^X zulm-kesh, Oppressive, tyran-

nical. 
a Af ^lt zulm-gdh, A dark place ; a place 

where iniquity or oppression abounds. 
a cSj^ zulm-guddzi, Putting an end 

to oppression or injustice. 
a <Uit zulma-hada, The mansion of 

darkness, this present world. 
a zulmi, Unjust, oppressive, tyran-

nical. 
A zulmiyat, Iniquity, oppression. 
A J jA zulul (v.n. of J t ) , Executing any 

work by day, not by night ; becoming, hap-
pening ; shading, throwing a shadow; (pi. 
of zill) shadows, shades. 

A pfa zalum, One who puts a thing not 
in its proper place; most cruel, unjust, 
tyrannical;—zulum (pi. of zaZm), Fresh, 
natural colours of teeth; (pi, of galam) 
objects appearing black in the distance. 

zilla, see A. 
A cAjit zalif, Of a bad natural disposi-

tion, mean, abject, criminal (man) ; in an 
evil plight; rough, rocky (ground) ; a 
painful or difficult business; adversity, 
hardship, difficulty ; the root of the neck ; 
gratuitous. 

A zalil, Shady (place). 
A fak zalvm, A male ostrich;—zillmi, Very 

unjust, most oppressive. 
A zama' (v.n.), Being very thirsty. 
A zama', zama at (v.n. of 

Being very thirsty ;—zimd', zumd' (pi. of 
zam'dn), Thirsty. 

A zam'an, fem. zam'dnat, 
Thirsty. 

a ^j+t zami', Thirsty. 
A zann (v.n.), Thinking, suspecting; 

opining; knowing for certain, being sure; 
suspicion, evil opinion; opinion, thought, 
belief ; knowledge, certainty; persuasion; 
doubt, wavering; jealousy ;—zann burdan, 
To be of opinion, to opine ;—su'i zann, Evil 
thought, rash judgment. 

A zi-mh, Trunk of a tree. 
A zumbub, A shank-bone; a stud in 

the side of a spear-head. 
A %innat, Suspicion. 
a ^ i t zinan (pi. of the preceding), Suspi-

cions. 
A y f a zanun, A suspicious man; any 

matter on which a doubt is entertained, as, 
for instance, whether a debt be paid or 
not, whether a well contain water or be 
empty, &c.; weak in mind, barren in mental 
resources;—zunun (v.n. of Thinking, 
supposing, deeming; (pi. of zann) opinions, 
doubts, surmises. 

a ?flnn%, Supposed, surmised; sus-
picious. 

A (ib^ zanin, Suspected. 
A su'ar, Trevets; (pi. of zi'r) foster-

mothers. 
A z a w d h i r , Pot-herbs; high lands; 

appearances, externals; Arabs of Quraish 
who pitched their tents outside Mecca. 

A zahdr, The surface of stony ground; 
—zihdr (v.n. 3 of Pronouncing the 
words " thou art unto me as my mother's 
back," a formula of divorce;—zuhdr, A 
crowd, multitude ; the short side of a bird*s 
wing. 

A IIJL-TTT zaharat (v.n. of jfa), Being strong 
in the back; being effaced, obliterated;— 
zihdrat, The outside of a garment (opposed 
to bitdnai, The inside or lining). 

A zahr (v.n.), Striking on the back; 
training, breaking in (a camel) ; boasting, 
glorying in; the back; the superficies, 
especially the harder and more hilly part 
(of ground) ; a road through the desert ; 
much wealth; the text or letter of the 
Qur'an (batn being its esoteric explana-
tion) ; news, history, tradition; a thing 
absent, concealed, hidden; [waladu 'z-zahr, 
A boy neglected or turned adrift by his 
parents;]—zulir, Mid-day, or a little time 
after the sun has passed the meridian, when 
the air is most sultry; [salatu 'z-zuhr, 
Afternoon prayer;]-—zahar (v.n.), Com-
plaining of or having a pain in the back; a 
pain in the back, lumbago; household 
utensils; — zahir, Pained in the back, 
afflicted with lumbago. 

A oV^ guhran (pi. of zahr), Backs; (pi 
of zuhdr) the narrowest sides of birds fea-
thers. 

A S^t zihrat, An assistant ;—zihrat, zuh-
rat, zaharat, Families, relations, allies; 



the back, 
for use (a 

household furniture;—zuhrat, 
an assistant. 

a ^ f t zihrl, Thrown behind 
forgotten, neglected; ready 
camel). 

A j f t zahur, High, raised, prominent;— 
zuhur (v.n. of ft), Appearing, being con-
spicuous, happening ; appearance, b i r th ; 
reign, dominion, fame ; (pi. of zahr) backs ; 
—zfthuri iqbdl, Reign of prosperity, happy 
progress, fortunate coincidence; — zuhur 
dmadan (ydftan), ba-zuhur dmadan (pai-
wastan, rasldan), To appear, become con-
spicuous or evident ;—sahib zuhur, Famous, 
glorious. 

A y f t zahlr, Troubled with a pain in the 
back, afflicted with lumbago ; an assistant, 
supporter, protector; name of a Persian 
poet. 

A zahlrat, Mid-day, during the hot 
season ;—-qd'imu'z-zahlrat, The meridian, 
the highest altitude of the BUII . 

A ftk zi'dr (v.n. of / & ) , Hiring a nurse ; 
giving suck to the young of another; tying 
a bag over a camel's nose to induce her to 
suckle another's colt. 

A zaiydn, Wild jessamine; also a 
plant with which leather is tanned ; honey. 

A ft gi'r, A nurse, foster-mother; kind, 
benevolent; a pillar, prop, buttress for 
shoring up a wall; the side of a house. 

£ ' , called 'ami ghair manquta or 'aini 
muhmala, Undotted 'ain, The twenty-first 
letter of the Arabic-Persian alphabet, ex-
pressing 70 in arithmetic. Like the hamsa, 
but in a stronger degree, it represents the 
effort made by the throat in pronouncing a 
vowel at the beginning of a word or syl-
lable, and hence the Greek spiritus asper 
( ' ) has very properly been adopted as its 
representative, while the homogeneous letter 
hamza is now generally transcribed by the 
spiritus lenis ( ' ) . In the pronunciation of 
the Persians, as prosody proves, it is fre-
quently not distinguished as a separate 
letter at all, and in some words it is ren-
dered by h, either sounded as in w i ^ haf-
haf, for U i ' a f a f , or silent as in <3oSA> for 

A S-^ 'db (v.n. of Being damaged 
(merchandise) ; damage, blemish, defect. 

A E^Us 'abis, A player, a dallier. 
A 'abid, An adorer, or servant of God; 

a votary, devotee, recluse; enraged, indig-
nant ; loathing, refusing. 

A tortoise ; a a ^ l e 'abidana, Devoutly, as servant of 
God._ 

a 'dbidlyat, Name of a sect. 
Aj?^ 'dbar, Heber, son of Arphaxad, son 

of Shem;—-'dbir, Weeping, croning (man 
or woman) ; passenger, traveller; an in-
terpreter, commentator, expounder;—'abiru 
's-sabll, A traveller. 

A 'abis, Austere, stern, sour, crabbed, 
grim; a lion. 

A 'dtiq, Free, manumitted; ancient, 
old, antique ; (wine) long kept ; an old bow 
red with age; (a girl) in the bloom of 
youth, kept confined at home, not yet mar-
ried ; a middle-aged woman; a young bird 
ready for flight ; the back or that part of 
it where a cloak is placed ; a large leathern 
wine-bottle. 

A Y&W 'dtiJc, Noble, generous; pure 
(wine) ; bright (colour) ; changeable, fickle, 
inconstant; quarrelsome. 

A 'dtikat, An old bow become red 
with age ; name of a certain woman; also 
of nine women of Muhammad's ancestry. 

A 'atim, Late (in the evening), tardy. 
A ^^ 'dtl, fem. 'dtiyat, *dtiya, 

Proud, overbearing, exorbitant. 
A jftfi 'dsir, Stumbling, in danger of fall-i n g ' 
A ft^ 'dsiir, A pit dug for catching lions 

or other wild beasts ; adversity, evil, disas-
ter ; a dangerous place. 

A S^1 'dj, Ivory; gentle (she-camel); 
[takhti 'dj, An ivory throne;]— 'd j i , A call 
by which camels are driven;— 'ajj , Full of 
travellers (a road). 

A 'djiz, Weak, imbecile, impotent, 
exhausted; defective, hopeless, powerless, 
dejected ;—'djiz amadan, To faLl short of 
(az) ; to be unable to cope with (dar) ;— 
'djiz kardan, To baffle, defeat, confound, 
perplex, 

a djiz an a, Weakly, hopelessly. 
a Uijiz-nall, A gentle or subdued 

wail (see ^JU U^x*). 
a aft*, 'djiza (fem, of 'djiz), Weak, help-

less. 
a 'djizl, Weakness, helplessness; 

humility, submissiveness; entreaty, sup-
plication ; hopelessness ;—'djizl kardan, To 
suffer damage or injury. 

A J ^ 'djil, fem, 'djilat, ldjila, Has-
tening; swift, expeditious; agile; transi-
tory, frail, fleeting (opposed to q.v., 
p. 18) ;—-haydti 'djila, (This) transitory life. 

A 'djilan, P. AjlkjAc 'ajildna, In 
haste; hastily; in regard to the present 
life. 

A 'djilat, 'djila, The present fleeting 
life. 

A 'djin, (A camel) whose foetus does 
not remain quiet in the womb. 

a tg&i-^ 'djin, Of the colour of ivory ;• 
made of ivory. 
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A JW idd, Name of an ancient Arabian 
tribe. 

A 'addt (pi. of tbe following), Cus-
toms, &c.;—'addtu 's-sddat-i sddatu'l-'ddat, 
The manners of lords are, i.e. ought to be, 
lordly manners, the conduct of the noble is 
nobility of conduct, " noblesse oblige." 

A FIJ^E 'ddat, Custom, mode, manner, habit, 
usage, rite, observation; practice ; nature, 
disposition ; construed with the verbs bar-
ddshtan, dadan, kardan, garddnldan, girif-
tan, nihadan, &c.;—amri 'ddat, Ordinary 
business, anything common or indifferent; 
—'aid 'adati-hi, According to his custom. 

A ddat-an, Habitually, customarily. 
a 'adatl, Customary, habitual; a 

catamite. 
A. JJU iddil, One who deviates ; devious ; 

one who gives partners to God, an idol-
worshipper; just, equitable; a judge. 

a JI* 'adilana, Justly, equitably. 
A yAe 'ddin, (A she-camel) continuing 

at one pasture ; a camel feeding continually 
on the salsuginous herbage hams. 

A. ^oVc 'ddi, A passer by, runner on foot; 
a transgressor; wicked, rapacious, fierce; 
an enemy ; (mansub of ^ q.v.) belonging 
to the ancient tribe of 'Ad; (irreg. from 
'ddat) accustomed, addicted. 

A 'adiyat, Injustice, iniquity, hos-
tility ; swift horses; infantry (and some-
times cavalry) rushing before the rest to 
battle. ! 

A iVe 'azib, One abstaining from eating 
on account of excessive thirst; beasts of 
burden standing without meat or drink ; 
under the open sky. 

A jAc 'dzir, A circumciser; one who makes 
excuses, an apologist; the scar of a wound; 
dung, excrement; a menstruous vein. 

A J&\z*dzil, One who reproves and blames, 
a railer; a menstruous vein; name of a 
river; also of a place ; the old name of the 
Arabian month Sha'ban, or Shauwal. 

A 'dziir, Adversity, evil; a goad for 
driving cattle. 

A fa 'dr, Reproach, scorn ; disgrace, igno-
miny, dishonour, shame ; bashfulness, 
modesty ;—'ar ddshtan, To be ashamed, to 
blush; to cause to blush, to put to the 
blush. 

A ofa drij, Ascending. 
A \J>fa 'ariz, Happening, occurring, acci-

dental; accident, event; contingency; a 
misfortune, evil, calamity reviewer of an 
army, muster-master, leader of a host; side 
of the face, cheek; a heavy cloud; diseased, 
broken down with age (she-camel) ; the 
teeth with exception of the front teeth ; a 
gift, present;— 'driz afrokhtan, To wax 
angry, to fly into a passion -,—'driz shudan 
(gardldan), To happen, occur;—drizi lash-
kar, A field-deputy; the reviewer of an 

army ;—'drizi mamdlik, Pay-master of the 
empire. 

A ^Ujlc 'driz-an, Accidentally. 
A <Lbfa 'drizat, Anything necessary to be 

done; accident, event; obstacle, impedi-
ment ; a fracture ; an affection, a disorder, 
disease, sickness; infirmity, defect; the 
side of the face; a transverse piece of 
wood over a doorway or on a roof. 

a fj&fa 'driz-ndma, Particulars of re-
ceipts of revenue. 

a ^ f a 'drizi, Accidental ;—si fat i 'drizlya, 
An accidental quality. 

A fa 'drif, Knowing, perceiving; scien-
tific ; wise, skilful, intelligent, sagacious; 
well known, notorious; patient; a holy 
man, a saint, the highest grade to which a 
mystic can at tain;— 'dri f i rdz, One who 
knows the divine secrets or mysteries. 

a 'drifana, Wisely, acutely; piously; 
like an 'drif-, a symbol; a reckoning, pro-
portion of any payment. 

A ^ f a 'drl, Whatever surprises or comes 
unlooked for naked, denuded, bare ; des-
titute, deprived o f ; void, free, exempt 
f rom; incompetent, incapable ; distressed, 
distracted, helpless; ignorant, simple 
(prose), without rhyme or metre. 

A 'driyat, Anything borrowed or 
lent ;—'driyat dadan, To lend ;—'ariyat 
giriftan, To borrow. 

a *^ifa 'driyat-an (for "Ss^c), On loan. 
a <^~->fa 'driyat-sard, The present world. 
a ^^ifa 'driyatl, Borrowed ; factitious, 

false (hair) ; transient, fading. 
A <-r>fa 'azib, Unmarried; distant pasture ; 

a camel which feeds abroad all night ; namo 
of a mountain. 

A 'dzar, Lazurus. 
A <-ifa 'dzif, A singer or player of music j 

name of a place. 
A FJLE 'dzim, One who applies his mind; 

an enterprizer; one undertaking (a jour-
ney) -,—'dzimu 'z-ziydrat, One who designs 
a visit, bent on a pilgrimage ;—'dzim shu-
dan, To set out on a journey. 

A 1dsi f , Dying (camel), breathing 
with difficulty; (a camel) afflicted with 
pestilence. 

A J—lfi 'asil, One who takes tlie honey 
from the hives; tremulous (a lance); a 
wolf. 

A ^ I c 'dsl, A palm-tree ; an old man 
stricken in years. 

A 'dshib, (A camel) pasturing on 
fresh grass ('ushb) ; a country abounding 
in herbage. 

A fa* 'dshir, A tenth; a tithe-collector ; 
a publican, revenue-collector. 

A 'ijitic. 'dshirat (pi. vaAjaAe 'dshirdt), A 
female hyena; every tenth verse of tho 
Qur'an; a portion of a slaughtered catnel; 
the outer feather of a bird's wing. 

A (jxaAe 'dshiq, A lover, inamorato, sweet-
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heart, mistress; amorous; transported 
with divine love;—'ashiqi bi-chara, A spe-
cies of ivy;—'ashiqi jchushq, A faithless 
lover;—*dshiqi diwana, Frantic, mad, dying 
with love ;—'ashiqi sag-jam,, A worldling ;— 
'dshiq shudan, To fall in love ;—'ashiqi 
majnun (maftun), Madly in love;—'dshiq u 
ma'shuq, Lover and beloved, a couple of 
lovers. 

'dshiq-dzar, "Who inflicts pain 
or torment on the lover. 

a 'dshiqan (P. pi. of 'dshiq), Lovers. 
a <uVaAUs 'dshiqana, Amorously; a lover. 
a W 'dshiq-bd, A dish made of fruits, 

as dried peaches, prunes, grapes, walnuts, 
or almonds boiled with the acid of sumach 
and pomegranates. 

a ijM^ 'dshiq-bdda, Fond of wine. 
A 'dshiqat, 'dshiqa, A mistress. 
a jSA, ^AU 'ashiq-shikar, Addicted to the 

pleasures of the chase ; (met.) a mistress. 
a <3Alc 'dshiq-saf ir, Whose song is 

like that of a lover. 
a 'dshiq-qimar, Given to gam-

bling. 
a sty* 'dshiq-mizdj, Of an amorous 

disposition; sprightly, sportive, merry. 
a ut**?0" 'dshiq-masibat, Afflicted 

like a lover. 
a (JAW ' ashiq-nigdh, Looking like a 

over. 
® j V ^ ^ 'dshiq-nawaz, Using blandish-

ments towards the lover. 
a (>_s2a\,c <ashiqi, Love ; the condition of a 

o v e r ' a s h i q i ' namudan, To fall in love. 
A JJAU* 'ashur, O^JAUI 'ashura, 'ashura, 

The tenth or ninth of the first month 
muharram, when the great miracle-play on 
Husain's death is performed. 

A AoU 'dsid, A dying camel turning his 
head over his shoulders. 

A 'asir, A presser, squeezer. 
A. 'asif, Strong, violent (wind); 

stormy (day) ; declining, deviating (an 
arrow from the mark) ; whatever inclines 
or is bent. 

A 'asifat, A strong, violent wind. 
A ^VA 'dsim, A defender; safe, protected; 

chaste, virtuous; a man's name ; name of 
a place in the country of the Banu Huzail. 

A 'dsimat, (The protected) Madlna; 
—'asima, A chaste woman, a matron. 

A U-TE 'dsi, Disobedient, rebellious, sedi-
tious, refractory, stubborn ; a sinner; a 
rebel; greedy, avaricious (this meaning 
doubtful) ; the river Orontes ;—'asi shudan, 
To rebel, mutiny. 

A A^U 'azid, An ass which hugs the sides 
of tbe female when covering ; a male camel, 
which biting the fore-leg of the female, 
forces her to crouch; one who walks by the 
side of his beast. 

A 'dzir, Who or what hinders; an 
obstacle. 

A 'dzih, Pasturing on the thorny 
shrub 'izah (a camel) ; a magician, sorcerer; 
a serpent stinging to death on the spot. 

A^IC 'dtir, Fond of odours; fragrant, 
odoriferous; benevolent, generous, noble; 
gracious. 

A 'dtis, Sneezing; (a deer) ad-
vancing towards or meeting a person (con-
sidered a good omen) ; dawn. 

A *atif, fem. 'dtifat, 'dtifa, In-
clined t o ; benevolent; a wrapper, sheet, 
mantle; the horse which comes in sixth in 
the race ; a fawn whose neck is bent when 
lying down;—wawi 'dtifa, The conjunction 

u (connecting synonyms or opposites), 
wa (connecting purely Arabic words, or 
complete sentences). 

A 'dtifat, 'dtifa, Affection, benevo-
lence ; kin, relationship ; grace, favour. 

A J t l c 'atil, Idle, vacant, wanting ; vain, 
useless; foolish; a woman destitute of 
ornaments. 

a AUc 'dtila, Destitute, void of ; (a word) 
without diacritical points. 

a 'dtili, Folly, vanity, &c. 
A (J-jUc 'dtus, Anything exciting sneezing, 

a sternutatory; a certain animal of bad 
omen. ' 

A 'dfi, Who asks or receives a favour 
or food ; one who obliterates, effaces, de-
stroys ; a pardoner of sin; obliterated, 
effaced; long-bearded; arriving, a stranger, 
a guest. 

A AAIU 'dfiyat, A preserving in, or a re-
storing to, health; health, soundness ; well-
being, welfare ; safeness, security ; success; 
prosperity ;—hasiru 'l-'dfiyat, One who en-
tertains many guests. 

a c - J l c 'afiyat-andesh, Thinking of 
salvation. 

A 'dqq, Disobedient, undutiful, re-
bellious, disloyal;—'dqq shudan, To be dis-
obedient, &c. 

A 'aqib, A successor or deputy, one 
who comes last (hence an epithet of Mu-
hammad, as being styled the last of the 
prophets) ; (adv.) at last; at least. 

A AJAC 'dqibat (v.n. of S - ^ ) , Coming after, 
succeeding; considering the end of any-
thing ; end, conclusion; issue, success, 
accomplishment; the future life; recom-
pense, reward; (adv.) finally, at length ;— 
*dqibatu 'l-amr,Termination of any business; 
the long and short of the matter ; finally ; 
— 'dqibat na-ddrad, I t ends badly;—• bi-
'dqibat, Ending badly. 

a 'aqibat-andesh, Provident. 
a c^jiVe 'aqibat-andeehi, Far-

sightedness, foresight, prudence. 
ci^SUi 'dqibat-bini, Foresight. 

a AiW. 'dqid, One binding,fastening, tying 
in a knot ; a binder; a she-camel twisting 
her tail in a knot (sign of having conceived); 
the surroundings of a well. 
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A idqir, Barren (woman) ; not pro-

creating (man); unfruitful (tree) ; one 
who hamstrings ; a high sand-hill, where 
nothing grows. 

A U y y U 'dqir-qarhd, Dracunculus ; pelli-
torj , anthemis pyrethrum. 

A JiU 'dqil, Prudent, judicious, intelli-
gent, sensible, wise, sagacious ; rational; 
a mountain-goat, deer, &c., securely perched 
on a high rock ; name of a mountain. 

a 'dqildna, Prudently, wisely; pru-
dent. 

A III^C 'dqilat, 'dqila, A sensible woman; 
a bride-dresser, tire-woman ; paternal rela-
tions who pay the expiatory mulct for man-
slaughter ; magistrates. 

a ^liVc <dqill, Wisdom, sense, intellect; 
intelligence. 

a j U ' aqq-ndma, A deed of disin-
heritance. 

A Jyta 'dqiil, The winding of a river; a 
whirlpool, gulf; the high sea and its bil-
lows ; a country in which there is no open 
road; an intricate affair; a kind of caper ; 
the teak-tree ;—dairi'aqul, Name of a city 
near Nahrawan, and of one m Maghrib ; 
also of a village near Mosul. 

A Sji^c 'aqiUd, J^jS^ 'dquld, A name of 
the city of Kufah. 

A 'dkib, A great multitude. 
A 'dkif, Assiduous, diligent; con-

stantly staying in the mosque and employed 
in devotion; — 'akifdni quds, Those who 
reside constantly at Jerusalem from motives 
of piety. 

A jJVc 'dlij, (A camel) feeding on the herb 
alajdn; Band lying layer upon layer; a 
sandy place in the desert. 

A ̂ JVc 'dlam, The world ; the universe; 
time, age; condition, state; men,creatures, 
everything which the world contains; a 
beautiful sight or scene; \_'dlami db, A 
great drinker; a drinking-bout;—'dlami 
arwah, The world of spirits ;—'dlami asbdb, 
The world, this life;—'dlami asghar. The 
microcosm ;—'dlami akbar, The macrocosm ; 
—'dlami baql, Future state ;—'dlami bald, 
The world above, heaven ;—'dlami tar, The 
world of pagan ignorance ;—'dlami tarbiyat, 
World of discipline ;— 'alamijdn, World of 
souls, the spiritual world ; world of life, the 
living world ; this world ; the elements;— 
'dlami jabarut (malakut),World of the angels, 
or the heaven above the starry firmament, 
where the angels, according to the Muham-
madan system, are supposed to dwell; and 
immediately under 'dlami'azamat, The high 
empyrean heaven, the residence of Omnipo-
tence ;—'alami khah, The earth ; the human 
body ;—'alami du-rang, The earth as sub-
ject to the vicissitudes of day and night; 
a hypocrite; — 'dlami digar, The other 
world ; = 'alami db, q . v . ' d l a m i zauq, The 
world of delight; — 'alami ruhdm, The 

spiritual world (m.c.) ;—'dlami sufli, The 
earth ;—'dlami shahddat, The visible world; 
—'dlami sag&ir, The world; men; kings ;— 
'dlami surat (sdri), The visible world; — 
'dlami 'ulwi, The upper world;—'dlami 
g&aib, The world of absence, i.e. a future 
state ;—dlami fdni, The perishable (present) 
world ;—'dlam kabir, Nature, condition ;— 
'alami kaun, The visible world;—'alami 
lahut, Court of heaven ;—'alami masdl, The 
world of fancy, a dream, ecstasy;—1dlami 
masti, A state of intoxication or lustful-
ness ;—'dlami ma'qui, The rational world ; 
—'dlami ma'nd (ma'rii), The invisible world; 
—'dlami ndsfd, The world of mortals;— 
'dlami nabaiat, Botany ;]—'dlim, Learned, 
intelligent, wise; theoretic (in contradis-
tinction to dmil " practical" ) ;—dlimu'l 
ghaib wa1 sh-shihadat, (God) who knows the 
past and the present, the invisible and the 
visible, omniscient;—'dliml tar (a wet or 
green doctor), A hypocrite or ignorant pre-
tender. 

a \j\ fJW 'dlam drd ( ^ f i dray), World-
adorning. 

a ftz 'dlam-afroz, World-illumina-
ting ; the sun. 

a &U1U 'dlimdna, Wisely, learnedly. 
a e^M 'dlam-dhanj, World-attracting; 

world-seizing. 
a 'dlam-panah, Asylum of the 

world ; a king ; your majesty, &c. 
a 'dlam-tdb, World-inflaming; 

world-warming, world-illuminating; the 
sun. 

(jj^tJU 'dlam-soz, World-inflaming;— 
barqi 'dlam-soz, World-inflaming lightning. 

a 'dlam-gard, A great traveller. 
a ft 'dlam-glr, Conquering the uni-

verse ; one of Aurangzeb's titles. 
a -J^y 'alam-naward, A great traveller. 
A 'dlamun (pi. of 'dlam), Worlds. 
a (j^lc 'alami, Worldly, existing in the 

world. 
a 4dlamiydn, Men, mankind; mor-

tals ; people. 
a 'dlamin (obi. pi. of 'dlam, in P. 

used as nom.), Worlds, created things. 
A JUs 'dli, High, sublime, eminent, ex-

cellent, grand ; the upper part; above ;— 
'ali-jdh (jandb, hazrat, qadr, mahall, maqdm, 
maqddr, manqibat,makdn), Of high station, 
&c., are titles of dignity and address, 
occurring frequently in letters to and from 
men of exalted rank, and implying majesty, 
dignity, excellence, &c,;—'all u dim, High 
and low. 

'dll-tabdr, Of high descent, of 
noble lineage. 

a (^y. 'dli-sardy, The high seraglio, 
a monarch's court. 

a yVA.Jlc 'dli-shdn, Of high degree; im-
perial, royal, most noble, excellent, digni-
fied j—nishdni 'dli-shdn, The imperial signet. 



a ci^t J U 'dli-zarf, Large-minded, able, 
gifted. 

a ali-fitrat, High-minded, mag-
nanimous; of noble disposition. 

a 'ali-guhar, Valuable pearl or 
gem. 

a 'ali-manish, ^Vc 'dli-
Mmmat, High-minded, noble, gracious, 
generous. 

a 'ali-manishi, ^JU 'dli-
himmati, Elevation of mind. 

a ^JUi 'aU-niz/iad, Of noble birth. 
a -allya (fem. of ldli), High, &c. 
A 'dm, A year;—['ami auwal, Last 

year;— 'ami digar, Next year ;—'amu 'ami 
auwal, The year before last;—al-'dm, This 
year ;]—'amm, fem. <uU 'dmmat, 'dmma, 
Complete, perfect; common, universal, 
public; the vulgar, common people, com-
mons, commonalty (opp. to u ^ q.v.);— 
hassa'i 'dmma, Common sense ;—Jchdss u 
tamm, Noble and plebeian, gentle-folk and 
commons. 

A IULC 'umat, A wreath, sash, or turban 
rolled round the head ;—'idmmat, amma, 
The vulgar, commons, plebeians;— 'dmma'i 
afdzil, All the doctors or learned men ;— 
'amma'i bardya, All the nobility and vas-
sals ;—'dmma'i ra'iyat, The lower order of 
men, tbe common people, peasantry;— 'dm-
ma'i 'ibddu'lldh, All the servants of God; 
all the subjects ;—'dmma'i nds, All man-
kind. 

a jAt 'dm-josh, All in a turmoil, in a 
general ferment or ebullition. 

A. 'amid, One who proposes, purposes, 
one who is bent upon, bound for. 

AyAe 'amir, One who cultivates, makes 
inhabitable ; a builder ; (for ma'mur) cul-
tivated, inhabited, flourishing; a proper 
name ;—banu 'drnir, Name of a tribe. 

A 8y»\RS 4dmirat, 'dmira, (fem.) Long-
lived ; cultivated ; abundant, rich, fertile ; 
well-replenished; royal, imperial; a ser-
pent ;—Mazina'i 'amira, The royal trea-
sury. 

A JAe 'amiI, A maker, performer; an 
operator, workman, artisan, labourer; an 
intendant of finance, revenuc-collector, 
official, functionary ; a necromancer, a con-
jurer ; practical (opp. to 'alim " theoreti-
cal ") ; governing (in gram.);—'dmili tab', 
The animal spirit ;-—tiimili jdn, Creator of 
the soul, i e. God ; the elements. 

a y^Vjs 'dmildn (P. pi. of A. 'dmil) , Ope-
rators, &e.;—'dmildni darya u lean, The 
planets Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, Mer-
cury, the Sun and the Moon. 

A 'dmilat *dmila, One word govern-
ing another; a governing power (as a pre-
position or particle). 

a <uli J^U 'dmil-ndma, A government 
warrant or order empowering one to take 
possession. 

'dm-manfa'at, Universally a 
useful. 

A (amud, A column. 
A «amus, Emmaus. 
a 'dmma, see A. 
a ^ L c 'ami, Blind;— 'dmmi, 'ami, Gene-

ral, common, universal; the common people; 
plebeian ; ignorant. 

A-S-^c (dnib, Possessor of grapes ('inab). 
A 'dnat, 'ana, The pubes ; the groin; 

hair about the privy parts ; a herd of wild 
asses or of asses' colts ; hence name of a 
town in Diyiir-bakr famous for its asses. 

A AILC 'dnid, A strayer from the road 
(camel) ; obstinate, refractory, rebellious, 
contumacious. 

A 'dnis, (A girl) remaining long in 
her parents' house after the marriageable 
age ; an old maid; a confirmed bachelor; 
handsome, fat, full-grown (camel). 

A vAiW 'dnib, Sands heaped together, 
high, pathless, and difficult of passage. 

A V J i E 'dni, Captive; flowing, fluid 
(blood). 

A 'dhat, Murrain; blight. 
A yfcle 'dhir, A whoremonger; a whore. 
A JjfcU 'dhil, A mighty king ; a woman iu 

want of a husband. 
A 'akin, A palm-branch lying close 

to the heart of the tree ; a member of the 
human body; a vein in the uterus of a 
camel; present; fixed, established (in a 
place); hereditary (wealth); poor, indi-
gent, needy ; lazy, slothful, enervated. 

A 'd'ib, Thick milk; one who blames, 
finds fault with, rebukes. 

A J^U 'd'id, Who or what returns, refers 
to, turns towards, appertainetb, belongs, 
relates to, or is connected with; reverting ; 
relative ; a visitor of the sick ; a payer, re-
storer ^-—'d'id sdkhtan, To pay. 

A 'd'id,at, 'd'ida (fem. of 'd'id), Re-
turning, coming, arriving ; return, produce, 
profit ; — (in P.) 'dyida, A trowel. 

A ioUi 'd'iz, (A mare, camel, or doe) the 
tenth or fifteenth day after colting, from 
that time called mutfil. 

A 'd'ish, Living comfortably (man). 
a 'dyisJia, Name of the daughter of 

A bii Bakr, and favourite wife of Muham-
mad ; a wagtail; — 'ayisha'i lab-joy, Name 
of a small bird called in Arabic sa'wa. 

A 'd'iz, Given in exchange for an-
other. 

A 'a i f , Averse, loathing; one who 
nauseates (meat or drink); one who takes 
an omen from birds, &c.; a soothsayer, 
augur, diviner. 

A 'd'iq, Who or what prevents, 
hinders, diverts, frustrates, detains; slack 
in paying; an accident, hindrance, preven-
tion. 

A J»V 'd'il, Inclining to one side (judge), 
weighing down (scale) ; poor, indigent (es-



pecially when encumbered with a large 
family). 

A S-* 'abb (v.n.), Drinking (like a horse, 
or) without suction (as a dove) ; drinking 
with the mouth (without using a vessel or 
the hands); hail;—'ubb, A gusset, or the 
arm-hole of a sleeve ; a sleeve. 

'ab', Sunshine; preparing, dressing, 
doing up properly;—'ib', A burden, load, 
weight. 

A 'aba', A coarse cloth which serves 
as an overcoat; a cloak open in front, and 
much resembling an English boat-cloak, 
worn by dervishes and Bedouin Arabs; un-
wholesome, indigestible; a foolish fellow. 

A 'abdbi, Drink water with the 
mouth (imp.) ;—Hbdb (v.n. 3 of Con-
tending about glory or augmentation ;—— 
'ubdb, A wave, surge, billow; an inundation, 
overflow of water; a palm-leaf; first or 
uppermost part of anything. 

a Uc 'aba-posh, Dressed in a cloak. 
a Uc 'aba-doz, A cloak-maker. 
A "AjJ* 'ibdd, A servant; (pi. of 'abd) ser-

vants ; holy men, devotees; men, mankind; 
a society, fellowship; certain dispersed 
Arabian tribes who, in Hirah in Mesopo-
tamia, embraced Christianity. 

A 'abbddan, Name of an island in 
the Tigris. 

A Ŝ F̂C 'ibadat, Divine worship, adora-
tion ; obedience ; service, servitude ; pious 
works. 

a . i i ^ A ^ 'ibadat-khana, A house of 
worship. 

'ibadat-kar, Religious, devout. 
a Hbddat-gdh, A place of worship; 

a church, chapel, mosque, temple, syna-
gogue. 

a ^J-ii^ 'ibadati, A religious person, a 
devotee; a worshipper, adorer. 

A ata^E 'abddilat, Name of four intimate 
friends of Muhammad of the name of 
'Abdu'Ilah. 

A J^WC 'abadid, Men or horses going 
different roads ;—marra rdkib-an 'abadida-
hu, He went his own way. 

a ft* 'abbar, An interpreter, 
A SjW* 'ibdrat (v.n. of Interpreting 

(a dream) ; explaining; explanation, inter-
pretation, commentary ; trope, figure, me-
taphor; definition, sense, meaning; phrase-
ology ; style ; word, dialect, idiom;—'ibdrat 
hardan, To speak in allusions, or metaphori-
cally ; to explain, to interpret. 

a wft* 'ibdrat-drd't, Adornment of 
Btyle; word-painting. 

a gj— vnfta 'ibdrat-sajij, Attentive to 
style. 

A 'abbas, Of a stern or morose coun-
tenance, frowning, looking austere; name 
of Muhammad's uncle, and ancestor of the 
Abbaside caliphs who reigned from A.D. 
749 till the extinction of the caliphate in 

1258; a lion; name of a plant, Marvel of 
Peru, Mirabilis jalapa, 

a tjft^si 'abbdsi, Belonging unto the house 
of Abbas; also a species of coin named 
from those caliphs; black (as the colour 
affected by them) ; red colour (like the 
flower of the plant described in the pre-
ceding article) ;—sauti'abbdsi, A stentorian 
voice ; — lashkari 'abbdsi, The Abbaside 
army, afterwards used to signify the Turk-
ish troops. 

a yW-Wt 'abbdsiydn, The princes of the 
house of Abbas, the Abbasides, 

a wye ^ W c 'abbdsi-saut, One with a 
sonorous voice, like that of Abbas; a 
stent or. 

A Jft* 'abdl, A thick mountain rose-tree, 
from which sticks are made; of such tree, 
it is said, was Moses' rod;—Hbdl (pi. of 
'abld'), Whitish stones; (pi. of 'ablat) per-
fectly formed and elegantly shaped (women). 

A 'abdm, A stuttering man ; helpless, 
distressed;—'ubdm, A great quantity (of 
water). 

a 'abd'i, A saddle-cloth. 
'ubab (pi. of 'ubbat), Berries of 

nightshade ; the shrub Palma Christi; 
(ubub, Waters swelling and diffusing them-
selves. 

A 'ubbat, A berry of the nightshade; 
the shrub Palma Christi. 

'abs (v.n.), Mixing up, preparing 
the curd called aqit; preparing the dish 
called A q . y . ; — ' a b a s (v.n.), Being vain, 
idle, fut i le; trifling, playing; vanity, folly, 
frivolity; absurdity. 

A 'abas-an, In vain. 
A 'abd, A servant, slave ; a man (bond 

or free) ; a sort of fragrant herb; an arrow 
or spear-head short and broad ; quicksilver; 
name of a mountain in the country of the 
Banii Asad ; also of another mountain; also 
of a place in the country of the tribe Taiy ; 
\_'abdi mamluk, A purchased slave ;]—'abad. 
Rage, anger; reprobation, denial, refusal; 
a bad scab or i tch; penitence, self-dis-
placency ; sorrow, anxiety, loathing ; greed, 
avarice. 

A 'abdus, 'ubdus, Name of a man. 
a CA-£ <abduh (for LI\ and 'abdu-hu), 

(I am) his servant or slave. 
A 'abdiyat, 'abdiya, Servitude, sla-

very ; submission, obedience; — darahimi 
'abdiya, Name of an excellent coinage. 

A y-p- (abr (y.n.), Crossing (a river) ; pass-
ing, travelling, walking ; explaining, inter-
preting (a dream); reading (a letter or 
book) in silence; weeping, being sad ;—'ibr, 
Tributary country, between the western 
bank of the Euphrates and the Arabian 
desert; name of a tribe;—'ubr, Much (of 
anything), many; heat of the eye ; bereaved 
of her children (woman) ; name of a tribe ; 
clouds travelling fas t ; an eagle;—'abar, 



Weakness or heat of the eye from crying ; 
—'abir, W e e p i n g H b a r (pi. of 'abrat), 
Tears; (pi. of 'tfirai) examples ; admonitions; 
miracles, wonders, signs;—''ubar, A shore, 
riyer-bank;—'ubur (pi. of (abur), Uncir-
cumcised. 

a iJ^j** 1 ibrdni, Hebraic, the Hebrew lan-
guage ;—ndmusi 'ibrdni, The Jewish law. 

A 'ibraniyat, The Hebrew language. 
a s^c 'abrat (v.n. of Weeping; being 

sad and melancholy ; a tear just starting ; 
silent grief, suppressed sobs; explanation ; 
—'abrat, 'ubrat, The bank of a river ;— 
'ibrat, A miracle, prodigy, mvsterv; ex-
ample, warning; ['ibrat pazirufian, [fo take 
warning or advice ;•—'ibrat shudan, To be 
an example ;—Hbrati shash roza, A six days' 
wonder, i.e. heaven and earth, creation; 
(the word is also construed with bar-ddsh-
tan, dadan, giriftan, &c);]—'ubrat, Much, 
many ; a large quantity ; a crowd; a kind 
of bead. 

e^j-sc 'ibrat-dmez, Mysterious; won-
drous. 

a 'ibrat-angez, Serving as a 
warning or example ; admonitory. 

a 'ibrat-bakhsh, Exemplary, 
a ^ 'ibrat-bin, Example-seeing; 

warning-seeing. 
uy^c 'ibrat-pazir, Taking warning 

or example ; warned, admonished. 
a Ui 'ibrat-nanid, Exemplary ; mys-

terious ; a prototype, exemplar. 
a cr-^c 'ibrat-namim, Mystical; won-

derful.;—mazmuni 'ibrat-namun, The won-
derful or mysterious contents. 

a 'abra, *ubra, Toll paid for the pro-
tection of travellers, or for the crossing of 
a river, &c. 

a ts^ 'ibri, Hebrew, Hebraic. 
A 'abs (v.n.), Being austere, frowning, 

contracting the brows; mother of thyme; 
name of a river; also of a ward or quarter 
of Kufah; also of the father of a tribe;— 
1abas (v.n.), Having a dry hand and dirt 
sticking to i t ; dung, <fcc. adhering to a 
camel's tail. 

A 'dbt (v.n.), Splitting, tearing (a new 
garment) ; being torn or split; slaughter-
ing cattle without blemish or disease; ab-
sconding, lying concealed; inventing (a 
lie) ; going to battle cheerfully or without 
cause; newly-digging (earth or a well); 
raising dus t ; making (an udder) bleed ; 
causing (a horse) to perspire; distressing 
one (unmerited misfortune). 

A 'ab'ub, A tall man, corpulent and 
handsome. 

A 'ab'ab, The softness and graceful-
ness of youth; a healthy, plump young 
man; a tall man ; a large garment; a soft 
garment made of camel's hair; a mountain-
goat ; an idol-temple; name of an idol; 
also of a man; also of a mountain. 

A 'abaq, 'abq (v.n.), Adhering to any-
thing (perfume) ; dwelling in a place, being 
fixed; being greedy ; perfume ; scent; 
name of a man ;•—'abiq, Slightly scented or 
perfumed. 

A 'dbqar, Name of a solitary place 
where demons dwell, and to which the 
Arabs refer everything choice or wonderful; 
name of a town noted for cloth. 

a 'abqari, Perfect in every respect, 
excelled by none (see the preceding article). 

A 'abk (v.n.), Mixing things together. 
A 'abl (v.n.), Twisting (a rope) ; 

putting a long broad point to an arrow; 
stripping (a tree) of leaves; shedding 
leaves (a tree); cutting; detaining; driv-
ing back; putting forth leaves; thick, 
8tout; ['ahlu 'z-sard'ain, Thick-armed ;]— 
'abal (v.n.), Being thick; a curled and 
jagged leaf of a tree; a leaf fallen from a 
tree; a new leaf; a twisted string; the 
fruit of a tree which is used for tanning. 

A ty** *dbn, Thickness and roughness of 
body;—'ubun, Plump and pleasant men; 
—'abann, Large (camels, vultures, &c.). 

A 'ubudiyat, Servitude, slavery; 
service (of God), adoration, devotion; re-
verence, humble submission; — khuliis u 
'ubudiyat, Sincere devotion and reverence. 

A jj-c 'abur, A young lamb or kid ; un-
circumcised ;—'ubur (v.n. of ^c ) , Crossing 
(a river), traversing, travelling; dying, 
becoming extinct; going through a book, 
perusing; proficiency, mastery; a ford; a 
pass, transit, passage;—'ubur namudan, To 
cross over;—'ubur umarur kardan, To come 
and go (m.c.) ;—bdji 'ubur, Toll for a pas-
sage. 

A ( J - ' a b w a s , A vast number;—'abus, 
Austere, morose, stern, grim ; adverse, un-
fortunate (a day) ; a lion;—'ubus (v.n. of 

Being austere, stern, frowning. 
A 'ubi.sat, Austerity, moroseness. 
a u-j*® 'abas-ruy, Of a frowning as-

pect, sullen countenance. 
A y ^ z 'abhar, The narcissus; jessamine; 

anemone; fleshy, delicate, beautiful, large, 
tall;—*abhari jdndn, The eye of a mistress ; 
—'abhari larzdn, A ringlet of the prophet. 

a ^y^ 'abhari, Of or relating to the 
narcissus. 

A labis, An aromatic herb;—'ibbis, 
Much addicted to play or sport, pleased 
with trifles or futilities, frivolous. 

A Jw.-.c 'ahld (pi. of 'aid), Servants, slaves; 
servants of God, devotees, pious men;— 
'ubaid (dim. of 'abd), A little servant; name 
of the father of a tribe; also of a horse. 

A ^ 'abir, Ambergris or any other 
agreeable perfume; a perfume composed of 
musk, sandal-wood, and rose-water; a com-
position in which saffron is an ingredient; 
(incorrectly) saffron; aloes wood; con-
strued with the verbs damidan, fishdndan, 



nishdndan, &c.;—'abir sokhtan, To bum 
aloes wood;—pur 'abir, Full of ambergris ; 
fragrant, odoriferous. 

a ^^ 'abir-dldy, Imbued witb am-
bergris. 

a ft*^ p** 4abir-ta'slr, Having the effect 
of ambergris ; fragrant as ambergris. 

a 'abir-ta'tir, Fragrant as amber-
gris. 

a f^eys^ 'abiri, Of ambergris, saffron, 
&c. 

a tu+e 'obit, Pure (blood); fresh (blood, 
flesb, &c.) ; the flesh of an animal killed 
without blemish or disease; rent (garment). 

A S-*^ 'itdb (v.n. of Chiding; 
[Htab kardan, To chide, to reproach, reprove, 
rebuke, rail at;— 'itdb u khitab, Words of 
censure or displeasure, bickerings; the 
word is also construed with bdridan, kash-
idan, &c.;]—'uttdb, The inventor of a kind 
of waved silk. 

a ^ U c 'atdbi, A porter ;—'ultdbi, 'utabi, 
A kind of rich undulated silk, named after 
the inventor (see the preceding article). 

A 'aiad (v.n. of AXC), Being ready, 
prepared; preparation or outfit (for a jour-
ney or war) ; a large cup. 

A ft* 'attar, A strong horse ; bold, brave; 
a rugged and desolate place. 

A JFC® 'atdq (v.n. of < 3 ^ ) , Being set free 
(a male or female slave) ; becoming noble 
or honourable ; liberty ;—litdq (pi. of catiq), 
Animals of the nobler kind (as high-blooded 
horses, camels, or falcons) ; — 'utaq, Old 
generous wine, wine long kept. 

A AiUc 'atdqat (v.n. of Getting the 
start, taking the lead (a horse) ; being set 
free, manumission, liberty; being old and 
good (wine); being in excellent condition 
(flocks, &c.). 

A 'ata iq (pi. of 'atiqat), Manu-
mitted, emancipated, liberated (female 
slaves), 

A wwW^ 'atabat (pi. of 'atabat), Steps; 
the holy shrines (in Babylonia). 

A 'atabat, 'ataba, A gate, a por t ; the 
threshold ; the lintel of a door ; the round 
of a ladder, a step; a royal court; any-
thing adverse or disagreeable ; — 'utbat, 
Name of a in an. 

A AXC 'atad, 'atid, Ready for the course (a 
horse) ; strong, bulky, perfectly formed. 

AjZ* 'atr (v.n.), Being strong, trembling, 
vibrating (as a spear); erection; — 'itr, 
Root, origin ; a dwarfish, thorny shrub; 
any animal offered for sacrifice; name of a 
tribe ; an idol; the handle of a spade, rake, 
or hoe; also the part upon which the 
delver sets bis foot when digging ; delirious-
ness, raving, doting;— 'utur (pi. of 'dtir, 
latur), Open and ruttish (vulvae). 

A S-sc 'itrat, Little balls formed of musk 
or other aromatics, and worn as a necklace; 
a progeny, family, near relations; a bit of 

pure musk; sweet marjoram;— ' itratu 
tahirin, The family of Muhammad. 

a tJ^uc 'utruf, if* 'itrif, A villain, 
scoundrel; a daring fellow careless of repu-
tation ; iniquitous, oppressive; strong 
(camel). 

A 'atf (v.n.), Plucking up (hairs, 
wool, or feathers) ;— ' i t f , A part of the 
night. 

A 'atq (v.n.), Seizing with the teeth; 
being old and good (wine); wine long 
kept ; managing (flocks) well; being well 
managed (flocks) ; takiug the lead (horse) ; 
being clear but tender-skinned (on re-
covering from an indisposition) ; — 'itq, 
Nobility; liberty, freedom ; manumission; 
getting the start or lead (horse);— 'itq, 
'utuq, Name of a tree from which bows are 
made. 

A 'atk (v.n.), Adhering to the body 
(unguents); rallying, repeating an attack 
(in battle) ; running at with intention to 
bite (horse) : drying on the thigh (dung 
and urine of a camel) ; turning sour (milk, 
&c.) ; inclining to ;—'ataq (v.n-), Becoming 
red with age (a bow) ; time, 

A J^c 'ati (v.n.), Dragging or using with 
violence (a man) ; leading (a camel) ;— 
'atal (v.n,), Making haste, running head-
long (to anything bad) ;—'atil, One who 
hastens to anything bad;— 'utull, 'utul, A 
savage, malignant man ; rough, harsh; a 
glutton; a thick spear. 

A 'atm (v.n.), Delaying, being slow, 
l a te ; desisting from any undertaking; 
having passed (part of the night) ; milking 
at even (camels) ; departing at even, bring-
ing or sending anything at that t ime; 
pulling out the hair ;—'utm, Name of a 
man ; also of a horse;— 'utm, 'utum, The 
wild olive. 

A 'atamat, A third division of the 
night, beginning at the evening twilight; 
the time of the last evening prayer; return 
of cattle from pasture; milk remaining in 
the udder after the milking at even-tide. 

A 'atn (v.n.), Dragging, hauling to 
prison (a debtor) ;— 'u tun (pi. of *dtin, 
'atun), Strong, vehement (men). 

A f*'atw, 'utuw (v.n. of yt*), Exceeding all 
bounds in- wickedness, insolence, or pride; 
reaching extreme old age;—'utuuj u baghza, 
Haughtiness and extreme hatred. 

A 'atud, A kid one year old ; the lote-
tree ; the acacia-tree;—'itwad, Name of a 
valley or river. 

A 1utuk (v.n. of «E5UC), Depar t ing 
alone, travelling, rambling; meeting, en-
countering (for good or evil) ; perjuring 
oneself; being disobedient, untraetable 
(wife) ; becoming red with age (a bow). 

A 'atiim Giving milk only in the 
evening (a she camel). 

A AXE lath} 'uth, 'atah (v.n.), Being dia-



tracted in mind, stupid; being eager to 
learn; delighting to molest or to mimic 
another's talk. 

A 'ail, Proud, overbearing; low, 
mean;—'Htly,'utiy (v.n. of y*),Being proud, 
haughty ; reaching extreme old age, begin-
ning to break. 

A 'atib, Name of the father of a 
tribe in Yaman. 

A JMAS 'atlq, Liberated, manumitted, dis-
charged, free ; old, ancient,antique; chronic 
(disease); noble, generous, choice, excel-
lent ; milk; wine; dates; a surname of 
Abu Bakr;—baiti 'atiq, The temple of Mecca, 
the Ka'bah. 

a ASAAC 'atlqa, Manumitted, freed (female 
slave). 

A 'atlh, Sultry (day) ; name of a 
branch of the tribe Azd. 

A. J ^ 'atll, A hireling, a servant. 
A «A*J5 'ass (v.n.), Gnawing, fretting (as 

a moth) ; importunity; quarrelsomeness; 
the bite of a snake ;—'uss (pi. of 'ussat), 
Moths, &c. 

a j l ^ 'asdr, Evil, adversity, an unlucky 
affair; — 'isdr (v.n. of fa*), Stumbling, 
striking the foot against anything, falling. 

A 'usdn (v.n. of ifa^*), Smoking 
(fire) ; smoke; dust; name of a place. 

a 'usdy, Perverseness, depravity; a 
darkish colour ; foolish, stupid ; hairy. 

A 'ussat, A moth ; a book-worm; a 
serpent that eats another serpent through 
hunger in a barren year; an old woman; 
also one silly and shameless, 

a. fa asr (v.n.), Stumbling or falling; 
perceiving, discovering; telling falsehoods ; 
name of a city in Yaman ;—'usr, An eagle ; 
—'usr, 'asar, A lie, a falsehood ;—'assar, 
A place abounding in lions. 

A 'asrat, A slip, stumble; offence, 
sin, crime. 

A las'as, A hill of sand producing 
nothing ; soft earth; name of a mountain 
near Madinah. 

A 'asakt 'asik, 'usak, cusuk, Roots of 
the palm-tree. 

A J ^ C 4iskal, 'uskid, 'ushulat, 
A branch of the palm-tree laden with 
many clusters. 

A 'ASM (v.n.), Setting crookedly A 
broken (bone); being thus set; sewing 
slightly (a wallet); a badly set bone or 
arm. 

A ' iismdri, The ancestor of the Sultan 
of Turkey; a young bustard or dragon; a 
serpent or its young;— 'usmdnu bnu 'Affdn, 
Name of the third successor of Muhammad. 

a t fa\+J& 'usmdnlii, and— 
a ^JU^c 'tismdni, Descended from, be-

longing to, Osman, Osmanli, Ottoman, 
Turkish. 

a (jlsjiU^e 'usmdniydn, Turks, Ottomans. 
A <$2* 'asn (v.n.), Smoking (as a fire) ; 

ascending (a mountain) ;—Hsu, A kind of 
palm-leaf eaten green by cattle ; a manager 
of an estate or property; a herdsman; 
wool;—'asan, A small idol; smoke; per-
fume adhering to the clothes;—'asin, Un-
fit to be eaten through smoke (food). 

A y** 'asw (v.n.), Committing depreda-
tions, damaging, doing mischief. 

A JYIC 'asur, Failing, fading (world) ; apt 
to trip;—--'usur (v.n. of fa*), Comprehend-
ing, understanding; sagacious. 

A yyzc 'usun (v.n. of tj£*), Smoking; 
ascending a mountain. 

A fa* 'asir (v.n. of Stumbling, fall-
ing ;—'isyar, Dus t ; a slight mark or im-
pression. 

A ' a j j (v.n.), Scattering dust (wind) ; 
being clamorous, noisy, vociferous; peal-
ing (thunder) ; driving a camel by calling 
out to him 'dji, 'dji. 

A V W 6 'ujab, A wonderful thing, wonder. 
A 'ajdj, Dust ; smoke ; foolish, igno-

rant ;—'ajjdj, Hard-blowing, dusty (day) ; 
making a great noise ; name of a renowned 
poet. 

A oVj^c 'ijdf, Misfortune ; time; fortune ; 
tbe colocynth, the wild gourd; (pi. of 
a j a f ) lean, emaciated; thin (spear-heads); 
—'ujdf, A kind of date. 

A 'ijdlat, A kind of plant;— 'ijalat, 
'ujdlat, Anything that is ready and at 
hand ; anything hastily procured and set 
before a guest; early fruit, new corn, &c.; 
making haste ; haste, speed ; anticipation; 
— 'ijdlatu ' I-ivaqt bi-insijdm, Early fruit not 
watered (implying anything done or written 
hastily, without being well digested) ;—'ija-
laii wall-'aJid, Heir presumptive to the 
throne (m.c.). 

A p^sc 'ujam, A fruit-stone ;— 'aj jdm, A 
large bat ; a swallow. 

A YL^c 'ijan, The ligament or seam be-
tween the scrotum and anus, the perinaeum ; 
the fundament; the neck; the part below 
the chin ;—'ajjdn, An idiot, fool, simpleton ; 
an ignoramus. 

A SWU^JS 'ajaib (pi. of 'ajib), C 
'ajaibdt (pi. of pi.), in P. also used as sin-
gular, Wonders, miracles, prodigies ; curio-
sities ;—'ajd'ibu 'd-dunyd, The wonders of 
the world ;—'ajd'ibi makhlu-qg, The wonders 
of creation; monsters ;—-'aja'ib u ghara'ib, 
Wonderful and strange things. 

a 'gjd'ib-Ichdna, A museum. 
a 'ajdyabl, 'ajd'ibi, A sort of tent; 

an uuder-garment; a kind of vest. 
'ajd'iz (pi. of 'ajuz), Old women. 

A lajb, Termination of sandy tracts; 
root of a horse's tai l ; rump-bone; the 
hinder part of anything ; name of a tribe ; 
—'ujb, Pride, presumption ; haughtiness; 
self - admiration, conceit ; [fakhr u 'ujb 
Icardan, To think highly of oneself;]— 
'ujb ('ajb, 'ijb), A man fond of the society 



of women, or in whose society women find 
pleasure;—'ajab (v.n.), Being astonished, 
remaining thunderstruck, being lost in ad-
miration ; strange, marvellous, wonderful; 
rare; droll; admiration, wonder, astonish-
ment ;—'ajabu 'l-'ajd'ib, A wonder of won-
ders, strange portents; monstrous appear-
ances ;—'ajab ddshtan, To wonder, to be 
surprised ;—'ajab mdndan, To remain asto-
nished ;—al-'ajab, Strange ! 

A. 'ajab-an, P. 'ajaba, Astonish-
ing ! strange! 

a 'ajab-rud, A psaltery; the 
sounaof a musical pipe. 

a ^U-^BC 'ajabndh, Astonished, amazed. 
A 'ujjat, An egg-fritter, omelette, to 

which sometimes a little meat, onions, and 
pepper are added. 

A Â C lajd, 'ujd, Grape-stones; bad 
raisins;—'ujd, Dried grapes;— 'ajad (pi. of 
'ajadat), Crows. 

A 'ajadat, A crow. 
A^v* >(*jr (v-n- Rushing (upon 

one with a sword); lifting up the tail (a 
horse) ; running fas t ; turning the neck ;— 
'ijr,'ujr, Hard, rough ;—'ajar (v.n.), Being 
bulky and strong ; protuberance ;— 'ajir, 
'ajur, Thick;— 'ujar (pi. of 'ujrat), Knots 
in wood or in the veins of the body, &c. 

A S^c 'ijrat, The mode of tying the tur-
ban;— 'ujrat, A knot in wood or in the 
veins of the body ; a blemish, defect; a 
difficult and intricate affair. 

Ay^c 'ajz (v.n.), Being infirm, weak; 
weakness, infirmity, impotence; helpless-
ness ; submission; wretchedness ;—'ajz, Hjz, 
'ujz, 'ajiz, 'ajnz, Buttocks ; back-side of any-
thing;—'ujuz (pi. of 'ajuz), Old women. 

A (J-**^ 'ajs (v.n.), Retaining, detaining, 
hindering, throwing obstacles in the way, 
creating delays; grasping, clutching; run-
ning off the road with her rider from skit-
tishness (camel);— 'ajs, Hjs, 'ujs ('ajas, 
'ajis, 'ajusH), The middle or handle of a 
bow ; the latter part of the night. 

A 'ajf (v.n.), Abstaining from eat-
ing, although hungry, that another may 
have enough ; accommodating oneself to 
the wants or humours of a sick person ;— 
'ajaf (v.n.), Being lean, losing fat (cattle) ; 
leanness, loss of fat. 

A J ^ c Hjl, A calf; name of a tribe;— 
'ujl, Whatever is ready at hand (for the 
entertainment of a guest) ;—'ajal (v,n.), 
Making haste; haste, expedition, despatch; 
mud, clay;— lajil, 'ajul, Quick, speedy, 
nimble ;—'ijal (pi. of 'ijlat), Bottles of oil ; 
water-wheels; wallets^ heifers;~-'ujul (pi. 
of 'ajul), Bereaved (mothers) distracted by 
the loss of their young. 

A 'ajalat, Haste, velocity, expedi-
tion, precipitation ; a carriage, vehicle, cart, 
waggon; a large pulley for drawing water; 
a water-wheel;—'ijlat A cow-calf, heifer ; 

a bottle ; a water-wheel; —'ujlat, New milk 
which a milker sends home to his friends; 
whatever is ready at hand. 

A J^C 'ajm (v.n.), Seizing or biting with 
the teeth to try whether a substance is hard 
or sof t ; assaying, proving, examining; 
marking (a letter, &c.) with points ; little 
or young camels; the root of a horse's 
ta i l ;— 'u jm, Root of the tail; a grape-stone; 
barbarians, persons other than Arabians ; 
foreigners ;— 'ajam, A barbarian (not born 
Arabian); barbarians ; a Persian; Persia; 
fruit-stones;—nafti 'ajarn, Oil extracted 
from fruit-stones ;—ivilayati 'ajam, Persia. 

A 'ajma* (fem. of a'jam), A dumb 
woman; a Persian woman; a mental 
prayer. 

A 'ujmat, Barbarism ; foreignness ; 
an impediment of the tongue ;— 'ajamat, A 
palm-tree sprang from a seed-stone; a 
hard rock. 

a 'ajamistdn, Persia. 
a (^s?** 'ajami, Barbarian, foreign, al-

though a correct speaker of Arabic; a 
Persian ; inexperienced, raw ; a novice. 

A 'ajamlyat, Barbarism, foreignness. 
A tW^ 'ajn (v.n.), Making up a mass of 

paste, kneading ; striking the ground with 
the feet; leaning upon the hands in rising 
(a weak or old man);— 'ajan (v.n.), Being 
f a t ; being affected with a tumour which 
prevents conception (a camel) ;—'ajin, Fat 
and firm of body (camel) ;— 'ujun (pi. of 
'ajin), Effeminate ; (pi. of Hjdn) perinaea. 

A yV1 'ajw (v.n.), Suckling (an infant). 
a 'ujuba, Wonderful; a wonderful 

thing, a miracle. 
a l ^ ^ e 'ujubahd (P. pi. of the preceding), 

Wonders. 
A C j ^ 'ajwat, A fine Madina date (the 

eating of seven of which in the morning, 
according to the Prophet, keeps a man 
free from every ailment) ; date-paste ; a 
delaying to suckle an infant beyond the 
proper time ;—'ujwat, The milk with which 
an orphan child is fed. 

A JY^e 'ajuz, An old woman (applied to 
many things in a metaphorical or ironical 
sense which will be easily gathered from 
the context) ; ['ajuzi bad-namd, An ill-
looking old tyoman;—'ajuzi kkusklc-pistan, 
A dry-brcasted old woman, i.e. who has 
never borne children; the disappointing 
world ;—aiyamu 'l-'ajiiz, bardi 'ajuz, Five 
(or according to some seven) days of ex-
treme cold at the winter-solstice, called 
sinn, sinnabr, wabr, al-dmir, al-mu'tamir, 
al-mu'allil, and mutfi'u 'l-jamr (or mulc-
ji'u 'z-za'n-,]—'ujuz (v.n. of Leaving 
undone what ought to be done ; weakness, 
impotence; waxing old (a woman). 

A 'ajiizat, 'ajuza, An old woman;— 
'ajiiza'i fartut, The world full of troubles. 

A 'ajus, Pouring down copiously 



(rain); a heavy cloud ;—'ujue, The march 
of a large herd of camels. 

A J Y V * 'ajul, Fast-going ; death ; break-
fast, a whet; bereaved (woman) ; distracted 
for the loss of her colt (she-camel, &c.) ;— 
'ujid (pi. of Hjl), Calves ;— ' ijjaul, A calf ; 
a handful of dates; a quantity of dates 
eaten in haste with milk and flour. 

A 'ajib, Wonderful, strange, sur-
prising, astonishing ; rare, unique ;—'ajibu 
'l-khalga, Strange-looking, of a curious 
make (m.c.). 

A 'ajibat, 'ajiba, A thing wonderful 
or worthy of admii'ation; a marvel, a 
wonder. 

a ^a^* 'ajibi, A sort of tent. 
A^o^fi 'ajir, 'ajis, Impotent (man 

or stallion). 
A ya^z 'ajiz, The buttocks ; impotent. 
A JsV1 'ajil, Making haste, quick, speedy, 

nimble ; —'ujai l , A whet before dinner ; 
anything prepared in haste. 

A 'ajin (v.n. of ty^c), Kneading, 
kneaded; effeminate; flour and water, 
paste, dough ; an electuary;—'ajin amadan, 
To be kneaded. 

A ladd (v.n,), Numbering, counting, 
computing, reckoning, estimating; nume-
ration, number;— ' idd, A perennial foun-
tain ; an old well; a multitude; a fellow, a 
companion ; alike, equal; \zu 'idd, Nume-
rous ;]—'udd, A pimple breaking out on 
the face of a beauty. 

A » U 'add* (v.n. of Transgressing 
(the law) ; acting unjustly towards another ; 
any employment which diverts the mind 
from another pursuit; length and breadth; 
distance;—'idd1 (v.n. 3 of Passing 
through one to another (as piercing two 
animals with one shot) ; (pi. of 1idw), thin 
flat stones with which things are covered ; 
(pi. of 'idwat, 'udwat) high places ; (pi. of 
'idwat) banks of rivers ;—'idd, 'add, One 
heat at a race; length, breadth, limit, 
extent. 

A I-R^AE 'adab, A place thin of sand. 
A cVa* 'udat (pi. of 'adi), Enemies. 
A J W 'iddd, Number, enumeration; a 

gift, present; the twang of a bow-string; 
the pain from the bite of a scorpion or 
snake, which grows raw and rankles on the 
anniversary ; a fit of madness ; the hour of 
death ; — 'idad hardan, To prepare; to 
number. 

A 'udaf, Anything (eatable). 
A ASW 'adalat (v.n. of JAC), Being just, 

right, equitable, lawful, legitimate; justice, 
equity, law; a court of justice;—'addlati 
Jchafifa (khurd), A small-cause court;— 
'addlati dlwdni, A civil court;—'addlati 
favjdarl, A criminal court;— 'addlati qd-
sima, Distributive justice ;—'adalat hardan, 
To administer justice, to proceed with 
equity ;—'addlati mdl, A court of revenue ; 

—'adalati majdz, A competent court or 
tribunal;—dar pdyi 'adalat hind, The foot 
of justice is henna-stained, i.e. justice 
flourishes, is firmly established. 

a AJJ «addlat-pandh, Asylum of 
justice. 

a ASwo 'addlat-pesha, Practiser of 
justice. 

a (tyty 'adalat-qarin, Connected 
with justice. 

a 'addlati, Equitable, just, right, 
t rue; legal, judicial; actionable. 

a (jj^sN.ic 'adalatain (obi. du. used as 
nom.), The two courts of law, i.e. civil and 
criminal. 

A *addm, A kind of dates growing 
in Madinah. 

A ^ I C *addn, Shore (of the sea); bank 
(of a river); space of seven years;—'addan, 
The first and best part of anything. 

A SY AT 'addwat, Enmity, hatred, hostility ; 
•—'addwat bi 'l-qasd, Malice prepense. 

a vajyW 'adawat-guzln, Inimical. 
a ^SjW 'addwati, Inimical, hostile; ma-

licious ; felonious. 
A SAC 'idat (v.n. of Promising; 

threatening; a promise ; a threat;— ' iddat, 
Number, multitude (of children) ; many; 
the time of probation of a divorced or 
widowed woman before she can engage in 
another marriage, in order to determine 
whether she be pregnant or not by the 
former husband;— 'uddat, Disposition, pre-
paration, readiness; a provision made for 
any necessary occasion (as scarcity, Ac.) ; a 
pimple or eruption on a comely face. 

A JIC 'adad, Number ; numbered; the 
computed years of a person's life; a figure, 
a coefficient; one (of anything) ; the first 
term of a series ; a prime number; ['adadi 
tdmm, A perfect number, i.e. whose aliquot 
parts joined together make that whole 
number, as I + 2 + 3 = 6;—'adadi sahih, A 
whole number, an integer, an unit;—'adadi 
kaslr, A great multitude;—'adadi murakkab, 
A compound number;—'adadi mutlaq (zdti), 
A cardinal number ;—'adadi wasfl, An ordi-
nal number;]— ' idad, The return of the 
pain from tlie bite of a scorpion, &c. at the 
end of a year ;—'udad (pi. of 'uddat), Pre-
parations (especially against a time of scar-
city). 

a ^JOC 'adadi, Numeral, numerical. 
'adarnd, Glasswort; pearl-ashes, 

lye. 
A ̂ -AXT 'ads (v.n.), Wandering; trampling 

hard, treading down; pasturing, tending 
(cattle) ; calling out to a male ;—'adas, A 
lentil; a fatal boil on the body ;—'udas, 
Name of a harsh muleteer who lived iu the 
time of Solomon. 

A <-J.X£ 'adf (v.n.), Eating; anything eat-
able ; a little fodder; a small present;— 
Hdf, Part (of the night, &c.); a company 



C ( 839 ) 
of men (from 10 to 50) ; — ' u d f , Eatables ; 
—'adaf, Motes in the eye ;—Hdaf, A com-
pany of men (as above). 

A 'adq (v.n.), Collecting, gathering ; 
~~'adaq (v.n.), Put t ing the hand into a 
pond, &c. in order to seek for a thing ; 
doing anything on a presumption without 
certain knowledge. 

A ̂ AC 'adk (v.n.), Beating wool with a 
mallet. 

A JAC «adl (v.n.), Appointing what is 
just, administering justice; equalising, 
making of one weight; measuring; being 
like, equal to ; equity, justice, rectitude, 
integrity; recompense, redemption, ransom; 
an ordinance of God, a religious duty; 
just, equitable; legal, unobjectionable, 
competent (witness) ; like, equal (but not 
of the same kind) ; deviation from the right 
way, irregularity, anomaly; name of a 
sanguinary and tyrannical man; ['adl bu-
dani tarazu, Equilibrium of the scales of a 
balance;]—1'idl, Anything equal or equi-
ponderant to another (being of the same 
kind) ; what a beast of burden carries on 
one side;—4adal (v.n.), Equalizing the two 
packages of a horse, &c. 

A 'adlat, 'adla, Just (woman) ;— 
'adalat, 'adala, Persons competent to give 
evidence; — 'udalat, An unobjectionable 
witness. 

a C^t JAA 'adl-ayin, Adorned with or 
loving and exercising justice. 

a )})*, JAC 'adl-parwar, A just king or judge. 
a ^ f t S JA* 'adl-gustari, Administration 

of justice. 
a ^Ac 'adali, A sort of good money. 
A <udm (v.n.), Becoming poor;— 

'ndm, 'adam (v.n.), Losing, being deprived 
of, wanting;— 'udm, 'adam, 'udam (mostly 
ladam), Want, privation, defect, inexistence, 
nonentity, nothingness ; annihilation ; loss ; 
absence; paucity, deficiency, default; non-
performance, non-observance ; poverty; 
[Warn iltifdt, Unconcern, unconcernedness; 
want of proper regard, indifference; taking 
no notice of;— 'adam bdz dddan, To annihi-
late, to destroy {]-—'adim, Poor, indigent. 

A 'udama' (pi. of fadim), Poor, indi-
gent, needy (persons). 

a ^AC 'adam-dbdd, An abode or place 
of non-existence. 

^Ac 'adam-ihzar, Non-appearance, 
non-attendance. 

a is-jAk^ ^ac 'adarn-istitd'ai, Insufficiency 
or want of means ; no assets; insolvency ; 
disability, lack of power. 

a J^jrt 'adam-iqrdr, Non-existence of 
a promise, non-assumpsit. 

a (•AC 'adam-indirdj, Non-entry. 
a 'adarri'hdziri, Default of ap-

pearance. 
a ^AC 'adam-Jehd.na. ft ^AC <adam-zar, 

itf 'adam-gdh, = ÂC q.v. 

a 'adami, Privative ; non-existent. 
A (jAc <adn (v.n.), Settling in any country ; 

remaining in one place (as cattle at pas-
ture) ; pulling up (a stone) ; pruning with 
a hatchet (a tree) ; [janndtl'adn, The gar-
dens of paradise ;]—'adan, A permanent 
dwelling; Eden ; the town now called Aden 
(also named 'adan abln). 

A ^UAC 'adndn, Name of an ancestor of 
Muhammad, renowned for his eloquence. 

*£&AC 'adang, Foolish, stupid. 
a U>AC 'adam, A native of Aden. 
A ÂC 'adw (v.n.), Averting, diverting 

from ; passing by or over, leaving; run-
ning; rushing upon; being iniquitous, un-
just, oppressive ;—'idw,The length, breadth, 
extent, or limit of a thing; limit, extre-
mity ; a thin flat stone with which anything 
may be covered;—faduw, 'adu, An enemy, 
enemies (sing, and pi., masc. and fem.) ;— 
'uduw (v.n. of jAc), Running, passing by; 
being iniquitous, unjust, oppressive. 

A <idwdn (v.n. of ^A*}, Being iniqui-
tous ; hating;—'udwdn,—yAC 'adw q.v,; [ahli 
'udwdn, Resentful, rancorous, inimical;— 
bughz u 'udwdri, Hatred and enmity;— 
ghaiz u 'udwdn. Indignation and hatred;] 
—"adawan (v.n. of JAC), Rushing upon; 
running; who runs fast;—zu 'adawan, 
Very rapacious, cruel, fierce. 

a v jAt 'adiib, Many sands, abundant 
sand. 

a AAjjAc 'adu-band, Subduer of enemies. 
A SJAC 'adwat, Hdwat, 'udwat, The side of 

a river;—'idwat, 'ad%vat, Length, breadth, 
extent; limit, extremity; a thin stone or 
slab for covering; a high place ;—''udwat, 
A distant place; high ground. 

A Ĵ AC 'adaul, Name of a renowned ship-
builder;— 'udul (v.n. of JA*), Returning; 
swerving, deviating, wandering, receding, 
deserting ; declining, inclining ; refusing ; 
disobedience, insubordination; reversion; 
defection, deviation; (pi. of 'adil) just, 
equitable (men) ; (pi. of Hdl) things equal 
or equiponderant;—'udul namudan, To turn 
away from. 

a J;AC <udul-hukm, Disobedient, re-
fractory. 

a JJAC 'udul-hufoni, Disobedience, 
refractoriness, insubordination; evasion of 
a sentence or process. 

a J U ^AC 'adu-mdl, Crushing foes. 
A 'adwd, Assistance, aid, protection; 

contagion, infection; any contagious dis. 
ease;—'(udwd (v.n. of ^AC), Transgressing, 
being iniquitous, un jus t ; hostility, hatred ; 
—'adawi, Inimical; of the tribe of 'Adl;— 
'idawi, Promissory. 

a ft ft SAC Hdda-ddr bikr, Wine not yet 
tasted; an unbroached cask of wine. 

A ^AC <add (v.n. of JAC), Running, wishing 
to run;— ' idd, 'add, A side, quarter; a river's 
brink ; a thin slab for covering a thing ;— 



'idd, 'udd, Enemies; strangers, travellers; 
—'adiy, 'adi, Name of a branch of the tribe 
of Quraish ; name of a son of Hatim Taiy ; 
(pi. of 'adi) runners ready to start ;— ' idly, 
Hdi, Promissory. 

A A>AC 'adld, Numerous ; a number; enu-
merated ; a companion, fellow, match; 
equal, alike; a widow's weeds. 

A S îiic ladldat, 'adida, A lot, part, por-
tion. 

a JiAe 'adil, In quantity or weight equal 
to a load on one side of a horse or camel; 
counterbalancing load ; equal, alike ; just, 
equitable ; a rival. 

A ^.^C 'adlm, Destitute, poor, indigent; 
non-existent; senseless, crazed, a fool; 
—'adlmu'l-misdl, Incomparable; a non-
pareil ;—'adimu'n-nazir, Matchless, peer-
less ;— 'adlmu'l-wafd, Faithless, dishonest. 

A sA.IE 'azdb, Pain, punishment; torment, 
torture, martyrdom; construed with the 
verbs burdan, kardan, kashidan, &c.;—-
'azdbu 'l-harlq, The punishment of hell-fire; 
—'azdbi alim, Severe punishment;—'azdbu 
'uzabin, Incessant torture, torment ' from 
which there is no escape ;—'azdbi hudhud, 
A punishment inflicted on the hudhud by 
Solomon. 

goAM sA.ie 'azab-alfanj, Distressing the 
heart. 

A 'izdr, The cheek ; the face ; that 
part of the jaws over which the bridle 
passes to the head; the headstall of a 
horse's bridle; the side of the beard; 
whiskers (m.c.); an entertainment on 
finishing a house, circumcising a child, <fcc.; 
shame ;—'arzi 'izdr kardan, To uncover the 
face, to appear or show oneself. 

A 'azdf, Anything eatable;— 'uzaf, 
Deadly poison. 

A J W 'azzdl, A railer, accuser;—'uzzdl 
(pi. of 'azil), Railers. 

'aszalat, The fundament. 
A 'azzam, A flea;—'uzzdm, Name of 

a thorny desert-shrub. 
Ay« 'azb (v.n.), Hindering; prohibit-

ing ; abstaining from food through exces-
sive thirst ; sweet water; food and drink 
which glides easily down the throat; name 
of a tree ;—'azdb, That which accompanies 
the bir th; sticks, straws, motes ; the ex-
tremity of anything; the tip of a camel's 
yard ; a string by which scales are l i f ted; 
a strap hanging from the hinder part of a 
camel's saddle; name of a tree;—'azib 
(zu 'azdb), Water covered with moss or 
fenny weed, water on which rubbish floats. 

a 'azaba, The lash of a whip; the 
string by which a balance is suspended ;— 
*azba, The fruit of the tamarisk. 

A lazr (v.n. of fa), Circumcising; 
giving an entertainment on this occasion ; 
putting the headstall ('izdr) on a horse, 
bridling him; being prolific in vices, sins, 

mischief;—'uzr (v.n.), Excusing ; excuse, 
apology, pretext; objection ; virginity ; the 
attainment or accomplishment of one's 
wants or wishes, good success, fortunate 
issue, viotory, conquest; [ !uzr awardan 
(bastan), To apologise;— 'uzr badtar az 
gunah (zi gundh-ash badtar), The (his) ex-
cuse is worse than the (his) fault;—'uzr 
justan (khwdstan), To ask pardon ; to make 
excuses for having given trouble, i.e. to 
offer thanks (m.c.);—'uzr ddshtan, To have 
an excuse to offer -—'uzri qadam, Welcome 
(a form of salutation) •—'uzr kardan (guf-
tan, nihadan), To make an excuse or 
apology ;—'uzri lang, A lame excuse ;— 
'uzri ma fat, An excuse for past faults ;— 
'uzri maqbul, An accepted or acceptable 
excuse;—abu 'uzr, The first husband, the 
husband of a virgin ;~~zii 'uzr, Excusable ;] 
—'uzur (pi. of 'dzir), Apologists; situations 
urged in extenuation of a fault. 

a s>\fa 'azrd', 'azrd, A virgin ; a mistress ; 
the sign Virgo; an unbored pearl; one of 
the names of Madinah; plainly, openly; 
one after another, in succession ; a word 
used at the game of nard; name of the 
mistress of Wamiq ; also of a place near 
Damascus ; also of a village in Syria. 

A 'uzrat (pi. of 'uzrat), Excuses, 
apologies. 

a j Ac 'uzr-dwar, One who offers an ex-
cuse; an apologist, apologiser. 

a 'uzr-awari, The offering of ex-
cuses, the asking of forgiveness. 

a & 'uzr-pazlr, Excuse-accepting; 
excusable; admissible (a plea). 

A Sjic 'izrat, A mode of excuse;—'uzrat, 
'uzra, Virginity ; the taking of i t ; circum-
cision ; a pain in the throat from inflam-
mation ; a horse's forelock ; also the mane 
of his withers ; name of a tribe in Yaman; 
an instrument of torture to extort con-
fession ; five stars in the extremity of the 
milky way ; the sign Gemini; sand yet 
untrodden; a pearl not yet bored ; Madlna; 
a place near Damascus; a village in Syria ; 
—'azirat, Dung, human excrement, ordure. 

a s^i jAc 'uzr-khwdh, Seeking an excuse, 
asking pardon ; an apologist; apologizer. 

a fa 'uzr-kfiwdhdna, As an ex-
cuse. 

a jin 'uzr-kh.wa.hl, Excuse; an 
apology; excusing oneself for not attend-
ing a funeral; condolence (in India) ;— 
'uzr-kJmdhl namudan, To beg pardon; to 
offer an excuse; to apologize. 

a fa ^ <uzr-ddr, Having a plea; offering 
an excuse; objecting. 

a <sfa j4"1 'uzr-dari, A plea or excuse 
proffered; a statement of objections; a 
cross-demand, a caveat (in India). 

a fa ^ 'uzr-saz, fa 'uzr-sanj, Who 
cffers an excuse. 

a i f a 'uzr-niyoeh (fa^ 'niyosha, 



y U n i y o $ M n ) , Who listens to or accepts 
an excuse. 

a tsJUfijic 'azira.ndh, Full of Tubbish. and 
filth. 

A 'uzrd (v.n. of y^-), Excusing. 
A J^C 'azq (v.n,), Upbraiding one with 

anything infamous; charging, imputin g, 
accusing; a palm-tree in f ru i t ; lopping 
the branches of a palm-tree; tying a flock 
of different-coloured wool on rattle to dis-
tinguish them; producing an ear (the sweet 
rush) ;—'izq, A bunch of dates, or grapes ; 
any branch bearing twigs; name of a citadel 
in Madinah ;—'izaq, 'azaq, A place abound-
ing in water and lote-trees ;—'aziq, Artful, 
clever, knowing (man); strong, fragrant 
(perfume). 

A A^VIAC 'azqdnat, A clamorous, bawling 
woman. 

A 'azqat, Hzqat, A mark of different-
coloured wool round the neck of a sheep, 

A J i c 'azl (v.n.) Reproving, chiding;— 
'azl, 'azal, Reprehension; — 'uzul, Sultry 
(days). 

A ^ 'azm (v.n.), Biting (as a horse) ; 
eating voraciously ; reproaching, reviling 
(her husband), repelling his advances (a 
wife) ;—'azarn, Name of a plant ; also of a 
valley or river in Yaman ;—'azim, (A horse) 
given to biting, or biting hard;—'uzum 
(pi. of 'azzam), Fleas. 

A 'uznbat (v.n. of s-"^), Being pure 
(water) ; purity or sweetness of water. 

A 'azib, Name of a river. 
Ajiic 'azir, One who excuses, an apolo-

gist ; an assistant, defender; a convivial 
meeting ; an entertainment on the occasion 
of completing a house or circumcising a 
child. 

A 'arr (v.n.), Injuring, vexing, render-
ing sad (anyone) ; being scabby; the scab ; 
—'urr, An ulcer in a young camel's neck; 
a disease which causes a camel's coat to 
fall off ; the scab ; a boy, a lad; name of a 
mountain near Aden. 

A ^YC'am, An open place, area; spacious 
place in tbe open air ; an empty place ; sur-
face of the ground ;—'ira , Riding (horses) 
without saddles; (in P.) a square between 
the king and the rook at chess. 

i v y 'ardb, Fruit of a tree, from whose 
bark ropes are made ;— 'irdb, Fine Arab 
horses or camels. 

a i^f^f 'ardbacM, A carter. 
a 'ardba, A curricle ; a two-wheel 

cart; (local in India) a magazine, a depot 
of arms and ammunition. 

A 'ardjin (pi. of 'urjiin), Bunches 
of dates (dry), stalks of bunches. 

A 'ardd, Any thick, hard plant; name 
of a certain plant;— 'arrdd, Name of a cele-
brated horse; also of a traditjonist. 

A IAJC 'arddat, A female locust; name of 
several horses; also of a man;— 'arrddat, 

'arr&da, A feiodof small balista or engine 
for hurling missiles-; & vehicle, a-cart (m.c.)-
a truck <(*buc,) ; a gan-carriage (-m.c.); a 
wheel (m.e.,) ; name -oi village in the 
neighbourhood of Nisi-hi«; —'arrdda'i bar 
(bdri, bar-hash), A cart for carrying heavy 
loads,a baggage-cart (m.c.);—'arrddaH topt 
A cannon (m.c.) ;—'arrdda'i tulumba, A 
wheeled fire-engine (m.c.), 

a ^f-'ondr, A fragraart forest-herb re. 
sembfing camomile; name of a bullock that 
fought, wath jun-other called hoM until both 
irere killed ; hence proverbial for a person 
who is a match for another ; a being equal 
to, or match for; retaliation, lex talionis -
a valley or river ;—'irdr (v.n. of j*), Making 
a noise (male otstrich) ; name of a man. 

A 'irds, A rope for binding a camel. 
A <j>\}2 'irds (pi. of 'arsat), Court-yards, 

areas, open spaces without buildings;—-
'arras, A thundering, flashing cloud; tre-
mulous, limber (a spear or sword). 

A Y l̂ys 'irdz (v.n. 3 of <J=f), Going side 
by side, and step for step; doing equal 
with another ; collating (books) ; removing 
from, shunning, avoiding; bringing a fe-
male to a stallion for him to cover her -
covering when thus brought to him; a 
broad mark on the thigh or buttocks (of a 
camel, &c.) ; (pi. of 'arlz) broad, wide;— 
'urdz, Broad, wide. 

A 'ardzat (v.n. of O4^), Having 
breadth ;—'urdzat, A present brought from 
abroad (especially in provisions). 

A i-jty; 'arrdf, A priest, augur; a phy-
sician. 

A <ardfat (v.n. of Becoming an 
'arif, i.e. one next in rank to a chief, a 
lieutenant, or deputy;— ' irdfat (v.n. of ^-J^), 
Performing the office of deputy ; the rank 
next to a commander or chief judge, lieu-
tenant, deputy, 

a Hrdq, The part of the belly above 
the navel, the diaphragm; the inside of a 
quiil; a double stitch in the bottom of a 
leathern provision-bag or bottle; name of 
a river; bank of a river all along its course ; 
sea-shore ; name of a country ; Babylonia; 
Cbaldea (extending in length from Abba-
diln to Mosul, and in breadth from Kadisiya 
to Halwan) ; ['iraqi 'ajam, Persian Irak or 
Media;—'Iraqi 'arab, Arabian Irak, Baby-
lonia, Chaldea ;]~'irdq, 'urdq (pi. of 'arq), 
Bones without flesh ;—'urdq, Herbage, the 
immediate produce of a shower; clear water; 
copious rain ; a fleshless bone. 

A (y^A/1 Hrdqdni, The two Hrdq; the 
cities of Basra and Kufa. 

A 'arrdqat, Felt used under a saddle 
to absorb the sweat;—'urdqat, Clearwater; 
copious rahi. 

a 'irdqi, Produced in, or belonging 
to, Irak (especially applied to a breed of 
horses from that country) ; a Parthian. 



a irdqain (obi. du. used as nom.), 
The two 'iraq\ the cities of Basra and 
Kuf'a;—tuhfatu'I-irdqain, Title of a cele-
brated poem by Khaqani. 

A ygĴYS. 'ardk (v.n. of Having her 
courses (a woman) ;—'irdk (v.n. 3 of 
Fighting hand to hand, jostling one another 
in battle; name of a Tab'!;— 'arrdk, One 
who gives a good drubbing, or scolding; a 
fierce fighter. 

A 'urdm (v.n. of PJ^), Being malig-
nant, of corrupted morals, impudent, saucy 
(boy) ; malignity ; sauciness ; gnawing at 
a tree or at a bone; without flesh (bones) ; 
unbarked (trees) ; the multitude and im-
petuosity of an army. 

A (^JE 'irdn (v.n. of of-), Being distant 
(a house) ; far distant (houses or places) ; 
a bit of wood thrust between a camel's nos-
trils (to make way for the rein-ring) ; a 
disease in the heel of cattle causing the 
hair to fall off; cracks in the hands and 
feet; a callosity in the pastern of a horse ; 
the block of a pulley ; the stud or nail 
fastening the hilt of a sword ; a horn; a 
hyena's den ; battle, conflict. 

A 'ardyd, Naked (objects) ; (pi. of 
'ariyat) palm-trees of which the owners 
allow the needy to partake. 

A 'ard'is (pi. of 'arus), Brides;— 
abydti 'ard'is, Verses, the letters of which 
are marked with diacritical points. 

A 'ard'i? (pi. of 'arizat), Letters, 
petitions; representations. 

A VJ* 'arb (v.n.), Eating;—*arb, 'ardb, 
Alacrity, briskness;—'irb, The plant buhmd 
when dry;—'urb, An Arabian who inhabits 
a city;—''arab (v.n.), Being brisk; much 
water (a well or river) ; being turned, be-
coming squeamish (the stomach); suppu-
rating and leaving a scar (a wound); a tract 
near Mad In ah ; Arabia; an Arab, especially 
one inhabiting a town; Arabians; ['arabi 
al-jazd'irl, Algerian Arabs (m.c.);—'arabi 
'driba ('arbd', 'ariba), The true genuine 
Arabs of unmixed blood ;—'arabi mut'ariba 
(musta'riba), Arabians descended from in-
termarriages with other nations ;]—'arib, 
Squeamish (stomach) ; much pure water; 
—'urub (pi. of 'ariib), Women who love 
their husbands. 

A 'arba', Arabs of pure blood. 
A UWL̂  'arabdt, "Vessels moored in the 

Tigris, to serve the purpose of a bridge. 
A ( f t f - 'urban, Earnest-money. 
a AJUys 'arabdna, A drum; a tambourine. 
A 'arbadat, 'arbada, Malignity of dis-

position, quarrelsomeness; conflict, dis-
pute, battle, riot, uproar; a drunken brawl; 
—'arbada kardan, To brawl, to make an 
uproar, to kick up a row. 

a 'arbada-dmez, Mingled with 
altercation. 

a ^g ĵ- 'arbada-joy (juy), Quarrelsome, 
uproarious; a flatterer; a juggler. 

a ft ss>jsl 'arbada-kar, One who assaults 
his pot-companions and friends. 

a 'arabistdn, The land of Arabia. 
a yyys 'urb un, 'arabun, Earnest-money. 
a 'araba, Any wheeled carriage; a 

chariot, coach, curricle, chaise, waggon, 
cart, Ac. 

a usi^ 'arabi, fem. 'arahiyat, 'arabiya, 
A civilised Arabian. 

A S/I 'arj, Name of a city; also of a 
place in the country of the Banu Huzail; 
also of a station on the road to Mecca;— 
'arj, 'irj, A troop of camels, from 80 to 
90, or about 150, or from 500 to 1,000 ;— 
'araj (v.n.), Being lame, lameness from 
birth; setting, or inclining westward (sun) ; 
—'arxj, A camel that suffers from incon-
tinence of urine, or that squirts it out 
awry. 

A ^jc 'urjun, A bunch of dates (dry) ; a 
tree become crooked, and having its branches 
lopped, an old pollard; name of a herbage. 

A *y! 'ard (v.n.), Fleeing, running away; 
hard, strong; stiff, erect; an ass ; the root 
of the neck. 

a 'urada, An extended mountain 
with water at the bottom. 

A yj* 'arar (v.n. of Being bunchless (a 
camel); smallness of bunch; scab, itch, 
mange. 

A 'arz (v.n.), Being contracted, drawn 
together, wrinkled; blaming, reproving;—. 
'araz (v.n.), Being hard and strong. 

A 'ars (v.n.), Tying a camol neck 
and fore-leg; turning away from; the 
middle pole of a tent ; a wall between (two 
other walls it does not touch) upon which 
the roof rests in a peculiar manner con-
ducive to warmth;—'irs, A spouse (husband 
or wife) ; a lioness; \_ibnu 'irs, A species 
of weasel; a polecat;]—'urs,'urus, A mar-
riage-feast ; marriage, matrimony;—'arm 
(v.n.), Refusing, denying, withholding; 
being confounded, astonished, bewildered; 
being necessary; being assiduous, fixed 
to ; being in high spirits; being proud and 
insolent;—'aris, Struck with astonishment; 
assiduous, attached to; a lion;—'urus (pi. 
of 'ariis), Bridegrooms. 

A <J»jZ larsh (v.n.), Propping up (a vine), 
training (it) over a trellis; making a cover 
for a well; building (a house), pitching (a 
tent), abiding or settling in a place; 
striking anyone on the side of the neck; 
sticking close to; retiring, turning away; 
a throne, chair of state; the throne of God; 
the empyrean; a palace, citadel; roof of a 
house; a canopy; a wooden cover to a well ; 
an awning, shade, alcove ; a nest; a tent; 
a prop, buttress, stay, support; a piece of 
wood whereon a drawer of water stands; 
the strongest side of anything; the convex 



part of the foot; a leader or chief of the 
people; the buttocks of a lion; a constella-
tion ; a bier; glory, rank, dignity; ['arshi 
a'ld (barin, rahmdn, sharif, mu'alla), The 
throne of God ;—'arshi akbar, The human 
heart;—*arshi saba'i, The throne of Bilqis, 
queen of Sheba ;— 'arshi simak, Four 
small stars below the constellation 'auwa'; 
—'arsh u farsh, Heaven and earth;—zu 
'l-'arsh, Lord of the throne, i.e. God;]— 
'ursh, The flesh on the side of the neck; 
the root of the neck, or the part to which 
the cupping-glass is applied ; the ear;— 
'arasJi (v.n.), Being thunderstruck, lost in 
amazement;—'urush (pi. of 'arsh), Thrones, 
Ac. 

a oWM i ' a r s h - a s h y d n , Nestling at the 
foot of the divine throne ; a name given 
to the Emperor Akbar after his decease. 

a Jy* J y s 'arsh-manzil, A title given to 
Alam-gir the Second. 

a 'arsh-waran, Prophets, saints. 
iAj* 'arsha, An elevated part of a ship's 

deck where persqns of distinction are 
seated (m.c.). 

a 'arshi, Heavenly. 
a (fafaj* 'arshiydn (pi. of the preceding), 

Angels who carry the throne of God, 
bearers of the celestial throne. 

A y f f - 'ars (v.n.), Thundering and flash-
ing with lightning continually (the sky) ; 
going with a tottering gait, or being rest-
less (a camel); a rafter;—1'aras (v.n.), 
Being cheerful, brisk ; smelling badly (a 
house or plant, especially from dampness) ; 
flashing incessantly (lightning) ;—'aris, In-
cessantly flashing. 

A 'arasat (pi. of 'arsat), Courts, 
AREAS. 

A loys. 'arsat, 'arm, A court, square, quad-
rangle, area, open space free from build-
ings ; a plain; a battle-field; a chess-
board, or a table for playing at dice;— 
'arsa'i zamin, Surface of the earth. 

A <~£u>jti (arsaf, Name of a plant, ground-
pine, Chamsepitys. 

A (*ojb. 'irsim, The wild egg-plant or 
brinjal. 

a ^W- 'arsa-jdy, A plain. 
A 'arz (v.n.), Presenting itself, ap-

pearing ; happening, occurring, befalling; 
exhibiting, offering for sale; bartering, 
exchanging; presenting, representing, pe-
titioning ; perusing a book ; reviewing an 
army; running with extended neck; also 
going on one side (a horse) ; dying (not 
from disease) ; marking a camel crosswise ; 
arriving in the country of Mecca or Madi-
nah; breadth, width, latitude; a mountain, 
or its side; a valley a cloud obscuring 
the horizon ; a mass of men ; a large army; 
a swarm of locusts; merchandise, house-
hold furniture, or other effects (money in 
gold or silver excepted) ; a petition, re-

quest, written representation; an hour J 
an hour of the night; madness; (construed 
with the verbs hurdam,, dadan, didan, kar-
dan, namudan, &c.;) ['arzi irsdl, A report, 
return, invoice;—'arzu 'l-balad, Lines of 
latitude;—'arzi hdl, Statement of a case, 
memorial, petition;—'arzi diddr kardan, To 
show the face, to discover oneself;—'arzi 
rdh, Along the road (m.c.) ;—'arz shudan, 
To be offered, exposed, exhibited ;—'arzi 
'umr (hay at), The joys and agreeables of 
life;— 'arzi lashkar kardan, To review an 
army;—'arzi murdd kardan, To explain 
one's intentions;—al-'arz, Bay of review, 
i.e. resurrection;—ba-'arz rasanidan, To 
offer to view, to exhibit;—chi 'arz kunam, 
What can I say ? how shall I explain ? 
(m.c.);—zi 'arz dur Icardan, To mortify; 
to kill;—tul u 'arz, Length and breadth ; 
longitude and latitude ;]—''irz, The body ; 
the soul; a pore of the body; perspira-
tion ; effluvia of the body (good or bad) ; 
reputation (personal, ancestral, or rela-
tional, in a good or bad sense) ; honour, 
fame, estimation; a valley having villages, 
water and trees; the side of a valley; the 
thorny tree arak; the tamarisk-tree; an 
army ; a swarm of locusts ; a large cloud ; 
a city, town, district; one who imposes on 
others with follies and lies; name of a 
valley in Yamamah ; ['irz u namus, Fame 
and good name;]— 'urz, The foot of a 
mountain; the middle (of a river or the 
sea) ; the side of anything ; primary (ar-
gument) ; the mass (of mankind) ; a pace 
approved in a horse, but disapproved iu a 
camel; name of a city in Syria;—'araz, 
Disease, sickness; a bane, a cause of mis-
chief ; an accident, anything that befalls a 
person; wealth (in kind, not in money); 
worldly goods ; prey, spoil, plunder; any-
thing which has no duration ; desire, con-
cupiscence ;—'ira? (v.u,),Possessing breadth; 
—•uruz, A side, border, extremity ; corner 
of the eye. 

A 'arz-an, In breadth;— 'urz-an, At 
the side, sideways; as it may happen, 
without choice ;—'ara$-an, Accidentally. 

a t (J>f- 'arz-begi, The person who 
presents all petitions, either written or by 
word of mouth. 

A i^ys 'arzat, An offering, exposition, 
exhibition ; a review ;—'urzat, 'urza, Incli-
nation, favour, affection; intention, pro-
ject; making use of a wrestling-trick; 
anything constantly occurring; impediment, 
obstacle; credit. 

'arz-dar, Broad, wide; a military 
muster ; an accident, anything befalling ; 
disease, sickness. 

a 'arz-dasht, A memorial or 
address from an inferior to a superior; 
breadth. 

a sjuA (j&ys 'arz-kunanda, A petitioner, &c. 



a 'arz-gdh, A rendezvous for an 
enemy or for troops. 

a 'arz-ma'ruz, Tlie purport or 
matter of a petition ; petition, bequest. 

a 'arza-ddsht, A petition. 
a fiV? a-oyi 'arza-gdh, — fi^^c q.v. 
a o'V1 'arzi, A petition, memorial, or 

humble representation ;—'arazi, Accidental. 
a t s ^ J iS^j^ 'arzi-da'wd, Petition of plaint; 

the first pleading in a suit. 
a Lrt? ^ f - 'arzi-nawis, One wbo writes 

petitions for suitors, a scrivener, a notary. 
A 'artamsa, A root yellow or red 

without and white within, good for cleaning 
woollens, sowbread. 

'ar'ar, The juniper; the cypress; 
name of a place. 

A 'arf (v.n.), Polling, clipping (a 
horse's mane) ; cutting off the comb of a 
cock ; shunning, avoiding, being averse to; 
confessing a sin or faul t ; compensating, 
requiting; perfuming very much smell 
(good or bad, though generally the former) ; 
being ulcerated in the palm of, the hand; 
name of a certain plant;— ' irf (v.n.), Being 
patient; knowing, discerning; patience; 
knowledge ; tardiness, lateness in attaining 
the knowledge of a thing;— 'ur f , Being 
known, public, notorious; known; a just, 
lawful, proper thing; a benefit, favour, 
largess, present; liberality, generosity ; a 
wave of the sea; confession, avowal; the 
mane of a horse; the comb of a cock, a 
crest; heaped up sands ; a high place ; a 
kind of date-tree growing in Bahrain; an 
orange-tree ; the name by which a person 
or thing is generally called; alias; common 
parlance; (pi. of 'aruf) patient; (pi. of 
a'raf) thick-maned (horses) ; crested (ser-
pents) ; (pi. of 'ar fd ) hyenas; long-maned 
(horses, she-camels) ; ['urfi andm, A multi-
tude ; all mankind;—ahli 'urf, Officers of 
justice, attendants upon a judge or tribunal; 
—Ji'urf Notorious, well known;—mursuldti 
1 urf-an, Angels or horses following in a 
line, as the hairs in a horse's mane ;]— 'uraf 
(pi. of 'urfat), High hills of sand; boun-
daries, partitions;— 'uruf, Heaped up sands; 
a high place ; a horse's mane. 

A oÛC la.rfd\ fem. of a'raf, Long-maned 
(mare) ; a hyena;— 'urafa' (pi. of 'arlf), 
Acquaintances; the wise, the holy; judges. 

A 'arafdt, A mountain twelve miles 
from Mecca, from which, among other 
ceremonies, the pilgrims make a procession 
to the Holy Monument situated on another 
mountain at a little distance. 

A yUyi 'irfdn (v.n. of Knowing, 
discerning; confessing, owning, admitting; 
knowledge, learning, science; name of a 
celebrated female singer; — ahli 'irfdn, 
Learned men, scholars. 

a o^y* 'irfdn-ma'db, Learned. 
A 'arfat, Wind ; an ulcer on the palm I 

of the hand; diligent inquiry;— ' i r fai* 
Hrfa (v.n. of <-M), Knowing; diligent in-
quiry ; knowledge, acquaintance;— 'urfat, 
A college; corporation, company, guild; 
also the master of such; a large fertile 
district; a large sandhill producing long 
grass; boundary, partition; a high place; 
—'arafat, 'arafa, A vigil, wake ; — yaumi 
'arafat, The ninth day of the month ziil-
hijja. 

A GI/s 'arfaj, A species of thorny plants 
growing in plains. 

A Uys 'urfut, A species of the plant &Ue 
q.v. 

a 'urfi, fem. 'urfiyat, 'urfiya, 
Accumulated, accessory, aggravated; no-
torious, known, public ; [takdlifi 'urfiya, 
Public impositions; extraordinary taxa-
tion ;—haqiqati 'urfiya, A self-evident or 
well-known truth, a truism;]— 'arafi , A 
resident at 'Arafat. 

A J f - 'arq, Gnawing a bone and stripping 
it of the flesh; having but little flesh on 
the bones ; a bare bone; a bone with little 
flesh on i t ; a path trodden bare;—'irq, 
Root of a t ree; origin, stock; prolific 
breed; a vein, an artery; milk; a steep 
mountain difficult to ascend ; a small moun-
tain; a high place; salt and barren ground; 
saltish ground producing the tamarisk; 
[_'irqu 'd-dik, A cock's comb;—'irqu 'n-nisd, 
Sciatica, hip-gout ;—'irqi madani, Guinea-
worm (Pilaria medinensis);—zawdtu 'l-'irq, 
Name of a place where the pilgrims from 
Irak put on the ihrdm or pilgrim's cloak ;] 
—'araq, Sweat; anything oozing out from 
pores; juice, spirit, sap; milk; spirituous 
liquor, rack; a string or row (of horses, 
birds, camels, &c.) ; a course of bricks in 
a wall j anything made of palm-leaves (as a 
basket, &c.) ; ['araqi ustukhwdn, Anything 
chewed;—'araqi infi'al, Blush, funk;—'araqi 
bahdr, The aroma of orange-flowers;—'araq 
chakidan, To perspire;—'araqi chin, Name 
of a perfume;—''araq randan {rekhtan), To 
work hard so as to perspire;—'araqi sa% 
Sweat produced by exertion;—'araqi shakar, 
Sugared water;—'araqi sihhat, A wholesome 
perspiration ;—'araqi fitna, A liquor ex-
tracted from the flower of the jujube-tree ;-— 
'araq kardan, To give something ; to blush, 
funk ; to suffer from fever;—'araq kashi-
dan, To distil spirituous liquors (m.c.);— 
'araqi gul (guldb), Rose water ;—'araq girif-
tan, To perspire;—dar 'araq uftddan (shu-
dan), dar db u 'araq uftddan, To be greatly 
ashamed ;]—'ariq, Milk turned sour ; even, 
level (a place) ;—'uraq, A man who per-
spires much; — 'uruq (pi. of 'irdq), Sea-
shores. 

a lijc 'irqd, Name of a town in the dis-
trict of Damascus. 

a 'araq-alud (ao/i dluda), Covered 
with sweat, perspiring. 



'araq-angez., Producing per-
spiration, sudorific (med.). 

a i^faj* 'araq-chin, A handkerchief, nap-
kin, sudary; a little cap. 

a jjc. 'araq-kfidna, A hot bath, a 
Turkish bath. 

J J ^ 'araq-dar, Sweating, in a state 
of perspiration. 

ayS) 'araq-rez, Perspiring, hard-work-
ing. 

a ^ c 'araq-rezi, Sweating, perspira-
tion. 

a tefa 'araq-karda, A horse that can 
run much without being distressed or 
sweating. 

a i i f - 'araq-glr, A handkerchief, nap-
kin, sudary; a skull-cap; a pad placed 
under the saddle; ashamed; sweating, 
funking. 

a ojJLSyi 'araqndk, Sweating to excess. 
a 'araq-na'nd, "Vinegar. 
A. vyy5 'urqiib, The tendon Achilles; the 

hough of a quadruped; a winding track 
through a valley; a narrow pass over a 
mountain; the leg 'of the bird qatd; the 
knowledge of an argument; fraud, strata-
gem ; name of a horse; also of a man 
notorious for breach of promise, hence 
mawd'idi 'urqub, Promises of 'Urqub (never 
meant to be performed). 

a M/* 'araqiya, A silken pocket-hand-
kerchief, a sudary. 

A ^ f - 'ark (v.n.), Rubbing (the ear or 
side); scratching out, erasing, effacing; 
devouring plants (cattle); being men-
struous (a woman) ;—'arak (v.n.), Locking 
hands with another in fight; wrestling ; 
Bound; fishermen; seamen, mariners; a 
camel's fill from pasturing on salt and 
bitter plants;—'arik, Loud sound or noise ; 
powerful in battle. 

A •arakl, A fisherman ; a mariner. 
A pf- 'arm (v.n.), Baring (a bone) of 

flesh, or (a tree) of its bark; a well; a 
ditch; f a t ; remains in a p o t ; — A t i 
egg, eggs (especially of the qatd);—'aram 
(v.n,), Being weak and languid; boneless 
flesh; a variegated colour (especially black 
and white) ; — 'arim, A river ; mounds, 
banks, or dykes for confining water ; great 
rains \sailu 'l-'arim, A great flood which 
destroyed an embankment constructed by 
the Sabeans. 

'arim, A kind of fish, a sardine. 
A 'armaz, A dwarfish tree of the 

lote or the arak kind; a green film or 
moss which floats on the surface of stag-
nant water. 

a of- 'am, A horny excrescence in the 
inside of a horse's leg, between the knee and 
hough;—1'-aran, Cracks in the feet of beasts 
of burden above the ankle (from dryness). 

A i^ij* 'irnan, Name of a mountain. 
A t&sf 'irnln, The anterior, beginning, or 

best of anything; a prince, lord, leader of 
the people ; the nose; the bony part of the 
nose; the part of the nose next to the 
eye-brows. 

A ^f- 'arw (v.n.), Covering (anything) by 
surrounding (it) ; approaching (especially 
to ask a favour). 

A 'arub, 'arubat, A woman who 
loves her husband, and discovers her affec-
tion ; — 'arubat (v.n. of s-yO> Speaking 
Arabic well; an Arabian;—yaumu 'I-'arubat, 
Friday (in old Arabic). 

A lyj* 'urivat, 'urwa, The handle (of a 
jug or flagon) ; a loop or hole for a button; 
a lion ;—'urivat u 1-wusqd ('urwa'i wusqd), 
The firmest, strongest handle, i.e. genuine 
religion, true faith ; — 'Mrw'i shiydn, A 
raging lion. 

A 'uruj (v.n. of e^) , Climbing up (a 
ladder) ; ascending, becoming high; as-
cent, ascension, rising, exaltation ; zenith ; 
—'uruji tamdm yd/tan, To reach the highest 
summit; — 'uriij kardan, To ascend;—• 
hisdri gardun-'uruj, A fort as high (or as 
hard to climb) as heaven. 

A <i4'urud (v.n. of ^fa), Arising, spring-
ing up, growing (plants or teeth). 

A 'arus, A bridegroom ; a bride when 
carried home to her husband's house; a 
spouse (in general); (in P.) name of the 
first treasure of Khusrau; a treasure of 
Kai Kawus; sulphur; a piece of wood 
by which the string of a turner's bow 
is drawn; — 'arusi, arghanun-zan, The pla-
net Venus; — 'arusit, 'l-khutut, Writiug 
in which the letters have tbe diacritical 
points marked ;—'arusi parda, A species of 
ruby-coloured rose; anything of that hue ; 
—'arusi tdk, Wine; — 'arusi jahdn, The 
world; the planet Venus;—'ariisi charkh 
(chahdrum falak, khawar l, roz), The sun ;— 
'arusi khmhk-pigtdn, A barren, woman ; the 
disappointing world ;—'ariisi dar parda> A 
species of nightshade;—'arusi shuy-murda 
(murd-shuy), The perishable world;—'arusi 
'adn, The moon ; the stars; a servant, 
handmaid ; a virgin of paradise ;—'arusi 
larab, The temple of Mecca;—'arusi 'awari (?) 
ra'nd, The sky, heaven; the sun;—'ariisi 
falak, The sun;—'arusi kaj, A figure dressed 
up to terrify children;—'arusi nuh falak, 
The sun; the nine firmaments ;—'arusdni 
bagh (chaman), Flowers, f ru i t s ; shoots, 
suckers;—'arusdni biydbdn (sahrd), Camels 
of burden; camels employed on a pilgrim-
age;—'arilsuni khuld, The virgins of para-
dise;—'arusdni dirakht, Young shoots. 

a iiL-j^c 'arusdna, Like a bride, bride-
like. 

a fa 'arus-bdz, A handsome man 
adorning his person. 

ay 'arils-bar, (leading the bride) 
A brideman. 

a (aritsak, A little spouse ; a girl 



given in marriage before reaching puberty; 
a doll, a girl's puppet (m.c.) ; a small ma-
chine for throwing stones and other missile 
weapons; a flying insect of the cantharides 
genus; a cricket; a glow-worm ; a ruby 
colour; a female owl; a kind of plum; 
a tumor under the arm-pit;—'arusak dar 
parda, The herb nightshade. 

a itU yfc 'arusak-bdz, A girl playing with 
a doll. 

a u) i s l^y 'arusak-mn, The worker of a 
ballista. 

a 'arusa, A bride. 
a 'arusi, Nuptials; a marriage-

feast ;—'arusi hardan, To wed, espouse, 
marry ; to celebrate a wedding-feast (m.c.) ; 
—sham'i 'arusi, The nuptial torch. 

A u^j/1 'aruz, The last foot of the first 
hemistich of a couplet (that of the second 
being called q.v,); poetry, verse, mea-
sure, prosody; Mecca and Madlnah with 
their territories; an unbroken stubborn 
she-camel; a camel devouring thorns ; argu-
ment, scope, pith (of a speech); side, border, 
limit; want, necessity ; any person'or thing 
blocking up the road and impeding a pas-
senger; a cloudy sky; victuals; much, 
many ; name of a horse;—'uruz (v.n. of 
u*y*), Coming in sight, arising to view, ap-
pearing; (pi. of 'arz) furniture, clothes, 
effects ;—'urtizu 'l-jasad, Accidents of the 
body;—' uruzu 'l-hal, Whatever affects one's 
condition. 

A ^ Y 'aruf, Clear-sighted, knowing, in-
telligent; patient. 

A JJY1 'uriiq (v.n. of I3Y), Departing, 
travelling, wandering; (pi. of 'irq) veins; 
roots, origins;—'uruqu 'l-biz, A certain fat-
tening plant;— 'uruqu 'l-humr, Madder ;— 
'uruqu 'sh-shajar, Pine-gum ; — 'uruqu's-
sujr, Turmeric ; saffron ;—'uruqu 'l-kafur, 
Zedoary ;—'uruqi nabiza, Arteries. 

A ^ Y 'aruh, A camel whose fat cannot 
be ascertained except by feeling (on account 
of its hairiness) ; — 'uruk (v.n. of 
Being menstruous ; fishermen; sailors. 

a 23* ) j* 'a-rr-u-goz, Tumult, turmoil. 
a 'urwa, see A, Sjy. 
« t ) ^ ; 'arr-u-ydn, = $ y y q.v. 
A ^ Y 'ary (v.n.), Making a handle for 

a wallet; approaching, coming upon ;—'ury 
(v.n.), Being naked, nudity ; a horse with-
out a saddle ;—'ariy, A cold wind ;—'urd, 
(pi. of lurwat), Handles;— 'urd, 'ird, A 
handle ; a button-hole. 

A 'urydn, Naked, stripped ; name of 
a fortress in Madlnah; a heap of sand 
without a tree ;—'urydnu 'n-naji, A woman 
or man unable to keep a secret. 

a 'urydni, Nakedness, nudity. 
A 'arib, No one (at home) ; name of 

a man; also of a horse ;—'uraib (dim. of 
'arab), A little Arab. 

A 'ariyat, Anything of which the 

proprietor allows others to partake (as a 
grazing-field or palm-tree); a palm-tree 
whose fruit has been eaten; part of the 
produce of a palm-tree kept back for home 
consumption when the fruit is sold. 

A ^ Y 'arij, Lame, trifling (business). 
A u^Y* 'arish, A shade from the sun, an 

arbour, bower; a camel-litter for women; 
name of a town in Egypt, now in ruins. 

A 'ariz, Broad, large; wide; ex-
panded ; a kid one year old ; a rampant 
he-goat;—'uraiz, Name of a valley near 
Madlnah. 

A 'arlzat, 'ariza (fem. of 'ariz), Broad, 
wide; a petition; a letter (from an in-
ferior) ; an address (m.c.);—'ariza*i tah-
niyat, An address of welcome (m.c.) ;— 
'arsa'i 'ariza, An extensive plain. 

a ^ j y 'arizi, Latitude, breadth, width. 
A OBY 'arif, One who knows; an ac-

quaintance ; the next man to a chief or 
general, a deputy, lieutenant; an usher at 
a school. 

a 'arifi, The office of lieutenant. 
A K>y 'arikat, Nature, disposition; soul, 

spirit, self; the bunch of a camel, or the 
remainder of one. 

A y j y 'arin, 2Lyy 'arinat, The haunt of a 
lion, hyena, wolf, or serpent; a forest, 
thicket, place abounding in trees ; the hole 
of the Libyan lizard; the area of a house; 
a city, town ; flesh; a branch of the Banu. 
Tamim; the cooing of a dove. 

A y 'azz (v.n.), Disputing; conquering, 
overcoming;—'izz (v.n.), Being great, ex-
cellent, precious, glorious ; being powerful; 
glory, dignity, grandeur, magnificence; 
heavy rain;—'azza ismu-hu, May His name 
be glorified ;—'azza wa jalla, May He be 
honoured and glorified, i.e. the glorious 
God;—'azz u shdn, Dignity and rank. 

A (aza' (v.n. of ft), Ascribing, re-
lating, attributing, referring; claiming, 
asserting ; evincing patience ; patience, en-
durance ; exhortation to be patient; con-
solation, condolence; lamenting, mourning; 
construed with afgandan, giriftan, &c.;— 
aiydmi 'azd', Days of mourning or con-
dolence. 

A v V 1 'uzzdb (pi. of 'azab, 'azabat), Ba-
chelors ; spinsters. 

a ^y 'azd-parasti, Mourning, grief. 
a \ y 'azd-khdna, House of condolence 

or of mourning. 
a ft Vy 'azd,-dar, In mourning; a mourner. 
A j \y 'azaz, Hard ground ;—izdz (v.n. 3 

of ft), Overpowering by words; (pi. of 'aziz), 
powerful, eminent, great; rare, scarce 
(things). 

A SjVy 'azazat (v.n. of ft), Being rare, 
valuable; being great, powerful, honour-
able ; difficulty. 

A 'azdzil, Name of a fallen angel; 
a devil, an evil spirit. 
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A 'azzdf, A cloud noisy with thun-
der ; name of a t r ibe; also of a mountain 
twelve miles distant from Madinah; also 
of a sandy tract in the country of the Banu 
Ba'd. 

A 'azd'im (pi. of 'azimat), Incanta-
tions ; verses of the Qur'an read to bring 
about the recovery of sick persons; divine 
prescriptions regarded as obligatory;—-
mas'udu *l-'aed'im, Fortunate in one's un-
dertakings. 

a f&yCi 'azd'im-khtvan. Conjuror, ex-
orcist. 

a v>y* lazb (v.n.), Leading a single l i fe ; 
being empty and deserted (a country) ;— 
'azdb, An unmarried person; a bachelor, a 
maid. 

a s^ 'azab-pesha, Who professes 
celibacy, a confirmed bachelor. 

A by* 'uzbat, A single life, celibacy ;— 
4axabat, An unmarried woman, a spinster, 
a maiden. 

a f-*^ vy* 'azdb-daftar, A clerk, registrar. 
a ay 'azzat, A young doe; a young woman; 

name of a woman;—'izzat (v.n. of yc), Being 
great, powerful, rare, valuable; grandeur, 
glory, power, might; honour, esteem ; rare-
ness ; construed with the verbs burdan, 
kardan, nihddan, &c. 

a jVĴ  my* 'izzat-a sar, Bearing the emblem 
of honour. 

a 'izzat-khwdh, A friend, follower, 
attached to the glory of another. 

a j\j> 'izzat-qardr (e)*^ qarin, ma-
dar), Seat (ally, pivot) of magnificence, i.e. 
illustrious, glorious (a royal title). 

a j^fay* 4izzat-maufur, Glorious, honour-
able. 

A SYE 'azj (v.n.), Beating off, driving 
back; coition; turning over (the ground) 
with a spade. 

A jj* 'azr (v.n.), Censuring; forbidding, 
repelling; compelling, forcing against one's 
will; explaining matters and duties of 
religion; matrimony; the price of cut-down 
forage. 

A Jj^JJC 'izrd'il, Name of the angel of 
death. 

A <-iy* 'azf (v.n.), Remaining a long time 
eating and drinking; the imaginary noc-
turnal sounds of demons in the desert;— 
'uzf, A queest, a ring-dove. 

A Jj* 'azq (v.n.), Cleaving, digging (the 
ground) ; running swiftly, hurrying along ; 
retaining, withholding (anything good) ; 
inflicting a severe blow, or many blows;— 
'azaq (v.n.), Adhering, sticking close to ;— 
'aziq, Unkind, severe, ill-natured;—'uzuq, 
Malicious, bad-tempered; a winnower of 
wheat. 

A J^E 'azl (v.n.), Removing from office, 
deposing; dismissing, resigning, abdicating; 
living apart from one's wife; removed from 
office; ['azl shudan, To abdicate, resign, go I 

r p 
out of office (m.c.) ;]—1'uzl, 'uzzal (pi. of 
a'zal), Unarmed (men);—'azal (v.n.), Being 
unarmed, an unarmed state; want of em-
ployment;—'uzul, Unarmed, 

A 'uzlat, Retirement from office, re-
signation ; a retired, sequestered life, self-
seclusion. 

a *uzlat-dost, and— 
a 'uzlat-guzlda guzln), One 

who affects retirement or seclusion, a re-
cluse, a hermit. 

a ^J&y* 'uzlaM, A hermit or recluse. 
a ^Jyc 'azli, Abdication, resignation. 
A p-j* 'azm (v.n.), Running hard; render-

ing necessary; a design, undertaking, pur-
pose, resolution; construed with the verbs 
amadan, bar-dashtan, ddshtan, kardan, &c.; 
['azmu 'l-umur, The divine purpose con-
cerning human affairs;— 'azm bi 'l-jazm, 
Firm resolve, settled purpose;—'azmi bazm 
raftan, To go to an entertainment;—'azmirah 
kardan, To set out on a journey ;—'azmi 
safar giriftan, To undertake an expedition, 
to go to war;—ulu 'I-'azm, Those endued 
with a resolution to obey the commands of 
God (applied to Noah, Abraham, Moses, 
and Muhammad) ; those endued with con-
stancy and patience (applied to Noah, 
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Job, Moses, 
David, and Jesus;]— 'azm, 'uzm (v.n.), 
Applying the mind to an undertaking; 
determining to accomplish, being resolved 
on an affair; abjuring ; reading charms or 
verses from the Qur'an to avert evil; being 
undertaken;— 'azam (pi. of 'azamat), Con-
stant, trusty, sincere friends ;—'uzam (pi. 
of 'uzmatj, Paternal relations. 

A 'azmat, Design, determination, re-
solution ; necessary, obligatory; firm, fixed, 
stable ; a claim, right, due ; the decree of 
God;— 'uzmat, Paternal kindred; a tr ibe; 
—'azamat, Persons sincere in their affec-
tion. 

a pj* 'azm-durust, Upright of pur-
pose. 

A fj* <azw (v.n.), Referring, tracing (one 
to his father), naming (him from him). 

A S - ^ 'tizub (v.n. of Being far 
off ; being separated ; being uncultivated; 
absence, distance. 

A 'uzubat, A single life, celibacy, 
A J < 5 ' a z z a wa jail,'azz u jail, May He 

be exalted and glorified, God Almighty. 
Aj£*'azwar, Wicked, malignant; a cuckold. 
A jy* azuz, (A camel) the orifices of 

whose teats are very narrow;—'uzuz (v.n. of 
•fa), Having the orifices of the teats narrow; 

growing strong. 
A <-J>jf- 'aziif, One who abstains f rom; 

averse, loathful; a loather;— 'uzuf (v.n. of 
Being averse from, loathing. 

A 'aztimat, 'uzumat, A garden-party, 
pic-nic, entertainment. 

( 847 ) 



A. SUbyt 'izhfit, A woman advanced in yearsr 
but still indulging juvenile propensities* 

A Ĵ JC 'azi, Patient P—'vzzd, Excellent, 
rare, precious ( thing); (fem. of afazzj 
better, more excellent, more or most glori-
ous ; name of an ancient idol. 

A yys 'uzair, Esdras. 
a 'aeiz, Excellent; precious,. <Jear,. 

valuable, rare, choice ;. magnificent glorious, 
powerful; venerable, pious, bofy ? ar khugj, 
ruler, prime minister (especially in Egypt) ; 
the plant centaury ;>—1'azim 'l-imfiqd^ God 
the avenger ; — ' a z l t t i l^qadr, "My honoured 
or worthy friend, my- clear s ir (ai formi ©£ 
address to subordinate officers:in official ©ir 
private corresporrdenee)1 'l-wuj/ud, 
Hard to find*, exceedingly? rare;— 'aziz . 
dashtan, To Bold dear,, to- honour,. to< remere; 
—'atfzi misr, (Joseph as); ruler- of Egypt -r 
—'aziei mvqtadir,. God1 A l m i g h i t y p i d a r i 
'aziz-am, My revered' t&fcBer;;—jdni ('n»m'} 
'az&s, ©ear life, precious existence;. 

a ft )>)* 'aziz-datr, A near and dear friend 
or relative. 

d t^^ jij* 'azik-ddri, Relationship^. 
a-^Jftii jj^c 'azfz-togd.'i^ Same' of' ai. eook 

who excelled in preparing the1 d m h U ^ qj.^..). 
a aay» 'aztz-murdto,. A &rm. of impre^ 

cation used by women. 
a tsyty* 'azizi, Greatness, valuafeLeness.. 
A M)* 'ajam (V.n.. of ^o), Applying t h e 

mind1 to,, undertaking;;. determined! to ac-
complish.; a powerful enemy.. 

a 'azimat (v-.m of Undertaking j; 
purpose, resolve* resolution i, determination; 
an obligatory staf<ufce or ordinance of €t,od; 
an incantation,, spell1, amulet;: verses of the 
Qur'an employed asp such ;, the go-war• of 
compelling spirits to attend onione.. 

dyk 'azJialc,, A oectain musical, instrument 
bearing a resemblance to. a Turkish, gu itar.. 

a 'as» (von), Going the rounds, 
patroling- at night ;: arriving late (new.s)'; 
pasturing- alone (camel) ; refusing; to let 
her milk flow before any person; giving 
little food;—'u&s,. A large cup ; penis. 

'isdbt. Name ofT ai place near 
Mecca. 

'agar. Poverty ; a religious Iiffe.. 
A y-U-c 'teds, (ph oft 'wss),, Large eups;— 

'asms, A night-watch nmzr„ a patrolfer; 
(met.) a wolf. 

A i-iU-js- 'itsdf (v.nk of Bfem^neac 
death (a camel)1 ; a. trembling or falhng of 
the larynx at that/ moment,.the agony- o£ 
death, the last breath. 

A/U-c 'asdkir (ph of 'asJcar), Armies ;'— 
'asdkiri zabtiya, The police force (vm.c.) ;— 
'asdkiri man§urat (am§ra-ma' u sfrhyhrborioas 
troops. 

A Vm«Zttt„TIle Eoney-nmimg bees ; 
a h i r e ; a bees* nest. 

A gJU-c 'asalij (pli ofi 'ttsfuf), Tendrils* 
shoots. 

A 'asb (TJJ.), Hiring, letting out (a 
: stallion); the price paid, and the colt 
; brought for th; covering (the female); 
I sperm ; — 'usb, Straight palm - branches 
j without leaves;—\isib, (Hair) long un-
J combed. 
: A. '-asj (v.ir.). Stretching out the neck 
j rnr travelling- (a camel or horse) ;—'asaj 

(vj3.)r Being distempered by feeding on 
tbe bramble 'tmsaj (flocks or herds). 

A Ajp—r 'asjad, Gold- any sort of jewel, 
I as- a pearl or ruby ; a large camel, 
j OF 'aajidtya, Name of a horse ; 
j also of a pfaee; large camels* colts ; camels 
' employed in- the transport of gold, or 
j ridden by kings-. 
I a A- t lasd (v_n.)T Travelling; twisting a 
j rope tightly; lying with. 
i a 'aisr (yj)S), Pressing a debtor for 
1 payment ; eoming from the le f t ; having a 
| hatrd time in labour (a. woman) ;—Hsr,'asr, 

Name of a tribe of demons ;—'usr (v.n.), 
' Befng^ difficult; difficulty; ['-usrft 'l-baul, 
! Stnan-g^ary — 'usru 'n-nafas, Asthma;]— 
| 'usrT

 luswr (vJ3.)k, Having a hard time 
\ (woman in labour) ; being difficult, being 
| hard and pinching (times); refusing to 
| come forth (the contents of the belly) ; op-
i posmg^, resisting, thwarting;—'asar (v.n.), 

Being- difficult and perplexing; being 
| equally expert (both hands) ; being left-
i handed; difficulty;—'asir, Difficult, intri-
j cate, perplexing; hard, ill-tempered; dis-
[ astrouss,. unfortunate; pressing; unbroken 
; (camel) ; [ W w 'l-'uhur, Difficult to cross 
I oe pass-oveif ;]—Lusur, Difficulty. 

AL 'n&zatr A difficult or indigent con-
[ dition; difficulty; intricacy; straitness, 
j distress^ poverty; construed with kardan, 

kashidaxL, &«?v; [jaishni' l--usratT The army 
! of Tabuk (because sent against the place in 

the hottest season —'asarat, A white quill-
feather^ 

A.tr—.c 'asais (v.®,,) of uft)-, Going the 
rounds, at n igh t ; (pi. of Ldss) patrols, 
nightly watches^ 

t f t f t * 'isp-ataj (G. crrpdrtfyo<s), Com-
mand&r of forty men-

A fri-f ^ s / (v.n.), Oppressing ; straying; 
travelling without direction; employing, 
taking into one's service; working for an-
other and giving saitisfaction; being near 
death from a glandular swelling (camel) ; 
the* ag-ony of death; a spacio-us golden 
cup. 

A. lamq (v.n.), Keeping elose to the 
male (a. she-camel) importuning ;—'asiq, 
Bail-tempeBed;—'uswq,, Severe to debtorsv 

a tisqaldn, Askelon in. Palestine; 
•—'asqaldnu 'r-rds, The top of the head. 

A- flS—f 'asqalat (v.n. of Ji—e), Moving to 
and fro (the vapour called sarab) ; a de-
tached piece1 of a cloud; a hard plaee- ful l 
of white stones. 



A 'asah (v.n.), Being necessary; ad-
hering, sticking to. 

A. 'askar (from P. laslikar), An 
army, forces, troops; a collection; anything 
numerous ; darkness of night ; name of a 
street or quarter in Nishapur; also of a 
village in Khiizistan ;—'askari islam, The 
army of the faithful, i.e. the Ottoman troops. 

A 'aslcaran (du.), Mounts 'Arafat 
and Mina. 

A aslcarat (v.n. o f ;^ 4 5 ) , Encamping. 
a 'askar-gdh, A camp. 
a 'aslcare, A soldier ;—'askari, Mili-

tary, belonging to the army; native of 
'Askar (surname of the Imams 'Ali Naqi 
and Hasan. 

A 'asl (v.n.), Dressing (meat) with 
honey ; giving, providing with honey ; com-
mending, praising ; lying with a woman; 
trembling much (a lance); running fast 
and shaking the head (horse) ; being ruffled 
by the wind (water) ; hastening across the 
desert (a guide) ; name of a place ;—lisl, 
A tribe of the jinn ; [banu 'isl, An Arabian 
tribe;]—'asal (v.n.), Tasting (food); making 
one generally beloved (God) ; a bubble on 
running water; honey; a honeyed dew 
gathered from flowers; praise, fame ; ['asali 
da'ud (David's honey), The oily exudation 
of 

a certain tree '—'asali tabarzad, Treacle; 
—'amli laban, Liquid storax;]—'asil, Nim-
ble-handed (a thief) ; striking rapidly and 
with vehemence ;—'usul (pi. of 'asal), Bub-
bles ; honeys; (pi. of 'asil, 'asiilj good, 
honest men ; tremulous spears; (pi, of 'asil) 
yards of elephants or camels. 

A 'usluj, A tendril, young shoot;— 
'asaJlaj, Delicate (meat) ; name of a village 
in Bahrain, 

a ^jL^c 'asali, A bit of yellow cloth which 
the Jews are compelled to wear on the 
shoulder by way of distinction ; a garment 
worn by tbe Christians, also by fire-wor-
shippers ; a particular colour with which 
the fakirs of India dye their garments. 

a ^ jL^ 'asali-rang, A dervish's gar-
ment. 

A t 'asm (v.n.), Coveting ; striving; 
entering into combat; rushing into danger 
or into a crowd of combatants ; endeavour-
ing to procure a subsistence or acquire 
anything;—'asam (v.n.), Being dry, stiff, or 
contorted (hand, &c.) ;—'usum (pi. of 'asim, 
1asum), Those who toil for their bread. 

A 'am, Tallness with beauty of hair 
and fairness of complexion; name of a 
place;—'asn, 'isn, 'usn, Pat, grease, lard;— 
'isn, Like, equal, resembling;—'asan, 'usun, 
The beneficial effect of fodder upon cattle; 
—'asin, Satisfied with a little fodder. 

A 'asm, 'asuw (v.n. of Growing 
old ; becoming hard ; becoming dark;— 
'asw, Wax. 

A U-J—E 'asus, One in search of prey or 

game ; (a she-camel) pasturing alone, and 
giving little or no milk unless at a distance 
from men; a good-for-nothing fellow. 

A Oj—FI 'asaf, Violent, unjust ; one who 
loses or has lost his way. 

A Jj—e 'asul, A good man; tremulouB 
(spear). 

A 'asum, One who toils for his sub-
sistence. 

A JJ—c 'asd, I t wanted but little tha t ; 
it may be, perhaps ; [W-'asa wa la'all, By 
"perhaps" and "may be" ; ]— ' a s i , Apt, 
fit, proper, suitable. 

A «T 'asib, The exterior part of the 
foot, the instep; the bone of the tail, and 
the skin whence its hair grows; the longest 
feather of the wing; the outer side of a 
feather; a straight palm-branch without 
leaves. 

A JS 'asir, Difficult; unbroken (a she-
camel) ;—'asiru 'l-istikhrdj, Difficult to ex-
t rac t ;— dar-bandi 'asiru 'l-murur, A pass 
difficult to penetrate; — marazi 'asiru 7-
Hldj, A disease difficult to cure;—yaumi 
'asir, The day of judgment. 

A 'asis (pi. of 'dss), Night-patroles. 
A T-'L^.J 'asif, A mercenary, labourer, 

assistant, servant, 
A J t ^ 'asil, The yard of an elephant or 

camel; a man who strikes a heavy blow 
and brings his hand quickly back again; 
feathers, or anything similar with which a 
perfumer brushes together drugs or civet 
brayed on a stone, 

A C 'usailat (dim. of 'asal), Little 
honey; (met.) sensual pleasures (as sweet 
as honey) ; a term of endearment. 

A YIIJI 'asksh (v.n.), Disturbing, frighten-
ing (a deer) from (its) place; beating; 
giving sparingly; gathering, collecting, 
being attentive to gain; nestling; mending, 
patching a shirt; lean (man); a scanty 
gift;—'ushsh, The nest of a bird built on a 
tree (that on a wall being called wahr, one 
burrowed in the ground udhi or ufhUs); 
a r ight ; a claim ; name of a poet. 

A 'ashd\ The evening meal, supper; 
purblindness; ['ashd'i khuddwandi (rab-
bani), The Lord's Supper, the Eucharist;] 
—'isha', The first watch of the night, or 
from the time when the sun begins to go 
down till twilight, or from sunset until 
dawn ; the prayer of sunset or nightfall. 

A 'isha'ain (obi. du. used as nom,), 
The prayers of evening and of nightfall. 

A JLAC 'ishdr (v.n. 3 of Living upon 
terms of familiarity; forming an alliance 
with; (pi. of 'ushara') she-oamels ten 
months gone with young;—'ushdr, In tens; 
—'ashshdr, A tithe-collector. 

A 'ushdri, Ten cubits long (gar-
ment) ; a kind of barge used upon the Nile. 

A JuU-FI 'ishdsh (pi. of 'ushsh), Birds' 
nests built in trees or hedges. 



^ A vj^c 'ushshdq (pi. of 'dshiq), Lovers ; 
(in P.) name of a musical tone;—'ushshdqi 
sag-jdn, Covetous, worldly-minded, dog-
souied people;—jaziratu 'l-'ushshdq, The 
lovers' isle, i.e. Sinope. 

A 'ashdwat, Nocturnal blindness. 
A 'ushb, Green fodder, grass ;— 

'ashab (v.n.), Being hard and dry; grown 
up, adult (family) ;—'ashib, Grassy (field). 

A 'ushbat, 'ushba, Sarsaparilla ;— 
'ashabat, A dwarf; a large tooth. 

A 'ashd (v.n.), Collecting, gathering. 
fa* 'ashr (probably for A. 'ushar), Every 

milky plant; name of a poisonous milky 
tree in India; saffron; an artichoke ; senna 
of Mecca. 

A jA* 'ashr (v.n.), Being ten months gone 
with young (a camel) ; taking one from 
ten; decimating; adding one to nine, 
making ten; being the tenth ; ten (females); 
the ten fingers;—Hshr, A watering of 
camels on the tenth day; the time between 
two such waterings ; a piece or tenth part 
broken off a cauldron or anything else ;— 
'ushr (v.n.), Decimating; receiving or col-
lecting tithes; a tenth part, tithe ; a de-
cade of verses in the Qur'an (of which 
there are 621) ; ['ushri shar'i, The tithes 
prescribed by law;—'ushri 'ashir, The tenth 

f»art of a tenth, a hundredth part, very 
ittle ;]—'ashar ('ashar-a), Ten (females) ; 

['ashar kalimdt, The ten words, i.e. the 
commandments, the decalogue ;]—'ushar, 
A certain bitter tree emitting better fire 
than any other kind, and used in making 
bolsters, while from its blossoms and 
branches a certain kind of sugar is obtained. 

A 'ushard, A camel gone with young 
ten months or eight months ; a woman in 
labour, or who has borne a child within 
forty days; (pi. of 'ashir), Companions 
(especially husband and wife) ; familiars, 
intimate friends. 

A 'ashardt, 'ashrat, Decimal num-
bers, tens. 

A lyiij! <ashrat, 'asharai, Ten (males) ;— 
'ishrat, Conversation, society, familiarity; 
pleasure, delight, enjoyment; sociableness, 
the pleasures of the table;—'usharat, A 
certain tree or gum. 

a Hshrat-khdna, ^ uyjAc 'ishrat-
Icada, atf 'ishrai-gdh, A house of plea-
sure, a place of entertainment. 

a ty wyus 'ishrat-fazd, Pleasure - in-
creasing. 

a 'ashar-khwdn, A reader of the 
Qur'an ; deposed from office. 

a ybuy^n 'usharistdn, A grove of 'ushar-
trees. 

A J3J-A.FI Hshriq, 'ushriq, A medicinal seed 
called tukhmi marv. 

A Y J J A * 'ishriin, 'ishrina, Twenty. 
a 'ashara, A decadc, ten (lays; the 

first ten days of Muharram. 

a 'usharl, Subject to tithe, tithable. 
A (J^C Hshq, in P. also 'ashq, 'ashag, 

Love; intensity of the passion and a 
blindness to the failings of the object 
loved; being sick or dying for love ; con-
strued with the verbs bakhtan, khdstan, 
sanjidan, ru'idan, nishdndan, &c.; ['ishqi 
Udhi, Divine love;—'ishq zadan (guftan), 
To salute ; to bid farewell;]—'ashaq, Stick-
ing, cleaving to; (pi. of 'ashaqat) ivies;— 
'ushuq, Those who have the charge of plant-
ing, trimming, and keeping in order odorife-
rous herbs. 

a c 'ishq-bara, Amorous. 
a jUi^c Hshq-bdz, A man of gallantry; a 

tumbler-pigeon. 
a ^jW Hshq-bdzi, Gallantry, amorous 

talk. 
a fax 'ishq-parddz, Amorous. 
a 'ishq-pechd, American jas-

mine. 
a 'ishq-pechdn, Ivy. 
a 'ashiqa, A kind of ivy. 
A 'asham (v.n.), Coveting, desiring 

greatly; becoming dry ; dry bread (without 
meat) ;—'ashim, A sort of tree ;—'ushum 
(pi. of 'ashim), Trees of a certain kind. 

'ashn (v.n.), Conjecturing, guess-
ing. 

A 'ashw, 'ushiiw (v.n. of J-^), Eating 
supper; giving a meal to men or food to 
cattle in the evening; seeing a fire at night 
from a distance, and making for i t ; tra-
velling in the night-time ;—'ishw, A cup of 
milk taken after the flocks return from 
pasture in the evening. 

A o ^ c 'ashwd, (fem. of ^ ^ a'shd), 
Purblind; a she-camel that cannot see 
before her, and paws the ground ; stumbling 
upon, coming upon one against will. 

A Syuc 'ashwat, The thick darkness fol-
lowing the crepuscle ; the time between 
nightfall and the fourth part or watch of 
night;—'ashwat, 'ishwat, An embarking in 
a dark or dubious affair;—'ishwat, 'ishwa, 
Amorous playfulness, blandishment, ca-
resses, &c.; ['ishwa'i hal-karda, Open, bare-
faced coquetry ; outrageous flirting ;]— 
'ushwat, 'ushwa, A lighted fire seen at night-
time in the distance. 

A JJ-I-E 'ashur, 'ashura' 'ashura, 
in P. also 'ashura, The tenth or the 
ninth of the month muharram;—'ushur (pi. 
of ' ushr), Tenths ; tithes ; customs, taxes. 

a 'ishwa, 'ushwa, see A. ifa*. 
a Cbj^rs 'ishwahd (pi. of 'ishwa), Blan-

dishments, &c.;—'ishwahd'i marmari, Simple 
and artless blandishments;—'ishwahd'i Id-
jawardi, Blandishment of various kinds; 
according to others, blandishments out of 
place. 

a tysS} 'ishwa-d'in, Coquettish. 
afaj>, 'ishwa-yardaz, An accomplished 

coquette. 



a sy^c 'ishiva-dih, A machinator, in-
triguer, artful schemer. 

a aft* Hshwa-zan, One playing the 
gallant or coquette. 

a f t zft* 'ishwa-sdz, Gallant, coquettish. 
a isft aft* Hshwa-sazl, Gallantry, coque-

try. 
a yt &ft* 'ishwa-gar, One who ogles, a 

coquette. 
a ^ Hft* 'ishwa-garl, Ogling, coquetry. 
A 'ashy (v.n.), Acting like a purblind 

man ; providing food or forage in the even-
ing ;—'ashd, Being purblind;—'ashl, Pur-
blind ; blind at night ; — 'ishd, Supper, 
evening meal;—'ashly, The evening ; the 
time from sunset to the first watch ; also 
the first watch. 

A jtA* 'ashlr, A tenth ; the tenth part of 
a q.y. (a measure of land) ; a friend, 
intimate companion (especially husband 
and wife) ; the cry of the hyena. 

A «ashlrat, Parentage, kindred; a 
family, a tribe ;—'ashlrat u khweshdn. Kin-
dred and domestic relations. 

A (JOC 'ass (vln.), Being strong, hard, 
firm; being severe on a debtor;—Hiss, 
Root, origin. 

A Ue 'asd (v.n. of Bastinadoing, 
striking with a stick or sword; making a 
cudgel j using a sword like a cudgel; a 
stick, a staff, cudgel, baton, bludgeon; a 
sceptre; chastisement, discipline; mem-
brum virile; an instrument used in taking 
altitudes;—'asd 'r-rd'l, Shepherds-staff, a 
pot-herb of a red colour;—'asa u pa-afzdr 
pesh nihadan, To prepare for, or be on -the 
point of, travelling; — 'asdyi dsiyd, The 
handle by which a mill is turned;— 'as ay ash 
zad, He has thrown down his staff, he has 
stopped or made a halt (m.c.) ;—'asdyi 
maira-pollt, A bishop's crosier ;—'asdyi 
musa, Moses' rod;—alqd 'asd-hu, — 'asdyash 
zad, q.v. above ;—inshiqdqu 'l-'asd, shaqqu 
'l-'asd, A breaking of the stick, i.e. a sowing 
of discord;—laiyim 'l-'asd, Of a mild dis-
position , one who administers justice well. 

A 'usab, Fumitory. 
A 'isdbat, 'isaba, A bandage (for a 

wound) ; a fillet, wreath, tiara, turban, or 
anything which is bound round or worn 
upon the head. 

a ftf. 'asd-barddr, A mace-bearer. 
A SUe (usdi (pi. of 'dsi: and 'asi), Eebels, 

obstinate sinners. 
A ft* 'isdr, Great dust;— 'usdr, Expressed 

juice ; — 'assdr, Oil-maker or presser; a 
presser of grapes. 

A Zftc. 'usdrat, 'usdra, Expressed juice; ex-
tract; choice part; dregs, refuse;—1'usdra'i 
afsintin, Wormwood-water;—'usdra'i mahk, 
Liquorice-juice ;—karlmu'l 'usdrat, Liberal 
when appealed to. 

a i f t * 1assar-khdna, Name of a place 
abounding in oil-pressers. 

A ft\**z 'asdflr (pi. of 'usfur) , Sparrows; 
a certain kind of tree which is said to have 
the shape of sparrows, frequent in Persia, 
and called by the Arabs also man ra'd m%sU, 
" Who has seen the like of mep";—'asa-
flru 'l-qutub, Pour pegs for keeping together 
a camel's saddle;— 'asdfiru l-munzir, An 
excellent breed of camels used by princes, 
and descended from camels belonging to 
Nu'man bin Munzir;—lisdnu 'l-'asdfir, The 
seed of the ash-tree. 

a ij^ 'asd-kash, Leader of a blind 
man; a guide on the road. 

A JUc Hsal, Crooked; a crooked arrow; 
name of a place. 

A fUe 'asam (pi. a'sam), A dog's 
collar;—'isdm, A string for fastening a 
leather bottle, &c.; the handle of a pitcher, 
&c.; the small part of the tai l ; name of a 
chamberlain of Nu'man bin Munzir, of low 
extraction but high merits. 

a ^ L a c 'isami, fem. S-^Uc 'isamlyat, 
Hsdmlya, Of the race of 'Isam (see the 
preceding article); (met.) one who owes 
his renown to his own merits (opp. to 
^ U i c q.v.) ;—nafsi Hsdmlya, One who does 
not glory in his father's virtues but in his 
own, 

JjUc 'asdwal, A state-messenger. 
A / ^ C 'asd'ir (pi. of 'aslrat), Juices. 
a t^tUc 'asdyash, His stick or staff (see 

LAC). 
a ft^o* 'asdyam, My stick, my staff. 
A 'asb (v.n.), Surrounding, encircling, 

enclosing; putting on a turban or t iara; 
binding a fillet round the head; twisting 
hard ; tying firm; tying a rope round a 
camel's thighs to make her give milk plen-
tifully ; holding branches together to prune 
or strip them of their leaves; removing the 
testicles of a ram, &c. by binding them up ; 
a kind of striped cloth; a red cloud ap-
pearing in very dry seasons; reddening (as 
the horizon); dirt upon the teeth ; drying 
in the mouth (spittle) ; changing the foot 
mufd'alatun (•—/ — w ^ —) into mafd'llun 
( w -) by rendering the lam qui-
escent ;—'asab (v.n.), Having large tendons 
(flesh) ; a tendon, nerve, ligament; chiefs, 
upper ranks; (pi. of 'asabat) nerves, &c.; 
['asabi bdsira, Optic nerve ;—'asabi sami'a, 
The auditory nerve;—'asabi 'irqu 'n-nisa, 
The sciatic nerve;—'asabi qausi a'ortd, The 
cardiac nerve; — 'asabi mutawassita, The 
median nerve;—'asabi majhuli 'azlm, The 
sympathetic nerve ;] — 'usab, Gum-traga-
canth. 

A 'asbat, 'asba, Name of a fragrant 
creeper;—'isbat, A mode or fashion of bind-
ing on the turban;—'usbat, A body of men, 
horses, or birds (from ten to forty);— 
'asabat, A nerve, tendon, ligament; kindred, 
distant relations. 

A 'asablyat, Muscularity; zeal; 



bigotry, prejudice, party-spirit, esprit de 
corps ; love of kindred or country. 

A 'asr (v.n.), Squeezing, pressing 
(grapes); taking refuge;—'asr,'asar, After-
noon ; afternoon prayer; kindred, family, 
tribe ; rain ;—'asr, 'isr, 'usr, 'usur, Time, 
an age; day and night ; last part of the 
day, evening; evening prayer ;— ' usr , A 
refuge, asylum; escape, deliverance ; — 
'asar, A refuge, asylum ; [banu 'asar, Name 
of a tribe;]— 'usur (pi. of 'asar), Times, 
ages. 

a tttyae 'asrdna, Afternoon meal, lun-
cheon ; five-o'clock tea (m.c.). 

A ŜOC 'asrat, A kind of large tree;— 
'usrat, Refuge, a place of escape;—'asarat, 
A whirlwind raising the dust in columns. 

a 'asarl, Belonging to the tribe 
Banu 'Asar. 

A 'us'us, Bad-tempered; a worth-
less fellow; the rump-bone, root of the tail. 

A T-JUC 'asf (v.n.), Cutting unripe (corn) ; 
blowing with violence (wind) ; gaining a 
livelihood for one's family; being carried 
with velocity; carrying on, destroying 
(war); a blade of corn ; corn in the blade; 
straw after the grain has been thrashed 
out. 

A ŷOC 'usfur, Saffron in the flower. 
A ^yuc 'usfur, fem. Sjyuc 'usfurat, A spar-

row; the place where the forelocks grow; 
protuberant bones on each side of a horse's 
forehead; a part of the brain; a male 
locust; various pieces of wood used in put-
ting together a camel's saddle or li t ter; a 
nail in a ship ; a king, lord, leader;— 
'usfuru H-tin, The fig-pecker ;— 'us f i lm *sh-
shauJc, A wagtail. 

A J-ors 'asl (v.n.), Inclining; bending, 
making crooked;—'usl (pi. of a'sal), Crooked 
(arrows) ; — 'asal (v.n.), Being naturally 
crooked and distorted ; a crookedness in a 
horse's tail; a small gut ; anything crooked ; 
a crookedness in the teeth and leg ; name 
of a tree which purges camels. 

A pa* 'asm, (v.n.), Gaining, acquiring; 
defending, protecting, preserving ; fasten-
ing the string 'isdm to a leathern bottle;— 
'usm, Name of a fortress ; also of a moun-
tain;— 'usm, 'usum, Marks of henna, &c., 
left on the hands or feet ; remainders of 
anything;—'isam (pi. of Hsmat), Collars, 
necklaces; protections, safeguards. 

A 'ismat (v.n. of Guarding, 
defending; keeping back (from sin or 
danger); a defence, guard, protection; con-
tinence, chastity; the parda, or seclusion in 
which women are required to live ; a neck-
lace, collar, belt;— 'usmat, Whiteness on 
the leg of a doe; a collar; a dog's-collar, a 
guard. 

a yV^A^ee 'ismatiyan, Prophets ; holy and 
self-denying men; chaste and holy women; 
Mary the mother of Jesus Christ. 

A 'usmur, A water-wheel, or the 
bucket attached to it. 

A <asw (v.n.), Cudgelling ; collecting, 
drawing together; binding up a wound. 

A JYAC (usud (v.n. of AOC), Dying. 
Ajyaa 'usur (pi. of 'asr, &c.), Ages, 

times. 
A 'astlf, Violent (wind); storm, 

hurricane ; opaqueness, dimness, dulness ; 
wine;—'usuf (v.n. of Blowing vio-
lently (wind). 

A E 'as urn, A glutton, devourer, great 
eater. 

A 'asy (v.n.), Being disobedient, 
rebellious, revolting; disobedience, rebel-
lion, revolt;—'ast, Rebellious, stubborn, 
disobedient. 

a Hsydn (v.n. of Jy^c), Being dis-
obedient, rebellious; rebellion, disobedience, 
opposition to lawful authority; sin, trans-
gression ; unrest; overthrow ; disturbance. 
(Construed with the verbs awardan, namu-
dan, and warzidan). 

a y^-ac Hsydn-kada, A place of rebel-
lion. 

a j i y W 'isyangar, Rebellious, sinful. 
A 'asib, Intense, vehement, oppres-

sive (as a day with heat) ; calamitous ; the 
heart, lungs, or liver dressed with other 
intestines and roasted. 

A 'isyad, Infamous, suspected, ab-
horred ; a catamite. 

A Sd^ac *asldat, Broth so thick that it 
can scarcely be stirred with a ladle ; a kind 
of sweet cake, generally given to friends 
on the birth of a child. 

Ajo-e 'asir, Squeezed; expressed juice; 
juice pressed from grapes ;—'asm ma'dani, 
Mineral juices or essences. 

a 'aslfara, 'usaifara, The yellow 
violet. 

A 'aslm, Remains, vestiges; marks 
of any dye on the hands or feet; sweat, 
urine, and filth adhering to a camel's thighs. 

A T/E <azz (v.n.), Seizing between the 
teeth, or holding by the tongue; being 
shrewd and clever;—Hz?, Cunning, shrewd, 
clever; provident, attentive (to matters of 
property) ; eloquent; strong, able to travel; 
['tzzu mdl-in, An able manager of live 
stock ; bad-tempered ; a rival; a miser ; a 
lock difficult to be opened;]— 'izz, 'uzz, A 
dwarf thorny shrub eaten by camels;— 
'uzz, Pood which in towns is given to 
camels (as macerated date-stones, Ac.). 

a Ue 'azd, = L=->UC q.v. 
A UYLIC 'azdt, Any thorny tree. 
A JIAC 'azdd, Short, compact, powerfully-

built (youth); squab and with thick arms 
(man or woman) ;—Hz ad, An ornament for 
the arm, armlet, bracelet. 

A SJUC Hzddat, Side-post of a gate or 
door. 

A yiUc 'azaz, Thick (tree); whatever 



W>s> ( 853 ) 
may be taken with the teeth and eaten ;— 
Hzdz (v.n. 3 of yAc), Biting one another; a 
habit of biting in a horse ; scarcity ; cala-
mity, misfortune ;—'uzdz, 'uzzdz, The root 
of the nose, the part next the eye-brows. 

A JL̂ C 'uzdl, Troublesome, serious, or 
important (business); difficult to be cured 
(disease). 

a uw.^c fazayat, A kind of green lizard. 
A 'azb (v.n.), Reproaching, reviling ; 

cutting; breaking the horn of a goat; 
piercing (with a spear) ; striking (with a 
sword) ; taking, seizing ; returning; weaken-
ing ; a sharp sword; virulent-tongued 
(man) ; a light-headed youth ;—'azab (v.n.), 
Having a horn broken. 

A 'izat, A multitude; a section, a 
portion ; a lie; thorny shrubs;—'azzat, A 
bite. 

a iXic 'aid (v.n.), Helping, aiding; strik-
ing on the arm; cutting or felling (a tree) 
with the instrument mi'zad; complaining 
of a pain in the ai*m;—'azd, Hzd, 'uzd, 
'azid, 'azud, 'uzud, An arm (from the shoul-
der to the elbow); a companion, an assistant; 
—'azad, Being diseased in the upper arm 
or fore-leg; a beating pain in the upper 
arm ; a tree cut;—'azid, One who approaches 
the side-post of a well; one who complains 
of a pain in the arm. 

aye 'azr (v.n.), Speaking, uttering; 
name of a tribe in Yaman. 

A Y-ye 'izris, Wild mallows. 
A lejijic 'azrafut, A male animal larger 

than a lizard, on which they believe the 
demons ride; a white worm, to which a 
maiden's fingers are compared. 

A J-&e 'azl (v.n.), Hemming in, reducing 
to straits ; preventing a widow from marry-
ing ; being troublesome and difficult (busi-
ness) ;—'izl, Very wicked, malicious ;—'uzl, 
'nzal (pi. of 'uzlat), Calamities, misfortunes; 
—'azal, Being muscular; a place in the 
desert abounding in gnats ; a field-mouse ; 
name of the father of a tribe ;—'azil, 'azul, 
Muscular (arm). 

A 'azaldt (pi. of 'azalat), Tendons, 
muscles, &c. 

A SLie 'uzlat, Misfortune ;—'azalat, 'azala, 
A muscle;—'azala'i piswds, Psoas ;—'azala'i 
jdziba, A tensor;—'azala'i hdjib, The corru-
gator of the eye-brow ;—'azala'i du-sar (zu 
rdsain), Biceps;—'azala'i zu batnain, Di-
gastricUB ; —'azala'i sih-sari, Triceps; — 
'azala'i shaipuri, Buccinator;—'azala'i lisdn 
u zanakh, Genioglossus 'azala'i mub'ida, 
An abductor;—'azala'i mudauwar, Sphinc-
ter ;—'azala'i murtafi'a, A levator;—'azala'i 
miisaddid, An obturator;—'azala'i mufattih, 
A dilatator;—'azala'i muqriba, An adductor; 
—'azala'i mumbasita, An extensor;—'azala'i 
munzila, A depressor;—'azala'i munqabiza, 
A flexor;—'azala'i muwarridi chashm, A 

palpebral muscle; —'azala'i nu'uzi, An 
erector;—'azala'i wajna, Zygomaticus. 

a osJU iUc 'azala-ndk, Muscular. 
A ^ 'azm, The plough-tail; a pronged 

instrument for winnowing corn; handle or 
middle part of a bow; rump-bone, root of 
the tail of a horse or camel. 

A y e *azw (v.n.), Cutting in pieces, dis-
secting, dismembering;—'uzw, 'uzu, A 
member, limb, joint; a membrane of the 
eje;—'uzu ba-'uzu, Limb by limb.;—'uzivi 
tandsul, Membrum virile. 

A s->ye 'uziib, £*yc 'uzubai, Sharpness of 
tongue. 

a y e 'uzw-shiJeani, Breaking a limb, 
maiming; mutilation. 

A U^ye <uzuz, Whatever may be taken in 
the teeth and eaten; biting hard (a horse) ; 
a deep and narrow well full of water. 

A f y c 'azum, A hardy she-camel; eating 
much. 

A <UE 'azh, 'azah, Lying, deceiving, ac-
cusing falsely ; enchauting;—'azih, A camel 
feeding on the thorny plant Hz ah ;—Hz ah, 
A lie, false pretence, groundless accusation; 
magic, sorcery ; a thorny-kind of tree. 

A 'azid, A tall palm-tree; a palm-
tree within arm's reach. w 

A YIJYIE 'aziz (v.n. of U 6 * ) , Taking in the 
teeth, or holding by the tongue; sticking 
close to; biting hard; affliction, calamity ; 
a contemporary, compeer; of the same 
age. 

A ke 'apt (v.n.), Tearing (a garment); 
throwing down; overcoming, conquering. 

A Use 'atd, eUat 'atd' (v.n. of ft), Giving ; 
a present, gift, donation, favour; a grant, 
endowment; concession ; consideration ;— 
'atd bakhshidan (dadan, kardan), To give, 
confer a benefit, present with;—'atdyi kubrd, 
The great gift, i.e. the age of 120 years. 

a ^ 'atd-bakhsh, Giving presents, 
liberal, munificent;—'atd-bakhsh u karam-
gustar, Bestowing benefits and diffusing 
liberality. 

A JUOE 'attar, fem. ^Uac 'attdrat, A dealer 
in perfumes, drugs, spices, or groceries. 

A SJUAE. 'itdrat, The profession of a per-
fumer, druggist, or grocer; perfumery. 

A JJUAC'utarid, The planet Mercury (whose 
orbit is in the second heaven) ; quicksilver; 
name of a root. 

dak* JjUoc 'utarid-fitna, u^* ^ft^ 'utarid-
manish, Like Mercury in intelligence, saga-
cious, clever. 

a ^ft* 'utdrid-nisdb, In rank like 
Mercury. 

a ^sft* 'attari, Of or relating to a drug-
gist, &c.; the business of a perfumer or 
druggist;—'attdri kardan, To carry on such 
business, to make perfumes, &c. 

A ̂ ^ E <utas (v.n. of Breaking 
forth (the dawn). 

A Y-Uae 'atids, A sneezer, 



A 'Hash (pi. of 'atshdn and of 'atshd), 
Thirsty. 

A Htdf (v.n. 3 of oikc), Showing 
kindness; a loose upper garment; a sword; 
—'attdf, Much hent ; one who makes re-
peated attacks and charges; a springe; a 
successful arrow. 

A. <AW 'itan, Dung or salt rubbed on a 
hide to season it, and preserve it from rot-
ting and stinking. 

a Uac 6ajfd-nama, A deed of gift, a 
grant. 

a 'tilte *atdya' (pi. of 'atiyat), Gifts. 
a 'atd'i, Gifted, endowed with good 

parts; a self-taught man. 
A V ^ 'atb (v.n.), Being soft (cotton) ;— 

lutb, 'utub, Cotton;—'atah (v.n.), Perish-
ing ; breaking down (camel or horse); de-
struction. 

A fa 'itr, Odour, perfume, fragrance, otto 
attar, ottar (of roses) ; construed with the 
verbs afshdndan, pechidan, sudan, &c.; ['itr 
paehidan, To sprinkle rose-water and the 
perfume q.v.;—'itri musallasi, A com-
position of musk, ambergris, camphor, and 
oil of 6a»-nuts;—ba-'itr malidan, dar 'itr 
kashidan, To perfume ;]—'atir, fem. (atirat 
'atira, Fragrant, aromatic; perfumed, 
scented ;—'utur (pi. of 'dtir), Persons fond 
of perfumes. 

a fa 'itr-afehan, Spreading per-
fumes. 

'itr-parwar, fa H.fr-paimay, 
Scented, perfumed, fragrant. 

a 'itrdan, A scent-box. 
ay~i r * 'itr-ren, Spreading perfume. 
a 'itrsa, Fragrant, odoriferous. 
a fa 'itr-farosk, A perfume-seller. 
a yWjJ' fa 'itr-gardan, A censer, a 

sprinkler for perfumes. 
a ( j l ^ fa 'itr-mdli, The rubbing of per-

fumes. 
a ^fa 'itri, Perfumed, scented. 
A 'itriyat, Perfumes, scents. 
A <kfa 'itriyat, 'itriyat, Fragrance, odour, 

perfume, scent. 
A (jJae 'ate (v.n. of cr-KK Sneezing; 

breaking forth (aB the dawn) ; dying. 
A I—Sac 'atsat, 'atsa, A sneeze ; similar to 

another in form or temper ;—'atsa'i pidar, 
The sneeze, i.e. the very image, of his 
father (in French, " son ptire tout crach^ ") ; 
—'atea peckidan, To sneeze ;—'atea'i tegh, 
The sound of a striking sword;—'atsa'i 
chah, Echo from a well;—'atsa dadan 
(rekhian, zadan), To sneeze;—'atsa'i shab, 
Break of day;—'atsa'i shisha, The sound 
of a glass, &c., when wine is poured into 
it;—'atsa'i subh, The sun;—'atsa'i ambarin, 
A fragrant scent;—'atsa'i gurz, The sound 
of a brandished club. 

a yilae 'atfih (v.n.), Exceeding in thirst; 
—'afash (v.n.), Thirsting; thirst ; ['atash 

dadan, To render thirsty ;]—'atish, Thirsty, 
parched (place) ;—'atish, 'atush, Thirsty. 

A Y U A C 'atshdn, Thirsty, parched with 
drought; consumed with desire; ['atshdn 
natshdn, Thirsty to excess;] — 'atashdn, 
Name of a thorny tree. 

A Js^kc 'atshd (fem. of yUJsc 'atshdn), 
Very thirsty (woman); (pi, of 'atshdn) 
thirsty (persons). 

A 'atf (v.n.), Inclining; bending (a 
stick) ; folding, doubling (a pillow) ; turning 
towards ; rushing upon; connecting by a co-
pulative conjunction; conjunction, adjunc-
tion, apposition ; showing kindness; favour-
ing ; favour, kindness, affection ; a present, 
bounty; ['atfi baydn, A copulative con-
junction;— 'at f i tafsir, An expliative con-
junction ;— 'at f ddshtan, To have an affec-
tion, to l>e propitious or favourable;— 'atfi 
daman, Fringe of a sk i r t ;— 'a t f i zimdtn 
('man) kardan, To turn the reins towards, 
to make for ;—'at f kardan, To secede;— 
'atfi gar dan, A turning of the head, either 
in coquetry or auger ;—harfi 'atf, A copu-
lative conjunction ; ] — ' i t f , Side ; arm-pit; 
—'itf, 'atf, The highest part or middle of 
the road, the handle of a bow ;— 'utf (pi. of 
'dtif), Favourably inclined; (pi. of 'itaf) 
loose garments ;-~-'ataf, Length (of eye-
lids, &c.). 

at\t 'atf-gah, Border-place, edge, 
outskirt; — 'atf-gahi-zamin, The extreme 
parts of the earth which the ocean sur-
rounds. 

a 'itfa, Anything bending back; a 
vine-tendril. 

A Jiac 'utl, 'utul, Poor, indigent; ill-man-
nered; a stringless bow ;—'utul, A camel 
or horse without a mark ; unarmed (man) ; 
unadorned (woman) ;\—'atal (v.n.), Having 
a big belly ; being without ornaments (wo-
man) ; stature, figure, body; the neck; a 
cluster of dates. 

A 'utm, Plucked wool; coloured wool; 
—'utum (pi. of 'dtirn), Perishing. 

A fa* 'ain (v.n.), Macerating (hides) with 
salt, &c. to soften them and take off the 
hair;— 'atan (v.n,), Being dressed for tan-
ning (bides) ; a place near a well where 
camels recline after drinking ; a sheep-cote 
near water ;—rahbu 'I-'atan, Wealthy, libe-
ral ; powerful. 

A fa 'atw (v.n.), Receiving in the hand; 
raising the head or bands when taking 
anything ; overcoming, conquering ;—'atw, 
'itw, 'utw, 'atuw, A deer tbat stretches 
out its neck to reach something from a 
tree. 

a ^ y f a 'atusi, Snuff. 
A 'atuf, Favourable, well-affected; 

a camel fond of her colt; a trap, gin or 
springe; a successful gaming arrow; a 
wrapper, cloak, mantle. 

A la fa 'atfifat, 'utufat, Inclination; affec-



tion, kindness, favour;— 'utufati pidariya, 
Fatherly affection. 

A oft* 'atun, A camel, male or female, 
lying down after having drunk its fill;— 
'utun (v.n. of (ft*), Lying down after drink-
ing to their fill (camels) ; leading camels a 
second time to the water ; people who halt 
near a watering place. 

A «-FC>JOR 'at i f , Gentle, mild, docile 
(woman). 

ae 'atiya, A gift, a grant; an assgin-
ment; a stipend, an allowance. 

a f t 'atiya-dar, One who holds a 
grant, &c.; a grantee, assignee, stipendiary. 

A Ji>o 'azz (v.n.), Distressing one (war). 
AtUie Hzaz (v.n. 3 of ke), Calling one 

another bad names; vehemence in battle; 
suffering hardship ; difiiculty, trouble. 

A JUs* <izal (v.n. 3 of Jte), Sticking to-
gether (dogs or locusts) ; inserting the 
verses of another amongst one's own ; repe-
tition, reiteration. 

A P&C Hzdm (pi. of 'azm), Bones; (pi. of 
'azim, %uzzdm) great;—'izami ramim, Rot-
ten bones ;—'izami lagan (la isma la-ka), 
The bones of the pelvis. 

A 'azamat (v.n. of ft*), Being great; 
—'izdmat (pi. of 'azm), Bones; a hip-
improver. 

a 'izami, Who owes his celebrity 
to bones, i.e. to his dead ancestors (see 

A 'azayat, 'izdyat, An animal resem-
bling a lizard, but larger. 

A fS^bti 'azaim (pi. of 'azjmai), Great 
things. 

A S-BE 'azb (v.n.), Adhering to one with 
patience and perseverance; wagging the 
tail briskly (a bird) ; managing property 
well;—'azub (v.n.), Being corpulent; grow-
ing hard from labour (hand) ; becoming 
dry (skin). 

A 'izat (v.n. of Admonishing, 
exhorting; admonition,exhortation,preach-
ing. 

A ft 'azar (v.n.), Loathing, abhorring; 
filling a leathern bottle ; <— 'uzur (pi. of 
'azur), Filled with wine. 

A Jke 'azl (v.n.), Sticking fast together 
(dogs or locusts) —'uzul, Persons suspected 
of vicious and unnatural propensities, 
pathics, catamites. 

A 'izlim, The juice of woad or the 
indigo-plant. 

A 'azm (v.n.), Giving (adog) a bone; 
striking the bone (of a man) ; a bone; a 
bone having flesh on i t ; ['azm ihrdmi, Os 
magnum ;—'azmi zauraqi, Scaphoid bone ; 
—'azmi 'ujz, Sacrum;—'azmi 'us'us, Coccyx ; 
—'azmi qass, Breast-bone;—'azmi qasaba'i 
unf, The vomer;—'azmi Jcatif, The scapula;— 
'azmi Idmi, The lingual bone;—'azmi wajna, 
The cheek-bone;—'azmi warah, Ischium ; 
—'a$mi hildli, The semilunar bone;]—'uzm, 

Magnitude, greatness; a vast crowd, nume-
rous assemblage; pride;—'uzm, 'azm, 'azam, 
The principal or larger part of anything ;— 
'azam, The middle of the road ; an open 
spacious road ;—'izam (v.n.), Being great; 
being grievous; bigness, magnitude; mag-
nificence. 

A »Ukc 'uzamd' (pi. of 'azim), ssA+Jbe aza-
mat (pi, of 'azamat), Grandees. 

A 'azmat (v.n. of ft*), Thrashing, 
belabouring the bones ;—'uzmat, A hip-
improver;—'azamat, <s>ftt>* 'azamut, Mag-
nitude, magnificence, pride, pomp, grandeur; 
(met.) a grandee. 

A 'azmd, A sort of pigeon inclining 
to white;—'uzmd (fem. of 'azam), Greater, 
most supreme;—wizdrati 'uzmd, The grand 
viziership, 

A 'uzub, = s-kfi q.v. (of which it is 
a verbal noun). 

A ) f t 'azur, Filled (with wine or drink). 
A 'azim, Great, large, much ; grand, 

magnificent, glorious; much esteemed; 
grave, serious; severe ; one of the names of 
God; ['azimu 'l-jussa, Of enormous size 
(m.c.) ;—'azimu *sh-shdn, Of high station or 
dignity; magnificent, splendid ; very tall 
or lofty (buildings, trees, &c.) ;—'azimu 7-
qadar, High in rank or power;]—'uzaim 
(dim. of 'azm), A small bone. 

a ft^ 'azim-ah ad, Patna, capital of 
Bahar. 

A 'azimat, 'azima, An important 
affair, extraordinary event; a calamity. 

A <J>* 'aff (v.n.), Abstaining from what 
is unlawful; abstinence, chastity, conti-
nence ; chaste, abstaining from what is 
forbidden ; = q.y. 

A aide 'afd' (v.n. of ft), Perishing (a 
vestige); obliterating, effacing (traces, &c.); 
dust ; anything white on the pupil of the 
eye ;— ' i fd \ A multitude of ostrich-feathers j 
abundance of hair (in a camel, &c.). 

Aft* 'afar, A species of tree, which easily 
kindles, used for striking a fire; fecunda-
tion ; pruning a palm-tree; dry bread (i.e. 
without meat) ; meal of wheat or barley 
without any admixture of sweet; name of 
a place between Mecca and Ta ' i f ;— ' i far 
(pi. of 'ufr). Strong, robust, valiant;— 
'affdr, One whe fecundates a palm-tree. 

A u^ift* 'afarit (pi, of ' i f r i t ) , Horrible 
demons or giants \—'afaritu 'I-jinn u afd'Vi 
masmumu 's-sinn, Dreadful demons and 
vipers with envenomed teeth. 

a ^ ufOjUe 'afarit-dsdr, Diabolical in 
acts. 

A U-Uc 'ifds, Corruption, wickedness, 
villainy. 

A UOUJR 'ifds, A little purse of leather or 
cloth for holding petty cash; a small 
leather strap with which the mouth of a 
bottle is fastened; the cover of a flask. 

A ' a f d f , 'afdfat (v.n. of 



Abstaining (from what is forbidden) ; chas-
tity, continence; ['afdfu 'l-hubb, Chaste 
love; ]— ' i f a f , Medicine, remedy. 

A &Uc 'ufdfat, Milk left iu the udder. 
A 'ifdq (v.n. 3 of Coaxing, de-

ceiving, circumventing; applying remedies; 
ravaging a flock (wolf) ; frequency in 
milking; rapidity in travelling. 

A. 'affdqat, Podex;—kazabat 'affdqatu-
hu, He broke wind. 

A 'affan, Name of the father of the 
caliph 'Usrndn ; — 'iffdn, Time, season;— 
'aid 'iffani-hi, In good time, seasonably. 

A w 'affat, A modest woman; — 'iffat 
(v.n. of t-te), Abstaining from what is un-
lawful ; chastity, continence, purity, virtue; 
[ahli 'iffat, Chaste ; ]— 'u f fa t , Milk remaining 
in the udder ; a certain small white fish ; 
an old woman. 

A g4c <afj (v.n.), Striking (with a stick) ; 
coition; beating clothes with the mallet 
mi'faj when washing; committing sodomy; 
—'iff, 'afaj, 'afij, The small gu t s ;— ' a fa j 
(v.n.), Being large (intestines). 

A AAC 'afd, A pigeon, or a bird resembling 
it;—also 'a fdan , 'afadan (v.n. of 
Leaping with the feet close together. 

Ayke 'afr (v.n.), Rolling in the dustj 
throwing (anyone) on the ground; burying 
under the ground, concealing ; dus t ;— ' i f r , 
A hog, boar; Bwine ; a young pig ; a dan-
gerous, wicked, cunning man;— lwfr, Strong, 
robust, valiant; Bharp, shrewd; the 7th, 
8th, and 9th night of the month ; ['an'ufr-
in, About a month or fortnight ago;]— 
'afar, Earth, dust ; the first watering of 
sown fields ; gossamer ( = muJchdtu 'sh-
shaitan q.v. under t U ^ ) ; — ' u f u r , Time, sea-
son ; a month. 

a y e 'afra, Name of the mistress of 
'Arwah;—'afrdy (fem. of afar), Whitish 
red (sheep, &c.). 

A 'ifrlt, A giant, demon, any fan-
cied Bpectre of a horrible appearance, a 
f r ight ; powerful, independent; one who 
does a thing in a careful and masterly way, 
skilful, clever;— ' i frlt, 'afrit, A sly, dan-
gerous, inhuman man. 

a 'ifrit-diddr, Of diabolical 
aspect. 

Ayifi 'a/a (v.n.), Ordering (a camel) to lie 
down; toying with one's wife ; a walnut. 

A *afs (v.n.), Restraining, retaining, 
imprisoning; driving (cattle) with violence ; 
dragging on the ground ; rubbing; kicking 
the hind-parts. 

A JJUC 'afsh (v.n.), Collecting, bringing 
together. 

A Y&TE 'afs (v.n.), Closing the mouth of a 
flask or glass bottle with leather ; bending, 
doubling; squeezing hard, twisting the 
hand; pulling up, tearing out; a gall-tree 
and itB nut ;— ' a fas , An obliquity in the 
nose 5—'afis, Styptic, astringent. 

a 'afaf UUic 'afiaf (P. o^Afc q.v.), 
The bark of a dog. 

A (JIC 'afq (v.n.), Going at discretion, at 
full liberty, disappearing, and afterwards 
returning; covering frequently (an ass) ; 
breaking wind; whipping severely; waking, 
sleeping but little; doing anything super-
ficially; collecting; retaining, hindering; 
shaking anything (wind) ;— 'afaq (v.n.), 
Frequenting the watering-place (camels), 

A tfUe 'afk, 'afak (v.n.), Being very stupid; 
—'afik, Foolish, stupid. 

A Jte 'afl (v.n.), Feeling cattle about the 
thighs if fat or lean ;— 'afal (v.n.), Having 
a rupture (a female); a female rupture; 
the perinseum; fat of a ram's testicles or 
parts adjacent which are fe l t ; fat between 
the buttocks of cattle, 

A <&SC 'afalat, 'afala, A female rupture. 
a Aic 'afala-zada, Ruptured (female). 
A 'afn (v.n.), Ascending (a hill) ; cor-

rupting, causing to stink (meat);— 'afan 
(v.n.), Rotting, falling in pieces when 
touched (a rope) ;— 'afan shudan, To putrefy 
(m.c.). 

A yic 'afw, in P. also 'afu, 'ufd (v.n.), 
Erasing, cancelling, obliterating ; effacing 
the vestiges of the house, covering them 
with dust (wind); forgiving, passing by a 
transgression; remitting punishment;; 
loathing anything; being long, luxuriant 
(hair, herbage, &c.); good pasture ; ex-
celling (in knowledge, &c.); water left 
after people have drunk; untrodden ground, 
uninhabited, and without the trace of a 
building ; being pure (water) ; the largest, 
best, or choicest part of anything; pardon, 
forgiveness, remission of sins; a benefit, 
favour, gif t ; ['afii kardan, To forgive, 
excuse, spare;— 'a fu kardan khun-rd, To 
remit a blood-guilt;]— 'afw, 'ifw, 'ufw, A 
wild ass's c o l t ; — ' a f u u O n e who forgives 
much;— 'afww wa ghaffur. (God) the par-
doner and for giver. 

a 'afu-pesha, Forgiving, inerci-
ful. 

A 'ufusat, Astringency, stypticity. 
a s l / j ic «afu-gah, A place where criminals 

are pardoned. 
A 'ufunat (v.n. of Rotting, 

falling in pieces when laid hold of (a 
rope); corruption, putridity, effluvia, in-
fection, miasm. 

a 44c 'affa, A chaste woman;— ' u f fa , A 
lamb's skin covered with soft wool. 

a 'afldan, To bark. 
'afir, (Flesh) laid on sand to be 

dried by the sun ; meal of wheat or barley 
boiled without any admixture of sweets; 
dry bread without meat or condiment; a 
woman giving nothing to her female slave 
or a neighbour. 

A ' a f l f , Chaste, abstaining (from 
anything forbidden). 



A ̂  ' a f l f a t , 'ajlfa, A chaste, modest 
woman. 

A tjc 'aqq (v.n.), Splitting ; slaughtering 
(a sheep) and giving (it) in alms on the 
birth of a child or when its head is first 
shaved ;—'iqq, A deep trench or ditch. 

A 'iqdb (v.n.), Coming behind, fol-
lowing at the heels of ; punishing, chas-
tising ; punishment, chastisement, torment; 
(pi. of 'aqabat,) declivities or difficult pas-
sages of mountains; [khatifi 'iqdbi shah, 
Dread of royal resentment or punishment;] 
—'uqdb, An eagle ; name of a constellation; 
a standard belonging to Muhammad; a 
projecting stone in a mountain; a stone in 
a well on which pitchers are broken; the 
stone whereon a water-drawer stands; a 
rivulet whence water flows into a cistern; 
a place of moderate height; a small thread 
in the hole of an ear-ring; an excrescence 
in shape of an almond on the leg of cattle ; 
—'uqdbi ahanln-minqdr, An iron-beaked 
eagle;—'uqdb shudan, To hanker after. 

a 'uqab-tal'at, Eagle-sighted 
(a horse). 

A 'uqabain (obi. du. used as nom.), 
Two high poles between which the Wazir 
of Nushirwan had suspended Hamzah, sewn 
up in a cow-skin, whence a man in sore 
trouble is proverbially called hamza dar 
'uqdbain, Hamza between the two poles. 

xfa* 'aqdr (v.n. o f / * ) , Being barren (a 
woman) ; an immoveable estate in land, 
water, or palm-trees; a mansion, palace, or 
citadel; household furniture ;—'iqar (v.n. 
3 of fa), Boasting against another in re-
gard to hamstringing (camels) ;—*uqdr, 
Wine ; a kind of red or otherwise coloured 
cloth; name of a bird whose wings are 
used for egrettes ;—'{uqdr, 'uqqdr, Name of 
a medicinal plant or root; ['uqdri ad am, 
Name of a medicinal plant;—*uqdri kohdn, 
Dracunculus ;]—'aqqdr, An aromatic root. 

A ^fa* 'aqdrib, Whisperings, slanders. 
A (JAB* 'iqds, A fillet for the hair. 
A 'uqdf, A distemper making the 

feet of sheep crooked. 
A jtec 'aqdq (v.n. of <J*), Being with 

young (a mare); undutifulness;—'aqdq, 
'iqaq, Fruit borne in the womb ;—'iqdq (pi. 
of 'aqiiq), Pre grant (mares) ; (pi. of 
'uquq) pregnant animals of single hoof;— 
'uqdq, Bitter (water). 

A 'aqdqlr (pi. of 'aqqdr), Aromatic 
roots -,—jaiyidu 'I-aqdqlr, (Iron) of an 
excellent quality. 

A JUc 'iqdl, Whatever is given in one 
year by way of tithes ; a rope which binds 
together the feet and neck of a camel (to 
make him obedient when otherwise in-
tractable) ; ['iqdlu '1-mVln, A prince ran-
somed by hundreds of camels;]—'uqqdl, 
Lameness or limping of cattle. 

A. j ' a q a m , Barren, childless (man or 

woman); a strong she-camel in her ninth 
year ;—'uqdm, Disastrous (day) ;—'uqam, 
'aqam, A man of a bad disposition; raging 
(war) ; an incurable distemper. 

A 'aqa id (pi. of 'aqldal), Funda-
mental articles of fai th; religious tenets. 

A 'aqd'iq (pi. of 'aqlq), Cornelians ; 
flashing swords. 

A (jaftas. 'aqais (pi. of 'aqlsat), Locks of 
women's hair brought together on the top 
of the head. 

a j»»UiE 'aqd'im (pi. of 'aqim), Barren 
(women). 

A 'aqb (v.n.), Striking upon the heel; 
coming behind or after, succeeding, filling 
another's place; taking a second wife 
after the death or divorce of the first; 
putting a string to a bow, winding a bow 
or au arrow about with a bruised gut ; 
the heel; a son; a son's son ; posterity;—• 
'uqb, The end or final issue of anything; 
consequence ; —'aqab, The heel; tendons 
from which strings of bows of musical in-
struments are made; hinder part, rear; 
[as 'aqah pur shudan, To be a breech-loader; 
—az 'aqab-ash, Behind him, after him; 
(met.) after his death ;]—'aqib, The heel; 
offspring, children, posterity; end of a 
month;—'uqdb (pi. of 'uqbat), Times, turns; 
things left behind;—'uqub, End or issue of 
a thing, 

A Mc 'aqbat, Green leaves coming out to 
succeed those that have withered;—'aqbat, 
'iqbat, A kind of painted litter-cloth;— 
'uqbat, Posterity; a time, turn; anything 
received for another commodity (as part of 
the food made in a borrowed pot, which is 
sent back with it to the owner) ; exchange, 
substitute;—'uqbat, 'iqbat, Outward form; 
remains, vestige (as of beauty, &c.);— 
'aqabat, A tendon; the summit of Mina, 
where Muhammad was first publicly ac-
knowledged by a number of persons; 
steep mountain-summits difficult of ap-
proach. 

A 'uqbd, End, accomplishment, issue, 
success ; conclusion, termination, last state; 
consequence; requital, reward, punishment; 
future state, the life to come. 

A <iqqat, The hair of young animals 
with which they are born; — 'uqqat, A 
child's plaything: 

A A&FC 'aqd (v.n.), Binding, fastening, 
tying in a knot; becoming thick and con-
crete (any fluid) ; counting on the fingers; 
entering into partnership, or forming any 
commercial contract; a knot; a compact, 
league, treaty, engagement, covenant; ma-
trimony ; responsibility, suretyship; an 
arch; the key-stone of an arch ; a decimal; 
['aqd bastan, To tie a knot; to engage in 
or conclude a marriage : — 'aqdi tamkln 
(rawan), A temporary marriage ( = 
q.v.) ;~—'aqd gusistan, To break a knot;— 



'aqdi gosha, A knot by which poor people 
tie anything in the turban-gash ;—• 'aqdi 
majlis ddshtan, To meet, to hold a con-
ference ;—'aqdi nihdh, hardan, To make a 
marriage contract; — 'aqdi namdz hardan, 
To prepare for prayer;—'aqd wd hardan, 
To untie a knot;—ahlu'l-hall wa'l-'aqd, 
Authorised to loose and to bind;]— 'iqd, in 
P. also 'aqd, A collar, necklace; a bulse; 
a guard; ['iqdu 'l-jumdn, A string of pearls; 
—'iqdi shab-afroz, The stars and planets ;— 
'iqdi shab u roz, Moon and sun ; time, for-
tune, the world ;J—'aqad (v.n.), Being tied, 
fettered (the tongue); name of a tribe in 
Yam an;—'aqid, Tracts of accumulated sand; 
(for 'aqidu 'l-lisan) tongue-tied ; short but 
hardy, patient of labour (camel);— 'uqad 
(pi. of 'uqdat), Knots. 

a 'aqdana, Marriage-fees, formerly 
paid to the KiizI or Musulman priest in 
India. 

a tsAAj A3c 'aqd-bandl, The tying of the 
marriage-knot; concluding a contract, &c. 

a S^ac 'uqdat Knot, tie, bond; a joint, 
node, excrescence, gland; an impediment 
in speech ; an entanglement, complication, 
perplexed affairs, confused words, intri-
cacies ; a knotty problem ; a secret, mystery, 
enigma; ['uqda'i i'rds, The marriage tie ;— 
'uqda dar hdr uftad (shawad), A stop or 
hindrance occurs;—'uqda dar hdr zadan, 
To put a stop or hindrance to;—'uqdaH 
gardun, Head and tail of the (constellation) 
dragon ;]—'aqadat, Root of the tongue ;— 
'aqadat, Hqadat, A tract of accumulated 
sands. 

a ^ uwASc 'uqdat-hushd (ftS SJjte 'uqda-
gusha), Resolver of difficulties. 

a 'uqdatain (obi. du. of 'uqdat used 
as nom.), = 'uqda'i gardiin q.v. sub. 

a 'iqdsas, A jeweller, 
a jkfic 'aqd-nama, Marriage-contract. 
a fi^ 'uqda-gusha'i, The solving of 

difficulties. 
ft 'aqr (v.n.), Wounding (a horse or 

camel) in the feet; hamstringing ; prevent-
ing from going; killing (a camel) over the 
grave of his master; a palace, mansion, 
citadel; a lofty edifice; also one falling 
into ruin ; a white cloud ; a cloud or mist 
concealing the borders of the sun ; name 
of a place near Kufah;—'aqr, 'uqr, The 
foundation, also the area, of a house; a 
place where people alight; root, origin of 
anything;—'uqr (v.n.), Being barren (a 
woman); barrenness • a woman's marriage 
portion; also the fine paid for vitiated 
virginity ; ['uqri hohan, Dracunculus;— 
baizatu 'l-'uqr, The egg of a cock (being 
supposed to lay one every year) ; the first 
or last egg which a ben lays ; an egg by 
which the trial of a woman's virginity is 
made; an unexpected gift from a quarter 
unlooked for ; anything rare ;] — 'aqar 

(v.n.), Being seized with sudden fright and 
unable to advance or recede ; misfortune; 
—'uqar, A saddle galling a horse's back. 

A 'aqrab, A scorpion; the sign 
Scorpio; the pin of a dial, the hand of a 
watch or clock; a needle; a shoe-latchet; 
a crupper-strap; name of a horse;—'aqrabi 
pareshdn, A lady's veil;—'aqrdbi sd'at, The 
pin of a dial; — 'aqrabi nildfari, The sign 
Scorpio. 

A (ftjte- 'aqrabdn, Name of a medical root 
or plant. 

a 'aqrabah (dim. of 'aqrab), The 
hand of a watch or clock (m.c.). 

a 'aqrab-khdna, A needle-case; a 
thimble ; a chafing-dish ; (met.) the world. 

A 'aqrat, 'uqrat, Barrenness (of wo-
men) ;—'aqirat, (A she-camel) which drinks 
not except in fear;—'uqirat, (A woman) 
diseased in the womb; a little spherical 
amulet or charm which women wear to 
prevent them from becoming pregnant. 

A ft. 'aqz (v.n.), Creeping close to each 
other (ants). 

A YIIic 'aqsh (v.n.), Bending (a stick); 
collecting, accumulating (wealth) ; the fruit 
of the tree ardh; extremities of vine-
branches;—'aqsh, 'aqash, A kind of pot-
herb. 

A YOITC 'aqs (v.n.), Plaiting or twisting the 
hair; making it into curls;—'aqas (v.n.), 
Being bad-tempered ; avaricious; — 'aqis, 
Covetous ; bad-tempered; sand unequally 
heaped and difficult to cross;—Hqas (pi. of 
Hqsat), Spiral locks;—'uqus, A miser; the 
tripe, 

A Hqsat, (A woman's) braided hair; 
a lock, a curl. 

A 'aq'aq, A magpie. 
A J«C 'aql (v.n.), Confining, tying up (a 

camel's) foot; constipating the belly (as-
tringent medicine) ; finding out; flying for 
refuge; standing erect on a high rock 
(mountain-goat) ; paying; paying a fine 
for manslaughter; pacifying those who 
threaten revenge; being vertical and per-
pendicular (the sun at mid-day) ; changing 
mafd 'ilun (^ ) into fa 'ilun (^ ); 
intellect, reason, discrimination; heart, 
mind ; a fortification, citadel; an asylum; 
mulct, fine; a red cloth with which a camel-
litter is c o v e r e d a kind of striped cloth; 
['aqli insdni, Human reason;—'aqli auwal, 
Natural genius or instinct; the throne of 
God ; the Holy Spirit; Muhammad; Ga-
briel ;—'aqli baligh, Maturity of mind, when 
the judgment is formed (about eighteen 
years of age) ;—'aql bar jd ast, One's under-
standing is sound ;—'aqli fa"al,^ Superior 
wisdom; — 'aqli ma'ad, Meditation on a 
future state;—'aqli ma'dsh, Economy, in-
dustry, prudence;—khildfi 'aql, Unreason-
able, inconsistent;]—'aqal, A distortion in 
the feet of camels; a knocking together of 
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the knees;—'uqul (pi. of 'iqdl), Ropes with 
which the fore-feet of camels are tied up 
to the shoulder. 

A 'aql-cm, Reasonably; prudently ; 
logically ; by inference; by guess ;—'aqld' 
(fem. of Ji«c\ a'qal), Bow-legged (she-
camel) ;—4uqala' (pi. of 'aqil), Intelligent, 
wise, judicious (persons). 

a 'aql-drd, "What adorns the intel-
lect. 

a 'aqldna, Prudently, wisely, reason-
ably. 

A *uqlat, A tripping or twisting of 
the feet of an adversary in wrestling; magic 
charms; the character == in geomancy. 

a o ^ j J ^ 'aql-raftagi, Loss of reason. 
a i; Jfic *aql-rafta, Bereft of reason. 
a 'aql-guzin, Approved by reason. 
a A îla* 'aqlmand, Sensible, judicious. 
a ^.ut.lar 'aqlmandi, Intelligence, wisdom, 

sound sense; sagacity ; discretion ; practi-
cal skill, cleverness, savoir faire; ingenuity ; 
craft. 

a ^fafc 'aqli, Reasonable ; intellectual; 
theoretical, judicious;—af'dli 'aqliya, Pru-
dent, judicious actions. 

A pM 'aqm, Anything intervenient or 
intervening; — 'aqm, 'uqm (v.n.), Being 
barren ; barrenness ;—'aqm, (iqm, A colour, 
paint;—'uqm, A red garment, or carpet;— 
'uqum (pi. of 'aqim), Women who conceive 
not. 

A J&FIE 'aqanqal, A large open valley; a 
hill in sandy grounds; intestines of the 
Lybian lizard ; a cup, goblet; a sword. 

Ajte 'aqw (v.n.), Being high, lifted up 
(a banner); digging a well; abhorring, 
loathing. 

A bf*'uqubat, Punishment, chastisement, 
torment, torture. 

A 'uqud (pi. of 'aqd), Knots, ties; 
agreements, obligations; decimals, num-
bers above units ; (pi. of Hqd) necklaces. 

A 'uqudat (pi. of the preceding), 
Knots; doors, arches. 

A^ysc 'aqUr, Biting (dog), 
A jjte 'aquq, Pregnant (mare) ; also one 

not in foal;—'uquq (v.n. of oK)> Being dis-
obedient, undutiful; disobedience, rebel-
lion (against parents) ; being pregnant. 

A Jj^E 'aqul, Wise, sagacious, intelligent; 
an astringent medicine;—'uqul (v.n. of 
Jte), Standing erect on a high rock, taking 
refuge on a mountain (deer, &c.); (pi. 
of 'aql) intellects, reasons, judgments; 
sciences;—arbabi 'uquli sadida, Persons of 
sound judgment. 

a Mc 'aqqa (corruption of 'aq'aqat, n. un-
of 'aq'aq'i), A magpie (m.c.). 

A 'iqydn, Purest gold produced from 
plants or growing like vegetables, but not 
dug from mines. 

A S.XJJIE 'aqidat, 'aqida, A fundamental 

UCP 
article of religion ; faith ;—bad-'aqida, Un-
believing, sceptical. 

a (ji-A 'aqidaUkesh, t ' a q i -
dat-manish, Faithful. 

A 'aqir, Cut, wounded; lamed, ham-
strung ; childless;—'uqair, A bitter date. 

A 'aqisat, (A woman's) braided hair. 
A (jMc 'aqiq, A cornelian, agate, red gem; 

a valley ; a channel filled by a stream; any 
place excavated by a torrent; hair upon 
new-born infants or animals ; name of seve-
ral places;—'aqiqi ablaq, An agate of two 
colours;—'aqiqu 'l-bahr, Mocha stone ; In-
dian shot, the seed of Canna indica;—• 
'aqiqi jigari, A precious stone;—'aqiqi 
muzdb (nab), The lip of a mistress; tears 
of blood; red wine. 

A 'aqiqat, A thunderbolt piercing 
the clouds like a flaming sword; an arrow 
shot towards the clouds; hair upon new-
born infants and animals ; the ceremony of 
shaving the hair of an infant on the sixth 
day after birth; a sheep slaughtered on 
that occasion; the fore-skin of a child. 

a sA 'aqiq-lab, With lips of corne-
lian hue, with ruby lips. 

a 'aqiqin, Of the colour of agate, 
cornelian, ruby, <fcc. 

A (SAU, 'aqil (bin abi tdlib), 
Name of the brother of the caliph Ali, and 
the most skilful genealogist of the tribe of 
Euraish; also of another companion of 
Muhammad;—'uqail, Name of a village in 
Khuzistan ; also of the father of a tribe. 

A 'aqilat, Anything excellent in its 
kind (as a prince or chief, a chaste and 
noble lady, the best camel);—'aqilatu 'l-
bahr, Pearls (as being the most precious 
product of the sea). 

A 'aqim, Barren (woman) ; childless 
(man); a gentle wind moving neither 
clouds nor trees ; unhappy (day), especially 
that of the last judgment; vehement, 
raging (war) ;—ranji 'aqim, Useless toil, 
labour in vain. 

A 'aqimat, 'aqima, Barren (woman). 
A 'iqyaun, A sea of air under the 

throne of God, in which, the Muhamma-
dan s say, angels stand armed with spears 
of the winds, their faces turned towards the 
throne, and" repeating the praises of God 
Almighty. 

A utU 'akk (v.n.), Restraining, diverting 
(from any purpose); delaying, putting off 
(payment of debt, &c.) ; repeating often 
(words, orders, injuries) ; striking with a 
whip, scourging, chastising; fettering, im-
prisoning ; attacking, charging; overcom-
ing, getting the better of (by argument); 
explaining (a speech) ; turning, returning ; 
name of a man ('Akk bin Adsan). 

A He- 'akkd, Acre, Ptolemais. 
A S^Aic 'alcdb, Dust;—'ikdb (pi. of 'anka-

but), Spiders;—'ukdb, Smoke. 
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A JVXc 'akad, Name of a mountain in-
habited by people noted for their eloquence. 

A 'akkdr, One who makes repeated 
charges and attacks ; name of the father of 
a tribe. 

A 'iJcds, A rope (especially tying 
the neck of a camel to his fore-feet in 
order to make him quiet) ;—'akkds, Photo-
grapher (m.c.). 

a 'akkds-bdshi, Chief photo-
grapher, photographer to the Court (m.c.). 

a iiW^^Xc 'akkds-khdna, A photographic 
establishment or studio (m.c.). 

a ^j-lie 'akkasi, Photography; trade of a 
photographer (m.c.). 

A 'ukkdsh, A spider; male spider ; 
spider's web ; name of a mountain ; also of 
a man. 

A K^C 'ukdz, The celebrated fair formerly 
held near Mecca, which lasted three weeks. 

a ^ft^* 'ukdzl, Of or referring to the fair 
of Ukaz ;—adimi 'ukdzl, Leather bought or 
sold at the fair of TJkaz, 

A JlXc 'ileal, A rope with which a camel's 
fore-foot is tied up. 

A 'ikdm, A rope, or anything similar, 
for tying up bales. 

A 'ikdn, The neck. 
A 'akh (v.n.), Travelling hard ; light, 

nimble, brisk; dus t ; cheerfulness, brisk-
ness ;—'akab (v.n.), Being thick (smoke) ; 
thickness of lip, chin, or teeth; closeness 
of toes ;—£ukub (pi. of 'ankabiit), Spiders ; 
—'ikabb, A corpulent dwarf; disobedient, 
rebellious (man or demon); one whose 
mother had another husband ; name of the 
jailor of Nu'man bin Munzir. 

A ft* 'akbar, 'ikbir, A flower of various 
colours of which bees are fond; a bitter 
matter found in honey with which bees 
feed their young ones ; bees-wax. 

A 'akkat, 'ukkat, Intense heat with-
out a breath of wind;—'ukkat, A leather 
bottle in which butter is preserved; sands 
heated by the reflection of the sun; the 
change of colour in a Bhe-camel after con-
ception ; paroxysm of a fever. 

A 'ukd, 'akd (?), The middle (of any-
thing) ;—'akad (v.n.), Becoming fat (a 
camel or lizard);—'akid, Dry trees one 
upon another ; fat (camel or lizard). 

A 'akr (v.n.), Rushing upon, assault-
ing;' returning to a charge, renewing a 
fight; inclining to, departing for, a place ; 
running home to his own people in spite of 
his rider (a camel) ;—'ikr, Root, origin, 
principle, foundation ; one's own people ;— 
'akar (v.n.), Being or becoming turbid; 
dregs or sediment, mother of oil, lees of 
wine; rus t ; herds of camels (from 50 to 
100, according to others, exceeding 500) ;— 
'alcir, Muddy, feculent, dreggy, unracked 
(wiDe). 

A 'akarat, 'akara, A large herd of 

camels (from 50 to 100, or exceeding 
500). 

A Hkrimat, A female dove; name of 
the father of a tr ibe; also of one of Mu-
hammad's companions. 

A 'akz (v.n.), Seizing, grasping, 
griping; leaning on a staff or crutch; 
driving a spear into the ground; finding 
one's way to anything ;—Hkz, Wicked, ill-
disposed; avaricious, covetous. 

A 'aks (v.n.), Turning upside down, 
inverting, placing the last first, transposing; 
checking, pulling in the reins; tying the 
rein of a camel to his fore-leg in order to 
make him quiet; pouring milk upon any 
food; reflexion, inversion; reverberation, 
recoil, repercussion; refraction; the re-
verse, contrary, opposite; counterpart; 
shadow; reflected image; opposition, spite; 
construed with the verbs uftddan, afgandan, 
zadan, kashidan, &c.;—'aks anddkhtan, To 
throw one's reflection, i.e. to have one's 
photograph taken, to sit for a photograph 
(m.c.) ;—'aks anddkhtan az kase, To take 
one's photograph (m.c.);—'aksi nur, Re-
flection of light. (See also the article , 
p. 775). 

'aks-anddz, Represented by 
reflection (as in a mirror) ; — 'aks-anddz 
kardan, To represent by reflection, to 
mirror. 

a 'aksi, Reflected ; reflex; obtained 
by reflection; photographic. 

a y f t ^ft'aksi-taswir, A reflected 
image or picture ; a silhouette ; a photo-
graph, 

A <akeh (v.n.), Collecting, bringing 
together; rushing upon; surrounding a 
bull (dogs); tying t ight ; spinning her 
web (a spider) ; — 'akash (v.n.), Being 
curly and heaped together (hair) ; growing 
luxuriantly and becoming entangled (plants). 

A (JOIE 'aks (v.n.), Repelling, driving 
back; closeness, compactness; malignity, 
badness of temper;—'akas (v.n.), Being 
bad-tempered ; being stubborn, restive, 

A ! ' a k z (v.n.), Compelling, subduing; 
silencing, taking down (a boaster) ; confin-
ing, detaining ; deposing. 

a 'ak'ak, A magpie (see tj***, 
and 

a t^Kc 'akak, A magpie. 
A 'akl (v.n.), Being obscure, doubt-

ful ; piling (furniture, &c.) one upon 
another ; throwing into prison ; binding (a 
camel) with the rope 'ikal); collecting, 
assembling; conjecturing ; driving hard; 
throwing to the ground; labouring dili-
gently, striving ; dying;— 'ikl, Mean, ava-
ricious ;~'ukl, Name of the father of a 
tribe noted ror stupidity ;—'akal (v.n.), 
Being sullied by the oil (a lamp) ;—'ukul 
(pi. of 'dkil), Misers, niggards. 

a 'akla, A kind of ivy. 



A C 'akm, Tying (effects or furniture) 
with a garment; fastening burdens t ight ; 
returning from a visit; making for ; rush-
ing upon, attacking; expecting, waiting 
for; the interior of the side ;—'item, A rope 
or anything similar for tying up bales; 
half a horse- or camel-load, as much as is 
carried on one side; a carpet in which a 
woman keeps her stores; a casket for 
jewels; a portmanteau. 

A 'ukan (pi. of 'uknat), Wrinkles on 
the belly from fatness ; folds. 

A foXe 'uknat, A wrinkle on the belly 
from fatness ; a fold. 

'akna, Hermodactyls. 
'akub, A kind of artichoke. 

A 'akub, Dust;— 'ukub (v.n. of S - ^ * ) , 
Pressing upon one another (camels when 
watering); standing ; (pi. of 'dkib) great 
multitudes. 

A )fa* 'ukur (v.n. of fa*), Returning. 
A «JAC 'ukaf (v.n. of Remaining 

behind; hovering round; being assiduous, 
Bticking close to; keeping constantly in 
the mosque engaged in acts of devotion. 

A f»fa* 'akum, One who recedes or de-
parts ; the place of receding or departing;— 
'ukum (pi. of Hkm), Bundles of cloth, &c. 

a iXc 'akka, A magpie. 
A 'akis, A shoot of a vine laid under 

ground for propagation, a layer. 
A 'ukaim, Name of a man. 
A JC <all (v.n.), Striking one with repeated 

blows; drinking or causing another to 
drink a second time ; becoming ill; a man 
emaciated with sickness or age; one who 
has much intercourse with women; a plump 
tike; a large he-goat; a year of scarcity;— 
'all-a, Perhaps ;—'all-i, Perhaps I (may do 
BO and so). 

A *aid' (v.n. of Being superior 
to, above, on the upper part. 

A ALE 'aldt, An anvil; a stone on which 
curds are placed to dry. 

A t^c 'ilaj (v.n. 3 of fa*), Applying (a 
remedy); adjusting, managing (affairs); 
remedy, cure, treatment, management; 
a medicine;—bad-'il&j, Unskilled in the 
treatment of maladies; a quack ;—bi-'ilaj, 
Without remedy, incurable. 

a e^U 'ildj-pazlr, Curable. 
A (J-IE 'ulds, A thing, somewhat (eat-

able). 
A ÛC 'Hat, A rope round a camel's neck ; 

tbe side of a camel's neck; a mark made 
on a camel's neck by burning; the ring of 
a dove ; mischief, dispute, strife. 

A <-*Skc 'ildf (pi. of 'alaf), Provenders; 
name of a man ; a kind of pack-saddles 
called after him (see the following);— 
'alldf, A vendor of forage or fodder, a 
purveyor of provender; a corn-chandler. 

A uwLile 'ildfiyat, pi. of— 
A 'ildfiyat, 'ilaflya, A stron g pack-

saddle, large in the middle and behind, 
made by 'Ilaf. 

A J^C 'aldq, Pood, fodder sufficient for 
cattle; a road; the beam which supports 
the pulley of a well; the pulley itself; 
also the rope ; a wheel for drawing water; 
a large bucket; wish, desire ; friendship, 
affection. 

A 'aldqat, 'aldqa (v.n. of ^C) , Fall-
ing in love, being attached; a strong incli-
nation towards; friendship, affection; re-
lation, parentage, connection; food sufficient 
for the day ; a dependency, province, dis-
trict, parish; a tenure, holding, estate, 
manor; jurisdiction; a business, concern, 
office, post; construed with baridan, ddshtan, 
gusistan, &c. ; ['aldqa'i qardbat, Connection 
of kindred, relationship;]—'ildqat, Hlaqa, 
Fixed love, friendship, affection; a rope or 
strap by which anything is fastened; a 
turban-sash; a lace, braid, tape; [Hldqatu 
\s-said, Oame suspended by the legs;]—• 
'alldqat, Death; calamity. 

a ii^e 'ildqa-band, A gold-lace maker; 
a tape-maker ; a braider. 

a 'ilaqa-bandl, Gold-lace work ; 
lace-work; braiding; the making of fringe, 
tape, &c. 

a fa <£&* 'aldqa-ddr, Connected, dependent, 
related; the person responsible for the 
payment of the rates, &c., of a village or 
district. 

a AJ^^AC 'alaqamand, = fa q.v. 
a ^fa^* 'aldql, Attachment, connection, 

relation, dependence. 
A 'aldqiyat, (A man) devoted wholly 

to anything. 
SSe 'alald, An acclamation of reproof; 

noise, tumult. 
a ai&c 'id«la, A learned man, a scholar. 
A fM 'ildm (pi. of 'aldmat), Signs, marks ; 

—(pi. of 'alam) milestones ; landmarks; 
mountains ; — 'ulam, A sparrow-hawk ;— 
aldma (for 'aid md q.v. under ^fa), Upon 

what?—'alldm, Very learned, possessed of 
great knowledge; omniscient, God (as 
knowing everything) ; skilled iu genealo-
gies ; ['alldmu '1-gJmyub, Acquainted with 
things future and invisible (God) ;]—''illdm 
(v.n. 2 of fAe), Teaching, instructing ; wear-
ing any mark or badge of recognition (as 
soldiers in ba t t l e ) ;— ' u l ldm, A sparrow-
hawk ; privet, henna ; a very learned man ; 
skilled in genealogies; (pi. of 'dlim) learned 
men, scholars. 

A EIIU^C 'aldmat (pi. of the following), 
Marks, signs, &c. 

A 'aldmat, 'aldma, A sign, signal, 
mark ; any distinguishing characteristic or 
impression.; diagnosis (of a disease); a 
pedigree ; coats of arms, armorial bearing ; 
a standard, banner, ensign ; a road, post, a 
milestone;—'alldmat, alldma, 'alldmly, 
Very learned; possessed of the highest 



degree of knowledge, but never applied to 
God, because the letters 8 and <_5, although 
here expressive of intensity, not of ferai-
nality or relationship, might imply an im-
putation of the latter two qualities to the 
divine being; ['allamatu 'Uwara, The most 
learned of men;—'alldma'i asr, The great-
est scholar of the age ;]—'alldm-l, My very 
learned friend, the familiar title given by 
Akbar to his celebrated minister Abu'l-
Fazl (see makdtibdti 'alldml under 

A (ft* 'ildn, An acting openly with; name 
of a fortress near San'a;—'alldn, Ignorant 
(man). 

a 'alanl, Public, open, manifest, 
notorious. 

A 'alaniyat, 'aldniya (v.n. of 
Becoming manifest, public, open, no-
torious ; publication, divulgation, notoriety, 
publicity; public life; external deport-
ment; (fem. of Hlant) public, open, noto-
rious, &c. 

A S^C 'aldwat,'alawa, Redundancy, super-
abundance ; excess ; a super-addition ; over 
and above, moreover, besides; [_'aldwa 
bar in, Independently of this; notwith-
standing that;]— 'ildwat, The upper part, 
anything placed upon another; a small 
package laid on the top of a horse- or 
camel-load;—'ulawat, The upper part;— 
'ulawatu "r-rih, An upper current of air. 

A JL^E 'ald'iq (pi. of 'alaqat or Hldqat), 
Affections, studies, attachments; connec-
tions ; (pi. of 'aliqat) marriage portions. 

A 'alb (v.n.), Making an impression, 
marking; fastening tight the handle of a 
Bword, <fcc., with the sinew of a camel's 
neck ; a mark, trace, impression;—'ilb, A 
worthless fellow from whom no good is to 
be expected; a place which no rain can 
render frui tful ; ground where lote-trees 
grow; — 'alab (v.n.), Being firm, solid 
(flesh); beginning to corrupt (meat); being 
broken in the edge (a sword); a disease in 
the nerves of a camel's neck ;—'alib, A hard 
substance ; old, tough (a goat, lizard, &c.); 
—'ulab (pi. of 'ulbat), Milk-pails of wood 
or leather. 

A 'ulbat, 'ulba, A milk-pail of wood 
or camel's leather; a case, coffer; a pill-
box. 

A 'allai, Harm, hur t ; a fellow-wife ; 
[banu '1-aXldt, Sons of a father who has 
several wives;] — 'illat, An accident, ca-
lamity, disease ; a cause, reason ; a charge, 
count of indictment;—'illati ubna (pusht), 
An unnatural propensity ;—'illati ziydrat, 
Under pretence of a visit;—'illati surkh, 
Erysipelas:—'illati surl, Formal cause, i.e. 
that form in which the essence of a thing 
consists; — 'illati ghtfi, Final cause for 
which it was made ;—'illati fd'ill, Efficient 
cause (as the maker, if the work of man); 
—'illati qur/ml, A plague or endemial dis-

ease peculiar to the city of Kumm ; (met.) 
obscurities, difficulties in a book; an un-
natural propensity;—'illati mdddi, Material 
cause, matter of which a thing is made ;— 
'illati mashdyikh, An unnatural propensity 
in old men ;—bi-Hllat, Without cause; in-
dependent, unconcerned, unbiassed ;—bi-
'illati, Unconcern, unbiassed judgment. 

a 'illat-ddna, Small-pox. 
a 'illati, Having a fault, vice, flaw, 

&c.; of bad habits ; sick; imperfect. 
A <±-1* (als (v.n.), Mixing (wheat with 

barley) ; collecting; tanning a skin bottle; 
failing to strike fire (flint) ; name of a vil-
lage near Baghdad;—''alas, Intrepidity in 
battle, fierceness of combat; — 'alis, An 
adopted son, the putative son of a man not 
his father. 

'ils, A kind of wild endive. 
A f f t 'alj (v.n,), Conquering, overcoming, 

excelling in adjusting or healing ;—'ilj, An 
ass ; the wild ass or onager; an infidel, 
one of no religion ; rough, fierce;—'alaj, A 
dwarf species of palm-tree ;— 'alij, 'ulaj, 
Solid, grave, firm (man). 

a ^WAe 'alajan, Name of a plant used in 
washing the hands. 

A 'aljam, Long, tall. 
A F^ ie <uljum, A robust, choice camel; 

a male frog; a great quantity of water ; a 
wave of the sea; darkness of n ight ; a tike; 
an ostrich ; a mountain goat; an old bull; 
a di'ake ; a certain white bird. 

a fiAasb 'alahidda, Separate, apart, dis-
tinct. 

A JAC 'aid (v.n.), Being hard and strong; 
hard, strong; a nerve in the neck; hard-
ness. 

A>le 'alaz (v.n.), Being covetous ; fretting, 
chafing; being restless under distress or 
bondage ;—'aliz, Avaricious ; fretful, rest-
less, unable to sleep. 

A (jJu* 'aIs (v.n.), Drinking, eating, tast-
ing ; meat, drink ;—'alas, A tike; a lentil; 
a sort of ant ; a species of wheat having 
two grains in each husk, 

A Sale 'alt (v.n.), Branding (a camel) on 
the neck with a transverse mark; speaking 
ill of anyone; aiming at or hitting with an 
arrow;—'ult, A necklace ; a sword-belt;— 
'ulat, A she-camel without a burnt mark or 
a bridle. 

A 'alf (v.n.), Feeding cattle, giving 
them plenty of meat and drink; drinking 
much ; — Hlf, Who devours much ;— 'ilf, 
'ulf, A certain tree growing in Taman, the 
leaf of which resembles that of the vine, 
and is used as a substitute for vinegar in 
cookery;—'ulf (pi, of 'alufat), Stipends, 
salaries ;— 'alaf, Grass, forage, fodder, pro-
vender ; food, eatables; ['alafi khwurish 
(shirin), The medlar;]— 'uluf (pi. of 'alu-
fat), Provisions for horses. 



a 'alaf-fchdna, A store-house for 
fodder, &c. • (met.) the world. 

a j^ysfciic 'alaf-kfiwar. Pasture; — 'alaf-
jchiparhdyi khur ram, Charming pastures. 

a 'alaf-khwdrl, Pasturing, feed-
ing, consuming food. 

a jyafcilc 'alaf-khwur, Any beast fed in the 
stall (as a horse, ass, or mule), stall-fed; 
a glutton. 

a yl-tfU «alafdan, A hay or corn-bin; the 
crop of a bird; the maw or paunch of a 
beast. 

a {alafzdr, Pasturage, a meadow. 
a fit? t-Alc 1alaf-gah, A feeding-place, 
a «t)U oilc «alafndk, Abundant in pas-

turage. 
a AAUJ 'alafa, Provender, &c. ( = 

q.v.). 
A (JIE <alq (v.n.), Browsing the summit 

of a tree (a camel) ;—'alq, 'Uq, Anything 
precious ; a bag or sack;—'ilq, Excellent 
wine; fine garments; a shield; a sword ;— 
'alaq (v.n.), Browsing on the topmost leaves 
of a tree; being suspended, hanging; having 
a horse-leech fastening upon his chin whilst 
drinking; adhering to (as clay to the hand); 
falling in love ; conceiving, being pregnant 
(woman); lasting love, affection, attach-
ment ; suspension; anything suspended or 
hoisted up ; a suspensory; thick, clotted 
blood; leeches ;—'ulaq, A large body, troop, 
herd; deaths; employments. 

A 'alqat, A drawing, a dragging or 
trailing (of a garment) ;—Hlqai, The first 
garment worn by a boy; a sleeveless shirt; 
a rich garment; a certain tree used in 
tanning;—'ulqat, A part of anything, 
somewhat; suspension ; food sufficient for 
a day ; — 'alaqat, A quantity of clotted 
blood; a horse-leech. 

A 'dlqam, The wild gourd ; the bitter 
lote-fruit; anything bitter. 

A 'alqamat, Bitterness ; name of two 
poets; aho of a companion of Muhammad; 
also of a city of Maghrib. 

A <AJLC 'alk (v.n.), Chewing (as gum and 
the like) ; champing the bit (a horse) ;— 
'ilk, The gum of pine, juniper, or any gum 
that may be chewed;—'alak, A certain 
tree found in H i j a z ; — 'alik, Adhesive, 
viscous; tough (meat). 

A 'alkam, A strong camel. 
A 'aXkamat, Bigness of a camel's 

bunch. 
A ffa^* 'album, A Btrong camel. 
A Jle 'alal (v.n.), Drinking, or causing 

another to drink, a second time ; a second 
draught;-—'Hal (pi. of Hllat), Pretences; 
causes; defects, infirmities, distempers. 

A fa* 'aim (v.n.), Signing, marking; 
making a fissure in the upper lip; being 
learned ; the world ; men ; creatures; 
—'Him (v.n.), Knowing, understanding, 
being learned; knowledge, science, doc-

trine ; literature; trade, art, profession; 
theory; (in the language of Sufis or mys-
tics) the great veil which conceals the 
Almighty ; [Hlmi db, Hydrostatics;—'ilmi 
adab (akhldq), Ethics, morals ; etiquette;— 
'almi adwiya, The medical art;— ' i lmi asma, 
The knowledge of the names, i.e. of the 
attributes of God;— 'ilmi ildhhi, Theology; 
—Hlmu'l-aktdf, The science of divining by 
the shoulder-blades of sheep;—HlmuH wu-
juh, Physiognomy;—Hlmu'l-handasat, Geo-
metry;—Hlmu'l-hi'at, Astronomy; — 'ilmi 
andaza, Geometry;—Hlmi inshd,Letter-writ-
ing j—'Hlmi-dwdz, Acoustics ;—Hlmi bdtin, 
Speculative science;—Hlmi bahs, The art of 
reasoning, logic and dialectics;—Hlmibaydn 
(baldghat, khitdbat) ,The explanatory science, 
i.e. rhetoric, oratory, eloquence; — 'ilmi 
tashrih, Anatomy ;—Hlmi tasr I f , Grammar, 
accidence;—Hlmi tasawwuf, The mystic or 
the contemplative science j—'ilmi tanazzur, 
Optics ;—Hlmi tawdrikh, Chronology ; his-
tory ;—Hlmi jdn, Physiology;—Hlmi jama-
dai, Mineralogy;—Hlmi ('alami ?) chit sabah, 
The leavening of the clay of which Adam 
was formed;—Hlmi hadis, Knowledge of Mu-
hammadan tradition -,-~Hlmi hisdb, Arith-
metic, science of numbers;—Hlmi hikmat, 
Philosophy, physics ; — Hlmi haiwdndt, 
Zoology ;—Hlmi khudd. Theology ;—'ilmi 
dm, The science of religion ;—Hlmi raqam, 
Arithmetic, science of numbers ; — Hlmi 
rami, Geomancy ;—Hlmi riydzat (riydzi), 
Mathematics;—Hlmi zamin, Geology, geo-
graphy ;—Hlmi sitdra, Astronomy ;—Hlmi 
sifyr, Magic ;—'ilmi slmiya, Alchymy; chiro-
mancy, palmistry;—Hlmi sharif, The noble 
science, that of the stars ;—Hlmi shu'a', 
Optics, photology;—Hlmi shi'r, Poetry;— 
Hlmi sarf, Grammar, accidence, etymology ; 
—-Hlmi tibb (—'ilmi adwiya), The medical 
art;— ' ilmi tabi'i, Natural philosophy;— 
Hlmi 'adad (ghubdr), Arithmetic;—Hlmi 
'aruz, Poetry, versification, prosody ; — 
Hlmi 'aql, Natural knowledge;—Hlmi ghaib, 
The occult sciences; fore-knowledge; divi-
nation ; — Hlmifirdsat (qiydfa), The science 
of physiognomy;—Hlmi kaldm (via'dni), 
Rhetoric, elocution; — Hlmi kimiyd, Al-
chymy ; chemistry ;—Hlmi lughat, Lexico-
graphy;—Hlmi musallas (rasad), Gnomics, 
trigonometry;—Hlmi musallasi musattah, 
Plane trigon ometry;— 'ilmi musallasi kurawi, 
Spherical trigonometry;—Hlmi majlis, A 
knowledge of etiquette;—Hlmimudan, Poli-
tical science or economy i—Hlmi mardya, 
Study of perspective;—Hlmi masdhat, Geo-
metry ; mensuration; — Hlmi ma'adin 
(ma'diniyat), Mineralogy ;—Hlmi maqndtis, 
Magnetism \—Hlmi malldhat, Nautical ar t ; 
—'ilmi manazir, Optics, photology ;—Hlmi 
mantiq, Logic;—Hlmi miisiqi (ta'lifVl-luhuri), 
Art of music;—'ilmi maujudat, The know-
ledge of natural phenomena; Hlmi nabdtdt, 



Botany;—'ilmi nujum, Astronomy ; astro-
logy ; — 'ilmi nahv, Grammar, syntax ;— 
'ilmi naql, Borrowed or revealed science; 
—'ilmi hi'ati dunyd, Cosmography ;—'ilmi 
yaqln, Certain knowledge, demonstration; a 
religious life;—ahli 'ilm, Learned; a learned 
person ;—tdlibi Him, Studious, searching 
for knowledge; a student{\—'alam (v.n.), 
Having a fissure on the upper lip, or at the 
corner of the mouth; a standard, ensign, 
flag; the border of a garment, especially 
when embroidered in different colours; a 
sign, mark, boundary-stone; an epaulette; a 
road-post, milestone; a mountain; a prince, 
a lord ; (in grammar) a proper name ;— 
'alami dstin, The border of a sleeve;—'alam 
afgandan (anddkhtan), To strike or throw 
away one's colours ; to forget, neglect;— 
'alam ba-khiin tdza (charb) kardan, To 
moisten the flag by the blood of an enemy 
slain beneath it (said to prognosticate vic-
tory);—'alam bar-afrdkhtan (afrdshta.n, bar-
dwardan, bar qm kardan, bar-ddshtan, bar 
dosh giriftan, bar kashldan), To set up the 
standard, hoist the flag, take the field;— 
'alam burdan (bastan), To set up the stan-
dard ;—'alami turbat (zar-khdk), A sign 
erected on a tomb;—1alami chihil roz (sabak), 
The leavening of the clay of which Adam was 
formed;—'alam zadan, To set up the stan-
dard ;—'alam shudan, To be illustrious, to 
excel;—'alami roz, Break of day ; the sun ; 
—'alami subh, False or true dawn ;—'alami 
'id, A flag used in celebrating a feast;— 
'alami kd'indt, The sky ;—'alam kashidan, 
To draw, unsheath, unfurl;—'alami mdtam, 
A flag borne in a funeral procession;— 
'alam namudan, To prepare, unfurl;—'alami 
humdyun, The imperial standard;—'alam-
hdyi roz, The true dawn; the false dawn; 
the morning star; the sun ;—mlri 'alam, 
The prefect of the standard, i.e., the gover-
nor of a small territory. 

x oWLc 'alma' (fem. of a'lam), One with a 
fissure in the lip; slit (lip) ; armour, mail; 
a woman's shift; (for 'all l-mu) upon the 
water;—'ulamd (pi. of 'allm), Learned 
men ; scholars, doctors, theologians. 

A c U — ' a l l a m a ' l - a s m d ' , He (God) 
taught (him, i.e. Adam) the names (of all 
things), allusion to Koran ii. 29 ;—'allama'l-
asmd-beg, The Lord name-giver, Adam. 

A jU ^JLC 'alam-buz, One who during a 
battle or on festive occasions plays with a 
flag or standard, waving it and throwing 
it into the air, to catch it up again, &c. 

a J^. AIC 'alani-bakhsh, Prize-money 
given to soldiers who have fought under the 
same colours. 

a j^j? 'alam-barddr, A standard 
bearer. 

a {^JS-JLC Hlm-khwdn, Studious; a 
student. 

a «alam-ddr, A standard-bearer. 
a 'ilm-ddn, Learned, wise; a 

scholar. 
a Hlml, Scientific, theoretic; doc-

trinal. 
a Hlmiyat, Learning, scholarship. 
A ( f t 'alan (v.n.), Becoming published, 

divulged. 
A ft 'alw, 'ulw, Hlw, Upper or better part 

(of anything) -,—'uluw (v.n. of ft), Being 
high, lofty, sublime, lifted up; being 
high in rank; behaving proudly; ascending, 
mounting; conquering, overcoming, van-
quishing ; eminence, height, sublimity ;— 
'uluwi shdn u sutu', Height of dignity and 
exaltation. 

A 'ulwdn (v.n. of &ft) , Prefacing 
or writing a title-page to a book. 

a taVj L̂c 'alu-rutbat, Of high dignity, 
exalted rank ; high station. 

A <j»ft 'uliis, A thing, somewhat (eatable). 
A utAijU 'alufdt (pi. of the following), 

Provisions, &c. 
a &ift 'alufa, Provender for a horse; 

stipend, salary, pension, soldier's pay, sub-
sistence-money ; rations, daily pay. 

a ^ ^ f t 'alufaji, A stipendiary. 
a ^i jU 'alufa-hd, Provisions, &c. 
A j f t 'aluq, Death; a demon of the 

woods; hardship, calamity ; what a camel 
eats, especially cropping the tender foliages 
and branches of trees; a tree eaten by 
she-camels ten months gone with youug; 
anything hanging about a man; a she-
camel suckling another's colt, thinking it 
her own; a woman who suckles another's 
child, a wet-nurse; a woman liking none 
but her own husband; a she-camel not 
liking the male, or not keeping close to her 
colt;—'uluq (v.n. of J ^ ) , Hanging on; 
being inclined to, having affection for. 

A pft 'ulum (pi. of Him), Sciences;— 
*ulumu 'l-muta'drifai, Axioms, common say-
ings ;—'ulumi 'aqliya u naallya u riydzlya, 
Speculative, practical, and mathematical 
sciences;—'ulum ufunun, Arts and sciences; 

jawdmi'u 'l-'ulum, An encyclopedia. 
a ^ f t 'alawl, A descendant of Ali;—• 

'ulun, Native of the upper parts of Arabia 
called 'dliyai; high, sublime ;—jawdhiri 
'ulwlya, The gems above, i.e. the stars. 

a ( f t f t 'alawiydn, Princes, lords (de-
scendants of Ali) ;—'uhoiydn (pi. of 'ulwi), 
(met.) Angels, planets, 

A h f t 'ulwlyat, Sublimity. 
A 'alah (v.n.), Being astonished, 

amazed; running to and fro in terror; 
falling under a reproof; being drunk or 
crop-sick ; being hungry, starving; obey-
ing cheerfully the reins (horse) ; applying 
diligently. 

A Js^ 'aid, Above, upon, over; on; in 
addition to; before ; towards; against, 
opposite; alongside; to; according to; of; 



for; on account of, in consideration of; 
although, notwithstanding; in; f rom; by; 
['aid 'l-ittisdl, Connectedly, continually, 
without interruption ; — 'aid 'l-asar ('aid 
asar), Instantly; — 'aid 'l-ijmal, Jointly, 
conjointly ; — 'aid 'l-istiqamat, Intermi-
nately, ever so fa r ; — 'aid 'l-istimrdr, 
Continually, incessantly ; — 'aid 'l-itldq, 
Absolutely, universally ; — 'aid 'l-infirad, 
Separately;—'aid't-tahqiq, Certainly, surely, 
in truth ; — 'aid 't-ta'jU, Hastily; — 'aid 
*t-tasalsul, Consecutively ; — 'aid 't-tafsil, 
Prolixly, diffusedly, at full length, in de-
tail ;—'aid 't-tandzur, According to its kind 
or likeness ;—'ald 't-tawdli, Successively;— 
'aid 't-tawakkul, On t rus t ; in fa i th ; in 
blind confidence; at hap-hazard;—'ald'l-
khusus, Especially, particularly ; precisely ; 
—'aid 'd-dawam, Continually, perpetually, 
always ;—'ald 'r-rds wa 'Wain, On the head 
and eye, i.e. willingly, cheerfully;—'aid V-
rughm, Against one's will, in spite of;— 
'old 's-sahar, About dawn, towards day-
break ;—'aid 'e-sawlya, Equally, in a similar 
manner;—'aid 's-sabdh, In the morning ; — 
'ala 'l-ddat, According to custom ;—'aid 'l-
'amum, Commonly, generally; in general; 
vulgarly;—'aid 'l-'amyd', Blindly, like a 
blind man ;—'aid 'l-gfidfla, .Rashly, impru-
dently, inconsiderately;—'aid 'l-faur, Sud-
denly, immediately ;—'aid 'l-mnsannif, (It 
lies) upon the author (to prove) ;—*aid an, 
On condition tha t ; seeing that ; although, 
notwithstanding;—'aid aiyi hdl-in, In every 
manner; howsoever that may be;—'ala bdbi 
'l-ldh, Carelessly, slightly ;—'aid taqdiri 'z-
zarar, In case of damage or loss ;—'aid taq-
diri 'l-wuquL, In case it happens ;—'aid hasbi 
tartib, In order, regularly ;—'aid hasbi ma-
rdtibi-him wa tartibi mandsibi-him, Accord-
ing to their rank and dignity ;—'aid ru'usi 
'l-aqrdn, Above the heads of his equals ;— 
'aid tariqi 'aksi 'l-qaziyat, On the contrary ; 
—'aid 'ahdi-hi, (It happened) in his time ;— 
'aid jauq, Upwards;—'aid. qadri 't-tdqat, 
According to one's strength or power;—'aid 
kulli shai in qadir-nn, Omnipotent;—'aid 
md, Wherefore ?—'aid mururi 'sh-shuhur 
wa 'l-a'wdm, In the course of months and 
years;—'aid wajhi 't-tafsil, Prolixly ; dif-
fusedly ; in detail;—'aid wajhi 'l-'umiim, 
All, universally;—'aid waqji 'l-murdd, At 
pleasure, ad libitum;—'aid wild, Conse-
quently ;—'ala hdzd 't-taqdir, In this case ; 
—'aid hdzd 'l-qiyds, In this measure, in the 
same manner; similarly; and the like, &c. 
(m.c.) ;—'aid yad, By the hand of ;—'alai-
hi W-rahma, On him (be) the mercy (of 
God) ;—U 'alaika, To me upon or against 
thee, i.e. thou owest me;—min 'aid, Prom 
above;]—'ali, High, eminent, noble, sub-
lime ; strong, powerful; name of the son-
in-law and fourth successor of Muhammad ; 
['aliyu 'l-qadr wa jaliyu's-sadr, Eminent in 

power and exalted in dignity;]— 'uld, 'iliyt 
Height, eminence, dignity. 

A. VAc 'ulyd (fem. of a'Id), More or most 
high, eminent; upper;— 'alyd', Heaven ; 
the summit of a mountain; a high place; 
anything elevated ; momentous. 

a A5\ J e "ald'l-lah (for tawakkul 'ala'l-
lah trust in God "), Lamentation, cry for 
help (construed with bar-amadan, bar falak 
rasandan, zadan, &c.). 

a ^ ifa* 'ali-band, (Ali's tie) An amulet 
or charm against sorceries ; an ornament, 
a jewel. 

A 'allyat, Descent from, or the de-
scendants of 'AH j — HUiyat, 'ulliyai, An 
upper room; lof t ; the raised apartments 
of paradise. 

A 'alls, Wheat mixed with barley. 
a (̂ SjUfcAe 'ald-hidagi, The state of being 

separate, separation, severalty. 
a 'ald-hida, Separately, distinct, 

apart. 
A 'aliq, Parchment; barley or clover 

given to a horse;—'ulaiq, 'ullaiq, Name of 
a certain tree, from the leaves of which a 
composition is prepared for tinging the 
nails or hair; dodder. 

a t J V ^ 'ali-qap&li, The Sublime Porte. 
A *2Ae 'aliqat, 'aliqa, Affection, attach-

ment, intercourse, commerce, conversation. 
a t tjsW^li ^ U 'ali qalchmdq (?), Name of 

a very depraved man. 
A falaika, Above, on, or to thee;— 

'alaika guftan, To return one's salam. 
a 'ali kald, Name of a holy man. 
A JAC 'alii, Weak, sick, indisposed, ail-

ing, infirm. 
A ^LE 'alim. Wise, learned; conversant 

with every subject; one of the names of 
God;—'ald-ma, Wherefore ? why ?—'ulaim, 
Name of a man. 

A Y^le 'iUiyun, High, sublime; the upper 
apartments of heaven; a place in the 
seventh heaven, where the x*ecords of men's 
actions are laid up; the books themselves. 

A <*Ae 'alaihi, Upon, against, with him (or 
it) ;—'alai-hi's-saldm, Peace be upon him! 
(formula of reverence added after the name 
of any prophet and enlarged upon in 
various ways after that of Muhammad). 

A 'illiyin (obi. of Hlliyun), High, 
| sublime, &c. 

A ^ 'am (for 'alaihVs-saldm), On him be 
peace!—'amm, A father's brother, a paternal 
uncle; a crowd of men ; tall;—'amm, 'umm, 
Tall palm-trees;—'amma (for 'an ma), Of 
what? concerning what? for what reason? 

A BWC 'ama', Deviation, aberration, loss 
of the way ; contention, litigation; a cloud, 
high, dense, rainy, thin; a black or white 
cloud; a cloud which has shed rain; blind-
ness ; — 'ama'i jibilli, Natural blindness, 
blindness from birth. 

A aU^ 'imad, A house ; a column, pillar, 
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tent-pole; a stay, prop, support; con-
fidence, reliance, t rus t ; a pronoun as 
copula between a subject and predicate; 
(pi. of 'imadat) lofty buildings ;—'imadu 'd-
daulatjA. proper name;— ' imadu'd-dln , The 
pillar of religion, i.e. the Qur'an;—irami 
xatu 'l-'imad, Iram (Shaddad's paradise) 
with lofty pillars;—ahlu 'imdd, People who 
dwell in (lofty) tents. 

a ^JUC 1amadiya, A kind of silken stuff 
(doubtful word). 

a 'amdr, A myrtle; a laurel; name of 
the inventor of the litter 'imdri; the litter 
itself; the saddle and housings of a 
h o r s e 1 ' a m m d r , Frequent in prayer and 
fasting; strong in fa i th; firm, steady (in 
business); mild, grave in word and deed; 
one who regulates his household according 
to the precepts of Muhammad; a builder, 
cultivator ; name of a man ;—'ummdr, The 
inhabitants of a house; visitors. 

A 'imdrdt (pi. of the following), 
Buildings, &c.;—'imdrati yailaqi, Summer-
residences (m.c.). 

A SjU* lamdrat (v.n. of y**), Enduring; 
living long ; any covering for the head ; a 
small tribe, or part of a tribe;— 'imdrat 
(v.n. of Cultivating, rendering habit-
able ; habitation; building, edifice, struc-
ture ; a palace; a sacred fabric, mosque, 
church, seminary, college, academy; a for-
tification;—'imdrati billur, Crystal palace 
(m.c.) ;—'imdrati tuwilari, Palace of the 
Tuileries (m.c.);—'imdrati lit war, Palace of 
the Louvre (m.c.) ;— 'imdrati yailaqi, A 
summer residence, a villa (m.c.). 

a ^ W e 'imdrat-pazir, Cultivated, 
prosperous. 

a ts—c^JUJS Hmdrat-parast, Fond of 
building, of erecting edifices, <fcc. 

a JSUWJUC 'imdratgar, A builder. 
a ^fwjuti 'imdratgari, Edification, build -

ing. 
Uc 'imdrati, Of or relating to build-

ing, &c.;—'imdrati-gaz, A mason's rule. 
a ^ ^ 'imdri, A canopied elephant-

litter. 
a, 'imari-dar, Having a canopied 

litter on its back (an elephant). 
a 'imdri.-Jcash, Carrying litters 

(camels); a camel-driver. 
A (J-UJS 'amds, A furious batt le; dull, 

dark (day or night) ; perplexed (business). 
A JUft 'ummdl (pi. of 'amil), Artificers, 

artisans, workmen; agents; tax-gatherers; 
governors, rulers; notables. 

A falUc lamdliqat, ^ W e 'amdllq, Amalek-
ites, 

A 'imdmat, 'imdma, A turban; a 
head-dress worn by judges; a. tiara, crown ; 
a helmet, or a cap worn under i t ; the snake 
of a hooka. 

a Uc 'imdma-drdy, (met.) An il-
lustrious or learned person. 

) 
A 'uman, The southern coast of 

Arabia, extending from Maskat to Aden, 
i.e. from the entrance into the Persian 
Gulf to the Straits of Babelmandeb; name 
of a town in Yaman ;—'amman, Name of a 
town in Syria. 

A /UX 'amd'ir (pi. of 'amdrai), Tribes or 
parts of tribes; (pi. of imdrai) public 
buildings. 

A 'amd'im (pi. of 'imdmat), Tur-
bans, <fec.; scattered bodies or herds;— 
arbdbi 'amd'im, Judges, ecclesiastics (as 
wearing large turbans). 

A 'amj (v.n.), Making haste, tra-
velling fast ; Bwimming;—'umuj ('amaj?), 
'ummaj, A serpent, snake. 

A 'amd (v.n.), Intending, proposing ; 
erecting a pillar; propping up by pillars, 
supporting ; rendering thin, emaciating ; 
grieving, making sad; weighing (a man) 
down (debt); breaking the constitution 
(illness, &c.); striking with a mace; striking 
on the back or on the belly ; resolution, re-
solve, purpose, design, intention; [bi-la 
'amd-in. Unintentionally, unwittingly ;]— 
'amad (v.n.), Being wet with rain (ground) ; 
being angry; cleaving, sticking close to; 
having the inside of the bunch crushed and 
injured from riding (a camel) ; a ra f t ; any 
bodily swelling, wound, or sickness;— 
'amad, 'umud (pi. of 'amud), Columns, pil-
lars ;—'amid, (A camel) hurt inside the 
hump ; moist ground. 

A 'amd-an, Purposely, intentionally, 
with malice prepense. 

A 'umdan, The bearer of a message 
to an army. 

a <_s£uxt <umdagi, Greatness, dignity, ex-
cellence, worth; sumptuousness. 

A *umdat, 'umda, A support, pillar, 
prop ; whatever is trusted or confided in; 
the bearer of a message to an army; great, 
rich, consequential; a minister, high official, 
&c. ;—'umdatu 'l-khdss (Jchawass), A prime 
minister;—1'umdatu 'l-mulk, Pillar of the 
state (a title conferred on high officials). 

A j** 'amr (v.n.), Preserving; living long; 
visiting; faith, religion;—'amr, 'umr, The 
gums \—'amr, 'umr, 'umur, Life, life-time, 
age; construed with the verbs afshdndan, 
tamdm shudan, raftan, sanjidan, shudan, 
&c.; \_'umri abad, Eternal life;—'umri dirdz, 
A long life ;—'umri *aziz (gitani), Precious 
life;—'umri farsd, Perishable life;—'umr 
hardan, To live ;]—'umr, A mosque, a place 
of worship, a church ;—'amar, A kerchief 
with which a free-born or noble woman 
covers her head ; name of a mountain which 
provides Mecca with water ;—'umar, Name 
of the Second successor of Muhammad ; a 
proper name ; (pi. of 'wmrat) visitation to 
Mecca, &c. 

A 'umr-an, In all his life, never. 
A (^j** 'imrdn, Name of the father of 



Moses; also of the father of the Virgin 
Mary ; also of the father of Abu Talib ;— 
'amr dni (du.), Two bits of flesh suspended 
oyer the uvula ; the two ends of the sleeves; 
—'umardni, The two 'Ulnars, i.e. Abu Bakr 
and 'Umar, the first two caliphs; or 'Umar 
the second caliph, and 'Umar bin 'Abdi '1-
'aziz. 

A ly+z 1amrat, Any covering for the head, 
as a crown, tiara, turban, or cap ;—'umrai, 
'umra, The sacred visitation of Mecca, the 
lesser pilgrimage; the cohabiting with a 
woman in the house of her parents or 
kindred. 

a y** 'umr-pard&z, Life-consuming ; 
hostile to life. 

'amrud, Parsley. 
a 'umr-rasida, Advanced in 

years. 
a j** 'umr-qaid, Imprisonment for 

life. 
a 'umr-qaidl, Prisoner for life. 
a & 'umr-kdh, Life-consuming. 
A 'amru (pronounced 'amr, the 

being employed solely to distinguish this 
word from 'umar, Omar), A proper name. 

a xy**- 'umrwar, Advanced in years, aged; 
—'umrwar shudan, To grow old; to draw 
towards a close (life). 

a 'umra, see A. . 
A 'ammarahu 'lldh, God grant him 

a long life! 
a 'umre, A life-time, an age, long 

space of time. 
a & A) ^ 'am-zdda, An uncle's son. 
A 'ams (v.n.), Being erased (any 

writing) ; concealing, hiding; feigning dul-
ness or ignorance; a cruel war ; a perplexed 
business; — 'urns, 'umus, Dark nights;— 
'amas (v.n.), Being dull, cloudy (day). 

A 'a/msh, An undesigned blow; a 
convenient, proper, becoming thing; — 
'amash (v.n.), Making a suitable impres-
sion (an exhortation); recovering from 
sickness ; being weak-sighted ; weakness of 
sight, a defluxion in the eyes. 

A 'wms, A kind of food;—'amis, 
Fond of acids. 

A 'amq, 'umq, A widely-extended 
desert; unripe dates laid in the sun to be 
dried;—'amq, 'umq, 'umuq, Depth or bot-
tom of a well;—'umq, Being deep, pro-
fundity ;—'amaq, A right, due, claim;— 
'umuq, 'imaq, Deep (wells). 

a 'umqiyat, Depth. 
A J-FCFI 'amal (v.n.), Working; doing, 

making, operating, putting in practice; 
continuing, lasting (lightning) ; governing 
(in grammar) ; action, operation, work; 
servile work ; practice (opp. to theory) ; 
effect; rule, dominion; a tract, country; 
collection of revenue; confiscation; trouble, 
vexation; amal-dmadan, To be produced, 
bred, reared (m.c.) ;—'amali jarrdhi, A sur-

gical operation;—amali shamsi u qamari, 
The making of gold and silver (in the par-
lance of alchemists) ;—'amali salih, A good 
action;—'amali qirtds, Creation of paper-
money (m.c.) ;—'amal hardan (namudan), 
To do, work, act, practice;—'amali gesu, 
A musical tone;— 'amali ma'mul, Ancient 
usage;—'amali yadl, Manual work or drill 
(m.c.). The word is also construed with 
bar-kandan, dadan, <fcc.;] — 'amil, Fit for 
work, business, or action; long-continued 
(lightning) ; an official, a revenue-officer. 

A 'amal-an, In very deed, truly, in 
earnest. 

A VJ^-MI 'imlaq, Amalek. 
A 'amlat, Thef t ; deceit, perfidy;—• 

'umlat, Wages, workmen's wages ;—'amilat, 
Active, brisk (she-camel) ; work. See also 
a below.) 

gUc 'amlaj, A kind of winter-melon. 
a uul^Lfcc 'amalajdt (pi. of 'amala), Ar-

tificers, workmen; — 'amalajaii kashti, A 
ship's crew (m.c.). 

a J*JS «amal-khdna, Government-
house, court, town hall ; a workshop. 

ajljJUc 'amal-dar, One in command; a 
tax-gatherer; (in India) a native collector 
of revenue. 

a ( ^ A * « 'amal-dari, Administration, 
government, rule, sway ; lordship; limits 
of jurisdiction; the district governed, a 
collectorship, 

a ^ 'amal dar-dmad, A proceed-
ing, a process. 

a c A w 'amal-dastak, A warrant, a 
writ; a deed of conveyance; a certificate 
of title. 

'amal-Hrdz, Who undertakes a 
work, an operator. 

a 'amal-sanad, = jJ^c q.v. 
a *amalagan (P. pi. of 'amala), 

Officials, clerks, managers. 
a 'amal-guzdr, A (native) col-

lector of revenue. 
a 'amal-ndma, A lease, title-deed; 

a warrant, a power of attorney. 
a iUA 'amla, A thing done; premises, 

buildings; materials (of a delapidated 
house) ; — 'imla, Operation; produce of 
work; a mode or manner of work ;—'amala, 
(pi. of 'amil), Workers, operators, execu-
tors ; public officers, officials, function-
aries ; establishment of an office; (used 
also as a sing.) an official, a clerk;—'amala'i 
ihtisdb, Policemen (m.c.);—'amala'i khalwat, 
Household officers (of the Shab's court, 
m.c.);—'amala'i kashti, A ship's crew. 

a A+js 'amala-jdt (pi. of 'amala), Ar-
tificers, labourers (m.c.). 

a (^Ux 'amali, Practical (in opposition to 
theoretical) ; laboured, artificial, wrought; 
forged;—hikmati 'amali, Practical philo-
sophy. 

a •amaliyat, Practice. 



A 'imliq, Amalek. 
A 'amain, Complete, perfect (body); 

universal; bigness, size, bulk ; (pi. of 'am-
mat) the commons, the vulgar, plebeians; 
—'urnum, A perfect stature of body ; (pi. of 
'amim) complete, general, common (things). 

A 'amn (v.n.), Staying (in one 
place) ;—'umun, Tarriers, abiders in one 
place ;—'amman (for 'an man), From him 
who. 

A 'amw (v.n.), Being humble and 
submissive; humility, submissiveness; de-
viation, aberration, error;—'ammu, A pater-
nal uncle. 

A (J-^J+E 'amwds, Emmaus, in Palestine. 
A 'amuj , (An arrow) flying aside; a 

swimmer. 
A Jf** 'amud, A column, pillar, post, 

prop ; a staff, cudgel, club, mace ; a pole ; 
a chief, great man; a vein conveying 
moisture to the liver; a vein extending 
from the breast-bone to a little below the 
navel; membrum virile; that part of a 
spear which lies between the two shanks of 
the iron head; a perpendicular; gloomy, 
sad (man) ; the legs of an ostrich •,~~'amu-
du 's-subh, The spreading light of the dawn ; 
a morning beam ; — 'amudi charmi, The . 
penis of an animal •,-—'amudi rakhsh, The 
yard of a horse;—khati 'amud, A perpen-
dicular line. 

A 'amud-an, Perpendicularly, 
a i j f t 'anmd-bazi, Playing or fight-

ing with clubs, cudgelling. 
A bjf+z 1amura, The city of Gomorrha. 
a 'amuriya, Name of a city. 
A lamu8, Obscure ; perplexed (busi-

ness) ; one who goes in darkness or uncer-
tainty ; a fierce lion ;—'umus (v.n. of (j-**), 
Being heavy, dark (day). 

A J ^ 'amid, Fit for wox*k, business, or 
action. 

A 'umum (v.n. of ^C), Being common, 
universal, embracing all; common, general, 
universal. 

A 'umTim-an, Commonly, vulgarly. 
A 'umumat, Relationship of a pa-

ternal uncle ; (pi. of 'amm), paternal uncles. 
A ij")** 'umiimi, fem. 'umumiyat, 

'umumiya, Common, universal;—'umumiyat, 
Generality, universality. 

A 'umuh, 'umuhat, and— 
A camh (v.n.), Being astonished, dis-

tracted, wandering ;—'amah, Astonishment, 
bewilderment; aberration, perplexity; irre-
solution ;—'amih, Astonished, perplexed ;— 
'amma, Aunt (see A. ^Uc);—'ummah (pi. of 
'amih), Astonished, puzzled. 

A 'amy (v.n.), Casting up rubbish 
(water*) ; running, flowing ;—'umy (pi. of 
a'md), Blind ;— 'amd (v.n.), Being blind or 
ignorant ; being dark, obscure ; blindness ; 
—'ami, Blind, ignorant;—''ummi, Common, 
plebeian (man). 

A 'amyd' (fem. of a'md), Blind. 
A (JW*^ 'umydn (pi. of a'md), Blind. 
A La** 'ummiyat, 'immiyat, Pride; igno-

rance ; blind bigotry, ignorant pertinacity. 
A 'amid, A chief, a great man ; love-

sick ; (in P.) a house or place in which 
one is forced to take refuge. 

a 
'amir, Cultivated, inhabited. 

>tj 'ami-zdda, A cousin, uncle's 
son. 

A LR»L,».*F 'amis, Obscure, intricate (busi-
ness) ;—'umais, Name of a man. 

A 'amiq, Deep, profound (well); 
distant, long, widely extensive; a gulf. 

A 'amim, Full, complete, perfect; 
abundant, numerous; common, extending 
to all, comprehensive, universal; the supe-
rior rank, better sort of men; dry pro-
vender (especially the plant buhmd) ;— 
'amimu 'l-ihsdn, Benevolent or beneficent 
to all;— 'amimu 'l-barahat, Dispensing uni-
versal blessings ;—'amimu 'n-naf', Advan-
tageous for everybody, of general usefulness. 

A 'an, Off; f rom; out of; through; 
by ; with ; concerning, on account of, for ; 
above, on; before; instead or in exchange 
of ; according to; on the authority of ; 
['an baiyinat-in, After a clear demonstra-
tion;— 'an dubur-in, After one's decease;— 
'an qarib-in (qaribi 'z-zaman), In a little 
time, soon, shortly, immediately; — 'an 
qasd-in, Designedly, on purpose ;] — 'ann 
(v.n.), Pulling in a horse (with the reins); 
putting a title or inscription to a book; 
appearing before the eyes, presenting it-
self ;—'unn, Name of a tribe; also of a 
place. 

A c^c 'and' (v.n. of ^y^), Being detained 
(a captive) ; being fatigued ; fatigue, weari-
ness ; care, trouble, affliction, distress; — 
ranj u'and', Labour and affliction;—ma-
qarri 'and', The house of sorrow. 

A S- 1 ^ 'anndb, A vendor of grapes ;— 
'unnab, A jujube-tree and f ru i t ; (met.) 
the lip of a mistress;—'unndbi tar, The 
finger of a mistress. 

A 'indbat, 'andbat, Intending ; being 
engrossed with. 

a <~>^*'unndb-rang, Of jujube colour. 
a oft 'unndb-gun, Of ju jube colour. 
a (unndbi, Of the colour of the 

jujube, red ; of a carnation-colour. 
A EUC 'indj, A rope passed round the 

bottom of a large bucket and fastened to 
the cross bars at the top; an affair, busi-
ness ; a pain in the loins. 

A JUC 'indd (v.n. 3 of J^e), Declining, 
receding, departing ; being contumacious ; 
obstinacy, perverseness, rebellion. 

A "taUe 'inad-an, Obstinately, perversely. 
A 'anddil (pi. of 'andalib), Nightin-

gales. 
Aj-Aic 'anasir (pi. of 'unsur), The ele-

ments. 



A jUe 'andq, A female kid ; a calamity ; 
misfortune; a troublesome business, diffi-
cult work; disappointment, failure; the 
middle star in the Great Bear; two years' 
tithes; the lynx; name of several places; 
—Hndq (v.n. 3 of Embracing, bug-
ging. 

A J^SUE «andqid (pi. of Hnqad, 'unqud), 
Clusters of grapes. 

a ybe 1andn (pi. of 'andnat), Clouds;— 
'indn (v.n. 3 of ye) , Opposing, resisting ; a 
rein, a bridle; partnership in commercial 
transactions; the environs (of a house) ; 
a conspicuous part of the heavens; an 
artery in the back; [_'indni amal sabuk 
shudan, To despond, despair ;—'inani amal 
sabuk kardan, To deprive of hope, to 
cause to despair;—'indn baz kashidan, To 
proceed slowly, to act cautiously; to de-
sist, to stop;— 'indn ba-asp sipurdan, To 
Blacken the reins, to allow the horse to 
go at will ;—'indn bd 'indn nihadan, To 
go at equal pace, to join hands in any 
matter;—'indn bar sitdra sudan, To reach 
the highest station, to attain to the pin-
nacle of greatness ; — 'indn bar sari asp 
kardan, To prepare for riding;— ' indn bar 
'indn raftan, To go at equal pace, to join 
hands ;—'indn tdz kardan, To ride on horse-
back ;—'indn taftan, To be weak; to turn 
away the face;— 'indn tez kardan, To go 
at full speed;—'indn Jshytash kardan, To 
urge the horse on ;—'indn dadan, To direct 
the reins towards (ba or sti'i); To attack, to 
proceed with swiftness;—Hnan dar'indni 
dsman sd'idan, To reach the zenith of 
greatness ;—'indn dar 'indn awardan (raf-
tan), To go at equal pace, to meet, to join 
hands ;—'indn duzdldan (duzdi kardan), To 
remain behind, become dispirited ; to re-
turn ;—'indn-daman raftan, To go at full 
speed;—'indn rahd kardan, To attack at 
full gallop, to hasten towards;—Hna.n-rez 
kardan, To relax the reins, ride full gallop ; 
—'indn zadan, To seize the reins;—'indn-
zanan raftan, To go at full speed;—Hnan 
sabuk shudan, To travel;— ' indn sabuk kar-
dan, To proceed gently; to take time to 
consider;—'inani sawdr par-dum buwad, 
The rider takes to flight;—'indn faro girif-
tan, To set about anything leisurely ;—Hnan 
kardan, To turn the reins towards (ba or 
su'i) ;—Hndn gird kardan, To gather the 
reins;—Hnan giriftan, To set about any-
thing leisurely;—Hnan wa-zadan, To turn 
the reins, to turn away from;—Hnan yak-
rikdbi bar-angekhtan, To join closely in an 
attack;—bad-'inan, Swift as the wind;—dar 
Hnan budan (raftan), Be be in attendance 
(on a great man on horseback) ;]—'annan, 
Slow dilatory. 

A YAJWIUE Hnana'l-matn, Two veins in 
the back. 

A OFCLUUC 'undnaka, Your object or effort. 

a yUr j yUc Hnan bar Hnan, Equal; 
equality. 

a yUc Hndn-pech, Handling the bridle 
or reins well. 

A YUC Hnan-pechida, Contuma-
cious, disobedient, headstrong. 

A 'andnat, Disinclination to women, 
arising from impotency or fascination; a 
cloud; a cloud pregnant with rain. 

a 'indn-tdb, A horse merely 
governed by the bridle;—Hndn-tdb shudan, 
To mount on horse-back. 

a yUc Hndn-figanda, Swift, active, 
agile. 

a ij&J yUc Hndn-kash, Pulling the reins, 
a yUc Hnan-gusasta, With loose 

reins, at full gallop. 
a yUc Hndn-gir, Who seizes another's 

rein; who stops one's progress. 
A GJFCUC 'undhij, Long, tall. 
A CTJ^UXS Hndyat (pi. of the following), 

Favours, &o. 
A &UE 'andyat, Hndyat (v.n. of 

Meaning, signifying, intending (somewhat 
by one's words) ; bestowing pains upon ; 
happening, occurring; agreeing with one 
(food) ; guarding, preserving; solicitude, 
anxiety, care; assistance, aid, favour; a 
gift, present, bounty ;—Hndyati ildhl, Divine 
f a v o u r H n d y a t kardan, To aid, succour, 
favour, 

a etoUii Hnayat-nama, A certificate 
or a grant in writing; a deed of exemption, 

a ^ U e indyati, Bestowed ; favoured, 
A w-Ŝ e 'inab, The grape, grapes; wine;— 

Hnabu's-sa'lab, Fox grapes, nightshade. 
A 'ambar, Ambergris, a rich perfume, 

said to be the excrement of a marine 
animal; according to others bees-wax car-
ried by the torrents into the sea, where it 
is swallowed by fish, and thrown out by 
them in a solid form, sometimes including 
bees, and melting in the fire like wax; per-
fume; saffron;—'ambari arzdn (larzan), 
The musky ringlets of the Prophet;—'am-
bari aekhab, White or pah ambergris;— 
'ambar ba-musk amekhtan, To mix perfumes; 
—'ambari tar, The ringlets of a mistress ; 
a mole on the face ; night;—'ambari lab, 
The down of a youth. 

a 'ambar-agin, Full of amber. 
a Ojif 'anibar-alud, Imbued with 

amber. 
a fa 'ambar-bdr, Odoriferous, fra-

grant. 
a u»fa y^* 'ambar-bdris, Barberis. 
a ^ 'ambar-boy, Smelling of am-

bergris. 
a yt-^ 'ambar-posh, Covered with 

amber. 
a 'ambarcha, yW yt^* 'ambar-ddn, 

yU-^-us 'ambaristdn, A place abounding 
in amber; an ornament for the ueck fal l 
of amber; a smelling-bottle. 



a 'anibar'Zawd'ib, With amber 
locks. 

a f t 'aipbar-sdr (\ft sard), Full of 
amber; name of a place whence the finest 
amber comes. 

a>)y yi** 'arriba/rsoz, Amber-consuming. 
a fti 'arribar-fdm, Of the colour of 

amber. 
a f^ft* 'ambari, A kind of apple; a kind 

of melon; also— 
a ytj+uz 'ambarln, Of ambergris; of the 

colour or odour of ambergris;—'ambarin-
$urnbul, The locks of a mistress. 

a 'ambarlna, A perfume co m -
pounded of ambergris, musk, and wood of 
aloes; a woman's ornament for the neck, 
full of amber. 

A-j-e 'atjriba, Name of an Indian tree. 
a Hnabi, Of or referring to grapes, 

wine, &c.;—-parda'i 'inabi, and— 
a 'inabiya, 'inabiya, The iris of the 

eye. 
A *ami (v.n.), Being liable to offend ; 

being vicious and corrupt; falling into 
misfortune or difficulty from which a man 
cannot extricate himself; a fault, crime; 
corruption, depravity ; ruin, destruction; 
fornication, adultery. 

A yuc 'antar, 'untar, A gad-fly, horse-fly ; 
name of a man. 

A SJXAC 1antarat,'antara, Making a buzzing 
noise (flies) ; encountering with intrepidity 
the dangers of war; piercing with a spear ; 
name of a celebrated Arabian poet, author 
of one of the seven mu'allaqdt. 

A 'anj (v.n.), Training, exercising (a 
camel), by bringing the halter back to his 
forelegs ;—'anaj, The training of a camel; 
an old man. 

A A^JLC 'anjad,'unjod, 'unjud, A bad sort 
of dried grape. 

'unja, A collection ; mixing, knead-
ing. 

A AUS 'and, Hnd, 'und, A side, part, 
quarter;— 'anda, 'inda (adv. of time and 
place), Near, nigh, with, before, about, in, 
according to ;—'inda 'l-iftisdr, On or during 
interrogation; upon inquiry or investi-
gation;—'inda'l-ba'z, According to some; 
—'inda 't-tajwiz, Under consideration, pend-
ing trial, before the court;-—inda 't-tahqiq, 
Of a truth, certainly ; — 'inda 't-tadaruk, 
At the time of applying a remedy; on 
the disposing of the case ;— 'inda 's-subut, 
On proof, on conviction ; — ' inda 'l-khala'iq, 
In the estimation of men;— 'inda 'z-zarurat, 
In time of need, on occasion of necessity; 
— 'inda 't-talab, On demand;— 'inda'l 'aqi-
bat, At length, finally; — 'inda 'l-fursat, 
Opportunely; at your leisure;— 'inda 'l-
lah, With or before God ; for God ;—'inda 
*l-wusul, On the arrival, when it happens, 
in such an event;— 'inda 'l-waqt, In time, 
at the critical juncture;— ' inda 'l-wuqu'} 

On the occurrence of the event, in such an 
event, eventually ;—'inda zdlika, Then, at 
the same moment; — 'inda-hu, With him, 
in his possession;—'inda-ma, In the mean-
while ;—'inda, With me, i.e. to my notion, 
in my opinion. 

A JAAC 'andal, A long or tall camel. 
A S - ^ ' a n d a l l b , A nightingale. 
a igUJ.ug 'andalibak (dim. of the pre-

ceding), A little nightingale. 
A FAIXS 'andam, Dragons' blood; Brazil-

wood. 
a «l>UJU<5 'indiydi, Assertions of mere 

opinion, opinions ; absurdities, fables, fic-
tions. 

a ijJLUi Hndiya (from 'indt q.v. sub 
An assertion of a mere opinion, a private 
opinion. 

A yu* 'anz (v.n.), Declining, turniDg away 
the face from ; piercing with a small spear 
('anazaf); a she-goat, doe, gazelle; a female 
eagle, vulture, or bustard; name of a horse, 
woman, and sword; name of a tribe of 
Hawazin. 

A iyst 'anazat, A short spear with an iron 
ferrule at bottom. 

a uwjjyui <anzarut (for P. q-v-)» A 
Persian gum or balsam ; flesh-glue. 

A (j**** 'ans (v.n.), Bending (a stick) ; a 
strong she-camel with a long ta i l ; an eagle ; 
name of a tribe in Yaman. 

A yi^c 'ansh (v.n,), Bending ; disturbing, 
frightening ; driving vehemently ; uproot-
ing, displacing, separating. 

A y^* 'unsur, 'unsar, An element; a foun-
dation ; root, origin, principle ; misfortune, 
calamity ; aim, design, purpose ; necessity, 
need, want, 

a isyes*-'unsuri, Elementary, elemental. 
A (J^-e 'unsal, 'unsul, A sea-leek; a wild 

onion, a squill. 
A 'an'anat, 'an'ana, Change of 

hamza into 'ain; (in P.) translation of a 
word (?). 

A UUC 'anf, 'inf, 'unf (v.n.), Incommo-
ding, being troublesome to ; inconvenience, 
hindrance ; — 'unf, Severity, rigour, vio-
lence ; I'unfi 'itab-omez, Severity mixed with 
reproach ;]— 'unuf (pi. of 'amf), Imperious, 
tyrannical, violent, cruel. 

A ^ y u e «unfuwdn, ^ft* 'unfUwat, Vigour, 
freshness, beauty ; prime, spring, bloom ; 
beginning, first or early stage of anything. 

a f^te* 'unfI, fem. 'unflyat, 'unflya, 
Rigorous, severe, violent, lordly, tyrannical; 
—takdliji 'anflya, Exactions, oppressive 
extortions. 

A 'unq, A company ; nobles, princes; 
the lower orifice of the stomach, the py-
lorus ; a crust of bread;—'unq, 'unuq,'unaq, 
The neck ;—'anaq, Length of neck; a pace 
of the horse or camel. 

A 'anqa', in P. 'anqd (fem, of a'naq), 
Long-necked; a fabulous bird, also called 



eimurgh, said to be known as to name but 
unknown as to body; bcnce anything 
scarce, rare, wonderful, difficult or impos-
sible to be got; an unmeaning speech; 
calamity, misfortune; name of a note in 
music; according to others of a musical 
instrument—'anqd shudan, To become con-
cealed, to disappear, to get lost. 

A SJbx. Hnqdd, A bunch of grapes; a 
cluster of dates, or of the fruit of tbe ardk-
tree, &c. 

a UAC 'anqa-shukoh, Powerful or 
majestic as the bird 'anqd (said of a horse). 

a yj; 'an qibal-hi, 'anqibalih, 
On his part. 

A YIE 'anqar, 'anqur, Boot of the reed, 
or the first sprouting of the papyrus whilst 
yet white; pith of a palm-tree ; the chil-
dren of villagers (on account of their fresh 
and florid complexion). 

a H-a^e 'an qarlb, Soon, near to, about, 
presently, shortly. 

A Jj&ixi 'unqud, A bunch of grapes, a 
cluster of dates, or of the fruit of the arak-
tree, &c. 

'ank, An ass which goes before the 
herd;—'ink, An oil-mill; pillar of a house 
or oil-mill. 

A UAIC 'ank (v.n.), Becoming thick (milk) ; 
being heaped up (sands in the desert) ; dis-
obeying her husband (a woman); travelling 
through a country ; getting slowly through 
sandy tracts; attacking or returning to a 
charge; shutting, bolting (a door); being 
very red (blood or sand) ;—'ank, 'ink, 'unk, 
The greater part of anything ;~~'ink, Boot, 
origin; a door;—'unk (pi. of 'anik), Sands 
heaped up and conglomerated; — 'anak, 
Root, origin \—'an-ka, From or by thee, 

A 'ankabut, A spider;—'ankabuti 
zarrin-tdr, (met.) The sun ;—magaswdr dar 
parda'i 'ankabut uftdda, Like a fly fallen 
into the web of a spider. 

a 'ankabutiya, Name of one of 
the membranes of the eye. 

'ang, Braying of an ass ; a jackass. 
A 'anam, A species of Arabian tree, 

bearing red fruit to which a finger tinged 
with henna is compared; also the extremi-
ties of the Syrian carob-tree; the tendrils 
of a vine twining round an arbour; the 
thorn of the acacia; a kind of lizard; (in 
P. 'anm) pomegranate-flowers. 

A YJJS 'anan (v.n.), Happening, occurring ; 
presenting itself to sight; an object pre-
sent to the eye ; side, quarter;— 'unun (pi. 
of Hnan), Reins of a bridle. 

A ye 'anw (v.n.), Bringing out; produc-
ing grass; approaching a thing and smelling 
it (a dog) ;—Hnw, A tract, district, expanse; 
a crowd or body of men of different ranks 
or families;—'unuw (v.n. of ye), Being de-
tained captive; producing grass; approach-
ing a thing and smelling it. 

A <Ŷ ye 'unwan, Hnwdn, Title-page, fron-
tispiece, or lettering of a book (generally 
gilded and highly ornamented) ; super-
scription; address of a letter; preface; 
beginning of anything; mode, manner; 
construed with the verbs bastan, kardan, 
kashidan, &c.;—sdhib 'unwan, Sovereign, 
supreme, distinguished ; — sa'adat- unwan, 
Happy, glorious, angust. 

A Sye 'anwat, Anything produced, pub-
lished, brought forth; production ; force, 
compulsion ; love, affection ;—'anwat-an, 
By force, forcibly. 

A oye 'anftd, Contumacious, refractory, 
wayward ; a cloud big with rain;—'unud 
(v.n. of ALC), Acting unjustly; rejecting 
what one knows to be right or true and 
leaning to what is false; flowing without 
drying up (perspiration) ; pasturing aloae 
(she-camel). 

A JYE 'unuz (pi. of 'anz), She-goats. 
A 'unus (v.n. of Remaining 

long unmarried in her parents' house (a 
girl) ; producing an alteration in a man's 
countenance (old age) ; (pi. of 'dnis) girls 
remaining long unmarried in their parents' 
house after puberty. 

A YYE 'anun, (A camel) outstripping 
others in travelling;—'unun (v.n. of 
Appearing, offering itself to view. 

A t-ai* 'anld, Obstinate, stubborn, refrac-
tory ; one who strays from the right way 
purposely and intentionally. 

A 'anls, Name of a noted man. 
A t-i-oc 'anlf, One riding with a rough 

hand ; hard (pace) ; rigorous, severe, cruel; 
troublesome, inconvenient. 

A OK̂ E 'aniq, The neck; one who embraces 
or seizes by the neck. 

A Hnnln, Impotent, averse from 
women (through dislike, natural deficiency, 
or fascination); weak, f ra i l ; a coward. 

A Hnlnat, Hnnlnat, Impotency, aver-
sion to women, 

y 'av, Clamour, noise ; a cry for help. 
A e\Y 'uwd' (v,n. of ^ y ) , Making an in-

distinct noise; barking, howling;—'auwa\ 
A dog (especially barking much) ; the fun-
dament ; the thirteenth mansion of the 
moon (four or five stars in Virgo) ; an aged 
she-camel. 

A <awdbis (pi. of 'abis) Grim (lions). 
A <3>\Y 'awdtiq (pi. of 'atiq), Blooming 

girls ; shoulders; large bottles; old bows 
red with age ; birds ready for flight, 

A (^Y <awasin (pi. of 'usan), Smokes. 
A g\je 'auwaj, Dealer in ivory or tortoise-

shell. 
A A y 'auwad, fem. SAy 'auwddat, 'au-

wdda, A performer on the lute or harp (Hid). 
A A y 'awdz, A disliking, a disapproving, 
A j A y 'awdzil (pi. of 'azil), Blamers; 

certain menstruous veins. 
A J\Y 'awdr, Hwar, 'uwar, A mote paining 



the eye; a rent in a garment; blemish, 
fault, defect;—'uwar, Pusillanimous, timid, 
weak; a swallow; dust, motes, or anything 
similar in the eye; one unable to see his 
way. 

A 1 aw ariz (pi. of 'drizai), Camels 
killed when labouring under any disease ; 
side-teeth ; accidents, incidental diseases; 
taxes, extraordinary contributions; ['awa-
rizijismdnlya, Bodily infirmities;]—'uwdriz, 
Name of a mountain where Hatim Taiy is 
buried. 

A 'awdrif (pi. of 'drifat), Known, 
public, notorious (things); kindnesses; 
acknowledgments (as of salutations, &c,, 
m.c.). 

A O-̂ YC 'auwds, A night-patrol. 
A 'awdsij, Name of a tribe. 
a 'awdsir (pi. of cdsir), A kind of 

wind; matters or objects of evil. 
A OL^^C 'awdsif (pi. of 'asif, 'dsifat), 

High winds, hurricanes, violent gales. 
A 'awdtif (pi. of 'atif at), Affec-

tions, favours. 
A JWy 'awdtil (pi. of 'atil), Unadorned 

with necklaces; letters without diacritical 
points. 

A T-^Y 'uwdf, <uwdf at, Whatever a 
lion prowls after by night and devours. 

A 'awdqib (pi. of 'dqibat), Ends, 
conclusions, issues, consequences. 

a 'au>dqib-bin, Poresightful. 
A 'auwal, Name of a man;— 'uwdl, 

Name of a tribe ; also of two places. 
A J V t a w ^ (pl- 'dliyat), Straight, tall 

spears ; high things or places. 
a sU> 'awdli-panah, Illustrious. 
A fTjfi 'mvdm, Name of a place ;—'auwdm, 

A swimmer; swift-going (horse) ; going or 
attacking with intrepidity; a r a f t ; — 
'awdmm (pi. of 'dmmat), The common 
people, public, vulgar; the commonalty, 
people at large, the populace, the masses; 
•—'awdmm u khawass. Plebeians and nobles; 
everybody. 

'awdw.il (pi. of 'dmilai), Words, 
particles, or prepositions, which govern 
other words ; performers; tax-gatherers. 

A 'awdn, A middle-aged woman (espe-
cially married), a lady, a mistress of a 
family; war determined by one battle ; (in 
P.) a seizer, holder, griper;— 'iwdn (v.n. of 

Assisting, bringing help; aid, help, 
assistance. 

a 'awdndn (pi. of 'awdn), Gripers, 
oppressors ;—'awdndni falak, The planets 
Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, Venus, 
Mercury, and the Moon. 

a (j-iiy Wanis (pi. of 'dnis), Remaining 
long at home unmarried (girls). 

'awawlr (pi. of 'uwar), Weak (per-
sons) ; swallows. 

A 'awa1 lb, Blemishes, defects; 
faults, vices. 

A 'awd'id (pi. of 'a'idat), Favours, 
kindnesses; returns, profits, gains. 

A fty* 'awd'ir, Swarms (of locusts). 
A 'awdHq (pi. of 'd'iq), Hinderers; 

hindrances; impediments. 
A JGY 'auj (v.n.), Stopping (in any place) ; 

causing or allowing to stop; drawing in 
the reins (of a camel, &c.) ; bending with 
the reins the head (of a camel or horse) ; 
standing ; receding, retiring;— 'uj, Og, king 
of Bashan (said to have lived from the 
times of Adam to those of Moses) ; (met.) 
a tall, foolish man ;—£awaj (v.n,), Being 
crooked, distorted ; a curvature ; — Hwaj, 
Curvature, crookedness; obliquity (espe-
cially in a moral sense). 

A j y 'and (v.n.), Returning; turning; 
restoring, bringing back; visiting the sick ; 
accustoming ; return ; relapse; habit, cus-
tom ; a man advanced in years, a man of 
experience, ability, or prudence; aged 
(camel or sheep) ; an old road ; ancient do-
minion ; (pi. of 'd'id) visitors of the sick ; 
—'ud, Wood, timber ; the trunk or branch 
of a tree, a staff, stick, rod ; aloe-wood; a 
lute, harp, lyre; the bone at the root of the 
tongue; ['udu 'r-rlh ('s-salib), Name of a 
wood called fdwdniyd; a kind of wood on 
which fire makes no impression, or one 
which breaks in squares; a triangular bit 
of wood, used as an amulet to keep off 
frightful dreams; (met.) streaks of dawn; 
—udu 'l-'utds, Sneeze-wort;—'ud bar 'dtish 
nihadan, To burn incense, to perfume;— 
'udi kham, Pure or fresh aloe-wood ;—'ud 
zadan (sdkhtan), To strike the lyre, to play 
on the lute;— 'ud sokhtan, To burn aloe-
wood, to perfume;— 'udi simin, The dawn; 
—'udi qamari, A species of aloe-wood 
brought from Kamar ;—'udi guldbl, 'ud u 
guldb, Whiteness and blackness;—'ud u 
shakar sokhtan, To burn aloe-wood and 
sugar ;—'udi hindl, Lignum aloes ;]—'uwad 
(pi. of 'd'id), Visitors of the sick. 

A IWY 'audat, A returning, coming back. 
a -Jjfi 'iid-soz, A censer in which they 

burn aloe wood. 
a j y 'ud-girih, A heavy aloes-wood 

which sinks in water and is considered the 
best. 

a 'udi, Of wood, of aloes-wood; a 
blackish colour (as that of aloes-wood). 

a ttt^1' 'udi-takht, Heaven, sky. 
A JY auz (v.n.), Fleeing for refuge; 

seeking protection; taking refuge with God 
from anything bad ; \faus hi'lldh, G-od pre-
serve us ! God forbid !]—'uz (pi. of 'd'iz)} 
(Mares, camels, or does) the tenth or fif-
teenth day after colting ;—'awaz (v.n.), 
Disliking, disapproving; refuge, asylum; 
low, base, mean; ['awaz-an min-hu, (I did 
it) unwillingly;—'uwaz (pi. of 'uzat), Amu-
lets ;—'uioaz, Part of the flesh next to the 
bone; herbage growing at the roots of 



thorns, or in rough places where cattle 
cannot crop it;—atydbit 'l-lahm-i 'uwazu-hu, 
The nicest is that nearest the bone. 

A 'uzat, An amulet, a thing repelling 
evil; a seeking refuge. 

A ^ 'aur (v.n), Depriving of one eye, 
blinding; taking away, carrying off; de-
stroying, obliterating ;—'ur (pi. of a,'war), 
One-eyed, monocular; naked, nude, bare; 
— W a r (v.n.), Being blind of one eye;— 
'awir, Inwardly bad, secretly wicked. 

A C-SSjjC. 'aurdt, Parts of the body which 
it is indecent to expose. 

A sjy 'aurat, Any part of the body which 
it is indecent to expose (particularly from 
the navel to the knee) ; the pudenda; a 
woman ; a wife ; any place exposed to hos-
tile incursions; any weak part in an army 
or fortress ; one-eyedness ; — 'auraii zan, 
Pudenda mulieris ;—'aurati mard, Pudenda 
viri. 

a <auratdna, Of or relating to wo-
man, like a woman, womanly. 

a <^>;y 'aural-posh, Breeches. 
a ^ y 'uri, Nakedness. 
A j y 'auz, A grape-stone;—'ua, Name of 

a man ;—'awaz (v.n.), Wanting, not being 
found; being poor; poverty; need, iieeea-
sity. 

A ^ Y laue (v.n.), Banging in the night ; 
catching (as a wolf) anything to devour ; 
managing judiciously one's property ;—'us, 
A kind of sheep -,—'awas, A drawing in 
of the corners of the mouth when laughing. 

A JJ-WJC 'ausaj, A kind of bramble ; name 
of a horse. 

A «ausajat, A kind of bramble; 
name of a certain silver-mine. 

A ^ E Y
 laus, A mark, a sign 'D".I, 

son of Irani and father of 'Ad;— 'a was 
(v.n.), Being hard and difficult; confound-
ing or nonplussing an antagonist. 

A (jcy 'auz (v.n.), Doing or giving an 
equivalent; compensation; time, age; name 
of an idol ;—1liwaz (v.n,), Giving or doing 
an equivalent; equivalent, compensation, 
requital; a substitute, amends, return; 
retaliation, penalty, forfeit; exchange ;—• 
'iwaz kardan, To "barter, exchange; to 
change horses (m.c.) ;—bild Hwaz-in, Gra-
tuitously, without reward, return, or equi-
valent. The word is also construed with 
dadan, ddshtan, talabidan, giriftan, &c. 

a <wUy Hwazdna, As a substitute, by 
way of compensation, in exchange. 

a ^ y 'iwa?i, Equivalent, in compensa-
tion. 

A Wys <aut (v.n.), Conceiving in the first 
year (a she-camel). 

y y 'av-'av, A noise, tumult, clamour; 
bow-wow (see and C^^AA). 

A OY 'auf (v.n.), Hying round anything 
(as birds round a watering-place or carcase) ; 
state, condition ; work, business; a guest j 

good fortune, .happiness; penis ; name of a 
bird 3 a cock; a lion; a wolf; name of An 
idol; also of a mountain; a certain fragrant 
plant; one who takes care of his family. 

a j^y 'auq (v.n.), Hindering, detaining, 
preventing; binding, imprisoning; worth-
less, good for nothing (man); one who 
diverts another from anything good ;—'uq, 
Name of the father of Og (see gy);—'awaq, 
Hungej ; a branch of the Banu 'Abdu '1-
qais ;—'awiq, A hinderer, preventer ; ['awiq 
lawiq, Sheepish, foolish, bashful;]— 'uwaq, 
A hinderer; a coward; one who meets 
with continual interruptions and hindrances^ 
one who having set his mind on anything 
goes through with it. 

A «s3y 'auk (v.n.), Being supported (by 
hope); being kind, favourably inclined; 
returning to her house and eating what is 
there (woman); [>auwalu 'auk-in wa bauk-in, 
The first thing;]— 'awak (v.n.), Moving; 
motion. 

A J y 'aril (v.n.,). Deviating, swerving, 
straying; being oppressive; leaning to one 
side (a scale); troublesome, difficult (an 
affair) ; overcoming, getting the better o f ; 
supporting (a family) ; having a large 
family to maintain; provision for a family ; 
lamentation; wail;—Hwal, Confidence, re-
liance. 

A 'aulaq, A demon inhabiting the 
woods; a biteh wanting the male ; a wolf ; 
hunger. 

A 'own (v.n.), Swimming (a man) ; 
sailing (a ship) ; travelling (a camel) ;— 
'uwam (pi. of 'umat), Black animalcules 
swimming on water. 

A A*y 'umat, 'uma, A black animalcule 
swimming on water; a kind of fish. 

a y y 'aun (v.n.), Being middle-aged (a 
woman); helping, assisting; aid, assist-
ance, succour, help; an aider, helper, de-
fender, protector; an ally; a servant;— 
'auni ildhi, Divine aid. 

A gAy 'auhaj, Long-necked or long-
legged (ostrich, camel, or roe). 

A 'auhaq, Long, tall; name of a 
camel to which all camels of a superior 
quality are traced; a bull of blackish colour; 
a black crow; a mountain-swallow; lapis 
lazuli, or a colour resembling it, a blackish 
blue. 

A yU&y 'auhaqdn, 'auhaqain, Two 
stars at the side of the farqadan in a line 
towards the polar star. 

A 'uwair (dim. of a'war), A crow; 
name of a place ; an odious disposition. 

A o ° I Y 'awls, Difficult to be understood 
(verse) ; foreign, obsolete (word) ; severe 
(misfortune) ; difficult, distressing (affair) ; 
rough (ground) ; soul; power; motion. 

A J*y 'auul, A groan, wail, lamentation ; 
—pur 'ami, Full of groans. 

A 'uwaim, Name of a man. 



A *ahd (v.n.), Commanding; recom-
mending; enjoining; making a will or 
testament; meeting with; time, season; 
life-time, age, reign; an oath; fai th; se-
curity ; treaty, covenant; promise, agree-
ment, obligation, bond ; league ; injunction, 
charge, mandate, will, testament; honour, 
respect, reverence ; a profession or a belief 
in the unity of God; ['ahd bastan, To strike 
a bargain ;—'ahdi hukumat, In the reign of; 
—'ahd giriftan, To enter in league with, to 
take one's part, to side with ;—'ahd u pai-
mdni janibain, The conditions on both 
sides;]—'ahid, The manager of the affairs 
of a kingdom. 

A. S^c 'uhdat, 'uhda, An obligation, debt; 
an obliging oneself to pay, a becoming 
surety for another; a written agreement, a 
bargain, a contract; a mulct, a tine ; an 
affidavit; deficiency, weakness ; a return-
ing of goods (if damaged) ; — az 'uhdaH 
chize birun amadan, To perform a duty; to 
make out the sense of; to be able to do 
a thing;—az 'uhda'i 'ahd birun amadan, 
To pay a vow, to fulfil or get quit of an 
obligation;—Id 'uhdat-a, There is no return-
ing or taking back (an article sold). 

a f t 'ahd-ddr, Holder of a contract; 
an officer (of the Mogul government) who 
engaged to collect the revenue of a dis-
trict for a small percentage. 

a iftA ÂC 'ahd-shikan, A promise-breaker, 
a iX^c 'ahd-shikanl, Breach of promise; 

infraction of a treaty. 
a <uU jk^c 'ahd-nama, Letters of agree-

ment, articles of peace or capitulation; a 
bond ; a charter; a will; a diploma. 

a fi'V5 'uhda-bara'i, Performance of 
an agreement, ability to perform; means; 
performance. 

a ^ ^ 'uhda-bandi, Stated periods 
for the discharge of a debt or payment of 
money. 

DJTA SJL^C 'uhda-dar, Entrusted with a 
business, employed, holding a commission; 
an officer ; a contractor, collector ; security 
for rents. 

a ^ f t s ^ c 'uhda-ddri, Holding an office ; 
incumbency. 

A j^* 'ahr (v.n.), Being addicted to whore-
dom or theft;—•Hhr, Adultery, fornication. 

A 'uh'nkh, Name of a tree whose 
leaves and stem are useful in medicine. 

A (^E 'ahn (v.n.), Withering (as the 
branch of a tree) ; being fixed, established, 
remaining (in a place); coming from a 
place; taking pains in a matter; hastening 
to accomplish the wishes of another;— 
Hhn, An able manager of an estate ; dyed 
wool. 

A 'ihw, A colt; a fine camel. 
A 'uhud (pi. of 'ahd), Conditions, 

capitulations, promises, agreements; suc-
cessive rains. 

A Qyo* 'uhun (pi. of Hhn), Dyed wools. 
A 'ahid, United in a bond, confede-

rate ; contemporary; tr ibutary; old, an-
cient. 

A (aiy, Name of the brother of 'Adnan 
(see ;—'iy (v.n.), Stammering; being 
ignorant of ; being embarrassed, unequal 
to any business or enterprise. 

A oU* 'ayd ' , Difficult, incurable (disease). 
A wWe 'iydb (pi. of 'aibat), Portmanteaus; 

breasts or hearts as repositories of secrets; 
—'aiydb, Slanderous; a reviler, slanderer. 

A oW* Hydd (v.n. of <±ft), Visiting (the 
sick). 

A Ŝ Wc Hyddat (v.n. of Jy*), Visiting (the 
sick); a visitation ; — Hyddati khastagdn, 
Visitation of the sick. 

A 'iydz (v.n. of JYC), Flying from evil 
to good, taking refuge ; a bird which takes 
refuge in a mountain ; refuge, asylum ;— 
Hydz-an bi'l-ldh, God avert! Heaven for-
fend! 

Hydr (v.n. 3 of JJC), Marking 
(weights and measures) with a just stan-
dard, assaying; a standard of weight, mea-
sure, or firmness; mark, proof, touchstone, 
assay; a goldsmith's balance; the curvet-
ing of a horse ; the running of a dog when 
escaping or set at liberty; (pi. of 'air) asses 
(wild or tame) ; [Hydri danish, Criterion of 
knowledge (title of a book);—Hydr giriftan, 
To test, probe, assay. TTie word in the 
sense of standard, &c. is also construed 
with the verbs bar sang (niihakk) zadan, 
paidd shudan, ddnistan, kardan, &c.]— 
'aiydr, fem. â Ue 'aiydra, A cheat, knave, 
impostor, charlatan, conjuror, juggler; sly, 
mischievous; a horse curveting or prancing 
from sprightliness; one who travels much, 
a rover, vagrant, vagabond. 

a t^ft* 'aiydragi, Artfulness, slyness, 
cunning, craftiness; imposture. 

a ft ft* Hydr-glr, An assayer. 
a IJ^J 'aiyar-wash, Like a prancing 

steed. 
a ^ft* 'aiydri, Deceit, imposture, 

knavery. 
A ft-** 'aiyash, A jovial fellow, jolly 

toper, boon companion ; a pleasure-seeker ; 
one fond of good cheer; libidinous, leche-
rous ; a voluptuary, sensualist, debauch^, 
rake. 

a 'aiydshl, Luxury, luxuriousness, 
joviality; addictedness to pleasure, sen-
suality, debauchery. 

A 'ayds (v.n. of t^ft), Nonplussing 
an adversary ;—Hyds (v.n, of \j*ft)> Being 
unintelligible (speech), difficult (an affair) ; 
(v.n. 3 of wrestling, struggling. 

A ft--* 'iydz, Retribution, compensation. 
A 'ayaf, A kind of game ;—Hydf 

(v.n. 3 of Nauseating, loathing (food). 
A Hydfat (v.n. of Having an 

aversion to, loathing meat or dr ink; dig-



gust, loathing, aversion ; divining, augur-
ing, taking an omen from the flight of 
birds ; divination. 

A JWe 'iydl (pi. of 'aiyil), Family, chil-
dren, domestics; a wife. 

a fa JWe 'iyal-ddr, Maintainer of a 
family ; a man with a large family. 

a cSj^ JWc 'iydl-dari, Maintenance of a 
family; family or household affairs; worldly 
concerns. 

a JU-JLJ^ 'iydlmand, Possessed of a 
family. 

A (•W2 'ayam, A day. 
A YWC 'iydn (v.n. 3 of Seeing ; ob-

serving, contemplating, beholding face to 
face; ocular demonstration ; clear, mani-
fest ; a ploughshare; ['iydn Icardan, To 
render evident; to make manifest;]—*aiydn, 
Tired; embarrassed, unequal to. 

A "UW* 'iydn-an, Publicly, clearly, plainly, 
visibly. 

A 'iydnat (v.n. of Being a spy 
on another's acts, prying into, lying. 

a 'iyani, A spy. 
A S-E* 'aib (v.n.), Accusing, reproaching, 

treating opprobriously; spoiling, damaging ; 
vice, fault, defect; blemish, stain; dis-
grace, infamy, dishonour ;• affront; ['aib 
awardan (burdan), To divulge a vice, to 
disgrace;—'aib hardan (giriftan), To blame, 
reproach, take to task. Also construed 
with poahidan, guftan, namudan, &c.]— 
'iydb (pi. of the following), Portmanteaus, 
«fec. 

A 'aibat, Fault, disgrace, vice, defect, 
or blemish ; a portmanteau, or anything 
similar in which clothes are pu t ; a re-
pository of secrets ;—'uyabat, A great fault-
finder. 

a 'aib-bin, Fault-finder, caviller. 
a J^yi 'aib-posh, A concealer of 

faults or defects, one who screens or con-
nives at the faults of another; an upper 
garment. 

a ^ f t s-^e 'aib-poshi, Concealment of a 
fault; overlooking another's shortcomings. 

a o^V 'aib-tardsh, Erasing faults. 
a LSf*- 'aih-joy, Fault-seeking. 
a iyy* 'aib-jo'i, Picking out faults, 

criticism, cavilling, censoriousness. 
a 'aib-chm, Culling errors or 

faults. 
a LT̂Y" 'aib-chlni, Criticism. 
a fa 'aib-dur, Faulty, defective, un-

sound. 
a ^ys* s-^e 1aib-shoy, "Washing away sin 

or crime. 
a 'aib-hosh, Of vicious conduct, 

indulging in vice. 
a '•aib-goy (guy), A slanderer. 
a ^Jjf 'aib-go'i, Evil-speaking, as-

persion, detraction, slander. 
a 'aib-gir, Seizing on faults, 
a ^jtS 'aib-giri, — f j f i - q.v. 

a 'aibiidk, Disgraceful, vicious, 
faulty, blemished; damaged,spoiled (goods). 

a 'aibnakl, Blemish, vice, faulti-
ness. 

a ^tfi- 'aibi, Unsound, faulty, defective ; 
vicious ; infamous; one-eyed ; squint-eyed ; 
a bad character. 

A 'ais, Destroying, wasting (as a 
wolf the flock); damage, waste; destruc-
tion ;—zu 'l-'ais, Mischievous; destructive. 

A 'aisam, The plane-tree. 
A -id, Anything which returns (of 

care, grief, or sickness) ; a solemnity, feast, 
festival, holiday ; name of high-bred camel, 
sire of a noble race; a sort of mountain-
tree; (pi. of 'adat) manners, customs, 
habits ; — 'idi usbu', Pentecost; — 'idu 'z-
zuhd ('Idi azha), Tbe festival of sacrifices at 
Mecca;—'idi sharif, Easter, the passover;— 
'idi saghir (fitr), The festival of the break-
ing of the Ramazan fast;— ' idi ghadir (gha-
diri kham), A festival celebrated by the 
Imamiyah sect on the 18th of zu 'l-hijjat; 
— 'idi gurbdn, The festival of sacrifices 
(= idu'z-zuhd above);—'idi guldbi, A feast 
at the beginning of spring, when presents 
of flasks of rose-water were made ;—'idi 
masih, The day on which a table descended 
from heaven at the prayer of Jesus ;—'idi 
maulud, Feast of (Muhammad's) nativity ; 
—'idi nau-roz, Feast of the (Persian) new 
year. 

a v l * ^ 'iddb, Name of a city. 
A y l ^ e 'iddn (du. of 'id), The two fes-

tivals (of fitr and azha). 
a 'id-gdh, A place where solemn 

feasts and festivals are held. 
a 'idi, 'idiya, 'idiya, Of or 

relating to a feast; a present made on a 
festive occasion ; an Easter-gift; pocket-
money given to children on a feast-day. 

a 'idain (obi. du. of 'id, used as 
nom.), The two festivals (of fitr and a?Act). 

a sA^s-e 'izdb, = q.v. 
'izrdn, A medlar j ^ j q.v.). 

A lais (v.n.), Impregnating the 
female (a camel) ; semen admlssarii;—'is 
(pi. of a'yas), Camels of a reddish-white 
colour;—'ayas, Reddish-white in a camel. 

a ^U-jC 'isd'i, Christian ; a Christian, 
-r^y—^ 'aisub, Sweet marjoram. 
A 'isawi, Of tbe religion of Jesus; 

a Christian ; a Jesuit;—millati 'isawiya, The 
Christian religion or people. 

a fa 'isawi-wdr, Like. Jesus; like a 
Christian. 

A 'isd, Jesus;—mauludi 'isd, The 
nativity of Jesus. 

a (_s~.se 'isi, Belonging to Jesus, Christian. 
a jy- 'isd-khurd, Jj—** ^izd 

khwurd, A bunch of grapes. 
a (jUtAJ Jj—^e 'isd-dihqdn, Grape-wine. 
a (jir^ tis—'isd-rah-nishin, Tbe sun ; 

a sun-beam; a skilful physician. 



a J j— ' i sd-shash-maka, Fruits 
which come to maturity in six months; 
grapes. 

a 'isd-kada, The mansion of 
Jesus; the fourth heaven; a Cristian 
church. 

a toU &i Jjw-x Hsd-nuh-mdha, A bunch of 
grapes; grape-wine. 

a j* 'isd-har-dard, Wine. 
A TR^ 'aish (v.n.), Living; food, bread; 

pleasure, delight; luxury; gratification of 
the appetites; sensuality; sexual inter-
course ; construed with tarawidan, kardan, 
&c,;—'aishi pahlu-ddr, A strong or lasting 
life;—'aishi dah-roza, A short l ife; a short 
life and a merry one;—'aish u j aish, Joy 
and delight, excessive pleasure ;— 'aish u 
'ishrat (nashdt;), Pleasantness of l i fe; lux-
urious enjoyment, voluptuousness. 

A 'uJid, The womb. 
a atf 'aish-kdh, What diminishes 

pleasure. 
A Hshat, 'aishushat (v.n. of 

(jS^c), Living, leading an agreeable life;— 
'Ishati rdziya, A pleasurable life. 

a &>U. 'aish'kJidna, A house of plea-
sure, a place of enjoyment. 

a)L. «aish-sdz, Who leads a plea-
surable life; joyful, merry. 

a 'aish-sdzi, Pleasure, enjoy-
ment. 

a <aishistdn, A place of enjoy-
ment ; abounding in pleasures. 

a (ji** 'aish-gdh, A place of enjoyment. 
a J ^ 'aish-mahal, Place of joy ; 

one of the apartments in a palace. 
'isha, A plant resembling a reed. 

A T/V5 'is, Entangled trees; also— 
A 'isu, Esau (brother of Jacob). 
A 'aip (v.n. of i*^), Having a long 

neck ;—'it, Excellent young camels; the 
shouts of drunken, riotous fellows, or of 
winners in a game;— 'ayat, Length of 
neck. 

A 'aif (v.n.), (A bird) planing, hover-
ing, being suspended in the air (over water 
or a carcase) intending to al ight; loathing, 
nauseating (food and drink); (for 
q.v.) divining from the flight of birds. 

A Ok^ 'aiq> A worthless, good-for-nothing 
fellow ; hindrance ; an allowance of water; 
—'iq, A word used in checking or driving 
cattle ; — 'aiyaq, A hinderer, preventer ; 
dilatory, 

A iS-ji'aiqat, 'iqai, The sea-shore ; a river 
bank; a corner or part of a house; an 
allowance of water. 

A 'ail (v.n.), Walking pompously, 
moving with a noble carriage (a man or 
horse); being poor, indigent, destitute; 
travelling, rambling, making a tour ; — 
'ayal (v.n.), Telling a story to a deaf per-
son, or to one who will not hear;— 'aiyil, 
A wife, children, domestic, or any person 

maintained in a family; walking with a 
stately gait (man); prancing (a horse) ;— 
'uyyod (pi. of 'd'il), Poor, needy, 

A 'ailat (v.n. of Becoming poor; 
poverty, want; (pi. of 'd'il) poor, needy. 

A 'elim (by Imalah for 'dlim), 
Learned. 

A 'aim (v.n.), Thirsting (especially 
after milk). 

A Q-tfB- 'ain (v.n.), Flowing (water); in-
juring by the evil eye; hurting the eye; 
inclining to one side (the tongue of a 
balance) ; the eye; sight, vision ; a look, 
glance; anything resembling an eye, as the 
eye of a needle, of a pair of scales, Ac.; the 
letter 'ain (on account of its shape); fine 
circles on the skin ; the ring of a coat of 
mail; the sling of a balista, in which the 
ball or stone is placed to be thrown; the 
knee-pan; a scout, spy, watchman; the 
substance, essence, best part of anything ; 
the thing itself; a person, somebody, indi-
vidual ; a lord, leader, great man; the 
people of a town, or of a house ; a crowd, 
multitude; an uterine brother; money, 
coin, cash ; gold or silver specie ; half of a 
ddniq (of seven dinars) ; the sun; also his 
rays; the true point of the qiblah; the 
eastern part of Irak ; a cloud proceeding 
from the direction of the qiblah, or from 
the east of Irak ; rain lasting several days; 
flowing water; a fountain, source, conduit ; 
a kind of bird; name of several places; 
(pi. of a'yan) black-eyed (virgins); ['ainu 's-
saur, Bull's eye (name of a star) ;—'ainu 'l-
haiwan (haydt), Fountain of life or immor-
tality ; quicksilver ;—-'ainu 'sh-shams, The 
sun's eye (a flower) ;— 'ainu 's-sawdb, A 
right road ; the thing itself ; right reason ; 
—'ainu 'l-mdl, Principal capital; net profit; 
land revenue ;—'ainu 'l-hirr, Cats-eye (a 
precious stone) : — 'ainu 'l-yaqin, Experi-
mental knowledge ; certainty;—'aini tabdhi 
wa mahzi gumrdhi, Complete destruction 
and absolute ruin ;—-'aini sakhin, A hot eye, 
i.e. anguish, distress ;—'aini salwdn, The 
river Jordan; a fountain ;—'aini salah, Sin-
cere advice;—'aini 'ibrat, A warning or look; 
—'aini 'indyat, A look of favour;— 'aini 
kamdl, The height of perfection, also the 
eyes of some Arabians (called kamdl), which 
were supposed piercing enough to kill 
people;—'aini gulshan, Name of a fountain 
near Tus;— 'aini muhaiyir (la'li), A peculiar 
form of the letter 'ain (in calligraphy) ;— 
'aini mizdn, The eye of a balance (wherein 
the tongue moves);—-anta 'aid 'aini, You 
are upon my eye, i.e. possess my regards or 
love ;—sadiqi ('abdi) 'ain, An eye-server, 
false friend, hypocrite, dissembler; — 
qariru 'l-'ain, Cool-eyed, i.e. cheerful, happy 
(comp. 'aini sakhin above) ;]—'in (pi. of 
'aind'), Black-eyed (virgins) ;—'ayan (v.h.), 
Having large black eyes; width and black-



ness of the eyes;— 'uyun (pi. of Hym), 
Ploughshares ; (pi. of 'ayun) those who look 
with malignant eyes. 

A oÛ C 'ain a' (fem. of a'yan), Large-eyed 
(woman, mountain-cow). 

a yVjiU^c 'indniyan, The inhabitants of 
Inan in Taman. 

A v ^ e 'ain-tab, Name of a city in Syria. 
a (j^c 'ain-ghain, (the letters 'ain and 

ghain) But slightly different, very much 
alike; squint-eyed ; having a cataract. 

a 'ainak, Spectacles, eye-glasses;— 
'ainaki dbi, Blue spectacles ;—'ainak pishi 
nazar giriftan, To put on spectacles;— 
'ainaki dur-bin (kasrat-bin), A telescope;— 
'ainaki hazdr-bin (hazar-numd), Multiply-
ing glass; kaleidoscope (mm.cc.). 

a 'ainak-ddn, A spectacle-case 
(m.c.). 

A Aue 'ainu-hu, W-a* 'aimt-hd, His, its, or 
her eye, essence or self. 

a 'aini, Of or relating to the eye ; 
genuine, essential, real. 

a vjtf* 'ayub, Dishonest, shameful; vi-
cious;—'uyub (pi. of 'aib), Vices, defects, 
faults, blemishes, bad points or qualities. 

A WJJAC 'ayuf, (A camel) smelling the 
water without drinking, although thirsty ; 
name of a certain woman. 

a JyH5 'aiytiq, A certain bright red star 
which follows the Pleiades, the star Capella. 

A Jj** 'uyfd, 'ayul (v.n. of J**), Wander-
ing, travelling ; being poor, poverty. 

A *ayun, One who looks steadfastly 
with a malignant eye;—'uyun (pi. of 'ain), 
Eyes, fountains; title of a book written by 
Anwari. 

A 'aihab, Corpulent; indisposed, 
digesting badly ; weak, timid. 

A J*** 'aihal, Swift (she-camel). 

t 
t 9h, called ghaini manquta or ghaini 

mu'jama," dotted ghain," the twenty-second 
letter of the Arabic-Persian alphabet, ex-
presses 1,000 in arithmetic (hence it is with 
the poets a symbol of the nightingale, the 
bird of a thousand songs), and denotes 
quadrature in the aspects of the stars. In 
Arabic this letter is articulated in tbe 
throat with a vibration producing a sound 
like that given to r by the Northumbrians 
(r gratseye in Fr.), or the noise made in 
gargling. In Persian it corresponds to g 
and the Sanskrit g, gh, and h, and inter-
changes frequently with the other gut-
turals. 

v^ ghab, Foolish, unmeaning gabble; 

fallen back, remaining afar off; spoiled, 
destroyed; useless ; powerless, paralyzed ; 
leavings, orts; according to others, also a 
cleft in a tree or the ground, and the place 
where the moustache grows. 

a ghab, A forest, wood, thicket, 
grove, brake ; the haunt or den of a wild 
beast. 

ghab ank, The dog-violet. 
A ghabat, A forest, a dense thicket; 

a wild beast's haunt ; low ground; name of 
a place in Hijaz; a multitude of men. 

ghdbir, Remaining; past, passing 
by, passing away ; relic, remainder. 

A gkdbirat, Remaining; a remainder. 
u^J^ ghdbi&h, Name of a mountain-tree. 
a k}^ ghdbit, One who wishes to be like 

another in circumstances, without envying 
him, 

A y*^ ghdbin, Languid, remiss, 
yjuili ghabandan, To slip, slide, stumble. 
a JSJĴ  ahabuq. Wine drunk at night. 
tsJyte ghdhuk, Ball for cannon or cross-

bow, 
ghdtfar, Name of a city in Turkistan; 

also of a quarter in Samarkand; name of 
a Turanian wrestler. 

a A i ghdd, Softness, tenderness, smooth-
ness. 

A g&adir, Deceitful. 
A J j i i gha.dif, A seaman, a rower. 
A ghddiif, An oar. 
A ghddiyat. Morning-rain or clouds. 
A jU ghdzz, A lachrymal duct which 

ceases not to run. 
A T^j^c ghgzi. Digestive, peptic. 
A î oVc ghaziyat, The faculty of digestion; 

a certain vein or artery. 
jU gjdr, The laurel. 
A JTE ghdr (v.n.), Being jealous; envy, 

jealousy ; a cavern, cave, grotto; the den 
of a wild beast; low land, a hollow; the 
interior part of the mouth; a deep gash or 
wound; an army, a multitude; a vine-leaf; 
a measure of 100 qafiz; name of a large 
tree, yielding an useful oil aad an antidote 
against a snake-bite; name of a m a n ; 
\jghdri gag, A dog-hole ; a kind of cavern or 
cave;—ghdri gham, A prison; the grave of 
the wicked ;—ydri ghdr, A companion in a 
cave or prison, i.e. an intimate friend ;— 
ghardn (du.), The two caves, mouth and 
pudenda;] — gharr, Imprudent, heedless, 
thoughtless; a deceiver; a vain hope. 

A v j ^ ghdrib, One who conies from a fa r ; 
the summit of a wave; the ripper part of a 
earners bunch ; also the space between that 
and tbe neck. 

a Sjte gharat (v.n. oijfa), Making a hos-
tile incursion into an enemy's country; a 
ra id; plunder, pillage ; havoc, devastation; 
a predatory troop of horse; construed with 
uftddan, afgandan, khwurdan, zadan, kar-
dan, &c.;—gharat u khasarat kardan, To 



plunder and lay -waste;—ba-ghdrat burdan 
(raftan, nihadan), To make a predatory in-
road ;— shadidu 'l-gfcarat, Firmly twisted 
(rope). 

a <*>ft. ghdrat-hhwurda (ioj zada), 
Robbed, pillaged, plundered. 

a Jy y^ft ghdrat-ghol, Sudden loss or 
destruction ; suddenly or unexpectedly lost. 

a w f t ghdrat-gdh, A place of pillage, 
of a hostile invasion. 

a f uuft ghdratgar, Marauder, robber, 
assassin. 

a *^>ft ghdratgari, Spoliation, pil-
lage. 

a vdU wujLi ghd,rat-ndh, A robber, pillager, 
depredator; depredatory. 

ghdrtang, The bar of a door. 
a ghdratldan, To ravage, plunder, 

pillage, rifle; to be plundered; to roll 
over. 

gharaj, ghdrij, ®ft gharich, A morn-
ing draught of wine ; wine. 

t j r f t ghdrijl, A morning draught of 
wine; one who drinks in the morning; a 
cup-bearer. 

x j f t ghariz, (A camel) having little 
milk; (a locust) fixing the tail in the 
ground to lay eggs. 

A w f t gharis, A planter. 
a (ft~»ft ghdristan, A place full of 

caverns. 
a ft ft ghdr-ghdr, Full of caves, full of 

clefts or holes. 
A j f t ghdrig, Submerged, drowned. 
a ft ghdr-gdh, A place abounding in 

caves. 
**&ft ghdrang, An idiot, a fool. 
ft j ft ghdr u ghur, Chaos, confusion. 
a ghdr a, Plunder; plunderers ; a 

morning draught of wine ; a twist, plait; a 
cavern (see &ft and e j^) . 

ghdrl, A bushel; a sponge. 
O^tft gharlqun (G. dyaptKOv), Agaricum. 

ghdz, A patch on a garment; split, 
opened ; a rent, slit, crack ; want, scarcity, 
dearness ; eating with a relish; a certain 
water-bird, a goose (see jU) ; beating cot-
ton ;-—ghdz hardan, To tease cotton; to 
take to pieces the worn cloth of a garment 
or tent (called shoddy) to be woven again. 

ft ft ghdz-ghdz, Cleft asunder. 
yVijUs gfadzghdn, A cauldron, a kettle. 
*>ft ghdza, Rouge for the face; noise, 

cry ; root of the tail; a peg for fastening 
planks; a wedge used in splitting wood ; 
cotton-teasing. 

A <j,ft ghdz't, A conqueror, hero, gallant 
soldier (especially combating infidels); a 
general, leader of an expedition; (in P.) a 
courtesan; a rope-dancer; sheep's chitter-
lings stuffed with spiceries ;—ghdzi 'd-din, 
Champion of the faith (a proper name). 

a &\ft ghdziydna, Bravely. 
a ^ f t ghdzl-mard, A hero ; a horse. 

a (ft* ^sjVfc gfcazi-miydn, Name of the 
nephew of Sultan Mahmud Ghaznawi. 

a ghaziya, The faculty of intending 
or purposing. 

ft ghdzh, A wide-mouthed man ; a thorn; 
beating of cotton ;—ghdzh hardan, To sepa-
rata the seed from the cotton ; to beat 
wool and prepare it for spinning; to take 
to pieces the worn cloth of a garment or 
tent called shoddy, to be woven again. 

ejli ghdzha, Rouge for the face (see ; 
the polish of a poem or the gilding of the 
page on which it is written; melilot; beat-
ing of cotton;—ghdzha hardan^ To tease 
cotton. 

a <3—^ ghasiq, That part of the night 
immediately succeeding the crepuscle; the 
moon. 

A ghdsil, A washer ; a washerman. 
A. J^-U* (jkdsid, A herb whence potash is 

made. 
a hash. A sincere man; an ardent 

and sincere lover; petulant, perverse; 
stupid, dull; tumult; a cluster of unripe 
grapes; a cucumber kept for seed (see 
J * f t ) ; partial; a dissembler, hypocrite. 

A ghdshiyat, ghdshiya, A covering; 
a leather covering for a saddle or for the 
hilt of a sword; a saddle-cloth, as an in-
signia of royalty carried in front of a sove-
reign ; a symbol of servitude, submissive-
ness, obedience; the day of judgment; 
hell-fire; an internal complaint, cholic, 
gripes; visitors, friends ; the pericardium. 

a i-jLi ÂAAA ghashiya-bdf, Maker of a 
saddle-cloth or housing;—ghdshiya-bdfdni 
rlsh, Long-bearded men (of whose beards 
housings could be made) ; according to 
others, slaves of their beards (as being 
mostly occupied in adorning and trimming 
them). 

j ghdshiya bar dosh, Obe-
dient, 

<U4.U ghdshiya-ddr, One who has the 
care of saddles; the angel Gabriel; a 
porter. 

fl o®^ g&ds (for ghd&s), Full, crammed. 
A ghasib, A usurper, a forcible 

seizer. 
A ftU* ghdzir, A hide good for tanning; 

active, bestirring oneself ih business, 
A U U U * ghdzif, Delicate (life) ; one in 

comfortable circumstances. 
A ^JDIA ghat is, Immersed; covered with 

a coat of mail. 
^^iUs ghdghatl, A bituminous stone 

brought from Wadi Ghagha in Syria. 
A iMi ghdghat, ghagha, A confused med-

ley of people; (in the language of the 
people of 'Urnan) mint (the herb). 

A ghdf, Name of a tree bearing 
sweet fruit. 

a isJU ghdf at, tS^iU ghdfis, Swallow-wort 
eupatory, agrimony. 



AyiVfe gfaafir, Forgiving; merciful, com-
passionate. 

i ^ gkafig, Fame of a fortress in 
Spain. 

A J*^ gktifil, Imprudent, inconsiderate, 
careless, incautious, off one's guard; negli-
gent, indolent, incurious, inattentive, 
thoughtless ; unconscious ; soundly asleep ; 
—ghafil giriftan, To seize or attack un-
awares;—shah-zdda'i ghdfil-nazar, An in-
considerate and improvident prince. 

A ghafil-an (I5. ghafildna), Im-
prudently. 

afa* J-*1* ghdfil-glr, Attacking unawares. 
a ^ ^ gkdfili, Negligence, inattention. 
A j U ghdq, A n aquatic bird ; a crow;— 

ghdq-i, The croaking of a raven. 
^ ghak, Noise, disturbance, riot, tumult, 

sedition ; the croakin g of a raven; fraud, 
deceit. 

djite ghdkulc, = osJj.JU q.v., of which it 
is perhaps a misreadin g. 

J ^ ghdl (imp. of ghdlldan), Rolling, 
wallowing; a cave , in which cattle are 
kept; a burrow ; a fox's hole (probably 
for ; a bee-hive; low ground. 

A J ^ ghall, Thirsty ; low, level ground 
producing trees; a place where the tree 
idlam grows; name of plant. 

ghdldlut, The Egyptian bean. 
A sAU ghalib, Overcoming, overpowering; 

prevailing, predominant; triumphant, vic-
torious ; a conqueror; name of a man; also 
of a place in lower Egypt;—ghalib amadan 
bar, To conquer, overcome, vanquish. 

A ghalib-an, CMefly, principally ; 
finally, upon the whole ; mostly ; probably, 
apparently. 

a AiljJU: ghdlibd.na, Triumphantly. 
A ghdlibiyat, Victory, prevalence. 

ghdlij, A morning-draught of wine 
(see fyte). 

ghdlad, He moves from side to side 
(3rd aor. of ghdlidan) • 

^ ^ ghdluk, A play-ball ; a cannon-
ball. 

aJVi ghdla, A kid. 
J ^ i ghdli, A carpet, tapestry (see 
A gkdIt, Bear, costly, high-priced, 

precious, valuable; one who exceeds bounds; 
a fanatic, a zealot; name o:f a poet. 

a fa W^1 ghdliyd-bdr, Flagrant, odorife-
rous. 

A ghdliyai, A kind olf perfume (said 
to have thus been called by Mu'awiyah 
as " a thing precious ") ; civet. 

d^JU ahdlicha, A small carpet. 
yjkJli ghalidan, To move; from side to 

Bide (like lovers), to tumbLs, roll, wallow; 
to surround, wheel round either in defend-
ing a friend or assailing an enemy; to in-
stigate, animate; to start up suddenly, 

a y^y-Jlt ghdlinus, Galen tlhe physician. 
a ghaliya, Civet; a c omposition of 

musk, ambergris, camphor, and oil of hen-
nuts (see AJU). 

a fa ^ ^ ghaliya-bdr, Fragrant, odorife-
rous. 

a Li ghdliya-fchat, With fragrant 
down. 

a y^J ghaliya-dan, A box or casket 
for musk, a scent-box or bottle. 

a ghdliya-sdy, Fragrant; a per-
fumer. 

a ghdliya-moy, With fragrant 
hair. 

A ghdmid, Filled, freighted (ship) ; 
a well that overflows ; name of the father 
of a tribe. 

A fa\± ghdmir, fem. ghdmirat, ghd-
mira, Uninhabited, uncultivated, waste, 
abandoned (the opposite of 'amir) ; over-
flowed, submersed (country); overwhelmed; 
one who throws himself into difficulties 
and dangers. 

a ghdmirCd (pi. of gjiamirat), De-
vastated or waste places (opp. to 'amirdt 
" cultivated places "). 

A ghdmiz, Low-lying (place) ; ob-
scure, unintelligible (speech) ; weak, lan-
guid in making a charge or attack; low, 
mean, contemptible. 

ghdml, Poor; weak, feeble; lean, 
gAi ghdnj, Uite ghdnghd, The Ganges. 
A ghdniz, The windpipe, throat. 

ghdna, Name of a place in Arabia 
where gold is found. 

A ^ ^ ghani, Rich ; able to do without. 
A ghdniyat. A woman despising or-

naments, satisfied with the native beauty 
of her person ; a woman satisfied with her 
husband's love; a girl much courted, yet 
remaining contentedly unmarried in her 
parents' house; a chaste woman whether 
married or unmarried ; a lady. 

ghdv (for gdv), An ox, a cow ; a hole 
in the ground made for the security of 
sheep and other animals. 

^ f f f a ghdwiji, = q.v. 
A- jfa gjidwir (for ghd'ir), Deep, profound, 

abstruse ; considerate, thoughtful; power-
ful. 

ghdwash, ahawush, A cucumber 
kept for seed; a bunch of ripe grapes. 

ti&A ghdv-shang, An ox-goad. 
yAj^ ghdwshu, An ardent and sincere 

lover; a cucumber for seed; an unripe 
bunch of grapes. 

A J^yfa ghawueh, A cucumber kept for 
seed. 

a Oifa- ghawiin (pi. of ghdwi), Those who 
are in error; devils; those who counte-
nance scurrilous or flattering poets. 

ghavoa,-Name of a mountain. 
A tsfa ghdwl, Wandering, erring, stray-

ing; seduced ; a locust; a demon. 
A ghdy (pi. of ghdyat), Ends, extre-

mities ; standards, flags. 



A S-JLII ghctib, Absent, latent, concealed, 
invisible; the fu ture ; the invisible world; 
the invisible being, G-od, the Deity; (In 
gram.) the third person ;—ghd'ib shudan, 
To be absent, disappear,, vanish. 

a AJlffli ghaibana. In absence, invisibly. 
a f t ghaib-bdz, A conjuror; a ne-

cromancer. 
A gfrdyat. ghdya, End, extremity,, 

termination, final point; the starting-post, 
or the winning-post; a sovereign remedy; 
a standard, flag;—ghayatu 'l-ghdya, For 
the most part, very much ;-—'ilmi ghdyut, 
Mathematics. 

A / U g&tfir, (Water) flowing down upon 
low grounds. 

A" (jflfU ghd'is, A diver. 
A gkd'it^ Low, level ground widely 

spread; human excrement. 
dft* g&dyuJc, — csJjWfc q.v; 
A ghd'ilat, gk'x ild, A misfortune; a 

secret grudge, malignity; 
a gha'is Final ;— ' i l lat i ghd'i, The 

final cause. 
A S-^ g&abb, gMbh (y.ni),, Drinking- every 

second1 day (camels) ;—gjtibd (v.n.)1, Fisitfrrrg-
every alternate day; attacking; thus (as a 
tertian ague); visiting oncea week-;- success-,, 
issue, termination;—gfi,ibb-a-, After ;- Igjibdm 
zd, After that ;•—gkibha mar,, Af ter which;:]! 
•—gkubb, One who travels far ihlhmd fiiwrn 
the sea ; the sea overflb wing t he shore- - Itew 
ground whereon water lies.. 

A ghibd-an, Every- second! cfesjc-;; sb. 
intervals; seldom,, rarely.. 

jL-t gftuMcT, The invention or- prwiiua^ 
tion of something new-; a man resolutely 
bent on doing whafr is: Eight.;: n « n » «£. 
Nushirwan's father ('see-

A jW^ (jhnbdY, Dust ;- vagotir;, flog,. misti-
ness ; the smallest Arabia; or Pfersiaai' writ-
ing; name of a- man-;- (hiefr.)) vssaiiiim,: 
affliction-, perplexity;: oonstrued) mihj tike 
vserbs afsKdndati,, Bar- bud1 (Bzthmy hm^dushr 
tan, BaldndT idh*dhn\ m/i&m*, 
metdim-, aid'Udlmi siii*r.dbmu sJiitMdM^ahdkaatan, 
girifftmi nis&mttom, • g^duwu amiy/i, 
Dust raised iir tha mill! while: grinding;— 
gjiubdr dum-idlm,, To become- dim ((the- aye);; 
g&ubdr- bm^aimrdcmt a®, Tto d&vastatej, to 
destroy-;—--gjmfttirii h&dfir.;, BistorHaiiae of 
thft mihd),anxietiy;;—gj&ifi&ii rtrnjiofa w dear, 
The. d\iat of, vexation, and! disgust?;—gfattaru 
gaiimii. Thetmublfld: mind1 of orphans. 

ct, ftb. gj&Har,-dMdfa,, (SfrveixKfl,, soilad, 
or. defubd with dust. 

cz ftk- gfauftttfrqum,, ©^istMwlonced; 
dtK& 

ifti- g^&a^. An- os-goad;—gSnh^m, At 
bomb; a- mortar- for• throwing; sh f t l i aa 
fire-balloon^- a bailbom 

a ^ f t * ghtkdm Djustdnesa.;^ (rnert.)^ aMifl*-
tiotrv vexation;:—gffatlidrt girijftmi,, To,- be-
come afflicted, vexed;, disturbed.. 

ghnbariya, Name of a mountain-
tree and its fruit . 

ft*- ghabdz, ijW^ ghabdsa., A dervish's 
staff;:—ghubdz, A yoke; a plough, a plough-
share. 
_ A ghabdwat (v.n. of Not con-

sidering, or adverting to, from weakness of 
mind ; stupidity; inadvertency. 

a ghabab, The dewlap of an ox; the 
wattles of a cock; the loose flesh beneath 
the chin ; a full chin. 

A ghabs (v.n.), Mixing new cheese 
with butter. 

a g&abjr A pond, a ditch, a pool. 
A ft- ghabr (V.n.)y Passing* going by; 

being of a dusty colour;—ghibr. Hatred, 
secret grudge ;—ghubr, A remainder, rem-
nant (especially of mil k in the udder) ;—• 
gkabar (ghibr?), Swelling with matter (a 
wound); dust, ea r th ; one who becomes 
friendly and obedient a f te r having been 
hostile and refractory i a sore in a camel's 
hoof; the corruption or matter of a wound; 
[dcthiyrxtw rl-ghabar, .A grievous calamity, 
tb«® Eke of which is. not to be found ;]— 
g&jpbir, Corrupt ^wcmnd) ;—gfyubar, A sort 
of fish name of * uaan;—ghxtbbar (pi. of 
gfcdMr), Those who have passed; those who 
remans ; remainder, remnant (of catamenia, 

A gkab-rdT ( fem. of aghhar), Of the 
colour of dus tdefsused, obliterated (path); 
eartki, tknrd ,•; at female partridge; a country 
abojUjanKng m trees;; name of a horse; a 
tree, -whose frerit m eajled q.v. 

A gfmbrat. A «lusty colonr; a residue, 
r e m a i a d e r - ; — D u s t , ear th ; a coun-
try afeoumdi'ng-

in trees. 
A ̂ j-t^ ghob^ Na.trwe of a she-camel;— 

ghabas Being ash-eo,loured, being of 
atdarfe eofoor.. 

A (J^ gEabaish ( v.n-)', Being dark (the 
latter part of tihffi mi ght) ; remainder off the 
night;—gfiahish* Dark (night). 

A tj^A ghabas C -̂m*)* B ^ g " ^ of white 
sordes- (thft- e w ) . 

At ^ gkaht Wishing to be like or 
equal to airutifoer witbo-irt envy; feeling the 
bu/htocka of eattfe' t;o ascertaia their fatness; 
—gfiabL. gMbf.,- A. handful of corni when 
reaping,-;—gfenhwt (pL o>f gkdMf)* Desirous 
to. b® like- anothflT without envy; (pL of 
ghajbit), dorsars: «n whiich camel-litters jure 
fiusedi. 

A, ghthtxdt (• v.n of M ) t Wishing to be 
likft u-jrto anobher withoutenvy; ungradging 
emnlaribn;, ^ ha ppy condition; joy, glad-
ness-;:—gflzibtxii^ The string o£ a. leathern 
wa-liah. 

i s - U gfyib.(fihahr A dewlap; the wattles 
of a aock:;; a, Su 11 or double chin; name of 
an idol;; name' off a, hill a t Mioa where 
sacnifiufta, aawt ofl 'eied. 

A* (T.n.), Laying up in » ae-



cret store (grain or provisions) against a 
scarcity; cheating, gulling (in sale), im-
posing upon; forgetting; being negligent, 
forgetful; deceit, f r aud ; forgetfulness; 
[ghabni fdhish (fash), A gross or notorious 
fraud ;—ghabn kardan, To deceive ;—ghabn 
kashidan, To "be deceived;]—ghaban (v.n.), 
Being weak in mind, liable to deception; 
being negligent, forgetful; mistaking, 
erring; weakness of mind, defect of judg-
ment. 

A-jyji: ghubur (v.n. of j*£), Remaining, 
being le f t ; departing, passing by. 

a ^^ ghabl, A dolt, blockhead, fool;— 
ghubl, Negligence, inadvertancy, forgetful-
ness. 

A ghubaib, Name of a place near 
Madinah; also of a tract in Tamaniah. 

a ghablsa, Fresh butter and cheese 
mixed together. 

A ghubaird', An intoxicating drink 
made from millet; the fruit of the ghabra 
tree (see ; according to others, the 
former is the name of the tree, the latter 
that of the fruit). 

A ghtibais (dim. of aghbas), A 
tawnyish wolf; (met,) for ever, i.e. as long 
as there is a wolf to harass a sheep. 

A W*̂  ghablt, Dorsers on which to fix 
the camel-litters in which women travel; 
low, level ground; name of a valley and 
desert; quicksilver. 

A ghabln, Weak in mind; a fool, a 
gull; deceived, gulled, cheated; fraud, de-
ceit. 

•AJ: ghajpak, A grass of which mats are 
made. 

ghtd, ghat, An idiot, fool. 
A ghatm, Suffocating heat. 

ghuifar, Foolish, stupid. 
ghutfara, Ignorant, inexperienced, 

foolish, stupid ; a whoremonger. 
A ghass. Calling (anything) bad and 

leaving (it) ; being full of pus, suppurating 
(a wound) ; lean;—ghass u samin, Lean 
and fa t ; (met.) little and much- good and 
bad ; strong and weak; rich and poor. 

A. ghusa, ghussd\ Foam, decayed 
leaves of trees, bits of wood, or any rub-
bish dirtied by foam carried down by the 
stream. 

A ghamsat (v.n. of Being 
lean (sheep or meat). 

A g A a s r (v.n.), Waving with grass, 
being verdant (the earth);—ghusr (pi. of 
aghsar), The rabble, the lowest of the low ; 
—ghasar, Nap, pile ; fringe. 

A ghasm, (v.n.), Giving the best part 
of one's property at once;—ghusm, A bread-
crumb, 

A ghas/isat, = q.v. 
A ghasy (v.n.), Carrying down sticks 

and leaves (a river) ; mixing, jumbling 
together (words) ;—also ghasaydn, 

(v.n. of ( j ^ ) , Being disturbed (mind) j 
being overcast (sky). 

A ghasis (v.n. of Discharging 
matter (a wound) ; lean; pus, matter. 

gfcichak, A kind of lute, guitar, or 
violin. 

jV ghichak-naivds, ghichakl, 
A player on the ghichak. 

ghachmiik, A frog. 
A OI ghad. Morrow;—ghadd (v.n.), Being 

afflicted with pestilence (camel). 
A P U ghada', Meat, victuals, provisions ; 

bi-eakfast;—[ghadd'i jismdnl, Nourishment 
for the body ;~~ghadd'i ruhdni, Food for the 
soul, spiritual food ;]—ghadda', Name of a 
man. 

A ghad tit, Morning; the interval 
between dawn and sunrise. 

A J U ghiddd (pi. of ghaddat), Portions; 
parts; glands,- wens; (pL of ghadd) camels 
infested with the plague. 

A ghiddr (v.u. 3 of j^t), Leaving, re-
linquishing ; remaining; — ghadddr, fem. 
S j ^ ghaddarat, ghadddr a, Fraudulent, per-
fidious •, a traitor •,—an ghaddari bad-kirdar, 
That perfidious traitor;—In ghaddari khun-
res, This treacherous blood-shedder. 

a ghaddra, The broad point of a 
spear; a copper vessel; an hour-glass ;— 
ghiddra, An iron helmet. 

a ^jtJji ghaddari, Perfidy, fraud, decep-
tion. 

AulJ i i ghuddf, A black crow; a vulture 
with thick plumage ; long black hair ; a 
black wing. 

A ^AFC ghuddf I, Dark (night). 
ghaddk, = q.v. (doubtful). 

a fast ghadd'ir (pi. of ghadirat), Women's 
curls. 

A ^ ghuddat, ghudda, A wart or wen 
which gives no pain; the pestilence in 
camels ; a part, portion (of wealth, <fec.);— 
ghudda'i wazi, The prostate gland. 

A JDT ghadad, The pestilence in camels ;— 
ghtidad (pi. of ghuddat), Wens, glands;—• 
ghudud, A hard lump formed in the flesh, 
a glandular swelling. 

A jAi ghadr (v.n.), Acting perfidiously, 
breaking a treaty or agreement; persecu-
ting ; drinking pond-water ; perfidy, fraud, 
treachery; malignity, hostility; villainy, 
base ingz'atitude; noise, bustle; [ahlighadr, 
Perfidious, cruel, malignant;] — ghadar 
(v.n.), Being dark (night); drinking rain-
water ; having their fill on the pasture-
ground (cattle); remaining behind the 
flock (a she-camel, &c.); hard, stony, gra-
velly ground ; ground full of holes or ruts ; 
[sabtu 'l-ghadar, Firm (in battle, &e.);]— 
ghudar, A sink, drain, sewer ; water left by 
a flood; treacherous; name of a city in 
Taman; (pi. of ghadlr) ponds, ditches, 

' stagnant waters ;—ghudur, Knaves, rogues. 
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ghadar, Breast of a garment; t 
breast-plate. 

tsljai ghadrak, A breast-plate; a warlike 
instrument. 

ghudz, A heliotrope (flower). 
ghadaghan, Speed, hurry; confusion. 

a U^ i ghadf (v.n.), Giving liberally;— 
ghadaf, Plenty, abundance; cheapness. 

A YLIAFC ghidfdn (pi. of ghuddf), Black 
crows ; vultures with thick plumage, 

sy^ ghudfara, A stupid fellow. 
A jAi ghfidag (v.n.), Flowing plentifully 

(water) ; plenty of water;— t iri ghadaq, 
Name of a well in Madinah. 

A Y^I ghadan (v.n.), Being soft and 
smooth ; softness, smoothness, gentleness ; 
languor, relaxation, indolence; somnolency, 
drowsiness. 

ghadang, Disproportioned, ill-
ihaped; rude, unpolished ; restless; stupid. 

jAt ghadu, A drink prepared from millet. 
A JAFC ghadw (v.n.), Coming in the morn-

ing; the morrow;—ghuduw (v.n. of 
Doing anything in the morning; morning. 

A ghudwai (v.n. of Coming in 
the morning; 
and sunrise. 

ghadud, 
JAA). 

A ghadur, Fraudulent, most perfi-

the interval between dawn 

A gland, wren, &c. ( = A. 

dious (man or woman). 
a ghadl, Matinal; eating the 

morning. 
A ghadlr, A ditch, pool, stagnant 

water; a sword ; name of a man; also of a 
valley in Egypt;—ghiddlr, Very perfidious. 

A i i ghazz (v.n.), Swelling, suppurating 
(a wound). 

A T̂ ifc ghi?a', Meat or drink, diet, provi-
sion, food, victuals ; aliment, nutriment; 
(pi. of ghazly) foetuses, or new-born young 
of sheep, c.;—ghizd chidan (khwurdan), 
To take food, to make a meal. 

A ^Ai ghazm (v.n.), Giving away the best 
part of one's property; eating with diffi-
culty ; eating greedily;—ghazam, A kind of 
herb;—ghuzam, A sort of bitter plant. 

y gkar, A whore; a coward; a lazy, in-
dolent fellow ;—ghur, Ruptured ; having 
large testicles; filling the mouth with air, 
and striking it so that the air escapes 
with noise; swelling in the neck, a wen; 
rupture. 

A Y gharr (v.n.), Deceiving, flattering, 
feeding with vain hopes, cajoling, coaxing; 
feeding her young (a bird) ; a wrinkle (in 
the skin), fold (in a garment), cleft (in the 
ground) ; sharpness or edge of a sword ; a 
place in the desert;—ghirr, Unskilled, in-
experienced, raw ;—ghurr, That wherewith 
a bird feeds her young; a certain water-
fowl ; anything white or bright; a white 
forehead ; (pi. of agharr) most illustrious 
or noble (men). 

a \fa ghurd, White, br ight ; the sun. 
A ghard', ghird' (v.n. of <^fa), Being 

devoted, wholly given up to ;—ghira (v.n. 
3 of , Joining, subjoining; glue; isin-
glass ;—gharrd' (fem. of agharr), White, 
bright, splendid, illustrious, noble; dis-
tinguished by a white star on the forehead 
(a mare) , intense (noon-day heat) ; name 
of Madinah; a certain white-headed bird; 
an aromatic plant. 

A VV^ ghurdb, The curved part of the 
edge of a sword or of an axe (with which 
the blow is Btruck) ; a crow, raven, rook, 
jackdaw; ice, hail, snow; a kind of ship, 
a grab, corvette; the back part of the 
head ; the prominent part of the buttocks 
of horses or camels; surname of a man; 
name of a place at Damascus; also of a 
horse ; — ghurdbu 'l-bain, A certain bird 
with red legs and beak; (met.) the signal 
of separation; — ghurdbi zamin, A dark 
night; — rijlu 7-ghurdb. Crows-foot (an 
herb, otherwise called J ^ ^ q.v., efficacious 
in the treatment of leprosy). 

A ghirds (pi. of gharsdn, gharsd), 
Hungry (men or women). 

ghardcha, Infamous, unmanly, a 
catamite; a contented cuckold, a pimp to 
his own wife, a wittol; ignorant, foolish; 
name of a country. 

a ttAy ghirdda, A helmet, a piece of 
armour. 

A ji/* ghirdr (v.n. of fa), Feeding its 
young (a bird), putting bill into bill; re-
turning improperly a salutation; a defici-
ency in the performance of ablutions, 
prostrations, and prayers; being dull 
(market) ; a little sleep; slumber; haste, 
speed; a way, mode, manner; model, figure, 
form, mould; edge of a sword, point of a 
spear or arrow ; a sack made of goats' hair; 
—gkardr, Name of a mountain in Tihamah. 

A. ghardrat (v.n.), Being white (the 
face); being inexperienced, unacquainted 
with the use of things, &c. 

a S j ^ ghardra, Washing, rinsing the 
mouth;—[ghardra kardan, To rinse the 
mouth ;]—ghirdra, A helmet; a gardener's 
sack with mesheB. 

a $fa ghurdz (for P. gurdz), Pompous, 
haughty ; frowning ; bold, brave. 

a ^ f a ghurazi, Pompousness, 
ness; frown; boldness, bravery 
preceding). 

(jAy gharae, Sadness, sorrow. 
a. <j*\fa gharas, Whatever is voided by 

one who has taken a cathartic draught;— 
ghirds, The season proper for planting; a 
sapling, a young plant; (pi. of ghars) sap-
lings. 

ghardsh, A fracture, rent, scratch, 
wound; rage; force, violence; grief. 

gharashldan. To chide; to be 
angry; to scratch. 

haughti-
(see the 



SAjjA^ gharashida, Angry ; scratched. 
ghirdf, A count, an earl (G. Graf, 

probably through Russian). 
A akirdf, A large measure for dry 

goods; (pLof ghurfat) draughts of water. 
A plft gAarcim, Desire, cupidity, greedi-

ness ; a fine, mulct; torture, torment; a 
tedious calamity, destruction, perdition, 

ghardmd, — q.v. 
A ghardmat, A debt which must be 

paid; a fine. 
a 5J) ut^A^t ghardmat-zada, Mulcted;— 

ghardmat-mda shudan, To be fined. 
o f t g&arrdn, Iron (doubtful) ;—ghurrdn 

(part, of ghurridan), Roaring, vociferating; 
rapacious, fierce. 

A^y ghurrdn (pi. of agharr). White; 
illustrious ; name of a place ; (pi. of gharir) 
excellent dispositions; sureties; lives free 
from care; bubbles on water. 

SAaMyt ghardnida, Angry, furious, en-
raged. 

ghfrrauranq. Large ;—ghiraurang, 
A great throne (cf. p. 190). 

A.>-r4\jhghard,ib (pi. of gharibat), Strange, 
extraordinary things. 

A UULFTJFC ahara'ibat (pi. of the preceding), 
Strange or wonderful things. 

A ghard'ir (pi. of ghirdrat), Sacks. 
A gharb (v.n.), Being hid ; going, 

departing, going to a great distance or to 
one side; the place where the sun sets; 
sunset; the West ; Africa; being shed 
(tears) ; the Sowing of tears ; a lachrymal 
duct; abundance of spittle in the mouth, 
spawl, sputter ; a day of watering ; a water-
bag ; a large bucket j beginning, or first of 
anything ; the first course, race, or starting 
of a fleet horse; the edge of a sword; 
sharpness of tongue; the most prominent 
part, edge, sharpness of anything ; a reed, 
a reed-pen; the outer or inner corner of 
the eye; a swelling in the inner corners of 
the eye ; a pimple in the eye; a sturdy 
kind of tree common in Hi j az ; [sahwi 
gharb, An arrow from an unknown hand;] 
—gfmrb, Distance from home; (p\. of 
ghurab) crows, ravens;—gkarab (v.n.), 
Being very black ; being obscure, unintel-
ligible ; wine ; silver, gold; a silver cup, a 
goblet, a bowl; water dripping from the 
bucket while drawing from the well; the 
odour of water or mud; a distemper inci-
dent to sheep; blueness in the eye of a 
horse; the white poplar; a willow ; [sahmi 
ghardb, = sahmi gharb above;]—ghurab, A 
foreigner ; rare, strange; name of a place; 
—ghurrab, Name of a mountain in Syria. 

A ghurabd' (pi. of gfiarib), Strangers, 
foreigners, aliens ; travellers ; poor people ; 
beggars; in P. also used as a singular, a 
beggar, &c. 

tsCuA^fc gharbdsang, = q.v. for 
which it is probably a misreading. 

A JW^ ghirbdl, A large sieve, riddle, 
screen ; a drum ; a slanderer, whisperer;— 
ghirbdli db-gun, The sky, firmament;— 
ghirbdl hardan, To s i f t ; to investigate. 

a ^ ghirbdl-band, A sieve-maker. 
A (ft)^ ghirban (pi. of ghurab), Crows. 
A gharbat, Distant; distance, longia.. 

quity ;—ghurbat (v.n. of v / 1 ) ' Travelling, 
departing, removing ; being far from coun-
try and fr iends; distance from home; 
foreign travel; exile ; condition of a stran-
ger ; humility, lowliness ; wretchedness. 

gharbatdn, A roller for smoothing 
the flat roofs of houses ; a cuckold, pimp to 
his own wife. 

c t ^ ghurbat-dlda, o^jfc ghurbat-
zada, Oppressed with misery, wretched, 
miserable. 

a c w / ghurbat-girdy, Given to tra-
velling. 

gharbad, A blemished bride. 
A gharbalat. gharbala (v.n. of Jf / 5) , 

Sifting, scs.'-ching; riddling; a certain 
mode of coition. 

ghurbi1, Hiding tears, weeping 
secretly. 

a tjijr* gharbl, West, western, westerly; 
exposed to the setting sun; a sort of date; 
a red dye; wine prepared from unripe 
grapes without fermentation, 

A gharbib, ghirbib, Yery black ; the 
best kind of grape. 

pj^ gharblr, J-rfj* gharbil, A sieve, 
fii^t gharbila, Alternate motion and rest. 
A ghirrat, ghirra (v.n. of De-

ceiving or flattering; inexperience ; care-
lessness, inattention, thoughtlessness ; 
[ghirra shudan, To be deceived, cheated ;— 
'ald-ghirrat-in, Unawares, without notice, 
off one's guard ;—'an ghirrat-in, Through 
negligence or inattention;] — ghurrat, 
ghurra (v.n. of Being white, having a 
white spot; whiteness, brightness ; a blaze 
on the forehead of a horse (larger than a 
dirham) ; the new moon ; the first night of 
the moon (properly of a lunar moon, but 
also applied to a solar one) ; the most ex-
cellent of anything; noble, illustrious ; a 
lord, chief of a people ; a servant, male or 
female; a slave, captive, boy or girl;— 
ghurra'i In daulati roz-afzun, The founder 
(or foundation) of this daily-increasing 
empire;—ghurra'i mdhi muharram, The be-
ginning of the month Muharram;—ghurra'i 
ndsiyati saltanat u iqbdl, The star on the 
forehead of the state and its prosperity. 

is/* ghurta. Clamour, vociferation, noise. 
A gharas, A being hungry, hunger-

ing. 
gharjistdn, Georgia. 

gharcha, Ignorant, stupid ; in-
famous ; a catamite ; a contented cuckold ; 
name of an ally of Afriisiyal ; Georgia; an 
inhabitant of Georgia, 



A tfa ghard, A house of reeds; a house 
roofed with planks; a certain building appro-
priated to the governors of Surr-man-ra'a; 
a habitation for the summer;—ghard, ahird, 
gharad, A species of mushroom; a kind of 
shoe made of rushes;—gharad (v.n.), Sing-
ing, warbling; the motion of the body 
whilst singing ;—gharid, ghird, Singing 
(bird) ; — ghirad, Warbling, melodious 
(voice). 

J^V* gkar-dil, Timid, cowardly-hearted. 
6*ys gharda, A wheel;—gfeurda, A tumour, 

wen. 
A gharar (v.n.), Having a white spot 

(the forehead); personal risk, exposure of 
oneself to danger; guarantee, pledge;— 
gkurar (pi. of ghurrat), The first three 
nights in the month; ornaments; (pi. of 
agharr) white; illustrious;—ghurar u durar, 
Ornaments and pearls ; (met.) rhetorical 
phrases. 

A jfa gharz (v.n.), Piercing, pricking, 
poking (with a sword, needle, or sting) ; 
Btitching, sewing; fixing the tail into the 
ground for laying eggs (locust) ; having 
but little milk (she-camel) ; putting the 
foot in a stirrup when going to mount; 
yielding obedience after having been rebel-
lious ; a leathern st irrup; a sucker en-
grafted into the trunk of a vine;—gharaz, 
Very bad herbage or bog-rush; (in P.) 
a kind of the herb shepherds-staff. 

A) ghar-zad, A son of a whore. 
tfjj* ghar-zan, A strumpet. 
y-y ghars, ghirs, Rage, passion, excite-

ment ; soon angry ; wearied ; — ghire, A 
scratch. 

a (j-y ghars (v.n.), Planting, setting 
(trees) ; a plant, a sapling; [bi'ri ghars, 
Name of a well at Madinah;—wdd% 'I-ghars, 
A valley near Padak ;]—ghirs, A mucous 
substance which proceeds from the womb 
at birth ; a membrane covering the head of 
a new-born camel; the caul; a black crow. 

gharsa, The herb elecampane. 
gharsh, Force; a scratch; anger;— 

ghirsh, Abhorrence, loathing;—ghurrish, 
Force; anger. 

gharsh, The fruit of a certain tree. 
Âyfc gharsha, Anger. 

•^Ajfc ghurrisht, The roaring of a lion ; 
the braying of an ass; the neighing of a 
horse. 

AJAghurshna, Name of a herb eaten 
when fresh, and serving, when dry, for 
washing the hands. 

yjuAy gharehidan, To be angry. 
SA^Ayfc gharshlda, Angry. 
A gharz (v.n.), G-irthing (a camel) ; 

filling a vessel; not filling (it) quite fu l l ; 
the space of a vessel, &c., not completely 
filled, which remains void; taking, receiv-
ing, cutting, gathering (anything) while 
fresh or new; weaning (a kid) before the 

proper time; the breast-strap of a camel;— 
ghnrz, ghuruz (pi. of ghurzat). Girths of 
camels' saddles ; breast-straps; — gharaz 
(v.n.), Being tired of, disgusted with; 
having a strong inclination for, longing, 
desiring greatly; fearing; ennui, languor, 
vexation; wish, desii'e, craving; aim, mo-
tive, view, intention ; machination, inte-
restedness, selfishness ; rancour, spite, 
malignity, hatred; a butt or mark for 
archers; (used adverbially, mostly with 
the article) to state my intention, to sum 
up ; briefly, in short; [gharazi khafl, Con-
cealed malevolence, secret grudge;—gharaz 
hardan, To persecute, conspire against, 
entertain a secret but mortal grudge ; to 
lay a train for the ruin of another; to 
intend;—arbdbi gharaz, Self-interested per-
sons, intriguers;—al-gharaz, Upon the 
whole, to sum up, in short, in fine (see 
above) ;—bd gharaz. Deliberately, on pur-
pose (see also p. 148) ;—li-gharazi-hi, 
For his own sake;]—ghiraz (v.u.), Being 
fresh (meat, fruit, Ac.). 

a Ua^ (jiy gharaz-dshnd, gharaz-
alud, Interested, selfish, designing. 

a ( j iy gharaz-aludagi, Defilement 
by selfishness. 

a ajjJ^ (jiy gharaz-aluda, Tainted with, 
defiled by, selfishness. 

gharaz-dmez, Malicious ; selfish, 
interested. 

a gharazdna, Malevolently ; — 
mahabbati bl-gharazana, Disinterested love. 

A tejt ghirzat, ghurzat, Tbe girth of a 
camel's saddle ; a camel's breast-strap. 

a ^fi- (jiy; gharaz-joy, and— 
a Au-jy gharazmand, Self-interested; de-

sirous, wishing for. 
a ^Jc+Ajt gharazmandi. Selfishness. 
a i^fa gharazl, Interested, self-seeking, 

designing, artful. 
gharghab, Noise, clamour ; a whirl-

pool. 
CJ^T4 gkarghdn, A cooking pot. 
fajk gharghdv. A wild ox, a buffalo. 
a fafa gharghar, Axis, axle, cylinder, or 

barrel around which the rope is coiled in 
drawing water;—- ghirghir. The Guinea-
hen or jungle-fowl; a kind of herb ;—ghur-
ghur, Ruptured; having large testicles; 
a man muttering with rage. 

A SYFCYFC ghargharat, gharghar a (v.n. oi^-fa), 
Gargling; making a bubbling noise (as 
boiling water) ; a rattling sound in the 
throat; death-rattle; a guttural noise 
made by a shepherd; a fracture in the 
gristle of the nose ; a gargarism, gargle ;— 
ghurghurat, A noble illustrious man; a 
white star or blaze on the forehead of a 
horse ; the maw, crop (of a bird). 

a t j t j t gharghar a, The cylinder or axis 
about which the rope is entwined in draw-



ing water;—ghirghhira, A jungle-fowl;— 
ghurghura, Rupture ; murmuring, mutter-
ing. 

te^-fa gharghasha, Dispute, causeless 
quarrel. 

gharghan, aharghin. A kind of 
leather of which shoes are made. 

gharghanja, gharahunja, A lewd 
woman. 

gkarghand, A kind of leather. 
gharghanda. Cordovan. 

A gharf (v.n.), Taking up (water in 
the hand); tanning with the plant gharf 
or gharaf; cutting the forelocks; clipping, 
polling, shearing ;—gharf, gharaf, Name of 
a tree used in tanning;—gharaf (v.n.), 
Being griped from feeding on the tree 
gharf or gharaf; the plant sumdm, or this 
plant as long as it is fresh and green ;— 
gMraf (pi. of ghirfat), Slippers;—ghuraf 
(pi. oighurfat), Upper apartments, parlours, 
supper-rooms. 

A ^fa gharf at, One draught out of the 
hand; a single cutting, clipping, or shear-
ing ;—ghirfat, A sandal or slipper;—ghurfat, 
A parlour, upper apartment, room for taking 
meals; paradise, the seventh heaven; a 
box in a theatre (m.c.) ; a draught of water, 
aB much as one drinks at once. 

eV1 ghurfuj, Wormwood ; touchwood. 
a (J^jb ghurfish, Reproof, intimidation, 

bullying (that of a coward that affects 
bravery). 

crV6 ghurfanj, Ruptured; having large 
testicles. 

A Jfa gharag, generally pronounced 
gharh (v.n. of j y ) , Sinking, being sub-
merged or drowned ; submersion ; a drown-
ing ; coition ; drowned, sunk; overwhelmed; 
absorbed, deep in; [gharqi pardn, Coitus 
perfectus totum immittendo mem brum ;— 
gharqi chashma'i simdb, Fascinated by 
worldly objects ; — gharqi chashma'i qlr, 
Diving; grovelling in the world ; sunset;— 
gharq shudan, To be drowned, to sink;— 
gharq hardan, To drown; to dive to the 
bottom, to plunge ;]—ghariq, Drowned, 
immersed; [ghariqu 's-saut, One whose 
voice is drowned, and unable to speak from 
terror;]—ghuraq (pi. of ghurqat), Draughts 
(of milk). 

a sAiyt gharqdb, Deep water; a whirl-
pool ; a shipwreckgharqdb shudan, To 
sink, be drowned ;—kha tari gharqdb, Dan-
ger of shipwreck. 

A ghurqat, One draught (of milk);— 
ghariqat, Very humid, saturated with mois-
ture (land). 

A AIY gharqad, A species of large trees, 
or of the thorn 'ausaj; the white of an 
egg;— baqi'u 'Ugharqad, The cemetery of 
Madinah (because formerly abounding in 
those trees). 

a gjk gharq-shuda, Drowned. 

a gharqa, Drowned;—gharqa shudan, 
To be drowned. 

a *Jy gharqa-gdh, Deep water from 
which one cannot extricate oneself. 

A J s ^ gharqa (pi. of ghariq, ghdriq, or 
ghariq), Drowned ;—gharqi (in the parlance 
of Sodomites), Coition ; — matd'i-gharqi, 
Membrum virile. 

A Jy gharil, A man of a loosely-built 
frame ; a long spear. 

A ghurlat, The foreskin, prepnce. 
gharm, gharam, Anger; a tax;— 

ghurm, A mountain-sheep ; a horned fight-
ing ram. 

A f f a gharm (v.n.), Paying or owing a 
fine. 

Uy gharma, A weight of two grains, 
half a dram (unsupported by examples; 
see Wy)-

A ghuramd' (pi. of gharhn), Debtors; 
creditors. 

gharmdsang, gharamdsang, A 
cake fried in butter. 

O^fa gharman, Angry, passionate, cho-
leric. 

u ^ y ^ y gharmdnush, Dragonwort. 
gharmij, Carraways. 

g**y gharmich, Coriander-seed, 
a^i^ji gharmanda. Passionate, 
yj^^fc gharmidan, To fly in a passion ; to 

chide, reproach; to thunder; to murmur, 
mutter; to roar, bray; to rock a child in 
the cradle. 

gharmida, Enraged, indignant. 
BU4 gharan, Loud weeping and sobbing. 
A IT^i gharndtat, Grenada in Spain; 

according to others, Kanatakin Hindustan. 
ghurumb, = q.v. 

u ^ y ghurumbish, A loud and dreadful 
noise made by a man or beast; thunder. 

SJLoiy ghurumbanda, Thundering, roar-
ing. 

a tumult; a walking-stick. 
ghurumbidan, To thunder; to 

bray, roar. 
gharanj, Barley; a dish made of 

barley; a hook with which bread is taken 
out of the oven. 

fcrfa ghiranjagh, Barley, 
a^y ghurranda, Roaring, fierce (lion), 
e&yb gharang, ghirang, A noise in the 

throat when sobbing or being strangled; 
noise, tumult;—gharang, gharang, Weep-
ing, lamentation, groaning. 

A j y y ghurnuq. A braided lock of hair ; 
= Jfe*/ q.v. 

t^^fa gharnichi, Intense cold. 
A i J^y ghurnaiq, ghirniq, A tender, 

comely youth; a black water-fowl with a 
long neck; according to others, a crane or 
bird resembling it. 

gharv, A reed, an uncut reed or pen; 
a musical pipe made of a reed. 

ghurumba, Exclamation, clamour; 



A ft ghwrw (v.n.), Glueing; adhering (as 
fat to the heart) ; being filled with wonder, 
surprised ; wonder. 

^ gharwa, An uncut reed-pen. 
gharwdsang, — q.y., for 

which it is probably a misreading. 
gharwdsh, A plant resembling a 

brush used by weavers; the herb elecam-
pane ; — gharawdsh, Anger, indignation; 
sadness, sorrow; a scratch with the nails. 

gharwasha, A herb with which 
weavers sprinkle their cloth, or curriers 
anoint leather; anger. 

A VJ/1 ghurub (v.n. of S-^), Setting (as 
the sun or moon) ; the west; (pi, of gharb) 
the corners of the eyes; teeth, and their 
sharpness. 

i+ft ghuruba, Exclamation, cry, clamour. 
tf^ft gharutanj, Kuptured ; having large 

testicles. 
A ^ f t g&arud, A bride whom her husband 

finds not a virgin. 
A ghurur, A deceiver; the world; 

Satan, the deviL; a gargle ;—ghurur (v.n. 
of Deceiving, flattering, feeding with 
false hopes ; pride, presumption, vain-glory, 
folly; (pi. of gharr) folds in garments; 
(pi. of gharr) Trifles, things with which 
one is amused and deceived; construed 
with the verbs bar-drastan, khwurdan. shi-
kastan, &c.;—ghurur kharidan. To behave 
proudly. 

a ghurur I, Pride, haughtiness, vain-
glory. 

ghuruniba, Noise, clamour, outcry. 
O^ft gkurwidan, To make a noise; to 

thunder (doubtful), 
Ojift gharwizan, A sieve, 
a 9^arrai ghirra. Haughty, proud ; de-

ceived ; cross ; pride ;—aharra budan (shu-
dan), To be deceived ; to deceive oneself;— 
ghurra, New moon; the first day of a (lunar) 
month. (See also A. 

gharydsang, A kind of pancake 
fried in butter (see ti&u.tys). 

A gjiarlb, Uncommon, strange, out-
landish, foreign ; extraordinary ; rare; a 
foreigner, stranger; poor, needy ; humble, 
gentle, docile;—al-gharlb ka 'l-a'md, A 
stranger is like one blind ;—mardi gharlb, 
A foreign man, a foreigner. 

a gjiaribdna, Fit for the poor; 
humble ; like a poor person ; humbly. 

a gharlb-parwa-r, Cherisher of the 
poor. 

a SHI^ gfevrib-'parwarl, Kindness to 
the poor. 

A gharibat, ghariba, Anything rare, 
strange, or elegant; a poor woman. 

a s-j^ gharib-khdna, The humble 
dwelling (of your servant), my house. 

a s-4/* gharib-zdda. The son of a 
whore, a bastard. 

a f t gha rib-nawdz, Kind to strangers. 

a ts)V v-i^t gharib-nawdzi, Courtesy or 
attention to strangers, hospitality ; kindness 
to the poor. 

a ^ f t gharibi, Foreignness, strangenees; 
indigence; humility gharibi kardan, To 
travel, become a stranger. 

gharichi, Intense cold; winter. 
a gharld, A bride falsely given as a 

virgin (see 
O^ft ghurridan, ghuridan, To thunder; 

to cry with a loud voice; to roar, bray ; to 
yawn, stretch. 

ghurrldane, A scream, a shout. 
A gharir, Simple, deceived, inexpe-

rienced ; a raw youth, easily imposed upon; 
a noble disposition, an agreeable temper; 
a surety, caution. 

Vfif- ghareran, Black mud lying at the 
bottom of a pond. 

y.j* ghariZy Meekness, gentleness, for-
bearance. 

A yft ghuraiz, Name of a river. 
O^ij* gharezdn, A sieve. 
A gharizat, Nature; (a camel) abound-

ing in milk. 
fcjji^ gharezan, Mud at the bottom of a 

pond ; a sieve. 
a gharlzl, Innate, natural;—hard-

rati gharlziya, Natural heat. 
^i-yft gharizhang, Black mud at the 

bottom of a pond. 
A (J-I^ yharis, A sheep ; a sheep called to 

be milked by uttering the word ghars 
ghars. 

A {Jtft ghariz, Flowers of the palm-tree; 
anything fresh, bright, and shining ; rain-
water ; an excellent singer. 

A gharif, A reed-bed, a papyrus-
bed ; a thick forest;—ghiryaf, A soft and 
limber kind of plant; the papyrus. 

e4gharefaj, gharefazh, tj^i^ ghare-
fash, Mud, clay ; high ground from which 
boys slide down. 

A ghariq, Immersed, sunk, drowned, 
shipwrecked ; a drowned or drowning per-
son ; cased (in armour) ;—gharlqi amwdji 
bihdr, Swallowed by the waves of the sea; 
—gharlqi rahmat, Overwhelmed with mercy, 
drowned in the mercy of God. 

a dfrft ghariq-db, Deep, out of one's 
depth. 

A pf-ft gharim, A debtor ; a creditor. 
® gharln (for 'arln), A forest, wood, 

thicket; covert, haunt, place of resort (of 
the lion, tiger, &c.). 

A tfft gharln, ghiryan, Folly ; thin clay *, 
clay left by a flux of water, whether moist 
or dry; dirty water at the bottom of a 
pond ; fresh butter. 

gkurrlnish, ghurrina, Exclama-
tion, clamour, tumult ( = q.v.). 

ghirev, Clamour, exclamation, lamen-
tation,complaint, groaning, crying, howling, 
shrieking; uproar, tumult, mob. 



V^jtfa ghirewdn, ^j>fa ghirewanda, One 
who laments or exclaims. 

^jajy^fc ghirewldan, To exclaim, lament, 
make a clamour. 

fa gkuz, Name of a Turkish people given 
to robbery. 

A ghaza (v.n.), Waging war; a war, 
a ra id ;—ghuzzd (p i . of ghdzi), Soldiers; 
generals. 

A ghazdt, A warlike expedition against 
infidels; battle;—ah/vbzdt (pi. of ghdzi), 
Warriors, soldiers, heroes, champions. 

A ghazdrat, ghazar a (v.n. of ;)*), 
Being plentiful (milk) ; abounding in milk 
(cattle) ; plenty, abundance. 

A Jfyfc ghazal, A fawn just able to walk, 
or till it can run at full speed ; (met.) a 
delicate young person; agreeable; the 
sun; name of a village appertaining to 
Tus, whence Ohazali is said to originate 
(see below); [ghazdli sha'bdn, Name 
of an insect;—ghazdli ka'ba, Certain fawns 
that, in the times of ignorance, are said to 
have been found, in the well Zamzam, and 
suspended in the Ka'bah ;—damu '1-ghazdX, 
Name of a biting herb; tarragon;]—ghazzal, 
A vendor of cotton-thread. 

a y^yfc ghazaldn, Singers, musicians. 
A ghazdlat. ghazdla, A young deer, 

fawn, roe, gazelle ; (met.) the sun, light, 
rays, especially the sun's mid-day radiance ; 
—ghazalatu 'z-ziihd, Breakfast, luncheon ; 
—ghazdla'i falak, The sun; the sign Aries; 
—ka'bu 'l-ghaznl, A kind of sugar. 

a ^My ghazdU, A native of Ghazal; sur-
name of a noted Imam, thus called, how-
ever, according to others, because he used 
to sell in the markets cotton-thread spun 
by his mother (from J \ f a ghazzal. q.v.). 

A &Y ghazzat, Gaza in Palestine (the 
birthplace of the Imam Shafi'i). 

ty^'fa ghazghan. Aiiy ghazghand, A kind 
of leather; a cauldron. 

A J y ghazl (v.n.), Spinning; spun; 
thread, twist;—ghazal (v.n.), Speaking in 
the language of love or in verse ; making 
love to women ; stopping short in the pur-
suit of a fawn astonished at its voice (a 
dog) ; an ode, a short poem, a sonnet ;— 
ghazil, A poet, writer of erotic poetry; one 
who makes love to women. 

t Jy gkizil-dldy (for J y q.v.), 
(red-spotted) A trout (m.c.). 

A (jSys ghizldn (pi. of ghazdl), Fawns, 
gazelles, antelopes. 

t^V" JL^ ghazal-khu-dn, A repeater of odes. ! 
a J y ghazal-khwani, The recital of 

odes. 
a y^yt ghazl'ddn, A basket in which a 

women lavs up her thread when sewing. 
a V Jy ghazal-sard. Singing, or singer 

of, an ode. 
a f j ^ y J y ghazal-sard'ir The singing of 

an ode or odes. 

a ijfa J)£ ghazal-goy, A reciter of odes. 
)^fafa ghuzliddxoar, A copper vessel. 
A wtAfliyfc ghazliyat. Odes. 
f f a ghuzm, Fear; anger, passion; hatred, 
*A*y gAuznak, A herb used in washing 

clothes. 
yy ghaznu, Ufa ghazna, ^Jfa gjyxzni, ty-Afa 

gjiaznin, Ghaznah. 
a ^ y y ghaznawi, Of or belonging to 

Ghaznah ; surname of Sultan Mahmud. 
a ghaznawiyah, The dynasty founded 

by Sultan Mahmud. 
A f f a ghazw (v.n.), Making war, going 

against an enemy ; intending, purposing; 
aim, intent, purpose, 

A ghazir, Copious, plentiful, ample; 
abounding in milk (cattle), water (a foun-
tain), tears (eyes). 

rf.fa ghmyur, ghuziwar (?), A copper pan. 
ghazh, Crawling on one's posteriors 

(like a child). 
C^y ghuzhdn, Name of an Indian fruit. 
s-*y ghuzhb, A grape-berry separated 

from the stalk; a grape-stone; also the 
skin of a grape ; a cluster of dates ; a cow's 
tea t ; anger. 

J>y ghazhazh, Name of a very bitter herb. 
ghazhghd, fa^'j* ghazhghaw. A sea-

horse or cow, of the hair of whose tails 
the make little tuf ts to hang round the 
necks of horses, as well for ornament as to 
defend them from fascinating eyes ; a sort 
of ox found on the mountains of Tibet. 

y y ghazh ghazh, ghazhghazha, A 
jungle-fowl (cf. a fafa, *fafa). 

C^yy ghazhgkazhdn, Creeping, crawling. 
y^fa ghazkqdv, •=• ^^ q.v. 
d y ghizhak, A lute, harp, kind of vio-

lin (see 
f f a ghuzhm. A grape-stone or seed; anger; 

rage ; hatred ; vindictiveness ; a wart. 
ghazhang. = <&fa q.v. 

(vjj^J^ji ghuzhulldan, To be diligent, at-
tentive, to make haste. 

y ^ y ghazhidan, To accumulate, pile up, 
storey upon storey; to be heaped one upon 
another; to pick, gather ; to be demolished; 
to hitch forward 01* backward on the but-
tocks (as children or cripples). 

iAj.jjS: ghazhlda, Stuck together. 
A ghass (v.n.), Entering into and 

travelling over (a country) ; accusing, re-
proaching ; launching a ship into water ; 
driving away a cat by the word ghis;— 
ghis, An exclamation to drive away a cat; 
repeated ghis ghis, it is used to call a cat ; 
—ghuss, Weak, languid; worthless man or 
men. 

is ghaut, An unripe date. 
A <j»U-* ghusds, A disease incident to 

camels. 
A ̂ —^ ghasag. ghassdq, A cold, clammy, 

fetid humour, supposed to flow from the 
damned. 



gfaiedk, Ivy; a bog (this unsup-
ported by examples, but see 

A gAassdl, A washer ; one whose 
business is to wash the bodies of the dead. 

A iJU-fe ghusdlat, ghusala. Water with 
which anything has been washed, dirty 
water; bathing; washed (garment). 

JL»£ ghassdl-khana. The house in 
which the bodies of the dead are washed; 
a wash-house; a dead-house, morgue (m.c.). 

A oft* gteean, A leathern dress worn by 
boyB ;—ghusan, The innermost recess of 
the heart;—ghassdn, The impetuosity of 
youth; name of the father of a tribe in 
Yaman; also of a lake, on whose shores a 
branch of the tribe Azd settled, and after 
which they were called. 

a ^yt^fc ghassdni, Very beautiful ; hand-
Bome. 

A gkasr (v.n.), Covering the female 
when she was not in heat (a camel) ; dun-
ning, harassing a debtor; being intricate 
(an affair) ;—ghasir. Dark, intricate (busi-
ness). 

A ghasaf. Darkness. 
A ghasq (v.n.), Being dark (night), 

being dim (eye) ; shedding tears ; dropping 
(rain) ; flowing from the udder (milk) ;— 
ghasaq (v.n.), Becoming dark (night) ; 
darkness, especially at the beginning of 
the night; tares, darnel. 

A (jVjui: ghasagdn (v.n. of Be-
coming dark (the night) ; emitting a yellow 
matter (a wound). 

gfaasak, A bug. 
ghasL ghisil. Marsh mallows. 

A ghasl (v.n. of Washing, per-
forming ablutions; striking one so as to 
cause him pain ; having frequent connec-
tion with a woman (a man), covering much 
(stallion) ; — ghisl, (A man or stallion) 
making frequent but ineffectual efforts to 
impregnate; name of a place ;—ghusl. 
ghusul. Washing the whole body after 
ceremonial uncleanness ;—ghusl dadan, To 
wash;—gfausuli shifd (sihhat), The first 
bathing after sickness ghusul kardan, To 
bathe. The word is also construed with 
bar-dwardan, zadan, &c. 

a gl—t ghaslaj, Pearl-ashes, lye. 
a <uLt ghusul-khdna, A bath, bagnio. 
A THJL-II ghislln, Washed (garment); 

water with which anything has been 
washed ( = q.v.) ; yellow water and 
matter flowing from the bodies of the 
damned ( = q*v.). 

a t ghasm (?), ghasam (v.n.), Being 
dark, obscure (the night) ; darkness ; con-
fusion in speech ;-—ghueam, Parts of clouds. 

A (.T-^ ghasn, Mastication;—ghusn, Weak, 
soft, flaccid; —ghusan (pi. of ghusnat), 
Kinglets, locks. 

A JJT ghusnat, A ringlet, a lock hanging 
over the forehead or from the mane. 

A j r ^ ghusuw (v.n. of j-**), Becoming 
dark. 

A J J — I gjrnsuq (v.n. of Being 
dark (night); being dim and shedding 
tears (eye). 

A gkasul, Anything for washing the 
hands (as water, soap, mallows, &c.). 

A u***"*- ghasls, .New-gathered but spoilt 
dates. 

A J*—£ ghasil, Washed ;—ghasllu 'l-ma-
Id'ika, Surname of Hanzalah bin 'Amir, 
who fell in the battle of Uhud, and, having 
started from home in a state of ceremonial 
impurity, was washed by the angels. 

a (ghash (for A. ^y^) , Longing (as 
a pregnant woman) ; a slight repose, slum-
ber ; astonished; stupor, fainting ; wheel-
ing round (as a horse) ;—ghash kardan, To 
faint, to lose consciousness. 

A ghashsh, in P. ghash (v.n.), Dis-
sembling, deceiving by false pretences, be-
guiling by pretended friendship, giving 
treacherous advice; adulterating; alloy; 
(a man) with a large navel -—ghishsh, 
Fraud, vice; treachery, dissimulation ; 
hatred ;—gfyushsh, A deceiver, traitor ; an 
adulterer. 

A gfaishd', The pericardium; the 
* covering of a sword, saddle, <&c.; a 

pericarp. 
A ^^Afc gh-ishdsh, Beginning and end of 

darkness; a small quantity. 
uiJlAA ghashdk, Fetid breath. 
a ud^-U^ ghashdmushk, ghashd-

mak, — tistiu^fc q.v. 
A SJU^ ghashdwat, gjdshdwat, a/iushdwat, 

A veil, covering. 
ghashta, ghi&hta, Mixed ; moistened ; 

smeared, soiled; brackish, sterile ground 
(see p. 90). 

A (JIJLFC ghashash, Not clear, turbid, 
mixed ; turbidness. 

a i f t ghash-karda, In a swoon, stupe-
fied, insensible. 

A ghashq, The striking of anything 
soft (as flesh). 

A f^i- ghashm, Iniquity, injury ; name of 
a valley or river;—gjtasham (v.n.), Leaving 
no place (in a mangy camel, &c.) uncovered 
with pitch ; cutting or gathering wood at 
night. 

a <i£JU.*^ ghash-mushk, Name of a herb 
mixed with musk (doubtful). 

A ^•i^t^i.i- ghashamsham. Intrepid, steady ; 
persevering, constant, obstinate, headstrong, 
self-opiniated. 

A t^yAJ^ghashn (v.n.), Striking (with a sword 
or stick). 

A S ahashwat, gjiishwoi, ghushwat, A 
veil. 

A FYÂ  ghashum, Iniqitous (man) ; wars. 
A ghushshun (pi. of ghushsh), Weak ; 

worthless; deceitful, treacherous. 
ghishih, Leaves of reeds ;—ghusha, 



An ornament for the neck full of amber 

A ghashy (v.n.), Being stupefied, 
fainting; becoming insensible; a swoon, 
a fainting-fit (see a above) ; surprising, 
coming unawares, rushing upon; lying 
with ; striking with a scourge. 

ghushya, Fetid breath (unsupported 
by examples). 

A ghashyat, A fainting fit, swoon. 
A ghasb (v.n.), Seizing violently, 

ravishing, sacking, plundering; compelling 
one to do anything ; pulling forcibly the 
hair or wool from a hide without tanning 
it; usurpation; wrong, injustice, violence; 
misappropriation, embezzlement. 

A ghussat, ghussa, Strangulation, suf-
focation ; grief, anxiety, sorrow, sadness; 
passion ; construed with firo-khwurdan, &c.; 
—zii 'I-ghussat, Surname of Husain bin 
Yazid (so called from an obstruction in his 
throat which prevented him from speaking 
clearly). 

A JS-OI ghasas (v.n.), Having food stick-
ing in the throat; sticking in the throat 
(meat);—ghusas (pi. of ghussat), Griefs, 
sorrows. 

A Y—I ghasn (v.n.), Taking and cutting 
off; pulling (a branch) towards oneself; 
restraining;—ghusn, A branch (large or 
small) ; one branch growing out of another ; 
name of a man. 

A ghisnat (pi. of ghusn), Branches ;— 
ghusnat, A twig, wand. 

A (JY-I ghusun (pi. of ghusn), Branches. 
a iuc gfcussa-dar, Angry, choking with 

rage. 
a ghussa-ndk, Afflicted; passiouate. 
a y—% ghussa-gusdr, Who or what re-

moves grief, sorrow, &c. 
a,)) ghussa-war, Angry, wrathful; 

passionate, choleric, fierce. 
A (gkazz (v.n.), Casting down (the 

eyes), lowering (the voice) ; enduring any-
thing disagreeable or hateful; lessening, 
taking away a part ; fresh, new, tender ; 
full of vigour (youth) ; the young of kine ; 
buds of a palm-tree. 

A U* ghaza (v.n. of ^ J - ^ ) , Being griped 
through eating of the tree grazed (camels) ; 
the tree ghazdt itself. 

A ghizdb (v.n. of S - ^ ) , Being 
afflicted with small-pox; small-pox ; a mote 
or anything similar in the eye; (pi. of 
ghazbdn) angry, in a passion, passionate. 

Aj^^i iazar .Pure, adhesive, and greenish 
clay ; a bit of earthenware carried about 
one to avert the evil eye ;—ghuzdr, Name 
of a mountain. 

A SjUi ghazdrat, Affluence, abundance, 
comfort, happiness ; the female of the bird 
qatd ; name of a tribe. 

A Y A * * ghazaz, ghuzdz, The space be-
tween the eyebrows; the nose; the part of 

the face which joins the nose;—g&i?&? 
(v.n. of (jAi), Enduring anything disagree-
able or hateful; casting down the eye; 
lessening; (pi. of ghazz) calves. 

A gjiazazat (v.n. of <jA£), Being 
fresh, vigorous (youth) ; loss, detriment; 
defect, deficiency; a mean, base condition, 
baseness. 

a ghazdn. ghuzdn, Orts, broken 
victuals. 

A S--4* ghazb, Extremely red; a bull; a 
lion; stoniness ; — ghazab (v.n.), Being 
angry; rage, anger, ire, wrath ;—ghazabu 'l-
lah, The wrath of God ;—ghazab kardan, 
dar ghazab shudan, To be or become angry, 
to fly into a passion. 

A "LJ-IFC ghazab-an, In a rage. 
a s-Afr ghazab-dluda, Full of rage, 

enraged, indignant, oppressive, &c. 
a ghazbdn, A stone hurled by a bat-

tering-ram ; a balista;—ghazbdni falak, 
The sun; Mars. 

A yW^ ghazbdn, fem, ghazbanat, 
gfcazbdna, Enraged, angry, furious. 

a ghazabnak, Enraged, angry. 
a ^ i W i t ahazabnaki. Rage, indignation, 

exasperation, fury. 
a ghazabi, Angry, wrathful; a pas-

sionate or a violent man ; an oppressor; a 
fearless man, a dare-devil, a fire-brand. 

A ghazr (v.n.), Receding ; preventing ; 
cutting, dividing; inclining, feeling kindly 
towards ; assigning to another part of one's 
estate\—ghazar (v.n.), Abounding in re-
sources after having been iu straits;—ghazir 
mazir, Comfortable, easy (life). 

A gh.azrd\ Convenience, happiness, 
comfort of life. 

A <—$5;-^ ghuzruf, Gristle, cartilage. 
A gkazf (v.n.), Breaking (wood); 

letting his ears drop (a dog) ; farting (a 
she-ass) ;—ghuzf, A black bird of the qatd 
kind;—ghazaf (v.n.), Being dark (night) ; 
flabbiness (of the ear); an Indian palm-
tree. 

A ty^t ghazn (v.n.), Detaining, retaining, 
keeping back (a man) ; binding, imprison-
ing \~ghazan, A wrinkle, plait, fold; las-
situde. 

A ghazanfar. A lion. 
A s^y^ ghazab, Enraged, choleric (man 

or woman) ; a malignant serpent; a restive 
camel. 

Aj^t ghazwar, Viscous, adhesive clay. 
a iApAfc ghuzuzat (v.n, of y^i), Being 

fresh, vigorous (youth). 
ghazir, Green, flourishing. 

A ( jV^ ghaziz, Deficient, diminished; 
fresh, green ; tender buds of palm-trees. 

A I**gh.att (v.u.), Plunging, ducking (any-
one) into water. 

A pUai gkitd', A covering, a veil. 
A ghat at, A species of the bird qatd; 



—gk^tat, ghutat, First dawn ;—gMtdt (v.n. 
3 of lai), Ducking one another. 

A ghitris, ghitris, Proud, un-
just, oppressive, tyrannical. 

A ghitrlf, A great prince, young, 
liberal, and generous; a young hawk; a fly. 

^ A ghats (v.n.), Plunging or throwing 
(into water); immersing one's person; 
drinking with the mouth from a vessel, 
without a cup, &c. 

A yii^ gjiatsh (v,n.), Walking slowly 
from disease or age; being dark (night);— 
ghatash, Weakness of sight. 

A ghataf, Comforts (of life); bigness 
of the eye; length of the eye-lashes. 

A ghataf an, Name of a tribe. 
A Jk>c ghat I (v.n.), Being overcast with 

clouds, layer upon layer (the sky) ;—ghatal 
(v.n.), Being intensely dark; covering the 
whole world (darkness). 

A gkatamtam, Surgy (sea), vasty 
(deep). 

A ft ghatw, ghntuw (v.n. of ft), Being 
dark (the night) ; rising, swelling (water); 
hiding, covering, enveloping. 

A (j+ft- ghatus, Undaunted in battle or 
danger. 

A WUi ghatit (v.n. of 1ST), Braying (a 
camel); snoring; the noise made in the 
throat when choking. 

A ghatim, The vast ocean, mighty 
deep. 

ghaf A curling lock; (for gaf, gap) 
thick, dense, stout; close, closely-woven ; 
substantial. 

A ghaff, Dry leaves;—ghuff\ Food 
sufficient for the day. 

A g hi far, A helmet fitting the head ; 
name of the father of a t r ibe;—ghufdr, 
Hair on the legs, forehead, cheek, jaws, 
neck, or back of the neok;—ghaffar, One 
who pardons greatly, is very forgiving;— 
ghaffaru 'z-zunub, The pardoner of sins, 
God ;—hazrati malihu 'l-gkafjfdr, The most 
merciful God. 

A ghifdrat, A cloth worn under the 
veil or head-dress to keep them from being 
Boiled by the perfumed unguent with which 
women anoint their hair 5 mail, a steel-net 
worn under the cap to protect the head ; a 
patch of cloth round the horns of a bow ; 
one cloud overtopping another; a cloud 
over the top of a mountain. 

t f t ghufj, ^ ghvfch, A sword having an 
undulating surface ; an anvil; a place full 
of caverns or of hollows, especially where 
water stagnates ; anything long, straight, 
and thick. 

LSV16 ghafchl, A low place where water 
collects; a shining sword. 

sjmi gkafda, Anything hard (unsupported 
by examples). 

ft ghafar f j f t ghafarl, Violent pain (un-
supported by examples). 

A ft ghafr (v.n.), Covering; pardoning 
(sins) ; laying up, enclosing in a case or in 
a repository; rankling, being raw (a wound); 
relapsing (a sick person) ; relapse; t ingo-
ing, dyeing (grey hair) ; a mansion of the 
moon, consisting of three small stars in 
Libra; a bag, sack, wallet, &c.; body-pile; 
nap, shagginess of cloth -,—ghifr. A calf; a 
certain insect; — ghufr. The young of a 
mountain-goat; name of a fortress in 
Yam an; (pi. of ghafilr) forgivers, pardoners; 
—ghafar (v.n.), Being raw (a wound) ; re-
lapsing ; hairs on the lower jaw, on the 
back of the neck, and about the thighs of 
a woman; shagginess of a garment, nap of 
cloth ;—ghafir, Hairy (nape of the neck). 

A aV^ ghufrdn (v.n. of jfti), Covering 
over; forgiving (sin) ; pardon, remission, 
absolut ion;—ghufrani Jcdmil, A plenary 
absolution. 

fjr**- ghafsh (iovgabz, q.v.) = q.v. 
ghaf ash, A winking, twinkling of the eye; 
dirt in the eye. 

fiUj y^fe ghufran-pandh, Who takes, or 
has taken, refuge in divine forgiveness; 
dead, deceased, defunct. 

a ghaf sat (probably from Ar. 
ghdflsat " difficulty "), A sudden event or 
emergency. 

A ghafq (v.n.), Striking one often 
with a scourge; escaping one (wind); 
coming every hour to water (camels); ap-
proaching (the female) frequently (ass) 5 
a sudden return from absence; an assault, 
suddeu attack; a gentle rain. 

A J** ghufl, A desert without roads or 
direction-posts ; a place naked, without the 
vestige of habitations or people ; one from 
whom no good is expected or evil feared; 
an ignorant, inexperienced man; verses 
whose author is not known ; anonymous 
(poet); a blank (in lottery) ; unmarked 
(cattle or arrow) ; — ghafal, Carelessness, 
negligence; inadvertency; forgetfulness ; 
abundance ; comfort of life. 

A ghafiat (V.D. of J*4)* Doing (any-
thing) inconsiderately; forgetting, neglect-
ing ; imprudence, carelessness, negligence, 
indolence, forgetfulness; unconsciousness, 
insensibility, stupor ; soundness of sleep. 

a JJufci ghafiat-pesha, Of careless 
habits, neglectful, thoughtless. 

a ghaflat-zada, Struck or over-
come with stupor, &c. 

a ft uUAfc ghaftat-kdr, Acting negligently, 
careless. 

a jjj ghaflat-warz, Negligent, care-
less ; uninformed. 

a ghaflat-warzl, Negligence, 
carelessness, imprudence. 

a ghaflatl, Thoughtless, careless, 
neglectful, negligent, &c. 



a gfiafanj, A leather bag worn round 
the waist by horsemen for drawing water; 
a wooden vessel for the same purpose ; 
juicy food; a thin kind of bread. (Un-
supported and doubtful.) 

A YI ghafw, High ground where water 
does not reach ;—also ghufuw (v.n. of 
Sleeping, slumbering; floating or swim-
ming upon water. 

ghufuda, A week, se'nnight, hebdo-
mad (from the beginning of Saturday to 
the end of next Friday). 

A JJTE ghafur, Forgiving, merciful, cle-
ment; [rabbi ghafilr, The most merciful 
Lord, God;]—ghnfur (v.n. of / i t ) , Pardon-
ing, condoning, absolving; (pi. of ghafr) 
the young of mountain-goats. 

A JY* ghaful, A she-camel which shies 
not at anything; very neglectful or impru-
dent (man) ;—ghu f fd (v.n. of J i i ) , Neg-
lecting, forgetting; leaving ; imprudence, 
heedlessness. 

^ ghufa, ghaffa, A lamb's skin ; a curled 
sheep-skin. 

A M i ghafyat (v.n. of Sleeping, 
slumbering; high ground where water does 
not reach (see y^). 

a yt^k ghafir (v.n.), Pardoning; all, 
many ; a helmet which completely encloses 
the head; [jammd'i ghafir, jammi ghaflr, 
An immense crowd ;]—ghiifair, Name of a 
man. 

A ghaqqf The hoarse croak of a raven ; 
—ghiqq, The sound made by a boiling 
kettle ;—ghaqq, ghaqiq (v.n. of i j i ) , Scream-
ing (a hawk, &c.) ; boiling and making a 
noise (pitch, &c.); the noise made by 
water when passing from a wide into a 
narrow place. 

gjiah, Fat and dwarfish ; ludicrous. 
ghuka, A hiccough. 

J i ghul, A saw; a yoke; a mountain-
demon ; (for ghul ghul) tumult ; — ghul 
ghadar, Noise and tumult. 

A J i ghall (v.n.), Suffering extremely 
from thirst; being introduced, entering 
introducing, bringing; yielding a revenue 
fettering, putting a chain round the neck 
—ghill (v.n.), Fostering enmity; hatred 
malice, envy ; perfidy, treachery ; f raud , 
[ghiU u ghishsh, Oppression; objection, 
hesitation; fraud, deceit;—bi gh.Ul (ghill u 
ghishsh), Without guile ; frankly, boldly ;] 
—ghull, Extreme thirst; a yoke (for oxen) ; 
the pillory (for men) ; anything put round 
the neck (of iron, wood, undressed leather, 
&c.), a fetter, chain;—ghull-qamiL Hand-
cuffs and lice (proverbial for an ill-tempered 
woman). 

A Afc ghald' (v.n. of Being dear or 
high-priced ; scarcity, dearness ; name of a 
short-bodied fish; (a man) who shoots an 
arrow with force; an arrow flying high ; 

[bi 'l-ghald', Dearly (bought or sold) ;]—• 
ghila (v.n. of Bidding against, rais-
ing the price upon another ; shooting (an 
arrow) with all one's might; (pi. of ghalwat) 
arrow-shots discharged as far as possible,&c. 

A sAte ghildb (v.n. 3 of sAi) , Contending 
mutually for victory or superiority ;—gha-
lab-i, Name of a man; also of a woman ;— 
ghalldb, One who conquers often, who is 
frequently victor. 

A cySi ghalldt (pi. of ghallat), All sorts 
of grain. 

ghildt (v.n. 3 of UA), Throwing 
into confusion; leading each other iuto 
error. 

A kJte ghildz (pi. of gjtaliz), Coarse, 
thick, gross ;—ghildz, Thick, rough, rude. 

A ifê FE ghildzat, Thickness, spissitude, 
grossness. 

A ghildf, The sheath of a sword or 
knife; the cover of a flask, mirror; a 
pillow-case; a quilt ; a pellicle, calyx ; the 
foreskin;—ghildfi dil (gaZ6),The pericardium. 

a ghildfi, Testaceous (fish). 
A J^ I ghaldq, Name of a place;—ghallaq, 

Name of a man. 
a JIfci ghildl, ghilala, A close-fitting 

garment; according to others one worn 
under a coat of mail;—ghilala, Grease at 
the roots of the hair ; running water at the 
roots of trees; error, deviation from the 
right road. 

ghuldla, Curls, ringlets. 
A fM- g hid dm, A boy, lad, youth, one 

whose mustachios begin to grow; ado-
lescent, pubescent; a servant, a slave; a 
page of the royal household; — ghulami 
falak-am, I am heaven's slave, said when 
any affair terminates in a manner contrary 
to one's wishes ; a disappointment. 

a ^Jtfa fa* ghuldm-baragi, Pederasty. 
a ^ ghuldm-bara para), A 

sodomite. 
a <M\A f&t ghuldm- M ana, Corps of couriers, 

king's messengers (m.c.). 
a fM- ghulam-gardish, A sitting-

room for servants, a servants' hall ; a 
covered way, passage, corridor ; a verandah 
(m.c.). 

a ^ ^ ghulami, Belonging to a servant; 
servitude, slavery; a sodomite; youth-like. 

a la*- ghuldmi-khat, A certificate of 
slavery. 

A S-^I ghalb, ghalab (v.n.), Conquering, 
excelling ; victory, iominion, power ;—ghulb 
(pi. of aghlab), Thickly-planted orchards;— 
ghalab (v.n.), Being thick-necked ;—ghalib, 
Victorious, prevailing. 

A M i ghalabat, ghalaba, Victory, con-
quest, superiority, assault, strength, power, 
dominion, prevalence, predominance. 

ghalbakan, (j-sAii ghalbakin, A lat-
ticed door; a garden-door behind which 
people si t ; a railing (m.c.). 



H-Jli- ( 892 ) 
a• ( j ^ i ghalabagi, Victory. 
•M^ ghulba, An opening, a passage, esp. 

one by which water flows into a garden ; — 
also ghulpa, A magpie. 

ghalbir, ghalblz, A sieve. 
t^-tft ghilpxsa, A magpie. 
A SH ghallat, Corn, grain, fruits, harvest, 

produce; the return of an estate, .rent, 
income; wages ;—ghullat, Excessive thirst ; 
also its burning heat; an under-waistcoat. 

ghalt, A rolling, tossing, wallowing. 
A. gjialt. (v.n.), Breaking a bargain, 

declining to buy;—ghalat (v.n.), Commit-
ing an error (especially in calculation ; cf. 
UA). 

gUlfc ghaltdn, Anything round ; a pearl. 
(jj^uluU ghaltanidan. To cause to roll. 

ghaltbdn, ghaltabdn, A roller for 
smoothing the flat roofs of houses • a man 
who keeps a mistress or connives at the in-
fidelity of his wife, 

ghaltak, tAuli gfcaltanak, A carriage-
wheel ; the pulley of a well. 

ghalta, ghulta, A rolling-pin, 
gxJa.t gkaltldan, To tumble, wallow, 

roll. 
A gkals (v.n.), Mixing wheat with 

barley ; eating them, or bread made of that 
composition; mixing; not striking fire 
(the stick zand); tanning ;—ghalas (v.n.), 
Fighting hand to hand ; thick of the fight, 
brunt of the battle -,—ghalis, Fighting 
fiercely, hand to hand. 

A ©k ghalj (v.n.), Running well (as a 
horse), with an even pace;—ghuluj, A 
handsome youth. 

ghilj, ghilaj, ^ ghilch, ghilach, A 
knot which cannot be unloosed; one knot 
tied over another. 

(^toi* ghalchagi, Rusticity ; vagabond 
life, vagabondism. 

ghalcha, A villager; a vagabond, 
strolling fellow ; a rustic, peasant; a wan-
dering soldier. 

A ghalas, The darkness before the 
dawn or cock-crowing;—ba-ghalas, Before 
day-break. 

a UA ghalt (for P. g&ali), Rolling, &c.;— 
ghalti asiyd, The turning of a mill;—ghalt 
dadan (zadan), 10a g]icth zadan, = yAjali q.v. 

A Ui ghalat (v.n.), Blundering in speak-
ing or in calculating; according to others, 
the former, while the latter is expressed by 
ghalat (see c^li above);—ghalatu 'l-'dmm, 
A popular mistake, a vulgar error ;—ghalat 
dadan, To induce into error, to deceive;— 
ghalati 'awdm (mashhur), A received abuse, 
an idiomatical expression, or mode of 
speech currently used, though erroneous, a 
slang term ;—ghalat Jcardam, I confess my 
mistake or fault, I admit that I was wrong 
(m.c.). The word is also construed with 
the verbs uftddan, khwandan, khwurdan, 
giriftan, guftan, &c. 

a Li* ghalai-afgan, Throwing into 
error, misleading. 

gUsli ghaltdn, Rolling, wallowing, grovel-
ing ; anything round or surrounding; a 
wrapper ; an architrave ; a pearl;—ghcdtdn-
pechdn, Wallowing, rolling, foundering. 

a Ui ghalat-anddz, A deceiver; an 
arrow missing the aim. 

ghaltdnl, The act of rolling, wal-
lowing, &c. 

aftjt ghalat-barddr, An eraser (lit. 
err or-rem over). 

a ghalat-bin, Who sees through 
the error or mistake. 

IsAi ghalat-sair, Who wanders astray. 
a Ui ghalat-fahm, One who perceives 

the error or mistake. 
a ^j^fli Ui gfyalat-fghmT, The perception 

of an error ; a mistaken notion, a miscon-
ception. 

g&altak, A wheel; a roller; a pulley. 
a gkulat-hdr. Deceptive, delusive. 
a ^fS Soli ghalat-kdri, Deception, delu-

sion. 
a f Lli ghalat-go. ghalat-gu. A false re-

later. 
^y^SIAii ghalat-go'l. Relation of falsehoods. 
a ywjy iJLi ghalat-nawis, An erroneous 

writer. 
ghalta, A leathern sheath over a 

scabbard ; a thick sort of cloth ;—ghalata, 
Galata (m.c.). 

a ijite- ghalati, A mistake, error; slip; 
fallacy. 

^juUfc ghaltldan, To roll, wallow, trundle. 
A TIIS ghalz, Rough, rocky ground;—ghi-

laz (v.n.), Being thick (the body or a 
tumour, coarse (cloth or fare), rocky 
(ground) ; thickness, coarseness. 

A ilfelA ghalzat. ghilzat, ghulzat, Thickness, 
grossness, rudeness, asperity;—ghilzat, 
Enmity, hostility. 

ghilghich, A tickling. 
ghulghul, Tumult, confusion, con-

test ; vociferation, clamour; the chirping 
of birds ; the noise made by liquor poured 
out from a narrow-necked vessel; a kind of 
dish;—ghulghuli tahlil u takblr, The re-
sounding noise produced by the Muham-
madan war-cry alldh, alldh, or alldh akbar; 
—ghulghul kardan, To cry out. Also con-
strued with uftddan, afgandan, anddkhtan, 
zadan, &c. 

S&Ali ghulghaldj, Throwing anything vio-
lently into the air. 

A gjialgkalat (v.n. of Being 
introduced ; haste ; a quick pace ; a bring-
ing in, introducing. 

ghulghula, Riot, uproar ; a kind of 
dish ;—ghulghula'i ghamza, A wink of the 
eye. 

ghalghaUch, ghilghillch, A^Uli 
ghalghallcha. Tickling, titillation. 

u f t t ghulghuna, Paint for the face. 



or <-Afc ghalf (v.n.), Putting up (a glass 
flask) into (its) case ; perfuming the beard 
or hair with civet; name of a tree used in 
tanning, and resembling the tree gharf 
(perhaps the same with it according to the 
frequent interchange of liquid letters) ;— 
ghulf (pi. of aghlaf), Uncircumcised ; [qu-
lubi ghulf, Hearts uncircumcised, i.e. not 
imbued with faith ;]—ghulf, gfmluf, ghullaf 
(pi. of ghildf), Sheaths ;—ghalaf, Uncir-
cumcision; the prepuce. 

A &1A ghulf at, The prepuce, foreskin. 
gAA ghalafj, g^lA ghalafch, ghalfach, A 

hornet, watp. 
A ghalfaq, Water-moss; a broad-

leafed water-herb ; delicate, agreeable, easy 
(life); relaxed, unstrung (bow); the 
fibrous wood of a palm-tree; the leaf of a 
vine whilst on the tree. 

A (3^ ghalq (v.n.), Shutting, closing, 
bolting, or locking (a door) ; travelling far 
into a country ; large, lean, and red (man 
or camel) ; a bar, bolt, lock, or any fasten-
ing of a door ;—ghalaq (v.n.), Being dan-
gerously galled on the back from overload-
ing (camel); belonging of right to the 
pawnee if not redeemed in a given time 
(pledge) ; a bolt, bar, or lock ;—ghaliq, 
Difficult to understand (speech) ;—ghuluq, 
Shut, fastened (a door). 

ghalqd, A plant resembling capers, 
but which contains a milky, poisonous juice. rghulquna, — <uykLfc q.v. 

ghullak, A jar used as a till or save-

A Ji* ghalal (v.n. of JA), Being thirsty ; 
the burning heat of excessive thirst; a 
colander. 

A ghalm (v.n.), Being lustful; lust; 
—ghalim, Lustful, libidinous, lascivious. 

A YWLA ghilman (pi. of ghuldm. in P. 
also UBed as sing.), Boys, youths, lads; 
servants ; pages ;—ghilman u jawdri, Boys 
and girls, lads and lasses. 

A &*1A ghilmat (pi. of ghuldm), Boys ;— 
ghulmat (v.n. of (4a), Being libidinous; 
lust;—ghalimat, ghalima, Lascivious, lust-
ful (woman). 

jpAA ghilmich, jpjUJLA ghilmilich. A tick-
ling under the arm-pits ;—ghilmich (ghil-
millch ) dadan, To tickle under the arms. 

UELAAA ghalmashak, A harsh, rough, or 
perverse fellow. 

a FT^V JA ghull-nihdda, Pilloried ; in the 
stocks. 

A fa ghuluw, in P. ghulu, (v.n.), Shoot-
ing (an arrow) with the greatest force; 
flying high (arrow); exceeding bounds; 
excess ; transgression ; rebellion ; commo-
tion, tumult, noise, din, out-cry ;—ghulu 
hardan, To be excessive ; to exaggerate. 

A ghalwat, The shooting of an arrow 
as far as possible ; bow-shot distance ; the 
utmost stretch of a horse. 

o ghaluflriyd, Liquorice. 
A JJLA ghalul, Food which one puts into 

one's belly ; soft food, such as is eaten by 
old men; a traitor, deceiver;—ghulul (v.n> 
of JA), Defrauding, cheating, purloining 
part of the booty ; fraud, deceit. 

J^A ghulul, Meat sticking in the throat. 
AJ.1A ghalula, A ball, a pellet. 
yUS <djlA ghalula-hamdn, A pellet-bow. 
AA ghala, Unsteadiness, anxiety. 
a <$IA ghalla (see A. £1A), Corn, produce of 

the earth ; grain ;—ghulla, A till; a save-
all ; a narrow-necked gugglet; a small 
ball; a pellet; a marble. 

a &LA ghalladdn, A granary ; [ ghalla-
ddni 'adam, The earth ;]—gkulladdn, A 
money-box or till; a save-all. 

a fa <slA ghalla-zar, A place abounding in 
grain. 

a \J~rf ghalla-farosh, A corn-factor. 
A ghaly (v.n.), Boiling (a pot). 
a J A ghali, Dear, high-priced. 
a yVAA gkilydn, A kind of pipe for 

smoking tobacco through water ; a huqqah ; 
—ghilydn kashidan, To smoke a huqqah;— 
ghilydni nay-pech, A pipe with flexible tube 
(m.c.). 

A ghalaydn (v.n. of J 4 ) , Boiling, 
fermenting. 

ghalita. A grass for making baskets. 
^Afc ghalis, Adulterated (as wheat with 

barley). 
ghulljan. Mint. 

O^AA ghalidan. To wallow in the clay 
from excessive thirst (cattle) ; to flow (as 
water) ; to dive ; to faint, swoon. 

A ^ A ghaliz, Gross, thick, rough, coarse. 
fcjyAA ghalizan, tffat ghalizhan, Clay or 

blackish mud at the bottom of ditches or 
ponds. 

A SMA ghaliz, Coarse, thick; condensed; 
gross, rude, rugged ; rustic ; avaricious; 
dirty, foul, filthy ; obscene ; severe in pun-
ishing ;—ghalizu 'l-qalb, Hard-hearted, un-
feeling. 

a ghalizi. Coarseness, thickness. 
(fhileghar, ghilegar, A master-

builder or worker in clay. 
A JAA ghalll, Thirst; the pangs of thirst; 

warmth of love or hatred; a mixture of 
trefoil and crushed date-stones with which 
camels are fed. 

JAA ghulel, A pellet-bow. 
jV JfflA ghulel-bdz, A pelleter with a 

bow. 
J-l* gkuleUbdzi, Pelleting. 

A ohulaiyim (dim. of gfiuldm), A 
little boy. 

JŜA ghalev, Astonished ; folly, wild fancy, 
stupidity. 

6\jAa ghalewaj, j^^iA ghalewdzh, ghali-
wdzh, ghallwdzha, A kite (bird). 

yĵ lA ghallwan. Black mud at a pond's 
bottom ; name of a castle in Yaman, 



BP oft* ghilyun, A galleon, a sort of 
ship. 

A ft ghamm, in P. mostly gham (v.n.), 
Being cloudy (day); being intensely hot and 
suffocating; making sad ; muzzling ; cover-
ing; grief, sadness, anxiety, trouble, care; 
a source of regret; remorse; mourning, 
lamentation; loss, harm ;—gham khwurdan, 
To commiserate, sympathise, care ;—dafli 
aham kardan, To dispel grief, drive off care. 
The word is also construed with the verbs 
uftddan, amadan, dashtan, raftan, rekhtan, 
zidudan, kashldan, guftan, nishastan, &c. 

A ghamd\ Grief, sadness ; anything 
laid upon a horse to make him perspire;— 
ghimd', The roof of a house, especially the 
upper part covered with reeds or sand. 

A ft* ghamar, ghimdr, ghumar, A great 
crowd; — ghimdr (pi. of ghamr), Whirl-
pools ; deep seas; beneficent; (pi. of 
ghamrat) intensities, severities; crowds, 
throngs. 

A ft* ghammdz, An infoi'mer, accuser, 
detractor, sycophant, tale-bearer; (met.) 
he eyes of a mistress. 

a &fth ghammdzakr A bit of wood, cork, 
or quill, by which the angler discovers the 
bite of a fish, a float. 

a ^jft* ghammazi, Slander, detraction. 
a ft gham-asham, Drowned in grief, 

enduring sorrow, &c. 
A I^UA g/iamdz. g&imaz (v.n. of 

Winking. 
a ft gham-dluda, Drenched in sor-

row, sad. 
A ft** gham dm, A sponge. 
ft* ghamdm, ghimam, A white cloud ;— 

ghumam, Rheum, defluxion, cold. 
A ghamamat, A cloud overspreading 

the sky ; a white cloud;—ghimdmat, Hood-
winks ; a bag uBed as a muzzle; a bridle, 
halter ;—ghimdmat, ahumdmat. The fore-
skin of a boy. 

a (ft* ghamdn (part, of an obsolete verb 
ghamldan), Sad, sorrowful, 

A fft*^ ghanuiim (pi. of ghamamat), 
Clouds ; (pi. of ghimdmat) halters bridles ; 
muzzles; hoodwinks; blinkers. 

a ft gham-dyin, Wont to inflict 
Borrow (heaven). 

a gham-bada, Sickness caused by 
sorrow. 

a ft gham-parast, Addicted to grief. 
a J j ^ ft gham-parward, Reared in sor-

row. 
A &** ghammat, Cloudy (night) ; intensely 

hot (night) ; —ghummat, Grief, anguish ; 
difficult, intricate (affair) ; the bottom of 
the sea. 

a ft gham-tarash, Removing or dis-
pelling grief, <fec. 

a g-fc* ghamj (v.n), Drinking, gulping 
(water). 

a gham-khdna, House of mourn-
ing. 

a gham-khwdr, Devouring sorrow, 
i.e. afflicted, vexed, sad; condoling, pity-
ing; an intimate friend (as partaking in 
another's feelings). 

a ^ft^f^+M- gham-khwdragi, Sympathy. 
a gham-khxvdrl, Sympathy ; cure, 

remedy;—gham-khwdrl kardan, To cure, 
to apply a remedy. 

a yfsft* gham-khwur, One who suffers in 
patience. 

a ^fsz+t gham-fehtpuri, Patience in suffer-
ing, resignation, meekness. 

a ft gham-khwurak, A heron. 
A ghamd, ghimd (v.n.), Sheathing (a 

sword) ; cloaking another's faults; standing 
high in the well (water); having many 
branches (a tree) ;—ghimd, A sheath, scab-
bard, cover, case; a pod, husk, shell ;— 
ghamad (v.n.), Being abundant, also scanty 
(water in a well). 

a y^xiJ: gham-ddn,~8&tne of a certain edi-
fice in Yaman, said to have been the first 
erected after the deluge, and destroyed in 
the time of the Caliphs; the world (as 
being the abode of sorrow). 

ejjA^i gham-dlda, Having seen sorrow, 
inured to misfortune, afflicted, distressed. 

A ft ghamr (v.n.), Covering, overflowing 
(water) ; plenty of water, sufficient to cover 
anything; a whirlpool, gulf, abyss ; deep, 
the main sea; a crowd, mob, mixed multi-
tude ; liberal, generous (man); excellent, 
swift (horse); spacious (garment) ; [gham-
ru 'l-khuluq ('r-ridd), Beneficent, most 
liberal] ;—ghamr, ty/jimr, ghumr, Inexperi-
enced in business, raw ;—gfrimr. Thirst; 
malevolence, hatred ghumr, Saffron ;— 
ghamar (v.n.), Hating, detesting; greasy 
and smelling from meat (the hands) ; the 
smell of anything on the hands (as meat, 
fish, &c.) ; a mob, crowd; hatred, ill-will; 
[mandllu ' I* ghamar, A napkin, towel;] — 
ghamir, Who or what smells of fish or any 
other disagreeable thing;—ghumar, A small 
dish or cup ; (pi. of ghamr at) adversities, 
misfortunes. 

A ghamardt, in P. ghamrat (pi. of 
ghamr at), Intensities, severities; crowds, 
throngs. 

a ghamrdn, Calamities, adversities ; 
putrid matters ; name of a place. 

A ghamrat, Intensity, severity; a mob, 
a crowd, mixed multitude; adversity, mis-
fortune, calamity ; agony of death ; a great 
mass of water, an abyss, a whirlpool; 
a quince (this unsupported) ;—ghimrat, 
Thirst;—ghumrat, A kind of liniment used 
by women to impart lustre to their com-
plexions ; an inexperienced and foolish 
woman ; saffron ; — ghamirat, (A hand) 
smelling of meat or fish; a black garment 
worn by slaves and handmaids. 



a 6 gham-rasida, One upon whom 
sorrow has come, grief-stricken, afflicted. 

a ghumr-war, Like one inexperienced 
in affairs. 

A Y*A ahamz (v.n.), Accusing, impeaching, 
defaming; beckoning, winking, making a 
sign (with head, hand, eye, or eyebrows) ; 
limping, dragging their feet along (cattle) ; 
feeling cattle (if lean or fat) ; pressing the 
finger upon anything, squeezing, pinching ; 
[ghamzi 'ain, "Winking with the eye ; dis-
simulation ; connivance ;] — ghamaz, The 
worst part of one's property ; weak (man) ; 
lean beasts. 

a gham-zidat Who or what drives 
away, or wipes off, care; cheerful, exhilar-
ating. 

a ^Wy*A gham-ziddy, A remover of sor-
row, a consoler; the 8th day of the month. 

a gham-zadagi, Affliction, grief. 
a 6jy*A gham-zada, Sorrow - stricken, 

afflicted. 
a ghamza, A wink or a signal with 

the eye; an amorous glance, coquetry, 
ogling; the eye-lid;—ghamza'i akhtar 
(sitdra), The twinkling of a star ;—gham-
za'i sar-tez, Joy, gladness ;—ghamza'i gul, 
The opening of a rose, or any flower;— 
ghamza'i nargis, The opening of the nar-
cissus, i.e. of the eye of a mistress ;—gham-
za'i Idjawardi, Glances, winks not repeated. 

a yj &y*A ghamza-zan. Casting amorous 
glances, ogliiig; coquettish. 

A ghams (v.n.), Immersing, ducking 
into water, dipping, steeping; setting (a 
star). 

a ^x.... • fr ghamisian, An abode of grief; 
a house of sorrow or mourning. 

a jj— gham-sanj, Pondering over sor-
row. 

A I g h a m a s h (v.n.), Being dim (the 
eyesight) from hunger or thirst. 

A t/a+A ghams (v.n.), Despising; dis-
paraging, neglecting; being ungrateful;— 
ghamas, Impure matter flowing from the 
eye. 

A fjUJs- gham? (v.n.), Being easy, con-
niving, indulgent; connivance; travelling, 
posting across a country ; penetrating deep 
mto the flesh (sword) ; low, level ground ; 
—ghumz (v.n.), Winking; a wink of sleep. 

A Wi ghamt (v.n.), Despising, holding 
cheap; being ungrateful for health,return-
ing no thanks for prosperity ; slaughtering 
(cattle); drinking much water; low 
ground. 

a S=lt gham-ghalat. What makes to 
forget sorrow or care; diversion, pleasure, 
pastime; wine. 

a fa gkam-farsudagi, Care-crazed-
ness. 

a SJU-ji fa gham-fareuda, Care-worn. 
a gham-fazay, Increasing grief 

or sorrow. 

A jjMt ghamaq (v.n.), Being moist with 
dew (ground) ; lying on the earth (dew) ; 
—ghamiq. Bank from too much moisture 
(herbage); soaked with dew; near to 
water (ground). 

a fioi^A gham-kada, The mansion of sor-
row. 

gham-ku8ar, A friend, an inti-
mate companion, confidant;—bdda'i gham-
kmdr, Wine, the dispeller of care. 

a ^faS^t gham-kusdrl, The driving away 
of melancholy; friendship, society, com-
panionship. 

a gham-kash, Who endures grief 
continues in sorrow, <fcc. 

a gham-kun, Afflicted, sorrowful, 
grieved. 

a faS+b. gham-gusdr, A dear friend ; the 
8th day of the month. 

a (*£• gham-gusil, Removing care, 
grief, sorrow. 

a gham-gin, ghamndh, Sor-
rowful, full of grief. 

a gham-gini, ĵSfb^A ahamndki, 
Grief, sadness. 

A J*A ghaml (v.n.), Putting under 
ground (a skin) with the hair upon it, till 
it becomes soft, and loses the hair ; also 
letting it remain too long till it rots ; put-
ting green fruit under straw to ripen; 
covering a person with bed-clothes to pro-
duce perspiration; amending, correcting, 
adjusting; heaping up (grapes); riding 
(one plant upon another); name of a place ; 
—ghamal (v.n.), Growing sore from ban-
daging (a wound) ; mortifying (a wound). 

A ghamam, Length and thickness of 
hair on the head. 

A ghamn (v.n.), Putting green fruit 
under ground to ripen and mellow; putting 
under ground a skin to soften and become 
smooth ; throwing clothes upon a person 
to make him perspire (see J+A). 

a 4iJL-*A ghamndk, Disconsolate, melan-
choly. 

a ghamand (for gkam-mand), 
ghamanda (part, of ghamidan), Sorrowful ; 
enraged (see 

A ghumud (v.n. of A*A), Becoming 
covered with leaves; drying up (water iu 
a well) ; (pi. of ghimd), Sheaths, scabbards, 
cases. 

Ajj+A ghamuz, (A she-camel) of whose 
fatness one cannot be certain except by 
feeling (see »js)JXA and 

A ghamus, Deep (stab) ; difficult, 
intricate, mysterious (affair) ; a false oath, 
gross perjury ; an oath by which another's 
property or rights are jeopardized; a she-
camel having no appearance of pregnancy, 
although being with foal. 

A ghamus, False (oath), perjury; 
the lesser dog-star; name of one of the 



feven fortresses which Muhammad wrested 
rom the people of Khaibar. 

a ghumuz (y.n. of u ^ ) , Being low 
and level (ground); being unintelligible 
(speech) ; conniving in buying and selling ; 
(pi. of ghamz), Low-level grounds. 

A Lbft- ghumuzat (v.n. of U ^ ) , Being 
low and level (ground) ; being unintelligible 
(speech), having an occult meaning. 

A gh.uw.um (pi. of ghamm). Cares, 
griefs; small, scarcely visible stars. 

a ghami, Unhappy, sad, sorrowful; 
[ghaml shudan, To be afflicted, pained, 
wounded;]—gfaame, A grief, a sorrow. 

a gham-ydr, Yawning, gaping ; sad. 
a ghamldan, To grieve, to be sad, to 

sorrow (a verb apparently out of use, from 
which the forms y U i and are derived). 

A js** ghamlr, Green grass which is over-
topped and sheltered from the sun by the 
taller and drier herbage ; seed of the plant 
buhmd; plenty of water, an abyss. 

A ghamU, Dark (night) ; unknown 
(thing); darkness, obscurity, invisibility; 
green grass growing amidst higher and 
drier herbage; a reed-bed or jungle, 
wherein one may conceal himself;—ghu-
maix, Name of a tank or pond. 

A — g h u m a i s a \ Name of a place ; the 
lesser dog-star. 

A ghamlm. Milk thickened by boil-
ing; sour, coagulated milk; green herbage 
growing at the roots of the dry; [kura'u 'l-
ghamim, Name of a valley between Mecca 
and Madinah ;—ghumaim, Name of a valley 
or river. 

a ghamln, Sad, sorrowful. 
{ f t ghan, A heavy stone suspended for 

pressing oil or cheese; a stone or wooden 
mortar. 

A oUi ghana' (v.n. of ^ f t ) , Abiding (any-
where) ; supplying the place of another; 
freedom from want, competence, sufficiency ; 
riches, wealth; profit, advantage, useful-
ness ; power, ability ;•—ghind', A song, air, 
tune ; vocal music. 

A iUfc ghundl (pi. of gham), Rich. 
5jL& ghunada. Name of an instrument; 

also of a game. 
a ghanam, Name of a camel;—ghan-

nam, Name of two of Muhammad's com-
panions. 

A UUA ghunama, A great endeavour or 
effort;—haza ahundm d-ha. This is your 
concern, or should be your chief aim (cf. 

p . 869). 
A f JUi ghand'im (pi. of ghanlmatSpoils, 

preys, booties ; plunderers, enemies. 
ghumba, Clamour ; reproach, defa-

mation. 
A SjJt ghunnat (v.n. of Talking 

through the nose ; a sound emitted through 
the nose, a nasal twang, nasality. 

a ghanj, A paint for the face ; a large 

sack, a portmanteau; an amorous gesture, 
a leer; -when affixed to nouns it denotes 
affection, as blmar-ghanj " sick, in pa in ;" 
—ghanj, ghinj, Buttocks, thighs. (See the 
following article.) 

A er^ ghunj, Black smoke; — ghunj, 
ghunuj, Amorous gestures, coquetry;— 
gkanaj (v.n.), Darting amorous glances; 
walking gracefully ; alluring, playing the 
coquette ; an old man ;—ghanaju 'l-qaum, 
Tbe head of the tribe, 

ghanjdr, ghanjdra, A red 
paint for the face; amorous playfulness, 
blandishment. (Construed with dddan, and 
ydwa shudan.) 

JW-^ ghanj dl, Green sour fruit. 
ghanj ar, ghanj ar a, Paint for 

the face. 
ghanjrash, ghanj rish, A frog. 

^ y ghanj mar ish, C ghanjmush, 
A frog. 

ghunja, A rose-bud ; the blush of a 
rose;—ghanja (ghunja) hardan, To bake ; 
to knead ; to collect. 

ghunjldan. To speak obscenely; 
to jest, play, toy. 

LS^V^ t{hunchtai. Budding, blooming. 
^zft- ghuncha, A rose-bud;—ghuncha'i db, 

A bubble ;—ghuncha'i arghawdn, A spark 
of fire; a live coal [-—ghuncha bastan, To 
form a bud ;—ghuncha budan, To assemble; 
to collect oneself;-—ghuncha'i tarydh, A 
poppy-bud ;—ahuncha hhasbldan (khivdbl-
dan), To lie meditating;—ghuncha zadan, 
To bud ;—ghuncha shudan, To assemble, be 
collected together, to collect one's thoughts, 
to meditate ;—ghuncha shiguftan, The bud 
opens into blossom;—ghuncha' i qall, Flower-
buds forming the design of a carpet;— 
ghuncha'i habgi dari, Name of the seventh 
note ;—ghuncha hardan, To knead;—ghun-
cha gushadan (gushudan), The bud opens ; 
—ghuncha nishastan, To sit in deep thought. 
(See also which occasionally occurs 
in the same combinations). 

^U^o Aa^ii ghuncha-peshdm. "With con-
tracted broV, frowning ; austere, morose. 

a ghuncha- hh a tir. Afflicted, sad, 
sorrowful. 

H-ŴS- ghuncha-khasb hhwdb), 
Lying or sleeping with the hands and feet 
drawn in (as the poor who have no cover-
ing) ; according to others a vagabond, 
libertine, rake. 

JJ ghuncha-dil, = M q.v. 
^ijfej ghuncha-dahdn, ghun-

cha-lab, With a mouth or lips like a rose-
bud; a mistress. 

J^i ghund, Collected, assembled; _ a crowd. 
A Ĵ -FC ghundar, ghundur, Fat, thick; soft, 

delicate (youth);—yd ghundar, O impor-
tun ate (teaser or questioner) ! O you bore 1 

j j j Jui ghnnd-rud, A small brazen trum-
pet for collecting people together. 



Ju& ( 897 ) 
gjiundiah, Cotton beaten out of the 

pod and made up into rolls. 
^ U ^ i f e ghundmdsh, A kind of pulse, a 

sort of French bean. 
SlUi ghunda, Collected, accumulated; a 

ball of dough; cotton made up into rolls 
for spinning; a small brazen trumpet; a 
kind of spider or tarantula ; stink ; a sour 
cake; a bubble. 

y afymda-bur, A knife, scissors. 
JJJ gjiunda-rud, A small trumpet for 

collecting people together. 
ghandi, A cloud ;—ghaildi, ahundi. 

see ^ J o i jUjj p . 261. 
yj^sufc gfranshidan, To indulge in idle 

talk, to talk nonsense. 
A W-t ghanz (v.n.), "Weighing heavily 

upon, breaking the spirits (an affair) ; being 
at death's door;—gjianz, gkanaz, Excessive 
grief; grief or melancholy that brings one 
nigh unto the grave, but from which one 
afterwards recovers. 

ghunqili (G. yoyyvXrf), A turnip. 
^ ^ ffhang, A strpng piece of hard wood, 

from which they suspend the stone ghan; 
a loud noise; an aBs; a wooden or stone 
mortar. 

A ^ ghanm, Name of a branch of the 
tribe sa'iab;—ghanm, ahunm. ghanam (v.n.), 
Carrying off as plunder, getting booty;— 
ghunm, Plunder, spoil; a fortunate hit;— 
ghanam, Sheep or goats; cattle; a flock. 

ghunav (imp. of ghunudan), Sleep 
thou; sleep, slumber. 

fiW jy^ ghunud-gdh, A bed-chamber, 
ghunudagi, Drowsiness, slumber, 

cjjjlfc ghunudan, To slumber, sleep, doze, 
rest, repose; to roll; to faint. 

ghunuda, Sleeping, dozing, drowsy. 
ghnnuz, Indolent, lazy, at leisure ; 

monthly pay (doubtful word). 
Aiyi ghunwand, Condition, pact, cove-

nant. 
yj^yi ghunawldan, To doze, slumber, 
ixfc ghunna, see A. 
A gkana (v.n.), Being independent of 

ornament (a woman) ; abiding in a place, 
settling ; living ; ability to do without, in-
dependence ; remedy, help; escape;—gfiind 
(v.n.), Being rich, riches, wealth ;—gharii, 
Rich, wealthy; independent, able to dis-
pense with;—ghaniumuhtaj, Rich and poor. 

ghanizdn, A cornel; according to 
others a aloe. 

A ghanim, Plunder, spoil; the ac-
quisition of a thing without toil and trouble; 
taker of spoil, plunderer; enemy, foe, ad-
versary. 

a ghanimdna, Like an enemy, in a 
hostile manner. 

A ghammat, ghanima (v.n. of f*^), 
Carrying off booty; making a fortunate 
hit; plunder, booty, spoil (taken especially 
in a war with infidels); anything acquired 

without trouble or gratuitously; abun-
dance, wealth, plenty; affluence, good 
fortune ; [ghanima shumurdan, To account 
as gain. Also construed with danistan, 
Icardan, giriftan, &c.]—ghunaimat, A little 
sheep, &c. 

a ghanimat-kash, Who carries 
off booty; who draws gain or advantage 
from. 

A ^ 6 ghanina, A bees-nest or hive; a 
swarm. 

yt ghav, Thunder; tumult, noise; a voice; 
shouts of soldiers or clang of warlike in-
struments. (See yiyi). 

A gkuwas, ghawds, A cry for help ; 
an assistant, helper, defender. 

A ty ghiwdr (v.n. of j ^ ) , Making hostile 
excursions, invading ; — ghauwdr, Who 
makes frequently hostile excursions; a 
whirlpool. 

A ^JV ghawdrih (pi. of gharib), Sum-
mits, upper parts. 

A JjV^ ghawdzil (pi. of ghazilat), Spin-
ning women. 

A es^V* ghawdshi (pi, of ghdshiyat), 
Coverings for saddles, saddle-cloths, 

A ghauwas, A diver (for pearls) ; 
penetrating, subtle; name of a bird; (for 
T. qauwds), A policeman (m.c.). 

a tj'AyA ghauwasi, Diving ; a plunge into 
water ;—ghauwasi hardan, To dive. 

ghawdlang, A dried apricot. 
a t ^ y ghawali (pi. of ghaliyat), Per-

fumes, &c. 
a u^-Ayi ghawamiz (pi. of ghamiz), Low-

lying places; intricate questions, abstruse 
matters. 

A JJ^Y ghawdniof ghdniyat), Songs; 
singing women, songstresses; women de-
spising ornaments, satisfied with their own 
natural beauty ; girls much courted, yet 
remaining contentedly unmarried in their 
parents' houses; chaste women in general. 

A ghawdyat (v.u. of ^fa), Being de-
ceived, erring; eccentricities ; desperation. 

A Jfty* ghawduil (pi. of ghailat), Mis-
fortunes, calamities, evils. 

•Aijji ghtibindk, A herb used in washing. 
ypjA ghot, A sling; a plunge into water; 

a certain downy plant; cheerful, ready. 
ghauta, ghuta, A plunge under water 

(cf. A. 
A ghaus. A cry for assistance, 

generally with the word wd ghausdh7 i.e. 
Help! help! an assistant, defender; one 
who redresses complaints; a title of Mu-
hammadan saint 8; name of a tribe in 
Yaman. 

a ^ ghausiyat, ghausiyat, The state or 
quality of a ghaus (see preceding article), 
saintship, sanctity; devoteeism. 

A SYI ghauj (v.n.), Being doubled, bent, 
folded;—ghaujn 'l-labdn, (A horse) with a 
broad chest. 



gkuch, A horned ram used to fight. 
ghucha, A cock's comb. 
ghauchl, A deep well. 

ft ghaut (ghawar). Violent pain (see ft) ; 
—g&or, A catamite, a pathic;—ghur, A 
sort of measure weighing twelve sukhkh', 
name of a country contiguous to Kandahar. 

A ft ghaur (v.n,), Setting (the sun); 
flowing down upon low ground (water) ; 
being deeply sunk in the socket (eye); 
waxing hot (day) ; benefiting, doing good; 
expiating murder by a mulct; water which 
flows down upon low grounds ; soft ground ; 
the bottom (of anything) ; depth, profun-
dity ; reflection, deliberation, deep thought, 
profound research; abstraction; circum-
spection ; a cave, cavern; sloping ground 
west of Tihamah ; a low-lying district be-
twixt Jerusalem and Hauran, three days 
journey in length and two leagues in 
width \—ghiwar. The price of blood. 

ghaur a, Malediction, imprecation, 
foolish talk. 

^ g&nr-bd, = W q.v. 
a ft ghaur-parddkht,' Attend-

ance on. 
a ^s-j ft ghaur-rasl, Deep research, 
a ft ghaur-talab, Requiring or de-

serving consideration. 
a ft ft ghaur-kdr, Bottom of any thing. 
a i f t ft ghaur-kar da, Meditated, de-

liberate, prepense. 
a ^ f t ft ghaur-kulli, Attentive investi-

gation. 
ghoragl, Unripeness (of fruit) ;— 

dar ghoragl mawlz shudan (to become raisin 
while the grape is yet unripe, met.), Not 
obtain one's wish, to be disappointed, to 
perish ;—dar ghoragl mawlz kardan, To dis-
appoint ; to ruin, to destroy. 

ift^* ft ghor-magas, A fly of reddish 
green. 

ghurtvd, — W q.v. 
fjhurwdsha, A kind of herb with 

which weavers smear their cloth and cur-
riers their hides. 

ghora, ghura. Unripe grapes or dates ; 
a colour in pigeons ;—ghura afshurdan, To 
cause to weep; to envy; to rejoice at 
another's distress ; to overcome ;—ghura 
dar chashmi kase kardan, To worry another's 
life ;—g&ftra'i md mawlz shud, We have 
perished before reaching maturity (see dar 
ghoragl mawlz shudan under 

ghitra-bd, Meat dressed with the 
juice of unripe dates. 

i ^ f t ghorl, A sort of porcelain which 
breaks the moment poison is put into i t ; a 
plate. 

^Jbjji ghurldan, To encourage to fight; 
to put to flight; to be satiated, satisfied. 

Ajj± ghauz (v.n.), Intending, purposing, 
aiming at. 

i f t ghoza, A cotton-pod; a string of 

silver beads, rosary (also called ghoza'i 
nugra) ;—ghoza'i db, Bubble of water. 

ghdzha, A cotton-pod or nu t ; the 
bud of a flower. 

d^ft ghosh, A very hard wood, of which 
arrows, darts, and saddle-timbers are made; 
the birch-tree ; the ear; dung of animals; 
a led horse; a look, a looking about, 
amusement; stark-naked. 

^ f t ghoshd, Dung of animals; a bunch 
of dates or grapes ; an ear of corn ; a fold 
foi cattle. 

dUyi ghoshdd, ghaushad, A circular area; 
a halo; a nocturnal fold for cattle ; a halt-
ing-place for caravans ; an inn ; a resort-
ing place of demons; a tall tree ; dung of 
animals. 

ghoshdk, Dung oE animals; a fold 
for cattle. 

ghoshdy, An ear of corn, especially 
those left by the reapers for the poor to 
glean ; dried cows' dung, used as firing ; a 
nocturnal fold for cattle. 

ghausht, Herbs unfit for pasture 
(unsupported by examples);—ghosht, Stark-
naked. 

ghavshang, A goad (see *s£jjb.ft), 
te^ft ghoshna, ghoshana, An alkaline 

herb, used to wash the hands ; a species of 
mushroom. 

ghosha, A herb, eaten when fresh, 
and used when dry for washing clothes; a 
kind of food; the birch-tree; an ear of 
corn ; a cluster. 

A YEJI ghaus (v.n.), Diving, plunging 
into water to bring anything up (especially 
pearls); studying any subject to the 
bottom. 

A ^ ghaut (v.n.), Being dipped or 
plunged into ; sinking (as the feet amongst 
sand); consideration, deep meditation; 
low-lying ground;—ghut (pi. of ghd'it). 
Low-lying grounds. 

a ghotam-ghdla, A game in which 
swimmers dip one another under water. 

a ghota, Dipping, diving; a dip, a 
dive ;—ghota khwurdan (zadan, firo burdan, 
namudan), To dive, plunge;—ghota dddan, 
To give a ducking. 

a ft ghota-bdz, A diver, 
fljlji ghota-khwdr. ^ys- ghota-

khwur. A diver; whatever dips or is 
dipped. 

a ilsji ghota-khtvuri, The being 
dipped. 

a ghota-gdh, A place for diving. 
a j j ghotaivar, A diver. 
A ghaughd', Locusts of a reddish 

colour, scarcely able to fly ; a confused mul-
titude of people; (in P.) a noise, cry, 
tumult, uproar, clamour, disturbance, con-
test, squabble, quarrel, debate (construed 
with shikastan and kardan) ; a company, 
assembly (construed with uftddan, bar• 



hhdstan, burdan, ddshtan) ;—ghaughd kar-
dan, To quarrel;—ghaughdyi hirdsandagan, 
Cr/ of penitents for mercy. 

i j ^ f a ghaugha'i, Noisy, riotous; name 
of a bird; uproar, 

y y ghughu, A pigeon, a dove. 
Sfa ghpq (for ghok), A frog. 

ghok, A frog; a butt for archers. 
ghokan, A frog; frogs, 

wys? d j k gkok-chob, A stick for flaying 
at hockey or tip-cat; faithless, fickle. 

A Jy* ghaul (v.n.), Assaulting suddenly 
and unexpectedly, overcoming and destroy-
ing; carrying off unawares ; an oppression 
of the mind, a loss of the senses (from 
drunkenness) ; drunkenness, intoxication ; 
a head-ache ; low-lying, sloping ground; 
distance of a desert, Btretch, extension; 
name of a place;—ghul, Destruction, ruin; 
an accident, calamity, misfortune; any-
thing which destroys reason; a serpent, 
dragon; death, fate; a man-devouring 
demon (Bee the following article). 

a J y ghpl (for A. ghul), An imaginary 
sylvan demon, of different shapes and 
colours, supposed to devour men and ani-
mals (a congener of our European loupgarou, 
or man-wolf); caverns made for the pro-
tection of cattle by night ; a band, troop, 
multitude ; twin children ; a rogue, rascal, 
bastard; the seed of a plant called horses' 
ear; the ear;—gfroli biydban, A demon of 
the waste ;—gholi siydh, A dark night;— 
gholani rozgar, Worldly-minded, unprin-
cipled people. 

yxJSji gholdnidan, To cause to put to 
flight. 

i^ULt ghfdtash, A helmet. 
gholadang, = Ay*. q.y. 

gholak, A money-till, save-all; the 
pool in which gamesters put the stakes; a 
hidden thing, a mystery. 

J j i ghulu, A peach (m.c.). 
wji ghaula, Silly, out of one's mind ;— 

ghola, A granary; a money-till, save-all; 
the pool. 

e&J ghola-dang, Round, plump, fat, 
stout; vicious, turbulent, seditious. 

O ^ y gholidan, To put to flight; to in-
stigate to battle; to chide, revile; to 
quench (thirst). 

gholln, A wide-mouthed cup, ewer, 
or jar. 

a ghaim, Seduced, led astray. 
A fifa ghuwair (dim. of ghdr), A little 

cavern ; name of a river belonging to the 
Banu Kalb. 

iMfa ghawisha, A kind of mushroom. 
ghuyah, A churn-staff; a churn; a 

crane;—ghiiya zadan, To churn. 
A ghahab (v.n.), Doing anything 

carelessly or thoughtlessly ; forgetting; 
thoughtlessness, forgetfulness. 

A ghahiq, Long-bodied (camel). 

A ghahiq, Long-bodied (camel); 
briskness, cheerfulness ; madness, insanity. 

A (JJI ghaiy (v.n. of ^Y) , Erring, straying 
or being deceived; deceiving, leading 
astray; (v.n.) planting a standard; error, 
sin ; deviation; disappointment, despair ; 
name of a valley or river in hell. 

A vW* ghay&b (v.n. of Being 
absent;—ghiyab (v.n. of s-^4) , Being in-
visible; setting (the sun) ; "being doubtful, 
occult, mysterious; (pi. of ghaib) doubts; 
—ghaiy db, Absent, concealed. 

A ghaydbat, Bottom (of a well or 
valley) ; anything which conceals; — gfri-
ydbat (v.n. of Lying hid, being in-
visible ; entering, being enclosed (one 
thing within another). 

A ghiyds, Assistance, redress, suc-
cour j—ghiydsu 'l-lughat, Title of a Persian 
dictionary compiled in India. 

a ghiydswand, Name of a tribe 
(m.c.). 

A ghiydr (v.n. of fa), diving-rain and 
a plentiful crop; entering into; alighting 
or reposing at noon-day ; setting (the sun); 
(v.n- of being jealous; bartering (goods); 
any piece of dress or uniform which dis-
tinguishes soldiers or sects of people; a 
strip of yellow cloth worn by Jews in 
Persia. 

fijW6 ghaydza, A goad, 
A (joW* ghiyds (v.n. of y®Y), Diving; 

studying deeply. 
A ghiydsat (v.n. of u®Y), Diving ; 

studying deeply, to the bottom of a matter; 
pearl-fi shing; the place where a diver goes 
down. 

A ghiydz (pi. of g haiz at), Forests, 
places abounding in trees but having little 
water. 

A kUfc ghiydt (pi. of aha'it). Low lands. 
A ghaiydf, Long and large-bearded. 
A <fatA ghayan. Quicksilver. 
A ghaib (v.n.), Being absent, hidden; 

lying hid ; being invisible ; setting (sun) ; 
being doubtful, concealed ; absence, invisi-
bility, mystery, doubt; the invisible, the 
inscrutable; low-lying ground; fat, grease, 
fatness; [junud u rijalu 'l-ghaib. An army 
of invisible spirits ;—ldlami ghaib, The in-
visible world ; the future state ; the hidden 
future;—lisanu 'l-ghaib, The mystic tongue 
(surname given to Hafiz). 

A ghaibat (v.n. of Being con-
cealed, absent, invisible; concealment, ab-
sence, invisibility ; ecstacies; [dar ghaibat, 
In secret, secretly;]—ghibat, Slander, de-
traction, calumny ; anything secretly whis-
pered of an absent person (implying truth, 
while buhtdn expresses a false accusation) ; 
—ghibat kardan, To speak evil of an absent 
person. 

a ghibatgar, A slanderer, 



a i^-t* ghaibatl, Detractory, slanderous ; 
a backbiter, slanderer. 

a AiU- tr^fc ghaib-khana. A cabinet, closet, 
private room ; a place where secrets or pre-
cious things are kept. 

a^^- t*ghaib-ddn,Ski l ful in discovering 
mysteries; a prophet, diviner; omniscient. 

a s—e-fc ghaib-ddnl, Knowledge of 
hidden things or mysteries. 

ghaiba, Bits of iron from which 
coats of mail and armour are wrought; a 
quiver; rings in a shield of wood or twisted 
silk; carded cotton. 

a ghaibl. Absent; concealed ; invi-
sible ; future ; fatal; heavenly, divine. 

A E^SI ghais (v.n), (Rain) watering the 
earth ; giving rain, causing it to fall; rain 
widely Bpread; far-extending clouds; plants, 
especially such as grow with rain. 

A ghld (pi. of ghaidd'), Soft, delicate 
women ;—ghayad (v.n.), Having a tender, 
flexible neck; being soft, tender, flexible; 
softness. 

A ghaida (fem. of aghyad), Soft, 
flexible, or mild. 

A ghaidaq, A place in the desert of 
Kipjak. 

^Jkfrfc ghaiddql, Proceeding or coming 
from Ghaidaq ;—tiri ghaiddql. An arrow 
of a very hard wood manufactured there. 

A ft* ghair (v.n.), Being jealous ; water-
ing the earth (rain); sending rain, or any-
thing good (God); being useful, doing 
good; destroying, causing to perish; 
change, alteration; other, different; no, 
not, un-; except, beside, unless; [ghair-
dbdd, Uncultivated; not peopled, unin-
habited ;—ghair-ikhtiydrl, Involuntary ;— 
ghair az, Except; besides; other than;— 
ghairi an, Except that;—ghair-iiids. Not in 
poverty, not in a state of bankruptcy or 
insolvency, solvent;—ghair-insdf, Unjust, 
inequitable; — ghair-insafl. Injustice; — 
ghairi ba'ld, Not far distant;—ghair-band-
u-baet, Not settled, (land) not included in 
the revenue settlement;— ghair-pukhtagl. 
Unripeness, immaturity ; crudity ;—ghair-
tajwlz, Not decided, undetermined ;—ghair-
tahqlq, Not verified, not certain, indefinite, 
vague, doubtful; — ghair - tarbiyat - yafta, 
ghair-tahgib, Untrained, undisciplined, un-
educated, unpolished, ill-bred, rude;— 
ghair-iaq»iml, Undivided, not allotted ;— 
ghair-jdzim, Inconclusive ;—ghair- (ghairi) 
jawiddnl, Not eternal, frail;— ghair-ja'iz, 
Illegal;—ghair-jam1 (khiraj), Rent-free;— 
ghair-jins, A different species;—ghair-hazir, 
Absent;—ghair-hdziri, Absence ;—ghair-
khdlis, Insincere, impure ;—ghair-khar ch, 
Extra expenses, extras, contingencies, mis-
cellaneous expenses ;—ghairi zdlik, Besides 
this, besides ;—ghair-rd'ij. Not current;— 
ghair-rasm, Morganatic (m.c.);—ghair-
edkin, Not resident;—ghair-shdji, Incon-

clusive ; — ghair-shakh?, Another person, 
a stranger; a third person ghair-sha'H, 
Unlawful;—ghair-shaffdf , Not transparent, 
opaque ;— ghair-sd'ib, Unworthy;— ghair-
'aldqa, Territory beyond the limits of 
(one's) jurisdiction; foreign rule or ad-
ministration ;—ahair-kdfi. Insufficient, in-
adequate, incapable ;—ghair-kdmiL Imper-
fect;—ghair karra, Another time;—ghair-
muta'assir, Ineffectual; ineffective ;—ghair-
mutaraqqab, Unexpected, unlooked-for;— 
ghair-mutasdwi, Unequal; — ghair-muta-
'dhid, Uncovenanted ; — ghair-muta'aiyin, 
ghair - mutandhl (mahdiid), Unlimited, 
boundless ; — ghair - musmir, Unfruitful, 
barren ;—ghair-mahzuz, Discontented, un-
happy; — ghair-mur at tab, Out of order, 
disarranged; — ghair - marzlya, Unaccept-
able, unpleasant;—ghair-mazru* (mazru'a), 
Uncultivated land ; — ghair-musdwl, Un-
equal;—ghair-musta'mal, Not in use, ob-
solete, old-fashioned; unusual, extraor-
dinary, rare ;—ghair-mushakhkhaUnap-
propriated ; undetermined, undefined; in-
discriminate ; — ghair - mashrut, Uncondi-
tional, absolute ;—ghair-mashkuk, Doubt-
less, undoubted ;—ghair-maslahat, Unad-
visable ; inexpedient;—ghair-matlub. Not 
desired; undesirable;—ghair-muHabar, Not 
trustworthy ; incredible; invalid, null;— 
ghair-ma'mul. Unusual; informal;—ghair-
ma'hud, Unusual, extraordinary ; — ghair-
mu'aiyan, Undetermined ;—ghair-maghlvb, 
Unconquered ;—ghair-mufld. Unprofitable ; 
—ghair-maqbuza, Not in possession; un-
appropriated ;—ghair-maqdur, Impossible; 
—ghair-muqarrar, Indefinite ;—ghair-mu-
qashshar, Unpeeled, in the bark;—ghair-mu-
kammal, Incomplete, imperfect, defective; 
—ghair-mal/uza, Not pronouuced (the silent 
h)\—ghair-mulkl, Foreign; a foreigner;— 
ghair-mumkin, Impossible, impracticable, 
not feasible ;—ghair-mumkinu 't-tardid, Not 
to be refuted, unanswerable; irrefragable ; 
not to be reversed, irreversible; irrevo-
cable ;—ghair-mumkinu 't-taqslm, Indivi-
sible, not liable to partition;—ghair-mum-
kinu 'z-zira'at, Incapable of cultivation;— 
ghair - mumkinu 'l-wusul, Irrecoverable;— 
ghair-munaeib, Improper; unsuitable ;— 
ghair-muntahl, Unlimited; interminable, 
endless ;—ghair-munsarif, Indeclinable;— 
ghair manqula, Immovable, fixed; real (as 
property) ; — ghair-mankuha, Unmarried; 
illegitimate;—ghair-maurusl, Not inherited; 
—ghair-nafiz, Inoperative, of no effect ;-— 
ghair-nizdmi, Civil (opp. to military) ;— 
ghair-wajib (1vajibl), Contrary to reason or 
law ; improper, wrong, unjust ; not due ;— 
ghair-waqiUnfounded, untrue, not con-
forming to the circumstances;]—ghiyar 
(pi. of ghirat), Provisions, &c. ,—ghuyur 
(pi. of ghayur), Jealous. 

ft ghlr, A florid ulceration of the skin, 



A ghairat (v.n. of pA), Being jealous ; 
jealousy; zeal; a nice sense of honour ; 
[ghairati ildhiya, A holy zeal;—ghairat 
ourdan (khwurdan, ddshtan, kashidan), To 
be jealous;]—ghlrat, Provisions (especially 
brought from abroad); rain ; a plenteous 
crop; the atonement or mulct for murder. 

a ghairat-afzd, Increasing jea-
lousy or envy. 

a gjiairat-kash, Enduring jea-
lousy ; jealous. 

a A^v-^i gfaairatmand, ^ytA ghairati, 
Jealous. 

A) j*A ghlr-zdd, A son of a whore, a bas-
tard, a rascal (see A3 ^A). 

A ^r^A ghair ly at, Change, alteration; 
Btrangeness, unreality; jealousy. 

)<A ghezh, imp. of— 
ghezhldan, To move along or hitch 

forwards on the hips; to walk upon all 
fours ; to crawl upon hands and knees; to 
crawl as a Berpent. 

A ghaisan, Youth, impetuosity of 
youth, flower of youth; sort, kind; men, 
people. 

yAji^A ghlsldan, To faint, to droop. 
ufi*tA ghlsh. Much, copious, abundant 

(said of anything); sorrow, sadness; 
afflicted circumstances; a thick wood. 

yAJlfc^fc ghishdnldan (caus. of ghishidan), 
To make long for. 

rt-^tA ghlsha, A forest; a reed-bed; a 
reed of which they make sacks for carrying 
earth; such a sack. 

fc>-V&*A ghlshldan. To crave for, to desire. 
A ghaiz (v.n.), Decreasing, sinking 

into the ground (water) ; falling (as the 
price of commodities) ; causing to Bubside 
(water), to become cheap (goods) ; abortus, 
immature fruit of the womb; [ghaiz min 
faiz, Any little out of a large quantity;]— 
gklz, The Bpathe of the palm-tree; a bud, 
a blossom. 

A ghaizat, A forest; a place abound-
ing in trees, but having little water; a 
swamp, a low-lying place ; a haunt, a den. 

A ghaiz (v.n.), Rendering extremely 
angry, putting in a passion; rage, fury, 
wrath ; passion, indignation, impetuosity ; 
beginning of anger, first signs of i t ; name 
of a man;—nd'ira'i ghaizi tlmur, The fire 
of Timur's wrath. 

A ghaif, A flock of birds. 
A o ^ * ghayafdn (v.n. of <-Ms), Waving 

(aB a tree) from side to side. 
A JAA ghail (v.n.), Suckling a child or 

having intercourse with a man when 
pregnant (which is prohibited by the Mu-
hammadan law); the milk of a pregnant 
woman, or given during intercourse; a 
strong, nervous, brawny arm; the flesh of 
a big child or lad ; water irrigating or over-
flowing sown fields; a line drawn upon 
anything; name of a brook at the foot of 

Mount Abu Qubais in which the fullers 
wash their clothes; a valley full of trees 
and water ; whatever appears near although 
a great way off; the variegated border of a 
garment; a wide garment; name of several 
places;—gfail, A forest, wood, thicket; a 
reed-bed ; a valley full of trees and water ; 
—ghiyal (pi. of ghllat), Unexpected and 
treacherous attacks. 

A A V ghaildn, Name of a poet; [ummu 
ghaildn, Egyptian thorn (see y^A*) ;]— 
ghlldn (pi. of ghul), Sylvan demons ; acci-
dents, misfortunes; destructions. 

A ghllat, An unexpected and treache-
rous attack. 

A ghailam, A male tortoise ; a pretty 
and lascivious girl; a well-spring ; a f rog; 
name of a place. 

ghaim, A sponge, probably related 
to— 

A ghaim (v.n.), Thirsting, being hot 
within ; being overspread with clouds ; a 
cloud ; thirst, internal heat; a distemper 
in camels. 

A ghain (v.n.), Thirsting; thirst ; 
a cloud covering the sky; name of the 
letter £ ;—ghin, Name of a place where 
fever is prevalent. 

pA gh&v, Clamour, noise great and loud. 
A ghuyub (v.n. of s - E I ) , Lying hid, 

being invisible ; (pi. of s-**A) doubts. 
A XiftA ghuyubat (v.n. of S - « A ) , Lying 

hid, being concealed; doubt; a secret, 
mystery. 

A ghuyus (pi. of ghais), Rains. 
^ )pA ghayur, Jealous in point of love 

or honour; high-minded; au epithet of 
God ;—•'dtishi ghayur-soz, Jealousy's con-
suming fire, 

a ghayur an (P. pi. of the pre-
ceding), Holy men ;—ghayurdni shab, Those 
who keep watch by night; devotees, lovers. 

a ghayurl, Jealousy. 
A ghiya, A cry for help. 

A S-^A ghaihah, Darkness; extremely 
black (horse) ; anything black or dark; an 
indolent, careless, foolish man; heavy, 
troubled with indigestion; very woolly 
(garment). 

A ghaihag, A long-bodied camel; 
cheerfulness, sprigbtliness; madness. 

A /*<P>A ghaiham, Darkness. 

/ , called fd'i sa'fas, the twenty-third 
letter of the Arabic-Persian alphabet, ex-
pressing 80 in arithmetic, and, in alma-
nacks, the moon in her altitude. I t has 
the sound of the English / , and in Persian 



o ( 902 ) y u 
frequently interchanges with b, p, and w 
or v, 

A fa, A conjunction implying succes-
sion or a short interval between two actions, 
to be translated by then, thereupon, so, &c. 

U fa, A beloved object; bashful; (for 
bd) with, as fa o guft, He spoke with him; 
fa, o raft, He went with him; (for wa) 
again, once more; against, opposite to,from 
the other side ;-fd-ddshtan, To meet, con-
front, to oppoBe. 

a Ai fd\ Froth of the sea ; name of the 
letter «-J, denoting 80 in arithmetic. 

a w*^fdbi8, u^^i fabish, A bean. 
fat, Name of a plant or medicine; 

(probably from A, fata " he died ") death ; 
—fat ydftan, To die. 

A fdtih, Who or what opens ; a con-
queror; a taker (of a city, &c.). 

A fdtihat, fdtiha (fem.), Who or what 
opens; a beginning, exordium, commence-
ment ; the first chapter in tbe Qur'an (with 
Muhammadans what the Lord's prayer is 
with Christians);—fdtiha}i huzurgan,:Prayers 
for the dead ;—fdtiha khwand, He recited 
the first chapter of the Qur'an; he cursed ; 
—fatiha'i fikrat, The first word of a sen-
tence;—sura* i fdtiha, The opening Surah of 
the Qur'an. 

a <_5>\JA fesU fdtiha-khwani, An assembly 
convened to offer prayers for the dead ;— 
fatiha-khwdni bar-chidan, To break up such 
an assembly. 

a fdtiha-khair, A prayer for good 
or for blessings ; a marriage-prayer; mar-
riage ; blessings on the dead. 

A fatir, Weak, languid; remiss; dim 
(eye) ; lukewarm, tepid (water);—khdtiri 
fdtir'ash, His languid soul, dull wit. 

( f d t a r s i n , Wild rue; seed of nas-
turtium. 

yA* yli fdtar shudan, To ascend, be or 
high. 

A <Jj>^fdtiq, One who cleaves open. 
A fdtik, Intrepid, Btrong; a robber. 
A fdtin, Tempter, trier, prover ; one 

who leads astray, a seducer; the devil; 
tempted, tried, seduced; fascinated. 

faturidan, To be farther off; to 
keep on one side, to shun, to avoid; to be 
afraid; to put away ; to straighten. 

(j^-yU fdtu8%n, Wild rue ; seed of nas-
turtium. 

y ^ J U fatulidan, — y ^ y U q.v. 
A gj'k fasij, A young (camel) in foal; also 

one fat, and not conceiving the first year. 
Aj,yU fasur, A slab of marble, gold, or 

silver; a large Balver or plate upon which 
other cups or dishes are placed ; a large 
vessel from which smaller ones are filled ; 
a vessel in which wine is kept ; the sun's 
disc; a troop of soldiers stationed on the 
confines of an enemy for reconnoitring and 
making inroads ; a spy ; a post, station. 

f d j , A branch (see C^ of which it is 
perhaps a misreading). 

pW^ fdjdm, Straggling fruits remaining 
on trees after the general gathering; 
above. 

A /A* fajir, A sinner, liar; an adulterer, 
fornicator; rich; an enchanter, magician, 
sorcerer. 

a fdjira, An unchaste woman, an 
adulteress, a harlot. 

a fdjira-bacha, A son of a whore. 
a fdjisha, The testicles of a beaver. 
A faji', Disastrous, calamitous 

(death) ; sorely afflicted ; a kind of black 
bird having the beak and legs red ( = ghu-
rdbu 'l-bain q.v. under s-*yO' 

fdja, A yawn. 
fdhish, Shameful, dishonest, in-

decent, obscene, impudent, flagitious ; enor-
mous, exceeding bounds (in anything bad) ; 
avaricious in the extreme; ugly, mis-shapen; 
disproportionate. 

A fdhishat, fdhisha, A whore ; any-
thing extremely bad, an abominable crime, 
an enormity; whoredom, adultery ; any-
thing forbidden by the law. 

a fdhishagi, Whoredom, prosti-
tution. 

a j j AJLsA* fahisha-dost, A whore-
monger. 

a fahisha-dosti, Whoremon-
gery. 

A (joaAi fahis, An examiner, searcher. 
A f , f d h i m , Harsh-voiced (ram); very 

black, jet-black, coal-black (hair) ; water 
stagnating, not flowing. 

i^i fdkh, A branch, a twig. 
a fakhtak, A little ring-dove. 
a AasAi fakhta (A. fdkhitat), A ring-dove. 
a ft* fakhta,-chihr, With a dove-like 

face. 
a s-'f4 fakhta-zarb, Name of the 

seventeen " s e a s " of musical modulation 
(see usuli fakhta under JyA p. 69). 

a ^ySA^i fdkhiti, Dove-coloured. 
a fakhta'i, Dove-colour. 
A f d k h i r , fem. fdkhirat, fdkhira, A 

boaster; precious, valuable; excellent, 
honourable, distinguished; a large sort of 
date without stone ; — kjiil'ati fdkhira, A 
rich dress presented by Eastern princes 
to those whom they mean to honour. 

fdkhara, Name of a medicinal 
grain. 

y -̂js-U fakhldan, To pluck, pul l ; to beat 
or card cotton; to throw a javelin; to take, 
receive ; to assemble, collect. 

q^} y^1^ fdkhez amadan, To crawl; to 
go staggering or tottering along (as a 
child or a drunken man). 

A ^Ai fa d (v.n.), Hitting, wounding in 
the heart; making one a coward; making 
a place under the ashes for baking bread ; 
baking bread under the ashes; — fa*ad 



(•.n.), Labouring under, or complaining of, 
a disease or pain of the heart ( f u ' a d ) . 

yAfcWU fd-dd8htan (for wd-dashtan), To 
retain; to keep before or opposite, to 
front; to oppose, to meet face to face. 

fadaj, Name of a stone from China; 
the bezoar-stone. 

A fddih, Important, difficult; op-
pressive. 

A ft* fddir, Weak, knocked up (stallion) ; 
aged (mountain-goat) ; also one young and 
strong; a she-camel separating from the 
herd. 

fadzahar, The bezoar-stone. 
a ft far, A human muscle;—fa'r (v.n.), 

Digging, burying, hiding; (pi. of fa'rat) 
mice; musk. 

fdrdb, Name of a province in Tur-
kistan ; name of a city in the same province, 
called by the Turks sir am; land watered 
by irrigation. 

A far an, Name of a mountain men-
tioned in the Thorah (mount Paran). 

A 8/U fa'rat, A. mouse (male or female); 
wind which collects round the pastern of 
camels and makes them limp, wind-gall; 
a bag of musk;— fa'ratu 'l-ibl (according 
to others fdratu 'l-ibl), A fragrant smell 
proceeding from a camel after eating odo-
riferous herbs; — fa ' ra tu (fdratu) 'l-musk, 
A musk-bag; strong smell of musk. 

A gjU fdrij, A dispeller of grief. 
JjU fard, farid, Name of the first round 

at the game of nard (of which there are 
seven; see ft). 

A JJU farid, Alone; solitary; (a doe) 
separated from the herd; the best and 
whitest sugar; name of a tribal branch in 
Najd. 

A j f t fariz, Clear, distinct (speech). 
a <j*ft fdrs, Persia, Parthia. Pars is 

the proper and original name of this 
country, Fars being a corruption of the 
Arabians, who have not the letter in 
their language. 

A ^ f t fdris, Mounted upon any solid-
hoofed animal; a horseman, a cavalier; a 
lion ; the Persians ; Persia, 

o y g f t ^ f t fdristdriyun, Yalerian. 
a ^ f t fdrsi, Persian, Persic ;— zabani 

fdrsi, The Persian language. 
a uft*ft fdrsiydn, The Persians, 
ti fdrsi-fchpdn dan), One 

who reads (knows) Persian; a Persian 
scholar. 

A fariz, Aged (cow) ; anything old ; 
anything bulky, large, corpulent; one who 
knows and understands. 

A tjU fdrit, A leader; one who goes on 
before a herd, a troop, or a caravan to 
prepare water for them ; also the first in a 
flight of the birds called qatd. 

A ( f t f t farifdn, Two stars before the 
Bear. 

A t f t fdrigh, Free ; ceasing from labour, 
having just finished any work; at ease; 
free from care; unrestrained; empty, hol-
low ; (in P.) leisure; joy; a summer 
breeze ;—fdrighu 'l-bdl (hal), Independent; 
contented. 

a fdrighu *l-ball, and— 
a ^ f t f t f t fdrigh-bdli, Joy, gladness. 
a ft^ft farigh-khatti. A written release, 
(j^i; U fd-raftan, To be before or greater 

than others, to excel;— fd-ruftan, To sweep 
out. 

A 4ft fdriq, Who or what decides or dis-
tinguishes; a discerner; a separator, di-
vider ; (a camel or ass) near delivery and 
withdrawing from the herd; (a cloud) 
separated from others. 

Ljlijli fdraqlit (Q-. Trapa/cXT/ros), The Com-
forter. 

a fdriqin, Name of a city in Rum 
(more fully called W* q.v.). 

A fdrik, (A woman) hating her hus-
band. 

V^t^j U fd-randidan, To shovel away. 
A fdruq, Timid to an extreme ; a 

discerner; surname of Umar (as discrimi-
nating between truth and falsehood at an 
early stage of Islam, or as making orthodoxy 
distinct from, i.e. triumphant over, infi-
delity) ;—tirydqi fdruq, The best kind of 
treacle or antidote (as a discriminator be-
tween health and disease). 

A ^ fdrih, Ingenious, clever; active, 
brisk, sprightly (horse, &c.). 

ft^ift fdrydb, ft.ft farydv, Ground watered 
by irrigation. 

A j f t flzir, An open road; a reddish-
black ant. 

A I f t fdzi', Afraid, frightened. 
ftfazh, Yawning. 
{jjĵ MjU fazhdnldan (caus. of fazhidan), 

To cause to yawn, <&c. 
6•ift fdzhada, Yawning; a canopy, shade. 
O^ift fazhidan, To yawn, gape, stretch. 
A fa's (v.n.), Cleaving; striking with 

a hatchet; touching or hurting on the back 
of the head ; a hatchet; an axe; the bit of the 
bridle, or rather a piece of iron suspended 
to the bit ; the nape where it joins the neck. 

fdstarak, A little behind; a swal-
low. 

A Jt-U fasid, Vicious, corrupt, perverse, 
depraved, naught; invalid, null and void; 
—fasidn 'l-mizdj, Of bad disposition ; — 
fasid shudan, To putrefy (intr.) ;•—fasid 
kardan, To render putrid, to putrefy (trans.), 
to corrupt (mm.cc.). 

a 5a_U fdsida (fem. of the preceding), 
Vicious, &c.;—akhldqi fdsida, Bad or 
vicious dispositions or manners. 

A <3-Ai fasiq, A worthless, impudent 
fellow, scoundrel, prevaricator; a sinner, 
fornicator, adulterer; a sodomite; one whose 
evidence is not admissible on account of 



bis neglect of decorum in behaviour and 
appearance. 

a fdsiqa, A lewd woman, an adul-
teress, a harlot. 

yyL& fasqun, Name of a forest in Rum. 
J ^ f & s h , Manifest, clear, public, divulged, 

spread abroad ; scattered ;— fush icardan, To 
reveal, divulge, publish, blazon abroad. 

A. fdshdn, Name of a village near 
Marv. 

fqshra, A species of ivy, producing 
clustering fruit . 

fash rustam, Seed of nose-
smart. 

BY fdshiristln, A kind of wild 
vine ; the black vine. 

fdsharsln, Mustard-seed; wild 
rue. 

A ^ ^ fdshi, Divulged, diffused, made 
known; propagated, multiplied ; — mauti 
fashl, Wide-spreading death ; plague, pes-
tilence ; — nashl u fashl dhudan, To be 
brought to light and published. 

A fasil, A separator ; decisive (sen-
tence) ; separating;—fasil budan, To sepa-
rate (m.c.). 

A fdsilat, fdsila, Space, intermediate 
space, distance ; any thing separating one 
from another; the end of a verse or period 
in the Qur'an; a large bead between two 
smaller ones in a rosary ; & metrical foot ; 
—fdsila'% sughra. Three moved letters before 
one quiescent, as zardbat = ^ • —;— 
fdsila' hubrd, Four moved letters before one 
quiescent, as zardbata = www —. 

A fdzil, fem. fdzilat, fazila, 
Abounding, excelling, exceeding; overflow-
ing, redundant; excellent, virtuous, an 
accomplished person; learned; preponde-
rating ; whatever is realised over and above 
the estimated produce ; a remainder;— 
fdzilu 'd-dahr, The best of his age. 

A ui>5L&U fdzilat (pi. of fdzilat), Re-
dundancies, superfluities, &c.; overflowing 
waters. 

a ^ytefazil-bdqi, A balance in favour; 
a surplus. 

A AAi fdzilat, Beneficence; a valuable 
present; distinguished virtue ; prerogative, 
privilege. 

a yiAi familiar, Better, more excellent. 
^ fat, Zedoary; nux vomica; poison. 
A jtU fdtir, The Creator;—fatiru 's-samd-

wdt-i wa 'l-arz, Creator of the heavens and 
the earth. 

A fdtim, A eolfc ready to wean; a 
camel whose colt is a year old, and there-
fore weaned from her. 

A &AU fdtimat, fatima, A woman who 
weans her child; a female proper name; 
name of Muhammad's daughter, called 
also fdtimatu 'z-zahrd' saiyidatu 'n-nisa';— 
mitrghi fatima, A wagtail. 

A fdtimiyat, The Fatimites, a 

dynasty which reigned in Egypt from the 
year 908 to 1171. 

A ifa^-i fdtin, Intelligent, penetrating. 
A J ^ fd'il, One who makes or performs; 

a maker, doer, performer; an agent, actor; 
(in grammar) governing (as one word an-
other), the active participle, the noun of 
agency, the nominative case (subject to a 
verb which, in Arabic, it generally follows); 
a pederast (the pathic being called 
q.v.) ;—Ja'ili haqlql, The true agent (God); 
—fa'ili mukktar, Master of one's own 
actions;—fd'il u maf ul, The subject and 
the object (in Grammar) ;—ismi fd'il, A 
noun denoting the agent;—taqdiri fa'ili 
mukhtdr, Divine predestination. 

A tittefaHla, A harlot. 
a fa'ili, Effective, efficient;—'illali 

fd'iliya, An efficient cause. 
A AĴ U fa'illya, The quality or the nature 

of agent or noun of agency ; agency. 
fd'iya, Root of the water-lily. 

^ fag&ir, A fragrant flower in India. 
SjAU fdg&ara, A spice of the size of a 

vetch. 
LCJ*^ fdg&us, J^fa* fdgfaush, An acrid 

Indian medicine. 
a faghiya. A certain fragrant yellow 

Indian flower; privet-flowers; any fragrant 
blossom. 

^ fafa, Choice, excellent, rare, astonish-
ing. 

yAl^i ftiflltar, The rind of a melon, <fec.; 
stupid, stolid. 

^^ faflr, A reed or rush of which mats 
are made. 

A fdq, The notch of an arrow; a large 
dish full of meat; cooked olive oil; a 
desert; name of a long-necked water-bird. 

A fdqat, faqa, Poverty, necessity, 
want; a day's fast ;— faqr u faqa, Poverty 
and want. 

A jAi fdqid, Missing or unable to find 
anything lost; (a woman) lamenting the 
loss of husband and children; one who 
marries after the decease of her husband \ 
(a doe) missing her young which has been 
carried off by a wild beast. 

A fdqirat, A misfortune; the begin-
ning of anything ; a bridle running through 
a ring inserted in a camel's nose. 

a giti fdqi', Intense (yellow or red) ; pure, 
unmixed, bright (colour). 

a {J^ fdqa-kash, A faster. 
a AS\i fdqa-Tcashl, Fasting, hunger. 
a LS—- II\I fdqa-mast, One who is starving, 

but conceals his distress ; a poor starveling 
who affects the airs of a wealthy man. 

a fdqa-mastl, Cheerfulness in 
want or adversity. 

A fdhih, Soft, delicately brought u p ; 
joyous, glad, cheerful. 

yxijS U fa-giriftan (for wa-giriftan), To 
meet; interrupt, intercept. 



A J ^ fa'I, fill, An omen, augury, presage ; 
a lot, portion (as of fruit, Ac.) ; construed 
with the verbs bar-dwardan, bar khdstan, 
bastan, just an, zadan, guzdshtan, nihadan, 
&c.; [fdli sangak, Divining by pebbles ;— 
fdli shdna, Taking omen or divining by the 
shoulder-plate of a sheep;— fdli kaland, 
Divining by the sound of a pickaxe;—fdl 
giriftan, To foretell, divine, more especially 
to take an omen from the poems of Hafiz; 
—fdle ba-chand, How much the lot ?] fdl, 
Weak (in mind), imprudent; (for P. pal) 
name of a place in Persia;—fi 'al , Name 
of a game (hiding some object in sand, 
which is parcelled out to the players, the 
one in whose lot the object is round being 
the winner. 

A fdlij, A paralytic affection of one 
side of the body, hemiplegia ; a large camel 
with two bunches; name of a man; an 
arrow reaching the mark; (hence in P.) 
victorious; assisted, defended. 

a soj gJU fdlij-zada, Paralytic. 
fdlirghus, (j-y^^i falirghus (Gr. 

•rrtXapyos), A stork. 
a o f t fdl-zan, A soothsayer, diviner. 
a JU fll-sangak-, Pebbles for divin-

ing-
A fdliq, He who splits open, brings 

forth, creates ; a palm-tree whose blossoms 
have burst forth from the pod; name of a 
place;—fdliqu 'l-habb, Who produces the 
leaf from the seed;—fdliqu 'l-sabdh, Creator 
of morning. 

a jLsOU fdlak-baz, A conjurer, fortune-
teller. 

a fdl-go (gu), fdl-goy (guy), 
A fortune-teller; a soothsayer. 

a J^i fdl-gosh (fdli gosh), An omen 
taken from the first words that reach the 
ear. 

a J^i fdl-go'I (gu'i), Fortune-telling, 
soothsaying, divination, augury. 

a f t JU fdl-gir, A soothsayer. 
A. Ĵ Vi fd.lad (from P. ^ ^ pdlud), 

Strained. 
A E^TI faludaj, fdludaq, a^U fd-

Inda (for P. pdluda q.v., p. 233), Strained, 
clear; a dish made of starch, honey, and 
water, sweet flummery. 

a fdluz, J j f t fdluzaq (for P. a^Vi 
q.v. p. 233), A kind of sweetmeat —fdluz, 
Steel (cf. && p. 260). 

a ^J^i fdli, Native or inhabitant of Fal, 
surname of Qutbu 'd-din, author of the 
Taqrib and other works. 

ft* fdlez, A field of melons. 
^j^lU fdlinus, Fumitory. 
pU fdm, Form, appearance ; like, resem-

bling ; name of a town in Khurasan; 
joined to nouns of colour, it implies a 
tendency to such colours, as:—zumurrud-
fdrn, Of an emerald-colour; — siyah-fdm, 
Somewhat black;—kabnd-fdm, Bluish;— 

kufil-fdm, Of the colour of collyrium, black ; 
—(for warn), Debt. 

A fa'm (v.n. of Having the 
mouth full of grass (a camel); drinking to 
sathty \—fa'am (v.n.), Being full of fat 
(the withers of a camel). 

fdm-tursh, Morose, disagreeable. 
ft* fdmir, famira, A city in Turki-

stan. 
fLs^U fdmshdm, Name of the intellect of 

the eighth heaven, 
A V*^ fdmiyat, fdmiya, Name of a city 

in Syria. 
os)UU fdndk, One who strongly articulates 

the letter >-Jfd iu talking, 
fdndki, The fault of pronouncing 

the letter <-J/a much when speaking. 
a Y-yU fdnus, A pharos, a light-house; a 

whisperer, a tale-bearer, a pickthank; — 
fdniisi k&iydl Qcfaiyali, gardan), A lantern 
which revolves by the smoke of the candle 
within, and has on the sides of it figures of 
animals, &c.: a magic lantern; the heavens; 
—fdniisi ndranj, A lantern made of the 
hollow of an orange. 

farm, A wedge ; a wooden peg, which, 
dropping into a lock, prevents it being 
opened till that is drawn up; a small cis-
tern ; (for zafdna) flame; the tongue of a 
balance. 

A fdni, Frail, transitory, perishable, 
inconstant; tottering (old man); (in the 
parlance of the Sufis) one who has reached 
the state of fand', or annihilation;— fdni 
shudan, To disappear, to become annihilated; 
—in jahdni fdni, This transitory world. 

A Jui \ i fdni? (from P. p. 233, where 
the two meanings should be separated by a 
semicolon), Sugar-candy ; a sweetmeat. 

h.f\±fa'u) (v.n,), Striking, splitting (the 
head with a sword) ; a fissure between two 
mountains; a narrow pass through a valley 
leading into an open country. 

fdwd, Shamed, dishonoured; dis-
honour, disgrace; fdwa budan, To be ex-
posed. 

A Lj^ll fdwdniyd, Wj^ fdvniyd, Name of 
a wood, called also 'udu's-salib "wood of 
the cross," q.v. under ^ 'ud, p, 872. 

ptt>\± fdham, Together;—faham amadan, 
To suit; to be drawn together. 

A f̂cU fdhim, Understanding; intelli-
gent. 

A f&i fd'ih. Diffusing odour. 
A S.aJ\i fd'ihat, Fragrance, perfume. 
AJU f iyad, Until. 
A SjtfU fd'idat, fa'ida, Profit, gain (of 

learning or wealth); utility, advantage, 
emolument; a note, notice, advertisement; 
the point or moral of a tale; inference; 
corollary; a sign, mark, asterisk; obser-
vation; explanation; construed with burdan, 
dddan, &c.;—pur-fd'ida-tar, More replete 
with advantage, more beneficial. 



a a* itfVfa'ida-mand, Profitable, useful. 
A fa'iz, An overcomer; overtaking, 

reaching, attaining. 
a fa'iza, Name of a slave-girl of 

Hariin-ar-Rashld, mother of Al-Mamun. 
A ytfU fa'iz, Abundant, overflowing, 

affluent, exuberant; liberal; excellent;— 
fd'izu 's-surur, Diffusing joy;— fd ' izu 'n-nilr, 
Luminous. 

A ijAi fd'iq, Superior, super-excellent, 
superfine, transcendental, overtopping; pre-
ferable; paramount, the joining of the head 
with the neck ;—dawd'i fd'iq, A sovereign 
remedy. 

A Jft i fd'il, The flesh of the side or the 
hollow part of the hip; the artery of the 
thigh ; weak in mind, silly. 

J i f i fabdl, A beginning, commencement. 
A fabihd, Well and good ! then, be it 

so ! (In the apodosis wa'illd " if not, other-
wise," is used ; see 

y-^ i fapus, fupus, Ridicule, derision, 
laughter, mockery, sarcasm ; cream. 

A ut-i fait (v.n.), Breaking with the 
fingers ; crumbling;— fait , fitt, futt (The 
members of a family) scattered here and 
there. 

A *\si fat* (v.n.), Ceasing, desisting, ab-
staining ; breaking ; extinguishing ;—fata' 
(v.n. of Forgetting; desisting ;—fatd' 
(v.n. of Being young, and begetting 
offspring then; being generous; youth, 
juvenile age;—fitd' (pi. of fatly), Young 
(animals). 

A m^ifutdt, P. fatat, A crumb; a frag-
ment. 

A t ^ fattah, An opener; a conqueror; a 
judge, an arbiter ; one of the names of God ; 
name of a certain bird. 

yjbii futddan (for uftddan), To fall; — 
futddan ba, To remain fixed or firm with. 

^ o U i futddagl (for uftadagi), A fallen 
state ; humility, vileness. 

futdda, Fallen; a fall, slip, tumble. 
A fai fitdr (v.n. of jxi), Being weak, lan-

guishing; slackening, flagging; being luke-
warm (water) ; measuring with t h e ^ r , i.e. 
the span between the tip of the thumb and 
forefinger ;—futdr, The beginning of ebriety. 

y j f i t d r l d a n , To dig up ; to scatter; 
to tear ; to cleave, to sunder. 

vsJUi fatdk, Particular, special; intense; 
tbe plant hind. 

A < s 3 f a t t a h , A daring robber;— futtak 
(pi. of fdtik), Intrepid, strong; robbers. 

JU1 fatal, A twisting, coiling; a tearing 
up; dispersion, diffusion; a newly-planted 
tree \—fitdl, Tearing; a cutting or breaking. 

y i J U i fatdlldan, fitdlldan, To tear up, 
pull away ; to draw off, by twisting, any-
thing which adheres tenaciously; to split, to 
tear; to shed, spill; to disperse ; to dig up. 
v fatdn, Falling. 

A yUi fit an, A leathern saddle-cover;— 

fattdn, An assayer (of gold) ; a goldsmith; 
a tempter, seducer, Satan; bewitching, se-
ductive ; a robber, thief. 

yA^ibj jutanidan, To cause to fall. 
A JYVSI fatawd (pi. of fatwd), Legal de-

crees, judicial sentences given by tbe mvfti. 
A fatd'il (pi. of fatllat), Wicks. 
A fitat, fita, A water-pot. 
A PJII fath (v.n.), Opening (a door)} 

taking (a city) ; giving judgment in a law-
suit; marking a letter with the vowel-sign 
fathah (—); aperture; victory, conquest, 
triumph; water overflowing a tract of land; 
the beginning of the spring rains; rain 
fruit of the tree nab'; a wrestling-trick; 
divine grace bestowed upon those advanced 
in sacred knowledge; \fathu 'l-bdb, fathi 
bdb, The setting in of the rainy season; 
rain; opposition of two planets j good re-
sult, success;—fathi bdb Jeardcm, To open 
a door; to commence a business;—fath 
hardan, To conquer, to take possession of 
(m.c.);—fathi halam dadan, To begin a 
speech, to open a discourse;]—futuh, Wide; 
open (gate) ; wide-mouthed and without a 
stopper (bottle). 

a C** fath-pech, A mode of tying a 
turban; a kind of huqqah-enskke. 

A S^xi fat hat, fatha, The vowel fathah 1, 
which is sounded in Arabia, Persia, and 
Turkey like " a " in " bat," or even ap-
proaching the " e " in "bet," in India more 
like " u " in " but;" [ fatha u zamma, (met.) 
Hair and beard (probably because the hair 
is on the top, the beard in front);]—futhat, 
An ostentatious display of wealth and 
learning; an opening, expanding;—fatahai, 
fataha (pi. of fatih), Conquerors, takers of 
cities. 

a JO^JJJ fathmand, Victorious. 
a ^xi fath-ndma, Despatches an-

nouncing victory. 
a y ^ i fa.th-niehdn, A victorious ban-

ner. 
a s-^ai f f a fath-naslb, Victorious. 
a s-1^ fath-ydb, Obtaining victory. 
A fathh (v.n.), Contracting and ex-

panding the fingers or toes; — fatakh, 
Breadth and length of the palm of the 
hand or sole of the foot; a little bell which 
emits no sound; (pi. of fatk^at) rings of 
silver on the hands or feet. 

A AA^SI fatkhat, fatakhat. A ring upon the 
hand or foot, especially of silver and with-
out a bezel (with bezel it is called hhdtam). 

A f i fatr, A woman's name;—fitr, The 
distance between the tips of the stretched-
out thumb and fore-finger;—futr, A mat of 
palm-leaves on which flour is sifted;—;fatar, 
Languor, relaxation; weakness; a muscle ; 
a certain fixed quantity of meat or grain. 

isS^i fitrak, Saddle-straps; cords fixed to 
the saddle for hanging game to. 

yi^xi fatrdyish, Dispersion. 



A I f t fatrat, Languor, debility, relaxa-
tion, remission, intermission ; an interreg-
num ; an interval of time between two 
apostles or prophets; the torpedo fish ;— 
'aid fatrat, After an interval. 

^ f t fatard, Old, worn, rent; a tearer. 
fatardan, To scatter; to destroy, 

tear; to pull to pieces ; to cleave asunder. 
* fatrid, Anything old, worn, torn. 

fitridan, fatridan, To tear, break 
in pieces, tear asunder; to scatter. 

A i^xifatsh (v.n.), Examining, searching, 
making strict inquiry; digging. 

A fatgh (v.n.), Treading on (a thing) 
until (it) splits open. 

A \J**fatq (v.n.), Breaking, splitting; ren-
dering (musk) more fragrant by an admix-
ture of other odours; breach of friendship 
or peace, quarrel; feud; dawn; ground 
without rain, between neighbouring fields 
rained upon ; a disease in the scrotum ; 
rupture, hernia )—faiaq (v.n.), Being open, 
large (pudenda mulieris) ; being plentiful 
(season) ; plenty, abundance, luxuriance; 
the dawn;—futuq, Talkative, fluent (wo-
man). 

A »\teifatqa', Eavished; wide (woman). 
utklfatlc, A badger, a brock. 
A uelii fatk, fitk, futk (v.n.), Daring to per-

petrate whatever one meditates ; attacking 
unawares, and treacherously destroying 
another; being impudent, bold, daring; 
importuning, dunning, harassing. 

A Jsi fail (v.n.), Twisting (a rope); di-
verting (from any plan) ; averting (the 
face); singing, warbling (as the nightin-
gale) ; a plant which does not spread, but 
twists up;— fatal , Width between a camel's 
elbow and side; a lump or callosity on a 
camel's elbow. 

fitlidan, To tear; to scatter; to 
pluck up. 

A fain (v.n), Proving, trying; assay-
ing (metals); tempting, seducing; burn-
ing, scorching; filling with wonder and 
astonishment; state, condition, situation ; 
mode, manner;—fitan (pi. o f f i tna t ) , Temp-
tations, &c. 

( f t fatan, Figure, form, shape; endow-
ments ; name of a province in India. 

A fexi fitnat, fitna (v.n. of Proving 
(men) bv temptations, or (gold) by fire ; 
seducing (from loyalty), leading into sedi-
tion and rebellion; temptation ; sedition, 
insurrection, discord, riot; war; anarchy; 
trial, affliction, calamity, distress ; malig-
nity, impiety, iniquity; crime, sin, wicked-
ness; discordance in opinion; error, mad-
ness, delirium ; wealth, a wife, children (as 
objects of temptation) ; —fitna'i dkhiri za-
man, The wickedness of the last times;— 
Htna'i kfowdbida, A hidden calamity ;—fitna-
rd azjdy ba-jdy burdan, (met.) To propagate 
slander, to bear tales;—fitna-rd kamar 

kashldan, To quell sedition ;—fitna shudan, 
To revolt, mutiny. The word is also con-
strued with uftddan, afgandan, anddkhtan, 
angekhtan, bdrldan, bar pd kardan, baland 
shudan, khuftan, raftan, zadan, <fcc. 

a, ixsi fitna-angez, Rebellious, se-
ditious. 

a fitna-angezi, MischievouB-
ness ; seditiousness ; causing disturbances, 
Ac. 

a f t fitna-bdz, Mischievous, playing 
tricks (heaven). 

aya fitna-bez, Sowing sedition. 
a fitna-parddz, Turbulent, sedi-

tious ; a mischief-maker, a fomenter of dis-
turbances. 

a fitna-joy or juy, Fond of tu-
mults, seeking disturbance, quarrelsome, 
seditious. 

tes* fitna-khez, Exciting a tumult ; 
mischievous. 

a ft* fiina-saz, = q.v. 
fatav, Proud ; quarrelsome ; deceived. 

A fatwd (for Jjyti fatwd), A judicial 
decree pronounced by a mufti; judgment, 
sentence. 

A I ft futuwat, Liberality, generosity, 
bountifulness ; childhood, boyhood ; the 
rank of mufti, chancellor, or patriarch. 

A z f t fatuh, The commencement of ver-
nal rains ; (a camel) having the orifices of 
the teats wide ;—futuh (pi. of fath), Vic-
tories, conquests; gains, pickings, perqui-
sites ; plenty, easy circumstances; income 
received gratuitously. 

A WWWJ^I futuh at (pi. of futuh, pi. of fath), 
Numerous victories, conquest of many 
towns. 

a t f f t f a t u h l , A jacket without sleeves. 
O^ft futudan, To speak with premedita-

tion. 
futuda, Deceived ; deceitful (world), 

A.jftfutur (v.n. of ft), Slackening; lan-
guishing, flagging ; being weak, languid, 
relaxed; being tepid; measuring by the 
fitr (see ft) ; weakness, languor, infirmity ; 
coolness, want of affection ; defect, imper-
fection, irregularity ; quarrel, row, riot;— 
futuri 'aql, Unsoundness of mind;— futuri 
hazm, Bad digestion, dyspepsia. 

a f f t . j f t futur-pazir, Languid;— futur-
pazlr shudan, To become languid, to flag. 

a Zjft futurat, Lukewarmness ; a tem-
perate atmosphere. 

a fat tiri, ^ j f t faturiya, Dispersed, 
ruined, undone; exciting quarrels. 

A dftfutuk (v.n. of utUi), Daring to per-
petrate whatever one meditates, &c. ( = 
q.v.). 

A yftfitun (pi. of fitat), Water-pots ;— 
futun (v.n. of ift*), Proving, &c. ( = q.v.) 

A Jsyd fatwd, futwd, A judicial or religious 
sentence pronounced by a, mu/ti; construed 
with dddan, dashtan, kardan, &c. 



A ^ fata, A youth, boy ; a young man ; 
a man-servant; liberal, generous;— fatly, 
Young. 

A fityan (pi. of fata), Youths ;— fa-
tayan (du.), Two young men ; (met) night 
and day. 

A fityat (pi. of fata), Young men ;— 
fatiyat (fem. of fail), Young. 

A W^si fatlt, Crumbled (bread), crumbs. 
a fatlr (for fatjr), Unleaveued dough. 
A fatlq, Shining (dawn) ; eloquent; 

bursting with fat (camel) ; double-pointed 
(spear). 

A JAI falll, Twisted (rope) ; a rope made 
of tbe fibres of a palm-tree; a thin mem-
brane in the groove of a date-stone ; skin 
peeled off by friction in the baths. 

A fatllat, fatlla, Particles of skin 
rubbed off the body in the bath ; a wick, a 
match, a fuse ; construed with taftan, 
sokhtan, Icardan, nihadan, &c.; — f a t l l a 
shudan, To be matted (hair, as that of 
Indian faqirs) ; —fatlla'i tawlla, A long 
wick; (met.) a man who supports the 
honour of his family;— hajari fatlla, A 
stone which burns like a match. 

a Aui fatlla-dahanj, Small forceps 
for plucking up hairs ; snuffers. 

a fatlla-soz fatil-soz), 
A candlestick; a brass or tin lamp, 

a fatlla-amhar, A fragrant wick 
of amber. 

a y fatlla-mo, One whose hair is 
matted like that of an Indian faqlr ; (met.) 
silly, stupid, mad, crazy. 

A fatln, Burnt (silver) ; stony, burnt 
ground ; a pitcher (?). 

A fass (v.n.), Dispersing, scattering; 
tbe colocynth ; a certain herb of which a 
kind of bread is made in scarce seasons. 

A fas' (v.n.), Pacifying anger; stilling 
(a boiling pot) by pouring in cold water ; 
averting, turning off; casting up froth (boil-
ing milk) ; taking the chill off anything. 

A GII fasj (v.n.), Diminishing, decreasing; 
cooling (hot water) by pouring in cold water. 

a fasgh (v.n.), Breaking (the head), 
gi fuj, fij, A camel or other animal whose 

lip hangs loose. 
A GI f a j j (v.n. of Being very wide 

between the feet, straddling; a broad waj, 
especially between two mountains; [min 
kulli fajj-in fijdj, From every wide valley, 
from every quarter;] — f i j j , Raw, unripe 
(fruit) ; the Syrian melon. 

A ^PI fajd (v.n. of Being wide 
between the feet, straddling; width between 
the thighs, knees, and legs ;—jfij a' (v.n. 3 
of Taking by surprise, rushing upon 
unawares ; (pi. of fajwat) the courts or 
areas of houses. 

W t f a j a , f i j d , Cleanings of grapes or dates. 
A fuj a'at, fuj'at (v.n. of 

Rushing upon and destroying unawares; 

taking by surprise; an unforeseen accident; 
—fuja'at-an, fuj'at-an, Suddenly, unawares; 
—mautu 'l-fvja'at, Sudden death. 

A EW* fijdj (pi. of f a j j ) , Broad roads. 
A fajdjat, Crudity, rawness; raw 

fruit, 
A fajdr, Wickedness ; adultery, forni-

cation, harlotry; [ y d f a j a r - i , O adulteress!] 
—fijar, Roads, ways; name of one of four 
unjust wars waged between the tribes 
Quraish and Qais; — f u j jar (pi. of fajir), 
Wicked ; sinners, fornicators. 

A g^i fajaj, A wide divarication of the 
feet, the heels being close, and the toes 
turned out (considered more ungraceful 
than fahaj); wide distance of the string of 
the bow from the handle ; — f u j u j , Heavy, 
disagreeable persons. 

A fnjh, Name of a tribe. 
A j^i fajr (v.n.), Setting a-flowing 

(water); launching into wickedness and 
debauchery; crepuscule, daybreak, early 
morning; [saldtu 'l-fajr, Morning prayer; 
—kaukdbu 'l-fajr, The morning star; — 
waqti fajr, D ay break;] — f a jar, fujar, Mu-
nificence, beneficence, liberality; opulence; 
the heel (this unsupported by examples) ;— 
fujur (pi. of fajur), Very wicked ; adul-
terers, debauchees. 

A fajs (v.n.), Being haughty ; pride, 
haughtiness; violence, oppression. 

A (JI-QSI fajsh (v.n.), Breaking a hollow 
substance (as a skull or cup) ; widening, 
stretching. 

A faj* (v.n.), Vexing, causing grief 
(the loss of a thing on which one has prided 
himself), 

xfa** h j f v j , ***** fujfuja, — q.v. 
A J** fajl, fajal (v.n. of J**), Being 

thick ; being loose or soft; the heel; thick; 
—fajl, fujul, A radish. 

A)^*fajw (v.n,), Opening (a door); being 
wide, distant from the handle (a bow-
string). 

A fajwd', (A bow) whose string is 
distant from the handle; an extensive 
tract of land. 

A s ^ i fajwat, An interval, intervening 
space; a cleft between two mountains ; a 
wide tract of land ; a court-yard. 

A fajuh, Name of the father of the 
tribe fujh (see ^ l ) . 

A jy^i fajur, Very wicked; adulterous; a 
debauchee \~~-fujur (v.n. of j**), Deviating 
from the right way, launching out into 
wickedness and debauchery; lying; re-
belling against, resisting, opposing divine 
authority; becoming dim; recovering from 
illness; wickedness, adultery, lus t ; vil-
lainy, impiety, i m m o r a l i t y ; — f u j u r u 'I-
qarabat, Incest;—fisq u fujur, Iniquity and 
debauchery. 

a j ^ i fujur-andesh, Intent on 
wickedness, &c. 



A. <W»i faji'at, Adversity, poignant grief. 
fvchfucha, Whispering. 

A Wi fahd, jiha, An onion or other herb 
used in seasoning meat when dressing. 

A fahhdsh, Wicked, obscene, inde-
cent ; talking ribaldry ; lewd. 

A fahashat, Salaciousness, obscenity 
(see cA^) . 

a* fahhdshi, Obscenity, ribaldry, &c. 
(see y i y ) , 

A J U fihal (pi. of fahl), Males, stal-
lions ;— fukkal, The male palm-tree bearing 
no fruit. 

A J O fuhhdl, The male palm-tree bear-
ing no fruit. 

a t^fci fahs (v.n.), Examining, investi-
gating, inquiring ;—fahis, Belly, paunch ; 
tripe. 

Ayfci fahz (v.n.), Being proud (probably 
misreading for ^fci). 

A < j -^i /ahs (v.n.), Taking anything with 
the tongue or mouth from the hand (as 
water) ; rubbing barley in the hand until 
the spicules drop off. 

A fuhsh (v.n.), Being shameful, in-
famous ; talking obscenely; answering out-
rageously. 

A fahshd', Stinginess in giving 
(especially that which is ordained by the 
Muhammadan law for pious uses) ; forni-
cation, adultery. 

a fuhsh-go (gu), Obscene in con-
versation. 

A uiA^AKI fahshiyat, Obscenities. 
A fahs (v.n.), Examining, investi-

gating, inquiring into ; wetting the ground 
(rain); being loose, moving (the front 
teeth); making haste; choosing a place for 
her nest called afhus (the qatd bird); a 
place fully inhabited; a dimple; name of 
several places in Maghrib ;—fahsi murdd 
kardan, To examine into a design. 

A fahz (v.n.), Breaking or squashing 
anything soft (as a cucumber or melon). 

A C^*4 fakfdh, Hoarse; name of a river 
in Paradise. 

A fahl (v.n.), Allowing a stallion 
camel freo access to the females; choosing 
an excellent stallion; a male animal, stal-
lion ; a mat made of the fibres of a palm-
tree ; the star Canopus; surname of the 
poet 'Alqamah ; also of a place in Syria;— 
fahli dfdq, The world ;—fahli fdhil, A noble, 
high-born man. 

a fahli, Masculine qualities ; male 
energy. 

A p** fakm, Sobbing, being unable to 
breathe, speak, or cry aloud; stagnant 
water;—fahm,faham, Charcoal; beginning 
of night; darkness of night. 

A fahmat, fuhma, A coal; twilight; 
darkness. 

A fahwd', Signification, sense, mean-
ing; scope, import, dr i f t ; contents; style; 

—fahwd'i masarrat-ihtiwd, The joyful 'sense 
—fahwd'i kaldm, The purport of a speech. 

A fuhul, A male palm-tree ; (pi. of 
fahl) males, stallions; historians, chroni-
clers ; mats of palm-leaves or fibres. 

A FJATI fuhum (v.n. of Being hoarse-
voiced; sobbing, crying so as to turn blue 
in the face (child) ; being black; failing to 
flow (water of a well). 

J^jfcj fahwd, — q.v. 
A C<STEI fahih (v.n. of £*), Hissing (a ser-

pent). 
A ^SASI fahim, Very black ; charcoal. 

fukh, The bit of a bridle. 
A fakhlch (v.n.), Snoring; sleeping on 

the back; being diffused (perfume) ; weak-
ness in the feet; (in P. mostly fakfi) a gin, 
noose, snare; the chase ; a hunting-place ; 
a nose-bag for a horse. 

A fikjidkh (pi. of fakhlch), Snares, 
gins. 

A ft* fakhdr, Glory, boast -,—fikhdr (v.n. 
3 of jaSJ), Boasting against each other, con-
tending for g lory;— fakhkhar , One who 
glories, boasts, vaunts greatly ; boastful, 
vauutful; a potter; poiter's clay; (pi. of 
fakhkhdrat) earthenware. 

A SjUfci fakh drat, Glory, boast, vaunt;—• 
fakhkhdrat, Earthenware, crockery. 

a ( j j ^ fakhkhdri, A seller of earthen-
ware. 

A fakhdmat, A being thick and 
corpulent. 

d-ati fakht, Trodden ; wide, expanded; 
gain (this meaning doubtful). 

A fakjiz (v.n.), Smiting, hurting in, 
or breaking the th igh;— fa?$hz , fakhiz, 
fikhz, The thigh ;—fakhiz, Part of a tribe; 
relations, brethren. 

A ft* fakhr (V-H))» Excelling in glory; 
preferring, exalting, regarding as more 
eminent in glory ;— fakhr, fakhar, Glory, 
ornament, grace; excellence, nobility; pride, 
egotism, vaunt, boast; construed with 
dwardan, ddshtan, kardan, &c,;—fakhru 'l-
aqrdn, The glory of his contemporaries ;— 
fakhri ambiya' u rusul, The glory of pro-
phets and apostles (Muhammad) ;—izhdri 
fakhr u ghurur kardan, To make a vain-
glorious display, to boast, to vaunt, 

a fakhr-khdna, A place of boast-
ing or glorying. 

fakhriz, Pa t ; strong, lusty. 
; iyii fukhra, — fixate* q.v., for which it is 

probably a misreading. 
a is^ fakhri, A kind of grape so called ; 

surname of the poet Shams. 
a fyft* fakhriya, Boasting, vain-glory. 
A ft* fakhz (v.n. of ft*), Excelling, ex-

ceeding ; being proud, haughty, arrogant; 
causing an excess, making a surplus, leaving 
a remainder; doing good; a residue, re-
mainder. 

A yS-JFCI fakhsh (v.n.), Losing, wasting j 
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neglecting, not minding, leaving unattended 
to. 

'/at4 fa kh far a, Bran ; mouldly ; stale. 
j/afe* fakhfur. Title of the Emperor of 

China. 
AAafcJ fajthlama, A wooden instrument 

with which the bow is struck when pre-
paring cotton for spinning (see &*aSsli). 

fakham, A sheet stretched on poles 
for catching money thrown about at festi-
vals ; also one placed under a tree to re-
ceive the fruit as it drops. 

fakhamda, Carded cotton. 
fakhminda, (Cotton) separated 

from the seed. 
yXj^ati fakhmldan, To separate cotton 

from the seeds; to pluck hairs from the 
body. 

fakhn, fakhan, The interior or centre 
of a garden;—fakhn, A fathom. 

A fcyafci fukhukh (pi. of fakhkh), Snares, 
&c. 

a ĵafci fa khur, One who glories, a boaster; 
a camel with a large udder, but yielding 
little milk on account of the narrowness of 
tbe orifice; large (udder) with a small ori-
fice and little milk; thick-trunked and 
branched (palm-tree) ; long-yarded (horse).; 
—fukhur (v.n. of ;a£i), Glorying ; vainglory, 
boast, vaunt. 

A^afci fakhlr, One who glories (against 
another), boastful, vauntful; excelled in 
glory ;—fikhMdr, Very proud, vainglorious. 

y-afci fakhiz, A spur. 
A fakhim. Great in rank and ho-

nour. 
^ fada, Root, origin ; a model, design, 

precept, canon, rule. 
A fada\ A heap, pile (of grain) ; a 

granary; a store-house for dates; a swell-
ing;—-fida? (v.n. of ^Ai), Ransoming, paying 
a ransom ; devoting oneself for another ; a 
redemption, ransom; devotedness; sacrifice, 
offering;—jida'at (fidayat) ehawam, May I 
be your ransom (used in addressing princes 
or from children to parents) ;—fidd' (ba-
fida') kardan, To devote oneself to, sacrifice 
oneself for, another. 

A AJJ faddad, Loud-voiced ; rough in 
speech; proud, arrogant, lofty; possessing 
from 100 to 1,000 camels. 

A fiddm, faddm, fadddm, A covering 
or a veil for the mouth, worn by the Parsis 
when they drink or say certain prayers; 
the stopper of a bottle or other vessel;—• 
fida-m, A muzzle for an ox when treading 
out the corn ; a turban or other head-dress; 
(pi. of fadm) stammerers; fools. 

A faddmat (v.n. of F-^), Having 
an impediment in speech; being weak in 
intellect, dull, heavy; being cross and 
moody. 

A y^Ai faddn, faddan, An ox; yoke of 
oxen; a plough; plough-gear. 

a fidawi, Self-sacrificing, devoted; 
a volunteer; a bravo, an assassin. 

a fidawiyat, Self-sacrifice. 
a fidd'l, pi. yLfljj fiddHydn, One 

who volunteers or risks his life in any 
perilous service, devoted, offering oneself 
as ransom or victim, a forlorn hope; de-
voted ; a lover; a robber, murderer. 

a fa fidd'i-wdr, Like one who sa-
crifices his life, fearlessly, intrepidly. 

A c ^ fadh (v.n.), Pressing heavily, 
weighing down (as debt or shocks of for-
tune). 

A FRTF fadkh (v.n.), Breaking, cleaving 
open (the head with a stone). 

A fa fadr (v.n.), Being languid, impo-
tent from too much work (a stallion) ;— 
fudr (pi. of fadir), Weak, knocked up 
(stallions) ;—fadar, An aged or full-grown 
mountain-goat; — fadir, Foolish, silly; 
easily-broken (wood), 

fadranjak, Nightmare; the lips, 
mouth, or parts about the mouth. 

^J*^ fadrang, The bar of a door; a piece 
of wood used in wringing clothes ; a calen-
der, mangle; a cuckold; food carried in a 
napkin; leave, permission. 

dijfa fadrunak, Loopholes, embrasures 
in the walls of a citadel through which 
stones are burled ; the stones thus thrown. 

SjAi fadra, A mat of palm-leaves laid on 
the roof of a house and incrusted with 
clay. 

A fuds, A spider. 
A fadsh. (v.n.), Breaking or wound-

ing (the head) ;—fadish-madieh, Dull, un-
skilful. 

A fada1 (v.n.), Having the hands or 
feet distorted and turning inwards ; a dis-
tortion of the wrist and ankle ; a mode of 
walking on the outer edge of the foot ; a 
prominence in the front of a camel's hoof. 

A £.SI fadgh (v.n.), Breaking (anything) 
hollow; moistening meat with fat, making 
it digestible ;—fadagh» Crookedness, obli-
quity in the sole of the foot. 

A AIJJ fad fad, Level ground; an exten-
sive desert; a hard, hilly, rocky district; 
—fudfud, Loud-voiced ; — fudafid, Very 
thick milk. 

A «S5AI fadak, Name of a village near 
Khaibar; name of a son of Ham; the 
rope on which dyers hang their cloth. 

A pJi fadm (v.n.), Covering up (the 
mouth of a vessel) ; hesitation or obscurity 
in speech; weakness of intellect, dullness; 
a stammerer, stutterer ; weak in mind, dull, 
stupid; deep-red. 

A YAI fadan, Red tincture; a strong 
castle, a palace. 

JjAi fadwad, = Jifa q.v. 
A fadur, An old mountain-goat; also 

one young and full-grown ',—fudur (v.n. of 
fa),'Being weak, languid from too much 



covering (stallion); (pi. of fadar) aged or 
full-grown mountain-goats. 

A *~y&fudumat (v.n. of pJi), Being weak, 
dull, and heavy in intellect; having an im-
pediment in speech; being cross and 
moody. 

^JJ fadwand, The bar of a door. 
a jidwl, fidatoi, Your devoted ser-

vant (much used by inferiors instead of 
the pronoun man, I). 

a fidwiydna, Like your devoted 
servant. 

A h f t fidawlyat, Devotedness, devotion. 
A I J J I fidyat, fidya, A ransom ;— f idyatu 

'l-fifr, Half a 3d' of wheat, and a ?d' of all 
other kinds of grain. 

A^J* fadld (v.n. of Si), Running; the 
noise made by sheep running; a loud noise; 
a noise like that of a snake casting its 
slough. 

A AIJA* fudaik, Name of a place. 
A u^Ugji fudaikdt, A sect of schisma-

tics. 
A ̂ J I fudain, Name of a village. 
A Si fazz (v.n.), Driving on with vio-

lence ; alone, singular, unique; scattered; 
name of the first of the arrows used in 
drawing lots. 

a i* i i fazz-bazz, Single, odd. 
A uUAi fazdlik, In the same manner ; (in 

the parlance of accountants) sum total. 
A £ far, farr, Beauty, comeliness, orna-

ment, elegance, decoration; light, splendour, 
brilliancy, lustre; voice, sound; a feather; 
a torrent of water; justice ; government; 
infliction of punishment; magnificence, 
glory, power, dignity, dominion, pomp, 
state ; [shahi fa/rldim-far, A king equal in 
power to Far idun; ]— far , fir, Above, upon, 
Ac. ( = \y q.v.) ; a particle prefixed to 
nouns and verbs ;—fur, A Jewish library or 
bookseller's shop. 

A JI farr (v.n.), Fleeing away; examin-
ing, clearing up by investigation ; looking 
into a horse's mouth to discover his age ; 
(pi. of farr) fleeing, fugitive;—karr u farr, 
Attack and retreat. 

fard, Back; behind; again ; open; 
over; before; foremost; opposite, facing, 
over against; towards ; onwards, along ; 
above, up, on, upon ; higher ; height; all; 
side, quarter, nook, corner; f a r ; near; 
middle, midst; increase ; much ; more ; 
a taking, seizing; a particle of applause. 
(It is often prefixed or added to words to 
prevent a cacophony, and is frequently re-
dundant.) 

A ^ far a', A wild ass, or its young; 
[kullu fs-saidi f i jaufi 'l-fara*, All game is 
m the belly of the onager, i.e. the onager 
is the most valuable of all game (proverbial 
expression for what is best and most com-
prehensive in its kind) -—fira? (pi. oifarw), 
Fur-garments, furs j— farra \ A skinner, 

furrier, vendor of f u r s ; white, splend i d ; 
surname of a celebrated grammarian. 

ft V /®rd ar, Stop thou up. 
A V Y fardb, Name of a village near 

Samarqand •,—furrab, Name of a village 
near Isfahan. 

t f t (j-̂ W fard bdftani durogh, The 
forging of a lie, inventing, feigning. 

J^V fardb urz, Name of a mighty cham-
pion and minister of Iran. 

c^ji far a-posh, Stupidity, folly, mad-
ness. 

(j^jiU^j lyi fard-poshdnldan, To cover. 
V fard-pesh, Before, in the presence 

of ; leading the van in battle, the forlorn 
hope;—fard-pesh kashldan, To draw to-
wards one, to attract. 

A fur at, Very fine, sweet water or 
waters; the river Euphrates; the sea. 

A furdtan (du.), The Euphrates and 
Tigris. 

y V fafdtar, More behind; higher ; name 
of an ancient king ;—faratar shudan, To 
be in a higher situation; to tend upwards ; 
to be farther away, to go farther, to leave 
behind. 

fwrdta, New wine boiled to a con-
sistence with fine flour, nuts, and almonds, 
then cooled and made up in the form of 
sausages. 

fardtin, Heavenly ;— fardtln nawad, 
Heavenly speech. 

a^jjft V far® chang dwardan, To 
clutch. 

A cV far ah, Gladness, joyousness, cheer-
fulness. 

a lalU&Aji fardhnak, Joyous, gladsome. 
fardkh, Open; wide, spacious ; large, 

broad; much, plentiful, abundant ; cheap; 
—fardkh raftan, To make wide steps; to 
walk swiftly;—sdli fardkhf A plenteous 
year. 

A TY firdjch (pi. of farhh), The young 
of birds or beasts; chickens; young plants, 
plants beginning to branch o u t ; vile, ab-
ject. 

Wy farakha, Width, breadth, openness, 
spaciousness ; a spacious place. 

c V farajch-abrui, (met.) Delight, 
happiness, a pleasant life. 

fcjw^-A c V farakh-dsiin, Wide-sleeved, i.e. 
liberal, munificent; high-minded. 

JV c V fardkh-bal, In affluent circum-
stances. 

y t \ y far akh-bar, Broad of. chest; open-
breasted. 

farakh-bln, Who takes a broad 
view of things ; who sees everything alike. 

^LJ^O CV JartikA-peshdni, Having an 
open brow, a broad forehead, 

(jps^y farakhtan, To exalt, extol. 
ĴSIOJB. j V farakh-haugalagi, Nobleness. 

a cV fardkk-hausala, Large-minded, 
high-minded. 



ut—o t y farakk-dast, Open-handed. 
u J U J farakh-dastl, Open-handedness, 

liberality ; wealth ; power. 
AJtAj fardkh-dahdna, Wide-mouthed 

(vessel or river). 
^V fardth-dahan, Open-mouthed, 

blab. 
3) t V farakh-rav, Wide-stepping ; swift, 

quick; extravagant, lavish, profuse; — 
fardkh-ru, Of an open countenance, good-
natured, merry. 

i_S)i) cV fardkh-rozl, Abundance of the 
comforts and conveniences of life. 

t V fardkh-rawi, Extravagance, pro-
fusion ;—farakh-ruy, A pleasant counte-
nance. 

JL. fardkk-sdl, A plentiful year;— 
fardkh-8d.il ydftan, To enjoy abundance. 

O-at- e V farakh-sufrhun, Open-mouthed • 
who talks much or idly ; speaking ill of 
others. 

fardkh-kdm, Rich, happy; swift, 
a J ^ c^i fardkh-kafal, With large but-

tocks (horse). 
t V fardkh-gdm, Wide-stepping (horse). 

fardjch-mdya, Experienced, intel-
ligent, of great capacity. 

^V fardkhna, Width, spaciousness; 
interval, interstice; an open spacious place. 

osJUUji farakhndk, Wide, broad. 
JU^V fardkhwur, Worthy, fit, proper, 

suitable, suited; corresponding, propor-
tioned ;—fardkhwur dmadan, To be equal; 
to correspond, to agree, to square, to suit, 
to fit. 

farakka, Tremor, trembling, hor-
ror. 

teAjX fardkha-girifta. Seized with a 
fit of trembling, trepidation, or horror; 
horrified. 

fardkhl, Wideness, width, open-
ness ; largeness ; abundance, plenty ; cheap-
ness (of provisions); a girth ;— fardkh i i 
rizq, Abundance of wealth, plenty of pro-
visions. 

yjui)/ fardkMdan, To separate, put 
asunder; to stand on end (the hair of the 
head) ; to be broad, large, abundant; to 
be dissolved ; to belch. 

fardkhez, The tottering pace of 
infants or drunkards ;—fardkhez amadan, 
To begin to creep; to walk staggeringly, 
to toddle. 

el? fardkhl-gdh, A place abounding 
in food and drink. 

A. A / firad (pi. of fard), Parts tallying 
with other parts. 

O fard dar, Lift up. 
tfMA fara-ddshtan, To raise, to extol, 
j j l j i farddar, The bar of a door. 
yjA/ faradun, farddln, Anything 

minute; certain small stars, 
a sAy furdda, and— 
A J j A / furdda (pi. of fard), Unique, in-

comparable ; one by one; separately; one 
after another ; sheet by sheet. 

a faradls (p. of u-jo/) , Paradises. 
JV farrdr, Ferrara (m .c. from Fr. 

Ferrare). 
A ;V fardr, firar, furdr (v.n. of /)> Look-

ing into a (horse's) mouth to discover (his) 
age; clearing up by investigation; ['ainu-
hu fardra-hu (met.) You can judge by his 
eye of his character (\~~firdr (v.n. 3 of p), 
Running away ; absconding; flight,escape; 
quicksilver ;~firdr har qardr ikhtiyar kar-
dan, To prefer flight to tight;—firdr namu-
dan, To flee, show the white feather ;—far-
rdr, Fleeing, fugitive, runaway. 

yAzM y fard rdh uftddan, To be 
taught, instructed, trained ;—fard rah af-
gandan, To instruct, educate, train. 

A far drat, Flight, running off, ab-
sconding. 

f V j V (?)» Name of the soul or intellect 
of the sphere of fixed stars. 

y-V-j y fard-rasidan, To arrive. 
V fard-rasida, Surrounding, com-

prehending; arrived. 
i ^ y fardrieh, Name of the angel in 

whose charge horses are. 
y^i) U» fara-raftan, To go on, proceed. 

far ard, o ^ V furaruy, Back part of 
the head, the occiput. 

yjylji fardrun, Untoward, unlucky, retro-
grade. 

tS^V fardri, A runaway, deserter; ab-
sconded, 

A g ^ j i fararij (pi. of farruj), Chickens. 
j V faraz, Above, up, upon, on, upwards, 

aloft, on the top ; above and below, up and 
down; back, behind; after, hereafter; 
again, on the contrary ; opposite ; before, 
in presence ; in the way, hindering; near; 
almost; together; since; open ; opening; 
trodden, flattened; broad, wide; shut; 
shutting ; the ascent, declivity, or summit 
of a mountain; height, altitude; conceal-
ment ; kindling, illuminating; exalted; 
stubborn, obstinate, headstrong; a light or 
smooth thing ; an assembly, congregation ; 
entrance, ingress ; interior ; union ; in-
crease ; additional, redundant; progress; 
blood; membrum virile; a particle of 
praise, approbation, or redundant pleonasm, 
often prefixed to verbs without altering the 
sense, in other cases emphasising it, as 
faraz avdokhtan (the same as andokhtan), 
To gain -—faraz ar, Carry or bring up ;— 
faraz amadan, To approach closely ; enter; 
proceed, step forward ;— faraz awardan 
(dwarldan), To obtain; to collect;—faraz 
dih, Give back, give again;—faraz rasan-
dan, To cause to arrive;— faraz rasldan, To 
arrive, occur, happen ;—faraz kardan, To 
open (a door) ; to shut, cover, hide; to 
build ;—faraz giriftan, To encompass, sur-
round, light upon, o v e r t a k e f a r a z u nishlb, 



Ascent and declivity; — az sabah fardz, 
Prom, since morning;—az dlroz fardz, From, 
since yesterday;]—fardz,firdz, High, height; 
(imp. of fardk\tan and farazidan, in comp. 
used aB part.) exalting; who raises or ele-
vates. 

jV fardz-ahad, The upper world, the 
heavenly sphere. 

A JjV fardzid (pi. of farazdaq), Crumbs 
of bread. 

yjj ly fard-zadan, To open, discover, un-
veil ; to release. 

)V fardzmdn, An order, command. 
fardzanda, A raiser ; a planter, 

yjy firdzinav, firazinu (?), A butterfly; 
a moth (unsupported). 

a fardzina (pL of firzan), Queens at 
chess. 

6)V /aram, A high place. 
y fardzl, Highness, exaltation. 

A A^Y farazld (pi. of farazdaq), Cakes, 
crumbs of bread. 

O'HiV far&zidan, firdzidan, To erect; to 
open ; to shut; to unite, join. 

A tfijV farazln (pi, oi firzan), Queens at 
chess. 

t>oV fo-rdzi7i-ortoand, The essence 
of the upper world ; title of a book written 
by king Jamshed. 

A (jJtji fards, A black kind of date;— 
abu fir as, Surname of the poet Farazdaq ; 
also of the companion Rabi'ah bin Ka'b ; a 
lion ;—farrd8, The lion (as tearer or render). 

S-—y firasab, The lower part of a door; 
the upper part of a door; the main beam 
on which a roof rests (Bee s—/)• 

A L.\ji far dial (v.n. of Being skil-
ful in horsemanship, and in whatever ap-
pertains to horses ;—fir as at, Physiognomies, 
judging of the character from external 
appearances; sagacity, discernment, inge-
nuity ; address, dexterity; instinct (m.c.) ; 
—firasat kardan, To conjecture, divine, 
judge;—''ilmi firasat, The science of phy-
siognomy. 

a o-wty firdsat-shinds, One who 
knows how to read physiognomies, a phy-
siognomist. 

a c^-ly firdsat-ndma, A book which 
treats on physiognomy. 

fardstu, fardstuk, A swallow. 
fardsta, A little backwards. 

A ( f t / farasikh (pi. of farsakh), Para-
sangs. 

y fard-suda, Old, worn-out, tat-
tered. 

fards-ydb, A bubble ; name of a 
king of Turan (see vW-V^). 

fardsisl, Of or belonging to 
France, French ; a Frenchman; the French 
language. 

o f t j i far asm, farasiyun, furd-
guyun, Wild leek. 

fardsh, A bird whose wings are 

well fledged ; the teeth of a mill, the cogs 
or paddles of a wheel; the radii or arms of 
a reel, or anything similar; a runner;— 
firask, Numbness of limbs. 

A JsAji fardsh, A moth flying round a 
lighted candle; mud dried on the surface 
of the ground; bubbles on wine, &c.; drops 
of sweat; two blackish veins under the 
tongue the two pieces of a bit to which 
the reins are fastened;—fir ash (v.n. 3 of 
^ f t , Spreading; strewing with stones, 
paving; smoothing the way; clearing busi-
ness of any difficulty ; anything spread; a 
carpet, bed, quilt, couch ; a birds-nest; the 
place where the tongue lies in the hollow 
of the mouth; (met.) a wife, woman j 
[sdhib-firash, Bed-ridden;]—-farrash, One 
who spreads the carpets or cushions, i.e. 
the chamberlain in the palaces of kings 
and great men ; an officer who superintends 
the pitching of tents; a footman, a butler 
(m.c.) ;—farrdshi yhazab. An executioner 
who waits in the royal antechamber. 

fardshd, Horripilation; horror, the 
tremor of a fever. 

A fardskat, One moth ; the tongue 
or bolt (of a lock) ; dry mud; a little water; 
a nimble man. 

ir^V fardshtaru, fardshtaruk, A 
swallow. 

tsUMy fardshtuk, A swallow, 
tjp&y fardshtdn, To lift up, raise. 
a Ails&fcy far ash-kit dna, The room where 

carpets are spread; a place where furni-
ture is kept, a lumber-room. 

a farr dshi, Spreading carpets ; the 
business of a farrash. 

yAa^y fardshidan, To tremble with 
horror; to shake (with cold); to stand on 
end (as the hair of a man in terror, the 
pile of a cat on the appearance of a dog, 
the plumage of a bird). 

a ft* (j^i farrashi-salam, A bow or 
obeisance made down to the carpet. 

GJ^V fardshiwan, Wild leek. 
A i f t j i firds (v.n. 3 of Observing ro-

tation, doing anything alternately with an-
other ; a garment, clothing ; strong, thick 
red; (pi. of f i rsa t ) menatruous clothes. 

A fir®?> The mouth of a river; im-
plements for lighting fire, a match-box; a 
little clothing ; (pi. of far?) notches in the 
horns of a bow. 

A Uji firdf. (v.n. 3 of ty), Endeavouring 
to get before another; outstripping another 
in talking; water which is yielded to the 
first comer, though other members of the 
tribe have an equal right to it. 

A fardgh (v.n. of gy), Finishing, 
bringing to a close ; termination, close ;— 
firagh, Cessation from labour, freedom from 
business, disengagement; rest, repose, lei-
sure, retirement; happiness, joyj com-
petency; opportunity; a cool summer-wind; 



a wide-stepping horse ; half a horse-load ; 
a large leathern water-vessel; a large cup 
which one can scarcely carry ; [firdghi bdl, 
Repose of mind, contentment;—IVl-firdgh, 
In vain, uselessly. In the sense of cessation 
from business, &c., the word is construed 
with the verbs uftadan, awardan, dadan, 
rasldan, kardan, &c.]—furdgh, Splendour, 
coruscation. 

a firdg&u'l-bdll, ^ £y firagh-
ball, Joy, gladness, contentment. 

A fardghat (v.n. of £ / ) , Being wide 
and broad (a wound) ; leisure, quiet, free-
dom from business and care ; forgetfulness; 
impatience, restlessness ;—fardghat shudan, 
To be at leisure, to desist, to take a relax-
ation ; to abandon any pursuit, to leave a 
thing untouched; — az (ba-) rlshi kase 
fardghat ddshtan, Not to fear one, to be 
Unconcerned with regard to ; — auqdti 
far a ghat, Hours of leisure. 

a ts-^ji fardghat-khdna. A cabinet, 
a private room. 

a fiiA faraghat-kada, , A place of 
enjoyment. 

a firagh-khattl, Discharge, re-
lease. 

cSJ^V fardgkuy, A sparrow-hawk, a mer-
lin (see 

furagha, A piece of thin black silk 
for wiping pens. 

/ y far afar, A loud and terrible noise, 
as the blast of a trumpet, &c. 

A j y fardq,firdq, Departure ; separation ; 
distance ; abandonment; grief, regret on 
account of absence ;-~firdq (v.n. 8 of j^i), 
Parting from a friend, separating. 

a fiJ) j y firaq-zada, Absent, separated. 
a u S y firdqi, Of or relating to separa-

tion ; separated ; absent. 
A firdqlyat, A poem made on the 

absence of a mistress. 
osJy furak, The back; a catamite; im-

pure ; vile, bad. 
fard-kan, The channel of a river 

newly dug; a deep ravine excavated by a 
torrent; high. 

yjjjS fara-giriftan, To withhold, to 
refuse; to take, assume, resume; to fill; to 
hold, seize; to suffer from dysury; to be 
costive ; to have a dysentery; to adopt (as 
a habit or temper). 

j f c / y fard gosh ddshtan, To listen. 
)/*y fardmarz, Keeper of a citadel or 

fortress; name of the son of Rustam. 
i / U y fardmush, Forgotten; forgetful-

ness ;—fardmush kardan, To forget. 
jifardmusht, Forgetfulness; grasped, 

clutched in the fist. 
jV&i^y fardmush-kar, Unmindful. 

faramushl, Forgetfulness, obli-
vion. 

faramosh, Forgotten; forgetful-
ness -,—faramosh dadan, To give forgetful-

ness, to make f o r g e t f a r a m o s h kardan, 
To forget;—-faramosh gardldan, To be for-
gotten. 

y x i U.y.y faramoshdnidan (caus, of fard-
moshldan), To make forget (unsupported), 

u ^ y y faramosh shuda, Forgotten. 
a ^ fardmosh-'ahd, Oblivious of 

one's compact, of one's duty. 
j\Sit,y*\ji fardmoshgar, Forgetful. 
u^ J^y fardmoshl, Forgetfulness. 
y - M ^ y fardmoshldan, To forget. 
a fardmln (Ar. pi. of P. farmdn), 

Orders, mandates; passports. 
A 0 Y fardn, Name of a river;—farrdn, 

Name of a large city in Maghrib. 
5»y fardnaj, The nightmare. 
T V V frdncha, i—A/ fransa, France. 
A faranid (pi. of fimid), Herbs, 

seasonings; (pi. of firind) glittering sur-
faces of swords. 

—JUi lyV firdnzdnsfast, elsewhere spelt 
—yVV firanzdnwast, Franzensveste (an 
Austrian fortress, m.c.). 

a <wy fardnisa, fardnls (pi. of 
flrnds), Headmen of Persian villages. 

a ^ y furdniq (from P. q.v., p. 245), 
An animal which precedes the lion, and 
points him out his prey ; a guide (especially 
to an army); one who forwards a letter 
to the royal presence; a courier, letter-
carrier ; a lion, 

fardnak, Name of Faridun's mother. 
fard-namudan, To exhibit, 

j ^ y fardwdr, A balcony (see 
<$\>y fardwdn, firawdn, Much ; abun-

dant, copious ; sufficient; opulent; wide, 
spacious ; deep, abundantly ;—ni'mati fard-
wdn, Plenty of victuals, an abundance of 
good things. 

jXto y ^ y farawdn-hunar, Endowed with 
many virtues or excellencies. 

a y ^ y fardwdn-tam', Who has many 
desires, indulges in many hopes. 

<j*Vy farawanl, Abundance ; depth. 
fa* fardwor, Name of a fountain in 

Turkistan which removes a quartan fever. 
yj^yt / far.dwarldan, To bring down, 

or cause to descend; to swallow, or make 
swallow. 

Mfai farawand (probably for an older 
form fara-band), The bar of a door. 

fardwez, Lace, fringe, edging, any 
ornament round a garment; anything 
spread (as carpets, &c.). 

«y fardh, Name of a mountain in Sistan; 
also of a river which springs from it. 

fardhan, Name of a town in Per-
sian Iraq, now destroyed. 

A fardhat, fardhiyat (v.n. of 
sy), Being ingenious, clever, and sprightly 
(a man) ; sprightliness; elegance, beauty, 
pomp, state. 

yj^s&y farahikhtan, To suspend; to in-
struct, educate; to draw (a sword). 



<y ( 9 1 5 ) 

r f V fardham, Collected, gathered \ col-
lection, conjunction, contraction ; a collec-
tive particle preceding verbs (similar to 
con or ad in Latin) ; together, as : fardham 
amadan, To come together -—fardham awar-
dan, To bring together ; to ad jus t ; to col-
lect, accumulate; to clench (the fist) ;— 
fardham shudan, To be brought together, 
& c . f a r d h a m hardan, To assemble ;— 
fardham hashidan, To draw together; to 
contract, wrinkle; pass, of fardham awar-
dan;—fardham giriftan khwudrd, To draw 
oneself into a heap, to shrink into one-
Belf. r 

( jSi^ fardham - dmadagi, A collec-
tion. 

y ^ a f a r a h e h h t a n , To educate; to 
draw (a sword). 

A fara'id (pl. of farid), Precious 
gems; beads separating pearls from gold 
in a necklace or bracelet; unique pearls; 
uni t s ;— fara' idu 'd-durr, Large pearls; 
unioB. 

A I ^ Y far a* is (pl. of farteat), Preys of 
lions. 

fardyista, More, greater; increase. 
A (jafty fard'is (pl. of farisat), Nerves 

and muscles between the inner parts of the 
Bhoulder which quiver in fear or any great 
excitement; veins in a horse's neck where 
he is bled. 

A yAfty fard'iz (pl. of farizat), The 
divine precept B, statutes, laws; the know-
ledge of the law of inheritance and the 
division of left property. 

a ( ^ y faraizi, Skilled in the Muham-
madan law of inheritance. 

u ^ V fardyush, Silly, beside oneself, 
v y farb, Name of a large river. 

farbdra, Pomp, state, dignity. 
farbal, dJ^y farbala, A summer-

apartment, a latticed balcony. 
Q Oje^y farbdniyun, Camomile. 

forbad, Straight, right, orthodox. 
tX^ farbud-din, ^ y farbud-

hesh, farbudi, Sound in the faith, 
orthodox. 

a*y farbih, F a t ; gross ; corpulent; much, 
abundant; immense (mountain); heavy 
(stone); deep (gash); flourishing (king-
dom). 

farbih-surin, With fat buttocks 
(horse). 

t ^ y farbhan, farbhin, Purslain. 
farbihi, Fatness, corpulence. 

,j}y farbi, Fat, &c. ( = < ŷ q.v.). 
yJ^y firbldan, To deceive, 
aj-iy furbiyun, Euphorbium. 
ksT̂ y farparah, A bat. 
a farrat, Flight ;~furrat, Severity, 

hardnesB ; mixture ; intensity of heat; be-
ginning of heat; better, more respectable. 

o«y fart, The warp of a web in the 
loom. 

A UT>y fart (v.n.), Being wicked ; — f ir t , 
The distance between the tips of the 
stretched-out thumb and fore-finger;— 
farat (v.n.), Becoming weak after having 
enjoyed a sound understanding, 

s-^y fartdb, Revelation. 
O^y fartash, Existence. 

fa/rtasl, The warp of a web (un-
supported by examples ; see «»y). 

cwJ «t>y firt-firt, Quickly, instantly, pre-
sently. 

osX»y furtah zadan, To snap the 
fingers. 

fartut, A decrepit, doting old 
man. 

J U fartut-sdl, Decrepit in years. 
^ j a uwyy fartut-shudagi, Decrepitude, 
ayy fartuta, A decrepit old woman, 
^yyy fartuti, Decrepitude ; dotage. 
oj»y fartod, A decrepit old dotard, 
jyy fariaur, fart or, Reflexion, inversion. 
»aJyy fartuh, A swallow. 
A fars (v.n.), Splitting, loosing; 

opening a basket, hamper, paunch, letting 
out and scattering its contents; slashing a 
man so that his heart or liver is cut in 
pieces ; a fainting to which pregnant wo-
men are subject; the faeces within the 
intestines. 

gy farj, Price, worth, value; esteem, 
honour; dignity, rank. 

A &y farj (v.n.), Splitt ing; separating; 
opening a gate ; dispelling grief; privities 
(of a man or woman) ; the space between 
the two hind feet of a horse ; confines of a 
hostile country ; a dangerous or infested 
place, a weak point; name of a city near 
Mosul; [farji haftar, (met.) Compassion, 
affection, love (cf. hussi haftar u u d e r t ^ ) ;] 
—firj, furJ> Unable to keep a sec re t ;— fur j , 
Name of a city in Pers ia ;— fara j (v.n.), 
Having the haunches wide apart and the 
privities exposed (through fatness) ; free-
dom from grief or sorrow, rest, repose, 
ease; joy, comfort, pleasure, cheerfulness, 
d e l i g h t ; — f a r i j , Habitually cheerful;— 
furaj (pl. of fur jot), Openings, interstices, 
crevices, breaches (m.c.) ;— f u ru j , Unable 
to keep a secret; leaky; (a woman) dressed 
in a single robe. 

Wy farja, Here, behold ! 
aWy farjad, Excellent, eminent in learn-

ing. 
A jWy firjar, far jar (from P. ftfc q.v. p. 

243), A pa^r of compasses. 
fWy farjdm, End, conclusion, issue; 

utility, profit; happiness; convenient, 
agreeable; custom; the newest; that 
which is last poured from a flagon into 
a cup ;—asbi nd-farjdm, An unbroke horse; 
—sukhuni nd-farjdm, An useless, imperti-
nent, foolish speech;—mazmuni khujasta-
farjam, The august contents (of a royal 
letter). 



farjdm-guh, The final home, the 
grave. 

A. farj at, firj at, furjat, The cheerfulness 
of a mind freed from sorrow, straits, and 
difficulties;—furjat, Interstice (or space 
between two fingers) ; a crevice (in a wall), 
gap, chink, breach. 

farjad, A great-grandfather, 
•xu^y farjmand, Adorned ; high in rank. 

J-i^y farjand-shdy, A degree of 
Sufic perfection consisting in the knowledge 
how to distinguish the creator from the 
created ( = q.v.). 

Jfi-J farjud, A miracle. 
A J J » Y firjaul, oft-/ firjaun, A curry-

comb. 
a u * y farji, A kind of garment. 
a cy far ah (v.n.), Being joyful, glad, 

fain; being saucy, pert, wanton ; gladness, 
cheerfulness, glee; wantonness ;— far ih , 
Free from care, gay, happy, joyous, cheer-
ful ; saucy, Bkittish, pert. 

A -Uy farah-an, Gladly, cheerfully. 
a cy farah-afza, Mirth-increasing. 
a cy farah-dbdd, Name of a pleasure-

ground in Iran. 
A farhdn, Joyful, joyous, glad, 

happy; saucy. 
a ij^. cy farah-bakhsh, Imparting joy 

or gladness ; amusing, exhilarating, enter-
taining, refreshing ; name of a garden. 

a k*y farhat, fur hat, Delight, pleasure, 
cheerfulness, joy, amusement; sauciness, 
insolence; a gift for anything that has 
afforded pleasure ;—farihat, fariha (fem, of 
farih), Cheerful (woman). 

a farhat-dsdr, Pleasant, happy. 
a J f t farhai-afzdy, Increasing 

delight. 
A farhatu *l-liqd, Pleasant to 

ook a t ; name of a kite ; the Pondicherry 
eagle. 

a fW^ ut-cy farhat-anjdm, Of happy is-
Bue, prosperous, auspicious, successful. 

a farhat-bakhsh, = ( j ^ . cy q.v. 
a farahndk, Joyful, delighted. 
A IY farkh, The young of any bird or 

beast; young herbage or plants; corn 
ready to burst into ear ; vile, base, abject, 
mean; name of a man ;—fara%h (v.n.), 
Being secure, exempt from fear or danger; 
cleaving to the ground. 

t y farruih (for t> / far-ruth), farufch, 
Beautiful-faced; happy, fortunate ; name 
of the second of the five supplemental days 
added to the Persian year. 

Wy far khd, Breadth; affliction, grief, 
pain. 

j*** t y faruhh-ahhtar, Of lucky star, for-
tunate. 

j u y farJchdd, Victorious. 
ft/ far khar, Ornament, decoration; 

name of a city remarkable for the beauty 
of its inhabitants and a number of idols i 

name of an idol-temple where beautiful 
girls devoted themselves to worship. 

^ o ft/ farjchdr-dvs, Like the city of 
Farkhar. 

JsA&y farkhdsh, War, bat t le ; dispute, 
strife. 

<cJ\d.y far khdk, A lock of hair hanging 
down neither plaited or curled. 

tsJWy farkhag, A dish of meat and eggs. 
J U y farkhdl, = osSUy q.v. 
A firkhdn (pl, of farkh), Young 

birds or beasts. 
(jjuiUy farkhanidan, To be well bred, 

educated, mannerly; to have pendent 
ears (an animal). 

t/ farrukh-pdy, Fortunate (lit. of 
happy foot). 

Ju*y firukhtdr, A seller. 
firukhtan, To sell; to kindle, in-

flame. 
a s^y farakhj, = q.v. 

farkhujasta, Prosperous; happy; 
a musician ; name of a certain flower, 

a ^ y farkhaja, Deformed, sordid, filthy, 
(j^i-y far akh ji, Shamefulness; impurity, 

vileness, wickedness. 
ffi^y farakhch, Rump or buttocks of a 

quadruped ; ugly, ill-shaped ; unclean ; a 
bribe. 

)» t y farrukh-roz, Name of a note in 
music. 

t y farrukh-zad, Happy ; prosperous ; 
name of an angel stationed on the earth. 

fark hast a, Lying on or dragged 
along the ground; wounded, afflicted; 
humble. 

t y farrukh-euwdr, Mounted by an 
auspicious rider. 

(j.Vjv— ŷ farkhasidan, To soften. 
jtr~ t y farrukh-siyar, A happy disposi-

tion. 
yt&y farakhsh, The rump or buttocks of 

a quadruped; a crupper. 
&&&£/ farkhashta, A sort of cake made 

with leaven, in which almonds and the like 
are pu t ; dragged along the ground. 

iftt*/ farakhshur, A messenger from 
heaven, a prophet. 

u+jk far khosha. Almond-cake. 
jj.V^y farkhashldan, To dance. 
a JU t y farrukh-fdl, Of happy omen, 

auspicious; fortunate, prosperous. 
a pjtf t y farrukh-qadam, Fortunate ( = 

J * ey q.v.). 
a> J ^ t y farrukh-ma' al, — J U ftjoty q.v. 
^A^y far khami dan, To beat; to clean 

cotton from the seed; to pull, pluck, 
gather. 

4ft t y farrukh-nabard, Lucky in battle, 
a successful warrior. 

t y farrukh-nizhad, Of an illustrious 
and prosperous race. 

g ^ y farkhanj, Vain, foolish, useless; 
disagreeable (voice); joy, pleasure, merri-



ment, sport, dalliance; interest, profit, 
share, lot, fortune. 

I / A I A ^ farkhundagi, Happiness. 
farkhunda. Happy; fortunate, 

prosperous. 
^ farkhunda-pay, Of auspicious 

footstep; fortunate. 
a exutji farkhunda-rdy, Wise, sage. 
a sjjjSyi fari&unda-tdli', J^ sjwa^ 

farJskunda-ftil, Fortunate. 
8 f g r k h u n d a - f a r j a m , Of auspi-

cious tendency, of happy issue. 
a JU farkhunda-md'al, Happy is-

sue ; auspicious; successful. 
farkhav, The lopping of a vine, 

pruning; clearing a garden or field from 
weeds; the Lybian lizard. 

farkhwdg, A dish of meat and 
eggs. 

JA* farkhwar, far khur, A water-course ; 
the young of the bird tihu (see yk? p. 344). 

farkhuy, Nature, disposition. 
O'VT* farkhawidan, To prune, lop (a 

tree). 
jUfc fcy farrukh-hamal, A beautiful 

spouse; possessed of such. 
cs4^ farrukhl, Prosperity. 
A J / fard (v.n.), Being alone ; entering 

upon (any business) alone, achieving (it) 
by oneself; one thing, one out of two, a 
half; odd (number); a uni t ; one person, 
an individual; a single sheet or strip of 
paper; a list, roll, register, record, state-
ment ; a single verse; the singular number; 
incomparable, sole, unique; God ; alone; 
the white-headed fantail (Leucocerca aure-
ola) ; [fardi batil, An odd number; a use-
leBB thing -,—fardi bdqiyat, A balance-sheet; 
fardi tashkMs, A settlement record ;—fardi 
jurm, A calendar of crime;—fardi jam1-
bandi, A rent-roll, rental;—fard shudan az, 
To be separated from ;—fardi qardbai, Kin-
dred-roll;—fardi kdsht, Statement of (a 
peasant's) cultivation; — har fard, Every 
one;]—fard, farad, farid, farud, furud, 
A glittering sword;—farad, farid, farud, 
furud, Alone, sole, unique, incomparable; 
—furad, farid, One. 

A fard-an, Singly, severally, one by 
one. 

farda, To-morrow;—farddyi qiyamat, 
The resurrection-morn. 

s ^ V fardab, Manifestation, revelation, 
v * taji fardd-shab, To-morrow night. 
A fard-an fard-an, One by one. 

fardawum, aj-i^y farddyina, Re-
lating to to-morrow, of to-morrow, crastine. 

fardajan, The month of October. 
a m-M* "J^ fard-haqlqat, A memorial. 
a j y fard-khdna, A house where 

strangers put up on the road ; a private 
apartment; a cell in a monastery. 

fardar, fardara, A large wooden 
bar to fasten a door. 

a fard-fard, Singly, severally; one 
by one. 

a oy fard-suwdl, Petition, applica-
tion. 

yoy fardfar, faradfar, (God) the sup-
porter of men. 

f V far dam, Anxious, troubled, afflicted. 
A (j*}^ firdaus, A garden, vineyard, para-

dise ; a fertile valley; name of Beveral 
delightful places; also of a fortress at 
Qazwin ',—furdus, Provisions set before a 
guest. 

a (j*^* firdaus-makanl, A title of 
a deceased emperor (located in Paradise). 

a V fir dan si, A famous Persian poet, 
the author of the great epic poem " Shah-
nama." 

a far da, A poll-tax. 
a fardi, A roll, catalogue. 
a fardiyat (pi. of the preceding), 

Catalogues, statements; details, <fcc. 
y j j y fardin, The first month of the 

Persian year, when the sun is in Aries. 
jyi farz, Great; learned;—firz, The queen 

at chess ;—firz, fwrz, Grass, verdure \~furz, 
Excess ; victory, conquest; a bank of a 
large river where boats may harbour. 

A farz (v.n.), Separating, parting, or 
distinguishing; level ground, a plane 
having no mountain ;—firz, A road through 
hilly ground. 

farzdda, A large mass of leaven. 
I^jj* farzam, Worthy, suiting, befitting. 
yVjj1 farzdn, Science, learning ; strength, 

constancy; wise, learned. 
a firzan (for P. farzln), The queen at 

chess. 
y^V farzanagdn (pi. of farzdna), 

Learned men; privy counsellors; excellent. 
(j&Vy* farzdnagi, Learning, science ; wis-

dom ; excellence. 
•JJ^y farzdna, A learned man ; wise, ex-

cellent, intelligent; noble, honourable; 
happy, blest, 

farzana-khoy, Of a wise dispo-
sition. 

^ j ; 1 farzdna-war, Sensible, wise, 
sage. 

Jy1 farz-bud, Wisdom, understanding. 
A 'ijji firzat, Part, a thing separated. 

farzaja, A suppository, clyster. 
^jji furuzd, A green weed covering stag-

nant water; verdure, bright, moist, and 
succulent. 

A TI^Y farazdaq, A cake baked in the 
oven; a crumb of bread ; a lump of dough ; 
surname of the celebrated poet Humam 
bin Ghalib, who from the bitterness of his 
satire is frequently called shaiian farazdaq, 
Devil Farazdaq. 

jW^j 3/ farz-zamydr, A great prayer, 
j y - ^ j i farz-farjlehwar, A great pro-

phet. 
A fjjji furzum, A cobbler's last. 
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a^y far zand, A son; a child ; offspring ; 

[farzandi aft, Aquatic animals ; bubbles;— 
farzandi arjmandash, His illustrious son;— 
farzandi dftab, A ruby;—farzand bastan 
dar mahd, To put a child into the cradle, 
to make it sleep in a cradle ;—farzandi bikr, 
Eldest son ; an evergreen;—farzandi khdwar, 
Th e sun;—farzandi rashid, A good child ; 
farzandi zind, A bastard ;—farzandi kujdst, 
Where was be born ?—farzandi nek-nihddi 
'aU-nizhad, A son of high quality and noble 
race;]—;firzind, Name of a place. 

oLsjiy farzanehad, ai^i farzand-shad, 
Meditation. 

farzandaJc, A little child, a bantling. 
oJjjji farzand - murda, Bereaved 

(parent). 
tS^y farzandi, The properties, qualities, 

Btate, nature, or condition of a child;—ba-
farzandi dashtan, To adopt for a son. 

farzu, Wisdom, intelligence. 
farza, A green herb; a place full of 

grass ',—furza, The bank of a river where 
Bhips are moored. 

farzi, The queen at chess. 
farzi-band, A term used at 

chess. 
/or»m, The queen at chess; learned. 

j/ funk, farzh, Root of galangale ; rhu-
barb. 

A. /ara (v.n.), Catching, tearing 
(prey); breaking the neck, killing; pas-
turing, tending (horses) ; eating habitually 
the black date fards; —firs, Name of a herb; 
—furs, Persia; the Persians; — f a r m , A 
horse, a mare; the knight at chess ;—faras 
afgandan, To overcome, to vanquish;— 
faros nihadan, To be weak and vanquished, 

Ly farsd, farsdy, (in comp.) De-
stroying, wearing ; old, worn out; rubbing 
against, reaching (the sky) ',—jdn-farsd, 
Distracting the mind, unhappy, melancholy, 
fatal. 

jL-ji farsdd, Wise, learned ; a mulberry. 
yL-y far8an, Any animal of whose skin 

fur garments are made. 
A yt-Y fursdn (pl. of fdris), Horsemen. 
y ^ U y farsdnidan, To cause to rub or 

wear. 
8AAj>Lyi farsdyinda, Waxing old, impaired, 
s—y farsdb, far asp, The main 

beam which enters the walls; tapestry 
with which they adorn the walls on feast-
days. 

A I-Y farsat, Wind which settles in the 
back ; also a painful swelling on the neck. 

ct—ji far ast. Magic, incantation;—fir ist 
(imp. of the following), Send thou; a 
letter; anything sent as a present; a 
mission. 

yjbu-ji firistadan, To send. 
firistada, pl. ^V&Uuy flristadagan, 

Sent; an ambassador, envoy, apostle, le-
gate. 

ft soUuy firistdda-wdr, Like a messenger, 
like an ambassador. 

yl&uy firistagdn, Ambassadors, apostles. 
firistagani, Apostolical. 

jA-y farastu, firistu, farastiik, 
firistuk, A swallow, 

8yuy fur istuh, A certain king of China. 
Az*/ firista, Sent; an ambassador, 

apostle; a present. 
a £~y farsakh (for P. q.v.), A 

parasang, a league, about 18,000 feet in 
length; an hour ; a long time; an interval; 
a chink, cleft; quiet, repose ; perpetual; 
much. 

a farsakh-farsalch, From one 
distant place to another, 

a furs-lchwdn, Who reads Per-
sian, a Persian scholar. 

farsad, I t decays, wears away, 
a y l j tj-/ furs-ddn, Who knows Persian, 

a Persian scholar. 
o W farsudan, To be worn, to wax 

old. 
farsuda, Worn, decayed, grown 

old, 
a firistdriyun, A species of pulse, 
o oft*/ farastun, A public standard of 

weights and measures. 
taJuy farsak, Worn out, decayed ;—firisk, 

A peach. 
tj>ft>^ /arslils, A fabulous stone obtained 

by Alexander the Great, which, when 
placed on mercury, was changed to silver. 

o f t / farsulun, Talc, mica. 
A Y firsin, firsan, Hoof of a camel or 

sheep. 
firisnaf, firisnafa, New-year's 

night. 
farsandaj, A messenger, prophet. 
farsang, A parasang, league; a 

distance of twelve thousand cnbits;—dih 
mi-bini u farsang mi-pursi, You inquire for 
a thing which is evident (proverbial). 

Ly farsangsar, A league-stone, 
jj^y farsiid, = sjj_y q.v. 
^ j ^ y farsudagi, Obliteration; wear, 

waste. 
farsudan, To rub, scrub, wear, 

tear, consume, diminish; to be worn, torn, 
old, inveterate; to ro t ; to kick, strike, 
shake; to torment, persecute; to press, 
urge, compel, importune; to expose one-
self to danger; to hitch along sitting on 
the backside; to be dragged by anything 
when lying; to be fatigued, languid, spirit-
less ; to detest, loathe; to anoint; to be 
anointed; to repent; to congeal. 

8 ^ j i farsuda, Torn, worn, old, decayed. 
^ a j j -y fursuda-razm, Experienced in 

warfare. 
a ^5-y fur si, Persian; Persic. 
s--s—y farsib, A main beam. 
^jju-.y farsidan, = q*v. 
a J t y farsh (v.n.), Spreading (a carpet 



or the like) ; furnishing (a house); paving, 
laying flag-stones; enlarging, rendering 
eaBy; a bed, couch, cushion, mat, carpet, 
bed-clothes (construed with the verbs af-
gandan, andakhtan, bastan, shudan, hardan, 
kashidan, gustaranldan, gustardan, gushd-
dan, &c.) ; a large court or quadrangle ; 
blades of corn just sprouting above ground ; 
small camels ; animals reared for slaughter; 
a place where many shrubs grow; a lie, 
falsehood ; state, condition ; grief, sorrow ; 
name of a valley ; [farshi basitdn (khdk). 
The earth ; — farshi du-rang, The world ; 
the earth ; night and day ;—farshi ' d j , (a 
carpet of ivory) Snow ;—yak dasti farsh, 
One carpet Q—furush (pi. of fir ash), Beds, 
mat trasses. 

dV fnrsh, Biestings;—farish, Tired of. 
.iUy far shad, Name of the soul or intel-

lect of the sphere of Mars. 
*±CsAy firishtag, = ts£e.y q.v. 
yl&Aji firishtagan (pi. of firishta), An-

gels. 
jlKxAy firishtagdnl, Angelical. 
yAji farashtu, ^y:Ay farashtuk, A swal-

low. 
teJkji firishta, An angel; a messenger, 

apostle;—firishta'i bar-tar (sdldr), The first 
or supreme intellect, &c. ( = 'aqli auwal 
q.v. under ;—firishta'i sahdb, The an-
gel Michael, the angel of the clouds;— 
firishta'i suri, Israel;—firishta'i marg, The 
angel of death, called murddd. 

gits AxAy firishta-tandn, Angelic beings ; 
(met.) the stars ; holy men, saints. 

www— AxAy firishta-slrat, Angel-tempered, 
isuUji firishta-gird, (angel-city) The 

heavens. 
JJ&A* i^Aji firishta-manish, Of angelic dis-

position. 
teAy firishta-wash, Like an angel. 

oUy farishk, farishg, A small 
bunch joining a larger. 

<$Ay fursha, firsha, New milk, biestings. 
a ^yy farshi, A kind of hookah. 
•M»y far shed, The brother of Piran Weea. 

farshim, A share, division ; a sec-
tion. 

A. fars (v.n.), Cutting, cleaving, tear-
ing, slitting; hurting in the farisat or 
muscles of the shoulder (see . 

a A©y fir sad, The white mulberry, the 
leaves of which being boiled with those of 
the black fig and of the vine in rain-water, 
produce a liquor which will stain hair 
black. 

a i -y farsat, Wind in a tumour, espe-
cially on the back—firsat, A menstruous 
cloth ;—;fursat, Occasion, opportunity, con-
venience ; leisure, rest, ease ; relief, respite, 
reprieve; recovery; coincidence ; advan-
tage; a time, turn, (drinking in) rotation; 
leave;—fursat ydftan, To find an oppor-
tunity ; — dar andak fur sate, In a short 

time -,—fauti fursat kardan, To neglect, lose, 
or miss one. 

a «>-cy fursat-jo, Seeking an occasion. 
A A<Y firsid, firsid, A grape-stone. 
a u*y farz (v.n.), Cutting, notching, 

nicking; ordering anything to be observed; 
rendering necessary and obligatory ; giving, 
allowing a stipend ; an indispensable duty, 
divine command, obligation; onus; re-
sponsibility ; supposition, hypothesis, as-
sumption ; the notch at the horn of a bow; 
an unfettered arrow (for drawing lots) ; a 
shield j that part of the steel or wood which 
strikes fire; one of the timbers in a house; 
a sort of date ; [bi 'l-farz, On the suppo-
sition, supposing t h a t ; — ' a l d f a r f i 'l-muhdl, 
Granting an impossibility ;]—firz, The fruit 
of the dwarf palm-tree whilst yet green ;— 
furaz (pi, of furzat), Notches in the horns 
of a bow; taxes, customs. 

A farz-an, Supposing the case, for 
example; clearly, distinctly; altogether, 
entirely, principally, above all; so that ; 
surely. 

A teyi furzat, The notch in the horn of a 
bow, or in the top of a yarn-spindle into 
which the thread goes ; an indent of a river 
where water is drawn ; a bight where ships 
ride at anchor ; a harbour, dock, station 
for shipping; the mouth of a river; the 
orifice of an inkstand ; the hinge of a door; 
a tax, custom-duty. 

a (j-iy farazi, Obligatory, binding, in-
cumbent; imperative; assumed, hypothe-
tical ; fictitious, not real. 

a farziyat, An indispensable pre-
cept ; hypothesis, assumption. 

A TY fart (v.n.), Being careless, deficient 
in duty, or inattentive; losing anything; 
losing by an untimely death (a son); send-
ing (an ambassador) ; being sprinkled late 
with the male flowers when the pods are 
ready to burst (the female palm) ; getting 
before, outstripping, anticipating; pre-
ceding a caravan to make preparation for 
its arrival; visiting one after a space of 
time, not less than three days and not more 
than fifteen; excess, extravagance, exorbi-
tance ; too much ; superfluity ; a road-post; 
victory, superiority, prevalence, mastery, 
ascendency, predominance ; the summit of 
a hill; [farti mahabbat (mawaddat), Excess 
of affection or fondness ;]— farat, A person 
or persons going before to prepare buckets, 
ropes, and whatever is requisite for the 
wants of a caravan, &c.; water taking the 
precedency of other waters ; good works 
sent before ; a son dying under the age of 
puberty, 011 which occasion it is said, Alla-
humma' fal-hu li-nd jarat-an, 0 God ! 
place him amongst the good works we have 
sent before, i.e. make him a title for reward 
to us ;— furut , A swift horse outstripping 
all the others ; left or neglected business; 



anything done beyond bounds; iniquity, 
injustice, oppression ; a high hill. 

a (j^y firtd8, Broad, wide. 
A u - M fartas, Name of a village near 

Bagdad. 
u*ftft fart;u8, Name of a wrestler in 

Afrasiyab's army. 
A ?ft)* furtHm, A boot, or the toe of it. 
A £y / a r ' (v.n.), Excelling others (in 

birth or in beauty); striking the head with 
a stick; checking a horse, pulling the 
bridle; prohibiting, preventing; the upper-
most part of anything; top, head; a full 
head of hair ; chief of a people or family; 
ready and available property ; branch of a 
tree; a bow made of the extremity of a 
branch; a channel, a gutter; a subdivision; 
a derivative; a fundamental institution or 
doctrine ; [far'i tuet, He is created or made 
after thee;—/ar*-£&to&rani khak, Men;]— 
fur', Name of a river or water-station ; also 
of a place ; (pl. of afra') having a full head 
of hair (persons) ;—fara' (v.n.), Having a 
large head of hair; the firstling of a camel 
or sheep offered by the pagan Arabs in 
sacrifice to their gods; a piece let into a 
leathern bottle; name of a place between 
Basrah and Kufah \~jnru' (pl. of fara'), 
Firstlings of camels or sheep (as above). 

a y ^ y far'an, Name of the architect of 
KhuBrau Parwez. 

A J*Y fur'ul, A young hyena. 
A <jft/ fir'aun, A crocodile; surname of 

Walid bin Mu^'ab, king of Egypt, contem-
porary with Moses; name of the kings of 
Egypt in general; a cruel tyrant; proud, 
insolent, unbelieving, 

a ^^/fir'aunl,Haughtiness; Pharaonic. 
A ^ j i far'i, Derivative; descending. 
£/ fargh (for A. ty) , A chicken. 
A £Y fargh, The place between the 

handles of a bucket, over which the water 
is poured ; a vessel wherein is date-honey; 
name of two lunar mansions (the 26th and 
27th) ',—firgh (v.n.), Being shed with im-
punity (blood) ; leisure, disengagement;— 
faragh (v.n.), Being poured out (water) ;— 
farigh, Free, disengaged, at leisure. 

ft/ farghdr, Moistened, wetted; kneaded; 
mixed; broken, bruised; name of a scout 
belonging to Afrasiyab. 

(jjj^Uy farg&aridan, To moisten well; to 
mix (leaven) with any liquid; to scratch 
(the head). 

yft/ far ghan, — q.v. 
gfUsy far ghanj. g^y farghdnch. A plump 

fat cow or mule full of flesh; a vineyard 
(this doubtful). 

farghdna, Name of a country in 
Turkistan; name of a note in music; name 
of a mountain where mandrakes are found 
in abundance. 

farghdniyan, Natives or inhabit-
ants of Farghana. 

S V farg&aj, Ivy. 
yy farghar, The bed of a river when 

almost dry; also the small quantity of 
water remaining in such a river; a minor 
stream derived from a more considerable 
one ; a ditch, pool. 

farghardan (=Q±ift/ q.v.), To 
moisten, mix, &c., whence— 

faraharda. Mixed, kneaded. 
JA/ farghul, A wrapper; a quilted cloak; 

a cloak, great coat;— furghul, Procrastina-
tion, negligence. 

V*/ far ghan, A channel newly made 
through which the water is caused to flow. 

farghand. fgrghanda. Any-
thing offensive to the smell; ivy. 

yy farahu. Nature, disposition ( = <j,/-/ 
q.v.) . 

ft/ farghur, A bird resembling a par-
tridge, but smaller; a lark ; a frog. 

4yy farghok, Silent, taciturn, modest; 
delay, slowness. 

jyy farghol, Procrastination; negli-
gence;—farghul, A wrapper; a quilted 
cloak; a great coat (see J^y). 

^yy firghuy, A sparrow-hawk, merlin. 
<J~£/ farghish. Old, worn out; a fur-

garment, the hair of which is dropping off ; 
long hair hanging down from a skin; hang-
ing strips of skin ; negligence. 

A ft/ farfar, Loquacious ; full of levity; 
fickle; one who breaks everything; a kind 
of vehicle for women ;— far far , firfdr, A 
lion which shakes and breaks in pieces his 
fellow, 

«yy farfat, Fumitory. 
firiftan, To deceive, cozen, cheat. 

ft* farfakh, ysafc^y farfakhez, Purslain; 
joints in stalks of corn. 

yy farfar, Reading or writing expedi-
tiously ; a word spoken in haste; quick-
ness, hurry, expedition ; a boy's top ;— 
farfar nawishtan, To write in haste. 

A YY furfur, Name of a bird ; a sparrow, 
y ^ y y farfuriizdn, The Creator. 
d}// farfaruh, A child's top. 
y y farfara, Hurry in speaking, writing, 

or workiug; a child's plaything, formed of 
a piece of leather cut round, which, by 
means of a double string, is made to whirl 
about, making a humming noise; a paper-
toy like the sweeps of a windmill applied 
on a pin to the end of a stick. 

(j-yyy farfuriyus, Name of a sage who 
was a companion of Sikandar, 

ft/ farfur, A kind of bird smaller than 
a partridge ; a quail; a fat sheep •,—furfur, 
Sour milk, dried and become black. 

A ft/furfur, A boy, servant; a fat camel; 
a camel eating or chewing the cud; a spar-
row. 

o-yoyy farfuriyus, = q-v. 
j / / farfuz, A bird smaller than a par-

tridge. 



farfus, A kind of red pumice-stone 
applied to wounds. 

farfa, Purslain ; a crane (bird). 
yVy farfahan, farfahn, Purslain. 
ysijh far fir, A small kind of partridge; 

a quail; a fat sbeep; (for A. firfir) a 
violet 

A faf firfir, Purple ; a violet, 
y-iy farfain, farfayan, farflna, 

Purslain. 
A Qp*)* farfayun, farfiyun, Euphorbium ; 

gum euphorbium. 
A (i^ / a r 2 (v.n.). Separating, dividing; 

deciding judicially; separation, distinction, 
division (construed with budan, hardan, 
nihadan, &c.) ; the parting of the hair; 
the head, summit, top ; defect, something 
amiss, deterioration ; flax ; a kind of bird ; 
away ! aside ! [farqi farqad-say, A head 
reaching the stars ;—bi-ld farq, Indiscrimi-
nately, without distinction, indifferently;] 
—farq, faraq (the latter said to be prefer-
able), A measure used in Madinah (3 sa( 

or 15 ritl) ;—firq, A part separated from 
the whole ; a piece split 'off anything a 
mountain (separate from others) ; a flock 
of sheep, a herd of cattle or deer;— furq, 
Separation; whatever distinguishes truth 
from falsehood ; the Qur'an ;—fara'q (v.n.), 
Trembling, fearing, being frightened; 
diving, plunging into; drinking from the 
measure farq or faraq ; dispersion (as of 
darkness by the dawn), dawn, daybreak, 
morning brightness; an interval between 
the front teeth, cloven hoofs of cattle, 
beard of an old man ; an inequality in the 
hips of a horse, one being higher than the 
other; [abyan mina 'l-faraq, Clearer than 
the dawn;]— fariq, Small and dispersed 
(plants) not covering the ground; timid, 
frightened ;—firaq (pi. of firqat), Crowds, 
bodies, sects;— furuq, furraq (pi. of fariq), 
Camels or asses bringing forth. 

A yU>Y furqdn (v.n. of ,JY), Separating, 
dividing, discriminating, distinguishing; 
whatever discriminates between truth and 
falsehood, the Qur'an, the Pentateuch, any 
sacred book; assistance, victory; demon-
stration, proof; the dividing of the Red 
Sea; the dawn; (pi. of farq or faraq) 
measures of that name (see preceding 
article);—yaumu 'l-furqdn, The day of the 
battle of Badr. 

a furqani, Kuranic. 
A S-^/ furqub, Name of a place in Egypt. 
A .L*V furqubiyat, A kind of Egyptian 

linen. 
A fi,rqai, firqa, A body, sect, clan, 

troop, band ; a leathern bottle full to the 
brim; [firqa*i nasdrd, The Christian per-
suasion ;~]—furqat, Separation, distinction; 
distance ; abandonment;—fariqat, fariqa, 
fem. of fariq, (A country) whose plants 
grow up at intervals. 

A farqad, A calf, or the young of a 
wild cow ; one of two bright stars near the 
north pole. 

A y\Aj»y farqaddn, Two stars near the 
pole of the Lesser Bear. 

c^-^y farqanddn, A kind of bacchanalia 
celebrated by the Armenians before a fast. 

farqur, A bird resembling a par-
tridge. 

A fark (v.n.), Rubbing (an ear of 
com or cloth) with the hands ; cracking (a 
louse or flea) ; being hostile to, hating; 
conjugal hatred ;—firq, Hatred (between 
husband and wife); name of a village;— 
far ok, Limber ness in the root of the ear; 
name of a village near Isfahan;— farih. 
Whose bark or skin is rubbed or peeled off. 

a farkamakh, A rapacious young 
lion ; —•farhdmultk, Milk poured over meat. 

farhan, A canal newly dug from a 
large river; rotten, falling to pieces from 
age ; an excavation formed by a torrent, 
with water lodging here and there. 

A^J farhand, An excavation formed by 
a torrent; an artificial canal newly dug ; a 
ditch ; a stream above ground flowing from 
one spot to another; a subterraneous canal 
which works its way from one well to an-
other ; anything falling to pieces from age. 

y.xAy farhandan, To dig a canal, and to 
bring water into fields and gardens; to do 
one an unpremeditated or accidental injury, 
to lead one into danger without design ; to 
destroy, tear, when pulling up (herbs, hair, 
and the like). 

iAi^i farhanda, Old, worn, decayed, fall-
ing to pieces, torn, destroyed; dug. 

yJu-vAy farhandldan, To cause to be dug. 
yl$y fargdn, Name of a certain beverage, 

beer, ale. 
fargdh, Presence; worship; majesty. 

^ f a r g u j ' t , Order, command, decree, 
J ^ i fargul, A kind of garment (see 

J V ) -
U-'iji farias, Name of the soul of the 

sphere of 1V1 ercury. 
yhy y far-gohar, Essence, 
^y? y far-goyd, Speaking ; rational (ani-

mal). 
f f far am, Grief, anguish ; baseness. 
Uy farmd (imp. of farmudan), Com-

manding, ordering (used in comp,). 
yUy far man (S. pramdna), A mandate, 

command, order, or royal patent;— farmdni 
jalllu'l-qadar, Precept of high authority;— 
farmdni jalil-'anwrin, Diploma with the 
illustrious imperial signature; — f a r m a n i 
jahdn-mutd', Injunction obeyed by all the 
world ;—farmdni 'dli-shdn, The exalted or 
the imperial mandate ; — f a r m d n i qadar-
tuwdn. Decree of powerful efficacy; —far-
mdni qazd'jaraydn, Command flowing like, 
or irresistible as, destiny ;—farmdni wdjibu 
'l-iz'dn, Order proper to be submitted to; 



—farmdni wdjibu 'l-imtisdl, Ordinance ne-
cessary to be obeyed. Construed with the 
verbs dddan, randan and hardan in the 
sense of " commanding," and with rasldan, 
yaftan, in the sense of " d y i n g " (death 
being viewed as a divine decree). 

3* CĴ V4 farmdn-bar, Jty farmdn-
barddr, Order-bearing ; a servant; a sub-
ect. 

i^jyU}i farman-barddri, far' 
man-barl, Obedience, subjection;—;farman-
barddri hardan, To obey, to yield obedience 
to commands. 

farmdn-pazir, Submissive. 
farmdnaj, A leaf of a tree (pro-

bably misreading for q.v.). 
8J yUy farman-dih, Issuing mandates, 

i.e. A monarch, emperor, king, reigning 
prince. 

^ A i U y farmdn-dihl, Empire, sove-
reignty ;—farmdn-dihl'i qdzi, A written 
order or sentence of a judge. 

}j>j farmdn-rawd, A monarch, sove-
reign, ruler. 

O ^ j (j^V farm an - r away an (pl. of the 
preceding), Monarchs. 

y ^ oft/ farmdn-shind, Who listens to a 
command; obedient. 

farmdn-farmd (cs^y* fartndy), 
An issuer of orders. 

o^W* ©W4 farmdn-farmd' i, Empire, 
sovereignty. 

^AS" yUy farman-guzdr, Issuing com-
mands, a monarch, ruler. 

^AS" yUy farmdn-guzdri, Empire, sove-
reignty. 

farmdn-niyosh, Who listens to 
a command; obedient. 

farmay, = q.v, 
u ^ V y farmdyisk, Order, will, commands; 

—farmdyish mi-farmd'ld, Will you allow ? 
kindly permit (m.c.). 

farmdyishl, Ordered ; excellent. 
farmayinda, Ordering; a com-

mander. 
y^Uji farmdyun, The cow of Faridun ; a 

kind of silk. (See ojjU^ p. 178.) 
A^I farmad, Name of a village near TUB. 

far mar mi, Weak from want of 
food. 

farmus, The old name of Dama-
ghan (probably misreading for q-v.). 

faramusk, ^ft*/ faramushl, far-
mushl, Forgetfulness. 

faram - gin, 
Afflicted, melancholy, 
guish. 

^ juS^i faramglnl, Sadness, grief, an-
guish. 

ctJU-y faramnah, Sad, grieved, full of 
anguish. 

jus*/ farmand, Wise, enlightened; pure, 
y jy^ i farmudan, To command, order; 

to deign, to favour; to be pleased to say or 

faram - gin, 
grieved, full of an-

A particular mark 
village in the 

speak; (in verbal combinations = hardcm 
or sdkhtan) to make, to do, &c.; to come; 
to sit down ;—bi-farmd'ld, Please take a 
seat (m.c.). 

farmudagi, The being subject to 
command, dependence. 

farmuda, Ordered, commanded; a 
mandate, order, command, injunction, pre-
scription, fiat;—farmUda'i khudd, The com-
mandments of God. 

J^y/ farmosh, Forgetfulness. 
farmuk, siSj"^ farmug, A ball of 

thread upon its spindle; a boy's top set in 
motion by a string. 

farmuhad, A village near Tus 
( - A q . v . ) . 

farma, A violet. 
A <v|VI furn, An oven. 
A firnaj, furnaj, 

of a camel; name of a 
country of the tribe Taiy. 

yju^Uy farnakhidan, To blush ; to be-
come gentle, well-mannered; to hang the 
ears; to become sly; to card cotton. 

Jliji farnad, Power, strength ; bottom of 
water ; a fish-pond; end, extremity. 

(jt^ji famds, Careless ; indolent, yawn-
ing, slumbering, drowsy, oppressed with 
sleep; ignorant, untaught; ignorance, care-
lessness ; according to others a decrepit old 
man. 

A firnas, A thick-necked lion; 
strong and courageous (man) ; the head 
man of a Persian village ; name of a man. 

\iji farnak, A privy. 
farndn, Of obscure birth, ignoble, 

vile. 
A firnib, A mouse; the young of a 

jerboa. 
^ y far anj, — q .v . ;— furunj , faranj, 

firunj, The environs of the mouth; a large 
branch lopped off, in order that smaller 
ones may shoot forth. 

«sWSi faranjak, firinjah, Nightmare, 
u t l f a r a n j m u s h l e , A sweet basil. 

faranj a, ftranja, France ; Europe 
with exception of Greece ; a sea-port of the 
Franks. 

&itrji faranjiya, Name of war-engine in-
troduced by the Franks into the East. 

AJji farand, fir and (for parand), A sword's 
glittering surface (see the following). 

A AY firind (for P. AY q.v., p. 244), A 
sword, or its glittering surface; the or-
namentation of a sword; a kind of figured 
cloth or a garment made of i t ; the seed of 
the pomegranate ; name of a plant;—-firnid, 
Pot-herbs, seasoning for meat. 

*s£y farang, firing, A Frank, an Italian, 
European; a Christian; all nations which 
wear short garments ; ruddy, of pleasing 
aspect; a galley ;—firnag, A boy's play-
thing. 

yU—£y frangistan, firingistan, Italy, 



Prance, or the country of the Pranks; 
Europe. 

0 & y frangi, jiringl, French ; Italian ; 
an European Christian; a matchlock. 

jj^Siji farangis, The daughter of Afras-
yab, married to Siyawush and mother of 
Kai Khusrau. 

farnud, Demonstration, proof, 
jL jyy farnudsdr, Name of an encyclo-

pedia. 
wy farna, Malediction, execration. 
a ^yy furni, Cooked in an oven also 

bread half baked in the oven, i.e. round 
and thick and overspread with milk, butter, 
and sugar; stiff, sturdy (fellow); bulky 
(dog);—firm, A dish made of ground rice, 
milk, and sugar, resembling the 8jyV> q.v., 
p. 233, and hence called its brother (bird-
dari paluda), but apparently of greater 
consistency. 

a # us1/* firni-paz, Who prepares the dish 
Jirni, described in the preceding article. 

A fariv, A garment of fur. 
•y faru, A species of fine fox-fur (see the 

preceding) -faro, firo, furo, Down, down-
ward; below; under, beneath; low;—furo 
guft, He spoke low, he whispered. 

farwar, A house for the summer ; 
an upper room provided with doors and 
windows ; a winter-habitation. 

tyfa farwara, A summer-house; trea-
sury. 

jby farwdz, A summer-parlour; a short 
piece of wood or lath connecting the rafters, 
and supporting the roof, which is mostly 
of clay. 

j y farwdl, farwdla, A Bummer-
habitation; an upper-room, open on all 
Bides. 

t ) ^ firo-dmadan, To come down ; to 
deBcend; to go down (as the sun) ; to 
plunge into water. 

farwdn, Name of the rational soul 
of the sphere of Venus. 

farwdncha, A moth ; a little moth. 
0*?,fa fa firo-bdndan, To pour down ; to 

shed. 
^fa^y firO'burdagi, Deglutition. 

firo-burdan, To carry down; to 
swallow; to duck, to plunge. 

firo-basian, To fasten, to close;— 
chashm firo-bastan, To close the eye ;—har 
firo-bandad, The affair fails. 

yjjtjj yi firo-paridan, To fly low. 
yA-A^j fa firo-poshidan, To hide, conceal. 
a Sj>y farwat, The skin of the head; a 

fur-coat; a tunic having turned-up sleeves; 
dried provender ; name of a man. 

faraut, furaut, Much, many, abun-
dant. 

fayi firotar, Lower, inferior;—firotar shu-
dan, To come lower and lower, to descend 
from the summit. 

fyt firotarin, Lowest. 

ifa rf firo-tan, firu-tan, Lowly; humble, 
depressed; submissive. 

furotanda, Hard; pressed, com-
pressed. 

jfa firo-tani, Submission; humility, 
lowliness ; —firo-tani hardan, To humble 
oneself, to submit. 

A CJ>Y faruj, A bow bellying out distant 
from the string ;—furuj (pi, of /a r / ) , Pri-
vities;—/array, A small shirt; a boy's 
garment having an opening behind ;—far-
ruj, furruj, A chicken. 

firo'chahidan, To distil, drop. 
jfa firo-chidan, To pick up, gather. 
firukht, farokht, furokht, He sold ; 

sale, selling; [firukht kardan, To sell;— 
ba-firukht dmadan, To be sold;—kharid u 
firukht, Buying and selling, purchase and 
sale;]—furokht, He kindled. 

fa^rf firukhtdr, A seller. 
o^*4^/ firukhiagi, Sale, vendition, vend. 

firukhtan, farokhtan. To sell;— 
furokhtan, To inflame, kindle, set on fire, 

t y ^ y firukhtani. Venal, saleable. 
Aa^y firukhta, Sold ;—furokhta, Kindled, 

l i t ; shining, radiant. 
jy firo-khazidan, To creep, to crawl. 

t ) ^ il* firo-khuftan, To become thick (as 
milk), to concrete (as honey). 

Asfci. yji firo-khufta, Concreted ; a low hill. 
^ firo-khwdndan, To call; to read. 

yJjjA )yi firo-khwurdan, To eat, swallow, 
gulp down; to suppress anger, to quell 
one's rage. 

*>jy farwad, The bar of a door ;—firod, 
farod, Below, under, down; descent; lower 
part, bottom; a door-sill; a cheat, rogue, 
deceiver; vile, bad, wicked, unlucky; 
proud, arrogant; deceived; name of the 
son of Siyawusli -,—furod, Fried or baked 
(meats). 

(JS*A\O firo-ddsht, End, term, extremity; 
the dying away of sound ; the lower or 
latter part of anything. 

(j^W ^y firo-dashtan, To keep down ; to 
preserve. 

yA^ j jy firod-amadan, To alight, 
alf firod-amadan-gah, A halt-

ing-place. 
yjj^ j,yfirod-awardan (o^))) auiaridan), 

To cause to alight. 
jji firo-dast, Inferior, powerless; 

speaking, singing, reciting together; a 
chorus, concert; a name given to the pro-
vince of Bengal by the people of the upper 
provinces, its inhabitants being called firo-
dash. 

stf ^y firod-gah, Halting-place, camp, 
s^y farwada, The bar of a door;— 

furoda, Meanness, vileness; mean, avari-
cious;—furoda, firoda, Fried in a pan, 
baked in the oven. 

^ j y firodi-maya (?), The matter of 
this (lower) world, the four elements (the 



vocalisation of the word is not given in the 
dictionaries, but the first part seems iden-
tical with firodin in the following article), 

farwadin, Name of a month ; name 
of an angel; the nineteenth day of every 
month;—firodin, Lowest; a threshold; the 
west wind. 

i f t far war, ^ f t forward, Separation; 
genius, presiding angel. 

A . f a r m , Fleeing, f u g i t i v e ; — f a r u r , 
furrur, The young of a goat, sheep, or wild 
cow. 

a o f t ^ j f t farwardjdn, and— 
farwardgan, farwardydn, 

Five supplementary days added to the 
Persian year. 

O^ft farwardan, To nourish, foster, 
educate. 

tfi^ji farwardin, The nineteenth day of 
the month; the first month of the Persian 
year, corresponding with March; also the 
name of an angel supposed to preside 
over it. 

i ^ j ft firo-raftan, To go down, descend, 
be swallowed, absorbed • to sink. 

ft firo-rafta-dam, Whose breathing 
is oppressed, afflicted, suffering misery. 

farwara, = q.v. 
y f t ft firo rahd hardan, To drop, to 

let fall (a veil or curtain). 
eH^j ft firo-refchtan, To pour out, to 

spill; to fall off, or in pieces ; to be shed ; 
to descend, dismount. 

furoz, Splendour, light, brilliancy, 
heat; quality, property; (imp. of furohhtan, 
in comp.) inflaming, illuminating, kind-
ling. 

Q^jft furozdn, Luminous, resplendent, 
radiant furozdn shudan, To kindle, in-
flame, burn; to be in flames. 

/ furozdn-far, The Creator. 
furozad, The planet Jupi ter ; a 

fresh, juicy potherb. 
furozish, Light, splendour; de-

scription, definition. 
ft*)ft firozish-gar, Illuminating; making 

known, praising, describing. 
furozgdn, Qualities, properties. 

furozandagi, Light, lustre. 
furozanda, Kindler, illuminator; 

polisher; resplendent. 
j f t ^ j f t furozanda-hh dwar, The world-

illuminating sun. 
furoza, Quality, property; descrip-

tion. 
fu roz-ha, Lights, splendours ; quali-

ties. 
(?), Beared, brought up, educated, 

enlightened. 
farorida, Illuminated; qualified, 

described. 
O^jft furozidan, = i ^ f t furohhtan, q.v. 
tetjft furozina, Chips; tinder - box ; 

quality. 

yjyu-, ft firo-siturdan, To shave, scrape, 
pare; to erase, cancel, abolish, cut off. 

A furusat, furusiyat, The art 
of horsemanship; knowledge of horses, 
skill in whatever relates to them; sharp-
ness, quickness of intellect. 

firosh, Selling; a seller;—halwd-
firosh, A seller of sweetmeats;—khwud-
firoshdn, Vendors of themselves, i.e. 
boasters. 

A furush (pl. of farsh), Carpets. 
^ f t farosha, Selling; a seller. 

firoshdndan, To put or throw 
away, to put aside ; to remove. 

( f t * f t faroshtan, To let or send down. 
ft firO'Shudan, To sink, to be 

drowned; to descend; to dive; to set (as 
the sun) ; to die. 

ft firo-shusian, To destroy. 
faroshah, A dish of bruised wheat, 

fijfiroshanda, a vendor;—firoshan-
dagdni maid', Sellers of wares. 

farosha, Any species of pastry made 
with almonds —furosha, Bruised wheat. 

iJ^ft firoshi, Selling, sale. 
firoshidan, To sell. 

A <J>ft furuz, The growing old (of a cow, 
&c.). 

A ̂ f t furut (v.n. of ty), Preceding, out-
stripping, reaching others; excelling, taking 
the lead in any matter. 

A furu'' (v.n. of Excelling in 
birth or beauty; (pl, of far') heads, tops, 
summits; chiefs; branches, ramifications; 
the derivative institutes of the law ; funda-
mental principles. 

A uyUy furu'dt (pl. otfuru'), Summits. 
a ^ f t furu% Branch; collateral, in-

direct ; additional; income or revenue 
other than that from a fixed source, addi-
tional income. 

A t f t far ti yh, A star, the sign G-emini; 
—furugh (v.n. of Finishing, bringing 
to a conclusion; dying; being at leisure; 
(pl. of farg}i) orifices of buckets. 

t f t furogji, Splendour, light, brightness, 
flame ; construed with the verbs uftddan, 
dadan, zadan, firo-chidan, giriftan, &c. 

Jteft furoghdni, Luminous, resplendent. 
tetft firoghta, firoghda, Sold;— 

furoghta, furogjkda, Lighted up, flashing, 
radiant. 

jo^fc^i furoghmand, Resplendent, radiant, 
^ j u ^ . y furoghmandi, Splendour, bright-

ness, radiancy. 
A j f t faruq, Timid; a name of Constan-

tinople ; also of another place;—furiiq (v.n. 
of J ^ ) , Arriving where two roads meet; 
retiring from a herd (a she-camel or ass) 
when near delivery; (pl. of farlq) troops, 
bodies ; name of a place. 

faruh, A young bird that bas not 
yet laid. 

farohds, Mean, vile, contemptible, 



))* firo-hardan, To put down, to 
bend, to bow (the head) ; to let down ; to 
collect. 

fa firo-hash, faro-hash, Pulling down; 
alighting, staying, residing; who settles 
down in a place, a settler ;—firo-hash shu-
dan, To alight; to stay, lodge, reside ;— 
firo-hash hardan, To settle in a place; to 
contend, to squabble, to call one by a bad 
name; to render vile, to abase, to adul-
terate. 

yAjJiS jji firo-hashldan, To pull down; to 
drag along the ground; to settle down, to 
take up one's abode in a place. 

U^V firo-hoftan, To knock down, 
bruise. 

^ firo-guzdr, Negligence, careless-
ness ;—firo-guzdr hardan, To neglect. 

w^A^Af ^ firo-guzasht, Negligence, re-
missness, carelessness; shortness. 

firo-guzdshtan, To dismiss, dis-
charge, quit, leave, omit, neglect, let alone ; 
to dissipate, destroy ; to let down. 

firo-giriftan, To seize ; to strike 
a 'hard blow. 

firo-gashtan, To disappear. 
firo-md, for firo-mayd (ma-a), Do 

not come down, do not withhold or stint. 
«y firo-malidan, To pluck, collect, 

gather ; to twist; to press, squeeze, strain. 
^StfU ^ firo-mandagl, Helplessness, in-

digence, poverty; distress, despondency. 
y^U firo-mdndan, To expect, wait for; 

to adhere; to be astonished, weak, help-
less. 

^ firo-manda, Broken, weak, 
fatigued, tired, dejected, depressed, op-
pressed; helpless, without relief; bewil-
dered, amazed ; defective;—'djiz u firo-
manda shudan, To be powerless, oppressed, 
fatigued. 

^^ <Y faro-mani, = ^ASU* ̂ h q.v. 
O^V fa* firo-mayagdn, Base people, 
cs^i^* firo-mdyagi, Baseness, mean-

ness, despicableness. 
to* firo-maya, Ignoble, mean, abject, 

petty, base, worthless, sordid; humble, low; 
ignorant, unskilful; poor; a miser; a 
spendthrift. 

a J y &U firo-mdya-qaul, Silly talk, 
an insipid speech; an idle talker. 

fa y firo-mdya-wdr, Ignoble, mean, 
&c. ( = jyi q.v.). 

^ f a farumad, Name of a village near Tus. 
y ^ j * * rf firo-mirdnidan, To extinguish. 
utWy furunjak, The parts about the 

mouth externally ; the nightmare. 
•Ufa farwand, farwanda, A bar for 

a door; winged, furnished with sails; tiller 
(nav.) ; a word used in numbering ships, 
as du farwand hishti, Two ships. 

jjASt&i jji firo-nishdndan, To extinguish. 
y^UJ ,y firo-nishamdan, To put down, 

quell, lessen, check, quench, extinguish. 

firo-nishastan, To be quenched. 
fa firo-nihddan, To put down; to 

leave, dismiss. 
AM&a ?y firo-hihhta, Making an agree-

ment ; arriving. 
fa'ifa furuhar, Matter, essence (distin-

guished from accident). 
})i firo-hishtagi, Pendulousness, 

ysAto firo-hishtan, To hang down, 
te^y firohishta, Loose, pendulous. 

furohil, Name of an Iranian cham-
pion ;—firo-hil, imp. of— 

0 jJub ^y firo-hilidan, To quit, leave, loose, 
let go, throw away. 

ajjA^y furohinda, An angel; beaut i ful ; 
good-tempered, well-conducted, educated. 

firo-hikhtan, To teach ; to draw 
(a sword). 

O-M^y farohtdan, To abandon, throw 
away. 

fc-^y farohlda, Ingenious, wise ;-firo-
hida, Manifest, plain; pompous, stately, 

sju^y farwlda (?), Praised, described. 
farwez, Lace, fringe, edging. 

J»}ji farwesh, Error, faul t ; omission, 
negligence, forgetfulness ; leisure; want of 
employ, idleness; roughness, harshness ; 
name of a woman. 

a sy furh, furuh, farrah (pi. of fdrift), 
Ingenious, clever ; brisk (mules);— farah 
(v.n.), Being very glad or cheerful; being 
active, nimble, saucy; name of a city near 
Sejistan (better fardhah) ; —farih, Brisk, 
active; saucy, petulant. 

sy fira, Much ; more; increase ; prece-
dency, priority ; good-tempered, cheerful; 
thoughtful, attentive ; high-minded;—firih, 
Cause, reason;— farm, State, dignity, pomp, 
grandeur, magnificence, power. 

J ^ y farhdd, Name of a leader in the 
army of Kawus; also of the lover of Shirin, 
who, to please his mistress, perforated a 
huge mountain ; hence a cutter of stones, 
a digger of mines. 

ifaS jl&y farhdd-hush, Destroyer of Par-
had. 

Ĵ S- j U y farhad-jird, Name of a village 
near Marv. 

farhdnj, The circumference of the 
mouth; the nightmare ; a gore, gusset; a 
large branch lopped, that others may grow; 
the bough of one tree tied to the bough of 
another; a vine-branch bent under ground, 
so that the other extremity shoots up and 
flourishes at a distance from the mother 
trunk. 

firihdna, Gain in gambling, &c, 
farhai, Decency, propriety, gravity; 

grandeur, pomp, state. 
farhalc&t, Propriety, decency, de-

corum. 
(^afejby farhahhtan, farhifchtan, To teach, 

instruct, educate; to draw a sword; to 
hang. 



farhakhta, Instructed, well edu-
cated ; handsome, beautiful. 

A a ^ y farhad, furhud, A fresh, handsome 
youth; a lion's cub ;—furhud , Compact, 
square-built, firm of body, corpulent; soft 
and succulent; rough and haBty. 

farhast, Fasciuation, magic, con-
juring. 

farahmand, farhmand, farhamand, 
Intelligent, wise; near. 

G^y farhanj, — isZub/ q.v. ; name of a 
plant otherwise called q.v, 

farhanja, One of polite and ele-
gant manners, of good temper and hand-
some person. 

farhanjldan, To teach good 
manners, to instruct, to educate. 

JU^Aji farhanjida, Instructed, well-
mannered. 

fciOAji farhang, Good-breeding; great-
ness ; excellence; gravity; wisdom, science ; 
jurisprudence-, a dictionary, lexicon, voca-
bulary, glossary; a vine-branch bent under 
ground, so that the other extremity shoots 
up at a distance from the toother t runk ; 
a subterraneous canal; name of the mother 
of Kai Kawus ;—farhang bastan (kardan), 
To compile a dictionary;—dahani farhang, 
The orifice of a canal from which the Water 
flows to the ground. (See also barin-
farhang under , p. 182.) 

farhang akh, farihangdkh, Inside, 
middle. 

Ji&i&yi farhang-dar, A magistrate, judge. 
ftSJ.fl>y farhang8dr, Obliteration, erase-

ment; transformation, change of shape, 
transmigration. 

es^^y farhangl, A preceptor, tutor, 
teacher, instructor; a man learned in the 
law. 

fcvr hangiyan, Preceptors, teachers. 
a j y y furhud, A young mountain-goat; 

compact, <fcc. ( = A£>y q.v.) ; name of a 
tribal branch of Najd, to which the pro-
sodist Khalil bin Ahmad belonged. 

o ^ r 1 furh&di, One steadfast in religion. 
J^yy farhomand, Virtuous and en-

lightened. 
^yy farrihi,farrahi, Possession of honour 

and glory. 
O^aw^y farhekhtan, y^y^y farhizidan, 

To teach politeness and good manners ; to 
hang; to draw a sword. 

,e/farl, Pleasing, good, agreeable ; well! 
well done! bravo! (Said to be shortened 
from q.v.). 

A c&* farV (v.n.), Cleaving, splitting, 
cutting (either to mend or to mar); feign-
ing, inventing a lie;—fard (v.n.), Being 
astonished at, or admiring one's own per-
formance ;~fari', Great, wonderful (thing); 
—fariy, fari, False, lying; done or per-
formed by oneself. 

faryad, firydd, An exclamation, cry 

for help or redress ; clamour; lamentation, 
complaint ;— f irydd bar-awardan, To cry 
out ;— f i ryddi chiragh., The sound produced 
by a burning candle ;—firydd (ba-firydd) 
rasldan, To assist, succour;—firyddi 'ar'ar 
(sanaubar), The rustling of a juniper (or 
fir-tree) in the wind;— f iryddi gosh, A tin-
gling in the ear;— f iryad-u-fighan kardan, 
To cry out, to lament, complain ;—dad-u-
firydd kardan, To call aloud for justice. 
The word is also construed with the verbs 
afgandan, bar-khdstan, bastan, dashtan, 
zadan, shudan, hardan, gushadan, See. 

firyad-jiI, One who seeks redress 
or help. 

t)^ firyad-khwdn, fly- firydd-
lchwdh, Calling for redress ; a plaintiff. 

<j*J ^iji firydd-ras, An assistant, de-
fender. 

^ y firydd-rasl, Assistance, redress. 
•sSUoby firyddndk. Noisy, clamorous. 
O^Vjy firyddi, A complainant, plaintiff. 
CjWy farydn (?), Name of a king. 
s-*>y firlb, fireb, fareb, or farlb), Decep-

tion, fraud, duplicity, trick, deceit, 
treachery, imposture, fallacy; anything by 
which one is beguiled; a talisman; amorous 
playfulness, blandishment; imp. of f irlbldan 
and firlfian, (in comp.) deceiving ;—firlb 
khwurdan (didan), To be cheated, gulled; 
—firlb dadan, To deceive, cheat, gull. 

Wy firlbd, A deceiver, 
y^f firtb-dmez, Mingled with deceit, 
t s j ^ l '-Kty firlb-anddzl, Imposture. 

sHiy firib-angez, Cheating; a cheat. 
JjJ^y farlburz, Name of the son of Kay 

Kawus; name of a certain woman. 
jy- s - ^ y firib-khwur ( a j j y - khwurda), A 

gull, dupe. 
ts^y- s^jy firlb-khwurl, A being cheated, 
^fej s-^y firlb-dihi, Deceit; cheating, 

swindling, imposture. 
jL. firib-sdz, An impostor, cheat. 
^ f t s ^ y firib-sazi, The practice of deceit 

or treachery, deceitfulness, imposture. 
firlb-hdr, — ft w-^y q.v. 

firlb-gah> firih-gah, A talis-
man ; anything to which a talisman is tied. 

os)U<^y firibndk, Deceitful, false, 
^ f j u ^ y firibandagi, Deceit, subtlety, 

fraud. 
fiju^y firlbanda, Fallacious. 
^ ^ 8 JuL*>y fir I ba nda -chashme, One whose 

eyes are deceiving or fascinating. 
fii'lbe, A cheat, impostor, 

y ju^y firlbldan, To deceive, or be de-
ceived. 

A firyat, A lie, a fiction (cf. be-
low). 

g»y farij, Galangale. 
farijdb, Small ra in; dew. 

Ajy farid, The middle bead of a neck-
lace ; name of the Antichrist (da j ja l ) ;— 
furidf A hunter ; congealed. 



pure, defiled, polluted; carrion; unclean-
ness, ordure. 

fazzdn, Name of a son of Ham; 
Fezzan in Western Africa. 

fizay, Augmenting, increasing (used 
in composition) ; more, greater. 

Ax-^y fizayista, More, greater, 
u ^ y fizdyish, Increase, augmentation, 
a-u^i fi.zdyanda, Augmenting. 
A ^ fazr (v.n.), Getting old and rotten 

(a garment) ; rending (a garment) ; strik-
ing on the back with a stick; having a 
hump on the back or chest -,—fizr (fazr ?), 
A flock of sheep (from three to ten, or from 
ten to forty) ; a tumour growing near the 
pubes ; root, origin ; name of a man;— 
fazar (v.n.), Being hump-backed;—fizar, 
Fissures, clefts. 

A faz', fiz', faza' (v.n.), Fearing, flying 
in terror; calling for help; taking refuge; 
helping, assisting, succouring -,—fuz4, Any-
thing dreadful, whatever terrifies people, a 
f r ight ;— faza 1 , Fear, terror; cry, lamenta-
tion; [jaza' ufaza', Complaint and lamen-
tation ;—yaumu faza'i 'l-akbar, The day of 
judgment;]— fazi1 , Terrified, frightened, 
afraid. 

fuzud ( = Ĵ yH q.v.), Increase, addi-
tion, more. 

fuzudan, fizudan, To increase, mul-
tiply. 

tjfii fazwara, A bar for fastening a 
door. 

fuzun,fizun, More, greater; increase ; 
multitude ; size. (See 

fuzund, Greatly, very much. 
<_5*j)i fuzunl, Augmentation; excellence, 

greatness;—fuzunl kardan, To add. 
faza, Membrum virile;—fizih, Ugly, 

naBty, filthy ; conquering. 
fuzldun, More, greater. 

Ayi)i fazlz (v.n. of y ) , Flowing, running 
(blood from a wound). 

y fazh, Dirt, nastiness; a lie; a nasty, 
sordid fellow; flame ;—fuzh , The mane of 
a horse. 

fazhak, yfly fazhdkin, (j-^ji fazha-
gln, Dirty, nasty; squalid, loathsome. 

fazhdara, A bar for fastening a 
door. 

jiji fazhar, fazhazh, Galangale or sweet 
cane (good for stomach complaints). 

aoyy fazhgharda, Moistened, wet, soft-
ened. 

Aiiy fazhghand, A herb winding round 
plants like ivy, and drying them up ; filthy, 
nasty, dirty. 

ftjoty fazhghanda, e^j1 fazhgan, A^ji 
fazhgand, fiJuSy fazhganda, Impnre, nasty, 
filthy; ugly. 

fty fazhm, Affliction, distress, indigence. 
yAai^i fizhulldan, To wither, or to cause 

to wither; to be scattered ;—fuzhulidan, To 
provoke, stimulate, or urge (to batt le); to 

importune, to d u n ; to drive away; to 
shake dirt and dust from the skirts of 
one's garments. 

ay fazha, A squalid, filthy, disgusting 
fe How; wards of a key ; — f i zhih , Dirty, 
nasty; rugged, rough. 

yty fazhlzh, Galangale. 
vfaj* fazheg&un, Name of a Persian 

physician. 
fas a, Name of a city in Persia whence 

stuffs are brought; (in comp.) fascinating; 
(for wi q.y.) a grape-stone. 

A fusd', A breaking wind without 
noise (in P. yvJ tus, q.v. p. 300). 

A fasdd (v.n of Being corrupted, 
spoiled; corruption, depravity, perverse-
ness ; malignity, iniquity, villainy, wicked-
ness ; violence; horror; mischief, mutiny, 
sedition, rebellion; war; barrenness, scar-
city far sadi khun, Bad state of the 
blood, blood-poisoning;—ahli fasdd, A vil-
lain, criminal;—bdHsi fitna u fasdd, The 
author (or exciter) of sedition and mis-
chief. 

A fasaddt (pi. of fasdd), Evils; 
villainies ; wars ; diseased conditions. 

a oL-i fasdd-andesh, Of depraved 
thoughts; intent on wickedness. 

a fasad-dyln, Of bad principles. 
a fa —i fasdd-kdr ( f a gdr), A mischief-

maker. 
a ^ j L - i fasddl, Quarrelsome, mutinous. 

fasdr, A headstall, bridle ; yawning, 
gaping (this meaning doubtful). 

—i fisdfis, A murmur, a hum; (for A. 
fasdfis, pi. of fisfis) bugs. 

jA—i fisdm, A crane, bird. 
yt-J fasdn, History, story, fable; a whet-

stone ;—fasdn kardan (kashidan), To sharpen; 
—bar fasdn khwurdan (nishastan), To be 
sharpened, to become sharp;—bar fasdn 
zadan (kardan, kashidan), To sharpen, to 
whet, 

fasdna, A story, fable; celebrated. 
<yAJL.i fasdnldan, To rub, make true or 

even ; to tame, charm, fascinate, enchant; 
to romance; to observe. 

aA-jL-J fasdnlda, Rubbed, made even; 
tamed, charmed, fascinated; an enchanter, 
magician. 

fasdy (in comp.) Fascinating; a 
charmer, fascinator; a grape-stone (see 

and ^ i ) . 
A fasd'il (pi. of fasllat), Shoots or 

suckers of palm-trees. 
ejuj>L-.i jasdyanda, A fascinator, charmer. 
yAjoL-i fasayldan, To fascinate, charm. 
a i fust at, fistat, A tent made of 

goats' hair ; Cairo, the metropolis of Egypt, 
fist an, A loose gown, petticoat. 

A I fusing, fustaq, A pistachio; a 
pine. 

a fustuql, fistuql, Of a pistachio or 
sea-green. 
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a C*4 fash (?.n.), Making more room 
for one in an assembly ; being spacious and 
roomy; granting a firman or passport; a 
passport; width of step ; Easter, the Pass-
over -j—fush, Large-chested (man) ;—fasah, 
Width of step ;—fusuh, Wide, spacious, 
roomy. 

A fushat, Largeness, width, ampli-
tude, room, space; liberty. 

a ^y* —» fushat-sardy, A spacious 
palace. 

A faskh (v.n.), Violating, dissolving 
(a marriage), breaking (an agreement or 
bargain) ; spoiling, corrupting, vitiating; 
scattering; dislocating the hand; throwing 
aside (one's clothes, &c.) ; forgetting the 
Qur'an ; being ignorant; transmigration 
of a human soul into the body of a reptile ; 
weak in mind and body, unable to manage • 
one's affairs ; [faskh hardan, To break ;]— 
fasakh (v.n.), Being spoiled. 

fasar, Beauty, brightness, graceful-
ness. 

A fasr (v.n.), Explaining, interpret-
ing, or declaring, making clear; explana-
tion ; diagnosis of a disease by the urine. 

fusuranidan, To allow to become 
thick and congealed. f 

—i fusurd, Jelly ; the chase (this un-
supported by examples). 

fasurdagl, Congelation, 
fusurdan, fisurdan, To congeal, 

concrete. 
fisurda, fusurda, Congealed, frozen; 

cold-hearted ; the chase. 
yLi fusurda-baydn, Anyone whose 

conversation is destitute of force or mean-
ing, cold, and uninteresting ; an unimpres-
sive orator. 

> fusurda-pistdn, A barren or 
an old woman past bearing or giving suck, f 

a ^Jj—* fusurda - kh a tir, and— 
Jo fij^i fusurda-dil, Cold, hard-hearted, 

ajj—J fusurda-shahr, (met.) The world. 
futara, Tremor from cold or fear. 

A fustdt, A tent made of goats' 
hair; a big ten t ; a circumvallation of 
tents ; any large collection of bouses and 
inhabitants, a city ; ancient Cairo, built by 
'Amr bin 'As. 

fastaji, Name of a musical instru-
ment. 

jLW-i fastyar (G. B*CTTICI/HS), A commander 
of 1,000 men. 

A yAiLvJ fasfds, y-A-I fas/as, Extremely 
foolish; a blunt sword; name of a mal-
odorous plant. 

^^r-A-i fisjis, A whispering, a humming ; 
a bug; a wall-louse. 

A-JUi fasfasa, Trefoil, clover, Burgundian 
hay. 

A fisq (v.n.), Slipping out of its 
husk (a ripe date) ; disobeying orders (a 
slave) j slighting the commands of God; j 

) ) JM 
deviating from the way of truth and right-
eousness ; disobedience, rebellion; vicious 
or immoral conduct; prevarication; impu-
dence, obscenity, debauchery, adultery; 
[Jisq u fujur, Sin and iniquity, vice and 
immorality, &c.;] — f a e i q , A scoundrel, 
transgressor, law-breaker; — f u s a q , Very 
wicked, ever bent on villainy. 

a fasaqa (pl. of fdsiq), Wicked 
(men) ; adulterers ;—fasiqa (fem. of fasiq), 
An adulteress. 

A * fishil. (A man) of the worst 
kind ; lazy, worthless ;—fiskil , fuskul, The 
?ast horse in a race. , 

A J—i fast (v.n.), Weaning (a child); a 
worthless man ; a vine-tendril or slip fit 
for planting ;—Jisl, A fool. 

fasla, A herd of horses;—fisla, A 
narrative, history ; a similitude. 

i fasliyun (G. •vAAiov), The herb 
flea-bane. 

fasan, A whetstone. 
A fasw (v.n.), Breaking wind without 

noise. 
fmujan, A food eaten iu Gllan. 

fasud, Who aspires to great things, 
to high dignities, ambitious. 

A i fusud (v.n. of Being cor-
rupted, spoiled, marred. 

a i fasus, Ephesus. 
J fitsos, Seduction or straying from 

the way of safety; reproach, blame, sar-
casm, gibe, joke, jest, raillery, ridicule; 
play, sport, wit, humour; vexation, sorrow, 
regret, grief ; ah ! alas 1 (see ;-— 
Jisos kardan, To rail at, ridicule, banter. 

i fisos-kdri, Chequered, inlaid 
work. 

u V ) — ' Jives)dan, To sigh after, grieve 
for; to joke, jeer; to seduce, lead, or go 
astray. 

A —* fusaq (v.n. of Going out ; 
deviating, swerving from the commands of 
God; being wicked, adulterous; immorality, 
&c. (see 

(ĵ —i fusun, Incantation, fascination; 
fraud, deceit;—-fasana u fusun, Fables and 
enchantments. (See 

fus una, An enchanter, fascinator. 
^ f t f t t fusnngari, Fascination. 
(jj^iL^—i fasibanldan, —' faslbidan, 

To lead a horse (unsupported and doubtful). 
A •i fasih, Ample, large, capacious, 

spacious, roomy. 
A fasikh, Weak in mind and body; 

unable to manage one's own business. 
A A*—»fasid, Corrupted, vicious. 
A Weak in mind and body. 
A kj—I fa sit, Nail-parings ; a date-stalk. 
J*-.* fusil, Fossils (m.c. from Fr. or E.). 
A J*—* fasil (pl. of fasilat), Palm-shoots. 
a aLl-i fasila, A herd, flock, bevy; a 

branch. 
,jAi fash, Scattered ; the noise made in 



untying garments; the parts about the 
mouth (especially of a horse); the end of 
a turban.sash, to the length of a few 
inches, hanging down the back or side; a 
horse's forelocks; (sometimes used for 
wash) a particle of similitude, as: mah-fash, 
Like the moon ;—fmh, Mane or tail of a 
horse ; end or tail of anything. 

A. (jSJ faehsh, Squeezing (the air) out of 
a bag or bladder; escape of a i r ; subsiding 
of a tumour; milking expeditiously (a 
camel); belching; detraction, slander, 
cavil; foolish; the fruit of an African 
carob-tree; places where water collects; a 
coarse cloak of loose texture; — fushsh, 
Name of a man. 

A fasha', Breed or increase of cattle. 
A CUJ fashah, A hyena. 
ftui fashar, fishdr, A scattering; dif-

fusion; compression, constriction, squeez-
ing ; the piercing of one thing with another; 
—fishdr thipurdan, To be squeezed;—fishdr 
dadan, ha-ham fishdr dadan, To press upon 
one another, to be jammed together. 

a JUJ fushdr (_fashar ?), A word used by 
the vulgar in the sense of hazaydn, Yain, 
idle talk or gibberish. 

gjjU.4 fishdr dan, To press, squeeze, 
wring; to pierce or thrust one thing into 
another. 

fishdrish, A squeezing, pressure, 
g l i i fishdThe white or black vine. 
A fishagk, Laziness, slowness; — 

fwshagfi, A patch on a leathern bottle;— 
fushdgfj., fitshshdyh, A species of creeper 
which twines about trees and dries them up. 

ijfcULiJ fashafdsh, (jtiUJ fashdfash, The 
whizzing of arrows. 

fashdn, A mace of iron, silver, or 
gold \—fishdn, (in comp.) Scattering, strew-
ing, shedding; a strewer; — chashm-ash 
saiydla-fishdn, Her (or his) eyes shedding 
a torrent of tears. 

yAilAi fishdndan, To scatter; to venti-
late. 

ajjLti fighanda, Scattered, strewed; shed, 
split; spread; diffused. 

t i fighdnl, (in comp.) A scattering, 
Btrewing, &c. 

A fashj (v.n.), Straddling in running 
or when about to stale (a horse). 

A fashh (v.n,), Spreading open the 
legs; turning away from. 

A JJ-Ai fashth (v.n.), Striking the head 
or back of the neck with the hand; in-
juring, using violence; telling lies at play. 

fashurdan, To squeeze, press, 
wring; to plant the foot firmly. 

a^fti fashurda-qadam, Steady; reso-
lute. 

—fishshist, The hissing of a snake. 
A fashgh (v.n.), Rising above, over-

topping, and covering; striking (with a 
whip), bringing one under the whip. 

A fashq (v.n.), Giving themselves up 
to play and pastime by reason of the abun-
dance of worldly possessions (people); a 
breaking; eating hastily and greedily;— 

fashaq, Cheerfulness, sprightliness; greed ; 
speed, haste, flight; width between the 
horns; also between the front and back 
part of' a camel's dug, or, according to 
others, of the windpipe. 

fishak, A parasol. 
A J-aj fashl, Weak; slow, cowardly ;— 

fishl, The hood or the seat of a camel-litter; 
—fashal (v.n.), Being cowardly, timid, dull, 
slow;—fashil, Timid, cowardly ; languid, 
torpid, dull, slow. 

A fushn, Name of a village in Egypt. 
T fishang, A cartridge ;—fishangi 

filzl, Metallic cartridge, cartouche (m.c.). 
t ^ f t fishang-sazi, Manufactory 

of cartridges (m.c.). 
A ft* fashw, fushuw (v.n.), Being di-

vulged, published (news) ; being diffused 
(odour). 

A Jt>fti fashush, (A camel) scattering, or 
spilling milk whilst being milked; a rough 
coarse cloak of a loose texture; a man 
boasting in some trifling matter. 

6U-, y fush-u'dum-siydh, Black of 
mane and tail. 

A Jy^4 fushul (pl. of fishl), Hoods, or 
seats of camel-litters. 

y-uAi fashldan, fishldan, To urge to 
run ; to lead a horse by the bridle. 

A yoi fags (v.n.), Separating, pulling 
(one thing from another); making a whiz-
zing noise (locust) ; weeping slightly ; elo-
quence ;—fass, fiss,fuss, The seal, bezel, or 
precious stone of a ring ; pupil of the eye; 
joint of bones, articulation ; decision of a 
matter; the seed of the bdellium tree. 

A UA fasd, A grape-stone. 
A A^Ui fasdhat (v.n. of Employing 

elegant, perspicuous language; eloquence. 
a f t f v fasahat-parddz, Eloquent. 
A oUA fisdd (v.n. of ), Breathing a 

vein, bleeding ; venesection, phlebotomy;— 
fassdd, A bleeder, phlebotomist, surgeon. 

A SJUA fisddat, Bleeding, venesection, 
a, ^AU* fas*adl, Surgery, phlebotomy. 
A fassas, A maker of ring-bezels ; 

one who cuts or sets the precious stone in 
the collet; name of a man. 

A JUi fisdX (v.n. of J-A), Weaning (a 
colt) ; (pl. of fasti) children or young ani-
mals weaned from their mothers, wean-
lings ; low breast-works on the outside of 
fortified places. 

A fash (v.n.), Bursting forth and 
overwhelming one (the light of the morn-
ing) ; using elegant and perspicuous lan-
guage ; being eloquent; eloquence, rheto-
rical accomplishments ; eloquent, clear (man 
or speech) \—fi$h> A day without cloud, or 
cold, Easter, Passover ; — fusuh (pl. of 



fash, fasty), Eloquent men, orators, great 
speakers. 

A fusaha' (pi. of fasih), Eloquent 
men. 

A fasih (v.n.), Neglecting, taking no 
heed; suffering loss, being taken in ; dis-
locating (a hand). 

A A-I fasd (v.n.), Bleeding, opening a 
vein; assigning for a fief, or a present; 
phlebotomy, venesection, surgery. 

A. fas4 (v.n.), Pressing (a fresh date, 
so that it slips out of the skin); rubbing 
anything with the fingers to make it sof t ; 
taking off the turban; drawing; back the 
foreskin over the gland (uncircumcised 
youth). 

A fus'at, fus'a, The foreskin drawn 
back. 

A J+lfasl (v.n.), Cutting, dissecting, dis-
joining, separating, dividing, interrupting, 
interposing, intervening; weaning ; cutting 
o£f one or more syllables at the end of a 
verse (in the middle this license is not 
allowed); a section, article, chapter or 
other division of a book; a division be-
tween two provinces ; a separation; any-
thing intervenient, interposing,or uniting; 
the juncture or joint of bones; the personal 
pronoun used as copula between subject 
and predicate; time, season, juncture ; any 
one of the four seasons; harvest, crop ;— 
faslu'l-Mitab, The phrase ammd ba'd, q.v. 
under J** p. 191; the legal maxim " clear 
proof (is incumbent) upon the claimant, 
the oath upon the denier of the claim;" 
any brilliant or pithy saying, which distin-
guishes between truth and falsehood;—• 
fasli bahdr, The spring season ; the vernal 
equinox ;—fasli tukhm-rezl, Sowing season, 
Beed-time ;—fasli kharlf, The latter end of 
the year;—fasli kfaasumat kardan, To de-
cide a lawsuit -fasli rahi', The first har-
vest of the year;— fasli gul, The season of 
flowers, spring ;—fasli mihrjan, Autumnal 
equinox ;—chahdr fasl, The four seasons; 
—yaumu 'l-fasl, The day of decision or 
of the separation between the good and 
wicked, the day of resurrection. 

A fusldn, fisldn (pi. of fasli), Wean-
lingB, &c. 

a <u)U fasldna, A fee received by the 
Qazi on the harvest. 

a fasli, A fasla, time, season. 
a fa, ^fal fasll-btikhdr, Fever caused by 

change of season. 
a J t - ^fai fasli-sal, The revenue or har-

vest year. 
a (JUJ fasli-mewa, The fruits of the 

season. 
A fasm (v.n.), Breaking, bruising 

(without separation) ; being demolished (a 
house). 

tjsfa fusus (pi. of fass), Stones set in 
rings ; bezels, seals; fish-scales. 

A Jyoi f u s u l (v.n. of J-*1), Departing, 
going ou t ; coming out small (the stone of 
the grape) ; (pi. of fasl), sections; seasons 
of the year. 

A PAOI fasih, Eloquent, rhetorical (man 
or discourse); correct, accurate (expres-
sion) ; lucid (speech) ; frothless or skimmed 
(milk). 

a faslhi, Eloquence. 
A fasid, Bled in a vein. 
A {j**** fasis (v.n. of ^JA), Being puru-

lent, running (a wound) ; q.v.) ; oily 
(date-stone or kernel). 

fasli (G. <£aa-i]A.os), A kind of French 
bean. 

A (J**9* fasli (pi. fcjSUJ fusldn, fisldn, 
and JUJ fisdl), A child or young animal 
weaned from the mother, a weanling; a 
breast-work inside a fortification; an en-
trenchment, wall, rampart. 

A fasllat, A young she-camel; a 
family ; kindred, the nearest relations ; all, 
the totality of. 

A fazz (v.n.), Tearing asunder, break-
ing so as to separate ; breaking the seal of 
a letter; a scattered multitude. 

A A A * ( v . n . of Being roomy 
and spacious (a place) ; not putting (one's 
money) into a purse; a plain, field, or open 
place ; a court, area (of a house); name of 
a place ne:^ Madinah ;—fi?d', Water over-
flowing ground. 

A fi?dh, fazdhat, Disgrace, igno-
miny, infamy. 

A YI^AI fi?dz, Scattered fragments of rock 
torn from a mountain, lying one upon 
another;— f izdz, fuzdz, A fragment flying 
off from anything broken. 

a fizdzat, Fracture ; a small frag-
ment of anything. 

A JUi fizdl (v.n. 3 of JAI), Contending 
about excellence; an every-day garment 
(or garments) ; wine (or wines) ;—fu?zdl, 
A most excellent, highly deserving man, 

A fuzdlat, fuzdla, A remainder, re-
dundancy, exuberance; filth, nastiness ; 
(in the parlance of sodomites) membrum 
virile;—fuzdla'i khwdn, Remains of an en-
tertainment, scraps after a meal. 

a ctJUi fuzdlal-chln, Apruner of trees. 
A gfUi fazd'ih (pi. of fazl hat), Disgraceful 

acts. 
A fazd'il (pi. of fazilat), Virtues, 

excellencies; sciences; literary attainments ; 
excesses. 

a sU» JĴ AI fazd'il-'panah, A place of re-
fuge for every excellence. 

a fa A JfUi faza'il-shl'dr, (having excel-
lencies for an inner garment) Endowed 
with virtues \—fa>za'il*shi'dri haqd'iq-disdr, 
One endowed with virtues and conspicuous 
for learning (judge). 

A fazzat, fizzat, Gravelly ground high 
and burnt fizzat, fizza, Silver. 



A j-Ai fazh (y.n.), Detecting villainies and 
exposing them to infamy \-—fazah (v.n.), 
Being of a whitish colour ; ruddy (dawn) ; 
redness in the white of the eye. 

A £ f t fazJch (v.n.), Breaking (the head, 
or anything hollow) ; tearing out an eye; 
pouring out (water). 

A (j^i fa?ci?, Water scattered about 
during ablut ions;— fazaz, fuzu?, A frag-
ment flying off from anything broken, a 
part separated, torn, or scattered;—fizaz 
(pl. of fazzat, fizzat), Gravelly lands high 
and burnt. 

A fazfdz, Large (coat of mail); 
convenient, easy (life). 

A J-4i fazl (v.n,), Remaining over and 
above, exceeding, being redundant; excel-
ling ; redundancy, excess; a remnant, re-
mainder; excellence, virtue, accomplish-
ment ; learning, wisdom, science; a gift, 
present, favour, grace, bounty ; name of a 
mountain; also of several noted persons; 
[fazli ildhl, The grace of God; by the 
grace of God ! thank God I, God be praised ! 
—fazli mauld, The grace of the Lord (be 
with you) !—ahli fazl u ma'rifat, Endowed 
with virtue and learning ;]—fuzul , (A man 
or woman) clad in a sleeveless garment (for 
working purposes), or in the same garment 
every day ; an every-day garment. 

A fazUan, The more, much less. 
A fuzala' (pl. of fdzil), Learned men ; 

accomplished persons. 
A o W fazalat (pl. of fazlat), Leavings, 

or t s . 
AUi fazlat, fazla, A remainder, abund-

ance, redundancy; leavings, refuse, orts; 
excrement; an every-day or a sleeping gar-
ment ; membrum virile; wine. 

a Ai-ii fazla-khwdr, An eater of 
leavings. 

a ft iUi fazla-zdr, A place abounding in 
dirt, filth, &c.' 

a fti* fazli, Learning, science;—fuzld 
(fem. of afzal), More excellent, &c. 

A t f t fuzuh, Disgrace, ignominy. 
A i f t fozujch, Strong, intoxicating wine. 
A J f t fazid. Exuberant, excessive, re-

dundant, disproportioned (about the head) ; 
busy, meddling, officious, impertinent; a 
bore ;—;fuzul, in P. tdsofaztil, Violence, ex-
cess; a busy,meddling spirit; impertinent 
interference; — fuzul (fazul) hardan, To 
commit an excess. 

« S f - Jy** fazul-hharch, Lavish, profuse. 
a fazul-kharchl, Excess of ex-

penditure ; extravagance, prodigality, waste, 
dissipation. 

a Jj-Ai fazul-go (gu), A great talker; 
a boaster, egotist; a back-biter. 

a ^ f t fazu.il, fuzuli, Redundance, extra-
vagance ; independence; proud, haughty, 
presuming; an idle talker ; one who busies 
himself in things not concerning him, or 

acts without authority ; a busy-body, med-
dler, impertinent fellow. 

a fuzuli-bai1, The sale of 
another's property without his consent. 

a y^Jy i i fuzididan. To be meddling, an 
idle talker, &c. 

a '<ui fizza, Silver (see A. 
A fizzl, Made of silver, silver, silvery. 
A fazlh, fem. fazihat, faziha, 

A bad manager (of an estate) ; one who 
improperly employs (wealth); ignominious, 
infamous, disgraceful;—a fdli faziha, Dis-
honourable or disgraceful actions. 

A fazihat, Disgrace, ignominy; a 
disgraceful thing; vice, stigma, excess; 
exposure ; abusing, quarrelling, wrangling; 
—fazihat hardan, To disgrace ; to defame; 
to commit a disgraceful action. 

a ^ f a z i h a t i , Disgraceful, infamous. 
A fazlJch, The expressed juice of 

grapes ; wine made from unripe dates with-
out fermentation; watery (milk). 

A Y I S ^ I fazlz, Fresh or flowing water; 
water scattered about during ablution ; 
bud of a palm-tree yet unexpanded; any-
thing scattered. 

A fazli, Excellent, eminent, ad-
mirable ;—fuzail, Name of a celebrated 
saint. 

A fazllat, Excess ; excellence, emi-
nence, virtue, perfection ; science, learning, 
ingenuity; high degree, dignity; reward, 
benefit;—fazllat nihadan bar, To give the 
preference to one over another. 

a sM ctAjj-ii fazllat-intisdb, Allied to 
excellence; excellent, highly distinguished. 

AjVLi futdr, Notched, blunt (sword). 
A pUsi fifarn, Weaning, ablactation. 
A fatdnat, fatdniyat (v.n. of 

Understanding, perceiving; intelli-
gence, intellect; wisdom, discernment, 
shrewdness ; skill, cleverness. 

a fatdnat-pesha, Intelligent, 
gifted with understanding. 

A jJai fath (v.n.), Widening, making 
broad ; striking with a stick or bludgeon ; 
casting, dropping (a foetus); impregnating 
(a palm-tree) ;— fa tah (v.n.), Being im-
pregnated with the pollen of the male 
(female palm-tree); largeness of the head 
or tail; breadth of the tip of the nose. 

A ft faijr (v.n.), Commencing, broaching, 
beginning; creating, producing anything 
the like of which has not been in existence; 
breaking the fas t ; splitting, cleaving; a 
fissure \—fitr. He or those who breakfast; 
breakfast; (for 'Idu 'l-fitr q.v. under A^S) 
the festival of breaking the fast ;— f i tr , futr, 
A grape when the heads appear ;—futr , 
The kneading of flour;—futr, futur, A 
deadly kind of mushroom; unfermented; 
the froth of new milk. 

tyo! fatrd, Seed, grain; (for \ f t q.v. p. 
191) a rock, a stone, a mountain. 



a Mj^JUljiJ futrdsaliyun, Rock-parsley; 
according to others parsley-seed; also a 
kind of mushroom. (See g ^ L . ^ p. 191.) 

A I fa fitr at, fitr a, Nature, creation, form 
(which an embryo takes in the womb) ; 
idiosyncrasy ; tendency; wisdom, sagacity ; 
deceit, trick; religion; the power of the 
Creator; alms given on the festival of fitr ; 
the host or holy wafer;—baland-fitrat, High-
minded (opp. to «>—» q.v., p. 250). 

a yjvfa fitrat-baz, fitr ail, Saga-
cious, shrewd; artful, designing, crafty. 

a \A-ifa fitriyat, Alms given on the break-
ing of fast. 

A f j f a fats (v.n.), Flattening, making 
wide (iron); speaking to one's face; myrtle-
berries ; undressed hides; glass-pearls 
used as a magic spell -,—fatas (v.n.), Being 
flat-nosed. 

A <£KWI fatsat, fatsa, A myrtle-berry; an 
undressed hide (of an animal which has 
died a natural death) ; a glass-bead or any-
thing similar used as a magic spell. 

A fa* faint (v.n.), Weaning; cutting off ; 
restraining;—futum (pi. of fatlm), Wean-
lings. 

A <jJai fatn, fitn, futn, fatari, futun (v.n), 
Understanding, perceiving, comprehending; 
sagacity, sharpness of intellect;— fatin, 
fatun, fatn, Wise, intelligent, sagacious. 

A AAA fitnat (v.n. of t^fa), Perceiving, 
knowing; intelligence, shrewdness -,—fati-
nat (v.n. of knowing, understanding; 
sagacity, wisdom ; (fem. of fatin) intelli-
gent, clear-Bighted (woman). 

A fa fatw, A driving violently. 
A zfa fatuh, Large-bellied (she-camel). 
A j f a fatur, fa faturly, faturl, Any-

thing on which one breakfasts ; breakfast; 
—futur (v.n. of fa), Split t ing; cutting 
(teeth) ; (pi, of fair) fissures. 

A <j»fa futus (v.n. of yAj) , Dying. 
A iifa fatanat, = q.v. 
A fai fatlr, Unleavened dough; any-

thing precipitately done ; meat hastily 
dressed ; fresh (dates, butter, milk). 

a isfa* fatIrl, Unleavened ; unleavened 
bread. 

A (./-A* fittis, A large smiths' hammer, a 
sledge-hammer. 

A fatlm, Weaned, a weanling. 
A (JyAi fatin, =- yi* fatin, q.v. 
A fazz (v.n.), Forcing water out of the 

stomach of a camel and drinking i t ; water 
in the ventricle of an animal; harsh, 
morose, inhuman. 

A iiVlei fazdzat (v.n. of Jt>I), Being in-
human, villainous ; roughness, harshness, 
inhumanity ;—fnzdzat, A portion of any-
thing, or of that which is in the loins of a 
man. 

A fa^a'at (v.n. of f f a ) , Being dis-
agreeable, shameful, exceeding bounds in 
turpitude. 

a tki fazaz, Roughness, inhumanity, 
harshness of speech. 

A gti faza' (v.n.), Considering (a thing) 
to be arduous, troublesome, and beyond 
one's power; being unequal to a task; 
being full (a vessel). 

A fazlz, Inhuman, villainous; sperm. 
A g&ifazi', Base, shameful (affair); im-

portant ; difficult, troublesome; sweet water. 
A fa'dl (v.n. of J*i), Acting, doing; 

nobility; generosity ; any deed (good or 
bad performed by one agent) ;— fa 'd l , fi'al, 
The handle of an axe;—fi'dl (pi. of fi'l), 
Acts, deeds (good or bad performed by 
several agents), works; fi'al, Bad 
works ; ]— fa"dl , A doer; an agent. 

A J*I/a'Z (v.n.), Acting; doing, making, 
performing; pretending;—fi ' l , An action, 
work, deed, operation; pretence, sham, 
pretext; coition; a shameful deed, forni-
cation, adultery, sodomy; the matrix of a 
woman or any animal; (in grammar) a 
verb; [fi'li ajwaf, A hollow verb, i.e. infirm 
in its second radical;—fi 'li amr, A verb in 
the imperative m o o d f i ' l i asamm, A surd 
verb (one whose second and third conso-
nants are alike) ;—fi'li tdmm, A complete or 
attributive verb;—fi ' l i suldsi, A triliteral 
verb ;—fi'li suldsl matld fl-hi, An increased 
triliteral verb ;—fi'li khumdsl, A quinq ue-
literal verb;— f i li rubd'l, A quadriliteral 
verb;—fi'li ruba'l mazid fl-hi, An increased 
quadriliteral verb ;—fi'li sdVm (sahih), A 
sound v e r b - f i ' l i shani'a, An evil deed; 
prostitution ;— f i ' l i zamini, Security for 
good conduct;—fi 'li 'abas, Lost labour ; an 
absurd undertaking —fi'li ghair-sdlim, An 
infirm or defective verb (containing one of 
the so-called weak letters \ , j , ;—fi'li 
ghair qiydsl, An irregular verb ; — f i ' l i 
ffhair muta'addi, fi'li lazim (Idziml), An 
intransitive verb;—fi ' l i qiydsl, A regular 
verb;—fi ' l kardan, To perform an action ; 
to labour ;—fi'l i lafif, A verb infirm in 
two r ad i ca l s ;— f i ' l i mdzi, A verb in 
the preterite ;—fi'li muta'addi, A transitive 
verb ;—fi'li misal, A verb infirm in its first 
radical;—fi 'li mujarrad, A simple or primi-
tive verb fi'li majkul, A passive verb ;— 
fi'li mazld (mazld fi-hi), An increased or 
derivative verb;— f i ' l i muzdri', A verb in 
the aorist fi'li muzd'af, A reduplicated 
verb (a verb whose second and third letters 
are alike, as zail for zalal, or one whose 
first radical is repeated between two such 
equal letters, whereby zalal becomes zalzal) ; 
—fi'li mu'tall, An infirm or weak verb ;—fi'li 
mu'tallu 'l-'ain, A verb infirm in its second 
radical ( = fi'li ajwaf above) ;—fi'li mu'tal-
lu 'l-'ain wa 'l-ldm, A verb infirm in its 
second and third radicals (see lafifi maqrun 
under ;—fi'li mu'tallu 'l-fa, A verb 

infirm in its first radical ( = fi'li misal 
above);—fi ' li mu'tallu 'l-fd wa 'l-lam, A 



eyes (a whelp) ; blossoming (a plant) ; 
striking on the anus. 

A faqhat, faqha, The orifice of the 
anus. 

A AW faqd (v.n.), Being deprived of, 
losing, missing; loss, deprivation; name 
of a plant; according to some cinquefoil, 
and seed of cinquefoil; a kind of drink 
made of grapes, honey, or dodder. 

A fiqddn, fuqddn (v.n. of 
Losing, missing, being deprived of ; de-
privation, loss, want. 

A ft faqr (v.n.), Piercing, perforating, 
boring (beads for threading) ; making an 
incision in a camel's nose and inserting a 
ring, to which the reins are fastened ; dig-
ging, excavating ; breaking the vertebrse of 
the back; being poor; poverty, want, need ; 
the practice or vocation of a faqir ; a life of 
poverty with resignation and content; as-
ceticism, ascetic mortification; anxiety, 
care, grief; [ f a q r u fdqa, Poverty and pri-
vation ;— al-faqru fakhri, Poverty is my 
pride 1 (a saying of-Muhammad);]— fuqr, 
Poverty ; a side faqir, One who has the 
vertebrae of the back broken ;—fiqar (pl, of 
fiqrat), Vertebra of the back \—fuqar (pl. 
of fuqr), Sides;— fuqur (pl. of faqir), 
Bitches. 

A T>\j&i fuqard' (pl. of faqir), The poor, 
the common people ; faqirs, religious men-
dicants ; in modern P. also used as a sin-
gular. 

A i/i fiqrat, faqrat, A vertebra ; a neck-
lace jointedjlike vertebrae; the finest verse 
in a poem ; a choice phrase, a fine sentence, 
a well-rounded period ; the rhymed cadence 
of an Arabic oration;—-fiqrat, A mark, a 
sign, a target ; — f u q r a t , Propinquity ; a 
pit, ditch. 

a fiqra-bdz, Eloquent, glib-tongued, 
plausible, ar t fu l ; an artful fellow, a knave. 

a figra-bandi, Arrangement, 
order; composition ; eloquence. 

A ^ S I faqsh, The breaking (of an egg) 
with the hand. 

A (JFISI faqs (v.n.), Breaking (an egg). 
A SAFLI j'aqat, Only, solely, merely, simply. 
A faq( (v.n,), Expiring from heat ; 

stealing; breaking wind; being very yel-
low ; moving, growing (a lad) ;—faqe, fiq 
A white soft mushroom ;—fuq* (pl. of afqa'), 
(Things) intensely white ;—faga? (v.n.), 
Being red. 

a j&ifaqa', A fungus ; — f u q a B e e r , ale ; 
—fuqai gushudan, To boast, brag ; to belch. 

A Y-MI faq'as, Name of the father of a 
tribe of the Banu Asad. 

a fuqa'gdn, Pride, boasting, vain-
glory. 

A ^SI faqm (v.n.), Having the upper 
front teeth overhanging the lower; lying 
with ; taking by the jaw or by the tip of the 
nose -—faqm, fuqm, The jaw, the tip of (a 

dog's) nose; [ma baina 'l-faqmain, Th e 

tongue ;~\—faqm,faqam (v.n.), Being weighty 
and not going on smoothly (business) ;— 
faqim, Intelligent, and more than a match 
for one's adversaries \~—fuqum, The mouth. 

A faqw (v.n.), Tracking, following 
another's steps -,—fuqu' (v.n. of ^ i ) , Be-
spattering the plant buhmd with mud, BO 
that cattle refuse to eat it (a shower or a 
torrent). 

A U-YSI fuqus (v.n, of Y - ^ ) , Dying; kill-
ing (an animal) ; preventing, restraining ; 
dragging down by the hair ; breaking or 
Bpoiling her eggs (a hen-bird) ;—faqqus, 
A Syrian melon. 

A ̂ y i faqqus, A small unripe Egyptian 
melon. 

A faqh (v.n.), Conquering, beating in 
a contest respecting law and divinity;— 
fiqh (v.n.), Knowing, understanding (law 
and divinity) ; knowledge, especially of 
religion and jurisprudence; theology; 
[fighu 's-siyasat, Science of politics;]— 
faqih, Learned in law;— faquh, Deeply 
versed in theology and jurisprudence. 

A OL̂ si fuqahd' (pl. of faqih), Doctors 
of law and divinity; jurisconsults; theo-
logians. 

A I faqir, Possessed of one day's suffi-
ciency for self and family (the entirely 
destitute being called miskin), disabled by 
disease and without a handicraft (miskin 
being used for an artisan who cannot earn 
a living) ; needy (miskin denoting one 
needy in the highest degree) ; a religious 
order of mendicants, an itinerant monk, 
a dervish ; meek, subdued, tame (applied 
to animals, m.c.) ; broken in the back; a 
channel or watercourse, ditches prepared 
for watering palm-trees. 

a y^-Ai faqir an (pl. of the preceding), 
Paupers, &c.; land bestowed upon Muham-
madan faqirs or mendicants as a provi-
sion. 

a ^jflSi faqir ana, Poorly, in the manner 
of a poor man, after the fashion of a pauper 
or mendicant; land, &c., appropriated to 
the support of faqirs. 

a faqir a, A poor woman. 
a ft* faqir-dosi, Friendly to the 

poor or to dervishes; beloved by the 
faqirs. 

a ^sj-aai faqiri, Poverty; the life of a 
dervish or devotee. 

A U^ai faqis, Broken (egg) ; a kind of 
farming implement. 

A J^ai fuqaim, Name of a section of the 
Banu Kinnnah. 

A faqih,'A Muhammadan lawyer, 
theologian (in Spanish, with the article 
alfaqui); a preceptor, pedagogue, school-
master ; expert (stallion). 

A faqihat, faqiha (fem. of the pre-



ceding), A woman learned in law and divi-
nity. 

A* fuk, A seal, a walrus (m.c. from 
Fr. phoque). 

A fakk, in P. also fak, (v.n.), Un-
loosing, disjoining; releasing a prisoner; 
manumitting a slave; redeeming a pawn 
or pledge ; putting (medicine) in a child's 
moutU ; being aged, decrepit; opening the 
haud and showing what is in i t ; a jaw ; 
—fakki asfal, The lower jaw;— fakki a'ld, 
The upper jaw -,—faki rahn kardan, To re-
deem a pledge. 

A ksH£I faleak, fikak (v.n. of tA>), Manu-
mitting (a slave or servant) ; being set 
free (the same); that wherewith a pawn or 
pledge is redeemed. 

fakdhat (v.n. of Being 
cheerful, joyous, jocose, festive, sociable, 
Bprightly ; admiring, being filled with as-
tonishment -,—fukahat, A jes t ; joyousness, 
cheerfulness. 

A fakkat (v.n. of eU), Being re-
laxed or disjointed; being foolish and 
weak; languor; folly, stupidity; name of 
a constellation, by Arab children called 
qas'atu 'l-masdkin, " the beggar's dish." 

A fikr, fakr, in P. also fakur (v.n. of 
;£»), Thinking; thought, reflection, consi-
deration ; deliberation, counsel, advice; 
sentiment; care, solicitude, anxiety ; con-
strued with the verbs dashtan, farmudan, 
kardan, &c.; [fikri in u ana, A thought of 
this and that ; ]— f ikr (fakr?), Need, neces-
sity. 

A fikr at, k)^* fikrd, Thought. 
a •^"faifikrmand, Thoughtful; sorrowful. 
a ^JUfikrmandi, Thoughtfulness ; 

anxiety ; sorrow. 
a ^Xi fikri, Of thought, thoughtful; 

pensive; anxious, sorrowful. 
fakz, fakaz, A hole to let out smoke, 

a louvre-window, a chimney. 
A fak1 (v.n.), Looking to the ground 

from grief or rage ; going to no one knows 
where. 

A fakak (v.n. of ««U), Being dis-
jointed, dislocated, relaxed; being slip-
Bhouldered (a man); being broken (the 
jaw). 

fikan, (in comp.) One who throws 
away. 

A bXi fuknat, Repentance, regret for the 
past. 

yj^sCi fikandan, To throw, cast, spread. 
^ juXi fikandani, A carpet, or any similar 

thing that may be spread. 
fikanda-sar, (hanging the head) 

Contemplative ; ashamed, confonndcd, 
abashed. 

SJuXi fikanda-surin, Sitting four-
square. 

A faqa', v.n. of, and = q.v. 

A fukuk, v.n. of, and = dU q .̂v. 
A fukah (v.n.), Being cheerful, joyous, 

meiTy; being surprised, astonished (see 
&A>\£i);,—fakih, Jovial, gay, blithe, merry, 
boisterous; one who takes pleasure in 
speaking ill of the absent; an eater of fruit 
(fdkihat). 

filca, fikka, A beggar, a (religious) 
mendicant; the bowl of a beggar or men-
dicant ;—fuka, One who spreads the table 
and tastes the food. 

A^-ii fikJdr, Very thoughtful. 
A fakaif, Why then ? how much 

more? so much the more (or less) ; the 
stronger the argument is. 

j ^ i figdr, figdl, Soreness of back of 
a beast of burden ; lame, crippled, wounded, 
galled; afflicted, confused, distracted;— 
figdr kardan, To wound;—dil-figdr, Heart-
afflicting. 

figdri, (in comp.) Wounding; af-
flicting; affliction. 

AAli fagdma, fag ana, fig ana, An 
abortion, a castling. 

yjLt^i figandan, To throw away or lay 
aside (see p. 84). 

J i ful, A species of water-lily ; also its 
root; the wood of the quince-tree. 

A J i fall (v.n.), Breaking, notching (a 
sword); putting to flight, routing ; a crack 
or notch on a sword-blade; put to flight 
(a person or people) ;—fill, Bare, barren 
ground ; thin hair ;— ful (for fulan), Such a 
one, <fcc. (see y ^ ) ; — f u l l , Ground wet with 
rain, and yet producing nothing; land not 
rained upon for several years ;— fu l l , fill, 
Ground without rain and without produce, 
a desert. 

A S^i fatal, An extensive desert without 
water or herbage. 

cw î faldt, The warp of a web. 
filata, fulata, A species of sweet 

cake made with sheep's milk. 
A c^4 faldh, Prosperity, happiness; es-

cape, deliverance, safety ; asylum, refuge ; 
[haiya 'aid 'l-falah, Hither to happiness or 
salvation (cry of the Mu'azzin, see 
p. 435);]— falldh, A farmer, villager, pea-
sant, boor ; a hirer of camels or horses ; a 
seaman, sailor, mariner. 

A faldhat, - Agriculture ; — faldhat-
nama, A treatise on agriculture (a book so 
called). 

A falldhun, falldhin (pi. of 
falldh), Peasants, farmers ; peasantry. 

yUsAi faldkhdn, faldkhan, A sling. 
A î faldd, falada, fildda, fuldda, A 

trifle, useless thing; vain, unprofitable. 
g a AA-AI falasifa (pi. of failaeuf), Philo-

sophers. 
falasang, A sling. 

A UU fildt, Anything sudden and unex-
pected, 

g jjjlA* faldtun, fala tun, Plato. 



u-jkSU faldtus, The preceptor of 'Azra. 
^rft* fald'tusl, A man of Bum, a Greek; 

a danik, 
o JUa ŷ Ll&i faldtun-shi'dr, Distinguished 

by Platonic wisdom ; (met.) heaven. 
jaldtunl, (met.) Bravery. 

A fildq, The separation of milk into 
particles from sourness; curdling ; (pl. of 
fuldqaf) brickbats ; — filaq, fulaq, Dis-
tinct separate particles ;—fulaq, Curdled 
(milk) ; a sheer lie; an egg broken to 
pieces;—fulldq, One who cleaves, splits, 
separates. 

A fuldqat, A brickbat. 
A falaJcat, Evil, misfortune, adversity, 

misery ;—falakati falak, Fortune's frowns. 
a J^&i faldkatl, Unfortunate. 
A fuldn (in P. also faldn), fem. 

fuldnat, fuldna, faldna, A designation of 
any unknown or undefined person, he, that 
man, such a one, such, a certain; the penis ; 
—dar fuldn tdrlkh f i sinati fuldn, At such 
a date in such a year;—yd fuldn, Ho ! you 
there. 

a o^* fuldn az fuldn, Boasting, 
bragging. 

a yUiliJU fuldnistan, Such a place, the 
residence of anyone. 

a faldna, Such an one ; penis ; pu-
dendum muliebre. 

a ^^ fuldni, Of so-and-so, of such a 
place. 

faldwa, Distracted, giddy. 
A US-II falat, Escape, liberation, deliver-

ance ;—fulat, jfullat, Quick, swift, sudden. 
A WYULI falatdt, Errors, blunders, slips, 

mistakes. 
A faltat, The last night of every 

month; the last day before any sacred 
month, when fighting is prohibited; any 
thoughtless action, anything done suddenly, 
unexpectedly, on the spur of the moment. 

falj, f^X* faljam, A bolt, bar, lock, 
chain, or fastening for a door. 

A gU falj (v.n.), Dividing into two parts, 
separating, making a partition; ploughing ; 
laying a tax, imposing tribute ; being pro-
sperous ; victory, t r iumph; loss, injury, 
damage ; name of a place;— fa l j , filj, A 
half; heniiphlegia, palsy ; — f u l j , Victory, 
safety, escape;—falaj, A brook, brooks ; 
width, space (between the teeth or feet). 

A falh (v.n.), Ploughing, tilling the 
ground; cutting, cleaving, splitting; cheat-
ing, defrauding, traducing, slandering, 
speaking ill of;— falak , Prosperity, happi-
ness ; safety, salvation, refuge ; a fissure 
in the nether lip. 

A yAfcU filhds, Ugly, offensive, ill-tem-
pered. 

A falhas, Greedy, avaricious ; one 
who waits for the time for people to be at 
meals; a dog; a bear; name of a man 
proverbial for begging. 

^•ii falkh, Taking the seed out of cotton; 
—falakh, The beginning of any work. 

falakhm, A sling; — f a l h h a m , A 
wooden instrument wherewith to strike 
the string of a bow, with which cotton is 
separated; a burial-place of the Fire-
worshippers. 

yWasii falakhmdn, A sling. 
<Ua&li falkhama, A lock; an instrument 

used by cotton-dressers; a burial-place of 
the Fire-worshippers ;—falakhma, A sling. 

O^^fc^* falkhamldan, falakhmidan, To 
beat and separate cotton. 

tf3^* falkh an, Name of a town belonging 
to Falak Abad ; a sling. 

Jya^i falkhud, A seed sticking in cotton; 
a separator of cotton from the seed. 

fqlkhudan. To dress cotton and 
clear it from the seeds. 

i j ^ l i falkk uda, Cleaned cotton; pure, 
mere. 

falkhid, falkhida.n, — a^Jj 
falkhud, (̂ Oyafcli falkhudan, qq.v. 

iA-̂ &ii fct.ikhida, Cotton cleaned from its 
seed; anything pure, freed from admix-
ture. 

A Ali falz (v.n.), Cutting, cutting off a 
slice; giving liberally and at once;—filz, 
A camel's liver;—filaz (pl. of the following), 
Pieces, slices, &c. 

A SAli filzat, A part, slice, segment, bit 
(of an ear, meat, or camel's liver; also of 
gold or silver). 

A tsUjli fa-lizdlika, And on that account. 
j f t falarz, falarzanq, Victuals car-

ried home by the guests from an entertain-
ment. 

a y i film, filazz, fuluzz, Ore, metal in 
general ; a kind of white brass of which 
kettles are made, t in ; dross, scoria; a 
stone ; thread wound round a spindle, or 
anything else by which the sharpness of a 
sword is tested ; strong ; avaricious. 

A filizzdt (pl. of filizz), Ores, metals; 
mines. 

a filizz!, Metallic, mineral, fossil. 
A (jUi f a h (generally pronounced fila), 

A small coin, an obolus, or anything of 
similar shape, as the scale of a fish, the 
boss on a bridle or a book;—fila, Name of 
an idol of the Banu Taiy; poverty, insol-
vency, bankruptcy ; — falas (v.n.), Being 
poor, poverty. 

(j.Ja~Ji fa las tin, Palestine. 
g a AAwli falsafat, Philosophy. 
y a U falsafl, Philosophical; a philo-

sopher. 
filishk, A gugglet painted for chil-

dren. 
A kli fait (v.n.), Being astonished, con-

founded falat, Anything unexpected. 
A gli fal' (v.n.), Cutting, splitting, crack-

ing ;— fa l ' , fiV, A crack in the foot ;— fu l ' 
(pl. of fal u'), Sharp swords. 



tUAli falghand. fu I ah u nd. Thorns or spikes 
put upon a wall to prevent men or animals 
from getting over i t ; a dangerous place in 
the sea, 

falahud, A seed sticking in cotton. 
A J*** filfil, fulfill, Pepper ; [filfili abya?, 

"White pepper;— f i l f i l i barrl, Seed of Agnus 
cast us ; —filfili dar dtish afgandan, To render 
uneasy ;— f i l f i l i dirdz, Long pepper ;— f i l f i l i 
aur^A, Red pepper, capsicum filfili gird, 
Round pepper; — f i l f i l u kdfur, Pepper 
strewn over camphor to prevent it from 
evapora t ing; ]— fu l fu l , A clever and active 
servant; the fibre of the palm-tree. 

a filfil-nwr, yy JAU filfil-mtin, 
Wild mint. 

a jALt filfil-muya, Root of long 
pepper, 

A falq (v.n.), Splitting; separating 
into parts; breaking forth (dawn);— falq, 
filq, The opening or middle of the mouth ; 
a misfortune;—filq, A branch split into 
two parts, of which a bow is made, each 
half being called filq ; also a bow made of 
half a branch; anything wonderful or por-
tentous ; — f a l a q , A fissure, crevice; the 
dawn or its spreading l ight; all men or 
creatures, creation; low ground between 
two mountains; an open space between 
two heaps of sand ; hell, or a pit therein; 
the stocks in which offenders are placed; 
milk curdling; also remaining at the bottom 
of a cup; name of a village in Yaman ;— 
filag. Name of a village near Nishapur. 

Wyli falaqrat, Name of a king of Rum.; 
Philocrates. 

filk, A fire-worshipper; a very sour 
wild plum (unsupported by examples). 

A fulk, A ship ; ships ;—-falak (v.n,), 
Having round breasts (a maiden) ; swell-
ing, becoming round (breasts); heaven, 
sky, firmament; a reel of thread ; the round 
or swelling part of anything ; a wave of the 
sea, a billow; water set in motion by the 
wind; a hill or tumulus of sand on a plain; 
a pole to which the feet of a culprit are 
fastened when the bastinado is given; 
[falaki atlas, The crystalline sphere; — 

falaki afidk, The primum mobile, empyrean 
heaven;—falaku 'l-qamar, The moon's orbit; 
—falak andaza kardan, To obtain promo-
tion ;—falak parda bar-darad, Resurrection 
is impending :— falaki parda-dar (sada), 
The crystalline sphere;— falaki kawakib 
(kaukab, mukaukab), The starry firmament; 
—chub u falak, The bastinado ;] — f u l u k 
(pi. of falak), Celestial spheres or orbits. 

A falkat, falka, A round tract or hil-
lock of sand in the midst of a flat desert; 
a circular hillock or sand-heap ; any round 
bone (as the knee-pan, &c.) ; ball of thread 
round a woman's spindle; a round piece 
of wood in which the tent-pole is fixed;— 
falakat,falaka, A boy's top. 

a falak-parwdz, U-o isili falak-
paima, Extremely swift. 

a y falak-jawalan, Moving in the 
sky (sun); extremely swift (a horse). 

a «sUi falak-dabdaba, Pompous as 
the spheres, stately as the firmament. 

a % falak-rav, = 'Ali q.v. 
a utUi falak-zada, Oppressed by for-

tune. 
a falak-sair, Extremely swift. 
a ii falak~nawdz, An ignorant up-

start, 
a J^y falak-naward, = yiys- q.v. 
a ^ u*Ui falak-wash, Like the heavenly 

sphere. 
a falaki, Heavenly ; astronomical; 

—-falki, A tasteless sort of pear. 
falmdkhun, A sling. 

falanjmishk, A sort of sweet 
basil, 

i^Ai falanja, A red seed used as a per-
fume. 

falanpdan, To assemble, collect, 
gain. 

A fa falw (v.n.), Weaning (a colt or a 
child) ; striking with a sword ; undertaking 
a journey, travelling; growing wise after 
having been ignorant or foolish ;—filw, fem. 
Sfa filwat, filwa, fuluuo, A colt (of horse or 
ass) when weaned, or one year old. 

A falawdt (pi. of faldt), Deserts, 
solitudes. 

A %<fa fuluj (pi. of falj,filj), Parts, pieces 
cut off; halves ;— fu l lu j , A writer, scribe; 
name of a place. 

y^^yii fiordns, Florence (m.d. from Fr., 
pronounced in French fashion). 

fulura, ijfa fuluza, The timber which 
supports the roof of a building. 

^ f a filuri, A golden coin, ducat, sequin 
(apparently derived from florin). 

A ij*fa* fulus (pi. of fals), Small coins of 
uncertain value ; scales of fish; bosses of 
bridles ;—fulusi mdhi, Dogs-bane, a plant. 

a fa fulus-ddr, Scaly (fish) ; bossy. 
A gfa falu', Sharp (sword) -,—fulu' (pi. 

of faV, fil'), Fissures in the feet, chaps. 
iii fala, falla, Biestings; sour, curdled 

milk. 
A U^li falihdzd, And because, therefore, 
a tefafallta (for fatlla), A gun-match; a 

torch ; a wick; a wick composed of paper, 
inscribed with a spell, the inhaling of 
whose smoke is said to dn've demons out 
of those possessed; a cord run inside the 
seam of a garment to strengthen it. 

a fa <uAi falita-dar, A match-lock ; any-
thing that has a match or wick; cloth 
hemmed with a cord. 

yA^li falldan, To be a coward ; to seize 
with violence;—falldan, filldan, To thrust 
with violence so as to leave a wound. 

fillfus, Philip. 
AiAi fulaifala, Fruit of the aloe-tree. 



A (J-Ji fallq, Anything wonderful; a vein 
in the neck or in the upper part of the 
arm ; a hollow in the front part of a camel's 
throat; name of a village near Ta ' i f ; (in P.) 
the cocoon of a silkworm;—fullaiq, A kind 
of peach with a double kernel (dana-shi-
hdfta ?). 

fulel, A fragrant oil prepared in 
India from jessamine. 

A falil, Broken, notched (sword) ; a 
camel's notched canine tooth; a thicket of 
trees. 

fallv, t f t i faliwa, Useless, fruitless, 
vain, foolish. 

^ fam, A sheet stretched on poles in 
which people collect the money scattered 
on occasions of public rejoicing. 

A fam, A single tanning ;— fam, fim, 
fum, The mouth; —• famu 'l-mi'da, fami 
mi'da, The orifice of the stomach. 

A t f t fann, in P. fan (v.n.), Driving 
(camels); the branch of a t ree; manner, 
mode, way, rate; science, doctrine, art 
(construed with zadan, warzldan, &c.) ; 
artifice, craftiness, deceit (construed with 
khwurdan, zadan, &c.); instruction (con-
strued with dadan) ; writing (construed 
with nihadan) ; [fani ahhldg, The science 
of morality, ethics;— fannu 'n-naqr, Sculp-
ture, chiselling, engraving;]— f inn, One 
who gives close application and attends se-
dulously (to instruction). 

A Ui fand, Solanum hortense ; name of a 
mountain inNajd;—/a«a\ /awa (v.n. of ^y^), 
Vanishing, passing away, being ended and 
finished; being old, f ra i l ; annihilation, 
mortality; frailty, transientness, fleeting-
ness; [ ' fana shudan, To die;—•fand har-
dan, To annihilate, reduce to nothing;— 
ba-fana rasldan, To die \—ddri (hishwari) 
fand, The house (kingdom) of frailty or 
transientness, i.e. this world;]— f ind' , A 
court before a house. 

J^i findd, Civet (probably misreading 
for q-v.). 

a Ui fand-pazlr, Transitory, frail. 
jUi fanar, A lighthouse. 

fandruz, Name of a place near 
Samarqand growing excellent wine. 

O^Li fandnldan, To make a pause 
between speaking and doing something ; to 
do deliberately and prudently. 

jjUi fandwar, The string of drawers; 
name of a place in China (this unsupported 
by examples), 

o tjm* funtuq, An inn, caravansera. 
fanj, Ruptured; ugly; hernia or 

rupture; name of a Chinese general in the 
times of Nushirwan; [fanji mada, A 
female hernia ; ]— f in j , A lady, a matron; 
the string of drawers, a trowser-belt;— 
funi, Ruptured ; rupture; name of a town 
in Zanzibar; a donkey with a docked 

tail (unsupported) \—fanaj, A harmless 
kind of snake. 

A funuj, Persons heavy and dis-
agreeable. 

fanjd, Yawning; the first symptom 
of an approaching fever; a shivering-fit; 
snow ; [fanjd hardan, To yawn;]— f in j a, 
Wind and snow. 

finj dm, A state of incipient fever 
(unsupported by examples). 

a y'v^Ai finj an (for P. y&H q.v. p. 258), 
Porcelain dish, tea, or coffee-cup. 

fanjar, fanjara, A man with a 
large organ of generation. 

BJU gji fanj-mdda, A swelling of the 
clitoris. 

fanjangusht, Cinquefoil. 
funja, Speech, talk, discourse. 

jyu^Ai fanjnosh, An electuary composed 
of iron filings, wine, and oil of almonds. 

fanjidahh, Languor, lassitude. 
yXjjjoi fanjldan, To yawn from crop-sick-

ness ; to yawn and stretch as on the ap-
proach of a fever. 

A fanh (v.n.), Drinking (ahorse) but 
not to his fill. 

A fankh (v.n.), Conquering, over-
coming, subduing, humbling; using vio-
lence ; breaking small (a bone) without 
cracking. 

Jui fand, Trifles, vain words; a l ie ; 
fraud, treachery, deceit; a point, dot, mole, 
or f reckle;— f ind, Name of a poet. 

A JUI find, Ground without rain, parched; 
a branch, twig; name of a man proverbial 
for slowness ; also of a poet; people assem-
bled ; manner, kind, species ;— f ind, fand, 
A large mountain or a long strip of i t ;— 
fanad (v.n.), Being impaired by age (in-
tellect) ; dotage; blundering in speech, 
mistake ; telling a lie, lie. 

A j W i fundaq, A cash-book, account-
book. 

fandarsag, A town near Astar-
abad. 

,3-ui funduq, funduqa, A filbert-
nu t ; a nut good against the sting of a 
scorpion; a ball for cannon, musketry, or 
cross-bow; (met.) the lip of one's be-
loved ; the tips of the fingers stained and 
resembling hazel-nuts ;— funduq bastan, To 
stain the finger-tips with henna to make 
them resemble hazel-nuts ;— funduq zadan, 
To make a particular noise by striking the 
fore-finger of the right band against the 
fore and middle fingers of the l e f t ; — f u n -
duqi sinjdb-rang, The earth ;— funduqi slm, 
The s tars ;—funduq shikastan, To crack a 
nu t ; (met.) to give or take a kiss. 

j j u i funduq (G. 7ravSox«tov), An inn, 
house for travellers. 

Aij j j u i funduq-band, Staining the tips of 
the fingers or toes. 



y^y o'Aii funduqi hardan, To stain the 
finger-tips with henna. 

J^ i i fandal, The bolt of a door, 
ts-wi fandl, False, deceitful, fraudulent. 
a firiAJi findira, A large boulder-stone 

rolled from the summit of a mountain. 
A fanzaj (from P. q.v.), A 

dance with joined hands. 
A jjAktJ fintds, The hold of a ship, in 

which bilge-water lodges ; a tank in a ship 
for holding fresh water; a bowl in which 
fresh water is dealt out. 

yyiiliaii fantdfilun (G. 7rei/rd<£iAAov), 
Cinq uef oil. 

A ijr^xi fintis, Abject, worthless ; base-
born ; broad-nosed ; penis. 

A&ifana ' (v.n.),Abounding (in wealth) ; 
increasing, growing ; generosity ; fragrance 
(of musk, &c.) ; wealth, r iches;—/am', 
Increased, opulent, wealthy. 

a s - y y i fan-fareb, Artfulness and 
cunning. 

a ^ y y i fan-farebl, Artful, cunning, 
deceitful. 

A funuq, Delicately-brought up 
(girl) ; a fa t young she-camel. 

A cAa fank (v.n.), Eating up entirely 
without shame or cessation; being sur-
prised ; transgressing ; victory, superiority ; 
lying, a lie, deceit;—fanh, fanah, Anything 
wonderful;—jinh, funk, A door ; a part of 
the night;—fanah (v.n.), Being surprised ; 
name of a village near Samarqand; a 
certain furred animal (see the following 
article). 

fanah, A furred animal or, according 
to others, a kind of fur-pelisse made of 
its Bkin; a leech; a sort of dark lantern 
used by robbers and by travellers at night. 

fang, Distress, misfortune; a colo-
cynth. 

A fanan, A branch, 
y i fanav, Fallacy, deception ; deceived, 

flattering oneself; quiet; agreeing (the 
last two meanings doubtful). 

fanud, funud, Slow in speaking or 
walking; weeping, cry, lamentation; rest, 
quiet; trust. 

y j y J funudan, To deceive; to be de-
ceived ; to make a long pause between 
speaking or doing anything; to desist, cease, 
finish ; to be negligent, sluggish. 

funuda, Deceived; resting, halt-
ing. 

jyii funur, Separation. 
fanus (G. tf>avos), A beacon, a lan-

tern (see y-yVi). 
A funuh (v.n. of «AJ), Being perti-

nacious, persevering; quarrelling; abiding, 
staying, stopping; entering into an affair; 
lying, telling lies. 

A funun (pi. of fann), Sciences, arts ; 
modes, ways, manners; tricks, artifices. 

A faniq, A camel or a horse-stallion 

of a noble breed, and never ridden or 
worked. 

A y fu, The mouth ; phu, valerian. 
A «AY fawdt (v.n. of Passing by ; 

passing away, dying; escaping (an oppor-
tunity) ;—mautu 'l-fawat, Sudden death. 

A fawatih (pi. of fdtihat), Openings, 
beginnings; introductions, prefaces; re-
citals of the opening chapter of the Qur'an. 

a j^y fawdjir (pi. of fdjir), Wicked, 
loose, lewd (persons). 

A fawdhish (pi. oifahishat), Shame-
ful things, lewd practices; ribaldries. 

A fawdkhit (pi. of fdkhitat), Ring-
doves. 

Ay-ty fawdkhir (pi. of fdkhirat), Pre-
cious (things). 

A fu'ad, fuwad, fawdd, The heart, 
liver, or lungs ; mind, soul. 

SdV fawada, Dough mixed' up with a 
kind of gruel or drink called db-kama. 

A YY fuwdr (v.n. of JY), Diffusing its 
perfume (musk) ; froth, scum (of a boiling 
cauldron). 

a 6j\y fauwdra, A jet d'eau, fountain, 
spring. (Construed with the verbs jastan, 
zadan, gushddan, &c.). 

A Y-YY fawaris (pi. of faris), Horsemen. 
A y fawdrigh (pi. ot fdriah or farighat), 

Empty ; remnants of a meal;—mardkibi 
fawdrigh, Ships iu ballast. 

A J~ \y fawdsil (pi. of fasilat), Ends of 
verges, periods of the Qur'an or of poetic 
distichs ; pauses, ce suras. 

A fawdzil (pi. of fdzilat), Benefits, 
bounties; (pi. of fazil) learned men ;— 
fawdzilu 'l-mal, The advantages derived 
from cattle, such as, hiring out, &c. 

A i iV fawdq (v.n, of j y ) , Being superior 
to, excelling (one's companions) fawdq, 

fuwdq, The re-collection of milk in the udder; 
the in terval between two milkings; also 
the time between opening the hand and 
closing it again on the tea t ; sobbing, hic-
cupping; [fawdqi shisha, The noise pro-
duced by pouring wine into a glass;]— 
fuwdq (v.n. of »jy), Giving up, or being 
about to give up, the last breath; a sob, 
hiccup, the last breathing of a dying per-
son ;—fuwdq dar gulu uftad, The throat is 
suffocating. 

A fawakih (pi. oifakihat), Fruits. 
A JJY fauwal, A dealer in beans (ful). 
a fawaHt (pi. of fa?it), Losses, 

things lost, missed opportunities; blanks. 
a gJly fawd'ih (pi. of fd'ihat), Odours, 

perfumes. 
A A?\Y fawd'id (pi. of fd'idat), Gains, 

profits, advantages, benefits; notices, signs, 
observations; morals (of a tale, &c.);— 
fawd'idi bisydr ddshtan, To possess many 
advantages; — fawa' id i 'amima, Common 
benefits. 

v>y fub, Wind from the mouth blown by 



those who fascinate ; also in lighting a fire, 
or in blowing out anything lodged in the 
eye. 

a 8y fuwat, Madder, a red dye. 
fut, Foot (as measurement, m.c. 

from E.). 
A faut (Y.n.), Passing away, dying; 

escaping ; death; annihilation ; the space 
between two fingers \--faut bild •ivaslya, 
Dying without leaving a will, intestacy ;— 
faut shudan, To die; to be lost, escape ;— 
faut kardan, To die; to escape;—faut girif-
tan, To brave or seek death. 

a SAA faut-ehuda, Dead or perishing; 
ruined ; passed away; neglected ; lost. 

A tfS/futanaj (from P. q.v. p. 259), 
Pennyroyal; mint. 

a a?y futa, A cloth wrapped round the 
middle when bathing (see <&y). 

A fauti, Dead; (property) of any 
person who dies intestate and without legal 
heirs; which escheats to the sovereign. 

a fauti-firdri, Killed and mis-
sing; (property) of persons dying intes-
tate or absconding. 

a ijtyi fauii-ndma, A list of killed. 
a (_$&«»y fautidagl, Death, decease. 
a o^-Jji fautldan, To die. 
a fautida, Dead, deceased. 
A %/fauj (v.n.), Diffusing odour (musk) ; 

being cold (day) ; a body of men, company, 
troop, squadron; an army ;—-fauji bahri, 
Naval force, navy ;—fau j i barrl, Land-
forceB;—fauji khdss, Body-guard ;— fau j i 
sih-bandl, Provincial troopB or militia em-
ployed in garrisoning forts, in escorting 
treasure, and in revenue and police duties. 

a, j W y fauj-dar, An officer of the police 
in Hindustan, and chief magistrate of a 
chaklah, who takes cognizance of all crimi-
nal matters. 

a ^ j W y fauj-ddrl, The office or jurisdic-
tion of a fanjdar. 

a (jAS gy fauj-kaehl, The collecting or 
levying of an army ; incursion, inroad. 

a fauji, Of or belonging to the 
army, military. 

A Cy4 fauh, fawahdn (v.n. of cy) , 
Diffusing perfume (musk); according to 
others, diffusing any kind of odour, good 
or bad; boiling (a pot); bleeding (a 
wound) ; fragrance, perfume, odour. 

A TY faukh. fawajchdn (v.n. of t y ) , 
Diffusing (an odour) ; coming forth with a 
noise (wind from man or beast) ; breaking 
wind. 

A JY faud (v.n.), Dying; mixing; the 
Bide of the head; a great quantity of hair 
about the ear; one side of a load, or of 
Baddle-bags. 

j y fud (— piid), Cloth in the loom. 
a g ^ y faudanaj (for P. aioj* q.v.), 

Pennyroyal. 
»*>y fuda, Dry fermented dough from 

which the drink dl-kdma is prepared (see 
M y ) . 

A ft faur (v.n.), Boiling (as a pot), 
bubbling (as a fountain) ; heat; celerity, 
haste, expedition; way, mode, manner; 
['aid 'l-faur, f l 'l-faur, On a sudden, in-
stantly, in haste;—min fauri-him, Imme-
diately on their arrival, before they had 
res ted;]— fur , Name of a man ; (pl. of 
fd'ir) does, deer. 

ft fur, Palish, red, russet; name of a 
Raja of Kanuj slain by Alexander, Porus 
(comp. S. puru, paurava). 

A IJY faur-an, Immediately, quickly, di-
rectly. 

y ^ y furdn, The city of Kanuj in India. 
A y^Y fawardn (v.n. of ft), Boiling (aB 

a pot), bubbling (as a fountain) ; beating, 
throbbing (a vein or artery) ; diffusing per-
fume (musk). 

furdniydn, The citizens of Ka-
nuj.^ 

A SY faurat, Intenseness of heat. 
furdajan, Q^ft furdagdn, (ft-^ii* 

furdiydn, Five days added to the end of 
the Persian year. 

furdln, Fur, made of fur ;—fawar-
dln, The first month of the solar year. 

oy;y furgkon, A waggon, a luggage-
cart (m.c. from Fr. fourgon). 

d f t furak, Daughter of the king of 
Kanuj, married to Bah ram Gur. 

^y* ft fur-moy (muy), One whose hair 
is dark-coloured inclining to red; russet-
haired. 

<^,>y furiydn, Descendants of Raja Fur. 
Aft fauz (v.n.), Possessing, getting, 

gaining ; escaping ; perishing, dying ; frui-
tion, success, gain; victory, superiority; 
escape, safety, salvation ; death, destruc-
tion. 

Of-ft foriyun (G. -n-vpedpov), Dracuuculus. 
ft fuz, Onset, attack; impetuosity; 

belching;—also t jy fuza, The borders or 
parts about the mouth externally. 

3yby fuzdfuz, Sounds uttered in coition. 
a ^ f t fauzl, Triumphal, triumphant. 
(jVjy fuzhan, Vociferation, a dreadful 

voice or sound. 
fushanj, A village near Hariit (see 

p . 2 6 0 ) . 
fushina, A kind of fungus. 

A Js^Y fauzd, Equals without a chief; 
scattered (people) ; mixed, intermingled; 
confused (business) ; equally shared by all 
(work or possessions). 

A TY fuwat, pl. of— 
A £ty futat, A kind of striped Indian 

cloth, of which trousers are made; an un-
sewn garment; a covering, a wrapper (espe-
cially worn in baths) ; a rag; a purse; 
testicle ',—futa kardan, To tear a garment. 

a i t y futa-baf, The maker of the 
garment futa. 



a <&y futa-posh, A religious mendi-
cant, a dervish ( = aSy- q.v. p. 455). 

a Ail*. A y futa-klidna, A treasury. 
A y futa-dar, Wearing a futw, a 

person who takes care of the visitors' 
clothes in a public bath; (in India) a 
treasurer, banker; cashier, cash-keeper; a 
collector of tenant-dues. 

a A y f uta-ddri, Bankership, trea-
surership ; office of a futa-dar. 

a y ^ j <Ay futa-rubaydn, Robbers, 
thieves. 

A TY fauz (v.n.), Dying, giving up tbe 
ghost; death, 

A faugh (v,n.), Diffusing odour 
(musk) ;—fawagh (v.n.), Diffusing itself, 
spreading (odour) ; thickness of mouth. 

A U>y fauf (v.n.), Asking for anything 
(joining the nails of the fore-finger and 
thumb together) ; white specks on the 
nail; the shoulder-blade of an ox -,—fuf, 
White specks on the nails ; a white kernel 
in the interior of a date-stone, whence the 
palm-tree germinates; the red skin of a 
date-stone; a kind of striped stuff of Ta-
man ; a little, somewhat, a small matter. 

A JV faufal, fufal, Betel-nut. 
A <3^fauq (v.n.), Being above, superior to 

(one's fellows); superiority, excellence; 
the top, upper par t ; above, more than, 
beyond ; besides, except; \_fauqa 'i-turdb, 
Above ground ;—fauqa 'l-hadd, Beyond 
measure;—fauqa 'l-'ddat, Unusual, out of 
the common rule;— fauqa 'l-ma'mul, Be-
yond hope or expectation ;]—fuq (v.n,), 
Breaking an arrow in the notch ; the notch 
of an arrow; the first road; a mode of 
speech; a certain b i rd; the tip of the 
tongue ; the gland of the penis ; vulva; 
name of a monarch (Phocas). 

a U^y fauqan (du.), The two sides of 
the notch of an arrow ;—fawaqSn (v.n. of 
j y ) , Being superior (to one's associates) ; 
superiority. 

a ^Liy fauqdni, Superior, upper ; dotted 
above (letters such as uw fa or y nun). 

a j y fauqi, Dotted above (as td or 
y nun). 

A I-IY fauqlyat, Supremacy, superiority; 
preference ;— fuqiyat, Coin of the emperor 
Phocas. 

fuk, A vetch ; a bean; tares. 
O^y fugdn, A kind of drink, beer, ale 

( = q,v., of which it is perhaps a cor-
ruption). 

^ y fogzhiya, Foggia in Italy (m.c.). 
A J y ful, A kind of bean (when dry) ; a 

vetch. 
A J°y fu'ul (pi. of fa'l), Omens (espe-

cially such as are favourable). 
fulad (= pidad), Steel. 

^oSy fiilddi, Made of steel; a pike-staff. 
A Slyifiildz (from P. J % Q . V . p. 260), The 

best kind of steel, 

yJy fulus, Name of a Greek sage. 
fnliyun, A medicine brought from 

Syria. 
a f»y fum, Wheat. 
fa CiP'y funtan-blu, Fontainbleau (m.c.). 
A trf fuwuj (pi. of fauj), Bodies of men, 

troops, squadrons. 
• a u-^y fu'ns (pi. of fa's, fus), Axes, 

hatchets. 
a A»jy fuwaita (dim. of futa), A little 

strip of cloth, 
A JY fauh (v.u.), Pronouncing, speaking, 

uttering a word ;—fuh, Anything fragrant 
with which perfumes and ointments are 
made up ; pot-herbs, spices ; the mouth;— 
fawah, Width of mouth ;—fuwah , Madder. 

ey fawa, Foil (under precious stones); 
—fawa, fu wwa, fuwa (for A. ^ i ) , Madder. 

Ja>y fuhil, Saltpetre. 
A (Ĵ .y fuwaiq (dim. of fauq), A little 

above or beyond. 
fah, An oar; a paddle ;—fth, An oar ; 

a rake or shovel; an agricultural implement 
for levelling the ground. 

A Ai fahh, in P. fah, A stutterer. 
fahdr, A precious stone from the 

East, which, taken as medicine, is said to 
cure madness. 

A p V fahhdm, Very intelligent, learned. 
a fahdma, Understanding, compre-

hending, perceiving ( = q.v.). 
di^i f'ahdna, A wedge. 
A fahhat, Stammering, hesitation in 

speech. 
A fahd (v.n.), Attending well to any-

one's interests during his absence; the 
cheeta, or hunting-panther, the ounce; 
[ibni fahd, Name of a noted doctor of law 
of the Imamiyah sect;]— fahad (fahd?), 
Resembling the cheeta in sloth ; neglecting 
one's duty; sleeping;— fahid, fihid, Who 
resembles a cheeta in sloth, torpid, sleepy; 
neglectful. 

A/ir* fahr, fahar (v.n.), Lying with a 
woman, and withdrawing from her embrace 
before consummation, in order to lie with 
another (a practice forbidden by the sunnah 
or Muhammadan l a w ) ; — f i h r , A stone 
filling the hand, wherewith drugs are 
brayed or nuts cracked; name of the father 
of a tribe of the Quraish ;— fuhr, A Jew-
ish university or college ; the festival of 
Purim. 

A Zr^ fahraj, Name of a town near Per-
sepolis. 

a (j-j^ fihr is, P . fihrist, An index, 
summary, syllabus, table of contents; cata-
logue, inventory, l ist ; a canon, rule ; pre-
face or beginning of a book ;—fihristi ajnas, 
An invoice;—ba'da az fihristi hitab, After 
the preface or beginning of the book, 

a fahrasat (v.n. of the preceding), 
Making an index or catalogue. 

A JHR1 fahq, fahaq (v.n.), Being full (ves-



eel); running over with liquor; hurting 
the/akqat (see the following). 

A fahqat, fahqa, The first vertebra of 
the neck. 

J-ir1 fahal, Wide, open. 
A f f t fahm, faham (v.n.), Understand-

ing ; intellect, knowledge, comprehension ; 
—fahm, Name of the father of a tribe;— 
fahim, Intelligent, who understands quickly 
and well. 

a (jj^JU^i fahmdnidan, ^JufU^i fahma-
idan, To give to understand. 

a f^i fahm-drd, Adorned with or what 
adorns understanding. 

a fahmdyish, Instructions, direc-
tions ; admonition, warning, caution. 

a f^i fahm-dar, Intelligent, sharp, 
acute. 

a imS*-f<» fahmi, (in comp.) Understanding, 
as ziid-fahmi " of quick perception." 

a fahmld, Understanding, percep-
tion. 

a ^s^+^h fahmidagi, Comprehension. 
a yVni fahmidan, To understand, per-

ceive. 
a fahmida, Understood, compre-

hended. 
A ft fahtv (v.n.), Forgetting; slighting, 

neglecting;—fahwa (for fa-huwa), And it, 
i.e. indeed, but it is ; — f a h w a 'l-ma'mul 
(murdd), And that is the intention, that 
is what is wished, hoped, or asked for. 

A fuhud (pl. oifahd), Cheetas, hunt-
ing-panthers, ounces, 

^yir* fahula, A bundle. 
fiha, An oar (see <$•*). 

A fahir, fahir at, Milk mixed with 
flour, and boiled by throwing into it a hot 
stone. 

A (JFEV* fahlq, Wide, ample ; a choice she-
camel. 

A fahim, Learned, intelligent. 
A ^ fai', Shadow, shade; a flight of 

birds; spoil, prey ; t r ibute; — f i , In, 
into, among; during ; of ; concerning; 
in respect of; with, together with, along 
with; by; for, on account of, &c. ; — f t 
'l-badihat, Readily, quickly, extempore; 
—fi 'l-jumla, Wholly, totally, entirely, 
universally, in all things, upon the whole, 
to sum u p ; — f i 'Uhdl, Now, immediately, 
suddenly, directly, i n s t a n t l y ; — f i 'l-ha-
qiqa, Really, truly, in effect, in fact;— 
fi 'l-faur, Now, in short, immediately, di-
rectly ;— f i 'l-masal, As, for example ; alle-
gorieally 'n-ndr, f i 'n-ndr wa 's-saqar, 
In hell-flames;—fi 'l-waqiReally, effec-
tively ;— f i sal, Per annum ;—f i sad, Per 
cent, j— f i md, In that which, as to what 
(see also below) ; — f i man, Per maund ; 
f i nafsi 'l-amr, To or at the bottom of the 
affair;— f i nafsi-hi, Personally ;— f i yaum, 
One day; in the day-time; per day. 

A Ĉ A faydh, A word used when making 

an onset for plunder; inroad, plundering 
expedition ( = S l̂i q.v.) ;— faiydh, fem. 
faiyahat, faiydha, Wide (sea). 

A faiydd, A man who walks haughtily ; 
one who seizes and eats all that he can get ; 
a male owl. 

ft' faydr, Employ, work, business, art. 
A JaA** faydshil (pl, of faishalat), G-landes 

penis, 
A û W* faiydz, Overflowing (river) ; libe-

ral, generous, charitable, profuse, bountiful; 
copious, abundant ;— fa iydz i muUaq, God 
the bounteous bestower of benefits;—abri 
faiydz, A cloud full of rain. 

a t^ftai faiydzi, Liberality, bountifulness. 
JWA fiydl, faydl, First, beginning ; land 

cultivated after first rain; two-barbed 
arrow. 

A JW* fiydl, faydl, fi'dl, A game among 
the Arabians (something is hid in a heap 
of earth, which, being then divided into 
several smaller heaps, he who discovers 
that which contains the object wins the 
game). 

A FV&IJH'dm,fiydm, The covering or cushion 
of a camel-litter or similar vehicle; a tra-
velling company. 

ftft* faydwdr, jft* faydwar, Art, trade, 
profession ; a mechanic ; skilful at work. 

A && fi'at, An army, body of men;— 
taldqi'i fi'atain, The meeting of two armies. 

A fi'atain (obi. du, used as nom.), 
The two armies. 

A &*faij, A valley, low ground ; a crowd, 
company ; (for P. pailc) a messenger, at-
tendant. 

a faija (?), Name of a town from 
the neighbourhood of which the river of 
Damascus originates. 

A faih, Fruitfulness of herbage iu an 
extensive t ract ;— faih, (fta^t* faiyahdn (v.n. 
of Being diffused (odour) ; boiling; 
flowing with blood (wound) \—fayah, Am-
plitude. 

a y^-ji faihan, Rue. 
A ( f t faikh (v.n.), Being diffused, scat-

tered (an odour); making a noise, whistling 
(wind) ; dispersion. 

A ÂA faid (v.n.), Dying; walking pomp-
ously ; accruing to anyone (advantage) ; 
advantage, emolument-; macerating, dilut-
ing ; saffron macerated; hairs upon the lips 
of a horse; name of fortified townlet on 
the road from Kufah to Mecca. 

faiddr, Trade, profession, art, craft. 
faiddqa, Name of a queen who 

reigned over the country of Barda' (also 
called q.v.). 

faidiim, A kind of white manna. 
ft fir, Laughter ; making of one a laugh-

ing-stock; vexation. 
^•^ft ferandagi, A triumphant, insolent 

boast. 
SAS^J feranda, Proud, boastful. 



) f i r o z , feroz, Victorious, triumphant, 
prosperous, successful; victory; prospe-
rity ; the third of the five supplemental 
days added to the Persian year; name of 
several Persian kings; name of one of 
Muhammad's companions who killed the 
pseudo-prophet Aswad (see zu 'l-himdr, &c., 
under fa*., p. 430) -,—lashkari 'firoz, The 
conquering army. 

fa^)}fa firozabad, Mansion of prosperity ; 
a city in Persia near Shiraz ; also name of 
several other towns. 

ftroz-asar, Victorious, conquer-
ing. 

.r*4^ JJJ** firoz-alchtar, Of victorious star, 
fortunate. 

obi^ fwozan, Name of a city, 
o^fc. firoz-bakht, ft* jtf** firoz-bahr, 

Victorious, 
a f i r u z a j , A turquoise-stone. 

br* firoz-jang, Victorious in battle 
or war. 

a J^- firoz-hdl, Victorious. 
})) firoz-roz, Of victorious days or 

fortune. 
•A* jypJ firoz-shdd, Elated by victory. 

firoz-koh, Name of a mountain. 
firoz-gird, The city of Ardabil. 

' ^ j i f a firozmand, A conqueror. 
jirozmandi, Victory, prosperity. 

I f j j j j i j firozanin, A good work or act. 
Sjjjja firoza, A turquoise; name of a 

castle or palace in Oazna; ( = q.v.) 
victorious;—firoza?i hababi, A turquoise of 
the shape of a bubble;—firoza'i rag-dar, A 
valued kind of turquoise, being veined, 
which is considered a blemish in other 
precious stones;—firoza'i zinda, A turquoise 
of a rich colour;—firoza'i murda, A turquoise 
of a dull colour. 

Bjy^i firoza-tdj, (blue diadem) The 
crown of Kai Khusrau; possessor of a 
turquoise crown, according to others of a 
victorious crown; (met.) holy men, der-
vishes. 

firoza-takht, firoza-
saqf, Heaven (the azure vault). 

firoza-chashm, Blue-eyed. 
ijyfa firoza-darya, ^j** firoza-

gun darya, The azure sea; the sky. 
firoza-rang, Of turquoise co-

lour. 
firoza-tashi, The throne of 

Khusrau; the sky ; the seven stars of the 
Great Bear. 

xjS a^-si firoza-kdhh, firoza-
marqad, The world. 

jirozi, Victorious, happy, glorious ; 
victory, BUCCBSB, prosperity, good fortune; 
of the colour of the turquoise, azure, blue. 

^jai firun, Untoward, unlucky, unfor-
tunate ( = P-

A ufaifa firydb, Name of a village near 
Balkh (also called Faryab), 

feridagi, Sauciness, insolence, ex-
cessive joy; pride of purse. 

O^fa feridan, To swagger, walk pom-
pously ; to be very benevolent; to vex, 
deride. 

ftj** fizum, The river Ganges. 
fisd, A peacock. 

A Lrt* faish (v.n.), Mounting (an ass the 
female); boasting, being vainglorious or 
haughty; entertaining a wrong opinion of 
oneself; glans penis. 

faishal, Contorted, folded, wrinkled. 
A faishalat, Glans penis (particularly 

of a stout one). 
A fais (v.n.), Flying, escaping, elud-

ing one's pursuit (a lizard) ; going, depart-
ing, travelling ; declaring, uttering. 

A faisal, A decision, decree, deter-
mination of a law-suit, a definite sentence 
from which there lies no appeal; separa-
tion, division, disjunction; a judge, an 
arbitrator ;—faisal kardan, To settle a law-
suit or dispute. 

a dAaU-Jti faisalajat (pi. of faisala), De-
cisions, decrees, &c. 

d ^ i i faisal-nama, Decree, award; 
an instrument denoting that a decree has 
been settled. 

a faisala. Decree, settlement, adjust-
ment. 

a (jW* faisali, A judge, umpire, arbi-
trator. 

jfo+h faisur, Name of a city whence cam-
phor is brought. 

A o ^ f a i z (v.n.), Being plentiful, copious 
(water, tears); being brimful (vessel or 
river); being published, spread (news), 
divulged (secret) ; dying, expiring, death ; 
emanation; plenty, abundance; favour, 
grace, bounty (construed with the verbs 
burdan, dadan, ddshtan, giriftan, ydftan, 
&c.) ; the river Nile ; the river of Basrah; 
a fleet horse, an excellent runner;— faizi 
aqdas, Direct communications of divine 
grace (without intervention of the Holy 
Spirit) faizi haq (rabbdni), The grace of 
the Lord ;— faizi karam, Divine bounty 5—• 
faizi tnuqaddas, Communications of divine 
grace by means of the Holy Spirit;— 
min faiz, Little out of much. 

A fayazan (v.n. of and = yM q.v. 
in the meanings given as far as " bounty"). 

a faiz-bakhsh. Bestowing fa-
vours; bountiful; fertilizing (rain), 

a j M faiz-rasan, = y M q.v. 
a yAjJ faiz-rasani, Bountifulness, 

bounty, beneficence. 
a fUs (ji-i faiz-'dm, Of universal bene-

ficence, liberal to all, profuse in bounties. 
a yAi faiz-maddr, Centre or source 

of abundance, favours, &c. 
a UA* yAjJi faiz-mandt, Bountiful. 
a sAi yi-i faiz-ydb, Favoured, benefited, 

blessed. 



Wild anise. 
faih, A footman, courier, messenger 

(see 
i f t ^ figaro, The Paris paper " Figaro " 

(m.c.).# _ 
fail, Name of a tribe. 

A St>fil (for P. pit), An elephant; (met.) 
heavy; base, ignoble; [fil afgandan, To 
subdue, conquer, v a n q u i s h ; — f i l i daryd, 
Walrus;—-zdtu ''I-fil, Elephantiasis;—ndbu 
'l-fil, The tusks of an elephant, ivory;]— 
fil, fail, faiyil, Weak in judgment, silly. 

M fild (G, ^Aos), A lover. 
Uj-M fUasvf (G. 

faXoo-ofos), A philo-
sopher. 

viM faildq, A legion. 
y-yiiLi faildqus, Philip of Macedon. 

J ^ fil-bardn, The last rain of the 
rainy season. 

yWM filbdn, An elephant.keeperor 
driver. 

*** J*4 fil-band, A move in chess (see 
*** J«e). 

V*1 fil-pd, Swollen-legged; elephan-
tiasis. 

^WM fil-pdya, A pillar. 
A failat (v.n.), Being weak (the 

mind); being weak-minded; making a 
mistake in the game JW* q.v. ;—filat , A 
female elephant ;—fiyalat, fiyala (pl. of fil), 
Elephants. 

failaja, Power, strength. 
itUA^i fil-khdna, An elephant-stable. 

fil-dandan, Ivory. 
SJ fil-dih, Name of a Persian vil-

lage. 
uM fil-zor, Strong as an elephant; 

name of a wrestling-trick. 
J** fil-zahra, The box-thorn. 

jilasta, A cheek; an arm; a finger. 
a iJyJLi failasuf (G. <£IA.OJ"O</>OS), A phi-

losopher ; intelligent, knowing; cunning, 
artful. 

g a Li failasufagi, Philosophy. 
g a failasuji, Sophistry, hypocrisy ; 

deception ; cunning ; trickery. 
A ( jM failaq, An army, legion. 

ft* failaqus, Philip of Macedon. 
ctiLi faiUik, A double-headed arrow; the 

planet Mercury. 
jil-gosh, Flowers of different 

colours with jagged leaves; the iris or 
elephants-ears; name of a sweetmeat. 

A failam, One who has a large fore-
head and a large head of hair; a big man ; 
a coward; wide (a well) ; a comb; a lea-
thern carpet (used as table-cloth). 

fiUmurgh, (elephant-bird) A tur-
key. 

( ^ i j i - i fil-nishin, Seated on an elephaofc. 
A Rftifailiilat, = q.v. 

Jili, Of an elephant, elephantine. 
A faiyim, A strong man. 
l U i fi-md, In that which, from that 

which; so that, on which, whence; why ; 
whilst, in the meantime; according to;— 
fi-md ba'd, After this, henceforward;—fi-
md bain, Reciprocal, mutual;— f i-md baini 
fariqain, Between the two parties, inter 
partes. 

y M fiman, Aiming at moral perfection. 
faimun, A name given to 'Azra. 

{ft* fin, A place of recreation in Kashan. 
t M fain-fain, Difficulty of breathing. 
finak, Froth of the sea, meerschaum. 

AiiA î finland, Finland (m.c.). 
A "ftjfuytf (pl. of fai'), Shadows. 
A fayuj (pl- of faij), Messengers, at-

tendants ; keepers of a prison. 
A \J-ft fiyuz, fuyiiz, v.n. of, and = 

q-v. ;—fuyuz (pl. of faiz), Overflowings of 
water; inundations ; favours, bounties, Ac. 

A J ftftiyul (pl. of fil), Elephants. 
A fuyalat (v.n. of J«i), Being weak 

in mind ; erring in opinion or conjecture; 
imbecility, folly. 

A pft fuyum (pl. of faiyim), Strong 
men \~faiyum, A city and district in Egypt. 

A J-VEI faihaj, A cup filled with wine ; 
wine ; a win ©-measure ; a strainer. 

fayidan, To be displeased at, timid, 
afraid. 

j q, The twenty-fourth letter of the 
Arabic-Persian alphabet, expressing 100 in 
arithmetic. I t is pronounced harder than 

k, being formed deep in the throat by 
the pressure of the root of the tongue 
against it, and is sometimes used for the 
other gutturals ^ k, <&g, and £ gh. 

y^i qa'dn, Title first given to the Mogul 
Emperor Oktai and transmitted to his suc-
cessors, in contradistinction from other 
Mogul princes (compare (ft- and 

A S ^ 3 qa'b (v.n. of <-J"Vj), Eating; drink-
ing ;—qab, Quantity, space, interval; the 
distance between the extremities and mid-
dle of a bow;—qdbi qausain, Two bows' (or 
according to others) two cubits' length ;— 
qa'ab (v.n.), Drinking much, being filled 
with drink; being full of wine. 

a qab (for A. s-**), Bone of the 
elbow, or ankle; the heel; a die for play-
ing ; a term used in the game mir u wazir. 

a v1^ qdb-bazi, A game at dice. 
T qab, A vessel or a case;—qdbi dyina, 

A case for a looking-glass ;—qdbi chini, A 
china tray;—qdbi sigdr, Cigar-case (m.c.) ; 
— qdbi 'ainak, A spectacle-case ; — qdbi 
qalam, A pen-case;—qdbi kitdb, A port-
folio. 

A qabis, Name of a town in Maghrib. 
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A (jA Ŝ qabiz, A taker, seizer, receiver ; a 

sequestrator; a possessor; swift, expedi-
tious ; one who drives fas t ; an astringent, 
constipator;—qdbizu7l-arwdh, The seizer of 
souls, i.e. The angel of death;—qabizi 
jarima, A receiver of fines ;—qabizi shikami, 
Under-tenant, sub-lessee. 

A qdbizdt (pi. fem. of the prece-. 
ding), Astringents. 

A qdbil, Approaching, ensuing, fol-
lowing ; next (year) ; a recipient; capable, 
able, skilful, clever; worthy, sufficient; 
Cain;—qabili add, Able to pay, solvent; 
payable; due ; liable for payment;—qabili 
amdnai, A human being ;—qabili bdz-purs, 
Answerable, responsible, accountable; — 
qabili tahammul, Tolerable, supportable;— 
qabili da'wd'i shar'i, Authorised by law ;— 
qdbil shudan, To be able, qualified, capable; 
to be possible;—qdbil u hdbil, Cain and 
Abel. 

a qdbila, A clever or skilful woman, 
a midwife; next night ; a male screw ; a 
bolt. 

a ^ljtf qdbile, One skilful, clever, worthy. 
A qdbiliyat, Aptitude to receive, fit-

ness, capacity, skill; possibility ; ability; 
sufficiency; desire, appetite. 

qdbii, Ability, power, opportunity;— 
qabu yaftan, To find an opportunity ; to be 
revenged of. 

qdbu-parast, Tyrannical. 
L^A qdbu-parasti, Tyranny. 
csw*^3 qabuchi, A gate-keeper; despotic, 

tyrannical; selfish; wily, crafty; a scamp, 
good-for-nothing fellow. 

qabiir, — q.v. 
A qabus, A man with a handsome 

face and a fine complexion ; (for P. kawus) 
name of an ancient king of Persia;— 
abu-qdbus, Name of Nu'man, son of Munzir, 
king of Arabia. 

qdbuk, qdbul, A pent, eaves ; a 
trough for water under the eaves. 

yy^S qabun, — orf (?). 
fa qabu-ydr, An astute fellow, a long-

headed rascal, 
y^5 qdbu-ydri, Wiliness, roguery, 

knavery. 
A Js^i qdbil, Cain. 
t qdtir (for fa\i q.v.), A mule;— qatiri 

dashti, A zebra. 
A qdtir, Parsimonious, stingy in house-

keeping. 
T qdtiq, Victuals eaten with bread, 

by-dishes; — qatiqi ndni khwud ba-ham 
rasdnid, He made some unlawful lucre. 

A J f ^ qdiil, A killer, murderer, slayer; 
an executioner ; deadly, mortal;—qaiilu yz-
zi'b, Wolfs-bane;—qdtilu 'l-kalb, Dogs-
bane ;—zahri qdtil, Deadly poison. 

A qdtim, Dusty ; blackish. 
A ^ qdsim, Liberal, most munificent. 
gU qdj, A pumpkin, cucumber, gourd, 

Ac. (see ^ U ) ; a kind of arrow;—qdj 
farokMcm, To sell, i.e. shoot, an arrow. 

A «y\)<AS qdhizat, Adversities, tribula-
tions. 

A qdhit, Severe (season). 
A qdhif, Au emptier of a cup. 
A fas ^Ui qdhim-qdhim, Jet black. 
A FIA» qddat, qdda (pi. of qd'id), Leaders, 

captains. 
A qadify, A blamer, accuser. 
A JAI qddir, fem. SJJ^ qadirat, qddira, 

Potent, powerful, able, capable, skilful; the 
powerful, an attribute of God;—qadiri bi 
raib u khildf, Potent without doubt or op-
position, i.e. omnipotent;—qddir shudan, 
To be able, sufficient, powerful. 

a jjUf qddir-aiiddz, An expert archer; 
an archer whose arrow never misses the 
target. 

a tsjjtf qadiri, A kind of bodice. 
A qddis, Cadiz (in Spain) ; a large 

ship ; name of a town near Herat. 
a qddisi, for— 
A FI-J—OLI qadisiya, Name of a city in 

Chaldea, famous for the battle which sub-
jected Persia to the Arabs. 

A qddim, Arriving; a comer; a man's 
head ; the fore-part of a camel's saddle; a 
camel's front teat. 

A qddimat, qadima, The advanced 
guard or van of an army; the fore part of 
a camel's saddle; the first or longest feather 
of the wing. 

A qazif, One who pelts with stones ; 
one who accuses, or convicts. 

A jyiU qdzur, fem. S^jU qdzurat, qazura, 
Ill-natured ; — j U i fa zu, qdzurat-in {qazura), 
A misanthrope. 

A UTAYJTF qdzur at (pi. fem. of the prece-
ding), (met.) Dirt, impurities. 

A qdr, Pitch ; a large herd of camels ; 
name of a bit fer tree ; also of a village near 
Madinah; (in P.) anything very black, or, 
ironically, very white, as jet or snow ; [qari 
saiydl, Liquid pitch;]—qdrr, Cold (day); 
cheerful. 

o UAjUi qdrdsiyd, Cherries. 
A qarib, A boat belonging to a large 

ship ; who travels at night in quest of water 
(man or camel) \~qdribu 's-sakhra, Surname 
of a man proverbial for his greed (who, 
having found written upon a rock that gold 
was buried underneath, dashed his head 
against it until he was killed). 

T tffa qdrpiiz, A water-melon. 
A ifa qarrat, qdrra (fem. of qdrr), Cold, 

cheerful (eye). 
T qdrch, A mushroom (see sj^)-
A tfa* qdrih, Pregnant, and visibly so 

(camel) ; five years old (a horse). 
A qdris, Cold; intense (cold); old, 

ancient. 
A qdrishat, qdrisha, A bleeding 

wound in the head. 



A <^ft qdris, Acid, acrid, sour (milk upon 
which fresh milk is poured till its acidity 
be gone) ; a bug. 

A U qdrisat, Biting word. 
A tfft qariz, Corroding, corrosive. 
A tjU qariz, One who collects the leaves 

of the tree salam. 
A qdri(, A winner at drawing lots ; 

a striker. 
A qdri'at (fem. of the preceding), 

Adversity, evil; a curse ; the last judg-
ment, resurrection. 

T &*ft qdrgha, A crow. 
Ojtf qdrcrn, Name of son of Kawa; also 

of a champion of the time of Rustam. 
A Y^I qdrin, An assistant, companion; 

possessor of sword and arrow; one who 
combines the lesser with the greater pil-
grimage (see and 

A l^ft qdrurat, qdrura, A flask containing 
wine or anything similar; a glass bottle, 
decanter; a urinal; a glass urinal, in which 
the urine of a sick person is shown to the 
physician; hence, a name for urine; a 
urinometer ; a kind of weapon or missile ; 
—qdrura' i burj, A missile thrown from the 
tower of a fortress. 

a Oyj^ qdrun, Name of the son of Moses' 
paternal uncle, the Korah of the Old Tes-
tament, and proverbial for his wealth and 
avarice; galangale. 

a qdra, Name of a tribe renowned for 
skill in archery; road on a high hill. 

sft qara, A plant resembling leek. 
A Cs)^ qdri', The appointed time (of any-

thing, especially of a periodical wind to 
blow) ; a reader (especially of the Qur'an) ; 
devout, pure, holy ;—qari, Inhabitant of a 
town (badi implying one who lives in the 
country or desert). 

A qdrit, Seed of the tamarind. 
a qariwdn (?), A caravan (for P. 

y ^ q . v . ) . 
A o f f t idri un (pl. of qari'), Readers of 

the Qur'an. 
T qdz, A goose ; a small coin (the fifth 

part of ( j l / q.v.) ;—-qdzi wahshi, Wild goose. 
T ft qdz-aldq, A certain singing bird 

(m.c.). 
A ^>ft qdzib, A merchant voyaging by sea 

or travelling by laud eager for gain. 
t jtf qdz-charan, Tending geese 

(m.c.). 
t y^ jU qdzgdn, = (j^jU q.v.;—qdzgdn-ash 

gar-itigufi shuda, His affairs are in a muddle 
(his apple-cart is upset). 

yt i ft gdzghan, ( f t f t qdzqdn, A large 
cauldron. 

H qdza, A long rein for leading 
horses. 

Ti ft qaza-dar, Groom, horse-keeper. 
y-U qds, A frog ; an eyebrow. 
A <J-U qds, Quantity, measure. 
A (ftte qdsan, A city beyond the Oxus. 

A qdsib, Weak, flaccid (yard). 
A L»\2 qdsit, One who deviates from the 

t ru th ; unjust, tyrannical, oppressive; name 
of the father of a tribe. 

A qdsim, fern. qdsimat, qdsima, 
A divider, a distributor ; distributive ; just, 
equitable;—qdsimu 'l-arzdq, The distributor 
of daily bread, i.e. God ;—'addlati qdsima, 
Distributive justice. 

A ̂ ^ qdsl, Hard, unfeeling (heart). 
ft* qash, A slice (of a melon) ; alike. 
T ^ft* qash, A bit, piece ; the eyebrow ;— 

qashi zin, The pommel of a saddle ( = H. 
Us. q.v. p. 431). 

A yUiU qdshan, Name of a city. 
a s-**^ qdshib, A tailor ; weak-minded. 
A gfcU qdshih, Thick (cloth). 
A qdskir, Skin-grazing (blow); ex-

coriating ; the last horse iu a race; name 
of a camel stallion; hence:—ask'am min 
qdshir, More unlucky than Qashir. 

A fij^ qdshirat, qdshira, A slight wound 
grazing the ?kin. 

T ^jMi qdshiq, A wooden spoon. 
t qdsh-qdsk, Scattered, dispersed. 
t LAV ^ ^ qdshiq-tardsh, A spoou-maker. 
A j^Ui qdshur, Unlucky ; the last horse in 

a race; excoriating everything, i.e. a barren 
season. 

A iijySaUi qdshur at, qdshur a, A Bcarce year. 
A (jeUi qdss, An historian, story-teller; a 

follower in another's footsteps. 
A qdsib, One who blows the flute, a 

piper ; a butcher ; loud thunder. 
A ^ qdsid, Travelling, going; a tra-

veller ; a messenger, courier, express, post-
man, letter-carrier, cossid ; aiming a t ;— 
qdsidi charkh. The moon ; the sun. 

a ^gjujli qdsidi, Of or relating to a courier; 
travelling as a courier; the office of a 
courier. 

a qdsir, fem. s^li qdsirat, qdsira, 
Defective, insufficient, unequal, impotent, 
falling short o f ; failing in duty ; cold 
(water) ;—qasiru 'l-bayan, Who fails to ex-
plain bis meaning ; inexplicable ;—qasiru 'I-
lisdn, Deficient in speech or language; — 
qasiru 'l-yad, Short-handed, weak, power-
less ;—qdsiratu 't-tarf, (A woman) looking 
down, turning her eyes to none but her 
husband. 

A qdsi'd', The hole of the jerboa or 
field-mouse. 

A qdsif, Who or what breaks, shakes, 
or drives ; vehement, violent (wind) ; loud 
(thunder). 

A qdsim, A breaker in pieces. 
A ef^5 qdsi, fem. qdsiyat, qasiya, Re-

mote, far distant; who reaches the utmost 
limit. 

A qdsiyat, A country, territory, dis-
trict. 

A itf qdzib, Sharp (sword). 
a qazawi, Judicial. 



A qazi, A cadi or cazi, a judge, civil, 
crimiual, and ecclesiastic; judicial, juri-
dical ;—qdzi 'l-hajdt, (God) the judge of 
the needs (of mankind) ;—qdzi 'l-quzdt, 
Judge of the judges, lord chief justice;— 
qdzii charkh (falak), The planet Jupiter ;— 
qdzi'i shahr, Judge or mayor of a city;— 
qazi'i 'askar, An army-judge; also some-
times the chief judge of the empire. 

A qdziyat, Death, fate ; a certain 
number of camels by which manslaughter 
is expiated; fixed alms;—qdziyatu 'l-maut, 
Sentence of death. 

A s-J»lS qatib, Who knits his brows; a lion. 
A qatibat, All (mankind), everyone ; 

—qatibat-an, P. also "W^li, Generally, uni-
versally. 

T qatir, A mule. 
A ;Ui qatir, Gum-distilling (tree, espe-

cially the one called dragon's blood) ; the 
gum of a tree. 

T O ^ U qdtir chi, A muleteer. 
qatirchi-gari, Trade of a mule-

teer (m.c.). 
A qdtit, High, dear (assize or tariff); 

long hair. 
Agfa* qati', Who or what cuts; keen, 

sharp; any cutting instruments, shears, 
scissors, &c.; one who abandons, a forsaker; 
decisive, peremptory, explicit, categorical; 
acid (milk) ;—qati'u 't-tariq, A highway-
robber, cutpurse, assassin. 

A qatin, An inhabitant, a settled 
resident; a servant;—qatinu 'd-dunya, In-
habitant of the world, man. 

A qatinat, qatina, Inhabitants; ser-
vants, domesticB. 

A JYKU qatul, Name of a place on the 
Tigris. 

T (jAVi qatun, Sal-ammoniac. 
A & qa', A plain, even ground; a flat, 

level country ; name of a fortress at Ma-
dinah. 

A qa'at, A court-yard ; a saloon. 
A qa'id, Sitting, sedentary ; a woman 

who has ceased to menstruate and to give 
birth ; a dwarf palm-tree which the hand 
can reach ; a schismatic. 

A LACU qd'idat, qa'ida, Base, basis, founda-
tion, ground-work ; a pedestal; capital of 
a column; a metropolis, capital, seat of 
government; rule, custom, institution, 
mode, manner, style, etiquette; regulation ; 
a rule of grammar; first reader, primer; 
construed with the verbs sust kardan, shi-
kastan, nihadan, <fec.;—qa'ida'i 'amud, The 
base of a column. 

a yU s^Ai qa'ida-dan, One versed in rules 
of practice, or forms, or customs, or cere-
monies; an expert, an authority. 

A qd'if, Rain, a torrent, deluge. 
A »Jli qdf, A fabulous mountain, imagined 

to surround the world, and to bind the 
horizon on all sides; mount Caucasus; 

name of the letter j ; signifying 100 in the 
dbjad; (abbreviation for) Qur 'an; (pro-
bably for q.v.) independent, able to do 
without;—qdf (az qdf) td qdf, From Qaf to 
Qaf, i.e. from one end of the world to the 
other ;— qdf u dai (probably abbreviation 
for qaul u dalll), Talk and argument; idle 
talk ; magnificence, pomp, grandeur; vain, 
foolish. 

A iiVi qaf at, qafa (pi. of qd'if), Tracers, 
those who can track footsteps. 

qdfiz, Prancing (horse). 
A qdfilat, qdfila, A caravan, body of 

travellers ; a travelling party returned from 
a journey;—qdfila (for qdfila-saldr) raft 
(shud), The (leader of the) caravan has 
departed, (met.) Muhammad is dead. 

a t AHJ qdflla-bdshl, Altf qafila-
8dldr, Chief of a caravan. 

flitf AiU» qdfila-gdh, A hostelry for a 
caravan. 

A JYI^ qdfur, The envelope of palm-
flowers. 

A ^TF qdf I, A follower, attendant. 
A qafiyat, qdfiya, A poem, rhyme, 

cadence, metre ; the final consonant on 
which the rhyme of a poem rests ; the nape 
of the neck; — qdfiya tang shawad, Tbe 
speech or action flags ; — 'aid qafiyati-hi, 
Close behind him, at his heels. 

a a-itf qdfiya-bandl, Rhyming. 
a j-*— qdfiya-sanj, Weighing rhymes, 

a poet. 
a ^ ^ qafiya-sanjan (pi. of the 

preceding), Poets. 
a qdfiya-sanjl, Versification. 

qdq, Flesh or fish smoked or dried; 
tall, lank. 

A qdq, Dry bread; lean, weak; silly, 
light, flighty; (probably for £^q .v . or for 
the following) cawing of a crow or raven. 

A Ai'tf qa'qd', The cawing of the ravens 
of Iraq. 

a qdqullat, qdqulat, qdqula, Carda-
moms. 

A qdqull, Name of a salt-plant. 
ŜUi qdqum, The ermine; an emblem of 

day (comp. 3AJJ) j — qdqum award, He 
brought the day. 

p2\S qdqum-andam, White-limbed, 
a fair mistress. 

qdqum-posh, Clad in white or 
bright garments, robed iu ermine. 

^U i qdqum-namdy, Appearing white, 
o ^ S l i qdqus, A lentil, lentils. 

qdqiya, All juices expressed from 
anything of a styptic quality, but espe-
cially the juice-pods of an Egyptian thorn. 

A qdl, A word, a saying ; loquacious-
ness ; talkativeness ; boasting, egotism; a 
speaker ;—qalu 'l-haqq, The word of God, 
i.e. Jesus Christ, the Logos. 

A sAU qdlab, qalib, A form, model, mould; 
anything in which, or from which, another 
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shameful, ugly ',—~qubdh (v.n. of Being 
ugly, foul, offensive ;—qubbdh, A bear. 

A qdbdhat (v.n. of ^ft), Being 
base, ugly, shameful; ugliness; villainy, 
baseness, crime; harm, detriment, damage ; 
imperfection, deficiency; inconvenience;— 
qabaftat na-darad, I s it not shameful (m.c.). 

A js'-W* qab ahd (pl. of qabih), Shameful, 
ugly. 

•Ĵ j* qubad, qubdz, Name of a king of 
Persia and father of Noshirwan ; name of 
a hero in the army of Minuchihr; also of 
a brother of Qaran, killed by Barman; 
a kind of thorny shrub of which camels 
are fond. 

(j-W* qubds, The sun. 
A qabd8at (v.n. of u—s-»), Covering 

quickly, impregnating at once (a camel). 
A qabbaz, A fast driver; a taker, 

seizer. 
A i^W5 qabazat, Quickness, expedition, 

Bwiftness. 
a (Jteti qabdti (pl. of qibti), Copts, 

Egyptians. " , 
A qibd' (v.n. of Grunting (as of 

swine) ;—qubd', A foolish man; a large 
corn-measure used in Basrah ; surname of 
Haris, governor of Basrah, who introduced 
this measure ;—qabbaS A timorous, cow-
ardly pig. 

A ti-xLS qabaHs, pl. of q.v. 
T jWi qabdq, A gourd ; a pole in the 

middle of a palestra to the top of which a 
ring of gold or silver is fixed, serving as a 
mark for archers (also called chubi qabdq). 

A JW* qibdl, A strap which passes between 
the toes and fastens the sandal to the foot. 

A qabdlat (v.n. of J*5), in P. qabdla, 
qubdla, Being surety for another; manage-
ment of an affair ; deputy ship, suretyship ; 
any contract, especially of bargain and sale, 
signed by a judge ; a grant ; a deed, writing, 
written agreement; a bill of sale ; con-
veyance; bail, bond; title-deeds;—qibdlat, 
Midwifery. 

(ijU iiV-J qabdla-ddr, Holder of a bond, 
&c. (see the preceding article). 

a qabdla-nawls, A conveyancer ; 
a scrivener, scribe. 

A YLI qabban, qdbdn (for P. oV)> A large 
balance with one scale, being kept in equi-
librium by a weight on the other end of the 
beam, a lever balance or steelyard. 

•x+J Li qctbd-namad, A coarse, rain-tight 
cloak. 

&W* qabdh, A garment (see Li above). 
A {Aji qabd'ih (pl. of qabihat), Crimes, 

shameful thoughts, words, or deeds, turpi-
tudes. 

A qabd'ir (pl. of qubrd'), Larks. 
A qabdyiFools; people who lag 

behind. 
A JJWi qaba'il (pl. of qabllat), Tribes; 

family, wife and children, household 

) O"** 
A qabab, Slenderness, slimness of 

waist. 
A <Li qibbat, Rough tripe of sheep;—qub-

bat, qubba, A cupola, dome, vault, arch, 
alcove ; a turre t ; a cathedral church ; a 
tent, tabernacle ;—qabbatu 71-islam, (met.) 
Basrah ; according to others, Balkh;— 
qubattu 'z-zamdn, The tabernacle of the co-
venant (cf. below). 

A qabj, qabjat (for P. A 
partridge. 

M qubjur, A pasture-ground; a 
tribute consisting in one head of cattle out 
of a hundred; such tribute converted into 
money (see \fr.y* and jy^4*) -

A V I V * 5 qibchdq, Name of a desert in 
Tartary. 

A qubh, qabh (v.n.), Being shameful, 
disgraceful, ugly, hideous (in a moral and 
material sense, opp. to ; base-
ness, villainy, &c.; ugliness, deformity, <fec.; 
qubh-an la-hu, May God keep him from all 
good ! a plague upon him! 

A IJS^FI qabhd (pl. of qabih), Ugly, 
hideous (persons or things). 

A ft qabr (v.n.), Burying ; a grave, tomb, 
sepulchre, mausoleum, monument in honour 
of the dead; [qabri hohdni, A grav« raised 
in the middle like a camel's hump ;—qibr, 
A worm-eaten place in aloe-wood ;—qubar, 
A delicious sort of grape, long and white ; 
—qubar, qubarr, A lark. 

A qubrd', A lark. 
A tjfi qubbarat, A single lark. 
A (j*ft* qubrus, Cyprus; the finest Cyprus 

brass. 
a qabristdn, A cemetery, grave-

yard ;—qabristani adam, An executioner, a 
wholesale murderer (m.c. applied to a 
quack). 

a ft qabr-saldmi, A consideration 
or dues paid to the zamindar by the Mu-
hammadans for his allowing them to dig a 
grave for their deceased relations (an Indian 
term). 

a ^ f t qubrusi, A Cypriot. 
T A*ft gaburgha. &ft qaburqa, A rib ;— 

shash-qaburgjia (six ribbed), A stupid, a 
blockhead; a simpleton (originating in a 
silly slave being persuaded by his master 
that he had but six ribs instead of seven 
like other people, which threw him into 
profound melancholy). 

a ( f t ft qabr-han, A grave-digger. 
a ft qabr-gah, A burying-ground. 
A ft qibz, Short; avaricious. 
A qabs (v.n.), Lighting or obtaining 

fire from another; asking for fire; striking 
fire; acquiring learning, gaining knowledge, 
deriving information;—qibs, Root, origin j 
— qabas (v.n.), Being quick and efficient in 
covering (a stallion) ; a portion of a fire, 
firebrand, anything for kindling or striking 



<JA** ( 
fire with, a match, &c.;—qabis, A quick and 
sure foal-getter. 

A t/M qabs, Taking up (anything) with 
the tips of the fingers; making (anyone) 
leave off drinking before (his) thirst is 
quenched ; mounting the female (stallion) ; 
running a string into one's trowsers and 
drawing it;—qjbs, A great multitude of 
men ; root, origin ; — qibs, qabs, A great 
heap of sand ;—qabas (v.n.), Being spirited 
(horse); being closed up (womb of a camel); 
being joyful; being large (head or crown 
of head) ; having a pain in the liver (from 
eating dates fasting); nimbleness, brisk-
ness ;— qabis Brisk, sprightly; suffering 
from the liver complaint qabas (see above). 

A qabsat, qabsa, A locust;—also qub-
sat, qubsa, Whatever can be taken with the 
tip of the fingers; as much wheat as can 
be taken in the two hands; a dose (as of 
medicine) ; a pinch (as of snuff). 

A yAfS qabz (v.n.), Taking, seizing, arrest-
ing, grasping, griping, clutching; keeping 
back, restraining one's hand from taking 
hold of ; flying or walking swiftly ; driving 
(camels) fas t ; capture, sequestration, con-
fiscation ; receipt, voucher; contraction; 
[qabzu 'l-umsul, A receipt, discharge, ac-
knowledgment ;—qabzi khdtir, Depression;] 
—qabaz, Tribute, tax;—qubbaz, An animal 
resembling a tortoise. 

A qabzat, qabza, Grasp; power; the 
hilt of a sword; any handle; the upper 
arm ; seized, grasped, clutched (fem.) ;— 
also qabzat, qubza, A handful; a grasp, gripe, 
clutch; the closed fist;—qubazat, qubaza, 
A Bhepherd who skilfully manages his 
flock; (a man) suddenly snatching and 
immediately dropping anything, playing 
fast and loose. 

afa (jAJ qdbz-wdr, In the Way of seizure, 
or confiscation, or distraint. 

A qabziyat, Seizure ; confiscation ; 
contraction; astringency; constipation, cos-
tiveness. 

A W* qabt (v.n.), Gathering together, and 
holding with the hand;—qibt, The Copts 
(the original inhabitants of Egypt, in opp. 
to sibt, the Hebrew settlers). 

a ŷ o+J qabtun, Name of a man from whom 
the Copts descend. 

a qibtl, Egyptian ;—qubtl, qibtl, Fine 
linen of Egypt ; Coptic. 

A qibtlyat,qibtlya, Egyptian (woman); 
—mariyatu 'l-qibtiya, Mary the Copt, pre-
sented by the Governor of Egypt to Mu-
hammad. 

A qab' (v.n), Lowering the head in 
worship; grunting (a hog); breathing hard, 
puffing and blowing; sound, noise; the 
cry of an elephant ;—qub', A brazen trum-
pet;—qub'a, A hedgehog; a certain marine 
animal. 

A JY^A qaba'sard, Great, large, strong ; 

2 ) JWJ 
a large camel; an emaciated weanling; a 
certain marine animal ; name of a poet re-
nowned for eloquence, of whom a spirited 
conversation with the tyrant Ha j j a j is 
recorded. 

A )))*** qaba'rur, A kind of a bad date. 
A S^^FI qabqdb, Loud-roaring (lion) ; a 

camel in rut braying ; (also qabqabat) 
the gnashing of teeth of a camel stallion; 
a liar; a great talker, raver, doter; wide 
parts of a woman; a wooden shoe, clog, 
patten; a shell or anything with which 
cloth is glazed. 

A qabqdb, The belly;—qibqib, A 
species of sea-shell. 

T (3-I qabaq, Any plant or frui t of the 
gourd kind; a pole in the middle of a 
palestra with a ring fastened to the top, 
serving as a mark for archers; according 
to others a game which consists in fixing 
an arrow in a suspended gourd. 

qabq katk, ^fa&Zqabq gurg, and— 
qabk katk, <sSf «AJ» qabk-gurg, 

Behold, a stranger comes 1 
sA uAjj qubki db, qubbaki db, Duck-weed. 
A qabl (v.n.), Putting the strap qibal 

to a sandal, or tying i t ; blowing from the 
east (wind); the fore part, front, face; 
before ; [qabl az dn, Before that, prior to; 
previously; beforehand—-qabl az In, Before 
this, before now, heretofore;—qabl az waqt, 
Beforehand (m.c.);—qabla 'l-ams, The day 
before yesterday ;—qabla 'd-dukhul, Before 
entering or arriving;—qabla 'z-zamdn, Be-
fore the time ;—qabla 's-subh, Before dawn ; 
—qabla an, Before that, ere, sooner than; 
—qabla-hu, Before him or it;—qabla-hd, Be-
fore her; before those things;—qabla hdzd, 
A little before, not long since ;—min qabl, 
Formerly, heretofore; in or from the front;] 
—qubl, Aim design, intent, purpose;—qubl, 
qubul, The fore part, f ront ; pudenda (of 
man or woman) ; beginning, commence-
ment ; the foot of a mountain ; [ f l qubl, In 
the beginning;—min qubul, In front (Jo-
seph's shirt was to rn ) ; ]— qabal (v.n.), 
Having the toes turned inside and the heels 
outward ; squinting ; having the horns bent 
over the face (cattle); speakingextempore; 
a piece of polished ivory hung to the neck 
of a woman or horse to avert the evil eye; 
a shell or bead used for incantation ; the 
top of a hill, the part of rising ground op-
posite to the beholder; (in. P. for A. qabl) 
siege, blockade; [qabal kardan, To besiege;] 
—qibal, Power; plenty; apa r t , side; pre-
sence ; with, in one's possession ; [dar qibali 
'izzati dost-am fuldn, To the presence of my 
glorious friend So and So (a mode of ad-
dressing letters) ;—zin (for az in) qibal, For 
this reason, because ;—min qibali, In respect 
of, aside, apart from;]—qubul (pi. of qabi-
lat), Tribes, &c. 

A "XJ qabal-an, Extempore, unpremedi-



tated;— qubul-an, By troops of different 
nations; before the eyes. 

A qablat, A small shell or bead used 
for purposes of fascination, or to avert the 
influence of malignant eyes;—qiblat, qibla, 
Anything opposite; that part to which 
people direct their prayers, especially the 
direction of the Ka'bah (construed with 
zadan) ; also of the temple of Jerusalem ; 
an altar, temple; side, par t ; mode, manner; 
[qibla'i jamshed, The cup or mirror of Jam, 
which was said to represent the whole 
world ; (met.) fire ; the sun; red wine ;— 
qibla'l jahan-numd, The mirror of King 
Jam, Solomon, or Sikandar; (met.) a 
pharos, a lighthouse, especially that of 
Alexandria (see jami jahdn-namd under 
pW p. 350) ;—qibla'i hdjat (hdjat), Who or 
what is looked to for the attainment of one's 
wants, one who supplies another's needs ;— 
qibla'i dihqdn (zar-dushtiyd.n), fire (accord-
ing to Firdausi not the object of adoration, 
but the prayer-direction of the fire-worship-
pers) ;—qibla'i'dlam (qibla of the world), 
A title assumed by Eastern princes ;—qibla'i 
kaunain (qibla of both forms of existence or 
lives), A father ;]—qublat, A kiss ; a philtre 
for reconciling enemies; bail, surety; [qubla 
dadan, To kiss;]—qabalat,' A spindle, a 
distaff, or its whirl; the cabalistic art, 
dealing with anything mysterious or super-
natural. 

A (^sL^I qiblatain (oblique dual of qiblat, 
also used as nom.), The two Qiblas, i.e. 
Mecca and Jerusalem (the latter having 
not only been the Christian Qibla, but also 
originally that of the Muhammadans; till 
their prophet, to conciliate the goodwill of 
his fellow-citizens, changed it to Mecca in 
the second year of the Hijra). 

a qablazln (for qabl az in), Hereto-
fore, before this (m.c.). 

a )) qibla-ru, One whose face is turned 
to the qibla. 

a <J1{J qibla-gdh, Any place towards 
which one looks during prayer (Daniel vi. 
10);—qibla-gdhi hdjat, = qibla'i hdjat, q.v. 
under wL-5 ;—qibla-gdhi majus, Fire. 

a ti** qibla-nama, A mariner's com-
pass ; a sun-dial; also— 

a U* qibla-nama, (Showing the qibla) 
a machine, directing the Muhammadans, at 
a distance from Mecca, to that point where 
the Qibla stands. 

a fti qibli, Southern. 
A qabw (v.n.); Collecting in the 

fingers ; raising (an edifice) ; pointing a 
letter with zammah (this explanation, given 
by the Muntakhab, may devolve from the 
sense "raising," in analogy with ^ q.v., 
p. 582) . 

a vjs-5 qubub (v.n. of *£*>), Drying up or 
losing its moisture (meat, a skin, a wound, 

or a date) ; brawLng, quarrelling aloud, 
making a tumultuous noise. 

A qabwat, A contracting of the lips. 
A C f t qubuh, ^-ft qubuhat (v.n. of 

Being deformed, ugly, fou l ; ugliness. 
A qabiir, Low and soft (ground) ; a 

palm-tree which bears quickly; or one 
whose fruit is on the branch ;—qubiir (pl. 
of qabr), Tombs, graves, sepulchres; — 
ashdbi qubur, The buried, the dead. 

A qabus, Firm, strong, swift, or 
mettlesome (horse). 

A qubuz (pl. of qabz), Receipt-
papers. 

A qwbu' (v.n. of £*»), Hanging or 
hiding hie head in his garment (a man) ; 
rolling itself up (a hedgehog) ; travelling; 
grunting (swine) ; breathing hard, sighing ; 
lagging behind one's companions. 

a Jy** qabul (v.n. of J- i ) , Receiving 
favourably, taking well, consenting, grant-
ing ; blowing from the east (wind) ; east 
wind; consent, compliance, a favourable 
reception, concession ; approbation; a mid-
wife; beauty; ornament; [qabul uftddan, 
To prove acceptable; to deign to accept 
(m.c.) ',—qabuli jawab, An answer (filed in 
a suit) acknowledging the justice of a 
demand;—qabul kardan, To agree, consent, 
accept, approve, submit t o ; — zu qdbfd, 
Capable of receiving ;—'alai-ka qabul, Is it 
agreeable to you?—qarlni qabul, Acceptable, 
agreeable;]—qubul (v.n. of J*5), Approach-
ing, coming; blowing from the east; let-
ting the bucket into the well; receiving a 
bucket from the water-drawer. 

a Jy** qabul-jam', Stipulated rent or 
revenue. 

a Sat qabul-khat. Written assent or 
agreement. 

a Jy^ qabul-surat, Of approved 
form, comely, handsome, beautiful. 

a JyH qabul - surati, Comeliness, 
handsomeness. 

a ^ J f t qabull, Acceptable; a kind of 
food, rice and pulse boiled together; be-
longing to, fanned by, or exposed to the 
morning breeze (qabul). 

x &J ft qab ally at, qabuliyat, qabuliya, 
A receipt, acceptance; an agreement in 
writing; a counter agreement, the counter-
part of a lease. 

A o f t qabun (v.n, of Travelling. 
a M qubba, A vault, arch; a dome, 

cupola ; a cupping-horn ;—qubba'i db, A 
bubble of water;—qubba'i zabarjadi (mind), 
The azure vault;—qubba'i zarbaft, A star-
light night;—qabba'i zarin, The sun ; the 
dawn;—qubba'i 'tilyd (gardanda), The fir-
mament;—qubba'i falak, The ninth heaven. 

a jta qubba-dar, qubbawdr, 
Convex. 

A t f t i qabih, Deformed, ugly; shameful, 
vile, detestable, abominable; tip of the 



To put to death, slay, slaughter, massacre ;] 
—gitl, An enemy, adversary; a companion, 
equal, peer, friend, kinsman; a vital par t ; 
[qitlu sharr, One up to mischief;]—qutl, 
qutul (pi. of qatul), Sanguinary, murderous 
(men). 

A qitlat (v.n, of J -S I ) , Kill ing; a 
mode of killing;—qatala (pi. of qatil), 
Slayers, murderers. 

a sl£Ui qatl-gdh gah), A place of exe-
cution ; the seat of carnage. 

qatla, A slice (comp. E. cutlet). 
A J3& qatla (pi. of qatil), Slain ;—qatli, 

A murderer; meriting death. 
A y i qatw (v.n.), Serving -well (a domes-

tic) ; serving a king. 
A qatubat, qatuba, Saddled with the 

small saddle qatab (she-camel). 
A qatwat, Detraction, slander, whis-

pering. 
A uwytf qatut, A spy, scout, listener, an 

eaves-dropper, sycophant. 
A jyS qutud (pi. of qatad), Timbers of 

camel's saddles; (pi. of,qatad) tragacanth-
trees. 

AjytS qatur, Avaricious, parsimonious, 
stingy (to one's household) ;—qutur (v.n. 
of yi) , Being parsimonious in housekeep-
ing; emitting a flavour or effluvia (see 

A GY* qutu' (v.n. of Being mean, 
base, abject. 

A Jytf qatul, Sanguinary, murderous. 
A pf* qutum (V.n. of Being raised 

(dust). 
A qatib, Name of an Arab nobleman, 

father of Na?r, a contemporary of Mahmud 
Ghaznawi. 

A S^si qutaibat (dim. of qitbat), A small 
intestine; name of a tribe. 

A qa,tir, The heads of nails used in 
fastening coats of mail; hoariness, or the 
beginning of it. 

A qutairat, Name of the father of a 
tribe. 

A qatil, Killed, murdered, slain (man 
or woman). 

A tl^x* qatilat, qatila, (A woman) killed 
or beheaded. 

A qatin, (A man or woman) who 
has little food ; one who eats but little ; 
the tick (insect infesting cattle). 

A U* qasd, Eating a crisp thing (as cu-
cumbers) ;— qisd', qusa', A cucumber;— 
qassd', A possessor of cucumbers ;—qissd', 
A cucumber ;—qissd'u 'l-asaf, Caper-cu-
cumber ;—qissd 'u l-himdr, Wild cucumber. 

A |A£5 qasdm, The female hyena; much 
spoil, plenty of booty; a maid-servant. 

A AII qasd (v.n.), Eating of the plant 
qasad, which resembles a cucumber. 

A qus', A cornet, t rumpet ; a blister 
or pimple on the body. 

A qasm (v.n.), Giving away a consi-

derable part (of one's property);—qasam 
(v.n.), Being defiled with dung;—qusam, 
Liberal, generous ; plenty of booty; fine 
clothes ; good things; a male hyena; name 
of a son of 'Abbas. 

A qusmat (v.n. of f*^*), Being defiled 
with dung; dus t ; ash-colour; defilement 
with dung. 

quj, quch, A horned fighting ram. 
g j quj-bdz, quch-bdz, Who makes 

rams fight or keeps fighting rams. 
quckckaq, Powerful ( = Wy q-v.); 

health ; stout, fat and qq-v)-
quchqar, A ram. 
qachaJc, qxchuh, A kind of musical 

instrument (see p. 881). 
qachal, A magpie. 

A g j qwhh, True, real, genuine, unsophis-
ticated, unblemished (used in a good or in 
an ironical sense); rough, brutal, oppressive 
(man) ; unripe and full of pulp (pumpkin). 

A qihdb (pi. of qahbat); Whores ;— 
quhdb (v.n. of s-ae*), Coughing; the dry 
cough (of horses, camels, and also of men). 

A &A&5 qahdhat (v.v. of $3), Being pure 
and unmixed ; being unripe (pumpkin) ; 
being fat and full of marrow. 

A jW* quhaz, A disease incident to sheep; 
a cough amongst camels. 

A SjUJ* quhhdzat, A snare for catching 
birds. 

A <-AAS* qihaf (v.n. of Drinking 
much; drinking out of wooden bowls; 
wine; [al-yaum qihaf wa qada nihaf, 
Drinking to-day, and breaking of pates to-
morrow ; ]—quhdf , An irresistible current 
(cf. -juhaf, p. 356, and <-»UJ below). 

A JW^ quhal, The drying of a sheep's 
gums. 

A A-US* qahamat, Great age ; decrepitude. 
A qahb (v.n. of Coughing; 

aged; taken with a fit of coughing. 
a qahbagan (P. pi. of qahba), 

Prostitutes. 
a qahbagi, Whoredom, prostitu-

tion. 
a a-*** qahba, A whore, courtesan, prosti-

tute (from " cough " because attract-
ing attention by a cough or hem) ; an old 
woman (subjected to cough) ;—qahba'iray-
gan, A strumpet picked up in the street, a 
common harlot. 

a &U. qahba-lchdna, A brothel. 
A JA&I qahr, Decrepit old man; aged 

(camel). 
A qahz (v.n.), Leaping, springing; 

being restless ; wavering, tottering ; strik-
ing (with a stick) ; throwing prostrate. 

A qahs (v.n.), Passing by swiftly, 
running; sweeping (a house) ; striking 
with the feet, kicking. 

A UAAS qaht (v.n.), Being withheld, failing 
(rain) ; drought, dearth, failure of the 
crops, scarcity; penury, hunger, starvation, 



want, famine; a hard blow ; [qahti rijdl, 
A scarcity of men;—qaht u td'un, Famine 
and pestilence f\—quht, A kind of plant;— 
qahat (v.n.), Being withheld, failing (rain) ; 
experiencing drought;—qahit, Severe (blow, 
year). 

A fcA<TO> qaht an, Name of the son of 
•Amir, son of ' Salikh, father of a tribe ; 
name of a man called the father of Taman 
(1 Chron. i. 17-20) ; name of a desert. 
_ a ^ qaht-dbdd, A place where scar-

city, &c. prevails. 
a ^UwtoS qahtdnl, Of the tribe of Qahtan, 
a W qaht-rasida, Visited by dearth. 
a qaht-zd.r, la** q.v. 
a U) qaht-zada, Famine-stricken; 

starving, famished; dead from starvation ; 
a starveling ; a glutton. 

a JV- Icwfci qaht-sdl, A year of dearth. 
a Saati qaht-saU, Dearth, failure of 

harvest; starvation. 
a ^U-Js^i qahtistdn, — q.v. 
a utJUWi qahtndk, Barren, unproductive. 
a qahti, A starveling; a glutton 

(causer of scarcity). 
A E-W qahf (v.n.), Wounding, cutting, 

or breaking (the skull) ; draining the con-
tents of a cup, drinking all up, especially 
emptying a wooden bowl (comp. Engl, quaff 
derived from Gael, quack -'cup," and re-
member the affinity between skull and cup, 
not only in shape, but the former by war-
like nations being frequently used for the 
latter) ;—qihf, The skull; a wooden cup 
resembling it in shape;—quhf (pl. of qdliif), 
Emptiers of cups or bowls. 

A 2 W qihf at (pl. of qihf), Skulls. 
A KFCSIBS qahqahat (v.n. of C ^ 5 ) , Laugh-

ing loudly ; the laugh, chatter, or grin of 
an ape, gibberish. 

A JTEJ qahl, qahal (v.n.), Being shrivelled 
(the skin); — qihl (?), qahil, An old man, 
dry-skinned, and worn out with age;— 
qahal (v.n.), Being dry-skinned (an old 
man). 

A FWTI qahm (v.n.), Crossing (deserts) ; 
approaching; decrepit, shrivelled (old man); 
—quham, The three last days of a month ; 
(pl. of quhmai) perils (of the way), dangers ; 
law-suits, 

A qahmai, Great old age (of a camel) ; 
—quhmat, Peril, danger, difficulty ; a law-
suit; the hardship of a dry, barren season, 
which forces people to emigrate. 

A quhwdn, Anthemis, camomile. 
A quhuhat, = q.v. above. 
A quhur (pl. of qahr), Decrepit (old 

men) ; aged, (camels). 
A S J J ^ J quhurat, Old age (in camels) with 

some remains of strength. 
A quhuz (v.n. of Falling down 

as dead; throwing an arrow so as to fall 
short. 

A k^fcj quhiit (v.n. of Being with-

held, failing (rain) j suffering from 
drought. 

A WTYTEI quhaf (pl. of qihf), Skulls; ladles ; 
bowls. 

A Jyas* quhul (v.n. of J ^ 3 ) . Becoming 
dry, withered (skin upon the bone). 

A PYA&J quhum (v.n. of Attacking 
rashly, entering upon with precipitation. 

A quhumai, Infirmities of old age. 
A qahit, Severe (blow); scarce 

(year). 
A JI qad, Certainly, doubtless, already; 

sufficiently ; sometimes, now and then. 
A qadd (v.n.), Tearing (a garment) 

lengthwise ; cutting up by the roots ; tra-
versing (a desert); interrupting, breaking 
short (a discourse) ; a lash, a scourge; the 
scanning of a verse; the dividing any-
thing with propriety ; a quantity, pa r t ; a 
fissure, split, crack, crevice; a kid's or 
lamb's skin; in P. mostly qad, stature, 
figure ; [qadi adam, Of the height of a 
man; a fathom of ;—qadi alif chu www 
kardan, To hang the head in a contempla-
tive posture ;—qadi lajawardi, The sky ;— 
qadi maryam, A kind of house-leek;—qad 
u qdmat, Size and stature ; build ;]—qidd, 
A leather strap or thong cut from an un-
tanned hide; a vessel made of leather; a 
lash, a scourge; people who on every occa-
sion follow their own bent or inclination; 
—qudd, A kind of sea-fish. 

AC^Ai qiddh (pl. of qidh), Arrows ere 
they have received heads or wings ;—qad-
dah, A fire-steel, or fire-striking wood; a 
potter, a maker of glass-ware; a maker of 
arrows ; the extremities of young, tender 
plants. 

A W ^ qiddhat, Potter 's or glass-blower's 
trade. 

A JUJ qaddd, A hedgehog, an urchin; a 
field-mouse;—qiddd (pl. of qadd), Kid-
skins ; human statures;—qudad, The belly-
ache, gripes. 

Ajl^ qiddr (v.n. 3 of ft), Doing exactly 
as another does. 

A qaddrat (v.n. of yS), Power, 
strength;—qadddra, A two-edged sword 
(m.c.). 

A ( j * ^ qudas, A string of silver beads, a 
rosary; a stone placed at the spot where 
water is poured into a cistern; a stone 
placed in a cistern for measuring out water 
equally amongst camels; name of a man ; 
—qaddda, A stone placed at the spot where 
water is poured into a cistern ;•— quddas, 
The catholic mass; the consecrated wafer, 
the host. 

A FU* qadam, Name of a horse ;-—qudam, 
Old, ancient; anterior, prior; mad, crazy; 
—qaddam, A king, prince, leader;—qudddrn, 
Anterior, prior; the front, projecting part ; 
a king, prince, leader; before; people re-
turning from a journey ;—quddamu 'l-bab, 



A portico;—quddami 'askar, The front or 
first line of an army ;—quddam u khaldf, 
First and last. 

A WAJ qaddmal (v.n. of F^), Preceding 
in point of time, being prior, ancient, eter-
nal ; age; seniority; length of service; 
prescription; excellence, worthiness ;—qa-
dania, (In the dialect of Isfahan) Mallows 
(see 

A (J^Ui quddmd, The advanced guard of 
an army ; (pi. of qadlm) ancient; (pi. of 
qadimat) quill-feathers. 

a $ Ai qad'dwar, Tall of stature. 
A ^ A I qada'im, (pi. of qadum) Hatchets ; 

(pi. of qadimat) ancient (things). 
A Sii qiddat, A thong; a scattered mul-

titude going different ways, each following 
a plan of his own. 

A qadk (v.n.), Reviling, reproaching, 
cursing, anathematizing; striking fire; 
taking (broth) out of a pot with a ladle; 
corroding the teeth (caries); clearing the 
eye from impure matter; sinking in the 
socket (eye) ; cleaving the shaft of an arrow 
to fix in the head ; refuting; reproach, 
malediction, satire, lampoon, ridicule; re-
futation; [radd u qadh, Altercation, wran-
gling ; argument, debate;]—qidh, An arrow 
before being feathered and provided with 
a head; an arrow employed in drawing lots 
or gambling;—qadah, A cup, goblet, glass, 
bowl; any drinking vessel (especially of a 
larger size) sufficient for two persons (con-
strued with the verbs ashamidan, paimudan, 
ckashldan, khwurdan, zadan, kashidan, no-
shldan, &c.) ; a black corrosion of the teeth; 
also of a tree ; a crack in wood;—zarrln-
qadah, The narcissus. 

a flM qadah-dshdm paimay), 
A drainer of the cup. 

A qadhat, One stroke of the fire-
steel ;—qidhat, A striking of fire; the 
management of an affair ;—qudhai, A Bup 
of broth. 

a jU CAJ qadah-saz, A maker of cups. 
a qadah-kar, A cup-bearer. 
a {J^ c ^ qadah-kash (J*^ nosh), A 

drainer of the cup. 
a JJ qad-khamlda, Bent in stature. 
A ^ qidad (pi. of qiddat), Slips or 

strips of leather, thongs ; scattered multi-
tudes. 

a y J AS qad-dar, Of a fine stature. 
AjA* qadr (v.n.), Making great, magni-

fying, honouring; measuring, determining; 
comparing one thing with another; mea-
suring out; confining, reducing; appoint-
ing, predestinating; cooking in a pot (qidh); 
Bize, dimension, measure ; whatever is fixed 
or ordained by God; fa te ; divine provi-
dence; worth, value, price; power, rank, 
dignity; affluence, opulence; construed 
with awardan, burdan, dashtan, danistan, 
shikastan, shindkhtan, &c.; [shabi qadr, 

The night of power, the night the Qur'an 
was sent down (see lailatu 'l-qadr under 
&<J) ;—zu 'l-qadr, Possessed of power, high 
in station; — 'azlmu 'l-qadr, Of exalted 
rank;]—qidr, A cauldron, pot, kettle ; cer-
tain stars disposed in a circle ; — qudr, 
Quantity, price, worth, value;—qadar (v.n.), 
Measuring; preordaining; a decree, man-
date, judgment; whatever is fixed, decreed, 
and commanded by God ; power; the power 
of directing one's own actions; quantity, 
price, value; shortness of neck; [qadar 
budan, To be equal;—qadar kardan, To 
equalize, to render equal;—In qadar, So 
much, this quantity; — chi qadar, How 
much ? what quantity ? — qazd u qadar, 
Fate and the divine decree;]—qudar (pi. of 
qudrai), Powers, <fcc. 

A qadr a, A well-proportioned ear, 
neither too large nor too small, 

A qidr an (v.n. of Being able ; 
power, ability. 

a qadr-anddz, An excellent archer. 
a u ^ . qadr-bakhsh, Conferring dig-

nity ; the source of dignity, fountain of 
honour. 

A qudrai (v.n, of Being able ; 
power, ability, potency ; prowess, courage, 
audacity; one of the attributes of God, 
omnipotence, providence, prescience; the 
creation, universe, nature; destiny; so 
much ; [qudrat ddshtan, To be powerful;— 
qudrati mumana'at, Power of repression 
(m.c.) ; — zii qudrat, Powerful;] — qadar at, 
A small flask, decanter, bottle ; the distance 
at which palm-trees are planted apart. 

a ewjjJ qudrat-halwa, The manna of 
the Israelites. 

a ij)^ qudrati, Of omnipotence, divine; 
not produced by man ; natural, constitu-
tional, innate, instinctive. 

a v^i qudrat-ydb, Who finds the 
power. 

a t-i&j (^yj-ii qudrati-rang, Whi te ; natural 
colour (not dyed). 

a uwUV ^ . i i qudrati-'aldmat, Natural 
features, phenomena. 

a fa qadar-khdn, Title of the emperor 
of China and the King of Samarqand. 

a yU fa qadr-dan, A just appreciator, 
one who knows the worth (of men or 
things). 

a (jita jAi qadr-ddni, Due regard to the 
worth of, just appreciation of merit; power 
or faculty of appreciation; patronage, 
favour. 

a yAu, JA* qadr-shinas, Acquainted with 
the value or quality (of persons or things). 

qadraf, Name of a city. 
qadraf i, Name of a gold coin struck 

in Qadraf. 
u^jAi JAJ qadar-qudrat, Powerful as fate. 
^^ fa qadar-maya, A little ; a quantity. 
a qadri, A certain order of dervishes; 



whatever is predestined; name of a cele-
brated author;—qaclure, A little, small 
quantity ; somewhat;—qadari, One who 
maintains the doctrine of free-will (opp. to 
jabari " predestinarian ") . 

A qadarlyat, qadariya, Name of a 
Muhammadan sect which holds the doc-
trine of free-will (the opposite of jabariyat, 
which denies the freedom of the human 
will). 

a y j Ji qad-zan, A bone for nibbing pens 
on. 

A quds (v.n.), Being holy, pure; — 
quds, qudus, Sanctity, holiness ; paradise ; 
Jeruealem (also called qudsi sharlf (mu-
bdrak) ; the angel Gabriel; name of a 
mountain in Najd ; [qudsi abyaz, qudsi 
aswad, Names of two mountains ;—kazlraiu 
'l-quds, The holy fold, i e. Paradise ;—ruhu 
'l-quds,The Holy Spirit; the angel Gabriel;] 
—qadas, A two-handed vessel used in baths; 
name of a town near Hims or Emessa;— 
qudas, qudus, A cup ;—qaddasa (3rd. sing, 
pret. of the second conj. used optatively), 
May He bless !—qudissa (pass, of the pre-
ceding), May he or it be blessed !—quddisa 
sirru-hu, May his grave be hallowed! 
(speaking of a departed king or great man). 

a qudsi, Holy, divine ; ' celestial; 
belonging to Paradise or Jerusalem ; the 
angel Gabriel. 

a (jLw^i qudsiyan (P. pl. of the preced-
ing), Angels, holy intelligences. 

a qudslya (fem. of qudsi), Holy. 
A qad' (v.n.), Prohibiting, hindering, 

diverting (one) from anything; checking, 
reining in (a horse) ;—qada' (v.n.), Being 
weak (the eyes) ; being bashful and of few 
words (woman); approaching or being near 
(year); being weak-sighted and shying 
(horse) ;—qadi', Timid, frightened (horse 
that sees badly and shies); wailing pite-
ously ; brackish, undrinkable. 

T £JUI qudu1, The colt of an ass. 
A qid'at, A short tunic; — qadi'at, (A 

woman) bashful and sparing of speech. 
qadgh. A drink ing-vessel made of 

horn. 
T ^AA* qadagjkan, Corroboration, stress ; 

seeking, inquiring, solicitude, care; an 
order, command (m.c.). 

t ^^-liAj gadaghanjl. An apparitor, ser-
geant, sumnioner. 

S-JJJ qadf, The root of the palm-tree. 
qadak, A coloured cloth or garment 

not of silk. 
a Ji qad-kashi, Tallness and erect-

ness of stature. 
a fij-j-iS Ai qad-kashlda, Erect of stature, 

upright. 
A FJI qadrn (v.n.), Preceding, going be-

fore ; being prior in point of time, place, 
or degree ; being bold and intrepid ; a red 
garment;—qidm, Antiquity, a former age, 

ancient times; — qudm (v.n.), Preceding, 
going before, being anterior to ; bold, au-
dacious ;—qadam, A foot; a footstep, track, 
trace; a foot's length ; step, pace ; merit, 
pre-excellence; bold, heroic ; very meri-
torious ; [qadam az jdn bar dwardan, To bid 
adieu to life;—qadam az rdh kashldan, To lag 
behind in a journey;—qadam az sar sdkhtan. 
To proceed, set out, or go away ;—qadam 
afshurdan, To keep a firm footing;—qadam 
ba-qadam, Step bv step, gently ;—qadam bar 
tdriki (sari) chize zadan (nihadan), To tread 
down ; to abandon ; — qadami khdk, The 
ground ;—qadami ddshtan, To keep a firm 
footing;—qadam dar miydni du kas guzdsh-
tan, To intercede between two persons;— 
qadam-rd gul-bdng zadan, To walk rapidly, 
to hasten ;—qadam ranja kardan (namudan), 
To take the trouble to come; to go, march, 
step ;—qadam zadan (sanjidan, Sudan), To 
travel along ;—qadami sharlf, A relic ;— 
qadam shumarda nihadan, To walk with 
measured (lit. counted) steps, to travel cau-
tiously ;—qadam kashldan (gushadan),— 
qadam zadan above;—qadami mubdrak, A 
stone on which the foot of Muhammad is 
said to be impressed, and therefore greatly 
venerated; — sdbit-qadam, Constant, firm, 
solid, immoveable ; — dar qadam bdshim, 
Let us set to work, let us perform our 
service; — dar qadam dashtan, To have 
a travelling companion; — dar qadam 
kashldan chize, To place (a thing) at 
the feet; to put under the feet; — dar 
qadam giriftan, To take a travelling com-
panion ; — waz'i qadam kardan, To en-
ter, step in ;] — qadim, Bold, courageous, 
taking the lead in battle; rough, stony 
(ground); — qidam (v.n.), Preceding in 
point of time, being ancient, eternal; a 
going before ; age ; antiquity, olden time ; 
—qudam, Name of a place in Taman, 
where cloths are made;—qudum, Prece-
dence ; effect or consequence of an ac t ; an 
intrepid man, excelling in courage; the 
fore part, before; (pl. of qddim) comers 
off a journey ; (pl. of qadum) hatchets. 

A qidm-an, Formerly, of old; it is 
long that;—qudamd' (pl. of qadim), The 
ancients; excellent (men). 

A <J)T»A* qidmdn, -A coming (off a jour-
ney). 

a jV qadam-bdz, Fleet, nimble-footed. 
a y-y pJi qadam-bos, Kissing the feet, 

making an obeisance. 
a ^ j ^ J i qadam - bosl, Foot - kissing; 

touching the feet of the person respectfully 
approached with the right hand, and then 
kissing the latter; respectful salutation; 
obeisance. 

A qudmat (v.n. of P-"), Walking 
pompously, stately, or gracefully; a pomp-
ous, graceful, or stately carriage ; prece-
dence ; intrepidity; a footstep, track, trace; 



A qaz' (v.u.), Reproaching, reviling, 
traducing, cursing; talking obscenely; 
striking with a s t i c k ; O b s c e n i t y , 
ribaldry, turpitude, impurity, filthiness. 

A quza'mal, fem. iUcii quza'malat, 
quza'mala, Bulky, fat (camel) ; sbort, vile, 
base ;—quza'mala, Somewhat, anything ; 
weakness. 

A qazf (v.n.), Reviling, criminating, 
convicting, impeaching, reproaching, cen-
suring ; accusin g (a virtuous woman) of 
incontinence; pelting with stones; rowing 
(a boat) ; vomiting ;—hazaf, huzuf, A dis-
tant abode or station ; a man who throws 
at a great distance ; one who forms far-
reaching projects ; a vast desert;—huzaf 
(pi. of the following), Battlements. 

A quzfat, Summit of a mountain, 
battlement, turret. 

A J^S qasd (v.n.), Striking (a horse) on 
the back part of the head called qazdl; 
accusing, reproaching; striving, straining 
every nerve ; injustice, violence;—qazal, A 
vice, fault, defect;—quzul (pi. of qazal), 
Back parts of the head. 

A quzmur, A silver table or tray. 
A qazur, (A woman) abhorring all 

impurity, and keeping at a distance from 
men ; (a she-camel) avoiding the males ; a 
misanthrope, one who shuns society. 

A qazuf, "Far-distant (dwelling) ; 
weary (waste) ; wide (desert). 

A ^ i i qazy (v.n.), Coming, arriving; 
casting forth a mote (eye) ;—qazd (v.n.), 
Being annoyed by a mote falling into the 
eye; a chip, straw, or mote swimming on 
water or paining the eye;—qaziy, qazl, 
Troubled with a mote in the eye;—qizd, 
Pounded, pulverized earth;—quziy (v.n, of 
^jJi), Casting forth a mote; (pi. of qizd) 
pounded, pulverized earths. 

A qazayan (v.n. of ^^I) , Having a 
mote fallen into it (the eye); casting forth 
a mote (the same). 

A qaziy at, qaziy a, (An eye) troubled 
with a mote in it. 

A UBJJ qaztf, Very remote (halting-place 
or habitation); a cloud rising up before 
the eye. 

A. iiIAS qazifat, Anything thrown or 
darted ; anything that brings suspicion or 
reproach. 

fa qir, qirr (prob. for A, -fa qird), An ape, 
monkey, ba.boon;—qirr dadan, To coquette 
about, sway the body as in a dance (m.c.). 

A Y> qarr (v.n.), Drinking for the first 
time, but not to repletion (a camel); re-
maining firm, stationary, resting (in any 
place) ; being affected by cold; pouring 
water into a boiling pot to still i t ; pouring 
words into another's ear, i.e. whispering or 
communicating a secret; a kind of saddle; 
the camel-litter hauda; [_qarru 's-saub, A 
creaBe or fold in a garment;—qarri 'ain, 

Coldness (or liveliness) of eye;—yaumu 7-
qarr, The eleventh of zu 'l-kijja, the day 
after a great solemnity at Mecca, when 
people repose either in the valley of Mina 
or at home after the performance of the 
sacrifices and other ceremonies;] — qurr, 
Cold ; coldness ; a place of rest, mansion of 
repose. 

A qar' (v.n. of Beading; being 
with foal (a camel) ;—qar', qur\ Catame-
nia ; purifications, or the period when they 
are over; time, season; a similar ending 
of verses in a poem. 

V qir a, A machine for hurling stones or 
dirt. 

T \j» qara, Black (see 
A qara' (v.n.), Being kind, receiving 

hospitably; gathering, collecting; being 
with foal (camel) ; reading a book ;—qird' 
(v.n. 3 of Teaching to read, practis-
ing ;—qarraOne who reads well;—qurrd', 
A holy and devoted man, given to sacred 
reading (pi. of qdrV), Readers of the 
Qur'an. 

A U y qird'at (v.n. of Reading the 
Qur'an; a proper manner of reading the 
Qur'an, a correct pronunciation ;—qird'at 
hardan, To read;—'ilmi qir a'at, Skill in 
reading (particularly the Qur'an with a 
solemn tone). 

A sAy qardb, Near; [bi-qarab-in (6a-
qardb), Shortly;]—qirab (v.n. 3 of vy»), 
Drawing near, approaching ; lifting the leg 
(for coitus) ; avoiding excess and aiming 
at what is right and jus t ; a sword-sheath ; 
a case in which a sword or its sheath is 
put ; (pi. of qarban) nearly full (vessels); 
—qirdb, qurdb, Anything almost full, or 
any business nearly accomplished ;—qurdb, 
Sagacity, penetration, judgment. 

a cu^y qardbat, Kinsmen, relations. 
A (^A^YI qardbadln, Y* J ^ V qardbdzin, 

Compound medicines; antidotes ; an anti-
dote ; pharmacopoeia. 

T qarabdgA, Name of a tract of 
country on the Black Sea. 

A qardbat (v.n. of Becoming 
near; propinquity, nearness; affinity, con-
nexion, relationship, consanguinity, alliance; 
[qardbati qariba (nasabiya), Near relation-
ship ;]—qirdbat (VJI. of Ooing to a 
watering-place a night's journey distant; 
an approach to fulness;—qurdbat, qurdba, 
One who comes near; anything almost full, 
or any business almost accomplished ; nigh, 
near; sagacity, penetration; like, resem-
bling ; a relation;—qarrdbat, in. P. qardba, 
A large flagon or vessel having two bandies 
and a spout (made of glass, in which wine 
is left standing forty days in order to refine); 
—qardba'i sarin, The sun. 

a jt j qardbat-ddr, A relation by 
blood or marriage, a relative, kinsman, 
family connection. 



a (jyU qardbat-ddrl, Relationship, 
&c. 

a u ^ V qardbati, Related, connected, 
akin ; consanguineous ; a relative, &c. ( = 
ft «wty q.v.;. 

qardbughd, qardbughrar, Jy^y 
qarabuqrd, A war-engine (comp. \y qird). 

A ^r-irf^ qardbis (pl. of qarbua), Saddle-
bows. 

chrfV q&rdbin, A carbine (m.c. from Fr.). 
A t ^ V qarabin (pl. of gurbdn), Sacri-

fices, victims; intimate associates of a 
king.^ 

A Ŝ v* qir'at, = 2c\Y q.v;—qara'at, qara'a 
(pl. of qar'i), Readers, particularly of the 
Qlir'an. 

qiwdt, A strip of cloth. 
T qard-tdtdr, Tbe black Tartars. 
T V qard-takin, Name of a Turk. 
T qardtaklni, A column called 

after Qaratakin; a tribe descending from 
the same. (See preceding article.) 

A qardsd', An excellent sort of date. 
2ardchdr, Name of a paternal 

cousin of Genghis-Khan, and grandfather 
of Timur. 

jftj* qardchur, A long sword; a swords-
man. 

cstf^V A swordsman ; a sword. 
T ^ y f qardcM, A gipsy (m.c.), 
A cV qarak, A sown field destitute of 

trees and buildings; land especially appro-
priated for sowing and planting; (water) 
cold, sweet, limpid, unmixed with anything ; 
anything pure ;—qirah (v.n. 3 of ty ) , Meet-
ing face to face; (pl. of qdrih) mature, full-
aged (horses). 

a ^Vx^y qurdhlyatdn (du.), The hypo-
chondria. 

qarakhdn. Name of a king of India 
contemporary with Alexander; name of 
one of Afrasyab's champions. 

^^MsJtji qardkhMn, Quarantine (m.c.). 
A qurdd, The tick, a parasitical insect 

infesting dogs, camels, or cattle; a nipple 
or dug ; the orifice of a horse's yard. 

A J^/ qarrdd, A keeper or trainer of 
monkeys. 

A ;TY qardr (v.n. of Dwelling, fixing 
one's abode in any place; constancy, firm-
ness, stability ; a safe abode, an undisturbed 
resting-place ; reBt, tranquillity, repose; 
conclnsion, termination; ratification, agree-
ment, engagement; certainty,truth,reality; 
patience; steadiness, dignified behaviour, 
gravity ;—qardr dadan, To fix, to establish 
(m.c.) ;—qardr ddshtan, To acquire stability; 
to be confirmed, settled, ratified;—qardri 
qat'i, A peremptory resolution ;-—qariir kar-
dan, To conclude, confirm, ratify; to resolve; 
to establish (m.c.);—qardr giriftan, To be 
still and quiet ; to be firm or steady; (the 
word is further construed with the verbs 
uftddan, dwardan, burdan, bastan, zadan, 

situdan, &c.;)—qardri waqi(, Completely, 
entirely;—qardr u maddr, Promise and 
agreement ;•—az in qardr, Of this descrip-
tion, as follows, the following (m.c,);—bar 
qardr, Firm, established ;—bar qardri sdbiq, 
According to previous agreement or dis-
position ;—bar qardr shudan, To be or re-
main firm, unshaken;—bar qardr hardan, To 
confirm, strengthen;—jannat-qarar, Whose 
abode is (or will be) paradise ^—dozakh-
qardr, A hell-hound, firebrand, infernal 
villain. (See kuffdri dozakh-qarar, under 

A YY qardrat, qurdrat, Cold water poured 
into a pot to prevent it from being burned. 

a qardr-ddd, Possessed of firm-
ness, i.e. established, confirmed, ratified; 
an engagement, contract, agreement; & 
prescription ;—sulhi qardr-ddd, A peace 
concluded and ratified. 

a M J j\j> qardr-dada, Confirmed, esta-
blished. 

a f qardr-dar, Established, fixed, 
consolidated; lasting. 

a ft/ qardr-hami, Decrease in rent of 
land. 

a jVy qardr-gdh, A mansion, quiet 
place of residence ;—qardr-gdhi nutfa, The 
womb; fundus uteri. 

a ^ f t j ly qardr-giri, Quiet, peace, secu-
rity. 

a qardr-ndma, A written agree-
ment, a contract (m.c.). 

a o*3^ qarar-wdqi% Definitively ; 
positively ; effectually, efficaciously; truly, 
accurately, correctly, in proper manner. 

A "tgjV 9.arari\ Persons devoted to sacred 
reading, especially the Qur'an ;—qardri, 
Firm, stable, ratified, agreed to ; a citizen 
who does not leave home; any tradesman 
or mechanic. 

A V^y qardrit, Seed of tamarind; (pl. of 
qirat) half-dangs (name of a coin). 

i qardsunqur, Name of a bird of 
prey of a black colour; night; name of a 
king. 

T Y-VYS qarasu, (black-water) A river near 
Khwarazm. 

T qard-surdn, V qard-suran, 
Leader of an escort for the protection of 
caravans; escort for the mail; a sentinel. 

W-^y qarasiyd, qarasiya, A cherry. 
qurash, A fever in which the hair 

stands on end. 
qurdska, = J ^ y q.v. 

A qurrds, Anthemis, camomile, es-
pecially the dry flowers; the plant wars. 

A L ^ y qarasiyd, A cherry ;—qarasiya'i 
hulv, The sweet cherry;—qardsiyd'i hamif, 
The morel-cherry. 

A T/ly qirdz (v.n. 3 of < / / ) , ^Repaying, 
requiting (good or bad) ; going partner-
ship, and trading with another's capital; 



challenging one to dispute, especially in 
verse; debt. 

a qurdza, What falls off in filing ; 
filings; a fragment, small particle (of gold 
or silver). 

A Uy qir at, A light, lamp, or the flame 
thereof; snuff of a candle or lamp-match 
(pi. of qurt) ear-rings;—qirrdt, A carat, 
the 24th part of an ounce. 

yijtyMjU qaratargfauyin (Gr. Kparaioyovov), 
Name of a plant. 

A My qarrdz, A vendor of satom-leaves. 
A qird' (v.n. of Covering; draw-

ing lots ; striking with the sword;—qarr a', 
Hard, firm. 

T J V V qafd-ghiifih, A sparrow-hawk. 
A U Y qiraf (v.n. 3 of Having to do 

(with one's wife); staining oneself with 
vice. 

qardfa, Name of a city where the 
Imam Shaf'i is buried; also of a place in 
Alexandria. 

A qardqar, Grumbling of the bowels 
(borborygmi) ; noise, tumult, hubbub ;— 
quraqir, Melodious (applied to camel-drivers 
who Bing to their beasts). 

T ^rf Y qurd-qurut, Black curds. 
T Y qdra-qush A sparrow-hawk 

(m.c.). 
T y qara-qum, (black-dust) Name of 

the residence town of Gen gis Khan in Mon-
golia (so called because situated in a tract 
abounding in black dust. 

T J Y qral, qirdl, (Sclav.) A king; a 
chief. 

A f»\j* qiram, A painted or embroidered 
veil or curtain; a garment of coloured or 
figured stuff. 

t sljlg qard-gulula, A black grain pre-
pared from the ingredients of tberiac. 

A qaramitat (pi. of qarmati), Mem-
bers of a certain sect, 

A J * Y qardmil, Camels with two 
humps. 

A qar amid (pi, of qir mid), Bricks ; 
tiles. 

a yljJ qran (for sdhib-qirdn), Name of a 
silver coin, the tenth part of a gold toman, 
now about equal to tenpezice. 

A YY gur'an, in p . qurdn (v.n. of *Y), 
Gathering together, collecting ; reading ; 
the Qur 'an; — qur'ani sharif (Jazlm), The 
great, the noble book ;—qurdn fird-khwur-
dan, To swear on the Qur 'an;—qurdni 
muzahhab, A Qur'an adorned with gold. 

A YY qir an (v.n. of yy»), Being in a 
transition state from green to moist (a 
date) ; (v.n. 3 of y / ) living together; being 
intimate; being in conjunction (to stars); 
combining hajj and'umrah, the greater and 
lesser pilgrimage; a pair of arrows matched; 
a rope joining camels or oxen to a plough ; 
a period of time (10, 20, 30, 40, 80, or 120 
years); the time of departing this life, 

death, decease ; (pi. of qarn) small hills 
summits of mountains; [qirdni a'gam, The 
greatest conjunction (in astrology) ;—qirdni 
sa'dain, Conjunction of the two beneficent 
planets (Jupiter and Venus); — qiran gu-
zarandan, To free oneself or escape from 
calamities;—qiran guzashi, The time of 
calamity is over;—qirdni nafysain, Conjunc-
tion of the two malignant planets (Saturn 
and Mars) ;— sdhib-qardn, vulg. sapqran, 
A silver coin worth the tenth of a gold 
toman (see also y l j i v ^ U , p. 778, and a. t>y 
above);]—qarr an, A flask or decanter. 

i^e^y qarantin, Quarantine (m.c. from 
Pr . or E.). 

a qxiran-khwan, y. <jV qurdn-
sard, A reader of the Qur'an; cashiered, 
dismissed from a post or office. 

A ^ y qwrdna, Associated, nearly allied; 
—qur'dnl, Coranic. 

a <j>y qur'dnl-mulld, A Muslim law-
officer who administers oaths on the Qur'an ; 
one whose business it is to read the Qur'an 
for forty days at the house of a deceased 
person. 

A WV qardniyd, Cornel-tree; sorb-apple, 
a yJs^y qurdnltus, Phrenitis, inflamma-

tion of the brain. 
T qardwul, A sentinel, watchman, 

spy, guard ; the vanguard; a game-keeper, 
a hunter (m.c.) ; sight of a gun;—qardwul 
raftan, To take aim at (m.c.) ;—qardwul 
kardan, To mount guard. 

t AiUsiyy qardwul-khana, Guard-house, 
sentry-box (m.c.). 

(j^b* qardwull, A skirmish, running 
fight; the duty of acting as scouts and 
sentinels to a camp, out-post duty (m.c.). 

A y j y qarra'un (pi. of qarra'), Readers 
of the Qur'an;—qurrd'un (pi. of qurrd'), 
Addicted to sacred reading. 

a ^ y qurrdwl, Belonging to a reader. 
A qard'is (pi. of qar Is a'), Excellent 

sorts of dates. 
a Y\~LA J Y qarayi sahib tailasan, 

The planet Jupi ter ; the planet Saturn. 
qarayi tailasani, The planet 

Saturn. 
A qarai'in (pi. of qarina), Connec-

tions ; conditions ; circumstances; pre-
sumptions, conjectures; the context;— 
duri qara'in, Houses facing each other, 

A S Y qarb (v.n.), Putt ing a sword into 
the scabbard, or into a case, wherein both 
are kept ; making a scabbard or a case for 
scabbard and sword;—qurb (v.n.), Drawing 
near, approaching; neighbourhood, pro-
pinquity, nearness ; relationship, kindred; 
name of a place ; [qurbi du sari kamdn, A 
nearness like that of the two ends of a bow; 
—qurb u jawdr, Vicinity, close neighbour-
hood, environs, suburbs;—ba-qurb, Near j] 
—qurb, qurub, The hypochondria;—qardb 
(v.n.), Complaining of a pain in the hypo-



chondria; a nocturnal journey towards 
water; a well whose water is near the top ; 
relationship ;—qirab (pi. of qirbat), Large 
leathern milk-bags. 

qarbd, White hairs appearing in the 
beard (doubtful word). 

A qurabd' (pi. of qar'ib), Relations. 
A qirbdt (pi. of qirbat), Leathern 

water-bottles, or milk-bottles. 
T iMjyi qurb&gfya. ^Wy qurbdqa, A frog 

(m.c.). 
A y^Y qarbdn, A vessel nearly ful l ;— 

qirban, Coition ; a quiver ; a case for a bow; 
—qirban, qurban (v.n. of s -y) , Approaching, 
being or standing near to one another;— 
qurban, qarbdn, That whereby one draws 
nigh to God; a sacrifice, victim, oblation ; 
alms given instead; the Christian com-
munion, the mass; a royal favourite; con-
strued with the verbs raftan, shudan, hardan, 
gashtan, &c.;—qurbdn-at bi-gardam(shawam), 
May I become your sacrifice, i.e. able to 
devote my life to you (said by inferiors to 
propitiate their superiors), for which in 
familiar talk elliptically qurban is put as in 
qurbdni haram-at, (May I become a) sacri-
fice (in requital) of your generosity;— 
a qurbdni sar-at, 0 thou for whose head (I 
may become) a sacrifice, i.e. dearer to me 
than life. Similar phrases are ; ba-qurb an 
raftan (gardidan), ba-qurb dni sar raftan 
(gashtan) Ac. 

a fil&by qurbdn-gdh, Place of sacrifice, 
altar. 

a qurbdni, Devoted; sacrificed;— 
qurbdni hardan, To sacrifice. 

a (jy^Wy qarbdniyun, Ox-eye (a plant). 
A qirbat, qirba, A large leathern milk-

bottle or water-bag, particularly stitched 
on one side ;—qurbat, qurubat, Kindred, 
affinity ; intimacy; vicinity, proximity ;— 
qardbat, An approach to fulness. 

A gf* qurbaj, A tavern, a wine-shop. 
Aytyi qurouz (from P. y.fa gurbuz), A 

cheat. 
t AAfyi qurbagha, A frog (m.c.) (see 

&c. above). 
A qurbaq, A green-stall or shop. 
A qarabus, in P. qa-rbus, The bow 

or pommel of a saddle. 
^yy qarbula, A kind of ivy. 
a qirba, see A. . 
A Jsjj* qarbd (fem. of qarbdn), Nearly full 

(vessel) ; — qurbd, Affinity, relationship, 
consanguinity ;—zu 'l-qurba, A relation, 
relative, kinsman. 

a u-yi/ qarpus, The bow of a saddle (see 
u-A3)-

A qirat (v.n. of Y^), Being quiet, mo-
dest, grave, sedate; patience, quietness, 
gravity ,—qarrat (v.n. of f>), Being cool 
and cheerful (the eye) ; (fem. of qarr) 
cold (night) ;—qirrat, The cold ; fit of an 
ague ;—qurrat (v.n. of y ) , Being cool and 

cheerful (eye) ; being charmed by the sight 
of a beloved object (the same) ; joy, glad-
ness ; \_qurrutu l-'ain, Coolness, i.e. lustre 
and brightness of the eye; a beloved 
object ;—abu qurrat, A chameleon;] — 
qurrat, qarrat, qirrat, A frog. 

wf qart, A contented cuckold. 
A qarat (v.n. of Changing 

colour, becoming pale (from pain or anger) ; 
ice, snow; jelly. 

T qurt, A sip, a draught. 
A U^Y qarratan, Evening and morn-

ing. 
qartabdn, A contented cuckold. 
qar tabus, A contented cuckold. 

qarta, = w^y q.v. (compare also the 
two preceding articles). 

A CY» qarh (v.n.), Wounding; ulcerating J 
bringing guiltiness home to one ; a wound, 
painful scar, ulcer; a pustule tending to 
corruption; a sore ulcer fatal to young 
camels ;—qurh, A painful wound, or the 
pain of a wound; the beginning of any-
thing ; tbe three first nights of the month; 
name of a valley or river;—qarah (v.n.), 
Being ulcerous; finishing teething when 
full five years old (solid-hoofed animals) ; 
—qarih, Scabby, pustulous, ulcerous. 

A ty* qwrah (pi. of qarih), Five-year-old 
(horses). 

A YWYI oirhan, A kind of mushroom, 
white and small. 

A qar hat, qar ha, One wound with a 
sword; a sore, pimple, pustule; ulcera-
tion ;—qurhat, A small star on the fore-
bead of a horse; beginning of spring or 
winter. 

A (is^j5 qarhd (pi. of qarih), Ulcerated. 
qarhhwdh, Broth of meat cut 

small. 
A liy* qard (v.n.), Gaining; collecting; 

gathering (as butter in a churn) ; short, 
dwarfish; the neck;—qird, A male ape, 
monkey, baboon; — qurd, A tick, louse; 
— qarad (v.n.), Being corroded, worm-
eaten (leather); being silent (especially 
from an impediment in speech); being 
crisp and curly (hair) ; being matted and 
impacted (wool); palm-branches stripped 
of their leaves ; being small (teeth); being 
spoiled in flavour (mastic, &c.) ; tautology ; 
—qarid, Heaped up, cumulated; (a camel) 
swarming with ticks;—qirad (pi. of qird), 
Apes, monkeys, baboons ;- -qurad, Name of 
a place. 

Q^Afiqardaliyun (probably G. Kop6.Xki.ov), 
Red coral. 

G ( ^ Y qardaman, Seed of wild rue. 
a (^"yUy qardamuman, Cresses, 
o qarddmlnl, The herb lady's 

smock; water-mint. 
A qir dan (pi. of qurad), Ticks. 
a ijjji qirdat, A she-ape; — qiradat, qi-

rada (pi. of qird), Male apes. 



b y ( 
an ear-ring;—qarta'i fietiqi, A reddish-green 
kind of garment. 

A TY qaraz (v.n.), Becoming great and 
honourable, from being contemptible ; the 
fruit of the acacia; leaves of the tree salam. 
with which leather is tanned;—bilddu 'l-
qaraz, Arabia felix (from the number of 
those trees which grow there) ;—marwdnu 
'l-qaraz, Name of the fourth caliph of the 
house of Umaiyab. 

a i_sM qarazi, qurazi, Native of Arabia 
Felix; (leather) produced in Yaman. 

A qar' (v.n.), Knocking (at a door or 
gate); beating, striking the head with a 
stick; drawing lots; winning at drawing 
ots; covering (a stallion) ; emptying a cup 

to the bottom (so that the brim touches the 
drinker's forehead) ; a kind of gourd ; a 
fresh gourd ; retort of an alchemist (m.c.).; 
—qur' (pl. of aqra'), Bald (men or women) ; 
fields without herbage; name of certain 
valleys in Syria ;—qara' (v.n.), Taking ad-
vice, acquiescing in i t ; departing from 
advice given; being bald through disease ; 
being thinly attended (a court or a religious 
festival) ; money paid in advance ; anything 
for which money has been paid in advance; 
—qari', Unable to sleep ; rotten ; one who 
takes advice but neglects to follow it. 

ApWy qar'a' (fem. of aqra'), Bald (wo-
man); barren, bare (field); adversity; a 
court, quadrangle. 

A y1^/ qur'an (pl. of aqra' and qar'a), 
Bald (men or women). 

A tej* qar'at, One gourd ;—qur1 at, qur'a, 
A die; a throw of dice ; drawing lots, a 
lottery, raffle, ballot; the seeking of one's 
fortune by opening a book; bibliomancy ; 
construed with the verbs uftddan, afgandan, 
anddkhtan, zadan, &c. ;—qara'at, Baldness; 
a bald place on the head. 

A o f / qar'un, Name of a village between 
Balbeck and Damascus. 

a Ary qur'a-anddz, One who casts or 
draws lots; who throws dice. 

a icy qur'a-bdz, Who plays at dice, a 
thrower of dice. 

_ a ^ f t Acy qur'a-bdzl, The throwing of 
dice ; rafflin g, a raffle. 

a oj qur'a-zan, A thrower of lots, a 
diviner. 

t s y y qir-ghuy, A sparrow-hawk, merlin. 
A <_*y qarf (v.n.), Unbarking, skinning, 

laying bare (a sore) ; accusing, incrimin-
ating, finding fault with ; a bag of camels' 
or cows' leather, in which pickles are car-
ried ; forage, provender ;—qirf , The bark of 
certain trees (as the pomegranate) ; [qirfu 
'l-M.ubz, Crust of bread adhering to the 
oven i]~qurf (pl. of qaruf), Extremely in-
solent and pugnacious;—qaraf (v.n.), Being 
near happening; a certain disease fatal to 
camels; a relapse ;—qarif, Worthy, suitable. 

A qurfu&d', qurufsd\ qarf asd, 
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qirfisa, qurf us a, An Arabian mode of sit-
ting on the hips, with the knees close to 
the belly, and the hands folded under the 
arm-pits, or embracing the legs. 

a qirf a, Bark or peel; a sort of cin-
namon. 

A JY qarq, Any sound uttered by a fowl; 
—qirq, A base origin ; custom, habi t ; small 
people; a children's game (kind of hop-
scotch) ; — qurq, Embargo, confiscation, 
seizure; enclosure, hindrance, prevention 
of success;—qaraq (v.n.), Travelling over 
level ground ;—qariq, Plain ground; level. 

aft/qarqdr, The cooing of a dove; a 
pigeon of Baghdad. 

qarqdivul, A pheasaut;—qarqdwuli 
tild (tild'i), A gold-pheasant. 

a j y q urq-amln, An officer employed 
to attach property in execution of a decree 
and to realise the proceeds; a sheriff's 
officer, a bailiff. 

a j y qurq-pazlr, Liable to seizure; 
contraband. 

A s-^Y qurqub, Name of a little bii'd. 
T quruqchi, Game-keeper (m.c.) ; a 

sentinel placed at the entrance of women's 
apartments. 

A TYY qarqard, Name of a bird (Ardea 
Virgo). 

a syy qarqara, Cooing (as a dove) ; 
making a rumbling noise (belly) ; laughing 
loudly; a kind of wheel for the punish-
ment of criminals. 

a ^ y qurq-ndma, A writ of execution. 
<2?yy qurqurun, Galangale. 
(_syy qarqari, A mode of tying on a 

turban. 
Oy—Y qarqasun, Lead (unsupported by 

examples). 
a A-J«y qarqasa, A calling (of a dog). 
L~Jiy qarqasyd, Cubeb (a drug). 
a A-iiy qarqasha kardan, To contend. 
<-A3y qurquf, Name of a book of the 

Magi. 
A I-AIY qarqaf, Wine which, when drunk, 

causes a trembling;—qurquf, Name of a 
small bird. 

yUsy qarqatudn, Wood found in the 
middle of the tree muql, and used as a 
dentifrice, 

y y qurqu (G. Kpoxos), Saffron, 
t^yy qarqiibl, qurqubi, A garment made 

in Irak. 
Ajyy qurqur, A long and large ship. 
A Y-YV qurqus, A word used in calling a 

dog or kid (see >*y). 
A U J Y Y qurquf, Wine which, when drunk, 

causes a trembling ; a silver coin. 
U ~ y y qurquma'nd (G. KpoKOfxayfj-a), Dregs 

of saffron-oil. 
^ y y qarquml, A sort of garment (cf. 

^ y y above). 
<yy (?), A kind of hat formerly worn by 

kings. 



a CJV qurql, Confiscated; confiscation, 
sequestration, attachment, distraint; — 
qurql-parwdna, A warrant used to sequester 
a property ;—qurql'i 'dm, A general attach-
ment. 

t̂ Sj5 qarhan, The bed of a river fresh 
dug ; a channel excavated by a torrent. 

T quriltdy, A general assembly. 
qarluf, Name of a place in Turkistan. 

A J Y qirilld, Name of a very wary bird. 
A qarm (v.n.), Marking (a camel) by 

cutting part of the skin of the nose and 
leaving it dangling; uubarking, peeling; 
an excellent camel stallion kept for covering 
or fed for slaughtering ; a lord, a prince ; 
—qurm, Name of a marine plant;—qaram 
(v.n.), Having an insatiable craving for 
flesh meat; having a longing desire for a 
mistress or friend\—qarim, Carnivorous;— 
qirim, A term of reproach ; the Crimea ;— 
bahru yl-qirim, The sea of Azof, the Euxine. 

t py qurram, — q.y, 
A qarmd\ (A slie-cainel) the skin of 

whose nose is cut and left dangling ac a 
mark. 

A yUy qarman, qaramdn, Cararaania 
(Cilicia). 

A qarmat, A notch upon a game-
arrow ; —qarmat, qurmat, Piece of the skin 
cut from a camel's nose and left dangling 
as a mark ;—qurmat, Part of a camel's nose 
where such piece has been cut, 

t py qirim-lckani, The Khan of the 
Crim Tartars. 

A qarmad, Plaster, parget; a brick, 
a tile; saffron. 

a 8A*y qarmadat (v.n, of ^ y ) , Building 
(a house) with burnt bricks or tiles ; writ-
ing closely or finely; walking with short 
s'eps. 

A rt qirmiz, Kermes, an insect produced 
upon the kenneB-oak, and used in dyeing 
red ; hence, crimson ; — qirmizi firangi, 
Cochineal. 

a tsy-y qirmizl, Crimson, scarlet;—bada'i 
qirmizl, Bed wine. 

a jjo tsy*^ qirmizi-roz, A ruddiness in the 
Bky before Bunrise. 

T qurramsaq, A pimp, cuckold. 
A qarmat, Surname of Abu Zarr, the 

founder of a sect (see J"";3 below), 
A Jk»y qarmatat (v.n. of ^ y ) , Writing in 

close lines (cf. SJ^y above). 
a qarmati, A follower of Karmat, 

name given to the members of a most 
fanatic sect, subversive of all principles of 
Muhammadanism, which was founded A.D. 
891, and gave great trouble to the caliphate. 

a Ajk-y qarmatlya, The sect founded by 
Abu Zarr Qarmat (see the preceding ar-
ticle). 

A J-Y qarmal, A kind of weak tree with-
out thorns;—qirmil (qarmil?), A young 
two-humped camel of the breed bukhti. 

A <V*/ qir mid, A roof or a gutter-tile; a 
drain mads of earthen pipes. 

A YY qarn (v.n,), Joining one thing to 
another ; yoking (camels, &c.) ; falling into 
the mark of the fore-foot (the hind-foot of 
a horse) ; a horn; the side of the head 
(whence the horns grow) ; a lock of hair; 
a decade (according to a saying of the Pro-
phet, which identifies ten qarn with a cen-
tury) ; according to others, a space of ten 
years, or any multiple thereof up to 120; 
a generation, an age, many years ; time; 
a heat (in a race) ; the upper edge of the 
sun (which appears above the horizon); a 
salt fish while yet fresh ; a hill standing 
apart ; the covering, according to others 
the side, of a camel-litter ; one of two pil-
lars at the sides of a well, over which the 
cross-beam is thrown; name of a Btation 
near Ta'if, where the pilgrims from Najd 
assemble (more fully called qarnu 'Z-ma-
ndzil) ; [garn-u }l-bahr, Amber (cf. the article 

p. 8ti9) ;—qarnu 'sh-shaitan, The ad-
herents or kingdom of Satan;]—qirn, Equal 
to, a match for another in bravery, wrest-
ling, battle or skill;—qaran (v.n.), Having 
joined eyebrows ; beiug joined (the same) ; 
any animal yoked together with another; a 
rope with which two animals are joined 
together ; a leathern quiver ; an arrow and 
a sword; name of the father of a tribe. 

A A*y qarnd\ Horned (ewe) ; any verse 
of the Qur'an read at every rah'at or in-
clination of the body ; — qurand' (pi. of 
qarln), Companions, equals, peers. 

A qirnds, qurnas, A part of a moun-
tain projecting like a nose; having pro-
jecting sides (a she-camel). 

yAiy qurnae, A knave, villain, scoundrel, 
cheat, a man of the worst description; a 
pimp to his own wife, a cuckold. 

A qarnan, A cuckold, cornuto; one 
who allows another to share in his wife's 
favours. 

^Uy qar-ndy, A flute, trumpet. 
Ayy qurumbdd, Wild caraway-seeds. 
A jfcwiy qararriblq, An alembic ; a still. 
A &y qurnat, The extremity, projecting 

part, or horn of a thing (as of a spear or 
mountain) ; the point of a spear; the edge 
of a sword; a corner, angle. 

«Ary qaranjah, The nigntmare. 
a jAJy qaranful (G. Kapvo<f>vkX.ov), A clove; 

a gilly-flower \—qaranfuli bust dni, A kind 
of sweet basil. 

g a J y j y qaranful, A clove. 
A 2/Y qarnuwat, A herb growing in the 

clefts of sand-hills useful in tanning. 
a ^yy qarnawl, Tanned with the herb 

qarnuwat (a leathern bottle). 
a J y qaranl, One whose eyebrows join, 
a- ( jA^y qarnltus, Intellect, mind, under-

standing. 
A r f qarw, A tumour in the scrotum; the 



lower part of the trunk of a tree hollowed 
out, and serving as a trough or wash-tub ; 
a cup or small vessel; mode, manner; rule, 
regulation, institution ;—qarw, qirw, qurw, 
A vessel from which a dog laps water or 
food;—gruru' (pl. of "ji), Catamenia; puri-
fications ; times, seasons; the last conso-
nants in a verse with which all the other 
verses rhyme. 

My* qirwat, A large boat ; one of seven 
towns on the Caspian Sea. 

A ty qarvxzt, A tumour in the scrotum 
from wind, rupture, or hydrocele. 

qurut, Dried curds (see V5)-
ai-U* (jAi. (jJjyi quruti shudani mu'dmala, 

Confusion, jumble of business. 
A t f t qurufy (v.n. of z / ) , Having the 

teeth completely grown (solid-hoofed ani-
mals) ; Qpl. of qarh), Ulcers, sores;—zu'l-
qurHh, The surname of Imru'l-qais, an 
Arabian prince and famous poet, author of 
one of the seven celebrated Arabian poems 
called uiAsl** q.v. 

A JJJI qariid (pl. of qird), Apes. 
A ft/ qarur, (A woman) who stands still 

without offering resistance to a man who 
kisses (her); cold water;—qurur (v.n. of jS), 
Being cool, bright, cheerful (the eye); 
being charmed by the sight of a beloved 
object (the same). 

A quruz (pl. of qarz), Debts. 
A qurut (pl. of qurt), Ear-rings. 
A qaruA well dug from the summit 

to the bottom of a mountain ; a well of 
little water. 

A qaruf, Insolent, pugnacious. 
M j f t quruq, Confiscation; prohibition, 

especially of entering a royal court; a 
king's strictest privacy. 

m ( j ^ y quruqcki, A sentinel placed at 
the entrance of the women's apartments. 

^ j y quruqmishi hardan, Declaring 
a state of confiscation, or prohibition. 

qurul, Coral. 
Zrj/5 jcwttZt, A duty on game, fish, Ac. 
fif qurum, A stone of seven colours. 
A qurum (pl. of qarm), Excellent 

stallion camels; princes. 
A oft qarun, Who eats two dates or two 

mouthfuls at once; (a camel) having the 
two fore and the two hind dugs close to-
gether ; one kneeling on both knees at 
once; a camel that collects milk in the 
udder between two milkings; (a horse) 
placing the hind feet in the footsteps of 
the fore-feet; a beast soon sweating;— 
qwrun (pl. of qarn), Horns; ages; small 
hills ;—qurunu 's-sumbul, A poisonous 
plant found amongst Indian spikenard. 

A qarunat, The soul. 
quroha (for ^ f t q.v.), A ball, a 

globular substance. 
a qarawi, A citizen, townsman, vil-

lager. 

a 8̂ 5} tji qarra baqarra (for At 
intervals (m.c.). 

T ^ qara-chi, A gipsy. 
A. qarah sunqur, Name of a bird 

of prey (see 
T J*/ 6/ qara-qush, — q.v. 
A qary (v.n.), Following, pursuing; 

reading ;—qary, qard (v.n.), Drawing water 
(into a reservoir) ;—qard, The back ; a 
pumpkin ;—qird (v.n.), Receiving hospita-
lity ; hospitality; water collected in a re-
servoir ;—qurd (pl. of qary at), Villages, 
small towns; [ahli qurd, Villagers, pea-
sants ; townsmen;] — qurrd, Evil, misfor-
tune befalling after due precautions had 
been taken ; water in a desert;—qarly, 
qari, A canal, aqueduct; a stream let into 
a sown field; thick milk not yet churned; 
—quriy, quri (pl. of qarw), Cups, small 
vessels; vessels from which dogs eat and 
drink; lower parts of palm-trunks. 

A (j^!/ qarydn (pl. of qariy), Canals, 
aqueducts. 

A S-IY qarib (sing, and plur.), Near, in 
point of time, place, or connection; a rela-
tion, kinsman; nearly, hard by, with, in 
one's possession ; [qaribu 'l-ikhtitam, On 
the point of completion; near the end or 
close ;—qaribu 'l-fahm (qiyas), Within the 
reach of understanding or conception; con-
ceivable, intelligible, reasonable, presum-
able ;—qaribu 'l-wuqa', Impending, immi-
nent ; — qarib ba-sar-haddi i'jdz, Almost 
marvellous;—qaribi marg, On the point of 
death, dying;]—quraib, Surname of several 
noted men. 

A 'Way qarib-an, Nearly, approximately ; 
close upon, about. 

a s - j y s - j y qarib-qarib, Closely; approxi-
mately. 

a i-rfyi qariba, A female relation. 
A qaryat, qiryat, A village; town, 

city; [qaryatu 'l-ansdr, Madina, the town 
of Muhammad' s allies ; — al-qaryatain, 
Mecca and T a ' i f q a r i y a t , A notched 
piece of wood, into which slides the head 
of the pole which supports the tent ; the 
yard of a sail; an ant-hill;—qirriyat, The 
crop of a bird. 

A qarisd', J^dyi qarisd, An excellent 
sort of date. 

a c*/ qwih, Wounded, covered with 
ulcers; clear, limpid water; pure, incor-
rupt, unmixed ;—qirrih, Ulcerated. 

A qarrihat, qarriha, f^tprf qarihiyat, 
Water gushing from a well; nature, genius; 
anything to which the mind has a peculiar 
bias; the first or beginning of anything. 

A qnraid (dim. of qird), A little ape. 
jiji qarrir, A kind of silk ; abstiuence, 

chastity ; abstemious, chaste, upr igh t ; 
shunning, aversion. 

A jif qarir (v.n. of JJ), Ceasing to cackle 
(a hen) ; hissing (a serpent); cold, cool; 



—qariru *l-'ain, Whose eye is cool, happy, 
cheerful. 

T jij* qurir, Price, value. 
A SjijS qarirat, Cold, cheerful (eye). 
A y - i / qaris, Cold;—intense (cold); 

frozen (water) ; jelly of fish ; old, ancient. 
A (JFCIJI qarish, Strong (camel) ;—quraish 

(dim, of qarash), A small shark ; name of 
a tribe in Arabia, of which Muhammad's 
grandfather, 'Abdu '1-muttalib, was the 
chief. 

a quraishi, Of the tribe of Quraish. 
A qaris, Meat or fish eaten with 

bread; a by-dish ;—qurrais, A nettle ; a 
Bhip's anchor. 

A <Y>Y qaris, Yerse, poetry ; that which 
a camel brings up when chewing the cud; 
a nettle. 

A quraizat, A Jewish tribe at Khai-
bar. 

A £>y> qari', fem. <**IY qari'at, qari'a, 
Choice, excellent; a prince, chief, leader; 
a messmate; an antagonist at play; a 
camel stallion ; a camel's colt affected with 
the pustules qara' (see £ / ) ; [qari'u 'd-
dahr, The hero of the age;]—qirr%\ A 
prince, leader of the people. 

qirim, The Crimea (m.c.). 
i3>ji quriq, — j y quruq, q.v. 
A qarln, Connected, jointed, next, 

contiguous, adjoining; related, allied; 
adhering; tied with the same rope; a 
friend, companion, associate; an equal, 
contemporary, coeval; a demon indisso-
lubly connected with a man; one who com-
bine's the greater and lesser pilgrimage; 
soul, body, self;—qarinu 'l-qabfd, Accept-
able, agreeable;—qarinu'l-'aql, Intelligible, 
reasonable ; — qarinu *l-wuqu', Imminent, 
impending ;—qarini qabul shudan, To take 
well, to approve ;—qarini maslahat, Advis-
able, expedient •,—'izsat-qarin, Honourable, 
magnificent, illustrious. 

A <yWy qarindni, Abu Bakr and Talhat 
(because tied together by one rope). 

A qarinat, qarina, A female friend, 
a wife ; a mistress ; context; conjecture, 
analogy ; mode, manner ; the soul; adver-
sity ; a disease of the eye. 

a qarya, A village; a town (see A. 
V ) -

a ^ y qarayi, A villager; a townsman, 
y qaz, Raw silk (see and fa). 
A Y qazz (v.n.), Refusing, disliking; being 

distressed; leaping, springing, preparing to 
leap; (from P.) raw silk, a silken garment; 
—qazz, qizz, quzz, One who abstains from 
everything impure or base ;—quzz, Aversion 
to anything impure, cleanliness. 

A TV qnzah, A disease incident to sheep ; 
—quzzdh, A dealer in onions or seasoning-
herbs (qizh, qazh). 

qazaz, ^ l a r ge dragon; short ser-
pents ;—qazstdz, A silk-merchant, spinner, 

or weaver;—quzzdz, Free from impurity ; 
one who shuns vices. 

T qazzdq, A partisan; a light-armed 
soldier; a highway robber; a cossack;— 
qazzaqi ajal, The angel of death. 

t tt'iiVjj qazzdqdna, By way of incursion, 
of guerilla warfare, <fcc. 

t qazzaq-bdshi, A hetman of 
cossacks. 

I qazzaqi, A military incursion, 
guerilla warfare, freebooting, brigandage. 

a Aiiy qazdghand, A^ty qazagand, 
)* qaz-dgang, A garment quilted with 

silk or cotton, and either worn in battle by 
itself or under the armour; a quilt ; bed-
ding; night-garments. 

A P\Y qhd.m, Vile, base persons;—quzdm, 
Dexterous; excelled by none; sudden 
death. 

qazdwa, A camel-litter for long 
journeys. 

A v»Y qazb, Much coition;—qizh, A title, 
style ;— qazab, Hardness ; strength ; seve-
rity. 

ehrfy qazbin, A city in Persian Iraq (see 

qazbini, A copper coin worth five 
oboli, 

A ty q^zh (v.n. of cy), Seasoning (a 
pot) with herbs and the like ; being high ; 
height, elevation; making water (a dog); 
a dog's urine ;—qizh, The excrements of a 
serpent \—qizh, qazh, Onions or other season-
ings for victuals ; also their seeds ;—quzali, 
An angel in whose charge the clouds are 
given ; name of a mountain near Muzdali-
fah ; also of a Persian king;—qausi qnzah, 
The rainbow. 

A <yU.y» qazahan (v.n, of cy), Dropping 
its liquor (a pot). 

A quzhat, A blending of the colours 
yellow, red, and green. 

fafa qazddr, Name of a city in Hindustan. 
Ajjoy qazdir, Tin, pewter. 
A jy qazaz, Elegant, polite, clever, witty ; 

one who shuns vice. 
t y qazt, The root of a certain thorny 

shrub ( = ky q,v.). 
A tj* qaza', Bits of clouds; small camels; 

tufts or patches of hair left untouched when 
a boy's head is shaved; leaves, sticks, rub-
bish borne by a stream. 

A qaza'at, One bit of a cloud; a bit 
of cloth, rag, or piece of a garment;— 
quzza'at, A side-lock ; a tuf t left on a boy's 
head. 

O^y qazghdn, — yUy q.v. 
quzghund, Seed of the pine, used in 

dressing leather. 
y ^ y qazqdn, A cauldron. 
T J y qizil, Red. 
T J y qizil-arslan, (red lion) Name 

of a celebrated king mentioned in the 
Bostan. 



A J y qazal (v.n.), Limping ungracefully, 
staggering; having thin, attenuated legs; 
a pompous and stately gait. 

A qazaldn (v.n. of Jy ) , Leaping, 
springing u p ; halting. 

T Jj5 qizil-bdsk, A kind of Mogul 
soldier. (The Qizil-bashes are considered 
to be the descendants of the captives given 
to Shaikh Haidar by Tamerlane ; they wore, 
the red caps assumed by those captives as 
a mark of distinction, and are considered 
as the best troops of the Persian armies; in 
Turkish the word has become a name of 
abuse, especially applied to Persians.) 

i qiziljih (should probably read 
qizilcha, as dim. of Jy, — P. utU.̂ -), A 

gold coin; a red pustule, a bug. 
A |»Y qazm (v.n.), Accusing, reproaching; 

—qazam (v.n.), Having a small body; 
smallness of body; meanness of disposition; 
anything worthless ;—qazim, quzum, qazam, 
Small, mean, worthless, useless;—quzum, 
Mean, worthless (men). 

a tfa quzu' (v.n. of ^t*), Being quick, 
nimble; flying swiftly (a deer) ; being 
slow, going gently. 

8y qaza, A narrow strip of cloth worn by 
poor people about the waist (see 

qazwin, A city in Persian Iraq, 
o^i)* qazwlnl, A native or inhabitant of 

Qazwin; (met.) stupid, silly; a fool; a 
catamite ;—qazwlnl shudan, To fly into a 
passion, to be irascible. 

a 0 y qazzl, Made of silk, silken. 
A qazi'at, A side-lock; a tuf t of hair 

left untouched when shaving a boy's 
head. 

qazin, Anything made of silk, 
silken, 

qazhawa, A camel-litter for long 
journeys. 

qazhala, A magpie (see J ^ ) . 
^ qizhih, Anything impure, filthy, 

nasty. 
J*y qazhll, Mulberry. 
A qass (v.n.), Slandering, detracting, 

hurting with foul language; feeding by 
herBelf (a she-camel); seeking, desiring, 
pursuing, prosecuting ; a camel-keeper who 
never quits his herd; hoar-frost, rime ; 
name of a town in Egypt where fine cloth 
is made ;—qass, qiss, A presbyter ; a bishop ; 
—qiss, quss (v.n.), Seeking, desiring, pur-
suing ;—quss, Name of Christian bishop of 
Najran, contemporary of Muhammad, and 
proverbial for eloquence. 

A \jufe JJIJS Y-i qis (imp. of qais) 'aid hdzd, 
Take measurement or makeyour conclusions 
from this, from whence the rest may be 
inferred, and so on, in proportion (m.c.). 

qasd, Cassia of Arabia. 
A Ali qasd' (v.n. of fa*), Being hard, 

unfeeling (the heart) ; being coined of hard 
and bad silver (money) 5—qisa' (v.n. 3 of 

Becoming callous with regard to any 
evil, and enduring it with all its conse-
quences ;—qusa', Name of a mountain. 

A SL~s qusdt (pi. of qasi), Hard. 
A qusds, Name of a mountain ia 

Yaman where cornelian is found; — al* 
qusds, Iron-mines in Armenia (from the 
produce of which excellent swords are 
made), 

a dj-^J qusdsl, Made, of the iron of Al-
kusas (a sword, <fcc.). 

gySLj; qusdldwan (Or. mcrcreAcuov), Oil of 
pitch. 

A qasdm, Beauty; intenseness of 
heat, sultry afternoon-heat; the hour of sun-
rise;—qisdm (v.n. 3 of ,*—»), Dividing with 
another ; swearing, declaring on oath;— 
qassdm, A distributor, divider, partitioned 

A qasamat (v.n. of fa*), Being 
handsome ; beauty ; the administration of 
an oath; a truce between Moslems and 
infidels ; a party testifying on oath ;—qusa-
mat,. Alms ; that which a distributor takes 
for himself. 

A —* qasdwat (v.n. of Y—j»), Being hard 
(the heart); being coined of bad silver or 
clipped (money) ; hardness of heart; hard-
ship, calamity; grief, melancholy, pain, 
anxiety; stinginess. 

A qasdwisat (pi. of qissis), Pres-
byters. 

A s—Ji qasb, Hard and ugly ; a dry date 
which crumbles in the mouth ( = q.v.). 

A —i qusband (from P. A 
sheep. 

A qasah, A continuous priapism. 
A fa* qasr (v.n.), Compelling; compul-

sion ; violence. 
a qasrl, Forcible, violent, compul-

sive. 
i U qast (v.n.), Being unjus t ; dispers-

ing, separating, scattering;—qist (v.n.), 
Appointing what is just, administering 
justice; division; a portion, share; an 
instalment; a stipend, salary, pension; a 
tax ; a pair of scales, a balance ',—qist, qust, 
a measure, = half a sdc or the sixth part of 
a faraq (see and j y ) ; a jug used in 
ablutions; [qisti auf a, A full share ;—qisti 
mubadala, Commutative justice ;]—qust, 
The costus, a shrub whose root is used 
medicinally; stiffness of the neck; a 
straight formation of a horse's hind-legs 
(considered a blemish, a degree of curva-
ture being esteemed). 

Us—i qistd, qustd, Name of the son of 
Luke OV), who, father and son, were 
eminent physicians; according to others, 
the title of a book written by Luke on the 
worship of fire. 

qistdr, A banker, money-changer; 
clever, clear-sighted. 

A (J-Ui-Ji qist as, qustas, A balance, a pair 
of scales ; a just balance. 



qustdt, Name of a city 011 the con-
fines of Bum. 

a ^Juj L~J> qist-bandi, An obligation for 
the discbarge of a debt by instalments; a 
settlement by instalments. 

A ft~* qastar, A banker, money-changer. 
A ift~S qastar at (y.n. of >), Separating 

good from bad coin ; money-changing. 
a ^ft-* qastari, Able to distinguish good 

money from bad. 
qustus (Gr. KOOTOS) , The shrub 

costus. 
a f t W—S qist-hdr, One who pays (revenue 

or a debt, &c.) by instalments. 
jSa-J qustul, A chesnut. 
A G.VJJK.. > qustantina, qustanti-

niya, Constantinople. 
A qustantm, Constantino ; Con-

stantinople ; according to others, the title 
of Luke's book on the worship of fire. 

a qist-wdr, By instalment. 
G l)ft~* qustura, jft-Z qusturiyiin, 

Castor. 
a ik - i qista, Stated payment, instalment 

of rent. 
G qistir, Tin, pewter. 
A qastillyat, qastiliya, Castile in 

Spain. 
A qasm (v.n.), Dividing; observing 

a turn or time (especially in visiting one's 
wives) ; scattering, dispersing ; measuring, 
disposing, arranging; apportioning; a gift, 
a present; division, partition; judgment, 
opinion; doubt, irresolution ; [qasm har-
dan, To divide, to make a partition amongst 
others ; to make a measure conform to its 
juBt standard; to expend, dispose of; to 
begin (a business) hasdiu 'l-qasm, Peb-
bles of equal number or stones of the same 
size put into a jar when water is scarce on 
a journey, so as to make an equitable dis-
tribution ;]—qism, Part, portion, division; 
kind, sort, species ; nature ; way, manner ; 
*—[chi qism, In what manner ? how ?— 
gismi waft, Complete manner, perfection; 
•—du-qism, Two-fold; two sorts ;]—qusm 
(pl. of qasim), Handsome, beautiful;— 
qasam, An oath ; beauty ;—qasam hi'lldh 
hardan, To take God to witness, to swear 
by God ;—qasam khwurdan, To swear. 

A »U—i qusama' (pl. of qasim), Copar-
ceners. 

a jj*—SU—5 qasmd-qasmi (for qasam-d-
qasami), Swearing both parties; mutual 
asseveration, swearing on both sides. 

A * qismat, Division, distribution; 
partition of inheritance; lot, share; fate, 
destiny, decree of God ; fortune; a per-
fume-phial; a druggist's t ray ; [qismat 
hardan, To distribute ; to discern, foresee ;] 
—qasamat, qasama, The face (especially be-
tween the cheeks and nose; beauty; a 
druggist's phial or perfume-box; a market. 

a qismat-azmd'l bdzi), 
Trying one's fortune or luck. 

—* qismat-hhwur, Who enjoys a 
part (of the empire), a governor; who 
enjoys his daily portion. 

a —'» qismat-nama, A deed of 
partition. 

a qism-war, According to the sort 
or kind of ; according to shares; classed, 
classified. 

a qasami, Sworn; on oath ; bound 
by oath. 

A A. . , ; ^ ; . -^ qusantiniyat, qusantiniya, Con-
stantine in Africa. 

qasni, Galbanum. 
A qasw (v.n.), Becoming hard (the 

heart); being coined of bad silver or 
clipped (money). 

A * qasub, A boot;—qusub (v.n. of 
Being hard. 

A qusubat (v.n. of Being 
hard. 

A Sj—i qaswat (v.n. of y-*), Being hard 
(the heart) ; being bad or clipt (money). 

A qusuhat (v.n. of tft>), Being 
hard ; having a priapism. 

A qaswarat (v.n. of Growing 
luxuriantly (plants) ; being old (a man); 
a lion ; glorious, powerful; a buzz or low 
noise of men. 

A qasus, A she-camel pasturing 
alone; a vicious camel; a camel whose 
milk begins to diminish;—qusus (G. KKTO-OS), 
Ivy ; (pl. of qass), Presbyters. 

A S qussusat, The sacerdotal office. 
A qusiit (v.n. of K—*), Being unjus t ; 

being formed perpendicularly (the hind-
legs of a horse); distributing, dispersing, 
separating ; deviating from the truth. 

y j -^ j— ' qusulldus (G. <£wa\is), Night-
shade ( = t ^ ^ q . v . ) . 

a ^y-"* qusawi, Belonging to a bow. 
a 3 qasi, Hard ; of bad silver (coin); 

severe (cold, &c.) ;—qisl, qusi (pl. of qaus), 
Bows. 

A y l j J i qisyan (pi. of qasi), Spurious 
(coins). 

A qasib, Running water; sound (of 
running water). 

A qissis, Christian priest, a pres-
byter, a bishop ; a learned man. 

A qissisat, The sacerdotal office. 
A qissisiyat, The rank of pres-

byter. 
g qisitus, Verdigris, rust. 
A qasim, Beautiful, handsome; a 

side or a half; a coparcener; (pl. of qism) 
portions;—qasimu l-wajh, Comely-faced. 

A * qasimat, A perfume-box ; a drug-
gist's or perfumer's tray ; an oath. 

A * qaeln, Whose hands are hard 
from work; name of a place. 

qash, Alike, resembling ; a friend. 
A. qashsh (v.n.), Becoming fat after 



U J ( 971 ) 
having been lean; a had species of palm-
tree ; a large-bucket, 

A qashabat, Whiteness, brightness, 
purity, 

A gjt iJ quehadat, Sediment of melted 
butter cooked with barley-meal and dates, 

Aj^iJ qishdr, A hard stick; a man with 
a long beard, 

A jLA&I qushdsdr, Tbe name of a place ;— 
milhi kuehdsdri, Salt from Kushasar. 

A I^lsJ qushdsh, A thing picked up; 
fragments-,—qashshash, A mendicant, one 
who collects and eats scraps. 

A KLFCI qishdt, The removal of a veil, cur-
tain, or covering; denudation; disclosing, 
making known. (See UUi".) 

i / W qashd'ir (pi. of muqsha'irr), Trem-
bling with horror ; (men) whose hair stands 
on end. 

A &U.S qashafat (v.n. of Being of 
a scorbutic, squalid habit ; being sun-burnt, 
tanned; having the face discoloured or 
affected by distemper, disease, or poverty 
of living. 

A j U J qashdq, Palma Christi, castor, 
A qashb (v.n.), Mixing ; giving poi-

son ; shaming, putting to the blush; re-
proaching, defaming, calumniating; ac-
quiring praise or censure; polishing (a 
sword); rendering insane or stupid; — 
qashb, qishb, qashab, Poison, venom ; a kind 
of plant;—qishb, Soul, spirit; rust. 

A SJUAJ qishdat, qishzat, Sediment of 
butter dressed with meal and dates. 

A qaahr (v.n.), Being unfortunate; 
bringing bad luck; unbarking, peeling; 
name of a mountain;—qishr, Bark, skin, 
husk, peel; a garment; [qishru 'Ubaizat, 
An egg-shell \]—qushr, qishr, A certain fish 
a span long;—qashir, A date or any other 
fruit enveloped in several husks or peels. 

A qathra' (fem. of aqshar), Stripped 
of the outward bark, peeled, excoriated ; a 
snake that has cast his slough. 

A qi8hrat, Any covering, natural or 
accidental; a shell, husk, scale, skin, bark, 
cuticle, crust; a decoction made from the 
skin of the coffee-bean ;—qusharat, qushara, 
Unlucky. 

A IVIJ qasht (v.n.), Uncovering, denuding; 
making known ; skinning (a camel) ; strik-
ing with a stick, giving the bastinado. 

A GAIqash' (v.n.), Uncovering; dispelling, 
scattering, dispersing (as the wind dispels 
clouds) ; a scattered cloud; a dry skin or 
leathern bottle ; a tent made of skins ;— 
qiah', qush', Rubbish of baths ; a vanishing 
cloud;—qasha' (v.n.), Being light;—qashi', 
Inconstant, fickle; dry ;—qisha' (pi. of qash' 
or qish'ai), Dry skins. 

A Ŝ t̂ AJ qusha'rlrai, Horror making the 
hair stand erect; the trembling of a fever 
or ague. 

A qash'am, A rapacious lion. 

u•» 
A qashf, qashaf (v.-a.), Being squalid 

from poverty; being sun-burnt or having 
tbe face discoloured by distemper or penury; 
squalor or scurf ; — qashif. Sun-burnt; 
squalid ; poverty-stricken. 

qashqa, A sectarial mark, such as 
the Hindus make on their foreheads ; a 
mark on the forehead of a horse (m.c.) ;— 
qashqa kashidan, To mark the face (as the 
Hindus), a ceremony used by the Marhattas 
at the installation of their chief. 

A f*^ qashm (v.n.), Eating the best and 
leaving the worst of anything; picking, 
choosing; sifting, winnowing ; dying ;— 
qishm, Nature ; the body, habit of body ; 
a narrow channel in a valley ; — qushm, 
Withered fruit of dwarf palm-trees; — 
qasham, Dates beginning to ripen, being 
then white and sweet. 

T LII qishld, jSUi qishldq, ^jA&S qishlaq, 
A warm place where kings, &c., pass the 
winter; winter-quarters. 

" qishmish, Dried grapes or currants. 
qashang, Elegant, handsome, nicely 

fitted up (m.c.). 
qashangi, Elegance, nicety, good 

taste (m.c.). 
A qashwar, A woman not subject to 

menstruation ;~qashur, A drug rubbed on 
the face in order to make the complexion 
clear;—qushur (pi, of qishr), Barks, skins, 
peels, husks; garments. 

A Zfa'i qushu1 (pi. of qa8h(), Tents made 
of skin. 

A ( I qushum (pi. of qishm), Channels 
through which water passes into a re-
servoir, 

T yyiiJ qushun, A body, company, troop ; 
an army ; a soldier ; military station;— 
qushuni charilc (for sharik), Auxiliary troops 
(m.c.);—qushuni hazir-rikab, Standing army 
(m.c.). 

A qashib, A new garment; old, 
worn out; bright, newly-polished (sword) ; 
rusty (the same) ; name of a castle in 
Yaman. 

A qushair, Name of the father of a 
tribe of the Banu Hawazin. 

qashish, Anything picked up here 
and there; scrapings; the sound of the 
skin of a serpent in motion.' 

A qashi1, Scattered (forage). 
A qashif, Scantily, coarsely fed or 

clad. 
A qashim, Withered fruit of the 

dwarf palm-tree. 
A u®* qass (v.n. of J i5) , Following (the 

footsteps of another) ; shaving, shearing, 
paring the nails; cutting (the hair) ; clip-
ping the wings of a bird-; bringing one 
near to death's door; being on the point of 
death ; appearing to be with young by re-
fusing the male (mares or sheep) ; explain-
ing, narrating, imparting information ; the 
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breast, especially the top or middle of i t ; 
shorn wool. 

A »US qasd! (v.n. of J-S), Being far dis-
tant ; a court before a house; remote (an-
cestry) ; distance; a region, tract, country. 

A qisdb, Mounds erected to save a 
wall or bouse from being undermined by 
torrents ;—qassdb, A blower of a flute or a 
pipe ; a butcher ;—qussdb (pi. of qussabat), 
Flutes, pipes. 

A FYTAI qisdbai, The art of playing the 
flute; — qassabat, The part between the 
joints or knots of a cane or hollow stalk ; 
a pipe ; slanderous, malevolent ;—qussabat, 
A lock of hair; a tube, spout, syphon; a 
flute, pipe, psaltery; cane-root. 

a uU. qassab-hhana, A butcher's 
shop, a butchery (m,c.). 

a y^A s^Ui qassdb-skikan, A wrestler's 
trick by which he throws his adversary to 
the ground. 

e i fLj qasabah, Name of a bird generally 
found on the banks of rivers. 

a qasaba, A handkerchief tied round 
the head (worn by women principally). 

a ^yUi qassdbi, The trade of a butcher. 
A i-^laS qassdbiyat, A duty payable on 

hides. 
A «A«» qussad (pi. of qasid), Messengers, 

couriers, postmen, cossids. 
A qasar, Slothfulness, worthlessness ; 

a piece of iron;—qasar, qusdr, End, termi-
nation; ultimate end, final object;—qisar, 
A mark impressed on the necks of cattle ; 
a clipping or a shortness of hair; bleaching ; 
(pi. of qasir) short (things or persons) ;— 
qassdr, A fuller, a cleaner of clothes. 

A qasarat (v.n. of Y»5), Being short, 
shortness ; — qisar at, The fuller's trade ; 
(pi. of qaslrat) short (women);—qusdrat 
A cabinet or closet for privacy or retire-
ment ;—qusdratu 'l-arz, A small quantity of 
ground, fifty cubits or upwards of the most 
productive soil. 

A Jj/oS qusard, End, extremity; the last 
or utmost effort, final aim ; strong desire. 

A ucloi qasas, A certain tree from which 
bees extract a particular kind of honey;— 
qasas, qisds, qusds, The part before or be-
hind where the growth of the hair finishes; 
the meet ing-place of the haunches;—qisds, 
Law of retaliation, revenge for homicide; 
retribution, reproof, correction: (pi.of qass) 
breasts ; (pi. of qassat) particles of plaster; 
(pi. of qussat) forelocks; [g^sas kardan, To 
retaliate ; to punish, correct, chastise ;]— 
qusds, The termination of the back of the 
head ; name of a mountain;—qussas, Re-
lators, narrators. 

A qusdsat, Nail-parings. 
A qisd' (pi. of qas'at), Dishes, 

plates. 
A qasa'at (v.n. of Growing 

slowly (a boy). 

a o®^-* qisa'i, A maker or vendor of 
dishes. 

A &U3 qusdlat, Chaff, winnowings. 
A s - J U qasd'ib (pi. of qasibai), Curled 

locks. 
A qasd1 id (pi. of qasldat), Poems, 

elegies. 
a qasd'idat (pi. of the preceding 

pi.), Poems, odes, elegies. 
A qasb (v.n.), Cutting; cutting a 

sheep into joints (a butcher) ; interrupting 
a camel when drinking; accusing, blaming, 
reproaching;—qusb, An intestine; a musical 
string made of gu t ; the hypochondria;— 
qasab, A reed, or anything similarly hollow 
(as a bone, tube, &c.) ; the windpipe; the 
bones of the fingers; a finger; lachrymal 
ducts; tubes, water-pipes, canals ; a fine 
linen-cloth made in Egypt, muslin ; a bril-
liant pearl; a brilliant emerald set with 
rubies; a citadel;—qasabu 'l-ha'ik, A wea-
ver's reed ;—qasabu 'l-habib, A friendly pen; 
sugar-cane;—qasabu 'z-zarira, Worm-seed 
plant, chiretta-root; — qasabu 's-sabq, The 
reed of excellence (phrase taken from an 
Arab custom of planting a reed in the 
ground for which two horsemen race, try-
ing who can first tear it out and throw it 
in front of him) ;—qasab bastan, To dress in 
fine linen ;—qasabi bawd, Calamus aroma-
ticus ;—qasabi sih-ddmani, A torn garment; 
the sea;—qasabi misri, Fine linen of Egypt ; 
rays of the sun ; lightning. 

a qasb at (for qasabat, pi. of qasabat), 
Towns; large villages. 

a ^W-aS qasbdtl, Of or belonging to a 
large village or town; rustic; boorish; a 
villager; a townsmau. 

a ^ f v qasab-poshi, The being 
dressed in or wearing fine linen. 

A qasabat, qasaba, A large village, a 
small town (well inhabited) ; a township; 
a reed; a bone; anything hollow made of 
gold or silver, as an ear-ring, &c.;—qasa-
batu 'ri'at, The windpipe ;—qasaba?i sughya, 
Fibula (anat.) ; — qasaba'i kubrd, Tibia 
(anat.). 

Âj-aS qa^bak, A snail. 
qasbur, Coriander. 

a qasabe, One piece of qasab cloth 
q.v. under s-^*. 

A <L>* qissat, qissa, A thing, affair, busi-
ness, condition, accident; case, suit-at-law; 
history ; a tale, fable, apologue, or theme ; 
—qussat, Forelocks. 

A AOS qasd (v.n.), Intending, proposing to 
oneself; breaking, splitting (wood) ; keep-
ing the (right) middle path ; being in a 
middle state (neither one nor the other of 
two opposite qualities) ; making a present 
to a poet in acknowledgment of an eulo-
gistic poem; intention, design, resolution, 
determination; scope, view, project, pur-
pose ; desire, wish, will; inclination ; [qasd 



kardan (namudan), To aim at, pursue, 
make for; to make an attempt against an-
other's life or honour;—qasdi kase kardan, 
To wage war against;—qasdi musammam, 
A fixed resolution, firm intention ;]—qasad, 
A species of thorn, of which the rod of 
Moses is said to have been made ; a soft 
twig of the same; hunger; a leaf of the 
tree 'izdh in the autumn;—qasid, Broken 
(spear);—qisad (pl, of qisdat), Fragments. 

a Ia-5 qasd-an, Deliberately, expressly, 
intentionally, on purpose. 

qasdar, Name of a country. 
A qisdat, A fragment;—qasadat, The 

first appearance of buds on a thorny tree. 
A qasdir, Tin. 
A ^ qasr (y.n.), Approaching, beginning, 

drawing in (evening), growing dark; di-
minishing, shortening; restraining; beat-
ing, washing clothes (a fuller) ; confining, 
imprisoning; dropping or drawing aside 
her veil (a woman) ; shortening the cere-
mony of prayer by performing only two 
instead of four inclinations; shortness, 
lowness of stature; brevity (of speech); 
evening twilight; a castle, citadel, palace, 
villa, any imposing building or structure; 
[ j a m hisdb, A mercantile firm, a bank-
ing or counting hottBe;—qasri duivdsdah-
dari, The eighth heaven,, i.e. of the zodiac ; 
—qasri rafVi saltanat, The sublime palace, 
the principality, or kingdom ;—qasri shdrlot, 
Charlottenburg near Berlin (m.c.);—qasri 
shdhi, A royal palace; — kasri shirin, A 
palace on Mount Bistun, where a statue of 
Shirin, by Farhad, was to be seen, or ac-
cording to others, built by the order of 
Shirin;—qasri qaisar, The palace of Caesar, 
the imperial palace ;—qasri wujud, Palace 
of existence, i.e. the world;)—qasar (v.n. 
of ft), Suffering from a crick in the neck; 
roots of palm-trees, or trees in general; 
remains of roots; weakness, negligence; 
necks or roots of them;—qasir, Troubled 
with a stiff neck;—qisar, Brevity, short-
ness ; lowness of stature. 

A "\ft qasr-an, In the evening. 
A qasrd' (fem. of aqsar), Pained in 

the neck ;—qusard (pl. of qasir), Short. 
A Ŝ aS qasrat, qasra, The back of the neck ; 

—qusrat, Shortness, brevity ; — qasarat, 
qasara, A bride's bed-chamber; the neck 
or its root; a smith's hammer; also his 
anvil; slothfulness, torpor. 

A qusrd, A short rib. 
a ^ f t qasri, Noble, patrician. 
A (jQ̂ AS qusraydn, qusrayain (du.), 

the two shortest ribs. 
A (JA-AI qasas (v.n. of J = I ) , Following, 

tracking footsteps; explaining, narrating; 
relation, exposition; history, speech;— 
qisas (pl. of qissat), Histories, tales, stories, 
fables ; \_qisasi pur his as), Instructive his-
tories ;]—qusas (pl, of qussat), Forelocks. 

A qustas, qistds, A balance, scale®. 
A J l ^ i qastal, A castle, a fo r t ; dust. 
A qas' (v.n.), Chewing the cud ; mas-

ticating well, biting hard ; killing between 
the nails (a louse, &c.) ; stunting growth ; 
striking on the crown of the head with the 
palm of the hand; despising, disparaging, 
treating with contempt; quenching the 
thirst (water) ; gulping draughts of water; 
—qasa' (v.n.), Not growing in proportion 
to age (a boy) ;—qasi', (A boy) stunted in 
growth;—qisa' (pl. of qas'at), Dishes,plates, 
saucers. 

A qas'at, A dish, plate, saucer; the 
bason or scale of a balance ; a box, a cas-
ket ;—qus'at, The foreskin drawn back ;— 
qus'at, The hole of the jerboa. 

A UUI qasf (v.n.), (A gale of wind) 
breaking, dashing to pieces (a ship) ; blow-
ing with a loud noise ; thundering; play-
ing ; anything ludicrous, play, game; 
clapping the hands;—qasaf (v.n.), Being 
soon broken down from rottenness (a tree) ; 
being broken in the midst (a tooth) ;— 
qasif, Weak, infirm (man); broken in two 
halves; rent, split, broken down ; limber. 

A (JTIAI qusfdn (pi. of qasfat), Sand-hills. 
A qasfat, A hill or tumulus of sand 

broken off from the mass ; the step of a 
stair or ladder, 

A UE&AS qasqas, The place on the breast 
where hairs grow ; sound, voice ;—qusqus, 
Thick and short. 

A J<» qasi (v.n.), Cutting; beheading; 
treading out (wheat);—qasi, qisl, qasal, 
Chaff;—qisl, A herd of camels (from ten to 
forty); name of a place. 

A qasm (v.n.), Breaking so that the 
parts separate ; returning to a place from 
whence one ?arree ;—qasam, A fracture with 
separation of parts ; a fracture in the front 
teeth ;—-qasim, Easily broken;—qusam, One 
who breaks whatever he touches;—qusum 
(pl. of qasimat), Places producing the plant 
g]&azd. 

A qasmat, The step of a stair or of a 
ladder; a splinter of the wood miswak for 
rubbing the teeth ;—qasmat, qismat, qusmat, 
A fragment. 

A iU-ai qasmalat (v.n. of J 4 - O » ) , Breaking, 
cutting; taking short steps; throwing 
prostrate; eating up everything. 

A ft* qasw, qmuw (v.n.), Being far dis-
tant (place); retiring a great way from 
one's friends. 

A ̂ f t qusiib (v.n. of S—»»), Leaving off 
drinking before thirst is quenched (camel). 

A qusur (v.n. of ft*), Beginning the 
evening; doing anything then; falling rn 
price; becoming dear; falling short, fail-
ing; defect, default, deficiency; inaccuracy, 
incorrectness; error, sin, faul t ; an allow-
ance or premium in the exchange of rupees 
(Indian term) \ (pl. of qasr), palaces, villas, 



serieS,row; of qdtr) showers, drops ; 
—squtar, (A cfeud) having large drops. 

a t ij+ft* qitdrji, A camel-driver ; a mule-
teer. 

A sj,Uoi qitdnb (pi. of qutr-ub), Sylvan 
demons, &c. 

qutardt, Whatever drops from 
anything, drippings, dribblings of a bar-
rel ; a little water. 

a xsfi3* qntdri, hfa*> quit driyat, Black 
(serpent) ; or one that lodges in the trunk 
of a palm-tree; or one from which poison 
drops through the abundance of the same. 

yAlai qutds, A sea-horse of whose mane 
or tail a fringed knot is made, often set 
in gold, and hung round the necks of 
horses by way of adornment or as a 
defence against fascination; according to 
others, Yak tibetanus. 

A. WUai qitat, Curly-haired (men).; enrli-
ness and crispness of the hair.; a model or 
pattern on which anything is cu t ; the edge 
of a mountain or a cliff..; (pi. of qitf) tom-
cats :—qattdi,, Turner, - maker of hoses or 
caskets. 

A qatd' (v.n. of Flying from a 
cold to a hot climate or vice versa,; migrat-
ing (birds); (water in a well) failing; 
cutting clusters of dates or grapes; any 
cutting instrument; a section; '(pi, of qit') 
points of spears; (pi. of qatV) loppings of 
trees; herds, flocks; coins; [qitd'i ddyira, 
Sector of a circle;]—qattd, Keen, sharp, 
trenchant ;—qa£fd' (pi. of qati'), Kobbers, 
assassins;—qufjd'u ^ti tariq, Highway-rob-
bers. 

A qatd*at, Loppings, chippiugs ; 
any fragment which drops in cutting, such 
as a nail-paring or a bit of leather. 

A <-JUO* qataf, qitqf, The vintage, the sea-
son for cutting,grapes;;—-qitdf ('v.ri. of 
Taking slow and short steps (a horse) ; the 
slow short step of a horse;—-qattdf, A vin-
tager; a vine-dresser. 

a qutdfi, A kind of triangular pasty 
( = ^ <l-v')-

A foue*rqutdfat, Whateverdrops in gather-
ing grapes,; gleanings-of'the vintage. 

JUai qcttdl, A soldier. 
qatdnwt,, qattama, A lascivious 

woman, or name of a woman .noted for 
lasciviousness. 

a, qatd ml, qutdmi, A kind of ha>wk 
(especially when darting;his eye upon his 
prey); flesh of a hawk ; stroug wine from 
dates or grapes, 

A y&i qit an, The frame of a camel-
litter ; fth'e bar of a door;—qattdn, A cleaner 
or spinner of cotton ;—quttan (pi. of qdtin)^ 
Inhabitants;; servants. 

A .ML* qat/lnat, qatana, A kettle, ;pot; 
Catania in Sicily. 

a (jiUa* qatdni (probably misreading'for 

qatetH or qatdff), A sort of meat-pasty;— 
qatani (pi. of qutniyat), "Vegetables. 

A qatdydi (pi. of qatdt), Qata 
birds. 

A V^si qa'ta'it, Detached companies. 
A c-A>Uoi qata i f , A red date; (in P.) a 

cake of fine flour, honey, sesame-oil, and 
aSmonds; (pi. of qatifat) velvets, satins. 

A qatb (v.n.), Frowning, knitting 
the brows, looking stern ; cutting, collect-
ing ; filling (a vessel) ; putting in a pas-
sion ; mingling wine with water; drawing 
together the two ears of a wallet and fas-
tening i t ; assembling, flocking together; 
—qatb, qi'tb, qutb, The axle round which a 
wheelturns; the spindle of a mill-stone; 
—qutb* The pole, polar-star, north pole ; an 
axis, a pivot; a prince, lord, chief; a gene-
ral, commander; [qutbu 1 d-din, The axis of 
religion (surname of several noted men) ; 
—qutbu 'l-'drifin, Chief of wise men, i.e. 
Plato ;—qutbu 'l-mulh, The pole star of the 
empire (an honorific title) ;—qutbi janubi, 
The south pole;—qutbi samd (mmdun), 
The axis of heaven, i.e. the pole; — 
qutbi. shimdlx, The north pole; — qutbi 
falaki risdlat, The celestial pole of pro-
phecy, i.e. Muhammad;] — qutab (pi. of 
qufbat), Points of spears on which targets 
are fixed to shoot at. 

A y W^ qutbdn, A "kind of plant. 
A <iA>S qufbat, 'The iron axle round which 

a wheel turns ; the point of a spear on 
which a target is fixed to shoot a t ; name 
of a plant ;—•qitabat (pi. of qutb), polar 
stars ; centres about which objects revolve; 
princes, -chiefs. 

•a U» qutb^namd, A compass. 
(a ^jfa* qutbi, Of or relating to the North 

Pole:; polar ;—qutbi tara, The polar star. 

a ( j ^ qutbain (obi. du. of qutb, used 
as nom.), The two poles. 

A &3> qittat, qitta, A female cat. 
A fa* qatr (v.n.), Dropping (as water or 

tears); letting fal/l in drops; drops; ra in; 
tying camels in a string <ta follow *©ne an-
other'; travelling thus ( camels) ; name of 
a place between Wasit and Basrah; also 
of a village between Shiraz and Kirman; 
—<qitr; Fusile brass, or a kind of it ; a 
kind of striped 'cloth.,* property, paternal 
inheritance ; ; -—^^ The side of the body; 
a tract, quarter ; wood of aloes; diagonal 
(of a square); cord (of arc) ; [qutri 
dfi'ira, The diameter of a circle i]—qatar 
(v.n.), Tying (camels) in a str ing; esti-
mating the weight or value of a crop, &c. 
from examination of a small quantity; 
name of a town between Qatif and 'Uman, 
after which a particular kind of striped 
cloth ((see and <an excellent breed of 
camels ''(see ( j ^ t i ) a re named. 

a La>\jrts qatar at (pi. of qatrat), Drops; 
[qatardti shabnam, Drops of dew;]—quturdt 



(pl. of qitdr), Strings of camels following 
one another. 

A U^oi qatran, qitrdn, qatiran, Liquid 
pitch, tar, the juice of the pine; name 
of a city said to have been founded by 
Seth, and inhabited by demons; [zift u 
qatiran, Tar and pitch;]—qatardn (v.n. of 

Distilling, falling in drops (water or 
tears); the dropping of water from the 
eaves of liDuses ;—qatiran, Name of a poet. 

a ^^x-JU qatirdn-malidagi, An an-
notating or daubing with pitch. 

a qatiran-mdlida, Besmeared 
with pitch. 

a (j^Uai qatrani, A sort of money. 
A qutrub, A species of sylvan de-

mon, the male ahul; a goblin, fairy, elf; a 
whelp ; a little animal perpetually in motion 
on the surface of the water; a kind of 
bird; a mouse; a bold wolf; a kind of 
melancholy making men fancy themselves 
wolves and run howling in the woods; a 
coward; ignorant; epileptic; surname of 
a disciple of the celebrated grammarian 
Sibawaih. 

A u-tfft* qatrdbus, qitrdbus, A severe-
Btinging scorpion; a swift and strong she-
camel. 

A Sjki qatrat, qatra, One drop ; (in med.) 
a minim ; [qatra'i db, A drop of water ; a 
sword ; a spear's point; — qatra ddshtan 
(raftan, zadan, hardan, kashidan, nishdn-
dan), To run to and fro, to make haste ;— 
qatra'i duzd, A cloud ;—qatra, zadan bar, 
To pour or rain upon; — qatra'i zard, 
The sun ;]—qutrat, Small, few, mean; a 
trifling thing. 

a aS qatraf, = q.v. 
A qutrub, A sylvan demon, a ghul. 
a m) BjLi qatra-zan, A fast runner. 
a Sjl=> qatra-qatra, Drop by drop. 
a isft qitri, Cloth or stuff made at 

qatar. 
a qatrif, — q.v. 
A qatariydt, Excellent camels of 

qatar. 
A h f t qitriyat, A kind of striped cloth. 
a y f t qat-zan, A piece of bone, &c. on 

which writing-reeds or pens are nibbed ; a 
a Btamp. 

A Wa* qat at (v.n. of !O>), Curling much 
(hair) ; very curly (the same) 3 one whose 
hair is very curly;—qitat (pl. of qittat), 
female cats. 

A AU>* qiiatat, qitata (pl. of qitt), Tom-
catB, 

A qat' (v.n,), Cutting off, amputating; 
breaking off; retiring, withdrawing (from 
one's kindred), cutting an acquaintance ; 
terminating, concluding, stopping short; 
defining or ordaining anything necessary 
to be observed; traversing, crossing; 
strangling; infesting a road (as robbers) ; 
a section, segment, cutting; a shape, form, 

I cut; fashion, style, stamp; cut out (gar-
ment) ; — [qat'i ta'alluq, Desertion, aban-
donment ;—qat'i jawab, A definitive an-
swer ;—qat'i ja wab dadan, To give a cate-
gorical answer;—qat'i da'ira, Segment of 
a circle;—qat'i da'wd, The satisfying of 
a claim (m.c.) ;—qat'i rdh, Getting over a 
road or journey ;—qat'i rahim hardan, To 
break off all connection with relations;— 
qat' shudan, To cease, to stop (m.c.);— 
qat'i tariq hardan, To infest the roads, rob, 
assassinate;—qat'i 'aldqa hardan, To re-
nounce all right to ; to manumit a slave; 
—qat'i hdmil, Folio size;—qat' hardan, To 
cross, to traverse ;—qat'i haldm, Interrup-
tion of a speech ;—qat'i masdfa hardan, To 
travel, make a journey;—qat'i nind' hardan, 
To decide a law-suit;—qat'i nagar, Over-
looking a fault, connivance ;—qat'i nazar 
dddan, To turn away the eyes ; to abandon 
or think no more of;—qat' yaftan, To be 
terminated, to finish, to be at an end ;— 
umid az zindagdni qaf harda, One who has 
renounced all hope of life, despairing of 
life ;]—qiV, Whatever is cut from a tree ; 
the darkness of the last part of the night ; 
a small broad head to an arrow ; a shaggy 
cloth spread under a man riding on a 
camel;—qut', Being amputated (the hand) ; 
shortness of breath from fatness, asthma; 
highway-robbers; (pl. of aqta') those 
whose hands are amputated ; (pl. of qati'), 
Branches from which arrows are made;— 
qata' (v.n.), Having the hand cut off ; being 
cut off (the hand) ; (pl. of qata'at), The 
stump remaining after the hands are cut 
off ;—qati', Dumb ;—qita', The darkness of 
the latter part of the n igh t ; (pl. of qit'at) 
segments, cuts, slices;—quia', One who 
separates from his relations ; (pl. of qut'at) 
portions cut off ;—qutu' (pl. of qati'), Lop-
pings, or anything cut off from trees. 

A qat;-an, Cuttingly; conclusively, 
definitely ; in no shape, not at all, never. 

A CWIAI quta'd' (pl. of qati'), Scourges 
cut off at the end ; like, resembling, equal 
to. 

A qut'an (pl. of qati'), Herds, 
flocks; branches from which arrows are 
made; (pl. of aqta') those whose hands 
are amputated; deaf. 

A qat'at (v.n. of gU), Being ampu-
tated on account of disease (the hand) ;— 
qit'at, qifa, A segment, section, portion ; a 
piece, slice, morsel; a strophe; distichs, 
whose first line does not rhyme with the 
second, and the following even ones ; name 
of the female qata bird; [qat'a, qifa, In 
pieces, piecemeal;] — qut'at, qut'a, The 
stump of an amputated hand; a part or 
portion cut off ; a piece of land given in 
feudal tenure; name of a tribe ;—qata'at, 
The place where cu t ; the stump of an arm 
or branch;—qut a'at, quta'a, One who sepa-



t i ng ; sitting down, settling, remaining in 
one place; rising up (from a reclining pos-
ture) ; remaining at home and separated 
from her husband (a woman in child-bed, 
or during courses); widowhood; (pl. of 
qd'id) sitters. 

A qa'udat, A camel which the 
keeper rides on any occasion whatever; a 
hack-camel. 

A)S** q&'ur, Deep;—qu'ur (pl. of qa'r), 
Bottoms ;—qa^ur, A deep well. 

A J^ft* qa'wash, Light, nimble ; a cor-
pulent camel ;—qu'ush (pl. of qa'sh), Camel-
iitters for women. 

A \j=j*> qa'us, Striking the milker, and 
holding her milk (a ewe). 

A qu'iy (pl. of qa'w), The wooden 
cheeks of a pulley which support the 
axle. 

A qa'id, He who sits with another, 
i.e. a colleague, confederate; game coming 
behind one ; a locust whose wings have not 
yet grown ; one whose father or ancestors 
are nearly related to the chief of a tribe ; 
a guardian; a father. 

A qa'lddt, Saddles; pack-saddles. 
A Y^J-J** qa'iddni (du. of qa'id), Guardian 

angels, especially two whom they suppose 
constantly to attend on the right and left 
of man. 

A qa'idat, A sack ; a wife; a heap 
of sand. 

A}*** qa'ir, Profound, deep. 
A qa'irat, Libidinous (woman), whose 

passion lies deeply seated. 
A J * * 3 qa'il, A male hare. 
A qu'ain, A branch of the Banu 

Asad. 
A «-&* qif (imp. of Stop, halt. 
A <-&3 qaff (v.n. of Being collected, 

heaped together so as to resemble a gourd; 
dry herbage ;—quff (qaff P), A rugged hill, 
or any piece of rough ground ; high ground. 

A qafd, qafd', The back part or 
nape of the neck, nuke ; following, pur-
suit ; [qafd 'd-dahr, At no time, never ;— 
qafd khwurdan, To receive a slap on the 
nape of the neck ; (met.) to be cheated ;— 
qafd dddan, To give a slap on the neck; to 
cheat;—qafd zadan (firo-koftan), To slap 
the neck -,—qafd kardan az jabin, To turn 
the head, to avert the face;—qafd namudan, 
To flee, to run away;—qafayash ba-zamin 
khwurd. His neck touched the ground;— 
qafai falak, Accidents which occur by 
the influence of the heavenly bodies;] 
—qifd (2nd du. imp. of <-45y), Stop, halt, 
stay, ye two ;—qifd nabki, Stay (ye two, so 
that) we may weep (beginning of the 
mu'allaqah of Imru '1-qais; see 
nabki). 

a qafd-dar, Assistant, helper, com-
rade. 

A ft* qafdr, Bread without meat; meal 

of wheat or barley not mixed with sugar, 
&c. 

A ft* qafdz (v.n. of YI), Leaping, jump-
ing, bounding ; dy ing ;—qu f fdz , A glove 
lined with cotton; a muff; ornaments for 
the hands or f ee t ; a kind of iron lattice 
on which a falcon perches;—quffdz poshidan, 
To put on gloves; to wear a muff. 

A (je^i qufds, The mountain-goat; a dis-
ease of cattle shrivelling up their legs;— 
qaffds, A maker of b :rd-cages. 

A qifd' (pl. of qaf'at), Baskets without 
handles, made of palm-leaves ;—qufa' , A 
distemper which crooks the legs of sheep; 
—qaffd', Parsimonious, th r i f ty ;—quf f a1, A 
kind of shrub, which, when hard and dry, 
has the appearance of horns. 

A qifdf (pl. of q u f f ) , Hills -—qaffdf, 
One who steals money between his fingers. 

a stf Us qafd-gdh, The nape of the neck. 
a Ui qafd-girdn, The oppressed. 
A qaffdl, A locksmith; name of a 

learned doctor of the school of Shafi'I;— 
quffdl (pl. of qdfiV), Comers off a jouruey. 

A qoffdn, The occiput; end, con-
clusion, result; time, season, opportunity ; 
(for P. 0 V q.v.) a steelyard. 

qafdhir, A handsome face. 
T (ft** qaftdn, A robe of honour which 

Eastern princes present to ambassadors 
and other persons of distinction. 

A qafd (v.n.), Striking one slightly on 
the back of the head (with the palm of the 
hand) ; folding the turban-sash round the 
head, so that no part hangs down;—qafad 
(v.n.), Walking on the tips of the toes; in-
clining towards the right (the hoof of a 
camel). 

A O^JAS qafdd', A style of folding the 
turban-sash round the head, so that no part 
hangs down. 

a qafaddn, qafadana, A 
casket, case, or sheath in which the colly-
rium-pot is kep t ; a leathern box in which 
druggists put up aromatics. 

ft qafr, Dodder. 
A ft qafr (v.n. of ft), Following (another's 

steps) ; having an empty stomach, being 
hungry ; having but little money ; a desert 
without herbage ; bread without meat; a 
young bullock taken from the cow to be 
yoked to the plough ; [qafru'l-yahud , Jew's 
pitch;]—qafar (v.n.), Being little (pro-
perty) ; being without meat (bread);— 
qafir, Thin of hair ; a wolf. 

A fiy&S qafrat, qafra, A desert, a solitude. 
A ft qafz, Skipping; dying. 
A YTYTF qufzan (pl. of qafiz), Measures 

containing about eight makakil;—qafa*an 
(v.n. of Leaping, skipping; dying. 

A DGYAS qafazd, A spring, a leap; a par-
ticular pace of horses and camels. 

qafa (v.n), Dying; tying by the 
feet (a deer) ; seizing by the hair ; seizing 



in an angry mood;—qufs, Name of a people 
in Karamania resembling the Kurds;— 
qaf as, Having the tip of the nose large. 

a <U~A> qaf as, A bird's cage, coop; a 
lattice, grate, window-bars; network; 
(met.) the body (as cage for the soul) ; 
the skeleton of the thorax; (construed 
with the verbs sdkhtan, shikastan, kardan, 
&c.;)—qafasi slmdbl, The sky, heaven ;— 
qafasi markab, The netting of a ship, espe-
cially on the tops. 

a ol t qafas-bdf, A maker of net-work, 
a jU y^ii qaf as-Bdz, A maker of cages. 
a fa* i—Jti qafasa-manar (qafasa'i mandr), 

A latticed place for the Mu'azzin on the 
top of a minaret. 

A (JUI qafsh (v.n.), Taking, collecting; 
falling; striking with a stick or sword; 
milking hastily; frequent coition ; {for P. 

q.v.) a short boot, a shoe, a slipper;— 
kafash, Terror-inspiring robbers. 

Js-^AS qafshil, A ladle. 
A YOAS qafs (v.n.), Tying (a deer) by the 

feet; confining (a queen-bee)in the hive,or 
(a bird) in a cage ; putting the parts (of 
anything) very near each other; ascending, 
being high; a bird's cage;—qufs, Net-
work ; name of a mountain in Kirman j 
ako of a village near Baghdad ;—qafas, A 
bird's cage ; net-work; a wicker-basket; 
an agricultural implement in which the 
wheat is carried to the stack; lightness, 
briskness, nimbleness ; acidity, heart-burn 
from drinking water after eating dates ; 
—1afis, Contracted, drawn together; (a 
locust) whose wings are stiff with cold. 

a /yoii qaf as gar, A maker of cages. 
A Lii qaft (v.n.), Treading (as a bird), 

covering (any cloven-footed animal) ; col-
lecting ; recompensing, requiting ;^~qift, 
Copt, a city in Upper Egypt, settled on the 
descendants of 'Ali. 

A qaf (v.n.), Striking on the fingers 
(with a ferrule) ; refusing, denying, prohi-
biting, hindering; being contracted, shri-
velled, shrunk (haud, <fcc.) ;—quf' (pi. of 
aqfa'), Those whose fingers are bent in-
wards ;—qaf a1, Straits, anguish ; labour, 
toil. 

A qaf'at, A basket without a handle, 
made of palm-leaves ; a date-hamper ; a 
circular vessel for gathering fresh dates. 

A <-AII qufaf (pi. of quffatj, Hatchets. 
j 1 ^ qafqdz, Caucasus (m.c.). 
«AAS qifk, A cup. 
A qafl (v.n. of JA>), Preserving; 

withering (a tree); laying up (corn) against 
a season of scarcity; measuring; esti-
mating ; withered, dry;—qufl , A lock, bolt, 
bar; (construed with the verbs afgan-
dan, anddkhtan, bar-klhdstan, bar-shikastan, 
bastan, pechldan, rekhtan, zadan, gushddan, 
nihadan, wa-shudan, &c.;) a standard, 
ensign, banner; name of a tree found in 

Hi jaz ; a proper name; [qufli abjad, A 
combination lock (to be opened by a cer-
tain arrangement of letters);—qufii dsman 
(falak), Impiety, heresy, infidelity;—qufl 
bar dari dsman zadan, To give up praying ; 
to violate the laws ;—quf , bar dar sust kar-
dan, To keep the door open for supplicants; 
—qufl bar dahani kase zadan (bar zabdni kase 
anddkhtan), To silence; to bribe;—qufl bar 
dahan u dasti kase zadan, To cease to in-
vite anybody; to render silent; to silence; 
—qufl bar labi khwud nihddan, To turn si-
lent; to be reticent \~~qufl pechldan, To twist a 
lock open without using the key ;—qufl dar 
rdh ast, The road is rendered impassable ; 
—qufli rumi, A padlock; name of the fif-
teenth musical note of the barbud;—qufl i 
zaban-band (-bandi), A spell for tying one's 
tongue;—qufl sust kardan, To open the 
door ;—qufl shudani (gardldani) darya, The 
being impracticable of the sea by adverse 
winds; the obstruction of a road by inun-
dation;—qufli far ji aHar, A ring of gold 
or silver fastened on the genitals of a mule 
to preven t her bein g covered;—qufli waswds, 
An intricate kind of lock;]—qafal, A mul-
titude returned from a journey. 

a Jai qufl-band, A contrivance to 
fasten a lock, 

A &AS qaflat, qafla, The back of the head ; 
giving a present; (money) of just weight; 
—qaflat, qafalat, A dry tree;—qufalat , 
quf ala, One who remembers all he hears. 

a /JAS quflgar, A locksmith. 
SsjUs quflut, A kind of leek. 
a ^IAS qufli, A mould (for ice, jelly, Ac.) ; 

a small saucer-shaped earthen vessel. 
A y^S qafn (v.n.), Striking ; slaughtering 

(a sheep, &c.) from tbe hack of the head ; 
a whip, lash, scourge ;—qaf an, qafann, The 
back of the head;—qifann, Severe, harsh, 
unjust ; foul-mouthed ; a fool. 

A jAS qafw, qufuw (v.n. of ytf), Following 
another, tracking closely his steps ; striking 
on the nape of the neck; choosing, elect-
ing; suspecting; obliterating, effacing, 

A AYS qifwat, Any shameful act with 
which one is charged ; a erime, sin, fault 5 
an accusation (true or false) ; suspicion; 
calumny, falsehood, detraction ; disgrace. 

A qufur (pi. of qafr), Deserts ;—qaf fur , 
The branch of a palm-tree; also the en-
velope of the flower; name of a herb. 

\jfa* quftira, Name of a medicinal plant. 
A J^J qafuz, Jumping, leaping (deer) ;— 

qufuz (v.n. of fa), Leaping, jumping, skip-
ping ; dying. 

A (j-yS qufus (v.n. of Dying; tying 
(a deer) by the feet ; seizing by the hair ; 
seizing anything in an angry mood. 

A qufuf (v.n, of «-4>), Withering (as 
a plant) ; drying (washed clothes) ; stand-
ing on end from fear (hair) 5 filching, 
stealing coin between one's fingers. 



A JjA* quful (v.n. of JAS), Returning 
from a journey ; becoming dry, shrivelling 
(skin) ; estimating by guess; hoarding up; 
(pl. of qiijl) locks. 

qufula, A clew, a ball. 
a oft1 qufari, v.n. of, and = yAS qafn, q.v. 
A ̂  qafy (v.n.), Striking on the nape; 

slaughtering a sheep by the back of the 
head;—ga/ii/, qafl, Killed by an incision or 
blow on the back of the head or neck ; food 
set before a guest; an honoured guest; 
benevolent; a follower; a lieutenant, locum 
tenens, vice-gerent; accused, suspected ;— 
qwfiy, qifly (pl. of qafd), Napes. 

A qafiyat, qaflya, A successor, a fol-
lower ; a vice-gerent, lieutenant; excellence, 
superiority ; anything by which a guest is 
honoured; a sheep slaughtered by the back 
of the head. 

A ft* qoflr, Dry bread; a large date-
basket made of palm-leaves; a basket; 
name of a river or watering-station. 

A SJTFAS qufairat, qufaira, Name of the 
mother of Farazdak. 

qaflz, A measure of 12 sa' or about 
8 makakll; a weight; a space of ground 
containing about 144 cubits square, equal 
to a fourth of a jarlb; [pur amad qaflz, 
The measure (of one's days) is fu l l ; ]— 
qufaiz, Name of a servant of Muhammad. 

A y 0 ^ A ploughshare; also the 
ring of it. 

A cAjtf qaflf (v.n. of OTF), Shrivelling, 
drying, withering; dry, withered herbage ; 
vegetables which are eaten raw. 

A qafll, Dry (skin or wood); a 
Bcourge; a narrow pass through a moun-
tain ; name of a herb ; rose-water. 

A (JJ^J qafln, Slaughtered by a cut on the 
back of the head;—qi f ln (pl. of qafd), 
Napes. 

A SJJ qaqqat, qaqqa, The excrement of a 
child ; bad counsel. 

a qaqaddn, A perfumer's bag. 
A ijsi qaqaq, <£fiSi qaqaqat, qaqaqa, The 

excrement (of a child). 
qaqnus, ^yJtf qaqnos (GL KVKVOS ?), 

A fabulous bird, the phoenix. 
A J i qall, A low wall \~~qill, A tremor 

which seizes a man ; a date-stone that ger-
minates separately and weakly ;~~qill, qull 
(v.n.), Being rare; not happening fre-
quently ; lifting, raising up;—qull, A little, 
a small quantity ; solitary ; the least thing. 

qald, A sling; (for A. ^ qild) Lixi-
vium, potash. 

A qild, qald' (v.n. of ft), Hating, de-
testing ; hatred ;—qalla\ One that fries; a 
frying-pan maker; a burner of potash 
(u^i qily or qild). 

A v 1 ^ qilab, A wolf ;—quldb, A disease of 
the heart; a disease of which a camel in-
stantly dies;—qalldb, A forger of coin. 

a v*^2 qulab, A hook; a fish-hook; a 

pot-hook; a hooked instrument for draw-
ing bread from ovens; a hooked goad used 
by elephant-drivers; the hood put on a 
hawk; drawing and relaxing the string of 
a bow repeatedly before discharging the 
arrow. 

a qalldbagdn, Coiners of false 
money. 

a guldba, A hook ; a hasp; a staple; 
a link; a hinge ; a handle ;—qalldba, A 
counterfeiter of coin, a forger. 

a qalldbi, A coiner of false money; 
a cheat. 

A qildt (pl. of qidat), Small pieces of 
wood, struck forward by a larger, in boys' 
games ; (pl. of qalt) hollows in mountains, 
tarns; — qulldt (pl. of qullat), Mountain-
tops. 

a o^yft ww&S qaldti (for kaldti) gdzurdn, 
Name of the burial place of the Shaikh 
Sa'di in Shiraz. 

qaldtln, A tub, a cistern. 
quldj, Drawing a bow with force. 
quldch, Prancing of a horse, 

y ^ i qaldchu, A dervish's leathern drink-
in g-cup ; a channel from which cattle drink 
in winter. 

(jjys-^i qaldchurl, A glittering sword. 
A quldk, Yellowness, dirt of the teeth. 
a ^.Ws^ J5 qul-ahmadl, A violent blow 

struck on any part of the body. 
A fcStf quldkh, Name of a place in Tarn an; 

also of a poet. 
A qil&dai, qilada, A collar, necklace, 

chain, or any ornament for the neck; a 
leash for holding a dog; a term applied in 
enumerating elephants; construed with the 
verbs bastan, kashldan, guslstan, &c. 

OAî * qalarun, Generals, military tribunes. 
^ f t quldrl, A kind of white fig. 
Sjlj^i qaldzdra, qaldzhdra, A magpie. 
A qallds, Foaming (sea) ; a seller of 

the high caps or mitres called qalansuwat. 
qaldsang, A sling; a ball, sling-

stone. 
a qaldsl (pl. of qalansuwat, qulan-

siyat), Mitres, high caps. 
A qaldsh, A shrivelled pistachio;— 

qallash, Cunning, crafty; a drunkard, a 
haunter of taverns; a needy, worthless 
fellow* small; taken, seized ; distressed. 

A qaldshat, Smallness, shortness. 
a qallashl, Revelry, drunkenness. 
a frj*^ qalashlra, Ashes of which soap is 

made. 
A KLIJI qildt, Name of a fortress between 

Kazwin and Khalkhftl;—quldt, Extremely 
dwarfish (man, cat, or dog) ; the brood of 
demons. 

A qild' (pl. of qal'), Scrips, shepherd's 
bags; (pl. of qil') sails; (pl. of qil'at) 
castles, forts, citadels; (pl. of qala'at) large 
and high stones or pieces of rock detached 
from a mountain; [qild'i sipihr - irtifd', 



Castles high as heaven;]—quia', St. An-
thony's fire, or any similar disease, corroding 
the flesh to the bone; pustules in the mouth, 
a disease incident to horses ; a crust of 
earth underneath which mushrooms are 
found; sudden death overtaking a healthy 
camel;—qalld' (qulld' ?), A beadle or officer 
attending a magistrate or collector of reve-
nue ; one who rakes up the ashes of the 
dead; a pimp; a sycophant, whisperer, 
tale-bearer, slanderer. 

A qila'at, The sail of a ship ;—quid1 at, 
A bit of clay; a stone or a ball thrown by 
a sling. 

a J3 qul-a'uziya, One whose prac-
tice it is to recite the two Surahs (cxiii., 
cxiv.) beginning with the words qui a'uzu, 
" Say, I take refuge," for a remuneration 
in money or food. 

qalagk. The lip, mouth, and environs 
( = q.v. p. 289; unsupported by ex-
amples) ; pustules about the mouth. 

A II^I qildfat, The art of caulking a ship; 
—quldfat, Skin, husk, bark. 

a JiSto qildqal, The wild pomegranate, 
A qaldl, quid,I, Little, small (thing) ; 

—qilal (v.n. 3 of J*), Giving little; a vine-
prop ; (pi. of qullat) Buckets; mountain-
topB ;—qullal, Few (persons). 

A qildm (pi. of qalam), Fens, reeds; 
—qulldm, A plant of the hamz sort. 

A qulamat, A nail-paring. 
qalan, A tax in Shirwan ; a catamite. 

t a «t>bJU» qildndt, Rests, remainders. 
A qalanis, qalanis (pi. of 

qalansuwai), Mitres, high caps, 
T JJLS qaldwur, qaldwuz, A road-guide; 

horsemen who guard the flank of an army ; 
spies, scouts. 

t qaldwuzi, Guidance. 
qaldwazhun, A magpie (in the dia-

lect of Isfahan). 
T JJYTO qaldwuz, A road-guide. 
A qaldyd (pi. of qaliyat), Fried vic-

tuals. 
A qald'icl (pi. of qilddat), Necklaces ; 

poems which remain from age to age. 
A uaft* qald'is (pi. of qalus), Young she-

camels. 
A JWi qalail (pi. of qalil), Few (men). 
A qalb (v.n.), Converting, inverting, 

turning, turning inside out or upside down, 
changing, permuting, transmuting, com-
muting; inversion, permutation of one 
letter into another, reversion, anagram ; in-
verted ; left (opp. to right) •; adulterated ; 
counterfeit (coin); heart, mind, soul, under-
standing, intellect; kernel, marrow; the mid-
dle (of anything); the centre (of an army) ; 
the purest or choicest part, pith, core; 
pure, genuine, unmixed (Arabian language); 
[.qalbi iqbal, The inversion of JW^ " pros-
perity," i.e. to) ^ la-baqa " impermanent, 
perishableness ";—qalbu 'l-asad, The lion's 

heart, a bright star in the sign Leo ;— 
qalbi di. The inversion of q-v., i-e. ^ 
yad " hand ";—-qalbi riyd, The inversion of 

"hypocrisy," i.e. j>.\ air "penis";—qalbi 
rish, Inversion of " beard " (its turn-
ing), i.e. shir " milk " (emblem of hoari-
ness) ;—qalbi shitd, Inversion of Ua. " win-
ter," i.e. dtish " fire ";—qalbi shir, 
Inversion of " milk," i.e. rish (for 
rish-safed) " grey-beard " ; — qalbi 'aqrab, 
Inversion of " Scorpion " (a station of 
the moon), i.e. birqa' "seventhheaven" 
or burqa' " a lady's veil " (cf. 'aqrab pare-
shdn under v ^ c ) ;—qalbi huldh, Inversion 
of dtfq.y., i.e. hdlik " one perishing ";—qalbi 
ganj, Inversion of " treasure, treasury," 
i.e. ssXv "war";—qalbi majinn (?), Inver-
sion of " a shield" (turning the shield 
being used for renunciation of friendship), 
i.e. f*^- najm (bitter as) " t h e fruit of the 
tamarisk " (the vocalisation of neither word 
being given in the dictionaries, this expla-
nation is only tentative) ;—qalbi madang, 
Inversion of q.v., i.e. gandum 
" wheat";—qalbi magh (migh, mugh V), In-
version of q.v., i.e. ^ g&am " grief, 
sorrow ";—qalbi yam, Inversion of q.v., 
i.e. mai " wine ";]—qalb, qilb, qulb, The 
pith of a palm-tree ;—qulb, A bracelet; a 
whitish serpent; pure, genuine; — qulb, 
qulub (pi. of qalib), Ancient wells ;—qalab, 
Inversion of the lip ;—qullab, Skilful in 
managing affairs ; versatile ; a Jack-of-all-
trades ; a cheat; changeable, fickle. 

A qalb-an, Cordially, heartily. 
A qalbd' (fem. of aqlab), Inverted-

lipped (woman). 
jjoM s-AS qalb-andud, A copper coin 

coated with a thin layer of silver or gold. 
a iiWU qalbdna, A kind of song or-

music. 
A qalbat, True (Arabian woman). 
a ii^sA* qalb-khdna, The barbican of the 

fortress of Herat. 
a yy;!* qalb-zan, fa s~l» qalb-sdz, A coiner 

of false money. 
a ^ f a S-JJ qalb-sdzl, The making of 

counterfeit coin. 
a qalb-gdh, Middle; centre of an 

army. 
qalabang, A sort of odoriferous 

wood. 
qalbur, A sieve. 

a A-U qalba, Bad money. 
qulba, A plough. 

a-Ji qulba-ran, Ploughing; a plough-
man ;—gdwi qulba-ran, A ploughing-ox. 

a J l ) qulba-rdni, Driving the plough, 
ploughing;—qulba-rdni kardan, To drive a 
plough. 

a qalbi, Cordial, hearty ; adulterated, 
counterfeitcoin; bad money;—qullabi, Skil-
ful in managing business ; artful, cunning ; 
changeable, changeful, versatile. 



T jL l i qalpaq, A high cap, especially one 
bordered with fur . 

A qulat, quia, A small piece of wood 
struck forward by a larger in the game of 
tip-cat;—qallat, A rising up from sickness 
or poverty; — qillat (v.n. of J i ) , Being 
li t t le,few; diminishing; paucity, littleness, 
fewness; want, indigence, penury; diffi-
culty, tremor, palpitation; [qillati fahm, 
Poorness of understanding;]—qullat, qnlla, 
Summit of a mountain; top or head of 
anything; head; pommel of a sword; a 
jar, a jug. 

••sAS qalt, A pimp ;—qilt, Kind of vetch. 
A qalt, A hollow in a mountain, or 

tarn where water collects ;—qalt, qalit, One 
who has little flesh on the bones ; — quit, 
Saxifrage;—qalat (v.n.), Perishing; death, 
destruction, 

x jVAi qaltaq, A saddle-tree; a housing. 
gl-Ai qalt ab an, qaltbdn, A contented 

cuckold, wittol, pimp ; a roller for levelling 
clay roofs. 

t^WAS qaltabani, Panderism;—qaltdbdni 
kardan, To pimp or pander!, 

IJAJSAS qaltbos, A contented cuckold; 
faithless, irreligious. 

T ^jAS qaltaq, = jUl i q.v. 
qalta, A cuckold, wittol; a pimp. 

A (^jAi qullatain (obi. du. of qullat, used 
as nom.), Two large jars of water contain-
ing together 1,200 pints; a warm bath; a 
cup which is in common use ; a common 
prostitute. 

jtfa qulj, A four-footed animal, whose feet 
stand wide apart, and whose knees are close 
together. 

T GII qilij, A sword. 
T tjl^U qalchdq, An iron gauntlet. 
A qalh, An old ass ;—qilh, A soiled 

garment;—qalah (v.n.), Having yellow 
tee th ; yellowness of teeth;—qalih, Dirty, 
soiled. 

A qalfeh (v.n.), Braying in the throat 
(a stallion camel) ; a camel in ru t ; striking 
one dry substance against another; eradi-
cating, uprooting (trees) ; an aged ass ; a 
hollow reed. 

As qald (v.n.), Collecting (water in a 
cistern, milk in a pail, or drink in the 
belly) ; twisting (a rope) ;—qild, A periodi-
cal return of the fit of an ague;—a quartan 
fever; a drinking on one day out of four ; 
hence, the caravans between Mecca and 
Jiddah, because they only drink once in the 
four days' journey. 

A Ai qalaz, A tick or sheep-louse. 
A 8AS qalizat, Flocks infested with the 

tick. 
A pAS qalzam, Wide and watery (puden-

dum) ; (met.) the sea. 
Ajl> qalz (v.n.), Drinking the beverage 

qalz; pricking the ground with the point 
of a stick; striking, beating, shooting, 

darting; leaping, rushing upon ; limping; 
a kind of drink ; a weakly man; briskness, 
cheerfulness;—quluzz, qilizz, A hardy, strong 
man; hard copper on which iron makes no 
impression. 

A (•yii qilzim, Base, avaricious ;—qidzum, 
Clysma, a town in Egypt near Mount 
Sinai; a sea; —• qulzumi panj-shdkh, The 
palm of the hand; the hand of the liberal; 
—qulzumi nigun, The sky ;—bahri qulzum, 
The Red Sea;—haft qulzum, The Seven 
Seas, title of a celebrated Persian Diction-
ary and Grammar by the late king of Oudh, 
or compiled under his auspices. 

A q a i s (v.n.), Vomiting at one time a 
small quanti ty; spilling (wine) from a 
brimful c a p ; dancing; good singing; 
drinking largely of date or raisin-wine; 
being disturbed (in mind) ; a thick rope 
made of the fibres of a palm or cocoa-nut 
tree; a cable ; any acid humour thrown up 
by the stomach. 

A yAs qulus (pi. of qalus), Young she-
camels, 

A tU qalt, Ugliness of face;—qalat, The 
offspring of demons. 

A fcjWtii qaltabdn, A pimp, voluntary 
cuckold. 

A glj qaV (v.n.), Drawing out, tearing 
off, eradicating, pulling down, subverting, 
overturning, ruining; removing one from 
his place, cashiering; extraction; removal 
from office, dismissal; a builder's hatchet; 
a scrip, a shepherd's bag; anything paid 
into the exchequer by anticipation; [qal' 
hardan, To extirpate ; to depose, remove 
from, office; to pull out, extract; to put 
off (as clothes) ;]—qal', qil', qala', Inter-
mission (of a fever) ; the period of such 
intermission; name of a mine from which 
the best tin is extracted, which hence is 
called qal'i ;—qiV, The sail of a ship ; stand-
ing infirmly on the feet, tottering in the 
saddle ;—qui', A stout walker; (pi. of 
qulu') large-bodied (she-camels) ;—qala' 
(v.n.), Being unsteady, ready to fall (in 
wrestling) ; being stupid; blood, clotted 
blood; scurf, scab; (pi. of qala/at) parts 
of a large cloud ;—qali', One who sits tot-
tering on horseback ; unsteady ; stupid;— 
qila' (pi. of qala'at), Stones high and large, 
detached from a mountain; (pi. of qil'at) 
halves of things split lengthwise. 

A qal'at, qal'a, A castle, fort (espe-
cially on the top of a mountain) ; name of 
celebrated tin-mine; [qala'i alamui (for 
aluh-dmut " eagle-nest "), Fort Alamut be 
tween Kazwin and Ghilan (see p. 95) 
—qala'l bi-dar (the doorless castle), Name 
of a fortress in Shiraz ; (met.) a virgin;— 
qala'i surjthdb (qdkqah, hilab, gulistdn), 
Name of various fortresses;—qala'i sulta-
niya, Fort Sultan at Constantinople;— 
qala'i hahrubd-gun (-paihar), The world 



(attractive like amber) ;]—qil'at, qil'a, The 
half (especially of anything split length-
wise) ;—qul'at, qul'a, Removal from office ; 
anything paid into the exchequer un-
weighed; borrowed money; fleeting trea-
sures ; anything not permanent; [dari 
qul'a, The perishable house, the world;]— 
qala'at (v.n. of gU), Being unsteady, totter-
ing, ready to fail from the saddle; being 
stupid; a citadel; a purse, scrip, or shep-
herd's bag; a huge piece of rock, a boulder ; 
a piece of large cloud ; a cloud veiling one 
side of the sky ; (pl. of qal') shepherd's 
bags, scrips. 

a WJ^*^ qal'ajat (pl. of qal'a), For-
tresses. 

a qal'acha, A redoubt. 
a qal'agiyan, Garrison-soldiers. 
a ^ qal'a-band, Shut up in a fort. 
a f t qdia-dar, The commandant of 

a garrison, governor of a fort;—qal'a-ddri 
sipihr, The Bun. 

a qal'a-ddri, The command of a 
garrison. 

a qal'a-shihan, Breaking for-
tresses (a siege-gun or battery). 

a qal'a-hushd, Opening, i.e. con-
quering a fortress or fortresses. 

a ft/ qal'adcob, Battering1 fortresses 
(a cannon). 

a qal'a-gdh, A fortified place. 
a y-y&s qaVa-nishin, Besieged ; a be-

sieger. 
a l3*1S qal'i, Tin (from the mine qal1, 

where it is found) ; a coating of tin given 
to culinary vessels; whitewashing; plating; 
gilding ; varnish, gloss ;—qal'i hardan, To 
tin (pots and kettles). 

a qal'igar, A tinman, 
a qal'i-gari, The trade of a tin-

man. 
qal ghanj, A lock ; the ring of a gate. 

«Xt*i> qalghand, Driving a nail into a 
horse's hoof and clenching i t ; an enclosure 
of wicker-work. 

AAli qalgha, A flower ; an insignia of rank 
worn in the turban. 

a yUJu, qalgka-sultdn, The lieutenant 
or next brother to the Khan of Crim Tar-
tary. 

A. Ulli qalf (v.n.), Stripping off the bark 
of a tree, tearing off a nail; circumcising, 
cutting off the foreskin; unbunging (a 
wine-cask) ; caulking, pitching, filling up 
the seams of a ship with the fibres of palm-
leaves or moss ; foaming, frothing ; turn-
ing, inverting;—qilf, A basket made of 
fibres of the palm-tree ; skin, husk, bark ; 
—1utf (pi- ^qlaf), Uncircumcised (per-
sons) ;—qalaf (v.n.), Being uncircumcised ; 
cutting of the foreskin ;—quluf (pl. of qal 'i-

Baskets for holding dates. 
A qalfat (v.n. of Unbunging (a 

wine-cask); turning, inverting; caulking 

a ship ; foaming, frothing; a hamper full 
of dates;—qilf at, A certain plant; covetous, 
greedy; torn off (nail) ; — qulfat, qulfa 
(qalafat, qalaf a), The prepuce, foreskin. 

qaluft (for q.v.), Big, bulky. 
qulfuniyd (G. *oAo<£<Wa), A kind of 

pine-tree gum. 
qalf a,, A sub-preceptor. 

a ^ft* qulfi, A small hukkah-snake; a 
cup with a cover in which ice is moulded. 

A qalaq, Fretfulness, restlessness, dis-
quietude, agitation, commotion ; anxiety, 
keen regret, perturbation;—qalih, Restless, 
fretful, ful l of anxiety. 

A qulqdit, The root of a plant which 
is edible when cooked. 

A J ^ i qalqdl, Violent motion; — qilqal 
(v.n. 3 of Jatf), Moving, disturbing; making 
a noise, producing a sound, 

^AaU qulqadis (G. xCL -̂K(-'T7?s> 
Shoemaker's black, vitriol, 

A jUioli qulqatdr. Yellow vitriol. 
A JsU qilqal, A pomegranate growing in 

a place without water ;—qilqil, A species of 
plant producing a grain so hard that it 
cannot be pouuded;—qulqul, The noise 
made by water in the neck of a bottle when 
poured out; an active man ; a swift horse. 

A (JĴ U qulquldn, Pomegranate. 
a ^^fil* qulquldni, A species of pigeon. 
A qalqalat, qalqala (v.n, of J ^ ) , 

Moving, disturbing ; making a noise, pro-
ducing a sound. 

a <sMi qulqula, A hukkah. 
qalqant, tf qalqand (G. xaAxav-

&ov), Copperas, 
jlkiali qulqantdr, ft&M q.v, 
Q <U5)i qulquna, A sore in a horse's foot. 
A JU qilal (pl. of qill), Tremors, agita-

tions ; — qulal, Scattered people who re-
assemble ; (pl. of qallat) tops of mountains; 
jars ; (pl. of qulal, qalil) few ; small; thin; 
scattered men of different tribes. 

T ^-U^ jUi qul-lar dqdsi, The commander 
or leader of troops. 

A ft* qalm (v.n.), Paring (the nails) ;— 
qalam, A pen, reed; a pen-knife; a knife, 
poniard, sword; an en graving-tool; a cha-
racter, mode of writing; an arrow for 
gaming or drawing lots; a «lip; a section, 
a paragraph; the upper part of a beard 
tapering into a point; a kind of firework ; 
a crystal (as of salts) ;—qalami amwdj, A 
kind of undulating writing ;—qalam an-
ddkhtan, To throw away the pen, i.e. to 
neglect writing ;—qalam dwardan, To write; 
—qalam bar dftdb randan, To draw a pen 
across the sun, i.e. to have a beard just 
sprouting ;—qalam ja'd hardan, To write ;— 
qalam dar siyah nihadan, To draw the pen 
through anyone's words;—qalam dar-ha-
shidan, To obliterate ;—qalami dast u pd, 
Bone of the elbow and of the heel;—qalam 
zadan, To write; to erase ;—qalami surb, 



A lead pencil; — qalam shudan, To be 
written ; to be reduced to a mere stump (a 
lance) ;—qalami firangl, A pencil, a pencil-
case ;—qalam Icardan, To cut, lop, prune ; 
to cut in two at a single blow;—qalami 
kandagarl, A chisel;—qalami muy (moy), 
A hair pencil, a painter's brush;—qalam 
nlst, He has no account, he is clear ;— 
qalami nai-shakar, Sugar-cane ;—ahli qalam, 
Men of the pen, scribes, civilians (opp, to 
military men) ;—dawat u qalam, Pen and 
ink. 

Uli qalmd, A sling. 
A WJi qalla-md, I t is very rare that, it is 

seldom that. 
Ul* qalma-sang, A sling ; a round 

stone for a sling. 
uS»Uli qalmash, Vain, futile, frivolous, 

absurd, nonsensical;—qulmdsh, A worth-
less, despicable man; a liar; taken, received, 
occupied. 

a ^ qalam-afshon, A gilt pen 
(see <uU. p. 443). 

jUl i qalmdq, A Calmuck Tartar. 
fA* qalam-anddz, Neglecting to 

write; omitting in writing. 
a a** jji qalam-band, Penned, noted 

down; committed to writing; entered, 
registered ; taken into account; one who 
fastens the hair to a painter's brush (done 
by their servants). 

a t s ^ qalam-bandi, Signature, sign-
ing ; an agreement; insertion, entry. 

a ^Li qalam-pak-kun, A pen-
wiper. 

a u^yAi qalam-tardsh, A pen-knife. 
a qalam-jadwal, A steel pen or 

pencil for drawing lines. 
a A^Ai qalarncha, Shoot of a tree. 
a ^li galam-khwurda. Struck out 

with the pen, deleted, erased. 
a qalamdan, A pen-case ; a stan-

dish ; the ensign of the vazirship. 
a j\>ijt (jtafA* qalamddn-barddr, Secretary 

of State ( = fa <l-T-> P- 5 3 9 ) -
a qalamdar, A young tree or shoot. 
a fJi qalam-dast, A scribe, a clerk. 
a qalam-dawat, Pen and ink or 

inkstand. 
a fa* qalam-dida, Written. 
a faj fa* qalam-rassdm, An engraver on 

brass. 
a yfai qalam-rav, tS)fa^* qalam-rawl, Em-

pire, dominion, sovereignty, jurisdiction, 
district. 

a Mj ^Ji qalam-tsada, Committed to 
writing. 

a <y) qalam-zan, A scribe (quill-
driver). 

a ysUli qalam-kdr, A writer ; an engraver 
on brass, silver, or gold; a painter. 

a ^bCUi qalam-kari, Writing; the en-
graving ar t ; painting; workmanship; a 
kind of flowered calico or chintz. 

a qalam-kashl, Writing, calli-
graphy. 

a jJi qalam-giri, The use of a pen; 
—qalam girl kardan, To use a pen. 

qalamun, A chameleon; a changing-
coloured cloth ; name of a flower. 

WyAs qalmuniya, Resin of the pine-tree. 
<uli qulma, A sausage, or any food stuffed 

into the intestines of animals, haggis, blaok 
pudding. 

a qalami, Reed-like, long, slender j 
crystallized (saltpetre, &c.); writing; manu-
script; civil (opp. to nizdml " military " ) ; 
a kind of quilted garment;—qalami farmu-
dan (kardan, namudan), dar qalami burdan, 
To put in writing. 

«A+AS qalambak, A fragrant kind of wood. 
jjAS qalandar, A kind of itinerating 

Muhammadan monk, with shaven head and 
beard, who abandons everything, wife, 
friends, possessions, and wanders in the 
world ; name of the founder of this religious 
order; a rude fellow; a wine-drinker ; the 
fly of a tent;—qalandar dlda-ra goyad, 
(met.) An honest man speaks the truth. 

Vj juOJi qalandar a, A kind of silk cloth; 
the fly of a tent. 

^ j ^ U i qalandar-bacha, The penis. 
AiU. jjA> qalandar-khdna, An abode of 

Qalandars ; a tavern. 
qalandarl, A fly for a tent. 

a qalandarlyat, qalandarlya, Qalan-
dars, a sect of Muhammadan dervishes 
pledged to perpetual wandering (see j-^ii 
above). 

g (j'-i^A* qalandls, Shoemaker's black, 
vitriol (cf. ^ ^ a l s above). 

A qalnasat (v.n. of Putting a 
hat or high cap (qalansuwat) on anyone. 

A qalansuwat, A high cap, tall hat, 
or mitre. 

A qalansl (pi. of qalansuwat), High 
caps. 

A qulansiyai, A high-crowned cap. 
fa* qalu, Name of a desert and a moun-

tain. 
A fai qalw (v.n.), Prying (meat) in a pan. 
A SJfa* qulub (pi. of qalb), Hearts, kernels, 

piths, marrows; — qulubl ddamiydn, The 
hearts of men. 

•fa* qalawuz,' A highway -robber ; horse-
men who lead the van of an army (see 

A qalus, A young she-camel; or one 
which keeps on travelling; or one ready for 
the saddle, before she has changed her first 
teeth (when she is called ndqat) ; a she-
ostrich and her female young one; a young 
bustard ; a proper name for a young girl;—1 

quliis (v.n. of y ^ ) , Rising, increasing; 
diminishing, decreasing; contracting (as a 
shadow) ; shrinking (garment) ; leaping, 
springing upon; being disturbed (the 
mind). 



ture ; stray things, things of no value, 
trifles; the meanest of mankind, rabble, 
populace. 

qamdshir, Gum of the wild parsley. 
A tjeUi qimds, A contraction in the sinews 

of a horse;—qimds, qumds, Dashing (waves); 
driving, tossing, heaving (a ship) ; gallop-
ing (a horse) ; leaping, dancing ; motion; 
restlessness, unsteadiness, 

A tUi qimat, A swaddling or cradle-band ; 
a rope for tying a sheep to be slaughtered, 
or the hands and feet of a captive. 

A qamd'U (pl. of qum'ulat), Flower-
cups, buds; knots in the veins. 

A ^JUJ qamdqim, Small ticks or sheep-
lice ; (pl. of qumqumat) jugs, tankards ;— 
qumaqim, A liberal-minded, noble man; 
a large number. 

A qumdm (pl. of qumdmat), Sweep-
ings. 

A JUUJ qumdmat, q-umdma, Sweepings, 
rubbish ; a crowd, body of men;—hanisatu 
'X-qumdma, The church of the holy sepulchre 
at Jerusalem. 

A qimmat, qimma, The body ; stature, 
figure; fat, grease; crown of the head, 
top of anything •, a crowd, a body of men ; 
—qummat, qumma, Whatever a lion takes 
in his mouth; a crowd. 

T qamchi, A whip, a scourge; a 
branch, twig, switch. 

A qamh (v.n.), Taking up anything 
with the hand ; putting anything dry (as a 
medicine) into the mouth ; wheat;—qum-
mah (pl. of qamik), (Camels) which raise 
their heads and refuse to drink. 

qamha, Name of a medicinal plant. 
A qamd (v.n.), Refusing, rejecting, 

hanging back; persevering in anything 
(good or bad) ;—qamad, Length and thick-
ness of neck ;—qumud, Strong, hard, of a 
large body or weight;—qumudd, fem. tA+i 
qumuddat, qumudda, Long-necked; hard, 
strong, robust; very stiff (penis). 

i ^ J i qamr (v.n.), Gaming and gaining at 
dice; marrying a wife; — qumr (pl. of 
qumriyat), Turtle-doves ; name of a country 
beyond Ethiopia;—qamar, The moon (es-
pecially from the third day to the end of 
the month) ; (v.n.) having the eyes dazzled 
from the reflection of snow or any bright 
colour; satisfying thirst; being abundant 
(forage, &c.); being spoiled; watching, 
lying awake in moonlight; [qamaru 'I-
muqanna', The moon of the sorcerer Mu-
qanna' (see s — ; ] — q a m i r , Much, abun-
dant (water, forage, &c.). 

A qamrd' (fem of aqmar), Of a 
whitish colour, with a mixture of brown or 
green ; a she-ass of this colour; the splen-
dour of the moon; a bright moonlight 
night; a kind of bird. 

A y\ft* qamardni (du.), The sun and 
moon. 

A qumrat, A dusky white colour, with 
a mixture of green;—qamir at, A bright 
moonlight night. 

a ft qamar-chihra, Moon-faced. 
ap t &£fti qamargha, qamarqd, ^j+i 

qamurqd, = q.v. below, of which it is 
evidently a corruption. 

a fti qamar-sum, With crescent-like 
hoof (a horse). 

a && ft qamar-gdh, The hunting-r ing 
formed to enclose the game in the grand 
royal chase. 

Ojft qamrun, A shrimp. 
a ^ f t qamari, Lunar; lunatic;—qumri, 

A turtle-dove, ring-dove. 
A hft* qumriyat, A female-turtle dove 

(the male being called sdqu hurr-in). 
A ($>fti qamarain (obi. du. also used as 

nom.), Sun and moon. 
Ay*i qams (v.n.), Scraping together, or 

taking up with the points of the fingers; 
[qarnz-qamz, Separate, sparse, here and 
there ;]—qamaz, The worst part of any-
thing ; low, worthless, good for nothing. 

qum-zdda, The son of a concubine 
(see <WS qumma). 

A qumzat, qumza, A handful of dates; 
the follicle containing the seed of a plant; 
compact flesh. 

A qams (v.n.), Plunging (oneself or 
another into water) ; stirring (as a foetus 
in the womb). 

A qummas, A nobleman. 
A qamsh (v.n.), Collecting, gleaning 

from every quarter, 
A qams (v.n,), Cantering, galloping 

(a horse); dashing(waves), tossing,heaving, 
driving (a ship) ; a contraction of the 
sinew in a horse;—qamas, Little flies swim-
ming on water; locusts just hatched;— 
qumus (pl, of qamis), Shirts, shifts. 

A t )Wi qumsdn (pl. of qamis), Shirts, 
shifts. 

A Wi qamt (v.n.), Binding (a captive or 
sheep for slaughter); swaddling (an infant); 
treading (as a bird) ; smearing pitch on a 
(mangy) camel; taking; pleasure, volup-
tuousness ; — qimt, A rope with which a 
reed cottage is girded, or a sheep is bound 
for slaughter. 

A fttS qimatr, A large strong camel; a 
short man ; gyves;—also qimatrai, qimatra, 
A library, book-case; a scent-box ; a pot 
for holding plants or sugar. 

A qamtarir, Calamitous (day). 
A qam( (v.n.), Striking on the head 

with a mace ; battering, bruising ; smiting 
an elephant with the hook wherewith he is 
driven; beating wool or cotton; humbling, 
suppressing, putting down ; listening, pay-
ing attention to ; subduing, causing to 
subside; [qam'i fitna'i ashrdr hardan, To 
quell sedition, to quiet the public discon-
t e n t ; ] — q a m q i m ' , qima', A funnel ; the 



Btalk of tlie date, or the hollow place of the 
fruit to which it joins;—qum' (pi. of qum'at), 
Best parts of anything; (pi. of aqma') men 
troubled with a fistula laclirymalis;—qama' 
(v.n.), Suffering from a fistula lacbrymalis ; 
having a mote fallen into the eye and trying 
to extract i t ; taking medicine simple and 
unmixed ; the head or lid of the windpipe; 
a big blue fly tormenting the heads of cattle 
in hot weather ; pimple on the edge of the 
lip; a diseased state of the inner corner of 
the eye, a redness or inflammation of that 
part, a stye; a largeness in the knee or 
hough of a horse; a vessel with narrow 
neck for oil; a sheath; (pi. of qama'at) 
tops of camels' humps; heads ; — qami', 
Large-humped (camel) ; pimpled (eye, &c.); 
timid (horse) ;—quma', Indigestion. 

A qum'al, qum'ul, Nympha, clitoris ; 
—qum'ul, A large goblet; a small cauldron 
or copper having a narrow neck ; a little 
bird with a short neck and beak ; a small 
bowl. 

A VFC>J»*J qum'us, A pimp to his own 
wife. 

A qum'ul, A large goblet. 
A qum'ulat, Cup of a flower, bud; 

a knot in a vein. 
A qamqam, qumqdm, The deep sea; 

an important affair, intricate business; a 
great number; larger or better par t ; a 
prince, lord ; Bmall ticks. 

A qimqim, A withered, unripe date ; 
—qumqum, A decanter; a water-pot; a 
cucumber-shaped vessel, used for warming 
water; news, intelligence ; the throat or 
gullet. 

A qumquman, A great number; 
the larger or better part. 

A qamqamat (v.n. of R****), Assem-
bling; surrounding, encircling; taking, 
seizing ; sendiDg a plague of lice (God) ;— 
qumqumat, qumquma, A bowl, jug, tankard ; 
a round shade; a lantern. 

A qaml, A louse ;—qamal (v.n.), Being 
lousy; being black, as covered with in-
sects ; being very numerous; — qumal, 
qymmal, An insect less than the tick, 
found on lean camels; a louse. 

A qamlat, One tick. 
A qimam (pi. of qimmat), Tops, sum-

mits. 
A *y+J qumu, qumu'at (v.n. of 

Becoming fat (a sheep). 
A qumuh (v.n. of Raising (his) 

head and refusing to drink (a camel). 
A qamus, So abundant in water that 

the bucket disappears (a well). 
A qamus, Galloping (horse) that 

shakes his rider; a lion ; restless ; name of 
a mountain and fortress near Khaibar. 

A qamu', Troubled with a fistula 
lachrymalis. 

A qamah, Little appetite for meat;— 

qummdk (pi. of qdmih), Travelling well 
(camels), carrying their heads high. 

qama, A straight poniard, a short 
sword carried in the belt (m.c.) ;—qimma, 
see A. ;—qumma, A concubine (see Ui 
and 

A qamlr, An antagonist at play ;— 
qumair (dim. of qamar), A little moon ;— 
qumlr, Name of a city in Hindustan, 

i- qimir, Name of a certain dish. 
qarniz, A cup, a goblet. 

a u - ^ qimmls, The sea. 
qamishat, A dish composed of 

milk and the seeds of colocynth. 
A qamis, A shirt, shift, or any kind 

of inner garment of linen ; also a tunic, a 
surplice (of cotton, but not of wool); the 
membrane which surrounds the foetus in 
the womb, amnion ; pericardium ; a gallop-
ing horse that shakes its rider. 

A Sa-̂ i qamit, Entire, whole, full (year). 
A F^I qamim, A dry, withered pot-herb. 
A qamin, The chimney of a bath; 

fit, proper; swift. 
A qami'at, Name of an Arabian poet. 
A ^ qann (v.n.), Examining (a mes-

senger), inquiring after news; scrutinizing ; 
striking with a stick;—qinn, A slave, espe-
cially one born in the family, whose father 
and mother are slaves;—qunn, Sleeve of a 
shirt; a small mountain. 

A PU> qana\ Wate r ; the shady side of a 
wall;—qind' (pi. of qinat), Spears ; canes ; 
—qannd\ A spearman, or a spear-maker; 
skilful in discovering water;—qanna'u 'Z-
arz, The hoopoo (as possessing this skill). 

A qundbat, qunndbat, Name of a fort 
at M adi n a. 

A qandbir (pi. of qumburd'), Larks. 
A tbJ qandt, A cane, spear, javelin (the 

Arabians in general making use of cane-
spears^t; the backbone; a subterraneous 
canal; a syphon. 

A qandt, The walls of a tent or 
canvas-enclosure, with which a sort of 
court-yard is formed in a camp (— JJ^J-. 
q.v.); a screen. 

A fcUi qandtat, Abstinence, abstemious-
ness. 

a qanatl, Enclosed in or surrounded 
by a qandt;—qanatl masjid, An open space 
enclosed with a qandt, and used as a place of 
worship. 

A cLi qunndh, IE-Ui qunnahat, A long 
crooked key. 

A J^I qannad, A maker of sugar-candy ; 
a confectioner. 

a qannadi, = »>Ui q.v. 
A J j jUi qanddll (pi. of qindll), Candles ; 

lamps;—qanadili charkh (candles of the 
sky), The stars. 

a qanndra, qinndra, A long piece of 
wood or iron fastened to the wall and sup-
plied with many pegs, on which batchers 
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suspend their meat; a butcher's shop; 
shambles. 

A fti qannaz, A huntsman. 
A yiyouS qunasinn, Name of a place in 

Syria. 
A &>U3 qandtat (v.n. of htf ) , Despairing. 
k f t i i qandtir (pl. of qant.arat), Bridges ; 

arches. 
A^stUi qandtir (pl. of qintdr), "Weights 

of 100 lbs.;—qandtiri muqantara, Talents 
heaped together. 

A gUi qand1, A name for a sheep ;—qind', 
A kind of plate or dish made of palm-
wood ; a large kerchief or hood ; the peri-
cardium ; arms, armour. 

A qand'at, Content, contentment, 
tranquillity, resignation, abstinence; ability 
to do without;—qand'at hardan (namudan), 
To be content, &c. 

a [ftji qand'at-gwnn, Who chooses 
contentment. 

A qindf, qun&f, One who has a large 
nose, or a long and thick beard; glans 
penis grandior. 

A jiUi qandfiz (pl. of qunfaz), Hedge-
hogs. 

A yUi qandn, Name of a mountain in the 
country of the Banu Asad;—qindn (pl. of 
qunnat), Mountain-tops;—qundn, Sleeve (of 
a shirt) ; stench of arm-pits. 

A qinanat, qundnat, Servitude, 
A (^Ui qandni (pl. of qaninaf), Glass 

wine-bottles, 
A S-^J qunib, A large sail; a bow-string; 

clitoris; the claw of a lion; the sheath of 
a horse or other solid-hoofed animal. 

A S-OI qinnab, qunnab, in P. qanab, Hemp, 
a hempen rope. 

A ft* qambar, Name of a freedman of 
'Ali. 

A qumburd', A lark. 
A Sĵ jui qumburat, A lark ; a bird's crest. 
a ^ft* qumburi, Crested (cock). 
A f t * qimbaz, Short; miserly. 
A qaniba'ai (v.n. of Concealing 

oneself in one's own house, or itself in its 
cup (a flower) ; swelling with rage;— 
qumbu'at, A kind of tunic worn by boys; 
a kind of veil or head-dress worn by 
women ; the pod in which a flower is con-
cealed. 

A qimbir, A kind of plant. 
A qimbit, qunnabit, A cauliflower. 
a qambll, An earth which, when 

baked, becomes yellow, and is good for 
worms in the bowels; a small grain like 
manna falling in Yaman,. fatal to earth-
worms and good against the mange. 

a ftl-w-i* qamblla, Name of a medicinal 
herb. 

A SJJ qinnat, A single thread of a rope 
made of palm-tree fibres called lif; gal-
banum ;—qunnat, qunna, A mountain-top ; 
a little mountain; a mountain separated 

from others, and reaching far, or stretching 
up into the sky. 

qanat, A worm infesting frui t and 
herbs (— «£kJS q.v.), 

A qantar, ft* qansar, Short-bodied. 
t j f t i qantura, A short braided garment; 

a kind of scarlet covering over a travelling-
bag to protect it against the dust ; a churn-
staff. 

qanj, Pressure, compression; dissimu-
lation ; (for A. ^ q.v.) amorous playful-
ness ;—qunj, Idle, vain, futi le; an ass with 
his tail docked. 

T AASJ^I qanjugha, qanjugha, A 
strap attached to a saddle for fastening a 
portmanteau (=: yfif q.v., p. 297). 

(?), Creeping; reptiles ( = a^y*-
q.v,, p. 459). 

qanja, Amorous, languishing; the 
cup of a flower (see and ^ a ^ ) . 

Aft* qanh (v.n.), Bending, curving; 
quenching the thirst and raising the head; 
refusing to drink; setting up (a door) of 
planed wood. 

a JuS qand, Sugar; sugar-candy; a kind 
of cloth ; Turkey red (in India) ; construed 
with the verbs khd'idan, khwurdan, rekhtan, 
<fcc. [qandi par si ('ashari, ^ ^ (?), mahmudi, 
misri), A kind of soft sugar;—qandi kham, 
Sugar;—qandi du-bdra, Sugar twice refined; 
—qandi muharrar, Refined sugar; (met.) 
the lips of a mistress;—qund (from P. 
hund), The testicles ; — abu 'l-qundain, 
Name of a certain man. 

a -wi qand-db, A sweet drink ; wine. 
T ^ ^ qunddq, The stock (of any port-

able firearms) ; the carriage (of a cannon 
on board ship) ; swaddling - clothes ; — 
bachcha'i qunddq, A baby in long clothes, 
a suckling (m.c.). 

qunduz, The beaver; sable ; an em-
blem of night; a dark night ; wine ; name 
of a country on the confines of the region 
of darkness ;—qunduz amadan, To become 
night. 

<£)}* J 1 ^ qunduz-qurl, Testicles of the 
beaver. 

ijMisi qundus, Alkali; a kind of animal 
(perhaps = j ^ ) -

A ft^* qandaflr, for P. handa-plr, 
An old woman, 

ysJjoi qandah (?), A lantern giving but 
little light, used by thieves. 

A JAJ qandal, qunadil, Large-headed 
(horse or camel). 

a s-J qand-lab, With lips sweet as 
sugar-candy, sweet-spoken. 

A JjJJJ qandul, A certain tree found in 
Syria, whose flower yields a costly oil;— 
qindul, An aromatic bark of a prickly tree. 

jlfejLii qand ah dr, Name of a city, Canda-
ha r ; name of a temple in Gang Bihisht 
(see 

a ^AU qandi, Sugared, made of sugar. 



of dates;—qunu' (v.n. of cUi), Being very 
red (as a woman with paint, or fingers after 
pressing fruits) ; mixing milk with water; 
killing ; being put into a tan-pit (a hide) ; 
dyeing (the beard) black \—qunuw (v.n. of 
y i ) , Gaining, acquiring; keeping goats for 
milking; blackness. 

qanawdt (pi. of qandt), Canes; 
spears. 

A qinwdn. qanwdn, qunwdn (pi. of 
qinw), Clusters of dates —qunwdn, Sleeve 
of a shirt;—qanawdn (v.n. of y i ) , Gaining, 
acquiring; keeping goats for milking. 

A qinwat, qunwat, Gain; mode of 
a-cquisition; a flock. 

A quntit (v.n. of e ^ U I ) , Standing 
long in prayer ; refraining from speaking; 
devotion, piety; supplication; silence; 
obedience. 

gy* qanniij, qinnauj (S. kanyd-kubja), 
Name of a city of India. 

jy* qunud, Animated or presuming, in 
saying or doing anything. 

A qunm (pi. of qins), Tops of heads. 
A ty* qunut (v.n. of t l i) , Despairing; 

despair. 
A qanu1, Contented; a humble sup-

pliant ; steep; sloping -,—qunu1 (v.n, of 
&*)> Begging humbly; being content; 
longing for sweet pasture or for the fold 
(camel) ; a petition, request; contentment; 
— fekairu ' l-gjfcina 'l-quwuwa eharru 'l-
faqri 'l-b&uzu', The best riches is content-
ment, the worst poverty self-abasement, 

A of* qnnun (pi. of qunnat), Mountain-
tops. 

a qinna, Galbanum (see also Au). 
A ^ qany (v.n.), Gaining, acquiring ;— 

qana (pi. of SUi), Canes ; spears;—qanl, 
Badly swelling (leathern bottle) ; — qind 
(v.n.), Being contented; being independent; 
contentment, satisfaction ; (pi. of qinyat, 
qunyat) gains;—quniy, qunl (pi. of qandt), 
Spears; subterraneous aqueducts. 

A vsAj-U' qanaydt (pi. of qandt), Spears. 
A qinydn, qunyan (v.n, of ^fa*), Gain-

ing, acquiring; acquired wealth (in flocks); 
(pi. of qinw) clusters of dates;—qunyan 
(v.n. of (.y3), Preserving inviolate (chas-
tity) ; blushing continually. 

A qanlb, Crowds of men ; clouds, 
A qinyat, Gain, acquisition ; a store ; 

—:*u'u 'Uqinyat, Bad state of the body, 
cachexy. 

A y®^ qanis, A huntsman ; game. 
A qanit, Despairing, desperate;— 

qunaiyit, Name of a kind of cabbage. 
A qanl', Contented. 
A CJLOS qanlf, Crowds of men; a cloud 

fraught with rain; part (of the night) ; 
thin of hair. 

A qinnlnat, A glass bottle. 
y qau, Tinder;—qu, A swan; an ostrich; 

—qu dar dn-jd na-mlparad, (met.) The 

place is inaccesible or full of danger; no 
news can be obtained therefrom. 

T Y qu, Tinder. 
A IY quwd (for ^Y quwd), Powers, forces. 
A j A y qawdbil (-pi. of qdbitat), Midwives ; 

beginnings (of affairs). 
A quwat,. Aliment, nourishment;— 

quwdt (pi. of quwat), Powers, virtues. 
A Jr ty qawdtil (pi. of qdtilat), Deadly 

(things). 
A U l y qawdhit (pi. of qdhit), Severe, 

hard times. 
t e V qawdleh, A poplar-tree (m.c.). 
A Ay qauwdd, A pimp; (in Himyaritic) 

the nose;—quwdd {pi. of qa'id) Leaders, 
governors. 

A TDV qawadih, Curses, censures. 
a qawddagi, Pimping, panderism. 
A |»o\y qawadim (pi. of qddim), Heads; 

(pi. of qadimat) the first or the longest 
feathers in a bird's wing. 

a 5Ay qaivada (for A. qauwadat), A 
procuress. 

A U ^ Y qawdzif, Missiles, things with 
which anyone is pelted. 

A v ^ V qawdrib (pi. of qdrib), Ships' 
boats. 

A t )V qawdrih (pi. of qarih), Five-years-
old horses. 

A qawdri' (pi. of qdri'at), Adversi-
ties, evils ; harsh, biting words ; verses of 
the Qur'an repeated incessantly when in 
apprehension of danger. 

8)\y qawara, A remnant, piece, bit, frag-
ment, scrap, shred ; a finger; neck and 
shoulders of a strong man, sturdiness of 
frame (m.c.). 

A ^ y qawarir (pi. of qarurat), Flasks, 
decanters. 

a y qawdri/ri, A seller of flasks, de-
canters, &c, 

A uAy qauwan, A bow-maker; an archer. 
a ^ J y qawdsl, The art of making 

bows. 
A qawasi' (pi. of qdsi'd'), Holes of 

field-mice. 
A OI/Ay qawdsif (pi. of qasifat), Violent 

winds. 
A qawdzib (pi. of qdzib), Sharp 

swords. 
A Wy qauwdt, A shepherd. 
A j L y qawdti* (pi. of qdti', qdti'at), Birds 

of passage; incisors. 
A qawd'id (pi. of qa'id), Dwarf 

palm-trees ; women remaining at home and 
not visited by their husbands (on account 
of child-birth or menses) ; (pi. of qa'idat) 
bases, foundations; pillars, props; rules, 
canons, regulations; rules of procedure as 
distinguished from substantive law; mili-
tary exercises or evolutions, parade, drill; 
—qawd'idu 'l-mubtadi, Rules for beginners 
(an elementary grammar) ;—qawd'idi din, 
Articles of faith. 



arrows ; cotton ; a testicle; a knot, wen ; 
armour. 

t ft qur-begi, Keeper of the arse-
nal. 

a qursd, The balsam-tree (see ^ y ) . 
* oW* qurchi. The keeper of the armoury; 

a horseguard, a cuirassier. 
ft qur-khdna, An arsenal, armoury. 

a ft/ qursd, The balsam-tree. 
T JJJY quruq, qur ugh. J ^ Y quruq, 

Forbidden; hence, a lark; a hunting-ground 
(m.c.). _ 

O^jj* qurlatdn, (in Khwarazm) A consul-
tation. 

T y f t ^ j f t qurumsdq, — ijft-"/ q.v. 
^ y quri, A tea-pot (m.c.). 
T ts^" i j f t quri-chdy, (dry-brook) Name 

of a place near Teheran. 
T qurlgh, = J ; y q.y. 
T ^Isb^y quriltay, An assembly of people 

in consultation or celebrating a feast. 
Oj-ft quriyun (G. Kopiov), Coriander. 
A ft qauz, A round heap, hill, or high 

tract of sand. 
jjS quz, Curved, crooked ; a sheep. 

ft quz-pusht, Crook-backed. 
A <J*Y qaus (v.n.), Measuring, comparing ; 

preceding, outstripping, surpassing; a 
cubit; a bow; arc (of a circle); curve (of 
an arc) ; the sign Saggitarius; a few dates 
lying at the bottom of the bin; \jqausu 
'lldh, The rainbow;—qausi andaruni, The 
interior curve (of an arc), intrados; the 
concave side;—qausi biruni, The exterior 
curve, extrados; the convex side ;—qus, A 
cloister, the cell of a monk; a Christian 
convent; the lurking-place of a hunter; a 
word used in scaring away dogs ;—qawas, 
Curvature in the back;—qawis, Difficult 
(times) ; a high sandhill. 

qausd' (fem. of aqwas), Crook-
backed (woman). 

A Syy qausarat, qausarrat, = IY>Y q.v. 
a U* (j-ji qaus-namd, Bowed, curved. 
a A~y qausa, The rainbow. 
a qausi, Bow-shaped; arched; 

curved ; vaulted ; of the form or colour of 
the rainbow (qaus) ;—qusi, Troublesome 
(times). 

SY qusiyd, The costus (a shrub). 
1 (j£»y qush, A bird, especially a bird of 

prey, dressed for the chase; a falcon;—yak 
bahla qush, One falcon. 

A qush (from P. quchak), 
Small-bodied (man) ; a word used in scar-
ing dogs. 

t jlj-fcy qushhdz, A fowler; a seller of 
birds. 

t quschi, A falconer. 
t iili. qush-khana, An aviary ; fal-

conry. 
T cyAy qushun, A house; a hospital; a 

troop of men, an army (see oft*). 
f ^ y %sh(, A scarecrow. 

A (,/AY qus, Name of a place in Upper 
Egypt ; also of a village. 

A YY qausar, SYY qausara, qausarra, A 
basket or hamper of reeds or osier-twigs 
for holding grain or dates; a woman. 

A qausaf, A carpet with a long pile, 
striped and four-square. 

a u^y qauz (v.n.), Destroying, demolish-
ing (a building). 

A TY qaut, A flock of sheep, or a hundred 
of them ;—qut, Name of a village near 
Balkh ; also of a traditionist. 

^jA^loy qutulidun (G. KorvXfihm), A 
kind of evergreen growing in shady 
places and clinging to the foot of walls. 

qutumd, Anemone (=• oyj^f q.v., 
p. 31). 

T i f t / qati, A box;—qutiyi halabi, A tin 
box; a tin (as of potted meat, &c., m.c.) ; 
"Tunbridge ware" (?m.c.). 

A £y qau' (v.n.), Covering (as a camel); 
receding, retiring, desisting; a piece of 
plain ground on which dates or corn are 
gathered. 

Uy qaughd (for VfeyA gfraughd), Tumult. 
A qauf (v.n.), Following (the foot-

steps), coming behind, tracking;—q&f, The 
upper part or opening of the ear; the 
hinder part of the back; margin, extre-
mity ;—qufu 'r-raqabat, The nape of the 
neck. 

Uy qufd, Turpentine of fir. 
A JIY qufal, Betel-nut. 
A , jy qauq (v.n.), Clucking (as a hen); 

name of a Greek emperor; — quq, An 
aquatic bird with a long neck; rima 
mulieris. 

A £eliy qauqa'at (v.n. of Clucking. 
A lyy quqabd, An opening medicine; 

name of a herb. 
A J i y qauqal, The male partridge ; the 

bird qata; name of the father of a tribe. 
quqnus, quqnus (G. KVKVOS ?), 

A phoenix. 
y y quq ft, <^y quqa, A top-knot on a 

turban, a button on a garment. 
^Jy quqi, A kind of beaver. 
a <3>J»y qauqiya, Coins bearing the image 

and superscription of the Greek emperor 
Qauq. 

M J y qol, The middle of an army in 
battle order; a troop, an army ; a poison-
ous worm (this unsupported by examples). 

A J y qaul (v.n.), Speaking, saying, pro-
nouncing, or giving an opinion upon (any-
thing) ; speech; a word, saying, dictum; a 
kind of song; assertion, explanation, af-
firmation ; promise, agreement, compact, 
contract, bargain; consent, acquiescence; 
a deed of lease, setting forth the principles 
and rules by which the demands of govern-
ment on the land are to be regulated (in 
India);—qaul dadan, To enter into or 
ratify a compact, to give one's word, to 



promise;—qauli kasagar, A term of music; 
—qaul magar hast, Is anything said against 
(such and such a person)? is there the least 
slur put upon him ? (m.c.) ;—qaul u fi'l, 
Word and deed;—qaul u qardr, An agree-
ment;—ba-qauli kase, According to the 
Baying or dictum of. 

A JBy qu'ul (pi. of qa'ul), Talkative. 
A J y quwal (pi. of qd'il), Speakers, 
e^y quldj, A fathom;—qiildj kardan, To 

measure with a fathom, to fathom. 
A FLY qulat (v.n. of j y ) , Speaking; a 

speech ;—quwalat, Talkative ; eloquent. 
T J Y I Y qultuq, A gulf. 
T qulchi, A slave, a servant. 
T quldur, A robber (m.c.). 
T ylA* ^ A y quldur-basdn, Who exter-

minates robbers. 
a <_sV- J y qaul-sardy, A rbapsodist. 
a yy j y qaul-qarar, An agreement. 
a <sAAi J y qaul-qalbdna, A kind of 

Bong. 
a jAa* J y qaul-musaddiq, Truthful of 

speech. 
a <uUy qaul-nama,Treaty, written agree-

ment. 
A g J y qaulanj, qaulinj, qulinj, Cholic. 
a qauli, Verbal. 
A *Y qaum (v.n.), Being brisk (the 

market) ; being dull, at a stand (the same) ; 
rising up ; rebelling against; standing; 
being set over; attending to, executing 
(any business); stopping (as a fatigued 
horse); people, nation; tribe, family, kin-
dred ; a sect; some ; a certain person; a 
company of men (exclusive of women); 
[qaumi fit, The followers of king Abrahah 
on his expedition against the Ka'bah (see 
a shabi fil under ;—qaumi lut, The 
people o£ Lot, i.e. inhabitants of Sodom ; 
—qaumi musd, The people of Moses, the 
Israelites ;—qaumi yunas, The people of 
Jonah, i.e. the Ninevites ;—qaum u khwesh, 
People and kin, friends and relations;]— 
quwam (pi. of qd'im), Standers. 

qumd, = q.v, 
A qaumat (v,n. of PY), Being brisk, 

bustling (the market) ; rising up, standing; 
one standing up between two prostrations 
(in prayer) ; stature;—qawamat, qawama 
(pi. of qd'im), Administrators, prefects. 

f»y qaum-dar, Of good family or 
race. 

t qnmri, A turtle-dove, a ring-dove 
( = csr^ 

qaumas (G-. KO/ATJS, "commander of 
200 men"), A prince, commander; the main 
ocean, middle of the sea;—qumas, Name 
of a tract of country between Khurasan 
and I raq; name of a province in Spain. 

^A^y qumini, An intoxicating liquor 
made from barley and other species of 
grain. 

a qaumi, Of or relating to a people 

or nation; national, tribal, &c.; family, 
relation, kindred. 

A ̂ Y qaumiyat, Connection, the being 
of the same tribe ; clanship; nationality ; 
stay, support. 

qunj, A kind of beech-mast em-
ployed in tanning leather; the oxyacanth ; 
the wild plum. 

a c ^ s y qonduruj, Frankincense (see 
and j ; ^ ) . 

A (j~$y qaunas, Crest of a helmet; crown 
of the head; a prominent bone between 
the ears of a horse; the beaten part of a 
road. 

J r y y qonsul, A consul (m.c.). 
duU. J_j~Jy qonsul- khdna, The residence 

of a consul, consulate (m.c.). 
A U-YY qaunus, The crest of a helmet. 
A <My quniyat, quniya, Iconium. 
A j / y qa'ud, Manageable, well-trained 

(horse). 
A J / Y qa'ul, Loquacious, talkative, elo-

quent;—qiviviil (pi. of qd'il), Speakers. 
A quh, <ky quhat, Milk beginning to 

spoil. 
A quhistdn, Name of a place 

famous for the manufacture of cloths, 
a qiilii, A kind of white cloth. 
A (JY qa.wd (v.n.), Being empty and de-

serted (a house) ; being famished ; being 
withheld; hungry; a desert;—qawi, A 
rope made of threads of unequal thickness; 
(for qawiy) robust, firm, strong, solid, power-
ful, vigorous; (adv.)very: [qawiyu 'l-iqtidar, 
Of great power;—qawiyu 'l-jandn (fu'ad), 
High-minded, magnanimous;—qawiyu 'n-
nafs, Of strong or vigorous mind, high-
spirited;—qawi za'if, Very weak;]—quwd, 
Intellect, sense, mind; (pi. of quwwat) 
powers, virtues, energies;—quwaiy, The 
young of any bird or beast. 

a jjW tsy qawi-bdzii (J^ bdl), Strong-
armed. 

a c y qawi-ba^ht, Fortunate, pros-
perous. 

a tsy qavn-bunya, Of a strong-build, 
stout, robust; of a firm character. 

a qawi-panja, Of a strong hand, 
fist, or claw; of a powerful clutch. 

a ^ y qawi-paijj Sinewy, muscular. 
a ^ y qawi-jussa, Strong-bodied. 
a ^ qawi-khatir, Strong-minded. 
a o—J ^ y qawi-dast, Of a strong hand 

or arm. 
a J.* qawi-dil, Stout-hearted, coura-

geous, strong-minded. 
a LSf qawi ray, Of strong judgment 

or purpose. 
a u ^ y quwais, ^wy quwaisat (dim. of 

qaus), A little bowl 
a qawl-tahOf strong natural 

parts. 
a ^ y qawi-qawaim, Strong of legs 

(horse). 



^ Y ( 996 ) 1*1 
A Jfiy quwail (dim. of qaul), An unusual, 

inaccurate, trivial, trite, or familiar word. 
A fiyi qawim, Right, straight; valiant, 

steadfast; of a fine stature;—quwaim, 
Z+iji quwaimat (dim. of qaum), A little 
people ;—quwaimat (dim. of qdmat), An 
hour, a little while. 

W**3 (?), Sciatica. 
(FTFTY quyantan (G. AKOVLTOV), Aconitum 

pardalianches. 
a ^ys qawi-haikal, Robust, of power-

ful frame ; of colossal proportions. 
A qihad (pl. of qahd), Small-eared 

Bheep. 
A ft* qahhdr, Exceedingly powerful; a 

great conqueror ; an oppressor ; an avenger ; 
one of the names of God. 

a isft* qahhdri, Vindictive ; the avenger ; 
divine ;—ghazabi qahhdri, Divine wrath. 

A S-V qahb, Of a brown, also of a dark 
colour, between black and white; a large 
mountain ; an aged camel. 

A qahb a' (fem. of aqhab), Brown. 
A M̂FI quhbat, A dark colour, between 

black and white;—qahibat, qahiba (fem.), 
Of such colour. 

A qahbalis, A large and thick 
penis ; a small louse ; a large, stout woman. 

A qahd (v.n. of -H5), Going with short 
steps; a spectes of small-eared reddish 
sheep ; a calf; a lamb; brown, dark; clear-
coloured, white ; — qihd, An old man ;— 
qahad, Name of a place. 

A ft qahr (v.n.), Conquering, overcoming, 
subduing; force, violence, oppression, sub-
jection ; power, lordship, rule; vengeance; 
severity, punishment, chastisement; judg-
ment ; rage, fury, wrath, indignation; re-
sentment ; calamity ; a mischief-maker, a 
fire-brand ; [qahr kardan, To conquer, op-
press, subdue, tame ; — qahr 'giriftan, To 
fire up, to fly into a passion ;—az o qahr-am, 
I am vexed with him (m.c.) ;] — qahir, Lean, 
scraggy (thigh). 

A qahr-an, P. qahr ana, By force, 
compulsively, by authority ;--qahr-an qahr-
an, By force and assault (taking a place). 

a tJ^i qahrabdn (for P. Amber. 
A Sjy quhrat, Force;—quhrat-an, Forcibly. 
a ft qahr-qiydmai, Great commo-

tion, terrible ado. 
( f t f t qahr amdn, A valiant warrior, an 

invincible hero; name of a celebrated 
fabulous hero of Persia ; power, authority ; 
an administrator, curator, prefect. 

a eJlij^i qahrndk, Disturbed, indignant. 
a qahri, Vested with the power to 

punish (as a magistrate), avenging, vindi-
cating. 

A. ft qahz (v.n.), Leaping, springing;— 
qahz, qihz, Cloth or a garment made of red 
wool mixed with silk. 

a yU—y quhistan (for P. kuhistdn), The 
country of Kohistan. 

A qahqarat, qahqara (v.n. of ftp). 
Retiring, retreating back; green wheat 
turning black. 

A Jsyv qahqara, Much wheat stored up 
in vessels ; a retreat, a retrograde motion ;— 
ruju'i qahqara, A shameful retreat. 

ifi^i qahqa, A horse-laugh; name of a 
place in the district of Tus. 

A qahqahat (v.n. of Laugh-
ing loudly or indecently ; a loud laugh, 
horse-laugh; construed with bar-khdstan. 
zadan, &c.;—qahqa'i shisha, The guggling 
of the bottle; — qahqa'i subh, Morning 
bursting forth with a bright smile. 

a quhunduz (for P. kuhna-diz), Name 
of four fortified places. 

A Syji qahwat, qahwa, Wine, especially 
old and strong ; coffee, a decoction of the 
berry bunn; a breakfast, collation; a coffee-
bouse ;—qahwa khwurdan (kashidan), To 
drink coffee;—yak qahwa, One coffee, i.e. 
a cup of coffee (m.c.). 

a t ^jfi-Zft qahwaji, ^jz-^ft qahwachi, A 
coffee-house keeper; groom of the Coffee-
Service (a court-charge, m.c.). 

a &U. i f t qahwa-khana, A coffee-house; 
the royal Coffee-Service (m.c.); the coffee-
room in an hotel (m.c.). 

a qahwaddn, A coffee-pot. 
a s^y qahwa-rangt, Coffee-coloured. 
A Sjĵ ji qahir at, qahira, The fleshy part 

between the neck and shoulder ; the breast, 
bosom ; (for qdhirat) Cairo. 

A ̂ J* qiy, qi, A desert. 
A qay' (v.n.), Vomiting, drinking in 

the dye (cloth), being thoroughly saturated; 
—quyd', Frequent vomiting ; an emetic. 

A qiydtat, The act of nourishing. 
jLi qiyad, Reins, a bridle ; a halter for 

leading;—'asiru 'l-qiyad, Difficult to guide, 
unmanageable. 

A S^Li qiyadat, qiydda (v.n. of Lead-
ing (a horse); conduct, guidance; pan-
der ism, pimping. 

A ft* qaiydr, Possessed of, or vendor of 
pitch ; name of a man; also of the camel 
or horse of a certain poet; also of a village. 

a ^ qay-dranda, An emetic, vomi-
tive. 

A (J-W1 qiyds (v.n. 3 of cr*5), Agreeing, 
answering to in measure or comparison; 
measuring, comparing; regular form, ana-
logy; measurement; comparison; reasoning, 
argumentation, logic, syllogism; opinion, 
judgment, thought, imagination; conjec-
ture, supposition, guess ; vieing with an-
other in guessing, &c. ; (pl. of qaus) bows; 
—qiydsi istisnd'i, Conditional syllogism ;— 
qiydsi istiqrdni, Absolute syllogism; — 
qiyds kardan (giriftan), To estimate, judge, 
imagine;—az qiyds, bd qiyds, ba-qiyds, Ac-
cording to analogy, regularly;—bi-qiyds, 
Immense, beyond measure; — khildfu 7-
qiyds, Anomalous ;—'aid 'Uqiyds, According 



qayasirat (pi. of 

to analogy, regularly;—'aid a&airi'l-qiyds, 
ffhairu 'l-qiyas, Without rule| irregular, 
anomalous. 

A qiyas-an, By analogy ; by con-
jecture or guess, conjecturally; — qaiyds, 
One who starts horses at a race. 

A J-UI qayasir, ^ 
qaisari), Large camels. 

a ^j-Ui qiyasi, Analogical, analogous, 
regular; hypothetical, conjectural, pre-
sumptive j probable ; — ghair-qiydsl, Irre-
gular, anomalous. 

A qaydsirat (pi. of qaisar), Ceesars. 
A t ^ i qiyaz (v.n. 3 of M ) , Agreeing with 

anyone for the summer-season (qaiz) ; sum-
mer-heat. 

a gUi qiya' (v.n. of Mounting, cover-
ing (a camel). 

a &»L> qiydfa, Appearance, semblance, 
likeness, resemblance; physiognomy; imi-
tation, representation; port, air, gait, 
manner, mode, habit. 

a dilei qiydfa-shinas, A physiogno-
mist. 

a <siLi qiydfd-shinasi, The science 
of physiognomy. 

a J ^ i quyyal (pi. of qd*il), Those who 
sleep (taking their Biesta), or who drink at 
mid-day, 

A qiyalat, Noon-day ; siesta. 
A FTLI qiydm (v.n. of f f ) , Standing up-

right, rising up; making an insurrection; 
having charge of, attending to, superin-
tending ; being brisk (market); being 
middling, moderate ; resurrection ; insur-
rection ; assistance, application, superin-
tendence ; standing position (in prayer) ; 
stagnancy ; stationariness; congealed state 
(of water, &c.) ; stability ; permanence ; 
stay, halt, settlement; residence, fixed 
abode; (pi. of qd'im) standers; [qiydm 
hardan (namudan), To observe, fulfil, set 
about, attend to;—qiydm u qu'ud u ruku( u 
sujud, Standing and sitting, inclination and 
prostration (Muhammadan postures in 
prayer)-;]—qaiydm, Self-subsisting, eter-
nal ; one of the names of God. 

a fai qiyam-pazir, Stationary, at 
rest; stable, permanent. 

A qiydmat, The resurrection, last 
day ; confusion, tumul t ; calamity ; exces-
sively great; anything wonderful; very 
much; construed with the verbs uftadan, 
afgandan, bar-khdstan. bar sari chize awar-
dan, bar sari chize raftan, &c.;—qiydmat 
hardan, To achieve wonders ;—sahra'i qiyd-
mat, The plain of the last judgment;— 
yaumi qiydmat, The day of resurrection. 

a qlyamat-paikar pesha, 
jalwa, khir am. aV& nigdh), Causing 

a commotion by her aspect (manners, 
brightness, gait, looks), epithets of a 
mistress. 

c m ) v 
a fa qiydmat-zdr Jcada, ^ gdh), 

The place of resurrection. 
a (jAsS qiydml, Stability, steadiness; 

stagnant. 
A <JUJ qiyan (pi. of qain), Servants, 

slaves ; (pi. of qainat) girls, maidens ; sing-
ing-women. 

a ^ qai-dwar, An emetic (see 

qaydwdr, Work, employ, business, 
trade (see _>\>W») ; a badger; a jackal; a 
workman; interrupted in work. 

A qlb, Quantity, longitude, space, 
interval; the part of a bow between the 
handle and extremity (see sA*)-

^ qlpd, A sheep's ventricle stuffed, Ac. 

JLLJS qitar (G. mOdpa), A guitar, harp, 
lyre. 

Jy^i qital, A castle, fort, fortress; a 
camp, military quarters. 

qljah, A violin. 
T qaichl, Scissors ;—qaichl kardan, 

To cut up (light coin), 
A qaih (v.n.), Being purulent (a 

wound) ; matter unmixed with blood, pus. 
A ^ qaid, Confinement, restraint, im-

prisonment, restriction, obstacle; bondage; 
control; a fetter, pinion, manacle ; sword-
straps, frogs; a book-binder's press; a 
paction, bond, article of agreement; a 
compact, treaty, bargain; regulation; 
obligation, restriction, modification; length 
and quantity, measurement; registration, 
enrolling in a public list; the quiescent 
letter (not of prolongation) which precedes 
the rawl or final consonant of the rhyme (as 
r in mard) ; [qaidu 'l-asnan, The gums ;— 
qaidu 'n-nikdh, The bonds of matrimony ; 
the marriage contract;—qaidi farang, A 
kind of fetter used by Europeans, (met.) 
imprisonment from which there is no 
escape ;—qaid kardan, To confine ;—dar 
qaid budan, To run after a thing, to covet 
it (m.c.) ;]— qld, Quantity ; worth, value ; 
[_qldi rumh, A spear's length;]—qaiyid, 
Ductile, tractable (horse). 

qaiddfa, Name of the queen of 
Barda4, contemporary with Sikandar. 

a qaid-band, A fortress. 
a qaid-khdna, A prison, 
a tJt^-J ^ qai-daet, Severe bilious vomit-

ing and purging; the cholera. 
A Ŝ Y .uS qaid-karda, Fettered, impri-

soned. 
qaidu, Name of a Mogul emperor. 

A qaidudat (v.n. of oji), Leading (a 
horse) ; conduct, guidance. 

a ^o** qaidl, Imprisoned; a prisoner, 
captive ; a convict. 

A qaizdr, Kedar, son of Ishmael, and 
progenitor of the Arabians. 

A je* qir, A kind of pitch, used in smear-



qil, Pitch ; name of a vast desert. 
A quyyal (pi. of qd'il), Those who 

sleep or take their siesta at noon ; speakers. 
A qildn (pi. of qal), Sticks, bandies, 

or clubs for striking in the game of qulat. 
A qailat, A camel milked at noon. 

qailuqi, Pearl-ashes, lye. 
qailamus, Prudence, wisdom, cau-

tion. 
tyis5 qailut, A kind of leek. 
A qailulat, Sleeping at mid-day, 

afternoon's nap, siesta. 
A f^i qiyam (pi. of qdmat), Pulleys, blocks; 

(pi. of qimat) prices, values; statures; 
fathoms;—qaiyim, Standing erect; stature; 
true j one who has charge of, who looks 
after; a guardian ; a prince, chief; a tutor 
(m.c.) ;—quyyam (pi. of qd'im), Standers. 

T qaimdcfk. qaimdq, Cream. 
A qimat, qima, Price, value, worth; 

estimation; measure or stature (of a man) ; 
steadiness, fixedness; construed with the 
verbs bastan, shikastan, kardan, giriftan, 
&c.; [qimati auwali yusuf, The price for 
which Joseph was sold by his brethren to 
the traders (the second being that for which 
the traders sold him to Pharaoh's chamber-
lain) ;]—qiyamat, Resurrection;—qaiyimat 
(fem. of qaiyim), Straight; a female guar-
dian ;—al-qaiyimat, The true religion, or-
thodoxy. 

a gj— qimat-sanj (fa gar), Who in-
dicates the price; an estimator. 

a qimat-mandi, Value, price. 
a t^-*** qimati, Valuable, high-priced, 

costly. 
T qaimaq, Clotted cream (see 
A qaimuliyd, Slabs of white polished 

marble, on which fire makes no impression, 
cimolite. 

A YY*** qaimun, A citadel or fortress 
near Ramlah in Palestine. 

qima, Minced meat ; construed with 
kardan and kashidan, 

qima'pildv, A dish of meat and 
rice. 

<UA5 qima-shorhd, A sort of soup. 
A qain (v.n.), Hammering (iron) ; 

forming, framing, creating; repairing, 
mending (broken pots, &c.) ; smithcraft; 
a blacksmith; a slave, captive, servant; 
name of a tribe ; also of a town in Yaman. 

qind, A kind of purslain. 
A YU-J qaindn, Cainan, son of Enos, son 

of Seth. 
A qainat, A maid-servant, female 

slave, singer, or musician ; a tire-woman ; 
middle of the back between the haunches; 
the buttocks. 

T qainchi, Scissors ; St. Andrew's 
cross; the joists of a roof; a truss; a ros-
trum. 

A (jjj banu) qainuqa', A society of 
Jews that lived at Madina. 

a qaini, Of the tribe of Banu '1-
qain. 

A qayu\ qayii, One who vomits 
much; an emetic. 

A quyud (pi. of qaid), Chains, fetters, 
pinions ; stipulations, obligations; laws ;— 
shurut u quyiidi sulh, Articles and condi-
tions of peace. 

A qaiyur, Of a mean origin, unknown 
as to pedigree. 

A kj«5 quyuz (v.n. 3 of M , irreg.), Bar-
gaining with (anyone) for the summer. 

A qayul, Milk drank at mid-day. 
A qayulat, A camel which the owner 

keeps tied up for the purpose of drinking 
her milk at mid-day, or for the mid-day 
draught (qail). 

A qaiyum, Permanent, lasting; stable, 
fixed, steady; peerless, matchless; the 
Eternal (God) ; an appraiser, valuer. 

A qaiyumiyat, Permanency, sta-
bility. 

A ayH quyun (pi. of qain), Blacksmiths. 
qiwand, A concreted oil drawn from 

the pistachio-nut. 
A qih (for waqiya), An ounce. 
A qa'i, Who vomits much ; an emetic. 

(jd k (called kdfi tdzi or kafi *arabi), The 
twenty-fifth letter of the Arabic-Persian 
alphabet, and in Persian writing frequently 
confounded with gdf, expresses 20 in 
arithmetic (see ^r.l). This letter is inter-
changeable with $ j, t kh, t v3 and 
s h;—ak (i.e. ^ preceded by — fatha) added 
to Persian nouns, forms diminutives, or de-
notes contempt, as pisarak, A little boy, 
from pisar " a boy " ; mar dak, A little 
man, or one of no value, from ty mard " a 
man." I t is also an expression of endear-
ment, as mdmak, Dear little mother;—ki 
(before pronominal suffixes), k (sometimes 
before a word beginning with a vowel) for 

kih, That (conj.), which, who (pron.). 
See tsA", ySA, fS below. 

A ka (an inseparable adverb of simi-
litude prefixed to Arabic nouns or particles, 
never to pronouns), As, like; as though; 
[ka 'l-auwal, As at the first, like the first, 
as before;—ka 'l-'adam, As though non-
existent, non-existent, null, void;—ka 'Z-
naqsh f i 'l-hajar, Like an engraving in 
stone ;]—ka (pronominal affix of the second 
person masc.), ki (ditto fem.), Thine, your 
(after nouns) ; thee, you (acc,, after verbs) j 
of, to, for, from, upon thee or you, <fec. (obi. 
case, after particles). 



^ J e d b , Boast, brag; (for gav) ox, cow. 
A ka'bat, hdbat (v.n. of Being 

disconsolate, sad, melancholy; grief, sad-
ness. 

syt^ kdbtara, Foolish discourse. 
kdbakh, A condiment eaten with 

bread. 
A rfVS" kdhir, Great, grand; illustrious. 

kabuk, A bird's nest ; a pigeon, 
house; a basket hung up in a house, in 
which domestic pigeons lay their eggs 
and rear their young; old clouts sewed 
together, whereon bread is laid and baked 
in the oven. 

kabil, Short;—kdbul, Name of a 
country and of a city, Cabul; name of a 
musical instrument. 

fft^kdblij,The little finger; the smallest 
toe. 

kahili, Myrobalan;—kdbuU, A native 
or inhabitant of Cabul; a kind of pea. 

kdblij, The little finger; the smallest 
toe ; a basket hung up in a court-yard for 
pigeons. (See 

kabin, A marriage-portion, 
i ^ t f kdbina, The eye ;—kdbina bad-o dar, 

Keep an eye upon him, do not loose sight 
of him. 

A u*^ kdbus, Nightmare; modus 
coeundi. 

k&buk, A bird's nest; a hen's nes t ; 
a pigeon-house; a kind of basket in which 
a pigeon lays her eggs; old clouts sewed 
together, whereon bread is laid to be baked 
in the oven. (See 

y j ^ l f kabidan, To dig; to excavate, 
hollow out ; to scratch; to cleave asun-
der. 

kabieha, Saffron in the flower. 
kabil, kdbila, A mortar. 

if&X kabin, Matrimony, or rather the 
ratification of it before the judge ; a mar-
riage-portion or settlement which a hus-
band is obliged to pay to his wife if he 
divorces her without sufficient cause. 

.jLufl/ kdbina, Cabinet (of the emperor, 
&c., m.c. from Fr.). 

^y^tf kabini, A marriage - portion ; — 
kabin?i zan kardan, To assign or promise a 
portion or settlement to u, woman before 
marriage. 

hat, A kind of- rice which, with one 
sowing, will yield crops for seven years ; a 
drop; name of a drug eaten with betel-
leaf, and which, placed upon sores, dries 
them up ; name of a city in Khurasan, or, 
according to others, in Turkistan. 

A s-jtf kdtib, A writer, scribe; an amanu-
ensis, copier, clerk, notary; learned, a 
scholar; the planet Mercury;—kdtibi azali, 
The eternal writer (God who penB the des-
tinies of men); katibu 'l-huriif, The writer 
of these lines;—kdtibi jdn. An epithet of 
God;—kdtibi sirr, A confidential secretary; 

—kdtibi wahy, Surname of the Caliph 
'Usman (Othman). 

o*5^ katibi, A kind of short-sleeved vest, 
sjytf kdtuda, kdtura, The headache; 

astonishment, amazement; astonished, stu-
pefied, amazed; one who announces news. 

hdtusl, Religious, devoted to the 
service of God; the sacredotal class, or 
the first of the four orders or castes into 
which Jamshed, an ancient king of Persia, 
divided hie subjects. 

a s k d t u l i k i - m a z k u b , Who 
belongs to the Catholic faith, a Catholic 
(m.c.). 

kdj, A blow, box, slap ; a wild pine-
tree ; a fir-tree; squint-eyed ; name of a 
caravansera between Kum and Bay ; (for 

would to heaven !—kdj khwurdan, To 
receive a slap, &c.; (met.) to turn the 
back, to take to flight;— kdj zadan, To give 
a blow, a box on the ear, &c. 

^fttM kdjaki, Would to heaven tha t ! 
^•s^tf kdjira, A seed whence oil is ex-

tracted. 
kdch, A blow, cuff, slap on the nape 

of the neck; (S. kdcha) a varnish with 
which earthen vessels are glazed; crown of 
the head; (for j^ t f ) would to heaven'. 
(See 

kdchdr, Household furniture. 
kdchdl, Household furni ture; any 

silken web or cloth. 
Sy=rkdchra, Seed of bastard saffron, 
jbft kdchghar, Name of a city in Turki-

stan. 
kdchak, The crown of the head ; a 

nephew, a brother's son (unsupported by 
examples). 

kdchkina, A magpie, 
v^ kdchura, Seed of bastard-saffron. 

J y ^ kachul, Wagging the hips in danc-
ing or buffoonery; enjoyment, pleasure. 

^ kdchra, Seed of bastard-saffron (see 

kdcha, The chin; the side of a moun-
tain; joy, gladness. 

kdchi, Milk-pottage; a kind of 
sweetmeat; a sort of varnish with which 
earthen vessels are glazed over. 

kdchlra, Seed of bastard-saffron. 
kachik, An electuary or hard balls 

prepared from honey ; syrup of raisins, or 
dry grapes. 

•JsA^tf kdchina, Seed of bastard-saffron. 
C^ kdkh, A palace, villa, summer-dwell-

ing ; an apartment at the top of the house 
open to the f ron t ; an upper story ; a tower, 
gallery, balcony, battlements, or any similar 
erection for the benefit of air or a prospect; 
rain; name of a town in Khurasan;—kdkhi 
mah, The sign Scorpio, and the first heaven 
or region of the moon;—kd,khj> mu$htari, 
Mansion of Jupiter, i.e the signs Sagitta-
rius and Pisces ; the sixth heaven. 



kdhhij, Bust, spot, stain, dirt (doubt-
ful word). 

~kgkhar. Jaundice; blight; rain. 
kakhwusta, kdkhosta, Seed of 

bastard-saffron. 
JyAS" kakhul, A variegated starling ; the 

locust-destroyer. 
kdkha, Jaundice ; rain; winter. 

kad, Avidity, greediness. 
A Ê TF hddih, Studious, attentive, labori-

ous. 
A kadis, Anything from which one 

takes an omen (as sneezing); especially a 
bad omen (as a deer appearing at one's 
back). 

A kdzib, A liar; false; failing to 
conceive (camel) ;—subhi kdzib, The false 
dawn;—qiyasi kdzib, A paralogism, a fal-
lacy ;—ndqili kdzib, A false reporter. 

A kazibat, kdziba (fem. of the prece-
ding), A lying woman ; a lie. 

A ̂ k d z l , A sort of unguent; name of 
a fragrant flower; red. 

fa kdr, An action, work, thing, affair; 
business, occupation, labour, art, profession, 
trade, commerce; effect, impression; ex-
igency, need ; tillage, agriculture ; strife, 
contention, war, battle; a word; (imp. of 
kdridan or of kdshtan in comp.) labouring, 
acting; sowing; an agent, operator; a 
sower;—kari db, Excessive drinking; — 
kdri db u atish ast, (met.) I t is a delicate and 
difficult work or business;—kdri db u gil, 
Construction or restoration of a building ; 
•—kdr az pesh bar-dashtan, To push on an 
affair;—kdr az sar guzasht, The thing has 
exceeded bounds, it is done for;—har az 
kdr bar-khdsian. One thing arises from 
another ;—kdr az kdr guzashtan, A matter 
cannot be mended or helped;—kdr az ham 
guzashtan, Things are in a muddle;—kdr 
uftddan bd, To have to deal with, to have 
business with ;—kdr anjam dadan, To finish 
a work;—hari o gul kard, His secret has 
leaked out;—kdr bdz shudan, The work 
comes to an end;—kdr bald burdan, To 
promote the work, &c.;—kdr bald raftan 
(giriftan), The work, &c., proceeds, is suc-
cessful \—kdr ba-hais u bais uftddan,, To be 
baffled in a work and give it up ;—kdr ba-
khudd uftadan, The work, <fce., is past 
remedy ;—kdr ba-rdhat rasldan, The work 
comes to an end ;—kar ba-rdh burdan, To 
Btart a work well, to set it agoing ;—kdr 
bar-sar uftadan, An affair occurs or pre-
sents itself ;—kdr bar ham zadan, To ruin a 
matter ;—kdr ba-sdz kardan, To start a 
work well;—kdr bastan, To set to work, 
put in practice ; to execute, perform; to 
use, exert, apply ; to obey, yield obedience ; 
•—kdr ba-ghosha chidan, To forget a thing; 
—kar buland shudan, The work proceeds, 
is successful;—kar band shudan, The matter 
goes wrong;—kdr band kardan, To finish a 

work;—kar pesh afgandan (burdan), To set 
a work agoing, to promote it;—kdr pesh 
raftan, Matters are progressing; — har 
peshi hase awardan, To give one some-
thing to do, to occupy (m.c.);—kdr tang 
awardan (giriftan), To render a work, &c., 
difficult;—kari chardgh khalwatiydn, Con-
tinually burning; the lighting up of a dark 
place; the manufacture of lamp-black ;— 
kdr chun zar (nigdr) shudan, Matters are 
nicely arranged, in excellent order, well 
disposed ;—kdr chun ear (nigdr) kardan, 
To bring matters into excellent order;—har 
ddshtan, To be useful;—kdr ddshtan ba, 
To have work for, to command one to do a 
thing;—kdr ddshtan bd, To have business 
with, to deal with;—kdr dardz kardan (gi-
riftan), kdr dar pd afgandan (anddkhtan), 
To render a work, &c., difficult;—kdri dast-
basta, A work that cannot be done by the 
hand of others ;-—kdr dast-am-ast, I have 
work on hand (m.c.) -,—kdr-rd bald burdan 
(giriftan), To set a matter well agoing ;— 
kdr sdkhtan, To work, to labour \—kar 
sdJcMa, shudan, The work is finished;—kdri 
sakht (girdn), A great work;—kdr sakht 
giriftan, To render a work, &c., difficult;— 
kari gkuldmdn, Exquisite work (as requir-
ing young hands) ;—kdr farmudan, To en-
join, order, give directions, oversee any work; 
to employ, make use of, adopt, put in prac-
tice ;—kdri qadim, Indifferent work (as per-
formed by old people) ;—kdr kardan, To 
work, toil, labour, trade; to give effect, 
penetrate, pervade; to hurt, to do harm 
(m.c.) ;—kari kase bar-drasian, To settle 
one's business ;—kdri kase bar-sdkhtan, To 
settle one's business; to prepare one's 
funeral ;—kdri kase sdkhtan (tamdm sdkh-
tan), To do a person's work; to make 
one die; — kdri kase shudan, A person's 
work is done; (met.) to die;—kdri kase 
yak-ru (yaksu) kardan, To settle one's 
business;—kdri kase yak-su shudan, One's 
business is being settled;—kdr girih shu-
dan, Matters are going wrong ;—kdri giyd, 
A king; a prime minister; anyone who 
commands, or is skilful in, business; each 
of the four elements;—kdr nasaq yaftan, 
The work comes to an end ;—kdr u bar, 
Negotiation, transaction; occupation, affairs; 
(see ) jlS";)—kar' u kasb (jahd u kdr), 
Labour and industry, anything by which 
one gains daily bread ;—ba-kdri db budan, 
To be given to excessive drinking;—az kdr 
rafta, Useless, powerless (limb) ;—az kdr 
guzashtan, To be done unceasingly (m.c.);— 
ba-kdr amadan (khwurdan), To be fit, pro-
per, useful;—ba-kdr awardan, To perform, 
execute, cause to take place; to bring to 
use ;—ba-kdri chize kardan, To consume or 
spend a thing;—ba-kdr khwurdan, To at-
tend to an affair, to be of use iu business 
(m.c.);—ba-kdr namudan, To show oneself 



tu chi hara'i, What good are you ? what 
are you worth ? (m.c.) 

*>ft hdrih, One who abhors, detests, 
loathes, or abominates ; loath, averse, un-
willing. 

\*>fthdr-hd (pl. of hdr), Difficulties. 
i^sft hare, An affair, work, &c.—hdrl, 

Making, art of making, manufactory; a 
maker, worker, operator; an able wrestler, 
a champion, a warrior; effectual; ve-
hement, impetuous ;—hdrl zakhm (zakhmi 
hdrl), A deep wound; a mortal wound. 

yAt ft hdridan, To sow; to work; to 
saw. 

y.ft hdrez, A subterraneous canal, a sewer; 
a ditch dug round a field to convey water. 

y f t hurez-han, A digger. 
ft?.ft hdrl,gar, An artisan, clever work-

man. 
isft*ft hdrlgarl, Good work, workman-

ship. 
i$ift harm, Far off, distant. 
ft has, Shears, scissors, forceps, or any-

thing similar, or two-pronged ; a pruning-
hook; a branch ; branches on which old 
rags are hung to frighten wild beasts into 
the hunter's toils; a swing; the den of a 
wild beast; a hut built of wood, canes, or 
straw on the border of a sown field or 
melon-ground; a hermitage on a hill; 
caverns in which, in some places, men or 
sheep are lodged in winter-time; a pine-
tree ; a slap, box, or cuff on the neck. 

j f t hdzar, A fuller (see^tf) . 
0)ift hazarun, hdzirfm, A city and coun-

try in Persia ( = (i^jj^q.v.). 
iftS hdzura, Seed of bastard-saffron. 
<££~~>,jft hazirlsag, Seed or grain of a 

plant, doses of which are taken on new-
year'B day at seven times seven intervals 
(unsupported b j examples). 

J l f t hazwar, A cassowary (m.c.). 
<*)ft hazud, Shears, scissors. 

hdza A house ; A hut erected in the 
corner of a field or melon-ground ; a bed-
chamber built of wood and supported by 
columns ; a hermitage on a hill; a malkin 
to terrify game into a ne t ; a hunter's 
hiding-place ; a canopy ; a shady place. 

Zjift hdzir a, A small cauldron, 
ft hdzh, Squint-eyed ; a pine tree. 
yyft hazhlrun, Name of a city in Persia. 
l f t hdzhra, Seed of bastard-saffron. 
ftft hdzhghar, Name of a city in Turki-

stan. 
j f t hdzhu, Squint-eyed; a pine-tree (see 

ft). 
ajtf hdzha, A residence; a hunter's lurk-

ing-place. 
fyft hdzhlra, Wild saffron ; seed of it. 
u-tf has, A hog. 
a has, A cup, goblet, bowl (especially 

when filled with wine); wine; a hog; a 
large drum. 

( 1 0 0 4 ) ^ 
A UWUTF Jcdsat (pl. of hd's), Drinking-cups; 

cups filled with wine. 
yL.tf hasdn, A village near Samarqand. 

hasdna, A kind of bird of a reddish 
green colour found in Khuzistan. 

A ^ hdsib, A gainer, acquirer; one 
who toils for his bread; an artist, artisan, 
tradesman; an inquisitor; a receiver of 
fines ;—abu hdsib, A wolf. 

tf hdst, He diminished ; diminution; 
loss, damage; a lie. 

^ hdst-hdr, A liar. 
hdstan (imp. hah) > To lessen, 

diminish, damage, destroy ; to finish. 
hdsta, Diminished, lessened. 

hdstl, Decrease, diminution; lie, 
falsehood. 

hdsuj, osJyjs-tf hdsjuh, A porcupine. 
A ^ ^ hasid, Worthless, deficient in 

quantity or quality, not selling or passing 
current, despicable, in no esteem; dull of 
sale, unsaleable (goods) ; flat (market); 
destitute, in debt. 

A ft£ hdsir, fem. S^tf hdsirat, hdsira, A 
breaker; an eagle about to pounce;— 
hasiru 'l-hajar, (stone-breaker) Saxifrage. 

A uLl^ hdsif, In a bad situation; austere, 
frowning; unfortunate, disastrous (day). 

hdsah, A small goblet. 
(U-X-l^ kdshlna, Name of certain birds: 

as, a kind of swallow, the bee-eater, a green 
magpie. 

y—^ hds-mu, (jy*-^hds-muy ([moy), Hog's 
bristles; the whiskers of the wolf or fox; 
hair about the pubes; inexperienced, igno-
rant ; improper, unsuitable, useless, 
trifling. 

tft^S hdsan, A village near Samarqand. 
hdsnl, Endive, white succory ; the 

sun-floiver; — hdsanl, An inhabitant of 
Kasan, 

ft£ hasil, hasura, A cloth at the 
end of a pole with which bakers damp 
their ovens. 

a hasa, A cup, goblet; a plate, saucer, 
large or small, of brass, wood, or clay ; 
porcelain; the body of a violin or guitar; 
a large drum; the firmament; the sun; 
the earth, world;—hdsa'i dtishin, The sun; 
hasa andahhtani asp, The horse strikes the 
ground with his hoof ;—h'dsa ba-khun zadan, 
To drink blood -,—hdsa bar sari hase shihas-
tan, To disgrace, to treat with ignominy ;— 
hasa bar sar (ba-sar) kashldan, To empty 
the cup to the dregs;—hasa bar hafi hase 
ddshtan, To offer one a plate for receiving 
alms;—hdsa ba-zlri hasa, Name of a wrest-
ling trick;—hdsa'i ballut, The cup of an 
acorn ;—hdsa peshi hase band hardan, To 
court one's favour ; to flatter;—hasa peshi 
hafi hase (peshi hase) ddshtan, To disclose 
one's distress to a n o t h e r h d s a ' i panlr 
(jughrat), The full moon ;—hdsa'i chashm, 
The eye-socket;—hdsa'i khamir, A knead-



o - K ( 
ing t r o u g h k d s a dadan (ddshtan), To 
take a cup and offer it to a guest to be 
honoured before others;—kdsa dar khun 
zadan, To drink blood \—kasa?i darweshdn, 
A kind of drinkiug-cup, in the form of 
a ship on one side, with a groove or a 
spout on the other; a certain star, Co-
rona Borese, or Ariadne; — kdsa'i zdnu, 
The knee-pan; — kdsa zadan, To drink; 
—kdsa'i sar, The skull;—kdsa'i sar-
nigun (the inverted bowl), The heavens ;— 
kdsa'i sifalln, An earthen jug or basin ;— 
kdsa'i sum, The circumference of the hoof; 
—kdsa'i tambur, The body of a guitar;— 
kdsa shudan, To labour, strive; to search, 
inquire; to be curved, bent;—kdsa kashi-
dan (giriftan), = kdsa dadan above;—kdsa'i 
garddn, The heavens;—kdsa'i gardun, The 
Bun;—kdsa garm-tar az ash, The bowl is 
hotter than the broth, proverbially said, if 
one shows greater ardour in a matter than 
the person concerned, or attempts to under-
take something impossible ;—kdsa'i mind 
(nigun), The sky ;—kdsa'i ham-sdya, A por-
tion of meat sent to one's friends ;—kdsa'i 
ham-saya du pd darad, Friendly presents 
are (or should be) mutual kdsa'i yatl-
mdn, — kdsa'i darweshdn above;—kdsa u 
kuza, Household furniture;—siyah - kasa, 
Mean, sordid, avaricious. 

fa ^ ^ kdsa-bdz, A juggler; a cheat, an 
impostor. 

kdsa-band, A maker or mender 
of cups or dishes. 

kasa-parddz, A glutton (see 
ay- p. 685). 

kasa-pusht, A tortoise ; the sky. 
yi <uU" kasa-tan, Hump-backed ; desti-

tute of all capacity or ability ; a corpse. 
&J6 kasa-tangi, Distress, adversity, 

j^j &JX kasa-doz, A mender of pots and 
pans. 
^ kasa-rud (kdsa'i rud ?), Name of a 

river. 
yfa* kdsa-sar-nigun, (one whose 

cup is inverted) Liberal, hospitable. 
^M, <LA£ kdsa-sum, Large-hoofed (a horse). 

kdsa-siydh, A miser. 
kdsa-shikanak, A green magpie. 

sAf*' kdsa-kabdb, Meat dressed in a 
pot. 

j) kasd-kujd-bar, pji ^ kdsa-
kujd-baram, and— 

diUjsS' kdsa-kujd-nih, kdsa-
kuja-niham, A parasite, who, by means of 
a common friend, obtains an introduction 
to a person's table. 

a kasa-gdh, A band of music; the 
place at the porch of a palace where the 
drums are beaten at stated intervals. 

kdsagar, A maker of plates and 
dishes; a drummer; name of a note in 
music; also of the inventor of i t ; the sixth 
line on the cup of Jam. 

1005 ) 

a small 
parlour; 
a stove ; 

ofijfa kdsa-garddn, A beggar; a cup-
bearer ; pass the bowl. 

($)<sfa kdsa-gardun, A cup-bearer. 
^ f kdsagarl, The manufacture of 

cups, plates, dishes, or porcelain. 
kdsa-lls, (plate-licker) A glut-

ton, a parasite, a feast-hunter ; a flatterer; 
a beggar ; a miser ; a mean, low fellow, 

yy Oi" kdsa-nawdz, A drummer. 
Vfc kaza-hd, pi. of ^ q.v. ;—kdsa-hd 

bar-ham khwurdan, A great tumult arises. 
J ^ hash, Would to God! I wish to 

heaven ! the city of Kiishan; (S. kdcha) 
glass. 

kdshdn, A winter-habitation ; name 
of a city in Iraq. 

kdshdna, A bird's-nest; 
house; a hall, dining-room, or 
a gallery, balcony, portico, lodge ; 
a winter-dwelling. 

kdshtan, To turn up or cultivate 
the earth, to labour, plough, sow; to dis-
appoint, render hopeless; to turn away, 
avert. 

kdshta, Sown, laboured; seed. 
A kdshih, Secret enemy ; dissembling 

foe. 
kdshghar, A city in Turkistan. 

A kashif, A discoverer, revealer, 
detector. 

kdshufta, Distracted, astonished, 
&c. ( = ^Ai.'f q.v. p. 65). 

a kashif I, Revelation, manifesta-
tion. 

kdshk, kdsh-kih, kdshakl, 
May it happen! God send! would to 
heaven!—kdshakl danistame, 0 would that 
I knew! 

^^ kdshim, The assafcetida-plant. 
y&te kdshmar, Name of a city in Turki-

stan ; name of a village in Khurasan, where 
there formerly stood a cypress of great 
size said to have been planted by Zoroaster; 
it was cut down and conveyed to Baghdad 
by order of the caliph Mutawakkil. 

^ ^ kdshnl, Succory, endive. 
a ^ ^ kdshnl 'araq, Name of a liquor 

distilled from succory. 
kashu, Tbe crupper of a horse. 

A&U' kasha, Wild saffron; ice; a straw 
hut erected in the corner of a sown field. 

^ktf kdshe, Would to heaven !—kdshi, 
Painted and glazed tiles, with which the 
insides of baths or houses are covered ; of 
the city of Kahan. 

y> kdshi-paz, A potter. 
^fa" kdshi-sazl, ^ f a kdshl-kdrl, 

Manufacture of or work in glazed tiles. 
A fMS kdzim, (A camel) that does not 

ruminate. 
A kdzimat, Name of a place. 
A s-A*" ka'ib, (A girl) with swelling 

breasts. 
kagh, Fire ; that which ruminant 



animals bring up to be masticated, the 
cud; the rattling noise of beads shaken in 
a goblet; complaint, lamentation; a moor-
hen, coot; croak of a raven. 

alUli" kdghala, A seed whence oil is ex-
tracted. 

Ak^ kdghad, kdghid, and— 
kdghaz. kdghiz, Paper; a letter; a 

charter or patent, presented by the kings 
of Persia to those whom they mean to 
honour, and by virtue of which the governors 
of every district through which the holder of 
it travels must supply him, the moment he 
presents it, with carriages and every neces-
sary to which his rank is entitled; a trifle; a 
small quantity of anything;—kdghazi at fdl 
(bad), A paper kite;—kdghazi bank, A bank-
note (m.c.) ; — kdghazi baiti, The plan of 
a house (?) ;—kdghazi chaspanlda, Paste-
board ;—kdghazi daf tar, A sheet upon 
which the revenue-accounts are drawn out; 
—kdghazi daf tari. Common paper;—kdghazi 
dawd'i, A medical prescription;—kdghazi 
rauzan, Coloured paper for covering win-
dows ; kdghazi zar, Gilt paper; gold 
leaf; any paper in which gold-beaters en-
velope gold and silver leaf ; a roll of gold 
coin; a d ra f t ; a royal diploma assigning 
to its holder a certain daily stipend out of 
the public revenue;—kdghazi zar-afshdn, 
Paper sprinkled over with gold;—kdghazi 
sarkdri, Government paper, a government 
promissory note ; a currency note; regis-
tered or stamped paper ;—qdghazi samar-
qandi,, A superior kind of paper;—kdghazi 
sozan (sozan-zada), Paper on which the out-
lines of a design are pricked with a needle 
and from which they are transferred by 
means of lamp-black on a white sheet; a 
pounce, stencil-card ;—kdghazi kabud, Blue 
paper in which chemists wrap their drugs ; 
—kdghazi gar da (garda'i taswir), Stencil-
card (see kdghazi sozan);—kdghazi nashshdf, 
Blotting-paper;—kdghpLzi wasli, Pasteboard; 
—kdghazi hawd'i, A paper kite ;-~ba-kaghaz 
bnrdan, To make a clean copy; (met.) to 
exalt to the highest dignities. 

JV) AM̂  kaghaz-bdd, A paper-kite. 
^yt kdghaz-buri, Defalcation. 

ifctf kdghaz-pdra, A sheet of paper. 
W kdghaz-bahd. Office allowance for 

stationery. 
diW kdghaz-khdna, A paper-mill, 

jkitf kaghaz-ddr, Holder of a letter 
patent as described under q.v. 

kdghaz-farosh, A paper-seller, a 
stationer. 

yifctf kdghazgar, A paper-maker or dealer. 
ft AfeU- kdghaz-gir, Paper glued to win-

dows for protection against wind and sun ; 
a paper-weight, a letter-clip. 

kdghazi. A paper-maker or vendor ; 
a stationer; a paper-case; anything 
covered with a thin skinf as nuts or 

thin, soft ; a kind of almonds; delicate, 
lime ; a writer. 

y j k d a h a z i n , Made of paper. 
yjjilikaghazin-bagh, (paper garden) 

Wreaths of artificial flowers used on festive 
occasions. 

ift^jt* kdghazin-pirdhan, 
kdahazin-jdnia. Paper garments worn by 
supplicants to attract the attention of 
the passers by ; (met.) cries of the op-
pressed, lamentation; weakness, destitu-
tion. 

kdghak, Happiness, joy, content. 
t^ kdgh-kdgh, Caw or croak of a 

raven. 
aJLM*' kdghla, A seed whence oil is ex-

tracted. 
ftM kdahnu. kdghuna, A venomous 

worm of a reddish-black colour; a certain 
bird which flies in the night; cantharides. 

a kdghulta. Golgotha. 
kaghar An idiot, a simpleton. 

kdghina, = q.v. 
t-*^ kdf, A fissure, breach, crack; the 

science of alchemy ; one who manages well 
his affairs; cleave thou; (in comp.) cleav-
ing, splitting. 

a t-i^ft«/,Nameof the le t te r^ k; in gram-
matical parlance it designates, for Arabic, 
the ka- of comparison (kdfi tashbih), or 
the osl ka of the second person ( k d f i mu-
Jchdtabat); for Persian, the particle kih, 
either as relative and interrogative pronoun 
(kdfi mausul, kdfi istifham respectively), 
or as conjunction, in which latter case again 
it either stands in the sense of because, &c. 
(kdfi ta'lil), or introduces a direct speech 
(kdfi mufajat); (for kdfi) sufficient, <fcc. 
(see ; [kdfi laula-ka (the person indi-
cated by the pronominal ka of the Coranic 
phrase " if it had not been for thee") , An 
emblematic name of Muhammad;—kdf u 
lam (the names of the component letters of 
the word J^, euphemistically taken for the 
word itself), A man bald from disease; 
(met.) vanity; an idle saying or empty 
boast- a lie; play, amusement;—kdf u nun 
(designation of the word kun " b e " ) , The 
creative word ; two chapters of the Qur'an 
so called;—bi-qalami 'l-kdf wa 'n-nun, With 
the pen, i.e. by the dispensation of the cre-
ative word or power ; ]—kdj f , fem. kdffat, 
kdf a, All, universal, whole, t o t a l ;—ka f fa 'i 
andm (bariyat, ma'shari bashar), The whole 
human race;—kafa'i ra'dyd, All the sub-
jects ;—kafa'i 'ulum, All the sciences. 

A kdffatan, All of them (came). 
kaftan, To split, cleave; to dig, 

bore ; to examine, investigate. 
kafta, Cleft, riven; searched, ex-

amined. 
sju^itf kdftida, Cleft. 
A kdfir, One denying God; an infidel; 

(more particularly) a Cabulese; dark 



(cloud); black (hair); a mistress; one 
who wears a garment over his coat of mail; 
a farmer; sower ; the sea; a mighty river; 
—Mfiru 'n-ni'ma, — kdfiri ni'ma below ;— 
kdfiri harbi, An infidel against whom war 
is incumbent, opposed to :—kdf ir i zimml, 
An infidel who pays tribute, and therefore 
is under protection;—kdjvri kitdbl, An in-
fidel m possession of sacred books, i.e. a 
Jew, Christian, or Majusi;—kdfiri rnajard, 
A denier of facts, a quarrelsome fellow ;— 
kafiri ni'ma, One unthankful foi* benefits 
received. 

kafirana, Infidel-like, impiously. 
a (jjU-yitf hdfiristdn, A country inhabited 

by infidels; (more particularly) a certain 
district N. of Afghanistan; also Kabul. 

a <J~£ faZ kdfir-kesh, Infected with infi-
delity. 

a hdfir-ni'mat, Ungrateful, 
thankless. 

a hafir-ni'mati, Ingratitude. 
a kafiri, Of or relating to an infidel; 

infidelity, unbelief; impiety; the language 
of the Kafirs. 

A J*^ kdfil, One who fasts often, and 
imposes Bilence upon himself whilst fast-
ing ; one who manages the affairs of an-
other, an administrator ; a sponsor, surety. 

fa^hdfiu, Name of a bird ; according to 
others, a shir t ; according to others, bold, 
brave (doubtful word). 

d j ^ k a f u r , Flowers of the palm-tree or 
vine; also their envelope; camphor; a 
fountain in Paradise; anything white; 
name of a tyrannical king put to death 
by Rustam; a white wax-candle; nick-
name given in derision to a black slave ; 
—kdfur baridan, To snow;—hdfuri jau-
dana, A very fragrant sort of camphor; 
—kdfur ffliwurdan, To eat camphor (an 
expression used to imply deficiency of 
viri l i ty);—kdfur dar mahasin kashidan, 
To whiten the bread; — kdfuri riydhi, 
Camphor of the best quality, found in the 
country of Qaisur, and named after Riyahi, 
a prince said to have discovered i t ;—kd fur i 
'amali, Artificial or adulterated camphor; 
—kdfur gustardan, To snow. 

kdfur-bdr, (raining camphor) Any-
thing cold or f ragrant ; snowing. 

kdfur-khwdr, Camphor-eater; 
(met.) very old, decrepit, impotent. 

jfaZ kdfur-siparm, White-leaved ba-
sil; a yellow flower smelling like cam-
phor. 

^ y t f kdfuri, Pure, an emblem of white-
ness ; camomile - flowers ; camphorated ; 
name given to a black slave or an eunuch ; 
—sham'i kdfuri, A wax candle, camphorated 
wax. 

yUiU kdfa shantdn, Cafe chantant 
(m.c. from Fr.). 

A iJ^kafi, Sufficient, enough; efficacious, 

effective; entire, perfect ;—kdf i -ka, Let it 
suffice thee. 

kdfldan, To dig ; to split; to seek. 
kdfisha, Saffron in the flower. 

kdjllu, A kind of slender-stemmed 
Arabian thorn, to which slim persons are 
compared. 

a kdflya, kafiya, Name of a cele-
brated grammatical work. 

kdk, Biscuit; dry bread; bread in-
differently baked; anything dried (espe-
cially meat); a thin man or beast; the 
moon on the fourteenth night ; the pupil 
of the eye; a man (opp. to woman) ; man 
(in the sense of mankind) ; a boy, in fan t ; 
a master, preceptor; small, minute; 
empty ; name of a fortress in Azarbaijan. 

tf haled, An old slave; an elder brother; 
dry f ru i t ; a paternal uncle; a schoolboy's 
satchel, 

ytftf hdkdv, A boy's game. 
kdkbdn, Saffron in the flower. 

haMra, kakara, Pellitory. 
kdkrez, Name of a purplish colour. 

kdkrezl, Purple-coloured. 
kdkil, Flowers growing in water ;— 

kdkul, Origany, marjoram; the herb alkali; 
a salt, bitter plant; a kind of wheat; a 
lock of hair, of boys, men, or horses ; a 
forelock;—kdkul bar-ham zadan, To dishe-
vel the locks;—kdkuli sham', The smoke 
of a candle;—kakuli subh, The early dawn; 
—kakuli kase shikastan, (met.) To compel 
one to do a work (as it were dragging to 
it by the hair) ;—kakuli mlshkln, Musky 
locks. 

JS\£ kdkul-afshdnl, Shaking and 
dishevelling the locks by way of coquetry. 

aKtf hdhula, Name of a champion of 
Iran. 

a kdknaj, ^ ^ hdhuna, Winter-
cherry ; nightshade; a gum produced by a 
tree in the mountains of Herat. 

kaku, Mother's brother; name of a 
grandson of Zahhak, killed by Minuchihr. 

ijfa^ kdhutl, A kind of origany, mar-
joram. 

^jtfa^ hakosh, The violet. 
jyU" kdkul, A ringlet, a forelock. 

kakuli, Origany ; pennyroyal. 
(J/X kakunl, = q.v. 
isfa^ kakuy, Name of a grandson of 

Zahhak; and— 
Ajytf kdkuya, A mother's brother. 

kakl, An aun t ; name of Makan's 
father. 

kakiya, A spider's web. 
kakiyan, Seed of wild saffron, 

fijjtf kdgara, Name of a medicine. 
jStf kagal, A pen, a hollow reed. 
Jtf kdl, Unripe f ru i t ; a gourd; a leek; 

a kind of rose; breaking the line of battle 
and flying, put to flight; rout, dispersion, 
flight; a clandestine flight; confused 



h&n) the backside; (for hi an), Because 
that, since he;—hani jud, A mine of libe-
rality, exceedingly generous \—hdni sang, A 
stone-quarry ;—hani maldhat, A mine of 
loveliness or beauty, a mistress;—hani 
yasdr, A mine of wealth, very wealthy (see 
ft*i cjl*). 

A ha'anna, As if, as though ; verily. 
^ hand, Foolish, stupid, senseless ; the 

stem of a bunch of grapes or dates; a part 
of a bunch of grapes. 

j^tf hdndz, That part of the stem of a 
bunch of grapes or dates which joined the 
main branch or tree ; a bunch of dates. 

a JW* hdnji-mahdl, Licensed stews. 
^ hand, Sugar, sugar-candy, 
.̂xitf hdndar (for hi andar), For within. 

a hdnsa (prop, hasa), A cup, bowl, 
glass, goblet. 

a hdnsagar, A cup or bowl-maker. 
( f t hdn-han, A miner ; name of Far-

had. 
^ f t hdn-hani, Working in a quarry 

or mine. 
i j f t ^ hdnguru, A kangaroo (m.c.). 
ft^ hdnur, A fruit-basket. 
A YY^ hdnun, A fire-grate, a chafing-

dish or place for holding fire ; a fire-place; 
any man to whom others look up, or whose 
words are generally attended to ; heavy, 
dull, phlegmatic; form, manner, fashion; 
custom, rule, law; name of two Syrian 
months; — hdnunu 'l-auwal, December;— 
hdnunu 7- akhar. hdnunu 's-sdni, January. 

hdna, Price of provisions; conten-
tion for dignity, &c. ; hypocrisy; the but-
tocks. 

A DIALS' ha'annahu, As if he (or it), as if 
indeed ; as it were. 

hani, Mineral;—hani namah, Rock-
Bait . 

haneru, Mezereon. 
a han-yasar, Rich as a mine; 

opulent, wealthy. 
« hdn-yamin, Like a mine in 

prosperity, exceedingly prosperous. 
ft haw, Excavation, hollowing out, dig-

ging; examination, investigation, disputing 
about the truth of anything; (in comp.) 
digging, excavating ; a digger, excavator ; 
bold, intrepid, warlike; well-made, hand-
some. 

hdwdh, Hollow, empty; rotten in-
' Bide ; cracked; useless; awkward; pre-

sumptuous ;—miydn-hdwdh, Hollow in the 
middle. 

kdivdhi, Hollowness ; presumption. 
hawani-dirafsh, Kawa's stan-

dard (see &ft below). 
hdwdnidan, To cause to dig. 

v*>ft hdwars, A small grain, millet (see 
Wjft)-

hawarsa, Anything very small like 
millet (see 

^ ) f t hdwarh, A bird's nest;—hdwarah, 
Name of a plant resembling a cucumber. 

(j*/1^ ha'us, — o*)ft q.v. 
iJ* f t hdwish, Digging; investigation, in-

quiry ; meditation. 
hdwah, Empty, hollow. 

( i f t f t hdvhan, Name of Qaran, one of the 
heroes of the Shah-nama. 

ft ft havhdv, A tap with a pick or sharp-
pointed tool; speed, diligence, haste; in-
vestigation, inquiry, search ; perturbation ; 
in small pieces. 

) f t f t hdvhalur, A man's yard. 
^ f t hdwul, A table-decker, sewer; wild 

leek; Kabul. 
tsX^tf hdwaljah, ft hdwanjah, A fresh 

cucumber. 
zjsft hdwanda, An examiner, investi-

gator. 
&ft hdwuna, A Spanish fly; a fire-fly. 
w*}ft hdwus, Name of an ancient king of 

Persia ; pure ; elegant, graceful; radical; 
firm, constant; generous, noble ; strength-
ened by divine aid; a subduer, conqueror; 
a spark; light, splendour, coruscation; 
nwiftness, impetuosity. 

usljU^ h&wuh, A bird's nest. 
^ f t hdwul, A taster, table-decker. 
i f t hdwa, The famous smith of Ispahan 

who defeated the usurper Zahhak, and 
established Faridun on the throne of 
Persia; a bag of musk. 

^ f t hdwi, Digging, investigating, &c. 
(used in composition ; see ft). 

A <.sft hdwi, Caustic ; name of the blos-
som of the fragrant palm-tree armdt (see 
tUjl p. 39). 

yiijj hawiydni'dirafsh, Kawa's 
banner. 

uiWjli' hdwijah, — u&srft q.v. 
Q^ft hdundan, To examine, to investi-

gate, search; to dig, excavate, hollow out; 
to plough; to dispute, contend, struggle, 
wrestle, strain every nerve; to mix, disturb, 
trouble ; to fight, make war. 

<j~>_ft hdwish, A milk-pail. 
hdwlsha, The wild saffron flower or 

its seed (see fyft)-
Ji.ls' hdwil, <&>,ft hdwila, A mortar (see 

yifthdwin, A dower (fee ^ ^ above). 
ft hawinah, A year (in the dialect of 

Shiraz). 
clS" hah, (imp. of hastan or hahidan in 

comp.) Diminishing ; straw, hay ; — hah 
agar az tu nisi hah-ddn az tust, If the hay 
is another's, the loft is yours (proverbial 
saying to warn against over-feeding) ;— 
hah dar dahan giriftan, (met.) To ask par-
don ;—hdhi huhna, Old stories, boasting of 
the past;—hdhi mahha (mahhi), Camel's 
hay, bog-rush. 

yj^U.tf hahanidan, To diminish, to lessen 
(trans.). 



s K ( 1 0 1 1 ) W* 
yUfiiVf kdhbdn, A keeper of a straw-bin, 

of gathered crops, &c. 
Jcdh-bun, Stubble; a stubble-field. 

kdh-khdna, A straw-bin, hay-
loft. 

CJW&>\S Jcdhddn, A hay or straw-loft, 
^jfctf kdh-rubd, (^jy&tf kdh-rubdy, Yellow 

amber (from its attracting straws) ; gum 
of the walnut-tree; also of a tree resembling 
the pistachio. 

kdh-rubd'i, Of amber-colour, 
yellow, pale (a face from fear) ; electricity. 

kdh-rez, t>\S kdh-reza, Straws or 
dust blown into the eyes; chaff. 

dA-fcli" kdhista, Diminished; — kdhista 
shudan, To be diminished, to lessen, to get 
less. 

u^tf kahish, Diminution; consumption, 
u ^ y kdh-farosh, A seller of straw. 

&VS" kdh-faroshl, A dealing in straw ; 
—kdh-faroshi kardan, To deal in straw. 

QLS.SAU' kdh-kashan, The Milky way. 
kdh-gil, Clay and straw for plaster-

ing. 
kdh-gir, Stubborn mule; unbroke 

beast; a desert (this unsupported by 
examples). 

kdh-giri, Restiveness,v stubborn-
ness ;-kah-giri kardan, To be restive or 
stubborn. 

A J&TF kahil, Slow, tardy, languid ; indo-
lent, idle, lazy, negligent; unwell, sick, in-
disposed ; middle-aged ;—kahilipd'i murud, 
One who lies all day long at the foot of a 
pear-tree ; doing nothing, a lazybones. 

a kdhila, Ailing, sick, indisposed, 
a kdhildna, Slowly. 
a ^ J^ t f kdhil-tani, Sloth, indolence, 
a f'ii J ^ t f kdhil-qadam, Slow of foot. 
a e^y Jatf kahil-mizdj, J f t ) Ja^ kdhil-

wujiid, Indolent, sluggish ; a lazy fellow. 
a (^atf kahili, Sloth, inactivity; slow-

ness, tardiness, languor, indolence; cow-
ardice ; sickness;—kahili kardan, To be 
slow, sluggish, indolent. 

A (^TF kdhin, A soothsayer, augur, pro-
phet, priest. 

^KleAi" kahangdn, The Milky Way. 
kahil, Lettuce, salad ; a bier (of the 

Parsis). 
kdhwara, A cradle (see s^ybU). 
kahukub, A bier, a coffin, 

^ f r kdhi, Greenness; grassy, grass-
green ; name of a dish. 

g^tf kahidan, To be diminished; to 
languish, pine ; to diminish. 

ejufctf kahida, Diminished, wasted, ema-
ciated ; destroyed. 

J^ kdy (for ki ai), That O! 
a <^>S\£ka'it, Pilling. 
a kahil, = jAtfq.v. 
A kd'in, fem. kd'inat, kd'ina, 

Being, existent; a created thing, a creature. 
A kd'indt (pi. of kd'inat), Beings, 

creatures, existences; the universe; pro-
perty, possessions, means; stock, capital; 
worth, value. 

teAZ kdyina, kdyina, Turn not away 
your eyes from me; according to others, 
eye. [The word seems to be composed of 
the Arabic ka " like," or the Persian ki 
" that," with dyina " mirror," meaning 
either " mirror-like " or " so that (I may 
be as it were your) mirror." Cf., however, 

above.] 
s-A kab, The inside of the cheek or 

mouth ; mouth; boast, vain-glory. 
A s-A habb (v.n.), Inverting, overthrow-

ing, throwing one upon his face; winding 
thread into clews; being heavy ; kindling 
a fire with the herb kubb;—kubb, Name of 
a bitter herb. 

A V ^ kabdb, Meat cut in small pieces 
and roasted with onions and eggs stuck on 
skewers; roast meat ; in Persian by a 
metaphor somewhat strange to European 
taste, freq. i antly used as emblem of a 
bosom burning with love or grief; [ka» 
bdbi bargi tdk, Roasted vine-leaves; — 
kabdbi tar az rani dhu, Flakes of snow ;— 
kabdbi chize budan, (met.) To be enraptured 
with anything;—kabdbi husaini, A parti-
cular kind of roast meat;—kabdbi khdm-soz, 
A kind of roast meat : meat getting black 
in roasting , half-roasted ;—kabdbi ddrd'i, 
A kind of roast meat;—kabdb dar namak 
khwabida, Roast meat salted ;—kabdb zadan, 
To eat roast meat;—kabdbi sang, i l ea t 
roasted on stones;—kabdbi shdmi (qanda-
hdri), Kinds of roast meat famous in Syria 
and Kabul respectively ;—kabdb kardan, To 
roast;—kabdb kashidan, To take the meat 
from the spit or out of the pot to place it 
in a dish ;—kabdbi guzashta, Roast meat 
burnt or overdone;—kabdbi gul, Roast meat 
dressed up in the shape of a rose;—kabdbi 
waraq (hindl), A kind of roast meat of 
black colour; (the word is also construed 
with afgandan, anddkhtan, rasandan, &c.;)] 
—kubdb, Waving hills of sand. 

A kabdbat, kabdba, Cubebs. 
(ĵ s®- s k a b d b - c h i n i , Cubebs. 
( t f U ^ kabab-khdna, A kitchen, cook's 

shop. 
a kabdbi, Fi t to be roasted; roast-, 

ing; one who roasts, a roaster; a maker of 
kababs. 

A >A>Wtkabas, Ripe frui t of the tree 
A oW^ kibad (v.n. 3 of •M'), Waxing callous 

to evilj enduring it with all its inconve-
niences ;—kubad, Disease of the liver. 

a kabada, A weak bow for practis-
ing. 

kabar, A man who brings wood from 
the forest for sale. 

A ^ A kibar (pi. of kabar), Capers; (pi. 
of kabir) great; grandees, nobles; men 
renowned for wealth, knowledge, or sane-



tity;—kubar, Great, huge ;—kubbdr, Very 
great, very large, immense. 

t f t f kabdra, A kind of basket; a bee-
hive ; a sort of earthenware cup. 

a &ift£ kubbdrlyat, Greatness. 
A. kubds, Great and with a large 

gland (penis) ; one who wraps his head in 
his garments and sleeps. 

kabdk, JW^ kabal, A rope made of 
the fibres of the palm-tree. 

A ( f t f kubdn, A camel's disease;—kabbdn, 
A camel suffering from the disease kubdn. 

AyLS" kubd'ir (pl, of kabirat), Great, 
large, enormous things ; mortal sins. 

kabt, kibt, A bee. 
A kabt (v.n.), Throwing prostrate 

with the face downwards; humbling, dis-
gracing ; ruining, destroying. 

kabitd, A kind of sweetmeat (see 
W ) . 

f f t kabtar (shortened from kabuiar), A 
pigeon. 

A it~^kabs (v.n.), Being tainted, corrupted 
(meat) ; rendering sad and melancholy ;— 
kabis, Corrupted. 

cftkabj, Self-praise; conveniency, utility ; 
part, portion; a stick for stirring beer; a 
hook with which ice is removed ; a little 
garden; (also kabja) a docked SL&& 9 EL beast 
of burden having the lower part of the 
throat swollen. 

^ kabch, A beast, the lower part of 
whose mouth is swollen. 

kabcha, A ladle, skimmer; spatula, 
trowel. 

A { f t kabk (v.n.), Reining in (a horse) ; 
keeping back, hindering from business; 
striking with a sword. 

kabd, UJS" kabdd, Solder, glue; haste ; 
fat. 

A ^ kabd (v.n.), Striking in, or aiming 
at, the liver; the liver; the heart; the 
middle of the vault of heaven ;—kibd, kabidt 
The liver; [kabidu 's-samd, The midst of 
heaven;—kabidu 'I-qaus, The handle of a 
bow;]—kabad (v.n.), Being in pain, suffer-
ing from a diseased liver; severity (of 
weather) ; adversity, hardship, calamity. 

kabddd, (in the dialect of Shiraz) 
A kind of mushroom. 

ft kabr, (in Pehlevi) A corslet of iron ;— 
kabar, Capers. 

A ft kibr, Pomp, pride, haughtiness; 
magnitude, magnificence ; power ; — kibr, 
kubr, Nobility, eminence; the greater or 
better par t ; — kubr (v.n.), Being large, 
great, bulky ; great, greater, greatest;— 
kubr, kuburr, The chief of a family, the 
nearest of kin to the head of a family ; the 
first degree of kindred;—kabar, Capers ; a 
drum;—kibar (v.n.), Reaching to an ad-
vanced age, being full of years ; great old 
age; — kubar (pl. of kubr a), Great (as 
cities) ; major propositions. 

A *\ft kubar a1 (pl. of kablr), Great men' 
grandees. 

1} ft kabar-bd, Broth seasoned with 
capers. 

A I f t kabrat, kaburat, A great age;— 
kibrat, A great crime ; greatness ; pride. 

•sft kabard, Name of a champion, 
c a f t kdbarak, Name of a thorny plant. 
^ ft kabar-vjd, Meat dressed with capers 

(see ^ ft). 
&ft kabra, A coat of mail (cf. ft kabr). 
A J S ^ kubrd (fem. of akbar), Greater; 

great (city) ; the major proposition of a 
syllogism. 

A D \ i f t kibriyd\ Grandeur, magnificence, 
power, excellence; pride, haughtiness; a 
name or an attribute of God. 

a tjl^ift kibriyd'i, Almightiness. 
A <^ft kibrit, Fine (gold or silver); 

sulphur, brimstone; a match dipped in 
sulphur ;—kibriti ahmar, The philosopher's 
stone. 

^ i f t kibriti, The colour of sulphur; 
sulphur-coloured. 

A kabs (v.n.), Filling up (a well or 
river) ; wrapping up one's head in a gar-
ment; assaulting suddenly and surround-
ing (a home);—kibs, Earth filling up a well 
or river ; a large head ; a house of mud ; 
root, origin. 

kabast, The dog or ass-cucumber; 
colocynth; bitter as colocynth; deadly 
poison; bark of the sugar-cane. 

habastu, kabasta, The bitter 
gourd. 

A kabsh, A ram ; a battering ram ; a 
prince, chief, leader ;—kabshi fidd, A ram 
or sheep for sacrifice. 

kabk, The hand ; palm of the hand ; 
[kabk shikastan, To lose a track ;]—kabak, 
A gold or sable border of a collar ( = 
q.v.). 

A kdbkdb, Name of a mountain ;— 
kibkib, kabkab, A kind of game ;— kibkib, 
kubkub, A troop, a ball of thread; weight, 
heaviness; — kubkub, Compactly built (man). 

A kabkabat, kabkaba (v.n. of »T 
Overturning, throwing (one) prostrate on 
the ground; the noise made by the feet of 
camels, horses, or men;—kubkubat, A troop 
of horses closely wedged together. 

j^jLX-i" kabkanjir, A sling ; a bird flying 
swiftly and high; a woodcock. 

kabg, A partridge;—kabgi biydbdni 
(a modern word), Wild or desert partridge ; 
-—kabgi dariy A beautiful kind of partridge ; 
according to others, a mountain partridge ; 
—kabgi raqqds, A prancing horse ;—kabgi 
ghairi dari, A smaller kind of partridge; 
—kabgi kar, A woodcock ;~kabgdni bazm, 
Cup-bearers ; singers; lovers. 

jlxij kabg-raftdr, Graceful as the 
partridge in gait and motion. 

A JRfZkabl (v.n.), Fettering (a prisoner), 



keeping bound in prison; a large chain or 
fetter;—Jeabal, A skin with short hair or 
wool; a garment made of sheep-skin. 

A habn (v.n.), Sewing (cloth or a 
leathern bottle) which has been turned in ; 
turning in the lip of a bucket; keeping back, 
withholding; causing to disappear, to be 
invisible, or not to be found; becoming f a t ; 
—haban (v.n.), being thick and fat. 

habanwara, Speaking with anger 
and vehemence. 

hdbu, Lettuce (see for which it is 
perhapB a misreading or vice versa). 

A kabw, kubu (v.n.), Falling on the 
face; emptying (a vessel); running (a 
horse); sweeping away (rubbish, snow, 
Ac.); covering fire with ashes; rendering 
cold, cooling. 

kabutar (S. hapota), A pigeon, dove ; 
—habutari bdzi-kun, A tumbler pigeon ;— 
habutari par-pa, A kind of pigeon with 
feathers about the feet, and flying slowly; 
—habutari tdj-ddr, G-aura coronata;—ha-
butari tez-par, A swift-flying pigeon; — 
habutari har am, Mecca pigeons which are 
not allowed to be killed; a lady of high 
birth whose hand it is difficult to obtain ;— 
habutari du-bdma (du-burjl),. A pigeon that 
has no nest of its own; (met.) a fickle 
person;—habutari shahvdri, A sort of pigeon 
plumaged about the feet;—kabutari ndma-
bar, A carrier-pigeon;—kabutari niydz, A 
playful sort of pigeon ;—kabutari ydhu, A 
pigeon said to utter the sound yd-hu (see 

jW f y f a habutar-bdz, Playing or gaming 
with pigeons, laying bets on their flight; 
a pigeon-flier; (met.) a gallant; a cheat. 

f f a kabutar-bdsl, The rearing of 
pigeons, pigeon-fancying. 

O^yjA habutarbdn, A breeder, feeder, or 
trainer of pigeons; a pigeon-fancier. 

y f a kabutar-bacha, A young-pigeon; 
an unripe poppy-head, wrapped in pease-
meal, and fried in butter or oil. 

kabutar-khdna, A pigeon-house. 
CJ f i ^ habutar-dam, Kissing and billing 

(as lovers) ;—habutar-dum (pigeon's tail), 
The end of a turban-sash or waistband 
standing straight out; a particular nib of 
a pen. 

Oj kabutar-zan, A pigeon-shooter 
(m.c.). 

{J) habutar-zanl, Pigeon-shooting 
(m.c.). 

SrAypfft^ kabutamvar db, Fordable place. 
habud, Blue; name of a mountain. 

A. JY^kubud (pi. of habid), Livers. 
kubodan, Coriander-seed ; name of 

a village in the dependencies of Nlshabtzr. 
j^S habud-pusht, The sky. 
J^A habiid-chashm, Blue or grey-

eyed. 
djUfe. tpi habud-hi&dr, The sky. 

water, 
heron. 

habudar, An animalcule living in 
which the small fry devour; a 

Jj**" habud-tasht, The sky. 
J*^)^ kabudwash, Of a bluish colour. 

habuda, The gnat-tree; a kind of 
tough willow growing spontaneously; name 
of a herdsman of Afrasyab. 

iS^yf habudl, Blue, azure, cerulean ; a 
turban with a blue sheepskin border;— 
habudl zadan, To tattoo ; to have oneself 
tattooed;—habudl habud, Of a deep blue ;— 
ba-habiidl zadan, To assume an azure colour, 
to incline to blue (m.c.). 

^ f a habudl-rang, Blue, azure. 
kabwar, Name of an Indian fruit 

(unsupported by examples). 
kabos, Crooked, bent. 
kabuk, A female bird (there being, 

it is said, no male of the species) which 
flocks and pairs with birds of different 
kinds ; a certain water-fowl. 

A t^W habbuk, A lark. 
VpSkubun, v.n. of, and = q.v. 

kabwa, A kind of vegetable (unsup-
ported by examples.) 

Aj^ ka ba, kuba, hubba, A cupping-glass; 
a rising, a swelling. 

^habl (S. hapi), A.n ape, a baboon. 
A JSA kubd (pi. of kibdf), Aloe-woods. 

kubaitd, A sweetmeat made of 
almonds, pistachios, walnuts, and oil of 
sesame ; a cake made of sesame and sugar ; 
—hubltd, A cake made of fine flour, honey, 
and sesame-oil. 

usis**^ kubaitah, A tool for notching mill-
stones. 

kuhlta, A sort of sweetmeat. 
hablcha, An animal whose lower 

jaw is swollen; a contrivance for scratch-
ing the back ; a curry-comb, 

habld, Solder ; glue. 
kabldan, To put out of its place. 
kublda, Meal baked in the oven; a 

dish made of barley, rice, and bu t te r ; 
coarsely-ground (wheat or barley). 

A hablr, Great, large, bulky ; im-
mense ; heavy ; grave, serious ; full grown ; 
elder, senior ; a nobleman, grandee; — 
habit shudan, To grow up (to man's estate) ; 
—fasadi kabir, An enormous sin, capital 
crime ;,—wddi 'l-kablr (the great river), The 
Guadilquivir. 

a 8 h a b i r a , A great or heinous sin. 
A S.—^ hablsat, kablsa, Intercalary, em-

bolismal;—sdli kablsa, Leap year. 
habihaj, A kind of wild parsley, and 

a deadly poison; the patron angel of 
reptiles; king of the cockroaches (in 
India frequently inscribed on the first 
page of a book, under the superstitious 
belief that, out of respect for the name of 
their king, the cockroaches will spare it). 

tfirfahabin, A dower, marriage-portion. 



V ^ ^up, The mouth;—bar hup, Outside 
the mouth;—dar hup, Inside the mouth. 

hap ah > A wagtail. 
tj^S" hapan, A balance with a scale at one 

end and a stone weight at the other; a 
steelyard. 

hapeha, A ladle, skimmer. 
hapras, Joke, jest, wit, humour. 
hapanak, kipanah, A woollen cloak 

or wrapper used by the poor in winter. 
hapuh, A female bird (there being, 

it is said, no male of the species) which 
pairs with birds of different kinds. 

M" happa, huppa, A cupping-glass. 
hap%t happi, An ape (see 

hapitdn, A minister or councillor of 
a European ruler ; a captain (m,c.). 

hapldan, To rob, seize, ravish. 
hat, A subterraneous canal, common 

sewer; a royal throne ; the throne of the 
kings of India;—kit (for hi tu), Who thou, 
that t hou ; (for hi tu-rd) what to thee ? 
who to thee ?—hut, Gold or silver ingot. 

hata, (in Zand and Pazand) A writing, 
mandate. 

a hitdb (v.n. of s - ^ ) , Writ ing; de-
scribing ; commanding, decreeing, making 
incumbent upon; a book, volume ; a letter, 
missive, despatch; a commission, com-
mand, law, statute; release, discharge, 
manumission of a slave ; fa te ; an inkstand; 
[kitdbi damani (ilahi), hitdbu 'Udh, The 
Qur 'an; — kitdbi bidarda, A worm-eaten 
book ;—hitdbi qanun, A law or statute-book, 
a charter (m.c.) ;—kitdbi hashmir, Title of 
a book treating on Kashmir;—•hitdbi gu-
zaihta, An antiquated or obsolete book ;— 
hitdbi majid, The Qur'an ;—kitdbi naql, A 
story-book (m.c.) ;—kitdbi ncvmadi, (met.) 
Anything futile, idle, absurd (cf, daftari 
nainadi under ytiJ p. 528) ;—al-kitdb, al-
Jeitdbu 'l-mustatdb, The Qur'an ;—ummu 'l-
kitdb, The first chapter of the Qur'an;— 
ahli hitdb (ahlu 'l-hitdb), Possessed of sacred 
writings, i.e. Christian, Jew, or Majusi; 
—ghair-hitdbi (one without a book), A 
heathen, a pagan, an idolater;]—hut tab, A 
writing-Bchool; (pl, of hdtib) writers, secre-
taries, scribes; learned men •,—~mulallimi 
kuttdb, A schoolmaster. 

A kiidbat, kit aba, kitidba (v.n. of 
Writing, describing, inscribing; 

on inscription, motto, title of a book; an 
epitaph; the profession of a copyist or 
scribe ; the ransom of a slave. 

a kitdbcha, A small book, a booklet, 
a hitdb-khdna, A library; a 

study ; a bookseller's shop. 
a ft hitdb-dar, A librarian, 
ft kitab'dari, Office of a 

librarian. 
a y ^ l s f hitdbddn, A book-case, 
a hitab-ru, Long-faced, oval. 
a hitab-faroeh, A bookseller. 

i katdbun, Name of a man and 
woman; the daughter of the Qaisar and 
wife of Gushtasb. 

a ^ ^ kitdbi, Belonging to a book ; book-
like, oblong;—hitdbi ddami, A bookish man; 
—hitdbi chihra, An oval face ;—-hitdbi Him, 
Book-knowledge, book-lore. 

H SJVSI" hatdra (comp, S. kar tari), A spear, 
javelin ; a short sword. 

A hitdf, A cord for tying the hands 
behind the back (hit/); a chain, fetter, 
tether. 

^ftS hutdl, Short. 
hatdla, A short spear. 

ft^hatdm, A place raised on pillars six 
or seven yards high, where people sleep 
on account of the dampness of the ground. 

a ( f t i kattdn, hatdn, Linen, flax ; water-
moss ; foam or rubbish floating on water; 
[rangi hattdn, Of the colour of linen, grey 
(as in French gris-de-Iin ;)]—kattdn, hatdn, 
A kind of garment made of straw •,—hattdn, 
hitan, A grain from which oil is extracted, 
linseed;—huttdn, A red, biting insect. 

hat dni, A kind of plum or apricot 
(probably on account of the delicacy of 
their skin), 

A s-*?^ hatd'ib (pl. of hatibat), Armies, 
battalions, troops, cohorts, squadrons. 

hatayiin, The daughter of the Greek 
emperor married to Gushtasb and mother 
to Insfandiyar (see which is another 
reading of the name). 

A <I-s^katb (v.n.), Writing, describing; 
ordering, enjoining; joining; collecting; 
knowing ; sewing a leathern bag or bottle ; 
stitching up (a camel) so as not to afford 
access to the male ; (pl. of hatib ?) scribes, 
doctors, learned men;,—hutub (pl. of hitdb)-. 
Books ;—hutubi sultiniya, The scriptures of 
the Lordj divine books;—hutubi samam, 
Heaven-sent books; — hutubi mam, The 
Pentateuch ;—dari kutuh, A library, 

a <wU. hutub-hhdna, A library. 
a -—^hutubistan, A library, a museum. 
a ^t^ hutubi, A bookseller, bibliopo-

list. 
A hutubiyat, A library. 
A ̂ f t hath (v.u.), Eating to one's fill; 

throwing dust upon a person (wind) ; pull-
ing one's clothes off or about (wind). 

hatakh, Butter-milk; milk, butter-
milk, and salt;—hatikh, A mixture of sweet 
and sour. 

hat-khuda (for had-khudd, "master 
of the house"), A lord-lieutenant, a viceroy, 
vicegerent, vicar, locum tenens, deputy ; a 
rich or great man, the chief inhabitant of 
a place; (astrologically) the lord of the 
ascendant, the predominant star at a per-
son's birth. 

tAafc^ hat-khuda-pasand, Common, 
low. 

hat-khuda'i, The office of overseer; 



state of a householder, house-keeping; 
marriage. 

j*** katakh-shlr, Butter-milk mixed 
with milk and butter. 

A ^ Jcatad, Name of a star;—hat ad, 
hatid, The part between the shoulders; the 
withers of a horse. 
. A h a i r , A small camel-litter in which 
ladies travel; a camel's hump ;—hitr, A 
cupola or arched building (resembling a 
camel's hump) ; a tomb of the ancient tribe 
of 'Ad. 

o V ^ hatrdn, Liquid pitch (see 
hatrunitan, (in Zand), To remain 

still. 
8/H hatra-jpatra, Piece-meal; name of 

a thorny plant of which camels are fond ; 
foolish talk (for the last see 

hatas, (in Zand and Pazand) Small. 
hatastu, probably misreading for 

A hut* (v.n.), Going off with ; being 
active, alert, quick; fleeing, running away; 
—huta', A fox's cub; mean, abject, de-
spicable; active, nimble, alert; clever, ex-
pert, intelligent. 

J I ^ hat'dl, A catamite. 
hat'dla, A catamite; a strumpet. 

hatagh, Sour milk dried. 
A hatf (v.n.), Striking on the 

shoulders; galling the shoulders (saddle) ; 
tying one's hands behind the back; drawing 
the timbers of a camel's saddle tight upon 
one another; being high in the withers 
(horse); walking Boftly, and moving the 
shoulders withal; being kind and easy, 
favouring;—hitf, hatif, The shoulder, the 
shoulder-plate; [hitf bar-zadan, To shrug 
the shu alders; to rejoice ;]—hutf (pi, of 
ahtaf), Wide-shouldered (horses,&c.) ; lame 
in the shoulder (the same) ;—hataf (v.n.), 
Being broad (shoulders); being broad-
shouldered ; halting from dislocation of, or 
pain in, the shoulders; breadth of shoul-
der ; a complaint in the shoulder. 

a hitf-sara, The withers of a 
horse; the shoulder-blade. 

a AS oLtf' hitf-gdh, The part of the human 
body where the shoulders are placed. 

tfw hatah, A species of ugly short-legged 
sheep (peculiar to Bahrain); (S. hataha) 
a grain used to clear water; the crab-
apple ;—hutak, kuth, A club, a short stick 
with which bhang is ground, a pestle; a 
stick for castigation;—hutah zadan, To 
chastise; to afflict. 

hathdr, hathar, A carpenter. 
huthutu, A kind of origany. 

cfasf hat-han, A well-digger. 
&j&&hathina, Portion of a farm re-let;— 

hathina hardan, To re-farm, or re-let. 
fa Ai&cS" hathina-dar, An under tenant. 
fasS hatgdr, fa^ hatgar, A carpenter. 

hatal, A wild plum;—hutal, A led 

horse for parade; a high hil l ; the skirts 
of a hill;—shuturi hutal, A led camel. 

a hataljiydn, (fatufa^ katalchiydn, 
The king's domestics, those who have the 
care of pitching the royal tent. 

f+sS hatm, katam, Leaves of woad or 
indigo. 

A ^ hatm (v.n. of Hiding, lurking, 
absconding; covering, veiling, concealing; 
suppressing, quelling (anger) ; [hatmi sirr 
hardan, To keep a secret;—hatmi shahddat 
hardan, To refuse to give evidence;] — 
hutm, Indigo-leaf;—hatam, A kind of herb 
which, mixed with privet, makes a tincture 
for the hair;—hutum (pi. of hatum), Camels 
which conceal their pregnancy by not cock-
ing their tails. 

A YUWhitman (v.n. of Concealing, 
keeping in; concealment; [Jcitmdni asrar; 
The keeping of secrets;]—hutmdn, The herb 
hatam (see preceding article). 

yz+sX hatamtu, A tickling under the arm-
pits ;—hatamtu dadan, To tickle. 

A hatan (v.n.), Being dirty, nasty (as 
a house with smoke, hands with blackness, 
the lips of cattle with eating viscous her-
bage) ;—nastiness, filth ; viscosity ;—hatin, 
Dirty, grimy ;—hatin, hitn, A large platter 
or dish. 

hat ambar, hatambal, Slow ; a 
glutton. 

hatu, Name of a bird which devours 
gravel;—hutu, A cotton-pod. 

J^y^ hutwal, The porter of a castle; a 
kind of officer of police or magistrate, who 
apprehends rogues, inspects taverns and 
houses of promiscuous entertainment, and 
determines disputes of inferior moment. 

iJXyX hutwdli, The office of hutwal 
katur (the verse quoted in support 

seems to require the reading fta£i(w),Name 
of a place between Turan and India. 

hatum, A certain bird (comp. 
hatu). 

A hatum, Close, who conceals (his) 
thoughts; notchless (a bow) ; silent when 
mounted upon (a camel); a camel that does 
not cock her tail though pregnant;—hutum 
(v.n. of Concealing her pregnancy by 
not cocking her tai l ; twanging (a bow). 

j utA hut u mut, Really, truly, ex-
actly. 

J e ^ hathal (S. hantaphala), The Indian 
bread-fruit tree, Artocarpus integrifolia. 

a hiteb (by Imalah for hitab), A 
book;—hitib, A chain, fetter; manacle, 
shackles. 

A katibat, An army; a troop, 
squadron, battalion of men from 100 to 
1,000 ; name of a fortress at Khaibar. 

hatlr, hutir, The appearance of water 
in the desert, mirage ; marshy, unfertile 
ground ; a kind of stuff. 

katirdn, Pitch (see 



wrong-headed. 
ftjyft kaj-raftar, ps?S kaj-rav, Groin g 

awry ; unprincipled; irregular. 
kS)) kaj-r awl, A walking obliquely or 

awry ; the want of principle, perverseness. 
a kaj-tab', Cross-tempered, cross-

grained. 
a J»i jS Icaj-fi'l, Acting' crookedly, de-

ceitful. 
a fit4 ^ kaj-fahm, Misunderstanding, 

perverting a meaning. 
taW^ kajak, A hook used in driving ele-

phants ; an iron curved at one end; a rod 
having one end bent, from which are sus-
pended balls of gold and silver for shooting 
at; a drum-stick; a black feather in a 
duck's tail, which couriers wear on their 
heads and women in their hair; a jar for 
keeping rose-water and dates in; a kind of 
shell from which a medicament for the 
eye is prepared ; a snail; the gold or sable 
border of a collar (otherwise called 
kabak or ( f t i f t jahaki yarebdn). 

A A A S I ^ kajkajat, Name of a game called 
istu 'l-kalbat. 

kaj-kuldh, A beau, (lit.) wearing 
the hat awry; a beloved object. 

kajala, A magpie, 
e* kaj-maj, Very much crooked; dis-

torted ; distorted speech or language ; a 
jargon ; the babbling of a child ;—kaj-maj 
raftan, To walk crookedly. 

a t^y* ft kaj-mizdj, Cross, peevish; stupid. 
a gf kaj-mu'dmala, Deceitful in 

business transactions. 
JU^S" kajndl, A small cannon carried on 

an elephant. 
a ft kaj-nazar, Envious, malignant 

looks, 
kAy ^S kaj-nikad, Crooked-minded; cross-

grained ; ill-natured. 
kajwdj, Crooked, bent, wry. 

H kajur, Zedoary, a Chinese root. 

U*^ gf kaj-palds, = jW ^ q.v. 
ur*^ of kaj-paldsi, Unfair play ; fraud ; 

depravity. 
^A^Skujat, A small house where a falcon 

is fed and kept ; silver (doubtful word). 
r*4"*' kaj-chashm, Squint-eyed. 
^s*^ ft kaj-chashmi, Strabismus, squint. 
fV* G? kaj-khir am. Moving crookedly 

(heaven). 
a"!/4" kaj-khir ami, A crooked or a wry 

walk. 
a kaj-khulq. Ill-tempered, cross. 
fiV" G^ kaj-khwdh, Deceitful. 

tft kaj-jchwdhl, Deceitfulness. 
jiy* kaj-dar marez, Evasion, subter-

fuge, putting off. 
J4* kaj-dil, Crooked in mind, perverse, 

ill-natured. 
^f kaj-dum, Having a crooked tail, 

a Bcorpion, a dragon, 
b kaj-rd (^Vj ray), Of crooked policy ; 

kujuk, Sciatica or hip-gout. 
V } z? kaj-u-maj, ~ q.v. 

kajuman, A kind of nightshade. 
kajawa, A camel-litter for women. 

haja, A thing crooked at the extre-
mity ; a hook on which meat is hung. 

^ ^ kaji, Raw silk from the cones; 
crookedness, wryness, distortion; cross-
ness. 

kujirda, kujairda, A leader, head 
of a party, chief of a religious sect. 

t+ift kajlm, Armour for man or horse ;— 
sahlli asbi kajim-poshlda, The neighing of a 
barbed war-horse, 

kajln, Made of raw silk; armour 
quilted with silk ;—kijin, Flour and oil. 

^ kuch, The scale of a fish. 
H ft^J kachdlu, Name of an esculent 

root, Arum colocasia. 
kichrl, A kind of food made of 

rice, pulse, and butter (eaten in Hindu-
stan). 

kachak, Name of an animalcule 
which frets a leathern water-bottle. 

kachkul, A beggar's cup or bowl; 
a wallet. 

J^X kachal, One who has no hair, and is 
marked with wounds or scars; crooked, 
bandy-legged;—kachal, kuchol, An animal-
cule which eats holes in a leathern water-
bottle. 

kuchvla, Dogsbane ; wolfsbane. 
i f t f t kachall, A disease incident to the 

heads of children and causing the hair to 
drop off; name of a village near Ispahan. 

J j a ^ kachol, Motion of the hips in danc-
ing. ' 

kacha, A ring without a bezel; the 
chin; a ladle ; a hook on which meat is 
hung. 

kacha-hazl, A game in which one 
player has to guess in which of the other's 
hands a ring is hidden. 

o f t kacha, gul kardan, To become 
manifest (anything concealed, a phrase 
taken from the game mentioned in the 
preceding article). 

kachir, kachlrda, kuchairda, A 
leader, head, chief of a party. 

A ft kuhh, True, aboriginal (Arabian). 
A kifydl, A species of antimony; a 

collyrium; small beads, or anything simi-
lar, used as amulets against the fascination 
of malignant eyes;—kahhal, An oculist;— 
kahhali sharl'at, An epithet of Muhammad. 

A J s ^ kahl (v.n.), Being, barren (the 
year) ; afflicting and distressing people (a 
year of famine); anointing the eye with 
antimony ; a barren year ; dearth, scarcity ; 
heaven, sky ;—kuhl, Collyrium, antimony 
reduced to a fine powder, used for the eyes; 
accumulated wealth; a certain pot-herb; 
[kuhlu 'l-jaivdhir, Collyrium mixed with 
ground pearls (used medicinally) ;—kuhlu 



's-sudan, A tree bearing black berries, 
which are excellent for the eyes;—kuhli 
Ithaulan, Juice of boxthorn;—kuhli fdrs 
(farsi), Sarcocolla, a Persian gum or bal-
sam, used in dressing wounds;]—kahal 
(v.n.), Having black at the roots of the eye-
lashes (naturally, without the use of paint) ; 
blackness of the eyes from using collyrium; 
—kahil, Anointed with antimony (eye). 

aK^knhla , Ox-tongue (a herb); melilot; 
chickweed ; wild mustard. 

a kuhl-ddn, A box in which 
collyrium is kept ( = q.v.). 

a ^faf kuhli, Of collyrium blackness. 
a kuhli-par and, Darkness of 

night. 
a tf$ ^fasX kuhli-charkh, The first heaven; 

darkness of the sky ; blackness of night. 
a jjy kuMi-roz (s-A shab), = 

q.v. 
a kuhaila, Ox-tongue (a herb). 
tfa kakh, Name of a city;—kakh, ki]ch, 

kukh, A mask, a deformed appearance, 
anything similar to frighten boys;—kikh, 
Tasteless, insipid;—kukh. A reed of which 
mats are made; a worm. 

Â stS" kukhta. A flame of fire. 
gafc£ kiikhj, kukhch, Birch, broom. 
WJ* kakh-ahanda, An evil spirit, a 

demon. 
kikhkikh, A word used in deterring 

children from doing anything; laughter; 
—kukhkukh, Coughing; heat, warmth. 

^ kad, A house ; beginning, first; (in 
Zand and Pazand) a person, somebody. 

A kadd (v.n ), Importuning, urging a 
request; making a signal with the finger, 
beckoning; plaguing,tormenting,troubling; 
trouble, labour, fatigue; diligence, endea-
vour ; examination, search, inquiry ;—kaddi 
farj, Meretricious work ;—kadd kardan, To 
search for anxiously; — kadd u kdivish, 
Search, inquiry, examination, application; 
•—kaddi yamin, Money gained by manual 
labour, &c. ( = q.v., p. 523). 

A A A" kudad, Name of a celebrated stal-
lion-ass. 

A kidas (v.n. of <j-A), Sneezing (an 
animal);—kudds, A heap of snow; the 
sneezing of an animal. 

kuddm, Which ? whosoever; who ? 
what ? someone; (with a negative verb) 
nobody. 

^sA-" kiddmi, A light rough stone of a 
dark green colour found on the sea-shore, 
and used by tinmen;—kudami, Who? what? 
which ? 

kudamin, Which of them ?—ba-
kudamin, What? whither?—dar kuddmin, 
Where ? in what place ? in whom ? 

kadbd, (in Zand and Pazand) A 
lie. 

yW kad-banu, A married woman, mis-
tress of a family, lady, matron; the body j 

an iron instrument used by engravers, seal-
cutters, and painters. 

^Jfa ^ kad-banu'i, The state of being a 
ho use-lad j . 

A T ^ kadh (v.n.), Scratching (the face 
with the nails) ; combing; studying, giving 
attention, labouring; a scratch, a scar. 

^Jut kad-k£,udd, Master of a family; a 
bridegroom, married man; anyone looked 
up to with reverence and respect; a magis-
trate ; a king; an alderman, a sheriff 
(m.c.); the soul; God. 

^ / W ii Icad-khuda'i, A family establish-
ment, housekeeping; marriage; empire, 
kingly power; a festival. 

A fa kadr (v.u.), Pouring out (water) ;— 
kadr, kadir, Muddy, turbid;—kadar (v.n.), 
Being troubled, turbid, muddy (water); 
being distracted, perplexed through mis-
fortune; turbiduess, muddiness; trouble, 
affliction, agitation, perturbation, anxiety ; 
melancholy; darkness, dimness; name of 
a fragrant tree;—shardbi kadar, A decoc-
tion gained from this tree, which is useful 
against leprosy and other diseases of the 
skin. 

a fa kadar-pazir, Disturbed, afflicted. 
pfa kudram, kudrum, A vegetable like 

millet. 
A Y-.TF' kads (v.n.), Sneezing (beasts) ; 

going fast, hastening along, though laden 
heavily (camel) ;—kuds, A stack of un-
thrashed corn ; a heap of snow. 

kudist, A span. 
A kadsh (v.n.), Scratching with the 

nails; labouring hard to gain a livelihood 
for one's family; receiving a present; 
driving (cattle) violently. 

kaduft, The skull. 
a kadkada, The noise made by a 

hammer when striking a red-hot iron. 
A kadrn (v.n.), Biting or seizing with 

the fore-teeth; taking anything with the 
lips (in the manner of an ass) ; marking 
with an iron instrument, making an im-
pression ; pursuing, hunting; searching, 
looking for;—kudam, A black locust with 
a green head. 

A kadn (v.n.), Girding (one'B vest) 
with a girdle;—kadn, kidn, A cloth in 
which women wrap their feet when travel-
ling in the camel-litter; a tanned skin 
used for braying drugs; — kadan (v.n.), 
Being black from eating viscous plants (a 
camel's lips) ; muddy, turbid ; obscure ;— 
kadin, Corpulent. 

kidin, A village in which near ten 
thousand people assemble on the day called 
'ashura; ft pat hie, a catamite. 

A &.A kidnat, kidna, Flesh; fa t ; the 
hump of a camel. 

ŝ&ai" kudang, kudanga, A fuller's 
beetle. 



hadu, haddu, A gourd; a cup, a 
goblet; a cupping-glass ; membrum virile. 

j>£ had-wdda, Foundation of a house. 
W fa hadu-bd, Pumpkin-soup. 
A Cj*^ huduh (pi. of kadh), Scratches, 

scars. 
ty^ hadohh, A bath ; a cup (unless the 

explanation (As- given by the Burhani 
Qati' is to be read with other dictionaries 

Raw, &c.). 
A ̂ f a hadud, A well, the water of which 

is difficult to draw. 
fa hadu-ddna, Intestinal worms; a 

fatal disease, breaking out internally like 
seeds of gourds. 

hudur (v.n. of fa), Being turbid, 
muddy. 

A hudur at (v.n. of fa), Being turbid, 
muddy, opaque; foulness, impurity of 
water; dimness of the eye; anguish, per-
turbation, oppression of spirits; resent-
ment. 

kaduh, A mountain-pass (?). 
fa hadu-haeh, An instrument for 

cutting pumpkins. 
fas kadu-nima, A half-gourd; a de-

canter. 
kuduh, A tearing, wounding; seizure, 

fi^ kada, A habitation ; a tavern; a Yault, 
cavern, or cellar ; a village ; added to any 
word is a noun of place, as atish-hada, 
(place of fire) A temple of the Magi, &c.; 
—kuda, A scratch ; the uvula; the wards 
of a key ; the bolt or lock of a door; the 
wooden bar of a gate. 

A >ii<i£ kadid, An extensive tract of coun-
try ; rough, rocky ground. 

Aj (jA" hadl-zad, House-born (man or 
beast) ; the son of a man of distinction by 
a female slave. 

(^•A kudin, hudlna, A large beetle 
or wooden mallet used by bleachers. 

kadetoar, A landlord, master of a 
family; the head man of a village; a 
farmer, sower ; a gardener; time; fortune; 
the world. 

hadewarl, Agriculture ; horticul-
ture. 

A W hazd (comp. of US) ka and \<i zd), 
Like this, thus, such, such like ; this, that ; 
some, such and such;—hazd wa hazd, So-
and-so ; consequently ; et csetera. 

A v W kazzab, A liar, an impostor;— 
kizzdb (v.n. of v ^ ) , Denying stoutly ; being 
incumbent;—kuzzdb, A lie. 

A Jcazdlika, Like tha t ; likewise. 
A v ^ hizb, kazib (v.n.), Lying; being 

necessary to be done or observed (as pil-
grimage, &c.) ; —kizb, A lie; [kizb u inkdr 
kardan, To deny stoutly, to speak a deli-
berate falsehood ;]—huzb, A white speck on 
the nail;—kazib (v.n.), Delaying; false; a 
lie;—huzub (pi. of hazub), huzzab (pi, of 
kazib), Liars. 

hazar, A silly, stupid man. 
A ^ f a hazub, A liar. 
fa har, Deaf; a snake not yielding to 

incantation; [fear hardan, To deafen, to 
stun ;]—hur, Rice; name of two rivers, 
one in Shirwan, the other in Fars. 

A harr (v.n.), in P. mostly har, Re-
peating, reiterating; attacking or renewing 
an attack ; inclining to ; intention, design, 
will; power, strength; a rope for climbing 
palm-trees; a hawser, cable, rope in general; 
[harr ufarr, Attack and retreat (Arab mode 
of fighting) ; coming and going; pomp and 
pride ;]—harr, hurr, Sandy ground where 
water collects and filters itself clear; a 
well; a small cistern or reservoir (according 
to the Burhani qati* of three-and-a-half 
cubic spans of nine inches each);—hurr, A 
Babylonian dry measure of six ass-loads or 
sixty q.v., p. 982; an upper garment, a 
short cloak. 

\fa hird, To whomsoever; to whom? 
whom? 

A *\fa hirdhird (v.n. 3 of ^fa), Hiring, 
renting ; letting on hire ; hire, rent;—hira'i 
chize na-hardan, Not to be worthy of a 
thing;—hird hardan, To farm, rent, give or 
take upon hire. 

a CAAJ hira-banda, Who supplies neces-
saries of life on hire; a rent-collector. 

A hardbis (pi. of (j^tfa hirbas,), 
Fine linens. 

a ( j — k a r d b l s l , Made of fine white 
muslin ; one who deals in fine linen. 

A w\fa harr at (pi. of harrat), Times, 
many times; [harrat marrat, Repeatedly ;] 
—hur at (pi. of kurat), Globes. 

A ^\fa hards, A kind of large tree found 
growing in the mountains of Ta'if;—hurra*, 
harrds, A leek, purret. 

t f a hardj, =. tffa q.v. 
t hardjl, A hirer ; a renteT; a 

hireling. 
( j j ^ i y hardjldan, Q^fa^fa harachidan, 

To cluck (as a hen when she has laid an 
egg). 

&fa hara]ch, The clucking of a hen after 
laying. 

g W y kardkhan, Name of the eldest son 
of Afrasyab. 

A / kurad, fiA/ harada, kurada, An t 
garment. 

A haradld (pi. of kirdidat), Dates 
remaining at the bottom of a bin or hamper. 

A Y-IAYT haradls (pi. of hurdusat), Herds 
of horses; narrowness of steps. 

j\fa hurdr, hurdra, The threshold of 
a door; a plot of ground with a raised 
border prepared for sowing. 

A fa harar, A little bead, shell, or similar 
object, used as a charm by Arabian women; 
—kirar (pi. of harr, hurr), Sandy places 
where water collects and filters;—harrdr, 
Impetuous; an attacker, an assailant; one 



of the names given to 'All on account of 
his impetuosity. 

s ^ / karrara, An old ragged garment. 
y>/ haraz, The fever and beat which 

women in labour suffer;—hirdz, A wanton 
or proud air in wait ing; a harrow drawn 
over a field to make it even ;—hurdz, The 
crop, gizzard. 

A harrdz, The ram on which the 
shepherd lays his wallet; a jug, narrow-
necked gugglet; an earthen vessel without 
handle ; a small bottle or phial. 

©\)V hirdzdn, hurdzdn, One who walks 
pompously. 

O^bl)^ hirdzdnldan, hurazanldan, 
hirazldan, hurazldan, To walk haughtily ; 
to affect such a gait, or to wave from side 
to side with a coquettish air (a woman). 

hurds, A wagtail;—hurras, pl. of— 
A hurrasat, in P. hwrdsa, A sheet of 

paper folded so as to form a tract or 
pamphlet consisting of several leaves; a 
fragment of the Qur'an. 

hirdetan, To incline; to surmise, 
to be of opinion. (Unsupported and doubt-
ful.) 

a hard si (pl. of hursl), Chairs. 
< j ~ h r d s l s , Thanks (from L. gratias). 

harash, Distraction, perplexity; 
name of a reddish green bird. 

harasha, Form, habit, quality, 
colour. 

yAjA^ harashldan, To be disturbed in 
mind ; to be spoiled ; to be dispersed. 

hardshida, Distracted, insane ; de-
stroyed; dispersed. 

A hirdz (v.n. of U®/), Bringing forth 
before the time (a camel); casting forth 
seed from the womb (the same) ; preparing 
the cheese ( j i^q .v . below ; the corrugations 
of tbe womb. 

A hurd', The smaller part of a sheep's 
or cow's leg, tbe shin; the rocky projection 
of a mountain ; a troop of horses ; the side 
or extremity of anything; a word with 
which horses are called together. 

hurdgh, Name of a herb used in set-
ting dislocated joints. 

harah, A wagtail; a quail;—harah, 
hurdh, A magpie. 

harah a, A wagtail. 
hardhar, hurdhar, A crow, rook. 

A hir dm (pl. of harlm), Generous, 
noble; mild, benign; eminent; [hirdmun 
hatibin, The recording angels;]—hurrdm, 
Extremely generous, very beneficent. 

A ixAA^ haramdt (pl. of hardm,af), 
Miracles, miraculous powers, &c.;—arbdbu 
'l-hardmut, Workers of miracles ;—zu hard-
mat, Endued with miraculous powers;— 
sahib u 'l-haramat, A worker of miracles. 
(See below.) 

a hardmatl, Miraculous ; marvel-
lous ; wonder-working. 

A M/ hardmat (v.n. of ? / ) , Being 
venerable, liberal, beneficent, precious, 
valuable, worthy, dignified; generosity, 
munificence, excellence ; a form of address; 
a miracle performed by holy men (opp. to 
mufiza, A miracle wrought by God through 
his prophets in proof of their mission) ; the 
cover of a wine-jar; also of a well; — 
hardmat farmudan (hardan), To grant, to 
bestow plentifully upon, to favour with. 

a hirdmand, Noble, generous ; pre-
cious, valuable. 

hirdml, Most noble, honourable, 
revered; precious;—hirdml hardan, To 
honour. 

A hardmlyat, Name of a sect which 
ascribes materialism to the Divinity. 

a ( ^ v V hirdmldan, To honour, venerate. 
o f t hardn, A shore, coast, margin, bank, 

side, boundary ; an end; retiring into soli-
tude, courting privacy ; [hardn hardan, To 
shun ;—hardn girijtan, To retire into soli-
tude ;—bar hardn az, Far from, distant 
from —bar hardn budan az, To desert, to 
relinquish ;] —hurdn, A dun-coloured horse. 

A hirdn, A lute, harp ; cymbals ; (pl. 
of harinat) female musicians);—harran, 
Name of a quarter in Ispahan ; also of a 
country near Tibet, and of a fort in Maghrib. 

hardna, A margin, side, quarter, 
corner ; solitude ; a t ip; a black bird slow 
of flight. 

hardne, One side, &c. (see q\/) ; [az 
hardne budan, To set aside, to relinquish, 
to desert;]—hardnl, Inclosed in boundaries, 
circumscribed, defined. 

hirosh, An oil-press. 
harawiyd, Caraway-seeds. 

sV^ harah, A side ; an end ;—hurdh, Alike, 
resembling; a wagtail. 

A hardhat (v.n. of &/), Abhorring, 
loathing; aversion, horror, disgust, dis-
like ; hard, rough, uneven ground ;—hard-
hat dashtan, To abhor, abominate, hold in 
detestation. 

A hardhatan, P. Unwillingly. 
hardhun, Name of a champion. 

A harahiyat (v.n. of A/), Abhorring, 
detesting, disliking, disapproving ; disgust, 
aversion. 

a hardy a, A certain black bird slow of 
flight;—hirdya, Hire, price paid for labour, 
fare, rent;—hirayd'ifuldn-cMz na-mlhunad, 
He is not worthy of such a thing; ba-
hirdya dddan, To hire out, to let or farm 
to another ;—ba-hirdya satandan, To take 
on hire;—ba-hirdya giriftan, To hire, to 
borrow. 

fljlj hirdya-ddr, A tenant, renter. 
a hiraya-dihinda} Who lets on 

hire. 
a ^AJ hirdya-dihl, Hire, rent. 
a hirdya-zamln, Ground-rent. 
a hirdya-hash, One who draws rent. 



B* ( 1021 ) t f i 
a kirdya-ndma, Lease (of a 

house, Ac.). 
a ssfikarb (v.n.), Pressing heavily, weigh-

ing down the spirits (grief) ; drawing tight 
(a fetter) ; ploughing; twisting a rope ; 
being near setting (the sun), almost ex-
tinguished (fire) ; affliction, anguish, vexa-
tion ;—hurb, Near; thereabout; — harab, 
The root of a palm-branch, or roots of such 
(sing and pi.). 

Lty kurba = Uy q.v. 
jykfa karbas, in A. hirbas, A white cot-

ton garment; fine linen, muslin. 
o*^ u - ^ / karbds-bafi, A manufactory of 

muslin; a cloth-mill (m.c.). 
a kirbdsa, Pine linen or cotton; a 

web; lint; a lizard. 
a kirbdsi, Belonging to cotton, cot-

tony ; muslin; a vendor of linen, a linen-
draper. 

A J ^ y kirbal, A bow for separating 
cotton. 

JW/ hurbdl, Name of a rice-district in 
Persia. 

a gWy kurbdn (for qurban), A sacrifice, a 
ransom. 

karbayit, <_£iWy karbdyish, A veno-
mous kind of lizard. 

A hfa kurbat, Affliction, mental anguish, 
distress ;—karabat, karaba, A water-course 
through a valley; a socket of wood into 
which the head of the principal tent-pole 
is fixed. 

A P yiji kirbiz, hurbuz, A large cucumber. 
y*?y harbas, A large venomous lizard. 

karbasu, barbae a, A poisonous 
lizard. 

u ^ y harbash, A large and poisonous 
lizard. 

harbash-pdya, Name of a plant 
found on the sea-shore. 

harbashu, A large and poisonous 
lizard. 

harbaeha, A lizard. 
A «*TY karbald', Name of a place in Iraq, 

noted for the murder of Husain, son of 
Ali. 

a iyh/ karbald'i, Of or relating to Kar-
bala ; a kind of striped cloth or garment. 

harba, Name of a bird (coracias) ; a 
large kind of venomous lizard;—kurba, A 
shop ; name of an esculent plant. 

kurpd, karpa, Trefoil (see 
kirpds, Pine linen; a shroud. 

j-Ayf karpdeu, "S—^y harpasa, fa^fa kar-
pdshu, harpdska, A sort of poisonous 
lizard. 

e ^ y harpdwdn, A kind of trefoil. 
A SyS" kurat, A globe, a sphere, ball; 

[kura'i aJ>, The water which surrounds the 
earth;—kura'i arz (kkdk), The terrestrial 
globe ;—kura'i lajaward ([wahm-eoz), The 
sky;—tukhmi kura, Tares, darnel;]—kar-
rat, harr a. Once, one time or tu rn ; one 

assault or attack ; a retreat;—ba'ze karra 
(karrat), Several times ;—sad karra (kar-
rat),A hundred times;—har karra (karrai), 
Every time, as often as. 

A 'Sy harratan, Sometimes. 
ct>y kart, The fruit of a certain thorn. 
yja-L. ifyy hart-hart sdkhtan, To lay 

out in beds (m.c.). 
t^fa hartdkh, An important affair pend-

ing. 
kartana, A roost for fowls, 

sA>y kartak, A wooden mallet — k u r t a k , A 
short tunic close to the body like a cuirass, 
with sleeves reaching to the elbows; feathers 
(of ostriches, cranes, or herons) which are 
worn in the head-dress ; a species of sewing 
or embroidery ; a thorny shrub. 

kart ala-, A beardless and perverse 
youth. 

kartana, A spider's web (see 
and A^Jfy"). 

W y kartumd, Name of a Persian sage. 
karta, A piece of ground in tilth or 

tillage; tilled ground, a t i l th; tillage 
ground;—kirta, A camel-thistle or thorn ; 
a kind of shrub of which brooms are 
made; [kirta*i dashti, The bog-rush;]— 
hurta, A tunic, waistcoat, jacket; a long 
loose-skirted under-gowu or shirt; a shirt. 

^ y / kurti, A waistcoat for women, a 
short bodice reaching to the hips, with 
very short, if any sleeves, open under the 
throat ; a soldier's jacket. 

A^yy kart ma, A spider's web; the part 
in which the spider lays her eggs. 

A kars (v.n.), Oppressing, grieving, 
afflicting. 

©y harj, A collar-button; a slit in a gar-
ment ;—kirj , hirij, A slice of a melon ;— 
Mrij, A piece cut out of the collar of a 
garment. 

A z-f haraj (v.n.), Becoming stale and 
mouldy (bread), 

y ^ y harjafu, A quail. 
kurjan, Gristle. 

^jt-fa karaji, A little boat ; a barge; a 
lighter;—karaji 'i duwali, A government 
boat (m,c.). 

a kurraji, A sodomite. 
gfa kurch, karach, A segment, cut, slice. 
A^y kircha,-Cotton, raw-silk put into an 

ink-holder ;~~kureha, A hut of boughs or 
reeds, whence husbandmen watch their 
fields or melon-grounds. 

ifa harkh, A mansion, habitation, turreted 
building; name of a place in Baghdad;— 
karakh, Destitute of feeling, bereft of con-
sciousness, insensible, paralysed, benumbed; 
a place in Turkistan. 

karakht, Insensible, deprived of 
feeling; rigid ; harsh, stern, austere. 

J ^ f a karaihtagi, karakhti. Dry-
ness; austerity; rigidity. 

t f karkh-zard, A pedestrian. 



A kurmat, Icaramat, Liberality, gene-
rosity, magnificence; benignity. 

i j j f s. kirm-khwurda. Worm-eaten. 
kirm-ddna, A species of mezereon; 

myrtle-seed. 
a ftu pjS Jcaran-ski'dr, Endowed with 

generosity, with every honourable quality. 
karmak, A food prepared from 

pulse ;—kirmak, A small worm ; a fire-fly; 
a herb used for washing; an enigma. 

a ft**f karam-kar, Generous, graciouB; 
merciful; benevolent. 

^ I*/" karam-kalld, A cabbage; a dwarf-
cabbage. 

a {ft mS karam kun, Do (me) the favour. 
a karam-gudar, Gracious, dif-

fusive. 
A kirmil, Carmel, in Palestine. 

karmand, Quick, speedy, hasty, ex-
peditious ; haste, expedition; strong, power-
ful. 

J^y £ kar-mosh, A deaf mouse ; a mole; 
a musk-rat. 

-f kur-mekh, A nail having a large 
broad head; a large-he aded peg, pin, or stake. 

{ f t kuran, A dun-coloured horse; (for 
ti)jf q.v.) a troop. 

kamd, The ass-mushroom or fungus ; 
the red gooseberry (probably misreading 
for q.v.); a trumpet (see 

karnatak, The Carnatic. 
f kar-ndma, Example, model, exem-

plar. 
karranay, A kind of trumpet; the 

large brass trumpet which sounds in the 
bass. 

s-Jji" karamb (G. Kpa/x/fy), Cabbage; 
[karambi ruml, A cauliflower;]—kar nab, A 
species of poison for dogs. 

A H-*/ kumub, Beet; a kind of beet. 
M/S karaniba, A dish prepared from cab-

bage ; a carpet;—kurimbd, Name of a car-
penter's tool. 

karantlna, Quarantine (m.c. from 
It. through T.). 

kiranj, kar anj, A sort of date ; poi-
son ; — karinj, kiranj, kurinj, Coriander-
seed ;—kurinj, Bice; black pepper ; silver ; 
a falcon, a hawk. 

jjyT kurinj-khdna, A falconry, a house 
for hawks. 

frjZ karanju, The nightmare. 
<>if kurand, karinda, kuranda, A 

course for racing ; a concourse or circle of 
men; a large circle formed by huntsmen; 
a grey colour in a horse; a dyer's vat; 
name of a river in Loristan;—kurund, 
SJif karinda, kuranda, A sort of brush 
used by weavers in putting their size or 
glue on their yarn. 

kurang, A bay-horse; a place for 
exercising troops ; a ring made by hunters 
or troops; name of a river in Loristan;— 
leurung, A weaver's brush. (See •«/.) 

karangdnl, A species of grape. 
kurangah, A race-ground ; a place 

for reviewing troops; a bay colour; a dyer's 
vat; name of a. river in Loristan;—kurun-
gah, A weaver's brush. 

karna, Name of a village in Badakh-
sh an famous for its pears; (for H. karna) 
name of a kind of citron ;—Icima, A kind 
of thorn eaten by camels; a sort of snake; 
a tick, sheep-louse. 

kurniya, ~ ^tif q.v. 
ft karu, That part of a spider's web in 

which it lays its eggs;—karv, kirav, A 
hollow tooth; broken, rugged; bitter 
lettuce, endive; — kirav, A small ship, 
boat;—kuru, Name of a kinsman of Afra-
siyab (see ^ j / ) . 

karwd, A joining, uniting. 
( ^ f t kar •wan, Name of a plant of an 

exhilarating property; name of a bird of 
the partridge kind. 

karwdnak, A bustard, crane; the 
stone-curlew or bastard floriken. 

A karubl, A cherub. 
(ft* ft karriibiyan (P. pl. of the preceding), 

Angelic ranks, cherubim. 
kurut, Fat. 
karautana, A spider. 

i f t kurukh, Name of a village in Khura-
san. 

oft ft kurukhdn, The brother of PIran, 
son of WIsa. 

karud, kurud, A well so deep that 
it is with difficulty water can be drawn 
from it. 

yft kurur, A crore (in P. = 500,000) ;— 
ba-rdyi du kuror, For a million (m.c.). 

A ft kurur (v.n. of Rushing upon, 
attacking; returning, receding; showing 
kindness, inclining to; (pl. of karr) car-
pets to kneel upon at prayers. 

•ft kuruz, j f t kuruzh, Cheerfulness; song, 
dance; sorrow, distress of mind. 

<j*ft kirwas, kar was, An enigma. 
a J^ft kurush, Tripes. 
A t f t kuru4 (v.n. of £ / ) , Drinking with 

the mouth from a river, &c. (without using 
a vessel or hands). 

a (jji ) / karr-u-farrl, kar-u-farl, Pomp 
and pride, dominion;—kar-u-farl namudan. 
To rule, to dominate (cf. karr u farr 
under A. / ) . 

ft ft karukar, A name of God; a work-
man. 

A i*ft kurum (pl. of karm), Vines. 
y f t kurwan, A dun-coloured horse. ' 
H SJJJ/ karonda, A small acid fruit (Ca-

rissa carandas). 
karunls, Name of an island in 

which Wamiq, the lover of 'Azra, lived. 
6ft karwa, A hollow or rotten tooth;— 

kuroh, A road-measure of about two miles; 
the nest or roost of birds;—karatoa, An 



animal whose bite is said to be worse than 
that of a Berpent. 

a lS)/ kurawi, Spherical, globular. 
*>)) kuru'i zara, Name of a kinsman 

of Afrasiyab (see y f ) . 
a karwiya, Caraway-seeds or plant. 
ytyfa karwiz, karawiz, Speech, reason. 
a &*yfa karwiya, Caraway. 
A &fa karh, Whatever one is compelled by 

another to do reluctantly; — karh, kurh 
(v.n.), Hating, abhorring, holding in abo-
mination ; aversion, detestation, abhorrence; 
trouble, molestation;—karh, karih, Detest-
able, abominable;—kurh, What one forces 
one's self to do reluctantly. 

Ufa kara, Filth, dirt, nastiness; fresh 
butter; the skin of the hands or feet be-
come hard and stiff from labour; a chamber 
in a place of repose for travellers, or a 
school; stale ness, mustiness; mouldiness 
of bread or f ru i t ; a bracelet of gold or 
silver; a clasp; a spider's web where she 
lays her eggs ; a kind of thorn ; name of a 
city ; [kara bar-awardan (bastan, giriftan), 
To contract mould, become mouldy, stale, 
or musty ;]—kura, A cannon-ball; a globe; 
a thiDg spherical; a lock ; a ward of a 
lock ; a smith's forge ; a colt; an element; 
[kura'i ab, The water which surrounds the 
globe ;—kura'i asir, The sky ;—kura'i arz 
(Jchdk), The terrestrial globe ;—kura'i bad, 
The region of wind; — kura'i lajuward 
(wahm-eoz), The sky ;]—kurra, The colt of 
a horse, camel, or ass (one or two years 
old) ; a girth, surcingle, belt; a whip;— 
hurra'i db, A wave;—kurra'i khdr-ddr, A 
particular kind of whip. 

A '\*fa karhan, With difficulty, inconve-
niently. 

te—* *fa kara-basta, Mouldy, musty. 
a fa *>fa kurra-taz, Who knows how to ride 

a young horse ; a skilled horse-breaker. 
& 6 / kara-tan, A spider. 
t ^ *fa kara-chl, A small boat; a barge ; 

a lighter (see <jf**fa)-
(jWsy karaddn, A place for rubbish. 
^Sifa kurragarl, A strapping, a flogging. 
tJjt>fa karhali, Name of a fruit (Hibiscus 

Syriacus ?). 
^U ifa karra-ndy, = ^ fa q.v. 
^g/ kari, Deafness; that part of the 

spider's web where she lays her eggs. 
A J , / kurra, Once, one time; one attack. 
a ijt^fa kiryds, Court or levee of a prince; 

a privy on the roof of a house, having com-
munication with a subterraneous passage. 

Cfafa kiryan, kuryan, Sacrifice, ransom 
(see y^jO ;—kiryan (for A. karyan), Som-
nolent, sleepy. 

ij)fai (kari ba-kurl "deafness together 
with blindness"?), Anything useless or 
valueless. 

ijzififa karltunitan, (in Zand and Pa-
zand) To read. 

&fa karij, &fa kurich, A roof for protect-
ing unthreshed corn from the rain; the 
moulting of bird's feathers;—karij, &=rfa 
kurija, kuricha, A small house ; a hut 
or cottage formed of wood, reeds, and straw 
on the side of a corn-field or melon-ground; 
a box in a theatre (m.c.). 

a $fa karir (v.n. of fa), Returning, re-
ceding ; rushing upon, attacking; showing 
kindness, inclining to ; a rattling noise in 
the throat (from suffocation) ; hoarseness 
(from dust) ; name of a river. 

jifa kurir, An overseer, superintendent. 
y>.fa kariz, kuriz, The moulting of birds; a 

hut built of reeds; a corner;—kuriz, A 
falconry. 

a$fa kuriza, A hut, hovel, shed ; moult-
ing. 

iSftfa kurizi, An old man bent with age 
and infirmities, and in a state of dotage ; a 
falcon moulting in the desert; anything 
given to birds to make them shed their 
feathers. 

i^rifa kiris, Fraud, deceit; flattery. 
&>~ifa kirisa, Fraud, deceit. 
y-V^y kirisidan, To deceive, defraud, 

cheat. 
ad&i/ kireshak, A warrior; a deep hollow 

place, a cavern ; a chick, chicken. 
*s&*Hfa kurishang, A mountain ; a cavern. 
A <j>>fa karis (v.n. of u®/), Mixing soft 

cheese with dates or herbs; a cheese thus 
mixed; cheese. 

&fa kurigh, Flight; moulting of birds. 
ity&ifa kureftan, To flee, escape, retreat. 
(*ifa karim, Name of an ancestor of Rus-

tam-Zal ; name of a city in Karmania (see 
afaafa). 

A f*?,fa karim, Generous, munificent, liberal, 
magnificent, splendid, grand; benevolent, 
kind, courteous, gracious; merciful, for-
giving ; respectable, venerable, reverent; 
high-bred; a religious, God-fearing man; 
a male proper name ; one of the names of 
God ;—karimu 'l-akhldq ('sh-shdn), Most 
generous and noble; — karimu 'n-nafs, 
Noble-minded, of a generous soul;—alldh 
karim, God is bountiful, compassionate, 
merciful. 

a karima, O merciful (God) ! 
yUiy karimdn, The great-great-grand-

father of Rustam-Zal; a city in Karmania. 
a karimdna, Generous; generously. 
A l+ifa karimat, karima (fem. of karim), 

Noble, generous; a princess, lady; the 
eye ; the hand; a verse of the Qur'an (the 
word dyat being understood). 

a t ^ f a karimi, Liberality, bounty, bene-
ficence, grace, &c. 

A karimiyat, Bountifulness. 
f^siyi/fakarinunitan, (in Zand and Pazand) 

To read. 
f ^ f f a karayudiim, Perfidy, breach of 

faith. 



Vjif haryun, Centaury. 
A 4 / harlh, Detestable, abominable, 

offensive; a l ion;—harihu 'sh-shahi, Of 
hideous aspect, deformed ;—harihu 's-saut, 
Of a harsh, repellent voice; — harihu 7-
manzar, Ugly in countenance. 

a ft* foft harih-manzar, Of revolting 
aspect. 

a hura'i, Spherical, globular. 
fi haz, Raw silk ; (for hi az) who or which 

from ; that from ;—haz, haz-a, Name of a 
country in India. 

A fi hazz (v.n.), Contracting (one's steps). 
&i\fi hamba, A cam el-litter for women 

(see 
•tifihazad, hizad, An old, worn-out gar-

ment. 
ftfi huzar, A lancet. 
$ f i huzagh, A herb used in bandaging 

dislocated joints. 
t^fihazan, = hi az an, Who or which 

from that, &c. (comp. 'ft. 
kazangubln, Honey ( = 

q.v.). 
haz&wa, A camel-litter for women. 

hizdyish, huz&yish, Fit, proper, suit-
able ; a goad for driving cattle. 

Wfi hazhdy A gooseberry or bastard 
corinth. 

a *>jrS huzbura, Coriander. 
•sffthazbud, A chief, master of a family. 

hazba, Dregs of oil and the like. 
ft hazd, The loppings of a tree. 
O^lft hazdidan, To lop, clip, trim, 

polish. 
^ f t huzardan, To seek for help or aid, 
t f t huzra, Name of a sweet-scented grass; 

a watered field; irrigation, 
O^ftfi haztarhhun, Pellitory ; dracuncu-

lus. 
£fi huzgh, huzagh, A herb which is ban-

daged round dislocated bones ;—ham ah. A 
kind of medicine. 

y-S-f huzf, hazaf, hasif, Black stuff used 
by goldsmiths ; pitch; silver burnt black. 

hazah, — <£fi q.v. 
hizlih, A knife, penknife, scraper, 

clasp-knife, razor ; the curved point of a 
Bword or dagger. 

I»fi kaxm, A herb growing on banks of 
rivers. 

A |*fi kazm (v.n.), Breaking with the front 
teeth, and extracting the contents to eat 
them ;—hazarn, Shortness and thickness of 
lip (in a horse, &c.) ; shortness of nose or 
fingers; avarice; voraciousness ;—hazim, A 
poltroon, a coward;—huzam, A nightingale; 
a young sparrow; a bird resembling a 
sparrow. 

A t f t ' f i kixmazaj, d f t f kizmazak, The 
berries of the tamarisk; the tamarisk. 

hazan, A catamite; a village where 
many people meet on the day called 
1mhura. 

hazinda, A teazel; a meshy sack. 
aft hazna, hizna, A rock-swallow, nettle-

seed. 
hazangubin, ftfi hazangu, Honey 

(see &*t&\fi). 
^ j f i haznay, Wet, withered (plant in win-

ter). 
ft hazo (for hi az o), Who or which from 

that or him ; that from it or him. 
hazwd, A gooseberry or bastard cur-

rant. 
^ f i hizwdn, Mountain-balm. 
t f t hazugh. The vertebrae in man or 

beast. 
A pft hazuni, A camel toothless from old 

age. 
&fi hazin, (Made) of raw silk ; (for hi az 

In,) who or which from this, &c. (see y ^ ) . 
hazin-farosh, A vendor of raw 

silk. 
'ft hazh (see ^ f , after which also other 

compounds will be found), Crooked, curved, 
distorted ; coarse silk of little value ; [hazh 
bdhhtan, To cheat in a game, to play false ; 
—hazh hardan, To crook, bend, twist;]— 
huzh, The root of a tree, 

kazhdba, A camel-litter in which 
Persian ladies travel; it may be covered or 
open at pleasure; the arched covering of 
cradles, 

^VjS' houhdta, Cod of the silkworm, co-
coon. 

j\fi hazhdr, A strip or piece of anything 
torn off;—huzhar, The crop of a bird. 

Q^ftft hazhdridan, To tear, tear in pieces. 
ft hazh-dghand, fi hazh-dghan-

dish, hazh-dgand, ^mS}fi hazh-agan-
dish, A kind of jerkin, of thick quilted 
cotton or silk, worn in battle instead of 
armour. 

^ f i kazhawa, A litter on a camel's 
back. 

a yW fi kazh-biyan, Giving wrong or per-
verse explanations. 

yrt'fi hazh-bln, Squinting; malignant. 
\ftkazh-pd, Wry-footed, whose foot is 

distorted. 
'ft hazh'tarazu, Who gives false 

weight. 
yys-y fi hazh-tarhhun, Pellitory ; dracun-

culus. 
fi hazh-chashm., Squint-eyed. 

fi hazh-chashmi, Strabismus, squint. 
(j^tU. fi hazh-hhdtirdn, (pl.) Cross-

grained. 
a hazh-khwan, Who reads wrongly. 

hazh-dast, One with a distorted 
hand. 

^^ fi hazh-dil, Ill-natured, perverse. 
p^fi hazh-d.um, A scorpion (crook-tail) ; 

the sign Scorpio;—hazhdumi bahri, Name 
of a dark-coloured fish of the sword-fish 
kind ;—hazhdumi tdsi db-giin (falah, gar-
dfm, mlufari), The sign Scorpio. 



f&fa hazhdum-khwdra, Name of a 
poisonous reptile found in Kbuzistan. 

^fa,* fa kazh-dum-fasdy, Who heals by 
incantation one who is bitten by a scor-
pion. 

Sivfa f j fa kazh-dum-gazida, Bitten by a 
scorpion, 

^Ufoy kazhdunindk, Abounding in scor-
pions. 

kazhduma, A whitlow. 
<Jffa kazkraf, Name of a malodorous herb. 
faij fa Tcazh-raftdr, Walking shamblingly, 

going awry, crooked, in-kneed, 
fa kazh-rang, Whitish-coloured (a 

horse). 
kazh-zakhma, Who strikes the 

wrong note with the plectrum. 
0fS>fa fa kazh-tarkhun, Pellitory ; dracun-

culus. 
kazhghd, fa fa kazhghdv, The raoun-

tain-ox of Tibet with a bushy tail; the 
Bea-ox. 

(jfafa kazhghdn, A cauldron, pot. 
Kjfakuzhf, Burnt silver ; pitch. 
<&'fa kazhak, The iron hook or goad with 

which the motions of the elephant are re-
gulated ; a crooked stick attached to a 
tall post, and provided with balls of gold 
and silver as marks and prizes to archers ; 
a crooked stick to strike kettle-drums; 
any kind of hook or crook ; the wards of a 
lock; the feathers of a duck's tail with 
which women adorn their heads ; an earthen 
jar in which rose-water and dates are kept. 

\S-fa kazhgd, fa'fa kazhgdv, The bushy-tailed 
cow of Tibet; the sea-ox ; also his tail, 

a wfafa kazhmdzun, Name of a medicine. 
'fa kazh-mvzdj, Ill-tempered, crabbed ; 

perverse, 
ytf kazhmazh, Crooked, distorted. 
cfa) yfa kazhmazh-zabdn, A child that 

cannot yet speak plain. 
fa kazh-miydn, Crooked about the 

loins. 
a fa fa kazh-nazar, Squint-eyed. 
Ufa kazhna, A patch. 
tffa kazhur, Zedoary, a Chinese root. 

kazhwand, The wards of a lock. 
ifakazha, A hook or crook; an iron goad for 

elephants ; a curved drum-stick ; shambles ; 
the uvula ; the wards of a lock ; a piece of 
wood so placed as to prevent a lock from 
being opened (cf. ^S"above). 

^fafakazhi, Crookedness, curvature, obli-
quity. 

frfa kazhlgh, Flight, departure. 
pifa kaihlm, tjt.fa kazhln, A quilted jacket 

worr in battle; horse-armour. 
v^J kas, A man, person; one, anyone, 

someone (followed by a negative) nobody ; 
intelligent, learned (persons) ; [kasi khana. 
The master or mistress of a house ; one 
whose lineage is known; a husband (a 
married woman being called khdna) ;—kas 

u ndkas, Everybody, noble and plebeian ; — 
har kas, hama kas, Everybody, all the 
world;]—kits (whence A, kuss), Pudendum 
muliebre ;—kusi kaftdr, (met.) Compassion, 
benevolence, affection ; love;—kusi gurba, 
A small shell used for change ;—kus u kdsa 
dar tabaqi 'irz nihadan, (met.) To disgrace, 
to treat with ignominy;—kus u kun, Yulva 
et anus. 

H y-A kas, A beverage prepared from the 
bark of the Egyptian thorn and sugar. 

*—^ kasd, A sort of coarse woollen cloth. 
A kasdbi, A wolf;—kassdb, (A man) 

who gains much. 
A C^A kusdh, A disease incident to 

camels. 
A kasdd (v.n. of A—S), Not meeting 

with customers; dulness of market, unsale-
ableness, cheapness of merchandize, decline 
of trade ;—kasdd shudan, To become dull, 
&c. ;—kasdd kardan narkh. To lower the 
price or value, to depreciate. 

a ^A-A kas adi, Dulness of market, &c. 
( = ^LA), 

jLA kusdr, (in comp.) Drinking; suffer-
ing, undergoing, as :—mai-kusdr, Drinking 
wine ;—gham-kusdr, Experiencing sorrow. 

A jt—^ kusdr, Chips, fragments ;—kassdr, 
A breaker in pieces. 

A kusdrat, A fragment; a fraction. 
y^faS kusdrdan, To endure ; to drink. 
a.iijLA husaranda, A drinker ; suffering. 
A kasasirat (pi. of kisrd), Chosroes, 

kings of Persia. 
A &L-A kasdfat, Eclipse ; obscuration ; 

sediment. 
A AJL̂S kasdlat, kasala, Heaviness, slow-

ness, gravity; sickness, grief, affliction, 
distress ; embarrassment. 

yLA kasdn (pi. of kas), Men, persons; 
people of distinction, somebodies; servants, 
attendants; \_kasdni digar, Other persons ; 
others ;]—kisdn (for <Ji»fa kirsdn, q.v.), An 
agriculturist. 

kasana, Human, like a mail; hu-
manity. 

a kisd'i, Name of an Arabian gram-
marian. 

A kasb (v.n.)3 G-aining, acquiring, 
earning; gain, acquisition, industry ; art, 
trade, profession, handicraft; prostitution, 
harlotry ; [kasbi fazd'il kardan, To acquire 
excellencies or accomplishments ; —kasbi 
hawd, An airing, a walk for pleasure or 
recreation;]—kisb, Gain, acquisition; — 
kusb, Sediment after oil is extracted, mother 
of oil. 

a kisbat, The case (or the bag) in 
which barbers or sargeons keep their in-
struments ; a bit of leather worn by a 
waterman on his left hip, on which he rests 
the bag containing water. 

a S' kisbat-ndma, A book contain-
ing the histories of barbers or surgeons, 
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with directions for their practice. The 
bihishtis (water-carriers in India) have also 
such a book. 

A busbar, An ivory bracelet. 
husbur, Pitch. 

ij^J,' busbar a, Coriander (see 
a hus-band, A belt, A girth. 

hasaba (pl. of hdsib), Artisans, la-
bourers, tradespeople (m.c.) ; — husba, 
Sesame-grains remaining in the hair-cloth 
after the oil has been expressed, which 
they give to the poor, or as food to buffa-
loes. 

a ^t^S hasbi, An artisan, artificer, trader ; 
a prostitute. 

a jW f hasbl-bdz, A whoremonger. 
a hasbi,-bdzi, Harlotry. 
owU hasbl-fchana, A house of ill-

fame, a brothel. 
Zjift hasparaj, A pearl. 
<A»~£hast, Shameful, dirty, base ; a blue-

ish gem with a tincture of red;—hist (for 
hi ast), Who is he ?—hust, Cauliflower, cab-
bage. 

A .£ hustaj, An armful (of palm-tree 
fibres). 

ha,star, A black-thorn. 
hastal, A beetle, tumble-dung. 

i ^ ^ h u s t a n , To pound ; to s'eize ; to put 
on a girdle. 

husta, Pounded; rice that has been 
separated from the husk by pounding, 
but not cleared from the chaff; shepherds-
staff (a herb). 

hristl, Wrestling; a belt worn by 
the Parsis and Brahmins; also by the 
wrestlers of Khurasan. 

A hust I j (from P. hustl), A girdle. 
iU^S hastlma, A thorny plant of which 

camels are fond. 
y-!*—^ hustln, A girdle. • 
A hash (v.n.), Sweeping (a house 

with a broom) ; brushing the ground 
(wind) ; weakness, impotence ; — hasah 
(v.n.). Having a weakness or lameness in 
the hands or feet;—hasih, One who does 
not give assistance when appealed to. 

hasdd, Cassia of Arabia (see ^.wi"). 
ty s j Itusi dah zan, A pimp; a 

cuckold, a wittol. 
Aj~Zhasr (v.n.), Breaking ; closing the 

wings (as a bird on alighting) ; marking a 
letter with hasrah (7 i) ; a rupture, breach, 
rout; loss, damage; affliction, contrition; 
a fraction in arithmetic; (in India) an 
allowance upon the exchange of rupees ; 
[hasri shdn, A break-down in one's circum-
stances or position;—hasri ghair wajib, An 
improper fraction;—hasri murahhab, A 
mixed number ;~-hasri muzdf, A compound 
fraction ;—hasri mufrad, A simple fraction ; 
—hasri multaff, A complex fraction ;—hasri 
nafs hardan, To mortify the flesh, to 
humble oneself;—hasri wdjib, A proper 

fraction ;—hasr u ziyad, More or less] ;— 
hasr, hisr, The lower flaps of a ten t ; a bone 
with little flesh on i t ; the bone of the fore-
arm ;—hasar, hasir, Trouble which one is 
unable to bear ;—hisar (pl. of hisr at), Frag-
ments, broken pieces ;—husar, High and 
low lands, broken country. 

A hasar at (pl. of hasrat), Breaches ; 
losses. 

a (j^*) hasr-beshl, A fraction more or 
over. 

A hasrat, hasra, The vowel 7 i; one 
fracture affliction; flight, rout (of an ene-
my) ',—hisrat, A fragment, broken piece. 

a hisrawl, ^ ^ hisrl, Royal. 
A Asj—Z hasrd (pl. of haslr), Broken ;— 

hisrd (from P. hhus-rav), Chosroes, Cyrus ; 
an emperor of wide dominions ; name 
given to Noshirwan the Just, or any of the 
kings of Persia. 

husistagl, husista, = 

A hust, Costus (a shrub). 
A has' (v.n.), Striking one upon the 

buttocks with hand or foot ; throwing cold 
water upon a camel's ud<?er to make her 
retain or increase her milk ;—hasa' (has' ?), 
Whiteness about the fetlocks of a horse;— 
husa' (hasa' ?), Name of a tribal branch in 
Taman. 

A has/ (v.n.), Cutting into pieces 
(cloth) ; houghing (a camel) ; causing (an 
eclipse) ; an eclipse; (iu prosody) the sub-
stitution of a quiescent letter for a moved 
one, whereby, e.g. maf'ulatu ( ) 
becomes maf'ulat ( —);—hisf, hisaf 
(pl. of his/at), Segments, sections, parts. 

utU^ hasah, A fricassee of meat; a mag-
pie ; a fragment of brick, or of a broken 
wall. 

hus-habdb, A mode of pimping 
or pandering. 

jjiS" y^S hus-hash, A pimp, contented 
cuckold. 

T hashan (?), A club, a mace. 
a hasgar (for hdsa-gar), A plasterer ; 

a potter. 
husil, imp. of y^as*--^ q.v. 

A J—i hisl, A string hanging from a 
bow for beating cotton ;—hasal(v.n,), Being 
torpid, sluggish ; laziness, indolence ; cow-
ardice; sickness;—hasil, Lazy, slothful, in-
dolent ; languid, ailing ; cowardly ;—hasil 
(hasal) shudan, To be tired, to feel languid 
(m.c.). 

a hasalmand, Languid, aick, re-
laxed. 

a o*3LL~i hasalndh, Cowardly, lazy, slug-
gish. 

A hasm (v.n.), Crumbling (anything 
dry) ; labouring for the sustenance of one's 
family ; kindling (the flame of war). 

Jcasma, A ringlet of hair parted to 



hang over the cheek; an artificial or false 
lock of hair ; a sort of cake;—kasma 
shikastan, To curl the hair, 

glu-i" kasndj, Endive, succory. 
kasandar, kusundar, Mean worth-

less. 
kienak, A grain used to fatten 

cattle. 
o V j ( in the dialect of Shiraz) A 

kind of poisonous wild parsley ( = g^sw^ 
q.v.). 

(^-A kasnl, kisnl, Succory; [kasnl'i talkh. 
Wild succory;]—kisnl, Assafcetida, 

A kiswat, kuswat, A robe, habit, 
dress, apparel; figure, form, manner; a 
mode of dressing;—kiswat burldan, To 
cut out a garment;—Mswati jdn kardan, 
To impart life ; to invest with a property; 
to attribute a special quality Mswati 
kdfuri, (dress of camphor) Snow covering 
the face of the ground. 

a kiswat-dra, Adorned with 
(rich) apparel. 

a ^fasfaS kiswaUgarl, Clothing; (met.) 
translation;—kiswat-garl kardan, To trans-
late. 

kiswad, Harshness, unkind beha-
viour. 

A. kasur, Large-humped (camel) ; or 
one which draws his tail down after cock-
ing i t ; uneven ground;—kusur (v.n. of 
kaer), Clapping the wings when alighting 
or pouncing (a bird) ; (in P.) preserving, 
keeping ; (pi. of kasr) lower parts of tents ; 
portions of the body, or the members ; sides 
of houses ; (pi. of kasrat) fractures, chinks, 
breaches ; fractional parts, fractions; [ku-
suri a'shariya, Decimal fractions;—kusuri 
'am, Common fractions;] (pi. of kisra) 
Ceesars, emperors. 

A kusuf (v.n. of Being ob-
scured, eclipsed; sad (circumstances of a 
man); an eclipse (especially of the sun, 
that of the moon more properly being 
called q.v. p. 461); (pi. of kisfat) 
parts, segments, sections. 

j kas-u-kuy, Who has a family 
and friends;—bl-kasukuy, Friendless, de-
serted. 

kasun, Name of a Magian philoso-
pher. 

kaswa, Name of a village in Syria. 
A-A kasa, Facility, ease. 
(_s—^ kasl, Personality, individuality, 

identity;—kase, One, someone, anyone, a 
certain person; a man of mark or distinc-
tion ;—kase az bahri kas kfiwud-ra na-kushta 
ast, Nobody kills himself for another's 
sake;—kase chand, Some persons ;—kase 
ddnad ki ushtar mi-chardnad, (met.) The 
state of affairs is known only by him 
who suffers from i t ; each one knows 
best how the world deals with him, or 
where the shoe pinches;—kase na-goyad 

dughi man tur sh-ast, (met.) Nobody de-
preciates his own belongings. 

A ^~£kusa (pi. of kuswat, kiswat), Clothes, 
garments. 

A —^ kaslh, kusaih, Infirm in hands or 
feet, lame, unable to move from place to 
place; impotent. 

kuslkjktan, Inaccurate reading for 
q.v. below. 
kaslda, Cassia of Arabia. 

A kaslr, Broken ; routed; broken 
down, poor, needy ;— kusair, Name of a 
mountain at the farthest point of the sea 
of 'Uman. 

H kaseru, The root of Cyperus 
tuber os us. 

a i^s-A kusaira, A small piece of bread. 
kasls, A kind of drug which gives 

a lustre to steel; wine; wine from dates or 
millet. 

t Jcasls, Date-wine ; meat dried 
upon heated stones, reduced to powder, and 
carried as travelling provision; pemmicau; 
broken bread. 

A w^if-A kaslf, Thick, gross, impure; bad, 
wretched;—kaslfu'l-auqdt, Bad or miserable 
in circumstances. 

a kaslfa, Dregs, dross, scoria. 
yyu^-S kaslqnn, A kind of wild lily. 

kusel, A betrothing; the prosecution 
of a journey; a driving away, dismissal. 

£ kaslld, Cassia of Arabia. 
kasaila, A sort of cassia. 

kash, The arm-pit, or that part of the 
side under it (as servants carry their 
master's clothes under the arm); the 
groin; a corner, angle; the breast; the 
planet Saturn ; a running sore in the foot 
of a camel, for which they cauterize the 
feet of healthy camels, to prevent the con-
tagion from spreading; a mode of putting 
the hands to the sides as a mark of re-
spect ; empty; good; beautiful; name of 
a city in Turkistan; (imp, of kashidan in 
comp.) drawing, pulling, carrying, bear-
ing, who draws, a drawer, drainer (such 
compounds will be found in their alpha-
betical order) ; [kashi ran, The groin;—kash 
zadan, To drink; to perform a certain trick 
in wrestling;]—kish, A line drawn through 
a word to erase i t ; (for ki-ash = ki o-rd) 
who to him, &c.;—kish, kish-kish, A word 
announcing the approach of a king or 
great man, that the bystanders may keep 
silence and behave with propriety ; it is 
used likewise at chess when the king re-
ceives a check; also in driving fowls;—hush, 
A male; (imp. of kushtan in comp.) a 
killer, who kills, slays, murders, oppresses, 
as azhdaha-kush, A dragon-killer ;—zabun-
kush, The oppressor of the distressed or 
weak; — safrd'kush, The bile-killer, i.e. 
breakfast; — 'dlam-kush, Destroying the 



world, killing whom he will;—khishmi 
'alam-kush, Fury, universally destructive. 

kasha (from kashldan), Drawing ;— 
kushd (from kushddan), An opener; one 
who opens, solves, loses, reveals, displays ; 
who makes cheerful; who besieges, who 
conquers; — dil-kushd, Heart-expanding, 
exhilarating;—kishwar-kushd, Conquering-
provinces. 

A E ^ kishdh (v.n. 3 of ^ f t ) , Harbouring 
a secret grudge (against another) ; a mark 
branded on the sides of animals. 

JitVAi" kushakhal, A grain for making 
bread. 

kushdd, He opened, displayed, un-
covered ; he exhilarated; he seized; an 
opening, uncovering; disclosure, revelation; 
cheerfulness; expansion; a siege; the 
shooting of an arrow; a move at chess ; 
open, wide ;—khdtir-kushdd, Cheerfulness 
of mind, lightness of heart. 

^S^iS kushddagi, An opening, an aper-
ture; openness, expansion; joy, cheerful-
ness, openness of heart ; siege or taking 
of a town; an area, court; an interstice, 
interval, space between two things;—dar 
kushddagi, Openly, in face of day. 

yolA^ kushddan, To open, disclose, de-
tect, discover, explain, expose (merchandise 
for sale) ; to take (a town), to subdue ; to 
laugh; to polish ; to shoot an arrow ; to 
move at chess. 

<uU kushdd-nama, A royal diploma, 
privilege, or license; a bill of divorce. 

kushdda, Opened, discovered, un-
covered, expanded, detected, revealed, ex-
plained, displayed (goods for sale), dif-
fused, stretched; wide, ample, extensive; 
taken (castle), subjected; glad, cheerful, 
rejoiced, jovial, happy,. f rank; serene, 
clear ; who opens ;—kushdda u bdz, Open 
and thrown back (as a door), displayed ;— 
bazdri kushdda, An open market;—rangi 
kushdda, An open, i.e. clear colour. 

CJI&S kushdda-abru, "With wide eye-
brows, not joined at the nose; of an open 
countenance. 

hushdda-peshani, 
kushada-jabln, cUv fcoLii" kushdda-jandh, 
Having the casements or shutters open 
(window) ; of an open countenance, having 
a broad forehead. 

CJLL̂  kushdda-dast, Open-handed, 
liberal, generous. 

J A BJLiS kushdda-dil, Open-hearted, frank; 
liberal, generous. 

« jLii" kushdda-dill, Openness of heart, 
cheerfulness, hilarity; liberality, generosity, 

YLISJ SJUS kushdda-dahan, Open-mouthed. 
JJ eA&i' kushdda-rav, Straddling (horse) ; 

—kushdda-ru, Of an open, serene counte-
nance. 

^jy uliS kushada-rawl, Straddling gait 

(of a horse, &c.);—kushdda-ruy, Of an 
open, serene countenance. 

CJU^ kushdda-ru I, Openness of coun-
tenance, serenity, brightness of face. 

8JUUS' kushdda-sukhun, Plain-spoken; 
distinct, perspicuous, clear. 

fcjU.S' zA^S kushdda-kushdda, Wide apart, 
apart, aloof, asunder, separately; clearly, 
distinctly, plainly. 

fijUi' kushada-mashrab, Open by 
nature, candid, sincere ; jovial. 

A o W kishdf (v.n. of Taking the 
male (a camel) followed by her foal, and 
thus breeding two years consecutively -, 
being with foal (the same) ;—kashshdf, A 
detector, discoverer, looser, solver, ex-
plainer; title of Zamakhsharis celebrated 
commentary on the Qur 'an; — kashshdfi 
mushkildt, A solver of difficulties ;—sharhi 
kashshdf, A lucid explanation. 

csH.&S' kashdk, Mind, thought, reflection ; 
the suffixed pronouns. 

kash-d-kash, Attraction, allure-
ment; taking,fetching; distraction; orders 
issued in continued succession ; commands 
and prohibitions; perplexity; contention, 
tumult ; war, battle; deep sorrow, intense 
sadness; pleasant and unpleasant. 

kashdkashl dashtan, To 
allure, to attract, to coquet with, &c. (see 
the preceding article). 

A kashdmirat (pl. of kishmlrl), Na-
tives of Kashmir. 

kashdn (part, of kashldan), Drawing, 
attracting; drawn, carried ; a single-posted 
tent; (for kdshdn) name of a country ; (pl. 
of kash) drawing, as :—durdl-kashan (dreg-
drawers), Wine-drinkers, or such as drain 
the bowl;—kushdn (part, of kushtan), Kil-
ling. 

ylii kashdn bar-kashdn, yl 
kashan-kashdn, Attracting violently; drag-
ging along; alluring, ravishing; walking 
leisurely (see ^L iX^) . 

kashdnl, A single-posted tent; 
name of a country; native or inhabitant of 
that country. 

£ kashdnldan, To cause to draw. 
kashdwarz, A husbandman, culti-

vator ; a cultivated field; a sowing; seed-
time. 

<_SjjJ\„£i' hashdwarzl, Cultivation, plough-
ing, farming \—kashdv)arzi namudan, To 
practise agriculture, to cultivate. 

y^AjUii' kushdydnldan, To cause to 
open. 

(jioL^ kushdyish, Aperture, opening, un-
loosing ; clearness, serenity ; cheerfulness, 
hilarity, gaiety ; — kushdyishi roza, The 
breaking of a fast, breakfast. 

s ^U .? kushdyanda, An opener. 
kasht, A herb, red, and resembling 

a thread, which creeps twiningly along the 
ground; very dry and friable; salt, salsu-



kishmar, Name of a village in 
Khurasan, where one of Zoroaster's two 
cypresses formerly grew ; name of a cypress 
planted by Zoroaster; name of a village in 
Turkistan. 

a kishmish, Dried grapes, corinths, 
or currants ; a Bpecies of small grape with-
out stones ; raisins ; the Armenian apricot 
with a bitter kernel; name of a celebrated 
rope-dancer or juggler. 

a kishmishi, Raisin-coloured; like 
a raisin. 

ySX*^ kash-ma-kash, Pulling different 
ways ; orders issued successively; sorrow, 
distress; commands and prohibitions; 
pleasing and displeasing; want, distress; 
—kush-ma-kush, Fear, terror ; the noise of 
combatants (crying, kill! do not kill! &c.). 

AL*-^ kishmand, A sown field (see 

kashmur, Name of a desert; name 
of a place in the desert of Mur. 

kashmlda, A line drawn over writ-
ing to erase i t ; a line ; anything written. 

kashmir, Cashmere. 
a hashmlrl, A Cashmerian, a native 

of Cashmere. 
hashmaihan, Name of a place. 

{^r^ kashan, kashn, kashin, Large, copious, 
ample, much, numerous;—kishn, A lip 
(doubtful word). 

a kashnaj, A species of fungus. 
jztf^s^ kashanjir, = q.y, 
^SAvA^ kushandagl, Slaughter. 
AS-A^ kushand, They kill; = SJUJA kush-

anda, q.v. 
kashanda, A drawer, attracter;— 

hushinda, hushanda, A killer; fatal, mortal. 
laJUAi' kishnak, A kind of black-coloured 

vetch of a fattening quality, which, when 
deprived of its husk, is given to cattle. 

kashang, A large melon or gourd 
flat like a plate; fibres of the palm-tree ; 
a rope made of palm-tree fibres, used by 
weavers. 

AĴ A kashna, A fungus resembling an 
egg; a plant resembling a fungus; a sort 
of medicinal plant; coriander ; thirsty ; 
facility;—kashna, kushnakashana, hush-
ana, Pease, pulse, a vetch. 

kashnl, Squint-eyed (unsupported 
by examples) ;—kashni, kishni, A thick 
forest, a wood, wilderness;—kishni, A 
vetch, pea;—kushnl, A goat. 

ĝ A-fci' kishnlj, Coriander; name of a blue 
flower ;—hishnlji dashti, Mountain-balm. 

ytiAf hishnlz, Coriander. 
hashav, kashau, A tortoise ; the sign 

Cancer ; name of a plant from which ropes 
are made. 

kishwad, Name of a champion in 
the army of Miniichihr. 

ka8hubd, (in Zand and Pazand) A 
bow. 

^ u ^ kash-wd-kash, = ^ ^ q.v. 
x kushus, Dodder ;—kushusi rami, 

Grecian wormwood, species of southern-
wood. 

A kashuh, Name of one of the seven 
swords brought by Bilqis to Solomon;— 
kushuh (pi. of kashh), Hypochondria, sides ; 
waists. 

hashwad, The basest profligacy;— 
kushud, Openness, expansion ; opened, ex-
panded ; open ; (for A. kushus) dodder. 

QjybS kushudan, To open. 
kushuda, Opened ; open ;—kushuda 

shudan, To be opened. 
e-jj-kS" kushiida-shikam, Loose in the 

belly. 
jfaS kishwar (for hisht-war "circumscribed 

by a furrow"), A climate, country, quarter, 
or region of the world, as divided into 
seven climates, each of which is supposed 
to be more immediately dependent on one 
of the planets ; thus, the first climate, i.e. 
Hindustan, is assigned to the planet Sa-
turn ; the second, i.e. China and Khota, to 
Jupiter ; the third, i.e. Turkistan, to Mars; 
the fourth, i.e. I raq and Khurasan, to the 
sun ; the fifth, i.e. Transoxania, to Venus; 
the sixth, i.e. Greece, or the Turkish em-
pire (Rum), to Mercury; and the seventh, 
i.e. the hyperborean regions, to the moou. 

(jl;! kishwar-dray, Empire-adorning. 
jyi^ kishwar-khudd, ^ ^ kish-

loar-khuddy, A king, paramount sovereign. 
^.IA kishwar-kkuda'i, Sovereignty. 

kishwar-kh.idev, A king, sove-
reign. 

^•s kishwar-ddrl, Sovereignty. 
Ui" jfaS kishwar-kushd, A conqueror. 
jjy&Z kishwarz, Great; a great man. 
yVijjjyiA kishwarziyan, Grandees, nobles, 
ybu. ^yA kishwar-satdn, Lii'^^A ki&hwar-

hushd, kishwar-gushdy, j}*^ 
kishwar-glr, A conqueror of kingdoms or 
countries. 

jy&Z kishwar-sitani, kish-
war-kushd'i, kishwar-glri, Con-
quest of provinces. 

A ^iyiS kashilf, A camel having colts two 
following years ; a camel covered although 
in foal;—kushuf (v.n. of <-4^), Scattering, 
dispersing; dispersion. 

yjsiyi.i' kushuftan, To open; to cleave, to 
be burst open ; to scatter, to dissolve; to 
wither, to dry ; to vanish, to disappear, to 
become invisible. 

bj-iA hashuna, (in ancient Persian) A 
bow (see above). 

kasha, A mendicant, poor man ; a 
girth, surcingle, or other fastening for 
saddles or loads ; ease;—kisha, French 
lavender; a line drawn to erase writing; 
—kisha, kusha, A line in general, whether 
drawn on paper, on a wall, or on the 
ground;—kisha kardan, To erase;—kash-



ska, A beast which has thrown bis pact-
saddle. 

hashi, Health, happiness, goodness ; 
drawing; bearing, enduring (in comp.) ;— 
hushi, Killing, slaying (in comp.). 

yl^-yii" hashihhan, A cuckold, a wittol. 
^Va^A.S' kashikhdni, Cuckoldom. 

hash-id (contracted inf. of kashidan), 
Dragging, drawing, &c. (see ( j j ^ ) . 

^fij^&S kashidagi, Stretch ; displeasure. 
qSc&Z kashidan, To draw, extract, attract, 

protract, extend, prolong; to draw lines, 
delineate, paint; to exhaust, draw ou t ; to 
bring, bear, carry; to bring before, pre-
sent ; to withdraw, remove ; to conquer ; 
to support, suffer, endure, put up with ; to 
experience ; to lead, induce; to bind; to 
see ;—dtish kashidan, To light a fire ;—an-
juman kashidan, To gather together an 
assembly ;—andar kashidan, To empty a 
cup; to efface, to erase; to give back; to 
desist; to omit (see also j ^ ) >— 
awdz kashidan, To extend the voice;— 
bdr-gah kashidan, To pitch a tent;—baz 
kashidan, To withdraw ;—bdzdr kashidan, 
To set up a market, to fit out a shop (see 
also under ;—ba-dhan kashidan, To fet-
ter, to put in chains ;—bad-gumdni kashi-
dan, To slander, to cast suspicion upon;— 
bar ddr kashidan, To hang on a gibbet;— 
bazm kashidan, To set out a feast or ban-
quet ;—bi-kash, Take i t ! catch hold of i t ! 
(m.c.) ;—par da kashidan, To draw a veil 
over; to remove a veil;—takht kashidan, 
To erect a throne ;—tir kashidan, To shoot 
an arrow; to be hit by an arrow;—tegh 
kashidan, To draw the sword (see also 
under £*>) ;—jama dar khun kashidan, To 
stain the garment with blood ;—jama dar 
nil kashidan, To dye the garment blue ;— 
chadir dar sar kashidan, To cover one's 
head with a veil;—chih kashid, Where will 
matters come to? what will happen? (see 
also under ;—hisdr kashidan, To erect 
a fortress or castle ; — hikdyat kashidan, 
To draw out a tale; to be lengthy (a 
narrative, &c.) ; — khat kashidan dar, To 
erase, to destroy; to renounce (see also 
under So*-) ;--khwud-rd ( khwudi) kashidan, 
To retire, to withdraw (m.c.);—khaima 
kashidan, To pitch a tent;—dar bar kashi-
dan, To put on (a garment) ; — dar-ham 
kashidan, To contract, draw together, 
wrinkle, shrivel -,—dast kashidan, To with-
draw the hand from, to give over, to 
abandon (m.c.) ;—dair kashidan, To build 
a convent, &c.;—raqam kashidan, To write ; 
—ruy kashidan, To knit the brows, disdain, 
turn away the face ;—zahmat kashidan, To 
take pains, to give one's self the trouble 
(m.c.) ;—zang kashidan, To become rusty ;— 
zahr kashldan,To drink poison;—shddurwan 
kashidan, To spread an awning ;—sharm 
kashidan az, To be ashamed of, &c.;—sham-

sher kashidan, To draw a sword;—saff ka-
shidan, To draw up the battle-line ;—surat 
kashidan, To draw a picture ; to paint ;— 
tughrd kashidan, To draw the royal sign-
manual ;—tindb kashidan, To fasten a rope, 
&c.; — 'aqab kashidan, To recede, move 
back, retrogade (m.c.) ;—*iqdi gatihar ba-
gosh kashidan, To put on ear-rings or pen-
dants ; — 'imdri kashidan, To fasten a 
l i t ter; — f a r s h kashidan, To spread a car-
pet, &c.;—qadd kashidan, To draw one's 
figure up (see also under Jul);—qima kashi-
dan, To hash meat in a particular manner ; 
—kabdb kashidan, To eat roast meat (see 
also under s^W*) ; — kurra kashidan, To 
drop a colt; — Jcashti kashidan, To drive 
a ship;—kamar kashidan, To fasten or 
tighten a girdle, <&c.;—gurusnagi hashidan, 
To suffer hunger;—ndzi kase kashidan, To 
bear up with one's arrogance, <fec.;—nesh 
kashidan, To extract a sting, <&c. 

s.io^S' kashida, Drawn ; extended, length-
ened ; long; shrivelled, wrinkled (face) ; 
disturbed in mind, stupefied, thunder-
struck ; weighed; one who has suffered or 
fel t ; sullen, supercilious ; a kind of needle-
work; a clenched fist ready to strike a 
blow ; high, tall;—kashida shudan, To be 
drawn, extended;—alam kashida, Afflicted, 
pained, distressed;—zari kashida, Gold-
thread ;—simi kashida, Silver-thread. 

^jSn&S kashidani, Fit to be drawn, &c. 
^ Si^S" kashida-abru, One who has dis-

tant or long eye-brows. 
s^JiS kashida-bdld, Tall of stature. 

a j t U a i ^ S hashi da-khatir, Displeased. 
SJ^sS kashida-dozi, A kind of em-

broidery. 
jy a x ^ kashida-ru, Long or wrinkled-

faced. 
lAjj a^Ai' kashida-rish, Long-bearded. 
a j ^ j kashida'Zahar, Long-necked 

(a horse), 
a kashida-qad (qadd), 

kashida-qdmat, Tall of stature, 
a Jac kashida-'aql, A fool. 
fi kashidagar, An embroiderer. 

hashish, A priest, presbyter. 
A hashish (v.n. of <>•£), Making a 

noise (a serpent's skin in motion, i 
q.v., p. 909, being the noise produced by 
the animal itself) ; first brayings of a 
young camel. 

jkashishi, A monastic life, priest-
hood, 

t kishik, A guards-man, a guard;— 
kishih budan, To be on guard; to be in 
attendance; to accompany. 

t hishihchi, A sentinel. 
t hishik-khdna, A guard-house. 
t ciLyi^ hishih-nawis, A clerk of the 

guard. 
a yJLjuaS" hasnisun, The wild egg-plant. 



^CS ( 1036 ) WK 
A j^Slcaslr, Short, dwarfish. 
A (ja-**' leasts (v.n. of <j*Z), Having a 

shrill, small voice; tremor, t rembl ing; 
twisting, writhing, contracting oneself, 
shrinking with fear or fa t igue; thunder ; 
terror. 

A Jeazz (v.n.), Oppressing, indisposing 
(too much meat) ; perplexing, overwhelm-
ing one (business) ; overwhelmed with 
business. 

A feUaS" kazdz, kazdzat (v.n. of !&S), 
Burdening, oppressing, vexing, harassing; 
—kizdz (v.n. 3 of Involving oneself 
in difficulties ; difficulty, trouble, labour; 
enmity, hatred. 

A Î UoS kizdmat, That part of an arrow 
where the feathers are placed; also the 
sinew with which they are bound; the ring 
where the chains meet which support the 
scales of a balance ; a well in communica-
tion with another well. 

A fa kazr (v.n.), Notching the horn of a 
bow to receive the str ing;—kizr, A nerve 
twisted about the notch of an arrow;— 
kuzr, The middle of the collar-bone. 

A kazm (v.n.), Restraining (anger) ; 
shutting (a door) ; damming up (a water-
course) ;—kazam, The mouth ; the throat. 

A f f a kazam, An animal that does not 
chew the cud;—kuzum (v.n. of fA^), Ab-
staining from chewing the cud (camels) ; 
keeping silence. 

a fa^ kazim, Who checks his rage, re-
strains his passion ; afflicted, sorrowful; a 
lock, bolt, bar. 

A fUX ki'dm (v.n. 3 of Muzzling (a 
camel) ; a camel's muzzle ; (pi. of ki'm) 
sheaths; repositories for arms. 

A ka'b (v.n.), Filling (a vessel) ; 
being round and plump (a girl 's ' b reas t ) ; 
the ankle-bone, ankle ; the heel; the top 
of the foot, the instep; a die for playing; 
a cube ; nobility, grandeur, ancestral glory ; 
name of the fathers of two tribes (ka'b bin 
rabl'ah and ka'b bin kildb) ; ["ka'bi piyala, 
The bottom or base of a cup ;—ka'bi gurg, 
A shell which a messenger or express ties 
to his foot, in the belief that, however much 
he runs " like a wolf " (see below), he 
will never get tired;]—ku'b, The breast ; 
(pi. of ka'b) dice. 

A ka'bat, ka'ba, A die or play-bone; 
any square building; the sanctuary of 
Mecca (more fully ka'batu 'lldh) ; [ka'ba'i 
iqbdl, The place to which oue looks for hap-
piness ;—ka'ba'i jdn, Aim or object of one's 
life ;—ka'ba'i jahdn-gard (rah-rav, muhrim-
nishdn), The sun;]—ku'bat, Virginity, 

A ka'batain (obliq. du. of ka'bat 
used as nom.), Two dice; two throws in 
the game nard; the two temples, Mecca 
and Jerusalem ; — ka'bataini kha sam, bdz 
md.lldan, (met.) To thwart an enemy's de-

signs, to vanquish him, to get the better 
of him ;—ka'baiaini qalb, The two ventricles 
of the heart. 

a ka'bada (for ka'b-kada), The site 
of tbe temple of Mecca; a theatre, or any 
place for public spectacles. 

a i-wS" ka'ba, The square temple a t Mecca 
(see'£**s). 

a ^ ka'ba~jo, and— 
a )) ka'ba-rav, ka'ba-rau, A visitor to 

the Ka'aba. 
A ka't, Short-bodied (man). 
A ka'k (for P. kdk), Biscuit, cake 

without milk or butter in it. 
A ka'm (v.n.), Muzzling (a camel); 

stopping (the mouth of a vessel) ; kissing ; 
—ki'm, A sheath, scabbard, repository 
for arms. 

A V Y * ^ ku'ub (v.n. of S - * ^ ) , Having 
swelling breasts (a girl) ; filling a vessel so 
tha t the contents assume a convex surface; 
(pi, of ka'b) ankle-bones ; heels ; cubes. 

A C^-SXI' Jcu'ait, The nightingale. 
AJUS' kagkala, A seed whence oil is 

drawn. 
kaf (S. kapha), Froth, foam, scum, 

soap-suds, spit t le; a small quant i ty ; a 
black tincture with which the eyebrows of 
a bride are dyed; purslain ; (imp. of kafi-
dan) cleave t h o u ; (for A. kaff see next 
article) tbe palm of the hand ; the sole of 
the foot ; [kafi dbglna, The scum or dross 
which floats on the surface of glass when 
in fus ion;—kaf i daryd, Froth of the sea; 
scu t t l e -bone ;—kaf zadan, To foam, to 
froth \—kafi safed, Snow (see also A-A-. ; 
—kaf Icardan, To produce foam or f roth ; to 
eat or drink anything frothy ;'—kafi mis, A 
scoria produced by pouring water on brass 
when in a state of fus ion ; ]—ku f (for A. 
kufu', kuf a, alike, equal. 

A kafi (v.n.), in P. mostly kaf, Pro-
hibiting, restraining, avert ing; abstaining, 
refraining, containing oneself; hemming a 
garment ; being holden or covered (the eye 
so that it cannot see) ; the dropping of the 
seventh letter of the scheme of a metrical 
foot when quiescent, changing fd'ildtun 
(— ) into fd'ilatu (— -•—- — —), 
aud mafa'ilun (— -— —"—) into mafd'llu 
(-— -), in other words the shorten-
ing of the last syllable of the foot; the 
hand ; the palm of the hand ; a handfu l ; 
the foot of a quadruped having toes ;— 
kafi asad, Name of a lierb ;—kafi afsos, 
The hand (wrung in token) of distress;— 
kafi baiza, The white (i.e. miracle-working) 
hand (of Moses) ;—kafi pd, Sole of the 
foo t ;—ka f i pd'i, see below \—kafi 
chandr, Leaf of the plane-tree ;—kafi dast, 
Palm of the hand;—kafi , zi'b, Name of a 
p lan t ;—ka f raftan, To steal, to take fe-
loniously;—kaf zadan, To beat t ime ;—ka f i 



'dyisha (maryam), Name of the root of a 
plant;— kaf yjinncha kardan, To clench the 
fist;—kafi marjdn, A coral-branch ;—hafi 
musd, The (wonder-working) hand of Moses 
(Exod. iv. 6) ;—ba-kaf dwardan, To seize, 
grasp, clutch; to make public dar kaf 
amadan, To come to hand or into posses-
sion;—Hlmi kaf, Chiromancy, palmistry. 

A US' kaf (v.n.), Turning back (any-
thing) ; — k i f , The bed of a river ;—kaf a', 
Recompense, requital; resemblance ;—kifd' 
(v.n. 3 of "US'), Being equal, alike, resem-
bling ; rewarding, requiting, recompensing; 
power; (pl. of leaf?) equals. 

US' kafd, kifd, Adversity, straits, diffi-
culty ; affliction, sickness, disease ; stran-
gulation. 

A SUS kufdt, in P. ^ (pl. of kdfi), Those 
who perform their duties efficiently, capable 
men. 

A jUS" kaffdr, Ungra te fu l ;—kuf fdr (pl. of 
kdfir), Infidels, unbelievers, pagans, idola-
ters ;—ku f fdr i tira-rozgdr, Wicked infidels ; 
—kuffdri khaksdr, Grovelling pagans ;— 
kuffdri dozajch-qarar, Infernal unbelievers. 

A SjUS' kaffdrat( kaffdra, Penitence, pe-
nance, atonement (by alms, fasting, &c.) ; 
construed with dashtan, shikastan, kardan, 
&c.;—kaffdrati zunub, Expiation of sins. 

A ̂ JUS" kafdf, Sufficiency, competency, 
enough (to keep one from begging) ; pit-
tance, daily bread; alike, resembling, equal 
to; [kafdfi nafs, Sufficient for the suste-
nance of life;—wajhi kafdf, A sufficient 
quantity ; ] — k i f a f , Tbe external part of the 
ear; edge, hem; (pl. of kiffat), scales of a 
balance; (pl. of kuffat), hems, borders. 

A &US kafdlat (v.n. of J*S), Becoming 
surety, giving bail; security, bail, respon-
sibility ; a pledge, pawn \—kafdlatu 'l-mal, 
Pecuniary bail;—kafdlat bi 'n-nafs, Per-
sonal security ;~kafdlati jahdz, Bottomry. 

a A-U t&.JUS' kafalat-ndma, A bail-bond. 
iiUS kaf ana,, An abortion, castling. 
yA^US" kaf dni dan, To cleave lengthwise; 

to cut or split open. 
A &US" kifdyat, kifdya (v.n. of (j^), Being 

sufficient, sufficing ; a sufficiency, a supply 
adequate to wants ; ability, capacity, being 
equal to a task competency; gain advan-
tage ; a surplus, savings ; economy, th r i f t ; 
—kifdyat shudan, To be sufficient; to be 
saved, spared; to be accomplished; to be 
successful; — kifdyat kardan, To suffice, 
serve, do; to accomplish ; render accom-
plished, prosperous, or successful;—kifdyat 
kard (mi-kunad), That is sufficient (m.c.). 

aft*. Û JUS" kifdyat-shi'dr, Economical, 
thrifty; distinguished by ability or pru-
dence. 

a <jft& kafdyat-shi'dri, Economy, 
thriftiness, frugality. 

a (^US kifdyati, Abundance, plenty, 

sufficiency, adequacy ; thrifty ; cheap, pur-
chased for less than its value. 

a (job UtS leaf-pa l (kafi pa'i), The basti-
nado ;—kaf-pd'i khwurdan, To receive the 
bastinado;—kaf-pd'i zadan, To inflict the 
bastinado. 

A &S kiffat, kaffat, The basin or scale of 
a balance ;•—kiffat, Anything circular or 
spherical ; the rim (of a drum) ; the gum, 
especially the lower part of i t ; a ditch, a 
poo l ;—kuf fa t , Hem (of a garment) ; bor-
der, list, edge; a crowd (of people), those 
next to one; the net of a hunter or fowler. 

kaft, He burst, he split; he dug ; 
split, cleft; a bursting, splitting, rupture ; 
—kift, The shoulder ;—kuf t , A rupture; a 
fissure ; a breaking, pounding iu pieces ; a 
sprain, a bruise. 

^ kaftcl, Broken, burst. 
jbaS kaftdr, A hyena; (met.) a despoiler 

of the dead. 
Jcaftar, A pigeon. 

t s ^ S kaftari, A weaver's comb. 
^ftaS kaftagi, A split, crack, rent ',-kuf-

tagi, A sprain, a bruise, 
kaftan, To split ; to be divided or 

sp l i t ;—ku f tan ,To beat, bruise, smita; to 
pound; to sprain. 

kaftur, Perseverance in any under-
taking, patience in affliction. 

kafta, Split, burst, cracked; di-
vided; bipartite;—kufta, Sprained ; bruised. 

^ isaS kafta-sum, Cloven-hoofed (opp. 
to nd kafta-sum, Solid-hoofed). 

kafjul, A chopping-block. 
kafch, A skimmer; froth, scum; 

soap-suds; spittle; a curl; the hood of a 
snake. 

•̂ JLyiS kafchdlez, — q.v. 
kafchak, A skimmer ; saddle-flaps. 

J-teiS kafchal, Crupper, haunches of a 
horse. 

<Jt>)> JJS^ kafchal-posh, Rich housings. 
•ftsftkafchalez, A ladle full of holes for 

taking rice out of a pot, a skimmer; the 
dog-fish; a tadpole. 

u^l^.aS' kafchalezak, A little skimmer; a 
tadpole; a small crocodile; a red-tailed 
lizard. 

c^Jl^aS kafchaleza, A small skimmer; a 
tadpole. 

kafchuk, kaf chid, A eaddle-
pillow or cushion; a level, bare, desert 
plain. 

kaf cha, A ladle, spatula, spoon ; a 
skimmer; a curl, a ringlet; a kind of ser-
pent ; the hood of a snake ; an open jacket. 

J y &^hikafcha-nol, Spoonbill (a bird). 
A kafh (v.n.), Revealing, uncovering ; 

looking straight into, or speaking to, one's 
face; kissing; striking with a stick ; check-
ing a horse;—kaf ah (v.n.), Being timid, 
pusillanimous, cowardly. 

<3ft "-AS kaf-dari, Play, trick, sport. 



kaf-dast, The palm of the hand 
(see kafi dast under ;—kaf-clast bar 
kam sudan, To wring the hands ; to rub 
the palm 8. 

A kafr (v.n.), Covering, hiding, con-
cealing, enveloping; relapsing into infi-
delity; unbelief, impiety; a large pitcher (P); 
—kifr, Darkness of the night ',—kufr (v,n.), 
Being unbelieving, impious, ungrateful; 
blasphemy, incredulity, impiety ; infidelity, 
unbelief, ingratitude; pitch; [kufr giriftan, 
To blaspheme;—kufri nafsi-hi, Self-denial;] 
—kafar, An eagle; the spathe of a palm-
flower ; a high mountain ;—kufur (pi. of 
kafur), Infidels ; ungrateful (persons). 

kufrd, Blossoms of the date-tree;— 
kufra, kufrdh, The envelope of the 
flowers of the female palm-tree. 

A kufrdn (v.n. of y>Z), Being un-
grateful to one's Divine Benefactor; ingra-
titude ; unbelief;—kufrdni ni'mat, tin-
thankfulness for benefits received. 

a fa fa kufr-zdr, <fas-~fakufristdn, Abound-
ing in ungratefulness or impiety. 

a v>U» fa kafr-tab, Name of a town be-
tween Ma'ra and Aleppo. 

a US fa kafr-ldsd, Name of a village a 
day's journey distant from Aleppo. 

a ^ f a f a kufr-goy (guy), A blasphemer. 
a ^ f a kufrl, Infidel, pagan ; an unbe-

liever, an idolater, &c. ;—kufarrd, The en-
velope of the flowers of the palm-tree. 

a-a- iJ& kaf-safe.d, (white-hand) Liberal. 
—^ kafasg, — q.v. 

«—65 kaf-sang, (a hand-stone) A stone 
held in the hand with which anything is 
brayed upon a slab ; a muller ; a stone for 
cracking nuts. 

(JJ&kafsh, A shoe, sandal, Blipper, high-
heeled and shod with iron;—kafsh az 
pa afgandan (birun kardan), To take 
off one's shoes;—kafshi dhu, The hoof 
of a deer, &c.;—kafsh td ba-td shudan, 
The shoe of one foot to be interchanged 
with that of the other foot;—kafsh td ba-
td kardan, To interchange the shoes in 
this manner ;—kafsh para kardan, To tear 
one's shoes; (met.) to busy oneself in a 
matter;—kafsh poshldan, To put on one's 
shoes;—kafsh pishi pai o na-mi tawdnad 
guzaslit, He is no match for a thing, he is 
incapable of doing it (phrase used by 
women) ;—kafsh pishi pd'i kase guzdshtan 
(awardan, nihadan), To place the shoes be-
fore one, in order to put them on (the 
business of a servant) ;—kafshi jasta, A 
high-heeled s h o e k a f s h khwdsta-n, (to 
aBk for one's shoes) To set out on a jour-
ney;—kafsh darldan, To tear one's shoes; 
(met) to busy oneself in a matter;— 
kafsh-rd az pay ba-pdyi digar dadan, To 
interchange the shoe of one foot with that 
of the other;—kafsh nihddan (to lay by 
one's shoes), To give over travelling, to 

remain at home ;—kafsh u moza ma-khwah 
(do not ask for shoes and gaiters), Renounce 
travelling, stay at home !—pa tu'i kafshi 
digar kardan, To put on another man's 
shoes, i.e. to poach on his preserves (m.c.). 

(v)̂ ) {J^ kafsh-bdn, Who takes care of 
the shoes, &c. 

i^Ay?. kafsh-posh, (met.) A cheat, a 
cunning or artful person. 

fa (ji-AS" kafsh-dar, ~ yVi (JU& q,y. 
.J^ kafsk-doz, A shoemaker. 

^ kafsh-rubd, A robber of shoes, 
&c. 

^ (jiui' kahh-kan, A place where the 
slippers are pulled off. 

kaf shakl, Name of a wrestling-
trick. 

kafashg, Husks, bran, chaff (also 
used in Turkish along with the synonym 

kapak "bran ," whose outline, read 
kupuk, means "scum." This leads me to 
believe that both tbe Persian and the 
Turkish terms are akin to yiUS', in which 
case g^q .v . above might be considered as 
an intermediate form). 

kafshgar, Dealer in shoes ; a shoe-
maker. 

kafshan, A desert; also ground 
which has formerly been cultivated. 

kaf $Mr, Solder; borax ; lead, tin, 
pewter ;—kafshlr kardan, To solder ;— 
kaf shir giriftan (pazlruftan), To be sol-
dered, closed up, united; to heal. 

UEUS" hafk, Proth, scum; soap-suds; 
spittle ^—kafk bar awardan, To cast up 
scum ; to froth, foam. 

a tAaS kafak (dim. of The part of 
hand or foot that is stained by way of 
ornament. 

«EJka fk -a fgan , Throwing up foam. 
pS .AaS kafk-glr, p^oX kaf-qir, A skimmer, 

spoon, ladle, generally perforated like a 
colander. 

i&fakZ kafgug, An old hat, &c. 
A JiS" kafi (v.n.), Pasting continually; 

being security for another ;—kifl , Alike, 
equal; a part, portion ; the cloth covering 
a camel's hump, on which the rider sits ; 
one who sits badly on a mount ;—kafal, 
The buttocks, the rump, the haunches; 
crupper (of a horse) ; in P. a kind of cloth 
used instead of a saddle ;—kuffal, Sureties, 
bondsmen ; persons who fast continually. 

A OI^ kufald' (pi. of kafil), Securities, 
bails, &c. (see 

a JA^ kafal-posh, A horse-cloth. 
a aVwî  kafal-gdh, Tbe hips, buttocks. 

•fabf kaftez, kafieza, A ladle, skimmer; 
a colander, strainer. 

A kafn (v.n. of ^J^), Spinning ; bury-
ing bread in the ashes (to bake) ; wrapping 
(a corpse) in a winding-sheet; — kafan, 
Crave-cloth, a winding-sheet, a shroud ;— 
kafan bar chob kardan, To demand justice, 
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"to claim one's r ight ;—hafan bar dosh af-
gand, He excused himself, he apologized; 
—Jcafan bar gardan, With a winding-sheet 
round one's neck;—Jcafan para hardan, To 
escape from a great calamity, to recover 
from severe illness;—hafan u ter/h ba-dast 
girifta dmadan, To crave forgiveness from 
a monarch (not from an ordinary person). 

a hafan-dhanj (also hafan-
duzd), A stripper or plunderer of the dead. 

a hafan-dhanji, A stripping of 
the dead;—hafan-dhanjl hardan, To plunder 
or strip the dead of their grave-clothes. 

hafanj, A fish which stimulates to 
venery. 

a Jjo kafan-duzd, A despoiler of the 
dead. 

a jjO f ^ f t hafan-dos, Who sews a shroud. 
a hafni, kaf ani, A dress worn by 

fakirs. 
k hafu , Like, equal; of the same 

tribe or class; tribe, caste, family; brother-
hood. 

A ) f t ha fur, Unthankful ; impious, an 
infidel\—~hufur (v.n. of ft), Being impious, 
ungrateful to one's divine benefactor; im-
piety, infidelity. 

A kafdf (A camel) whose teeth are 
worn to the stump with age;— hufuf (v.n. 
of «-&), Having teeth worn out with age 
(camel); (pl. of haff), palms (of hands); 
hands. 

haff a, hafa, A heap of corn in a barn 
winnowed; ears of wheat or barley not 
threshed or trodden out; a piece of cloth, 
&c., steeped in the juice of poppy and 
twisted into a bundle with others ; smug-
gling (esp. of opium) ; the tray of a pair of 
scales; a tambour de basque ; name of a 
city. 

A hufd, Like, equal; (pl. of hufyat) 
sufficiencies ; victuals, livelihoods ;—haf ly , 
hafi, Sufficient. 

hafydr, Laborious, painstaking in 
praiseworthy deeds. 

A haflh, Alike, equal, resembling; a 
husband; a bed-fellow; an unexpected 
guest. 

yjL& hafidan, To burst, crack, break; to 
foam. 

hafida, Burst, broken, cracked, 
split. 

Jo 8 j ^ k a f i d a - d i l , Heart-broken. 
hafiz, A measure containing about 

64 lbs. in weight (cf. ft* p. 982). 
A J-J^ hafii, A security, surety, cautioner, 

bail; a ransomer; a hostage. 
a f t J-jAS" hafil-hdr, A surety ; a respon-

sible agent. 
kaf in, A thing, matter, business 

hafine'i nisti, A nonentity;—kaftne'i has-
tani, A thing in existence. 

isXS hah, Dry biscuit; name of a sour 
herb; one who adorns himself \—kuk, A 

is 

hen that has left off laying and wants the 
cock; (in T.) the root of grass, &c. 

^ kahd, (in Zand and Pazand) The 
teeth. 

hahcha, Cotton-seed. 
hahrl, Name of a city in Ind ia ; a 

kind of cucumber (Cucumus utilissimus, 
Boxb.). 

fiZ hahizh, hahish, The herb rocket. 
hahmah, A mole or freckle. 

haha, Name of a buffoon who was 
also a stammerer ;—haha, hahl, Human 
excrement (comp. Lat. cacare, and its con-
geners in modern languages). 

JS" hal, A man who has wounds and scars 
on his head and has lost his hair; bald; 
a bald head; baldness; the male of any 
animal; a male buffalo ; [kali dashna-kash, 
One who on the slightest provocation draws 
his dagger;]—hal, hul, Short, defective; 
—hul, Crooked-backed ; bent, curved ; a 
village, hamlet (comp. S. htda). 

A JS* kail (v.n.), Being blunt (a sword); 
dull, dim (sight); slow, stammering (tongue); 
being tired ; heaviness ; a heavy burden ; 
trouble, injustice, oppression; domestics, 
family, household; an orphan; one who 
has neither parent nor child;—hull, All, 
universal, the whole; each ;—kullu anas, 
All men ;—kullu ahid-in, Everyone;—kullu 
shai'in yarja'u Ud asli-hi, Everything re-
turns to its origin. 

A ̂  hala' (v.n. of Abounding in 
green herbage (ground); forage, fodder, 
herbage;-—hild' (v.n.), Guarding; being 
deferred (payment of a debt) ; drawing to 
a close (life) ;—hild (du. of hull), Both;— 
halld, Not at all, not in the least; by no 
means ; certainly, by all means, yes; verily, 
truly. 

Stf hold, A f rog; potash;—hula (for 
kuldh), A hat, &c. (see ;—halla, A cab-
bage ; the head. 

A Se^ hild'at (v.n. of Guarding; 
flogging; being deferred; abounding in 
forage; drawing to a close (life). 

A S ^ haldb, Madness, loss of reason; 
hydrophobia;—hildb (pl. of halb), Dogs; 
name of the father of a tribal branch of 
the Quraish (hildb bin murrah) • also of one 
of the Banu Hawazin (Jcildb bin rabi'ah) ;— 
halldb, A keeper of dogs;—kulldb, A pot-
hook ; a hooked instrument for drawing 
bread from the oven ; a spur. 

t oyXiM halabatun, A kind of needle-work 
or embroidery; gold-thread, lace, galloon. 

kaldba, A raw thread as it is wound 
from the spindle, yarn; a ball of thread, a 
clew, hank, skein ; a reel, wheel for wind-
ing thread on ; (for H. halawd) the band 
rovind an elephant's neck in which the 
driver fixes his feet. 

kaldba-sang, A stone for a 
sling. 
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blackish red raftan, "kashidan, &c.); a 

colour. 
us^ kalaft, The beak of a bird;—kuluf t , 

Bough, uncouth ; thick, thick-set. 
<*£ui.afcAS' kalfakhshang, kalfah-

shang, An icicle. 
kalk, The side under the arm-

pit ;—Icillc, A hollow reed, a kex ;. a pen; 
an arrow; the canine-teeth; a brasier; 
flesh-glue; [kilki khwush-raftdr, An easy-
going pen ;—kilk dar bancin afgandan, To 
prepare for writing, to be ready or about 
to write; — kilki shakar, Sugar-cane ; — 
kilki 'ambar-bar, An odoriferous reed ;—> 
kilki firangi, A pencil, pencil-case, crayon ; 
—kilki kabutar-dwm, A reed-pen mended in 
a manner that the nib resembles the tail of 
a pigeon;]—kulk, The fine wool, combed 
from the root of the hair of a species 
of goat, of which shawls are made; the 
side under the arm-pit;—kalak, A lancet; 
an earthen fire-stove; a concoui'se of 
people; headache; a kind of float for 
passing rivers, constructed of bundles of 
reeds and the like, and a number of in-
flated skins ; ill-omened, unlucky; an owl; 
a pod of cotton not yet ripe ; a young 
he-buffalo; name of a place near Dama-
ghan remarkable for its excellent wheat; 
[kalak bar sari kase bastan, To bring mis-
fortune upon, to afflict;]—kalik, An owl; 
—kilik, Squint-eyed ; the little finger;— 
kulak, A satirical or pungent speech (see 

;—kuluk, Squint-eyed ; gripes, 
Vv kilk'jperd, A scribe, a calligraphist; 

a seller of pens. 
kalkatta, Calcutta, capital of Bengal. 

kalak Jchasp, A crowd of people 
huddled together round a fire in winter; 
poor, indigent. 

yfate kalkaxu, An old broom. 
kal-kal, Vain words, nonsensical 

talk; search, inquiry ; a very acid citron 
or lemon;—kal-kal, kil-kil, kul-kul, Bdel-
lium. 

a kulkulldn, One entrusted with 
the whole economy of a house; a factotum, 
or major domo, 

giiXAS" kalkaldnij, An electuary against 
colic and dysury. 

kulkula, A small kind of hooka. 
kilkilicha, Titillation, tickling. 

f*£iS kalkam, A cleaving, splitting; the 
rainbow ; — kalkam, kxdkum, A balista, 
catapulta. 

kilkank, kilkanak, Purslain. 
kalaki, kalki, A plume worn on the 

head by the youths of Persia in battle and 
on great occasions (see ,_5*^and ^fa^). 

kallds, A boy's spinning-top. 
kulkina, Soft, shaggy silk or velvet. 
kalgi, A plume worn on the head 

(see and o ^ ) -
kalal, A plume worn on the head by 

the Persian youths in battle or on fes-
tivals. 

A fa* kalm (v.n.), Wounding ; a wound; 
—kalim, kilam (pi. of kalimat, kilamat), 
Words. 

faZkalam, A cabbage, cauliflower;—kilim, 
A carpet. 

Ul ikalma, (in Zand or Pazand) A vine. 
A UiS" kullama, As often as, every t ime; 

—kullumd, Whatever. 
A D>UlS" kalimat (pi. of kalimat), Words, 

vocables, discourses, speeches ; — 'ashara 
kalimat, The decalogue. 

iiSX,Wl^ kalmdsang, A sling. 
A kalimat, in P, also kalima, kalma, 

A word, saying, discourse, vocable, part of 
Bpeech ; the Muhammadan confession of 
faith ;—kalimatu 'l-haqq, The word of Ood ; 
—kalimatu 'l-lah, The word of God ; Jesus 
Christ;—kalima ba-kalima, Word for word; 
—kalima'i zabdni, Word of mouth;—ka-
lima'i kufr, Blasphemy, profanity. 

a t̂ frsAS' kalimatain (obi. du. used as 
nom.), The two propositions of the Muham-
madan confession of faith, i.e. " There is no 
god but God, and Muhammad is the 
apostle of God." 

a kul-mujchtari, Pull authority. 
kalmurgji, A species of vulture. 

J&* kal-makal, = J ^ J * kal-kal, q.v. 
kal^vzh, A lizard with a head like a 

serpent. 
a kul-mizan, Grand total. 

kulan, A swelling in the body; a 
wen; elephantiasis ; carded cotton. 

kulumba, Almond-cake ; a ball. 
kilanj, Dirt, filth; vain-glory ; the 

little finger. 
fa^ kilinjdr, A crab, a crayfish. 
fpdS kilanjar, A place and fort in Hindu-

stan. 
halinjari, A kind of black grape; 

—kilanj art, A native of Kilanjar; name ol 
the place itself. 

tA^pA^ kilanjak, The little finger;—kulan 
jak, kilinjak, kulanchak, A crab. 

kaland, kuland, A mattock, a pick-
axe, shovel; a vine-dresser's pruning-hook 
[kaland afgandan, A mode of incantatior 
or vaticination ;] — kuland, A lock, key 
rough, unshaved, unsmoothed; a log fas t 
ened to a dog's neck, 

j^jy jjiS kaland-barddr, kuland-bar dar, A 
pioneer. 

jXiii kalandar, The stocks; bar of a door 
a rough, untrimmed stick; a rough, un 
couth man (whence A. yAi). 

SjAiK kalandara, kulandara, A rough, un 
shaved stick ; a man uncouth in his man 
ners. 

fa jAi kaland-gar, One who uses a pick-axe 
a pioneer. 

kulandan, To shake a garment o 
carpet. 



l^iii Jcalanda, The hopper of a mill, 
t^-wl* kalandl, Hard and rough ground ; 

a pioneer. 
yjjj-iiS" hdandidan, To dig, to excavate. 
eldS" kalink, Squint-eyed ;—kilnak, Pur-

slain ;—kilnak, kilank, A. key-hole ;—kulank 
(S. kurangkara), A crane, heron; a large 
cock ;—kulunk, A pickaxe. 

Mlnakak, Purslain. 
kulankl, Greedy, over-reaching; a 

sort of cock; one who uses a mattock or 
pick-axe. 

kilang, A key-hole;—kulang, A 
crane (see ; a fowl of a large and 
good breed;—kulung, A pick-axe. 

uXkulna, A bird's beak. 
ft kulo, The head man of a ward; the 

judge of a market; the governor of a pro-
vince ; a large buttered cake. 

A *ft kalu', Able to do with very little 
sleep. 

\ f t kalwd, A joining of two things; a 
frog. 

a ft kid-war, With or according to the 
whole assessment. 

\^>ft kulub, A form, model, mould, 
A ^ f t kallub, Forceps, pincers. 
iA>Jtft kulubanda, A head servant. 
mis ft kulotak, kalotak, An implement of 

wood used by fullers and washers of linen. 
iSft kulota, A kind of veil of net-work 

worn by Persian ladies, through which 
may be seen the ornaments or gems of 
their head-dress without distinguishing the 
features; a sort of angular cap wadded 
with cotton worn by children. 

z f t kaluj, Bread which has fallen from 
the wall of the oven into the ashes and 
become baked there ; a hand or foot which 
has lost its fingers or toes by frost ;—kuluj , 
A large round cake ; crumbs. 

$ft kuloch, Exchange, return, requital; 
chewing anything which makes a noise ; 
scranching. 

QA&tft kulockidan, To scranch, to bite or 
chew things which make a noise in masti-
cating, such as biscuits and the like. 

A t f t kuluh (v.n. of f f i ) , Assuming a 
stern countenance; drawing the lips so that 
the teeth appear, grinning. 

t f t kulukh, A clod of earth ; dried clay ; 
an unburnt brick; fragments of an old 
wall, brickbats ; dull, stupid, mean-spirited ; 
—kulukh bar lab zadan (malldan, nihadan), 
To conceal anything; according to others, 
to simulate ignorance;—kulukh dar ab 
afgandan, To be quarrelsome, litigious;— 
kulukhi rdh, A clod met in the road; (met.) 
an obstacle, obstruction. 

tjlS' kulukh-amrud, A hard, insipid 
pear. 

jUrt t f t kulukh-anddz, Apertures in a 
fortified wall, through which stones and 
combustibles are thrown; an embrasure 

(m.c.) ; a sling ; a slinger; a grandchild; 
also— 

AM t f t kulukh-andazan, A festival 
celebrated at the close of the month Sha1-
ban. 

( ^ r t f t kulukh-chinf A heap of collected 
bricks ;—kulukh-chlne kardan, To build up 
such a heap. 

ft) t f t kulukh-zdr, A place abounding in 
clods. 

t f t kaliikh-kob, A clod-crusher; a 
mallet for breaking clods. 

) f t kalur, Gleanings of corn. 
j f t kuluz, Sjjtf kuluza, A cotton-pod. 
<j»ft kidus, A horse white about the 

face, eyes, and muzzle. 
<£ft kalok, A smooth-faced boy ; a grain 

somewhat resembling a French bean ;— 
kulok, Ill-bred, impudent, shameless. 

A kulul (v.n. of ji"), Being dim (the 
sight) ; blunt (a sword). 

A f f t kidum (pl. of halm), Wounds. 
<*ft kalwand, A kind of cucumber ; figs, 

walnuts, or dates strung on a cord; name 
of a mountain. 

kalwanda, A cucumber; a small 
and slender cucumber; a large cucumber 
kept for seed; an unripe melon. 

isft kuloy, = ft q.v. 
•i^iS kalwld, A cooking-pot. 
Mi kala, The face or cheek; the risings 

about the mouth in laughing ; the inside 
of the lips ; a bow; a stitch in sewing; 
the act of stitching; the motion in venery ; 
a trevet; an iron mace ; a city in an island ; 
[kala'i sd'ill, Misfortune,'ill-luck ; a name 
given to the infidels of Hindustan ; crows 
gathered about a carcase ;]—kila, Stitching 
or quilting; name of a city ;—kula, Short, 
defective; a short man;—kulah, A cap, 
tiara, mitre, or fillet; a wriggling motion, 
especially during coitus ; membrum virile ; 
[kulah anddkhtan (bar-anddkhtan). To be 
in high spirits, to shout with joy on ob-
taining the object of one's wishes;—zarrln-
kulahdn, (golden-caps) Certain officers 
about the king of Persia's household that 
wear golden tiaras, chamberlains;]—kalla, 
The head ; the crown or hinder part of the 
head (also kalla'i sar) ; top, summit; faith-
less, insincere, dishonest-; everywhere; 
[kalla zadan, To knock their heads to-
gether, to butt (fighting-rams, m.c.) ;— 
kalla'i sher, A water-tap;—kalla'i qand, A 
sugar-loaf ;—kalla'i ndqus, The upper part 
of a bell;]—killa, The roof of a bouse, or 
anything which answers the purpose of a 
roof; a screen ; a curtain formed into a 
kind of dressing-room for the ladies ; a 
tent, a pavilion ; (construed with bastan 
and zadan) ; [killa'i khazra, The sky;— 
killa'i dukhanl, The sky; a black cloud ; a 
dark night;—killa'i nilufari, The sky;]— 
kullah, The hair of the head, a lock of hair 



tied in a knot; the heel, the protuberant 
joint-bone of the foot and leg;—kulldhi 
mushldn, Curls, ringlets (see ^ 
below). 

t^H ^ kalla-pdcha, Sheep's trotters. 
&1S kalla-pur-bad, A head full of 

air, i.e. arrogant, haughty. 
^ kalla-pur-badi, Arrogance, 

haughtiness. 
kalla-parwdr ()<y* parwar), A kind 

of sweetmeat. 
y> kalla-paz (J^fa farosh), One who 

dresses and sells the head, feet, and tripe 
of cattle. 

\J*)> kalla-posh, A tiara, mitre, or cap, 
a square bonnet worn by young girls. 

iii ~k.glla-khush.lt, Mad, crazy ; sad; 
an opium-eater; a hen's egg which has 
been placed with the head downwards and 
left to dry. 

sif kulah-dar, A conqueror; an abso-
lute sovereign ; proud, haughty, arrogant; 
stubborn. 

isfa M kulah-dari, Sovereignty; obsti-
nacy. 

faj iiS kalla-daraz, Noisy, clamorous; 
long-tongued ; abusive ; a brawler. 

Ali" kalla-dardzi, Clamour, noisiness, 
turbulence ; abuse. 

kalahri, A squirrel, 
fijj killa-zada, kulah-zada (?), A throne 

with a canopy. 
O) kalla-zan, A boaster, swaggerer. 

AS kalla-zani, Boasting, swaggering, 
dli" kalla-surkh. Bed-headed. 

a kulah-shajard, ska jar a, 
Succession and property of a saint, fakir, 
&c. 

fa kalla-kar, Clamorous, noisy, tu-
multuous. 

kulah-gosha, The corner of a cap; 
—kulah-gosha!i mulk, A king's son, prince. 

qU-A y kulah-gosha bar asman, 
High rank, exaltation, dignity. 

pS kulah-gir, A catamite. 
A fa^ kullu-hum, All of them, the whole. 
^ ^ X ^ kullah-mushkin, A lock, a 

ringlet. 
fa* AS" kalla-manar, A pillar or turret on 

which the heads of robbers and highway-
men were exposed as a warning to others. 

fai Ai' killa-nigdr, A carpet-spreader, 
(= farr ash, q.v.). 

A kaly (v.n.), Striking the reins or 
kidneys;—kila (v.n.), Being hurt in the 
kidneys ;—kuld (pi. of kulyat), Kidneys; 
sides of rivers ; lower parts of clouds. 

^ kali, An eruption on the head which 
children are subject to;—kuli, A tambou-
rine ; a large cake ; a small kind of fish 
which stimulates to venery; anything which 
eatB or corrodes (as rust, the moth, leprosy, 
or gangrene); rustic, rural ; a country 
life j—kule, One village. 

a ^ kulli, Universal, total, all, every 
ihtimali kulli, Every probability ;—bct-fciiZlt, 
Altogether, in all; generally. 

kilyd, A plant used by soap-boilers, 
potash ; (in Zand and Pazand) a sheep. 

A kulyat (pi. of kulyat), Reins, 
kidneys:—kulliydt (pi. of kulliyat), All, 
everyone, everything ; the whole work of an 
author (as kulliyati sa'di " the collected 
works of Sa'di"). 

y-ljdi' kilyd8, The door or entrance to 
a house; a privy on the roof of a house. 

kilydni, Gum-ammoniac, galbanum, 
assafcetida. 

lfate kaly awa, Deaf. 
A s-A^ kalib, A pack of dogs. 
A kulyat, A kidney ; the curved part 

of a bow between the handle and the ex-
tremes ; the lower part of a cloud ;—kulliyat 
(fem. of kulliy), All ; universality, 
totality, the whole, the total. 

gAi" kalij, Vain, proud ; dirt, filth ;— 
kilej, A horse whose hind legs are crooked ; 
—hulij, Bread which, having fallen from 
the side of the oven (the ovens in Asia are 
often mere holes in the ground), has been 
baked in the aBhes; a large cake. 

kalich, Pus ; dirt, filth. 
kalicha, A wooden bolt or key ;— 

kulicha, The disc or body of the sun or 
moon; a small buttered loaf; a splendid 
garment closely sewed ; stitched, quilted; 
—kulicha'i sim, Pull moon. 

j> ijteA^ kulicha-paz, A maker of cakes, a 
pastry-cook. 

^ kalid, lalid (G. KX«IS), A key ; an in-
dex; a ploughshare ;—kalidu 'l-balir, Key of 
the sea, name of one of the outskirts of Con-
stantinople (m.c.) ;—kalidi imdn (bihisht), 
A testimony, attestation, confession of faith; 
—kalidi sipihr, The moon ;—kalidi ghalat, A 
key which opens several doors, a master-
key ;—kalidi *aqd, Who has the power of 
binding and loosing ;—kalidi ganji hakim, 
The sentence bi' smi'-llahi* r-rahmani'r-
rahim, " in the name of the most merciful 
God " ;—kalidi waqt u sd'at, The hands of 
a time-piece. 

kaliddn, A lock, stocks, or any-
thing similar by which a number of people 
are confined by the feet;—kiliddn, A lock, 
bolt, bar, 

kilidana, A lock, bolt, bar, 
gti kalid-pech, A manner of folding 

a letter or note in the shape of a key. 
y j ĵ AS" kalid-dar, Who is entrusted with 

the key of an office or work-shop. 
(jW kalid-ddn, kilid-dan, ~ ylA-li" 

q.v. 
y-X kaliz, A bee. 

kalizddn, A bee-hive. 
zfaZ kaliza, kalizha, A cup for water, 

an ewer. 



jtyi ft kam-dwdx, "Who speaks in a sub-
dued voice ; who speaks little. 

a kam'ah, A white mushroom like 
an egg; a toadstool, puff, devil's snuff-box; 
a truffle. 

AAUZkumaha, An amulet, anything worn 
on the arm as a preservative from fascina-
tion. 

a (J&Uf kamd-hiya, As it is ; true 
state. 

himdy, Name of a very malodorous 
herb; name of a champion of Iran. 

kamdyish, Affairs, business; the 
management of affairs. 

tfJyW* Icumdyulc, Old clothes sewed to-
gether, on which bread is laid to be baked 
in the oven. 

ft** kambar, A rope made of the fibres 
of the palm or cocoa-nut tree. 

ft kam-bahM, An unlucky wight; a 
wretch. 

cjsfc. ft kam-bakMi, Adversity, misfor-
tune. 

^ ft kam-bar, A division of the suit at 
cards. 

a J** ft kam-baghal, With few followers 
or attendants. 

a us îU) ft kam-bazd'at (bizd'at), Poor, 
possessed of little capital; scantiness of 
means. 

ft kam-budagi, Want of wisdom, 
foolishness; (better gum-budagi) per-
plexity, helplessness. 

kam-bahd, Low-priced, worthless. 
cAet ft kam-besh, Less or more. 

kam-pd, Of short duration; frail, 
transient. 

^L**" kam-pdy, Shortness of duration; 
instability ; remissness, backwardness. 

i^L^S kam-pdy a, Mean, of low degree. 
yt^ kam-pir, A feeble old man, a dotard. 
A kummat, kumma, A round cap. 

kamtar, Less, least; smaller; meaner, 
baser, viler, more contemptible ; lower, in-
ferior ;—kamtar yaftan, Not to find ;—man 
faqiri kamtar, I , a poor, low man. 

UMyui" kamtar-ashnd, Little versed, un-
skilled. 

ftk jA+f kamtar-gfaubdr, The least dust. 
^ji+S kamtarin, ^f^kamtarina, Least; 

very small; most vile, despicable, infa-
mous, defective, or insignificant; the 
rabble; — kamtarin banda, (Your) most 
humble or obedient servant (m.c.). 

a ft kam-tawajjuki, Inattention, 
inadvertence, carelessness. 

a ft kam-jussa, Small-made (m.c.). 
a vV*" ft kam-jawdb, Who answers little 

or nothing. 
a ft kam-jur'at. Devoid of courage, 

cowardly. 
kamcha, (in Zand or Pazand) A 

locust. 
A tftkamfr (v.n.), Checking (a horse). 

a Uyv ft kam-harf, Of few words ; taci-
turn. 

a UĴ W ft kam-harakat, Indolent, lazy. 
a ( j ^ f t ft kam-hurmati namudan, 

To disparage, to show little respect or re-
verence. 

a ftkam-hausala, Unaspiring, unam-
bitious; poor-spirited, not high-stomached; 
lack of intelligence (m.c.). 

a u^cAp* ft kamhaisiyat, Of small means, 
of low condition; common; mean, beg-
garly. 

A ( f t kamkh (v.n.), Pulling the bridle 
and checking (a horse) ; turning up the 
nose, being supercilious, proud, haughty. 

kamkhd, Damask silk of one colour; 
—kimkhd, Damask silk of different colours. 

kamkhab. An embroidered gar-
ment of one colour ;—kimTchdb, An embroi-
dered cloth of divers colours. 

U-fcS" kimkha-bdfi A satin-weaver. 
Vat̂ S kimkhd-bdfi, Satin-weaving, 

e^at^i" kumakht, (in Zand and Pazand) 
Mixed. 

a sy5- ft kam-kharch, Parsimonious;—• 
kam-Jcarchi bdld-nishin, Applied to any-
thing of good quality purchased cheaply; 
at small expense living in good style. 

a (je-/*- ft kam-kharchi, Parsimony ; eco-
nomy ; penury. 

^ f t ft kam-khir ad, Unwise, ignorant, 
foolish. 

^Oji. ft kam-khiradi, Stupidity, foolish-
ness. 

ft kam-khwab, One who sleeps 
little ; brocade (see 

^ j i ft kam-khwdbi, Want of sleep, 
sleeplessness, insomnia; brocaded, embroi-
dered. 

ft kam-khwdr, A little eater. 
ft kam-khwdragi, Abstemiousness, 

jys. ft kam-khwur, Abstemious, eating 
little. 

^JU4- ft kam-khwurdk, A little eater. 
kam-khwuri. Abstemiousness. 

a ft kam-khair. Good for little or 
nothing. 

A •uSkamd (v.n.), Beating (a garment) ; 
—kamd, kamad, Change of colour; exces-
sive grief, inward pain or sorrow;—kamad 
(v.n.), Being afflicted, vexed* anxious;— 
kamid, Sad, sorrowful; one who conceals 
his grief. 

a cwU ft kam-zdt, Low-bred, of low caste. 
a ftkam-zati,Low extraction; base-

ness. 
a ft kam-zihn, Forgetful ; without 

mental power or abilities. 
A kamr (v.n.), Excelling anyone in 

the size of the glans penis ;—kimr, A date 
which has fallen to the ground and is very 
s o f t ; — k a m a r (pl. of kamarat), Glandea 
penum. 

ft kamar (Z. kamara), The middle of 



anything, the waist, loins ; a girdle, zone, 
belt; the middle of a mountain; the flank 
of an army; an arch, cupola, dome, arched 
bridge; rocks tumbled from a mountain, 
especially when presenting an arched ap-
pearance ; height; an apartment open in 
front; a fold, enclosure for c a t t l e k a m a r 
az miydni Tease gushddan, To depose one 
from office ;—hamari dftab, A line passing 
the sun's centre; a mountain; also the 
hollows or caverns in it;—kamar bakhtan, 
To be unable to bear a burden •,—kamar 
bdz hardan, = kamar gushddan, q.v. below ; 
—kamar bar kamar, Height above height; 
—kamar bar miydn bastan (zadan), To gird 
oneself, to put on a belt;—kamar bastan, 
To put round the waist; to fasten the 
belt, tie the girdle; (met.) to prepare for 
action, to engage heart and soul in busi-
ness ; to choose; to be opposite, over 
against (an enemy) ;—kamar bastani db, 
The freezing of water;—kamar tang bas-
tan, To tighten the belt kamari khanjar 
{sham,shir), Belt for a dagger (or sword) ; 
—kamar dar kamar, In closest companion-
ship ; — kamar duzdldan, To refuse ser-
vice, to disobey;—kamari rustam, The 
rainbow;—kamari sang, The middle of a 
rock or Btone;—kamar sikh kardan, To 
make the belt straight, (met.) to take a 
little rest;—kamari koh, The middle of a 
mountain; the world-illuminating sun ; 
the fourth heaven ; Jesus Christ; the hea-
venly temple, i.e. Mecca, being built in 
imitation of the vault of heaven ;—kamar 
kushddan (gushddan), To abandon, design, 
give up, desist; to wait; to turn away the 
eyes ;—kamar kashidan, To draw the belt 
tight in order to strive for the attainment 
of a desired object, or of something still 
more valuable (as : bar kuldhi Faridun, in 
order to gain or eclipse the crown of Fari-
dun) —kamari wahdat, A belt worn by 
dervishes ;—kamari haft chashma, A girdle 
or belt adorned with seven gems;—kamari 
hilal-paikar, A waist like the new moon, 
i.e. extremely slender. 

kamrd, A tower or lofty archway ; a 
high wall; a sheepfold; the string worn 
by the followers of Zoroaster. 

kam-rdh, (A horse) Blow-paced, 
sluggish. 

fa kamar-bast, Bravery ( = fa 
q.v.). 

kamar-basta, Beady, prepared; a 
servant;—kamar-basta'i 'ubudiyat, Atten-
tive in serving. 

Mj j+f ka.mar-band, A waistband, sash, 
belt, girdle, zone; alerfc, ready for battle, 
prepared, armed ; a servant. 

JJSJUI fa kamar-bandagl, A girding of 
the waist, a readiness for service. 

^JUJ fa kamar-bandl, Armament, prepa-
ration for battle ; readiness for service. 

fa j+X kamar-dar, A servant, serving-
man. 

J \ j j fa kamar-duwal, A leathern belt. 
V^fa kamardun, The rainbow. 

kamar-chin, A garment loose 
about the chest; the bosom of a dress. 

fa kamar-rafcht, An ornamented 
bridle. 

s-^j fa kamar-zeb, What serves as an 
adornment of the belt or of the waist. 

fa fa kamar-saz, A horse-belt or girth; 
a maker of girdles; a clasp, buckle. 

a fS kam-rasm, LOBS usual; in little 
use. 

fa kamar-farosh, A seller of belts 
and girdles. 

H kamrak (S. karmaraka), Aver-
rhoa carambola. 

(jSA fa kamar-kash, A hero, a brave 
man. 

jjfLisS" fa kamar-kushd'i, Un girding the 
loins ; an exaction made by peons placed 
in restraint over anyone for permission to 
pull off his clothes and perform the ordi-
nary functions of life. 

$$ fa kamar-gdh, The place where the 
belt is put, the waist. 

fa kam-rang, Pale, faint-coloured. 
fS kam-rangt, Paleness, faintness or 

lack of colour. 
Sĵ S" kamra, Dung. 
jy fS kam-rav, kam-rau, Slow-paced 

(horse) ;—kam-ru, Lacking beauty, plain, 
ill-favoured ; ugly ; timid, cowardly, des-
picable. 

^ f a kamrl, kamari, (A horse) weak in 
the loins ; bent; giving way under burden. 

kamriya, (in Zand) Moonlight. 
. 

a bow, sword, &c.). 
yVjj kam-zaban, Weak of tongue ; re-

served, taciturn. 
^ b j fa kam zabdni, Reserve in speech, 

taciturnity. 
Q^fa kam-zadan, To diminish. 

kam-zada, One who always throws 
low at dice; a hypocrite; an infidel; per-
verse, untoward, miserable ;—kam-zada'i 
chand, Unbelievers, hypocrites. 

<y> fa kam-zan, A low thrower at dice; 
unfortunate ; one who does not entertain 
too high notions of his own excellence; a 
prudent manager, 

jjj fS kam-zor, Weak, powerless, feeble. 
fa kam-zorl, Weakness, feebleness. 

a f t kam-ziyad, More or less (see 
kam u ziydd under 

JL. fa kam-sal, Young, juvenile. 
^SU ^ kam-sdll, Tender age, youth; 

minority, nonage. 
o — k a m a s t , It is little ; a kind of stone 

of little value ; a low, ignorant fellow; a 
kind of cup. 

fS kam-sukhun, Taciturn, of few 

fa kam-zar, What adorns the belt (as 



words; unable to speak from emotion, 
grief, &c.; unhappy, unfortunate. 

&ft ft kam-sufra, One who keeps a poor 
table. 

kamask, Milk and butter-milk 
mixed together, called by the Arabs shiraz. 

a (j— ft kam-sinn, Of fewi.e, tender years, 
young. 

a ft kam-sinni, = J L . ft q.v. 
a ft kam-suwdl, Who asks little or 

nothing (opp. to ^ q . v . ) . 
A y ^ kamsh (v.n,), Lopping (the extre-

mities ; being spent (provisions); swift, 
quick, penetrating (man), 

a ft kam-shdn, Humble, unassuming. 
BJA ft kam-shuda, Lost. 
a j* ft kam-shar, Well-disposed, good-

natured. 
a t /* ft kam-sharh, Low wages ; (adv.) at 

a low rate, on moderate terms. 
ft kam-sharm, Shameless, immo-

dest. 
a ft kam-shauq, Indifferent. 

ft kam-shir, Giving little milk. 
a^o ft kam-sald [initial words of the 

mnemonic verse kam said au hatun la-hu 
(scan la-hit) dar sa', harfi manqut-ash-rd 
(scan manqutshi-ra) ba-jdyash eta'J, A 
method of transmuting words, so as to form 
a cypher-writing and cant language, mostly 
meaningless, sometimes mystical, and en-
tirely unintelligible to all who do not pos-
sess the key. I t consists in the interchange 
of the letters <sJ with f (expressed by ft kam, 
and so on in the other instances, <j> with i 
(lam-alif), \ with c with U, J with 8, 
o with j , and with £ , while all pointed 
letters remain unaltered. The word , 
written according to this rule, becomes 

, ft) (union with the beloved) be-
comes BST (God). 

a ft kam-td'at, Disobedient. 
a C^ ft kam-tdli', Ill-starred, unlucky, 

unfortunate. 
a U^t ft kam-zarf , Shallow ; stupid, silly, 

witless; ignoble, vile ; according to others 
unable to eat or drink much. 

a ft kam-zarfi, Shallowness; wit-
lessness, silliness, stupidity; baseness, 
meanness. 

A kam' (v.n.), Cutting off (the feet) ; 
going into; plunging the head (into water); 
going slowly (a horse);—kim', A tunic, 
garment; brink (of a river) ; a bedfellow; 
a house, mansion, home;—kama', The joint 
of the thigh ;—kami', Weak ; at every-
body's beck and call, 

a ft kam-'adad, Deficient in number, 
small in quantity. 

a u t y ft kam-'arz, Narrow. 
a Ja* ft kam-'aql, Of feeble understand-

ing or intellect; ignorant, fatuous, foolish. 
a f f t z ft kam-'aqli, Want of intellect, 

stupidity, fatuity. 

( 1050 ) ^ 
a ft kam-lumr, Short-lived; = f 

q.v. 
a cjr** ft kam-umri, Shortness of life, 

= ft q.v. 
a ft* ^ kam-'iyar, Below standard, al-

loyed. 
a ft kam-firdgki, Want of leisure 

or ease. 
a o ^ y ft kam-fursaii, Want of oppor-

tunity. 
ft kam-farosh, A seller of short 

weight. 
a ^ ft kam-fahm, Stupid, &c. ( = J t e ft 

q.v.). 
® ft kam-fahml, = ft q.v. 
a jJJ ft kam-qadr, Worthless. 
a isft ft kam-qadri, Worthlessness; de-

cline, deterioration, degradation, 
a ft kam-qadam, Slow-paced. 
a ft kam-quwai, Feeble, powerless. 
a Jtf ft karii-quwati, Weakness, power-

lessness, inability. 
a vt^*.ft kam-qlmat, Low-priced. 

kumak, A corps of auxiliaries. 
ft ft kam-kdr, Inexperienced in busi-

ness. 
ft kam-kdsa, pl. ft kam-kd-

sagdn, Niggardly, sordid; mean-spirited. 
(jAfcVS" ft kam-kashti, Shameful; disgrace. 
A kamkdm, Compressed, squat; 

tears or gum of a tree found in the hilly 
parts of Yaman. 

ft** kam-kam, Little by little;—kum-
kum, A tankard ; a quicksand ; saffron;—• 
also kumkumi dftdb, The noise made in 
counting out gold ;—also kumkumi niqdb, 
The noise made in digging a well or mine. 

kumahi, Auxiliary. 
ft£ ft kam-guftar, Of few words, taci-

turn. 
/ ft kam-go (^ft goy), Taciturn, speak-

ing little. 
ft kam-gosht, Lean. 

ft kam-go'i, Reserve, taciturnity. 
A Jw kamal-an, Altogether, wholly, en-

tirely;—kumald' (pl. of kamll), The per-
fect. 

(jVXUS" kamalkdn, A streamlet; a water-
drop. 

A ^ft* kumlul, A kind of wild pot-herb ; 
a desert. 

kamla, A kind of blanket ing— 
kumla, Foolish, ignorant, stupid. 

tft* kamll, A very coarse woollen dress 
worn by the poor. 

ifti^" ft kam-mdyagl, Smallness of capi-
tal. 

ft kam-mdya, Ill-provided or stocked. 
a tftz*** ft kam-mihnatl, Indolence. 
A &++* kimamat (pl. of kumm), Sleeves. 
ftu* kam-ndm, Unknown ; anonymous j 

of little repute. 
ft kam-ndmi. Obscure reputation. 
kamanja, A sort of violin. 



kamand, A halter, noose, Bnare, 
lasso; slip-knot; a scaliiig-ladder; a lock 
of hair;—kamand anddkhtan, To throw a 
noose, to catch any fugitive man or animal; 
—kamand halqa kardan, (met.) To prepare 
for the hunt or battle;—kamand kardan, 
To scale a wall;—kamand-am bi-yandakht. 
He caught me in his lasso;—dar kamand 
kardan, To catch in a noose or toil. (The 
word is moreover construed with the verbs 
bar-chidan, para kardan, pechidan, gusaetan, 
gushddan, &c.). 

kamand-afgan, jWl <a+Zkamand-
andaz, Who throws the lasso, &c. 

kamand-afgani, ^ ^ ka-
mand-anddzi, The art of throwing the lasso. 

a fS kam-nasib, Unfortunate, luck-
less. 

a fS kam-nasibi, Misfortune, ill-
luck. 

a fa kam-nazar, Dim or weak-sighted. 
fa kam-nigdh, Dim-sighted ; inatten-

tive, neglectful. 
^ ^ fS kam-nigahl, Inattention, neg-

lect, disregard, coldness. 
a fa kam-nur, Dim-sighted, nearly 

blind (m.c.). 
tf^i f»S kam-nait (probably for P. kamdn 

"bow" -j- S. netd "owner") , An archer, 
f>S kam-naitl, Archery. 

fr fS kam-waz, Gently blowing (a breeze). 
A kamun, A camel which does not 

whisk her tail when covered or in foal;— 
kumun (v.n. of Lurking, lying hid or 
in ambush ; an ambuscade ; — kammun, 
Cummin-seed; —- kammuni armanl, Cara-
ways ;—kammuni habashi, A sort of cori-
ander ;—kammuni halw, Aniseed. 

tyj*^ kumun-ha, The men of the Com-
mune, the Communists (m.c.). 

A i^fa^ kammuni, A medicine in which 
cummin-seed is mixed; dressed with 
cummin. 

kama, A scolopendra; according to 
others a fillet, hat, mitre. 

A kumh, Name of a fish;—kam ah 
(v.n.), Being blind from birth ; suffering 
from dimness of sight; being dark (day) ; 
being ignorant of; losing one's reason. 

kamuhrl, A kind of grape. 
a kam-himmat, Unambitious; 

mean-spirited. 
a kam-himmatl, Want of ambi-

tion or spirit; meanness. 
kami, Smallness, deficiency, paucity, 

loss ; abatement; lurking-place, ambush; 
a horoscope ;—kami kardan, To be scanty 
or deficient. 

a kami, Armed, a mailed warrior ; 
bold, brave ;—kammi, How much ? 

vW-*^ kam-yab, Bare, difficult to be found. 
ham-yabi, Rarity, scarcity. 

ifa^irt kami-be8hl, An abstract account 
of the increase and decrease of the rental 

of each individual in a village (a revenue-
term in India). 

A kammiyat, Quantity ; form; num-
ber ; value. 

A kumait, A bay horse with a black 
tail and mane ; wine of a deep red colour; 
—kumaiti ahamm, Dark chesnut or bay ;— 
kumaiti mudammd, Bright chesnut; name 
of a poet;—kumaiti nishdt, Red wine. 

kamecha, A small bow; a harp, 
lu te ; a fire-fly. 

w^sfc***' kumikht, (in Zand) Mixed to-
gether. 

A .J**^ kamid, Sad, sorrowful, one who 
conceals his grief. 

y J ^ kamidan, To grow less, be dimi-
nished ; to rise in the scale; to suck. 

kumlz, kimiz, Urine; dung, ordure ;— 
kumlz ba-shitab, Diabetes;—kumlz kardan 
(anddkhtan), To urine, stale ;—kumizi mun-
jamid, Gravel or stone in the bladder. 

CjUy,-*^kumizddn, The bladder; a cham-
ber-pot. 

(jSuijf)*-*^ kumiz-giriftagi, Strangury. 
AAifa fa* kumiz-girifta, Strangurious. 

kumizidan, To make water, urine, 
stale. 

kamlzha, A bay-horse with a black 
tai l ; a herb growing between trefoil, 
(Doubtful.) 

kamin, Deficient, defective; meaner, 
baser; a menial servant, a menial; the 
little finger. 

A kamin, An ambush, lurking-place 
where anyone can make observation with-
out being seen; liers in wait; an entering 
into an affair which one does not under-
stand ;—ba-kamlni ma, In order to spy upon 
us (m.c.);—kamin sdkhtan. To lie in wait, to 
form an ambuscade. (Moreover construed 
with the verbs awardan, burdan, zadan, 
kardan, giriftan, gushddan, &c.) 

kamin-awar, fa kamin-dar, 
One who prepares an ambush, who lies in 
wait. 

a kamin-zdt, The lower orders. 
—kamin-sdz, A lier in wait. 

^ f a kamin-sdzi, A laying of snares. 
bViLit+Z kamln-gah, An ambush. 

kamlnagl, Lowness, meanness, 
baseness; low birth. 

fa (j-z+Z kamln-gar (^ war), A lier in wait. 
kamina, Defective ; base, abject, in 

a mean condition; humble, servile. 
^ kan, A tree; a place full of trees ; a 

fish-spear, t r ident; name of a village near 
Teheran ; (from kandan in comp.) one who 
digs, tears out, eradicates, <fcc., as [par-
kan, Who pulls out feathers ;—khdra-kan, 
Breaking stones \~qaVa-kan, Demolisher of 
castles ;—koh-kan, An underminerof moun-
tains ;—-farhadi koh-kan v, sang-afkan, Par-
had, the underminer of mountains, and the 
piercer of stones;—'aduyi bekh-kan. An 



enemy "who extirpates by tbe roots, and 
gives a total overthrow ;]—kin, Close stitch-
ing;—kun (for kun), The pod ex ; (impera-
tive of kardan in comp.) a maker or doer, 
who makes or does; as dar-miydn-kun, 
Producing in the middlp 

A { f t kun (imp. of ofi), Be, let there be ; 
as [kun fa-kdna (yakunu), (God said, or 
says) Be, and it was, or is ;—kdf i kun, The 
k, or initial letter of tbe word kun ; (hence 
met.) the beginning of creation ;—mdliki 
kun fa^kdna, The Lord Creator (see also 
cJtf) ;]—kann (v.n. of Covering, pre-
serving, protecting; shading from the sun; 
concealing, keeping secret;—kinn, A veil 
or any similar covering; a shade, umbrella; 
an asylum, shelter, place of refuge. 

kana, kund, Ground; a field prepared 
with a raised border for sowing ;—kind, (in 
Zand and Pazand) A fish;—kund, Doing, 
making. 

A s ^ ^ kinab, A branch or cluster of 
dates. 

kanabad, Name of the place where 
the twelve champions of Iran and Turan 
fought. 

gUS" kanaj, Consultation, deliberation 
(doubtful). 

<&** kandd, A turtle-dove;—kivnad, (God) 
grant! 

^JUS" kanndddr, A kind of shoe or 
Blipper. 

ft* kandr, kindr, A side, brink, coast, 
shore, extremity, limit, boundary, edge; 
separation, disunion ; hem (of a garment) ; 
margin (of a book); the stalk whence 
bunches of grapes or dates hang; banana 
or plain tain-fruit; [kandri db raftan, (met.) 
To satisfy a natural want;—kandr dma-
dan, To retire, to stand aside, to keep 
aloof;—kanari bakr, The sea-shore ;—kandr 
jastan (giriftan), To fly, retire;—kandr kar-
dan az, To separate from, to shun ;—kandr 
kashldan, To draw one aside, to take apart; 
—az (dar) kanar, Aside, apart; not to men-
tion ;]—kinar, The lap; the bosom; an 
embrace; dalliance; [kindr kardan, To 
embrace ; to approximate, draw to one; — 
dar kindr dwardan (kardan, kashldan, gu-
zdshtan, giriftan), To embrace, take hold 
of, obtain;—kindr u bos, Kissing and em-
bracing ;]—kundr, kunndr, The lote-fruit. 

ft ft* kanar'glr, A circle, hoop, ring. 
kand-rang, kund-rang, Governor 

of a province; a grandee ; a lord-marcher, 
margrave, landgrave; a petty dynasty; 
weeping in secret; whispering, speaking 
privately; a tax-gatherer, revenue-col-
lector; a night-watch ; name of a demon. 

ft >^&ft* hunarang-dil, Noble or stout of 
heart. 

i j ^ kandr a, A side, shore, coast, verge ; 
a hem, border; a hook, especially that 
whereon a butcher hangs his meat, sham-

bles ;—kanara kardan (guzidan, giriftan), 
To retire, withdraw;—rush kanara karda, 
With averted face (m.c.). 

iftZ kanara-ddr, Having a border, 
bordered. 

*>ft* kandra-kash, Who draws aside, 
holds aloof, withdraws. 

<ft~* kanara-kashl, Drawing aside; 
holding aloof; withdrawal. 

ft tft* kandra-gard, Who keeps on the 
edge, does not enter the middle ; an out-
sider. 

©V* kandra-glran, Coasters; with-
drawers from a crowd, from business, from 
the world. 

H <sft* kindrl, (Gold or silver) lace. 
^ft* kindrl-bdf, A lace-maker. 

^ f t kindrl-farosh, A laceman. 
i^yift* kandrln, An extremity ; extreme. 
ft* kandz, The stalk whence bunches of 

grapes or dates hang. 
a. ft* kandz, kinaz (v.n. oiy*), Laying up 

dates in store; dates heaped up to be 
packed for preservation ;— kinaz, A girl 
firm of flesh. 

A kinds (v.u. of <j-**), Fleeing to its 
covert, hiding amongst the bushes (a deer); 
the lair or hiding-place of a deer;—kannds, 
A sweeper. 

A kunasat, Sweepings, rubbish, 
dust, 

a iftu* kannasi, The office of a sweeper. 
kundgh, Silk, a thread of silk; a 

silkworm's cocoon ; a spider's web ; a side, 
border, margin. 

a kundfa, A kind of sweetmeat ( = 
rishta'i qat a'if q.v. under 

csJUi kandk, Belly-ache, gripes. 
ft* kundm, kunndm, A house, dwelling; 

the den or retreat of a wild beast; a bed, 
resting-place ; a bird's nest; pasture. 

kundn (part. pres. of kardan), 
Making, doing ;—tafarruj-kundn, Taking 
recreation, walking;—jilwa-kunan, Shining, 
resplendent; — jang-kundn, Making war, 
fighting ;—tair-kundn, Travelling, going, 
walking ;—ghdrat-kunan, Making depreda-
tions -,—ndla-kunan, Gi'oaning, 

A kinanat, A quiver of leather with-
out any wood, or vice versa; name of a 
tribe. 

&>\j* kandna, Old, not new; worn out. 
(jj-jUi" kundnldan, To cause to do or 

make. 
A kindyat, kinaya (v.n. of (^ft), Call-

ing (anything) by a significant name; a 
metaphor, metonymy; a nickname, a pa-
tronymic ; — kinaya zadan, To speak in 
metaphors, or allusions; to allude to. 

A yftv* kand'is (pl. of kanisat), Churches. 
A kamb (v.n.), Collecting (in a bag) ; 

—kanab, Callousness of the hands and feet 
from labour;—kamb, in P. kanab, Hemp ; 
the inebriating hemp-seed; a hempen rope. 



A youth of a clumsy, ill-shaped body; a 
vulgar, impudent, talkative fellow ;—kung, 
A man of a gross, stout habi t ; a beardless 
and impudent youth; name of a certain 
sea-port; the end of the stalk of a bunch 
of dates next the tree. 

s-'^aS' ka-ngdb, Syrup, jalap, ptisan. 
kangdj, kingdj, Counsel, consulta-

tion, deliberation;—hingdj, A crab. 
hangar, hungdr, A Bnake which has 

recently cast his slough. 
hingd8, hang as, Counsel; a crab. 

jti^S hangash, hingdsh, Counsel, delibe-
ration, consultation, conference, esp. of 
conspirators; [hingdsh khwastan, To ask 
counsel;—hingdsh raftan (hardan, namu-
dan), To consult, deliberate;]—hingdsh, A 
crab. 

hang ala, A dangling after women ; 
a matrimonial su i t ; a courtesan ; a miser; 
name of a mountain in Khurasan. 

faj£ hangar, A kind of artichoke; ob-
stinacy, contentiousness; [hangar kandan, 
To toil in vain;]—hingir, Name of a musi-
cal instrument used in India;—kungur, A 
large owl; a beam projecting from a wail; 
a player on the kettle-drum; a young 
branch; shameless ; a kind of beggar (see 
ttU-tU p. 721) ; a battlement, pinnacle;— 
hunguri kibriyd, Pinnacle of greatness. 

kangaran, An owl; rye. 
Jj fa^ hangar-zhad, Jj kangar-sid, 

Artichoke-gum. 
ifa^kingira, A musical instrument having 

only two wires;—kungura, A niched battle-
ment, notched parapet, pinnacle, tu r re t ; an 
acroterium; plumes upon helmets, orna-
ments upon crowns. 

j &faL£ kungura-ddr, Embattled, crested. 
^fa^ kangarl, Artichoke-gum;—hingirl, 

hingrl, Name of a musical instrument made 
of two gourds, used in Hindustan ; a kind 
of lute (see fa-£ hingir and fij^A kingira). 

A—AA kanlisa, — \~~jli" q.v. (probably 
misreading). 

(fa kun ma-kun, Do and do not ; 
irresolute, hesitating in giving orders ; a 
sovereign, a commander; commands and 
prohibitions. 

xuS hanand, A hoe, spade, or instrument 
for turning up ground which cannot be 
ploughed. 

hananda, A digger, one who tears 
anything up ;—hunanda, A maker; a fac-
tor, agent, doer;-—murafa'a hunanda, Who 
directs the proceedings of a court, a judge 
(m.c.). 

yif kanau, kanu, Hemp. 
A. jA kanw (v.n.), Speaking metaphori-

cally ; designating by a patronymic. 
A Syi" kinwat, kunwat, A patronymic. 
A kanud, Ungrateful, unthankful, 

rebellious against God or man; avaricious ; 

—knnud (v.n. of Being ungrateful; 
ingratitude. 

hanaudan, kanuddn, hanau-
ddna, kanuddna, Hemp-seed (eaten roasted 
to procure an appetite or get fat) . 

kanur, A basket or wooden vessel for 
holding bread or corn ; a large jar of un-
baked clay, in which grain is preserved 
from fire;—kanur, kinur, Fraud, deceit;— 
kunur, kanur, Thunder;—kunur, kunwar, 
A doer, worker, agent (— 6Jtu£ kunanda, 
q.v.). 

hanura, hinura, A cheat, deceiver, 
trifler. 

O^JJ*^ kanur idan, hinurldan, To cheat, 
deceive. 

A kumlz (pi. of kanz), Treasures. 
kanilza, kunuza, hinuza, Dressed 

cotton-wool. 
0by^kanush, A fir-tree; a cypress. (Doubt-

ful word.) 
A ZySkunu* (v.n. of Drawing oneself 

together; contracting or clapping close the 
wings when flying downward (an eagle); 
approaching; being near setting (a star) ; 
being submissive, gentle, humble ; adhering 
to the garments (perfume); swearing by 
God ; desiring, being greedy or covetous. 

kanun, A large jar of unbaked clay 
to preserve corn;—kunun (for ahnun), Now; 
God willing ; — khwud-kunun, This very 
moment ( = q.v.). 

kununa, State, condition (present or 
expected) ;—kununa firo mand, Matters 
fell short of my expectations, I was dis-
appointed ;—chi kununa dari, How do you 
do? 

hunh, Substance; sum, extreme, 
height, depth (of anything); quantity, 
species, mode ; time ; face, aspect, 

sjS kanah, A tick; — kinna, Mastic;— 
hunna, Shade; shady. 

a kunhd, kanhdn, kunhan, A 
plant like the juniper. 

i>yB> (jS han-haza, A yawning-fit before a 
fever. 

kina-hina, Quinine (see ijS^S). 
A k a n o h w a r , Clouds like mountains; 

a large mass. 
A kanahwarat, A large old she-

camel. 
&j£ kana-ha (pi. of kana), Ticks. 

A JYII" kund (pi. of kunyat), Metonymies ; 
kanly, kanl, One who has a patronymic 
similar to that of another person; cogno-
minal. 

UA hanyd, (in Zand and Pazand) Hollow 
within. 

s-~>A kunib, A fetter, band (unsupported; 
see also 

A kinyat, kunyat (v.n. of Call-
ing or naming (anyone) by a word which 
has another meaning, dubbing, especially 
by the designation of father (abu) or son 



synagogue, 

(ibn, vulg. bin), &c. of such a one, a 
filionymic, a patronymic. 

kunet (for kuned), Do you ;—kunit, 
A band, fetter (unsupported; see also 
s-6**). 

Jcanir, A glutton; a lazy fellow. 
yr* kaniz (S. kanyd, kanyakd), A female 

slave, maid-servant; a maid, virgin, girl; 
[kanizi sazd, A retributive particle;—kanizi 
wa-zada, A conditional particle;]—kaniz, 
kuniz, The stalk where bunches of grapes 
or dates hang, 

dys1* kanizak, A girl;—kanizaki firdshi, 
A kept mistress. 

M j kanizak-zada, Son of a slave-girl 
or bond-woman. 

Jpy*3* kanizagi, The condition or duty of 
a female servant or girl. 

kanlzi, Maidenhood, girlhood; 
Btate of maid-servant or slave-girl; servi-
tude. 

a kanisd, A church, 
temple. 

A 6—(~>* kanisat, kanisa, A Christian 
church; a Jewish synagogue; a temple; 
(met., if not with A. termination for P. 
kaniz) a beautiful woman. 

knnish, An action, good or bad. 
A kanif, A privy, necessary; a 

sewer; a place for washing the face and 
hands, a lavatory; a shield ; an enclosure 
for cattle made of branches, &c. ;—kunaif 
(dim. of kinf), A small Bcrip or wallet; a 
nickname given by 'tJmar to Ibn Ma'sud. 

fi kav, Clever, ingenious ; power; stature; 
—ko (for ki o), That he; who, which, 
what;—ku, Where ? where is he gone ? a 
broad street, square, market-place; a nar-
row street, an alley. 

^ftfikwddrl-ldlar, The four Venetian 
fortresses ceded in 1866 by Austria to 
Italy (m.c. from Fr. Quadrilatere). 

kiwada, The wooden sill of a door; 
the piece of wood in which the lower pivot 
turns. 

A kawdzib (pl. of kdzib), False; 
liars. 

$fi kawdr, A leek ; a thick mist which 
appears in summer nights ;—kawdr, huwar, 
A basket for carrying about frui t on the 
back; — kuwdr, Name of a town near 
Shiraz. 

kawdra, kuwdrd, The wooden sill of 
a door. 

A ±>j\fikawdris (pl. of kdris), Distressed, 
afflicted ; (pl. of kdrisat) troublesome af-
fairs, molestations. 

ftJjwV kuwarun, Disease of skin, prickly 
heat. 

kawdra, A basket or pannier for 
carrying fruit about upon the back; a 
thick mist which appears during the night 
in the summer months ; a bee-hive;— 
kuwdra, An earthen vessel. 

tyfi kawdra-dan, A shepherd, herds-
man. 

kawaz, A kind of bottle carried by 
travellers ; a stick for driving cattle. 

kawaza, A close-mouthed traveller's 
bottle;—kiwdza, An ox-goad ;—fcuwdsa, A 
poached egg. 

f>fi kawdzh, Reproach, reprehension, 
taunt. 

tyfi kawdzha, Jesting, bantering, jeering, 
ridiculing; a jester; bread half-baked; a 
poached egg. 

i f t f i kuwds, Quality, propertyj way, 
manner. 

A S — k a w a s i b , Wild beasts; extremi-
ties of the body, hands, feet. 

A y~\fi kawasir (pl. of kdsirat), Breakers J 
eagles ; camels which break the branches. 

\fi knwdeama, Easy, not difficult. 
kuwdsa, Quality, property, way, 

manner. 
kuwdsima, Easy; easiness, facility. 

J ^ f i kuwdsh, Mode ; quality, property. 
kuwdshama, Easy, not difficult. 

kuwaeha> Quality, way, manner. 
kawdshir, Name of a place whence 

are brought turquoise-stones of a light 
colour and little value (see ft^fi)-

kuwdsMma, Easy ; easiness, faci-
lity. 

A kawd'ih (pl. of ka'ib), Swelling-
breasted girls. 

A j£\fi kawdgjtiz (pl. of P. kdg&iz), 
Papers; documents. 

A fi\fi kawafir, Wine-jars ; (pl. of kafirat) 
infidel or unbelieving women ; (pl. of kdfur) 
flowers of the palm-tree. 

A s-STj* kawdkib (pl. of kaukab), Stars, 
constellations; standards (corresponding 
to the Persian V7*) 5 kawdkib, 
Sorrowful, mournful (day) ;—rangi hawa~ 
rd ba-kawdkib siturdan, To remove the 
colour (i.e. darkness) of the air by the 
stars, to illumine the sky ;]—kuwdkib, 
Name of a mountain whence mill-stones 
are cut. 

a zfij* kawdkib-shukuh, Magnifi-
cence of the stars ; of star-like magnificence. 

a <-rS\fi kawdkib-shinds, An astro-
nomer ; an astrologer. 

kawdl, kmwal, Gain, growth, increase. 
kuwalghjindia, Red paint for the 

face. 
kawdlif, A kind of white thorn or 

thistle of which camels are fond. 
^ j j - J^ kawalidan, kuwdlidan, To gain, 

acquire, heap up ; to grow, increase, abound; 
to flourish, ripen. 

kawalida, kuwalida, Gained, ac-
quired; grown, increased. 

A kawanin (pl. of kanun), Chafing-
dishes. 

p^fi ku'um, The bog-rush. 
f*\fi M'im, Name of a herb. 



A kaub (v.n.), Drinking water out of 
a vessel without handle or spout;—hub, A 
cup, or any vessel without spout or handle, 
an ewer;—hawab, Largeness of head with 
slenderness of neck. 

hob (in comp. from ho/tan or kobi-
dan), Beating, striking, smiting; or who 
heats or strikes; a stroke, bang, whack, 
knock, blow, thump ; a touch; an elephant-
goad •, a mat made of very coarse Teeds. 

fcjWj* hobdn (part, of hoftan), Beating, 
&c. 

tjAji^y hobanidan, To cause to beat, 
bruise, bang, w back, or thump. 

A haubat, A sigh for anything lost or 
irretrievable;—kubat, The game of chess; 
also of nard; tables ; a small drum ; a kind 
of lute. (See below.) 

^fr.fa kubiji, kubakht, A great, dis-
tinguished man. 

hob-hart, Chastisement. 
hu-ba-hu, From street to street, 

from place to place. 
J t y hubal, Camomile. 

hubala, kaubala, The hair on the top 
of the head. 

hoban, A sledge-hammer. 
hoba, An instrument with which any-

thing is brayed; a mallet, beetle; a clod-
breaker; a whip, scourge ; a drum formed 
of two kettles, joined on their convex sides, 
and covered with a skin, played upon like 
a bag-pipe ; a wave of the sea; a vessel in 
which butter is separated from the milk; 
name of an edible plant. 

^ f a iifahoba-hdrl, A thumping. 
SjLrfjS hobydza, A sledge-hammer, ham-

mer. 
y ^ y hobldan, To beat, strike, bruise, 

pound ;—pay hob'tdan, To dance ; to strike 
the feet. 

kobln, A hammer, mallet; a bleacher's 
beetle ; a strainer of reeds used by those 
who sell oil ; a sack made of reeds, in 
which seeds are put to be squeezed for the 
oil; the press of an oil-mill. 

»_>y hup, A hill or mountain ; a large 
water-jar; a mat. 

kupdr, Sj^y hupara, A herd. 
fijCy ktipdzha, A ram leading the flock; 

a leader. 
hupdl, A ponderous club, a mace ; a 

thick neck ; name of a wrestler; a breeding-
stud. 

J»y hupal, A young shoot, sprout, or 
bud. 

iii.y kftpala, kaupala, The bud or young 
shoot of a tree; a cupola, an arch decorated 
with festoons of flowers; a lock for a 
chest; bubbles on wine or water ; the hair 
on the top of the head. 

£>y hupa, A surgeon's cupping-glass. 
A SY hauwat, huwat, A window. 

haut, hot, The buttocks;—hot (for 

hi o turd), Who to thee ;—hut, Name of a 
general who escorted the daughter of the 
Qaisar to Khusrau Parwez; paralytic; a 
hill (the last two meanings unsupported 
by examples). 

a hiit (for qut), Manure (m.c.);— 
hut dadan zamln-rd, To manure the ground. 

hot, A fort. 
hotdr, A covered market-house. 

kutaldn, A spindle; shambles; 
governors of forts (probably for hotwdlan). 

T hutalchi, A groom. 
hotdh, Short, Bmall, little; mean; a 

dwarf;—kotdk shudan, To be shortened;— 
kotdh kardan, To abridge; to finish (a 
journey) ; to cut short (a speech) ; to omit 
to do (m.c.). 

yto^i^ eWy kotdh-andesh, Short-sighted j 
imprudent; indiscreet. 

s ^y kotdh-andeshi, Short-sighted-
ness ; improvidence; indiscretion. 

kotdhdna, Like a dwarf, dwarfishly. 
A kotdh-bdld, Short of stature, 

(^o cky kotdh-bm, Short or dim-sighted. 
j^yUi hotdh-bini, Short-sightedness, 

myopy. 
U s^y kotdh-pd, i\SjS kotdh'pdy, 

kotdh-pdcha, Name of a quadruped 
with a spotted back and horns like a deer j 
a hare; (ironically) a very short man. 

a <-Jf* hotdh-harf, Of few words, who 
talks little. 

j a^y hotdh-dast, Short - handed; 
slow, backward ; weak ; honest. 

tji^o ttefa hotdh - dasti, Moderation; 
honesty. 

JO J s^y hotdh-did (SJJO dida), = ^ 
q.v. 

^y^aij sUy hotah-zindagani, Short-lived. 
a <H i ^ y hotdh-gad, Short of stature, 
^ojr fi^y hotdh-gardan, Short-necked. 
a fa sUy hotdh-nazar, Short-sighted; care-

less, negligent, improvident; stingy, ava-
ricious. 

a {j^a hotah-nafas, Asthmatic. 
(jAlvy kotdhi, Shortness, brevity ; little-

ness, deficiency;—kotdhi hardan, To desist 
from or refuse a work. 

^ hot dor, Cote d'Or (m.c. from Fr.). 
y y kautar, hutar (for habutar), A pigeon. 
T »A>Y hutah, A club, a' pestle ; a short 

stick with which bhang is ground; blow 
with a stick ;—hutak khwurdan, To receive 
blows with a stick, to be beaten;—hutah 
zadan, To beat with a stick, to cudgel 
(m.c.). 

hutal, A led horse. 
ofafa kutaldn, = o^fa q-v. 
fciCjy kotang, A washer's beetle. 
H J Y Y kotwal, The porter of a castle; a 

magistrate. 
kotwali, The office of a kotwal. 

ajyy hutida, A dwarf;—zani kutula, A 
female dwarf. 



&fi Jcotah (for kotdh), Short, contracted 
(for compounds see also after 8 ^ ) . 

&fi kotah-dstln, Short-sleeved j 
poor, destitute; honest. 

J"^ 63fi kotah-amal, Moderate in one's 
hopes. 

yioii^ i3fi koiah-andesh, Short-sighted, 
imprudent, rash, improvident, wanting 
foresight. 

JW &fi kotah-bal, Of short stature. 
U <£fi kotah-pa, 63fi kotah-pdcJia, An 

animal resembling a deer; a hare. . 
^ tsfi Jcotah-sum, Short of hoof (horse). 
a 62fi kotah-qad, Of a short stature. 

63fi Jeotah-gardan, Short-necked ; 
wicked, deceitful. 

t j j i f i kotahl, Shortness, &c. ( = ^ ^ q . v ) . 
kotind, (in Zand and Pazand) A 

mule. 
A f f i kausar, A river in Paradise whence 

all tne other rivers derive their source. 
tfi kawaj, A quilted jacket worn in 

battle; gum exuding from a tree;—kuj, 
Squint-eyed. 

tofi koch, A robber, footpad, assassin; a 
wandering tribe; migration, decamping; 
marching, setting off; squint-eyed; a king-
dom ; a man's family, wife, children (also 
khana-koch) ; an owl; assistance, service ; 
name of a country lying between Bengal 
and Khuta;—koch dddan, To serve ;—koch 
kardan, To decamp, move to another 
place ; to set off on a march ; to run away ; 
to set;—koch-u-buloch, A wandering tribe 
settled on the mountains bordering on 
Karmitn. 

J^-jS kuchal, Household furniture and 
utensils (see JU t f ) . 

O^^fi kochanidan, To cause to march 
on. 

$fti $fi koch ba-koch, Travelling one 
after another ; a highwayman's horse. 

kuchak, Small, little; a musical 
mode or style; diminutive; younger, 
junior; a youngster, a child;—xlchi'i kuchak, 
A little ambassador, i.e. internuncio, envoy, 
resident (m.c.) ; — zani kuchak, A young 
wife (m.c.). 

a J ^ taWjS' kuchak-abddl, A qalandar 
monk. 

SV kuchak-bdld, Small in stature. 
f f t f i kuchaktar, Less, smaller. 
JJ cs\^fikuchak-dil, Gentle,kind-natured; 

afflicted, grieved, sorrowful;—kuchak-dili, 
Good nature; grief, sorrow. 

a ft kuchak-faqr, — q.v. 
^Z^fi kuchakl, Smallness ; purple. 
tfz&ffi kuchakln, { f i j ^ ^ f i kiichaktarin, 

Smallest, least. 
sX^jS koch-gah, Place or time of march-

ing ; march; camp; (met.) the world; 
name of a place. 

I*U* %fi koch-maqam, March and halt, or 
arches and halts. 

i»;fi kucha (dim. of ku), A narrow street; 
a lane, slum, row, passage; a street, square, 
market-place; a thread; migration; (forgu-
cha) a button;—kucha'i bazar, A street lead-
ing to the market; the market-quarter;—ku-
cha'i bdgh. The street leading to the gar-
dens ; the quarter of the gardens ;—kucha'i 
bastan (khotar), The world;—kucha'i khamc • 
shdn, (met.) A cemetery; —kucha dadan, To 
pass a street or road ;—kucha'i riwoli, Rue 
de Rivoli in Paris (m.c.);—.kucha'i sar-basta, 
A blind alley, cul-de-sac;—kucha'i said-
mat, A subterranean passage for assailing 
a fortress, a trench or line of approach, 
a mine;—kucha'i shakar, Name of a very 
narrow lane in Ispahan ; — kucha Jitadan, 
To be a stranger, far from country and 
friends ; — kucha'i ffdad, kucha'i miskindn 
('musk'tndn), kucha'i gulbdr, Names of 
streets in Ispahan ; —kucha'i nau, Name 
of a quarter in Ispahan where the Lulfs 
reside (see 

cs*^ kucha-bandi, Marking off the 
boundaries of a lane. 

^ ^ f i kucha-gadd, A street-beggar. 
<>fi ftfi kucha-gard, A vagrant; street-

walker, perambulator of the streets, a 
stroller. 

kucha-gardi, Vagrancy ; street-
walking, perambulation of the streets. 

t f i kokh, A small hut of reeds; a house 
without a window; a species of grass of 
which mats are made; the matter which 
hardens in the corner of the eye ; a worm. 

A t f i kukh, A small hut or house of reeds 
without a window. 

*sl±fi kukhak, kawakhk, A bunch of grapes; 
a branch after the grapes have been pulled 
off. 

A <ifi kaud (v.n.), Being just on the point; 
being everything bu t ; hardly being able (to 
accomplish); preventing, hindering;—wa-
Id kaud-an, In no shape, by no means. 

<ifi kod, A stack or heap of corn; col-
lected, the reverse of scattered; manure;—-
kawud (contracted from Jjt^q.v.), Blue. 

kodab, Food dressed with grape-
juice. 

JW f ikodal , A ditch ; a well; a hoe. 
^Ujj* kudbdn, kudaban, A kind of camel's 

saddle; the timber of a camel's saddle. 
)±fi kudar, The skirt of a mountain; thin 

leather for lining boots and shoes. 
8^ f i kaudara , A water-fowl; a cormorant j 

a sort of duck, 
*fi kudak, A boy, lad, youth, child, 

infant ; a stripling; a slave-boy;—kudaki 
pistan-gazlda, A sucking child, a suckling, 
a babe in arms (m.c.) ;—kudaki gfaazi, A 
boy who walks in front of a rope-dancer's 
company and performs first. 

u t f j f i kudakdna, Childish, childishly. 
j f i kod-kash, A street-sweeper. 

6*^fi kudaka, A little infant. 



^fa^fa kudakl, Puerile, infantine; child-
hood ; childishness, puerility. 

fa^fa Jeodgar, A digger, an excavator (see 
fa*faof which it is probably a corruption). 

a y^fa kandan, kudan, Weak in mind, 
dull, stupid, thick-headed ; an old beast of 
burden ; a bustard;—khari kudan, A Btupid 
donkey. 

kaudanl, Stupidity; a mean or sorry 
horse ; a pack-horse. 

ufa kuda, The bow of a saddle; a key 
with tbe head or extremity bent ; teeth or 
work of a key ;—kuda'i pistdn, The nipples 
of animals. 

(ifa^fa kudiyan, {^l^fa kudln, kudind, 
A large hammer or mallet; a bleacher's 
beetle. 

fafa far, A calf-skin; leather boot-
lining. 

Ufa fa kauzara, — i)<ifa q.v. 
if kaur, Ground full of hollows and unfit 

for cultivation; the semblance of water 
floating over the plain ;—Mr, Blind ; one-
eyed ; blind in a moral sense; [kur shudan, 
To be or become blind;—kur kard,an, To 
make blind, to blind;]—kawar, Capers, 

A )fa kaur (v.n.), Wrapping (the turban-
sash) round the head in a spiral form ; 
killing; plenty, increase, abundance; a 
herd of camels (from 150 to 200 or up-
wards) ; [na'uzu bi'lldh mina *l-hauri ba'da 
'l-kaur, God defend us from want after 
plenty ;]—kur, A camel's saddle ; a smith's 
forge made of clay ; a bee-hive ; a hornet's 
nest;—kuwar (pi. of kurat), Cities, towns ; 
regions. 

A <r>\fa kurab, A false appearance of 
water on a sandy plain • one very thirsty, 
but drinking little. 

yrtf^jfa kurdbln, A sack made of palm-
leaves or reeds, wherein seeds are put to be 
squeezed for oil. 

&*tfa\)fa kurasiya, Cuirassiers (m,c. from 
Fr.). 

T ^ j f a kurdkd, = ^ j y q.v. 
y\jfa kur an (pi. of kur), Blind. 

)fa kur-oghlu, Name of a hero, whose 
feats, in the popular traditions of the tribes 
of the Caucasus, have been fixed upon a 
famous chief of brigands. Could local 
reminiscences of Hercules (Heracles) lurk 
in the name ? 

^ kawar~ba, Food dressed with capers. 
a <\fa\> ^fa kur-batin, Inwardly blind, be-

nighted, ignorant, stupid. 
ws-̂ . yfa kur-bakht, Of blind fortune, i.e. 

unfortunate, wretched; a whisperer, tale-
bearer, spy. 

^jftfe*. ^ kur-bakhii, Misfortune, calamity; 
wretchedness, misery. 

A *jfa kurat, kura, A city, town; a tract 
of country, region ; a term of contempt ad-
dressed to a female; a forge, a furnace 
(m.c.). 

^»)fa kurt, A long narrow-necked jug;— 
kort, Court (E.);—korti apil, Court of 
appeal. 

f&*»)fa kur-chashm, A kind of garment. 
kurd, A Kurd. 

s>>)fa kuradih, kur-dih, A small, thinly-
populated town or village (see so^y). 

<.faj.kurdistdn, Country of the Kurds. 
JJ jfa kur-dil. Blind-hearted, mad, fool-

ish, dul l ; lazy. 
<_5^)fa kurdi, A woollen garment, 

J jfa kor-dlp lorn ft tile, Corps diplo-
matique (-m.c. from Fr.). 

(fi^jfa kurdln, A woollen garment; a 
blanket; a sock. 

a jyo ^fa kur-zauq, Without taste (in tbe 
physical and moral sense); tasteless, in-
sipid. 

))fa kawarz, tyfa kawar za, Capers. ' 
tr'jfa kawars, A curl;—koras, kuwurs, A 

lock of hair, a cur l ; dirt, pus, matter. 
^ f a hur si, A seat, chair. 
\J>)fa kurash, Cyrus, king of Persia, 
c 'X^^fa kur shabah, The mole (animal). 

kurisht, Two sticks, the one long, 
the other short, with which the game of 
tip-cat is played. 

djfa kawark, Capers ; name of a place 
near Or muz; name of an infidel sect;— 
kurak (dim. of kur), Almost blind ; a little 
blind man ; a chicken ; a fuller's beetle. 

1 fa fa kurkd, i ^ y kiirka, A big drum. 
(JSfafa ktirkdn, Surname of Timur. 

jfa kur-kash, A blind man's leader. 
jfa yf kor-kor, A kite. 
T &£)fa kurka, — ^jfa q.r. 
^ j ^ f a kurgdnl, A sort of Morocco lea-

ther. 
US^y kawargiya, korgiyd giyah), 

Capers ; carobs. 
ji>y» jfa kur-mush, A species of mouse or 

rat of a very offensive smell and shunning 
day-light. 

^fa kur-mekh, A large wooden pin or 
peg used in stables. 

tyfa kur an, A herd, a troop (see yfa). 
T \JA)fa kornish, Obeisance, salutation; 

prostration ; adoration ;—kornish kardan, 
To salute, to make obeisance. 

t a utflAi,/ kornishdt (pi. of tbe pre-
ceding), Salutations, &c. 

u^Ui jfa kur-namayish, Dark, obscure. 
mUi ^ kur-namak, Au ungrateful fellow 

(lit. blind to one's salt). 
M)fa kurana, An onion. 
tfi'jfa kawar ran, Household furni ture; 

immoveable effects ; a ditch, a furrow (see 

^fa kawar-wd, A dish dressed with 
capers (see ^}fa). 

&;fa kaura, A channel hollowed out by a 
torrent; a torrent; a river-shell or worm ; 
name of a people in India;—kura, A large 
village or market-town; a number of con-



tiguoug Tillages; hard ground excavated 
b j a torrent; a wild ass, the onager; a 
fire-place; a smith's torge ; a furnace; a 
brick-kiln ; a lime-kiln; little, most mi-
nute ; cloth that has not yet been washed; 
an earthen vessel which has not been used ; 
—kora, A fifth part, one of the five ancient 
divisions of Persia called Ardshir, Istikhar, 
Darab, Shapur, and Kobad (see i f ) ; un-
bleached cloth, 

y*- *>)fi kura-khar, An elk. 
6)fi kura-dih, A small, thinly-populated 

town or village. 
fiV) t f t kura-rah, An indirect road which 

winds like a labyrinth and leads one 
astray. 

y kura-maz, A dish of milk and 
curds (see 

kura-tdb, Who heats a furnace;— 
kura-tubdni kimiyai sipihr, Astronomers ; 
astrologers; makers of almaDacks. (John-
son reads, I do not know on what authority, 
kura-ydbdni, which would mean " the finders 
out of minute things "; in conjunction with 
kimiyd, however, the former interpretation, 
adopted also by Vullers, appears to me pre-
ferable.) 

kauri, A large leathern dish in 
which drugs are offered for sale ;—kurl, 
Blindness; a sort of wild grain ; a lively, 
dancing pace; an easy, agreeable life ; a 
definite quantity ; jovialness, cheerfulness ; 
—kurl kashldan, To become blind;—kuri-u-
kabudl, Misfortune, calamity, sorrow ;— 
kuri'i chashmi fulani, Against such a one's 
will; in spite of him. 
A )f kauz (v.n.), Collecting, assembling; 

drinking out of a jug or cup;—kuz, A jug, 
decanter, drinking-cup; name of a man;— 
kuzi ibarl (?), A gogglet that cannot be 
exhausted. 

•ft kuz, A hump, crooked back ; the sky. 
b j ^ j f i kuzdwara, A glass bottle. 

)fi kuz-dwez, Anything by which a 
pitcher is suspended. 

H )fi kuZ'pusht, Hump-backed. 
ft kuz-pushtl, Hump-backedness. 

A fyfi kiwazat (pl. of kuz), Jugs, gugglets. 
j f i kuz-ddr, Crooked, hump-backed. 

j)f kuzar, Grain left in the ear after 
threshing; a sieve or screen for lime or 
gravel. 

bj)f kuzara, Name of a blue water-bird. 
W^T)^ kuzistdn, Paralytic (doubtful 

word). 
fi kuzish, Complaint in consequence of 

an injury i-eceived. 
s - ^ j f i kuzashb, Name of a certain king. 

kuzgdhl, A kind of Morocco leather. 
&)fi kuzan, A wooden mallet. 
6j)jfi kuzwara, A glass bottle. 

kuza, An earthen bottle with a long 
narrow neck for water; aguggle t ; a kind 
of rose ; sugar which has been crystallized 

in an earthen pan ;—kuza'i dbna-dida, An 
ornamental jar, a vase ;—kuza'i qafas, The 
vessel of a bird's cage in which food or 
water is put;—kuza'i qimdr, The till of the 
bolder of a gambling-house;—kuza kashl-
dan, To empty a wine-bottle ;—kuza'i nabat, 
A jar for condensing the juice of plants ; 
—dar kuza fuqd' ast, Circumstances are 
straitened (see gUsi p. 934). 

y>.}\ S)fi kuza-dwez, That whereby a gugglet 
is suspended. 

jU &jfi kuza-baz, One who lends money to 
gamblers. 

ji i j f i kuza-paz, A potter; a brick-maker. 
*>)fi kuza-pusht, Hump-backed ; the 

firmament. 
t f t kuza-pamba, A cotton-pod. 
ayfi kuza-ddr, The bank-holder in a 

gambling-hell. 
Jit ft kuza-farosh, A seller of jugs, Ac. 
fil'ft kuzagar, A potter. 

<ifi kuza-garddn, and— 
fi kuza-garddnak, Name of a 

game. 
^•ft kuzi, A reservoir, small lake, pond. 

kuzlna, ~ ^.>ifi q.v. 
ft kivzh, kuwixh, A species of medlar;— 

kuzh, Crooked, curved, bent in two; a 
province. 

kuzhdnuk, The wards of a lock. 
Uy jf kozh bartd, (in Zand and Pazand) 

Coriander. 
ft kuzh-pusht. Hump-backed, having 

a gibbous excrescence upon i t ; ill-made, 
deformed ; (met,) fortune. 

j j / kozhad, kozhada, Flesh-glue. 
*fi ^fi kush-girih, A button; a button-

hole. 
huzhnuk, The wards of a lock, 

ikuzha, A whitish ass. 
A wfi kaus (v.n.), Walking gently; limp-

ing upon three feet (cattle) ; the north-
west wind ;—Ms (for P. kos), A drum (see 
the following article). 

u-jS kos, A tymbal, large brass drum, a 
kettle-drum, which is beat in the palaces 
or camps of Eastern princes; a road-
measure of about two miles; a row, rank, 
line; two persons who knock their sides 
or shoulders together; collision, shock; a 
game in which the men are drawn up in 
rows like chess ; the longest corner of a 
garment or a mantle ; a nod, a wink, sig-
nal, or intimation; name of a town in 
Mazanderan; [fcos bar pil bastan, (met.) 
To prepare or set out for battle ;—kos bar-
kashidan, To depart; — kosi chize baland 
sdkhtan, To increase the voice or sound of 
a thing ;—kos khwurdan, To be hit, to re-
ceive a knock or blow;—kosi rihlat (rahll), 
Beating the retreat; a signal for departure ; 
—kos zadan (firo koftan, koftan), To beat 
the drum ; to give the signal for departure ; 
to depart;—kos zadan bd, To contend with ; 



r / ( 1064 ) •jf 
A ?fa Icaum (v.n.), Leaping (as a horse 

upon the mare) ;—hum, A herd of cattle. 
f f a hum, Hay ; dry herbage growing in 

ploughed ground ; the bog-rush. 
humaj, humdeh, Unleavened 

bread. 
^ • f a homadt, A play, a comedy (m.c. 

from Fr. or E.);—homadi dar-dwardan, To 
act comedies. 

yfa humar, (in Zand and Pazand) A 
p:ar . 

\J*»fa humish, A well-digger. 
T us\*fa humak, Assistance (see «A*£) ; — 

kumak dadan, To help, to assist. 
&*fa homa, A straw hut or shed for 

sheltering those who watch the fields ;— 
kuma, A coat of mail. 

A yfa haun (v.n.), Being, becoming, hap-
pening ;—du haun, Both worlds (the present 
and the future) . 

gfa kun, The backside, fundament, anus ; 
[kun jumbanidan, To dance; to boast, to 
brag ;—hun khari dan, To scratch the back-
side ; (met.) to be ashamed, to be sorry ;— 
huni khar, The fundament of an ass ; (met.) 
a great fool; mischievous, depraved;—huni 
hhar-ra heri khar mi-bayad, (met.) Wicked-
ness is met or to be met with wickedness ; 
—snrdkhi kun, The hole of the anus;]— 
kawan, kuivan, A sodomite ;—httvrin, kawan, 
A concourse of people assembled on the 
tenth of the first month ;—kuivan, A kind 
of willow. 

^Uy hundm, The den or retreat of a wild 
beast, &c. ( = fUS q.v.). 

^fatyfa kun-pdraqi, Prostitution; sodomy. 
kawinj, A falcon; coriander. 

yfa kun-jumbdn, A dancer, 
^v i [fafa kiln-khari, Evil, wickedness; 

folly. 
jfafa kondor, A condor (m.c.). 
tsifa kawanda, A net made of straw or 

long grass in which dry cow-dung is carried 
about for sale; an unripe melon ; a corn-
sack. 

H ̂ f a kundi, Cordia rothii or angusti-
folia (see ). 

u^Li-jy hunsians, Constance on the 
Bodensee (m.c.). 

&z~ifa kunasta, Buttocks of man or 
horse. 

y~jfa konsar, A concert (m.c. from the 
Fr.). 

AZA.̂ . yfa kun-sokhia, Infamous, who has 
lost his name and character. 

yfa hun-fardkhi, Excessive expendi-
ture ;—hun-fardkhi kardan, To spend more 
than one ought to spend, senseless delapi-
dation. 

$fa kun-kashi. Procuring boys. 
ylC* ^fa kaun-makdn, ifa^* $ ofa kauri u 

mahdn, The universe. • 
ufakuna, Buttocks of man or horse. 

fa huni, A catamite. 

a ^fahaunt,Existent; material; worldly; 
—huni, Very aged, 

t^faifa hunydn, Sleep. 
yjfa hauniz, A basket of oats; a measure 

(especially one of 24 lbs.) 
A tf-^fa haunain (du. of haun), Both 

worlds; both kinds of beings, corporeal 
and spiritual, men and angels. 

A JYY ha'ud, (A mountain) of difficult 
ascent. 

*)fa kawud (for habud), Blue, 
*fa koh, huh, A mountain, hil l ; (met.) 

the thighs of a mistress, the hips ; [hohi 
ibrahim, Name of a mountain in Karmania j 
—hohi dtish-khez, A volcano ;—hohi akhzar, 
The green mountain, i.e. the mountain 
Kaf )—kohi asad, A burning mountain, 
volcano;—-hohi barfunx, A snowy mountain; 
—hoh ba-hoh, From mountain to mountain ; 
—hohi tanur, Name of a mountain near 
Taft in Yazd;—hohi tegh, A mountain of 
light, a blaze of light;— hohi jalil, Name 
of a mountain in which Noah dwelt, and 
from which the first waters of the flood 
gushed out;—hohi rahmat, Name of a 
mountain near Mecca;—hohi rawdn (ra-
wanda), A moving mountain, (met.) a 
horse ; an elephant;—hohi sihand, Mount 
Sihand \—kohi siydm, Name of the moun-
tain from which Muqanna' produced his 
moon;—hohi shahd, A mountain abound-
ing in honey ;—hohi qdf, Mount Caucasus; 
(met.) a dreary, lonely, or inaccessible 
place;—kohi mdran, Name of a mountain 
beyond the desert of Qipchaq abounding in 
snakes ;—kohi mahruq, Name of a black 
mountain on the confines of Armenia;— 
hohi nur, The mountain of light, a name 
given to a large and celebrated diamond; 
—kulla,i hoh, The peak of a mountain;— 
uftab ba-hoh raftan, To die;]—kuwa, The 
pod which contains the cotton; the seed-
vessel of any plant; a silkworm's pod. 

(£y\tofa kohdmun (for koh-hdmun), A 
table-mountain, 

kohdn, A saddle for a horse ; the 
hump of a camel or of the Indian ox ;— 
kohdni saur, The hump on an ox's back; 
(met.) the Pleiades. 

y j y\&fa kohdn-dar, Provided with a 
bunch or hump. 

&faj* afa koh-bar-hoh, A kind of amber. 
tfa hoh-budanda, A mountaineer ; 

an anchoret. 
tfa koh-pdra, A piece of a mountain ; 

(met.) a horse. 
&fa koh-pdya, The base or foot of a 

mountain; a mountainous tract; a fort 
built on a mountain ; name of a mountain 
in Armenia. 

ifa koh-pueht, Curved, hump-backed. 
&fa koh-paikar, In form a mountain, 

ifa V> sfa koh-td-koh, From head to foot, 
cap-a-pie, entirely, all over;—hoh-ta-hoh 



Jcuhan-pir, A very old man. 
A kahanat, kahana (pl. of kahin), 

Priests ; prophets, soothsayers. 
kuhunj, The oxyacanth fruit . 

a, (j-f kuhan- kharab at, The present 
transitory world. 

kuhan-dami, The height of de-
ceitfulness. 

j j t^yfi kuhan-diz, An old fort in Badakh-
shan. 

a kuhan-dair, The world; heaven. 
kahanza, Yawning, stretching. 

JL. Jcuhan-sal, Advanced in years; 
old, aged. 

J U kuhan-sdli, Old age. 
a aLJL ( f f i kuhan-silsila, A old prisoner. 
•J*)* kuhan-farsh, The earth. 
ftj-f kahanku (?), Sciatica ( = <^5 q.v.). 

( f f i kuhan-kisa, A possessor of an-
cient wealth (opp. to nau-kisa " an upstart"); 
stingy, avaricious. 

iiSf (j-^ kuhan-gurg, (old wolf) The 
world. 

kuhnagi, Old age or clothes; old-
ness. 

kuhan-lang, Unable to move 
from the Bpot. 

kuhna, Old, ancient; inveterate, 
chronic ; beardless ; a youth ;—kuhna shu-
dan, To become old or inveterate ;—jdmaH 
kuhna, An old or tattered garment;—kuh-
na i bi-namdzi (haiz), A cloth used by men-
stmous women. 

A ^ kuhna-bd-safd (kuhna*i bd-
saf a), Who enjoys a green old age, an old 
man with a florid face. 

&xfkuhna-8uwdr, Who has experienced 
and overcome much ; a signal hero. 

kuhna-farosh, A seller of old 
clothes, &c.; a fripper. 

cl t^f kuhna-fi'la, A cheat, a deceiver; 
experienced ; an expert. 

AÂ  kuhna-gi, ^S kuhna-ginl, = 
o ^ V q . v . 

f j ^ f kihni, A winter-house; a bear. 
i ^ f t kahwara, A cradle ( s e e ^ j ^ ) . 
a tfJ-^ t f t kahudu 'l-yadain, Swift (she-

ass). 
A £ kuhulat, Cowardice, laziness. 

kuhwin, Old. 
tm^kahT, Forage, provender, provision; 

a foraging party; a band of marauders or 
plunderers (Indian term) ;—kihe, Name of 
a fortress in Sistan. 

kahydna, The herb piony. 
kahej, j g ^ kahech, Name of a for-

tress in Sistan (com. ^ of which some 
say the former is the Arabicised form). 

jt^ kaher, A wild apple, medlar. 
kuhez (for kuha-awez), A ring or 

thong attached to the saddle in which to 
carry the mace. 

kahild, Name of a champion of Iran. 
kahila, Name of a medicinal bark. 

a hahim, Old, decrepit. 
<-fsfi kihin, Ai*^ kihina, Least, less, 

younger; the little finger; a medlar; — 
kihin u mihin, The young and the old, 
the small and the great. 

tAvs" kihin-jahdn, The microcosm. 
. J>! kihin nama'i yazdani, A 

title of the Dasalir. 
(js*" kai (Z. kava, S. kavi), When ? in what 

manner? a great k ing; a strong giant, 
genie; any one of the four elements; clear, 
pure, innocent, elegant, graceful; noble, 
excellent: j u s t ; [td kai, Until when?]— 
kl, Who ? which ? what ? 

A ^kai, That, in order to,in order tha t ; 
how?—kaiy (v.n, of wSj*). Marking with a 
brand; cauterizing; stinging (as a scor-
pion) ; looking intently a t ; a mark pro-
duced by burning; a cautery. 

kiyd, A king, protector, defender; a 
hero, champion; a lord, master; a lord 
marcher, landgrave, margrave; a peasant; 
powerful; work, labour; the four ele-
ments; pure, clear, innocent; heat, cold, 
dryness, or moisture ; the mouth; mastic. 

J^f ^ kai-dbad, kayabad, Power, 
dominion. 

jfti* hay djur, Wise, learned. 
kiyd-khura, Divine light imparted 

to enable kings to govern. 
i^-LS" kayakhan, Working slowly, doing 

anything imperceptibly, by degrees; sooth-
ing expressions, flattery, with an intention 
to deceive. 

SOLS' kiydda, Dishonourable, infamous; 
disgrace, infamy. 

LS kiya-khwara, kiyd-&hunira, = 
C^LS" q.y. 

ft* kiydr, kuydr, Slowness, laziness; 
name of a plant;—bi-kiyar, Brisk, cheer-
fully ; name of a man. 

\ft* kayard, Grief, trouble ; a longing for 
anything (particularly in women); black-
ness of face from having anything tight 
about the neck. 

J*ft£ kayarash, Name of the second of 
the four sons of Kai Qubad. 

^ kai-armin, Name of the youngest 
of the four sons of Kai Qubad. 

kiyarang, Pure, fair, white, clear, 
•tfjl-i' kiyazand, A great king. 
A kaydsat, kiydsat (v.n. of 

Being quick, ingenious; sagacity, ingenuity, 
vivacity ; cunning ; — sdhibi kiydsat, In-
genious, sagacious, acute. 

kiydgh, Grass (see c^S). 
^ L ^ kaydgin, Repugnant, contrary, 

absurd, improper ; rugged, uneven. 
A JLS kaiyal, A measurer of grain, 

weighman; surname to a foolish man who 
was perpetually weighing dust. 

a kaiydli, Fees for weighing. 
<ift*kaydn, A star; the point made by 

the compasses at the centre of a circle; 



-—kaifiyati 'driziya, An accidental qual-
ity ;—kaifiyati kdnxil, Full particulars. 

kaiqubad, A great king; name of a 
king of Iran. 

kai-qubadi, Of or belonging to 
Kai Qubad; the state or part of a Kai 
Qubad ; royal dignity, &c. 

kaik, A flea; \kaik dar pacha (pazha, 
ahalwdr) afgandan (kardan), To throw a flea 
into (another's) trousers, (met.) to dis-
turb, disquiet, render fidgetty; [kaik ba-
garibdn budan, To be disturbed, &c. (pass, 
of the preceding) ;]—k%k, A man; the pupil 
of the eye;—kiyak, A kind of f ru i t ; a 
cat; an ash-coloured horse. 

iiai-kawus, Just, noble; name of 
a king of Persia, the eldest of the four 
sons of Kai Qubad. 

kaikul, Name of a fruit . 
kikin, kikan, Darkness ; solder. 

kiku, A lake, a pond (see ^ ). 
kaikir, y^XA klklz, kaikleh, 

kikish, The herb rocket. 
tj^A kaigan, The inside of the vulva. 
A J-S" kail (v.n.), Measuring (grain); 

measuring out; weighing; computing or 
measuring one thing by another; failing 
(to strike fire) ; a measure of grain; also 
of other dry goods and liquids ; heat ; also 
cold ; sparks struck with flint and steel. 

j y kll, Crooked; anxious, longing; 
dressed in a warm blanket;—kiyal, Name 
of a f ru i t ; a medlar. 

yJ^A kaildn, A heron; a rupture, a swelled 
testicle ; any dry swelling. 

A kailat, Measure ;—kilat, Anything 
measured; the mode of measuring. 

Je* kil-ddr, Covered with a cloak (a 
shield; comp. ^ k i l ) . 

a^jJLA kail-ddr, One who oversees the 
measurement of grain, or an officer em-
ployed to attend the measurement of 
grain. 

kiyalak (dim. of kiyal), A medlar. 
ylXLS kilakdn, A certain black medicinal 

wood from the shores of the Caspian; a 
sort of leek. 

faf kilu, A pond, ditch; a place on the 
bank of a river or other piece of water 
where the Muhammadans ease and purify 
themselves before performing their reli-
gious ablutions ;—kiyalu, A medlar (see 

kiyal). 
kllwds, Name of a city, the birth-

place of the Hindu saint Shakmuni. 
^yA kailus (G. xuXos) •> Chyle. 
H AA kila (S, kadali), A banatia, 
a A-X kila, A measure of corn (see 

i^AjgJ kai-luhrdsp, Lohrasp, one of 
the Kayaniyan kings of Persia. 

A UA kaima, Why ? 
otJU^ kimak, kaimdk, A sort of surcingle 

with wluch the loads of asses and camels 

are secured; name of a city in T&rtary, and 
of a river or sea; oream. 

JU-S" kimdl, A kind of weasel, of whose 
blueish fur garments are made. 

A kiman (pi. of himat), Hillocks, 
heaps. 

kim-kjid, v^-a*-*^Mmkhdb, Brocaded 
silk. 

kimukht, The back-leather of a 
hor^e or ass, shagreen; according to others, 
the grains of such; a wrinkled skin;— 
kimukhii mdh, The sky. 

( ^ a t ^ kimukhii, Made of kimukhi. 
s^Uat**^ kimkhwdb, Brocade. 
a fa* i_y kai-manzar, Of kingly aspect. 

kaimus, Name of a man. 
{j-y+fa kaivius (G. xv/xos), Humour; 

chyme, 
kimunistan, (in Zand and Pazand) 

To request, beg, ask. 
kimiyd' (G. ^ m a ) , Chemistry, 

alchemy; the philosopher's stone; (in 
these meanings construed with afgandan, 
zadan, kardan, &c.) ; lead; name of a 
herb; love; the sagacity of an instructor 
or guide; elixir; the basis of gold and 
silver; (met.) fraud, deceit, art;—kimiydH 
akbar, The grand alchemy, the philoso-
pher's stone or tincture, which is called 
mashh ftru 'l-isrn wa ma'dumu 'l-jism " cele-
brated of name, but unknown of existence " ; 
—kimiydyi jdn, Wine ;—kimiydH ma'dni, 
The chemistry of meanings, i.e. the study 
of truth;—ahli kimiyd, An alchemist; a 
deceiver, cheat. 

a f \ kiwiyd-asar, Effective as che-
mistry ; alchemic; chemical. 

a kimiyd-sdz, W+y kimiyd-
sanj, yW*^ kimiyagar, An alchemist; (met,) 
a deceiver; a lover. 

a kimiydgari, Love; alchemy. 
a kimiydH, An alchemist. 
A ( ^ kain (v.n.), Being humble and 

submissive; a caruncle or gland within the 
matrix. 

kin, Hatred, enmity,rancour, malice-, 
revenge; (for hi in) which, for, because, 
that, this ;—kini iraj, Name of the nine-
teenth note of Barbud ;—kini siydwush, 
Name of the twentieth note of Barbud;— 
kin giriftan, To conceive resentment. (The 
word is also construed with the verbs 
awardan, bastan, tokJitan, khwdstan, situr-
dan, kardan, kashidan, &c.) 

A kindkind, Chin china, Peruvian 
bark. 

J k i n a l , A sot, drunkard. 
hin-dwar, A fierce warrior, pugna-

cious. 
cs^ kin-dwari, Fight, contention, 

warfare. 
jy ^^ kin-toz, One who foments dissen-

tions and law-suits ; malevolent-minded. 
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kin-fehwah, hin-jast, 

"Malicious, spiteful, rancorous. 
i^Skaiyanda, Vanquishing, conquering, 

victorious. 
hin-sitani, The taking revenge. 

(jS hai-nishin, = q.v. 
i^ft hin-gustari, The spread of 

malice. 
kln-guzar, A revenger of injuries ; 

full of fury, athirst for vengeance. 
jyift kinwar, Malevolent, inimical. 
A kainnnat (v.n. of o f ) , Being, 

existing ; happening, coming to pass. 
iJ^S kina, Hatred, rancour, malevolence ; 

—hina'i irdj (siyawush), Notes of Barbud 
(see above)-kina ddshtan, To hate;— 
kina kashidan, To take vengeance;—bd leas 
kina giriftan, To conceive hatred against 
anyone (the word is also construed with the 
other verbs mentioned under ^ ) ;—dush-
mani hina-hhwdh, A mortal foe ;—sina'ipur 
kina, A breast full of enmity or revenge. 

•ft kinadoz, tft* hina-tozanda, 
Malicious, hostile, revengeful. 

ft- kina-jo, kina-khwdh, Ma-
levolent, vindictive. 

kina-jo'i, ^ ty*- kina - kh m d hi, 
Malevolence, vindictiveness, thirst for ven-
geance. 

kina-dar, Revengeful; malicious. 
g^M, kina-sanj, Who carries on strife, 

wages war, entertains rancour, 
kina-kash, Revengeful; name of 

the twelfth day of the month. 
S j f t kina-kashi, Vindictiveness, re-

venge. 
kina-kosh, Intent on malice or 

revenge, spiteful, vindictive. 
fctf Sj^ kinah-gdh, A field of battle ; any 

place of quarrel. 
)) kinawar, jy hina-warz, Hostile, 

malicious, spiteful, revengeful, rancorous. 
ft hina-yar, ^f hlna-gard, and— 
ft kayu, Lettuce; a bier; cause, motive ; 

—kiyo, Scio (m.c.). 
^ f t y ' b & f t (?), A feast celebrated by the 

Mongols on new year's day. 
kai wan, The planet Saturn ; like-

wise bis orbit; a bow; the seventh heaven. 
yM. haiwan-khidev, The lord of 

Saturn. 
ft haiwdni, Of or relating to Saturn. 

>ift kayud, hayuda, Cause, motive, 
matter. 

H t j f t hiyura, Name of a plant with a 
strong-seen ted Bower (of tbe species of 
Pandanus odoratissimus); also of this 
flower and a perfume made of it. 

hayos, Name of an island where 
'Azra, mistress of Wamiq, was sold ; name 
of the brother of Anoshirwan;—hiyos, 
Curved, crooked. 

hayugh, Clay unmixed with straw. 
A J f t kaiyul, The rear of un army, the 

rear-rank; timid, pusillanimous; high or 
projecting ground; gold filings; refuse, 
chaff; the best and choicest of anything. 

kay miart, kayumars, Name 
of the first of Adam's offspring who ever 
exercised regal authority; he is generally 
considered as the first king of the Peshda-
dian dynasty, and is sometimes confounded 
with Adam and Noah. 

A MJOS kuyun (pl. of kain), Caruncles. 
kaiwa, Lettuce; name . of a plant 

that bears a fragrant fruit;—kiwa, A kind 
of cotton-shoe used chiefly in Persia by 
prize-runners. 

&•>* kiya, Mastic. 
ki-ha, also spelt (pl. of hi), 

Who? what people? 
yl^S kihan, haihdn, The world. 

y i f tk ihdn-khidiv , Lord or the world; 
the universal monarch, i.e. Q-od. 

Zfrr1 kaihaj, g f t haihach, The largest 
kind of strawberry-tree. 

hiya-dan, A candle-stick ; accord-
ing to others a candle (unsupported by 
examples). 

^ ju - iy^ hihunistan, (in Zand and Pa-
zand) To spring up, to grow, to be fresh 
and green. 

QXtSpft hihu'idan, (in Zand and Pazand) 
To come up, to grow. 

haiha, So-and-so; — hiha, The 
bramble; a kind of ivy. 

i,s£ hatha haiha, So-and-so. 
^^ ha'i, Royal, kingly;—hi'i, Who art 

thou ? 
i^fan* hayish, hiyish, Conqueror, tyrant, 

oppressor. 
^ * h i y a , A cupping-glass (see A ^ a n d 

V ) -

g (called ^ f t kdfi fdrsi or 
kdfi 'ajami, the Persian hdf), The 

twenty-sixth letter of the Arabic-Persian 
alphabet, the power of which is precisely 
that of g before a, o, u. In manuscripts it 
is often confounded with kdf, as well in 
sound as shape ; and some words will be 
found indifferently spelled with either 
letter. I t is interchangeable with other 
gutturals, especially £ gham, and some-
times with palatals and labials. 

ifti* gabdra, gdpara, A cavern or 
a cleft in a rock ; a herd of cows. 

ifftSgahhwdra, A cradle (see and 

Q'itf gddan (imp. gd, gay), To embrace, 
lie with. 



â Vf gada, Lain with, depucelated ; an 
arbour, bower (this meaning doubtfnl). 

fa^S gazur, 
ad 

= q.v. 
gar, A particle which, subjoined to a 

word, denotes agency or possession ; (for 
Fr. gare) a principal station of a railway, a 
terminus (m.c.) ;—gari jandb, The south 
terminus (Q-are du Midi, in Paris, m.c.). 

garanda, A doer, an agent, &c. 
(— q.v.). 

gari, Frail, unsteady, inconstant 
(thing). 

fagdz, Shears, scissors; pincers, tweezers, 
tongs, snuffers; the teeth; biting the lips 
or any other part with the teeth; biting, 
chewing ; seizing, taking away; pasturage ; 
a cavern in a rock • a hole or trench dug 
in the ground as a shelter for men and 
cattle ; a hermitage on the top of a hill; 
(S. has) a kind of grass of which ropes are 
made. 

'fa adz, Gas (m.c. from Fr. gaz). 
yfagazur, A bleacher, fuller ; a wagtail; 

—gazur girawi (read not , as Vullers 
does) khwesh ba-duhdn darad, The bleacher 
has bis pledge in his shop (a proverbial 
sayingto express that the clothes entrusted 
to him secure him against being cheated , 
out of his due). 

gazur-dar, Name of a wrestling-
trick. 

gdzurah, A wagtail. 
&\S gdzur-gdk, A bleaching-ground; 

name of a place at Shiraz where Shaikh 
Sa'di lies interred ; also of a place in Harat, 
containing the remains of Khwaja Abdu-
'llah Ansari. 

Otffa gdzirun, Name of a city founded by 
Qubad (see w ' f a ) . 

gazurl, Bleaching;—gazuri hardan, 
To wash, bleach, or full. 

vfa gaza, A small gardener's hut covered 
with a coarse cloth (to which the world is 
sometimes compared); a swing; a cradle; 
a hermitage on a hil l ; the lurking-place of 
a hunter. 

ygfa gdzi, Name of a sweet-smelling 
flower. 

ĵ S" gazh, A place, abode; a stage. 
iaJUtf gdskak, A sausage made of the 

small guts stuffed with meat and condi-
ments. 

gashtan, To turn, cause to revolve; 
to avert. 

gaf, Name of the letter boast-
ing ; a crack, fissure ; exceeding bounds. 

tftf gaga, Anything given at entertain-
ments with wine, as fruits or sweetmeats. 

J\S gdl, Far, distant; the pod in which 
the cotton is produced ; a sort of millet; a 
jackal; acock; rolling, tumbling; deceit, 
fraud, imposture; a species of spider; 
dung hanging to the wool of a sheep's 
tail. 

gal-bang, Name of an intoxicating 
herb growing amongst wheat. 

gdlarl dapulun, Galerie d'A-
pollon, in the Palais du Louvre at Paris. 

^gala, Far, distant; a ball of carded 
cotton ; a bag made of wool and hair. 
^ g d l i y a , An unripe melon ; Gallia (see 

fa^ gdliyar, Spittle, saliva. 
J^jAlS gdlibuli, Gallipoli (m.c.). 

gdlicha, A magpie. 
galiya, Name of a herb. 

|A?"gam, A step, pace; the distance be-
tween the feet in walking ; a foot's length ; 
a cubit ; the jaw; the palate ; the uvula ; 
a bridle ; a village gam zadan, To step; 
—gam nihddan, To go, to travel; (also 
construed with bar-ddshtan, hashidan, qu-
iz ar dan). 

gdm*khwush, Of a gentle pace. 
V) f ^ gam-zan, Sapid, swift-paced; a 

high-stepper. 
gdmus, A buffalo. 

yjL^^ gamldan, To go, walk, step, travel. 
tj^a*^gamesh, A buffalo. 
vfa gan, Coition; a whore; worthy, fit, 

proper; a tyrannical king; joining, uniting; 
after numerals = q.v.; at the end of a 
word terminating in silent 8 he, gdn forms 
the plural number when the a he is dropped ; 
as from istdda, Standing, is formed istdda-
gdn, Those who are standing;—gdn dadan, 
To play the whore ; to commit fornication, 
<fcc. (comp. 

H ganja, The hemp-plant; intoxica-
ting drug made of its leaves (bhang). 

Mjki\Sgdn-dada, m^Sgdnda, An infamous 
boy ; a whore. 

t\%i\$ gdn-gah, The nuptial bed. 
yfaS gdnur, A fruit-basket. 

gdna, A particle used after numerals 
to impart an indefinite or distributive 
meaning, as haft-gana, About seven; seven-
fold. 

(jJV? gdnx, A whore ; an infamous boy. 
fagdu, gdo, gdv (S. go), A bull; a bullock ; 

a cow ; a drinking-vessel made in the shape 
of an ox; bold, intrepid ; a land-measure 
of about six miles;—gavi khar as, An ox 
turning a mill;—gdv dar charm budan, A 
thing is ready ; time for deliberation is left 
or remains ;—gdv dar khirman shudan, To 
be ruined ;—gdv dar khirman hardan, To 
ruin, to destroy;—gdwi diyas, A threshing-
ox ;—gdv zadan, To inherit; to derive ad-
vantage from;—gdwi zar(zarrin), A golden 
cup made in the form of an ox; name of 
the golden calf made by Samari, a relation 
of Moses ;—gdwi zarrln, Name of a green-
coloured animal of the beetle kind ;—gawi 
zamln, The energy implanted by the Crea-
tor in the heart of the earth ; the bull on 
whose horns the earth is fabled to rest; 
the ox that grazes on the earth, opp. to the 
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Taurus in the sky;—gdwisifdlln, An earthen 
vessel made in the shape of an ox ;—gawi 
slmln, A silver cup made in the form of an 
ox ;—gawi 'ambar, The sea-cow (from which 
Persians suppose ambergris to come) ; 
(met.) a stupid man, a foolish person;— 
gawi falak, The sign Taurus;—gdv qashqa 
shuda ast, (met.) One has beeu disgraced ;• 
a secret ha3 become public;—gawi qulba-
rdn, A ploiighing-ox ;—gawi kdr (warm), A 
working or ploughing ox;—gam. kohl, The 
mountain-cow \—gdwi gardiin, The sign 
Taurus ; a draught-ox ;-—gawi gilln, An 
earthen vessel made in the form of an ox ; 
—gdwi na-Usula, Proud, vain ; untaught, 
ignorant of the world (an uulicked cub) ; 
—dbila''i gdw, CoTr-pox. 

v l ft gdv-db, Green scum collected on 
the surface of stagnant pools, duck-weed. 

^ f t gdwar a, A cradle ; a herd of oxen. 
ft gav-dhan, A ploughshare. 

(ft. ft gavbdn, A herdsman ; a buiiock-
driver; a blacksmith. 

ft gav-banda, A neatherd. 
J t f j ^ gdv-bahal, A waggon drawn by 

oxen. 
ft gdv-besha, The world gdv-besha 

dar charm budan, A thing ready; time 
for deliberation remains. 

ft gav-pusld, A particular kind of 
tent (comp. ; (met.) the sky, 

ft gdv-palang, A cameleopard. 
ft* gdv-paikar, The mace of Faridun, 

having a head like that of an ox. 
ft gdv-tazl, Threat, intimidation. 

a ft gdv-takya, A large pillow sup-
porting the back of a person sitting. 

ft gav-chard'l, Pasture-ground; a 
charge for grazing; tax levied on pasture 
ground. 

ft*, ft yav-chashm, ft gdv-chashm a , 
Ox-eye (a plant); a fragrant forest-herb 
resembling camomile; a kind of wild 
grape ; large-eyed. 

pft ft gdv-chihr, With a bull's face (the 
mace of Faridun). 

iiU. ft gdv-kAdna. A cow-shed; place 
where dead cattle are flayed. 

gdwid, (in Zand and Pazand) The 
wild ox. 

} f t ft gdv-daru, A stone found in the 
gall-bladder of an ox ( = ft\ q.v. p. 109). 

ft gdv-dashti, A wild bull or cow ; 
a deer. 

JJ ft gdv-dil, Ignorant, foolish, 
f j ft gdv-dum, A cow-tail; with a tail 

like a bull's ; a trumpet, a tapering tube; 
anything thick at one end and thin at the 
other; acclivity, descent. 

JV-io ft gdv-dumbal. A cow-tail; any-
thing broad at one end and narrow at the 
other, 

ft gdV'dosh, ft gdv-dosha, ft 
ij*^ gdv-doshna, A vessel for milking, 

having a broad mouth and narrow bottom ; 
a mil king-pail; a churn. 

gdvdi, Ignorant, foolish. 
ft gav-dida, A kind of bread. 

) f t gdvr, gdwur (for gabr ?), An infidel;— 
gdwar, Tbe opopoaax. 

tjjftgdwarza, An ox yoked to the plough. 
u-jft gdwars, ^ f t gdwarsa, Millet; a 

kind of vetch;—gdwar si sim, (a silver 
vetch) A star•—gdwarsa'i nuqra-gun-, The 
lustre of a sword; the milky way. 

) f t gawar-shlr, Gum of the opoponax. 
ft gav-rang, Bull-coloured, bull-like, 

came of king Faridun's mace ; also of that 
of ZAI. 

u^ssj ft gdv-rish, (cow-beard) A fool. 
ft gdv-zdd, Unexpected good fortune, 

a god-send ; an inheritance. 
ft gdv-zabdn, Bugloss, ox-tongue (a 

herb; ; a plaster; a kind of bread. 
j) ft gdv-zar, A cup made of gold. 
V)ft gdvzan, A stag (see v j f i ) . 

" gav-mna, An ox-goad. 
gdv-zor, Rude, brutal; an able ft 

wrestler. 
tSJfi ft gdV'Zori, Violence. 

ftgdv-zahra, A stone found in the 
gall-bladder of an ox, considered as an an-
tidote against poison (see and ; 
a coward, 

ft ft gdv-sdr, Like an ox; ox-headed; 
name of Faridun's mace. 

ft gdv-sar (also gdv-sara), Faridun's 
mace; a poker (m.c.). 

ft gdv-sang, A stone found in the 
gall-bladder of an ox (see ^ ^ and 
an ox-goad. 

^ f t j f ft gdv-shumdri, Census of cattle; a 
tax upon cattle. 

a-i^^-li J>ft gdwash na-lisida, Proud, 
vain ; ignorant of the world. 

ct-Ci. ft gdv-shang, An ox-goad ; a sort 
of pot-herb. 

^>ft gdvshed, Name of a dreadful 
dragon, said to have\ong infested Persia, 
but killed at length by Cyrus ; in comme-
moration of which event, they add, he 
built a splendid dtish-gah, or temple to 
the sun or fire. 

ft ft gdv-shir, Gum of the opoponax-
tree. 

F^ ft gav-'ambar, Ambergris, which the 
Persians believe to be tbe excrement of the 
sea-cow, thrown on shore by the waves, 
and there concreted by the sun. 

^ f t gdwak, A little ox ; a tick or a louse 
infesting cattle ; a kind of mule. 

ft ft gdw-kdr, A sown field. 
oft ft kun kardan, To purify 

to ease nature. 
usA* ft gav-kuski, The slaughtering of 

cattls. 
gdwaki, A kind of mule. 

y f t ft gdv-gun, (ox-like) Stupid, dull. 



J * fa gdv-gal, A cow-herd. 
CjU fa gdv-mada, A cow. 

fa qdv-mdhi, A creature, half bull, 
half fish, said to support the earth (some-
times called gdv, or mdhi alone), 

^S gdv-mashang, Grain like a 
vetch. 

fa gav-mesh, A buffalo. 
/ gdv-nar, A bull. 
caUjW fa(?), (in the dialect of Shiraz) 

A kind of spurge (see s-AA p. 22, 
where the transliteration should read ihlab 
diyd). 

gavu, A mountain-ox. 
ifa gdwa, A wooden wedge; a chief 

magistrate; the master of a family. 
y^sAjtf gdwahidan, To agitate, shake. 
i j f a gdwe, One bull or cow;—gdwi, Bo-

vine ;—abila'i gdwi, Cow-pox. 
Qp.fa gawizan, A beautiful yellow pig-

ment made from the gall of an ox; the 
gall of an ox. 

ifaifa gawish, A vessel for holding milk. 
ttU' gdh, Time; place (always in compo-

sition) ; a throne; a golden seat; a noun 
of time and place ; a crucible (for melting 
gold); the dawn (as bi-gdh means evening); 
a bed; a large cushion ; the sign Capri-
corn; an alligator; office, dignity, public 
employment; a ditch dug for planting or 
preserving vines ; a dimple in the chin ; a 
bridegroom, wooer, suitor; sometimes, now 
and then ;—gdh ba-gdh, gah gdh, Sometimes, 
at times, from time to time, now and then ; 
—gdh bi-gdh (gah u bi-gdh), Well-timed or 
ill-timed, at every turn, at all times; in 
season and out of season; at morn and 
at evening; — dmdj-gdh, A royal throne ; 
place where a throne is raised (cf. e ^ 
p. 97);—an gah, In that time ;—pas an 
gdh, After that. 

gdh-bdr, \Jbfa£>\$ gah-bdrhd, ^L^tf 
gdharribdrhd, The six days or periods in 
which (according to the cosmogony of the 
ancient Persians) God created the world. 
The first period, called in the language of 
the Zand midyuzarain, embraces an interval 
of forty days, in which God is said to have 
created the heavens; the second period is 
called midyusama, and is made to comprise 
a Bpace of sixty days, in which God created 
the waters; the third period, called piti 
sahim, includes an interval of seventy-five 
days, in which the earth was created; in 
the fourth period, called aiyd iahrim, the 
duration of which is limited to thirty 
days, the trees and grass were created ; 
the fifth period, called maidiydrim, con-
sists of eighty days, in which the animal 
tribes were created ; in the sixth period, 
called hamshpatamahdim, which lasted for 
seventy-five days, man was created. 

slT gdh-gah, ^ ^ gdh-gahe, Some-
time or other. 

gdh-gir, Who occupies a place, 
fixes a habitation, alights ( = fa 

gdhangan, The Milky Way. 
gdhu, = jfctfq.v. 

tyfaZgdhwdra, A cradle, 
(jfctf gdhe, Sometimes ;—gdhe ki, When-

ever. 
(^jfctf gahidan, To embrace, to copulate. 

gahe-gdhe, — q.v. 
gahin, Root of sweet cane. 

gdydn, A buffalo ; coition. 
gdyistan, To reverse, invert (un-

supported by examples). 
gdya, Coition. 

y.uftS' gd'idan, To embrace, copulate. 
fgd'ida, A woman depucelated. 

s-Saab, Large and thick. 
sfa>gubdra, A herd of oxen. 
(gabibmin, (in Zand aud Pazand) 

Low (= past) •, (according to another 
reading) the back (—pusht). 

j-fa gabr, A guebre, ancient Persian, one 
of the Magi of the sect of Zoroaster, a 
priest of the worshippers of fire ; a pagan, 
infidel; a plant resembling ginger; a vest; 
a stone ;—gabr, gabar, A corslet or coat of 
mail; a helmet;—gabar, A kind of trans-
parent stone, of which cups and the like are 
made; a tent supported by a column; 
name of a city. 

JVI pS gabr-dbdd, (habitation of fire-
worshippers) The suburbs of Ispahan. 

gabraki, A vessel for holding wine. 
gabragi, The Magian religion, fire-

worship, Parsiism. 
gabrunat, Raining; rain. 

gabri, The Magian religion ; pagan-
ism. 

yfa gdbz, Anything thick, gross, dense. 
gabast, Poison of a serpent; a kind 

of bitter herb j a kind of wild gourd. 
gdbnd, (in Zand and Pazand) A 

man. 
<J-5 gabba, A cupping-glass. 

gabhd, Grass, herbage. 
gap, Idle report, gossip, chit-chat, 

news, false rumour; word, saying; thick, 
gross, dense ; large. 

gap-shap, ) V^ gap-u-shap. 
Prattle, talk, gossip, &c. 

guptan (for guftan), To say, speak. 
<JKS gut, Great, large, grand ; the but-

tocks. 
gutrum, Vain, idle conversation. 

guta, Great, large, grand. 
jS gaj, A species of white earth of which 

lime is made ; mortar, plaster; advantage, 
conveniency; self-admiration, folly; a fool; 
spurning, kicking. 

txAfaZ gujrat, gujarat, Guzerat. 
Jsa^ gaj'd, Name of a certain quarter in 

Tabriz; also of a burial-ground. 
^ gaeh, A kind of white earth of which 

lime is made; plaster ; — gachi shirin, A 



cool;—girdn-bdr shudan, To become preg-
nant, to conceive. 

giran-bari, Pregnancy ; gravity, 
steadiness; deliberation, coolness. 

V ©V girdn-bahd, High-priced ; costly, 
precious, 

ifai ©V girdn-pdy, Slow-footed. 
y y giran-pdya, Of high dignity or 

station. 
fiyi oV'girdn-parwdz, Plying slowly. 

girdn-pusht, Strong, sturdy ; a 
porter; arrogant, proud, silly. 

girdn-jan, Oppressed in mind, un-
happy, unfortunate ; wearied with life ; 
poor, sick; slow, sluggish, tremulous with 
age; lazy ; proud; a sweet beverage made 
of water, flour, and honey. 

^jiW^y gir an-jdni, Affliction; misfor-
tune; laziness; pride. 

f*^ aV girdn-chashm, Possessed of the 
evil eye. 

a l̂As- giran-khdtir, Afflicted at heart; 
sad, dejected. 

girdn-khidya, The water (as 
element). 

sAy5- girdn-khwdb, One who goes to 
sleep late and rises late, a heavy sleeper. 

jty^V girdn-khwdr, .A great eater, a 
glutton. 

tsy4- O^fa girdn-khoy, Peevish, disagree-
able, ill-tempered. 

y*6- girdn-Jchez, Slow. 
O^/ girdn dast, Heavy-handed, 

slow. 
girandan, To look, behold. 
gir an-dav, Slow-running (horse). 

giran-dud, Dark cloud, fog, inist. 
a o \ y giran-rikab, A bold rider ; (a 

horse or man) going slowly and heavily; 
one who does not flinch from the impetuous 
assault of his enemy; grave, sedate;— 
giran-rikab shudan, To attack impetuously ; 
to die. 

tjfa* 9) girdn-rav-sitdra, A fixed 
star, 

Ju . girdn-sdl, Old, aged, great in 
years. 

^ L . girdn-sali, Old age. 
giran-sdya, Of exalted dignity ; 

according to others, of unremitting bounty ; 
also one whose presence is not wished 
for. 

r* <dVgirdn-sar, Proud; the commander 
of an army ; heavy (dragoons) ; a numerous 
army; giran-magM) drunk; stupid. 

girdnsirisht, Proud; grave, 
sedate, dignified ; slow, tardy, languid. 

^ f a girdn-surin, Slow. 
girdn-sang, Heavy, weighty; 

grave, dignified ; precious, valuable; low-
spirited ; patient; contented. 

a js— t^f girdn-sair, Slow-going; heavy-
moving ;—kashti'i girdn-sair, A slow-sail-
ing ship. 

a y \ y girdn-'indn, Slow (man or 
horse), 

a fa gir an-qadr (qadar), Of exalted 
power or dignity. 

©Vgi^dn-kisa, Stingy, avaricious, a 
miser. 

giran-gosh, Heavy of hearing, 
deaf. 

girdn-goshi, Heaviness of ear. 
^ y girdn-gir, Slow to take or seize ; 

holding fast, seizing violently; patient, 
enduring, persevering. 

girdn-mdyagi, Preciousness ; ex-
cellence of birth; weightiness. 

i^U giran-mdya, Precious ; of noble 
birth ; weighty, ponderous. 

aVgirdn-maghz. Drunk, intoxicated ; 
stupid, foolish ; proud. 

a fa <v)\y girdn-nazar, Supercilious; look-
ing askance at. 

gir dni, Heaviness, weight, gravity; 
importance ; scarceness, dearth, dearness ; 
rise (in price) ; heaviness of spirit, depres-
sion ; indigestion ; a disease happening to 
women in parturition; — [girdni'i gosh, 
Heaviness of hearing, deafness;]—girdne, 
A bore, a disagreeable person ; a churl, a 
clown. 

gir dni dan. To be heavy, grave, 
ponderous ; to weigh, or guess the weight 
of, anything in the hand ; to make heavy ; 
to augment the price of; to esteem, to 
think highly of, extol;—gurdnidan, To 
make one take or hold anythiug. 

s o ^ y giranida, Poor ; oppressed. 
<j*}Vy garawus, gar aw its, An oil-

mill. 
tiy gir dh, Inclination, will; inclined; 

like. 
yA-j&^y girahidan, To incline, to verge 

on ; to resemble, to be like. 
^ y gar ay, Mentioned, recorded; a title 

of the princes of Tartary;—giray, Inclina-
tion, wish, desire ; intention, preparation ; 
diminution; merchandize; heavy; seizing 
by the hand, the feet, the waist, or the hem 
of the garment; attacking, pretending to 
strike or throw stones; threatening; in-
clining, propense; examining, investiga-
ting. 

^ y garrdy, A barber ; a slave. 
gir ay istan, gardyistan, To incline 

towards, to love; to intend, prepare, or 
make for ; to explore, examine ; to happen ; 
to behold; to rebel; to move anything up 
and down whilst weighing i t ; to scatter, 
disperse; to macerate or soften hides;— 
bar-girayistan, To weigh in the hand; to 
balance ; to examine, to investigate. 

girdyish, gardyish, Inclination, de-
sire, will, wish ; disobedience, rebellion. * 

yA^y gira'idan, y - ^ y girayidan, To 
have an inclination or affection, to love; to 
examine, prove, try ; to weigh in the hand ; 



to lay out of the hand ; to intend; to con-
tend, endeavour; to attack; to compose, 
accord, tune (the string of an instrument); 
to lessen, diminish; to estimate, esteem, 
think ; to involve, to wrap round, to cover ; 
to disobey, rebel;—bar-girdyidan, To weigh 
in the band; to examine, to investigate 
(see also p. 177). 

^^gurbdk, A wide dish. 
JW/'girbdl, garbal, A sieve. 
yty> gurbuz, ytfi gurbizh, A deceiver, se-

ducer, flatterer, cheat; a r t fu l ; ingenious, 
skilful, intelligent; strong, invincible. 

gurbuzi, Fraudulence, seduction, de-
ception ; intelligence, wisdom; greatness, 
valour. 

ftfi gurbagu, Name of a fragrant shrub. 
gurba, A cat; wild thyme; name of 

an odoriferous tree called bidi mushk;— 
yurba i dbi, An otter;—gurba az baghal 
afgandan (anddkhtan), Throwing the cat 
from under the arm ; letting tbe cat out of 
the bag, discovering the secret; leaving off 
deceitful ways ;—gurba ba-tumban kardan, 
To disgrace, to defame ;—gurba'i barraq, A 
cat with a very shining coat;—gurba dar 
amban ddshtan (firo-shudan, kardan), gurba 
dar baghal dashtan, To practise deceit 
gurba dar zinddn kardan, To be extremely 
avaricious ;—gurba'i dashti, A kind of pan-
ther or wild cat; bog-rush ;—gurba'i 'abid 
namaz kard, Pious Tom said his prayers, 
(met.) such a one is a downright hypocrite ; 
—gurba'i miskin, A meek cat; (met.) a 
wicked rogue ;—gurba'i mushkln, The civet 
cat;—gurba hama shab ba-khwdb binad 
dumba, A (hungry) cat dreams all night of 
a fat Bheep's tail. 

gurba-bid, A species of willow; a 
kind of catkin from which a juice is 
pressed; a gum-like matter proceeding 
from the willow. 

jfr'H" ̂ figurba-chashm, Grey-eyed. 
gurba-chaehmi, Grey-eyedness. 

a wAs. gurba-khilaf, — fyftq.v. 
^ gurba-dala, A ferret, marten, 

weasel. 
gurba-zibad, The Hvet-cat. 

(jU AfyS gurba-sdn, gurba-shdna, 
ofi gurba-gun, Oat-like, wily, cunning, 
deceitful. 

V./ gurpd, Trefoil. 
^ garat bayad (for gar tu-ra bayad), 

If thou meanest (if it must be to thee). 
gurj, Georgia, native of Georgia. 

yU—cj-jf gurjistdn, Georgia. 
9v>r3% A Georgian; a servant boy ; 

a h u t ; a kind of dog. 
girach, Mortar, plaster. 

garchand, How much soever. 
garchi, Although, though, notwith-

standing ; certainly, indeed;—gurcha, A 
cottage*, a, dungeon; & aubtertaneous ex-
cavation. 

gurikhtan, To fly, escape, flee for 
refuge. 

*/gard, (in comp.) Turning round ; re-
volving ; wandering over (as dfaq-gard " a 
world-wanderer") ; the celestial globe; 
fortune ; the sun ; dust, earth ; flying dus t ; 
advantage, profit, emolument; reflexion, 
inversion, repercussion, refraction; light-
ning ; joy, mirth ; sadness, sorrow ; a kind 
of silk; a fragrant smell; construed with 
the verbs afshdndan, burdan, pah kardan, 
rasldan, raftan, siturdan, shustan, shikastan, 
nishdndan, nishastan, &c. ; [gardi dsiyd 
kkwurda ast, He has eaten the dust of the 
mill (proverbially said of one who eats any 
food indiscriminately, whether lawful or 
not) ;— gardi dftdb, Atoms which appear 
playing in the sunbeams ; — gard bar-
dwardan, To trample under foot; to anni-
hilate ;—gard khwurdan, To become soiled 
with dust;—gardi zumurrud, A sprouting 
beard ; — gardi surma, Collyrium-powder ; 
—gardi shab, The darkness of night;— 
gard kardan, To trample under foot, to an-
nihilate ; to make public, to manifest, to 
render evident;—gard kdrdani tir, The 
flying high of an arrow ;—gard na-mdnad az, 
No vestige remains of;—gardi-mdh, Moon-
beams ;—gardi yatlml, The water or purity 
of a pearl;—az gard uftddan, To lose lustre; 
—ba~gard budan (raftan),To be annihilated, 
to perish ;—dar gard budan, To be brisk (a 
market);]—gird, Round; a circle, orbit, cir-
cumference, circuit, rotundo; environs, parts 
adjacent; a collection, assembly ; a host ; 
a city ; a tent, pavilion; (adv.) around ; 
[gird amadan, To convene, meet together ; 
to accumulate, collect, mount up;—gird 
dwardan (pech kardan), To accumulate; 
to acquire, to bring into one's grasp ;— 
gird-rd girdu ml-khwdnad, He calls every-
thing that is round a nut, i.e. he muddles 
things together, he talks galimatias (m.c.);—• 
girdi rah, The circuit of a road ;—girdi ru, 
The contour of the face ; a woman's orna-
ment worn about the face set with jewels; 
—girdi sari khwud dawid, He loitered about 
in idleness ; he did as he liked ;—girdi sari 
kase gar didan (raftan), To devote oneself 
to, to sacrifice oneself for;—gird shudan, 
To gather together, to assemble ;—gird-ash 
na-mitawdn gardld, One dares not approach 
him ; — girdi shahr, Suburbs ;—girdi kdr 
gashtan, To engage in, to attempt or com-
mit anything ;—gird kardan, To collect, 
assemble, bring together; to make round, 
encompass, environ; to surround, to in-
vest ; to wrinkle, shrivel, contract; to 
wager, especially at a horse-race; to put 
in;—girdi kdre gashtan, To set to work in 
a matter;-—gird kardan (giriftan), To accu-
mulate ; to acquire;—gird gashtan, To go 
round —girdi yatimi, The water or lustre 
of a pearl ( = gardi yatimi above);—ba-gird 



andarun, All around — darab-gird, The 
city of D a r a b ; ] — g u r d , Strong, brave, 
valiant; a hero; [gurdi zdbiil, The hero of 
Zabul, i.e. Rustam ;]—girad (for glrad), 
He may take;—gir id, Crete or Candia. 

fa fa gar da, Returning, wheeling, encir-
cling ; a boy's top;—girda, Pretence, pre-
text, excuse. 

sA ^fagird-db, A whirlpool, abyss, gulf, 
vortex;—gurd-db, A wave. 

jljWy girddbad, The city of Mad ain, 
founded by Tahmuras and finished by Jam-
shed. 

t - r ^ y girdabi8h, Proof, demonstration ; 
meditation, deep thought ; perplexity ; in-
vestigation (doubtful word). 

fagar-ddr, Scabby, mangy. 
{j*\*fa gurdds, An oppressor, tyrant. 
J^-ifagurddsh, An oppressor, tyrant. 

*fa gurd-afrid, Name of the daugh-
ter of Quzhdaham. 

-ifa gurd-afgan, Who lays low 
heroes. 

*fa\>ifa gard-a-gard, Step-by-step; con-
tinually revolving ; — gird-a-gird, Round 
about, round and round ; the winding of a 
river, road, or mountain; parts, sides, 
boundaries. 

*fa gurd-dlu, A kind of plum, an apri-
cot (see jJf fa). 

J*^ *fa gard-dlud, *fa gard-aluda, 
Soiled with dus t ; encumbered with riches 
or worldly cares;—gard-aluda sdzad, He 
bestows worldly goods upon. 

*fa gard-posh, Covered with dus t ; 
encumbered with riches or worldly cares. 

J j f a gard-poshlda, Dust-cove red (a 
wrestler, a horse or mule, &c.). 

gardan, Turning, winding, chang-
ing, inverting, converting; one who turns 
or goes round; conjugation, inflexion; 
meat parboiled and roasted with spices ;— 
gardan shudan, To revolve, turn round ;— 
gardiini gardan, The spheres, the heavenly 
heavens j — qubba'i gardiini gardan, The 
vault of heaven (perpetually) revolving. 

garddndd, May (God) effect i t ! 
*fagird-andam, Of a middling sta-

ture, square, compactly built. 
A*fagarddndan, To turn round. 

SjLi»» ^Wy garddn-sitdra, A planet. 
<&}\<ifa gardanah, The pointers (two stars 

in the Bear). 
garddna, An iron ring (to which 

anything is suspended) ; — girdana, A 
child's go-cart, leaning against which it 
learns to walk. 

^ W y garddni, Turning, revolving, &c. 
(used as last member of compounds). 

^ W y garddniya, Name of a note in 
music. 

gardanidagi, A rolling about. 
yjLgarddnidan (transitive of gardi-

dan), To change, alter, avert, convert, 

divert, drive round, surround to cause to 
become; to represent as becoming, to re-
gard as ;—dgah garddnidan, To inform, to 
apprise of ;—umidwdr garddnidan, To raise 
one's hopes ;—dwdz garddnidan, To make 
inflections of the voice, i.e. to sing, modu-
late, shake, quiver, or trill ;—bdz garddni-
dan, To avert, to turn off ;—bar-garddnidan, 
To invert, transpose;— ba-chard garddni-
dan, To lead to pasture ;—pusht garddni-
dan, To turn the back ;—tasauwur gardd-
nidan, To be of opinion, to imagine ;—dar-
garddnidan, To revolve, to turn round ;— 
mukhdtib garddnidan, To converse;—Mu-
sharraf garddnidan, To honour. 

gardanida, Turned round; meat 
parboiled and roasted. 

M^y garddniya, Name of a note in 
music. 

girddwd, A patrol. 
jft fa gird-dwar, All round, round ; a 

patrol; a watch; a superintendent of po-
lice or customs. 

y j ^ oy gird-dwardan, To assemble, col-
lect. 

*fa gird-dwari, A drawing together, 
collecting; surrounding, investing; siege; 
going the rounds, watching, patrolling, <£c. 
division; beat. 

^ j f a f a gurddvzhand, Throwing down 
heroes ; name of a champion. 

Jfa gird-bad, ^ *fagird-bada, A whirl-
wind ; a demon; — gird-badasa, Like a 
whirlwind. 

*fa gird-bdzu, With round, i.e. power-
ful arms ; strong-limbed. 

*fa gird-bdf, A woven border; sel-
vage. 

(jUl* j y gird-bdlish balin), A small 
pillow laid under the cheek; a large cylin-
drical pillow, a bolster. 

(fat^fa gardbdn, A leader, commander-in-
chief ; the tree of paradise; an artificer's 
wooden block fixed in the ground for po-
lishing his work; a shirt-collar; neck and 
breast of a shirt. 

ji*fagirdbur, A wimble, gimlet. 
^>fa gard bar-awardan, To raise a 

dus t ; to trample down, destroy. 
s ^ ^ ay gird bar-dwarda, Vaulted, 

domed. 
•ifaj ^fa gird ba-gird, All round, 
yju* c>fa gard-bandan (for gardan-band), 

Collar, neck-ornament. 
^U j y gird-pay, The space about the 

foot of a throne or other seat; according 
to others to be disgraced, to be treated 
with ignominy ;—gird-pdyi hauz gardldan, 
To prowl about any place in search of any-
thing ;—gird pay nishastan, To sit in a 
square posture. 

gU—$ jy gird-pistdn, Round-breasted 
maiden. 



^ f i gird-posh, Bed-clothes. 
y 4 ^ gird-pesh, All round. 

^fi gird-khwdn, A circular table. 
y>f gardar, Hard ground at the foot of a 

mountain ; hilly ground; a city. 
^fi gird-rug, Round of face or form. 

fc)l> gird-ran, A fleshy thigh ; an easy 
life ; root of tbe thigh, groin. 

gardish, Revolution, turning round, 
reversion,conversion, motion ; turn, change; 
a bend ; vicissitude ; reversion; adverse 
fortune; wandering about, vagrancy ; an 
incursion, raid, plundering expedition 
(m.c.) ;—gardishi dsmdn, Revolution of the 
heavens; — gardishi bdlln, Changing the 
position of an invalid ;—gardishi hdlln shab 
jum'a, Passing the Friday night out of 
one's harim (considered as ill-omened) ;— 
gardishi rang, Change of colour ;—gardishi 
'dma, Promenade, public pleasure-walk 
(m.c.) ;—gardishi qur'a, The shaking and 
drawing of lots. 

gard-shab, Darkness of the night. 
^fi gird-shikam, Round-bellied (a 

horse). 
SVSAJ^gardish-gdh, Place for a pleasure-

drive or walk; pleasure-ground (m.c.). 
iMAjfi girdshanda, Reptiles. 
dsf girdah (dim. of gird), A small royal 

tent; a large round tent; a bride's cham-
ber ; an enigma; a rich cake; a sum, total, 
whole, collection. 

US' tfigird-kund, A collector; surround-
ing. 

*fi ft gird-koh, Name of a mountain in 
Maeandaran. 

qfttfigirdgdn, A walnut; the ball of a 
pellet-bow anything round ; — girdgdn 
bar gumbad, (met.) Fickle, unsteady, un-
stable. 

s\S ft gird-gdh, The middle part of the 
body, the waist; the navel. 

*ifi<>fi gird-gird, All round. 
y\-tlfi ft gird-giriban, A shirt, a shift. 

ft gird-gashtagl, A going round. 
^fi-ifi girdagl, Roundness, rotundity ;— 

ba-girdagl'i dlgar raftan, To sacrifice one-
self for another. 

ft t f i gurd-glr, A conqueror of heroes; 
the title of the son of Afrasyab. 

6i\*tfi girdmdna, Seed of mezereon. 
ft gird-musht, A kind of bow-

handle ; a particular way of holding the 
bow. 

y ft gardan, The neck; a pole; strong, 
robust, firm, powerful; a brave, stout man; 
a hero; strength, power;—gardan az mo ba-
rihtar dashtan, To be gentle, pliable, submis-
sive;—gardan afrdjchtan (balldan), To raise 
the neck ; (met.) to be restive, disobedient, 
arrogant;—gardan. anddkhtan (dwardan) 
bar, To submit to;—gardan ba-dosh firo-
burdan, To submit, to obey;—gardan ba-
shamsher kharldan, To command oneself to 

be killed; — gardan baland (diraz, firdz) 
kardan, To stretch the neck; (met.), to be 
stiff-necked, disobedient, rebellious ;—gar-
dan charb u narm (kham, ghuncha, kaj) 
kardan, To submit, to obey (also construed 
with shudan in the sense of being submis-
sive or obedient) ;—gardan zadan, To de-
capitate ;—gardani zamin, A neck of land, 
an isthmus;—gardani shutur, A camel's-
neck; (met.) a purse full of gold;—gardan 
kashldan, To be stiff-necked, restive, to dis-
obey, to revolt against;—gardan giriftan, 
To take upon one's neck, to endorse, to 
declare oneself responsible for (m.c.) ;— 
gardan narm kardan, To submit, to obey;—• 
gardan nihddan, To place the neck, i.e. to 
submit, obey ;—bd khuni lashkar dar gar-
dani o, With the blood of the (whole) army 
on his neck, i.e. being the cause of their 
destruction ;— bd shamshlr u kafan bar gar-
dan, With a scimiter and a winding-sheet 
about (his) neck;—bar (dar) gardan uftd-
dan, To fall upon one's neck, to befall 
(misfortune, &c.). 

^^gardand, A spit; a go-cart,in which 
a child learns to walk; a boy's top; meat 
boiled and then roasted with spices; the 
peg of a musical instrument; [gardandyi 
charkh., The sky ; ]—girdand, A spit ; the 
kneepan; a red rose ; a deep dish. 

ti^^fi gardanaj, meat parboiled and 
roasted. 

&zt-\fi\ y f t gardan-afrdkhta, Of high 
stature, tall, strong, 

OSJUĴ  gardnak, Full of dust, dusty. 
gird-ndma, An incantation in-

scribed with the name of a run-away slave, 
which, being hidden under a stone or in 
the ground, is supposed to have the power 
of preventing his escape and obliging him 
to return; a die for coining the impression 
on money. 

( f t t f i gardandn (pl. of gardan), Strong, 
powerful, illustrious ;—gardandni ba-nazm, 
gardandni nazm, Illustrious poets. 

t f t ft gardnay, A boy's top ;—girdndy, 
gardnay, A red rose ; a child's go-cart. 

takft y t f i gardan-bdrlk, Gentle, docile, 
affable, pliable. 

) c^tfi gardan-basta, Chained or 
fastened by the neck;—gardan-bas-ta u 
dil-shikasta, With the neck in chains and 
a broken heart. 

Jui ^ t f i gardan-band, A chain, collar, 
necklace, ornament for the neck. 

^JLJ tfi gardandagl, Revolution, alteration, 
change. 

^ jj ytfi gardan-zadani, Deserving to be 
beheaded. 

y t f i gardan-zan, The executioner. 
a f t gar dan-shikan, Who severs the 

neck, arrogant, contumacious. 
^ t f i gardan-firaz, Stretching the 



neck; long-necked; proud, arrogant, stiff-
necked. 

(ji.&ay gardan-kash, Exalting the neck, 
i.e. proud, haughty, refractory, disobedient, 
stubborn, obstinate \-qardan-kashan ba-
norm, gardan-kashdni warm, Poets of dis-
tinguished merit. 

(jr^&J/ gardan-kasM, Pride, arrogance, 
presumption, stubbornness;—gardan-kashl 
kardan, To rebel. 

y*fa gar dan-kuluft, Of a strong neck; 
a ruffian, a bully (m.c.). 

»£&*fa gardang, A fool, idiot; a cuckold, 
yoygardan-gdk, A road on the sum-

mit of a mountain ; a place in Iran, on the 
way to Mecca. 

yA? y j y gardan-guzar, Severing the neck 
(a sword). 

gardangal, A fool;—gardangul, 
A rolling pin. 

gird-nawdhi, Environs. 
&*fa gardana, A rolling-pin; a saw 

worked by two men; a musical instru-
ment ; name of a herb; a neck of land; 
the neck of a mountain ; a road on it. 

WJ/ gardanha (pi. of gardan), Necks. 
ifa^/ gardani, A horse-cloth; a blow on 

the nape of the neck ; fortitude, bravery ; 
a trick in wrestling;—gardani kardan, To 
disobey, to rebel. 

j*fa girdu, A nut, a walnut. 
fa*fa girdwdr, A patrol, watch, guard; 

a police or customs inspector. 
tsfa*fa girdwdri, The office of a patrol, 

&c. (see the preceding article). 
u 4 ^ ) gird-u-pesh, = tA^ *fa q.v. 
ty*fa gardun, A wheel; heaven, the 

celestial globe or sphere ; chance, fortune, 
and her revolving wheel; an engine (for 
pulling up trees by the roots, &c.), a wind-
lass ; a chariot, calash, chaise; a child's 
go-cart, by which he learns to walk; a 
gun-carriage ; a cob-web ;—garduni dun-
nawdz charkhi kina-saz, Heaven smiling 
on the base, the spheres preparing adver-
sity (for the deserving) ;—gardiini mind, 
The azure sky ; —- gardun namati palang 
kard, Heaven has made a motley carpet, 
i.e. there is no peace or quiet in this world, 
the world is full of vicissitudes. 

Q)*fa gardan iqtiddr, Powerful as 
heaven. 

cL> gardun-panah, TJnder the pro-
tection of heaven ; who takes refuge with 
heaven. 

Qyifagardun-tak, Swift as the revolv-
ing spheres, fleet (a horse). 

a Oi^fa gardun-tamkin, (Equal to) 
heaven in dignity or power. 

tx+^fa garduncha, d*fa 'i^^fa gardun-
cha'i kudak, A child's go-cart, by which it 
learns to walk. 

&)*fa girdwand, -a^fa •a^fa girdwandi 

girdwand, ^Mjofa girdwandi, Yarious de-
grees of Sufic perfection (cf. p. 697). 

^jU tytfagardun-say, Rubbing, i.e. touch-
ing, the sky. 

a &)*fa gardun-rikab, fiy* q^fa gar-
dun-sarir, (met.) A powerful sovereign. 

^-Ap* Q)*fa gardun-sirisht, Proud, con-
ceited, pompous, dignified; slow, negli-
gent; absurd. 

ofafagardun-suwdr, ofafagardun-
sair, Travelling in the sky. 

Ofafa gardun-shukoh, Majestic as 
heaven. 

gardun-shigdf, Cleaving the 
sky (sound of the trumpet). 

a 0)*fa gardun-qarin, Joined or reach-
ing to the skies. 

o j j / gardun-kaman, (met.) A power-
ful monarch. 

^ f a Q^fa gardun-giray, Who aspires to 
higher things ; favoured by heaven. 

&}*fa gardun-naward, Travelling in 
the sky. 

a Q^fa gardun-himmat, Of high-
soaring ambition, high-minded, of lofty 
aspirations. 

iiyifa garduna, A chariot, calash, gig. 
i*fa garda, Powder used by painters, 

which, tied in a porous cloth, they rub over 
the outlines of their designs pricked on 
paper, thus transferring them to another 
piece of paper, pouncing-powder; also the 
pricked paper itself, a stencil - card; a 
shield; leather breeches of a wrestler; a 
shaven crown; a disc; barrel (of a drum) ; 
[garda poshidan, To rub the hands with 
dust before wrestling;]—girda, A kind of 
round cake, but not thin ; anything round ; 
a round pillow ; a round yellow patch sewed 
upon a garment to distinguish a Jew; all, 
the whole ; watch, guard ; [girda'i charkh 
(gardun), The sun and moon;]—gurda, A 
kidney; the reins ; courage. 

y 1 i*fa gurda-alu, A fruit like an apricot 
(kidney-shaped). 

(ji^lQ l^fa girda-balish ((jA^ balin), A 
round pillow. 

(fat t*fa girdaban, One who claps his hands 
upon meat on a table, to prevent it from 
being carried off; a watchman. 

^ tjjS' gir da-bur, A wimble, auger, gimlet. 
j> &*fa girda-paz, A maker of cakes, a 

pastry-cook. 
g** ajjf girda-pech, A circuit, surround-

ing, investing, besieging; herb-seeds dressed 
with meat. 

sy 8*fa girda-koh, Name of a mountain in 
Kurdistan. 

sjjS gurda-numa, Kidney-shaped, like 
a kidney. 

<£*fa gardi, Wandering, travelling; 
change; revolution ; separation ; downfall, 
misfortune; affliction (used as last mem-
ber of compounds) ;—ashraf-gardi, Down-



who has a cutaneous eruption ; scabby;— 
gurgun, Unripe corn gathered for food. 

t f t f garganj, tfSf garganch, The capital 
of Khwarazm. 

gurguz, garguz, Governor of a pro-
vince. 

gargoy, Name of a champion and 
ally of Afrasyab. 

Wolfishness. 
girgij, Name of a certain city. 

ift^fi gargln, Scabby, mangy ;—gurgln, 
Name of a champion. 

gurglna, A fur garment. 
pft gurglna-charm, Made of wolf's 

hide (drums). 
jjO t^Sfi gurglna-doz, A maker of fur 

garments. 
f f i garm (S. gharma), Warm, hot j cho-

leric, fiery ; ardent, active, zealous ; 
thronged, busy (market) ; anguish, vexa-
tion ; haste, despatch; (adv.) closely, 
Btrictly ; warmly, ardently; anxiously; 
kindly ; [garm uftdd dar kdri hase, One sets 
energetically to work garm shudan, To 
grow warm; to fly in a passion; to be brisk 
(market) ; to be on the point of closing 
the eyes from sleepiness (m.c,) ; —garm 
hardan3 To make hot ; to excite, inflame, 
put in a rage; to sharpen ;—garm-u-sard, 
Hot and cold, ups and downs, prosperity 
and adversity ;—garm-u-sardi charkh, The 
sun and moon ; accidents of fortune;—ba-
taziydna garm hardan, To undertake a 
thing impetuously ;— chi garm ast, How 
hot it is) (m.c.) ;] — gurm, garm, Grief, 
Borrow, affliction, distress of mind ; taking 
little when much is required;—gurm, The 
rainbow. 

garmd, Heat, warmth, sultriness ;—• 
garmd khwurdan, To suffer from the heat. 

garmabdn, A hot bath ; a bath-
keeper. 

garmab-dar, A. bath-keeper. 
garm aba, A hot bath; tbe money 

paid for such (?). 
^ i fU jS ' garmdbabdn, Keeper of a hot 

bath. 
garmdbl, Warmth, heat. 

a ^ ika^ f f i garm-ikhtildtl, Warmth of 
friendship, strong attachment, intimacy. 

aj^yi. garmd-hhwurda, ajj L+fi garma-
zada, Smitten with heat. 

garmd-fizdy, Increasing heat; 
name of the third month in the era of 
Yazdagird, corresponding to May. 

f f t ^ f i garm-a-garm, All hot; new, fresh ; 
spontaneous, unpremeditated, extempore. 

dJUjS garmala, Name of a certain medi-
cine. 

fcjjys-j garmd-u-sarmd hhwurda. 
Who has suffered from heat and cold, ex-
perienced, inured to the vicissitudes of 
life. 

tftfigarmdwa, A hot bath. 

yWBjUjS' garmdwabdn, Keeper of a hot 
bath. 

ftgar-mahl, (scab-fish) A shad. 
girmd'll, Name of one of the 

princes who were compelled to perform the 
office of cook to the tyrant Zahhak. 

^ f t garm-bdzdrl, Briskness of the 
market, good sale; high value or estima-
tion of anything. 

ffigarm-tdzl, A furious driver. 
^ftfi- f f t garm-joshl, Ebullition ; warmth 

of affection; ardour, zeal, enthusiasm. 
garm-khana, A hot-house, subter-

raneous dwelling for warmth; a green-
house (m.c.). 

a j*6- f f i garm-khabar, Freshest news, 
latest intelligence ; a current rumour. 

garm-kho, Hot-tempered, of a fiery 
disposition. 

(j**? (fty*- garm-khubdni chaman, Fra-
grant flowers and blossoms. 

Oft Cr' garm-khun, Of a hot blood; 
lively ; an ardent lover; wine containing 
much alcohol. 

yn^ft garm-khez, An early riser; quick, 
active, hot-tempered; one who passes part 
of the night in prayer. 

garmddn, A kind of fruit . 
(JSJ garm-dildn, Ardent lovers. 

ft g arm-ran, A furious driver. 
ftl) ft garm-raftar, f f i garm-rav, A 

quick traveller; an impatient lover. 
tsjy garm-raun, A quick journey; 

ardour of a lover. 
6j garm-rah, Travelling or going 

quickly. 
garm-sukhun, Speaking with 

warmth; .speaking impressively. 
jy . garm-sard, Lukewarm ; ups and 

downs, vicissitudes of life. 
pfi (?), A kind of silk stuff. 

garm-ser, A warm climate; a 
winter habitation in low grounds; the 
country, the cultivated fields (m.c.); wait-
ing impatiently ;—garmser raftan, To go 
into the country, into the fields. 

^gj,*- pfi garm-serl, Belonging to a warm 
climate (m.c.). 

<garmish, Heat ; a fever. 
ftJk f f t garm-shitdb, Hastening, in great 

hurry, in hot haste. 
a garm-suhbat, Warmth of 

friendship, intimacy ; affectionate. 
a (ft* f f i garm-Hndn, = q.v. 
a f f i garm mizaj, Hot-tempered, pas-

sionate. 
garmak, Boiled beans; an early 

melon; (dim. of garm) somewhat hot, 
warmish. 

f*j$ garm-kln, A bitter enemy, an 
implacable foe. 

6 g a r m - g a h , A warm place ; mid-day. 
r/l*/garm-garm, = f>/ q.v. 



fa f f a garm-go, Eloquent; an impres-
sive speaker. 

a ( p f a garm-nafas, Of powerful breath. 
garmand, Quick, ready, prompt. 

) f f a garm-u-sard, = py q.v. 
\ f a f f a garmosh, A mole (see d^yfa) • 
*"fa garma, Fruits which ripen early 

(especially melons); first-fruits; hot or 
white bread. 

yd garma-bez (yi) wez), A fine sieve. 
ij*fa garmi, Heat, warmth ; briskness of 

market; heat of temper, of disposition, of 
system; affection; sexual passion; lust, 
heat; the venereal disease;—garmi i zabdni, 
Feigned affection (professed but not felt) ; 
—shiddati garmi, Excessive heat (of the 
weather). 

a garmiyat, Heat, warmth, ardour. 
t#*fa gur-mekh, A large pin or stake to 

which the heel-ropes of horses are fastened. 
t+bji. ^ y T garmi-khun aha, Excessive 

weeping. 
uS^fa garmi-dana, A rash prickly heat ; 

a rash. 
garmidan, To be hot, wax warm, 

if fa gurinj, A wrinkle; the corner of a 
house ; a falcon ;—gurinj, guranj, Rice, 

far fa gurinjdr, A rice-ground. 
uU. j j y gurinj-khdna, The house or cage 

of a falcon. 
pAi tffa gurinj ba-shir, Rice and milk. 
itifa gurinda, A sort of brush used by 

weavers to apply paste or size to their 
warp. 

<&fa gar ang, The rendezvous of an army ; 
a field of battle ;—giring, Broken to pieces. 

Ufa gama, garni, Unless;—gurna, 
Name of a herb. 

yfa girau, girav, A wager, stake, bet; 
a pledge, pawn, depositv earnest; a con-
tract ;—girau burdan, To win the game, 
carry off tbe stakes;—girau bastan (dadan, 
titurdan, kardan, kashidan, nihddan), To 
wager, bet;—girawi mu'tabar, A sure or 
safe pledge (m.c.). 

y ^ j f a girwanidan, To cause to bet; to 
make believe. 

*^yfa garucha, Gristle, a tendon. 
fa yfagirau-ddr, A layer of bets; .a holder 

of stakes. 
))fa girwar, Fit, proper, necessary, ex-

pedient. 
\Jtiji fifa girwar-fartdsh, Whose exist-

ence is necessary. 
i^fa guruza, An assembly, concourse. 

guru0) A ringlet or braid of hai r ; 
dirt on the body or clothes; hunger. 

tjfa gnrogb, A lie. 
(faS)fa giraugdn, A wager, stake ; a slave; 

—gurugdn, The male organ of generation. 
falfa garugar, An attribute of God, signi-

fying " who grants our desires." 
*fa}fa girau-gard, Name of a city on the 

river Jaihun or Oxus. 

^pfagirawand, A wager, stake ( = yfaq.v.) ; 
—-girwand, Pustules on the lips (which are 
said to rise in consequence of horrible 
dreams); the ringworm or tetter excori-
ating the skin and turning it white. 

hfa gur oh, A troop, squadron, com-
pany, band, levy of people, crew; a class, 
an order; a body of travellers ;—gurohi 
kabti angubin, Swarm of bees;—gurohi 
sagdn, Pack of hounds;—gur oh guroh, In 
troops, company by company. 

gitroh-d-guroh, Troop after troop, 
in troops, company by company. 

tyfa guroh-shudagi, Association, a 
uniting in a body, confederation. 

**)fa giroha, The clew of thread as 
formed upon the spindle ;—guroha, A ball, 
bowl, globe, or any spherical figure; a 
ball of thread, ball for a cannon, balista, 
or cross-bow ; the head, crown of the head ; 
a kind of sweetmeat; an assembly, con-
course, multitude of people. 

^ f a girawi, in India girwi, Pledged, 
pawned; an insect mischievous to standing 
corn;—gurwi, 8j>j ^$yfa gurwi'i zirih, Name 
of a kinsman of Afrasyab, and murderer 
of Siyawush. 

j^J (^)fa gir vn-dar, The holder of a 
mortgage. 

<J>*iyfa girawidagi, Admiration, adoration, 
adherence, attachment. 

Q^yfa girawidan, To follow, admire, 
adore; to believe, confide in; to obey; to 
agree or be pleased with, to accept; to 
form a sincere alliance with anyone; to 
be attached ; to pledge. 

iM-ifa girawida, Attracted, attached to, 
admiring, captivated; a believer; con-
fiding. 

a ^ f a gir-wi-zabtl, Foreclosure of a 
pledge or mortgage. 

<J>)fa girwi-ndma, A deed of mortgage. 
ifa gara, A cup or ewer; mouldiness;— 

girih, A knot, a knur (as in a thread or on 
wood), a knob, a joint; a button or any-
thing for fastening garments ; a gland; a 
kernel; a purse; an abscess ; a knuckle; 
articulation; three finger-breadths; a 
difficulty ; the seed of a thorny tree used 
for tanning; the heart; [girih baz kardan, 
To untie a knot;—girih ba-bdd bastan, To 
accomplish something difficult, to solve 
an intricate matter;—girih ba-bdd (ba-
8dya) zadan, To act rashly ; to rely upon • 
life; to bend one's heart on worldly things ; 
—girih bar abru anddkhtan (awardan, 
zadan), To frown, to look cross;—girih bar 
bandi qabd bastan (zadan);—To make a 
knot in one's waist-band (in order to re-
member something ) ;—girih bar jdbin (ru) 
zadan, To frown ;—girih bar-zadan gosh-rd 
— girih bar gosh zadan, q.v. below;—girih bar 
kamar zadan, To gird oneself, to put on a 
belt; to tie money in one's belt;—girih bar 



girih, Knot upon knot, difficulty upon diffi-
culty ;—girih bar gosh zadan, To turn a deaf 
ear to another's speech ; to rub the ears;— 
girih bastan, To knot, to concrete (as honey); 
—girih ba-lcar anddkhtan (zadan), To with-
hold necessaries, to thwart, disappoint;— 
girih dar abru zadan (kardan), To frown 
girih dar kar uftddan, A matter miscarries, 
one fails in one's undertaking ;—girih dar 
gain zadan, To strangle;—girihi zaban, 
Impediment in speech; — girih zadan, To 
lay up a treasure, to amass wealth; to 
knot the hair; to buckle; to place con-
fidence in;—girih shudani kdr (kdr-u-bar), 
Failure, disappointment, being thwarted; 
—girihi ta'un, A carbuncle, an anthrax ;— 
girih giriftan, To be tied (as the tongue), 
and unable to articulate ;—girih gashtani 
asihk dar gal-u, To be on the point of crying 
and weeping;—girih gashtani abru, A frown; 
—girih guftan, To abuse, to inBult;—girihi 
goeht, A gland in the body, kernel in the 
flesh;—dar girih bastan (zadan), To tie in 
a knot;]—guruh, A troop, &c. ( — *}fi q.v.). 

jk girih-bur, A cutpurse. 
* ifi girih bar bad, (difficulties to the 

wind!) Indifference to worldly concerns. 
A** *>fi girih-band, A coat-button; the 

waistband of drawers ; one who ties a knot. 
ifigirih-banddn, The birth-day, the 

anniversary of one's birth ( = C q.v., 
p. 643). 

^Ufcej ifi girih-peshdnl, With wrinkled 
brow, cross-looking. 

(j* &fi girih-tan, A snail; a spider's web. 
girihcha, A little knot. 

ft 8j5 girih-ddr, Knotted, knotty; 
jointed; intricate. 

jty girih-zdr, A place abounding in 
knots, <fec.; curly hair. 

ft ifi girih-sdz, Who makes a knot, &c. 
airihak, A little knot. 

\jStofi girih kushd, A looser of knots ; a 
solver of difficulties; anything by which a 
knot is loosened, as a pin, the finger-nail, <fec. 

yltfi tfi girih-gardan, Name of a game. 
ft *>$ girih-glr, Inclined to be knotty or 

curled, curly. 
giriha, girihha, A little knot ; a joint 

in a herb ;—guruha, A ball; a company of 
people. 

<sfi garh Any standard of measure, 
whether for land, cloth, grain, liquids, or 
t ime; a measure of time, twenty-two 
minutes and thirty seconds ; a clepsydra; 
the itch, scab; practice, trade, office, &c. 
(at the end of compounds) ;—gire, A knot; 
the neck ;—girl, Weep thou; weeping; the 
neck ; (S. giri) a mountain; (for giri) thou 
mayeBt take. 

giry&t Weeping ; one who weeps. 
H JW/ garyal, A round flat plate of bell-

metal, used in the East as a bell to strike 
he hours upon. 

a l s l ^ g i r y d - l i q d , A monstrous appear-
ance, a hideous figure. 

tftftgirydn, Weeping, crying excessively ; 
causing to weep; a weeper; [girydn 
shudan, To weep, bewail; ]—-gurydn, The 
fire-place or furnace of a hot-bath; a 
sacrifice or offering made for deliverance 
from calamity. 

^kfi girydni, The act of weeping; lamen-
tation, plaint. 

giryanidan>To cause to weep. 
<-r~i.fi girlb, A land-measure (see 
(ft-if qiribdn, A collar, the opening or 

breast of a garment; a cape, a hood; 
(met.) the neck; a pocket;—giriban daman 
kardan, To meditate, to be wrapt in ecstacy; 
—girlbdni dasht (koh), The middle part of 
a mountain or any place in it;—giriban 
rekhtan, To adjust a collar; — girlbdni 
samur, A sable or fur trimming ;—giriban 
Icardan, To tear (a garment);—girlbdni 
leurdl, A vest worn at the approach of 
winter;—giriban giriftan, To seize (one's 
own) collar; (met.) to apologise, to ask 
pardon; to prepare for war or battle;—• 
girlbdn-girifta dwardan, To drag to the 
place by force;—girlbdn-hd ba-ddman raft, 
The collars reached as far as the skirt. 

tft* <ft>-fi girlban-kashl, The pulling at 
one's collar. 

r£ girlbdn-glr, An accuser, a plain-
tiff, an apologist. 

^Uifi girlbdni, A kind of loose vest; a 
leathern braid or trimming sewed to the 
collar of a coat. 

tffi gurlch, i^fi gurlcha, A hut, hovel, 
cottage, cell; a small building set upon 
posts; a dungeon;—gurlcha, A sort of 
sweetmeat. 

(,y&fi gurekhtan (imp. gurez), To fly, 
flee, run away; to escape ; to take refuge, 
retire, retreat;—dar khumd gurekhtan^ To 
collect oneself. 

te&figurekhta, A fugitive. 
v&ft girehhta - khipab, Sleepless 

(eye). 
Jifi girld, The island of Crete or Candy; 

(for glrid, 2nd pl. of giriftan) you take; 
take ye. 

ytfi gurez, (imp, of gurekhtan, in comp.) 
Flying, a fugitive; flight; deviation, re-
gression, abhorrence, aversion, abstinence, 
fasting; the general or leader of an army; 
an eloquent man; a part of a beam pro-
jecting beyond a wall;—gurez dwardan, To 
flee towards ;—gurez dashtan, To dispense 
wi th ;— ruy ba-gurez dwardan (nihadan), 
To take to flight;—mar a az shum a gurez 
nlst, You are indispensable to us, we can-
not do without you. (Also construed with 
budan, zadan, kardan, <fcc.) 

(^f-fi gurezdn, Taking flight;—gureean 
shudan, To fly. 

Q±b\ytfi gurezandan, To put to flight j to 



cause to escape;—dar-gurezandan, To cause 
to take refuge. 

O^yfa gurezdnldan, To put to flight. 
^ -yfa gurez-pd, A fugitive, a runaway ; 

unstable, unsteady. 
^ yfa gurez-gdh, ^ yfa gurez-gah, Time or 

place of fleeing; a place of escape; an 
asylum, place of refuge, retreat. 

*<*ytfa gurezanda, A fugitive; quicksilver, 
<Syfagurezi, Plight, 
O^yfa gurezldan, To fly, to flee. 
ijrifa girls, Deceit, fraud, artifice, 
(^s—ifa gir 1st an, To weep, cry, bewail;— 

girlstani ayina, The weeping of the mirror 
(a manner of taking omen concerning the 
safe return of a traveller by placing some 
leaves upon a mirror and pouring water 
over them) ;—giristani hawd, Weeping of 
the atmosphere, i.e. raining. 

*i£j—ifa garlsang, A ditch, a hollow place 
in the ground;—gurisang, The note of the 
nightingale; the shout made by a party 
of religious mendicants. 

t*~ifa girlsa, Fraud, deceit. 
Q±*~ifa girlsidan, To deceive, defraud, 

cheat. 
tj&i/ garesh, Name of a little, long-legged, 

and swift animal. 
&fa gurlgh (for gurez), 'Flying; a fugi-

tive ; flight. 
if&ifa gur eftan, To flee, to run away. 
i\S±fa girl-gah, That part of the pilav 

which touches a neck of mutton when 
stewing in a pot. 

tjoifa giryanda, A weeper, a wailer. 
&f(jfagrlnlch, Greenwich (m.c.). 
yfa girlv, A stake, pledge, hostage. 
lyyfa girlwara, A necklace. 
t'fafa girewdza, A string of beads. 
i^yfa airlwdn, A collar. 
pyyfagarayudum, Perfidy, treachery. 
Qjifagarhvan, oiy^ girlwand, Scab, ring-

worm. 
tyfa garlwa, girlwa, A low hi l l ; a high 

bank, high ground, a mound of earth 
which has been worn into gulleys by the 

a ravine ; a steep or difficult pass. rain 
iifa girya, A plaint, lamentation; crying, 

weeping, tears;—girya az chashm gushddan, 
To make the eyes cry;—girya afgandan 
(anddkhtan, zadan, kardan), To weep, to 
cry ;—girya'i tdk, Wine ;—girya'i chiragh. 
Drops flowing from a candle; — girya'i 
ihdma, Writing ;—girya dar chashm (dlda) 
shikastan, Tears gather in the eyes ;—girya 
dar galu pechldan (girih shudan), To choke 
with tears ;—girya dar galu ddshtan, To be 
ready to cry ;—girya'i ragi tak, Wine ;— 
girya'i rilhdnl, Inward tears, tears unshed 
from excess of grief ;—girya'i sard, Croco-
dile tears;—girya'i shddl, Tears of joy ;— 
girya'i sham', Drops flowing from a 
candle;—girya'i shlsha, Wine poured from 
the bottle into the cup;—girya firo khwur-

dan, To suppress one's tears ;—girya kardan, 
To weep, to cry, to lament (m.c.);—girya'i 
mastdna, Tears from intoxication;—girya 
u zari, Weeping and wailing. 

AM &ifa girya-dshdm, Drinking tears. 
*fa\ &ifa girya-alud, Tear-stained. 

'fay. ^ifa girya-pardaz, Given to weeping, 
tearful, lachrymose. 

O^) *ifa girya-zandn, &ifa girya-kundn, 
Weeping, crying (plural). 

*ifa girya-gah, A place of weeping. 
fa ^fa girya-gar, Weeping, crying. 

ifa giryamand, cjlU^y giryandk, Tear-
ful, lachrymose. 

&ifa girya-hdyahdy, ^ ^ hfa girya-
hdyhd, girya-hdyhay, Weeping 
and lamenting; tears and wailings. 

giri'ldan, To weep, <fcc. ( = <jJ~~>.fa 
q.v.). 

fa gaz, The tamarisk-tree ; a yard for 
measuring cloth; a cubit, a length of 24 
finger-breadths, or six hands ; a ramrod ; 
a sort of arrow or dart without wing or 
point, the two ends being small and the 
middle thick ; (in comp.) biting, pungent, 
as zabdn-gaz " biting the tongue, acrid " ; 
[_gaz zadan (kardan), To measure with the 
yard, &c.;—gazi shdygdn (mulk), A mea-
sure equal to half the height of a man of 
ordinary stature (used chiefly in Khura-
san) ;]—giz, A tooth. 

\fa gazd, Biting; hur t fu l ; harm, loss ; a 
biting serpent. 

fafa guzdr, A pass, passage ; a surgeon's 
lancet or cupping-instrument; the outline 
of a drawing; payment of debt ; perform-
ance of prayer; sleep, dream; (imp. of 
guzashtan) leave thou; (in comp.) who 
leaves, quits, or pays. 

guzdrd, Paying; an utterer of 
words. 

O^fafa guzdrdan, To pass on (a message); 
to quit, leave; to pay, discharge; to draw 
the outline of a picture. 

**fafaguzarda, Discharged, paid (debt). 
d^fafa guzdrish, The interpretation of a 

dream ; explanation; utterance ; a quit-
ting, a leaving; a discharging, paying. 

J^^faguzdrish-kun, An expounder ; an 
interpreter; a describer. 

fad^fafa guzdrishgar, An interpreter of 
dreams; one who transmits, brings, con-
veys, carries, represents; one who agrees 
or consents. 

tsfa^fafa guzdrishgarl, Explanation, inter-
pretation. 

(jy^f^fa guzarishn, Interpretation of a 
dream ; explanation ; utterance ; a quitting, 
discharging. 

\j*fafaguzarish-ndma, A-U ^ ^ f a guzd-
rishl-nama, j\faguzdr-ndma, A book on 
the interpretation of dreams; a commen-
tary. 

i<tij\fa guzaranda, Who leaves or quits; 



who causeB to pass; a prayer; a speaker; 
a drawer of pictures. 

gazdra, A thing, substance, fact, 
history ; —guzara, The interpretation of 
dreams; explanation; excess, much. 

tyfi guzdra-ndma, A book containing 
the interpretation of dreams; a commen-
tary. 

W'HJV g^orldan, To pay, perform, or 
satisfy ; to speak ; to sketch, draw an out-
line, mark, or trace ;—nuqta guzdrldan, To 
put a dot. 

jV guzdz, The uneasiness which men 
suffer from heat, passion, and the like. 

guzdstan, To curry hides, dress 
skins ; to lay stones. 

guzdshtan, To pass by; to quit, 
leave; to pay a debt or fine, make a pre-
sent on the renewal of a lease and the like 
to transmit, remit an offence ; to make a 
sketch of a drawing, to mark or trace. 

gizdf, guzdf, Foolish, vain, idle, ex-
travagant ; very much, innumerable, ex-
treme;—gizdf hardan, To spoil, to ruin;—• 
ba-guzdf, At random, by guess ;—ba-guzdf 
satandan, To take, to buy any indefinite 
quantity, without weight, measure, or 
number;—ba-guzdf farokhtan, To sell in 
the gross. 

yV&jî S" gazdf-rangdn, Quickness, activity. 
M\fi gizdf a, Innumerable, much ; bound-

less ; vanity, an idle, foolish saying or 
action. 

ft 6±\fi gizafa-har, Acting wantonly, 
vain, foolish. 

gazdn, Biting, pungent;-—guzan, 
Choosing, selecting; adopting. 

LS ) ^ / gaz-anddzl, Archery with the 
arrow gaz. 

fi gaz-angubin, Basrah honey, 
manna; bitter honey. 

gazanldan, To cause to bite; to 
injure. 

(J^j) fifigazdv-rangdn, Quickness, haste. 
(j&sfifi gazdwangdn, Haste, speed, acti-

vity. 
i f t f i gazdwa, A litter for camel or ele-

phant. 
t s \ f i grndy, Who wounds or injures. 

Injurious, hurtful, detri-
mental. 

guzdyisian, To pass, pervade. 
gazdyish, gizdyish, A stick for 

driving caifcle; a twisting, contortion;— 
guzdyish, gazdyish, Fit, proper; ivy (the 
latter meaning unsupported by examples). 

WĴ JS' guzayanda, Pervading; pressing, 
urgent (affair). 

gazaidan, To bite; to injui'e ;— 
giza'idan, To sow, to plant. 

ĵ } fi gaz-baz, Who dances with the arrow 
gaz. 

fi gaz-bazi, A particular kind of 
dance. 

Jfi guzd, guzda, A champion (pro-
bably misreading for sfigurd). 

$fi gazar, A carrot; a pestle ;—guzar, A 
passage, transit ; a scrip; a dream ;—guzir, 
guzar, Remedy, help ;—guzar nisi, There is 
no help. 

V^yfi guzar an, Help, remedy. 
dyfi guzard, A remedy, help, or cure;— 

nd-guzard, Remediless ( = e^c S). 
O^'fi guzardan, To apply a remedy, 
i -y .fi guzar-nama, A book on the inter-

pretation of dreams. 
tjfigazura, A herb called sarzira. 

gazf, guzf, Pitch or tar ; silver burnt 
black ; goldsmiths' black (a kind of com-
position). 

gazah, A relish (eaten with wine) ; a 
devil; a sweetmeat made of sesame and 
sugar; nipped with cold ;—gazah zadani 
zakhm, The shrivelling of a wound. 

fi^j <£figazah-zada, Corrugated, shrivelled 
(a wound). 

fi fi gaz-gaz jastan, To leap or jump 
friskily. 

tsiifi gizlih, A small long-handled knife ; 
a sort of penknife with a crooked point 
and narrow at the other end, chiefly brought 
from Egypt. 

f*fi gazm, The tamarisk-tree. 
ftfi gazmd, A kind of sorrel. 

gazmdzah, j f t f i gazmazii, The fruit 
of the tamarisk-tree. 

y fi gaz-mar, Computation of the mea-
surements of a building; computation, 
number. 

gazma, A patrol (m.c.). 
L*fi gazma-bdehi, The head man of 

a patrol (m.c.). 
ftfi gazambu, Manna ; honey (doubtful; 

see ftfi)-
•&fi gazand, Loss, injury, damage, mis-

hap, misfortune, ruin, calamity; a fatal 
accident in consequence of witchcraft (con-
strued with amadan, dashtan, rasdnidan, 
rasldan, rekhtan, kardan, kashidan, yaftan, 
Ac.). 

( jLj Jdfi gazand-rasdn, Injurious, hurt-
ful. 

t j f t ifi gazand-rasanl, Injuriousness. 
<J*fi guzandagi, Mordacity, bite, sting. 
mfigazanda, Biting, stinging; -injurious, 

hur t ful ; venomous, noxious; a venomous 
reptile or reptiles. 

Q^ttfi gazangubln, fiifi gazangu, Manna. 
fi gaznand, A sack filled with straw. 

&fi gazna, A nettle. 
<Jfi gaznai, Wet and withered (winter-

plant). 
gazauian, Mountain-balm (see ohf)-

tjfiguzud, A beetle (probably misreading 
for *jfiq.v.). 

, j f i gazi, A coarse kind of (cotton) 
cloth. ^ f i gazi ba-guzi (?), Most vile. 



gazlt, gizyat (whence A. or vice 
versa?), An annual tax exacted by govern-
ment ; capitation-tax paid by Jews and 
Christians ;—guzlt, Chosen, approved. 

*ifa gazld, A gift, present, douceur, 
bribe; a tribute imposed by conquerors (cf. 
preceding article);—guzld, Selected, chosen, 
distinguished ; a game like leap-frog. ' 

fa^fagazldgar, Tributary, subject. 
ifa^fa gazidagl, A bite, a sting. 
O^ifa gazldan, To bite; to sting, prick 

with a needle; to wound with weapon or 
tongue ; to cut off; to fear ; to imagine ; 
[gazldani chashm, The evil eye ;J—guzldan, 
To choose, select, prefer; to assist. 

i^^fagazidani, To be bitten ;—guzidanl, 
To be chosen, worthy of being chosen. 

&lA>-fa gazlda, Bitten; alarmed, afraid; 
vexed, indignant; imagined;—guzlda, Cho-
sen, excellent; peculiar, private; a selec-
tion ; assistance; name of a boy's game ; 
—guzlda'i akhyar, Chosen above all people, 
the most excellent of the just;—guzlda'i 
shah an, The best of kings ;—ai shdhi 'dlam 
u guzlda'i banl adam, 0 king of the world, 
and chosen of the sons of Adam ! 

yfagazlr, gizlr, A vazir; the superinten-
dent or collector of the revenue; a hero, 
champion;—guzlr, Aid, help, remedy; es-
cape ;—guzlr hardan, To help ;—guzir na-
dashtan, To be without remedy; to be 
unable to do without. 

*yfaguzlra, A remedy, help, cure. 
W.fa gazln, Biting; a nettle ;—guzln, 

Electing, choosing ; chosen. 
<J^tfa gvzlnish, Approbation ; property, 

peculiarity; chosen. 
guzlnanda, A chooser. 

gazlna, AD iron or wooden mallet; a 
coppersmith's hammer; a storehouse, trea-
sury ; a thick (or close) aud rather coarse 
kind of cotton cloth for making tents or 
for clothing tbe poor (see ^jfa);—guzlna, 
Choice, excellent, chosen, approved; pro-
perty, innate quality. 

guzlnl, Property, quality, disposi-
tion. 

yfagizlv, A stake, pledge, hostage (doubt-
ful, see yfa). 

^>.fa gizya, A poll-tax, capitation-tax (see 

fafaguzhdzh, The crop or gizzard of a bird. 
fa gazh-dum, A scorpion; the sign 

Scorpion. 
gazhdaham, Name of a champion of 

Persia; governor of the fortress Dizhi 
saped. 

<-*fgazhf, Pitch ; silver burnt black. 
fa fa gazh-gdv, A sea-horse or cow (see 

fa'fa p. 8 8 7 ) . 
guzhm, Sorrow, distress of mind; a 

large-stemmed and leafy tree, called the 
gnat-tree. 

jfagazhu, The tamarisk-tree (doubtful). 

ifai'fa guzhunl, A roof made of cane and 
covered with clay. 

Ufa gazha, A certain stone; concha ve-
neris. 

•faS gusdr, (in comp.) Carrying away, 
removing; letting go, dissipating, assuag-
ing ; taking down, consuming, drinking, as : 
—gham-gusar, Removing grief, i.e. a friend ; 
also one who experiences sorrow;—mai-
gusdr, Who drinks wine. 

Q*fa~$gusardan, To quit, leave j to drink 
(wine) ; to experience (sorrow), 

gusarda, Left, quitted, 
^y SaJJL.J' gusdranda'i mat, The cup-

bearer; a wine-drinker. 
y^ifaS gusdrandan, To break, to dis-

solve ; to drink. 
^gusdrldan, = yJjl—S'q.y, 

gusdnldan (caus. of, and — 
q,v,), To cause to break off; to break off 
(trans, and intrans.). 

gast, Ugly, shameful, base, dis-
pleasing. 

gmtd&h, Arrogant, presumptuous, 
bold, rash, audacious, uncivil, rude, impu-
dent, cruel; construed with shudan, raftan, 
nishastan, &c. 

AiU-U-.$gusta-khdna, Impudently; rashly. 
f^^r fclx-J' gustdhh-chashm, Bold of look; 

rash, fool-hardy ; looking angry. 
gustakh-dast, Quick, dex-

terous. 
^tf gustahh-ruy, Shameless, impu-

dent. 
a t^S gustakh-siyar, Of bold or im-

pudent manners. 
c^—^ gustdkh.za.bdn, ^fa gu<j. 

takh-goy, Of froward speech; talking arro-
gantly. 

^Xx^Sgustdkhl, Arrogance, want of ur-
banity or politeness, rudeness, freedom, 
familiarity ;—gustdkhl mu'df, (Let) rude-
ness (be) pardoned, i.e. pardon my rudeness. 

gustar, A bed ; a bolster, a pillow ; 
the black or white thorn; (in comp.) 
spreading, strewing, scattering, diffusing ; 
a spreader, strewer, scatterer;—khdni mah-
ramat-gmtar, A most generous prince. 

gustardndan, —$ gustardnl-
dan, To spread, strew; to cause to spread. 

(ju'stardnlda, Strewn, spread. 
yjfaSgustardan, To expand, diffuse; to 

make (a bed) ; to spread; to arrange. 
^^faSgustardanl , Anything to be spread, 

a bed, cushion, carpet, &c. 
tjfasgustarda, Spread (bed) ; a founda-

tion. 
pi*- ajyc—J" gustarda-hdm, Successful in 

everything, most fortunate. 
Ji>}z~Sgustarish, Anything that may be 

spread; a carpet. 
^yiS gustarl, (in comp.) A spreading, 

diffusing, as:—'adalat gustarl, The dis-
pensing of justice, &c. 
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gustaridan, To spread; to arrange. 
gustuwdn, Horse-armour. 

&z~$gasta, The dung of horses and the 
like;—gusta, Starving, hungry (probably 
misreading for <u*jr). 

gustaham, Name of the grandson 
of Minuchihr; also of a certain champion 
of Iran. 

gasti, Ugliness, deformity. 
gusikhtan, To break, tear, pull, or 

twist off; to burst, be broken. 
o^5—^gueistagi, Breach, interruption. 
cH ^ gusistan, gusustan, To break off; 

to be broken or twisted off;—bar-gusistan, 
To break or be broken off ( = gusistan); to 
reverse, to invert (:= ^Ju iW/^ q.v. p. 177). 

&—* gusista, gususta, Broken, broken 
off; abrupt. 

(jjLyM —S gusista-dshydn, Whose nest 
has been destroyed (bird). 

gusista-bunyad, Eradicated, 
demolished from the foundations. 

gusasta-pai, (A bow) whose 
string is broken. 

J j te—t gusista-dil, Heart-broken ; 
afflicted, distressed. 

te.—S gusista-dam, Breathless, ex-
hausted. 

—f gusista-ruda, Griped in' the 
bowels. 

a ^Uc —f gusista-Hnan, ^Wl gti-
sistd'Uham, fa» gusista-makdr, Ungo-
vernable (horse) ; bold, warlike (man). 

Ut̂ i gusista ghaugha, A subsiding 
tumult. 

a rf gusista-nur, The new moon; 
a drinking-vessel in the form of a ship. 

gusil, A breaking ; (in comp.) break-
ing, tearing, destroying, as •. —jdn-gusil, 
Heart-breaking; — gham-ausih Destroying 
care. 

gusildnldan, To break, to cause 
to break ; to snap asunder. 

gusila, A bit broken off, a frag-
ment. 

gmilidan, To break; to snap 
asunder. 

gusn, Hunger. 
fa\j~S gus-ndmdr, Extreme hunger. 
Sdo-A gusanda, Desire, appetite; pith of 

a tree. 
^s^A-i gusnagi, Hunger. 

gmna, Hungry. 
^ - S g i s n u Assafcetida (see ^ — 

gusi, Dismission, discarding, a send-
ing away; a bidding farewell; sloth, hea-
viness, torpor;—gusi kardan, To give leave, 
to dismiss ; to depart. 

gusikhtan (imp. gusil), To snap 
asunder, separate. 

gusikhta, Broken ofl. 
gusil, Dismission; farewell; a 

breaking, tearing;—gusil kardan, To send 
away. 

( 1090 ) US 
V-A' ausild. Bending, doubling} nux gusila, 

vomica. 
tjr-S gash, Delicate, handsome, genteel; 

the blandishments and coquetry of girls; 
the elegant air of a pretty woman; joy, 
gladness; a boat; temptation, evil sugges-
tion ( = q.v.); interruption, hin-
drance, impediment;—gish, The heart;— 
gush, Humour or temperament of the 
body, of which there are four:—gushi rnrd, 
(yellow humour) Bile ;—gushi safed, (white 
humour) Phlegm ;—gushi surkh, (red hu-
mour) Blood;—gushi siyah, (black humour) 
Gall. 

^ gushd, (imp. of gushddan, in comp.) 
Opening, loosening, solving. 

oUSgushad, He opened; wide, broad; vic-
tory, conquest; happy, well; happiness; dis-
charging an arrow; the taking of a pawn 
in the game of nard;—gushad dadan, To 
make one obtain his wish, carry out his 
purpose; to make an affair succeed;—• 
gushddi kdr, The opening or accomplishing 
of an affair; — khdtir-gas ha d, Gladness, 
hilarity. 

^JU^ gushddagi, Width, space, open-
ness. 

gushddan, To open, &c. (— goU^-

q.v., p. 1031) ;—az kamin gushddan, To 
break forth from an ambush, to attack ;— 
afsana gushddan, To relate at full length; 
—bar-gushddan, To open;—zabdn (sukhun) 
bar-gushddan, To begin to speak. 

jLiJ' gushad-ndma, A royal mandate, 
diploma, patent, or privilege ; lettering or 
title-page. 

a g u s h a d a , Opened; open. 
gushdda-abru, With open eye-

brows, joyous, glad/ 
a AiSgushdda~peshani jabin), 

Serene, pleasant, affable. 
JJ gushada.dil, Open-hearted, libe-

ral. 
s g U s h d d a - r u , Open-faced, pleasant, 

agreeable ;—gushdda-rau (rav), Straddling 
(horse). 

(j^j soV Ĵ" gushada-zahdn, Eloquent. 
BJIAJ gushada-zulf, With loosened 

curls. 
(^ai- a j LiS gushada-s ukh un, Eloquent. 
a SJIAJ gushada-Jcaf, Open-handed, 

liberal, generous ; pleasant, open-hearted. 
a ajUtf gushada-mashrab, Of an 

open disposition, candid ; jovial. 
oLsJ' gushdd-hangdmdn, Four sea-

sons. 
gushadi, Openness ; opening. 

^-^.l&Sgushasb, Name of an ancient king 
of Persia (the same as Gushtasb). 

^UA gushdk, An arm long from the 
shoulder to the elbow. 

gushdydnidan (caus. of gushd-
dan), To cause to open, &c. 

ajujliS gashdyanda, Who opens, opening. 



gushb, Leaping; a leaper, juniper, 
yl* ^ gushb-banu, Name of Rust am's 

daughter. 
gasht, I t came to pass; walking, 

strutting, looking about, surrounding, 
going round (especially guards patrolling), 
perambulation, recreation, amusement, di-
version ; motion, rotation ; erasure, oblite-
ration ; state, condition, posture of affairs; 
a pumpkin; tbe bitter purging apple ;— 
gashti Icoh u dasht, A tour through hills and 
deserts ;—gasht u guzar hardan, To take a 
walk; to wander, stray, stroll, saunter. 

gushta, Heaven, paradise. 
gushtasp, Name of a king of Per-

sia (Darius Hystaspes); a channel by 
which communications of divine grace are 
made from the Creator to the creature. 

i^ftc^S gushtaspi, Relating to king Gush-
tasp; name of a fire-temple, also called 

q.v., p. 31. 
ut^iS u\*Jt£ gasht-bar-gasht, Fold upon 

fold a certain creeping-plant. 
gushtasb, An ancient king of 

Persia. 
^X* gasht-salami, A tax exacted by 

the qd?i when on a circuit. 
gashtak, A beetle. 
gashtagi, Perversion, perverseness. 

a J W - gasht-mahal, A toll or tran-
sit-duty levied on boats. 

gashtan, To turn, return, change, 
alter, repeat, renew; to become, to be 
chauged, converted, perverted; to twist; 
to go away, depart; to saunter, to look 
about (m.c.) ; to peruse (a book) ; [gash-
tani ruy, A distemper attended with con-
vulsions ; a squint of the eye, twist of the 
nose or month to one side ; a wrinkle;— 
gashtan girdi dil, To revolve in one's mind; 
—baz gashtan, To return, come back ;]— 
gishtan, To bend, incline. 

gashta, Returned, converted, per-
verted; inverted,reversed; become,formed; 
firm ; changed ; squint-eyed;—gishta, An 
aromatic compound like the A. JkJ q.v.;— 
gushta, Hungry. 

gishta-soz, A censer, in which the 
perfume gishta is burnt. 

gashti, Watch, sentinel, patrol; 
gladness, happiness, health ; a merry, spor-
tive air. 

LxAfgashtiyd, A watchman, patrol. 
gashasb, Splendour, lustre ; (in 

comp.) a worshipper;—gushasb, Name of a 
king; leaping, jumping. 

^jf^iS gashasbi, One of the sect of the 
illuminati (see p. 64). 

t-iAi' gashf, Pi tch; silver burnt black; 
goldsmiths' black (see and <-*f). 

gashn, gashan, gushn, Much, abun-
dant, numerous;— gushn, The male of any 
animal; a male palm-tree; a desire for the 
male; pregnancy, gestation; fruitfulness 

of a palm-tree;—gushn dadan, To give the 
male (to any animal) ; to sprinkle the fe-
male palm-tree with the male flowers;— 
gushn giriftan, To take the male; to be 
impregnated ;—ba-gushn amadan, To be in 
heat (a bitch). 

y&i^ gu&hn-buz, A he-goat, 
s ^ tf-iS gushn-khipdh, In want of the 

male; — gushn-khwdh shudan, To be in 
heat. 

gashan - shdkJi, With many 
branches. 

J^S gash-nishin, The fourth of the 
month. 

os)gushnnak, Pregnant. 
gashanak, A beetle (unsupported 

by examples). 
gushna, Hungry. 

^y^ftJ gushni, The act of generation; 
application of the male flowers of the palm 
to the female ;—gushni kardan, To engen-
der, to cover. 

y^X gushn-yafta, Taken the male, 
covered, lined, impregnated (female). 

8jW ( j i ^ gushni-ddda, Fructified, im-
pregnated (female palm-tree). 

ytJv&S gashniz, A mirthful, sportful, joy-
ous a i r ; joy, mi r th ; joyful;—gishniz, 
Coriander-seed. 

a pfz- 'ft-* gishniz-hisrim, Q rape-wine. 
gush-ad, An opening, an aperture. 

gushudan, To open ;—gushudani 
bakht, Success, happy issue. 

gasht, gashshi, Health, happiness;— 
gashshi, A graceful air in walking. 

U^ gat a, A trap-ball stick. 
guft, He said, he spoke; a word, 

saying, speech, discourse; anything thick 
and dense; a garment of a close texture;— 
guft-u-qadam, Speaking and doing, talk 
and action ; — guft-n-shinau, guft-u-shunid, 
Speaking and hearing, question and answer, 
dialogue, conversation, conference, debate, 
controversy;—guft-u-goy (guy), guft-11-gu, 
Conversation, common talk, discourse, 
rumours, reports, news; disputes, jarring 
pretensions, law-suits, squabbles; super-
fluity of words; also eloquence. 

guftd, He said. 
guftar, Speech, conversation ; a say-

ing ; a chapter. 
jjt ftS guftar did, Thoughtfulness, con-

siderate speech. 
^JJJLAS' guftaridan, To speak. 

guftan, A locust, or a bird resem-
bling it.; a green fish. 

Xgjjt, us*JS guft-shunid, Conversation; con-
troversy. 

fixS guftgu, Parley; — guftgu shudan, 
Conversation, &c., takes place; — guftgu 
kardan, To converse, dispute, Ac.;—dar 
in guft-gu, During this conversation, mean-
while (m.c.). 

^tS guftan, To say, speak, call, relate, 



rehearse, repeat; to tell; to compose (a 
poem) ; to sing, to modulate; to open, 
cleave;—mi-guyand, People say, it is said 
(m.c.) ;—na-gu (go), Bo not speak of i t ; 
you don't say so ! it is incredible (m.c.);—• 
bdz guftan, To state fully, openly. 

guftani, Fit or worthy to be said, 
told, or spoken, 

y j ^iS guft-u-gu, = faxiS q.v. above, 
tow gufta, Said, related, spoken; a 

speech ;—gufta shudan, To be related or 
published;—tauba guftan, To repent, to 
express repentance;—nishan guftan, To 
show, point out, indicate ( = nishdn dadan, 
q.v. under gUi);—bar-guftan, To speak, 
&c. ( — guftan), 

{J>*£gufti, Speech;—gufte, A thing spoken 
or spoken of, a matter, a subject of speech. 

J5" gil, Clay, mud; [gili armani, Bole 
armoniac;—gili igrltus, Cretan earth ;— 
gili bahri, A kind of red earth resembling 
vermilion ;—gili pdrsi, A kind of clay with 
which women wash their heads ;—gili par-
warda, The human body ;—gili tang, Clay, 
potters' earth;—-gili hikmat, Lute, cement, 
mud-cement (used to close the mouth of a 
vessel);—gili hay a, A kind of clay which 
is used to make a fire burn ; — gili khu-
rasani (according to others, khwurdanl), 
A kind of eatable chalk ; — gili kh,un, 
Seahng-clay ;—gil dar db kardan (giriftan), 
To make preparations (for building, &c.) ; 
—gili zard, A kind of yellow clay brought 
from the neighbourhood of Constantinople ; 
—gili surkh, Bole armoniac;—gili sar-shuy, 
Persian earth used for cleansing the head; 
— gil sirishtan, To knead, to mix; — 
gili shdmtis (shamusi), Samian earth;— 
gili safed, Chalk ;—gil shudan, To become 
stained, soiled,dirtied;—gili qubrusi,Cyprus 
clay ;—gil kardan, To mix, to knead ( = gil 
sirishtan) ; to stain, to soil, to dirty;—gil 
kashidan (better malidan) bar, To incrust 
with clay or cement;—gili makhtum (gili 
nibishta), Sealing-clay or wax; the earth 
of Lemnos, ruddle ;—gili misri, Egyptian 
clay ;—ba-gil giriftan, To conceal, to hide ; 
dar ba-gil awardan, To obstruct the door 
with clay or mud ;]—gul, A rose ; a flower ; 
embers; a red colour; snuff of a lamp or 
a candle; albugo; a seton, an issue; a 
mark made by burning; balls of charcoal 
used for burning the tobacco in a hooka; 
the caput mortuum of tobacco left on the 
tile of a hooka after smoking; good for-
tune;—guli abr, A portion of a cloud;— 
guli abrisham, A rose fringed like silk;— 
guli dtiski (ahmar), A red perennial rose 
(also called surkh and suri, qq.v) ;—guli 
urba, Name of a medicinal plant;—guli 
dsman, The sun ;—guli ashrafi, Calendula ; 
—guli aftab, The sun-flower, Helianthus 
annuus;—guli andr, The flower of the 
pomegranate;—guli aurang, The globe-

amaranth or bachelors' buttons, Gomphrena 
globosa ;—gul i bddam, Almond-blossom; 
—gul bd shakar (ba-shakar), Conserve of 
roses;—gul bd farmdn, A violet;—gul 6a-
jamalat, A formula of approbation, bravo ! 
well done !—guli bad-ndmi, The venereal 
disease ;—guli bi-khar, Rose without thorn, 
(met.) win'e ;—gul bi-farman, A reddish rose 
growing in the meadows; .the anemone;— 
—guli pa-posh, An artificial rose adorning 
a slipper or shoe •j—guli pdrsi, A very red 
and fragrant rose;—guli piydda, Any flower 
that grows on a small plant; wild flowers; 
—guli tdbut, Roses placed upon a coffin or 
bier;—guli tar, A fresh rose ; the cheek or 
hand of the fair sex ;—guli tiryak, The 
poppy-flower;—guli tasbih, The Imam or 
leader of prayer; — guli ja'fari, Tagetes 
patula;—guli jang, A rose sent to an adver-
sary as a sign of challenge \—guli chiragh, 
The snuff of a candle;—guli chashm, A 
cataract ',—guh hajar, Fire;—guli hazrati, 
Persian meadow-saffron ;— guli halwa, A 
yellow rose of sweet taste, made use of in 
confectionery ; a confiture, a confection;— 
guli khitmi. Marshmallows flower ; — guli 
khaird (khairu), Chinese and Persian holly-
hock, Althea rosea ;—gul dadan, To produce 
roses or flowers;—guli da'udi, Chrysanthe-
mum indicum ; daisy; — guli dar db an-
ddkhtan (kardan), To cause trouble and 
disturbance (in allusion to a nosegay which 
had dropped from the hand of a king's 
daughter into a brook, and wrought mis-
chief in the heart of a prince, to whom it 
was carried by the wavelets) ;—guli dirakhjl, 
The barberry blossom ;—guli du-rang, The 
rose of two colours (pale yellow and red);— 
guli du ru (du-dtish), Moss-rose (?) ;—guli 
ra'na, A sort of rose, yellow within and 
red without;—guli zardi falak, The sun ;— 
guli surkh, A red rose;—guli safed, A fra-
grant white rose ;—guli suwdr, A rose on its 
stalk, together with others or with buds;— 
guli sang, Lichen ;—guli sur anj an, Flower 
of the hermodactyi-plant, Colchicum illyri-
cum;—guli suri, A remarkably beautiful 
and odoriferous Persian rose ;—guli susan, 
A lily ;—guli shab-ho, Tuberose (so called 
from its giving forth scent in the night 
only);—gul shudan, To become manifest; 
to arrive at the summit of greatness;— 
gul shuguft, The secret has become public ; 
something fresh has occurred; — guli 
sham', The snuff of a candle;—guli subh, 
The morning-dawn; — guli sad-barg, The 
hundred-leaved rose, (met.) the sun;—guli 
sad-bargi dsman, The world-illuminating 
sun ;—guli tarra, Poinciana pulcherrima;— 
guli 'abbas, Name of a plant, Marvel of 
Peru ;—guli 'ajd'ib, The flower Hibiscus 
mutabilis;—gul firistadan, To send a chal-
lenge, to provoke an adversary ; — guli 
farang, The flower Yinca Rosea; — guli 



qubrusi, A Cyprus rose;—guli quhba, A red 
and yellow rose ;—guli kdchira (hajila), A 
kind of saffron-flower used for dyeing;— 
guli kdghjzi, Artificial flowers ;—gul kar-
dan, To extinguish, to snuff (a candle); 
to become apparent, manifest;—guli kafsh, 
= guli pa-posh q.v.; — guli kuza, A wild 
rose;—guli kushtl, = guli jang q.v. above ; 
—gul giriftan, To snuff a candle ;\—gul gufti, 
Thou hast spoken well;—guli goristdn, The 
camomile;—guli giti, A particular species of 
rose ;—guli makhmal, Globe amaranth ;— 
guli mishkin, Narcissus ;—guli mukarrar, 
Syrup of roses;—guli mah-tdb, The shadow 
falling in moonlight from the leaves of 
trees ; a rose blooming at night (in India) ; 
—guli mlzdn, The planet Venus (as pre-
siding over the Sign Libra, opp. to khari 
'aqrab, q.v. under j ^ ) ;—guli mind, Christ-
mas-daisy ; — guli nasrln, The wild rose, 
dog-rose ; eglantine ;—guli nishdt, Grape-
wine ;—gul nishdndan, To plant roses or 
flowers; — guli nosh, Name of a musical 
tone;—gul wd-kardan, To divulge a secret; 
—guli hazdra, The double-poppy, Papaver-
rhoeas; — guli hangdma, — guli jang, q.v. 
above ;—hich gul bi-khdr nist, There is no 
rose without a thorn ;—guli yak-chashm, (in 
the language of Sodomites) The penis;— 
guli vusuf, The anemone. 

s^o gildb, Clay and water;—guldb, Rose-
water; julap; construed with the verbs 
afshdndan, anddkhtan, burdan, pashidan, 
chaMdan, rekhtan, zadan, siturdan, kashl-
dan, giriftan, &c.;—guldbi chashm, Tears. 

Oj2^ guldbatun-doz, A maker of 
braids, braider; (for guldbatun - dokhta) 
braided. 

j5»i> s ^ ^ guldb-pash, A bottle for sprin-
kling rose-water; a rose-water bottle, gene-
rally of silver or gold. 

guldbddn, A vessel for rose-water. 
03 guldb-zan, A bottle for sprinkling 

rose-water, &c. ( = J f t v ^ q . v . ) . 
^Sgil-aba, Plastering, cementing. 

'guldbi, Rose-colour ; a flagon ; a 
kind of sweetmeat; a kind of pear; a 
maker of rose-water. 

t ^ g u l a j , A Persian cake of flour, honey, 
and sesame-oil; a delicate confectionary 
made of starch and eggs. 

f—ti J ^ gul-afsdr, A silver or gold adorn-
ment in the shape of a rose on a horse-
bridle. 

JT gul-afshdn, Scattering roses; 
strewed with flowers; a sprinkler; a kind 
of firework. 

guldk, The coldest day in winter and 
its rigour (doubtful word). 

UfM gulaguna, A red paint for the face. 
gul-agin, Pull of roses or flowers;— 

guUdgin kardan, (met.) To fill to the brim. 
H J ^ guldl, A red powder used for dye-

JS" gil-aluda, Bedaubed with clay,* 
turbid. 

aJ^ guldla, A shir t ; a long lock of hair 
hanging loose; a bunch of flowers; a 
nosegay. 

QW guldn, A kind of cake fried in butter 
and. eaten with syrup ; shaking a carpet or 
skirt of a garment; (pl. of gul) roses. 

JS gul-anddz, The distance to which a 
rose or flower can be thrown (said to be 
affected or artificial Persian, but a Persian 
may find it useful in the Riviera and its 
battle of flowers). 

J I gil-anddzl, An embankment of 
earth with a ditch, for confining water on 
the lands, and to serve as a reservoir. 

f^1^ J ^ gul-andam, Slender, graceful, 
__ icate. 

guldndan, To strew, to scatter. 
Cj'V^ guldnldan, To shake (a carpet or 

the skirts of one's garment) ; to scatter. 
gildwa, Prepared clay ; clay-mortar ; 

dirt, mud. 
s^ galdh, Black; anything with black-

ness in i t ; surname of Shaikh Zin'ud-din 
'All. 

gulbdr, Name of a city near Isfahan. 
J^ gul-bdz, Playing with roses or 

flowers. 
tsi^ gul-bdzl, Change of colour. 
c^ gul-bdgh, Paradise. 

gulbdm, A loud shout or noise made 
by a concourse of mendicants or travellers ; 
the noise of a kettle-drum ; construed with 
the verbs buland shudan, bar-zadan, zadan, 
kashldan, &c. 

gulbdng, The note of the nightin-
gale ; sound ; fame, rumour; a loud shout; 
the war-cry of 4 4 Allah 1 Allah ! " 

galbat, A large boat or ship. 
y^tiS gul-badan, With a body like a rose 

(epithet of a mistress) ; a kind of silken 
cloth. 

gul-barg, A rose-leaf; a mistress; 
the lip (of a mistress) ;—gul-barg khd'idan, 
To nibble rose-leaves, (met.) to kiss. 

gulbargah, A place in the Deccan. 
gul-ba-shakar, Conserve of roses. 

tij-A? gul-bun, A rose-bush ; the root of 
a rose-tree ; the foot of a tree. 

gulbang, The noise of a drum. 
A} J I gul ba shakar, Conserve of 

roses. 
^ gul-bid, Name of a tree otherwise 

called pala (see ah p. 255 and J£) . 
ytrJZ gal-bez (biz), A sieve; [gal-bez kar-

dan, To sift corn (m.c.) ;]—gul-bez, Scat-
tered rose-leaves. 

gulpdyagdn, Name of a city in 
Persian Iraq. 

L^-yft gul-parast, A worshipper (ad-
mirer) of roses or flowers. 

JS gul-posh, Adorned with roses or 
flowers. 



v J S ( 1094 ) 
J * gul-piy&da, A kind of inodorous 

rose; a wild flower; any flower that grows 
on a small plant. 

J J gul~pala.sk, Name of a tree ( = 
J® 

^SVh J 5 guUperdy, A gardener, horticul-
turist. 

^ ^ J ^ gul-pirahan, Covered or adorned 
with roses or flowers. 

gul-tardsh, Snuffers. 
giltang, Viscous clay. 

J J gul-jabin, With rosy brow. 
J J gul-chashm, Troubled with al-

bugo. 
O^ft J ^ gul-chikdn, The flower of the 

Bassia lati folia. 
O ^ J* gul-ckag&n, A kind of firework; 

—gul-chigdn, Name of a tree. 
galcka, A magpie ;—gilcha, A quail; 

—gulcha, A small rose or flower, a floweret, 
floret. 

^ gul-chihr, ipft J J gul-chihra, Name 
of the mistress of Aurang. 

J J gul-chin, Gathering roses or 
flowers; a gardener; name of a certain 
woman. 

^Sgul-chlnl, The gathering of roses 
or flowers; a kind of flower, the Qbina-
rose (?). 

galfch,, A wrinkle. 
fa'^Sgul'khar, The flower of the Solanum 

jacquini; the colour of it. 
J^- J J gul-hhdl, Spotted; flowered. 

J J gul Jthaj, A round lump of dough. 
qui-khan, The fire-place in a ba th ; 

stove, furnace; a dust-bin. 
SJU (j^aeUgulkhan-tab, One who lights the 

furnaces of baths. 
(̂ aUJ gulkhan-tdU, The heating of a 

stove or furnace. 
^yWfeU'gul'khani, Who lights the fire-place 

in a bath ; a bath-keeper, 
^jafcU gulkhocha, Tickling. 

J* gil-lchwur, A chalk-eater; one who 
swallows the dust (of battle), a warrior;— 
gul-fehtpur, A horse's halter. 

¥gil khyw-rdant, Eatable chalk. 
JfAs gil-dar, Pull of clay ;—gul-ddr, Pos-

sessing roses; a rose-garden; spotted ; 
flowered. 

J J gul-ddm, A small net; a net. 
(jj^AS" guldan, A flower-pot; a vase. 
c^Af gul-dirakht, A rose-bush; bar-

berry. 
ia-AJ' gul-dasta, A handful of roses; a 

nosegay; a minaret whence people are 
called to prayer. 

^ gul-dum, ("rose-tail") A shrike or 
Indian bulbul (from having & rose-like 
patch under its tail). 

J J gul-doz, Embroidered or printed 
with rosea or flowers. 

csJi)J JJ gul-dozl, Embroidery imitating 
flowers. 

y1" 
rukhsor), Rosy-fyU gul-rufch 

cheeked. 
(jS^j JJ ' gul-rakhsh, Name of Rustam's 

steed. 
a Uc^lf gul-ra'nd, A beautiful, delicate-

scented rose; rouge with which ladies 
paint their cheeks; a bed of roses in full 
blow. 

<&) JJgul-rang, Rose-coloured, roseate. 
% JJ gul-ru, Rosy-faced, red-faced, ruddy. 
^ f a gul-ruy, Rosy-faced, ruddy, having 

a blooming complexion ; a mistress, sweet-
heart. 

yJi) ^ gul-ru'i, Rosy-facedness. 
yifa gul-rez, ^yjj J J gul-rezan, Scattering 

roses or flowers ; a kind of silken stuff; a 
kind of fire-work. 

jtyJ gilzar, Clay, mud ; a miry place ;— 
gulzdr, A garden of roses; a flourishing 
and well-populated town; blooming, flour-
ishing; name of a note in music. 

OjOJ JJ gul-zaryun, Name of a city and 
river in Turkistan. 

jL. JSgil-saz, A worker in clay. 
i^^iS galast, Dead-drunk. 
^jbuJJ gulistdn, gal-sit an, A rose-garden; 

a flower-garden; a celebrated Persian 
book in prose and verse, by Shaikh Sa'dl 
Muslihu 'd-din ash' Shirazi (born o , 1175, 
died A.D, 1291) ; construed with the verbs 
rekhtan, shiguftan, kardan, &c. 

yz~JS gulistu, A flower-garden. 
jtjAJgul-Burkh, A red flower; the world-

illuminating sun. (See guli surkh under 

gulsun, A net in which women con-
fine their hair; a string of pearls with which 
women adorn their foreheads. 

aliAS" gil-shdh, King of the earth ; name 
of the first monarch of the Peshdadian 
dynasty, called also Kay umar s ; Adam ;—• 
gulshdh, Name of the mistress of Warqah. 

fa^S gul-shakar, ^fa^tAS gul-shahari, Con-
serve of roses. 

O-AJJ gulshan, A rose or flower-garden; a 
bed of roses or flowers; a delightful spot; 
a place where a person enjoys himself; a 
pleasure-palace; florid, cheerful, agreeable; 
—gulshani quds, The highest heaven;— 
gulshan hardan, To recreate or amuse one-
self ; to sing, dance, and be happy;—gul-
shani nilufari, The cerulean flower-garden, 
heaven, the sky. 

tsb1! gulshan-drdy, A gardener, hor-
ticulturist. 

gulshan-sar ay, A garden pa-
lace. 

yjji tf&if gulshan-faroz, A gardener (who 
plants roses). 

a fa (^AJ gulshan-tir az, A gardener, 
horticulturist. 

qilshu, A depilatory used in baths. 
<sjJLf gil-shdh, King Kayumars; Adam; 

—gulshah, Name of the mistress of Warqah. 



f^ft* gulshahr, Name of the wife of Piran 
Wisa, commander of the forces of Afras-
yab. 

tflpA J ^ gil-shirin, Of good birth, of 
noble origin. 

a gul-'izdr, Rosy-cheeked. 
a ft* JT gul-'ushr, Ten verses of the 

Qur' au written on paper within a circular 
line for children learning the alphabet 
(see r i £ r p . 675). 

s^ft* gul-ghicha, Tickling (see AyJdS' gul-
ghincha and i^tlS). 

ft* gilghar, An architect;—gulghar, A 
fine down or wool, combed from the roots 
of a species of goat bred in Tibet, of which 
shawls are made. 

gul-ghincha, Tickling ;—gul-ghun-
cha, A rose-bud ; a red paint for the face, 
rouge, fard. 

S J J ^ gulghanda, Cotton ready for spin-
ning. 

itiftS gulghunda, A ball of cotton ready 
for spinning; a fat, lazy, sluggish fellow. 

<uft* gulghuna, Paint for the face, fard ; 
natural or artificial ruddiness of the face. 

A^**^ gulghicha, Tickling. 
gulaf, A red flower resembling a 

rose (unsupported by examples). 
plil? gul-fam, Of a rose-colour; rose-like ; 

(met.) a mistress. 
yLfcii? gul-fishdn, Scattering roses ; agree-

able, pleasant. 
^L i i i f gul-JUhanl, The scattering of 

roses or flowers. 
gulfahshang, Water which petri-

fies in the form of icicles. 
a JofiU gul-qand, Candied conserve of 

roses;—gul-qandi 'asali, Conserve of roses 
made with honey. 

**UTgulak (dim. of gul), A little rose ; a 
floweret; a satire, lampoon, abuse; a red-
dish sort of gum ;—gulahi anar, A pome-
granate-flower ;—gulak bastani dtish, The 
blazing up of fire ;—gulak zadan, To lam-
poon, to satirize. 

ft)S gil-kdr, A worker in clay; a potter. 
isft^* gil-kdri, A working in clay ; [gil-

kdri kardan, To work in clay;]—gul-kari, 
Flowering j flower-painting ; figured work, 
embroidery; a flower-garden (m.c.). 

gul-kdma, The sediment which 
remains in manufacturing rose-water, and 
which is used for dyeing. 

fft*gulkaj, A lump of dough. 
ft J5 gul-kadu, Name of a tree ( = 

q.v.). 
gulkunda, G-olconda (in India). 

ijlfi J s gul-kubi, A walk in a garden in 
spring-time. 

gil-kuy, Mud in the street, 
t j f t J* gul-kiri, A very fragrant kind of 

flower growing on a tree resembling a 
palm-tree ( = 

iftAf gul-kesh, The cocks-comb flower. 

gul-gaja, Certain ceremonies or-
dained to be performed upon infants. 

gul-gasht, A pleasant place for 
walking or recreation, especially blooming 
with roses and other flowers; an evening 
walk ; construed with the verbs zadan and 
kardan;—gul-gashli musalld, The rose-walk 
of the Oratory, a charming place near Shiraz. 

J ^ ^ g a l - g a l , A very acid kind of citrou;— 
gulgul, Name of an Arabian gum, bdellium ; 
many roses; in full bloom, with many 
blossoms;—gul-gul shiguftan (kardan), To 
abound in flowers or blossoms. 

J $ gil gandum, Name of a medicinal 
root. 

sMS Ji" gul-ganda, Name of a malodorous 
plant, which women render sweet, and eat 
in order to become fat. 

t f t ^ j f t S gul-goristdn, A fungus (see also 
guli goristdn under J^ ) . 

i j f t J * gul-guli, A walk in a garden in 
spring. 

gul-gun, Of a vermilion colour; 
paint for the face; a goblet of wine ; a 
bright bay horse, especially one belonging 
to Shirin, the mistress of Farhad;—sheri 
gul-gun, A tawny lion. 

gftd gulgun-charkh (gulguni charkh ?), 
The sky. 

gul-guna, Cosmetic ; rosy-cheeked; 
rose-coloured; construed with the verbs 
aludan, bastan, dadan, zadan, kardan, kashi-
dan, gushudan,&c.;—gul-guna'i adimi adam, 
An epithet of Muhammad ; — gul-guna'i 
charkh, The after-glow following sunset. 

pftS gul-gir, Snuffers. 
gul-ldla, The anemone ; the tul ip; 

the red poppy. 
A^J J* gul-lahana, Cauliflower. 
<%ft* galmij, galmuj, The fin of a fish. -
ft*gulmar, Name of a fragrant flower; 

a kind of arrow-head. 
jft* galmuzh, A species of lizard. 
<J*ft* gulamush, A species of the willow. 
t>jY* j*gil-muhra, A ball of clay for a 

croBS-bow; the terrestrial globe ; man. 
gul-mekh, A large-headed, rose-

shaped nail fixed in gates ; a spike-nail, 
tent-pin ; a stud, tack. 

ft& gulnar (for guli anar), Pomegranate-
flowers ; sour cherry ;—gulnari jpdrsi, Name 
of a very bright-coloured red rose. 

yj* ft*gulndr-chihr, With a face like the 
pomegranate-flower. 

ofi ftl$ gulnar-gun, Of the colour of the 
pomegranate-flower. 

^ft^S gulnari, i j f t * gulndri-rang, Of 
the colour of the pomegranate-flower ; car-
nation-coloured. 

\i J f gul-na-farmdn, A violet. 
gilndk, Muddy, miry, clayey (place); 

—gilnak, gulndk, A fortification, a castle or 
fortress ;—gulndk, A rose-garden ; a flower-
bed. 



gulanda, A woman of bad character. 
t£i/~AJ gul-nasrln, Camomile-flowers. 
a t r ^ J Jgul -na f s l , A sweet smelly plea-

sant conversation. 
fchw^dJ gulangubin, A conserve of roses 

made with honey. 
gul-nama, Kaleidoscope (m.c.). 

jiJgulu, galu, The neck, gullet, throat ; 
the wind-pipe; the voice;—gulu para kar-
dan, To shout with a loud voice;—gulu 
roshan kardan, To hem, to clear the throat ; 
—gulu giriftan, To strangle ;—guluyi a8yd, 
The hopper of a mill;—guluyi surkh, The 
gulkt;—guluyi lab giriftan, To silence;— 
ba-gulu furo burdan, dar gulu burdan, To 
swallow; deglutition, 

te-^jlf gulu-basta, Silent. 
<fa> gulu-band, A neckcloth; a neck-

lace; a cloth worn by women on their 
head, and fastened under the chin, to keep 
their head-dress from being stained by the 
unguent or pomatum of the hair; a small 
rectangular plate of gold (studded with 
gems) worn ou the throat. 

fa gulu-banda, A grown lad ; a glut-
ton. 

f* gulu-tah, A kind of cornered cap for 
children, lined with cotton, and tied under 
the chin ; a fillet; a cap for women or girls. 

guluch, A wink with the eye. 
guludan, To fill. 

JJ J^ gul-warak, A thorn in bloom 
(m.c.). 

galuz, A filbert; a pistachio-nut; a 
mountain -almond. 

<fa> gulusoz, Very sweet (lit. burning 
the throat, i.e. rendering thirsty). 

rf yj gulu-firo-amadagi, A catarrh 
in the throat. 

jUti gulu-f shar, A necklace. 
AS gulu-gdh, The seat of the throat, 

the throat. 
(mfasifajiSgulu-giriftagi, Hoarseness. 

^S gulu-girifta, Throttled ; hoarse, 
gruff. 

-sfa ^if gulu-girifta-dwaz, Hoarse-
voiced. 

yfagulu-gir, Suffocating, throttl ing; 
sour or unsavoury food, which sticks in the 
throat and is digested with difficulty ; un-
able to speak (from any affection of the 
throat) ; a wild or choke-pear; an accuser. 

ii^Sgulula, A reel; a ball of thread ; a 
stone for a cross-bow or balista, a bullet; 
—guliila'i topi, A cannon-ball; a shot;—• 
gulUla zadan, To fire off (a gun, &c.). 

^fa iifa gulula-bdzi, Game of bowls; 
game at nine-pins. 

galula-kamdn, A pellet-bow. 
galwand, Anything sent as a pre-

sent, especially a composition of nuts and 
figs; name of a mountain. 

fi^y? galwanda, The composition de-
scribed in the preceding article. 

gulwa, The mouth of an oven. 
gala, galla, A flock, herd, bevy; a 

crowd, heap; a till,-—gila, A complaint, 
lamentation, reproach, blame; a pass be-
tween two hills; a single grape; [gila 
kardan, To complain ;]—aula, A cannon, 
musket, or cross-bow ball; a cotton.reel; 
a cotton-pod ; a ringlet, a curl;—gulla, A 
swallow, a martinet; an arbour, bower, 
projecting roof; an awning; hair collected 
together ;—gulla'i murgkdn, Tapestry em-
broidered with every kind of bird; a sha-
dow cast by an immense flight of birds. 

©I* AS' gala-ban, A pastor, shepherd, 
keeper. 

^PV galabdni; Pastoral care. 
gala-dost, A cough, a sore throat. 

isyfe galahri, A squirrel (see < 4 ^ ) . 
a $fa* ^t gila-shilcwa, Complaint. 
WA tefa 6X5 gila-kar da-shuda, Complained 

of, complained against. 
8^ Ail gala-gdh, A lodging-room in an 

inn; a parlour. 
a t g j ^ AJ gila-guzdri, Complaining, a 

complaint. 
.u^Alf gilamand, Complaining; a com-

plainer. 
^j^dJS gilamandi, Murmur, complaint. 

&)$ gula-mush, A kind of willow. 
gilhun, A clod, &c. ( = t<fa q-v0-

^ gili, Earthen, made of clay. 
gulicha, A sob ; the hiccough ; the 

sun or moon's disc ; a small round cake. 
faS giliz, galiz, Spittle, saliva, slaver, 

drivel, 
guligdn, Name of a malodorous 

plant. 
giligar. Maker of mortar, worker in 

clay. 
faS gilim, A garment made of goats' 

hair or wool; a carpet or rug to lie down 
upon ; a blanket;—gilim az db bar-awardan 
(birun awardan, birun burdan), gilim az 
darya (az siydhi) birun awardan, gilim az 
mauj birun burdan, gilim birun awardan, 
To escape, to obtain freedom;—gilim dar 
db afgandan, To rush into danger. 

a JJ" gul-yamln, Having the right 
hand full of roses or flowers. 

faS gilim-posh, Clad in a gilim; a 
pauper; a medicine. 

faSgilim-shuy, A scourer of cloths; 
pearl-ash, lye; root chubak ushnan. 

y\ufa faS gilim-goshdn, (pi.) A race of 
men whose ears are so large that one serves 
them for a mattress, and the other as a 
counterpane. 

gilin, Made of clay or mud, clayey, 
^fa ffaSgilin-guy, The terrestrial globe. 
yfaS galyun, A kind of stuff of seven 

colours. 
f f g u m , Lost, wanting, missing; absent, 

invisible; wandering, distracted, con-
founded;—gum zadan, To hide oneself, to 



w** kumb, Cassia fistularis ; the city of 
Kum. 

kambanidan, To incline. 
kanabt, kinibt, A bee. 

a kanab-ddna, Hemp-seed. 
kambur, Fraud, deceit. 

ijyttZ kambura, Fraud, deceit; usury; 
according to others speaking and hearing, 
tumult, clamour. 

kamburidan, To defraud, deceive. 
kanaba, Raw thread. 

kamboza, = fyy*^ q.v. 
i&tft kimbahn, Seed of turpentine; juni-

per-berries. 
y j L j ^ kambidan, To draw (a thing) from 

a place and take it away;—kumbidan, To 
rise up; to ascend ; to leap. 

lyft* kumbiza, A species of cucumber; 
an unripe melon. 

A SJ* kannat, The wife of a son or of a 
brother;—kinnat, A veil or any similar 
covering; a shade, umbrella ;—kunnat, A 
pent over a doorway or projecting from a 
wall; a bench in front or at the top of a 
house. 

ut-tf kint, Name of a city (see 
f j * kinatu, Seed of the Palma Christi. 

kanj, The uvula; a vain, foolish fel-
low ; saying, telling; coagulated milk; 
drawn out ; chosen; the little toe ;—kin], 
A hugh, powerful, formidable elephant;— 
kunj, A corner, nook ; a narrow street, con-
fined place; a bower; a grove; a subter-
raneous excavation; wrinkle, plait; bent 
double, crooked, hump-backed; — kunji 
chashm, The inner corner of the eye. 

kunjdr, a^j^ kunjdra, J^U^ kunjdl, 
kunjdla, Sediment, dregs, caput mor-

tuum, remains of anything squeezed. 
kunjdyish, = u^W-^ q.v. 

kunjud, The grain sesame; rape-
seed. 

kunjudak, kunjada, kunjida, 
kunjuda, A kind of gum, sarcocolla, flesh-
glue ; bezoar-stone; a freckle, a mole ;— 
kunjada, Sediment, drugs, remains of any-
thing squeezed; caput mortuum. 

kinjar, A large, stout, wild ele-
phant. 

j^u j jif^X kinjar u pinjar, Pinching. 
tfUspA^ kunjishk, kunjashk, A sparrow (see 

gjj. gft kunj-shunj, A subterraneous pas-
sage, a mine; the undermining of a wall; 
a covered way; a ditch. 

usV t̂f kanjak, A tree called pashshaghal. 
having a thick, smooth stem and dense 
foliage ;—kunjak, A curiosity of any kind, 
whatever is new and excites admiration. 

kinj kinj, Little, small; by little 
and little. 

kunjul, Anything contracted, shrunk 
up, or wrinkled; the hand or foot with 
ths fingers or toes contracted; bread which, 

by accident, has fallen into the embers of 
the oven. 

kunjulak, Wrinkle, fold, plait. 
kunj-lunj, Full of folds and 

wrinkles. 
kunjur, Treasure ;—kanjwar, Trea-

surer. 
kunj a, An ass whose lower jaw is 

swollen ; an ass that has lost his tail. 
kunjid, Sesame-seed. 

it^jS kunjida, Oil-cake, the husks of 
seeds, after the oil has been expressed. 

giS" kinch Much, = q.v. 
t^szkuncha, — iS^i'q.v. 
ft* kanahfi, Sour milk thickened by 

straining off the whey. 
<^ssa^kana^ht, The water of a sword-blade. 

kand, Hemp; sugar; a wound; a 
pick-axe; flight; a village; name of a 
village in Turkistan whence they bring the 
best almonds;—kind, Name of a city (see 

;—kund, Dull, blunt; a stupid man, 
blockhead; dolt; a blunt sword or knife; 
anything unsaleable, not fetching its 
value; bold, brave, strong; wise, learned, 
sage ; a philosopher; a fetter, clog; stocks; 
penis ; the testicles (see ;—kund shu-
dani bdzdr, The being dull of the market; 
—kund namudan, To be set on edge (teeth) ; 
to be dull, benumbed. 

A <3^* kand (v.n.)T Cutting. 
kundd, kandd, Learned, wise; a 

philosopher, prophet, soothsayer; bold, 
warlike ;—kundd, Name of a painter. 

kanddgar, A carver, engraver;— 
kunddgar, Learned, wise ; brave, bold. 

kandagari, Carving, engraving. 
ijj^juS' kunddmoya, The hair a child is 

born with ; the small yellow plumage on 
young birds. 

iJl^juS' kundawala, Tall, corpulent, ro-
bust ; a fat, ugly, ill-formed, beardless 
youth. 

J^JL^ kundd war, Brave, bold, valiant, 
courageous, warlike; a hero, champion; 
wise, learned. 

IJJ^AJ* kundawari, Heroism, valour; an 
heroic exploit. 

AiU. siS kand-khdna, Depressed, humble; 
a small basket; a bed or sleeping-place. 

a ^ j M* kand-zihn, Dull of intellect, 
obtuse. 

a kand-zihni, Dullness of com-
prehension, obtuseness, stupidity. 

kandar, A town, city; name of a 
city in Khurasan ; (for ki andar) who or 
which (is) in ;—kandur, An earthen vessel 
in which wheat and bread are p u t ; — 
kundur (G. xwSpos), Mastic; name of a 
Slavonic king, ally of Afrasiyab ;—kunduri 
rami, Mastic. 

AjA^ kandar, A species of astrological 
calculation, borrowed from the Greek ;— 
kundur, A dwarf ; a short, thick-set man 



a stout ass; frankincense; a kind of juni-
per-gum used for medicinal purposes. 

knndurak, Mastic, 
jy ^ kund-rav, kund-rau, Walking with 

a limp, limping; halting (fortune) ; [kund-
rav shudan, To vanish;]—kundrii (better 
also kund-rav), Name of the vazir of Zah-
hak; mastic (see the preceding article). 

g-y-xtf kundaruj, kunduruz, A bee-
hive. 

kandarush, Hillocky, hilly ground, 
kandara, Name of a small water-

bird. 
kun-diz, An old fortress; an old 

palace or upper room; name of a city 
built by Faridun in Turan;—kunduz, Name 
of a city built by Jamshed. 

SJS kund-zdbdn, A stammerer, 
^ f y Sii kund-zdbdni, An impediment or 

hesitation in speaking, stammering. 
kindie, A magpie (see A. 

A kundus, A certain root, black 
without, yellow within, and a sternutatory 
in medicine. 

A-AA kundusa, Glasswort, 
kandush, kundish, A lump of cotton 

prepared for spinning; a stick for winding 
cotton upon ; glasswort. 

A kundush, A magpie; name of a 
sternutative medicine. 

AA kand-shapur, Name of a city. 
^ ^ kund-fahm, Dull of intellect. 
t.yHf4 kund-fahmi, Dulness of intellect. 

kundak, Bread broken in pieces. 
tiStXiS kandag, A ditch, a moat (see J * ^ ) . 
Jstfa kund-gosh, Hard of hearing, 

deafish. 
kandagi, Sculpture, engraving; a 

ditch. 
kandulan, kundalan, A sort of tent. 

AJAA kundula, Anything surrounded and 
brought together. 

M^Sii kandmand, A house in ruins. 
yXii kandan (S. khan), To dig; to pluck, 

extract, tear up, root out, extirpate; to 
raze (the foundations of a house) ; to skin, 
peel, unbark; to carve, engrave ; to sepa-
ra te ; to gather; to flee; to be entangled, 
embroiled;—bar-kandan, To dig, to uproot, 
extract, tear out (see also y);—bar-
kanda-qadr, Low, vile, abject;—ba-shamaher 
jdn az bar bar-kandan, To kill with the 
sword;—dardi dil kandan, To allay one's 
Borrow —s% toman dadan-ra jdn ml-kanad, 
At (the idea of) giving thirty toman he 
breaks his heart (m.c.);—zi-bun bar-kandan, 
To eradicate ;—zi-btkh bar-kandan, To tear 
out a tree by the roots;—kandani jdn (dil), 
Giving up the ghost; death-agony. 

jAAi" kandu, kunda (S. kunda), A vessel 
made of clay, in which grain is kept ; a 
bee-hive ;—kundu, A demon of the woods. 

dŜ Aii" kundwdla, Firm, robust, and tall 
(man) ; an ugly, ill-made, beardless youth. 

a ty^if kanduj (from. P. yuf kandu), A 
clay vessel in which grain is kept. 

^xS kandu-khana, A vessel in which 
the butter is separated from the churned 
milk ; a small-basket; a beehive. 

yy^ kundur, Mastic (unsupported by 
examples, but see kundur). 

i^Aii kandura, A large table ; a linen or 
leathern cover for a table, a table-cloth. 

kanduri, A leathern cover for a 
table ; a napkin ; a feast held in honour of 
Fatima, of which only women (and those 
the most virtuous) can partake, no male 
ever being permitted to see the food dressed 
on this occasion and set apart for an offer-
ing to the Prophet's daughter; name of a 
gourd. 

foxtf kundoz, A large needle, 
i kandosh, A stony, rough, difficult 

road; the wages of a day's labour; daily 
pay; mastic, white resin;—kvndosh, A 
poisonous weed. 

usljjuS' kunduk, A shop; a capacious jar 
made of clay, in which grain is laid up for 
future use. 

j ^ kand-u-kob, Disquiet, unsteadi-
ness. 

iijjj^ kundula, A basket, a jar for holding 
grain ; broken pottery. 

jujJtA kundwidastar, Testicles of a 
beaver. 

SJOS" kanda, Digged, excavated; engraved, 
carved; a ditch round fortified towns, 
gardens, or fields; a fosse, moat; a mound, 
dyke; any hollow place made as a shelter 
for travellers; a fold for cattle cut out at 
the foot of a mountain; an old man or 
woman ; misfortune ; inconvenient; of a 
bad disposition ; [ kanda'i chahdrband, The 
world ;—kanda'i hezam, A wood-cutter;]— 
kunda, The stocks for offenders, a kind of 
clog or wooden fetters for captives ; stump 
of a tree; a butcher's chopping-block ; a 
shoemaker's cutting-board; stock of a 
gun; a wooden gun (used by raw recruits) ; 
wing (of a bird) ; arm (of a paper kite) ; a 
piece or patch (in trousers) ; curd ; a fool, 
blockhead, man of dull understanding; a 
robust, beardless youth; a demon of the 
woods ; anything brayed in a mortar ; the 
silken bands with which a. falcon's wings 
are confined when travelling; his collar 
and fastenings of bells to his legs; a fal-
coner's cage; a potter's wheel; a stable; 
massive ( = kund) ;—kunda bar pd'i ]chwesh 
zad, He has injured himself;—kunda'i tir 
kkwv.rd.a. Experienced, versed in worldly 
matters. 

ixS kanda-pir, An old woman. 
<bU. kanda-khdya, Ruptured; cas-

trated. 
^ kanda-ruy, A table-cloth or 

towel. 
jS SJCS kanda'kdr, An engraver, carver, 



sculptor; engraved, carved (as seal-rings 
or sword-hilts). 

isft bjjf kanda-kari, Engraving, sculp-
ture. 

fiijjS kandagar, A carver, engraver, 
^jS&JJS kandagari, Engraving ;—kanda-

gari kardan, To grave, to carve. 
t s y kanda-moy, The down upon a 

new-hatched bird. 
\J*j kanda-wash, A stony road. 

ntjS kanda-hezam, Wood felled upon 
the mountains; the stocks. 

^MS kandl, Name of a flower (Pandanus 
odoratissimus) ;—kundi, Dulness, hebetude, 
Btupidity;—kundi* i bind'i, Dimness of sight; 
—kundi'i danddn, The stupor of the teeth 
from eating anything acid. 

kandidan, To dig, or cause to dig. 
J J J ^ kindil, A noose for strangling;— 

kindili hase kardcm, To strangle a person ; 
to take from by violence, to put the screw 
on. 

y* kanar, kanara, Canara in India. 
Ayi" Jeanz (v.n.), Treasuring, storing, 

hoarding, laying u p ; putting anything 
into a case or repository; store; treasure 
(especially gold or silver buried in the 
ground) ;—kunuz (pl, of kinaz), Girls firm 
of flesh. 

y* kanaz, That part of the stem of a 
bunch of dates which joins the tree. 

kanza, Wise, learned, philosophic; a 
herb or flower which grows spontaneously. 

A kans (v.n.), Sweeping, cleaning;— 
hunus, kunnas (pl. of kinds), Coverts of 
deer;—kunnas, The seven planets ; accord-
ing to others, five erratic stars, 

a ^ i kanast, kunist, A fire-temple. 
kanastu, An alkaline herb for wash-

ing. 
Ji—if kunsel-datd, Council of Btate 

(m.c, from Fr. conseil d'etat). 
A ij^Z kansh, A plaiting or flouncing of 

the fringe of a garment; a softening of 
the dentifrice miswak. 

(J^J* kanish, A digging, plucking up ; 
[jdn-kanish, Agony of death (see <jW);] 
— kunish, Action, operation, business; 
custom, habit, manner, disposition ; a cri-
minal ; a Christian church ; a Jewish syna-
gogue ; a fire-temple. 

IA-JU* kunisht, A fire-temple; a Jew's 
synagogue; a pig-sty; profession, occupa-
tion;—bad-kunisht, Malignant, villainous. 

jiXj* kanashtu, An alkaline herb with 
which they wash clothes; unripe grapes; 
rubbish. 

tfiy&Aut^ kanashiuk, An alkaline herb for 
washing clothes. 

oXjUi kinishk, A throbbing pain; a wound 
from an arrow. 

fiSLzj* kunish-gar, kunishmand, 
Who performs a work or action, a worker, 
an operator. 

kunishn, An act, work; a fire-
temple ; a Jew's synagogue ; a pig-sty. 

kanshU, Unripe grapes. 
A TUI" kanz (v.n.), Afflicting, grieving, 

annoying, oppressing (any matter or busi-
ness) ; filling. 

A kin', The greater part of the night 
elapsed, a third remaining ; root, origin ; a 
gate ;—kun' (pl. of akna'), Disabled in the 
arms by fracture or dislocation; unequal 
to any business ;—kana' (v.n.), Being con-
tracted (fingers) ;—kani', Broken with age, 
wrinkled. 

J W kan'dl, A falcon raising his head 
and body when he eyes his prey; a dangler 
after women (see J ^ " , J ^ , and JlAs5"), 
Greedy of prey. 

A yUji" kan'dn, Canaan. 
a kan'dni, Of or belonging to Ca-

naan, a Canaanite. 
&& kingh, The matter which hardens in 

the comer of the eye. 
kingfadl, A wencher:—kunghal. An 

interview in private between friends. 
aJU^ kangkdla, Whoredom ; a matrimo-

nial su i t ; a whore; a request, wish; a 
miser ; a whoremonger; avarice, a hero ; 
name of a mountain iti Khurasan. 

A kanf (v.n.), Guarding, preserving, 
protecting, aiding, assisting; making an 
enclosure for cattle; constructing a privy 
or a sewer;—kinf, A shepherd's scrip; a 
bag in which a trader puts up smaller com-
modities;— kunf (pl. of kanif), Privies, 
necessaries;—kanaf, Side, edge, margin ; 
coast, shore ; wing (of a bird) ; protection, 
guardianship ; shade, shadow. 

kanaf, A cord made of flax. 
J kinfal, A wencher (see J ^ ' ) . 
A kanaf at, A tract of country where 

camels feed ; a side, margin, coast. 
A kunfus, Short. 
A Sŷ S" kinfirai, The tip, also the side, of 

the nose. 
A kun-fa-kdn, Let it be, and it was ; 

—also mdliki kun-fa-kdn, Lord of " let it be, 
and it was" (an epithet of the Almighty). 

J*bvS kanfaUl, A large beard. 
kank, Hump-backed ; a cat ; a cock ; 

a dwelling for the spring-season; a temple; 
an Indian pagoda ;—kink, A mandate ; a 
young man whose beard begins to grow;— 
kunk, Earthen water-pipes or conduits;— 
kanak, kinik, kinak, A kind of grass of 
which they make cord; a walnut, the 
kernel of which it is difficult to pull o u t ; 
parsimonius, stingy. 

g^XiS" kinkdj, kinkdsh, = s^&i", 
qq.v. 

isMXiS kunkalk, A shirt or shift. 
kankus, A demon. 

kang, Wing of a b i rd; arm of a 
man from the tips of the fingers to the 
shoulder; limb or branch of a tree ;—king, 



A youth of a clumsy, ill-shaped body; a 
vulgar, impudent, talkative fellow -,—kung, 
A man of a gross, stout habi t ; a beardless 
and impudent youth; name of a certain 
sea-port; the end of the stalk of a bunch 
of dates next the tree. 

s-'^aS' ka-ngdb, Syrup, jalap, ptisan. 
kangdj, hingdj, Counsel, consulta-

tion, deliberation;—hingdj, A crab. 
hangar, hungdr, A Bnake which has 

recently cast his slough. 
hingd8, hang as, Counsel; a crab. 

jti^S hangash, hingdsh, Counsel, delibe-
ration, consultation, conference, esp. of 
conspirators; [hingdsh khwastan, To ask 
counsel;—hingdsh raftan (hardan, namu-
dan), To consult, deliberate;]—hingdsh, A 
crab. 

hang ala, A dangling after women ; 
a matrimonial su i t ; a courtesan ; a miser; 
name of a mountain in Khurasan. 

faj£ hangar, A kind of artichoke; ob-
stinacy, contentiousness; [hangar handan, 
To toil in vain;]—hingir, Name of a musi-
cal instrument used in India;—kungur, A 
large owl; a beam projecting from a wail; 
a player on the kettle-drum; a young 
branch; shameless ; a kind of beggar (see 
ttU-tU p. 721) ; a battlement, pinnacle;— 
hunguri hibriyd, Pinnacle of greatness. 

hangar an, An owl; rye. 
Jj fa^ kangar-zhad, <*) hangar-ssid, 

Artichoke-gum. 
kingira, A musical instrument having 

only two wires;—hungura, A niched battle-
ment, notched parapet, pinnacle, tu r re t ; an 
acroterium; plumes upon helmets, orna-
ments upon crowns. 

j hungura-ddr, Embattled, crested. 
^fa^S kangari, Artichoke-gum;—kingiri, 

hingrl, Name of a musical instrument made 
of two gourds, used in Hindustan ; a kind 
of lute (see fa-£ hingir and fi^A kingira). 

A—AA hanlisa, — \~~jli" q.v. (probably 
misreading). 

(fa hun ma-kun, Do and do not ; 
irresolute, hesitating in giving orders ; a 
sovereign, a commander; commands and 
prohibitions. 

xuS hanand, A hoe, spade, or instrument 
for turning up ground which cannot be 
ploughed. 

hananda, A digger, one who tears 
anything up ;—hunanda, A maker; a fac-
tor, agent, doer;-—murafa'a hunanda, Who 
directs the proceedings of a court, a judge 
(m.c.). 

yif hanau, kanu, Hemp. 
A. jA hanw (v.n.), Speaking metaphori-

cally ; designating by a patronymic. 
A Syi" kinwat, hunwat, A patronymic. 
A hanud, Ungrateful, unthankful, 

rebellious against God or man; avaricious ; 

—hnnud (v.n. of Being ungrateful; 
ingratitude. 

hanaudan, hanuddn, hanau-
ddna, hanuddna, Hemp-seed (eaten roasted 
to procure an appetite or get fat) . 

hanur, A basket or wooden vessel for 
holding bread or corn ; a large jar of un-
baked clay, in which grain is preserved 
from fire;—hanur, hinur, Fraud, deceit;— 
kunur, handr, Thunder;—kunur, kunwar, 
A doer, worker, agent (— 6Jtu£ kunanda, 
q.v.). 

hanura, hinura, A cheat, deceiver, 
trifler. 

O^JJ*^ kanuridan, hinuridan, To cheat, 
deceive. 

A kunuz (pi. of kanz), Treasures. 
kanilza, kunuza, hinuza, Dressed 

cotton-wool. 
0by^kanush, A fir-tree; a cypress. (Doubt-

ful word.) 
A ZftZkunu' (v.n. of Drawing oneself 

together; contracting or clapping close the 
wings when flying downward (an eagle); 
approaching; being near setting (a star) ; 
being submissive, gentle, humble ; adhering 
to the garments (perfume); swearing by 
God ; desiring, being greedy or covetous. 

yfa kanun, A large jar of unbaked clay 
to preserve corn;—kunun (for ahnun), Now; 
God willing ; — khwud-kunun, This very 
moment ( = q.v.). 

kununa, State, condition (present or 
expected) ;—kununa firo mand, Matters 
fell short of my expectations, I was dis-
appointed ;—chi kununa dari, How do you 
do? 

hunk, Substance; sum, extreme, 
height, depth (of anything); quantity, 
species, mode ; time ; face, aspect, 

SJS kanah, A tick; — kinna, Mastic;— 
hunna, Shade; shady. 

a kunhd, kanhdn, kunhan, A 
plant like the juniper. 

i>yB> (jS han-haza, A yawning-fit before a 
fever. 

hina-hina, Quinine (see ijS^S). 
Ayyifakanohwar, Clouds like mountains; 

a large mass. 
A kanahwarat, A large old she-

camel. 
&J£ hana-ha (pi. of kana), Ticks. 

A Jy^ kund (pi. of kunyat), Metonymies ; 
kaniy, kani, One who has a patronymic 
similar to that of another person; cogno-
minal. 

UA kanyd, (in Zand and Pazand) Hollow 
within. 

kunib, A fetter, band (unsupported; 
see also 

A kinyat, kunyat (v.n. of Call-
ing or naming (anyone) by a word which 
has another meaning, dubbing, especially 
by the designation of father (abu) or son 



synagogue, 

(ibn, vulg. bin), &c. of such a one, a 
filionymic, a patronymic. 

kunet (for kuned), Do you ;—kunit, 
A band, fetter (unsupported; see also 
s-6**). 

kanir, A glutton; a lazy fellow. 
yr* kaniz (S. kanyd, kanyakd), A female 

slave, maid-servant; a maid, virgin, girl; 
[kanizi saza, A retributive particle;—kanizi 
wa-zada, A conditional particle;]—kaniz, 
kuniz, The stalk where bunches of grapes 
or dates hang, 

dys1* kanizak, A girl;—kanizaki firdshi, 
A kept mistress. 

M j kanizak-zdda, Son of a slave-girl 
or bond-woman. 

Jpy*3* kanizagi, The condition or duty of 
a female servant or girl. 

kanlzi, Maidenhood, girlhood; 
Btate of maid-servant or slave-girl; servi-
tude. 

a kanisd, A church, 
temple. 

A 6—(~>* kanisat, kanisa, A Christian 
church; a Jewish synagogue; a temple; 
(met., if not with A. termination for P. 
kaniz) a beautiful woman. 

kunish, An action, good or bad. 
A kanif, A privy, necessary; a 

sewer; a place for washing the face and 
hands, a lavatory; a shield ; an enclosure 
for cattle made of branches, &c. ;—kunaif 
(dim. of kinf), A small Bcrip or wallet; a 
nickname given by 'tJmar to Ibn Ma'sud. 

fi kav, Clever, ingenious ; power; stature; 
—ko (for ki o), That he; who, which, 
what;—ku, Where ? where is he gone ? a 
broad street, square, market-place; a nar-
row street, an alley. 

kwddri-ldtar, The four Venetian 
fortresses ceded in 1866 by Austria to 
Italy (m.c. from Fr. Quadri latere). 

kiwada, The wooden sill of a door; 
the piece of wood in which the lower pivot 
turns. 

A kawdzib (pl. of kdzib), False; 
liars. 

f i f i kawdr, A leek ; a thick mist which 
appears in summer nights ;—kawdr, kuwar, 
A basket for carrying about frui t on the 
back; — kuwar, Name of a town near 
Shiraz. 

kawdra, kuwar a, The wooden sill of 
a door. 

A ±>j\fikawdris (pl. of kdris), Distressed, 
afflicted ; (pl. of kdrisat) troublesome af-
fairs, molestations. 

ftJjwV kuwarun, Disease of skin, prickly 
heat. 

kawdra, A basket or pannier for 
carrying fruit about upon the back; a 
thick mist which appears during the night 
in the summer months ; a bee-hive;— 
kuwdra, An earthen vessel. 

tyfi kawdra-dan, A shepherd, herds-
man. 

$fi kawaz, A kind of bottle carried by 
travellers ; a stick for driving cattle. 

* ' f f i kawaza, A close-mouthed traveller's 
bottle;—kiwdza, An ox-goad ;—kuwdza,, A 
poached egg. 

f>fi kawdzh, Reproach, reprehension, 
taunt. 

tyfi kawdzha, Jesting, bantering, jeering, 
ridiculing; a jester; bread half-baked; a 
poached egg. 

i f t f i kuwds, Quality, propertyj way, 
manner. 

A S — k a w a s i b , Wild beasts; extremi-
ties of the body, hands, feet. 

A y~\fi kawasir (pl. of kdsirat), Breakers J 
eagles ; camels which break the branches. 

'\fi kuwdeama, Easy, not difficult. 
kuwdsa, Quality, property, way, 

manner. 
**~>!~>\fikuwdsima, Easy; easiness, facility. 
J ^ f i kuwdsh, Mode ; quality, property. 
&+*\fi kuwdshama, Easy, not difficult. 

kuwaeha> Quality, way, manner. 
kawdshir, Name of a place whence 

are brought turquoise-stones of a light 
colour and little value (see ft^fi)-

kuwdshima, Easy ; easiness, faci-
lity. 

A kawd'ih (pl. of ka'ib), Swelling-
breasted girls. 

A j£\fi kawdgjtiz (pl. of P. kdg&iz), 
Papers; documents. 

A fi\fi kawafir, Wine-jars ; (pl. of kafirat) 
infidel or unbelieving women ; (pl. of kdfur) 
flowers of the palm-tree. 

A s-STj* kawdkib (pl. of kaukab), Stars, 
constellations; standards (corresponding 
to the Persian jsa.̂  V7*) 5 kawdkib, 
Sorrowful, mournful (day) ;—rangi hawa~ 
rd ba-kawdkib siturdan, To remove the 
colour (i.e. darkness) of the air by the 
stars, to illumine the sky ;]—kuwdkib, 
Name of a mountain whence mill-stones 
are cut. 

a zfij* kawdkib-shukuh, Magnifi-
cence of the stars ; of star-like magnificence. 

a <-rS\fi kawdkib-shinds, An astro-
nomer ; an astrologer. 

kawdl, kuwdl, Gain, growth, increase. 
kuwalgfjjindia, Red paint for the 

face. 
kawdlif, A kind of white thorn or 

thistle of which camels are fond. 
^ j j - J^ kawdlidan, kuwalidan, To gain, 

acquire, heap up ; to grow, increase, abound; 
to flourish, ripen. 

kawalida, kuwdlida, Gained, ac-
quired; grown, increased. 

A i^\fi kawdnin (pl. of kdnun), Chafing-
dishes. 

p f f i ku'um, The bog-rush. 
f*\fi ku'im, Name of a herb. 



A v»Y kaub (v.n.), Drinking water out of 
a vessel without handle or spout;—hub, A 
cup, or any vessel without spout or handle, 
an ewer;—kawab, Largeness of head with 
slenderness of neck. 

v»y hob (in comp. from ho/tan or kobi-
dan), Beating, striking, smiting; or who 
heats or strikes; a stroke, bang, whack, 
knock, blow, thump ; a touch; an elephant-
goad •, a mat made of very coarse Teeds. 

y^tfa hobdn (part, of hoftan), Beating, 
&c. 

hobanidan, To cause to beat, 
bruise, bang, w back, or thump. 

A i ) / haubat, A sigh for anything lost or 
irretrievable;—hubat, The game of chess; 
also of nard; tables ; a small drum ; a kind 
of lute. (See (*fa below.) 

^fr.fa hubiji, <j^.fa hubakht, A great, dis-
tinguished man. 

<^sfa hob-hart, Chastisement. 
fa* fa hu-ba-hu, From street to street, 

from place to place. 
J t y hubal, Camomile. 

kubala, kaubala, The hair on the top 
of the head. 

y)fa hoban, A sledge-hammer. 
&ifa hoba, An instrument with which any-

thing is brayed; a mallet, beetle; a clod-
breaker; a whip, scourge ; a drum formed 
of two kettles, joined on their convex sides, 
and covered with a skin, played upon like 
a bag-pipe ; a wave of the sea; a vessel in 
which butter is separated from the milk; 
name of an edible plant. 

^fai fofakoba-kdri, A thumping. 
SjL^y hobydza, A sledge-hammer, ham-

mer. 
O^y hobldan, To beat, strike, bruise, 

pound ;—pay hob'tdan, To dance ; to strike 
the feet. 

<^fa kobln, A hammer, mallet; a bleacher's 
beetle ; a strainer of reeds used by those 
who sell oil ; a sack made of reeds, in 
which seeds are put to be squeezed for the 
oil; the press of an oil-mill. 

hup, A hill or mountain ; a large 
water-jar; a mat. 

faj kupdr, Sj^y hupara, A herd. 
tfa>fa hup azha, A ram leading the flock; 

a leader. 
J^y kupdl, A ponderous club, a mace ; a 

thick neck ; name of a wrestler; a breeding-
stud. 

J»y hupal, A young shoot, sprout, or 
bud. 

iii.y kftpala, kaupala, The bud or young 
shoot of a tree; a cupola, an arch decorated 
with festoons of flowers; a lock for a 
chest; bubbles on wine or water ; the hair 
on the top of the head. 

£>y hupa, A surgeon's cupping-glass. 
A SY hauwat, huwat, A window. 

haut, hot, The buttocks;—hot (for 

hi o turd), Who to thee ;—hut, Name of a 
general who escorted the daughter of the 
Qaisar to Khusrau Parwez; paralytic; a 
hill (the last two meanings unsupported 
by examples). 

a <jyy hiit (for qut), Manure (m.c.);— 
hut dadan zamin-rd, To manure the ground. 

->y hot, A fort. 
fafa hotdr, A covered market-house. 
O^sy kutaldn, A spindle; shambles; 

governors of forts (probably for hotwdlan). 
T (J^^Y hutalchi, A groom. 
at»y hotdh, Short, Bmall, little; mean; a 

dwarf;—hotdh shudan, To be shortened;— 
kotdh kardan, To abridge; to finish (a 
journey) ; to cut short (a speech) ; to omit 
to do (m.c.). 

yto^i^ eWy kotdh-andesh, Short-sighted j 
imprudent; indiscreet. 

a\jy kotah-andeshi, Short-sighted-
ness ; improvidence; indiscretion. 

a\jt\jfa kotdhdna, Like a dwarf, dwarfishly. 
a\>y kotdh-bdld, Short of stature, 

(^o cky kotdh-bln, Short or dim-sighted, 
aby kotdh-blnl, Short-sightedness, 

myopy. 
U S^y kotdh-pd, atfjS kotdh-pdy, t^fa 

kotdh-pdcha, Name of a quadruped 
with a spotted back and horns like a deer j 
a hare; (ironically) a very short man. 

a <-Jf* itifa kotdh-harf, Of few words, who 
talks little. 

j a^y hotdh-dast, Short - handed; 
slow, backward ; weak ; honest. 

tji^* t\sfa hotdh - dasti, Moderation; 
honesty. 

JO J s^y hotdh-did (SJJO dida), = &fa 
q.v. 

(ji&tfj 4Uy hotah-zindagani, Short-lived. 
a <H iUy kotdh-qad, Short of stature, 
^ojr kotdh-gardan, Short-necked. 
a fai sUy hotdh-nazar, Short-sighted; care-

less, negligent, improvident; stingy, ava-
ricious. 

a {j^a t\sfa kotah-nafas, Asthmatic. 
(jAlvy kotdhi, Shortness, brevity ; little-

ness, deficiency;—kotdhi hardan, To desist 
from or refuse a work. 

vL>fa hot dor, Cote d'Or (m.c. from Fr.). 
f f a kautar, kutar (for kabutar), A pigeon. 
T «A~y hutah, A club, a' pestle ; a short 

stick with which bhang is ground; blow 
with a stick ;—hutah khwurdan, To receive 
blows with a stick, to be beaten;—hutah 
zadan, To beat with a stick, to cudgel 
(m.c.). 

J?y hutal, A led horse. 
oft fa kutaldn, = o^fa q-v-
fciCjy kotang, A washer's beetle. 
H J Y Y kotwal, The porter of a castle; a 

magistrate. 
j y y kotwali, The office of a kotwal. 
Alyy kutula, A dwarf;—zani kutula, A 

female dwarf. 



&fi Jcotah (for kotdh), Short, contracted 
(for compounds see also after 8 ^ ) . 

6Sfi kotah-dstln, Short-sleeved j 
poor, destitute; honest. 

J"^ 63fi kotah-amal, Moderate in one's 
hopes. 

yioii^ i3fi koiah-andesh, Short-sighted, 
imprudent, rash, improvident, wanting 
foresight. 

JW &fi kotah-bal, Of short stature. 
U 63fi kotah-pa, 63fi kotah-pdclia, An 

animal resembling a deer; a hare. . 
^ 63fi kotah-sum, Short of hoof (horse). 
a ti 63fi kotah-qad, Of a short stature. 
qtfi 63fi kotah-gardan, Short-necked ; 

wicked, deceitful. 
t j j i f i kotahl, Shortness, &c. ( = ^ ^ q . v ) . 

kotlnd, (in Zand and Pazand) A 
mule. 

A f f i kausar, A river in Paradise whence 
all tne other rivers derive their source. 

t f i kawaj, A quilted jacket worn in 
battle; gum exuding from a tree;—kuj, 
Squint-eyed. 

$fi koch, A robber, footpad, assassin; a 
wandering tribe; migration, decamping; 
marching, setting off; squint-eyed; a king-
dom ; a man's family, wife, children (also 
khana-koch) ; an owl; assistance, service ; 
name of a country lying between Bengal 
and Khuta;—koch dddan, To serve ;—koch 
kardan, To decamp, move to another 
place ; to set off on a march ; to run away ; 
to Bet;—koch-u-buloch, A wandering tribe 
settled on the mountains bordering on 
Karmitn. 

J^-jf kuchal, Household furniture and 
utensils (see JU t f ) . 

y ^ ^ f i kochdnldan, To cause to march 
on. 

vfti $fi koch ba-kocht Travelling one 
after another ; a highwayman's horse. 

kuchak, Small, little; a musical 
mode or style; diminutive; younger, 
junior; a youngster, a child;—xlchi'i kuchak, 
A little ambassador, i.e. internuncio, envoy, 
resident (m.c.) ; — zani kuchak, A young 
wife (m.c.). 

a J ^ kuchak-abddl, A qalandar 
monk. 

SV kuchak'bdld, Small in stature. 
f f t f i kuchaktar, Less, smaller. 
J J cs\^fikuchak-dil, Gentle,kind-natured; 

afflicted, grieved, sorrowful;—kuchak-dili, 
Good nature; grief, sorrow. 

a ft kuchak-faqr, — q.v. 
t^s^tfi kuchakl, Smallness ; purple. 
tfz&ffi kuchakln, tfiy^zfi kuchaktarln, 

Smallest, least. 
i X ^ koch-gah, Place or time of march-

ing ; march; camp; (met.) the world; 
name of a place. 

I*U* %fi koch-maqam, March and halt, or 
arches and halts. 

i»;fi kucha (dim. of ku), A narrow street; 
a lane, slum, row, passage; a street, square, 
market-place; a thread; migration; (forgu-
cha) a button;—kucha'i bazar, A street lead-
ing to the market; the market-quarter;—ku-
cha'i bdgh. The street leading to the gar-
dens ; the quarter of the gardens ;—kucha'i 
bastan (kha tar). The world;—kucha'i khamc • 
shdn, (met.) A cemetery; —kucha dadan, To 
pass a street or road ;—kucha'i riwoli, Rue 
de Rivoli in Paris (m.c.);—.kucha'i sar-basta, 
A blind alley, cul-de-sac;—kucha'i said-
mat, A subterranean passage for assailing 
a fortress, a trench or line of approach, 
a mine;—kucha'i shakar, Name of a very 
narrow lane in Ispahan ; — kucha Jitadan, 
To be a stranger, far from country and 
friends ; — kucha'i ffdad, kucha'i miskindn 
('muskindn), kucha'i gulbdr, Names of 
streets in Ispahan ; —kucha'i nau, Name 
of a quarter in Ispahan where the Lulfs 
reside (see 

cs*^ I'ucha-bandt, Marking off the 
boundaries of a lane. 

6^fi kucha-gadd, A street-beggar. 
<>fi ftfi kucha-gard, A vagrant; street-

walker, perambulator of the streets, a 
stroller. 

fi &^fi kucha-gardi, Vagrancy ; street-
walking, perambulation of the streets. 

t f i kokh, A small hut of reeds; a house 
without a window; a species of grass of 
which mats are made; the matter which 
hardens in the corner of the eye ; a worm. 

A t f i kukh, A small hut or house of reeds 
without a window. 

*sl±fi kukhak, kawakhk, A bunch of grapes; 
a branch after the grapes have been pulled 
off. 

A <ifi kaud (v.n.), Being just on the point; 
being everything bu t ; hardly being able (to 
accomplish); preventing, hindering;—wa-
Id kaud-an, In no shape, by no means. 

t f i kod, A stack or heap of corn; col-
lected, the reverse of scattered; manure;—-
kawud (contracted from Jjt^q.v.), Blue. 

kodab, Food dressed with grape-
juice. 

JW f ikodal , A ditch ; a well; a hoe. 
^Ujj* kudbdn, kudahan, A kind of camel's 

saddle; the timber of a camel's saddle. 
)tfi kudar, The skirt of a mountain; thin 

leather for lining boots and shoes. 
tjtfikaudara, A water-fowl; a cormorant j 

a sort of duck, 
t f i kudak, A boy, lad, youth, child, 

infant ; a stripling; a slave-boy;—kudaki 
pistan-gazlda, A sucking child, a suckling, 
a babe in arms (m.c.) ;—kudaki gfaazi, A 
boy who walks in front of a rope-dancer's 
company and performs first. 

6i\Ztfi kudakana, Childish, childishly. 
t f i kod-kash, A street-sweeper. 

6*tfi kudaka, A little infant. 



i f t ^ f i kudaki, Puerile, infantine; child-
hood ; childishness, puerility. 

ft<£ kodgar, A digger, an excavator (see 
ftfiof which it is probably a corruption). 

a is^fi kaudan, kudan, Weak in mind, 
dull, stupid, thick-headed ; an old beast of 
burden ; a bustard;—khari kudan, A Btupid 
donkey. 

^ t f i kaudani, Stupidity; a mean or sorry 
horse ; a pack-horse. 

kuda, The bow of a saddle; a key 
with tbe head or extremity bent ; teeth or 
work of a key ;—kuda'i pistdn, The nipples 
of animals. 

t f t ^ f i kudiyan, tyl^fi kudin, ^o^ kudind, 
A large hammer or mallet; a bleacher's 
beetle. 

far, A calf-skin; leather boot-
lining. 

kauzara, — q.v. 
ft kaur, Ground full of hollows and unfit 

for cultivation; the semblance of water 
floating over the plain ;—Mr, Blind ; one-
eyed ; blind in a moral sense; [kiir shudan, 
To be or become blind;—kur kardan, To 
make blind, to blind;]—kawar, Capers, 

A ft kaur (v,n.), Wrapping (the turban-
sash) round the head in a spiral form ; 
killing; plenty, increase, abundance; a 
herd of camels (from 150 to 200 or up-
wards) ; [na'uzu bi'lldh mina 'l-hauri ba'd a 
'l-kaur, God defend us from want after 
plenty ;]—kur, A camel's saddle ; a smith's 
forge made of clay ; a bee-hive ; a hornet's 
nest;—kuwar (pl. of karat), Cities, towns ; 
regions. 

A kurab, A false appearance of 
water on a sandy plain; one very thirsty, 
but drinking little. 

kilrdbin, A sack made of palm-
leaves or reeds, wherein seeds are put to be 
squeezed for oil. 

i f t ^ j f i kurdsiya, Cuirassiers (m,c. from 
Fr.). 

T kiirdkd, = ^J^q.v. 
kur an (pl. of kur), Blind. 

ftf ft kiir-ogklu, Name of a hero, whose 
feats, in the popular traditions of the tribes 
of the Caucasus, have been fixed upon a 
famous chief of brigands. Could local 
reminiscences of Hercules (Heracles) lurk 
in the name ? 

ft kawar~ba, Food dressed with capers. 
a ft kur-bdtin, Inwardly blind, be-

nighted, ignorant, stupid. 
ws-̂ . ft kur-bakht, Of blind fortune, i.e. 

unfortunate, wretched; a whisperer, tale-
bearer, spy. 

ft kur-bakhti, Misfortune, calamity; 
wretchedness, misery. 

A kurat, kura, A city, town; a tract 
of country, region ; a term of contempt ad-
dressed to a female; a forge, a furnace 
(m.c.). 

hurt, A long narrow-necked jug;— 
kort, Court (E.);—korti apil, Court of 
appeal. 

ft*ft kur-chashm, A kind of garment. 
^ f t kurd, A Kurd. 
s^ft kuradih, kur-dih, A small, thinly-

populated town or village (see 
<ft^tft kurdistdn, Country of the Kurds. 
JJ ft kur-dil, Blind-hearted, mad, fool-

ish, dul l ; lazy. 
^ f t kurdi, A woollen garment, 

J ft kor-dip lorn ft tik, Corps diplo-
matique (m.c. from Fr.). 

(S/i^ft kurdin, A woollen garment; a 
blanket; a sock. 

a jyo ft kur-zauq, Without taste (in the 
physical and moral sense); tasteless, in-
sipid. 

kawarz, fyft kawarza, Capers. ' 
tr'ft kawar s, A curl;—koras, kuwurs, A 

lock of hair, a cur l ; dirt, pus, matter. 
^ f t kur el, A seat, chair. 

kurash, Cyrus, king of Persia, 
c k u r s h a b a k , The mole (animal). 

kurisht, Two sticks, the one long, 
the other short, with which the game of 
tip-cat is played. 

S f t kawark, Capers ; name of a place 
near Or muz; name of an infidel sect;— 
kurak (dim. of kur), Almost blind ; a little 
blind man ; a chicken ; a fuller's beetle. 

1 hurkd, kurka, A big drum. 
kurkdn, Surname of Timur. 

ft kur-kash, A blind man's leader. 
ft ft kor-ko r, A kite. 
T ft kurka, — q.v. 

kurgdni, A sort of Morocco lea-
ther. 

kawargiyd, korgiyd (&US giydh), 
Capers ; carobs. 

ji>y» ft kur-mush, A species of mouse or 
rat of a very offensive smell and shunning 
day-light. 

ft kur-mekh, A large wooden pin or 
peg used in stables. 

ft kur an, A herd, a troop (see <y/). 
T J ^ f t kornish, Obeisance, salutation; 

prostration ; adoration ;—kornish kardan, 
To salute, to make obeisance. 

t a utflAi,/ kornishdt (pl. of the pre-
ceding), Salutations, &c. 

u^Ui ft kur-namayish, Dark, obscure. 
uiUi ft kur-namak, An ungrateful fellow 

(lit. blind to one's salt). 
Mft kurana, An onion. 

kawarnln, Household furni ture; 
immoveable effects ; a ditch, a furrow (see ^ f t ) . 

ft kawar-wd, A dish dressed with 
capers (see ^ ft)-

i f t kaura, A channel hollowed out by a 
torrent; a torrent; a river-shell or worm ; 
name of a people in India;—kura, A large 
village or market-town; a number of con-



tiguoug Tillages; hard ground excavated 
b j a torrent; a wild ass, the onager; a 
fire-place; a smith's torge ; a furnace; a 
brick-kiln ; a lime-kiln; little, most mi-
nute ; cloth that has not yet been washed; 
an earthen vessel which has not been used ; 
—kora, A fifth part, one of the five ancient 
divisions of Persia called Ardshir, Istikhar, 
Darab, Shapur, and Kobad (see zfa) ; un-
bleached cloth. 

f- *>fa kura-khar, An elk. 
fyfa kura-dih, A small, thiuly-populated 

town or village. 
fiV) *yfa kura-rah, An indirect road which 

winds like a labyrinth and leads one 
astray. 

y *jfa kura-maz, A dish of milk and 
curds (see ts—Uj^j), 

*jfa kura-tab, Who heats a furnace;— 
kura-tubdni kimiyd'i sipihr, Astronomers ; 
astrologers; makers of almaDacks. (John-
son reads, I do not know on what authority, 
kura-ydbdni, which would mean " the finders 
out of minute things "; in conjunction with 
kimiyd, however, the former interpretation, 
adopted also by Vullers, appears to me pre-
ferable.) 

^ f a kauri, A large leathern dish in 
which drugs are offered for sale ;—kurl, 
Blindness; a sort of wild grain ; a lively, 
dancing pace; an easy, agreeable life ; a 
definite quantity ; jovialness, cheerfulness ; 
—kurl kashidan, To become blind;—kuri-u-
kabudl, Misfortune, calamity, sorrow ;— 
kuri'i chashmi fulani, Against such a one's 
will; in spite of him. 

A-fa kauz (v.n.), Collecting, assembling; 
drinking out of a jug or cup;—kuz, A jug, 
decanter, drinking-cup; name of a man;— 
kuzi ibarl (?), A gogglet that cannot be 
exhausted. 

yfa kuz, A hump, crooked back ; the sky. 
^ j f a kuzawara, A glass bottle. 

jy* kuz-dwez, Anything by which a 
pitcher is suspended. 

H )fa kiiZ'pusht, Hump-backed. 
kuz-pushti, Hump-backedness. 

A fyfa Hwazat (pi. of kuz), Jugs, gugglets. 
j\>> jfa kuz-ddr, Crooked, hump-backed, 
jfifa kuzar, Grain left in the ear after 

threshing; a sieve or screen for lime or 
gravel. 

fyfa kuzara, Name of a blue water-bird. 
kuzistdn, Paralytic (doubtful 

word). 
^ f a kiizish, Complaint in consequence of 

an injury i-eceived. 
s - ^ y kuzashb, Name of a certain king. 

kuzgdhi, A kind of Morocco leather. 
kitzan, A wooden mallet. 

*jj)fa kuzwara, A glass bottle. 
Sjy kuza, An earthen bottle with a long 

narrow neck for water; aguggle t ; a kind 
of rose ; sugar which has been crystallized 

in an earthen pan ;—kuza'i abna-dida, An 
ornamental jar, a vase ;—kuza'i qaf as, The 
vessel of a bird's cage in which food or 
water is put;—kuza'i qimdr, The till of the 
bolder of a gambling-house;—kuza kashi-
dan, To empty a wine-bottle ;—kuza'i nabat, 
A jar for condensing the juice of plants ; 
—dar kuza fuqd' ast, Circumstances are 
straitened (see gUsi p. 934). 

y>.j\ 8)/ kuza-dwez, That whereby a gugglet 
is suspended. 

fa &jfa kuza-bdz, One who lends money to 
gamblers. 

ji ijfa kuza-paz, A potter; a brick-maker. 
kuza-pusht, Hump-backed ; the 

firmament. 
a jfa kuza-pamba, A cotton-pod. 
Sjfa kuza-ddr, The bank-holder in a 

gambling-hell. 
Jit fa &jfa kuza-farosh, A seller of jugs, &c. 
fafa kuzagar, A potter. 

<ifa kuza-garddn, and— 
cdiUy &jfa kuza-garddnak, Name of a 

game. 
^ f a kuzi, A reservoir, small lake, pond. 

kuzlna, =z q.v. 
$fa kivzh, kuwizh, A species of medlar;— 

kuzh, Crooked, curved, bent in two; a 
province. 

kuzhdnuk, The wards of a lock. 
Uy ^fa kozh bartd, (in Zand and Pazand) 

Coriander. 
cs^i *}fa kuzh-pusht. Hump-backed, having 

a gibbous excrescence upon i t ; ill-made, 
deformed ; (met,) fortune. 

Jj/ kozhad, &<*)fa kozhada, Flesh-glue. 
^fa kuzh-girih, A button; a button-

hole. 
<&fa)fa kuzhnuk, The wards of a lock, 
6j*y kuzha, A whitish ass. 
A wfa kaus (v.n.), Walking gently; limp-

ing upon three feet (cattle) ; the north-
west wind ;—kus (for P. kos), A drum (see 
the following article). 

u - / kos, A tymbal, large brass drum, a 
kettle-drum, which is beat in the palaces 
or camps of Eastern princes; a road-
measure of about two miles; a row, rank, 
line; two persons who knock their sides 
or shoulders together; collision, shock; a 
game in which the men are drawn up in 
rows like chess ; the longest corner of a 
garment or a mantle ; a nod, a wink, sig-
nal, or intimation; name of a town in 
Mazanderan; bar pil bastan, (met.) 
To prepare or set out for battle ;—kos bar-
kashidan, To depart; — kosi chize baland 
sdkhtan, To increase the voice or sound of 
a thing ;—kos khwurdan. To be hit, to re-
ceive a knock or blow;—kosi rihlat (rahil), 
Beating the retreat; a signal for departure ; 
—kos zadan (firo Tcoftan, koftan), To beat 
the drum ; to give the signal for departure ; 
to depart;—kos zadan bd, To contend with ; 
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—kosi subfr, Noise iu the morning; a tat-
too;—kos hardan, To fight; to assault; to 
pierce or strike one upon the side when 
fighting;—kos kashldan, To array in battle 
order;]—kus, A drum ; a triangular instru-
ment or rule used by carpenters in squaring 
their wood. 

( f t , f i kosdn, Name of a famous flute-
player to one of the ancient kings of 
Persia; a mode of singing; a town in 
Mazandaran. 

kawast, A colocynth ;—host, Con-
cussion, shock, collision; a blow; affliction ; 
a drum. 

yz^fi kostan, To beat, strike, hurt, in-
jure. 

f~>fi. kawastu, te~.fi kawasta, A colocynth. 
A kausaj, kusaj, A thin-bearded 

man (for P. b~.fi q.v. below) ; a sword-fish ; 
toothless ; slow (pack-horse, &c.). 

ft ij-fi kos-ddr, Bearing a drum or tam-
bourine. 

a kos-rahil, Beating a retreat. 
knsurun, The buttocks ( = ^y* 

q.v.). 
f*i—fi kawisk, A bean. 
&~fi kosa, (A man) with little or no 

beard; one who has eight and twenty 
teeth ; the fifth figure in geomancy;— 
kosa bar nishin, Name of a festival held 
at the beginning of the month dzur 
by the ancient Persians (in A. rukubu 7-
kaueaj). 

J ^ f i kusyad, A hard and black stone 
which if thrown into the water attracts the 
fish, and if reduced by fire unites with 
iron and fixes mercury, 

<J»fi kavsh (for kafsh), A shoe, a Blipper ; 
—kosh, Exertion, effort, pains; the fourth 
day of every month ; (from koshidan, used 
in forming compounds) striving, labour-
ing; industrious, doing one's endeavour, 
attentive ;—sultani 1atd-kosh u khatd-posh, 
A monarch attentive to (confer) benefits 
and hiding offences, i.e. beneficent and mer-
ciful. 

\*>fi koshd, One who displays great energy 
in war ; labouring, striving. 

SJIA^ koshab, Syrup of grapes, new wine 
boiled with herbs ; barley-water, ptisane; 
the juice or broth of meal; pollution. 

hushad, Gentian, 
kushddan, To open. 

kushdsb, Sleep; a dream ; night-
mare; pollution; a youth whose beard 
begins to grow. 

kiCJU.^ kushalang, A spade ; a wooden 
bolt; a log fastened to a dog's neck; a 
stupid man; a crane ; a large cock. 

yU^ koshan. Endeavouring; pains-tak-
ing-

ij&fi koshish, Study, endeavour, striving, 
effort, exertion, attention, application, la-
bour, work; search; war, battle, s tr ife; 

a mustachio;— hoshishi bihoda, A vain at-
tempt ; — koshish kardan (namudan), To 
labour, exert oneself, be deeply engaged; 
to try, endeavour, strive. 

viiAfi kushk, A palace, villa ; a castle, 
citadel;—kushak, Small, little ; a dwarf. 

j^iiAfi kushkanjlr, A stone or iron ball 
projected from a catapulta or cannon. 

&*>fi kosha, Sought, hunted af ter ; object 
of endeavour, search ; anything acquired by 
labour. 

*fi koshi, Endeavour, effort (as last 
member of compounds). 

ftbfi koshydr, Name of a physician of 
Gllan under whom the celebrated Avicenna 
studied medicine. 

V^+ikfi koshidan, To labour, struggle, 
strive, endeavour, try, exert one's powers; 
to force, compel, beat; to dispute, wrangle, 
debate; to wander, stray ; to search. 

A £fi kau* (v.n.), Going obliquely on one 
side of the feet (as a dog) on hot sand ;— 
kul, The wrist-bone (especially on the side 
of the thumb) ;— kawa', A pain in the 
wrist-bone. 

tfikogh, A going within, concealment. 
<~jfi kuf, A large owl; a weaver's sley. 
A &\ifi kaufdn (v.n. of <-*fi), Being of a 

circular form ;—kaufdn, kufdn, Name of the 
city of Kufah ; refuge, protection; estima-
tion, esteem, honour; diguity, grandeur, 
glory. 

A lifi kufat, kufa, A round tumulus of 
sand (especially red and mixed with gravel); 
the city of Kufah ; a blemish. 

o-Jj^ koft, Interwoven; a blow, bruise; 
grief, sadness ; anguish, vexation. 

ftfi koftar, A sauce made of plums and 
grapes. 

i^fi koft-kob, Beating. 
fi^tfi kofigar, A gilder; a gold-beater. 
^ f i ut^ifi koft-gari, Gold-beating; gild-

ing ; steel-work inlaid with gold. 
koftagi, A bruise; a treading, 

trampling. 
i f t f i koftan, To break, bruise, knock, 

strike, smite, beat, thrash, shake, trample 
under foot, tread upon ; to precipitate, to 
throw down ; to bleach ;—koftani dil, A 
palpitation of the heart;—dar koftan, To 
knock at a gate or door, 

^ f i ) koft-u-kob, — ^ f i vt^fi q.v, 
ASifi kofta, Thrashed ; trampled upon ; 

distressed, vexed,grieved; wearied, knocked 
up ; inlaid ; hashed meat; balls of pounded 
meat cooked in soup, rissoles; an ignorant, 
weak, silly fellow ;—kofta kardan, To inlay. 

teifi kofta-biryan, Meat pounded and 
spiced, fried in butter, and poured upon 
boiled rice. 

fi kofta-bekhta, Pounded and 
sifted. 

a J U nxkfi kofta-hdl, Brought low, in a 
j sorry state or condition. 



a JB\A. ixiy Jcofta-ltftdtir, Afflicted, grieved. 
y f - kofta-khvar, A cuckold, a wit-

tol. 
ifaf kofaj, kofjart, Name of a tribe 

of Jtarmaman mountaineers. 
kofajdn (pi. of kofaj), A tribe 

of Karmanian mountaineers ; — kofjdn, A 
cage. 

yUJy kofshdn, &Jtsjy kofshdna, A weaver. 
a kufa, The city of Kufah (see A. 

a ^yfakufl, Native of Kufah in Chaldea. 
kok, kuk, Lettuce, a sopor if erous 

lettuce ; a cough ; long stitches in sewing, 
basting ; tuning an instrument; regulation 
of a watch (m.c.); clockwork; a dome, 
cupola;—kok zadan, To make long stitcheB, 
to baste;—kok shudan, To harmonize, to 
agree, to be in concord ; to be wound up 
(m.c.) ;—kok kardan, To tune, accord, make 
even, harmonize ; to wind up a watch;— 
kuk, A bow; a very loud noise. 

isjy kok, Cock (m.c. from Fr.) ;—kok du 
bruyar, Grouse (Fr. coq de bruyere) ;—kok 
du bwd, Woodcock (Fr. coq de hois). 

tfy kauka, Tumult, loud noise ; the moon 
(see 

yUy kokdn, Apparatus of a fuller or 
bleacher. 

gJ^y kukdnij, Name of a castle in Trans-
oxania. 

A ̂ Sfakaukab, A star ; anything shining 
of a round figure ; the white of the eye; 
also the pupil ; a flower; the greater part 
of anything; the lustre (of a sword, &c.) ; 
a fountain, a jet-d'eau, a great quantity of 
water ; a prince, chief, general; a youth at 
the age of puberty; — kaukabi shamus, 
Saroian earth;—kaukabi kafsh, A shoe-nail; 
an ornamental bow, buckle, &c., on a 
Bhoe. 

kaukabd, (in Zand and Piizand) A 
star. 

a i y y kaukabat (v.n, of s -^y) , Shining 
(a star); glittering (steel) ; a star; crowd, 
company, pageant. 

kaukbus, kavmkbus, Crooked, bent. 
a kaukaba, A polished steel ball sus-

pended to a long pole and carried as an 
ensign before the king; a star of gold, 
Bilver, or tinBel, worn as ornament or sign 
of rank; a concourse of people; a royal 
train, retinue, cavalcade; splendour. 

T OTIY kyuk-sd (for y>), The blue rivulet 
(m.c.). 

T kukal-idsh (J^* dash), A foster-
brother. 

dUSy koklak, The pod which contains the 
cotton before it is ripe. 

kokila, kaukala, A kind of hoopoo. 
kokmd, (in Zand and Pazand) The 

sun. 
^ f a kokan. An owl; unripe parched 

grain; name of a coast in Lecchan. 

;Wy kokndr, Poppy-head ; oil made of 
i t ; poppy-seed. 

kokanak, A small owl. 
y y kukil, A fried egg, fr i t ter ; the cooing 

of a dove; a dove. 
y y kukn-pildv, An omelette, 

yyy kukwdr, A knapsack (doubtful 
word). 

jyy kukuz, A kind of embroidered silk, 
syy kaukawa, An owl. 
<^y koka, An owl; a little round cake ; a 

foster-brother. 
j y kawal, A baggage-horse, clumsy and 

slow ; leather of a large coarse sheep-skin; 
a coarse kind of woollen stuff; name of a 
town in Persia ;—kol, A pond or reservoir; 
a cup ; an owl ; —kid, The shoulder; the 
back; the back of a hill or mountain ; a 
carp ; a salmon-trout; a ford, shallow 
water, ditch, or place where water stagnates; 
inexperienced, rude -,—kiil zadan,To slap or 
pat on the shoulder (as one who gives 
advice or tries to persuade) ;—kul giriftan, 
To take by or on the shoulder (in.c.). 

Jcoldb, A pond, reservoir; a large 
wave ; name of a district in Badakhshan ; 
also of a town. 

EVfc uldj, A certain kind of sweetmeat. 
^ S y koldk, A large wave; a high sea 

(m.c.). 
O^y kawaldn, Name of a mountain; 

name of an aquatic plant from which mats 
are made. 

gj^y kiddnj, A kind of sweetmeat ; 
cholic, 

y ^ y krdawiyan, Able wrestlers, cham-
pions, heroes, 

^ y kulipar, Name of a herb. 
kulaja, A coat, &c. (see 

ftJy kolakh, Name of a Turanian cham-
pion ;—kulakh. A chafing-dish. 

Ajs^iy kulahuncha. Red paint for the 
face. 

«Ajy kolak, A hollow gourd or calabash 
in which women put their cotton for spin-
ning, 

^ y kaulam, Black pepper. 
kulanj, Cholic; lumbago; a fire-

hearth ; a chafing-dish ; name of a note in 
music. 

tz&Sfa kolang, 'A sodomite. 
J*yy kolonal, Colonel (m.c. from Fr.). 
<ay kola, A place where hunters lie to 

surprise their game; foolish, stupid, dull, 
ignorant; short, dwarfish; a bastard; a 
porcupine, hedgehog. 

jW £iy kula-bdr, A knapsack (m.c.). 
^yy koli, Foolishness; simple-minded-

ness; name of a tribe of nomads, gipsy; 
hence ruffian, rascal, strumpet (m.c.). 

( j ^ j y kolidan, To dig, excavate, hollow 
out; to eradicate, tear out, pluck up. 

iSjtXkoll-giri, Gipsy ways; rascality, 
rowdiness. 
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A f f i Icaum (v.n.), Leaping (as a horse 

upon the mare) ;—hum, A herd of cattle. 
I t f i hum, Hay ; dry herbage growing in 

ploughed ground ; the bog-rush. 
humdj, humdeh, Unleavened 

bread. 
^ • f i komadt, A play, a comedy (m.c. 

from Fr. or E.);—homadi dar-awardan, To 
act comedies. 

y f i kumar, (in Zand and Pazand) A 
p:ar . 

\J*»fi humish, A well-digger. 
T us\*fi humah, Assistance (see ; — 

humah dadan, To help, to assist. 
&*fi homa, A straw hut or shed for 

sheltering those who watch the fields ;— 
huma, A coat of mail. 

A of haun (v.n.), Being, becoming, hap-
pening ;—du haun, Both worlds (the present 
and the future) . 

gfi hun, The backside, fundament, anus ; 
[hun jumbdnidan, To dance; to boast, to 
brag;—hun hhdrldan, To scratch the back-
side ; (met.) to be ashamed, to be sorry ;— 
huni khar, The fundament of an asa ; (met.) 
a great fool; mischievous, depraved;—huni 
khar-rd heri khar mi-bayad, (met.) Wicked-
ness is met or to be met with wickedness ; 
—snrdkhi kun, The hole of the anus;]— 
kawan, kuvoan, A sodomite ;—kttwin, kawan, 
A concourse of people assembled on the 
tenth of the first month ;—kuwan, A kind 
of willow. 

pUjS' kundm, The den or retreat of a wild 
beast, &c. ( = fUS q.v.). 

i^ftyfikun-pdrayi, Prostitution; sodomy. 
^ f hawinj, A falcou ; coriander. 

ofi hun-jumbdn, A dancer, 
^v i yfi han-kharl, Evil, wickedness; 

folly. 
j f t f i hondor, A condor (m.c.). 
tsifi kawanda, A net made of straw or 

long grass in which dry cow-dung is carried 
about for sale; an unripe melon ; a corn-
sack. 

H ̂ f i kondl, Cordia rothii or angusti-
folia (see 

kunsians, Constance on the 
Bodensee (m.c.). 

As—jf hunasta, Buttocks of man or 
horse. 

ft>fi honsar, A concert (m.c. from the 
Fr.). 

AZA.̂ . of kun-sokhta, Infamous, who has 
lost his name and character. 

y f i kun-fardkht, Excessive expendi-
ture ;—kitn-fardkfii kardan, To spend more 
than one ought to spend, senselesa delapi-
dation. 

yfi hun-hdshl, Procuring boys. 
ylC* ^ f i haun-mahdn, ( j ^* ^ of haun u 

mahdn, The universe. • 
ufikuna, Buttocks of man or horse. 
^ j f i huni, A catamite. 

a ^fihaunt,Existent; material; worldly; 
—huni, Very aged, 

v f t f i hunydn, Sleep. 
yjfihauniz, A basket of oats; a measure 

(especially one of 24 lbs.) 
A tf-^fi haunain (du. of haun), Both 

worlds; both kinds of beings, corporeal 
and spiritual, men and angels. 

A JYY ha'ud, (A mountain) of difficult 
ascent. 

hawud (for habud), Blue, 
t f i hoh, huh, A mountain, hil l ; (met.) 

the thighs of a mistress, the hips ; [hohi 
ibrdhim, Name of a mountain in Karmania j 
—hohi dtish-khez, A volcano ;—kohi akhzar. 
The green mountain, i.e. the mountain 
Kaf )—kohi asad, A burning mountain, 
volcano;—-kohi barfunx, A snowy mountain; 
—koh ba-koh, From mountain to mountain ; 
—kohi tanur, Name of a mountain near 
Taft in Yazd;—kohi tegh, A mountain of 
light, a blaze of light;— kohi jalll, Name 
of a mountain in which Noah dwelt, and 
from which the first waters of the flood 
gushed out;—kohi rahmat, Name of a 
mountain near Mecca;—kohi rawan (ra-
wanda), A moving mountain, (met.) a 
horse ; an elephant;—kohi sihand, Mount 
Sihand ;—hohi siydm, Name of the moun-
tain from which Muqanna' produced his 
moon;—kohi shahd, A mountain abound-
ing in honey ;—kohi qdf, Mount Caucasus; 
(met.) a dreary, lonely, or inaccessible 
place;—kohi mdran, Name of a mountain 
beyond the desert of Qipchaq abounding in 
snakes ;—kohi mahruq, Name of a black 
mountain on the confines of Armenia;— 
kohi nur, The mountain of light, a name 
given to a large and celebrated diamond; 
—kulla'i koh, The peak of a mountain;— 
uftab ba-koh raftan, To die;]—kuwa, The 
pod which contains the cotton; the seed-
vessel of any plant; a silkworm's pod. 

(£f\tofi kohdmun (for koh-hdmun), A 
table-mountain, 

(.fi&fi kohdn, A saddle for a horse ; the 
hump of a camel or of the Indian ox ;— 
kohdni saur, The hump on an ox's back; 
(met,) the Pleiades. 

J^J y\&fi kohdn-dar, Provided with a 
bunch or hump. 

t f i ji t f i hoh-bar-hoh, A kind of amber. 
t f i hoh-budanda, A mountaineer ; 

an anchoret. 
t f i hoh-pdra, A piece of a mountain ; 

(met.) a horse. 
t f i hoh-pdya, The base or foot of a 

mountain; a mountainous tract; a fort 
built on a mountain ; name of a mountain 
in Armenia. 

t f i hoh-pusht, Curved, hump-backed. 
t f i hoh-paihar, In form a mountain, 

t f i V> t f i hoh-td-hoh, From head to foot, 
cap-a-pie, entirely, all over;—hoh-td-hoh 
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(koh-koh) rasldani baug (kaif), To become 
exceedingly intoxicated (by bhang or any 
other inebriating liquor). 

xfafa kuhij, The oxyacanth - f ru i t ; a 
bramble. 

fa^- 6fa koh-jigar, Valiant, courageous. 
VV kohcha, A hillock, small mountain. 
f- *fa kch-khar, The onager, mountain-

ass. 
kuhari, Exchange, equal return. 

W^.jPfa kuharidan, To exchange ; to sub-
stitute one thing in the place of another. 

fa~*fa kohsar (&fa* sdra), Mountainous; 
hilly country. 

kohistdn, A forest, a place sur-
rounded with mountains or forests, and 
almost impassable ; Persian Iraq (ancient 
Parthia) ; Samarqand. 

kohistdni, Mountainous; a-moun-
taineer, a highlander (see ^ f a ) . 

er— ^y koh-sanj, Having the weight of a 
mountain. 

a sy koh-fahm, Name of a black moun-
tain, whose stones are burnt to make soap ; 
mountain-coal. 

sy koh-qdf, Mount Caucasus, &c. (see 
kohi qdf under sy ). 

koh-kan, One who cuts through 
mountains; name of Parhad, lover of 
Shirin ; a horse. 

cy koh-kam, Digging or cutting 
through a mountain. 

s-y koh-kob, A horse; a camel; name 
of Parhad. 

sy sy koh-koh, — »y tt sy q.v, 
sy koh-kohdn, With a hump like 

a mountain (applied to a powerful camel or 
bull). 

*fa cy koh-gard, Who wanders in the 
mountains. 

»y koh-ganj, An immense treasure, 
sy koh-gln, A lord, master, great 

man. 
J V kuhal, = j ^ y q .v. (unsupported). 
fja>y kohim (pronounced koirn), Name of 

a herb which grows amongst corn. 
Sjy* «y koh-mazwa, A disease in the eye. 

kilhanj, — g^y q.v. (unsupported). 
<jSjJ>y kohang, Jumping up, rising, 
j^y sy koh-naward, Traversing moun-

tains. 
j^j sy koh-warz, A sown field on a moun-

tain. 
koha, The hump of a camel or ox; 

the prominent parts of a saddle in front and 
behind ; a saddle ; height; anything high 
and elevated; a hillock, knoll; a wave ; fear, 
terror; an attack, a charge; a demon; a 
fairy ;—koha'i db, A large wave, billow ;— 
koha'i dsman, The height of heaven ;—koha 
bar-awardan, To toss its waves (as the 
sea) ;—•zln-koha, The stuffiug of a saddle, 
cushion, saddle-cloth. 

^ &A>y kuha-dwsz, A ring or thopg at-

tached to a saddle, in which to carry the 
mace (seeyd* below). 

la ay kohha-muy, A boy's game, in 
which hair is hidden in a heap of wet 
earth. 

<&fa ̂ y koha-g irifta, Bewitched, possessed 
by a demon. 

kohl, Mountainous ; a mountaineer; 
the medlar. 

kuhij, A medlar; burnt lime. 
kohin, A herb growing amongst 

corn ( = ^ y q.v.). 
<^sfa kuy, A town, village; a side, quarter, 

district; a turn-again lane, a street with-
out a thoroughfare;—kuyi haftad rdh, The 
world. 

y ku-ydft, A foundling, bastard. 
kuycha, A narrow street; a small 

village; a cell. 
kiiy-dash, A fellow-towns man. 

yfa kiver, Salt and sour ground, where 
nothing grows; the vapour called sardb; 
wet ground made uneven by the trampling 
of men or beasts, and afterwards become 
hard ; a fierce lion. 

yfa kawez, A hollow place; a corner of & 
house. 

yfa kawizh, A measure, bushel; a medL.r. 
us—->y kuwlsi, A blow ; hurt, injury. 

kuwistan, kiwistan, kaunstan, To 
beat, pound, thresh ; to shake. 

te~*>fa kawlsta, Beaten, pounded, threshed; 
the buttocks. 

f^j^x^ifa kuwistidan, kiioistidan, kawisti-
dan, To beat, pound, thresh. 

J^fa kawish, kawlsha, A vessel in 
which the butter is separated from the 
churned milk. 

J?.fa kawel, Camomile-flowers. 
A$y kawela, kuy ala, A lock of hair on the 

crown of the head. 
&>fa kuwln, A basket made from palm-

leaves, used by oil-pressers. 
fcfa&j ,jjfa kwln wiktoriya, Queen Vic-

toria (m.c.). 
4>y kuya, A sweet esculent herb. 

t^fa kuy-yaft, A foundling. 
koh, Straw ; grass ;—ki, Who ? what ? 

which ? whom; tha t ; while, whereas; 
lest; when ; lo ! behold ! whether; for, 
because ; and ; then; nay, no; much used 
as an explanatory particle at the beginning 
of a sentence, in passing from narrative to 
the very words used by the speaker, where 
it may be rendered by " saying, namely, 
videlicit," or simply by inverted commas; 
also used corroboratively (as in : ki na-mi-
dyad, He will certainly not come;—in ki 
zarare na-ddrad,*To be sure there is no 
harm in this) ; or expletively (as in : bi> 
rawim ki bi-rawim, Let us go then, let us go ; 
—chi ml-skawad ki, What is the matter?) ; 
—kih, Little, small, slender; young; 
smaller; younger (opp. to mih, as i n : kih 



az mih na-ddnand baz, They cannot distin-
guish the younger from the older) ;—kuh, 
A hill or mountain;—kuh-a (for koha), 
Prominent parts of a saddle in front and 
behind ; hump of a camel, or of an Indian 
ox; a wave. 

hahd, Modest, ashamed, bashful. 
hahdb, A fomentation of hot herbs 

and drugs for a bruise or wound. 
H hakar, kahhar, A palanquin-bearer. 

kuhari, An axe, a hatchet. 
a hahdlat, Inactivity, indolence, 

sloth, remissness. 
A FV^ kahdm, Blunt (sword); slow of 

utterance, impeded (tongue); sluggish 
(horse); old and worn out, decrepit (men). 

hakdn, hikdn, The world, the uni-
verse ;—hihdn (pl. of hih), Little, small. 

A huhhdn (pl. of kdhin), Priests; 
prophets, soothsayers. 

A kahdnat, kihdnat (v.n. of ), 
Turning prophet, priest, or soothsayer; 
soothsaying, auguring ; divination ; priest-
hood. 

A s-Mfi" kahb, An old camel; an old 
buffalo; — kahab (v.n.), Being of a ruddy 
brown (camels). 

'T^S kahib, kihib, Disgrace, infamy. -
kahbad, kahbud, kihbud, kuhbud, A 

broker (who examines goods, and buys and 
sells for others); a king's tax-gatherer; a 
treasurer; a banker, money-changer;— 
Jcuhbud, A hermit, recluse; a villager. 

y f t kahbar, Name of a country in India. 
kuhbal, kahbul, kahbala, kuh-

bala, An idiot. 
kahparak, The brinjal or egg-plant. 

kuh-paikar, A huge elephant; a 
powerful horse (in size a mountain). 

kahtdb, Hot herbs laid on a swell-
ing. 

yzfi kihtar, Lejs, junior, very small, low. 
kihtari, Littleness, smallness ; mi-

nority. 
t k i h t a r i n , The least, the smallest. 

kahj, The common or wild straw-
berry ; a cherry;—kuhj, A large straw-
berry. 

ki chi, Why ? for what reason ? 
kah-ddn, A place where straw is 

put for dogs, &c. 
A ft kahr (v.n.), Advancing (as the day), 

being hot or bright; raising a cry, shout-
ing ; oppressing, subjugating, using vio-
lence. 

ft kahar, A chesnut or bay colour (par-
ticularly in a horse or mule). 

f»\ft kuhrdm, Name of a fort in Hindu-
stan. 

Wj^ kah-rubd, Attracting straws, i.e. 
amber. 

a jL^U. \ift kahrubd-khdslyat, Having an 
attractive virtue, or the properties of 
amber. 

tfrifS" kahrubd-rang, y f t kahruba-
gun, Amber-coloured, yellow; possessed 
of the virtues of amber; quick, light-
fingered ; a robber. 

ft ^.ft kahrubd-wdr, Amber-like. 
^J^ft kahrubd'i, Electricity. 
H ^ j f t khirni (S. k shir ini), Mimusops 

kauki and its fruit . 
e f t kuhram, Name of a champion of 

Turan. 
aft kahra, A kid six months old. 
y>ft kahrez, A subterranean canal, a 

sewer, &c, ( = q.v.). 
kahzak, Mustard-seed; nose-smart; 

rocket. 
J f t kahzal, The herb nose-smart; rocket. 
t'ft kahza, Yawning, stretching ( = l y f i 

q.v.). 
ftft kuhsdr, Mountainous; a mountain-

peak. 
kihist, A stone. 
kuhistdn, Persian Iraq (Parthia). 

As—£ kuhasta, kuhashta, A cup full 
of water ; an idiot, simpleton. 

Al—kahsala, A fool. 
A kahf, A cave, a large cavern, a 

grotto ; an asylum, a place of shelter or 
refuge (especially a natural one, as a moun-
tain-cave, &c.) ;—-ashdbi kahf, The com-
panions of the cave, i.e. the seven sleepers, 
whose history is related in the 18th ch. of 
the Qur'an, 

Q^ft kuh-kdn, One who breaks rocks in 
pieces, or who digs through mountains; 
name of Farhad. 

kahkdhi, A kind of dervish's cap, 
kahkashdn, The milky-way, galaxy. 

^ f i 6* kuh-kob, A horse; a camel; Far-
had. 

j^S" kah-gil, Plaster of mud and straw j 
—kah-gil kardan, To plaster. 

A J f t kahl, Of full age, i.e. from 30 to 50; 
a man beginning to turn grey and of vene-
rable bearing; a full-grown, flourishing 
plant ;—kahcd (v.n.), Being slow, sluggish; 
sloth, indolence, languor. 

kahlam, The brinjal or egg-plant. 
kahla, Current silver; bits of gold 

or silver. 
A ( k a h m a s , Short of stature ; a lion; 

ugly-faced; (a she-camel) with a large 
hump. 

kuhan, kahun, Old, ancient; worn;— 
yari kuhan, An old friend. 

(?)f Birth-place of the present 
Shah of Persia (m.c.). 

ftft kah-ambdr, A stack of straw;—kuh-
anibar, A bouse, habitation ; a court (see 

; the five days in which creation 
was completed (lit. old time, kuhan-bdr). 

f ^ f t kuhan-postin, Clad in an old 
hide ; (met.) an old man. 

•tijul kuhan-paiwand, (m.) Brought 
up in the house (a slave) ; an old retainer. 



Jcuhan-pir, A very old man. 
A k y kahanat, kahana (pi. of kahin), 

Priests ; prophets, soothsayers. 
kuhunj, The oxyacanth fruit . 

a ( j v kuhan-khardb at, The present 
transitory world. 

knhan-ddmi, The height of de-
ceitfulness. 

j j kuhan-diz, An old fort in Badakh-
shan. 

ay* kuhan-dair, The world; heaven. 
kahanza, Yawning, stretching. 

J U Jcuhan-sal, Advanced in years; 
old, aged. 

J U kuhan-saM, Old age. 
a —L. ( f f a kuhan-silsila, A old prisoner, 

(j-^ kuhan-farsh, The earth. 
kahanku (?), Sciatica ( = q.v.). 

kuhan-kisa, A possessor of an-
cient wealth (opp. to nau-kisa " an upstart"); 
stingy, avaricious. 

iiSfa (j-^ kuhan-gurg, (old wolf) The 
world. 

kuhnagi, Old age or clothes; old-
ness. 

kuhan-lang, Unable to move 
from the Bpot. 

kuhna, Old, ancient; inveterate, 
chronic ; beardless ; a youth ;—kuhna shu-
dan, To become old or inveterate ;—jdmaH 
kuhna, An old or tattered garment;—kuh-
na i bi-namdzi (haiz), A cloth used by men-
struous women. 

a W d-HfS kuhna-bd-safd (kuhna*i bd-
safa), Who enjoys a green old age, an old 
man with a florid face. 

tefakuhna-suwdr, Who has experienced 
and overcome much ; a signal hero. 

kuhna-farosh, A seller of old 
clothes, &c.; a fripper. 

a t^f kukna-ji'la, A cheat, a deceiver; 
experienced ; an expert. 

A^y kuhna-gi, ^yS kuhna-ginl, = 

f j ^ kihni, A winter-house; a bear. 
kahwara, A cradle ( s e e ^ j ^ ) . 

a kakudu 'l-yadain, Swift (she-
ass). 

A Rrfkuhulat, Cowardice, laziness. 
kuhwln, Old. 

tm^kahT, Forage, provender, provision; 
a foraging party; a band of marauders or 
plunderers (Indian term) ;—kihe, Name of 
a fortress in Sistan. 

^Wy kahydna, The herb piony. 
kahej, kahech, Name of a for-

tress in Sistan (com. ^ of which some 
say the former is the Arabicised form). 

jtfa kaher, A wild apple, medlar. 
kuhez (for kuha-awez), A ring or 

thong attached to the saddle in which to 
carry the mace. 

kahila, Name of a champion of Iran. 
A^y kahila, Name of a medicinal bark. 

a kahim, Old, decrepit. 
kihin, hihina, Least, less, 

younger; the little finger; a medlar; — 
kihin u mihin, The young and the old, 
the small and the great. 

tAvs" kihln-jahan, The microcosm. 
. kihin nama'i yazdani, A 

title of the Dasalir. 
(js*" kai (Z. kava, S. kavi), When ? in what 

manner? a great k ing; a strong giant, 
genie; any one of the four elements; clear, 
pure, innocent, elegant, graceful; noble, 
excellent: j u s t ; [td kai, Until when?]— 
ki, Who ? which ? what ? 

A ^kai, That, in order to,in order tha t ; 
how?—kaiy (v.n, of wSj*), Marking with a 
brand; cauterizing; stinging (as a scor-
pion) ; looking intently a t ; a mark pro-
duced by burning; a cautery. 

^kiya, A king, protector, defender; a 
hero, champion; a lord, master; a lord 
marcher, landgrave, margrave; a peasant; 
powerful; work, labour; the four ele-
ments; pure, clear, innocent; heat, cold, 
dryness, or moisture ; the mouth; mastic. 

J^f ^ kai-dbad, A* Li" kaydbad, Power, 
dominion. 

kaydjur, Wise, learned. 
kiyd-hhura, Divine light imparted 

to enable kings to govern. 
i^US" kayakhan, Working slowly, doing 

anything imperceptibly, by degrees; sooth-
ing expressions, flattery, with an intention 
to deceive. 

aaLi' kiydda, Dishonourable, infamous; 
disgrace, infamy. 

LA kiya-khwara, kiyd-&hunira, = 
q.v. 

faf kiydr, kuydr, Slowness, laziness; 
name of a plant;—bi-hiyar, Brisk, cheer-
fully ; name of a man. 

kayard, Grief, trouble ; a longing for 
anything (particularly in women); black-
ness of face from having anything tight 
about the neck. 

kayarash, Name of the second of 
the four sons of Kai Qubad. 

^ kai-armin, Name of the youngest 
of the four sons of Kai Qubad. 

kiyarang, Pure, fair, white, clear, 
•tfjl-i' kiyazand, A great king. 
A &AA kaydsat, kiydsat (v.n. of 

Being quick, ingenious; sagacity, ingenuity, 
vivacity ; cunning ; — sdhibi kiydsat, In-
genious, sagacious, acute. 

kiydgh, Grass (see c^S). 
(jS^ kaydgin, Repugnant, contrary, 

absurd, improper ; rugged, uneven. 
A JIA kaiyal, A measurer of grain, 

weighman; surname to a foolish man who 
was perpetually weighing dust. 

a kaiyali, Fees for weighing. 
kayan, A star; the point made by 

the compasses at the centre of a circle; 



(pl, of Icai) great kings ; the surname of 
the second dynasty of the Persian kings; 
•—kiyan (pl. of Jet), Who ? what persons ? 
according to others the name of the first 
student of medicine, or of one of the prin-
cipal pupils of Plato ;—huyan, kiyan, A 
round tent propped by one column; the 
tent of a nomad. 

A YUI- kiyan (v.n. of o f t , Becoming 
surety for another ; being, existing ; exist-
ence, state or condition, mode of being; 
(pl. of M'in) existing things;—sam'ul'l-
hiydn, Title of a book 011 natural history. 

hay anil, The elements; heat, cold, 
dryness, and moisture; root, foundation; 
a landgrave. 

yW^ hiyan-hhura, oft* hiydn-
hhwura, Divine light, whereby kings reign 
well, or people are instructed. 

8J\> yW^ haydn-zdda, Of the race of the 
Kayanians, a Kayanian prince. 

haydnistdniydn, Angels. 
haydnusfi, Name of one of the two 

brothers of Faridun (see p. 244). 
haydna, ^ ^ haydni, Royal. 
hay ani, Of the Kayanian race ; im-

perial, royal;—hamari haydni, A royal 
girdle, a precious belt or cincture. 

A hiyaniydt, Medicine, physic. 
oVW* haydniydn (pl. of haydni), The 

Becond Persic dynasty. 
kiydyish, Strength, power, 

s-v^ hlb, Twisting, bending ; confused. 
jhaibur, A large spear used in hunt-

ing ; who bears a secret grudge. 
hlbu, Name of a large bird called 

dinar; name of a small motley-coloured 
bird which builds a hang-nest in trees. 

haibus, hebus (?), Crooked (see 

kebidan, To twist, turn, turn on 
one side, deviate, to go from place to place ; 
to be afflicted. 

tXcr^S heblda, Afflicted, hurt, injured. 
{ f t kaipd, (in Zand and Pazand) Silver. 

hlpd, A sheep or goat's ventricle 
stuffed with minced meat and rice; a pud-
ding. 

y>t klpd-paz, Who prepares the dish 
mentioned in the preceding article. 

yj^L-S' haipdnldan, To light a candle ;— 
hlpanldan, To incline; to administer justice. 

^j-N-ij hai-pushln, Name of the third of 
the four sons of Kai Qubad (see \J>ft* and 

y f t hlpu, Lettuce ; ignorant; the chaf-
finch; a butterfly. 

hlpa, A cupping-glass; place where 
it is administered. 

vt^S hit, A bee; astonished; how much, 
how great; of what kind or quality. 

yt^hltu, Name of a bird said to feed on 
gravel instead of grain (perhaps corruption 
of qata). 

klsa, Dross of silver. 
hlj, An ass which has lost his ta i l ; a 

quadruped, the lower part of whose mouth 
is swollen. 

t f t hick, Distracted, scattered; a species 
of silken cloth ; small, little ; slow; name 
of a country near Sistan. 

kich-kich, By little and little, 
Blowly. 

hlcha, A lane or narrow road or 
street. 

t f t hlkh, Matter which collects in the 
corner of the eye ; dirt which settles on 
the hands and feet (see 

A U^AFR-^ hi/chdn (pl. of huhk), Huts of 
reed. 

haikhurs, A species of vetch. 
haikhusrau, Cyrus; a great mo-

narch. 
J J—hai -khusrau-dy in , Of the habit 

or disposition of Kai-Khusrau. 
fifc-s^ haikkusrawi, Name of a note in 

music; the majesty or the part of a Kai-
Khusrau. 

jy4- hai-hkymr, Treasure. 
^ haid, A king of Kanuj, whose daugh-

ter is said to have been married to Sikan-
dar ; solder. 

A ^ haid (v.n.), Deceiving, laying snares, 
entrapping, plotting mischief; applying'a 
remedy ; vomiting ; being menstruous ; 
the croak of a raven ; war, warfare ; deceit, 
fraud, stratagem; treachery, malignity, 
malice ;—haid hashldan, To plot, to con-
ceive stratagems, &c. 

haidapd, Name of a queen of Barda' 
(see Ai^jJ and Aî AjS). 

ft her, hir, Penis \~keri khar, (met.) A 
fool; stupid ;—her u kjiaya, Penis et testes. 

A ft klr, A smith's bellows. 
ft ker-dwar, ft ker-award, Large-

yarded. 
kerbdn, A dildo (see <ft*ft). 

A i f t hiyarat (pl. of klr), A smith's bel-
lows. 

t f t klrakh, A desk or support for a 
book. 

ft klr-ddru, Fern, brake. 
JjaAs ft ker'kdshl, ( f t * f t kerman, A dildo. 
j f t kiru, Custody, care, retention; me-

mory; getting the knowledge of a secret. 
t ^ f t hirl, Name of a place. 
ft.ft kiriydn, An offering by way of 

expiation or protection from misfortune. 
ft hiz, Felt-cloth. 
A v*^ kais (v.n.), Being clever, shrewd 

(a boy) ; sagacity, ingenuity, intelligence ; 
coition (especially moderate, without undue 
indulgence); goodness, - beneficence ;—kls, 
A purse, a bag; the membrane which en-
velopes the foetus in the womb; the scrotum; 
[klsi tafrik, A red camelot bag for rubbing 
the body in a bath;]—kaiyis, Ingenious 
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prudent; cunning, shrewd, sly, sagacious 
crafty. 

kis, A wrinkle, fold. 
—kist, "Who or what is he ? 

kietdr, Torment, torture ; a screw. 
kist an, An oil or wine-press ; a 

churn. 
kistu, The colocynth or wild 

gourd. 
kesar (S. kesara), Saffron. 

&iSkaisar-guna, The herb poley. 
kisak, A little purse (see usla-lA). 
kisana, A rope; a clew of thread 

from the distaff, 
j—£ kaisu, The herb poley. 
a A kaisum, (A garden) full of herbs, 

moist and verdant; dry herbage in large 
quantities. 

kisa, A purse either for money or 
for enclosing letters (when sent to persons 
of distinction they are generally made of 
rich silk and muslin) ; a kind of small 
Back made of goats' hair, used in the manner 
of a flesh-brush; a purse of money con-
taining about 500 dollars; a complete 
horse-load ;—kisa ba-sdbun zadan, Msa pdk 
(kisa'i pdk?) anddkhtan, To expend;—kisa 
dokhtan (bar-dokhtan), To wait for, to ex-
pect ;—kisa'i shatranj, A bag in which tbe 
chess-board and men are kept; — kisa'i 
surat kushddan, To be metamorphosed, to 
Undergo a transformation ;—kisa kardan, 
To rub the bathers in a bath ; to revile ;— 
kisa'i kamar, A girdle buckled round the 
waist, to which are attached all the requi-
sites of a hunter or musketeer; — kisa'i 
gil-bdr, The bag in which a potter keeps 
his work-tools ;—kisa laahir kardan, To 
expend lavishly. 

y A—kisa-bur, A cutpurse. 
fa 6—S kisa-dar, A purse-bearer; a letter-

carrier ; a forestalled regrater. 
—A kisak (dim. of kisa), A little 

purse. 
JU kisa-mdl, The rubber in a public 

bath. 
kaiah, Matrimony; a dowry; mus-

lin, fine cotton cloth ; filth ; — kayish, 
Strength, power (see ;—kesh, Faith, 
religion, sect; a quiver, case for bows and 
arrows; a feather, particularly of an 
arrow; a kind of animal of whose skin 
fur garments are made; the box-tree ; a 
fur coat; a kind of linen garment; a word 
used to drive away birds; also at chess, 
as when the king is in check; name of a 
city in the isle of Ormuz ; [(in composition 
it denotes) practising, addicted to, prone, 
as zulm - kesh, Oppressive ; — kdfir - kesh, 
Prone to infidelity; (met.) a mistress, a 
sweetheart;—keshi fida, A precious gar-
ment thrown by a fugitive to a pursuing 
enemy to rescue himself ;]—kish, Who or 
that to him ( = q.v. above). 

cs-M" hisM, Fresh milk mixed with 
curds ( = y q.v,). 

T wA&WJI" kishik, A guard, sentinel, &c. ( = 
q.v.). 

kaishmand, kayishmand, (in Zand 
and Pazand) Strong, powerful;—keshmand, 
A believer ; a prophet, 

kishan, A tether; lead (mineral). 
(Unsupported by examples.) 

A kai(, icytA kai'u'at (v.n. of ^A) , 
Declining, forbearing, abstaining from 
timidity. 

kigh, Matter in the corners of the 
eyes; eye-sore. 

UA kaighd, Distress, affliction ; pain. 
<kaighdnis, Name of a learned and 

eloquent man. 
OLAA kai-ghubad, Just, equitable, stead-

fast in the truth ; name of the greatest of 
the ancient kings of Persia ( = q.v.). 

kayaf, The palm of the hand (un-
supported). 

A ULSS kaif (v.n.), Cutt ing; hilarity pro-
duced by drinking or chewing bang; plea-
sure, a merry life (m.c.); an intoxicating 
drug;—kaif-a, Howp how! in what manner? 
— fa-kaifa, How then! how much the 
more. 

kaifd, A fatal wound; affliction, 
distress (see ^ A ) , 

J^-i ' kifdl, A scoundrel; a loose, disso-
lute fellow; a frequenter of stews ; fond 
of wine and women. 

^A^iUA kifdnidan, To incline; to ad-
minister justice. 

kiftan, To do justice ; to incline. 
a yU t-JUS kaif-dan, A box in which the 

drug kaif is kept ; hence, box for drugs, 
and medicines in general. 

yM kaifar, A return for good or evil, 
repayment, reward, exchange; thirst for 
revenge; repentance; (in these meanings 
construed with the verbs burdan, kardan, 
kashidan, &c.) ; a river; a vessel of a pe-
culiar form, in which sour milk is pre-
pared ; calamity, affliction, injury, oppres-
sion; name of a certain impregnable for t ; 
—kaifar, klfar, A stone placed on the 
battlements of a fortress, ready to be 
rolled on any assailant. 

kaifasdm, The keeping of a secret. 
A U -̂I" kaifamd, In whatever manner, in 

whatsoever way. 
kaif us, Connivance, lenity. 

kaifa, The palm of the hand. 
a kaifi, Intoxicated ; anything of an 

intoxicating nature; intoxication. 
A kaifiyat, Quality, mode; story, 

statement, account,relation; state; detailed 
circumstances, particulars, news ; hilarity 
produced by drink or d rugs ;—ka i f i ya t i 
ikhrdjat, Statement or bill of charges ;— 
kaifiyati taskhir, The manner of a t tack; 
—kaifiyati rasikha, A permanent quality 



'—'kaifiyati 'drizlya, An accidental qual-
ity ;—kaifiyati haml, Full particulars. 

kaiqubad, A great king; name of a 
king of Iran. 

kai-qubadi, Of or belonging to 
Kai Qubad; the state or part of a Kai 
Qubad ; royal dignity, &c. 

kaik, A flea; \kaik dar pacha (pazha, 
ehalwdr) afgandan (kardan), To throw a flea 
into (another's) trousers, (met.) to dis-
turb, disquiet, render fidgetty; [kaik ba-
garibdn budan, To be disturbed, &c. (pass, 
of the preceding) ;]—klk, A man; the pupil 
of the eye;—kiyak, A kind of f ru i t ; a 
cat; an ash-coloured horse. 

iiai-kawus, Just, noble; name of 
a king of Persia, the eldest of the four 
sons of Kai Qubad. 

kaikul, Name of a fruit . 
klkin, klkan, Darkness ; solder. 

kiku, A lake, a pond (see ^ ). 
kaikir, y^XA klklz, kaikleh, 

kikish, The herb rocket. 
kaigan, The iuside of the vulva. 

A J-J kail (v.n.), Measuring (grain); 
measuring out; weighing; computing or 
measuring one thing by another; failing 
(to strike fire) ; a measure of grain; also 
of other dry goods and liquids ; heat ; also 
cold ; sparks struck with flint and steel. 

j y kll, Crooked; anxious, longing; 
dressed in a warm blanket;—kiyal, Name 
of a f ru i t ; a medlar. 

yJLA kaildn, A heron; a rupture, a swelled 
testicle ; any dry swelling. 

A kailat, Measure ;—kllat, Anything 
measured; the mode of measuring. 

^ kll-ddr, Covered with a cloak (a 
shield; comp. Jtfkil). 

a^jJLA kail-ddr, One who oversees the 
measurement of grain, or an officer em-
ployed to attend the measurement of 
grain. 

kiyalak (dim. of kiyal), A medlar. 
ylXLS kilakdn, A certain black medicinal 

wood from the shores of the Caspian; a 
sort of leek. 

faf kilu, A pond, ditch; a place on the 
bank of a river or other piece of water 
where the Muhammadans ease and purify 
themselves before performing their reli-
gious ablutions ;—kiyalu, A medlar (see 

kiyal). 
kllwds, Name of a city, the birth-

place of the Hindu saint Shakmuni. 
^rfjlA kailus (G. xuXos) •> Chyle. 
H AA kila (S, kadall), A banatia, 
a A y kila, A measure of corn (see 

i^AjgJ kai-luhrdsp, Lohrasp, one of 
the Kayaniyan kings of Persia. 

A UA kaima, Why ? 
otJU^ klmdk, kaimdk, A sort of surcingle 

with wluch the loads of asses and camels 

are secured; name of a city in T&rtary, and 
of a river or sea; oream. 

JU-S" klmdl, A kind of weasel, of whose 
blueish fur garments are made. 

A y U y kiman (pi. of himat), Hillocks, 
heaps. 

kim-kjid, v^a*-*^Mmkhdb, Brocaded 
silk. 

kimukht, The back-leather of a 
hor^e or ass, shagreen; according to others, 
the grains of such; a wrinkled skin;— 
kimukhii mdh, The sky. 

( ^ a t ^ kimukhii, Made of klmukht. 
s^Uat**^ kimkhwdb, Brocade. 
a fa* i_y kai-manzar, Of kingly aspect. 

kaimus, Name of a man. 
{j-y+fa kaivius (G. xv/xos), Humour; 

chyme, 
&z>~*}+^kimunistan, (in Zand and Pazand) 

To request, beg, ask. 
kimiyd' (G. ^ m a ) , Chemistry, 

alchemy; the philosopher's stone; (in 
these meanings construed with afgandan, 
zadan, kardan, &c.) ; lead; name of a 
herb; love; the sagacity of an instructor 
or guide; elixir; the basis of gold and 
silver; (met.) fraud, deceit, art;—kimiydH 
akbar, The grand alchemy, the philoso-
pher's stone or tincture, which is called 
mashh ftru 'l-isrn wa ma'dumu 'l-jism " cele-
brated of name, but unknown of existence " ; 
—kimiydyi jdn, Wine ;—kimiydH ma'dni, 
The chemistry of meanings, i.e. the study 
of truth;—ahli kimiyd, An alchemist; a 
deceiver, cheat. 

a f \ klmiyd-asar, Effective as che-
mistry ; alchemic; chemical. 

a klmiyd-sdz, W+y kimiyd-
sanj, yW*^ klmiydgar, An alchemist; (met,) 
a deceiver; a lover. 

a ^yw*^ klmiydgari, Love; alchemy. 
a klmiyd'i, An alchemist. 
A ( ^ kain (v.n.), Being humble and 

submissive; a caruncle or gland within the 
matrix. 

kin, Hatred, enmity,rancour, malice-, 
revenge; (for hi in) which, for, because, 
that, this ;—kini iraj, Name of the nine-
teenth note of Barbud ;—kini siydwush, 
Name of the twentieth note of Barbud;— 
kin giriftan, To conceive resentment. (The 
word is also construed with the verbs 
awardan, bastan, toWitan, khwdstan, situr-
dan, kardan, kashidan, &c.) 

A klndklnd, Chin china, Peruvian 
bark. 

J k i n a l , A sot, drunkard. 
hin-dwar, A fierce warrior, pugna-

cious. 
cs;^ kin-dwari, Fight, contention, 

warfare. 
jy ^^ kln-toz, One who foments dissen-

tions and law-suits ; malevolent-minded. 
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kin-fthwah, hin-jast, 

"Malicious, spiteful, rancorous. 
i^Skaiyanda, Vanquishing, conquering, 

victorious. 
hin-sitani, The taking revenge. 

^ hai-nishin, = q.v. 
i^ft hin-gustari, The spread of 

malice. 
kln-guzar, A revenger of injuries ; 

full of fury, athirst for vengeance. 
jyift kinwar, Malevolent, inimical. 
A kaintinat (v.n. of o f ) , Being, 

existing ; happening, coming to pass. 
iJ^S kina, Hatred, rancour, malevolence ; 

—hina'i irdj (siydwush), Notes of Barbud 
(see above)kina ddshtan, To hate;— 
kina kashidan, To take vengeance;—bd leas 
kina giriftan, To conceive hatred against 
anyone (the word is also construed with the 
other verbs mentioned under ^ ) ;—dush-
mani kina-khwdh, A mortal foe ;—sina'ipur 
kina, A breast full of enmity or revenge. 

•ft kinadoz, hina-tozanda, 
Malicious, hostile, revengeful. 

ft- fc-s* kina-jo, kina-khwdh, Ma-
levolent, vindictive. 

kina-jo'i, ^ ty*- kina - kh m d hi, 
Malevolence, vindictiveness, thirst for ven-
geance. 

kina-dar, Revengeful; malicious. 
g^M, kina-sanj, Who carries on strife, 

wages war, entertains rancour, 
kina-kash, Revengeful; name of 

the twelfth day of the month. 
S j f t kina-kashi, Vindictiveness, re-

venge. 
kina-kosh, Intent on malice or 

revenge, spiteful, vindictive. 
fctf SJ^ kinah-gdh, A field of battle ; any 

place of quarrel. 
)) kinawar, jy hina-warz, Hostile, 

malicious, spiteful, revengeful, rancorous. 
ft hina-yar, ^f hlna-gard, and— 
ft kayu, Lettuce; a bier; cause, motive ; 

—kiyo, Scio (m.c.). 
^ f t f t b & f t ('i)f A feast celebrated by the 

Mongols on new year's day. 
kai wan, The planet Saturn ; like-

wise bis orbit; a bow; the seventh heaven. 
yM. haiwan-khidev, The lord of 

Saturn. 
ft haiwdni, Of or relating to Saturn. 

t f t kayud, toft hayuda, Cause, motive, 
matter. 

H t j f t hiyura, Name of a plant with a 
strong-seen ted Bower (of tbe species of 
Pandanus odoratissimus); also of this 
flower and a perfume made of it. 

<j»ft hayos, Name of an island where 
'Azra, mistress of Wamiq, was sold ; name 
of the brother of Anoshirwan;—hiyos, 
Curved, crooked. 

hayugh, Clay unmixed with straw. 
A J f t kaiyul, The rear of an army, the 

rear-rank; timid, pusillanimous; high or 
projecting ground; gold filings; refuse, 
chaff; the best and choicest of anything. 

kay miart, kayumars, Name 
of the first of Adam's offspring who ever 
exercised regal authority; he is generally 
considered as the first king of the Peshda-
dian dynasty, and is sometimes confounded 
with Adam and Noah. 

A MJOS kuyun (pl. of kain), Caruncles. 
t f t kaiwa, Lettuce; name . of a plant 

that bears a fragrant fruit;—kiwa, A kind 
of cotton-shoe used chiefly in Persia by 
prize-runners. 

t-a* kiya, Mastic. 
ki-hd, also spelt (pl. of hi), 

Who? what people? 
y l^ f kihan, kaihdn, The world. 

y i f tk ihan-khidiv , Lord or the world; 
the universal monarch, i.e. Q-od. 

Zfrr1 kaihaj, o f t haihach, The largest 
kind of strawberry-tree. 

hiya-dan, A candle-stick ; accord-
ing to others a candle (unsupported by 
examples). 

Q - S — h i h u n i s t a n , (in Zand and Pa-
zand) To spring up, to grow, to be fresh 
and green. 

( j j jul j^ hihu'idan, (in Zand and Pazand) 
To come up, to grow. 

haiha, So-and-so; — hiha, The 
bramble; a kind of ivy. 

i^S hatha haiha, So-and-so. 
t ^ ha'i, Royal, kingly;—hi'i, Who art 

thou ? 
i^fan* hayish, hiyish, Conqueror, tyrant, 

oppressor. 
^ * h i y a , A cupping-glass (see A ^ a n d 

V ) -

g (called ^ f t uli" kdfi fdrsi or 
kdfi 'ajami, the Persian hdf), The 

twenty-sixth letter of the Arabic-Persian 
alphabet, the power of which is precisely 
that of g before a, o, u. In manuscripts it 
is often confounded with kdf, as well in 
sound as shape ; and some words will be 
found indifferently spelled with either 
letter. I t is interchangeable with other 
gutturals, especially £ gham, and some-
times with palatals and labials. 

ifti* gabdra, gdpara, A cavern or 
a cleft in a rock ; a herd of cows. 

ifftSgahhwdra, A cradle (see and 
tyft). 

Q'itf gddan (imp. gd, gay), To embrace, 
lie with. 



â Vf gada, Lain with, depucelated ; an 
arbour, bower (this meaning doubtfnl). 

fa^S gazur, 
ad 

^ t f q.v. 
gar, A particle which, subjoined to a 

word, denotes agency or possession ; (for 
Fr. gare) a principal station of a railway, a 
terminus (m.c.) ;—gari jandb, The south 
terminus (Q-are du Midi, in Paris, m.c.). 

garanda, A doer, an agent, &c. 
(— aax^ q.v.). 

gdrl, Frail, unsteady, inconstant 
(thing). 

fagdz, Shears, scissors; pincers, tweezers, 
tongs, snuffers; the teeth; biting the lips 
or any other part with the teeth; biting, 
chewing ; seizing, taking away; pasturage ; 
a cavern in a rock; a hole or trench dug 
in the ground as a shelter for men and 
cattle ; a hermitage on the top of a hill; 
(S. has) a kind of grass of which ropes are 
made. 

'fa gdz, Gas (m.c. from Fr. gaz). 
yfa gazur, A bleacher, fuller ; a wagtail; 

—gazur girawi (read not , as Vullers 
does) khwesh ba-dukdn darad, The bleacher 
has bis pledge in his shop (a proverbial 
sayingto express that the clothes entrusted 
to him secure him against being cheated , 
out of his due). 

gazur-dar, Name of a wrestling-
trick. 

gdzurah, A wagtail. 
&\S gdzur-gdk, A bleaching-ground; 

name of a place at Shiraz where Shaikh 
Sa'di lies interred ; also of a place in Harat, 
containing the remains of Khwaja Abdu-
'llah Ansari. 

Otffa gdzirun, Name of a city founded by 
Qubad (see 

i^yfagazurl, Bleaching;—gazuri hardan, 
To wash, bleach, or full. 

vfa gaza, A small gardener's hut covered 
with a coarse cloth (to which the world is 
sometimes compared); a swing; a cradle; 
a hermitage on a hil l ; the lurking-place of 
a hunter. 

ygfa gdzi, Name of a sweet-smelling 
flower. 

•jfa gazh, A place, abode; a stage. 
iaJUtf gdshdh, A sausage made of the 

small guts stuffed with meat and condi-
ments. 

(fz^JSgdshtan, To turn, cause to revolve; 
to avert. 

gaf, Name of the letter boast-
ing ; a crack, fissure ; exceeding bounds. 

tftf gaga, Anything given at entertain-
ments with wine, as fruits or sweetmeats. 

J\S gdl, Far, distant; the pod in which 
the cotton is produced ; a sort of millet; a 
jackal; acock; rolling, tumbling; deceit, 
fraud, imposture; a species of spider; 
dung hanging to the wool of a sheep's 
tail. 

gal-bang, Name of an intoxicating 
herb growing amongst wheat. 

^ y f a ^ ^ gdlarl dapulun, Galerie d'A-
pollon, in the Palais du Louvre at Paris. 

gdla, Far, distant; a ball of carded 
cotton ; a bag made of wool and hair. 
^ ^ ^ g a l i y d , An unripe melon ; Gallia (see 

fa^ gdliyar, Spittle, saliva. 
J^jAlS gdlibuli, Gallipoli (m.c.). 

gdlicha, A magpie. 
galiya, Name of a herb. 

|Af gam, A step, pace; the distance be-
tween the feet in walking ; a foot's length ; 
a cubit ; the jaw; the palate ; the uvula ; 
a bridle ; a village gam zadan, To step; 
—gam nihddan, To go, to travel; (also 
construed with bar-ddshtan, hashidan, qu-
iz ar dan). 

gdm*hhwush, Of a gentle pace. 
V) f ^ gdm-zan, Sapid, swift-paced; a 

high-stepper. 
gdmus, A buffalo. 

yjL^^ gamldan, To go, walk, step, travel. 
gamesh, A buffalo. 

gan, Coition; a whore; worthy, fit, 
proper; a tyrannical king; joining, uniting; 
after numerals = q.v.; at the end of a 
word terminating in silent 8 he, gdn forms 
the plural number when the a he is dropped ; 
as from istdda, Standing, is formed istdda-
gdn, Those who are standing;—gdn dadan, 
To play the whore ; to commit fornication, 
<fcc. (comp. 

H ganja, The hemp-plant; intoxica-
ting drug made of its leaves (bhang). 

Mjki\Sgdn-dada, m^Sgdnda, An infamous 
boy ; a whore. 

t\%i\$ gdn-gah, The nuptial bed. 
yfaS gdnur, A fruit-basket. 
aW gdna, A particle used after numerals 

to impart an indefinite or distributive 
meaning, as haft-gana, About seven; seven-
fold. 

(jJV? gdnx, A whore ; an infamous boy. 
fagdu, gdo, gdv (S. go), A bull; a bullock ; 

a cow ; a drinking-vessel made in the shape 
of an ox; bold, intrepid ; a land-measure 
of about six miles;—gavi khar as, An ox 
turning a mill;—gdv dar charm budan, A 
thing is ready ; time for deliberation is left 
or remains ;—gdv dar khirman shudan, To 
be ruined ;—gdv dar khirman kardan, To 
ruin, to destroy;—gdwi diyds, A threshing-
ox ;—gdv zadan, To inherit; to derive ad-
vantage from;—gdwi zar(zarrin), A golden 
cup made in the form of an ox; name of 
the golden calf made by Samari, a relation 
of Moses ;—gdwi zarrln, Name of a green-
coloured animal of the beetle kind ;—gawi 
zamln, The energy implanted by the Crea-
tor in the heart of the earth ; the bull on 
whose horns the earth is fabled to rest; 
the ox that grazes on the earth, opp. to the 
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Taurus in the sky;—gdwi sif dim, Au earthen 
vessel made in the shape of an ox ;—gdwi 
simin, A silver cup made in the form of an 
ox ;—gdwi 'ambar, The sea-cow (from which 
Persians suppose ambergris to come) ; 
(met.) a stupid man, a foolish person;— 
gdwi falak, The sign Taurus;—gdv qashqa 
shuda ast, (met.) One has beeu disgraced ;• 
a secret ha3 become public;—gdwi qulba-
rdn, A phiighinfT-ox ;—gdwi kdr (warm), A 
working or ploughing ox:—gdwi kohl, The 
mountain-cow \—gdwi gardiin, The sign 
Taurus ; a draught-ox —gdwi gilln, An 
earthen vessel made in the form of an ox ; 
—gdwi na-lisldn, Proud, vain ; untaught, 
ignorant of the world (an uulicked cub) ; 
—dbilaH gdw, Cc^r-pox. 

sA fa gdv-db, Green scum collected on 
the surface of stagnant pools, duck-weed. 

fa gdwar a, A cradle ; a herd of oxen. 
fa gdv-dhan, A ploughshare. 

gavbdn, A herdsman; a buliock-
driver; a blacksmith. 

fa gav-banda, A neatherd. 
J t f j ^ gdv-bahal, A waggon drawn by 

oxen. 
fa gdv-besha, The world -^dv-besha 

dar charm budan, A thing ready; time 
for deliberation remains. 

fa gav-pusht, A particular kind of 
tent (comp. ; (met.) the sky, 

tsXA fagdv-palang, A cameleopard. 
fa~> fa gav-paikar, The mace of Faridun, 

having a head like that of an ox. 
fagdv-tdzl, Threat, intimidation. 

a fa gdv-takya, A large pillow sup-
porting the back of a person sitting. 

fa gav-chard'i, Pasture-ground; a 
charge for grazing; tax levied on pasture 
ground. 

fagav-chashm, fa?gdv-chashma, 
Ox-eye (a plant); a fragrant forest-herb 
resembling camomile; a kind of wild 
grape ; large-eyed. 

pft fa% gdv-chihr, With a bull's face (the 
mace of Faridun). 

iiU. fa gdv-kAdna. A cow-shed; place 
where dead cattle are flayed. 

gdwid, (in Zand and Pazand) The 
wild ox. 

}fa fa gav-daru, A stone found in the 
gall-bladder of an ox ( = q.v. p. 109). 

fa gdv-dashti, A wild bull or cow ; 
a deer. 

JJ fa g&v-dil, Ignorant, foolish, 
f j fa gdv-dum, A cow-tail; with a tail 

like a bull's ; a trumpet, a tapering tube; 
anything thick at one end and thin at the 
other; acclivity, descent. 

JV-io fa gdv-dumbal. A cow-tail; any-
thing broad at one end and narrow at the 
other, 

fa gdv-dosh, fa gdv-dosha, fa 
ijAy gav-doshna, A vessel for milking, 

having a broad mouth and narrow bottom ; 
a mil king-pail; a churn. 

gdvdi, Ignorant, foolish. 
fa$gav-dida, A kind of bread. 

gdvr, gdwur (for gabr ?), An infidel;— 
gdwar, The opopoaax. 

6jjfagdwarza, An ox yoked to the plough. 
wjfa gdwars, ^ f a gdwarsa, Millet; a 

kind of vetch;—gdwar si sim, (a silver 
vetch) A star;—gdwarsa'i nnqra-gurt-, The 
lustre of a sword; the milky way. 

jt*> gdwar-shir, Gum of the opoponax. 
<&>) fa gu v-rang, Bull-coloured, bull-like, 

came of king Faridun's mace ; also of that 
of z a 

u ŝsj fa gdv-rish, (cow-beard) A fool. 
A3 fa gav-zdd, Unexpected good fortune, 

a god-send ; an inheritance. 
fa gdv-zabdn, Bugloss, ox-tongue (a 

herb; ; a plaster; a kind of bread. 
j) fa gdv-zar, A cup made of gold. 

gdvzan, A stag (see vjfa). 
"gav-mna, Au ox-goad. 

gdv-zor, Rude, brutal; an able 
wrestler. 

t S J f a gdv-zori, Violence. 
fagdv-zahra, A stone found in the 

gall-bladder of an ox, considered as an an-
tidote against poison (see and ; 
a coward, 

fa fa gdv-sdr, Like an ox; ox-headed; 
name of Faridun's mace. 

fa gdv-sar (also gdv-sara), Faridun's 
mace; a poker (m.c.). 

fa gdv-sang, A stone found in the 
gall-bladder of an ox (see I j j ^ and 
an ox-goad. 

^fajf fa gdv-shumdrl, Census of cattle; a 
tax upon cattle. 

a-i^^-li gdwash na-lisida, Proud, 
vain ; ignorant of the world. 

ct-Ci. fa gdv-skang, An ox-goad ; a sort 
of pot-berb. 

gdvshed, Name of a dreadful 
dragon, said to have long infested Persia, 
but killed at length by Cyrus ; in comme-
moration of which event, they add, he 
built a splendid dtish-gah, or temple to 
the sun or fire. 

fa gdv-shir, Gum of the opoponax-
tree. 

p^z fa gav-'ambar, Ambergris, which the 
Persians believe to be tbe excrement of the 
sea-cow, thrown on shore by the waves, 
and there concreted by the sun. 

^ f a gdwak, A little ox ; a tick or a louse 
infesting cattle ; a kind of mule. 

fa fa gdw-kdr, A sown field. 
ufa fa gdv kun kardan, To purify 

to ease nature. 
usA* fa gdv-kushl, The slaughtering of 

eattls. 
^fafagdwaki, A kind of mule. 
yfa fa ga.v-qun, (ox-like) Stupid, dull. 



J * ft gdv-gal, A cow-herd. 
CjU ft gdv-mada, A cow. 
, . 5 ^ ft qdv-mdhi, A creature, half bull, 

half fish, said to support the earth (some-
times called gdv, or mdhi alone), 

ft gdv-mashang, Grain like a 
vetch. 

ft gav-mesh, A buffalo. 
/ ft gdv-nar, A bull. 
caUjW ft(?), (in the dialect of Shiraz) 

A kind of spurge (see p. 22, 
where the transliteration should read ihlab 
diyd). 

t f t gavu, A mountain-ox. 
t f t gdwa, A wooden wedge; a chief 

magistrate; the master of a family. 
y^sAjtf gdwahidan, To agitate, shake. 
*s f t 9®we> One bull or cow;—gdwi, Bo-

vine ;—dbila'i gdwi, Cow-pox. 
Vp.ft gawizan, A beautiful yellow pig-

ment made from the gall of an ox; the 
gall of an ox. 

i f t f t gawish, A vessel for holding milk. 
ttU' gdh, Time; place (always in compo-

sition) ; a throne; a golden seat; a noun 
of time and place ; a crucible (for melting 
gold); the dawn (as bi-gdh means evening); 
a bed; a large cushion ; the sign Capri-
corn; an alligator; office, dignity, public 
employment; a ditch dug for planting or 
preserving vines ; a dimple in the chin ; a 
bridegroom, wooer, suitor; sometimes, now 
and then ;—gdh ba-gdh, gah gdh, Sometimes, 
at times, from time to time, now and then ; 
—gdh bi-gdh (gah u bi-gdh), Well-timed or 
ill-timed, at every turn, at all times; in 
season and out of season; at morn and 
at evening; — dmdj-gdh, A royal throne ; 
place where a throne is raised (cf. e ^ 
p. 97);—an gah, In that time ;—pas an 
gdh, After that. 

gdh-bdr, \Jbft£>\$ gah-bdrhd, ^Lj-ufcl^ 
gdharribdrhd, The six days or periods in 
which (according to the cosmogony of the 
ancient Persians) God created the world. 
The first period, called in the language of 
the Zand midyuzaram, embraces an interval 
of forty days, in which God is said to have 
created the heavens; the second period is 
called midyusama, and is made to comprise 
a Bpace of sixty days, in which God created 
the waters; the third period, called piti 
sahlm, includes an interval of seventy-five 
days, in which the earth was created; in 
the fourth period, called aiya iahrim, the 
duration of which is limited to thirty 
days, the trees and grass were created ; 
the fifth period, called maidiydrim, con-
sists of eighty days, in which the animal 
tribes were created ; in the sixth period, 
called hamshpatamahdim, which lasted for 
seventy-five days, man was created. 

slT gdh-gah, gdh-gahe, Some-
time or other. 

ft gah-gir, Who occupies a place, 
fixes a habitation, alights ( = ft ift*-)-

gdhangdn, The Milky Way. 
ftS g dhu, = jatfq.v. 
t^ftSgahwdra, A cradle, 
(jfctf gdhe, Sometimes ;—gdhe ki, When-

ever. 
(^jfctf gdhidan, To embrace, to copulate. 

^ftS gdhe-gdhe, — q.v. 
gahin, Root of sweet cane. 

gdydn, A buffalo ; coition. 
gdyistan, To reverse, invert (un-

supported by examples). 
gdya, Coition. 

gd'idan, To embrace, copulate. 
gd'ida, A woman depucelated. 

s-Saab, Large and thick. 
tft>gubdra, A herd of oxen. 
(gabibmin, (in Zand and Pazand) 

Low (= past) •, (according to another 
reading) the back (= pusht). 

ft gabr, A guebre, ancient Persian, one 
of the Magi of the sect of Zoroaster, a 
priest of the worshippers of fire ; a pagan, 
infidel; a plant resembling ginger; a vest; 
a stone ;—gabr, gabar, A corslet or coat of 
mail; a helmet;—gabar, A kind of trans-
parent stone, of which cups and the like are 
made; a tent supported by a column; 
name of a city. 

JVI ft gabr-dbdd, (habitation of fire-
worshippers) The suburbs of Ispahan. 

^ f t f t gabraki, A vessel for holding wine. 
^ f t gabragi, The Magian religion, fire-

worship, Parsiism. 
gabriinat, Raining; rain. 

^ f t gabri, The Magian religion ; pagan-
ism. 

ft gabz, Anything thick, gross, dense. 
gabast, Poison of a serpent; a kind 

of bitter herb; a kind of wild gourd. 
tuS' gabnd, (in Zand and Pazand) A 

man. 
gabba, A cupping-glass. 

Uft gabhd, Grass, herbage. 
y f f t gap, Idle report, gossip, chit-chat, 

news, false rumour; word, saying; thick, 
gross, dense ; large. 

v^ gap-shap, yA ) v^ gap-u-shap. 
Prattle, talk, gossip, &c. 

guptan (for guftan), To say, speak. 
<JKS gut, Great, large, grand ; the but-

tocks. 
pft gutrum, Vain, idle conversation. 

guta, Great, large, grand. 
jS gaj, A species of white earth of which 

lime is made ; mortar, plaster; advantage, 
conveniency; self-admiration, folly; a fool; 
spurning, kicking. 

viAftZ gujrdt, gujarat, Guzerat. 
Jsa^ gajll, Name of a certain quarter in 

Tabriz; also of a burial-ground. 
gf gach, A kind of white earth of which 

lime is made; plaster ; — gachi shirin, A 



particular kind of lime or plaster used in 
India;—gachi kushta, Lime that has become 
spoiled; — iZyi gach kashida, Drawn on 
the surface of plaster, painted al fresco 
(m.c.). 

y gach-bar, A plasterer; a hodman. 
© gach'barl, Plaster-work. 

)> gack'paz, A lime-burner. 
tf gach-pazi, Lime-burning ; plaster-

work. 
gachri, A dish of rice and beans. 

iA^f gichak, Name of a musical instru-
ment (see 

^jl^fcJ gach-kdrl, Whitewash. 
/©^gachgar, A plasterer. 

gachgari, Plastering, working in 
plaster. 

y ^ J gachan, Passed, elapsed. 
A^J gacha, gachcha, A stammerer, a bad 

speaker. 
gachi, Made of mortar or cement, 

cemented ; plastered. 
gad, A beggar; begging, mendicity. 

gada, Poor, indigent, beggarly; a 
beggar;—gada kardan, To bepgar, impove-
rish, ruin. 

gudakhtan, To melt liquify, dis-
solve ; clean, purify, clarify ; to be melted. 

gudakhta, Melted ; purified, clari-
fied. 

gudad, A worn or patched habit; a 
wide garment. 

W^j) ^ gadd-ruydn (pi. of gaddruy), 
Beggarly-looking people. 

guddra, A lofty summer-house ; a 
balcony ; planks with which the roof of a 
house is covered or floored. 

gudaz, Liquefaction ; melted; mild, 
gentle, affable; anguish ; (in comp.) melt-
ing the liver; grieving sorely;—soz u gudaz, 
Burning and consuming. 

y^j$ guddzan, Melters, refiners (of gold), 
yj^^of guddzanldan, To cause to melt. 

guddzish, Liquefaction; consump-
tion ;—guddzish shudan, To be melted;— 
guddzish kardan, To melt, &c. 

guddzishgar, A melter. 
sj^jkf guddzanda, A melter, dissolver; a 

solvent, dissolvent;—guddzanda'i zulm u 
fisg u bida1, The destroyer of injustice, 
iniquity, and impiety (innovation, heresy), 

yj^j^guddzidan, To melt; to be melted, 
\ji\>)£ guddsh, A horn ; an antler. 
a gA8 ^ gadd'-tab, Beggarly-natured; 

greedy. 
a ^Ut gadd-ahazi (a word formed in 

contradistinction to the A. gjidzi in the 
sense of "wager of religious warfare," 
&c., see A rope-dancer. 

gaddgari, Begging, mendicity, 
living on charity. 

a cs^to gadd'himmai, Of beggarly 
ambition, of mean aspirations. 

gaddy, Poor, a mendicant. 

gaddydd, The upper storey of a 
house, or a room in i t ; a balcony. 

gadaya, Beggary, mendioity. 
gadd'i, Beggary, mendicity, 

gadr, gadrak, A warlike instru-
ment. 

gidast, A span. 
CSJJJ" gadak, Little; the ventricle of a 

sheep or kid (stuffed with meat and 
dressed), a haggis. 

^jkJ gud-gudi, Tickling; a call to 
goats. 

gadmin, (in Zand) Light, illumina-
tion. 

gada, The wards of a key. 
(?), A husbandman, a cultivator of 

the ground;—gaddu, A pumpkin, 
j^j£ gadiwar, A beggar. 
AJJS gidya, Begging, mendicity ; a beggar. 

guzdr, A passage, transit, passing; a 
ferry; haste, expedition; payment, deser-
tion ; a broker, factor; a beam, joist ; 
pasturage; lancet; (in comp.) passing; 
passing by, remitting; paying, perform-
ing, satisfying, as khardj-guzdr, Who pays 
tribute, tributary, &c.;—guzdr awardan 
(kardan, giriftan), To pass, pass by, &c. 

guzdr a, A ferry, ferry-boat; one 
who passes, remits, pays, <fcc. 

yxA^AS' guzdranidan, To cause to pass. 
yj^iiT guzdr dan, To pass ; to cause to 

pass; to pay, perform, satisfy; to clean, 
purge; to discern, distinguish; to put, 
place ; to put oneself in a place, to come; 
—dast guzdrdan, To put one's hand to 
(m.c.); — sari man guzdrd, He has put 
after me or at my heels (m.c.). 

guzdrish, A quitting, leaving, pass-
ing; payment; tr ibute; representation 
explanation ; petition ;—guzdrish shudan, 
To be left, paid, <fcc.;—guzdrish kardan, To 
leave, pass, pay, &c. ; to suggest. 

yi" guzdrish-kun, fat*guzdr ishgar, 
and— 

c^AS guzdranda, A passer, transmitter; 
a messenger, bearer; who causes to pass ;— 
guzdranda* i sukhun, An orator. 

i f guzdr a, Passing, penetrating; ex-
ceeding bounds ; drunk; a ferry, a ferry-
boat; a toll-bar; passing of time or l i fe; 
stay, abode ;—guzara shudan, To traverse, 
to pass through ; to pierce. 

^AJ guzdri, (in comp.) Performance, as 
shukr-guzdri, Thanksgiving, &c. 

yAj^ii" guzaridan, To pass by ; to cause 
to pass • to transact; to pay ;—biydbdn 
guzaridan, To traverse the desert. 

guzasht, The quitting or leaving; 
a deduction (from); a grant (of land). 

(^SA^ guzashtan, To quit, leave, relin-
quish, forsake, dismiss, discharge, leave 
off, cease, put away, place ; to perform ; to 
allow, let, suffer, permit; to pay ;—guzasht, 
I t is over, it is done, it is a thing of the 
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boast ing; vanity; 
With impuni ty ;— 

passing by (also 
toll-

past ;—guzdshtan az, To pass by, to forget, 
to neglect (m.c.) ;—a% kar guzdshtan, To be 
done without interruption or unceasingly 
(m.c.) ;—ba-shamsher guzdshtan, To be mas-
sacred ;—bi-guzdr biyayad, Let him come 
(m.c.); — r d h guzdshtan, To perform a 
journey ;—roz (rozgar, 'umr) guzdshtan, To 
pass one's life;—na-guzasht, I t was not 
possible (m.c.) ;—namdz guzdshtan, To per-
form one's prayers, to pray ;—warn guzdsh-
tan, To pay one's debts ; — bar-guzdshtan, 
To quit, to leave, &c. ( = guzdshtan). 

guzashtani, Proper to be relin-
quished. 

guzashta, Passed by ; left off. 
wi^ guzaf, A vain, rash, inconsiderate 

word, falsehood, l ie; 
useless act ;—ba-guzdf , 
laf-u-guzdf, Boasting. 

ft guzar, Pass thou • 
guzari 'am) a passage, ferry, f o r d ; a 
bar ; a pass, passage, way; escape; juris-
diction ; living, life ; [guzar uftddan (af-
gandan, anddkhtan, kardan), To pass;— 
guzari rah, A ferry, ford, passage -—guzar 
nist, There is no he lp ; all is los t ; ]—guzir , 
A carrot. 

guzara, Pass ing ; livelihood, main-
tenance, employment. 

guzar-db, A canal, aqueduct ; a 
ford. 

guzardn, Passing by ; exceeding ; 
livelihood, subsistence, employment. 

(jAi^AS" guzarandan, guzranidan, 
To cause to pass, to present ; to raise (a 
disturbance); to live, to get along;—ba-
tegh guzaranldan, To massacre ;—ba-kfiiydl 
guzardmdan, To meditate, to ponder; — 
paighdm guzrdnidan, To deliver a message. 

guzarban, A fer ryman; an-officer 
who collects the customs at the ferr ies; a 
guardian at a pass, a road-watch. 

guzarish, Sigh, complaint; accusa-
tion. 

tXSjiS guzar-gdh (also guzar-gdM 'dm), A 
ferry, ford, passage; a public road, high-
way, thoroughfare. 

j j ^ guzar-ndma,_ A passport, safe-
conduct. 

iSj^S guzari, A market held by the road-
side or in a thoroughfare. 

Quzaridan, To pass by to omit, 
to leave undone. 

et-AiS guzasht, A road, a pass ; a f t e r ; 
other, beside ; fetching the last brea th ;— 
az guzashti an, After that. 

ylSui.oS' guzashtagdn, The ancients. 
(JJ^^AS" guzashtan, To pass, pass by, out-

strip, precede, proceed, go on, advance, 
ascend, surpass ; to cross over, to abandon ; 
to pass by a f au l t ; to die ;—az sari gundh 
guzashtan, To pardon a fault , <fcc. ;—az sha-
rah guzashtan, To abstain f rom wine ;—-bar 
zabani kase guzashtan, To be uttered by one 

(words, &c.); — andar-guzashtan, = dar 
guzashtan (see ^ p. 518) ; — bar-
guzashtan, To pass by, &c. ( = guzashtan). 

isjb.iS guzashta, Pas t , e lapsed;—aiydmi 
guzashta, Time past, past days. 

fi gar, If (gar- u gar, Either-, or) ; scab, 
mange.; purpose, design, i n t en t ; power, 
s t reng th ; felicity ; a performer, workman, 
maker (when added to nouns, like " er " in 
plasterer), as dhangar, A blacksmith, kafsh-
gar, A shoemaker, &c,; [gari khushk. Dry 
scab ;]—gir, A smith's bellows ; take i—gur, 
Ruptured ; name of a river. 

\figarrd, Confined, not f r e e ; a slave; a 
barber ; a term of abuse ; a sort of harrow. 

<*\fi girdd, An old garment. 
gardrun, Ring-worm, dry scab. 

•ftfi gurdz, A hog, a boar ; a rake, a har-
row ; a shovel, spade; a large iron mace; 
a shepherd or buffalo-driver's staff ; a heat, 
to which women in labour are subject ; a 
phial, or traveller's bottle ; a chink, cre-
vice ; growth, increase ; a haughty air in 
walking; (in comp.) walking pompously, 
marching, s trut t ing ; a cushion or pillow; 
a brave man. 

gurdzdn, A polisher ; one who walks 
pompously; a pompous a i r ; (pl. of the 
preceding) boars ; hogs ; s turdy wrestlers. 

y j u i l j ^ gurdzdnidan (caus. of gurdzi-
dan), To cause to march, to walk pom-
pously. 

gurdzanda, A proud, stately walker. 
tyfigurdza, A boar; name of a champion 

of Iran. 
0t»j\figurazldan, To march, strut , walk 

pompously. 
guzdzhidan, To flap the wings 

preparatory to flight. 
iftfigards, A mouthful . 
^ s ^ f i girasidan, To be necessary ; to 

cheat (doubtful word), 
j , \ f i gardsh, gir ash, A scratch; dis-

tracted, disturbed (comp. J ^ f t ) . 
*\fi gardshidan, To scratch; to dis-

turb , confuse ; to be disturbed, confused. 
4J>\fi graf, Count, earl (m.c. f rom G. 

G-raf). 
LT"*Vgiramish, Power, dignity. 
^ f t f i gardmi, girami, Precious, excellent; 

dear, beloved; revered. 
Q±~Afi girdmidan, To honour, respect 
(£fi girdi*, Heavy, weighty, ponderous ; 

slow; great, impor tan t , diff icul t ; pre-
cious, dear, valuable; gain, prof i t ; penury ; 
[girdn dmadan bar, To be troublesome to, 
to annoy ;—giran budani bimar, Being on 
the point of death ;—girdn kardan nirhh, 
To raise the price, to overcharge ;]—gurdn, 
A handful of corn as cut by the reaper. 

jU girdn-bdr, Heavy-laden; f ru i t -
bearing (tree) ; pregnant (woman or ani-
mal) ; wealthy ; grave, serious; deliberate, 



cool;—girdn-bdr shudan, To become preg-
nant, to conceive. 

girdn-bari, Pregnancy ; gravity, 
steadiness; deliberation, coolness. 

V girdn-bahd, High-priced ; costly, 
precious, 

ifai ftj^J girdn-pdy, Slow-footed. 
y y giran-pdya, Of high dignity or 

station. 
oV'girdn-parwdz, Flying slowly. 

girdn-pusht, Strong, sturdy ; a 
porter; arrogant, proud, silly. 

girdn-jan, Oppressed in mind, un-
happy, unfortunate ; wearied with life ; 
poor, sick; slow, sluggish, tremulous with 
age; lazy ; proud; a sweet beverage made 
of water, flour, and honey. 

^jiW^y girdn-jdni, Affliction; misfor-
tune; laziness; pride. 

f*^ aV girdn-chashm, Possessed of the 
evil eye. 

gir an-khdtir, Afflicted at heart; 
sad, dejected. 

girdn-khidya, The water (as 
element). 

sAy*- girdn-khwdb, One who goes to 
sleep late and rises late, a heavy sleeper. 

j ty^V girdn-khwdr, .A great eater, a 
glutton. 

tsy4- O^fa girdn-khoy, Peevish, disagree-
able, ill-tempered. 

y*6- girdn-Jchez, Slow. 
oV giran dast, Heavy-handed, 

slow. 
girandan, To look, behold. 

<y\y gir an-dav, Slow-running (horse). 
w \y giran-dud, Dark cloud, fog, inist. 

a y ^ y giran-rikab, A bold rider ; (a 
horse or man) going slowly and heavily; 
one who does not flinch from the impetuous 
assault of his enemy; grave, sedate;— 
giran-rikab shudan, To attack impetuously ; 
to die. 

tjfa* 9) girdn-rav-sitdra, A fixed 
star, 

Ju . girdn-sdl, Old, aged, great in 
years. 

^ L . girdn-sdli, Old age. 
giran-sdya, Of exalted dignity ; 

according to others, of unremitting bounty ; 
also one whose presence is not wished 
for. 

r* <dVgirdn-sar, Proud; the commander 
of an army ; heavy (dragoons) ; a numerous 
army; giran-magM) drunk; stupid. 

girdnsirisht, Proud; grave, 
sedate, dignified ; slow, tardy, languid. 

tJ^y girdn-surin, Slow. 
t)iy girdn-sang, Heavy, weighty; 

grave, dignified ; precious, valuable; low-
spirited ; patient; contented. 

a y V girdn-sair, Slow-going; heavy-
moving ;—kashti'i girdn-sair, A slow-sail-
ing ship. 

a yUc y^y girdn-'indn, Slow (man or 
horse), 

a fa gir an-qadr (qadar), Of exalted 
power or dignity. 

©Vgirdn-kisa, Stingy, avaricious, a 
miser. 

giran-gosh, Heavy of hearing, 
deaf. 

^ y <y\y girdn-goshl, Heaviness of ear. 
girdn-glr, Slow to take or seize ; 

holding fast, seizing violently; patient, 
enduring, persevering. 

girdn-mdyagi, Preciousness ; ex-
cellence of birth; weightiness. 

i^U giran-mdya, Precious ; of noble 
birth ; weighty, ponderous. 

tf^girdn-maghz, Drunk, intoxicated ; 
stupid, foolish ; proud. 

a fa <v)\y girdn-nazar, Supercilious; look-
ing askance at. 

gir dni, Heaviness, weight, gravity; 
importance ; scarceness, dearth, dearness ; 
rise (in price) ; heaviness of spirit, depres-
sion ; indigestion ; a disease happening to 
women in parturition; — [girdni'i gosh, 
Heaviness of hearing, deafness;]—girdne, 
A bore, a disagreeable person ; a churl, a 
clown. 

gir dni dan. To be heavy, grave, 
ponderous ; to weigh, or guess the weight 
of, anything in the hand ; to make heavy ; 
to augment the price of; to esteem, to 
think highly of, extol;—gurdnidan, To 
make one take or hold anythiug. 

BOfli^y giranida, Poor ; oppressed. 
<j*jVy garawus, u^fafa gardw its, An oil-

mill. 
tiy gir dh, Inclination, will; inclined; 

like. 
yA-j&^y girahidan, To incline, to verge 

on ; to resemble, to be like. 
^ y gar ay, Mentioned, recorded; a title 

of the princes of Tartary;—giray, Inclina-
tion, wish, desire ; intention, preparation ; 
diminution; merchandize; heavy; seizing 
by the hand, the feet, the waist, or the hem 
of the garment; attacking, pretending to 
strike or throw stones; threatening; in-
clining, propense; examining, investiga-
ting. 

^ y garrdy, A barber ; a slave. 
gir ay istan, gardyistan, To incline 

towards, to love; to intend, prepare, or 
make for ; to explore, examine ; to happen ; 
to behold; to rebel; to move anything up 
and down whilst weighing i t ; to scatter, 
disperse; to macerate or soften hides;— 
bar-girayistan, To weigh in the hand; to 
balance ; to examine, to investigate. 

girdyish, gardyish, Inclination, de-
sire, will, wish ; disobedience, rebellion. * 

yjusf^y gira'idan, girayidan, To 
have an inclination or affection, to love; to 
examine, prove, try ; to weigh in the hand ; 



to lay out of the hand ; to intend; to con-
tend, endeavour; to attack; to compose, 
accord, tune (the string of an instrument); 
to lessen, diminish; to estimate, esteem, 
think ; to involve, to wrap round, to cover ; 
to disobey, rebel;—bar-girdyidan, To weigh 
in the band; to examine, to investigate 
(see also p. 177). 

^^gurbdk, A wide dish. 
JW/'girbdl, garbal, A sieve. 
yty> gurbuz, ytfi gurbizh, A deceiver, se-

ducer, flatterer, cheat; a r t fu l ; ingenious, 
skilful, intelligent; strong, invincible. 

gurbuzi, Fraudulence, seduction, de-
ception ; intelligence, wisdom; greatness, 
valour. 

ftfi gurbagu, Name of a fragrant shrub. 
gurba, A cat; wild thyme; name of 

an odoriferous tree called bldi mushk;— 
gurba'i a&I, An otter;—gurba az baghal 
afgandan (anddkhtan), Throwing the cat 
from under the arm ; letting tbe cat out of 
the bag, discovering the secret; leaving off 
deceitful ways ;—gurba ba-tumban kardan, 
To disgrace, to defame ;—gurba'i barraq, A 
cat with a very shining coat;—gurba dar 
amban ddshtan (firo-shudan, kardan), gurba 
dar baghal dashtan, To practise deceit 
gurba dar zinddn kardan, To be extremely 
avaricious ;—gurba'i dashti, A kind of pan-
ther or wild cat; bog-rush ;—gurba'i 'abid 
namaz kard, Pious Tom said his prayers, 
(met.) such a one is a downright hypocrite ; 
—gurba'i miskin, A meek cat; (met.) a 
wicked rogue ;—gurba'i mushkln, The civet 
cat;—gurba hama shab ba-khwdb blnad 
dumba, A (hungry) cat dreams all night of 
a fat Bheep's tail. 

gurba-bld, A species of willow; a 
kind of catkin from which a juice is 
pressed; a gum-like matter proceeding 
from the willow. 

jfr'H" ̂ figurba-chashm, Grey-eyed. 
gurba-chashmi, Grey-eyedness. 

a wAs. gurba-khilaf, — fyftq.v. 
^ gurba-dala, A ferret, marten, 

weasel. 
gurba-zibdd, The Hvet-cat. 

(jU A^s gurba-sdn, gurba-shdna, 
gurba-gun, Oat-like, wily, cunning, 

deceitful. 
V./ gurpd, Trefoil. 
^ garat bayad (for gar tu-ra bayad), 

If thou meanest (if it must be to thee). 
gurj, Georgia, native of Georgia. 

yU—cj-jf gurjistdn, Georgia. 
9^r3h A Georgian; a servant boy ; 

a h u t ; a kind of dog. 
girach, Mortar, plaster. 

garchand, How much soever. 
garchi, Although, though, notwith-

standing ; certainly, indeed;—gurcha, A 
cottage*, a, dungeon; & aubtertaneous ex-
cavation. 

gurikhtan, To fly, escape, flee for 
refuge. 

*/gard, (in comp.) Turning round ; re-
volving ; wandering over (as dfaq-gard " a 
world-wanderer") ; the celestial globe; 
fortune ; the sun ; dust, earth ; flying dus t ; 
advantage, profit, emolument; reflexion, 
inversion, repercussion, refraction; light-
ning ; joy, mirth ; sadness, sorrow ; a kind 
of silk; a fragrant smell; construed with 
the verbs afshdndan, burdan, pah kardan, 
rasldan, raftan, siturdan, shustan, shikastan, 
nishdndan, nishastan, &c. ; [gardi dsiyd 
kkwurda ast, He has eaten the dust of the 
mill (proverbially said of one who eats any 
food indiscriminately, whether lawful or 
not) ;— gardi dftdb, Atoms which appear 
playing in the sunbeams ; — gard bar-
dwardan, To trample under foot; to anni-
hilate ;—gard khwurdan, To become soiled 
with dust;—gardi zumurrud, A sprouting 
beard ; — gardi surma, Collyrium-powder ; 
—gardi shab, The darkness of night;— 
gard kardan, To trample under foot, to an-
nihilate ; to make public, to manifest, to 
render evident;—gard kdrdani tir, The 
flying high of an arrow ;—gard na-mdnad az, 
No vestige remains of;—gardi-mdh, Moon-
beams ;—gardi yatimi, The water or purity 
of a pearl;—az gard uftddan, To lose lustre; 
—ba~gard budan (raftan),To be annihilated, 
to perish ;—dar gard budan, To be brisk (a 
market);]—gird, Round; a circle, orbit, cir-
cumference, circuit, rotundo; environs, parts 
adjacent; a collection, assembly ; a host ; 
a city ; a tent, pavilion; (adv.) around ; 
[gird amadan, To convene, meet together ; 
to accumulate, collect, mount up;—gird 
dwardan (pech kardan), To accumulate; 
to acquire, to bring into one's grasp ;— 
gird-rd girdu ml-khwdnad, He calls every-
thing that is round a nut, i.e. he muddles 
things together, he talks galimatias (m.c.);—• 
girdi rah, The circuit of a road ;—girdi ru, 
The contour of the face ; a woman's orna-
ment worn about the face set with jewels; 
—girdi sari khwud dawid, He loitered about 
in idleness ; he did as he liked ;—girdi sari 
kase gar didan (raftan), To devote oneself 
to, to sacrifice oneself for;—gird shudan, 
To gather together, to assemble ;—gird-ash 
na-mltawdn gardld, One dares not approach 
him ; — girdi shahr, Suburbs ;—girdi kdr 
gashtan, To engage in, to attempt or com-
mit anything ;—gird kardan, To collect, 
assemble, bring together; to make round, 
encompass, environ; to surround, to in-
vest ; to wrinkle, shrivel, contract; to 
wager, especially at a horse-race; to put 
in;—girdi kdre gashtan, To set to work in 
a matter;-—gird kardan (giriftan), To accu-
mulate ; to acquire;—gird gashtan, To go 
round —girdi yatimi, The water or lustre 
of a pearl ( = gardi yatimi above);—ba-gird 



andarun, All around — darab-gird, The 
city of D a r a b ; ] — g u r d , Strong, brave, 
valiant; a hero; [gurdi zdbiil, The hero of 
Zabul, i.e. Rustam ;]—girad (for glrad), 
He may take;—gir id, Crete or Candia. 

fa fa garda, Returning, wheeling, encir-
cling ; a boy's top;—girda, Pretence, pre-
text, excuse. 

sA ^fagird-ah, A whirlpool, abyss, gulf, 
vortex;—gurd-db, A wave. 

»>LjWy girddbad, The city of Mad ain, 
founded by Tahmuras and finished by Jam-
shed. 

t - r ^ y girddbi8h, Proof, demonstration ; 
meditation, deep thought ; perplexity ; in-
vestigation (doubtful word). 

fagar-ddr, Scabby, mangy. 
{j*\*fa gurdds, An oppressor, tyrant. 
\J>\*fagurddsh, An oppressor, tyrant. 

*fa gurd-afrid, Name of the daugh-
ter of Quzhdaham. 

-ifa gurd-afgan, Who lays low 
heroes. 

*fa\*fa gard-a-gard, Step-by-step; con-
tinually revolving ; — gird-a-gird, Round 
about, round and round ; the winding of a 
river, road, or mountain; parts, sides, 
boundaries. 

*fa gurd-dlu, A kind of plum, an apri-
cot (see jJf fa). 

Jj^ *fa gard-dlud, *fa gard-aluda, 
Soiled with dus t ; encumbered with riches 
or worldly cares;—gard-aluda sdzad, He 
bestows worldly goods upon. 

*fa gard-posh, Covered with dus t ; 
encumbered with riches or worldly cares. 

J j f a gard-poshlda, Dust-cove red (a 
wrestler, a horse or mule, &c.). 

gardan, Turning, winding, chang-
ing, inverting, converting; one who turns 
or goes round; conjugation, inflexion; 
meat parboiled and roasted with spices ;— 
gardan shudan, To revolve, turn round ;— 
gardiini gardan, The spheres, the heavenly 
heavens j — qubba'i gardiini gardan, The 
vault of heaven (perpetually) revolving. 

garddndd, May (God) effect i t ! 
*fagird-andam, Of a middling sta-

ture, square, compactly built. 
A*fagarddndan, To turn round. 

SjLi»» yWy garddn-sitdra, A planet. 
<&}\<ifa gardanah, The pointers (two stars 

in the Bear). 
garddna, An iron ring (to which 

anything is suspended) ; — girdana, A 
child's go-cart, leaning against which it 
learns to walk. 

^ W y gardani, Turning, revolving, &c. 
(used as last member of compounds). 

^ W y garddniya, Name of a note in 
music. 

gardanidagi, A rolling about. 
yjLgarddnidan (transitive of gardi-

dan), To change, alter, avert, convert, 

divert, drive round, surround to cause to 
become; to represent as becoming, to re-
gard as ;—dgah garddnidan, To inform, to 
apprise of ;—umidwdr garddnidan, To raise 
one's hopes ;—dwdz garddnidan, To make 
inflections of the voice, i.e. to sing, modu-
late, shake, quiver, or trill ;—bdz garddni-
dan, To avert, to turn off ;—bar-garddnidan, 
To invert, transpose;— ba-chard garddni-
dan, To lead to pasture ;—pusht garddni-
dan, To turn the back ;—tasauwur gardd-
nidan, To be of opinion, to imagine ;—dar-
garddnidan, To revolve, to turn round ;— 
mukhdtib garddnidan, To converse;—Mu-
sharraf garddnidan, To honour. 

gardanida, Turned round; meat 
parboiled and roasted. 

M^y garddniya, Name of a note in 
music. 

girddwd, A patrol. 
jft fa gird-dwar, All round, round ; a 

patrol; a watch; a superintendent of po-
lice or customs. 

yj^ oy gird-dwardan, To assemble, col-
lect. 

*fa gird-dwari, A drawing together, 
collecting; surrounding, investing; siege; 
going the rounds, watching, patrolling, <£c. 
division; beat. 

^ j f a f a gurddvzhand, Throwing down 
heroes ; name of a champion. 

•>/ gird-bad, *fagird-bada, A whirl-
wind ; a demon; — gird-badasa, Like a 
whirlwind. 

*fa gird-bdzu, With round, i.e. power-
ful arms ; strong-limbed. 

*fa gird-bdf, A woven border; sel-
vage. 

(jU^ j y gird-bdlish (y-J^ balin), A small 
pillow laid under the cheek; a large cylin-
drical pillow, a bolster. 

(fat*fa gardbdn, A leader, commander-in-
chief ; the tree of paradise; an artificer's 
wooden block fixed in the ground for po-
lishing his work; a shirt-collar; neck and 
breast of a shirt. 

ji*fagirdbur, A wimble, gimlet. 
O^l y> *fa gard bar-awardan, To raise a 

dus t ; to trample down, destroy. 
a ^ ^ ay gird bar-dwarda, Vaulted, 

domed. 
j>fa+ * fa gird ba-gird, All round, 
yju* gard-bandan (for gardan-band), 

Collar, neck-ornament. 
^U j y gird-pay, The space about the 

foot of a throne or other seat; according 
to others to be disgraced, to be treated 
with ignominy ;—gird-pdyi hauz gardidan, 
To prowl about any place in search of any-
thing ;—gird pay nishastan, To sit in a 
square posture. 

yU—$ jy gird-pistdn, Round-breasted 
maiden. 



^fi *fa gird-posh, Bed-clothes. 
ifatf Jfa gird-pesh, All round. 
oV" &fa gird-khwdn, A circular table. 
yfa gar dar, Hard ground at tbe foot of a 

mountain ; hilly ground; a city. 
^fa gird-rug, Round of face or form. 

fc)l> ^fa gird-ran, A fleshy thigh ; an easy 
life ; root of tbe thigh, groin. 

\J»*fagardieh, Revolution, turning round, 
reversion,conversion, motion ; turn, change; 
a bend ; vicissitude ; reversion; adverse 
fortune; wandering about, vagrancy ; an 
incursion, raid, plundering expedition 
(m.c.) ;—gardishi asmdn, Revolution of the 
heavens; — gardishi balin, Changing the 
position of an invalid ;—gardishi balin shab 
jum'a, Passing the Friday night out of 
one's harim (considered as ill-omened) ;— 
gardishi rang, Change of colour ;—gardishi 
'ama, Promenade, public pleasure-walk 
(m.c.) ;—gardishi qur'a, The shaking and 
drawing of lots. 

*fa gard-shab, Darkness of the night. 
*fa gird-shikam, Round-bellied (a 

horse). 
sVSAjygardish-gdh, Place for a pleasure-

drive or walk; pleasure-ground (m.c.). 
IMA j fa girdshanda, Reptiles. 
dsfagirdak (dim. of gird), A small royal 

tent; a large round tent; a bride's cham-
ber ; an enigma; a rich cake; a sum, total, 
whole, collection. 

US' tfagird-kund, A collector; surround-
ing. 

*>fa *fa gird-koh, Name of a mountain in 
Mazandaran. 

y\S^fagirdgdn, A walnut; the ball of a 
pellet-bow ; anything round ; — girdgdn 
bar gumbad, (met.) Fickle, unsteady, un-
stable. 

s\S jfa gird-gdh, The middle part of the 
body, the waist; the navel. 

fa*fa gird-gird, All round. 
yLriji a fagird-giriban, A shirt, a shift. 

jy gird-gashtagl, A going round. 
girdagl, Roundness, rotundity ;— 

ba-girdagi'i digar raftan, To sacrifice one-
self for another. 

yf> *fagurd-gir, A conqueror of heroes; 
the title of the son of Afrasyab. 

6i\*j>fa girdmana, Seed of mezereon. 
*fa gird-musht, A kind of bow-

handle ; a particular way of holding the 
bow. 

fa gardan, The neck; a pole; strong, 
robust, firm, powerful; a brave, stout man; 
a hero; strength, power;—gardan az mo ba-
riktar dashtan, To be gentle, pliable, submis-
sive;—gardan afr akhtan (balidan), To raise 
the neck ; (met.) to be restive, disobedient, 
arrogant;—gardan. anddkhtan (awardan) 
bar, To submit to;—gardan ba-dosh firo-
burdan, To submit, to obey;—gardan ba-
shamsher kharidan, To command oneself to 

be killed; — gardan baland (diraz, firdz) 
kardan, To stretch the neck; (met.), to be 
stiff-necked, disobedient, rebellious ;—gar-
dan charb u narm (kham, ghuncha, kaj) 
kardan, To submit, to obey (also construed 
with shudan in the sense of being submis-
sive or obedient) ;—gardan zadan, To de-
capitate ;—gardani zamin, A neck of land, 
an isthmus;—gardani shutur, A camel's-
neck; (met.) a purse full of gold;—gardan 
kashidan, To be stiff-necked, restive, to dis-
obey, to revolt against;—gardan giriftan, 
To take upon one's neck, to endorse, to 
declare oneself responsible for (m.c.) ;— 
gardan narm kardan, To submit, to obey;—• 
gardan nihddan, To place the neck, i.e. to 
submit, obey ;—bd khuni lashkar dar gar-
dani o, With the blood of the (whole) army 
on bis neck, i.e. being the cause of their 
destruction ;— bd shamshir u kafan bar gar-
dan, With a scimiter and a winding-sheet 
about (his) neck >,—bar (dar) gardan ufta-
dan, To fall upon one's neck, to befall 
(misfortune, &c.). 

gardand, A spit; a go-cart,in which 
a child learns to walk; a boy's top; meat 
boiled and then roasted with spices; the 
peg of a musical instrument; [gardandyi 
charkh., The sky ; ]—girdana, A spit ; the 
kneepan; a red rose ; a deep dish. 

gardanaj, meat parboiled and 
roasted. 

&zt-\fa\ y j y gardan-afrakhta, Of high 
stature, tall, strong, 

OSJUĴ  gardnak, Full of dust, dusty. 
gird-nama, An incantation in-

scribed with the name of a run-away slave, 
which, being hidden under a stone or in 
the ground, is supposed to have the power 
of preventing his escape and obliging him 
to return; a die for coining the impression 
on money. 

yUjy gardandn (pi, of gardan), Strong, 
powerful, illustrious ;—gardandni ba-nazm, 
gardandni nazm, Illustrious poets. 

t^fa^fa gardnay, A boy's top ;—girdndy, 
gardnay, A red rose ; a child's go-cart. 

*ak.fa Qj>fa gardan-bdrik, Gentle, docile, 
affable, pliable. 

y^fa gardan-basta, Chained or 
fastened by the neck;—gardan-bas-ta u 
dil-shikasta, With the neck in chains and 
a broken heart. 

Jui g^fa gardan-band, A chain, collar, 
necklace, ornament for the neck. 

^y j i i^ gardandagi, Revolution, alteration, 
change. 

^ j j y*fa gardan-zadani, Deserving to be 
beheaded. 

yj y*fa gardan-zan, The executioner. 
yXa. y*fa gardan-shikan, Who severs the 

neck, arrogant, contumacious. 
•fa yj jJ gardan-firdz, Stretching the 



neck; long-necked; proud, arrogant, stiff-
necked. 

gardan-kash, Exalting the neck, 
i.e. proud, haughty, refractory, disobedient, 
stubborn, obstinate \-qardan-kashan ba-
nazm, gardan-kashdni warm, Poets of dis-
tinguished merit. 

^ZitjS gardan-kasM, Pride, arrogance, 
presumption, stubbornness;—gardan-kashi 
kardan, To rebel. 

o f t gar dan-kuluft, Of a strong neck; 
a ruffian, a bully (m.c.). 

gardang, A fool, idiot; a cuckold. 
615 yftgardan-gdh, A road on the sum-

mit of a mountain ; a place in Iran, on the 
way to Mecca. 

jtA? y f t gardan-guzdr, Severing the neck 
(a sword). 

gardangal, A fool;—gardangul, 
A rolling pin. 

gird-nawdhi, Environs. 
ttJ^" gardana, A rolling-pin; a saw 

worked by two men; a musical instru-
ment ; name of a herb; a neck of land; 
the neck of a mountain ; a road on it. 

gardanha (pl. of gardan), Necks. 
^ J f t gardani, A horse-cloth; a blow on 

the nape of the neck ; fortitude, bravery ; 
a trick in wrestling;—gardani kardan, To 
disobey, to rebel. 

girdu, A nut, a walnut. 
ft ft girdwdr, A patrol, watch, guard; 

a police or customs inspector. 
isft*/ girdwdri, The office of a patrol, 

&c. (see the preceding article). 
u 4 ^ ) gird-u-pesh, = tA^ ft q.v. 
O^fi gardun, A wheel; heaven, the 

celestial globe or sphere ; chance, fortune, 
and her revolving wheel; an engine (for 
pulling up trees by the roots, &c.), a wind-
lass ; a chariot, calash, chaise; a child's 
go-cart, by which he learns to walk; a 
gun-carriage ; a cob-web ;—garduni dun-
nawdz charkhi kina-sdz, Heaven smiling 
on the base, the spheres preparing adver-
sity (for the deserving) ;—garduni mind, 
The azure sky ; —- gardun namati palang 
kard, Heaven has made a motley carpet, 
i.e. there is no peace or quiet in this world, 
the world is full of vicissitudes. 

m f t gardan iqtiddr, Powerful as 
heaven. 

cL> tyft gardun-panah, TJnder the pro-
tection of heaven ; who takes refuge with 
heaven. 

«tX> tytft gardun-tak, Swift as the revolv-
ing spheres, fleet (a horse). 

a Oi^/ gardun-tamkin, (Equal to) 
heaven in dignity or power. 

t-^lft garduncha, ^ t f i gardun-
cha'i kudak, A child's go-cart, by which it 
learns to walk. 

gir dwand, •a^fi ti^tf girdwandi 

girdwand, ^M^tfi girdwandi, Yarious de-
grees of Sufic perfection (cf. p. 697). 

^jU tyftgardun-say, Rubbing, i.e. touch-
ing, the sky. 

a oy*y> gardun-rikab, jiy gar~ 
dun-sarir, (met.) A powerful sovereign. 

^-Ap* gardun-sirisht, Proud, con-
ceited, pompous, dignified; slow, negli-
gent; absurd. 

J f o^figardmi-suwdr, o^figardun-
sair, Travelling in the sky. 

O^fi gardun-shukoh, Majestic as 
heaven. 

gardun-shigdf, Cleaving the 
sky (sound of the trumpet). 

a tffi gardun-qarin, Joined or reach-
ing to the skies. 

o j j / gardun-kaman, (met.) A power-
ful monarch. 

Qj^ft gardun-giray, Who aspires to 
higher things ; favoured by heaven. 

V gardun-naward, Travelling in 
the sky. 

a ut̂ fcii o^fi gardun-himmat, Of high-
soaring ambition, high-minded, of lofty 
aspirations. 

iiyiS garduna, A chariot, calash, gig. 
i f t garda, Powder used by painters, 

which, tied in a porous cloth, they rub over 
the outlines of their designs pricked on 
paper, thus transferring them to another 
piece of paper, pouncing-powder; also the 
pricked paper itself, a stencil - card; a 
shield; leather breeches of a wrestler; a 
shaven crown; a disc; barrel (of a drum) ; 
[garda poshidan, To rub the hands with 
dust before wrestling;]—girda, A kind of 
round cake, but not thin ; anything round ; 
a round pillow ; a round yellow patch sewed 
upon a garment to distinguish a Jew; all, 
the whole ; watch, guard ; [girda'i charkh 
(gardun), The sun and moon;]—gurda, A 
kidney; the reins ; courage. 

ft i f t gurda-alu, A fruit like an apricot 
(kidney-shaped). 

(ji^jQ a f t girda-balish (cj-s^ bdlin), A 
round pillow. 

^ t f t girdabdn, One who claps his hands 
upon meat on a table, to prevent it from 
being carried off; a watchman. 

^ 6jf gir da-bur, A wimble, auger, gimlet. 
j> girda-paz, A maker of cakes, a 

pastry-cook. 
g** ajjf girda-pech, A circuit, surround-

ing, investing, besieging; herb-seeds dressed 
with meat. 

if ttf girda-koh, Name of a mountain in 
Kurdistan. 

itf gurda-numa, Kidney-shaped, like 
a kidney. 

^ f t gardi, Wandering, travelling; 
change; revolution ; separation ; downfall, 
misfortune; affliction (used as last mem-
ber of compounds) ;—ashraf-gardi, Down-



fall of the aristocracy;—pddshdh-gardi, 
Overthrow of a king, revolution, anarchy. 

y^oy gardldan, To turn, become, return, 
change; to be inverted, converted; to go 
round, walk about, saunter; to be sur-
rounded, embraced, comprehended ; to em-
brace; to stretch oneself (especially when 
awaking from sleep) ;—az bdl gardldan, To 
change one's state or condition;—az rah 
gardldan, To stray from the right road;— 
bdz gardldan, To turn back, to retire;—du-
kdni fuldn mi-gardad, Such a one's shop, <fcc. 
is much frequented, he does a brisk trade. 

*<*t*fa gar dlda, Become, changed; sur-
rounded ; tumbled down, revolved. 

yfa gurz, A mace of gold, silver, or iron; 
a club, battle-axe ; a pestle ; penis;—gurz 
zadan, To strike with the mace. 

J W gurz-bardar, )fa gurz-ddr, A 
mace-bearer. 

(£*J)fa garazdamin, (Zand and Pazand) 
An enemy. 

O^jfa gurazdan, To help, aid ; tend the 
sick. 

8k>J fa gar-zada, Smitten with scab, 
BCabby. 

d*')fagarzish, A cry against injustice, re-
monstrance, supplication, the groans of the 
oppressed. 

<>)fa gurazm, Name of a brother of Isfan-
diyar. 

vfa*')fa garazmdn, garzmdn, The highest 
heaven; heaven. 

Ojfa garzan, Crown of the old Persian 
kings. 

tyfa garza, A very venomous kind of ser-
pent ;—gurza, A large wooden club; a 
mace; a large-headed serpent; ravenous, 
fierce ; mem brum virile ;—gurza'i gdv-pai-
Jcar (gav-chihr, gav-sdr, gdv-ear, gdv-mesh), 
The mace of king Faridun, which had the 
figure of an ox's head on the top of i t ;— 
garazuh, Name of a fragrant plant ( = Syjy— 
q.v., p. 674). 

<$*i)fa gurazidan, To help, assist; to cure. 
0i)fa girzin, A rich crown worn by the 

ancient kings of Persia (see ojfa above) ; a 
basket; a pointed arrow. 

u*fagurs, Hunger; dirt upon the body 
or linen ; curled hair ; a ringlet. 

u>~*fa gar ast, Pull of drink, intoxicated; 
swallowing. 

&-»fa giristan, To weep, to cry. 
garastudan, A steelyard for weigh-

ing large weights. 
y f f a f a garastun, A large public standard 

or weighing engine. 
^fa^fa gursnagi, Hunger. 
&j~*fa gurena, gumma, gurasna, gurisna, 

gursina, Hungry, famished;—gurusna-mdn 
ast, (vulg. m.c.) We are hungry (for gurusna 
hastim). 

gursna-chashm, Hungry-eyed ; 
envious; niggardly; poor; a beggar ; one 

who has just escaped from a famine j— 
gurena-chashmdni kan'an, An epithet of the 
brethren of Joseph. 

Jo y gursna-dil, With a famished 
heart; envious, &c. ( = ^>fa q.v.). 

<fa*~fa gareiydn, Name of a certain stone. 
)f*~fa garsewaz, Name of Afrasyab's 

brother. 
J*/ girish, An amorous glance or gesture 

( = &+*>fa q.v.). 
s — g a r shash, Name of an ancestor of 

Rustam; name of the son of Tahmasb;— 
girshdsab, A nocturnal pollution (unsup-
ported by examples). 

garshdsf, = s — ^ f a garshdeb q.v. 
j U y gurshdl, girshdl, An animal between 

a wolf and a jackal. 
V""*^ garshasp, — *r~*\*fa garshdsb q.T. 
M / girishma, An amorous glance or 

gesture. 
fa gar-ghost, Name of a plant resem-

bling spinage. 
us jy girift, He took or seized; capture, 

seizure, detention, sequestration, fine, 
mulct; a handle, catch, clutch; a fault, 
sin, crime (for which one is reviled); 
blame, reproach, taunt ; objection, 
criticism; observation, watch; an eclipse 
of the sun or moon; a thrust with a 
spear; friction; shaking with the fingers, 
or pressing upon the finger-board of a 
musical instrument, so as to produce a 
tremulous sound; a small shrill trumpet; 
—girift hardan, To shake upon a musical 
instrument; to turn away from. Also 
construed with mdndan and giriftan. 

fa±fa giriftdr, A captive, prisoner, slave ; 
involved (in trouble) ; a commencement; 
—giriftdr amadan (budan, shudan), to be or 
become captured, imprisoned, enslaved ;—• 
giriftdr hardan, To take prisoner, carry off 
captive ;—ba-ham giriftdr budan, To engage 
in a hand to hand fight. 

SAA fazifagiriftar-shuda, Taken. 
^fa-tfa giriftdrl, Captivity, bondage, im-

prisonment, embarassment. 
t,\£zifa girift-gdh, The handle, hilt, or 

grasping-place (of a sword, knife, and the 
like). 

giriftagl, Capture, seizure, deten-
tion, imprisonment; the setting of a 
broken bone; a contraction; an impedi-
ment ; — giriftagl'i aivaz, Hoarseness; — 
giriftagl'i dil, Solicitude, anxiety, grief;-— 
giriftagl'i shiham, Costiveness, constipation. 

f^ifa giriftam, I admit, take it (for 
granted). 

W^fa giriftan, (S. grabh), To take, seize, 
catch, snatch ; to make prisoner; to inter-
cept ; to rebuke ; to fine; to take reprisals; 
to suppose, to admit; to begin ; to set a 
broken bone; to close up; to undergo an 
eclipse; to make (a dwelling);— giriftan at, 
To seize b y ; to take or press out of;— 



CJ / ( 1083 ) 
giriftani danddn, The pulling out of a tooth; 
—giriftani mdh, A lunar eclipse;—giriftani 
namak, The (punishment for) disloyalty or 
ungratefulness overcoming one;—db girif-
tan, To be wetted, rained upon, watered ;— 
ba a giriftan, To keep back, retain; — ba-
hina giriftan sari angusht (sar angusht), 
To stain the finger-tipa with henna;— 
bar Jchwud giriftan, To take upon oneself; 
to assume airs, presume, arrogate;—bar 
giriftan, To decamp, to escape; to return, 
to retrace one's steps (mm.cc., see also 
( f t f j i p. 177) -—panja dar hind giriftan, 
To stain the hands with henna ;—panja dar 
ahan giriftan, To put on iron gauntlets ;— 
pesh giriftan, To undertake ; to anticipate ; 
—samar giriftan, To produce fruit;—chddar 
ru-rd giriftan, To veil the face ; — ]chardj 
bar zimma giriftan, To engage to pay tri-
bute ;—dar hisdb giriftan, To make or deem 
responsible for;—dar dil giriftan, To con-
ceive (fear) in the mind ;—dar zar (gauhar) 
giriftan, To set in gold (jewels) ; to gild 
(to stud with gems); (met.) to display 
great liberality ;—dars giriftan, To learn, 
to study ;—dar miydni khwud girifta,n, To 
contain or restrain oneself;—dast giriftan, 
To take in hand;—dud ruyi hawd-rd girift, 
Smoke pervades the air (m.c.);—zor girif-
tan, To weaken, to take away the strength 
of; — ziri pay giriftan, To trample under 
foot;—sdbaq giriftan, To learn, to take a 
lesson; — sabaqat giriftan, To excel; — sar 
giriftan, To behead, to decapitate ; to take 
place, to proceed, to progress (an affair) ; 
—shiwa giriftan, To use blandishments, 
to flatter, to coax;—'adat giriftan, To ac-
custom oneself to, take the habit of ;— 
fdli bad giriftan, To take a bad presage ;— 
quwat giriftan, To gain strength, to prevail; 
—mashq giriftan, To learn, practise, study ; 
—ndkhun giriftan, To pare the nails ;—ndjf 
giriftan, To cut the navel-string;—nam 
giriftan, To gather dew;—ham-chit mi-girim, 
also simply giram, Let us admit or suppose. 

giriftani, Criticism. 
ft) girift-u-glr, Two things adher-

ing to each other and suspended together 
( = J&* q.v., p. 189). 

toift girifta, Taken, received, seized, cap-
tured; adopted, assumptive; blamed, re-
proached; obstructed, shut, closed; eclipsed; 
& prisoner, captive; blame, reproach, con-
tumely ; a crime, s in; a mulct, fine; a 
boasting, bragging; a foolish saying or 
action; a thrust, stab; wages, price of 
labour; avaricious, stingy, sordid; a nig-
gard ; — girifta zadan, To reproach; to 
pierce; to boast;—girifta shudan, To be 
eclipsed;—ajal-girifta, Seized by fa te ; on 
the point of death;—adab-girifta, Polite, 
well-bred ; — pdy-girifta, Fled, escaped ; 
baked, kneaded;—pusari girifta, An adopt-
ed son;—pand-girifta, Admonished; well-

advised ; taking advice;—dar-ham girifta, 
Contracted, drawn together. 

a ixift girifta-khdtir. JJ teift girifta-
dil, Afflicted at heart; captivated. 

fo feifi girifta-dam, Asthma; asthmatic. 
tehfi girifta-zabdn, Stammering, hav-

ing an impediment in speech. 
s-J girifta-lab, Tongue-tied, dumb; 

silent; silence. 
e r / g a r g , Scabby, mangy;—gurg, A wolf; 

gurgi bdran-dlda, A wolf who has seen the 
rain (and is no longer non-plussed by it) ; 
(met.) experienced, cunning, up to a trick 
or two;—gurg dar pirdhan ddshtan, To as-
sociate with low or unworthy people;— 
gurg dar gala afgandan, To destroy a flock; 
—gurgi simin-sum, A strong, able-bodied 
man;—gurgi fasungar, The world; the 
sky; — gurgi yusufSuspected (without 
cause, as the wolf who was said to have 
torn Joseph). 

M ̂ Sft girig, Walking about, ambulating; 
—gurug, Collyrium. 

^ ^ gurgdbi, A kind of sandal or 
shoe. 

gurg-ispar (for sipar)i A shield 
covered with a wolf's hide. 

gurg-dshti, An insincere peace. 
gurg-dshnd'i, Hollow friend-

ship. 
<ftf gurgdn, A desert ; name of a city ; 

(pl. of gurg) wolves. 
gurgdnj, The metropolis of Khwa-

razm. 
O^ft gurgdn-rud, Name of a place and 

river on the Caspian. 
gurgani, Wolfish ; a native of Gur-

gan. 
ftfi gurgav, A kind of shoe or sandal. 
ft &/gurg-bdz ( ^ f t bdzi), A game. 
*** ^r gurg-band, Conquered, made cap-

tive ; a prisoner; light (not heavy) ;—gurg-
band kardan, To take prisoner; to oppress; 
to render light. 

fSjS gargaj, A redoubt in front of a fort. 
^ dSf gurg-dav, A t rot like that of a 

wolf. 
Sy>t gurg-deza, A dun colour; satin. 
ftf gar gar, One of the names of God; a 

throne ; name of a town in the province of 
Azarbaijan;—gir gir, A. species of bean or 
pea;—gurgur, A whisper, what is said aside. 

2, gurg-rav, = J«A q.v. above. 
M j iSSJSf gurg-zada, A wolf's whelp ; a 

young wolf ;—gurg-zada 'dqibat gurg shud, 
The whelp has finally become a wolf, i.e. 
nature will out at last. 

ft mffi gurg-sdr, Wolf-like, wolfish; 
name of a Turanian champion. 

<• iiSfi gurg-mast, A beloved object, 
cruel and fickle. 

yi-t* iiSf gurg-manish, A dissimulator; 
false, treacherous. 

y/Sfi gargan, The scab; — gargin, One 



who has a cutaneous eruptiou ; scabby;— 
gurgun, Unripe corn gathered for food. 

garganj, tfSfa garganch, The capital 
of Khwarazm. 

gurguz, garguz, Governor of a pro-
vince. 

^ f f a gargoy, Name of a champion and 
ally of Afrasyab. 

^ y ^ f , Wolfishness. 
Name of a certain city. 

i^fa gargln, Scabby, mangy ;—gurgln, 
Name of a champion. 

gurglna, A fur garment. 
pft fc-fafa gurglna-charm, Made of wolf's 

hide (drums). 
gurglna-doz, A maker of fur 

garments. 
f f a garm (S. gharma), Warm, hot ; cho-

leric, fiery ; ardent, active, zealous ; 
thronged, busy (market) ; anguish, vexa-
tion ; haste, despatch; (adv.) closely, 
Btrictly ; warmly, ardently; anxiously; 
kindly ; [garm uftad dar kdri kase, One sets 
energetically to work garm shudan, To 
grow warm; to fly in a passion; to be brisk 
(market) ; to be on the point of closing 
the eyes from sleepiness (m.c,) ; —garm 
kardan3 To make hot ; to excite, inflame, 
put in a rage; to sharpen ;—garm-u-sard, 
Hot and cold, ups and downs, prosperity 
and adversity ;—garm-u-sardi charkh, The 
sun and moon ; accidents of fortune;—ba-
taziyana garm kardan, To undertake a 
thing impetuously ;— chi garm ast, How 
hot it is) (m.c.) ;] — gurm, garm, Grief, 
Borrow, affliction, distress of mind ; taking 
little when much is required;—gurm, The 
rainbow. 

garmd, Heat, warmth, sultriness ;—• 
garmd khwurdan, To suffer from the heat. 

( J ^ y garmabdn, A hot bath ; a bath-
keeper. 

garmab-dar, A. bath-keeper. 
s*Uy garm aba, A hot bath; the money 

paid for such (?). 
y^&jUy garmdbabdn, Keeper of a hot 

bath. 
garmdbl, Warmth, heat. 

a ^ ika^ garm^ikhtildtl, Warmth of 
friendship, strong attachment, intimacy. 

aj^yi. l*y garmd-khwurda, a<ij garma-
zada, Smitten with heat. 

garmd-fizdy, Increasing heat; 
name of the third month in the era of 
Yazdagird, corresponding to May. 

j*^L*y garm-a-garm, All hot; new, fresh ; 
spontaneous, unpremeditated, extempore. 

<0Uy garmala, Name of a certain medi-
cine. 

fij^s. Uj— j Uy garmd-u-sarma khwurda. 
Who has suffered from heat and cold, ex-
perienced, inured to the vicissitudes of 
life. 

a^uy garmdwa, A hot bath. 

0W5jUy garmdwabdn, Keeper of a hot 
bath. 

^ U y g a r - m a h l , (scab-fish) A shad. 
girmd'll, Name of one of the 

princes who were compelled to perform the 
office of cook to the tyrant Zahhak. 

^ f a i«y garm-bdzdrl, Briskness of the 
market, good sale; high value or estima-
tion of anything. 

pygarm-tdzl, A furious driver. 
^ f r f f a garm-joshi, Ebullition ; warmth 

of affection; ardour, zeal, enthusiasm. 
garm-k^dna, A hot-house, subter-

raneous dwelling for warmth; a green-
house (m.c.). 

a j*6- f*y garm-khabar, Freshest news, 
latest intelligence ; a current rumour. 

r y garm-kho, Hot-tempered, of a fiery 
disposition. 

(j-**? (fay*- garm-fehubani chaman, Fra-
grant flowers and blossoms. 

f*y garm-khun, Of a hot blood; 
lively ; an ardent lover; wine containing 
much alcohol. 

y^afe^y garm-khez, An early riser; quick, 
active, hot-tempered; one who passes part 
of the night in prayer. 

O^y garmddn, A kind of fruit . 
ySj - y garm-dildn, Ardent lovers. 
oy*y garm-rdn, A furious driver, 
j^i) f»y garm-raftar, f»y garm-rav, A 

quick traveller; an impatient lover. 
tsjy garm-raun, A quick journey; 

ardour of a lover. 
6j garm-rah, Travelling or going 

quickly. 
r y garm-sukhun, Speaking with 

warmth • .speaking impressively. 
jy . r y garm-sard, Lukewarm ; ups and 

downs, vicissitudes of life. 
f«y (?), A kind of silk stuff, 

^ y garm-ser, A warm climate; a 
winter habitation in low grounds; the 
country, the cultivated fields (m.c.); wait-
ing impatiently ;—garmser raftan, To go 
into the country, into the fields. 

^gj,*- r y garm-serl, Belonging to a warm 
climate (m.c.). 

<garmish, Heat ; a fever. 
f»y garm-shitdb, Hastening, in great 

hurry, in hot haste. 
a ^-^sss'O r y garm-suhbal, Warmth of 

friendship, intimacy ; affectionate. 
a yU* f*y garm-Hndn, = ^ q.v. 
a r y garm mizaj, Hot-tempered, pas-

sionate. 
uA*y garmak, Boiled beans; an early 

melon; (dim. of garm) somewhat hot, 
warmish. 

j»y garm-kln, A bitter enemy, an 
implacable foe. 

a ^ y garm-gah, A warm place ; mid-day. 
(•/(•/garm-garm, = f>/ q.v. 



fa f f a garm-go, Eloquent; an impres-
sive speaker. 

a ( p f a garm-nafas, Of powerful breath. 
garmand, Quick, ready, prompt. 

) 1*fa garm-u-sard, = py q.v. 
\ f a f f a garmosh, A mole (see d^yfa) • 
*"fa garma, Fruits which ripen early 

(especially melons); first-fruits; hot or 
white bread. 

yd garma-bez (yt) wez), A fine sieve. 
ij*fa garmi, Heat, warmth ; briskness of 

market; heat of temper, of disposition, of 
system; affection; sexual passion; lust, 
heat; the venereal disease;—garmi i zabdni, 
Feigned affection (professed but not felt) ; 
—shiddati garmi, Excessive heat (of the 
weather). 

a garmiyat, Heat, warmth, ardour. 
t#*fa gur-mekh, A large pin or stake to 

which the heel-ropes of horses are fastened. 
t+bji. ^ y T garmi-khun aha, Excessive 

weeping. 
<u\xs+jSgarmi-dana, A rash prickly heat ; 

a rash. 
y ^ f a garmidan, To be hot, wax warm, 
i f f a gurinj, A wrinkle; the corner of a 

house ; a falcon ;—gurinj, guranj, Rice, 
far fa gurinjdr, A rice-ground. 
uU. -JjJ gurinj-khdna, The house or cage 

of a falcon. 
pAi tffa gurinj ba-shir, Rice and milk. 
itifa gurinda, A sort of brush used by 

weavers to apply paste or size to their 
warp. 

<&fa gar ang, The rendezvous of an army ; 
a field of battle ;—giring, Broken to pieces. 

Ufa gama, garni, Unless;—gurna, 
Name of a herb. 

yfa girau, girav, A wager, stake, bet; 
a pledge, pawn, depositv earnest; a con-
tract ;—girau burdan, To win the game, 
carry off tbe stakes;—girau bastan (dadan, 
titurdan, kardan, kashidan, nihddan), To 
wager, bet;—girawi mu'tabar, A sure or 
safe pledge (m.c.). 

y ^ j f a girwanidan, To cause to bet; to 
make believe. 

*^yfa garucha, Gristle, a tendon. 
fa yfagirau-ddr, A layer of bets; .a holder 

of stakes. 
))fa girwar, Fit, proper, necessary, ex-

pedient. 
\jXiji ^fa girwar-fartdsh, Whose exist-

ence is necessary. 
ififa guruza, An assembly, concourse. 

gur^8> A ringlet or braid of hai r ; 
dirt on the body or clothes; hunger. 

tjfa gnrogb, A lie. 
(fa£)fa giraugdn, A wager, stake ; a slave; 

—gurugdn, The male organ of generation. 
fafa garugar, An attribute of God, signi-

fying " who grants our desires." 
*fayfa girau-gard, Name of a city on the 

river Jaihun or Oxus. 

•tipfagirawand, A wager, stake ( = yfaq.v.) ; 
—-girwand, Pustules on the lips (which are 
said to rise in consequence of horrible 
dreams); the ringworm or tetter excori-
ating the skin and turning it white. 

hfa gur oh, A troop, squadron, com-
pany, band, levy of people, crew; a class, 
an order; a body of travellers ;—gurohi 
kabti angubin, Swarm of bees;—gurohi 
sagdn, Pack of hounds;—gur oh guroh, In 
troops, company by company. 

gitroh-d-guroh, Troop after troop, 
in troops, company by company. 

6)fa guroh-shudagi, Association, a 
uniting in a body, confederation. 

**)fa giroha, The clew of thread as 
formed upon the spindle ;—guroha, A ball, 
bowl, globe, or any spherical figure; a 
ball of thread, ball for a cannon, balista, 
or cross-bow ; the head, crown of the head ; 
a kind of sweetmeat; an assembly, con-
course, multitude of people. 

^ f a girawi, in India girwi, Pledged, 
pawned; an insect mischievous to standing 
corn;—gurwi, 8j>j ^$yfa gurwi'i zirih, Name 
of a kinsman of Afrasyab, and murderer 
of Siyawush. 

^ j f a gir vn-dar, The holder of a 
mortgage. 

<J>*iyfa girawidagi, Admiration, adoration, 
adherence, attachment. 

Q^yfa girawidan, To follow, admire, 
adore; to believe, confide in; to obey; to 
agree or be pleased with, to accept; to 
form a sincere alliance with anyone; to 
be attached ; to pledge. 

iM-ifa girawida, Attracted, attached to, 
admiring, captivated; a believer; con-
fiding. 

a ^ f a gir-wi-zabtl, Foreclosure of a 
pledge or mortgage. 

<J>)fa girwi-ndma, A deed of mortgage. 
ifa gara, A cup or ewer; mouldiness;— 

girih, A knot, a knur (as iu a thread or on 
wood), a knob, a joint; a button or any-
thing for fastening garments ; a gland; a 
kernel; a purse; an abscess ; a knuckle; 
articulation; three finger-breadths; a 
difficulty ; the seed of a thorny tree used 
for tanning; the heart; [girih baz kardan, 
To untie a knot;—girih ba-bdd bastan, To 
accomplish something difficult, to solve 
an intricate matter;—girih ba-bdd (ba-
8dya) zadan, To act rashly ; to rely upon • 
life; to bend one's heart on worldly things ; 
—girih bar abru anddkhtan (awardan, 
zadan), To frown, to look cross;—girih bar 
bandi qabd bastan (zadan);—To make a 
knot in one's waist-band (in order to re-
member something ) ;—girih bar jdbin (ru) 
zadan, To frown ;—girih bar-zadan gosh-rd 
— girih bar gosh zadan, q.v. below;—girih bar 
kamar zadan, To gird oneself, to put on a 
belt; to tie money in one's belt;—girih bar 



girih, Knot upon knot, difficulty upon diffi-
culty ;—girih bar gosh zadan, To turn a deaf 
ear to another's speech ; to rub the ears;— 
girih bastan, To knot, to concrete (as honey); 
—girih ba-lcar anddkhtan (zadan), To with-
hold necessaries, to thwart, disappoint;— 
girih dar abru zadan (kardan), To frown 
girih dar kar uftddan, A matter miscarries, 
one fails in one's undertaking ;—girih dar 
gain zadan, To strangle;—girihi zaban, 
Impediment in speech; — girih zadan, To 
lay up a treasure, to amass wealth; to 
knot the hair ; to buckle; to place con-
fidence in;—girih shudani kdr (kdr-u-bar), 
Failure, disappointment, being thwarted; 
—girihi ta'un, A carbuncle, an anthrax ;— 
girih giriftan, To be tied (as the tongue), 
and unable to articulate ;—girih gashtani 
asihk dar gal-u, To be on the point of crying 
and weeping;—girih gashtani abru, A frown; 
—girih guftan, To abuse, to inBult;—girihi 
goeht, A gland in the body, kernel in the 
flesh;—dar girih bastan (zadan), To tie in 
a knot;]—guruh, A troop, &c. ( = *jfi q-?-)-

jk girih-bur, A cutpurse. 
* ifi girih bar bad, (difficulties to the 

wind!) Indifference to worldly concerns. 
A** tfi girih-band, A coat-button; the 

waistband of drawers ; one who ties a knot. 
ifi girih-banddn, The birth-day, the 

anniversary of one's birth ( = C q.v., 
p. 643). 

^Ufcej t f i girih-peshdni, With wrinkled 
brow, cross-looking. 

(j* ifi girih-tan, A snail; a spider's web. 
girihcha, A little knot. 

ft tfi girih-ddr, Knotted, knot ty; 
jointed; intricate. 

jty girih-zdr, A place abounding in 
knots, <fec.; curly hair. 

ft tfi girih-sdz, Who makes a knot, &c. 
airihak, A little knot. 

\-iS&fi girih kushd, A looser of knots ; a 
solver of difficulties; anything by which a 
knot is loosened, as a pin, the finger-nail, <fec. 

yltfi t f i girih-gardan, Name of a game. 
ft *>$ girih-glr, Inclined to be knotty or 

curled, curly. 
giriha, girihha, A little kno t ; a joint 

in a herb ;—guruha, A ball; a company of 
people. 

garh Any standard of measure, 
whether for land, cloth, grain, liquids, or 
t ime; a measure of time, twenty-two 
minutes and thirty seconds ; a clepsydra; 
the itch, scab; practice, trade, office, &c. 
(at the end of compounds) ;—gire, A knot ; 
the neck ;—girl, Weep thou; weeping; the 
neck ; (S. giri) a mountain; (for giri) thou 
mayeBt take. 

giry&t Weeping ; one who weeps. 
H JW/ garyal, A round flat plate of bell-

metal, used in the East as a bell to strike 
he hours upon. 

a l s l ^ g i r y d - l i q d , A monstrous appear-
ance, a hideous figure. 

tftftgirydn, Weeping, crying excessively ; 
causing to weep; a weeper; [girydn 
shudan, To weep, bewail; ]—-gurydn, The 
fire-place or furnace of a hot-bath; a 
sacrifice or offering made for deliverance 
from calamity. 

^ k f i girydni, The act of weeping; lamen-
tation, plaint. 

giryanidan>To cause to weep. 
<-r~i.fi girlb, A land-measure (see 
(ft-if giriban, A collar, the opening or 

breast of a garment; a cape, a hood; 
(met.) the neck; a pocket;—giriban daman 
kardan, To meditate, to be wrapt in ecstacy; 
—girlbdni dasht (koh), The middle part of 
a mountain or any place in it;—giriban 
rekhtan, To adjust a collar; — girlbdni 
samur, A sable or fur trimming ;—giriban 
Icardan, To tear (a garment);—girlbdni 
hirdi, A vest worn at the approach of 
winter;—giriban giriftan, To seize (one's 
own) collar; (met.) to apologise, to ask 
pardon; to prepare for war or battle;—• 
girlbdn-girifta dwardan, To drag to the 
place by force;—giribdn-hd ba-ddman raft, 
The collars reached as far as the skirt. 

(ft>fi giriban-kashi, The pulling at 
one's collar. 

rfi giribdn-gir, An accuser, a plain-
tiff, an apologist. 

^Uifi girlbdni, A kind of loose vest ; a 
leathern braid or trimming sewed to the 
collar of a coat. 

tffi gurich, i^fi gurlcha, A hut, hovel, 
cottage, cell; a small building set upon 
posts; a dungeon;—gurlcha, A sort of 
sweetmeat. 

(jy&>f gurekhtan (imp. gurez), To fly, 
flee, run away; to escape ; to take refuge, 
retire, retreat;—dar khumd gurekhtan, To 
collect oneself. 

te&figurekhta, A fugitive. 
v&ft girekhta - khyjab, Sleepless 

(eye). 
Jifi girid, The island of Crete or Candy; 

(for girid, 2nd pl. of giriftan) you take; 
take ye. 

ytfi gurez, (imp, of gurekhtan, in comp.) 
Flying, a fugi t ive; flight; deviation, re-
gression, abhorrence, aversion, abstinence, 
fast ing; the general or leader of an army; 
an eloquent man; a part of a beam pro-
jecting beyond a wall;—gurez dwardan, To 
flee towards ;—gurez dashtan, To dispense 
w i t h ; — r u y ba-gurez dwardan (nihadan), 
To take to flight;—mar a az shum a gurez 
nlst, You are indispensable to us, we can-
not do without you. (Also construed with 
budan, zadan, kardan, <fcc.) 

(^f-fi gurezdn, Taking flight;—gureean 
shudan, To fly. 

0*i\jifi gurezandan, To put to flight j to 



cause to escape;—dar-gurezandan, To cause 
to take refuge. 

O^yfa gurezdnldan, To put to flight. 
^ yfa gurez-pd, A fugitive, a runaway ; 

unstable, unsteady. 
^ yfa gurez-gdh, ^ yfa gurez-gah, Time or 

place of fleeing; a place of escape; an 
asylum, place of refuge, retreat. 

&^yfa gurezanda, A fugit ive; quicksilver, 
<syfagurezi, Plight, 
O^yfa gurezldan, To fly, to flee. 
ijrifa girls, Deceit, f raud, artifice, 
(^s—ifa gir 1st an, To weep, cry, bewail;— 

girlstani ayina, The weeping of the mirror 
(a manner of taking omen concerning the 
safe return of a traveller by placing some 
leaves upon a mirror and pouring water 
over them) ;—giristani hawd, Weeping of 
the atmosphere, i.e. raining. 

*i£j—ifa garlsang, A ditch, a hollow place 
in the ground;—gurisang, The note of the 
nightingale; the shout made by a party 
of religious mendicants. 

t*~ifa girlsa, Fraud, deceit. 
Q±*~ifa girlsidan, To deceive, defraud, 

cheat. 
tj&i/ garesh, Name of a little, long-legged, 

and swift animal. 
&fa gurlgh (for gurez), 'Flying; a fugi-

tive ; flight. 
if&ifa gur eftan, To flee, to run away. 
i\S±fa girl-gah, That part of the pilav 

which touches a neck of mutton when 
stewing in a pot. 

t j j j f a giryanda, A weeper, a wailer. 
&f(jfagrlnlch, Greenwich (m.c.). 
yfa girlv, A stake, pledge, hostage. 
lyyfa girlwara, A necklace. 
t'fafa girewdza, A string of beads. 
i$\yfa airlwdn, A collar. 
fttyfagarayudum, Perfidy, treachery. 
yyfa gariwan, oiy/ giriwand, Scab, ring-

worm. 
tyfa garlwa, girlwa, A low hi l l ; a high 

bank, high ground, a mound of earth 
which has been worn into gulleys by the 

a ravine ; a steep or difficult pass. rain 
iifa girya, A plaint, lamentation; crying, 

weeping, tears;—girya az chashm gushddan, 
To make the eyes cry;—girya afgandan 
(anddkhtan, zadan, kardan), To weep, to 
cry ;—girya'i tdk, Wine ;—girya'i chiragh. 
Drops flowing from a candle; — girya'i 
ihdma, Writing ;—girya dar chashm (dlda) 
shikastan, Tears gather in the eyes ;—girya 
dar galu pechldan (girih shudan), To choke 
with tears ;—girya dar galu ddshtan, To be 
ready to cry ;—girya'i ragi tak, Wine ;— 
girya'i rilhdnl, Inward tears, tears unshed 
from excess of grief ;—girya'i sard, Croco-
dile tears;—girya'i shddl, Tears of joy ;— 
girya'i sham', Drops flowing from a 
candle;—girya'i shlsha, Wine poured from 
the bottle into the cup;—girya firo khwur-

dan, To suppress one's tears ;—girya kardan, 
To weep, to cry, to lament (m.c.);—girya'i 
mastdna, Tears from intoxication;—girya 
u zari, Weeping and wailing. 

AM &ifa girya-dshdm, Drinking tears. 
*fa\ &ifa girya-alud, Tear-stained. 

'fay ^ifa girya-pardaz, Given to weeping, 
tearful, lachrymose. 

O^) *ifa girya-zandn, yUS" &>fa girya-kundn, 
Weeping, crying (plural). 

*ifa girya-gah, A place of weeping. 
fa ^fa girya-gar, Weeping, crying. 

ifa giryamand, cjlU^y giryandk, Tear-
ful, lachrymose. 

&ifa girya-hdyahdy, ^^ hfa girya-
hdyhd, girya-hdyhay, Weeping 
and lamenting; tears and wailings. 

giri'ldan, To weep, <fcc. ( = <jJ~~>.fa 
q.v.). 

fa gaz, The tamarisk-tree ; a yard for 
measuring cloth; a cubit, a length of 24 
finger-breadths, or six hands ; a ramrod ; 
a sort of arrow or dart without wing or 
point, the two ends being small and the 
middle thick ; (in comp.) biting, pungent, 
as zabdn-gaz " biting the tongue, acrid " ; 
[_gaz zadan (kardan), To measure with the 
yard, &c.;—gazi shdygdn (mulk), A mea-
sure equal to half the height of a man of 
ordinary stature (used chiefly in Khura-
san) ;]—giz, A tooth. 

\fa gazd, Biting; hu r t fu l ; harm, loss ; a 
biting serpent. 

fafa guzdr, A pass, passage ; a surgeon's 
lancet or cupping-instrument; the outline 
of a drawing; payment of debt ; perform-
ance of prayer ; sleep, dream; (imp. of 
guzashtan) leave thou; (in comp.) who 
leaves, quits, or pays. 

guzdrd, Pay ing ; an utterer of 
words. 

O^fafa guzdr dan, To pass on (a message) ; 
to quit, leave; to pay, discharge; to draw 
the outline of a picture. 

**fafa guzdr da, Discharged, paid (debt). 
d^fafa guzdrish, The interpretation of a 

dream ; explanation; utterance ; a quit-
ting, a leaving; a discharging, paying. 

J^^faguzdrish-kun, An expounder ; an 
interpreter; a describer. 

fad^fafa guzdrishgar, An interpreter of 
dreams; one who transmits, brings, con-
veys, carries, represents; one who agrees 
or consents. 

tsfa^fafa guzdrishgarl, Explanation, inter-
pretation. 

(jy^f^fa guzarishn, Interpretation of a 
dream ; explanation ; utterance ; a quitting, 
discharging. 

\j*fafaguzarish-ndma, ^^fa guzd-
rishl-nama, i^U ^faguzdr-ndma, A book on 
the interpretation of dreams; a commen-
tary. 

i<tij\fa guzaranda, Who leaves or quits; 



who causeB to pass; a prayer ; a speaker; 
a drawer of pictures. 

tyfi gazdra, A thing, substance, fact, 
history ; —guzara, The interpretation of 
dreams; explanation; excess, much. 

tyfi guzdra-ndma, A book containing 
the interpretation of dreams; a commen-
tary. 

W'HJV g^or ldan , To pay, perform, or 
satisfy ; to speak ; to sketch, draw an out-
line, mark, or trace ;—nuqta guzar idan, To 
put a dot. 

jV guzdz, The uneasiness which men 
suffer from heat, passion, and the like. 

guzdstan, To curry hides, dress 
skins ; to lay stones. 

guzdshtan, To pass by ; to quit, 
leave; to pay a debt or fine, make a pre-
sent on the renewal of a lease and the like 
to transmit, remit an offence ; to make a 
sketch of a drawing, to mark or trace. 

gizdf, guzdf, Foolish, vain, idle, ex-
travagant ; very much, innumerable, ex-
treme;—gizdf hardan, To spoil, to ruin;—• 
ba-guzdf, At random, by guess ;—ba-guzdf 
satandan, To take, to buy any indefinite 
quantity, without weight, measure, or 
number;—ba-guzdf farokhtan, To sell in 
the gross. 

yV&ji^S" gazdf-rangdn, Quickness, activity. 
M\fi gizdf a, Innumerable, much ; bound-

less ; vanity, an idle, foolish saying or 
action. 

ft 6±\fi gizafa-har, Acting wantonly, 
vain, foolish. 

($\fi gaz an, Biting, pungent;-—guzan, 
Choosing, selecting; adopting. 

L S ) ^ $ gaz-anddzl, Archery with the 
arrow gaz. 

fi gaz-angubin, Basrah honey, 
manna ; bitter honey. 

yj^i^ gazanldan, To cause to bi te ; to 
injure. 

(J^j) fifigazdv-rangdn, Quickness, haste. 
(j&sfifi gazdwangdn, Haste, speed, acti-

vity. 
i f t f i gazdwa, A litter for camel or ele-

phant . 
t s \ f i grndy, Who wounds or injures. 

gat&ya-n* Injur ious, hurtful , detri-
mental. 

guzdyisian, To pass, pervade. 
gazdyish, gizdyish, A stick for 

driving caifcle; a twisting, contortion;— 
guzdyish, gazdyish, Fit, proper; ivy (the 
latter meaning unsupported by examples). 

WĴ JS' guzayanda, Pervading; pressing, 
urgent (affair). 

gazaidan, To bi te ; to injui'e ;— 
giza'idan, To sow, to plant. 

ĵ } fi gaz-baz, Who dances with the arrow 
gaz. 

fi gaz-bdtl, A particular kind of 
dance. 

&fi guzd, guzda, A champion (pro-
bably misreading for sfigurd). 

$fi gazar, A carrot; a pestle ;—guzar, A 
passage, t rans i t ; a scrip; a dream ;—guzir, 
guzar, Remedy, help ;—guzar nisi, There is 
no help. 

V^yfi guzar an, Help, remedy. 
dyfi guzard, A remedy, help, or cure;— 

nd-guzard, Remediless ( = e^c S). 
O^'fi guzardan, To apply a remedy, 
i - y .fi guzar-nama, A book on the inter-

pretation of dreams. 
tjfigazura, A herb called sarzira. 

gazf, guzf, Pi tch or tar ; silver burnt 
black ; goldsmiths' black (a kind of com-
position). 

*&fi gazah, A relish (eaten with wine) ; a 
devil; a sweetmeat made of sesame and 
sugar; nipped with cold ;—gazah zadani 
zakhm, The shrivelling of a wound. 

fi^j <£figamh-zada, Corrugated, shrivelled 
(a wound). 

fi fi gaz-gaz jastan, To leap or jump 
friskily. 

tsiifi gizlih, A small long-handled knife ; 
a sort of penknife with a crooked point 
and narrow at the other end, chiefly brought 
from Egypt. 

f f i gazm, The tamarisk-tree. 
ftfi gazmd, A kind of sorrel. 

gazmdzah, j f t f i gazmazu, The f rui t 
of the tamarisk-tree. 

y fi gaz-mar, Computation of the mea-
surements of a building; computation, 
number. 

gazma, A patrol (m.c.). 
L*fi gazma-bdehi, The head man of 

a patrol (m.c.). 
ftfi gazambu, Manna ; honey (doubtful; 

see ftfi)-
•&fi gazand, Loss, injury, damage, mis-

hap, misfortune, ruin, calamity; a fatal 
accident in consequence of witchcraft (con-
strued with amadan, dashtan, rasdnidan, 
rasldan, rekhtan, kardan, kashidan, yaftan, 
Ac.). 

(jUj j j f i gazand-rasdn, Injurious, hurt-
ful . 

t j f t ifi gazand-rasani, Injuriousness. 
<J*fi guzandagi, Mordacity, bite, sting. 
mfigazanda, Biting, stinging; -injurious, 

hu r t fu l ; venomous, noxious; a venomous 
reptile or reptiles. 

Q^ttfi gazangubin, fiifi gazangu, Manna. 
AJJfi gaznand, A sack filled with straw. 
&fi gazna, A nettle. 
<Jfi gaznai, Wet and withered (winter-

plant). 
gazauian, Mountain-balm (see ohf)-

tjfiguzud, A beetle (probably misreading 
for J j / 'q .v . ) . 

^ f i gazi, A coarse kind of (cotton) 
cloth. 

^ f i gazi ba-guzi (?), Most vile. 



"Hi)* gazlt, gizyat (whence A. hy-, or vice 
versa?), An annual tax exacted by govern-
ment ; capitation-tax paid by Jews and 
Christians ;—guzlt, Chosen, approved. 

*ifa gazld, A gift, present, douceur, 
bribe; a tribute imposed by conquerors (cf. 
preceding article);—guzld, Selected, chosen, 
distinguished ; a game like leap-frog. ' 

fa^fagazldgar, Tributary, subject. 
ifa^fa gazidagl, A bite, a sting. 
O^ifa gazidcm, To bite; to sting, prick 

with a needle; to wound with weapon or 
tongue ; to cut off; to fear ; to imagine ; 
[gazldani chashm, The evil eye ;J—guzldan, 
To choose, select, prefer; to assist. 

i^^ifagazidani, To be bitten ;—guzldanl, 
To be chosen, worthy of being chosen. 

&lA>-fa gazlda, Bitten; alarmed, afra id; 
vexed, indignant; imagined;—guzlda, Cho-
sen, excellent; peculiar, private; a selec-
tion ; assistance; name of a boy's game ; 
—guzlda'i akhyar, Chosen above all people, 
the most excellent of the just;—guzlda'i 
shah an, The best of kings ;—ai shdhi 'dlam 
u guzlda'i banl adam, 0 king of the world, 
and chosen of the sons of Adam ! 

yfagazlr, gizlr, A vazir; the superinten-
dent or collector of the revenue; a hero, 
champion;—guzlr, Aid, help, remedy; es-
cape ;—guzlr hardan, To help ;—guzir na-
dashtan, To be without remedy; to be 
unable to do without. 

*yfaguzlra, A remedy, help, cure. 
W.fa gazln, Bi t ing; a nettle ;—guzln, 

Electing, choosing ; chosen. 
<J^tfa gvzlnish, Approbation ; property, 

peculiarity; chosen. 
guzlnanda, A chooser. 

gazlna, AD iron or wooden mallet; a 
coppersmith's hammer; a storehouse, trea-
sury ; a thick (or close) aud rather coarse 
kind of cotton cloth for making tents or 
for clothing tbe poor (see ^jfa);—guzlna, 
Choice, excellent, chosen, approved; pro-
perty, innate quality. 

guzlnl, Property, quality, disposi-
tion. 

yfagizlv, A stake, pledge, hostage (doubt-
ful, see yfa). 

^>.fa gizya, A poll-tax, capitation-tax (see 

fafaguzhdzh, The crop or gizzard of a bird. 
fa gazh-dum, A scorpion; the sign 

Scorpion. 
gazhdaham, Name of a champion of 

Persia; governor of the fortress Dizhi 
saped. 

<-*fgazhf, Pitch ; silver burnt black. 
fa fa gazh-gdv, A sea-horse or cow (see 

fa'fa p. 8 8 7 ) . 
guzhm, Sorrow, distress of mind; a 

large-stemmed and leafy tree, called the 
gnat-tree. 

jfagazhu, The tamarisk-tree (doubtful). 

ifai'fa guzhunl, A roof made of cane and 
covered with clay. 

Ufa gazha, A certain stone; concha ve-
neris. 

•faS gusdr, (in comp.) Carrying away, 
removing; letting go, dissipating, assuag-
ing ; taking down, consuming, drinking, as : 
—gham-gusar, Removing grief, i.e. a friend ; 
also one who experiences sorrow;—mai-
gusdr, Who drinks wine. 

Q*fa~$gusardan, To quit, leave j to drink 
(wine) ; to experience (sorrow), 

t*fa~Zgusarda, Left, quitted, 
^ y SaJJL.J' gusdranda'i mat, The cup-

bearer; a wine-drinker. 
y^ifaS gusdrandan, To break, to dis-

solve ; to drink. 
^gusdrldan, = yJjl^Tq.v. 

gusdnldan (caus. of, and — ya— 
q,v,), To cause to break off ; to break off 
(trans, and intrans.). 

gast, Ugly, shameful, base, dis-
pleasing. 

gmtd&h, Arrogant, presumptuous, 
bold, rash, audacious, uncivil, rude, impu-
dent, cruel; construed with shudan, raftan, 
nishastan, &c. 

AiU-U-.$gusta-khdna, Impudent ly; rashly. 
f^^r gustdhh-chashm, Bold of look; 

rash, fool-hardy ; looking angry. 
gustakh-dast, Quick, dex-

terous. 
(j)) gustahh-ruy, Shameless, impu-

dent. 
a > t^S gustakh-siyar, Of bold or im-

pudent manners. 
c^—^ gustdkh.za.bdn, ^ f a c^—^ gui-

takh-goy, Of froward speech; talking arro-
gantly. 

^Xx^Sgustdkhl, Arrogance, want of ur-
banity or politeness, rudeness, freedom, 
familiarity ;—gustdkhl mu'df, (Let) rude-
ness (be) pardoned, i.e. pardon my rudeness. 

gustar, A bed ; a bolster, a pillow ; 
the black or white thorn; (in comp.) 
spreading, strewing, scattering, diffusing ; 
a spreader, strewer, scatterer;—khdni mah-
ramat-gmtar, A most generous prince. 

gustardndan, —$ gustardnl-
dan, To spread, strew; to cause to spread. 

(ju'stardnlda, Strewn, spread. 
yjfaSgustardan, To expand, diffuse; to 

make (a bed) ; to spread; to arrange. 
^^ faSgus ta rdan l , Anything to be spread, 

a bed, cushion, carpet, &c. 
tjfasgustarda, Spread (bed) ; a founda-

tion. 
pis' tjy^S gustarda-hdm, Successful in 

everything, most fortunate. 
Ji>}z~Sgustarish, Anything that may be 

spread; a carpet. 
^y^S gustarl, (in comp.) A spreading, 

diffusing, as:—'adalat gustarl, The dis-
pensing of justice, &c. 
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gustaridan, To spread; to arrange. 
gustuwan, Horse-armour. 

&z~$gasta, The dung of horses and the 
like;—gusta, Starving, hungry (probably 
misreading for <u,~.f). 

gustaham, Name of the grandson 
of Minuchihr; also of a certain champion 
of Iran. 

gasti, Ugliness, deformity. 
gusikhtan, To break, tear, pull, or 

twist off; to burst, be broken. 
o^5—^gueistagi, Breach, interruption. 
cH ^ gusistan, gusustan, To break off; 

to be broken or twisted off;—bar-gusistan, 
To break or be broken off ( = gusistan); to 
reverse, to invert (:= ^ J u i W / ^ q.v. p. 177). 

&—* gusista, gususta, Broken, broken 
off; abrupt. 

(JJLA1^ —S gusista-dshydn, Whose nest 
has been destroyed (bird). 

gusisia-bunyad, Eradicated, 
demolished from the foundations. 

gusasta-pai, (A bow) whose 
string is broken. 

^ te—t gusista-dil, Heart-broken ; 
afflicted, distressed. 

Ax—S gusista-dam, Breathless, ex-
hausted. 

As-—f gusista-ruda, Griped in" the 
bowels. 

a ^Uc —f gusista-Hnan, ^Wl gu-
sista-liham, ft* gusista-makdr, Ungo-
vernable (horse) ; bold, warlike (man). 

Ut̂ i gusista g&aug&a, A subsiding 
tumult. 

a ft gusista-nur, The new moon; 
a drinking-vessel in the form of a ship. 

ft* gusil, A breaking ; (in comp.) break-
ing, tearing, destroying, as •. —jdn-gusil, 
Heart-breaking; — gham-ausih Destroying 
care. 

q^jX^X gusildnldan, To break, to cause 
to break ; to snap asunder. 

gusila, A bit broken off, a frag-
ment. 

gusilidan, To break; to snap 
asunder. 

gusn, Hunger. 
ft\i~£ gus-ndmdr, Extreme hunger. 

$ gusanda, Desire, appetite; pith of 
a tree. 

S gusnagi, Hunger. 
AA—$gmna, Hungry. 
^-Sgisnu Assafcetida (see ^ — 

gusi, Dismission, discarding, a send-
ing away; a bidding farewell; sloth, hea-
viness, torpor;—gusi kardan, To give leave, 
to dismiss ; to depart. 

gusikktan (imp. gusil), To snap 
asunder, separate. 

gusikhta, Broken ofl. 
gusil, Dismission; farewell; a 

breaking, tearing;—gusil kardan, To send 
away. 

( 1090 ) US 
ausild. Bending, doubling} nux gusila, 

vomica. 
{jr* gash, Delicate, handsome, genteel; 

the blandishments and coquetry of girls j 
the elegant air of a pretty woman; joy, 
gladness; a boat ; temptation, evil sugges-
tion ( = A-J-J q.v.); interruption, hin-
drance, impediment;—gish, The heart;— 
gush, Humour or temperament of the 
body, of which there are four:—gushi zard, 
(yellow humour) Bile ;—gushi safed, (white 
humour) Phlegm ;—gushi surkh, (red hu-
mour) Blood;—gushi siyah, (black humour) 
Gall. 

^ gushd, (imp. of gushddan, in comp.) 
Opening, loosening, solving. 

oUSgushad, H e opened; wide, broad; vic-
tory, conquest; happy, well; happiness; dis-
charging an arrow; the taking of a pawn 
in the game of nard;—gushad dddan, To 
make one obtain his wish, carry out his 
purpose; to make an affair succeed;—• 
gushddi kdr, The opening or accomplishing 
of an affair; — hhdtir-gushdd, Gladness, 
hilarity. 

^j&U^ gushddagi, Width, space, open-
ness. 

gushddan, To open, &c. (— goU^-

q/v., p. 1031) ;—az hamin gushddan, To 
break forth from an ambush, to attack ;— 
afsdna gushddan, To relate at full length; 
—bar-gushddan, To open;—zabdn (sukhun) 
bar-gushddan, To begin to speak. 

J>\JIS gushdd-nama, A royal mandate, 
diploma, patent, or privilege ; lettering or 
title-page. 

a g u s h a d a , Opened; open. 
gushada-abru, With open eye-

brows, joyous, glad/ 
CJIgushdda-peshani jabin), 

Serene, pleasant, affable. 
ft itiiS gushada.dil, Open-hearted, libe-

ral. 
stliSgUshdda-ru, Open-faced, pleasant, 

agreeable ;—gushdda-rau (rav), Straddling 
(horse). 

aushdda-zabdn, Eloquent. 
c jLt / gushada-zulf, With loosened 

curls. 
(jjafe-. fi j LAS gush ada - s ukh un, Eloquent. 
a 8 g u s h a d a J c a f , Open-handed, 

liberal, generous ; pleasant, open-hearted. 
a gushadii-mashrab, Of an 

open disposition, candid ; jovial. 
gushdd-hangamdn. Four sea-

sons. 
aushadi, Openness ; opening, 

s—• gush asb, Name of an ancient king 
of Persia (the same as Gushtasb). 

<*)IAS gushdk, An arm long from the 
shoulder to the elbow. 

gushdydnidan (caus. of gushd-
dan), To cause to open, &c. 

ajujUS gashdyanda, Who opens, opening. 



gushb, Leaping; a leaper, juniper, 
yl* ^ gushb-banu, Name of Rust am's 

daughter. 
gasht, I t came to pass; walking, 

strutting, looking about, surrounding, 
going round (especially guards patrolling), 
perambulation, recreation, amusement, di-
version ; motion, rotation ; erasure, oblite-
ration ; state, condition, posture of affairs; 
a pumpkin; tbe bitter purging apple ;— 
gashti hoh u dasht, A tour through hills and 
deserts ;—gasht u guzdr hardan, To take a 
walk; to wander, stray, stroll, saunter. 

gushtd, Heaven, paradise. 
gushtaspfName of a king of Per-

sia (Darius Hystaspes); a channel by 
which communications of divine grace are 
made from the Creator to the creature. 

o r - ^ " ^ gushtaspi, Relating to king Gush-
tasp; name of a fire-temple, also called 

q.v., p. 31. 
ut^iS j> u\*Jt£ gasht-bar-gasht, Pold upon 

fold; a certain creeping-plant. 
gushtasb, An ancient king of 

Persia. 
gasht-salami, A tax exacted by 

the qd?i when on a circuit. 
gashtah, A beetle. 
gashtagi, Perversion, perverseness. 

a J W - us^A gasht-mahal, A toll or tran-
sit-duty levied on boats. 

gashtan, To turn, return, change, 
alter, repeat, renew; to become, to be 
chauged, converted, perverted; to twist; 
to go away, depart; to saunter, to look 
about (m.c.) ; to peruse (a book) ; [gash-
tani ruy, A distemper attended with con-
vulsions ; a squint of the eye, twist of the 
nose or month to one side ; a wrinkle;— 
gashtan girdi dil, To revolve in one's mind; 
—baz gashtan, To return, come back ;]— 
gishtan, To bend, incline. 

gashta, Returned, converted, per-
verted; inverted,reversed; become,formed; 
firm ; changed ; squint-eyed;—gishta, An 
aromatic compound like the A. JkJ q.v.;— 
gushta, Hungry. 

jj.. gishta-soz, A censer, in which the 
perfume gishta is burnt. 

gashti, Watch, sentinel, patrol; 
gladness, happiness, health ; a merry, spor-
tive air. 

gashtiya, A watchman, patrol, 
sgashasb, Splendour, lustre ; (in 

comp.) a worshipper;—gushasb, Name of a 
king; leaping, jumping. 

^jf^iS gashasbi, One of the sect of the 
illuminati (see p. 64). 

t-iAi' gashf, Pi tch; silver burnt black; 
goldsmiths' black (see and <~±f). 

y-Ai" gashn, gashan, gushn, Much, abun-
dant, numerous;— gushn, The male of any 
animal; a male palm-tree; a desire for the 
male; pregnancy, gestation; fruitfulness 

of a palm-tree;—gushn dadan, To give the 
male (to any animal) ; to sprinkle the fe-
male palm-tree with the male flowers;— 
gushn giriftan, To take the male; to be 
impregnated ;—ba-gushn amadan, To be in 
heat (a bitch). 

y&i^ gushn-buz, A he-goat, 
tfji. tf-iS gushn-hhipdh, In want of the 

male; — gushn-lchwdh shudan, To be in 
heat. 

gashan - shdJsJi, With many 
branches. 

gash-nishin, The fourth of the 
month. 

dtitySS gushnndk, Pregnant. 
uAU^ gashanah, A beetle (unsupported 

by examples). 
gushna, Hungry. 

gushni, The act of generation; 
application of the male flowers of the palm 
to the female ;—gushni hardan, To engen-
der, to cover. 

y^X gushn-yafta, Taken the male, 
covered, lined, impregnated (female). 

8jW ( j i ^ gushni-dada, Fructified, im-
pregnated (female palm-tree). 

ytJv&S gashniz, A mirthful, sportful, joy-
ous a i r ; joy, mi r th ; joyful;—gishniz, 
Coriander-seed. 

a gishniz-hisrim, Q rape-wine. 
gushud, An opening, an aperture. 

gushudan, To open ;—gushudani 
bakht, Success, happy issue. 

^yi-f gasht, gashshi, Health, happiness;— 
gashshi, A graceful air in walking. 

U^ gat a, A trap-ball stick. 
guft, He said, he spoke; a word, 

saying, speech, discourse; anything thick 
and dense; a garment of a close texture;— 
guft-u-qadam, Speaking and doing, talk 
and action ; — guft-n-shinau, guft-u-shunid, 
Speaking and hearing, question and answer, 
dialogue, conversation, conference, debate, 
controversy;—guft-wgoy (guy), guft-u-gu, 
Conversation, common talk, discourse, 
rumours, reports, news; disputes, jarring 
pretensions, law-suits, squabbles; super-
fluity of words; also eloquence. 

guftd, He said. 
guftar, Speech, conversation ; a say-

ing ; a chapter. 
faiS guftar did, Thoughtfulness, con-

siderate speech. 
yj^UAf guftaridan, To speak. 

guftan, A locust, or a bird resem-
bling it.; a green fish. 

Xgjjt, «s*JS guft-shunid, Conversation; con-
troversy. 

faxS guftgu, Parley; — guftgu shudan, 
Conversation, &c., takes place; — guftgu 
hardan, To converse, dispute, Ac.;—dar 
in guft-gu, During this conversation, mean-
while (m.c.). 

^tS guftan, To say, speak, call, relate, 



rehearse, repeat; to tell; to compose (a 
poem) ; to sing, to modulate; to open, 
cleave;—mi-guyand, People say, it is said 
(m.c.) ;—na-gu (go), Bo not speak of i t ; 
you don't say so ! it is incredible (m.c.);—• 
bdz guftan, To state fully, openly. 

guftani, Fit or worthy to be said, 
told, or spoken, 

y j ^iS guft-u-gu, = faxiS q.v. above, 
tow gufta, Said, related, spoken; a 

speech ;—gufta shudan, To be related or 
published;—tauba guftan, To repent, to 
express repentance;—nishan guftan, To 
show, point out, indicate ( = nishdn dadan, 
q.v. under yUi);—bar-guftan, To speak, 
&c. ( — guftan), 

{J>*£gufti, Speech;—gufte, A thing spoken 
or spoken of, a matter, a subject of speech. 

J5" gil, Clay, mud; [gili armani, Bole 
armoniac;—gili igrltus, Cretan earth ;— 
gili bahri, A kind of red earth resembling 
vermilion ;—gili pdrsi, A kind of clay with 
which women wash their heads ;—gili par-
warda, The human body ;—gili tang, Clay, 
potters' earth;—-gili hikmat, Lute, cement, 
mud-cement (used to close the mouth of a 
vessel);—gili hay a, A kind of clay which 
is used to make a fire burn ; — gili khu-
rasani (according to others, khwurdanl), 
A kind of eatable chalk ; — gili kh,un, 
Seahng-clay ;—gil dar db kardan (giriftan), 
To make preparations (for building, &c.) ; 
—gili zard, A kind of yellow clay brought 
from the neighbourhood of Constantinople ; 
—gili surkh, Bole armoniac;—gili sar-shuy, 
Persian earth used for cleansing the head; 
— gil sirishtan, To knead, to mix; — 
gili shdmtis (shamusi), Samian earth;— 
gili safed, Chalk ;—gil shudan, To become 
stained, soiled,dirtied;—gili qubrusi,Cyprus 
clay ;—gil kardan, To mix, to knead ( = gil 
sirishtan) ; to stain, to soil, to dirty;—gil 
kashidan (better malidan) bar, To incrust 
with clay or cement;—gili makhtum (gili 
nibishta), Sealing-clay or wax; the earth 
of Lemnos, ruddle ;—gili misri, Egyptian 
clay ;—ba-gil giriftan, To conceal, to hide ; 
dar ba-gil awardan, To obstruct the door 
with clay or mud ;]—gul, A rose ; a flower ; 
embers; a red colour; snuff of a lamp or 
a candle; albugo; a seton, an issue; a 
mark made by burning; balls of charcoal 
used for burning the tobacco in a hooka; 
the caput mortuum of tobacco left on the 
tile of a hooka after smoking; good for-
tune;—guli abr, A portion of a cloud;— 
guli abrisham, A rose fringed like silk;— 
guli dtiski (ahmar), A red perennial rose 
(also called surkh and suri, qq.v) ;—guli 
urba, Name of a medicinal plant;—guli 
dsman, The sun ;—guli ashrafi, Calendula ; 
—guli aftab, The sun-flower, Helianthus 
annuus;—guli andr, The flower of the 
pomegranate;—guli aurang, The globe-

amaranth or bachelors' buttons, Gomphrena 
globosa ;—gul i bddam, Almond-blossom; 
—gul bd shakar (ba-shakar), Conserve of 
roses;—gul bd farmdn, A violet;—gul 6a-
jamalat, A formula of approbation, bravo ! 
well done !—guli bad-ndmi, The venereal 
disease ;—guli bi-khar, Rose without thorn, 
(met.) win'e ;—gul bi-farman, A reddish rose 
growing in the meadows; .the anemone;— 
—guli pa-posh, An artificial rose adorning 
a slipper or shoe •j—guli pdrsi, A very red 
and fragrant rose;—guli piydda, Any flower 
that grows on a small plant; wild flowers; 
—guli tdbut, Roses placed upon a coffin or 
bier;—guli tar, A fresh rose ; the cheek or 
hand of the fair sex ;—guli tiryak, The 
poppy-flower;—guli tasbih, The Imam or 
leader of prayer; — guli ja'fari, Tagetes 
patula;—guli jang, A rose sent to an adver-
sary as a sign of challenge \—-guli chiragh, 
The snuff of a candle;—guli chashm, A 
cataract ',—guh hajar, Fire;—guli hazrati, 
Persian meadow-saffron ;— guli halwa, A 
yellow rose of sweet taste, made use of in 
confectionery ; a confiture, a confection;— 
guli khitmi, Marshmallows flower ; — guli 
khaird (khairu), Chinese and Persian holly-
hock, Althea rosea ;—gul dadan, To produce 
roses or flowers;—guli da'udi, Chrysanthe-
mum indicum ; daisy; — guli dar db an-
ddkhtan (kardan), To cause trouble and 
disturbance (in allusion to a nosegay which 
had dropped from the hand of a king's 
daughter into a brook, and wrought mis-
chief in the heart of a prince, to whom it 
was carried by the wavelets) ;—guli dirakhjl, 
The barberry blossom ;—guli du-rang, The 
rose of two colours (pale yellow and red);— 
guli du ru (du-dtish), Moss-rose (?) ;—guli 
ra'na, A sort of rose, yellow within and 
red without;—guli zardi falak, The sun ;— 
guli surkh, A red rose;—guli safed, A fra-
grant white rose ;—guli suwdr, A rose on its 
stalk, together with others or with buds;— 
guli sang, Lichen ;—guli sur anj an, Flower 
of the hermodactyi-plant, Colchicum illyri-
cum;—guli suri, A remarkably beautiful 
and odoriferous Persian rose ;—guli susan, 
A lily ;—guli shab-ho, Tuberose (so called 
from its giving forth scent in the night 
only);—gul shudan, To become manifest; 
to arrive at the summit of greatness;— 
gul shuguft, The secret has become public ; 
something fresh has occurred; — guli 
sham', The snuff of a candle;—guli subh, 
The morning-dawn; — guli sad-barg, The 
hundred-leaved rose, (met.) the sun;—guli 
sad-bargi dsman, The world-illuminating 
sun ;—guli tarra, Poinciana pulcherrima;— 
guli 'abbas, Name of a plant, Marvel of 
Peru ;—guli 'ajd'ib, The flower Hibiscus 
mutabilis;—gul firistadan, To send a chal-
lenge, to pi-ovoke an adversary ; — guli 
farang, The flower Yinca Rosea; — guli 



qubrusi, A Cyprus rose;—guli quhba, A red 
and yellow rose ;—guli kdchlra (kajila), A 
kind of saffron-flower used for dyeing;— 
guli kdghjzi, Artificial flowers ;—gul kar-
dan, To extinguish, to snuff (a candle); 
to become apparent, manifest;—guli kafsh, 
= guli pa-posh q.v.; — guli kuza, A wild 
rose;—guli kushtl, = guli jang q.v. above ; 
—gul giriftan, To snuff a candle ;\—gul gufti, 
Thou hast spoken well;—guli goristdn, The 
camomile;—guli giti, A particular species of 
rose ;—guli makhmal, Globe amaranth ;— 
guli mishkin, Narcissus ;—guli mukarrar, 
Syrup of roses;—guli mah-tdb, The shadow 
falling in moonlight from the leaves of 
trees ; a rose blooming at night (in India) ; 
—guli mlzdn, The planet Venus (as pre-
siding over the Sign Libra, opp. to khari 
'aqrab, q.v. under j ^ ) ;—guli mind, Christ-
mas-daisy ; — guli nasrin, The wild rose, 
dog-rose ; eglantine ;—guli nishdt, Grape-
wine ;—gul nishdndan, To plant roses or 
flowers; — guli nosh, Name of a musical 
tone;—gul wd-kardan, To divulge a secret; 
—guli hazdra, The double-poppy, Papaver-
rhoeas; — guli hangdma, — guli jang, q.v. 
above ;—hich gul bl-khdr nist, There is no 
rose without a thorn ;—guli yak-chashm, (in 
the language of Sodomites) The penis;— 
guli vusuf, The anemone. 

s^o gildb, Clay and water;—guldb, Rose-
water; julap; construed with the verbs 
afshdndan, anddkhtan, burdan, pashldan, 
chaMdan, rekhtan, zadan, siturdan, kashl-
dan, giriftan, &c.;—guldbi chashm, Tears. 

Oj2^ guldbatun-doz, A maker of 
braids, braider; (for guldbatun - dokhta) 
braided. 

j5»i> s ^ ^ guldb-pash, A bottle for sprin-
kling rose-water; a rose-water bottle, gene-
rally of silver or gold. 

guldbddn, A vessel for rose-water. 
03 guldb-zan, A bottle for sprinkling 

rose-water, &c. ( = J f t v ^ q . v . ) . 
^Sgil-aba, Plastering, cementing. 

'guldbi, Rose-colour ; a flagon ; a 
kind of sweetmeat; a kind of pear; a 
maker of rose-water. 

t ^ g u l a j , A Persian cake of flour, honey, 
and sesame-oil; a delicate confectionary 
made of starch and eggs. 

f—ti J^ gul-afsdr, A silver or gold adorn-
ment in the shape of a rose on a horse-
bridle. 

JT gul-afshdn, Scattering roses; 
strewed with flowers; a sprinkler; a kind 
of firework. 

gulak, The coldest day in winter and 
its rigour (doubtful word). 

UfM gulaguna, A red paint for the face. 
gul-agln, Pull of roses or flowers;— 

guUdgin kardan, (met.) To fill to the brim. 
H J ^ guldl, A red powder used for dye-

JS" gil-aluda, Bedaubed with clay,* 
turbid. 

aJ^ guldla, A shir t ; a long lock of hair 
hanging loose; a bunch of flowers; a 
nosegay. 

QW guldn, A kind of cake fried in butter 
and. eaten with syrup ; shaking a carpet or 
skirt of a garment; (pl. of gul) roses. 

JS gul-anddz, The distance to which a 
rose or flower can be thrown (said to be 
affected or artificial Persian, but a Persian 
may find it useful in the Riviera and its 
battle of flowers). 

J I gil-anddzl, An embankment of 
earth with a ditch, for confining water on 
the lands, and to serve as a reservoir. 

f^1^ J ^ gul-andam, Slender, graceful, 
__ icate. 

guldndan, To strew, to scatter. 
guldnldan, To shake (a carpet or 

the skirts of one's garment) ; to scatter. 
gildwa, Prepared clay ; clay-mortar ; 

dirt, mud. 
s ^ galdh, Black; anything with black-

ness in i t ; surname of Shaikh Zin'ud-din 
'All. 

gulbdr, Name of a city near Isfahan. 
J^ gul-bdz, Playing with roses or 

flowers. 
tsi^ gul-bdzl, Change of colour. 
c^ gul-bdgh, Paradise. 

gulbdm, A loud shout or noise made 
by a concourse of mendicants or travellers ; 
the noise of a kettle-drum ; construed with 
the verbs buland shudan, bar-zadan, zadan, 
kashldan, &c. 

gulbdng, The note of the nightin-
gale ; sound ; fame, rumour; a loud shout; 
the war-cry of 4 4 Allah 1 Allah ! " 

galbat, A large boat or ship. 
y^tiS gul-badan, With a body like a rose 

(epithet of a mistress) ; a kind of silken 
cloth. 

gul-barg, A rose-leaf; a mistress; 
the lip (of a mistress) ;—gul-barg khd'ldan, 
To nibble rose-leaves, (met.) to kiss. 

gulbargah, A place in the Deccan. 
gul-ba-shakar, Conserve of roses. 

tij-A? gul-bun, A rose-bush ; the root of 
a rose-tree ; the foot of a tree. 

gulbang, The noise of a drum. 
A} J I gul ba shakar, Conserve of 

roses. 
^ gul-bld, Name of a tree otherwise 

called pala (see p. 255 and J£) . 
ytri& gal-bez (biz), A sieve; [gal-bez kar-

dan, To sift corn (m.c.) ;]—gul-bez, Scat-
tered rose-leaves. 

gulpdyagdn, Name of a city in 
Persian Iraq. 

L^-yft gul-parast, A worshipper (ad-
mirer) of roses or flowers. 

JS gul-posh, Adorned with roses or 
flowers. 



v J S ( 1094 ) 
J* gul-piy&da, A kind of inodorous 

rose; a wild flower; any flower that grows 
on a small plant. 

J J gul~pala.sk, Name of a tree ( = 
J® 

^SVh J 5 guUperdy, A gardener, horticul-
turist . 

J f gul-pirahan, Covered or adorned 
with roses or flowers. 

gul-tardsh, Snuffers. 
giltang, Viscous clay. 

J J gul-jabin, Wi th rosy brow. 
J J gul-chashm, Troubled with al-

bugo. 
O^ft J ^ gul-chikdn, The flower of the 

Bassia lati folia. 
O ^ J * gul-ckag&n, A kind of firework; 

—gul-chigdn, Name of a tree. 
galcka, A magpie ;—gilcha, A quai l ; 

—gulcha, A small rose or flower, a floweret, 
floret. 

^ gul-chihr, ipft J J gul-chihra, Name 
of the mistress of Aurang. 

JJ gul-chin, Gathering roses or 
flowers; a gardener ; name of a certain 
woman. 

^Sgul-chlnl, The gathering of roses 
or flowers; a kind of flower, the Qbina-
rose (?). 

galfch,, A wrinkle. 
fa'^Sgul'khar, The flower of the Solanum 

jacquini ; the colour of it. 
J^- J J gul-hhdl, Spot ted ; flowered. 

J J gul Jthaj, A round lump of dough. 
qui-khan, The fire-place in a b a t h ; 

stove, furnace; a dust-bin. 
SJU (j^aeUgulkhan-tab, One who lights the 

furnaces of baths. 
(^aUJ gulkhan-tdU, The heating of a 

stove or furnace. 
^yWfeU'guLkhani, Who lights the fire-place 

in a bath ; a bath-keeper, 
^jafcU gulkhocha, Tickling. 

J f gH-fchwur, A chalk-eater ; one who 
swallows the dust (of battle), a warrior;— 
gul-fehtpur, A horse's halter. 

¥gil khyw-rdant, Eatable chalk. 
JfAs gil-dar, Pul l of clay ;—gul-ddr, Pos-

sessing roses; a rose-garden; spotted ; 
flowered. 

J J gul-ddm, A small ne t ; a net. 
y^AS" guldan, A flower-pot; a vase. 
c^Af gul-dirakht, A rose-bush; bar-

berry. 
ia-AJ' gul-dasta, A handful of roses; a 

nosegay; a minaret whence people are 
called to prayer. 

^ gul-dum, ( " rose- ta i l " ) A shrike or 
Indian bulbul ( from having & rose-like 
patch under its tail) . 

J J gul-doz, Embroidered or printed 
with rosea or flowers. 

csJi)J JJ gul-dozl, Embroidery imitating 
flowers. 

y 1 " 
rukhsor), Rosy-fyU gul-rufch 

cheeked. 
(jS^j JJ ' gul-rakhsh, Name of Rustam's 

steed. 
a Uc^lf gul-ra'nd, A beaut iful , delicate-

scented rose ; rouge with which ladies 
paint their cheeks; a bed of roses in ful l 
blow. 

<&) JJgul-rang, Rose-coloured, roseate. 
% JJ gul-ru, Rosy-faced, red-faced, ruddy. 
^fa gul-ruy, Rosy-faced, ruddy, having 

a blooming complexion ; a mistress, sweet-
heart. 

yJi) ^ gul-ru'i, Rosy-facedness. 
yifa gul-rez, y^ j j J J gul-rezan, Scattering 

roses or flowers ; a kind of silken s tuf f ; a 
kind of fire-work. 

jtyJ gilzar, Clay, mud ; a miry place ;— 
gulzdr, A garden of roses; a flourishing 
and well-populated town; blooming, flour-
ishing; name of a note in music. 

<$$)) JJ gul-zaryun, Name of a city and 
river in Turkistan. 

jL. JSgil-saz, A worker in clay. 
i^^iS galast, Dead-drunk. 
ybuJJ gulistdn, gal-sit an, A rose-garden; 

a flower-garden; a celebrated Persian 
book in prose and verse, by Shaikh Sa'dl 
Muslihu 'd-din ash' Shirazi (born o , 1175, 
died A.D, 1291) ; construed with the verbs 
rekhtan, shiguftan, kardan, &c. 

yz~JS gulistu, A flower-garden. 
jtjAJgul-Burkh, A red flower; the world-

il luminating sun. (See guli surkh under 

gulsun, A net in which women con-
fine their ha i r ; a str ing of pearls with which 
women adorn their foreheads. 

aliAS" gil-shdh, K ing of the earth ; name 
of the first monarch of the Peshdadian 
dynasty, called also Kay umar s ; Adam ;—• 
gulshdh, Name of the mistress of Warqah. 

fa^S gul-shakar, ^fa^tAS gul-shahari, Con-
serve of roses. 

y-AiJ gulshan, A rose or flower-garden; a 
bed of roses or flowers; a del ightful spo t ; 
a place where a person enjoys h imse l f ; a 
pleasure-palace; florid, cheerful, agreeable; 
—gulshani quds, The highest heaven;— 
gulshan hardan, To recreate or amuse one-
self ; to sing, dance, and be happy;—gul-
shani nilufari, The cerulean flower-garden, 
heaven, the sky. 

tsb1! gulshan-drdy, A gardener, hor-
ticulturist . 

gulshan-sar ay, A garden pa-
lace. 

yjji tf&if gulshan-faroz, A gardener (who 
plants roses). 

a fa (^AJ gulshan-tir az, A gardener, 
horticulturist . 

qilshu, A depilatory used in baths. 
<sjJLf gil-shdh, King Kayumars ; Adam; 

—gulshah, Name of the mistress of Warqah. 



y^* gulshahr, Name of the wife of Piran 
Wisa, commander of the forces of Afras-
yab. 

tflpA J ^ gil-shirin, Of good birth, of 
noble origin. 

a gul-'izdr, Rosy-cheeked. 
a ft* JT gul-'ushr, Ten verses of the 

Qur' aii written on paper within a circular 
line for children learning the alphabet 
(see r i £ r p . 675). 

s^ft* gul-ghicha, Tickling (see AyJdS' gul-
ghincha and i^tlS). 

ft* gilghar, An architect;—gulghar, A 
fine down or wool, combed from the roots 
of a species of goat bred in Tibet, of which 
shawls are made. 

A^Ull gul-ghincha, Tickling ;—gul-ghun-
cha, A rose-bud ; a red paint for the face, 
rouge, fard. 

S J J ^ gulghanda, Cotton ready for spin-
ning. 

itiftS gulghunda, A ball of cotton ready 
for spinning; a fat, lazy, sluggish fellow. 

<uft* gulghuna, Paint for the face, fard ; 
natural or artificial ruddiness of the face. 

A^**^ gulghicha, Tickling. 
gulaf, A red flower resembling a 

rose (unsupported by examples). 
plil? gul-fam, Of a rose-colour; rose-like ; 

(met.) a mistress. 
yLfcii? gul-fishdn, Scattering roses ; agree-

able, pleasant. 
^L i i i f gul-JUhanl, The scattering of 

roses or flowers. 
gulfakshang, Water which petri-

fies in the form of icicles. 
a JofiU gul-qand, Candied conserve of 

roses;—gul-qandi 'asali, Conserve of roses 
made with honey. 

**UTgulak (dim. of gul), A little rose ; a 
floweret; a satire, lampoon, abuse; a red-
dish sort of gum ;—gulaki anar, A pome-
granate-flower ;—gulak bastani dtish, The 
blazing up of fire ;—gulak zadan, To lam-
poon, to satirize. 

ft)* gil-kdr, A worker in clay; a potter. 
isft^S gil-kdri, A working in clay ; [gil-

kdri kardan, To work in clay;]—gul-kari, 
Flowering j flower-painting ; figured work, 
embroidery; a flower-garden (m.c.). 

gul-kdma, The sediment which 
remains in manufacturing rose-water, and 
which is used for dyeing. 

fft*gulkaj, A lump of dough. 
ft J5 gul-kadu, Name of a tree ( = 

q.v.). 
gulkunda, G-olconda (in India). 

ijlfi J s gul-kubi, A walk in a garden in 
spring-time. 

gil-kuy, Mud in the street, 
t j f t JS gul-kiri, A very fragrant kind of 

flower growing on a tree resembling a 
palm-tree ( = 

gul-kesh, The cocks-comb flower. 

gul-gaja, Certain ceremonies or-
dained to be performed upon infants. 

gul-gasht, A pleasant place for 
walking or recreation, especially blooming 
with roses and other flowers; an evening 
walk ; construed with the verbs zadan and 
kardan;—gul-gashli musalld, The rose-walk 
of the Oratory, a charming place near Shiraz. 

J ^ ^ g a l - g a l , A very acid kind of citrou;— 
gulgul, Name of an Arabian gum, bdellium ; 
many roses; in full bloom, with many 
blossoms;—gul-gul shiguftan (kardan), To 
abound in flowers or blossoms. 

J * gil gandum, Name of a medicinal 
root. 

sMS Ji" gul-ganda, Name of a malodorous 
plant, which women render sweet, and eat 
in order to become fat. 

t f t ^ j f t S gul-goristdn, A fungus (see also 
guli goristdn under J^ ) . 

i j f t J * gul-guli, A walk in a garden in 
spring. 

gul-gun, Of a vermilion colour; 
paint for the face; a goblet of wine ; a 
bright bay horse, especially one belonging 
to Shirin, the mistress of Farhad;—sheri 
gul-gun, A tawny lion. 

gftd gulgun-charkh (gulguni charkh ?), 
The sky. 

gul-giina, Cosmetic ; rosy-cheeked; 
rose-coloured; construed with the verbs 
aludan, bastan, dadan, zadan, kardan, kashi-
dan, gushudan,&c.;—gul-giina'i adimi adam, 
An epithet of Muhammad ; — gul-guna'i 
charkh, The after-glow following sunset. 

pft* gul-gir, Snuffers. 
JS gul-ldla, The anemone ; the tul ip; 

the red poppy. 
t^S J* gul-lahana, Cauliflower. 
<%ft* galmij, galmuj, The fin of a fish. -
ft*gulmar, Name of a fragrant flower; 

a kind of arrow-head. 
jft* galmuzh, A species of lizard. 
<J*ft* gulamush, A species of the willow. 
t>jY* $ gil-muhra, A ball of clay for a 

croBS-bow; the terrestrial globe ; man. 
frft* gul-mekh, A large-headed, rose-

shaped nail fixed in gates ; a spike-nail, 
tent-pin ; a stud, tack. 

fti* gulnar (for guli anar), Pomegranate-
flowers ; sour cherry ;—gulnari jpdrsi, Name 
of a very bright-coloured red rose. 

yj* ft*gulndr-chihr, With a face like the 
pomegranate-flower. 

of ftl$ gulnar-gun, Of the colour of the 
pomegranate-flower. 

^ft^S gulnari, i j f t * gulndri-rang, Of 
the colour of the pomegranate-flower ; car-
nation-coloured. 

\i J f gul-na-farmdn, A violet. 
gilndk, Muddy, miry, clayey (place); 

—gilnak, gulndk, A fortification, a castle or 
fortress ;—gulndk, A rose-garden ; a flower-
bed. 



gulanda, A woman of bad character. 
t£i/~AJ gul-nasrln, Camomile-flowers. 
a t r ^ J Jgul -nafs l , A sweet smelly plea-

sant conversation. 
fchw^dJ gulangubin, A conserve of roses 

made with honey. 
gul-nama, Kaleidoscope (m.c.). 

jiJgulu, galu, The neck, gullet, th roa t ; 
the wind-pipe; the voice;—gulu para kar-
dan, To shout with a loud voice;—gulu 
roshan kardan, To hem, to clear the throa t ; 
—gulu giriftan, To strangle ;—guluyi a8yd, 
The hopper of a mill;—guluyi surkh, The 
gulkt ;—guluyi lab giriftan, To silence;— 
ba-gulu furo burdan, dar gulu burdan, To 
swallow; deglutition, 

te-^jlf gulu-basta, Silent. 
gulu-band, A neckcloth; a neck-

lace; a cloth worn by women on their 
head, and fastened under the chin, to keep 
their head-dress from being stained by the 
unguent or pomatum of the hair ; a small 
rectangular plate of gold (studded with 
gems) worn ou the throat. 

fa gulu-banda, A grown lad ; a glut-
ton. 

f* gulu-tah, A kind of cornered cap for 
children, lined with cotton, and tied under 
the chin ; a fillet; a cap for women or girls. 

guluch, A wink with the eye. 
guludan, To fill. 

JJ J^ gul-warak, A thorn in bloom 
(m.c.). 

galuz, A filbert; a pistachio-nut; a 
mountain -almond. 

<fa> gulusoz, Very sweet (lit. burning 
the throat, i.e. rendering thirsty). 

(jjJi-A rf fa gulu-firo-amadagi, A catarrh 
in the throat. 

jUti gulu-f shar, A necklace. 
faS gulu-gdh, The seat of the throat, 

the throat. 
(mfasifajiSgulu-giriftagi, Hoarseness. 
&&fa gulu-girifta, Throttled ; hoarse, 

gruff. 
&zifa jif gulu-girifta-dwaz, Hoarse-

voiced. 
jfagulu-gir, Suffocating, throt t l ing; 

sour or unsavoury food, which sticks in the 
throat and is digested with difficulty ; un-
able to speak (from any affection of the 
throat) ; a wild or choke-pear; an accuser. 

ii^Sgulula, A reel; a ball of thread ; a 
stone for a cross-bow or balista, a bul le t ; 
—guliila'i topi, A cannon-ball; a shot;—• 
gulUla zadan, To fire off (a gun, &c.). 

^fa iifa gulula-bdzi, Game of bowls; 
game at nine-pins. 

ii^Sgalula-kamdn, A pellet-bow. 
galwand, Anything sent as a pre-

sent, especially a composition of nuts and 
figs; name of a mountain. 

fi-iijl? galwanda, The composition de-
scribed in the preceding article. 

gulwa, The mouth of an oven. 
gala, galla, A flock, herd, bevy; a 

crowd, heap; a till,-—gila, A complaint, 
lamentation, reproach, blame; a pass be-
tween two hi l ls ; a single grape; [gila 
kardan, To complain ;]—aula, A cannon, 
musket, or cross-bow bal l ; a cotton.reel; 
a cotton-pod ; a ringlet, a curl;—gulla, A 
swallow, a mart inet ; an arbour, bower, 
projecting roof; an awning; hair collected 
together ;—gulla'i murgkdn, Tapestry em-
broidered with every kind of b i rd ; a sha-
dow cast by an immense flight of birds. 

Af gala-ban, A pastor, shepherd, 
keeper. 

^PV galabdni; Pastoral care. 
gala-dost, A cough, a sore throat. 

isyfe galahri, A squirrel (see < 4 ^ ) . 
a $fa* ^t gila-shilcwa, Complaint. 
WA tefa 6X5 gila-kar da-shuda, Complained 

of, complained against. 
Ail gala-gdh, A lodging-room in an 

inn; a parlour. 
a t g j ^ AJ gila-guzdri, Complaining, a 

complaint. 
.u^Alf gilamand, Complaining; a com-

plainer. 
^j^dJS gilamandi, Murmur, complaint. 

&)$ gula-mush, A kind of willow. 
gilhun, A clod, &c. ( = t<fa q-v.). 

^ gili, Earthen, made of clay. 
gulicha, A sob ; the hiccough ; the 

sun or moon's disc ; a small round cake. 
giliz, galiz, Spittle, saliva, slaver, 

drivel, 
guligdn, Name of a malodorous 

plant. 
giligar. Maker of mortar, worker in 

clay. 
gilim, A garment made of goats' 

hair or wool; a carpet or rug to lie down 
upon ; a blanket;—gilim az db bar-awardan 
(birun awardan, birun burdan), gilim az 
darya (az siydhi) birun awardan, gilim az 
mauj birun burdan, gilim birun awardan, 
To escape, to obtain freedom;—gilim dar 
db afgandan, To rush into danger. 

a JJ" gul-yamln, Having the right 
hand ful l of roses or flowers. 

faS gilim-posh, Clad in a gilim; a 
pauper; a medicine. 

gilim-shuy, A scourer of cloths; 
pearl-ash, lye; root chubak ushnan. 

y\ufa faS gillm-goshdn, (pi.) A race of 
men whose ears are so large that one serves 
them for a mattress, and the other as a 
counterpane. 

gilin, Made of clay or mud, clayey, 
^fa gilin-guy, The terrestrial globe. 
yfaS galyun, A kind of stuff of seven 

colours. 
f f g u m , Lost, wanting, missing; absent, 

invisible; wandering, distracted, con-
founded;—gum zadan, To hide oneself, to 
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abscond, to disappear;—gum shudan (raf-
tan), To be lost; to Jose oneself; to go 
astray ; to swoon -,—gum shud hilld, The 
key was withdrawn ;—gum hardan, To lose ; 
—gum hardani ni'mati hase-ra, To lose the 
remembrance of anyone's services; to be 
ungrateful;—gum gashtan, To get lost; to 
go astray;—bi-rav gum skav, Go! be off 
with you ! (m.c.) ;—sar gum guzdshtan, To 
make one lose his head (m.c.). 

ft* gumar, A large ladle; the noise 
made by the feet in walking ; (imp. of, and 
contracted from, gumdshtan and gumdri-
dan, in comp.) forcing, compelling; com-
mitting, 

\ftS gurnard, Committing; a fold for 
cattle. 

y ^ U J gumdridan, To gnash the teeth in 
indignation; to force, compel; to sew, so 
that the threads and stitches are seen. 

usiaA-t fhSgum-astih (gumi astlh?), India-
rubber (m.c. from Fr. gomme elastique). 

^IAUf gumashtagl, Lieutenancy, com-
mission, delegation, charge, appointment. 

gumdshtan, To dismiss, set at 
liberty, to let alone; to set over, to place 
at the head ; to commit, deliver over, re-
commend, consign, assign, entrust to an-
other (any business); to commission, fur-
nish with plenipotentiary powers; to send 
upon any special business ; to prefix; to 
view the actions of another (in a bad 
light); to compel one to speak; to pursue 
or prosecute one by the power and autho-
rity of a prince or judge ; to extort;—bar-
gumashtan, To appoint, &c. ( = gumdsh-
tan) ; — nazar bar-gumdshtan, To look 
closely at, to observe. 

ASAUI gumdshta, Appointed, set over; 
a minister, superintendent, commissary, 
agent, factor, head clerk, accountant, or 
servant; one whose sayings and doings 
are noticed. 

^ f i ij&X+S gumdshta-garl, Commission ; 
agency, office of an agent, &c. 

gumdsha, Silver. 
yUS' gumdn, Doubt, suspicion, surmise ; 

opinion, fancy, supposition, imagination ; 
conceit, pride, haughtiness; (in comp.) 
thinking, suspecting, as bad-gumdn, Suspi-
cious, jealous, malignant;—gumdn uftddan, 
A thought occurs ; a suspicion arises ;— 
gumani bad, An evil opinion, suspicion;— 
gumdn burdan (bastan, ddshtan, hardan), 
dar gumdn budan, To think, imagine, sup-
pose, believe, conjecture, fancy, doubt, sus-
pect ;—dar gumdn shudan, To be doubtful, 
Buspicious. 

gumdn-pazlr, Accepting or 
agreeing with an opinion, &c. 

yU* gumdn-zad, Thought of, believed, 
considered; suspected. 

6ii*Sgumdna, Doubt, suspicion; a shaft 
sunk in order to ascertain the depth of the 

water when making a subterraneous canal; 
a well-digger. 

gumani, Suspicious, doubting, dis-
trustful ; jealous, conceited, proud. 

^^JUS' gumanldan, To thiuk, imagine, 
suppose; to doubt. 

*j+*gamrd, ~ q.v., p. 1049. 
gum-rdh, Losing the way, having 

lost one's way, wandering, stray, deviating, 
seduced ; abandoned, depraved ; intrepid, 
bold, rash, perverse, fearing neither God 
nor man ;—gum-rdh shudan, To be seduced, 
to deviate;—gum-rdh hardan, To seduce, 
to lead astray. 

o^V*^ gum-rdhl, A missing or losing of 
one's way; deviation, aberration, seduc-
tion ; depravity; apostasy;—gum-rdhi da-
dan, To lead astray, to seduce, to deprave. 

T gumruh, A custom-house; an 
export or import duty, custom - duties 
(m.c.). 

t S f t gumruh-khdna, Custom-house 
(m.c.). 

gum-rah. Erring, lost, 
o — g a m a s t . An inferior precious stone 

(see ut—h*̂ ). 
f*$ gum-shudagi, A lost condition. 

ttit ft gum-shuda, Lost;—gum shuda*i 
labi daryd, Lost on the sea-shore; drowned 
from not being able to swim. 

(jU t f t ft gum-harda-pdy, One of whom 
all traces are lost; unrivalled, beyond an-
other's reach. 

te-iS ft gum-gashta, Lost;—gum gashta'i 
dar u diydr, Bereft of house and home. 

gum-nam, Whose name is lost, ex-
tinct; nameless; anonymous; ignoble, in-
glorious. 

gima, Name of a herb resembling 
fennel ;—guma, A kind of fish. 

gimix, Urine. 
gimizldan, To make water, 

t g i m l z h a , Mixed together. 
( f t gin (for q.v.), A particle put after 

substantives to form attributives, as sharm-
gin, Ashamed;—gun, A testicle ;—guni iblls 
(devil's testicle), Name of a certain hard 
black grain about the size of a nutmeg. 

aUf gunah, Sin, crime, error, vice, fault, 
iniquity ; punishment, chastisement, retri-
bution ; construed with the verbs afgan-
dan, bar-hhdstan, bastan, raftan, hardan, 
nawishtan, nihadan, Ac.;—gunah hase ax 
hase hhwastan, To intercede for another's 
pardon. 

•yft\ sU5" gundh-dmirz, Condoning a sin, a 
crime, &c. 

gunahdn (pl. of gundK), Crimes. 
sU? gunah-bahhsh, A pardoner of 

sins, <£c. 
SUS' gundh-bahhshi, Remission of 

sins, &c. 
ftjb^iS gundhgdr, A sinner, culprit, cri-

minal. 
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^ i S ^ U f gundhgari, A state of sin, a habi t 

of vice, criminality, sinfulness •, guiltiness ; 
a fine for an offence ; revenue derived f rom 
such fines. 

jfai gunah-na-kard, Faultless. 
gurribad, An arch, vault, cupola, 

dome, tower; an arched gateway; a trium-
phal arch ; (met.) the buttocks or thighs ; 
bud of a flower; a c u p ; a leap, tumble 
heels over head, summersault (construed 
with zandan and kardan) ;—gumbadi db, A 
bubble ;—gumbadi azraq (dfat-pazir, tezrav, 
jUn-satan, char band, harrdqa-rang, k.hazrd, 
dud-gasht, dur-gasht, doldb-rang, dolabl, 
shigarf, suji-libds, taqdes, firoza-khisht, giti-
naward, maqarnas, ndranj, ndrang, nllu-
fari), The vault of heaven ;—gumbadi a 'zam, 
The great vault, i.e. the highest heaven ;— 
gumbadi chil dukhtar an, A vaulted building 
in Persia;—gumbadi dastdr, A tu rban ;— 
gwqibadi dimdgh, The palate, roof of the 
mouth;—gwqibadi 'imama, A t u r b a n ; — 
guvphadi gul, A. roBe-bud; a golden 
goblet; — gumbadi md'il, The four th hea-
ven;—gumbadi mu'ambar, The hair of a 
mistress (her head being uncovered), 

y gumbaddn-dizh, Name of for-
tress in which Ghishtasb kept Isfandiyar 
imprisoned. 

Xt^S gumbad-ddr, Arched, vaul ted; 
having a dome; dome-shaped. 

8-̂ JJT gumbada, A.n arch, vaul t ; a tumble 
head over heels; bnd of a flower, a cup. 

^J^OS" gumbadi, A dome, vault, a rch; a 
summersaul t ; a tent supported by one 
column. 

gurnbdz, fa gumbaz-ddr, = 
J^JS qq.v. 

ganj, A store, hoard, hidden treasure ; 
a magazine, granary, grain-market, store-
house ; a m a r t ; a case -, [ganji db-dwarda, 
A tear;—ganji afrasyab, Name of the 
fourth of Khusrau's t reasures; — ganji 
Udhi, The divine treasure, i.e. the word of 
God; contentment;—ganji bad, ganji bdd-
dwar, (bad-award), Hidden treasure, any-
thing which one gets without any trouble, 
a windfall; name of the second of Khus-
rau's t reasures; name of the sixteenth 
note of Barbud -,^-ganji bar, Name of the 
eighth of Khusrau 's treasures;—ganji ha-
kim, The sage's treasure, i.e. the first 
chapter of the Qur 'an ;—ganji khaki, Adam 
or his posterity ganji khazrd, The sixth 
of Khusrau's treasures;—ganji dar, Name 
of a note in music;—ganji diba, Name of 
the third treasure of Khusrau;—ganji 
diwar-baai, Name of the treasure mentioned 
Qur 'an xviii. 81;—ganji rawan, Name of 
Korah's treasure;—ganji sokhta, Name of 
the fifth of Khusrau 's t reasures; also the 
name of the eighteenth note in music;— 
ganji shad-award, Name of the eighth of 
Khusrau 's treasures j—ganji shdygdn, Name 

of the second of Khusrau 's t reasures; a 
large treasure;—ganji ahahidan, The burial-
place of martyrs; a catacomb;—ganji 'arus, 
Name of the first of Khusrau 's t reasures; 
also of the seventeenth musical note j— 
ganji faridun, Name of a note in music;— 
ganji kawus, Name of the seventeenth mu-
sical note ;—ganji gdv (gdwdn, gavmesh), 
Name of the eighth of Jamshed's trea-
sures, dug up in the reign of Bahram, and 
distributed amongst the poor ; name of a 
note in music ;]—ginj, A proud, couceited 
m a n ; astonished, surprised, bewildered;— 
gunj, Space, room, capacity; a proportion, 
or ration, observed where large numbers 
are to be served with provisions, so that 
they may all shave al ike; a corner ; an 
angle. 

gunj a, Capability of being contained. 
fat^ gunjdr, Rouge for the face. 

ganjdra, Rouge for the face; se-
same. 

ganj-dgan, A hoarder of treasures. 
yxJl^j gunjdnidan, To cause to be 

held. 
Jt-f^iS gunjayish, Capacity, holding, con-

taining ; pro tit; room to contain, stowage ; 
—gunjdyieh paziraftan (ddshtan), To have 
room or stowage, to be able to contain. 

jt^i o ^ ^ V ^ gunjayish-pazir, Capable of 
being held or contained;—gunjayish-pazir 
shudan, To be contained. 

gunjayishi, Capable ; profitable, 
lucrative. 

gunj ay a, Capacity, &c. ( = y&fasf 
q.v.). 

^^apsSgunja'i, The power of containing j 
capacity, room. 

j W ^ J ganj-bar, One of Khusrau 's trea-
sures (see 

yVj gif ganj-bdn, A treasurer. 
ganj-bakhsh, Liberal, lavish. 

^*tpiSganj-ddr, A t reasurer ; name of a 
note in music, 

gA ganj-khdna, ganj-dan, A 
treasure-house, a treasury. 

ganjar, Rouge, fard for the face. 
ganjara, Red paint for the face. 

X> ganj-rez, Liberal, lavish. 
tfa^ ganj-rezi, A . scattering of trea-

sure. 
gunjishk, A sparrow; a chick j 

any small bird;—gunjiskhi tu'i-tu'i-goy, A 
parrot. 

6J>,piS ganjifa, Pack of cards; game of 
cards (see 

fa ifa^tS ganjifa-baz, = fa q.v. 
^gjl) SA^JS ganjifa-bdzi, A trick with cards; 

any trick of legerdemain, sleight of hand 
(m.c.). 

fa Off ganj-kdo, One who digs for trea-
sures. 

ganj-gah, A high note in music. 
ftAfr.'f gunjulunj, Anything small. 



t f t ganj-nama, Treasure-book ; trea-
sure-catalogue ; treasure-deed. 

a z f t ganj-nih, The possessor of a trea-
sure ; a treasurer. 

ganj-war, ganjur, A treasurer; a 
rich man; treasure; a treasury. 

ganjwer, (in Zand and Pazand) A 
treasurer. 

ganja, Name of the city where Ni-
zam! was born (now called Elizabethpol) ; 
an ass without a ta i l ; docked; saddle-
bags. 

ganj-ydb, The finder of a treasure. 
gunjidan, To be contained or held ; 

to hold exactly, to be filled ; to be gathered 
in (corn). 

SÂ AS" gunjida, Contained, held, Btowed. 
AA^i' ganjifa, Pack of cards; game of 

cards. 
****** ganjifa-bdz, A card-player; a 

knave, trickster, cheat. 
ft Mn^if ganjifa-s&z, A manufacturer of 

cards. 
ganjina, A treasury, magazine, 

granary, barn ; any place for holding pro-
visions, a pantry; revenue; a pocket-
book. 

ft te-aefjX ganjina-dar, A treasurer. 
\ j f t ganjina-ddri, Treasurership. 

ganjina-s anj, te-t^r^ gan-
jina-gushdy, & ganjina-nih, A trea-
surer. 

^ iJ-t^iS ganjina-nihi, Treasurership. 
JuS" gand, Anything fetid, bad smell, 

Btink, f u n k ; [gandi baghal, Smell of the 
arm-pits;]—gund, A testicle;—gundi bidas-
tar, Testicles of the beaver;—gundi sag, 
Orchis. 

ganda, Anything putrid, Btinking, 
fetid. 

s ^ ^ gandab, Fetid, stagnate water; a 
ditch. 

gandd-moya, The hair of a new-
born child. 

a^Atfgandana, Leek; chives. 
AIT gandanidan, To render putrid or 

fetid, to putrefy (trans.). 
^ ajS gund-dwar, A brave man, com-

mander. 
ganddy, Fetid ; — gunday, A di-

viner. 
AiS gund-bidastar, Castor (see 

yuS gandizh, Name of a fortress built in 
Babylon by Zahhak. 

4 m S gund-sag (gundi sag), Orchis (see 
aS gund). 

gandish, Sulphur, brimstone. 
J J J g a n d a k (S. gandhaka), Brimstone ; 

gunpowder. 
05ja£ gandagi, Filth, stink, stench; 

putrefaction;—gundagi, Coarseness, thick-
ness. 

gand-giya, tVS uS gand-giyah, 
Name of a herb of which bears are fond. 

gandaldsh, A malodorous kind of 
herb ; a rotten egg. 

gandum, Wheat;—gandumi birydn, 
Parched corn;—gandum khwurdan, To eat 
wheat, i.e. to be overcome by cupidity 
(alluding to the tradition that a grain of 
wheat caused the loss of Paradise) ;—gan-
dumi diwana, Tares, darnel;—gandumi kir-
mdni, Vermicelli. 

W f ^ gandum-bd, (wheat-food) A dish, 
also called halim, made of wheat. 

gandum-rang, Wheat-coloured, 
tawny, brown, swarthy. 

gandumah, Lingula vulvas, 
qf gandum-gun, Wheat-colour, i.e. 

brown. 
^Jfi pjjf gandum-guni, Tawniness, brown-

ness. 
^Jft gandum-guni-wdm, Brown-

coloured, of the colour of wheat, tawny. 
i»U ^A^y gandum-mdya'i khushk, 

Wheat coarsely ground. 
^ f t f* f"^ gandum-namai jau-

farosh, Who shows wheat and sells barley, 
a cheat, a deceiver. 

gandama, A wart; a freckle;—gan-
duma, A kind of grain deprived of the 
husk. 

gandumi, gandumin, ^jf*^ 
eXij gandumi-rang, = y f i ^JuS q.y. 

gandan, To rot, stink; to wax hot. 
U g a n d a n d , A leek ; chives ; barley in-

serted in onions and sown. 
ftMt^S gandana-zdr, A bed of leeks. 
y f i UA^ gandand-gun, Of a bright green. 
jtoft \i-XiS gandana-gauhar, A coloycnth. 
( f t JJS gand-ndn (?), Name of a place 

near Isfahan where the people of Luri-
stiin pass the summer. 

gandana-gun, — 
gandu, A bee-hive. 

dJ^jaf gandwala, A wolf (see al^Jo*'). 
JJU. yjuS gandu-khdna., A bee-hive. 

gandur, gandura, ^ y 3 ^ gan-
duri, gandula, = JJJ^, &c., qq.v. 

6mS ganda, Fetid, stinking, rotten; 
filthy, dirty; foul, obscene, indecent; 
ruptured; castrated; an old man or 
woman; [ganda shudan, To stink ;] — 
gunda, Coarse; thick; a wart ; hashed 
meat ; a lump of dough ; marrow ; a shoe-
maker's board ; a pit in which hunters 
conceal themselves from the sight of wild 
beasts ;—gunda'i pashm, A clew or ball of 
wool;—gunda'i khamir, A lump of dough ; 
—gunda kardan, To paint, figure with 
needle-wark; to cut, clip, pare. 

JA) ixiS ganda-baghal, One whose arm-
pits emit a bad smelL 

8Jof ganda-boy, Smelling bad, stink-
ing. 

ft# luS ganda-bahar, Rain in cold wea-
ther. 

6JJS gunda-pech, A spinning-wheel; 
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a ree l ; a piece of wood or hand-reel for 
winding cot ton; a potter 's wheel ( turned 
by the hand). 

i*iS ganda-plr, A decrepit old woman ; 
—ganda.piri kdbull, Name of a celebrated 
enchantress who lived in Kabul , 

dgl*- 6jjf ganda-khaya, A stale egg. 
SJUS' ganda-damagh, Proud, vain-

glorious. 
6j\j£ ganda-ddhan, Having offensive 

breath. 
^jLfej ganda,-dahani, Fet id breath. 

fijuf ganda-firoza, Olibanum. 
a ^y iSjS ganda-mizaj, Peevish, cross-

grained. 
y u ganda-maghz, A boaster ; proud, 

arrogant, vainglorious. 
^ y u bJuS ganda-maghzi, Pride, insolence, 

boaBt, b lus ter ; foolish, absurd t a lk ; harsh-
ness, severity; anyone in whom these 
qualities appear, 

^ j ^ j u f gandldagl, Putrefact ion, 
yjkjjuf gandldan, To stink, to putrefy . 
ajkjjuS" gandlda, Putr id , fetid, stinking. 
yS ganar, Name of a place where a battle 

was fought by Mahmud Ghaznavi, 
gang, The Ganges; name of a 

temple in China, and of another in Turki-
stan ; anything bent or distorted; one 
born crooked ; wind in the body brought 
on by melancholy; handsome, fine; 
name of several ci t ies; also of a cer-
tain mountain and i s land; [gangi dizk-
hukht (dizhhurj, dizhhirj, dizhharaj, dizh-
hukht), Jerusalem; an idol-tern pie;]—gung, 
D u m b ; one who converses by signs ; stu-
pid ; an earthen pipe for conveying water 
under ground ; — gungi dah-zaban (sad-
zabdn), A red rose. 

jSJS gungar, A serpent tha t has jus t 
changed his skin, that has recently cast 
his slough. 

gang-bihisht, A fort in Baby-
lon. 

j j gang-dizh, Name of a fortress in 
Babylon; name of a place in the Eas t . 

c^afctojj ggng-dizhhukhtf &c., Jeru-
salem (see gangi dizhhukht, &c., under 

gangal, Play, joke, jest;—ganqal 
zadan, To jest, to crack a joke. 

gungaldj, gungldj, A Btammerer. 
^ S & t f gunglajl, Stammering, s tut ter ing. 
fcSJS gingina, Quinine (m.c., see AA"). 

gungl, Dumbness. 
)\yS ganwdr, A thief, robber, plunderer. 
jytSganur, Name of a fort in Hindustan. 
tjyS gunura, A workman, a mechanic. 
ijSgunah, A sin, crime. 

faSi^S gunahgdr, A sinner ; a cr iminal ;— 
nihdyat gunahgdr, An ar ran t villain. 

ganahgdrl, A fine for crimes and 
misdemeanours. 

yttSgunlz, A glutton. 

y gav, A ditch, or any low or hollow 
place ; the s u n ; venerable, respected; a 
hero; bold, warlike, powerfu l ; a chieftain ; 
name of the Indian king J a m hur;—gau, 
go, A cow ;—go, gu, A b a l l ; a b u t t o n ; 
d u n g ; little, small ; (verbal noun and imp. 
of guftan) saying; say t h o u ; suppose ; al-
though ; a word, speech;—guft-u-gu, Con-
versation. 

guwa, A witness, 
s ^ y gawdb, A d i t ch ; t he socket of the 

eye. 
jfifa gawdpar, (in the dialect of Gilan) 

Laserwort. 
guwacJw, guwacha, (in the 

dialect of Karmania) A swing. 
J V gawdr, A race of gipsies in Ind ia ;— 

guwdr, A th ing easy of digestion, digest-
ible ; digesting. 

W guwdra, Digest ible; agreeable, plea-
sant ; d iges t ing; approval, consent ; bear-
ing, enduring, submit t ing t o ; — guwdrd 
uftadani suhbat, Congeniality of companion-
ship ; — guwdrd kardan, To consent, ap-
prove. 

C>\)V guwdrdn, Agreeable, easy of diges-
tion. 

yAj^y guwdr anldan, To help digestion; 
to cook. 

gumdrd'i, Wholesomeness, digesti-
bility. 

guwdr-ban, A cow-herd, a herds-
man. 

guwdrish, guwdrieht, Any 
electuary for assisting digestion. 

o^Ar guwarandagl, Wholesomeness. 
guwaranda, Wholesome, easy of 

digestion; that which diges ts ; — ta'ami 
nd-guwdranda, Meat overloading the sto-
mach ; difficult to be digested;—hawayash 
guwaranda, I t s salubrious air. 

tifafa guwarun, A disease of the skin, 
scab. 

gawara, A bee-hive; a herd of oxen 
or buffaloes ; (for gahwdra) a cradle ;— 
guwdr a, Digest ing; digestible ; meat l ight 
and easy of digestion. 

ofa $ gawdra-ban, A herdsman. 
guwarldan, To digest, to be di-

gested. 
gawaz, fijiy gawaza, A large wooden 

mortar in which the husk of rice is beaten 
off; — gawaz, guwdz, tyfa gawaza, An ox-
goad. 

(J^jV guwazldan, To desist, give over, 
relinquish. 

vfifi gawazha, Reproof, rebuke ; a jest , 
joke, fun , mer r iment ; jovial, jolly, jocose; 
a woman's coif. 

yjgawazhldan, To scold, to inveigh 
aga ins t ; to rebuke (unsupported by ex-
amples). 

JMJJ guwash, gawash, Quality, species, 
colour. 
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O ^ V guwashian, To digest. 

gawdshma, A large veil of fine 
linen. 

gawashir, Name of a country in 
which are produced white turquoise-stones 
of little va lue; gum of the opoponax-
tree. 

^ y guwdk, A wagtail, 
j y guwdl, A eloset; a carp;—guwdl, 

gawdl, Increase, augmentation, g rowth ; 
gain, acquisition ; a sack; a rubbing, polish-
ing, furb ish ing; a herdsman. 

guwdlanda, A crawling infant. 
ft^f guwdliydr, Gualior in India, 
ij&eiy guwalidagi, Increase, growth, 
y ^ y guwdlldan, To creep, as an infant 

upon bands and knees; to wave from side 
to side in walking;—guwdlldan, yawdlidan, 
To grow up, to come to maturity. 

o V gawdn (pl. of gau), Valiant war-
riors. 

us^y gawanji, ^ y gawanchi, A hero, 
a captain or commander of an army. 

J&M figu-angul, figu-angula, A loop 
for a button ; a button and loop; a par-
ticular kind of kno t ; the sun. 

®y guwah, An evidence, witness, testi-
mony ;—guwahi o dar dstin, He has always 
an answer and a proof or argument ready ; 
—guwahi o maghribist, His testimony is 
not worth much, he is insincere in his attes-
tations ;—guwah awardan (kardan, kashidan, 
giriftan), To take to witness; to bring 
evidence, to invoke ;—guwahi ta'limi, A 
tutored witness;—guwahi durogh, A false 
witness; — guwahi libdst, (Joseph's) evi-
dence by means of the (torn) garment ; 
(met.) an ocular demonstrat ion; a shuf-
fling testimony, prevarication. 

Ailfc 6 \ f i guwdhshahid, A witness, an eye-
witness. 

0 * 1 / guwahi, Testimony, evidence;— 
guwahi awardan (dadan), To give evidence, 
to attest. 

J*figuwd'i, Testimony, evidence. 
fi go-bdra, A herd of oxen ; a cow-

Btall. 
ft fi gu-bdz, — ft i^fi q.v. 
C^y gobdn, A herdsman. 
Lay gobashd, (in Zand and Pazand) 

Honey. 
iftifi goblin, The Gobelins in Paris, 

where the tapestry called gobelin is manu-
factured; such tapestry (m.c. from Fr . ) . 

W y gobiyd, (in Zand and Pazand) The 
tongue. 

J^jS gupdl, An iron mace; a throne of 
iron or wood; name of a Scythian war-
rior. 

O^ifigopdn, A herdsman. 
l'ftrfi gupiydza, A kind of food in 

Balkh. 
<jt>fi gaut, The hips or buttocks. 
^fi gawach, Gum. 

J gau-chah, A shallow ditch or trench. 
fttfi gaucha, Threads on the edge of a 

garment. 
gauchi, A deep trench. 

t f i gaud, god, Deep; a ditch, p i t ; low-lying 
g round; excavated (m.c.); [^awci kardan, 
To excavate (m.c.);]—guwad (for guy ad), 
He says. 

guddb, Syrup of dates boiled 
down ; a dish of meat, rice, vetches, and 
walnuts, on which a condiment of vinegar 
and syrup is poured; food dressed under 
roast meat. 

J^y gauddt, A low-lying ground, Ac. 

jtfigaudar, The young of the wild cow ; 
a f a w n ; a ca l f ; a calf-skin; a species of 
goose; a plant growing amongst wheat 
and bar ley; name of a son of Shapur ; 
also of a wrestler. 

j j t f i gndarz, Name of a bird which fre-
quents the banks of rivers ; name of two 
kings of the Ashkanian dynasty ; also of 
two Iranian champions; any two bodies 
which never separate, and yet are never 
found close together (a term chiefly ap-
plied to the heavenly bodies). 

gaudara, = j^fi q.v, 
i t f i guda, Reins, kidneys ; marrow, ker-

nel ;—guda ba-hardm, Lazy, sluggish, do-
nothing. 

i^tfi godi, Depth ; a low-lying g round; 
an excavated place; a dock (for ships, 
m.c.). 

guzab, — s^jyS' q.v. 
j f i gaur, A pagan, infidel, guebre, or 

worshipper of fire; name of a city in 
Bengal, now in ruins;—gor. A wild ass, 
the onager; a tomb, grave, sepulchre, 
monument ; a desert, a plain without 
water; wine, mirth, hilarity, the pleasures 
of the tab le ; a mieer; name of a Persian 
king of the Sassanian dynasty (called 
Bahram Gor) ;—gori bd madfiin (nd-m ad-
fun), The fish which swallowod Jonah ;— 
gori gAaribdn,Ahurying-pheefor strangers ; 
—gori nafs, (grave of the soul) The human 
body ;—dar gor kardan (nihadan), To bury, 
inter, entomb. 

s^y gordb, A horse-courae; a cupola 
raised over a- t o m b ; short socks worn 
under stockings in the winter-season; a 
false appearance of water on a sandy 
plain common in hot countries, mirage; 
name of a city. 

a ^ y goraba, A cupola raised over a 
t o m b ; name of a place where Rustam's 
ancestors are interred. 

s—^ sfigor-asb, A zebra (m.c.). 
cT^*' y gor-afgani, Tbe overthrowing of 

wild asses. 
y V gor 'Q-gor> Very swift, active, 

quick. 
gaurdv. (pl. of gaur), Pagans, infi-



dels;—gurdn, The rendezvous of an army ; 
an assembly-room; rice browned in the 
oven, 

j&s goran-nigdr, A picture-gallery 
or book in which wild asses and other 
animals are represented. 

^ifagorab, Short socks. 
gorban, Keeper of a burial-ground. 

utUtj ^ y gorab-bafah, Name of a bird 
which builds a nest in form of a stocking. 

W jfa gor-jd, A burial-ground, cemetery, 
yU^^y gurjistdn, Georgia, a province 

lying between the Euxine and Caspian 
SeaB. 

^ f a gurji, A Georgian. 
; y gor-chashm, A kind of silken 

Btuff in which are woven spots like the 
eyes of the wild ass. 

, y gor-hhdnt Name of an emperor of 
China. 

; y gor-Jehdna, A sepulchre, a tomb, 
a mausoleum; a cavern ; an empty room 
without a window; a cell. 

gor-k&ar, The onager or wild ass. 
gaward, A beetle (probably misread-

ing for -ijfa q.v.). 
e>*V gordin, A rough carpet; a dress 

worn by dervisheB. 
y-^y gurs, Hunger. 

goristdn, A burying-ground; a 
hermit'B cell. 

l^r* jfa gor-surin, With buttocks like an 
onager's ; (met.) with full hips (a mistress; 
see (jtfr-

>? gor-shihdf, &ifa&> yfa gor-shikd-
wana, One who digs up dead bodies and 
carries off the grave-clothes. 

drf gurk, Beauty ;—gurah, A stone on 
which washers beat their linen. 

I*4* jfa gor-hafan, Grave and shroud; 
funeral ceremonies. 

<y 3y gor-han, A grave-digger; a digger 
up of graves in order to strip dead bodies. 

m ^ y gaurugd, A drum, a kettle-drum. 
^ &aurgdni, Goats' leather. 
pXiSjfa gor-gandum, A kind of wheat. 

; y y gor-gor, Very swift, active, quick, 
nimble ; name of a certain bird. 

>y gor-giyd, sui'^y gor-giydh, Camels' 
hay, bog-rush. 

yfayf qor-glr, A catcher of wild asses. 
j,y c/or-mdsf, New cheese prepared 

from wild asses' milk. 
ifa^ifa guwarndtur, A governor (m.c. 

from L. through JI.). 
T ij>i)faguraniih, Admission to the king's 

presence, an audience. 
W>y guma, A stag. 
tf^y gawarnin, Household furni ture; 

immoveable effects; a ditch, a furrow. 
s ; y gaura, Name of a tribe in Hindu-

atan;—gura, A large village with a fair at 
stated times. 

O^y </ori, Avarice j a lively, dancing 

pace, like that of the wild ass; an easy, 
agreeable life; jovial, cheerful in com-
pany. 

J^ygor i l , A gorilla (m.c). 
)fa gauz, A n u t ; a walnut; a kernel; 

[gauzi-huna, The thorn-apple ;] — guz, goz, 
A walnut; a fa r t ; bad ; bdellium ; [̂ wai" 
urughi A rotten nut;—guz az huni Mar, 
Wind from the anus of an ass (proverbially 
applied when nothing is expected) ;—guz 
bar gumbad ofokdndan (nishdndan), To at-
tempt something difficult or impossible ;— 
guzi balghdr, A filbert;—guz dadan (zadan), 
To fart;—gusi shikasta, The sky;]—gawaz, 
A fallow-deer; a stag; the mountain-ox. 

T )fa guz, Autumn. 
)fagauz-db, A dish of walnuts, vetches, 

and rice. 
«A} y gau-zdda, Son of a hero. 
fafafa gilzaz, A bird like the nightingale. 

jfa gauz-dgand, A dried apricot 
stuffed with walnut-kernels. 

<sfa-)fa gozban, The crupper of a saddle. 
yi jfa gauz-bun, guz-bun, A walnut-tree. 

j fa gawaz-chihr, A comet-,-. 
gduzad, A beetle, 

s ^ y guzada, A red kind of gum; a 
cricket. 

(jj jfaguz-zan, One who breaks wind, 
^y gauzistdn, A place full of nut-

bushes. 
jy gauz-shihasta, The sky (see 

guzi shikasta under j y ) . 
&iyfa gauzagha, A cotton-pod. 
^{fa guzah, The heel; (dim. of guz) a 

subdued fart. 
US' jfa guz-hund, Datura, 

guzganl, Goats' leather, 
*fa)fa gauz-girih, A sort of ornamental 

button. 
xsf^fa giiz-gand, Vain-boasting, idle talk, 

lie. 
pAtS ^y gauz-gandum, Name of a plant. 
0)fagawazn, A kind of mountain-ox; a 

deer, doe, elk; a stag. 
E®; fa gau-zanakh, A dimple in the chin. 

gauzan-surin, With buttocks 
like a deer, with full hips (see jfa). 

a jfa guzana, A place for playing at ball. 
ijfa goza, A cotton-pod; the silkworm's 

cone ; the head of a poppy; 
^ f a gawizthar, The dragon's head or tail; 

the sphere of the moon. 
tf *)fa goza-mukh, The spathe of the 

date-flower. 
fa guzi, Badness. 

yJijfa guzidan, To break wind. 
£j*jfa gauzina, A sweetmeat made of wal-

nuts. 
v^y gozhdb, Syrup of grapes or dates, 
sj^y guzhada, A kind of red gum. 
<_s»̂ >y gnzhgani, Goats' leather (see jfa 

i^fagozha, = tjfa q.v. 



&1L. fi go-sdla, A calf; a young camel or 
elephant; young in years ; a dolt, a block-
head ;—gosdla'i falak, The sign Taurus ;— 
gostila murda pur kdh kardan, To stuff a 
dead calf with straw (which is put in 
sight of the cow to make her yield milk). 

cs^jj &SL.fi gosdla-parast, A calf-worship-
per. 

J ^ f i gospand, A sheep, a r a m ; a goat 
(the latter meaning rather incorrect, yet 
allowable). 

•b+ffi gospand-chardn, A shepherd. 
(ft&S t j ^ f i gosp an d - hush an, (sheep-slay-

ing) Name of the Muhammadan festival 
Idi qurban (see 

gost, gawast, A breach, break; a 
large drum. 

gosfand, A sheep ; a ram ; a goat; 
—gosfand az ba-rdy qurbdn ist, He sacri-
fices his life in religious warfare ;—gosfandi 
taslim, Tbe sheep led to the place of sacri-
fice; (met.) entirely devoted and submis-
sive. (See .) 

jW^ xA~.fi gosfand-andaz, Name of a 
wrestling-trick. 

\j*fi gosh, The ear ; (imp. of goshldan, in 
comp.) hearing; a hearer, lisfceiier; a spy, 
emissary, informer; a corner (hence jigar-
gosh — &&fi fi^. q.v.) ; look, s igh t ; desire, 
expectation; custody, preservation ; name 
of an angel; name of the fourteenth day 
of the solar month; [gosh uftddan, To be 
or become deaf;—gosh afrdkhlan, To turn 
and listen to;—gosh afgo.ndan (anddkhtan). 
To observe attentively ;—gosh ba.angusht 
giriftan, To stop one's ears (so as not to 
hear) ;—gosh ba-pd hardan, To prick the 
ears and listen; to make one speak;—gosh 
ba-dar dashtan, To expect, to wait for ;— 
gosh bar-tdftan, To turn away from ;—gosh 
ba-shiniftani chize hardan, To give ear to 
anything;—gosh bar-ddshtan, To expect, to 
wait f o r ; to give up hope, to despair;— 
gosh bar dar ddshtan, To expect, to wait 
for;—gosh biyafshurd, He received a scold-
ing, a punishment;—gosh pur shudan az, 
To hear a great deal of a matter ;—gosh 
pur hardan az, To fill the ear with ;—gosh 
pahn (pahnct) hardan, To hope for ; to ex-
pect to be listened to ; — gosh-at ba-man 
baehad, Listen to me (m.c.) ;—gosh tar shu-
dan az, To hear of a thing with pleasure; 
to hear;—goshi tu du dadand u zabdni tu 
yahl, Two ears have been given to you and 
one tongue, i.e. talk less and listen more; 
—gosh tez kardan, To prick the ears ;—gosh 
jurp,banida ast, His attention has been 
roused;—gosh kharidan, To scratch the 
ear, (met.) to wait, t a r ry ; to think, medi-
tate ;—gosh kharashidan. To injure orwound 
the ear;—gosh hhwabdndan, To hang the 
ears;—gosh dadan, To give or lend an ear ; 
—gosh dashtan, To give ear ; to observe, to 
watch j to keep, to preserve j to make one 

speak ;—gosh dirdz kardan, — gosh pahn har-
dan, q.v.;—gosh-rd nawdzish dddan, to 
pull the ear ;—gosh zadan, To prick up the 
ears, to listen attentively ; — goshi sabuk 
dashtan, To listen to every talk;—goshi san-
gin, A deaf ear;—gosh shudan, To listen, pay 
profound attention ;—gosh-ash sangln (zang-
girifta, girifta) ast, He turns a deaf ear; 
he is deaf ;—gosh kardan, To hear, l is ten; 
to observe (this meaning doubtful, gosh 
kardan possibly being a misreading for 
koshkardan " to make exertions") ; to hope 
for, to expect;—goshi hase bar-tdftan, To 
draw one's attention to a ma t t e r ;— gosh 
kashidan, To listen to, to be attentive ; to 
rebuke, &c. ( = gosh malldan q.v. below) ;— 
goshi gdv khwdblda ast, He is ignorant of or 
unconcerned at the vicissitudes of fortune 
(proverbially said);—goshi gardun har, 
(May) the ear of heaven (be) deaf (viz. to 
the prayers of the invidious), i.e. may hea-
ven grant my wish;—gosh giriftan, To 
listen to; (met.) to be admonished and 
confess one's error or ignorance;—gosh 
gushddan (gushudan), To be ready to hear, 
to listen to;—gosh gumdshtan, To hear, to 
listen to ;—gosh malldan, To rub the ears ; 
(met.) to rebuke, to admonish ; to punish, 
chastise (see J^ jS ) ;—gosh i mdhi, An ear-
shell, haliotis; a cup made of shell, a small 
cup ;— goshi mardum uftddan, To become 
public (a secret);—goshimush, Mouse's ear (a 
plant);—gosh nihadan, To listen, attend to; 
to leave, abandon ;—goshi hosh, The ears of 
the understanding;—andar gosh giriftan, To 
listen to, to take in, to be attentive;—ba-
gosh [dar-gosh) awardan, bar gosh amadan 
(khwurdan, rasidan), To hear;—ba-gosh 
rasdnidan, ba-gosh (bar gosh, dar gosh) 
kashldan, To make hear \—dar gosh ddsh-
tan, To have remembrance of, to keep in 
memory, to remember ;—zi-buni gosh, With 
the utmost attention ;]—gush, A mustachio, 
whisker. 

s~.\&>fi gushasb, Sleep ; a dream ; pollu-
tion ; the nightmare; a youth whose beard 
has scarcely begun to appear. 

>^>\Afi goshdb, &*\&fi goshdba, =s 
(gosht-ab), qq.v. 

( f t f i goshdn, Juice pressed from grapes. 
a\i>,fi goshana, A corner; an ambush, 

lurking-place. 
J»fi gosh-dwal, One who under-

stands ana remembers all he hears. 
jji} Ji.fi gosh-ba-dar, Expecting impa-

tiently ;—gosh ba-dar shudan, To await 
anxiously. 

jV J^fi gosh bar dwdz, J*fi gosh ba-
ni h, ^ J*fi gosh bar dar, jt J*fi gosh 
bar zang, ^ yt J^fi gosh bar sadd, In anxious 
or impatient expectation ( = J*fi q.v,). 

^fi^tf J*fi gosh-burldagl, A cutting off of 
the ear. 

SAĴ  Jufi qosh-burida, Crop-eared. 



gosh-bistar, Name of a man 
whose ears were so large as to serve him 
for a counterpane (see ofafa fa^)-

*** ^ f a gosh-band, A bandage over the 
ears. 

gosh-pech, Twisting the ears; 
punishment; a cap covering the ears 
against cold; a shawl twisted round the 
head and ears (turban-fashion) ; an orna-
ment worn in the turban. 

gosh-pechlda, One who has 
had his ears pulled or twisted ; a scholar, 
pupil, school-boy. 

goeht, Flesh, meat; pulp of f ru i t ; 
[goshti badan-mdn-rd na-rez (rlz), Do not 
scatter the flesh of our body, i.e. give not over 
my reputation to the mercy of strangers 
(m.c.) ;—gosht giriftan, To gather flesh, to 
wax fat;—goshti murda, Proud flesh;] — 
gawasht, Name of a note in music ;—gaivisht, 
Chewing the cud, rumination (for T. <>/ ) . 

gosh-tdb, A twisting of the ears as 
a punishment; castigafcion ; anything worn 
round the h^ad to keep the ears warm ;— 
gosht-ab, (meat-water) Gravy. 

y gosht-aba, Minced-ineat soup. 
gosh-tdbi, Rebuke, punishment, 

chastisement ( = q.v.). 
gushtdsp, Pollution ; the night-

mare ; a bird's beak. 
gosht-uganda, Meat-pie, sau-

sage. 
gosht-dwa, Gravy, soup. 

ct-vAy gosht-dwez, A flesh-market. 
gosht-dhanj («ICU&\ ahang), A 

flesh-hook; a trident, eel-spear; a little 
spit ; a kite. 

jt gosht-bar, Covered with a crust, 
with proud flesh ; full of flesh, corpulent. 

âV, e ^ y gosht-pdra, Bit of meat; a 
kernel. 

\s gosh-td-gosh, Entirely, alto-
gether. 

gosht-khar,gasht-khwdr, 
ijj^ ti-AjJgosht-khwura, Carnivorous. 

fa vtsJkfa gosht-dar, Full of flesh, corpu-
lent. 

yta gosht-ddn, A dish or tray for 
meat. 

Wj vs-v&ygosht-rubd, gosht-rubay, 
A kite, crow ; a flesh-hook. 

<u>j gosht-rafta, Lean, emaciated. 
gosht-farosh, A seller of meat. 

gosht-kob, A butcher's cleaver. 
.v^jjkfa goshtmand, Fleshy, made of flesh; 

carnal. 
u t 3 g o s h t n d k , Fleshy ; pulpy. 

goshl-ndki, Fleshiness. 
goahtin, Flesh, f a t ; meat-dishes. 

yjtAss&fa goehajdt (pi. of gosha), Angles, 
Ac. (see 

(j^igoshchl, A listener, hearer; a spy, 
watchman, sentinel, emissary, informer. 

jufa gosh-kharak, Anything which 
scratches the ear; an ear-pick; an earwig. 

gosh-Maba, An ear-pick; an ear-
wig. 

gosh-kharak, — ssJjU. u 5 ^ q . v . 
y- gosh-khaz, gosh-kJ^azak, 

Scolopendra, millipede; an earwig. 
80Jj*- gosh-khwurda, Boxed on the 

ears, 
gosh-khaya, = q.v. 

gosh-ddr, Guardian, keeper, pre-
server. 

goeh-ddri, Preservation, protec-
tion ; care, attention; education. 

gosh-darya, A shell containing 
pearls ; a cup made of a shell or mother-
of-pearl, 

i ^ j ^ y gosh-darlda, (met.) A tambourine. 
^j^yJ gosh-zad, What strikes the ear; 

hearsay, rumour. 
gosh-sardy, One who remembers 

or thoroughly understands all he hears. 
cVjy- goshsurdkh, One whose ears 

are bored. 
goshak, (dim.) A little ear; the 

uvula. 
jbfa gosh-guzdr, A hearer; heard. 

gosh-guzdrl, Report, informa-
tion, notice ;—gosh-guzdrl kardan, To re-
port, inform, bring to notice; to speak 
allegorically. 

s-J gosh-lab, One whose beard has 
not yet sprouted. 

JW&y gosh-nial, Chastisement, especially 
that of schoolmasters upon boys, by rnb-
bing their ears ; rebuke, reproof. 

(j&Ugosh-mdhi, A small Indian shell 
with which bridles are ornamented; tor-
toise-shell; a cup made of mother-of-pearl. 
(See goshi mdhi under 

goshwdr, Sj\) gosh-wdra, An ear-
ring -, a large pearl (the only one in the 
shell) ; the first couplet of a ghazal or 
qasida; an embroidered cloth worn as an 
ornament over the sides of a turban; boring 
the ears of female children ; total, aggre-
gate amount; abstract of an account";—• 
goshwdra'i falak, The ear-ring of the sky, 
i.e. the new moon. 

gosha, An angle, corner, nook, closet; 
retirement, privacy, side ; "the handle of a 
vessel; a button-hole, loop, or noose; a 
species of wicker travelling basket; a notch 
(at the end of a bow, into which the string 
goes); the womb;—gosha' i abrii baland sha-
wad, The corners of the eye-brows are raised, 
i.e. one looks cross;—gosha'i abru baland kar-
dan, To look cross, to frown ;—gosha'i abru 
juiribanldan, To wink ;—gosha'i abru ktiam 
kardan, To curve the corner of the eyebrow 
(sign of contempt) ;—gosha'i bdgke giriftan, 
To court privacy;—gosha'i bdlish, The edge 
of a pillow or cushion ;—gosha'i jdmi shi-
kasta, The new moon ;—goshaH jigar, The 



lobe of tbe liver;—gosha'i chashm, The 
corner of the eye ;—gosha'i chashm ba chize 
dashtan, To have one's eye upon a thing, 
to look at, to care for;—gosha'i chize, Ex-
tremity or point of a thing;—gosha'i chize 
shikastan, To turn in the edge or corner of 
anything;—gosha'i dahan, Corner of the 
mouth;—gosha'i zamin, Corner of the earth, 
tract of land ;—gosha'i zinjir, The link of a 
chain;—gosha'i kdr, The outside or extrem-
ity of anything ;—gosha'i kaman, The notch 
for the string at the end of a bow; — 
gosha giriftan, To seek retirement, court 
privaey; to retire, withdraw. 

&6,fi gosha gosha, Prom corner to 
corner. 

te>figosha-d&r, Angular, cornered. 
soU^ u*fi gosha-kushada, Having the end 

or ends open. 
i$tfi gosha-guzin, Fond of retirement 

or seclusion. 
ft &4.fi gosha-gir, i^ft^ &Atfi gosha-nishin, 

(possessing a corner, sitting in a corner) 
Solitary; a hermit. 

^ f i gosha-giri, (Jb.fi gosha-ni-
8hini, Retirement, seclusion; the life of a 
hermit. 

))) gosha-warz, Who practises retire-
ment. 

goshi, A tax on the number of cattle 
and beastB of burden. 

fia^fi goshydr, Name of a learned man 
under whom the celebrated Avicenna 
studied medicine. 

V'***fi goshidan, To listen, hear, hearken, 
<-ifiguf, An owl (see 

£ 9° ki, Although. 
gog, A but ton; a war t ; a calf. 

ftfi gugdr, ^ftfi gugdl, A beetle. 
gugdln&k, Pull of beetles, 

gugird, gaugird, Sulphur, brimstone; 
—gugirdi ahmar, Red sulphur ; the philo-
sopher's stone. 

fi gu-gardanak> A tumbledung. 
tffigoga, A coat-button; a calf ; a wart. 
J f i gaul, A dervish's coarse woollen gar-

ment ;—gol, A fool, an idiot; stupid, rude, 
unlearned, ignorant; an owl; fraud, deceit; 
a pond containing little water ; a ball;— 
gol khwurdan, To be cheated, tricked ;—gol 
zadan, To play the fool, to play tricks. 

0 f i goldj, A kind of sweetmeat. 
^ifi mdad, Name of a champion of Iran. 
difiguldie, A fuller 's beetle. 
t P y gaulan, A medicine made from the 

root of boxthorn. 
^ f i goldnj, A kind of sweetment; a very 

thin sort of cake eaten in soup. 
gol-anddz, A gunner, cannonier, 

bombardier. 
t s ) ^ Jfi gol-andazi, Gunnery. 
JU^fi gol-band, (in Gilan) Swaddling-

bands. 
g U y gol-hdj, (foolish pilgrim) A pilgrim 

travelling on foot to Mecca; also a pilgrim 
ignorant of the rites to be performed 
there. 

t^fi gola/sh, gol-khan, Stove of a 
bath. 

x j f i gular, The wild fig tree, Ficus glo-
merata. 

gulg&uncha, Red paint for the 
face. 

golak, The kotwal's treasure-pot; a 
till, a drawer (see and ;—gulak, 
Root of assafcetida. 

flx&fi golanddz, A cannonier, bombardier. 
i$\SjSfi golandazi, Gunnery. 
H *Y gola, A storehouse for keeping 

grain, salt, and the like. 
AJfi gola, A ball in general; a cannon-

ball ; a cotton-pod; the silkworm's cocoon; 
a poppy-head; a hedgehog; a porcupine; 
an earthen pitcher for water, 

j t o t <rffi gola-and az, A cannonier, gunner, 
iifi gola-anddsst, Gunnery. 

fit A fi gola-bdr, A heavy load carried on 
the back (see fit *y). 

<Jfi goli, Folly, thoughtlessness;—goli, 
guli, A ball, bullet, bowl, orb, pill. 

O^figulidan, To bark (as a dog). 

G? gom, The bog-rush. 
fi guma, Name of a plant used as a 

topic, and cure for ear-ache, ague, &c. 
(Pharnaceum Mollugo). 

go ma-bash, Say, let it not be ; 
leave it alone, if the thing cannot happen 
it won't happen. 

H ^y^fi gumti, Name of a river in India. 
gumcha, A narrow lane (doubtful 

word). 
gaumist, Name of a book that 

descended to a Magian priest named Jau-
miBt. 

\s**fi gumish, A digger (see 
gumashun, (in Zand) Them, these. 

($*fi giiman, An owl; according to others, 
a bird resembling a duck. 

y f i guman, (in Zand and Pazand) 
This. 

&*+fi goma, A hovel made of reeds or 
straw. 

ufi gawan, A thorny shrub; heather 
(m.c.) ;—gun, Colour; species; form, kind, 
mode, manner, fashion, law, rule, regula-
tion ; like, resembling; when added to 
nouns it implies a similitude of colour, as 
gul-gun, Rose-coloured, &c.;—guwin, Name 
of a city in Persia. 

\ifi gund, Colour; paint for the face ; 
form, figure, habit, mode, manner, rule, 
law, regulation; (in Zand and Pazand) a 
lamb. 

*r*\ifigundb, Paint or wash for the face. 
(.)fivfi gun-a-gun, Of different kinds, 

species, sorts, or colours; various;—kutubi 
gun-a-gun, Various authors, all sorts of 
books, a miscellany. 



gundguni, Variety, 
t j * ^ guwinji, Noble, excellent, brave, 

courageous ; dear, precious. 
ofa gun-zhada, A cricket, 

te—gunasta, Buttocks of man or horBe. 
^ f a gunand, A packing-needle ; a sack-

maker. 
^fa giina, Colour; species; form, figure, 

external appearance, mode, manner, kind ; 
the cheek; the buttocks; various, diversi-
fied ; red paint for the face; construed 
with the verbs dadan, shikastan, Ac.;—bdz-
guna (wdz-guna) kardan, To overset, turn 
topBy-turvy; to reverse (see u f a jW and 
to fa fa) >—chand-guna, Of different kinds, 
various, diverse (see also and chi-
giina under 

QWfa gonhdn, The world (unsupported 
by examples). 

ofa u f a guna-gun, Ufa a fa guna-guna, Of 
various kinds or colours, of various sorts ; 
—guna-guna shudan, To be distinguished 
by genus or species, to be of different 
kinds. 

W f a gunyd, A perpendicular, a mason's 
or carpenter's rule ; an architect's line. 

fa gau-wdrd, A herd of oxen; a 
cradle. 

ifa guh, Human excrement;—guwah, A 
witneBB. 

U** guh-bin, Inspector, or cleaner of 
privies, 

<guhdan, A necessary, jakes, privy. 
jf>fagohar, gauhar, A gem, jewel, pearl, 

precious stone; lustre of a gem or Bword; 
root, origin; of a noble family ; essence, 
substance, form; offspring; any hidden 
virtue ; intellect, wisdom; a substitute ;— 
gauhari adam, The origin and substance of 
Adam, of man ; earth, dus t ; the offspring 
of Adam ;—gauhari dsman, The origin and 
matter of the firmament; the stars;—gan-
har bar rishta kardan (darrishta kashidan), 
To string pearls;—gauhari tar, A liquid 
pearl, (met.) a tear;—gauhari taf-ddr, A 
gem marked with a white spot;—gauhar 
tuf tan, To bore pearls ; (met.) to begin a 
discourse, to tell a story;—gauhari shab-
tdb (shab-r.hirdgh), The carbuncle (gem) ;— 
gauhar shikastan, gauhar shikastan bar, To 
break a pearl or gem; (met.) to smile ; to 
destroy one's fortune or position ; to laugh ; 
—gauhar kashidan, To string pearls;—gau-
har gusistan bar, To scatter gems or pearls 
upon;—gauhari mirrikh-sifat, A live coal; 
— gauhari mutahhara, Anything pnre and 
excellent;—gauhari mulk, A prince; a 
king ;—gauhari nim-ru, A pearl round on 
one side and flat on the other;—gauhari 
nim-suft, A half-bored pearl, (met.) a dis-
course, imperfect, or but partially under-
stood. 

ylAi\ ybj gauhar-afshdn, Who scatters 
gems or pearls; a scattering of jewels. 

fafa gauhar-agin, Set with pearls, 
filled with jewels ; brave, mettlesome. 

fa"fa gauhar-amdy, Who strings gems 
or pearls ; who ordains well; who produces 
existence. 

<£fafa gauhar an (pi. of gauhar), The ele-
ments. 

j*>yS gauhar-cmdaz, Who scatters 
gems or pearls ; a scattering of jewels. 

jfa^ fafagauhar-andoz, Collecting jewels. 
fa jPfagauhar-bdr, Raining pearls. 
<^fa )tofa gauhar-bdri, Rain of jewels, Ac.; 

—gauhar-bdri kardan, (met.) To cry ; to 
speak eloquently. 

mi ytofa gauhar-band, A belt adorned with 
jewels, Ac. 

$ gauhar-pasand, Fond of jewels, 
pearls, Ac. 

)&fa gauhar-baft, = y^ffyfcyq.v. 
s ^ )*>fa gauhar-tdb, fa fafa gauhar-tdv, A 

transparent summer-garment, worn by 
ladies; a wreath, fillet; a veil adorned 
with gold. 

fa/ gauhar-pdra, Precious like a 
pearl. 

u^A fafa gauhar-pdsh, Scattering jewels. 
j r f , fafa gauhar-parwar, Cherishing a 

pearl (said of a mother with reference to 
her daughter). 

j&fagauhar-khdna, A treasure-house 
of pearls or gems ;—gauhar-khana'i asli, 
(met.) Nearness to God. 

ysA f>fa gauhar-khdna-khez, The raiser 
of the treasure-house of pearls, i.e. Mu-
hammad as the writer of the Qur'an. 

ytofa gauhar-khdy, Muhammad. 
fa jtzfa gauhar-ddr, Bright, glittering 

(sword). 
JJ J&JS gauhar-dil, Bold, courageous. 
p.)}*fa gauhar-rez, =fajJt>fa q.v. 

ybfa gauhar-zdy, Nobly-born ; good, 
benevolent, virtuous; jus t ; prudent; skil-
ful ; generous, bold ; eloquent. 

<.fa^jtofa gauharistan, Abounding in gems, 
jewels, Ac. 

jjbfa gauhar-sanj, Weighing or exa-
mining pearls; (met.; a critic. 

QUJ yitfa gauhar-ftshan, Who scatters 
jewels; a scattering of pearls. 

^ j j i y&fa gauhar-farosh, A seller of 
jewels ; — gauhar - faroshi kana'dni, The 
trader who bought Joseph from his bro-
thers and sold him into Egypt. 

jbfagauhar-hada, Abounding in gems, 
jewels, Ac. 

^sA ytofa gauhar-kash, A female ornament 
for the wrists or arms, of gems, gold, or 
silver. 

tj^A^ jJbfa gauhar-kashida, That on which 
pearls, Ac. are arranged in a row, as a 
string, Ac. 

fafa fa gauhargar, A jeweller. 
\fa fafa gauhar-gird, Inclining towards, 

i.e. fond of jewels, Ac.; possessed of suoh. 



j*>fi gauhar-gustar, Who scatters 
gems or pearls; an admoniBher, preacher, 
giver of good advice, 

u ^ j*figauhar-gish, Bold, courageous. 
ft j*fi gauhar-nisdr, Scattering gems, 

jewels, pearls. 
jtoft gauhar-nishdn, Like pearls. 
ftfi gauhar-nigar, Set with pearls, 

&c. ( = ftf q.v.). 
gavhart, Generous, noble,- high-

bred (horse); innate essential; adorned 
with gems; a dealer in precious stones, 
connoisseur in gems, jeweller;—asbi gau-
hari, A generous horse. 

O^ftfi gauharidan, To exchange, barter. 
yUak t f i guh-ghaltan. (tumble-dung) A 

beetle. 
t f i guh-garddn, Name of a game. 
guhin, A ditch, channel. 

<j>jf?oy (guy), (imp. of guftan, in comp.) 
Saying; a speech, word;—guy (goy), A 
ball, golf-ball, globe, sphere, button; any-
thing globular; dung; — guyi angula, A 
button with the loop; a button-hole; a 
particular kind of coat-button; the sun; 
—guy burdan, To bear away the ball, to 
excel;—guyi zar, The sun ; — guyi sdkin, 
The terrestrial globe ; a dot, a diacritical 
point;—quyi sim, The moon ;—guy shudan, 
To place the head on the knee, to watch 
narrowly. 

goyd, guyd, Saying, speaking; a 
speaker, singer; loquacious, talkative; the 
tongue; a singing-bird ; well-tuned (in-
strument) ; thus, in this manner, as you 
would say, as it were; chiefly, principally, 
apparently, probably ;—goyd shudan, To 
speak;—goyd ki raft wa sang bast, He is a 
long time in returning, he tarries;—goyd'i 
daur, The speaker of the age, a historian ; 
—goyd'i gahwdra (mahd), Jesus Christ 
'(speaking in the cradle). 

^ j f goyak, Talkative, loquacious. 
<ftfi goydn (pres. part.), Saying, speak-

ing ; talkative, loquacious, eloquent; a 
speaker; a singer. 

ij^ifi goyd'i, Conversation, talk. 
^sfi guy-bdz, A player at trap-ball or 

at shinty ; one who throws several balls in 
the air successively and catches them; 
name of the nineteenth day of the month. 

jifi gawer, A desert; a mirage; the pre-
fect of a city. 

jifi gawiz, =j>fi q.v., p. 1065. 
u~ifi gawls, A churn or the staff, 

i f igawest , guwest, A blow, kick. 
if gawestan, To beat, to pound 

( = q.v.). 
gawesta, Beaten, pounded, 

i f i gawisa, A milk-churn or the stick. 
i j ^ f i gawisk, te-ifi gawisha, A churn ; a 

churn-stick;—guyish f A word, a speech, 
discourse. 

**kfi guyak, A but ton; a little ball; the 
clitoris. 

Q^fi isfi guy-garddn, ^ f i guy-
gardanak, A beetle, a tumble-dung. 

goy and, guyand, They say. 
(fiSsxif goyandagdn (pl. of goyanda), Ora-

tors, &c. (see ttj.,fi). 
^JUJfi goyandagi, A dialect; a mode of 

speech. 
ixufi goyanda, An orator, speaker; a 

singer; the tongue; an instrument well 
tuned ; an approver, informer; a spy. 

fij^i^ goyanda-ddn, The receptacle of 
that which speaks (the palate?). 

&ifi guya, A cavern, place of shelter. 
g°yli < f i f 9°'h Thou shouldst say ; 

the act of speaking; speech, eloquence;— 
guye, goye, A ball, a globe, a sphere. 

g^sifi goyidan, guyidan, To speak. 
tSgah, Time; place; a throne; a cru-

cible ; quickly ;—guh, Bung, excrement;— 
man guh mi-khwuram, I (will) eat dirt (a 
vulgar oath, m.c.). 

U^figihan, The world. 
ftfi gahbdr, \*>ftfi gahbdrhd, The six days 

or periods of the creation. 
ft gahar, Name of an ally of Afra-

siyab ;—guhar, Race, stock, family; off-
spring ; essence, quality; wisdom, in-
telligence ; substitute, exchange, recom-
pense ; roou, origin, form,, substance; a 
gem, jewel;—guhari '•iqdi falak, The stars. 

ft ft guhar-bar, Raining or scattering 
gems. 

t̂ A* ft guhar-baft, Interwoven or em-
broidered with jewels. 

H J y ft ghur-bahal, A vehicle and horse 
(see Jv> ft p. 1073). 

t f t ft guhar-pdra, A piece of a gem ; a 
precious pearl. 

ft guhar-pdsh, Strewing jewels. 
ft guhar-parwar, Nourishing pearls, 

i.e. the shell in which they grow ; —madari 
guhar-parwar, Mother of an incomparable 
daughter. 

ft guhar-kkana'i asli, Near-
ness to the Deity (see & U. y ^ ) * 

¥-) guhar-rez, t^ft* ft guhar-fishan, 
Sprinkling, scattering gems. 

f~S ft guhar-gustar, A faithful adviser. 
ft guhar-muhra, A pearl said to be 

found in a serpent's head and to secure 
the owner's continual good luck. 

guhar-hd (pl. of guhar), Gems, pearls, 
jewels. 

^ j f i guhari, Adorned with gems; a 
dealer in precious stones; high-bred 
(horse) ; recompense (see <^y>fi)-

H g&ari, The space of twenty-four 
minutes; a small period of time ; hour ; 
watch, clock, gong, &c. 

gahzan, A shoemaker's tool. 
gahla, TTncoined gold or silver. 
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bred in trees, wood-guhn, A worm 

louse. 
fax£ gahambar. \*>fax£ gahambdrhd, The 

six days of the creation. (See V^L-eAS). 
ifa^yfagahvjdragi, Cradled ( infant) . 

g ahwar a, A cradle ; a swing ;—gah-
wa.ra'i dev, Name of a wrestling trick ;— 
gahwdra'i fana, The cradle of mortality, i.e. 
the present transitory world. 

i j y f i gahuli, Exchange, barter. 
gahulidan, To barter, exchange. 

gahe, =• q.y. 
^fa gai, Name of a speckled bird whose 

wings are used in feathering arrows ;—gl, 
taking the place of mute 8, is an affix em-
ployed to form the abstract noun, as bakh-
shandagi, Liberality, f rom bakhshanda, 
Liberal, &c. 

giya, Dry herbage ; enclosure of a 
village. 

C^AJJ gayakhun, A doing slowly, delibe-
rately . 

giyarang, A general or comman-
der. 

giydzdr, A meadow, place ful l of 
grass. 

ysU giya-shir, The milk of any plant . 
giydgjh, Grass, herbage. 

Aa^ giydh, Green herbage, grass; also 
dry hay ;—giyahi dbgina, A plant used in 
giving a lustre to glass;—giyahi akhzar, 
Green herbage ;—giyahi shutur, Tragacanth, 
which camels l ike;—gihdhi qaisar, The 
herb melilot;—giyahi namndk, Purslain. 

giydhdn (pi. of giyak), Grasses, 
u«J\} sLS" giyahnak, Grassy, fu l l of grass. 
^ U a US' giydhnaki, GrassineBs. 
yfS gaibur, A kind of spear-head. 

gipd, A sheep or goat's ventricle 
stuffed with minced meat and r ice; a sau-
sage, pudding; a haggis. 

yjVs* g~ipai, A seller of sausages, pud-
dings, &c. 

git (S. gita), A kind of song, 
git-khwan, A singer, a min-

strel. 
(jSjjJ gitl, The world; time, fo r tune ; a 

f ragrant rose (see ^fai? and the following). 
tsVt git'i-dray, World-adorning ; the 

ornament of mankind ; a beautiful Basrah 
rose, which preserves its leaves a long 
time (when withered these roses are pu t 
amongst clothes and linen, to give them a 
perfume resembling a mixture of musk and 
ambergris). 

jjfa ^zfa giti-afroz, World-il luminating. 
( ^ A giti-dfirin, Creator of the 

world. 
giiibdn, Protector of the world, 

king. 
jjfj* giti-parwar, Nourisher of the 

world (the sun). 
8j3» ^fatf giti-pizhuh, Worldly ; a king. 

^y-fagitl-Jdiiram, = <^y <JxsS'q.v. 

) y^ 

fa giti-dar, Possessor of the world; 

^ S gitisatdn, Conqueror of the 

a King, 

world. 
^ S giti-satani, Conquest of the 

world. 
jjji ^jZtS giti-faroz, World-il luminating. 
8jfa giti-karda, Man, mankind. 
<jfaz£ giti-gushdy, Conqueror of the 

world. 
W giti-namd, Showing the world 

(implying a mirror supposed to be in 
possession of Alexander the Great, which 
represented every transaction on the face 
of the earth). 

o^y giti-naward, Who has travelled 
the world over; the sun ; Alexander ; a 
horse. 

imfa*sgisi, A f ragran t rose (see 
Sr^ gija, gich, A fool pleased 

with, or praising himself ; l ight or giddy-
headed ; one tha t has the ver t igo; dis-
tracted ; giddiness, vertigo. 

BA^y gijida, Astonished, confounded, 
amazed. 

gid (S. gridha), A k i t e ; spiritless, 
dastardly. 

^ i f a gidi, Stupid, a blockhead ; idiotic ; 
timid, cowardly. 

ji. gidi-khar, A stupid ass, a donkey, 
a blockhead. 

jtS gir, (imp. of giriftan) Take, seize, 
ho ld ; rebuke, ch id ing; a bi t ter taste (in 
an almond or walnut) ; (in comp.) seizing, 
tak ing; keeping, holding; a captor, taker, 
seizer ;—gir nftddan (dmadan), To become 
ensnared, to fall into another 's hand, to 
get into a plight;—gir awardan, To bring 
into one's grasp, to obtain, to become pos-
sessed of ; — gir-u-dar, Seize and hold! 
(met.) dominion ; confusion, uproar (m.c.); 
—sher-gir, A seizer, i.e. conqueror of (heroes 
like) lions. 

gird, One who holds or is held 
firmly; prehensile; a captive; detention, 
captivity ; t reat ing, handl ing ; a cough ;— 
mirds-gird, Who takes an inheritance, i.e. 
an heir. 

gir-a-gir, Take, seize, hold f a s t ! 
\\yfS girandan, yJ*^^ giranidan, To 

cause to t a k e ; to hold together ; to ex-
tort ; to keep or be kept in durance until 
a debt or fine is paid ; to l ight (a caudle). 

c/irdy, — q.v. 
i j h f f a girai, Grasp, seizure; the power 

of taking or laying hold ; prehension, 
prehensility. 

ty£ girakk, A desk or support for a 
book. 

girish, Capture, seizure, detent ion; 
a th rus t with a spear ; blame, reproach, 
t a u n t ; a fault , sin, crime. 

fa gir'dar, Take and ho ld ; the con-
fused clamour of combatants ; battle. 



t ^ y giriftan, To take. 
pft gir am, I take, take for granted, allow, 

admit. 
ttiytSglranda, A taker. 

girang, Name of a place in Khu-
rasan;—qdzi'i girang, (met.) A facetious 
person, 

t j f t giruj, The herb restharrow. 
S gir-U'biddr, ft j ft gir-u-dar, 

Take and hold; the confused noise of 
combatants; battle, combat; absolute 
authority, dominion. 

iS&f 9ir&y> Name of a champion of Iran, 
i f t gira, A basket. 
i s f t giri, A taking, a handling (as last 

member of a compound). 
( f t . f t giryan, Sacrifice, ransom; weeping. 
ft giz, The pine-tree. 
Ln* gie> ges, gesu, gisu (S. heta), A 

ringlet of hair, a forelock, a sidelock, curl; 
construed with buridan, pareshdn hardan, 
gushddan, &c.;—gesuyi chang, The strings 
of a harp or guitar;—gesuyi sham1, Drops 
flowing from a candle; — gesuyi 'ambar-
amez, Locks fragrant as amber ; — badi 
gesu'i o, (met.) The long locks of Muham-
mad. 

gesuwan (pl. of the preceding), 
Hair, locks;—gesuwani dida, The eye-
lashes. 

gesu-burida, A shameless wo-
man. 

*** gesu-band, A hair-fillet; a purse. 
xjtfi gesu-posh, A coif. 
ft gesu-dar, Who wears locks; a 

descendant of Muhammad through Fati-
mah, a Saiyid; tho son of a Mauld or 
spiritual teacher. 

$ gesti-hamand, Whose locks cap-
ture like a lasso (a mistress). 

rt-'iv-ii-f gesina, Belonging to the hair. 
gesh, The marten or sable. 

J** gil, gel, The country called Gilan ; 
aho an inhabitant of i t ; (in the dialect of 
Gilan) a subject, peasant, plebeian. 

gilds, A cherry; a tumbler (for 
glass ? m.c.). 

<ftKS gildsi, A lamp for illumination (see 
jj-Af and the preceding article). 

oftS gilan, Name of a country and city 
between the Caspian and Euxine; also of 
a warlike tribe, and of a mountain. 

MWUJLS' gildnat (pl. of gilan), The coun-
tries of Gilan. 

^SL£ gilani, A native of Gilan. 
As? gil-ddru, Name of a certain medi-

cinal wood, black without and green 
within, found on the shores of the Caspian 
Sea. 

wsU-S" gelak, (in the dialect of Gilan) A 
subject, plebeian, villager, peasant. 

-oy* J*^ gel-mardum, The people of 
Gilan. 

ftS gilu, Name of a mountain. 

sl*^ gila, Name of a place, 
i f t f geli, Native of Gilan; name of a 

tribe. 
gimyd, A kind of garment of fine 

texture. 
gin (a contraction of dgin " f i l led") , 

A particle which, added to substantives, 
forms adjectives of possession, as :—gham-
gin, Filled with sorrow, sorrowful. 

gina (for dbgina), A glass ; a mirror. 
ftgev, Warlike, brave name of the son 

of Gudarz;—gayu, A speaker ; the tongue; 
chiefly, principally, apparently, probably. 

giwar, A historian; common sense. 
gevgdn, Name of a champion of 

Iran. 
giyom, William (the Emperor, m.c. 

from Fr. Guillaume). 
gayumart, gayumars, Name 

of the first king of Persia. 
gewa, A kind of cotton shoe used 

chiefly in Persia by prize-runners ;—glwa, 
Name of an ancient king. 

gewa-hash, The person in whose 
care the shoes (in a public bath, <fcc.) are 
given ; who steals shoes. 

&.<S giyah, Fresh grass. 
giyaha, (in Zand and Pazand) Grass. 

(ftr?gaihdn, The world; t ime; fortune. 
( f t f f S gaihdn-khidev, Lord of the 

world. 
LT^* (ftfifgaihdn-manish, Of a world-wide 

intellect. 
giha, The bramble (red or black). 

J I, The twenty-seventh letter of the 
Arabic-Persian alphabet, denoting in arith-
metic the number 30, and in the epheme-
rides night, the planet Saturn, and the 
opposite aspect in astrology. As the last 
letter of shauwal, it is used as abbreviation 
for the name of that month, and, on ac-
count of its shape, it serves in poetry as 
an emblem of a ringlet of hair. I t fre-
quently interchanges with the other liquids 
j> r> 

A J la (a particle of asseveration), Surely, 
verily, certainly; also employed in swearing, 
as la-'umriha, By thy life! before pronominal 
affixes, except it stands for the follow-
ing, as la-ha, To thee, &e.;—li, To, of, &c., 
denoting the oblique case, as li 'l-lahi, To 
or of God, for the sake of God. 

A ̂  la, No, not ; (for laisa) it is not, 
there is no;—ba-ld qdmati lata bi-shihast 
hhurd (scan: ba-ld qd \ -mati Idt \ -a bish-
hast | -i hhurd), By proclaiming the funda-
mental doctrine la ilaha ilia 'l-lah " there 
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is no god but God," he (Muhammad) scat-
tered the form of Lat (the idol) into 
pieces, where the double meaning may he 
understood : by pronouncing la lata ' ' there 
is no Lat," he annihilated that idol (see 

3 la, Fold, used as a particle expressive 
of multiplication ; boasting, bragging, vain-
glory (see ^3) ;—chand-la, Of how many 
folds? of so many folds; of several folds; 
manifold ;—du-ld, Double, 

A 31 ti\ » 
laildha ilia 'lldh, There is no 

god but God, with the supplement muham-
madun rasulu 'l-ldh, "Muhammud is the 
apostle of God," forming the fundamental 
doctrine of Islam, 

A 3 Id ubdli, I don't care, I fear 
not ; fearing nothing, insolent, licentious, 
petulant; a daredevil, reckless ;—Id-ubdli 
zistan, To lead an " I-don't-care " life, to 
live and act recklessly. 

^ ld-ubali'War, Unconcernedly, 
recklessly, unheeding consequences. 

A £AB3 la'dmat, Meanness, sordidness. 
a 3 Id'Ummate, An unbeliever; a 

sceptic; an irreligious person, one who 
de*e not observe the precepts of Islam. 

lab, The sun; request; supplica-
tion ; name of the Bon of Idris ; also of the 
inventor of the astrolabe ; or of the son of 
a Greek king of the name of Istar (?). 

A fyS labat, A place full of stones (espe-
cially black); black she-camels congregated. 

A Idbis, A delayer, dilatory. 
A AJ 3 Ja budda, in P. Id bud, No flight 

or escape; necessarily, infallibly ; entirely; 
it cannpt be but. 

a 3 la-buddi, Unavoidable, inevitable, 
certain ; necessary, essential; positive ; in-
voluntary, compulsory. 

3 jf 3 la, bar la, Fold upon fold; mani-
fold, multiplied; a kind of confection of 
almonds, nuts, and a little fine flour. 

A. labis, Clothed; one who puts on 
clothes. 

b * Id ba-la, Manifold, multiplied. 
A labin, Who abounds in or gives 

milk. 
labratwdr, Laboratory, workshop, 

studio (m.c. from Fr. laboratoire). 
laba, A supplication, prayer, request, 

desire ; a word ; submission ; confession of 
weakness; a demonstration of sincere 
friendship ; ridicule, irony, jest, joke, any-
thing facetious ; adulation, flattery, coax-
ing ; stratagem, f raud; a root; anything 
entwined about another from top to bottom; 
—laba hardan, To ask, pray, petition; to 
jest, ridicule. The word is also construed 
with sdkhtan and namudan. 

jW^ laba-pardaz, jS <43 laba-gar, Who 
supplicates, who jests, who flatters, &c. (see 

labldan, To be excessive in speak-

ing or talking, to talk idly, to boast, brag ; to ask, pray. 
A «>3 lat, Name of an idol worshipped by 

tbe pagan Arabians. 
A latib, Firm; sticking; necessary. 
A 3 la-tu'add, That cannot be num-

bered (see S). 
/ 3 Idtu, A boy's top; a trap, snare j a 

paddle; steps ; a ladder. 
a y lat'U-lut, Alone, by oneself, 

isolated (m.c.). 
^—^3 (?), The rational soul of the planet 

Saturn. 
A 3 la-sdnl, Incomparable, without a 

second. 
A lasim, A breaker, hurter. 

laj, A bribe ; naked ; a bitch. 
a tej*. 3 Id-jur'a (for Idyi jur'a), The 

dregs, lees, sediment. 
A 3 ld-jaram, Undoubtedly, neces-

sarily, of necessity, indispensably, by all 
means ; consequently, of course. 

A 3 Id-jawdh, Incapable of answer-
ing, silenced, speechless, disconcerted;—la-
jawdb hardan, To silence, confute,disconcert. 

laj award, Lapis lazuli, azure;— 
Idjaward kashidan, (met.) To write. 

^ jjjq-3 Idjaward-khum, Azure vault. 
a lajaward-qaba, Dressed in 

azure. 
^ ^ J i laj aw ardi, Azure, cerulean ; made 

or consisting of' lapis lazuli. 
lajawardl-saqf, The sky. 

tS^J9"^ lajawardl-niqdb, Mourning. 
lajawardina-Jchum, The sky. 

t j y ^ lajuq, An osier tent covered with 
felt, a tent ( = j y ^ q-T0» 

lach, A deception, a trick; a jest. 
a fa 3 la-char, Helpless, destitute, poor; 

without excuse, at a loss; having no alter-
native, perforce. 

a <^fa 3 Id-charagl, Forlornness, help-
lessness, destitution ; poverty ; inability, 
incapacity, 

fjfai Idchi, Common cardamoms. 
lachln, A servant, slave. 

A lahid, A grave dug laterally into 
the ground, or which has a niche cut in 
one side (sec A^J). 

A J*U 3 Id-hdsil, Unproductive, profit-
less ; abortive; needless, unavailing. 

A lahiq, Who or what touches or 
reaches unto; adhering, conjoined, adjoin-
ing, affixed ; an appendage ; a supplement; 
an affix ; a name of several horses, especially 
of one belonging to Mu'awiyah, 

A J^- 3 Id-hall, Difficult, not to be solved, 
abstruse. 

A ^ 3 Idhim, (A hawk) which eats flesh; 
one who gives or possesses meat. 

A J ^ » Id haul, » } J ^ 3 Id haula 
wa la quwata ilia bi'llah, There is no power 
nor strength except in God, i.e. there is 
no striving against fate, an exclamation 



uttered on any sudden or perplexing emer-
gency ; also to drive away evil spirits. 

lakh. A place ; (implying in comp.) 
much, copious, numerous, as sang-ldkh, " a 
stony place, abounding in stones " ; cotton 
or silk put into an ink-holder; hard; a 
rock, a stone (the last three meanings 
doubtful). 

A 3 Id-khardj, Rent-free, allodial. 
a S la-kharaj-dar. A holder of 

rent-free land. 
a 3 la-kharaj-zamin, Rent-free 

land; land exempted from payment of 
revenue. 

a 3 la-khar dji, = 3 q.v. 
teJwJ Idkhiehta. Idkhisha, Vermi-

celli, or long slices of paste put into 
broth. 

te-3 Idkha, A piece, a patch, 
j j j lakha-doz, A mender of old 

clothes. 
>a3 lakhez, A flood ; a torrent. 

lad, An incrustation, plastering of a 
wall; earth, dus t ; a wall; rows of bricks 
or turfs in a wall; a foundation ; root; 
reason, cause, motive; the gum-herb lada-
num; a flower, a rose; (for A. laz, pi. of 
lazat) soft, thin silk; the cultivation or im-
provement of a place ; a fortress ; the city 
of Lar. 

\) lad-raz, Sy o3 lad-raza, according to 
others, »>3 lad-zar, A partition made of 
wattles. 

A Jsyso 3 la-da'wd, A release, acquittance. 
A &i3 ladigh, Who bites; name of a 

disease. 
A F*J3 Iddim, A mender, a patcher. 

ladan, The gum-herb ladanum; 
name of a place where Gudarz and Tus 
fought a battle with Piran. 

ladina, A kind of grass from the 
outer coat of whose stalk ropes are made. 

A y 3 la-dawa, Incurable, irremediable. 
s»>3 Idda, Idiot, fool, blockhead; ugly, 

disgusting, hateful; a bitch. 
A 8^3 lazat, A dress of red China silk, 
A laziqiyat, Laodicea, or Lattakia, 

a Beaport on the coast of Syria. 
lar, Name of a country in Persia ; 

name of a city in the same province, four 
days' journey from Bandar Abbas. 

(jW^S lar jdn, Name of a mountain in 
Tabaristan, in which there iB a petrifying 
well. 

larda, A quail. 
lar ang, A kneading-trough. 

jy3 Idru, (in the dialect of Gilan) Southern-
wood. 

8Jjy3 laruda, 8^3 larura, A quail. 
Idri, Name of a Persian silver coin ; 

name of a celebrated historian. 
A 3 la-raib, No doubt ; undoubted ; 

infallible; unquestionably, infallibly, cer-
tainly. 

a 3 la-raibi, Indubitable. 
A J \ j 3 Id gala, (in prayer) May it never 

fail! may it last for ever! not deficient, 
imperishable. 

a v ^ Idzib, Firmly adhering; adhesive ; 
hard, firm, solid; difficult;—tini Idzib, 
Adhesive mud. 

a o ^ j 3 la-zaban, Silent, speechless; im-
proper speech, abuse (see 3). 

A ,3)3 laziq, Adhering, coalescing, adhe-
sive. 

A lazim, Necessary, urgent, indispen-
sable, obligatory, important; proper ; suit-
able ; inseparable, iuherent, adhering; an 
attendant, hanger-on ; necessarily, in con-
sequence ; (in gram.) intransitive or neuter; 
—lazim budan (shudan), To be necessary ; 
—lazim ddshtan, To be in need of, to re-
quire ;—lazim giriftan, To adhere, stick 
close;—Idzimi majlis, The master of cere-
monies or regulator of an assembly (m.c.) ; 
—in-ha chi lazim ast, What is the use of 
all this ?—muhimm u lazim shudan, To be 
urgent, to be of great consequence. 

lazim-gir, One who abides in, and 
who keeps close to. 

Idzim-giranda, One who regards 
as obligatory and indispensable. 

A ffa* lazim malzum, Reciprocal, re-
ciprocated, correlative; intimate friendship. 

a Idzima, A necessary thing; a neces-
sity, exigence ; an obligation ; — Idzima'i 
tadbir, A necessary measure (m.c.). 

a <w5'*j3 Idzimi, Anything that is neces-
sary. 

A J\ j j 3 Id-zawal, Imperishable, eternal. 
lazuwardi, Of a blue colour, of the 

colour of lapis lazuli. 
ft Idzh, Name of a village in Khurasan. 

lazhuward, Lapis lazuli. 
lazha, Wild saffron. 

Ids, Refuse of silk or l int; coarse 
silk; the female of any animal; a bitch. 

(^ssr- 3 Id-sukhun, Silent, taciturn ; abuse, 
improper talk. 

A lasi', Who or what stings. 
Idsakwi, Name of a melodious 

bird. 
AUM 3 Id-siyamd, Especially, 
i l a s h (probably for A. la shai'), A dead 

body, carcase; devastation, plundering, 
laying waste a country ; spoil, plunder, 
booty ; a mean fellow unworthy of credit; 
ruined, undone ; small, little, mean, base, 
ignoble; nothing; a kind of bread ;—ar-
ra'yu 'l-lash, A vain, foolish notion. 

A AJ-FA, 3 Id-shabih, Incomparable, un-
equalled. 

^3 lash-khwar, )f~ 3 lash-khwur, 
Feeding on carrion; a carrion-kite. 

a yAA 3 Id shudan, To become nought, to 
vanish. 

a 3 lasharik, Without an associate 
or partner. 



A tfU J la-shakh, Without doubt, doubt-
lees; indubitable. 

lashkan, Name of a mountain on 
the confines of Russia ( = Idhan, q.y.). 

Idsha, A carcase; one reduced to skin 
and bones; rude, rough ; slow, negligent; a 
Bhoulder. 

A 3 la shai', Nothing, a trifle, of no 
•alue. 

lasMdan, To strew, to scatter. 
A Idsiq, Adhering, joined, adhesive. 
A JfU» J id -td'il, Useless, unprofitable; 

absurd. 
latin, The Latin language (2= 

q.v.). 
A Jttfc 3 Id-'&qil, Foolish, stupid. 
A Wib, A player, gamester; playing 

(as a sail in the wind). 
A la-'ildj, Incurable, remediless, 

hopeleBB. 
a $ la-Hldji, lucurableness, &c. 
a ^hs S Id-'ilm, Without knowledge or 

information ; unaware, unknowing ; igno-
rant. 

a S ld-'ilmi, Want of information, 
ignorance. 

A ldlin, One who curses and pours 
forth imprecations. 

A Î X » Id'iyat, A poisonous shrub of a 
yellow colour, in medicine made use of as 
a strong purgative and vomitive. 

lagk. A jest, burlesque; amorous 
sport ; deception, deceit, fraud, imposi-
tion ; cowardice, hearties sness. 

laghar. Lean, meagre, gaunt, slender; 
weak ; poor ;—laghar az chize budan, To be 
denuded or void of a thing;—Idgk&r shu-
dan, To be or grow lean ;—laghar hardan, 
To make lean. 

ysS laghar-anddm, Attenuated of 
limb or body. 

Idghar-miydn, Slender-waiBted ; 
with thin flanks (a horse). 

cS^S laghari. Leanness. 
lagharidan, To grow thin, poor, 

lean. 
lag hue (G. Aayws), Idghun. 

A hare. 
A IdgMyat (v.n. of Blundering, 

erring (in speech); talking foolishly (a 
woman) ; obscene (discourse); a base, ob-
scene, rash, or foolish saying. 

Idghisa, — q.v. 
yj^S laghidan, To trifle, to jest. 
A FIJTFFE S ld-ghair-hu, f ^ f t $ Id-ghair -

hum, No one else (but he or they, m.c.). 
aĵ feS Idghina. laghiya. A plant bear-

ing a flower like the aniseed-flower (Tithy-
mal). 

laf, Praise; boasting, self-praise, 
bragging;—Idf dwardan (paimudan, ddsh-
tan, zadan, sdkhtan), To praise, vaunt, 
boast, commend oneself; to traduce. 

kJ\} Idf-bdf, CJU Idf-pdsh, 
(J^i. laf-paimdy, A boaster, braggart. 

Idf-zan, A boaster, braggart. 
^ Idf-zani, Boasting ;—laf-zani na-

mudan, To boast, brag, bluster, swagger. 
A lafizat, The sea (as that which 

throws up amber, &c.) ; a mill; a sheep 
which runs readily to be milked, when 
called; a cock. 

laf-gdh, A place of boasting-. 
^ Idf-sanj, A boaster, a braggart. 

laf-guzdf, ) laf-u-guzaf, 
Boasting;— laf-guzdf zadan, To boast, to 
brag. 

Idfi, Boastful, braggart. 
lafidan, To boast, to vaunt; to talk 

nonsense; to fail in keeping one's promise. 
Idf is, Name of a demon which, 

during the hour of prayer, suggests wicked 
thoughts to the mind. 

A ^iS Idqih, Distressing, cruel (war); 
with foal (a camel) ; the seed of the male 
palm-fcree. 

A (.J-iS Idqis, A railer; itch, mange. 
Idqis, — q.v. 

^ Idle, Lac, a kind of lake produced 
from lac, used for dyeing red; sealing-
wax (m.c.) ; a parget-trough, or any place 
in which is made plaster or mortar; also 
a kneading-trough; a tortoise ; a wooden 
cup; spoiled, ruined ; bad, useless, good 
for nothing. 

IdJc-pusht, A tortoise;—Idk-pushti 
daryd'i, The sea-turtle;—lak-pushti safy-
rd'i, The land-tortoise. 

lahcha, "Vermicelli, macaroni, or 
long slices of paste put into broth. 

lah-zada, Sealed (m.c.) 
A Id-Jcaldm, Without a word; indis-

putably, no question; let it pass, agreed, 
no more to be said ; ineffable, unspeakable. 

A ̂ jilj ^ S Id-Jcalam bdqi, Undisputed 
balance. 

tjSS Idhan, Name of a mountain on the 
confines of Russia (see 

A idhin, But. 
A J2 la'al (pl. of Win'), Pearls, gems; 

—la"dl, A seller of pearls. 
JS Idl, A ruby; red; inflamed; darling, 

dear ; an infant b o y t o - m o r r o w ; dumb ; 
name of a bird (the male of Fringilla 
Amandava). 

W laid, Incomparable; the anemone; 
the water-lily; the chief servant, intrusted 
with the education of his master's sons ; a 
schoolmaster; a major-domo; a slave; 
babbling, prating; a grain resembling 
sesame ; a certain plant brought from the 
neighbourhood of Mecca ; shining, resplen-
dent. 

y . lala-sard, A eunuch who has the 
chief superintendence of the women. 

a JSS lala"dl, A pearl-merchant. 
o B Idldn (pl. of Idl), Dumb (people). 



J 3 Idl-rag, An artery. 
yAS tolas, A kind of red silken stuff of 

a delicate texture ; tbe faee; love, friend-
ship. 

J 3 lal-sag, Name of a vegetable 
(Amaranthus gangeticus). 

J^ Idl-surkh, Yery red; red-hot; 
fiery, flushed with passion. 

lalak, Itilakti, A cock's comb; a 
crest; a crown; a shoe or slipper; a fritter. 

J3 lal-kitab, The red-book; a book to 
which an ignoramus refers for the solution 
of every difficulty; a book of reference. 

J3 Idl-hadu, The red pumpkin, Cur-
curbita maxima. 

j» J3 laUdi, = i r j s q.v. 
Idlang, Broken victuals which poor 

people carry away from an entertainment. 
«3 lala, A tul ip; any wild flower; a 

passionate lover; the lip of a mistress;— 
Idla'i dl, lala'i alwand, Idla'i bdbarl, lala'i 
paihani, Name8 of different kinds of tulips; 
—Idla'i jugkdsi, A black variety of tul ip; 
—Idla'i Jchata'i, The anemone; according 
to others a tree whose leaves are red and 
green, otherwise called khwu&k-nagfir; — 
Idla'i dukhtari, Idla'i nu'man, The anemone; 
—Idla'i tur, The fire on mount Sinai;— 
Idla'i gul-boy, A tulip with the scent of a 
rose. The Dictionaries mention many more 
kinds, partly distinguished by their colours, 
partly by characteristics which depend too 
much on the context to be readily specified, 
as Idla'i khpud-ruy, Idla'i dagh-dar, Idla'i 
dil-sofchta (dil-soz), Idla'i du-rii (du-ruy), 
Idla'i rumi, lala'i zard, Idla'i saped, Idla'i 
surkh, Idla'i sar-nigun, Idla'i sahrd'i, Idla'i 
sad-barg, lala'i 'abbdsi, Idla'i qirmizl, Idla'i 
miqrazi, &c. 

a 433 lala-badan, With a body like a 
tulip. 

AJS Idla-barg, A tulip-leaf (cheek). 
&53 Idla-bundgosh, With pink ear-

lobes. 
t) <̂ 3 lala-rukh, &13 Idla-rukhsdr. 

Tulip-cheeked. 
<>J3 Idla-rang, Of a tulip-colour. 

lalazar, A bed or garden of tulips. 
fa &J3 Idla-sdr, Name of melodious bird. 
yL. Idlasdn, Tulip-like. 

&)3 Idla-sard, A eunuch. 
a aJ3 Idla-'izdr, Tulip-cheeked, 
ybu &J3 Idla-stan, A bed of tulips. 
f\i &J3 Idla-fdm, yfa Idla-gun, Of a 

tulip-colour. 
(•y* <5J3 Idla-mom, An artificial tulip made 

of wax. 
\J») <*J3 lalawash, Like a tulip. 
A * J S la'dli' (pi. of lu'lu'), Pearls. 

Idli, Redness, rubicundity ; the men-
struous discharge; discharge from dysen-
tery ; dumb (see J3). 

l»3 lam, The ragged garments of a der-
vish ; ornament, decoration, dress j a tree 

green and hanging down.; boasting; a 
composition of drugs against fascination 
and evil eyes; a. sash or belt. 

a j»3 la'm (VJI. of ^3), Consolidating, 
beaheg; charging with meanness and ava-
rice ; feathering an arrow; aa arrow fur-
nished with the wing q.v,; (pi. of 
lamaty coats of mail closely woven j — 
lam. The letter J ; (and hence, from 
the similitude) crooked, curved, twisted, 
bent (especially in body, 1 a&f implying a 
straight erect shape) ; a ringWt; a coat of 
mail (see i-3.) ; (in gram.) the article J \ » 

US laud, The Uauia (quadruped, m.e.). 
A OS\ Idm-aiif, This compound cha-

racter 3 id some Arabian grammarians con-
sider as the 29th letter of tbe alphabet, in 
support of which they say that Muhammad 
denounced eternal damnation to all who 
refused to adopt it aa such (apparently on 
account of the phrase Id ildha Hid %tdk 
beginning with it, whence it hears, as i t 
were, a sacred character; see 3). 

Idmdn, Bragging, boasting; active, 
ready, nimble; adulation, flattery ; a musi-
cal mode of reciting verses; (in Zand and 
Paaand) bread. 

jjiUS himdni, Flattery, adulation; a lift; 
vain boasting; a request, prayer, petition j 
singing verses; a flatterer; anything fas-
tening a fillet or head-dress j one who 
accompanies verses with song; the being 
clad in a coat of mail. 

V"*^ lamp, A lamp (m.c. from Fr, or 
E.) ;—lampi bilaur, A crystal lamp. 

A i-3 la'dmat (v.n. of Baseness, 
sordidnees, avarice;—Idmat, A coat of mail 
closely woven. 

tdmcha, A eharm against evil eyes, 
A Id-mahdla, Inevitable; inevit-

ably, assuredly, undoubtedly. 
£-3 Idmikh., The father of Noah. 
a v ^ i - 3 ld-mazhab, Without religion, 

irreligioas. 
A {j—3 Idmie, Touching, feeling j a feeler, 

a groper. 
A &—-3 lamisat, lamisa (fem. of the pre-

ceding), Touch, sense of feeling j—gwuaii 
lamisa, The sense of touch. 

fat*^ lamishgar, A tree having a large 
smooth stem aAd a thick foliage, called the 
gnat-trea. 

A I ami', fem. lami'al, Idmi'a, 
Who or what shines; bright, flashing, re-
splendent;—Idmi'u *l-anwar, The vibrating 
rays of light; luminous, brilliant. 

«A*3 lamak (dim. of Idm), A piece of 
cloth worn over the turban in shape of the 
letter lam-alif (3) ; ( = A. Idmikh) Lamech, 
the father of Noah. 

a ujtf j.3 lam-kaf, Violent abuse (indi-
cating tne initials of and u-fclyf 
" curse," and " abomination," or th* first and 
last letters of " may He curae thee " ) . 



A 3 ld-makan, Inexisient , with no 
abode; the Deity. 

a 3 Id-maut, Deathless, immortal 
( = 3 q.v.). 

lama, A piece of cloth worn over the 
t u r b a n ; whatever fastens the head-dress; 
an ornament ; a th ing entwined about an-
other from top to bot tom; a corslet of iron ; 
spiritless (see &*3 and 

a Jdmi, Belonging to the let ter J 
lam, or to the end of a word (strictly 
speaking of a tr i l i teral root, corresponding 
to the J of J * i ) ; final. 

A l&miyat, in P. Idmiya (fem. of the 
preceding), A poem rhyming on tbe letter 
J ) ; final;—izdfati Idmiya, The regimen of 
two nouns, in which the first is pronounced 
with leasrah (?'), as shabi tarile, The dark 
night. 

C>3 Ian, A wall round a house; an area ; 
a fold or enclosure for cattle ; a ditch, fu r -
row, p i t ; ingrati tude, insincerity ; (imp, of 
<yo>3 q.v.) agitate, shake ; a tremor from 
excess of pain ; affixed to nouns, it denotes 
abundance or place, as, namakldn, A salt-
warehouse. 

A Ian, Name of a country and people 
adjacent to Armenia;—Idna (for aVan), 
Now ;—la'anna, Perhaps ; — Wanna, Be-
cause, Bince, in order to. 

landan, To move, shake, agi tate ; to 
scat ter ; to totter, s tagger ; to tumble ; to 
bark, 

A lanis, Muslin. 
A S la-nazir, Incomparable, un-

equalled. 
Idna, A nes t ; a bee-hive; a hen-

coop; vain, empty ; idle, lazy, negl igent ; 
spir i t less; s inging; a shout, noise, c ry ; 
torn to pieces, broken to pieces; driven 
away ; a guide. 

a u ^ ^ J Id-nikdyat, Boundless, unlimited, 
infinite. 

lanidan, To move, agitate, shake. 
lanis, A mountain in a certain 

island. 
fi lau, Plaster , whitewash ; submission; 

flattery ; supplication, request; a jest, joke; 
a small piece called the cat, which is struck 
in the game of tipcat or hockey. 

^ 3 Idwdr, Pain, affliction, grief. 
A ^ Id-wdris, Heirless, leaving no 

heir. 
A J^®.* "-i^y 3 Id-wdris-mahdl, Revenue 

arising from persons dying without heirs. 
a 3 la-warisi, Heir less; property to 

which there is no heir, unclaimed pro-
perty. 

A ft U wa Hlah, No, by God. 
A JjS lawaz, Name of a son of Shem. 

Idwarshir, j ^ f i lawashlr, Gum of 
the opoponax-tree; food given to boys. 

lawuh, A kneading-trough ; a wash-
t u b ; a thin round cake. 

A 3 la-walad, Without offspring, child-
less. 

A y 3 Id wa na'-am, No and yes. 
*j3 Idwa, Supplication, request ; trick, 

f r a u d ; adulation, flattery; a jest , joke : a 
k i te ; the game of t ipcat ;—Idwa k&rdan, 
To supplicate. 

a ^fildwi, A Levite; Levitical. 
y ^ f i Idwldan, To ask ; to boast, vaunt. 

Idh, A kind of red silken stuff. 
A Idh, God. 

Idhnor, Lahore in the Pan jab . 
A Idhut, Divinity. 
a lahuti, Divine. 

Idhor, Lahore in the Pan jab . 
ŝ yaSl Idhura, Gucumber or melon-parings. 
A Idhi, Forgetful , negl igent ; talking 

in jest . 
Idhijdn, Name of a place near 

Rasht. 
^ 3 lay, A speaker; a complainer, lamen-

te r ; a kind of silken stuff brought from 
India and China; black viscous m u d ; sedi-
ment, lees; one-half of a horse-load; a 
valley between mountains; a fold, ply;— 
Idyijigar, The blood of the liver;—die-lay, 
Double, twofold. 

A 3 la-yutabaddal, Incommutable. 
A ^ Id-yutahammal, Intolerable. 
A jtA^i ^ ld-yataghaiyar, Unalterable. 
a t h^^s 5 Id-yatanahd, Boundless. 
Ajyr-2 ld-yajuz, Prohibited, illicit, un-

lawful, 

br ight , 
ning). 

A la'ihat, la'iha. Anything evident; 
clearness, splendour; proof. 

A la-yuhsa, Innumerable. 
A J=%. 2 la-yuhall, Unlawful, illegitimate. 
A 3 la-yudrah, Incomprehensible. 
A 3 Id-yuzdb, Indissoluble. 
A fih 3 ld-yuzhar, Not mentioned. 
A Jtyt 3 Id-yazdl, Eternal , durable, un-

fading. 
ybu-iS Idyistan, A miry place. 
A jf^t 3 la-yusbar, jUs ^ Id-yutdq, In-

tolerable. 
IdHt, A Sodomite, one of Lot 's 

people. 
S la-yu'add, I nnumerab le ;—mafd-

sidi la-yu'add, Innumerable evils. 
a Jfc** 2 Id-ya'qil, Insane, mad ; drunk. 
A $ Id-ya'lam, Knowing nothing, 

ignorant ; an ignoramus. 
A 3 Id-ya'ni, Unmeaning, absurd} 

obscene; abusive. 
A 3 ld-yughlab, Invincible, uncon-

quered. 
a Li>yb 3 ld-yafut, Immortal. 
a f^i 3 Id-yufham, Unintelligible. 
A (3*3 Id'iq, Worthy, proper, suitable, 

capable, adapted, consisted, convenient, 

Id'ify, Evident, clear, appear ing; 
splendid ( s t a r ) ; flashing (light-



congruent, congruous, decent, due, fit for, 
able, qualified. 

a O W la'iqana, Worthy, proper; suitably. 
a AA^afi la'iqmand, = q.v. 
a la*iqa (fem. of Id'iq), Anything fit 

or proper. 
a Id'iql, Worthiness, fitness, pro-

priety, capability, 
A Id'im, A blamer, censurer, re-

prover ; — rubba Id'im-in mullm, Many a 
censurer is (to be) censured. 

A 3 la-yamut, Immortal. 
layin, A short, narrow-sleeved shirt. 

S^S Idyndk, Filled with black mud. 
A 3 la-yambagjtl, Indecent, imper-

tinent. 
layanda, A complainer; a vain 

talker. 
A Id-yansarif, What is not per-

fectly declined, i.e. takes neither tanwln, 
nor a sign for the oblique case different 
from that for the accusative, a diptote;— 
na-khwdnda ba-juz bdbi Id-yansarif, Who 
has read but the chapter of incomplete 
declension, (met.) a miser. 

A. CTUUI 3 la-yunfakk, Indissoluble, in-
separable. 

A ̂ ofi-m 3 la-yanqati', Unceasing, unceas-
ingly (m.c.). 

A 3 la-yankasir, Infrangible. 
layinl, A short shirt with narrow 

sleeves worn at work; a short vest worn 
by dervishes. 

" lay a, A kind of silk stuff brought 
from India and China; speech; black, 
adhesive mud; sediment at the bottom of 
a cistern (construed with rekhtan and 
kashidan) ; half a horse-load; a valley 
between two mountains; a short garment 
worn by dervishes. 

a Zd'i, Of, belonging, or relating to 
the particle of negation 3 la, Negative, 
negatory. 

y-i-oS Idyldan, To talk, to speak; to talk 
idly; to complain, talk snappishly; to 
bark. 

KA lab, The lip; edge, margin; shore, 
bank, coast; the portion of a moustache 
below the nose; saliva; a blow on the 
nape of the neck with the open hand edge-
wise ;—labi dtish-Jishdn, Lips scattering 
fire; the lips of one who pours forth 
Bighs and groans ; also curses and impre-
cations ; the lip of a mistress;—labi 
aftdb, Sunshine intercepted by a shadow;—• 
lab ban giriftan, To separate the lips ;—lab 
ba-dandan Jtha'ldan, To gnaw the lips (in 
repentance) ;—lab ba-dandan khastan, To 
bite (lit. wound) the lips (in forbidding or 
wondering) ;—lab ba-dandan zadan (girif-
tan), To seize the lips (in anger) ;—lab 
bar-chidan, To join or close the lips (to 
cry, sob, or laugh) ;—lab bar-dashtan (bar-
giriftan), To separate the lips;—lab bar lab 

dadan (shikastan, nihadan), To compress 
the lips ;—lab bastan, To close the lips ;— 
lab ba-lab justan, To inquire anxiously, to 
ask from everybody;—dab ba-yak-dlgar 
zadan, To close one's mouth, to be silent;—-
lab tar kardan, To wet the lips ; (met.) to 
drink wine clandestinely ; to talk;—lab 
tahi danddn kashidan, To compress the 
lips \~~lab char Icardan, To make the (two) 
lips four, to join the lips, to kiss;—lab 
chash kardan, To taste ;—lab kha'idan, ~ 
lab ba-danddn kha'idan, q.v.;—labi khuzra, 
The horizon, welkin's bound ;—lab dadan, 
To kiss ; to allow, permit, give leave ;—labi 
dar, The lip of a door, i.e. bolt, bar, or 
anything which keeps a door shut ; the 
post or cheek of a gate ;—labi daryd, Sea-
shore ; a mighty river or sea;—lab-rd 
chashma'i khizr kardan, To drink inces-
santly ;—lab safed (shirin) kardan, To 
smile;—labi shamsher, Edge of a sword;— 
labi shirin, Sweet lips ;—labi kase giriftan, 
To prevent one speaking, to interrupt, cut 
one short;—labi kashtigah, A pass, ferry, 
ford ;—lab gazldan, To bite the lips (in 
repentance) ;—lab gushddan, To open the 
lips or mouth ;—labi gor, The brink of the 
grave ; (adv.) on the brink of the grave;— 
labi lapan, The shining brightness of a 
sword;—labi la'll, A ruby lip ;—lab maki-
dan, To suck each other's lips, to kiss ; to 
suck one's lips (a frightened lover) ;—lab u 
lahja. Conversation ;—zlri lab, Under one's 
breath (m.c.). 

A s-J labb (v.n.), Standing, stopping, 
remaining in a place; facing another; 
striking on a mortal place of the neck or 
throat; steadiness, assiduity ;—libb, One 
who sticks close;-—lubb, The heart, soul, 
mind ; marrow, kernel, pith ; the best part 
of anything ; understanding, genius ; 
lubbi jauz, Kernel of a nut;—lubbi lubdb, 
The pith or quintessence of anything (see 

A liba', Biestings, first milk after 
delivery. 

A sA«J labdb, A little green fodder; a 
small quantity (less than a mouthful) 
libab, Prudent, intelligent;—lubdb, Pure, 
unmixed, untarnished ; — lub&bu 'l-qamh, 
Starch. 

A labdbat, lubdbat (v.n. of CJ), Being 
intelligent, ingenious; intelligence, judg-
ment. 

A ciÂ J labds (v.n. of ^-f3), Delaying, 
tarrying; delay. 

labacha, A mantle; an outer gar-
ment ; a judge's robe. 

JVJ labad, Any garment worn over all in 
wet weather -,—lubdd, A yoke for oxen 
(construed with bastan and nihadan). 

A labhad, A felt-manufacturer or 
vendor. 

5aVS labada (for A. lubbadat), A cloak 



for rain; a quilted cloak; a great-coat, 
pelisse; a w r a p p e r - h i b a d a , A yoke (con-
strued with bastan and nihadan). 

A y-W libds, A garment, vesture, robe, 
apparel; a spouse; mixture, confusion; 
dissimulation; construed with the verbs 
bdjtan, bar dosh dmadan, jaspidan, dadan, 
dashtan, giriftan;—libds az tan afgandan, 
To doff a garment;—libasu 'r-rajul, A wife ; 
—libasu l-mar'at, A husband;—libdsi rdhib, 
Black clothing ;—libdsi rasmi, Official or 
state dress (m.c.);—libdsi rau a hani. A greasy 
garment (as of a cook, oil-presser, &c.) ; 
(met.) a garment made waterproof by some 
oily substance; a perfumed garment; — 
libdsi sada, Plain clothes (m.c.); — libdsi 
sham'i, A garment of blackish green ;— 
libdsi 'arribar-sd, = libdsi rdhib above; — 
libdsi qalami, A painter's attire;—libds gar-
ddndan, To change clotbes or dress; — 
libdsi murassa% A garment adorned with 
jewels ;—libds nihadan, To don a garment; 
— ijchlds-libas, Clothed with purity or can-
dour ;—az libdsi nafe '•urydn shudan, To be 
free from evil qualities or selfishness ;—6a-
taaJtaiyuri libds, In disguise ; — bad-libds, 
Ill-clad ;•—dar libds budan, To be a hypocrite. 

a y-W* libds-drd, Dressed up, decked 
out in rich garments. 

(j-WJ labdsi, Forgery ;—libdsi, Veiled ; 
apparent; formal; fictitious, pretended, 
false, forged, sham (comp. gawdhi libdsi 
under tifi). 

labdsh, labashan, labdsha, 
An instrument for holding a horse's lip or 
nose while shoeing, a farrier's twitch. 

A labdqat (v.n. of Intelligence, 
akill. 

s-JWJ lab-d-lab, Lip to l ip; brimful. 
labdn, A kind of gum; a partner in 

labour; (a slave or beast of burden) that 
has toiled long in service; (pl. of lab) 
lips. 

A (jW* labdn, Breast, bosom ; brisket or 
chest of any cloven-hoofed animal;—lib an 
(v.n. 3 of y J ) , Sucking ; milk;—lubdn, 
Frankincense; benzoin; any cone-bearing 
tree; juniper-gum; work undertaken from 
generous motives, not from necessity. 

A labab, Poitrel, breast-harness of a 
horse ; abundance of sand. 

s-J ^ s-J lab bar lab, Full to overflowing, 
brimful. 

(j,-*-7—s-J lab-bastagi, State of having 
the lips closed. 

s-J lab-basta, With closed lips, 
s-it s-J lab ba-lab, \S lab td lab, 

AH, entire; full (of wine). 
A labbat, The throat, especially the 

place where it is cut in slaughtering ani-
mals ; excellent (woman), loving her hus-
band ; lovely, elegant. 

A labs (v.n.), Delaying, tarrying; 
delay ;—labis, A delayer ; tedious, dilatory. 

V* ^ lab-chara, Fruits and sweetmeats 
banded about at an entertainment, and 
which people eat slowly when chatting 
together; food in general for man or 
beast. 

^ s-J lab-khd, One who bites his l ip; 
fastidious, f r e t fu l ; a prig. 

•Just^J lab-Jchand khanda), Smiling 
agreeably; of a gracious cheerful counte-
nance ; a smile. 

A AJ labd (v.n.), Carding or teazing 
(wool), moistening it and stuffing it into 
the head of the sheath to save the sword-
belt ; — libd, Felt (-cloth) ; any kind of 
carpeting, or Saddle-cloths made of i t ; 
coarse covering made of wool or hair;— 
labad (v.n.), Stopping, remaining; sticking, 
cleaving to ; wool; [ma la-hu labad wa-ld 
sabad, He has neither woollen-cloth nor 
hair-cloth, i.e. he has nothing ; — lubad, 
libad, One who keeps close at home; slug-
gish in seeking a livelihood;—lubad, Name 
of the last vulture of Loqman (the prophet 
sent to the tribe of 'Ad) ;—lubad. lubbad, 
Much wealth. 

yi^J lab-rez, Brimful, running over;—aar-
nisdr u lab-rez shudan, To be too full and 
overflowing. 

s-I lab-rezi, Excessive fulness ; over-
flowing, abundance. 

A yjJ labz (v.n.), Eating fast and greedily ; 
striking, kicking violently (a camel); call-
ing bad names;— libz (v.n.), Anointing a 
sore with an embrocation. 

A labs (v.n.), Proposing to anyone 
anything obscure or confused, mystifying; 
mixture, confusion, ambiguity ; — libs, A 
covering, especially that of the Jca'bah; the 
covering of a camel-litter; a kind of dress ; 
the membrane of the brain ;—tubs (v.n.), 
Putt ing on a garment; enjoying long the 
company (of a wife, &c.) ;—lubsu 'l-musuh, 
The wearing of sackcloth. 

labsdn, Like a lip; name of a herb 
eaten with sour milk ; wild mustard. 

A ^—(J libsat, A mode of dressing, cos-
tume ; a kind of dress ;—lubsat, Obscurity, 
mystification, doubt;—labasat, A kind of 
pot-herb. 

s-J lab-sang, Silent, taciturn, 
lab-shalear, Hare-lipped (see 

p. 753). 
O lab-shor, Salt to the lips, i.e. of 

brackish taste (m.c.). 
lab-shirin, Sweet-lipped; (met.) 

smiling sweetly. 
A labq (v.n, of J ^ ) , Softening (as 

cake amongst broth, or a leathern bottle) ; 
being intelligent, skilful, ingenious ; being 
proper, fit, worthy; fitting well;—labiq, 
Intelligent, clever, glib-tongued; finely 
clad; a garment which fits well;—labiq 
shabiq, A lascivious woman. 

A labk (v.n.), Mixing (flour with 



honey); taking with tbe fingers; a mix-
ture ;—labile, Anything mixed or confused. 

s-J lab-gardan, With a low or 
inclined border or brim ; — lab-gardan 
Icardan hauz, To fill a reservoir to over-
flowing (see hauzi lab-gardan under <j>f). 

s^M lablab, A conjurer ;—liblab, Ivy. 
A lablab, Ivy, bindweed, pellitory. 
A S-JA lablab, Bleating (ram);—lablab, 

lublub, Benevolent, kind to domestics or 
neighbours. 

jA>J Idblabu, Beet boiled and eaten with 
whey and garlic. 

JA s-J lab-lad, Lip-ruby; ruby-lipped, 
lab-log, Lip-flattery ; flattery, adula-

tion. 
A yA labn (v.n.), Giving milk to drink ; 

Btriking with a stick or brick; making 
brick ;~-4ibn, A brick or tile ;—laban (v.n.), 
Having plenty of milk in tbe udder (ewe) ; 
being seized with a pain in the neck from 
the pillow; milk; soured milk; quick-
silver ; [banati laban, The lacteal glands;] 
—labin. Fond of, or drinking, milk; a gore 
in, or breaBt of, a shirt; (pi. of labinat) 
bricks. 

<j)\* sA lab-ndn, A mouthful of bread* a 
slice of bread. •> 

A (2WJ Inbnan, Mount Li ban us. 
A. libnat, labinat, Breast of a shirt; a 

brick or tile ; a mural q u a d r a n t l u b n a t , 
A large mouthful or morsel ;—labinat, (An 
ewe) abounding in milk. 

labanj, A kind of plane-tree. 
labang, A timber or ship-worm. 

AaA labna, An insect which injures 
grain ;—libna (for A. &-)), A brick or ti le; 
a mural quadrant ; — lubna, Part of an 
astrolabe. 

labani, Storax ; anything made of 
milk and curd. 

A lubub (pi. of Kernels; piths; 
essences; a kind of electuary or confec-
tion. 

A J labus, Coat of mail; clothing, 
raiment. 

A labun, ufal labunat, (Cattle) with 
milk in the udder, milch. 

labwa, Rennet for curdling milk. 
laba, A coping (m.c.). 
labi, A slice of bread or melon ;—labe 

(for uA^J q.v.), Yes, sir; hey ! 
labyab, A great river. 

A labib, Prudent, intelligent, wise, 
sagacious, acute; industrious, attentive, 
assiduous, who sticks to his work. 

labibat, A kind of cloak. 
labid, Boast, brag; a historian; a 

poefr. 
A lahtd, A small woollen sack (which, 

filled with food, is hung round the neck of 
a horse), a nose-bag; name of a celebrated 
poet;—labid, Inbaid, Name of a bird. 

fcT^tJ labidan, To boast, to brag. 

labidi, Poetry ; story-telling. 
labiziyun (G. WtSiov), Fumitory 

( = q.v., p. 772). 
labish, y-^fJ labishan, labisha, 

Barnacles for holding a horse's nose when 
shoeing, a farrier's twitch. 

A labbaik, labek, Here I am for you, 
i.e. waiting your commands; what dost 
thou want with me ? what wouldst thou 
have? (see ^ labe). 

A (̂ jf-J labin, (A horse) fed with milk ;— 
abu lubain, Membrum virile. 

L ^ labind, A certain musical mode. 
lap, A large mouthful. 

lapdcha, An outer garment; break-
ing. 

CjLJ Updn, Splendid, shining, glittering. 
lapchur, Large-lipped. 

<£j lappa, A wave;—lappa zadan, To 
billow. 

lap-lap, The noise made in taking 
soup or lapping. 

a ct-J lat, A knock, blow, thump, flagella-
tion ; a hammer ; a mace ; a cudgel; linen ; 
the belly; a part, fragment; a piece, as a 
piece of cloth and the like; name of a 
river, 

A ts-J latt (v.n.), Breaking, bruising, 
pounding small; moistening, rendering 
fluid; making firm; tying tight, causing 
to adhere closely together ; a blow, stroke, 
bastinado, punishment (see preceding ar-
ticle). 

a (AJUI lat-a-lat, In pieces ; fragile. 
a y U A ^ lat-ambdn, A glutton (lit. whose 

belly is like a bag) ; a term of abuse. 
A latb (v.n.), Adhering, sticking; 

being firm, fixed; girding a housing on a 
horse. 

A j-J latah (v.n.), Being hungry, hunger ; 
—latiJi, Intelligent, skilful. 

A ^U^S lathan, Hungry, starved; in-
telligent. 

fa latar, A certain weight, hatf a man o£ 
Tabriz ; a vessel for holding wine. 

ifa latra, A part, f ragment ; a man ren-
dered indolent by f a t ; rent, torn in pieces ; 
old ; low, base, vile ; — lutra, By-words 
used by two persons and not understood 
by others; one who tells whatever he 
hears; expelled, ejected, driven off. 

latra-latra, In pieces, piecemeal. 
lutqa, A barge (m.c., see <!>£*!). 

«AxJ latak, Name of a game. 
a&J lutka, A barge (m.c., see AfcJ). 

d-J lat-lat, In pieces, piecemeal. 
jLf^sJ latambdr, gW^ latamban, latam-

bar, Lazy ; slothful; a glutton ; ignorant. 
A v y J lutub (v.n. of s - ^ ) , Being firm, 

fixed; sticking close t o ; putting on rai-
ment. 

Ad laita, Linen-rags. 
&sJ lata-lata, Piecemeal; broken in 

bits. 



L latin, Latin. 
A «t>UJ Us at (pl. of lisat), Gums. 
A pW lisdm, A veil or a fillet bound over 

the mouth to disguise the face or to beep 
out the dust. 

A lisat, lisa, The g u m ; a kind of 
tree. 

A lasgh (v.n.), Making (anyone) 
stammer, or looking on him as a stut-
terer ; — lasagh, Stammering, stut tering, 
pronouncing I for r, or s for 

A lusg&at, The defect in pronunciation 
described in the preceding article;—-lasa-
gAai, The mouth. 

A<>SJ lasaq (v.n.), Being moist; moisture; 
—lasiq, Wet with dew or water (a bird). 

A lasm (v.n.), Kissing; veiling the 
mouth ; breaking stones with the hoof 
(camel) ; causing a camel's hoof to bleed 
(stone). 

a gl laj, A kick; dispute, quarrel ; a cross 
r e n t ; a wound from a blow with the foot ; 
unfortunate, unlucky (the last unsupported 
by examples). 

A e* lujj> A great crowd; the rugged 
part of a mountain; plenty, especially a 
great body of water > the bottom of the 
Bea; a sword. 

lajaj, Quicksilver. 
A EW lajaj (v.n. of ^I), Quarrelling, 

wrangl ing; contest, litigation, quarrel, 
squabble ; [ f i ('aid) lajaj, Importunately ;] 
—lijaj, Ha rd r i d i n g ; — l a j j d j , A brawler ; 
litigious fellow. 

A lajdjat (v.n. of , Disputing, 
quarre l l ing; contention, li t igation; im-
portunity, earnest entreaty; adulation ; 
palpitation of the heart from hunger. 

A lijdm (from P. ligdm), A 
bridle, reinB; a mark burnt upon cattle ; a 
menstruous cloth; name of a famous horse; 
—lujdm, Anything from which one takes 
a bad omen ; inclination, affection. 

A lajab (v.n.), Making a noiBe, 
shout ing; roaring of the sea; voices of 
men;— laj ib, Noisy (cloud with thunder) ; 
(a host) numerous, tumultuous, and up-
roarious. 

A lajjat, Noise, vociferation, clamour; 
—lujjat, lujja, A large body, multitude ; 
plenty (of water), the great deep, main, 
middle of the sea; an abyss; s i lver; a 
looking-glass, mirror. 

A ^ J lajiz, Extensively drawn out, or duc-
t i le; tenacious, adhesive, viscous, clammy, 
ropy. 

A lajf, A blow, stroke;— lajaf, A 
well or trench in a stable; the channel of a 
to r ren t ; a cut in the side of a well, through 
which some part of the water runs off. 

a lajlaj, One who gives instruction 
in games of hazard ; name of the inventor 
of the game of chess or a celebrated chess-
player (by others called L a j a j or La i l a j ) ; 

irresolute, perplexed, hes i ta t ing; tongue-
tied ; a stammerer ; silver; quicksilver ; a 
Sufi. 

A lajlaj, Anything embarrassing, or 
in which one errs ; obscure, doubtful , shift-
ing, uncertain. 

A lajlajat (v.n. of gl^J), Repeating 
words, being tautological. 

i ^ s J lajlaj a, An aromatic electuary. 
lajm, Black mud at the bottom of a 

pond. 
laj an, lajin, lujn, Black mud or clay 

on the bottom of a pond; anything mixed 
up with clay ;—lajani bihisht, A blockhead, 
a stupid fellow. 

laj an-ear, A uiarsh, morass (m.c.). 
A lajiij (or Litigious, quarrel-

some. 
A yy^J lajun, Heavy and lazy (camel) ;— 

lujun (v.n. of ( j ^ ) . Being heavy and slug-
gish (the same). 

a a^J lujja, see A. . 
a lujja-khezi, The agitation or 

ebullition of the sea. 
lajl, The chin. 

a lujji, lijji, Deep (sea), fathomless 
(ocean). 

A ( j ^ i lajin, Leaves shaken f rom trees 
for feeding camels; foam of a camel;— 
lujain, Silver. 

J lack, Face, cheek, complexion ;—Inch, 
Naked. 

lachak, A square mantle which 
women wear doubled into a tr iangular 
form. 

gj^J luchuch (A. pl. of Inch and lucha), 
Naked persons ; libertines, rakes. 

a^J lucha, Naked (see g! luch) ; a liber-
tine, a rake, a vagabond. 

A lahhas, A greedy licker. 
A ysUJ lahas, An affair of great impor-

tance ; misfortune, ca lamity; mix ture ; 
confusion. 

A t l^ l lahaz, The outer corner of the eye ; 
—lihaz (v.n, 3 of Observing atten-
tively ; look, glance, view ; scrutiny ; ob-
servation ; sense, respect ; importance, 
weight ; shame ; reference, relation, adver-
tence ; — bl-lihdzi, Heedlessness ; shame-
lessness. 

A lihdf, An upper ga rmen t ; a blan-
ket, coverlet, quilted counterpane; a wife; 
construed with the verbs bar pusht anddkh-
tan, bar dosh bastan, dar sar kashidan, &c.; 
—lihafi chashm, The upper eyelid. 

A J W lahdq (v.n. of <JaJ), Overtaking, 
reaching to, touching, a collapse;—lihaq, 
A bow-case. 

A lihdm, Metallic cement, solder; 
(pl. of lahm) meats, bits of meat;—lahham, 
A meat-seller, vender of flesh. 

luhbatdn, A doll, a puppet. 
A Q*! lahj (v.n.), Sticking in the scab-

bard (a sword); sticking, cleaving to ;— 



luhj, Corner of a house; corner of the eye; 
—luhj, lakj, The socket of the eye ; a hol-
low, a cavity;—lahij, Narrow (place). 

A lahd (v.n. of Preparing a place 
in the side of a tomb for depositing the 
dead; burying; deviating from, becoming 
an infidel;—lahd, luhd, in P. mostly lahad, 
A place dug in the side of a grave, a 
sepulchral niche, a catacomb ;—lahad bas-
tan, To dig a tomb, to make a grave, or 
a lateral niche in one. 

lahz (v.n.), Being importunate iu 
begging ;—lahaz (v.n.), Being avaricious ; 
—lahiz, Avaricious ; narrow-minded. 

A lake (v.n.), Licking (a dish) ; 
eating, corroding;—asra' min lahsi 'l-halbi 
anfa-hu, Quicker than a dog can lick his 
nose. 

A SO lahz (v.n.), Looking through half-
shut eyes, or through the outer corner of 
the eye. 

A J IO lahzai, lahza, One look, glance; a 
moment; the twinkling of an eye; a mi-
nute. 

a Afcl* it*,) lahza ba-lahza, Prom moment 
to moment, every moment. 

a J J lahze, One moment; straight-
way s. 

A j J lafrq (v.n.), Joining, adhering; 
reaching, overtaking, attaining to \—lahaq, 
Anything following and joining another; 
dates or figs produced under others; what-
ever is taken up with the mouth. 

a lahaqa (pi. of lai^iq), Attaches 
(m.c.). 

A lahJc (v.n.), Putt ing one thing 
into another and making them adhere 
closely; putting medicine into another's 
mouth; drenching; licking. 

A fu*) lahm (v.n.), Feeding (one) with 
meat ; gnawing or picking a bone ; fixing, 
establishing, doing firmly and well; sol-
dering ; flesh, meat; pulp, heart, core; 
solder;—lihm (v.n.), Abiding in a place; 
—laham (v.n.), Longing for meat; being 
fleshy about the body;—lahim, Carni-
vorous ; a lion ; a house where people meet 
for slanderous gossip. 

A lahmai (v.n.), A piece of meat;— 
lahmat, luhmat, Woof of a web ; that part 
of a prey which is given to the hawk as a 
reward ;—luhmat, Propinquity ; relation-
ship. 

A (^sJ lahn (v.n.), Speaking or reading 
in a tuneful pronunciation or recitative, 
chanting, modulating ; inclining, declining, 
deviating ; pronouncing the vowels erro-
neously ; saying a thing and meaning an-
other, so as to be understood only by the 
initiated; a sound, note, tone; melody, 
modulation ; an error in pronouncing the 
vowels, cacophony ; signification of a word, 
especially a hidden one; [ZaAn. zadan, To 
sing, to modulate;]—lajian (v.n.), Being 

intelligent; sagacity, penetration ; read-
ing incorrectly, pronouncing badly. 

A lahw (v.n.), Stripping the bark off 
a branch ; reviling, reproaching. 

A VJJFLSL luhuq (v.n. of i3^)> Following, 
reaching; being thin, slender, lank; arri-
val; conjunction, touch, adhesion. 

A luhum (pi. of lahm), Meats. 
a j W a J lihydni, Large or long-bearded. 
A lihyat, Beard, mustachio, or whis-

ker ; — lihyatu 't-tais, Goats-beard (a 
shrub) ;—lihyatu 'l-himar, (ass's beard) 
The plant maiden-hair. 

A lahis, Narrow, s trai t ; calamitous. 
A ^stJ lahim, Fleshy ; killed, slaiu ; like, 

resembling ; fit, suitable ; uniting, causing 
to stick together ; solder. 

£ lukh, A bulrush. 
VafcJ lakhd, A shoe, slipper, sandal. 
A T_ASSI likhdf (pi. of lakhfat), Thiu 

whitish stones. 
<-s->aa3 lakht, An iron mace; an iron hook 

used in driving or managing an elephant; 
a stick, a scourge; flagellation ; somewhat, 
some, a little ; a piece, bit, part, portion ; 
a shoe, slipper, sandal; hose worn over 
boots to keep them clean; leather for 
making soles ; strife, contention ; breaking 
in pieces ; a butcher's knife; an iron hel-
met ; a horse's mane; a gad-fly; [lakht i 
jigar (dil), A piece of one's liver or heart 
(applied generally to a beloved child) ;— 
sang-lakht, Solid rock ; ]— lukh t , Void, 
deprived of; naked (m.c.) ;—lukht kardan. 
To deprive of, to rob, to strip (m.c.). 

( j t^J lakhtdn (pi. of lakht), Parts, por-
tions, 

j)J et̂ a&J lakht-doz, Mender of old clothes. 
ci^ifcJ lakht-lakht, Piece-meal; — 

lakh.t-laMkt kardan, To cut into minute 
pieces. 

AASSJ lakhta, A piece, part, portion. 
ĵAsfeJ lakhte, A piece, part, portion ; some-

what, some; a little while. 
lakhtina, A place raised upon 

wooden pillars seven or eight yards high, 
where people sleep on account of the damp-
ness of the ground. 

lahhte-hd, Parts, portions ; trifles. 
lakhaj, A white humour congealed 

about the eyes. 
fciJ lakjich, lakhach, Vitriol, copperas; 

potash. 
lakhchah, Flame, live coals. 

A^ssl lakhz, A sharp knife. 
l̂Â asJ lakhshdn, Slipping, sliding; clear; 

plain, level. 
j i A i J lakhshish, A slip, slide. 
CAA Ĵ lakhshak, A kind of frumenty; a 

certain sweetmeat; a stone on which a 
mail sits and slides to the bottom of a 
mountain; level ground frozen over, on 
which boys slide. 

laj&sha, A live coal; a spark of fire; 



a kind of frumenty; M i e n down in & slip-
pery place, 

y j J^ j t ! la-kb^iidtm, To slide. 
A lafghx ( V . N . ) , Examining the eye 

flame J to if she fee fa t or not ;— 
fai&aw (v,ft.)> Having u hard fleshiness of 
the upper 'eyelid ; — iafehis, Veay fres'hy, 
with difficulty uailfced {adder), 

A hJkhf '{v.ffl-.), Branding with a 
broad m a r k ; % hard blow; thin fresh 
bratter. 

A '̂ fcfcJ lakhfat, A thin whitish s tone; » 
bran d o n cattle ; l» uttocks, fca-ck-side. 

la&hla&k, Weak, feeble, languid, 
lean. 

ft iafciafcJ laMilafcha, A cephalic medicine; 
an az'omatic unguent ; a species of 
perfume {see the following); a ceoser, a 
lamp. 

fcCT"^ lafchla'kh-hai A 
ball composed of aloe-wood, mrasfe, •and 
camphor;; the hoars of the nig^t. 

A jfaiS lafflmi, A -cattiaig, amptitaticaa; a 
box, a blow ^—lufchiru A kind -of sfisb, 

A laMn, White matter which collects 
within the foreskin of an un-circuinci'sed 
lad, or ixi the sheath of an. ass 
tJbeiroumcised ;•—laJchan Being rank, 
rancid, r o t t e n f e t i d -smell of $>ud«nda, 
aTm-pit, or groiti . 

<j«fl»aie3 laikkriv*, Name ©J 
a &ower otherwise called q.v. 

A !la&& (v.n.), <Conte»dmg with ani-
mosity ; di«rj*utTQg at law ; gaining .a law-
suit, a feattle, ; being a formidable 
enemy ; a sack, bag ;—hidd, Lydda in Pa-
lestine ;; {pi. of ^dadd) bold, contentious 
(antagonists). 

a. ^wJ liddm (v.n of p^)-, f a ich ing a 
garment or shoe; a patch (on a boat or 
garment), 

a. ladad, Litigatio'n. 
SjyA ladriih, Name of a fort- in India. 

(v.n.)., Stinging (a-scorpion); lifting 
(a tfeffpeet)'; Jawwiting, using ®cttti®g ex-
pression. 

A -(•JJ ladm (vm.), Beating, striking, 
giv-W ĝ a bo* or folo w; ©trying her breast 
i t iwou^ning (a -woiaaJi) ; making dough 
flat "by striking i t ; mending, ^tcfl i ing (a 
gatt»o»t, Ac.);; the of a stone falling 
to the ground y—ladaw-, Acknowledging -and 
honouring ws a rclaftioii.;—{pi. of ladimv) 
strikers; menders. 

ladm., iFlearibte, Jtmfoer {^peaar) -— 
ladun, Soft, ill-dressed {meat). ;— ladun, 
ladan, ladin, w i t h n i g h , aiear.; a t . 

<a fctf&mi, {from on ft»igih>) Inajwrea., 

.A <h(Md, AW ARTVENAARY, EXPONENT;; * 
ifledicffie pointed through, a tube i>Kfc© the 
mouth of <a sick person dusted 
Pouring mn^aemb istt© Dfee a sick 

person; taking medicine a t one corner of 
the mouth. 

A iffdid, Medicine poured into the 
oot&ct of m-oath; side of a valley; bank 
of a river. 

a cr**3 la<4&8, Pat , firm in flesh (camel), 
a A ladigh, Bitten by a serpent; stung 

fey a. scorpion. 
a. i&dvm, A worn or tattered garment; 

also om<e memded. 
A UzzM {pi. of htxzat), Delights •— 

'•hazzaU SetMS-ual pleasures. 
a^VjJ iazdz, laza-zat (v.n. of A), 

Taking delight in, istding (a thing) agree-
abie; ^ka&vMH ''l-laz&z, The destroyer of 
d e l i s t (dearth)^]—Uzdg (-pL of laziz\, 
Sweet, d e l i c t o ( o b j e c t s ) ; wines. 

a hazdUz {pl> <of lazzat). Pleasures, 
deiigfets;—hazaizi baiwdm, Animal plea-
mres ; — z d ' i z i nafoani, Sensual pleasures. 

A lazzat, Pleasure, delight, enjoyment, 
wntea t , «rweetoess, -ddlicionsiwss; taste, 
tawsn", savour; wine; construed 
W'ftJh t'he verbs balc)iehldan, burdan, tttrd-
wi&wu, dhasMdfm, dad&n*, datihltam*, da/nistan, 
did an, shinaJkMan, girift«.<n, Ac. 

^ ^ iazxtot-pwragl, A worshipper 
of ^leasaire, a voluptuary , 

1s^a:t-9^rishit, Of a volnp-
-disipasifeioiL. 

<A inxsaidubdii, A place abounding 
in dsiights. 

a «£>J3 Kuding {or deriv-
iitgj) j^btmcre. 

A lay' (v.n.) , Baming, «carching, 
singeing;; paining the Jbeart {Jove); re-
pro&ohing^ fowting witih words, 

a -4s*! lazis, Sweet, fu l l of j nice, delicious, 
savoury, tastef ul, pleasant, delightful; wme. 

^ Jar, A waibeaMWWirse; larm-pit ; poor, 
tmm, imeaga>e.;—Xmsut of a people of 
large gtartm'e •flweHaig tlie fields; 
the swten of an ^ jJbilifcy, wish, will, 
eebjefJt;; a lamb ^ ua/me of a city ^—luri taMr 

.Name ^ a itrifee «f the JAcrs;—l-uri 
fmie, Name -of A 4ribe «'f tfee -same, said to 
be desoeatded 

lard, A irace-course, jpufcBc — 
lardi amir., A ipubiic place in Hoimia ;— 
la/rdd qdsi, A ipublic jils&ce in Shiri®. 

$ 2a<m, SDrcanaE, fear, tewrcur. 
^ rzdn , Trembling, irenmlotts, 
larzdnd, ( j j^jl larzdnan, Terrify-

iwmtamtUm, Tvft anake tremMe, 
f j^btem. 

ijfrjp fesmixk, Shiveaiin^, qnnMag, trem-
bling. 

^ ^ $ ^tarpedo. 
Zona, A abating, sbiveiiing, 

tiwiu-
bfing, '^pftfeiag; tiaeiaor^ i£h& j>ai'ajry«m m 
co iaS t^ f 
gvrifUm, shiver. oanstrued wit3i 
isfik&un, u-tida&Mt&n, kardan, &c. 



84* 803 fijjl larza-zada shuda, Struck with 
a tremor, seized with a shivering fit. 

larzi, Ague, cold fit of an ague. 
O^)} larzidan, To tremble, shiver, quake ; 

to grieve; to fear. 
y-P lars, A blow, cuff, kick;— lurs, Pity, 

commiseration ; playing (on an instrument) 
with a plectrum or bow. 

O^-yJ luristdn, A country in Persia (see 
} lur). 

larsh, = lars, q.v. 
lurk, Sour milk thickened by boil ing; 

—hir ah, A bow for cleaning and separating 
cotton. 

ft larlar, A name of Omnipotence. 
Jyi larfi, Leprosy ; elephantiasis. 

lazz (v.n.), Fastening, joining, glue-
ing together; adher ing; piercing with a 
spear ; the r ing of a door. 

A pty lazdm, lazdmat (v.n. of ft), 
Being necessary, ensuing of necessity; 
being assiduous, inseparable, adhering 
steadily;—liz&m (v.n. 3 of f f t , Being con-
joined, individual, adher ing; dea th ; num-
ber, reckoning; assiduouB, at tent ive; an 
equitable judge. 

A B)I lazaj (v.n.), Being drawn out (any-
thing viscous); being joined, glued to-
gether, adher ing; — lazij, Tenacious, ad-
hesive, viscous, sticky, clammy ; ductile. 

A (JJjJ lazgi, A Lazghian. 
W p lazgi-ha (pl. of lazgi), The Lazghians 

(m.c.). 
A lazm (v.n.), Being necessary, neces-

sarily following ; being assiduous, adhering 
steadily or inseparably; keeping, observing 
strictly ; — lazam, A distinction (between 
what is right and wrong) ;—lazim, A judge 
who makes such distinction. 

A lazn, Narrowness of circumstances, 
bad fortune, an indigent situation ; (pl. of 
laznat, liznat) straits, difficulties, distresses; 
—lazan (v.n.), Pressing upon one another 
(people in a narrow spot, or round a 
watering-place) ;—lazin, (A well or drink-
ing-place) beset by a throng of people. 

A W)J laznat, liznat, Indigence, scarcity, a 
life of distress. 

A S - ^ luzub (v.n. of Adhering 
tenaciously; being firm, se t t led; stinging 
(as a scorpion); dearth, scarcity. 

A K f t luzujat, Adhesiveness, viscosity. 
A JRJRY lazuq, A plaster, sarcocolla (a 

Persian medicine for Wounds) ; — luzuq 
(v.n. of Adhering, sticking. 

fjjp lumm, A weak bow for practising 
with. 

A luzum (v.n. of P^), Necessarily fol-
lowing, behoving; keeping close to, being 
inseparable ,* necessity, compulsion, obliga-
tion ; requisiteness ; necessary connection; 
expediency, behoof; imposition of a task 
upon oneself; debt;—ba-qadri luzum, As 
for a s necessary (m.c.);—chi luzum, W h a t 

need is there? (m.c.);—qudiimi bahjat-
luzum, (His) auspicious arrival. 

lazicha, A clew of thread, a ball of 
cotton. 

yt)J lazir, Clever, expert, wary, 
luzh, A box in a theatre (m.c. f rom Fr . 

logs). 
lazham, Black mud a t the bottom of 

a pond. 
0)5 lazhan, Mud at the bottom of a 

pond. 
A ( f t lass (v.n.), Cropping he rbage ; 

eat ing; licking. 
A <J-V~J lusds, Early grass which cattle 

can just crop with their l ips;— lusds, lussae, 
A kind of forage. 

A lass a', S t inging; wounding; a 
stinger. 

A lisan, The tongue ; language, 
dialect, idiom; diction, speech, style (of 
wri t ing); an interpreter; a ready spokes-
man (for the people) ; tongue of a balance 
or a buckle; flame; [lisdnu 's-saur, Ox-
tongue, bugloss, borage;— l isdnu 'l-hamal, 
Plantain;— l isdnu' s-sidq, A high encomium; 
suitable praise;— l isdnu 'l-'asdfir, Seed of 
the ash ; — lisdnu'l-g&aib, A voice from 
heaven, a revelation, an oracle; the mystic 
tongue (surname given to Hafiz by Sa'di) ; 
—lisdnu 'l-kalb, The herb Dog's-tongue, 
Cynoglossum;— l isdnu'l ldh, The word of 
God;— l isdnu *l-mizmdr, Head of the wind-
pipe, larynx ; — lisdnu 'n-ndr, Tongue of 
fire, a lambent flame without smoke ;—6a-
lisdni hoi, In the language (expressive) of 
circumstances (as a haggard face, tat tered 
garments, Ac.), opposed to language ut-
tered by the lip (lisani qal) ;—zu lisdnain, 
Double-tongued, bilingual; deceitful;] — 
lassdn, Eloquent ; talkative, garrulous; a 
chatterbox ;—lussan, A herb. 

A "ULJ Usdn-an, Verbally, orally. 
a lisan- dshna, A philologist, 

linguist. 
a <y\~J lisdn-dshna'i, Philology. 
a (jJUJ lisdni, Oral, verbal, spoken;— 

lassanl, and— 
A lassdniyat, Eloquence. 
A s-v-l lasb (v.n.), St inging (as a scor-

pion) ; s t r ik ing; licking (honey) ; adhering, 
sticking t o ; persisting in. 

A lasbat, Bite of a serpent, s t ing of 
a scorpion. 

last, Firm, s t rong; good; hand-
some. 

A C - J lastu (from the negat. verb laisa), 
I am not (see p. 93). 

A las' (v.n.), Stinging (as a serpent 
or scorpion) ; reproaching; travelling. 

A 4*-J las'at, A scorpion's sting. 
A y - J lasn (v.n.), Taking hold of another's 

tongue; sucking (a damsel's) tongue; 
making (a shoe) tapering into a point ; 



overcoming in argument; stinging;—lisn, 
Idiom, tongue, language; — lusn (pl. of 
lasin), Eloquent (persons) ; (pl, of lisan) 
tongues;—lasan (v.n.), Being eloquent, 
eloquence ;—lasin, Eloquent; sharp-pointed 
like a tongue. 

H Sĵ -J laeora, Cordia myxa. 
a lusuq (y.n. of Adhering, 

sticking. 
A lasi', Stung (by a serpent or 

scorpion). 
A laslq, An inseparable companion. 
uSJ lush, ut^AJ lusht, Mud at the bottom 

of a pond. 
lashtan, To sport, play, amuse;— 

lishtan, To lick. 
lashk, A bit or piece ;—lashk, lishlc, 

Dew, hoar-frost. 
ftsA lashhar, An army, a host, a military 

force ; a cauip ; an encampment;—Ioshkar 
angekhfan (awardan, ba-ham rekhtan, kar-
dan, kashldan), To levy, muster, or lead an 
army ;—lashkar shikastan, To vanquish ; to 
be vanquished ;—lashkari mur-shumar, An 
army numerous as ants ; — pesh-lashkar, 
Advanced guard, van, forlorn hope (opp. 
to y-j q.v. p. 250). 

a ^jSft&A lashkar-dray, Who knows how 
to array an army. 

a lashkar-badraqa, An army-
guide ; escorted by an army. 

a yUu^Aj lashkaristdn, A camp, an en-
campment. 

a j&Ai lashkar-puhlih pizhub), A 
spy, a scout. 

a (jo^t j&aJ lashkar-khalds, A trull, 
strumpet. 

a ft&S lashkar-shikan, lash-
kar-shikuf A conqueror of armies. 

a (j-L** lashkar-shinds, Skilled in 
estimating the number of troops. 

a lashkar-faroz, (Who is) the 
glory or pride of the army. 

a [jr* fti-i lashkar-kash, A commander, 
general; one who levies forces. 

a j&J lashkar-kashi, Generalship ; a 
levy ; mobilisation ; invasion. 

a ft*.J lashkar-gdh gah), A camp, 
parade, or any place where an army is 
quartered or manoeuvres. 

a (^e-u lashkar-nishln, A military 
station. 

a ij-if j&d lashkar-nawls, Paymaster-
general. 

a ^sftA lashkari, Anything belonging to 
an army; military ; a soldier ; an officer; 
military service (m.c.). 

a <iUJ lashk-sifat, Like hoar-frost. 
rfUJ lashk-lashk, In pieces. 

J lashka, A bit, a piece ; dew. 
lashka-lashka, In pieces. 

(^•J lashan, lashn, lashin, Soft, smooth, 
even ; slippery ; plain, unpainted, 

A (jfll lass (v.n.), Shutting a door; doing 

anything slyly;—liss, lass, luss, A robber 
a thief. 

A <-J'U3 lasdf, Name of a place belonging 
to the Bani Tamim, 

A lisb, A fissure in a mountain, a 
narrow pass or valley between hills 
(greater than shi'b and less than lihb);— 
lasab (v.n.), Sticking fast (a sword in the 
scabbard); adhering (skin to the bone from 
leanness); being tight upon the finger (a 
ring) ;—lasib, A kind of barley; avaricious. 

A ya-jJ lasas (v.n. of J2J), Robbing; rob-
bery; closeness of shoulder-blades, teeth, 
or thighs. 

A lasf (v.n.), Shining, lightening; 
joining together ; agreeing, being suitable; 
—lasaf, lasf ( f ) , The caper-tree; a sub-
stance resembling a cucumber springing 
from the roots of the capers; a sort of 
date. 

A lisq, The side ;—lasaq (v.n.), Hav-
ing the lights adhering to the sides from 
excessive thirst (camel). 

a ij*^ lisql, A companion. 
A iUj-aS lusitsat, ^yaft lususlyat (v.n. of 

JaJ), Robbing; robbery, the profession of 
a robber. 

A jj^J lusuq (v.n. of Adhering, 
being joined to ; conjunction, adhesion. 

A (joSw) lazldz, Intelligent (guide). 
A U IAJFJF (v.n.), Being assiduous, adher-

ing steadily to, sticking close; joining, fas-
tening ; clapping the tail between the legs 
(camel) ; letting drop (a veil or curtain) ; 
concealing (news) ; suppressing (another's 
rights) ; anything hung round the neck; 
a sword-belt. 

A latdfat (v.n. of Being small, 
slender, yet handsome; slimness, slender-
ness; grace, delicacy, elegance ; pleasant-
ness, facetiousness, wit, witticism; con-
strued with the verbs tardwldan, didan, 
kardan, &c. 

a latafatgarl, Pleasantness, 
pleasantry, wit, facetiousness. 

a ^jlA-1 ui^jUaJ latdfat-nishdn, Distinguished 
by grace, elegance, wit. 

A pU=J Utdm (v.n. 3 of Buffeting 
each other; giving a blow, box, slap, cuff. 

A i_WUaJ lata'if (pl. of latlfat), Jests, 
jokes ; facetiffl, bon-mots ; delicate girls ;— 
lata''ifu 'l-hiyal, Arts of finesse, tricks of 
diplomacy. 

A lata'im (pl. of latlmat), Perfume-
boxes. 

A fciai lath (v.n.), Striking (gently on the 
back) with the palm of the hand ; throwing 
on the ground ; anything dried up or worn 
down (no vestige remaining). 

A latjch (v.n.), Staining, defiling, con-
taminating; defaming, accusing; a small 
part of a cloud ;—latikh. Uncleanly in diet; 
badly fed. 

A yUaJ lata, latas (v.n.), Striking, dash-



ing (as stone against stone) ; striking with 
anything broad; pelting; kicking vio-
lently, 

A UJ latat (v.n. of &), Denying (a debt) ; 
dropping out (teeth) ; being worn to stumps 
( the same). 

A jioJ laf (v.n.), L icking; kicking an-
other in the back ; the jaw;— lata' (v.u>), 
Whiteness in the inside of a negro's l ips; 
a wearing away of the teeth to the roots. 

A latf (v.n.), Being small, slender, 
yet e l e g a n t ; — l u t f , Approaching, drawing 
near ; being propitious, favourable, gra-
cious ; being small, slender, del icate; the 
grace or protection of God; gentleness, 
humanity, kindness, generosity, benevo-
lence; piquancy, point, wit ; [ l u t f i khassi, 
A special favour (m.c.) ; — l u t f i ehuma kam 
nashawad, May your kindness never grow 
less, i.e. I thank you (m.c.) ;— lu t f kardan, 
To do a favour, confer an obligation, be-
stow a benef i t ; ]— la ta f , A benefit, favour, 
kindness ; a small quanti ty (of food, &c.). 

A ) "^oJ lutf-an wa karam-an, Gra-
ciously, generously. 

a (jAU lutfi, Adopted, brought up in the 
family ; an adopted child. 

A latm (v.n.), Slapping (the face), 
buffeting; joining, glueing together; a 
blow, box, slap. 

A latmat, latma, A blow; a box, 
cuff, buffet ;— latma khwurdan. To receive 
a slap ;—latma zadan, To box the ears, Ac. 

A t f t latukh, Fi l th, defilement, stain. 
A latif, Elegant, graceful, lovely, 

p leasant ; gentle, benign, kind, courteous ; 
thin, delicate, s lender; quaint, having an 
occult or mysterious meaning (speech) ; 
acute, quick-sighted, penetrat ing; know-
ing what is occult, hidden, mysterious; 
one of the names of God. 

A latlfat, latif a (fem. of latif), 
Elegant, fine ; delicate, delicious ; a jest, 
joke, pleasantry, jeu d 'espr i t ;— la t i fa bar 
taraf, Jes t ing apa r t ;— l a t i f a kardan, To 
laugh at, jest. 

a latif-tab', Of gentle disposi-
tion ; kindness of disposition; refined 
taste. 

a JaJ latif-ghizd, Light food, spoon-
diet. 

a H-T^" latif-rnashrab, Facetious. 
a jl? WeJaJ latifa-baz, Facetious, witty. 
a aA-U latifa- tir az, ^jS'^U latifa-goy, 

Facetious, witty. 
A latim, Cut with blows ; a horse 

distinguished by a white mark on the 
cheek ; a camel colt " tha t has seen Cano-
pus," i.e. been weaned (according to an 
Arab custom, to turn the young camel 
which has reached the proper age towards 
the rising dog-star, saying " seest thou 
Canopus ? from this moment you taste not, 
b Allah, another drop of milk," where-

upon it is slapped on the cheek and sent 
with the rest of t h e herd t o the pasture-
ground) ; an orphan (deprived of both 
parents) ; name given to the ninth horse 
(out of ten) in a race; musk, or any odour 
with which temples are perfumed. 

A latimat, A perfume-box; muBk ; 
a market where perfumes are sold. 

A lazd, Blazing, sending fo r th a 
flame (f i re) ; fire, flame; hell-fire, hell. 

a s^*1 H'ab (v.n. 3 of Playing, 
joking, toying;— lu'db, Spittle, saliva, slaver, 
dribble ; snot, mucus ; sliminess, viscosity, 
any viscous mat te r ; construed with the 
verbs afehandan, rekhtan, zadan, nihadan, 
&c.; [lu'dbu 'shshams (saliva of the sun), 
Gossamer ;—lu'dbu 'n-nahl, Honey;— lu 'dbi 
'ankabut, A spider's web; (met.) drawing, 
painting ;—lu'dbi gdv (gawazn), Brightness 
of the sun or of l ightn ing; morning l igh t ; 
white paper; snow ; dew;— lu'dbi la'l (la'l-
ean), The sun ; red wine ;—lu'dbi magas, 
Honey ; wbie ;]—la"ab, A player; an in-
structor in game or exercise, a drill-master. 

a ft s - ^ lu'ab-ddr, Mucilaginous; 
slimy, viscous. 

a lu'dbndk, A slaverer, slabberer. 
a lu'dbi, Mucilaginous; snot ty ; 

slimy, viscous, stringy, ropy. 
A lu'dq (v.n. of The licking of 

the lips oi Irtieth. 
A Wan (v.n. 3 of e*l), Execrating, 

cursing (one another, especially before the 
judge in the case of a husband accusing his 
wife of adultery without being able to pro-
duce witnesses); a malediction, a cu rse ; 
exclusion from society, excommunication. 

A la'b, Play, spor t ; construed with 
bdjtan, kardan, &c.; [la'b khwurdan, To 
be deceived, cheated, made game of;—la'b 
u lag]tw, Play and sport ;]— la 'b, li'b, la'ib 
(y.n.), P l a y i n g ; — l i ' b , la'ib, Addicted to 
play ;—la'ab (v.n.), Slavering, drivell ing;— 
lu'ab (pl. of lu'bat), Games, sports ; pup-
pets, dolls, playthings, 

A la'bat, One game; any sort of 
game ; [la'bati barbari, Hermodactylis ;— 
la'bati zamikh, The sun ;—la'bati mutallaqa 
(mu'allaqa), The mandrake ;] — li'bat, A 
mode of play;— lu 'bat , Play of any k ind ; a 
game; anything wherewith one plays (as 
dice, Ac.) ; a ludicrous man, one who is 
made game of ; a plaything, doll, p u p p e t ; 
marionettes (m.c.). 

a <jU**J lu'batan (P. pl. of lu'bat), Dolls, 
puppets;— lu 'batdni dida, The pupils of the 
eyes, 

aftAtsS lu'bat-baz, A player, comedian, 
buffoon, punch, punchinello; a player of 
puppets ; a fascinator, conjurer;— lu 'bat-
bazi shatranj, A player at chess. 

a ^ f t x ^ lu'bat-bazi, Play, amusement ; 
comedy, theatrical representat ion; ombres 
chinoises; puppet-show. 



J la'bgar, A conjurer, a juggler. 
A 2*1 la'j (y.n.), Entering, occurring, 

forcing a way into the mind ; giving pains, 
making the skin smart; inflaming, paining 
(love). 

A la's (v.n.), Biting;—lu's (pi. of 
al'as), Blackish-lipped ;—la'as, Being ruddy, 
with a mixture of black (lips). 

A W la't (v.n.), Burning, cauterizing, 
branding in the neck; a tattoo-line. 

A <3*5 la'q (v.n.), Scraping a dish with 
the fingers ; licking a plate or the fingers ; 
—la'qu 'l-isba', (met.) Dying, death. 

a la'l, A gem, a ruby of the most bril-
liant lustre ; a species of red rose; the 
vermilion lips of a lovely woman; red 
wine ; [la'li ab-dar (khwush-ah), A most 
brilliant ruby; the lip of a mistress;— 
—la'l az sang dadan (zadan), To acquire 
anything with great difficulty;—la'l bd 
tabarzad juft kardan, To speak agreeably ; 
—la'li bugrak, A ruby having the shape of 
a kidney (T. d f y ) ;—la'li piydzi, A kind of 
ruby red and white ;—la'li paikdni, A ruby 
of the size of an arrow-head worn in the 
ear;—la'li doshdbi, A syrup-coloured ruby ; 
—la'li rag-ddr, A ruby with a flaw or de-
fect;—la'li rawdn (sufta), Red wine;—la'li 
shakar-bar, Lip of a mistress:—la'li falak, 
The world-illuminating sun ;—la'li kalukhi, 
An unpolished ruby ;—la'li kah-ruba, Lip 
of a mistress ;—la'li muzdb, Bed wine ; 
blood;—la'li nd-sufta, (an unbored rubv) 
Original airs or compositions ; an agreeable 
discourse on a new topic;]—la'alia, la'al, 
Perhaps, haply, would that. 

a J*] la'l-khaftan, Name of an Amir 
of king Hamza ; the planet Mars. 

a yU«Jxl la'listdn, A mine of rubies. 
a ) J*J la'l-rangin, Ruby-coloured; 

ruddy, rosy. 
a jV" J*J la'l-tardz, He who creates rubies 

and imparts to them their lustre. 
A la'la', A wolf; the mirage; name 

of a mountain. 
A la'la'at, The shining of a mirage. 
a f*^ J** la'l-fam, Buby-coloured. 
a W* J*! la'l-qaba, The thread of a crim-

son robe ; blood; the liver; red wine. 
a J*5 la'l-qdbd'i, Intoxication, drun-

kenness. 
a la'lgar, = q..v. 
a ofa J*1 la'l-gun, Ruby-coloured, ruddy, 

rosy ; a species of red rose. 
a sA J*i la'l-lab, Ruby-lipped, red-lipped. 
a ^ ^ J*1 la'l-mdhi, A kind of red-boned 

fish. 
a aW la'la (for P. A tulip. 
a la'li, la'lin, Ruby, ruby-co-

loured; set with rubies ; name of a red and 
white flower. 

A la'n (v.n.), Cursing, imprecating; 
driving away from anything good; [la'n 
kardan, To curse;]—lu'an (pi. of lu'anat), 

Those who execrate or speak ill of;—la'anna, 
Perhaps, may be that 1 

A ^A*3 la'nat, Imprecation, curse, ana-
thema ; obj urgation, reproach; [la'natu 
'Udhi'alai-hi, May the curse of God be upon 
him ; — la'nat ba-hech, So-so, indifferent, 
better than bad ;—la'nat kardan (guftan), 
To curse ;—khudd la'nat-tdn kunad, May 
God curse you! (m .c.);]—lu'anat, lu'ana, One 
who execrates, curses, speaks ill of others. 

a. s^ la'nat-ma'db, la'nati, 
Cursed, accursed; execrable. 

a (jde la'n-ta'n, Curses and taunts. 
A la'waq, Ignorant\—la'uq, Licked; 

an electuary or any medicine to be licked 
or sucked, a Iinctus, a lambative. 

A (jj«*J la'in, Detested, execrable, abomi-
nable, accursed, anathematized, excommu-
nicated ; driven out of society; the devil; 
a wolf; a scarecrow; deformed, trans-
formed into any vile shape. 

laah. Bald, having no hair; a desert 
wit bout vegetation ; an addle egg. 

A lugkat (pi. of lugkat), Tongues, 
languages, brogues, dialects, idioms; forms, 
modes of writing or pronouncing words. 

A tUi lighdt (v.n. of Making a con-
fused, unintelligible noise (people);—lugkat, 
Name of a mountain. 

a laghdm, A bridle, a bit. 
A lugkdm, The foam of a camel's 

mouth; a kind of face-veil. 
a li-gkdyat, To the end of; inclu-

sive. 
A laghb (v.n.), Becoming fatigued, 

tired, weary ; corrupting, injuring, causing 
mischief; relating anything wide of the 
t ruth; a vicious pronunciation;—ligfob. A 
mountain-cleft; a narrow valley between 
two mountains;—la ghab, The hair of the 
neck. 

A lugkat, Tongue, idiom, speech, lan 
guage, dialect; word, vocable; a dictionary, 
lexicon, vocabulary ; an error in pronuncia-
tion ; a different, and less correct reading;— 
'ilmi lugkat, Lexicography ;—kitabi lugkat, 
A dictionary, a vocabulary. 

a fay utUi lugkat-pardaz, Accomplished 
in word-lore. 

a lugkat-tardshi, The coining 
of big words ; big words, pedantry. 

a (jw luahat-ddn, Who knows (many) 
languages ; a Ihiguist, 

a fa lugkat-saz, (j~t.y lugkat-
nawis, A lexicographer. 

A YY^ lughsun (pi. laghdsin), The 
inside and root of the nose. 

A ^ laghd (v.n.), Driving (camels) into 
the right road; keeping in order; restrain-
ing ; - lughd, Tlie flesh about the throat and 
jaws ; the lobe and the interior part of the 
ear. 

A lugkdat, Name of a grammarian 
of Isfahan. 



ft lag&t, A slip, stumble, fall. 
Aft laghz (v.n.), Changing, inverting, 

distorting;—lug&z, lughaz, Anything occult, 
ambiguous or mysterious ; an enigma, rid-
dle, puzzle; the hole of a lizard, rabbit, 
field-mouse or mole; a labyrinth, maze, 
meandering or crooked path. 

oV* laghzdn, Slipping down; slippery, 
uf^'ft laghzani, Slipperiness. 
yjteJtyt) lagfazanidan, To make anything 

slip, slide, or fall; to lubricate. 
\J»ft laghzish. laghzak. A slip, slide ; 

offence; anger; prevarication, equivoca-
tion ;—laghzish (laghzak) khwurdan, To 
slip, to slide. 

laghzndk. A slippery place. 
CjJijAJ laghzidan, To slip, slide, fal] ; (in 

the dialect of Transoxania) to drink; to 
milk. 

yji laghsar, Bald-headed ; scald. 
• W lagfat. A court in front of a house; 

•—laght. laghat (v.n.), Making a loud noise, 
uttering a cry ; cooing; a confused noise, 
indistinct voices. 

A laghm (v.n.), Relating uncertain 
news. 

^ lagham, Reins, a bridle. 
A. yd laghw (v.n.), Talking triflingly and 

nonsensically ; barking (a dog) ; thought-
less and improper conversation ; a blunder, 
mistake; pleasantry, joke (m.c.); (ad-
verbially) in fun, in order to make one 
laugh (m.c.); anything contemptible, low-
priced, of small value; futile, vain; a 
camel's colt or sheep of mean quality. 

A laghub. Foolish, weak;—lughub, 
laghub (v.n. of s-*!), Being exceedingly 
tired, greatly fatigued ; weariness, fatigue. 

a ^ U - U ) laghu^ihdy, Who talks vainly 
or foolishly. 

wykJ lagkuna. Decoration, ornament, 
dress. 

a ^ f t laghwe. A foolish saying;—lugha-
wi, Belonging to a language ; verbal, lite-
ra l ; a lexicographer; the literal meaning 
(of a word) ;—ma'ndyi lughawl, The literal 
sense (of a passage). 

A uyijykJ laghwiyat. laghwiyat, Frivolities, 
vain or foolish ta lk; absurdities, impro-
prieties. 

a laghwiya, laghwiya. A frivolous 
saying, an absurdity, an impropriety. 

A (-iS laff (v.n.), Involving, wrapping, 
folding; joining, adding one thing to an-
other, assembling, collecting; a crowd of 
different people ; [ l a f f u naehr, A rhetorical 
figure corresponding to the chiasmus of the 
classics;]— l i f f , A crowd, multitude, troop, 
body of men; a body of false witnesses 
packed together from various places ; — l i f f , 
l a f f , Thick, entangled trees; a garden 
thickly planted with trees;—luff (pl. of 
alaff), Thick, plump, with fleshy thighs. 

A t ^ luff ah, A well-known plant resem-

( 1125 ) jtt 
bling the brinjal or egg-plant; fruit of the 
Cjy* q.v. 

A ild) laffaz, Eloquent; voluble, verbose, 
garrulous; a pedant. 

A Ivfazat, Anything thrown out, 
especially from the mouth ; a thing uttered, 
a word dropped from the mouth; remains 
(of anything). 

a ^fe^S laff azl, Eloquence; volubility, 
verbosity, loquacity; pedantry. 

A gtoJ Ufa', A cloak or upper garment 
of a man or woman; a covering, carpet, 
quilt; a table-cloth; the front teat of a 
quadruped. 

A Ufdfat, lifdfa, Any kind of ban-
dages, swathes, or rollers wrapped round 
the feet of a corpse, mummy, &c.; • wrap-
per, outside cover of a letter, an envelope; 
(met.) gilding ; whitewash ; gloss ; osten-
tation. 

A laft (v.n.), Twisting-, bending, rol-
ling ; turning away, diverting, preventing 
one from following his plan ;— l i f t , A rape, 
turnip; one half of a thing; side, edge, 
margin ; inclination, proneness ; a friend. 

laftara, Vile, mean, ignoble. 
lafj, A thick lip like the lip of a 

camel, dirty, or hanging down when angry ; 
a piece of meat without bone ; a woman of 
loose character. 

oW^ lafj an, One who hangs his lip from 
extreme anger. 

gii lafch, — ̂  q.v.;—lafch, lafchan, 
lafchin, Thick-lipped. 

lafcha, = q.v.; a roasted sheep's 
head. 

A Ĉ J lafh, YWI) lafahdn (v.n. of giJ), 
Burning (fire), scorching (heat or wind) ; 
striking with a sword. 

A lafz (v.n ), Ejecting, throwing out 
(of the mouth); pronouncing, articulating; 
pronunciation, utterance ; a word, vocable ; 
—mislu-hu lafz-an wa ma'nd-n, (A word) 
resembling another in sound and sense. 

A lafz-an, Explicitly, distinctly pro-
nounced. 

a ItM* U! lafz ba-lafz, Word by word, ver-
batim. 

A&al lafzat, Word, speech, saying; ut-
terance. 

a ^fti lafzl,- Enunciative; verbal; gram-
matical ; literal. 

A lap (v.n.), Covering the head (grey 
hairs) ; injuring by the evil eye, winking 
(? probably confounded with {ft q.v. be-
low). 

A lafq (v.n.), Sewing two things to-
gether;— l i fq, One part, side, or edge of 
two pieces sewn together ;—lifaq, Extreme 
swiftness ; pronouncing words rapidly and 
twisting them about, so as to produce 
false impressions (?). 

lafgar, Smoke, soot. 
A t f t lafuli, A scorching wind. 



A M1 lafiz, Thrown out; spoken, pro-
nounced, uttered. 

A t-M* l a f l f , Wrapped, folded, involute ; 
complex ,• a crowd, mixed multitude, con-
gregation of tribes ; a friend, an acquain-
tance ; (in grammar) a verb containing 
two weak letters ;— lajlf t mafruq, A verb 
in which two weak letters are separated 
by a sound one, as in ;— la f i f i maqrun, 
A verb in which two weak letters join each 
other, as in <^4,, (See the article J«i fi'l.) 

laq, Destitute of hair, bald : an addle 
egg;—laq shudan, To lose their stopping 
(teeth, m.c.);—laq u taq, laq u daq, A de-
Bert, a wild uncultivated country ;—laq, 
luq, Cheating, deceiving. 

A ^ laqq (v.n.), Striking with the hand ; 
striking on the eye; a crack in the ground; 
—daqq u laqq hardan, To clap the hands, 
to applaud ; to make a noise. 

^ laqd, laqqa, The Brahminy kite, Ha-
liastur indus ; the fan-tail pigeon ;—liqd 
(for A. Uqa' q.v. below), Face, form, 
visage, countenance ; [hur-liqa, With a face 
like an angel, i.e. beautiful-,—fchwurshed-
liqd, With a face like the sun — mdh-
Uqa, Moon-faced ;] — luqd, luqqd, Vain ; 
roguish j a scamp; a profligate. 

A liqd1 (v.n. of ^Ji>), Meeting; en-
countering, being opposite; lighting or 
hitting upon; encounter, battle ; a visit, 
interview (m.c.); what meets the eye, 
aspect, hence the P. meaning face, &c. (see 
preceding article) ; meeting one's fate, i.e. 
death ; (pi. of liqwat) female eagles;— 
liqa'it 'lldh, The meeting of God, resurrec-
tion, 

ASM liqd'at, laqat (v.n. of c ^ ) , Meet-
ing; one meeting orencounter : an inaccu-
rate word. 

a ut>U laqat (for P. q.v.), Lean; in-
firm. 

A C^ laqah, v.n. of, and = q.v.;— 
liqdh, The sperm of the stallion; a she-
camel having a colt two or three months 
old; (pi. of liqhat) souls, minds; (pi. of 
laqufc) male camels ; (pi. of liqhat, luqhat) 
milch-camels ;—laqqah, One who causes a 
she-camel or palm-tree to be impregnated. 

A l̂ aJ laqat, Stalks of corn left uncut by 
the reapers ;—liqdt (v.n. 3 of Meeting 
from opposite quarters; being left in the 
field by the reapers (stalks of corn) ;— 
luqat, Ears of corn picked up. 

A luqd tat, Anything gathered from 
off the groundgleanings , pickings; sweep-
ings, rubbish, anything of little value. 

A luqqd,'at, Beady and prompt at 
giving an answer; a fool • a railer, slan-
derer, giver of ill names, or nicknames. 

A s-i! laqah, A title of honour, style, 
surname, addition ; a nickname; ( = P. bar-
nama, the preceding meanings being, there-
fore, to be added under p. 143) ; 

construed with the verbs dadan, hardan, 
giriftan, nihadan, ydftan, &c. 

A ̂  laqh, laqah (v.n.), Taking the male 
and conceiving (a she-camel) ;-—laqah, A 
mountain; sperm;—liqah (pi. of liqhat), 
luqqah (pi. of laquh), Milch (camels). 

A. liqhat, An ea,gie; a crow ; A woman 
giving suck; soul, mind;—liqhat, luqhat, 
Milch (camel). 

A laqs (v.n.), Accusing, reproaching, 
treating opprobriously ; itch, scab;—laqas 
v.n.), Being disturbed, perplexed ; being 
spoiled, depraved;—laqis, One who calls 
men by nicknames; a slanderer, reviler, 
fomenter of discord. 

a 1=55 laqt (v.n.), Gathering, picking from 
the ground; gleaning ; mending, darning; 
—liqt, Escaping the reaper's sickle (stalks 
of corn) ;—laqat, Anything picked up ; a 
little, somewhat;—laqatu 's-sumbtd, Glean-
ings of corn ;—laqatu 'l-ma'dan, Particles 
or small pieces of gold in the mine, or 
mixed with ore. 

A AkaS luqtat, luqatat, Anything gathered 
from off the ground ; property found on 
the ground and preserved in trust, a trove; 
a foundling. 

A laq' (v.n.), Throwing away ; injur-
iug by the evil eye; overcoming in talk or 
disputation. 

A laqf (v.n.), Seizing, snatching 
eagerly (like a hungry man) ;—laqaf (v.n), 
Falling in (a wall or well); side of a well 
or cistern ;—laqif (A well) tumbled down 
or sunk at the bottom ; a weak structure 
of bad bricks; quick, intelligent. 

A JŜ ai laqlaq, A stork. 
A laqlaq, A stork; the tongue. 
A ifilfl5 laqlaqat, laqlaqa (v.n. of <J^)> 

Crying tremulously; tbe noise produced 
by a stork; eloquence, pronunciation; 
spirit, ambition ; weight, influence. 

A laqm (v.n.), Blocking (up the 
road); eating fast, gobbling;—laqam, lu-
qam, The middle or main part of the road; 
—luqam (pi. of luqmat), Aforsels, gobbets, 
mouthfuls. 

A Y.?) luqmdn (bin ba'urd), 
Name of a certain wise man, by some said 
to have been a son of Job's sister or aunt : 
bv others, to have been % disciple of David 
by others, a judge in Israel: while others 
declare him to have been an emancipated 
Ethiopian slave, and author of the fables 
current under his name. 

a (jJUii) luqmani, Locmanic ; wise, sage. 
A luqmat, laqmat, luqma, A mouth-

ful, morsel; a kind of fr i t ter ; construed 
with the verbs chashidan, khwurdan. zadan, 
noshidan, &c. ;—luqma'i ahan hashldan, (to 
get a taste of iron) To receive a sword-
wound ; to be fettered ;—luqma ha-gulu-
yash firo na-mi-rawad, He chokes from 



avarice;—htqma'i khalifa, (Caliph's bonne 
bouche) Name of a sweetmeat. 

a K&t^f, luqma-parkezl, A supersti-
tious prejudice against certain articles of 
food. 

a JUA <UJ& luqma shumdr, One who at-
tends feasts uninvited, and counts the 
number of mouthfuls. 

A <U5J luqma-luqma, In mouthfuls. 
A laqn (v.n.), Perceiving, under-

standing ; quickness of apprehension ;— 
liqn, A side, edge, border, coast; a pillar, 
prop, but t ress ; sharp, quick, intelligent 
(lad) ;—laqan (v.n.), Being endowed with 
quickness of apprehension ;—laqin, Who 
soon comprehends and easily retains. 

A YD laqw (v.n.), Bringing on the dis-
ease laqwat. 

A ByS laqwat, laqwa, A disease or distor-
tion of the mouth ; paralysis ; [zu laqwat, 
Name of a certain eagle ; a black eagle;]— 
laqwat, liqwat, A female eagle ; a nimble, 
active woman; soon conceiving (woman or 
camel). 

A pysJ laqah, A he-camel; a she-camel 
that has taken the male ; also one that is 
milked (up to two or three months after 
foaling). 

p^aJ luqum, A kind of fritter made of 
flour, butter, and honey. 

a i^Uy] laqumdsh, laquma, Nico-
machus, the father of Aristotle. 

A M5 Idqit, Picked up ; an exposed child, 
a foundling; an old well upon which one 
alights unawares. 

A laqitat, A contemptible man or 
woman ; one of the meanest rank; a found-
ling girl;—banu 'l-laqitat, Name of a tribe. 

*sU lah, A hundred thousand ; weak of 
mind ; foolish; idle, foolish words •, an old 
garment in holes; the dress worn by coun-
try people; a spot, stain; bald; name of a 
tribe of gipsies; [laid riipiya, A lac of 
rupees;]—liJc, Name of a well-flavoured 
bird ;—Ink, The substance commonly called 
gum-lac, being the niduB of an insect found 
deposited on the twigs of certain trees in 
India, and from which a beautiful red lake 
is extracted, used in dyeing; the red co-
louring matter produced from gum-lac; a 
knot, bump, or swelling; anything not 
pared or tr immed; a wound in the belly, 
an imposthume ; a ball ; the ankle-bone. 

A iAJ lakk (v.n.), Striking one, especially 
on the nape of the neck with the clenched 
fist. 

lahd, (A baker's) kneading-trough ; a 
stain upon cloths; a soft kind of skin; 
goats' leather; a red flower; a shoe or 
slipper ; undressed leather ;—laha, luha, 
Sediment of lac, used in fastening knife-
handles ;—luha, A red colouring substance 
produced from gum-lac; an inhabited 
country, region, district; a window. 

utAfi lahdt, A thing spoilt, good for no-
thing. 

tfCw lahdta, An immoral woman, a har-
lot (m.c.). 

lukam, Shameless, impudent, bold, 
saucy ; name of a mountain. 

A lahham, Hard (hoof) breaking 
stones. 

lahdma, A sheep's pudding, chitter-
ling, sausage; penis. 

lahana, = <s«A£J q.v. ; a strumpet. 
^J&i lahd'i, Red colour, red. 
A oil lahd (v.n.), Striking with hand or 

foot ; driving away;—Za&ad (v.n.), Adher-
ing (d i r t ) ; — lahid, Avaricious; narrow-
minded. 

a lahad, A kick, cuff, blow;—lahad 
bardbar zadan, To aspire to higher things ; 
to despise people;—lahad bar gori hatim 
zadan, To excel in liberality, to be generous 
beyond one's means;—lahad hhwurdan, To 
be kicked;—lahad dar kdr zadan, To upset 
a matter;—lahad zadan, To strike, kick, 
cuff; to tread, trample ;—lahad zadani tu-
fang, The recoil of a fire-arm when dis-
charged. 

jW <sU luh-dar, Varnished, glazed, po-
lished. 

a Siij lahad-zada, Kicked, cuffed; trod. 
a y j lahad-zan, Striking; a kicker. 
a w- lakadsipar, lakad-kob 

koba), Kicking; kicked, trodden; a 
kick ;—lahad-hob hjiwurdan, To be kicked, 
Ac.;—lahad-hob hardan, To kick, &c. 

a s ^ ) lahad-u-hob, Assault and 
battery. 

A j i ! lahz (v.n.), Striking with the fist on 
the breast or jaws in fighting;—lahiz, 
Avaricious. 

a lahzan (for lahad-zan), Kicked, 
cuffed, &c. 

A lah1 (v.n.), Stinging (as a serpent 
or scorpion) ; striking the udder with his 
head (a sucking lamb); eating, drinking; 
bite, puncture ; — lih(, A dwarf; — laha4 

(v.n.), Adhering (mud) ; being mean, sor-
did, dirty;—luha', Worthless, sordid, ava-
ricious ; a slave to one's passions; an 
infant ; a colt; the two sons of 'Ali, Hasan 
and Husain. 

Uhah, A sour plum. 
lihal, A pear. 

lahlah, Idle talk;—lihlih, A mill-
hopper. 

lahlaha, Vain, idle talk;—lihliha, A 
mill-hopper. 

A lahm (v.n.), Driving, knocking off; 
striking with clenched fist;—la-hum, To 
you, of you, yours. 

lakan, Any bason or vessel in which 
the hands, feet, or body are washed; a 
candle-stick ; a censer; a chafing-dish ; a 
cotton cover or screen for a candle; a fire-
steel ; a large grate. 



A yX) fa&AN (v.n.), Speaking barbarously 
(especially bad Arabic) ; a basin, bowl (Bee 
preceding article) ;— lakin, One who pro-
nounces badly; a s tut terer . 

A lakin, ^ Idkinna, But , still, not-
withstanding, nevertheless. 

A hXS luknat (v.n. of Stammering, 
Btuttering; pronouncing (Arabic) bad ly ; 
impediment in speech. 

a ^jAiXI luknati, S t ammer ing ; a stam-
merer, s tu t t e re r ; a l i s p e r ; one who has an 
impediment in bis speech. 

j lak u pak, Running up and down; 
an old carpe t ; household furni ture , espe-
cially when worse for the wear ; rude, un-
skilful, inexpert ;— luk u puk, Coarse, thick, 
rough, untrimmed. 

y luk-u-puki, Thickness, coarse-
ness. 

} luk u lunj, A lip. 
laka, lakka, Spot, s ta in ; red dye, l ac ; 

timid. 
lak-han (S. langhana), Hunger ; a 

fast-day. 
lukin, A coarse woollen cloth. 

lag, Pain, trouble, sorrow, affliction, 
suffer ing; imprisonment; a pr ison; a 
st ick; flagellation. 

ligdm, A br id le ; the b i t ;— l igdm 
fcha'idan, To champ the b i t ; to be refrac-
tory ;—ligdm dddan, To attack. 

fcifij\ Ugdm az sar girifta, Indo-
mitable, unrefrained. 

yij ligdm-rez, Slack-rein, full-speed. 
laglag, A stork. 

lagala, A kick, blow with the foot, 
&& lagan, A brazen or copper pan in 

which the hands are washed ; also one used 
for baking purposes. 

A ^ t f i lagancha, A small dish or basin 
(m-c.). 

lagur, A t r ibe of gipsies living in 
the vicinity of Hara t . 

ili lala, A mentor, a tu tor . 
A Ail li-lldh (for For God; for the 

love of God, for God's sake; — U-llahi 
'l-hamd wa 'l-minnat, To God be praise 
and thanks. 

f j lam, Mercy, forgiveness; r es t ; t ran-
quil l i ty;— lam dddan (ddshtan, zadan), To 
give oneself rest, to sleep. 

A lam, Not (giving the aorist the sig-
nification of the preterite, as lam gansur 
" he did not asBist;" [lam-yazali, E te rna l ; ] 
—lima, lim (for lUma), W h y ; wherefore? 
for tha t which ;—lamm (v.n.), Assembling, 
collecting what had been dispersed; re-
pairing, mending, restoring ; eating one's 
own substance and tha t of one's friends ; 
committing a peccadillo. 

U3 lama, Nightshade, foxgrapes. 
A la-ma, Surely not ;— l i -ma, For tha t 

which; whereas; why? wherefore?—lani-
jna, Not ye t ; never ; if n o t ; when. 

A lamdj, A small bit, morsel, taste, 
sip. 

A t W lammah, One who looks slily, but 
at tent ively; glancing ; shining. 

AJUJ lammdz, A defamer (of one pre-
sent), 

A tUJ lamas, Whatever is tasted with 
the tip of the tongue; somewhat, a small 
quanti ty. 

A £UJ lamma, Bright, gl i t tering (sword). 
A jUJ lamdq, Augh t (I have not tasted). 

lam-d-lam, Up to the brim. 
A <U5 lammat, Fortune ; misfortune ; ve-

hemence, in tens i ty ; a l i t t l e ; a slight 
touch (of insanity) ;—Ummat, Lock flowing 
below the ears (those which reach to the 
shoulders being called jummat). 

lamtur, Uneven, r o u g h ; strong-
bodied ; coarse, thick; f a t ; idle, tardy, 
languid. 

A ^ a r a Especially. 
A lamj (v.n.), Eat ing with the fore-

teeth, or with the corners of the mouth ; 
lying with. 

A lamh (v.n.), Looking at slily, 
glancing the eyes at any objec t ; shining, 
twinkling (a s t a r ) ; flashing ( l ightning); 
—lamhu' 'l-basr, The twinkling of an eye. 

A lamahdn (v.n. of Shining, 
twinkling (a star) , flashing (lightning). 

A lamhat, lamha, A glance with the 
eye; a wink; l igh tn ing; a minute, a mo-
ment ; similitude, resemblance ;—lumhat, 
A shining spot. 

a lamha-lamha, Every moment. 
Ay*J lame (v.n.), Defaming, accusing, 

reproaching; winking, making a signal 
with the eyes ; s t r iking; burning. 

A iamzat, A wink;— iumazat, A sfan-
derer (of the absent), 

lam-zadan, To sleep soundly j to 
stretch out, 

lams, Soft, tender, delicate. 
A Y^I lams (v.n.), Touching, handling, 

feeling; lying wi th ; the sense of feeling 
or touch;— lumus (pl. of lamus), Camels 
which must be felt to ascertain if they be 
f a t or n o t ; spurious. 

limisk, vsX^-J limishk, A sort of 
curd eaten with fresh milk and salt. 

ftS lam fur, = jZ+S q.v, 
A W lamz (v.n.), Rolling the tongue 

about the mouth to pick the tee th ; licking 
the lips;— lamaz, Whiteness of the under 
lip of a horse. 

A lam\ lama'dn (v.n. of 
Shining, glittering, glancing, twinkling, 
flashing, glaring ; pointing a t ; moving the 
wings in its flight (a b i rd ) ; convulsions 
(of death). 

A lam a'at, Splendours, effulgen-
cies. 

A lam'at, lum'a, One flash, glance, 
twinkle; splendour, bril l iancy; the glare 



of the s u n ; construed with zadan, shikas-
tan, &c. •,—-lumtat, A crowd, a congrega-
tion ; part of a plant beginning to wither 
and getting white ; any part of the body 
remaining dry dur ing ablution. 

lamghdn. Name of a quarter of the 
city of Ghaznin; or of a city near Ghaznin. 

A (>»3 lamq (v.n.), Striking (especially 
with the palm npon the eye) ; rubbing 
the e j e s ; looking steadily; obliterating, 
wipiug off;—lamaq, The greater part or 
middle of the road ;—lumuq (pi. of lamiq), 
Those who strike upon the eye with the 
open hand. 

lamak, Lamech, the father of Noah. 
A {+*} lamam (v.n. of p), Being on the 

verge of sin, without positively committing 
i t ; a slight touch of madness; venial sins ; 
—limam (pi. of Ummat), Locks flowing 
below the ears. 

A liman ( from li and man), To him 
or to them who; to whom ? whose ?—liman 
al-mulk, He to whom belongs the kingdom 
or sway. 

lamno, The island Lemnos (m.c.). 
A lamus, A camel which must be 

touched to ascertain if it be fa t or lean. 
A pJ lam-yuzra', Uncultivated (m.c.). 
A pi lam-yazal, p lam-yazali, Un-

changeable; eternal. 
a (+> lam-yazaliya, (fem. of the pre-

ceding), Eternal . 
A lan, Not, it shall not be that , cer-

tainly never (from Id " n o t " and an 
" t h a t " ) ; — l a n tara-ni, Thou shalt or wilt 
never see me, i.e. the like of me; (met.) 
boasting, bragging ; brag, boast, conceit. 

lambdn, A used-up strumpet who 
acts as a procuress ;—lumbdn, Name of a 
village near Ispahan. 

p-A larpbar, lumbur, Strong, f a t ; buttocks. 
lambak, Name of a cup-bearer;— 

lurpbak, F a t and unwieldy. 
lumbos, The inside of the cheek. 

M l larpba, Anything round like an 
orange or an apple;— lumba, F a t ; la rge ; 
long. 

yti larripd, A lamp (m.c.). 
laijiba-sar, (round-head) Name of 

a mountain in Mazandaran. 
j£jl lantar, — yu3 q.v. 
a ^ y u J lantardni, Boast, brag, conceit 

(see y l above). 
(jy^J linti, Who idles his day away lying 

under a tree. 
aj lanj, linj, A proud or graceful air in 

walking; pulling up and carrying from 
place to place ; tearing anything from the 
ground, eradicating; hanging, suspending; 
—lunj, The cheek, the inside (according to 
some, the exterior part) of the cheek; the 
lower parts of the face, the mouth and 
chin; a l ip ; a cripple, without the use of 
hands or feet. 

W** lanjd, A pulling out, a tearing up j— 
lunj a, A cripple, withont hands or feet. 

linjan, Name of a district in Ispa-
han, abounding in rice-grounds and gnats. 

a ^ J lanja, A proud air in walking, a 
waving from side to side ; pulling up and 
carrying away ;— lunja, L i p ; environs of 
the mouth ; a cripple. 

yj^fcA lanjidan, To pull up by the roots, 
to eradicate; to chide, reproach ; to mock, 
ridicule, or point at with the fingers j to 
wave from side to side in walking, with a 
swagger j to diffuse odour. 

AJ land, Membrum virile j a boy, youth, 
son ;— lund, Vain boasting; a grumbling 
from anger;— lund lund kardan, To mutter , 
to grumble (m.c.). 

lundd, Murmuring. 
O1^ lundish, Murmur. 

landra (?), A red cloth of inferior 
kind. 

JJ* a J land-hor, (offspring of the sun) 
Name of a great king in Hindustan. 

tjtwJ lindi, ~ <_y»*J q.v. 
lundidan, To boast; to murmur , 

mutter . 
(jWJ lanti, Name of the son of Yunan. 
A DUJUL U-nafsi-hi, For his (or i ts) own 

lankurdnr Name of a town on the 
Caspian (see ^ f a d ) . 

linz, Linz in Austria (m.c.). 
lany, Lame; maimed; the halt ing 

of a caravan for a day or two ; penis; {Jiang 
Icardan, To stop (esp. travellers in order to 
rob them, m.c.) ;—bar lang zadan, To flee;] 
—ling, The leg, f rom the groin to the t ip 
of the toe ; the ankle ; [lingi fc&dJei, lingi 
sar-hash, lingi kamar, Names of wrestling 
tricks \~j>Uhi ling kashidan, To tr ip up in 
wrestling ( m . c . ) ; ] — l u n g , A cloth worn 
round the loins and passed between the 
legs. 

langak, An opprobrious, reproach-
fu l , contemptuous, or disagreeable word. 

langan, Halting, l imping; sneezing. 
u&Hj ( j ^ J langan-raftagi, Lameness in 

walking, a limping, halt ing mode of 
going. 

jyVsA gV&J langdn-langan, Limping, halt-
ing, going lame." 

langdna, Limpingly, haltingly. 
ty *sJW ling-barra, A land of broth or 

soup. 
jtji langar, An anchor; a stay or rope 

for supporting a t en t ; the house or monas-
tery of the Calendars or Muhammadan 
monks; a mendicant; a wall of stone, 
brick, wood, or clay round the tomb of a 
distinguished person; an alms-house; 
worthless, mean, fraudulent , deceitful, dis-
liked by everybody; s trong; majesty, 
authority (construed with ax kaf dadan, 
bdfcAtan, nigdh ddshtan) -,—langar afgandan 



(anddkhtan, zadan, nihadan), To cast anchor; 
—langar ba-hhwud giriftan, To leave the 
place; (met.) to become impatient;—langar 
bar-dwardan (bar-ddshtan, kashldan), To 
weigh anchor ; — langari shamsher, The 
weight of the sword;—langar kardan dar, 
To settle firmly in. 

languran, = q.v. 
fti langar-andakhta, Firm, not 

easily moved from one's purpose. 
(?)> Negropont (m.c.). 

iiU. fti langar-khana, A hospital or bede-
house for the entertainment of the poor 
and indigent ; a bouse or arsenal where 
anchors are stored. 

fi)*" langar-kharch, Provisions or 
funds for the support of the poor, charitable 
funds. 

ft ft! langar-ddr, Weighty, ponderous, 
filf langar-gah, An anchorage, sea-

port. 
ft langar-glr, (A ship which) by its 

own weight (is) kept in its place. 
langari, Provisions distributed to 

the poor ; a kind of drinking-glass. 
lang-zan, Bow-legged. 

langan, H u n g e r ; a fast kept by 
Hindus. 

H isfti lungota, A narrow strip of cloth 
which poor people wear about their waists; 
—lungota bastan, To tie on the lungota ; 
to renounce the world. 

ASoJ langa, A bale (m.c.) ; fold of a door 
(m.c.);—lingah, The leg, the ankle ( = *S£JJ 
ling, q.v.) ;—linga kashldan, To quit, re-
frain. 

langl, Lameness;—lungl, A cloth 
worn round the loins and passed between 
the legs. 

langldan, To halt, lame, l imp ; to 
roll, wallow (as a horBe or dog). 

y lav, The l ip ; an eminence; bile; a 
kind of sweetmeat; name of a town in 
Mazandaran;— lu , A repository, any vessel 
containing somewhat;— lu, lo, A ply, fo ld; 
—kafshi yak-lu, A single-soled or unlined 
shoe. 

A liwd', The twisting or coiling of a 
Berpent; the winding of a river, &c.; a 
standard, flag, ensign, banner, colours ; a 
government (of a small district, town, or 
caBtle);—liwd'i nusrat-iltiwa, The victorious 
banner;—miri liwd', The governor of a 
Bmall province or a city. 

A -R»V luwdb (v.n. of VJOI Thi rs t ing; 
t h i r s t ; spittle, saliva. 

A W J lauwahat, Scorching, tanning 
(heat of the sun, Ac.). 

A Wj* lawahift (pl. of Idhigat), Glancing 
(eyes). 

A lawdhiq (pl. of lahiq or lahiqat), 
Dependencies, appurtenancies; relations, 
k indred; followers, clients, domestics. 

A liwag (v.n. 3 of «iji), Fleeing for 

refuge to one ano ther ; wrestling against, 
opposing, contradicting j using ar t or f r a u d ; 
—lawdz, liwdz, luwdz (v.n. of ft), Taking 
for one's defence or safeguard. 

lawdra, Name of a town in Hindu-
stan. 

Ajty lauwdz, A seller of almondfl 
laws). 

A FJ^J law azim (pl. of Idzim), 
lawdzimat (pl. of the preceding), A-jy 
lawazima, Necessary things, requisites, 
accompaniments, consequences, inevitable 
results ; baggage; a fee, perquisite. 

A o*V lawds, A taste, anything to be 
tasted. 

lawdsh, A thin cake or biscuit. 
AA^y lawdsha, Barnacles fo r restive 

horses, a farrier 's twitch. 
A WJ lauwdt, A sodomite (people of Lot). 
A liwatat, Sodomy, pederasty;—liwd-

tat kardan, To commit sodomy. 
( f t liwdtat-kun, A sodomite. 
A wi^jJ lauwdf, A maker of carpets ; a 

spinner, particularly of materials for tent-
making. 

A oiW lawdq, Something, anything. 
A lawdqih (pl. of Idqih), (Camels or 

female palms) tha t have taken the male; 
(winds) driving about rainy clouds. 

A lawdlib (pl. of laulab), Staples, 
holes into which a bolt shoots; screws, 
vices. 

yU law-a-lav, Light , trifling, undigni-
fied. 

Yj! y law a-law d, Light, fickle, inconstant. 
A lauwdm, lauwamai, An accuser, 

censurer, blamer;— luwam (pl. of la'im), 
Accusers, blamers. 

A lawdmi' (pl. of lami'at), Lights, 
rays. 

^ y y lawdwln (A. pl. of e)\ft q.v.), 
Ante-chambers. 

A t sV liwdy, A standard, banner (con-
strued with afrdkhtan, bastan, zadan, Ac.). 

A liwdyat, The spear-staff of a 
banner. 

A ^ liwd'ih (pl. of Id'ih or Id'ihat), 
Lights, splendours, luminous appearances, 

A FTFJJ lawa'im (pl. of la'imat), Accusa-
tions, reproaches ; slanders; faults. 

A laub (v.n.), Going round a well 
without being able to get to it on account 
of the crowd (thirsty camels);—laub, lub 
(v.n.), Thirst ing; thirst ;— lub, A bee. 

A luhat, luba, A stony t ract ; Lybia. 
A WY luba, A kind of pulse. 
a loban, Frankincense; olibanum; 

benzoin. 
fyjl lobara, A wild r a m ; a wild buffalo. 

lubasha, Thraehed grain still in the 
chaff. 

^ lubi, An Ethiopian, Lybian. 
lubiyd, lubiya, A kind of pul»e, 

a species of French bean. 



tup, The jaw (m.c.). , 
A laut (v.n.), Relating, declaring, 

telling news without being asked ; sup-
pressing, concealing (intelligence). 

y^y lot, Delicious v iands ; a sort of 
pastry ; a large mou th fu l ; a harsh, dis-
agreeable youth;— lu t , Naked, bare. 

jV- lot-khipar, A g lu t ton ; a clean 
eater. 

fa lotar, lotara, lotara, A secret 
mode of conversation; an enigma. 

lutaka, A kind of boat, skiff. 
^ lot u ^pot, Sorts of meat and 

drink. 
A ^ Ictus (v.n.), Being powerful, s t rong; 

wrapping a turban, &c. round the head ; 
taking refuge with, flying to for protection ; 
contaminating, soiling; contamination, de-
filement, impurity ; slowness, tediousness. 

loj, A country in I ran ;— luj , Naked. 
lujiyd, Long. 

loch, Squint-eyed ; ( = luj) naked. 
A C} lauli (v.n.), Rising, appearing, or 

shining (as the Bun or a s t a r ) ; flashing; 
tanning, changing one's colour (as travel-
ling, &c.) ; being manifes t ; the brilliant 
appearance of a s t a r ; a table, plank, slab, 
black-board (construed with tardshldan, 
kardan, &c.); the panel of a door; the 
Bhoulder-blade; the air, atmosphere; 
[lauhi pd, The foot-board or treadle of a 
weaver's loom ;—lauhi pak, A plain board 
(not written upon) ;—lauhi turbat, = lauhi 
marqad, q.v. below ;—lauhi ta'lim, A black 
board or slate (for exercise);—lauhi khd-
moshi, Silence;—lauhi du rang, The world; 
t ime; fortune;— lauhi dlwdn, The illumined 
title-page of a collection of poetry ;—lauhi 
filsim, The tablet on which the solution of 
a talisman is writ ten;— lauhi mahfuz (lauhu 
'l-mahfuz), The preserved tables (on which, 
according to Muhammadan belief, the 
transactions of mankind have been written 
by God from all eternity) ;—lauhi marqad 
(mazdr), A tomb-stone, &c., with inscrip-
tion from the Qur 'an;— laufci nd-khwdnda, 
Revealed wisdom as infused into prophets ; 
—lauh u qalam, The tablet and pen (of 
Divine decrees) ;]—luh (v.n.), Th i r s t ing ; 
th i r s t ; a glance. 

alH u^c-jj lauhash alldh (for Id auhash-hu 
'l-ldh), May God not make him desolate ! 
May God remove all sorrow f rom him 1 
God forbid ! bravo ! well done ! 

tf lukh, A reed ; hump-backed. 
lohhan, The moon, 

wy lauda, A pannier. 
H sjjS loda, The bark of Symplocus 

racemosa. 
A ty laux (v.n.), Fleeing unto, taking 

refuge; surrounding, encompassing; the 
side or circuit of a mountain; the winding 
of a vale or r iver ; name of the son of Shem. 

A lauza', lauza'I, Eloquent, 

ingenious, exceedingly clever ; nimble, dex-
terous ; witty, smart in sally and repartee. 

lor, The channel of a torrent, a to r ren t ; 
a dish made of new milk or sour whey 
boiled and th ickened; a sort of cheese; 
the bow of a cot ton-dresser; impudent , 
shameless; name of a b i rd ; name of a 
country, and of a people. 

tjjJ lord, Cream-cheese; a quicksand. 
JAJJJ lorddar, lordnak, lordwar, 

An oil-bottle made of skins; a copper vessel 
for making butter . 

loristdn, a country in Persia. 
lorak, A cotton-dresser's bow. 

lor-kand, A gulley made by a 
torrent . 

lor a, A torrent, water-course, 
^ y lorl, Bold, impudent , shameless; a 

singer, s treet-beggar; nice, delicate; name 
of a b i r d ; name of a gipsy tribe in Pe r s i a ; 
—Mri, leprosy. 

A lauz (v.n.), Fleeing unto, taking re-
f u g e ; escaping, saving oneself; an a lmond; 
a kind of sweetmeat; [lauzuH-mi'datimi'da), 
The pancreas, sweetbread ;—lauzu *l-hind, 
The quince;]—launz, Indigent , needy, des-
ti tute. 

lauzat, Sweetmeats in which almonds 
are mixed, almond confections; almond-
shaped sweetmeats. 

A fry lauzat, One almond. 
gVTjy lauzatdn, The uvula. 
yjJ lozan, Lausanne in Switzerland. 
«jy loza, lauza, Anything sweet, nice, and 

delicate, whether to the palate or ea r ; 
humility, flattery, deceit. 

ww ĵy lauzlyat, lauziyat, Sweetmeats in 
which almonds are used, almond confec-
tions. 

a erij^ lauzlnaj, <5-4jjJ lauzina, A confec-
tion of almonds ; any food in which almonds 
form a part;— lozina ba-gav dadan, (met.) 
To misplace a th ing;—dar lauzina sir 
jc&wurdan (dadan), To eat (or put) garlic 
with almonds, (met.) to experience an alloy 
to one's pleasures; to be cheated or gulled ; 
to render another 's existence miserable. 

jjJ lozh, A box (in a theatre, m.c. f rom 
Fr . loge, see j i ) . 

A Y-YI laus (v.n.), Tasting, hunt ing a f te r 
delicacies; rolling anything round the 
mouth ; taste;— lus, Meat, food. 

los, Flattery, seduction, deceit; pre-
tended humi l i ty ; adulteration, debase-
ment ; wry-mouthed ; a wry m o u t h ; ad-
hesive mud. 

&>L.y loedna, Flattery. 
O^y iosldan, To cheat, act dishonestly. 

laush, A withered melon;—losh, The 
Grecian painter Zeuxis ;—lush, Leprous ; 
torn in pieces; ignorant, s t up id ; black 
thin clay; mud adhering to cat t le ; wry-
mouthed. 

^ y loshd, Name of the painter Zeuxis. 



aA*y loshdba; Sweet, agreeable to the 
palate or the ear. 

tjlfcjl loshdra, Ground worn into gul-
lies. 

Cjlfc^ lushan, Name of a place between 
Khazran and Manjil. 

ails.y loshdna, Sweet, agreeable to the 
palate or ear ; flattery, adulation; pre-
tended humility. 

loshan, Black mud at the bottom of 
a pond. 

4)U*y loshndh, Pull of m u d ; muddy 
water. 

A laus (V.n.), Prying, peeping 
through the chinks of a door; swerving, 
turning aside from; changing one thing 
into another ad libitum (?) ; a pain in the 
ear or throat. 

A. lausat, A pain in the back, 
lumbago. 

A TY laut (v.n.), Possessing one's affec-
tions, being dear to one; joining, uniting, 
bringing together (friends) ; bedaubing (a 
cistern) with mud, plastering ; committing 
Bodomy; a cloak; a man expert and ex-
peditious in business; profit, usury ; any-
thing which sticks or adheres;—hit, l o t . 

v»fa£ lutus (G. Xwro«), The lote-tree. 
a ^ t y lutl, The people of Lot or Sodom; 

a sodomite; an impudent, forward fellow ; 
a bravo, bully ; a jester, buffoon, ciown, 

a ^fa luti-bdzi, Playing the buffoon, 
rascality, &c. 

a ^ j i ^ y lutl-putl, A thorough rascal 
(m.c.) 

A AY lau' (v.n.), Being avaricious, vil-
lainous, and cowardly; tanning, freckling, 
turning the colour of the skin (the sun, <fcc.); 
the ardour, or burning pain of love. 

A lau1 at (v.n. of GY), Afflicting, 
distempering anyone (love) ; heat, pain, in-
disposition arising from love, care, or sick-
ness. 

£y lugh, Drinking ; a milking; (imp. of 
lughidan, in comp.) a drinker; a milker ; 
a roller. 

yA^iUy lugkanldan, To cause to milk. 
lughldan, To drink; to milk; to 

spill. 
vjy luf, Dragon-wort; the plant ele-

phants-ear. 
Uy luf a, A species of the herb semper-

vivus; centaury. 
^r-jt^yy lufardls, Name of a very soft 

.Egyptian stone, easily dissolved in water, 
ana used for washing purposes, 

^y liiqa, The evangelist Luke. 
SY (^RF^Y luqdbin, Seed of wild rue. 
A lauqat, An hour;—luqat, But te r ; 

a dish of fresh dates and butter. 
TJ»j>Y luqie (G. ACUKOS), W h i t e . 
BY luqlyun, The box-thorn. 
A isJy lank (v.n.), Rolling anything in 

the mouth to masticate i t ; chewing any-

thing hard (as a horse champing the bit) ; 
injuring another's reputation. 

^ y lok, A sort of burden-bearing camel 
having very little hair; weak, silly, mean, 
contemptible; ivy (in the dialect of 
Sistan) ; milk boiled to a consistency; one 
who crawls on hands and knees, 

/ y lukar, Name of a city in Hindustan. 
luksdmburgA, Palais du Luxem-

bourg in Paris (m.c ). 
lolcishwar (S. loketivara), A being 

who transmutes perfect souls from the fet-
ters of the brute form into the human form 
(a notion of the followers of S'akyamuni, 
who are believers in metempsychosis). 

j « W y lokomotlv, Engine (m.c. from E. 
through G.). 

wry luka, Cotton separated from the seed; 
any kind of flour; the cry of dog or cat ; 
toasted meal. 

^j^Sy lukldan, To crawl on hands and 
knees like an infant ; to stagger or walk 
uneven. 

j y lol, Shameless, bold, impudent. 
A Sy lauld, Unless, save, except, but fo r ; 

come on ! — l a u l d - k a , But for thee (the 
world would not have been called out of non-
existence ; see the article 

^Sy luldnch, A kind of sweetmeat. 
*Ai$y luldnak, jjSy luldwar, A sort of 

bottle for keeping oil and the like (comp. 

A S-5y laulab, The staple or place into 
which a bolt goes; a spring; a screw, a 
vice; any tube or canal through which 
water flows. 

a ^ y laulabi, Belonging to or resem-
bling a screw or vice. 

yy laular, A light, frivolous, undignified 
man (see the following article);—lolar, A 
name of God (see yy for which it is pro-
bably a misreading). 

yy lau-lau, A light, frivolous, undigni-
fied man;—lu-lu, A figure dressed up to 
frighten children, 

A V V lu'lu', lulu, A pearl, gem, jewel; 
the wild cow; — lu'lu'i maknun, A pearl 
concealed in the shell; (met.) a virgin;— 
lu'lu/i munazzad, Pearls neatly strung; 
(met.) well-set teeth ;—abu lu'lu\ Name of 
the murderer of the Caliph Othman. 

a fa YY lulu-bar, Raining, scattering 
gems. 

a J^ yy lulu-fash, Scattering gems;— 
lulu-pd$hi dumu' shudan, To shed pearly 
tears. 

a <yyy liilu'i, Pearl-coloured, pearly ; a 
pearl-merchant, a dealer in pearls. 

<dy lola, Flour toasted; a handful of 
flour kneaded into dough ;—lula, A canal, 
tube, syphon, the pipe or spout of a ewer 
or alembic; a tobacco-pipe ; a reed used 
by weavers to wind thread upon; the 
mouth or barrel of a fire-arm ;—lula'i dam, 
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ba-lula kuza, A The ferrule of bellows; 

flagon with a spout. 
j y loli, Nice, delicate; merry, glad ; 

intelligent, clever; a public singer; a 
courtezan; name of a handsome people 
called Karaji ;— lol i ' i falak, Venus. 

diWijJ loli-JcJidTia, A bawdy-house, 
brothel. 

thsiy lulin, A jug, flagon, or any similar 
vessel with a spout, and made of clay (those 
made of metal being called aftaba). 

A rf laum (v.n.), Blaming, reprehending, 
accusing; reproof; fear, dread; fault , error, 
sin, crime; [laum kardan, laum u taublkh 
kardan, To accuse ; to reprove, rebuke ;]— 
h£m (v.n.), Being ignoble, inglorious, mean, 
sordid, avaricious; meanness, baseness, 
avarice; covetousDess ; villainy, vice ;— 
hi'am (pl. of la,'mat), Coats of mail. 

A laumat (v.n. of J), Reproving, 
blaming; a severe reproof; anything blame-
worthy; the choicest honey;— lumat, (A 
man) accused ; expectation; delay;—luwa-
mat, (A man) who blames others. 

A laum,, Colour, hue ; complexion ; ex-
ternal f o r m ; a species, genus, kind, sort ; 
a kind of palm-tree;—qali lu ' l- laun, Dis-
coloured, faded ; — kasiru 'l-laun, Many-
coloured, variegated. 

lawand, Free, independent; a soldier, 
volunteer, adventurer ; without a fixed 
residence ; a libertine who fears not God 
nor regards man ; ignorant; slothful, slug-
gish, lazy; a frequenter of taverns and 
stews; a prostitute, s t rumpe t ; a man who 
is fond of his wife ; gal lant ; a servant or 
labourer ; a naughty boy ; good news. 

londra, London (m.c. from I t . 
Londra). 

t>J ^iy lawand-zan, A whore; married to 
a harlot, wedded to a whore. 

a tif launa, Pa in t for the ladies. 
A la'u8, An epicure, one who hunts 

after delicacies. 
Tuwiya, luwiya, A French bean. 

lawa, A kite ; a bird like a partridge. 
j f t £ lauhdwar, lohdwar, Lahore. 

laukur, lauhur, Lahore. 
lohanin, An instrument for sepa-

rat ing cotton f rom its seed. 
•NtjJ lawid, Mioid, ft launr, A large caul-

dron or kettle, especially of brass. 
lawiza, Name of Abel's twin-sister, 

y^y lawesh, i^if lawlshan, A-s^J la. 
witha, A blacksmith's twitch for holding 
the nose of a horse whilst shoeing. 

lah, Scent, smell ; wine made from 
grapes; a Pole (m.c.) ; [ahli lah, The 
Polish nation;—mamlakati lah, Po land ; ] 
—la, The pine-tree; name of a town in 
Turkistan ;—lih, Anything old and ready 
to fall in pieces;—luh, A black eagle. 

A D la-hu, His, to (from, or of) h im . 

) »> 
A W la-hd, To her ,—lah&, lihd' (pL of 

lahat), Uvulas. 
A v V likdb (pl. of lihb), Spaces between 

mountains; fissures; (pl. of lahbdn) thirsty 
people; — luhdb (v.n. of Burning, 
flaming (fire); being inflamed ; heat of the 
fire ; flame without smoke; thirst. 

A lakdt, The uvula, 
A luhds (v.n. of V*^), Lolling out 

the tongue (from th i r s t ) ; burning th i r s t ; 
pangs of death. 

ft? luhdr, Name of a city. 
A lahdzim (pl. of lihzimat), Jaw-bones 

projecting under the ear. 
ftW lahdshum, An ugly, disagreeable 

thing. 
A oW lahdq, A white bull. 

lahhdk, Name of a brother of PIran, 
Afrasiyab's general ;— luhdk, lahhdk, Cause, 
motive, reason, argument. 

jjJl^ lahdnur, luhdnur, JJV lahdwar, The 
city of Lahore. 

A s-^J lahb, Flame, blaze;—lahb, lahab 
(v.n.), Blazing, flaming without emitt ing 
smoke; — lihb, The space between two 
mountains; a narrow pass or valley ;— 
lahab, Flame (especially smokeless);—abu 
lahab, Name of one of Muhammad's uncles 
cursed by Qu'ran cxi. 

A yWfli lahbdn, Thirsty;— lahdban (v.n. 
of Blazing, flaming (without smoke) ; 
excessive hea t ; thirst. 

lahbala, Foolish, stupid ; unlearned, 
ignorant, unskilful. 

A lahs (v.n.), Lolliug the tongue (a 
dog, from thirst or fat igue) ; — lahas, 
Thirst. 

A JR̂ ! lahaj (v.n.), Being greedy, devoted, 
or habitually addicted t o ; cheat ing; — 
lahij, Greedy, covetous, habitually addic-
ted to. 

A lahjat, lahja, The tongue; voice, 
sound, tone; accent, accentuation; modu-
lation ; cadence; [fasihu 'l-lahjat, Elo-
quent ;]—luhjat, luhja, Breakfas t ; a whet 
before dinner. 

A Ĵ J) lahd (v.n.), Oppressing, overwhelm-
ing, beating down (a load) ; beating, thrus t -
ing, pushing ; heaviness of a load ; a grave, 
also an indolent or sedentary man ; ignoble, 
sordid. 

A ̂  li-hazd, Because of, therefore, con-
sequently, for th is reason. 

ft lahar, A tavern, public house, where 
wine and strong liquors are sold; a ro-
thel ; (S. lahari) a wave. 

y v - ^ luhrdsp, A king of Persia, fa ther 
of Gushtasb ; justice. 

a. ft lahz (v.n.) ,Beginning to come upon 
one (grey hairs) ; mixing with a crowd of 
people, or in any society; str iking the 
breast with the fist, or piercing it with a 
spear; striking the udder with the head 
when sucking (any young quadruped) . 
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A lihzimat, The jaw-hone under the 

ear. 
A laht (v.n.), Licking (a dish) ; pull-

ing or licking the teat without sucking; 
running hungrily and eagerly to victuals, 

y^s-flj lahietan, Poland (m.c., see «i). 
A lahf, Ah ! alas! (a particle of 

'•ftgret) ; — lahaf (v.n.), Lamenting (espe-
t My for anything neglected and gone). 

lukfat, lihufat, A doll, puppet. 
QUÂJ luhfatan (pi. of luhfat), Dolls. 
A JJHJ lahq, lahaq (v.n.), Being intensely 

white (but not glossy or shining) ;—lahiq, 
White but not glossy (bull, garment, 
boarinesB) ;—lahiq, lahaq, A white bull; 
whitish ; brown, tawny (camel) ; — abyaz 
lahiq, Intense white. 

lahlahan, A species of sweet basil. 
A ^ lahm, (v.n.), Swallowing ; liberal, 

munificent; — lihm, Aged (bull); — lahim, 
Voracious, gluttonous;—luham, A glutton. 

lahanj, A stone upon which washers 
beat their linen; a whetstone; concord, 
harmony. 

lahna, A fool, idiot; a stone;—lah-
na'i jdn-gazd, A Btone which causes any-
one who looks on it to burst out into a 
violent fit of laughter. 

A y} lahw (v.n.). Playing, amusing one-
self, passing the time agreeably, unbend-
ing; lying with; play, anything ludicrous 
or jocular; whatever diverts the thoughts 
from anything serious (as women or chil-
dren) ; — lahwu 'l-hadis, Amusing stories; 
—lahw u lalb, Playing and toying; sport, 
amusement, game, fun. 

A lahum, A glutton; milch (camel); 
excellent, (horse) ; a large army (?). 

a Jft* jv5 lahiv-md'il, Inclined to play, 
Ac. 

a lahwl, Pronounced from the 
uvula. 

fjd lihi, Leave, dismissal, discharge, 
liberty. 

•W lahid, = q.y. (unsupported by 
examples). 

A lahid, Tired, jaded (beast). 
A lahif, Injured, afflicted. 
A M̂JJ lahim, Death, fate, calamity;— 

luhaim, A large kettle or cauldron;—ummu 
'l-luhaim, Misfortune ; fever ; fate ; death. 

^J lat, A vessel, casket; clay. 
A li, To me. 
A laiy (v.n.), Bending, crooking, turn-

ing, twisting (a rope) ; twisting one's evi-
dence, prevarication; turning the head and 
looking a t ; wagging the tail; deferring, 
putting off payment of a debt. 

A tQ lay ah, liydh, White ; a white wild 
bull. 

A >1̂ 1 liydz (v.n. 3 of ty), Taking re-
fuge ; taking for a protection or fortress. 

A liydzat, A taking refuge. 
A liydi, A wittol, a cuckold; with-
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out spirit or ambition, one who never moves 
abroad. 

A &AA liydqat, Propriety, fitneBS, suitable-
ness ; congruence, congruity; dignity, 
worth, merit; skill, ability; prudence, 
judgment;—hasbi liydqat, According to 
ability or merit. 

A J5U lay dli (pi. of lail), Nights ; (pi. 
of laila) scents of wines; Lailas. 

A liydm (pi. of la'im), Mean, sordid 
men. 

laydn, Hydn, laiydn, Splendour, 
brightness (of a sword) ; lightning ; flash-
ing, glittering. 

A laydn (v.n, of Being smooth 
and soft; softness, gentleness; lenity, 
smoothness ; convenience, ease, comfort;— 
liydn (v.n. 3 of Behaving placidly, 
compassionately, humanely; being soft and 
smooth; (v.n. of ^jJ), Delaying, putting 
off payment of a debt ; (pi. of lin) certain 
kinds of palm-trees. 

UJ hpd, ^L-I lipdn, Sheep's tripe stuffed 
with minced meat and rice. 

A lait (v.n.), Hindering, preventing, 
diverting one (from a pursuit) ; defrauding, 
diminishing;—lit, Side of the neck or of 
the face;—laita (a particle of desire or 
regret, mostly for things unattainable), 
Would to God! Oh that! may heaven 
grant'.— laita shi'r-i, Would (that there 
were) my knowing, i.e. would that I knew! 
—laita wa la'alia (lait u la'all), (Saying) 
"would that aud perhaps," evasion, pre-
varication, subterfuge; procrastination. 

Utah, Poor, indigent, distressed ; a 
slave boy ; a girl agreeably plump ; one of 
mean origin ; remainder of anything, dregs 
and the like ; confounded, bewildered. 

letahin (pi. of the preceding), Slave 
boys or girls ; boys, girls. 

A lais, A lion ; a spider that pounces 
upon a fly; eloquent;—Us, A species of 
plant; thick herbage; (pi. of alyas) brave, 
strong (men). 

tj-bfasi lisarghus (comp. G. XyOapyia), 
Oblivion. 

lechdr, lechal, A confection, 
electuary, preserved fruits, picklee. 

laichur, Bank of a. river; a beetle 
(doubtful word). 

liziyun, = (^yX^ q.v. 
j$> ler, Slaver running from the lips and 

corners of the mouth. 
lerat, lert, A helmet; a kind of 

armour. 
a^J lerd, A kind of armour. 
yJ liz, Soft and slippery ground ; any-

thing smooth and sof t ; drawing a manual 
instrument across anything; mixed; any-
thing rare, choice, delicate, good. 

{•jj lezam, A kind of bow with an iron 
chain instead of a string, with which the 
natives of the East exercise their bodies. 



^eJ Mixed ; drawing a manua l in-
s t rument across anything. 

lizidan, To mix; to slip, slide, 
fe, (in comp.) Licking (with the 

tongue) ;—j&idk-lis, Who licks the ground. 
A laisa, There is no t ; no t ; except; 

—layas, Fort i tude, boldness. 
—^ lespana, lesana, A weaver's 

reed on which he winds his thread. 
llsish ( from llsldan), Licking. 

llsldan, ^—lislstan, To lick. 
lisidani, Capable of being licked ; 

an e lec tuary;—ddruyi lisidani, A linctus, 
a lambative medicine. 

A W lait (v.n.), Being dear to, entwining 
(itself) round the hea r t ; attaching, causing 
to unite;— lai t , lit, Colour;— l i t , Skin, bark ; 
disposition, temper, nature , habit, consti-
tution ; (pl. of Utat) barks of canes ; bows ; 
canes. 

A i W lltat, lita, Bark of a cane or reed; 
a bow; a cane ; a spear. 

A gftJ lai1, A being timid, cowardly. 
legh. Cowardice (?). 

laif(v.n.), Eat ing food;—Zi/,Fibres, 
filaments, especially of palm-trees. 

a »-AJ Uf, A brush made of palm-tree 
fibre. 

A IAJ lifat, A wrapper. 
<Uu3 lifaddn (incorrectly for <yU 

q.v.), An inkholder ; a shell for holding 
vermilion. 

A laiq (v.n.), Pu t t i ng silk or cotton 
into an inkholder; adher ing ; having the 
ink adhering to the cotton (an inkstand) ; 
being proper (act ion); fitting well (gar-
ment) ;—llq, A black substance mixed with 
collyrium; — liyaq, Thin clouds, or the 
openings in them. 

A MJ laiqat (v.n. of <J«1), Pu t t ing silk or 
cotton into an inkholder ; —liqai, liga, Raw 
silk or cotton pu t into an inkholder ; clay, 
or anything similar, with which walls are 
plastered. 

a y b ifi-3 liqa-ddn, An inkholder ; a shell 
for holding vermilion. 

lek, A bustard ; a measure for corn 
or dates ; (for A Idhin) but, notwithstand-
ing, nevertheless. 

i^Xftl likak, A bustard. 
a lekin, leka, But . 
A J J tail, N i g h t ; the female bus ta rd ; 

also a young bustard;— lai l u nahdr, Night 
and day ; a species of wood. 

V lild, The lilac-tree (m.c.). 
A "IM lailan, I n the night-time. 
A Walla, Lest, tha t not, in order tha t 

not. 
A lailat, One night;— lai latu 'l-qadr, 

The night of power (the 27th of Ramazan), 
when the Qur 'an is said to have descended 
from heaven. 

gSM lilaj, Name of the inventor of chess, 
or more correctly of the game of nard (cf. 

; proverbially used for an accom 
plished trickster and cheat (m.c.). 

gitJ Ulaj7 giAJ lilanj, *sSAJ lilang, Indigo-
plant. 

ft Ulu, A pond, a ditch. 
fvft£ lilupar, J i jM lilupal, The water-

lily. 
A laild, The odour of black wine, or 

the commencement of its intoxicating in-
fluence ; a female proper name, in particular 
tha t of the celebrated mistress of Majnun 
(see o r * * ) . 

a laill, Nocturnal ; one who does 
anything by night . 

WU lailiyd, (in Zand and Pazand) 
Night . 

A ^ lim, Peace, concord, ha rmony; 
equal, resembling in form, stature, and 
disposition. 

y*^ limu, llmun, limund, A 
lemon, citron. 

y f t llmu-daru, Name of a plant or 
herb which grows in rocky places, and has 
the odour of a lemon; verbena. 

A laimun, A lemon. 
^yW limund, Lemon-juice; a lemon, 

citron. 
cs*^^ lim un-lcdghazl, A lime. 
i j y ^ Ivmuni, Made or imbued with 

lemon. 
limunin, Garden-sorrel. 

limit I, Lemon-green. 
A (^i lain (v.n.), Being smooth; being 

gentle, mild, placid; soft, smooth, gentle, 
placid ;—lin, Softness, smoothness; a kind 
of palm ; [ h a r f u 'l-lin, The letters j and <,$;] 
—la'in, Certainly ;—laiyin, Soft , smooth, 
gentle;— laiyinu 'I-jdnib, Of gentle man-
ners. 

A lainat, A leathern cushion;— l inat 
(v.n. of y-J), Being smooth;—Una, A kind 
of palm. 

t f t linaj, A li tharge produced in Cyprus. 
a lini, Soft, as applicable to the 

letters \ , . , or ^ . 
ft lev, The sun. 

liwdn, An ante-chamber. 
A luyus (pl. of lais), Lions. 
cslj-J liwalc, A stout, uncouth young man. 
w ^ ^ J levlankt Butter-milk dried in the 

sun ;—levlank, layulanh, Snow. 
o f t liyun, Lyons in France (m.c,). 
5 p llwa, A deceiver, flatterer: jocular ; 

stupid, foolish. 
A tf-iff M liwa-d'in, Of flattering, jocu-

lar or foolish disposition. 
A laih (v.n.), Being covered, veiled, 

concealed; being high, eminent, exalted. 
A la'im, Vile, abject, mean; base, 

worthless, ignoble; sordid, avaricious; a 
miser; cowardly; like, equal. 

yW-sJ la'iman (P. pl. of A. la'im), Base 
(people). 

layedan, To chew. 
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P TO (called mim), The twenty-eighth 
letter of the Arabic - Persian alphabet, 
denotes 40 in arithmetic, and is in alma-
nacs the character for Sunday; i t also 
Berves as an abbreviation for muharram, 
the name of the first Arabic month, for 
the word manfiq, logic, and in conjunction 
with 'aini maftuh ( 'am), for the phrase 
'alaiki 's-saldm, peace be upon him. At the 
end of a word and before a labial i t is in-
terchangeable with n ; if in the lat ter case 
the labial forms the final, it is dropped 
af ter the change of n into m, as in sum for 
aunb, dum for dunb, &c. ;—ma, Prefixed to 
the imperative of a verb it forms the pro-
hibitive, as ma-zan, Do not strike or kill 
(proving, according to Nizami, that there is 
no good in woman, who otherwise would 
be called ma-zan, not zan) ;—am (af ter a 
noun terminating in a vowel frequently, 
especially in modem Persian, m), Posses-
sive pronoun of the first person singular, 
aB pitaram, My father, lamum, My uncle 
(m.c.) ; af ter a verbal stem it s tands for 
the nominative, and af ter a finite verb for 
the accusative and dative of the pronoun 
of the first person, as ahinud-am for man 
thiniid, I heard ( taking shinud for the pre-
terite stem), or for shinud ma-ra, H e heard 
me, dad-am for dad ma-ra, He gave to me 
( taking shinud and dad for the finite verb 
of the thi rd person singular) ;—um, Added 
to cardinal numbers changes them into 
ordinals, aB yaJe-um, The first, f rom yak, 
One (comp. the Latin termination im-ua), 

U ma, We ; UB, our;—az ma, Prom us; 
—pidari md, Our father . 

A U md, Which, what, t ha t which, what 
soever; somewhat, something; why, where-
fore ; whilst, during, as long as ; as much, 
as far as ; no, not, nothing ; how I wha t ! 
what? beBide, except; [ma la-ka, W h a t is 
the matter ? what ails you ?—ma nahna 
fihi, W h a t we are about, the subject of 
our discussion ;]—md' ( for mdh), W a t e r ; 
juice, sap, humour, l iquor ; sperm ; splen-
dour, lustre, temper (of a sword) ; clear-
ness (of fire) ;—md'i ajuj, Brackish water ; 
—ma u *l-bahr (-barad, -bi'r, -salj, -sama, 
-ain, -nahdr), Wate r of the sea (of hail, 
of a well, of snow, of heaven, i.e. rain, 
of a spring, of a river), the seven kinds 
of water with which Muhammadans may 
legally purify themselves ;—ma'u 'l-hayat, 
Water of life or immortal i ty; — ma'u 
'ah-sha'ir, Barley water ; — ma'u 'I-asal, 
Water and honey, metheglin, mead;—ma'u 
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Jl-qar\ Juice of the pumpkin;—md'u'l- lahm, 
Distilled water f rom (kid 's) flesh with 
spices; strong soup;—md' i jdri, Flowing 
or running water;—md'i jamid, S tagnant 
water ; ice ; j e l ly ;—md' i jubn , Whey which 
drops f rom new-made cheese ;—md'i zakar, 
Sperm?—md'i zulal (sdfi, qarah), P u r e 
water ;-^~md'i matar, Rain-water ;—ma' t 
muqtar, Distilled "water ;—md' i nab4, A 
fountain, spring, source ;—ma'i ward (ma'u 
'I-ward), Rose-water; — baitu 'l-md', A 
water-closet;— tariqi md\ An aqueduct. 

A ma'abir (pi. of mi'bdr or mi'barat), 
Needle-cases. 

A ma'dtim, (pi. of ma'tam, matam), 
Mournings. 

A ma'adib (pi. of ma'dubat). 
Feasts, entertainments to which one is 
invited. 

A V Y ^ ma'drib (pi. of ma'rabat), Things 
necessary to be done. 

A H - I ) ^ ma'dzib, (pi. of mi'zab), Water-
courses, pipes, conduits. 

A ma'asid (pi. of ma'sadat), Places 
abounding in lions (JU.1 asad). 

A J ^ U ma'dl (v.n. of Jy), Returning, 
retiring. 

^ nia'i, Watery, aqueous. 
A ma' db (v.n. of v ^ ) , Re tu rn ing ; a 

place of r e tu rn ; a receptacle, repository, a 
place where anything centres, or in whioh 
it is contained. 

A md bdqi, The remainder, rest . 
A U md ba4d, W h a t (is) a f t e r ; af ter 

t h a t ; following. 
A JJS* U mdbaqa (baqi), I - A ^ ma baqiya, 

Remaining over ; rest, remainder, r emnan t ; 
arrears ; balance ; surplus. 

A ma'bur, (An animal) in whose 
food a needle (ibrat) is concealed; s tung 
by a scorpion ; suspected ; reproached. 

a yfa* mdbuti. Infamous ; a ca tami te ; 
name of a disease. 

A < 4 U m a bi-hi 'l-ibtihaj, That in 
which there is joy. 

A *} U md bi-hi 'l-ihtiyaj, What-
ever is (or may be) necessary, what is 
wanted. 

a ma'dbi, Pestiferous ;—amrazi md'd-
biya, Pestilential diseases. 

J r fU mabil, The garden Mabille in Paris 
(m.c. f rom Fr.) . 

A t* md bain, An interval, interstice, 
space between two bodies; both sides; be-
tween, among. 

^ j i U ma-parwin (for mah-parwin), The 
herb zedoary. 

a mat, He died, he is dead ; con-
quered, subjected, reduced to the lasfc 
extremity (especially at chess), check-
mated ; astonished, amazed, perplexed;— 
mat-ash mi-barad, He is struck dumb 
(m.c.); — mat kardan, To confound; to 
check mate;—burd u mat. Check and mate. 



depen-

of 

A e 3 ^ mdtih, A drawer of water. 
A UT-A^U md taht, Subordinate, 

d e n t ; lower, inferior. 
matirang, mdtiring, A kind 

lizard. 
A mdti', Long; well-twisted (rope) ; 

preponderating (scale of a balauce) ; very 
red and excellent (wine). 

A U md taqaddam, What is gone 
before; the past, antiquity ;—dar md taqad-
dam, In the first place. 

matam, A bitch. 
a f^"^* ma'tam, matam, A misfor tune; 

an assembly of female mourners; a pro-
miscuous meeting of men or women on any 
festive occasion;—matam budan, To mourn ; 
to be afflicted (also construed with ddsh-
tan, giriftan, &c.) ;—fafcirqa'i (libdsi) matam, 
Mourning apparel. 

® o r r t mdtam-pursi, Oblations, fune-
ral-obsequies ; compliments of condolence. 

mdtam-k&dna, A house of a 
mourning. 

a ft f f U matam-ddr, Mourning; a 
mourner. 

a ^ ^ f*^ matam-dari, Observance of 
mourning. 

a ft^* matam-dida, matam-
zada, Melancholy, almost dead; a mourner. 

a mdtam-kada, matam-
sard, House of mourning. 

a (ft* jJU mdtam-hundn, Mourners. 
a fft*^ mdtami, Mourning, clad in Bable. 

mdturang, A lizard, land-croco-
dile (called in Arabic zabb). 

A ma'td, Face, appearance; a place 
to which one comes, a rendezvous;—ma'tiy, 
mati,Coming, about to come;—inna-hu hdna 
wa'du-hu ma'tiy-an, Verily, His promise is 
at hand, i.e. will be fulfilled in due season 
(Coranic phrase). 

A ft* ma'asir (pi. of ma'sar at), Glories, 
excellencies; signs, memorials ; illustrious 
acts ; histories, traditions ;—'asakvr zafar-
ma'asir, Victorious armies. 

A ma'sar at, md$arat, Glory, nobility, 
greatness, hereditary honour. 

A J>B# mdsil, Standing (ready to receive 
a command, to obey an order). 

A / J ' U ma'sam (v.n. of Sinning. 
A ma'samat, Iniquity. 
xft1^* ma'sur, mdsur, Recorded, handed 

down by tradit ion; remarkable, memorable; 
noble, a history, saying, t radi t ion; name 
of a sword said to have been forged by 
demons. 

A py 'U ma'sum, Guilty or suspected 
(person). 

eU maj, The moon; an his tor ian;— 
maj u muj, Kissing and licking (as a cat 
does her kittens). 

A ma'j, Bitter, brackish (water) . 
A t f t majj, Slavering (old man or camel). 

A majid, (A man) conspicuous for 
honour, nobility, glory, generosity. 

a mdjvda (fem. of the preceding), 
Noble, honourable; an honourable deed, a 
praiseworthy action. 

A md-jara, Jj/t-^* ma-jard, An acci-
dent, event, occurrence, adventure, thing 
past, state, condition, circumstances;—ma-
jard kardan, To divulge what has hap-
pened, Ac., to make mischief, to bring 
about trouble. (Ths word is also con-
strued with fskwandem, raftan, guftan, Ac.) 

A VBA -̂U md-jaraydt, Events of past 
ages. 

a ufy*- U md-jard'x, Relating to what has 
happened or passed. 

A ( ^ U mdjin, Licentious, insolent, care-
less and indifferent as to what one says or 
does, bold, impudent. 

maju, A gall-nut. 
A eys-*^ ma'juj, mdjuj, Magog, son of 

J aphe t ; Eastern Tartary. 
A j f t ^ ma'jur, Recompensed, paid, re-

munerated ; a sort of vessel; a flower-pot. 
mack, A kiss; a b i t ch ; a beast of 

burden; a ball of paste boiled amongst 
soup; — mdeh kardan, To kiss (m.c.) ;— 
mdeh u much, Kissing and licking (as a cat 
her kittens). 

mdchan, Leaning upon; remaining; 
stopping; a bitch; a ball of paste in soup;— 
pdy-mdchdn, saf-machan, Asking pardon 
for not knowing the lesson. ( In Persia 
a custom prevailed, tha t when a boy could 
not say his lesson he was obliged to buy 
something, on which the other boys feasted 
in a recumbent posture while he continued 
standing and asking pardon.) 

machikh, Study, labour, exertion. 
A^ja-U mdchucha, A cup with a spout for 

pouring medicine down a child's throat . 
y j ^ U machidan, To kiss (see mdeh kar-

dan under s^*), 
tfitft machin (S. mahd-chma), The Em-

pire of China. 
A U md-hasil, W h a t is the result 

or produce (see U). 
A J-»- U md-hasal, Any th ing collected; 

the harvest ; harvest of frui t - t rees and the 
like; profit, income ; result, upshot (of dis-
cussion, &c.). 

A mahif, One who possesses or 
longs for pure milk, unmixed with water 
(mafe). 

A L* md-hazar, Whatever is ready or 
prepared in haste (particularly victuals) ;— 
ba-rasmi md-hazar, J u s t as it happens, in 
an off-hand way. 

A ^fto* mdhi, Obliterating, defacing} 
who or what erases, expunges, or defaces; 
a surname of Muhammad ; also of Mecca. 

£U mdkh, Adulterated gold or s i lver; a 
perfidious man; a coward, scoundrel; des-
picable ; an old man. 



(jjy.jUU makhdriydn, A wild lily, 
yAiU mdk£dn, A title of the emperor of 

China; name of a village near M a r v ; 
name of a Chinese champion. 

c ? ^ ^ * mdkhchi. ( ^ y - U makhchin, A 
horse between an Arab and a Turk!, com-
monly called mujannas-, an ambling nag ; 
a pack-horse. 

A ma'akjiiz (pi. of the following), 
Nets or other implements by which birds 
are caught. 

A ma'khaz, Bait, net, or whatever 
animals are taken with ; a place where any-
thing is taken or derived; a receptacle; 
source, origin; — ma'khazi ishtiqdq, The 
source of derivation, the place of a word 
according to etymological arrangement 
(opp. to alphabetical order). 

A 8/-U makhirat, (A ship) ploughing the 
ocean, cut t ing the water with a noise. 

A U md k&ald, Besides, save and ex-
cept. 

A U md khalaqa 'lldh, That which 
God has created, i.e. the world, all sorts of 
men or animals. 

(^A* mahhan, Impure ; vile, naughty ; 
false. 

A ^ ^ ma'kkuz, Taken, occupied; held 
(opinion); received. 

a ^jiU makhuzl, Seizure, a r res t ; in-
crimination. 

makhur (from P. mai-khwur), A 
profligate assembly, a company of drunk-
ards; a tavern, gaming-house, brothel, or 
whatever at tracts that way; a frequen-
ter of taverns; = q.v. ( the last un-
supported by examples). 

o mdkholiyd, Melancholy, mad-
ness. 

A ma'dk&ir, H inder or extreme 
parts. 

oU mad (from mddar), A mother ; (for 
mdnand) like. 

A ma'd (v.n.), Waving to and fro (a 
young pliant branch); being young, soft, 
and succulent; a tender branch or p lan t ; 
a delicate youth ;—madd, Who or what 
extends or prolongs. 

A U ma dama, P . ma-dam hi, U 
md-dam ki, ^ md-dami-ki, During, 
whilst, so long as, unti l that;—-md-dama'l-
fcaydt, As long as life lasts, during (the 
rest of your) life (m.c.). 

A S-'A* ma'ddih (pi. of ma'dabat or ma'-
dubat), Feasts, entertainments;—mu'addab, 
Well-bred, well-behaved ; courteous, civil, 
{>olite, respectful, reverential; instructed, 
earned. 

A ma'dabat, ma'dubat, A feast, en-
tertainment to which one is invited. 

A SJU maddat, madda, Continued aug-
mentation ; mat ter ; article, point, subject, 
argument. 

t w ^ mad-chin, A loop or ouch. 
A t»>U madih, A praiser, encomiast, 

eulogist. 
jemadar (S. matri), A mother ;—ma-

dari db u atish, (mother of water and fire) 
Who sheds tears of grief;—madari bagh, 
The ear th ; a garden;—mddar ba-khuta 
(corrupted into madar ba-khutan), A term 
of abuse;—madari padar, Paternal grand-
mother ;—madari rozgdr, Mother na ture ;— 
madari zan, Mother-in-la.w (wife's mother) 5 
—madari shauhar, Mother-in-law (hus-
band's mother, m.c,) ; — madari mddar, 
Maternal grand-mother ; (met.) an old 
woman; — az mddar mutawallad, Born 
(m.c.). 

A mddir, One who plasters with 
clay ; name of a man proverbial for his 
avarice. 

mddar-andar, A step-mother. 
a SrA*. joU madar-jalab, The son of a 

whore. 
ut*jjU mddar-dukM, Mallows. 

mddar-khwanda, A nurse. 
AjjjU mddar-zad, Innate, congenital, 

Bucked in with the mother 's milk ; borne 
by the same mother;—iqbdli mddar-zad, 
Fortune, prosperity f rom the cradle;—huri 
mddar-zad,, Blind from one's birth, 

j jU mddar-zddi, Birth, 
ty jA* mddar-zan, A wife's mother. 
if* mddar-gh,an, The son of a whore; 

a bastard. 
^jifoU madar an dar, A step-mother, 
fijti^* madira, A country in the west, Ma-

deira ? 
madari, Maternal. 

(jSJ^* madagi, Female nature, feminality. 
l^ijU madlin, The church Ste. Madeleine 

in Paris (m.c. f rom Fr . ) . 
madandar, A step-mother, 

s ^ mada, A female; when affixed to 
a noun it denotes the female, as the word 
" s h e " prefixed in English, khirs-mada, A 
she-bear; [mada'i sher, A lioness;]—madda, 
see A. SA* . 

A mddih, A praiser, commender. 
mada-pech, A female screw. 

<ifL* 6*>U mdda-sag, (she-dog) A bitch. 
gtfjU madagan (pi. of mada), Females. 
yS mada-gdv, A cow —mada-gav zin 

hard, He has put a saddle on the cow, 
(met.) he has fled. 

a maddi, fem. mdddiyat, mad-
diya, Material, natural, constitutional; the 
material world;—'illati maddiya, A material 
cause. 

A mdddiyat (pi. of mdddiyat), 
Material beings or things. 

madiyan, A m a r e a she-ass. 
A mdddiyat, Materiality, substan-

tialness, substantiality. (See also ^ o U . ) 
^ o U mddin, AJJJU mddina, A female in 

general. 



j i U m&zar, A mother. 
QjifiU mazariyun, A Persian plant five or 

six feet high, bearing green berries like 
capers, which, being preserved in vinegar, 
are excellent for the dropsy. 

A ma'zanat, mi'zanat, A tower be-
longing to a mosque,, from which the crier 
mu'azzin proclaims the hour of prayer. 

A ma'zun, Permitted, allowed, 
granted; authorised. 

ft mdr (Z. mairya " deadly "), A serpent; 
a beating or striking; ( = * f t q.v.) an ac-
count-book, register; an accountant; (con-
tracted from blmar) sick, unwell; (for madar) 
a mother; name of the governors of Geor-
gia ; (for mayar) bring not;—mdri afd, A 
viper;—mdr ba-dasti dlgar e giriftan, To 
take the snake by another's hand, (met.) 
to employ another in any perilous business ; 
—mdr ba-dast giriftan, To undertake a diffi-
cult matter;—mdr bastan, To tame or 
charm a snake ;—mdri palas, A lizard;— 
mdr khdnagi-ra na-mlkushad, (met.) He 
leaves a near relation unavenged;—mdr 
khwurdan, To devour a snake, (met.) to 
suffer grief;—mdr dar plrahan, A snake 
in the sleeve, (met.) a neighbouring foe;— 
mdri du*zaban, A double-tongued serpent, 
i.e. a hypocrite ;—mdri shikam-surdkh, A 
musical pipe with seven stops;—mdri 
zahhdld, A chain, fetter ;—mdri qahqaha, 
A b a s i l i s k m a n misrl, An Egyptian 
spear;—mdri nawlzak, A kind of snake 
which hides in the ground, showing only 
its head resembling the black grain nawlzak 
(see and bites anyone who, in the 
mistaken notion of picking up the grain, 
places his hand upon it ;—mdri nuh-sar, 
The nine heavens ;—az dahani mar birun 
amadan, To be upright or righteous with-
out any bias; to be straight without any 
bent 

A/V* ma'r (v.n,), Exciting enmities, 
instigating one against another; meditating 
hostility; filling (a leathern bottle); — 
mar, (from the Syriac) A lord; a saint; 
['mar ya'kub, Name of the founder of the 
Christian sect of Jacobites;—mar sargls, 
Saint Sergius;]—ma'ar (v.n.), Becoming 
corru pt (a wound);—mdrr, A passer, walker, 
goer; a passer by; that which passes away; 
the past; — mdrru 'l-baydn, The before-
mentioned, the above-explained. 

t̂ U md-rd, Us ; to us. 
marab, Recent good fortune. 

ft mar-azhdar, A large serpent (see 
jj jU). 

s i f t mdr-ispand, ft mdr-
ispandan, ft mar-isfand, OIJUA-̂  ft 
mar-isfanddn, The twenty-ninth day of the 
Persian month ; name of an angel; name 
of the father ot the Mobed Azarbad. 

\ — f t mar-afsd, ft& ft mar-afsar, 
QL.J\ ft mdr-afsan, ^ft-A ft mar-afsdy, 

A tamer or charmer of serpents; one who 
cures the snake-bitten by incantation. 

)ftS mdr-dmoz, A tamer of serpents. 
<fift mdrdn (pl. of mar), Serpents; 

smiths (the latter meaning unsupported 
by examples). 

A ma'rab, The time or place for 
any necessary business ;—ma'rib, A small 
place between Sana and Haz rain aut in 
Yaman, famous for salt;—ma'drib (pl. of 
mayrabat~), Necessary things, necessaries, 
wants, desires; things that go by them-
selves, every-day occurrences. 

mdr-bdlishl, An asp. 
A ity'U ma'rabat, ma'rubat, ma'ribat, Any-

thing necessary to be done; necessity, 
indigence ; want ; desire. 

mdrbin, Name of a district con-
sisting mostly of gardens near Ispahan. 

V> ft mar-pa, Having feet like a ser-
pent. 

B î ft mdr-pech, Circumvolution; crafty 
device, inHgue, chicanery, 

y*^ ft mar-palds, A lizard. 
ft mar-tan, Having a body like a 

serpent. 
& f t martol (Port, martello), A hammer. 
a Q f f t mdr sun, Fennel, anise ( = yW^ 

q.v.). 
A mdrij, Flame without smoke. 

fi* mdr-choba, Asparagus ; a kind of 
grass (so called from its resemblance to a 
snake). 

.JV" ft mdr-khpar, The wild ox; a kind 
of wild sheep. 

A <ift marid, Contumacious, stubborn, 
rude, insolent, proud (especially applied to 
demons) ; high, elevated, lofty ; name of a 
fortress ; also of a man. 

is^ft rnardl, mdrxdl, Red ; anything red, 
^jjU maridln, City and fort in Mesopo-

tamia. 
ft ft mdr-sdr, Name of the tyrant 

Zahhak. 
^LyU marisan, A hospital, an infirmary 

(see the following). 
yU-jU maristdn, A place abounding 

with serpents; a hospital or infirmary (a 
contraction of bimdristdn). 

\J*ft marash, Name of an old idol-
temple (one of seven, which were named 
after the seven planets, and converted by 
Gnshtasp into fire-temples). 

A mariz, Sick, infirm, diseased. 
(jiijC* marfash, Name of the tyrant 

Zahhak. 
A 3 f t mdriq, An apostate ; — ma'raq, 

Range of a shot (m.c,). 
A i i f t mdriqat, Schismatics, 
o ' f t ^ i f t marqashlsd, The marcasite 
*>}fi ft mar-garza, A fierce snake. 
^fij^fi ft mdr-gazidagi, A snake-bite, 
e f t mar-gazida, Snake-bitten;—mar-

gazlda az resmdn ml-tarsad (ml-ramad), Who 
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a snake IB afraid of 

U mdru, A mother; name of a musical 
a musical instrument, a 

has been bitten by 
(flees from) a rope. 

fa mdr-giyd, fa mdr-giydh, Aspa-
ragus. 

ytf> fa mdr-gir, A snake-catcher j a shrewd 
rogue. 

iSj^fa mar-girl, Snake-catching; roguish-
ness, fraud, deceit. 

fa mdr-mdna, Snake-like. 
^AU fa mdr-mahi, (snake-fish) An eel. 

fa mar-muhra, A btone found in the 
head or brain of a large serpent (sometimes 
black, sometimes ash-coloured, marked 
with three lines). 

<$fa mam, The river Marne in France 
(m.c.). 

A yfa mdrin, Limber and hard (spear) ; 
the nose, or the soft part of it. 

mdmdk, A place full of serpents. 
fafa mdrandar, A mother-in-law. 
to fa marina, Goats-beard (a herb). 

note; also of 
kettle-drum. 

A mdrut, Great ; name of a king; 
name of an angel, and companion of Harut 
(see u f j f a ) . 

A u^jy^U ma'rush, Created, formed. 
t)fa mar ugh. A kind of puff or fungus. 
A dyy* ma'ruk, An origin, a root. 
Q)fa marun, Name of a stone which, 

when dissolved in vinegar, is good for the 
eyes ; name of a medicine. 

fijt* mdra, An account; a seal, stamp. 
^ f a marl, Smitten, slain; trod ; a virgin. 
toUjl* mdriyana, A bit of sugar ; a 

Bweetmeat. 
A ^ij^* mariyat, mdriya, Name of an 

Egyptian woman, by whom Muhammad 
had a son called Ibrahim (cf. qurtai mdriya 
under tyi) ; name of the female qatd bird. 

marlra, A mother-in-law; a nurse. 
fa mdr-ya'qub, Holy Ya'qub, from 

whom the Jacobites derive their name (see 

mdrikala, Name 
hala stand for qa'la, and 
"virgin fortress," in the 
pregnable stronghold ?). 

fa mdz, A chink in a wall or door; a 
wrinkle; a gall or oak-apple; a purgative 
medicine; a plait, fold; a twist; one 
particle or ingredient in ink. 

fafa mdzdr, A druggist, a vendor of 
simples; (for maydzdr) do not afflict. 

A t f a mdzij, One who mixes, mixer, 
mingler. 

A mdzih, A joker, a jester. 
A yfa ma'dzir (pi. of mi'zar), Aprons; 

breeches, trousers. 
wy-Jî * rndzaryun, Mezereon, spurge-olive. 
J j U mazil, A mountain in Hindustan. 
yfa mdzan, The backbone; a groove in 

the back caused by fatness. 

of a place (may 
the meaning be 
sense of an im-

l. gfa mdzin, The eggs of an t s ; name 
of the father of a tribe of Tamim. 

•tfjU mdzand, fafa mazandar, for 
mazandaran, Name of a country near tbe 
Caspian Sea, to the north of Gilan. 

( p f f a mdznin, Name of a man who 
built, the fortress of Sanguya in India, 
with the co-operation of a woman named 
Mazina, 

fa* mdzu (S. mdju-phala), A gall or oak-
apple; one particle or ingredient in the 
composition of ink ; the back-bone; a 
harrow; a roller. 

mdzun, A certain astringent medica-
ment, or constringent lotion, used by 
women. 

*fa mdza, The back-bone; the groove 
down the middle of the back. 

jO Ufa mdza-dar, OjJ fi}U maza-dard, A 
pain in the back, lumbago. 

Sj^jU mdziyara, mdziydri, toK^fa 
mdziydna, A sweet dish or confection. 

teifa mazina, The woman who assisted 
Maznin m the erection of the fortress of 
Sanguya. 

jV** mdzh, Sport, play, mirth, merriment; 
—mdzh u muzh, The cry of a mouse at 
the sight of a cat or a snake. 

yifa mdzhdar, A large serpent. 
yU—ojjU mazhdlstdn, (in Zand and 

Pazand) Purity, freedom from sin. 
UijU mazhantd, Magenta (m.c.). 
Jy* j jy muzh-u-muzh, Sound uttered by 

a mouse on perceiving a cat or snake. 
mds (for dmds), Tumour, swelling; 

(for almds) diamond ; (H.) the moon. 
A ma's (v.n.), Rubbing (a skin or 

hide) ; breeding dissension, stirring up 
mischief; being angry with, enraged 
against;—mds, nimble, active ; fickle ; one 
upon whom advice is thrown away ; a dia-
mond (cf. p. 95) ;—mass, Contiguous, 
adjacent, touching; nearest (kindred) ; im-
portant, urgent, pressing (business), de-
manding care and attention. 

mdsdy (for maydsay), Rest not. 
A U ma-sabaq, What precedes or has 

preceded ; anything past, said, or done. 
mast, Sour, coagulated milk ; mas-

tic ;—ash-mast, and— 
juj u s m a s t - b a n d , Who causes milk to 

curdle or coagulate, 
mastdba, s^^t* mastdwa, 

mdst-ba, Butter-milk strained, thickened, 
and dried; a dish dressed with dried sour 
milk. 

(jjWus—.U mastddn, A bottle for churning. 
AJU mdst-maya, Rennet for curd-

ling. 
mastu, ŷ s-A* mast-tod, 

tunat mastlna, — VjbuU q.v. 
A {fa* masih, A comber, one who curries ; 

a land-measurer ; a liar. 
A masihat, A comber, tire-woman. 

jjs-U mds-
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A ma1 sadaf, A country abounding 
in lions ; a lion's den; (pi. of asad) lionB. 

A maait, Bad, brackish water; a 
species of plant ; or anything which 
purges the bowels. 

A *iL»U mdsik, fem. masikat, masi-
ka, Holding ; retentive;—quwdii maeika, 
The retentive faculty. 

A U ma-aalaf, What is past; the 
preceding; passed, elapsed; before-men-
tioned or done. 

A J-A* ma'auw, Cured, healed (wound). 
A U ma Bawd (siwd), That which is 

over ; exterior, outside ; besides, moreover, 
save. 

itfpj* maaucha, A turtle-dove, wood-
pigeon. 

jj-A* mdsur, Anything mixed, 
mdaura, A weaver's reed. 

A ma! suf, Vexed, troubled, grieved, 
Bad. 

a tj-L* mdsi, Fearless, careless, uncon-
cerned. 

^JJL^U mdsidan, To break out in blotches ; 
to coagulate (aB milk); to congeal; to 
lick. 

maaK (S. maaha), Pease; pulse ;— 
mdshi 'attar, Name of a small black grain ; 
—mdshi Hindi, A sort of vetch. 

A LM* maah, A small round green pulse 
(see preceding article); mean, common 
household furniture ;—al-mdsh khairu min 
lath, Shabby furniture is better than an 
empty house (lit. than nothing). 

A U md aha 'Hah, What God wills ! 
may God be unwilling! God forbid! may 
God preserve you (us, him, her, it) from 
the evil eye ! bravo! well done ! cheer up! 
(these mm.cc.). 

ola»U mdehad, A woollen garment. 
yfa J'A* maeh-daru, Ground-pine. 
BT mdshard, A bloody swelling. 

masharz, Forceps, pincers. 
A JLfcU maehitat, A tire-woman, comber, 

or dresser (of a bride) ; a clever woman, 
good manager. 

a *JU>U mdahiqa, Attractive q.v., 
p. 349) ; company, companionship ( = 
q.v., p. 781) ; whipping, lashing, scourging. 

yA» mashu, A Bieve, searce, bolting or 
ranging sieve; a spattle, ladle, skimmer; 
a coarse woollen garment. 

mdehub, A sieve, searce; (for maya-
$hub) Do not distress yourself, be not 
disturbed. 

mashiir, Things mixed together. 
Cĵ iA* mashora, esjy*^ mdshdri (this latter 

unsupported), A reed used by weavers to 
wind their thread upon; a syphon, pipe, 
spout; raw thread or yarn; anything mixed; 
a sort of game;—mashcra'i 'aj, The neck of 
a mistress. 

fij&U mashuh, A sieve. 
4*W maaha, Tongs, smiths' forceps; pin-

cers; a weaver's brush; a spade; a small 
weight; a twelfth of a tulcha, weighing 
misqdl; that part of a match-lock which 
holds the match. 

md8hi, Any dish made of pease; 
pea-green (m.c.). 

A ̂ yA* mdshi, A pedestrian. 
mdshiyd, Wild tansy, 

A <M»U mdshiyat, Quadrupeds; cattle 
(a she-camel) having many colts ; (a woman) 
having many children. 

mdahin, An engine (m.c. from Fr . 
machine). 

mdshewah, A sieve ; a strainer. 
,jeU mds, The moon. 
A (jA- mass, A sipper, sucker. 
A ma-sadaq, That which is true. 
A mdsi', Shining, glittering, glan-

cing; going away, departing; altered, 
changed; salt water. 

A YIU mazir (Milk) becoming sour; ex-
tremely white. 

a mdzigka, The organ of masti-
cation. 

a cij"6^* mdzawi, Relating to the past 
tense. 

A mazi, Passing away ; past; dead; 
swift, fleet, expeditious; sharp, piercing 
(sword) ; the past-tense, preterite ;—mdzi'i 
ihtimali, Preterite subjunctive; — mazi'i 
istimrari, Imperfect tense;—mdzi'i ba'id, 
Pre ter -p luper fec t -mazi ' i shakki, — mazi'i 
ihtimali above ;—md?i'i qarih, Preter-per-
fect, proximate past ; — mdzi'i mashkuk, 
Doubtful preterite ; preterite subjunctive; 
—mdzi'i mutlaq, Preterite positive or abso-
lute past;—mdzi'i ma'tuf 'alai-hi {ma'tufa), 
Past conjunctive participle;—mazi'i nd-
tamdm, Past imperfect;—fi ' li mazi, The 
preterite tense. 

matir, Raining, rainy. 
Qf^fa" matuniyun, Name of tree from 

which tbe gum barzad flows (see «>jjW p. 
142). 

A U ma-'ada, That which is past ; 
besides, except 

A md'iz, A goat (male or female) ; 
goats leather; strong, muscular; shrewd, 
clever. 

A ^yA* md'un, Any kind of household 
utensils, as kettles, pots, hatchets, or any-
thing of similar necessary use; anything 
whereby one is benefited ; kindness, good-
will, favour ; courtesy ; water, rain. 

mdgh, A cormorant, having a black 
spot on the head ; a kind of. pigeon, green-
ish or reddish about the wings, breast, and 
tai l ; a mist, a fog (see ; a green field, 
a meadow (this meaning unsupported by 
examples). 

magjichi, — q.v. 
gjM* mdgfcun — g^cU q.v, 
A UWLI U ma-fat, That which is past. 
A jfa md-fauq, Beyond, without, above, 



aforesaid;—md'favqi dn, What is above 
that, more than that, more (m.c.). 

ntafa, The bar of a door, 
A ^ U ma fx 'l-bdb, The subject 

matter of the chapter or discourse, &c. 
A J ^ U md f i 'l-bal, ^ md 

f i *z-zcmw, ^ U mdfi'l-fu'dd, That 
which is in the mind; intention, thought, 
design, reflection; a secret. 

A fj^u U ma fi nafsi' l-amr, What 
is in the thing itself, i.e. essence, substance, 
principle. 

A ma'q, mdq, The inner corner of the 
eye. 

A Jt> U md-qibal, What precedes; ante-
cedent. 

A maqit, A hater. 
A maqit, (A horse or camel) unable 

to move from lassitude and attenuation ; 
a halter or bridle; a diviner who prog-
nosticates by throwing pebbles. 

a mdqut, Name of a sweetmeat. 
A maqi, The outer or inner corner 

of the eye;—ma'aqi (pl. of the preceding), 
The inner corners of the eye. 

mdkdn, Name of a certain judge ; 
name of a country. 

^tf U mdJcaniy Native of Makan ; a short 
spear or javelin used by the natives of that 
country. 

mdkir, The day after to-morrow. 
A mdkir, A deceiver, cheat. 

makisin, A town in Khabur. 
A J^L* ma'dkil (pl. of ma'kalai), Victuals, 

eatables;—dar maldbis u ma'dkil, In clothes 
and food. 

A ma'kalat, ma'kulat, Aliment, 
food, any kind of nourishment; a pantry, 
larder, buttery. 

mdku, mdkuk, A weaver's 
shuttle. 

Jft* makul, A glutton; a collar; a 
grown-up youth. 

A J / * U ma'kul, Eaten, devoured ; meat, 
food, victuals; eatable, esculent; subjects, 
people. 

A ma'kulat (pl. of the preceding), 
Eatables, victuals, viands. 

g^U makiydn, A hen, fowl;—mdkiydn 
bar dar kardan, To be extremely avari-
ciouB ;—mdkiydni biydbani, Jungle-fowl; 
an Ethiopian hen; a woodcock;—mafci-
yani zdgh-rang, Night. 

A ma'al (v.n. of J^ ) , Returning, 
retiring; a goal; centre foundation, 
substance; end, event, issue; tendency, 
tenor ; [ma'dli hdl, The end of things, the 
subversion of a state, utter ruin;—ma'dli 
maqaX, The substance, pith, or tenor of 
the words; — afali shaqa-ma'al, Actions 
having a mischievous tendency;—haqiqat-
ma'dl, Sincere. 

J U mal, Quiet, rest, repose; alike, re-

sembling ; a lottery; (in comp. from ma-
lidan) wiping; rubbing ; crushing, as : 
ru-mdl, A face-wiper, a handkerchief;— 
4adu-mdl, Crushing foes, exterminating 
enemies. 

A JT. mdl, Riches, money, property 
wealth, possessions, stock, goods, effects, 
estate; flocks, herds, cattle; a beast for 
riding, a mount; rent or revenue arising 
from land; a square number; rich, affluent, 
wealthy ; [mdli ukhrawi, Blessings of fu-
turity ; — malu 'l-mdl, The square of a 
square, the fourth power;— mdli amwdt, 
"Property lef t by a deceased person, un-
claimed property ; — mal ba-kori raftan, 
Wealth is lost by carelessness or foolish-
ness (lit. blindness of the owner) ;—mal 
tahsil kardan, To acquire riches ; to collect 
revenue ; — mdl talaf kardan, To squander 
weal th ;—mdli hissa-ddri, Joint stock;— 
mdli dunyawi, Temporal goods;—mdli sd'ir, 
Miscellaneous revenue; duties; — mdli 
suwdr, A beast for riding;—mdli sharakat, 
Joint or undivided property, joint-stock;— 
mdli zinda, Live stock, cattle, flocks ;—mdli 
sdmit (silent property), Gold and silver (in 
kind) ; — mdli zabti, Attached property, 
escheat;—mdli ghd'ib, Property of the ab-
sent, unclaimed property ;—mdli ghanimat, 
Plunder, spoil;—mdli ghair manqula, Real 
or immovable property;—mdli kasib, Cheap 
goods; a garment that wears well (as fit 
for a bread-earner or working man) ;—mali 
kdsid, Unsaleable goods ;—mdli la-wdris, 
Unclaimed property; escheat;—mdli man-
qula, Personal or movable property ;—mali 
miri, Royal property or domains; public 
treasury ;—mdli natiq, Live stock; gold 
and silver (in coins) -main jihat, Ground-
rents ;—mdl u hal, All one possesses (m.c.); 
—mdl u mata', Money and effects;—bacha 
mdlikist, Whose is the child? (m.c.);]— 
mall, Tired, wearied, disgusted. 

malaghan, A sect of Russian 
heretics (m.c.). 

A pM 3 U md-ld-kaldm, Unspeakable, 
inexpressible, unutterable, ineffable. 

a JU2U mdl-d-mdl, Heaped, brimful. 
a J U ma'dl-andesh, Exercising 

forethought, provident, circumspect. 
a ma'al-andeshi, Pore thought. 
a ciUUU mdlanak, A red peach. 
A 2 U ma-la-nihdya, Infinite ;—am-

kina'i ma-la-nihdya, Houses innumerable. 
a ft mal-dwar, (carrying off wealth) 

A name given to Arabian pirates ; a robber, 
a brigand. 

^SU maldy (for mayalay), Defile not. 
A B U ma-la-yataq, Insupportable. 
A ^ ma-la-ya'ni, Foolish, unmean-

ing. 
A J**** S U ma-ld-yanhall, Inexplicable. 
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a t ^ l U mdl-bakhsh, Name of the eighth 

day of the month. 
a U moLparaei, A votary of mam-

mon. 
T JU mdlta, The island of Malta. 
glU mdlich, A plasterer's trowel. 
A FJU mdlih, Salt (water). 
a «U4U mdl-khana, A treasury, store-

house. 
a J U mal-khdwand. A man of pro-

perty. 
o W»afcJU mdlikholiyd. Melancholy. 
a ftAAU maUddda, Bought with a price; 

a youth, slave. 
a ^AU mdl-dar, Rich, moneyed ; a pro-

prietor ;—mal-dari amdnat, A trustee. 
a ^ A U mal~ddri, Opulence, wealth. 
A md-ladai-kim, What (is) before 

them, what (is) the i rs ;—kul lu hazb-in bi-
md ladai-him fdrihuna, Everybody rejoiceth 
in that which is his. 

a J U mdl-zdda, A son of a whore; 
a pimp. 

A md-lazim, Tha t which is necessary ; 
—:pursishi md-lazim, Necessary inquiry. 

a J U mdl-zamin, Land-security for 
debt. 

<jAU mains (G. fieXas), Black. 
a J U mdl-sanj, Who weighs or com-

putes wealth; a treasure-seeker. 
yt iU malish, A rubbing, kneading, 

polishing, furbishing, fr ict ion; shampooing, 
tripsis; a furbishing- ins t rument ; chastise-
ment. 

jS-aJU mdlishgar, A barber; one who 
scrubs or Bhampoos the batherB in a warm 
bath. 

a ^-AA J U mdl-zamin, Bondsmen for the 
payment of rent or a debt. 

a J U mal-z&mini, Security for rent 
or debt. 

A M U mdlitat, Malta. 
A J U mdl-ghaibi, Hidden and lost 

goods and treasure, which, when found, iB 
the property of the State ; treasure-trove. 

A «_&SCU ma'laf, A place to which one is 
accustomed, and with which one is familiar. 

A &JU mdlaqat, Malaga, in Spain. 
A «AJU mdlik, A possessor, occupier, lord, 

master, proprietor, ru le r ; a king ; a pirate; 
name of an angel ; also of the keeper of 
hell; also of the founder of one of the four 
great Muhammadan law-schools; title of 
the Imam of Madinah ; — mdlihi arazi, 
Possessor of lands, land-holder, landed 
proprietor ;—mdliku 'l-hazin, Name of a 
certain water-fowl; — mdliku, *l-milki bi-
ham-td, The lord of the incomparable king-
dom, i.e. God;—maliki nissa, Shareholder; 
—maliki haqiqi, The real owner, proprietor 
de facto ;—maliki dinar, Name of a certain 
saint;—maliki zamin, Lord of the soil; — 
mdlik shudan, To possess;—maliki yaumi 
'd-din, The lord of the day of judgment}— 
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abu malik, Hunger ; old age ;—sha$ara*i 
abi mdlik, Pearl-ashes ; lye. (See t*UU ^ 
p. 225.) 

a yViJU mdlikdn (P. pi. of the preceding), 
Proprietors, owners, masters. 

a di^SU mdlkdna, A sort of sweetmeat 
f rom seven kinds of nuts ; a sweetmeat 
made f rom rice; a sort of date ;—mdlikdna, 
Like an owner, in the manner of an owner 
an annual or monthly allowance paid to a 
zamin-dar by the person who occupies his 
lands, whether it be the State or a jdgir-
dar-,—mdlikdna'i khdnagi, Pees levied on 
cultivators by a landholder for his house-
hold expenses ;—tasarrufi mdlikdna, Com-
plete possession, absolute dominion. 

a AiUJU mdlikdna-rasum, Proprietory 
dues. 

A malikat, mdlika, A queen;—md-
likatu *z-zamdn, Queen of the age; Name of 
Mahmud Shah 's empress. 

a maliki, State of master, master-
ship ; royal, kingly ; lordly. 

A malikiyat, Possession, ownership. 
dA£JU mdlgdna, Penis. 
a J U mal-guzdr, A landholder, one 

who holds land under government; a 
tenant, subject. 

a ( j ; ; ^ J U mal-guzari, Land-revenue 
the state of a renter ; assessed land. 

A p U md lam, As long as not, whilst as 
yet not. 

a jy*- p<iy J U mdli-mardum.-hh.ipur, Con-
sumer of the property of o thers ; one who 
borrows and never pays. 

a J U mdl-mast, Purse-proud, boast-
ful . 

a 1* J U mdl-masU, Pride of wealth. 
malamk, Barley-sugar. 

ISUJU mdlamkd, A sweetmeat made of 
rice. 

mdlmiz, A leech ( s e e ^ U ) . 
£jJU mdlinkh, Wja^U mdlankhuliyd (G. 

/ieAayvoAia), ••>- elancholy. 
^JJAJU malandagi, Friction. 
a J U mal-wdjib, Revenue, rent, 

dues, estate ; — mal-wdjibi sarkdr, The 
revenue of the state. 

^ y u mdlwdli, A small Lybian lizard. 
a ft J U mdlwar, Rich, opulent. 
y-yU mdlus, A green l izard; a sweet-

meat. 
A ma'luf, Familiar, accustomed to 

live in fr iendship with; habi tua ted; ordi-
nary, customary;—maekani ma'luf-ash, His 
ordinary residence. 

a i i ^U ma'luf a (fem. of the preceding), 
Familiar, accustomed, Ac. 

j y u mdlol, A grown-up lad ; a glutton. 
A f ^ ' U ma'lum, Sad, mournful , afflicted. 
SjJU mdlwa, A province in central India . 
AJU mala, A trowel for plastering walls ; 

anything with which ground is smoothed; 
a shoemaker or weaver's thread (of the 



fibres of a palm-tree) ; a har row; b r imfu l ; 
friction ;—mala (ba-mdla) kashidan, To 
smooth the ground, to level. 

J U mdli, Much, many, a b u n d a n t ; 
(G. fie\i) hooey ; (H.) a gardener. 

a ma1 all, Belonging to fu ture life ; 
—malU, Filling, one who fills, a filler; 
—mail, Connected with wealth ; wor th ; 
the quality of becoming or constituting 
proper ty ; of or belonging to the revenue; 
—mali u mulki, Finance and government. 

y u maliya, A tall slender tree from 
which javelins are made ; (G. {x4Xa<s) black. 

A wwlclU maliyat, maliyat (pl. of mdliyat), 
The income, revenue; imposts, taxes 
(mm.cc.). 

a mdliydti, Referring to finances, 
financial, of finances (m.c.). 

A ieJU ma'aliyat, ma'dliya (fem. of 
ma'dli), Pertaining to a fu ture l i fe ; 
[iumiiri ma'dliya, Things which appertain 
to the next l i fe ; ]—maliyat , mdliya, Opu-
lence ; finance, exchequer. 

£}JU mdlijch, mdlikholiyd, Melan-
choly, madness. 

^j^sJU malldan, To rub, polish, furbish, 
Btnooth ; to shampoo; to chafe; to box 
the ears ; to chastise ; to knead ; to grind ; 
to incruBt; to bedaub, anoint, besmear ; to 
thrust at and wound; to move a knife 
backwards and forwards (as in slaughter-
ing) ; to resemble, to plough; to throw 
(one) down ;—dast-hd ba-ham malldan, To 
rub one's hands (m.c.) ;—rukhsdragdn bar 
zamin (ruy bar khdk) malldan, To pros-
trate oneself. 

SAeJt* mallda, Rubbed ; polished ; sham-
pooed ; broken in pieces; anointed; ploughed; 
cakes made with flour, milk, butter, and 
BUgar; sloping (m.c.). 

v^t* maliz, y J l * mdlin, A leech. 
UjkJU malltarnd (G. /AcAavr^pia ?), Vitriol. 

mam, Mother, mamma. 
UU mama, Mother ; a matron (old 

women are so called). 
mdmacha, A midwife. 

^jfUU mama'I, Midwifery ; — mdmai'i 
zanan kardan, To deliver women, to practise 
midwifery, to receive the infant . 

A J ^ * U md-maza, That which IB pas t ; 
—mazd ma mazd, That which is past is 
past, let bye-gones be bye-gones; speak 
not of the past . 

«tL»U mdmak, A little mother ; mother. 
A ma'mal, A place of hope. 
A ma man, A place of securi ty; 

refuge, asylum; name of a town in Iraq. 
<jlJ ft* mdm-ndf, A midwife. 

\i ft* mam-ndfi, Midwifery. 
A j ^ U ma'mur, Fixed, defined, deter-

mined ; ordered, commanded ; under com-
mand (m.c.) ; anyone to whom authority is 
delegated; a commissary, plenipotentiary; 
an agent, functionary (m.c.) ; usage, eat a-

blished cus tom; — ma'mur farmudan, To 
appoin t ; to give orders; to be employed 
or despatched (m.c.) ; — hasba 'l-ma'mur, 
Agreeable to orders. 

A ma'muriyat, Command, order, 
commission; submission to a mandate ;— 
ma'muriyat dashtan, To be ordered, in-
structed, charged (m.c.). 

A ma'murin (obi. pl. of ma'mur 
used as nom.), Agents, functionaries (m.c,). 

A J y * ^ ma'mfd, Hoped for, expected; 
hope. 

A py^ ma'mum, Struck on the crown 
of the head, wounded in the dura mater, 
or in the brain. 

ay*^* mdmun, A kind of wild mint. 
A YY'U ma'mun, fem. ma'mu-

nat, ma'muna, Rendered secure, preserved; 
f reed from, exempted; firm, constant; & 
person in whom confidence is placed, to 
whom one t rus t s ; an uncle by the mother 's 
side; name of the seventh caliph of the 
house of 'Abbas (reigned from A.D. 813 to 
833). 

a mamuniya. Marchpane, sugared 
bread ; a covering; name of a city in Iraq. 

yls-^U mdmahistan, Indian leaf (medi-
cine). 

mdml, A mother, matron. 
U^U mdmisd, Name of a plant. 

mamld, Name of a certain tree or 
wood. 

mdmirdn, Swallow-wort. 
0U man, A lord; a fami ly ; household 

fu rn i tu re ; hereditary property, an heir-
loom ; a house; grief, melancholy; dis-
ease; besides; like, resembling; agreeable; 
eternal, perpetual; (for md) we> us, o u r ; 
(imper. of mdndan) remain thou ; do thou 
resemble ; leave off, let alone, desist. 

A G'U ma'n (v.n.), Striking on the 
abdomen or lower belly ; making provision 
f o r ; preparing, gett ing ready; minding, 
at tending to, caring f o r ; knowing; the 
hypochondria; a spade for digging the 
ground. 

UU mdnd, Alike, equal, resembling ; cer-
tainly ; you would think or say ; forthwith, 
quickly, immediately; (in Zand and Pa-
zand) a name of God. 

wiUU mandf, A midwife; the navel. 
uiUU mandfi, Midwifery. 
A ma nai, Hypochondr ia ; the navel, 

or part of the belly surrounding i t ;— 
ma'annat, A thing worthy o f ; a sure sign, 
an infallible indication or criterion. 

A giU manih, A giver, bestower, liberal 
man ; (a camel) giving milk in winter. 

M (ft* ^ md nahnu fi-hi, What we are 
about, the present subject* 

JjjjjjU mandril, A mandril (baboon, m.c.). 
^J&JU mdndagi, Fatigue, lassitude. 
(jjAiU mdndan, To remain; to be redun-

dant , superfluous; to be f a t i g u e d ; to 



abandon, relinquish, leave, slight, neglect, 
dismiss; to place; to resemble; to dress, 
adapt;—baz mandan, To remain behind; 
—pay mandan, To stand firm. 
_ s^iU mdnda, Remaining, lef t ; fatigued, 

tired, wearied; permitting, dismissing;— 
mdnda shudan, To remain or stand still 
with fatigue ;—az kar bdz mdnda, Unable 
to work, crippled in hand or foot;—ba-tu 
mdnda ast, All you have now to do, is, &c.; 
it rests now with you (mm.cc.) ;—du mdh ba-
lid mdnda ast, Two months remain before 
the feast, in two months the feast will 
take place (m.c.) ;—'amal-mdnda, Unequal 
to any business from fatigue. 

mdnistar, The universal spirit. 
y - 5 —mdm's tan , To resemble. 
"J-5—mcirrista, Resembling. 
A mani', A refuser, denier, forbidder, 

prohibiter; close-fisted, avaricious; diffi-
cult of access ; impediment, obstacle, hin-
drance ;—mdni'u 'l-khair, One who prevents 
good to be done;—mani' budan, To pre-
vent, to hinder, to put obstacles in the 
way (m.c.) ;—mdni'i hukm, Arrest of judg-
ment. 

A wUiU mani'dt, Hindrances, obstacles, 
impediments ; interruptions ; — mdni'ati 
ru'af u is/iali 'd-dam, Styptics. 

mdni'iyat, Prohibition, hindrance, 
&c. 

(?), AXL Indian stone said to pro-
tect against any kind of witchcraft. 

Ail* mdnk, many, The moon ; the 
sun. 

t ^ U mdnmin, (in Zand) A drinking-cup. 
manand, Like, resembling; resem-

blance ; as, thus ;—darya-manand, Like the 
sea. 

v^J^U manandab, The rainbow. 
JU>U mdnand-dbdd, The region bar-

zakh (see iyy p. 173). 
^JSAJU mdnandagi, Resemblance, simili-

tude. 
a*uJU mdnanda, Like, resembling. 
yU manu, Echo ; voice, sound, rumour; 

the first month of the year according to 
the sera of Jaliilu *d-din. 

mdnurak, A lark; a duck; name 
of a medicine. 

u mdnus, Sound, echo (unsupported 
by examples). 

A ( J - Y ' U maniis, manus, Familiar, inti-
mate ; a companion, associate, friend ; a 
domestic; cheering, solacing, gladdening; 
musharraf u manus shudan, To be favoured, 
honoured, respected;—g&azd-mdnus,Inured 
to war, warlike. 

jL.yU manusdr, One of the assassins of 
Dara (see y~yW- p. 353). 

manush, Name of a mountain. 
a «_iyU manuf, Happening at the same 

time; new, fresh. 
>£)yU mdnuk, A lark; a large duck. 

a manawi, Manichean, Manes' 
disciple. 

mdna, Household furniture ; a house, 
o*^ mam, Thou remainest; thou re-

semblcst; rare, uncommon; name of a 
celebrated Persian painter, the founder of 
the sect of the Manicheans. 

mdnid, A sin, fault, failure; omis-
sion ; he is dead, at a stand-still (a phrase 
used at dice). 

y^-iU mdnidan, To remain; to resemble ; 
to wander, err; to forget; to quit, forsake, 
let alone. 

aa-iU mdnlda, Left undone. 
jti-^-jU mdnistar, The soul of all. 
A / U ma'w (v.n.), Extending, stretching 

(a hide or leathern bottle) ; intensity, vio-
lence, severity. 

A ma'vjd, mdwd, A mansion, dwelling, 
abode, habitation ; covert; place of resort; 
refuge, asylum;—mdwd dadan, To give 
shelter, to offer an asylum ;—mdwd sdkhtan 
(giriftan), To reside, make a settlement;— 
mdwdi khawaqln, The residence of the 
princes ;—-ba-mdwd shudan, To dwell; to be 
under shelter ; to be in a place of refuge. 

A ma'dwib, ma' auribat, ma'd-
wiba (pi. of ma'db), Places to which one 
returns-; stages, resting-places. 

jjU mdwar (for maydwar), Bring not. 
A md ward, That which is behind, 

a f t e r - m d ward'u'n-nahr, That which is 
beyond (or behind) the river (Oxus), i.e. 
Transoxania. 

A mauf, Overtaken by calamity. 
A md-waqa'a, An accident, an event. 
A Js^U mcCwa, ma'ivi, A mansion; an 

asylum, refuge. 
a mdwl, Any copy of verses, of 

which every distich ends iu U md; watery. 
aU mdh (S. mds), The moon ; a month, 

whether lunar or solar; name of the 
twelfth day of every solar month ; name of 
the angel set over the moon, and any busi-
ness transacted on the twelfth day of the 
month ; a mistress; (in Pahlevi) a city; a 
country ;—mdhi db, Month of October;— 
mdhi bar kohdn, Name of the twenty-
first note of Barbud;—mahi basra, Name 
given to Mahawand ;—mdh ba-mah, From 
month to month, every month ;—~mdhi chdr-
dah shaba, the fourteenth day of the moon, 
i.e. full moon ;—mahi chu shdkhi gawazn, 
The new moon ;—mahi chahar hafta, A 
term used to signify non-existent;—mdhi 
Mdnagi (met.), A wife or mistress;—mdhi 
kfiarijahl, The moon when surrounded by a 
hklo, (met) a mistress ;—mdhi dokhta, A 
mistress arrayed in fine l inen—mdhi ei 
roza, A moon thirty days old, i.e. very 
small; (met.) a delicate, weak and sickly 
m i s t r e s s m d h i siydm, A luminous appear-
ance resembling the moon, produced from 
a well at the foot of mount Siyam by the 
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juggler Muqanna' every night during a 
period of four months ;—mdhi si shaba, An 
expression used to denote anything annihi-
lated, destroyed, vanished;—mdhi shamsi, 
A solar month ;—mdhi qasab-posh, A mis-
tress arrayed in fine linen ;—mdhi qamarl, 
A lunar month ;—mdhi kashgfpxr, A beau-
tiful Turkish damsel;—also mdhi hash, = 
mdhislyam q.v.;—mdhi lean'ani, (Moon of 
Canaan) Joseph, son of J acob ;—mdhi 
leaf a, Name given to Din war;—mdhi mu-
zauwar (muqanna'), = mdhi siydm q.v.; 
—mdhi misr, Joseph ;—mdhi manjuq-chatr, 
A golden dome on a pavilion ; — mdhi 
nakhshab,= mdhi siydm q.v.;—mdh nishlnad, 
The moon sets;—mdhi nav (yah-shaba), 
The new moon ; the first month ;—mdhi 
nav hardan, To espy the new moon;—mdhi 
yamdnl, The enlightened cheek of the 
most exalted of creatures, i.e. of Muham-
mad. 

md-hd (pl. of md), We. 
jlfeU mdhdr, A camel's halter, a bridle. 
JU^ 8U mah-djrid, Name of a slave of 

Iraj . 
UUU mahamd (S. mahd-mdyd), The 

mother of the prophet Shakmuni. 
ofti* mdhan, Name of a village de-

pendent on Kirman ; (pl. of mdh), Moons, 
months. 

mdhdna, Monthly ; monthly wages. 
^ylftU mahani, Name of a medicinal 

stone found in Khurasan. 
jU &U mdh-par para), (piece of the 

moon) Lovely. 
&U mdh-parast, (met.) A lover. 

aU mdh-parwdr, parwln, Ze-
doary, a Chinese root like ginger, but per-
fumed. 

ft>, iU mdh-paihar, One with a face 
beautiful as the moon ; — mdh-paihari 
dirafsh, An epithet of night. 

SjUfcU mdh-tdb, Moonlight, moonshine ; 
the moon; the face of a mistress; breath, 
animal life; construed with uftddan, rekh-
tan, &c. ;—mdh-tabi dtishin, A kind of fire-
work. 

^U&U mdh'idbl, Lit up by the moon; a 
balcony :>r terrace (to enjoy tbe moonlight) ; 
blue light; (in India) a species of marsh-
melon, a shaddock; cloth on which are 
pasted devices of heavenly bodies in gold 
or silver;—mdh-tabl'i dtishin, A kind of 
firework (see the preceding article). 

A mdhij, Thin miik or fat. 
sU mah-jahln, Having a forehead 

bright as the moon. 
mahcha, A little moon; a little 

gilded globe or crescent on the top of a 
flag-spear; a pin worn on the head or 
bosom; a gusset; a small weight, the 
twelfth part of a tulcha. 

sU mah-chihr, With face bright as 
the moon. 

.A. AAU mdhid, Who spreads out ; name 
of God. 

y^j aU mah-dldar, Moon-faced. 
ft* mahir, (in Zaud and Pazand) To-

morrow. 
A ft^ mahir, Acute, ingenious, saga-

cious, expert, cunning; skilful in swim-
ming ; master of any art. 

t) mdh-rufeh, With cheeks bright as 
the moon. 

mdh-rama, Wimble, auger, trepan. 
yft* mah-ru, Moon-faced. 
'jtfW*̂ * mdh-roza, An almanac, epheme-

ris ; date, day of the month. 
a cU mdh-slmd, Moon-faced. 
a sU mdh-tal'at, Moon-faced. 

mah-firfln, Zedoary. 
AilxftU mdh-gdna, mdh-ganl, mdhi-

gam, A monthly pension ; soldiers' pay. 
uuJjS" eL* mdh.girift, A lunar eclipse; a 

freckle or mole on a beautiful face. 
ft mdh-gir, Seizing, i.e. eclipsing the 

moon. 
a ^ 5U mdh-liqa, With a countenance 

bright as the moon. 
ftl* mdhilu, Stone-parsley; Jamaica 

pepper. 
BjXaU mdhliij, Amomum. 
sU BU mah-mdh, Month by month, every 

month, monthly ;—mdh-mdh guftan, To 
exclaim " moon f moon! " (done by women 
when bathing their children, in order to 
soothe them). 

A mdhin, A domestic servant. 
mahnak, Enlightened by the 

moon; moonlight. 
yfcU mdhu, Ornament, decoration; a 

stick for driving camels; the name by 
which the princes of Sistan are addressed. 

Ay» U md huwa, What is that ? that 
which is. 

j^y&U mdhwdr, e^y&U mdhwdra, Monthly ; 
monthly stipend. 

mahwcirl, The revenue which is 
collected within a month; monthly wages. 

mahtibdana, The fruit of the 
tree shibdb, a cherry (see vW^ p. 729, and 
Afî U, p . 805). 

mdhiiba, A title of the governor of 
Sistan. 

•̂ yfeL* mdhut, Cloth, broadcloth (m.c.). 
mahuddna, A cherry. 

jyfeU mdhur, Name of a branch of music; 
rising or sloping ground; hill; ravine 
(m.c.). 

a j j j mah-waraq, Boss of a shield. 
Jbft** mdh-wash, Moon-like; a beauty, 

a mistress. 
A Jya£U ma'hiil, Inhabited, peopled. 
JyfcU mdhul, A snare for birds. 

rndhuya. Name of a governor of 
Sistan under Yazdagird, king of Persia. 

mdha, Moonlight, a night illuminated 
by the moon and stars; a wimple, auger, 
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gimlet; pincers; a small weight, the 
twelfth of a tulcha ; monthly stipend. 

tjtoU make, A moon; a month;—mdhi, 
Lunar, monthly ; a lunatic; (S. matsya) a 
fish ; the sign Pisces ;—mdhi giriftan, To 
fish ;—mdhi na-hhwdhi dum-ash gir, If you 
don't want the fisb, seize it by its tail (when 
it will take care of itself; proverbially 
said of one who wriggles out of a business 
that he cannot or will not manage);—mahi 
u chashma'i khizr. The tongue and mouth 
of a mistress. 

A ̂  U md-hiya (fem.), That which is 
(see idkL»). 

mdhiyaba, The jelly of the fish 
called mdhi-ashna, especially salted. 
> A mdhiydt, Qualities, &c. (see 
&sJk U). 

y^fcU mdhydr, Name of the murderer of 
Dara (see ^UyW- and y~yU). 

AiÂ  ^ U mdhi-ashna, A small kind of 
fish. 

CJÎ AU mdhiydn (pi. of mdh), Months; 
[mdhiydii u sdliydn, Months and years ;]— 
(pi. of mahi) Pishes. 

di^fcU mdhiydna, Monthlv wageB ; fish-
jelly. 

s^L^U mdhiydwa, Jelly of salted fish, 
ttfjjl* cs^^* mdhi-billaurin, A mistress's 

finger. 
mdhi-pusht, Fish-backed ; 

a tent, &c. ( = q-v-)-
A mdhiyat, mdhiya, Quiddity, i.e. 

quality, essence, value, intrinsic worth; 
nature ; state, condition, circumstances. 

a tjfcU mdhi-tarbiyat, Pisciculture 
(m.c ) ;—mdhi-tarbiyat hardan, To breed 
fish artificially (m.c.). 

sy ^ U mdhi-tawa, A pan for frying 
fisb. 

^AU mdhicha, A little moon; (met.) 
an ornamental globe or crescent on the top 
of a flag, &c. (— q.v.) ; a little fish ; 
(met.) slices of paste eaten in soup. 

(^j^feU mdhi-chin, A cormorant; a 
weir. 

mdhi-Jchana, An aquarium 
(m.c.); an establishment where fish are 
bred (m.c.). 

(j41^* mdhi-fehurd, A gudgeon; small 
fry. 

uS^^* mdhi-hhwdr, Piscivorous; an 
icthyophagist, fish-eater ; a heron, crane. 

^jf-^fa** mdhi-khipurd, A gudgeon ; small 
fry. 

y U ^ U mdhiddn, Fish - pond, a reser-
voir in which fish are kept. 

^JAL* mdhi-dana, A cherry. 
yWa mdhi-danddn, A fish's tooth, 

of which the hilts of swords are made, 
v^^* mdhi-rabydn, A shrimp. 

y>j (j^U mdhi-rez (Sjjj reza), An anchovy. 
mahiz, The herb mullein, verbascum. 

mdhi-zad, The row or spawn of 

fish;—mdhi-zdd hardan, To render nume-
rous (as spawn of fish, Gen. xlviii. 16). 

fcHjj rndhi-zarin, A sand-eel; a skink. 
(jA^ mdhi-zahra, A poisonous yellow-

flowering milk-grass which, thrown into 
water, intoxicates the fish and brings thein 
to the surface) ; the tail of an ox or cow 
(unsupported). 

JjJbU mahi-sipihr, Tbe sign Pisces. 
Vr* mdhi-surb, A leaden fish (such 

as are attached to the edges of a net). 
^jfcU mdhi-sim, mdhi-shimt 

A kind of small sturgeon; a shad. 
jfA ^jfcU mdhishur (corrupted from 

mahishwar), Name of an Indian 
prophet (evidently Siva, S. mahe&uara). 

U^fa mdhi-farosh, A fishmonger. 
t Jy» (jA1^ mdhi-qizil-ala, A red-spotted 

fish imported into Decchan from the sea-
ports (comp. T. jlW St p. 91). 

mdhi-gird, A turbot ; sturgeon j 
shad. 

Jyf mdhi-gol, A carp. 
^yftU mdhi-gir, A fisherman; an otter. 

jU ^ U mdhi-mdr, (fish-snake) An eel. 
a s - ^ j* mahi-mardtib, Certain ho-

nours of which the privilege is especially con-
ferred on princes and great nobles ; they 
are denoted by the figure of a fish with 
other insignia (two balls), carried as 
ensigns upon elephants. 

mdhina, Monthly pay or pension. 
tgU may, Any stinging or biting animal, 

as serpents, leeches, &c.; name of a city 
in India, much celebrated for sorcery; 
name of a king of India; (in some dialects) 
mother ; (for may ay) do not come. 

A ma'y (v.n), Extending, stretching. 
ybU may an (pi. of md), We, us. 
A mi'at, A hundred. 
A UI-JU md'it, Dying; moribund ;—mauti 

md'it, A hard, painful, lingering death. 
A JUfc^U md-yatahallal, Whatever is dis-

solvable by liquefaction or concoction. 
A md-yahtaj, What is needed; 

necessary, needful. 
j^jfcU mdy-hhwush, Subacid (see 

A *j3'o»md'idat, md'ida, A table, especially 
one covered with victuals; a circle, cir-
cumference, circuit, orbit;—md'ida'i hfaar-
gahi, The joys of Paradise;—anzil 'alai-nd 
md'ida, " Send down to us a table " (out of 
heaven), words said to have been spoken 
by 'Isa in the fifth chapter of the Qur'an, 
v. 114. 

ajSU ma'ida-sdldr, u 8.1JU md'i-
da-nih, A table-decker, a sewer. 

A / U md'ir, Who brings grain from 
other countries for family use or sale; a 
purveyor, a commissary. 

A ma'is, Who walks proudly, waving 
from side to side ; a calumniator, slanderer, 
whisperer. 



A £*U md'i', Melted, fluid; liquor. 
A md'i'dt, Liquids, fluids. 
A &*>U md'i'at, A certain ottar or per-

fume exceedingly fragrant. 
A U md-yu'raf, Whatever is known ; 

all; all that one possesses. 
A U md-yuqra', What is read, legible. 
A J?U mail, fem. &?U md'ilat, ma'ila, 

Inclining, inclined, propense, biased ; affec-
tionate, partial to, addicted ; walking grace-
fully ; an eccentric orbit ; construed with 
the verbs uftddan, dmadan, shudan, hardan, 
gashtan, &c. 

a. ̂ dfU md'iltar, More inclined. 
A <jiU md'in, A liar. 

mdyartdar, A stepmother. 
A ma'yds, Desperate, hopeless ; 

disappointed (m.c.) ;—ma'yus shudan, To 
despair, lose hope. 

a mdyusi, Hopelessness, despair, 
desperation. 

a <-*y.U ma'yuf, Overtaken by calamity 
(see 

A J / ^ U md-ya'ul, What returns ; what 
may come to pass. 

oyU mayun, Faridun's cow. 
mdya, Ferment, leaven ; root, origin, 

principle, essence; foundation; wealth, 
money, cash; a capital iu trade, stock, 
principal; semen virile ; measure ; quan-
tity, amount; a woman ; the female of any 
animal, a female camel in particular; name 
of Faridun's cow; a coat-button or loop ; 
name of a note iu music ; matter, cause, 
reason for (m.c.) ; store, provision (m c.) ; 
—mdya zadan, To make coagulate, to churn ; 
—maya'i shab, Darkness of night; maya'i 
sidq, Name of Abu Bakr; — mdya u sud, 
Principal and interest;—asli mdya, Prin-
cipal (opp. to manfa'at " interest" ; m.c.) ; 
—chi mdya, What does it matter ? what an 
amount! how much ! how many a !—pur-
may a, Grown up; rich ; costly (see also 

p. 244) ;—sahib mdya, A man of sub-
stance ; an owner of wealth (m.c.). 

maya-khwusk, Sweet or agree-
able to the taste. 

&>U mdya-ddr, Thick, solid, s trong; 
rich, a man of substance or property; fer-
mented (bread); (in Gilan) camp-followers. 

J U . , <uU mdya-satdni, Investment. 
<̂ U mdya-shlr, Oxygal (i.e. a prepara-

tion of sour milk and herbs) put amongst 
new milk, which it sours and coagulates. 

fa AiU mdya-gav. A cow. 
mdyawar, liich ; handsome; sub-

stantial ( = jW q.v.). 
JU md'i, We-ism, egotism, selfishness. 
A J U maiy, Watery, aquatic, aqueous; 

of or belonging to the particle md, What. 
md'im, md'em, We are. 

j JU md'i u mani, Pride and ego-
tism. 

mubd, A pudding, sausage (see fa*). 

A SoU* mabd'at, A dwelling, residence, 
habitation; the part of the womb where 
the foetus lies ; a resting-place of camels, 

A CW* mubdh, Allowed; lawful, allow-
able ; common property; any indifferent 
action, whatever a person may do or let 
alone, being attended neither with praise 
nor blame; allowed to be shed with im-
punity (blood). 

A mubdhat (pi. of mubdh), In-
different, allowable (acts); lawful pleasure, 
festivity. 

A mubahatat (v.n. 3 of uw*;), Show-
ing sincere friendship; acting openly with j 
sincerity, purity. 

A I^SAJ** mabdhis (pi. of mabhas), Places 
of inquiry or scrutiny ; inquiries, discus-
sions, debates ;—mubdhis, A disputant; who 
discusses, argues, investigates. 

A mubdhasat (v.n. 3 of Exam-
ining, searching; disputing; a dispute, 
debate, wager. 

a mabdhiyat, A being lawful. 
A mabdhhir (pi. of mab/charat), 

Censers. 
mabdd, WU* mabadd, Let it not be, 

by no means, away! God forbid ! lest. 
jjU» mubddir, One who makes haste; 

anticipating; preceding. 
A mubddarat (v.n. 3 of Making 

haste ; outstripping, getting before ; begin-
ning ; attacking ; haste, expedition; antici-
pation ; precedence. 

A mubddalat, mubddala (v.n. 3 of 
J ^ ) , Changing ; exchange, barter; retalia-
tion, recompense ;—mabadala hardan, To 
exchange, barter. 

A mabddi, Beginnings, origins ;— 
mubadi, One who begins, who is first or 
beforehand, who makes advances. 

sAA mubadi-adab, Of preposses-
sing manners (m.c.). 

A FIJJU* mubdzarat (v,n. 3 of Squan-
dering. 

A mabdzil (pi. of mibzalat), Every-
day clothes. 

fa* mabdr, mubdr, A pudding, sausage 
(see U»). 

A SLJU* mubdrdt (v.n. 3 of yfa), Opposing, 
contending; separating peacefully (husband 
and wife) ; a dissolution of marriage by 
mutual consent; equality. 

A mabariz (pi. of mabraz) Fields of 
battle ; privies;—mubdriz, Prepared, ready 
for war; a warrior, combatant, brave sol-
dier, .hero. 

mubarazat (v.n. 3 of jfa}, Sallying 
forth against, descending into the arena; 
war, battle ;—mubarazat hardan, To wage 
war. 

A djU* mabdrih (pi. of mabrah), Places 
where the camels kneel down;—mubarah, 
Blessed; happy, fortunate, auspicious; 
august; sacred, holy; a term applied to all 



public aud imperial institutions in Persia; 
welcome, well;—mubdrak bad, May he or it 
be blessed or fortunate! good fortune attend 
you! hail!—mubdrak murda azad kardan, To 
set Mubarak free, when he is dead, (met.) to 
do a foolish or wanton thing (a proverbial 
saying, originating in a man having a slave 
named Mubarak whom he continually tor-
tured until the po^r wretch died, when his 
master pompously said : I set him fre9). 

a Sij dift* mubdrak-bad, mubd-
rah-badi, Congratulation; benediction; 
construed with the verbs dadan, zadan, 
kardan, guftan, &c. 

A &Sft» mubdrakat (v.n. 3 of d f t , (God) 
blessing (man), prospering (him). 

a JU JtJjW* mubdrak-fal, Of happy omen, 
auspicious. 

a ciljLĵ  mubdrak-nihdd, Of blessed 
disposition. 

a ( f i f t * mubdraki, A benediction ; good 
fortune; auspiciousness; happiness ; sanc-
tity. 

A ̂ ft* mabdrim (pl. of mibram), Spindles 
for distaffs. 

A ik-lj— mubdsatat (v.n. 3 of k—»), Cheer-
ful conversation, mirth. 

A mubdsalat (v.n. 3 of J-~J)J At-
tacking one another furiously. 

A mahdeim (pl. of mabsim), The 
fore-teeth. 

mabdsh, Be it not! stay not; l es t ; 
perhaps. 

AjfcW* mubdshir, A manager, superin-
tendent, supervisor, inspector, commissary, 
deputy, factor, agent, plenipotentiary;— 
mubdahiri chdpdr-khdna, Chief of the Post, 
Postmaster-General (m.c.). 

A SJAL** mubdsharat (v.n. 3 of ft)), Di-
recting, managing, superintending per-
sonally ; lying skin to skin, having sexual 
intercourse; announcing good news ; man-
agement, superintendency, agency ; begin-
ning;—mubdsharat kardan, To commence; 
to undertake, take the management of 
anything. 

A mubdza'at (v.n. 3 of Lying 
with. 

A mubd', Exposed to sale. 
A mubd'adat (v.n. 3 of a*?), Re-

moving f a r ; distance. 
A mubaghdi, in P. ^IfcL^, Prosti-

tution ; injustice, oppression. 
A A^V* mubdghatat (v.n. 3 of At-

tacking unawares; happening suddenly, 
befalling unexpectedly. 

A mabdghi (pl. of mabgh-lyat), 
Desired things. 

mubdf, = q.v. 
A Sĵ V^ mubdkarat (v.n. 3 of Coming 

to (anyone) in the morning. 
A JW-* mabdl, The urinary passage, 

urethra. 
A SSL.* mubdldt, in P. (v.n. 3 of 

Caring for, heeding, minding, regarding; 
consideration. 

A mabaligh. (pl. of mablayK), Sums 
(of money); perfections; — mubdlagh, 
Exaggerated, carried to the highest pitch ; 
—mubaligk, Diligent, pains-taking, who 
does anything to excess. 

A mubdlaghat, mubdlag&a (v.u. 3 of 
£}), Endeavouring, using diligence; care, 
endeavour, effort, exertion; pressing, in-
sisting ; exaggeration, amplification, excess; 
stress ; superiority ;—mubd-laoha ndmudan,, 
To exaggerate ;—chanddn mubdlag&a. nist, 
'Tis not of such vast importance. 

a mabdnit, Fresh or new places; 
investigation, exploration. 

A o'̂ "* mtibdni, Edifices, fabrics, struc-
tures, buildings; foundations; — mzban! 
nihadan, To erect edifices, to build; — 
ta'miri mabdnl'i khairdt kardan, To build 
or repair pious works (as caravanseras or 
hospitals). 

A mubdhdt, in P. «iAfi>W>* (v.n. 3 of 
^ i ) , Disputing for superiority in beauty 
or auy other qualification ; boasting, con-
tending for glory ; vain-glory, pride, arro-
gance ; glory, honour;—mubahat ddshtan 
(kardan), To contend for superiority, to 
boast, glory, &c. 

a mubdhdn (P. pl. of A. mubdh for 
mubahlr), Vain, proud, vain-glorious. 

A mubdhajat, Conviviality. 
A mubdhxlat (v.u. 3 of J t f ) , Curs-

ing ; wishiug evil to another; execration; 
behaving foolishly. 

A mubdhl, Glorious, exalted ; arro-
gant, proud. 

A mubaya'at (v.n. 3 of Making 
a contract of purchase or sale; plighting 
faith, promising obedience ; offering alle-
giance; traffic (tn.e.). 

A ^ ^ mubdyanat (v.n. 3 of ^fri). De-
parting from, relinquishing; being sepa-
rated, distinguished. 

A is*.?* mubitt, One who pronounces an 
irrevocable diporce. 

A ' U : ^ mubtada', mubtadd, (A tliiug) 
begji i ; beginning, principle, or subject ot 
a proposition; a nouu in the nominative, 
inchoative ;—mubtadd u kjiabar, Inchoative 
and enuticiative, subject and predicate (of 
a nominal sentence), substantive and ad-
jective. 

A mubtada', Netvly-in vented, origi-
nated; a new invention ;—mubtadi', An 
inventor, innovator, author ; a heretic, or 
broacher of new opinions ;— td ' i fa ' i mub-
tadi'a, A sect of heretics. 

A mubtadi, A beginner, coinmeucer, 
young scholar, disciple just commencing to 
leacti, tyro. 

A Jju-* mubtazal, Used every day, treated 
as of little value, common, hackneyel; 
contemptible, base;—mubtazd, Clad in an 



every-day garment; one who does his own 
servile work. 

A mubattar, Docked; mutilated ; in-
complete. 

A mubtaeim, A smiler or gentle 
laugher. 

A YSJT** mubtashir, A receiver of good 
news. 

A mubtaghfl, mubtagha, What 
is required; requisition; debt, duty, 
obligation. 

A CUUAX^. mubtagkayat, (pi.) Requisitions. 
A mubtata, Sorely tried;—mubtald'i 

bald (a/at), Overtaken by or involved in 
calamity or misfortune. 

A J S ^ - mubtald, Afflicted, unfortunate, 
tried, or inured to distress -—mubtali, One 
who insists on an oath or a confession. 

A mabtiitat, Divorced finally (wife). 
A RIRV* mubtahij, Exultant; joyful, full 

of glee.i 
A mabsus, Dispersed, scattered; 

spread ou t ; published, divulged. 
mabsusdt, pi. of— 

A mabsusat, A thing divulged. 
A mabhas, A time and place for 

disputation, study, or inquiry; disserta-
tion, investigation, debate. 

A mubhar, Salt as the sea (bahr). 
A JAT-Y* mubakhkha.r, Fumigated, per-

fumed ; vaporous. 
A mabkharat, A censer for burning 

incense. 
A Jafc*^ mubakhkhal. Very avaricious. 
A mabdamubda', mabda'at, 

Beginning, original, origin, principle, 
source, head ; [mabda* kardan, To begin 
to show;]—mdbdd, A wilderness, a desert. 

A mabda', An invention, discovery, 
first production; fiction; the place where 
anything new is produced ;—mubda', Made 
void, abolished;—mubdi', Who first pro-
duces, creator, author, originator, inventor, 
founder; a heretic, heresiarch, religious 
innovator. 

A mabda'at, Innovations (in a 
bad sense), revolutions, heresies; created 
things. 

A J>V mubdal, Changed ;—al mubdal 
min-hu, (in grammar) The word exchanged 
for something else, 

mubaddal, Changed, altered; ex-
changed ; turned into, metamorphosed. 

A mibdah, An improvisator ;—mub-
dah, Extempore ; irregular. 

A mubdi', A beginner, one who 
does anything first ; an inventor; one of 
the names of God ;—mubdi'i mu'id, A well-
trained horse; an experienced warrior; 
practised, well-versed. 

A mubazzir, Prodigal, lavish, un-
thrifty ; expensive. 

a mubazziri, Prodigality, luxury, 
A mubazzirin (obi. pi. of mubazzir 

used as nom.), Spendthrifts, prodigals 
(m.c.). 

A J-V* mibzal, SiXy mibzalat, An every-
day or working-garment; a threadbare 
garment. 

A mabzul, Expended, bestowed, 
lavished; a magnificent present; accept-
able ; name of a poet. 

ma-bar (imp. negat. of burdan), Do 
not carry, bear, or receive. 

A mubirr, Strong; provident, pru-
dent ; superior to one's companions. 

A tj** mabrd, The place where a pen is 
cut (generally an inch or so from the 
point) ;—mibrd, A pen-knife; a razor ; a 
hatchet; any sharp instrument;—mubarrd, 
Exempted, free, absolved, far removed 
f rom; guiltless (of). 

A mibrdt, A penknife. 
A mabarrdt (pi. of mabarral), 

Good works. 
A SJ-Y* mabarrat (v.n, of "y), Doing good; 

a public work (as an inu) built by pious 
Muhammadans; beneficence ; dutifulness, 
obedience; name of a hill near Madina. 

A T^JF* mibrat, mubarrat, Sugar-candy. 
A e m u b a r r i k , Severe, heavy, distress-

ing ; exciting, or increasing desire. 
a, mabraha (?), A place of affliction 

or hardship. 
A mabrad, A refrigerative ;•—mibrad, 

A file ;—mubrid, Who or what cools; one 
who despatches a messenger (barid); a 
postmaster ;—mubarrad, Chilled ; —mubar-
rad, mubrad. Struck with hail (barad), 
hailed upon ;—mubarrid, Refreshing, cool-
ing, refrigerative. 

A mabradat, A thing cooling or 
cooled ; a refrigerative, a refrigerant. 

A mabraz, A field of battle ; an am-
phitheatre ; a privy ;—mubraz, Published; 
—mulriz, A publisher. 

A ij^Aff* mubartish, A broker, one who 
effects sales between buyer and seller. 

A ij&yv* mubarqash, Speckled, spotted, 
dappled. 

A mubarqa', Veiled; — mubarqi', 
Name of a note in music. 

A mabrak, A place where a camel 
reclines or kneels down. 

A mibram, A spindle for a distaff;— 
mubram, Twisted, of two threads twined 
together; cloth woven with such threads; 
firm, strong, doubled;, [qazd'i mubram, 
Irresistible fate ;]—mubrim, Strengthen-
ing; urgent, wearisome, importunate; 
morose ; dull or insipid in conversation. 

A mabrud, Cooled; cold; struck 
with hail. 

AJir^ mabrur, Purified, absolved; ac-
cepted of God, pious. 

A mabriiz, Produced, edited (book). 
A (J®;^ mabrus, Leprous, a leper. 
A mubarhan, Demonstrated,proved; 



demonstrative, authentic, evident, mani-
fest. 

A mibsdm, Who smiles much, or 
simpers. 

A U-Y mabsat, An open, spacious place ; 
—mibsat, A n j place where carpets or 
cushions are spread;—mubassat, Expanded, 
spread ;—mubassit, One who spreads. 

A mabsam, A smile ;—mabsim, The 
mouth when smiling; the fore-teeth then 
appearing. 

A mabsiir, Troubled with hemor-
rhoids. 

A rnabsut, Spread, extended, ex-
panded, dilated, stretched out ; happy. 

A mubehar, Exhilarated with good 
news; [mu'addami mubskar, Prudent, ju-
dicious ; expert, skilled ; blending mild-
ness with severity ;]—mubashshar, Rejoiced 
with good news;—mubashshir, An an-
nouncer; a bearer of good news ; an evan-
gelist;—mubashshir ba-ndm, 'Ts4, as an-
nouncing tbe advent of Muhammad 
(mistaking paracletos " comforter" for 
periclitos, " very illustrious, greatly 
praised," which latter is the meaning of 
muhammad). 

A mubashshir at (pl. fem. of mu-
baskshir), (Winds) the -harbingers (of 
rain). 

J ^ * mabshal (prohibitive of bashalldan), 
Bo not hang up; do not twist; do not 
sleep. 

A mabshush, Of a cheerful coun-
tenance. 

mabshul (prohib. of bashultdan), Bo 
not be perplexed; do not distress; look 
not a t ; acquaint not yourself with. 

A mabsar, An evident, convincing 
proof;—mvhsar, Clear, shining;—mubsir, 
Who sees, a spectator; clear-sighted; 
clear, manifest; who renders intelligent; 
— mubassar, Clear, perspicuous; made 
manifest; — mubassir, One who shows, 
renders quick-sighted, or causes to under-
stand ; provident, penetrating. 

A Iy*" mabsarat, An evident, convincing 
proof; undoubted fact;—mubsirat, A visible 
sign or token. 

a iSf** mubsiri, Foresight, prudence. 
A mibzaA lancet; a veterinary 

surgeon's fleam; a penknife; a leather-
cutter's paring-knife ;—mubzi', One who 
carries goods for sale, 

A mibttin, A slave to his belly; 
swelled with over-feeding. 

* mabtakhai, mabt.ukhat, A melon-
ground. 

A mubtal, mubattal, Nullified, 
annulled, abolished ; annihilated ;—mubtil, 
mubattil, Who or what invalidates; frus-
trative; a defacer, destroyer; one who 
embellishes his speech with lies. 

A (jjjW- mabtun, A distended belly; 

pained by the cholic, griped in the belly 
(batn). 

A "(jW* mubti', Late, tardy; lazy, slow; 
—miwa'i mubti'a, Late fruit. 

A mib'ad, A traveller, one who goes 
far from home;—mub'ad, muba"ad, Re-
moved to a distance. 

A mab'us, Sent; raised (from the 
dead) ; awakened. 

A mubghaz, Hated, hateful. 
A tj^ftr* mabghuz, Detested, bated; 

odious;—mabghuzi jamlH jahdniydn, Hated 
of all men. 

a (j*** mabghl. Desired, wished, sought. 
A mabqaZat, mabqulat, A garden of 

pot-herbs, a kitchen-garden. 
A F̂ &Y* mubaqqam, Dyed with baqqam 

wood. 
mibkdr, Early ripe; fertile (ground), 

quick in bearing. 
A fty mubkir, Early spring-rains; one 

who does anything early in the morning. 
A mubki, Who or what forces to 

weep ; — mubakkd, Deplorable ; — mabkiy, 
mabki, Wept -,—mabki 'alaihi, Wept over, 
bewailed, mouroed. 

mubl, Household furniture (m.c. 
from Fr. meuble). 

A gW" mublij, Shining and bright (dawn); 
who or what renders clear. 

A mubattad, Copious. 
A muballat, Paved, flagged (city) ;— 

muballit, A pavier. 
A mabla', The gullet, swallow; the 

hole of a privy or sink, gulley-hole;— 
tniblaA glutton. 

A mablagk (v.n. of Being good 
and excellent; perfection; a sum, ready 
money; quantity, amount, price; produce; 
product (in multiplication) ; much, many ; 
place of arrival;—inahlaghi marqum, The 
above-mentioned sum. 

a mablag&e, A considerable sum. 
A muballil, Moistening well. 
A mablu', Swallowed. 
A mabluak. Involved in difficulties. 
A mablul, Moistened, watered, 

wetted. 
A mubh, A wearer, tearer, consumer; 

an experimenter; a tempter; one who 
renders happy ; a cleaner, purifier; con-
tent, satisfied. 

A mubannaj, Drugged with bhang. 
A JAA** mubandiq, A musketeer, fusileer. 
A J jV - mabnd, mabni, An edifice, fabric; 

a foundation ;—mubni, One who orders or 
causes to build; framer ; author; [mubnVi 
fasdd, A transgressor, author of mischief;] 
—mubanni, Who builds or rears (with ex-
pedition, and well); a builder;—mabniy, 
mabni,Built, constructed, formed, founded; 
cased; (in grammar) indeclinable (noun). 

A J mibwal, A vessel for holding 
urine, urinal, chamber-pot; — mubwil, 



Wvbauwil, Provocation cf urine, diu-
retic. 

A tnalualat, Anything diuretic-,— 
mibwaJat, A urinal, a chamber-pot. 

A mubahhit, "Who or what asto-
nishes, confounds, or distracts. 

A mulhij, mulahhij, Joy-inspiring, 
recreative ; cheerful ; luxuriant in herbage, 
verdant (ground). 

A pic** mubham, Shut (door) ; occult, un-
known; doubtful, obscure, uncertain; in-
determinate; silent, dumb; unintelligible; 
anything prohibited (as marriage between 
brother and sister); [ismi mubham, The 
demonstrative pronoun;].— mulhim, One 
who shuts (a door) ; who keeps concealed; 
who diverts from anything. 

mabhan, A place of safety; one's 
native country or habitation ; that part of 
a house where guests are received ; domes-
tic affairs ; the habitation of enchanters or 
fascinators ; a tribe, family ; ancestors; 
kindred. 

A mabhut, Stupefied, confounded, 
astonished ; struck dumb, mute with asto-
nishment; defamed; falsely accused, 

oV*-" mubahhi, Aphrodisiacal, provoca-
tive, what excites venery. 

A mubahhiyat, Aphrodisiacal 
medicines. 

A mabit (v.n. of Passing the 
night.; a bed-chamber or Bleeping-place;— 
mubaiyit, "Who surprises (an enemy) by 
night ; who goes about (business) in the 
night ; a talker, thinker, ponderer by night. 

A mubih, One who discloses (a 
Becret), opens (tbe mind) ; who allows one 
to follow his inclination ; a doer of any-
thing by common right. 

A wmine?, A destroyer, ruiner; a 
name of God. 

mablzha, Name of Afrasyab's 
daughter (see 

a mubaiyiza, A clean copy (opp. to 
musauwada, sawad, Rough copy) ; a book, a 
manuscript ; writing-paper. 

A fart* mubaiiir, A veterinary surgeon. 
A fflflbi1 (v.n. of Selling; sold 

or bought;—muW, One who exposes to sale. 
a mubi'i, Sold ; bought; venal. 
A mubin, Manifest, clear, distinct; 

a divider, separator, distinguisher, ex-
plainer; [amri mubin, An evident matter; 
—dini mubin, The true religion ;]•—mvbyin, 
A divider;—mubaiyan, Declared, explained, 
illustrated; separated, distributed under 
distinct heads;—mubaiyin, Illustrative, ex-
planatory ; a declarer, 

•Ai*** mabinad, God forbid ! 
majtresh (prohib. of pareshidan), 

Do not scatter. 
mat, (comp. S. madhu and matta), 

Syrup of grapes or dates. 
A v ^ * matab (v.n. of s->y), Repenting, 

being converted from sin; being moved 
with pity, relenting (as God to man) ; a 
place to which ore returns. 

A malabat, A vowing of repentance. 
A muia'abbid, "Wild, scared. 
A mutali1, A follower ; obedient. 
A SsA;* mutoba'ot (v.n. 3 of Fol-

lowing, imitating; conforming oneself to, 
submitting, obeying ; doing anything tho-
roughly ; obsequiousness, obedience; — 
mutala'ot u muwdfaqai, Mutual conformity, 
concord, harmony, agreement. 

A muiabalat (V.D. 3 of J*»), Season-
ing (a pot) with herbs and spices ( J ^ 
tabil, tahal), 

A muta'ahbi, Refractory, dis-
obedient. 

A muta'atti, Who or what arrives, 
meets by chance, comes on suddenly, sur-
prises; happening; ready, disposed, pre-
pared ; easy, expeditious ("business;. 

A muta'assir, Touched, impressed. 
A fa*" matajir, Wares, goods, mer-

chandise. 
A Zfaa* mvtdjarat, The driving on of a 

trade. 
A tU* mutdh, Determined, defined;— 

yaumi mutah, The day of death, 
A muta'ahhid, United ; made one, 
A muta'akh khir. Delayed, deferred, 

retarded; one who retires or lags behind; 
the last; modern. 

A (j j j i 'U- muta'akhkhirin, (obi. pi. of the 
preceding used as nom.), The modern;— 
lisani muta akhkhirin. The language of the 
moderns. 

A muta'akhi, United in brother-
hood ;—muta'afehkki, One who acts or re-
ceives as a brother. 

A muta'addab, muta'addib, Well-
bred ; learned. 

A muta'addi, Prepared, ready, ar-
ranged ; (a messenger) who arrives; a 
payer, performer. 

A Q<^\z>*muta'azzin, Signified, published. 
A muta'azzi, Injured, vexed, 

grieved. 
A Mfa* mutarabat (v.n. 3 of s^ / ) , Being 

coeval, cotemporary (tirb) ; being a friend or 
companion; associating with one's equals 
or coevals. 

A YC/^* muta'arriz, Whatever occurs, 
meets, opposes, happens, or befaJs. 

ifaj* matara, A flexible leathern drinking-
bottle or cup used by travellers ; an ewer 
from which water is poured when perform-
ing ablutions. 

muta'azzar, Breeched. 
A muta'assid, Furious, enraged. 
A «JU®U* muta'assif, Groaning, anxious, 

regretful. 
a muta'assifana, Filled with 

grief and lamentation; grievingly, la-
mentingly. 



A. muta'asl, Reciprocal, mutual in 
assisting or in comforting. 

A muta'as si, Pat ient ; a receiver of 
consolation; a follower, imitator; grieved, 
distressed. 

A matd', Merchandise, goods; fur-
niture ; clothes, effects; utensils ; valu-
ables ;—~matd'i ab-dar (db-bar dar), Goods 
for which a higher price is asked than they 
are worth •,—mata'i ah-dida (db-zada), Goods 
ipoiled by water ; — mata'i ba-zar nazdlh, 
matd'i par-ddr, Merchandize that is quickly 
sold;—matd'i tang, Rare goods;—mata'i 
durugh-barddr, Merchandize priced over its 
value ; — matd'i raw an, Saleable goods, 
good8 in demand;—matd'i sar-dast (sar-
ruy), Inferior goods, offered before the 
more valuable ones ;—matd'i shirin, Precious 
goods ;—matd'i gharqd (gharql ?),The penis ; 
— matd'i ghurur, The cloth with which 
women intercept the menses ;—matd'i has 
ma-khar, Vile or unsaleable goods, refuse ; 
—mata'i has ma-ydb, Precious goods, diffi-
cult to obtain ;—matd'i nlh az liar duhdn hi 
bdshad, Virtue is praiseworthy, wherever it 
may be found. 

A matd'ib (pl. of mat'ab), Diffi-
culties, toils, vexations, afflictions, evils, 

A muta'ahhad, Corroborated, 
strengthened,confirmed ; repeated;—muta'-
ahhid, A. confirmer, strengthener; intense. 

A mulalat, A following in succes-
sion. 

A muta'allif, One who cultivates 
acquaintance, or conciliates good will o f ; 
associated, conjoined, familiar, intimate; 
fitting, agreed. 

A muta'allim, Afflicted, pained, 
grieved, vexed, troubled, sad; discon-
tented. 

A mutdliydt, Things consecutive. 
A matdma, How long? until when? 
A muta'ammir, Raised to dominion; 

one who obtains or exercises sovereign 
power, 

A muta'ammil, Contemplative, 
thoughtful, meditative; considerate ; a 
careful examiner. 

A muta'ammin, Who confides in ; 
secure. 

A matdnai (v.n. of ( j ^ ) , Being firm, 
solid, fixed, constant; being hard and high 
(ground) ; constancy; obstinacy ; depth 
(of thought); force, vigour (of style); 
fortification, castle, stronghold; a place 
where figs (tin) grow. 

A muta'annas, muta'annis, Of the 
feminine gender. 

A ( J - J * ^ muta'annis, Tamed, Famili arized; 
domestic. 

A muta'anni, One who behaves 
with address and attention in any affair; 
patient and cool in doing business; one 
who waits, lingers, delays. 

A J/Lx* muta'auwil, An interpreter; first. 
A fijls* muta'auunh, One who sighs, cry-

ing Ah ! 
A muta'ahhil, One who takes a 

wife; a family-man ; worthy, proper, 
suited. 

A muta'ahhih, Sorrowful, apt to 
sigh. 

A muta'aiyid, Strengthened, con-
firmed. 

A joW*" mutabddir, One who makes haste 
and endeavours to get the start ; a riser; 
emergent, 

A Ĵ W*-* mutabddil, Agreed to take turn 
about. 

a ai^W^ mutabddila. Making an exchange 
with ; alternate. 

A mutabddi, Rustic, rural, wild. 
A mutabdrr, Mutual in conferring 

benefits. 
j j l ^ mu tab ariz, A champion who comes 

forth from the crowd to engage with his 
rival. 

A mtdabdrih, Blessed (God), rever-
enced ; holy ; illustrious; happy and com-
fortable. 

A tsjW^* mutabdrl, Mutually, contentious, 
opposed to each other ; rival in dignity. 

A matabdsiq, Splendid, bright, 
shining. 

mutabdshir, Reciprocal in com-
municating good news or joyful tidings. 

a Jkcl-A* mutabd'id, Absent; distant, re-
mote. 

A y^W^* mutabaghiz. Full of mutual 
enmity. 

A mutabdghl, Insolent, rebellious, 
tumultuous towards or against one another. 

A (J^V^ mutabdhl, One who forces him-
self, or is forced to shed tears; one who 
shams weeping. 

A mutabdyi', Associated together 
in commercial transactions, as buyer and 
seller to one another. 

A mutabdyin, Distinct, separate. 
A J ^ * mutabattil, One who retires from 

the world on a religious account; a re-
cluse. 

A mutabahhir, Very learned, deeply 
read, profound (like the sea, bahr) ; very 
rich. 

A JSASRS-̂ * mutabakhtir, A pompous, strut-
ting fellow. 

A YS*-̂  mutabakkkhir, A perfumer of his 
person. 

A mutabaddi', An innovator an in-
ventor, author ; an arch-heretic, broacher 
of novelties. 

A J -V^ mutabaddil, Changed; one who 
changes, substitutes, inverts; a receiver of 
one thing in exchange for another. 

A mutabaddi, A beginner; a dweller 
in the desert (badiyat) ; one who comes 
into view. 



A mutdbazzil, A doer of his own 
drudgery. 

A px* mutabbar, Ruined, broken;—mutab-
bir, A destroyer, a breaker in pieces. 

A mutaharrar, Justified ; —mutabar-
rir , Pious, devout, dutiful, obedient; true, 
just, 

A mutabarrak, fem. mutabar-
rdkai, mutabarraka, Blessed, holy, sacred, 
sanctified, consecrated; fortunate, happy, 
august; [amdkini mutabarraka, Holy man-
sions, sacred places ;] — mutabarrik, Re-
solved, determined, bent upon. 

A JS/JA* muta,barra, Freed, absolved;— 
mutabarri, Free, clear; interposed, inter-
venient. 

A mutabaseit, Extended far and 
wide, spread abroad; who ranges, or 
expatiates at large. 

A mutabassim, Smiling; one who 
smiles; flashing (lightning). 

A / ^ mutabassir, One who contemplates 
attentively; considerate, prudent, judi-
ciouB ; one who keeps a sharp look out for 
the new moon. 

A J A ^ mutabattil, Bold, brave, coura-
geous. 

A mutabattin, Interior, internal; 
one who pierces the middle of anything, or 
understands the truth of any matter. 

A mutbi', A follower; who causes to 
follow another, or who joins one thing to 
another ;—muttabi', A follower; diligent in 
seeking; importunate; a client; under 
protection. 

A J * ^ mutaba'Hl, A wife obedient to her 
lord (ba'l) ; one who adorns herself for 
him. 

A mutabaqqil, One who goes out to 
gather pot-herbs (baql), or who feeds his 
cattle with them. 

A mutbal, Seasoned with pot-herbs; 
—mutbil, Who or what impairs friendship ; 
one who seasons (a pot) with herbs and 
spiceries. 

A mutabillil, Moistened, wet. 
A mutaballih, Ignorant, simple; one 

who shams ignorance or simplicity. 
A matban, A bin for straw (tibn) ;— 

muttabin, Dressed in the short breeches 
tubban, which barely conceal the naked-
ness ;—-mutabban, Dyed of a straw-colour; 
—mutabbin, Intelligent, sagacious. 

A matbanat, A straw or hay-loft. 
a JLu^z* mutabannagi, Adoption; the 

state of being an adopted child. 
A JS^-FA* mutabanna, Adopted (son);— 

mutabanm, One who adopts as his son; 
adoptive (father). 

AJJJA* matbur, Perishing, ruined. 
A matbu', Followed, obeyed; a lord, 

chief, leader;—matbu'i ummat, A chief of 
the people, a high priest. 

A mutabauwi', One who measures 
with a fathom (ba'). 

A Jj?** mutabauwil, One who makes 
water; one who overwhelms with blowa 
and abuse. 

A mutabahhij, Merry, gay, plea-
sant. 

A f+irtf* mutabahJiim, Doubtful, uncer-
tain ; hidden, concealed, unintelligible, not 
understood. 

A mutabaiyin, Whatever renders 
clear or manifest; explained, illustrated; 
clear, distinct. 

A mutatdbi1, Consecutive, succes-
sive, coming one after another; uninter-
rupted, continual;—sih rozi Mutatdbi', Three 
consecutive days;—qawdfili mutatdbi'u 'n-
nuzul, Troops or caravans alighting one 
after another. 

A J ^ * mutatdli, One following another 
in regular succession ; consequent. 

A mutatabbi', Diligent in seeking; 
a searcher; imitative ; an imitator. 

A mutatalli, One who follows, pur-
sues, and prosecutes a claim; consecutive. 

A ff+zt" mutatammim, Like the tribe of 
Tamim, in regard to climate, locality, or 
opinions. 

A ey^* mutatawwij, The wearer of a 
crown (tdj), crowned. 

A J^KA* mattd, Matthew. 
A JSTFCL* mutasdqil, Heavy, slow, sluggish; 

gravitating towards the earth; cowardly, 
declining battle. 

A UIV1^ mutasabbit, Fixed, established, 
settled. 

A s - f t ^ mutasaqqib, Bored ; worm-eaten 
(hide) ; one who drills holes. 

mutasallim, Broken in the edges, 
notched, chipped (sword or earthen dish) 
pierced through the middle (a wall or 
vessel); chinky. 

A mutasannl, Folded, doubled; 
inflected, complicated; who goes with the 
body bent. 

A mutasauwib, One who says his 
prayers a second time, and thereby fancies 
himself entitled to a reward (sawab). 

A JA*^* mutajddil, Mutually conten-
tious. 

A mutajazib, Mutual in pulling ; 
dragged. 

A ntutajarl, One who goes in 
company with another; quarrelsome, con-
tentious. 

A mutajasir, Brave, magnanimous; 
bold, audacious, fierce in contending. 

A (j-Aq^ mutajdli8, Seated together. 
A V^JL^S- mutajanib, One who avoids, 

shuns. 
A ( J - J ^ - I * mutajdnis, Homogeneous. 
A u t f t * ^ mutajanif, Who deviates from 

what is r ight ; who inclines to what is 
wrong. 



A mutajdnin, Apparently insane, 
feigning insanity. 

A mutajdwib, Answering each 
other, reciprocal in answering. 

A mutajdwir, fem. Syl^A* mutajd-
wirat, mutajdwira, Neighbouring, nigh. 

A mutajdwirdt (pl. of mutajawi-
rat), Neighbouring places ; neighbours. 

A mutajdwiz, One who transgresses, 
exceeds, goes beyond ; who passes by or 
forgives. 

A "TYUFRS" mutajdwiz-an, Beyond, more 
than, over (m.c.). 

A mutajdwil, Circling round each 
other (as two combatants preparing to 
attack). 

A mutajahid, Pains-taking, making 
efforts. 

A JAW-*" mutajdhil, One who pretends to 
be a fool or ignorant, who shams stupidity. 

A D J ^ X * mutajaddid, Renovated, renewed ; 
new, recent. 

A y+s* matjar, Commerce ;—mutjir, A 
trader ;—mutajjar, A place of business;— 
muttajir, A trader, one who transacts com-
mercial business. 

A matjar at, A country or market 
where trade is brisk. 

A ^f^* mutajarrad (v.u. 5 of ^yj-), Being 
stripped, nakedness; [hasanu 'l-mutajarrad, 
Beautiful when naked;] — mutajarrid, 
Stripped; level (ground). 

A mutajarrim, A false accuser; a 
transgressor. 

A - i - V mutajassid, Incarnate, embodied, 
corporeal; corpulent, stout;—ghair muta-
jassid, Incorporeal. 

A mutajasris, A close searcher, a 
spy. 

A mutajassim, 
A mutajallid, 

hardy. 
A mutajallal, 

jallil, Who overcomes 

Stubborn, sturdy, 

Magnified;—muta-
rises superior (in 

dignity) ; a taker of whatever is best or 
most illustrious. 

A ^fts-* mutajalli, Illuminated; splen-
did ; displayed ; transfigured. 

A mutajammad, Congealed, frozen. 
A c^V2" mutajammi', Collected, congre-

gated. 
A S - ^ ^ * mutajannib, One who recedes or 

retires from, who shuns or avoids; pol-
luted. 

A mutajannin, Seemingly mad; 
furious. 

A mutajanni, A gatherer of fruit . 
A mutajauwiz, One who does any-

thing slightly; perfunctory, careless (in 
prayer) ; loose in conversation; a conniver, 
winker. 

A mutajauwi', One who starves 
himself. 

A mutajauwif, Hollow 

AjvV* mutajahhiz, Prepared for, equipped. 
A math (v.n, of •), Drawing out, 

extracting; drawing water from a well; 
being advanced (day) ; being long (the 
same); breaking wind; voiding excre-
ments ; cutting, striking. 

A ^Usx* mutahajl, Engaged in proposing 
questions, enigmas, or riddles to one 
another. 

A ^JWW mutakddis, Engaged in conver-
sation, mutual discourse, or talk. 

A mataharib, Mutual in fighting. 
A SR—Ufft- mutahdsib, Engaged in reckon-

ing. 
A mutahaeid, Envious of each 

other. 
mutahdqir, Mean in one's own 

eyes. 
A mutahdkim, Agreed to go to-

gether before the judge (hakim). 
A (-aJW** mutahalif, Leagued, bound 

together by oath, covenant, league, or 
treaty (kilf) 

A mutahdmiq, One who shams the 
fool. 

A JAteX-* mutahdmal (v.n. 6 of J**-), 
Putting up with, being patient; a place 
where the exercise of patience is needed; 
—mutahdmil, Who puts up with trouble, 
patient. 

mutahdwir, Engaged in a dia-
logue. 

A S^TEA* mutahabbib, Loving, fond, 
affectionate; granulated. 

A mutahajjir, Petrified ; stony. 
a Aas^ muttahid, United, made one; — 

azld'i muttahid, United States. 
A mutahaddis, A relater, historian; 

anything happening new. 
A mutahazziq, Wise ; a wise man. 
a mutaharrifa, A tax on people of 

particular trades, a professional tax. 
A mutaharriq, Burn t ; inflamed. 
A mutaharrik (fem. mutaharrikat, 

mutuharrika), Moved; moving oneself; 
movable ; accented with short vowels ;— 
ghair mutaharrik, Immovable; not ac-
cented with a short vowel, quiescent;— 
quwd'i mutaharrika, Locomotive powers. 

A (V*^* mutaharrim, Forbidden, unlaw-
ful ; self-denying ; revered. 

A mutahazzin, Grieved, afflicted, 
sad. 

A ji.,au?>« mutahassir, Sorrowful; regret-
ful. 

A mutahashshim, Covered with 
blushes, exceedingly bashful. 

a J-Mfê * mutahassil, A gatherer, acquirer. 
A w-Xjasft* mutahassilat, Productions, 

products. 
A mutahassin, Who retires to a 

stronghold and fortifies himself there ; 
garrisoned (troops). 

A mutahassinat, Chaste (woman). 



given;— 
maker of an 

A. muthaf, Dedicated, 
muthif, Giver of a present 
offering ( tuhfat) . 

A mutahajfiz, Vigilant, cautious, 
one who takes heed to himself; an atten-
dant, a watchman (m.c.). 

A JA**" mutahaffil, Met together, as-
sembled. 

A mutahaqqaq, Verified, true, sure, 
certain;—mutahaqqiq, A verifier. 

A mutahakhim, Lord paramount, 
sovereign. 

A I^UU* mutahalliq, Seated in a circle 
(people) ; halo-encircled (moon). 

A JUU- mutahallil, Melted, dissolved ; 
exceptive in an oath; released from an 
oath by an expiation. 

A mutahallim, A dreamer; one 
who pretends to have had a dream or a 
vision; one who strives to evince meekness 
and patience (hilm). 

A JsU^ mutahalld, Adorned (especially 
with bracelets or other female ornaments) ; 
•—mutahalll, One who decorates ; one who 
finds (a thing) sweet. 

A mutahammid, Praised; commend-
able ; one who lays another under obliga-
tion. 

A j+^z* mutahammir, One who calls, or 
is called, an ass ; a speaker of the Himyari-
tic dialect. 

A mutahammil, The bearer of a 
burden ; one who supports or suffers pa-
tiently ; capable of bearing; enduring. 

A C^TO^ mutahannif, A follower of the 
sect of Abu Hani fah, i.e. true, orthodox in 
religion. 

A mutahannl, Curved, bent. 
A mutahaiyir, Astonished, stupefied, 

wondering, amazed, thunderstruck; dim-
sighted ; wandering, erratic;—mutahaiyir 
shudan (mandan), To be lost in amaze-
ment, to be thunderstruck; — kaukabi 
mutahaiyir, A wandering star, a planet. 

A mutakhadi', One who affects to 
have been duped ; mutual in deceiving. 

A mutakharij, (A company of 
fellow-travellers) who make up a common 
purse for the expenses of their journey ; 
mutual in dividing {as one party taking the 
house, and the other the lands). 

A ^ALAYT* mutakhdshl, Timid, fearful, 
timorous. 

A FK^AFCA* mutakhdsim, Disputatious, mu-
tually contentious; an adversary, opponent 
in a law-suit. 

A {JJA^-ASS-^* mutakhasimain (obi. du. of 
the preceding, used as nom.), Plaintiff and 
defendant. 

A ^Utw* mutakhatir, Engaged in betting. 
A mutakhati\ Apt to err or 

blundor. 
A mutakhafif, Light, agile. 
A mutakhalif. Opposed, opposite; 

adverse ;—Hmddi mutakhalifu'l-ab'ad, Co-
lumns at opposite distances, i.e. facing each 
other. 

mutakhabbir, A picker up of 
news. 

A mutakhattim, The wearer of a 
seal-ring (khdtam), 

A IASF** "muttakhaz. Taken ;—muttakhiz. 
A taker, receiver, selecter, chooser, assumer, 
associater ; a commencer. 

A mutakharriq, Torn, pierced ; a 
liar; liberal;—mutakharriqu's-sirbdl, One 
whose clothes have been torn by a long 
journey. 

A 6-ifisZ* muta khar rigat. A womb injured 
by the foetus and which does not conceive 
in consequence. 

A FJAB*- mutakharrim, Of the sect called 
ihurramlyat (see p. 457). 

A mutakhashshiHumble, sub-
dued. 

A mutakhashshin, Become rough; 
rugged; clad in rough clothing; rude in 
speech, uncivil. 

A ^E^ajjX- mutakhashshi, Awed by, afraid 
of. 

A {JFL-OAI^ mutakhassis, Appropriated, 
made one's own; peculiarized ; specially 
noted. 

A * mutakhazzii, Humbled, subdued. 
A t-Aaay^ mutakhattif, A seizer, spoiler. 
A mutakhatti, Overstepped, crossed 

over (boundary) ; one who steps or over-
strides. 

A T-AAAI^ mutakhaffif, Booted. 
A (jAs^. mutaiihaMis, Saved, rescued, 

escaped. 
A i-Aa^x* mutakhallif, Remaining or left 

behind ; a promise-breaker; an opponent. 
A mutakhalliq, A teacher of polite 

learning; one who perfumes himself with 
lehaluq (see p. 472, where the trans-
literation should read khaluq); sedulous in 
adopting the habits of another. 

A J W ^ mutakhallil. One who uses a 
toothpick (khilal) after eating. 

A Ja t^* muiakhalll, Free, disengaged. 
A mutkhim, Heavy, indigestible 

(food) ; — muttakhim, Oppressed at the 
stomach, incommoded by indigestion. 

A matkhamat, (Food) which turns 
upon the stomach and produces indi-
gestion. 

mutakhammir, Veiled (woman). 
A midakhauwif., Terrified, im-

pressed with fear. 
A mutakhaiyil, One who imagines, 

suspects, or fancies (good or evil) ; what-
ever answers to an idea conceived of i t ; 
conceited; fantastic, imaginary, fanciful, 

A ILUABJ^ mutakhaiyilat, mutakhaiyila (fem. 
of the preceding), Imagination, fancy ;— 
quwati mutakhaiyila, The imagining 
faculty, imaginative power. 
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mutakhaiyim, One who pitches 

his tent. 
A muttada' (root Destroyed, 

dead; broken; cu tof f ; afflicted; levelled. 
mutaddbir, Mutual in deserting, 

turning the back, or opposing. 
A mutadakhil, Inserted, intro-

duced within each other, dove-tailed, mor-
tised, compact. 

A YRF̂ -xx* mutadaris, A fellow-student. 
A mutaddrik, Name of a metre 

(fa'ilun — ^ — six times repeated). 
A (^AX- mutadd'l, Engaged in disputes, 

contests, or mutual provocation. 
A mutaddfi', Employed in pushing 

and thrusting each other, or repulsing in 
battle. 

A mutaddnl, Near, adjacent. 
A J^JO^ mutadawil (fem. mutadawilat, 

mutadawila), Bandied to and f r o ; alter-
nate ; common ; current; customary ; usual. 

A 

mutaddurim, One who renders 
perpetual; who or what revolves. 

mutadawamat, A circuit, circle. 
mutadawl, One who doctors 

mutadayin, Mutual in giving 
himself. 

A 
credit. 

A mutaddbbir, One who considers 
attentively, or who understands well; well 
regulated. 

A YAI- mutadassir, Wrapped up in a 
cloak or in the upper garment called 
disar). 

A J^AA* mutadakhkhil, Allowed to enter, 
introduced; who or what enters by little 
and little; one who enters very busily into 
matters. 

A mutadafchkhin, Smoked; dis-
coloured by smoke; smelling of smoke 
(dukhan). 

A t)^^ mutadarrij, Gradually advanced. 
A muiadarri', Clad in mail or quilted 

vest. 
A mutadarri'at, (A woman) dressed 

in a shift or smock (dir'). 
A ̂ CAS^ mutada"i, One who claims, pre-

tender. 
A ifa^z* mutadaffin, Buried; hid, con-

cealed. 
A mutadammir, Perishing; indig-

nant. 
A mutadammi', Ready to shed tears. 
A mutadannis, Dirty, soiled, nasty, 

filthy. 
A J A I * mutadanniOne who urges on to 

that which is low and bise;—mutadanni, 
One who approaches or draws near by little 
and little. 

A ^JTOAI^ mutadahqin, Appointed chief of 
the husbandmen (dihqan), a cultivator. 

A mutadahhin, One who anoints 
his person with unguent (duhn); fa t ; 
unctuous. 

A muttadi, A receiver of money, as 
the expiation of homicide (diyat). 

A T^AA* mutadaiyin, Orthodox; upright, 
firm in religion; a borrower, debtor ; 
indebted. 

mutazakir, Mindful of one an-
other. 

A mutazdmim, Mutual in casting 
blame. 

A fate* mutazakkir, A rememberer, re-
corder, re collector; one who remembers 
advice ; remembered. 

a ijZXt* mutazakkira (fem. of the pre-
ceding), Remembered, mentioned;—muta-
zakkira'i bald, Above-mentioned, aforesaid; 
—mutazakkara'i zail, Mentioned below. 

A mutazallil, Humble, suppliant; 
meek. 

A FFJKX* mutazammim, Blushing, ashamed. 
A mutazaiyil, Proud, stately, who 

lets his train (zail) sweep the ground. 
matr (v.n.),Cutting off, amputating; 

throwing; stretching (a rope); lying with, 
matrd, (in Zand and Pazand) Rain. 

A mutardji', Returned, brought 
back. 

A f^^yZ* mutardjim, Flinging stones at 
one another. 

A mutarddif, Successive, consecu-
tive; continuous, uninterrupted, at the 
heels of one another; synonymous ; a verse 
terminating in two quiescent letters. 

A J - V ^ rnutardsil, Reciprocal in sending 
news, keeping up an epistolary correspon-
dence. 

A mutardzl, Contented with each 
other. 

A mutardji', Mutually agreed to 
refer a matter to au umpire or judge, 

A ,3Af* mntardfiq, A fellow-traveller. 
matrdk, Name of a lunar mansion. 

A S m u t a r d k i b , Piled one upon 
another; firm, strong. 

A mutarakim, Accumulated, heaped 
u p ; condensed. 

A Ĵ-A/1'* mutaraml, Occupied in shooting 
together. 

A mutardhin, Mutual in depositing 
stakes, pledges, or wagers. 

A S-FRS" mutarabbib, A bringer up, edu-
cator. 

A bf* matrabat, Poverty, beggary. 
A gtf* mutarabba', A spring-habitation, 

a place where cattle pasture in the spring; 
—mutarabbi', Fattened with spring-grass ; 
one who sits four-square. 

A mutarattib, Firm, settled; or-
dered, established; arranged, classified ; 
consequent upon, resulting from. 

A mutarattil, One who sings with a 
sweet voice ; a slow reader or speaker. 

A mutarajjik, Prevalent or pre-
ponderating. 



wutarajjiz, One who composes a 
poem m the metre rajas (see p. 570). 

A mutarajjif, Movable, tremulous. 
A muiarajjil, One who goes on foot; 

a pedestrian. 
A mutarjam, Interpreted; trans-

lated :—mutarjim, A translator, interpreter. 
a mutarjimiyat, A translation. 
a vt+tf" mutarjimin (obi. pl. used as 

nom.), Interpreters, translators. 
A fj^jr* mutarajji, Hoping, full of hope. 
A J m u t a r a h h i l , Mounted and ready 

to depart or emigrate; a traveller. 
A mutarahhim, Compassionate, 

merciful, tender, pitiful, moved to pity. 
a u""4-./*'* mutarakhl&is, One who obtains 

leave. 
A mutaraddid, Repulsed, rejected, 

refused; who opposes or resists; adverse ; 
comer and goer j saunterer, wanderer; 
irresolute, ambiguous, perplexed ,* hesita-
ting, anxious; discomposed. 

A fajS* mutaraddiyat, A sheep fallen 
from a height (whether killed or not) ; 
veiled (a girl). 

mairiZf A shield, 
u-j*- maiare (ma-tars), Be not afraid; 

the bar of a door; a parapet of wood or 
earth, a palisade ; a ninepin; a scarecrow. 

A v*^* mutarris, One who arms (himself 
or another) with a shield (turs). 

A f-* mutarassib, What deposits sedi-
ment. 

A mitrasat, A shield, coat of mail 
(or anything) which defends. 

A J-V5^ mutarassil, One who does (any-
thing) leisurely ; who speaks extempore ; a 
letter-writer, a correspondent; a secre-
tary. 

A mutarassim, Contemplative. 
matrash (?), Whose beard is shaved 

off; beardless. 
A mutarassid, One who contem-

plates, or gazes a t ; a watcher; expecter, 
explorer; vigilant. 

A mutarazzl, One who contents and 
gives satisfaction; one who begs, or is 
anxious, that anything may be acceptable. 

A mutara'ri', Perplexed, agitated, 
timid. 

A S - t y * mutaragkghib. Expectant, waiting 
for. 

A mutraf, Blest with affluence, and 
allowed to enjoy oneself without interrup-
tion ; left to oneself and doing what one 
pleases; proud, haughty, acknowledging 
no superior; —mutr i f , Headstrong in dis-
obedience ; — mutrif, mutarrif, (Riches) 
seducing and ruining a man; a bestower 
of the comforts of life. 

A S^Sy5" mutaraqqab (fem. mutaraqqabat, 
muiaraqqaba), Watched for, expected; 
longed for;—mutaraqqib, One who con-
templates, observes; one who expects, 

desires, or wishes with a degree of avidity; 
a guardian. 

a cPV" mutaraqqis, Moved up and down. 
A ijpj*" mutaraqqiq, Compassionate, ten-

der. 
A mutaraqqi, Ascended ; advanced. 
A s-S^s* mutarakkab, Inserted, infixed, 

mounted, set;—mutarakkib, Mounted one 
upon another; composing, compounding. 

A ( f i j z* mutarahJcin, Firm, strong, well-
established ; grave, staid, Bteady, sedate. 

A Jtr" mutarammil, Widowed. 
A fmutarannim, A singer, hummer, 

warbler; cooing (dove). 
A tfr* mutarannin, Sonorous, resound-

ing. 
A matrule, Left, relinquished, aban-

doned ; abolished, obsolete, fallen into dis-
use; — matriiku 'l-isti'mdl, matriiki rasm, 
Unusual, not practised, obsolete ; — mali 
matruk, The estate of a person deceased. 

A matrukdt, Movables, anything 
left behind one (either when leaving a 
place or dying) ; unnecessary baggage. 

a matruka (fem. of matruk), Estate 
of a deceased person. 

A s m u t a r a h h i b , One who dedicates 
himself to the service of God ; one who 
leads the life of a monk (rdhib). 

A mutazdhim, Crowded, squeezed 
together, thronging (people). 

A mutazdwir, Reciprocal in paying 
visits. 

A J^lyf mutazdyid, Increased, augmented, 
multiplied; verbose, talkative. 

A mutazayil, Distant, departing; 
transitory ; separated, removed from. 

A jy)** niutazarrir, (A garment) furnished 
with buttons (zirr), by which (it) may be 
fastened. 

A JjSy^* mutazalzal, Convulsed by an 
earthquake;—mutazalzil, Shaking, quaking, 
trembling; agitated. 

A mutazalliq, Slidden, slipped, fallen 
down. 

A J ^ s * mutazammil, One who wraps up 
close, or bides himself in his garment. 

A J J m u t a z a n d i q , Turned Guebre 
(zindiq), become a worshipper of fire; 
impious. 

A mutazannir, Begirt with a girdle 
or zone (zunndr). 

A E ^ mutazauwij, Who takes a wife; 
wived. 

A mutazauwid, One who makes pro-
vision (zdd) for a journey. 

mutazahhid, Pious, devout, re-
ligious. 

A Avf* mutazaiyid, Increased, raised 
(price of provisions); one who affixes, or 
adds a commentary or supplement. 

A mutazaiyin, Dressed, adorned. 
A mutasd'il, Reciprocal in asking, 
A mutasabiq, Engaged in contest 



for a wager; mutual, reciprocal in taking 
precedency. 

A mutasdri', Simultaneous in 
making haste ; one who makes haste. 

A —x* mutasdqit, Fallen; one who 
throws himself into; falling step by 
step. 

A JL-A* mutasdqi, Mutual in giving 
drink. 

A mutasdkir, One who shams 
drunkenness. 

A ^JL-x* mutasdlim, At peace together. 
A mutasdmih, Mutually indulgent. 
A mutasdmii, One who pretends to 

hear; hearing from each other. 
A mutasawl, Equal, parallel, 

straight;—mutasdwiyu 'l-azld', Equilateral; 
—mutasdwiyu 'z-zdwiya, E qui-angular ;—• 
mutasdwiyu 's-sdqain, Having two equal 
sides;—mutasdwiyu 'l-'umud, A trapezoid. 

A JAL-S^ mutasahil, Easy towards each 
other. 

A FJFEUJU mutasdhim, Engaged in casting 
lots. 

A mutasahhir, One who rises or 
Bets out before daybreak, and breakfasts 
at that early hour. 

A mutasakhkhir, A despiser, jeerer, 
mocker; one who compels (another) to 
obey ; obliged to work for nothing, anga-
riated. 

A Saat—ŝ  mutasakhkhit. Incensed, 
A a* mutasarbil, Dressed in a shirt, 

shift, or covering for the body (sirbal). 
A mutasarrir, A keeper of a concu-

bine (surrlyat). 
A ty—** mutasarri1, Active, quick, hasty. 
A J^—^ mutasarwil, In breeches, breeched. 
A £—^ mutsi', What makes up the 

number nine ; One who waters a camel on 
the ninth day;—muttasa', Wide place, 
widest part ; composed of or relating to 
nine ; enneagon ;—muttasi', Large, broad, 
spacious; dilated; diffused (water). 

A m u t a s a f f i r , About to take a jour-
ney. 

A LAG—A* mutasaqqit, One who seeks for 
the worst part of anything, or who hunts 
after faults; a picker-up of news by little 
and little. 

A mutasaqqif, Roofed; created 
bishop. 

A A* mutaaaqql, Soaked, imbued; 
bibulous. 

A mutasakkin, Poor, impoverished. 
A zfaz* mutasallih, Cased in armour, 

armed. 
A muiasallis, Hypocritical, fraudu-

lent (see ; demented. 
A mutasalsil, Joined, linked 

together; water flowing like a chain. 
A JA-**- mutasallit, Despotic, absolute; 

invested with paramount authority. 
A t i U * mutasallif, A borrower; a re-

ceiver of money in advance for goods to 
be delivered. 

A JJ—s* mutasallil, A withdrawer, tarrier 
behind. 

A jA-a* mutasallam, Delivered, con-
signed;— mutasallim, One who receives 
anythiug delivered, and keeps it in posses-
sion ; a vicar, locum teneus, lieutenant to 
a governor of a province, sent before to 
manage affairs till the arrival of his superior; 
one who keeps in the right road. 

A ** mutasalli, Comforted, solaced. 
A g*—mutasamrni', A hearer, listener. 
A mutasammik, Exalted, excellent. 
A <;>*-»mutasammin, Fattened, waxed 

fat . 
A ( j*—mutasammi , Self-named ; called, 

named, denominated, designed ; high. 
A A* mutasanni, Old, corrupted; one 

who stays many years. 
A — m u t a s a u w i q , A buyer, seller, 

trader ; a frequenter of the market (sUq), a 
market-man. 

A mutasauwik, Who uses a denti-
frice (,eiwak). 

A (jy-J^ mutasauwi, Straight; even, 
level. 

A J-T—a* mutasahhil, Easy. 
A WSXJLAA- mutashabik, Intricate (affair). 
A mutashabih, fem. muta-

shdbihat, mutashabiha, Like, resembling; 
conformable ; allegoric, parabolical; equi-
vocal, ambiguous; allegory; simile; me-
taphor; intricate, difficult (a verse of the 
Qur'an), of uncertain meaning. 

A E U ^ V A I - mutashabihdt (pi. of mutashd-
bihat, fem. of the preceding), Similes, 
allegories, metaphors; doubts, ambiguities, 
intricacies. 

A I^LFTJI- mutashdbahat, Comparison, re-
semblance ;—mutashdbihat, see . 

A mutashatim, Full of mutual 
revilings. 

A USLJLKA* mutashdrik, Associated in part-
nership ; a partner. 

A mutaskd'ir, One who pretends to 
be, or who fancies himself, a poet; a 
poetaster. 

A JiLtj^. mutashdghil, People who keep 
one another employed. 

A mutaihakil, Suitable, agreeable 
to one another. 

A j J U w mutashdki, Mutually querulous; 
complaining of each other. 

A jfa-*** mutashdwir, Engaged in consulta-
tion. 

A «EJL-AJC** mutashabbik, Mixed, intermixed, 
intertwined, jumbled together. 

A mutashabbik, Similar, resem-
bling. 

A ^ ' . ^ J - * mutashatti, One who winters. 
A mutashajjiProud of one's 

courage. 
A (JAAFCAA* mutashakhkhas, Distinguished, 



noteworthy ; — mutasha]chkhis, Separated; 
distinct. 

a JAto mutashaddid, Hard, strong; 
severe ; difficult; stingy, avaricious. 

mutasharrib, Imbibing; what 
bibulous ; spreading; conta-

mutastirim. Sundered, severed. 

mutasharri', Skilled in law; 

mutasharrif, Honoured; high-

mutasharrik, A partner, sharer. 
mutashaliib, Divided, branched. 
mutasha'Hl, Kindled, lighted; 

A V J ' ^ * 
drinks up 
gious. 

A 
orthodox. 

A TJJJLS^ 
minted. 

A 
A U. -KAX* 
A 

fiery. 
A mutashafji', An intercessor, advo-

cate. 
A mutashakkir, Grateful, thankful. 
A mutashakkik, Doubting, scrupu-

lous. 
A mutashakkal, Formed; pro-

duced ; transformed ; beautiful;—muta-
8hakkil, Like, resembling. 

A mutashakki, A complainer, be-
moaner, lamenter; querulous; afflicted, 
pained, diseased. 

A mutashammis, Exposed to the 
sun. 

A mutashammil, Covered, con-
cealed ; dressed in over-alls, surtout, or 
upper coat. 

A mutashammim, One who smells 
gently. 

A wutashannij, Shrivelled, wrinkled; 
convulsed. 

A YJ-JUX* mutashannin, Old, worn out ; 
dried, shrivelled, wrinkled, wizened, shrunk, 
contracted. 

A * m u t a s h a u w i s h , Disturbed, dis-
ordered. 

A jj-tx* mutashauwiq, Wishful, desirous. 
A mutashauwik, Beset with thorns. 
A J^SJ* mutashahhid, One who makes a 

profession of faith. 
A midashahhd, Desired, longed 

for ;—mutashahhi, Desirous, eager, longing 
more and more. 

A mutashaiyikh, A pretender to, 
or an assumer of, the character of a shaikh. 
i.e. of an elder, a venerable or learned 
person. 

A matashaiyid, A hypocrite; a 
vagrant monk (see p. 771). 

A mutashaitin, Devilish, satani-
cal. 

A mutashaiyi', A sectary of Aliy; 
shi'ah. 

A ̂ U x - mutasabi, .Amorously inclined. 
A mutasadif, One who meets 

with. 
A mutasadiq, Mutually sincere, 

true. 
A F J L ^ * mutasadim, Struck together, 

clashed. 

A FR 
A s mutasdHb, Difficult, hard, un-

tractable, troublesome. 
A mutasd'id, Superior, above; as-

cended, on the move upwards; in ascend-
ing scale. 

A mntasdgkir, Little in one's own 
esteem. 

A mutasafiq, Mutual in shaking 
hands on striking a bargain. 

A mutasdfi, Mutually honest, up-
right. 

A mutasdqib, Near, close by. 
A ̂ JLJA* muiasalih, At peace together. 
Ajf-tti-* mutasabbir, One who affects pa-

tience (sabr), or who imposes a restraint on 
himself. 

A mutasabbl, A gay deceiver; a 
flirt. 

A T-IS-A^. mutasahhif, An incorrect reader. 
A jXoz* mutasaddir, Seated in the chief 

seat. 
A mutasaddiImportunate, trou-

blesome. 
A mutasaddiq, A giver or asker of 

alms. 
A ^GJ-AA- mutasaddi, One who turns away 

the face, opposes, or objects; one who at-
tempts, presumes, dares, is intent upon ; 
any inferior officer of government, a clerk, 
accountant. 

a matasddi-gari, Office of 
clerk, &c. (see the preceding article). 

A ty^* mutasarrikh, One who roars ; a 
screamer. 

A U^OX- mutasarraf, Whatever is in one's 
power or possession; [mutasarraf fi-hi, 
Possessed, used ;—ghair mutasarraf, Out 
of one's power or reach ;]—mutasarrif, fem. 

mutasarrif at, mutasarrif a, A possessor, 
occupant, enjoyer, master; one who uses 
his own discretion; profuse, extravagant ; 
dexterous ; declined \~~quvoati mutasarrifa, 
The thinking faculty. 

A mutasarraf at (pl. fem. of mu-
tasarraf), Possessions, estates (m.c.). 

A fyoz* mutasarrim, Cut off, rescinded ; 
dexterous, clever. 

A mutasa"id, High ; hard, difficult. 
A midasa'lik, Poor, indigent. 
A muttasif, Praiseworthy; quali-

fied, endued, marked with an epithet; 
described ; a describer; mutually lauda-
tory. 

A J ^ t - muttasil, Contiguous, adjoining, 
conjunct., near, contiuual; conjunctive; 
(adv.) always (m.c.). 

A muttasil-an, Continually, contigu-
ously. 

A muttasilat, An affixed pronoun. 
A mutasalli, B u r n t ; warmed (at 

the fire). 
A GJURT* mutasanni', Adorned, decorated; 



one who Bhowsoff his skill; anxious to pass 
off well; specious; one whose words and 
actions agree not. 

A mutasauwar, Imagined ;—muta-
sauwir, An imaginer, conceiver. 

A muta§auwif, Obscure, mystical 
(speech) • a Sufi, or mystic. 

A mutasaiyid, Devoted to hunting, 
A mutasaiyif, A summer-sojourner. 
A muiazahxk, Laughing together. 
A oU«* muta?add, Mutually opposed, con-

trary. 
A faz* miitazdrr, Suited. 
A sr>fa*" muta?arib, Distracted, fighting 

together, beating one another. 
A muiazd'if, Increased to twice as 

mucb, doubled. 
A mutazaghin, Full of mutual 

enmity. 
A mutazdyiq, Narrow, straitened 

(in mind or place). 
A mutazabbit, One who seizes by 

force. 
A mutazajjir, Distressed, oppressed, 

injured, afflicted, lamenting ; restless. 
A mutazajji', Indolent, sitting still. 
A muttazih, Manifest, evident, clear, 
A mutazahhik, A laugher, mocker. 
A S ^ 1 " mutazarrib, Beaten; agitated, 

disturbed, uneasy, shaking. 
A m u t d z a r r i r , Injured, harmed, op-

pressed. 
ty^ mutazarri', Humbled; a suppliant. 

A mutazarrim, Xindled (tire or 
rage). 

A mutaza"af, Regarded as weak, 
obscure, aud contemptible ; — muta?a"if, 
One who looks on as weak (za'if) ; obscure, 
despised. 

A mutazammid, Bandaged (wound). 
A ( J ^ A I * mutazammin, What compre-

hends, contains, includes ; a surety, bonds-
man, sponsor. 

A mutazaiyif, Become a guest 
(zaif). 

A (JK-AA* mutazaiyiq, Hemmed in ; strait-
ened. 

A mutatdbiq, Suited, agreeable to. 
A ( ^ U O X * mutatd'in, Mutual in spearing; 

taunting each other. 
A t f a ^ mutatdwi', Humble, submissive, 

obedient, compliant. 
A JFCUSI* mutatdhir, Cleansed, purified. 
A mutafibb, A practitioner in medi-

cine. 
A s-As^* mutatabbib, A student of the 

art of medicine; a medical practitioner. 
A gfa^ mutatabbi', Implanted by nature, 

innate. 
A mutatabbiq, Agreeable to, suit-

able. 
A mutatarrib, One who moves 

briskly from joy or pain; a singer; one 
who makes cheerful and exhilarates. 

A jfa* muiaf.arriz, Embroidered (hem). 
A ̂ Jfa* mutatarrif, (A camel) grazing at 

the edge of a field, and not mixing with 
the others. 

A \$fa* mutatarriq, Struck; separated; 
taking or leading away. 

A mutata"im, A taster, trier, sipper. 
A Jalai" mutatajjil, An uninvited guest. 
A mutatallib, Inquisitive ; a seeker. 
A f f a * mutatalliOne who looks at, 

waits for ; informed, apprized of. 
A ^faz* mutatalli, Anointed, Bmeared, 

daubed. 
A ^ R - A O I - midatammis, Obliterated, erased. 
A zfa* mutatauwih, A wauderer, vagrant. 
A £fa* mntatauwi', Obedient; a volun-

teer (in a holy war) ; a doer of works of 
supererogation. 

A mutatauwif, One who moves 
round. 

A tifa" mutatamviq. Adorned with a 
chain or a collar; collared. 

A yfa* mutatahhir, Purified, cleansed, 
washed; sanctified. 

A S-VKW* mutataiyib, Embalmed; per-
fumed. 

A fas* mutataiyir, Who views as a bad 
omen. 

A ^ U S A * mutazalim, Reciprocal in com-
plaining of injuries; injuring one another. 

A y&U^FC- mutazdhir, Joined back to back ; 
mutually auxiliary. 

A <Jfa* mutazarrif, An affecter of ele-
gance. 

A fax* mutazaffir, Victorious, triumphant. 
A JA^* mutazallil, Shaded, over-sha-

dowed. 
A (AkA* mutazallim, Darkened, obscure; 

injured, oppressed, aggrieved; a wronger; 
a complainer of wrongs ;—mutazallimi ddd-
fafiwdh, An oppressed person demanding 
justice. 

A {fao^* mutazannin, mutazanni, One 
who thinks, opines, surmises, or suspects. 

A yfa* mutazahhir, A pronouncer of a 
formula of divorce upon his wife. 

A &* mat' (v.n.), Advancing (day) ; 
rising high (sun) ; preponderating (scale 
of a balance) ; enjoying a thing, reaping 
advantage of i t ;—mat' , mut' (v.n.), Being 
liberal and beneficent; being ingenious; 
being graceful and elegant;—mita', muta' 
(pi. of mit'at, mut'at), Fruits, advantages; 
victuals in sufficiency. 

> W-JU^* muta'dtib, Mutually recrimi-
native. 

A muta'adil, Parallel to each other. 
A T^Ua* muta'adi, Mutually hostile. 
A <J>fa** muta'driz, Contrary, opposed to 

each other; engaged in imitating, or doing 
anything like one another; conflicting, 
contradictory. 

A <-ifaz* muta* drif, Well known to each 
other; mutually known; common usage;— 



mardumani muta'drif, The common people, 
the vulgar (m.c.). 

a muta'drifi, Ordinary, common 
(m.c.)-

a " M ; ^ muta'drif lyat, Celebrity, noto-
riety. 

A J j ^ * muta'dzil, Remote, removed, re-
tiring, receding, withdrawing from each 
other. 

A ^sft* muta1 azl, Reciprocal in consoling 
or exhorting to the exercise of patience. 

muta'dair, Difficult; hard, firm; 
mutually perplexed. 

A muta'ashir, Intimate, familiar; 
mixed. 

A C-AKU.^ muta'dtif, Inclined to each 
other. 

A muta'dqib, fem. muta-
'dqibat, muta'dqiba, Successive, following, 
pursuing; subsequent; afterward -,—muta-
'dqibu 'l-iourud, Coming successively, arriv-
ing one after another ;—samardti muta-
'dqiba, Fruits following in their season. 

A J I U ^ * muia'dqid, Leagued, confederate. 
A U-S'L*^* muta'dhis, Inverted, turned. 
A Jt*^- muta'dl, High, sublime ;— Jchu-

ddyi muta'dl, The most high God. 
A muta'dlim, Known to each other,; 

known of all. 
A J ^ * muta'ali, High, lofty, exalted; 

one who draws near. 
A muta'dmil, United by commerce; 

transacting business with each other. 
A muta'dmi, One who shams blind-

ness. 
A ( J I ^ * muta'aniq. Mutual in embracing. 
Amuta'awar, Borrowed;—muta'awir, 

Reciprocal, alternate in doing (anything). 
A muta'awis, Acceptor of a sub-

stitute. 
A muta'awin, Leagued for mutual 

aid. 
A JUBU^- muta'ahid, Confederate, cove-

nanted ; a contractor; one who enters into 
an engagement for the revenue ;—afsardni 
muta'ahid, Covenanted officers (m.c.) ; — 
ghair-muta'ahid, Uncovenanted. 

a (^AfcUi* muta'dhidln (obi. pl. of the 
preceding used as noni.), Confederates, &c. 

A S - I ^ * ^ * muta'dyib, muta'd,yir, Em-
ployed in mutual upbraidings. 

A S - * ^ mut'db, Fatigued, tired ;—mut'ib, 
One who fatigues or overworks ; toilsome. 

A mat'abat, A place of fatigue. 
A JLJJU^ muia'dbbad, A place of worship; 

—muta'abbid, Devout, bigoted, fanatic ; re-
fractory, stubborn; one who receives as a 
servant Qabd). 

A C^JLJJU^. muta'abbadat, The ceremonies 
and sacrifices prescribed in the pilgrimage 
to Mecca. 

A muta'abbia, Frowning, crabbed, 
austere. 

mit'at, mut'at (v.n. of Per-

forming the ceremonies at Mecca, making 
the sacred visitation called 'umrah; use, 
enjoyment, advantage, benefit; taking a 
wife on the understanding of dismissing 
her after a few days' cohabitation ;—mut'at, 
mut'a, A temporary marriage of the de-
scribed kind ; a present to a woman divorced 
from her husband; a bucket, an urn;— 
muta'tu 't-taldq, Money and clothes given 
to a wife at the time of divorce. 

A muta'attih, Angry, scolding, 
chiding. 

A muta'ajjib, Astonished, amazed; 
filled with admiration; wonderful, strange. 

a muta'ajjibdna, Wondrous. 
A J * * ^ muta'ajjil, Hasty, one who seizes 

hastily. 
A muta'addid, Many, various; in 

great number (over 10,000) ; ready, pre-
pared, expeditious ;—muta'addid bi-hi, Of 
which account is to be made; of account or 
note. 

A muta'adarn, Lacking, wanting, 
deficient. 

A muta'addl, Who or what passes 
by, or from one to another ; active, trans-
itive, causal (verb) ; a transgressor, wicked 
wretch, scoundrel; epidemic ; contagious ; 
infected by a contagious disorder. 

A muta'azzir, Difficult, impossible; 
an apologist; deserving of pardon. 

A muta'arrib, Oue who lives 
amongst, and becomes like an Arabian; 
not a pure Arabian. 

A frf-^ muta'arrij, Oblique, scaleno 
(edifice). 

A muta'arriz, An opposer, hinderer, 
withstander; one who causes pain or 
trouble ; averse ; undertaking rashly ; inter-
meddling with. 

A muta'arrif, A pryer into another 
person's secrets, curious to know ; one who 
confesses. 

A muta'arriq, Perspiring. 
A muta'azzib, Bachelor, unmarried. 
A muta'azzil, Dismissed, cashiered, 

removed from office ; retired. 
muta'aesir, Difficult, impossible, 

intricate, hard to be explained; pressing 
(necessity) ;—muta'aaeiru 'l-husul, Difficult 
to obtain, arduous;—muta'aaairu'l-mwrur, 
Difficult to pass, bard to be got over. 

A S-VA**^ muta'ashshib, Fed on, or fat-
tened by green herbage or grass ('ushb). 

A muta'ashshiq, A lover, sweet-
heart. 

A muta'a&h&hi, One taking his sup-
per ; purblind at night. 

A ^r-sexz* muta'assib, Attached to one's 
people ; helping them ; partial, prejudiced ; 
zealous; bigoted; superstitious. 

A m u t a ' a s s i r , Expressed, squeezed 
out (juice). 

A (muta'assim, Protected, kept safe. 



A (j-**" muta'assi, Who beats off with a 
stick ; rebellious; difficult, intricate (affair). 

A muta'attir, Perfumed, highly 
sceuted. 

A YSJWA- muta'attish, One who pretends 
to be a th i rs t ; wishful, desirous, eager, 
curious. 

A muta'attif, Indulgent, favour-
ably inclined. 

A muta'attil, Idle, unemployed. 
A muta'a,ttilat,Unadorned (woman). 
A mida'atti, One who begs a 

present. 
A mutta'iz, Admonished ; one who 

takes admonition in good part, or follows 
advice. 

A mida'azziin, Proud, haughty, 
stately.• 

A muta'affif, Chaste, continent, 
absteminous; studying to keep oneself 
pure. 

A muta'ajfin, Putrid, stinking, noi-
some ; rotten (rope). 

A S — m u t a ' a q q i b , Punished for faults. 
A muta'aqqid, Consolidated, fas-

tened together; concreted. 
A muta'aqqil, Intelligent, wise, 

learned. 
A muta'akhiz, Propped by a cratch 

or staff. 
A muia'akkis, A crawler, as a 

viper. 
A IJBTX* muta'allaq, A place where any-

thing may be suspended ; an interest;— 
muta'alliq, Belonging to, dependent upon, 
connected with, touching, concerning; 
Bticking close to ; a kinsman ; a dependant; 
addicted, dedicated, attached; possessed of 
a bare subsistence muta'alliqi gati khdss, 
Persona], private ; — muta'alliqi fi'l, An 
adverb;—muta'alliqi muharrir, Pertaining 
to a clerk, clerical. 

A muta'alliqat (pi. of muta'alli-
qat), Dependencies, appurtenances, circum-
stances ; children, family, domestics. 

a yUlxs^ muta'alliqdn (P. pi. of muta-
'alliq), Children, family; domestics, ser-
vants, &c. 

a muta'alliqa, A dependency, &c.; 
—muta'allaqa'i khandan, Pertaining to a 
family ; domestics, dependants. 

a muta'allaqln (obi. pi. of muta-
'alliq used as nom.), = y^al*^ q.v. 

A JUi - muta'allil, One who offers a rea-
son or excuse. 

A /J**" muta'allim, Taught, instructed; 
one who applies himself to learn; a learner, 
student, scholar, disciple; a teacher. 

A J * ^ muta'alli, High ; one who ascends 
gradually. 

A muta'ammid, Serious, attentive, 
earnest. 

A muta'ammiq, Carried far in a 
discourse; entering deeply into a matter. 

muta'ammil, Studious, pains-
taking. 

A J * * * ^ muta'ammim, Dressed in a turban. 
a ytAAxŝ . muta'anniddn (P. pi. of muta-

'annid), Enemies. 
A annl, Tired, jaded, fatigued. 
a v y * ^ mat'ub, Fatigued ; oppressed; 

vexed. 
A CY*** muta'auwij, Bent, crooked, curved. 
A muta'auwid, Accustomed, used to. 
A muta'awmz, One who takes re-

fuge. 
A muta'auwiq, Averted, turned 

away from; hindered, 
a mut'a, Taking a wife on the con-

dition of dismissing her after a few days, 
a temporary marriage (allowed by the 
Shi'as but considered illegal by the Sun-
ni s) ; a woman married in that way (m.c.) ; 
cohabitation; use, enjoyment, advantage, 
profit. (See A. 

A muta'ahhid, Continually engaged 
in the same act ; attentive to; undertaking, 
engaging in. 

A S-^s*^* muta'aiyib, A reproacher, ac-
cuser. 

A muta'aiyish, Possessed of a suffi-
ciency to support life, who has just enough 
to live upon; supported by his own in-
dustry. 

A muta'aiyin, Public, open, plain, 
manifest, conspicuous; certain, determined, 
constituted, appointed, deputed; one who 
follows with the eye ; one who injures by 
the evil eye. 

a mata'ayyana, A station, post, 
command; an appointment; establish-
ment. 

A (/H^* mutaghdbin, Mutually fraudu-
lent. 

A J ^ s * mutaghdzil, Mutually engaged in 
amorous blandishments. 

A JJUs* mutagjidfil, One who shams 
negligence. 

A mutag&dlib, Victorious in turns. 
A J ^ * mutaghall, Tall, long, luxuri-

ant (grass) ; high (price). 
mutaghdmiz. Winking at one 

another. 
A J ^ s * mutaghdnl, Independent of one 

another. 
A mutaghdyib, Absent. 
A SajAju* mutaghdyiz, Enraged at one 

another. 
A mutaghaddi, One who break-

fasts ; one who dines early. 
A Az+mtdag&azzi, Nourished, fed upon. 
A SJY^X" mutagharrib, On foreign travel; 

far distant; a comer from the west (gbarb). 
A mutagharrid, A songster, warbler. 
A JIYCV. mutaaharghir. One gargling hia 

throat. 
A J)*** mutaghazzil, A Writer of erotic 

poetry. 



( 1164 ) 
in his ablu-A. mutagfyxssil, Nice 

tion. 
mutagfiashshl, Who covers him-

self. 
A S - - ^ - muta g haz zib, Angered, enraged. 
A tfMz* mutagfaazzin, Wrinkled, puck-

ered. 
A mutaghattl, Covered, hid. 
a mutaghaffil, Careless, negligent; 

one who affects to be careless or negligent. 
a s-^AX'* mutaghallib, Overcoming, vic-

torious ; dominant, powerful. 
A -WA^ mutaghammid, A concealer, a 

hider; (God) receiving into his mercy. 
A mutaghannifCoquettish (woman). 
A mutaghannim, One who looks 

upon and considers as prey. 
A ̂ yAx* mutaghannl, A singer; polite; 

amorous: contented; a praiser; a dis-
parager. 

A S-'GAI"'* mutaghaiyib. Absent, dis-
appeared. 

A-ytto* mutagiiaiyir, Disturbed, perplexed, 
stupefied ; altered, changed, deteriorated ; 
amended; mutable, inconsistent. 

A BA*^ mutaghaiyiz, Angry, wrathful ; 
intensely hot (noon-tide). 

A (JJ^* mutaf ati, One who consults a 
mufti, or man learned in the law. 

A (JIOAK-* mutafahish, An obscene talker. 
mutaf akhir. Mutually boastful. 

A ^ - - U I * mutafasih, One who makes room 
for another (in an assembly) ; comfortably 
seated. 

A A-TO^ mutafdsid, Mutually alienated. 
A mutafasih, Pompously eloquent. 
A J-aUu-* mutafdzil, Engaged in a dispute 

about excellence; mutually ambitious of 
superiority. 

A mutafdqid, In search of one 
another. 

A mutafdnl, Destructive of each 
other (in war); mutually exterminatory. 

A mutafdwit, Distinct, separate, 
distant, different; interrupted. 

A mutafdyid, Mutually beneficial. 
A JJU^* mulafa'U, An augurer, diviner. 
A mutafattii, Broken in pieces, 

crumbled ; dropped off. 
A j-xi^ mutafattih, Opened, set wide 

open. 
A fjr&^mutafattish, A searcher, examiner. 
A J ^ * mutafattii, Twisted (rope). 
A l&Az* matfahat, An apple-orchard. 
A (jo^As* mutafahhas, Questioned, exa-

mined ;—mutafahhis, An inquisitor, investi-
gator, examiner. 

A^aeA^* mutafakhkhir, Proud,vain-glorious. 
A e y ^ mutafarrij. One who looks, exa-

mines, walks about, or gazes around ; a 
spectator; one who unbends in the com-
pany of friends. 

A mutafarrid, Alone, sole, by one's 
self. 

A mutaf arris, A judger from signs 
or appearances; a physiognomist; one who 
pretends to be an expert horseman ( f d r i s ) , 

A mutafarri', Produced, originated; 
derived, propagated, branched out, ramify-
ing; very branchy (tree); grafted; belong-
ing to, depending upon. 

A UUUSYU* mutafarri'at, Dependencies; 
derivatives, pertinents, appurtenancies. 

A t f t * mutafarrigh, At leisure; vacant, 
empty. 

A jy^* mutafarraq, Being divided, sepa-
rated ; a place of division and separation ; 
—;mutafarriq, Separate, distinct, different, 
divided, dispersed, scattered, confused, 
dissipated, ruined. 

vtsCiyi^. mutafarriqdt, Scattered things ; 
various things; sundries, miscellaneous 
articles; the various items (of an account); 
scattered portions of land. 

A dd8yU/» mutaf arriqat, mutafarriqa, Horse-
guards, sptarmen, or archers attending a 
king when he travels. 

A mutafarriqlyat, Dispersion. 
A mutafassih, Spacious, roomy; 

one who makes room for ; comfortably and 
widely seated. 

A fftiz* mutafassih, Eloquent, rhetorical; 
one who takes great pains to appear 
eloquent. 

A J-IAK-* mutafazzil, Excellent, eminent; 
one who pretends to, and assumes a supe-
riority over bis fellows ; a benefactor ; clad 
daily in the same dress. 

A JLAI^* mutafattir, Split, cleft, divided. 
A ift&z* mutafattin, Considerate, thought-

ful. 
A muttafiq, Consenting, agreeing, 

consentient, agreed; corresponding, con-
curring (testimonies); confederate, con-
spiring ; united, uniform ; nearly related; 
an accomplice, abettor, conspirator; the 
fifth circle (da'ira) of the metres ;—mutta-
fiqu 'r-rdy, Agreeing in opinion ;—muttafiq 
'alai-hi, Agreed upon. 

A muttafiq-an,. AJlMs* muttafiqana, 
Together, at the same time, on one accord 
(m.c.). 

A AS&O* mutafaqqid, Deprived of, or in 
search of a lost or missing object. 

A mutafaqqih, Skilled in the divine 
law. 

A mutafakkir, Contemplative, 
thoughtful ; given to consideration; 
serious, pensive, grave ; amazed;—(<qu-
wati) mutafakkira, Contemplation, the 
reflecting power ; mind. 

A s^a^ mutafannin, Possessed of a variety 
of sciences, modes, ways, or arts. 

A mutafanrti, Artful, crafty, vi-
cious. 

A mutafau wit, Escaped, passed by. 
A SJ^. mutafauwih, One who opens his 

mouth to speak; a speaker. 
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A (up* mutafahhim, One who understands 
by little and little ; intelligent. 

A •miitaqabil, Opposite; face to 
face. 

A Jjtes* mutaqdtil, Mutually slaughterous. 
A pjU** mutaqddam, (in law) Such a 

distance of time as suffices to prevent 
punishment; it operates somewhat similar 
to our statutory limitation ;—mutaqadim, 
Ancient, antique, prior to. 

A jlfia* mutaqdrr, Mutually agreed. 
A ^fate* mutaqarib, Near to each other, 

proximate; a metre ( f a ' u lun re-
peated eight times). 

A i r f jU^ mutaqaribiyat, Proximity. 
A mutaqdriz, Mutually encomiasti-

cal. 
A Zfa** mutaqdri', Engaged in casting 

lots. 
A (JYTEI* mutaqdrin, Joined, united to-

gether. 
A mutaqdsim, Confederate, leagued, 

sworn to each other; agreed to divide 
(property) amongst themselves. 

A^fU^* mutaqdsir, Unequal to the per-
formance of a thing ; one who pretends to 
he short. 

A ( J - ^ A X * mutaqdzi, An exacter or receiver 
(of payment of a debt) j1 a dun ; importu-
nate. 

A muiaqatir, Whatever drops or 
trickles; coming in a train, one after 
another. 

A gtA&O. mutaqdtiParted from each 
other. 

A mutaqd'id, Sedentary, stationary, 
inactive; whosoever abstains, desists, or 
recedes; (a garrison-soldier) exempted 
from joining tbe army. 

A T^Ux- mufaqd'is, One whose back goes 
in and breast sticks out. 

A JUa* mutaqdll, One who considers as 
small, few, or trifling (qalll), 

A^ASX* mutaqamir, Engaged at a game 
of dice, or in play for a wager. 

A JjUi* mutaqdwil, Engaged in a chat. 
A mutaqdmm, Upin arms mutually. 
A mutaqabbi, Dressed in the tunic 

qaba'. 
A muiaqaddir, Measured, propor-

tioned; pre-ordained; ready, prepared. 
A I ^ A & O * mutaqaddis, Purified, made 

holy. 
A FA&S* mutaqaddim, One who goes before 

or leads the way ; excelling, superior; an-
cient, anterior, past, preceding; antique ; a 
chief, president, principal, governor; an 
offering, a present. 

A mutaqaddam-an, In old time, 
long ago. 

A J J ^ A & O * mutaqaddamin (obi. pi. used 
as nom.), The ancients. 

A ̂ fa^* mutaqarrib, One who approaches 
or fears (God); one who has free access 
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to a king; a royal relation or favourite; 
adjacent, near, allied. 

A tfa*" mutaqarrih, Ulcerated, eaten of 
sores. 

mutaqarrir, Confirmed, established. 
A muiaqarri', Addicted to sacred 

reading ; devout, holy, pious. 
A mutaqassit, Engaged in making 

an equal distribution. 
A mutaqassim, A scatterer; scat-

tered. 
1 A mutaqashshir, Peeled, barked 

(tree). 
A mutaqazzl, Piuished, ended ; 

extinct, annihilated ; pouncing (hawk). 
a famutaqattir, Sweetly-scented, per-

fumed. 
A mutaqattiCut into several 

parts; (wine) diluted with (water). 
A •mutaqa"id, Unable or loth TO do 

anything. 
A m u t a q a " i r , Deep well; carried far 

in a speech. 
A mutaqaffl, A follower or tracker 

of another's steps; an imitator. 
A ^Sa^* mutaqallib, Turned inside out; 

converted, inverted ; expert, dexterous in 
business. 

A A&W* mutaqallid, Adorned (with a neck-
lace) ; girt (with a sword). 

A mutaqallls, Dressed in the high-
crowned cap or turban called qalansuwat. 

A mutaqatti', Uprooted, displaced. 
A y+fc* mutaqammir; A winner at dice ; 

a visitor by the light of the moon (qamar). 
A (JA^A*^ mutaqammis, Dressed in a 

shirt. 
A (jjAa** mutqin, One who manages with 

propriety ; one who does (anything) firmly 
and well. 

A muttaqin, Sure of, certain; known. 
A ( ^ I U R F mutaqannis, Pond of the chase ; 

hunter. 
A mutaqanni', Dressed in coif or 

cap. 
A & mutaqaumt, Nourished, main-

tained. 
A cfa^ mutaqauwih, Mattery, ichorous 

(sore). 
A mutaqauwis, Bowed, bent, curved; 

arched (eyebrow); armed with a bow 
(gaus). 

A mutaqauwil, A teller of lies of 
another. 

A mutaqauwim, Of great value ; 
straightened, rectified, corrected. 

A muiaqauwl, Strong, courageous. 
A muttaqT, Abstinent, abstemious, 

temperate, sober; cautious; God-fearing, 
pious. 

A mutaqaiyih, Purulent (sore). 
A XAU mutaqaiyid, Diligent, pains-

taking ; one who imposes restraint on 
himself. 
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A Vsix* mutaqaiyiz, Who pasi 
summer. 

A mutaqaiyil, One who sleeps 
noon. 
' A mutaqaiyiOne who vomits. 

math, An orange. 
A math (v.n.), Cutting; a section, 

segment;—math, mith, An orange;—muth 
(math, mutuh), The urethra of the penis; 
the clitoris or its nerve; that which the 
female circumciser leaves. 

A 'IXx- muttaha', A day-bed, couch, sofa, 
cushion, or anything upon which people 
recline. 

A jtmutahdbir, Proud, haughty, af-
fected. 

A mutakatib, Engaged in a mutual 
correspondence by letter. 

A mutahdtim, Reciprocal in con-
cealing (one's secrets). 

A muiahdrir, Increased, multiplied; 
mutually boastful about numbers or 
wealth. 

A mutahanf, Thick, surcharged. 
A v - J ^ * mutahdzib, Mutually false, 

tying-
A pftz* mutahdrim, Honourable, pure. 
A SJIXA- mutahdrih, Unwilling, reluctant. 
A mutakari, One who takes on 

hire. 
A mutahdsil, Indolent, slothful. 
A mutakashif, Mutually commu-

nicative of each other's failings. 
A mutakdfi, Equal, correspondent. 
A mutakalim, Engaged in conver-

sation after having been distant. 
A jACv* mutakamil, Entire, perfect, 

complete. 
A JA^&W mutahdkil, Negligent, remiss; 

lazy ; related to the tribe of Kahlan. 
A mutahayid, Mutually deceitful, 

insidious. 
A mutahdyis, Sagacious, quick. 
A Ji^x* mutahdyil, Measuring to one 

another. 
A mutahabbir, Proud, haughty, 

arrogant; lofty ; a name of God. 
a d-Mj-g-O - mutahabbir ana, Haughtily, 

proudly. 
A mutahattib, Drawn up in squad-

rons (hatibat). 
A ftz* mutahassir, Multiplied, enriched; 

who makes a great display of what he 
does not possess. 

A Jas&RF* mutakahhil, Anointed with eye-
powder. 

A mutahaddir, Turbid ; disturbed, 
afflicted. 

A S J - 3 ^ * mutahazzib, The inventor of a 
l ie; one who takes pains to tell lies; one 
who charges with falsehood. 

A m u t a h a r r i r , Reiterated, repeated; 
irresolute, wavering. 

A pft** mutaharrim, One who makes 

pretensious to generosity; honoured, praise-
worthy. 

A mutaharrik, Fastidious, disgusted 
with ; crabbed, grim, hideous, sad. 

A S — m u t a k a s s i b , Bent on making 
money. 

A j — m u t a k a 8 8 i r , Broken in pieces. 
A mutakashshif, Uncovered, ex-

posed. 
A mutakaffil, A surety, bail, bonds-

man. 
A J*** muttakal, One to whom aught is 

entrusted. 
A mutakallif, A meddler in what 

concerns him not ; pains-taking, striving ; 
one who attempts more than is required; 
a troubler. 

A mutakallil, Crowned; slightly 
flashing (cloud). 

A mutakallam, A place for speakin g; 
—mutahallim, A speaker, orator, declaimer; 
an advocate, a spokesman; (in gram.) the 
(pronoun of the) first person;—mutakallimi 
malih, An eloquent orator, a pleasant talker. 

A mutakammil, Perfect, complete. 
A (^Sa^ mutahammin, Ambushed ; licr-

in-wait. 
A mutakammi, Cased in armour. 
A mutakannl, Described by a 

metonymy. 
A mutahauwin, Become, brought 

into existence (haun), bred, engendered. 
A y V ^ mutakahhin, A predicter, prophet. 
A E. muttakV, Supported, propped 

or sits (especially 
down to sleep; a 

one who leans, reclines, 
from the heels); laid 
couch. 

yxJcL* muthidan, To murmur; to chide 
one in a muttering strain (probably mis-
reading for q.v.); according to 
others, to make water. 

A (-IJ^O:-* mutahaiyif, Described, defiued 
in form and quality; intoxicated; inebri-
ated (see 

A mutaldhiz, Mutually looking back. 
A mutaldhiq, Successive, following 

in a continued series, reaching, toucbiug; 
added, augmented (one following another). 

A mutalakimat, mutalahima, (A 
wound) inflicted on the fleshy part of the 
head, and which does not penetrate the 
pericranium; close, impervious (womau), 
from extreme fleshiness. 

A mutalaziq, Courageous, continued. 
A mutalashi, Vanishing, annihi-

lated ; vain, of no moment, worthless; (from 
P. taldsh) an inquirer, searcher. 

A mutalatif, Mutually benevolent. 
A mutaldtim, Buffeting one an-

other ; battered, dashed together, agitated 
(as the waves); — mutaldtim shudan, To 
become agitited (m.c,). 

A ( f t k * mutald'in, Cursing or invoking 
maledictions on each other. 



A mitldf, Extravagant. 
A J ^ * mutaldql, Met together face to 

face. 
A mutala'li', Glittering, resplen-

dent. 
A pfa* mutaldwim, Mutually recrimina-

tive. 
A mutalahi, Engaged in- play, 

amusing one another, or in soothing care 
or grief. 

A mutaldbbid, Adhering, sticking to-
gether, feltered, impacted, matted (wool or 
hair) ; caked (dung). 

A mutalabbis, Clothed, clad, dressed. 
A Ĵ Ax* mutalassim, One whose mouth is 

veiled. 
A mutalajjim, Bridled (horse). 
A tjijtel^. mutalahhif, One who takes or 

makes up a sheet ( l i h d f ) , 
A mutalahhiq, Consecutive, in a 

line. 
A o * ^ * mutalahhl, One who passes the 

turban-sash under the chin (lihyat). 
A Ax- mutlad, Riches, hereditary wealth ; 

slaves or cattle brought forth in the family 
and descending by way of heritage; a slave 
brought from abroad as a boy and reared 
amongst the Muhammadans;—muilid, Pos-
sessed of hereditary wealth; owner of slaves 
or cattle bred in his house;—mutallad, Old, 
ancient;—mutallid, Who collects, hoards 
Up, assembles ; who wards off, prevents. 

A oAx* mutalazziz, Who delights in; 
relishes. 

A fj^lx* mutalassis, A robber, freebooter. 
A i-Akli* mutalattif, Kind, favourably in-

clined. 
A J J ^ mutalazzl, Blazing, flamy (fire). 
A mutala'Hb, An incorrigible 

player. 
A i-AU* matlaf,' A dangerous place ; a 

desert;— mitlaf, Profuse;—mutl i f , A de-
stroyer, ruiner; a consumer, prodigal. 

A mutalaffiz, A. pronouncer, articu-
lator. 

A mutalajjim, One whose mouth or 
nose is veiled with the veil lifdm. 

A mutalaqqib, Titled, surnamed. 
A UaU* mutalaqqit, A gatherer, picker up. 
A mutalaqqin, Taught; a learner 

by heart. 
A JIA* mutalaqqi, One who arrives, meets, 

encounters, or visits; conceiving (woman). 
A mutalammis, One who asks again 

and again; surname of a celebrated Arab 
poet. 

A mutalauwis, Dirtied, stained, de-
filed. 

A mutalauwit, Addicted to sodomy. 
A mutalauwin, Changeable, variable ; 

of different hues, various ;—mutalauwinu 
jt-jtah', Of changeable or fickle disposition, 
capricious ; — mutalauurin shudan, To be 
altered, to change colour. 

a t^'f ofa* mutalauwin-mizdj, Capricious. 
A s—v^* mutalahhib, Bright, blazing 

(fire). 
A mutalahhis, (A dog) that lolls 

out his tongue from thirst; (a man) 
making haste, breathing hard. 

A "W.̂ Li* mutalahhis-an, Ardently, wish-
fully. 

A ^ ^ mutalahM, A player, sporter. 
A J * * mutli, mutliyat, A camel fol-

lowed by her colt. 
A mutallaydt, Camels with their 

young. 
a ^Ai* mutalaiyin, Gentle, placid, benign; 

bland, fawning. 
A mutamm, Something superadded 

to a measure already full, the blessing ; the 
place at which the navel is cut;—mutimm, 
A completer, perfecter; a woman with 
child, gone her full time ; the full moon, 

A rautamasil, Coequal. 
A A^UX- mutamdjid, Contentious about 

glory. 
A JEAFCX* mutamdhil, fem. mutamdhilat, 

mutamahila, Long, extensive ; tall and tre-
mulous ; (a bouse) distant from other 
dwellings; — umiiri mutamahila, Affairs 
long, tedious, and trying. 

A cA+j;,* mutamddih, Mutually laudatory. 
A mutamadl, One who perseveres 

in, continues, prolongs, or protracts. 
A u^fa^* mutamdriz, One who shams 

sickness. 
A tfa^* mutamdzih, Engaged in mutual 

jesting. 
A y-Ux* mutamass, Contiguous, in con-

tact. 
A tA-U^- mutamdsik, Powerful; holding 

fast. 
A ^ U ^ mutamdshf, Walking out to-

gether. 
AjkWx* mutamatir, (A cloud) which pours 

forth rain one while, and ceases the next; 
rained on in one place, but not in an-
other. 

A midamdlik, Able; who has in 
his power. 

A CŜ Ux* mutamdwit, One who feigns to 
be dead; a hyprocite in religion, 

A mutamatjiz, Extraordinary, highly 
distinguished (m.c.). 

A mutamdyil, Waving from side 
to side ; leaning over ; inclining. 

A gz+Z'* mutamatti, Possessed of, enjoy-
ing, delighting in; one who remains at 
Mecca, and performs there the solemnities 
mut'ah. 

A J i - ^ mtdamassil, A propounder of 
parables ; one who applies a metaphor or 
adage; an imitator; like, resembling; one 
who retaliates. 

A midamajjid, Glorified. 
A mutamajjia, Become a fire-

worshipper. 



a C^*^ mutamaddih, Boastful; a fisher 
for compliments. 

A mutamaddid, Extended, out-
stretched. 

A mutamarrid, Stubborn, disobe-
dient, rebellious ; beardless ; one who out-
strips, gets before. 

A \J>)+z» mutamarriz, Languid, dull, 
heartless. 

A mutamarrigh, Wallowing (horse). 
A C — m u t a m a s s i h , One who rubs one 

thing against another. 
A mutamassikh. Metamorphosed. 
A mutamassik, Retentive, hold-

fast, tenacious ; one who holds back. 
A mutamashshi, Proceeding, going 

on; practised (in law); drawing to the 
end, about to be finished. 

A mutamassis, One who sucks or 
sips. 

A mutama"iq, Carried far in speech J 
deep, profound; bad-tempered. 

A mutamaqqit, Mutually inimical. 
A mutamahkis, Slow, tedious, 

dilatory. 
A mutamakkin, Powerful, possessed 

of great authority ; inhabiting, residing, 
fixed, located; an inhabitant;—ismi mu-
tamakkin, A declinable noun (opp. to ghair 
mutamahhin " indecl inable") ; — ismi mu-
tamakkini amkan, A noun fully declinable, 
a triptote. 

a yUX*^ mutamahkindn (P, pl. of muta' 
mahhin), Residing, &c.;—mutamakkin&ni 
wildyai, Inhabitants of the country; pea-
sants. 

A mutamallih, A manufacturer or 
vendor of salt ([milh) ; one who cries out 
" well done ! " 

A JJJL^J* mutamallis, Polished, smoothed, 
shining. 

A ^jU^* mutamalliq, Kind, gracious; a 
flatterer, fawner; bland. 

a mutamalliqdna, Soothingly, 
blandly. 

A uiiUi* mutamallih, Possessed of, made 
ruler. 

A JU^-mutamallil, Restless through pain. 
A mutamalmil, Uneasy, restless 

in bed. 
A mutmam, Complete, perfect, en-

tire. 
A mutammam, Over and above a 

medium ; name of a poet;—mutammim, A 
completer, perfecter, finisher; (in math.) 
a complement; one who runs to despatch 
a wounded man ; one who hangs an amulet 
round the neck of an infant to protect it 
against fascination. 

A mutarnanni', One who refrains or 
holds back; victorious, bold, triumphant; 
firm, strong. 

A mutarnanni, One who wishes, 
hopes, asks, or prays; a reader of a manu-

script ; an inventer, feigner, l iar; (in 
gram.) the optative mood. 

A mutamanniydt, Objects of 
desire. 

A CY^* mutamauwij, Boisterous, dashing, 
swelling, surgy, raging; overflowing, boil-
ing over. 

A Jr^ mutamauwil, Rich, wealthy, opu-
lent. 

A mutamahhir, Quick, ingenious, 
intelligent. 

A J V * ^ * mutamahhil, Gentle, deliberate, 
slow. 

mutamaiyiz, Separated, distin-
guished'; distinct; discriminating; split-
ting with rage. 

A main (v.n.), Striking on the side 
of the back ; drawing out lengthwise; tra-
velling ; a man strong in the back; a hard 
piece of ground; the middle of a road; the 
text of a book; the loins. 

A mutanaji, Engaged in private 
chat; whispering to each other. 

A foU^- mutanddim, Engaged in familiar 
ta lk; seated together at a banquet of wine. 

A ^{uj* mutanddl, Engaged in calling 
out to one another. 

AĴ VJJW mutandzir, Mutual in admonish-
ing or deterring. 

A muiandza' (fem. mutanaza'at, 
mutandza'a), Disputed; [ynutandza* fi-hi, 
The object disputed about, the subject of 
controversy;]—mutandzi1 , Engaged in a 
dispute with one another; seizing a thing 
together. 

A mutandzil, Descending together 
into the arena; fighting together. 

A mutandsib, Similar, propor-
tionate. 

A mutandsil, Begotten in succes-
sion. 

A ( J - L ^ mutandsi, One who pretends to 
forget. 

A A&LIW* mutandshad, (A poem) rehearsed 
amongst people;—mutanashid, Engaged in 
repeating verses together. 

A mutandsih, Mutual in admonish-
ing-

A mutandsif, Just, mutually equi-
table. 

A ft^* mutandsil, Who~ has gone or 
come out; a dyed beard (?). 

A mutandtih, Mutual in butting. 
A muiandzir, Opposed, looking at 

one another face to face. 
A ^Ux* mutand'im, Benevolent; a bene-

factor ; tender, delicate. 
A jiUi* mutanafir, Timid, fleeing in a 

panic ; going together before a magistrate. 
A mutandfis, Desirous, wishful, 

eager, particularly when competitory. 
A J j b ^ mutandfi, Engaged in, studious 

of, compassing each other's destruction, or 
driving each other away. 



A yoSUx* mutanaqis, Defective. 
A mutandqiz, Contradictory; a 

promise-breaker. 
A mutandkis, Mutual in breaking 

promises. 
A ̂ S^x* mutandkih, Allied by intermar-

riages. 
A mutandkir, One who shams igno-

rance ; mutually hostile. 
A J ; ^ * mutanawal, Taken ; eaten ;— 

mutandwil, One who takes or carries off; 
an eater. 

A ̂ fax* mutanawal at, Viands. 
A ffaz* mutandwim, One who feigas 

Bleep. 
A ^^Ayt- mutandhi, Arrived at the ut-

most extreme or limit of ; finished, termi-
nated ; averse from anything prohibited ; 
mutual in prohibiting or checking; pro-
vident, prudent, sagacious. 

A mntanabbit, Like a nabatl (see 

A mutanabbih, Waking from sleep; 
circumspect, vigilant, wide awake; turning 
the attention towards; recollecting, re-
membering; one who receives advice and 
profits by it. 

A mutanabbi,
f One who calls him-

self a prophet; a pseudo-prophet; name 
of an Arabian poet. 

A fax* mutanassir, Scattered. 
A e r ' ^ -^ mutanajjis, Polluted, defiled. 
A f+^z* mutanajjim, An astronomer; 

one who counts the stars from wakefulness 
or love ; a star-gazer. 

a mutanjan, Fried or boiled in a 
pan ;—mutanjani gospandl, A kind of dish 
(pilav) made of goats' flesh. 

a fa mutanjan-pildv, Meat, boiled 
jn rice, with spices and sugar (see fa). 

mutanjusha, Mint, spearmint. 
A mutanakhkkil, A sifter. 
A mutanaddim, Penitent, contrite. 
A i^m* mutanaddl, Liberal beyond 

others. 
A Jy*-^ mutanazzil, Slow in descending. 
A i-^x* niutanazzah, A charming, delight-

ful place ;—mutanazzih, Pure, free (from 
vice or stain). 

A s - — ^ midanassib, A claimer of rela-
tionship. 

A 
A 

scented. 
AY 
A ULA^X 
A YOIX* 

(nasrdnl). 
A j^k-x* mutanattiq, A speaker; girded. 
A fax* mutanazzir, One who grants a 

delay; one who waits or expects; a be-
holder. 

A mutanazzif, Neat, nice, spruce, 

mutanassik, Pious, devout. 
midanassim, Fragrant, sweet-

mutanashshir, Spread abroad. 
^ mutanashshif, Bibulous, spongy. 

mutanassir, Turned Christian 

delicate; anxious to be neat and 

mutanazzim, Arranged, well-

mutana'Hl, Fitted with shoes, 

clean, 
clean. 

A fjfti '•'•>» 

strung, 

shod. 
A mutana"im, Soft and delicate; 

• affluent; fortunate, an enjoyer of the de-
lights and comforts of life; salubrious, 
agreeable (climate or country). 

A mutanaahghim. A low reader or 
singer. 

A ̂ AIX- mutanajfikh, One who blows with 
the mouth, or who makes the noise u]ck ukk. 

A AAAX* mutanaffiz, Passed by or through. 
A jAxz* mutanajfir, Averse, abhorring. 
A mutanaffis, Possessed of breath; 

an a n i m a l m u t a n a j j i s e na-manda bud, 
There remained no living creature (m.c.). 

A JAJJO* mutanaffil, One who does more 
than the law requires; one who takes 
more of the spoil ( a n f d l ) than his com-
panions. 

A s-^x* mutanaqqib, Covered with a 
veil. 

A mutanaqqid, Ready-money pay-
master. 

A AŜ X- mutanaqqiz, A rescuer, deliverer. 
A mutanaqqil, Translated, trans-

ported ; copied ; portable ; taking fruit and 
the like as a dessert after wine. 

A. fas* mutanakkir, Disguised, altered, 
travesty, incognito. 

A j4m* mutanammir, Surly, sulky, growl-
ing. 

A mutanammil, In motion like ante. 
A mutanauwir, Illuminated; one 

who sees a fire at a distance; anointed 
with the depilatorv unguent nurah, (see 

A t t ^ mutanauwi', Various, of different 
kinds, sorts, or forms. 

A mutanauwim, Sleepy. 
A y* matv) (v.n.), Stretching (a rope). 

mutawdtir, Successive, consecu-
tive ; in an uninterrupted order (as chrono-
logies or quotations); metrical scheme in 
which is found a movable letter between 
two quiescents, as the 'ain and lam in 
(ĴLĉA* mafd'ilun. 

A S - f t r - mutawasib, Mutual in rushing. 
A JTY^ mutawadd, Fond of, loving each 

other. 
A mutawaris, Possessed of by in-

heritance. 
A mutawarid, Successive, one fol-

lowing another, continued, consecutive. 
A mutawdrl, in P. mutwarl, With-

drawn, lurking, absconding; concealed, 
retired; perplexed, astonished. 

A (jjV^ niutawdzin, Equal in weight. 
A mutawdzl, Parallel (lines) ;—• 

mutawdziyu 'l-azld', A parallelogram. 
A Uu>\f* mutawasif, Engaged in mutuallv 



praising, describing, recounting, or relat-
ing. 

a cH^s* mutawdsil, Joined, fastened 
together ; connected with one another ; 
arrived, come forth. 

A tjr^f* mutawasi, Engaged in commend-
ing, enjoining, or charging each other. 

A mutawaziSubmissive, obe-
dient, humble, respectful, affable, compli-
mentary, complaisant. 

a iiU-tly^. mutawazi*ana 1 Respectfully. 
A mutawd'id, Bound to each 

other by mutual promises; promising to 
one another. 

A flf* mutawdfir, Abundant , copious, 
numerous, many. 

A mutawafiq, Agreed, leagued, 
confederate; (in arithmetic) commensur-
able. 

A mutawdqiFallen over one an-
other, 

A mutawdhilf Trust ing to, relying 
upon one another. 

A mvtawalid, Waxed numerous 
(seed). 

A {jNy* mutawall, Continued, succes-
sive, consecutive, following one af ter 
another. 

A u u ^ Y U mutawaliydt, (pl.) Conse-
quences. 

A ""IAMYT* mutawdliyat-an, Uninterrup-
tedly. 

A mutawdni, Slow, tedious, dila-
tory ; weak, feeble, tired, falling short. 

A mutawdhib, Mutually boun-
teous. 

A mutawaitir, Ha rd (sinew or neck). 
A mutawassiq, Firm, steady in 

business. 
A mutauwaj, Crowned (as the king 

of tbe Persians, mu'ammam implying tur-
bane I, which was the practice of the 
Arabian princes) ; — mutauwij, One who 
crowns. 

A mutawajjid, Sad. 
A fr-f* mutawajji', Pained ; grieved f o r ; 

a singer of the marsiya for the dead. 
A mutaivajjik, Turned, or going 

towards ; a t ravel ler ; one who at tends to, 
or favours ; inclined ; attentive ;— muta-
wajjih shudan, To set ou t ; to turn towards; 
to address (m.c.). 

A CY1- mutuh, A drawer of water ; a well 
f rom which water can be drawn without 
the help of a pulley; extensive (a mountain-
ridge). 

A mutawafyhid, Singular, unparal-
leled, alone, unique. 

A mutawakhish, Desolate, de-
serted ; Beared away ; terrified. 

A mutawahhil, Grown m i r y ; be-
mired. 

A mutawaMkhhim, Unhealthy, un-
wholesome, indigestible; noisome. 

A doyi* mutawaddid, Affectionate, loving. 
A mutawaddi' Meek, quiet, placid. 
A mutawarrid, Coming to water. 
A mutawarris, One who anoints his 

body with the plant wars. 
A mutawarri', Continent, abstinent, 

keeping aloof. 
A mutawarriq, (A camel) fed on 

leaves. 
A mutawarrih, One who rests his 

buttock on his foot at prayer. 
A mutawarrim, Swollen. 

matura (S. mathurd), Namo of a 
city in India. 

A mutawarri, Hidden, lurking. 
A mutawazzir, Chosen to be vazir; 

one exercising this office. 
A t)r-~ mutawaeziDividing, dealing. 
A mutawassikh, Dirtied, soiled 

(clothes). 
A A-JS^ mutawassid, One who puts (a 

thing) under his head to serve as a 
pillow. 

A mutawassit, Seated in the mids t ; 
midway ; middl ing; a mean, an average} 
moderate, mediocre, ordinary, common; 
intermediate; a mediator, intercessor, um-
pire ; a writer who leaves the middle of a 
leaf b l ank ; one who takes the medium 
between good and bad. 

A muiawassitat, Name of a sect. 
A midawassi', Seated at one's 

ease. 
A J — m u t a w a s s i l , Studious of obtain-

ing nearness of access; or of recommend-
ing oneself to the divine notice and favour; 
an intercessor, mediator; one who confides 
in, or relies upon ; adjoining, conjoined. 

A mutawassim, Marked, charac-
terized ; a physiognomist. 

A c^j^1* mutawashshih, Girt with the belt 
wishah, or with a baldrick; decked out, 
adorned. 

mutawassif, Described, cele-
brated. 

A ftf* mutawassil, Desirous of becoming 
un i ted ; joined, uni ted; connected, re-
lated, depending on ; a r r ived; a depen-
dant , connexion. 

A mutawazza', A place where they 
wash before prayer; a lavatory ; a privy. 

A C 4 ^ mutawazzih, Open, clear, mani-
fest, conspicuous. 

A mutawazzi', One who washes 
before prayer. 

A tft}** mutawattin, An inhabitant, resi-
dent, native, dweller; naturalised. 

A "(JTY mutawatti', One who treads 
under foot. 

A my* mutawa"ad, Terrified, frightened, 
alarmed;—mutawa'Hd, A threatener, me-
nacer. 

A fif* mutawaffir, Many, numerous, plen-
t iful , copious, much, abundant , exuberant. 



A ijif* mutawaffiq, Successful, prospe-
rous. 

A J S V " * muta waffd, Received to the mercy 
of God, deceased, dead, defunct; [tawabi'i 
ydri mutawaffd, The family of a deceased 
fr iend;]—mutawaff l , One who pays or re-
ceives the whole of what was due; God 
taking to himself the souls of the jus t ; 
dead, defunct (as paying one's due to God 
or nature). 

A Sif* mutawaqqid, One who kindles. 
A mutawaqqi', An expectant. 
A mutawaqqi/, Slow, tardy, de-

laying, dilatory; one who waits for ; 
persevering. 

A J*f* mutawaqqil, Ascended ; perched 
on a hill; of high degree. 

A ̂ f * mutawaqqi, Timid, cautious. 
A ^ f * mutawakkil, Trusting in God, 

resigned to one's fate. 
A mutawakki', Supported by (a 

staff). 
A AJJ** mutawallid, Begotten, born ; gene-

rated. 
A AIYO. mutnwallih, Amazed, stupefied ; 

sad. 
A <J>f** muta wall!, Superintendent or 

treasurer of a mosque; an administrator 
or procurator of any religious or charitable 
foundation ; a prefect, governor; one who 
turns his back, a fugitive; near; a kins-
man, a friend ; one who receives another as 
Buch ;—mutawaUl'i chlra-zabdn, The planet 
Mercury. 

A &»f* mutawammiq, Received to friend-
ship. 

A mutawahhim, Thinker, imaginer, 
doubter; suspecting, fearing. 

A [$*>f* mutawahhin, Weak, languid 
(affair). 

&z* mata, matta, A gimlet, wimble, 
auger ; a moth ; a weevil. 

A mutahdjir, Removed, separate 
from one another, mutually alienated. 

A mutahajim, An assailant. 
A (•J^* mutakdrim, One who feigns ex-

treme old age or decrepitude. 
A mutakdlik, Fallen ; one who runs 

headlong to ruin ; engaged in destroying 
each other; strong. 

A mutahawin, One who despises, 
neglects, or holds cheap; negligent, in-
curious. 

A tAŝ s-* mutahattik, Torn. 
A f^ir* mutahattim, Broken (front teeth). 
A mutahajjir, Like to one who has 

been obliged to make a hijrah, i.e. to flee 
his country; one who travels in the heat 
of the day (hajlr) . 

A mutahajji, One learning his 
alphabet. 

A J A ^ mutahaddid, A terrifier, threat-
en er. 

A mutahaddim. Pulled down, ruined, 
destroyed, demolished, in ruins. 

A mutahaddl, Guided (by God) 
aright; one who finds the road, or right 
direction. 

A mutahazziz, Shaken (tree by the 
wind). 

A mutahazzim, Injurious, unjustly 
hurtful. 

A JV 1" mutahallil, Cheerful, exulting 
(countenance) ; bright, flashing. 

A muthim, One who goes into a 
sultry country ; one who finds the air un-
healthy ; a thinker, conjecture:*, doubter; 
one who suspects (falsely) j—muttahim, 
Suspected, accused, arraigned; one who 
suspects (falsely). 

H mathut, An occasional tax raised 
to disburse the expenses of repelling in-
vasions and paying indemnities for rob-
beries. 

A jpf* mutahauwir, Violent, furious; 
rash, inconsiderate; one who comes upon 
anything by accident; gone by, passed 
away, elapsed ; ruined, fallen down. 

a d i l j j ^ mutahauwir ana, Rashly, bravely. 
A mutahaiyib, Timid, fearful. 
A "t^irtr* mutahaiyi', Ready, prepared 

for. 
A maty, (v.n. of Extending, 

drawing out ; travelling far mata, matta, 
When? [mata md, Whensoever;—ild (hattd) 
mata, TJnt.il when ?]—matta, Matthew. 

A j-W1^ mutaydsir, One who takes the 
left. 

A mutaydmin, One who goes to 
the r ight; one who arrives in Taman. 

mailt. A weaver's comb. 
A mutayassir, Easy, happily de-

spatched (business) ; ready. 
A fe&j-. mutayaqqiz, Awake. 
A (̂ A-xrf mutayaqqin, Sure of, certain, 

certified. 
fas* mitel, The lamp called plh-soz (see 

<u> p . 271) . 
A mut'im, Twin-bearing (woman). 
A f*?* mutaiyam, Subdued, conquered 

by love ;—mutaiyim, A reducer to slavery 
or servitude; (love) rendering (a man) 
obsequious (to his mistress). 

A Uls* mata-md, Whenever. 
mutayammim, One who uses sand 

when water is not to be had for perform-
ing ablutions. 

A {^f* matin, Strong (castle) ; firm, solid; 
sententious ; text of a book ;—qala'i matin, 
A strong fortification, a firm stronghold. 

mitln, A spade, a shovel. 
mas, Syrup of grapes or dates. 

A mass (v.n.), Wiping the (hands 
with a linen cloth, or rubbing them with 
herbs in order to clean them); rubbing 
(the mustachios) with ointment or po-
matum ; exuding (as a leathern bottle) 



imbibing moisture; tbe place where a 
hunter spreads his n e t ; a premium. 

A masdb, The place at the brink or 
parapet of a well where tbe water-drawer 
s tands ; a place of rendezvous where scat-
tered people assemble ;—musdb, Rewarded ; 
—'inda 'lldh musdb shudan, To be recom-
pensed by God ; to receive a present. 

A masabat, A place to which one re-
tu rns again and again ; an urn, a caravan-
sera ; a s tat ion; the place where a hunter 
spreads his net ; the middle of a well; the 
stone-work round a wel l ; a step, degree, 
point ; manner, likeness; extent. 

A masdr, Place where anything is 
produced, excited, or raised. 

A masdqib (pi. of misqab), Wim-
bles, gimlets, augers, or other boring in-
struments. 

A masdqil (pi. of misqdl), Weights ; 
gold coins of a certain weight; provisions. 

A masdkil, J ^ " ^ masakll (pi. of 
muskil), Bereaved (mothers). 

A JU* misal, Simil i tude; like for like, 
a requital, retaliation ; like, resembling ; 
a command, order, royal mandate ; an ex-
ample, model; form, figure, mode, manner, 
definite quantity ; (in grammar) an assimi-
lated verb (see the article J*> p. 933) ;— 
misdli badr, Resembling the ful l moon;— 
darya-misdl, Like the sea, boundless (in 
generosity) ;— 'dlami misal, The world of 
fancy ; a dream, vision ;—'adlmu 'l-misdl, 
Incomparable. 

A masdlib (pi. of maslubat, mas-
labat), Vices, defects, faults. 

A masdlis (pi. of maslisat), Third 
strings of lutes. 

a misall. Like, resembling. 
A musdmanat (v.n. 3 of -

Agreeing together about a price. 
A iiU- masdnat, The bladder ; the place 

which holds the i'cetus ; — zu'fi masdnat, 
Weakness of the bladder; inability to re-
tain the urine. 

A ^ ^ masanl, The first section (of the 
Qur 'an) , comprising the seven long chap-
ters ; verses recited repeatedly (especially 
those of the Pat ihah) , to avert evil; (pi. 
of masnd) second strings of lutes, &c. ; (pi . 
of masndt) plaits, folds ; the windings of a 
river. 

A C ^ J J U musbat, Bound about with the 
girth sibdt;—musabbat, Established, proved, 
confirmed, written ; — musabbit, One who 
reduces to wri t ing; a fixer, establisher, 
prover. 

A masbut, Fixed, firm. 
A SVp'* musrdt, Whatever multiplies or 

increases wealth, &c. (sarwat). 
A rnisrad, A culinary vessel in which 

the pudding sarld is prepared. 
A (jy** musrl, Rich, affluent. 

A mas', masa' (v.n.), Walking 
awkwardly (a woman). 

A musa'lib, musa'libat, 
musa'liba, A tract of country abounding 
in foxes (sa'lab). 

A misqdl, The weight of a th ing ; a 
gold coin; a weight of a dram and three-
sevenths;—misqdli zarra (habba), A very 
little thing. 

a misqall, Weighing a misqdl; a 
kind of grapes ; a k ind of linen or flax. 

A misqab, A wimble, or other boring 
ins t rument ; sagacious, penetrating ;—mus-
qib, W h a t makes b r i g h t ; a kindler, illumi-
nator. 

A musaqqab, Pierced ;—musaqqib, 
One who perforates often, or pierces full 
of holes ; the kindler of a fire; conspicuous 
(grey hairs) ; an instrument for boring. 

A musaqqabat, Pierced, bored 
(pearl). 

A J ^ * musqal, Weighed down with 
deb t ; overloaded ; —- musqil, Oppressive, 
distressing, painful (load, sleep, disease, or 
guilt). 

A masqub, Bored, drilled, perfo-
rated. 

SY cAfc- mask, Liquorice. 
A J i ^ * muskil, Berea/ved (mother) . 
A maskalat, (A spear) which occa-

sions bereavement;—muskilat, (A poem) 
written upon such a subject ; an elegy. 

A masl (v.n.), Punishing (one) 
quickly (as an example) ; muti lat ing the 
ears, nose, or limbs as a deterrent punish-
ment ; being like, equal to, resembling;—• 
misl, Simil i tude; alike, equa l ; [misli In 
ast ki na-bdshad, I t is like it were not, i.e. 
not worth speaking of, scarcely any (m.c.) ; 
—misli 'utarid budan, To be an able mi-
nister, governor, or secretary (like Mercury); 
—misli mutafarriqa, A file of miscellaneous 
proceedings ;—misli muqaddama, A file or 
record of the case;]—masal, A fable, tale, 
parable, proverb, adage; an example, in-
stance, case in point ; comparison, simile, 
allegory, metaphor ; alike, equal, resem-
bling ; [masali sa'ir, A current proverb ;— 
masal zadan, To utter or originate a proverb; 
to relate a story ;—masal ..guftan, To tell 
pleasant stories ;—ba-masal, f l 'l-masal, For 
instance;]—musul (pi. of misal), Examples; 
commands. 

A masal-an, For example, for instance. 
A masalat, Proverbs ;—musuldt (pi. 

of mv.slat), Punishments. 
a iS'^Jj* masala-ki, As if. 
A maslabat, maslubat (pi, sAUU 

masdlib), In ju ry , reproach, faul t , blemish. 
a ali* maslat,masla, A public or exemplary 

punishment ;—muslat, musla (v.n. of 
Making an example of (a homicide) by 
muti la t ing (him) in the nose, ears, lips, or 



extremities, and leading (him) about the 
streets mounted on an ass. 

A CI-LI- musallas, Made into three, or 
into a th i rd ; t r iangular; a t r iangle ; wine 
boiled to a third part , and mixed with 
sweet herbs ; marked with three points ; 
inflected with any of the three short vowels 
a, i, u; a kind of verse consisting of three 
lines ; [musallasi hdddu ' z-zawdya, Acute-
angled triangle ; — musallasi qd'imu 'z-zd-
wiyat, Right-angled triangle ; — musallasi 
mutasdwi 'l-azld', Equilateral t r iangle;— 
musallasi mutasdwi 's-sdqain, Isosceles tri-
angle ;—musallasi mukhtdlifu 'l-azld', Sca-
lene triangle ; — musallisu munfariju 'z-za-
tviyai, Obtuse-angled t r iangle ;—musal las 
nishdndan, To kneel down ;—'ilmi musallas, 
Trigonometry ;] — musallis, Triangular, 
triple ; who calls or makes three; (a date) 
one-third ripe,- an informer against his 
friend ; the third horse (in a race). 

A fcU* musallasat, musallasa (fem. of the 
preceding), Composed of th ree ; triangular ; 
a triad of heavenly signs ;—musallasa'i 
abi (md'i), The watery three, Cancer, 
Scorpio, and Pisces ;—musallasa'i dtishi 
(nari), The fiery three, Aries, Leo, and 
Sagittarius ; — mufalasa'i badi t (hawd'i), 
The airy three, Gemini, Libra, and Aqua-
rius ;—musalasa'i khdki, The earthy three, 
Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn. 

A ^ft* muslij, Snowy (day) ; caught in 
the Bnow ; one who does anything in snowy 
weather. 

A maslajat, An ice-house; snow-
cellar. 

a ytii musallas-nishdn, Sitting or 
causing one to sit on the two knees, i.e. in 
a poBture of reverence. 

A <±>fii* maslus, Anything of which a 
third part has been taken ; a three-threaded 
rope ; thrice-ploughed (land). 

A &ft* niasjusat, A large water-bottle 
made of three skins, one within another. 

A gjli* masluj, Snowed upon; cold 
(water) -,—masluju 'l-fu'dd, Cold-hearted, 
dull. 

A maslujat, masluj a, A snowy place. 
masla, musla, see A. . 

A <SJJU mislu-hu, Like him, like it. 
A mislu-hd, Like he r ; like them 

(the fem. sing, hd referring to nouns in the 
broken plural). 

A misli, Like, similar; one whose 
name is on the file, an old offender;—musla 
(fem. of amsal), Excellent (woman), best 
deserving of imitation. 

A S-A *̂ masliyat, Similitude, resemblance. 
A ft* musmir, Fruit-bearing ( t ree); 

opulent, increased in wealth; who multi-
plies or augments ; \_ghflir musmir, Un-
fruitful , barren, sterile ;]—musammir, Ripe 
for gathering; f r u i t f u l ; f rui t ripe for 
gathering. 

A musman, Precious; — musmin, 
Consisting of e igh t ; who waters his camels 
on the eighth day ; who gives the ful l price 
for anything; sold;—musamman. Octangu-
lar, eight-sided, eight-fold ; an octagon. 

A masmur, Abundant , plent iful 
(riches) ; numerous (people). 

A < f t - masn (v.n.), Hur t ing in the bladder, 
or in that part which holds the fcetus ; 
deceiving, cheating ;—masan (v.n.), Suffer-
ing from a complaint in the bladder, being 
unable to retain one's u r ine ; carunculus in 
women ;—masin, Pained in the bladder. 

A SUA* masndt, A distich ; — masndt, 
misnat, A plait, fold, or bending ; a tetra-
stich ; song, vocal music; a book which, 
beside the Bible, contains Jewish chronicles, 
Mishna. 

s r mdsndn, A species of meze-
reon. 

A i j f t ^ masnawi, Rhyme ; poetry com-
posed of distichs corresponding in measure, 
each consisting of a pair of rhymes; title 
of several works of this kind, especially 
the Sufic poem of Jallalu 'd-din Rumi ; 
(see t ^ y ) ;—sahib masnawi, The author of 
a masnavoi. 

a <j>ft^ masnawi-khwdn, One who 
recites aloud a masnawi poem or book. 

A Js^* masnd, Two and two ; the second 
chord or string of a lute ; a distich ;—mu-
sanna,, Doubled, tn'o-fold ; (a noun) of the 
dual number ; (a letter) marked with 
two points, double-dotted (as m ) ; a copy; 
the second; junior or younger (as distin-
guished from tbe father of the same 
name) ; [musannd bi-hi, That of which a 
copy has been taken, the or iginal ; ]—mu-
sanni, Who makes two, a doubler ; one 
who marks (a letter) with two diacritical 
points (as uy or S?) >—masni, Doubled, 
bent, fo lded; (cloth) of two th reads ; 
twice-ploughed (land). 

A ma$wa, — ^fi^q.v. 
A muswib, A recompenser, re warder ; 

—m.vsauwib, Returned, converted ; a re-
payer, returner of a loan. 

A masubat, maswabat, A reward, 
recompense, remuneration. 

A J ^ * musul (v.n. of J^*), Comparing, 
likening, becoming" like; standing respect-
f u l l r (before a superior). 

musuldt (pl. of muslat, musulat), 
Punishments. 

A Js^"* maswd, A dwelling, habitation, 
resting>place; an inn;—muswi , 'Name of 
Muhammad's spear. 

A masil, Like; excellent, choice. 
maj, A historian ; name of a poe t ; 

the moon; ( for^* q.v.) crooked. 
A majj, Spitting out (saliva or wine) ; 

(for P. mash) a kind of pease; — mujj, 
Drops of honey upon stone. 

A •vW'* mujdb, Answered, replied to, 



accepted; — mujdbu 'd-da'wat, One whose 
prayers are answered. 

A mujdsdt (v.n. 3 of ^yV), S i t t ing 
together knee to knee. 

A mujdsl, Seated knee to knee. 
A e V - majdj, A tree ben t ; or boughs 

cut theref rom; a bunch of dates ;—mvja j , 
Saliva running from the mouth or thrown 
out ; rain ; honey ; anything pressed out. 

majdj ang, A dildo. 
A mijdd (v.n. 3 of J ^ Y . ) , Contending 

for glory; boasting ;—mujddd , One who 
disputes a point of right; one who co-
operates with another. 

A majadat (v.n. of Being 
conspicuous for honour, nobility, worth, or 
glory; — mujaddat (v.n. 3 of V ) , Dis-
put ing a point of r igh t ; opposing, being 
hostile. 

A majadif (pi. of mijdaf), Birds' 
wings; oars, sculls. 

A mujddil, Contentious, disputa-
tious, quarrelsome. 

A & mujudalat, mujadala (v.n. 3 of 
Contending, d isput ing; contention, 

dispute, altercation, conflict. 
A & A^H* majadih, The shores of the sea; 

stars inclining to setting. 
A UbA^* majadif (pi. of mijdaf), Oars. 
A mujdzabat (v.n. 3 of v-W), Con-

tending (with anyone); turning away, 
diverting. 

majdr, A Magyar, a Hungar i an ; 
Hungary (m.c.). 

A mujar, Protected, shel tered; a 
re fugee;—mujdrr , A vexer, tormenter. 

A mujarat (v.n. 3 of ^y*), Going 
or running with (another). 

A c A ^ * mujdrr at (pi. of the following), 
Enmities, hostilities. 

A rnujarrat (v.n. 3 of 5*), Delaying, 
put t ing off (anyone); seeking out a per-
son's faults. 

A k - jV* mujdrahat, A wounding one 
another. 

(jLs^U^* majdristdn, Hungary (m.c.). 
A majarl (pi. of majrd), Streams, 

currents ; canals, ducts ; river-banks ; 
accidents, events, occurrences, contingen-
cies ;—mujdrl , Current, in force (a law) ; 
passed into law, enacted. 

Ajl*** majdz (v.n. of jy*-), Passing by, 
through, or beyond ; way, road, passage; 
trope, figure, metaphor, simile, allegory ; 
feigned, insincere, worldly, superficial, pro-
fane ; [al-majdzu qantaratu 'l-baqiqat, Alle-
gory is a bridge to rea l i ty ;—zu ' l -majdz , 
Name of a market held in pagan times 
near mount 'Ara fa t ; ]—mujdz , Permitted, 
allowed; l a w f u l ; convenient. 

A majaz-an, Metaphorically; super-
ficially ; insincerely, hypocritically. 

A mvjdzat (v.n. 3 of ^ y O , Com-
pensating, requi t ing; compensation, re-

quital of good or evil ;—mujdzdt u mulcdf&t 
kardan, To requite and recompense. 

A SjW *̂ majazat, A metaphor. 
a majazl, Metaphoric; untrue, 

feigned, insincere; political; profane; super-
ficial ; (pi. of majza) condign, merited 

fmnishments;—mujazi {majazl), Authorised, 
iceused, competent; passing by ; giving 

information, bringiug news ;—faroshanda'i 
mujazi, A licensed dealer. 

majdss (pi . of majassat), Pulses 
or parts felt. 

A majdHunger. 
A maja'at (v.n. of Being 

impudent ; (v.n. of feeling hungry ; 
hunger, wan t ; a barren year ; mockery, 
ridicule. 

A mujdfakhat (v.n. 3 of 
Boasting against, contending for glory. 

A majdl, Power, strength, ability, 
vigour, skill ; place, room, scope, oppor-
tunity ; a circus ; a field of batt le; construed 
with budan, dadan, dldan, ydftan, &c.;—• 
mijal (pi. of majlat), Thin skins covering 
watery blisters or pustules;—majdll (pi. 
of majallat), Treatises on metaphysics or 
abstract sciences. 

A SHUjs* mvjdldi (v.n. 3 of Opposing, 
•withstanding openly. 

A S-ASP-* majdlib (pi. of majlabat), At-
tracting causes, allurements. 

A mujdlabat, Assistance. 
a AH^ mujdlid, A proper name. 
A SAIV -̂ mujdladat (v.n. 3 of «*W), Fight-

ing with swords, fenc ing; gladiature, 
sword play. 

A ij^sp*majdli8 (pi, of majlis), Sessions ; 
assemblies,conversations; acts; [ahli ma-
jdlis, Actors (m.c.);]—mujdlis , Seated with. 

A iLJU^ mujdlasat (v.n. 3 of Sit-
t ing with (another) ; an assembly, ses-
sion. 

A majdlid (pi. of mijlad), Leathern 
straps with which hired mourners strike 
their cheeks, 

A mujamid, A next-door neighbour, 
A y1^* majdmir (pi. of mijmar, mujmar, 

mijmarat), Censers; chafing-dishes. 
A ma j ami1 (pi. of majma'), Congre-

gations. 
A mujdma'at (pi- of mujdma'at), 

Carnal connections; adulteries, fornica-
tions ;—mujdma'dti duburlya, Sodomy. 

A mujdma'at (v.n. 3 of Lying 
with ; carnal commerce, copulation. 

A mujamalat (v.n. 3 of J**) , Treat-
ing kindly, humanely, courteously, politely; 
making fair but hollow professions of 
friendship. 

A majjan, Gra tu i tous ; abundant, 
sufficient;—mujjan, Careless in one's speech 
or actions; bold, fearless, audacious im 
puden t ;—majdnn (pi. of mijann), Shields. 

A majanna, Jewelled girdles worn 



by women; a shield ;—majjdn-an, Gratis, 
gratuitously. 

A I J U ^ mujdnabat (v.n. 3 of s - W ) , Being 
near or at the side (jamb) of (a person) ; 
going to a distance, t ak ing to flight, re-
ceding, retir ing. 

A majdnat (v.n. of Not 
caring what one says or does; boldness, 
impudence ;—mujdnnat , Blackness (of the 
face). 

A mujdnis, Like, similar, homo-
geneous. 

A mujdnasat (v.n. 3 of 
Being akin, homogeneous; similarity ; con-
geniality ; making use of aliteration ( tajnls) 
in a poem. 

A JMW* majdniq, majdniq (pL of 
manjanlq), Balistas, battering-rams. 

A ma j ani, Gains, advantages. 
A. y^W** majdnln (pl. of majnun), Mad-

men, maniacs. 
A v j W " mujawib, An answerer, a re-

spondent. 
A mujdwdbat (v.n. 3 of vy*-), 

Answering one another, conversing to-
gether. 

A mujdwadat (v.n. of Vying 
with in liberality. 

A mujawir, Ad jacen t ; fixed to the 
temple, employed in its service; the sweeper 
of a mosque;—mujawir dni falak, The seven 
planets, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, 
Yenus, Mercury, and the Moon; the fixed 
stars. 

A mujawarat (v.n. 3 of ) f r ) , Being 
near ; keeping up a good correspondence 
with neighbours ; becoming a neighbour ; 
taking under protection as a c l i en t ; re-
maining in the temple devoutly employed ; 
neighbourhood ; intimacy. 

a cStfW-- mujdwiri, Neighbourhood, Ac. ; 
the office of a t tendant a t a mosque or 
shrine. 

A j jW" mujdwiz, One who passes over, 
transgresses, exceeds b o u n d s ; transitive 
(verb) ;—mujawizu'l-hadd, Immoderate, ex-
cessive. 

A SJJW" mujawazat (v.n. 3 of JY^) , Trans-
gressing, exceeding; forgiving, passing 
over (a f a u l t ) ; passing b y ; t ransi t ion; a 
departure from. 

A mujawa'at (v.n. 3 of H u n -
gering, being hungry. 

A mujdwaldt, Bounds (in box-
ing). 

A mujdwalat (v.n. 3 of JyO> Going 
round (one another when fighting, boxing, 
or wrestling) to seize an advantage. 

A mujdhat (v.n. 3 of Boast-
ing against, vying with in glorying. 

A mujahid, A labourer, endea-
vourer, s t r iver ; a warrior (in the cause of 
religion). 

A mujahadat (pl. of mujdhadat), 

Holy wars ; conflicts, s t rugg les ; inflic-
tions. 

A mujdhadat v.n. 3 of «H<»-), F igh t -
ing (especially against infidels, in defence 
of the fa i th) . 

a JJfcl̂ -* mujahidln (obi. pl. of mujahid 
used as nom), Warriors in defence of the 
fa i th ; crusaders. 

A mujahir, Who hastens, hu r ry ing ; 
who persists in k i l l ing; who makes pre-
parations, preparing (?). 

A mujaharat (v.n. 3 of Carry-
ing on open hostilities, being an undis-
guised enemy ; calling to in a loud voice; 
reproaching, revil ing; proclaiming, re-
vealing. 

A jjfci.^ mujdMz, A wealthy merchant ;— 
muj&hizi arwdh, A name of God ; also of 
Muhammad;—mujdhiz i kdn, The sun. 

A S U l ^ mujdhalai (v.n. 3 of J v ) > Vy-
ing with in ignorance. 

A majdhll (pl. of majhul). Un-
known. 

A majd'i' (pl. of majd'at), Barren 
years. 

A J-JF^ mujbar, Compelled, forced ; —• 
mujbir, One who forces unwillingly; one 
who considers as ent i re ;—mujbir , mujabbir, 
A setter of broken bones. 

A (j-FR^-* mujabbin, One who imputes 
cowardice to ; one who renders, calls, or 
considers one a coward. 

A majbur, Constrained, forced; con-
solidated (broken bone); re-established af ter 
having been in distressed circumstances. 

A majbur-an, Compulsorily ; of 
necessity ; having no alternative (m.c.). 

A S j i m a j b u r at, The city of Madina. 
majburl, Compulsion, constra int ; 

powerlessness, helplessness. 
A J m a j b u l , Formed by nature, in-

nate. 
A y&v mujtabir, A setter of broken 

bones. 
a jty-J^s^ mujtabd, Chosen;—mujtabl , A 

chooser; a collector. 
A mujtass, Uprooted ; uprooting ; 

name of a metre (mustaf'ilun fa'ildtun fd-
*ilatun — — ' — j — ' — — | 
— twice repeated). 

A jZtf mujtarr, Dragged, d rawn; ru-
minant. 

A JJXSJ^- mujtarir, One who draws ; ru-
minant . 

A f f ^ * mujtarim, Guilty, cr iminal; one 
who estimates the produce of a palm-tree 
by guess ; one who labours for his family. 

A mujtari', Bold, endued with 
f resh courage; a lion. 

A ijy^* mujtazl, One who demands a 
recompense (jazd') for his labour. 

A mujtiss, mujtasis, A 
toucher, handler, feeler ; an inquirer af ter 
intelligence. 



A S-Ax^W mujtalib, fem. mujtalibat, 
mujtaliba, One who carries from place to 
place (especially slaves or cattle for sale) ; 
a dealer, drover ;—mujtaliba, Name of one 
of tbe circles (da'irah) of Arabian metres. 

A j+z^f mujtamir, A burner of aloes. 
A mujtamaA place where things 

are heaped or collected together ; a place 
of meeting ;—mujtamit, Convened, assem-
bled; agreed in opinion; arrived at fu l l 
Strength. 

a mujtanab, Shunned, scorned ;— 
mujtanib, Remote ; one who shuns, abstains 
from, declines; polluted. 

A mujtanih, Inclined. 
A JS^s^ mujtand, Gathered (crop) ;— 

mvjtanl, A gatherer. 
A A^JS^ mujtahid, One who strives hard 

to acquire correct and sound views, pains-
taking ; arrived to the highest degree in 
knowledge of the law (title given to the 
highest ecclesiastical dignitaries). 

a mujtahidana, Prelat ical ; pa-
triarchal; in the manner of a spiritual 
director. 

a mujtahidln (obi. pi. used as 
nom.), Jurisconsults, &c. (m.c.). 

A ^ATC majsim, Place of squatt ing or 
sitting. 

Ayte^ majhar, A hiding-place, asylum, 
shelter, den ;—mujhir, Who or what forces 
to take refuge. 

A JWĴ  majd (v.n.), Satiating (camels) 
with green pas ture ; overcoming, excelling ; 
glory, grandeur, greatness, splendour, the 
honour derived from ancestors; name of 
tbe mother of a tribe ; [ztVl-majd, Praise 
(to God) ;— zlda majduhu, May his glory 
be increased sahib majd, Glorious, mag-
nificeut;] —mujadd , Renewed ; — mujidd, 
Solicitous, laborious, diligent, pains-taking. 

A C^^'* mijddh, The sea-shore. 
A ^AAS^ mijdaf, A bird 's wing; an oar, 

a scull. 
A J^Aa*" mijdal, Litigious. 
A mujdib, Distressed from scarcity 

of provisions ; barren (ground) ; scarce, 
barren (year). 

A. ^ ^ mujdibat, A year of scarcity or 
famine. 

A mijdah, A ladle or spatula with 
which medicines or gruel are mixed; a 
cautery on the thigh of a camel;—mijdah, 
mujdak, The bull 's eye (a star) ;—mujdih, 
Who mixes up a ptisan. 

A m ttjaddad, Renewed ;—mujaddid , 
One who renews or repairs. 

A mujaddadd-an, Again, afresh, 
newly. 

A j ^ a ^ mujdar, A country where small-
pox rages ;—mujaddar , Pi t ted with small-
pox. 

A mijdaf, A bird 's wing; an oar ;— 
mujaddif, Ungra tefu l for the blessings of 

God, blasphemous in the enjoyment of 
t h e m ; a blasphemer. 

A mijdal, A strong castle, a fort or 
citadel. 

^ J^"* mijdal - ydfd, A place near 
Ramla with a strong citadel. 

A V J A ^ * majdub, Drawn, extended, ab-
stracted, attracted. 

A t}1***" majduh, Stirred (ptisan). 
A JJA^" rnajdud, Happy, for tunate ; dig-

nified ; wealthy; one who has celebrated 
ancestors (jadd). 

A JJJ^ . majdur, Spotted with small-pox ; 
fit, worthy, deserving. 

majdi, A kind of melon. 
A mvjdl, A giver, sufficer, 
A mijzaf, An oar. 
A mijzdfat, An oar. 
A mujazzam, Amputated ; leprous. 
A majznb, Drawn, attracted by 

Divine grace and renouncing all worldly 
concerns, to give oneself entirely over to 
piety and contemplation. 

A j j A ^ majzuz, Cut or broken off; 
abrupt, in terrupted— 'a td ' i ghair majzuz, 
Uninterrupted liberality. 

A. j fan*" majziir, Squared (in arithmetic) ; 
the square (of a number). 

A majzum, Leprous, infected with 
leprosy. 

A majr (v.n.), Purchasing anything 
with a foetus in the belly of a sheep or 
camel; much, many ; a numerous army ;— 
majar (v.n.), Becoming large in the ewe's 
belly (fcetus) ; unquenchable thirst. 

A majrd, A channel, canal, aqueduct ; 
track or course of a ship ; direction, aim ; 
one day's journey or voyage [majrd bastan, 
To point (a gun) ;—majrd kardan, To ex-
plain •,—majrd,i db, A water-course; tbe 
urethra, urinary passage •,~-majrd,i md\ A 
water-course ; — majr a* i nahr, Bed of a 
river;] — mujrd, Made to flow, rendered 
cur ren t ; a place where anything runs. 

a mijrai, One who pays his re-
spects, i.e. servants, ministers, or the like; 
an allowance. 

A mujarrab, Expert, skilled, versed, 
experienced ; proved, examined (as medi-
cine), tested, assayed (as coin);—mujarrib, 
A trier, prover, experimenter, assayer. 

A mujarrabdt, Tried or proved 
th ings ; prescriptions; specifics, 

A majrat, (A sheep) very big with 
young, and so lean as to be scarce able to 
stand. 

A SjV* majarrat, The galaxy or milky 
way. 

A mujarrih, One who wounds se-
verely. 

A -iy^* mujarrad, Stripped, bare, naked, 
denuded ; drawn (sword) ; unmarried; soli-
tary, alone; bodiless, incorporeal; im-
material ; mere, only ; [bi-mujarradi 'n-



nazar, A t a mere glance ; — ba-mujarradi 
gumdn, On a mere suspic ion;]—mujarr id , 
One who lays hare or strips naked. 

A mujarrad-an, Merely, barely; 
solely; singly, alone. 

A C^JJQ** mujarraddt (pi. fem. of mil-
iar rad) , Incorporeal beings, angels. 

a ^Jj^y* mujarradl, Bareness, nakedness; 
solitude, solitariness; single state, celi-
bacy. 

a mnjarradlyat, Sol i tude; naked-
ness. 

mujarrir, One who pulls very hard. 
A mijrafat, A scavenger's wooden 

shovel. 
^fa* majarg, Pressing (post-horses, car-

riages or sh ips ) ; compelling one to work 
without hire. 

A mujrim, Culpable, criminal; a 
sinner. 

a mujrimdna, Criminal, culpable. 
A Qfr* mijran, A place where dates are 

dried, a date-ki ln; a great glutton. 
A majruh, Wounded; smitten, 

love-sick. 
A YJV* majrur, (in grainrn.) Placed in 

the oblique case. 
A majrus, Any let ter of the alpha-

bet except the soft ones (huruf i lin). 
A majrd (v.n. of Mooring (a 

ship) ; a ship's course; a place where any-
thing flows; the inflection of the last con-
sonant of a distich to which all the others 
rhyme;—mujrd , Causing to flow, allowing 
to proceed; conjugated, declined; [mujrd 
ddshtan, To observe, to practise (m.c.) ; ]— 
mujrd, majrd, A place where anything r u n s ; 
—mujrl, Who causes to flow or run ; one 
who causes any order to be obeyed ; one of 
the names of God;—majr iy , majri, Declined 
(noun). 

n^fp* mijrl, A vessel in which drugs are 
kept. 

mijazz, Shears; a s ickle;—mujizz, 
(Grain, flock, or palm-tree) ready to cut or 
Bhear. 

A ^y*" mujazza', Divided into portions. 
A majzir, A slaughter-house or place 

(especially for camels) ;—mujzir, (A camel) 
for slaughter. 

A mujzi', Who or what causes one 
to lament, strikes with terror, renders im-
patient. 

A Siy** mijzafat, A fishing-net. 
A JJ^V* majzur, Slaughtered (camel). 
A majzuz, Clipped, shorn, cut, 

mowed. 
A J j j ) ^ majzul, The foot mutafd'ilun 

cut down to mutaf'ilun in the measure 
hamil. 

A FJYR* majzum, Cut, amputated, broken 
off; marked with the character jazm —, 
quiescent. 

a 'ts)*- mvjzx, Satisfying, sufficing 

(food) ; (a man) sufficient for whatever he 
is commanded. 

y ^ * maj as, A place where an apothe-
cary brays anything, 

A maj ass, &—^ majassat, The 
pulse or any part fel t . 

a l a — m i j a s t , Name of a Pers ian Mobed 
to whom the work mentioned m the follow-
ing article erroneously is ascribed. 

A mijasli, The t i t le of Ptolemy's 
celebrated work on astronomy, so called by 
the Arabians, who, adding the article al to 
the Meytcmj of the Greek title SvWa&s 
Meywm}, thus form the word aZmi-
jastl or almajisti, the almagest, 

a ^ t iS ' mijastl-gu shay, Able to 
explain the Mijasti . 

A mujassam, Rendered corporeal, 
clothed with a body incarnate; corpulent; 
massy, bulky, solid; in relief (m.c . ) ; a 
statue, a sculpture (m.c.); [mujassami 
W a s , A lentiform or convex body;—mvjas-
sami mutasdwi, A plain solid ;]—mujassirn, 
One who clothes with a body; one who 
renders large and corpulent. 

A mujassamat (pi. fem. of mu-
j as sam), Solid bodies, solids ; statues. 

a fa mujassam-sdz, A sculptor, a 
statuary (m.c.). 

a mujassama, A s ta tue;—mujas-
sama'i hack, A plaster figure, a cast ;—mu-
jassama'i mumi, Waxwork ;— mujassama'i 
nisf-tana, A bust (mm.cc.). 

A mijashsh, l ^ f a mijaehshat, A 
hand-mill. 

A u****" mujassas, tj^y^* majsiis, Plas-
tered with lime;—mujassis, A plasterer, 

A maj1 (v.n.), Being impudent, im-
modest ; eating dates steeped in mi lk ;— 
mij'f fem. mij'at, mij'a, Foolish, insane. 

A mujaltad, Curled, crisped ; thick 
(pottage) ;—muja"id, One who curls hair. 

A A** - maj'al (v.n. of J**-), Put t ing, 
placing ; doing, constituting, appointing ; 
—mujHl, A tixer or payer of wages (ju'l) ; 
one who takes a pot off the fire (with the 
cloth jildl) ; (a place or country) swarming 
with black-beetles (ju'al). 

A tyV* majfarat, (Food) which checks 
venery, anti-venereal: 

A maj off a f , D r i e d ; — m u j a f f i f , De-
siccative, 

A mujaffifat, Anything acrid which 
dries up ; a desiccative. 

a fa** majfu, ^fa^* majfl, In jured . 
A J*-* maj I, majal (v.n.), Blistering or 

contracting serous pustules (aa the hand 
from hard labour) ;—mujill , One who re-
veres, magnifies, or considers as illustrious 
and estimable. 

A mujalld, Polished, furbished, ren-
dered clear and bright 5 illustrated, mani-
fested. 



A S-A^F mujallib, "Very noisy; loud 
( thunder) . 

A majbalat, An at t ract ing cause 
majlubat, majluba (for majluba), Acquired, 
anyth ing acquired (see v^W**) . 

A majlat, Thin skin covering a 
watery blister or pustule. 

A mujaljal, Rumbl ing ( thunder 
cloud); (a camel) round whose neck li t t le 
bells are suspended ; — mujaljil, W h o 
twangs the str ings of an in s t rumen t ; thun-
dering (c loud) ; very loud-voiced, so as to 
be heard at a great distance ; a lord, prince, 
powerful m a n ; bold, b r ave ; great, im-
mense (numbers) . 

A mijlad, A leathern strap with 
which hired mourners str ike the i r cheeks; 
—mujallad, (A book) bound in l ea ther ; 
a certain quanti ty of a load known in 
weight and measure ; a horse callous to 
the lash ;—mujall id, A book-binder ; a 
Bkinner, flayer (of a camel); an execu-
tioner. 

A mujalladat, One book; a bound 
volume. 

A majlas (v.n. of Sit t ing 
down ;—majl is , Time or place of s i t t ing; 
an assembly, convivial meeting, congress, 
council; an act of a play (m.c.) ; construed 
with the verbs angekfdan, chidan, ddshtan, 
sdkhtan, hardan, nihadan, &c.;—majlisi 
bal, A dancing party, ball ( m . c . ) m a j l i s i 
hifzi 's-sihha, Sanitary council (m.c.);— 
majlisi huhumat, A j udgment -ha l l ;—maj-
lisi rags, A ball-room ; a ba l l ; — majlisi 
'am, A levee;—majlis guftan, To admonish ; 
—majlisi lahd, A grave, tomb, sepulchre ;] 
—mujlis, One who causes to sit down. 

a eS^ u-i^* majlis-dray, jj^ 
majlis-afroz, (banquet - i l luminating) Wax-
lights ; wine ; name of a musical note. 

a y-l^f* majlis-khdna, Assembly-
room ; town-hall ; ball-room. 

a t\S (j-1^* majlis-gdh, An assembly-room, 
a banquet t ing hall. 

a majlis-nishiman, Council -
seat, sesBion-house, official residence (m.c.). 

a i_r*$y majlis-nawis, The secretary 
of an assembly. 

a 0 m a j l i s i , A person invited to an 
assembly ; an assessor. 

A ft* majluw, majlu, fem. majluwat, 
majluwa, Polished, splendid, b r i g h t ; — 
mir'ati majluwa, A clean or clear mirror. 

A majlub, (A slave) led about for 
sale. 

A majlubat, Acquired things, ac-
quisitions. 

a ai^** majallah, Place of manifestation, 
of apparition, of transfiguration. 

A majla, The fore pa r t (of the 
head), which is most liable to become bald; 
—mijld, Baldness f rom the forehead to the 
crown ; a wanderer, exile ; one who sends 

into exile; eased of gr ief ; l i be ra t ed ;— 
mujalla, I l lus t ra ted , manifested. 

A mujalliyat, Detergent medi-
cines. 

A mujimm, W h o fills (a measure), 
heaps (it) u p ; a giver of, or refresher with, 
rest. 

A majammat, A cause of repose. 
A majmajat (v.n. of Con-

founding, not making distinct ( le t te rs ) ; 
stammering, telling a story in a confused 
manner. 

A mujmid, One entering on the 
month jumada ; — mujammad, Congealed, 
frozen. 

A mijmar, mijmarat, mijmara 
(pl. majdmir), A censer for incense, 
chafing-dish; [mijmari dtish, A chafing-
dish ; the sun ;—mijmar a'i nuqra-posh, The 
world; ] — mujmar, Inceuse, aloes-wood 
(construed with afrofchtan, sokhtan, &c.). 

A y+q*" mujammiz, One who rides a swift 
she-camel called jammdzat; an express, a 
swift messenger. 

A majma', majmi', A place of as-
sembly ; a concourse, crowd, congregation, 
meet ing: a club (m.c.) ; a book of miscel-
lanies, a magazine, an a l b u m ; [majma'u 
7l-hahrain, The meeting of the two seas, i.e. 
of salt and sweet wa te r ;—majma 'u 'n-nah-
rain, The meeting of the two rivers (Tigris 
and Euphra tes ) ;] — mujma', Collected, 
brought toge ther ; resolved u p o n ; firm, 
d e c i d e d ; — m u j m i A collector; what con-
tains ; a resolver, determiner ;—mujamma' , 
Collected; resolved, decreed;—mujammi ' , 
W h o collects di l igent ly; assembled for 
prayers on a F r i d a y ; a counter (of money). 

A majma'at, A place of meeting. 
A J-*-^ mujmal, Collected into a small 

compass ; a summary, compendium ;—mu-
jammil, An adorner, beautifier, an able 
executer ; who keeps a s tanding army. 

A mujmal-an, In substance ; in the 
abs t rac t ; in brief, summarily, compen-
diously ; cursorily. 

a s m u j m a l - h i s a b , An abstrac 
account. 

A majmu', Collected, assembled, 
convened, contained; clenched (fist) ; con-
tent , t ranqui l ; all, the whole, every one;— 
majmu'i bani adam, All the sons of Adam ; 
mankind. 

A majmu'-an, Totally, on the 
whole. 

A fof+^r* majmu'at, majmu'a (fem.), Col-
lected, assembled, contained; a collection, 
magazine, compendium, miscellany; a 
crowd, assembly ; a compound per fume; a 
form in pr int ing. 

a ft*- majmu'-khdtir, Collected in 
mind. 

afttj+j*" majmu'-dar, One who checks or 
audits the account of the re venue-collector 



(an Indian phrase) ; a in each district 
record-keeper. 

a o ^ 1 * " majmu% Collective, aggregate. 
a (jjC^^ majmii'i-qimat, Aggregate 

value. 
A J m a j m u l , Predicate of a propo-

sition. 
A majmum, Rested, refreshed, re-

cruited. 
A mijann, A shield, a buckler ; a 

lady's belt or leathern girdle; [qaldba la-
hu zahra 'l-mijann, He renounced his friend-
ship ;]—mujann, Insane, frantic. 

A mvjnd\ A shield without iron 
in it. 

majnib, Exposed to the south 

mujannabat, Advance guard of 

A 
wind. 

A 
an army. 

A 
demons; 

majannat, A tract haunted by 
mijannat, A shield. 

A. mujnih, Inclining; one who gives 
a propensity towards, or a favourable 
opinion of -,—mujannah, ( In poetry) words 
occurring in the same distich or hemistich 
at the beginning and at the end which 
are anagrams to each other. 

mujannad, Assembled, mustered 
(troops);— mujannid, One who assembles 
(an army). 

mujanniz, A layer of a corpse on 
a bier. 

A mujannas, Composed of different 
kinds;—mujannis, One who arranges in 
classes, or who classifies; one who renders 
homogeneous. 

A mujnif, One who deviates from 
the r ight way; un jus t , unfa i th fu l (in re-
spect of a will or tes tament) ; one who 
detects such deviation. 

A mujanniq, A hurler (of stones) 
from a balista (manjaniq) . 

A majnaqat (v.n. of O^^*), Hur l ing 
(stones) from a balista (manjaniq). 

A Y J ^ mujannin, Maddening, dement-
ing. 

A majnyb, (A horse) led by the 
side (janib) in opposition to markitb, 
which signifies one ridden ; affected with 
a pleurisy or pain in the side ; whatever is 
brought by the south wind (janub, as 
rain, or change of air). 

A majnubat, A cloud propelled by 
the south wind. 

A majnuz, A corpse on the bier. 
A majnun, Possessed by a demon 

or jinn; insane, mad, fur ious; a fanatic, a 
maniac; name of a celebrated Eastern 
lover (see 

A I^JY.^-* majnuniyat, Insanity. 
A mujni, A gatherer of f r u i t ; (a 

tree) which has ripe f ru i t ready for pluck-
ing ; ripe f r u i t ; plent iful (herbage) ;— 
majniy, majni, Gathered ( f ru i t ) . 

maju, A lentil (probably misreading 
fo r q.v.). 

A mijwad, The doer of an excellent 
t h ing ; also the proclaimer or praiser of 
such an action. 

A mujubat, An answer. 
A mujauwad, Smitten with love ; 

fu l l of desire; well made or done;—mu-
jauwid, Learned, a lover of learning; an 
elegant writer or speaker; a player on an 
instrument, a singer, especially one who 
intones the Qur 'an. 

A mujauwir, One who accuses of 
injust ice; one who commits in jus t ice ; an 
oppressor. 

A jjt^y* mujauwaz, Lawful, or deemed so ; 
tolerated ; — mujauwiz, One who holds, 
proves, or asserts to be l a w f u l ; one who 
dismisses, or permits to pass or go. 

A majus (pi. of majusi), Magi, 
fire-worshippers. 

a majuse, One worshipper of fire. 
A majusiy, maj mi, A fire-wor-

shipper ; a follower of Zoroaster, 
A majusiy at, The religion of the 

Magi. 
A mujauwiOne who allows (an-

other) to hunger, or who famishes (him). 
A majwa'at, Hunger , need, famine. 
A I - J ' J ^ * maj'uf, Timid, fearful . 
A mujauwaf, Hollowed, concave, 

vaulted; hollow, empty; (a horse) white 
or speckled about the belly (jauf);—mu-
jauwif, One who hollows out or makes 
concave. 

A mijwal, A shield; a kind of small 
vest worn by girls ; ornamental rings (worn 
by women round their ankles) ; si lver; a 
silver crescent in the middle of a necklace ; 
an amulet ; the onager or wild ass ;—mvjul 
(v.n. of Contracting blisters f rom 
hard labour ;—mujauwi l , A great traveller, 
vagrant. 

A t)^"* mujun (v.n. of Not caring 
about what one says or does; boldness, 
impudence, brazennesa ; bold, fearless. 

A maj'uf, Terrified. 
A mujauhar, Adorned, set with 

gems. 
mujja, The plant bargkast, resem-

bling spinach, generally found on the banks 
of running streams (see iy p. 176). 

A mujhad, Longed for, desired;—• 
mujhid, One who overloads (a horse ) ; 
desirous; one who eats much and o f t e n ; 
who does a thing violently. 

A^*"* mujhar, Sonorous, clear, distinct 
(speech, tone) ;—mujhir , One who speaks 
openly and publicly. 

A m u j a h h a z , Endowed ; Despatched ; 
—mujahhiz, A decker (of a bride), fitter 
out (of a traveller), furnisher (of a 
funeral) . 

A majhal, A desert without way-



marks (lit. a place of ignorance) ;—mijhal, 
Ignorant. 

A majhalat, majhala, Anything 
indicative of ignorance; a cause of igno-
rance (jahl) ; anythiug which incites to 
foolish or wrong conduct ; wrang l ing ; a 
dilemma, difficulty. 

mujja-wa, A dish made of the 
herb mujja or barahad. 

A majhud, Oppressed with labour 
or vexation, f a t igued ; work, labour, s tudy ; 
endeavour, care. 

A majhur, Cleansed, cleaned ; bui l t ; 
f requented; strongly pronounced. 

A J y ^ * majhul (pl. majahil), 
Unknown ; the passive voice; the letters 
j and ^ pronounced as o and e respectively 
(cf. ;—majhuli mutlaq, Very indolent 
or useless. 

a ifiyte'* majhuli, Ignorance; indolence, 
laziness, idleness, apathy. 

A majhuliyat, Name of a sect. 
A mujib, One who listens to, 

grants, accepts, takes well, humours, com-
plies with, consents, or gives an answer ; 
obedient; an auditor ;—mujaiyib, A maker 
of a jaib, i.e. collar or breast (of a shirt 
or other garment). 

majid, A quick Btep (comp. 
and (^•^T^*). 

A majid, Glorious, honourable, 
noble ; high, exalted ; sacred ; [rabbi majid, 
Most glorious Lord or God ;—kaldmi majid, 
The sacred word, the Q u r ' a n ; ] — m u j i d , 
Possessed of a generous horse ( j a w d d ) ; one 
who says anything excellent; near at hand 
(death). 

majidan, To wash clean; to f ry ; 
to seize, snatch ; to pluck, twitch, pinch; 
to walk fast. 

A yc^ mujir, A protector from oppres-
sion, 

A ytsfr* mujiz, A permitter, giver of leave, 
approver; a granter of liberty, giver of 
quar te r ; a guardian of an orphan; a pri-
vileged slave, one allowed to t r ade ; who 
sends, transmits, dismisses, gives way, causes 
to penetrate ; passing away (life). 

mujaiyuh, One who levies an 
army. 

A maji', A dish of milk and da tes ; 
— muji', Starved; one who allows to 
starve. 

A mujif, Hollow. 
A mujil, One who causes to go 

round ; who distributes in a circle ; gives 
all round. 

A mujaiyim, A writer of the let ter 
jim. 

fci^Us^ machachang, A dildo. 
macharg, Ordering to work gratui-

tously. 
y-Ji^^ ma-chafs (prohib. of chafsidan), 

Do not stick. 

machalc, A lentil; mountain-
almond. 

O^W* muchagan ( for muzhagdn), Eye-
lashes. 

T ^ W * muchalka, muchalkdh, 
muchalka, A bond, note of hand, 

agreement, recognizance, engagement, 
promise. 

t (J^Asa^* muchalkdji, W h o writes out a 
muchalka (see preceding article). 

mucha (for ty q.v.), A.n eyelash ;— 
muchcha (for q.v.), Name of a wild 
pot-herb resembling spinach. 

^ muchcha-wd, Soup of t h e herb 
muchcha (see preceding article and 

machidan, michidan, To walk with 
a pompous or graceful a i r ; to see. 

A mahh (v.n.), Being worn (garment) ; 
a worn out, old garment ;—muhh, The yolk 
of an egg ; the purest par t of anything. 

A muhaba', in P . muhabd, SWW-
muhdbdt (v.n. 3 of Showing respect of 
persons, winking at , conniving; distin-
guishing by special favour ; kind behaviour; 
respect, regard, friendship, affection ; cere-
mony ; dissimulation ; abatement in price ; 
a market for small wares. 

A muhabbat, muhababat (v.n. 
3 of s ^ ) , Loving, showing regard or 
friendship. 

A yU^* mahdbir (pl. of Ink-horns. 
A muhabasat, An imprisoning, 

coufining. 
A S-^Us^ mahabib (pl. of mahbub or mahbu• 

bat), Lovers, friends, mistresses. 
A ^-rfU^* mahdbie (pl. of mahbus), 

Prisoners. 
A is WW* muhdjat (v.n. 3 of Pro-

pounding riddles to each other. 
A muhdjjat (v.n. 3 of g^), Pleading 

a cause; br inging proof or arguments 
(hujjat). 

A fA^c* mahdjir, Secret places. 
a mahajim, Name of a certain 

antidote ; (pl. of mihjam) Cupping-glasses ; 
(pl. of mahjamat) parts to which the 
cupping-glass is applied. 

A T ^ U f muhdji, A propounder of 
riddles. 

A CW- mahhdh, One who soothes and 
pleases by fair words. 

A J U - muhddd, Contiguous, adjacent , 
bordering. 

A S^W* muhaddat (v.n, 3 of Adjoin-
ing, being contiguous. 

A muhadasat (v.n. 3 of ^A®-), Con-
versing, discoursing together ; conversa-
tion, narration. 

A l\ j U ^ muhdzdt, An answering to ; a 
facing. 

A SjjUr- muhazarat (v.n. 3 of j ^ ) , Being 
cautious of each o ther ; caution. 

A muhazd, Opposite t o ; parallel 
with; facing, front ing. 



A v t W * muharib, A warrior, combatant. 
A if jW* muharabat, muharaba (v.n. 3 of 

Fighting, waging wa r ; opposing; 
war, battle, combat;—muharaba Icardan 
(jang u muharaba Icardan), To war, to 
fight. 

A muhdriz, Keeper, guardian, 
governor;—muhdrizi him, Governor of a 
fort . 

A muhdrasat, A keeping, preserv-
ing. 

A muharaf, Unfor tunate ; pro-
hibited, debarred, excluded. 

A muharaf at (v.n. 3 of 
Being destitute of victuals; finding diffi-
culty in buying any ; requiting, repaying ; 
being cut off f rom all comfort or enjoy-
ment ; probing a wound (see 

A mahdrim, Things unlawful; dan-
gerous times ; (pi. of muharram) months 
of Muharram ; (pi. of mahramat) wives. 

A S-^ l** maharib, High a l ta rs ; prayer 
niches; upper parlours. 

A (•ijW- mahdrim (pi. of muharram), Mu-
harramB. 

A muhdzabat (v.n. 3 of Con-
federating, joining oneself to a party 
(htizb). 

A pjW* mabdzim (pi. of mahzim), The 
girth-places in animals. 

A muhdsib, A keeper or settler of 
accounts; an audi tor ; a calculator; an 
arithmetician. 

A muhdsabat, muhdsaba (v.n. 3 of 
s—6-), Beckoning with, calling to account; 
considering attentively ; computation, cal-
culation, adjustment of accounts; arith-
metic ; — muhdsaba Icardan, To compute, 
make up, settle, or audit accounts, 

a W* muhasaba-dar, One whose 
accounts are under scrutiny. 

a s - i t muhasaba-talab, One 
manding a settlement of accounts. 

A muhdsadat (v.n. 3 of A—e-), 
Bearing envy to. 

A ( j — m a h a s i n (pi. of husn), Good 
workB, laudable actions, virtues, mer i t s ; 
benefits; the comely parts of the body, 
personal charms; beauties; the beard and 
mustachios, or whiskers;—mahdsin az dsiyd 
tafed hardan, (met.) To act foolishly. 

A AxAte* muhdsanat (v.n. 3 of (jj—«>-), 
Boasting, glorying of goodness or beauty. 

a ^JUA. mahdsin-shumarl, A fune-
ral oration or eulogy. 

A mahash, Goods, effects, furni -
ture ;—mahash, mihash, People of different 
tribes assembling round a fire and entering 
into a league or covenant;—muhdsh, Burnt 
(bread); roasted (meat);—muhdshsh (pi. 
of mahshat), Podices. 

A SUA** muhashat (v.n. 3 of Ex-
cepting (anything) out of a nnmber. 

A JLalflfc* muJiashanat (v.n. 3 of 

de-

Speaking opprobriously, provoking by re-
proaches. 

A ^Va*" mahashl (pi. of mihshd), Stuffing 
or pads used by women to give a swelling 
appearance to the breast or hips. 

A muhass, One who divides a th ing 
with another ; who takes bis hissat (share). 

A muhdssai, A dividing with an-
other. 

A mahdsir, The nearest roads;— 
muhdsir, A besieger. 

A SyW* muhdsarat, muhdsara (v.n. 3 of 
Surrounding, besieging, besetting, 

investing,beleaguering, sitting down before 
a fo r t ; a siege, circumvallation, blockade; 
—muhdsara hardan, To besiege, invest, 
blockade. 

A muhdsirin (obi. pi. used as 
nom,), The besiegers ;—suf dji muhatirin, 
The ranks of the besiegers, 

a J-A^f mahdsil (pi. of maheul), Pro-
ceeds ; produce, revenue ; profits, gains ; 
—ma has Hi khdm, Gross produce, 

a o l e U - mahdsildt (pi. of the preceding 
q.v.), Proceeds, &c, 

A ytW* mahdz (v.n. 3 of u^*®-), Having 
her courses (a woman). 

A AiU^* muhazzai (v.n. 3 of u ^ ) , Inst i-
gating, compelling (each one his com-
panion), 

A fa*** muhazir, Ready, p resen t ; who 
stands before you. 

A muhdzarat (v.n. 3 of j-*-), Ap-
pearing before, or against, ano ther ; plead-
ing against or arraigning one (before a 
judge) ; showing audacity before a king ; 
a degree of mystic contemplation of the 
Deity. 

muhdt, 
known. 

A 

mahdt, A n 
Surrounded 

enclosure, fo ld ;— 
; comprehended; 

mahdfir (pi. of mihfar or mihfa-
rat), Spades, implements for digging. 

A m u h d f a z , Defended; protec ted; 
fortified;—Tnuhdfiz, A defender , keeper, 
guardian, commander, governor, warden ; 
—muhdfizi tan, Body-guard; — muhafizi 
haqjqi, The t rue protector, God. 

A S i iV^ muhdfazat (v.n. 3 of Pre-
serving, keeping in custody; persevering 
in, beiugass iduous; prohibit ing,repell ing; 
custody, preservation, guardianship, pro-
tection ; observation; shame, a sense of 
honour ; [muhdfazat kardan, To guard, to 
protect (m.c.) ; ]—muhdf izat , muhafiza (fem. 
of muhdfiz), Protecting, preserving, Ac.; 
—quioati muhafiza, The retentive powers, 
memory. 

a muhdfiz-khdna, Record-room. 
A ^ W * mahdjil (pi, of mahfU), Assem-

blies. 
A mukdfa (a corruption of mihaffa), 

A litter in which women travel. 
A j W * muhdfy Wane of the moon; the 



dark period between the old and the new 
moon, when she is seen neither morning 
nor evening. 

A &W* muhdqqat (v.n. of Contend-
ing; contention at law about one's own 
rights ; hostility. 

A 8UW* muhdkat, in P. ^W* muhaka 
(v.n. 3 of tft*'), Relating, tel l ing; resem-
bling, being like ; imitating, mimicking ; 
repeating the words or actions of another ; 
tying (a knot) firm. 

A &W- mahakat, A weaver's shop. 
A W W * muhdkamat (v.n. 3 of p^0*), 

Citing before the judge (hakim). 
A ^ W * muhaki, An imitator, mimic, 

mocker; talking (bird, as a parrot, star-
ling, &c.). 

A J W " mahal (v.n. of Informing 
against one before tbe k ing ; a large pulley 
or wheel for drawing water;—mahal, mihdl, 
Deceit, f raud, enmity ; — mihdl, Ceasing 
(rain) ; withering (herbs) ; — muhal, Im-
possible, absurd ;—mahdll (pl. of mahdllat), 
Streets, squares, courts, wards, places, 
houses, districts, depar tments ; (in India) 
a bee-hive, a honeycomb ; land or public 
fund producing a revenue to government; 
[mahdlli dltamqhd-sarkdr, Lands held in 
free gift from government;—namak-mahdll, 
Duties on sal t ; ]—muhdll , One who goes 
down with another to any place, who lives 
along with him. 

A muhdlat, Behaving kindly. 
A uuSU-* muhdlat (pl. of muhal), Impos-

sibilities, absurdities. 
a y t i ^ J W * muhdl-andesh, A visionary. 
A i-JW* muhdlabat (v.n. 3 of Milk-

ing together (with another) ; assisting one 
another. 

A mahdlat (v.n. of Ja*?), Being 
barren for want of rain ; a large pulley for 
drawing water ; machination, f raud, c raf t ; 
power; [Id mahalat-a, Id mahdla (m.c.), 
There is no escape, or remedy; of neces-
sity ; undoubtedly ;]—muhdllat (v.n. 3 of 
Ja.), Going down with another to any 
place; living together. 

mahdl-ddr, An officer appointed 
under the kotwal (police-magistrate) for 
the prevention of crimes and abuses; a 
policeman; ward-beadle. 

A «-&3W*» muhalif, A confederate, sworn 
ally. 

A &JW* muhdlafat (v.n. 3 of En-
tering into an agreement, confirming by 
oa th ; serving continually, diligently at-
tending on. 

a ^ J f i JW» muhdl-gu'i, A talking of non-
sense. 

A SUW* muhdmat, in P . (v.n. 3 
of (j*®-), Prohibiting, commanding to ab-
stain, repelling; guarding, defending; 
paying attention (to a guest). 

A ^ W * mahamid (pl. of mahmidat), 
Laudable actions or qualities. 

A muhamaqat (v.n. 3 of <>*•*•)> 
Assisting, abetting, countenancing in any 
act of folly. 

A mahdmil (pl. of mahmil), Those 
appliances which carry the loads on either 
side of a camel; camel-litters ; sword-belts, 
baldricks; velvets, satins (especially those 
which are sent annually as coverings for 
the Ka'bah. 

A &UW* muhdmalat (v.n. of J*"-), Lif t ing 
up together, or conjointly; at tacking one 
another. 

a (JUW* mahdmill, A maker of those 
appliances wherein camels' loads are car-
ried, and which are called mahdmil. 

A muhdwardt (pl. of W* muha-
war at), Dialogues, conversations, confe-
rences ; idioms; usages, &c. (see the fol-
lowing article). 

A SyW* muhawarat, muhdwara (v.n. 3 
of j y ) , Holding a dialogue; conversation, 
conference; a reply; idiom, usage, com-
mon speech, phraseology ; — muhdwara'i 
bahs u jadal, A disputation, an animated 
discussion;—ba-muhdwara, Idiomatic;—bi-
muhdwara, Unidiomatic. 

A J^W* mahdwil (pl. of mahdlat), Large 
pulleys for drawing water. 

A muhdwalat (v.n. 3 of Jj"-), 
Sharpening one's look, gazing s teadi ly; 
wishing, desiring, seeking. 

A muhdyadat, A shunning, an 
avoiding. 

A ( J A I W " muhdyis, Diligent to entrap, 
astute, sly, guileful. 

A ^ W * muhdyasat (v.n. 3 of ), 
Seizing insidiously, overcoming by strata-
gem. 

A (JASW* mahaiz (pl. of mahlzat), Men-
struous cloths. 

A mahd'il (pl. of muhdlat), K i n d 
proceedings. 

A muhdyanat (v.n. 3 of Fix-
ing certain (a time) ; agreeing, bargaining 
by the hour, or time hln). 

A mahabb, mahab, see below ;—• 
muhabb, Beloved ;—~muhibb, One who loves, 
likes, prefers ; a lover, f r iend;—muhibbu 'l-
watan, One who loves his"country, a pa t r io t ; 
—muhibbi sddiq (mukhlis), A sincere friend 
(a mode of subscribing letters). 

a i^kjN v ^ 1 muhibbu 'l-watani, Love of 
country; patriotism. 

a muhibbana, Friendly, like a 
friend. 

A muhabbib, One who makes a 
fr iend. 

A muhabbabat, muhabbdba, The city 
of Madina. 

A mahabbat, in P . also V * - mafyabb, 
mahab, Love, affection; friendship, esteem, 
benevolence; [mahabbat bdkhtan, To make 



love, to cour t ; — mahabbati dill (qalbi), 
Sincere affection, t rue love ; — mahabbati 
mushdrika, Mutual love;—mahabbat war-
zidan, To display affection ;] — muhabbat, 
muhabba, The city of Madlnah. 

a u^ te* mahabbat-amez, Friendly. 
a t^sl mufyubbat-pesha, Addicted 

to love, of amorous disposition ; f r i end ; 
beloved. 

a 8JJ mahabbat-zada, Smitten with 
love, love-stricken. 

a mahabbat-ndma, Friendly 
letter. 

a fti mahabbat-nigart Impressing 
or impressed with affection. 

A mihbar, An ink-holder. 
A Sĵ jfc^ mahbarat, A cause of joy and 

gladness ; — mahbarat, mahbara, An ink-
holder. 

a mahbara-kash, The style or 
stick with which the wool in an ink-bottle 
is stirred (=: q.v.). 

A mahbas (v.n. of Keeping 
back, detaining ; imprisoning ;—mahbis, A 
prison, ja i l ; — milibas, An embroidered 
cover, bed-furniture, a counterpane; — 
mufybas, Imprisoned ; (a horse) bequeathed 
for pious uses ;—muhbie, One who. throws 
into prison; a deviser for pious uses, pro-
hibiting a l ienat ion;—mufyabbis , One who 
layB a counterpane or coverlet on a bed ; a 
detainer, preventer. 

A J*** mafybal, Time of conception; 
period of gestation ;—mahbil, mahbal, The 
womb; the vagiria;—muhbil , One who im-
pregnates, impregnating; productive of 
pregnancy. 

A mahbub, Beloved, loved, liked, 
amiable ; affectionate ; lovely ; — mahbubi 
ildhi, Beloved of God ;—mafrbubi kjiushk, 
A mistress or beloved who cannot be en-
joyed ;—mahbubi qulubi 'dlamiydn, Delight 
of mortal hearts;—zari mahbub, Purest gold. 

a mahbub ana, Like the beloved ; 
as a sweetheart ; a mistress. 

A mahbubat, mahbuba (fem. of 
mahbub), Beloved; a sweetheart, mistress ; 
a lovely woman ; the city of Madinah. 

a ^j-sfc'* mahbubi, mahbublyat, 
Loveliness, amiability. 

A. mahbur, Glad, happy ;—mahbur u 
'I-khdtir, Of a cheerful mind, good-hu-
moured, 

A mahbue, Detained, arrested, 
confined, imprisoned ; — mahhusi polltlk, 
A political prisoner (m.c.). 

a mahbus-sanad, War ran t of 
commitment to prison, a mit t imus. 

a mahbus-khdna, A prison-
house. 

A maftbuk, Firmly woven; (a 
horse) strong, firm on his legs. 

A mahbun, Dropsical. 
A muhtdj, Necessitous, needy, indi-

gent ;—muhtdj ilai-hi, The person or th ing 
needed. 

a wte. gU^y* muhtdj-khdna, A poor-house, 
a ^l^te-* muhtajl, Need, w a n t ; indi-

gence, poverty. 
A tUte* muhtdj, Surrounded, besieged; 

guarded, circumspect. 
• A. muhtal, Subtle, c ra f ty ; a de-

ceiver ; (in law) a person who accepts the 
responsibility of one person for his claim 
upon a n o t h e r m u h t a l 'alai-hi, The per-
son to whom the responsibility for a debt 
or claim was t ransferred. 

A iiUte* muhtdlat, muhtdla, A bawd, pro-
curess. 

A muhtabas, Contained, detained, 
imprisoned ;— muhtabis, A restrainer, de-
tainer ; kept back, withheld ; strangurious. 

A dij-xas" muhtabak, Well-woven;—muh-
tabik, A fastener, strengthener. 

A mufytabal, Caught in a net, 
netted;—muhtabil,One who hunts or catches 
with a net. 

A muhtajj, An arguer, pleader, de-
bater. 

A mu?itajibf Veiled., retired, se-
cluded. 

A muhtajij, A pleader of a cause; 
a bringer of proofs ( h u j j a t ) . 

A^^as- muhtajir, Stony (ground) ; one 
who construes a chamber or closet (hujrah) 
for his own special use. 

A muhtajin, One who draws (a 
thing) towards himself with a hooked club 
mihjan. 

A mahtid, Root, origin; nature, 
A muhtadd, Keen, vehement, fierce 

(in anger or in battle) ; precipitate, impe-
tuous ; flight, escape, retreat. 

A muhtazir, Cautious, wary. 
A (^Ma** muhtazi, An imitator, doing as 

another does; fitted with shoes, shod. 
A V / ^ * muhtarib, Engaged in mutual 

war. 
AjjAas* muhtariz, Curious, careful, wary. 
A muhtaras, Guarded ;—muhtaris, 

One who guards against ; a nocturnal 
sheep-stealer. 

A muhtaris, Greedy; pains-taking. 
A muhtarif, An artisan, artificer. 
a mufitarifa,'Tax on trades or pro-

fessions. 
A muhtariq, Set on fire, burnt, 
a muhtariq-saz, Set t ing on fire. 
A muhtaram, Honoured, venerable, 

sacred, revered, respected; [waziri muh-
taram, An honoured prime-minister ;]—• 
muhtarim, One who maintains his honour. 

j f ^ * muhtazir, One who surmises, guesses 
at. 

A f^as* muhtazim, Girt about with a rope; 
clothed; armed. 

A YYS*^ muhtazin, Grieved, sad, amazed. 
A % '1)1 muhtasib, A reckoner, a calcu-



l a te r , accountant ; t h e superintendent of 
police, who examines weights, measures, 
and provisions, and prevents gambling, 
drinking, &c. 

a (j^—Aafe- muhtasibi, Adminis t ra t ion of 
the police, or the office of Muhtasxb. 

A p&xa** muhtasham, Powerful, great, 
a t tended by many followers or clients;— 
mvhtafhim. Bashful, 

a o A s * - muhtashlr Pilled, t rammed, 
stuffed. 

A muhtashiyat, (A woman) who 
wears artificial stuffings (hashiya) to give 
protuberance to the bosom or hips. 

A muhtasid, A reaper of corn. 
A muAtazar, Nigh unto death, 

d y i n g — - muhiazir, A hur ter , in j u r e r ; 
coming in person ; arrived in town f rom 
the country. 

A mwhtazcnt, Taken in the arms, 
embraced;—muhtaxin, One who embraces. 

A S-ksfc** muhtatab, A wood-pile, a place 
where wood for fue l is kept ;—muktat ib , A 
gatherer of wood. 

A fa*** muhtazar, Made u p of branches 
into a fold f o r camels; — muMarir, One 
who constructs the fold hazlrah. 

A muAtazi, F o r t u n a t e ; court-
favourite. 

muhtafar, Dug, excavated, hol-
lowed ou t ;—muhta f i r , A digger. 

A muhtafiz, A preserver ; provoked 
to a n g e r ; cautious. 

A muMafalt A place or t ime of 
meet ing; a council, assembly;—mukbajU, 
Assembled ; manifest . 

A muhfafij Barefoot. 
A jtea** muhtaqar, Tile, base, mean ;— 

muktaqir, One who looks upon as contemp-
tible. 

A rnuhlaqiq, Wrangl ing , engaged 
in altercation. 

A tfSzc** mnMaqin t One who labours under 
a retention of urine. 

A muhtakir% A forestaller, regrater, 
monopolizer of grain. 

A mvhtakim, A ruler, a governor. 
A mwUaliq, A shaver (of the 

head) . 
A mvhtalit, One who descends, 

al ights off a journey, stays, and lives 
with. 

A F^LAFC" muhtalim, A d reamer ; polluted ; 
arrived a t the age of puberty. 

A J***" muhtamaX, Suspected, conjec-
tu red ; suspicious, doub t fu l ; possible; 
p robable ; suffer ing pat ient ly;—muhiamil , 
A.taker u p of a b u r d e n ; one who takes 
upon h imsel f ; a buyer of a captive; pa-
tient ; suspected, conjectured; hoped for, 
probable ;—muhtamilu 'z-ziddain, Capable 
of a double or contrary interpretat ion. 

A rnwMamilai, Suspicions. 
a u * ^ * muhtami, One who shuns or re-

s t rains h imse l f ; cautious, abstinent (sick 
man) . 

A rnahtiim, Fixed, decreed. 
A muhtawi, Compris ing; who or 

what comprises; a collector, assembler, 
embracer, occupier. 

A muhiss, An exciter, instigator. 
A ^Afc^ mahassat, An urging, spurring. 
A viuhassis, An instigator, inciter, 

urger. 
A muhsal, TJnwholesomely fed 

(auckling);—muksil, Adverse (fortune) . 
A muhsilat, A mother who feeds her 

in fan t with unwholesome aliment. 
A GIT* mahj (v.n. of ^SB-), F lay ing ; rub-

bing (a rope) to soften ( i t ) ; copulating; 
churn ing ; sweeping violently (wind); 
ly ing . , 

A G^* muhijj, One who sends to Mecca 
to perform the ceremonies of pilgrimage. 

A N-AF**- muhajjab, Separated by a cur-
tain (hijdb). 

A mahajjat, A highway, a straight 
r o a d ; anyth ing established by proof; 
thesis, proposition. 

A mahjar, Anything forbidden;—• 
mahjir, mihjar, A garden planted with 
t r ees ; the socket, environs, or corner of 
the eye ; an eye peeping out f rom under a 
veil; the environs of a t o w n ; a railing 
(m.c). 

A muhjil, One who binds with a 
tether the r ight fore-foot (of a camel) 
muhajjal, Sunk in the socket ( the eye) ; 
having a hind-foot white (horse). 

A inikjam, A cupping-glass or 
horn ; a l ance t ; thin, fine ;—muhjim, Pusil-
lanimous. 

A mahjcmat, The part to which 
the cupping-glass is appl ied;—mihjamai , 
A cupping-glass. 

A i^aa-- mihjtm, mihjanat, A hook-
headed club;—muhjan, Small and weakly 
(plant) . 

A V^TE" mahjub, fem. mahjubat, mahjuba 
(see next article), Veiled, covered, retired, 
prevented going ab road ; modest ; blind 
f r o m b i r t h ; forbidden to enter ; excluded. 

a. Si)*?*** ma.hju.ba, A bar for fastening a 
door ;—mahjuba'i ahmad, The hamza of 
aJkmad, i.e. the let ter \ alif. 

a mahjiibi, Bashfulness, modesty. 
A The temple of Mecca. 
A jj***- maAjur, Prohibited, forb idden; 

an inhibited slave. 
A mahjUt, Girded with a waistband. 
A / • J * * * makjum, Cupped (man) ; muz-

zled (camel). 
mahadd, F l ight , escape; [Id ma-

hadd, There is no escape, it becomes neces-
sary;—muhidd, A sharpener ; a widow 
mourning for her husband. 

A muhdib, Who makes hump-
backed;—michaddal, Convex; gibbous;— 



muhaddib, One who raises the back ; one 
who makes gibbous or convex. 

A •ij.iifc* muhdis, A fornicator; polluted 
by any accident and disqualified for prayer ; 
(God) causing an event to happen ; any-
thing new, strange, disagreeable, iniqui-
tous ; — muhaddas, Sound, judicious in 
relating or distinguishing tbe actions or 
sayings of Muhammad ; an orthodox be-
liever in Muhammadan traditions 
haddis, One who produces something new, 
an inventor, an innovator ; a narrator, re-
later ; a t radi t ionist ; well versed in Mu-
hammadan tradition (see p. 413). 

A nilikaddasat, Histories, acci-
dents. 

A muhdasat, Anything new, strange, 
disagreeable, or iniquitous. 

a e-ia^ muhdij, One who binds on the 
kidj or camel-litter. 

A muhaddad, Terminated, bounded, 
limited. 

A muhctddir, Who or what causes to 
descend or to precipitate ; precipitant. 

a j^a-* muhdiq, Who or what surrounds, 
encircles, goes round. 

A J A ^ muhaddiq, Clear-sighted. 
A mahdud, Limited, bounded, sepa-. 

rated, terminated, defined, definite. 
A U U ^ - I A S ^ mahdudai, Legal punish-

ments; bastinadoes. 
A j A ^ mahzir, A place of fear or cau-

tion, of battle, of calamity ;—muhazzir, A 
threatener, inspirer of fear, 

A mihzam, A sharp sword. 
A ĵ Afc^ mahbur, Formidable, 
A SYIJTE* mahzurat (v.n. of Avoiding, 

shunning, fearing ; a misfortune, calamity ; 
war; te r ror ; a bugbear, scarecrow, hob-
goblin ;—abu mahzurat, Surname of one of 
Muhammad's callers to prayer. 

a makzuri, Caution ; warning. 
A mahzuf, Taken away, cut ofF, 

elided (syllable from a word, or foot from 
a verse) ; apocopated; curtailed, docked, 
mutilated ; a bottle, a wine-skin. 

A mufazi, A giver of shoes. 
A muhirr, Warm, hot, sultry (day). 
A mihtrab, The principal place in a 

mosque, where the priest prays to the 
people with his face turned towards Mecca; 
a kind of high a l ta r ; a parlour, hall, or 
upper chamber; the chief seat at an.enter-
tainment ; the royal closet or chamber; 
warlike ; a field of battle;—mihrdbi tegh-
The curve or arched blade of a scimitar;— 
mihrdbi jamshed. The cup of Jam, Solo-
mon, or Sikandar, representing the whole 
world; the sun ; fire ;—mihrdbi shakar-
biira, A triangular kind of pasty made with 
BUgar;—was ati mihrab, The span of an 
arch. 

mihrdb'ddr, Having a mifirdb; 

muharris, An exciter to greedi-

muharriz, An instigator, exciter, 

arched, bowed, bow (as a window or a drill, 
&c.). 

a i ^ l ^ * mihrdbi, Having a mihrab; 
like a mihrab; arched ; cut in the shape of 
a mihrdb, round (a beard). 

A mihrdf, A surgeon's probe, 
A mihrdq, The cause of a fire (as 

l ightning or a thunderbolt). 
A mihrdk, A poker for stirring a 

fire. 
A VYFE* mihrab, Warlike;—muharrab, A 

lion \—^muharrib, An exasperator; an insti-
gator ; a sharpener of spear-heads (harbah). 

A mihras, A plough ; — muhras, 
Overworked (beast ) ; one who overworks 
his beast. 

A yy** muhairar, Writ ten, inscribed; 
consecrated to God;—muharrir, A writer, 
clerk, scribe, accountant; a giver of liberty} 
one who devotes to the service of God. 

a muharrirdn (P. pl. of muharrir), 
Writers, &c.; — muharrirdni falak, Sun, 
Moon, and the planets Mercury, Venus, 
Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn. 

a muharrari, The office or business 
of a clerk, &c. 

A 
ness. 

A U^A?^ 
provoker. 

A mahrif, A place where one turns 
or moves about i n ; where one's gains are 
made; deliverance from calamity ;—muhrif\ 
Well, in good condition ; who toils for his 
family; who emaciates a camel; who re-
quites (good or evil) ;—muharraf, Inverted, 
t ransposed; altered in form (a word) ; 
perverted (as language) ; tampered with; 
an anagram ; diagonal, slant;—muh.arriff 
A transposer of letters ; an anagram mat is t ; 
one who accommodates his religion to 
worldly concerns. 

A mihraq, A file; — muhraq, In-
flamed ; — muharraq, Burned ; — muharriq. 
An incendiary. 

A makriq-an, In a burning state. 
A muhraqat, A burnt-offering, holo-

caust. 
A dy,** mahrak, The upper par t of the 

root of the neck ;—muhrik, A mover, stirrer 
up, adviser;—muharrak , (in. grammar) A 
word inflected with two or more fathas; 
as ma tar, hasanat; — muharrik, A mover, 
inciter, persuader; stimulant, motory; 
one who marks a consonant with a vowel; 
—muharriki fitna (fasad), A promoter of 
mischief or sedition. 

A mahram, Unlawful, forbidden; a 
spouse, consort, confidant, intimate f r i end ; 
a bodice; [mahrami raz, A friend to whom 
secrets are confided ;—mahrami raz gashtan. 
To become initiated in tbe divine mysteries; 
— mahrami ghar, An intimate f r iend 
(= ydri ghar, q.v. under ft) ;—zu mahram, 



One who has access to the haram or women's 
apartments; one with whom marriage is 
unlawful ; intimate, admitted to the female 
apartments; entered on the sacred month 
Muharram; donning the pilgrim's garb 
(ibrdni), engaged in the sacred pilgrimage; 
a menstruous woman; — muharram, For-
bidden, unlawful ; the sacred enclosure of 
Mecca; the first month of the Muham-
madan year ; a bodice;—muharrim, One 
who forbids, interdicts, declares unlawful. 

I U D U J ^ mahrumat, Inviolable th ings; 
—muharramdt, Things prohibited; months 
of Muharram. 

a mahramana, Confidentially, in 
confidence; secret, confidential. 

A muhramat, mahrumat, Anything 
venerable, sacred, inviolable, prohibited by 
God; repulse, disappointment; a wife. 

A mahramlyat, The state of being 
a confidant; intimacy, t rus t , confidence. 

A mahrub, Robbed, plundered. 
mahrfd, mahrus, The 

root of benzoin. 
A >*>pyf** mahrus, Ploughed, tilled 

(ground). 
A mahrur, Freed from being a 

slave; hot, choleric, fur ious ; libidinous. 
a mahruri, Hot , choleric. 
A mahrus, Guarded, preserved, 

kept;—baiti mahrusu 'l-hawall, A house 
guarded on all sideB. 

A mahrusat, mahrusa, A garri-
soned ci ty; a capital ; the metropolis of 
an empire;—mamdliki mahrusa, The pro-
vinces or countries in the government of 
any sovereign. 

A mahrus, Greedily desired, 
coveted; (a pasture) grazed, cropped close. 

A mahrdf, Inverted, changed ; de-
prived of part of one's property. 

A mahruq, Burnt , inflamed; torrid. 
A mahruqat, Fuel. 
A mahrum, Prohibited, forb idden; 

debarred, excluded; frustrated, disap-
pointed, deprived of the supports of l i fe ; 
unable to earn anything, unfor tuna te ; pre-
vented by Bhame from begging; venerable. 

a i^j^* mahruml, Disappointment. 
A mahrumiyat, Prohibition, f rus-

tration, disappointment; privation, loss. 
a mahari, A dromedary. 
A y*** mahazz, A moment ; a groove, a 

cut;—mihazz, Reproachful, cutting, severe 
in language. 

A yVy*^ mihzdn, Grieved, sad. 
A muhazzib, A distributor in parts, 

especially (of the Qur 'an) into sixty sec-
tions (aAzdfc) ; a collector of troops, crews, 
or gangs. 

A niahzim, The girth-place of an 
animal; — mihzam, mihzamat, A girth ;— 
muhzim, One who girths (a horsn). 

A £)>*•« muhzan, Sad, grieved, saddened; 

—muhzin, muliazzin, A causer of gr ief ;— 
muhazzan, Saddened, grieved. 

A mahzum, Packed, made into 
bales. 

A mahzun, Vexed, afflicted, grieved. 
A mihsdb, A banker 's counter, 
A miksdn, An instrument of doing 

good; a benefactor; beneficent, 
A s-*—** muhassab, Propped with pil-

lows. 
A mahassat, A cause of burning;— 

mihassat, mihassa, A curry-comb, 
A —IFCY* muhassad, Greatly envied ;—mu-

hassid, One who envies greatly. 
A JK* muhsin, One who does good, and 

obliges; a benefactor, 
A (j—muhassan, Beautiful (face). 
A —** muhsandt, muhsinat, Ladies, 

beautiful, fair, and chaste. 
A Ix^aa* mahsanat, Anything conducive 

to health and to comeliness;—mahsinat, 
Anything good, fair, excellent. 

a (jSA muhsin-hush, " Benefactor-
slaying "; ungrateful . 

a muhsini, Of or belonging to 
Muhsin;—akhldgi muhsini, Muhsin's Morals 
or Ethics (title of a book written by Husain 
Wa'iz, the author of Anwari Suhaili, 
A.H. 900, which date is indicated by the 
numerical value of the composing letters 
according to the abjad). 

A mahsiib, Computed, reckoned, 
carried to account. 

A maheud, Hated, envied; — bit 
mahsud-an, Pass the night in being an 
object of envy. 

Ajj—Jkr* mahsur» Dim-sighted; wearied, 
fatigued ; one who sighs. 

A fj^y^," mahsus, Perceived, felt, known; 
sensible, perceptible, an object of the 
senses;—mahsus shudan, To be perceived. 

A — m a h s u s d t (pi. fem. of the 
preceding), Things perceptible to the 
senses, things f e l t ; objects of sense. 

A mahsh (v.n.), Burning, blistering, 
peeling off (the sk in) ; carrying off all 
before it ( torrent) ; indulging to excess in 
eating or venery;—mahashsh, A scythe ;— 
mahashsh, mihashsh, A hay-loft, a sack or 
place where hay is kept;—muhishsh, One 
who goes a foraging, o r collects hay. 

A muhashshd, = q.v,; — 
muhashshd kardan, To write marginal 
notes, to annotate. 

A SUtifc^ muhshat, The nethermost part of 
the belly, where the digested food lies 
ready to be excreted. 

A mahashshat, Land abounding in 
hay ; buttocks ;—mihashshat, A poker ; a 
loft or place where hay is kept. 

A y^o*" mahshar, mahshir, Place of as-
sembly ; last judgment. 

a jJ^ao" mahshar-aray, Adorning or 
mustering the assembly. 



a sUi mahshar-panah, A refuge on 
the day of assembly. 

a (J.^- mahshar-khirdm, (A woman) 
whose gait excites a commotion like tha t 
of the day of judgment . 

a mahsharistdn, The place of 
assembly or resurrection. 

a >ii ft**** mahshar-qad, — q.v. 
A mahsham, A place where a great 

man's retinue is a s sembled ;—muhsh im, 
One who venerates, who honours ;—mu-
hashshim, One who puts in a rage, wrings, 
or says an) thing which gives another pain ; 
who causes to blush. 

mahshuw, Filled, stuffed, crammed. 
A mahshur, Collected, congregated, 

assembled ; raised from the dead. 
A mahshd, The stomach and vis-

cera;—muhashshd, I l lustrated by marginal 
notes ;—muhashshl, One who trims a gar-
ment with fr inge or lace ;—mahshiy, mah-
shi, Stuffed, farced. 

A mahs (v.n,), Running (a deer) ;— 
muhiss, Who gives another bis Bhare [hissat) 

A mahs at, Stony, gravelly ground. 
A s-̂ -aa®^ muha,ssab, The place where 

pilgrims throw pebbles in the valley of 
Mina; covered with pimples, measly ;— 
muhassib, One who strows with gravel, or 
throws sand into any place or thing. 

A mahmbat, A pebbly, gravelly 
place. 

A Aav* mihsad, A reaping-sickle ;—muh* 
sid, (Corn) ready for cutting. 

A muhsir, A besieger; a hinderer, 
preventer ; impedimental. 

A muhassal, Collected, acquired, 
brought together; [muhassali kaldm, The 
sum or substance of a speech ;]—muha&sil, 
A collector, gatherer, acquirer; a tax-
gatherer ; a farmer of the customs; a dun ; 
a reader; a digester, one who gives the 
substance (of an oration, &e) . 

a muhassildna, ft**** muhassili, 
Fees of the bailiff or tax-gatherer. 

A mihsamat, An iron mallet. 
A mihsan, A lock, bol t ; a basket ; 

—muhsan, Guarded, preserved; chaste, 
continent; wedded, married ;—wahain, A 
defender ; chaste, continent; — muhassan, 
Surrounded by a wal l ; — muhassin, One 
who fortifies, defends, surrounds with a 
wall; a preserver, keeper; chaste; who 
marries (to keep himself chaste). 

A muhsanat, muhsana, (A woman) 
joined in matrimony ; chaste, modest. 

A j ^ A ^ - * mahsud, Cut, reaped ; harvest. 
A jy*-* mahsur, Besieged, beleaguered, 

Burrounded ; shut or hemmed in ; costive. 
a muhsurl, Confinement, durance. 
A Y I J ^ T E ^ mahsurin (obi. pl. of mahsur, 

used as nom.), The besieged. 
A J y * * - mahsul, mahsula (v.n. of 

Remaining over and above; collected; 

harvest, in-gathering, c rop; tbe produce 
or sum of any th ing ; prof i t ; tax, duty, 
excise, custom, postage ;—mahsuli db-kdri, 
Revenue from the manufacture of spirituous 
liquors ; — mahsuli sd'ir, Miscellaneous 
duties ;—mahsuli nahr, Canal-rents. 

A mahsulat (pl. fem.), Corn, 
frui ts . 

a j W y v mahsul-ddr, F ru i t fu l , rich, 
fe r t i le ; an officer employed to prevent 
the clandestine removal of the produce. 

a Jr85*9" mahsuli, Of or relating to 
taxes ; dutiable ; bearing postage ; lands 
paying revenue. 

A YJANK-* mahsun, Fortified, defended. 
A muhst. A numberer;—mahsl , 

Afflicted with gravel (hasat) in the bladder, 
calculous. 

A (jA*-* mahz (v.n.), Possessing milk un-
mixed with wa te r ; giving pure milk to 
d r ink ; milk unmixed with wa te r ; pure, 
unmixed, unalloyed ; sincere love; only, 
mere, simple; for this special purpose 
(m.c.) ; [ma/tsi khdtiri shumd, Only for 
your sake (m.c.) ;—ba-mahzi didani tu, 
Merely at the sight of you (m.c.) ;—khairi 
mahz, Unalloyed good, summum bonum ;] 
—mahaz, Driuking pure milk; thirst ing for 
milk;—mahiz, Possessed of pure mi lk ; 
greedy for milk; pure milk. 

A "Usa* mihz-an, Merely, purely, solely, 
wholly. 

A S—•ITE- mihzab, mihzaj, A coal-
rake, malk in ; poker. 

a l«s- t s^- j mahz-dasl-khat, Mere 
signature, a blauk endorsement. 

A mahzar, Presence, approach ; near-
ness; an inhabited place ; persons present ; 
a royal cour t ; a register, record, decree; 
any document attested by witnesses, attes-
tation, testimony ; nature, temper, dispo-
sition ; construed with durust kardan, 
sdkhtan, saranjdm dadan, kardan, &c. ; 
[mahzar bar db nawishtan, To occupy one-
self with futi l i t ies ; — hasanu 'l-mahzar, 
One who speaks well of the absent ;—ka-
rimu 'l-mahzar, Of noble disposit ion;] — 
muhzir, A mace-bearer, sergeant, beadle, 
summoner. 

a j - W mahzar-khdna, " Place of 
assembly"; a cour t ; a police-station. 

a yifc* mahzar-ndma, A summons to 
appear ; a muster-roll, list of those present ; 
a public attestation. 

a ialA (jAjk* mahz-ghalat, Quite wroug. 
a ft muh$ ghair-mumkin, 

Absolutely impossible. 
a t f t mahz Jiqra-bdzi, A mere 

playing with words ; sheer device or 
trickery. 

a {J^* mahz-qaid, Simple imprison-
ment. 

a ^ u 4 *^ mahz na-chiz, A mere no-
thing, a mere trifle. 



A mahzan, mahzin, The nest of a 
hen sit t ing. 

Ajj/ite* mahzur, Arrived at one's accus-
tomed home. 

A mihzlr, (A horse) running much. 
A W * mahatt, The end of a period or 

sentence, a ful l -point ; the place where 
people deposit their baggage when light-
ing off a journey; an anchorage for ship-
ping ;—mihatt, mihattat, mihatta, An 
iron or wooden instrument for drawing 
figures on leather, &c.; pustulous (face). 

A mihtab, A pruning-hook, a bill. 
A muhattim, A great breaker. 
A mahtut, Lowered, abated ;—mah-

tutu* l-qadr, Depressed in dignity, lowered 
in rank. 

A jfa**" mahzur, Forbidden, un lawful ; 
confined, restricted. 

A mahzur at (pi. fem. of the pre-
ceding), Illicit things. 

A KJLI*^ mahzuz, Favoured by fortune, 
blest ; glad, cheerful, contented ; — ghair 
mahzuz, Discontented, unhappy. 

A mahzlyat, The concubine of a 
married man. 

A fattu* mihfdr, A digging implement, 
spade. 

A mihaffat, A species of travelling-
litter or couch for women, resembling the 
hauda, but not arched. 

A A** mihfar, S j m i h f a r a t , A digging 
implement, spade. 

A mukaffiz, Who or whatever causes 
to commit to memory. 

A mahfazat, mahfaza, A magazine, 
hoard ;—mahfaza'i idrdk, Where anything 
is perceived or kept in mind. 

A muhajfif, A weaver (of a gar-
ment) ; one who covers with or wraps in a 
garment ; indigent, distressed.' 

A JATE* mahfil, mahfal, A place or time of 
meeting; an assembly, congregation, coun-
cil, convention, congress, society, chorus; 
a dancing par ty ; a pulpit, t r ibunal ;— 
mahjili qazd, A court of justice \~~-mahfili 
nam u nang, The day of resurrection. 

A mahfud, A master, one served. 
mahfur, Dug, excavated. 

A UEJAAS* mahfus, Collected, ga thered ; 
thrown from the hand ; thrown to and fro 
(as threads by the shuttle in weaving). 

A mahfuz, Guarded, protected, pre-
served, kept safe ; committed to memory. 

A mahfuf, Girt, encompassed ; op-
pressed by poverty. 

a &A®-* mihaffla, = and qq.v, 
A jj}̂ *** muhfi, One who makes bare the 

f e e t ; one who neatly tr ims his beard, &c.; 
strict in inquiry; importunate in asking ; 
benevolent, friendly. 

A mahq (v.n.), Abolishing, making 
void, cancelling, effacing, obli terating; 
burning, scorching; depriving of a blessing; 

— muhiqq, One who confirms and esta-
blishes ; a speaker of the t ru th ; acting 
properly, doing jus t ice; knowing for cer-
tain ; having or showing a right or claim. 

A AAÂ  muhqid, Who causes hatred. 
A muhqir, A despiser;—muhaqqar, 

Despised; poor, low; a trifle;—muhaqqir, 
A despiser. 

A muhaqqardt, Trifles. 
A mahqarat (v.n. of Being vile, 

contemptible ; regarding as such ; vileness, 
baseness ;—muhaqqar at, A despicable thing, 
a trifle. 

A muhaqqaq, Ascertained, confirmed, 
authenticated, certified, notorious, known 
for t ru th ; firmly woven (cloth) ; a kind of 
writing ; — mukaqqiq, A verifier, affirmer, 
confirmer ; an asserter or teacher of truth, 
a philosopher; a mystic who has attained 
to the degree of perfection called haqlqat; 
an appealer to the Qur 'an and not to 
tradition. 

a tt^.^/* muhaqqiqdna, Truly, accurately, 
like one who has reached the state of 
muhaqqiq (see preceding article). 

A Y-̂ AFLAR** muhaqqiqln (obi. pi. used as 
nom.), Philosophers ; authorities. 

A (j&te* mihqan, A churning-bottle or bag 
having thick milk, upon which fresh milk 
is poured ; a clyster-pipe ;—-muhqin, One 
who restrains (ur ine); one who collects 
and blends together different kinds of 
milk. 

A AAMS^ mihqana, A syringe, clyster-pipe. 
a mahqur, The letters s-AS jaddu 

katbin. 
A o^&y* mahquq, Wor thy , fit, proper. 
A mahk, A brawl;—-mahik, A wran-

gler ;—mihakk, A touchstone, a test ;—mi-
hakki zari Tmdn, The touchstone of the 
gold of faith, i.e. the black stone of Mecca ; 
—mihakki zarrln, A touchstone of gold; 
the black stone at Mecca ;—mihakki sabr, 
The touchstone of patience ;—bar mihakk 
zadan, To test, to assay. 

A YVIS-H* mahkdn, A brawler. 
A muhalekak, Rubbed; a rubbing-

post for scabby camels ;—muhakkik, One 
who rubs hard. 

A muhkam,, Fortified, strengthened, 
firm, robust ; clear, conspicuous, incontro-
vertible ; strong ;—muhkim, A strengthener, 
fortifier ; — muhakkam, muhakkim, Wise, 
discreet; unshaken during martyrdom ;— 
muhakkim, A prohit i tor , hinderer \ one 
who invests with power and authority ; an 
experienced old man. 

A mahkamat (pi. of mahkamat), 
Courts of law, tribunals, &c. ;—muhkamat 
(pi. fem. of muhkam), Incontrovertible, 
plain, perspicuons, not ambiguous (verses 
of the Qur 'an) ; or such as have not been 
abrogated. 

A mahkamat, mahkama, A tribunal, 



a court of justice, towu-house or ha l l ;— 
muhkamat, muhkama (fem. of muhkam), 
Firm (woman) ; clear, perspicuous (thing) ; 
unrepealed, unabrogated (chapter or verse 
of the Qur'an) ;—muhakkimat, Name of a 
sect. 

a muhkami, Firmness, s trength ; 
stability ; compactness ; solidity. 

A ( a J m a h k u k , Erased, cancelled; 
rubbed. 

A ffa**" mahkum, fem. mahku-
mat, mahkuma, Ordered, commanded; em-
powered, ordained, invested wicli supreme 
power; subjected, under command; bri-
dled, curbed (horse) ; a servant;—mahkum 
bi-hi, The predicate of a proposition;— 
mahkum lalai-hi, Judicially condemned; 
the subject of a proposition. 

a mahkumi, Strength, firmness; 
authority. 

a mahkl, Related, told. 
A J * * mahi, In ju r ing by s lander; being 

barren for want of rain (season) ; want of 
rain, dearth, scarcity; fraud, deceit, t rea-
chery ;—muhul (pi. of mahal), The joints 
of the back, vertebrae ;—mahall, mahal (v.n. 
of J ^ ) , Descending, lighting off a journey, 
staying, dwelling ; place of abode; a build-
ing, house, mansion ; a palace; a place, 
post, dignity, degree of honour, high sta-
tion (construed with burdan, nihadan, &c.) ; 
delay ; time, opportunity ; \mahalli akhar, 
Another place ; — mahalli tamdshd, The 
stage (m.c.);—-mahalli Mass, The chief 
spouse, the head wife (m.c.) ; — mahalli 
safa-bakhsh, A pleasant, delightsome spot ; 
—mahalli mujrti, Place of obeisance ; clear-
ance of accounts;—zikri mahall u irdda'i 
hal, A trope, the containing for the con-
tained ;— ghair mahall, Unwor thy ; inop-
portune ;]—mahill (v.n. of Being due, 
necessary ; the appointed term for payment 
of debt, or for making a sacrifice ; a place 
of sacrifice ;—muhill, (A woman) mourning 
the death of her husband (fixed by the 
Muhammadan law to 110 days) ; about to 
enter upon those months during which 
fighting was permitted ; regardless of mat-
ters deemed sacred; deserving of punish-
ment ; lawful. 

muhalla, Small pieces of meat roasted 
and Bprinkled with lemon-juice; a fried 
melon ( s e e S ^ ) . 

A v*̂ *-** mihldb, A milking-pail. 
A mihla'at, An instrument for bray-

ing antimony, or for applying it to the 
eyes. 

A mafyallat (pi. of mahallai), 
Streets, squares ;—muhilldt, A kettle, hand-
mill, knife, fire-steel, and similar portable 
utensils for daily use in travelling. 

A giU-* mihlaj, An iron instrument with 
which cotton is separated from the seeds ; 
a baker's rolling-pin. 

A mihldl, A place where people 
assemble and sit down. 

A s-Afc* mahlab, A kind of grain resem-
bling cherry-stones growing in Azar-
baijan (Armenia) ; honey; — mihldb, A 
milking pail;—muhlib, One who assists in 
milking, or allows another to mi lk ; a 
helper. 

a NA** mihlab, Name of a f r ag ran t tree, 
of which the people of Nahawand make 
whip-)-andles. 

A ̂ Afc" mahlahat, A place where the grain 
mahlab grows. 

A mahallat, A street or quarter of a 
c i ty ; a parish ; an inn, station, encamp-
ment, halting-place. 

A jAte" mihlaj, mihlaj at, A table 
on which cotton is separated f rom the 
seed ;—mihlaj, The axis of a pulley ;—muh-
laj, Ready (money). 

a fa mahall- (mahal-) dar, The 
watchman of a district or quarter. 

a mahal-diwa diw), The 
Maldive islands. 

a J*-* mahal-saray, Women's apart-
ments ; private apartment of noble or king. 

A muhlif, One who exacts an oath 
and binds one by i t ; a doubt fu l affair, 
about which people swear di f ferent ly;— 
muhallif, One who exacts an oath. 

A muhlif an, Two stars which rise 
before Canopus. 

A <3W« mihlaq, An instrument of shaving; 
a r a z o r ; — muhallaq, Scraped, shaven, 
shorn; a shaving-place ; a place at Mina 
where the pilgrims shave their heads ;— 
muballiq, One who shaves (his head) 
much. 

A mihlaqat, A shaving-instrument, 
razor. 

a J ^ mahal-giiy, An apposite 
speaker. 

A JLsf muhallal, A place whither anyone 
frequently goes ; l awfu l ; made l awfu l ; a 
small matter;—muhalli l , One who makes 
lawful, especially one who marries a 
thrice-divorced woman and dismisses her . 
a f ter consummation, so tha t she may law-
fully return to her former husband ; one 
who solves, resolves, renders jus t ice ; a 
solvent (see the following article). 

A muhallildt, Medicines which, by 
their subtilty, dissolve and dissipate any 
morbid and stagnate fluid ; solvents. 

A. muhlim, Dreaming; a d reamer ; 
—muhallim, One who renders meek and 
long-suffering, or who enjoins meekness. 

a v^Ur* mahlub, Milked (animal) ; 
tanned. 

A GYUR* mahluj, (Cotton) cleared of the 
seed. 

A <-JjJU->* mahluf, Sworn. 
A O^Afc* mahltifd', An oath. 
A j f a * mahluq, Shaved, shorn. 



A J * W » mahlul, Dissolved ; discussed ; 
loosed, absolved; penni t ted; vacant, empty; 
legitimate, lawful ; a solution. 

a mahalla, A quarter, part of the 
town, district, division; review, muster ; 
the community (see A, flU**). 

a ft mahalla-dar, A police-officer 
under the kotwal. 

A muhll, An anointer of the eyes; 
one who makes or discovers (a thing) to be 
sweet;—mahalli, Belonging to the seraglio; 
a eunuch;—muhalld, Sweetened; polished, 
adorned, dressed; ornamented with jewels ; 
elegant; written ou t ; praised, commended ; 
—muhalll, One who decorates the hil t or 
sheath of a sword ; a sweetener; one who 
describes a man by his external appearance. 

A mihamm, An iron or brazen vessel 
tinned, in which water is warmed;—mu-
himm, A warmer (of water) ; what causes 
a fever; hot, feverish; infected with epi-
demical fever; a kinsman. 

A mahammat, Any object of aim or 
pursuit ; the cause of fever; place where 
fever prevails. 

A mahmid, mahmad. (v.n. of •J*^) 
Praising;—muhmid, One who acts laudably; 
-— muhammad, Highly praised ; praise-
worthy ; a proper name, particularly that 
of the founder of Islam ;—muhammid, A 
great praiser. 

A 8 - mahmidat, mahmadat, mahmada 
(v,n. of Praising ; an illustrious or 
laudable action ; fame, renown; praise, 
eulogy. 

a (j*^** muhammad-ma' dni, Like 
Muhammad in one's conceptions. 

a f t mahmada-saz, One who re-
turns thanks to, and praises God. 

a muhammadl, Muhammad an. 
A m u f t a m m a r , Galled ah ass;—mu-

hammir, Who calls (another) an ass ; who 
Bpeaks the dialect of Himyar ; — muh-
marr, Red. 

a ywjfc- muhammas, Parched (pea or 
vetch) ;—muhammis, A toaster (of pease or 
vetches). 

A mahmaz, muhmaz, A place where 
camels feed on the bitter plant called 
hamz;—muhmiz, (Land) f ru i t fu l in bitter 
and saltish plants. 

A ( J * * * muhmiq, One who discovers folly 
in another, or exhibits signs of it himself ; 
mother of a foolish son. 

A J ^ R - mahmil, That by which anything 
iB supported; a camel-litter for women; 
velvet, satin, cloth (especially tha t sent 
annually as a covering for the Ka'bah) ; a 
basket in which grapes are carried ; [mah-
mil randan, To lead ox drive a camel;— 
mahmil kashidan, To carry a litter. Also 
construed with bastan, gushddan, nishdn-
dan, Ac.] — mihmal, A sword-belt, a bal-
drick;—muhmil , One who loads, or helps 

to load ; — muhammal, Carried, borne;— 
muhammil, A bearer, a carrier (as of a 
letter, &c.). 

a ^ f t J*!*** mahmil-kash, A l i t ter-bearer; 
a camel-leader. 

A mahmud, Praised; laudable; a 
proper name; name of a celebrated jug-
gler ; name of an elephant mentioned in 
the Qur 'an. 

a J^T maJtmud-abdd, Name of a 
place near Qazvrin. 

A mahmudat, P . FIJJ*^ mahmuda, 
Scammony. 

A mahmudi, A silver coin equal 
to about 8 | pence Engl i sh ; an Afghan 
tribe ; a fine sort of muslin. 

A mahmuz, Tar t (wine) ; sharp, 
brisk. 

A mahniul, Loaded, freighted. 
A mahmulat, mahmilla, A sort of 

dusky-coloured wheat, very prolific; a 
cargo, burden ; lading ;—mahmula'i jahdz> 
A cargo, shipment;—mdli mahmula, A 
burden, load. 

A F J * * ' * mahnmm, Warmed ; thrown into 
a fever, feverish; definite, decreed, deter-
mined. 

A ^TE-* muhmi, A preserver, defender; 
a heater (of iron) ;—mahmly, mahmi, Pro-
tected, guarded; heated ; feverish; a lion. 

A mahmiyat (v.n. of ^J**-) , Abstain-
ing through a nice sense of honour ; pro-
tecting, guarding, defending; debar r ing ; 
—mahmiyat, A protected city, i.e. a metro-
polis or other distinguished place. 

A ( j ^* mihn (v.n.), Striking, laahing; 
trying, proving, tempting ; wearing out (a 
garment) ; giving, bestowing; clearing a 
well from mud; stripping of bark; smooth-
ing (leather) ;—mahan, Fatigue from being 
employed or travelling all &y»y •, smooth, 
sof t ;—mihan (pl. of mihnat), Afflictions; 
—'dlami pur mihan, A world ful l of 
troubles. 

A muhannd, Bent, crooked, hooked. 
A Ixee* mihnat, Moil, toil, drudgery ; cala-

mity, misfortune, affliction, misery, sore 
trial, temptation ;—mihnati dunya, Worldly 
care ;—-mihnati shdqa, Hard labour;—mih-
nati shab-d-rozi, Toil of night and day. 

a y mihnat-bar, Removing grief. 
a mihnat-parast, Grief-

stricken, afflicted. 
a mihnat-zada, Distressed, 

wretched. 
a { f t ̂ >-^mihnat-kaeh, Afflicted, moiling. 
a i f t f mihnat-kashi, Misery, suffer-

a mihnat-kashida, Oppressed. 
a ci-j.*-* mihnat-mazdiiri, Labour 

and wages; daily labour, job-work. 
a mihnat-hd (P. pl. of mihnat), 

Toils, &c.;—mihnat-hd kashidan, To suffer 
misfortunes. 



a (j^W* mihnati, Laborious, difficult j 
unfortunate; tried by afflictions. 

A TI^FC* muhnis, One who renders wicked 
and perjured ; an infamous wretch. 

a leOfc* muhannit, A burier of the dead 
with odours (hanut) , an embalmer. 

A t j ^ F A " muhnaq, Filled with indignation. 
A oelyjte* mahnuk, (An infant) whose 

palate (hanak) has been rubbed with 
chewed dates or honey tha t it may be 
induced to suck. 

A muhannd, Bent, curved, hooked; 
—muhanni, A bender ; — muhanni', Who 
dyes his beard with henna. 

kjat^mahw (v.n.), Erasing,cancelling,ob-
literating, defacing, annulling, destroying, 
annihilating ; being effaced, obliterated ; 
effacement of self and absorption in the 
Deity; effaced, obliterated, forgotten.; 
thunders t ruck; distracted with terror or 
grief, mad from love ; fascinated, charmed ; 
—mahwi tamdshd, Astonished at the spec-
tacle ;—mahwi dlddr, Struck at the sight 
of;—mahw shudan (gardldan, gashtan), To 
be effaced ;—mahw kardan, To efface, erase, 
obliterate. 

A mahwat, Erasure, obliteration, 
effacement (especially by rain) ; a shower, 
the west wind; disgrace, shame; an hour. 

Aj^*- mihwar, The axis (of a pulley) ; an 
axle-tree; a branding-iron ; a rolling-pin; 
[mihwari zamvn, Axis of tbe ea r th ; ] — 
muhauwar, (Bread) made round. 

A mahwarat, mahwurat, An answer; 
—mihwarat, A baker's rolling-pin. 

a mahw shuda, Effaced, oblite-
rated. 

A U^YFC-* muhauwaz, A small ditch for 
watering palm-trees ; built (reservoir) ;— 
muhauwiz, Maker of a reservoir (hauz). 

A muhuzat (v.n. of uA^*), Being 
pure, unmixed, sound in nobility. 

A muhauwat, Surrounded by a wall 
(ha'it) ; — muhauwit, Who goes round or 
revolves; who encloses with a fence; a 
guardian. 

a muhauwat a, An enclosure; a 
farm (m.c.);—muhauwat a'i gird, A circular 
enclosure (m.c.), 

A J j fc" mahul, An informer, sycophant; 
dry, barren, afflicted with dearth ;—muhwil, 
A child one year (haul) old ;•—muhauwal, 
Changed; conferred ; name of the eastern 
part of Bagdad ; (for muhwil) one year old 
(child) ; — muhauwil, A turner, changer, 
converter. 

a t s j ^* mahvn, Collected, comprehended. 
a ir^ijfc'* mahwiyat, State of being ef-

faced, effacement, obliteration. 
A mahy (v.n.), Erasing. 
A VC *̂ mahyd, L i fe ; the time when, or 

the place where, one lives;—muhaiya, The 
countenance, face, cheek; created, saluted 
(king). 

A SU*-* mahydt, A place infested by 
serpents. 

A A*®-* mahid (v.n. of Turn ing 
away from ; bend, curvature; asylum, place 
of refuge. 

A muhaiyir, One who amazes, 
astonishes. 

A YE**** mahis (v.n. of u 6 ^ ) , Turning 
away, swerving; flying, escaping, retreat-
ing ; shining, glittering, polished; strong 
(camel) ; an asylum, place of re fuge . 

A T^AAR* mahiz (v.n. of Having 
the courses (a woman) ; the menses ; vulva. 

A mahifai, A menstruous cloth. 
A So*** muhit, Who or what contains, 

surrounds, encircles, or embraces; the ocean; 
one who comprehends or knows; well ac-
quainted with ; perishing;—muhiti da'ira, 
Circumference o£ a circle, periphery ; — 
muhlt-un Hlm-an (muhiti Him), A sea of 
learning, one who knows well; — bahri 
(daryd'i) muhit, The circumambient ocean. 

a muhlta (fem. of the preceding), 
Surrounding land or country; environs; 
land ; land within the supply of a well. 

a muhiti, Of or pertaining to the 
circumference; at the circumference. 

A muhai'il, One who cries haiy 
'aid 's-saldt, Come to prayer. 

A (JM*"* mahiq, Slender, sharp-pointed 
(spear). 

A J-jfc^- muhil, A cheat, deceiver, knave, 
prevaricator; one year o ld ; one who ap-
points another to receive a debt. 

a ^fato* muhili, Fraud, deceit, knavery. 
A mu^yi, A reviver, giver of life; 

[mufiyi 'd-din, The reviver of religion ;]—. 
muhaiyi, A reviver; hence one of the names 
of God ; one who salutes or creates a king 
by pronouncing haiy ale alldh, May God 
give you life! 

makh, Fire ; a wasp ; adhesive, stick-
ing ; do not adhere ; annihilated; reduced 
to nothing ; vanished ;—makh. mukh, A 
bridle or its bit, with which young or 
wild horses are broken in ;—mufch, A date-
tree ; a wasp, a bee ; a weevil. 

A makhjdi, Soft , smooth; softness, 
flab bin ess, flaccidness;—m«MM,The brain, 
marrow; pu lp ; kernel; the purest or best 
part of anything;—mukhhhu 'l-baiz, Yolk 
of an egg. 

A Vat- mukhd, Moka, A sea-port of Arabia. 
A makhdbiz (pi. of makhbaxat), 

Bakehouses. 
A makjhdbit (pi. of mikkbat), Sticks 

with which leaves are knocked off a tree. 
A ^Ute* makhabi (pi. of makhbiyat), 

Places where things are laid up or con-
cealed. 

A UWUT* mukhat, Turkoman musk (a 
herb). 

A J F U S * mukhatil, A deceiver, cheat, 
cozener. 



A ttJU* mujchdtalat (v.n. 3 of Jas.), 
Cheating, cozeuing, or endeavouring to do 

dry 

juice m 

so. 
A muMatamat (v.n. 3 of 

Finishing, concluding. 
A mukhatanat (v.n. 3 of 

Connecting oneself by marriage. 
A j ^ W * makhatim, Measures for 

goods (usually marked with a seal). 
A 6Ufc* mikhdkh (pi. of mukhJsh), Mar-

rows. 
A &-1AFC* mukhdk&at, Marrow, 

bones. 
A J U ^ makhddd (pi. of mikhaddat), Bol-

sters, pillows. 
A ^ A a ^ mukhadishr A scratcher, a cat. 
A AAJU-* mukhadashat (v.n. 3 of U 5 ^ ) , 

Excoriat ing; scratching each other. 
A £Aai?* mukhada'. Deceived;—mukhadi1 . 

A deceiver. 
A ic jUs- mukhdda'at (v.n. 3 of 

Deceiving, circumventing; endeavouring to 
deceive; abandoning, forsaking. 

A makhddim, Ministers, servants, 
domestics, slaves; eunuchs; families. 

A MJW-* mukhddanat (v.n. 3 of 
Acting towards as a f r iend (kfiidn). 

A fiAaj-* makhddim (pi. of makhdum), 
Lords, masters, persons served or waited on. 

A JIAAFC- makhdzll (pi. of makhzul), 
Mean men ; r abb le ; destitute, poor, indi-
gent. 

A mahJidrij (pi. of makhraj), Times 
or places of going o u t ; egresses, issues ; 
exponses, outgoings, disbursements; the 
parts f rom which letters are uttered. 

A ̂ U y * mukhdrajat (v.n. 3 of 
Gambling with the fingers, playing a t the 
game called in Italy la morre ; agreeing 
with a servant to pay his wages monthly ; 
rebell ing; — mukharija, A projecting bal-
cony. 

A iAj^ae* mukhdrashat (v.n. 3 of 
Scratching one another. 

A 

Spending 
with anyone for the 
(kharlf). 

A j f a * makkdriq (pi. of majchraq), Taps 
(m.c.). 

A makhdzin (pi. of majchzan), 
Storehouses, magazines. 

A makh azl, Ignominies, disgraces. 
A SUAafc- mukhdshat, in P. (v.n. 3 

of ( jAi ) , Being afraid of each o ther ; ri-
valling anyone in f ea r ing ; dismissing 
unmolested. 

A mukhashanat (v.n. 3 of 
Behaving roughly or severely to. 

A mukhdsim, Adverse, contentious; 
an antagonist, opponent. 

A mukhdsamat (v.n. 3 of F* 5 - ) , 
Contending; enmity, animosity, alterca-
tion, opposition, struggle. 

Ikfai* mukhdrafat 
the autumn 

(v.n. 3 of ^y5-), 
with; bargaining 

autumn - harvest 

A makhdz, Camels amongst which 
the stallion has been turned loose until 
he has served them a l l ; entering into the 
water ; embarking in any business with 
circumspection;—makhdz, mikhdz (v.n. of 
o^ss"), Labouring in birth, pains of labour; 
(pi. of makhdzat), Fords. 

A i i U - makhdzat, A ford, shallow place 
where people cross. 

A mukhdza'at (v.n. 3 of 
Speaking gently, politely, amorously (to 
ladies). 

A iuAlat- mukhdzanat (v.n. 3 of 
Soothing, coaxing with gentle, amorous 
words. 

A Uas* mwkhdt, Snot ;—mukhatu 'sh-shai-
tan, Gossamer. 

A v-Msr* mukhdtab. One spoken to by 
another ; the second person ; titled, named, 
styled;—mukhdtib, A speaker, one who 
converses with or addresses ano ther ; the 
second person. 

A ifUflfc- muhhdtabat (v.n. 3 of S-AA), 
Speaking ; speech, address, conversation. 

a mukhatabiyat, A being ad-
dressed. 

A yn-AW* mukhatibln (obi. du. used as 
nom.), Conversers, speakers. 

A SAW-* mukhdtarat, mukhdtara (v.n, 3 
of fa*), Hazarding a bat t le ; laying bets, 
gaming, put t ing anything at risk, throwing 
oneself in the way of danger, exposing to 
danger ; danger, peril, risk, hazard. 

A makhatim (pi. of makhtim), 
Noses. 

a AUafc* mukhdta, Sebestens. 
A wwUla^ makhdfdt (pi. of the following), 

Fears, t e r rors ; dangers. 
A makh dfat (v.n. of for 

Dreading. 
A mukhafatat (v.n. 3 of 

Speaking softly, whispering to another ; 
telling a secret, reading low or mutteriugly; 
a low, whispering tone. 

A ^iiW* mukhdfazat, The act of depress-
ing, 

A JUt*» (j*** mu'immi) mukhdl, One who 
has celebrated uncles (paternal and) ma-
ternal. 

A uwSU** mukhdllat (pi. of mukhdllat), 
Demonstrations of friendship. 

A s- iW* makhalib (pi. of mikhlab), Talons, 
claws of rapacious birds or beasts. 

a iJV^f* mukhdlabat (v.n. 3 of sAa ) , 
Deceiving, cajoling. 

A makhdlat (v.n. of J ^ ) , Imagin-
ing, th ink ing; presuming, being proud; 
having a vain persuasion or false opinion; 
—mukhdllat (v.n. 3 of Cultivating 
friendship, showing an affection, doing a 
favour. 

A ^LJUT* Inukhdlasat (v.n. 3 of yAi.), 
Snatching away, taking from another. 

a XAUs* mukhdlabat (v.n. 3 of <j®l*-)i 



Acting candidly ; sincerity, candour, affec-
tion. 

A 7jinkhdlit, A partner ; a mixer. 
A mukhalatat (v.n. 3 of U^), Con-

versing, mixing together in society ; being 
perplexed, confused, insane; commerce, 
intercourse, conversation; mixture. 

A mujchala'at (v.n. 3 of De-
siring her husband to divorce her (a wife). 

A JAJUB--* mukhdlif, Contrary, opposite, 
repugnant, adverse, dissentient, contra-
dicting ; an enemy ; name of a musical 
modulation ; also of a wrestling-trick ;— 
mukhdliji mal, Generous, munificent. 

A AAJW* muihdlafat (v.n. 3 of Op-
posing, resisting, thwar t ing ; repugnance, 
contradiction, opposition, t ransgression; 
discord ;—mufchdli fat kardan, To oppose, 
contradict, dissent from, resist, disobey; 
rebel against. 

a yUJW* mukjidlifdn (P . pl. of mukhd-
l i f ) , Opposers ;—mukhdli f dni amri ildhi, 
Opposers of the divine command. 

a (ft* m u khd lif-ehikan, Who 
shatters bis adversaries. 

a J U mukhdlif-mdl, One who 
crushes his opponents. 

A mukhalaqat (v.n. 3 of x^U-), 
Showing kindness or good will, being 
humane. 

A , 3 * 3 m a k h d l i q (pl. of mnkhluqat), 
Created things. 

a pUr* ma kham, Place where tents are 
pitched ( = ^safe- q.v.). 

A mukhamarat (v.n. 3 of 
Absconding, hiding oneself ; harbouring a 
secret grudge ; mixing with, interfering in. 

A makhanat {v.n. of Deceiving, 
acting treacherously. 

A makhdniq (pl. of .mikfenaq), 
Chains for the neck, collars, necklaces. 

a l i ^ l a t * mgkhdnis, Babble, low people. 
A <J>ft~* makhawi? (pl. of makhdzai), 

Fords, shallows. 
A Ltf t iy mnkhawazat (v.n. 3 of <j>ft), 

Making (a horse) ford a stream. 
A t-ifti*+ makhdwif (pl. of makhdfai), 

Dangerous or dreadful places; scarecrows. 
A AJjiak- mukhdwafal (v.n. 3 of <-ift), 

Overcoming by intimidation, 
A SjiUfc'* mukjidyarat (v.n. 3 of ^s-), Being 

superior (to another). 
A J fW* makhd'il (pl. of maJriillat), 

Marks, indexes, s igns; places of fancy or 
imagination. 

A mukhibb, One who makes a horse 
amble. 

A makhba', A place where anything 
is hid. 

A mukhba'at, mukhabba'at, (A 
woman) kept strictly concealed. 

A S—fae-* mukhabbib, A deceiver, seducer. 
mukhbis, A corrupter; wicked, 

corrupt ; obscene, foul-mouthed. 

A makhbasat, Corruption, villainy; 
a cause of impurity or maliciousness. 

A makhbar. The knowledge of any-
thing by evidence or declaration; the in-
terior (opp. to ft* q.v.) ; a place of trial 
or probation ; [mukhbir, An announcer, in-
telligencer, teller of news, informer; 
[mukhbiru 'd-danlat, Minister of Telegraphs 
(m.c.).;—mukhbiri sddiq, A bringer of 
sure news; a reliable reporter;]—mukhah-
bir, A giver of information. 

A SjfJfc" makhbarai, A water-closet. 
a mukhbiri. Secret information. 
A makhbaz, jyaiy* makhbazai,, A 

bakehouse. 
A WOE* mikhbat, A stick with which a 

tree is stripped of its leaves;—mukhbat, 
mukhabbat, Disordered in the intellect, 
disturbed;—mukhabbit, Wha t vexes, dis-
turbs, disorders;—mukhabbitu 'I-'aql, Dis-
turbing the intellect, distracting. 

A mukhabbal, Epileptic, mad, in-
sane, possessed by a demon;—mufehdbbil, 
A corrupter; time, fortune. 

A j**?" niakhbil, Hidden, concealed; 
afflicted, distressed, grieved. 

A makhbuz. Baked (bread). 
A FEJ^ABR" makhbut, (A leaf) shaken from 

a t r ee ; demented;—makhbutu'l-hawds, In-
sane. 

A J^-afc* makhbul, Disturbed in m i n d ; 
epileptic. 

A FC)^^ makhbun, Doubled and sewed 
up (a ga rmeut ) ; concealed under the arm-
pit ; hoarded, laid up (provisions) ; a me-
trical scheme whose second quiescent letter 
is dropped, whereby a long syllable be-
comes short. 

A mukhbi, mukhdbbi, One who 
pitehes a tent (khiba'). 

A £SBmukhkhat. Marrow. 
mukht, Hope. 

a ftss* mukhtdr, Chosen, selected; most 
excellent, supreme, h ighest ; a free a g e n t ; 
invested with power or authority, a ru?er, 
master ; a resident minister ; — mukhtdri 
haqq, The chosen of God, Muhammad;— 
mukhtar-id, You are at liberty, you may do 
as you like, please yourself (m.c.) ;—mukh-
tdri riydsat, General manager of an estate, 
&c.; a bailiff ;—mukhtdri 'amm, A general 
agent mukhtdri kull (mutlaq), One in-
vested with full power, a plenipotentiary ; 
—mukhtdri maqbula, An approved or recog-
nized agent;—anta bi 'l-mukjitdr. The choice 
rests with you. 

A mukhtdr-an, As an agent or 
attorney; by or through an agen t ; by 
attorney. 

a f t f t ^ * mukhtar-kdr, Having authority 
in business; a director, manager, commis-
sioner ; an attorney. 

a ^ f t mukhtdr-kdri, Procuration ; 
attorneyship. 



a muhhidr-nama, Wr i t t en 
power, a power of at torney; name of a 
work of Far idu 'd-din 'Attas. 

a mukhtdri, Independence, autho-
rity-

a J^at* mukhtal, Self-important, haughty, 
vain, proud, looking round in self-admira-
tion, 

a mukhtdla, A deceiver, impostor. 
A YVX^ mukhtan, Deceived. 
A "W t̂** mukhtaba\ Place of conceal-

ment. 
A mukhtabar, Proved ;—mukhtabir. 

Expert. 
A y&i*" mukhtabaz, A bakehouse ;—mukh-

tabiz, One who feeds with bread (khubz); 
a baker. 

A ^SAT- mu&htabit, One who asks with 
importunity a favour for nothing; one 
who shakes tbe leaves off a tree. 

A J * * ^ mulcktabil, W h o or what impairs 
or depraves the mind. 

A mukhtabi', Hid, concealed, lurk-
ing. 

A muhhtatim, A finisher, concluder. 
A YAXAK* mukbtatin, Self-circumcised. 
A FAS^JY* mufchtadaDeceived, circum-

vented ;—mu&htadi', A deceiver; an evil-
wisher. 

A mujshtadim, One who serves him-
self. 

A eyas* mukMarij, An extractor, drawer 
forth. 

muJshtarajat, A she-camel equal 
to a full-grown male in size and strength. 

A L^^AI-* mukhtarish, A scratcher. 
A tr^* mukhtara\ Invented ; coined 

(word) ;—mnkMari ' , One who does any-
thing first, a commencer; an inventor, 
author, founder ; a defrauder, cheat. 

A U W U Y ^ . mukhtara'dt, Inventions, 
novelties. 

A JYSAIY* mukhtaraq, The time or place of 
passing; a ship's course; a place whence 
or whither the wind blows; a desert, wil-
derness;—mulchtariq, One who passes by ; 
hard-blowing (wind); forger of a lie. 

A OYAT* mukhtazan, Stored, hoarded, 
preserved;—mnkhtazin, One who keeps a 
secret ; a hoarder of wealth. 

A s ^ mukhtashi', Humble, humbled. 
A mukhtass, Appropriated, proper, 

peculiar, special, private; chosen, selected, 
elected. 

a cjUaaEy* mnkfrtassan (Pers. pi. of mukh-
tass), Intimates, familiars, chosen friends. 

A j*&&»rmikhta?art Abbreviated, abridged, 
contracted; mean, trivial, small ; a tr if le; 
a compendium, epitome, digest ; title of a 
book on Muhammadan law; [mukhtasar 
kardan, To abridge ;—mukhtasari kaldm, 
In short (m.c.) ;]—mukhtasir, An abridger. 
epitomist. 

A mukMa^ar-an, Briefly. 

A ^V1*4" mukhtasardn (Pers. pi. of th 
preceding), Mean, low-spirited persons 

A mukhtasim, Engaged in alterca-
tion ; a disputant, wrangler. 

mukhiast, A gelder ; one who 
castrates himself, a self-castrator, 

A s—ASafc* mukhtazib, Dyed, tinged. 
A £ASAEF* mukhtazib Humble, depressed, 

submissive. 
Aiasafc" mukhtatt, Uasaj-. muhhtapi£, One 

who draws a line or marks ou t ; downy-
cheeked. 

A s-Asafc- mukhtatib, One who asks (a 
woman) in marr iage; one who invites 
(another man) to marry, and offers him 
one of his family. 

A mukhtatif, A snatcher, seizer, 
carrier o f f ; departing, qut t ing (fever). 

A mukhtatif A stepper, advancer. 
a iAxafc/" (?), A necklace (doubtful word). 
A (JISAIY* mukhtafi, Hidden, concealed; 

absconding, lurk ing; imperceptible; a 
secret murderer, 

A Jiat^ mukhtali, Emaciated, attenuated ; 
corrupted; disturbed, confounded, con-
fused, depraved ; ruined (business by negli-
gence) ; indigent; in need; tart , acid ;— 
mwkMUl, P. mukfatil, — Ja t - q.v. 

A VR-KAFC* mukhtalib, A deceiver. 
A mukhtalae, Snatched, carried 

off;—mukhtalie, A seizer, drawer to him-
self, stealer. 

A lAast-* mukhtalit, Perplexed, confused 
(business) ; obscure, unknown (genealogy). 

A iJuafc* mukhtaliA spoiler, robber. 
A mukhtali'at, (A woman) who 

asks her husband to grant her a divorce 
with her m irriage-settlements; a libidinous 
woman. 

A <-Abae-» mukhtala/, Conflicting (opi-
nion) ; disagreement, contrariety of senti-
ment ;—tarbi'i mukhtalaf, An irregular 
quadrangular figure, a t rapezium;—mukh-
tali/, fem. mukhtali/at, mukhtali/a, Diverse, 
different, discordant, various; intr icate; 
become the successor or representative 
(k&ali/a) i—mukhtali/atu 'l-azldA scalene 
triangle ;—mukhtali/ /i-hi, I n which there 
is disagreement, opinions differ thereon;— 
ba-asndfi mukhtali/a, I n different manners, 
multifarious ;— tawai/i mukhtali/a, Various 
sorts of people. 

A mukhtalaq, A lie, fiction;— 
mulchtaliq, A deviser, forger (of a lie). 

A mukhattam, Carefully sealed; 
(the leg of a quadruped) marked with the 
least white. 

mukhtamir, Fermented; ferment-
ing (wine); leavening (dough). 

A mukhtanaq, Narrow (place) ;— 
mukhtaniq, Strangled, throttled. 

makhtnm, A bear (in the dialect of 
Transoxania). 

A makhtvm. Sealed; finished, con-



eluded; a dry measure called sd';—tlni 
makhtum. Sealing-wax or c l ay ;—makfy -
tumu 'l-absar, Whose eyes are sealed, 
blind. 

A cy-afc* makhtun. Circumcised. 
A mukhjil, One who makes 

ashamed, or puts to the blush ;—mu-khajjal, 
Put to shame, ashamed; confounded; 
bashful. 

A SAAFC* mikhaddat, A bolster ; pillow ; a 
coulter. 

A JJK®-" mukhdar. mukhaddar, Concealed 
behind a cur ta in; veiled, concealed;— 
mukhdir, mujthaddir, Who or what stupe-
fies and benumbs the limbs ; narcotic ; who 
keeps concealed. 

A UU^JAFC- mukhaddar at, see the following 
article;—ma&haddirat, Narcotics, anodynes. 

A mukhaddar at, mukhaddar a, AST" 
mukhdarat, mukhdar a, A matron, a vir-
tuous lady (true to the marriage-bed, and 
always veiled when going abroad) ; a young 
virgin kept retired, behind the cur ta in ;— 
mukhaddar ati (pl ,)parda'i Hsmat, Concealed 
behind the veil of chastity, i.e. modest 
women. 

A mukhadcki', Often circumvented 
in war, and thereby gaining experience;— 
mukhaddi(, A remarkable deceiver. 

A mikhdam, A sharp sword ;—mukh-
dim, One who orders to serve; one who 
gives a servant (khddim) ; one who begs or 
hires a servant; — mukhaddam, Possessed 
of many domestics or followers ; the tying-
place of a lady's drawers at the ankle ;— 
also mukhaddamat, mukhaddama, The 
place where the fet ter khadamat is bound, 

A makhdur. Retired, kept behind 
the curtain ; (a lion) concealed in a brake. 

A makhdum, Served, waited on (by 
slaves or familiar spirits) ; a lord, mas te r ; 
the son of the house, the young gentleman, 
the heir; a Muhammadan priest; an abbot; 
•—makhdumi kainat, Lord of all beings, 
Omnipotence. 

a t f i r*jJkai** makhdum-kurra (in analogy 
with q v.), A booby, a dunce. 

a majchduma, A mistress. 
a afe* makhdumiyai, The condition of 

being served or waited upon ; lordship. 
A sJ^at- mikhzaf, The handle of that by 

which the bow-case is united to the quiver. 
A iijafc^ mikhzaf at, A stick slit at the end 

for throwing stones, a Bling ; podex. 
A J^atr- mukhazzil, A despiser ; an aban-

donee 
A fiat* inikhzam, A sharp sword ;—mu-

Jchazzam, Sharp, keen (sword) ;—mukhaz-
zim, One who cuts in pieces. 

KJi^* makhzul, Abandoned, forsaken; 
disappointed, f ru s t r a t ed ; contemptible, 
vile. 

A ft* makhr (v.n.), Passing through 
sea, ploughing i t with a dashing 

noise (a sh ip ) ; cut t ing the waves (a 
swimmer) ; br inging water into grounds 
(for cultivation) ; — bandti makhr, White 
clouds before summer. 

A Wyat̂ * mikhrdt, A camel whose milk 
habitually comes away in a clotted state. 

U^yat" makhran, Name of a Christian 
tnonastery or church, so called a f te r the 
architect. 

A mukhrib, Who or what desolates 
or lays was te ; a destroyer, desolater;— 
mukharrab. Corrupted (word);—mukharrib, 
Who destroys all around, far and wide ;— 
mukharribi ma'mur, A ravager of cultivated 
countries. 

A makhraj (v.n.), Going out in a 
hostile manner, sallying forth aga ins t ; 
time and place of going forth ; an organ of 
excretion ; a necessary, privy; utterance, 
pronunciation, or ra ther the part i'rom 
which a letter is u t te red ; [makhraji pas, 
The hinder vent, anus ;]—mujehraj , Led out, 
ejected, exported, carried forth ;—mukhri j , 
Expelling ; an expeller ; a leader for th ; one 
who pays t r ibute ;—mukharraj . Ins t ructed 
in learning and p o l i t e n e s s m u k h a r r i j , A 
tutor, instructor of youth. 

A Jjafc" mikhrat, A shoemaker's awl. 
A KYSY* mikhrat, A lathe ; — mukharrit, 

Aperient, cathartic (medicine). 
A FRKVST'* mukhartim, One who strikes on 

the khartnm (proboscis, t runk , nose, or 
snout). 

A <Jijafc* makhraf (v.n. of Gather-
ing f ru i t in a u t u m n ; the date-picking; a 
f ru i t garden; an avenue between rows of 
palm-trees ;—mikhra f , A small basket into 
which the choicest dates are picked; — 
mukhrif, One wbo begins the harvest 
gathering; (a she-camel) bringing forth 
a colt in autumn. 

A makhrafat, A frui t -garden, or-
chard ; an avenue. 

A J^FC- makhraq, An extensive desert 
without water a stone beside a cistern, 
whereon people stand in drawing water; 
a tap (m.c.); — mukharraq, Rent, t o r n ; 
—mukharriq, A render, t ea re r ; a great 
liar. 

A makhraqat (y.n. of J / - ) , Telling 
a lie ;—mikhraqat, mikhraqa, An instrument 
for splitting or cleaving. 

A V-^AJ-* makhrimiyat, JL'etempsychosig, 
transmigration of souls; a certain licen-
tious sect. 

A ATFYST* mukharniqat, A country swarm-
ing with leverets (see p. 457). 

A S-'jyi^ makhrub, Ruined, destroyed, 
desolated. 

A j i^ t* makhr ut, Sewn, stitched. 
A W A T * makhrut, Un barked, peeled; 

planed, turned in a la the ; conical; one 
who has a long face or beard ;—makhru$i 
qd'im, A right cone;—makhr uti ma'il, An. 



oblique cone ;—makhruti mujassam, A solid 
cone;—makhruti muzalla1, A pyramid. 

A makhrutat, makhruta, A cone. 
a makhruti, Conical, tapering. 
a J^A ^JpjjCte* makhrtiti-shakl, Of a conic 

shape, conical. 
A makhruf, Plucked, pulled, ga-

thered (dates) ; watered by the autumnal 
rain. 

A Jyf*" makhruq, Disappointed, debarred 
from the comforts of life. 

A makhrum, (Verse) in the begin-
ning of which av-Short syllable bas been 
suppressed by the license kharm, (see A. 

p. 456). 
A. mikhzag, A kind of wooden stick 

with a sharp iron head, which runs through 
several (dates) at once, kept by a date-
seller, the purchaser being entitled to as 
many dates as he can spit with the said 
implement. 

a mikhzaqat, mikhzaqa, An instru-
ment for piercing. 

A mahhzan, A storehouse, store-
room, magazine, treasury, granary, cellar ; 
—makhzanu'l-asrdr, A repository or keeper 
of secrets. 

A makhzum, Pierced in the nqse; 
name of the founder of a tribe. 

A Qjfi* makhzun, Stored up, hoarded. 
A makhzi, Who or what covers with 

shame or ignominy. 
(jU-^af* mukhistdn, A grove of palm-trees. 
A m u k h s i r , A loser; det r imental ; 

—mukhassir, One who causes loss ; in-
jurious, detr imental ; a seducer. 

—at-* mukhsinus, Name of a Greek 
sage. 

makhsdr, In jured , damaged, 
suffering loss. 

A —st-'* •makhsftf, (A spring or well) 
dug in a rock and perennial. 

A SU-AJ^ makh.shdt (v.n. of Fearing ; 
fear. 

A mukhshi\ A humbler, depres-
sor. 

A m ukhashshin, I r r i ta t ing ; exas-
perator. 

A makhshanat (v.n. of Being 
rough. 

A makhshush, A camel in whose 
nose the wooden ring khishdsh has been 
inserted. 

A mukhashshi, Fear-inspiring, ter-
rific. 

A I -S - I^* makhshiyat (v.n. of O " ^ ) ' Fear-

A mikhsdb, Fertile, f ru i t fu l (land). 
A mikhsdl, A reaping ok, a 

sickle. 
A s — m u k h s i b , (A country or people) 

f ru i t fu l , rich in produce ; plenteous (year). 
A (•/AAT* mukhasrim, Avaricious, im-

patient. 

A yftxcfc" mukhassis, One who appropriates 
or makes his own. 

A CAAAT- mikhsaf, A cobbler's awl ;— 
mukhassif, A strong and good sewer. 

A ^J-MFC* makhsuf, (A shoe) made of 
several layers or soles of leather. 

makh sur, In jured , damaged. 
A makhsus, Peculiar, special, par-

ticular, proper, specific, belonging to ; pri-
vate, domestic, int imate; addicted, dedi-
cated ; peculiarly ascribed or at tr ibuted to ; 
distinguished;—makhsusi dam budan, To 
have only the last breath remaiuing in the 
body ;—makhsus sdkhtan, To distinguish ; 
— maqdmi makhsus, The privities. 

A 'Uyaaf* makhsus-an, Specially, particu-
larly_. 

A. makhsiisiyat, Property, peculi-
arity, speciality ; fr iendship. 

A makhsd, The place of castration. 
a (j-af* makhsi, Gelded; a eunuch. 
A S—IAT* mikhzdb, A vessel in which 

colouring matter is kept, a dyeing va t ; — 
mukhazzab, Tinged, dyed, imbued ;—mu-
khazzib, One who colours or dyes well. 

A •x-aat" mikhzad, A vjracious eater. 
A yiass* mukhazzar, Verdant, made green ; 

blest ;—mukhazzir, One who makes green ; 
—mukhzarr, Greeu, verdant. 

A SJASA *̂ makhzarat, A verdant spot. 
A mufckazram, Spurious, born of a 

concubine, one who knows not his f a the r ; 
a man who has lived half his life a Pagan 
and half a Muhammadan (such was the 
poet Labid) ; (meat) difficult to be dis-
covered, whether of a male or female 
animal ;—mukhazramu 'n-nasab, Spurious, 
an illegitimate son, a bastard. , 

A mukhziOne who humbles, 
abuses, makes submissive; (old age) ma-
king one to stoop; one who accosts (a 
woman) in gentle, soft terms. 

A makhzam, Anything eaten with 
the f ront teeth. 

A SJJ^AT* makhzub, Tinged, stained, dyed. 
A JJIAT* mafehzud, (A tree) cleared of its 

thorns. 
A mafchzu', Depressed, humbled; 

a vassal. 
A LEAS-* makht (v.n.), Being shot off, pierc-

ing through (as an arrow); drawing (a 
sword or bow) ; blowing the nose ; a short 
ga rment ; the caul of a child ;—mikhatt, A 
style, or any instrument of iron or wood 
for writing or drawing l ines; a ruler. 

A LALâ  mikhtdt, Any rule for making 
straight l ines; a tablet whereon a thing is 
drawn or written. 

A SAMS-* muhhtib, Who calls (anybody) 
to witness or sanction a marriage. 

A ^mukhtir, One who puts anything 
into another's head ; one who rushes into 
danger; one who risks his property in 
gambling. 



mukhattat, (A garment) marked 
with stripes, striped ; a young man whose 
beard begins to sprout; handsome, comely; 
—mukhattit, One who draws lines; one who 
waves cloths with stripes. 

A S^WFE'* makhtub, Affianced, betrothed, 
promised. 

A makktubal, makhtuba, Affianced 
(lady). 

a v * makhtur, Imagined, conceived; 
dreadful, dangerous. 

A K^MI** makhtut, Striped, channelled, 
grooved. 

A fjLat* makhtum,, Haltered (camel). 
A Jsafe^ mukhti', One who sins through 

mistake, without design ; one who blunders, 
or acts improperly; one who sins in-
tentionally ;—mukhti, One who causes to 
step or go. 

A mukhiff, Light, easy, nimble; one 
who removes or alleviates another 's burden. 

A jAat* mukhfir, Who sends with, or gives 
one a guide (khufar at) ; a promise-breaker ; 
—mukhaffir, A patron, protector ; a guide. 

A ^/AAE* makhfaz, The place of circum-
cision in a female. 

A mukhaffaf, fem. mukhaffafat, 
mukjiaffafa, Alleviated, made l ight ; lightly 
equipped; contemptible; (a consonant) 
having a short for a long vowel, or a task-
did removed; a contracted form, a con-
traction ;— mufchajfif, Who alleviates, makes 
light; who marks (a consonant) with a short 
vowel for a long one, or drops tbe tashdid. 

A makhfuz, Depressed, submissive; 
(in grammar) marked with kJkafz, i.e. a 
short i as sign of the oblique case. 

A IIYAFE- makhfuzat, Circumcised (girl). 
A makhfiif, Alleviated; (a conso-

nant) marked with a short for a long 
vowel. 

A makhfuq, AfEected with a palpi-
tation of heart (khafaqdn) ; mad. 

a mak&fi, Hid, concealed, covered, 
occult, clandestine, private. 

A -mukhilL in P . also mukhil, A dis-
turber, interrupter, corrupter, spoiler; an 
intruder;—mukhilli sulh, A disturber or 
breaker of the peace. 

mukhalld, A dish made of brinjals 
and baked meat, which, together with a 
few Blices of lemon, is eaten with thin 
cakes. 

A XSS-* mukhalld. Empty ; dismissed, set 
at liberty, repudiated, set free ;—mukhalld 
bpt-tab', Unceremonious, easy, free. 

A S&jfc* mikhldt, A provender-bag hung 
round (a horse's) mouth, a nose-bag. 

A tXat- mikhldt, A busy-body, meddler. 
mikhldf. One who never keeps 

his promise ; a township or district. 
A S- IAI* mikhlab, A nail, claw, hooked 

talon of a rapacious bird or beast ; a reaping-
sickle ;—muthUb, Leafy (vine) ; troubled 

with stiff, black m u d ; — mukhallab, De-
ceived ;—mukhallibf A deceiver, 

gW* makhlaj, Name of a herb which 
intoxicates any quadruped tha t eats of it. 

A JafeW* mukhalkhal, That pert of the 
leg on which the ornament khalkhdl is 
worn ; the ankle. 

A IAI- mukhlid. Stationary, settled ; 
strongly at tached; inclined to ; rendering 
perennial ;~~mukhallad, (A man) favoured 
with a green old age, and still capable of 
serving; eternal, durable, permanent ; 
adorned with earrings or bracelets; — 
mukhallid, One who gives in perpetui ty; 
fixed, settled. 

A yflW* makhlas, An asylum ; a place of 
escape ; the surname of a poet introduced 
into the last couplet; this couplet i tself; 
(adv.) finally, to sum up, in shor t ; — 
mukhlas, Pure, unsul l ied;—mukj i l i s , Sin-
cere, candid, pure, loyal; [muhibbi mukhlis, 
A sincere friend (often used as signature of 
letters);]—mukhallis, A liberator, deliverer, 
saviour. 

a yULa^ mukhlasdn, mukjilisdn, P . pi. of 
u^at^* mukhlas, mukftlis. 

a mukhlisdna, Sincere, fr iendly, 
candid ; sincerely, like a sincere friend. 

A ia la^ mvkhlisat, mukhlisa, The seed or 
grain of a certain herb called tiiruz oti. 

a Jksi-* makhlasi, Safety, security ; de-
liverance, release,escape; liberation, liberty. 

A mikhlat, A busy-body, meddling, 
officious person;—mukhallat. Well mixed ; 
—mukhattit. A mixer; a confounder, dis-
turber, perplex er. 

A mukhalla', Presented with or 
dressed in a robe of honour (khil'at). 

a <-4iafc/» mukhlaf, A young pigeon; a 
handsome lad. 

A mukhallaf, Anything left behind 
(when dead) ; — m u k f y a l l i f . One who leaves 
behind; one who appoints a vicegerent or 
successor (khalifat). 

A mukhallaf at (pl. fem. of mu-
khallaf), Heritages, effects bequeathed or 
left . 

A ( j W - mukhlaq, mukhliq, Thread-bare 
(garment) ;—mukhliq, One who wears out 
(a garment) ; who puts a worn garment on 
another person. 

A k j l i * makhlut, Mixed, confused, 
blended. 

A makhlu', Deposed, cashiered. 
A J / s t - makhluq, Created, formed, pro-

duced, brought forth ; smoothed, polished 
(arrows, &c.); worn (garment) ; (verses of 
one man) falsely a t t r ibuted to another. 

A CWUJIAI* makhluqdt (pl. of makhluqat), 
Creatures; created beings. 

A Jijlat* makhluqat, makhluqa, A creature, 
a created thing. 

a A^Sjlflt* makhluqiyat, Condition of a 
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hhdliqiyat, Crea-created being (reverse of 

tiveness). 
A JjU^* mikhla, A reaping-hook, a sickle 

for cutting fodder;—mukhalla, Dismissed, 
liberated, set free, left at liberty, let alone. 

A mukhmid, Who or what quenches 
a fire or allays the paroxysm of a fever. 

A mukhmar, mukhammar, Leavened, 
fermented ; [mukhammar sdkhtan, To plan, 
to brew, to concoct;]—mukhmir, mukham-
mir, One who leavens; a baker. 

A mukhammas, Quintupled ; pent-
angular ; a pentagon ; a verse consisting of 
five lines ; — mukhammis, Who draws or 
makes a pentagon. 

A mukhammaedt (pi. fem. of the 
preceding), Pentagons, &c. 

A I—mukhammasat, A matter re-
garding tbe law of inheritance in the case 
of a mother, sister, and grandfather, about 
which five persons ('All, Othman, Ibn 
Mas'ud, Zaid, and Ibn 4Abbas) disagreed. 

A makhmasat, makhmasa (v.n. of 
Being hungry ; emaciating (hunger); 

hunger, wretchedness ; difficulty, dilemma. 
Jiafe* makhmal, mikhmal, Velvet; [makh-

mali du-k&waba, Velvet with two faces;— 
makhmali gorg (crura), A kind of velvet;— 
makhmali mushkl, Black velvet;—mukhmal, 
PluBhy, pily (garment). 

a ,jU«afc* makhmali. Of velvet; like vel-
vet, velvety. 

a makhmal-bdf, A maker of 
velvet. 

A mukhammin, A Bpeaker by con-
jecture. 

Ajy*afe«* makhmur, Drunk, quite intoxi-
cated j crapulous, crop-sick ; leavened. 

A U - J - * * ^ makhmus, (A garment) of five 
cubitB; a spear (so long) ; five-thread 
(rope). 

makhmidan, To clean cotton. 
A makhn (v.n.), Drawing water 

f rom a well ; weeping; marriage, copula-
tion ; a tall man ; also a short, active man. 

A LAUAK* mukhannas, B e n t ; weak, impo-
tent, without power of propagation; a 
hermaphrodi te ; effeminate, abject, in-
famous; an old catamit ;—mukhannis, 
One who bends. 

a (jAtafe* mukhannisi, Sodomy. 
A mukhandiq. One who cuts a 

ditch (khandaq) as a means of defence. 
makhanda, Reptiles, serpents, in-

sects ; creeping things, l i t t le beas ts ;— 
mukhinda, An undutif ul, disobedient son ; 
joined, glued. 

A mukhniA humbler, depressor;— 
mukhanna', Tamed, broke in, quiet ;— 
mukhanni', One who cuts with a hatchet. 

A JM^* makhnaq, That part of the neck 
where one is s t rangled; — mikhnaq, A 
collar, ornament, or chain for the neck;— 
mukhannag, S t rangled; the par t of the 

) e * " 
neck where strangulation takes place;— 
mukhanniq, A strangler, hangman. 

A mikhnaqat, Collar, ornament, 
neck-chain. 

A (JJAAFC* makhnug, Hanged, strangled, 
suffocated. 

A jjafc- mukhur, v.n. of, and = ^afc- q.v. 
A mifchwaz, A pole used in stirring 

wine; — mukhaumz, One who fords (a 
river). 

A OJAE* makhuf, Dangerous, formidable, 
dreadful, horrible, f r ight ful , t remendous; 
—mukhauwaf, Frightened, terrified, de-
t e r r e d ; — m u k h a u m f , One who terrifies; 
terrific, dreadful , dangerous. 

A wwUjsfc* makhuf at (pi. of makhuf at), 
Dangers. 

A lijat* makhufat (fem. of makhuf), 
Formidable, d readfu l ; dangerous, infested 
( road) ; danger. 

A J J S T * makhul. Marked with many 
moles on the body;—mukhwil , mukhmal, 
One who has celebrated maternal uncles 
(khdl). 

A mukhauurin. An accuser of per-
fidy. 

A mujckaiyib, One who endeavours 
to balk another in his expectations; frus-
trative. 

A makhikh, (A bone) ful l of mar-
row. 

makhid, Anything which creeps or 
moves on the belly, or jumps about a 
flea; a b u g ; an undut i fu l son. 

yA-ajy. makhidan, To tremble, be moved 
or agitated, slip, slide, shake ; to creep on 
the belly; to adhere, stick close to ; to 
j u m p ; to extend, reach, touch; to pull or 
pluck; to stand on end (as the hair or 
plumage from terror or rage) ; to be un-
dutif ul, disobedient, 

makhida, A creeping thing, rep-
tile ; (a son) undutif ul, disobedient to his 
parents. 

A m u k h a i y a r , Lef t to free choice; 
indifferent; [mukhaiyar bazar, A bargain 
made on the condition tha t the purchaser 
may, if he choose, re turn the goods within 
a certain t ime; ]—mukhaiy i r , One who 
gives an option or choice; bountiful, 
charitable, liberal, 

yftsfc* makhez, A spur. 
A YASAFC- makfiiz, Churned (milk);—mu-

khiz, One who leads or drives (a horse) 
into water. 

A Waey* makhi t , A place where a serpent 
creeps ; sewed (garment) ;—mikhyat, A 
needle. 

a Ua-jfĉ  makhitd, Sebestens. 
A wAsi'* makhif, (A wall) threatening to 

fa l l ; — mukhif, Fear-inspiring, terrible, 
formidable, d read fu l ;—mukha iy i f , Terrible; 
one who renders formidable. 

A Jtsflfc'* makh'd> One who has many 



uioles (on the face) ;—mukhil , Proud, vain, 
a r rogant ;—mukhaiya l , Fancied, imagined; 
mukhaiyil, One who imagines, fancies, 
doubts, is deceived, conjectures from physi-
ognomy, conceives a good omen. 

A ̂ ak** makhMat, makhlla (v.n. of J*4-), 
Imagining, th ink ing; imagination, opinion; 
pr ide; anything from which a conjecture 
is formed ;—mukhllat, mukhlla. A natural 
apt i tude; clouds por tending rain. 

A mvfchaiyalat, mukhaiyala. Fancy, 
imagination. 

A FC* mukhlm, One who pitches a 
tent ;—mukhaiyam , Tented ; an encamp-
ment ; camp;—• mukh/xiyim, One who 
pitches a tent, or who enters a tent. 

mad, Wire ; the sixth day of a month ; 
a bridge. 

A madd (v.n.), Extending, stretching, 
lengthening; delaying; grant ing a delay ; 
being advanced (day) ; swelling, rising 
(river) ; the flow of the tide ; abundance of 
water, a flood ; the mark ("") over the alif; 
a peculiar mode of writing certain words in 
accounts ; put t ing ink (middd ) into an ink-
stand ; giving (camels) water sprinkled 
with flour (madid); [maddi amdnat, Head 
of deposits ;—maddi bulbul, Tbe song of 
the nightingale (on account of its prolonged 
notes) ;—maddi surma, A line drawn with 
collyrium ;—maddi muqabil, Per contra ;— 
maddi na-dadani siydhi, The non-flowing 
of the ink ;—maddi nazar (nigdh), The ex-
tent of sight, limit of vision, horizon; ob-
ject of sight, of regard, of affection ; kind 
looks ; encouragement; prospect; (adv.) in 
view, in sight, in prospect;—madd u jazr, 
Flux and reflux, t i des ;—har fu 'l-madd, A 
letter of prolongation ; — qadra maddi 'n-
nazar, AB far as the eye can reach ; ]—mudd, 
A certain dry-measure of about two ritl, 
or one ritl and a t h i r d ; as much as both 
extended hands of a full-grown man can 
hold. 

mudabar, Nobly descended, whe-
ther on the father or the mother 's Bide ;— 
mudabir, Hostile, inimical; unlucky (throw 
at dice), unfortunate (in drawing gaming 
arrowB, &e.). 

A muddbarat (v.n. 3 of ^ J ) , Oppos-
ing, being averse to, carrying on hostilities; 
forgetting or neglecting the interest of a 
fr iend; drawing the arrows from the target ; 
arranging an affair, making dispositions; 
turning the back, betaking oneself to flight. 

A maddbigh (pl. of madbaghat), 
Skins thrown into a tan-pit . 

i ^ W maddbir (pl. of madbur), Sore-
backed, wounded or galled in the back ; 
hence, unsound, unsafe, not trustworthy. 

A maddat (pl. of madd), Heads ; 
entries; columns. 

A g W mudaj, Who is to be obeyed j a 
follower. 

A C ^ maddah, An encomiast, panegyrist. 
a (^AJ^ maddahl, Panegyric, encomium. 
A. JI^A- madakhil (pl. of madkhal, in P . 

also used as sing.), Entrances, places of 
access; returns, income; braids to adorn 
a garment ; gussets ;—muddkhi l , One who 
undertakes or enters into any business; 
intimate ; interior. 

A S W A * muddkhalat, muddkhala (v.n. 3 
of J^-J), Entering into, engaging or taking 
part in, intermeddling; being intimate 
with ; access, ingress ;—muddkhalati sarlh, 
Palpable or positive interference. 

a ma da khil-mak h drij, Income 
and expenditure; additions and deductions. 

A middd (v.n. 3 of A-), Extending, 
lengthening ou t ; ink ; manure, d u n g ; a 
supply (as oil for a lamp) ; a model, sample, 
similitude; a way, path, religious sect; 
(pl. of mudd q.v. under A*) certain dry-
measures ;—midddu 's-samawdt, The extent 
or number of heavens; — midadi qais, A 
kind of game. 

a J*)}* middd-farosh, An ink-seller. 
ma-ddr (prohibitive of ddshtan), Do 

not have or hold, <fcc. 
A j \ ^ m a d d r , A centre, a place of turn-

ing or returning, a boundary or goa l ; that 
round or within which anything turns, a 
pivot, an orbi t ; motion, revolution ; station, 
sea t ; name of a Muhammadan saint (see 
maddru 'l-mahdmm below) ; [maddri arzl, 
Centre of the ea r th ; — maddru 'l-jady, 
Tropic of Capricorn ;—maddru 'l-mahdmm, 
The centre of important affairs, i.e. a mini-
ster ; name of a celebrated Muhammadan 
saint (generally called M a d a r ) ; — m a d d r i 
sd'at, An hour-circle, line of meridian ;— 
maddri saratan, Tropic of Cancer ;—madar 
'alai-hi, A pivot;—maddri kdr, Chief mana-
ger of a business (see below);— 
'izzat-maddr, Seat of glory; magnificent. 

a mudara, Humi l i ty ; civility, 
politeness; dissimulation ;—mudara kar-
dan, To treat with courtesy or considera-
t ion; to pacify, to conciliate. 

A Sty A- mudarat (v.n. 3 of CSJ J). Dissem-
bl ing ; cheating; treating kindly; affa-
bility, courtesy. 

A maddrij, Steps, degrees, ascents ; 
dignities. 

A maddris (pl. of madrasat), Col-
leges, acadamies, public schools; [madd-
risi 'umda, Superior places of instruction, 
high schools (m.c.) ; — maddris u biqd', 
Colleges and monasteries ;]—mudaris, A 
doctor, reader, learned man, scholar. 

A L j W muddrasat (v.n. 3 of Study-
ing, giving or taking a lesson ; study. 

aft^-i* maddr-kdr, Principal of affairs. 
A tejj* mudarakat (v.n. 3 of ^ J ) , Pro-

secuting without intermission. 
A t g ) ^ muddrl, A dissembler. 
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A M J - mudd'dt (v.n. S of Contend-

ing wi th ; provoking. 
A mudd'abat (v.n. 3 of 

Playing together, jes t ing with another. 
A ̂ ^ a - madd'i (pl. of mad'at), Invita-

tions to banquets ;—muda'i , One who calls 
out t o ; contentious, quarrelsome. 

A maddfi' (pi. of mad fa'), Canals, 
condui ts ; (pl. of midfa1) Cannons, pieces 
of ordnance •,—muddfa'', Resisted, opposed 
(chieftain) ; — muddfi'. One who repels, 
averts, hinders, or molests. 

A mudd fa'at (v.n. 3 of Re-
pulsing, defending oneself, resisting, 
averting, prohibiting, checking; protract-
ing, delaying; deferring payment of a debt. 

A madaqq (pl. of midaqq, midaqqat, 
muduqq), Ins t ruments with which any-
thing is bru ised; wooden mallets used in 
dressing cotton ; subtilties, minuti®. 

modal, A medal (m.e. f rom F r . 
oar E.) . 

A SSW mieddldt (VJi. 3 of Be-
having kindly ; curing a disease, applying 
a remedy. 

A &-JU- mwddlas&t (v.a. 3 of 
Deceiving, circumventing, aet iag darkly or 
fraudulent ly. 

A madam. Perpetual , continual, 
perennial, unceasing, lasting long, fixed, 
established'; a lways; a continual bu t gentle 
r a in ; wine especially d runk all day long, 
opp. to the morning draught (mbuh) or 
evening cup (g&dbuq) ; spirits ;—dauri mu-
dam, Perpetual mot ion; — masti muddm, 
Intoxicated with wine, drunk. 

A M A - mudd mat, Wine. 
A madami\ The miter corners of 

the eye. 
a A- 7tr»d<?>K ,̂ E t e r n a l ; continual, 

incessant. 
A y-ilA* madtinia, Impuri t ies . 
A y-ttiU-* nutddms, Squalid, sordid (fel-

lows). 
A muddwu, S^A* mwddwdt (v.n. 3 of 

<^r*)r Car ing a disease, remedying, adminis-
ter ing t o the sick; medie&l t reatment . 

A mudawarat (v .n .3 of j;A), Curing, 
adjust ing, administering v going r o u n d ; 
surrounding, encompassing, encircling ; ad-
jus t ing . 

A JIa» nmddwamt (v.n. 3 of 
Trampling, t readiag upoe each other. 

A muddwalat (v.n. 3 of Caus-
ing (days) to revolve; lastingness and 
vicissitudes of time. 

A ^ a* muddtpim, Assiduous, persevering. 
A muddwamat (v.n. 3 of 

Being assiduous, constant, unremitting, 
persisting in; assiduity, continuance, per-
petuity. 

A ^IA* mnddwd, One to whom remedies 
are applied, or assistance is b r o u g h t ; 
cured, healed;—muddwi , A healer. 

A SU\A- muddhat (v.n. 3 of ^ o ) , Dis-
sembling, practising mutual deception on 
each other. 

A S ^ A - muddkarat (v.n. 3 of j^o), Agree-
ing with anyone for a long period (as 
mushakarat means " agreeing by the 
m o n t h " , &c.). 

A madahin (pl. of mudhun), Oil-
bottles, cruses;—muddhin, A hypocrite, 
liar, impostor. 

A muddkanat (v.n. 3 of 
Covering, act ing hypocritically, dissem-
bling ; dissimulation, hypocrisy; cheating, 
lying, imposture. 

A ^ T A - muddhi, A dissembler, cheat, 
deceiver. 

A madd'ih (pl. of fnaefrA), Laudable 
ac ts ; praises, encomiums. 

A ^ A - madd'in (pl. of madinat), Cities; 
collective name of seven cities flourishing 
in the reign of Noshi rwan; mostly applied 
to Ctesiphon, also called madd*ini kisrd, 
The cities of ChosroeB;—mudayln, A cre-
ditor ; a debtor. 

A A^A* muddyanat (v.n. 3 of 
Lending, giving c red i t ; dealing in credit, 
s tanding in the relation of debtor and 
creditor. 

a ^J-^A- madd'im, Of the city of Ctesi-
phon. 

A ( ^ I A . madd'in (pl. of midydn). Those 
who lend m u c h ; those who run deeply in 
debt. 

A madabbat, A country fa l l of, or 
infested with, bears (dttbb);. a bear-garden. 

A mudabbaj, Ornamented with bro-
cade ; illuminated (frontispiece of a book) ; 
ugly, ill-shaped ; a kind of owl. 

A mudbir, One who turns h is back ; 
one whose affairs are in a bad train, who 
is coming down in the world ; unfortunate , 
luckless; — mudabbar, Ably conducted, 
properly managed (business) ; a slave set 
at liberty af ter the death of his mas te r ;— 
mudabbir, A governor, rector, moderator, 
director, administrator, in tendant ; a mas-
ter ; a scr ibe: prudent , ingenious;—mudab-
bir i umuri jumhur, A minister or director 
of public affairs;—mudabbir dni saltanat, 
Ministers of State ;—mudabbirdni falak, 
The planets Saturn, Jupi ter , Mars, the 
Sun, Venus, Mercury, and the Moon. 

A mudabbir dt, Angels ; powers; 
the commonalty. 

a mudbiri, Adversity, ill-luck, 
misery ;—mudabbiri, Management, conduct, 
regulation, governance, direction; tbe office 
of a mudabbir. 

A £»A- muddabigA, Tanned, dressed 
(skin) . 

A madbaghat, A skin thrown into a 
tan-pit;—madbaghat. madbughat, A tan-
pit. 

A mudbiq, Who causes anything to 



tick close; who glues;—muddbbiq, Who 
akes (birds) with bird-lime (dibq). 

AJJ»A« madhur, Wounded, galled (espe-
cially in tbe back); overtaken by a westerly 
wind (dabur) which blows towards night. 

A madbugh, Tanned (bag, skin-
bottle). 

A JyA* madbul, Manured (land) ; tanned, 
dressed (leather). 

A 2A* maddat, One extension or prolon-
gation;—middat, midda, Pus, mat te r ;— 
muddat, A space of time, a season; end, 
limit, term ;—muddatu 'l-'umr, mnddati 
'umr, A life-time, during life ;—muddati 
madid, A long space of time. 

a muddat-ha (P. pi. of muddat), 
For a long Bpace of time. 

a muddaie, A while ; — muddate 
chand, A long while, for a long space of 
time ;—muddat est, A long while ago (m.c.). 

Ay a- mudassar, (Stones) piled over a 
body slain. 

A madh (v.n.), Praising ; praise, en-
comium, commendation ; approbation, ap-
plause ;~^-madhi nafs, Self-commendation ; 
—madh u zamm, Praise and blame. 

a $ c^" madh-awar, A praiser, economist. 
A midhat (v.n. of £•>*»), Prais ing; 

praise, encomium ; a laudable action, any-
thing deserving commendation. 

a oV* C1*"* madh-Jchwan, Eulogic; a 
eulogist; a bard. 

a ey-A- mudahraj, Round; rolled along; 
rolled down;—mudahri j , A roller, a re-
volver. 

A J J ^ X * madhur, Driven to a distance. 
A Y - Y * A * madhus, Troubled with a whit-

low or abscess at the finger's end. 
a midka = A q.v. 
A £A- madth (v.n.), Assisting ; grandeur. 
A JAJ^ madkhal (v.n. of J ^ ) , Going in, 

entering in to ; entrance, access; a gate, 
porch, vestibule; the time or place of en-
tering ; a mode of conducting one's affaire ; 
[madkhal farmudan (kardan, namudan) 
dar, To enter, to enter upon, to undertake;] 
—midkhaX, A key;—mudkhal . fem. 
mudk&alat, mudjthalg, Introduced; spu-
rious, illegitimate; worthless, base ; an in-
troductory t r ea ty ; time or place of intro-
duction ;—muddakhil, One who enters. 

a ^madkhali, Entrance, admission. 
A (J^AA* madkhan, A place where smoke 

issues; — mudkhin. muddafchin, Smoky 
(fire). 

A midkhanat, Chafing-dish, brazier, 
censer. 

A JJAJK* madkhul, Entered. 
A madkhulat, madl&ula, Married 

(woman); a concubine; a kept mistress. 
A madad, Assistance, aid, succour, 

support; a helper ; a supply; a feeder; 
[madadu 'l-jaiah, Reinforcements of au 
army ;—madad dadan (kardan), To assist, 

relieve, help, succour; to patronize;—ba-
madad firistadan, To send help or assis-
tance ;—zar madad namudan, To bestow 
money upon. 

A Sox. midadat (pi. of mudd), Certain dry 
measures. 

a JA- madad-jo'i (ju'i), Search for 
aid. 

a madad-khwah, One who asks 
aid. 

a JA- madad-ras, Au assistant, helper. 
a madagdr, Assistant, protector, 

ally. 
a madadgari, Assistance, help, aid. 
a OA* madad-ma'ash, Land granted 

in perpetuity under the royal seal. 
jA* ma-dar (prohib. of daridan), Tear 

not, do not rend. 
AjA* madar, A clod, piece of dry clay; 

cities, towns (hence ahli madar, Towns-
people opposed to ahli wabar, Inhabi tants 
of tents) ; (for madar) a centre pivot, &c. 
(see ;—mudirr, Causing urine to flow; 
diuretic. 

A mudirr at, Diuretics, urinatives j 
stimulants. 

A^jA* midrdr, Very rainy (cloud). 
A S^JA* nudarrab, Trained, expert, disci-

plined, inured to hardship;—mudarrib , 
One who inures; patient, endued with 
fort i tude in war ; one who advances into an 
enemy's country through the narrow moun-
tain passes (darb) f rom the regions of Rum. 
( S e e v , J ) . 

A SJA* madarat, A single clod, a lump of 
dry clay (of which walls are buil t) ; a 
city, town ;—mudirr at, A diuretic. 

A mudrij, mudarrij, One who rolls 
or folds up. 

A madrajat, A country where the 
Asiatic woodcock (durrdj) breeds, 

ma-dar8 (for ma-tars prohib. of 
tarsidan), Pear no t ; bar of a door ; scare-
crow. 

A midras, A book (as that by which 
one is t a u g h t ) m u d r i s , A user, studier 
(of a book) ; an exerciser, teacher by read-
ing \—mudarras, Experienced, well t augh t ; 
—mudarris, An academical lecturer, doctor, 
professor, teacher, tutor, schoolmaster. 

a madrasdna, Academical, scho-
lastic. 

A A-JJL* madrasat, madrasa, A university, 
college, academy, public school;—madra-
sa'i ibtidd'i, An elementary or primary 
school (m.c.) ;—madrasa'i top-khdna, Ar-
tillery school; — madrasa'i khwdharani 
tarahhumi dini, School of the Sisters of 
Charity in Paris (m.c.) ;—madrasa'i 1umda, 
A high school (m.c.) ;—madrasa'i ma'ddin, 
Mining academy (m.c.) madrasa'i ni-
zami, Military college (m.c.);—madrasa'i 
wasati, A middle-class school (m.c.). 

d JJ-JA* mudarrisi, Office of professor or 



teacher; professorship, teachership; public 
teaching. 

A mudarri', (A man) who puts on a 
coat of mail, or (a woman) a shift (dir ' ) . 

A us^a- mudrak, Comprehended; [wu<Z-
ra& u mudraj, Comprehended and con-
tained ;]—mudrik, One who comprehends or 
understands; comprehensive. 

A mudrikat, mudrika, One who com-
prehends (fem.);—quwaii mudrika, The un-
derstanding, intellectual powers; memory. 

a mudrikiyat, Comprehensiveness, 
apprehensiveness, the faculty of compre-
hension. 

A O-JYI* madrm, Defaced, obliterated, 
indistinct; worn ou t ; a worn garment ; 
insane. 

A CTI^X* madruk, Understood, appre-
hended. 

madara-bdz, A retail dealer. 
A mudarham, Moneyed, rich, 
A midrd, A horn ; the horn of a 

young buck, hart , or doe; a sp i t ; an in-
strument for part ing the hair, a comb;— 
madari, A citizen (especially of Madar in 
Arabia);—muddari , A deceiver. 

A J -A- madsa1, A narrow place; the 
Bwallow. 

A madsh (v.n.), Eat ing l i t t le ; giving 
little; somewhat, anything;—madash(v.n.) , 
Being rough; having soft tendons and 
little flesh. 

A LEX* mudda'd, (in construction) for 
mudda'a, Whatever is alleged, pretended, 
or meant, <fec. (see ^ A - ) ;—mudda'd'e ba-
ydn kardan, To explain a claim, to open a 
cause ;—mudda'd'6 ta'ld kardan, To support 
pretensions, to prove an allegation;—mud-
da'ay i nau-paidd, Afresh argument;— ta'al-
luli 'alii u mudda'dyi bi-dalil, A weak pre-
text and argument without proof. 

A UWUSJL- mudda'dt (pi. of the preceding), 
DesireB; suits; objects. 

A SUsji* mad'at, An invitation to a banquet. 
A jtea* muda'sir, A demolisher. 

mid-as, A lance; whoever pierces 
with i t ;—muda"is , One who thrusts 
through with a spear. 

A mad'uw, mad'u, Inv i ted ; called, 
styled;—mad'u la-hu, A person prayed for. 

A ^a* mud'i, One who adopts as his son; 
—mudda'd, An intention, design, purpose, 
proposal, cauBe, reason, subject, object ; 
complaint ; [mudda'd 'alai-ki, The defen-
dant in a law-suit;]-—mudda'l, A prosecu-
tor, plaintiff, suitor, claimant; a pretender, 
boaBter. 

A mudda'lyat, The making a claim 
or su i t ; the condition of a claimant or 
plaint iff ;—mudda'iya, A female claimant 
or plaintiff. 

a tAjijA mudda'l-skarlk, A co-plain-
tiff. 

A f^i* mudgham, Concealgd; assimilated. 

A madfa' (v.n. of Pushing, 
thrustiDg, driving away, beating of f ; a 
canal, condu i t ;—mid fa ' , Anything by which 
an enemy is repulsed; a gun,cannon, artil-
l e r y ; — m u d a f f a ' , Repulsed ; outcast, abject, 
base, contemptible, poor ; noble, high-bred. 

A madfa'at, A means of repelling. 
A madfan, A place of burial ;—mud-

dafan, Covered, concealed;—muddajin, A 
concealer; one who buries in the ground. 

A madfu', Repulsed, driven off. 
A y j ia* madfun, Buried, interred, con-

cealed, hid (treasure under ground). 
A JA- midaqq, muduqq, midaqqat, 

An instrument in which anything is bruised; 
a wooden mallet used in dressing cotton; 
an instrument with which corn is threshed; 
a washer or bleacher's beet le ; the pestle of 
a mortar;—mudiqq, One who bruises, or 
beats small, thin, and fine. 

A mudaqqaq, Pounded, pulverized ; 
—mudaqqiq, One who pounds well ; inti-
mately acquainted with the minutiaa of 
things. 

a mudaqqaqana, Minutely. 
A JYA- madquq, Pounded, pulverized; 

afflicted with consumption (diqq), consump-
tive, hectic. 

mad-kask, A wire-drawing machine; 
a smith. 

A madkuk, Hectic, consumptive; 
troubled with a hectic complaint, 

A JA- madl, Contemptible, despicable, 
mean, base; thick milk ; — midl, Small-
bodied, slender;—mudill, More powerful, 
superior (to companions). 

A ^JA- mudlij, One who sets out in the 
beginning of the n ight ;—muddal i j , One 
who travels towards the end of the night. 

A £1A- mudlv, One who lolls out the 
tongue;—mud dali', Lolled, lolling (tongue). 

A JJA- mudallal, Supported by evidence, 
proof, or a rgument ; well-grounded, rea-
sonable;—mudallil, Dallying, fondl ing; co-
quettish ; a coaxer, wheedler. 

A JJJA- madlul, Directed, guided, r i gh t ; 
proved; demonstration, proof. 

A <JJA- mudallah, Insane, distracted with 
love, or who forgets what he has done, or 
what has been done to him;—mudallxh, 
Infatuat ing, dementing. 

A A—A— madmad, River. 
A mudammagk, Foolish; infatu-

ated ; proud, vain; fastidious. 
A mudamqas, (A garment woven) 

with the silk dimaqs. 
A midmak, A baker's rolling-pin. 
A J*»A* mudammil, Cicatrizing, mcar-

native. 
madmamunitan, (in Zand and 

Pazand) To fear, be afraid;—madmamunam, 
I feared ;—madmamunid, Fear ye. 

A (tfA* mudmin, Assiduous, diligent, in-
cessant. 



A t y * ^ madmugh, Wounded in the brain 
(dimagb); foolish, stupid, brain-sick. 

A cy^ madmum, Red, dyed blood colour; 
fat, plump (camel, l imb); laden. 

yx* ma-dan (prohib. of danidan), Do 
not walk or run with a gay, lively air. 

A mudun (pl. of madinat), Cities. 
A tj-iA* mudannas. Defiled, contaminated ; 

—mudannis, A defiler, polluter, profaner. 
A mudnaf, mudnif, Afflicted with a 

chronic distemper. 
madang, A wooden key ; the teeth 

or wards of a lock; bolting or barring a 
door. 

A mudnl, Who brings near, or ap-
proaches ; (a she camel) near the birth ;— 
muddani, Approached, become near ; — 
mudannd, Abject, weak (man) ;—mudanni, 
One who causes to approach, brings near ; 
a pursuer of trifles as well as of important 
matters ;—madaniy, madam, Belonging to 
the town, or a citizen of, Madina ; a citizen ; 
urbane, polite, sociable. 

A S-iA* madaniy at (fem. of madani), Re-
vealed at Madina (a chapter of the Qur 'an) . 

A midwds, An instrument for 
threshing corn; a polishing or smoothing-
tool. 

A OJA* midwad (for mizwad), A manger ; 
—mudud (pl. of madd), Plows of tides ; 
floods -,—mudauwid, Infected with worms 
(dud). 

A JJA* mudauwar, Round, circular; the 
world;—mudauwir, One who causes to tu rn 
in a circle, who revolves; one who makes 
(anything) round. 

A mudauwar at, mudauwar a, (Camels) 
which the keeper milks in a circle. 

A midwas, A machine for threshing 
corn. 

A midwak, A stone for braying; 
muller. 

A (•JA* midwam, A stick used in stirring 
or stilling a boiling pot;—mudauwin , A 
giver in perpetuity ; a quieter, pacifier. 

A mudun (v.n. of y ^ ) , Abiding, 
tarrying (in any place) ; coming to a city 
(madinat) ; — mudauwan, Arranged as a 
diwdn (poems) ;—mudauwin, A collector of 
poems into a book (diwan) . 

madunih, (in Zand and Pazand) 
Paradise. 

A madh, Praise, eulogium. 
a madda, see A maddat;—muda, 

Sick, indisposed. 
A SA. muddah (pl. of mddih), Encomiasts. 
A mudhdmmat, A garden, the plants 

of which are black from rankness ;—mud-
hdmmatdn (dual), Two paradises (in the 
Qur'an) plentifully watered, and abounding 
in verdant plants. 

A YTJIX* mudhish, mudahhish, One 
who amazes, astonishes, or confounds. 

A mudhin, A glozer, deceiver 

mudhun, An oil-bottle or cruse; an oint-
ment-box; any hollow excavated by the 
rain or a to r ren t ; — mudddhin, Greasy; 
anointed. 

AjjfcA* madhur, The land-produce, as dis-
tinguished from the salt, in Bengal. 

A madhush, Astonished, astoun-
ded, atoazed, confounded, confused, thunder-
struck ; intoxicated ; senseless, unconscious. 

a madhushl, Perplexity, confu-
sion ; intoxication ; stupefaction ; insensi-
bility, unconsciousness. 

madhun, A tanned hide ; coloured 
leather. 

A madhun, Anointed (beard). 
A mudahhl, B laming; affirming 

(one) to be unfor tuna te ; who inflicts mis-
fortune. 

A JJA** madd, midd, mudd (pl. of madyat, 
<fcc.), Large knives. 

madi (for ma-dih, prohib. of dddan), 
Do not give. 

A (j^A* midyun, One who runs deep into 
debt. 

A madyat, midyat, mudyat, A large 
knife. 

A madih, A praiseworthy ac t ; praise. 
A AJA* madid, Long, extensive, extended, 

lengthened ou t ; tall of s ta ture ; name of 
a metre ( f d ' i l d tun fa'ilun — w | 
— w — | four times repeated) ; water on 
which flour is sprinkled and given to 
camels ; grass, forage, hay, straw. 

A mudir, Who turns round, con-
verts, surrounds ; who goes or drives round ; 
the chief of a province; the manager of an 
institution. 

A madih, (A place) plentiful in 
cocks. 

A JJA* mudil, One who assists, and gives 
victory or good fortune (daulat). 

A mudimat, mudima, (Ground) 
watered by continual, gentle rain (dimat). 

A {^A* madyan, Midian, a city in Arabia 
Petrea ; tb e place of Jethro, called by the 
Arabians Shu'aib ;—madin, A debtor ;— 
mudin, A recompense^ a requiter ;—mu 
daiyin, Tolerant in religious matters. 

madina, (in Zand and Pazand) A 
city._ 

A hi madinat, madina, A city ; a maid-
servant ;—madinatu 's-sal am, The city of 
peace, i.e. Bagdad ;—madinatu 'n-nabi, The 
city of the prophet, i.e. Madinah in Arabia 
(also called al-madinat, or in P . simply 
madina). 

a ^A* madyani, A Midyanite ;—madini, 
An inhabitant of any other city than 
Madina (as Baghdad, Isfahan, &c.) ; town-
bred (bird, &c.). 

A YJI^ madyun, Indebted, involved in 
d e b t ; a debtor. 

A mud'i, Sick, a i l ing; what makes 
sick. 



A A* miz, muz, muza, From, since (in a 
past sense). 

A* muz, A lord, a master (used in comp., 
as isfandir-muz). 

A miza (v.n. of ^A*), Toying with 
(anyone) until a seminal effusion occurs; 
a mixed and mirthful assembly of men and 
women ; panderism to one's own wife ; (pi. 
of maziyat) women. 

A S^A* muzdb, Liquefied, liquid, mel ted; 
—la'li (ydquti) muzdb, Liquid ruby (cor-
nelian), i.e. red wine. 

A maz'dbat, (A country) swarming 
with wolves (zi'b), 

A JAA- mazdbih (pi. of mazbah), Places 
of sacrifice; altars. 

a c l ^ mazdh, Cattle driven together. 
A mazdri' (pi. of mizrd'), Districts 

which lie between a cultivated country and 
a deser t ; legs ; palm-trees near houses. 

A muzdra'at (v.n. 3 of Selling 
by the cubit or ell (zird') ; mixing. 

A mazdrif, Lachrymal ducts. 
A mazdri' (pi. of rndzrd'), Districts 

lying between cultivated and desert lands ; 
legs (of beasts of burden) ; paltn-trees near 
houses. 

A mazzd', Chinky ; one who cannot 
keep a secret; perfidious, false, a l i a r ; a 
promise-breaker; restless, unsteady, moving 
about. 

A mazaq, mazdqat (v.n.), 
Tast ing; t a s te ; the palate; nice percep-
tion ; wit, humour, pleasantry; ardent 
desire of a lover;—sahib mazdq, A volup-
tuary ; an epicure. 

A "TIFIA* mazaq-an, Tastefully, 
A muzakardt (pi. of muz akar at), 

Conferences, &c. 
mazdkirat, mazdhira (pi. of mftz-

kara), Things worthy to be remembered; 
—muzakarat, muzdhara (v.n. 3 of Re-
membering (one) ; conferring together; 
conversation, conference. 

mazdhir (pi. of zakar), Penes. 
A J W m,uzal, The verse Galled hamil or 

basil lengthened out in the last foot by two 
letters. 

A rnazamm (pi. of mazammat), Con-
temptible things. 

A S-^A* mazdhib (pi. of mazhab), Ways 
by which one goes; inst i tutes; doctrines, 
religious creeds, sects; gilded (thongs). 

A muzdhanat (v.n. 3 of Dis-
puting, contending, vying about genius 
(zihn). 

A mazabbat, (A place) infested with 
flies (zubdb) ; — mizabbat, Anything for 
driving away flies, a fly-trap. 

A mazbah, Tha t part in the throat 
where animals are generally slaughtered ; 
an altar for sacrifice ;—muzzabih, A slayer, 
slaughterer. 

A ^ A F A * muzabzib, muzdbzab, (Anything) 

hanging and floating in the air; sus-
pended ; fluctuating, hesitating, irresolute; 
—muzabzab, Hesitation; suspense ; doubt. 

A /A* muzabbar, Wri t ten ; — muzabbir, 
A writer. 

A mazbub, Infested with flies, 
tormented by flies (zubdb) ; furious, insane, 
mad. 

A t yk* mazbuh, Slaughtered, sacrificed, 
slain, killed ; pure, lawful (food). 

A mazbuhdt, Animals slaughtered 
or sacrificed; victims. 

a ^cyX* mazbuhi, The state of being 
slaughtered. 

A mazbur, Wr i t t en . 
A JJFA/* mazbul, Dried, withered, shri-

velled. 
A £«*/• mazah, A chafing of the thighs, 

hips, or groins by violent exercise; honey 
produced f rom pomegranate-flowers. 

A GC-AY* mazhij, Name of a tr ibe in 
Taman. 

A YS-A- muzzakhir, A horse tha t reserves 
his fu l l speed till a f ter the others have 
broken down. 

A mazjchur, Stored up, hoarded, 
collected. 

A mazar (v.n.), Being addle (an 
egg), rotten (a n u t ) ; being disordered, 
qualmish (stomach); being indisposed;— 
mazir, Rotten, addle, foul (egg, &c.). 

A £\;A- mizrd', A district or a town be-
tween a cultivated country and a desert. 

A GJA- mnzri', One who measures by the 
ell, cubit, or a r m ; rain penetrat ing the 
ground to the depth of a cubi t ;—mu-
zarra', One whose mother is nobler than 
the father. 

A O^JA '* mizrawatii (du.), The prominent 
extremities of the but tocks; the extremes 
or horns of a bow ; both sides of the head. 

A mazrub, Sharpened, whetted. 
A ^fa* mazrur, Pounded, pulverized. 
A mazru', Measured with ell or 

cubit. 
A JJJX* mizrd, A f a n ; also a pronged 

instrument for winnowing corn ;—muzarri, 
A scat terer ; a ventilator ; an encomiast. 

A maz1, maz'at (v.n. of 
Tell ing one part and concealing another 
(of uews or any transaction) ; scattering 
(urine) ; colouring, glossing over ; taking 
an oath. 

A muz'ir, A terrifier. 
A^ysx* maz'ur, Fr ightened. 
A JA* mazq (v.n.), Mixing (milk) with 

water. 
Aj^it mizhdr, (A woman) who bears 

male children. 
A muzhir, A remembrancer; a woman 

who bears male offspring; — muzahhar. 
Masculine; a male sword, i.e. of well-
tempered steel; hard, adverse ( fo r tune) ; 
dangerous ( road) ; [muzakhari samd'i, A 



hen-pecked husband ;]—muzakkir, An ad-
viser, admonisher; a praiser (esp. of God). 

A S^i- mazkarat, mazkara, Anything 
worthy to be remembered (especially 
sacred); mention, relation ; — mwzkarat, 
muzakkarat, Masculine (woman). 

mazkur, Remembered, recorded, 
mentioned; expressed, related;—mazkuru 
*?-sadr, Above-mentioned, aforesaid. 

A mazkurdt (pl. of mazku-

( 1205 ) \y> 
whose flocks have suffered by 

relations, matters men-

(fem. of mazkur), Re-

rat), Discourses, 

a sftS* mazkura 
naembered, <fcc. 

a muzkura-bdld, Aforesaid, 
above-mentioned 

a ijjfi^* mazkurl, Independent ta'alluqdars 
who paid their own rents to Government; 
recollection ; process-serving ; a process-
server. 

A JA- mazl, mazal? (v.n. of J i - ) , Being 
unable bo keep (a secret) ; being oppressed 
and wearied by the charge of a secret;— 
tnizl, Small-bodied, spare of flesh ;—mazil, 
Unable to keep a secret; heart-sick, melan-
choly ; weak, feeble ; liberal \—muzill, Who 
renders vile or abjec t ; who discovers one 
to be so; debasing; one of the names of 
God. 

A fli* mazallat (v.n. of J«i), Being abject 
and submissive; baseness ; contempt. 

A VJ^I* muzlaq, Pronounced with the tip 
of the tongue. 

A JJx* mvzallal, Broke in, tame, quiet;— 
muzallil, A vilifier ; a humbler, debaser. 

A J^A* mazlul, Humble, submissive. 
A muzimm, Who becomes con-

temptible, despicable, vile, mean, base; 
who calls or renders so. 

A mazammat (v.n. of Blaming; 
blame, scorn, contempt; satire, abuse ; 
anything deserving blame, fault , trans-
gression; right, justice, what is d u e ; pro-
tection (see p. 559) ; — mazimmat, 
Grief and shame (for the neglect of duty). 

a ^ f i mazammat-goy, Satirical, 
censorious, a caviller. 

A mitzammam, Very much blamed. 
A marmum, Despised, scorned; 

mean, base, blameable. 
A mizmiz, A great liar. 
A muznib, Criminal, f a u l t y ; a 

sinner; •— muzannib, One who goes tail 
(zanab) foremost ; (a camel) pained at 
delivery and extending her tail. 

mazang, A wooden key ; teeth of a 
key ; wards of a lock ; bar of a door. 

A VR^J** mizwab, A vessel for melting 
things; — muzauwab, Melted, liquefied;— 
muzauwib, One who decorates (a boy) with 
forelocks. 

A ityi* mizwabat, A ladle, a spoon. 
A V / Y * * maz'ub, Afraid of the wolf 

(zi'b); one 
the wolf. 

A S m a z h a b (v.n. of Going, 
walking, passing a long; way, course, man-
ner, mode of conduct, doctrine ; a religious 
opinion ; a sect, a religious order ; canon, 
law, rule, institution, regulation ; [mazhab 
kardan, To establish a religious creed; to 
lay down a rule of action ;— 'aqida'i mazhab, 
An article of faith ; — m u ' d f l ' i mazhab, A 
religious g ran t ; ] — muzhab, Gilded ; the 
Ka'bah ; a demon who causes one to spill 
water in the performance of ablutions ;— 
muzhib, A remover, carrier away ; a g i lder ; 
— muzahhdb, Gi lded; worked with gold 
thread; — muzahhib, A gi lder; a gold-
embroiderer. 

a mazhahi, Of or relating to a 
religion, sect, &c.;—darsi mazhabl, Religious 
teaching, exhortation, preaching. 

A TG *̂ -mazy (v.n. of Turning (a 
horse) to grass ;—mazy, maziy\ in P . man, 
A seminal effusion provoked by contact or 
lewd imaginations ; — mazl awardan, To 
indulge in vicious practices, to onanise. 

A S-ix* mazib (in P . for A. muzdb), 
Melted, liquefied ;—muzlb, A melter. 

A mazlz, A liar. 
A giJ^ muzl', A divulger, publisher. 
A mazlq, (Milk) mixed with water. 
A JJA* muzaiyal, (A tent or robe) having 

a long flap or train (zail). 
y mar, Measure, n u m b e r ; calculation, 

computation; a symbol or counter used by 
the natives of the East, to facilitate the 
adding up of large sums, and set against 
every hundred according to some, and ac-
cording to others against every fifty ; since, 
because, wholly, solely ; a particle placed 
before the genitive, dative, or accusative of 
Persian nouns, mostly pleonastically, bu t 
sometimes used in a restrictive sense, de-
noting " to the exclusion of any other " ; 
before the nominative it emphasises, a s : 
mar an, Tbat very person or t h i n g ; mar 
jdn, The soul or life i t se l f ; (for A. marr) 
passing by (see the following articleJ ;— 
mir, A friend. 

x y mar', mir', mur\ A man ; man, the 
human species ; — marr (v.n.), Pass ing 
through or by, depar t ing ; rendering bi t ter ; 
a rope; a mattock, a spade ; (pl. of marrat) 
times, tu rns , [marra 'd-duhur, The lapse of 
ages ;]—murr, Bitter, bitterness ; myrrh ; 
(pl. of murrat) certaiu bitter plants. 

\y mar a, To me ;—mir a, Friendship ; 
the sun ; the world ; equality ; an equal 
draught . 

A ^y mira' (v.n. 3 of tS/*)> Disput ing; 
contention, contest; doubting, suspecting. 

A SUj* mura'di (v.n. 3 of ^ t j ) , Feigning, 
acting hypocritically, making a false show. 

a marabih (pl. of the following), 
Profits, advantages, benefits. 



A murdbahat (v.n. 3 of £*;), Gain-
ing, making a profit ; allowing a profit or 
advantage. 

mardbit (pi. of marbat, marbif), 
PlaceB where cattle are t i ed ; stables, 
stalls ;—murdbit, Posted on an enemy's 
frontier . 

A murdbatai (v.n. 3 of Wj), Hover-
ing with a corps of cavalry about an enemy's 
frontier ; being steadfast and patient. 

A mardbi* (pi. of marba'), Spring-
habitations. 

A muraba'at (v.n. 3 of Assist-
ing in l if t ing or placing a load by joining 
hands with another, applying the shoul-
ders ; bargaining with one for the spring-
season (comp. 

A mardbi' (pi. of mirbd'), The first 
spring-rains. 

A mar*at, The looks, countenance ;— 
mir'dt, A looking-glass, mirror;—mir'atu 7-
ghaib, The mirror of the invisible world, of 
futuri ty. 

A mar'at, A woman, wife. 
A WBAy m arr at (pi. of marrat), Times, 

t u r n s ; several times, repeatedly. 
A ^ ^ maratib (pi. of martabaV), Steps; 

grades; degrees, gradations of r a n k ; 
times ; affairs ; particulars ; storeys (of a 
house, m.c.);—mardtibi ibtida'i (tamkidi), 
Preliminary stages or measures. 

A mardtibdt (pi. of the preceding 
pi.), Affairs, matters, particulars. 

A maratif (pi. of marta'), Meadows. 
A marasi (pi. of marsiyat), Dirges. 
A murdjahat (v.n. 3 of Con-

tending with anyone in estimating or guess-
ing ; excelling, overcoming; having pre-
ference or preponderance over. 

A muraja'at (v.n. 3 of Return-
ing ; replying; returning from a journey 
and undertaking another ; repeating, doing 
over and over again; re-marrying a woman 
formerly divorced;—dasturi mardja'at, Li-
cence, dismission, permission to return, 

A mwrdjil (pi- of mirjal), Cauldrons, 
pipkins, kettles; (pi. of mumarjal) Cloths 
or garments admirably coloured or embroi-
dered. 

A C ^ mardh, A place to and from which 
people go in the evening;—mirah, Cheer-
fulness, gladness;—murdk, A place where 
cattle are lodged at night. 

A mardh.il (pi. of mar halat), Sta-
tions, stages, days' journeys. 

A iWp* murdhalat (v.n. 3 of J^-J), Assist-
ing in loading or in preparing (a horse) for 
a journey. 

A (^Ai J^V* mardhil-nishin, A p lane t ; 
a traveller. 

A rtiarahim (pi. of marhamat), 
Compassions ; favours, kindnesses, gifts ;—• 
arbabi marahim u ishfdq, Compassionate 
and merciful men. 

A J W j - murdkhdt (v.n. 3 of Making 
soft, loose, relaxed. 

A Aj* marad, The neck ; a place through 
which camels pass to and f ro in pasturing ; 
a narrow place ; an empty place ;—murad, 
Wished, willed, desired, signified; desire, 
wish, will, intention ; scope, drift , tendency; 
a proper name, Amurath (for al-murdd) ; 
—murddi dili, The heart's desire; — bi-
murad, Without a wish (see also Aj* ^ 
p. 225) -,—fa-hwa 'l-murad, Then the object 
is obtained ; well and good ! 

Aj* mirdd, A stone which shows many 
colours when exposed to the sun, and to 
which wonderful properties are ascribed. 

A murddat (v.n. 3 of ^ j ) , Treating 
kindly ; affability, courtesy, gentleness. 

A murddat, (p£. fem. of mu-
rad) Things desired; desires, intentions, 
wishes. 

a {J^. Aj* murad-bakhsh, Giver of one's 
desires. 

A SAy marddat (v.n. of Exceeding 
all bounds in daring, disobedience, inso-
lence, and pride. 

A SAy. muraddat (v.n. 3 of J>j), Repelling. 
A maradigh, (pi. of mardaghat), The 

parts lying between the neck and collar-
bones ; frui tful , flourishing gardens. 

A <-iAj* murddaf, Followed ; — murddif, 
Synonymous. 

A i lAj* muradafat (v.n. 3 of VJJJ), Riding 
upon one another (locusts) ; following one 
another, succeeding ; carrying two riders 
(horse, &c.) ; acting as vicegerent (ridf). 

a AA^AJ* muradmand, Desirous, longing ; 
having a desire unsatisfied, in want, ne-
cessitous. 

a <i\j* muradi, Favourably, agreeably to 
one's wish; understood, implied ; secon-
dary; figurative; metaphorical; change, 
small money. 

a, uiA.Aj* murddiyat (pi. fem. of muradi), 
Obtaining one's wishes. 

mardr, A kind of white thorn ; a 
hempen rope (comp. the following). 

A mardr, A kind of rope; — mirar 
(v.n. 3 of j*), Going along with, accom-
panying ; (pi. of marrat) times, t u r n s ; 
natne of a bitter tree. 

A mirar-an, At t imes; often, fre-
quently ; sometimes, now and then. 

A mardrat (v.n. o f ; * ) , Being bi t ter ; 
bitterness ; tbe gall-bladder;—mardratu' I-
matd, The bitterness of death. 

A mardri, A hempen rope. 
A kyf maidzibat (pi. of marzubdn), 

Princes, satraps; lord-marchers. 
A tSjV* i^avazi, A medicine mixed with 

tut ty . 
A mardzib (pi, of mirzdb), Ships 

long and wide, 
A mirds (v.n. 3 of \j+y), Managing 

(affairs), applying with great attention, 



involving oneself (in t h e m ) ; struggling 
with, grappling ; applying a remedy, giving 
medicine ; strength, vigour;—marr as, "Bo-
bust, po ten t ; long (night). 

A murdsaghat (v.n. 3 of 
Catching (an adversary in wrestling) by 
the wrist or tbe ankle (rusgk or rusugh). 

A murasil, One who sends a let ter 
or message. 

A murdsalat, murdsala (v.n. 3 of 
J - ; ) , Wri t ing a letter, or sending a mes-
senger to (another) ; epistolary correspond-
ence ; the letter or summons of a judge ; a 
citation. 

A mar asim, Marks, signs, vestiges, 
customs, usages; laws; conditions, agree 
mentB, covenants ; obligations, observances, 
duties, prescriptions ; — add'i mardsimi 
tahani, Paying compliments of congratu-
lation ',—ifd'i mardsim, Fulfilling the laws; 
performing one'B duties. 

a (j*mardsi (pl. of mirsdt), Anchors; 
anchora& ports, harbours. 

A mard8il (pl. of mursal), Tra-
ditions traced or referred immediately to 
the Prophet . 

A mar asim (pl. of mar sum), 
Edicts. 

A mirash, Vomit ing; a vomit. 
A AA^ mardshid, Straight roads ; firm 

resolutions, steady designs. 
A maras Ai/(pl. of mar shaf), Places 

of sucking or sipping. 
A marasid (pl. of mar sad), Places 

of observation, ambushes. 
A murasadat (v.n. 3 of Seizing 

an opportunity of invading or attacking. 
A Y I ^ mird? (pl. of marlz), Sick persons, 

invalids. 
A murazdt (v.n. 3 of Striving 

to please and be agreeable; contending 
who shall please mos t ; being pleased and 
satisfied with each other. 

A mardzi' (pl. of marza'), Teats, 
nipples; (pl. of murzi') wet-nurseB. 

A muraza'at (v.n. of 3 £-*>), Suck-
ling (a child), either one's own or tha t of 
another ; delivering a child to a wet-nurse; 
having a foster-brother or sister. 

A mardzi* (pl. of murzi'), Wet-
nurses. 

A My* mirat, An unfeathered arrow. 
murd'dt (v.n. 3 of ^ f ) , Observ-

ing, regarding; considering, reflecting; 
attending to, l istening; taking care of, pre-
serving, guarding; regard, respect, atten-
tion ;—murd'dt hardan, To show respect or 
consideration ; to observe, take notice of, 
attend to. 

A <_5*V* m a ( p l - °f mar'a), Pastures ; 
—murd'i, An observer, guardian, keeper; 
a supporter. 

A maragji. A (horse's) rolling-place. 
A Hr^j* mardghib, Necessaries of life ;— 

murdgkib. Desirous, wishful, inclined, pro-
pense. 

A murdghabdt (pl. of murdgha* 
bat), Affections, desires, wishes, hanker-
ings. 

A muraghabat (v.n. 3 of s -* ; ) , Ex-
pressing a wish; desire, wish, affection, 
propensity. 

A mar a ghat, mar da ha, A place where 
(a horse) rolls himself about or sleeps ; (in 
P . ) rolling about. (See also ^V*)-

A f ^ y murdgham. A place of r e fuge ; a 
fortress; agitated, disturbed ;—murdghim. 
Unwilling. 

A murdghamat (v.n. 3 of ftf), Fly-
ing in a rage (at a spouse) ; abandoning 
(friends or family), relinquishing; carrying 
on war, being inimical, hostile. 

mardg&a, Name of a city iu Azar-
bai jan. 

mardghidan, To roll or wallow. 
A SCU\y murafa'at (v.n. 3 of Be-

having mildly; showing respect, acting 
kindly. 

A mardfid (pl. of mirfad), Goblets, 
large bowls (generally filled on the arrival 
of strangers. 

A murafadat (v.n. 3 of A^), Assisting 
one another, affording mutual aid. 

A fffty murdfi', Mutually agreed to go 
together before a j udge ; referring a case 
to h im; the party inst i tut ing the s u i t ; an 
appellant. 

A murdfa'at, murafa'a (v.n. 3 of 
£ij) , Citing before a judge, carrying on a 
law-suit, accusing, having recourse to jus-
tice ; appeal ;—murafa ' i akhir, Final appeal; 
—murafa'a auwal (uld), Court of first in-
stance ;—murafa 'a sdni (duyum), Court of 
second instance, appellate court. 

A mardfiq, Things by which one 
profits or gains, benefits; appurtenances or 
conveniences of a house ; privies, sinks for 
carrying off foul water, drains for receiving 
rain-water. 

A murafaqat (v.n. 3 of Travel-
ling in company with ; companionship. 

A mardqq (pl. of maraqq), The soft 
parts of the belly; — miraq, Name of a 
disease. 

A murdqib, A looker after, ob-
server ; at tending to (m.c.); a guardian, 
keeper, care-taker. 

A murdqabat, muraqaba, (v.n. 3 of 
s~>j) Guard ing ; observation, contempla-
tion, meditation; partiality. 

A maraqid (pl. of marqad), Tombs ; 
beds. 

A ^ V * mardqi (pl. of mar qat), Steps, 
stairs. 

marah, Unlearned, foolish; de-
ceived by words ; played upon, ridiculed. 

A S m a r d h i b (pl. of marhab), Car-
riages, vehicles, ships, horses; machines or 



animals by -which people are borne f rom 
place to place, 

a o^V" nmrdhibl, A ship-master; a wag-
goner, a drayman. 

A murdqazat, A riding a race with. 
JV* mardl, Red deer ; a mountain-goat, 

ibex ;—marali nar, A stag (mm.cc). 
A p\y mardm (v.n. of ^ j ) , Seeking 

anxiously ; desire, wish, intention, aim ;— 
hatha 'l-mardm, Agreeable to one's desire. 

A SWY. murdmat, in P . (v.n. 3 of 
Contending with in throwing the 

javelin or shooting arrows. 
a ^r^. p\y* mardm-bakhsh, Satisfying 

desires. 
A murdmir, Vain, false, idle, tr if l ing; 

—murdmir ibn murrat (murra), Name of 
the inventor of the Arabic character now 
in use. 

A murdmaqat (v.n. 3 of Glan-
cing afc; being jus t kept alive. 

A mardrrii, Flings, throws ; projec-
tiles ; ins t ruments of war ; turrets; battle-
ments ; deserts, perilous places ;—mardmi 
*1-gKurbat, The tossings of peregrination. 

mar an (mar + an), Tbat (opposed 
to this) ; a particle seldom used, placed 
by way of pleonasm before Persian nouns, 
denoting the genitive, dative, or accusative ; 
(prohib. of randan) drive not ;—murdn, A 
tall and slender tree from which arrows are 
made (see tbe following article). 

A ( m i r d n (v.n. 3 of yy-), Giving false 
signs of pregnancy (a camel) ;—marrdn, 
Name of a place ;—murrdn , A tree of which 
spears are made; (pi. of murranat) hard 
and limber spears. 

A mardnat (v.n. of <jy»), Being hard 
and smooth; being accustomed (to any-
thing), being assiduous about i t ; smooth-
ness ; name of place ;—murranat, A spear 
somewhat hard and l imber; a tree of which 
spears are made. 

As^y* murdnaya, Name of a diuretic herb, 
having leaves like those of jasmine. 

A t f l f mardwih (pi. of mirwahat), Fans. 
A murdwahai (v.n. 3 of py), Doing 

(two things) alternately; standing first on 
one foot and then on the other. 

A murdwid, A suitor, importunate 
wooer. 

A murdwadat, murawada (v.n. 3 of 
Jj;), Asking, requiring, desiring, begging, 
soliciting, wooing; wish, desire; amicable 
relations (m.c.) ;—murawada ddshtan, To 
do commercial business (m,c.). 

A My* mardwizat, Natives of Marv (see 
C5JU/*)' 

A murdwafat, The being kind and 
friendly. 

A <jyy* murdwiq, One whose tent or 
portico (rawaq) joins another ' s ; next-door 
neighbour. 

A murahdt (v.u. 3 of fy), Speaking 

gently; drawing nea r ; consenting, agree-
ing. 

A i j ^y* murdhiq, (A lad) near the age 
of puberty ; one who comes towards the 
end of an appointed time (especially to 
perform the ceremonies at Mecca). 

A murdhaqat (v.n. 3 of (JAj), Ap-
proaching the age of puberty ; arriving at 
Mecca when the rites of pi lgr image are 
nearly finished. 

A mardhim (pi. of marham). 
Plasters ; dressings for wounds. 

A murdhin, A better, layer of 
wagers. 

A mnrahanai (v.n. 3 of ^ j ) , Con-
tending, depositing the bets (especially at 
a horse-race). 

A mardyd, The lacteal veins; (pi. of 
mir'dt) looking-glasses, mirrors. 

a ww^y* murdydt, Acting ostentatiously 
or hypocritically ; hypocrisy, dissimulation. 

A ^ y * murdyahat, Quiet, repose, ease, 
tranquilli ty. 

Ayty* mard'ir (pi. of marlr), Long, slen-
der, but firmly-twisted ropes; (pi. of 
mar drat) gall-bladders. 

A mard'l (pi. of mir'dt), Looking-
glasses ; — mura'%, A hypocrite, a dis-
sembler. 

^y* murabbd (for ^jiy q.v. below), Jam. 
A mirbdA place yielding early 

spring-grass; the beginning of the spr ing 
ra ins ; a camel born in the spring ; the 
four th part (rub') of the booty, which in 
Pagan times was the leader's share. 

A SWY* murabbab, Preserved in syrup 
(rubb) ; brought up, educated;—murabbib, 
A bringer up, a t u t o r ; a maker of pre-
serves, a confectioner. 

A <S*y» marabbat, Rule, dominion, autho-
rity ;—niurabbat, A preserve, confection. 

A A»Y» mirbad, A camel-stable; a place 
where dates are dried. 

A (JI>Y* marbiz, marbaz, A fold or other 
place for sheep. 

A lajy marbat, marbit, A place where 
cattle are t ied; a stable ;—mirbat, A chain, 
ligament, string, rope; a bridle, halter, 
reins. 

A marba,1 (pi. ' mar dbi), A 
spring-habitation; any place where one 
resides, or cattle pasture, in that season ;— 
murba', Attacked by a quartan ague ;— 
mirba', — mirba'at, q.v. below; —• 
murbi', A fever recurring every four th day ; 
a camel which foals in the spring;—mu-
rabba1, Squared; square, quadrangular, 
quadr i la tera l ; an epigram or song of four 
verses or four lines, a quatrain ; [murabba' 
kardan, To square, make quadrangular ;— 
murabba' nishastan, To sit cross-legged 
like a tailor (in the manner of the Asiatics) j 
—'askari murabba', A body of horse, 



squadron ;—murabbi', A maker of a quad-
rangular or square figure. 

jf £>y murabba'-khdnaH nur, The 
Ka'aba, or temple of Mecca. 

A marba'at, marba'a, (Ground) 
abounding with jerboas (yarbu');—mirba'at , 
mirba'a, A pole by which burdens are lifted 
on the back of a beast;—murabba'at, mu-
rabba'a, Square (figure). 

a gy murabba'-nishin, Who sits 
cross-legged ; (met.; a sweetheart. 

A ^ y marbut, FEM. y marbutat, 
marbuta, Bound, fastened, t i ed ; spell-
bound, impotent; contained, inherent, 
depending upon ; polished, classical, and 
grammatical ( language); concordant 
(parts of speech); contented; name of a 
village near Alexandria; — marbutu 'l-
lisan, Tongue-tied; — tai marbuta, The 
dotted 8. 

A £yy marbu', Attacked by a quartan 
ague (rib') ; middle-sized (man). 

A tejtf marbu'at, Land (watered by vernal 
rains). 

A ^yy marbuq, Fas t caught in a noose 
or lasso, entangled in a net or loop (ribqat). 

^ y marbuya, (in Zand and Pazand) 
A sweet melon ; (according to others) an 
island. 

a fry murraba, J a m ; preserves. 
A ^jty marbd, A place where one is 

brought up and educated;—murbi, Re-
ceiver of interest, usurer ;—murabbd, Edu-
cated ; patronized ; preserved (ginger, &c.) ; 
jam ; a confection murabbi, A patron ; 
an educator, tutor, bringer-up, rearer ; a 
confectioner, preserver of f ru i t s ;—marbiy, 
marbi, Educated, brought up. 

A murabbaydt, Confections, pre-
serves made of the inspissated juice called 
rubb. 

a jL. (^j-* miirabba-sdz, A confectioner. 
A iy murat, A woman ;—marrat (v.n. of 

y), Being subject to bile; rendering 
bitter ; haltering (a camel) ; one time or 
turn, once ; one transit or passage; [mar-
ratu 'l-musalsalat (musalsala), The constel-
lation Andromeda ;]—mirrat, mirra, Gall, 
bile; strength, hardiness, power, potency; 
firmness of mind, solidity of judgment ; 
the twist of a rope ; [zu mirraUin (mirra), 
The archangel Gabriel ;—murrat, A species 
of bitter tree or herb; name of a man ;— 
abu murrat, Fa ther of bitterness, i.e. the 
devil. 

mart, Alive; — murt, Distracted, 
dispersed. 

A c V murtah, The horse placed fifth in 
a race. 

A \Jitiy murtash, I n good condition, in 
easy circumstances (whose nest is well-
feathered) . 

A tjtey murtdz, Exercised, disciplined. 

a. s-J/* muroitab, P u t in order, arranged ; 
regulated, prepared; classified; compiled, 
digested; garnished; [murattab 'aid 7-
huruf, Arranged alphabetically ;] —murat-
tib, A setter in order, arranger, director, 
organizer. 

A ( f t j y martaban, (jiWy* martabdnl, A 
vessel of the finest porcelain which poison 
cannot penetrate; a jar, pot, vessel. 

A martabat, martaba, A step, s t a i r ; 
a stage, story (of a house) ; a watch-tower 
on the summit of a h i l l ; office, employ-
ment, charge; he igh t ; dignity, rank of 
honour; time ;—auwal martaba, The first 
time (m.c.);—ba-in martaba-ki, To such a 
degree tha t (m.c.);—ba-martaba'i, To a 
certain degree, to such a point (m.c.) ;—• 
yak martaba, Once, one time. 

A murtabat, Tied, bound, fas tened; 
— murtabil,, One who keeps (a horse) 
equipped for war. 

A- *murtabiq, Netted (deer) ; en-
tangled in any intricate business. 

A f r y murtajih, Moved backwards and 
forwards, up and down in the swing, or 
see-saw; inclined. 

A f r y murtajiz, A composer or reciter of a 
poem written in the metre called rajaz (see 

; name of a horse belonging to Muham-
mad (so called f rom the beauty of his 
neighing). 

A murtajal, Spoken extempore;—• 
murtajil, An extempore speaker. 

A murtajim, Accumulated, heaped 
up. 

A o ^ r * murtaji, Ful l of hope ; fearful . 
A ft^y murtahil, Migratory. 
A ( j & y murtakhis, A valuer or buyer 

cheap. 
A <&y murtadd, An apostate, renegado. 
A murtadif, One who rides behind 

another on horseback; a follower, comer 
after. 

A 3yy murtazaq, Riches, wealth, tha t 
whereby one is profited; — murtaziq, A 
stipendiary. 

A 5y murtasam, Marked, stamped ; de-
picted, drawn, traced, painted, embroidered; 
—murtasim, Obedient to any prescription 
or law ; religious ; venerable; proud. 

a tj^y murtash, and— 
A i ^ y murtashi, Corrupted by presents, 

suborned, bribed; a taker of bribes (rish-
wat). 

A ( j s -^ murtazd, Agreeable; chosen, 
approved; a title of 'Ali ;—murtazi , One 
who makes choice of, or approves; content, 
satisfied ; belonging or referring to 'All. 

A g>Y» marta', A meadow, spacious and 
luxuriant in spring-herbage; — murti', 
Fruitful , rich in produce, lacking nothing. 

A ±*>y murta'id, Trembling, dreading. 
A i_r-*Sy murta'ish, Trembling, f r igh t -

ened. 



A o**/* murta'i, Pasturing, feeding, 
grazing. 

A murtaghjb, A supplicator, be-
seecher. 

A murtafid, A gainer, receiver of 
profit. 

A murtafiElevated, exalted, high, 
aggrandized; removed; put in the nomi-
native case; preponderating (scale). 

A (Jjtfy* murtafaq, A couch; an inn or 
caravansery;—murtafiq, Who leans on the 
elbow or a cushion. 

A S-SY. murtaqib, A guardian, keeper ; a 
watcher; awaiting, expectant. 

A o ^ r * murtaqd, A place of ascent; 
ascent;—murtaqi, Ascended,borne upward; 
progressing. 

A martalc, in P. murtah, Litharge or 
dross of silver. 

A murtakib, Mounted ; borne; one 
who engages in, attempts, perpetrates, 
commits (a crime) ; one who encounters; 
an aggressor, assailant. 

A p&y* murtakim, Heaped up, piled. 
y&f martakii, A sparrow. 
A murtakd, One in whom confidence 

is placed ; fai thful , trustworthy ; a helper; 
a place of confidence;—murtaki, One who 
relies upon, trusts to. 

A J>y Muraitil. One who intones or 
pronounces a discourse with a clear, melo-
dious voice. 

A murtami, Thrown, cast forth ; a 
guard, watchman ; a forlorn hope, 

y y mar tu, For thee, on thy account. 
A mnrtawl, One whose thirst is 

quenched ; moistened. 
A murtakan, P ledged; a pledge, 

gage ; mortgaged ;—murtahin, A receiver 
of a pledge, a pawnee; a pawnbroker; a 
mortgagee;—murtahini dakh.il (qdbiz), A 
mortgagee in possession, 

A <±>y mars (v.n. of Rubbing 
(dates) in order to peel (them) ; steeping, 
softening, dissolving in water ; sucking the 
fingers (an infant) ;—maras (v.n.), Being 
gentle, mild, patient;—maris , Mild, gentle, 
patient. 

A mar sat (v.n. of ^Jj), Lamenting 
(any person), pronouncing a funeral 
eulogium ; a funeral-oration, elegy, dirge. 

A marsiyai, marsiya (v.n. of ^Jj), 
Lamenting (anyone), pronouncing a funeral 
eulogium; an elegy, d i rge; a funeral ora-
tion sung during the Muharram in com-
memoration of Hasan and Husain ;—mar-
siya giriftan, To sing a dirge or make a 
doleful noise in the manner of the female 
mourners in the East . 

a &>2y marsiya-khwdn, A reciter of 
the Marsiya. 

a ^ y - &Jy m arsiya-khwdni, The recital 
or singing of the Marsiya. 

Cy* marj, Confines ; earth, ground, l and ; 

a field with raised borders for plant ing or 
sowing; a meadow, grass-plot, paBture; 
heel or wrist of a man, pastern of a beas t ; 
[marji pay, The foot towards the heel;]— 
marj, murj, Name of a city in Kohistan. 

A ey marj (v.n. of Sy*), Sending to pas-
ture, allowing (cattle) to feed at l iber ty ; 
mixing; permitt ing (the seas) to flow and 
mingle together (God) ; disturbance, mix-
ture, confusion (see also the preceding 
article). 

A SWY. marjdt, Hope. 
soWy* marjdda, A skin stuffed with straw 

used for crossing rivers. 
A (j*Vy* mirjds, A stone tied to a rope 

and let down into a well in order to move 
the mud, which, being carried off by the 
flux, the remaining water becomes pure ; 
also a stone with which the depth of a 
well is fathomed, whether there is water in 
it or not. 

A FWY mirjdm, An engine for casting 
stones, a balista; (a horse) making the 
dust fly. 

<$Wy marj an, Life, soul; a step-son ; a 
robust m a n ; a small pear l ; coral. 

A y W y marjdn, A kind of spring pot-
herb. 

marjan-parwarda, The lip of 
a mistress; grape-wine. 

<yWy* marjdn-ddna, Coral-grain; a 
bead. 

(jiWy* marj dni, Of coral; coral. 
8jWy* marjdwa, — SjWy q.v. 
a JfaWy murjd'i, Of the sect murjiyat. 
A murajjab, Honoured, venerable. 
A ^ y murajjah, Most excellent, supe-

rior ; — murajjih, One who gives that 
which preponderates, who more than com-
pensates. 

A y>-y murajjaz, Measured prose without 
rhyme. 

A marja' (v.u. of fr-j), Bringing 
back, restoring; re turn; time or place of 
re turn; a rendezvous, place of reference, 
re fuge; a goal; (in gram.) antecedent ; 
repetition; ultimate object;—marji ' (v.n. 

£*-))» Returning; bringing back ; re-
storing ; a re turn (to G o d ) ; tbe lower 
part of the shoulder ;—murji ' , Yielding a 
return, profitable (goods, a journey, Ac.). 

A murjif, One who makes a noise; 
one who spreads false or seditious reports;— 
al murj ifdn (du.), The water-jug and ewer, 
which are handed round af ter dinner, and, 
by being struck against each other, an-
nounce the termination of the repast. 

A marjal (pi. of rajul), Men; — 
marjal, mirjal, A kind of striped Arabian 
garment ; — mirjal, A large kettle, pot, 
cauldron ; a comb;—murji l , A woman who 
bears male offspring ;—murajjal, (Cloth or 
tapestry) worked with human figures; 
marked ; made of the skin of one leg 



(ry 0 , and ful] ( b o t t l e ) ; — m u r a j j i l , A 
Btrengthener. 

A ptt-y mirjam, (A horse) which makes 
tbe dirt fly when runn ing ; — murajjam, 
(A speech) liable to uncertainty or sus-
picion; anything doubt fu l or re jected; — 
mvrajjvm, One who Btrikes furiously with 
stones. 

marjumak, A lentil. 
yt-y marju, A lentil. 
a ft-y marju, Hoped for, expected, 

sought ;—murja ' , Delayed, kept back, pu t 
off. 

A ^yt-y marjub, Revered, honoured. 
A marjuh, Preponderating, superior; 

excelled, surpassed. 
A &*-f>-y marjuhat, A swing; a see-saw. 
A marjuhiyat, Preponderance. 
A £f*-y marjuReturned, referred, 

brought back; brought into court (a law-
suit) ; an answer to a letter. 

A X&ft-y marju'at, marju'a (fem. of the 
preceding), A reply to a letter. 

A fp-y marjum, Stoned ; execrable; the 
devil. 

A o'fi-f murja'una (pi. of murja'), Las t ; 
delayed, suspended, put off. 

A marjunat, A dry and hollow 
gourd wherein women keep their cot ton; a 
calabash. 

A m u r j i m u r j i , One who 
delays doing what he promises. 

A murji'at, murjiyat, Name of a 
Beet who procrastinate, or think good 
works unnecessary, and fa i th sufficient. 

marich, Pepper. 
A cy mark, marah, The stitch-holes of 

a wallet; — marah (v.n.), Being cheerful, 
sprightly, active; excessive joy, boisterous 
mir th ; frowardness, pride ;—mqrih, Exult-
ing, joyful, sprightly. 

A (jA^y* mirhdz, A place where rubbish 
or excrement iB thrown; a privy; a place 
where cloth is washed ; a bleacher's beetle. 

A G^Y* marahdn (v.n. of ty), Joyous-
nesa, gladness. 

A w^-y marhab, Amplitude, largeness; 
spacious, wide. 

A "V*.;-* marhab-an, marhaba, Amplitude 
to you! make yourself at ease! welcome, 
may your arrival be happy I ha i l ! God 
bless you! bravo!—marhaba zadan (kardan, 
guftan), To applaud, to clap the hands; to 
welcome. 

A marhabat (v.n. of Saying 
"you are welcome." 

A W y mirhazat, The place or vessel in 
which the body is washed before the per-
formance of religious ceremonies. 

A Jcy* mirfral, Robust, fit. for travelling 
(camel) ; — murh.il, A possessor of many 
she-camels, fit for travelling ;—murahhal, 
Ordered off, commanded to depart 5 a kind 
of Btuff or garment marked with the figures 

of saddles ; saddled (camel); unsaddled 
( the same);—murahhil , "Who sends away, 
orders to depart. 

A mar halat, mahrala, A day's jour-
ney ; an inn or halting-place for travellers; 
a bat tery; ' bastion (of a fo r t ) . 

a fa ii^y marhala-dar, The watchman of 
the road between two halting-places or 
station B. 

A f ^ y murahham, Very much pi t ied;— 
murahhim, Very merciful , fu l l of pity. 

A &**>.y marhamat, Pity, compassion, 
mercy, clemency, f a v o u r ; a present ;— 
marhamat kardan, To have compassion. 

a ^jyA—t marhamat-gustarl, The 
exercise of mercy. 

A J y - y marhul, Saddled (camel). 
A markum, Pi t ied ; one who finds 

p i ty ; one whom God has taken into his 
mercy, the defunct of happy memory, the 
late ; deceased ;—ghairi marhum, The dead 
of accursed memory (m.c.). 

A marhumat, marhuma, Defunct , 
deceased (woman) ;—al-marhumat, The city 
Madina. 

A ^ y murahhi, A millwright. 
A $y markh (v.n.), Anointing (the body 

with oil) ; playing, jesting, jok ing ; the 
lower one of the two pieces of wood f rom 
which fire is struck by rubbing, the upper 
being called 'afar, and both taking their 
names from the tree from which they are 
respectively cut (see fa* p. 855, and A. j 
p. 625). 

te-A-y marakhsha, Unhappy, unfor tu-
nate ; dying;—markhisha, A word. 

A murakhkhas. Permit ted to leave, 
allowed (to depart) ; licensed; [ma-ra mu-
rakhkhas bi-farmdyid, Allow me to with-
draw, to go, to retire (m.c.) ;]—murakhkhis, 
One who gives leave ; one who frees f rom 
t rouble ; one who renders easy or remiss. 

a murakhkhasl, Leave, permission 
to depart, leave-taking (m.c.) ;—murahh-
khas-i, Thou ar t dismissed, allowed to go 
(phrase used in sending away an inferior, 
m.c.). 

A f ^ y muraMkhham, Adorned with mar-
ble, marbled ; — murakhkhim, A stone-
cutter. 

a ^ y markhl, Loose, flowing. 
mard, A man, hero; brave, bold; a 

male ; capable or able of (like the A. 
J ^ q,v.) ; [mardi ddami, A gentleman ;— 
mardi azada, A free man ; a man of liberal 
disposition (especially applied to the I ra-
nians in opposition to the Turanians) ;—• 
mardi iqdn. The man of t ru th or convic-
tion ;—mardi khuda (haqq), A man of God ; 
a priest of the Magi y—mardi rah, A man 
of the road (to salvation) ; a pious m a n ; — 
mardi gjyxrib, A foreigner; a s t r ange r ; 
— mardi kdr-amad (kdri), A man skil-
fu l in action; —mardi mardan (marddna), 



A man of or among men, one excelling 
amongst others, a man of superior s t rength 
or courage (see ^ytfWy* Jy* and comp. 
marddni mard under c^0/*);—mardi na-
bard, A soldier, a man of war;—mardi nek-
nam, A celebrated man, one of illustrious 
reputation] ;—murd, He died ; dead, de-
ceased ; s tagnant ; (see also oyJy*- p. 454) ; 
—mirad (for mir ad), He dies ;—murad, A 
Bickle, a myrtle. 

A Jy* mard (v.n.), Rubbing or mould-
ing (bread or medicines) with the hand ; 
softening, steeping, dissolving; the frui t 
of the ardk tree when f resh and ten-
d e r ; — murd (pl. of amrad), Beardless 
(youths) ; having a beard jus t sprouting 
(the same) ;—marad (v.n,), Being or be-
coming smooth ; bald, beardless ; eating 
habitually dates steeped in mi lk ; being 
insolent, rebellious; stubborn ; — maradd 
(v.n. of oj), Returning, answering, reducing, 
restoring, remit t ing; refusing, repelling, 
reject ing; reprobating, refut ing -,—muridd, 
Long unmarr ied; long on a journey; li-
bidinous ; ang ry ; (the sea) rolling many 
waves. 

A murada' (pl. of marid), Insolent, 
stubborn, obstinate, perverse. 

s^Jy* mardab, An extensive and deep 
lake or pond;—murdab (dead water), A 
back-water; creek; a lagoon (m.c.). 

j \ jy* murddd, Name of the fifth Persian 
month ( Ju ly ) ; name of an angel ; name of 
the 7th and 8th days of the month. 

a Jy* mardi-adamiyat, Gentility ; 
generosity. 

murddr, A dead carcase, carrion; 
impure, dirty, polluted ; obscene. 

<ttU. Jy* murdar-khdna, A point of the 
table in the game of nard, whence it is not 
possible to extricate oneself; lurch, limbo. 

^ JJ- murddr-khwar. An eater of 
carrion ; a carrion-crow or vulture. 

a j-u, fty* murddr-sanj, Jy* mur-
daeanj, and — 

j\jy* murdar-sang, DrosB of lead, 
jy. mard-azmd, Man-trying, man-

proving. 
,j-\jy* mardds (for Jy*), A hand-mill 

( = q.v.); name of Zahhak's father. 
\J\ jy . mard-asd, Like a man, tall, manly 

(a youth). 
ftyft. Jy* mard-ispiram, jy* mard-

isjiram, A kind of wild myrtle from which 
a vermifuge medicine is prepared. 

\ jy* murdasang, Litharge, dross of 
lead. 

iji>\jy* marddsh, History, narration ; a 
garden. 

mard-afkan, Overthrowing men, 
i.e. a hero, warrior, champion; strong, 
heady wine. 

(j\jy* mardan (pl. of mard), Heroes, 
warriors;—marddni mard, Men who de-

serve the name of man, brave men of a 
manly character (comp. mardi mardan 
under Jy*) ;—marddni (ulwi, The planets. 

Jy* marddnagi, Manhood; manli-
ness, courage prowess ;— 'arsa'i marddnagi, 
A field of ba t t le ; arena, place of exercise. 

toUy. mar ddna, Brave, manly ; courage-
ously, vigorously; what belongs to a man 
(as male apartments, mnana denoting the 
women's apartments) ;—mardana kardan, 
To remove women from their apartments 
tha t men may enter. 

^ J y * marddni, Masculine (woman). 
mard-avzhan (man overthrowing), 

Brave, warlike ; generous, heady wine. 
jy . mard-dhang, A sort of curved 

or crooked-bladed weapon (see fJy*)-
jl>jy. mard-bdz, An adultress, s trumpet. 

mard-bazi, Adultery, whoredom, 
y^jy. mar dub an, A staircase ; a ladder. 
^r.Jy* mard-bacha, Son of a brave man. 
A 5JY* maradat, marada (pl. of marid), 

Stubborn, obstinate, rebellious ; devils ;— 
maraddat, Return ; profit, emolument. 

A JJy* muraddad, Reprobated, ru ined ; 
irresolute, perplexed; rei terated;—murad-
did, One who drives to and f r o ; one who 
revolves in his m i n d ; a repeller. 

jy Jy* mard-rav, A pathway, passage, 
thoroughfare (m.c.). 

y i j j Jy* mard-raughan, Semen virile. 
^ J y * murdari, Effects of a dead person, 

inheritance ; hereditary ; worthless, vi le; 
lef t empty (see the following and ^ «Jy*). 

A *iS»jJy* murdareg, A kind of sand used 
by goldsmiths for polishing; small gravel ; 
hereditary effects lef t at death. 

A mir das, Any hard and broad stone 
with which anything is smoothed. 

^jJua. jy* mard-shinasi, Knowledge of 
men. 

^j^Jy* murd-shuy, A washer of dead 
bodies. 

A £jy« muradda' (A garment) perfumed 
with f ragran t unguents (rad'). 

A I J J Y * murdif, One who seats (another) 
behind him. 

a L^yJy* mardaqoeh ( from P . ^ j & j y 
marzangosh), Mouse-ear (Myosotis), an 
aromatic plant. 

«£)jy* mardak, A lit t le man, a manik in ; a 
low fellow, puppy ; vile, base. 

ft jy* mard-kar, Acting as a man, valiant, 
brave; a hero. 

(,ftj>y* murdagan (pl. of murda), The 
dead. 

mardgosh, Marjoram. 
s^Jy* mardagi, Sodomy; — murdagi, 

Death. 
yijy* mard-gir, A crooked-bladed weapon 

(— c X ^ i Jy* q.v.). 
( f i f t Jy* mard-gir an, Name of a festival 

celebrated by the ancient Persians during 
the five last days of the month iefandarmuz 



at the close of tbe year, dur ing which the 
women are permitted to rule the men and 
treat them as they please ; on the first of 
these days from sun-rise until the sun-rise 
of the following day the charms against 
noxious insects are written, which will be 
found described under the heading rv-o'a'i 
kazh-dum sub . 

f J y mardum, A man ; a polite civilized 
man; civil, humane; capable of ; worthy 
of (like A. J * \ ) mardumi^abi, An animal 
of human shape coming forth from the 
water, a mer-man or mer-maid ;—mardumi 
chashm, The pupil of the eye (pi. mardum-
ani chashm). 

l*Jr* mardum-azar, Man-tormentin g ; 
an oppressor. 

C^r* mardum-azari, Oppression, 
f ^ y mardum-dm.ez, Humane, polite. 

yU-y* mardumdn (pi. of mardum), 
People, men and women in general, man-
kind. 

er'M f»Jy mardum-dhanj, Man-over-
throwing. 

mardum-dhang, A sort of 
weapon. 

a J ^ pJy mardum-khisdl, With the 
qualities of a man. 

jV" fJr* mardum-khwar, khwar, 
ffliwur), A cannibal; a tyrant. 

a JW -̂ pJy mardum-khiydl. Fancied to be 
a man without being so, having the form 
or shape of man. 

jtr- f ^ y mardum-kjhez, Producing men. 
fV* mardum-dari, Human i ty ; 

politeness. 
y p»>y mardum-dar, (man-tearing) Who 

or what tears to pieces and devours man-
kind. 

j y j y mardi-marddna-war, Like a 
man of courage (see mardi marddn under 
mard). 

Aj f J y mardum-zdd, A man, son of a 
man. 

^UA mardum-sh am art, Numbering 
of the people, a census. 

mardum-shinds, Who knows 
mankind. 

^LA murdam-shindsi, Knowledge of 
mankind, experience of t h e world. 

mardumak, A little man, dwarf, 
manikin; a vetch, a pea ;—mardumaki 
chashm, The pupil of the eye. 

ur^ p^y mardum-kush, A murderer, mur-
derous. 

y mardum-kushi, Murder, homi-
cide; man-slaughter. 

V mardum-gaza, (man-biting) A 
tyrant ; noxious, injurious. 

f ^ f mardum.gazd'i, Tyranny, op-
pression. 

^ poy mardum-giyd, f J y mardum-
giydh, A plant, the produce of China, said 
to resemble a man and woman, and to 

) which many wonderful effects are attri-
buted ; the mandrake ; the colocynth. 

Ay f J y mardum-nizhdd, Of the race of 
man. 

mardum-nawazi, Courtesy. 
marduma, The pupil of the eye, 

^ y j y mardumi, Manliness, humanity, 
courtesy, politeness, bravery, civility, gene-
rosity. 

a <y^y mirdan, The spindle of a dis taff ; 
—murdin, Dark, obscure, shady ; smelling 
badly (perspiration). 

( j j y murdan, To die, expire; to be ex-
tinguished, go ou t ; to be offered in sacri-
fice;—tu bi-miri, Thou shalt die (if such 
or such a thing is not t rue), by your death 
(formula of swearing, m.c.). 

S J J J 0 jy. mard-na-dida, Who has not 
seen a man, unseen of man (a virgin). 

6Ju-y U jy* mard-na-rasida, Unblemished 
(virgin), who has not known a man. 

j y murdani, To die; tit to die, deserv-
ing of dea th ; of or relating to death, 
death-like; a death ; a funeral. 

A djjy* mardud, Returned, restored; 
excluded, rejected, thrown back, repulsed, 

reprobated, confuted, 
A I J J J Y mardudat, marduda, A divorced 

woman returned to her father 's house. 
a tS-^y mar dudi, j^->y mardudiyat, 

Repulse, rejection; apostasy; the state of 
one rejected, &c. 

{jrfyJy* mardus, ^y^y mardush, A Da-
mascus scallion ; difficult. 

A mardu', Infected, tinctured, 
s tained; tinctured with saf f ron; fallen 
back, relapsed (sick man) . 

A FCJJJY mardun, Patched. 
murdawl (?), Name of a champion 

in Tazhilv's army (see j \ f ) . 
Uy murda, Dead, defunct ; a corpse. 
Vauy murda-hd (pi. of the preceding), 

The dead. 
Jo ajy. murda-dil, Cold-hearted, lifeless. 
J J J J &jy murda-dili, Lifelessness; cold-

heartedness. 
^ 5Ay murda-ri, aJy murda-rik, 

6Jy murda-reg, Effects of a dead per-
son, anything hereditary; left as a heir-
loom, left behind, hence, in some cases, 
left void or deprived o f ; useless, worth-
less, good for nothing. (See ^ J y and 

c j y murda-sang, Litharge of lead, 
yu fijy murda-shu, A washer of the dead, 

y* s j y murda-shu-khdna. Place 
where the dead are washed. 

vjUyi s j y murda-farosh, Name of a caste 
whose business is to carry the dead. 

s j y murda-gosh, Sweet marjoram, 
j ^ j t j y murdawdr, As dead, like one dead. 
j_gjy mardi, Manliness, virility, valour; 

bold, brave, warlike;—marde, A man, a 
certain man. 



A JyV* mirdd, A stone thrown; anything 
that dashes to pieces;—mirda 'l-harb, A 
hold man, brave m war, 

a ^ y mardi, Aimed at or struck with 
a stone. 

i marzul, Reprobated, discarded. 
A yy mirar (pl, of marrat), Times, 

turns. 
)y marz, A limit, border, boundary of a 

country; a region, dis t r ic t ; a kind of in-
toxicating l iquor ; beer ; a field with a 
raised border ; land ; cultivated ; coition ; 
—mart, murz, The hole of the fundament ;— 
murz, A mouse. 

A marz (v.n. of )y), Pressing gently 
with the tips of the fingers without giving 
pain (when painful it is expressed by qars) ; 
disparaging, disgracing. 

\)y mirza (for mir-zd), A Persian title ; 
when it is put af ter a proper name it 
usually means " prince," as ibrdhim mirza, 
Prince Ibrah im; but when it appears be-
fore, i t means a gentleman, an educated 
person, a scholar, only, as mirza ibrdhim, 
Mr. Ibrahim, Ibrahim, Esq., Dr. Ibrahim, 
Ac.;—mirza bi-parwd, A reckless fellow; 
(in India) three small delicate golden 
chains fixed to the hair by Bin all hooks 
(tbe lower ends sometimes set with pre-
cious stones). 

mirzdb, A canal, conduit, water-
pipe ; a long ship, a man-of-war. 

a BV* ^jy mirza-mizaj, Fastidious, nice. 
tA5-* mirzd-manish, Of a princely 

nature or disposition; genteel, gentle-
manly. 

\yy mirzd-manishi, Noble disposi-
tion, gentlemanliuess. 

<murzan, The narcissus. 
O^jy marzdn-gosh, Mouse-ear (a 

p lant ; see and \j*ft<}ft). 
tjft^y mirzd'i, An under jacket with long 

loose sleeves and open cuffs ; a quilted 
coat; the behaviour or manners of a mirza; 
gentility ; princeliness ; princedom ; arro-
gance. 

(jjWjy* marzbdn, mar zaban, in A. marzuban, 
A general of the confines, governor on the 
borders of a hostile country, lord-marcher, 
margrave, landgrave; a landed proprietor. 

A fyy marzabat, marzaba, A way; regi-
men, government; the office of marzuban; 
—mirzabat, mirzabbat, A clod-crushing 
mallet. 

IV* if* marz-bum, marzubum (for f^jjy* 
q.v.), Confines of a hostile country ; any 
place where one resides ;—har marzubum, 
All countries, everywhere, 

A i)y marazzat, A rice-ground. 
A t j y marzah, A long way to travel. 
ft yy marS'dar, Holder of a border-

land ( = ( f t yy q.v.). 
AJJ\y murazzai, (Meat) dressed with rice 

(ruzz). 

O^ir* marzagfrdn. \ f t j y marzayltan, Hel l ; 
a chafing-dish ; a burial-place. 

marzgun, The penis. 
A fly mirzam, Name of three stars, one 

in the r ight shoulder of Orion, the second 
in the hind dexter foot of the Canis Major, 
and the third in the neck of Canis Minor. 

, a ( f t j y mirzaman, mirzamin (du. 
of mirzam), The two stars mentioned last 
in the preceding article. 

q)y marzan, A mouse. 
a CpfFjy marzanjush, marzanjosha, 

and—• 
\J*^)y marsangosh, Mouse-ear (an 

odoriferous p l an t ) ; a white rose; pur-
slain ; the ringlets of a mistress. 

l)y marsu, A field with a raised border, 
Ac. (—>y q.v.). 

marzwdn, marzawdn, General of 
the confines, governor on the border of a 
hostile country ( = ^ j y q.v.). 

pyi))y murzubum, Limits or boundary of 
a country, a place where one resides. 

A y marzuq, Supplied with food, f e d ; 
happy, fortunate ; acquired by art . 

A WPUJJY. marzuqdt, Riches, estates. 
} )y marz-u-hishwar, Region ; em-

pire ; territory. 
A pp)y marzum, Broken down by disease. 
cSjjr* marzuy, = q.y. 
fijy marza, A mouse; a lamp ; a trowel; 

origany. 
jufi marza-gosh, Mouse-ear (a plant). 

j y marzh, mirzh, Name of a fire-wor-
shipper. 

(j*y mars, Name of a fire-worshipper (see 
preceding article) ; name of a frui t . 

A tj*y mars (v.n. of v*y), Steeping, 
soaking, or dissolving (in water) ; sucking 
the fingers (an in fan t ) ; wiping the hands 
with a napkin; one who applies himself 
strenuously to anything; — mars, maris, 
Mode, habit, manner, fashion ; — marat 
(v.n.), Hanging f rom the pulley (the rope 
of a bucket) ; (in P . mars) a rope, esp. one 
tied round the neck of a dog (see \ j»y 8jy&); 
—miris, A physician ; an oculist. 

A mirsdt, An anchor. 
mir sab, The sword of Muhammad ; 

one of the swords sent by Bilqis as a 
present to Solomon. • 

mar ast, May it not remain! perish 
i t ! 

A murassas, Well-grounded, firm 
(a building). 

A muraasi', Troubled with a' dis-
temper in the eye-lids. 

A fty mursdl, Sent to others; let loose; 
allowed to fall (ha i r ) ; an ambassador; a 
prophet, apostle ; a tradition quoted by a 
tabi'i or follower of Muhammad as a saying 
of his, without mentioning a $ ah dbi or 
companion to whom it had been delivered ; 
\mursal ilai-hi, H e to whom (any person 



or thing) is sent;—nabi ' i mursal, The pro-
phet sent, i.e. Muhammad; ]—murs i l , fem. 

mursilat, mursila, A sender (of an 
ambassador, &c.); one who loosens (the 
hair), dismisses (a man), lets loose (a 
beast), lets fall (a blow), lets (a mouthfu l ) 
descend (down his throat ) . 

A «i>2L,y mursaldt (pi. of mursalat), 
(Women) Bent; letters, missives ;—al-
mursaldt, Winds ; angels; horses. 

A £L-y mursalat, mursala (fem. of mur-
sal), Sen t ; a l e t t e r ; a necklace, that part 
of it which hangs down the bosom ;—mur-
sala bastan, To put on a necklace, to clasp 
it round the neck. 

mursala-band, A clasp for a 
necklace. 

mursala-paiwand, A p e n ; 
adorning, serving aB ornament. 

a murealin (obi. pi. of mursal, 
used as nom.), Prophe ts ; apost les ;— 
saiyidu 'l-mursalin, Prince of the apostles, 
i.e. M u h a m m a d ; — shailthu 'l-mursalin, 
Noah. 

A murassam, Striped (cloth). 
A (•*-/• mar sum, Signed, marked, noti-

fied, described; prescribed; Btretched ou t ; 
accustomed; persuaded; a l e t t e r ; a man-
date ; pay, stipend, salary;—marsumi amdn, 
Royal letters of security ;—marsumi daghi 
wafddari, Impressed with the mark of sin-
cerity, i.e. fa i thful , religious, worthy of 
confidence or t rust ;—bi-marsum, Without 
pay, stipend, or salary. 

A?4" marsum-khwdr, A stipen-
diary. 

A Qyy* mar sun, Haltered (horse). 
A marsd, mursd, A place where any-

thing stands firmly ; a port, anchorage ;— 
mursd (v.n. 4 of Causing to stand 
stil l ;—mursi, (God) who causes (the earth) 
to stand firm. 

A mursiyat, Name of a city in the 
West (Murcia in Spain ?). 

W - y marsiliyd, Marseilles (m.c.). 
A J5«Y marsh (v.n. of \J»y), Scratching 

with the nails ; hur t ing by unkind words ; 
ground furrowed by rain. 

A marshd', Evil, malignant (fem.). 
jUy* marshal, A marshal (m.c. f rom 

Fr . or E.) . 
A mirashskat, An instrument for 

sprinkling. 
A c V * mirshah, mirshahat, A 

saddle-cloth. 
A AFCY mar shad, The r ight way; a firm 

resolution ;—murshid, A guide to the right 
way, i.e. salvation ; a spiritual adviser; an 
instructor, director, monitor ; the head of 
a religious order ; (ironically) a knowing 
fellow, a knave;—murshidi rdh, A guide on 
the road (of Sufic perfection). 

a jAy murshid-abad, Name of a place 
in Bengal. 

a ^JAy murshidi, Instruction in reli-
gion. 

A «-AAy marshaf, A place of sucking or 
sipping. 

A ^ f a f marshush, Sprinkled. 
A o U y mirsad, A broad, open way; a 

place where an enemy Is watched. 
A Aoy mar sad, A place of observation or 

lying in wai t ;—mirsad, A broad, open 
way (see A e y ) ; — mursid, Land rained 
upon. 

A murassas, Covered with l ead ; 
washed over with tin (rasas). 

A £«Y murassa', Covered with gold, set 
with jewels ; [shamsheri murassa', A scime-
tar studded with gems ;]—murassi', One 
who sets (a crown, <fcc.) with gold and pre-
cious stones ; a composer, arranger. 

a £«}<* murassa'-zabdn, Of elegant 
speech. 

a murassa'-khwdni, Adorned 
language; a well-arranged speech or narra-
tive. 

a fa £ * y murassa'-Mr, A stone-setter; a 
lapidary. 

a isfa murassa'-kdri, The act or 
business of sett ing or s tudding with 
jewels, &c., stone-setting. 

a murassa'ina, Set, studded. 
A JYY marsud, (A field) wet with one 

shower; (a star) whose station is known by 
observation. 

A u ° Y Y mars us, fem. 4 - y y niarsusat, 
marsusa, Soldered, cemented, lined with 
lead (rasas);—bunydni marsusa'i sidq u safd, 
The fabric cemented by sincere love. 

A marsiif, Joined together (stones). 
A y y y marsun, A limb pricked with a 

needle, upon which woad is afterwards 
rubbed ; tattooed. 

A ij>j* marz (v.n. of \J>f), Falling sick ; 
a disease in the hear t ; doub t ; darkness; 
loss, de t r iment ; hypocrisy, deceit; debility, 
languor, lukewarmness; — maraz (v.n.), 
Falling s ick; disease, sickness, indispo-
sition, distemper; hypocrisy, doubt, un-
belief; loss, de t r iment ; darkness ; languor, 
debility ; [marazi ashadd, A severe illness; 
—marazu 'l-maut, The last illness ;—marazi 
jibilli (asli, zdti), A disease from na tu re ; 
—marazi zahra, Jaundice ;—marazi saqit, 
The fall ing sickness, epilepsy; — marazi 
sa'b, An obstinate disease, a troublesome 
or painful complaint; — marazi 'driz, An 
accidental indispos i t ion;—marazi lahiqa, 
Disease, illness ;—marazi muhlik, A dan-
gerous or fatal illness ;]—mariz, Sick, dis-
eased, i l l ; pained at heart . 

A U y marzd (in regimen for marzd, pi. 
of mariz), Sick, infirm;—marza'i ummat, 
The weaker part of the nation. 

A SUy marzdt, in P . A being 
pleased, satisfied. 

A c U y mirzdh, C^IY mirfdkh, A stone 



with which date-stones and the like are 
broken. 

A mirzdfat, A hot stone thrown into 
milk in order to warm it. 

A ZsiAy mirzafchat, A stone with which 
date-stones are broken. 

a ^J>y maraz-khez. Wha t produces 
illness. 

A marza', A teat, a nipple; any 
place sucked;—murzi ' , murzi'at, mur-
?i'a, (A another) having a sucking infant 
or young; a wet-nurse. 

A y y marzuw, Agreeable, acceptable. 
A C Y 4 / * marzuh, (A date-stone) crushed. 
A \J>y±y marzuz, Broken, pounded, 

crushed. 
A marzuf, (Meat) roasted on a hot 

s tone; (a pot) set a boiling by throwing in 
this stone. 

A JYFCY* marza (pl. of marlz), Sick, ill. 
a <_5<y» marzi, Agreeable, acceptable, any-

th ing in which one takes a p leasure ; 
laudable ; will, assent, pleasure; con-
currence. 

A marziyat, marziyat, Things 
agreeable or pleasing, 

A marziyat-an, marziyat-an, Wil-
lingly ; to one's pleasure, satisfactorily. 

A TY* mart, (v.n. of ^y), Pul l ing out 
ha i r s ; collecting; making haste;—mirt , 
A kind of short garment of wool or coarse 
si lk;—murt (pl. of amrat), Thin-bearded 
(men) ; he-goats ; thieves ;—marat (v.n.), 
Having the cheeks or other parts of the 
body smooth, without hai rs ;—murut , An 
arrow without wings. 

A S - K Y * mar tab, Green, verdant (soil) ;— 
murtib, Humid, moist, w e t ; fresh (date) ; 
laden with fresh dates (a palm-tree) ; (a 
field) abounding with green herbage;— 
murattib, Who or what makes moist. 

A martdbdn, A glazed vessel 

A Ak.FIOY* martdbanat, = yWky* q.v. 
A <-r>jl=y* mar tub, Moist, humora l ; supple, 

so f t ; (in P. ) strong, robust ;—martubu ' l -
mizaj, Of a humid complexion. 

A mar Us, A blue medicinal stone. 
A ty* mar' (T-n- £/*)> Anointing (the 

head) plentiful ly; combing (the hair) ; 
plenty of forage; — mur' (pl. of mur'at, 
mura'at), Asiatic woodcocks ;—mari1, One 
who wants or seeks fodder. 

A SWy* mar'at, Pasture , a meadow. 
A yViy* mur'an (pl. of mur'at, mura'at), 

Asiatic woodcocks. 
A My* mar'abat, A desert or any place 

striking with t e r ror ; anything causing 
sudden fr ight . 

A Ss:y mur'at, mura'at, A species of the 
attagen, or Asiatic woodcock. 

A ACY* mur'id, Thunder ing (cloud). 
A mar'ash, mur'ash, A kind of dove 

which fles high with sweeping circles. 

A V^Y* mar'ub, Terrified, terrible. 
A (j^y* mar'a (v.n. of ^fy) , Feeding, being 

pas tured ; forage ; pasture ; a piece of pas-
ture ;—mar% fem. mar'iyat, mar'lya, 
Pas tured ; tended upon; turned to graze; 
governed; guarded, observed;—mar'i ddsh-
tan, To observe;—masdlifyi mar'lya, Matters 
worthy of attention. 

t y margh, A species of grass of which 
animals are exceedingly f o n d ; name of a 
city (Merv P see y&y) ;—murgh (S. mriga, 
in the Yeda used for bird), A bird, fowl; 
anything flying either on the wings as a 
bee or by means of membranes as a b a t ; 
the s u n ; a lump or branched stick of 
ginger;— murghi ab, An aquatic bird, 
water-fowl;—murghi atish-bdr, A kind of 
fire-work; — murghi dzar-afroz, The fire-
kindling bird, i.e. the phoenix ; a moth ;— 
murghi dftab-'alam, Fire ;— murghi Hdhi, 
The spirit, reasonable soul;—murghi amin, 
An angel flying in the air and continually 
calling out Amen! any prayer coinciding 
with th is call being granted;—murghi bdgh. 
The garden-bird, i.e. the nightingale ;— 
murghi bam, The n ight ingale ; the turt le-
dove ;—•murgh ba-dam zadan, (met.) To 
have much appetite and no tee th ; — 
murghi bi 'smi 'Uah, The words bi 'smi 
*Udh written in the shape of a b i r d ; 
—murghi jddu, A magical or enchanted 
bi rd ;—murkhi chatri, The umbrella bird 
(m.c.) ;— murghi chaman, A forest-bird ; 
the nightingale; — murghi chaman-z&d, A 
bird hatched in a garden;—murghi hag-go 
— murghi shabdwez q.v.;—murghi khdnagi, 
A domestic fowl;—murghi khwush-khwan, 
The nightingale;— murghi dast-dmoz, A 
bird tha t has learned to sit on the hand ;— 
murghi dil, The heart, unders tanding; — 
murghi dost, A talking bird ;—murghi dlba, 
A bird embroidered in brocade;—murghi 
rangin-tdj, The cock; a woodcock ; —murghi 
roz, The bird of day, the sun;—murghi zar, 
The sun; a golden cup made in the form of a 
bird;—murghi zarrln (zarrin-bdl), The sun; 
name of a bird (goldfinch ? yellow-hammer?); 
— murghi tand-hhwan, The nightingale; 
—murghi zlrak-sdr, .Name of a black melo-
dious b i rd ; a starling ( = ft* q.v. p. 640) ; 
—;murghi sabz-war, A fowl with red flesh 
under the throat and variegated wings, 
whose eggs, on account of their greater 
hardness and richer yolk, are much em-
ployed in the game played with eggs (see 
^jW p. 222);—murghi sahar, The morning-
bird, i.e. the night ingale; the cock; the 
turtle-dove; a devout man who rises be-
times ; — murghi sahar-khwdn, The cock; 
the nightingale; the turt le-dove;—murghi 
sidra, The angel Gabriel;—murghi sulai-
mdn, The bird of Solomon, i.e. the hoopoo ; 
—murghi shdb-awez, Name of a bird which 
is said to suspend itself by the claws, and to 



cry haq haq the whole night, till the blood 
drops from its mouth ;—murghi ehab-ahang 
(shab-khez), The nightingale ; — murghi 
shab-khyan, The nightingale; the cock; 
—murghi shab u roz, The moon and sun ;— 
murghi subk-fchwan, The nightingale ; the 
cock;—murghi tarah, The nightingale; a 
musician; a singer; a carrier-pigeon;— 
murghi 'Isd, A b a t ; — murgh fuldne dost 
mi-khwdnad, (met.) Such a one is iu good 
humour because things go well with h im; 
—murgMfalak, An angel;—murghi qibla-
namd, An artificial bird, indicating the 
qibla\—murghi qanari, Acanary bird (m.c.) ; 
—murghi kdahazi, A paper kite ;—murghi 
gurg, A brooding hen ;—murghi gosht-ruba, 
A kite;—murghi lab, A word, speech;—• 
murghi majnun, The bird said to have 
built its nest on Maj nun's head ;—murghi 
maslhd, = murghi 'Isd q.v.; — murghi mu-
trib, The nightingale; a musician; a singer; 
— murgM magas, The humming-bird; — 
murghi ndma (ndma-bar), A carrier-pigeon ; 
—murghi ndma-dwar, The hoopoo; a carrier-
pigeon ; a postman, courier;—murghi hu-
mdyun-fal, The Huma-bird;—murghi ydqut-
Jpar, An epithet of fire;—murghi in injir 
nist, He is not a bird for this fig, i.e. he is 
not a fit person for this under taking;— 
piUmurgh (fil-murgh), The turkey, or ele-
phant bird ;—shutur-murgh. The ostrich, or 
camel-bird. 

A £y margh (v.n.), Eat ing grass ; stand-
ing in the grass, rolling in his pasture (a 
horse) ; foaming at the mouth (a camel); 
a garden, particularly one abounding in 
plants;—margh, maragh (?), Spittle, saliva; 
—marigh, (Hair) which needs ointment. 

murghah, Name of a river (other-
wise called marv-rud, see ^y) ; (for 
murghi db) an aquatic bird. 

murghdbi, An aquatic bird, water-
fowl; a wild duck ; a tea l ; the plant San-
seviera zeylanica. (See murghi db or dbi 
under £y). 

J W nvurgh-aghdl, A hen-coop, an 
aviary. 

O^y murghan (pi. of murgh), B i rds ; 
fowls; — murghdni uli ajniha, Winged 
birds ; angels ;—murghdni sidra ('arshi), 
Angels i^-dhilaH murghan. Chicken-pox ;— 
dbi murghan, A fountain between Shiraz 
and Ispahan. 

murgh-anddz, The act of swallow-
ing, deglutition, a gulp. 

murghdna, A bird 's egg. 
A W-Ay* murghib, Opulent, affluent; — 

muraghghib, One who renders greedy. 
a (?), A quest ion; one who gives, 

bestows upon, inclines to. 
faty murgh-bdz, A cock fighter or feeder. 
A ̂ f a ^ y murgh-bdzi, Cock-fighting. 
wJ!J7t tf* murgh-parwarda, Brought up by 

a bird (applied to Sal, the father of 
Rustam). 

A mar ghat, A garden ful l of plants. 
J j t f murgh-dil, Chicken - hearted, 

timid. 
fay marghaz, marghuz. Name of a place 

(probably the old name of Marv ; see 
<*fafa)-

j\fay marghzdr, A place abounding with 
the grass margh; a verdant lawn, mead, 
meadow; — marghzdri fuqbd, The amber 
heaven. 

<*]UWj t y murgh-zabdnak, The produce of 
the plant called sparrow's tongue. 

ofay marghazan, A burying-ground (see 
t ^ r ) -

<^fay marghazi, A native of Marghaz; 
(according to some marginal glosses to 
the Masnawi of Jallalu 'd-din Rumi) a 
native of Marv (under the supposition tha t 
Marghaz is the older name for Marv, this 
would account for the irregular Arabic 
mansub ^^y q.v.). 

A T m u r g h i s , murghas, One who en-
riches or benefits himself, and who lives 
luxuriously; affluence, ample means, com-
mand of luxuries. 

A {J^y marghash, Name of a city in 
Syria. 

tAfcy murghah. A little bird, chicken;— 
murghaki ddna, The wise bird, i.e. the 
parrot. 

marghawa, murghuwa, An evil; a 
bad situation; unfortunate omen; an im-
precation. 

A ^ f a y marghub, fem. marghubat, mar-
ghuba. Desired, coveted ; desirable, ami-
able, lovely, estimable, excellent, beautiful . 

A <j*fay marghus, Happy, b les t ; rich. 
J y t y marghul. marghula, Locks 

twisted, plaited, or curl ing; crisp, curly 
hair ; a fold, wrinkle; noise, clamour; a 
sweet, melodious voice; a trill, shake, 
quaver (construed with kashidan and gu-
shddan) ; alacrity, mirth, glee. 

6±y murgha. An egg. 
maraghiyan. Followers of the pro-

phet Mazhdak (see 
A Liy marfa, A kind of drum. 
A JU\y murfid, A maker of stuffing for 

saddles. (See . 
A lAiy mirfashat, A shovel, spade. 
A j^IY marfaq, marfiq, mirfaq (v.n. of 

J i j ) , Aiding, assisting; advantage, gain, 
prof i t ; an appurtenance ; a convenience; 
the elbow;—marfiq , A place upon which a 
person leans with the elbow; a gut ter on a 
house-top. 

A X&iy mirfaqat, A cushion, bolster, pil-
low, or anything upon which a person 
leans. 

a fay 'marfu, Darned. 
A ( j i j iy marfuz, Rejected, thrown away; 

(a camel) tnrned loose to pasture at liberty. 



A mar/a', Exalted, raised, honoured ; 
arrived, brought nea r ; marked with the 
vowel-point zammoh -, as sign of the no-
minative, p u t i n t he nominative case *,— 
marfu'u 'l-qalam, Absolved, remitted. 

My marfa, A kind of d rum (see Uy*). 
A muraffah, Quiet, t ranquil , con-

tented, happy, prosperous ; [muraffaku 7 -
bdl (-khdtir), Contented in mind, easy a t 
h e a r t ; — m u r a f f a h u 'l-hdl, I n easy circum-
stances ; ]—mura f f i h , A giver of ease and 
quiet. 

a toy murctffa-ahwal, J^ My mu-
rafa-hdl, I n comfortable or easy circum-
stances ; in clover. 

A £y marq (v.n. of 3y), Making plenty 
of broth ; pulling wool or pelt off a skin ; 
the chant of men or women-singers, espe-
cially of t he meaner rank (as strollers) ; a 
pu t r id skin ; apostat izing;—maraq, B r o t h ; 
bl ight of corn ;—muriqq, E legant (wr i te r ) ; 
thin-hoofed (horse). 

A marqdt, mirkdt, A staircase; the 
step of a staircase ; the round of a ladder. 

A marqab, S*iy marqabat, A watch-
tower, or high place whence observation is 
m a d e ; name of several fortified places. 

A &y maraqai, maraqa, A quant i ty or a 
kind of broth. 

A AJL* marqad, A bed, sleeping-place; a 
sepulcnre, tomb, grave;—murqid, in P . also 
marqad, Soporiferous, narcotic j a soothing, 
quieting medicine. 

AZy marqashisha, The marcasite-stone. 
A i f t y murqif, muraqqi§, One who makes 

or causes to dance. 
A g>y muraqqa', Patched, mended, 

bo tched; ragged, clad in r a g s ; (in India) a 
book of pictures or drawings, or of speci-
mens of fine penmanship ; a por t fol io; a 
scrap-book; an a l b u m ; [muniqqa'i taswlr, 
A book of pictures, <ftc.;]—muraqqi', A 
patcher, botcher. 

a J"* 5 s /* muraqqa'-dar, A wearer of 
ragged garments;—•muraqqa'-dari iblisi, A 
diabolical sect ; an agent for the devil ; 
s inful practices carried on under the mask 
of piety;—also murraqa'-ddri iman-i, Thou 
ar t a factor of Sa t an ; thou perpetratest 
wickedness under the garb of religion. 

A tJv« muraqqaq, Thinned, sharpened, 
whet ted. 

A mirqam, A pen, style for writing 
with. 

A marqum, Wri t ten , described, in-
scribed, computed, d a t e d ; above-men-
tioned, aforesa id ; sealed (letter) ; marked, 
especially with orthographical po in t s ;— 
marqumu 7-£ dshiya,Written on the margin ; 
—marqum hardan, To inscribe. 

Ofiy marqun, Name of a priest of the 
Magi who maintained the doctrine of three 
principles. 

a M / * marqlya, Name of a for t on t he 
shore of Emessa. 

A markab, A horse, camel, carriage, 
ship, or anything in which one is car-
ried; a vehicle; a m o u n t ; a spur ; [marJcabi 
jam, Solomon's vehicle, i.e. the wind ;— 
markabi j amain, A horse tha t quickly de-
vourB hiB com;—markabi chiiHn (chupin), 
A bier, a hearse, a coffin;]—murakkdb, 
Compounded, composed, mixed; placed, 
mounted, set (as a stone in a ring); a 
sentence; a mixture, compound ; i n k ; a 
kind of orange;—murakkabi isnddi (tamm), 
A sentence complete in itself and inde-
pendent . 

A murakkabdt, Compound medi-
cines. 

markaz, markix, A centre, centre of 
a circle ; a place of residence, halting-place, 
military c a m p ; — m a r k a z i siql, Centre of 
gravi ty;—markazi khwurshed, The four th 
heaven; the world ; — markazi musallas, 
T h e station of t he sun in one of t he four 
tr iads of celestial signs which are called 
af te r the elements (see ;—quxoati mu-
tanaffiru'l-markag, Centrifugal force. 

markaz rayan, (in Zand and 
Pazand) Any number of crimes deserving 
of death. 

a J^y fiy markaz-naward, Revolving 
round a centre, 

a f t f i y markaz tear, Like a centre. 
a ijjry markazi, Central (m.c.). 
A T&y mirkazat, A horse tha t kicks up 

the ear th with his feet. 
A t f t y mirkan, A vessel of ear th or stone, 

in which clothes are washed, a wash-tub. 
A wfiy marJivh, Ridden (horse); (a car-

riage, animal, road) by or on which one 
travels). 

A \?y markuz, Fixed, f a s t ened ; infixed, 
implanted; hid, bur ied ; comprehended, 
concentered; wish, desire. 

A >J>fiy markuz, (A horse) pu t to his 
speed. 

A markum, Piled, heaped, accumu-
lated. 

*sSy marq, Dea th ; [margi ittifaqi, Acci-
dental death ; sudden death;—-margi tu 
mubdrak bad, May thy death be blessed! 
(said when a calamity befalls one) ;—marqi 
khar 'arusi sag ast, The death of the ass is 
a wedding-feast for the dog (said when the 
wealth of a miser passes to the he i r s ) ;— 
margi rdhat-rasdn, Death bringing rest ;— 
margi tab'i, A natural death;—margi kase 
didan, To survive another ; to see the last 
of a person, to see one go ;—margi mdhi, 
Anything by which fish are intoxicated and 
caught;—margi mufdjdt (nd-gahani), Sud-
den death ;—margi mosh, Rats -bane; real-
ga r ; ]—murg , Snot. 

«iJy&y marg-d-marg, *J>y^>y marg-d-
margi, A plague, pestilence. 



marg-d-<margi-zadagi,&.bevn% 
smitten with pestilence. 

8J) i j f a ^ y marg-d-margi-zada, Smitten 
with pestilence. 

dh^faSy marg-d-marglndk, Pestilen-
tial. 

fay murgu, A sparrow. 
««y* (?), A key (doubtful word). 
a f>y mar am (for marham), A plaster. 
A y mirmdt, in P . o l y , A small or 

weak ar row; also one with a broad point 
for learning to shoot ; a t a rge t ; a cloven 
hoof. 

ifa»y marmdza, A present, a g i f t ; any-
th ing elegant (unsupported by examples). 

A marammat (v.n. of FJ), Mending, 
repairing (a house) ; reparation, repair ;— 
marammat Icardan, To mend, repair. 

a fitjA marammat-khwah, sAt 
marammat-talab, Wanting, repair. 

a marammati, Repaired, mended; 
in need of repair; out of order. 

y y marmar, Marble ; a juicy pomegra-
nate without pu lp ; soft, delicate, and 
tremulous; a certain cut or fashion of a 
woman's dress;—marmari alwdn, Coloured 
marble (m.c.);—marmari sabz, Malachite 
(m.c.). 

A < m a r m a s , A grave, a tomb. 
A j y y marmuz, Expressed by signs. 
A JY*y* marrnuq, Looked back on, glanced 

at ; (in P . ) having become thin, delicate, 
weak, small, <&c. (should perhaps be 
marquq). 

A J y y marmul, Covered or strewn over 
with sand (rami), sanded. 

A marma, An object shot at, game; 
—marmi, Thrown, cast. 

A yy mam (v.n. of YY*), Anointing the 
worn par t of a camel's hoof;—marin, S ta te , 
condition, habit . 

A ofay mirndn, A stiff, hard, sounding 
bow. 

A s-Jy* marnab, (A garment) woven with 
a mixture of hare's pile; (a country) 
abounding in hares (arnab); a large 
mouse. 

A Siy murinnat, A twanging bow; a 
bow. 

A G3Y* mar anj, Name of a for t in Hindu-
stan. 

Jjy- mirand (for mirand), They die. 
w y mar ang, Name of a for t in India. 

faiy marangu, A porcupine. 
yy marv, Name of a f ragrant he rb ; a 

fire-striking s tone; name of a city in 
Khurasan;—ma-rav (prohib. of raftan), Go 
not. 

murwa, A good omen; prognostica-
tion of happiness ;—murwayi nek, A good 
omen; the twenty-second note of Barbud . 

A muruat, The being brave and 
manly. 

Mfo\y marwarid, A pea r l ; a disease of 

tbe eye f rom old age (see dbi marwarid 
under vT) ;—marw&rid bastan, To be pro-
moted to a new si tuat ion; to blush, be 
ashamed;—marwaridi nd-sufta, Anunbored 
pea r l ; (met,) a virgin ; an original saying. 

A Vjy* mirwab, A vessel in which milk 
is left to th icken; a churn. 

A l^y marwat, marwa, A flint-stone ; the 
mountain of Mecca, so called f rom i ts 
flints;—muruwat (v.n. of *}fa), Being 
bold, masculine, manly, vigorous ; man-
hood, virility, fo r t i tude ; human nature ; 
humani ty ; generosity, politeness; — bl-
muruwa-t, Inhuman, uncivil, rude, un-
polished. 

a i j f p y muruwatl, Man ly ; h u m a n e ; 
generous. 

A )y muriij (pi. of marj), Meadows;— 
murauwaj, Current, saleable ; usua l ;—mu-
raumj, A seller (of merchandise) ;—murau-
wiji amti'a'i 'ulum, A retailer of science. 

A maruh, Light , sprightly (horse) ; 
excellent (bow) ;—mirwah (pi. of mirwahat), 
F a n s ; — murauwah, Per fumed, highly 
scented. 

A ^-jy* marwa hat, A deser t ; a place that 
may be blown through;—mirwahat , A fan . 

yStyi. yy marv-k&wush, Name of a sweet 
herb . 

A y mar wad, murwad (v.n. 4 of for 
Ojy), Assisting, favour ing; being benevo-
lent, kind, easy ; a l ight, gentle, slow pace; 
—mirwad, A bodkin with which the col-
lyrium is applied to the eyes ; the iron axle 
of a pulley ; hood of a falcon j—murud 
(v.n. of <>y), Exceeding all bounds in 
wickedness, insolence, p r ide ; obstinacy,, 
stubbornness. ' 

jjy» murud, A p e a r ; a guava. 
a S•ipy murudat (v.n. of Jy*), Being bare, 

beai'dXess. 
A j j y murur (v.n. of y ) , Pass ing by, 

through, over, or across; being borne 
a long; departing, proceeding, walking, 
marching; elapsing; passage, pass, t ransi-
tion, t rans i t ; (pi. of marrat) times, tu rns j 
—mururi zamdn, Lapse of t ime;—murur 
(murur u 'ubur) kardan, To proceed, pass 
over, cross;—ba-murur, I n lapse of t ime ; 
elapsed j ago;—ba-mururi aiydm (dahur), 
I n the course of days (ages). 

y* war o-ra, Him, her, i t ; to or for 
him, her, i t . 

bjjy marvrishk, Seed of marv (see yy). 
^i) marv-rud, Name of a river ( = 

v ^ y * murghah, q.v.) ; name of a place. 
y marwariya, Wild end ive ; b i t te r 

lettuce. 
fry muruz, A people in Har i or Aria . 
a i j j j y marwazi, Belonging to the city of 

Marv (see ^ f a y ) -
qmarosidan, To apply a remedy, 

give medicine; to be accustomed; to be 
afflicted. 



ma-roeh (prohib. of roshidan), Shine 
not, enlighten not. 

marv-ghahjan, yy marv-
aihahj&n, The city of Marv in Khurasan . 

A \j>yy maruz, Broke in, trained (colt), 
A murut (pl. of mir t ) , Short smockB 

of wool or silk, 
A fyy murauwa', Endued with accuracy, 

sagacity, and penetrat ion; an expert 
physiognomist; — murauwi', Formidable, 
dread-inspiring. 

A J j y muruq (v.n. of Jy), Passing 
through and coming out at the other side 
(an a i T O w ) ; (pl. of marq) beards (of corn) ; 
—muraitwaq, Strained, racked, filtered; 
bright, clear; porticoed (house) ; — abi 
murauwaq, Clear, filtered water. 

A ($yy martin, Conquered, subjected;—• 
murun (v.n. of &y), Softness, smoothness, 
pliancy. 

A b^y murunat (v.n. of yy), Being 
smooth and hardish. 

a tyy marwa, Name of a sacred moun-
tain a t Mecca (see A. ;—murauwah 
(for A. oy)> Per fumed ;—murrauwih, Per-
fuming ; a perfumer. 

a ts^y* marwi, Related, affirmed; to ld ; 
alleged in the words or on the fai th of 
another. 

A &y marah (v.n.), Being diseased ( the 
eye) for want of collyrium;—marih, Spoiled, 
weak; sore-eyed, 

iy marra, Calculation, number, mea-
sure ; (for A. 8y»), one time or turn ; once; 
—bi'l-marra, Suddenly, all a t once, com-
pletely (m.c.). 

A marhd' (fem. of amrah), (A woman) 
sore-eyed f rom neglecting to anoint with 
collyrium. 

A S - A Y * murhib, Appalling. 
A murhaf, A sword thin and keen 

at the curve where the execution is done; 
gaunt-bellied (horse). 

A murhaf at (pl. of the preceding), 
Thin ana keen swords. 

A tj&y murhaq, One whom others pur-
sue in order to ki l l ; overtaken;—murahhaq, 
One of whom a bad opinion is conceived, 
to whom madness or villainy is imputed ; 
a man followed by others, on whom others 
depend, whom guests hang upon. 

A J A Y * mut ahhal, Swollen. 
a f&y marham, A plaster, any dressing 

for wounds ; salve; construed with afgan-
dan, zadan, hardan, nihadan, &c. 

a marham-hahd, A surgeon's 
fee. 

a marham-paraet, Careful in 
dressing a wound or put t ing on a 
plaster. 

A l*Jby marhamat, A putt ing on of a 
plaster. 

a marham-ddn, The strip on 
which a plaster is put . 

a a (+*y marham-nih, Who applies » 
plaster. 

A mar hub, Dreadful , d readed ; a 
lion. 

A marhuf, Thin, slim, slender-
bodie<i. 

A yy>y marhun, Pledged, pawned; (in 
poetry applied to a couplet or par t of a 
couplet) connected in sense with what fol-
lows (opp. to q.v.). 

A ^y mari', mari, The gullet, the oeso-
phagus -,—mary (v.n.), Milking, pressing 
the teats ; spurring (a horse) to increase 
(his) speed; s tr iking ( the ground) with 
the fore-feet (a horse, either f rom spri^ht-
liness or pain) ; dissolving (a cloud) into 
rain (wind) ; denying ;—muri, Who cedeB 
his turn of dr inking to another ;—murra 
(fem. of amarr), Bitter, 

mire, Labour, diligence ; equality in 
power or r a n k ; an agreement, league (par-
ticularly in mischief) ; litigation, law-
suit ; good news. 

(jJ^y* murydfilun (Gk fivpio<f>v\Xov), 
Millefoil. 

A s-4y* murib, Doubtfu l , apocryphal; sus-
pected ; scandalous; sly, deceitful. 

A hy miryat, Doubt, ambigui ty ; alterca-
tion, contention. 

a hy murriyat, Bitterness. 
A marij, Confused, involved, intri-

cate (business). 
T jgy marrij, The river Ebrus in Thrace. 
A HY* marih, Shaken by the wind;—• 

mirrih, Sprightly, jovial. 
A ( i y mirrifch, The planet Mars ; a fire-

brand, torch; iron, steel; a long arrow 
with four wings or feathers ; a t a rge t ;— 
mirrihhi dftab-'alam, A blazing fire ; —• 
mirrihhi zuhal-khtcdr, The embers of a fire-
brand ;—mirrihM ndbard, A bold warrior ; 
—mirrikh u haiwan didan, To see charcoal 
half lighted in a chafing-dish. 

a s-J— &y mirrihh-mlab, Scarlet rai-
ment ; clad in scarlet. 

a o 4 ^ * tnirrihhi, Born under the influence 
of Mars. 

A AJTY* marid, Stubborn, obstinate, con-
tumacious, perverse, disobedient, insolent, 
p roud; a dace softened and dressed in 

' milk ; name of a mounta in ; also of a for-
tress ;—murid, Desirous, willing; a scholar, 
disciple, the obsequious follower of another; 
a sufi, santon;—mirrid, Very stubborn. 

a muriddna, Like a scholar, 
scholar-like. 

a o<*iy maridan, To freeze, congeal; (for 
^jjjyy q.v.) to make water (doubtful) . 

a (j-^iy muridi, Scholarship, discipleship. 
A j i y marir, Robust , strong;—also ijiy 

marirat, martra, A long and firmly-twisted 
rope; purpose, design, intention. 

muri zabdnah, A kind of medi-
cine, called likewise hhub lealdn. 



AyHiy maris, Steeped, soaked (date) ; 
crumbled, grated, or sliced bread for 
putting in milk or brotb. 

A \J-iy marish, muraiyash, Feathered, 
winged (arrow). 

f>My mareehum, A plaster for a sore. 
A <J^Y mariz, Sick, ill, infirm, diseased;— 

mariz u sahibi jir ash, Sick and bed-ridden; 
—qaulimari%'•> A feeble expression; unsound 
doctrine, weak argument. 

A <Msy marizat, mariza, Sick (woman); 
weak, dim (eye) ; unhealthy (country). 

a mariz-khana. A hospital. 
A marl', Fertile, abounding in grass 

and water (place). 
A pty maryam, Mary ;—maryami 'ur, The 

branch of a vine in the autumn ;—ibn mar-
yam, The son of Mary, i.e. Jesus Chris t ;— 
bulthuri maryam, The berb sowbread;— 
hazrati maryam, The Virgin Mary. 

f i f mirim (for mirim), We die. 
A TSY marl', Manly, strong, brave ; light, 

easy of digestion. 
y maz, (imp. of mazidan), Suck thou. 
Ay* mazz (v.n. of fa), Sucking;—mizz, 

Excellence ; measure, quantity ; increase ; 
—muzz, Bitter-sweet (as wine or a pome-
granate) ; sweet wine. 

A muza'baq, Washed or overlaid 
with quicksilver (zibaq), quicksilvered. 

A mazabil (pi. of mazbalat), Dung-
hills. 

A lfa\y muzdbanat (v.n. 3 of Selling 
without weight or measure (forbidden by 
the Muhammadan law, as depending on 
conjecture). 

A E\Y* mizdj, Temperament, complexion, 
constitution, habit of body, disposition, 
temper; interrogatively fo r : mizdji sharif 
('all, mubarak) chitaur-ast, How do you do? 
(m.c.) ;—mizdji gauhardn, The elements. 

a mizdj-dar, Proud, haughty, 
conceited. 

ftt)^ e \ y mizaj-ddn, Knowing the tem-
perament; a confidant. 

a <^fa e \ y mizdj-guy (goy), Compli-
mentary. 

a^t&Ay mizaj-gir, Agreeable, suited to 
the temper, constitution or taste. 

a ( ^ y * mizdji, Constitutional, habi tua l ; 
fastidious, squeamish, nice; proud, haughty. 

A CV mizdh (v.u. 3 of cy*), muzah, 
muzdhat (v.n. of c y ) , Playing, jesting 
with; a joke, jest, fun, frolic;—mazzdh, 
Playful, gay, jocose ; a jester. 

A mazdhif, Tracks of serpents ;— 
muzahaf, (Verse) in which one letter be-
tween two others is dropped (so that they 
are brought together). 

A muzahakat, A removing, putt ing 
away. 

A muzdhim, Inconvenient, preven-
tive, hindering, molest ing; impediment, 

obstacle;—muzdhim shudan, To molest, to 
be troublesome. 

A l+*Ay muzahamat (v.n. 3 of ^ j ) , Hin-
dering, preventing f rom taking effect; 
disturbing, pressing upon, especially in a 
crowd ; hindrance, prevention, impediment, 
let, obstruction, molestation; a crowd, 
mob, th rong ; — bild-muzdhamat, Undis-
turbed, unmolested, <fcc. 

A %fa\y muzafc&arat, Boast, a glorying 
against. 

o \ y mazad, Name of a game, very similar 
to if not identical with the game described 
under q.v., p. 452. 

A A y mazad, Auction, a selling to the 
highest b idder ; (pi. of mazddat) large 
water bottles made of a double skin, and 
sometimes covered with a th i rd \mazad 
kardan, To raise the price, bid above;]— 
muzad, Increased, augmented. 

A My* mazddat, A large water-bottle 
made of a double skin, and enclosed some-
times in a third, to prevent in warm 
countries the exhalation or evaporation of 
the water ; a purse, bag, scrip, or anything 
similar in which provisions are carr ied; a 
ewer. 

A j\y mazdr (v.n. of jfa), Vis i t ing ; a 
place of visitation; a shrine, sepulchre, 
tomb, grave ; visitation, a visit;—mazdr 
bastan, To prepare a tomb;—mazdri sa'a-
dat-madar, The glorious sepulchre. 

A mazdrat (v.n. o f ^ j ) , Visiting. 
A L\y muzdrrat, A biting (of one an-

other). 
a mazaristdn, A bury ing-ground. 
a j i y mazdr-sang, A tomb-stone. 
A tfay mazdri' (pi. of mazra'at), Sown 

fields, lands in til lage;—muzari' , A sower, 
a husbandman. 

A )\y muzdra'at (v.n. 3 of £>}), Giving 
a field to sow ; furnishing seed to sow. 

A mazdri' (pi. of mazru'), Things 
sown, seeds. 

A mazdriq (pi. of mizrdq), Javelins, 
demi-lances. 

A muzd'alat (v.n. 3 of J^ j ) , Render-
ing brisk and lively. 

A mizdq, Very swift (she-camel), 
^ y mazak q.v. (doubtful) . 
A liS\y muzdkanat (v.n. 3 of t^faj), Con-

jecturing, guessing. 
Jt mazdlif (pi. of mazlafat), Village s 

situated between deserts and cultivated 
distr icts; steps, stairs. 

A £LAy muzamalat (v.n. 3 of J-*}), 
Making the loads equal on both sides of a 
camel. 

A IxAy* muzamanat (v.n. 3 of e y j ) , Ap-
pointing a time, agreeing with one by time 
(zamdn). 

a y \ y mazdmir (pi. of mizmar), Flutes, 
psalteries; an organ; (pi. of mazmftr) 
canticles. 



( 1222 ) 
muzanat ( v . n . 3 o f <J)), F o r n i -

>y 
A *\i\y 

eating. 
A muzawajat (v.n. 3 of fy)), Coup-

ling, joining, marrying, wedding. 
A muzdwid (pi. of mizwad, mizwad, 

and mazddat), Wallets in which provisions 
are carried. 

muzawalat (v.n. 3 of Jjjj), 
wishing, desiring, 

increasing mu-

Remedying, cur ing; 
seeking, asking. 

A mazdhir (pi, of j*>y), Lutes of a 
certain kind. 

A \\ymazdya' (jA.olmaziyat), Excesses; 
excellencies. 

A AFLY mazd'id (pi. of mazddat), Large 
water-bottles made of double skins. 

A muzayadat, An 
tually. 

A muedyalat, A departing from, 
quitting, 

A muzbid, Foaming (sea). 
A yy mizbar, A pen, implement for 

writing. 
A fyy mazbarat, (A place) swarming with 

waspB, hornets, or bees (zwnbiir), 
A (JMy muzabbaq (Base coin) washed over 

with quicksilver (zi'baq) to make it pass 
current. 

A mazbalat, mazbala, A dunghill, 
a cesspool; any place where the filth or 
sweepings of a house are thrown; a neces-
sary, a privy. 

A jjiy mazbur, Written, above-men-
t ioned; aforesaid. 

A mazbiirat, mazbura, (A well) con-
structed of stones. 

A Ovyy* mazburun, (pi.) The before-men-
tioned;— athqiya't mazburun, The afore-
said robbers. 

A JJy mazj (v.n. of Gy), Mixing, diluting 
wine (with water) ;—mazaj, mizj, Honey; a 
bitter almond;—mizajj , A short spear. 

A muzjat, in P . A small 
matter, a thing of little value, a trifle;— 
bi?fr'ati muzjat, Small goods, merchandises, 
things of little value. 

A mazj ar at, mazjara, A scarecrow. 
A )ft~y mazjur, Repressed ; driven off. 
A cy mazk (v.n.), Playing, jesting. 
A tf*y* muzahzak, Removed. 
A <~h»>y mazhaf, (A place) where serpents 

crawl. 
A t**-y mizham, Much pressed or thronged. 
Aj,yy mazhur, (A miser) oppressed, 

groaning when asked to give anything. 
A U Y S - y muzathraf, Ornamented, var-

nished; decei t fu l ;—muzafckr i f , A deceiver, 
cheat, Har. 

A vi>\if*y muzakhrafat, Idle tales, lies. 
A cJU-y muzkhjf, Vain-glorious, proud. 
j y muzd, A reward, premium, salary, 

wages, hire ; a goa t ; — muzdi dandan, 
Money distributed to the poor a t a t ime of 
feasting ; anything valuable (as pelisses or 

a horse) presented af ter an enter tainment; 
—ba-muzd dadan, To let on hire. 

jtoy muzd-bar, fyoy muzd-bara, One who 
works for wages. 

A ft-^y muzdajir, A prohibi ter ; for-
bidden, repulsed; one who augurs f rom 
birds. 

A f^-^y muzdaham, A thronged, crowded 
place ;—muzdahim, Crowding; a crowd. 

A Zj^y muzdara', Sfijoy muzdara'at, A 
sown field ;—muzdari', A cultivator, sower. 

wazdafan, Name of a city where 
pottery is made. 

Cjtfoy mazdaqdn, yUjj* mazhdaqan, Name 
of a city in Kohistan. 

<*Jjy mazdak, Name of a heresiarch. 
A fab^y muzdalifat, Name of a place near 

Mecca, between mount Arafa t and the 
valley of Mina. 

A e^dy- muzdavnj, Coupled, united, wed-
ded. 

jjJy* muzdwar, muzdur, A mercenary, 
hired labourer;—muzduri dev, A hireling of 
the devil, i.e. one who engages in useless or 
injurious acts ; a clerk in the exchequer. 

muzdur an, One who performs 
beneficent actions, builds hospitals or cara-
vanseras; one who is influenced by the 
hopes of an eternal reward, and is sup-
posed to deserve it. 

iAydy muzdur ana, Like a hired servant. 
<iy muzduri, Bodily labour; wages, 

hire ;—muzduri kardan, To work for hire. 
muzda, Reward, salary, wages, hire. 

U j y muzdahd (pi. of muzd), Rewards. 
ji soy muzda-bar, A mercenary, hireling, 
A AfcJy muzdahid, One who esteems as 

moderate, who thinks (anything) little 
(zahid). 

A I - A A J Y muzdahif, One who turns his 
face ; a liar. 

Uy muzda-gir, A hirer, 
j )" mazr (for A. mwr), A kind of drink 

made from barley and millet, a species of 
beer or ale. 

A jy mazr (v.n. of j y ) , Sipping in order 
to t as te ; a moderate d r a u g h t ; a polite, 
graceful, ingenious, witty man;—mixr, A 
foo l ; root, origin; beer made from barley 
or millet. 

A S-^I)** mizrab, A canal of water. 
A y mizrdf, Swift (she-camel). 
a mizraq, A javelin, demi-lance; a 

camel that moves his load backwards. 
A J J y mazr ad, The gullet ;—mizrad t A 

rope fastened round a camel's neck to pre-
vent him bringing up his food when 
chewing the cud, and throwing it on his 
rider;—muzarrad, Made of ringlets (as a 
coat of mail). 

A £ j y mazr a', mazra'at, mazra'a, A 
field sown, or ready prepared for i t ; a 
farm ; a hamlet ; — mazra'a'i khak, The 
ground; bodies of men or animals j the 



grave; — mazra'aH ddnasoz, (grain-con-
suming field) The world. 

Lr^jy* muzarkash, Made of gold-wire (see 
u ^ j f rom which the word seems formed in 
Arabic fashion). 
, A mazrudat, (Coat of mail) of iron 

rings. 
A £-X>Y* mavru1, ^^'y mazru'ai, mazrH'a, 

Sown, cult ivated; a sown field ; cultivated 
land. 

*2y mazra, A lamp or lamp-holder. 
A. hjy maxriyat, Censure, chiding, de-

faming. 
A maz', ma*at (v.n. of £y), Run-

ning swif t ly ; springing l igh t ly ; a quick, 
l ight pace, between a walk and a run. 

A e ^ y miz'aj, A restless woman. 
A m t u s ' i f , Sudden dea th ; death-

inflicting (sword). 
A fty muza'far, Tinctured with saff ron; 

a kind of pi lav; a kind of sweet beverage, 
made of water, flour, and honey. 

A p&y mag'am, Matter of doubt or 
opinion ; a th ing on which no reliance can 
be placed. 

A tiyty mazluq, Terrified. 
A s-^y* mazfiMb, Downy, callow (little 

bird). 
A mizaJjFat, A camel-litter, in which 

the bride is carried to her husband's house ; 
—muzaffat, Pi tch, anointed with pitch. 

A f r y muzafiar, tyy muzafarat, A deep-
fetched breath ; one who breathes deeply. 

A mazfuf, Conducted, brought . 
A mazq (v.n.), Tearing (cloth) ; slan-

dering, defaming; mut ing (a bird);—mizaq, 
A piece torn f rom cloth, 

A hy mazqat (v.n, J Y ) , Tearing;—tniz-
qat, A piece torn from anything ;—muzgat, 
Name of a little bird. 

)}*y mazqur (?), Marked by branding 
(especially applied to an ass). 

a <A&y mazhat, mizkii (for Ar. masjid), A 
small mosque. 

A ( m u z a k k i n , A physiognomer. 
fiy muzakku, muzaku, A sort of food. 
A mazkut, Filled (bottle). 
A f f i y mazkum, Troubled with a rheum. 
A 'y muzakkd, Purified ; cleared, justi-

fied ; capital less the legal alms;—muzakki, 
A purif ier ; one who purifies his possessions 
by consecrating part thereof to pious uses. 

*£$y mazg, A bitter-almond tree. 
a mazgit ( for A. mas j id), A house 

of prayer, mosque. 
&y mizga, A foul wind ; a dark sky. 
J f y mazagi, Sweetness, flavour. 
A Jy* muzill, One who causes to slide. 
A jSy* mixlaq, A mare accustomed to slip 

her foal. 
A «*>Sy* mazalldt (pl, of mazallat), Slip-

pery places. 
A Ay* mazillat (v.n. of J j ) , Slipping, 

sliding, fa l l ing ; blundering in speech ;— 
mazallat, mazalla, A slippery place. 

muzlafrnuzlif (?), Curly-haired, 
having beaut i fu l cur l s ; with a sprouting 
beard. 

A maelafat, A country mid-way 
between a desert and a cultivated district, 
between one watered and one without 
water. 

A mazlaq, &Jy maxlaqat, mazlaqa, 
A slippery place;—mizlaqat, The buttocks 
of a horse. 

A fty mizmar, A flute, pipe, psaltery. 
vryy mazmamn, Sucking a li t t le at a 

t ime. 
a &yy mazmaza, Shaking to and fro, 

pu t t ing in motion, 
A jyy muzmi1, Constant ; resolved, intent 

upon. 
A J*y* muzammal, Muffled up, concealed 

in one s ga rments ; [suratu 'l-muzammal, 
Name of a chapter in the Qur 'an;—muzzam-
tnil, One who wraps up and hides in his 
garments ; (in P . ) a brass cock. 

(?), A key (doubt fu l word; see^sXly*). 
A i y y muzmin, fem. muznanat, 

muzmina, Lasting, of loog cont inuance; 
chronic, chronical; paralytic. 

A jy*y mazmur, A psalm, canticle; a 
pipe, flute. 

A foyy muzmuqat, Plucked (beard). 
A pyy mazmum, Reined (camel), bridled. 
A yy mam (v.n.) , d o i n g where one l ikes ; 

—muzn, A cloud, ra in ; — mazan, Custom, 
habit, manner ; state. 

\iy miznd, (in Zand and Pazand) A pair 
of scales. 

A by muznat, Pa r t of a white cloud. 
SJiy. mazanda, A sucker ; a sort of 

water-bott le; anything t h a t may be sucked. 
A j&y mazangu, A porcupine which kills 

snakes, without eating them. 
A j f y maznuq, (A horse) fastened with 

the twitch called zundg. 
a (jty* mutant, Of the tribe of Muzainat. 
jy mazu, Food for the sick. 
A E^Y* mizwdj, (A woman) who marries 

often. 
A mizwad, A provision-bag. 
A 5jy* muzauwaj, Married, wedded, con-

joined, associated ; — muzauwij, One who 
joins (a man and woman) in wedlock. 

A mizwad, A traveller's provision-
bag ;—muzauwad, Stocked with provisions. 

A JJY* muzauwad, Stocked with provi-
sions. 

A xy mazur, Visited ;—muzauwar, Adul-
terated, falsified ; fa lse; crooked, oblique; 
tor tuous ; lie, falsehood; (for dshi tazwir, 
q.v. under ^M) gruel or broth for the 
s ick; — muzauwir, A liar, knave, cheat, 
falsifier. 

^ j y muzurl, Li tharge (unsupported by 
examples). 



A £sy muzii* (v.n. of £y), Passing or 
moving swiftly, springing lightly, skipping. 

A jyy muzauwaq, Painted, washed, 
stained. 

A mmun (with the article al), The 
country of 'Uman in Arabia ;—mnzun (v.n. 
of <$y), Going whither one pleases. 

«y maza, Taste, flavour, smaok, re l ish;— 
mam ddshtan, To have a flavour;—bi-maza, 
Insipid, tasteless, flavourless, vap id ;— 
biwiteh-maza, Well-flavoured, sweet, deli-
cate. 

A AAV- muzhid, fem. Ijjby muzhidat, muz-
hida, Poor, indigent . 

jtd iy maza-ddr, Tasty, savoury, tas teful , 
palatable, delicious. 

ty maza-dari, Taatineas, savouri-
ness, deliciousness; taste, flavour; plea-
sure, enjoyment . 

A j*y mizfiar, A kind of lute struck with 
a bow; one who kindles a fire to at t ract 
guests. 

A u&y muz,haf, A l i e ; — m u z f t i f , A liar, 
^ y * (?)> Adorned (Arabic formation 

f rom P. zeb), 
A hy maziyat,. Excess, superabundance ; 

excellence. 
A C-IY* mazit, (Pood) dressed with oil 

(zait), especially with olive oil. 
mizej (by imdlah for mizdj), Dispo-

sition, Ac. (see s^y*). 
A f-ty mazeh (by imdlah for mizdh), 

Jocularity, merriment (see e \ y ) . 
mazld, He sucked. 

A ^ y mazld, Increase, augmenta t ion ; 
increased, augmented ;—mazld shudan, To 
be increased ; — mazld fi-hi, Augmented, 
increased (conjugation). 

fcjAty* mazldan, To taste, suck, s ip; to 
crop with the lips. 

tJiy mazlda, Tasted, Bucked, Ac.; name 
of a game. 

A jiy mazlr, Strong, bold, fearless, in-
trepid. 

A ijty muzil, One who takes away; a 
remover; — guldbi muzilu 's-suduRose-
water removing the head-ache. 

A ( m u z a i y a n , Adorned, dressed, 
having the hair cut or dressed; signed and 
sealed by the Shah ;—mumiy in , A dresser, 
especially a barber. 

A y muzainat, Name of an Arabian 
t r ibe ;—mmaiy inat , A tirewoman. 

A mazyut, (Food) dressed with oil 
(zait), especially olive-oil. 

y* mazh, Bent, bowed, crooked;—muzh, 
The eye-lashes; a dark c loud; anything 
darkening the air. 

muzhd, The planet J u p i t e r ; joyful 
t idings. 

(jjlijy* mazhdaqdn, Name of a city in 
Kohistan. 

mazhdak, muzhduk, Name of a reli-
gious innovator, a native of Nishapur, who 

appeared in the reipn of Eubad , king of 
Persia, and fa ther of NoBhirawan. He 
adopted the doctrine of the principles of 
l ight and darkness, and the worship of 
fire ; and taught , moreover, the community 
of women and of property. Yast numbers 
embraced his opinions, amongst whom was 
the king himself. He, however, was at 
length pu t to death in the reign of Noshl-
rawan with 80,000 of his followers. 

O^y* muzhdagan, Good news; eye-
lashes. 

(j5i\*>iy» muzhdaganl, Good news; a pre-
sent for br inging good news. 

mizhda, muzhda, Glad news, joyful 
tidings ; joy, gladness; — mizhda kardan 
(dwardan, dadan), To br ing or announce 
good news, to give the first intelligence of 
anything wished f o r ; to give advice or 
counsel;—muzhda mar tur a, I give you joy ; 
I congratulate you. 

U J J - muzhdaha (pi. of muzhda), Glad 
t idings. 

yLy soy* mushda-ra8dn, muzhda-
farmay, A messenger, bringer, or relater of 
good news. 

^Vfsjy. muzhdaganl, A reward to a 
bringer of good news. 

rf^y* muzhdawar, A bearer of good 
news. 

yVSj* muzhagdn, mizhagdn, The eyelids or 
tbe hairs thereon, the eyelashes. 

y*y» mizhmizh, A meat-taint ing fly; a 
gadfly. 

•j&iy* mazhang, Disagreeableness; de-
formity, ugliness ; effeminate ; a sodomite. 

mizhu, Underwood-fuel in ba ths ; a 
lentil. 

mazhida, A game like leap-frog. 
mas, A sort of fe t t e r ; great, noble, 

sir, lord, master ;—mis, Copper;—mus, 
Hindrance, impediment. 

A u^* mass (v.n. of i/-**), Touching, 
handling, fee l ing; pressing, being urgent 
and important (business) ; touch ; sense of 
touch; madness, being possessed by demons; 
inclination; [massu 'I-hummd, A touch of 
fever ;]—muss, A penknife ; a razor. 

A masd', masd, Evening;—maed'n 
khair, Good evening;—subh u masd, Morn-
ing and evening. 

A masd'at (v.n. of ®V0, Grieving, 
saddening; displeasing, d i sgus t ing ; doing 
evi l ; crime, vice; slander, detraction. 

A « musdbbat (v.n. 3 of v—), Speak-
ing opprobriously, provoking by reproaches. 

A musdbahat, A swimming along 
with. 

A —- masdbi' (pi. of masba'at), Coun-
tries swarming with beasts of prey 
(sabu1). 

A • musdbaqat (v.n. 3 of )> 
Getting the start in a race, surpassing, 
overtaking, overcoming, excelling, strain-
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ing every nerve against another; happening 
before; precedence; a race. 

A musatarat, A veiling, a conceal-
ing. 

A . masdjid, The (seven) members 
"with which adoration is paid, namely, 
the hands, knees, feet, and forehead ; (pi. 
of maejid) places of worship ; mosques;— 
masdjid u madaris, Muhammadan mosques 
and colleges. 

A • massdh, A geometrician; a land-
measurer, surveyor. 

A misdhat (v.n. of j-—*), Measur-
ing (ground) ; measurement or survey of 
land; mensuration ; geometry; — sdhibi 
misdhat, A surveyor, an engineer;— ' i lmi 
misdhat, The science of measurement, geo-
metry; engineering. 

a misahat'dar, / u^L—• misd-
bat-gar, A land-measurer. 

A musahiqa, Mulier quss confrictu 
libidinem alterius explet. 

A —•* muBdhanat (v.n. 3 of 
Mixing agreeably together, cultivating a 
friendly intercourse. 

a massahi, Land-measuring, sur-
veying. 

A musajchafat (v.n. 3 of t-iat--), 
Abetting each other in folly. 

A misad (pi. of masad), Ropes 
made of the fibres of the palm-tree or other 
substance. 

a. mas arr, Place where people whis-
per ; name of a fortresB ;—musarr, A teller 
of a secret (sirr) . 

musarr at (pi. of musarr at), 
Whisperings. 

A ^rtfaj* ma8drib (pi. of Pastures. 
A musarrat, A whispering in the 

ear. 
A masdrih (pi. of masrah), Large 

and rich pastures. 
A ICJLW- mu8dra'at, A making haste ; 

haste, hurry. 
A muedraqat (v.n. 3 of (Jy*), Steal-

ing a look at, turning the face suddenly 
towards; thef t . 

A ijfa* musdrl, A lion ; name of a place. 
A maedri* (pi. of misrd'), Yery 

swift. 
A •» mas as, Touch thou ; — misas 

(v.n. 3 of (j-*), Touching; mutual contact; 
coition;— la-misds,1 will not touch or be 
touched. 

A masdtib (pi. of mastabat), An-
vils ; benches, forms, seats long and wide. 

AJIPLW* masdtir (pi. of mis far), Rulers. 
A SUA-, musd'dt (v.n. 3 of O*-), Con-

tending, striving (with another) . 
A JUSL— masd'id (pi. of mas'ad), Degrees 

of happiness;—musa'id, Aiding, assisting, 
helping; favourable ; name of a man. 

A SJIAW* musa'adat, musd'ada (v.n. 3 of 
J ^ ) , Helping ; favour, assistance, aid. 

A m a s d ' i r (pi. of mis'ar), Chips; 
pokers for stirring the fire. 

A mved'if, Near, neighbouring, 
adjacent. 

A JAEL^. musd'afat (v.n. 3 of 
Helping, assisting, acting in a friendly 
manner ; going near. 

A jjcU^* masd'i (pi. of mas'at), Endea-
vours, labours, laudable studies, works, 
attempts;—masd'i ' i jamila, Virtuous efforts. 

A masd'ir (pi. of mis 'ar), Pokers, 
pieces of wood with which the fire is 
stirred. 

A —- masafat, Distance, interval, part 
of a road or journey; a journey ; a day's 
journey (as far as a loaded camel can travel 
with ease, i.e. eight parasangs; fat igue, 
l a b o u r m a s d f a t ba-masdfat, From stage 
to stage. 

A musafahat (v.n. 3 of EA~)» 
Whor ing ; whoredom, debauchery; adul-
tery. 

musdjir, A traveller, passenger, 
temporary sojourner ; — musdfirdni wdid, 
Holy men, travellers to heaven. 

a i i ^L— musdfirdna, Traveller-like; as 
a traveller ;—musdjlrdna guzrdn, Far ing or 
roughing it, as a traveller. 

a ^faji jiLw. musajir-parwdzi, Protection 
or providing for the comfort of travellers. 

A SjiLw* musdfarat (v.n. 3 of Travel-
ling, journeying; a journey, t ravel ; a 
foreign country; dying; being contrary 
(as one wind sweeps away what another 
brings) ; — ashabi musdfarat, Travellers ; 
fellow-travellers. 

a iiW- musafir-Midna, An inn. 
a <-5jV /A-" musdftr-nawazi, = 

q.v. 
a musdfiri, Travelling. 
A musdfa'at (v.n. 3 of Flap-

ping the wings (a bird). 
A musdfahat (v.n. 3 of Rail-

ing at, reproaching; charging anyone with 
folly, ignorance, or s tupidi ty ; drinking 
continuously or to excess. 

A masdq, Impulse, momentum. 
A S\SL«* musaqat, in P. (v.n. 3 of 

^s*-), Let t ing a vineyard or palm-plantation 
for part of the produce; drawing water at 
the same time. 

A masdqit (pi. of masqat^, Places 
where things fall. 

A musaqatat (v.n. 3 of !«&-), Be-
coming deficient or languid; failing, break-
ing down (a horse when running) ; causing 
to fall. 

A mosaic, misah, Tenacity, avarice; 
any place that holds water;—misah, What-
ever fastens or makes fast , a fastener * 
goodness. 

A iS'Lw* masdhat (v.n. of Holding 
(water) well (a leathern bottle) ;—masdhat) 
misdhat, Avarice, stinginess; penuriousness. 



A musdkatat (v.n. 3 of •A-*-), 
Bidding to keep silence; keeping mutual 
silence; Tying with another in keeping 
silence. 

A masdkm (pl. of maskan or mas-
kin), Habi ta t ions ; mansions; (for masd-
kin) the poor;—masakini 'ulamd u mawd-
fini fuzald, The mansions of the learned 
and residences of men of science, i.e. univer-
sities, colleges;—mm akin, An inhabitant. 

A musdkanat (v.u. 3 of 
Living in the same house with (anyone). 

A EH^LW. masakin (pl. of miskin), The 
poor. 

A musal, The side of a man's 
beard; the side from the neck to the 
haunch ;—mas all (pl. of misallat), Large 
packing-needles. 

A mas'alat, mas'ala, A question, 
query, proposition, problem ;—masdlat, A 
handsome length of, or well-proportioned 
oval, face. 

A masdlih (pl. of maslahat), Fron-
tier-garrisons, for ts a t the entrance into a 
country. 

A masdlikh (pl. of maslakh), 
Slaughter-houses. 

A <-AJLw» mas alif (pl. of mislafai), Har -
rows ;—musdl i f , A fellow-traveller; one 
who does thingB equal to another. 

A musalafat (v.n. 3 of ) , Tra-
velling (with another) ; doing (anything) 
equal (to him) ; preceding. 

A masdliq (pl. of mislaq), Ladders, 
A masalik (pl. of maslak), Ways, 

paths. 
A musdlim, Cultivator of peace 

and amity. 
A mu8dlamat, musdlama (v.n. 3 of 

fJU), Cultivating peace or friendship ;— 
musdlama kardan, To salute one another. 

a mas'ala, see A. —». 
A —•* masdlit (pl. of mislat), Wards of 

a key. 
A (JbĴ —* masdliq (pl. of mashiqat), 

Broths, soups. 
A masdmm (pl. of masamm, in P . 

also used as sing.), Holes ; chinks; the 
ducts or canals of the body; pores; a 
pore ;—masdmmi blnl, The nostrils. 

A 8UU-* musdmdt (v.n. 3 of <j*~>), in P . 
corrupted to musdmatat, Boasting, 
contending for glory. 

A musdmih, Lenient ; conniving; 
l anguid ; easy, 

A musamahat, musamaha (v.n. 3 
of £••—), Acting with lenity, pardoning with 
lenity, pardoning; lenity, connivance; 
negligence; languor, coolness;—musamaha 
kardan, musamaha u qusur kardan, To 
neglect, to be careless. 

A ft<~~* musamir, One who attends even-
ing conversations held by moonlight. 

A ift—* musdmarat (v.n. 3 of Hold-
ing conversations by moonlight. 

A masami' (pl. of misma'), Bars . 
A * masdmih (pl. of mismdh), 

Beneficent, liberal, easy, meek, humane. 
A masdmir (pl. of mismdr), Nails, 

spikes. 
A musdnat, in P. • (v.n. 3 

of Agreeing (with one) by t h e year 
(sanat); giving annually; bearing f r u i t 
every other year ; satisfying, soothing, 
acting kindly. ' 

A musdnahat (v.n. 3 of Com-
ing on the left of the hunter (game) ; 
being or becoming evident; (misreading for 

q.v.^ bargaining by the year. 
A masdnid (pl. of wiownad), Thrones; 

(pl. of musnad) stories told, or state-
ments made on the authority of another j 
at t r ibuted; predicated. 

A SJ^W^ musdnadat (v.n. 3 of AJU), Assist-
ing, helping; compensating, requi t ing; (in 
prosody) giving the ridf a vowel different 
from the other hemistich s (see p. 573). 

A masdnif (pl. of musnif), (Horses) 
taking the lead of the others. 

A musdnahat (v.n. 3 of Bar-
gaining by the year ; giving annual ly ; 
bearing every other year ; a thing paid, 
promised, or agreed upon by the year ; a 
stipend, salary. 

A A^IL—* masdnid (pl. of musnad), Alle-
gations made on the authority of others. 

A Sty—* musawat (v.n. 3 of ^$ft)y Equal-
ling, levelling; being equal to, like, com-
paring (one th ing with another) ; being 
worth ; equation ; evenness, equality; neu-
trality ; indifference, heedlessness, careless-
ness ; a common occurrence, an every-day 
af fa i r ; - musdwdti darja'i auwal, An equa-
tion of the first degree;—musdwdti darja'i 
duyum, A quadratic equation;—musdwdti 
darja'i siyum, A cubic equation;—musawat 
shudan, To be equal; to be neutral. 

A —- musdwadat (v.n. 3 of Con-
tending for dominion; vying in blackness; 
whispering in the ear ; driving away ; cir-
cumventing. 

A ̂ —* masawir (pl. of miswarat), Lea-
ther cushions. 

A feft-* musawa'at(v.n. 3 of Doing 
or agreeing about (anything) by the hour. 

A l i f t * musdwafat (v.n. 3 of 
Delaying, putt ing off (see p. 709). 

A &3ft*+ musdwaqat (v.n. 3 of J* - ) , 
Boasting about (auyone) in the market-
place (sdq); vying with in reference to 
the hardness of one's leg (sdq). 

A musdwim, One who bids against 
another in order to enhance the price. 

A musdwamat (v.n. 3 of eft), 
Bidding against, raising the price upon 
(another) ; bidding, making an offer. 

A i f f t - * masawl (pl. of masd'at), Crimes} 



reproaches, accusations; [mas a m kardan, 
To slander; to criminate;]—mus dun, Equal, 
parallel, equivalent; Buitable, convenient; 
neutral, impartial. 

A. —- musdwi'at (v.n. of ^y*), Griev-
ing, saddening; displeasing, d isgus t ing; 
doing evil. 

A mv.sdhdt, A being careless, in-
accurate. 

A ljt>\>~* musdharat (v.n. 3 of yr*), Watch-
ing (with another) ; keeping anyone watch-
ing. 

A Jfi>\—- musahil, Negligent, careless; 
easy, i n d i f f e r e n t m u s a h i l shudan, To be 
careless. 

A musahalat, musdhala (v.n. 3 of 
Jy*), Treating gently; neglecting, acting 
in a loose, negligent manner ; negligence, 
carelessness, indifference ;—musahalat kar-
dan, To neglect; to connive at, overlook. 

A fAt— musahim, Concerting wi th ; a 
companion, a second ; a pa r tne r ; a share-
holder. 

A musahamat (v.n. 3 of 
Casting lots, drawing arrows (with any-
one). 

A Xjtw* masdyat (v.n. of Grieving, 
saddening ; displeasing, disgusting ; doing 
evil. 

A masa'ih (pi. of masihat), Ring-
lets; bows. 

A * musayarat, A going along with. 
A musdyafat (v.n. 3 of 

Fencing, duelling, uBing the broadsword. 
A J i t - * musd'il (pi. of mas'alat), Ques-

tions ; propositions; problems; the pre-
cepts of Muhammad; (pi. of masil) Chan-
nels through which water flows ;—magd'ili 
iharHya, Questions or points of law 
(m.c.). 

A —* mas a'iy at, tejVw* masdyi'at (v.n. 
of Grieving, saddening ; displeasing, 
disgust ing; doing evil. 

AjW—• misbdr, A surgeon's probe; a 
tent for a wound ; a painter 's brush, a 
pencil. 

A S-"!—- musobbab, Caused ; an effect; 
excellent, select; reviled, reproached, exe-
crated ;—musabbib, One who causeB, gives 
cauBe, occasions;—musabbibu 'l-asbab, The 
causer of causes, i.e. God ; — musabbibi 
fraqiqi, The t rue causer, i.e. God. 

A A.;..... * masabbat, A reviler of men. 
A >• musbit, Soporific, narcotic; 

still, motionless; who enters on the Sab-
bath (sabt) ;—musabbit, Abortion-producing 
(camel or sheep) ; soporific, narcotic. 

A —- musdbbitat, Opiates, hypnotics. 
A • musdbbih, A praiser of G o d ; 

teller of his beads. 
A musabbihat, The fore-finger. 
A SJJ—• masbarat, Form, shape, mode, 

manner;—musbarat (v.n. of Probing 
to the bottom. 

A FF"-* musabba', Made seven, composed 
of seven; related to seven. 

A • masba'at, (A country) swarming 
with lions and other ferocious beasts. 

A musbil, The sixth or fifth gaming 
arrow; penis ; the Lybian l izard; the 
month Zu ' l -h i j jah ; one who allows his 
garment to trail from pride;—musbil , mus-
bai, musabbil, musabbal, Long-mustachioed. 

AU—* masband, musband, Unable to quit 
the place. 

A masbut, Dead. 
A jf-—* masbur, Handsomely formed, of 

a comely shape or appearance. 
A • masbuq, Outstripped in a race. 
A masbuk, Cast in a mould, 
o . m a s t , Drunk, intoxicated ; libidi-

nous, lustful, wanton, fu r ious ; an animal 
in r u t ; (construed with uftddan, raftan, 
shudan, kardan, &c.) ; [masti khardb, Ex-
ceedingly intoxicated, dead drunk;—mast i 
khardb u dluda'i mayi ndb, Excessively 
drunk and polluted with neat wine ;—masti 
shardbi ghurur, Intoxicated with the wine 
of temerity, i.e. rash ;—masti tamih (guzdra, 
la-ya'qil, mastdn), Dead d r u n k ; — masti 
muddm (mudmin), Perpetually d ruuk ; a 
habitual drunkard ;]—must, Trouble, dis-
tress of mind, complaint, lamentation ; root 
of galangale. 

A musta'sir, One who chooses or 
prefers. 

A —- musta'jar, Hired, rented ; — 
musta'jir, A tenant, hirer, farmer, ren te r ; 
a servant ; a lessee (m.c.), 

a mustajiri, Renting, f a rming ; a 
holding; a f a r m ; a lease (of land) ; a 
contract. 

A J^ls-W- musta'jil, One who begs daily. _ 
A musta'hid, One who remains 

alone or separate. 
A musta'khiz, Humble, sub-

missive. 
A J I A X W * musta'khir, One who remains 

behind ; a loiterer, lagger. 
A SJJ^IS—* musta1 dib, A cultivator of the 

belles lettres or humanities (adab). 
A <_s°c musta' di, A taker, exacter, ex-

tortioner. 
A (jjj'U-^* musta'zin, One who asks leave. 

mastar, Name of a f ragran t bu t 
extremely bitter herb;—mustdr (for A. 
fa**-* q.v.), Wine new and acid. 

A musta'sid, One who r ushes upon 
and attacks fiercely, like a lion (asad). 

musta'sir, One who surrenders, 
himself a prisoner or captive (asir). 

A muta'sal, Extirpated, uprooted, 
eradicated ; destroyed ; — musta1 sil, An 
extirpator. 

A musta'ldl, One who takes (a 
thing) to e a t ; one who devours the weak, 
i.e. extorts f rom them thei r possessions. 



A muetcflctiat, musia'kila, Op-
pressors, devourers. 

A musta'mim, One who regards 
as a mother (umm) ; one who receives as 
high priest, or chief director of religious 
ceremonies (imam), 

A —- mu eta'min, One who places 
confidence i n ; one who considers as fa i th-
ful and sure; one who implores protection, 
and takes refuge ; naturalised. 

yU—• maetan (pl, of mast), Drunken 
people, &c.; (fuller form of mast), Drunk, 
intoxicated, &c. 

A musta'nis, Accustomed, habi-
tuated ; tamed (wild beas t ) ; familiar. 

mastdna, Intoxicated; like a 
drunkard. 

^ t x w . mastani, Drunk, intoxicated, &c. 
A musta'ni, Patient , waiting. 
A Jjfc^lx^ musta'hil, Worthy, suitable, 

apt, fit. 
Aystt^w. mustabhir, Wide-spread, verbose, 

full of talk, extensive as the sea (bahr). 
A mustahidd, One who acts alone ; 

possessed of, or a claimant of, exclusive 
right or property. 

A —- mustabdi\ One who considers as 
new, original, or wonderful (badi'). 

A JJ-O^*" . mustabdil, Desirous to ex-
change ; one who takes as a subst i tute 
(badal). 

A —» mustabir, One who probes a 
wound. 

A - mustabriz, One who calls forth, 
challenges, or makes (a person or th ing) 
appear. 

A mustabshir, Glad, rejoiced at 
good news; a communicator of good news. 

A y ^ — • mustabsir, One who considers 
attentively, searches into anything occult; 
acute, penetrating, circumspect'. 

A —* mvstabzi', One who arranges his 
wares and exposes them to sale in a market. 

A must ab tin, One who places (a 
th ing or person) under himself, especially 
under his belly, and holds (it or her) 
the re ; one who keeps a th ing closely 
hidden. 

A mustab'ad, Regarded as far off; 
difficult, unattainable ; — muatab'id, Who 
deems a th ing to be far off; desirous of 
being at a distance; wishing anything f a r 
off. 

A musiabgM, Desirous, wishful ; 
a seeker. 

A mustdbiq, One who excels, gets 
the start of, or endeavours to outstrip. 

A ^JFIJ-SW* mustabqi, One who reserves, 
preserves, keeps alive, or leaves a re-
mainder, 

A » m us tablcl, One who forces to 
weep. 

mustband, One labouring under 
sorrow, distress of body or m i n d ; unable, 

on account of some circumstances, to leave 
one's home (see *). 

A musiabhij, Glad, joyful . 
A mustablt, Poor (without a 

lodging). 
A —" mustabxh, One who makes law-

fu l ; one who finds lawful.. 
A mustabV, Who commands a 

sale. 
A —- mustabln, Become ev iden t ; one 

who knows for certain, one who has a 
subject clear before h i m ; — mustablni 
marsum, A term applied to all regular 
deeds and contracts. 

A mustatbi1, One who wishes to 
follow; having for a consequence; re-
sult ing in. 

A mustatar, A hiding-place, a place 
of shelter; veiled, concealed, h idden ;— 
mustatir, One who hides himself, or ab-
sconds; careful, wary. 

A »mustatimm, A performer, finisher; 
one who wishes or desires anything to be 
supplementary in number or quanti ty. 

A —- mustasbit, Pat ient , s t eady ; 
solicitous for stability (subut). 

A • mustasqal, Oppressed with Bleep, 
disease, or guilt. 

A • musias,nd, Excepted from any 
common r u l e ; selected, excellent, extra-
ordinary ;—mustasnl, Who makes an excep-
tion from a general ru le ; exceptive; ex-
ceptional, 

A * mvetaslb, One who asks for a 
reward (sawdb) ; one who demands resti-
tution. 

A SJVV1—* mustajdb, Heard ; accepted ; 
agreeable; acceptable ; — mustajabu'd-da'-
wdt, One whose prayers are answered. 

A • mwtajad, Regarded as good, 
approved. 

A A^JUW* mustajidd, One who renews or 
renovates; one who considers aB new; 
clad anew. 

A fp*—<• mustajirr, A drawer, dragger. 
A mustajma', Place of collecting 

together, rendezvous ; — m u s t a j m i M e t to-
gether ; desirous of assembling or meet-
ing together; a collector. 

A mustajhil, One who considers 
as ignorant, thinks lightly of, despises. 

A mustajld, Who calls or finds (a 
thing) good (jaiyid); a seeker of some-
thing good; desirous of procuring a swift 
horse (jawad). 

A je^x—• mustajlr, One who implores 
protection ; a refugee ; a suppliant. 

A ( J I ^ ^ W . mustajlsh, One who asks for 
troops (jaish). 

A mustahdzat, A woman who 
still suffers a loss of blood af ter the 
period of the monthly discharge has 
elapsed. 

A —- mustakabb, Loved, liked, ap-



proved ; desirable; — mustahibb, Loving, 
affectionate ; who holds dear. 

A I A - ^ U . * mustahiss, An exciter, urger 
onward. 

A —* mustahjir, Petrified, turned to 
stone. 

A mustahidd, One who sharpens, 
a whetter ; incensed, enraged. 

A mustahdas, Discovered, found 
ou t ; novelty, invention;—mustahdis , One 
who learns news; or who discovers (a 
thing) to be new. 

A mustahrim, Sacred, inviolate. 
A mustahean, Approved, laud-

able, beautiful, e legant ;—muetahsin, One 
who regards as fair and good (hasan) ; an 
approver. 

A mustahsid, (Corn) ready for the 
sickle, requiring to be reaped. 

A mustahsir, One who compre-
hends or desires to comprehend; who or 
what encompasses ; a besieger ;—mustah-
siri mu8hhilaii masa'il, Desirous of com-
prehending the difficulties of questions. 

A musta hzar, Ready, acquired; 
whose presence is desired or required; 
summoned to be present ;—mustahzir, Re-
turned to oneself; recovered from a swoon, 
Ac. 

A lhWv-* mustahfiz, One who commits, or 
wishes (anyone) to commit to memory; 
a guard, protector, governor; a custodian, 
keeper (m.c.) ; a garrison. 

A mustahaqq, in P. mustafyaq, 
Worthy, deserving, entitled t o ; meri-
torious. 

A JAM**'"** mustahqar, Viewed as contemp-
tible ;— mustahqir, One who regards as 
contemptible. 

A mustahkam, Firm, solid, Btrong. 
A mustahall, Deemed lawful; — 

muetahiXl, One who makes, deems, or wishes 
to make lawful. 

A s-J^x—* mustahlab, Milked;—mustah-
lib, A milker; one who wishes to milk. 

A mustahlif, One who exacts an 
oath. 

A KU^ . -^ mustafylik, Black, pitch-dark. 
A ^^x—• muetahamm, A place in which 

to wash. 
A JE^X—* mustakir, One who demands a 

reply ; a road lying across a desert, tending 
no one knows where. 

A JAFRRF—* mustahil, Impossible, absurd ; 
altered, changed, transmuted. 

A mustahilat, Impossibilities. 
aysi-s-w* mustafchbir, An inquirer, querist, 

asker of questions;—mustakhbirdni ahwal, 
Inquirers into matters. 

A —+ musta kfadam, Employed for 
h i r e ;—mus takhd im . One who employs 
many domestics. 

A mu8takhraj, Drawn out, ex-
tracted ; a place where anything is ex-

tracted ; — mu&takhrij. One who extracts, 
draws forth, brings out, or wishes so to do. 

A —" mustakhiss, mustakhass, Base, 
mean, vile; ugly, ill-favoured. 

A • mustakhif, One who considers 
as light (hhafif); who makes l i gh t ; a 
despiser. 

A ^IAFEA^ mustatetfi, Who hides him-
self. 

A YAUJUW* muetakhlas, Exclusively appro-
priated ; liberated, released, set free, f r ee ; 
— mustakhlis, One who appropriates ex-
clusively ; one who seeks to escape; a col-
lector of tribute. 

A Y I ^ — * mustakhmir, Given to wine 
(khamr), a hard drinker. 

A mustadd, Stopped, stuffed, corked. 
A mustaddr, A ring, a circum-

ference. 
A mustaddm, Perpetual, continual, 

ancient, immemorial; assiduous, constant. 
A YAS—- mustadbir, One who recedes, 

turns back ; one who looks to the end. 
A J A J m u s t ad khil, One who wishes to 

enter, engage in, or intermeddle with. 
A mustad'd, Wished, desired, 

sought;—mustad'l , Calling for ; imploring, 
supplicating ; petitioner, wisher, desirer ; 
claimant. 

A J A S — - mustadaqq, A thin part or place ; 
the slenderest part of the arm or leg;— 
mustadiqq, Subtile, minute, small, slender. 

A JAS—>• mustadall, Convinced by argu-
ment ;—mustadill, Adducing proofs. 

A YA*—* mustadir, One who surrounds or 
draws a circle; round, circular, spherical, 
globular. 

A /MAS-W* mustadim, Assiduous ; per-
petual ; ancient. 

A * mustadin, One who asks or re-
ceives on credit ; a j udge ; one who sues 
for justice. 

A mustazkir, One who calls to 
mind, who recollects; a keeper. 

A ^ A S — * mustazkl, Fiercely burning 
(flame). 

A Jix—* mustazill, Who renders or con-
siders contemptible (zalil) ; a subjugator . 

A muetazimm, One who does any-
thing which brings down scorn upon him. 

A mustaznib, A follower, who 
treads at the tail (zanab) o f ; finished, 
completed. 

A J*—•• mistar, A veil, a covering;—mu~ 
sattir, A concealer, a hider. 

Ey—• mista/r, Mister. 
A t V — • » mustarah, A place of arr ival ; a 

place of res t ; a necessary, a place for easing 
nature. 

A musattarat, mu8attara, Shut up, 
guarded (damsel). 

A mustarjil, Desirous of walking 
or being on foot ( r i j l ) . 

A * mustarjd, Hoped, wished. 



JL murtarkhif, One who estimates 
or buys at a cheap (rak&is) price. 

A {Jb*"" mustarkhd, Relaxed;—mustar-
hhl, Pendulous ; relaxed, flabby; a laxa-
tive. 

a Jy—- mustaradd, Restored, returned ; 
revoked ; recalled; reversed. 

A mustardif, One who begs per-
mission to ride behind, to be a radlf,. 

A JTIYAW* mustarzcd, Rejected, disap-
proved ;—m astarzil, One who views or finds 
contemptible. 

A J - Y S — * mustarsal, mustarsil, (Hair) 
hanging down s t ra igh t ; affable, easy, 
polite. 

A mustarshid, One who seeks direc-
tion (rushd); a traveller in the right 
road. 

A JJAJX—mustarshi, One who asks a 
present (for an opinion to be given, or for 
a decree to be passed); one who exacts 
bribes; obsequious, obedient to the will of 
another. 

A mustarzi', One who seeks a 
wet-nurse. 

mu&tar'i, One who desires (an-
other) to pasture or take care of (cattle) ; 
a keeper. 

A —- muslarft, Desirous of l i f t ing up 
or carrying off ; a carrier off ; (a table) 
requiring to be cleared (the meal being 
ended). 

a jy—- mustariq, Carried off, removable; 
a l istener; an eavesdropper. 

A for—* mustariqat, The five supplemen-
tary days added to the twelfth month of 
the Persian year. 

A » mustarqi', (A garment) requiring 
to be mended, in want of a patch (ruq'at) . 

+ mastaru, Mezereon-root. 
A CJ/5-"'* mustarunh, One who smells (any-

th ing f ragrant) , snuffs up ; one who rests 
qniet, who takeB repose; who acquiesces 
with (a f r iend) . 

A (J^Y;—- mustarhin, One who demands a 
hostage or a pledge ; a receiver in pawn, a 
pawnee. 

A \sf-~* mustari, A lion. 
A mustarlh, Easy, comfortable 

(life) ; quiet, manageable (horse). 
A » mustarlz, (A country) rich in 

gardens (rauzat), an extensive flourishing 
dis t r ic t ; irriguous (valley); happy in 
mind. 

A « mustazad, Increased, augmented; 
addit ional; more ; a kind of poem. 

iyy—* mustazmir, Appearing little and 
contemptible. 

A JI)*—"» mustazir, One who requests a 
visit. 

A • mustasaghr (Meat or drink) 
which glides easily down the throat. 

A YAS—mustaskh ir , A mocker, scorner, 
derider. 

A —* muetasirr, Hidden, concealed. 
A - mvstasri, A traveller by night. 
A mustas'ad, Rendered happy, 

blessed, favoured, gratified; — mustaslid, 
"Who considers as a happy presage; de-
sirous of happiness; a seeker of, or peti-
tioner for, help. 

A mustas% Studious, pains-
taking. 

A mustasql, A drawer of water ; 
a water-carrier ; one who craves for (water 
to) d r i n k ; dropsical. 

A «-JU—s—• mustaslif, Desirous of borrow-
ing or of receiving an advance on goods 
before delivery; one who marrieB the wife 
of a deceased brother. 

A * mustaslim, Humble, submissive, 
A mustasmin, One who desires, 

supposes, or discovers to be fat (samln); 
one who asks for but ter (samn). 

A mustasnid, Who leans on ; sup-
ported. 

A mmtasftil, One who makes 
smooth or easy; one who considers as 
smooth or easy. 

a mwtashar. Consulted;—mui-
tashdri dar-bar, A court-counsellor (m.c.) ; 
—mustashdr mu'tamin, The consulted de-
serves or expects to be trusted (meaning 
that his advice should be acted upon). 

A mustaskrif, Erect, upright , 
lofty ; ta l l ; one who takes a view o f ; frau-
dulent, depriving another of his due. 

A mustashzir, One who ascends or 
becomes h i g h ; one who twists the wrong 
way ; (ropes) twisted thus. 

A mustashairat (pl. fem. of the 
preceding), Twisted upwards (curls). 

A y u u w mustash'ir, Pul l of hair, hairy 
(unborn foetus); one who puts on an inner 
garment (shi'dr) ; timid, fearful, but con-
cealing one's fears;—mustash'ir gashtom, 
To become apprehensive, to conceive fear 
(without showing it). 

A mustashfi, I n search of health. 
A ft^x—- mustashlr, A stallion (camel) 

which discovers when the female is preg-
nant, and turns from he r ; one who con-
sults or asks advice. 

A Lii-IJUW* mustashit, Enraged, passionate 
swift of flight; expeditious; an immoderate 
laugher. 

A mustasrikh. One who cries for 
help. 

A mustasrif, Desirous that (God) 
might change, prevent, or avert, 

A S musias'ib, Difficult (busineBB) ; 
one who finds (a thing) difficult (sa(b). 

A JJAAXW* mustasfa, Purified, clarified, 
br ightened;—mustas f i , A chooser, selector, 
or taker of the best part or the whole; 
who exhausts entirely. 

A C ^ " " " * mustaslih, Happening well, 
| agreeable, pleasing; eager for peace; re-



quiring or capable of becoming adjus ted or 
set to rights. 

A S - F ^ — - » mustasunb, One who regards as 
reasonable; one who demands what is 
reasonable. 

A musta?a', Who owns a family ; 
lost, destroyed. 

A mustazdm, Defrauded, oppressed. 
A mustazhi, One who does any-

thing, or cornea, when the forenoon is pretty 
far advanced. 

A mustazri', Humble, suppliant. 
A ̂ ^ mustazi', A seeker of light or 

advice. 
A mustazif, One who wishes for 

a hospitable invitation ( z i y d f a t ) . 
A • mustatdb, wood, agreeable, 

e legant ; gracious; — kitdbi muetatab, An 
excellent book. 

A S - W w muetatibb, One who begs a pre-
scription or remedy f rom a physician 
(tabib). 

A ^ must at raf, Bred from another 's 
cattle; newly-acquired (wealth) ; soon tired 
of one's companions; (a camel) which mi-
grates f rom one pasture to another ;—mus-
ta trif, One who receives or considers as 
new; pleased with a novelty. 

A • mustatriq, Desirous of divining 
by means of pebbles through a soothsayer, 

A —•» mustatSm, One who asks for 
food (ta'dm). 

A GL^U-* mustatli', One who looks in-
tently. 

A muetatliq, One who leaves (a 
she-camel) a t liberty to pasture where 
(she) pleases without being milked; loose 
(belly). 

A mustatir, Diffused; spread 
abroad, made public. 

A JeWa—• musta til, One who carries him-
self high, behaving proudly ; a subduer, 
conqueror; ta l l ; oblong, rec tangular ; a 
parallelogram ; the letter zdd;—fajri mus-
tafili subhi kazib, The long false light of 
the morning-crepuscle, i.e. a long twilight 
before dawn. 

A mustazill, Seated in the shade 
(fill); a seeker of shade. 

muetazhar, Aided, assisted; com-
f o r t e d ; — mustazhir, One who implores 
help; who relies upon ; who finds s t rength 
or support. 

A musta'dr, Borrowed; passed 
from hand to hand ; used metaphorically 
(a word or phrase) . 

A musta'an, Whose aid is begged; 
God. 

A musta'bar, Admonished, taught 
by example ; — musta'bir, One who takes 
example, receives admonition; one who 
desires an interpreter to explain a d ream; 
flowing (tear), 

A J m u e t a ' j i l , One who hastens, 

accelerates, impels, or st imulates; hasty, 
hurried ; a ler t ; moving rapidly ; name of 
a rapidly-fat tening drug. 

A musta'jil-an. In has te ; quickly, 
speedily. 

A musta'jim, Unable to speak 
Arabic distinctly; silent, mute, d u m b ; 
strange, outlandish, unintelligible ( jargon). 

A musta'idd, Prepared, arranged, 
p u t iu order ; prompt, ready; on the 
a ler t ; able, capable, apt, fit, proper, 
wor thy; a candidate;—musta'iddi qabul, 
Ready or fit to receive or agree;—musta-
'idd kardan, To make ready, to prepare ;— 
musta'iddi muslih, On a peace-footing 
(m.c.) ;—musta'iddi nafrin, Worthy of con-
tempt, abominable. 

A musta'iddi, Readiness, prompti-
tude, alertness; fitness, aptness, worthi-
ness. 

A j.W...— musta'zir, W h o makes excuses, 
seeks for pretexts. 

A musta'rib, One who becomes as 
an Arab, a naturalized Arabian. 

A —«• musta'ribat, One not a pure 
Arab ; one who has become an inhabi tant 
of the desert.. 

A (JAYS—* musta'riz, Desirous of exhibit-
ing or presenting. 

A W mmia'rif, Desirous of knowing. 
A musta'sil, One who asks for 

honey. 
A —» musta'sim, One who takes fast 

hold ; a proper name;—musta'sim hi'lldh, 
The title of the 37th caliph of the house 
of Abbas. 

A * muta'si, Rebellious, sinful, 
A ^Jobz-** musta'ti, A petitioner for a 

gi f t . 
A FTLFAM&W* musta'zam, Regarded as g rea t ; 

—musta'zim, One who regards as great. 
A musta'iff, Chaste, abstemious. 
A musta'fi, Seeking to be ex-

empted, excused, relieved; resigning (an 
office); resigned. 

A musta'qab, A person or th ing 
followed ;—musta'qib, A railer at anyone, 
searcher into his faul ts ; following. 

A musta'lif, In want of provender 
Calaf). 

A musta'lim, Curious, anxious to 
know. 

A « musta'U, High, eleyated. 
A musta'imm, One who takes as a 

paternal uncle ('amm) ; dressed in a turban 
('imamat). 

A —- musta'mir, A peopler, colonizer. 
A mutta'mal, Applied, used, em-

ployed ; current, not obsolete (word) ; 
second-hand;—musta'mil, A user, employer. 

A musta'nid, Restive (horse or 
camel). 

A « musta'hid, A party to a covenant 
or treaty ( 'ahd). 



A /-J*-"^* musfa'ir, A borrower; who 
speaks metaphorically; (in P . also) meta-
phorical. 

A musta'in, One who asks assist-
ance. 

A mustaghds, Called upon for 
h e l p ; convoked;—al-mustagltas 'alai-ki, A 
defendant . 

A v j * ^ mustagfarab, Wonde r fu l ; fo-
reign ; rare ;—mustagkrib. One who behaves 
in a strange, outlandish manner ; amazed. 

A J J A m u s t a g f o r a q . mustaghriq. Im-
mersed, plunged, drowned; engrossed, ab-
sorbed ; hypothecated, heavily mortgaged ; 
—mustag&riqi fisq u fujur, Plunged in vice 
and debauchery. 

A mustag&isksh, False, insincere, 
f r audu len t ; who looks on one as such. 

A AAXW* mustaghahi, One who wraps 
himself up so as neither to be seen nor 
heard. 

mustaghfir, One who asks par-
don ; penitent, repentant . 

A muBtaghall• A farm or estate 
which produces com (ghallat);—mustagkillf 
A receiver of corn or f ru i t s ; a granary ;— 
mustaghilli ihana, A married woman, a 
housewife ; a subterranean shop let by the 
proprietor. (The Bahari 'Ajam reads here 
musta'ill, which, however, seems to be a 
typical or clerical error.) 

A S-1*7""*» mustaghlib, (Herbage) full 
grown and entangled; prevalent, predomi-
nant. 

A mustaghliq. Difficult to be under-
stood, obscure (speech). 

A —* mwtaghlaqat, A fortress. 
A mmtagkni. Rich, independent, 

able to do wi thout ; boastful, proud, lofty, 
hanghty, supercilious, d isdaining; one 
who derives advantage ; content, satisfied, 
acquiescing. 

, a musiaghuiydna, Richly, inde-
pendently, &c. 

A mustaghis, Complainant, plain-
tiff. 

A jt**""* mu&taghir. A plunderer, 
A oUs—* mustafdd, Benefited; received, 

acquired; understood, meant, intended ; 
required, 

a yAUx—• mwtafaz, Diffused, divulged, 
revealed. 

A • mustafti, A consulter of a 
mufti ; one who demands & fatwd. 

A mustafhhir, A buyer of (any-
th ing) splendid (fdkhir); proud, vain, 
conceited. 

mustafrid, Alone in doing any-
thing. 

A mustafrigfi. An emetic; one who 
puts for th all his strength. 

A J.-FTY-.X muetafsir, I n need of explana-
t i o n ; asking for such; quest ioning; in-
quisitive. 

A J-4AXW» mustafzil, Superfluous, redun-
dant ; one who leaves a residue; one who 
exacts from a debtor more than what is 
due, an extortioner. 

A Jia—* mustafil, Low, descending. 
A PLAX^* mustaflih, Cue who escapes. 
A tjjfcu** mustafinn, One who distributes 

under various heads, genera, or classes 
(funiin). 

A mustafhim, Desirous to under-
stand. 

A mustafid, (A student) anxious 
to profit in any science; intent on the 
acquisition of wealth; one who imparts 
advantage ; a gainer. 

A mustafiz, One who seeks plenty 
of water; diffused, spread abroad; di-
vulged ; wide, ample ; favoured, obliged. 

A mustafih, Glut tonous; who eats 
much af ter fasting. 

A mustaqbah, Disapproved; odious, 
abominable; detestable; iuelegent, de-
formed ;—mustaqbih, One who regards as 
ugly, odious, &c. 

mustaqbal, A figure well deline-
ated ; a por t ra i t ; — mustaqbil, One who 
advances to meet or g ree t ; fu tu re ; fu tu re 
tense of a verb;—zamani mustaqbil, Time 
to come. 

A » mustaqbiliydt, Fu ture events ; 
fu tu re tenses. 

A mustaqat, mustaqa, A f u r garment 
having long sleeves. 

A JOFISW** mustaqtil, Anxious for, or fear-
less of, death ; seeking to be killed. 

A —* mustaqdir, One who beseeches 
(God) tha t (he) would providentially ar-
range (for good). 

A mustaqdim, Preceding, going or 
desirous of going before ; bold. 

A mustaqzar, Dir t ied; regarded as 
d i r ty ; [jama i mustaqzaru 'l-bitana, A gar-
ment dirty in the l ining or the inside;]—• 
muetaqzir, Who regards as dirty, or abomi-
nates. 

A ft—mustaqarr, A permanent dwelling-
place, settled abode;—muztaqirr, One who 
has a fixed residence; firmly fixed; rested, 
reposed. 

A mustaqiss, Who asks (one) to 
retal ia te; anxious for retaliation (qisd?). 

A ijc&L** mustaqsi, One who commits 
excess. 

A - mustaqfil, Avaricious. 
A J&—» mustaqill (in P . mustaqil), Ab-

solute, despotic, independent ; competent; 
invested with plenipotentiary powers; 
stable, firm, durab le ; peculiar, part icular; 
independent sovereignty. 

a J*5"*** mustaqil-ndmus, A particu-
lar law. 

a J&-— mustaqil-mizdj, Persevering. 
A ^ mustaqil-an, Absolutely, ex-

pressly. 



A mustaqildt, Peculiars. 
a fiA^l mustaqil-irada, Firmly re-

solved ; a firm resolution. 
d mustaqil-dsdml, A perma-

nent appointment or post. 
A < m a s t a q w i s , Arched (eyebrow). 
A tjSAw* mustaqa, A place for drawing 

water ;—mustaql, A drawer of water. 
A mustaqld, Obsequious, submis-

sive. 
A J- t fcw mustaqil, Desirous tha t one 

should rescind (an agreement or bargain). 
A mustaqlm, Right, s t ra ight ; 

erect, bol t-upright; fai thful , true, loyal; 
resolute ; well constituted, having a good 
tendency ;—mustaqlmu' l -az ldRight-s ided, 
rectilineal; a rectilineal figure;—musta-
qlmu 'l-qdmat, Of a jus t proportion, of an 
erect figure ;—khatti mustaqlm, A r ight 
line. 

A mustaqlmat, mustaqvma (fem. 
of the preceding), Right, straight, &c.;— 
mustaqimatu 'l-azld' (khattain), Rectilineal; 
a rectilineal figure. 

a sU* must aqim- mizdj, Serene, 
even of temper, equable. 

JLCT,-.* mast-kdr, ifa*—- mast-kdra, Any-
thing inebriating; one always drunk. 

A • mustakbir, Proud, haugh ty ; 
one who esteems as great or grand 
(Jeabir). 

a muetakbarl, Pride, haughti-
ness. 

A mustaksir, One who increases. 
A pj&s-"* mustakrim, A searcher for, 

asker, finder, or doer of anything generous 
or honourable; one who has attained rank 
and honours. 

A ifa-"* mustakrah, Abominable, dis-
agreeable ;—mustakrih, Who abominates, 
detests ; who does anything unwillingly. 

A mustakrl, A hirer, a renter, 
ct—^ mast-k'ush, Slayer of the intoxi-

cated ; dead-drunk. 
A - mustakhshif, Desirous of un-

covering ; manifest. 
A « mustakaffdt, Fountains ; ca-

mels collected together, 
A ̂ AXX—* mustakfl, One who desires 

(another) to do (a thing) effectually or 
sufficiently. 

A s-JX:—- mustaklib, One who imitates 
the barking of a dog. 

A mus takmil, A seeker af ter 
perfection. 

A i i i ^—mus tak inna t , Hatred, rancour. 
A (̂ j-C?.....* mustakwl, In need of the 

cautery. 
A sAs— mustalab, Robbed, stripped, 

spoiled ; — mustalib, A robber, spoiler ; 
name of the sword of 'Amr bin Qulsum. 

A tA-Â —• muatalbis, One who thinks, 
regards as slow or dilatory (Idbis or labis). 

A ^Xt..-- mustalbin, One who asks milk. 

A mustalazz, Relishable, pleasant, 
savoury ',—mustalizz, One who relishes. 

A mustalazzdt (pi. fem. of the 
preceding), Delicacies. 

A mustahim, A causer, producer, 
exacter, demander ; cause, principle, mo-
tive ; au thor ; necessitating, involving ne-
cessarily; requiring, exacting. 

A mustalsim, A seeker. 
A mustal'ib, Anxious to play. 
A ^ J I I X ^ * mustalql, Lying or laid supine. 
A mmtalhim, Desirous of revela-

tion. 
A mu8tallm, Obnoxious to censure, 

accused. 
A mustamdl, Conciliated; per-

suaded ; comforted, soothed. 
A mustamti', An enjoyer of f ru i t 

or advantage, a usufructuary; one who 
remains at Mecca and performs the solem-
nities there, combining hajj and 'umrat. 

A mustamidd, A petitioner for aid 
against an enemy; one who takes a penful 
of ink. 

A yji—• mustamarr, Firm, steady, lasting, 
durable ; {jba'ldu 'l-mustamarr, Unflinching, 
unrelenting mustamarr, Protracted 
evil fortune;]—mustamirr , Continuing, per-
severing, persisting, lasting long; constant, 
continual, abiding; firm, powerful (incan-
tation) ; vain and passing away. 

A "^gySw* mustamri\ One who finds 
(food) wholesome and digestible. 

A mustamsak, Held (to), bound 
(to perform something) ;—mustamsik, One 
who apprehends, seizes, holds f a s t ; one 
who restrains himself. 

A mustamtir, One who prays for 
ra in; one who asks a favour (from a 
friend) ; rained upon. 

A • mustami', A listener, hearer ;— 
mustami'i maqal, A listener to words or 
speeches. 

A must ami'-an. In order to hear. 
A —* mustamkin, Firm, keeping his 

place; powerful, able. 
A mustamill, Tired, disgusted. 
A mustamlih, One who thinks (a 

thing) beautiful (mallh). 
A (jl*.? mustamll, Who desires one to 

indite. 
A 

favour. 
^ mustmand, Poor, wretched, mise* 

rable, unhappy, afflicted, melancholy, la-
mentable, plaintive; a poor, unfor tunate 
m a n ; a complainant. 

A A . V . - m u s t m a t i d d n a , Wretchedly, like 
a poor wight ; belonging to poverty or dis-
tress. 

a S y mast-maula, A drunken, care-
less fellow. 

A mustamhil, Who craves a 
delay. 

mustaminn, One who asks a 



A muetamit, (A bold man) who 
exposes (himself) at the risk of his life, 
who courts death. 

A mustamih, One who asks for a 
gift, or begs intercession (<maih). 

xyt*^—• mustamlz, Separate, apart. 
A mustamil, Very wealthy; in-

clined. 
A F-J-UU-* mustarribih, "Who makes (a dog) 

bark. 
A mustambit, One who causes to 

overflow; extracting, finding out; one who 
acquires knowledge in the law by ingenuity 
and study. 

A mustambi', An inquirer (after 
news). 

A mustansir, Who draws water up 
the nostrils-, who sucks or attracts, and 
then ejects it with great vehemence. 

A mwtanjih, Desirous of. success. 
A mu8tanjid, One who implores 

help; strong after weakness; bold after 
fear. 

A • mustanjiz, Desirous that one 
should fulfil his promise. 

A " J V ^ - * mustanji', One who purifies 
himself after pollution. 

A mustankhib, A chooser. 
A -Û —+ mustanad, Supported ; a prop ; 

firm; to be relied on; authenticated; 
genuine; having a degree; an official docu-
ment ;—musianid, One who leans against 
and supports himself; — mvetanadd, De-
faming ; scattered, dispersed; driving, 
urging on. 

A Jyj-s—• mustanzal, Removed from office, 
degraded ; a habitation;—muetanzil, One 
who sends or lets down; who receives hos-
pitably ; who places in an inn or cara-
van sera (manzil). 

A mustansib, One who mentions 
the pedigree of anyone. 

A £—mustansifch, A transcriber. 
A mustansir, Vulturish, vulturine. 
A m.udami', One who craves a 

delay for payment of a debt, or asks for 
sale on credit. 

A mustanshid, One who requests 
(another) to repeat verses or a poem. 

A —* mustanshi\ A smeller, one who 
perceives by the smell; an inquirer (after 
news) ; — mustanshl, Sweetly scented; 
drunk. 

A mustansit, Anxious for silence. 
A mustansit, Desirous of obtaining 

advice; aconsulter; one who considers as 
a faithful admonisher (ndsik). 

a yuw mustansir, One who asks aid. 
A i-A-aix-w* mustansif, One who receives 

from another payment of a debt or what is 
due, both parties then remaining equal or 
quits. 

A muetanizz, One who asks a 
favour. 

A • mustantiq, Engaged in conver-
sation ; (God) the bestower of the gift of 
speech ; desirous of speaking. 

A fas.—. mustanzir, One who craves delay. 
A —- mustanHt, Who requests one to 

describe or distinguish by an epithet (na't) . 
A mustanfar, mv&tanjvr, Frightened, 

flying (ass). 
A yitiuuû * mustanjiz, One who pries in 

every nook and corner. 
A J J A I ^ W . mustanfiq, One who expends, 

lays out. 
A JAU^Y* mustanqiz, A rescuer, deliverer. 
A fj^Jt^* mustanqish, A painter, a limner. 
A (joâ s—* mustanqis, (A purchaser) 

anxious to lower the price of an article. 
A mmtanqa', (A place) where 

ablutions are made; (a place) where water 
stagnates ;—mustanqi\ Stagnate (water). 

A • mustanlcih, One who marries; 
one who lies with. 

A • mustankar, Ignored ; disallowed, 
disapproved of, disagreeable, displeasing; 
—musiankir, One who ignores, denies, dis-
avows. 

A t-A&j—* mustankif, Ashamed, indig-
nant; proud, haughty. 

A G^FI*-*^ mustanhij, (A highway) made 
open, clear. 

A mustanhir, Flowing freely, 
widely spread, diffused; one who directs 
the course (of a river) through solid 
ground; a reprover. 

a jjiUfî -—* mustanhiz, A rouser, an exciter, 
one who bids (another) rise to do (any-
thing) . 

A mustani', Setting (star). 
A mustanih, A wailer. 
A • mustanlr, Shining, glancing, 

sparkling ; one who seeks for light. 
A —* mustanlm, A sleeper; one who 

pretends to be asleep ; who rests; who 
acquiesces, trusts to. 

mastu, A reptile; one who makes 
acknowledgment. 

A J m u s t a u U l , Heavy, unwholesome 
(air or meat) ; one who discovers or fancies 
(a country) to be unhealthy. 

A —* mustaubi', One who finds (a 
country) pestilential, infected and un-
healthy. 

A • mustausiq, One who takes a 
bond or agreement (mlsaq) ; solid, firm, 
steady, constant; established, confirmed 
(authority); placing confidence in. 

A mustaujib, Who makes or 
judges to be necessary ; meriting, proper, 
worthy of; an author, cause, motive; — 
maetaujibu'l-ada, Recoverablepayable;— 
mustaujibu's-sawdb, Deserving reward, meri-
torious; — mustaujibu s-surur, Glad, re-
joicing, giving joy ;—sulh u salahi mustau-
jibu'l-falah, Peace and tranquillity, pro-
ducing prosperity. 



A Lr^yx—* mustauhish, Desert, desolate, 
dreary (place) ; afflicted ; alienated. 

A Js-yuw. mustauhil, (A place) clayey or 
muddy. 

A fAjX.w mustaukhim, Heavy and un-
wholesome (climate or food). 

A gjyx—• mustaudaDeposited, com-
mitted, commended; a person with whom, 
or a place where, anything is intrusted or 
deposited; [al-mustauda1, That part of 
Paradise were Adam and Eve were placed ; 
tbe womb ; the grave;]—mustaudiWho 
desires anyone to preserve anything com-
mitted to his care; one who commits or 
recommends. 

a —* mu8tauda'dt (pl. fem. of the 
preceding), Deposits. 

a. muetaudl, (A man) who acknow-
ledges (what he owes). 

A^yt-* mastur, Covered, concealed, hid, 
veiled; good, honest, abstaining from what 
is unlawful;—mastur shudan, To lie hid, 
be veiled, abscond, disappear, be sup-
pressed. 

a masiural, pl. of— 
a mastur at, mastur a, A chaste 

matron ;— tdjiil mastur at, The crown of 
ladies or matrons (a title often given to 
sultanas or princesses). 

a jjjx-w* mustaurid, Present, drawn near, 
at hand, standing before ; a bringer. 

a niastiirl, Modesty ; temperance. 
a mustaurl, A striker of fire from 

steel. 
a jjy—•* mustauzir, Who chooses (any-

one) as a wazir or counsellor. 
a mustausikh, Nasty, dirty. 
a - mustausiBroad, wide, ample. 
a mustaushim, fem. mus-

taushimat, mustaushima, Desirous that one 
should prick figures on his or her hand or 
other part of the body with a needle, in 
order to rub the punctures over with woad, 
indigo, or other colour ; tattooing oneself. 

a • mustausi/, One who asks for a 
medical prescription (was/). 

a mustausil, Desirous of joining. 
a • mustausi, One who receives a 

charge, command, last will, or testament 
(wasiyat). 

a fUy.—* musiauzih, Desirous that one 
should make anything evident; one who 
endeavours to discover anything distinctly, 
by holding the hand over the eyes to keep 
off the glare of light; an explainer, nar-
rator. 

a —* mustauzi1, Desirous of having 
(anything) lowered (in price). 

a (̂ jx-m— mustautan, A settled abode ;— 
mtwfoujfm, Accustomed to a place, natural-
ized. 

a s m u s t a u ' i b , A taker (of the 
whole) ; one who cuts off almost the whole 
nose. 

a jtyz—• mustau'ir, One who finds or 
thinks (a way) rugged and difficult 
(wa'r). 

A mustaufir, A taker or a payer of 
the whole or a deal of what is due. 

A ( J I I Y ^ - * mustaufiz, One who goes quick, 
runs, makes haste ; who causes to make 
haBte. 

A mustaufiq, One who beseeches 
(God) to be propitious, and wishes to be 
directed by him ; a briuger of assistance. 

a ^iy—* mustavfi, A receiver of the 
whole of a thing due; a payer of the whole ; 
the principal officer (of a detachment, &c.) ; 
an auditor (of accounts), a controller; a 
head-clerk; many, much ; exhaustive. 

a i^f—* mustaufigari. Clerkship, 
audit. 

a mustauqad, A fire-place or 
hearth;—mustauqid, A kindler (of fire) ; 
kindled. 

A —* mustauqi', An expectant; held 
in expectation by hopes. 
- A —* mustauqif, A stander; who 
desires one to stand ; also to stop or re-
strain another. 

A mustaukar, The place where a 
nest (wakr) is built. 

A •* mustaukif, One who lets the 
water fall in drops when performing his 
ablutions. 

A mustaull, One who overcomes, 
subdues, takes possession of, or surmounts ; 
powerful, predominant, paramount. 

A s-Jfcyt—mustauhib, One who asks a 
gift. 

a jjfcyi—• mustauhal, Timid; weak, lan-
guid ;— mustauhil, Timid. 

A ̂ f*** mustawd, The common gender; 
a level spot;— mustawi, Equal, straight, 
direct, even, level; moderate ; temperate ; 
seated firmly on horseback; conspicuous, 
apparent; prevailing over ; a possessor. 

A mustawiyan, Equally, directly, 
to—* ma-sitih, ma-situh (prohih. of siiihi-

dau), Do not struggle, contend, dispute ;— 
musta, Food given to hunting birds ; force, 
oppression; grief, sadness; name of a 
medicinal herb. 

A mustahdm, Astonished, dis-
tracted, unsteady (mind); insane from 
love. 

a ^ mustahdn, Despised, abject, base. 
A elx̂ x—<« mustahtik, Regardless of any 

slur cast upon one's character. 
A ^IJHFS—- mustahdaf, High, raised 

(pubes); — mustahdif, Elevated, erect 
(thing) ; high (target) ; prominent (but-
tocks). 

A ^J^S—* mustahdi, Who seeks direction. 
A —- mustahzi, Ridiculing, sarcastic. 
a jir—• mustahall, Visible (new moon) ; 

•—must a hill, Visible (new moon); very rainy 
j (cloud or sky) ; squalling, crying (new-
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a (sword) ; born infant) ; one who draws 

cheerful, bright (countenance). 
A —* mustahlah, Ruined, destroyed; 

wasted, consumed, &c.;—mustahlih, Ruin-
ous, destructive; a consumer, sqanderer 
(of money). 

A mustahimm, Sorrowful; solici-
tous, anxious about the concerns of others. 

- masti, Drunkenness, intoxication ; 
wantonness, lust; love; (in a mystical 
sense) the bewilderment arising from the 
contemplation of God ; the rutting season ; 
pride. 

Ayts-n muetaisir, Easy, quick, expedi-
tious; prepared, well disposed, arranged. 

A K&AJ—* mustaiqiz, Watchful, awake; 
vigilant, provident. 

A (jAtr...* mustaiqin, One who knows for 
certain, Bure of; who searches into, and 
explores. 

A mustaimin, Prosperous, acting 
or happening fortunately; who adjures, 
desires, or causes another to take an oath 
(yamin). 

mustimand, Fettered ; name of a 
place in India whence salt is brought. 

A * mustaVis, Despairing, des-
perate. 

A masjad, That part of the fore-
head which touches the ground in the 
adoration called sajda;—masjid, mas jad, 
A mosque, temple, place of worship;— 
masjidi a, diva (jdmi1), The great or general 
mosque, where prayers are said every 
Friday; — masjidi aqsd, The temple of 
Jerusalem ;—masjidi sharif [al-masjidu 'l-
hardm), The temple of Mecca;—masjid 
durust na-shuda kur *asdyash zad, Before 
the mosque was erected the blind man 
knocked with his stick; (met.) he counted 
his chickens before they were hatched. 

a J M * masjid-abdbil, The mosque-
swallow (Hirundo daurica). 

a A .̂.!.- masjidi, Of or belonging to a 
mosque (a person or thing). 

A • musajjar, Set loose, flowing 
(hair). 

A musajjaRhythmical prose;— 
muaajjiOne who speaks in rhythmical 
prose. 

A musajjal, Proved, authenticated, 
and sealed by a j udge; Btamped, registered; 
—musajjil, (A judge) who sets his hand and 
seal to any sentence or decision. 

A J } * — * masjud, Adored, worshipped. 
A masjur, Swollen; filled ; kindled, 

burning. 
A Y J * — - masjun, Imprisoned, incarce-

rated. 
A mash (v.n.), Wiping; handling, 

stroking, rubbing; anointing; perambu-
lation ; travelling; anything deformed or 
hateful; a lie; [mashu 'r-raqabat, A wiping 
of the neck (practised by Muhammadans 

before engaging in prayer);—mashu 'l-luhd, 
A stroking of the beards (done when a re-
conciliation takes place) ;]—mith, A saddle-
cloth of hair or wool; hair-cloth, sack-
cloth ; the middle of the road; a high road; 
—masah (v.n.), The friction of the inside of 
tbe thighs, and soreness produced thereby. 

A mishat, A shovel, a spade, espe-
cially of iron. 

A musahhar, Fascinated, enchanted, 
amused, deluded by witchcraft. 

WyW—* mashaquniya, The scum or dross 
which flows on the surface of glass when in 
fusion ( = hafi dbgina q.v. under Utf p. 1036). 

A ~ mishal, A file; an eloquent 
orator; the tongue ; a wild ass, onager; a 
ring on either side of a bridle-bit; name of 
a man. 

• mishaldna (du. of the preceding), 
Two little rings about the bit or snaffle of 
a bridle. 

A . mishanat, mishana, An instru-
ment with which stones are broken. 

A —* mashub, Dragged, drawn, 
trailed. 

A - mashur, Bewitched, enchanted, 
fascinated. 

A J^FC—^ mashuq, Brayed, bruised; 
pounded, pulverized. 

—• mashuquniyd, Dross of glass. 
A mashh (v.n.), Changing, metamor-

phosing into a more deformed shape (espe-
cially men into apes) ; emaciating, galling 
(a camel's back) by excessive labour; 
adopting the thoughts of another, but 
changing some of his words, plagiarism; 
ugly, mis-shapen, changed into a meaner 
form, metamorphosed. 

A ysfe—- maskhar (v.n.), Ridiculing; — 
musahhhhar, Taken, subdued, conquered; 
compelled to work without wages; — mu-
sahhlchir, One who compels to work for 
nothing, guilty of angariation; a taker 
(of a town); a subduer, breaker in;—mu-
sakhkhiri ajinna, A magician (who has 
command over spirits). 

A FYAE—* mashharat, maskhara, A buffoon, 
fool, jester, droll, wag, facetious fellow ; a 
man in masquerade; a pleasantry, any-
thing ridiculous or mirthful; sport;— 
maskjiara kardan, To ridicule or deride; to 
play the buffoon, to laugh at others; also 
to be laughed at. 

a • maskharagi, Jest, buffoonery, 
fun. 

a aft maskh-karda, Metamorphosed 
into a vile shape. 

A musakhlsham, Filled with hatred. 
A (ĵ s—* muskhan, musakhkhan, Hot, 

heated (water) ; — musakhkhin. Heating, 
calefactory, calefacient. 

A <SUa&—•* miskhanat, miskjiana, Cauldron, 
copper, boiler. 

A LE^AT— masihut, Transformed, meta-



morphosed ; hateful, disagreeable, odious ; 
incensed;—maa&frut u maghfub, Odious and 
hateful (to God). 

A masd (v.n.), Twisting (a rope) 
well; forming well and strong;—masad, 
The fibrous bark of the palm-tree ; a rope 
made of it, or of any other substance firmly 
twisted;—masadd, A chink, hole. 

A ^—- musaddad, Well directed; recti-
fied ; one whose affairs are managed with 
judgment and success;—musaddid, One 
who directs properly. 

a y - m u s a d d a s , Composed of six; 
verse consisting of six lines, hexameter; 
six-sided, hexagonal; cubic; a cube, hexa-
gon ;—musaddasi 'alam, The six sides of 
the world, viz. up and down, fore and aft, 
right and left. 

A maedud, Shut, closed, corked, 
plugged; obstructed. 

maaar, Ice. 
A musirr, A concealer, hider, one 

who keeps private ; a divulger, publisher. 
A V;—- masrab, masrabat, A mea-

dow, pasture ; — mmrubat, Fine or soft 
hairs stretching from the breast to the 
navel. 

A If-* misrat, An instrument (volume or 
roll) in which any secrets are contained ;— 
masarrat (v.n. of fa), Being cheerful; 
making glad ; cheerfulness, gladness, joy ; 
briskness, liveliness, happiness;—misarrat, 
A whispering-trumpet. 

a wwy— masarrat-asar, Impressed 
with joy. 

a clyw* masarrat-ang ez, Mirth-ex-
citing. 

A Br-" musarraj, Saddled (horse). 
A ma8rajat, masraja, A lamp, a 

vessel holding oil and a wick. 
A Cr~* ma8rah, A wide pasture, pastur-

age. 
A A S I ^ Y * musardabiyat (from P. sard-ab), 

An ice-house ; a place for keeping water 
cool. 

A —- musardaq, (A house) surrounded 
by the curtain surddiq % (a tent) so screened. 

A ty* misra', Swift to do evil or good; 
—mueri', Quick, swift, nimble, expeditious. 

A IJJ— musrif, Extravagant, profuse, 
lavish, prodigal. 

A C»;—masruh, The vapour eardb. 
—* masriid, An invocation; an incanta-

tion, fascination. 
A — m a s r u r , Glad, joyful, cheerful, 

exulting, gay, happy; one whose navel-
string is cut; name of the headsman of 
the caliph Harun Arrashid. 

A maeruri, Joy, gladness, gaiety. 
A J y — m a s r u q , fem. masruqat, 

masruqa, Stolen, robbed; surreptitious; 
—m&U masruqa, Stolen property. 

a t]^ masira'i charkh, The moon. 
A Jy—* maerd (v.n. of cs/->), Travelling 

by night; the nocturnal journey to heaven 
said to have been made by Muhammad. 

A mast (v.n.), Squeezing with the 
hand a leathern bottle, or the intestines, in 
order to force out their contents; wringing 
(wet cloth); thrusting the hand into the 
matrix of a camel to extract the seed de-
posited there by a sorry sire. 

AjUaw. mistar, mustar, New, also sour 
wine; heady wine. 

A viastabat, mast aba, A long and 
wide bench, or rather a stone platform, 
raised two or three feet above the ground, 
on which the Orientals recline. 

A E^w mist ah, An open place on a plain 
where corn or dates are dried; the pillar, 
pole, or other wooden work of a tent;— 
musattah, fem. musattahat, mu8ut~ 
taha, Superficial; levelled (ground) ; level, 
even; an open plain ;—musattih, Who 
equals or makes level. 

A fa-*• mas tar, Place where lines are 
drawn;—mistar, A geometrical rule by 
which right lines are drawn, a ruler; 
parallel threads strained on a piece of 
pasteboard, used by those who copy manu-
scripts for ruling lines; construed with 
bastan, khurdan, zadan, kashidan, nihadan; 
{mistar dokhtan, To make a ruler;]—mu-
sattar, Written ; a writing;—musattir, A 
writer; amanuensis. 

—* mastanji, Gum - mastic ( = 
q.v.). ' 

A jjLl* mas tur, fem. masturat, 
mastura, Written, described, specified; 
lined, delineated; aforesaic, above-quoted. 

A UYLJJLW" masturat (fem. pi. of the pre-
ceding), Things written above, things 
aforementioned, &c. 

A £—- misThe north wind. 
A mas'at, Study, pains ; a laudable 

endeavour or act. 
A fa~~* mis'ar, A poker, piece of wood 

with which fire is stirred; one who stirs 
up strife. 

A —* mus'ad, Happy; propitious; au-
gust ;—mus'id, musa'Hd, Rendering pros-
perous, making happy, liberal; helping, 
assisting. 

A mis'ar, A poker with which the 
fire is stirred; one who stirs up strife; 
anything long;—musa"ar, Raised in price; 
rated high ;—musa"irt One who fixes the 
price. 

A mu8(ut, mis'at, An instrument by 
which Bternutatives are injected. 

A JYT—* mas'ud, Happy, fortunate, ren-
dered fortunate, prosperous, blessed ; fa-
vourable ; august; a proper name. 

a ^ f a mas'ud guzi, Name of a 
buffoon of Barhan-piir in India. 

a —- mas'ud-guhar, Of a fortunate 
race. 

a —* maa'udi, Happiness, prosperity. 



A . 1 * ma»(Hr, Scorched by the blast 
samum ; furious ; thirsty. 

A musgteb, Hungry. 
A masghahat. Hunger. 
A ft— misfar, (A camel) Btrong for tra-

velling ; one who travels much. 
A misfalc, Talkative, verbose. 
A " mis/an, A hatchet, axe, or planing-

instrument; a file. 
A mag/ah, Poured out. 
A masfuh, Shed, spilled (blood). 
A mueaffih, One who calls another 

a fool. 
A SVa—RFI masqat, misqat, A place or vessel 

from which a bird drinks; the part of the 
belly where water in dropsy collects;— 
misqat, An utensil out of which water is 
poured or anything is sprinkled. 

misqdtun, Aloes-wood. 
A pVa—* misqdm, Often sick, infirm, ail-

ing. 
A masqat (v.n. of 1=5-), Falling; 

Mascat in Arabia;—masqat, masqit, A place, 
especially where anything falls; [masqitu 
'r-rds, A native country (where one falls at 
birth) ;]—musqit, A dam which casts her 
young ; who or what causes to fall, lowers, 
abaseB, debases ; dishonouring, degrading. 

A —• musaqqaf, Roofed, floored; 
canopied; long, tall. 

A musqim, Who or what makes 
sick. 

A masqut, Fallen (date). 
A CY*—" masqum, Sick. 
A •• mask (v.n.), Seizing, holding 

fast, retaining, restraining; leather, espe-
cially of lamb or kid;—masah, Bracelets 
or ankle-rings of tortoiseshell or ivory ;— 
mish, Musk. 

a ^Jft* taLw* mish-sdbuni, A musky soap-
ball. 

A maslcat, A piece of leather;— 
mushat, That by which anything is held; 
remains, residue; a well dug in hard 
ground;—masalcat, A bracelet or ankle-
ring of tortoiseshell or ivory;—mtisahat, 
Avaricious. 

mushit, One who orders silence, or 
strikes dumb ; one who ceases to speak ;— 
mueahhat, The last gaming-arrow;—musak-
Jcit, Silencing; who or what puts to silence. 

A • muskir, Inebriating ; any intoxi-
cating liquor ;—musahhar, Made drunk, 
crop-sick. 

A • mushirdt, Intoxicating drinks 
or drugs, intoxicants. 

muhal, A sort of Jew's harp. 
A (ft^* mashan, mashin, Dwelling, habi-

tation, house \—mushin, Poor, miserable;— 
muBahhin, An allayer, quieter. 

lipU^—•* musahhindt (pl. fem. of musahhin), 
Things which alleviate or quiet;—musah-
kinati anjdAnodynes. 

A mashanat, Poverty, misery ; hu-

mility, modesty ; — mashanat u zara'at, 
Humbleness and submission ;—ahli mas-
hanat, Modest, humble. 

A mashub, Poured out, shed; 
(water) poured out and flowing over the 
ground's surface. 

A ft—* mashiir, Intoxicated, drunken. 
Ai^j^—^masfcwft,Coined,struck; studded 

with nails;—mashuh sihha'i . . . Stamped 
with the die of . . . 

A mashun, Habitable, inhabited; 
pacified;—mashun shudan, To be pacified, 
to become pleased. 

a w« mishawaih, Surname given to 
the grandfather of Ya'qub al-Kindl. 

masha, Fresh butter. 
a mishi, Musky, musk-coloured. 

• mishit, Very apt to be intoxi-
cated. 

a —» mishin, Musky, musk-coloured. 
A mishin, mashin, Indigent, 

wretched, a pauper; humble, suppliant; 
| a poor man or woman, a beggar, miserable 
| wretch; musky. 

A mishinat, Poor, indigent (wo-
man) ; the city of Madina. 

a y mishln-mu, With musky hair 
(black and fragrant), 

a mashini, Poverty, misery, 
a i^ir^w* mishiniyat, Beggary. 

misgar, A coppersmith, worker in 
brass. 

A J--* masal, The channel of a torrent or 
flux of water. 

A • mislat, The tooth or ward of a 
key. 

A muslan (pl. of masal and masiV), 
Placed through which water flows. 

A * masalat, A question, proposition, 
problem ; an action, thing;—misallat, A 
large needle for sewing sacks. 

A musallah, Armed;—musallahi 
jang, Armed for war or battle. 

A —* maslahat, A frontier-garrison, 
a fortification at the entrance into a 
country ; armed (men), warlike (people) ; 
guards; guardians; a dangerous place, 
where it is necessary to carry arms (silah). 

A ( f t * maslakh, A place where animals 
are slaughtered and skinned, slaughter-
house, shambles. 

A —•» musalsal, Enchained, linked, 
concatenated, sewed, or fastened together, 
coherent, successive, consecutive, placed in 
order; a kind of lace or f r inge; striped, 
painted (staff). 

a ft J ..V..* musalsal-hun, Connecting, 
linking together. 

A SaC-* musallat, Appointed, set over; 
conquered, subdued; — musallit, A gover-
nor, ruler ;—musallit shudan, To overcome, 
rule over, be superior. 

A GL—musallaCleaved, split. 
A mislafat, mislafa, A harrow; any 



instrument used in levelling ground; a 
plasterer's trowel. 

A • mislaq, Eloquent; a scaling-
ladder. 

A maslaht maslih, Way, path, track; 
passage; institution, regulation; series, 
line. 

A fa—muslim, A Musulman, a true 
believer in the Muhammadan faith, a 
Moslem ;—musallam, Consigned, intrusted, 
given in charge; free, dispensed with, 
exempted from public burdens; complete, 
sound, safe, entire, whole ; certain, secure; 
construed with ddshtan and kardan; [mu-
tallam kardan, To grant a dispensation ;— 
musallam hi, Granted that ; ]—musal l im, 
One who keeps safe, preserves in liberty, or 
rescues; one who delivers (anything to a 
person); one who submits to, and acqui-
esces in, the judgment of another ; one who 
salutes, pronounces a benediction or salu-
tation ; one who blesses tbe memory (of 
the departed), saying, as'-saldm 'alaihi, 
Peace be with him !—eufchundni muqarrar 
v musallam, Words certain and true. 

a yUlw. muslimdn (P. pi. of A. muslim), 
Orthodox believers, Mus ul mans, Moslems. 

a t)ULw* musulman, A Musulman, a 
Muhammadan, believer. 

a (^AA-.* mueulmani, Muhammadism. 
A muslimat, muslima, A Muham-

madan woman. 
a fJ—- musallam-dawa, Certain of 

curing (a physician). 
A muslimin (obi. pi. of muslim 

used as nom.), Muhammadans, fa i thful ; 
believers, Moslems. 

A ̂ f a * maslub, Seized, snatched away; 
spoiled, stripped; erred ; forgotten ; robbed 
of one's senseB;—maslubu'l-'aql, Bereft of 
reason, insane, mad. 

a • maslubu'l-hawdsi, Un-
soundness of mind, mental imbecility. 

A masluth, Skinned, flayed (sheep); 
galled, made raw; finished (month, see 
( fa p. 693). 

A £*L-—ma8lu', Afflicted with sil'at. 
A Ocfa-,* maslu'at, maslu'a, A highway, 

straight road. 
A <-Jfa+» masluf, Levelled (ground) ; har-

rowed. 
A JJLW* masluq, Boiled. 
A masluqat (fem. of the preceding), 

Broth. 
A —- masliih, Beaten, walked, trod-

den (path) ; inserted, put into; practised, 
observed. 

A J^—• maslul, Unsheathed ; consump-
tive. 

A FJ—maslum, Bitten by a serpent. 
a masla (for mas'alat), A question ; 

a proposition; problem ; a precept, tenet, 
doctrine; a matter proposed for decision; 
an aphorism, maxim. 

A Ŷ D masla-dan, One versed in pre-
cepts, doctrines, <ftc. 

A (jl—- musalli, One who solaces, or who 
makes content and happy; the third 
horse in a race. 

mu8imm, (A day) distressingly 
hot with a pestilential blast (samiim). 

A musamma, Called, named. 
A mmammat, Names, denomina-

tions; (in India) a title prefixed to the 
name of women ; a lady. 

U—masm djang, mismdja?ig,<sffa\*—* 
masmdchang, An artificial penis, a dildo. 

A mismdh, Liberal, bountiful. 
A fa~»* mismdr, A nail, pin, peg, stake; 

(in India) razed, demolished, destroyed; 
construed with bar kashidan and zadan;— 
mismdr (az mismdr) dokhtan, To tie firmly 
and guard carefully ;—mismdr hardan, To 
demolish a house, to raze. 

a ^ jU-- - miemdri, Clavated, nail-shaped; 
razing ; demolition, ruin, destruction. 

A mismds, masmas, A confused 
business. 

A masmasat (v.n. of ( J - * — * ) , Being 
disturbed, disordered; confusion, iutri-
cacy. 

A W—• mmammat, (A royal mandate) 
having effect, efficacious, received, and 
obeyed everywhere; (in poetry) a poem in 
which the rhyme of one line is different 
from all the rest; according to others, a 
poem, each couplet of which contains three 
additional rhymes; an unanswered or un-
answerable question. 

A -» masmaA place where anything 
is heard, a place within hearing;—misma', 
The ear, organ of hearing; the ear of a 
bucket; the handle in the middle of a 
bucket, or of a basket for drawing up 
earth, to which the rope is fastened ;— 
musmaMade to hear; accepted, approved, 
heard, listened to, attended to ;—musmi', 
One who makes to hear. 

A masma'-an, Within hearing. 
A musmi'at, A female singer. 

masmaqar, masmaqrdn, 
fyyU""* maemaqura, Long birth wort. 

A musmin, fem. musminat, 
musmina, Naturally fat;—musamman, Fat-
tened, made fat;—musammin, Fattening. 

A jy—- masmur, Fixed together with 
nails; lean and spare, but having the 
bones and muscles firmly knit together; 
checkered (life). 

A maimii', fem. masmu'at, 
masmu'a, Heard ; listened to ; audible. 

A masmuh, High. 
A u^lSj*.-* masmuhat, Skies. 
A Jj*—** masmul, Blinded, knocked out 

( e j e ) . 
A • masmum, Killed or injured by 

poison (samm) ; infected (meat), poisoned 
(sword), envenomed (arrow); venomous 



(a day) distressingly sultry by the blowing 
of the hot wind samum. 

A * musamma, Named, called, styled; 
entitled, denominated ; inscribed;— mu-
sammi, One who gives a name ; denomina-
tive. 

A musammiyan, Nominally; by 
name. 

A * misann, in P. misan, A whetstone, 
an instrument for sharpening; — musinn, 
Aged, stricken in years. 

A uU—• misndf, A camel wearing the 
poitrel or breast-harness sindf. 

A musinnat, musinna, An aged 
female. 

A —* musnit, Barren, unproductive 
(soil). 

A m—* masnad, A throne; a large cushion 
on which people recline; a prop, support; 
construed with zadan and nihadan; (in P.) 
a scoundrel, a lying rascal; [masnadi asuda-
gan, The grave; the world;—masnadi jam, 
The wind;—masnadi huhumat [sultan), The 
royal or imperial throne ;—dar masnadi 
lixzat, On the throne of glory, glorious;]— 
musnad, Attributed to, related, alleged (on 
the authority of another); predicated; 
reared, propped; Bpurious, a bastard; 
the Himyaritic character; (in gram.) the 
subject; [musnad ilaihi, The subject of a 
proposition ;—musnad bihi, The predicate 
of a proposition ;]—musnid, Who causes 
to lean; one who makes an allegation on 
the authority of another;—musannad, Piled 
up, propped up ; acquired (opp. to gauhari, 
Innate) ; supported by ones own exertions. 

^ .uw masnad-drd (c^jT dray), Adorn-
ing the throne, i.e. a king ;—masnad-drdyi 
qasri matini din, The ornament of the 
throne of the impregnable palace of religion 
(a title given sometimes to a chief priest). 

A musannadat, Propped up (fag-
gots) ; erected, raised (a well). 

a masnad-tiraz, — \jf * . 
a tfe masnad-gdh, A support, asylum. 
a * masnad-nisMn, Sitting on the 

throne, i.e. a reigning prince;—masnad-
nishin shudan, To sit upon a throne, to fill 
the chief seat, to reign. 

a masnad-nishini, Accession 
to the throne. 

masnadi, Of or belonging to the 
throne, &c.;—musnadi, A proper name. 

—* ma sang, A game at dice; boast; 
the clitoris. 

musannam, (A building whose 
roof is) shaped like an ass's back. 

A (jyu-* masnim, fem. masnunat, 
masnuna, Changed, altered in smell or 
colour; fetid (mud); made smooth; 
smooth, clear (face) ; polished, sharpened, 
whetted; circumcised; rendered legal, 
legalized, lawful, adopted into use;—mas-
nunu'l-uxijh, Long-faced and long-nosed; 

—qaHda'i masnuna, A canon or rule; in 
law an evangelical council. 

A miswdt, A skimmer. 
A OSJIYW. miswdJc, A dentifice, especially 

one made from a certain kind of tree; 
construed with bar sar zadan and tarashi-
dan. 

A ty— masuh, A drug to be rubbed in 
or smeared over;—musuh (pl. of mish), 
Coarse cloths of hair; sackcloths. 

a Jj—* masud (prob. for musauwad), 
Who has been made a chief, who has be-
come great;—musauwad, Blackened; made 
a chief;—musauwid, A chooser of a chief, 
lord, or prince ; one who blackens or marks 
with black. 

A —* musauwadat, musauwada (fem. 
of musauwad), Blackened ; a black thing; 
a note or memorandum-book, the first 
sketch, conception, or rough draft of any-
thing, with many blottings and correc-
tions ; a rough copy ;—musauwidat, Name 
of a Muhammadan sect (the sect of Abbas), 
so called because they dressed in black. 

A j y miswar, miswarat, A leathern 
cushion; name of a man;— musauwar, 
Built, erected (wall); enclosed by a wall 
(sur) ; walled; adorned with bracelets 
(siwar) ; the part encircled by a bracelet. 

A masus, Brackish, not salt or 
fresh (watei-) ; the bezoar-stone. 

A LYW* miswat, A ladle or skimmer. 
A musauwagh, Permitted, allowed ; 

lawful. 
A masuq, Rudely and violently 

driven;—miswaq, A stick or switch for 
striking a horse. 

A miswaqat, misqawa, A whip. 
A musuh (pl. of mash), Skins. 
A mas'ul, Asked ; prayed for, re-

quested. 
A fy— musauwam (fem. —- musau-

wamat, Signed, marked; sent to pasture; 
—musauwim, One who makes a mark. 

A " musauwamin (obi. pl. of mu-
sauwam used asnom.), Marked, signed;— 
musauwamin, Who mark or sign. 

A musauwa, Made level, even, and 
smooth;—musauwi, One who makes any-
thing even, level, and straight. 

mis fid (pl. o f mis), Coppers;— 
misthd'i zar-andud, Gilded coppers; (met.) 
insincere professions of esteem or good-
will. 

musahhad, Rendered sleepless, 
roused. 

A musjial, Purged, troubled with a 
diarrhoea ; — musthil, Laxative, aperient, 
purgative, cathartic; a purge ;—musahhal, 
Lightened; made easy, softened;—musah-
hil, A loosener, solvent. 

A SSJSTFC-** musjiilat (pl. of musjiil), Pur-
gative medicines ; — musjiilati balghjxm, 
Medicines which carry off phlegm, phleg-



magogues ; — musfoilati saudd, Medicines 
which expel the bile, melanagogues; — 
musjbilati safrd, Medicines which expel 
bilious fceces, cholagogues. 

A. musahham, A garment marked 
with stripes resembling arrows (sahm); 
plaited. 

A • musahhamat, (Camels) affected 
with the disease called suham. 

A — m u 8 t h u f , Tormented with an un-
quenchable thirst (snhdf). 

A masjium, (A camel) affected by 
the disease suhdm. 

A ̂ W* masy (v.n,), Extracting the pro-
lific Beed from the matrix of the camel; 
—misi, Made of copper; a sort of denti-
frice or colouring for the teeth used in 
Hindustan ; — mus'i, A sinner, criminal, 
malefactor, evil-doer; injurious. 

a s-**—•musaiyab, Set at liberty; given. 
musicha, A sort of bird white like 

a turtle or duck, but larger, making with 
its wings a hissing noise when flying. 

A —* masih, One who measures or 
travels much ; sincere; sweat; a liar; the 
bare part of a silver or gold coin, either 
unstamped or where the impression has 
worn off; anointed ; wiped, cleaned ; — 
al-maslh, Tbe anointed, the Messiah, our 
Lord JesuB Christ; — a I-maslh u'd-dajjdl, 
Antichrist;—missih, Antichrist. 

a masiha, Christ, the Messiah; a 
Christian. 

a cfy* masihd-mizaj, Of the nature 
of the Messiah. 

a masihd-nafas, Possessed of 
tbe breath of the Messiah (an expression 
used to imply a skilful physician; as if 
endowed, like the Messiah, with the power 
of recovering the Bick or recalling the dead 
by a breath.) 

a jtjWe—* masihdwdr, Christ-like; a 
Christian. 

a ^fl^j...,.* masiha'i, Christ-like; of the 
Messiah; the office or works of the 
Messiah. 

masihi, fem, masihiyat, 
masifriya, Christian; appertaining to Christ; 
—millati masihiya, The Christian religion; 
the Christian people. 

A —- maeikh, Metamorphosed, changed 
into a meaner shape; deformed, ugly; 
tasteless or insipid (meat or fruit). 

y j k • masldan, To pluck, gather, cull; 
to wash, sqeeeze, wring, press, extort, 
wrench, twitch ; to make haste, walk fast. 

A yt,—* maeir, maslrat (v.n. of 7s-), 
Going, walking, proceeding on a journey, 
travelling; a journey;—musaiyar, (Cloth) 
woven with stripes (like thongs); a plea-
sant or celebrated place, worthy of a 
traveller's curiosity. 

A - masis (v.n, of J--*), Touching, 
handling, feeling; touch. 

A masit, —- maaitat, Impure 
water, especially at the bottom of a cistern. 

A jW—• musai&ir, A keeper, guardian, 
governor, commander, inspector; invested 
with authority ( s e e ) . 

A mueift Girt with, or bearing a 
Bword. 

A masifat, masifa, (pi. of 
*ayf)> Swords. 

A masik, muHk, Avaricious, tena-
cious, close-fisted. 

A Jt—^ masil, A channel; a flux or 
stream of water; a river-bed. 

A • masalat, mas'ala (v.n. of J**—), 
Asking, praying, &e. ( = A—* q.v.). 

A * musailimaty musailima* Name of 
a famous impostor, and rival of Muham-
mad, to whom the epithet haz$db, " liar," 
is usually affixed. 

a if*—misin, mieina, Made of 
copper. 

Ojg^e—masiniyun, Cinnabar. 
A • mas'ul, Asked, begged, desired, 

demanded, interrogated; a petition; any-
thing sued for mas'ul'anhu, (Any person 
or thing) inquired after. 

A D)3YU->» mas'uldt, Questions, queries. 
A musi\ A sinner, evil-doer. 
A masAsh (v.n.), Milking (a camel), 

but leaving part in the udder; rubbing 
(the hands), cleaning or wiping (them) of 
grease ; gnawing the extremity of a bone, 
iti order to suck out the marrow; taking 
(anything) little by little ; mixing anything 
until it dissolves. 

A masha'at (v.n. 3 of ' j ^ ) , Being 
willing; wishing, desiring. 

A musha'amat (v.n. 3 of 
Sitting on the left hand; going to tbe left; 
arriving in Syria. 

mashabir (pi. of mashbar, mash-
barai), Notches or other marks upon an ©11-
measure, to mark the half-yard, quarter, 
&c. 

A AjU-* mashabih (pi. of shabah), Resem-
blances, forms, figures, pictures, images;— 
mushdhih, Like, resembling. 

A mushdbahdt (pi. of musha-
bahat), Similitudes, semblances; doubtful 
or different things. 

A mush&iahat (v.n. 3 of Re-
sembliug ; similitude, resemblance ; com-
parison of things similar; probability. 

A mashabih (pi. of shabah), Re-
semblances. 

A mushdt, in P. (pi. of mdehi)t 
Walkers, pedestrians; infantry. 

A SUU-* mushdtat (v.n. 3 of f*), Agree-
ing with (another) for the winter (shitd') ; 
doing anything during that season. 

A muakdtamat, mushdtama (v.n. 3 
of A), Reviling, abusing one another; 
rudeness, reproachfulness, vituperation;— 
mushdtama hardan, To rail at. 



Uu* ( 1242 ) U** 
A s ^ U * . rnashajib (pl. of mid-jab), 

Wooden clothes-horses. 
A muihajjat (v.n. 3 of 5*), Fight-

ing ; breaking 0 r endeavouring to break 
another's head. 

A mashqjir (pl. of mishjar), The 
wooden works of camel-litters open at top. 

A mushdjarat (y.n. 3 of Re-
sisting, opposing, controverting. 

A mushahhat (v.n. 3 of Acting 
in an avaricious, grasping manner (towards 
anyone); litigation, altercation. 

A olt* mushad, Carried up, built. 
A muehdddat (v.n. 3 of &>), Op-

posing, resisting; seizing or contending 
with vehemence. 

A jlA* mashdr, A hive of bees;—muehar, 
Signified, indicated ;—mushdrilaihi, Above-
mentioned, aforesaid, touched upon before, 
related above; the word indicated by a 
demonstrative pronoun ; a person or thing 
consulted ; respected, esteemed, illustrious. 

A mushdrdt (v.n. 3 of Making 
a contract of purchase or sale. 

A SJJU— mash drib (pl. of mashrab), Dis-
positions ; (pl. of mashrabat, mashrubat) 
dining-rooms, parlours; places whence 
water is fetched; (pl. of mishrabat) drinks, 
things in general which are potable ; drink-
ing vessels. 

A fyUs- mushdrabat (v.n. 3 of V / 0 , 
Drinking with or to another, 

A Zft— mushdrrat (v.n. 3 of "A), Injur-
ing (another), being malignant or adverse. 

A mushdrijdt, (Girls) of the same 
age. ^ 

A mushdrajat (v.n. 3 of e/0> Re-
sembling one another. 

A yft— mushdriz, Malicious, ill-disposed. 
A mushdrazat (v.n. 3 of j/»), Con-

tending, striving, disputing, litigating; 
being malignant, bad-tempered. 

A <LyU»* mushdrasat, A giving hard 
treatment. 

A musharatat (v.n. 3 of 
Stipulating with each other, entering into 
mutual conditions. 

A tj^* mashdri' (pl. of mashra1, mash-
ra'at), Streets, broadways; high-roads. 

A T-JJLI-* mashdrif, Eminences, high places; 
name of certain villages on the Euphrates. 

A IÎ Uw* mushdrafat (v.n. 3 of W J / . ) , Con-
tending with concerning nobility or glory; 
being near; hanging over, impending; 
eminence. 

A JIJLK* mashdriq, Eastern places. 
A mushdrak, Common, shared in 

common; mutual, reciprocal;— mushdrik, 
An associate, partner; a wind close to the 
north-east, 

A mushdrakat (v.n. 3 of 
Entering into partnership; being partner, 
co-partnership; fellowship; community, 
society, association, participation, commu-

nication, correspondence; — mushdrakati 
diniya, Religious fellowship. 

a mashdra, A border round a Bovra 
field. 

A WJVa* masharit (pl. of mishrdt), Sur-
geons' lancets or scarificators. 

^Uw* mashdsh, A decoction of honey 
poured upon a plate to harden ; (prohib. of 
shashidan), piss not. 

A Jfclfc* mushdsh, Soft earth ; soul, mind, 
nature, disposition, temperament; (pl. of 
mu8hd8hat) tops of marrow-bones, the ends 
sucked; — taiyibu 'l-muehdeh, Generous, 
noble-minded. 

A mushdshat, The head of a soft 
bone which may be gnawed. 

A t>U-« mishdl (pl. of musht)% Combs. 
A mashshdtat, in P, Tnashshdta, ma-

shdta, A comber, waiting.maid, bride-dres-
ser, or tire-woman;—mishdtat, The art of 
combing;—mushdtat, mushdta, Hairs which 
fall in combing; hair combings;—mushdifai 
(v.n. 3 3 of &>), Exceeding in injustice. 

A mushdtir, A next-door neighbour. 
A SjlsU-* mushdjarat (v.n. 3 of 

Halving; being next-door neighbour. 
a (jfikUw* mashshdtagi, Art of attiring a 

bride. 
A t^* mushd', Divulged; undistributed 

(portion). 
A mushd1 abat (v.n. 3 of v * * ) , 

Removing far off ; dying. 
A Halb* masha'at, A being divulged, 

published. 
A fti— mashd'ir, Holy places at Mecca; 

the five senses or inlets of knowledge ;— 
mushdlir, A poetaster, petty poet. 

A mushd'ar at, mushd'ara (v.n. 3 of 
j**), Contending with, or excelling in 
poetry; lying or sleeping together uuder 
one inner garment; a meeting of poets. 

A JfiLi** masha'il (pl. of mash'al), Lan-
terns ; torches; flames, lights, splendours; 
(pl. of mash'alat) places for lanterns or 
fires. 

a ^lcU^. mashd'ili, A torch-bearer; an 
executioner. 

A s - ^ ^ * mushdghib, An evil-doer; a 
defamer; a stirrer up of mischief;—zu 
mashaghib, Seditious, troublesome, 

A mushdgkabat (v.n, 3 of s-**), 
Injuring; defamiug; squabbling, raising 
tumults. 

A Syfclfc* mushagharat (v.n. 3 of 
Contracting the double treaty of marriage 
called shighdr (see p. 747). 

A J * ^ mashdg&il, Employments, occu-
pations. 

A mashafir (pl. of mishfar, mash-
far), Lips of camels or men. 

A mushdfa'at (y.n. 3 of 
Asking of one another the right of pre-
emption of property adjoining their own. 

A mushafih, A speaker face to face. 



U - ( 1243 ) 
A i^iLt*. raushdfahat, mnshdfaha (v.n. 3 

of AAA), Speaking to oue's face, lip to lip ; 
mouth to mouth conversation ; — mushd-
fahat-an, By word of mouth, orally. 

a j^ft-* mushaq, A servant, domestic;— 
mashdqq (pi. of mashaqqat), Afflictions, in-
conveniences, hardships. 

a Stfli-. mushdqdt (v.n. of j**), Applying 
oneself to, persevering in anything with 
much trouble ; opposing, contending ; dis-
puting about misery (shaqd'). 

A Sils-. mughdqqat (v.n. 3 of ijA), Con-
tending, quarrelling, opposing; contention, 
opposition. 

A kteiUk- mushaqahat (v.n. 3 of e^*), 
Railing at, reproaching one another. 

A mushdkarat (v.n. 3 of 
Beginning to converse or tell a story; 
evincing gratitude (shukr), showing that 
one is grateful. 

A mushdkU, Resembling; suitable, 
apposite, convenient;—mushdkU u muwafiq, 
Suitable and convenient. 

A &SU-. mushdkalat (v.n. 3 of 
Agreeing with, suiting ; resembling, favour-
ing ; resemblance, conformity. 

A FA^ mashamm, in P. masham, The 
smell; the sense of smelling; smelling; the 
palate ;—diyari shdmi jannat-masham, The 
country of Damascus redolent of Paradise. 

A mushdmmat (v.n. 3 of Smel-
ling one another; approaching, appearing 
in sight (of an enemy) ; looking at, prying 
into, snuffing. 

A mashami' (pi. of mishma'at), 
Candlesticks. 

A musMnaqat (v.n. 3 of JU&), 
Mixing one's flocks or goods with those of 
another. 

A Zfav mashawiz (pi. of mishwaz), Tur-
bans. 

A^I^* mushdwir, A counsellor, senator. 
A mushawirin (obi. pi. used as 

nom.), Counsellors. 
A fijjU-* mushdwarat (v.n. 3 of Con-

sulting, asking advice; counsel, consulta-
tion, deliberation, conference. 

A mashdwiz (pi. of mishwdz), Tur-
bans. 

A JKAU-* mashahid (pi. of mashhad), 
Places where people assemble; sepulchres 
of martyrs ;—mu8hdhad, Seen, witnessed, 
beheld;—mushdhid, One who sees, views, 
or contemplates ; a spectator. 

A SA&U** mushdhadat, mushahada (v.n. 3 
of A Ŝ.), Witnessing, seeing, contemplating ; 
sight, vision, contemplation; observation; 
ocular demonstration ; revelation ; a testi-
mony ; the highest degree of perfection in 
contemplating the divine essence;—musha-
haddii ghaibiya. Contemplations or visions 
of future, absent, or invisible things; — 
mushahada kardan (namudan), To Bee, wit-
ness, contemplate, behold, look at, consider. 

A mmhdharat, mmhahara (v.n. 3 
of Bargaining by the month (shahr) ; 
paying monthly ; monthly wages ; allow-
ances to zamindars ; —- mushdhara bi 'I-
muqtaConsolidated allowance. 

mashdhlr (pi. of mashhur), Cele-
brated, notorious, renowned (people) ; cele-
brities. 

A mushayahat (v.n. 3 of ^A), Being 
diligent, striving (in business). 

A mashd'ikh (pi. of shaikh), Aged 
men; sheiks; elders, doctors, priors, pa-
triarchs, holy persons, dervishes ; (also as 
sing.) a holy man, a patriarch, &c. 

a ttVatSU** mashd'ikhana, Of or relating 
to holy persons, & c.; patriarchal; as a 
spiritual guide or director. 

a ^jfcJli-* mashdHkM, Sanctity, piety. 
A mushdyi', A follower, adherent. 
A mmhdya'at (v.n. 3 of 

Following, adhering to ; escorting ; seeing 
a visitor to the door (m.c.). 

A jJU-* maekd'im, Disastrous, unfortu-
nate things ; (pi. of mashimat) membranes 
in which foetuses are wrapped, secundines. 

A masha'in, Shameful things, 
vices. 

A mashd'iyat (v.n. of Wil-
ling, wishing, desiring. 

A mashd'im, Unlucky (persons). 
A mashbar, mashbarat, A notch 

or mark set upon an ell or yard-measure 
to shew the half, quarter, <fec. 

A mushba', Saturated, sated, sa-
tiated. 

A mushdbbak, Latticed, grated, 
netted; trellised, reticulated; construed 
with budan, shudan, kardan, Ac. 

a <u!i mushdbbak-qal'a, A censer; 
the sky. 

A mushbil, (A lioness) with her 
young. 

A mashbub, Grown up, adult; 
stix-red, blazing (fire) ; (a beautiful object) 
which excites love or admiration. 

A mashbuk, Caught, fixed, en-
tangled. 

A mushabbah, Obscured, ambiguous, 
intricate; compared, likened; like, re-
sembling ;—mushabbah bi-hi, That where-
unto a thing is likened. 

u^a* masht, Abundant, full, overflowing; 
thick, gross, coarse; name of a town near 
Ghaznin ;—musht, The fist; a blow with 
the clenched fist; a handful; a handful of 
people, a few; a hammer; root of galan-
gale ; little, mean; he rubbed (pret. of 
m-ushian) ; rubbed ;—mushti db, A gulp of 
water ;—muehti dtishi, A handful of fire, 
(met.) tyrants; fire-worshippers ;—musht 
ba-tariki anddkhtan (mdan), To act at ran-
dom ;—musht baiza kardan, To clench the 
fist;—mushti kjidk, A handful of earth; 
the terrestrial ball, the world; man ;— 



musht khwurdan, To receive a blow with 
the fist;—musht zadan (koftan, nihadan 
bar), To strike the fist, to box ;—mushte ki 
ba'd az jang ydd dmad bar kala Ishipud 
bayad zad, A blow of which you bethink 
yourself after the fight, you had better give 
on your own pate. 

A muehitt, A disperser; separator. 
A mashtd, mashtdt, Winter-

quarters ; a hunting-place. 
mushtd-sang, A stone with a 

hole by way of handle, either held in the 
hand or thrown when fighting; the stone 
of a sling. 

musht-afshdr, A soft kind of 
gold capable of being moulded by the 
hand ; a small golden scent-box held by 
great people in the hand; a sound pro-
duced by blowing into the fist; new wine 
(called q.v.). 

A j^s-* mushtdq, Full of desire, wishing, 
longing, anxious to see an absent friend. 

a mushtaqdna, Desirous of seeing; 
longiDgly. 

a mushtdqi, Vehement desire, 
longing. 

A mushtabik, Perplexed, intricate, 
intermixed, mixed, confused; latticed, 
grated, reticulated, made like a net (shaba-
kat). 

A i-fSA* mushtabih, Obscure, doubtful, in-
tricate, ambiguous ; — mushtabihu 'l-wusul, 
Of doubtful recovery; money of which the re-
covery or collection is doubtful; a bad debt. 

A mushtabihat (pl. of the follow-
ing), Obscure, ambiguous (sentences); 
doubtful, intricate (affairs). 

A mushtabihat (fem. of mushtabih), 
An ambiguous matter. 

A mushattat, Separated, divided, 
scattered. 

A AsArf mushtadd, Waxed strong, potent. 
A mushtarit, One who fixes a con-

dition. 
A mushtarif Erect, upright, stand-

ing up; tall (horse). 
A mushtarak, fem. SSjXA* mushta-

rakat, mushtaraka, Shared; common, pay-
ing tribute to two masters (as in the case 
with some frontier towns) ; common to 
many ; [ismi mushtarak, A homonym ;— 
hissi mushtarak, Common sense;—shikar 
mushtarak ast, The game is in common;— 
lughati mushtaraka, A word of many signi-
fications ;]—mushtarik, A partner in trade, 
associate, accomplice; common to many; 
complex ; synonymous. 

musht-rand, fijij musht-
randa, A carpenter's plane, hand-plane, 

jyju- mushtru, A kind of mezereon. 
A U S R ^ * mushtard, Bought;—mushtarl, A 

buyer, purchaser; the planet Jupiter. 
ĵj musht-zan, Boxer, bruiser, pugi-

list ; a handsome boy boxed by his master. 

musht-zanl, Fisticuffs, boxing. 
«£&_ musht-sang, Sling-stone; mis-

sile. 
A mushta'al, Kindled, set on fire; 

inflamed, excited (with anger); flaming, 
blazing. 

A mushtaghil. mushtaghal, Em-
ployed, occupied, engaged, busied; negli-
gent, careless. 

JUJL-VÂ  mushtafshdr, A soft kind of gold 
capable of being worked in the hand like 
wax ; new wine. (See jlait 

A ^yiaA- mushtafi, Convalescent. 
A (jpus-* muehtaqq, Derivative, derived (as 

one noun from another) ;—ismi mu&htaqq, 
A derivative noun;—ismi ghair-mushtaqq, A 
primitive, underived noun. 

UIUA* mushtak (dim. of musht), A kind 
of game. 

A mushtakil, Doubtful, obscure, 
difficult, 

A iftx&f mushtakd, Anything complained 
of; suspected;—mushtaki, Pained, or com-
plaining of a pain; a complainer, lamenter. 

t tjjloA- mushtahiq, A reward for bring-
ing good news, a guerdon. 

A F^SA* mushattam, Grim (lion). 
JUxA-* musht-mdl, musht-mali, A 

rubbing with the hand, kneading the 
limbs, shampooing; a blow with the fist; 
—mushtmdl dadan, To buffet (applied to 
misfortune) ;—mushtmall kardan, To bear 
patiently and condone the machinations of 
an enemy. 

A mashtamat, mashtimat (v.n. of 
Reproaching, reviling, cursing, vili-

fying. 
A mushtamil, Whatever surrounds, 

embraces, comprehends, contains, com-
prises. 

mush tan, To rub. 
mushtang, A thief, robber; poor. 

mushtu, A sort of red clay (gil), or 
red flower (gul). 

A mushtwara, As much as can be 
held in the hand; a handful; a haDdful 
of wheat or barley in the ear; a small 
joiner's plane. 

A mashtum, Reproached, reviled, 
cursed, treated contumeliously. 

mashta, Selling anything by trick 
and artifice;—mushta, A wooden instru-
ment with which the bow-string is struck 
when preparing cotton for spinning; an 
oblong piece of wood or bone used by shoe-
makers in smoothing the soles ; the handle 
of any tool or weapon. 

A mushtahar, mushtahir, Pro-
claimed ; called, named ; famous ;—mush-
tahir, One who celebrates, proclaims 
abroad, 

A EYF^ mushtdhd, Longed for, lusted 
after; desirable; — mushtahi, One who 



loves, wishes, desires, longs for, hankers 
af ter ; a tonic. 

x ww^jjt* mushtahiydt, Desires, wishes, 
appetites ;—mushtahiydti nafsaniya, Carnal 
desires. 

(jSA- mushti, A garment of fine cloth; 
fine cloth of cotton or silk ; a handful ; a 
small number or quantity, a few ;—mushti i 
dtishi, Tyrants, oppressors ; fire-worship-
pers ;—mushti'i khak, The world ; a hand-
ful of people ;—mushti'i ziyad, Adverse, 
dissentient, opponents; poor, contemptible ; 
—mushti'i shardr, Stars, planets ;—mushti'i 
gfrubar, A company of persons; the earth. 

A. mashj (v.n.), Mixing. 
a Sr*^* mishjab, A three-legged piece of 

wood on which clothes are hung, a clothes-
horse. 

A mushajjaj, Broken-skulled. 
A mashj ar, (A place) planted with 

trees, a grove ;—mishjar, A three-footed 
piece of wood upon which they hang 
clothes ; the wooden frame-work of a camel-
litter ;—mushjir, (Ground) which produces 
trees; abundant in trees ; — mushajjar, 
Abounding in trees; (a garment) figured 
with trees and leaves ; figured silk brocade; 
damask; tapestry. 

a Ij^A* mashjarat, (Ground) planted 
with, or abounding in, trees (shajar). 

A mushajjiCourage-inspiring. 
a mashju, Sad, grieved, melan-

choly. 
A. s m a s h j u b , Perished, destroyed. 
A mashjuj, Wounded in the pate, 

broken-headed. 
A Zy+A* mashjuExcelled in intrepidity. 
A mishhaz, A whetstone. 
A F mishahham, (Bread) baked or 

fluffed with lard (shahm), larded;— 
mushahhim, One who has much fat in the 
house, or has fat camels. 

A QJFCA* mashhun, Filled, charged ; full, 
freighted (ship) ;—dili safd-mashhun, A 
heart replete with purity; also with content 
or happiness. 

mashkh. An example, a copy to write 
af ter ; an exercise. 

ma-shakhsh (prohib. of shafcJtshi-
dan), Do not trip or stumble. 

A YOAFE-I-* mushakhkhas, fem, mu-
shakkkkasat, mushakhkhasa, Individuated, 
distinguished; defined; specified; recog-
nized, acknowledged; ascertained, certain; 
stipulated, agreed ; a fine, amercement. 

fojsk-*"* mushakhna. A kind of sweetmeat. 
A YEJAFCA* mashk&us, Disturbed, dis-

quieted. 
A mushaddad, Strengthened; cor- , 

roborated ; tied together ; a letter marked i 
with the sign of duplication called 
tashdid. 

A mushdin, (A doe) mother of a 
grown fawn, I 

A DJJ-S-. mashdud, Bound, tied, fastened, 
begirt. 

A ISJAI-* mashduh, Astooished, amazed, 
thunderstruck; employed. 

A mishzab, A pruning-hook ; — 
mushazzab, Lopped, pruned. 

A mishar (v.n. of y^*), Putt ing forth 
green and tender branches; one who goes 
with a graceful, sprightly air. 

A mishrdt, A lancet or scarificator. 
A jtjr^* mishrdq, A place exposed to the 

sun. 
A mashrab (v.n. of s->/»), Drinking; 

imbibing; a reservoir of water, or any 
place out of which people drink ; water; a 
beverage; nature, temper, humour; be-
haviour ; sect, religion; [latif-mashrab, 
Of an amiable disposition, affable, good-
natured ;]—mmharrab, Mixed, deeply im-
bued. 

A ZijA* mashrabat, mashrubat, A dining-
room, parlour; a banquet; a veranda, por-
tico, or gallery ; a place whence people 
fetch water; a handful of water; soft 
ground ; also verdant; —• mishrabat, A 
drinking-vessel. 

A tj^* musharrah, Meat cut into bits; 
expounded, explained, interpreted; anno-
tated ; explicit;—mueharrih, One who ex-
pounds, explains, annotates, &c. 

A tpfc* mishrat, A lancet, fleam, scalpel. 
A mashra', ICY*-* mashra'at, mashra'a, 

A road, a street. 
A mashraf, An eminence, high 

place;—mushraf, A tower or lofty building 
on an eminence ;—mushrif, Imminent, im-
pending, overhanging ; erect, upright, tall, 
h igh; near, at the point o f ; one who 
raises or ennobles; an examiner, inspector, 
observer; an officer in a treasury who 
authenticates accounts and writings ;—mu~ 
sharraf, Exalted, honoured, ennobled; (a 
house) ornamented with pinnacles, turrets, 
or battlements ; a margin, brink, edge;— 
musharrif, One who exalts, &c. 

a ^fa* mashrifi, mashrafi, Belonging 
to, or produced in, the villages of Masha-
rif (see <JjUA). 

A JYA^ mashriq, The east, sun-rising; 
[mashriq-gushada zali (bdli) zar, Dawn; sun-
rise ;]—mushriq, Bright, shining;—mushar-
raq, (Meat) dried in the sun; (a garment) 
dyed red; plastered red (edifice); an oratory, 
place dedicated to prayer; the mosque of 
Khaif ; the market of Ta'if;—mueharriq, 
One who dries (meat) in tbe sun ; one who 
turns to, or verges towards, the east (sharq). 

A mashraqat, mashriqat, maehraqa, 
A place where people sit to bask in the sun. 

a Jlfa* mashriqi, Oriental, eastern. 
a maahriqain (obi. du. used aa 

nom.), East and west;—bu'du 'l-mashriqain, 
duri mashriqain, The distance of the east 
and the west. 



A dfa* mushrak, Shared; a thing com-
mon to many;—mushrik, One who makes a 
partner, admits into partnership ; one who 
believes in a plurality of gods, a polytheist, 
idolater, pagan;—mueharrak, Shared; com-
mon to many; (a shoe) furnished with 
latchets or strings (shar die). 

a ^fay*^ mushriki, A polytheist, idolater, 
pagan. 

A {^fa* mushrikln (obi. pi. of mushrik, 
UBed as nom.), Intidels. 

A ^fa* mashriib, Drunk; imbibed; 
potable. 

A mashrubtit (pi. fem.), Drink-
ables. 

A mashruh, Explained, declared, 
illustrated; above-mentioned, aforesaid; 
wine or any beverage; the vapour called 
tarah ;—bar minwdli mushruh, In the afore-
said manner. 

A 'U-jf/"*-* mushriih-an, Agreeably to the 
explanation, circumstantially. 

A LOJY-" mashrut, Agreed upon, stipulated; 
pledged, under obligation; conditional, 
contingent; (in India) a settled revenue of 
10 per cent, allowed to the zammdars; 
(lands or grants) appropriated in whole or 
in part to particular uses ;—mashrut ba-
imtihdn, Conditional on passing an examina-
tion. 

A u^Ueĵ i-* mashrutat, Contingencies. 
a oSr4"* mashruti, = q.v. 
A mashrn', Begun, commenced; 

legal, just, prescribed by law ; a kind of 
cloth of silk and cotton mixed, in which 
Muhammadans are allowed to pray. 

A mashruf, Excelled in nobility. 
A niashrum, Split in the nose, 

maahrunitan, (in Zand) To ga-
ther. 

A 0M/"4-* mishrlq, A place where people sit 
exposed to the Bun; (a door) pervious to 
the rays of the rising sun; the door of 
repentance in heaven. 

a mushashdar (for P. shashdar), A 
chess or draught-board. 

A masht (v.n.), Combing, mixture; 
[da'imu 'l-masht, A fawner, flatterer;]— 
musht, masht, might, mushut, A comb; 
[mushtu' 'z-zi'b, Name of a plant;]—musht, 
The shoulder-blade; small bones in the 
upper part of the foot. 

A maehtat, A comb made of box-
wood ;—mishtat, Mode or style of combing. 

A mashtur, Halved, bisected, di-
vided in two ; in the verse called rajaz, 
three parts out of six dropped. 

A mashaz (v.n.), Being hurt (in the 
hand) by a sharp thorn or anything simi-
lar ;—mashiz, Pierced in the hand with a 
thorn or Bplinter. 

A Sib^m mishzat, mishza, A splinter, chip, 
fragment. 

A mash1 (v.n.), Collecting, acquiring, 

gaining; driving sheep to be sold; milk-
ing ; carrying away ; eating much. 

A mash'ab, A path, covered way, 
by-road ; [mash1 abu 'I-haqq. The way of 
t ruth ;]—mish'ab, A gimiet, a boring instru-
ment ;—musha"ab, Marked with the sign 
shi'b (see p. 746). 

a A m u s h a ' b i d , — A. q.y.;— 
musha'bidani huqqa'i sabz, The sun and 
moon; the planets. 

A musha'biz, A juggler, conjurer, 
A musha"as, (in versification) 

The foot watad deprived of one of its in-
flecting vowels. 

A yju* mash'ar, mish'ar, A place dedi-
cated to religious ceremonies, or where 
sacrifices are offered; the rites of the 
temple of Mecca; external sense (as hear-
ing or seeing) ; [aUmash'aru 'I-har dm, 
Muzdalifa;]—mush'ir, One who signifies, 
indicates, makes Bign, or gives informa-
tion ; whatever denotes or bears marks of. 

A Sj*-^ mash'ar at, mash'ara, A rendezvous 
of poets. 

A mash'al, mash'alat, mash'ala, 
A torch, flambeau, lantern; a cresset; 
a fire-grate; a light-house; [mash'al 
bar-afrokhtan (bar-kardan, zadan, sokhtan). 
To light a torch, &c. ;—mash'al kushtan 
(nishdndan), To extinguish a torch, &c.;— 
mash'ala'i khawar/ (roz, subh), The sun;—• 
mash'ala'i gJti-furoz, The world-illuminating 
sun; Muhammad;]—mish'al, A leathern 
vessel placed upon four feet, in which the 
Seenite Arabs keep their palm-wine; a 
strainer ; — muxk'al, Kindled, lighted; — 
mush'il, One who kindles (a fire); an in-
cendiary. 

a mash'alchi, A torch-bearer; (in 
India) a scullion, 

J * - ^ mish'al-firoz, A torch-lighter. 
a y^A mash'al-kushdn, Torch-

extinguishing ; (met.) a heretical sect, in-
fidels. 

a mash'ala, see . 
a fa mash'ala-ddr, ~ q.v. 
A J Y O - * musha'wiz, Fascinated; deceived 

by conjuring or magical ar ts ; a juggler, 
conjurer ( = q-v.). 

A JY*-^4 mash'ur, mash'urat, 
mash'urd' (v.n. of Knowing, perceiv. 
ing, understanding, noticing, remarking. 

A ^jyA* mash'uf, Desperately in love; 
foolish, mad, crazed; deceived; pleased, 
satisfied. 

A mashgh (v.n. of Eating (a 
cucumber) slowly, leisurely. 

A .AS.* mishghab, Riotous; a mischief-
maker. 

A mushghal, Busied, occupied, em-
ployed ;—mushghil, One who busies him-
self. 

A iUuu* mashghalat, mashghala, Business, 



employment, occupation ; pastime, diver-
sion; conversation, talk ; turmoil, tumult. 

A mashghuf, Inflamed with love, 
distraught, foolish, frantic, mad. 

A mushgkul, Busied, occupied, em-
ployed, wholly dedicated to, diligent, 
anxious about;—mashghul shudan, To be 
occupied, &c.; to occupy oneself;—mashgfaul 
kardan, To occupy, <fcc. 

a J y u ^ mashghuli. Occupation, employ-
ment. 

A JUA* mishfdr, The Hp of a camel. 
Ayu— mishfar, mashfar, The lip of a 

camel (though sometimes applied to men). 
A IJAFC^ mushfiq, Kind, gracious, pitiful, 

compassionate, sympathetic, tender; cour-
teous ; a friend; timid, fearful;—mushfiqi 
man (banda), My dear friend. 

a aalaAA- mushfiqana, Mercifully, piti-
fully ; courteously; kindly. 

o> (ftjb* tjAi-* mushfiq-mihrbdn, Affec-
tionate and kind friend, dear sir. 

A mashfuUnited, paired, equal. 
A uJft— mashfuf, Clear, transparent. 
A SJAA^ mashfuh, A man who requires to 

be importuned with questions before any-
thing can be elicited from him. 

A ( J -^ mashq (v.n. of (>£«•), Piercing 
suddenly with a spear; striking, beating, 
lashing, or eating with velocity ; tearing; 
writing, drawing the letters; combing; 
chafing the skin (a new garment) ; drawing 
(a thong) every way in order to stretch i t ; 
an example, a copy to write after, a model 
for imitation, exercise, practice; usage, 
use; [mashqi jang, Fighting-exercise, a 
sham-fight;—mashq dadan, To exercise 
one, to instruct;—mashq zadan (kardan, 
kashidan, giriftan), To practise, to learn ;] 
—mishq, Bed-dyeing earth, ruddle; — 
mashaq (v.n.), Being galled between the 
thighs (a man) ;—mishaq (pl. of mishqat), 
Combings ; tuf ts of wool; — mas haqq, A 
nick, slit, cranny, opening. 

A mashqa', The parting of the hair 
on the head;—mishqa, A comb. 

T V^A-* mushqdb, A large shallow vessel 
or dish in which rice is served or bread is 
kneaded. 

A mishqat, mishqa, A tuf t of wool; 
combings;—mashaqqat (v.n. of Being 
difficult and troublesome; throwing into 
difficulties ; inconvenience, trouble, labour, 
pains, toil, affliction, adversity, pain, dis-
tress, misfortune ; — mashaqqati shadid, 
Hard labour;—bd mashaqqat, With labour; 
•—bd-mashaqqat u jaulan, With labour and 
in irons;—bild mashaqqat, Without labour. 

A T.JAA-* mushaqqaq, Cracked, split. 
A mashquq, Split, cleft, riven. 

mashquliya, Wamiq's mother-in-
law. 

a mashqi, Acquired by practice ;— 
kdghazi mashqi, A copy to write after. 

A mishqa, A comb. 
usU— mashk, A sheep-skin tanned or not, 

especially for carrying butter-milk or 
water; [mashki charmi, Vulva ;]—mushk, 
mishk, Musk; (met.) blackness; ink;— 
mushki azfar, The finest kind of musk;— 
mushk bar dag]i af shdndan (bastan, rekhtan), 
To re-open a wound so that it cannot be 
healed ;—mushk bastan, To tie the hands 
behind the back ;—mushki bildd, Civet ;— 
mushki pukhta. The purest musk ;—mushki 
tatdri, Musk of Tartary;—mushki tubt, 
(tabid), Musk of Tibet (of a very superior 
quality); — mushki iurkdn, Sebestens ; — 
mushki turkmdni, Root of the cyperis (an 
Indian plant like ginger, having, when 
chewed, the virtues of saffron); — mushk 
dar shardb kardan, To render senseless ;—-
mushki dawdni, A fire-arrow ;—mushk rekh-
tan dar, To perfume with musk;—mushki 
zamin, Musk of the earth, galangale;— 
mushki nab (nafa), Exquisite musk ;—bar 
mah mushk anddkhtan (dashtan), To have 
a black mole or beauty-spot on the cheek ;— 
moyi mushk-boy, Hair scented with musk. 

A mishkdt, in P. , A recess 
in the wall, a niche (in which a lamp is 
placed) ; name of a celebrated collection of 
traditions. 

jLj&fi— mushk-bar, Diffusing musk ; lock, 
curl, or ringlet of a mistress. 

mushk-bo ( ^ boy), Musk-scented; 
musky; odoriferous, fragrant. 

Arf utU-. mushk-bid, Flower of the willow, 
the Egyptian willow. 

mushk-pdsh, = q.v. 
Ai^j mushk-dana, mishk-dana, Name 

of a fragrant berry which is bored and 
passed through with a thread ; name of the 
twenty-second note of Barbiid. 

mashk-dar, Name of an animalcule 
which eats holes into a leathern bottle. 

pA&iw. mushk-dam, A black singing-bird, 
j m a s k k - d o z , A leathern-bottle 

stitcher. 
ma-shikar (prohib. of shikar dan), 

Do not hunt. 
L . . . m u s h k - s a , Musk-like. 
<s&y mushk-rang, Musk-coloured, 

black, jetty ; the locks of a mistress. 
mushk-sar, mushk-sara, 

(A place) sweetly smelling, perfumed with 
musk. 

\jL. mushk-sara, The finest musk. 
mushksanj, tnushk-

sud, Impregnated with musk ; curl of a 
mistress ; an elegant pen, i.e. style. 

fU&i^ mushk-fam, Musk-coloured; black, 
jetty ; the locks of a mistress. 

(yUjjji ctU^ mushk-faroshdn, Venders of 
musk, (met.) polite, amiable men. 

mushk-fishan az qafd, 
Who emits a fragrant smell from the 
mouth in speaking. 



iftUu* ( 1248 ) 
musKkak (dim. of mushh), Galan-

gale; a field-mouse. 
A mushahkah, Thrown into doubt. 

mushhul, A thief, a robber. 
A mushkil, Difficult, hard, painful; 

intricate ; doubtful, obscure, ambiguous; 
a difficulty; '[rnushhilu 't-tash&£ir, (A town) 
hard to be taken ;]—mushakkal, Formed ; 
well-shaped; beautiful, handsome. 

A mushhildl (pl. fem. of mushhil), 
Difficulties ; intricacies; doubts, Ac. 

a Ji—mushkU-jpasand, One who is 
fond of difficulties. 

a ^aj—» mush hH-fUsandi, f l i g h t 
in, x>r fondness of, difficulties 

a mushhilat (fem. of mushhil), 
Difficult, obscure; a doubtful proposition, 
problem. 

a mushhil-husha, Solver of diffi-
culties. 

a JlsS il3aC£-» mus hfcil- kusha'i, The solv-
ing, overcoming, or removing of difficul-
ties. 

mushMl-guzdr (yJS' yazar), 
Difficult to pass. 

mushhih, A difficult matter; — 
mushhUi, Difficulty (m.c.). 

JUXSL® mnshh-mali, Name of the twenty-
fourth note of Barbud. 

atLfe* viushlt-Tnoy, l$lack-havraL 
mashifcan, mashkan (prohib. of 

shikastan), Do not break; he not impetuous 
or severe ; be not disturbed. 

mushk-nab, Exquisite musk. 
mushh-ndfa, The musk-bag; ex-

quisite musk; a musky-smelling plant. 
a mushh-Tviqak, A woman 

cohered -with a black veil-, a ®istrei». 
afo^JU mushkmag, A bird about the si»e 

of a partridge, generally found on the 
bamks of livers; a ditch, a low-lying 
place. 

vmshku, A small leathern bag or 
bottle^—mushho, A palace built by Khus-
rau Parvez, king of Persia, in which ho 
lived with hiB consort Shirin; a temple, 
shrine of an idol; the female apartments 
in a palace ; an upper chamber, gallery, or 
balcony ©n tbe top of a house; a garden. 

a ft*— mashhii, Complained of. 
1 mighbul, in P. il&L* 

q,v. 
ft utXJU* mushk-umr, q.v. 
A muj&Mr, Thanked; praised; 

acknowledged, rewarded; worthy of thanks 
or praise, laudable, agreeable, acceptable; 
grateful (m.c.). 

•a vnashkuri, I tewarJ ; thanking; 
praise ; thankfulness. 

uftL* mashh&fa, mmhhufi, A 
confection of almonds and sugar. 

i. Ifti— mashkaik, Doubted, doubtful, 
Tjncertarn, problematical; ambiguous; 
altered, tampered with. 

Jj&i— mashhul, A Bmall water-bottle or 

A JjXi** mashhul, A verse in which the 
second and seventh letters are dropped, as 
when tfM* fd'ildtun is reduced to 
fa'ildtu; bound, fettered. 

mashhula, A little water-vessel;— 
mushhula, mishhula, A small bit of musk. 

ma-shikuh (prohib. of shikiiMdan), 
Be not afraid, &c. (see ^J^y^) . 

ijft*— mushhoy, mushhoya, An 
idol-temple; tbe princesses' apartments; 
name of a note in music; a precious and 
fragrant carpet spread over a royal throne. 

mashkoH, Name of a note in 
music. 

^ft*— mushM, Dark hay, verging to 
black. 

A mashMy, in P. masMi, Complained 
of; suspected;—mushki, One who pacifies, 
or who stills a complaint (shikdyat). 

mashklcha, A small water-bottle. 
mushhidan, To gnaw; to mur-

mur. 
lyftt^t mashMza, A small water-bottle. 
(•ft-*-* mwhten, Musky; black, dark, 

jetty;—mushkini wafa-dar, The narcissus. 
mushkw'parand, Black (ap-

plied to a cloud or night) ; sinister (wail, 
lamentation). 

« mtishhin-hhat, With a black 
mole on the face. 

ft- mushMn jav, mushhtn 
ckdh, mushMn chah, A mole on 
the face of a mistress. 

a mnshqin-halqa, With musky 
ringlet®. 

a ft*- mushhin- k hit a m. (Wine) of 
a musky flavour. 

os^Ay- mushhin-sirieht, "Of musk 
nature," musk-scented. 

a tft— (jfX^* mushMn sindn, (Black points 
of spears) The eyelashes of a mistress. 

a mushhin-'izdr, Who has a 
black mole on the cheek. 

^U miishhin-fdm, Black-coloured. 
mushklnah, A kind of sweetmeat. 

tK mushhtn huldh (ft? kulah), A 
black cap; the raven locks of the fair. 

ju+S mmhhZn-hamand, Whose 
lock is a noose black as musk. 

JU* mushhln- mis a I, Musk-like. 
ty^SmushMn muhra, The earth. 

rtiashg, A milk-bottle or water-
bottle made of a sheep-skin;—mishg, Musk. 

A mushallah, Stripped; an ante-
Aainber in a bath where the bathers leave 
their clothes; the stripping-room;—mu-
thallih, A stripper. 

yftL* miehshalauz, A sweet-pulped apricot. 
A A ft— mashlul, Dried, withered (hand) ; 

paralytic. 
a jWi-* mishmdl, The outward covering 

of the bo£ y, a wrapper. 



A mushammat, Created, saluted 
(king) ;—mushammit, One who blesses or 
congratulates. 

A mishmaz, A turban-sash. 
mushammir, One who tucks up 

his apron or trousers; alert, active, expe-
ditious ; expert. 

A mashmash, mishmish, An apricot; 
—mushammas, Exposed to the sun. 

l&vt^. mashmashd, (in Zand) A kind of 
apricot, 

A mushammaWaxed, smeared 
with wax ; wax-cloth, cerecloth ;—musham-
mct'i sirishimi, Court-plaster. 

A mishma'at, A candlestick. 
A mishmal, mishmalat, mish-

mala, A garment of coarse velvet which 
quite covers the body. 

A 1 m a s h m u t , Mixed. 
A mashmu', Ambergrised (musk). 
A mashmul, fem. mashmulat, 

mashmula, Included, comprehended, con-
tained, surrounded; incorporated with, 
common, universal; blown upon or shaken 
by the north wind (shamal) ; refrigerated, 
cooled (wine). 

A mashmum, Smelled; perfumed, 
odoriferous, musky, fragrant; tried, proved ; 
musk. 

A mashn (v.n.), Striking gently 
(with a sword or scourge) ; scratching, 
excoriating, grazing the skin ; lying with ; 
rubbing or smoothing with the hand; 
giving. 

A mashnal, mashna, An excoriation, 
scratch ; a broad wound but not deep. 

mishanj, A meat-fly ;—mushanj, A 
grain. 

A mushannaf, Decked (with ear-
rings). 

A mashnaqat, mashnaqa, A hang-
ing-place, gallows. 

ma,shang, A thief or robber; a 
kind of rope;—mmhang, mashang, A sort 
of grain ;—mashangi talfch, A bitter pea. 

mashangak, A thief ;—mushangak, 
A species of grain. 

ma-shinav, ma-shunav, in poetry also 
mashnav (prohib. of Listen not. 

A ZfA- mashnuNotorious, well-known. 
A mashnuq, Hanged. 
yA* ma-shav (prohib. of shudan), Be not 

thou ;—ma-shu (prohib. of shustan), Do not 
wash;—mashu, Pease. 

A mishwdz, A turban. 
A JV*— mishwdr (v.n. of >y*>). Biding (a 

horse) backwards and forwards by way of 
showing him off to a buyer ; a place where 
horses are exposed to sale; a piece of wood 
with which honey is taken out. 

A mishwal, A stone which is lifted 
up as a trial of strength. 

A mashub, Mixed, mingled, alloyed 
with. 

A mishwaz, A turban. 
A )y&* mashur, mashwar, A place of con-

sultation, a council-house; adorned, de-
corated ; gathered (honey) ;—mishwar, A 
piece of wood with which the honey is 
taken out ; a prism. 

A mashwarat, mashwar a, Counsel, 
deliberation, consultation; advice;—mash-
warat talab hardan, To ask advice; — 
mashwarat hardan, To consult, deliberate 
(mashwarat ba huldh hardan, To deliberate 
very carefully) ;—ahli mashwar a, A coun-
cillor, one of the council. 

a mashwar at-khdna, A council-
house, vestry. 

mushush, Oil beaten into a consis-
tency with the white of an egg. 

A mashush, A napkin, anything 
with which the hand is wiped;—mushau-
wash, Disturbed, distressed, uneasy, per-
plexed ; confused, intricate, embroiled. 

A mashuf, Bright (money); dressed, 
adorned (with various-coloured wool, <fcc.) ; 
anointed with pitch (a camel) ; furious, 
raging (stallion), 

A jyA* mashuq, Pull of desire; (a lea-
thern bottle) reared against a wall. 

A mashuk, Infected with the dis-
ease called shaukat;—mushwik, Thorny 
(tree). 

A mushwikat, Thorny (tree or land). 
A J y ^ mishwal, A small Bieve ; a small 

sickle. 
A mashum, fem. &*y>* mashumat, 

mashuma, Unfortunate; marked with a 
mole. 

a mashum-akhtar, Born under 
an uulucky planet; ignoble. 

A mash'uf, Frightened, terrified, 
timid. 

A masKum, Unfortunate. 
mushauwah, Deformed, disfigured, 

ugly-shaped ; viewed with a malignant eye. 
A mashwi, Roasted;—mushwl, One 

who roasts meat, or prepares it for dress-
ing. 

A A ^ mashhad, A burying-place for 
those especially who have been killed in 
fighting for religion, and therefore a place 
of holy visitation; a place where people 
meet; the city of Tus in Khurasan to-
gether with the adjacent village Sana bad ; 
[mashhadi mu'attar u marqadi munauwar, 
The holy sepulchre;]—mushhad, Slain for 
religion's sake; a martyr ; slain without 
any mulct or fine being paid \—mushhid, A 
witness ; one who calls for or brings evi-
dence. 

A ijÂ FI-- mashhadat, mashhudat, A place 
where people meet. 

a mashhadi, A native or inhabitant 
of Mashhad; one who has visited holy 
sepulchres, especially those of 'Ali and his 
family. 



a mushahhar, Of or referring to one 
month. 

A JJ^FC* mashhad, Attested, proved J wit-
nessed ; Friday; the resurrection; the 
day of 'arafdt. 

A mashhudat, Prayer; evening-
prayer ; morning-prayer. 

A mashhur, fem. Sjyy*"" mashhurat, 
mashhura, Drawn, brandished (sword); 
public, notorious, well-known; published, 
divulged, conspicuous; celebrated, illus-
trious, noted, famous, glaring;—mashhuri 
'dlam u ma'lumi bani ddam, Published to 
the world, and known to the sons of men. 

A pyr^ mashhum, Struck with terror. 
A tj^k" mushahhi, Lust-exciting. 
A mashy, in P. also mashi (v.n.), 

Walking, going; driving; being directed in 
one's march, finding one's way ; being rich 
in cattle ;—mashi,1aid wajhi 'l-bahr Icardan, 
To Bail on the face of the sea. 

mashyd, (in Zand and Pazand) 
Butter made of sheep's milk. 

v m a - s h i b (prohib. of shibidan), Do 
not be distressed. 

A mashib, Grey hair, hoariness, 
old age. 

A mashi'at mashiyat), Will, 
pleasure; will of God, fate ;—mishyat, A 
mode of walking; gait •, direction. 

A mashij, Mixed; a mixture. 
A mashyuJchd', mashyakbat, 

mashikhat (pi. of shaikh), Seniors, elders, 
sheiks, old men, princes, presidents, pre-
lates, doctors. 

A mashid, mushaiyad, fem. 
mushaiyadat, mushaiyoda, Plastered ; high-
raised (edifice); firm, solid, strength-
ened ; [asitdni mushaiyadu 'l-arkdn, The 
palace raised upon lofty columns or strong 
pillars, i.e. the Ottoman porte;]—mushaiyid, 
An architect. 

A mushir, Pointing; anything that 
points; a counsellor, senator, minister;— 
mushiri jalsa, A member of council;— 
mushiri khas, A privy councillor ;—mushiri 

f aisari hind, Knight Companion of the 
lath. 

a mushir an (P. pi. of the preced-
ing), Councillors, senators;—mushir dni 
salt anat, Privy Council. 

A S^ft-* mushirat, mushira, The index or 
fore-finger. 

A ir^-* mashish, A wen. 
A mashit, Combed (hair). 
A mashi', Filled (vessel) ;—mu-

shaiya', Accompanied, followed. 
A fu*"* mashim, Marked with a black 

mole; (pi. of the following) Secundines, 
after-births. 

A mashimat, mashima, The mem-
brane which enwraps the foetus in the 
womb, and comes along with the birth; a 

disease of the eyes;—mashima'i dunyd 
Qalam), The son ; the sky. 

A mashin, Disgraced, dishonoured; 
villainous, worthless ;—mushaiyan, Stately, 
dignified. 

A mashyvk^a', (pi. of shaikh). 
Venerable men, elders, sheiks, persons con-
spicuous for their piety and learning. 

A mash'um, Unfortunate, ill-
omened. 

A mashi'at (v.n. of Willing, 
wishing, desiring ; desire, will. 

A YE* mass (v.n,), Sucking, sipping. 
A musdb, Afflicted, hurt; insane, 

possessed; low-spirited; struck (as an 
arrow upon the mark) ; happened. 

A musabat (v.n. 3 of Injur-
ing, hurting, afflicting; a misfortune; 
calamity. 

A ETW* masdbih (pi. of misbah). Goblets 
from which people drink in the morning. 

A jk** musdbir, Patient towards one'S 
fellows. 

A fyU* musdbarat (v.n. 3 of y ) , Exer-
cising patience (towards one another); 
forbearance, endurance. 

A masdbih (pi. of misbdh), Lan-
terns ; the heavenly luminaries; cups 
from which people drink in the morning. 

A musdhib, A companion, asso-
ciate, friend; the favourite of a prince ; an 
aid-de-camp; gentle and tractable after 
having been stubborn and refractory. 

A musdhabat (v.n. 3 of 
Companionship; company, familiarity, 
society;—musdhibat, A female friend. 

a musdhibi, Companionship, Ac. 
( = ijsAa* q.v.). 

A Sjo-Lm musdharat (v.n. 3 of Doing 
(anything) plainly, publicly, and openly. 

A masahif (p]- of mashaf, mushaf), 
Books, volumes; Qur'ans. 

A masdkMf (pi °F miskhafat), 
Spades. 

A A** mas ad, The top or most inacces-
sible part of a mountain ; a high mountain. 

A ^Aa* masddir (pi. of masdar), Sources ; 
infinitives, (more properly) verbal nouns. 

A ijjla* musadarat, musddara (r.n. 3 of 
jAo), Fining, mulcting, amercing; a mulct 
(for manslaughter) ;. returning. 

A masadi' (pi- of masda'), Level 
paths through rough grounds. 

A mu$adaghat (v.n. 3 of 
Going side by side, and step for step. 

A CJJU* musadif, Who finds, merits, 
falls on. 

A fcdU* musddafat (v.n. 3 of WIAC), Meet-
ing, encountering, finding, lighting on; 
happening, occurring, taking place; an 
encounter. 

A musddaqat (v.n. 3 of J•*-»), Being 
friendly, cultivating friendship; sincere 
and mutual friendship, veracity, sincerity. 



l e w ( 1 2 5 1 ) 
A pjLw* musadim, One who strikes ; what j 

collides (with); one striking the other. 
A musddamat (y.n. 3 of | S t r i k -

ing; beating one another; collision, blow, 
knock, shock of combatants. 

A Zft* musdrrat (v.n. 3 of y), Forcing or 
detaining against will. 

A eft" musdrah, Clear, open ;—musarih, 
One who discloses. 

A le»ft* musarakat (v.n. 3 of cy), Doing 
(anything) openly ; disclosing. 

A "(jUjLa/* musarahaUan, Openly, before 
another. 

a £ft>* masdri1 (pl. of masra'), Arenas, 
rings for wrestling-matcbes ;—musdri\ A 
wrestler. 

A left* musdra'at (y.n. 3 of t y ) . Wrest-
ling, endeavouring to throw down ; a con-
test, struggle ;—dami mus ar a1 at hardan, To 
dare or presume to contend (with another). 

A masdrif (pl. of masraf), Ex-
penses, disbursements ; changes, vicissi-
tudes ;—masdrifi bi-jd, Improper or unne-
cessary expenses;—masdrafi shadi, Marriage 
expenses ;—masdrifi zururl, Immediate or 
necessary expenses ; — masdrifi muqarrar, 
The regular expenses; — masdrifi mulk, 
State expenditure. 

A lift* musdrafat (v.n. 3 of *-*y), Join-
ing in another's expenses; transacting 
business with one another; acting slyly 
(towards one). 

A musdramat (v.n. 3 of f y ) , Sepa-
rating one from another, cutting, aban-
doning. 

A gi)^* mdsari' (pl. of mism'), Fold-
ing-doors; hemistichs, 

A masdrif (pl. of mdsruf), Ex-
penses, disbursements, outlays, costs. 

A masarln (pl. of musran), The 
intestines which receive the chyle.' 

A musds, The choicest part of any-
thing ; a species of plant; — mass as, A 
sucker. 

A musasat, What is sucked; small 
thing. 

A tajJaLa* masdtib (pl. of mistabai), 
Benches, stone platforms, estrades upon 
which the people of the East recline. 

A ^-jila^ masd'ib, Difficulties. 
A j^rla^ masd'id (pl. of mas'ad), Ascents, 

Bteps. 
A musd'arat (v.n. 3 of y>), Turning 

the face obliquely, making wry faces in 
contempt. 

A inusagK, Cast (gold-chain or jewel-
lery). 

A cjLn masdff (pl. of masaff), in P. 
masdf, Banks; fields of battle; battle ; 
construed with dadan, ahikastan, kardan, 
kashldan; [dar rozi masdff, In the day of 
ba t t l e ; ]—musdf f , Ranged opposite; taking 
rank in battle order ; arraying an army. 

A musdfat, in P . (v.n. 3 of 

LA* 

ft), Behaving sincerely, acting with pure 
affection towards (anyone), making (him) 
your friend ; pure friendship, sincerity. 

A musdff at (pi. of musdff at), Wars, 
battles. 

a o U * masaf-dzmuda, Experienced 
in war-fare. 

A aiU* musdffat (v.n. 3 of Appear-
ing before one another in opposition, espe-
cially in battle array ; standing in a row 
or rank ; battle-array; battle. 

A A^U- musdfahat (v.n. 3 of c 6 - ) , 
Taking by tbe band, joining or shaking 
hands, especially on concluding a bargain. 

a 5\S ota*- masdf-gdh, A place of fighting, 
a battle-field. 

A ^ U ^ masdfi (pl. of misfd or mis fat), 
Strainers ; — musdfl, A sincere, beloved 
friend. 

A musdqabat (v.n. 3 of Being 
opposite and near; (by opposition) being 
far from each other. 

A giU.* masdqi' (pl. of misqa1), Eloquent 
men, choice orators. 

A Ji^a* masdqil (pl. of misqalat), Polish-
ing instruments. 

A jJSL** masdlih (pl. of maslahaf), Affairs ; 
employments, occupations; materials; 
spicery, drug, ingredient; a compound of 
various drugs and spices; edging, hem, 
border; gold or silver lace. 

A <Ut)U*» musdlahat (v.n. 3 of 
Making peace together; reconciliation, 
pacification. 

a ft masdlih-ddr, Seasoned with 
spices; bound or edged with lace; one 
who supplies materials (for building). 

a aS ft^ masdlih-gu%art' A charg£ 
d'affaires ; expert, intelligent ( = 
jUfq.v.) . 

A masdli (pl. of misldt), Bird-nets. 
A musamis, Compact, well-built 

(horse). 
A masdni' (pl. of masna'), Struc-

tures, buildings, forts, cisterns, tanks, Ac.; 
—musdniOne who endeavours to con-
ciliate. 

A musdna'at (v.n. 3 of Endea-
vouring to conciliate; soothing (by pre-
sents) ; bribery ; dissembling, feigning. 

A *r>ft* masdwib (pl. of masubat), Ac-
cidents of fortune. 

A &ft* musdwalat (v.n, 3 of J y ) , En-
deavouring to insult, striving who shall be 
most insolent, or assault most furiously. 

A bjtoVa* musdharat (v.n. 3 of yv°), Form-
ing a matrimonial alliance, marrying into 
a family ; affinity, connexion. 

A s^Urf masd'ib (pl. of nuisfbat), Shocks 
of fortune, afflictions, calamities. 

A musayahat (v.n. 3 of ^ f t ) , Calling 
to anyone, crying aloud to one another. 

A masa id, Hunter 's nets, snares. 



A masa'ir (pi. of masur), (Camels, 
&c.) which give their milk slowly. 

A WA^D'IS (pi. of masus), (Women) 
greedy in the enjoyment of a man. 

A masd'if (pi. of maslf), Summer-
residences. 

A Ui mus ay af at (v.n. 3 of ), 
Bargaining with anyone for the summer 
(saif). 

A masabb, A place to which water 
flows. 

A misbah, A light lantern, lamp, 
torch ; cup, goblet; a she-camel that rises 
not up to pasture till after sun-rise. 

A E-S-0* masbah, The place and time of 
morning;-—misbah, A cup from which people 
drink in the morning ;—musbah, The morn-
ing ; a passing of the morning the place 
where one is in the morning. 

A musabbagk. Tinged, stained, dyed. 
A mashaghat, masbagha, A dyeing-

house. 
a masbu, Blown on by the east 

wind. 
A mashub, Poured out. 
A j)**" mash itr, Taken and kept to be put 

to death. 
A ty^* masbugk, Dyed, tinged, imbued 

with, 
A ̂ >musht, ifl-J-M musbiyat, musbiya (A 

woman) who has children, especially boys 
($abt) ; one who renders frantic with love. 

A mvsattam, Completed, perfected, 
made perfect. 

A aVst̂ . mishat, A cup, a silver goblet. 
A masahhai, masihhat, A wholesome 

thing ; anything conducive to health (as 
occasional abstinence or regular exercise). 

A musahhah, Mended, emended, 
corrected, made accurate ; cured, made 
whole;—musahhih, A mender ; an emen-
dator; a verifier. 

A I-A^-J^ mashaf, mushaf, A book, volume; 
a page, written leaf; the Qur'an ; \_mushaji 
baghli, A small pocket-Qur'an ; — mushaf 
Uhasmi o gardad, May the Qur'iin become 
his enemy (said by way of malediction) ;— 
mushaf khwurdan, To read a portion of the 
Qur'an ;—•mushaf saped gasht, The Qur'an 
has become white (a sign of the resurrec-
tion) ;—-mus h aji sey aioandl, An elegantly-
written Qur'an (see ^-^fa^) ;—mus haji 
muzahhab, A Qur'an written in gold ;— 
mushafi ydqut, The Qur'an written in the 
character Yiikuti;]—musahhaf, Mis-spelt, 
wrongly written, inaccurate, incorrect; 
writing, which, upon changing the dia-
critical or the vowel-points, has meanings 
diametrically opposite. 

A mashub, Accompanied, associ-
ated -,—mnktubi tahdid-mashub, A threaten-
ing letter; — maktubi mahabbat-mashub, 
A letter accompanied with demonstrations 
of affection, 

A musJshir, Rocky (place). 
A miskfiafat, A spade, 
A av masd (v.n.), Lying with ; giving 

milk; sucking saliva; sucking (the mo-
ther). 

A misdaq, Whatever verifies; a 
verifier. 

A misddm, Bold, brave, capable 
(literally an instrument) of giving hard 
knocks and blows. 

AjAa* masdar, Origin, source, spring; 
theme; the nouu of action of the Arabic 
verb ; a departure; a return; a place from 
whence one returns; \_masdari mimiya, A 
noun of action formed by a ^ mlm marked 
with fathah;] — musaddar, Strong in the 
breast (sadr) ; placed in the seat of honour ; 
a lion. 

a ^s)*^* masdarl, Belonging to a source, 
or the infinitive; having the sense of the 
verbal noun. 

A masd a', A level path through 
rough grounds;—misda",Eloquent (orator); 
clever, intelligent;—musad'da', Troubled 
with a headache (sudd') ;—musaddi', One 
who cleaves asunder ; a troubler, disturber; 
whatever makes the head to ache; cepha-
lalgia 

A J masdaq, misdaq, Bold, dauntless;— 
musaddaq, Verified, proved true ; believed; 
affirmed ;—musaddiq, A verifier, affirmer ; 
one who believes another ; a receiver or 
collector of alms, or whatever is due to Q-od; 
one who bestows alms or asks for such. 

tnasdur, Derived; derivative; 
issued, despatched; pained in the breast 
(sadr). 

A masdu', Troubled with headache. 
A masduq, Verified, true; be-

lieved. 
A masduq at, masduqa, A thing 

verified, truth. 
A masdiim, Bruised, knocked. 
A ya* masr (v.n.), Milking with the tips 

of the three fingers, or with the thumb 
and fore-finger only ; milking all that is in 
the udder; afterings;—misr, A city, a 
town; a tract or region; Egypt; Cairo; 
an (Egyptian) sword; a limit, boundary, 
anything which separates two objects, or 
intervenes between them; [inisri zulaifchd-
pandh, The human body, the residence of 
the soul;]—musirr, in P. musir, One who 
perseveres, continues, sticks close to any-
thing. 

A musarrat, (A sheep) left unmilked 
in order that the milk may increase. 

A fnisrd', One leaf of a folding-
door ; a hemistich;—misra'i dmada (bar-
jasta, tund u tlz, rekhta), A fine hemistich 
written without much premeditation or 
effort;—misra'i pechan (pechida), A hemi-
stich laboriously composed ;—misra'i tang, 
A short hemistich. 



A yV"" misrdn (du. of misr), The two 
cities; i.e. Kufah and Basrah ;—musrcln (pi. 
of maslr), The intestines which contain the 
chyle. 

A misrab, A vessel in which milk is 
put to turn sour. 

A t f * musarrih, Serene, cloudless (day) ; 
one who tells plainly ; manifesting. 

A musarrahat-an, Openly, plaiuly, 
A ty*" musrikh, A giver of aid, an assis-

tant. 
A masra' (v.n.), Throwing down, 

prostrating; a place where anyone is 
thrown down; an arena for wrestlers ;— 
misra', A hemistich, a line of a poem;— 
musarra', Prostrated, thrown down (in 
great numbers) ;—musarri', One who throws 
down with violence. 

A y ^ y misra'dni, (dual) Folding-
doors. 

a ley* misra'a, A hemistich. 
A masraf, Expense, disbursement, 

cost, charge; useful, use (m.c.) ; [akhz u 
masraf, Receipt and expenditure;]—masrifi 
Any place where money is spent; a place 
of turning; deliverance (from calamity) ;— 
musrif, Prodigal, extravagant, a spend-
thrift. 

A pyf misrim, A crooked knife used in 
polishing distaffs; a sickle, a reaping-
hook. 

A l+y musarramat, musarrama, (A she-
camel) having a dug cut off, in order that, 
by the milk being stopped, she may acquire 
strength. 

A fiy masriir, Nipped, cut up by cold ; 
put in a purse (surrat), pursed. 

A Sj;/0" masrurat, masrura (fem. of the 
preceding), (A camel) tied over the dugs 
with the string sirdr (see p. 785). 

A £)}*" rnasrii', Prostrated; seized with 
epilepsy, epileptic ;—masru'i khdwari, The 
sun at its rising and setting. 

A masruf, Turned, changed ; in-
flected, conjugated; expended, employed; 
(in poetry, applied to a verse or part of a 
verse) connected in sense with the prece-
ding hemistich or couplet (opposed to oysy 
q.v.) ;—ba-masruf rasldan, To be spent, ex-
pended, disbursed (m.c.) ;—ghair-masruf, 
Imperfectly declined, a diptote. 

A mas rum, Pruned, lopped. 
a ^sy misrl, An Egyptian ; (a native) 

of Cairo ; a citizen ; an Egyptian (reed-) 
pen ; an Egyptian sword ; Egyptian sugar; 
treacle ; a plant. 

a fa misrl mar, An Egyptian spear. 
A J'klacf* mastdd, A hunting-place mas-

tad, A hunter. 
AJVLA* mustar, mus tar at, Sour 

wine ( s ee jU^) . 
A uU-N mustaf, One who passes the sum-

mer (anywhere) ; a summer-residence. 
A mistabat, mistaba, A long and 

wide bench or stone-platform raised two 
feet from the ground, on which the people 
of the East recline; a tavern; a hospice 
(for strangers), an inn, caravanserai. 

A JAM mustabih, One who takes a morn-
ing draught; one who lights a lamp. 

A fa*** mustabir, One who displays 
patience ; a follower. 

A ifa* mistak, A place made level for 
treading out corn. 

A S - ^ K - A " mustakhib. Clamorous, noisy. 
A mustadim, Dashing together. 
A ̂ faz* mustarib, One who leaves milk 

to grow sour. 
A mus tar a', A place for wrestling ; 

—mustari', A wrestler. 
A O f a .* mustarif, Busy, active, bustling. 
A mustaff, Placed in a row, ranged 

in order ; assembled, convened. 
a. mustaf awl, Belonging to Mus-

tafa. 
A mustafd, Chosen, elected; a 

man's name, particularly a name of Mu-
hammad ; — mustafl, Belonging to Mustafa. 

A mastakd, mastakd, Gum-
mastic. 

A S-JJS^* mustalib, One who extracts fat 
or grease (salab) from bones. 

A ^LKST* mustalih, Idiomatic, phraseolo-
gical, metaphoric ; a conventional or tech-
nical term ; a phrase, or idiom. 

A UWWUSA* mustalihai (pi. fem. of the 
preceding), Idiomatical or technical terms, 
idioms, &c. ; title of a famous Persian Dic-
tionary. 

A mus tall, One warming himself at 
a fire. 

A mustani1, A receiver (of a bene-
fit) ; who confers (a benefit). 

A yifa* mustahir, A melter. 
A mas' (v.n.), (A horse) lashing (his 

tail) ; striking (another) with a sword or 
whip; sprinkling with cold water (the 
dugs of a camel) ; running fas t ; losing her 
milk (a camel) ; bringing forth (young) ; 
flashing, glancing (lightning) ; turning the 
back, departing, travelling (by land). 

A j i * ^ mis'dd, A rope or anything by 
which one climbs a palm-tree; a scaling-
ladder. 

A mus'ab, A stallion (camel). 
A mas'ad, Place of rising; an ascent; 

a step, ladder, stair ;—mus'ad, Raised ;— 
mus'id, Ascending ;—musa"ad, (Wine) dis-
tilled, burnt, refined, sublimated, or recti-
fied by fire. 

A mus'ar, Painful and difficult. 
A masghabat, Hunger, need. 
A^AA* musaghghar. (A noun) put into 

the diminutive form ; -— musaghghir. A 
diminisher. 

A SJAA* musghirat, (Ground) which pro-
duces short plants or stunted herbage. 



A mas ghura' (pl. of saghir), Little, 
small, low. 

A musg&d, Inclined to one side ;— 
musgiij One who lends an ear. 

A masaff, A place where ranks are 
drawn up ; a battle-field; battle. 

A musaffa, Strained, racked, clarified. 
A misfat, in P. A strainer, 

colander. 
A ^ft* musfah, Broad *, smooth, hand-

some (face) ; sixth gaming arrow;—mu-
saffah, Overlaid with plates ; broad. 

A musfahan, With the broad side. 
A ft* mus fir, Empty-handed, destitute; 

—musaffo.r, Starved, pale-faced ;—mus farr, 
Yellow. 

A Syu* musaffirat, musaffira, Those whose 
colours or badge is yellow. 

A YAA* masfur, One who has a collection 
of bile or yellow water in the belly, drop-
sical; hungry. 

A A* masfuf, Drawn up, ranged in a 
row. 

A ^ft** misfa, A strainer; — musaffa, 
Strained, racked, clarified, clear ;—musaff i , 
A purifier, clearer; clarifying, refining;— 
musaffiyi khun. A purifier of tbe blood. 

A misqaEloquent; one possessed 
of a clear and distinct enunciation,' and 
free from stammer. 

A j A c misqal, A Bmootb shell or anything 
used in polishing ; a polishing instrument; 
eloquent (preacher or orator);—musaqqal, 
Polished, furbished. 

A misqalat, misqala, An instrument 
with which a thing is polished, glazed, or 
furbished ; a shell used for that purpose. 

A masqu'at, ma-squ'a, (Ground) 
covered with hoar-frost (saqi' p. 790). 

A J f t * masqul, Polished, furbished. 
A J-** masl (v.n.), Suppurating (a 

wound) ; falling in drops (whey); the 
whey or scum of milk which is Btrained off 
when making the soft cheese aqit. 

A musalld, An oratory, a place of 
prayer; a mosque ; a mat for saying prayers 
upon (construed with gustardan), 

A misldt, Brisk, active in doing ; 
alert. 

A V^W musallab, (A garment) marked 
or woven with the sign of the cross (salib) ; 
—musallib, (A date) hardened or dried. 

A misallat, misalla, A strainer, vessel 
for racking. 

A UT-JU* mislat, (A man) brisk and active 
in doing anything. 

A tft* muslah, Prepared, rectified; — 
muslib, One who adjusts, trimB, gives a 
finish; a reformer, corrector, rectifier, re-
storer ; a mediator, arbiter, pacifier, recon-
ciler ; healthy, wholesome; a corrective; 
an antidote. 

A 2 * 1 * * maslahat, An affair, business, 
Bubject; employment, transaction, occupa-

tion; an urgent occasion; benevolence, 
kindness, peace, goodwill; welfare, that 
which is best, a prudent measure, advisable 
thing ; advice ;—maslahat dadan, To give 
advice; —maslahat didan, To regard as 
advisable, to deem prudent; — maslahati 
waqt, Good and proper for the occasion, 
suited to the time, seasonable ;—muqtazd'i 
maslahat, Advisable, expedient. 

a ^ maslahat-bln, Expert, intel-
ligent, versed in affairs. 

a 'i^a* maslahat-an, Advisedly, expedi-
ently ; opportunely. 

a maslahat-andesh, Who 
thinks best. 

a maslahat'khwdh, A well-
wisher. 

AS maslahaUkar, Who acts for 
the best; expert or skilled in affairs; 
fitted to give advice. 

aj\±S w-sagl-a* maslahat-guzdr, A charg^ 
d'affaires ; expert, intelligent, 

A mislaq, Eloquent. 
A maslub, Suspended, hanged, 

crucified, gibbeted; marrow, fat. 
A J^-A" masluq, (Water) long stagnant 

and befouled by cattle. 
A masliy, in P. masli, Roasted, burnt, 

scorched ; — musalld, Prayed; merciful, 
propitious (God); an oratory, pulpit; a 
carpet for praying upon; name of a place 
much celebrated by the poet Hafiz, and 
where he was buried ; [khaki musalld, The 
earth (dust, ground) of Musalld (Ta'rikh 
of the death of Hafiz A.H. 791 = A.D. 1388). 
The correcter date seems to be 2, u® 90, 

700 (" ba-sali ba u sad u zdli abjad," 
A.H. 792), but as, according to no less 
an authority than Farhad Mirza, the uncle 
of the present Shah, difference of one 
year is allowable in a ta'rikh, we need not 
wouder to find both statements side by 
side in Bome copies of Gulandam's Preface 
to the Diwan of Hafiz ;]—musalli, One who 
prays ; a preacher; holy, righteous; second 
(horse) in a race (because his head touches 
the said, i.e. haunches of the first). 

A musimm, Deaf; one who discovers 
to be deaf ; one who deafens. 

A mismad, A camel which ceases 
not to give milk notwithstanding cold and 
scarcity. 

A musmat, Closed (a door or 
lock); solid (not hollow); (a horse or 
cloth) of one colour; (a thousand) com-
plete ;—musammat, Closed softly (a door). 

A masmasat (v.n. of YSUM**), Rinsing 
the mouth by sipping the water with one 
aide (see 

A musammaPointed-eared (wild 
buck). 

A J*-** mttsammagh, (Ink) thickened 
with gum. 

A musammam, Fixed, concluded, 



determined; resolute; — musammim, Re-
solved, intent upon. 

A s — m i s n a b , Fond of q.v. p. 793. 
A J-W-O^ musandal, Perfumed with sandal. 
A masna', masna'at, A cistern, 

receptacle for rain-water; a fo r t ; a struc-
ture ; — musanna', Wrought ; fictitious; 
artificial. 

A mu§annaf, Composed (book) ;— 
musannif,, A composer, author, editor;— 
musannifu'l asl, The author of the original 
(of any translated book). 

A UWUA-V* musannafat, Books, works, com-
positions ;—az musannafdti hdfiz, From the 
works of Hafiz. 

A Zj^o* masna1, fem. icy-M masnu'ot, 
masnu'a, Made, formed, created; pre-
pared, invented; manufactured; fabricated, 
coined, forged, false, counterfeit; artificial; 
a work of art or skill; an invention. 

A masnu'dt (pi. fem. of the pre-
ceding), Created things ; creatures, &c.;— 
masnu'at ildhi, Creation ;—masnu'dti bannd, 
The works of builders. 

a masnu'i, Artificial. 
A miswat, One who cries aloud; a 

shouter; anyone. 
A miswdn, A bow-case ( = 

q.v. p. 794). ' 
A masubat, An accident, misfortune. 
A musauwit, One who cries aloud ; 

a shouter; noisy. 
A cy®- musHh (v.n. of Going; car-

rying away, removing (a disease) ; being 
broken off, finished ; being worn (a gar-
ment) ; distilling ; dropping (dew) ; taking 
root; being diminished ; vanishing ; fading 
(as a plant) ; decreasing (as a shadow). 

A j y masur, (A camel or goat) which 
yields but little milk; — musur (pi. of 
misr), Large cities; environs;—musauwar, 
Formed; painted; sculptured ;—musawwir, 
One who forms or figures; a painter, lim-
ner ; a sculptor. 

a musauwari, The art of painting, 
<fec. 

A masus, A dish made of boiled 
meats, especially young pigeons, fowls, or 
other birds dressed in vinegar and stuffed 
with condiments ; viri avida (mulier). 

A gya* musu' (v.n. of Going off, 
diminishing (as the milk of a camel). 

A masiigh, Cast, molten ; har-
monious. 

A y y ma&un, tyy maswiin, Guarded, 
kept safe, laid up, preserved, defended ; re-
condite. 

A yf** mushir, Related by marriage. 
A ty^* musahraj, (A cistern) of rough 

stones, or rough cast with mortar (sdruj) . 
misydt, Name of a fort on the sea-

shore near Tripoli, inhabited by followers 
of the Isma'iliya sect. 

a i ^ l m i s y d f , (Ground) refreshed plea- j 

tifully with summer rains; a man who 
does not marry because he is growing 
grey. 

A musib, (An arrow) which hits the 
mark; good or fortunate (counsel). 

A musibat, A misfortune, disaster, 
calamity, affliction, evil, misery, ill, trouble, 
adversity ; agony;—musibati nagahani, Un-
Iooked for disaster or calamity. 

a WU- mitsibat-khdna, A house of 
mourning, 

a a-*) w^-f^* musibat-zada, Unfortunate, 
calamitous. 

a AAi c - ^ musibat-ndma, Title of a 
work by Faridu 'd-din 'Attar. 

A A m a s i d , Taken by hunting ;—mi?-
yad, misyadat, masidat, A net, or 
any hunter's implement for catching fish 
or game. 

X y y masir (v.u. of Becoming; 
inclining to; place of destination, goal; 
residence, receptacle, reception; the intes-
tine which receives the chyle;—tadbiri 
shaqd-ma?ir, A pernicious counsel;—aariri 
ma'dilat-masir, The royal throne, the resi-
dence of equity. 

A ma sis, Moist earth or sand. 
A I***** masisat, A saucer, dish, or plate. 

musaitir, A keeper, guardian, 
governor appointed to some office or post of 
authority; a commander, inspector, notary, 

A masif, A summer-house, villa, 
country-residence;—musaiyif, Sufficient for 
the summer. 

A masifat, masifa (Ground) wa-
tered by summer-rains. 

A musaiqal, Polished, furbished. 
A <-iyn"* masyuf, Watered by summer-

rain. 
A masyun, Kept-, preserved; safe, 

well. 
A mazz (v.u.), Grieving, afflicting; 

paining (a wound) ; making the eye smart 
(collyrium) ; burning;—mizz, No, not at 
all. 

A mazd' (v.n. of Being trans-
ported, carried far (in any affair) ; — m ^ ' 
(v.n. of Cutting (a sword) ; the pene-
trancy or power of penetrating or piercing ; 
keenness; quick, expeditious. 

A mazdbb (pi. of ma?abbat), Tracts 
of country swarming with Lybian lizards. 

A muzdjjat (v.n. 3 of j ? . E x c i t i n g 
a tumult, raising a clamour; quarrelling. 

A ff1^* mazdjir (pi. of muzjir), Weari-
some, irksome, troublesome. 

A SJRJ-U* muzdjarat, A reducing to straits. 
A ma?dji' (pi. of mazja'), Beds, 

sleeping-places ;—mu?dji', A bed-fellow. 
A muzdja'at, A sleeping along with. 
A ^ I A * mazdjir (pi. of mu?jir), Weari-

some, irksome, troublesome. 
A 8LAA- muzdhdt (v.n. 3 of y*+), Coming 

to (one) in the forenoon (fu$d). 



A muzdhakat (v.n. 3 of 
Having a laugh together. 

A JU/* muzddd, An opponent, antagonist. 
A muzdddat, S j j l i - muzddadat (v.n. 

3 of Being averse, repugnant, con-
trary ; opposition; antipathy. 

A JTI- mazdrr (pl. of mazarrat), Injuries. 
A muz drib, A combatant, fencer; 

one who is employed by another to traffic 
for him and with his capital, on condition 
of their sharing the gain together, a sleep-
ing partner; a factor, manager, agent. 

A muzdrabat, muzdraba (v.n. 3 of 
Fighting, fencing, getting the better 

by beating; contending with another in 
striking; selling the goods of another for 
half the profit; partnership; a battle, 
combat, conflict. 

A muztirrat (v.n. 3 of ;<&), Hurting, 
harming, injuring each other; being jea-
IOUB ; quarrell ing. 

A muzari', Like ; the aorist tense. 
A muzara'at (v.n. 3 of Being 

like, resembling; a compact betwixt two 
persons, one a proprietor of land, and the 
other the cultivator, by which it is agreed 
that whatever the land yields shall belong 
to both in such proportion as may be de-
termined therein. 

A muzd'af, Doubled ; a duplicate ; 
multiplied, increased ; (in grammar) a re-
duplicate verb, i.e. whose second and third 
letters are alike, as madda " he ex-
tended," or a quadriliteral verb consisting 
of two equal syllables, as J)Jj zalzala (uulike 

dahraja). 
A ATELI- muzd'af at (v.n. 3 of Dou-

bling; adding twice as much to anything 
so that it becomes trebled; weaving (a 
coat of mail) with a double texture of 
rings; (fem. of muzd'af), Doubled; (a 
coat of mail, hauberk, or habergeon) made 
with a double texture of rings. 

A mazdgk (v.n. of Chewing; 
mastication. 

A muzdghatai (v.n. 3 of 
Hindering, preventing, pressing upon. 

A W J U * muzdf, Annexed, added, related ; 
(in gram.) a noun governing another or 
placed in construction ;—muzdf ilaihi, The 
noun governed;—mu?df hardan, To annex, 
add. 

A mu?dfdt (pl. fem. of the preced-
ing), Things annexed; annexations, addi-
tions, appendages, appurtenances ; belong-
ings ;—muzdfdti shahr, Environs or suburbs 
of a city. 

muzdfarat, An assisting one A SJILA* 
another. 

A ^IFA* 
latin g. 

A ^ U . 
juncts. 

muzammat, A heaping, accumu-

mazdmir (pl. of mazmur), Ad-

mazamin (pl. of mazmun), 

) ^ 
things implied or meant, signifi-Contents 

cations. 
A SUU* muzdhdt, in P. (v.n. 3 of 

Resembling (another). 
A mazaiq (pl. of maziq), Arduous, 

difficult affairs, straits, difficulties; narrow 
passes. 

A muzdyaqat, muzdyaqa (v.n. 3 of 
OM"), Hemming in, reducing to straits; 
oppressing; oppression; difficulty; pe-
nury, scarcity, want, necessity, distress; 
moment, consequence, significance; con-
strued with ddshtan, farmudan, namudan, 
&c.;—muzdyaqa hardan, To bid one do 
more than he can ; to make a difficulty;— 
az man muzdyaqa na-hunid, Do not refuse 
me (m.c.) ; — kick muzdyaqa na-ddrad, It 
does not matter (m.c.). 

A s-Y-I** muzabbib, One who catches the 
Lybian lizard (generally done by pouring 
water into their holes, which forces them 
out with the tail foremost). 

A mazabbat, A country abounding in 
Lybian lizards; (pl. of zabb) Lybian 
lizards. 

A mazba'at (pl. of zdbu' or zab'), 
HyenaB. 

A mazbut, Possessed, occupied; 
held; governed, regulated, controlled, 
checked, restrained; that which may be 
relied upon; tamed; moderated, disciplined; 
committed to memory; firm, strong, solid; 
(land) rained on ; — mazbut hardan, To 
fortify, strengthen. 

a mazbutl, Strength, durability. 
A tr^* mazbu', Devoured by hyenas. 
A y^* muzjir, Wearisome, troublesome, 

irksome; an annoyer. 
A mazja', A place of repose; a 

bed; the grave. 
A mazjur, Depressed, dispirited. 
A mazh (v.n,), Diminishing or tra-

ducing (the reputation of another). 
A mazhat, A sunny place. 
A KSKSTÊ .* mizhah, Laughing, merry (wo-

man). 
a usist-^ mazhah. The part where the 

teeth appear in laughing;—muzhah, Ridi-
culed, derided ;—muzhik, Ridiculous, droll, 
causing laughter; a laughing-stock; a 
mime, buffoon; who laughs at or ridicules. 

A muzhihat (pl. fem. of the pre-
ceding), Laughable things ; — mizah u 
muzhihat, Jests, jokes, buffooneries; say-
ings or doings exciting laughter. 

A K S ^ mazhakat, mazhaka, Humour, 
fun, drollery \~muzhikat (fem. of muzhik), 
Facetious, jocular (woman). 

A JAS-A* mazhal, A place of little water. 
A muzhi, One who is early in the 

forenoon (zuha), or does anything at that 
time. 

A mizakhhhat, A tube for squirting 
water; a squirt, syx'inge. 
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/Ms-** mizkham, A noble and portly A 

man. 
A mazr, mazar (v.n.), Becoming acid, 

pricking the tongue (milk or wine); be-
coming white ;—mizr, A shedding of blood 
with impunity;—mazir, Sour, acid ; very 
white;—muzar bin nizdr, Name of the 
father of an Arabian tribe ;—muzirr, in P. 
also muzir, Offensive, noxious, pernicious, 
hur t fu l ; (a man) who has two wives; (a 
woman) whose husband has another wife. 

A V^/A* mizrab, An instrument for strik-
ing ; a plectrum; a musical bow; one who 
strikes much; construed with the verbs 
khwurdan, rasdnidan, zadan, shikastan, &c. 

A <T>fa" mazrab (v.n. of ^ y ) , Departing, 
travelling (by land); striking ; a sword ; the 
edge of a sword; a place where anything is 
struck, fixed, or planted ; a field of battle ; 
a place of encampment;—mizrab, An in-
strument for striking ; a plectrum; a large 
tent;—muzrib, Who causes to be struck ;— 
muzar rah, Sewed, stitched, lined with cot-
ton (a garment) ;—muzarrib, An exciter of 
disturbances, a raiser of tumults. 

A mazrabat, Hairs or cot ton-thread 
rolled into a clew or hank ; a sword; the 
edge of a sword ;—mazribat, The principal 
part of a sword, that which gives the blow; 
a sword ; the edge of a sword. 

A ty* mazarrat, Detriment, damage, in-
jury, hurt, harm, inconvenience;—muzirrat, 
muzirra, (A woman) whose husband has 
another wife; a rival wife. 

a mazarrat-rasant, Causing 
injui'y to reach (another), injuring, harm-
ing, hurting. 

A muzarras, (A place) full of 
rough and unequal stones, resembling 
dogs' teeth ; (a well) built up with stones ; 
a kind of coloured vest; embroidered stuff, 
having the figures of teeth. 

A muzrit, muzarrit, Who causes one 
to break wind; one who makes a noise 
with the mouth in derision; a scorner, 
mocker ;—muzarritn 'l-hijdrat, Violent and 
strong (lit. causing the stones to fart). 

A pyt" muzram, Kindled. 
A mazrub, Beaten, struck, stamped, 

hammered, forged ; pitched (tent) ; affixed, 
appointed, determined; used, idiomatic, 
proverbial; (in arithmetic) multiplied ; the 
multiplicand ; — mazrub fl-hi, Tbe multi-
plier. 

A mazrur, Damaged, injured. 
A O-JY^* mazrus, (A place) full of rough 

and unequal Stones, like dogs' teeth; 
gravelly. 

A mazrusat, mazritsa 
with stones 

(A well) 
from the 

J - a -

red, those of Yaman being 

regularly built up 
bottom to tbe top. 

A hy* muzarlyat, The Modarites or 
Mozarites, an Arabian tribe (whose war-

signs were 
yellow). 

A mazaz (v.n. of U 4 - ^ ) , Grieving, 
being pained (on account of some misfor-
tune) ; affliction, misfortune. 

A muztaja', Anything for reclining 
or rtposing upon; a bed;—muztaji f, Laid 
down, recliuing on the side. 

A ft&» muztarr, Reduced to difficulties, 
made desperate, forced by necessity, dis-
tressed, afflicted. 

A muz tar ib, Agitated, moved, dis-
turbed, confounded; afflicted, anxious; fluc-
tuating; staggering, tottering, nodding; 
distracted, tormented, chagrined; wavering 
or prevaricating (evidence); erect, upright 
(man) ;—muztaribu 'l-hal, In a state of 
commotion or agitation; agitated, trou-
bled, &c.; — muztaribu 'l-'indn, Routed, 
fleeing away singly. 

a muztaribdna, Distractedly, con-
fusedly ; in an agitated manner. 

A zft" muztarah, Rejected, thrown 
aside. 

A f f t * muztarim, Kindling, blazing 
(fire) ; conspicuous (hoariness), advancing 
(old age). 

A (jAka" muztaghin, Prone to hatred; 
one who takes in or under the arms. 

A ̂ lLi* muztali', Able, powerful, equal to. 
A muztamm. Contracted; accumu-

lated ; composed; added, attributed, in-
serted . 

or clung in 
(a pearl) small round the 

A ft a* muztammir, Slender 
tbe belly 
middle. 

A muuztahad, Constrained, forced, 
subdued ;—muztahid, One ,who subjects, 
subdues, or compels ; a lion. 

A muz'af, Blind ;—muz'if, One who 
has debilitated cattle; one weakly mounted; 
0110 whose property is multiplied; one 
whose trade is wide and extensive;—muz-
' i f , muz'af, One deserving of double ;— 
muza"af, Debilitated ; doubled, multiplied; 
lined (garment) ;—muza"if, One who re-
gards as weak. 

A maz'iif, Doubled; weakened, 
enfeebled ; blind. 

A mazgh (v.n. of Chewing; 
mastication;—muzaglf (pl. of muzgfaat), 
Pieces of meat. 

A kuJ-* muz ghat, muzgha. A piece of meat 
(or anything filling tbe mouth), gobbet; 
a lump (of flesh), the foetus in the womb; 
a morsel, fragment; a glutton ; an ill-bred 
person, 

A muzafar, jft* mazfur, Plaited, 
twisted; braided. 

A mazfuf, Poor, destitute, reduced, 
impoverished by excessive liberality. 

A ft" muzill, Who causes or permits 
(one) to err, who leaves in an error, who 
leads astray ; a seducer; a loser. 



A mazallat, mazillat, mazalla, A 
country wherfc one easily strays and loses 
oneself. 

A muzli', Heavy, causing to incline 
to one side (a burden) ; weak in the sides, 
unfit for carrying loads ',—muzalla', Woven 
in the shape of ribs ; (a bridle) marked 
with stripes; (cloth) partly woven, partly 
not. 

A mu?allal, One bereft of reason, 
and who perseveres in an error; one who 
keeps not good faith ;—al-moliku 'l-muzal-
lal, A name of Imru 'l-Qais. 

Aj^A* mizmdr. A large plain or place 
for exercises; also a field of battle ; a space 
of forty days, during which a horse has a 
more than ordinary allowance of food, in 
order to fatten him; the place where a 
horse iB so fed; a hippodrome ; a race-
course. 

A muzmahill .Disappearing, vanish-
ing ; cancelled, defaced, carried off, dis-
persed; loosened, untied, undone; digested; 
shaky; weak, feeble ; exhausted, fatigued. 

A muzammakh, Copiously perfumed. 
A yi* muzmar, Concealed, suppressed; 

conceived (in mind) ; understood, implied ; 
(in gram.) the antecedent; a place of con-
cealment ; — muzmir, Who conceives or 
imagines; — muzammar, Lean, lank, atte-
nuated ; fattened;—-muzammir, What makes 
lean, attenuates, emaciates. 

A mazmazat, mazmaza (v.n. of 
{jAA-4*), Washing (tbe mouth), rinsing. 

A muzamman, (A poem) compre-
hending the verses of another poet; also a 
verse or word depending upon the follow-
ing word or verse to be fully intelligible 
( = OS^f* ; included, comprised. 

A mazmum, Added, joined; accumu-
lated; compressed, drawn in ; (a letter) 
marked with zamma 

A mazmumat (pi. fem. of the 
preceding), Additions, accumulations. 

A mazmun, Sense, signification, 
meaning, contents (of a letter); subject-
matter, subject; a composition, an article, 
an essay, an address; construed with 
bastan, khwdndan, &c.;—mazmuni khitab, 
Tbe subject of discussion; — mazmuni 
kaghi*, The contents of a letter; a post-
script (m.c.) ; — khulasa'i mazmun, The 
substance of the contents. 

a \_r»V yy*^* mazmun-tardsh, Scraping 
out the meaning, eliciting the sense. 

a mazmun-nigdr, Writer of 
an article ; an essayist; an editor. 

a Of*** mazmun-nigari, Essay-
writing ; editorship. 

A maznuk, Troubled with a rheum 
(zundk). 

x maznun, Preserved with avari-
cious care; civet, musk. 

A maznunat, The well Zamzam. 

A i^fa* muznd, Emaciated ; — muznl 
Emaciating (disease). 

A muzuw (v.n. of ^^A-), Passing by, 
going away. 

A muzur (v.n. of Becoming 
acid, pricking the tongue (milk or wine). 

A mazijgh. Chewing; anything 
chewed, cud. 

A WIJA- mazuf, (Anything) to be dreaded. 
A i i y maziifat, Need; care, anxiety. 
A O F̂̂ * mazhud, Subdued; constrained. 
A maza, I t ia past ; [maza md 

ma?d, Let what is past be past, let bye-
gones be byegones; let us speak no more 
of it;]—muzi, Causing to shine, making 
resplendent, illuminating ;—muziy (v.n. of 

Passing, going by ; being carried far 
into ; pace. 

A gW^ mizyd\ A prodigal, spendthrift. 
A mazir, Acid, sour (milk). 
A mazir at, A kind of soup or broth 

made of sour milk. 
A muzi', Rich in farms or estates 

(zai'at) ; one who dissipates or sqanders ; 
one who frustrates or makes void ;—mu-
zaiyi', A prodigal, spendthrift. 

A mazy a'at, A place of danger or 
destruction ; — mazi'at, mazi1 a, Perdition; 
—ddri mazi'a, The house of perdition. 

A mazighat, mazigka, Flesh adhering 
to tbe bone ; a muscle. 

A muzif, One who bends or causes 
to incline ; the master of a feast, the host. 

A mazifat, mazifa, Anything for-
midable ; grief, sadness, care. 

A maziq, A narrow place, pass, 
strait; a difficult affair;—muzaiyaq, Strait-
ened, narrowed, pinched. 

A mazim, Injured, oppressed, de-
frauded. 

A muziBright, shining, lumi-
nous. 

A IN* matt (v.n.), Extending; drawing; 
drawing up (a bucket) ; raising the eye-
brows, i.e. being proud. 

A matd, The back; favour, protec-
tion. 

A IJUA* mutdbbat (v.n. 3 of Applying 
remedy, physicking, treating medically, 
curing. 

A mutdbifch (pi. of matbakh), Kit-
chens. 

A mutdbiq, Comfortable, suitable, 
equal, agreeable to, consonant with, 
answering to. 

A mutdbaqat (v.n. 3 of »3-A), 
Being uniform, equal, agreeing with; 
applying one thing to another, to fit them, 
fitting, matching ; conformity, congruity, 
uniformity, proportion; similarity, same-
ness, equality ; adopting a custom, mode, 
or habit; antithesis. 

A matabanat (v.n. 3 of Making 
deep (a pit for keeping fire in, to prevent 
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it from dying away) ; being comfortable, 
agreeing with. 

A Y-SAL* matahin (pl. of mithan)), Mills. 
A matdr, Sprightly, fleet (horse); 

place where to fly to;—mutdr, Forced to 
fly broken, split;—mat tar, Swift (horse). 

A w>ft»* matario, Name of a district in 
Yam an. 

A &ft» matdrat, (A country) abounding 
in birds (td,ir) ; name of a mountain. 

A tft* matdrih (pl. of matrah), Places; 
places of conference. 

A mutdrahat (v.n. 3 of t f t , Talking 
together, holding a conference, bandying 
words to and f ro ; conference, conversa-
tion. 

A mutdradat (v.n. 3 of <>ft), Attack-
ing one another furiously ; opposition, 
mutual attack. 

A <~jft* matdrif (pl. of mutraf), Square-
cut garments of coarse stuff ornamented 
with a border. 

A jjUa* matariq (pl. of mitraqat), Sledge-
hammers ;— mutdraq, Having one thing 
above another, as a double slipper, or two 
garments. 

A tift* mutdraqat (v.n. 3 of 3ft), Putt ing 
on (two garments), the one above the 
other; sewing together (two soles). 

A iift* matdrinai, matdrina (pl. of mat ran, 
mitran), Metropolitans, archbishops. 

A muta1, Obeyed; one who is, or 
ought to be obeyed ; obedient;—farmdni 
jahdn-mutaA mandate obeyed by all the 
world. 

A ^Usu- mata'im, (pl. of ma fam) Meats, 
eatables ;—mata'im u mash drib, Meats and 
drinks. 

A (J^UA* mat a'in (pl. of mit'an), Y-CUS* 
matd'in (pl. of mi tan), (Enemies) who 
pierce furiously with spears. 

A tjUa* matdf (v.n. of Appearing 
(as a spectre); a place round which people 
walk in procession in religious ceremonies. 

A JiUa^ matdfil, matdfil (pl. of 
mutfil), (Hinds) attended by their young 
or near the birth. 

A JU** mitdl (v.n. 3 of J^*), Hammering 
flattening (iron) ; extending, prolonging ; 
putting off (the payment of a debt) ;— 
matidl, One who puts off payment (of a 
debt) ; one who makes or hammers 
helmets. 

A S-JU** matdlib (pl. of matlab), Ques-
tions, demands, petitions, propositions, 
requisitions ; researches ; purposes, wishes, 
desires. 

A ijJUa* mutdlabat, mutdlaba (v.n. 3 of 
s-J^), Asking, requiring; demand, requi-
sition, exaction; claim, due ;—mutdlaba'i 
khafifa, A small-cause court. 

A mitdlat, The art of hammering 
helmets. 

A gJU*. mat ali' (pl. of mafia'), The places 

of (the stars') rising;—mutali', Contem-
plating, looking towards; considerate, 
attentive; one who exposes or offers any-
thing for inspection, or to be read ;—mu-
tali' shudan, To contemplate, read, study. 

A mutdla'at, mutdla'a (v.u. 3 of 
£il=), Considering,turning the attention to ; 
exhibiting (anything) to inspection, or to 
be read; consideration, contemplation; 
reading, study ; private study; attending 
public lectures; a glance; a perusal; a 
letter;—mutdla'a'i kutub, The reading of 
books. 

A matdmih (pl. of matm,ah), Sights, 
spectacles. 

A g-Ua* matdmi', Things longed for, ob-
jects coveted and hankered after. 

A mutdmanat (v.n. 3 of 
Being quiet, secure, at rest. 

A j-̂ Uo" m at amir (pl. of matmiirat), 
Caverns or subterraneous store-rooms for 
grain. 

A S-JUO* matanib (pl. of matnab), The 
shoulders, the parts between the shoulder-
blades and the neck ;—mutdnib, A neigh-
bour whose tent ropes (tandb) touch your 
own. 

A mutdnazat (v.n. 3 of y^t), Ridi-
culing, bantering, jeering, gibing one 
another. 

A t ^ * matdwih, Dangerous parts. 
A mutdwaliat (v.n. 3 of Cjk), Con-

tending in throwing, throwing at each 
other. 

A £ft* mutdwi', Acquiescing, obedient, 
compliant, submissive ; a recipient, i.e. an 
intransitive formed from a transitive, as 
muta'allim, one who .receives instruction, 
a learner, from mu'allim, a teacher. 

A ICJUA* mutdwa'at, mufawa'a (v.n. 3 of 
Consenting, agreeing, accommodating 

oneself to; consent; submission ; the sense 
of the fifth conjugation, as passive or in-
transitive of the second ; — mutdwa'at kar-
dan, To agree, consent, show obedience ; to 
accommodate. 

A Jft* matdwil (pl. of mitwal), Ropes, 
halters. 

A mutdwalat (v.n. 3 of >}ft), Dis-
puting about length, excellence, or strength; 
delaying payment or a promise ; procrasti-
nation. 

A isft^ matdwi (pl. of matwa), Folds 
(of a book), wrinkles (in the belly), piles 
(in the intestines), coils (of a serpent). 

A matahir (pl. of matharat, mit-
harat), Vessels with spouts, from which 
water is poured when making ablutions; 
dentifrices ; — mutahar, Purified, pure, 
holy ;—mutahir, A purifier. 

A syfcUâ  mutaharat, A purifying, cleans-
ing. 

A VtUo* matayd (pl. of matiyat), Horses, 
mules; express (messenger or message). 



A mat(Vib, "Best, choicest (ripe 
dates). 

A mutayabdt (pi. of the follow-
ing), Jokes, pleasantries, facetiae. 

A mutdyfibat, mutdyaba (v.n. 3 of 
s—A), Jesting, playing, joking together; 
joke, pleasantry. 

A Ŝ Ua* mutdyarat (v.n. 3 of fa), Putting 
to ftgbt, making fly. 

A matbakji, A kitchen, a place for 
cooking ; — mitbakh. Any cooking-instru-
ment, as a spit or pot;—mutbikh, A cook. 

a matbakhi, Culinary, belonging 
to a kitchen ; a' cook, a clerk of the kit-
chen. 

A matba', A place where anything is 
stamped or printed; a printing-office, 
printing-house, printing-press. 

A matba'at, matba'a, A printing-
press or office •—matba'a'i dmdati, Govern-
ment printing-office (m.c.). 

A (jA-* mutbaq, Covered with a l id; 
folded together; agreed, suited to, fitted; 
—mutbiq, Incessant (fever);—mut,abbaq( 
Covered ; complicated, multiplied ; folded, 
doubled, double;—mutabbiq, (A sword) 
which separates the joints (musammim im-
plying, cutting through bones); penetra-
ting, hitting (the nail) on the head; con-
tinual, unintermitting (disease) ; clever ; 
one who manages properly, easily, well. 

A mufbaqat, mutbaqa (fein, of mut-
baq), Folded, covered;—mufbiqat, mutbiqa, 
Continual (fever), 

A mutabbal, Drum-shaped. 
A matbukh, Dressed, cooked ; 

boiled; boiling, fermenting; dressed silk. 
A matbufem. rnatbii'at, mat-

bit'a, Struck, stamped, impressed ; coined ; 
formed by nature; natural, innate created 
with a disposition to ; agreeable, accept-
able, worthy, laudable ; excellent; defiled, 
contaminated, disgraced ;—majmu'a'i mat-
bu'a, An excellent collection. 

A ̂ Â A* mutajjan, FEM. A Ĵo-* mutajjanat, 
mutajjana, Fried in a pan (tdjan). 

A ^UAa* with an, kUJa- mithanat, A mill. 
A vUA-* mutahlib, mutahlab, (Water) 

covered with a green scum called tuhlub. 
A mathanai, mathana, A mill. 
A mathiil, Splenetic ; hurt in the 

spleen (fjhdl). 
A mathim, Ground, crushed in a 

mill. 
a mathi, Wide-spread (shade, 

arbour). 
A mitakhkhat, mitakhkhha, A piece 

of wood used by boys at play; a bat, 
battledore, racket. 

A ^ matr (v.n.), Going fast (ahorse) ; 
raining; — matar, Rain ; —matir, Rainy 
(day). 

A mutarrd, Fresh ; perfumed ; po-
lished, 

A ^fa* mitrdb, &i\fa* mitrabat, One who 
moves with alacrity from joy or sorrow. 

A mutarrdt, Perfumed, scented, 
spiced (wash for the head). 

a fafa mutarrdgar, One who smoothes or 
glazes linens, silks, or clothes ; a calen-
dered 

A <$\fa* matr an, m itr an, An archbishop, a 
metropolitan. 

A s->fa* matrab, &}fa>* matrabat, matraba, 
A divided or narrow way; a by-lane lead-
ing into a high road;—mutrib, fem, bfa-
mu tribal, mutriba, A musician, minstrel; a 
singer; who or what causes to dance and 
skip about for joy. 

a <S-fa"* mutribi, Music; minstrelsy; 
singing. 

A matr ah, A place, station, post, 
situation, foundation ; a place where any-
thing is thrown. • a place of reverberation 
or echo; a recipient; a large net to catch 
game; a game-bag;—mitrah, An imple-
ment of hunting; — mu tarr ah, Laid pro-
strate, at full length ; extensive, long 
(building). 

A j f a matrad, Flowing, current (?) ; — 
mitrad, A short hunting-spear ; — muttarad, 
Universal; to be constantly observed (as 
a rule) ; — muttarid, Unimpeded, flowing 
freely, and in a straight and onward course ; 
prosperous ; frequent; — mutarrad, Long 
(day); driven away. 

A jfa* mutarraz, (A garment) ornamented 
with a lace or fringe (Uraz) ;—mutarriz, A 
worker of lace or fringe for garments, a 
laceman. 

A <Jfa mitraf, mutraf, A kind of gar-
ment of coarse silk ornamented with a 
border ; a veil, a curtain ;—mutvif , Newly-
acquired (wealth) ;—mv,tarraf, New; (a 
horse) having his head and tail white or 
black, and the rest of his body different; 
(a sheep) having the tail black, the rest of 
the body being white;—mutarrif , (An 
army) attacking the wing or outskirts 
(taraf) of the enemy. 

A j f a mitraq, &fa* mitraqal, A smith's 
hammer ; a rod for teasing cotton or wool; 
—mutraqai, mutarraqat, (A shield) con-
sisting of different coats of leather. 

a diMfa matarndk, Rainy (day); preg-
n a n t with rain (cloud). 

A t)fa matruh, Thrown, flung, cast; 
removed, far away, distant; rejected, de-
jected, abject; an infidel; (in subtraction) 
a remainder. 

A matrdhat (pi. fem. of the pre-
ceding), Things thrown away or rejected, 

A jfa* matrud, Banished, expelled, per-
secuted, driven off to a distance;—mardud 
u matrud, Rejected and cast off. 

A xfa* matrur, Whetted, sharpened 
(knife) ; furbished (sword). 

A matruf, One whose eyes are not 



steadily fixed upon, any object; (eyes) 
hurt by anything which makes them water. 

A matruq, (A man) weak, feeble in 
intellect; (water) defiled with the dung or 
urine of cattle; flabby, flaccid. 

A mutrl, One who praises to excess ; 
one who makes fragrant;—mutarrd, Per-
fumed, scented with aromatics ; polished, 
glazed, calendered, made to look new. 

A matshushat, (Land) wet with 
rain. 

A mit'din, Hospitable ; giving food. 
A mit'dn, One who stabs much with 

a spear. 
A mat'am, Eating ; food ;—mit'am, 

One who eats much and greedily;—mut-
'am, Fed, supported in the necessaries of 
life ;~mut'im, muta"im, One who feeds, 
gives to eat, one who maintains or enter-
tains others. 

A mut'imat, mut'ima, A bow (as 
providing meat for its owner) ; the larynx 
or top of the windpipe. 

A mat'an, Liable to reproach or 
chiding;—miVan, One who pierces bis 
enemy with a spear. 

A mal'um, Anything eatable. 
A mat'umdt (pl. fem. of the pre-

ceding), Eatables, victuals, viands. 
A mat'iin, Transfixed with a spear, 

speared; infected with the pestilence 
(ta'un) ; accursed, damned ; repreheuded, 
chidden; reviled, scorned; taunted. 

A mutgki. Insolence-inspiring. 
A PAL* muttafih, One who skims (a pot) ; 

—mutajjih, Who fills to the brim, 
A i ^ M mitfahat, A ladle, skimmer. 
A mutaffif, One who does not fill a 

vessel, giving unfair measure. 
A mufjil, (A mother) having an in-

fant or young along with her. 
A mutfV, mntaffi, One who ex-

tinguishes, an extinguisher ;—mutfVu '/-
jamr, Extinguishing the glede (name of 
the fifth or the fourth of the days called 
al-'ajuz). 

A JW* mafl (v.n.), Extending, prolong-
ing ; putting off (the payment of a debt) ; 
— mutall, (Blood) unpunished, shed with 
impunity ; rained upon gently ;—muti.il, 
(God) suffering blood to be shed with 
impunity. 

A MM mutalld, Gilded, covered with gold ; 
inlaid with gold. 

A mitldq, (A man) frequent in 
divorcing (his wives). 

a jjyU KU mutalld-hdri, Gilding (m.c.). 
A ̂ JJw matlab, A question, demand, re-

quest, petition; intention, purpose, propo-
sition, wish, desire, pursuit, motive; effect; 
[matlab uftddan, To be intended, de-
manded, desired, &c.;—matlab dast-ash ast, 
He is perfectly acquainted with, an courant 
of, the affair (m.c.) ;—chanddn matlabe na-

bud, It was not such a big affair after all ; 
there was not much the matter (m.c.);— 
haqiqati matlab in ast, Tbe fact of the case 
is this (m.c.) ;—ham-matlab, Having the 
same desire, i.e. a rival, competitor;] — 
mutlib, One who gives orders to be asked; 
a granter of anything petitioned;—mutta-
lib, A seeker. 

a ^ftj* ma flab-bar-dri, The dis-
charge or performance of a work; the 
accomplishment of an object, attainment of 
an end. 

A matlabat, rnatlaba, A question, 
proposition; an intention. 

A mutalsam, Armed with a talisman. 
A mat la', The initiatory verse of a 

poem; construed with jastan, hardan, guf-
tan, &c.; [matla'i du-lahht. An initiatory 
couplet each hemistich of which contains a 
complete meaning {]—matla', matli' (v.n. 
of Arising, appearing (as the sun or 
stars) ; the place of rising (especially of 
tbe stars) ; [az matla' td maqta', From be-
ginning to end ;]—mutli', One who reveals 
or causes to understand ; — m u t t a l a A b l e , 
sufficient, powerful, equal to ; a place to 
which one comes, or whither anything 
tends or is directed ; the day of the resur-
rection ;—mutt ali', One who penetrates, in-
spects, and looks into (affairs) ; one who 
considers and wishes to explore the inten-
tion or opinion of another ;—muttali' shu-
dan, To perceive, penetrate, see distinctly, 
be fully informed of. 

A matla'at, A high place, watch-
tower;—mutli'at, (A palm-tree) towering 
above the re&t. 

A mutlif, A giver, bestower; one 
who permits, makes great allowance, passes 
over a great deal; unrevenged (blood). 

A ,31^ mutlaq, Free exempt, unre-
strained ; unconditional; indefinite, not 
shackled; independent, absolute, entire, 
universal; principal, supreme ; [mutlaqu 
'l-'indn, Free, having the reins loose;— 
mutlaq wahalat-ndma, A document convey-
ing absolute authority to an agent or repre-
sentative ; full power;—khairi mutlaq, 
The chief good, summum bonum ;—qadiri 
mutlaq, Omnipotent (God), powerful;—wa-
kili mutlaq, A plenipotentiary ;]—mutliq, 
An aperient, cathartic, purgative ;—mutal-
laq, One whose grief is mitigated ; divorced; 
—mutalliq, A divorcer; a giver, a be-
stower. 

A mutlaq-an, Entirely, absolutely, 
altogether. 

a mutlaq-hhirdm, Free, having 
the reins loose. 

a ASIL- mutallaqa (fem. of mutallaq), A 
divorced woman. 

A S-^LK-* matlub, Demanded, called, ex-
acted, required, sought, wanted, needed; 
necessary ; the thing desired; wish, inten-



tion; name of a place; — chihra'i matlub, 
The appearance of anything wished for! 

A matlubat, matliiba, (Anything) 
Bought, wished, 

A cfa* matluh, Empty-bellied. 
A {j*fa* matlue, Cast into prison, impri-

soned. 
A matluqat, matluqa, Agonized by 

the pains of parturition; divorced (woman). 
A Jfa* matlul, (Blood) shed with impu-

nity ; moistened with dew {tall), bedewed, 
A mutalld, matli, Smeared with, 

anointed;—mutalli, One who smears with 
pitch, &c.; a reviler, 

A mitUq, A man who frequently 
divorces his wives. 

A mitmdr, A mason's plumb-line ; a 
man in tattered garments; form, figure, 
face, 

A gUia* mitmd', (A woman) who excites 
desire (tam') in a man, but gives no oppor-
tunity. 

A mutma'awn, Rested, reposed ; the 
place where one rests. 

A mutmah, Raised up, turned up-
wards (the sight); a show, spectacle; a 
theatre ;—mutmib, Who raises his eyes or 
looks up. 

A fa* mitmar, A mason's plumb-line. 
A mutmas, Blinded, blind. 
A matma', matma'at, maim a'a, 

A thing desired or desirable;—mutma', 
Longed for, wished, desired; — mutmi 
Whatever excites a longing desire (tam'), 
or inspires hope. 

A mitmalat, mitmala, A rolling-pin. 
A matmur, Stored (grain). 
A matmur at, matmura, A subter-

raneous cavern in which people lay up eorn. 
A matmns, Blind, bereft of sight ; 

erased, effaced, obliterated ',—^matmusu 'l-
'ain, Antichrist (as being one-eyed). 

A matmu', Greedily-desired, co-
veted ; longed for. 

A JjA** matmul, Rolled out (leaven). 
A f f a * matmum, Closely shorn (head) ; 

one who has much hair. 
A ̂ ŜAM mutma'inn, Quiet, secure, con-

tent, acquiescing, safe, enjoying repose 
and ease ; low and level (country). 

A matnab, The shoulder, the place 
between the shoulder-blades and the neck ; 
—mutdnnab, (A tent) stretched by ropes. 

a (jjV1^* mutanjan, Pried or boiled in 
a pan ( = q.v.). 

a mu tanj ana, Beef-tea ; a stew. 
A matnazat, Men ridiculous in their 

behaviour; worthless, good for little. 
A mutnif, One who stands upon a 

pinnacle or a mountain's top, or on the 
coping of a wall; having a slab, projection, 
or pent (tanf) over one's door;—mutannaf, 
Suspected; inwardly bad. 

A mitwaObedient, obsequious. 

A zfa* mutauwih, A thrower. 
A jfa* mutauwad, Distant, far off. 
Ayfa* mutur (v.n. of fa), Going fast, 

being borne rapidly along (a horse). 
A <j*fa* mutauwas, Elegant, ornamented. 
A £fa* mutauwi1, A volunteer, especially 

in a sacred war. 
• A Kjfa* mutauwaf, Distant, remote. 
A afa* mutauwaq, Ornamented with a 

collar, collared ; marked with a ring round 
the neck (as a dove or pigeon) mlmi 
mutauwaq, Penis. 

A &ifa> mutauwaqat, mutauwaqa, A ring-
dove ; a large vessel with a neck like that 
of the ring-dove. 

A matul, One who delays payment 
of a debt, or the performance of a promise; 
—mitwal, A rope ; penis;—mut auwal, Ex-
tended, prolonged, elongated, continued; 
tall, lengthy. 

A ̂ fa* matwd, Leaf or fold of a book; a 
wrinkle (in the belly), ply (in the intes-
tine) ; — matwi, Folded, complicated, 
twisted up; (a well) built up, lined (with 
stones, &c.) ; resolved on, undertaken; 
employed, busied. 

A yfa mathar, Place of purification ; pur-
gatory ;—mithar, An instrument for cleans-
ing or purifying ;—mutahhar, Purified, 
cleaned, pure, holy; [rauza'i mutahhara, 
The pure garden, i.e. the tomb of Muham-
mad ;] — mutahhir, Cleansing, purifying, 
purificatory ; cleanser, purifier. 

A Ji^M matharat, A cause of purity or 
cleanliness;—matharat, mathara (mitharat, 
mithara), A vessel having a spout, from 
which people pour water when performing 
ablutions, an ewer ; a dentrifice; a house 
in which ablutions are made. 

A hjfa* mathariyat, Purity, cleanness. 
A ^fa* mata, Extension, prolongation; 

the back;—matiy, matj (pi. of matiyat), 
Beasts of burden. 

A mutaiyab, Spiced, perfumed, 
aromatized; name of one of Muhammad's-
sons; — mutaiyib, Whatever imparts an 
aroma, aromatic, odorous. 

matyabat, matyaba, Anything 
sweet, agreeable -,—^mutaiyaba, The city of 
Madina. 

A matiyat, A beast of burden. 
A zfa* mutaiyab, Vicious, spoiled; worth-

less. 
A tfa* mutaiyakh, Vicious, corrupt, 

naught ; bedaubed. 
A fa* matyar, Plight ;—matir, Rained 

upon; raining, dropping ; rainy, showery; 
—-mutaiyar, Fresh ; a stick, or green bough ; 
(a vest) paiuted with the figares of birds 
(tair) ;—'udi mutaiyar, The wood of aloes, 
especially split or broken for perfuming. 

A SEJJA* matit, I K A ^ matUat, Thick water 
at the bottom of a cistern. 

A muti', Obedient, submissive, obse-



quious;—mutV shudan, To submit ;—mutl' 
kardan, To subject, render obsequious. 

A ULL» mutlf, Who or whatever sur-
rounds, encompasses, and encloses. 

A mutlq, ODe who gives power, or 
confers ability ([tdqat) ; able, powerful. 

A (ft0* matin, Covered with clay, clayed 
(roof) ;—mutaiyan, Plastered over ;—mu-
taiyin, One who delights to dabble in clay 
(tin). 

A > mazz, The pomegranate ; also a wild 
kind of it. 

A FY^Ui*. muzd'abat (v.n. 3 of Being 
allied (to another), as those who have 
married sisters. 

A muz a'ar at (v.n. 3 o f H i r i n g 
or receiving a nurse ; taking a child to 
suckle (a nurse) ; having the relationship 
of foster-brother subsisting between them 
(two persons). 

mizaz (v.n. 3 of L-), Contending, 
striving, disputing; being malignant and 
injurious. 

A mazdll (pl. of mizallat), Shades; 
tents, pavilions; parasols. 

A (J^* mazdlim (pl. of mazlamat), Op-
pressions, tyrannies, aggrievances; com-
plainings of injuries received; — mazdlim 
kardan, To hold court for the hearing of 
grievances;—zikri balzi mazalimi tlmur, The 
mention of some of the cruelties of Tamer-
lane. 

A mazdnn (pl. of mazannat), Places 
where things are supposed to be. 

A YFCUB̂  mazdhir (pl. of mazhar), Mani-
festations ; views; objects, spectacles;— 
muzahir, A protector, defender, backer, 
supporter, assistant; a representee 

A SybUs** mu^dharat (v.n. 3 of Assist-
ing, protecting, supporting; saying to a 
wife, 'alaiya anti ka-zahri umml, Thou art 
to me as the back of my mother (a formula 
of divorce). 

A ̂ jft* mazruf, What is put into, or 
left in, a vessel. 

A jft* maz( (v.n.), Making (a bow-string) 
supple and flexible. 

A YDS** muzfar, Scratched with the nails 
(zu/r or zufur), clawed; rendered trium-
phant ; victorious ; successful, fortunate; 
superior; august; conqueror ; — muz fir, 
Victorious, 1 riumphaut; — muzaffar, Ren-
dered victorious, accustomed to couquer, 
superior, fortunate; august; a conqueror; 
—muzaffar shudan, To be made victorious, 
to gain a victory, to conquer ;—muzaffar 
gashtani sultan, The king's becoming vic-
torious ;—muzaffar u mansur, A conqueror, 
triumpher. 

A yyft* muzaffarun, Name of a dynasty 
which reigned in Persia from A.D. 1317 to 
1396. 

A mizlam, Dark, mysterious (affair). 

A ilk* mizallat, mizalla, A parasol; a 
tent, pavilion. 

A iJdk- muzallaf, Endued with a cloven 
foot (zilf). 

A Jl̂ ** muzallal, Shaded ; a parasol-stick. 
A muzlim, Dark (night); jetty 

(hair) ; mysterious (affair); one who 
enters into, or walks in, darkness ; evil, 
unlucky, disastrous (day). 

A mazlimat, mazlima, Oppression, 
tyranny, cruelty, injustice, iniquity; a 
requisition of justice; justice; construed 
with burdan. 

a ft mazlima-kdr, Injurious, tyran-
nical. 

A mazluf, Hurt in the hoof or 
nail. 

A rft~ mazlum, Injured, oppressed; 
seized forcibly ; upturned (earth) ; mild, 
gentle, modest;—man mazlum-am na zalim, 
I am sinned against, not sinning. 

a mazlumdna, Like an injured 
man. 

a ^sjty p}^* mazlum-nawazi, Cherishing 
or protecting the oppressed. 

a mazluml, l^ft* mazlumlyat, 
Oppression, misery; subduedness, gentle-
ness, meekness ; modesty. 

a (^Uk* mazma'l, ^ftu* mazml, (A field) 
watered by rain from heaven (not by 
irrigation). 

A mazannat, mazanna, Opinion, 
thought; suspicion, conjecture; the place 
where anything is supposed to be; (ad-
verbially) should it be the case? should it 
happen ? may one suppose ? there is some 
ground to think (mm.cc.). 

A maznun, Thought, suspected, 
opined. 

A mazhar, An ascent, step, ladder, or 
stair; a place where any spectacle is repre-
sented ; a theatre, amphitheatre, stage; 
the scene (of a deed, &c.) ; the object (of 
divine vengeance, &e.) ; manifestation; 
show, sight, view ; [mazhari ihsdn u altaf, 
Deemed worthy of grace and favour;— 
mazhari jaldM ildhl, The object of the 
divine power, i.e. any person, place, or 
thing which has been the object of Almighty 
vengeance ;—mazhari 'addwat, Odious, held 
in detestation ;]—muzhar, fem. muz-
harat, muzhara, Displayed, manifested, 
made apparent; declared, stated, affirmed; 
alleged, deposed; explicit; [muzhar 'alai-
hi, One declared or informed against, one 
complained against, a defendant; — hd'i 
muzhar, The sounded aspirate \\-~muzhir, 
One who manifests, shows, displays; a 
comer or goer at noon-day (zuhr) ; possessed 
of a number of riding-camels (literally, of 
backs);—muzahhar, Strong in the back; 
thrown behind the back, rejected, dis-
carded ;—muzahhir, One who comes at 
noon. 



mathariyat. State of being tbe 
object. 

A J^* muzaiy, (Leather) tanned with the 
leaves of the plant zaiydn. 

A 2LL. mazy at, (Land) rich in the plant 
zaiydn. 

A {fa** muzaiyan, Tanned with zaiydn 
leaves. 

A ma', ma'a, With, together with, in 
the 

company of ; notwithstanding; how-
ever ; nevertheless ;—ma'a hull hdzd, With 
all th 

is, notwithstanding, still;—ma' hazd, 
Beside. 

A ^ ma'-an, Along with, together; at 
once, instantly ;—mi'a (for <_3*>*), A gut, an 
intestine;—mu'a', The mewing (of a cat). 

A ma'db, ma'abat, A vice, re-
proach, fault, blemish. 

a mu'dbid (pi. of 'aid), Servants, 
slaves ; servants of God; (pi. of ma'bid) 
places of worship ; sacred sites. 

A^A** ma1 abir (pi. of ma'bar), Passes, 
ferries, fords, thoroughfares; (pi. of mi 
fear) ferry-boats. 

A mu'dtab, Reprehended, chidden; 
[mu'dtab sdkhtan, To blame, scold, re-
proach;— ghair mu'dtab, Blameless, irre-
proachable ;]—mu'dtib, A chider, expostu-
lator, reprover. 

A mu'dtabat (v.n. 3 of Ex-
postulating (especially lovers or friends) ; 
chiding, reproving; reprehension, expostu-
lation. 

A (JK t̂*" ma'dtiq (pi. of ma'tuq), Emanci-
pated, set free, manumitted. 

A ma1 asir, Stumbling-blocks. 
A SW *̂* mu'ajdt, in P. (v.n. 3 of 

Postering (an infant), allowing (it) 
to suck a nurse, not (its) mother. 

A Y^*** mu'djiz, One who opposes, thwarts, 
bears malice, or endeavours to weaken and 
cripple. 

A mu'ajazat (v.n. 3 of yV5), De-
parting and nobody overtaking; pre-
ceding, excelling, getting the start in any 
business; contending for superiority and 
precedency. 

A mu'djalat (v.n. 3 of Jv*) , 
Ivlaking haste to inflict punishment; pre-
cipitation; hurrying a debtor for payment. 

A ma'dji j, Violent, blustering 
(winds). 

A J-^bfc* ma'djil, Short roads, by which 
anyone may speedily make a cross cut. 

A ma'djin (pi. of ma'jun), Elec-
tuaries. 

A ma1 dd, Place or state to which one 
returns; a return ; a place, state, or result 
to which a person or thing eventually 
comes ; destination, ultimate state or con-
dition ; the other world; Paradise; the 
resurrection (tbe body being then sup-
posed to return to its pristine state) ; pil-
grimage ; Mecca; — ma'ad sdkhtan, To 

apply to; to rub ;—shdhi bihishti-ma'dd, 
The prince of heavenly destination, i.e. the 
deceased king. 

A SUW- mu'addt, in P. also mu'dda 
(v.n. 3 of Detesting, being inimical, 
hostile; enmity, hostility, hatred, animo-
sity. ( 

A mu'addat (v.n. 3 of AC), Number-
ing, enumerating; tormenting (one) with 
the pain railed 'idad (see p. 838) ; 
making mutual preparations for war. 

A mu'ddil, Equal, equivalent, alike, 
resembling, comparable, opposed to ; jus t ; 
—bi-mu'ddil, Unparalleled, incomparable;— 
ai 'adili bi-mu'ddil, 0 incomparable judge ! 

A mu'adalat (v.n. 3 of J*3^), Being 
equal, equivalent to; making equal, equaliz-
ing ; riding in company in the litter called 
hajdwa (see p. 1016) ; hesitating or 
remaining in doubt with regard to two 
matters; equalibriurn, equality; justice. 

A ma'ddin (pi. of ma'din), Mines, 
quarries; minerals;—ma'ddini dhan u nvqra 
u tild, Mines of iron and silver and gold. 

A jl*- ma'dz (v.n. of -jy^), Taking refuge, 
fleeing (to God), in any misfortune; a 
refuge, an asylum; — ma'dza 'Udh, God 
forbid! heaven defend me ! 

A SJW« ma'dzat, An amulet, charm ; a 
refuge, an asylum •—ma'dzata 'lldh, God 
forbid! heaven defend me\ 

A v*^^* ma'dzib (pi. of ma'zab), Strips of 
cloth worn round the waist by wailing 
women. 

A mu'dzarat (v.n. 3 of j^), Making 
a false and inadmissible excuse; apolo-
gizing mutually. 

A^aU* ma'dzir (pi. of mi'zdr), Coverings, 
veils; proofs, demonstrations; excuses. 

A mi'dr, A horse that swerves with 
his rider;—mi'dri jamdli, Title of a book 
on metrics by Shamsu 'd-dfn Fak&ri. 

A S^bt* mu'ardt (v.n. 3 of Riding 
(a horse) bare-backed ('ury) without a 
saddle. 

A Zfa* mu'drrat (v.n. 3 of />), Making a 
noise (as the ostrich); being slow and 
dilatory ; delaying. 

A GY^ ma'arij (pi. of mi'raj), Ladders, 
steps; ascents. 

A fa- mu'driz, Anadversary, competitor, 
opponent;—mdni' u mu'driz shudan, To 
oppose, prevent. 

A <UjW» mu'drasat, mu'draza (v.n. 3 of 
Going side by side, and step for 

step; doing equal with another, exactly 
what tbe other has done; opposing, re-
sisting, thwarting; collating (books); re-
tiring, withdrawing; opposition, contra-
diction; antithesis; competition,emulation; 
rivalry. 

A ma'drif (pi. of ma'raf and ma'-
rafat), Faces, hands, and other parts of 
women displayed; persons known, acquain-



tances; men of distinction; renowned, 
celebrated; definite nouns ; sorts of know-
ledge ; sciences, acquirements ;—ma'drifi 
shahr, The nobles or notables of the citj. 

a jl•iji. <*Jft* ma'arif-pardaz, Versed in 
science ; a great scholar. 

A dft» ma'drik (pl. of ma'rakat), Fields 
(of battle) ; [ma'driki qitdl, Fields of 
battle; amphitheatres ;]—mu'drik, A vete-
ran in war. 

A fcft* mu'drakat (v.n. 3 of ^>ft), Fight-
ing, especially hand to hand, jostling one 
another in battle ; conflict, combat. 

A ̂ f t " ma'dri, The face, feet, or hands 
of a girl (as being most exposed to view) ; 
places bare of vegetation. 

A gi)^* ma'drij (pl. of mi'rdj), Ladders, 
stairs. 

A ma'driz, Parables, or like say-
ings ; words of a hidden or obscure mean-
ing. 

A ft* mi'dz, The goat-species;—ma"dz, 
An owner of goats. 

A I ft* mu'dzzat (v.n. 3 of ft), Overpower-
ing (by words); contending about price or 
glory. 

A ma'dzif (pl. of mi'zaf or mi'zafat), 
Musical instruments. 

A JJU^ ma'dziq (pl. of mi'zaq and mi'za-
qat), Implements for turning up the ground. 

A ma'dzil (pl. of a'zal), Unarmed ; 
(pl. of ma'zil), Places of retirement. 

A XJJU- mu1 azalat, A retiring from battle. 
A J I ) ^ * * ma'dzil (pl. of mi'zdl), Shepherds 

who retire from the others at pasture ; un-
armed, Bpearless. 

A ma"d8, Bold, intrepid, valiant. 
A FIJ-U* mu'dsarat (v.n, 3 of j**), Showing 

a bad temper, creating difficulty. 
A ma'dsh (v.n. of Living, 

life; means of living, livelihood, subsis-
tence ; a place where one lives; landed 
property ;—kafdf ,ma'dsh, Victuals; viands; 
salary, wages, income, sufficient for sub-
sistence ; a kind of sour curd. 

a ^o j^VJH ma'dsh-dar, Possessed of the 
means of living; owner of an estate. 

a. ft** ma'dshir (pl. of ma'shar), Com-
panies, congregations, coteries ;—mu'ashir, 
A companion, intimate friend, messmate. 

A mu'ashirdn (P. pl. of the pre-
ceding), Intimates. 

A mu'dskarat (v.n. 3 o f ^ C ) , Con-
tracting friendship, entering into alliance, 
associating, conversing; conversation, fa-
miliarity, society, living, eating and drink-
ing together; social intercourse; intimacy. 

A mu'dshaqat, A loving one another, 
mutual love. 

A ma'dshib (pl. of mi'shab), 
(Lands) rich in green pasture ('ushb). 

A fiLelx* ma'dsdt, in P. (v.n. 3 
of Fighting with sticks, playing at 

quarter-stafE or single-stick; rebelling 
against, opposing; rebellion, defection. 

A ft** ma'dsir, Places of confinement; 
(pl. of mi'sar) presses (for wine or olives); 
—mu'asir, Cotemporary, coetaneous. 

A mu'dsarat (v.n. 3 of Being 
cotemporary with; contemporaneousness, 

a, mu'dsirin (obi. pl. used as 
nom.), Contemporaries. 

A ma'dsim (pl. of mi'sam), Wrists. 
A ^-OU/* ma'dsi (pl. of ma'siyat), Acts of 

disobedience, sins, crimes;—mu'dsl, Rebel-
lious, criminal; a rebel. 

A ZA** mu'dzzat, A biting one another. 
A ma'dzid (pl. of mi'zad), Bracelets, 

armlets ;—mu'azid, An assistant, helper. 
A mu'azadat (v.n. 3 of JUC), Help-

ing one another ; assistance, mutual aid. 
A SU»U* mu'dtdt, in P. (y.n. 3 of 

ft), Giving; submitting. 
ma'dtib (pi. of ma'tab), Perilous 

places ; dangers, perils. 
A ma'dtis (pl. of mi'tas), Noses. 
A (jiUx- ma'dtish (pl. of ma'tash), Stated 

times when (camels) become thirsty ; (pl. 
of ma'tashat), Thirsty lands with no 
water. 

A mu'dtashat, A contending about 
thirst. 

A ma'atif, Bending-places, sinuosi-
ties (of a stream or valley). 

A mu'dtafat (v.n. 3 of Show-
ing kindness and affection towards one 
another. 

ma'dtil, Those parts on which 
female ornaments are worn. 

A ^ ^ ma'ati (pl. of mi'td'), Munificent, 
liberal in giving. 

A mu'azalat (v.n. 3 of Stick-
ing fast together (dogs and locusts). 

A mu'df, Absolved, excused, forgiven, 
pardoned,condoned, spared, dispensed with, 
exempted from, tree, privileged; rent-free; 
retired from service (m.c.); [mu'df bi-
farmayid, Please to excuse me, I beg your 
pardon (m.c.);—mu'df budan, To be ex-
empt (m.c.) ;—mu'df bi 'sh-shart, A con-
ditional pardon ; — mu'dfi, mutlaq, Free 
pardon;]—(for A. Keeping back from, 
restraining. 

A S U U * 
mu'df at (v.n.v3 of ft), Restoring 

to, or preserving in, health (God); de-
fending from harm; rendering one free 
from care, coneern, and anxiety; safety, 
health, security. 

A ma'afir, Name of a country, and 
of a family of Hamdan Arabians. 

A ma'dfiriyat, Linen cloth made at 
Ma'afir. 

A mu'dfazat (v.n. 3 of ft), Toying 
with each other (husband and wife). 

A i—iU- mu'dfasat (v.n. 3 of <j~Ae), Strain-
ing, compressing, grasping; kicking on 
the backside. 



( 1266 ) 
A free or sacred a t\S u>\** mu'df-gdh, 

place; a sanctuary. 
a mu'df-ndma, Letter of affran-

chisement, charter of immunity from tri-
bute or taxes. 

A mu'dfa, "Well, free from pain ;— 
mu'dflt immunity, privilege, exemption ; 
exempt from the payment of rent or tax;— 
mu'dfi'i dd'imi (istimrdri), A grant of 
land in perpetuity; exemption (from tax, 
&c.) in perpetuity. 

a mu'dfi-ddr, A holder or 
grantee of rent-free land. 

a mu'afi-zamin, Rent-free 
land. 

a JL- mu'afi-sdl, A year of ex-
emption from assessment (on some special 
account). 

a ^jiU* mu'afi-ndma, = wiU* 
q.T. 

A. mu'dqab, Followed; overtaken ; 
punished, chastised;—mu'aqib, A follower, 
one who comes behind; a punisher; one 
who does anything alternately with an-
other. 

A mu'dqabat (v.n. 3 of s- te) , Coming 
behind, following at the heels of ; punish-
ing, chastising; penalty; changing (turns) 
with another, doing duty alternately; 
riding by turns; (in poetry) an alternate 
dropping of the www and ^ yd in 
mafd'ilun, but never of both at once;— 
mu'aqibat, (Camels) feeding now on salt 
herbage, and now on sweet plants. 

A ma'dqat (v.n. of (J**), Being deep 
(well). 

A ASU* ma'aqid (pi. of ma'qad and 'aqd), 
Knots ; places where things are t ied; — 
mu'aqid, Confederated, bound. 

A SJA** mu'aqadat (v.n. 3 of Ate), Enter-
ing into an alliance or confederacy; a tying 
or knotting together; a league. 

mu'dqir, One who contends (with 
another); assiduous; one who sticks close 
to the bottle. 

A mu'dqarat (v.n. 3 of yc) , Contend-
ing (with another), either before a judge 
upon important subjects, or in reproaches 
and satire; being assiduous, attentive, 
sticking close to; drinking (wine) inces-
santly or immoderately. 

A JiV*-* ma'dqil (pi. of ma'qil), Refuges, 
asylums; (pi. of ma'qulat) expiations of 
murder; parts remaining to be paid of 
such composition. 

A & S U * mu'dqalat (v.n. 3 of Dis-
puting (with another) for superiority of 
genius ; equalling, being worth ; valuing 
(a woman) at the third part (of a man) 
in a composition for bloodshed. 

a (Jk** ma'aqim (pi. of ma'qim), Joints 
in horses or other solid-hoofed animals (as 
the knee or pastern) ; dorsal vertebra from 
the withers to the root of the tail. 

a ASU* ma'dkid (pi. of ma'kid), Places of 
refuge. 

A mu'dkasat, A contradicting. 
A ma'akls (pi. of ma'foils), Poor. 
A JU* mu'dl, High ; higher (part). 
A SSU* mu'dldt (v.n. 3 of Y^), Being 

above in the upper part, superior to ; ex-
alting one (God) ; coming into that part of 
High Arabia called 'aliyat. 

A git** mu'dlaj, Cured; prepared; 
cooked; — mu'dlij, One who treatB medi-
cally, a physician. 

A mu'dlajat, mu'alaja (v.n. 3 of 
ffa) , Applying a remedy (to a distemper), 
healing, curing; medical treatment; ad-
justing or managing (any affair) ; dress-
ing, cooking, preparing; remedy, cure. 

A I_ASU* ma'dlif (pi. of mi'laf), Mangers, 
cribs, nose-bags. 

A pU* ma'alim (pi. of ma'lam), Signs, 
direction-posts ; signals, banners ; badges ; 
beaten roads; colleges, schools., semi-
naries. 

A mu'dlamat (v.n. 3 of fa*), Dis-
puting with on science or superiority of 
knowledge. 

A mu'dlanat (v.n. 3 of Acting 
openly with a person, or with one another. 

A ma*dli (pi. of ma'ldt), Eminences ; 
high places ; sublime matters; — ddmat 
ma'dlihu, May his grandeur be eternal!— 
min ma"all, From above. 

A <3-1U* ma'dliq (pi, of mi'laq), Strings, 
&c., whereby things are suspended; sus-
penders, braces. 

A mu'dmir, A builder, an architect 
(m.c.). 

a (^j&U mu'dmir'bd8hi, Chief archi-
tect (m.c.). 

a J^W* mu'dmil, One who deals fairly 
and lives happily with others; a fellow-
workman, co-worker. 

A mu'dmalat, Domains; deal-
ings ; transactions ; affairs;— mu'dmalati 
mulkl, State affairs; politics. 

A &1*U* mu'dmalat, mu'amalii (v.n. 3 of 
J-*^), Trading, negociating; bargaining 
with, dealing; giving hard treatment; 
business, trade, commerce, traffic, affair, 
negociation, contract, correspondence, 
agreement; usury, interest; construed 
with raftan, kardan, &c.; — mu'amala'i 
kharija, An irrelevant matter;—mu'ama-
la i fasld, A corrupt or dishonest t r a n -
saction;— mu'dmala kardan, To transact 
business; to trade; to negotiate;—mu'a-
mala'i naqdl, A cash-transaction ; — ahli 
mu'dmala, Men of business, tradesmen;— 
husni mu'dmala kardan, To be in good cor-
respondence, to live happily with another; 
—surati mu'dmala, Dissimulation, fiction, 
feignedly, for form's sake. 

a ^ U l w mu'amalagi, = q.v. 



a mu'dmala-pardazi, The 
transaction of business. 

a &L.U* mu'dmala-dan, Well versed 
in business ; a business-man. 

a ^ iU mu'amala-ddnl, Knowledge 
of business. 

a tj*j mu'dmala-ras, Thoroughly 
conversant with an affair, one who pene-
trates to the bottom of a matter. 

a jj-y mu'amala-rasl, A thorough 
comprehension of an affair, or of business 
matters in general. 

a U-UA mu' dmala-shinas, = 
yW q.v. 

a imft'l>** mu'dmili, One who, by any kind 
of work, seeks a living here and there for 
his family. 

ma'aml, Blind deserts, i.e. with-
out culture, inhabitants, or signs of roads. 

A ma'an, A stage, halting-place; 
name of a place in Syria. 

A SVIW. 
mu'anat (v.n. 3 of Endur-

ing any evil with all its consequences; 
afflicting, causing trouble; contending 
with. 

A ma'dnat, Aid, assistance, succour, 
help ;—mu'anat (v.n. of oft), Assisting, 
helping. 

A mu'anid, Obstinate, stubborn, re-
fractory, contumacious, disobedient; opini-
ative; an enemy. 

A mu'anadat (v.n. 3 of JUC), Oppo-
sing, being stubborn, contrary, adverse, 
repugnant; obstinacy, opposition ; assi-
duity, perseverance. 

A mu'dniq, One who throws the 
arms round another's neck, who hugs and 
embraces him. 

A mu'dnaqat, mu'dnaqa (v.n. 3 of 
(Jpc), Embracing, hugging one another 
close in friendship or in fight; an embrace; 
—mu'dnaqa hardan, To embrace ;—mu'dnc-
qdti (pl.) sadrlya, Em bracings breast to 
breast. 

A ̂ ^ ma'dni (pl. of ma'nd), Significa-
tions senses; imports; mental images; 
intrinsic qualities ; qualities that are com-
mended or approved, charms, graces; ele-
gance of language; mystical meanings; 
sublime realities, spiritual matters ; ; (for 
*ilmn'l-ma'dnl) the science whereby is 
known the manner of adapting language to 
the requirements of the case ; ability to 
express clearly one's meaning in various 
ways ; rhetoric and theory of literary style. 

AtjM^*-* ma'dnlq (pl. of mi'ndq), Fine-
necked (horses). 

A mu'dwdt, A crying to (barking 
dogs). 

A ^ft* mu'dwid, Accustomed, habituated, 
used to ; one who returns often to the 
same thing; sedulous, assiduous, strenu-
ous ; a brave man, champion. 

A ibjU* mu'awadat (v.n. 3 of Re-

turning to a former habit or action, relaps-
ing ; making a habit or custom (*adai) ; 
attacking with intermissions (as the ague) ; 
pressing by repeated questions; exercising, 
examining; being assiduous, attentive, 
diligent;—mu'awadat sdkhtan (namudan), 
To return. 

A mu'dwarat (v.n. 3 of Making 
or marking a weight or measure agreeable 
to standard ; doing (a thing) with another 
by turns and in rivalry; lending; borrow-
ing from one another. 

A )ft* ma'dwiz (pl. of mi'waz), Old worn-
out every-day clothes; swaddling-bands 
for the hands and feet of a child in the 
cradle. 

A & ft* mu'dwaqat (v.n. of J f 1 ) , Hinder-
ing, preventing, delaying; retardation. 

A mu'dwazat, mu'dwaza (v.n. 3 of 
yiy*), Returning like for like,compensating, 
giving a substitute ; barter, exchange ; — 
mu'dwazat hardan. To barter, to exchange ; 
—mu'dwazaH naqdi, Money-compensation. 

A I*ft* mu'dwamat (v.u. 3 of Bear-
ing fruit every second year (a palm-tree) ; 
agreeing with (anyone) by the year ('dm); 
selling corn whilst growing; or allowing 
an increase of the debt to obtain a delay of 
payment (practices forbidden by the Mu-
hammadan law). 

A yft* mu'dwin, Assisting; aiding; 
auxiliary; aider, helper, supporter; an 
assistant; — mu'dwini jurm, Aider and 
abettor in a crime, an accessory, an accom-
plice ;—mu'dwinu 'l-mulh, The Aider of the 
Empire (official title, m.c.) ; — mu'dwini 
daryd, Tributary of a river. 

A Sift* mu'dwanat (v.n. 3 of <jft), Help-
ing one another; aiding, assisting; aid, 
assistance, help, succour, subsidy, supply ; 
favour, grace. 

A &ifti* mu'dwiyat, mu'awiya, A fox's 
whelp; a man's name; name of the first 
caliph of the Oinmiades ;—abu mu'awiya, 
The cheeta, ounce, or hunting-panther. 

A jtfcl** ma'dhid (pl. of ma'had), Places 
often frequented ; monuments; things well 
done ;—mu'dhid, One who plights his faith, 
confederate ; tributary, subject, 

A iijukU* mu'ahadat, mu'dhada (v.n. 3 of 
JĤ C), Entering into an alliance, conspiring, 
confederating, covenanting ; swearing mu-
tually ; an agreement, confederacy, alliance, 
association, stipulation, bargain, treatry; 
—mu'dhada i nikdh, Marriage-contract. 

A mu'aharal (v.n. 3 of Going 
a whoring ; following evil ways and thiev-
ing ;—mu'dhirat, A whorish woman, an 
adulteress. 

A mu'dydt (v.n. 3 of ), Meddling 
with, undertaking any business which one 
is unable to jmanage ; stammering, speak-
ing unintelligibly. 



A sma'a'ib (pi. of ma'db and ma'd-
lat), Faults, blemishes; vices. 

A ma'air, Faults, blemishes. 
A SyU* mu'dyarat (v.n. 3 of;**), Making 

or marking a weight or measure agreeable 
to standard. 

A (JS-jV*̂  ma'dyish (pi. of ma'ishat), Vic-
tuals, provisions; necessaries; allowance; 
—ma'ayi&hi dunyawiya, Worldly matters. 

A mu'dyashat, A living together. 
A YILW mu'dyan, Seen, made public; 

manifest. 
A kyU* mu'dyanat, mn'ayana (v.n. 3 of 

Beholding, contemplating, seeing 
face to face; sight; having money-trans-
actions oue with another;—ham mu'dyana, 
At the mere sight of, at first sight (m.c,). 

A A*** ma'bad, A place of worship, a 
mosque, a temple, a church ; a place of 
pilgrimage ;—mi'bad, A shovel, rake, hoe ; 
—mu'bad, Received as a servant ;—mu'ab-
bid, A worshipper. 

A j*** ma'bar, A pass, ferry, ford ; \ma'-
bari pur khatar, A dangerous pass];— 
mi'bar, A ferry-boat, pontoon ; a bridge ;— 
mu'abbar, Interpreted (dream) ;—niu'abbir, 
An interpreter of dreams. 

a ^yt** mu'abbiri, Interpretation of 
dreams. 

A mi'balat, A broad and long arrow-
head. 

A ma'bud, Adored, worshipped ; a 
god, deity ; the Deity. 

a ma^budiyat, State of being wor-
shipped. 

A ma'but, Bent (garment). 
A JU** mu'tad, Accustomed, wonted; 

custom, habit, use; a fixed quantity or 
allowance; due quantity, due strength; 
quantity; weight, bulk, size ; power, 
strength;—mu'tad shudan, To be accus-
tomed. 

lAx*̂  mu'tdt, One that fails to conceive 
for several years, although not barren. 

A J U * * mi'tdq, One who makes a horse 
gallop ; one who hunts with vehemence or 
speed. 

A ma'iab (v.n. of S - ^ ) , Chiding, re-
proaching. 

A 1+sA* ma'tabat, ma'tibat, Reproachful 
speech. 

mu'tdbid, One who takes a ser-A 
vant. 

JLJ^JU* mu'tabar, Honoured, esteemed, 
revered ; creditable, respectable ; true; 
authentic; confidential, trustworthy ; \mu'-
tabar shudan, To be in high reputation ;]— 
mu'tabir, Respectable, worthy of considera-
tion. 

a i^yt*** mu'tabar I, Respectability ; trust-
worthiness ; creditability; credit. 

A JC** mu'tadd, in P. mu'tad, Numbered, 
counted, computed; prepared, ready. 

A JAK** mu'iadil, Moderate, well pro-

portioned ; temperate, tolerable, neither 
cold nor ho t ; equal, even, jus t ; pleasant; 
calm, mild. 

A ^AXJL* mu'tadl, Iniquitous ; inimical. 
A jM** mu'tazir, One who excuses him-

self; a complainer. 
A J ."*- mu'tazil, One who blames him-

self, or allows himself to be blamed. 
A Y** mu'tarr, One who does not ask for 

what he wants ; poor, indigent. 
A \ mu'tarish, A maker of the bower 

or arbour 'arlsh ; also of camel-litters for 
women. 

A mu'tariz, fem. mu'tarizat, 
mu'tari%a, Opposing, interposing, trans-
verse, hindering; coming or extending 
across; transverse; parenthetic; an op-
poser, objector, &c.; one who goes side-
ways jumla'i mu'tariza, A parenthesis. 

A mu'tarif, One who acknowledges 
and confesses; confessor, declarer, affirmer, 
avower. 

A dy** mu'tarak, A field of battle;— 
mu'tarik, Pressing on one another in battle. 

A ^y*** mu'tari, Who or what surprises, 
comes suddenly upon ; one who approaches 
to ask a favour. 

A Jy** mu'tazil, Seceder, dissenter, sepa-
ratist. 

A &Sy** mu'tazilat, mu'tazil a, A sect of 
Muhammadan schismatics, an offset of the 
sect qadariyat. 

a mu'tazill, Dissenter, separatist, 
seceder ; an infidel, an atheist. 

A mu'tazim, One who gives his 
whole attention; paius-taking, constant, 
steady, firm. 

A mu'tazi, Related, denominated 
(truly or falsely), belonging to anyone; 
claiming relationship with. 

A mu'tasir, One who compels, 
forces, uses violence. 

A T-JL-J;** mu'tasif, One who deviates or 
declines from the road; exorbitant, unrea-
sonable. exacting, extortionate. 

A Ji-*** mu'tashsh, yi-I-S** mu'tashish, 
Nest-buildiug (bird). 

A mu'tashi, One who begins a 
journey in the evening. 

A S — m u ' t a s i b , Turbaned. 
A yaZK* mu'tasar, Squeezed ; a place of 

refuge;—mu'tasir, One who does his busi-
ness ; one whose urine and excrement are 
obstructed. 

A ** mu'tasif, A gainer, intent on gain. 
A mu'tasam, A place of refuge;— 

mu'tasim, Holding fast, clinging (to), rely-
ing (on) ; attendant (on) ; preserved, de-
fended ; abstaining, or refraining (from 
disobedience, &c., by the grace of God) ; a 
servant (of God) ;—mu'tasim bi 'lldh, A 
title assumed by the fourth son of Hiiruuu 
'r-Rashid, the eighth caliph of the house 
of Abbas. 



mu'tasl, One who leans on a 
staff ('asd) ; who uses (a sword) for a staff ; 
who cuts a staff from a tree. 

A MM* mu'tazid, A petitioner for justice, 
a plaintiff ;—mu'tazid bi'llah, Name of the 
sixteenth caliph of the house of Abbas. 

A.ft** mu'tafir, Soiled with dust; one 
who throws on the ground. 

A mu'taq, Manumitted, liberated; 
emancipated (slave) ; choice, select; — 
mu'tiq, A liberator of slaves ;—mu'attaq, 
Old, ancient, antique. 

A l&z** mu'attaqat, mu'attaqa, Old wine ; 
a kind of perfume. 

A ̂ U*- mu'taqad, Believed, credited, held 
(as an article of creed) ; — mti'taqid, A. 
believer; firmly persuaded, confident, cer-
tain or sure (of) ; follower (of a creed or 
sect) ; a faithful friend; a support, pro-
tector ; a servant. 

A mu'taqaddt (pl. fem. of mu'ta-
qad), Things believed or deemed credible; 
articles of faith. 

A mu'takis, Inverted, upside down. 
A mu'takaf, A place of retirement 

for devotional purposes ;—mu'takif, One 
who is continually at prayer in the temple ; 
attentive to religious duties. 

A ftx** mu'iakim, One who makes equal 
loads on each side of a camel. 

A mi'tal, One who dratvs violently; 
—mu'tall, Weak, sick, infirm; a word in 
which either of the letters y wdw or ^ yd 
(called infirm or weak) makes a part 
mu'tallu 'l-'ain» A verb whose medial radi-
cal letter is infirm, also called concave (see 

p. 19). 
A mu'talij, Engaged in a struggle, 
A mu'taliq, In love with ; a lover. 
A yLw* mu'talin, Divulged, published. 
A mu'tamm, The wearer of a turban; 

turbaned. 
A mu'tamad, Pursued, resolved, 

purposed ; (also mu'tamad 'alai-hi or ilai-
hi) relied upon, confided in ; confidential, 
faithful, trustworthy ; [mu'tamadu 'l-mulk, 
The Trust of the Empire (official title);— 
adami mu'labar u mu'tamad, An estimable 
and trustworthy man ;] — mu'tamid, One 
who rests or leans upon; a believer; re-
solved, determined. 

A mu'tamir, A visitor; one who 
performs the 'umrah or lesser pilgrimage ; 
one in pursuit. 

A J*^*-* mu'tamil, One who keeps him-
self employed. 

A mu'tanaq, The place where the 
necks (a'ndq) of mountains peep out above 
a mist. 

mu'tani, Diligent, pains-taking. 

A JY1*- mu'tawil, A weeper, wailer. 
A i>pz**» ma'tuh, Weak in mind, insane, 

delirious, deficient in intellect, stupid. 
A te** mu'attah, Crazy and irrational. 
A Sy*.. ma'sar at, A cause of offence. 
A oft* ma'sun, Smoked, spoiled by 

smoke. 
A ma'j (v.n.), Going swiftly (an 

ass) ; striking its head against the mother's 
udder when going to suck, and turning its 
mouth obliquely to catch the dug (a camel's 
colt) ;—mu'ijj, (A day) of violent wind and 
dust. 

ma'jab, A place for wonder or 

A ));i** mu'tawir, Reciprocal in taking a 
thing by turns, or in passing it from hand 
to hand ; borrowing from one another. 

A ma'titq, Emancipated. 

admiration ;—mu'jab, Admired by others; 
surprised, pleased, delighted ;—mu'jib, One 
who is pleased with and admires himself; 
pleasing, agreeable, affording pleasure, or 
surprise;—mu'ajjab, Admirable, wonderful, 
stupendous ; — mu'ajjib, Surprising, asto-
nishing. 

A ^SI**" ma'jabat, A place, cause, subject, 
or reason for wonder or admiration. 

A j^** mi'jar, A cloth worn by women to 
preserve their head-dress from being soiled 
by the unguent or pomatum of their hair; 
a veil covering the whole face ; a railing, a 
fence (m.c.) ;—mu'jir bar sar giriftan, mu'-
jir bastan (dar sar kashidan), To put on a 
mi'jar ;—mi'jari zirnikh, Autumnal leaves ; 
yellow flowers ; streaks of dawn ;—mi'jari 
ghaliyagun, Night (the veil of the colour of 
civet). 

A mu'ajrid, mu'ajrad, Naked. 
A py*** mu'ajram, Knotty (yard); any-

thing intricate and knotty; a camel's 
hump. 

Ay^** majaz, ma'jiz,. Weakness, impo-
tence ;—mu'jiz, One who finds or esteems 
as weak and impotent; a miracle (as de-
monstrating the weakness of an adversary); 
anything which incapacitates ; [mu'jiz shi-
kastan, To frustrate a miracle;]—mu'ajjaz, 
Weak ; large-buttocked. 

A mu'jizdt (pl. of mu'jizat), Mira-
cles. 

a fS'S y^** mu'jiz-dsdr, Wonderful. 
A Sy^** ma'jazat, ma'jizat (v.n. of 

Being weak and feeble; leaving undone 
what ought to be done ; being sluggish and 
negligent; weakness, infirmity ; impotency, 
defect;—mu'jizat, mu'jiza, A miracle ;— 
mu'jiza'i masih, A miracle of Jesus, i.e. the 
resuscitation of the dead; a table which 
descended from heaven at the command of 
Jesus. 

a y U j mu'jiz-nishdn, Marvellous, 
miraculous, signalized by wonders. 

a U> mu'jiz-namd, Displaying won-
ders ;—sahiri mu'jiz-namd, A magician per-
forming miracles. 

A J * * - mu'jal, Done in haste; a camel's 
colt brought forth before the time and yet 
surviving;—mu'jil, A camel prematurely 



delivered of a colt which survives; a cow 
having a calf (Hjl) ; — mu'ajjal, Done in 
haste; hastened, executed with despatch; 
—mu'ajjil, Who hastens or causes to make 
haste. 

A "Tfc*** mu'ajjil-an, In haste. 
A mu'jam, fem. mu'jamat, 

niu'jama, Pointed ; marked with diacritical 
points; the alphabet arrauged according 
to the order, and not to the numerical 
value, of the letters (in contra-distinction 
to the abjad) . 

A jj**" ma*juz, Wearied by importunate 
begging. 

A ma'juf, Lean (camel). 
A Of**" ma'jun, Kneaded; an electuary, 

medicine, confection, jelly, paste;—ma'juni 
sirishta, Any medicine pulverized and 
mixed up with honey or inspissated juice; 
—ma'jun kardan, To knead; to prepare an 
electuary, &c. 

a 6.A ma'jun-kada, A place where 
electuaries, &c., are made. 

a (Jy*** ma'jun-kash, A spoon or 
similar instrument for taking an electuary 
from a jar. 

A** ma'd, The plant satyrion. 
A ma'd (v.n.), Travelling, perambu-

lating; seizing rapidly, snatching, carrying 
off (anything); fresh, moist, delicate; 
swift, alert; strife ; haste ; — ma'add, 
Flesh from the shoulder; that part of 
the back on which the sides of the saddle 
press; name of the son of 'Adnan, one 
of Muhammad's ancestors ;—mu'add, Pre-
pared, disposed, set in order, arranged; 
computed; counted, numbered;—mu'idd, 
One who prepares, disposes in order; one 
who reckons. 

A SJUU* ma'idat, mi'dat, mi'da, The human 
stomach, paunch;—mi'da tang kardan, To 
gorge, to cram to repletion;—mi'dai sangi, 
A heavy s t o m a c h m i ' d a - a s h har-gashta, 
He suffers from indigestion, he cannot di-
gest his food ;—ddruyi mi'da, A stomachic; 
—sui mi'da, A disorder of the stomach;— 
za'ji mi'da, Weakness of stomach;—mas-
dud mi'da. Obstructed in the stomach. 

A & A * * mi'dakat, mi'daka, A mallet for 
beating cotton. 

A JA** ma'dil, Place of turning, return, 
retreat;—mu'addal, Rectified, adjusted;— 
mu'addil, Just, temperate. 

A ma'dalat, ma'dilat (v.n. of J*^), 
Administering justice ; justice, equity, 
rectitude. 

a ma'dalat-dastgah, Place 
where justice is exercised or practised. 

a fjui* mu'dim, One who deprives or 
annihilates; destitute, poor. 

A ma'din, ma'dan, A mine, quarry ; 
[ma'dani kach, A quarry of lime (m.c.);} 
—mi'dan, A pointed hammer for breaking 
stones ;—mu'addin, A quarryman, a miner. 

a ma'dani, Mineral, metallic; 
metal;—'aslri ma'dani, Mineral juice. 

A ma'daniyat, Minerals, mineral 
substances; metals; — 'ilmi ma'daniyat, 
Mineralogy. 

A ma'duw, Maltreated (as an enemy). 
A J J J * * ma'dud, Numbered, told, counted, 

reckoned, computed; limited;—ma'dude 
chand, A few, a limited number. 

A ma'dus, Troubled with the 
pustules 'adasai. 

A J Y * * ma'dul, fem. ^JJO** ma'duUd, 
ma'dula, Distorted, wrested ; silent j after 
C as in khwdn, pronounced khdn; a place of 
turning, return, or retreat. 

A ma'dum, Annihilated, nou-ex-
istent, wished for but not found, lost; 
fu ture ; poor, needy;—maujiidu 'l-ism ma'-
dumu 'l-jism, Known by name but in-
existent in body (applied to the 'anqd and 
other marvels of fiction). 

a fiJm* mi'da, see Si** above. 
a jWM mi'da-ambdr, A glutton. 
a mi'da-sangi, Heaviness of 

stomach; over-gorging; dyspepsia. 
a y u^J** mi'da-ash-bar-gashta, 

One whose digestion is impaired, unable to 
digest. 

A mu'dd, Transit, pass, passage; 
escape ; — mu'di, Contagious ; — mu'addi, 
Transitive (verb);—ma'dly, ma'di, Injuri-
ously treated ma'add,iy, ma'addi, fem. 

ma'addiyat, ma'addiya, Of the tribe 
ma'add ;—libsati ma'addiya, Coarse cloth-
ing. 

Aj\$*"mi'zdr, A covering, a veil; an excuse. 
A "v-U* ma'zab, A strip of cloth tied 

about the waist by wailing women;—mu-
'azzab, Tormented, chastised, punished; 
afflicted, vexed; hindered, prevented ;— 
mu'azzib, A tormenter, chastiser; afflictive. 

A jA** mu'zir, An apologist; deserving of 
excuse;—mu'azzar, Circumcised ; a circum-
cision feast;—mu'azzir, A circumciser ; a 
maker of an excuse (false or true). 

A Sji** ma'zirat, ma'zira, An excuse, an 
apology. 

a d y tiiji** ma'zirat-khwdh, One who 
excuses another and makes his apology ;— 
ma'zirat-khwdhi 'ajza'i ummat, The apolo-
giser for the shortcomings of the people, i.e. 
Muhammad. 

a t ^ y ma'zirat-khwahi. The prof-
fer of an excuse. 

A J«U* mu'azzal, Blamed {especially for 
prodigality) ;—mu'azzil, A chider, reprover, 
censurer. 

A jy** ma'zur, Excused; excusable; 
circumcised; disappointed ; helpless; — 
ma'zuru 'l-khidmat, Excused or exempted 
from service; invalided ; pensioned ; — 
ma'zur bad, Let it be excused, pardon me! 
—ma'zur ddshtan (kardan), To excuse, to 
accept an apology. 



SJU. ( 1271 ) 
o ma'zuri, Excusableness ; exemp-

tion ; helplessness, inability. 
A y ma'ar (v.n.), Falling off (hair, 

feathers, or nails) ma'ir, One who loses 
his hair, or whose nails have dropped ; thin 
of feathers (bird); thin of herbage (ground); 
a miser ; a good-for-nothing fellow ; a bad 
disposition. 

A mu'arrd (for Jy;** mu'arrd), De-
nuded, bare, naked ; bald ;—ma'ra', Bald 
(forehead). 

A ma'rat, Those parts of the body 
which are exposed to view, as face, hands, 
feet, &c. 

A mi'raj, A flight of steps, ladder, 
Btaircase; ascent (especially Muhammad's 
supposed journey to heaven) ; — lailaiu 
mi'rdj, The night of (Muhammad's) ascent 
(to heaven). 

A U^LR*" mi'raz, An unfettered arrow; the 
argument of a discourse, 

A S ^ j m a ' r i b , Au Arabian horse of noble 
breed;—mu'rab, (in gram.) Fully declined, 
a triptote ;—mu'rib, Indicative ; an Arabian 
horse of noble breed ; a possessor of such ; 
—mu'arrab, Made Arabic or Arabian; the 
form which a foreign word assumes when 
adopted into Arabic. 

A mu'arbid, Bad-tempered, quarrel-
some (especially when in wine); a drunkard. 

A ma'arrat, A crime, fault, trespass; 
name of a star; (more fully ma'arratu 'n-
nu'mdn) name of a city in Syria. 

A ty* ma'raj (v.n. of 5/5), Climbing, 
ascending; becoming high;—ma'raj, mi'-
raj, A place or means of ascent; a ladder, 
step, staircase ; — mu'arraj, Striped with 
curved lines (vest) ; a costly garment. 

a •f ma'raj-gar, Who makes an as-
cent ; — ma'raj-gardni falak, The angels ; 
the stars. 

A mu'ris, Engaged, but who has 
not yet taken his wife. 

A mu'arrash, Propped, trained, 
trellised (vine). 

A (J^J** ma'raz, Place or time of meeting 
or happening; occasion, contingency, occur-
rence ;—mi'raz, A robe in which a slave-girl 
iB exhibited for sale;—mu'riz, One who 
makes clear, apparent, conspicuous; a 
habitual and unscrupulous borrower ; 
averse, abhorring, turning away from;— 
mu'arraz, Impressed with the mark i f t f t 
q.v., p. 841 (a quadruped) ;—mu'arriz, A 
circumciser of boys. 

A ma'raf, The face and other parts 
of the body which are displayed;—mu'arraf, 
Made known, notified, marked, rendered 
definite ; a place on Mount 'Arafat where 
certain ceremonies are performed ;—mu-
'arrif, One who makes known, distinguishes 
or gives notice; one who introduces a 
chamberlain, master of the ceremonies. 

A Ai/t* ma'rafat, The place of the neck 

where the mane ('urf) grows; a cock's 
comb;—ma'rifat (v.n. of Knowing; 
knowledge, science, learning; insight in 
divine matters or mysteries; art, skill, 
craft ; account, reason, means; by means 
of, through ; — ma'rifatu 'lldh, Knowledge 
of God ; mystical contemplation ;—ma'rifat 
shunldan, To listen to words of wisdom ;— 
ahli ma'rifat, Learned, accomplished, in-
telligent (men), scholars ;—ba-ma'rifati o, 
With his knowledge; by his means, through 
him ;—pur ma'rifat, Full of knowledge or 
skill; — harfi ma'rifat (al-ma'rifat), The 
(definite article). 

A "Si^* ma'rifat-an, Definitely, expressly. 
a )ft\ ma'rifat-dmoz ( f t Bdz), Who 

teaches (produces) knowledge (especially of 
Divine matters), 

a ma'rifatl, Knowledge, acquaint-
ance. 

a ma'rifa, A determined noun; a 
definite or proper noun. (See also 

a mu'arrif I, Belonging to the tribal 
sect described in the following article; 
introduction, presentation (m.c.) ;—mu'ar-
raf I shudan, To be presented (at court, 
&c.) ;—mu'arraf I kardan, To present, to 
introduce. 

a Mj** mu'arrifiyat, mu'arrifiya, Name 
of a tribal sect, who, on the third or fourth 
day after a man's death, recite a funeral 
eulogy on him before his surviving family, 
for which they are rewarded with money 
and robes of honour. 

A JIY*'* ma'raq (v.n. of J / 5 ) , Gnawing or 
picking (a bone) ;—mu'raq, mu'arraq, Wine 
diluted with water; high-bred (sire); en-
dowed with noble qualities; adorned; pro-
vided with a piece of felt to absorb the 
sweat q-v. p. 841); [zlni mu'arraq, A 
saddle thus provided ; rich housings;]— 
mu'arriq, Producing perspiration, sudorific. 

A ma'rak, ma'rakat, ma'raka, 
Place where people or soldiers are gathered; 
battle-field, arena; battle; hubbub, turmoil 
(m.c.) ; construed with bastan, chidan, 
shikastan, giriftan, &c.; [ma'raka'i jihad 
(Icdrzdr), A field of battle; an amphitheatre 
for gladiators or prize-fighters ;—ma'raka'i 
tas-bdz, Assembly ' where people play with 
cups;—ma'raka kardan, To contend, to vie 
(m.c.) ;]—mu'rik, A menstruous woman ; 
—mi'rakat, A menstruous cloth. 

a ^ f i i^)** ma'raka-drdy, Who adorns or 
arrays the battle-field. 

a j j f t ma'raka-afroz, Who kindles 
war or strife; who shines in battle. 

x f t tSjA* ma'raka-taz, ft ma'raka-
gir, A rope-dancer ; a gladiator. 

a ma'arnumi, Of or belonging to 
ma'arrai nu'mdn, A city in Syria. 

a ^y-Jy** mo'arnasi, Of or belonging to 
ma'arra'i nasrln, A city in Syria. 



A ̂ M** ma'rur, Contaminated ; (a camel) 
troubled with the ulcers called 'urr. 

A L ^ Y * * ma'rush, Shaded by a tree, or by 
anything similar; (a vine) propped by 
wooden work; covered (well). 

A ma'rush at (pl. fem. of the 
preceding), Trellised ;—ma'rushat wa ghair -
ma'rushat, (Gardens) made by art and by 
nature. 

A <jma'ruz, fem. ma'ruzat, 
ma'ruza, Offered, presented, exposed ; sub-
mitted; requested; related; written,dated; 
an exposition, explanation, representation, 
petition, exhibition ; — ma'ruz ddshtan, To 
represent; to report. 

A ^yf* ma'ruf, Known, celebrated, fa-
mous, notorious ; lawful, proper, suitable ; 
kindness, good-will, courtesy, favour, bene-
fit ; obedience to God; the active voice of 
a verb; (the letters ft and having 
the Bound of u and i respectively, as known 
to the ancient Arabs (opp. to the sounds 
0 and e, called majhul " un-known ") ; name 
of Ibn Muskan, builder of the Ka'bah;— 
amn ma'ruf, The command to do what is 
right, lawful, or kind (opp. to nahyi mun-
Icar, The prohibition of what is wrong, 
unlawful, hateful in the eyes of God and 
man) ; — hi 'l-ma'ruf, Justly, uprightly, 
kindly, courteously. 

A ma'ruq, Somewhat diluted (wine). 
A OJ;*" ma'run, Hurt in the noee by the 

wood 'irdn. 
A thA* ma'ra, The part (of a girl) exposed 

to view, as the face, hand, or foot; a bare 
place, producin g nothing;—mu'arrd, Naked, 
stripped, bare, denuded, bald ; deprived of, 
exempted, pure, free from; ungoverned 
(noun), in the nominative case. 

xy** ma'2, A goat; (pl. of ma'iz) goats; 
—mu'izz, One who honours or worships ; 
one who strengthens. 

A J^)*" mi'zdl, One who separates him-
self from others ; unarmed, spearless. 

A))** mu'azzaz, Corroborated, strength-
ened; honoured, dignified, magnified, re-
vered, glorious, honourable, venerable, 
magnificent. 

A Jty*-* mi'zaq, mi'zaqat, mi'zaqa, A 
fan, winnowing machine; an implement 
with which the ground is turned up, where 
the plough cannot be used. 

A Jy*-* ma'zil, A place of retirement or of 
separation ; distance, remoteness. 

A f)** ma'zam, ma'zim (v.n. of Un-
dertaking, applying the mind;—mu'azzim, 
Enchanter, exorcist, charmer; a seller of 
charms or amulets. 

A ma'zuqat, (Ground) turned up 
by the agricultural implement mi'zaq. 

A J))** ma'zul, Displaced, deposed, re-
moved, dismissed, turned out, deprived of 
dignity, degraded, cashiered, dethroned; 

set apart;—ma'zul hardan, To displace, 
turn ont, dismiss from office, to dethrone. 

A ma'zul-an, Without employment. 
A ma'zull, Abdication ; deposition, 

dismissal; dethronement; disgrace. 
aft** J})*** ma'zuli-daftar, An office for 

the examination and adjustment of dis-
missed officers' accounts. 

A ft}** ma'zum, Resolved on, purposed, 
intended. 

A ^y** mu'azzi, A comforter, condoler. 
A ma's (v.n. of Lying with ; 

rubbing; being bold; piercing with a 
spear. 

A ** mu'sir, Poor, needy. 
A Sj-** ma'sarat, ma'sara, Difficulty. 
A mu'ashar, Encamped (army) ; a 

place of encampment, a camp ;—mu'ashir, 
One who encamps or exercises troops; an 
officer who marks out camps; a com-
mander. 

A J—*" mu'assal, (Ginger) preserved, 
compounded, or mixed up with honey 
Qasal). 

A ma'salat, ma'sala, A hive of 
bees, bees' nest. 

a f*~** ma'sim, A place or state of desire. 
A jy-** ma'sur, fem. ** ma'surat, ma'-

sura, Difficult, hard, intricate ; a difficulty. 
A ma'surdt (pl. fem. of the pre-

ceding), Difficulties, misfortunes. 
A Jj—*" ma'sul, Dressed with honey, 

honeyed. 
A mi'shab, Grassy (land). 
A mi'shdr, The tenth part, tithe. 
A mu'shib, (A field) luxuriant in 

grass. 
A ft** ma'shar, A company, troop; a 

society, or body of men ;—mu'ashshar, Re-
lating to ten ; composed of ten ; ten-sided; 
a ten-sided figure, a decagon ;—mu'ashshar 
mutasdwi'l-azld', An equilateral decagon. 

A. ft** ma'shara ma'shara, By, or in 
tens. 

mu'ashshash,Nestled ; a nest in a 
tree; a place for birds' nests ('ushsh). 

A ijA** ma'shaq, Love. 
A Jaft*.* ma'shush, Diminished, -small. 
A ma'shuq, fern ma'ehuqat, 

ma'shuqa, Loved, beloved ; a beloved ob-
ject; name of the precious stone other-
wise called cs^^r- q.v. p. 371;—ma'shuqi 
tang-dil (sang-dil), A hard-hearted mis-
tress ; the world;—ma'shuqi khiydl, An 
object of love, existing only in fancy, not 
in reality. 

a ma'shuq-parran, Who is 
every day in love with another object (opp. 
to 'dshiq-parrdn, Who takes every day a 
fresh lover). 

a ma'shuqdna, Like one beloved ; 
of one beloved ; lovely, charming. 

o, ijft*.* ma'shuqa, A mistress; a sweet-
heart. 



o ^ - ( 1273 ) 
a ma'shuqagdn (P. pi. of AiytJt-), 

Lady-loves, mistresses (this reading seems 
to me preferable to the reading 
ma'shuqakdn, " Little mistresses/' adopted 
by Kazimirsky in his edition of the Diwan 
of Minuchihri). 

# a fa ii^a.** ma'shuqa-baz, Fond of, or ad-
dicted to, mistresses; amorous; fixed on 
the beloved (eye). 

a ^Jij&x.* ma'shuqi, ma'shuqiyat, 
A being loved ; the state or condition of a 
beloved object; love; loveliness. 

A (j®** ma'as (v.n. of Having a 
distortion in the foot or hand ; a twist in 
the tendon of the foot; a sprain; a cramp ; 
limping, halting. 

A _,U** mi'sdr, An instrument for crush-
ing or squeezing, a press. 

A JLa** mi'sal, A curved club or bandy. 
A mu'assab, Lank in the belly from 

hunger; reduced to poverty by an un-
favourable season ; •— mu'assib, One who 
binds his head with a fillet; one who ties 
a girdle about himself when pinched with 
hunger; poor, indigent; a lord, a master. 

A Y** mi'sar, in P. also ma'sar, An in-
strument with which anything is pressed, 
a press ; — mu'sir, Marriageable , girl; — 
mu'assar, An asylum, refuge. 

A mu'sirdi, Clouds pressed or 
pouring down rain ; clouds on the point of 
raining. 

A 8y>** ma'sar at, ma'sara, A place where 
things are pressed;—misarat, mi'sara, A 
press (for grapes or olives). 

A mu(sif, &U** mu'sifat, Violent 
(wind). 

A fa°*~ mu'asfar, "Dyed with saffron ;— 
mu'safar, Safflower, carthamus, bastard 
saffron ( = yuc q.v.). 

A mi'sam, The wrist, the bracelet-
place. 

A ma'sub, Tied; very hungry; 
nervous, brawny, firm; (in poetry) mu-
fd'ilaiun changed into mafd'ilun (-

' — into -—- — ). 
A ma'sur, Pressed out, squeezed, 
A P Y * * ma'sum, Defended, preserved; 

innocent; a proper name. 
a ma'sumi, £->*y** ma'sumiyat, 

Innocence; chastity. 
A ma'siyat (v.n. of Rebelling, 

disobeying ; disobedience, rebellion, defec-
tion ; sin. 

A (j&*<* ma'z, ma'az (v.n.), Being angry, 
vexed, sick at heart; being difficult, trouble-
some (business) ;—ma'iz, Angry, vexed, 
sick at heart. 

A JLJ** mi'zad, An armlet or ornament 
for the upper arm ; a strap, or anything 
similar, put on the a rm; a bill for cutting 
trees; a huge knife wherewith a butcher 
severs bones. 

A AA** mi'zad, An ornament for the 

upper arm, an armlet; a bill (seepreceding 
article); — mu'azzad, A garment whose 
sleeves are ornamented with figures or bor-
ders; a camel branded on the upper part 
of the fore-leg;—mu'azzid, Dates ripening 
on one side. 

A J A * * mu'zal, in P. mu'zil, Difficult, 
obscure, hard to understand ( = 
q . v . ) . 

mu'zildt, Difficulties, troubles; 
arduous affairs, intricacies, perplexing 
questions, knotty points, 

A ma'z fib. Weak, unable to move, 
A JY4«* ma'zud, (A tree) felled with the 

instrument mi'zad (see oU**) ; pained in 
tbe upper part of the arm, 

A (JIJAX* ma'zuz, Bitten, seized by the 
teeth. 

A S=** ma't (v.n.), Drawing (a sword);— 
ma'at (v.n.), Being bare, bald, without 
pile ; losing the hair ;—ma'it, Bald (wolf). 

A «AU** mi'ta , A liberal giver. 
A jU»** mi'tar, (A man or woman) highly 

perfumed. 
A JUs*-* mi'tdl, (A woman) without neck-

lace or ornaments, seldom wearing any. 
A ^U** ma'tab, A dangerous place; peril, 

danger. 
Ay=** mu'attar, fem. ifa** mu'attarat, 

mu'attara, Perfumed, scented, fragrant. 
a fa* fat* mu'attar-sdz, Perfuming; a 

perfumer. 
A jjAa** ma'tas, ma'tis, The nose (the 

sneezing-part) ;—mulattos, Made to sneeze; 
— mu'attis, Sternutative (medicine) ; a 
sternutatory. 

A ^Ui** ma'tash, The stated time when 
camels become thirsty ; -^mu'tish, Exciting 
thirst. 

A <LiJa** ma'tashat, ma't a ska, Dry ground, 
destitute of water; a thirsty land. 

A mi'taf, A loose upper garment 
wrapped round the body ;-~-mn'attaf, Very 
favourably inclined. 

A mu'attafat, mu'attafa (fem. of 
mu'attaf), (A camel) made tenderly affected 
and giving milk plentifully when her colt, 
or its effigy, is brought to her. 

A Jk«* mu'attal, Abandoned, deserted, 
uninhabited, unfrequented, neglected, fal-
len into disuse, obsolete, antiquated, voided, 
annihilated, annulled, disabled, powerless, 
destitute, empty, useless, vain, idle, of no 
account; (laud) uncultivated and without 
inhabitants; fallow; suspended, in abey-
ance; kept waiting (m.c.); having holi-
days (m.c.);—[mu'attal budan (shudan), 
To be abandoned, &c. ; to be kept waiting 
(m.c.) ;—mu'attal kardan, To cancel; to 
keep waiting (m.c.);]—mu'attil, One who 
denies, or would abolish, the Creator, and 
who regards divine institutions and or-
dinances as vain. 

a fitf JU** mu'attal-gah, A neglected spot 



a c^Sj mu'attal-wxqt, Haying one's 
time unoccupied; kept waiting (m.c.). 

a (jlt** mu'attali, The being idle, or out 
of employment; suspension (from office) ; 
neglect; delay. 

A ( f t** ma'tin, A spot where camels or 
sheep lie round a watering-place , a pearl-
fishery. 

A ma'tush, Overcome by thirst. 
ma'j.ut, Overpowered, beat, con-

quered. 
A ̂ j f t * ma'tuf, fem. Uft* ma'tufat, 

ma'tufa, Turned, twisted, distorted, bent, 
curved ; favoured; connected by the copu-
lative particle } or ;—ma'tuf 'alaihi, The 
word to which another is joined by a copu-
lative particle;—ma'tuf hardan, To turn 
(the reins) ; to conjoin. 

A oft-* ma'tun, (A hide) steeped for tan-
ning; macerated with dung and salt to 
fetch off the hair. 

A TJO*" mu't.d, Given, presented ;—mu'f i , 
A giver, bestower; (met.) a sodomite. 

A ft** mi'tir, (A man or woman) highly 
perfumed or scented. 

A ft** mu'zam, The greater part, 01* better 
sort (of anything); the mass or major part, 
the gross, the bulk (of) ;—mu'azzam} fem. 

mu'azzamat, mu'azzama, Magnified, 
honoured, great, respectable. 

a o^j wUW mu'zam ati bilad, The chief 
cities. 

a A * ] m u ' z a m a , A heavy disaster. 
A gU** mi'fdj, A fuller's beetle. 
A mu'afrat, Possessed by an ' i f r i t 

(see u^tf t ) . 
A mu'affas, Dyed black with gall-

nuts. 
A ft* ma'fu, Absolved, pardoned, con-

doned, forgiven. _ 
A jft* ma'fur, i^ft* ma'fur at, Dull (mar-

ket) ;—tna'furat, Ground eaten bare. 
A yft* ma'fun, Putrid, noisome, stink-

A ^ftt* mu'affi, A companion, one equal 
in everything, and independent of any 
favour. 

A mi'qad, A thread on which beads 
are strung, those especially hung as amu-
lets round the necks of children to defend 
them from fascination. 

ft** mi'qdr, Plum-tree gum. 
A S-vB*-* mu'aqqib, One who follows close 

at the heels; a procrastinator ; one who 
delays, keeps back, or retards. 

A mu'aqqibdt (pl. fem. of the pre-
ceding), The angels of the night and day, 
who alternately succeed one another and 
pronounce eubhana'lldh, Praise be to God 1 
(camels) standing one behind another in 
order to drink in rotation. 

A O&U* marqad, The place of tying a knot, 
or where a knot is tied;—mu'aqqad, Much 
entangled or involved, intricate, knotty; (a 

speech) obscure, perplexed, difficult to be 
understood : — mu'aqqid, An enchanter, 
magician, one who binds by spells. 

A^a** mu'qir, Possessed of much land or 
other possessions ('aqdr). 

A <r>ft* mu'aqrab, Crooked, twisted;— 
mu'aqrib, (A place) where many scorpions 
('aqrab) are bred. 

A ma'qulat, The mulct of atonement 
for bloodshed; that which is necessary to the 
expiation of murder;—mu'qalat, mu'qala, 
Expiated (blood). 

A ^ft* ma'qud, Bound, tied, fastened, 
fixed ; tied in a knot; struck, concluded, 
made (bargain) : sitting (an assembly);— 
ma'qudu'l-lisdn, Tongue-tied. 

Ajjfl*- ma'qur, Hamstrung. 
A ma'quf, Crooked, bent ; suffering 

from the disease ' u q d f . 
A ma'qui, fem. ma'qulat, ma 

quia (v.n.), Being intellectual, endowed 
with reason ; understanding, perceiving ; 
reasonable, probable, just, pertinent, appo-
site, to the purpose, approved, acceptable j 
intelligible, perceptible; formed in wis-
dom ; good, nice, choice; any branch of 
knowledge that is excogitated (opp. to 
J^a^ q.v.); verse in which the fifth foot is 
dropped ; —•mdli ma'qule, A respectable 
stock of trade (m.c.);—mardumdni ma'qul 
ast, They are sensible people (m.c.). 

A ^Uja** ma'qulat, Probabilities, words 
or things consistent with reason. 

a J ^*" ma'qul-bin, Judicious, reason-
able. 

a Jy**" ma'qul-fahm, Rational, com-
prehending the meaning of anything. 

a £ <Sft* ma'qul-go, One who speaks 
reasonably, aptly, properly. 

a J f t * ma'qul-go'i, Pertinent 1 or rea-
sonable speech. 

a fJ^jZ** ma'quli, ^ft* ma'quliyat, Rea-
sonableness. 

A f f t * ma'qum, Barren (womb) ; unpro-
lific. 

A ma'h (v.n.), Rubbing (leather); 
delaying, procrastinating;—ma'a-ha (m.), 
ma'a-hi (fem.), vulg. ma'ah, With thee ; 
[alldh ma'ah, God be with thee ;]—mi'ahh, 
Litigious, quarrelsome. 

A ma'har, Place where camels stay ; 
a place of attack and retreat. 

A ma'hid, A asylum, sanctuary. 
A ma'hal, Detention, restraint, du-

rance ; a place where (a mau) is kept 
bound;—mi'hal, A needle ; a sewing imple-
ment used by shepherds. 

A ftx* mi'ham, Corpulent, but firm in 
flesh. 

A mu'ahhanat, Wrinkled in the 
belly from fat (from 'uhnat, A wrinkle). 

A ^>ft>* ma'hud, 
stant, persevering; 
prisoned. 

Fixed, assiduous, con-
detained, arrested, im-



A vfa** ma'kus, Inverted, reversed, 
turned upside down, preposterous; reflex; 
ma'kusu 't-tali', Of reversed fortune, un-
fortunate, uulucky ;— amri ma'kus, The 
opposite thing, the contrary. 

A ma'kush, Collected. 
A J / M ma'kuf, Detained, confined, 

stopped, embargoed; combed, dressed, 
plaited (hair). 

A ma'kum, Turned away, diverted. 
A J** mu'all, Sick, ailing, infirm. 
uSM mu'alld (for .JjU*), Exalted, ele-

vated, sublime ; — dar-g dhi mu'alld, The 
Sublime Porte. 

a mu'alla-rawaq, With lofty 
colonnades or porticoes. 

A $!U* ma'ldt, The attainment of nobility 
and dignity ; greatness, grandeur, exalted 
rank; high merit; a sublime action; a 
cemetery at Mecca. 

A J I U * mi'laq, A drop, pendant, ear-
ring ; that to or by which Buch things are 
suspended, as a hook; a gallows;—zii 
mi'laq, Vehement in language, hot in dis-
putation. 

A L»U* ma'lat, The part of (a camel's) neck 
which is branded with a mark crosswise. 

A «-AU* ma'laf, A place where food is 
given to cattle, a crib, manger, cratch, 
stable, stall, boose ; certain stars disposed 
in a circular and scattered form;—mi' la f , 
A sack with provender hung round the 
neck of a horse, a nose-bag;—mu'allaf, 
Fatted, crammed, Btall-fed. 

A <31** mu'allaq, Suspended, hung up, 
peudulous, hanging, dangling ; a summer-
sault (m.c.) ;—mu'allaq uftddan (zadan, 
kashidan, giriftan), To turn a summersault 
(m.c.) ;—mu'allaqi wd-runa, A backward 
summersault (m.c.). 

A WWUJU* mu'allaqat (pi. fem. of the pre-
ceding), Things suspended, particularly 
applied to denote the seven famous Arabic 
poems hung up in the temple of Mecca. 

A &U* ma'luqat, An expiatory fine for 
manslaughter;—mu'allaqat, mu'allaqa, A 
woman neither married, nor courted; one 
of the seven poems mentioned in tbe pre-
ceding article. 

a y j mu'allaq-zan, A dancer, tum-
bler ; an infamous fellow, sodomite ; quick 
at prayers. 

A JU* mu'allal, Endued with a cause; 
alleged as a cause, made an excuse;—mu'al-
lil, One who proffers a reason, alleges as a 
cause, makes an excuse; one who removes 
a disease. 

A pU* ma'lam, A sign, mark, milestone, 
direction-post;—mu'lam, Distinguished by 
a particular mark or badge (a garment) ; 
—mu'allam, Taught, instructed, trained, 
disciplined (as a man, horse, hound, or 
falcon) ; marked ; striped or spotted;— 
w&'allim, A school-master, preceptor, pro-

fessor, tu tor ; the pilot or the mate (of a 
ship);—mu'allimi auwal, The first master; 
(amongst the learned) Aristotle; (in vulgar 
cant) the devil;—mu'allimi fizik, Professor 
of natural sciences (m.c.); — mu'allim u 
muta'allim, Teacher and scholar. 

A mu'allamat, mu'allama (fem. of 
mu'allam), Taught; a hunting-dog; [jawa-
rihi mu'allama, Animals trained for the 
chase;]—mu'allimat, mu'allima, A female 
tencher. 

a mu'allim'khdna. A school. 
a (jA** mu'allimi, mu'allimiyat, 

Instruction ; teachership, tutorship, pilot-
age. 

A (jU* mu'lin, A revealer, divulger, 
publisher. 

A w^U* ma'lub, Opeu, clear, trodden, 
beaten (road) ; (a sword) around whose 
haft the sinew of a camel's neck has been 
firmly whipped. 

A lejU* mu'lauwat, The place on a 
(camel's) neck which is branded cross-
wise. 

A «-JJU* ma'luf, fem. I I J U * mA'lufat, 
ma'lufa, Fed, fat ted; stall-fed. 

A^fa*ma'liiq, Hung, suspended. 
A JjU^ ma'lul, Caused, produced ; ap-

peased, soothed ; distempered, indisposed ; 
weakened, diluted (wine); an effect; an 
inference ;—piri ma'lul, A weak old man. 

A f*jU* ma'lum, fem. malumat, 
ma'luma, Known, distinguished; cele-
brated, famous, remarkable, notorious, 
signalized ; a known, i.e. apportioned quan-
tity , an allowance; clear, evident, certain, 
obvious, apparent; (in geom.) given (as a 
line, &c.); the active voice of a verb; 
money, stamped coin;—ma'lum shudan, To 
be or become known, evident, conspicuous ; 
[ma'lum shud, I t is an acknowledged fact 
(m.c.) ;]—ma'lum kardan, To certify, mark, 
signify, or give information, make known; 
to know, discover;—ba'd ma'lum. mi-shawad, 
We shall see! (m.c.). (See also 

A «yUjU* ma'lumat (pi. fem. of the pre-
ceding), Things known, sciences ;—al-aiyd-
vm'l-ma'liimat, The known days, i.e. ten 
days in the month zu'Uhijja, when the 
pilgrims visit Mecca. 

a jj^yU* ma'lumi, Knowledge, informa-
tion. 

A AJ*JU* ma'lumiyat, State of being 
known. 

A <JU* mu'li, An elevator, exalter, raiser; 
— mu'alld, Elevated, exalted, sublime, emi-
nent ; the seventh gaming arrow; [urdu'i 
mu'alld, The royal camp or court; the 
court language; — dargdhi mu'alld, The 
Sublime Porte;—raf i ' u mu'alld, High and 
elevated ;]—mu'alli, An elevator, exalter. 

A p** mu'amm, mu'imm, One who has 
many and celebrated paternal uncles 
( ' a w ) . 



a U** mu'ammd (for ^y**^), An enigma; 
a verse of mysterious meaning; an acros-
tic; an anagram ; a riddle, rebus, puzzle ; 
an innuendo; a dark saying; a difficult 
or complicated matter. 

a mu'ammdt (pl. of the preceding), 
"Enigmas, &c. 

A jU** mi'mdr, An architect; a builder; 
a mason; an overseer of buildings; — 
mi'mdri Tear-khdna i qudrat, God, the su-
preme architect of power. 

a tsjU** mi'mdri, The occupation of an 
architect, &c. ; architective ; building, 
masonry ; a builder, architect. 

a mu'ammd-hd (P. pl. of mu'ammd), 
Enigmas, riddles, &c. 

A mu'ammad, (A tent) supported, 
propped by columns; baptized ;— mu'am-
mid, A baptizer, baptist. 

A y** ma'mar, A large place abounding 
with water and provender;—mu'mar, Cul-
tivated; (anything) given towards the sup-
port of life;—mu'ammar, Blest with long 
life; aged, elderly (m.c.); happy;—mu-
'ammir, Who renders habitable and popu-
lous ; who confers old age (God). 

A mu'ammas, mu'ammis, Obscure 
(affair). 

A ma'maA woman tenacious of 
her property, and giving away nothing; 
acute, clever, Bharp, quick. 

A ma'ma'an, Excessive heat; very 
hot. 

a ma'ma'dni, Extremely hot, 
A J-*** mu'mal, Beaten, trodden, used 

(road) ;—mu'mil, mu'ammil, Causing to do 
or work; causing to be done or performed. 

A p+A" mu'ammam, Adorned with a tur-
ban ('imamat), turbaned; (hence) a prince, 
chief; (a horse) having a white crown or 
forelock; white-headed (horse). 

a ma'muddnl, A baptist. 
A ma'mudlyat, Baptism; bap-

tismal water. 
A sy** ma'mur, Cultivated, inhabited, 

peopled ; flourishing (exchequer) ; well-
appointed (anny) ; delightfully built; 
full, abundant; affluent, prosperous; — 
ma'mur hardan, To cultivate, restore, pre-
serve, enlarge, render pleasant and habit-
able ;—ma'mur u dbadanl-gah, A pleasant 
and cultivated country ;—al-baitu'l-ma'mur, 
A house facing the temple at Mecca sup-

?ose to exist in heaven ; — ghair-ma'mur, 
In inhabitable, desert. 
a ma'mur a, An inhabited or well-

peopled place, a cultivated or delightful 
spot;—ma'miiraH 'amr lais, The building 
of Amr Lais, a name of the city of Shiraz 
(Amrlaistown). 

a ma'muri, A flourishing con-
dition, fulness (of the treasury), efficiency 
(of the army) ; population ; cultivation. 

A ma'muriyat, Habitablcness. 

A Jy*** ma'mul, Made; prepared 
dressed; customary, established; action 
operation; usage, established custom; fixet 
allowance or gratuity; (in grammar) go-
verned ;—ma'mul ddshtan, To observe, t< 
practise (m.c.). 

A f*y** ma'mum, Turbaned. 
A mu'ammd, An enigma; an acros-

tic, occult, mysterious verse or saying. 
A ma'n (v.n.), Going very fast (a 

horse) ; flowing (water) ; (a thing) easy tc 
be done ; little, few; [ma'n bin widat 
Name of a man celebrated for his libe-
rality ;]—mu'un (pl. of ma'ln), Flowing 
water;—mi'ann, A preacher ; one who inter-
meddles in affairs in which he has no con-
cern ; opposing, contradictory. 

A ma'nd, SL*^ ma'ndt, in P. alsc 
Sense, meaning; the title or letter-

ing of a book ;—ma'na'i fci-gdna, A Strang* 
or novel meaning ;—ma'nd'ipechida, A con-
torted or twisted meaning. (See Jy***). 

A ji^*- mi'ndq, (A horse) with a fin< 
neck, 

a ^ft** md'nawi, Significant, real, true. 
A S - ^ * " MST'CMMB, A gatherer or bringei 

of grapes. 
A^-i*" mu'arpbar, Perfumed with ambei 

Cambar). 
A lUx* ma'nat, A thing of no consequence; 

little ; (by opposition) a thing of impor-
tance ; much ; — mi'annat, Stubborn, dis-
obedient woman. 

Ay** mu'annaz, Bearded like a goat. 
A mu'niq, Rugged and high ground 

in the midst of a plain; high (watch-
tower). 

A mu'anniqdt, Long (mountains). 
A mi'naqat, A collar or anything 

similar round the neck; a small hill in 
front of a heap of sand (like a neck). 

A mi'nak, A large bar or bolt; a 
lock. 

A mu'annam, Dyed, tinged (finger). 
A ma'nun, Insane, lunatic; impo-

tent, fascinated, bewitched, or judicially 
declared to be so;—mu'anwan, (A book) 
marked with a title or inscription ('«?i-
wdn). 

^y** ma'n am, fem. hy** ma'naunyat, 
ma'nawiya, Significant; true, real, intrinsic, 
essential,absolute; spiritual; {in grammar) 
flowing from the sense (opp. to lafzi), 
verbal;—ma'drifi ma'nawiya, The specu-
lative sciences. 

A ma'nd, in P. also ma'nl, Sense, 
meaning, signification, import, drift, reality; 
virtue, efficacy; spirituality; a thing; any-
thing; a subject; a circumstance, an 
event; ['ilmi ma'na, Rhetoric ;—bild ma'nd, 
bi-ma'ni, Without meaning, vain, foolish ;— 
dar-ma'nd, With regard to meaning, or to 
spirit; intrinsically (opp. to "lykUii q.v.) ;— 
ma'nd-n, Really, in fact; — lafa-an wc 



ma'nd-n, In word and meaning;] — mu-
1anna, Fatigued, oppressed, careworn. 

a ks**" ma'nd-ard, Adorned with 
meaning. 

a t^** ma'na-ehikdr, Who hunts for, 
or seizes, the meaning. 

a o} ma'na-ldn, Fraught with 
meaning. 

A ma'niyat, Sense, reality. 
A y ma'w, Dates ripe or ripening on 

the tree. 
A (^J** mi'wdn, One who aids effectually. 
A l y ma'wat, A single date ripe on the 

tree; a half-dried date. 
A EY* mu'auwaj, Bended, curved;— 

mu'auwij, A bender ; an inlay er with ivory 
('«/) ;—mu'wajj, Crooked, curved, bent. 

A J y ma'ud, Afflicted with a disease; 
visited (sick) man;—mu'ud (v.n. of J*-*), 
Carrying off; — mu'auwad, Exercised, 
trained;—mu'auwid, A trainer, teacher (of 
dogs to hunt). 

A JJ*-* mi'waz, An amulet, or anything 
for averting evil;—mu'avwaz, The place of 
a horse's neck where the amulets are hung ; 
—mu'auwaz, mu'auwiz, A seller of amu-
lets ;—mu'auwiz, One upon whom are sus-
pended amulets; one who takes refuge 
with God. 

A mu'auwizatdn (du. fem. of mu-
'auwiz), A name given 1o the two last 
chapters of the Qur'an. 

A )y miwaz, A garment for daily use. 
A &A»y marshal, Food, livelihood. 
A l±y** ma'iizat, A thing given for an-

other ; equivalent, compensation. 
A j y mu'auwaq, Detained, delayed, 

hindered, kept back (1'rom battle) ;—mu-
'auwiq, One who diverts or hinders from 
business; a detainer. 

A J y * miwal, A pointed instrument 
with which stones are split; — mu'wal, 
Bewailed ; [mu'wal 'alaihi. Lamented over, 
bewailed ;]—ma'auwal, A place of confi-
dence ; a helper, or one relied upon for 
help;—mu'auwil, Oue who trusts, a con-
fider. 

A y y ma'un (pi. of the following), 
Helps, favours. 

A toy ma'unai, Aid, assistance, favour, 
protection ; —sdfiibti'l-ma'unat, A police-
magistrate. 

A ^jy ma'witd, Visited (by disease) ; 
visited (sick man) ; tended by a physician 
or nurse. 

a ^j** mi'awl, Intestinal. 
A &** ma'ahu, With him, together with. 
A «H** ma'had, A place which one fre-

quents, in which one does anything often ; 
a place to which one returns ; a place of 
refuge. 

a ma'haza, Along with this, beside ; 
however; nevertheless. 

A j y y ma'hud, Agreed, established, 
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fixed, determined, appointed, resolved, 
promised, accustomed; known, certain, dis-
tinguished, celebrated, confirmed, bound; 
seen ;—shai'i ma'hud, A known or un-
doubted thing;—maskani ma'hud, Accus-
tomed abode, customary habitation. 

A O** ma'y, mi'd, An intestine, a gut ;— 
aUmi'd 'l-a'war, The blind gut, ccecum. 

The murk or standard of 
or measure; touchstone, 

A mvyar, 
money, weight, 
as say-balance. 

A yW*" mi'ydn, Who looks steadfastly 
with malignant eve ; one who looks out for 
water and. straw for his tribe. 

ma'lb, Vicious, reproached with 

ma'yaba, Place or ob-

Conjunction, society, 
fa-

vice ; vice, disgrace, blemish. 
A ma'ibat (pi. fem of the pre-

ceding), Vices. 
A A -̂** ma'yabat, 

ject of dishonour. 
A <£*** ma'iyat, 

association, co-existence; communion 
vour, affection, partiality. 

A AC** mu'ld, Skilful, clever, experienced, 
able, powerful; (God) the restorer or 
bringer again ; a tutor, a trainer. 

A yt** mi'yar, j?** ibnatu mi'yar, Mis-
for tune;—mu'lr , A lender ;—mu'aiyar, A 
kind of figured silk, with spots resembling 
the eyes of the wild ass ('air) ;—mu'aiyir, 
An assayer of precious metals. 

A IJ^M ma'irat, Disgrace, infamy. 
A ye** ma'lz, Goat-species ; (pi. of ma'z) 

Goats. 
A ij'*** ma'ish (v.n. of J^**), Living; 

life ; a place where one lives. 
A ma'ishat (v.n. of ^J^), Living, 

leading a life; food, auy thing belonging to, 
needful for life, livelihood. 

a jjjA ma'lshat-andoz, Getting a 
living. 

A ma'lq, Small; deep, far, distant. 
A J*«* ma'il (v.n. of J*e), Wanting, 

being indigent, helpless, destitute;—mu'il, 
Possessed of a numerous family or house-
hold ('iydl); destitute, indigent. 

A ma'in, (Water) flowing over the 
surface of ground ; a rhomb; \_shablhu 'l-
ma'in, A rhomboid;]—mu'in, An assistant; 
[al-mu'in, (God) the defender ;] — mu-
'aiyan, Fixed, determined, settled, ap-
pointed, specified, destined, assigned, de-
clared, expressed, certified ; stationed ; 
tesselated, variegated by squares ; a rhomb ; 
—'shdbih bi'l-mu'aiyan, A rhomboid;—ghair -
mu'aiyan, Undetermined, inexplicable. 

A ma'yub, Vicious, defective, faulty, 
blemished. 

A U W ^ J - * - ma'yubdt (pi. fem. of tLa pre-
ceding), Blemished goods. 

a ijtyi*" ma'yubl, Faultiness ; wickedness, 
vice, &c. 

A <$y -** ma'yun, Touched or struck on the 
eye; viewed with a malignant eye; iasci-



nated; (water) pure and flowing, bursting 
out when dug for. 

A. mcfyi, Of the intestines, intesti-
nal. 

magfa. Depth ; a channel, bed of a 
r iver;—migh (contraction of meaty). A 
cloud; fog;—mugh, One of the Magi, 
worshipper of fire, infidel, pagan; a 
Christian monk ; a tavern-keeper; an ox's 
horn. 

A maghgb (v.n. of Being 
absent; slander, detraction; anything se-
cretly whispered of an absent person 
(implying truth, however, as buktdn ex-
presses a false accusation) ; absence ; con-
cealment, invisibility. 

A maghabin, Groins ; arm-pits. 
A ̂ AAA* mughds. in P. maghas, Root of 

the wild pomegranate (used as a purgative 
and emetic). 

A mughasat, (Land) refreshed by 
rain. 

A aUU- mughadat. A coming in the 
morning. 

A SjjU* mughadarat (v.n. 3 of ft), Leav-
ing, forsaking. 

maghar, The> covert of a deer; a 
cavern ;—mughar (v.n. 4 of ft), Rushing 
upon, plundering; making a foray; depre-
dation, plunder. 

A S^U^ mughardt (v.n. 3 of ft), Joining 
(two things), subjoining, annexing, adding ; 
litigating, disputing with. 

A magharib (pl. of maghrib), 
Wests. 

A IF;1-*- magharibat, maghdriba (pl. of 
maghribl). Westerns, natives of Western 
Africa or Morocco. 

A ift* viaghdrat, maghdra, A den, a 
cave ; a cavern, grotto : a ditch, trench ;— 
mughdrrat (v.n. 3 of Not properly 
performing the sacred inflections ruku' or 
eujiid in prayer ; deficiency. 

A maghdriz (pl. of maghraz), Bases, 
boltjms, seats. 

A ij-ft* magkdris (pl. of maghras). 
Nursery-grounds; (figuratively) women, 
wives. 

A maghdrif (pl. of mighrafat), 
Ladles, skimmers, 

A f f t * maghdrim (pl. of magkram). 
Debts; debtors; dangerous places; desir-
ous, greedy (pl.). 

A magharid (pl. of mughrud), Sorts 
of mushrooms. 

A Sft* ma-gkdzil, Women's spindles; the 
teeth of a certain threshing-instrument. 

A iift* mughdzalat (v.n. 3 of Sooth-
ing, flattering a beloved object, especially 
by amorous verses or speeches. 

a ^Jft* maghazill, A maker of distaffs. 
A i^'ft* maghazi (pl. of maghza), Camps, 

battles; military virtues or qualities. 
A maghdsil (pl. of maghsal), 

Bathing-places or vessels, especially for 
dead bodies. 

A maghashsh, One who makes 
haste. 

A mughashshat (v.n. 3 of u ^ ) , 
Accelerating, despatching (work), making 
haste. 

A magttds (v.n. of Diving in 
search of anything; a place where a diver 
plunges ; a watering-place. 

A ma ghdz (v.n. of o^), Decreasing 
(as water or the price of provisions); 
diminishing or causing to decrease. 

A mughdzib, Angry with one's 
own kinsfolk, tribe, or nation, and for-
saking them. 

A A^U- mughdzabat (v.n. 3 of sr^A), 
Putting in a passion, irritating one another; 
being angry with one another. 

A mughdzanat (v.n. 3 of T ^ ) , 
Closing or contraciing the eyes. 

A iVvA* mughattai, A ducking one an-
other. 

magjidk (Z. maghu), A ditch, fur-
row, pit, low place; hell; deep;—maghdki 
zulmat (zulmati khah), The earth; the 
human body maghdki ghar, The grave; 
—maghdki qubur, The pit of graves;— 
maghdki haulndk, A dreadful cavern. 

A^VA* maghakcha, A little pi t ; a 
dimple. 

^ ^ maghdki, Depth ; a hollow. 
A JU/» ma ghat (v.n. of Destroying. 
A mtfghalat (v.n. 3 of ft), Bidding 

against, raising the price upon another. 
A mughalabat (v.n. 3 of s - i i ) , Con-

tending with (another) for victory or 
superiority; overpowering, overcoming. 

^jtelU* mughdlchln, An eye of intense 
blackness. 

A mughdlatat (v.n. 3 of ^U), Lead-
ing one another into error (ghalat). 

A mughdlazat (v.n. 3 of !jJ>£), Hating 
one another; thickness, grossness, rude-
ness of temper, enmity. 

A ̂ iVA* maghaliq, maghdliq (pl. of 
mighlaq), Gaming arrows (particularly 
winning oues) ; locks, bolts. 

A isJUb. mughalaqat (v.n. 3 of Bet-
ting, laying a wager. 

A mughammat (v.n. 3 of ^ ) , Ren-
dering each other sad and melancholy. 

A ^ mughdmir, One who encounters 
dangers without fear or care, who throws 
himself into the thick and throng of any-
thing. 

A a^Uu maghamarat (v.n. 3 of J*^), 
Fighting hand to hand, without fear of 
death. 

Ay-U* magh&miz, Faults, blemishes. 
A A — m u g h d m a s a t (v.n. 3 of 

Ducking one another; involving oneself in 
war, rushing headlong into battle. 

mughdn (pl. of mugh), Magi fire-
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worshippers ; (met.) a tavern; a house of 
promiscuous entertainment; a beautiful 
girl; Christian fraternities of monks, who 
are by the Muhammadans placed, in this 
sense, on a footing with the pagans or 
worshippers of fire; name of a district in 
Azarbaijan. 

a s-*U* maghdnih, The movements of 
the cheeks of handsome boys ; great booty. 

A p U * magkanim (pi. of maghnam), 
Spoils. 

mugfoana, Anything which relates 
to the Mughs or worshippers of fire. 

A ^ U * magfaani, Songs ; singing women ; 
(pi. of maghnd) pleasant houses, the abodes 
of mirth ; mansions. 

A jjU* mugkawir, A warrior, one who 
makes frequent excursions to lay waste 
and plunder. 

A fijjU* mugfadwarat (v.n. 3 of jfa), Mak-
ing a hostile excursion against, contending 
with. 

A mughdwalat (v.n. 3 of J^A), De-
stroying. 

A mughdyabat (v.n. 3 of 
Being absent from each other; speaking of 
the absent. 

A / U * maghrfir (pi. of maghdrat), 
Caves ;—mughayir, Contrary, repugnant, 
adverse ; who bargains or traffics with ;— 
mugfadyiri sulh, Contrary to the peace. 

A fiyU* mughdyarat (v.n. 3 of Ex-
changing, bartering (merchandise);—mu-
g&dyara, Disagreement. 

A &&U* mughayazat. A putting in a 
passion. 

A mag&d'ir (pi. of mighydr). Jealous 
(men). 

A«-r-i<* rnughibb, (A friend) who visits 
every third day; one who intermits (any-
thing) for two days. 

A M * maghabbat, End, issue, termina-
tion. 

A^A* mugh-bacha, The son of a fire-
worshipper or tavern-keeper; a noviciate 
in a monastery. 

AjU* mughbir, A raiser of dust; one 
who strains every nerve to perform any-
thing ;—mughbarr, One whose hair and 
beard are dusty, dirty, aud squalid;— 
mug&abbar, Covered with dus t ; vexed, 
offended. 

A iyA* mugkabbirat. Name of a class 
continually engaged in praising God, and 
who, by their manner of reading the Qur'an, 
excite in the BOUIS of men a desire after 
heavenly things. 

A maghbin, The groin; the arm-pit. 
A mughbur, A kind of gum ex-

tracted from sumdm, 'ushar, a.nd rims. 
A (J6}**** maghbuz. Odious, hated. 
A LyA* maghbut. Happy, prosperous, 

fortunate, blest; emulated, envied or imi-
tated by others. 

maghbutai, Anything coveted; 
wealth. 

A O J * * * magfebun, Deceived; cheated, 
gulled, imposed upon, defrauded, injured ; 
baffled ; weak in mind. 

A mughtab, A slanderer of the 
absent. 

A TBA* mughtdz, Angry, enraged. 
A Wi** muahtabit. In easy circumstances; 

happy, cheerful. 
A mug&tabaq (v.n. 8 of J**), Drink-

ing wine in the evening; a place where 
wine is drunk. 

A JIAA* mughtazir, One who prepares the 
food called gkazlrat. 

A ^j^A* mughtazl, Nourished, fed with. 
A mughtarif. One who sips with 

the hand. 
A JyA* mughtazal, A slender rope;— 

mughtazil, A spinner (of cotton). 
A ŷ**** mughtazl, One who wills, intends, 

designs, proposes, purposes ; who has one 
intimate among many companions. 

A J—XA* mughtasal, Cold water, or any-
thing one washes with; washing-water; a 
washing-place ; a place where dead bodies 
are washed ;—mvgtJtasil, One who washes. 

A J^A* mughtall, Oppressed with th i rs t ; 
longing for, tavourably inclined to. 

A UAUA* mughtalif. One who procures a 
sheath. 

A mugfatamm, Sad, gloomy, melan-
choly. 

A;^** mugMamir, Overflowing, drown-
ing (water); one who tinges with the lini-
ment called gkumrat; drunken (man). 

A mugMamiz, A reproacher, tra-
ducer. 

A mughtamis, What subsides or 
sinks to the bottom. 

A YA+IA* mugMamiz, A conniver, con-
nivent; drowsy, dozy. 

A mughtanam, Regarded as an in-
valuable prize (ghanimat) ; — mughtanim, 
Who considers as prey ; enriched, endowed 
with abundance, possessing, enjoying. 

A mughtanamdt (pi. fem. of 
mughtanam), Privileges. 

A maghs (v.n.), Macerating, dis-
solving (medicine in water) ; submersion, 
drowning; a battle, fighting; vanity, 
folly, play ; an evil. 

mughcha. Soreness under the arms. 
A -AA* magkd (v.n.), Rendering deli-

cate; sucking; making to suck; plucking 
hairs from the middle of a horse's brow, 
that white ones may grow in their place; 
sour milk; tender, soft, delicate; a man-
drake ; a brinjal or egg-plant; a medlar ; 
a small kind of mushroom. 

A mugkdad. ^AA* maghddn, The 
city of Baghdad. 

A;.iA* maghdar. magkdir. Perfidious; a 
traitor. 



A "-iAA- mighdaf, An oar. 
A JJOA- maghdud, (A camel) infected 

with plague. 
A m a g h d u r , Abandoned, forsaken, 

left in the lurch, betrayed. 
A ft* maghr (v.n.), Travelling quick, 

crossing a country in haste. 
A w>ft* maghrib, The west, either of the 

heavens or earth; the western countries; 
Hesperia, Africa, Barhary, or Morocco; 
[salatu '1-maghHb, Evening - prayer ;] — 
mughrib, Exciting wonder ; — mugfcarrib, 
One who goes towards tbe west; one who 
removes to a distance. 

A maghrib an {du, of maghrib), West 
and east. 

A hft* mngharribat, mugharriba. A 
strange, foreign, outlandish thing ; foreign 
news, 

A mugharbal, Sifted, passed through 
a sieve or searce ;~mugharbil. One who 
practices the act gharbila (see 

a <jtyA* maghribl, Western ; African ; 
native of Morocco; a gold coin, 

A a - maghribiyat. Strangeness, foreign-
ness. 

A ft* maghr ibain (obi. du. of maghrib, 
used as noin.), West and east. 

A SJA* maghrat, (Kain) beneficial; also a 
slight or gentle rain; name of a place in 
Syria;—maghrat. magharat, Red clay or 
earth with which dervishes dye their gar-
ments ; — magharat, mughrat, A dark, 
opaque, reddish colour. 

A ^ft* mugharrid, A sin ger, warbler, 
songster. 

A )ft» mngharrir, Thoughtless, giddy, 
heedless; one who exposes himself to 
danger. 

A maghraz, maghriz, A root, base, 
bottom, seat;—mugharriz, (A locust) fixing 
its tail in the ground (when laying). 

A u*ft* maghris, A place of plantation, a 
nursery-ground. 

A mighrafat, A ladle. 
Ajyfc* mughraq, mugliarraq, Sunk, di pped, 

mmersed; gilded or ornamented with 
silver (a sword-hilt or bridle) ;—mughriq. 
Engulfing, drowning. 

A f»)A** maghr am, Debt ; — mughram, 
Desirous, wishful; given up to love; 
drowned in debt, a prisoner for debt ; 
liable, exposed to; a nralct, fine. 

A )ft» maghruw, Glued, covered with 
glue (ghara' or ghira'). 

A mughrud, A kind of mushroom. 
A j)ft* maghrur, Deceived, deluded, 

buoyed up with vain 
gant, presumptuous, 
ceited. 

a ^j);*-" maghruri, 
gance. 

A nuighrus, 
Bhrub). 

hopes ; proud, arro-
haughty, self-con-

Haughtiness, arro-

Planted, set (tree, 

A *-*)ft» mnghruf, Clipped, shorn, polled. 
A ̂ maghruq, Immersed, drowned, 

sunk. 
A ^ft* mugh-rd, Excited, stirred up ; 

greedy;—mughrl, One who excites, stirs 
up, or eggs on ;—mugharrd, Glued. 

•ft* maghz (S. majjd, majjan, " marrow "), 
Brain; f a t ; marrow; kernel, pith, pulp, 
chief substance or essence of anything; 
the best kind of pearl; pride, arrogance; 
—maghzi ustukhwdn, The marrow of a 
bone;—maghzi bdddm, Bleached aim on da ; 
—maghz burdan, To talk much ; to give the 
headache ;—maghzi pusht, The spinal mar-
row; (met.) sperm;— maghz tar hardan, 
To speak, talk ;—maghzi jauz, Peeled wal-
nuts ; — maghz dar sar hardan, To keep 
silence (to keep the brain in tbe head). 

Aft* maghaz (v.n.), Being bard (ground); 
hard ground; anything hard. 

a \ft* = JjA* q.v. 
yfc* maghz-parddkhta, Empty of 

brain. 
j*" maghz-parda, The pia mater. 

maghz-dar. Marrowy ; kernelled, 
kernelly ; pithy, containing pith or brain. 

)** maghz-roshan, (Clearing the 
brain) snuff. 

^Jyft* maghi-zanl, A racking of one's 
brain. 

A maghzal, An amorous verse or 
speech ;—mighzal, A spinning-spindle; — 
mugkzil, (A doe) with a young one (ghazdl). 

A tfft* maghzur, Plentifully watered with 
rain. 

A maghzuf Spun. 
igft* maghzi, Edging, border; hem, in-

sertion. 
A JJJA* maghzd, A field of battle, war, an 

expedition against infidels; intent, scope, 
drift, meaning. 

A hft* mnghziyat, (A woman) whose 
husband is on military service. 

maghzln. A kind of sweetmeat. 
&js;ft* maghzina, The brain. 
A maghs (v.n.), Piercing with a 

spear; being griped; cholic, gripes. 
mughistdn, A palm-plantation. 

A maghsal, maghsil, A bathing-
place or vessel; a place for washing (espe-
cially of dead bodies) ; — mig&sal, That 
with which anything is washed. 

x magAailot, mag&eiia, Na.me of 
certain ground at Madina where clothes 
are washed. 

A ij+y-k* maghsus, (A camel) affected 
with the disease ghu*ds. 

A maghsid, Washed, cleaned ; trite, 
hackneyed speech ; wishy-washy talk. 

A miahsham. Conceited, self-opi-
niated, following one's own fancies. 

A maghshiish, Adulterated, falsi-
fied, deceitful; insincere; disarranged 
(m.c.) 



maghshush-fabi'at, Deceit-
ful by nature, a cheat. 

A ty4^* mughashshd, Embroidered ; co-
vered, concealed ; — maghshi, Surprised, 
taken unawares ;—maghshi 'alai-hi, Fainted 
away. 

a i/4*-* maghs. Cholic, gripes ;—maghas, 
The best species of camels. 

A. v f "*" MAGHSUB, Seized by force; ra-
vished. 

A. S-AA- mugfazab, Provoked to anger, 
irritated;—mugh?ib, One who provokes to 
anger; irritant. 

x maghzabat (v.n. of Being 
angrv, in a rage ; anger, rage, wrath. 

A AAA* maghazzat, Meanness ; defect, de-
ficiency. 

A mughazzan, Wrinkled; folded, 
plaited. 

A magkzub, Irritated, incensed ;— 
maghzub 'alai-hi, Odious, one against whom 
anger is felt; (in the Qur'an) an object of 
the Divine wrath. 

A;jAA* mag&ziir, Affluent, well off. 
A maght (v.n.), Extending, stretching 

(anything elastic) , exerting one's strength 
to draw (a bow). 

A YTII** mughtish. Dark (night) ; (God) 
making (night) dark. 

A JjfaA* mughatta. Covered, concealed, 
bidden. 

Ay&A~ migh far, mi ah far at, migh far a, 
Mail or network of s teelworn under the 
cap or ha t ; also a protection for the face 
worn in battle; a helmet; construed with 
bar sar shikastan and bar farq dokhtan. 

A SYA* maghfirat (v.n. of Pardoning, 
condoning, forgiving, remitting sins, ab-
solving ; remission, forgiveness; — sultdni 
maghfirat-ashy an (m aghfirat-p andh, magh-
firat-nishan), The prince whose sins are 
forgiven, the deceased monarch. 

A JM* mughaffal, Destitute of genius, 
attention, or presence of mind ; negligent, 
careless, thoughtless, heedless, incurious, 
ignorant; dull, stupid. 

A JYUT* mag&,fur, Pardoned, forgiven; 
one whose Bins are forgiven, the pious de-
funct, the deceased, the late ;—mughfur. 
An esculent juice, of the consistency of 
honey, extracted from certain plants. 

x jiM* migh fir. An esculent vegetable 
substance resembling honey. 

«A£A* mugh-kada, A fire-temple; a 
tavern. 

J** maghl, Sleep, rest; — mughul, A 
Mogul, Mongolian; the Great Mogul, em-
peror of Hindustan; the Tartars, natives 
of Turan, Scythia, or Transoxiana; the 
Georgian Christians. 

A JA*» maghal (v.n), Eating earth along 
with grass and being griped thereby (cat-
tle) ;—mughill, A traitor, deceiver ; (land) 
fruitful in grain and produce (ghallat). 

e&A* magh-lajf magh-lagk. A trap-
ball. 

A k^** mighldt, One who blunders much. 
A J I A * mighlaq, A lock, bar, bolt, or any 

instrument for fastening a door. 
dJU* mughlak, Wretched, poor, contemp-

tible ; a poor man, religious mendicant 
(probably misreading for oslJto* q.v.). 

A magklab, Victory, dominion, 
power ;—mughallab, Often conquered or 
defeated; (a poet) the conqueror of his 
cotemporaries, and acknowledged by them 
as superior. 

A WA* maghlabat, Victory, power, con-
quest. 

A magjiilat, Cattle griped from eat-
ing earth with the young herbage ;—mu-
ghallat. The fruits of the earth. 

(^^JA* mughalchin, A fine black eye. 
mughulistan, The country of the 

Moguls. 
A AJA* maghlatat, magfylata, maghlitat 

An improper question, liable to mistake or 
misapprehension; a speech in error or mis-
take ; a labyrinth ; — maghlata (bastan, 
dadan, zadan), To deceive, to mislead;— 
maghlata khwurdan. To be deceived; — 
maghlata kardan, To jabber. 

A IsA** mughallaz, fem. ShU* mughallazat, 
mughallaza, Severe, heavy (mulct for blood-
shed) ; solemn, binding (oath) ; very foul, 
impure, offensive ;—mughalliz, Whatever 
renders coarse, strong, or offensive (g&a-
liz). 

A UIAUA* mughallazat (pi. fem. of the 
preceding), Foul or offensive language, 
abuse. 

A mighlaq, A lock, bolt ; any of 
the arrows used in games of chance ; the 
seventh gaming arrow ;—mughlaq, Shut, 
closed, fastened (door) ; abstruse, abstract, 
obscure, difficult;—mughlagu 'z-zuhn, Dull 
of understanding, prejuaiced. 

magM-gdh, A sleeping-place. 
A PA* mughlim, Libidinous ; a pederast. 
a mughlimi, Unnatural lust for 

boys. 
A maghlub, Conquered, overcome; 

—maghlubu 'I-ghazab. Overcome by anger; 
passionate, choleric, irascible ;—maghlvhi 
khauf u hirds, Struck with dread and con-
fusion ;—maghlub u maqhur, Overcome and 
subjected ;—ghair maghlub. Unconquered, 
invincible. 

a maghluba, The thick of a battle. 
a A-ijlA* maghlubiyat. Subjugation; the 

state and condition of being conquered; 
vassalage. 

A <A»J1A* maghlus, Mixed ; (bread) made 
of wheat and barley. 

A JS^A* magffluq, Shut, barred, locked, 
bolted ; (a skin) tanned with the herb 
ghalgat -,—mughluq. A bolt, bar, or lock. 

A J jU* maghlul, One whose hands are 



tied to the neck; pilloried; fettered; in-
serted ; oppressed with thirst. 

o 1 ^ mughull, Of or relating to the 
Moguls; Mogul, Tartar ; (met.) fearless; 
cruel, severe, terrible, Ac. 

A mughh, One who makes dear, 
finds or considers dear, buys or sells dear 
(ghali). 

muahull qunduz, Tartar chil-
dren; fearless, intrepid; bloodthirsty. 

A ft* mughimm, Intensely hot, suffoca-
ting (day) ; melancholy (day). 

A mughmad, Sheathed (sword). 
A.y** mu grammar, Inexperienced; — 

mughammir, One who throws himself into 
the thickest and most thronged part ; silly, 
foolish. 

A maghmaz, Very low ground ;— 
mughammaz, Obscure, unintelligible ;—mu-
ghammhz, Who goes over and knows a 
matter. 

A mughammizdt, Sins which an 
intelligent man commits knowingly. 

A {*** mughammim, (A cloud or sea) full 
of water. 

A Jy** magkmud, Sheathed (sword). 
A >y** mag fr r>iur, Overwhelmed ; obscure, 

mean, abject, unknown, without rank or 
dignity. 

A)y&* maghmuz, Accused; suspected. 
A Jj*** maghmul. Mean,, obscure; un-

known; covered over with bed-clothes in 
order to perspire; (green fruits or herbs) 
put under straw in order to ripen; mace-
rated (hide) in order to get the hair off; 
heaped up (herbage). 

A py** magfymum. Afflicted, sad, melan-
choly ; beclouded, overcast; troubled with 
cold in the head. 

a &*y** mag&muma, Pried brinjal. 
A ay** maghmun, Put under ground. 
A E^A* mighndj, Attractive, lovely, co-

quettish. 
A (_J~EI.UA* maahndtls. ma agnails. 

The magnet or loadstone. 
>m* mughund, mughunda, Every-

thing which makes an excrescence on the 
body, as a wen, swollen gland, strained 
sinew, wind pent up in any limb; a callous 
protuberance from a broken bone; the 
cicatrice of a wound; a horse-market; any-
thing mixed or confused. 

(jXuA- mughundagl, mughandaghi. A 
protuberance, lump, bump, or swelling. 

A />M* magbnam. Spoil, plunder, booty ; 
anything acquired without labour. 

^ft* maghnud. Sleeping, asleep; faint-
ing. 

A iy** maghnii$, One who labours under 
great affliction, even to the point of death, 
sorely grieved. 

A maghnd, A pleasant mansion, the 
abode of cheerfulness; ability to do with-
out ; remedy ; flight, escape; worthy, fit; 

—mugh.nl, Who or what supplies the place 
of, excuses, or dispenses with; indepen-
dent ; [ghair-mugh.nl, Not dispensing, not 
independent;]—mughannl, A singer. 

A &<r** mughanniyat, mughanniya, A 
female musician, singer. 

\—~** maghnied, A black earth brought 
from a mountain in Kashan; a coloured 
stone very soft, used by glass-makers. 

A *tft* maghnltw, The magnet or 
loadstone. 

A mighwat, in P. , A country 
in which one is very liable to lose one's 
way;—mughauwdt, A ditch made for de-
coying and catching wild beasts ; a country 
where one is liable to stray, 

AJ\_JA-» mighwdr, Awarrior, one who makes 
many excursions (ghdrat) to lay waste and 
plunder an enemy's country; engaged in 
forays. 

A maghusat, A succouring, an as-
sisting. 

A mughushd, A sect of the Magi; 
name of a priest of the Magi (unsupported 
by examples). 

tsUjA* mughushaJc, Christian monks j 
Magi. 

A Jft* migh/wal. An instrument with 
which a thing is destroyed; a knife, or a 
piece of iron, inserted in a whip or stick 
for a sheath, a sword-cane. 

mughol, A Mogul. 
^ft* maghun, Mahogany wood (m.c.). 
A ^ft* mughwi, One who causes to err. 

mughl, The religion of the Magi. 
A ft** wighydr, Jealous. 
jl^sU maghydz, mighydz, A small gratuity 

over and above the regular hire. 
A magfjib (v.n. of s-**), Being 

absent or hidden; absence; setting (of the 
sun) ;—mughlb,mughyib. (A woman) having 
an absent (ghd'ib) husband ;—mughaiyab, 
Hidden, invisible; supernatural. 

A wW*" muahaiyabat (pl. fem. of mu-
ghaiyab). Mysteries, secrets, concealed 
things. 

A X+s** mughibat, (A woman) whose hus-
band is absent (ghd'ib) ;—mughaiyabat, A 
mystery, sejret. 

A maghls, (A field) watered by 
rain ; corn laid by rain;—mughls, Who 
gives aid, auxiliary. 

A mughlslyai. A college at Bagh-
dad. 

A ft* mttghlr. One who makes a preda-
tory incursion, a spoiler, plunderer ;•—mu-
ghaiyar, Changed, altered; — mughaiyir, 
Variable, changeable. 

A iji** mughlrat, Light horsemen, when 
making a plundering excursion into an 
enemy's country. 

A (JARJA* maghlz, A place of little (water). 
A IM-* maghlz, Incensed. 
A (ft-** mughaildn (for ummu 



), Egyptian or Arabian thorn, a 
tind of mimosa or acacia ;—Jcfydri mnghai-
lan, The thorn of this tree, in imitation of 
which caltrops are made. 

CJ^-W yS^A* mughailan bastan, fay 
mug&aildti-zdr, ^ mug&aildn-gdh, 
the world ; time; fortune. 

A s*)**" maghyub, Absent, hid, invisible. 
A mughyus, (A field) wetted with 

rain. 
A mafdtih, (pi. of miftah), Keys. 
A mufdtahat (v.n. 3 of Begin-

ning to converse or tell a story; going 
(together) before a judge or arbiter; carnal 
connexion. 

A &£>\JL* mufdtahat (v.n. 3 of uAxi), Bush-
ing on, attacking, falling foul upon to-
gether. 

A ^ U U mafdtih (pi. of miftah), Keys. 
A mufdja'at, in P. (v.n. 3 of 

"W*), Falling upon anything unexpectedly, 
rushing upon unawares, and snatching; 
accosting ;—margi mufdjat, Sudden death. 

A ft-^o* mafajir (pi. of mafjarat), Large 
channels or valleys through which water 
runs. 

A mufdji', One who comes un-
expectedly. 

A mufahashat (v.n. 3 of U 4 ^ 1 ) , 
Bandying ribaldry (fuheh) between each 
other. 

A yfla-Vi* mufdhis, A pryer into the secrets 
and failings of bis neighbour. 

A mufdhasat (v.n. 3 of In-
veighing against, prying into secrets and 
faults. 

A BiisAu mvfakhazat (v.n. 3 of «iaS>), Sit-
ting knee to knee. 

A^UU mafakhir (pi. of mafkharat), Or-
naments ; glories; boasts ; illustrious ac-
tions ; [mafdkhiru 'l-amdsil wa 'l-aqrdn, 
The eminent amongst their peers (officers 
of state) ;] — mufdhhir, Glorious, vain-
glorious. 

A ijiM* mufdhharat (v.n. 3 ofJAFEI), Boast-
ing against, contending for glory ; arro-
gance. 

a mufafcharat - irtisdm, 
Glorious. 

A SJAU* mufdkhazat (v.n. 3 ofyU), Brag-
ging, boasting, glorying against each 
other. 

A Aa* mifad, vnf'dd, Sj'U* mifadat, A 
poker, or anything used in stirring an 
oven;—mufdd, Well expressed, clear, dis-
tinct ; expression ; exposition, illustration; 
contents. 

A mufaddt (v.n. 3 of Ransom-
ing. 

A mafarat, (A country) abounding 
in mice. 

A mafdrikh, Birds' nests, places 
where the young or chicks (farfch) are 
hatched. 

A mufdrazat(v.n. 3 o f ) / ) , Breaking 
off, interrupting; settling accounts (with a 
partner), dissolving partnership. 

A mafdrish, Carpets; (met.) wives; 
— karimu l-mafdrish, One who weds 
honourable or respected wives. 

A mufdratat (v.n. 3 of TY), Con-
tending, endeavouring to get superiority 
over another. 

A mafdriq (pi. of mafraq, mafriq), 
Crowns of heads where the hair parts ; 
places where roads branch off; faces, 
aspects ; — mufdriq, Separating, alienated 
from one another. 

A mufdraqat (v.n. 3 of J / ) , Quit-
ting, leaving; separation, alienation, ab-
sence. 

A jVA*. mafdz, Zfa>* mafdzat, mafdza, Fl ight ; 
escape, deliverance; a place where one ob-
tains a victory; also whither people fly ; 
and likewise where they perish; hence, 
a desert without water. 

A r-'fdzi1, Terrified, frightened. 
A mufdza'at, Act of frightening, 

terrifying. 
A AAi* mafdsid (pi. of mafsadat), Evils. 
A J - R U * maf asil (pi. of mafsil), Joints ;— 

waj'i mafdsil, A pain in the joints. 
A uuloU* mafdsilat, Joints of the fingers, 

&c. 
A mufasalat (v.n. 3 of J - i ) , Break-

ing off; closing accounts; dissolving part-
nership ; distance, interval, space, separa-
tion. 

A (jAi* mafaz, Large, diffusive, extended, 
ample, profuse; much talked about. 

A mafazat, Consignment; a de-
spatch. 

A ^AA** mafdzih (pi. of mafzahat), Dis-
graces. 

A mafdzikh, Jars for holding grape-
juice. 

A JA\A- mafdzil (pi. of mifzal), Every-
day clothes. 

A SUU. mufdzalat, A contending for ex-
cellence. 

A AAU. mufatanat (v.n. 3 of tfa^i), Attend-
ing to (anyone) in order to understand 
(him) ; displaying acumen to one another. 

A^AU* mafatir (pi. of muftir), Those 
who breakfast. 

A mufaghamat (v.n. 3 of 
Kissing. 

A Ŷ A* mafdqir, Poverties, miseries. 
A Â SLA- mufdqahat (v.n. 3 of Dis-

puting, discussing a point in religion, law, 
or science. 

A A ^ I A . mufakahat (v.n. 3 of <*£I), Jest-
ing (with another), being merry, facetious, 
joyous. 

A iaiU* mvfalatat, A coming upon un-
expectedly. 

A geiU. mafdlij (pi. of mafliij), Para-
lytics. 



A jMto* mufaniq, Easy, delicate (life). 
A FCTFLA. muftinagat (v.n. 8 of U ^ ) , Treat-

ing indulgently, pampering. 
A iXtVA* mufanakat (v.u. 3 of «Aii), Eating 

up tbe whole, sticking close to it, without 
shame. 

A mafdwiz (pi. of mafazat), Places 
whither people fly ; deserts. 

A mufdwazat, mufawaza (v.n. 3 of 
Having business (with another), 

consulting (with) or explaining anything (to) 
him; agreeing ; an epistle, a letter (from 
a superior to an inferior); conversation; 
commerce, intercourse ; deliberation; part-
nership; equality;—mufawaza shudan, To 
be a companion or equal to another; — 
mufawaza hardan, To return, make retri-
bution, recompense ; — mufdwazat-an, Re-
ciprocally, alternately. 

A mufdwahat (v.n. 3 of sy), Talk-
ing together; boasting against. 

A SlflAA. mufahdt, A talking with; a 
boasting. 

A mafa'id (pi. of mifad, mifad, 
mif'adat), Sticks for stirring the fire; 
pokers ; spits. 

A AI^U. mufdyashat, Boast, menace, 
vaunting threat in batt le; contention for 
superiority. 

A J'IA. mufd'il, One who divides the heaps 
of soil in the game fi'al (see J ^ i p. 905). 

A mufd'alat (v.n. 3 of JCU), Playing 
at the game fi'al;—mufayalat (v.n. 3 of 
J*i), Being weak in mind, erring in 
opinion or conjecture ; imbecility, folly. 

ctJU muft, Gratuitously, without pay-
ment, gratis ; — muft-rd chi guft, What is 
to be said in reBpect to a thing obtained 
for nothing p i.e. one must not look a gift 
horse in the mouth;—harfi muft, Idle talk 
(m.c.) ;—harfi muft zadan, To talk rubbish 
or nonsense (m.c.). 

A C^A* miftah, A key, or any instrument 
with which a door is opened. 

y t^-ju muft-bar, Taking away for nothing, 
or without making a return. 

A V^JJL* mufattat, Broken to bits, crum-
bled, comminuted;—mufattit, Who or what 
crumbles or breaks in pieces. 

A mufattitdt, Lithontriptics, 
drugs, &c., which tend to dissolve calculus 
in the bladder. 

A J-UA* mufiatah, Opened; commenced, 
begun ; taken (city) ; — muftatih, Con-
queror, taker (of a city). 

A muftatin, Fallen into temptation; 
bewitched, infatuated; a trier, tempter; 
bereft of property and reason ; distracted 
by love. 

A gyA* maftah, A storehouse; cellar; a 
treasury;—miftah, A key;—mufattah, Open; 
taken (town); — mufattih, A conqueror, 
taker of towns. 

A UUWXA* mufattihdt, Medicines which 
remove obstructions, deobstruents. 

A YFESA* muftakfoir, Boastful, splendid, 
gorgeous, sumptuous;—muftakhir u wu-
bahi shudan, To glory, boast, vaunt. 

muft-h&wdr, Who eats for no-
thing or gratuitously, a sponger, a parasite. 

A T^AXA* muftadd, Redeemed;— muftadi, 
One who ransoms himself, a self-redeemer. 

A YA* muftar, Rendered languid; languid; 
enfeebled, weak. 

A (j-yA* muftaris, (A lion) tearing (prey). 
ajyA- muftariz, Who decides; who dis-

tinguishes ; who separates. 
A (JEYA* muftaris, Seizer (of an oppor-

tunity). 
A muftari', Violating, ravishing. 
A gyA* muftarigh. One who pours out 

(water for or upon himself). 
A jsyA. muftariq, Dispersed, scattered. 
A muftari, Liar, slanderer, an in-

ventor of falsehoods; knave, rogue; clad 
in a fu r dress ( f a r w ) . 

A ( J S ^ I * mufattiah, An inquisitor, commis-
sary, examiner, superintend ant, censor, 
syndic; a visitor. 

A A m u f t a s i d , One who opens a vein. 
A (JA^A* muftazz, The taker of a maiden-

bead. 
A muftazih, Disgraced, exposed to 

infamy; infamous ; evident, apparent. 
A J*xA* mufta'al, Made, framed, invented; 

a stupendous or arduous deed. 
A muftaqad, Missed, inquired after. 
A YSA* muftaqir, Reduced to poverty J 

poor, needy. 
A J^A* mufattat, Twisted. 
A maftalat, A circular piece of wood 

put on a spindle to give it a steady motion 
when spinning. 

A ASA* muftaliz, One who takes a por-
tion. 

A WLJU muftalit, Seized suddenly. 
A muftaliq, Strange, wonderful, 

marvellous (speaker or runner). 
A muftall, One who weans. 
A y^A* muftan, Tempted, seduced to 

evil, drawn into sedition; charmed, be-
witched ; mad, insane; assayed, standard 
(money) ;—muftin, A tempter, seducer, 
who leads astray;—-mufattan, (Gold) tried 
by the fire, or (a man) by temptations; 
thrown into disorder, excited to sedition or 
anything bad. 

A «T>YA» maftut, Broken, crumbled. 
A CY4" maftuh, Opened ; occupied, taken 

(town) ; subdued; a letter marked with 
the vowel fatha — a ; diluted (colour) ;— 
maftuh gashtan, To be conquered;—jumla'i 
qild'i maftuha, All the castles taken. 

A J Y 4 * - maftuq, Ruptured. 
A J Y A » maftul, Twisted; distorted; per-

verted. 
a JyA* maftul-sar, Wry-headed. 



A maftun, (Gold) tried in the fire; 
drawn into sedition; seduced into evil; 
insane, fascinated, charmed, mad with 
love; deserted by one's reason and property, 

^ySA* mufti, Gratuitous (see 
A (JSA* mufti, One whose sentence has 

the authority of the law, an expounder of 
the Muhammadan law, giver of a fatwd; a 
mufti, a magistrate (see ^ f t p. 907). 

A mafjar, A place where water 
gushes out ;—mufj i r , Present at day-break 
If ajr). 

A mafjarat, mafjara, A wide channel 
through which a torrent runs; level ground 
along which a river runs. 

A mafju', Oppressed, overwhelmed. 
A mufhish, Obscene in talk, 

ribaldish. 
A (jo*** mafhas, A nest of the bird qata, 

(met.) a place of investigation. 
A ft** mafkhar, A place or occasion of 

glorying, an object of glory or boast, a 
thing in which one glories;—mufakh khar, 
Glorified, glorious, exalted. 

A. SJAFCA* mafkharat. mafkhara, A thing in 
which a man glories, or which gives him 
pre-eminence. 

A mufakhkham. Magnified, great, 
glorious, illustrious. 

A .JJAFEA* mafkhuz. Hurt in the thigh. 
A mufdir, Anti-aphrodisiacal (diet). 
A SJJJU mafdarat, mafdara, A place fre-

quented by mountain-goats; anti-aphro-
disiacal (diet) ;—mafdarat, mafdara (pl. of 
fadar), Aged or full-grown mountain-goats. 

A mifdagh. Any implement for 
breaking. 

A fJA* mufdam, (Cloth) dyed of a full 
or unmixed red ;—mufdam, mufaddam, (A 
water-pot) covered with a lid or stopper; 
muzzled. 

A tydu mafduh, Oppressed with debt. 
A ft mafarr, majirr, in P. also mafar, 

An asylum, whither one flies for refuge. 
Afly^ mifrafy, Glad, exulting, joyous, fain. 
A mifrds, Shears for cutting sil-

ver or iron. 
A gŷ * mufrij, (A hen) having chickens 

(farruj, furruj) ;—mufarraj, Large, wide, 
opened, cleft, sundered, divided; a comb ;— 
mufarrij, Removing sorrow, exhilarating. 

A tft mufrih, mufarrih, Exhilarating, 
who or what makes cheerful; a species of 
exhilarating medicine, in which rubies are 
an ingredient;—mufarrihu 'l-qulub, mufar~ 
rihi qalb, Rejoicirg the heart;—mufarrih 
dadan (rasdnidan), To make one cease 
working and give oneself over to enjoy-
ment. 

A cwWyt* mujarrihdt (pl. fem. of mu-
farrih), Exhilarating drugs, <fcc. 

a ^sr'tft mufarrihgari, Exhilaration. 
A t f t muf rikh, (A bird) having young. 
A toft* mufrakhat, A bird's nest. 

A t f t muf rad. Single, simple, alone, 
solitary, unique ; singular;—mufrid, One 
who engages in or does any work alone; 
one who singles out;—mufarrad, (Gold) 
Bet with or separated by the pearls called 
farid \—mufarrid, A Muhammadan lawyer; 
one who retires to lead a solitary religious 
life; one who has outlived all his cotempo-
raries and children; one who travels alone, 
his beast his sole companion. 

A l^ft. mufradat, mufrada (fem. of muf-
rad), Simple; rate, taxing; the minor 
term in logic; singular number;—mufra-
datu '/-/ifefe, Simples in medicine. 

a JjA* mufrad-suwdr, Who rides 
alone. 

A mufraz, Separated ;—mufriz, mu-
farriz, Who separates; who opens. 

mafras, Ornaments suspended from 
the ceiling. 

a <j*ft mufarras, Adopted into Persian. 
A mifrash, A coverlet, counterpane; 

a carpet; a travelling-bag, a sac-de-nuit 
(see ;—mufarrash, (A bed) spread 
on the ground; — mufarrish, One who 
spreads (a carpet, Ac.) ; one who paves 
with flag-stones. 

A mifrashat, A saddle-cloth laid 
upon a camel's saddle ;—mufarrishat, A 
skin-wound on the head, without any frac-
ture. 

a yi^ mifrash-kash, Who spreads 
carpets; a chamberlain. 

A \j>ft mifras, Shears for cutting silver 
or iron. 

A J>ft* mifraz, A tool for cutting or 
notching. 

A ^ f t mufrit, One who exceeds bounds ; 
transcendent, transcendental; excessive ; 
causing to exceed. 

A t f t mafragh, A place of refuge, an 
asylum;—mufragh, (A ring) cast in a 
mould, founded, so that the joining is not 
perceptible; cast in metal (m.c.) ; [bd 
mufragh rekhtan, To cast in metal;]— 
mufarragh. Empty ;—mufarrigh. One who 
pours out; an emptier (of a vessel). 

A j,ft mafraq, mafriq, The place where 
the hair parts ; the crown of the head;— 
mufarraq, Scattered ;—mufarriq, One who 
separates, scatters; or divides. 

A mafriqat, mafrxqa, A place where 
two ways meet. 

A OEJJA- mufarrak, (A man) hated by 
women. 

A iSji* mufarrakat, mufarraka, (A woman) 
hated by men. 

A Cjft mafruj, Split, cracked, broken. 
A tft* mafruh, Glad, exulting, rejoicing. 
A x f t mafrur, fem. ^ f t mafrurat, ma-

frura, Fled, run away, absconded; fugi-
tive, a runaway. 

a ^ y u mafruri, Flight; period since 
flight. 



A mafruz, Dispersed, separated. 
A mafnish, Expanded, spread; 

paved, flagged; a carpet;—mafrush kardan3 
To carpet. 

A mafruz, fem. mafruzat, 
mafruza, Out off; cut, nicked, notched ; 
divinely appointed, ordained by God, ne-
cessary to be observed ; (in geom.) granted, 
given;—a 's-salawdtu 'l-mafruza, The (five 
daily) prayers appointed, and considered 
as of perpetual obligation. 

A mafruzat, The commands of 
God. 

A mafrugh, Discharged; cut short; 
given up, abandoned. 

A fa* mafruq, Separated, divided. 
A mafruk, Rubbed (ear of corn); 

dyed deeply. 
A mafia', An asylum;—mufazza', 

Timorous, terrified ; brave. 
A IEJA* mafza'at, mafza'a, Anything which 

is a cause of terror (faza') ; a scarecrow, 
A A-A* mvfsid, Mischievous, pernicious, 

destructive, corruptive; vitiating; a cor-
rupter, depraver, destroyer, author of evil, 
malefactor, seditious man, breed-bate, 
mischief-maker; — mufsid raftan, To de-
nounce (to the police), give information 
against (m.c,); — mufsidi qalam, A de-
nouncer, informer; an intriguer (m.c.);— 
fchwud-rd mufeid dadan, To inform against 
oneself (m.c.) ;—majma'i mufsidan, A com-
pany of factious or seditious p e o p l e a 
riotous assembly, a mob. 

X ^A-JU mafsadat (pi. of mafsadat), 
Pernicious things. 

a mafsiddna, Seditiously; riot-
ously ; feloniously. 

A A* mafsadat, An evil, pernicious 
thing, tending to disturb or corrupt (re-
verse of maslahat). 

a ^A—A* mufsidi, Mischievousness ; per-
niciousness; seditiousness, factiousness. 

A fa* mufassar, Explained, commented 
on ;—mufassir, A commentator, expositor, 
or interpreter. 

A {^fa** mufassirtn (obi. pi. used as 
nom.), Commentators. 

A mafsulch, Broken, dissolved; 
abrogated, abolished, repealed. 

A A* mafsulsMyat, Nullity. 
A maf sud, Corrupted, spoiled. 
A JtiyUt^ mafshush, Emptied, voided; 

idle, vain. 
A ̂ Y-A* mvfashshi, Wind-expelling. 
A mufaskehiydt, Carminatives. 
A A-A* mifsad, A lancet, fleam. 
A J-AA* mafsil, A joint, juncture, articula-

tion, the space between the joints ;—mifsal, 
The tongue ; — mufassal, Distinct, parti-
tioned (as a bracelet which between every 
two pearls has a larger gem or one of a 
different kind) ; divided, separated, par-
ticularized, detailed ; fully described; sepa-

rate, distinct, clear, ample ; divisions of a 
district (opp. to sadr " tbe chief seat of 
government"); the Qur'an from al-hujurdt 
(name of the 49th chapter) to the end;— 
mufassil, One who enlarges upon, ampli-
fies ; one who distinguishes, who divides 
into parts; one who details. 

A JUA. mufassal-an, Distinctly, minutely, 
prolixlv, diffusively, in detail. 

A mufassaldt (pi. of the following), 
Detailed circumstances, particulars. 

a AOA. mufassala, A detail, a particular 
circumstance, &c. 

a ^fa^ mufassail, Of or belonging to a 
mufassal, a person from the country. 

A iyet" mafsulch, Cheated, gulled, imposed 
upon. 

A Jyi* maf sud, One whose vein has been 
opened; bled. 

A Jy*4-* mafsul, Separated, detached. 
A FYA. maf sum, Broken without separa-

tion of the parts ; demolished, overthrown 
(house, tent). 

A SUA* mufzat, A woman whose two 
passages have been made one by frequent 
cohabitation. 

A y i U - mifzdz, A mallet, clod-crusher. 
A JVAA* mifzdl, Pre-eminent in beneficence; 

one who excels greatly. 
A mifazzat, mifazza, A maul for 

crushing clods. 
A mafzakat, Reproach; disgrace, 

scandal. 
a iaj-iA. mif^aJchaL A stone with which 

unripe dates may be bruised. 
A J-iA. mifzal, An every-day garment; 

one who excels greatly ;—muf zii, One who 
leaves something redundant or remaining j 
—mufazzal, Excelling greatly, eminent in 
virtue and beneficence; preferred; an ob-
ject of preference. 

A CJ^A* mafzuh, Exposed to infamy, 
shamed. 

A FCYA* mafzukh, Bruised, crushed (date). 
A jbyiA* mafziiz, (Tears) profusely shed. 
A jfa* mafzul, Overcome, conquered. 
A mufzd, Separate, broken;—mufzl, 

Who or what separates;—mufzl shudan, To 
come to pass ; to bring about. 

A fa* muf tir, One who breaks a long 
fast. 

A yfa* maf tur, Created ; innate ; natu-
ral, by nature. 

A maftum, Weaned. 
A SUA* maf at, (A place) full of vipers. 
A JyA* maf'ul, Made, done; acted; 

abused contrary to nature ; a pathic; (in 
gram.) passive voice; accusative case; 
governed \—maf'uli auwal, The first object 
or accusative (of a verb which has several 
objective complements) ; — maf'ul hihi, 
The object of a transitive verb;—mafuli 
sdni, The second object or accusative of a 
verb;—maf'ul fl*hi, The complement of a 



verb expressing time or place of action; 
the locative case ;—mafu l la-hu, The com-
plement expressing the motive of the 
action ; the dative of purpose ;•—maf'uli 
mutlaq, The absolute patient, cognate 
accusative;—maf'ul ma'ahu, Ablative case ; 
the instrumental case;—ismi maful, The 
passive participle, nomen patientis. 

a mafuldu P. pl.of maful), Cata-
mites. 

A mafuliyat, The condition of the 
accusative case, accusativeness ; the condi-
tion of the passive voice, passiveness, pas-
sivity. 

A mafq (v.n.), Being hard; being 
long. 

A mufqar, Impoverished ;—mufaqqar, 
(A sword) notched on the side or back; 
rough (sword). 

A mafqarat, Poverty. 
A mifqalat, mifqala, A kind of win-

nowing machine. 
A OJSAM mafqud, Disappeared, and con-

cerning whom it is not known whether he 
be living or dead; lost, missing; missed, 
regretted ; unfortunate, destitute, deprived, 
frustrated ; non-existent -,—mafqudu 'l-asar 
(khabar), Lost sight of. 

A mafqur, Broken-backed. 
A ijeft* mafqus, Broken (egg). 
A ft* mufakkir, One who thinks deeply. 
A mufakkirat, mufakkir a, The think-

ing faculty. 
A mufa.kkak, Untied, unloosed. 
A mafkuk, Liberated, unloosed, 

manumitted ; pardoned; open, not united 
by tashdid. 

miflak, Unfortunate, poor, indigent; 
a dervish. 

A mufallaj, One whose fore-teeth are 
wide apart ; perplexed, paralysed, lame, 
bad (business). 

A PIA* muflih, Prosperous, happy ; a pea-
sant. 

a (jUtli- muflihan, Name of a river; 
(Pers. pl. of muflih) villagers, husband-
men. 

A muflis, Insolvent, bankrupt; 
poor, a pauper. 

a (JU^JA* muftis$td?i, A place where in-
digent people live, a poor-house. 

a ^fti* muflui, Insolvency, bankruptcy ; 
poverty. 

A JAIA- mufalfal, (Wine) pungent as 
pepper; (a garment) embroidered as with 
cloves of pepper (fulful, filfil) ; seasoned, 
spiced (meat); well-tanned (leather). 

A ^JLA* mufiiq, Wonderful (poet). 
A FOLA* maflaqat, maflaqa, Anything 

strange and portentous; a misfortune. 
A mufallal, (A blade or head of a 

sword or spear) notched or teethed like a 
saw; serrated. 

A mafluj, Paralytic, palsied. 

A •iylA* mafiuz, Forged of excellent steel. 
A wft* maflus, Shining like a fish-scale 

(fils). 
A mafluk, Unfortunate ; poor, indi-

gent ;—chakari mafluk, A poor servant, a 
miserable slave. 

A J ? ^ maflul, Broken, notched, chipped 
(sword). 

A mufll, Having a yearling colt (a 
mare). 

A (JJA- mifann, (A man) who utters won-
derful things ; one who speaks in flowery 
language. 

A mufnid, Weak in mind; an old 
dotard; — mufannid, A reproacher, up-
braider. 

A ^ ^ mufnl. Ruinous, destructive, 
wasteful; bringing to naught. 

A L / 6 ) 6 " mufauwaz, fem. mufauwazat, 
mufauwaza, Committed or entrusted to the 
care of, consigned, delivered, recommended; 
submitted for opinion. 

A JIY^* mufauwaq, Notched (arrow). 
A SYT* mufauwah, Loquacious; very elo-

quent (orator or oration) ; aromatic (wine); 
(cloth) dyed with the roots of the herb 
madder. 

A Jyk* mufauwd, Dyed with madder. 
A f f t * mafhum, Understood, perceived, 

comprehended; the coutents, tenor, or 
sense of a letter ;—mafhumi malqul, A rea-
sonable acceptation, or construction. 

A ^ mufi\ A patron or a master, one 
who affords shade and shelter (faV). 

A mafya'at, A shady place, a place 
built for giving shade {fai'). 

A mufid, Useful, profitable, salu-
tary; who acquires wealth and bestows it 
liberally and usefully; (in gram,) expres-
sive of a meaning, conveying a significa-
tion, importing. 

A majis, Flight, avoiding; a place 
of escape, flight, or refuge. 

A (JAft muflz, A shedder (of tears), 
pourer out (of water); a giver; hasten-
ing ;— mufizi wujudi har maujud, Who 
bestows existence on all that exists. 

A (Ĵ A* mufiq, Wonderful, marvellous 
(poet); convalescent, recovering from an 
illness, a swoon, or intoxication. 

A maqq (v.n.), Splitting (the branch 
of a female palm) to inject the male 
flowers. 

A j ) ^ maqabih (pl. of maqbahat), Of-
fences, offensivenesses, odiums. 

A muqdbahat (v.n, 3 of ft*), Re-
viling, reproaching, calling one another 
Ugly names. 

A maqabir (pl. of maqbarat), Ceme-
teries, grave-yards, tombs. 

A niuqdbal, Of noble parentage on 
both sides; compared, collated ;—muqdbil, 
Opposite, over against, fronting; one who 
puts himself opposite, or looks towards, or 



meets; one who confronts, controls, col-
lates, or compares (one copy of a hook with 
another) ; a rival, an adversary ;—muqdbil 
shudan, To be opposite, meet, be confronted, 
compared, contrasted, or controlled ;—dar 
muqdbili kas amadan, To oppose oneself to. 

A muqdbalat, muqdbala (v.n. 3 of 
J**), Pacing, standing over against; looking 
towards ; comparing, collating (one book) 
with another, confronting; meeting face 
to face; opposing, resisting; recompensing; 
comparison, control, collation, examination ; 
contrast; exchange, reciprocation,equality, 
retrospection; a book of control; contra-
distinction ; a counterpart, duplicate ; tab-
lets, memorandum-book maqabala bi 7-
misl, Tit for tat;—muqdbala. kardan, To 
compare, collate, confront, contrast;—jabru 
'l-muqabala, Algebra. 

a "iltto* muqabalat-an, Before, in presence 
of. 

a ^fa Jt^4" muqdbil-kob, A rival, an ad-
versary ; what surpasses anything opposed 
to, or contrasted with, it in beauty or great-
ness. 

A maqabih (pi. of maqbuhat), 
Crimes, vices, misdemeanors, infamous 
actions. 

A maqatat (v.n. of Hating. 
A maqdtil (pi. of npaqtal), Places 

of death ;—muqdiil, A soldier, combatant 
who seeks to kill; internecine, murderous. 

A iiJla* muqdtalat, muqatala (v.n. 3 of 
JJA), Fighting, trying to kill; cursing; 
excluding from good; battle, conflict, 
slaughter, carnage ;—muqdtala'i 'azima, A 
great and bloody battle. 

A ilo-U* muqahalat (v.n. 3 of J*5) , Being 
aBsiduouB, fixed to, persevering in. 

A maqdkim, Places of danger, 
perils. 

A muqdhamat (v.n. 3 of 
Rushing furiously upon; a hostile attack, 
furious charge. 

A maqadat (v.n. of »>Y), Leading; 
guidance, conduct. 

A muqddar, Narrow, confined 
(house). 

A Sjjla* muqddarat (v.n. 3 of JAS), Mea-
suring one thing on another; doing exactly 
like another, 

A maqadisat, maqddisa (pi. of maq-
dasi), Natives of the holy city Jerusalem. 

A pAa* maqddim, The fore parts; the 
larger or front-feathers of a bird. 

A^JU* maqadir (pi. of miqddr), Quanti-
ties ; Bpaces ; measures ; decrees, fates. 

a yjU* maqadirshinds, Who knows 
the value of men. 

A ^Afi* maqddim (pi. of muqdim, mu-
qaddam, miqdam), The fore parts. 

A muqaza'at (v.n. 3 of Ban-
dying ribaldry from one to another ; calling 
bad names, reviling, abusing. 

A iVa- maqarr, A fixed place, a place of 
abode or rest. 

A muqara'at (v.n. 3 of ty*), Read-
ing along with (another); teaching to 
read. 

A muqarab, Moderate, tolerable (in 
price, size, Ac.);—muqdrib, Near, neigh-
bouring; tolerable, moderate; mid-way, 
between good and evil; middling, mediocre. 

A kfa* muqdrabat (v.n. 3 of Draw-
ing near, approaching ; impending ; show-
ing propinquity or neighbourhood ; letting 
alone excess, and aiming at what is just 
and right; proximity; approximation. 

A muqdrrat (v.n. 3 of ;a), Resting; 
becoming firm, settled, strengthening one's 
interest (with another). 

A muqarazat (v.n. 3 of Re-
quiting, restoring, compensating; entering 
into partnership and trading with another's 
capital. 

A maqdri' (pi. of miqra'at), Whips, 
lashes;—muqdri', A conqueror ; a prince, 
leader; au adversary. 

A vwUjla* muqara'at, Blows, contusions;— 
muqdra'dti suyuf, Tbe clashing of swords. 

A muqara'at (v.n. 3 of Beating 
one another (combatants) ; casting lots. 

A T-JJLA* maqdrif (pi. of muqrif ), Born of 
a slave father aud free mother; (horses) 
from a mean sire by a blood mare. 

A &ifa* muqarafat (v.n. 3 of «-*/»), Mix-
ing (with sin), defiling oneself (with it) ; 
commingling; lying with. 

A muqarin, Associated, connected, 
related, allied, familiar, intimate, domes-
ticated ; simultaneous with ; near;—muqd-
rint in hal, At that instant. 

A &JjUL» muqdranat (v.n. 3 of y / ) , Living 
in BOciety, being intimate; conjunction, 
connection, companionship, familiarity; 
proximity. 

A muqari', An alternate reader. 
A maqdriz (pi. of miqrdz), Shears. 
A muqasdt, in P. oLlS- (v.n. 3 of 

fa»), Becoming callous with regard to any 
evil, and enduring it with all its incon-
veniences ; enduring, suffering, 

A maqdsim (pi. of maqsim), Places 
of division or distribution;—muqdsim, A 
coparcener. 

A muqdsamat, muqdsama (v.n. 3 
of S), Dividing (with another), admitting 
(him) to a share; taking one's own share; 
partition ; causing (one) to swear fidelity ; 
swearing, declaring on oath. 

A fje^t- maqds, A rafter, joist, king-post, 
into which other beams are inserted; shears, 
scissors. 

A 2UV&* muqasdt (v.n. of fa), Going far 
off ; contending which shall go to the far-
thest distance. 

£ 

A&OU* muqdssat (v.n. 3 of U®5), Retalia-
ting; making equal, balancing (accounts). 



A maqasid, Designs, enterprises, 
machinations, great attempts or underta-
kings ; thoughts; aims, desires; wishes, 
wants, inclinations. 

a muqassa (probably for muqdsat), 
Beiog distant or far from each other. 

maqdsir (pl. of maqsarat), The 
later hours of evening, a mixture of dark-
ness with the light; sides; (pl. of maqsa-
rat) private apartments for women. 

A 5UU* muqdzat (v.n. 3 of t^*), Going 
together before a judge or arbiter (qdzi). 

A muqdzamat (v.n. 3 of ft*). Tak-
ing by little and little ; buying or selling 
in small quantities, retailing. 

ntiqat, A strongly-twisted rope or 
cord to tie a sheep, &a. for slaughtering; 
swaddling-clothes;—maqdtj. (pl- °f miqat£)» 
Pieces of bone on which writing-reeds or 
pens are nibbed. 

A JUA* maqdtir (pl. of maqtar), Drops. 
A BjUa- muqatarat (v.n. 3 of ft), Weigh-

ing one hamper, and taking the others 
without weighing, supposing them all 
alike. 

A gUa* maqati1 (pl. of waqta'), Places of 
cutting; sections (especially pauses in the 
Qur'an) ; fords, passes, passages of rivers; 
the hinder or extreme parte; termination ; 
custom-houses, or any other places where 
public imposts or taxeB are paid. 

A muqdta'at, muqdta'a (v.n. 3 of 
{ft), Being disunited, estranged ; deciding 
(anything with another) ; contract for a 
time; farming of revenue. 

at muqata'aji, Farmer of re-
venue, custom-collector. 

A JtUu maqdtil (pl. of miqtalat), Iron 
cuttin g- instruments. 

A maqdti' (pl. of maqtti'), Cut off; 
stragglers. 

A tUu maqdz, A place for passing the 
hottest part of summer (qaiz). 

A maqd'id (pl. of maq'ad), Places 
in the market where people sit ; benches, 
seats ; backsides ; camps; — muqd'id, A 
guardian, keeper, preserver; whatever re-
mains or comes behind another (as a doe, 
a bird, &c.). 

A 8.xeUu muqa'adat (v.n. 3 of Sitting 
down by (another). 

A JlA- maqdl (v.n. of J*S), Taking a nap 
at noon;—also maqdlat (v.n. of Jy»), 
Speaking, saying; a word, discourse, say-
ing, opinion, sentence, adage, proverb; 
[Ji'l u maqdl, Actions and words;]-—mu-
qdUat (v.n. 3 of J i)» Giving little (qalil) ; 
doling out water scantily. 

A ^ U - maqdli (pl. of miqldt), Frying-
pans. 

A A-JUU maqalid (pl. of miqlad, miqlad), 
KeyB. 

A FLI- maqdm, muqdm (v.n. of fyOfcStay-

ing, stopping, halting, resting, residing (in 
any place); place of residence, dwelling, 
mansion; stay, halt, station; post, posi-
tion, office; state, dignity, condition; a 
musical tone; a question, subject of con-
troversy (m.c.);—maqdm ba-maqdm, From 
tone to tone, through every mode; from 
place to place ;—maqami parda, The pri-
vate parts, privities;—maqdm hardan, To 
settle, remain, halt ;—maqami mlisaUd, 
Name of a place where Abraham prayed, 

A maqamdt (pl. of maqdmat), Sit-
tings, places, stations; assemblies; con-
versations held at those assemblies; com-
positions recited on those occasions; 
title of several works, especially the cele-
brated master-work of Harir i ; musical 
modes, of which there are twelve; degrees ; 
—maqdmdti rizwdn, The eighth heaven;—-
aqli maqdmdt, Eminent in dignity; musical. 

A maqdmat, An assembly, Ac. (see 
preceding article) ; — muqdmat (v.n. 4 of 
/»y), Perpetuating, keeping up ; staying, 
reposing, resting. 

A maqdmih, (A camel) which throws 
up his head and refuses to drink when dis-
tempered or when the water is too cold, 

A muqamahtat (v.n. 3 of c+J), 
Tossing up (his) head and refusing to 
drink (a camel). 

A ft^* muqdmir, An antagonist at play, 
or m laying wagers; a dice-player; a 
gambler. 

a AA-J ft&* muqdmir-peska, A habitual 
dice-player, a gambler. 

A tftJi* muqamarat (v.n. 3 of ftl), Play-
ing at dice. 

a JMUL* muqamir-jckdna, A gambling-
house. 

A 5 — m u q a m a s a t (v.n. 3 of 
Contending with another who shall plunge 
or dive; rivalling a fish in diving. 

A maqami' (pl. of miqma'at), Iron 
instruments for striking the heads of ele-
phants, or wooden instruments for battering 
the heads of men. 

a ^yAa* maqami, Local; resident, sta-
tionary. 

A maqdni' (pl. of miqna' or miq-
na'at), Veils. 

A i\ft* muadwat, in P. <*Aft>* (v.n. 3 of 
Contending with (another) for su-

periority in power or strength (qHwat). 
A o f t * maqawid (pl, of miqwad), Leading-

reins. 
A muqdwis, One who institutes a 

comparison. 
A &—ft* muqawaeat (v.n. 3 of <j*ft), Com-

paring (two things) ; corresponding with, 
resembling (as one man another) ; running 
(with others) in a place of exercise. 

A Jjto* maqdwil (pl. of miqwal),Tongues ; 
kings of the Himyarit Arabs;—muqdwil, 
Engaged in conversation. 



A maqdwilai (pi. of miqwal), Kings 
of the Himyarit Arabs;—muqdwalat (v.n. 3 
of Jy ) , Conversing; agreement, compact. 

A muqdwim, An adversary, one who 
rises up against another, an antagonist; 
one who stands near a person ; persevering, 
persistent. 

A I* fa* muqdwamat (v.n. 3 of p f ) , Op-
posing, resisting, withstanding ; standing 
front to f ront ; standing near; opposition, 
resistance ; competition perseverance, per-
sistency. 

A muqdyasat (v.n. 3 of Y**), In-
stituting a comparison or analogy between 
(two things); agreeing with, answering 
to in measure or comparison. 

A muqdyazat (v.n. 3 of u ^ ) , Ex-
posing merchandise to sale; exchanging, 
bartering, giving an equivalent. 

A muqdyazat (v.n. 3 of K>i), Agree-
ing with for the midsummer-season (qaiz). 

A U maqd'il (pi. of maqil), Places 
where people take their siesta. 

A muqayalat (v.n. 3 of J*i), Return-
ing like for like. 

A maqald (pi. of muqaiyad), Fet-
tered (men or camels) ; bonds, fetters. 

A miqbds, A spark of fire, or a small 
quantity taken to kindle a greater, 

A '-P^* muqabbab, Vaultod, arched. 
A maqbahat, maqbaha, Anything 

offensive and deserving of reproach. 
A maqbar (v.n. of fa), Burying; a 

burial-place. 
A 8J«IU maqbarat, maqbar a, A burying-

ground, burial-place, sepulchre, graveyard. 
a t ^ij^a* maqbaraji, A grave-digger. 
a ^yt*" maqbari, Belonging to a sepul-

chre or burying-ground ;—maqburi, Name 
of a class of reporters of traditions; a 
dweller amongst the tombs. 

A I^-IU muqbis, One who begs fire for 
or from anyone. 

A (JFL^A* miqbas, A barricado, goal, or 
starting-place; particularly a rope stretched 
before the horses when drawn up for a 
race, which being dropped was the signal 
for starting. 

A (JAJU maqbaz, maqbiz, maqbazat, 
maqbaza, The hilt of a sword; the handle 
of anything. 

A J+A- muqbal, Placed over against, look-
ing towards ;—muqbil, fem, muqbilat, 
muqbila, Approaching, advancing towards 
one, nearly arrived; prosperous, fortunate; 
favouring (fortune) ;—muqabbal, Kissed ; a 
person or place kissed ;—muqabbil, Kissing. 

A CJ*5-* maqbuh, Reprobated, cursed ; de-
barred from good; abominable. 

a maqbuha, A shameful action, 
an abomination. 

A jf**" maqbur, Buried. 
A Ifyfr* maqbtlz, Taken, seized, grasped, 

occupied, possessed, held, received, pre-

served ; restricted, contracted, bound; con-
stipated ; a styptic. 

A Jj*2" maqbul, Accepted, admitted, ap-
proved ; taken in good part; agreeable, 
acceptable, pleasing; one of the fai thful ; 
a mistress; — maqbuli qulubi 'dlamiydn, 
Dear to men's hearts, agreeable to all. 

A S^fa* maqbuliyat, Agreeableness, ac-
ceptableness; agreement; orthodoxy. 

A miqat (v.n. of <>*;)> Loving ; love. 
A maqt (v.n.), Hating; hatred, 

grudge, enmity. 
A DUS* muqtdd, Yielding tractable, obe-

dient. 
A muqtabas, Quoted; quotation 

(especially from the Qur'an) i—muqtabis, 
One who receives, acquires, borrows, or 
quotes (light, fire, or science) from, or 
imparts (them) to, another. 

A Jsaft* muqtatal, Killed by love ; slain 
by a demon;—muqtatil, Engaged in fight-
ing. 

A muqtahim, One who plunges 
rashly (into a business) ; setting (star); a 
despiser. 

A l^ifi* muqtadd, Followed, imitated; 
imitable;—muqtadayi nds, A chief whom 
others follow, especially in prayer; hence 
a prelate, priest, or exemplary person. 

A muqtadih, Who strikes fire from 
a flint. 

A muqtadar, Compact, round;— 
muqtadir, Powerful, strong, able; one who 
boils in a pot (qidr). 

a ^Axa* muqtadi, An imitator, follower. 
A muqtir, Poor; parsimonious;—mu-

qattar, Fragrant, odoriferous ;—muqattir, 
Frugal, parsimonious, economical in one's 
family expenses. 

A muqtarib, Approaching, brought 
near; (a promise) shortly to be per-
formed. 

A tf*" muqtarih, A speaker or repeater 
of verses extempore; a doer of anything 
never done hitherto. 

A u^r*" muqtariz, A borrower; getting 
into debt. 

A muqtaraf, Recently purchased ;— 
muqtarif, A gainer. 

A YY^ muqtarin, Associated ; a friend, 
ally ; following immediately. 

A ̂ f*" muqtari, One who receives (a 

One who forces un-
friend) hospitably. 

A muqtasir, 
willingly. 

A muqtasit, Engaged in dividing 
(wealth among themselves). 

A muqtasim, Engaged in dividing ; 
a divider ; mutual in swearing. 

A^AAS* muqtashir, Naked, stripped. 
A muqtiss, A relater (of a speech 

truly) ; one who takes revenge (qisds) for 
a past injury, or who desires (another) to 
retaliate. 



A muqtasid, One who keeps the 
middle; of a moderate temperament of 
body or mind ; one who gives his attention 
to writing poetry. 

A J A I A . muqtasar, Abbreviated, abridged ; 
a compendium, summary, epitome ;—muq-
tasir, Addicted (to anything), content with 
that alone, and not exceeding or leaving 
t ; restricting oneself to. 

A muqtazd (for Exacted, 
required, needed, called for; exigency, 
necessity; a craving, requirement; drift, 
scope; conformable to; consistent with; 
—muqtazd'i mawaddat u mufchalasat, That 
which friendship and familiar intercourse 
requires ;—bar muqtazd'i shar'i sharif, Ac-
cording to law ; — ba-muqtazd'i, In con-
formity with, in accordance with; in 
consequence of. 

A muqtazab, (Verse) spoken extem-
pore ; a kind of verse ; a poem destitute of 
tbe transition from a description of the 
writer's feelings to the eulogy of the per-
son addressed. 

A ^ASA- muqtazd, Exacted, required, con-
formable ; drift, scope ( = q.v.) ;— 
muqtazi, An exacter, demander; leading 
to, producing, demanding, requiring. 

A muqtaziyat, Exigencies, events, 
necessary or inevitable consequences; con-
jectures. 

A gSosfi- muqtataCut. 
a muqtalad, A beast or place on 

which a person sits ; — muqta'id, Mounted, 
seated, riding upon. 

A muqiafd, Preferred, set over; (an 
oration) rythmically composed ;—muqtafi, 
One who follows (another); one who 
chooses anything for his own peculiar 
use. 

A maqtal, Place of slaughter or exe-
cution ; place of death, i.e. any part of the 
body, which, being wounded, causes death ; 
mortal spot, vital part;—muqattal, Tried, 
proved; subdued ; conquered by love ;— 
muqattil, Engaged in combating, fighting 
together. 

A muqtdlaTorn up, drawn out; 
muqtali', One who removes, tears up ; 
uprooted. 

A GFL^A* muqtanas, Hunted;—muqtanis, 
Hunter. 

A ^YUFI'* muqtand, Possessed ;—muqtanl, 
An acquirer, possessor. 

A UWLAA^A* muqtaniyat (pl. fem. of the pre-
ceding), Things acquired, acquisitions. 

A J f t * m a q t u l , Killed, slain, slaughtered; 
(met.) a lover;—maqtul u majruh, Killed 
and wounded. 

a maqtull, The being killed or 
slain; murder, assassination. 

A JJXA* maqtd (v.n. of ft), Serving well 
(a domestic); a servant who serves for his 
victuals. 

a JfUa* maqsa'at, maqsu'at, A 
cucumber-bed. 

A ieaaA* muqhat, Barren (year). 
A maqhuw, (A medicine) made of 

anthemis or camomile (quhwdn). 
A T J ^ A * maqhut, Afflicted with scarcity. 
A maqhuf, One whose skull is 

cut. 
A maqd, Name of a place in Syria 

where a certain kind of mead was produced 
(see ;—maqadd, A road; a level 
country ;—miqadd, An iron instrument for 
cutting into oblong strips (qadd), or for 
dressing leather. 

A C^AA* miqdah, A fire-steel. 
A miqddr, Quantity ; space ; mea-

sure, dimension; proportion, rate ; amount; 
settled allowance ; term ; power, strength; 
—miqddri majhul, (in alg.) Unknown 
quantity;—miqddri ma'lum. Known quan-
tity ;—miqddri muqarrara, A fixed amount 
or quantity. 

A J^OA* miqdam, Very bold, dauntless, 
spirited ; fierce against an enemy. 

A Ê K* miqdah, A large spoon or ladle; 
a steel, flint, tinder-box. 

A miqdahat, miqdaha, A fire-steel; 
a ladle, skimmer. 

A muqaddad, Flesh cut into oblong 
pieces for future use, jerked. 

muqaddar, Predestined, predeter-
mined, decreed by God, prescribed, fated; 
understood (not expressed), implied; fate, 
destiny;—muqaddir, God, the predesti-
nator ; an architect, projector, designer;— 
hazrati khuddwandi muqaddiru 'l-djdl, The 
Divine Majesty, the predestinator of death; 
—muqaddiri baha, An appraiser, one who 
affixes a price. 

A muqaddardt (pl. fem. of mu-
qaddar), Divine decrees, destinies. 

A SJ^A* maqdarat, Power, strength,ability; 
fate, destiny;—zu maqdarat, Endowed with 
power, strong, powerful. 

A maqdis, A holy place ; {baitu 'l-
maqdis, Jerusalem ;] — muqaddae, fem. 
L+J&* muqaddasat, muqaddasa, Sanctified, 
consecrated ; holy ; [baitu 'I - muqaddas 
(baiti muqaddas), Jerusalem; name of a 
mosque at Damascus \—muqaddis, One who 
sanctifies or consecrates; a Christian pres-
byter or monk. 

a ^JA* maqdasi, A native of Jerusalem, 
A fAJU maqdam (v.n. of Coming, 

arriving (from a journey) ; arrival; a place 
from which one arrives ; [maqdami sa'adat-
madar, The auspicious arrival;]—muqdam, 
Boldness, enterprise, endeavour, diligence ; 
—muqdim, Intrepid, attacking an enemy 
with courage; diligent, laborious, careful, 
solicitous; who orders to appx-oach ; who 
orders to go before; the anterior or inner 
corner of the eye, i.e. that which is next 
the nose (the other being called mu'khir) ; 



the part of the face fronting one;—mu-
qaddam, Placed before ; preferred ; ante-
cedent, prior, preceding; a leader, chief, 
commander; the advanced guard; the 
major proposition of a syllogism; a 
superior officer of the revenue in a village ; 
a title of respect amongst villagers ; [mu-
qaddam ddshtan, To prefer;]—muqaddim, 
Who places before and gives the prefer-
ence ; preliminary, introductory, preceding. 

A muqaddam-an, Firstly, before all 
things; anciently, long before this, pre-
viously. 

A muqaddamat, Premises, pre-
requisites ;—muqaddamati 'ulum, Prelimi-
nary studies. 

A muqaddamat, muqaddama, An 
affair, matter, case, business, subject; 
cause, suit, law-suit; the front, fore part, 
advanced guard ; the preamble (to a speech); 
preface (to a book); premisses (in an argu-
ment) ; major proposition of a syllogism; 
prelacy, primacy; first of all, in the first 
place ;—muqaddama'i jaish, The advanced 
guard of an army;—muqaddama'i khun, A 
case of blood or murder. 

a l s * ^ wmqaddami, An allowance made 
to the muqaddam. 

A maqdur, Predestined, decreed; 
fatal ; fa te ; possibility, power, whatever 
one is able to do ;-—hasbu 'l-maqdur, Ac-
cording to (one's) ability. 

tj^ijAH* maqdunis, Seed of mountain 
chervil. 

A <MJAIU maqduniya, Macedonia. 
a maqadiy, maqdl, Wine from honey; 

mead (Bee 
A miqazz, A knife, or any instrument 

used in cutting feathers for winging an 
arrow. 

A miqzdf, An oar. 
Aj^a* maqzar, Shunned by mankind on 

account of impurity, an object of disgust. 
A muqzi', Defamatory (verse). 
A miqzaf, An oar; — muqazzaf, 

Cursed, execrated, driven off; very cor-
pulent. 

A JJAFL* maqzur, Impure; shunned on 
account of impurity. 

a maqzi, Troubled with a mote in 
the eye. 

A maqziyat, An eye with a mote in 
it. 

A maqr (v.n.), Striking ; — maqar 
(v.n.), Being bitter; being sour (milk); 
—maqir, Bitter ; acid; the aloe; poison;— 
maqarr, Re sidence, dwelling, mansion, 
habitation, station, seat, place of rest or 
quiet; the buttocks; (met.) point of view ; 
[maqarri hukumat, Seat of government, 
residence-town ;]—muqirr, One who esta-
blishes, confirms, settles; one who asserts, 
affirms, or avers; one who makes confes-
sion ; a deponent j one who acknowledges 

the right of another against himself; who 
or what refreshes, cools, or bathes (the eye) ; 
—muqirr shudan, To confess, acknowledge. 

A miqra', Extremely hospitable. 
A My* miqrat, A lady who entertains 

very hospitably; hospitable (cup) with 
which guests are received. 

A miqrds, A knife curved at the 
end. 

A miqrdz, Shears, scissors ; snuffers; 
—miqrdz bar sari kase randan, To raze off 
the hair ; (met.) to flatter, to caress, to 
bestow honours upon;—miqrazi shutur, A 
particular kind of shears or scissors with 
crooked blades;—miqrazi sham1, Snuffers ; 
—miqrdz kardan (zadan), To cut with 
scissors. 

a fa miqrdz-gar, A maker of scissors 
and shears, &c. 

a miqrazak (dim. of miqra?), 
Name of a wrestling trick. 

a miqrdza, A forked arrow ; a kind 
of Bweetmeat; a wrestling trick (s= u 
q.v.). 

a u^fi" miqrazi, Curiously cut out with 
scissors; name of a sweetmeat. 

A miqrd', A mallet or hammer for 
breaking stones. 

A wfa* maqrab, A short road ;—muqrab, 
Esteemed, honoured ; kept ne^r;—muqrib, 
Near the birth (a woman, inave, or sheep) ; 
—muqarrab, Approximated ; admitted, 
allowed to approach; nearly related; 
an intimate friend ; one near the throne, 
a courtier, a favourite ; a cherubim ; [mu-
qarrabu 'l-]chidmat, Confidential servant or 
servants;]—muqarrib, An offerer, sacrificer. 

a muqarraban (P. pi. of muqarrab), 
Approximated, &c. *, — muqarrabani Udhi, 
Beloved, nearest to God ;—muqarrabani 
hazrat, The king's relations, the royal 
blood. 

A hf* maqrabat, A short road; relation-
ship, propinquity;—muqrabat, muqraba, (A 
woman) held in honour. 

A muqarrabun, (obi. also used as 
nom.) muqarrabin, Cherubims ; re-
lations, nearest kindred; — muqarrabini 
da'ira'i humdyun, The body-servants of the 
Sultan. 

A muqarrih, Caustic; vesicatory, 
epispastic. 

A muqarrihdt (pi. fem. of the 
preceding), Medicines which serve to raise 
blisters; vesicatories, blisters. 

A oy* muqarrad, Humble, lowly; vile, 
base; dishevelled hair; matted wool; 
small teeth; a cumulated cloud. 

A muqardah, The eleventh (horse) 
in a race. 

A muqarrar, Established, confirmed, 
ratified, agreed upon, fixed, settled ; ascer-
tained, undoubted, certain, infallible, un-
questionable; appointed, assigned; tribute, 



tax, impost, duty; [muqarrar ast, I t is 
certain, there is no doubt about it;—mu-
qarrar Bakhtan {farmudan, kardan, gardd-
nidan, &c.), To ratify, approve, confirm ;— 
muqarrar farmudan bd, To command, order, 
charge one ;]—muqarrir, An establishes 
confirmer ; one who lays on a tax; one who 
forces to confess; a relater, narrator;— 
muqarriri da'wd, An advocate, counsellor, 
pleader. 

a iyA* muqarrara, A fixed allowance; an 
appointed portion. 

a muqavrari, Fixed tenure in per-
petuity, 

a yS)fa* muqarrarl-dar, A holder of a 
tenure in perpetuity. 

A muqarras, Bound, circular (stud). 
A <J>fa» muqriz, A lender, usurer;—mu-

qarraz, Cut, clipped, shredded. 
A I»yu muqarrat, Adorned with ear-ringa. 
A yfa/* (?), People forsaken or for-

gotten (?). 
A Y-TYU muqartis, Owner of an Egyptian 

striped garment; owner of paper; a tall 
and fair girl (comp. u - ^ ) . 

A miqra'at, A whip, scourge. 
A t-Jfa muqrif, Born of a slave father 

and a free mother, or of an Arab mother 
and a father not Arab ; (a horse) of a 
mean sire from a blood mare. 

A (*fa* muqram, A stallion-camel of great 
value, and exempted for that reason from 
labour; also one fatted for slaughter; 
made a lord or prince. 

A miqramat, miqrama, A veil em-
broidered with figures ; a handkerchief, a 
napkin; bed-clothes. 

A yfa* muqrin, One who possesses or 
gives power; a helper; able, adequate, 
competent;—muqarran, Yoked with many 
others. 

a muqarnas, A lofty circular build-
ing or parlour decorated with pictures, to 
which one ascends by a winding or spiral 
staircase; a kind of turban; various-
coloured ; inlaid, gilded, painted. 

A < m u q a r n a s , Inlaid, painted, 
adorned. 

A muqranfal, (Meat) spiced with 
cloves. 

A muqarna, Horned (snake). 
A yfa* maqru', maqru', maqruw, Read; 

legible, readable. 
A maqruh, Ulcerated; beaten (path). 
A fifa* maqrur, Refreshed, cooled (the 

eye). 
A \^)fa* maqrus, Cut. 
A <J>)fa* maqruz, Cut ; lent; burdened 

with debt (qarz) ; indebted; in debt. 
a <j*>yfa* maqruzi, A person in debt. 
A TJYI- maqruz, (Leather) tanned or 

dressed with the fruit of the acacia (qaraz), 
or tanned or dyed with the leaves of the 
tree talam. 

A EJJRFT* maqru1, Chosen to be a stallion; a 
prince, chief of a people, master of a 
family; beaten, struck. 

A maqriif, Suspected ; blamed, re-
proved. 

A maqrun, Conjoined, fastened, 
adhering, bound together; connected, re-

• lated; near, neighbouring, contiguous ; (in 
verse) having three consecutive consonants 
movable, and the fourth quiescent or jaz-
mated ;—sa'adat-mqqrQn, Happy, august, 
united with felicity, 

A maqruniyat, Conjunction, proxi-
mity. 

A <jfa* maqriy, maqri, Read, legible;— 
miqra, One who entertains hospitably ; the 
hospitable cup with which guests are wel-
comed ;—muqrx, One who orders to read;— 
muqri', One who causes or orders to read ; 
an elocutionist; the reader or minister of 
a mosque ;—muqri'i tasbih (subha), A large 
bead at the head of a rosary (see imdmi 
eubha under p. 97, and yt+- p. 698). 

A miqzahat, A vessel in which 
spiceries or seasoning (qizh) for the pot 
ate kept. 

A Y^* maqs (v.n.), Being perturbed, 
oppressed, perplexed (the heart). 

A SL-5* maqsdt, Anything that causes 
hardness or obduracy. 

A L—A* muqsit, Just, equitable, impartial. 
A p—maqeam, Part, portion ;—maqsim, 

A place of partition ;—muqsam, Sword ; an 
oath ; a place where people swear;—muqsim, 
One who swears (by God);—muqassam, 
Divided, distributed ; scattered; — mu-
qassim, A divider, distributor; a disperser, 
scatterer. 

A isA»~JU muqsamat (pi. fem. of muq-
sam), Oaths. 

A maqsum., Distributed, divided, 
allotted, partitioned ; quotient;—maqsum 
'.alai-hi, Divisor; -—maqsum 'alai-hi a'zam, 
The greatest common divisor. 

A TR*2" muqishsh, One who makes haste, 
who goes away with rapidity. 

A S — m u q a s h s h a b , Mixed (nobility), 
doubtful, apocryphal (in birth or reputa-
tion). 

A muqashshar, Barked, skinned, 
peeled; — muqashshir, A peeler, barker,, 
skinner. 

A maqsha'irr, One who trembles or 
thrills with horror. 

A yU^A^s* muqashqishatan, The two 
chapters of the Qur'an entitled yd aiyu-
ha'l-kajiruna and al-ikhlas. 

A maqshur, Peeled, barked. 
A maqshiy, maqshi, Peeled, barked, 

skinned. 
A miqass, Scissors;—muqiss, A retali-

ator, one who demands ^ U l q.v., p. 972. 
A QLA* miqassan (du. of miqass), Two 

blades of scissors. 



A AJ-OA* maqsabai, A bed or place where 
reeds or canes (qasab) grow; a reed-bank. 

AAofc* maqsad, Intent, desire, will; in-
tention, design, aim, end, enterprise; place 
of destination or tendency. 

A SasS* maqsadat, maqsada, A woman 
sought after or courted on account of her 
elegance of figure. 

a maqsad-gdh, Place where one 
intends to go or to stay. 

A maqsir, maqsar, Evening; twi-
light; end of the evening; — muqassar, 
Deficient, defective, falling short; — mu-
qassir, A fuller ; one who fails in his duty ; 
— muqassir shudan, To be remiss, to do less 
than one ought to do (m.c.) ;—muqassir 
hardan, To make out that one fails in his 
duty, to reproach with neglect (m.c.). 

A maqsar at, A mixture of darkness 
and light; evening;—miqsarat, miqsara, A 
full ing hammer, or beetle used by fullers, 
washers, or bleachers ; a fuller or bleacher's 
block. 

A muqassas, One whose forelocks 
are cut. 

A J-Jf" miqsal, Sharp (sword or tongue). 
A J J - A * maqs-ud, Intended, proposed, de-

sired, wished, sought; intention, design, 
aim, view, purpose, drift, desire, scope, 
object i—maqsudi hun fahdn, The purpose 
of (Him who said) "Be, and it was" (an 
epithet of Muhammad). 

A maqsur, Abridged, curtailed, di-
minished, confined, restricted; deficient, 
defective, insufficient, unequal to, impo-
tent ; shortened. 

A C ^ Y A * maqsur at (pi. of the following), 
Chaste women. 

A maqsurat, maqsur a, The most 
sacred place (in a temple), the pari appro-
priated to the Imam, or officiating minister ; 
a closet, or any retirement (in a house), to 
which only the master has access ; a sanc-
tum sanctorum ; (a woman) kept at home ; 
a chaste woman; the ornamented chamber 
where the bride sits;—aliji maqsura, The 
letter 4s (a). 

A maqsus, Cut; clipped. 
A JY^* muqsa, Remote, removed, far 

distant. 
A ifaH&r* miqzab, A pruning-hook; 

(ground) producing plenty of clover 
(iqa?b). 

A miqzab, Pruning-book; sharp 
(sword). 

A maqzabat, maq?aba, A place where 
clover grows; a place where trees grow of 
which bows are made. 

a ^s^* maqzi, Finished, settled; per-
fected, completed ; decreed ; — maqziyu'l-
maram shudan, To obtain the completion of 
one's wishes ;—'ala maqziyi'l fu' ad, Accord-
ing to the heart's desire. 

A maql (v.n.), Throwing (a ball, &c.) 

on the ground and catching it. on the re-
bound ; throwing down ; vehemence ; seve-
rity ;—miqatt, A piece of bone, ivory, &c. 
upon which the reed-pen is nibbed. 

miqtar, Water-dropping (cloud). 
A s-A«U muqattib, One who frowns, grim-

looking, austere. 
A miqattat, miqatta, A bone on 

which pens are nibbed, 
miqtar, A chafing-dish, fire-pan, 

censer;—muqattar, Allowed to fall drop by 
drop; distilling, dropping, trickling;—dbi 
(md'i) muqattar, Distilled water. 

A SjJoS/* miq tarat, miqtar a, A chafing-dish; 
a cenBer; wooden shackles, the stocks. 

A maqta', Cutting, dividing ; a cut, 
a place of separation ; pass of a river; 
ford ; interruption, an abrupt breaking off; 
a pause in reading, especially one in the 
Qur'an; ceasura in scanning; the last 
verse in a poem (opp. to matla' the " open-
ing verse ") ; [maqta'i haldm, Interruption 
of speech; ]—miqta', Shears for cutting 
cloth or silver; any cutting instrument; 
—muqta', fem. &AA* muqta'at, muqta'a,Torn, 
cut off, from friends; one who is passed by 
when his companions are honoured with 
gifts; a misogynist; a place where a river 
is crossed, or a ditch excavated; [hurufi 
muqta'a, Betters used as abbreviations for 
words as q.v. p. 792 ;]—muqti', Pre-
vented from continuing a journey, espe-
cially a journey to Mecca; silenced, over-
come in argument; — muqatta', Cut in 
pieces; cut out, shaped, trimmed according 
to law (as a beard) ; well-dressed ; comely, 
beautiful; short, dwarfish. 

A uAAaa* muqatta'at (pi. fem. of mu-
qatta'), Small garments, especially made of 
coarse silk; narrow (cloths) ; short poems ; 
printed stuffs. 

A maqta'at, maqta'a, Whatever cuts 
down or carries off (as fasting does sensual 
desires);— muqatta'at, muqatta1 a, (Wine) 
diluted with water. 

A iAa* miqtalat, miqta la, An iron cutt ing 
instrument. 

A miqfam, A nail, claw, talon. 
A maqtanat, maqtana, A cotton-

plantation. 
A maqtur, Dropped, fallen in drops; 

moistened with rain (land) ; besmeared 
with pitch. 

A ijfas* maqturat, maqtura, (Camels) 
tied one behind another. 

maqtu', Cut, amputated; muti-
lated, disabled; separated, unconnected, 
interrupted; agreed upon, concluded, ar-
ranged; a bargain, a price, agreed upon; 
afflicted with asthma;\—jurji maqtu', An 
abrupt precipice. 

A uJfa* maqtuf, Gathered (grapes or 
other fruit). 



A J Y ^ maqtul, Cut, killed, slaughtered, 
massacred. 

A maq' (v.n.), Drinking much and 
eagerly; abusing, reviling; striking vio-
lently imprisoning. 

A maq'ad (y.n. of Sitting down, 
resting; a seat, chair, carpet, cushion; 
hips, buttocks, anus ; [maq'adu 'l-qdbilat, 
Very near ; ] — maq'ad, Lame, crippled, 
obliged to sit, unable to stir ; (the breast of 
a girl) beginning to swell; a poem which 
has a foot dropped and halts in every 
verse; flat-nosed;—muq'ad, muqa"ad, A 
veteran soldier exempted from further 
service. 

A maq'adat, The place of sitting ; 
a seat; the buttocks; a basis. 

Aft* muqa"ar, Excavated; hollow, con-
cave ; deep, profound ; tbe concave surface 
of a sphere;—dyina'i muqa"ar, A concave 
mirror. 

A mi q'a tat, A turban-sash, wreath. 
A maq'usat, (A sheep) troubled 

with a distemper called qu'ds, 
A muqaffd, Rhythmically composed 

(oration) ;— halami muqaffd, Rhythmical 
prose. 

A^^M- miqfdr, A desert without herbage 
or water. 

A ft* muqfir, Ruined, desolate, desert. 
A YAW* muqaffas, (A garment) striped 

after the fashion of a bird-cage (qafas) . 
A G^U muqaffa', Contracted, shrunk; 

one who has shrivelled (and contracted 
hands) ; — muqaffi', One who habitually 
hangB his head. 

A miqfa'at, A ferula with which 
children are corrected. 

A J&* muqfal, muqaffal, Bolted, locked 
(door) ; close-handed, stingy. 

A maqful, Locked, bolted (door). 
A (JAB* muqfd, Preferred before, set over ; 

—muqfl, One who prefers, or gives the 
preference ;—muqaffa, (An oration) rhyth-
mically composed, rhyming;—maqfi , Killed 
by an incision or blow on the back of the 
head or neck (qafd). 

A maql (v.n.), Beholding, looking 
a t ; immerging (a thing) in water till it 
is covered; slandering, speaking evil of ; 
—muql, Bdellium, a fragrant Arabian gum-
tree ;—muqal, (pl. of muqlat), The black 
parts of the eye;—wmgiH, Poor, indigent, 
possessing little. 

Ja* muql, A heavy iron mace; a medi-
cine for driving away love; an aromatic 
mixture of aloes, amber, sandal, and other 
ingredients; gum (comp. the preceding 
article). 

A miqld', The club or bandy with 
which the qulat is struck in an Eastern 
game. 

A miqldt, A frying-pan. 
A miqlad, A key; a lock. 

A (jcJte* miqlds, (A camel) fattening in 
summer; nickname of a renowned thief. 

A miqld1, A sling (for stones); a 
pickaxe or implement for stocking up the 
ground. 

A miqld'at, A sling. 
A miqlab, A spade, or any similar 

instrument with which ground is dug or 
turned over;— muqallab, Inverted ; — mu-
qallib, A turner ;—muqallibit'l-qulub, (God) 
the converter of hearts. 

A maqlat, A stone put into a vessel 
in order to distribute water equally;— 
muqlat, The eye-ball; the biack, also the 
white of the eye; the pupil of the eye ; the 
middle of anything ;—ibn muqlat, Name of 
a celebrated calligrapher, the inventor of 
various kinds of Arabic writing, such as 
the suls, tauql', naskh, rat hun, riqd', and 
muhaqqaq; later calligraphers derived from 
riqd' and tauql' the Persian writing ta'liq, 
and from naskh and ta'liq, tbe Persian 
nasta'llq. 

A maqlad, The place where a sword 
is suspended from the shoulder ;—miqlad, 
A key ;— muqallad, Imitated, mimicked, 
represented ; imitable; the place to which 
a sword is suspended from the shoulder; 
the lower part of the neck where the neck-
lace goes; adorned with a necklace or 
chain; installed in office ;—tmiqallid, (A 
woman) adorning herself with a neck-lace ; 
a follower, imitator, disciple ; tutor, mimic, 
mime, munimer, buffoon ; a comedian. 

a muqallid-wdr, Like an imitator, 
&c.; in the way of cant. 

A UT̂ jJA* muqalladat, Poems extant from 
age to age. 

A <j~ia~ muqallis, A mime, a mummer; 
one who beats the Arabian drum daf, and 
meets or goes before kings and other great 
men with that and other musical instru-
ments on triumphal occasions. 

A gU* muqla', Abstaining, desisting; — 
muqli', fem. A*!** muqli'at, muqli'a, (A ship) 
rigged with sails. 

A f - muqallam, Pared (nail); — mu-
quallamu 'z-zufr, One whose nails have 
been cut ; contemptible, despicable. 

A miqlamat, A pen-case. 
A ft* maqluw, in P. maqlu, Fried, cooked 

in a frying-pan. 
A ^>ft» maqlub, Turned, inverted, con-

verted ; subverted, overturned ; (a camel) 
troubled with the distemper quldb ;—maq-
lubi mustawl, A word or a sentence which 
may be read backward or forward (as ; 
or in English, madam), a palindrome; an 
anagram. 

A jft* maqlud, Twisted (rope or bracelet). 
A maqlu', Eradicated, torn up, re-

moved from its place; removed from office^ 
cashiered. 



A pfa* maqlvm, Pared, clipped ;— maq-
lumu '%-zufr, Abject (whose nails are cut). 

BY WjiA* maqluniyd, A long cucumber. 
A miqld, A frying-pan ; the stick, 

bandy, bat, or racket with which the ball 
(qulat) is struck in the game of hockey or 
shinty *,—maqli, Fried in a pan. 

A maqliyat (v.n. of Hating. 
A AxU- maqlid, A key. 
ST maqlisa, Seed of wild rue. 
A miqammat, A besom, broom. 
A muqmihun, Raising their heads. 
A muqmir, S Y J U muqmirat, muqmira, 

A moonlit night. 
A miqma'at, An iron hooked instru-

ment for striking the head of an elephant 
when training or guiding him; a club, 
mace, or anything Bimilar with which a 
man's pate is broken. 

A J*®" miqmal, Grown rich after having 
been poor;—muqmil, Breeding lice ; pe-
diculous. 

A maqmur, Beaten at dice. 
A maqmui, Bound hand and foot. 
A maqmu', Conquered, subdued. 

miqndtis, The loadstone, 
magnet. 

A JJJtf muqannad, fossM* muqandd. (Any-
thing) dressed with sugar-candy. 

A faB* muqantar, Arcbed ; a sun-dial. 
A ^ J K I A - muqantar at, Circles parallel 

with the horizon ; bridges; arches. 
A S l̂ajj* muqantar at, muqaniara, A hun-

dred pounds weight. 
o JJ-A^A* miqnatia, The loadstone. 
A maqna', Sufficient, satisfactory, 

valid, legal (evidence) ;—miqna', miq-
na'ai, miqna,1 a, A coif of fine linen about 
two cubits long, open in front, worn by the 
Arabian women at home and abroad ;— 
muqni1, One who lifts up the eyes to 
heaven in devotion or humi l i t y ;—mu-
qanna', Covered with a helmet of iron ; sur-
name of a man supposed to have been 
endowed with witchcraft;—qamartt 'l-mu-
qanna', A certain luminous appearance in 
the sky Baid to have been produced by 
him. 

a miqna4a, see iniqna\ 
A muqannan, fem. muqannanat, 

muqannana, Ordered by law; [shuruti mu-
qannana, Legal conditions or stipulations;] 
—muqannin, An institutor; — muqannini 
qawdnini 'adi « ihsdn, Author of the insti-
tutions of justice and clemency. 

A maqnud, Dressed with sugar-
candy. 

A ^ U muqni, A spearman ;—muqanni, 
Skilful in finding water;—muqanni 'l-arz, 
The hoopoo. 

A y4* rnaqw (v.n.), Polishing (a sword) ; 
cleaning (the teeth); guarding; custody, 

A muqauwd, = q.v. 

a t rnuqauwdji, A worker in paste-
board. 

a muqauwd'i, Made of pasteboard. 
A J tyu miqwdl, Loquacious, talkative, 

verbose. 
A maqud, A horse or camel led in 

the hand and. not ridden ;—miqwad, Reins, 
a bridle, halter, that by which an animal is 
led, a leading string ;—muqauwad, Led. 

A )/* muqauwar, Bedaubed with pitch. 
A u*/* miqwas, A quiver; a bow-case; a 

barrier, starting-post, the rope stretched 
before horses when starting at a race ; a 
course, race-ground ;—wuqanwa8, Arched, 
vaulted, curved. 

a (j-*4* tnuqauwas-hawdjib, With 
arched eye-brows. 

A <J>/* muqawwaz, Demolished, taken 
down, 

A TJA* muqut, A being very lean and 
emaciated (camel). 

A (J -SYU muqaitqis, A bird resembling a 
pigeon with a black and white ring round 
the neck; name of the king of Egypt and 
Alexandria; name of a Roman governor of 
Egypt who sent presents to Muhammad; 
name of the kings of India. 

A Jy1* maqul, Said, above-mentioned; 
what is said; a word, anything spoken 
before;—miqwal, The instrument of talk-
ing, the tongue; very talkative (man or 
woman) ; a king, especially of the Himyarite 
Arabians (a dictator); [zu miqwali jari, 
Glib-tongued;]—muqauwal, Repeated again 
and again. 

A wpSji* maquldt, pi. of— 
a ^f* maqula, Object of discussion, 

topic; saying, proverb; manner, fashion, 
kind ; a category; an attribute. 

A p/* miqwam, A plough-tail or handle; 
—muqauwam, Appointed, set over; straight-
ened ; valued, appraised;—nvuqauwim, One 
who rectifies, constitutes, adjusts, arranges, 
or directs ; one who fixes the price. 

A ^ f * muqwi, Possessed of a strong 
beast of burden ; strong (horse) ; one who 
descends into a desert ; — muqauwd, 
Strengthened; pasteboard, cardboard (m.c.); 
a case, especially one of a circular oblong 
shape, in which rolls of papers are carried; 
—muqauwi, Corroborative; a strengthener, 
confinner, fortifier ; a comforter. 

A muqauwiydt (pi. fem. of mu* 
qattwi), Strengthening medicines;—mu^au* 
uriydti badan, Restoratives,-—muqauwiydti 
bah, Aphrodisiacs, stimulants ;—muqauwi-
ydti dil, Cordials;—muqauwiydti dimagh, 
Cephalics;—muqauwiydti kdbid, Hepatics; 
—muqauwiydti mi'da, Tonics. 

Aye** muqhar, Subdued, defeated, con-
quered. 

A mxqkur, Conquered, subdued, 
vanquished; deserving or destined to be 



A O 
one who 
care of ; 

vanquished (as the armies of the infidels) ; 
oppressed, vexed. 

A muqaiyi', muql, Vomitive (medi-
cine) . 

A (j-Wfi" miqyds, Quantity, measure; a 
measuring-instrument, the nilometer of 
Egypt; tho hand of a watch or a dial; a 
scale; a probe for sounding a wound ;— 
miqydeu 'l-fyararat, A thermometer ;—miq-
ydsu 'l-md, A hydrometer ;—miqydsu I-
mausim, A barometer or weather-glass. 

A muqyab, muqya, Inner corner of 
the eye. 

maqit, Hated ;—muqlt, Powerful; 
maintains in victuals and takes 
a guardian, keeper, inspector; 

one of the names of God. 
A muqaiyad, Bound, fixed ; fettered; 

determined; attentive, solicitous, dedicated 
to, diligent; engaged; united, in unison; 
written, noted, registered, signed, marked ; 
pointed (as letters) ; verse in which the 
harfi rawl is silent; — muqaiyad shudan, 
To give attention, to study, take care of, 

a cS-M* muqaiyadl, Bondage; close at-
tention. 

A)**" muqaiyar, Daubed over with pitch. 
A maqls, Compared ; comparison; 

—muqaiyas, Embroidered, ornamented ; 
analogous. 

A maqlz, Tbe place where an egg is 
laid. 

A maqlz, maqyaz, A summer-resi-
dence ;—muqaiyiz, Sufficient for the hot 
season. 

A J^a* maqil (v.n. of J**), Taking a nap at 
mid-day or a little before ; any place where 
one reposes then, a dormitory ; the grave ; 
—muqaiyil, Who gives to drink at noon. 

J*** muqil, Seven kinds of grain, namely, 
wheat, barley, vetches, lentils, beans, peas, 
and scarlet beans, with which a dish is 
prepared, and eaten on the tenth day of 
Muharram; this dish itself. (See the 
following article, and comp. u^Aa.) 

muqll-bd, A kind of spoon-meat, 
composed of pounded flesh, sheep's chit-
terlings chopped small, the fat of a sheep's 
tail, mixed up with onions, wheat, rice, 
vetches, lentils, beans, scarlet-beans, tur-
nips, beet, leeks, and carrots, and eaten on 
the tenth day of Muharram. 

A muqlm, A dweller, resident, in-
habitant; fixed, assiduous, constant, per-
severing ; an appraiser, a broker; a whole-
sale greengrocer; always, continually;— 
muqlm shudan, To dwell; to persevere ;— 
muqlmi manzili haftum, The planet Saturn. 

a muqlmi, Brokerage. 
A o*4* muqaiyin, A decorator, adorner. 
a muqaiyinat, muqaiyina, The tire-

woman of a bride. 
A^jt*" muql', Emetical, vomitive; an 

emetic. 

A muql'dt, Emetics. 
mak (imp. of makldan), Suck thou; 

(in comp.) one who sucks ;—mak, muk, A 
short spear, halberd, javelin. 

A makk (v.n.), Sucking ; suction, 
A mukdy (v.n. of _}£>*), Whistling (a 

bird, or a man, especially on his fingers). 
ma-kdb (prohib. of kdbldan), Do not 

dig, do not search for ; reluctance. 
A ij^lC* mukabadat (v.n. 3 of -M"), Wax-

ing callous with regard to evil, and endur-
ing it with all its inconveniences; labour, 
toil. 

A ^ mukdbarat, mukdbara (v.n. 3 of 
ft), Haughtiness, contention; conceit;— 
mukdbara u Hndd, Contention and stub-
bornness ;—jadal u mukdbara, Altercation 
and pride. 

A mukdbalat (v.n. 3 of Put-
ting off payment of a debt; deferring to 
purchase a house adjoining to that which 
one possesses, in order that, after being 
bought by another, one may recover it at 
law by right of pre-emption (an evil prac-
tice). 

A m.akdtib (pl. of mak tab), Schools; 
—mukdtab, A slave self-ransomed (written 
off) ;—mukatib, A correspondent. 

A wwlylX* mukdtabat (pl. of the follow-
ing), Correspondences;—mukatabati *at-
lami, The letters of 'Allami (poetical sur-
name of Abu '1-Fazl, the celebrated secretary 
of Akbar; the two words form a ta'rifeh or 
chronogram of their collection by 'Abdu 
's-Samad Muhammad, nephew of the 
author, A.H, 1015);—uslubi mukdtabat,Epis-
tolary style. 

A mukdtabat (v.n. 3 of s - ^ ) , Corre-
sponding by letter; (a slave) giving a cer-
tain sum of money to his master -for 
liberty. 

A mukatamat, A concealing (of 
one's secret). 

A s — m a k d t l b (pl. of maktub), Letters; 
writings; — kh,alltahdyi makdtib, Letter-
bags. 

A mukdsabat (v.n. 3 of sr^S"), Ap-
proaching each other, drawing nigh. 

A mukdsarat (v.n, 3 of ft), Dis-
puting about multitude; copiousness. 

A J ^ ^ * makdhil (pl. of mikhal), Pins, 
bodkins for anointing the eyes with col-
lyrium. 

A makdd (v.n. of J / ) , Being near, 
or all but (doing); being hardly able (to 
do). 

A mukdzabat (v.n. 3 of 
Considering as false, regarding as a liar. 

A makkdr, fem. makkdrat, mak• 
kdra, Cheat, knave, swindler, impostor. 

A mukdrdt, in P. A hiring 
out, letting on hire. 

A mukdrabat (v.n. 3 of Being 
near (happening), preparing for. 



A foft* mukaradat, A driving off one 
another. 

A pjVC. makdrim (pl. of makrumat), 
Laudable or generous actions of noble, 
honourable men; excellencies, virtues; 
favours, benefits; miracles. 

A l*ft* mukdramat (v.n. 3 of ft), Con-
tending, vying with about honour, nobility, 
or bounty. 

a ft*ft* makdrim-kdr, Who commits a 
generous action; who performs miracles. 

A tyft* mukdrun (pl. of mukdrl), Camel-
hirers. 

A makdrih, Inconveniences, misfor-
tunes, accidents; disagreeable things; 
abominations. 

A ijft* mukdrl, One who lets out camel B, 
horses, or mules; a muleteer; a camel-
leader. 

a sjft* makkdri, Cheating, knavery, 
roguery. 

ma-kds (prohib. of kdstan), Do not 
diminish ;—mukds, Earnest endeavour, in-
tense exertion, importunity; toll, tribute, 
custom ; a toll-gatherer; a tithe-collector. 

A mikds (v.n. 3 of Bidding 
against each other;-—mikds kardan, To bid 
against another, to raise the price. 

A makasib (pl. of maksab), Earn-
ings, acquisitions, gains. 

A mukasarat (v.n. 3 of Con-
tending or vying with in breaking; con-
sternation. 

mukdsa, A village held free by a 
Poligar on condition of his protecting the 
property of passengers (an Indian term). 

A yn^* makdslr (pl. of maksiir), Things 
broken. 

A mukdshahat (v.n. 3 of z f t ) , 
Having a secret grudge against. 

a mukasharat (v .n. 3 of y^") , 
Laughing or grinning (at one) with shut 
teeth. 

A SJubX^* mukdshafat, mukdshafa (v.n. 3 
of U l A c t i n g openly (with) ; showing 
open enmity, persecuting ; displaying (any-
thing) ; revelation, apocalypse; (in the 
language of the Sufis) ecstasis, ecstatic 
contemplation of God. 

A mukazzai (v.n. 3 of Endea-
vouring to get into the thick of the fight. 

A mukd'amat (v.n. 3 of 
Kissing; lying within one garment (with 
a woman). 

A &UX. mukdfdt, in P. (v.n. 3 of 
^ f t ) , Compensating; recompense, retri-
bution, compensation ; construed with 
didan, kardan, kashidan, &c ;—mukdfdt-an, 
By way of compensation, retaliation, or 
recompense. 

A IFLU^U mukdfahal (v.n. 3 of ), Kis-
sing with unveiled lips; fighting face to 
face ; altercation, strife, battle ; superin-
tending an important work. 

A ayX. mukdfarat, A denying one his 
due. 

A mukafil, A neighbour; a sworn 
ally. 

A \_ji\X* mukdfi', mukdfi, Equal, like 
another in any quality that admits of 
comparison ;—qat'i mukdfi, The parabola. 

A makdflf (pl. of makfUf ), Blind. 
A mukdkat, Marrow; anything 

sucked ;—makkakat, A handmaid. 
^ t f b U makdkaft, Pain, trouble, misfor-

tune. 
A mokaki, isX^^* makdkik (pl. of 

makkuk), Measures which contain three 
kailajdt. 

A makdl (v.n. of Measuring 
(corn). 

A W ^ 1 mukdlabat (v.n. 3 of s - ^ ) , Being 
malignant, hurting one another; scuffling, 
brawling ; a scuffle, a brawl. 

A mukdlamat, mukalama (v.n. 3 
Talking together; conversation, 

dialogue, conference ;—mukalama kardan, 
To discourse, reason. 

A mukdma'at (v.n. 3 of G - * ^ ) , 

Lying within one garment with ; drawing 
to oneself. 

A oftZ* makdmin (pl. of makmin), Am-
bushes, hiding-places, ambuscades. 

A makdn, A place; a habitation, 
house, dwelling; situation ; dignity ; [ma-
kdni khafi, A secret place ;—makdni rafi', 
A high place ; exalted dignity ;—makdni 
'allya, The seventh heaven ;—makdni qarib, 
A near place ; tbe grave ;—makdn giriftan, 
To take possession of a place or dignity;] — 
makkan, one who sucks his cattle from 
avarice, so as not to be overheard in milk-
ing them. 

A makanat (pl. of the following), 
Places ; dignities, posts of honour. 

A makd/nat, makdna (v.n. of i ^ - ) , 
Place, station, dignity, &c. ( = q.v.). 

Aj^AiX* makdn-dar, Owner of a place; 
the faqir who occupies any particular sta-
tion ; watchman. 

A u^'uZ* makanis (pl. of miknasat), 
Besoms, 

ma-kdv, = s ^ ^ * q.v. 
a ^^Z* makdni, Relating to place, local. 
A mukdwahat (v.n, 3 of c j O , 

Railing at one another; abusing each 
other face to face. 

A SIAX. mukdhalat (v.n, 3 of J ^ ) , 
Being married; being advanced in age, 
getting on in life. 

A makd'id (pl. of makidat), Frauds, 
cheats; artifices, stratagems. 

A rnukdyadat (v.n. 3 of *£), The 
act of circumventing. 

mukdyasat (v.n. 3 of LT*5), Con-
tending about sagacity or ingenuity ; using 
cunning in buying or selling. 

A mukdyalat (v.n. 3 of Mea-



Buring one another; doing or saying as 
another had said or done; railing at, re-
viling. 

A makd'il, Dry or liquid-mea-
sures. 

A mukibb, Prone, inclined; dili-
gent, assiduous; depressing ; humiliating. 

A JJX* makbir (v.n. of yfa), Being of an 
advanced age; a great age. 

A lyfa- makbarat, makburat, A great age. 
A mukabbal, Fettered ; imprisoned. 
A makbus, Putrid, tainted (meat). 
A Jyfa* makbud, Hur t or diseased in the 

liver. 
A makbHrdt (pi. of kablr), Gran-

dees; great. 
A J j * ^ makbul, Fettered; prisoner, cap-

tive. 
A makbun, (A camel) troubled with 

the disease kubdn. 
A makkat, makka, A place of great 

concourse; Mecca in Arabia, where Mu-
hammad was born. 

A miktaf, A horse hurt in the 
shoulder ( k a t i f ) by the saddle. 

A maktab, A place or time of writ-
ing ; a writing-school;—muktab, Taught; 
—muktib, A writing-master;—mukattab, 
Written, registered, enrolled, inscribed; 
(cavalry) drawn up in squadrons. 

a AiW maktab-khana, A writing-
school. 

a fa maktab-dar, A schoolmaster. 
a i^S maktab-gdh, A writing-school. 
A muktatim, Hidden, concealed ; a 

concealer ; cloudB without thunder. 
A JOBJX* muktahil, One whose eyes are 

tinged with collyrium (kuf} l ) . 
A muktarib, Afflicted, grieving, 

sad. 
A <£>fS*» muktaris, Solicitous, anxious 

about; afraid. 
A muktari, A hirer, taker on hire ; 

hired, 
A V - J m u k t a s a b , Acquired ;—mukta-

sib, An acquirer, gainer; studious, atten-
tive, assiduous. 

A muktasir, A breaker, bruiser. 
A muktasi, Clothed, clad, dressed ; 

One who dresses himself. 
A mukattaf, Pinioned. 
A muktafil, One who appoints or 

delegates. 
A muktafi', One who turns (a ves-

sel) bead downwards;—muktafi, Content; 
complete, perfect, significant (sentence). 

A muktali, Pained in the kidneys. 
A fmukattam, Concealed, closely 

hidden. 
A muktamin, Concealed (grief). 
A muktann, Hidden, concealed ; the 

haunt or lurking-place of a wild beast. 
A muktaniz, Compact, close, full. 

A muktanif, Who or what sur-
rounds, blockades, besieges, encloses, 
hedges; a helper. 

A muktanih, One who reaches the 
summit, or who arrives at the end (kunh). 

A u^C* muktani, Called or known by 
the figure metonymy (Jkindyat); styled, 
dubbed. 

A maktub, Writ ten; sewn, stitched, 
or pasted together; a letter, writing, scrip-
ture ; a collection of letters; — maktub 
ilai-hi, The person written to, the addressee 
of a letter ;—maktubi mahabbat (mawaddat-
uslub), A friendly letter, letter of compli-
ment ;—al-maktub, The scriptures, holy 
writ. 

A oj^yXL* maktubdt (pi. fem. of the pre-
ceding), Writings, letters. 

a ijtfa"* maktubi, Epistolary; delivered 
in writing; a secretary. 

A FR^* niaktum, Hidden, concealed. 
A maktumat, maktuma, The well 

Zamzam. 
A J^x^* muktahil, Of mature age; grey ; 

full-grown, flourishing plant. 
A maks, muks (v.n.), Delaying, wait-

ing, expecting ; delay ;—maks namudan, 
To remain, stay, delay (m.c.). 

A fa&* miksdr, Talkative, a great talker. 
A muks an, Delay. 
a fa&» mu/csir, Rich, wealthy, opulent;— 

mukassir, One who augments or multiplies; 
(in gram.) the plural number. 

A SyX* maksarat, Anything augmentative. 
A maksub, Collected. 
A AAC maksur-'alaihi, Much fre-

quented ; greatly urged, thronged by cre-
ditors, dunned. ( 

a maksi, Tardy. 
A miksir, Yery talkative. 
A mikhdl, mikhal, A bodkin 

with which collyrium is applied to the 
eye; — mukahhal, Painted or anointed, 
especially with blacklead or a preparation 
of the powder of tutty, which is applied to 
the eyes. 

A SlasX- mukhulat, A box in which col-
lyrium or sulphuret of antimony (kuhl) is 
kept. 

A makhul, Anointed with colly-
rium ; name of a servant of Muhammad ; 
of a certain lawyer; also of a horse. 

A mukaddar, Rendered muddy or 
turbid; distur? ed, afflicted, vexed; un-
easy, anxious, sullen. 

A ̂ ^JX* mukaddardt (pi. fem. of the 
preceding), Disturbances, afflictions, dis-
tressful events. 

a mukadarrdna, Distressed, deso-
late, afflicted ; sadly, with sadness (m.c.). 

a jU mukaddar-sdz, A disturber, 
troubler. 

(fa&jS* makditus, ISfame of Wamiq's 
father. 



J^. ( 1300 ) JJX. 
A t̂ AX^ mukzib, One who eggs on or 

compels (another) to tell a lie; one who 
detects and exposes a falsehood, or who 
accuses of lying ;—mukaszib, One who gives 
the lie. 

A mahzabal, A lie. 
A S - ^ 1 ^ makzub, Noted as a l iar; a lie. 
A makzubat, makzuba, A lie. 
A ft* makr, in P. also makar (v.n.), 

Plott ing; deceiving; fraud, plot, machi-
nation; trick, artifice; duplicity; malice, 
malignity; pretext, pretence; construed 
with the verbs bastan, kardan, &c.; red 
earth ; ruddle ; name of a tree ; colouring 
with ruddle or with the tree makr;— 
makarr, A field of battle, a place of com-
bat ;—mikarr, An assailant; (a horse) fit 
to make an onset; a charger. 

A *\ft» mikrdm, One who pays men 
honour. 

a makr-dmez, Deceitful. 
makr an, mukrdn, Name of a city 

and country in Iran. 
a s-^-* mukrab, Firmly-tied (rope) ; 

compact (building or joint) ; thrown into 
straits. 

A makarai, makara (pl. of mdkir), 
Deceivers, cheats. 

a ft* makar chakar, Fraud and sub-
terfuge. 

a tf^ft* mukarJehan (from P. ft 
q.v.), Made, manufactured. 

A ) f t * mukarrar, Repeated, reiterated; the 
letter j rd; often, repeatedly ; a second time, 
again ;—mukarrar an-ki, mukarrar qalami, 
Post scriptum ;—mukarrar kardan, To re-
peat, confirm by repetition;—iajniei mu-
karrar, A play on words of the same sound 
and different meanings immediately fol-
lowing one another ;—shakari mukarrar, 
Refined sugar; conserve of roses;—guli 
mukarrar, Conserve of roses. 

A \j>ft» mikras, A leathern milk-pail. 
A pft* mukram, fem. mukramat, 

mukrama, Honoured, noble; generous, 
liberal; — mukriw, One who honours ; 
courteous, friendly, affable;—mukarram, 
Honoured, respected, revered ; noble, au-
gust, illustrious, venerable; liberal, gene-
rous ; holy, sacred ;—hajari mukarram, The 
revered stone, i.e. the philosopher's stone ; 
— shauwalu 'l-mukarram, The revered 
month Shauwiil;—wujudi mukarram-ash, 
His sacred or august person. 

A makramat, Honour, glory, dig-
nity, nobility, liberality, greatness; re-
spectability ; the actions of a generous, 
noble, and honourable man ; generosity, 
bounty ; clemency, grace, beneficence ;— 
mukarramat, mukarrama, fem. of mukar-
ram, Mecca. 

af-^^—ft* makramat-gustar, Diffusing 
beneficence, gracious, liberal. 

makr ana, Goats'-beard, a herb. 

A ^ f f t * makrub, Sad, oppressed with 
grief. 

A <j*)ft* makrus, Fallen on the back, 
supine; placed one upon the other; 
founded (as a building, &c.). 

makrunitan, (in Zand and Pa-
zand) To take, to receive. 

A makruh, Hated, odious, detest-
able, abominable, execrable, disgusting, 
obscene ; (in a milder sense) improper, un-
becoming, distasteful, unpleasant; an act 
disapproved of by (Muhammadan) law, 
but not invalidated by it;—makruh ddsh-
tan, To hate, abhor. 

A u j ^ ^ U makruhdt, Abominations, 
shameful acts, odious, dirty, or detestable 
things ; things to be avoided, although not 
absolutely unlawful. 

A tft* mukrah, Compelled, forced. 
A makrahat (v.n. of fi/), Hating, 

abhorring, loathing ; aversion, abhorrence, 
disgust. 

A ij,)^* makri) in P. also makar I, Deceit-
ful, fraudulent, &c.;—mukrd, Hired. 

vAift* makzlk, Mexico (m.c. from Fr. la 
Mexique). 

A Y-X* mahs (v.n.), Offering a price, bid-
ding at a sale; lowering, bating a price, 
cheapening; collecting taxes, or tithes; 
oppreising; customs, duties, tribute, tithes 
(in these latter meanings in P . also makis). 

A s ^ — m i k s d b , A gainer, winner. 
A J U X . miksdl, Sluggish, lazy; (a girl) 

delicately brought up, who scarce moves 
from (her) seat. 

A maksab, maksib, A place of gain ; 
gain, acquisition. 

^—mikast, An obsolete form of shi-
kast, joined to the latter by itbd', to heigh-
ten the sense;—shikast-mikast, He broke 
(it) quite, he dashed (it) all to pieces. 

A miksahat, Besom, broom; snow-
shovel. 

A maksir, A place of fracture; a 
place of trial, testing, or proving ;—mukas-
sar, Broken ; the broken or irregular plural 
in Arabic ; square, cubic; square measure-
ment ; — mukassir, One who breaks in 
pieces ; who routs an enemy. 

A maksiiw, maksu, Clothed, dressed, 
clad. 

A maksub, Gained, gotten, earned. 
A maksilr, fem. SJJ-X» maksural, 

maksura, Broken ; a consonant marked with 
the vowel kasra —- i ; a fraction in arith-
metic. 

ma-kash (prohib. of kashldan), Do 
not draw; — makish, Suction ;—ma-kush 
(prohib. of kushtan), Do not kill. 

A makshuh, Branded under the 
short ribs ; name of a certain valiant man. 

A m.akshlt, Flayed (camel) ; taken, 
off, removed (horse-cloth). 

A ^ijJiX* makshuf, Uncovered, unveiled, 



discovered, disclosed, displayed, revealed; 
open ;—mahshufu 'l-'aurat, Whose nudity 
is e x p o s e d m a h s h u f u 'l-qalb, Open-
hearted. 

A muhazzaz, t^tJU mahzuz, Oppressed 
with labour. 

A mahzum, Checked, restrained 
(anger); vexedj'sad. 

A muhauab, Of a square or cubic 
form; cubical; (cloth) dyed with square 
figures; a geometrical cube;—muha f 'ab, 
(A girl) with a swelling bosom; swelling 
(bosom). 

A muha'bar, muha'bir, Name of two 
poets, the one Arabian, the other Persian. 

A cp*^* mah'um, Muzzled (camel). 
A mahfat, A sufficiency. 
A JVK* mihfdl, Large-hipped. 

muhfar, muhaffar, One who re-
ceives no thanks from those he has served, 
one whose favours are unacknowledged. 

A tffa* muhaffan, Shrouded, wrapped in 
a winding-Bheet (hafan) . 

A mahfiif, Closed, drawn together 
(purse-string); restrained, kept back; 
stretched on (hand) ; blind; a particular 
foot in versification, in which the seventh 
quiescent letter is dropped ;—mahfufu 7-
basar, Blind. 

A mahful, Secured (by bond) ; 
hypothecated ; mortgaged, pledged, bailed. 

A mahfiC, Inverted, upset (vessel). 
a mahfi, Sufficient; comfortable, 

well off (in regard to food and clothing). 
mahil, A leech. 

A J*" mahil, (A well) exhausted of water; 
—muhul (pi. of mahul), Wells containing 
little mud. 

A muhalld', A mooring, dock, anchor-
age, or harbour; a river's bank. 

A S-4.C* muhallib, A trainer of dogs (halb). 
A SXfa* mahlat, muhlat, Little thin black 

mud in a well. 
A (j^Xi* muhallas, Calcined ; covered with 

lime (hils) ; burnt • — muhallis, A lime-
burner, maker of mortar. 

A muhli', Dirty (vessel). 
A muhallaf, Busied, occupied, en-

grossed ; put to trouble ; excellent, choice ; 
well-made, elaborate, elegant;—muhalli f , 
One who puts to inconvenience or trouble ; 
—al-muhalUf (in correspondence), Your 
obedient servant. 

A muhalhal, With protruding chest 
(Jealhal) ; girt with the cingle (horse). 

A muhallal, Crowned ; ornamented 
with jewels; edged, bordered •,—muhallal 
ba-almas, Set in diamonds (m.c.). 

A mahlub, Attacked by hydro-
phobia ; maddened by the bite of a rabid 
dog (halb). 

A pfa* mahlum, Wounded, hurt. 
a mahil, Pained or hurt in the 

kidneys. 

A S ' W X * mahma'at, A place full of mush-
rooms. 

A mihammat, Anything covering the 
muzzle of an ass (as a nose-bag) ; a harrow-
or implement for covering over seed cast 
into the ground. 

A C 4 X » muhmah, High, lofty, proud. 
A mihmal, Consummate, perfect 

(either in excellence or villainy); — mu-
hammal, Perfected, complete, consummate ; 
most excellent;—muhammil, Who or what 
completes, perfects, supplements. 

A ^i* mahman, An ambush, a hiding-
place ; a concealed place. 

A mahmanat, A treasury. 
A oyX* mahmud, Saddened, inwardly 

grieved. 
A mahmum, (A camel) muzzled that 

he may not bite; (a date) enveloped in 
the husk. 

A Y Y X * mahmiin, Hid, concealed. 
A mahn, mahin, Eggs of lizards or 

locusts;—muhann, Hid, concealed, stored 
in the mind. 

A AAX* muhana' (pi. of mahin), Firmly 
fixed, established by custom ; high in rank 
or office;—muhannd, Surnamed, styled, 
dubbed (— 

A wwUiO* mahinat (pi. of mahinai), Eggs 
of lizards, locusts, or similar animals. 

A mihnat, muhnat, Power, strength, 
force, authority, virtue ;—mahinat, mahina, 
One egg of a lizard, locust, or similar 
animal; the lodging-place of a bird;— 
muhannat, muhanna, (A girl) secluded and 
kept out of the sight of men. 

A y- i i^ muhannis, A, besom-maker or 
vendor. 

A A — m i h n a s a t , A besom, brush, broom. 
A T-AIX* muhannaf, Everywhere sur-

rounded or enclosed.-
A mahnuz, Hid, laid up in a trea-

sury. 
A CY^yi^ mahnuzdt (fem. pi. of the pre-

ceding), Treasured or hidden things ; con-
cealed or deep meanings. 

A (J-Y^ mahnus, Swept (house) ; trea-
sured. 

A mahnun, U id den, concealed, laid 
up ; secret;—durri mahnun, A fine pearl. 

A mahnunat, mahnima, The well 
Zamzam; secluded (girl). 

A mahnl, muhannd, Designated by 
the rhetorical figure metonymy, surnamed, 
nicknamed, styled, dubbed. 

A fa* mahw (v.n.), Whistling (as a bird, 
or as a man on his fingers). 

fa* maho, A weaver's shuttle ; name of a 
species of solanum (nigrum ?). 

A mihwat, A hot instrument for 
cauterizing or marking the skin, a cauter. 

mihwarai, A turbaD. 
A *±>fa* mihus, Delay. 



A jfa* mahud, (A camel) always abound-
ing in milk;— muhud, (v.n. of Re-
maining or stopping. 

A ) fa* makur, A cheat, knave, impostor; 
—miJewar, A turban;—muhur (pi. of mahr), 
Frauds, machinations, impostures. 

A mikwarat, A turban. 
A <j*fa" mikwae, A tool for notching 

millstones; — muhus (pi. of maks), Tolls, 
dues, customs. 

A mahoh, A weaver's shuttle. 
A <&fa* mahhuh, A drinking-cup made in 

the form of a ship; a measure containing 
a sa' and a half; or half a ritl; or half a 
waibat; or three hailajdt. 

A ^ f a * muhaukib, G-littering, starlike. 
A Jfa* mahul, A well which contains 

little water, and is allowed to rest in order 
that the water may collect;—mukul (v.n. 
of J&*), Containing little mud (a well). 

A yj^* makun (A locust, lizard, or any 
similar animal) that has laid its eggs;— 
mukattwin, A creator. 

a ^fa* mahki, fem. mahhlyat, mah-
klya, A native of Mecca; revealed at Mecca 
(a chapter of the Qur'an, of which seventy 
are said to have been revealed at Mecca, 
and forty-four at Madina). 

mikydz, Beardless youth ; infamous 
boy. 

A JW^* mihydl, A measuring-instrument 
or vessel, either for dry goods or liquids. 

^•fa* ma-hib (prohib. of Mbidan), Do not 
turn from the right road; do not depart 
from that resolution ; be not seduced ; do 
not mislead. 

A mains, Grave, sedate ; — mahis 
hardan, To tarry. 

A makid (v.n. of A,^),Laying snares, 
plotting mischief and fraud. 

A SAftX* mahidat, maMda, Deceit, fraud, 
stratagem. 

yA^i* mahldan, To suck. 
a 6.V&* mahlda, Sucked. 
a mahls, Duties, fees, taxes, toll, 

impost (see ;—muhes, (by Immalah 
for muhas), Diminution, lowering of the 
price;—muhls, Ernest endeavour, intense 
exertion ;—muhaiyas, Ingenious, sagacious, 
prudent, cunning, sharp, shrewd ; — mu-
haiyis, A rubber in a public bath. 

A mukaiyaf, Qualified, designated ; 
intoxicated;—muhaiyif, Intoxicating, ine-
briating. 

A UVUEX-. muhaiyifdt (pi. fem. of mu-
haiyif), Intoxicants ; spirits ; inebriating 
drugs. 

mahih, A weaver's shuttle. 
A Jjfao* MAkil (v.u. of Measuring 

(corn); measured;—mihyal, mihllat, 
A measuring-instrument or vessel, either 
for dry goods or liquids. 

A yfa* mahin, An inhabitant, dweller; 
firmly fixed, well-established; grave, au-

thoritative, in a high station; master or 
mistress of a house. 

A mahinat, Slowness, sedateness, 
gravity ; design, purpose, intention. 

A mahyul, Measured. 
mag, Name of a people inhabiting 

tbe shores of Aracan ; (Zand and Pazand) 
a tree; a palm. 

magdtariyum, Megatherium 
(m.c.). 

fa* magar, But ; unless, except, only, if 
it is not ; perhaps, by chance, haply; 
moreover; nay. 

jfa* ma-gard, Turn or convert not ; re-
turn not. 

&*fa* magar maj (S. mahara - matsya), 
Crocodile; alligator. 

Jfa* migril, Mingrelia (m.c.). 
AJfa* mugrana, — Mji* q.v. 
<J^* magas (S. mahshaha), A fly ; a 

freckle; the sight of a gun; a kind of 
Indian corn ;—magasi angubln ('asal), A 
bee ;—magas pardnidan, To whisk the flies 
(from off the goods), a phrase for dulness 
of market. 

y\j mag as-ran, A fan, a fly-flap;— 
magas-rani fyind-basta, A fly-flap made of 
horse-hair and coloured red. 

magas-rani, Fly-flapping, fan-
ning. 

e^ij u-X* magas-rlda, Dirtied by flies. 
t^S* magasah, A little fly, a guat. 
jjS ijS* magas-gir, A cobweb; anything 

for keeping the flies off ; an insect of the 
spider-kind ; a white worm found in gar-
dens and in the dung of cattle. 

^S* magasnah, Infested with flies. 
i / X . magaswdr, Like a fly. 

magasi, Fly-bitten (colour); 
freckled. 

magal, A frog ;—magil, A leech. 
fa* ma-go, ma-gu (prohib. of guftan), 

Say not; tell not; do not tell. 
J * mil, Hair;—mul, Wine ; spirituous 

liquor ; a pair ; a guava. 
A mall (v.n.), Basting (a garment 

slightly before the second sewing, called 
haff) ; laying (meat or bread) on ashes or 
coils to roast or bake; being tired, weary, 
jaded, languid, satiated, sated. 

A ^ mal' (v.n.), Filling ;—mil', Any-
thing that fills another ; fulness ; [mil'u 7-
fam, A mouthful; — mil'i haf, A hand-
ful;]— mala, maid, (v.n. of "^J*) Being 
fu l l ; the body (as filling space); a body of 
men, assembly, meeting, mote, parliament, 
crowd; nobles; people; the public; de-
liberation, consultation for mutual assis-
tance; nobility, high rank, superiority; 
disposition, habit, manners; opinion; de-
sire, concupiscence ; [mala'i a'ld, The sub-
lime assembly, court of heaven;—bar mala', 
'aid mala'i 'n-nds, Before men, in the sight 
of all; —bar mala' uftadan, To become 



public;—khala wa mala, Empty and. ful l 
space, emptiness and fulness ;] — mala', 
Wealth, opul ence;—mild', Opulent, wealthy; 
—mulld, A schoolmaster, doctor, learned 
man, a judge, a priest; (cor. of e V " 
wdk), a decoy-bird. 

A mula'd* (pl. of mali'), Opulent. 
A mald'at (v.n. of V*), Being rich; 

being troubled with a rheum and stuffi-
ness ;—muld'at, Heaviness from repletion. 

A mil'dm, One who abets low, base, 
avaricious fellows (la'im). 

A 2UA. muld'amat (v.n. 3 of Con-
senting, being of accord; agreeing with 
anyone (food) ; adjusting differences (be-
twixt people), uniting (them) together in 
peace. 

A mal'an, (A cup) full (of water). 
A malab, A species of aromatic re-

sembling JcJialuq; saffron. 
jW^* maldbdr, Malabar in India. 
A malabis (pl. of malbae), Gar-

ments ; [malabis u ma'kai, Clothes and 
food ;]—muldbis, One who mixes or holds 
intercourse with ; a dissimulator. 

A muldbasat (v.n. 3 of Mix-
ing in, transacting (business) ; knowing (a 
man) inwardly; commerce, intercourse; 
dissimulation. 

A S)U maldt, A desert, a plain;—mal'at, 
mil'at (v.n. of *JU), Filling \—miVat, The 
manner in which anything is filled;— 
mil'at, mul'at, Heaviness (from repletion) ; 
—mul'at, Defluxion, rheum. 

A maids, A man or family distin-
guished for nobility. 

A mulasamat (v.n. 3 of Kiss-
ing. 

A mulajjat (v.n. 3 of Litigating, 
disputing; drawing out a dispute to a 
great length. 

A ĉ U mildh (pl. of milh), Salts ; (pl. of 
mallh) beautiful; — muldh, Salt (adj . ) ; 
elegant, pretty, good ;—malldh, A seaman, 
sailor, mariner, boatman ; a pilot; a manu-
facturer or vendor of salt;—malldhi sa/lna-
guzar, A skilful pilot. 

A cWX* muldhdt (v.n. 3 of Dis-
puting, debating; opposing, litigating. 

a malldhdn, P. pl. of malldh, Sea-
men. 

A &OU maldhat, maldha (v.n. of 
Being salt (water"); being good, agreeable, 
or elegant; beauty, elegance, goodness, 
excellence, fineness, delicacy ; beauty of the 
mouth; [malaha'i bi-hamtd, Peerless beauty;] 
—milahat, Navigation; seamanship, the 
profession of a sailor;—mallahat, A salt-
pit, salt-pan, or any place whence salt 
(milk) is procured. 

A J m a l a h i d (pl. of mulkid), Heretics ; 
infidels, atheists ;—mulahid, Crooked, false; 
insincere, hypocritical; impious, heretical; 
a heretic. 

A S^bX* mulahadat (v.n. 3 of Acting 
hypocritically or indirectly ; [ahli mulaha-
dat, Intriguers, mischief-makers, schemers;] 
—muldhidat, muldhida, Heretics ; infidels, 
atheists. 

A Siu^X* mulafiazat, muldhaza (v.n. 3 of 
i O ) , Looking askance at each other through 
the outer corner of the eye ; looking atten-
tively, contemplating, remarking; having 
one's eye upon; contemplation, considera-
tion, view, notice; conclusion; opinion, 
fancy, surmise; prudence;—muldhaza shu-
dan, To be seen, viewed, inspected, glanced 
at;—ba-mulahaza, For the inspection of; 
with reference to. 

A maldhif (pl. of milhaf, milhafat), 
Sheets, coverlets; outer garments. 

A muldhafat (v.n. 3 of Being 
assiduous, sticking closely one to another ; 
assisting. 

A muldhakat (v.n. 3 of 
Being inserted and adhering firmly ; being 
let into one another (as the vertebrae or 
joints of the back) 

A maid Mm, Fleshy parts; (pl. of 
malhamat) bloody battles ; — muldham, 
Added, annexed, joined; firmly-twisted 
(rope). 

A mulasamat (v.n. 3 of ^ 1 ) , Join-
ing, causing to stick together. 

A muldhanat (v.n. 3 of (j>tJ), Dis-
playing quickness and intelligence one 
towards another; bandying talk; evincing 
talent in comprehending the meaning of 
what is said. 

a malldhi, The profession of a sea-
faring man ; of or belonging to seaman or 
pilot (m.c.); nautical (m.c.); a manu-
factory of sal t ; — mulahi, A species of 
oblong and whitish grapes. 

a &&X* mulldhiyat, The nautical art, 
navigation; seamanship. 

maldkh, Malacca ; name of a drug ;—-
mallakh, Fugitive ; who oft absconds. 

A maldkhat (v.n. of .Being in-
sipid (meat), 

malakha, Malacca. 
A muldddat (v.n. 3 of Litigating, 

pleading (for another) ; driving off, thrust-
ing away. 

A malddis (pl. of mildas), Large 
stones with which date-stones are broken. 

A maldz, An asylum, refuge, protec-
tion, defence, stronghold; a protector; 
[maldzu 'l-fuqard, Refuge of the poor;] — 
malldz, A liar, one whose words and actions 
do not correspond;—maldzz (pl, of malazz), 
Delights. 

A muldzabat (v.n. 3 of v"^), Stay-
ing, stopping, standing still. 

a jJU maldz-jard, malaz-gard, 
Name of a town in Armenia, built of black 
stone and treeless. 

a mulld-ro8hani, A bat. 



a M j JU mulld-zada, The sou of a Mulla. 
A SJJU maldzat, malaza (A place) abound-

ing with almonds (lauz), an almond-grove ; 
muldzzat (v.n. 3 of J), Adhering, being 

joined or connected with. 
A pfa* muldzim, Assiduous, diligent, at-

tentive, attached to, persevering, insepa-
rable, adhering firmly ; continuing attend-
ing or serving (domestic); a servant, an 
attendant ;—mulazimi dargdh (sultan), An 
attendant upon a king or his court; a 
courtier. 

a y^fa* muldziman (P. pi. of the pre-
ceding), Servants, &c.;—mwldzimdni sar-
har, The attendants of the state or govern-
ment ; the servants of a great man. 

A L*fa* maldzamat (v.n. 3 of f}), Being 
assiduous, fixed to, persevering in; serving 
continually ; attendance, dependence; 
assiduity, diligence; service, paying re-
spects to a superior; interview;—muldza-
mat hardan, To be assiduous, to be diligent, 
to assist, serve. 

a ^yfa* muldzimi, Service ; attendance. 
BjJU malaza, muldza, maldzha, The 

uvula of the throat; top of the windpipe ; 
the palate; the bone with which the tongue 
is connected. 

A mulasat (v.n. of Being 
bare; smoothness, 
A roller for the 

sleek, smooth, and 
sleekness; — mallasat, 
ground. 

muldsanat (v.n. 3 of Rail-
ing against; arguing, discussing. 

A mtddsiq, Contiguous, adjoining, 
neighbouring; a companion, attendant; a 
neighbour, 

A muldsaqat (v.n. 3 of Ad-
hering, being joined to; being contiguous ; 
contiguity. 

A tiu mildt, Clay, mud, or mortar, with 
which walls are built or plastered. 

A y k i * maldtis (pi. of miltas or miltds), 
Stones with which date-stones are crushed. 

A muldtif, Courteous, polite, civil, 
affable, humane ; pleasant, facetious. 

A middtafat, muldtafa (v.n. 3 of 
Behaving courteously, showing favour 

reciprocally ; courtesy, politeness, favour, 
kindness, benignity; a letter, an epistle; 
—muldtafat (muldtafa) hardan, To caress, 
to favour. 

A muldtamai (v.n. 3 of Slap-
ping, buffeting, cuffing, boxing (one an-
other). 

maldtiya, Malathia or Melita in 
Armenia Minor. 

A maid', An unfrequented desert;— 
'uqdbi maZa'.The eagle of the desert, which 
feeds on field-mice, called in Persian mush-
lOmdr (used to imply a thing very rare). 

A S-^iU mala'ib (pi. of mal'ab), Jests, 
pleasantries; play-grounds, places of games 
or entertainments; [mald'ibu 'r-rih, Cur-

rents of wind;]—muld'ib, A player, jester; 
playing about;—mula'ibu zilli-hi, Name of 
a bird which endeavours to catch its own 
shadow in the water. 

A muld'abat (v.n. 3 of s-**!), A play-
ing, joking, toying. 

A L^sX* muld'ajat (v.n. 3 of g*J), Being 
oppressive, giving great pain or affliction. 

A mala'iq (pi. of mil'aqat), Spoons. 
A yjiS^ mald'in (pi. of mal'anat), Things 

which bring down curses. 
A muld'anat (v.n, 3 of Exe-

crating, cursing (one another) ; giving a 
decision, pronouncing sentence (a judge). 

A Q^JU mald'in (obi. pi. of mal'un used 
as nom.), Cursed. 

A maldgkim, The outer parts of the 
mouth within reach of the tongue (gene-
rally covered with froth in camels). 

A maldq, A trowel, harrow, roller, or 
any instrument for smoothing walls, earth, 
and the like ;—malldq, A flatterer. 

A SlSiU muldqat, in P. uyUOU (v.n. 3 of 
(J&), Meeting, encountering, falling on-, 
conversing; a meeting, interview, intro-
duction ; a visit; conversation; carnal in-
tercourse ; — mulaqdti bdz-did, A return-
visit (m.c.);—muldqat hardan, To meet, en-
counter, have an interview with (m.c.). 

a ^'UlU mulaqdti,' An acquaintance ; a 
visitor. 

^ilA* mulqdni, Name of a tribe. 
A j-*^* maldqih, Winds which drive the 

clouds, shake and fructify the trees; (pi. 
of mulqih) Stallions; (pi. of mulhaqat) 
camels in foal. 

A y iS^ muldqis, Who calls one by any 
nickname. 

A muldqasat (v.n. 3 of Giving 
one another opprobrious or ridiculous 
names. 

a &&>* mildqa (in the idiom of Khurasan 
for A spoon. 

A ^jiiu maldqi (pi. of malqd and malqdt), 
Ramifications at the head of the womb ;—-
muldqi, Who encounters, joins, meets, con-
verses. 

A maldqih (pi- of malquhat), Foe-
tuses in the bellies (of camels) ; sperms in 
the loins of sires. 

A mal'ah, An angel (as sent by 
God) ; embassy, mission; an epistle;— 
maldh, Self-possession; marriage-contract, 
espousals -,—malak, mildh, That by which 
anything subsists, is contained, or held 
together ; power, possessions ; — mildh, 
Marriage-contract, espousals ;—mullah (pi. 
of malih), Kings. 

A SS^* malahat, Possession. 
A malahi', Impure water which 

comes with the birth. 
faX* maldgir, jfa^" maldgir (8. malaya-

giri), Name of a mountain rich in sandal-
wood. 



maldgirl, The colour of sandal-
wood. 

A J i - maldl (v.n. of J**), Being tired, 
wearied, vexed; weariness, fatigue; sad-
ness, vexation, affliction, anguish, languor; 
construed with the verbs chidan, dash-
tan, kashldan, giriftan, &c.—muldl, Heat 
of a fever in the bones ; feverish perspira-
tion ; pain in the back; restlessness in 
bed (from grief or sickness). 

A maldlat (v.n. of J>»), Becoming 
tired, fatigued, weary, languid, vexed, <£c.; 
sadness, ennui, vexation ( = J3U q.v.). 

A fX» malum (v.n. of pft, Reproving, 
blaming; reproach, reprehension, reviling, 
rebuke, accusation, blame; disgrace, oppro-
brium ; malediction; [zabdni maldm, A 
reproving speech;]—maVam, Deserving of 
reproof;—mal'am, mil'am, The advocate, 
patron or apologist of low, base, sordid 
fellows (la'im). 

A maldmat (v.n. of ft), Reproach-
ing, reproving, blaming; reprehension, re-
proach, rebuke, censure; criticism; con-
tumely ;—maldmat kardan (kashidan), To 
accuse, reproach, reprove, blame, revile ;—-
maldmati nafs, Self-reproach. 

a o-^iU maldmat-paima, Opprobrious. 
a f t maldmat-zdr, A place of re-

proaching ; abounding in reproaches. 
a maldmat-zada, Censured, 

blamed; accused; criminated. 
a f> maldmatgar, A censurer,blamer, 
a cs)U maldmatnak, Blameable. 
a, maldmati, fem. maid-

matlyat, maldmatlya, Reproached, repre-
hensible ; a kind of Muhammadan monk 
who conceals his devotions, makes no 
parade of anything good, and hides nothing 
bad. 

A maldmik (pl. of lamhat), Dis-
tinguished features, particularly such as 
resemble those of others. 

A '•SU muldmasat(v. n. 3 of Hand-
ling, feeling; lying with; the conjugal 
act; a practice in the markets of obliging 
those who handled another's goods to pur-
chase them at a price fixed; "touch and 
take" (which is forbidden by the Mu-
hammadan law), 

A k-iU maldmiz, Environs of mouth and 
lips. 

(ft* ma-ldn (prohib. of landan and 
lanldan), Do not shake or scatter; a 
stranger. 

A oft* mal'an, (A cup) full (of water) ;— 
of good disposition; manifest, known; 
firm ;—mil'dn (for mina 'l-dn), Henceforth, 
from now, 

a malanl, Comparison or adjust-
ment ;—mulldnl, The wife of a Mulla; a 
learned woman; a schoolmistress. 

A maldwis, &ft» malawisat (pl. of 

J maids),Men, families or tribes distinguished 
for nobility. 

A i^ft* muldwazat (v.n. 3 of Fly-
ing for refuge to one another; taking for 
a protection or fortress. 

A FLOJJU mulawafat, Commission of sodomy. 
A ^iU maldwim (pl. of maldmat), Re-

proofs, &c. 
A Z+ft* muldwamai, A blaming one 

another. 
maldh, A bulrush. 

A muldhasat (v.n. 3 of u -^ ) , Run-
ning (to meat) like a famished man. 

A maldhl (pl. of milhd), Instru-
ments of music, implements of play ; any 
kinds of ludicrous or wanton pastimes pro-
hibited by law ;—tarki maldhl kardan, To 
abandon amusements forbidden by divine 
law. 

ma-ldy (prohib. of Idyldan), Speak 
not; complain not; defile not. 

A muldyasat (v.n. 8 of Re-
sembling a lion (lais), attacking with in-
trepidity ; boasting of valour. 

A EWJU mald'ik, & S 3 V mala'ikat, maid-
'ika (pl. of malak or mal'ak), Angels. 

a ^ mald'ik-pay, Of happy foot-
step. 

A muldyalat, A bargaining with (any-
one) by the night (lail). 

A mald'im, Practices deserving of 
censure; reproofs, censures ; — muld'im, 
mvldyim, Wholesome, suitable; mild, 
gentle, affable, easy, tame, submissive, 
docile, placid, benign, quiet, peaceable; 
tepid; moderate ; tender, delicate; soft, 
smooth, even; agreeable or comforting to, 
just ; — muld'imu 'l-matbu4, Soft-minded, 
gentle-hearted ; — ba-ghaiz muldyirn, In a 
rage, but speaking calmly (m.c.). 

A muldyamat (v.n. 3 of f'S), Being 
concordant, reconciling, making peace (be-
tween enemies); agreeing with, doing 
good; gentleness, softness, smoothness, 
delicacy, tenderness, humanity, tractability; 
evenness; —- muldyamat kardan, To act 
humanely, affably; to soften, smooth; to 
sooth. 

a muldyiml, Gentleness, humanity, 
tractability, &c. 

A muldyanat (v,n. 3 of Acting 
gently, soothing ; being soft and smooth. 

a mulla'l, Of or relating to a mulla; 
office or profession of a mulld; doctorship; 
teaching. 

a mulahbab, Filled to the brim ; 
brimful. 

A .i-A* mulbad, mulabbad, Packed close 
together ; felted, matted, impacted. 

A (J-A^ malbas, milbas, A garment, vest, 
robe ;—mulbis, Dark, doubtful,or intricate ; 
—m.ulabbas, Clothed, dressed; made ele-
gant ; confused, mixed, embroiled ;—mu-
labbis, A mixer or compounder; a con-



cealer of tlie truth ; a deceiver, fraudulent 
dealer. 

A yA- malban, Lactarian (herbs) in-
creasing the milk of sheep;—milban, A 
vessel for milking or carrying milk; a 
milk-pail; a milk-strainer; a mould for 
making brick {labin) ; a vessel in which 
bricks are carried ; hod;—mulbin, Milch 
(ewe) ;—mulabban, (A brick) made of clay 
and burnt. 

A AJA- malbanat, Lactarian herbage in-
creasing the milk of cattle ;—milbanat, A 
ladle, a skimmer, spatula; — mulbinat, 
Milch (ewe). 

A malbub, Ingenious, intelligent; 
those three letters of the Arabic alphabet 
whose initial and final in pronunciation are 
the same, namely, nam, oj* nun, and 

waw. 
A (_R*JRA"» malbue, Clothed, clad, dressed; 

clothes already worn, wearing apparel. 
A uuUjA- malbusat, Garments, clothes. 
A (jjA* malbun, (A horse) brought up or 

fed with milk; drunk with milk (that of 
the camel having an inebriating quality). 

A mulubbV (A sheep) having biest-
ings (liba') iu the udder. 

A mallat (v.n. of "J"), Loathing; 
langour, fatigue; warm ashes, or a furrow 
made in them; hot sand; a burning coal 
or billet ;—millat, Religion, faith, creed ; a 
nation, people ; an expiatory fine for mur-
der ; [millati baiza , The people of Mu-
hammad, Muhammadan nations;—millati 
maslhiya, Tbe Christian religion ; Messiah's 
people;—sarwati millat, National wealth 
(m.c.) ;]—mullat, The first sewing or bast-
ing of a garment, tacking. 

A multdPained with love or grief. 
A JUU multdq, Attached; sincere, inti-

mate. 
t yUL* multdn, A kind of vest or smock; 

name of a town in India. 
t multdnl, Of or belonging to 

Multan; an Indian. 
A AJOU multabid, Caked, matted, feltered. 
A multabis, Obscure, doubtful, in-

tricate, perplexed, entangled (a thing) ; 
ambiguity. 

A multabik, Mixed, confused, jum-
bled. 

A (^-A- muliibin, One who sucks her 
own milk, 

A midtabiyat, Equality of rank 
with each other; partnership, association. 

A (jj-i^ multasiq, Made wet, moistened. 
A multasam, Kissed; a place kissed ; 

—multasim, One whose mouth is covered 
with a veil or fillet for the mouth (lisdm). 

A J-xJU multajj, Deep-furrowed, billowy 
(sea). 

A V^A* multajd, Place of refuge; a 
protector ;—multajd'i qayasira'i jahdn, The 
Sublime Porte. 

A multajim, Bridled. 
A multajjat, Black (eye); Green 

(field). 
A C J V A " multaji', multajl. One who flies 

to, or takes refuge with; a supplicant, 
petitioner, refugee. 

A multahib, A goer in a broad 
road. 

A multahij, A compeller, a forcer; 
difficult, perplexing; one who flies to, and 
takes refuge. 

A muUahad, An asylum; a pro-
tector ;— multabid, Inclined towards; an 
apostate. 

A multahif, Covered, or who covers 
himself with an upper garment or wrapper 
(ilihdf). 

A multahiq, Joining. 
A muUahim, CI osed, healed (wound) J 

fierce, raging (battle). 
A multahi, Bearded; getting a 

beard (youth). 
A pAd- multadim, Disturbed, put in com-

motion ; (a woman) striking (her) breast 
when mourning. 

A 3A* multazz, One who relishes; name 
of a pleasant garden near Madinah, the 
pleasaunce. 

A multazi1, Hot, painful (wound). 
A multazij, Close, adhering closely. 
A multaziq, Adhering, coalescing, 

joined. 
A pyA* multazim, Constrained, com-

pelled ; convicted; conjunct, necessarily 
following, attached to; taking charge of ; 
responsible for ; a tenant, hirer, farmer; 
a follower; a toll-gatherer; name of a 
place between the door of the temple of 
Mecca and the black stone ;—muUazim dhu-
dan, To be compelled. 

A muliazimln (obi. pi. of multa-
zim used as nom.), Followers, attendants, 
courtiers (m.c.). 

A t3*~1multasiq, Adhering; convex. 
A j-aA* multasiq, Adhering, adhesive; 

conjoined. 
A YAA. multafim, Dashing (waves). 
A JwL. multazi, Burning, flaming (fire). 
A t^f*^* multa'in, Reciprocal in cursing; 

just in invoking on oneself. 
A multaff, fem. &A* multaffat, 

Entangled, intricate, luxuriant; (a garden) 
containing (such herbs) ; close (plumage) ; 
wrapped up in one's garments. 

A multafat, Esteemed, looked upon, 
considered with great respect ;—multajit, 
One who bends himself, who leans or looks 
back; who turns the head aside; one who 
takes care of, who has an eye over; showing 
respect, paying attention to, attentive;— 
multajit shudan, To notice (m.c.); to pay 
attention. 

t maltaq, A bomb, a shell. 
A VaA- maltaqd, A place of meeting. 



AWUL* multaqit, One who collects from 
all quarters; one who falls unexpectedly 
upon anything not sought for ; one who 
picks up a foundling (laqlt) ; gathering, 
collecting. 

A fJtoL* maliaqim, A swallower of a 
mouthful. 

A o4**" multaqd, A place of meeting; 
confluence of two rivers, meeting of seas 
(as of the White and Black Seas at the 
Thracian Bosphorus, or the Straits of Con-
stantinople) ; — multaqi, One who comes 
before, into the presence of, or meets an-
other. 

T maltam, Periodic north-east winds ; 
a calm. 

A multamas, Asked, importuned J 
a request; — multcmis, One who begs, 
prays, supplicates, beseeches. 

A multami', Splendid, shining, 
glancing, brilliant; a kind of paper;— 
multami' shudan, To change or disappear 
(as colour) ; to Bhine. 

A multamd, Changed, lost (colour) ; 
—multami', One who takes what is in a 
dish. 

J * mul-tunuk, tsUtS J - mul-tang, One 
who is soon overcome by wine. 

A maltut, (Barley-meal) moistened, 
A multawis, Confused, perplexed 

(business) ; dilatory, slow. 
A cyk* multamh, Thirsty ; flashing (light-

ning); visible (star). 
A TJXL* multawit, One who adopts (as a 

son) ; adhesive, sticking to. 
A pjsl* multawim, Blamed, reprehended. 
A ̂ sft* mult awl, Crooked, oblique, dis-

torted; squinting; perverse ; delaying, 
spinning out; protracted, postponed, de-
layed. 

A multahib, Kindled, burning 
(fire), inflamed. 

A LA x̂U multahis, One who lolls his tongue 
from thirst or fatigue. 

A multahif, Flaming,burning (fire); 
inflamed (a wound); feverish. 

A multaham, Changed (colour) ;— 
multahim, A swallower up quickly and at 
once; (an infant) that exhausts (the 
breaBt). 

A ^YVSB* multahl, Playing, playful. 
a (jiL* millail, National, popular (m.c.). 
A multa'im, Joined, consolidated, 

healed, 
A maZs (v.n.), Soothing, caressing, 

coaxing, cajoling, and thereby keeping back 
from doing anything; making many pro-
mises without any intention of performing ; 
beginning of the night, crepuscle, twilight, 
or a little after it. 

A mulsat, The beginning of night, a 
little after twilight. 

A milsam, Stone-striking (hoof). 
A F J A U malsum, (A hoof) hurt by stoneB. 

A pi* malj (v.n.), Seizing the mother's 
nipple with (its) mouth; sucking (as an 
infant) ;—muluj , Sucking kids. 

A ' v C . malja\ maljd (v.n. of V ) » Taking 
refuge; an asylum, place of refuge, re-
t reat ; security, support; a resting-place;— 
malja'i khawdqin, The refuge or support of 
kings ;—maljd'i nuh, The mountain judi 
(Ararat), on which Noah's ark is supposed 
to have rested, 

milchahh, A stone for a aling. 
malchakd, Wish, will, desire, inclina-

tion. 
A pU malh (v.n.), Salting, seasoning (fish 

or a pot); feediug (flocks) with salsugi-
nous (herbage) ;—wuZA, Salt; savouriness, 
palateableness ; agreeableness ; beauty, 
elegance; [milhi chinl, Native alkaline 
salt; ~ j a m a d i chini, q.v. under ;]— 
milah (pl. of milh), Salts ; brackish waters; 
—mulah (pl. of mulhat), Narratives, stories, 
pleasant tales ;—mulihh, Importunate in 
asking questions or in begging, pressing 
one's suit. 

A t W * milh ah, Urgent, importunate in 
begging; (a she-camel) that departs not 
from the cistern ; a camel's saddle hurting 
his back. 

A jUX* milhdq, An excellent she-camel 
which none can outstrip. 

A malhat, The midst of the sea, the 
abyss ;—milhat, An oath ; protection; (pl. 
of milh) salts; brackish waters ;—mulhat, 
A narrative, story, tale, relation, pleasant 
fable. 

A malhaj, A place of refuge, asylum. 
A mulhad, A tomb or grave, in the 

side of which a niche has been cu t ; a 
niche in the side of a grave;—mulhid, A 
heretic, pagan, unbeliever ; one who denies 
the resurrection of the dead ; an atheist; 
impious, iniquitous; one who renounces 
the faith. 

A malhas (v.n. of Licking 
(a dish) ;—milhas, Covetous, greedy, grasp-
ing. 

A milhaf, milhafat, The outer 
covering of the body, a wrapper; a cover-
le t ;—mulfy i f , Importunate, urgent. 

A mulhaq, Added, joined, annexed, 
appended ; contiguous ; attributed ; co-
herent, adherent, belonging to; correlative; 
adopted ; a bastard ; (in gram.) a quadri-
literal verb formed from a triliteral; [mul-
haq shudan, To join (intrans.) ;]—-mulhiq, 
Reaching, touching, overtaking. 

A «WUAJL« mulhaqdt (pl. of the following), 
Additions, appendices, supplements; towns 
taken from an enemy and incorporated 
with or annexed to the empire. 

a AWL* mulhaqa, An appendage, an ap-
pendix, &c. (see preceding article). 

malham (prob. for A. mulham in 
next article), Silk cloth. 



A mulham, One who lives upon 
wild-fowl or other game; adopted, joined 
to a people ; a kind of cloth or garment;— 
mtilhim, A weaver; one who gives flesh 
(lahm) to eat;—mulahham, Fleshy, corpu-
lent;—mulahhim, One who makes fleshy. 

A AMA* malhamat, A bloody battle. 
A malhiid, (A grave) iu the side of 

which a niche has been dug; the niche it-
self. 

A (j-yaai* malhus, Sucked, licked. 
A t^fcU malhuz, Looked at kindly, viewed 

with affection, regard, or respect; contem-
plated, thought of ;-—malhuz u muhtamal, 
Probable. 

A V^UIJA-U malhuzdt (pi. fem. of malhuz), 
Thoughts, meditations, agitations of mind. 

A malhum, Killed, slain. 
A YJSA* malhun, Erroneous. 
a L^iteU malhi, Peeled (timber). 
A ( f a malkh (v.n.), Going stoutly, tra-

velling fa r ; being much addicted (to 
trifles) ; seizing or catching with the teeth 
and dragging ; the gambols of a horse. 

malakh, A locust; — malakhi dbi 
(daryd'i), A sea-locust, i.e. a shrimp ;— 
malakhi piydda, A grasshopper; a small 
locust whose wings are not yet grown;— 
malakhi khurd, A grasshopper ;—malakh 
zanad kisht-rd, Locusts destroy the seed, 

jpifck* malakhch, Name of a herb which 
intoxicates such animals as eat of it. 

( f a malakh-khwdri, A plague of 
locusts. 

fat, (fa malakh-ehumar, Of the number 
of locusts, innumerable. 

A ufiJs-U mulkhas, A camel examined in 
the eye to ascertain if she be fat enough 
to be slaughtered;—mulakhkhas, Succinctly 
related ; extracted, abridged; summed up ; 
sum; clearly and plainly told ; pure. 

yOjaA- malkhudan, To card cotton. 
koafcU malakhit, Malachite (m.c.). 
A malad (v.n.), Being joyous aud 

cheerful; softness, tenderness; youth; 
freshness and lustre of the face. 

A plA* milddm, Stone for breaking date-
stones. 

A maladan (v.n. of A*), Being 
cheerful and joyous ; youth ; freshness and 
lustre of the countenance. 

A rnildas, A stone with which date-
stones or apricot-stones are broken; power-
ful in venery (a camel). 

A mildagt, A slanderer, calumniator. 
A F AL» mil darn, A stone with which date-

Btones are broken; foolish, slow, and 
heavy ;—muladdam, Mended, patched. 

A maldugji, Stung by a scorpion ; 
bitten by a serpent. 

A -IK* malz, Lying, saying one thing and 
doing another; piercing (with a spear); 
throwing out the feet to the utmost of his 
power in runniug (a horse). 

A mulazzaz, Delicious. 
A fa milazz, Very litigious. 
A milzdb, Extremely avaricious. 
A milzdm, Forceps, pincers which 

hold firmly, a vice ; a press. 
A &fa mulazzaq, Not firmly adhering. 
A f f a milzam, A needle-maker's or fur-

bisher's vice; a press; a vice;—mulzam, 
Conjoined, driven together, annexed, in-
separable ; convinced, convicted, condemned; 
[mulzami zimmat, Obligatory;]—mulzim, 
Compelling, forcing, necessitating. 

&jfa malzuq, Clammy, sticky, cohesive. 
A f f f a malzum, Inseparable, connected, 

affixed ; belonging to ; obliged; attached. 
A yjfa malzun, (A well) thronged by 

men. 
A male, Mixture of darkness and 

light, i.e. twilight; a stuff of mixed silk 
and cotton, or any two differeut materials; 
a mongrel, a mulatto. 

milsa, A stretched rope or a piece 
of wood, on which anything is hung. 

A oLA^ malsd' (fem. of amlas), Smooth, 
bare ; delicate wine gliding smoothly down 
the throat. 

A A-J/. milsad, (A camel's colt) sucking 
much. 

A j(~A« mulassaq, Adopted; adoptive, 
adscititious. 

A y—L* mulassan, (A shoe) sharp-pointed 
like the tongue; possessed of divine elo-
quence in speaking or disputing, gifted with 
a tongue (lisdn). 

A mulassanat, mulassana (fem. of 
the preceding), Sharp-pointed (shoe) ; (a 
woman) whose foot is long and pointed as 
a tongue. 

A b* malsu1, Stung by a serpent or 
scorpion. 

A YY—1>» malsun, A liar; one whose 
tongue (lisdn) has been cut out, 

T malash, Name of a Turkish tribe. 
A malas (v.n.), Falling out of the 

hand from slipperiness;—malis, Slippery 
(rope) which cannot be held with a tight 
grasp. 

A sAA* milsdb, (A sword) fast in the 
sheath. 

A malassat, mala§sa, (A country) 
infested by robbers (lass, &c.). 

A mulsaq, mulassaq, Adopted (son) ; 
a bastard; conjoined, heaped together, 
united, glued, fastened, fixed. 

A rnulsuq, Adhering, joined. 
A kU malt (v.n. j, Plastering (a wall);—milt, 

A thief, or one who appropriates to himself 
whatever comes in his way ; one of unknown 
parents ; [ghulami milt kRilt, A boy born 
of obscure or of mixed parentage ;]—malat 
(v.n.), Having no hairs on the body ; being 
thin-bearded. 

A eUA* milta', SUaL. milt at, A thiu mem-
brane between the flesh of the head and 
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the bone; a wound penetrating to the 
brain. 

A miltde, A stone with which date-
stones are broken ; an iron instrument for 
breaking stones. 

A tUaU miltdt, An oil-mill or press; 
shore of the sea, bank of a river; pro-
jection from the side of a mountain ; an 
excrescence in the side of a camel's head; 
a wound in the head penetrating to the 
brain (see SUA*), 

A AIBU multat (v.n. of Having no 
hairs on tbe body; being thin-bearded. 

A (JAaU mil tas, A stone with which date-
stones are broken. 

A «-ALAU mulattif, An attenuant. 
A ui>U!A* mulattifdt, Attenuating medi-

cines. 
a mulfafa, A note, letter. 
A mallam, (The cheek of a horse) 

distinguished by a mark which is continued 
from the forehead ;—miltam, A floor-cloth, 
especially made of leather ; — mulattam, 
Smitten or buffeted (face) ; ignoble, worth-
less, covetous. 

A fcjJaU maltukh, Bedaubed; in a dirty 
plight. 

A pfa* maltum, Slapped on the cheek, 
buffeted. 

a &1A. malta, The island of Malta. 
A Ĵ oU milt a, A wound penetrating to 

the brain. 
A malatyai, Name of a city in 

Mesopotamia;—mulUyat, A wound reach-
ing the pericranium. 

A kU mulizz, tUA* milzaz, Very importu-
nate in asking. 

A A* maV (v.n.), Travelling quickly and 
lightly;—multi' (pi. of malt'), Large extents 
of level Bterile ground; barren deserts. 

A maVab, A play, pastime, or show ; 
a theatre or place for any similar exhibi-
tion ; a play-ground. 

A mul'ibat, miVabat, mal'abat, mal-
*aba, A little garment without sleeves 
which boys wear at play; a doll, a puppet. 

A mil'aqat, mil'aqa, A spoon; a 
ladle, skimmer, spatula. 

a ASAL* mil'aqa-tardsh, A ladle-
maker. 

a mal'am, A plaster; rubbing the 
body with oil, anointing. 

A mulailan, Cursed, execrated, 
damned. 

A mal'anat, Whatever brings down 
a curse; an abominable deed; curse, 
damnation; a privy; excrement. 

A maVub, (The mouth of a babe) 
emitting saliva; a trick played off upon 
anyone, a hoax. 

A YYA. maVun, fem. maVunat, 
mal'una, Cursed, damned, accursed, exe-
crated, detestable, excommunicated, driven 
out of society, shut out from mercy ; the 

devil; an imp, a devil;—ash' shajaratu 'l-
mal'una, The tree zaqquvi, the damned or 
infernal tree. 

A milgh, A foolish fellow speaking 
obscenely. 

a Ŝ AL. malghat (v.n. of yd), Blundering 
in speech; talking triflingly and nonsensi-
cally. 

A mulahiz. An enigmatist, punster. 
A malgham, An emollient poultice 

or unguent for sores (especially warm). 
A milaff, Anything in which people 

wrap themselves wheu going to sleep, a 
blanket, bedding, night-garments. 

pU mul-farn, Wine-coloured; red, 
ruddy. 

A OUL* mulaffaf.\ Wrapped, folded. 
A kyU malfuz, Uttered, pronounced, 

spoken, expressed; annals. 
A yyVkjA* malfuzdt (pi. fem. of the pre-

ceding), Words, sayings, proverbs, speeches, 
expressions ; utterances ; annals. 

A OyA* malfuf, Wrapped up, involved, 
enclosed, enveloped; folded (letter) ; an 
enclosure; an envelope; anything wrapped 
up or folded (as a cabbage, &c.). 

A iji* maliq, Bland, insincere ; (a horse) 
on whose paces one cannot rely. 

A ^A* mulaqqa, ~ ŜSU mulaqqd, q.v. 
A SUU nialqdt, A ramification at the head 

of the womb ;—mulqat, A thing used and 
thrown away. 

A VT-si* mtdaqqab, Surnamed, nicknamed, 
entitled ;—mulaqqib, A giver of nicknames 
or titles. 

A malaqat, malaqa, A smooth stone ; 
—maliqat, maliqa, Bland (woman). 

A j-aU mulqih, A stallion-camel; one who 
fecundates a palm-tree;—mulaqqah, (A 
female palm-tree) sprinkled with the male 
flowers. 

A oU mulqahat, Pregnant (woman or 
camel) ;—mulqihat, (Wind) making a cloud 
to descend in fructifying showers. 

A iafiJL* milqat, Instrument for picking up. 
A (yd* mulaqqin, Who performs the fune-

ral service (see l» p. 322). 
A jnU malquw, Afflicted with the dis-

ease ayS q.v. 
A AE-̂ aU malquhat, The foetus in the belly 

(of a camel); or whit is in the loins of the 
stallion. 

A L̂ aL* malqut, Collected, picked u p ; a 
foundling. 

A malqa, A place > a man who has 
experienced much good and ill-fortune ; a 
ramification in the head of the womb;— 
mulqa, Brought down (by a fever) ; a place 
where anything is thrown ; a man who has 
seen much good and much evil y—mulql, 
A thrower;—mulaqqd, Thrown, tossed; a 
man who has seen much good and much evil; 
—malqiy, malqi, Thrown, tossed into ; hit-
ting, lighting upon j one who has seen much 
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been much good and evil fortune, who has 

tossed about. 
A malk (v.n.), Possessing, having 

dominion ; a possessor, owner ; — milh 
(v,n.), Possessing, having dominion ; reign-
ing; a kingdom, dominion, possession ; 
property, right;—mulk (v.n.), Possessing, 
having dominion; a kingdom; royalty; 
power, dominion; [mulki drashl, The coun-
try of Iran;—mulki baqd, The futureworld *, 
—mulk farbih kardan, To strengthen an 
empire;—mulk u mal, Landed property and 
money ;—mulk u millai, State and faith, 
worldly and religious matters, Church and 
State;]—malak, An angel; possession of 
a place; that by which anything subsists; 
[malaku 'l-maut, The angel of death, called 
Hzra'il;—malaki 4ar$h, The angel of the 
throne who guards mankind;]—malik, A 
king; a title of honour conferred by the 
sovereigns of Egypt on prime ministers or 
generals ; one of the names of God ; [mali-
ku 't-tujdr, Prince of merchants, a title 
given to tbe chief merchant in a city 
maliku 'sh-shu'ard, Prince of poets; poet 
laureate ;—maliku 'l-'areJi, The Lord of tbe 
throne, God Almighty;—maliki nlmroz, 
Adam; Muhammad ; Rustam Zai; a title 
of tbe governors of Sistan ;]—muluk, Pos-
session;—mullak (pl. of malik), Kings. 

aAU milk, White specks growing at the 
roots of the nails ; a straight road ;—mulk, 
A black grain like a French bean 
q.v., p. 1044). 

KU malkd, (in Zand and Pazand) A 
king. 

A KU malkd, The leader of a Christian 
sect;—mulaka' (pl. of malik), Kings. 

x malahat (pl. of malahat), Pos-
sessions ; habits, principles ; qualities. 

(^SSlXU malhdtigin, Name of a man. 
a ^ mulk-drd, Who adorns the 

kingdom or establishes it in perfect order. 
(JlXU malkdn, Name of the father of 

kh.i?r. 
i-iV^U malhdmya, A sect of Christians 

which attributes divinity to the Virgin 
Mary. 

a malak-awdm, Far-famed. 
A iJX* milhat, Property, possession ; king-

dom, royalty ;—malahat, malaha (v.n. of 
Possessing; possession, rule; an 

acquired habit or principle;—malikat, ma-
liha, A queen ; quickness of apprehension, 
strength of intellect. 

a J s V malak-kMlas, Endowed with 
the virtues of an angel. 

milh-ddr, mulh-dar, A land-holder ; 
rich in possessions. 

A ,JUW mulh-ddri, Government. 
a utt" mulk-rdnl, Rule, sovereignty, 

absolute sway. 
a ftjfy taXU malih-zdda, A king's son, a 

prince. 

a malak-sir a, Of angelic dispo-
sition. 

a UAU mulk-sitdni, Taking oS a 
kingdom or kingdoms, conquest. 

a malak-8imd, Angel-faced. 
a aXL. malik shah, Name of the father 

of Sultan Sanjar, king of Khurasan. 
a us\U malak-sifdt, Of angelic qua-

lities. 
a JU* malak-ji'al, Acting like an 

angel. 
mulkak, mulkal, Mallows. 

a mulk-girl, Government; con-
quest. 

a ft* malah-manzar, With the face 
of an angel, angelical. 

a JV^ «iJL* malah-nihdd, Of angelic nature 
or disposition ; chaste, guileless. 

A malahut, malhut, malhuwat, 
Empire, dominion, power, authority, mag-
nificence ; angels, spirits; the kingdom of 
heaven ;—al-malakut, 'dlami malahut, The 
invisible, contemplative, or intelligent 
world ; the heavenly court, hall of angels. 

malkutd, (in Zand and Pazand) A 
paramount sovereign. 

u-jSCU malkm, Name of a wicked person 
on whose account the deluge was sent, 
according to a notion of the ancient Per-
sians. 

A pft* malki/m, Name of a well at 
Mecca. 

a iXU malaha, malika, see A XSi*. 
a jjiX* malaki, malaldyat, malaklya, 

Angelic; orthodox; who follows the reli-
gion of the king; a Malakite ;—milkl, Pro-
prietary ; relating to ownership in land; a 
landed proprietor* landlord ; , a farmer ; 
[masalihi milklya, Public affairs;]—mulkl, 
Of, or relating to, empire or government; 
pertaining to the country ; national, in-
digenous; native; domestic. 

A malaklyat, malaklya (fem. of ^ f t * 
malaki), The sect of Malakites ;—milklyat, 
Property ; proprietary right in land, r ight; 
possession, use, 

a malakl-sifdt, Of angelic 
temper. 

A J U malal (v.n. of J*) , Being weary, 
languid, vexed;—milal (pl. of millat) Re-
ligions, sects ; peoples, nations; — milali 
ktiffdr, The nations of the infidels;—huququ 
'l-milal, The right of nations. 

A ft* mulimm, Vehement; hard, firm, 
strong ; who approaches to puberty. 

jV+U malmaz, A yellow dye for cloth. 
A mulimmat, mulimma, An accident, 

misfortune. 
A malmas, The touch; a part 

touched; body or skin. 
A gft* mulammafem. mulamma'at, 

mulamma'a, (A horse) of different colours ; 
hence, the Turkish language, as being a 



mixture of Arabic, Persian, aud Turkish.; 
a poem, the hemisticha or distichs of which 
are written in Persian and Arabic alter-
nately, and which is allowable as far as ten 
distichB in each language ; br ight ; gilded; 
plated, electro-plated ; a coating of gold or 
silver ; speciousness ; imposition. 

a fa mulamma'-edz, fa mulam-
ma'-har, fa £<1* mulamma'-gar, A gilder, 
plater; a hypocrite, dissembler, traitor;— 
mulamma'-hdri ehaitani, One who makes 
falsehood appear as truth, an impoBtor. 

J+U malrnal, Muslin, 
A malmus, Smoothed (pack-

Baddle), freed from crookedness, uneven-
ness, and inequality. 

A i»>L,j*i* malmuedt, Tangible things, 
A f f a ^ tnalmum, Collected together; 

round; insane, crazy, 
mabnlZy A certain yellow dye. 

^A^AU milinjidan, To attract, draw up ; 
hang. 

a l̂ JjaifAL* malankhuliya, Melancholy. 
muland, One wbo listens, or is atten-

tive and obedient; much talking. 
malang, A man barefoot and bare-

headed, ecstasied; a religious enthusiast; 
(prohib. of langidan), Do not limp, &c. 

A A* malty, A going quick, running vio-
lently. 

A tffa* milwdk, (A horse, Ac.) soon be-
coming thirsty; a decoy bird. 

A &\fa malcman (du. of mala?), Day and 
night. 

A <±>fa* milwas, A man, family, or tribe 
distinguished for nobility ; — mulauwas, 
Stained, polluted, defiled, nasty. 

A tfa* muluh, Z*-fa muluhat (v.n. of jJ**), 
Baing Bait (as water) ; being beautiful; 
saltness, brackishness. 

WÂ U mulukhiyd, A kind of marshmal-
low, 

A A fa* milwas, A pretended friend; a 
liar. 

A milwazat, Asylum, refuge, strong-
hold. 

A m u l a u w a z , Stuffed with almonds; 
almond-shaped, resembling almonds. 

A &~fa mulusat (v.n. of yA*), Being 
sleek, soft, smooth, bare; smoothness, 
sleekness. 

A lefa mulut (pi. of milt), Thieves or 
worthleBB fellows; born of unknown 
parents. 

A <d>fa* muluh (pi. of malih), Kings, 
\£fa* maluhd, The head of a Christian 

Beet. 
a ( - f a f a mulukdn (with P. pi. termination 

to A. pi. muluk), Kings. 
a m\ifa* mulukdna, Royal, princely, like 

a king;—khwdncha'i ta'ami mulukdna., A 
trayful of viands fit for a king: royal 
dainties. 

A Kfa muluhat, Possession ; servitude; 
—maluha, The Molucca islands. 

a ^ f a mulukl, Royal, regal, kingly, 
A t-t^fa mulukiya, = WÂL* q.v. 
A J f a malul, fem. <&fa* malulat, malula, 

Fatigued, t ired; sick, languid; melancholy, 
vexed, sad, dejected, out of spirits ;—malul 
shudan, To be afflicted ; to be tired of any-
thing; to feel ennui. 

a *fa* malold, Vexation, grief, affliction, 
sadness, melancholy. 

a ^Jfa maluli, Weariness, disgust. 
A f»fa* malum, Reprehended, reproached, 

blamed; accused. 
A mulauwan, Coloured, of various 

colours; variegated. 
s r muluniyd, A long melon. 
A <^fa* malwi, mulauwd, Distorted, 

crooked. 
A malawain (obi. du. of mala'), 

Day and night. 
malla, A piece of nankeen; a bug 

(m.c.);—mulla, malla (?), A decoy-bird 
(see mulla) ;—milla, = A q.v. 

A s — m i l h a b , Extremely fair;—mulah-
hdb, Cloth not saturated with dye. 

malhali, Liquorice. 
A Â U mulahhad, Injuriously or iniqui-

tously used. 
A ijifa mulahhaq, Made white, whitened. 
f+fa malham (for mar ham), A salve, 

plaster ;—malhami jigari jarlh, A balm for 
the wounded heart. 

A pfa milham, Gluttonous ; — mulham, 
Inspired;—mulhim, An inspirer. 

a UA- mulhamdn (P. pi. of mulham), 
Persons inspired by God, guided by divine 
wisdom, 

malham-say, One who prepares 
a plaster or rubs a salve. 

A yifa malhuw, Played, amused. 
A <*r>yfa* malhub, Kindled, inflamed. 
A wyfa* malhut, Name of the fish which 

Muhammadans imagine supports the world. 
A malhuz, Marked with the first 

appearance of grey hairs. 
A ^yfa* mulhuf, Injured, oppressed, 

afflicted, sighing, sad, distressed;—mal-
hufu yl-qalb, Pained at heart. 

A f f f a malhum, Inspired. 
A <$y*ffa malhumun "(pi. of the pre-

ceding), Inspired ones, the inspired. 
A malhd, A place of entertainment; 

—milhd, Any instrument used in play or 
by way of recreation; likewise a musical 
instrument, or the art of performing;— 
mulhi, A mimic, buffoon, jester, one who 
affords amusement. 

A JJL- mail, mali, Opulent, wealthy ; full, 
complete;—mail, A portion of anage ; along 
hour; a long time; lasting long;—milli, 
fem. iA* miUiyat, millxya,Popular,national; 
— huhumati milliya, Democratic govern-
ment. 



A malvy-an, For a long- while. 
malibdr, Malabar in India. 

A i m i l y a s , Strung, powerful;—mu-
laiyas, Base, contemptible. 

A malij, A suckling. 
A malih,, Beautiful; agreeable, sweet, 

charming ; salt water (well); saltish (fish). 
a malih-guy, Eloquent, charming 

speaker. 
A (ft* malikh, Insipid (meat) ; weak, 

corrupt. 
A yd- maltz, A place of refuge, asylum, 
a I — m a i l e d , Balm, mint. 
A nU~ai/» mulaisd', The time between sun-

set and even ing-prayer; the In oath of 
Safar; name of a fort in Taif. 

A Swift walk (?) _ 
A JosJU mailt, (A foetus) without hair; an 

abortion. 
o UftL» ma lit a md, ~ V^kJU q.y, 
A. &-*mali', A barren desert; level and 

sterile ground. 
A malik, A king;—maliku 'n-naM, 

King of the bees;—maliku 'n-nuha, A pos-
sessor of understanding; intelligent, one 
who is in his right mind. 

A malil, (Bread) baked (under the 
ashes; (meat) dressed amongst the ashes 
called mallat. 

A AM'* malilat, malila, The heat of a fever 
penetrating to the bones. 

A ft" malim, Reproved, blamed;—mu-
Jim, An accuser, censurer, blamer; repre-
hensible, deserving censure ;— rubba IdH-
min mullmun, Many a censurer is deserving 
of censure. 

a tft* maM-maiddn, Apparent, 
public. 

A mulaiyan, Softened, soothed, paci-
fied, pleased ; favourable; moved (bowels); 
—mulaiyin, Softening, emollient; a lenitive, 
laxative, aperient. 

A &J*tL* malyanat, maty ana, A soft thing 
laid under the head. 

f j i f t * malyue, Name of a Greek island 
from which sealing clay is obtained. 

tift* milyun, A million (m.c. from F. or 
E.). 

A mam (a contraction of manmu'), In-
admissible ; (of musaUam) granted; — 
mimma, and — 

A U<» mimmd (for min nw), From or of 
that which; from what cause ? 

A ifttf* mumaarat (v.n. & of Com-
mitting mutual hostilities. 

A mumaanat (v.n. 3 of Giving 
attention to; worthy, deserving of. 

A cwU* mamdt, Place or time of death; 
death ; [mamdt yaftan, To die;]—mumdt, 
Mortal; obsolete,, disused (verb). 

A ** mumdtakat (v.n. 3 of «&3^),Con-
stracting, engaging to give marriage-por-
tions to each other. 

A mumatin,Great, distant (journey ). 

mumdtanai (v.n. 3 of Re-
tiring a great way off ; putliug off. 

a mantdii, Referring to death 
mortal. 

A mmndsil, Alike, resembling, 
equal, similar, identical; comparable ; — 
mumdsil shudan, To resemble ;—ghair-mu-
mdsil,. Dissimilar. 

A mumdsalai (v.n. 3 of J*"), Being 
like, resembling; resemblance, similitude, 
allusion. 

A S J ^ W * mumdjadat (v.N. 3 of A ^ ) , Con-
tending for glory (majd); boasting, glory-
ing in. 

A fiy^U" mumdjarat (v.n. 3 of j^*), Taking 
usury in buying and selling. 

A mwmdja'at (vm. 3 of 
Sneering, ridiculing; being petulant, im-
pudent, saucy ; talking obscenely amongst 
themselves. 

A usUl** mumdhik, Quarrelsome; a 
brawler. 

A micmahakat (v.n. 3 of 
Disputing, wrangling. 

A mumdhalai (v.n. 3 of J-***), Deal-
ing fraudulently one with another. 

A mumaddt (v.n. 3 of ^A^), Bear-
ing with, tolerating, granting a delay. 

A SJU* mutiiaddat (v.n. 3 of Ex-
tending, stretching; prolonging; deferring 
payment. 

A SUU-* mumdzdt (v.n. 3 of ^J^) , Playing 
and toying together (men and women). 

A mumdziq1 Untrue in love or 
friendship. 

A i i jW- mumdzaqat (v.n. 3 of 
Showing a pretended regard or feigned 
love. 

A SVjU-* mumdTdt (v.n. 3 of Dis-
puting, contending with, quarrelling, oppo-
sing ; doubting, suspecting; contention, 
opposition. 

A %ft* mumdrrat (v.n. 3 of "-), Going 
along with another. 

A {j*ft** mumarisy Devoted, addicted; 
studious. 

A lL*ft** mumdrasat (v.n. 3 of tj*y), 
Managing (affairs), applying with great 
attention (to), involving oneself (in them) ; 
handling, manipulating; remedying, cur-
ing ; trying, testing; close application to 
study, practice, management. 

A mumaratat (v.n. 3 of ^>y), Pul-
ling the hair ; tearing, scratching with the 
nails. 

mumdzajat (v.n. 3 of ty*), Mixing 
together; muddling, stupefying. 

A mumdzahat (v.n. 3 of ty), Play-
ing, sporting, jesting (with another). 

A mumdzaqat (v.n. 3 of j j y ) , En-
deavouring to outstrip (in a race). 

A Zjbft* mumdzahat (for A play-
ing together. 



A mim'as, A calumniator, whis-
perer. 

mumds, Low (place), a ditcb. 
A Y N U * mumdss, Touching, tangent, con-

tiguous ; (in math.) a tangent; — mu-
massu 't-tamdm, A co-tangent. 

A mumassat (v.n. 3 of 0-»*), Touch-
ing (another); lying with ; contact; touch ; 
coition. 

A mumasahat (r.n. 3 of ^ y ) , 
Coaxing, caressing. 

mumdsh, A hoe ; low, not high. 
A mumdsh at, A walking along with ; 

complying with ; condescension ; following 
a line of conduct, a system, a doctrine; 
management of a business, &c. 

A MAU* maimdshaqai (v.n. 3 of <>£*•), 
Striving with in drawing or reproaching. 

A mumdsa'at, A fighting with 
swords. 

A JiU>* mumdtil, One who delays pay-
ment. 

A ALTW* mumdtalat (v.n. 3 of Jk«), De-
ferring payment; granting a delay for the 
payment of a debt; being dilatory in 
performing a promise. 

A IACU- mumd'ik, One who delays pay-
ment. 

A mumd'akat, A delaving, puttihg 
off. 

A ^U* mumdghasat (v.n. 3 of TJLJU), 
Rubbing one another; contending, liti-
gating ; altercation, animosity. 

A ( J A U - * mumdkis, One who bids against 
another at a sale ; an unfair, roguish, hag-
gling fellow. 

A mumdkasat (v.n. 3 of 
Bidding against another; bating, lowering 
a price, haggling ; acting like a niggard. 

A J iU* mumakil, One who collects all 
together. 

A JW* mamdl (v.n. of J ^ ) , Inclining, 
having a propensity; declining, deviating 
from, propensity, inclination ; — mumdl, 
Inclined ; (the vowel fatha) sounded like 
kasr, 

A mumdla'at (v.n. 3 of Assist-
ing. _ 

A isJW* mumdlasat (v.n. 3 of Act-
ing hypocritically, dissembling; playing, 
joking, toying. 

A mumdlahat (v.n. 3 of J^*), Eat-
ing another's salt as a pledge of friend-
ship ; confiding mutually. 

A &JU- mumdlatat (v.n. 3 of IA»), Re-
peating half a verse which another finisbes. 

A i*iU* mumdlaghat, A jesting obscenely. 
A &sJU* mumdlaqat, A flattering, sooth-

ing. 
A mamdlik (pi. of mamlakat), 

Kingdoms, provinces, dominions, states, 
regions, estates, possessions, crown-lands ; 
a kingdom, realm, empire, dominion;— 
mamdliki ghair-a in, Non-regulation pro-

vinces ; — mamdliki mahrusa (mahrusa i 
(usmdniya), The Ottoman empire, or the 
protected dominion of Osman;—mamdliki 
maghrihi u shimdli, North-Western Pro-
vinces ;—mamdliki mufauwaza, Ceded pro-
vinces. 

A mamdlik (pi. of vnamluk), Ser-
vants, slaves, either purchased or taken in 
war; mamalukes ;—aqallu'l'mamdlik, The 
lowest of slares, humblest of servants. 

A &W* mumdnnat (v.n. 3 of Helping 
one; going and coming repeatedly on his 
affairs. 

A mumdniA hinderer, an opposer; 
one who forbids, impedes, obstructs; re-
bellious. 

A mumdna'at (v.n. 3 of Pre-
venting, forbidding, prohibiting, driving 
away, repelling; prohibition, obstruction, 
obstacle, repulse, prevention. 

A Sy&U* mumdharat (v.n. 3 of y ) , Con-
tracting, engaging to give marriage-por-
tions (mahr). 

A mumdyalat (v.n. 3 of J**), Con-
ciliating, causing to incline to one another; 
making a hostile incursion on one another. 

A mumtad, One who gives, or who 
asks for a present. 

A fa** mumtdr, Sent in quest of pro-
visions. 

A fa** mumtdz, Chosen, distinguished, 
select, choice; eminent, excellent, illus-
trious; separate, distinct;—mumtdz shudan 
az, To be distinct, <&c., from. 

A mumtasil, Obedient, obsequious, 
obeying orders; a follower or observer (of 
religion, law, or custom) ; an imitator. 

A us*!***" mumtahish, Burnt, scorched. 
A JMTE^** mumtahiq, Abolished, obliterated; 

burnt; diminished, perished. 
A mumtahan, Examined; an ex-

aminee ; experienced, tried ; skilful;—mum-
tahin, One who tries, proves, examines, or 
weighs (words) ; an expert;—mumtahini 
kimiyd, A chemical examiner. 

A jtx&u* mumtakhiz, (Milk) shaken in 
the churn; (a foetus) stirring in the belly. 

A mumtakhit, One who blows his 
nose; one who draws a sword; who ex-
tracts, shakes out; who seizes (what is in 
another's hand). 

A ja** mumtadd, Extended, prolonged, 
protracted, stretched ; name of a metre. 

A e-^*-* mumtadih, A praiser. 
A mumtadi, One who draws out; 

long. 
A mumtaziq, (Milk) diluted with 

water. 
A ^f** mumtari, Doubtful about (a 

thing). 
A ty* mumtazij, Mingled, mixed, com-

pounded; accustomed, used to, agreeing 
with one's constitution (mizdj). 



user, an enjoyer; 

A mumiasik, Holding fast. 
A ia£z** mumtashii, Combed; one who 

combs himself. 
A g&x** mumtashi', A spoiler, snatcher, 

seizer. 
A mumtashiq, A snatcher; a cut-

ter ; who milks the udder dry. 
A Jfa** mumtatil, One who delays a term 

of payment; (a plant) growing long. 
A fj**** mumtati, Who uses as a beast of 

burden. 
A gz** mumatti', A 

enjoyable, 
A mumta'id, A seizer, snatcher. 
A {j»s+* mumta'iz, Angry ; difficult. 
A mumta'il, Who snatches hastily. 
A mumtaqil, Who dives again and 

again. 
A fax*** mumtakir, Coloured with red 

earth. 
A J*** mumtill, One who puts bread on 

the ashes to bake; one who embraces a 
sect or creed (millat). 

A jfa** mumtalij, Who sucks milk. 
A pliu-* mumtalih, Who mixes falsehood 

with truth. 
A mwmtaliJsh, One who draws, pulls 

out, or extracts. 
A mumtali', mumiali, Filled, re-

plete, heaped, full. 
A mumtanah, Enriched (with 

wealth) by God;—mumtanih, A receiver 
of a present; a beneficiary; a giver of 
richeB. 

A mumtani', Prohibited; impos-
sible; one who abstains from or desists; 
inaccessible (mountain); — mumtani'u 'l-
frusul, What cannot be obtained or brought 
about, impracticable;—mumtani'u 'l-'Udj, 
Incurable; — mumtani'u 'l-wusul, Inacces-
sible. 

A W W U A S ^ mumtani'dt, Impossibilities. 
A y^** mumtahin, Who receives as a 

servant; one who enters into service; 
weak ; contemptible. 

A J-U^ mumdl, One who punishes by 
way of example; who kills a homicide in 
retaliation ; — mumassal, Pictured, repre-
sented. 

A YJFC*'* mam sun, Pained in the bladder. 
A mumajjad, Glorified, glorious. 
A mimhdt, A cloth for wiping the 

privities. 
A JW*>* mimhdl, Barren, smitten with 

dearth. 
A mumhash, Burnt (bread) ;— 

mumhish, Burning, blistering. 
A mumhishat, Barren, burning 

(year). 
A J * * - mumhil, (Earth) parched for 

want of rain. 
a yas** mamhu, Obliterated, defaced. 
A ^y*** mamhus, Polished, shining, 

glittering (spear). 

A mamhuz, Pure, unmixed, un-
alloyed, 

a raamhl, Effaced, obliterated. 
A £** mumikhkh, fem. ISFC** mumikhkhat, 

mumikhkha. Full of marrow (mukhkh) j 
fat. 

A mimkhdz, I / A * * - * mimkhaz, 
mimkha?at, A leathern bottle churn; 

any vessel in which milk is churned. 
A JYAFC*- mumakkraq, Dispersed (crowd). 
A mamkhuz, Churned (milk). 
A A** mumidd, An extender, prolonger, 

protractor; a helper, an assistant; a fur-
nisher of supplies. 

A C-4*-" mumaddah, Lauded, greatly ex-
tolled. 

A mumaddad, Stretched, extended. 
A mumaddar, Plastered with clay. 
A tyU* mimdarat, mamdarat, A place 

whence pure clay (madar) is taken. 
A mamduh, Praised, celebrated, 

famous, laudable, commendable. 
A W W J A * * mamduhdt, Laudable acts or 

things. 
A mamduhin (obi. pi. of mamduh, 

also used as nom,), The praised; the 
famous, 

A j^a** mamdud, fem. mamdudat, 
mamduda, Extended, protracted, lengthened 
out; marked with the sign madda — ;— 
mamdud bad, May it (life, prosperity, Ac,) 
be prolonged or lasting;—alifi mamduda, 
The lengthened alif. 

A Jy**-* mamzuq, (Milk) mixed with 
water. 

A y** mamarr, in P. also mamar (v.n. of 
y*), Departing, passing by, proceeding; 
place of passage or transit ; pass, passage, 
transit, ford ; a canal; (met.) account, 
cause;—mamarri nds, The transit of man, 
i.e. death; a beaten path. 

A C W mimrdh, Actively, sprightly 
(horse). 

A J>\y** mimrdz, One very sick; very ill 
in health. 

A fay mumarjal, A garment remark-
able for its colour and figures; marked 
with the figure of a cauldron (mirjal). 

A z y mimrah, Active, sprightly (horse). 
A <iy** mumarrad, Lofty (building). 
A <J>y*>* mumri?, Au, attendant on the 

sick. 
A £y** mumarrigh, A wallower on the 

ground. 
A &y** mimraghat. The blind gut. 
A jy** mamrur, Troubled with bile, 

bilious. 
A rnamrus, Steeped. 
A r4* mumri', Wholesome, digestible 

(food);—mumri, In a proper train (busi-
ness). 

A &y** mumazzaj, Mixed; compound. 
A j)** mumazzaq, Tearing; torn. 
A mamzuj, Tempered, mixed;— 



bdda'i (shardbi') mamzuj, Wine diluted 
(•with water, opp, to ?irf) ;—shar hi mamzuj, 
A mixed or miscellaneous commentary. 

A tyy** maimuq, Tom, rent. 
A rtiumsik, Who holds, contains, 

retains, seizes; one who restrains himself 
(from speaking); avaricious, stingy, par-
simonious ; economical; a miser, niggard; 
—mumassa,k, (A garment) perfumed with 
musk ; (a medicine) mixed with musk. 

a mumsiki, Parsimony, stingi-
ness, avarice. 

A tj~~** mamsuh, Cleaned, wiped; po-
lished, furbished; anointed. 

A mamgukh, Changed, metamor-
phosed into a deformed shape. 

A mamsud, Excellently or elegantly 
formed by nature, well knit in the bones. 

A mamsus, Touched ; tangible ; 
furious. 

A +* mumsd (v.n. 4 of (J—*), Being 
evening, becoming evening; a monk's 
cell; the place where the evening is passed; 
—mumsi, Late in the evening ; one who 
comes or does anything in the evening. 

A mamshd, = q.v. 
A SU^* mamshdt, A causeway, path by 

which one walks. 
a <5iU- mamshd-Jchdna, A privy. 
A mimshat, A comb. 
A mumashshaq, Dyed with red 

earth. 
A TYFC*^ mamshut, Combed ; (a camel) 

marked with tbe sign musht. 
A J>ft+* mamshuq, fem. mamshu-

qat, mamshuqa, Slender-waisted (horse); 
tall and slender (girl). 

A ̂ ft** mamshd (v.n. of Walking ; 
—mamshl, mamshd, A place of walking, a 
pleasure-walk ; a privy; — mumshi, One 
who observes (the law). 

A ya+* mumassar, Coloured with red 
clay. 

A UIILA-O*̂  mumast,ak, Mixed with gum 
mastic. 

A mimsal, A press, strainer, or 
cauldron used by dyers; — mumsil, (A 
sheep) whose milk separates from the 
serum before being churned. 

A mumizz, Hot, burning (collyrium). 
A rnamzaghat, Mastication ; root of 

the jaw. 
A fcy±** mamzugh. Masticated, chewed. 
A mumzd, Subscribed, authenti-

cated; an authentic writing; brought to 
an end, terminated ;—mumzd u musajjal, 
Signed and sealed. 

a. ft* mamtar, mimtar, %ft* mimtarat, 
A woollen cloak to protect one from the 
rain (matar) ;—mumtir, Eainy (day). 

A )ft* mam tier, Wetted with rain (ma-
£ar), rained upon. 

A Aft* mamtiil, Extended; put off (cre-
ditor). 

A mim'ad, A wolf that steals rapidly 
along. 

A T * * * muma"it, "Very tall. 
A mim'ak, One who puts off pay-

ment. 
A mam'Hd, Disordered in the sto-

mach (mi'da). 
A mam'iit, Drawn, drawn out, 

drawn in front of; —hdjibi mam'iit, A drawn 
curtain. 

A J f + * m a m ' u l , Gelded (ass). 
A •ft** mumaghghar, Coloured with the 

red earth maghrat;—mumaghgiir, (An un-
ripe date) of the colour of maghrat. 

A mimghal. Desirous of eating earth 
(camel). 

A tfft** mamghus, Griped, troubled with 
cholie. 

A ft* mumqir, Acid, bitter. 
A mamqut, Hated, held as an 

enemy. 
A j f t * mamqur, Steeped in brine, salted 

(fish). 
A t f t * mamku', H i t ; reviled. 
A ft** tnumakkir, A regrater, forestalled 
A mimkal, A well containing little 

water; a well wherein is water. 
A (.ft'+* mumkan, mumakkan, Confirmed, 

established ;—mumkin, fem. mumki-
nat, mumkina, Possible, practicable, fea-
sible ; contingent; liable ;—mumkinu H-
tabdil, Changeable, commutable ;—mumkinu 
H-taqsim, Liable to partition; divisible;— 
mumhinu'l-husul, Procurable, attainable ;— 
mumkinu'd-dukh&l, Accessible ;—mumkinu 
1z-zird'at, Capable of cultivation ; arable;— 
mumkinu 'l-wuquPossible to happen; 
likely to arise;—mumkin shudan, To be 
possible ;—natd'iji mumkina, Possible re-
sults or consequences. 

A S+* mumkindt, Possibilities. 
A mamkur, Coloured with red 

earth. 
A vii ft** mamkuk, Sucked, especially 

marrow. 
J** mumul, A blemish or disease in the 

eye. 
A J*-* mumall, Beaten (path) ; frequently 

repeated or quoted ; worn (thing) ;—mu-
mill, One who wearies; wearisome, fatigu-
ing, annoying disgusting. 

A (ft** mimldn, The first king of Azar-
baijan. 

A {ft* mumallah, Salted. 
A t s W ^ mamlahat, mamlaha, A salt-

work a salt-cellar; name of a place in 
Cyprus. 

mamlakht. A shoe or slipper. 
A ^R-U.* mumallas, Smooth, bare, sleek, 

slippery. 
A mumallak, Put into one's posses-

sion (property) ; enriched, made possessor; 
a king \~~mumallik, One who constitutes 
(another) possessor; who puts in possession. 



A mamluhat, mamlahat (v.n. of 
Possessing, having dominion, hold-

ing ; empire, kingdom, realm; country, 
province, district, possession; sovereignty, 
dominion; regal power, grandeur, magnifi-
cence \~mamlahat randan, To sway the 
sceptre. 

a bUJ ut-Xmamlahat-pandh, Asylum or 
defender of the kingdom, i.e. the king. 

a mamlahat-pan dhi, Defence 
of the kingdom, i.e. royal authority, em-
pire. 

a ( j m a m l a k a t a i n (obi. du. used as 
nom.), The two principalities of Moldavia 
and Wallachia. 

A fa* mamluw, mamlu, Full, filled, re-
plete ; indisposed through repletion. 

A zfa* mamliih, Salted salt picklea. 
A UWLA-YU* mamluhat, Salted meats; 

pickles. 
A yfa* mamlus, (Castrated) boy. 
A dfa* mamliih, fem. iSfa* mamluhat, 

mamluha, Possessed, in one's power; a 
purchased slave or captive ; a white slave, 
a Maraaluke ;—mamluha u maqbuza, Pur-
chased and possessed;—ghulami mamliih, 
A slave-boy, 

A Ufa* mamluhat, Property, estate., 
a ,^fa* mamluhi, Servile condition, ser-

vitude. 
A ^JLt.* mamluhiyat, Slavery ; captivity. 
A J f a - mamlul, (Bread) baked under 

the ashes ; tired with, weary of, disgusted 
with. 

mamin, (in Zand and Pazand) 
What? 

A mimman, miman (for min man), 
Than him who. 

A mamnu', Prohibited, forbidden ; 
restrained ; illicit; contraband; (in gram.) 
deprived of tanwin and of all variation in 
inflection. 

mamnu'at, pi. of— 
A mamnu'at, mamnu1 a (fem. of 

mamnu'), Forbidden ; a forbidden thing; 
—fdhihati mamnu'a, Forbidden fruit . 

A yy* mamnun, Obliged, who has re-
ceived a favour; obliged; grateful, thank-
ful ; diminished, broken off ;—mamnun 
hardan, To favour, oblige; — ghair-mam-
nun, Undiminished, eternal;—ajri ghair-
mamnun, Eternal reward. 

a ifay*** mamnuni, Obligation. 
ma-mol (prohib. of molidan), Do not 

delay, etc. (see ( j ^y^) . 
mamold, A wagtail (Motacilla). 

A mamum, Pleuritic; small-pocked. 
A mumauwah, Gilded, washed over 

with gold; falsified, adulterated ; insincere. 
a &+* mama, The breast; nipple, teat. 
A <3^(4* mumahhad, Levelled, smoothed; 

disposed, arranged ; well-laid (foundation) ; 
—mumahhid, One who lays a foundation ; 
founding, confirming. 

A y mumhir, (A mare) followed by a 
colt. 

A JV*" mumhil, Slow, granting delay, 
a y mamku, Thin, watery (milk). 
A M-** mamhur, Signed, sealed. 
A FYYV*" mamhur at, mamhura, Dowered, 

portioned (woman). 
A mumit, Who or what causes 

death; mortal, fatal, deadly; one of the 
names of God. 

mumaiyaz, Distinguished; dis-
cerned ;—mumaiyiz, Judicious, discrimina-
ting ; a discerner ; an examiner; an officer 
whose duty it is to examine drafts of re-
ports, &c. to see they are properly worded. 

a mumaiyiza (fem. of mumaiyijt). 
The discriminating power or faculty; dis-
cernment, judgment. 

a i j y mumaiyizi, Discrimination, judg-
ment. 

A J S * * mamil (v.n. of Jo-*), Inclining, 
having a propensity; deviating, swerving; 
inclination, propensity; bias-

a fjs** mam'l, Made a hundred (mi1 at), 
y* man, I ; me; the heart, mind, soul; 

(for A. mann) a weight which varies ac-
cording to the custom of the country, from 
40 to 84 lbs.; the hole of a balance through 
which the tongue plays ; a heap or pile of 
anything; (for A. mann) benefit, gift, 
favour ; (for A. mann) Manna ; — mani 
khwud-am. I myself;—az man, From, or 
than me;—in az dni man-ast, This is mine ; 
—ba man zadan, To weigh by tbe measure 
man; to weigh. 

A man (pron. of com. gender, singu-
lar and plural), He who, she who, they 
who ; whn ? whosoever, whatsoever, every 
one (either interrogatively or not) ; some 
one, any one, a certain person ; [maw hafara 
bir-an li-dkhi-hi fa-gad waqa'a fi-hi, Who-
ever digs a pit for his brother falls into 
it (proverb quoted in m.c.) ;] — mann, A 
measure for dry goods; a weight of 40 sers, 
a maund ; a pair of scales; (v.n.) reproach-
ing for or taunting with a benefit received; 
being benevolent, benign, propitious ; con-
ferring a benefit upon; manna, a species 
of honey-dew; [manni salwd, The manna 
and quails of the Israelites ;]—min, From; 
of ; out of ; on, upon (syn. with P. az) ; 
[min ajl, For the sake of; — mina 'l-dn, 
Henceforth, after this, from this time for-
ward ;—min auwal yaum, From the first 
day ;—min auwali-hi ild afchiri-hi, From 
first to last;—mim ba'd, After, hereafter; 
presently ; never, in no shape;—mim ba'da-
ma, After tha t ; — min jumla, Among, 
among all; in all ; out of the whole; from 
among ; out of ; upon the whole ; totally, 
universally;—min dun, Besides, except; 
—min (mir) rabbi, From my Lord ;—min 
faraf, Apart;—min faraj, From joy;—min 
fauq, From above;—min qabl, Formerly;—• 



min kulli wajh (wujuh), In every manner, 
in all respects;—min wa 'an, As it is, or 
was; circumstantially; to the very letter ; 
—min hund (hunak), Hence ;—min-hund 
wa-huna, On every side;—hech mim ba'd, 
Never hereafter;] — minn, Beneficence, 
grace, favour. (See also the preceding 
article.) 

^ mand (in Zand and Pazand) Open, 
displayed, wide, spacious. 

A mand, Death ; destiny, fate. 
A S ^ * mandb (v.n. of s->y), Supplying 

the place (of another), doing anything for 
him; acting as a locum tenens ; a lieute-
nant, a substitute; lieutenancy, vicegerency; 
the place where anyone is, or acts as, a 
substitute. 

A munaba'at (v.n. 3 of *V), An-
nouncing (anything to another). 

A mandbit (pl. of mambit), Places 
where plants naturally grow, their habitat. 

A mundbazat (v.n. 3 of -M), Saying, 
Throw the cloth to me, or I will tbrow it 
to you (a kind of contract in buying and 
selling) ; recoiling mutually (two parties in 
battle) ; carrying on a war openly; retiring 
from an adversary in battle. 

A;*Li* mandbir (pl. of mirnbar), Pulpits, 
rostra. 

A mundbazat, A calling one another 
names. 

mandbi' (pl. of mimba'), Foun-
tains. 

A <si»U« munabalat (v.n. 3 of J+J), Con-
tending, endeavouring to excel in dexterity 
or archery. 

A mandt, in P. c^U*, One of the 
three chief idols of the pagan citizens of 
Mecca (the others being al-lat and 'uzzd) ; 
—manndt, mandt (pl. of A. mann), Maunds. 

munat, Russian rouble (from It. 
moneta through R.). 

A SWU- mundjdt, in P. (v.n. 3 of 
Telling a secret; speaking privately 

with another ; prayers, recommendations; 
an addreBS to the Deity ; a silent and fer-
vent prayer, inward converse with God. 

A mandjih (pl. of munjih), Happy, 
prosperous, fortunate, successful in busi-
ness (men). 

A mandjid (pl. of minjad), Broad 
gold necklaces, adorned with jewels and 
pearls, hanging below the breasts ;—mund-
jid, A defender, assistant; one who fights 
a battle. 

mundjiz, A champion; one who 
goes forth to the place of combat. 

A mundjazat (v.n. 3 of yp), Pre-
paring for battle, descending into the place 
of combat. 

A manajil (pl. of minjal), Sickles. 
A f-tfimandjih (pl. of munjih), For-

tunate, prosperous (men). 

A (JM-VA* manajiq (pl. of manjaniq), 
"Warlike engines for casting stones, balistse, 

A y-FL-Û  manajln (pl. of manjanun), 
Wheels for raising water from rivers or 
wells, or used in watering gardens. 

y&r ^ mand-chihr, Of an open face or 
countenance. 

' A mandh (v.n. of c / ) , Mourning (for 
a deceased husband) ; — mannah, A giver, 
bestower. 

A manahai, A house of mourning. 
A u-oL* mandhis, Unfortunate (things). 
C^* mandMk, Close; open. 
A mundkh, A place where a camel 

lies down ; one's quarters. 
AĴ A -̂* mandkhir, y^^* mandkhir (pl. of 

minkhar), Nostrils;—mandkhlri dar, Folds 
of a door. 

A mandkhil (pl. of minkhal), 
Sieves. 

a mandkhili, A sieve-maker. 
A mundddt, in P. cyWU* (v.n. 3 of 

Calling to one, invoking, convoking, 
proclaiming ; a proclamation ; — munadat 
kardan; To proclaim, to make a proclama-
tion. 

A munaddat, The act of opposing, 
resisting. 

A munddaeat (v.n. 3 of (j-^), Con-
tending in piercing with a spear. 

A munddim, A companion, intimate. 
A munddamat (v.n. 3 of P^), Be-

ing a confidential or boon-companion ; con-
viviality; a social gathering, banquet, 
festive entertainment. 

a manddi, Proclamations ; [manadi 
kardan, To make a proclamation;]—mundda, 
Proclaimed ; proclamation ; public cry ; a 
person called or addressed ; (in gram.) the 
vocative case;—munadl, A crier, herald, 
pioclaimer; a small drum that is beat 
about to notify or proclaim anything;— 
munadiH islam, One who calls to prayers, 
a muezzin. 

a <jj ^ ^ munddi-zan, One who beats a 
drum ; a public crier. 

a manadi-gdh, Place where 
proclamations are made. 

A J I J U * manddil (pl. of mandil), Towels, 
napkins, pocket-handkerchiefs. 

A JOLL* mandzir, Admonishers, exhorters. 
A SjiU* mandzir at, Men of the tribe of 

Munzir. 
A jU* mandr, Place where a light is seen 

or kindled; a candlestick, lamp, lantern; 
a lighthouse; a lofty tower joining the 
Muhammadan mosques, from which the 
crier calls the people to prayers (as they 
use no bells) ; a watch-tower ; (met.) penis; 
—manari kalla, see under Aii";—mandri 
gulbdr, A high tower in the city Gulbar. 

A SjU- manarat, manara, A candlestick, 
lamp; a lighthouse ; a slender lofty tur-
ret from whose projecting balcony the 



people are called to prayer6; a minaret; a 
column (m.c.) ; — man&ra'i zhuya, The 
column of July in Paris (m.c., Colonne de 
Juillet) ;—mandra'i wandom, Column of 
the Place Yend&me in Paris (m.c.). 

a fa* mandr-qamat, Of a towering 
statue. 

A £fa* manazi', Competitions, disputes ; 
—mvndzi', Contentious, litigious, opposed 
to, refractory./ 

a munazi'dn (P. pi. of mundzV), 
Adverse parties, competitors. 

A In fa* mundza'at (v.n. 3 of ty), Con-
tending (against another), opposing, liti-
gating; contest, litigation, controversy, 
altercation, fierce strife. 

A <-J)U«* mandzif (pi. of minzafat), Small 
buckets at the end of cross-poles for draw-
ing water. 

A JjU* mandzil (pi. of manzil), Mansions, 
halting-places, inns, caravanseras; days' 
journeys, stages in travelling -,—mandzilu 
l-qamar, Mansions of the moon (twenty-

eight in number) ;—mandzili firagk, De-
lightful dwellings, pleasant retreats; — 
mandzili mutabayina, Apartments not ad-
joining;—mandzili muldzima, Adjoining 
tenements; such as are in tbe same house. 

A mundzalat, Alighting for a com-
bat ; combat, fight. 

a yL.Ua, JjU* mandzil-sTiinas an, Ascetics. 
A 6fa* mandzih (pi. of manzahat), Plea-

Bant places. 
a ^j-U* munds, Initiated in another's 

secrets ; a confidant, a bosom friend. 
A V — m u n a s i b , Corresponding, adapted 

to, conformable, proportioned, agreeing 
with, analogous, congruous, just,fit, proper, 
suitable, pertinent; related to ;—mundsib 
shudan, To be suitable, to correspond with; 
—mundsibi maqdm, Adapted to a place, 
filling any office with propriety. 

A ij—U- munasabat (v.n. 3 of Re-
lation, connection; proportion, analogy, 
comparison; accordance, correspondence, 
consistence; suitableness, convenience; 
propriety, aptness, fitness; — mundsabati 
tamma, Intimate intercourse ; — ba-mund-
sabat, In accordance with, according to 
(m.c.);—bi-munasabat, Out of proportion, 
disproportioned, inconvenient, absurd, im-
pertinent, 

a u*—1munasabi, Suitableness, fitness, 
propriety. 

A IAFC—U* mundsajc&at, The death of one 
of the heirs before the partition of the in-
heritance ; inheritance, especially of indi-
visible property. 

A munasaqat (v,n. 3 of <JM), Pol-
lowing one another secretly, imitating. 

A «AAL* mandsik (pi. of mamilc), The 
ceremonies and sacrifices prescribed in the 
pilgrimage to Mecca. 

A wandevm (pi. of mamam, man-
sim), Modes, manners. 

A s-̂ frAfc* mandsib (pi. of wan#w6), 
Amatory (verses) written in praise of a 
mistress. 

A manasif, (Camels) tearing up 
grass. 

A '8A9.L* munashadat (v.n. 3 of 
Pra> ing, adjuring, causing to swear (by 
God) ; conjuring one as in the presence of 
God ; repeating verses to each other. 

A <_AAU>» manashif (pi. of minshaf), 
Napkins. 

A mandshir (pi. of manshur), 
Royal mandates, patents, or diplomas. 

A (jfiU* mands (v.n. of *j>f), Retiring, 
declining, flying f rom; lagging behind; 
delaying ; refuge, asylum, retreat. 

A SUU* mundsdt, in P. utAAx* (v.n. 3 of 
Taking hold of another's forelocks 

{ndsiyat) when fighting. 
A S — m a n d s i b (pi. of mansib), Offices, 

dignities ; (pi. of minsdb) trivets, or thingB 
similar, whereon pots are p l a c e d m u n d -
sib, An adversary, opponent. 

A munasabat (v.n. 3 of s - ^ ) , Con-
spiring against, laying snares fo r ; prepar-
ing war ; open hostility. 

A mundsahat (v.n. 3 of Ad-
vising sincerely; mutual sincerity. 

A Ŝ AA* mundsarat (v.n. 3 of fai), Assist-
ing one another; mutual assistance. 

A <-Ju>V̂ * manasif (pi. of mansaf), Ser-
vants ; clever tricks. 

A munasafat, mundsafa (v.n. 3 of 
uu>), Dividing into two equal parts; 
halving with another; — mundsafat-an, 
bi 'l-muna?afa, ba-tariqi munasafa, Equally, 
in halves. 

A mandsib (pi. of mansub), Posi-
tions of the men on a chess-board. 

A mundzahat (v.n. 3 of c ^ ) , 
Defending oneself; putting to a distance. 

A mundzaichat (v.u. 3 of (fa) , 
Sprinkling one another (with water). 

A XLbKi* mundzalat (v.n. 3 of J ^ ) , Con-
tending (with one) in throwing the jave-
lin ; defending, excusing, pleading a cause. 

A mandt, The place where anything 
is suspended ; distance; [mandtu 's-suraiya, 
Distant as the Pleiades ;]—munat, A man, 
beast, or place to which a thing is sus-
pended or added. 

IPU* munat,, A Russian coin, a rouble 
( = 100 copecs). (See «wU*.) 

A "kfcLb̂ * munatahat, A meeting in battle; 
battle. 

A manatiq (pi. of mintaq), Girdles, 
belts. 

A i&L* munataqat (v.n. 3 of <jk>), Talk-
ing together; discussing; bestowing rea-
son or speech. 

A jiU* mandgir (pi. of manzarat), Spec-
tacles, public or theatrical exhibitions, 



aspects, appearances; objects of sight; 
conspicuous places ; stages; ['ilmi mand-
zir, The art of perspective ;] — mundzir, 
Lite, resembling ; a disputant, opponent. 

A UWT^TU- mundzardt, pl. of— 
A mundzarat, mundzara (v.n. 3 of 

ft), Disputing; disputation, struggle, 
strife, contest; discussion, debate, ar-
gumentation ; controversy; resembling; 
making one thing resemble another. 

A F T U * mandzim (pl. of nazm), Orders, 
rows; the orderly course (of human 
affairs). 

A manna', A hinderer, refuser, denier; 
one who strongly prohibits. 

A mand,1 at, mand1 a (v.n. of £f t ) , 
Being inaccessible; inaccessibility ; a fort 
or inaccessible place; strength of mind, 
magnanimity. 

A mund'im, Gentle, soft, smooth, 
tender, delicate (plant) ; benevolent, kind. 

A mund'amat (v.n. 3 of En-
joying the conveniences of l ife; doing 
good to, bestowing plenty on ; a benefac-
tion ; pleasure, delight, a comfortable life ; 
delicate (woman) well fed and in good 
health. 

A mand'i (pl. of mand'), News 
of a death. 

A munaghdt. in P. uuUU* (v.n. 3 of 
, Speaking gently or soothingly (as a 

lover to his mistress, or a mother to her 
child). 

A mandf, Name of a pagan Arabian 
idol;—*abdu mandf, Name of an Arabian 
tribe 

A SUU- mundfat, in P. (v.n. 3 of 
^>) , Dispelling; repelling, driving each 
other off; repulse, opposition, incompati-
bility. 

A mundfis, A whisperer in another's 
ear. 

A mundfasat (v.n. 3 of ui-iJ), Talk-
ing to in a whisper. 

A manafijch (pl. of minfakh). Bel-
lows. 

A AiL* manafiz (pl. of manfaz), Passages, 
holes, fissures. 

AjJU* mundfir, Abhorring. 
A munafarat (v.n. 3 of yu), Contend-

ing for honour or nobility before a judge; 
emulation. 

A A—iU* mundfasat (v.n. 3 of Blow-
ing, breathing; aspiring to; competing 
with; envying; envy, malice, personal 
quarrels. 

A mandfi' (pl. of manfa'at), Gains, 
profits ; surplus; advantages, emoluments; 
fruits, benefits ; valuable uses, useful pur-
poses ; — manafi'i baqi (zd'id), Surplus 
profits; — manafi'i tijdrat, Commercial 
gains ;—manafi'i kham, Gross profits ;— 
manafi'i darain, Tbe good things of both 
worlds;—manafi'i dunya u dkjiirat, The 

good things of this world and the next 
manafi'i dunyawiya, Worldly advantages 
or interests ;—manafi'i 'amumiya, Public 
welfare ; — manafi'i mustamirra, Lasting 
advantages ;—mazdri'i pur-mandfi', Fruit-
ful fields. 

A mundfa'at, A deriving advantage. 
A mundfiq, A hypocrite, dissembler, 

atheist; a tale-bearer, an informer; aD 
enemy ; atheistic, impious ; hypocritical. 

a munafiqdna, Hypocritically, im-
piously. 

A ifiJL* mundfaqat (v.n. 3 of <3*»), Making 
a hole ; or going into its hole (the jerboa) ; 
acting hypocritically; hypocrisy ; impiety, 
atheism. 

A manaji, Related to the Arabian 
tribe 'Abdu Manaf ;—mundfi , Repugnant, 
contrary ;—mundfi 'l-muruwai, Repugnant 
to humanity. 

A mundfiyat, Bearing malice, oppo-
sition. 

A mandqib (pl. of manqabat), Vir-
tues, abilities ;—siyar u mandqib, Virtues 
and good manners. 

a mundqabat, = q.v., of 
which it is probably a corruption. 

mandqir (pl. of munqur), Wells 
dug in hard ground, narrow-mouthed and 
full of water. 

A SyU* mundqarat, A bandying words to 
and fro. 

A mundqish, A disputant. 
A mundqashat, mundqasha (v.n. 3 

of Entering minutely into calcula-
tion with another; quarrelling ; contention, 
dispute. 

A Y I I L ^ munaqiz, Contradictory, contrary; 
opposite. 

A mundqazat (v.n. 3 of (J&), Con-
tradicting ; contradiction; opposition; re-
pugnance. 

A pft* manaqi', Places wherein water 
collects. 

A iliU^ mundqalat (v.n. 3 of J&), Con-
versing, telling stories to one another; 
passing the cup round; a banquet, the 
circulation of the glass; volubility of the 
tongue ; conversation, story-telling. 

A mandqib (pl. of minqab), In-
struments with which dropsy is tapped, 
trocars. 

A mandqir (pl. of minqdr), Birds' 
beaks; pointed instruments used by 
smiths. 

A S-^^ 4 mandkib (pl. of mankib), Shoul-
ders ; — al-mandkib, Four feathers in a 
bird's wing after those called al-qawddim 
(see p. 992). 

A mandkih, Marriages ; women. 
A mundkahdt (pl. of the fol-

lowing), Nuptials, marriages. 
A AS ÎA* mundkahat (v.n. 3 of e f t ) , 

Marrying. 



A S^U* mundkarat (v.n. 3 of Con-
tending with another about quickness and 
cunning (nakr, nukr) ; disputing, fighting; 
contention. 

A mandlclr (pi. of munkar), Iniqui-
tous things; intelligent, cunning. 

A JU* mandl, Mode, manner, way, dis-
position ; wealth, property. 

A FU* mandm, Bed, dormitory; dream, 
sleep. 

A u»UU* mandmdt (pi. of the preceding), 
Dreams. 

A mundmis, A confidant; one who 
lies concealed in a hunter's lurking-place. 

A <LW»U» mundmasat (v.n. 3 of 
Communicating a secret; hiding himself, 
going into the lurking-place called namus 
(a hunter). 

A manndn, Benificent, benign, pro-
pitious (applied especially to God). 

A mannanat, manndna, (A woman) 
rich, liberally endowed, married for her 
fortune and taunting her husband with 
favours (see minnat) conferred upon 
him (comp. p. 103 and p. 432). 

T ^L* mandv, A fruiterer. 
A mundwabat (v.n. 3 of s ->Y), Doing 

by turns ; alternate succession. 
A Aê U* munawahat (v.n. 3 of cy), La-

menting to another (a woman). 
rnandwar, Name of a city in Tar-

tary, and of an idol-temple. 
A mandwir (pi. of mandrai), Lamps, 

lanterns, lighthouses; lofty turrets ad-
joining Muhammadan mosques, minarets. 

A munawasat (v.n. 3 of u°Y), 
Struggling, endeavouring to escape (as a 
deer caught in a toil, which draws it 
closer). 

A munawalat, The act of giving, 
offering. 

A mundwamat (v.n. 3 of F»Y), Con-
tending who shall sleep most. 

A g-fcU. mandhij (pi. of minhaj), Open 
roads. 

A Ŝ AÛ  munahazat (v.n. 3 of y f ) , Ap-
proaching ; running after game; obtaining 
an opportunity; anticipating, pre-occupy-
ing, studying on occasion. 

A munahazat (v.n. 3 of t/V)> 
Rising against, opposing, attacking; battle, 
combat. 

A JjfcVx* mandhil (pi. of manhal), Places 
where anybody stops ; watering-places ;— 
quit a'u 'l-mandhil, Writers who take a nac-
count of watering-places. 

a, (jfcU* mandhl (pi. of manhi, manhi-
yat), Prohibited things; prohibitions ; sins, 
crimes. 

A j-sJA^* mandhij (pi. of minhaj), Open 
roads. 

A mandyd (pi. of maniyat), Deaths ; 
—mandydH humr, Violent deaths ; blood-
shed ( = mauti ahmar q.v. under 

a mand'ih (pi. of manihat), Profit-
able, serviceable, beneficial; gifts ; — ma-
nd'ihi ifada, Beneficial, advantageous. 

A^L* mana'ir (pi. of mandrai), Light-
houses ; lanterns; turrets, spires, mina-
rets. 

A mambit, A place where plants 
grow, their habitat ; origin ; — mumbit, A 
pot-herb sprouting, growing, vegetating; 
(land) fertile in plants, vegetables or 
fruits ;—munabbat, Caused to grow out or 
to be raised ; hence ornamented in relief, 
embossed, carved, inlaid; raised work; 
embossment; inlaid-work (mm.cc.). 

munabbat - kdr, Embosser; 
carver, inlayer (mm.cc). 

a t^fa munabbat-kdri, Embossed, 
inlaid, or carved-work (m.c.). 

a && mambit-gdh, A place where 
plants grow, &c. ( = marribit q.v.). 

a ^y^* munabbati = ^ ^ q.v. 
A mambaj, mambij, Name of a place 

in Syria. 
a mambaj dni, Of, or made at, 

Mambij. 
A (J -^AX* mumbajis, (Water) gushing 

forth. 
x-y mimbar, A pulpit, a high chair, 

reading-desk ; a shelf; a counter ;—mim-
bari dludagdn, The bodies of wicked and 
atheistical men;—minibari hah, A raised 
board on which confectioners exhibit their 
cakes, &c.;—mimbari nuh-pdya, The ninth 
heaven, the throne of God. 

A LA—W* mumhasit, Dilated, extended; 
of an open, cheerful countenance; re-
joicing, exultant. 

A (ji*^* mimbaz, A bow for beating cot-
ton. 

A mumbatih, Lying outstretched on 
the stomach. 

A mamba', Fountain, spring, source, 
origin; a gush of water, jet-d'eau;—mam-
ba'i fasdd, Source of evil, i.e. wine. 

A mumba'as, A place whence water 
gushes forth;—mumbaHs, Origin, cause, 
that from which anything proceeds ; roused, 
excited, 

A mumbaghi. Desired, required, re-
quisite ; agreeing with, suitable, con-
venient. 

«Ajjo* mimbak, Broom for making 
besoms. 

A mumbaki, Forced to shed tears. 
mambal, A pedlar; a vagrant; lazy, 

idle ; one not to be believed or trusted ;— 
mumbal, One who denies or disapproves; 
far out of the road. 

J-JJL- marribal-daru, Name of a plant 
used in healing fresh wounds. 

(jlfr^ mambali, Idleness, laziness; un-
worthiness; bad faith. 

A marpbut, Growing, made to grow. 
A oy* mambuz, fem. n^y- mambuzat, 



mambuza, Spurious, supposititious, thrown 
on the highway ; aimless ; foundling, bas-
tard ;—mas' la' i mambuza, An idle question, 
a futile discussion. 

A mambush, Uprooted, drawn out. 
A SYF^* mambuh, Celebrated, known. 
A munabbih, An admonisher, awak-

ener; an alarm-bell or clock. 
mamba, = ^x* q.y. 

A mambahai, (Anything) rendering 
(a man) celebrated; whatever tends to 
admonish, awaken, warn, or give informa-
tion. 

A murnbl, Who gives information, 
makes known, brings news. 

A minnat ((v.n. of &*), Conferring a 
favour; obligation, favour, courtesy, grace; 
kindness or service done to anyone; praise, 
thanks; a reproaching, twitting, casting in 
the teeth of benefits conferred;—minnat 
ba-jdn (ba-sar), Life-long obligation;— 
minnat ddshtan, To hold as a favour;— 
minnat kardan, To confer; also to ask, a 
favour;—minnat kashldan, To court as a 
favour (m.c.) ;—minnat nihadan, To lay 
under obligations, to confer favours; (the 
word is also construed with the verbs bar-
ddshtan, burdan, pazlruftan, tarawldan, 
giriftan, nishastan, tfcc.) ;—bl-minnat, Pis-
interested (see also ^ p. 225). 

A mint akh. LM*̂ * mintdsh, 
mintdf, Tweezers; any hair-twitching in-
strument. 

A muntabis, One who digs with 
the hand. 

A XfM* muntabiz, Retired to one aide; a 
maker of the drink nablz. 

A muntabir, Mounted on a pulpit 
(mirribar). 

A muntabih. Awake ; watchful, at-
tentive. 

A muniatir, Drawn, dragged. 
A t-JLzzA* muntatif, Torn up; plucked, 

twitched ; flowing or falling down or off. 
A muntasir, Scattered, dispersed; 

one who sneezes or forces (by breathing 
hard) water or anything out of the nostrils. 

A mantij, The period of birth, time 
of bringing forth ;—muntaj, Brought forth, 
born; drawn out; concluded ; conclusion, 
inference; consequence; a native-place ; 
[ichi muntaj, What is to be thence con-
eluded ? what is the result or outcome of 
it ?]—muntij, Who brings forth; anything 
causing or producing. 

A S - ^ ^ * muntaj ab, Chosen, elect, choice; 
—muntajib, Who peels (a tree) ; a picker, 
chooser, selector. 

A muntaja', A place where, 
those live who go in search of forage ;— 
muntaji', A forager, who goes in quest of 
fodder, pasture, or sown fields; who waits 
upon one to ask a favour. 

a yj**^ muntaji'un, (Men) foraging. 

A muntajim, Leaving off (rain or 
cold); vanishing (cloud). 

muntajusa, muntajusha, 
Spikenard. 

a (j^Ai* muntaji, Who chooses (one) to 
communicate a secret to (him). 

A s m u n t a h i b , One who weeps bit-
terly and laments loudly; one who breathes 
hard and sobs. 

A muntahij, Deducting. 
A muntahir, One who cuts his own 

throat, a self-murderer; taking one another 
by the throat (nahr). 

A rnuntahil, One who falsely as-
sumes to himself the merit of another's 
verses or sayings; a professor (of a reli-
gious creed). 

A ( J ^ S A * Tnuntahi, Inclining to one side 
(as loads) ; one who turns (the face to-
wards any place). 

A muntak&ab, Chosen; selected; 
a selection; [muntakhabu 'l-lug&dt, Title of 
an excellent Arabic-Persian Dictionary by 
'Abdu 'r-Rashid Husaini (see Preface) ;]—• 
muniakMb, One who selects, chooses the 
best. 

A muntakhabdt. Extracts, selec-
tions. 

A muntahhih Who blows the nose. 
a minnat-ddr, Under obligation, 

obliged; twitted with a benefit received or 
a favour conferred upon him. 

A t 1 ^ muntadafi, A spacious tract of 
country; amplitude, capacity, ability (of 
doing anything). 

A muntadd, An assembly, place of 
daily conference, meeting, conference ;— 
muntadi, Assembled, present in any congre-
gation or meeting. 

A jmx* muntazir, One who makes a vow. 
A muntaza', Pulled up ;—muntazi', 

A remover, tearer away, plucker up; one 
who restrains himself, abstains from, re-
fuses, desists, or renounces ; seizing, taking. 

A muntazah, A place of recreation. 
A S — - m u n t a s i b , "Named, denominated, 

related to, allied, connected by blood ; com-
pared, referred to. 

A g-—^* muntasaj, Woven ; —muntasij, 
(Water or sand) marked with transverse 
wavings when blown upon obliquely by the 
wind. 

A Muntasakh, Transcribed ;—mun* 
tasikh. One who obliterates or effaces; a 
copier, transcriber. 

A muntasiq, Arranged, disposed 
in order ; adhering in a regular series or 
row (nasaq). 

A muntashib, Fixed, inherent. 
A j&jo* muntashir, Spread, wide-spread, 

dispersed; diffused; published, propa-
gated, divulged; distracted, bewildered; 
stiff (yard) ; libidinous (man). 



A muntashiq, One who inhales 
(drugs) by the nose. 

A J-^JU* muntashal, (Meat) taken out of 
a pot with the hand or with a fork;—mun-
tashil, One who so takes meat. 

a yUA uminnat-shinds, Sensible of 
obligations, grateful. 

A ̂ j&m* muntashi, Fragrant; drunk. 
A muntasib, Erect, set up ; placed, 

exposed ; pointed with the vowel fathah 
— a as sign of the accusative. 

A ^osj* muntasih, One who listens to 
advice and improves upon it. 

Ayaxx* muntasir, A conqueror; superior 
to an enemy; liberated ; one who extricates 
himself. 

A CAFLII,. muntasaf, The middle;—munta-
sif, Mid-day; who keeps the middle; one 
who adjusts (anything) ; who gets or gives 
what is just, 

A J ^ w muntasil, (A spear) without a 
head. 

A muntazih, One who sprinkles his 
privities with water after prayer. 

A muntazif, Sucking (camel's 
colt). 

A JAXA* muntazil, Engaged in a contest 
for glory. 

A muntatah, A place of butting. 
A fasj* muntasir, One who expects with 

impatience; watching for ; expectant of; 
looking out for ;—muntazir budan (shudan, 
haatan), To wait with anxiety; to be in 
expectation of. 

A fjbxi* muntazam, A place where things 
are strung;—muntazim, f e m . m u n t a z i -
mat, muntazima, Ordered, arranged, placed 
in rows, joined together, threaded (as 
pearU); one who regulates or places in 
order; orderer, disposer; manager ;—'asd-
kiri muntazima, Regular troopB. 

A iJmj* munta'ish, One who stands on 
the feet, who rises after a fall; convale-
scent. 

A munta'iz,, Stung with lust, rut-
tish. 

A munta'il, Shod ; a pedestrian. 
A U U U * munattaf, Plucked, picked clean. 
A GTEI* muntafij, Swelling, high, promi-

nent (side) ; Bwollen ; proud, haughty. 
A muntafikfe, Swollen ; inflated. 
A j&u* muntafaz, Amplitude, capacity, 

facility, convenience, opportunity. 
A (JTAXX. muntafish, A bird ruffling its 

plumage, or a cat bristling up its hair. 
A (JAFCU* muntafiz, Shaken (tree) ; beaten 

(garment). 
A GFCU* muntafi', One who uses, enjoys, 

has the advantage, profit, or use of any-
thing ; benefited, advantaged, profited; a 
gainer. 

A JfciA* muntafil, One who does more 
than is required, who repeats prayers of 
supererogation. 

A muntafi, Repulsed, rejected, re-
moved ; dissipated, destroyed; retired to 
one side ; exiled; distant, far off. 

A muntaqib, (A woman) covering 
her face with the veil niqdb. 

A muntaqad, Separated (good coin 
from bad), told, summed up ;—muntaqid, 
One who discerns or picks the good from 
bad money ; a receiver of ready money. 

A muntaqir, An examiner; a chooser, 
culler; who gives a preference to, or invites, 
one before others. 

Ayfei* muntaqiz, A sheep suffering from 
the disease nuqdz, 

A fJJ^i* muntaqash, Engraved, carved; 
enchased; painted;—muntaqish, One who 
orders a seal to be engraved; one who ex-
tracts a thorn from the foot. 

A yeas** muntaqis, Diminished, decreased, 
deficient; an injurer or diminishes 

A (JA&U* muntaqiz, Untwisted (rope), de-
molished (structure), violated (agree-
ment). 

A J&u* muntaqal, Transported; carried; 
moved ; transferred; convinced, persuaded, 
informed (m.c.) ; [muntaqal *alai-hi, A 
transferree;]—muntaqil, Moveable; trans-
ferable ; migratory. 

A f+szj* muntaqim, One who punishes or 
takes revenge; (God) the punisher, avenger. 

A muntaqih, Convalescent; one who 
derives consolation from news received, &c. 

A ^JU* muntaqd, Selected ;— muntaqi, 
One who selects. 

usXsi* mantak, Broom for making besoms. 
A muntakib, Fallen into trouble 

(nakbat). 
A muntahis, Inverted, head-down-

wards. 
A tJ^At* muntahieh, Who cleans out a 

well. 
A muntami, Related to, of the 

Bame family. 
A t^y muntin, fem. ttAi* muntinat, 

muntina, Putrid, fetid ; — buhaira'i mun-
tina, The Dead Sea;—rawd'ihi muntina, 
Malodorous winds. 

a ajj^i minnat-nihinda, One who 
confers many favours, and lays under 
numerous obligations. 

yj* mantu, A piece of sheep's tripe 
sewed up and stuffed with rice and other 
condiments. 

rir, ytjit* mantuja, A kind of hyacinth; 
spikenard. 

A ^ y muntawir, One who anoints his 
hairy parts with the depilatory unguent 
nura (see *>>0. 

A \>y muntawit, Suspended, hung up, 
A ^ i y mantuf, Plucked. 
A muntawi, One who proposes 

where to go, or fixes upon (a caravansera, 
stage, or halting-place) where (he) intends 
to stop on a journey. 



A ÎKA* muntahd (for ijpj* q.v.), Termi-
nated, concluded; end, &c.; (adv.) alto-
gether, to the utmost extent (m.c.) ;—mun-
taha'i falab (murad, maqsud), Extent of 
wishes, goal of desire, intent of a petition. 

A S-HT^ muntahab, (Goods) plundered ; 
—muntahib, One who carries off or who 
snatches away; a seizer, plunderer. 

A muntahir, (A vein) bleeding 
copiously, not to be stanched, 

A YA^a^ muntahiz, One who rises up. 
A utX̂ XI* muntahik, A violater of honour, 

virtue, or respect. 
A muntahun (pl. of muntahi), 

Those who forbid or prevent; those who 
terminate, finish, bring to an end. 

A ^yv^ muntahd, Finished, terminated, 
ending ; end, conclusion, term, boundary, 
extremity ; utmost extent, height, summit; 
prohibited ; [muntahd 'l-jumu', The extreme 
of plurals, or plural of plurals ;]—mun-
tahi, One who brings to a conclusion, or 
comes to the end; ceased, stopped ; one 
who has finished his studies, learned; pro-
ficient. 

A mintin, Fetid, malodorous. 
A yu* minsar, Talkative; — muvassar, 

Scattered (abundantly). 
A munsaqib, Perforated, pierced, 

bored. 
A (A&x* munsalim, Broken, notched 

(sword). 
A munsani, Averse \ bent, folded ; 

cast down, dismayed. 
A jft* mansur, Scattered, strewed ;— 

kaldmi mansur, Prose;—manzum u man-
sur, Verse and prose. 

g^* manj, Rhubarb;—minj, A seed;— 
munj, A bee; a yellow bee; a hornet, wasp; 
a gad-fly ; anything bad ; the carcase of a 
poor feeble ass ; a bitter-almond tree; 
name of a village. 

A W-"-* manjd, Any high place where one 
may escape a flood. 

A manjat, Flight, escape; a place 
to which people flee. 

a s-^W^* min-jdnib, From the side of, 
on the part of, from ; by. 

A munjih, fem. munjibat, 
munjiba, One who begets (bears) a heroic 
son; generous. 

AjtV** munjabir, Restored to soundness. 
A munjih, Fortunate in one's af-

fairs, successful. 
minj akh, A stone for a sling. 

A minjad, A broad golden necklace 
richly ornamented with jewels, which hangs 
down below the breasts;—munajjad, Proved, 
tried, experienced (man); prepared, adorned. 

A munjagib, Drawn, dragged, 
snatched ; attracted, united by attraction. 

AjV- munjazir, Ebbed (tide). 
j+x* minjar, — J v * minjal, q.v. 
A j V manjar, Unswerving (purpose) ;— 

minjar, A furious driver;—munjarr, Drawn, 
pulled, dragged; brought back, brought 
to, leading to, terminating in;—munjarr 
shudan, To be finished. 

A ^y^x* munjarid, Smoothed, sleek; bare, 
denuded. 

A V J ^ A * munjarif, Swept away. 
A munjiz, A performer (of promises); 

expeditious, ready; a purgative medicine. 
(jUjlO gi* munj-zirdwishdn, Safflower-

seed. 
A munj azim, Cut, amputated; ab-

rupt (business) ; broken off (negociation) ; 
broken (bone); marked with jazm —, 
jazmated (letter). 

A munajjas, Polluted, sullied. 
A munj a'if, Thrown prostrate ; 

extirpated. 
A J * ^ * munja'il, Placed, deposited. 
A minjaf, A basket. 

manjak, A juggler's trick, which 
consists in making particles of gravel fly 
from out of a bowl filled with water; a 
rising up; a cradle ;—munjaJc, A little bee ; 
the clove-gillyflower. 

Jv* manjul (S. manjula), The fruit of 
Ficus oppositofolia;—minjal, A large beam 
pierced with holes through which chains 
are passed with large stones suspended to 
them (being used in a peculiar manner in 
trials of strength);—munjal, The kernel 
of the nut of Borassus flabelliformis. 

A J*^** minjal, A reaping-hook, a sic t ie. 
A manjaldb, Polluted water (in 

which a dog or carrion has been thrown); 
a sink or sewer for carrying off dirty 
water from baths. 

A munjalic, Uncovered;' discovered. 
A munjali, Conspicuous, apparent 

(as God to man) ; removed, cleared away ; 
departed. 

A TJAL^-*** manjaliq, A balista. 
A manjam, A mine; the place where 

anything originates ; an open road ;—min-
jam, The handle or eye of a balance in 
which the tongue or needle vibrates;— 
munajjam, Calculated or determined by the 
aspect of the stars ;—munajjim, An astro-
nomer, astrologer, almanac-maker. 

a munajjiman (P. pl. of munaj-
jim), Astronomers, astrologers. 

a t munajjim-bdshi, The chief 
court astrologer. 

A .U^A* munjamid, Congealed; solid ; 
crystallized. 

A munjami', Gathered from every 
part. 

A »».'•.••» min-jumla, Among, among all ; 
in al l ; from among; totally; upon the 
whole (see min jumla under A. t^-*). 

A (jt^sf..-** munajjimin (obi. pl. of munaj-
jim, also used as nom.), Astronomers, 
astrologers, &c. 

A manjanun, A wheel for raising 
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water from rivers or wells, or used in 
watering gardens or fields. 

o manjanlq, A warlike engine, 
catapult a, balista, sling; a pulley, machine 
for raising great weights, a crane. 

a manjanlql, An inventor, maker, 
or user of the machine manjanlq. 

a manjanlk, = Ch^*^ q.v. 
A Y-S^u* manjanln, — y f ^ * q.v. 

manju, A lentil, a kind of pulse. 
A manjuw, manju, Dismissed, set 

f ree; escaped. 
t m a n j u - t a k l n , Name of the 

head of a Turkish tribe. 
A manjud, Afflicted, distressed in 

mind; perishing, annihilated, destroyed. 
A manjur, Planed, hewn, cut, 

chipped. 
A manjurat, A water-wheel. 
A munjawiz, One who recedes, 

declines from, retires ; a deserter to the 
enemy. 

A manjuf, Broad or broad-headed 
(arrow); capacious (vessel) ; spacious 
(cavern). 

A manjuq, The ball or spear-head 
of a banner gilded ; a crown, globe, or any 
ornament on the top of a tower ; a sun-
shade ; a flag. 

A Jy*--^ manjul, (A skin) drawn off an 
animal, beginning at the hough, 

manjir, munjlr, A latticed enclo-
sure erected before a door, generally in an 
oblique direction, that the apartments may 
not be viewed from without; musk of 
Trebizond. 

manjlh, Jugglery. 
manjil, Name of a place in the 

province of Tarim, 
A y manh (v.n. of y ) , Giving, pre-

senting ; a gift, present. 
A minhdr, One who slaughters many 

(camels) ; hence, liberal, magnificent (these 
being considered as the highest species of 
entertainment amongst the Arabians). 

A jW-̂ * minhdz, The pestle of a mortar. 
A minhat, minha, A gift, a present. 
A minhat, A hatchet, adze, or 

plane ;—munahhat, Pared (hoof). 
munhajiz, A goer to, or comer 

from, Hijaz in Arabia. 
AjAfc^* munhadar, Sloping, low-lying 

(place) ;—munhadir, One who descends a 
declivity, or goes into low grounds; slop-
ping (place) ; falling down. 

A manhar, A place where animals 
are slaughtered for sacrifice ;—minhar, The 
part for neck-ornaments. 

A munharaf, A trapezium ; [sha-
bih bi 'l-nmnharaf, A trapezoid ;]—mun-
harif, Changed, inverted; one who declines 
or turns from; a rebel, renegade, apos-
tate ;—munharifu 'l-kkdtir, Disturbed in 
mind, excited, vexed, offended;—munharifu 

'l-mizdj, Indisposed ;—munkarif sdkhtan. 
To cause one to feel ill-disposed towards 
another. 

a ifay*** munharifi, Revolting; the 
being or becoming a rebel or a renegade; 
apostatism. 

A munahhizat, (A she-camel) trou-
bled with the complaint nuhdz. 

A munhasir, Naked, nude, un-
covered. 

A J-MFC^- munhasir, Surrounded, besieged, 
beleagured, blockaded, pressed, hummed 
in, confined to, restricted ; contained, com-
prehended ; numbered, limited; defined; 
dependent, resting on. 

A munhaf, Rendered lean, ema-
ciated. 

A munhall, Loosed (knot) ; vacant 
(an office, &c.). 

A munhamiq, Become mean, vile, 
contemptible ; blunted (sword); worn (gar-
ment) ; flat, dull (market). 

A ^ F C A * munhand, The bend of a valley 
or river ; — munhani, Flexible, crooked, 
bent; hump-backed ; lean, decrepit;—hatti 
munhani, A crooked line. 

A TIJ^^RA* manhut, Cut out, hewn (as a 
column or pillar); pared, chipped; on 
image, statue, or piece of sculpture ; work-
manship of the statuary. 

munhur, The throat, gorge, or 
place for neck-ornaments. 

manhuz, (A camel) troubled wiih 
the disease nuhdz. 

A ^YTOA* manhus, Unfortunate, unhappy; 
—manhusu 'l-hdl, In a wretched plight. 

A manhuf, Lean, slim, slender. 
A J^FC-*** manhul, (Verse of one author) 

falsely attributed to another. 
A munhawl, Rolled together; 

coiled. 
A minkhds, A spur, goad. 
A munkhadir, Veiled, close kept 

(woman). 
A munkhadiDeceived, cheated. 
A minkhar, mankhar, A nostril. 
A I P ^ B m u n k h a r i t , Subdued; con-

strained ; strung; rash, precipitate. 
A munkhari% Split, broken iu 

pieces. 
A J^ST^ munkharaq, (Any place) through 

which the wind blows ; a blast or breath of 
wind ;—munkharig. Torn, lacerated. 

A munkharim, Chopping; splitting. 
A JIYAESJ-* munkhaziq. Transfixed, pierced ; 

enfiled. 
A munk&asif, Blinded (eye); 

eclipsed , effaced, extinguished; — mdhi 
munkhasif, The moon eclipsed. 

A munkhafazy A depressed part ; 
—munkhajiz, Depressed, subjected; (in 
grammar) marked with hasr — i. 

A Jay-* minkhal, munkhal, munkhul, A 
sieve, searce. 
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Self - strangled ; A munkhaniq, 

choked. 
A munkhur, A nostril. 
A mankhus, (A camel) scabby 

about the tail, or having a fissure under 
his arm-pit, 

A nam Jehu ah, Lean. 
A Ĵ a*-5** mankhul, Sifted (grain), skreen-

ed (gravel) ; title of a work on law by 
Shafi'i. 

A mankhi. Puffed up with pride, 
vain-glorious ; — munkhl, Excessive vanity 
or pride. 

mand, A species of jet or black 
amber; a suffix joined to substantives to 
form adjectives denoting possession, as 
khiradmand, Possessed of understanding, 
judicious. 

A mindds, Light, active (woman). 
T mandaahan, A mortar (for 

throwing bombs). 
manddwar, Name of a country. 

A mandib, Place of weeping ; weep-
ing, lamentation ; [babu 'l-mandib, (gate 
of tears) Babelmandeb ;] — mundib, One 
who exposes himself to dangers. 

mandbur, Unfortunate, unhappy. 
a mandaba, A place of danger $ a 

place of prayer, call, invitation. 
A T-^" madah, A spacious place. 
A mundakhil, One who enters, 
A JAL* munaddid, Who tears the veil, 

who disgraces. 
A mundarij, Comprehended, con-

tained, collected, inserted; enrolled, regis-
tered ; involved within itself, coiled or rolled 
up ; perishing (family), become extinct. 

a A^-xi* mundarija, Contents ;—munda-
rija'i sail, As entered or mentioned below, 
as follows. 

A Y*)-^ mundaris, Obliterated ; erased, 
cancelled ; worn out. 

A ij+ax* mundass, Hid, buried. 
mandish, A carpet, a rug. 
munda'ura (G-. fiavSpayopaq), Atro-

pa mandragoras. 
A munda't, Responsive; a re-

spondent. 
a mindagh. Satirical, sarcastic. 
A mindaf, mindafat, mindafa, 

A large bow bent, the string of which is 
beaten with a mallet in separating or 
teasing cotton ; also the mallet. 

A mundaji', Beat, trampled upon ; 
driven away, expelled, repulsed, removed; 
carried far (in a story) ; given, delivered, 
surrendered; acquitted (a debt) ; past, 
over. 

A mundafiq, Wide-spread, out-
poured. 

A mundafin, (A well) filled up, 
covered over with a part of itself; con-
cealed. 

a iiAi* mandafa, A ball of corded cotton. 

A J J ^ mundaqq, Brayed (in a mortar), 
battered (city wall) ; knocked at (door). 

JSJA .̂ rnandak, Badness of markets, diffi-
culty of sale. 

A csJai- rnundakk, in P. also mundak, 
Levelled (height, hollow); piecemeal. 

J j ^ mandal, An enchanter's circle de-
scribed on the ground, in which they sit 
when endeavouring to conjure up demons 
or spirits ; a kind of drum ; (G. /xavSaXov), 
latch of a door; a boot; wood of aloes ; 
name of a town in India, whence the best 
kind is brought;—mindal, An active man, 
suddenly snatching anything; a yard 
erect; a towel, napkin; a towel with which 
one is girded ; a table-cloth. 

A J^A- mundall, Guided, led. 
A mundali', Protruded (tongue) ; 

prominent, flagging (belly) ; drawn (sword). 
A mundalif, A lion marching 

leisurely. 
<Jt>)j* mandal-farosh, A seller of 

drums. 
JJU* mandal-nawdz, Who beats the 

drum, a drummer. 
mandala, Wood of aloes; a magic 

circle traced on the ground; — mandila, 
A kind of silken stuff. 

mandall, Of the city of Mandal, 
especially wood of aloes. 

A mandam, Repentance (especially 
late). 

A manda,mat, mandama, That of 
which one repents ; a cause of repentance. 

A mundamij, Round, smooth ; in-
serted and sticking fast; compact. 

A mundamil, Healed (wound or 
sore). 

mandu, Name of a city in Hindustan. 
A s - ^ J I ^ * mandub, Lamented, celebrated 

in a funeral oration. 
manduhat, A wide, extensive 

place ; extension ; facility, ability, 
mandur, Sad, afflicted; miserable, 

unfortunate, unhappy ; avaricious; a fly. 
A manduf, Carded or teased (cot-

ton) ; struck with a bow, bowed. 
A J j - i^ mundawil, A mover or roamer 

from place to place. 
jyjo- mandwur, Unfortunate, miserable, 

excluded from tbe divine favour; sorrow-
ful (see a n d ; ^ ^ ) . 

manda, A pitcher, especially a 
broken-handled one; dulness of markets 
( = q.v.) ; bread. 

A (jJbM* mtindahin, One who anoints 
himself. 

A munaddd, Moistened; the place 
where camels pasture between the first and 
second drinking; a place where horses are 
watered. 

^ j u ^ mandesh (for prohib. of 
andeshldan), Be not anxiou9 or thoughtful; 
name of a fortress in Khurasan. 



a JjAi* mindil, mindil, A towel; a nap-
kin ; a table-cloth; a handkerchief, whether 
thrown round the neck or worn stuck in 
the girdle; a turban, or a turban-cloth, 
woven with silk and gold thread. 

A munzu, minzu (contraction from 
min and A iz), Prom, since (in a past 

sense) ; in {in a present sense) ;— munzu 
yaumi 'l-kAamis, Since Thursday. 

A munzir, An admonish er, adviser; 
one who puts in fear ; name of a tribe;— 
abu 'l-munzir, A cock. 

a manzur, Promised, vowed, dedi-
cated. 

t) y man-rd, Of me, to me, me, for 
me (fuller form of q.v.). 

a f^y* munzajir, Rebuked, rebuffed, put 
down. 

A minzahat, A bucket, or anything 
for drawing water. 

a <-J>*-y munzahif, Crawling on the 
ground; marching boldly against the 
enemy; stupid, foolish. 

A S + munzarib, Lurking (hunter). 
A munzariq, Dilatory, lagging. 
A £y mama', A place of drawing;— 

minrn'y An arrow by which anything is re-
moved or pulled up ;—munazza?, Pulled up 
(herbage). 

a ley manza'at, minza'at, Care, solici-
tude. 

A munza'ij, Displaced, removed; 
tormented, vexed, offended. 

A minzagk, fey* minzaghat, min-
zagha. A slanderer. 

A &±y minzaghat. minzagka. A tuft of 
feathers; also an iron wire brush, with 
which bakers brush their bread. 

a minzafat, A small bucket at tbe 
end of a cross-pole for drawing water. 

A J y * manzil (v.n. of Jy), Descending or 
alighting (as a stranger or guest) ; a cara-
vansera, inn, or place for the accommoda-
tion of travellers; a house, hotel, lodging, 
mansion, habitation, dwelling; a mansion 
of the moon ; a day's journey ; a stage in 
travelling or in the divine life; boundary, 
end, limit, goal, place of destination; a 
post-office, a stage where post-horses are 
furnished; rank, dignity; three stars in 
the tail of the Great Bear ; construed with 
the verbs uftddan, buridan, kardan, ni-
hadan, Ac.; [manzili jdn, The world above ; 
the human body; —manzili khaki (huzn), The 
world;—manzil giriftan, To halt, encamp; 
—manzali nabahra-farib, The world; time ; 
fortune;]—munzal, Made to alight; sent 
down (angel or revelation) ;—munzil, One 
who causes to alight, who sends down ; one 
who receives hospitably. 

A FIY* manzilat, manzila, A house of ac-
commodation for travellers; a step; station, 
a post of honour, dignity, rank, condition; 

storey of a house; — manzilat dadan, To 
confer a dignity upon, <fcc. 

a manzil-khana, A post-house. 
a Jji* manzil-shinds, Who knows 

the stages of a road (esp. that of holiness), 
a holy man. 

A munzaliq, Sliding; slippery; 
liable to slide. 

a manzil-gdh, manzil-gah, A 
day's journey ; an inn. 

A f*y* munzamm, Bound, tied, fastened. 
A tif^* manzu', Torn up, eradicated; 

contested; robbed; polluted. 
A manzuf, Weakened by loss of 

blood; inebriated, stupid ; parched with 
thirst; exhausted (well) ; nonplused in 
argument, 

A manzili, Troubled with a rheum 
(nazlat);—munzawil, Perishing, falling, de-
caying. 

A fj^y* munxawi, Solitary, recluse; a 
hermit; enclosed; shrivelled, puckered 
(leather). 

A munazzak, Exempted from, free; 
the All-present; pure, blameless, holy. 

A ls*y manzahat, A pleasant place. 
A manzi, Name of a country in the 

north of China. 
A —t* mansa'at (v.n. of Delaying, 

giving credit, selling on credit;—mansa'at, 
minsa'at, manadt, minadt, A staff, a shep-
herd's crook. 

A ** munsaq, Near, nigh ; a follower. 
A A- mansabat (v.n. of S—*), Prais-

ing (a miBtress) in verse. 
A munsabik, Molten (silver). 
A A* minaseat, minasaa, A rod, staff. 
A mansij, maneaj, A weaver's shop; 

a workshop;—minsaj, The instrument by 
which the web is stretched when working ; 
a weaver's loom ; that part of a horse about 
the fore-shoulder and under the mane ;— 
munassaj, Woven. 

A munsajil, (Water) poured forth; 
written or signed (by a judge). 

a w-fc—** munsahib, Trailed on the 
ground. 

a munsahiq, Worn by friction; 
reduced to powder, crumbled to dust. 

a J ^ m u n s a h i l , Smoothed, polished, 
bright; diffusive (orator); drawn back 

munsadd, Closed, stopped, shut 
(skin) 

A 
(hole) 

A JJU-A* munaadil, Loose, flowing, pen-
dulous (woman's hair, veil, or robe). 

A maneir, A troop of horse from 30 
to 40, or 40 to 60, or 100 to 200; the ad-
vanced guard of an army, the van ;—man-
sir, minsar, The beak of a rapacious bird 
(minqar being the bill of any other bird). 

A t y " mun sarih, A kind of verse. 
a {A.... munsatih, One who stretches 

himself out, lying on the back motionless. 



A minsaghat. minsagJia, A tuf t of 
feathers; also something similar of iron 
wire, with which bakers brush or make 
marks upon their bread. 

A minsaf, A fan for winnowing 
corn; an instrument for undermining 
walls;—minsaf, mansif, The mouth or 
muzzle of an ass. 

A minsaf at, minsafa, An instru-
ment for undermining walls. 

A J J A - ^ . munsafiq, Quite open (door). 
A " • ^ . - I * munsafik, Shed (blood or tear). 
A muna88aq, Joined in order; or-

dained by law. 
A mansale (v.n. of Being 

religious, devoted to the service of God; a 
place of sacrifice, especially in the valley of 
Mina near Mecca; the rites and ceremonies 
attending those sacrifices, or religious wor-
ship in general. 

A V X — I M munsakib, Outpoured, flowing, 
fluid (water); shed, gushing (blood). 

A man8il, Generation, progeny ;— 
munsal, Begotten, generated ;—munsil, (A 
bird) moulting; (a camel) changing his 
coat; (an animal) near the time for 
changing its hair or feathers;—munsall, 
One who withdraws himself stealthily % 
drawn (a sword) ; what falls off or drops 
from the middle. 

A munsalib, Swift in going; plun-
dered. 

A fft~i+ munsalakh, The end of a month ; 
—munsaliih, Drawn off (skin); finished 
(month). (See ft* p. 639.) 

A munsaliq, (An eye) afflicted with 
the disease sulaq. 

A munsalik, fem. i* munsali-
kai, munsalika, Joined, added ; appended ; 
threaded, strung (as pearls); enrolled; 
filed (as papers);—munsalik shuda, Strung; 
attached, annexed; appended; enrolled, 
filed. 

a JgjL- ^ mann-salwa, Manna (and) 
quails (see 

A (jL-w mansali, Shaken off (fear or 
Badness). 

mansim, Name of a plant which 
is mixed up with perfumes, 

A mansim, A mark, sign; way, 
road, path ; mode, manner, opinion ; face, 
aspect; sect; the foot of a camel;—-mu-
nassim, Enlivener, vivifier, animator, 

y—^ mansunu, The elect, chosen of God. 
A V ^ - ^ mansub, Belated, belonging, re-

lative, connected, allied; noted ; denomi-
nate! from his family, derived from an-
other, surnamed; attributed, ascribed, 
charged, imputed, addicted to, depending 
upon, chargeable; amorous (verse) in 
praise of a mistress;—mansub kardan, To 
charge, attribute ;—ismi mansub, The ad-
jective of relationship; derivative, 

A UUWF-JT* mansubdt (pl. of the follow-

ing), Qualities or powers attributed to a 
person or thing. 

a —mansuba, Adjustment, arrange-
ment, happy contrivance, position, or pos-
ture ; the game of chess; the seventh game 
of nard. 

A mansubiyai, Relationship, affi-
nity or connection with. 

A mansiij, Woven; silk interwoven 
with figures ; a gold-wrought garment. 

A ^Wy^* mansujdt, Things woven; 
gold-wrought garments. 

a mausuj-bdf, A weaver of 
gold-wrought garments. 

A mansukh, fem. —<-* mansukhat. 
mansukha, Cancelled,, obliterated, abo-
lished, abrogated ; — mansukhu 'l-'amal, 
What is no longer practised, obsolete, abo-
lished. 

a mansukfai, Cancelment, aboli-
tion, abrogation, annulment, repeal. 

A mansuq, Joined in order. 
A mansuk, fem. — m a n s i i k a t , 

mansuka, Purified, washed, cleaned (Ihing). 
a (j—i* mansl, Forgotten, buried in obli-

vion, neglected, omitted ; hurt in the nerve 
nasd;—munsi, Who causes one to forget. 

u ^ * manish, Greatness of soul, magna-
nimity, authority, gravity, dignity ; libera-
lity ; nature, genius; constitution, tempe-
rament, disposition, good-nature, cheerful-
ness, content; the heart ; pride, arrogance ; 
desire, wish ;—manish zadan (kardan, gash-
tan), To nauseate, to have a disordered 
stomach;—manish tez kardan, To render 
greedy ; — zahid-manish, Of abstemious 
habit, an ascetic;—sufi-manish, With the 
disposition of a Sufi. 

A l i w mansha', mansha, A place where 
anyone grows up ; one's native soil; prin-
cipal, beginning, origin, source, spring, 
motive; object, design, purport, drift, pro-
vision (of a law, <fcc.) ; allusion ; exordium, 
or argument of any composition (also 
mansha!i kalimdt) ; — munsha, Hoisted 
(standard), raised high; erect (stone or 
stake) ; one who grows; tall (girl). 

A munsha'at, in P. w U ^ , A ship 
with sails hoisted. 

A munshdt, Compositions, writ-
ings. 

AJL&J* minshdr, A saw, a hand-Baw ; a 
wooden pronged instrument for winnowing 
corn ; a fan, a ventilator. 

a tjsft*** minshdrl, Serrate, sawed, 
notched. 

A JU-T* minshdl, A flesh-hook or fork 
with which meat is taken out of a pot. 

A manshab, Anything which ad-
heres (especially bad) ;—munashshab, (A 
garment) painted with the figures of 
arrows (nushshdb). 

A munshatt, Separated, distinct, 
dispersed, scattered. 



A munshid, One who makes a sign, 
points to, or informs (where anything is 
lost) ; one who asks information about 
anything lost; a reciter of another's verses; 
an improvisator; a satirist. 

a munshadl, A reciter (of verse) 
in a loud voice ; a learner of erudition, or 
anything elegant, from another. 

A m u n e h a r , Diffused, scattered;— 
munshir, (God) the reviver, bringer to life ; 
—munashekar, Spread open, unfolded, dif-
fused, scattered. 

A tr*"0* munsharih, Cheerful, rejoicing. 
A xiyi-i* munshariq, Split, cracked (bow). 
A FRFCJ— minehaA box in which snuff, 

or anything for clearing the brain, is 
kept. 

A munsha'ib, Descending from a 
tribe ; divided (way or branches) ; branch-
ing (road or tree) ; scattered. 

A munsha'il, Kindled, flaming. 
A IAI-x* minshagkat, A medicine-chest. 
A minshaf,, A towel;—munashshif 

Imbibing; absorbent. 
A vnanshaq, The nose or nostril;— 

munshiq, One who puts (medicine) into the 
nostrils ;—munshaqq, Split. 

jJ manish-gar, manish-gard, 
y ^ * manish-gardd, A nausea, loathing ; 

a fainting-tit. 
6jjtS manish-gashta, Distempered, 

indisposed, sick. 
A J-i-s^ minehal, A flesh-hook or fork 

with which meat is taken out of a pot. 
A manshalat, manshala, The place 

of the ring on the little finger. 
A manshim, Name of a certain per-

fume hard to pound; name of a certain 
vendress of perfumes at Mecca. 

A j*munshamir, A pompous walker. 
A munshamil, One who prepares 

for doing anything. 
manishin, Nature, disposition, tem-

perament ; gravity, magnificence, high-
mindedness. 

A manshub, Adhering, fixed. 
A.yZj* manshur, Diffused, spread open 

or abroad, promulgated; published (book) ; 
a royal mandate, diploma, patent, or pri-
vilege not sealed or stamped with the royal 
signet; a title ; a prism ; name of a cham-
pion ; — manshur-nawisdni bdgh, Nightin-
gales, larks, &c. 

A manshur at, manshur a, A noble, 
bountiful lady. 

A ^GYJU* munshawi, Roasted, 
munshd, Written, composed ;— 

munshl, A writer, author, secretary, tutor, 
or language-master; a composer in prose; 
—munshl'i huzur, The Shah's secretary 
(m.c.) ;—munshl'i Jehdssa, Private secretary 
(m.c.) ;—munehi'i falak, The planet Mer-
cury. 

manishl, Constitutional, natural. 

L^isi- manshiyO, (in Zand and Pazand) 
The minister of a fire-temple. 

A munsha'at, Literary composi-
tions. 

a A J l m u n s h i y d n a , Of or relating to a 
munshl; munshl-litre, clerk-like. 

a lot munshiydna-khat, Writing 
like a munsht s ; good writing or penman-
ship. 

a munshl-khdna, The room for 
native scribes in an Indian office. 

yjwf^u* manshidan, To nauseate, loathe. 
^efa munshlgari, Business of a 

munshl, 
A eUx* munsdh, Water overflowing the 

surface of the ground. 
A mansal, A body of troops smaller 

than miqnab ;•—minsdl, An oblong stone 
with which anything is bruised. 

A V--^ mansab, mansib, A place where 
anything is put. or erected ; post, dignity, 
office, ministry, magistracy ; a high place ; 
[az mansib 'azl kardan, To deprive of, or 
dismiss from, an employment;]— minsab, 
A trivet or anything similar on which a pot 
is placed ;—munsab, Pained, indisposed ; 
wearied, fatigued ;—munsib, One who fa-
tigues ; oppressive, vexatious (anxiety);— 
munassab, (Dust) moistened and adhering 
together ; evenly set (row of teeth) ; laid 
one upon another (stones) ; — munsabb, 
Poured out, diffusing itself; smitten with 
love ; sloping (ground). 

A mansdbat, Trouble, labour, toil, 
care; the discharging of an office, per-
formance of duty. 

mansib-ddr, Appointed to an 
office under government; invested with 
dignity, official; a magistrate, a man in 
office; an office-holder. 

A munsabigh. Tinged, dyed, im-
mersed, dipped ; baptized. 

mansabl, Of or pertaining to 
office, or official position ; o f f i c i a l ' a m a l i 
mansabl, An official act, 

A munsadi', Separated; cleft, rent. 
A munsarih, Clear, plain, transpa-

rent. 
A munsaraf, Turning oneself, re-

ceding, departing; place of departure ;— 
munsarif, Converted, turned back, receding, 
departing, deviating; rebellious; related 
to; declinable (noun) ;—ghairi munsarif, In-
declinable, imperfectly declinable, diptote 
(see 

A p y munsarim. Cut (rope); a mana-
ger, an administrator; a subordinate settle-
ment officer; a head-clerk (of a court of 
settlement) ; a substitute, proxy. 

mansaf, A domestic; the middle 
or the half of the way ;—minsaf, A domes-
tic ;—munsif, Discreet; just, equitable; a 
judge-advocate; an arbitrator; (in India) 
a district or village-judge, a subordinate 



chamber or bed (richly ornamented) ; a 
raiBed seat bigbly decorated, on which the 
bride is exhibited to public view ; any place 
of exhibition, a theatre, &c.; •— manassa, 
Front, forehead. 

A munzd, Emaciated with travelling. 
A E^L* minzdj, A roaBtiug-spit. 
x ^x* munzaj, Well-cooked, thoroughly 

dressed (meat) ; — munzij, Suppurative; 
digestive ;—munazzij, Suppurative. 

A munzijat, munazzij at, Suppura-
tives. 

A munzaji1, Reclined on a bed or 
on the ground (especially on the side). 

A minzahat, minzgkhat, A 
watering-pot; a water-wheel. 

judge ;—munassaf, (Wine) boiled down to 
one-half; half-ripe (date) ;—munassif, One 
who wraps a turban round the head. 

iiftx* munsifdna, Candidly, equitably. 
A te*** mansifat, mansifa, A female ser-

vant. 
A ijA^x* munsafiq, Turned back; shut, 

closed, covered; depressed. 
t f t munsif-mizdj, mun-

sif-nihdd, Just, equitable, discreet; a per-
son of propriety or taste. 

a munsifi, Equity, justice, right, 
decision; arbitration ; duty or office of a 
munsif. 

A CI^AA .̂ munsalit, Brisk, active, bustling 
(man); sharp and glittering (sword). 

A S j y x * mansub, Erected, planted, set up, 
constituted, excited, fixed, established, ap-
pointed, named for; promoted to dignity; 
substituted; (in gram.) marked with the 
vowel point fatha I. a as sign of tbe ac-
cusative; governed; position, office,dignity; 
the position of men on the chess-board; a 
snare; a feint (in wrestling, &c.). 

a mansuba, Intention, will, desire ; 
contrivance; chess; the chess-board with the 
men placed ; the sixth of the seven games 
of nard; construed with the verbs bdkhta% 
pesh burdan, pesh shudan, chidan, didan, 
nishastan, &c.-,—jmansubaJtd,i shatranj (p'l.), 
The intricacies or stratagems of chess. 

a mansuba-baz, Considerate, 
foreseeing, prudent, sagacious, ingenious. 

A mansuh, Advised, counselled. 
A mansur, Aided, defended, pro-

tected (by God), triumphant, victorious ; 
surname of the second Abbaside caliph ;— 
mansur u muzaffar, Victorious, conquering. 

A i^yax* mansur at, mansur a, Name of 
several towns. 

a mansuriya, Name of an animal 
found in Yazd. 

A mansus, Manifested, declared ; 
expressly stated in a text, authoritative, in-
disputable ;—mansus u ma'rufi ahli hdl, 
Manifested and known to one skilled in 
the business. 

manassa, minassa, The marriage-

A munazzad, (Carpets or blankets) 
laid one upon another; well-set (pearls). 

A ty^* munzarij, Split. 
A munzarih, Widely different (word 

and deed); distant; thrown aside. 
A ftx* munzafir, (Ropes) twisted toge-

ther. 
A f+Ai* munzamm, in P. also munzam, Con-

tracted, heaped, joined, added, inserted; (a 
pearl) slender in the middle;—munzam 
sdkhtan ba, To beBtow upon. 

A manzud, (Carpets, blankets, and 
the like) laid one upon another. 

A jy^ manzur, Florid, blooming, beauti-
ful, verdant;—manzur shudan, To flourish, 
to be verdant. 

\ JjiA*. munza, Attenuated with travel-
ling. 

A muntdd, Lofty, high-raised (edi-
fice). 

A muntabikh, Cooked, boiled, 
dressed. 

A muntabi', Tamed, trained; obe-
dient, tractable; yielding, malleable (me-
tal) ; printed. 

A (jMai- muntabiq, Fitting, equal, even ; 
congruous, consonant; covering; coales-
cing or coinciding with ; applying to. 

A tft* muntarih, Thrown prostrate, 
floored. 

A muntarid, Driven away, thrust 
out. 

A f,—muntasim, Obliterated, defaced. 
A muntafi', Extinguished; ex-

tinct. 
A mantiq (v.n. of tjk5), Speaking, 

pronouncing, articulating; an oration ; 
eloquence ; (also 'ilmi mantiq) logic, rea-
soning ; — m'vntaq, The female' garment 
nitdq; a girdle, zone, belt, sash ; [minlaqu 
'l-buruj, The celestial girdle, tbe zodiac;] 
—muntiq, Gifted with speech, rational;— 
munattaq, (A mountain) encircled round 
the middle with clouds, the top being 
clear. 

A iak^ miutaqai, mintaqa, A girdle ;— 
mintaqatu 'l-burvj, mintaqa'i zdtu 'l-buruj, 
The celestial girdle, i.e. the zodiac ;—min-
taqa'i mabruda (munjamida), Frigid zone; 
—mintaqa'i mahruqa (hdrra), Torrid zone ; 
—miutaqai mu'addila, Temperate zone. 

a ^ftx* mantiqi, Logical, dialectic ; a 
logician. 

A mantiqiydt, Dialectics. 
A JJUW^ muntalis, Secret, mysterious. 
A ijlis^ ntuntaliq. Dismissed, freed, set 

at liberty, departing, going away ; loosened, 
relaxed; divorced (woman); oper, cheer-
ful. 

A tj*^ mantuh, Butted by the horns of 
a ram, and hurt or killed; (a ram) butted 
to death. 

A £ft>* muntawi', Obedient, tractable, 
ductile. 



KUU. ( 1880 ) 
A ̂ fa* mantuq, fem. &»fa* mantuqat, 

mantuqa, Said, spoken, articulated; the 
verbal sense; expression; word, saving, 
proverb. 

A mwntawi, Folded, wrapped; 
fraught with; contained. 

A i&Jt** mintiq, Extremely eloquent. 
A fa>i* minzdr, A mirror, looking-glass. 
A. fa* manzar (v.n. of fa), Looking, be-

holding ; countenance, face, aspect, visage, 
looks; any object of sight, a spectacle, 
stage-play, theatre, scene; landscape, 
scenery; [manzari chashm, Pupil of the 
eye;—manzari 'am, A conspicuous object 
or place ;—manzari nim-khdya, The sky ; 
a dome; the world ;]—munzar, Waited for ; 
listened to ; cast behind. 

A I fa* manzar at, manzara (v.n. of fa), 
Looking at, beholding; a place where one 
may have an extensive prospect; a belve-
dere ; a watch-tower ; spectators ; anything 
looked at, agreeable or otherwise ; the face, 
countenance. 

a manzari, Beautiful of face. 
A uJ>!nJ* munazzaf, Cleaned, purified, 

purged. 
A f&>* munzalim, Oppressed, wronged. 
A faz* munazjiam, Arranged, in excellent 

order, placed in a row;—munzim, munazj.im, 
(A fish, &c.) marked with the line nizam. 

A yfa* manzur, Looked at, seen, visible ; 
admired; chosen, approved of, admitted, 
accepted; sanctioned, granted ; agreeable, 
acceptable ; designed, intended ; aim, ob-
ject in view (m.c.) ; advantage (m.c.) ;— 
manzuri khudd, Approved of God; God's 
will;—manzur ddshtan, To guard ;—manzur 
shudan, To be seen, to go in sight;—manzur 
kardan, To approve, admit, or accept;— 
manzuri nazar, Chosen, agreeable to the 
Bight, beloved ; a mistress ; a favourite, a 
protege ;—manzuri nazari khawds u 'au)dm 
shudan, To be seen by nobles and plebeians, 
i.e. to be conspicuous. 

a manzuri, Approval; choice ; ad-
mission ; consent, permission, sanction ; ad-
missibility;—manzuri ba^zimn-an (ba-qarina), 
Tacit or implied consent;—manzuri'i bii, 
Audit of a bill;— manzuri'i sani, Second 
admission, re-admission;—manzuri'i khas, 
Special sanction ;—ba-manzuri, With the 
approval or sanction of ;—ba-sharti man-
zitri, Subject to the approval of. 

A &>.)fa* manziiriyat, State of being seen. 
a pfa* manzum, Joined, threaded; ar-

ranged in order ; metrical, versified, poetic; 
the Pleiades. 

A I*fa* manzumat, manziima, Anything 
placed in a series, row, line, or order; 
hierarchy ; a composition in rhyme or 
verse ; verses ; rhyme ;—manzuma'i zawd-
hir, A string of pearls;—manzumahd'i (pi.) 
ahoM-pasand, Verses approved by those 
competent to judge. 

A man. mana' (v.n.), « cr' • , iitwibu, v F o r b i d d i n g 
repelling, counteracting, inhibiting, reject-
ing, withholding, refusing, preventing, de-
nying, dissuading; prohibition, hindrance, 
obstacle, preventive, refusal, opposition;— 
mana' kardan, To restrain. 

A man'at, News of anyone's death. 
A min'dm, Very beneficent. 
A mana'at, mana'a, Difficulty of ac-

cess ; prohibition, hindrance; dignity; (pi. 
of mdni') hinderers, prohibiters; difficult 
of access, grave, reserved (men). 

A mun'ajif, Lean (camel). 
A mun'adil, One who deviates 

from. 
A pi*J* mun'adim, Destroyed, annihi-

lated, annulled, demolished, ruined, ex-
tinct, lost,missed, disappeared;—mun'adim 
kardan, To deface, destroy, annihilate. 

A mun'adi, Contagious ; men dying 
one after another of pestilence or any con-
tagion. 

A S/*"-* mun'araj, Bent; bend (of a 
river) ;—mun'arij, Bent, turned, inflected; 
sloping (sun). 

A mun'aziq, Bad-tempered. 
A mun'azil, Separated, removed to 

a distance; retired, sequestered; de-
prived of office, removed from ministry or 
from a government. 

A {j*** mun'ashsh, Patched (shirt). 
A s — m u n ' a s i b , Grown strong, hard, 

firm. 
A yaxi* mun'asir, Pressed, squeezed; ex-

pressed. 
A mun'adim, Preserved, defended, 

kept. 
A mun'att, Torn (garment). 
A mun'atafi The bend of a valley 

or river;—mun'atif , Bent, doubled, curved; 
turned towards, inclined to. 

A mun'iz, Whatever causes an erec-
tion. 

A mun'afir, Soiled with, or rolled in, 
dust. 

A mun'afaq, A place of departure 
or of turning back;—mun'ajiq, Carried 
rapidly on (in business) ; bent, curved; led 
away from water. 

A <3*^* mun'aqq, Split. 
A min 'aqib, Behind, after. 
A j&mj-* mun'aqid, Tied, knotted; bound; 

agreed upon, concluded (peace, marriage, 
bargain); piled up, cumulated (cloud); 
coagulated, congealed; sitting (an assem-
bly, &c.) ; — mun'aqidu 'l-lisdn, Tongue-
tied ;—mun'aqid shudan, To be performed 
(m.c.). 

A YS*** mun'aqir, Galled in the back j 
hamstrung • cut off; cut, lopped (palm-
tree) ; detained, bound. 

A ij+.&j* mun'akis, Reflected, reversed 
(as a figure in a mirror or water) ; contrary, 
inverted; topsy-turvy. 



A mun'akif, Curled (hair). 
A man'al, man'alat, Hard 

ground ;—mun'al, Shod with shoe, slipper, 
or Bandal (na'l) • hard-footed (horse). 

A mun'am, Benefited; [mun'am 
'alaiki, Benefited ; a recipient of bounty ;] 
—mun'im, Beneficent, liberal, generous, 
gracious; a benefactor; [mun'imi haqlql, 
The true benefactor, i.e. God;]—muna"am, 
Affluent. 

A munallamat, muna"ama, Delicate 
(woman), in good health or condition; 
benefit, recompense ; a pleasant, delightful 
life. 

A mun'amid, Supported by pillars, 
A mun'amil, Made, done, per-

formed. 
a mun'imiyat, Bestowment. 
A man'ut, Qualified by an adjec-

tive ; described. 
A man'ush, (A corpse) laid on a 

bier. 
A ̂ y* man'a, The news of anyone's 

death; abstinence; hindrance, prevention. 
jto* manghur, manghurak, A small 

copper coin, a farthing;—munghur, mun-
ghurak, A large goblet. 

A mungharif, Cut, clipped, shorn. 
A Y - A A * munghass. Driven away (as a 

cat) by the cry ghass phase. 
A munghasil, Washed ; flowing. 
A munaghghas, (A life) rendered 

miserable, irksome, and melancholy;— 
munaahghis. Who or what renders (a per-
son's life) unhappy. 

A munghatt, Immersed (in water) ; 
one who dives or plunges himself. 

A JAA* munghall, "Entering, inserted. 
M manghalay, Forehead, front; the 

vanguard. 
A TJLAI* munghalig. Shut up or against; 

closed. 
AAJ* manghala, A sort of game. 
A munghamm. Sorrowful. 
A j+Ai* munghamir, Sunk, plunged. 
A munghamiz, One who winks ; a 

winker. 
A ^JAa* munghawl. Deceived; fallen; 

bent. 
A mm-ghair, Involuntarily, accident-

ally. 
A mar^if, Memphis in Egypt. 
A T ^ * minfajch, BellowB. 
A (JSTLAW minfdsh, Tweezers (see 
A J^AU* minfdq, One who spends much. 
A munfaii, Crumbled. 
A munfatih, Open (door); disjoined; 

subdued, conquered. 
A IJ-SAĴ . munfatiq, Split, broken, cleft ; 

(misfortune) overtaking (anyone). 
A munfatiqat, munfatiqa, Deflow-

ered. 
A munfatil, Twisted (rope) ; turned 

(from any design or resolution) ; receding. 

A munfajj, (A bow) wide between 
the string and the handle. 

A munfajar, A road through sands; 
a place where water gushes forth and flows 
freely; — munfajir. Let loose, broached, 
flowing (water); (dawn) beginning to dif-
fuse itself; a displayer (of magnificence 
and liberality) ; (night) dispelled by 
dawn; dawn; (evils) crowding from all 
quarters. 

a w-im/aj'i, Open (gate or door). 
A minfakh, Bellows. 
A munfid, One who exhausts or 

carries off; destitute of provisions, poor; 
dry (well). 

A munfadi, Redeemed, ransomed. 
A IAW manfaz, A place through which 

anything passes or penetrates; a hole, 
passage, vent, outlet.; a pass, a defile; 
[manfazi kdrwdn, A place where caravans 
pass;]—munfiz, One who causes to pass, 
pervade, or be received. 

A fa* munjir, Who terrifies and puts to 
flight. 

A munfarij, fem. munfarijat, 
munfarija, Tranquil, contented, happy, free 
from care or grief; cracked, split, sepa-
rated, distant; open, gaping ; obtuse ;— 
munfarijatu 'z-zawayd, Obtuse-angled (ma-
thematical figure)-;—zawiya'i munfarija, 
An obtuse angle. 

A tfa* munfarih, Exhilarated. 
A Jfa* munfand, Simple; alone, solitary, 

singular, unique. 
A "Wyu- munfarid-an, Separately, solely, 

singly. 
A xSjto* munfariq, Distinct, separate, dis-

persed. 
A manfas, Much desired (thing) ; 

vent, breathing-hole, mouth;—munfis, Much 
desired (object) ;—munfis, munfas, Many, 
much (wealth). 

A munfasah, Open, expanding 
(place) ;—munfasih, joyous, delighted, ex-
panded (heart); convenient, commodious 
(lodging-place for cattle). 

A munfasikh, Dissolved, broken off 
(contract, marriage, &c.) ; abolished, abro-
gated, excommunicated. 

A A-JU* munfasid, Corrupted, vitiated. 
A munfasiq, (A ripe date) bursting 

from its skin. 
T AAAW manfasha (for P. banufsha), A 

violet; Malvasia in Morea. 
A ATIAU* munfasid, Flowing, fluid. 
A munfasal, A place of separation ; 

—munfasil, fem. fflaft'* munfasilat, mun-
fasila, Dissected; separated, disjoined, dis-
tinct, cut off; weaned, driven from the 
mother; divided into sections or chapters; 
disjunctive; decided, adjudged. 

A manfasim, Broken without sepa-
ration. 
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A (J^AI* minfaz, A fan, ventilator;—mun-
fiz, Impoverished (people). 

A J - I I A ^ munfazih, Detected in villainy 
and exposed to infamy, rendered igno-
minious. 

A ^fti* munfazikh, Bruised (camel's 
hump); hurst (sore) ; leaky (bucket). 

A ftu— munfatir, Split, cracked, split-
ting. 

A ftiu* munfatim, Prohibited ; cautious; 
desisted ; arrived at the end. 

A manfa'at, Emolument, profit, gain, 
advantage ; use ; useful purpose ;—manfa-
'at kardan, To do good. 

a <^ft c ^ manfa'at-giri, A getting 
good. 

A munfa'il, Made, done, performed ; 
suffering or receiving the effect (of an 
act) ; passive, patient (opp. to active, 
agent) ; disturbed, afflicted; bashful, 
ashamed. 

a mnnfa'ila, Blushing, shame, 
bashfulness. 

A jk&x* munfaghir, Open (mouth), ex-
panding, full-blown (flower). 

A munfiq, One who lays out money; 
one who easily and readily disposes of his 
goods;—munfaqq, Open, separated, .dis-
joined. 

A munfakk, Dislocated, removed 
from a place ; separate, distinct; alienated. 

A J t i* munfall, Broken, notched (edge). 
A ÛUAA* munfalit, Escaped, set at liberty. 
A munfaliq, Split, broken in pieces 
A t f t * manfukh, Inflated, tumid, swol-

len, swelled in the belly, fat . 
manfur, Abhorred, shunned ; con-

quered, overcome ; — manfur u 'l-umarn, 
Shunned by all the world, hateful to every-
body;—manfur shudan, To be detested. 

A ^>ft* manfus, Born; an infant whose 
mother is still in child-bed; much desired 
(thing). 

A manfilsh, Plucked, teased (cotton 
or wool). 

A ifcft* manfuz, Shaken, concussed; 
trembling with horror ; shaking with ague, 
agued. 

A i&ft* manfutat, Blistered (hand). 
A J Y ^ munfawiq, Broken, notched (ar-

row). 
A tft* manfuh, Timid, cowardly. 
A munaffah, Lazy, tired (camel). 
A i j V ^ munfahiq, Wide-spread, diffused 

(lighning or water) ; abounding. 
A munfahim, Perceived, understood. 
A manfd, A place of banishment;— 

manfT, Negative; rejected, repulsed; ban-
ished. , 

A munaqqd, — ^ft* munaqqd q.v. 
A S-KVAÂ * minqdb, A pipe, a tube. 
A JUS^ minqdd, A bird's beak ; an instru-

ment for assaying gold and silver coin ;— 
munqad, fem. munqddat, munqdda, 

Obedient, submissive, tractable; soft, yield-
ing (soil), 

a munqddlyat, Obedience. 
A fti* minqdr, Beak of a bird ; a pointed 

iron instrument used by smiths ; a tool for 
notching mill-stones ; a carpenter's chisel; 
point, toe of a boot;—minqdri qdr, Nib of 
a pen ;—minqdri kabutar, Bill of a dove ;— 
minqdri gil, The tongue;—minqdri waqt u 
sd'at, The pivot of a time-piece. 

A minqash, Pincers ; tweezers. 
A ( J E ^ munqds, Eradicated. 
A munqdz, (A tree) cleft length-

wise. 
A FCJ^* minqaf, The beak of a bird ; the 

bone of a shell-fish, used in polishing. 
A J^^* minqdl, Quick-trotting (horse). 
A manqab, A road through moun-

tains or over rough grounds; a pass, pas-
sage ; a street; that part of the belly near 
the navel where dropsy is tapped; — 
minqab, The instrument with which that 
operation is performed, a trocar;—munaq-
qib, An examiner, scrutinizes 

A manqabat, Apath through moun-
tains ; anything in which a man glories, 
or which confers on him pre-eminence; 
glorious action; distinguished quality ; 
erudition, virtue, talent; glory, praise 
(esp. of the Prophet and his companious). 

A i j M ^ munqabiz, Contracted within it-
self, shrunk, wrinkled, drawn together; 
constipated, costive; depressed, morose; 
fast-going, 

a manqaba, Art, science ; a cobbler ; 
sole of the foot. (See also M^*.) 

A Ĵ &o* munqatil, Killed, slain. 
A {ft* munqih, One who empties (a bone) 

of the marrow ; a polisher of verse ;—mu-
naqqah, Made manifest, clear, refined, 
amended, corrected; cleansed;—munaqqih, 
One who extracts marrow ; who sharpens 
the wit; a pruner, lopper of superfluities. 

A munqahim, One who plunges in 
with impetuous temerity ; fallen into diffi-
culties. 

A AÂ* munqadd, Split, cut longwise. 
A minqadat, A sherd with which 

walnuts are peeled and cleaned, 
A jA&j* munqadir, Predestined, made 

necessary, created ; exact in measure, 
A £munqadi', Averse from, hanging 

back. 
A munqiz, A deliverer, redeemer, 

rescuer. 
A jte* rninqar, A pointed hammer used 

in digging, hollowing, or cutting stones, a 
pick;—munqur, A well dug in very hard 
ground, with a narrow mouth and full of 
water ; a watering-cistern or trough ; name 
of the father of a tribe. 

A munqariz, Cut, notched; cor-
roded; extinct (family, race); consumed, 
elapsed (time). 



A munqaril, Stopped, desisting. 
A jfa* munqiz, One who drinks pure water 

called naqiz; possessed of cattle afflicted 
with the distemper nuqaz. 

A munqasim, Divided into parts 
(qi8m)y as a book into chapters ; appor-
tioned, distributed. 

A S minqash, Pincers, tweezers ; — 
munaqqash, Painted, stained, printed, 
Bpeckled; embroidered ; •— munaqqish, A 
painter, printer, stainer; an embroiderer; 
an engraver. 

A minqashat, minqasha, A pencil, 
painter's brush;—munaqqishat, Skull-frac-
turing (wound), causing exfoliation. 

A munqashir, Peeled, barked. 
A munqashi', Scattered (cloud), 

dispelled (grief). 
A iU&i* manqasat, Loss, defect, deficiency. 
A s-tiJLî  munqasif, Broken ; who or what 

goes off, retires, passes by, or flees away. 
A J-&* munqasil, Cut. 
A munqasim, Broken to bits, se-

parated. 
A munqazz, (A hawk) darting on 

his prey ; (cavalry) charging (a foe); (a 
wall) failing down, or threatening ruin ; 
setting (star). 

A S—AFO* munqazib, Cut, separated ; (a 
star) passing, leaving its place. 

A ifate* munqazi, Finished, completed ; 
annihilated, extinct; elapsed, passed. 

A UA* munaqqat, Marked with points ; 
dotted, Bpotted. 

A munqata', A place where (any-
thing) finishes or breaks off ; extremity (of 
a sand-hill or valley); [munqata' bi-ki, 
Unable to prosecute a journey (from the 
weakness of one's beast or from any other 
cause);]—munqati', Broken (rope); abrupt, 
interrupted, broken off, separated, dis-
joined; finished, ceased, terminated, ex-
tinct, perishing, exterminated; decisive, 
conclusive; a recluse; disabled; — mun-
qati'u 'l-qarin, Unequalled, unrivalled, in-
comparable, matchless ;— ghair munqati 
Uninterrupted. 

A manqa', The sea, bed of the 
ocean; any place where water collects, re-
mains, or stagnates; as much water as is 
sufficient for a draught;—minqa', A vessel 
in which medicines are steeped or soaked ; 
—munqa', Pickled, preserved (fruit); good, 
wholesome, cool (water) quenching thirs t ; 
cooling butter-milk; steeped (thing); 
strong (poison). 

A munqa'ir, (A tree) uprooted and 
falling down ; fallen on the ground. 

A munqa'if, (A thing) moved from 
(itB) place ; (a wall) tumbling down. 

A jA&w munqafil, Bolted, locked ;—mun-
qajtlu'l-yadain, A gripe-fist, miser. 

A J i i* manqal, A way through a moun-
tain ; a chafing-dish ; [manqali nim-khdna, 

The world ;] — munqal, Narrated, told, 
alleged; — munqil, One who roves from 
pasture to pasture. 

a munqald, A deputy, ambassador ; 
the advanced guard (cf. the following). 

M manqaldy, = q.v. 
A S A & I * munqalab (v.n. 7 of S-AS) F Being 

turned; inversion ; a place of turning; a 
place of returning; issue, upshot;—mun-
qalib, Turned, changed, couverted, per-
verted, inverted, averted ;—munqalib shu-
dan, To be turned. 

A munqalibdt (pi. fem. of the pre-
ceding), A name given to the cities of the 
plain which were overthrown in the time 
of Lot. 

A manqalat, manqala, A day's jour-
ney, or the space travelled; a halting-
place ; a way through mountains; a sort of 
game ;—munq-ula, A chafing-dish ;—munaq-
qila, (A wound) fracturing the skull, and 
producing an exfoliation (the fine for 
which is fifteen camels). 

A ̂ fa^* munqali', Torn up, uprooted, ex-
tracted. 

A J-*^* munqamih, (A camel) raising the 
head and refusing to drink any more. 

A &>* munqamis, Dipped (in water). 
A munqa,mi', Subdued, tamed, sub-

jected ; low, mean. 
A S m a n q u b , Bored, perforated, hol-

lowed, dug; undermined. 
A manqud, Ready money. 
A jfa" manquz, fem. tj/j* manquzat, 

manquza, (Sheep) troubled with the dis-
temper nuqaz. 

A manq-ush, Painted, printed, 
stained, coloured ; embroidered ; engraved ; 
carved. 

A AAJFC* manqushat, manqusha, (A skull-
wound) requiring that parts of the bone 
should be taken out. 

A manqus, Damaged, defective, 
diminished, shortened ; verse characterized 
by i-r—ac and 

A manquz, Untwisted ; demolished. 
A manqut, fem. manqutat, 

manquta, Spotted, dotted, marked with a 
diacritical point; a composition in which 
all the letters have diacritical points. 

A manqu', Steeped, soaked, mace-
rated ; an infusion. 

A manqul, fem. manqulat, 
manqula, Said, narrated, recounted, copied, 
transcribed; removed; personal property of 
every description ; movables; technical; 
desumed, borrowed (opp. to Jy*** q.v.). 

A ww ĵftJ* manqulat (fem. pi. of the pre-
ceding), Related things, traditional or his-
torical knowledge; movables. 

A fijfc* munqih, Who raises from sickness. 
A ^Jf* munql, Fat, and having bones full 

of marrow; a chooser;—munaqqd, Cleaned, 
purged, purified ; a species of dried grapes 
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or raisins; bloom-raisins;—munaqqf, Puri-
fying, cleansing; detergent. 

a s-iw mankib, The shoulder; also that 
part of the arm next to i t ; the correspond-
ing part in animals; a chief, leader; a 
track; high ground; four feathers in the 
wing of a bird next to those called p^yi q.y. 

A w&j* munkasib, Heaped up (sand) ; 
inserted, thrust, or poured into. 

munkadir, Quick, swift, hasten-
ing; precipitant, rushing headlong; fal-
ling star; setting (star) ;—tarlqu l-mun-
kadir, The road of Yamamah to Mecca. 

A ft* munkar, Denied, unacknowledged, 
ignored, disowned; unknown ; disallowed, 
unlawful, blame-worthy (opposed to ma-
' r u f ) ; wicked, bad, iniquitous, a disagree-
able, iniquitous thing ; iniquity; an angel, 
who, together with another named nakir, 
is supposed to examine the spirits of the 
departed in the tomb;—munkir, One who 
denies, rejects, disapproves, ignores, re-
pudiates, takes ill or feels disobliged; 
averse, disapproving ; a renegade, an apos-
tate ; one who places no confidence in 
another, but disbelieves what he professes ; 
ungrateful; [munkir shudan, To deny a 
promise, retract one's word ;]— munakkar, 
Indeterminate, indefinite ; disguised; in-
cognito. 

a munkiri, Obstinacy in denying 
(m.c.). 

A munkarat (pl. fem. of munkar), 
Iniquitous, unlawful, disagreeable things. 

A munkarat (fem of munkar), A 
prodigy, unheard-of thing. 

A f f t * munkar im, Honoured; glorified. 
A munakkae, Inverse, with head 

inverted;—munakkis, (A horse) not hold-
ing up his head, especially in a race ; also 
one unable to follow the others. 

A munkasir, Broken; broken in 
spirit; fragile, frail; put to flight, routed 
(enemy); flaccid, pendulous (ear) ;—mun-
kasiru 'l-hal, In a distressed state. 

a j rnurikasir-dilan, (pl.) Heart-
broken. 

a ft£x+ munhasir-mizaj, Broken down 
in health. 

A I - m u n k a s i f , Eclipsed (sun or 
moon). 

A (-ftLi,* munkashih, Scattered, dispersed. 
A ieASjty* munkashit, Open, naked; dis-

pelled (fear). 
A munkashif, Discovered, un-

covered, revealed ; published ; displayed ; 
illustrated. 

A y ^ mankas (v.n. of Departing, 
retiring, desisting from timidity ;—munkas, 
Retired, gone to one side;—munakkas, A 
place of return, gain, or profit; retired, 
gone to one side. 

A mankazat, Effort, exertion ; ha&te, 
speed. 

A $ft* munkaPlat-nosed ;—munakka', 
Flat, flattened (nose). 

A C^^A- munkaff, One who desists, ceaseB 
to do a thing, retires, abstains from. 

A ^ft* mankal, mankil, Whatever brings 
on a man punishment and chastisement;— 
minkal, Anything that inspires f ea r ; — 
munkall, Blunted (sword). 

A munkamuh, Swift, hastening. 
ft* manku, The water of life. 
A mankub, Afflicted, miserable. 
A mankus, Untwisted (rope). 
A eft* mankuh, fem. b-ft* mankuhat, 

mankuha, Married, joined in legitimate 
wedlock. 

A j f t * mankud, Small (present). 
)ft* mankur, Name of a mountain in 

the desert of Kipchak, where there is a 
spring, which, though very small, yields as 
much water as can be taken away. 

A )ft* mankur, Denied; ignored. 
A )ft* mankuz, Thrown, beaten, trodden 

on. 
A (j»ft* mankus, Inverted; read back-

wards ; suffering from a relapse; prepos-
terous (birth), i.e. with the feet foremost; 
head downwards, topsy turvy; a figure in 
geomancy, 

A mankuf, lift* mankufat, man-
kufa, (A camel) troubled with the tumour 
nukaf. 

t f t * ma-nikuh (prohib. of nikuhldan, 
Revile not, blame not. 

man-ki (for &*), I who. 
mang, A die, dice; a game at dice; 

a gamester; a gaming - house; custom, 
habit ; rule, law, regulation; boast, brag, 
vanity; cheating, fraud, deception; a robber, 
highwayman; rhubarb ; the henbane-plant; 
herbs, grass; yawning, oscitation ; a mode 
of making the joints creak;—ming, A water-
pipe, conduit;—mung, A black intoxicating 
grain; a bee. 

mangak, Dice; boasting, bragging. 
mangul, A robber ; a wart. 

j f t j * mangalor, Mangalore in Mysore. 
utft-i* mangalus, Name of a place fa-

mous for white elephants. 
mangala, Name of a place noted for 

fine elephants;—ftiangula, Name of a wild 
herb ; a strap or thread by which anything 
is hung. 

mSJ* mangana, A blacksmith's vice; a 
press; a roller (mm.cc.). 

\ft* manguwa, A dice-player; name of 
a certain wazir. 

)ft>* mangur, A mountain in Kipchak. 
Ji^So^. mangosh, An ear-ring. 

mangiyd, mangyd, Dice; gaming-
house. 

mangiyagar, A dice - player, 
gamester. 

mangldan, To mutter in a rage;— 



mangidan, mungidan, To speak through the 
nose. 

tfJS** manldk, munlak, A poor, wretched 
man (probably misreading fer q.v.). 

A <3 A min ladun, From on high. 
y man-am, I am. 
A y minarnm, A tale-bearer, calum-

niator. 
A YE UA- minmds, Tweezers. 
A munmajj, (Wine or saliva) ejec-

ted (from the mouth) ; (ink) dropping 
(from a pen). 

A ( J J ^ A ^ munmahi, Erased, obliterated. 
A y munammar, Dappled, spotted, 

speckled. 
A munmarit, (Hair) fallen off. 
A. minmas, Tweezers. 
A minmal, munmil, A slanderer;— 

munmal, munammal, A closely-written 
hand;—munammal, Raised, exalted. 

A (JJUA* munmalis, Polished, made bare, 
bright, shining. 

A ^UA* munmalis, Escaped, slipped 
away. 

A CJUA* munmaliq, Smooth, slippery, 
shining. 

A manmul, (Food) gnawed by ants 
(naml) ; the tongue. 

A minan (pi, of minnat), Claims, 
obligations ; favours ;—zu 'l-minan, Pos-
sessed of (many) claims, i.e. God. 

A tsfju" manang, A sort of rush, of which 
brooms are made. 

a (jj^e j manan u 'anan, More particu-
larly (see min wa 'an under A. ^ min). 

y * ma-nav (prohib. of nawidan), Do not 
move or complain;—manu, minu, Paradise; 
high, sublime. 

A J^y-* minwal, A loom; a weaver's 
beam ; mode, manner, rule, form, constitu-
tion, disposition, frame, texture; propriety, 
decency, duty, office;—'old hdzd 'l-minwdl, 
In this manner, according to this fashion, 

A i y munuwai, Desire; a wished-for 
object. 

y * minu-chihr, Of a heavenly counte-
nance ; of high degree; name of the son of 
Iraj, and seventh king of the Peshdadian 
dvnasty ; also name of various princes and 
chiefs. 

A cy* manuh, (A camel) giving milk in 
winter ( = ^ ^ q.v.). 

A jyi* munauwar, Illuminated, enlight-
ened ; elucidated, explained, illustrated; 
clear, splendid, bright, brilliant; [munau-
wara 'l-qalb, Of an enlightened heart; 
Berene, intelligent;—munauwar kardan, To 
illuminate ;]—munauwir, An illuminator ; 
illuminative. 

A munauwarat, munauwara (fem. of 
the preceding), The illuminated or illus-
trious, esp. applied to Madinah. 

a munauwar-kun, Who illuminates, 
enlightens, illustrates. 

yfaji* mano8hdn, Name of one of the 
governors of Persia in the reign of Kai 
Khusrau; (prohib. of noehanidan) cause 
not thou to drink. 

A jAAy* (?), Name said to have been 
given by the Arabs to Jamshed. 

A manut, Dependent, fastened, 
bound, belonging to, attached, tied; ad-
mitted, allowed entrance, adopted;—$ardfa-
manut, Founded on witticism ; witty. 

A manu', A hinderer, preventer, re-
fuser;—munu' (pi. of man'), Hindrances, 
obstacles. 

A JY^ munauwaq, Trained, broke in 
(camel). 

A J y - minwal, A weaver's beam. 
A F»Y->* munauwim, Narcotic, soporific, 

sedative. 
A <>jy** manun, Time, age; death, fa te ; 

[raibu (ri^a&w) 1l-manun, Calamities, dis-
asters;]—munauwan, Marked with tanwln. 

yby*" manohar (S. mano-hara), Heart-
ravishing, beautiful; pleasant; name of 
an Indian painter or sculptor. 

A ijf-" manwl, Intended; intention, pur-
pose ;—manawl, Belonging to the idol SU* . 

manah, The lower jaw, the chin. 
A AA* min-hu, From him; from it. 
A V * minhd, From her; from i t ; from 

them (referring to a broken pi.) ; deduction, 
subtraction ;—minhd 8akhtan, To subtract. 

A ilfc^* manhdt, Intelligent, prudent 
(man). 

A ©V" minhaj, An open road, a wide 
street; highway;—hujjaji hiddyat-minhaj, 
Pilgrims on the right road. 

A munhaz, (A bone) broken anew 
after having been set and knit. 

A munha', Prone, hastening to 
evil. 

A J V " minhdl, One who irritates or 
provokes greatly; a heap of sand con-
tinually rolling or sliding down; great 
munificence; the grave; very liberal. 

a ( j ^v^ manhd'i, Forbidding, prohibi-
tion;—minkd'i, Subtracted, deducted. 

A minhab, Swift (horse), beating 
others;—munhib, One who gives to be 
plundered. 

A munhabis, Immoderate in laugh-
ter. 

A LATV-* munhabit, Depressed, falling. 
A weU^* munhatik, Torn, cut; violated, 

deflowered. 
Agt^ manhaj, Road, highway; way, 

manner ; — manhaji farman-bardari, The 
path of obedience. 

A A y munahhid, Swelling - breasted 
(girl); — munhadd, Broken, rent (as a 
mountain by an earthquake). 

a pA^A* munhadim, Demolished, de-
stroyed. 

a (jjA^t* munhadin, One who relaxes (from 
study, or from any plan or resolution). 



A manhar, A place excavated by a 
flux of water; a gutter or conduit by which 
water is brought into a fort;-—munkir, 
One who digs till he arrives at water ; who 
lets (blood) flow ; (a vein) bleeding exces-
sively, so as not to be stopped; a doer of 
anything in the day-time. 

A manharat, manhara, A place in a 
courtyard of a house where rubbish is 
thrown; a dust-hole. 

A munhazim, Routed, put to flight, 
running away, discomfited in battle ;— 
munhazim sdkhtan, To rout ;—munhazim 
u tar u mdr kardan, To rout and disperse 
in all directions. 

A munhazim-an, Dispersedly, like 
defeated men. 

A ft-^f* mnnhashim, Broken, crumbled 
(as bread). 

A munhazBruised, crumbled, 
pounded. 

A munhazim, Well-digested (food) ; 
digestible. 

A munhafit, Depressed; dimin-
ished. 

A Jv^* manhal (v.n. of J ^ ) , Drinking, 
quenching the thirst ; a draught that 
quenches thirs t ; profuse liberality; a 
place of drinking; a watering-place; a 
horse-pond; a tomb, sepulchre, tumulus, 
grave. 

A munhalik, One who throws him-
self into danger, or in the way of destruc-
tion. 

A munhamm, Pining, wasted with 
age, grief, or care. 

munhamiz, Hamzated. 
A munhamil, (An eye) suffused 

with tears. 
A S^YIR" manhiib, Snatched away by 

force; plundered. 
A <j*«ci* mankus, Lean (man). 
A manhuk, Debilitated, afflicted 

with continued disease; in the metre 
called rajaz, when two-thirds of the verse 
have been taken away and one-third is 
left. 

A manhum, Very greedy (of food, 
money, or science). 

A munhi, One who announces news; 
a reporter, a tale-bearer;—munahhi, One 
who forbids or warns ; — manhiy, manhi, 
Forbidden. 

A WU^I- manhlydt (pl. fem. of manhi), 
Unlawful, forbidden things. 

a (jWv^ munhiydn (P. pl of munhi), 
Bringers of news ;—munhiyani rub'i mas-
kun (haft tibaq), The planets Saturn, 
Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mercury, 
and the Moon. 

uA* mani, Presumption, boasting, ego-
tism; egoism, or that sufficiency in Himself 
a.nd independence of other beings which 
is peculiar to God; — man-i, Pronoun of 

the first person followed by the second 
person sing, present of the auxiliary verb 
budan, as in bd man-i, Thou art with me. 

A many (v.n,), Defining, apportion-
ing ; a seminal effusion ;—mand, Death ; 
the Divine decree; measure, quantity ; de-
sign, intention ;—mani, The seminal fluid; 
(pl. of mand) weights of two pounds;— 
mind, Name of a valley nigh unto Mecca 
where sacrifices are offered up ; the seminal 
fluid (of man or woman) ;—mund (pl. of 
munyat), Desires, wishes, aspirations. 

A munib, One who returns (to 
God), repentant, a penitent; one who ap-
points a deputy ; a patron, master; client; 
constituent; appointed to conduct a busi-
ness, foreman, factor, agent, head man. 

A manyat, Seminal fluid ;—munyat, 
Wish, desire;—manly at, Death, fate; any-
thing definite in time and manner; the 
providence of God;—manly ati ahmar, Red, 
i.e. violent, death. 

A F-JW* manih, A giver ; an arrow en-
titled to no prize. 

A manikai, manlka, (A she-camel) 
lent in order to be milked. 

A man-id, Ye are to me, as hawd-
ddri man-id, Ye are well-wishers to me 
(comp. man-i). 

x jti* munir, Shining, splendid, illumi-
nating ;—zamlri munir, The enlightened 
mind or intellect;—mihri munir, The bright 
sun. 

a ^Jji man-yazid, Who increases the 
offer or bids more ? auction, auctioneering 
room, market. 

manezha, Name of Afrasyab's 
daughter. 

nftj* munaitara, Name of a castle or 
citadel near Tarabulus in Syria. 

A fri* mani', Inaccessible, impregnable; 
impossible; precious. 

A <-A^ munif, Eminent, exalted, high, 
lofty, sublime. 

tsJu^ manik, = M&xt* q.v. 
A munlm, One who appeases, quiets, 

or lulls to sleep, 
A minnind (v.n. of ( f t ) , Conferring 

a benefit; a reproaching or casting in the 
teeth. 

ij^yx* ma-nyosh (prohib. of niyoshidan), 
Do not hearken, listen not, 

y mau, The mewing of a cat;—mu, mo, 
Hair ; a crack in a cup ; exactness, preci-
sion ;—mu az dida bar-dmadan (dar dida 
giriftan, dar chashm shikastan), mil bar 
dwardani (kardani) chashm, Superfluous 
lashes grow and injure the eye;—mu az 
zabdn bar-dwardan (rustan), mu bar zabdn 
amadan (sabz shudan), mu bar-awardani 
zabdn, To talk a great deal to no purpose ; 
—mu az zabdn-ash sabz dmad, However much 
advice he gave, it impressed nobody, and 
yet he went on talking ;—mu bar andam 



(badan, tan) khastan, mu bar tan rdst 
shudan, The hair stands on end from ter-
ror;—mu dadan (firistddan), To send a 
hair in a letter (a mode by which a despair-
ing lover apprises a lady, to whom he 
cannot gain access, of his emaciated con-
dition) ;—mu dar dsiyd safed shudan, (met.) 
A person is exceedingly stupid or foolish ; 
—mu dar tarazu zadan, mu zadani kaffa, 
(met.) The equilibrium is complete;—mu 
dar miydn na-gunjad, Unity (between two 
persons) is perfect;—niu kandan, To tear 
out one's hair (from gr ief) ;—pur-mH, 
Hairy, full of hair. 

A muwd'alat (v.n. 3 of En-
deavouring to escape or to find a refuge. 

A L»Ay muwd'amat (v.n. 3 of p%)> Con-
senting, agreeing, doing the like; dis-
puting, contending for glory. 

A S^Vj* mawdbizat (pi. of maubaz),Priests 
of the Magi;—mawdbizatu 'l-hall wa 'l-'aqd, 
Lords of loosing and binding, able critics. 

A muwdbalat, Assiduity, attention. 
A <^\y mawdt, Lifeless; a desert, waste 

ground from which a man can derive no 
profit, and not owned; a fallow; the dead; 
corpses;—muwdt, Death. 

A mu'atdt, in P. (v.n, 3 of 
^ t ) , Consenting, agreeing with, stipula-
ting ; obeying, being obsequious ; favour-
ing, helping; companionship, familiarity. 

mutawir> (A camel) which first 
puts down one knee and then the other in 
kneeling (a practice extremely incommo-
dious to the rider). 

A S/ty* muwdtarat (v.n. 3 of Prose-
cuting or doing (anything) at intervals 
(muddrakat implying whatever is pursued 
without intermission) ; fasting every alter-
nate day ; putting down one knee after 
another when kneeling (a camel). 

A muwasabat (v.n, 3 of <-iLeap-
ing or rushing upon (one another). 

A fay mawdsir (pi. of misarat), What-
ever things are thrown over the saddle to 
make the seat more easy ; outer garments. 

A mu'asar at (v.n. 3 of fa), Choos-
ing, preferring. 

A mawdsiq, Agreements, covenants ; 
—muwasiq, Confederate. 

A A&FTY muwdsaqat (v.n. 3 of j f i j ) , En-
tering into a confederacy ; sticking to a 
business. 

A muwdsamat (v.n. 3 of fay), Run-
ning a race, contending in swiftness; exer-
cising mutual patience. 

A IJ^ ly mawdsiq (pi. of misdq), Agree-
ments, confederacies, pacts, compacts. 

A mauwaj, Stormy, billowy, surgy. 
a s m a w a jib, Salaries, pensions, re-

wards, hires; rights, dues, wages. 
A muwdjabat, A rendering obliga-

tory. 

a /)<&. mawdjib-khwdr. Salaried, 
pensioned ; a pensioner (m.c.). 

A mu'djarat (v.n. 3 of Paying 
the hire for labour; hiring, making an 
agreement, contracting for labour; letting 
out on hire. 

A mu'djalat (v.n. 3 of Hin-
dering, detaining, throwing obstacles in 
the way. 

A muwdjalai (v.n. 3 of Being 
afraid of; contending or vying with in 
being afraid. 

A muwdjahat, muwajaha (v.n. 3 of 
Meeting face to face, coming before 

(another), facing, confronting ; beholding; 
presence, appearance; opposition of two 
stars or planets;—bi'l-muwajaha, Before, 
in presence of. 

A muwdjahat-an, Before, in pre-
sence of. 

A muwdhalat (v.n. 3 of J ^ ) , Rol-
ling (one) in the mire (wahl), bemiring. 

A AIE-t'y* mu'dhanat (v.n. 3 of 
Being inimical, malevolent; hatred, dis-
like, enmity. 

A mu'akhdtf in P . (v.n. 3 
of Entering into a brotherhood ; fra-
ternity, brotherly love; intimate friend-
ship. 

A ii^y* mu'dkhaz Chastised, punished, 
reprehended, reproved, rebuked, taken to 
task ;—mu'akhiz, A chaatiser, rebuker, <fcc. 

A iJw.L'Y* mu'dkhazat, mu'dfchaza. (v.n. 8 
of Calling to account, taking satis-
faction, retaliating ; chastising, blaming, 
reproaching, reproving, rebuking. 

a,j\j aj&i'y. mu'akhaza-dar, Accountable 
for, responsible, answerable. 

A mawakhir (pi. of makhirat), 
(Ships) ploughing the ocean with noise, or 
advancing and receding with one wind; 
(pi. of mdkhur) taverns, gaming-houses, 
brothels. 

A ijA-Vy mu'dkharat (v.n. 3 of 
Postponing, delaying; putting behind; 
rejecting. 

A yfa\y mawakhir (pi. of makhur), Ta-
verns ; frequenters of taverns. 

A ^ mawadd (pi. of maddat), Matters, 
points ; articles ; females ; humours of the 
body; matter, pus;—mawaddi siydsat, 
Matters deserving of punishment;—ma* 
ivaddi sulh, Articles of peace. 

A sAj* muwaddat (v.n. of Loving 
one another; mutual love or esteem, 

A muwdda'at (v.n. 3 of Quiet-
ing, reconciling, returning to favour, mak-
ing peace; farewell, taking leave. 

A i^A'y. mu'ddamat (v.n. 3 of pA), Being 
united in friendship and amity. 

A ifytj" muwdrdt, in P. (v.n. 3 of 
Hiding; burying; repulsion. 

A ^ y mawdrid (pi. of maurid), Passes, 
entrances; places where people descend; 



stations; places where water is drawn ;— 
mawaridi matruqa, Turbid or befouled wa-
ters ; — mawdrid u madakhil (madar ij), 
Passages, entrances, and exits, ingress and 
egress ;—masddir u mawdrid, Places where 
learned men meet. 

A muwaradat (v.n. 3 of Coming 
to a watering-place together. 

A muwdra'at (v.n. of Dis-
coursing, conferring, conversing, consulting 
with. 

A (3>y* muwdriq, Near. 
A &iyy muwaraqat, A being near, ap-

proaching. 
A mawaris (pl. of mir as), Heri-

A j\y mauwdz, A vender of banana-fruit. 
A mu'azdt, in P. vtA^y (v.n. 3 of 

Being parallel, opposite, equi-distant j 
being proportioned, equal to. 

A EJ^* mawazij, ^t-yy mawdzijat (pl. of 
mauzaj), Boots. 

Ajj\y mu'dzir, A helper, assistant;— 
muwdzir, The bearer of a load. 

A tyy mu'dzarat (v.n. 3 of Assist-
ing ; answering to, corresponding with, 
being equal to; assistance, support;—mu-
wdzarat (v.n. 3 of fo), Governing for a 
sovereign or a chief, being lieutenant or 
vizier. 

A muwdzanat, muwdzana (v.n. 3 of 
a))), Being equivalent, equalling; being 
opposite to, corresponding with; facing; 
an equilibrium; (in rhetoric) the ryth-
mical conformity of the cadences of corre-
sponding phrases ;—muwdzana'i duwaUya, 
The political equilibrium of empires. 

A \ j f t y mu'dzi, Parallel, exactly oppo-
site, and resembling one another; equal, 
nearly, about; quantity ; sets, pairs. 

A mawazin (pl. of mizdn), Balances, 
scales. 

a muwdsd, Ease, rest; benevolence, 
favour; society, fellowship. 

A SL.^ muwdsdt, in P. ewL.ty* (v.n. 3 of 
^5-A), Doing good, benefiting; condoling 
with ; reviving by consolation, encourag-
ing;—muwdsdt (v.n. 3 of Assisting; 
assistance, help. 

A mawdsiq (pl. of wdsiq), Pregnant 
(camels). 

A iJL.\y muwdsaqai (v.n. 3 of < J ~ ) ) , Re-
sembling, being equal to, or of the same 
weight. 

A ft^y mawdsim (pl. of mansim), PlaceB 
where pilgrims assemble at Mecca; the 
fairs there held ; (pl. of mlsam) branding-
ironB. 

A &+Jmuwasamat (v.n. 3 of J), Dis-
puting in point of beauty. 

A Ŷ* mawdsl (pl. of musa), Razors, 
A (J^Y* mawdsiq (pl. of wdsiq),(Camels) 

in foal. 

A mawdshit (pl. of mdshitat), Tire-
wotnen, combers or dressers (of brides). 

A mivwashxk, One who goes fast. 
A l£j>>\y muwashakai, A travelling fast. 
A o^V* mawdshi (pl. of mashiyat), Quad-

rupeds, especially camels, sheep, cows, 
calves, and other similar cattle. 

A mawdshir (pl. of mishdr), Saws. 
A y\ y mu'asir, Near, neighbouring; 

friends, companions. 
a &ft*y mu'dsarat (v.n. 3 of Being 

near ; pitching a tent next to another's. 
A muwdsafat (v.n. 3 of Buy-

ing or Belling anything by description (not 
by sample);—bai'u 'l-muwd?afat, A sale by 
description (not by sample). 

A J^y* mawdsil, Ligaments; certain 
musical instruments. 

A SLAy mawdsilat, mawdsila, Natives of 
Mesopotamia ;—muwamlat (v.n. 3 of J-0}), 
Being constantly with another; enjoying 
a beloved object; coming together; doing 
(anything) incessantly, without interrup-
tion ; conjunction, adhesion, copulation, 
enjoyment; interview. 

A S ^ y . muwaza'at (v.n. 3 of Con-
tending with (another) who is cleanest 
after performing ablution, vying with in 
cleanliness. 

A iai^y. muwazakhat (v.n. 3 of £*>)), Con-
tending with about drawing water. 

A mawdzi' (pl. of mauzi'), Places; 
villages; occurrences. 

A muwaza'at, pl. of — 
A &*u\y muwaza'at (v.n. 3 of Wager-

ing, depositing the bets; consenting, 
assenting; agreement; connivance ; com-
municating to each other one's respective 
opinions;—ba-tariqi muwaza'at, By way of 
agreement; by means of a legal fiction 
(m.c.). 

A e'lMy- muwdta'at, in P. (v.n. 3 
of Consenting, agreeing (with an-
other) ; emulating; levelling. 

a fty mawdtir (pl. of mdtir), Rains. 
A muwdtalat, Retarding, delay. 
A (jjMj* mawatin (pl. of maufin), Coun-

tries, native dwellings, habitations, mother-
countries ; battle-fields; the stations at 
Mecca. 

A v^V* muwazib, Assiduous, persever-
ing ; constant, incessant. 

"WMy* muwdzib-an, Assiduously, con-
tinually. 

A muwdzabat (v.n, 3 of s-^j), Per-
severing, being assiduous, sticking close to, 
minding, attending to ; perseverance, con-
tinuance, assiduity. 

A muwdzafat (v.n. 3 of Con-
senting, agreeing to; being assiduous, 
sticking close to. 

A mawa'id (pl. of mau'idat), Places 
of promise or rendezvous ; promises. 

A SAcly* muwd'adat (v.n. 3 of ^ j ) , Pro-



mising, plighting faith, appointing time 
and place; vying with anyone in making 
promises or threats. 

maw d'iz (pi. of md'iz), Goats. 
A muwd'asat (v.n. 3 of u ^ f ) , Mak-

ing a long or forced journey, especially in 
the night-time; contending with another in 
walking; walking over soft and sandy 
places. 

A MY* mawa'iz (pi, of mau'izat), Ex-
hortations, counsels, sermons, homilies ;— 
mawd'iz u nasa'ih, Exhortations and ad-
vices. 

A muwd'azat (v.n. 3 of bcj ), Admo-
nishing, exhorting; preaching; instruc-
tion. 

A A ^ Y maw d'id (pi. of mau'udat), Pro-
mises. 

A ( j^Y* mawd'in (pi, of md'un), Pots, 
kettles, <fcc. 

A SUTY- muwdfdt, in P. UJAITY (v.n. 3 of 
^ i j ) , Going on pilgrimage; coming, ap-
proaching arriving; keeping faith with, 
faithfulness. 

A (J^Y* muwafiq, One who consents, 
agrees, approves; conformable, agreeable, 
consonant, congruous, suiting, apt, expedi-
ent, like, similar, resembling; equitable; 
prosperous, favourable, propitious;—muwd-
fiqi qd'ida, According to law or rule (m.c.) ; 
—muwdfiqi wdqi', Conformable or in ac-
cordance with the real circumstances (m.c.); 
—badi muwafiq, A favourable wind. 

A muwafaqat (v.n. 3 of ( J I } ) , Being 
conformable, consenting, suiting, approv-
ing, judging expedient or convenient; con-
formity, agreement, unanimous consent, 
concordance, concord, correspondence, con-
sent, sympathy, unanimity, analogy ; pro-
pitiouBness;—mawdfaqa'i tamma (hdmila), 
Full approval, perfect agreement, &c.— 
bi-hukmi'l-muwafaqa, From a similarity (of 
their manner, genius, and the like). 

a muwdfiqiyat, Suitableness, con-
gruity. 

A mawaqit (pi. of mlqat), Stated 
times or places ; watches, dialB. 

A ASJTY muwaqatat (v.n. 3 of Men-
tioning or prescribing a fixed time (waqt). 

Ayty mawdqir (pi. of muqar and muqa-
rat), Heavy laden; (trees) laden with fruit . 

A G^Y mawdqi', Accidents, occurrences, 
contingencies ;—mawdqi'u 'l-ghais. Places 
where rain falls. 

A muwaqa'at (v.n. 3 of Rush-
ing on (the enemy), attacking (in battle), 
fighting ; lying with; assault, attack, con-
flict. 

A «_&i\y mawdqif (pi. of mauqif), Sta-
tions, posts. 

A & I » \ Y muwdqafat (v.n. 3 of Stand-
ing (for another) ; assisting, aiding; stand-
ing in a place with another transacting 
business; asking one to stop and pause. 

A SJITY» mawdqi (pi. of ma'ql), Inner cor-
ners of eyes. 

A mawaqit (pi. of mlqat), Stated 
times. 

A s - A y mawdhib (pi. of mauhib), Troops, 
legions, armies; cavalcades, pageantries; 
escorts, retinues;—mawdhibi barrlya u 
t%ya, Land and sea troops;—mauwdhibi 
kawahib, Legions of stars. 

A muwdhidat, (A she-camel) which 
goes very quick. 

A muwdhazat (v.n. 3 of 1*^), Stick-
ing close to, being constantly engaged 
about. 

A J t f y mu'dkil, Mess-mate, fellow-com-
moner ;—muwdhil, Weak, unequal to any 
business, and therefore entrusting it to 
another. 

A mu'dkalat (v.n. 3 of J ^ ) , Eating 
together ; eating with one another ;—mu-
wdhalat, muwdhala (v.n.3 of J*j), Trusting 
(to one another); having mutual confi-
dence. 

A JU* mauwal, Very rich, a richard. 
A 83ty» muwdldt, in P. (v.n. 3 of 

(jJj), Continuing or folluwing without in-
termission ; continuation ; friendship, love, 
affection ; patronage, clientage. 

A E?\y mawdlij, Places into which one 
enters. 

A AVy mawdlid (pi. of mulid), Travailing 
(women). 

A muwalasat (v.n. 3 of <JAJ), Dis-
sembling, acting hypocritically; fraud, 
treachery, 

A &i\y mu'alafat (v.n. 3 of Agree-
ing with anyone by the thousand (alf) ; 
rendering familiar, accustoming, habitua-
ting ; familiarity. 

A muwalun (pi. of muwdli), Helpers. 
A mawall (pi. of maula), Lords, 

princes ; judges ; fr iends; slaves, servants ; 
—muwdli, An assistant, defender. 

muwaliy-an, muwdliya, In a con-
tinued series, seriatim. 

A mawdlid (pi. of mulid), (Women) 
in travail; (pi. of maulud) sons ;—mawd-
lldi salasa (sihgdna), The three kingdoms 
of nature, animal, vegetable, and mineral. 

Ay\*y mu'dmir, One who consults, asks 
counsel. 

A Sy\By mu'dmarat (v.n. 3 of y t ) , Con-
sulting, advising; consultation. 

a o^V* maw ami (pi. of maumd' or 
maumat), Deserts. 

A mawamls (pi. of mumisat), Im-
modest (women). 

A U~Acy mu'anis, Familiar, accustomed to. 
y mu'anasat (v.n. 3 of (j^t), Cul-

tivating an intimacy, keeping company, 
conversing, living under the same roof 
with; custom, familiarity, society, inti-
macy, companionship, fellowship; tame-
ness, being domesticated. 



A mawdni', mawdni'at (pl. 
of mani'), Impediments, hindrances, obsta-
cles. 

A h f t y mu'dwabat (v.n. 3 of Vy-
ing with another in travelling. 

A mawahib (pl. of mauhabat), 
Ditches; gifts. 

A muwdkabat (v.n. 3 of S — C o n -
tending in liberality; emulation in gene-
rosity. 

A &&\y muwahat, Beauty of countenance. 
A muwdhasat, A going very quick. 
A i^Jt^y muwahanat, Remissness. 
A mawahib (pl. of mauhub), 

Things presented. 
A ina wa id (p]. of muyid), Great 

events ; mishaps ; (pl. of md'idat) Tables, 
especially covered with meats. 

A mu'dyadat (v.n. 3 of J^), 
Strengthening, infusing fresh vigour, 
assisting. 

A mil ay ami, A driving to despe-
ration. 

A J^Y* mawdSl (pl. of md'ilat), Bending 
(branches). 

mu-baf, A hair-ribbon. 
A £>y muwabbikh. Reproaching, rebuk-

ing ; a blamer, reprover. 
mubid, tnaubad, mubad, from maghu 

(mugK) + bid (bad = S. pati), chief of the 
Magi; a Parsi, Guebre, especially one of 
their priests; a doctor, philosopher, any 
man of great wisdom whose sayings are 
quoted; one who administers justice; a 
judge, especially of the Jews; a wazlr, a 
councillor of state ; name of the husband 
of Wisa. 

A ^ y mu'abbad, Eternal, perpetual. 
a -^y maubaz, mubiz, mubaz, oy^ty muba-

zdn (A. form of <*>y), A chief or learned 
doctor of the Magi, a Zoroastrian priest. 

t^y mubarij, (in Shiraz) Berberis. 
A ̂ y maubiq (v.n. of L>?J), A dangerous 

or fatal place; a prison; the valley of 
Gehenna, where children were sacrificed to 
Moloch ;—mubaq, Destroyed, ruined ; im-
prisoned. 

A J? V mu'abbal, Rich in camels ; name 
of a poet in Spain;—mu'abbil, One who 
procures camels (by birth or otherwise); 
one who fattens. 

yi^* mu-ba-mu, Hair by hair ; countless. 
A t f t f y maubii at, (A land) much afflicted 

with the pestilence (waba'). 
JJJ y mu-band, A ribbon for tying the 

hair; a woman who dresses the hair, a 
waiting-maid ; very clever. 

ÂA* y mu-bandi, (met.) Skill, clever-
ness, adroitness. 

A mu'ahbi, Who calls (anyone) 
father. 

A miibi'at, (A land) afflicted with 
plague. 

A maut (v.n.), Dying; death;— 

mauti abyaz, White, i.e. natural death 
mauti ahmar» Red, i.e. violent, death;—• 
mauti aswad, Black death, i.e. death by 
strangulation ;—maut giriftan, To brave 
death. 

A mautd (for <yy), The dead. 
H^r* mil-tab, A hair-rope maker. 
A 4\>y mautad (for mu'tad), Quantity. 
A y mautan, Uncultivated land ;— 

mawalan, Inanimate, lifeless ; dead stock ; 
—mutdn, A deadly distemper amongst 
cattle, 

A mil tat, mutat, muta, Name of a 
place east of Damascus, where swords were 
formerly made;—ghazwa'i muta, A cele-
brated battle, 

A ^ y mu'tajir, Hired ; a hired servant ; 
a receiver of wages (ujrat) • mercenary. 

A mu'takhiz, A taker, receiver, 
selector, chooser; a beginner; humble, 
submissive, 

A yy mutar, Strung (bow), 
u ^ y y mii-tardsh, A hair-cutter. 
A mu'tariq, Sleepless, unable to 

sleep. 
A <£f*y mu'tariq, Arrived at perfection 

(the tree ardk), i.e. when become thick and 
firm, and its first f rui t come to maturity; 
numerous and entangled (trees of this 
species). 

A yy*y mu'tazar, The girding-place, the 
waist;—mu'tazir, One who puts on the 
izdr. 

A mutasT, An imitator; who takes 
after. 

A muHa'id, One who receives, or is 
grati6ed by a promise \—muta'id, What 
threatens mischief. 

A MSWJV* mu'tafik, A liar. 
A i-JVIAJ'Y. muHafikdt, The cities of the 

plain overthrown in the time of Lot; winds 
blowing from different points, and promo-
ting the earth's fertility. 

A 1 m u t a q i t , A maker of the soft 
cheese aqit. 

A J&V* mu'talcil, Eaten, corroded, worn 
(horn or tooth of an animal) ; enraged. 

A gl»y mutala'u 'l-qalb, Disturbed, 
agitated, chicken-hearted. 

A u&'y mu'talif, United, associated, fa-
miliar. 

A y mu'tali, A swearer, taker of an 
oath. 

A pSy mutim, A mother of fatherless 
children ;—mu'tamm, Taken for a leader, 
model, guide, or exemplar;—mu'timm, A 
follower, imitater; one who chooses as a 
leader or president. 

A mu'tamir, Obsequious, submis-
sive, obedient; who consults or asks advice ; 
the last of the days called aiyamu 'l-'ajuz ; 
the first month of tbe Muhammadan year 
called muharram. 

A mutaman, Believed ; a curator, 
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any person trusted in whom one is safe and 
secure; one of the titles of God;—muHa-
min, One who trusts to, confides in, or de-
volves his affairs to the management of 
another. 

A Uu3*y mu'tanaf, A place yet ungrazed; 
begun; given as a present;—mu'tanif, One 
who sets about (a thing) from the begin-
ning ; beginner; approaching, arriving; 
future. 

A Jyy mautud, Driven (Btake). 
A Qfy* mautun, Hurt in the vein watin. 
A ^YV* mu'tawi, One who receives hos-

pitably ; tender, compassionate, moved, 
condoling, pitying. 

(jl&j* mauta jangali, The root of a 
species of grass. 

A ̂ y mauta (pi. of maiyit), Deceased, 
defunct; the dead;—mu'ti, A bringer, 
adducer. 

A <A>Y* maus, mawas, y^y mawasan (v.n. 
of *±>y), Soaking, steeping, dissolving (in 
water). 

A yy mu'sir, A chooser ; one who prefers 
another's interest to his own ;—mu'assar, 
Penetrated, affected; —mu'assir, fem, lyy 
mu'assirat, mn'assira, Whatever penetrates 
or impresses; efficacious. 

A C J I F Y mu'assaf, Short of stature, squat, 
fleshy, juicy, and corpulent;—mu'assif, One 
who supports on a tripod ; one who puts 
(the pot) on a trivet. 

A mu'safat, (A pot) placed on a 
trivet. 

A rnausiq (v.n. of Trusting, 
confiding in, relying upon ; a treaty, com-
pact ;—musaq, Bound, tied, firmly knit to-
gether ; [masnadi saddrat-musaq, The office 
of Grand Vizier;]—musiq, Strengthening; 
—muwassaq, Gifted with a strong consti-
tution of body ; trusted, confided in, relied 
upon. 

a ti&y musiqa, Confidence, trust. 
A mu'assal, Firmly rooted; of a 

noble race; enriched ;—mali muassal, A 
principal sum; a capital in trade. 

A p>*y mu'sim, Who or what compels or 
induces (anyone) to commit a sin or crime 
(tsm) ;—mu'assim, An accuser, reproacher. 

A JY y» mausuq, Tied, fastened; firm, 
constant; trustworthy, reliable;—yarani 
mausuq-un bi-him, Faithful friends. 

h (JIA ^ y mofi-khdn, A kind of drum. 
A ey* mauj (v.n.), Being agitated (as the 

sea), rolling in billows; a wave, surge, 
billow; whiui, caprice ; construed with the 
verbB awardan, bar yak-digar shikastan, 
bastan, buland shudan, khwurdan, zadan, 
kashidan, &c.;—mauji buriya (hasir), Un-
dulating lines with which mats and carpets 
are interwoven ;—mauji nasim, A cooling 
breeze. 

yWy* mujdn, A beautiful, languishing 
eye. 
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A S-^Y* mujab, Requisite, necessitated, 
required; [mujabi shar'i, Requisite by 
law;—bar mujab, In consequence of, by 
dint of;]—mujib, Who or what renders 
necessary or obligatory; cause, motive, 
reason, account; (met.) God; (in log.) 
affirmative; the month Muharram;—mu-
jibi itmi'nani qulubi ddamiyan, The cause 
of tranquillity to the hearts of men ;—mu-
jibi 'ibrat kardan, To give as an example; — 
bild mujib, Without a cause ; — 'amali 
khairi miijibu 's-sawab, A good action, 
worthy of a reward;—min ghairi mujib, 
Without reason or fault, 

A WVWY* mujibdt (pi. of mujib), Causes, 
reasons, motives. 

A AS~y miijibat, mujiba, A thing of great 
importance, whether good or bad, great 
virtue or vice as deserving of reward or 
punishment in the world to come ; the re-
wards or punishments of eternity; (in 
logic) an affirmative proposition (opp. to 
sdliba " a negative proposition "). 

A maujat, One wave ; vigour of youth. 
A G V Y * muajjij, Who or what makes 

(water) salt or bitter. 
A M-^y mu'jid, mujid, Who or what 

strengthens, invigorates, restores, or re-
instates (after sickness or poverty) ;—mu-
jid, An author ; causer, inventor. 

a ty* mauj-khiiz, Producing billows, 
stormy, boisterous. 

a jW mauj-ddr, Wavy, undulatory; 
grained (as morocco leather). 

a < j W y mujiddn (P. pi, of mujid), 
Causers, inventors ;—mujiddui qdnun, Law-
givers, a legislative body or assembly, a 
parliament, 

A l ^ y mu'jadat, Strong, compact (she-
camel) . 

A fr*y mu'jir, One who hires, lets to farm, 
or rents ; one who rewards ;—mu'ajjir, A 
maker of bricks or tiles (djurr) ; a recom-
pense r, re warder. 

A y*-y mujaz, Epitomized ; brief (epistle) ; 
a compendium, epitome, summary -,—kaldmi 
mujaz, A compendious discourse. 

a (j) c y mauj-zan, Boisterous, billowy. 
A fr-y muja', In pain, pained;—muji' , 

Painful (blow) ; who or what hurts. 
A mujaf, Agitated. 
A J ^ y maujal (v.n. of Being 

afraid (of another) ; fear ; — maujil, A 
dreadful place ; — mu'ajjal, Delayed, ad-
journed, postponed ; appointed time ; [mali 
muajjal, Money laid up against "a certain 
time ; ]—muaj j i l , Who defers, gives a delay, 
but fixes a time; a book containing the 
appointed term or limit of anything. 

A I & J Y maujalat, maujala, A dreadful 
place. 

a ty* ty* mauj-mauj, Wave on wave. 
A i^ -y mvwajjan, Prominent - cheeked 

(man). 



T &J+y mujana, An almond-nut; a kernel, 
A, V Y Y maujub, Rendered necessary;— 

gh.air-maujub, Unnecessary; illegitimate. 
A * > Y Y mauj ild, Found; present, ex-

isting, standing before; ready at band; 
brought into existence; available;—maujud 
shudan, To be present; to be in existence. 

A vtAjy^y maujuddt (pi, fem. of the pre-
ceding), Creatures, existencies, beings; 
things present; ready money, cash, specie; 
(in Indian statistics) the unmeasured or 
unpartitioned part of a pergunnah in which 
there are sundry partners jumla'i mau-
juddt, All created things, the universe;— 
khaliqn 'l-maujudai, The Creator of tbe 
universe. 

a ( j / ^ f f - y maujiidagi, Existence; pre-
sence. 

a Uf>-y maujuda (fem. of maujud), 
Existing, &v.hdlati maujuda, Present 
state or circumstances. 

A *>y*y maujuh, Struck on the face. 
A <KJ-Y mauja, see ;—muwajjah, Ad-

dressed, directed, sent to; employed; an 
official; reasonable, just; approved, ac-
ceptable, agreeable; suitable; conspicuous 
for excellence; of great authority ; \_qazd-
yayi muwajjaha, Propositions or judgments 
agreeable to reason;]—tnuwajjih (mujih), 
One who raises to dignity or renders 
respectable. 

a i j t y mauji, Whimsical, emotional. 
T muchdk, muchak, A beetle ; 

a kiss (comp. s^*). 
T V£k>Y muchallea, A bond ; a legal deed. 
T muchun, An ape (see Js?). 
T mucha, Limb ; leg. 
Au .̂ y mii'China, Tweezers. 
A Ji^Y mauhad, Singly and separately ;— 

muwahhad, Single-pointed (letter) ;—mt. 
wahhid, One who believes in the unity of 
God, orthodox ; an unitarian. 

a muwahhidana, Like one who 
believeB in one God. 

A f-y muhir, (The reptile wahrat) infect-
ing (meat or drink) with venom. 

A {Ji+-y miihish, Dismal, causing sadness, 
disastrous, afflicting; terrible, dreadful; 
desert, uninhabited (country) ; destitute of 
provisions, hungry, starving; one who 
finds (a country) desolate;—mmvahhish, A 
desolator. 

A mauhal (v.n. of Falling 
into thin soft clay or sludge; being miry, 
consisting of mire ;—mauhil, Mire, sludge ; 
or a place full of it. 

A \J»f-y mauhugh. Overrun with wild 
beasts; a waste, a desert, a wilderness. 

t y muhk, A standard, an ensign. 
A mu'akhkkaz, Taken, snatched, 

seized; retaliated on, called to account; 
fascinated, bewitched. 

A mu'k&ar, mu'khir, The hind part 
of a saddle;—mu'akh&har, The hinder 

part of anything, the posteriors ; [mu'akh-
k&aru 'l-'ain, The outer angle of the eye ;] 
—mu'akhkhar, mu'akhkhir, Posterior, con-
sequent ; delayed, procrastinated, left be-
hind ; the following or latter part; the 
hinder part (of a saddle);—mu'akhkhir, 
One who keeps back or puts things in their 
proper places; hence, a name of God. 

A mu'akhkharatT mu'akhkhara, The 
hinder part of a saddle; the consequent 
(in opposition to the antecedent) ; the end, 
epilogue. 

A maukhamat, Anything unwhole-
some, injurious to the stomach ; an un-
healthy country; (meat) corrupting in the 
stomach. 

A f f t - y maukhum, Troubled with indi-
gestion. 

»>y mud, A black eagle with whose 
feathers arrows are mounted. 

A Jy miwadd, One who loves greatly. 
A mu'adda, — <JJ*y q.v. 
A mu'dib, An inviter to a feast;— 

mu'addab, Chastised; learned, instructed; 
well-bred, polite, civil, modest, courteous; 
—mu'addib, A chastiser, chider ; one who 
teaches the belles-lettres, who educates 
well; an instructor, teacher, preceptor; 
one who invites to a feast. 

A t^y mawaddat, miwaddat, Friendship, 
love, benevolence ;—mawaddat kardan, To 
love, to discover a regard for;—maktubi 
mawaddat (mawaddat-mlub), Friendly let-
ter ; a love-letter. 

a sa\ uujy mawaddat-ikhtitdm, Affec-
tionate, friendly, loving. 

A muda', Easy, obedient (horse). 
A f*J y mu'dim, Who prepares fish or 

anything to be eaten with bread. 
A maudud, Beloved, held dear. 
A A - J J Y maudusat, (Ground) covered 

with young herbage. 
A fy Jy maudu% Left, let alone; set at 

liberty; deposited with; quiet, manage-
able (horse); modesty, softness, gentle-
ness, placidness. 

A mu'adda, Payed; performed; 
led, brought;—mu'addi,mu'dl, Who causes 
to happen, who brings or adduces; leading 
to, conducive; a payer, performer of what 
is due ; a cause, motive. 

A mu'azzin, The public crier, 
or muezzin, who assembles the people to 
prayers by proclamation from a minaret or 
tower of a mosque. 

A mu'za, Afflicted, pained;—mu'zi, 
fem. muziyat, muziya, Noxious, trou-
blesome, vexatious, hurtful, pernicious. 

a Lsfa^y muzigari, Troublesomeness. 
A IY maur (v.n.), Moving, being agi-

tated, fluctuating ; roaming about; a way, 
track, beaten or level path ;—mur, Dust 
raised and whirled about by the wind, 

j y mur, mor, An ant, emmet, pismire; 



an emblem of poverty and weakness; 
rust : name of a desert;—muri bdl-dar, 
A winged kind of ant;—mur dar pirahan 
rejchtan, To disquiet, make restless;—mur 
dar tds uftddan, To be afflicted with a 
lasting calamity ;—mur-rd shab-nami tufdn-
ast, A drop of dew is like the flood to the 
ant, i.e. the requital is in proportion with 
the deed;—muri suwdr (suwdrl), A large 
kind of ant with long legs ;—mur hamdn 
bik hi na-bashad par-ash, It is best for the 
ant not to have wings, said if one aspires 
to higher things beyond his reach, and 
thereby ruins himself;—gori pur mdr u 
mor, A tomb full of serpents and ants ;— 
hamchu mori bi-zor, Like an. ant without 
Btrength. 

murdmun, A wild carrot. 
A muras, Appointed heir; hereditary 

possession;—muris, One who makes (a 
person) an heir; cause, author; [qabd'ihi 
murisu 'l-fazd'ih, Transgressions which en-
tail ignominy ;]—mu arris, One who lights 
a fire ; an exciter of discord. 

murjan, Name of a mountain in 
Persia where there is a famous spring 
which flows exactly in proportion to the 
quantity of water required. 

A^J* murja, Bank, dignity. 
J ^ jymurchd l^ jymurcha l , An intrench-

ment for besieging a fortified place; a 
tower; the watch at the door of a fortress. 

mur chdna, RuBt of iron. 
Aj-jy* mur cha, A little ant, emmet, pis-

mire ; the waving lustre of a sword ; rust; 
a small black glass; a poor, weak, con-
temptible fellow; a battery (cf. 
above);—murcha pay zadan, To pluck up 
the beard by the root;—murcha'i 'ambarin, 
The sprouting beard of a youth. 

^y* murcha-bandi, Intrenching; 
intrenchment; fortifying, fortification. 

t j j murcha-pai, A neglected, ill-
combed beard (m.c.). 

Jfl^y* murchhal, A fan for driving away 
flies (especially of peacock's feathers), a 
brush. 

ut) U A^y* murcha-ndh, Swarming with 
ants. 

A t)j* mu'arrahh. muwarraftfa, Dated; 
chronicled;—mu'arrifeh, muwarrikh, Who 
dates (a letter); who marks the time of 
any event; a chronologer, chronicler, an-
nalist, historian ; — aksari muwarrikhin, 
Most historians. 

murJsAdna, Small black ants; 
rust. 

A (j^-jy* mu' arrikhln, muwarrikhin (obi. 
du. also used as nom.), Chroniclers, his-
torians, &c. 

Jjy mord, Myrtle; the ringlets of a 
mistress; a seal; a ring. 

A rnaurid, A place of arrival, descend-
ing, alighting, or appearing; a place 

through which one passes ; access, entrance, 
passage, approach; station, quarters; a 
road to water; object sought; a focus 
(m.c.); — muwarrad, Rose-coloured (gar-
ment) . 

rr^ Jjy mord-isparam, Name of a fra-
grant flower with leaves like the myrtle. 

mordana (for mord-ddna), Myrtle-
teed ; seed of a kind of mezereon. 

A S^y* viauridat, maurida, A highway ; a 
drinking-place. 

j—Jjy« mord-gesu, With curls like 
myrtle. 

A muris, (The thistle wars) turning 
yellow; — muwarras, (Cloth) dyed with 
wars. 

murish. Small shells or glass 
beads; a place before a shop where goods 
are exposed to sale; an estrade raised a 
little above the ground for sitting upon, 
especially on the outside of a house; the 
backbone ; — murishi simin, Silver beads 
resembling pearls. 

jy mur-shumdr, Numerous as ants, 
innumerable. 

A (JJY mauraq, Maurice (a proper name); 
—muriq, Leafy (tree), opulent (man) ;— 
mu'riq Who renders wakeful;—mu'arraq, 
Prevented from sleeping, kept awake;— 
mu'arriq, Who or what renders (anyone) 
wakeful or sleepless;—muwarriq, A scribe. 

miirg, The river Murg in Baden (m.c.). 
A pjy* muwarram, Swelled, swollen. 

jy* mur-malakh. Numerous as ants or 
locusts. 

jy* mur-miydn, With an ant-like, i.e. 
slender, waist. 

A s-J/y* mu'arnab, (A garment) woven 
with a mixture of hare's pile ;—jtnu'arnib, 
(A country) abounding in hares (arnab). 

A maurus, Hereditary, possessed 
by paternal succession ; — mdli maurus, 
Hereditary wealth, patrimony ; — mulhi 
maurus, Hereditary land or kingdom. 

a maurusi, The state of being 
hereditary ; hereditary; patrimonal, an-
cestral. 

A maurud, Seized with the paroxysm 
of a fever; descended to, arrived at;— 
maurudi wird, The place where one alights 
from a journey ; celebrated by every tongue. 

5jy» mora, Morea. 
^ y * muri, An earthen pipe joined to an 

aqueduct; a water-course, channel, gutter; 
shoemakers' black ; a kind of silken stufF; 
small shells or glass beads; name of a 
country in Turkistan. 

A muri, One who strikes fire. 
A muriydt (pl. fem. of the preced-

ing) , (Horses) striking fire from the stones 
with their hoofs. 

muriydna, Rust, especially that 
which cannot be polished, eating (a thing) 
full of holes. 



muriya, A vinegar-cruet. 
A j y mauz, muz (S. mocha), Banana, 

plantain-fruit. 
tfiitjy mozdyih, Mosaic (m.c. from Fr. 

or E.). 
A Sjy mawazzat, mawazza (A country) 

abounding in geese. 
A Sjy mauzaj (from P. Sjy muza), A 

boot. 
t ^ J j y mauzdunitan, (in Zand), To sell. 
A JIJcy mu'azzir, One who covers (his 

body) with the izdr; a confirmer, strength-
ener. 

A £jY muwazzaDistributed ; scattered, 
dispersed; afflicted. 

A (JJY mauzan, A place for weighing. 
ajj^jy manzur, A criminal, a malefac-

tor, one laden with crimes (wizr). 
A manzur at, mauzura, A crime, sin, 

fault. 
A mauzii', Held back, restrained. 
A yfiymauziin, Weighed ; well-adjusted, 

balanced (as an account) ; symmetrical; 
(verse) which consists of an exact number 
of feet; (money) of just standard ; modu-
lated (sound), harmonious \-~-mauzuni waz-
na'i, Weighed at the weight of . . . .;— 
misra' mauzun hardan, To scan a verse 
properly ;—halami na-mauzun, Ill-chosen 
words, disagreeable speech. 

a VSJASJ*. y j j y mauzdn-harahdt, Or ace ful 
in her motions (applied to a girl). 

a ptyA 0 j j y mauzun-hhiram, Who walks 
with a measured step. 

a ^ j y mauzuni, The being weighed; 
the being well-balanced or adjusted; the 
being well-measured or of proper quantity 
(verse); rhythm. 
Sjy muza, A boot; a stocking; a glove ; 

a museum (m.c. from Fr. musee);—[muza 
dar gil, (boot iu the mud) A difficult busi-
ness , — muza nihadan, (to put up one's 
boots) To give over travelling and stay at 
home;—muza, mauza, A kind of sweet-
meat. 

ŷ JW «jy muza-bdUn, (boot-cushion) Soft 
lining in the heel of a shoe or boot, 

SAjAji Sjy muza-poehida, Booted. 
jj»> Sjy muza-doz, A bootmaker. 

Sjy muza-gir, A horse biting his 
rider. 

A ̂ J°Y mu'zd, Oppressed with toil and 
vexation;—mu'zi, Afflictive. 

<Ajjy mUzih, Music (m.c. from Fr. mu-
sique);—m.uzih zadan, To make music, to 
play (a band). 

0qA5s>jy muzlhdnji, A musician (m.c.). 
^jL. utlajy muzih-sdzi, A manufactory of 

musical instruments or boxes (m.c.). 
j y mozh, A pond, tank \~muzh, Grief, 

sorrow. 
Cjtjy mozhan, A narcissus; hence, a 

beautiful eye, looking languishingly and 
amorously, and having a mole at the side. 

Sjy mozha, A pond, tank -,—muzha, Sor-
row, grief, affliction; name of a sweet-
meat. 

A maws, A shaving of the hair;— 
mus, A graving-tool, pen-knife ; a scalpel; 
a razor. 

a L .y musd, A companion ; an easy, good, 
or agreeable work ; monthly pay. 

a musa'%, Judaism (religion of 
Moses). 

soyuy mu-suturda, musturda, One whose 
poll is shaved; a calender monk, shaveling; 
bald. 

C-y niusahh, Threads worn by Brah-
mans. 

A muwassakh, Dirtied ,—muwassikk, 
musikh, One who dirties or soils (a gar-
ment). 

A ;~Y musir, Opulent, wealthy ;—mu'as-
sir, One who ties, presses close. 

A .Y mu'assas, Founded, built; — 
mu'assis, Who lays a foundation ; a foun-
der ; a strengthener. 

A K-Y musat, The middle of a house. 
A £~y musa', Rich, able, powerful;— 

muwassa', Large, ample ; enlarged. 
A «-A~.*Y mu'iif, One who makes melan-

choly ; an afflicter. 
A JU-Y musiqdr, musiqdan, 

musiqiddn, A musician; music ;—• 
arbdbi musiqdr, Musicians. 

A musiqat, musiqa, Fruitful, loaded 
(palm-tree). 

a ( j^-y musiqi, Music;—arbdbi Hlmi 
musiqi, Skilled in music, musicians. 

«A.y (£>), A kind of wild parsley which 
is a deadly poison (in the dialect of Isfahan). 

A y mausim, Time, season ; place of 
meeting; the season when the pilgrims 
assemble at Mecca; tbe place marked out 
for their meeting: the people who assemble 
them; the fairs then and there held ;— 
mausimi bahdr (bahdri), Season of spring ; 
—mausimi khizdn, Autumn ; — mausimi 
shitd, Winter-season;—mausimi gul, Sea-
son of roses, early summer, summer. 

a ^j*—y mausimi, Seasonable, in season. 
A (jr-y* musin, fem. y musinat, mu-

sina, Noisome (well), causing (one) to faint 
with its noxious vapours. 

p i - y musanh, Tobacco of Tartary (black) 
(should probably be musahh, related to A. 
j^-y and qq.v.). 

A < J * Y Y muwaswis, One who speaks or 
mutters to himself ;—muwaswisi saudd'i, A 
moody, melancholy man. 

A j y y mausuq, Freighted, loaded (ves-
sel). 

A FYY mausum, Marked, signed, im-
pressed, branded; characterized; noted, 
stigmatized; named, called; (a coat of 
mail) adorned with agates, &c., round the 
bottom ;—mausum bi 'l-hhair, Marked with 
excellence, having good signs. 



a ^$yy miisawi, Mosaic, belonging to 
Moses. 

a fyyy musawiya, Name of a sect of the 
Shl'ah. 

musa, mausa, A bee ; a wasp; name 
of a city. 

A musa, Moses ; a razor; the apex 
of the crest of a helmet; [kitdbi musa, 
The book of Moses, the Pentateuch;]—musi, 
Mosaical, mosaic. 

musicha, "Wood-pigeons, ring-
doves ; a swallow or martin; a finch. 

j^s-y* muslqdr, JUj -y . muslqdl, Pipes 
made of unequal reeds; Pandean pipes; a 
bird whose bill is perforated with holes, 
through which it emits a musical sound, 

^smuslqi (G. ^ova-iKy), Music. 
J*y mush (S. musha), A mouse ; a chaf-

finch ; [mushi parr an (paranda, khurmd). 
A squirrel;—mush dar amban ddshtan, To 
be robbed, pilfered;—mushi dashti (sahra), 
A field -mouse, a mole; — mushi du-pa, 
Jerboa (Dipus lagopus) ;—mushi sultdnlya, 
Spermophilus concolor;—mush qabaq mi-
andazad, (met.) Tbe place is deserted (the 
mice have it all their own way in i t ) ;— 
mushi kur, A blind mouse, mole; a bat ;] 
—mosh, Grief, sorrow, cry, lamentation. 

mush-bdzi, A sort of firework. 
A muwashshah, Clad with anything, 

especially obliquely, as a scarf or baldrick 
from the shoulder to the opposite side; 
ornamented; (verses) arranged so that the 
initials of each line being put together 
form some word or verse, an acrostic; odes 
with varied rhymes. 

A mushahdt, A sort of odes, 
<J»y mush-khwdr, \J*y musk-

khwur (khwar), An eagle that lives upon 
field-mice, a kite. 

^JU^O \J^y mush-darbandt (mushi dar-
bandi ?), A plant growing in Darband, 
which the natives bruise and form into 
little bougies, and use as an eye-salve ; it 
is also good for the gout and swellings. 

y ĵkio \Jr*y mush-danddn, (mouse's tooth) 
A mode of staining or printing. 

«tU.y» mushak, A mole ; a musk-rat; a 
bat; a squib, rocket (construed with the 
verbs anddkhtan, daw dni dan, and wa-kar-
dan) ;—mushaki parrdn, A squirrel. 

Mwshkd, Name of a Jewish doctor. 
vjVSCa. y mu-shikdf, (hair-splitting) Mi-

nute, small, scarcely visible ; a critic, subtle 
reasoner; one who performs with the 
greatest nicety, 

^iLCiy mu-shihdfi, Criticism. 
edAiy* mushak-dawdni, Seditious-

ness; troublesomeness. 
moshgar, A woman hired to eulogize 

the dead, and with others to cry and wail. 
yt&^y mush-gir, A bird that feeds on 

field-mice ; a sparrow-hawk. 
mushndk, Full of mice. 

A maushur, A prism. 
a ^jAy maushly, muwashsha* 

Painted, printed, coloured (cloth). 
A maus (v.n.), Washing gently; 

rubbing with the hand. 
A v — Y * musib, Sick ;—muwassab, Much 

distempered; exposed to ailments, abound-
ing in pains. 

A mausat, mausa, One washing. 
A mu'sad, fem. mu'sadai, 

mu'sada (A door) shut, a little way open; 
covered; [ndri mu'sada, Fire equally piled 
up on all sides;] — muwa§?ad, A curtain 
behind which women sit; the female 
apartments. 

A muwassadat, muwassada, A girl'a 
small shift; a closed door. 

A J-y* mausil, The place where things 
join or meet; meeting of two rivers; a 
junction ; name of a city and district which 
joinB Mesopotamia to Baby Ionia, situated 
on the western bank of the Tigris, opposite 
to the spot where Nineveh was supposed to 
have stood ;—musil, Leading to, joining ; a 
carrier, bearer ;—mu'as sal, Radical, fixed, 
firm •—mu'assil, Taking root, become firm; 
one who ennobles or calls noble;—muwas-
sal, Happily arrived, joined; acquired, 
attained. 

a mausili, Of or from Mausil; be-
longing to, or produced in, Mausil. 

A <-*y®y* mausuf, fem. foyy mausufat, 
mau^Ufa, Praised, celebrated; commendable, 
laudable; endowed; qualified, described, 
distinguished, characterized; before-men-
tioned, aforesaid; a noun substantive qua-
lified by an adjective. 

A &+iyy mausujiyai, Qualification. 
A J yy mausul, fem. Siyy mausulat, 

mausula, Joined, coupled, arrived ; attained, 
collected ; a relative pronoun; tax; collec-
tion ;—ismi mausul, A regular pronoun ;— 
jawabi mausul, A correlative pronoun. 

A ^yy musa, Commanded by last will \ 
[musd bi-hi, A iegacr, bequest;—mitsd la-
hu, A legatee;]—musi, muwassl, One who 
makes a will or bequeaths; a testator;— 
muwassd, Appointed tutor or guardian;— 
muwassd ilai-hi, A legatee. 

A milsiyat, musiya, A testatrix. 
A muzih, An explainer, manifesterj 

appearing clear, coming in sight;—muwa?-
zih, A explainer, manifester. 

A muzihat, muziha, A wide, open 
wound exposing the whiteness of the bone. 

A &>y mausa', mauzi' (v.n, of 
Placing, laying down; a place, site, situa-
tion, post; a village, hamlet, township, 
district; occasion, occurrence, conjuncture. 

A &**by mauzi'at, Love, friendship, 
A t y y mauzu', fem. l&yy mauzu'at, 

mauzu'a, Placed, situated; born, dropped; 
fixed, assigned ; deposited, laid up for pre-
servation ; site, position; subject (of a 



speech), object;—mauzu'i bahs, The sub-
ject treated of or discussed ;—mauzu'i Him 
(fawn), The object of science ;—mauzu* 
Icardan, To separate; to render indepen-
dent (m.c.). 

A uu\ttyby mauzu'at (pi. fem. of the pre-
ceding), Objects of science or discussion. 

A kyby mau?unat, (A coat of mail) made 
of double-linked rings; (anything) worked 
or set with gems and gold. 

A *U>Y mauta', A footstep, print of a 
foot; a footstool; a sock or wrapper for 
the feet;—muwatta, Trampled, trodden; 
spread out, made soft and level. 

A AL>Y muwattad, Firmly united; made 
solid. 

A [A>*Y mu'attam, Defended ; — utmi 
mu'attam, A castle strongly fortified. 

A.yt°ymaufm, Habitation, mansion, place 
or residence, house, home, dwelling, birth-
place ; an encampment; battle-field, place 
of martyrs. 

A -fay mautu', Beaten, trodden, tram-
pled on. 

A JjL»y maufud, Fastened, made strong 
and firm, or heavy. 

A mauti\ mautl, A footstep, foot-
print. 

A vAiy muwazzaf, Allowed a fixed pay 
or pension (mazifa) ; ordained, limited; 
[khardji muwazzaf, The regular poll-tax;]— 
muwazzif, One who orders a daily stipend. 

A ACY mau'id, mau'idat, mau'ida 
(v.n. of ABJ), A promise; the time or place 
of a promise or threat; stipulation; agree-
ment (as to time or place) ; rendezvous ;— 
mau'idi kdrzar, The place and time ap-
pointed for a battle. 

A &EY mau'izat, mau'iz.a (v.n. of ke^), 
Admonishing; advice, admonition; an 
address to the Deity;—mau'iza kardan, To 
admonish, exhort, by holding out future 
reward or punishment. 

A I L * Y mau'ilat, A female mountain-
goat ; (pi. of wa'l) mountain-goats. 

A -YY» mau'ud, l^yy mau'udai, mau'uda 
(v.n. of ABJ), Predicting, auguring, or prog-
nosticating anything good; promising, 
promised, predicted, predestined; a pro-
mise; invited (m.c.).;—ajali mau'ud, Pre-
destined or unavoidable death. 

A ^>»<>YY mau'udin (obi. pi. used as 
nom.), The invited, the guests (m.c.). 

A «*Syy mau'uk, Enfeebled, weakened by 
fever. 

ty mogh, A Magian or fire-worshipper. 
t ty mugh, — fry* q.v. 
yVAy moghdn (pi. of mogh), Fire-wor-

shippers ; name of a city in Azarbaijan. 
a* ty mogh-bad, A high priest of the 

Magi (see -i*y above). 
A J ^ y mughil, One who attends a drink-

ing-bout without being invited. 
A J*y muwaffar, Luxuriant, plentiful, 

abundant, copious, redundant, impossible 
to be collected; poetic measure in which 
elision is allowed though not made;—-mu-
waffaru 'r-rughbat, Of excessive greed. 

A mu'affif, One who cries uph; 
fy ! pho f 

A (J^r* muwaffaq, Favoured; prospered ; 
assisted;—muwajj&q, One who directs, pro-
spers, seconds ;— wa flldhu 'l-muwaffiqu 7-
mu'in, It is God who prospers and assists 
(a phrase put frequently after the preface 
of a book; and sometimes at the end of a 
volume). 
yfay rnuflun, Melilot. 
A j/y maufur, fem. /y maufur at, mait-

fura, Complete, perfect, entire; luxuriant, 
copious ; full, ample; numerous, many ; 
abundant, plenteous, much; poetic mea-
sure in which elision is lawful though not 
made ; — sa'yi maufur, Great endeavour, 
extreme diligence, much labour or fatigue; 
—ghand'im maufura, Rich booty;—mab>-
suldii maufura, Abundant produce, luxur-
iant harvests. 

A ̂ fay muji, A fulfiller (of an engage-
ment);—maufi, muwaffd, Satisfied, paid, 
performed. 

A M y muwaffiyat, muwaffiya, The city of 
Madina. 
Vp^y mufvyun, A kind of poison. 
A J y mauq (v.n.), Being cheap, trifling 

(a bargain); — muq, Folly, stupidity; a 
large boot worn over another of thinner 
leather ;—mu'q, muq, The inner corner of 
the eye (lihaz denoting the corner next the 
temples). 

y moqdn, Name of a city in Azarbai-
jan (see y ^ y ) . 

a u^iy mauqit, Place (fixed) by any 
given time; time (specified) for any ap-
pointed place; rendezvous ; — muwaqqat, 
Fixed or restricted to a certain definite 
time; appointed (hour); temporary, for 
the time being;—muwaqqit, An observer 
of times or hours; a person in the Mu-
hammadan mosques, who observes the 
exact hour when the people are to be as-
sembled to prayers, and gives notice accord-
ingly to the crier; an astronomer. 
a <JiW~Sy muwaqqit'khdna, An observa-

tory. 
A AJY mauqid, A fire-hearth, grate, where 

a fire is kindled; — muqad, muwaqqad, 
fem. i&ymuwaqqadatfmuwaqqada, Kindled, 
blazing (fire). 

A fy mauqir, A plain at the foot of a 
mountain; — muqar, fem. muqarat, 
muqara, Loaded, carrying a heavy burden; 
pregnant (woman); oppressed, weighed 
down; reduced to poverty or misery;— 
muqir, Oppressive; one who reduces to 
poverty ; — muwaqqar, Honoured, revered, 
respected; venerable ; respectable; ex-
perienced, proved, intelligent, acquainted 



•with the world;—muwaqqir, An honourer, 
reverencer, respecter; who makes or callB 
grave, modest, or respectable. 

A muwaqqas, Scabby (camel). 
A g y mauqi', mauqaA place where 

anything falls or happens; locality ; proper 
place; opportunity, occasion; accident, 
contingency, occurrence, vicissitudes of 
fortune; proper, fit, suitable; the falling 
of a s tar ; the place where a star sets or 
rain falls; [in chi mauqi', What moment 
is this, i.e. is this the proper moment? 
(m.c.) ;—bi-mauqi', All of a sudden (m.c.); 
—har waqt mauqi' shud, Each time that 
the opportunity occurs (m.c.) ;] — muqi*, 
Adverse (fortune) ; — muioaqqa', Beaten 
(path) ; worn out with misfortunes, op-
pressed with evils; a decree, statute, man-
date;—muwaqqi', A writer of a tauql' or 
letters patent. 

Q> mauq'i, Local. 
A <-Ajy« mauqif, A station, a post, any 

place where one remains; especially where 
they celebrate the pilgrimage-solemnities 
at Mecca, called also Mount ' a r a f a t ; the 
site of the last judgment; — muwaqqaf, 
Made to Btop or stand ; given in waqf (see 

tardy, slow; •— muwaqqlf, One who 
causes (anybody) to stand or to remain in 
a place ; a detainer, preventer, hinderer. 

a (My muqalam, The stick of a painter's 
brush (comp, m&yi kilk under ^y). 

muqlun, The herb melilot. 
A ( f t y muqin, Certain of, knowing for 

certain; firmly believing, Btaunch in faith. 
A u&yy mauqid, Restricted to a certain 

time;—waqti mauqut, An appointed hour. 
A mauqud, Kindled. 
A ) f y mauqur, Heavy (ear). 
A u*yy mauqus, Scabby (camel). 
A \j>fy mauqus, One whose neck is 

broken. 
A <-iyy mauquf, Delayed, stopped, de-

ferred, postponed, put off, suspended, re-
linquished, dismissed, discontinued; de-
pendent upon, Bubject to; established, 
determined, fixed, supported; left or be-
queathed for pious uses, consecrated to 
God ; a legacy, bequest;—mauquf 'alai-hi, 
(A word) paused on;—mauquf hardan, To 
disuse, to cease using (m.c.). 

A CYUYY. mauquf at, Pious bequests, do-
nations, &c. 

a mauqujl, Discontinuance, sus-
pension ; dismissal. 

A f*y*y mauqum, fem. mauqumat, 
mauquma, Much grieved, very sad; trodden 
upon (ground). 

A T _ S I y muqV, Outer or inner corner of the 
eye;—muwaqqa, One very much dreaded; 
one whom everybody shuns ; bold, strenu-
ous ;—mauqi, One who is feared. 

d y muk, The sting of an insecti a sheep 

(probably erroneous from reading in the 
explanation of the word for y i ^ ) . 

A HR^y maukib, An army, forces, large 
detachment, either of horse or foot ; choice 
body of troops; l ifeguards; large caval-
cade, pageant, procession. 

a i&ft ^y* maukib-ardy, Adorning a 
procession, <fcc, 

A v^y* maukib'ddri, Office of a 
groom. 

a p) s m a u k i b - r a v , Walking in a pro-
cession, <fcc. 

a maukibi, P. pl. maukibiydn, 
Of or belonging to a procession, Ac.;— 
maukibiydni sahar, Certain angels said to 
have attended Muhammad in his ascent to 
heaven (see eV^u*). 

A mu'akkad, Confirmed, corrobora-
ted, strengthened; redoubled; efficacious, 
powerful, strong; [mu'akkad shudan, To 
be confirmed ;]—mu'akkid, muwakkid, One 
who confirms, strengthens, binds close, con-
nects; who ledoubles or reiterates; con-
firmatory ; immediate; energetic. 

A mu'akkad-an, Confirmatively, 
repeatedly, to the utmost. 

s m u k a d a (corruption of A. wtfy*), 
Absolute. 

y mu-kash, Dragging or dragged by 
the hair. 

( f t S y mu-kashdn, Dragging or dragged 
by the hair (sing, and pl., the latter from 
mii'kash). 

A J * y mu'kal, Supplied with food, fed;— 
mu'kil, mu'akkil, One who gives or offers to 
eat;—muwakkal, Appointed guardian, com-
missary, superintendant; a vicegerent, 
substitute, deputy; the keeper of a pri-
soner ; guard, jailor ;—muwakkil, One who 
appoints a lieutenant, deputy, substitute, 
factor, or agent (wakil) ; one who dele-
gates power. 

A { f t y maukin, maukinat, maukina, 
A bird s nest. 

A J>?y maukul, Committed, entrusted. 
A f<fy maukum, fem. maukumai, 

maukuma, Very unhappy, tortured in 
mind, melancholy; bare and broken 
(ground). 

A J y maul (v.n.), Being rich (especially 
in flocks) ;—mid (pl. of mulat), Spider. 

J y mol, Delay ; repentance ; remaining 
behind, desisting; a thief; a gallant, para-
mour ; a bastard; a wink, signal with the 
eye. 

A J y mauwil, Rich, wealthy. 
a S y mauld (for. ^Jy mauld), A lord, 

master; a judge, magistrate of a city; the 
supreme Lord, God; a slave, servant; a 
manumitted slave, freedman; — hazrati 
mauld. The Lord God, God Almighty;— 
td'ati mauld, Obedience to God, piety. 

A S^y mawldt, A lady of rank; a freed 
woman or manumitted slave; a female slave 



Sy mauldfali, The Lord 'All (a form 
of salutation among/aglrs). 

J y V " mol-a-mol, A tedious delay. 
a USy mauld-nd, Our Lord (title given 

to judges, heads of religious orders, esp. to 
Jalalu'd-din Rumi, the founder of the 
Maulawl monks) ;—mauldna'i mazbur, Our 
Lord afore-mentioned. 

a mawld'i, Judgeship, lordship. 
A mulat, inula, A spider. 
A gSy maulij, A place wherein a thing 

enters or collects. 
A A y maulid (v.n. of A^), Bringing forth 

children (a woman) ; nativity, b i r th ; a 
birtb-place; time of b i r th ;—mul id , (A 
woman) travailing in birth ; giving birth; 
producing; [mulidu 'l-ma, Hydrogen; — 
mulidu 'l-hamuza, Oxygen ;]—muwallad, 
Procreated, begotten ; invented, coined; not 
genuine Arabian (man, saying, or writing) ; 
—-muwallid, A begetter, procreator, gene-
rator ; —muwallidu 'l-ma, Hydrogen. 

A W y muwalladat, muwallada (fem. of 
muwallad), Born amongst Arabians ; (a 
thing) recently invented; not sufficiently 
proved ; inventions of poets; [baiyinati 
muwallada, An insufficient proof or demon-
stration ;—lughati muwallada, A word of 
foreign origin ;]—muwallidat, muwallid,a, A. 
midwife. 

H isfay mauharl (S. makula-srl), The 
tree Mimusops elengi, and its fruit. 

Lr^y molish, Expectation, delay (cf. J y ) . 
A £IY mula', Wishful, desirous, pas-

sionately fond of, dedicated or addicted to, 
greedy;— muwalla', Shining, splendid ; (a 
horse or bull) marked with oblong white 
and black spots; hence, a language, com-
posed of various tongues, as the Turkish 
interlarded with Persian and Arabic. 

A £Jy muligk, One who causes to lap. 
A «-A)y mu'lif, One who renders familiar, 

accustoms, uses, orassociates ; familiarized, 
one who makes a thousand (alf) ;~~mu'-
allaf, Collected, composed, published (book); 
completed, made up (thousand) ; — MM'-
allif, One who completes the number of a 
thousand ; become a thousand, made up 
that number; one who joins two things 
together; one who collects together; a 
compiler, composer, author, editor ;—mu'-
allifu 'I-asl, An original author. 

A CWUS'Y mu'alia fat (pi. fem. of mu'al-
laf), Compositions, writings, compilations. 

A p} Y mu'lim, Painful, afflictive, dolo-
rific;—mu'allam, Afflicted, distressed ;— 
mu'allim, One who afflicts, pains, distresses. 

J y J y mol-mol, Stay, stay. 
My* mulanja, A corn-destroying insect, 

weevil. 
y y mulu, A trumpet made of a horn, 

used-by faqirs; small bells used as music. 
A 6YY mauluj, Afflicted, tried by misfor-

tune; troubled with toothache (wdlijat). 

( 1 3 4 8 ) r r 
A J J J Y maulud, Generated, born; a eon ; 

birthday, nativity; celebration of the anni-
versary of Muhammad's b i r th ; poetry 
chanted before the bier of a deceased 
person, burial-service ;—mauludi 'lad, The 
nativity of (the Lord) Jesus ;—mauludun 
la-hu, A father; — mauludun la-ha, A 
mother ;—tawdli'i maulud, Horoscopes. 

a ^ j S y mauludi, One who chants the 
maulud; a mourner. 

A J ^ y mauluq. Affected with a touch of 
insanity. 

a maulawl, Judicial, belonging to 
a judge or magistrate; a doctor of the 
Muhammadan law; an assistant lawyer; 
a learned man ; divine, religious, belonging 
to God ; a dervish, Muhammadan monk ; 
—Jculahi maulawl, A kind of high woollen 
cap worn by them. 

a maulawl-Jshdna, A convent of 
dervishes, 

A &YY maulawiyat, A resemblance to, or 
equality with, a prince, lord, master or 
benefactor. 

A <*Jy mulah, muwallah, Rendered sad; 
sad, distracted, troubled (with). 

A ^ Y mauld, — SY q.v.;—mu'll, One 
who takes an oath. 

J y mull, One who has a lover; (from 
G. fim\v) name of a diuretic plant; delay ; 
an ogler; name of a people given to 
robbery. 

^ ^ y jnuliyan (pi. of the preceding), 
Robbers., plunderers; name of a river at 
Bukhara. 

yAJy molldan, To delay, hesitate, de-
liberate ; to be languid, impotent, deficient; 
to loathe, conceive a disgust, be tired of ; 
to slide ; to arm ; to adorn oneself with 
ornaments; to deplore, weep; to turn 
back; to cause to turn back. 

(•y mom, mum, Wax ; a wax-candle;— 
mom bar-afrukhtan, To light a candle; 
(met.) to reveal the t ru th ; to speak 
softly;—mom shudan, To soften, to become 
mollified ;—mom kardan, To melt (as a 
candle its wax). 

A |»y maum (v.n.), Suffering from 
pleurisy ;—mum, Pleurisy ; wax. 

^ f y mom-dyin,Pissasphalt; amummy. 
A mu'ammat, Full and equally 

distended ; suspected, accused. 
j«y mom-jama, Waxcloth, cerecloth. 

A mu'ammad, Terminated, finished; 
empty, completely drained (water-bottle). 

Jo j»y mom-dil, Tender-hearted. 
A y y mu'mir, Who multiplies, makes 

numerous;—mu'ammar, Invested with of-
fice, appointed to government, in com-
mand (a general) ; defined, bound, limited; 
marked, signed, impressed; conquered, 
subdued; [amiri mu'ammar, A general 
appointed to command ;]—mu'ammir, One 
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who appoints a 

r y 
who gives the command, 
chief or governor (amir), 

l*y nom-raughan, Wax and oil 
mixed (used for polishing furniture). 

£ py mom-gar, A worker in wax. 
A mu'ammal, The eighth horse in 

a race; — mu'ammil, Hoping ; one who 
holds out hope. 

A mu'min, Believing, faithful, 
orthodox; an orthodox Muhammadan, a 
Muslim; (God) protecting, or the pro-
tector ; a Musulman weaver. 

A uwUvy. mu'mindt (pl. fem. of the pre-
ceding), The faithful (women). 

a mu'mindna, Like a believer; 
faithful, orthodox. 

A ai^y mu'minun, obi. also used as 
nom. mu'minin, The orthodox, the 
faithful;—amiru l-mu'minin, Commander 
of the faithful, a title of the caliphs first 
adopted by Omar. 

A >yy maumur, Known, measured, de-
fined. 

A 3yy maumuq, Beloved. 
J y y mumul, A disease affecting the 

eye. 
t y y momi, Waxen; of the colour of 

wax; (applied to chintz) prepared after 
stamping by covering the flowers with wax 
to prevent their being spoiled by other 
colours afterwards applied. 

A ̂ yy miimd, Pointed out, above-men-
tioned ; [ilchi'i miimd ilai-ki, The ambas-
sador before-named;]—mumi, Who con-
sents, who nods assent; who hints at, 
alludes to. 

momiyd, mumiya, The substance 
with which mummies are preserved, pissas-
phalt; a mummy; petroleum. 

momiyd'i, Of or like a mummy; 
a mummy ; name of a medicine. 

momin, Made of wax, waxen;— 
jama'i momin, Waxcloth. 

^y mun (for ma), We (see ay y p. 179). 
A ay maun (v.n.), Furnishing with ne-

cessaries ; maintaining, feeding. 
Uy mund, (in Zand and Pazand) A name 

of God (see UU). 
ab ay mon-bildn, Mont Blanc (m.c. 

from Fr.). 
A ma'unat, maunat, munat (v.n.), 

Maintaining, feeding; provisions; daily 
food; power, strength ; trouble, molestation. 

A mu'nis, Who brings forth a 
female ;—mu'annas, Feminine, of the femi-
nine gender; effeminate. 

A u-^V* mu'nas, Made familiar, made at 
home, set at ease;—mu'nis, A companion, 
intimate friend; a solacer, comforter; 
Thursday (so called because the Arabs on 
that day used to give themselves up to 
pleasure); \_dbu mu'nis, (father Sociable) 
A wax-light;]—mu'annis, A companion of 
Muhammad. 

M y 
A ILJ'y mu*nieat, m^nisa, Name of a 

city in Mesopotamia near Nasibin. 
ay mon-sani, Mont Cenis (m.c. 

from Fr.). 
A mu'annaf, (A spear-head) sharp-

ened at the point. 
A ij>*y mu'niq, Pleasing, agreeable;— 

mu'anniq, An admirer. 
M a ^ y munkdn, Silver. 
A J ^ V * mu'namil, One whose finger-ends 

(andmil) are short, thick and stumpy. 
<yy« mon-wdlarin, Mont Valerien, 

fort near Paris (m.c. from Fr.). 
&iy mfma, Temperament, constitution, 

natural quality. 
A o*V* mu'ni, A retainer, detainer, or 

forcer; a procrastinator, deferrer, retarder, 
delayer; who does anything in a slow or 
hesitating manner. 

uskjy munih, Munich (m.c. from Fr. 
or E.). 

A * f y ma'u\ (Leather) tanned with the 
shrub or tree a'. 

A S^yy* mau'udat, (A girl) buried alive. 
A Jyy» mu'ul (v.n. of J y ) , Being rich 

(especially in cattle) ;—mu'auwil, One who 
brings back; an explainer, interpreter, 
commentator. 

A a f y mu'un (pl. of ma'nat), Hypo-
chondria. 

A -ma'unat, Provisions. 
A AYY* mu'uh (v.n. of Being full 

and overflowing (a well). 
a ^ y mawavn, Verse ending in U ma. 
A mauh (v.n.), Being full and over-

flowing (a well). 
A S-**>y mauhib, mauhibat, mauhiba, 

A present, gif t ; liberality, generosity ;— 
muhab, Beady, presented, unbought (vic-
tuals) ; a present;—muhib, One who ac-
cepts a present; ready, prepared ; able. 

A J ^ V mu'hil, Who admits into one's 
family (akl); — mu'hil, mu'ahhil, Who 
makes worthy, proper. 

A &*>y muhin, Who or what weakens, 
enfeebles, debilitates. 

A S m a u h u b , Given, presented, con-
ferred ;—mauhub ilai-hi (la-hu), One on 
whom something is bestowed; or to whom 
a gift is made ; a legatee. 

A ky>y mauhubat, mauhuba, A present, 
a gift. 

A i*yy mauhum, Imagined, fancied, 
opined, thought; suspected, supposed, 
surmised ; imaginary. 

A a5*y mauhun, Enervated, weakened; 
i^y moy (imp. of mo'idan), Weep thou; 

—muy, moy, Hair of the head; pile (of 
cloth or carpets); hair, down, first plumage 
of birds;—muy az kaf (kaf-dast, ndkhun) 
bar-amadan, muy bar kaf-dast bar-dmadan, 
Hair growing from the palm of the hand, 
(met.) an impossibility;—muy bar-bastan, 
To be prepared, to make ready;—mityi 



bundgoih, The hair of the cheek, whiskers ; 
—muyi piyala (cKini, kata). A flaw in a 
cup, Ac., which dulls the sound -,—muy 
chun dastdr, White hair (comp. chashmi 
chun dastdr under fa±*S) ;—muyi khamir, 
Anything disturbing or obnoxious which 
must be removed; according to others, 
ease, facility. (Bahari 'Ajam adds, by way 
of explanation, that bakers, when begin-
ning to knead their dough, throw a hair 
in it, which gradually works its way to the 
surface, and thereby shows that the knead-
ing has been done effectually) ;—muyi kilh, 
The hair of a painter's brush;—muyi musta-
'ar, Borrowed locks, artificial curls; — 
muyi nargis, The pedicle of the narcissus ; 
—muyi nihani (zihar, 'ana), Hair of the 
pubes;—muy w khamir (u raughan), Ex-

ressiona signifying anything easy to be 
one. 
fay muy-dr, Wearing long hair, hairy. 
y^y moydn, Weepers, mourners;—mu-

y&n, moydn (pi. of muy or moy), Hairs. 
^y muy-bdf, = t-iW y q.v. 
isy muy-bini, Hateful, disagreeable. 

sA^y* muy-tab, A hair-rope maker. 
muy-tarashz, A cutting off the 

hair of a person to be adopted. 
fc^/tsy muytunitan, (in Zand) To 

count. 
muy-china, Tweezers. 

muy-khosha. Beards of corn. 
A mu'yad, Assisted, victorious;— 

mu'yid, A strengthener, a helper;—mu'ai-
yad, Confirmed, fortified, assisted ;—mu'ai-
yid, One who confirms, increases in strength, 
strengthens, corroborates, or aids ; corrobo-
rative. 

i^y muy.damagh, Hateful, disagree-
able. 

t^y muy-dlda, = ^ y q.v. 
A fay mu'aiyir, An indulger in venery. 
^fa^) <sy muy-raftagl, Baldness, loss of 

hair. 
^ y muy-rafta, Bald. 

AA^ 1-y muy-rekfyta, Bald, moulted, that 
has shea his coat or cast his feathers. 

yy mawus, Dried grapes, raisins. 
sA yy mawiz-db, An acid and inebriating 

drink made from dried grapes and water. 
dyy mawizak, A certain black grain. 
6-jiy mawiza, A kind of woodbine. 
a J^i) ^ y muy-ziydd, A disease in the 

eyelids, a stye; hateful, disagreeable. 
y.y mawizh, Red paint used by women. 
A ij~i*y muaiyu, One who drives to 

despair; impressive, effective, efficacious. 
^ y muy-shikaf, The Indian hya-

cinth ; (figuratively) the ringlets of the fair. 
^ y muy-shikafi, Criticism; cavil. 

a <j&iy maweshi, A herd or drove of 
oxen. 

^fa ^ y muy-kan, (hair-extracting) Twee-
ters. 

^ y muy-kanan, Tearing the hair. 
^ isy muy-giya, ^ y muy-giydK, 

The hairy grass ; Indian spikenard. 
A t}iy muwail, The month Rajab ;—mu-

wail, muwaiyil (dim. of mdl), Little wealth; 
—mu'aiyil, A master of flocks. 

sA ^ y muy-lab, Hateful, disagreeable. 
yW* ^ y muy-miydn, Long hair flowing 

down the back (reaching to the waist). 
yiy muyin, Made of hair. 

muyina, Made of f u r ; a fur-coat. 
0JOj\y moyandl, Skill, art, dexterity 

(probably misreading for ^ ^ y q.v.). 
&ty moya, Weeping, lamentation. 
A muwaih, faiy muwaikat, muwaiha, 

(dim. of md1), A little water. 
jVj i j y moya-zdl, Name of a note in 

music. 
fa^iy moyagar, A weeper. 

muyi, Made of fur or hair ;—jdma'i 
muyi, A garment trimmed with fur. 

yXeiy moyidan, To weep and cry aloud; 
to lament the dead; to milk. 

ifaly mu'in, muyin, Twisted or made of 
hair, slender as hair. 

e^tHy muyina, Made of f u r ; a big drum, 
ma, A pen; & sand-hill; no, not (with 

the imperative) ; [ma-ras, Do not arrive ;] 
—mah, The moon ; [mahi badr, Pull moon; 
—mahi 'id, The moon of the feast;—mahi-
nau, New moon ;]—mih, G-reat; principal; 
the forehead ; a fog, mist. 

A mah (for md), What ?—mah, mah-in, 
a* mah mah, Desist! abstain!—mahh 

(v.n.), Dealing gently with, being kind 
and easy to. 

l y mahd, Crystal;—-mihd, Great. 
A V* mafia,' (pi. of mahdt), Wild cows. 
A TAC* mahab, Formidable (place);— 

muhdb, Awful, revered (man); dreaded 
(thing) ;—mahabb (pi. of mahabb), Quarters 
whence the wind blows. 

<u mah-dbdd, Name of the most an-
cient prophet who was sent to Persia, and 
author of a book called Dasatir. 

A mahdbat (v.N. of S - ^ ) , Fearing, 
being in awe of ; reverence, fear, dread ; 
majesty, gravity, awe, greatness, authority. 

a yfai us-tW* mahdbiit-namun (o)fa* mag-
run), Imposing, majestic, august, impres-
sing awe or reverence. 

muhabazat (v.n. 3 of Run-
ning, making haste, being swift in running 
or flying. 

A mahdbil (pi. of mahbil), Wombs, 
or the lower parts of them. 

A mahdt, A wild cow ; crystal, a bit 
of crystal; the sun ;—muhat, The seed of 
the male in the womb of the female. 

A SyW- muhatarat (v.n. 3 ofytf>), Speak-
ing oppro brio u sly, provoking by re-
proaches. 

A muhatakat, A travelling in the 
dark. 



A muhdjat, A reviling, cursing, re-
proaching, satirizing in verse, lampooning 
each other. 

A ftw muhdjir, A fugitive, one who 
abandons his country, especially on account 
of public calamity or persecution, and par-
ticularly applied to Muhammad's compa-
nions in his flight to Madinah ; an emigrant 
(m.c.). 

A S^Aa* muhdjarat (v.n. 3 of fr^), Aban-
doning one'B friends, fleeing from country 
to country on account of persecution ; de-
sertion, flight; separation, distance. 

A (JJIY -̂le* muhdjarin (obi. du. used as 
nom.), The fugitive followers of Muham-
mad from Mecca to Madinah. 

A muhdjazat (v.n. 3 of Saying 
a thing privately, telling a secret, whisper-
ing. 

A muhdjalat (v.n. 3 of Tra-
velling through low grounds. 

A (_5<»-W* muhdji, Mutually satirical. 
A ( j ^ W " mahdjln, mahajinat, ma-

ha/jina (pl. of hajin), Those whose fathers 
are free, but their mothers slaves. 

A mihad, A bed, sofa, chair, throne, 
or any place on which one sits or reclines; 
a cradle ; a floor, pavement firm beneath 
the tread ; a flat country, valley ; a waste ; 
a prop, stay, support; a place or state 
which anyone prepares for himself ;—sul-
tani nik-nihddi lali-mihdd, The high-
minded prince on the exalted throne. 

A muhadat, in P. uwU^* (v.n. 3 of 
^jufe), Gratifying one another with gifts, 
making mutual presents. 

A muhadanat (v.n, 3 of y J ^ ) , Mak-
ing peace or cessation of arms; truce, 
peace. 

a mahdr (for mihdr, q.v. in the fol-
lowing article), Reins, a bridle. 

AjW* mahdr (v.n. of jd"), Excelling in 
any art or profession;—mihdr, A piece of 
wood put through a perforation in the nose 
of a camel to guide him by ; a camel, head 
of camel; (pl. of muhr) horse-colts. 

A SjV* mahdrat (v.n. of Excelling in 
any art or profession ; subtlety, acuteness, 
genius, skill, excellence ;—mihdrat (pl. of 
muhr), Horse-colts ;—muhdrrat (v.n. 3 of 
JA), Detesting, expressing abhorrence (of 
one) before (hiB) face. 

A J*»ft» muhdrish, One who sets (men or 
dogs) by the earB. 

A muhdrashat (v.n. 3 of \Jtjtb)i Set-
ting (men or dogs) by the ears; dallying, 
toying. 

A JSj^* mahdriq (pl. of muhraq), Polished 
papers ; books, writings, papers, diplomas. 

a ^ftx S ft^mahdr-gusistagiiTJnraliiiess. 
a ds^^S ft* mahdr-gusista, Headstrong, 

unruly. 
A <^ft* mahdr&njft* mahdr iy, mahari (pl. 

of mahriyat), Excellent camels, so named 
from Mahr, the father of a tribe. 

A i^jW* maharis (pl. of mihrds), Mor-
tars, &c. 

A fljW^ muhdzalat (v.n. 3 of Jy^), Being 
careless, remiss, jesting, trifling, playing. 

A J j j^* mahdzil (pl. of mahzul), Lean, 
emaciated. 

A J ^ mahal, Formidable, dreadful 
(place); delay, pause, respite;—muhal, 
Poured out (earth or sand), overflowing. 

A mahdlibat, Descendants of one 
Muhallab, a poet, and father of a tribe. 

A <31$- muhdllat (v.n. 3 of JA), Agreeing 
with by the month, or from new moon to 
new moon. 

A mahdlik (pl. of mahlihat), Dange-
rous places, perils, precipices, deserts. 

A pV* mahamm (pl. of muhimm), Serious 
affairs, momentous business, important 
transactions ;—mahdmmi jumhiir, Business 
of the nation \—ahammi mahdmm, The 
most urgent of affairs, the most important 
of all concerns, indispensable business. 

mahdmiz (pl. of mihmaz), Spurs. 
A mvhdmasat, A private confe-

rence, whispering conversation. 
A muhamashat, A making haste 

together. 
A mahdmih (pl. of mahmah, mah-

mahat), Extensive deserts. 
mahdmiz (pl. of mihmaz), Spurs, 

eW* mahdn (pl. of mah), Moons; fair 
ones ; beloved ones ;—mihan (pl. of mih), 
The great; the elders ; grandees. 

A muhdn, Despised, slighted; abject, 
base. 

A mahdnat (v.n. of Being de-
spicable, contemptible, abject; baseness, 
meanness, a contemptible state. 

mahdnul, JyW* mahanul, Opium. 
A muhdwadat (v.n. of JY*>), Doing 

(anything) repeatedly; making peace, 
truce, or cessation of arms ; conciliating, 
causing to incline to each other; promis-
ing, plighting faith, appointing time and 
place. 

A &*.ft* muhawashat (v.n, 3 of 
Mixing, interfering with. 

A muhdyajat (v.n. 3 'of gt^), Ex-
citing, stirring up ; firing with rage; fight-
ing, killing; battle, contest, fierceness. 

A muhdyatat (v.n. 3 of Cal-
ling out, making a noise ; being near. 

A s-e* mahabb, A breathing-hole, vent; 
a place whence or whither the wind blows; 
—muhibb, Who awakes or arouses from 
sleep. 

A kffr* mahbit., A place by which or where 
one descends; [mahbit i jabril, (met.) Mu-
hammad ;]—muhbit, Who or what throws 
down, precipitates; who or what lessens, 
lowers, or abates (a price). 



A mahbil, mahbal, The womb, that 
part of it where the foetus is lodged ; the 
neck or orifice of the uterus ; the straight 
gut ; a pass through a country ;—mihbal, 
Nimble, active ;—~muhabbal, (A son) lost 
by death; corpulent, fleshy; plump-faced ; 
cursed, anathematized. 

A mahbut, Weak, timid, languid. 
A mahbush, Collected, scraped to-

gether. 
A Ljw mahbut, Lean, emaciated by dis-

ease. 
A mahbul, Bereaved. 
(j^Lfl** mah-pdragdn, pi, of— 

A* mah-pdra, A piece of the moon ; 
a mistress ; a month. 

A* mah-parastan, Lovers. 
(JAA^O mah-peshdni, With moon-like 

brow; with a white mark on the fore-head 
(horse) ; auspicious. 

>-r>\z&»mah-tdb,Moonlight, moonshine, full 
moon, splendour of the moon; the moon; 
a kind of firework;—mah-tab paimudan, To 
measure moonshine, i.e. to engage in any 
vain undertaking, to build castles in the 
air. 

yfa mahtdb-gun, Of a complexion 
bright as moonlight. 

^Ufr- mah-iabl, Belonging to, or bright 
as, the moon ; a kind of fireworks ; an open 
high terrace. 

irfLg* mahidbiya, An arbour, a summer-
house. 

A Y L̂sfl* muhtaz, One whose bone has 
been broken after having been set. 

A muhtabid, One who gathers or 
breaks the colocynth (habd) ; one who takes 
out the seeds and boils it to weaken the 
bitterness of it. 

A muhiabish, Assembled, convened. 
A muhlajj, Insolent, outrageous. 
A yy&ty* muhtajun (pi. of muhtajl), 

Satirists. 
A muhtaji, Mutually satirical. 
A ^ A I E * muhtadl, Directed, conducted, 

led (into the way of salvation); guided 
aright. 

f v mihtar, Greater; elder; prince, lord, 
chief, governor; a sweeper, a menial who 
removes filth ; a groom ;—mihtari rakht, 
Keeper of the wardrobe, valet; a head-ser-
vant who superintends the packing of 
t r avelling-f urn i ture. 

A muhiar, Delirious with old age; 
one who speaks dotingly, foolishly, blun-
deringly. 

mihtardni (fem. of mihtar), A 
female remover of filth; a female inn-
keeper. 

mihtard'i, Chiefship; seniority. 
mihtarl, Dominion, grandeur; 

greatness, superiority. 
A L A 8 * " muhtashah, Affable, agreeable, 

benign. 

A muhtakiSubmissive, obedient, 
yielding. 

A muhtalik, One who throws him-
self into danger; one in quest of forage 
and water who loses his way. 

muhtalikln (obi, pi. used as 
nom.), Foragers who have lost their way. 

A f^ty* muhtamm, Anxious, concerned. 
A muhtamir, Galloping (horse). 
A muhtamish, Mixed. 
A KT-SG* muhtamit, One who injures, de-

frauds (another) of his right; a slanderer, 
detractor. 

A muhtamim, Anxious, concerned 
about; a commissioner, an agent; a ma-
nager, superintendent, inspector, trustee; 
—muhtamimi aJchbdr, Editor of a news-
paper ;—muhtamimi band-u-bast, A settle-
ment officer ;—muhtamimi matba', Manager 
of a printing-press. 

A muhtawir, Going to ruin; perish-
ing-

A mahtush, (A dog) irritated, in-
stigated, set after game. 

A TIIYA^ mahtuk, Dead, defunct. 
A JyS"* muhtawil, Terrified, afraid, trem-

bling. 
A mahj (v.n. of Sucking (the 

teat) ; lying with ; looking beautiful after a 
disease ;—muhaj (pi. of muhjat), Souls, Ac. 

a A* mah'jabin, With a brow bright 
as the moon. 

A I^FR* muhjat, Life, soul, spirit; heart's 
blood. 

A muhjir, fem. muhjirat, muh-
jira, One who goes abroad and travels in 
the heat of the day; beautiful, elegant, 
excellent, noble, superior; great,numerous; 
—muhajjir, One who repairs betimes to the 
house of prayer. 

A yw mahjuw, mahju, Satirized, lam-
pooned. 

A mahjur, Separated, cut off ; left, 
forsaken, abandoned, rejected, repudiated; 
delirious, foolish (speech), nonsensical 
(stuff). 

a mahjurl, Separation, absence; 
forlorn condition. 

A PYJHF* mahjum, Falling, ruinous 
(house) ; (a tent) whose cords are loos-
ened. 

mahcha, A little moon; an orna-
ment on the top of an ensign-staff; a 
round bit of wood perforated with a cir-
cular hole for receiving the upper end or 
head of a tent-pole. 

Ay mahd, An auger, wimble ; a certain 
root from which pearl-ashes are made. 

a Ay mahd (v.n. of Ay), Making (a bed), 
spreading equally; attending to one's 
affairs and gaining ; a cradle, couch, swing; 
a tract of level ground; [mahdi mind, The 
azure cradle, the sky, heaven, firmament; 
—mahdi nafsi musa, The ark of bulrushos 



in which the infant Moses was exposed;— 
mina 'l-mahd, From the cradle ;]—muhd, A 
piece of ground prominent or hollow ; also 
plain and level;—muhud, muhd (pl. of 
mihad), Beds. 

A mxhdd\ Accustomed to give pre-
sents. 

A V V muhaddab, Fringed (silken gar-
ment). 

a y-j? mahd-bue, The ceremony of 
kissing the cradle (of a new-born prince). 

A SA^ muhdat, A piece of ground promi-
nent or hollow; also plain and level;— 
mihadat (pl. ot muhd, muhdat), Patches of 
ground prominent or hollow; also plain 
and level. 

A JA^ muhdar, (Blood) shed with im-
punity ; — muhaddir, Braying (camel) ;— 
Jca 'l-muhaddir f i 'U'unnat, Like a camel 
braying in the pen kept apart from the 
females (said of one who makes a noise 
without doing anything). 

(••V mah-dum, A pigeon with a black 
body and white tail. 

A mahdanat, Quiet, tranquillity. 
A mahdud, Demolished, ruined. 
A mahdtish, Instigated, irritated 

(dog). 
A mahdiim, Destroyed, demolished, 

levelled with the ground; — mahdumu'l-
asds, Totally ruined, destroyed to the very 
foundation. 

A mahdumat, mahduma, (Land) 
wet with gentle rain. 

A mahdi, Guided, rightly guided ; 
[ial-mahdi, The twelfth Imam of the Shi'ah 
expected to return in order to purify 
Islam ;] — mihdd, A plate or anything 
similar in which an offering or present is 
made ; a man or woman who makes fre-
quent offerings or presents ; — muhdd, 
Offered presented, dedicated. 

A mahdiyat, mahdiya, A bride 
carried home to her husband's house; a 
present, gift; name of a city in Maghrib. 

A^jmihzdr, Delirious, raving, doting 
(woman) ;—mihzdr, S^Ay mihzdrat, Deliri-
OUB, raving, doting; a dotard. 

A S^-V* muhazzab, Good, sincere, up-
right, free from vice ; improved; emended, 
corrected, refined (writings); polite; 
adorned, trimmed. 

A mihzar, Delirious, doting. 
A mihzaf, Quick, active, expe-

ditious. 
A PA^ mihzam, Sharp, keen (sword). 
Ayif mahr (v.n.), Contracting, engaging 

by writing to make a settlement on a wife; 
excelling in any art or profession; a mar-
riage portion or gift settled upon.the wife 
before marriage; [mahri mu'ajjal, Such 
portion payable by instalments or in 
case of divorce;—mahri mu'ajjal, Portion 
paid in full at the moment of marriage ;]— 

muhr, A horse-colt; the firstling (of a 
horse or other animal); a bone in the 
upper part of the breast; the fruit of the 
colocynth;—muhar (pl. of muhr at), Joints 
of the breast; gristles of the ribs. 

mihr, The sun; love, friendship, affec-
tion, kindness; mercy, pity ; the month of 
September; the sixteenth day of every 
month; death ; a mandrake; a red stone; 
a gilded ball fixed on a canopy or stan-
dard ; name of a fire-temple; name of an 
angel; name of a village in Hindustan; 
[mihri khawardn, Name of the poet 
Anwari; — mihri eharVat, An epithet of 
Muhammad;—mihr u mdh, Sun and moon; 
also used as a female proper name;—mihr 
u mahabbat u widd u ulf at, Dove, and 
friendship, and affection, and benevo-
lence;]—muhr, muhur, A seal, seal-ring; 
a gold coin current in India for about 
<£1 16s.; the cautery, or the instrument 
which makes the impression; a mark 
branded upon cattle; virginity ; — muhri 
jam (khum, fam), Silence;—muhri dahani 
roza-ddrdn, (seal on the mouth of the f asters) 
An epithet of the sun during the month of 
Ramazan;— muhr zadan, To seal;—muhri 
sulaimdn, The seal of Solomon; also the 
knot of Solomon, formed by two triangles 
interbraced, and supposed to have a cabal-
istical virtue; — muhr shudan, To be sus-
pended, deferred ;—muhri sharlf, The diplo-
ma of investiture with the office of wazir; 
—muhr kardan, To suspend, defer;—muhri 
maryam (the knot of Mary), A kind of berbi 
—muhri nubuwat, The seal of prophecy 
impressed on the shoulder of Muhammad; 
—muhri nara, Glans penis. 

mihrd, Name of the daughter of the 
governor of Kabul, and mother of Rustam. 

A ̂ yy* muharra', muharra, Well-dressed 
or boiled. 

mihrab, Name of a champion of 
Turan, father of Rudaba, the bride of Sal. 

A uu^JR^ muhrdt (pl. of muhrat), Fillies. 
A mihrdz, (in Morocco) A mortar. 
A mihrds, A mortar in which any-

thing is bruised; an oblong stone trough 
in which the ablutions before prayer are 
performed; a man fearing nothing in the 
night-time. 

AAM^ mihr-isfand, Name of the twenty-
ninth day of every month in the solar 
year ; also of the angel presiding over that 
day. 

A j V ^ muhraq, mahrdq, Poured out, 
diffused. 

a f c mihr'iltibd8, Resplendent as 
the sun. 

A ^ mahr an, A kind of medicine or 
drug. 

mihrdn, Name of a great river; 
name of a learned man; also of a king; 
name of a certain drug or medicine. 



a mahrdna, A fee exacted by tbe 
Qazi from the Muhammadans at wed-
dings. 

A mahrab (v.n. of vyk), Fleeing, 
running away; flight; a place to flee 
unto; — mihrab, A wooden instrument 
moved to and fro by a sower;—muhrib, 
Timid, fearful. 

y^.yy mihrban, Benevolent, beneficent, 
kind, affectionate, friendly, compassionate, 
favouring, loving; propitious; a preser-
ver, defender; a friend. 

^LjjV* mihrbdni, Friendship, friendliness, 
kindness; a sort of stuff of an extremely 
delicate texture ; name of a note in music; 
—•mihrbdni Icardan, To favour, to show 
friendship. 

ufa tJ'^fY* mihrbdni har da shuda, 
Pitied. 

A mahrat, mahra, The name of the 
founder of an Arabian t r ibe ;—muhrat , 
muhra, A female colt, a filly; a bone in the 
upper part of the breast; a joint in the 
breast; a small shell or pearl used as a 
philtre by women ',—maharat, mahara (pi. 
of mdhir), Mav$ters, skilful men in any art 
or profession ; [mahara'i fanni hadis, Cele-
brated collectors or expounders of the say-
ings (of Muhammad) ;]—miharat, mihara 
(pi. of muhr), Bones in the upper parts of 
the breast; colocynth-fruits. 

(jW-jv* mihrjdn, mahrajdn, The autumnal 
equinox; the a u t u m n ; — f a s l i mihrjdn, 
The autumnal season ; a festival celebrated 
in Persia in the month of September. 

A is-yv mahrajat (v.n. of tp,* , a verb 
coined from P. mahrajdn), Presenting (a 
sweetmeat) at the autumnal equinox, 

cjy-^** mihr-joy, Seeking love. 
oV" TV* niihr-khicdn, A title, an address 

(used particularly in India). 
jmuhr-ddr, Keeper of the seals. 

J JY* muhr-dahan, Taciturnity ; a fast. 
yy muhr-dahdndn, Those who fast. 

0; muhr-zan, A sealer; an engraver 
of seals. 

A £yy muhraq, A shell used in smooth-
ing or glazing paper ; a tableman for play-
ing draughts or backgammon; glazed 
paper; a loaf, page; a book, writing; a 
desert; level ground. 

yS yy muhr-han, A seal-en graver; a 
lapidary. 

^jS yy muhr-kani, Seal-engraving. 
(faSyV mihr gdn, Autumn ;—mihrgdni bu-

zurg, Name ot a note in music —mihrgdni 
khdsa, Name of the twenty-first day of the 
month mihr ;—mihrgdni khurdah (kiichak), 
Name of a note in music ;—mihrgdni 'ama, 
Name of the sixteenth day of the month 
mihr. 

^Jtljv* mihrgdni, Autumnal ; autumnal 
produce ; name of the twenty-fifth note of 
Barbud. 

mihr-giyd, fc^jv* mihr-giyah, Amis-
tress,the face of a sweetheart; th e mandrake; 
the plant turnsole; a fresh fruit, from the 
root of which a delicious juice is extracted ; 
chemists; those especially who search after 
the philosopher's stone, alchemists; the 
down on the cheek of a youth; kings. 

a (VV* mahram, mahramat, Decrepi-
tude, imbecility of old age. 

es^jv* mihrmdni, Name of the twenty-
fifth note of Barbud. 

eU^y. mihrmdh, Name of the seventh 
month of the solar year. 

jyy mah-ru, Moon-faced, beautiful. 
O^jrv* mahrubdn, Name of a town in 

Persia. 
mihr-warzl, Exercise of friend-

ship, kindness. 
A muhrauriq, (Rain) poured forth. 
A mahni', Fallen on the ground; 

seized with madness ; epileptic. 
O^j^* mah-ruydn, pi. of jyQ* q.v. 
Sje* muhra, A kind of small shell resem-

bling pearls; concha veneris; glass or 
coral-beads; a stone found in the head of 
a serpent; a shell used for giving a 
smoothness and a glossiness to paper; an 
iron or bone poliBhing-instrument; a rub-
ber ; glossiness (of paper) ; a chessman, a 
tableman, counter for playing any game, 
as backgammon or draughts; dice; a 
smith's hammer;—muhra'i anjum, The 
stars ; — muhra'i pusht, The back-bone ;•— 
muhra' i jdn-ddru, Bezoar-stone; —muhra'i 
khdk (gilin), Terrestrial globe; human 
body ; — muhra dar jam afgandan, To 
throw the pebble into the cup (a signal 
for mounting on horseback) ;—muhra dar 
shash dar budan, To be fast in prison 
muhra dar ids afgandan, To break wind;— 
muhra dar gardan jam1 shudan, To break 
the neck;—muhra'i dlwdr, Plaster, incrus-
tation, or ornament of a wall;—muhra'i 
zar, The world-illuminating sun;—muhra'i 
sim (simabi), Moon and stars;—muhra'i 
lajaward, The sky ;—muhra'i mushhin, The 
ear th;—muhra u huqqa, (cup and ball) 
Earth and heaven;—jawdhir-muhra, An aro-
matic pastille of various colours ;—hdghaz 
muhra hardan, To glaze or smooth paper. 

muhrahd (pi. of the preceding), 
Shells, beads, &c.;—muhrahdyi tasblh, A 
string of beads, rosary;—muhrahdyi simabi 
(falak), The stars. 

muhra-bdzi, Deceit, stratagem, 
gtf ijQ* muhra-taj, Anything hollow 

which is blown like a trumpet. 
muhra-dar, Polished, glazed, 

glossy. 
Oj muhra-zan, A polisher. 

muhra-sang, An onyx, especially 
one black and white found in Arabia. 

i m i h r - n o s h , Name of a son of 
Isfacdiyar. 



yj/fif mihri, A psaltery, sackbut; a kind 
of lute;—muhri, A drain, a gutter; sealed ; 
sealed up; stamped (with the seal of), 
bearing the signet of ;—muhurl (^sft* mu-
harri), Any writer or under-clerk among 
the natives of Bengal. 

a mahri, A camel bred in the tribe 
of Mahrat. 

A hfl* mahrlyat, mahrlya, A particular 
species of Arabian camel (see preceding 
article); a red kind of wheat. 

A (JM;*" muhrlq, One who pours out. 
A mihzdm, A tower; a piece of wood 

on the end of which boys in play put fire ; 
a poker or brand with which the fire is 
Btirred ; a short staff or rod. 

A GYE* mihza', A pestle ; a lion crushing 
his prey. 

A rffi* mahzur, Driven off, expelled. 
A mahzul, Emaciated (especially 

with age). 
A mahmm, Routed, put to flight; 

divided, separated, torn (from one's fa-
mily). 

mahist, Weighty, heavy. 
mah-simd, Moon-like (face). 

A mahshum, Broken ; routed. 
mah-shed, Moonlight; the moon. 

A ft$* mihsdr, mihsar, (A lion) 
breaking to pieces his prey. 

A mihsam, A lion. 
A mahsur, Bent, curved, bowed 

down. 
A mahs us, Trampled on ; broken. 
A. mihslr, (A lion) crushing his 

prey. 
A mahzuz, Broken, bruised, 

pounded. 
A fyi*" mahzum, Well digested; diges-

tible ; inj ured, oppressed. 
A {ft* muhti', One who keeps the eyes 

fixed on the ground in silence from mo-
desty or humility ; (a camel) bending low 
his neck in running. 

A ̂ ft* mahtul, Wet with incessant rain. 
a mah-izdr, With moon-like 

cheeks, beautiful of face. 
A e^y^ mahfut, Astonished, amazed. 
A AAGIFR* muhafhafat, muhafhafa, Slender-

waisted, merry, and jovial (woman). 
A mahq (v.n.), Running;—mahaq, 

Greenness of water; blue colour of eyes; 
whiteness untainted by any other colour. 

A mahqd' (fem. of amhaq), White, 
without any mixture of red or glossiness ; 
blue or grey (eye) ; (a fountain) of green 
water. 

eXa* mahk, Liquorice;—muhale, A wart. 
A mahkar, ift* mahkarat, mahkara, 

A place for wonder or admiration. 
A mahkuk, Worn down by rubbing ; 

impudent, saucy. 
A Je* mahl (v.n.), Besmearing (a camel) 

with liquid pitch; the pus of dead bodies ; 

—mahl, mahal (v.n.), Going quietly ; doing 
anything by degrees, slowly, easily ; quiet, 
leisure; delay, respite; ['aid mahli-hi, 
Leisurely, by degrees ;—la mahla, No de-
lay ;]—muhl, Any kind of mineral or metal, 
especially melted brass or iron ; mother or 
dregs of oil; liquid pitch ; pus, matter; 
poison/venom;]—mahal, Quiet, leisure, de-
lay, calm procedure, slow movement; pro-
gress, advancement ; ancestors; corruption 
of a dead carcase. 

Je* ma-hil (prohib. of hilldan), Quit not; 
let not fall or go. 

A "V* mahl-an, Fair and softly, give a 
little time. 

A V^LE* muhallab, Name of a poet;—mu-
hallib, The coldest days in the middle of 
January. 

A mahlat, mahla, The pus of dead 
bodies;—muhlat, Delay, putting off, de-
ferring, retarding ; respite, time, leisure; 
a delay granted for an appointed time or 
term;—muhlati munasib, Reasonable de-
lay. 

a taW* mah-liqd, Fair as the moon, beau-
teous. 

A muhlak, Destroyedl ruined;— 
muhlik, Destructive, killing, fatal, deadly, 
pernicious. 

A mahlakat, mahlaka, mahlikd, 
A dangerous place, precipice ; a desert;— 
mahlikat (v.n. of ISUA), Dying, perishing. 

A JI3* muhallal, Bent, curved in the form 
of the new moon; crescent-shaped, semi-
lunar ; (a camel) humpbacked from lean-
ness. 

.wig* mahland, An Indian sword. 
A ̂ f t * mahlub, (A horse) the hairs of 

whose tail have been plucked out; rat-
tailed. 

A mahlus, fem. ^ f t * mahlusat, 
mahlusa, Stupid, silly; lean; consump-
tive ;—mahlusu 'I-1 aql, Bereft of reason. 

A JflV* muhalhal, Delicately-composed 
(verse) —muhalhil, A maker of fine, subtle, 
or delicate verses; surname of Amru'l 
Kai s. 

A f+o* muhamm, Oppressed with care, 
sad ;—muhimm, Great, important, neces-
sary, urgent, serious, momentous (busi-
ness) ;—muhimm shudan, To be of great 
consequence, to urge, press. 

A W-* mahmd, As often as, so many 
times as, whensoever; whenever; wher-
ever ; how often V when ?—mahmd amkana, 
In whatever it may be possible, whenever 
it can, as often as possible. 

A o V muhimmdt (pl. fem. of muhimm), 
Necessary things, matters of grave impor-
tance ; expeditious; studies, cares, endea-
vours ;—muhimmati jumhur, Public busi-
ness, affairs of state;—muhimmati liarbiya, 
Military affairs ;—muhimmati safar, Need-
ful provisions for a journey. 



A mifrmdr, Verbose, talkative-, a 
silly talker. 

A mihmdz, A spur. 
t)W* mihmdn, A guest; a son-in-law. 
jjji (jW* mihman-parwar, Hospitable, 
t f i ^ o W 1 mihman-parwarZ, Hospitality. 

yUe- mihmdn-khdna, An inn, cara-
van sera, or any place where travellers are 
lodged and entertained; a hospitable hal l ; 
a hospital, hospice; an almshouse; the 
world. 

jV <i)W* mihman-ddr, A hospitable or 
courteous man; one who has the charge of 
receiving and entertaining guests ; a host; 
an officer appointed to receive and enter-
tain an ambassador, or a foreign sove-
reign. 

( ^ •^W* mihman-dari, Hospitality, a 
waiting upon guests; the office of a mih-
mdn-ddr (see preceding article). 

w^-j j jU^ mihmdn-dost, Hospitable. 
^j-* QW* mihmdn'$ ar ay, = 

q.v. 
}\y mihman-nawaz, Hospitable. 
eOV mihman-nawazi, Hospitality, 

hospitableness. 
^yU^. mihmani, An entertainment, ban-

quet, feast; hospitality;—mihmani raftan, 
To go to an entertainment by invitation;— 
mihmani kardan, To prepare a feast, to give 
an entertainment; — mihmdni'i khds, A 
banquet to which only select friends are 
invited ;—mihmdni'i khutna, A circumcision 
feast;—mihmdni'i 'dm, A general enter' 
tainment to all ranks ;—mihmani'i 'arus, A 
marriage-feast. 

A mahammat (v.n. of Keeping 
(one) in an anxious state of mind (a 
thing) ;—muhimmat, muhimma, An impor-
tant affair, about which one grows anxious. 

a muhimtar, yiyz+q* muhimtarin, 
Most important, necessary above all. 

A mihmar, Verbose, talkative ; a silly 
talker. 

mih-mard, A great man ; head man 
of a ward, judge of the market; master of 
the horse. 

A mihmaz, A spur. 
A mihmazat, mihmaza, A goad, or 

instrument of wood, pointed with iron (for 
driving asses). 

muhmal, Allowed to range at 
liberty ; not used, obsolete, of no significa-
tion ; spoken without meaning; (a word) 
used improperly ; neglected ; a letter with-
out a diacritical point, unpointed; (in 
gram.) not governing (opposed to 'amil) ; 
—muhmil, Negligent, carelecs, remiss, in-
different, unconcerned. 

a fa muhmal-go, Who speaks without 
meaning, who indulges in empty talk. 

A jy+Q* mahmuz, Hamzated, i.e. marked 
with hamzah L (letter); (a poem or verse) 
ending in hamzah. 

mahmul, Shed, fallen, dropped k J Y * * * 
(tqar). 

A. mahmiim, Grieved, sad, low, me-
lancholy. 

A mahmahy An extensive desert. 
A mahmahat, mahmaha, An exten-

sive desert; a barren wilderness. 
a mihmiz, mahmiz, A spur, a goad; 

—mihmiz kardan, To spur (a horse). 
a jj*- yyt-fr* mihmiZ'khwur, A horse that 

will bear the spur, dull, thick-skinned. 
A mahna', Easy, light, wholesome; 

anything acquired without trouble;—mu-
hanna', Received with congratulations, or 
deserving of them. 

muhand', Contemptible, abject; 
weak in judgment; little, few; unfrui tful 
(stallions). 

mahndk, Bright (moon), at the 
full. 

mahndna, An ape, a monkey. 
A muhannad, (A sword) of Indian, 

steel. 
a muhandiz, y-Aie* muhandis (from 

the P. andaza), A geometrician ; a maker 
of subterraneous aqueducts; a measurer, 
land-measurer; an engineer ;—muhandisi 
falak, An astronomer ; the planet Saturn. 

a AiUs- muhandis-khdna, School of 
engineering. 

a ^Ai^* muhandasi, Constructed with 
mathematical exactness (handasat). 

A muhandam (from P. and dm), 
Prepared with due regard to rule and pro-
portion. 

A mahnu', (A camel) marked with 
the sign q.v. below. 

A muhannd, Received with gratula-
tions ;—muhanni', One who congratulates. 

A mahw (v.n.), Striking hard ; thin, 
watery milk; a thin or sharp sword, 
shining when brandished ; pearls ; a whitish 
stone ; a ripe date; name of the father of 
an Arabian tribe. 

A mahw a', mahwdt, Air, sky, 
atmosphere. 

A mahawdt (pi. of mahdt), Wild 
cows. 

jW* mahwdr, Like the moon; monthly, 
s^jfr* mahwdra, A monthly stipend. 
A V ^ * mafivb, Awful, revered (man); 

formidable (place) ; a lion. 
A muhud (pi. of mahd), Cradles;— 

muhauwad, fem. muhauwadat, muhau-
wada, Gentle (singing); turned Jew.juda-
ised. 

mahwar, The Selenites in Arabia 
(having a number of shining white spots, 
which increase and decrease with the 
moon). 

A muhur (v.n. of Excelling in 
any art or profession; (pi. of mahr) 
dowries, marriage-port ions, or gifts settled 
on wives before marriage. 



A. muhauwas, Struck with fury, 
demented;—muhauwis, Dementating; an 
alchemist. 

a ^ f t f * muhauwisl, Alchemy. 
mahwash, Like the moon ; beautiful 

as the moon ; a Bweetheart. 
Jjfr* mahal, A gin for catching birds. 
A Jjfl* mahal, muhauwil, Terrific, hor-

rible. 
A Qjfr* muhauwin, One who makes light 

or easy. 
•tfje* mahwand, Name of a place in India 

famed for its salt. 
A (jy** mahwd, A space between two 

mountains, or the like; a gap, gorge ; a 
precipice ;—mahwiy, mahwi, Desired, loved, 
liked, wished. 

mahl, A kind of crystal which, when 
hung Tound the neck, is supposed to facili-
tate parturition;—mihl, Greatness; seniority. 

A W muhaiya', muhaiya, Disposed in 
order, prepared, arranged, ready;—muhaiya, 
ddshtan, To keep ready ;—muhaiya shudan, 
To be ready (m.c.). 

A mahaydt (pl. of mahal), Wild 
cows. 

mihyaz, Name of a wrestler of 
Turan. 

8jW* mahyaiva, Jelly of fish dried in the 
sun ; any condiment eaten with bread. 

A H-ifr* muhlb, Formidable, terrible, fear-
ful, awful; severe; grave, revered; fierce, 
ferocious ; a lion ;—shahli muhlb, A fright, 
a Bcarecrow. 

A mahyabat, mahyaba, A cause of 
fear and dread. 

A muhaiyij, Stimulant, exciting. 
yt&» mahir, The moon. 
A jtA* mahir, mahir at, mahira, Free 

and dowered (woman). 
A <j><&» mahyas, A place where birds 

mute ,* a deposit of guano. 
A mahlz, (A bone) broken anew 

after having been set. 
A mahil, Formidable, dreadful 

(place) ; (heaped up dust or sand) poured 
out, flowing down. 

A mahyam (supposed to be abbre-
viated from ma, hasa yd amr " what is this, 
O man ! "), How do you do? how is your 
health ? what has happened to you ? 

A muhaiman, Safe, secure, pro-
tected ;—niuhaimin, muhaiman, A protector, 
defender from fear and danger; one of 
the names of God; a witness confirming 
his evidence by oath. 

A fcjufl** mahln, Contemptible, abject; 
weak in judgment; unfruitful (stallion); 
little, few;—muhln, A despiser, contemner; 
ignominious, degrading (punishment). 

mihin, Greater, greatest; elder 
born; fine, subtle, thin ; like, equal; name 
of a woman. 

mahmd, A month; monthly pay. 

ft mahind-ddr, A monthly servant. 
'ft mahin-doz, A tailor, a performer 

of any fine needle-work. 
mihina, Greater, greatest; eldest. 

A mahyum, Thirsty from disease 
astonished, confused, wandering from love 
or other cause. 

mahyawa, Anything eaten with 
bread; eggs or rows of fish; meat dressed 
with medicinal herbs, prepared with vine-
gar, and dried in the sun; also preserved 
with aromatic herbs, vinegar, salt, &c. 

A muhyl, muhaiyi, An arranger or 
preparer. 

^ mai, Grape-wine; rose-water; spiritu-
ous liquor; a goblet; [mayi angiirl, Grape-
wine ;—mayi barnd, New wine ;—mayi 
purtugal (purtugdll), Port-wine; — mayi 
piyada, Wine in a cup ;—mayi tahi, Grape-
wine;—mai dar garlbdn hardan, To force 
wine upon another ; — mayi dindri, Red 
wine ;—mayi zalal, Pure and sweet wine ;— 
mai'i susan, Liquorice-wine ; — mayi si-
manl, Wine of three man (boiled into one), 
i.e. boiled down to one-third ;—mayi shi'ra-
fash, Red wine (brilliant like the dog-
star) ;—mayi shahar (niai-shahar), Sweet 
wine;—mayi shlrdzl, Wine of Shiraz (not 
on account of the excellence of the wine, 
but of the beauty of the wine-flasks made 
in Shiraz) ; — mayi hdfur, Camphorated 
wine (which is done to cool it) ; — mai 
hashidan, To quaff wine ;—mai'i nab, Neat 
wine ;]— mi, A particle prefixed to Persian 
verbs (in some rare cases placed after 
them), and generally indicating the pre-
sent or preterite imperfect tense. I t is 
also prefixed to the continuative impera-
tive, as mi-rav, Keep oh going. 

mayd, A woman's name ; (prohib. o 
amadan) do not come. 

A muyd'asat (v.n. 3 of Ren-
dering desperate, filling with despondency. 

A A-^t^ muyabasat (v.n. 3 of ^^r-rf), Dry-
ing. 

A mUdl (pl. of mi'at), Hundreds. 
A maydtim (pi. of mutim), (Mothers ) 

left with fatherless children. 
& ft*- maydsir (pl. of misaraf), Things 

thrown over a saddle to make the seat 
more easy; outer garments;—maydsiru 'l-
humr, Persian vehicles of silk (prohibited 
by the Muhammadan law). 

A maydsiq, cMW* maydslq (pl. of 
mlsdq), Agreements, treaties. 

A ataL* muyadat, in P. WIJU (v.n. 3 of 
Recompensing; giving like for like 

retaliating; delivering from hand to hand, 
or out of one's own to another's. 

A (ji'iis* mayddin (pl. of maiddn, mi-
dan), Camps, plains, fields ; race-grounds, 
courses. 

A jW* maydzin (pl. of mi'zanat), 
Minarets. 



A. fa* mavy&r, One wlio brings grain 
from otber countries for family-use or 
sale; — muyyar, maiydrat, maiyara 
(pi. of md'ir), Purveyors, victuallers, 
caterers. 

a <^*fa* maydzib (pi. of mizab), Canals, 
water-spouts, &c. 

a y-W* maiyds, A pompous walker waving 
from side to side; a lion; a wolf. 

maydstu, Name of a fire-temple. 
A Sj-U* muy asar at (v.n. 3 of Being 

mild, gentle, humane; turning to the left 
(with fellow-travellers). 

jk-W* maydstu, Name of a fire-temple. 
A mayasim (pi. of mis am), Hot 

irons with which cattle are branded; marks 
so made. 

A may asir (pi. of musir), Opulent, 
wealthy; (pi. of maiaur) prosperous (af-
fairs). 

A (IFRG-W* maydsin (pi. of mis an), Spark-
ling stars in Orion. 

A U^* miydt (v.n. of ^v), Driving away, 
repulsing; avoiding, retiring f rom; a 
violent push upon the breast; — maiydt, 
Idle, lazy ; an idler, sporter. 

A Y ^ I J U U - maiyafariqin, Name of a place. 
A J ^ * maiyal, Waving; very affectionate. 

mai-dlud, Contaminated by wine. 
mayamdr, Reckon not, calculate 

not. 
A mayamin, The right side; (pi. 

of maimanat) prosperities; benedictions ; 
—muydmin, One who is on the right side. 

A muyamanat (v.n. 3 of 
Praying for a blessing on another, pro-
nouncing a benediction; turning to the 
right (with fellow-travellers) ; going to 
Taman or Arabia Felix. 

A ( ^ W * mayamin (pi. of maimun), 
Fortunate (people). 

miydn, Waist, loins; middle, 
centre; interior (m.c.); money-bag, scrip; 
sheath, scabbard; among, between, mean; 
(in India) a form of polite address, sir, 
master ;—miydn ba-du nim zadan (kardan), 
To cut the body in two (a capital punish-
ment) ;—miyan bar-bastan (bastan), To gird 
the waist;—miydn ba-kirddri kamdn kar-
dan, To bend the body like a bow, i.e. to 
humble oneself;—miydn dddan, To assist; 
to help; — miydn kashidan, To draw in 
the body in order to leap;—miyani lash-
kariydn, Amidst tbe soldiers;—az miydn 
bar-uftadan, To be lost, to disappear;—dar 
miyan anddkhtan (awardan, ddshtan, niha-
dan), To produce, show, bring into the 
middle, introduce ;—dar miyan awardan, 
(in addition to the preceding meanings) 
To satisfy, to rejoice; to be a sponsor for; 
to intercede ;—dar miydn budan, To be in 
debt ; to exist; to be in common between; 
—dar miy dni fuldn u fuldn mu na-migunjad, 
Between such and such an one there is no 

room for a hair, i.e. they are most inti-
mately attached to each other;—yak rox 
dar miyan, One day between, every alter-
nate day. 

A yW" maiydn, A liar. 
(fa* miydn-bald, Of middle stature, 

te—> miyan - basta, Ready, loin-
girded. 

Ai* CjW" miyan - band, Begirt; a belt, 
girdle ; waistband of drawers or trousers. 

J y ifa* miyan-bu'i, Intimate connection. 
H miydn-pd, miydn-pacha, 

miy an-pay, Breeches; pudenda 
(of man or woman) ; an infamous boy. 

y W miydn-tihi, Empty within ; hol-
low. 

miydnji, A mediator, arbitrator, 
go-between, broker ; a schoolmaster; arbi-
tration ; — miydnji kardan, To arbitrate, 
mediate; to choose between two things. 

a (^W* miydniji, Native of Miyana. 
jr^a* miydnjigar, A mediator. 

miydnjigari, Mediation; — 
miydnjigari namudan, To mediate. 

(fa* miydn-khdli, Hollow within. 
fa yLy* miydn-ddr, A mediator, procura-

tor, middle-man, broker. 
^ f a yW* miydn-ddri, Intercession, media-

tion. 
(fa^* miydn-ran, = ^ yW* q.v, 

j* (fa* miydn-sar, The crown of the 
head; a female ornament like a small 
crown adorned with gems worn on the 
head. 

^Vy miydn-sard sar ay), Middle 
part of a house, middle; square, yard, 
court of a house ; space between tents, 

miydn-sard'i, A kind of grape 
which grows abundantly in Khurasan. 

a A* (fan*• miyan-qad, Of a middle stature. 
(fa* miyan-kawdk, Hollow within. 

J&j^v miydnagi, Middle, half ; media-
tion. 

^pS ^jLy* miydn-giri, Moderation, a mid-
dle course ; mediocrity. 

miyangin, The centre. 
aA*" miyana, The middle; the middle 

pearl in a string; middle-sized, middling, 
moderate ; an interstice ; mediation ; a 
sort of covered litter; name of a city in 
Azarbaijan. 

a ^jfa&i^miyana-hdl, Middling, neutral. 
fUL/« miydna-rav, miyana-rau, Who ob-

serves a middle course in talk and action. 
f j ^ <WLM« miyana-rawi, Moderation, eco-

nomy ; a middle course, 
a miyana-sinn, Middle-aged 

(m.c) . 
a miyana-umr, Who has reached 

the middle of life. 
a miydna-qad, Of middle stature. 
yS miydna-gir, Who follows a middle 

course between two opposites or extremes. 
miyani, A cod-piece. 



miydnin, Middlemost. 
A f f t * muydwim, One who agrees by the 

day (yawn) ; daily; lasting long. 
A I*ft* muydwamat (v.n. 3 of Trans-

acting business in the day-time, bargain-
ing" by the day (yaum); hiring for a cer-
tain number of days, 

AS ft miydh (pl. of md1), Waters;— 
tniydhi jdn, Running waters, rivers, cur-
rents. 

A maibat, maiba, for P. <4 ^ q.v. 
below. 

a maibakhtaj, — AS^ ^ below. 
A maibid, and — 
a maibiz, Name of a city near Yazd, 

birth-place of the Qazi Mir Hasan Maibizx. 
Aft* mi'bar, A needle-case, 
A ift* mi'barat, A needle-case. 
A muyabbie, Drying; desiccative. 
A maibal, A whip made of twisted 

leather thongs fastened to a stick ;—mibal, 
mi'bal, A thick stick. 

A maibalat, maibala, A whip of 
twisted thougs. 

i j ^ mai-bih, A kind of medicine made 
of quince-juice. 

ty* mai-pdld, Who or what strains or 
clarifies wine. 

ASA*; y mai'pukhta, Wine boiled down to 
a consistency ; syrup of dates and grapes, 

j» ^ mai-parast, Addicted to wine, 
A matt, Dead ; a corpse ; [jamd-

*ati mait, A funeral ; ] — maiyit, Dead ; 
dying, moribund;—da'wd bar maiyit, Claim 
of inheritance (m.c.). 

A maitat, maita, Carrion; unclean 
cattle of which no tithes are p a i d m a i -
tat, maita, maiyitat, maiyita, Dead (woman); 
—mltai, Death; manner of dying. 

a (j&.ft mait-tdrikhl, An epitaph. 
A mitad, S A ^ mitadat, mitada, A 

mallet for driving piles or tent-pins. 
ft* mltar, Name of a wrestler. 
A mayattim, (maker of orphans) 

Death. 
A maitamat (pl. of yatim), Orphans. 

mita, A kind of club, having a head 
resembling wings, with sharp edges, 

A maitun (pl. of mait), Dead (per-
sons) ;—maiyitun (pl. of maiyit), Dead; 
dying. 

mlta, A moth. 
a maiti, Belonging to the dead. 
Uf+Zt* metin, A hoe, pick; stonemason's 

chisel. 
maiyis, Soft, smooth. 

A misdq, A promise, agreement, bar-
gain, compact, confederacy, alliance, league; 
a testament;—'ahd u mi^dq, Agreements ; 
articles and conditions (of peace). 

A mi'sab, A short sword or other 
instrument with which one rushes upon 
another; plain ground; mountainous 
ground; a rivulet; name of a place in the 

city of Madinah, bequeathed by Muhammad 
to the poor ;—misab, One who leaps or 
springs on ; sedentary. 

A SjiS/* mi'sar at, mi'sara, An iron instru-
ment with which the soles of camels' feet 
are scraped, that their impression on the 
ground may appear more distinctly;— 
misajat, misara, Anything thrown over a 
saddle to make the seat more easy ; an 
outer garment; a pad or saddle-cloth ; a 
Persian vehicle of silk or brocade (pro-
hibited by the Muhammadan law). 

A mljdr, A kind of curved stick or 
club ( = saulajdn, q.v.). 

AjWs" mijdz, Compendious, laconic, 
A mijanat, mijana, A mallet, ham-

mer ; a wooden instrument used by 
washers. 

mij'u, A lentil; pease ;—mi-jo, Seek 
thou. 

yNJl®*^ michanidan, To cause to fry. 
mlchudan, To f ry ; to snatch, 

carry off; to effect, 
A maih (v.n.), Walking gracefully ; 

making a present ; interceding for, depre-
cating; cleaning the teeth with the denti-
frice miswdk; profit, gain, advantage ;— 
mih, A bad sour sort of date. 

A mihad, One thing (as a hillock) 
separate from others; a series of units. 

A J^i* mihdl, Michael (a Christian 
name). 

A maihuhat, A graceful walk or 
deportment. 

mekh, A nail; a pin, peg ; a tent-pin 
or pole ; a hook, tenter, crook; a wedge ; 
a little broach or spit; a coiner's die; an 
ingot of gold or silver, from which pieces 
are cut to b§ struck; caps, fillets, or mitres 
(which adhere closely to the bead) ; urine ; 
—mekhi chashmi kase budan, To be a thorn 
in one's side, to vex, aunoy, injure ;—mekhi 
dirarn (dindri), A steel die for coining;— 
mekhi shikdf, A wedge, 

A ftmi'fchdr, A palm-tree bearing 
fruit to the last lopping, and to the end of 
winter; very dilatory. 

mai-khdna, A wine-cellar, tavern ; 
drinking utensils, wine-service ; — mai-
khdna bar sar kashidan, To drain the wine-
cellar, to drink all there is iu the tavern. 

mekhtan, To make water. 
jy mekh-doz, Nailing; nailed up, 

closed ; — mekh-doz kardan, To nail, to 
fasten with nails. 

a mekh-qadam, Lame; unable to 
stir. 

mekhak, A small nail, a tack; a 
clove; a carnation. 

eaXOMJ* mekjh-kada, A mint. 
mekh-kob, A mallet for driving 

piles, pegs, or tent-pins ; a pile-driver. 
y mai-khyodr (t^y hhyoara), A wine-

drinker. 
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mai-Jtfwodragi, Wine-bibbing. 

maj-khwur, A wine-drinker, sot, 
wine-bibber; an earthen jug for holding 
wine. 

u^yw^ mai-khwush,Subacid; sapid,sweet. 
mekhi, A kind of breastplate ; a 

dervish's habit closely stitched; cuneiform 
(m.c.; see khati mekh under W-) ;—mekhe, 
One peg, nail, &c.;—mekhe koftan, To drive 
a peg;—mekhe chand, A few nails. 

vjse*-* mekfai-rupaiya, A plugged 
rupee. 

A maid (v.n.), Inclining; being 
moved, agitated; walking airily, with a 
swinging gait; collecting (provisions) and 
carrying them (to others) ; * a boundary, 
terminus, goal;—maida, Besides, except; 
because;—maida an, Because that , seeing 
t h a t ; except that. 

mai-ddn, A wine-glass;—• mi-dan, 
Know. 

A y^-V* maidan, mlddn, An open field 
without buildings, an extensive plain; a 
race-ground, or any place for exercises or 
walking ; an arena, parade-ground ; a field 
of battle; war, battle, combat; [maidani 
agjfbar, The earth ;—maidani bdstil, Place 
de la Bastille in Paris (ra.c.) ;—maidan 
ba-sar amadan, The termination of l ife; 
the arrival of the day of judgment; — 
maidan ba-tarh dadan, To be in great 
haste; — maidani khdk, The earth ; the 
body of men or of animals; — maidan 
dadan. To give way, to yield room (from 
respect);—maidani zor-bdzi, Gymnasium;— 
maidani sang, A place in Qaswin ;—maidan 
tarh dadan, To hasten greatly ;— maidani 
'aj , A sheet of blank paper ; — maid tin 
fardkti (gushada) yd ft. an. To live comfort-
ably and merrily ; — maidcr^i mashq, A 
parade-ground ;—maiddm tmrrish, Gymna-
sium ;—az maidan bar-ddshtan (dar-kardan), 
To disembarrass oneself, to get rid of;—az 
maidan dar-raftan, To reave the field free, 
to disappear, vanish, decamp (m.c.); — 
ba-maidani kase raftan, To follow another's 
tracks; to poach on another man's pre-
serves;]—mayaddn (v.n. of -V*), Inclining; 
being moved (anything), agitated (a 
branch) ; walking airily, with a swinging 
gait. 

a sL&l-v maidan-gah, A public square 
(m.c.). 

a Ay* maidani, A person who precedes a 
general or vezier and proclaims bis t i t les; a 
kind of hookah used by faqlrs ; flour made 
into dough for the preparation of sweet-
meats, 

A maidat, maida, A table covered 
with viande (see 

fc^V midakk, A grey horse; a stubborn 
horse. 

mldan, To be new; to sift, clean ; 
to incline the mind. 
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8A,y. maida, The finest flour; bread of 

fine flour unmixed with bran ; a kind of 
sweetmeat; [maida kardan, To grind flour; 
to pulverize ;]—mlda, A chaste woman. 

Atoj ^ mai dihad, (he gives wine) A 
wine-seller, a publican; (met.) a scoundrel, 
scamp, rascal. 

jSL. 8 m a i d a s d l d r , A baker. 
a maida-nih, A table decker; 

sewer. 
/•SJ^A** maidiydrlm, The fifth period, of 

eighty days, in which living creatures were 
created. 

mldyuzaram, A period of forty-
five days, in which, according to the notion 
of the ancient Persians, God created the 
heavens. 

<s-»—mldyusama, The second pe-
riod, consisting of sixty days, when the 
waters were created. 

A mi'zanat, A minaret or tower 
mosques, 

people to 
adjoining the Muhammadau 
whence the crier summonses the 
prayer; a cloister ; a turret. 

A jt* mair (v.n.), Providing food for 
one's family ; bringing corn from a dis-
tance ; moistening, wetting, and rubbing 
(a medical powder). 

2** mir (imp. of mur dan). Die thou ; (in 
comp.) dying. 

a yf (for A. yz*\), An emperor, prince, 
lord, governor, chief, leader ; the head of a 
family; a title by which the Saiyids or de-
scendants of the family of Muhammad are 
called miri dtish, Chief of the fireworks 
or artillery, master of the ordnance ;—miri 
dkhwur, Master of the horse;—mirl ash, 
One who calls people to meat;—miri bakd-
wul, A house-steward; — miri hajj, The 
leader of the pilgrims' caravan;—miri dah, 
A commander of ten;—miri diwdn, Pre-
fect of the Diwan ; a vice-gerent; admini-
s t r a to r ;— miri shikar, A huntsman; — 
miri 'ashiqdn, The herb house-leek; — 
miri 'adi, Superintendent of the courts 
of justice ;—miri lar$, Superintendent of 
petitions;—mir-'alam, The royal standard-
bearer ;—miri 'imdral, Superintendent of 
the buildings, master of the works ;—miri 
qdfila, Commander of a caravan;—miri 
kaldm, An eloquent orator;—miri liwa, 
The royal standard-bearer ; — miri mdl, 
Crown-landB ; master of the treasury ;— 
miri majlis, Master of the ceremonies;—• 
miri manzil, Overseer of the halting-places ; 
quartermaster-general;—miri maidan, A 
brave champion ;—miri hasht bihisht, A title 
of rizwdn, the door-keeper of Paradise;— 
miri haftumin, Lord of the seventh (hea-
ven), i.e. the planet Saturn. 

a sA mir-db, The superintendent of 
a river ; a harbour-master. 

a cr'i yr* mir-uixsJi, Master of ordnance. 



« mlr-dtishl, The office of a mir-
dtish. 

a t jv mlr-dkhwur, Master of the 
horse. 

A mir as, Heritage, succession, pa-
trimony ; — miras khwurdan (zadan, yaf-
tan), To take possession of an inheritance. 

a mlrds-khwdr, ^ mlrds-
khwur, An heir;—mlrds-khwur shudan, To 
become heir, to inherit; to take possession 
of an inheritance. 

a y ^ j f mlrdsdan, mlrdsldan, 
To take possession of an inheritance, to 
inherit. 

a mirds-gird, An heir, the heir-
at-law to an estate. 

a mlrasan, A sing ing-girl (of a 
caste who sing only before women). 

® W* mlrasl, Hereditary, inherited ; a 
singer (of a caste which follows that pro-
fession from generation to generation) ; a 
hereditary right to cultivate the soil, or to 
hold village-offices (in India). 

a L/W* mlrdsl-ddr, A holder of a 
mlrdsl right 5 hence, village-servants whose 
offices are hereditary. 

a mir-dldy, A colonel (m.c.)-
a mirdn (pl. of mir), Princes, Ac.; a 

portion paid to the head of a department 
out of the fees received by the inferior 
officers. 

^ miran-qazd, The qazi's dues or 
fees (in India, now abolished). 

O'Mtyy* mlrdnldan, To cause to die; to 
kill; to mortify. 

a Ay** mir&v (for mlr-db), The superin-
tendent of a river or other public reservoir 
for watering fields (when water is allowed 
to run through a certain opening for a 
time specified). 

a y~* mir-bar, Master of the hall of 
audience. 

ajs*.yig+ mlr-bahr, A collector of port-
duty, harbour-master; an overseer of 
boats. 

a mlr-bahrl, Admiralty; port-
dues. 

a j f mlr-bakhshl, Paymaster-gene-
ral. 

A mirat, mlra, Com brought from a 
distance. 

a mir-tan, One who makes himself 
great. 

a vtljy j-y* mlr-iitzak (tozak), Master of 
the ceremonies; a marshal. 

a yy* mlr-choban, The chief herds-
man. 

a oW fy* mir-dad, A president, chief 
judge; a portico or place where those who 
solicited offices paid their respects to their 
patrons. 

a 6j mir-dah, A commander of ten, 
decurion ; a tithing-man ; a head, chief of 
the mace-bearers. 

mlrdlnl, A kind of violet; a kind of 
silk of which women make inner garments. 

a ya* mlr-zd, A prince ; son of a great 
lord, noble cavalier, knight ; a gentleman; 
a writer, scribe (see ;—mirza'i daftar, 
Accountant of the royal treasury ;—mirzd'i 
kashldan, To cause one to lose his dignity 
or rank. 

a mlrzd-kabirl, A superior 
kind of melon. 

a mlr-sdman, Head steward. 
( * mlrsln, A myrtle-tree. 
a jo* mlr-shikdr, A huntsman and 

trainer of hawks, a falconer (see mlri shikar 
under ft); a bird-catcher; (met.) a pimp. 

a ft* ys- mlr-shikdr-bdshi, Master 
of the hunt, grand falconer (m.c.). 

a ^ yy mir-sad, A centurion. 
a mirwdri, Fees levied at ferries. 
A Jy** mairuq, (Standing corn) struck 

with a blight (yaraqdn); jaundiced (man). 
mlruk, A small ant. 

mlra, Master of a family ; concord, 
unanimity ; meat, provision, victual, food. 

a i^pf mirl, Belonging to a prince ; the 
royal treasury ; land-tax; a winner at 
play; (among schoolboys) he that first 
comes to the master to say his lesson. 

a^ja* mlrldan, To be nipped, frost-
bitten. 

a (jyo* ml, l-mdl, The royal revenue, 
(jiytf* mlrain, Name of the son-in-law of 

a Roman emperor; (dual of mir) the two 
Amirs, i.e. Amir Khusrau and Amir Hasan 
Dablawi. 

a mlrlya (fem, of mlri), Referring 
to the public treasury;—amw ali mat luba'i 
mlrlya, Arrears of taxes;—atirdqi mlrlya. 
Public bonds ;—wdriddti mlrlya, Public 
revenue. 

A -yi* maiz (v.n.), Separating, distinguish-
ing, discerning; preferring, exaltiug; de-
parting, removing from place to place;— 
miz, Very muscular (man). 

•yt* mez, mlz, A stranger, a guest; prepara-
tions for entertaining a guest; a table; a 
chair on which people eat their dinner; 
(for A. maiz) discrimination, discernment; 
(imp. of m.ekhtan) make water ; one who 
makes water; urine;—meat (mizi) tahrlr, 
A writing-table (m.c.). 

vV* mizdb, Canal, aqueduct, spout, 
drain. 

mizdd, Nuptials, pleasure, joy; a 
feast. 

A mizdn, A balance, pair of scales;. 
the celestial sign Libra; measure, metre, 
rhyme, verse, prosody; quantity; rule, 
method ; a syllogism ;—mizdn dadan, To 
balance an account (m.c.) ;—mizdn kardan, 
To weigh ; to weigh out (money) ;—dk&iri 
mizdn, The last (day) of (the sun being in 
the sign of) Libra (m.c.);—'aini mizdn, Eye 
of the balance, i.e. the perpendicular bars 



between which the tongue vibrates;—Us dni 
mizdn, Tongue of the balance;—nau-rozi 
mizd/n, The autumnal equinox. 

oV)*" mezbdn, A landlord, master of the 
house or of a feaBt, one who hospitably en-
tertains strangers ; a hos t ; a caravansera, 
or place where travellers lodge. 

CJU)** mezbdn-gustari, Hospitality. 
mezbdni, Hospitality ; housekeep-

ing ;—mezbdni hardan, To use hospitality. 
tysr maizad, mizad, A banquet of wine, 

marriage-feast, en ter ta inment ; pleasure, 
high living, festivity, jollity, mir th ;— 
mezad, H e makes water. 

mai-zada, Overcome with wine; in-
disposed, upset by excessive drinking. 

a $t* maizar, A turban (cf. the follow-
ing). 

A mi'zar, A vei l ; breeches, trowsers; 
an apron. 

mezah, A small quanti ty of urine ; 
u r ine ; a little ra in ; a mix ture ; mixed, 
entangled, intricate things. 

mezman (for mezbdn), A host, 
miza, The middle of a saddle. 

mezidan, To make water ; to mix J 
to be hard, frozen ;—maizidan, To suck ; to 
taste. 

Jjt* mizhad, A mistress, concubine. 
mlzhah, A murmuring, muttering. 

fit* mizhii, A lentil; pease, pulse. 
A mais (v.n.), Walking airily, or 

gracefully; a kind of large tree; a large 
kind of vine; also of grapes. 

A mais an, A glittering s ta r ; name 
of a star in Orion; one who walks in a 
stately manner ; the night of B a d r ; name 
of a village between Basrah and Was i t ;— 
misdn, Sleepy, drowsy;—mayasan (v.n. of 

Walking airily or gracefully. 
yU—e* mayi8tdn, A tavern; wine-press; 

a wine-cellar; a place where wine flows 
freely, hence (met.) red as wine with blood. 

ijW* mesti, The leprosy; leprous. 
Al"*1 maisar, A sort of plant ;—maisir , 

The camel for which the Pagan Arabs 
drew lots with gaming arrows; dice, cards, 
or any game of hazard prohibited by the 
Muhammadan law ;—muyas8ar, Facilitated, 
rendered easy, feasible, practicable, favour-
able, and happy (by Omnipotence) ; at-
tained, attainable, procurable ; ready, pre-
pared ; [muyassar-am shud, I t was possible 
or practicable for me, I obtained my end, 
I succeeded (m.c.) ;]—muyaesir, One who 
facilitates, renders easy, gives success. 

A Sj—e-* maisarat, maisar a, The left side, 
left wing of an army; [maimana maisa/ra, 
Bight and l e f t ; fortunately and unfortu-
nately ; r ight and wrong ;]—maisarat, mai-
sirat, maisurat, Opulence, prosperity ; ease, 
facility. 

o ^ y t / * * 4 ^ mifistufili, Mephistopheles 
(m.c.). 

A (»"•'•»* misam, A hot iron with which 
cattle are branded ; the mark so made ; the 
impression (on a coin) ; any characteristic 
mark ; root, origin ; beauty ;—?dti misam, 
Beaut i ful (woman). 

A maisur (v.n. of yHi), Being easy ; 
facilitated, made easy, going on success-
fully ; prosperous, affluent. 

A maisurat, Prosperous affairs. 
mai-susan, A lotion which women 

use in washing their heads. 
misidan, To wash; to stroke, 

soothe; to milk. 
A tj^t* maish (v.n.), Mixing (intelli-

gence), i.e. telling one part and concealing 
ano ther ; a mixture of wool and hair ; also 
of sheep and goat milk. 

^ r*- mesh (S. mesha), A sheep; a r a m ; 
the sign Aries. 

^ y - mesha, The plant houseleek. 
AjU^y* mishdr, A saw; the jagged or 

serrated part of a locust's leg. 
mlshdna, Name of the first woman. 
meshd'i, The plant houseleek. 

jW t^r*" ?nesh-bahdr, Ox-eye (a plant) j 
houseleek; a cloud. 

AsAy* mishta, A Jewish doctor, 
^ s ^ ^ mishti, A kind of silken stuff. 
ftr^ ( j t y mesh-chashm, One having 

sheep's eyes, i.e. of a dark grey colour; a 
blockhead, 

fa. yfcy mesh-sar, Ornamented with rams' 
heads (throne). 

a J a / * mai'i shi'r a-fash, Red 
wine. 

8jU (ji^y* mesh-mdda, An ewe. 
ty* Lrf* mesh-murgh, A bustard. 
^ U v mUhndy, Name of a herb. 
jA** mishit, A vetch. 
A maishum, Unfortunate, unlucky, 

ill-omened, inauspicious; perverse, exe-
crable. 

misha, Name of the first man. 
ij&t" mishl, A kind of leather, chamois. 

meehin, Belonging to sheep; a 
dressed sheep's skin, 

meehina, A flock of sheep. 
A AAU* miza, A vessel f rom which water 

is poured for ablutions. 
A N J * * mlza'at, A place for performing 

sacred ablutions; a jug or vessel with a 
spout for religious ablutions. 

A mait (v.n.), Beating off, repulsing; 
pushing forward; putt ing to a distance ; 
being far distant, retiring, receding; wan-
dering from the right path ; oppressing. 

A mai', (v.n.), Plowing over the sur-
face of the g round ; melting (as f a t ) ; 
running (a horse). 

A mi'dd, Place or time of a promise; 
term of payment ; return, anniversary; 
rendezvous; trysting place ;—arzi mi'dd, 
The land of promise;—yaumi mi'dd, Day 
of promise, i.e. the resurrection. 



a J U ^ mi'ad-gab, The place where 
two> people make a compact or transact 
business; (met.) the place of the last 
judgment . 

mai'at, mai'a, The flowing of any-
th ing poured ou t ; mirth, joy ; the begin-
ning of a horse's gal lop; bloom of youth ; 
a certain perfume exceedingly f r a g r a n t ; 
s torax; oil of myr rh ; gum of the quince 
t ree ; the tree from which such liquid is 
expressed ;—mai'atu 'n-nashdt, The bloom 
of youth ;—mai'a'i mubdraka, The blessed 
storax-gum (a mixture of diverse ingre-
dients prepared and sold dur ing the first 
ten days of Muharram. 

maigh, Mixed ( = Assfcs/^q.v. P* 101) > 
—meg& (87 megha), A c loud; fog, mis t ; 
—megh. bastan, To become clouded (sky). 

^ megh-gdh, The place where the 
pilgrims encamp at Mecca. 

meg&ndk, Cloudy ; misty, foggy. 
A mlfa\ A large hearth for baking 

b r e a d ; a kiln for burning b r i c k ; high 
ground ; projecting. 

A mifat, An eminence, high ground. 
A J^AJ* mifaq, Convenient season, oppor-

tunity. 
t ^ j y y mai-farosh, A vintner ; a wine-

seller, tavern-keeper. 
A t f t * maifukk, H u r t on tha t part of the 

head called ydfukh (see 
A J5A*" mifd, An eminence, high ground ; 

a brick-kiln ; a hearth for baking bread. 
A uu^V* miqdt, A stated time ; a place 

appointed for a certain time or action;— 
miqatu 'l-hajj, The place where the pil-
grims assemble, whence they proceed to 
perform the solemnities at Mecca. 

A mlqdd, (A steel) which soon 
strikes fire. 

A ftt* miqdr, Loaded, carrying a heavy 
burden. 

A miqdf, A wooden ladle, or any-
thing for stirring a pot and stilling its 
boiling. 

A yVa^ miqan, One who credits all he 
hears. 

A miqa'at, mlqa'a, A place where a 
falcon generally lives ; a perch, roost; a 
mallet, smith's h a m m e r ; a washer's or 
bleacher's beetle; a whetstone for swords, 
knives, and the like ; a file. 

A «-65ty* miqaf, A wooden ladle, or any-
th ing for s t i m n g a pot and stilling its 
boiling. 

A ^j&t* maiquz, Wakened, roused from 
sleep. 

A mVkdl, An instrument for eating 
with (as spoons, &c.). 

mikd'il, {ift^t* mikd'in, Michael. 
mai-kada, A tavern ; a wine-cellar. 

i f t y mai-kash, A wine-drinker. 
A mVkalat, A kind of small tra-

velling-kettle used by the Scenite Arabs 

and gipsies; a small dish holding enough 
for three persons. 

nurig, A locust, 
f> y mai-gar, A producer of wine, a 

vintner. 
jfte" mai-gazad, mi-gazad, A banquet of 

wine; a marriage-feast or any entertain-
ment ; pleasure, festivity, jollity, m i r t h ; 
the banqueting-ho use of kings and other 
great men. 

ft&s* mai-gusdr, A wine-drinker; a 
connoisseur of wine. 

maigak, A small locust ; a locust. 
mlgandar, miganda, Smelling 

badly, malodorous, rank. 
ft* maigii, A shrimp. 
a f t * mai-gun, Wine or ruby-coloured, 

reddish ; auburn, f a i r ; somewhat rusty. 
A J*-* mail (v.n.), Inclining, leaning; 

deflecting, deviating ; sett ing (as the s u n ) ; 
inclination, tendency, penchant, bias im-
pulse, affection, love, benevolence ; [mail 
bi-farmayld, Be pleased to take or do so 
and so (m .c . ) ;—mai l ddshtan (kardan), 
To love, to have an inclination or par-
tiality for;—maili shams, Sunset ;—mail 
namudan, To incline;—chi chle mail mi-
ddrid, Wha t will you t ake? The word is 
also construed with andajshtan, dwardan, 
dddan, &c.;]—mil, A mile of four thousand 
cubits or o^mel-paces, = third par t of a 
pa rasang ; a mile (generally = English 
or Italian, sometimes = German meile or 
French lieue); as far as the eye can reach, 
ken ; a mile-stone or direction-post; a co-
lumn, an obelisk; the axletree of a car-
riage ; a surgeon's probe; a bodkin for 
anointing the eye with collyrium; a pointed 
iron style, used in writing on palm-leaves ; 
water, or a ho t iron for b l inding; [mili 
tdj, A pointed ornament applied to a regal 
crown;—mili surkh, Name of a mountain 
in the province of Yazd;—mil i sari gum-
bad, = mili gumbad, q.v. below; — mili 
surma, A bodkin for anointing with colly-
r ium;—mili tila, A golden finger-ring;— 
mili farsang, A mile-stone ;—mili farsh, A 
weight laid on the edge of a counterpane or 
a carpet to prevent the wind f rom entering 
below ; — mil kashidan, To b l ind ; — mili 
gumbad, A pointed ornament of brass or 
iron, mostly gilded, on the top of a Muham-
madan mosque or m a u s o l e u m ; ] — m a y a l 
(v.n.), Inclining with the body to one side, 
f rom any natural defect ; an inclination to 
one side, wryness, obliquity;—miyal (pl. 
of milat), Times;—maiyi l , Rich, wealthy, 
moneyed ;—muyyal (pl. of md'il), Inclined, 
biassed. 

A maild' (fem. of amy at), (A woman) 
inclined to one side ; very branchy (tree),; 
a mode of rolling the sash round the 
t u r b a n ; also of combing the hair without 
curling or twisting. 



milady Name of a city ; name of a 
champion of Iran. 

A mllad, Nativity, birthday ; Christ-
mas. 

mll-d-mll, From mile to mile, step 
by step; continuation, succession; all, the 
whole ; mixed together. 

mailan, Name of a philosopher. 
A qXh* mayaldn, in P. mostly mailan 

(v.n. of Js - ) , Inclining towards, being pro-
pense; deviating; loving ; inclination, af-
fection, regard, respect. 

fa* mlldv, A pupil, apprentice, servant. 
CjSuy* milawa, Drink-money given to a 

servant over and above his hire; good news. 
A mllah, Distracted from excess of 

affection, frantic at the loss of a child; a 
violent wind. 

^fa mil-bdzi, G-ymnastic pillar feats 
(see ^ c * below) 

A mllat, Time. 
nit Ira m (?), Name of an angel or 

spirit in whose charge the winds are given. 
A iy m'dagk, milaahat. mllagha, 

A vessel from which a dog laps or eats his 
food. 

A mailulat, An inclining, leaning, 
bias. 

Ay* ml la , Name of a place in Turki-
stan where a battle was fought by Mahmud 
Ghaznawi. 

A mllah, A desert, barren plain. 
mll-hd (pi. of mil), Poles, pillars ;— 

mllhai pahlawdnl, Gymnastic pillars. 
a maill, Willingly, of one's own free 

will and inclination. 
Jr* mil), A cat. 
A mini, Name of the letter m, which 

stands for 40; pure, neat wine; a well;^— 
mlmi hdtib, Blind ; — mlmi mutauwaq, 
Penis. 

may am, A note in music ; name of a 
town; my wine. 

A fA* mi'amm, A guider, leader; a camel 
that leads the troop (acting as imam). 

A m'tmds, The Orontes. 
A muy amm am, Possessed of all one 

wishes. 
A muyamman, Frui t ful (year) ; 

whoever or whatever brings a blessing and 
prosperity. 

A maimanat, maimana, The right 
side or hand ; the right wing of an army; 
fortune ; prosperity, happiness ; — ndma'i 
hum ay dni maimawLmaqrun, An august, 
imperial, or royal letter or mandate. 

Ai^y* maimand, A town in Ghaznin. 
A py*-*" maim ftm , Plunged into the se;I, 

engulplied in the mighty deep ; encroached 
upon and overflowed by the sea (yamm). 

a maimun, A baboon, ape, monkey; 
a slave; name of a certain-creeping-plant. 

A maimun, Fortunate, happy, 
prosperous, august, auspicious; penis. 

a ma-imun-baz, A leader of per-
forming monkeys ; (met.) cunning, crafty, 
expert in artifices and stratagems, 

ajj*** maimuna, A wrestling trick. 
a mlmi, Referring to or possessing 

the letter mim ;—masdari mlmi, The infini-
tive formed with the prefix ma. 

yz+if mimiz, Dried grapes, raisins. 
A main (v.n.), Lying; ploughing 

(the ground) ; a lie;—bi-main, Without a 
lie. 

ij?* min (for wan), I , me. 
H maind, Name of a bird, a kind of 

jay. 
mind, A glass globule or bead, a false 

gem of a blue colour ; blues tone, caustic ; a 
blue, blueish green, green colour ; a stone 
resembling lapis lazuli, with which silver is 
tinged; vitriol; essence of vitriol; alchemy; 
enamel; concha veneris ; a goblet, glass, 
decanter; heaven, sky, the azure vault; 
name of a fort between Lar and Hormuz; 
—mind bar sar kashidan, To drain a goblet 
with one draught -,—mlnd hardan. To ena-
mel ;—mind kashidan, To drink from a 
goblet;—qasri mind, The sky. 

A mind, mind', A port, haven,harbour; 
an anchoring-ground, anchorage. 

fat*. Lw* mlnd-jigar, Gentle-hearted, mild, 
soft-minded (doubtful). 

iiU mina-Midna, A palace, house, or 
apartment adorned with mirrors ( = 
AIVA q.v. , p . 7 7 5 ) . 

sAf ^ mai-ndb, Pure wine. 
a fa** mlndr, A tower, turret, steeple, 

spire, minaret; an obelisk. 
W* mind-rang, The dark glossy 

blue-green of certain birds' feathers; blue 
or green in general. 

mind-sum, Having a hoof of dark 
green, i.e. black, 

fXi mina-fam, Azure, cerulean. 
mlnd-hdr, An enameller. 

mind-hdri, Enamel. 
mindgar, An alchemist. 

mindn, Conflux, confluence; a 
plum. 

mind-wash, Lustre, polish, 
enamelled appearance of any object. 

(jfL** mlnd'i, Enamel. 
t̂ Ujy* minah, A herb whence brooms are 

made. 
mind, Heaven; an emerald; white 

or blue glass; a glass gem ; hair;—minuyi 
khdk, The grave, 

yi^* mrn a-bad, Wine ; name of a city 
existing in Zahhak's time. 

minu-paiwand, Beautiful. 
yy^- minus, Name of a certain king, 

who, having been reduced to poverty and 
distress, was restored to royalty. 

minu-sirisht, Of heavenly 
nature or disposition. 

J±y> ^ mai-nosh, A drinker of wine. 



mina, A p lum; (for mind) enamel. 
t minaji, An enameller. 
yt* mev, Hair ; a vine; a fruitful branch. 

muvdd (for mi-bdyad), I t behoveth. 
a miwajdt (pl. of P. miwa), Fruits. 

maiwaran, Odoriferous herbs and 
flowers, with which they adorn the festive 
board, part of which was presented to 
every guest as he entered, together with a 
health or toast. 

A mai'us, Desperate ; a desperate 
man; [mai'us min-hu, Despaired of ;j— 
mayus, A pompous walker, one who moves, 
waves, or swaggers from side to side. 

A muyul (v.n. of J*"), Inclining to 
the west (the sun); keeping the middle of 
the road; (pl. of mil) miles; mile-stones. 

A muyidat, Inclination, propensity, 
bias. 

A 0))** mayun, A liar;—muyitn (pl. of 
main), Lies;—mi'un (pl. of mi'at), Hun-
dreds. 

mayunaya, A superfluous branch 
(to be lopped off a tree). 

miwa, maiwa, Fruit;—miwa'i hagfoi 
murdd-am, The fruit of the garden of my 
desire; -miwa'i dil, (fruit of the heart) 
Word, language; poetry; a beloved child; 
—miwahayi gun-a-gun, Fruits of many 
kinds. 

miwa-awar, Fruit-bearing; — di-
rakhti miwa-dwar, A fruit-tree. 

JV" miwa-khivdr. Fruit-eating ; living 
on fruit. 

Bfcw* miwa-khdna, A fruit-shop or 
loft. 

ft miwa-dar, Fruitful, laden with 
fruit;—dirakhti miwa-dar, A fruitful tree. 

J^ft tyy* miwa-farosh, A fruiterer. 
ifJu miwandk, Laden with fruit. 
a ^jZ* mi'awl, Centesimal; hundredth. 

miwiza, t'y.y** miwizha, The convol-
vulus. 

toift!" miwina, Tree-loppings in early 
spring. 

A maih (v.n.), Being lull and over-
flowing with water (a well) ; giving water 
to drink ; leaking, making water (a ship) ; 
—maiyih, Full of water (well or ship). 

miya, A moth eating a garment. 
A maihat (v.n. of V*), Being full, 

overflowing (a well) ; filling, leaking (a 
ship). 

fcjU.^ mihmdn, A guest. 
t^-H*" mihman, A family, race, tribe; 

hereditary possessions. 
tHt̂ * mihan, One's native soil, home; 

wife and children ; people, tribe, kindred ; 
hereditary posssessions, movable and real; 
good nature; fresh butter ; sheep's milk. 

A muyaiqin (dim. of muqin), Almost 
certain about, partly sure of. 

A mi'in (obi, pl. of mi'at used as 
nom.), Hundreds. 

a n (m before labials, and takiag a nasal 
sound before gutturals), The twenty-ninth 
letter of the Arabic-Persian alphabet, ex-
presses 50 in arithmetic and denotes, in 
almanacs, the conjunct aspect of the stars ; 
—na (for ts)} prefixed to verbs and nouns, 
implies negation;—ni before certain verbs 
corresponds to the S. ni, as in ni-bishtan, 
niwishian, = S. ni-pish ;—an subjoined to 
substantives, forms relative nouns as 
riman " filthy" from rim " filth," aud is 
pleonastic in some cases, as pddashan 
" requital " for padash, 

U nd, Water ; a chider, rebuker; rebuke, 
reproof (for ndv) a ship; (for nay) a pipe ; 
reed; the throat; (in comp.) place where 
anything is found, as iez-nd "wheresharp-
ness is found" (see ^ f t p. 342); (before 
nouns) a negative or privative particle, 
equivalent to in, un, &c. in English. 

•M na-dbdd, Ruined, depopulated. 
nH-dzad, Unfree, illiberal. 
^ nd-dzmuda, Untried; inexperi-

enced, ignorant. 
U nd-ustad, Unskilful, awkward. 

^ nd-ustddi, Unskilfulness. 
jTjj^ U na-ustuwar, Unsteady ; perfidious. 

^nd-dshnd, Unacquainted, unknown. 
^ U M ^ nd-dshnd'i, Unacquaintauce. 
tJi\&i\ \i nd-iltifdti, Inattention, slight. 
a ( ^ t ^ nd-dmin (amn), Insecure, un-

safe; untrustworthy. 
•V*l ^ na- umed (ummed), Desperate, de-

sponding, hopeless. 
u na-umedi, Despair. 
^ nd-dmezgdr, Unsociable. 

U nd-amban, A bagpipe. 
nd-anjam, End-less ; perpetual, 

eternal (as to future, like A. abad). 
^ na-dndesh, Clear, evident; re-

quiring no thought. 
a U nd-insdf, Unjust. 
a U nd-insdf i, Injustice, 
a y-jl U ndus (G. vaos), A church; a 

fire-temple. 
ft) U nd-dhar, Who has not yet taken 

any food, fasting. 
U nd-ahl, Incapable ; unfit, unworthy; 

— chi iui-a,hl u aid, What (difference would 
there be between) the unfit and the ca-
pable F—har nd-oM u na-ddn, Every in-
capable and ignorant person. 

a nd-aiman, Insecure, unsafe. 
ndb, Pure, clear, limpid , genuine, 

unmixed, unadulterated, neat; mere, sin-
cere ; similar, resembling; a furrow in the 
buttocks of a horse or camel from fat ;— 
bdda'i (mayi) nab, Neat wine ; pure wine. 



A ndb, A cheek-tooth, grinder; a 
canine tooth; an aged she-camel; a prince, 
chief, head, or master of a family. 

a to na-baligk, Under age, unripe, 
immature. 

^ to nd-bdk, Fearless, intrepid. 
U na-bdwar, Not credited; incredible; 

unworthy of belief. 
u na-bdy (perhaps abbreyiated from 

the following), Impossible, absurd. 
^ ^ nd-bdyisi, Improper, unlawful, 

to nd-bdyistan, To be odious, offen-
sive. 

te—i^ U nd-bayisla-hasti, Unfit, un-
lawful or impossible to exist (as a partner 
to God). 

A ut̂ U nabit, Growing, germinating. 
A nabitat, nabita, Anything that 

grows ; young progeny of man or beast. 
A &r.TO ndbijat, ndbija, Evil, misfortune; 

a kind of food made of milk mixed with 
camel's hair. 

a j-jb nabik, A barker. 
to nd-balchirad, Unwise. 

^gjyfc.U ndbahhiradl, Foolishness. 
KAiii1, b nd-bakk&handa, Indisposed to 

give. 
to na-bwrdbdr, Unable to carry a 

burden; impatient; unfor bearing; im-
placable. 

ndbddn, (for ^Wjb) A canal, gutter. 
W y to na-bar-jd, Out of place; ill-timed, 

impertinent, inconvenient, improper, vain, 
foolish. 

<5—Âfti ji to nd-bar-handaea, Ungeometrical. 
U nd-burld, Uncircumcised; not yet 

cut (stuffs not yet made into garments). 
yUL^ to nd-ba-sdmdn, Unfurnished, un-

arranged, without order. 
»to ndbadagl, Condition of one whose 

wounds have not yet been dressed. 
Ax—> U nd-basta, Undressed (wound) ; one 

who Be wounds have not yet been dressed. 
to nd-bi&iid, to nd-bisuda, Not 

used, quite new; not tasted. 
i b na-basl, Non-existence. 

to nd-bishusta, Unwashed (see 
to below). 

A (JA)̂  ndbiz, Beating (artery), throb-
bing (pulse) ; a thrower, darter. 

A £*b nabi', Bursting out, overflowing 
(well, fountain, or rivulet). 

A &**TO nabigkat, nabighay A man of mag-
nificence or of exalted rank; a name com-
mon to several Arabian poets. 

A ndbik, High, eminent, lofty 
(place). 

fat to nd-ba-kar, Useless, unserviceable ; 
a vagabond, idler, stroller, a lazy, worthless 
fellow, belonging to no profession or re-
ligion ; bad, wicked. 

nabakariy Villainy. 
A ndbikat, High (ground). 
a J*b nabil, A quiver. 

A J»TO nabil, An archer, darter, thrower; 
skilful in shooting arrows; one who has or 
makes arrows; skilful, ingenious, dex-
trous, clever;—ndbul, Name of a man ; 
Nabal. 

a U na-balad, Of another town or 
country, a stranger, unacquainted with the 
ways and manners of a country; ignorant 
of, not at home in a matter. 

A ndbulua, Name of a town in 
Palestine (Sichem). 

to na-bi-nawd, Lost, fruitless, of no use. 
to na-bud, Annihilated, reduced to 

notning, disappeared; that never existed; 
ruined; a bankrupt; non-existence ;—na-
bud kardan, To make disappear, annihi-
late;—nd-hud u nd-pa,ida a hudan, To be 
dispersed, to vanish. 

AUOJ} to na-budmand, Buined, wholly 
destitute; a bankrupt. 

A T̂O nabik, Celebrated (man); grave, 
important (affair) ;—ibni nabik, Great, held 
in high estimation. 

rf to nd-bahra, Great, choice, excellent; 
ignoble, mean, abject; unsaleable (goods); 
base (coin) ; covered, concealed. 

fafat to nd-bakanjar, Irregular; wicked ; 
—kdri nd-bahanjar, A bad action. 

fji to nd-bl, Blind, not seeing. 
A ,JTTO nabi. High ground. 
eM to nd-bm, Wt to na-bina, Blind, weak-

sighted, seeing bad. 
i^Urfto ndbind'i, Blindness. 

to na-bayuadn, Expectation, hope ; 
sudden, unawares, unexpected. 

jb to nd-pdz, Inelegant, unpolished; un-
clean. 

to nd-pak, Impure, unclean, polluted, 
filthy, defiled ; lewd, licentious. 

a tfl^to napdk-dln, Of an impure faith, 
heretic, infidel. 

a csJbto ndpdk-rdy, Perverse, evil-
intentioned, ill-advised. 

^^ to ndpakt, Impurity, uncleanness, 
defilement, d i r t ; licentiousness, lewdness. 

to na-pdy-dar, Inconstant, frail, un-
steady, fickle, not durable, unstable, trausi-
tory, momentary. 

CJUJU to nd-pdyanda, Transient, fleeting, 
to na-pukhta, Uncooked; unripe, 

raw; uncultivated, ignorant, stupid. 
U na-padld, Invisible, inconspicuous, 

not to be found, vanished, private, con-
cealed ;—na-padld shudan, To become in-
visible, to vanish, to disappear. 

napadidagly Obliteration, invisi-
bility. 

byl to nd-parwd, Intrepid, fearless, incon-
siderate, thoughtless, heedless, restless; 
without wish or desire; occupied, fully 
employed; weak ; astonished, confounded, 
stupefied. 

ndparwal, Occupation, employ-
ment. 



. j f y ^ f i ^ nd-parhezgdr, Careless, incau-
tious, negligent, inattentive to health; 
unchaste. 

iS&t*)i ^ nd-parhezgdri, Licentiousness ; 
carelessness, a want of due attention to 
health. 

na-pasand, CJ^JO-O U nd-pasandida, 
Unchosen, disapproved of, reprobated; 
disagreeable, displeasing, offensive, odious; 
enormous; — na-pasand dashtan (shumur-
dcm), To abhor, detest, disapprove, dis-
like \—nd-pasandida shudan, To disgust, to 
be disapproved. 

tS^u-i ^ nd-pasandl, Disagreeableness; 
unwillingness. 

ndpigdr, Filthy, vile (see ftt'u). 
\i na-paidd, Unborn, that has never 

existed, not to be found; vanished, gone 
out of sight. 

•uy^A^U napaidd-kardna, What has no 
visible limits, infinite, 

A^Vei ^ nd-pairdsta, Untanned, un-
dressed. 

^ nd-tab, Weak, infirm. 
A ndtij, Who brings forth, breeds; a 

breeder. 
a i^fj^r nd-tajarrubagi, Inexperience. 
jti-X U na-tadbir, Unthiuking; resource-

less. 
^ nd-tardsh, txj^y U nd-tardehida, 

Unshaved, unsmoothed, unlicked; un-
polite, uncultivated. 

a VJ na-tarbiyat, Uneducated, 
o - / U nd-tars, Fearless; severe, hard-

hearted. 
A J^U natiq, One who raises; one who 

spreads; (a woman) who has many chil-
dren, f rui t ful ; fire-striking (tinder-box or 
stick); (a horse) which shakes his rider; 
(a she-camel) soon conceiving; far distant; 
the ancient name of the month ramazan. 

a ^ nd-tamdm, Imperfect, unfinished. 
a (j^UiU natamdmi, Imperfection. 

U nd-iandurust, Unsound of body, 
unhealthy. 

U nd-tuwdn, Wy na-tuwdnd, Weak, 
impotent, infirm, powerless, feeble, fraiJ;— 
nd-tuwdn shudan, To become infirm, un-
able ; — nd-tuwdn kardan, To debilitate, 
enfeeble;—plri nd-tuwdn, A decrepit, weak 
old man. 

\i nd-tuwdnan (pl. of nd-tuwdn), 
Weak, &c. (persons). 

yyU\jjU natuwandnawdz, Who cherishes 
the weak, who befriends the powerless and 
feeble (applied to God). 

^JU^yU ndtuwdna'i, Inability, weakness 
(construed with the verb kashldan). 

^ U nd-tuwdn-bin, Not fit or allowed 
to be seen; envious, malevolent. 

ft ^ ty ii nd-tuwan-gir, Unable to hold or 
seize ; seizing on the weak, oppressive. 

ndtuwani, Weakness, ailment. 

A ft ndsir, A speaker or writer in prose, 
ndj, A pine ; a cypiess (see j^) . 

^ nd-jay, Deficiency in produce. 
a ^ na-jd'iz, Unlawful, unsuitable. 
a^iW- ^ nd-jdygdh, Ill-timed; misplaced. 
A ndjih, Easy, expeditious, quick, 

rapid (journey); prosperous. 
A ndjikh, (The sea) resounding with 

the dashing of the waves; the beating of 
the sea on the shore. 

A. Â -U ndjid, Stupid, silly; a stammerer. 
A i^U ndjiz, The wisdom-tooth. 
A y?-̂  ndjir, Sultry (month); any summer-

month. 
ndjurmak, Sitting in an idol-

temple ; name of an anchoret; a Christian 
church. 

A y ^ ndjiz, Present, ready, prompt; 
ready money, cash. 

a fWI ndjuz-anjdm, Endless; ad in-
finitum. 

A ( j i ^ ndjish, One who beats up game 
for sportsmen, a beater. 

A ndji'} Wholesome, thirst-quench-
ing. 

A ndji'at, (Men) going out a-foraging, 
or seeking to better their condition. 

^ nd-jumbdn, Immoveable, not in 
motion. 

o ^ ^ nd-jins, Ignoble, rude, uncivil, 
yf-li ndju, The pine-tree (cf. and jjtt). 

U nd-jawdn-mard, Ungenerous, 
ignoble, vile. 

a j>y»Ai ndjud, A cup, full or empty ; a 
large goblet. 

A ^ U ndjl, One who escapes; swift; 
free, liberated, excused; a deliverer; an 
epithet of Noah;—a'n-ndji, Elect, pre-
destined, saved ; a name common to several 
persons. 

A ndjiyat, A swift she-camel run-
ning away with the rider;—banu ndjiyat, 
Name of an Arabian tribe. 

ft ^ na-chdr, Remediless; helpless, 
destitute, abandoned, poor, miserable, 
forlorn, distressed; forced by necessity, 
constrained; necessary, indispensible; by 
force, against the inclination; — nachar 
shudan, To be obliged, constrained, forced 
to, cannot help but (m.c.).a 

ndchdri, Helplessness, destitu-
tion. 

U na-chdq, Unsound, indisposed, 
lean. 

U na-chawida, Unmasticated. 
f f t i ndchakh, A battle-axe ; a halbert; a 

double-pointed spear ; a short javelin ;— 
ndchakhi dah (sih) mani, A ndchakh, weigh-
ing ten (three) man, i.e. very heavy. 

Uj t f ^ ndchakh-zan, Who strikes with 
the weapon called ndchakh• 

Q ^ U na-chardn, Taking no food, unfed. 
U nd-chasp, ( j f t - f ^ na-chaspdn, 



U S 
Unworthy; inconvenient, impertinent; dis-
proportioaed. 

s - V ^ b na-chashida, Untasted (wine). 
yU^U na-chaman, Unable to move. 

b nd'chida, Un gathered. 
yt* b nd-chiz, A trifling, silly thing, of no 

consequence, insignificant ; destroyed, 
ruined ; nothing;—nd-chiz shudan, To be 
annihilated or effaced, to perish. 

csj^r to na-chlzi, Smallness; insignificance ; 
nullity, nothingness. 

Ay-to ndhiz, (A camel) diseased in the 
lungs and troubled with a cough; a long 
tract of ground. 

A nahis, Scarce, disastrous (year). 
a tUa. to vd-hifaz, Not to be'restrained or 

kept back from what is evil or improper; 
Bhameless, impudent. 

to na-haq (haqq), False, untrue; un-
just, unlawful; injurious ; injury ; falsity; 
Unjustly ;—'•amali na-haq, An iniquitous 
action. 

to nd-haqshinds, Ungrateful, in-
equitable, having 110 notions of right or 
j ustice. 

A ̂ TO ndhi, Inclined, tending towards; 
side, quarter ; a grammarian. 

A iA-TO ndhiyat, nahiya, A country, terri-
tory, district; tract, coast, shore ; a side, 
quarter, neighbourhood, surroundings, 

£to ndkh, The navel (cf. <Jb). 
b na-khdst, Unable to rise. 

AiuU. to na-khasta, Unleavened, unfer-
mented. 

ĵki. to na-khuda, (no-God) An atheist, 
impious wretch; (for ndv-khudd " ship-
master ") the master or the commandant 
of a ship ; a captain ; a supercargo; a 
seamas. 

^As .b ndkhudd'l, Command of a ship, 
state of a captain. 

b na-khudatars, Not fearing God. 
\io.to ndkhuzd, ndkhuzay, irtAe-b nd-

khuzat, M-xtb na-khvzdh, A shipmaster ; a 
seaman; a supercargo. 

A yfrto ndkhir, fem. ndkhirat, nakhira, 
Worn hollow (carious bone) ; sonorous 
(thing hollow and pervious to the wind) ; 
a hog trainsd for hunting ; one, single, 

jj^jys- to nd-khiradmand, Unwise. 
A (<R-I-TO ndkhis. The scab under a camel's 

t a i l ; also a fissure under his arm-pits. 
ndkkista, A slender rope, 

oyuij-to tid-khushnud, Dissatisfied, dis-
contented. 

^jyuAd»to nd-khushnudi, Discontentedness, 
displeasure. 

A YFLI-b ndkhis, Emaciated, shrivelled, 
wrinkled, wizened (old woman). 

A ndkhi', Knowing, intelligent. 
to nd-kh'ufta, Uncoagulated. 

styii. to nd-khafrdh, A sailor, shipman (un-
supported and doubtful). 

A JaU ndkkil, One who sifts, a sifter. 

( 1368 ) 
to nd-khalaf. Degenerate, ignoble, 

spurious, villainous, dastardly; wicked, 
vicious (boy). 

a (jl^ to na-khalaq, Inhumane, cruel 
(perhaps misreading for to). 

A ndhhim, A skilful singer or player. 
A ^TO ndkhun (cf, S. nakha), A nail, 

talon, claw;—ndkhuni dftdb, Fire; the 
nail of a mistress;—ndkhun ba-dandan, 
Vexation, regret, disappointment; afflicted, 
grieved; astonished, confounded ; — nd-
khun ba-dil zadan (shikastan), nakhun bar 
dil zadan, To tamper with the constitution; 
—nakhun ba-sang dyad, Something un-
toward happens; —- ndkhun band kard&n 
bar, To strap together; to enter into, to 
interfere; to get the chance of speaking, 
of saying one's say;—ndkhuni boyd (pari-
ydn, khwush, dev), Perfumed nails;—ndkhun 
parandan, To make the toe-nails drop off 
by beating (by way of torture) ;—ndkhun 
tardshldan, To pare the nails ;—ndkhun tar 
na-gardad, The nail does not get wet, (met.) 
not a whit remaius (so as to wet the nail; 
cf. the German Nagelprobe) ndkhun tir 
kardan, To be excessively greedy without 
hope of attaining one's wish; — ndkhun 
chidan, To pare the nails;—ndkhuni khd-
ma, The nib of a pen ; — ndkhuni khipud 
mt-khdyad, He is a great miser;—ndkhuni 
dakhl, An allegation; opposition;—ndkhun 
dar dil shikastan (firo burdan, firo kardan), 
= ndkhun ba-dil zadan, &c. above, in 
which phrases, as in the present ones, jigar 
and sina occur also instead of dil;—nakhun 
dar dlda re^ktan, To inflict the greatest 
misery or harm;—nakhun rasandan ba-
dbila, To break a boil or pimple ;—ndkhun 
zadan (bar yak-digar zadan, ba-ham zadan), 
To stir up strife;—-ndkhun guzdshtan, To 
be frightened out of one's wits;—ndkhun 
giriftan, To pare the nails ;—ndkhun na-
ddrad ki pushti khwud bi-khdrad, He has 
not a nail to scratch his back with; (met.) 
he is utterly destitute. 

QLib nakhunan, Callosities, hard parts, 
y^to ndkjiun-bur, ^ (^b iidjrfiun-burd, 
^ b nakhun-burdy, A small knife or 

scissors for paring the nails. 
Jb ^ b nakhun-pal, A whitlow. 

^to nakhun-pairdy (perdy), Scis-
sors for the nails; a barber. 

uMy ^to ndkhun-tardsh, nakhun-
chin, — y <l'v* above. 

0 ^ i j yjtb ndkhun-zani kai dan, To 
click or snap the nails. 

^ b ndkhun-kfiwdra, An imposthume 
under the root of the nail, a whitlow; a 
disease in the hoof of a horse. 

fa ^ b ndkhun-gtr, q.v. above. 
ndkhuna, A nail, claw ; a cataract in 

the eye; an instrument used to strike the 
strings of a lute with; a bow; construed 
with the verbs awardan, buridan, damidan, 



rustan, Ac.;—ndkhuna'i chashmi shab, The 
new moon. 

ndkhunalc (dim. of ndkhun), A 
little nail or claw; ( = a cataract;— 
ndkhunak zadan, To snatch, in passing a 
provision-shop, some bit of food with two 
fingers, and swallow it;—nakhunaki, Peo-
ple who do so. 

^ nd-khwab, — ^ q.v. 
U nd-khwast, Unsolicited, unde-

sired ; (for nakhwust) trampled. 
AS^JA ^ nd-khwasta, Unwished for ; not 

wishing for. 
U nd-khwanda, Unread ; unlearned; 

uninvited, unbidden. 
6\jA. \i nd-khipah, Unwilling, constrained, 

against the will; unwillingly, constrainedly. 
U nd-khtpdhdn, Unwelcome; un-

called for. 
\i nd-khwdhani, Abstinence, in-

difference. 
^ nd-khub, Not good, bad. 

^yytU nd-Mubi, Evil; discord, 
ufyyt Vj na-fchtpurish, Victuals remaining 

at the bottom of a pot and sticking to it. 
ws—«y5^ ndkhwust, A place trodden with 

the feet, or smoothed (as sown ground with 
a harrow). 

ndkhwustan, To trample under 
foot. 

ijtfi. U nd-Tchwush, Bad, wicked ; indis-
posed, ill, an invalid ; unhappy; displeased; 
unpleasant, harsh, disagreeable; unwilling; 
—nd-kbymsh dmadan, To be disapproved 
of;— nd-khwush shudan, To be sad, ill at 
ease, unwell; to be displeased with. 

jVi VJ^J^ ndkhwush-dwdz, One who has a 
harsh and disagreeable voice. 

ftf ndkhwush-kirddr, An evil-
doer. 

nd-khwttshgmvdr, Difficult of 
digestion; unwholesome (meat). 

U nd-khwushmish. nd-
khwushmanish, Loathing, nausea; nausea-
ting; detestable. 

U nd-Jchwuehnud, Discontented. 
^ nd-khwushi, Indisposition, bad 

health or constitution; disagreeableness, 
bitterness ; f re t ; displeasure; depravity, 
villainy. 

yyiSi ndkhun, A nail. 
ndkha (contraction of q.v. 

below), One who begs his bread, &c. 
•JU ndd (S. nada), Voice, sound. 
ft\i na-ddr, Insolvent, indigent, poor, 

without possession; a poor ryot or cultiva-
tor. 

y1^ jUU naddr-bdqi, A balance due by 
poor ryots (a revenue-term in India). 

^ j U U nd-ddri, Poverty, insolvency, in-
digence; incapacity. 

na-ddsht, Poor, moneyless; im-
prudent, indecent; unskilled in wrestling; 
faithless; name of a sect of beggars (see 

ttl&ila. p. 721, and ft* kungur, p. 1056, to 
whom in particular the name is applied); 
shame; poverty. 

(ĵ MoU nd-ddshli, Poverty ; bankruptcy; 
shamelessuess, indecency; irreligion, im-
piety. 

io U nd-dan, Ignorant, silly, unlearned, 
simple, rude ; — nd-ddni dah-mard-guy 
(goy), An ignorant fellow who talks for ten. 

^ nd-ddnistagl, Ignorance. 
&»U nd'ddnista, Ignorantly, unknow-

ingly, unwittingly; incognito, unknown. 
naddni, Ignorance, simplicity, 

idiotism; infatuation; incapacity;—naddni 
kardan, To act foolishly or ignorantly ;— 
naddniyam, My ignorance. 

A ft nadir, Singular, rare, uncommon, 
unusual, wonderful, excellent, precious; 
projecting ; rarely ;—nddiru 'l-husn, Of 
uncommon beauty ;—nddiru 'l-wuqu', Of 
rare occurrence. 

A "\jjVi nadir-am,, Rarely; perchance. 
^ nd-dar-bar-d-bar, Impertinent, 

irrelevent, incongruous, unconnected. 
A SjoU nadir at, nddira, An uncommon 

thing, a rarity, a curiosity; an incompa-
rable man, phoenix of the age, rara avis j 
strange, uncommon, obsolete (speech); an 
unexpected accident, anything that sur-
prises ; a witticism. 

jJ 0 nd-durust, Not right or true, 
false; imperfect; impertinent, incongru-
ous ; of unsound body; going badly (as a 
watch), out of order; ill-arranged. 

U na-durusta, Imperfect, incom-
plete ; = I* q.v. below. 

^ nd-durusti, Falsehood; unsound-
ness, 

sl&jjU nadir shah, Name of a king of 
Persia who reigned from A.D, 1736 to 
A.D. 1747. 

ft Jite* ^ nd-dar-muqabil, = y ^ 
q .v . 

^io^jj li nd-darwesh, One who is not a 
dervish, one who affects a dervish's man-
ners without being one in heart, a false 
dervish. 

a nddira, see A. Sj^ . 
a nadira-pursi, Inquiry about 

rare and extraordinary matters. 
a 8JJU nadira-perd, A- writer of me-

morable events. 
a yU SjJ^ nadira-ddn, Acute, intelligent, 

learned, knowing rare, mysterious things. 
a ( f t nadira-fann, Possessed of rare 

cunning, full of wonderful tricks (applied 
to heaven). 

a ft nadira-kar, Doing anything 
extraordinary ; an excellent artificer. 

a ftJ& nddira-guftar, Who utters 
choice sayings. 

a nddiri, A rarity. 
A nadif, A cotton-dresser. 

Jo na-dilchasp, Disliked 



to na-dilpazlr, Not pleasing to the 
heart. 

A F̂TO nadim, Penitent, sorry for ; bash-
ful, ashamed, abashed;—nadim shudan, To 
be sorry, to repent. 

JL-J.J to na-damsaz, Discordant, dissonant, 
to nd-ddkhta, Unstitched, unsewn ; 

not made into garments (stuffs). 
^ na-doshiza, No longer a virgin. 

lAjjbj to na-dihanda (dihinda), Not pay-
ing what is due ; stingy, not giving, 

A TS»>TO nadi, One who calls or convokes ; 
a public crier; a council, assembly, mote, 
congregation, or place of meeting; a gene-
ration, tribe, race. 

^SAoto nd-dldagl, Poverty, bankruptcy. 
^J^> to nd-didani, Not to be seen; invi-

sible, imperceptible; unfit to be looked 
upon. 

to nd-dida, Unseen; not seeing; one 
who has seen little, inexperienced; one 
who is not looked at, vile, abject, base. 

^jA nddlda-shuy, One who has not 
seen a husband, a virgin. 

jfa c^cito nddlda-gard, What has not seen 
any dust, kept clean. 

a J*> SAMU nadida-na'l, (A colt) that has 
not yet seen a shoe, unshod, newly-born. 

jto^o to nd-dlrydz, Not longsome, short 
(night). 

A j«ito nazir, The city of Mecca. 
A £Jto ndzi1, Flowing, fluent (sweat or 

water). 
jto ndr (for anar), A pomegranate;—ndr 

afshdndan, To shed bloody tears ;—ndri 
bdgM sina, A nipple, dug, teat ;—ndri 
dashti, = ndri hindl, q.v. below;—ndri ru-
bah (rubbdb), A kind of sour pomegranate ; 
— ndri samum, (met.) Hell-fire ; — ndri 
shirin, A sweet pomegranate; name of a 
note in music;—nari fdrsl , Name of a very 
deadly poison ; — ndri hindl, Name of a 
frui t resembling the quince (called in 
India bii). 

A JTO ndr, Fire ; hell; a mark made by 
burning ; mind, intellect; counsel, advice; 
—ahli ndr (ahlu 'n-ndr), The damned. 

to na-rdst, Not r ight ; untrue,false; 
adulterated; a fault, error. 

ndrdstl, Dishonesty, unrighteous-
ness. 

a to nd-rdz, ^ ^ U nd-rdzl, Dissatis-
fied, discontented, displeased, 

a to na-rdy, Inconsiderate, inj udicious, 
indiscreet; unbelieving ; lazy, careless. 

a to na-raif na-rayij, Not current 
(coin) ; unsaleable (goods), dull, flat (mar-
ket). 

^ jto ndr-ba, A dish made or dressed with 
pomegranate. 

^ JTO ndr-bun, The pomegranate-tree. 
yUl^ JTO nar-pistdn, A round swelling 

breast, in the form of a pomegranate; a 
female who has firm round breasts. 

y^H jto ndr-post, Cinnamon, 
y^u ndrtuba, Son of a paternal uncle. 
a Jiw-jto ndrjil (for P. nargll),), A cocoa-

nut ; the Persian pipe for smoking through 
water; the cocoa-nut tree. 

A J#*/TO nd'rijil, A cocoa-nut. 
yA jto ndr-iho, jto ndr-%hoy, The 

flower of the pomegranate ; (from A. ndr) 
fiery-tempered. 

ndrM.uh, Opium, theriac. 
OjU ndrad, The tick or dog-louse; the 

sting of a gnat ; a miser; spikenard; 
(for naydrad) he does not bring; he can-
not, he is unable; (S. narada) name of an 
Indian sage and saint. 

y^jto ndrdan, The juice, also the grains 
of the pomegranate ; syrup of pomegra-
nates, also of dried grapes (from A. ndr) 
a chafing-dish;—ndrdan afshdndan, To 
shed tears of blood. 

jto ndr-dana, Grain of the pome-
granate. 

^ ndr-dana'i dashti, The seed 
of the wild pomegranate. 

*£&Jjto nardang, Victuals dressed with 
pomegranate syrup. 

fijjto ndrda, A gnat ; a tick, dog-louse. 
nardln, Spikenard, 

to nd-ras, Unripe, 
t-j to nd-rasd, Unworthy, unfit ; ill-bred. 
yC*; to nd-rasan, What does not come to 

pass, coming to nothing. 
to nd-rasd'l, Incapacity, unworthi-

ness, unfitness; unskilfulness ; unmanner-
liness, ill-breeding. 

A &**JTO narisat, The best sort of dates. 
narast (for naydrast), He was not 

able. 
yUwijto ndristan, A place abounding in 

pomegranates. 
AJU-) to na-rusta, Ungrown. 
J&jy+j to na-rasldagl, Unripeness, imma-

turity. 
to nd-raslda, Not arrived; unripe, 

immature, not arrived at perfection or 
puberty; sour ; destitute, unfortunate. 

Asij to nd-rafta, Not gone; immoveable; 
not (yet) come to pass, the future. 

A n d r - h a n d i A grove of pomegra-
nates. 

«s5Xto nurhuh, A kind of opium. 
jto ndr-Mwd, Head of the black 

poppy. 
Jl^to nargll (S. narikela), Fruit of the 

cocoa-palm ; cocoa-nut; the Persian pipe 
for smoking through water, 

ndr-glv, Head of the white poppy. 
eJLL* jto nar-mushlc, An Indian fruit re-

sembling the pomegranate, the flowers of 
which, when they fall, are fragrant (the 
best being of a whitish colour mixed with 
red) ; (from A. ndr) a smith's forge. 

•V*\>to naramld (for nyaramld), He was 
not able to rest. 



a tffa n&ranj (for P. ndr ang), An orange; 
—ndranji dil-dwez wa turunji *atar-amez, A 
beautiful, odoriferous orange. 

a o^-^to ndranjistdn, An orangery, a 
conservatory (m.c.). 

a ndranjaJe (dim. of ndranj), A 
sbell, a bomb. 

a (j^fa ndranji, narinjl, Orange-coloured. 
c&fa narang (S. ndranga), An orange. 

ndrangi, Orange-coloured; name 
of a fruit smaller than an orange and 
sweeter, a mandarin or Chinese orange ;— 
nd-rangi, The absence of colour. 

naru, A sweetly-singing bird resem-
bling the nightingale; a thread which 
comes forth from a tumour in the body 
incident to strangers in some parts of 
Persia. 

jU ndr-wa, Victuals dressed with pome-
granates ; heat;—nd~rawd, Not current or 
passable ; unsaleable ; inadmissible, pro-
hibited ; unworthy;—nd-rawa shudan, To 
be unsaleable. 

y^b ndrwdn, A tall shady tree ; accord-
ing to others, the pomegranate, or the sour 
eherry, morel (tree and f rui t ) ; [labi ndr-
wdn, A cherry-lip ;]—nd-rawdn, Base, not 
current; stagnant; inanimate, immove-
able; dull, flat (market). 

Sb ndrwdn-bdld, and— 
a Ai o^)fa narwdn-qad (qadd), Tall like a 

narwdn tree. 
^ ^ to nd-rawdnl, Dulness of trade, diffi-

culty of disposing of goodB, unsaleableness, 
JJJU narwar, (A girl) with round swelling 

breasts, of the form of the pomegranate. 
QyU ndrwan, A very lofty kind of tree 

which gives much shade, the sour cherry; 
name of a forest near the wood Tahmesha 
(see p. 339);—ndrwun (for ndr-
bun), The pomegranate-tree;—ndrawan, 
Soft, smooth ; fresh ; the tall, erect branch 
of a tree shaken by the wind; the elm-
tree ; a tree called likewise tdbarkhun. 

Ji^fa narwand, Name of a tall elegant tree. 
t^fa ndruh, Name of a bird resembling 

the nightingale ;—ndruh, narwa, Tongue 
of a balance. 

nara, The tongue of a pair of scales ; 
a thick rope; a stone weight against which 
anything is weighed ; a groan ;—nara'i 
kabbdn (kappdn), The handle, also tongue 
of a balance. 

tj^i ndri, A garment; (S. ndri) a wo-
man. 

a ^fa ndri, Fiery, full of fire ; hellish. 
H JIJTO ndriyal (S. ndrihela), The cocoa-

nut tree and its fruit . 
h Jifa ndriyall, A cup or a hukkah made 

of cocoa-nut Bhell. 
A hfa ndriyat, State, nature, or force of 

fire. 
narldan, To hunt, to t ake ; to wax 

great; to be lengthened out. 

ndrin, Fresh, shining, clear, po-
lished, elegant, adorned. 

a ndrln-qumdsh, A beautiful 
stuff. 

a <s*IS narln-qal'a, Name of a fortifi-
cation in the western part of Bagdad. 

jto ndz, Glory, glorification; pride, conse-
quential airs, boasting; blandishments, 
soothing or endearing expressions used by 
lovers, or by parents to children, fondling, 
coquetry, amorous playfulness, feigned dis-
dain ; elegance, gracefulness; beneficence ; 
dissimulation; delicacy, softness; young, 
fresh, tender, newly sprung u p ; a wild 
pine-tree, cypress, or box; construed with 
the verbs baridan, bald kardan, bar-dash-
tan, rasldan, raftan, rekhtan, kardan, kashi-
dan, &c.;—ndzi nau-roz, Name of a note in 
music;—ndz u niydz kardan, To supplicate, 
to entreat soothingly. 

Aj to nd-zdd, Barren. 
jto naz-dfirin, Producing delight; 

born from pride ; delicately formed. 
@\fa ndz an, Sporting, toying (as lovers), 

to nd-zdyandagi, Female sterility, 
to nd-zdyanda, Barren, unprolific. 

ej^Hj to nd-zd'ida, A female that has not 
brought forth young. 

(ji^W jto ndz-bdlish, fa naz-bdlin, A 
soft pillow, bolster, cushion; a kind of 
pillow for the armhole. (Ezek. xiii. 18.) 

J W jto naz-barddr, One who bears ano-
ther s whims; a flatterer. 

tSjW ft ndz-bardarl, Flattery. 
^ jto ndz-bo, The herb ocymum pilosum. 
^ jto ndz-boy (buy), The herb basili-

cum, 
jya jto ndz-parwar, o ^ jto naz-parward, 

a j t o naz-parwarda, Delicately brought 
up; a spoilt child. 

^ j i jto ndz-parl, Name of the daughter of 
the King of Khwarazm, married to Bah-
ramgur. 

A tjto nazih, Distant (town) ; exhausted 
(well). 

Ji>fa nazish, Glory, exaltation, eminence; 
boasting; dissimulation, blandishment; 
importunity. 

A gjto ndzi', (A camel) longing for its 
ordinary pasture or habitation; one who 
makes haste; one who excites divisions; 
the devil; a foreigner^ stranger, 

A *~>\XJTO ndzi'dt, Stars, bows ;— an-na-
zi'at, Angels who seize and carry off the 
souls of the wicked; name of the 79th 
chapter of the Qur'an ; (met.) soldiers. 

isJjto nazuk, Thin, slender, subtle, tender, 
delicate, fragile, light, elegant; clean, neat, 
ornamented ; facetious, gracious, genteel; 
beloved object, mistress; bread baked of 
fine flour and but ter ; frequently used in 
compounds easily understood by looking 
out the meaning of the second member, 
some of which are here subjoined. 



M dp nazuk-add, (The nightingale) of 
sweet notes ; melodious ; harmonious. 

nazuk-dghosh, Having a deli-
cately-formed bosom ; soft to embrace. 

ndzuk-andam, Delicately formed 
in every limb. 

.̂Aj ysljV nazuk-badan, Delicate (an epi-
thet of a mistress) ; a species of jujube ; a 
certain red flower; a flower resembling the 
purple amaranth. 

<4)lJ nazuk-tihigdh, Slender-waisted. 
a ndzuh-khulq, Of a delicate or 

yielding disposition. 
a EV* ndzuk-mizdj, Of a delicate 

complexion or habit of body. 
imjS jU ndz-kunanda, = s^j^ and 

qq.v. below. 
n&zak-wujud, Delicate of body, 

f p ndz-gar, = 8Ji)U q.v. 
ndzuki, Tenderness, softness, deli-

cacy. 
A ndzil, One who descends, dis-

mounts, alights, or arrives at ;•—ndzil shu-
dan, To alight, to descend; to diminish 
(price) ;—ndzil kardan, To cause to descend 
or dismount. 

A nazilat, ndzila, A disaster, cala-
mity, misfortune (as descending .from 
heaven); a defluxion of humours, rheum, 
disorder. 

ndz-mast, Intoxicated with pride; 
delicate, graceful. 

ndzanda, { f t p nazanin, Delicate, 
elegant, delightful, delicious, amiable, 
agreeable, beloved; dissembling, feigning 
(in a good sense), pretending to be angry 
when pleased (as lovers), coquetting; — 
auqdti nazanin, Precious hours;—zorni na-
zanin, An amiable woman ; a mistress, a 
sweetheart;—mahbubi nazanin, A beloved 
object. 

^ ndzu, A cat ; name of a melodious 
bird ; a turtle-dove; the moon. 

na-zor, Weak, without strength. 
<A>3 ^ nd-zori, Weakness. 
OjjU ndziin, A kind of hard tree. 
A nazih, Pure, chaste, temperate ;— 

nasihu 'n-nafs, Pure; one who lives apart 
from society, a recluse; a puritan. 

J nd-zib ([zeb), Ugly, inelegant. 
^ nd-zibd (zebd), Ugly, unseemly, un-

graceful, unbecoming, disfigured, plain. 
tJ^S^.) ^ nd-zebdyish, Ugliuess, plainness. 

^ nd-zebd'i, Ugliness. 
A naziyat, A deep dish ; hot ; cold ; 

passion, vehemence, impetuosity. 
jjjjujU nazidan, To dissemble (as lovers) ; 

to counterfeit, to feigu, coquet; to as-
sume a graceful or haughty air; to boast 
of wealth; to emulate, rival, envy; to use 
well, to indulge, behave humanely, wink at 
another's errors; to enjoy the conveniences 
or comforts of life, to live agreeably; to 

feel a momentary pleasure; to be con-
stantly in spirits, always happy. 

p ndzh, Pine, box, cypress ; gnawing. 
ft nazhu, A pine-tree. 
a f t nazhun, A juniper-tree. 

ndzha, The tongue of a balance. 
ndzhin, A certain tree, large and 

leafy, bearing pods in which gnats are 
found in great numbers, 

A nds, Men, mankind, human beings, 
angels, demons, genii; name of the father 
of a tribe;—muqtaddyi nds, A priest, pre-
late. 

toil* \i nd-sakhta, Inconsiderate, un-
thinking. 

jL. U nd-sdz, Dissonant, discordant, out 
of tune; unbefitting, unseemly; obscene, 
rude, uncivil ',—ahangi nd-sdz, Discordant 
sounds; an absurd proposition. 

nd-sdz-kdr gdr), Rendering 
dissonant or absurd; u n f o r t u n a t e d i s -
sentient. 

^jtfjL.U ndsdz-kdri ( ^ j f t qari), Discor-
dance, absurdity, dissension;— ndsdz-kdri, 
kardan, To dissent, disagree. 

, \i nd-sazanda, Ineffectual, inopera-
tive. 

U nd-sdz-war, Refractory, dis-
cordant. 

^jjL.U ndsdzwdri, Discordance, disso-
nance ; dissension ; refractoriness ;—ndsdz-
wdri namudan, To disobey. 

^ f t \i nd-sazi, Opposition, contradic-
tion, discordance, ill-behaviour; disagree-
ment ; dissimulation. 

^iULAi nasamdni, Disorder; unruli-
ness. 

ndsipds, Ungrateful, unthank-
ful ; disagreeable ; undiscriminating. 

(j-U- \i ndsipasi, Unthankfulness, in-
gratitude. 

JL^U naspdl, Rind of the pomegranate 
(especially of an unripe one, used in dye-
ing)-

A nassat, Dry bread ;—a'n-nassat, 
Mecca. 

JU-.V3 nasitdd, Name of a district, 
lijyu V> nd-sutuda, Yile, abject, mean, 

low, base, foolish, stupid, worthless, wicked. 
A f f t i ndsij, A weaver; a composer; a 

maker ot an oration •,-^-nasiju 'l-hiyal, A 
hatcher of conspiracy or treachery. 

nasikh, A kind of silken stuff woven 
with gold or silver (see below). 

A nasikh, One who abolishes, oblite-
rates, erases, cancels ; a verse of the Qur'an 
which abrogates what has been said before; 
abrogated; a copier of a book, an amanuen-
sis ; a transformer. 

^ V - ^ nd-sardyish, Talking by signs, and 
not by the voice. 

ndsaragi, Worthlessness, depravity. 
U nd-sara, Money bad, not passable, 

uncurrent coin; a thing which passes with 
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difficulty (see p. 680) ;—ndsara, A sown 
field (perhaps from A. S^U q.y. below). 

to nd-saza, Unworthy, improper, im-
pertinent, foolish, indecent; unmerited. 

jtyv- b na-sazdwdr, Inconvenient; un-
worthy, vile, ignoble, mean. 

Sy-to ndsaza, = fi^-to q.v. above (doubtful, 
unless the word be a corruption of to). 

AsA- to na-sufta, Not perforated, unbored, 
whole; thin, not dense;—na-sufta gauhari 
muzhgdni, (met.) A tear;—durri na-sufta, 
An unbored pearl; an unblemished maid. 

«A-to ndsik, Name of the founder of a 
Hindu sect; name of an infidel people, or 
one unsteady in their religious opinions. 

A uJUto ndsik, Devoted to God or virtue ; 
devout. 

\s na-sigalida, Unthought of; in-
considerate, heedless. 

A J~to nasil, Dropping, moulting (hair, 
feather). 

pt-to ndsinj, A fine kind of cloth, called 
the cloth of Paradise, ornamented with gold, 
silver, and silk embroidery (see below). 

A uwj—to ndsut, Human nature or kind, 
humanity. 

a tyy-»to nasutl, Worldly; human. 
*Y-to ndsiid (for nayasud), He did not 

tarry, he did not rest. 
a jy-to nasur, A disease in the comer of 

the eye, one in the gums, and one in the 
podex, attended by a constant running; a 
fistula; an incurable wound; a gangrene; 
construed with the verbs chaMdan, shudan, 
hardan, &c. 

t5;y~to nasurt, The throat, gullet. 
A ^TO nasi, Forgetting, forgetful; one 

who defers the pilgrimage to Mecca;—nasi 
shudan, To forget. 

A ̂ s-to ndsiyai, nasiya, The first hours of 
the night; night-devotions; one who rises 
at night to perform acts of worship. 

y ^ t o ndsidan, To be born with a bad 
disposition ; to be lame or mutilated from 
the birth ; to be lean. 

A yjS»cto na'sh (v.n.), Accepting, receiving, 
taking (anything to eat); deferring, delay -
ing. 

u-»to ndsh (perhaps misreading for ndlish), 
Lamentation, plaint, wailing. 

JU. b nd-shad, Cheerless, joyless, low-
spirited, dissatisfied, displeased, peevish. 

^jUAi ndshddi, Dulness, displeasure. 
jU, to nd-shdyist, Improper. 

ndshdyistagi, Impropriety, 
is—JIA to nd-shdyista, Unworthy, improper, 

unfit, indecent, indecorous, i l l i c i t ;—nd-
shdyista harahat, Shameful or unlawful 
actions, misdeeds, crimes, sins. 

A «-r-A«to ndshib, Sticking, inherent; a man 
who has arrows (nushshab). 

A <M«b nashibat, ndshiba, (Anything) ad-
herent, sticking fas t ; (pi. of ndshib) Fur-
nished with arrows. 
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(?), Unwashed (the word given 

by Meninsky is evidently a misreading for 
q.y. above). 

^JUAU ndshpdtl, The common pear. 
LsAto ndshitd, Hungry, having an empty 

stomach ; fasting ; breakfast; a foreigner, 
stranger (probably misreading for UAAJ) ; 
(anything) received on credit; (the price) 
of anything to be paid ; equal;—ndshitd 
shikastan, To breakfast. 

v>Ua.to ndshtdb, Fasting, abstinence. 
\jAto ndshitd-khunirda, Taken on an 

empty stomach, eaten fasting. 
Lib ndshitd-shikan, Breakfast, 
to ndshitd'i, Fasting, hunger; a 

breakfast, whatever one eats after a long 
fast;—ndshita'i shikastan, To breakfast. 

.ys-6, to nd-shakhud, Without a scratch; 
unhurt; unmolested by sea-sickness. 

^jkA to nd-shudani, Impossible, imprac-
ticable ; ill-fated. 

A JATO ndshir, One who disperses, scatters, 
diffuses, divulges ; one who brings to life ; 
one who saws, a sawjer. 

A CI^JATO ndshirdt (pi. fem. of the pre-
ceding), (Winds) scattering the clouds; 
(rains) diffusing plants. 

A SJAB ndshirat, nashira, (Ground) ver-
dant with herbage at the end of summer ; 
a blustering wind. 

A YFCTO ndshiz, Stubborn, disobedient to 
her husband (woman). 

to nd-shusta, Unwashed; inelegant; 
—tifli nd-shusta, A new-born babe not yet 
washed. 

A L»ATO ndshit, Brisk, active, lively, and 
well-fed; (a wild bull) going out, and 
running from place to place. 

A WUUOAB ndshit at (pi. fem. of the preced-
ing), Stars moving from one place to an-
other in the heavens; angels receiving the 
souls of true believers; believing souls, 
which quit the body with joy and alacrity. 

nashih, A debtor. 
a to ndshuhr, Ungrateful (especially 

towards God). 
a ^^Ato ndshuhri, Unthankfulness. 
sju^la. b nd-shukf ida, Unblown, unex-

panded (blossom), 
to na-shikib, Impatient; helpless, 

b na-shikibd, Impatient, unsteady. 
^Ws^Ato nashihibd'i, Impatience. 

l» na-shigufta, Unblown, unexpanded 
(flower) ;—abhari nd-shigufta, Unblemished 
virgins. 

A <£le»to ndshilat, Lean ( t h i g h ) ; a l i g h t , 

slender sword. 
nashnd (for U&Tf \i q.v.), Unacquainted, 

unknown; nashina (perhaps misreading 
for bu.b), Even in number, equal. 

b na-shindkJit, Asi.UA b na-shi-
ndkhta, Unknown. 

(J-LA to nd-shinds, Not recognising, ac-



knowledging, or owning; ignorant, rude; a 
rustic. 

UUA U na-shindsd, Unknown, not to be 
recognised; ignorant. 

^jfUUfcli ndshindsa'l, Ignorance. 
^LAU ndshindsi, A refusing to recog-

nise ; ignorance; rusticity ; a rustic. 
nd-shinawd, I)eaf; unwilling to . 

listen. 
^ y A U nashinawd'i, Deafness; an un-

willingness to listen. 
jyA U na-shinud, Unfit to be beard, un-

heard of, impertinent (speech). 
^j^tgiAi U nd-slmmdam, Not fit to be 

heard. 
eAjjJAU nd-shumda, Unheard. 
y ^ na-shav, Non-existent, impossible. 
(jfti* ^ nd-shauhari, Unmarried state of 

a woman; celibacy. 
A ndshi, Who or what grows ; a 

boy or girl starting into youth; anything 
arising, appearing, or produced in the 
night. 

A ndshi'at (v.n. of Growing, 
increasing, growing up amongst; the first 
hour of night or day; also any hour at 
which one rises; beginning; anything 
arising, appearing, or produced in the 
night. 

yip* ^ nd-shirin, Not sweet; disagree-
able, sour (face) ; insipid (meat) ; depraved, 
not good. 

A nds at, The forelocks. 
a ^U Vi na-sabir, Impatient. 
a \i nd-sdf, Unclean, dirty, 
A nd$ib, fem. ndsibat, ndsiba, 

One who erects, sets up, fixes, plants, 
places, constitutes; toilsome, laborious, 
painful (life) ; wearying, vexatious (care 
and solicitude); (a particle) which re-
quires a word to be inflected with the 
vowel nasb as sign of the accusative. 

a ^ na-sabur, Impatient. 
A ndsiblyat, The enemies of Ally. 
A ndsih, A monitor, counsellor, ad-

viser, sincere friend, faithful minister; 
anything pure (as honey) ;—also ndsihl, A 
tailor. 

A ^ ndsir, A defender, assistant, helper, 
deliverer, ally ; (God) the giver of victory; 
a canal, a channel, the feeder of a main 
stream. 

A ^ ndsirat, ndsir a, Nazareth in Galilee. 
A nasi', Pure, clear (colour) ; a gar-

ment white or of a clear red or yellow. 
A ndsify A domestic servant. 
A ItuM ndsifat, ndsifa, A channel, or the 

middle part through which water runs. 
a v»V> ^ nd-sawdb, Not right, bad, sinful; 

unwholesome; sin, error; — harza u nd-
sawdb, Yain and false (words), 

jyU ndsur, An old wound ; a callosity, 
A n d s i y a t , ndsiya, A forelock; the 

forehead, brow, face ; appearance, bearing, 
manner, purport. 

a nasiya-jdy, The place of the 
forehead which touches the ground in pro-
stration. 

a n̂ Vi g\ft ndsiya-ddrdni pah, An-
gels ; holy men, saints. 

a f t ndsiya-zdr, Adorned with abun-
dant forelocks. 

a ndsiya-sdy ( v ^ hob), Rub-
bing the forehead on the ground, (met.) 
humble, humiliating oneself. 

A (Ĵ U ndzz, Gold or silver money (see 
(jA> below). 

A ndzib, Far distant. 
A z f t ndzij, Ripe (fruit) ; well-dressed 

(meat). 
A ndzih, fem. ndzihat, ndziha, 

(A camel) which draws water. 
A AMJ ndzid, One who lays things side by 

side. 
x f t j ndzir, Florid, vivid, br ight ; water-

moss. 
A JAU nazil, A warrior, champion, com-

batant. 
A zft* ndtih, Butting (ram) ; (game) com-

ing in front of one ; meeting in full career 
(two birds or beasts) ; (pl. ^ f t y nawatih) 
Adversity ; the first mansion of the moon. 

A ̂ U ndtir, The keeper of a vineyard or 
palm-garden ; the servant at a bath. 

A (jJb^J natis, An examiner, searcher; a 
spy. 

A ndtif, A confection or sweetmeat. 
a t j i t^ ndtif t, A vender of the sweetmeat 

ndtif. 
A natiq, Speaking ; a speaker; per-

spicuous (book) ; rational (animal) ; live 
stock (opp. to q.v. p. 780); the 
waist;—parwdnagl'i natiq, A distinct or 
evident command;—haiwdni natiq, A ra-
tional animal, man ;•—haiwdni ghair-ndtiq, 
An irrational animal, a beast ;—mushafi 
ndtiq, The perspicuous or eloquent book, 
the Qur'iin. 

A ndtiqat, ndtiqa (fem. of the pre-
ceding), Talking, gifted with speech; 
faculty of speech;—tutl'i ndtiqa, A talking 
parrot. 

A JkU natal, natil, A wine-jug ; a wine-
measure ; (in P.) a weight of seven pounds; 
also one of two and a half drachms. 

a U na-talab, Uncalled ; unsought 
for. 

A ndtur, The keeper of a vineyard or 
palm-plantation; one who keeps a look out 
from the mast-head ;—^ndturi ganja (keeper 
of a tail-less donkey), One who is submis-
sive and bumble towards everybody. 

a <^)ft> ndtur I, A watch set over sown 
fields. 

j^fti ndzir, A seer; a superintendent, in-
spector, observer, supervisor, guardian, 
spectator, keeper, purveyor, commissary; 



an officer employed in a judicial court 
Buperior to all peons or bailiffs ; a sheriff ; 
—naziri auqaf, Superintendent of estates 
in mortmain (m.c.) ;—ndeiri buyutdt, Super-
intendent of household expenses ;—naziri 
khdna, Intendant of the (royal) household 
(m.c.) ;—naziri dar-saray, A servant of the 
royal household posted at the gate of the 
palace to take an account of servants absent 
from their posts (see ndg&ah-nauns under 

below);—naziri rueumat, Superinten-
dent of itaxes (m.c.) ; — ndzir ehudan, To 
look, behold, observe. 

A (Ĵ jtV* ndzirdn (du.), The lachrymal 
ducts from the inner corner of the eye 
down each side of the nose. 

A ndzirat, ndzir a (pi. jMy nawdzir), 
The eye ; sight, vision ; reading, studying. 

a tj^fa ndzira-khwdm, Reading (in 
opposition to repeating by heart). 

A ^ U nd$im, A composer, arranger, ad-
juster ; a registrar; a governor, regulator; 
the chief officer of a province, in whose 
hands the protection of the country and 
the execution of the laws are entrusted; 
a poet; a pearl-stringer; (a hen) full of 
eggs; — ndzimi ash'ar, A composer of 
verses, a poet. 

a ndzimi, The office of a ndpjm, 
government. 

A yj^b ndzur, A watchman, a watcher; 
seeing, observing, inspecting. 

A ndzurat, nd$ura, Looked at or re-
vered above all others as respectable and 
venerable. 

A nd'is, Sleepy, drowsy, lethargic. 
A KCTO nd'it, Name of a branch of the 

tribe of Hamdan ; also of a mountain near 
Sana's., and of a castle. 

A TJCB nd'iq, Croaking (raven). 
A yUteU nd'iqdn (du.), Two stars in 

Orion. 
A ndlil, One who wears shoes or slip-

pers ; one who has many of them; the 
onager or wild ass. 

A ^EB nalvm, Soft, easy, gentle, tender, 
delicate; easy (temper), cheerful (counte-
nance) ; name of a fortress at Khaibar. 

A n d ' i m a t , na'ima, A garden, meadow; 
delicate (woman), well fed and healthy. 

A nd'ur, A vein spirting out blood, 
not to be stopped; the sail of a mill; a 
water-mill. 

A BjjAi na'iirat, na'ura, A mill, especially 
that which is turned by weight of water, 
by the wind, or by cattle, for raising water 
from a well or river (so named from the 
sound it makes) ; a water-wheel; a water-
bucket or pitcher. 

A nali, One who announces another's 
death ; news of any person's death. 

A ndHyat, nd'iya (pi. of ndH), Those 
who bring intelligence of a person's death. 

A nagfa, The elm-tree. 

ndgjdst, An Indian fruit resem-
bling the pomegranate, the flowers of 
which, when they fall, are fragrant. 

w-^AiU ndghisht, Ethiopian pepper. 
A (JAIB ndghiz, In motion, one following 

another (as clouds). 
naghosh, Diving and remaining 

under water; plunging the head into 
water. 

Jyito ndgkul, Steps, a ladder, staircase, 
trap-door on the roof of a house; according 
to others, a covering or awning on the roof 
of a house, to protect its staircase from 
snow, rain, &c. 

h ndgrfia (for P. na-gdb ?), Vacant, 
void, nought, unemployed; adjournment, 
respite, pulling off;—nagha-nawis, = na-
ziri dar-sardy, q.v. under ^U above. 

f̂cU naghlst, Name of a scarlet seed 
good for the liver and stomach. 

A na'f (v.n. of Striving, using 
exertion ; being fortunate;—naaf (v.n. of 

Eating (meat) ; quenching (thirst); 
loathing. 

ndf (S. ndbhi), The navel, nave, 
middle of anything; a round cushion ;— 
ndfi arz, The navel of the earth, i.e. Mecca, 
or the Ka'bah ;—naji dsman, The pole of 
heaven ;—ndf uftad, A rupture of the navel 
(omphalocele) takes place -,—ndf afgandan, 
To produce a rupture of the navel;—ndf 
bar Miwushl zadan (burldan, giriftan), To 
cut the navel-string cheerfully (auguring 
well for the child) ;—ndf bar zamln guzash-
tan (nihadan), (met.) To produce a rupture 
of the navel;—ndf bar gfaam zadan, To cut 
the navel-string in a gloomy mood (prog-
nosticating evil for the child) ;—ndfi biyd-
bdn, The middle of the desert;—ndf tard-
shldan, To kil l ;—ndfi khdk, Mecca;—ndfi 
dasht, The middle of the country or desert 
Qibchaq (see jW*5 p. 951) ;—ndfi roz, 
Mid-day;—naf zadan, To cut the navel-
string ;—ndfi zamln, Mecca;—ndfi sipar, 
The navel or centre boss of a shield;—ndfi 
shab, Midnight;—ndfi man, zad, He cut my 
navel-string, i.e. he has been with me or 
known me intimately from my birth ;— 
ndfi hafta, The middle of the week, i.e. 
Tuesday (as the third day after sharfba, 
Saturday, and before rozi juni-'a, Friday); 
—dar ndfi shahr, In the middle of the town, 
city, or country. 

A ndfis, fem. A&U nafisat, ndfisa, A 
conjurer blowing on knots or puffing when 
making incantations or playing tricks;— 
nafisat, Incantation, conjurer's trick. 

A nafijat, ndfija, Beginning or rise 
of a thing (as of a violent wind or rain) ; 
(from P. ndfa) a bag of musk. 

A ndfikh, One who blows or puffs, a 
blower. 

A Aib nafiz, One who penetrates, passes, 
gets through, or executes; (a royal edict) 



baying effect, received, or obeyed every-
where ; quicksilver;—ndfizu 'l-amr, Whose 
commands all obey ;—ndfizu 'l-kalimatain, 
One from whose " yes " and " no " there is 
no appeal; absolute, despotic ;—siirdkhi 
ndfiz, A hole quite through. 

A jito ndfir, fem. S îb ndjirat, ndfira, 
Timid, flying; conquering; a victor; a 
governor, a commander ;—ndfira, Kinsmen, 
near relations. 

(•W-j* to nd-farjdm, Ineffectual, inconclu-
sive, of bad tendency, coming to a bad end; 
a trifling or useless thing; a shameful 
action ; little, diminutive, small;—sukhuni 
(kaldmi) nd-farjdm, A foolish, unmeaning 
speech. 

yU^i to nd-farman, Disobedient, stub-
born. 

^A^jJto ndfarmdni, Disobedience. 
ndfar m dnl-karda, Uncom-

manded. 
tfjcatfcjl to nd-farhakhta, Rude, unmannerly, 

ill-bred; ugly; rudeness, ill-manners; 
ugliness. 

A I_R*>TO ndfis, One who looks with a malig-
nant eye; name of the fifth gaming arrow. 

A (J&»TO ndfiz, Trembling, tremor; (a 
fever) attended with tremor. 

A <&ITO ndfitat, ndfita, Blistered (hand). 
A ndfi1, Useful, profitable, advanta-

geous, assisting; salutary, wholesome ; rid-
ding of, freeing from (spoken of medicine) ; 
name of a freedman who belonged to Mu-
hammad ; name of a prison built by *Ali; 
—ndfi' shudan, To do good, to assist, to 
make use of. 

A <jito ndfiq, Saleable, finding a ready 
Bale. 

A £aito ndfiqat, ndfiqa (from P. ndf a), A 
bag or bladder of musk. 

tsJuto ndfak (dim. of ndf a), A small bladder. 
A AIITO ndfilat, ndfila, A voluntary act of 

religion, the observance of which is not 
positively enjoined ; a work of supereroga-
tion ; supererogatory prayers; religious 
merit; children of children, grandchildren ; 
plunder, booty. 

A TYTO ndfukh (in the dialect of Bagdad), 
Liquorice-root. 

aito ndfa, A bag or bladder of musk; the 
belly, or skin of the belly of any animal; a 
pod, cod; construed with bandi kardan, 
dar ham kashidan, rekhtan, gushddan, &c.; 
—nafa'i d f , The navel of the musk-deer:— 
nafa'i dhu, — the preceding ; (met.) the 
musky ringlets of the fa i r ;—nafa ' i mushk, 
A bladder of musk ; navel-bag of the 
musk-deer or goat;—nafa'i mushk ydftan, 
To find a bladder of musk, (met.) to get a 
great name. 

A & i t o ndfih, Lazy, sluggish (camel); a 
coward. 

AiU nafa-baf, The musk-deer. 
^ <siU ndfa-boy (buy), Smelling of 
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anything odorous ; (by way of de-
rision) one who has a foul breath; a tale-
bearer, whisperer, slanderer. 

fa) ^to ndfa-zdr, Abounding in musk-
bladders. 

a to nd-fahm, Not understanding. 
Aito ndfa-kashl, Drawing musk from 

the bladder or pod. 
y <sito ndfa-mo, An old man (with hair 

grey like the musk-bladder). 
A ^ B ndfi, Negative; who rejects ; re-

jected. 
A c}TO ndq (pi. of ndqat), She-camels. 

to nd-qdbil, Incapable; silly ; insuffi-
cient. 

to nd-qabul, Not consenting; loath-
ing ; unpleasant, disagreeable, unaccept-
able ; rejection, refusal. 

A &»TO ndqat, ndqa, One she-camel. 
A «IITO ndqid, One whose business it is to 

examine coin and ascertain its goodness; 
an assayer; a coiner; clever in the despatch 
of business. 

a jito ndqir, A harp, psaltery. 
AjSto ndqir, (An arrow) penetrating the 

mark. 
A y>TO ndqiz, Poor, trifling, worthless 

(present). 
A (JOITO ndqis, fem. to ndqisat, ndqisa, 

Deficient, defective, imperfect, unfinished ; 
mutilated; inexpert; (in gram.) defective 
(verb terminating in a weak letter) ;—nd-
qisu 'i-'aql, Deficient in judgment ; silly, 
stupid ;—simi ndqis, Base silver or money. 

a (jaiU ndqis-khalqat, yoito nd-
qis-tlnat, Of deficient nature, of imperfect 
disposition. 

a Jfie (jftSto naqis-'aql, Deficient in judg-
ment. 

afaf- (j^»to ndqis-iyar, Below the standard. 
A {jiito naqiz, One who breaks forcibly or 

untwists; one who violates or rescinds (a 
promise or compact). 

A £»TO ndqi', (Yenom) which penetrates 
or lodges in the body; newly-drawn 
(blood); wholesome (water), quenching 
thirst. 

A J*to ndqil, fem. &j>to ndqilat, na-
qila, One who transports from place to 
place ; a porter, carrier; a reporter, re-
later ; a copier; a painter, delineator; 
[ndqili waraqa, ndqili sahlfa, ndqili maktub, 
The bearer of the present letter;]—ndqila, 
Inconstant (fortune) ; temporary or mi-
gratory inhabitants ; a copy; a translation. 

A ^ito ndqim, A kind of date; a reprover, 
rebuker, chider ; a requiter, recompenses 

A;y»to ndqur, A trumpet (such especially 
as the angels are said to blow at the last 
day) ; in P. celebrated, renowned. 

a fijjib ndqura, A drinking-vessel (trum-
pet-shaped). 

A (J-YSTO ndqus, An oblong piece of wood, 
struck with a flexible rod called wabil j a 



kind of wooden gong (used by the Chris-
tians in Muhammadan countries instead of 
church-bells) ; a bell (m.c.). 

a ^ f t ndqusi, Name of a mode in 
music; the twenty-sixth note of Barbud. 

^^ naqula, Vulgar, low, vile, ignoble 
(m.c.). 

a ndqa, see & a b o v e . 
A Aî  ndqih, Weak after sickness ; con-

valescent, on the way of recovery; con-
temptible ; intelligent. 

^ nak, Adulterated ; adulterated musk 
or ambergris; mixed, moistened; stained, 
polluted; inaccurate; a sort of musky 
herb ; a sweet juicy pear ; the uvula ; the 
jaw; a kind of alligator; (S. nasikd) the 
nose; (as an affix) joined to nouns it de-
notes abundance;—naki bald,-Upper jaw; 
—naqipd'in, Under jaw. • 

A ndkdj (for P. ndgdh), Sud-
denly, unawares, unseasonable, late; at 
once. 

a^ j^ t fU nd-kdr-dida, Who has seen no 
work, i.e. inexperienced, unskilled; con-
sidered unfit for work, good for nothing, 
vile, abject. 

(jS^U ndkdragi, Idleness ; uselessness. 
U na-kara, Useless, worthless; idle, 

lazy. 
AAUS'U nd-kdsta, Undiminished, unaltered 

(regard) ;—mdhi nd-kasta, Full moon. 
\j na-kdm, Unwilling; disagreeable; 

disapppointed, dis-
budan (shudan), To 

down, 

ship-

hopeless, remediless 
contented;—na-kdm 
reject, refuse. 

^ylS'U nakdmi, Disappointment. 
A nakib, One who bows 

bends, declines, turns from. 
U nd-katkhudd. A pilot; a 

master. 
A J/U nakih, One who marries ; a man in 

the act of venery ; a married woman. 
A ndkihat, ndkiha (fem. of the 

preceding) , A marr ied woman, a wife, 
U nd-kadkhudd, One not a family-

man ; a bachelor ; an unmarried woman ; 
a widow. 

ndkdaun, Asparagus. 
nd-kardni, Imperfect compounds, 

formed in the air, as wind, snow, &c. 
ftft nd-kirdigdr, Ignorant, unskilful. 
^jjijZ na-kardani, Not fit or improper 

to be done ; impracticable, unachievable. 
ftsft U nd-kardakar, — ftft U q.v. above. 

(See ft t f t p. 1022.) 
Aj^Vi ndkiz, (A well) containing little 

water, exhausted. 
\i nd-kas, Unmanly, worthless, un-

worthy, mean, base, ignoble, vile; sordid, 
avaricious; abject, illiberal; a lout, a 
clown; cowardly, timid, degenerate ; a man 
of light character, of no consequence; 
nobody; impotent, emasculated ; a pede-
rast. 

A ndkis, Hanging the head; hum-
bled, depressed. 

(j-^i ndkasi, Meanness, abjectness, worth-
lessness, villainy, infamy; impotency, 
cowardice, timidity; avarice, stinginess. 

A ndkil, Weak; a coward ; one who 
prevaricates in oath, who uses subterfuge. 

A^U ndkand, A colt. 
^ U na-gdh, Suddenly, unexpectedly; 

all at once, unawares; unseasonably; ill-
timed ; — ba-(az)ndgdh, Suddenly, all a t 
once. 

ylfcii'U na-gdhdn az-nagdhdn), 
^ ^ ^ M nd-gahdni, Suddenly, unexpectedly, 

ft atfU ndgdh-gir, Taking, seizing un-
awares. 

b nd-girift, Suddenly, unexpectedly. 
ndgirawidan, To disbelieve, be 

impious. 
s^jS' U nd-girawida, Unbelieving, infidel; 

disobedient; disbelieved. 
SJUJS^U nd-gazdyanda, Who inflicts no 

injury. 
ft li nd-guzir, ^ na-guziran, ^ f t If 

nd-guzard, Impotent, helpless, reduced to 
extremities, necessary. 

f f t U nd-guzir, •ft* j>;ft> ndguzir-bash, Im-
possible to dispense with, necessary, 
whose existence iB indispensable; without 
remedy, helpless ; of necessity, inevitably. 

^ nd-guftani, Unfit to be uttered, 
unspeakable, 

nd-gufta, Not spoken, unsaid, 
j l / l i nd-guwdr, Vi nd-guwdrd, U 

nd-guwdrdn, Undigested, indigestible, un-
palateable, unwholesome, unacceptable; 
irksome; unarranged; indigestion; indis-
posed, digesting badly. 

naguwdrd'i, tia-guwd-
randagl, Unwboiesomeness, unhealthiness. 

ijiyu nd-guwdra, Undigested; anything 
lust; unwholesome water. 

^Ai^^l i naquwaridagi, Unwholesome-
ness; indigestibility. 

naguwdridan, ndguwdli-
dan, To crack (as the skin with intense 
cold or heat), to chap (as the lips), to become 
yellow (as herbs) from dryness. 

ft U nd-guwar, ^ f t U nd-guward, Undi-
gested ; unwholesome, indigestible. 

U nd-gauhar, Accident (philosophi-
cally). 

nd-gah, ^ nd-gahdn, ^ ^ ^ nd-
gahdna, ^ f t ^ nd-gahdni, Suddenly, all at 
once; unexpected, sudden, unforeseen, 
unawares, fatal;—baldyi ndgahana, Sudden 
misfortune. 

A Ju nai, na'al, na'aldn (v.n. of 
J^>), Going, jumping, or skipping along, 
and moving tbe head upward; shaking the 
head when trotting (a horse); behoving ; 
envying; — ndl (v.n. of Jy ) , Giving, be-
stowing ; obtaining ; liberal; anything ac-
quired ; a gift. 



J" ( 1378 ) 
J b ndl (imp. of ndlidan, in comp.), 

Lamenting,complaining; (as a substantive 
for alb) lamentation, complaint, &c.; (S. 
nala) a reed; a writing-reed; a hollow 
reed; a tube, pipe; a gun-barrel; sugar-
cane; a solid reed of which arrows are 
made; the threads or pith inside a writing-
reed ; tip of the tongue; (cf. <dto) a small 
stream; a small cistern ; a large river; 
name of a small melodious bird. 

ySto ndldn, Lamenting; one who laments; 
lamentable; name of a mountain;—ndldn 
Icardan, To lament, groan, sigh;—girydn u 
ndldn, Weeping and lamenting. 

a to nd-ld'iq, Improper, unsuitable, 
unfit, unworthy, inconvenient; improperly, 
unsuitably. 

A ndlat (v,n. of Jy) , Obtaining, 
acquiring (a good thing) ; a court-yard; 
the area of the temple of Mecca, the sacred 
enclosure. 

cr^b ndlish, A groan, lamentation, com-
plaint, exclamatiou ; — ndlish kardan, To 
exclaim, complain, l ament ;—'arz i ndlish 
garddnidan, To lodge a complaint. 

ndlkis, The coping of a wall. 
h ^^Ib ndlkt, A kind of open sedan chair 

or pdlki. 
^jSAJU nalandagi, Lamentation ; ailment, 

complaint. 
i j J b nalandaLamenting; ailing, com-

plaining. 
Aib nala, A small river, canal; complaint, 

lamentation ; sound, voice ; construed with 
the verbs afrokhtan. bar-kfadstan, pahn 
shudan, dadan, rekfetan, zadan, kashidan, 
gusistan, &c, ;—nala dar jigar (gulu) shi-
kastan, To suppress or moderate one's 
lamentation;—ndla'i sard, A cold sigh (— 
dhi sard, q.v. under Jy) ;-—ndla'i sanaubar, 
The rustling of the pine-tree;—ndla'i 'an-
dalib, The plaint of the nightingale;—nala 
firo-khwurdan, To restrain one's lamenta-
tion ;—ndla kardan, To sigh, lament, com-
plain ;—ndla'i kamdn, The twang of a bow ; 
—ndla'i garm, A burning lament;—ndla'i 
ndyi royin, The blast of a brazen trumpet. 

AJb ndla-angez, Mingling or mingled 
with lamentation. 

AJU nala-parddz, ndla-sanj, 
Complaining, lamenting. 

CjLA Aib ndla-kundn, fa ndla-gar, y*S Aib 
nala-gir, Uttering complaints. 

yj^lb ndlidan, To lament, complain, 
grieve. 

tAeJb ndlish, Sigh, groan; humility, 
submission. 

fto nam, A name; fame, reputation, re-
nown ;—nam abad u dih wirdn, The name 
is flourishing and the village in ruins, i.e. 
nothing remains of a thing but the name ; 
—nam az shikam uftadan, To be lost, anni-
hilated nam awardan (bar-awardan, dar-
dwardan), To become famous ;—ndmi bad, 

A bad name ;—nam burdan, To pronounoe 
one's ndmi) •—nam bar kindr giriftan, = nam 
az shikam uftadan above;—nam bar yakh 
zadan (gumdshtan, niwishtan), To write 
one's name upon the ice; to erase; to 
forget i—nami. bishin, A name of God ex-
pressive of His essence (see p. 190, 
and p. 556) ;—nam ba-ndm, Name by 
name, expressly, particularly;—nam taghai-
yur dadan, = nam garddnidan below; — 
nam halqa kardan, To cross out one's name, 
so that no further notice is to be taken of 
him;—ndmi khudd, God's name ! (said for 
the sake of a good omen, in honouring or 
approving of a person) ;—nam dadan, To 
give a name, to nominate;—nam dar db 
firo shudan, To become lost, annihilated;— 
ndmi zdbi, A name of God expressive of an 
attribute (see sAj p. 506, and p. 788); 
nam zadan, To pronounce a name;—nam 
kashidan, To revile, call names, reproach; 
—nam guzdshtan, To leave a name behind; 
—nam garda?iidan, To chauge one's name 
(done with a sick person, in the super-
stitious belief of securing thereby his re-
covery);— nam gusiaridan, To spread one's 
name abroad, to obtain celebrity; — ndmi 
ndmi, An exalted name ;—nam nihddan, To 
put a name upon, to name, to nominate;— 
ndmi nek, A good name, a clear or illus-
trious reputation. 

a J j ^ b . U na-ma'mul, nd-mamiil, Un-
locked, unhoped for. 

j*to ndm-dwar, Illustrious; famous, in 
high repute. 

a b nd-mubarak, Unfortunate, in-
auspicious, execrable. 

fay fa ndm-bardar (bur dar), Well 
known; of an exalted name, renowned, 
celebrated. 

zjy fb ndm-burda, One whose name has 
been before mentioned, aforesaid; cele-
brated, famous. 

a jy^* to na-mutasauwir, Not to be ima-
gined, inconceivable. 

a to nd-mutanahi, Infinite; divine; 
—'indyati nd-mutanahi, Divine favour. 

a to nd-mutawaqqi', Unexpected. 
a ndmajat (A. pi. of P. ndma)t 

Letters. 
f b ndm-jo} ^f? fa ndm-joy, Intrepid, 

warlike, magnanimous; name of the tenth 
day of the month according to the era of 
Jaladu 'd-din. 

(^yj-fb ndm-joi, Strife for fame ; intre-
pidity ; magnanimity. 

a jy*** b na-muhtariz, Not to be warded 
off. 

A O-JJKFC- to na-mahidud, Unlimited, bound-
less ; innumerable; infinite. 

a U na-mahram, A stranger, one not 
allowed to enter the women's apartments ; 
not confidential. 

>to ndmahramiyat, The not being 



permitted to enter the haram; the not 
being confidential; the not being con-
sulted ; the not being in the secret. 

a nd-mahsur, Immense, infinite, 
unbounded ; innumerable, numberless ;— 
amwali nd-mahsur, Vast riches, endless 
•wealth, boundless resources, 

jyia** l> nd-mahzur, Not present, absent. 
li nd-inakhsus, Not peculiar or 

special; inappropriate. 
nam-ddr, Renowned, celebrated, 

illustrious, famous, noted, glorious;—dar 
miydni nam-ddr dni mamdlik-satdn, Amoo gst 
the illustrious princes, conquerors of coun-
tries. 

ndmddrtarin, Most illustrious. 
namdari„ Fame, celebrity. 

pU nam-dagh, The mark of one's 
name, i.e. fame, renown, the mark which 
one makes in the world. 

U na-murdd, Dissatisfied, disap-
pointed, frustrated ; unfortunate, discon-
solate ; miserable, wretched; compelled, 
forced. 

^.M^-li namurddi, Disappointment; dis-
satisfaction ; an unwelcome thing. 

a V> nd-marbut, Unconnected ; im-
pertinent, mal-a-propos; — nd-marbut guf-
tan, To talk nonsense (m.c.). 

a U nd-marbutat (pl. fem. of the 
preceding), Absurdities (m.c.), 

*>y\i na-mard, Unmanly, a coward ; im-
potent; covetous. 

U na-marddna, Unmanly. 
j^U namard-sdzi, A rendering im-

potent (by witchcraft or spells). 
na-mardum, Unmanly, worthless, 

mean, base, ignoble. 
ndmarduml, Rudeness; inhu-

manity, unmercifulness. 
^gjy.U ndmardi, Cowardice, baseness; 

effeminacy, impotence. 
a y*>y ^ na-marzi, Unacceptable, detest-

able, disapproved, worthless ; disagreeable. 
a y y U nd-mar% Unobserved, unat-

tended to. 
a "vyy ^ na-marg&ub, Unwished for, un-

sought, vile ;—wazH nd-marghub, A mean 
or impertinent action. 

ndm-zad, Named (for an office), no-
minated, appointed, declared, destined; 
betrothed ; a betrothed virgin ; [nam-zad 
farmudan (kardan), To nominate or desig-
nate for an office ; to appoint; to order, 
command, charge with;]—contraction of 
ba-ndmi izad, In the name of God. 

a t}\)Y* ^ nd-mazru\ Unsowed (field). 
a ACL-* ^ nd-musd'ad, Unaided. 
a (^Jt^w* ^ nd-mustahsan, Worthless, 

deformed, ceusurable, disapproved of. 
a * ^ nd-mustahaq, Unworthy, un-

deserving. 
a U nd-musta'idd, Inapt, stupid. 

a -iy—* U nd-mas'icd, Inauspicious, un-
fortunate, unhappy. 

a ^ nd-masmu', Not to be heard, 
inadmissible; unheard. 

a yaat-A* U nd-mushakhkkaf, Inconstant, 
variable, fickle. 

JjA-i-* U nd-mashgktil, Inattentive; un-
employed. 

A AÂU n amis at, namisa, A tire-woman, 
one who removes the hairs from the face. 

a U nd-mazbut, Insolent, ungovern-
able. 

a ty^* ^ nd-matbu', Unacceptable, dis-
agreeable, unpleasant, repugnant to nature, 
unnatural; cruel; worthless. 

a J d ^ * U nd-mu'tadil, Intemperate, ex-
orbitant. 

nd-mu'tamad, Not trustworthy. 
a Jy**" U na-ma'dud, Unnumbered, innu-

merable. 
a tJjj*" U nd-ma'ruf, Unknown, incog-

nito. 
a J j * * ^ nd-malqul, Improbable, absurd, 

impertinent, improper, unreasonable, in-
convenient ;—nd-ma'qul harakat (watfi nd-
ma'qul), An improper action. 

a f f t * ̂  nd-ma'lum, Unknown ; uncer-
tain. 

a ^ nd-mu'aiyan, Indefinite, unde-
fined. 

a v j ^ * ^ ;*d-mag&lub, Unconquered. 
a JijyA* li nd-mafruq, Inseparable, undi-

vided. 
a Jy-a* na-maqbul, Unacceptable, dis-

agreeable, displeasing;—nd-maqbul u nd-
pasandida shudan, To be disagreeable and 
disapproved of. 

a U na-muqaiyad, Free from fet ters; 
unrefrained, dissolute, impious. 

a U nd-mukarrar, Not repeated, al-
ways fresh. 

a nam-gustar, Celebrated, famed, 
renowned. 

A namil, A secret defamer, slanderer. 
a oiLi^ li nd-mulatif, Ungracious, unpo-

lite. 
a fjX* nd-muld'im, Incongruous, un-

suitable, inconvenient, improper; severe, 
hard, austere. 

a yy** ^ na-mamnun, Not cut off, un-
stinted. 

a Vi nd-mumaiyiz, Indiscriminate, 
indistinct, undistinguished, 

a ^ ndmumaiyizi, Indiscrimina-
tion. 

a ^ ^ nd-mundsib, Indecent, imper-
tinent, incongruous, improper, unsuitable. 

ndm-nami, Increasing fame. 
a i j ^ y ^ na-muwdfiq, Differing, adverse, 

absurd, disagreeing, contrary, opposite. 
a ndmuwdfaqat, Disagreement. 
a &ct-y U nd-muwajja, Disapproved, dis-

agreeable. 
jy\i namwar, Celebrated, renowned. 



6J\) jyto namwar-zdda, Son of an illus-
trious father. 

namwari, Reputation, fame, cele-
brity. 

a to nd-mauziin, Unweighed; dis-
cordant, un rythmical, badly composed 
(verse or prose); ill-made or dressed. 

A t^-to ndmus (G. vopoi), Reputation, 
fame, renown, esteem, honour; dignity; 
law, divine decrees or judgments; dis-
grace, reproach, shame ; bashfulness, mo-
desty, chastity (construed with the verbs 
burdan, dadan, shikastan, kashidan, <fcc.) ; 
voice, sound, noise, clamour; war, battle; 
the master of a house, the proprietor of a 
mansion ; the lurking-place of a hunter; 
hidden fraud, concealed deceit; the female 
part of a family ; angels;—ndmus i akbar, 
The angel Gabriel;—ndmusi 'ibrdni, The 
Judaical law;—ashdbi waqdr u ndmus, 
Lords of authority and estimation. 

a stf u-y»to namus-gah, A field of battle. 
a ndmiisi, Good name and fame ; 

effeminate (P);—bi-ndmusi, Infamy. 
mdmuya, A faithful wife. 

<J-*to ndma, A writing, letter, epistle; a 
diploma (in this and the preceding as well 
as some of the following meanings con-
strued with the verbs parddkhtan, pechi-
dan, daridan, gushudan, &c.) ; a history, 
work, book; exemplar, model, type; a 
mirror, looking-glass; a flood, torrent; the 
character called ta'Uq;—nama'i a'mal, The 
book of works (a book of the actions of 
mankind, supposed to be kept by guardian 
or observing angels, to be produced at 
the day of judgment); — ndma bastan, 
To seal a letter;—nama'i chahdrum, The 
fourth book, i.e. the Qur'an, as succeeding 
to the Pentateuch, Psalms, and Gospel ;— 
ndma'i khdqani, Imperial or royal letters ; 
—ndma'i dil-kusha, A heart-rejoicing let-
ter;—ndma-rd zabdni kardan, To expose 
the contents and arguments of. a letter by 
way of mouth;— nam,a kardan bd(zi), To 
give one a letter, &c. for another;—rcama 
nawishtan ba, To write a letter, &c. to ;— 
ndma'i humdyun, August letter, imperial 
mandate;—nama'i humdyuni muldtafat-
mashhuni musadaqat-numuni sa'ddat-maq-
run, August, most gracious, most auspi-
cious, imperial letter or mandate ;—-amdn-
ndma, A safe-conduct, passport;—tasliyat-
ndma, Consolatory letter, or letter of con-
dolence ;—rdzi-ndma, Acquittance ;— sd'at-
ndma, An hour-book, i.e. a watch or dial; 
—shdh-ndma, The book of kings, the cele-
brated epic poem of Pirdausi;—shahadat-
ndma, Certificate, attestation ;—fath-nama, 
zafar-ndma, A letter announcing victory ; 
the book of triumphs (the name of a his-
tory of Tamerlane in Persian, and of seve-
ral other books) \-~fardsai-ndma, mahab-
i/at-ndma, 'ahd-ndma, A friendly, affec-

tionate letter;—humdyun-ndma, The august 
history, a Turkish translation of Pilpay's 
Fables. 

<^to ndma-dwar, Letter-carrier, post-
man. 

$ &*to nama-bar, A letter-carrier;—mur-
ghi ndma-bar, A carrier-pigeon. 
. y\o<!uto ndmadan, A letter-case, portfolio. 

^ na-mihrbdn, Unfriendly. 
L ^ ^ - t o ndmihrbdnihd, Acts of unkind-

ness. 
&W- *>*to ndma-siydh, (Whose name is 

written with) black (letters) in the book 
(of life). 

ndma-nawis, A letter-writer, 
scribe, secretary. 

^ <uU ndma-war, Letter-bearing;—kabu-
tari ndma-war, A carrier-pigeon. 

^to name, A letter, diploma, book;— 
ndmi, Illustrious, celebrated; celebrity, 
notoriety ; known as, e.g. 'aziz beg ndmi, 
The man known as 'Aziz Beg (m.c.). 

A ^TO ndmi, Growing, whatever grows. 
A &A**TO ndmiyat, namiya, A creature; 

anything created by God ; growth, vegeta-
tion ;—quwati namiya, Power of growth. 

ndmidan, To name, nominate, call, 
mention, express a name; to chap (as 

A. .to q.v. the lips) ; (formed from 
above) to grow, increase. 

a j — t o nd-muyassar, Impossible, diffi-
cult; unattainable. 

a £~*to namiya, Growth ; vegetation, 
yto nan, Bread; a loaf; a light round 

cake ; a pikelin, a muffin ;—ndni dbi, Bread 
kneaded with water;—ndni dtish-riiy, The 
world-illuminating sun ;—nan az tannuri 
sard pukhta birun awardan, To accomplish 
something wonderful or Extraordinary ;— 
nan bd nakhun mi-khwurad, He is very 
miserly ; — nan khwurdan. To take one's 
meal (m.c.) ;—ndni birishta, Toast (m.c.) ; 
—nan ba-shisha malidan, To be extremely 
avaricious (so as to rub the bread against 
the butter-dish instead of buttering it) ;— 
ndni panja-kash, ndni taftan, Particular 
kinds of bread ; — nan pukhtan, To bake 
bread;—ndni pukhta, Baked bread;--warn 
talkh, Stale, old bread;—ndni tang, Thin 
bread, biscuit;—ndni tihi, Bread alone, dry 
bread ;—ndni hddisa*khdm budan, To meet 
with a disappointment;—ndni halal. Lawful 
bread, bread earned by honest labour; (met.) 
obedience, worship, devotion (by Hafiz 
opposed to tbe " forbidden wine " as sym-
bol of mystical ecstacy) -,—nani khar chang. 
The moon ;—ndni khatd'i, A kind of sweet-
meat ;—nani khushk-drd, Coarse bread, full 
of bran ;—ndni khamiri. Leavened bread ; 
—nan dar ambdn guzdshtan (nihadan), To 
put bread in the wallet; to get ready for 
a journey;—nan dar jdma kardan, To put 
bread upon the cloth, i.e. to sprinkle cloth 
with water and bread, or starch ;—ndn dar 



raughan uftad, Things go according to 
one's wishes; one obtains an easy life with-
out toil or trouble;—ndni dashtari, Bread 
free from bran, fine bread;—nani dihqdn, 
Bread for the royal table;—nani ribat, 
Bread given in the monasteries;—nan 
zadan, To eat bread;—nani zarrln (tbe 
golden loaf), The sun;—nani zanjabili, 
Ginger-bread;—nani safedi falak (ndni 
simin), The moon ;—ndni sangak, A parti-
cular kind of bread (baked on stone) ;— 
ndni sokhta, Burnt bread—nan shikastan, 
To break, i.e. eat, bread ;—ndni shirmdl, 
Bread made with milk ; — nan shirin ast, 
Bread is, has become, a dainty, i.e. times 
are bad;—ndni fatiri, Unleavened bread ; 
—nani fulane pukhta ast, Such a one has 
everything he wants, his nest is well 
feathered ; — ndni firoz-khdni, A loaf of 
bread weighing a man;—ndni kashkin, 
Bread made of bean-meal, barley-meal, 
and wheaten-flour —nani kulagh, Name of 
a herb growing in marshy places; camo-
mile flowers ; crows' foot;—nani gurji, A 
twisted cake, cake in form of a ring, usual 
in Gurjistan \—ndni gulaj, A Persian cake 
made of fiou2', honey, and sesame-oil ; also 
one made of the finest flour, white of egg, 
and refined sugar;—nani laku, A kind of 
bread made in Gilan ;—ndni misi, Bread 
made of bean-flour, and the like ;—ndni 
mashiish, A thin Bort of cake, over which 
syrup and the white of egg are poured ;— 
ndni nahari, Breakfast;—nani ni'mat, A 
particular kind of bread;—ndni naukari, 
Bread earned by service;— ndni waqf, 
Bread given in charity ;—nan u pdrcha, 
Pood and raiment;—nan u namak, Bread 
and salt, i.e. hospitality, or any benefit 
received from another; — ndn-u-namak-
khd'ini, Perfidious, ungrateful, treacherous 
to a host or to a master, a bread-and-salt 
traitor ; — nan u namak khwurdan, To re-
ceive hospitality (m.c.) ;—nan u namakddn 
shikastan, A phrase used to imply the eat-
ing of forbidden fruit. 

nana, A maternal grandfather. 
A 5eUcU na'na'at (v.n. of Being 

weak in mind, feeble in judgment; weak-
ness ; the feeble beginnings of Islam —-
tuba li-man mdta f i 'n-na'na'ti, Blessed he 
who died at the feeble dawn of the faith 
(saying of Muhammad). 

V> ^ ndn-bd, Broth with crumbs ; (for tbe 
following) a baker (cf. and ^ gU). 

ĵV} yli ndn-bd'i, A baker, bread-seller 
(either mansub of ndn-bd " broth with 
crumbs," while bakers mostly sell this also, 
or bd'i standing for A. bd'i " seller "). 

( f t ndn-para, A piece of bread. 
yv ndn-paz, A baker ;—chubi (chobi) 

ndn-paz, A baker's rolling-pin. 
oK ndn-pazi, Trade of a baker, 

baking. 

One who serves for <iuW nan-jama 
his victuals. 

ndn-joy, A beggar; a worldling. 
^ t f t ( f t ndn-chdsht, Bread eaten 

noon. 
at 

t w & ti nan-chin, An instrument for 
drawing bread from an oven. 

ndn-khwdh, Aniseed (in some 
places it seems to mean caraway-seed), 
which frequently is baked in bread on 
account of its flavour and stomachic quali-
ties ; bishop's weed; one who begs his 
bread. 

jy. ^li ndn-khwur, (one's bread-eater) A 
servant, domestic, dependent. 

ji^y- yU nan-khwurish, A sourish kind 
of tonic for creating an appetite and pro-
moting digestion; meat or fish eaten along 
with bread. 

45 U jysAj nmi -khwurish-khdna. Vinegar 
made from grapes. 

ft ndn-raughani, Bread mixed 
with, or dipped into, boiled but ter ; 
buttered toast. 

6>tj ( f t ndn-reza, A crumb; a slice of 
bread. 

ft ndn-risha-farosh, A seller 
of pieces of bread. 

J^ft yli ndn-farosh, A bread - seller, 
baker. 

y&U ndn-k'dr, (Indian phrase) Lands 
granted to zamindars, chowdries, and ta-
lookdars, as a maintenance for them, even 
after their removal from their stations ; 
hereditary, and consequently alienable; a 
cess to defray the household expenses of a 
governor. 

^IXiU ndn-kari, Belonging to a nan-kdr. 
\JS»\> mdnkish, Juniper-berry pistachio-

nut. 
ft ( f t ndn-kur, (bread-blind) Ungrateful, 

base, worthless. 
ndn-gtiwdh, Aniseed. 

jysr* CjU ndn ma-khu>ur, (eat not bread) 
Frugal, parsimonious. 

ndnimash, ndnamish, A thiug 
from 

u n« 
the seen, out of sight; deviation 

road. 
QA ĴUJU ndnamshidan, To meet with con. 

tinual disappointments, to fail in the at-
tainment of one's desire. 1 

U nd-namuda, Not shown ; not show-
ing as iltifdt nd-namuda, Not showing 
regard, regardless of, 

ft nanu, A little song or a story which 
mothers repeat while rocking their children 
to sleep; lullaby; a cradle; (for ndnwd) 
a baker ;—nanu zadan, To sing a lullaby. 

nan-vja, A baker; food made of 
bread. 

<_s»\j>l* ndnwd'i, Art of baking bread; 
baking ;—dukani ndnwd'i, A baker's shop. 

i^i-yU ndnukhiya, ndniikhaya, Aniseed. 
\» nd-nihdda, Not plxceJ or fixed. 



to nd-nihdn, Unconcealed. 
yU^ U nd-niyushdn, nd-nayushdn, Un-

heard, without notice, unawares, sudden. 
jto ndv, A trough; a pipe for carrying 

off the rain from the roof of a house; 
the passage through which the meal or 
flour runs when grinding; anything long 
and hollow; the sluice of a mill-dam; a ' 
river, channel, aqueduct, canal; a cistern; 
the furrow or groove down the middle of 
a man's back or tbe loins of a horse ; also 
in a grain of wheat and a date-stone; a 
hole; a crack, chink; a baker's rolling-
pin ; a frying-pan; a cauldron, kettle, 
pot; an easy, graceful air in walking; (cf. 
8. nau, G. vavy) a boat, small ship;—ndwi 
Icafal, The groove down the middle of a 
man's back or the loins of a horse. 

A /to na'w (v.n.), Going far. --
a to na-wdjib, Not obligatory; 

unnecessary. 
a b na-waris, Without an heir, heir-

less ; friendless, patronless, without a pro-
tector. 

Oj^to nawdrin, Navarino (m.c.). 
a to na-wdqif, Unskilled, inexpe-

rienced. 
a ut^Ai^to ndwaqifiyat, Inexperience. 
fcjJ^jto nawanidan, To crook, bend; to 

fatigue ; to cause to be engraved. 
ntivcha, A Bmall trough or pipe; a 

mould in which ingots of gold and silver 
are cast; a little boat. 

yWjto navdtin, nawidan, A canal, aque-
duet, mill-dam, or the force of water which 
drives the mill-wheel; the passage through 
which the meal or flour runs when grind-
ing ; a spout (m.c.). 

jjto ndwar, Possible. 
y\yto nawaran, Things possible, possi-

bilities. 
Jjjto ndward, Battle, combat; march; 

construed with the verbs dadan, zadan, &c. 
Jyto nd'ivard-fchwdh. Eager for combat. 

al5 j^to ndward-gdk, A battle-field. 
* jjto nawar-fartdsh, Whose existence 

is possible. 
tjjb ndvzha, A little boat; a trough (cf. 

Â JU above). 
^to ndwus (G. vao?), A cemetery of the 

Magi; a fire-temple. 
jCjto navsdr, The main beam of a mill 

turned by a water-wheel; a canal for water-
ing gardens. 

to ndwasand (for nd'pasand), Not 
approved, disagreeable; also— 

to nd-wasid, Poor, weak, lean. 
isĴ to ndwalc (dim. of ndv), A small arrow ; 

an arrow flying swift and directly to the 
mark; an arrow for shooting birds, made 
of a reed, with a notch on the side ; a tube 
through which an arrow is projected; a 
cross-bow; a reed, or anything similar, 
naturally or artificially hollow; the feeder 

of a mill; a canal; the groove down a 
man's back; a reed-bed; a bee's ating; a 
ploughshare; nimble, expeditious ;—ndwalc 
anddkhtan, To shoot an arrow nawak 
ba-zih bastan, nawak ba-kamdn nihddan, To 
place the arrow ready for shooting;—nawak 
khwurdan, To be hit by an arrow;—nawak 
rekhtan (zadan, guzdr dan, gushddan), To 
shoot an arrow ;—ndwaki sahari, Execra-
tions poured forth early in the morning;— 
ndwaki qalbi, A sigh from the heart; a 
satire, lampoon ;—ndwaki kakul-rubd, An 
arrow so cleverly shot as to carry off a curl 
without the owner noticing it. (Cf. also 
5jto below). 

oil j b ndwak-anddz, An archer; — 
nawak-anddzi adab, A schoolmaster. 

•V*. to na-umed, nd-ummed, Hopeless, 
navndwan, A pompous walker, 

y-^jto ndwus, A temple of the fire-wor-
shippers; a burying-place of the Magi. 
(See y-jb above). 

6jto ndwa, A boat; a kneading-trough, 
hutch, or bin ; anything similar used by a 
baker or a maker of plaster ; the groove 
down a man's back; the passage through 
which the meal or the flour runs when 
grinding; a tube through which an arrow 
is projected ; the body (as containing the 
soul) ; a canal, lake ; a kettle, cauldron, 
pot; an old veil or curtain ; a stick for 
scratching the back ; name of a place. 

a Sjb nawa-mihrdb, A little chapel; 
the place where the priest stands when 
praying. 

yju^to nawidan, To hollow out a stone or 
a piece of wood; to slumber, begin to 
sleep ; to weep, lament, complain; to walk 
with a pompous or graceful air ; to be 
bent; to be tired. 

Sjjjto nawizha, Thick, dense; opaque, 
impure ; blemished; mixed, adulterated. 

eto ndh, Noxious exhalations from the 
ground. 

A fib ndh. Abstinent, adverse, refraining 
from. 

jbfeU ndhdr, Unknown, incognito, strange; 
(for nd-dhdr) fasting, eating nothing; 
hungry. 

^Usto ndhdri, A light breakfast;—ndhari 
kardan, To breakfast. 

A S-̂ TO ndhib, A seizer, snatcher, spoiler. 
A GIBTO ndhij, A finder or pointer out of 

the way. 
A AFCTO nahid, A girl with swelling breasts ; 

tbe planet Venus. 
a ftAAto nahida, The planet Venus; name 

of the mother of Alexander the Great; a 
cultivated garden. 

A TJ6£AJ ndhiz; A young bird whose wings 
are full and prepared to fly; a protuberant 
muscle or piece of flesh in the upper part 
of the arm or the fore-leg of a horse ; one 
who rises, rising up. 



A nahizat, ndhiza, Sons of the same 
father by different mothers rising against 
or opposing one another; servants, do-
mestics (as rising up to obey). 

a (jAto ndhiq, Brayiug (ass), neighing 
(horse) ; the place in the throat whence 
these sounds proceed. 

A JAB ndhil, Thirsty ; who or what 
quenches thirs t ; hungry. 

JW* to 
nd-hamal, to nd-hamia, In-

comparable, unparalleled; dissimilar, disso-
nant, opposite, repugnant. 

to na-hamwar, to nd-hamwara, 
Unequal, uneven, rough, having protube-
rances ; irregular, capricious, froward, per-
verse; unworthy, incongruous, unbecom-
ing, inconvenient, disproportioned ;—atwari 
na-hamtoar, Unworthy, indecent actions ;— 
rozgdri nd-hamvoar, Inconstant fortune. 

^ j^fcl* nahamwdri, Inequality, uneven-
ness; inconvenience. 

jV t̂to \i nd-hanjar, Rough, uneven, un-
toward ; improper, unworthy. 

tSjV^fcb ndhanjdri, Impropriety, devia-
tion from right, frowardness, disobedience. 

^jA U nd-hawd, Unequalled, incomparable. 
U na-hosh, Suddenly, 

^to ndhi (for ndhid), The planet Venus. 
A <_YFI>U ndhi, A prohibiter, forbidder, 

interdicter. 
A £<JTT>U nahiyat, Interdict, prohibition ;— 

ndhiya, Anything forbidden. 
ndhid, Name of the mother of 

Alexander the Great;—also nahida, 
(The planet) Venus ; a girl with a swelling 
bosom; a cultivated, flourishing garden. 
(Cf. A&U and &A*to). 

tsto nay, A reed; a reed-pipe; a flute, 
flageolet, fife; a reed played upon by the 
dervishes; the throat; pride, vain-glory ; 
name of a fort;—ndyi bini, The nostrils, the 
passage of the nose ;—ndyi iurki, A trum-
pet, clarion ; — nay damidan (zadan), To 
play on the flute, to pipe;—ndyi gulu, The 
wind-pipe; — ndyi los (losh), Name of a 
musical instrument; — nay u nosh, Music 
and wine ; — svr-ndy, A fife, flageolet, 
crooked trumpet, clarion. 

A na'y (v.n.), Being far distant; 
distance. 

s^ to nd-ydb, Rare, not to be found, 
scarce ; unattainable; undiscoverable. 

tsto ndy-ambdn, A bagpipe. 
A S-?TO nd'ib, A lieutenant, viceroy, vice-

gerent, substitute, deputy ; the deputy of 
a judge; contingency, event ; a penitent, 
one converted from sin;—nd'ibi darkhana. 
Deputy chamberlain ; — nd'ibu 's-saltana, 
Prince regent, viceroy (m.c.); — na'ibi 
Bifarat, Attache, secretary of legation 
(m.c.) ; — nd'ibi tangri, God's vicegerent, 
i.e. a caliph, an emperor. 

yWto naybdn, A flute-player; a pigeon. 

A Mto nd'ibat, na'iba, Accident, misfor-
tune, calamity, disaster. 

A s-lto na'ib-mundb, A vicegerent, 
performing the functions of. 

gjto ndyich, A pipe, flute, fife, 
^.to ndycha, A small reed, especially one 

used by weavers ; a hookah-snake. 
AA? ndycha-band, A hookah-snake 

maker. 
dor_to naycha-bandi, Hookah-snake 

making. 
A nd'ih, A weeper, mourner. 
A na'ihat, nd'iha (fem. of the pre-

ceding), Weeping, lamenting; a hired 
female mourner. 

nayad (for , 3rd sing, of the 
negative of amadan), He (she, it) does not 
come, &c. 

A nair, Bright, clear, shining, lumin-
ous. 

jjto ndyir, A small tube; a kind of 
rhythm. 

A Syto nd'irat, nd'ira, Fire, heat, warmth, 
inflammation, flame, blaze ; enmity, hatred ; 
a fireplace ; charcoal. 

O) ^gto nay-zan, A flute-player, fifer, 
piper. 

(jij (^to ndy-zani, Piping. 
8yjU ndyiza, Bj»to ndyizha, A tube ; a sy-

phon, pipe, or spout of an ewer or alembic; 
the throat; any hollow-stemmed plant with 
joints upon i t ; a stalk of corn; kex ; the 
urethra; membrum virile; a small reed; 
a weaver's spindle ; a reed upon which wea-
vers wind their thread; the knots on a 
reed or stalk; a lance or a javelin ; an in-
strument with which money is scraped 
together; the trickling or dropping of 
water;—ndyizha kardan, To drop (water). 

A YAFTO nd'is, Who raising his head, runs 
off. 

A £>TO nd'i', Thirsty ;—jaV nd'i', Starved. 
A TA>U nd'ik, One who indulges in venery. 
yl—£> b na-yaksan, Unequal, dissimilar. 
A J?TO nd'il, One who arrives at, obtains, 

acquires; a taker ; whatever auy person 
obtains ; a g i f t ; munificence, liberality ;— 
nd'il shudan, To accomplish one's wish, 
obtain, carry off. 

A &?TO nd'ilat, naila,^ Name of a woman, 
and an idol. 

A ,»lto na'im, One who sleeps or slumbers ; 
asleep ; sleepy ; quiet (night) ; 

a dormi-
tory ; — nd'im shudan, To sleep, to be 
asleep. 

A na'imat, naima (fem. of the pre-
ceding), Sleeping (woman) ; death ; a ser-
pent. 

^ b nay-mashk mashkak), 
A bagpipe. 

ndy-nabard, A trumpet. 
)V cS^ nay-nawdz, A piper. 
m V ,^to nay-nawazi, Piping. 
&*to naya, A reed, pipe, tube. 



A nd'ih, High, eminent, magnificent. 
^ nd'i, A flute-player; refined sugar. 
O^oU nayidan, To boast, brag, glory. 

nd'in, Name of a healthy and plea-
sant place subject to Isfahan, whence the 
poet 'Abdu '1-Qadir Na'ini hails. 

A naba', News, a thing related, an-
nounced;—niba' (v.n. 3 of Announc-
ing to another; removing to a distance, 
dropping acquaintance ;—nuba'd' (pl. of 
nabi), Prophets. 

A nabdt, A plant, herb, vegetable ;. 
vegetation ; fine sugar, white, candied, re-
fined ; sweetmeats -,-^nabdti sakkar, Sugar-
cane;—'ilmi nabdt, The science of plants, 
i.e. botany. 

A nabdtat (pl. of nabdt), Herbs, 
simples, plants, vegetables ; sweetmeats. 

A &W* nabdtat, Grass ; vegetation. 
a o U nabdtshakar, Finest sugar 

(— uwV-i q.v.). 
a ^UcwLji nabdtndk, Verdant, grassy 

(ground). 
a nab ati, Vegetable; a botanist, 

herbalist. 
a V V nabdtiya, Vegetables, herbs, 

plants. 
sW* nabdj, Two women wedded to one 

man (see below). 
A cM nibdht (v.n. of £*>), Barking (a 

dog) ; bleating (a goat or stag) ;—nubdh, A 
lion's roar;—nabbdh, fem nabbdhai, 
nabbdha, Loud, noisv. bawling; a barker ; 
pl. of— 

A As-W* nabbahat, ndbbaha, A kind of 
Mecca shell, of wbich necklaces are made. 

\na-badd, Let it alone, may it never be. 
A tiW* nabbdz, Vender of the wine nabiz 

(see below). 
A ft*nibdr (pl. of nibr), Ticks or similar 

insects ; gad-flies ; — nabb'dr, Eloquent; 
clamorous. 

nabdrash, Disobedience ; a piece of 
timber used as a prop to the roof of a 
house, or for shoring up a tottering wall; 
violence; prevarication (the last two mean-
ings unsupported by examples). 

A <j~ift* nabdris (pl. of nibr as), Lanterns. 
^jfti nab azl, A mistress. 
A nabbdsh, A digger, especially of 

graves ; a plunderer of the dead, stripper 
of grave-clothes. 

A nabbdA feeler of the pulse, phy-
sician. 

A Û W* nabdti, A Nabathean. 
nabdgh, Two women married to one 

man, rival wives ; the end of a thread. 
A ^W* nibdk (pl. of nableat), Hillocks. 
A JW* nabal, Knowledge, genius, skill; 

readiness, preparation, aptitude; appara-
tus, equipment;—nibdl (pl. of nabl), Ar-
rows ; (pl. of nabil) Ingenious; excellent; 
—nabbdl, One who has or makes arrows ; 
skilful in archery ; cased in armour. 

A nabdlat (v.n. of J- i ) , Excelling in 
genius or skill; being great and excellent; 
darting, shooting arrows; apparatus, equip-
ment nibalat, The art of making arrows. 

A î W nibdwat, Prophecy, the prophetical 
office or gift, 

A nabdh, Famous, noble ; high, over-
hanging. 

A nabahat (v.n, of M), Being noble, 
renowned; nobleness, nobility. 

•̂ .W na-bayad, I t is not required or 
proper. 

A / L i naba'ir (pl. of nabirat), Grandsons. 
A nab d'il (pl. of nabil&t), Beautiful; 

great. 
A nabt (v.n.), Growing, germinating, 

sprouting (as herbage); vegetating, bring-
ing forth ; grass, vegetation. 

A nibtat, Growth; place of vegeta-
tion. 

nabtar, Hairy circles on the forehead 
or neck of a horse, which are esteemed ex-
cellent marks; whilst on the breast and 
under the arin-pits they are thought ble-
mishes. 

ndb-tez, A very sharp-edged sword 
or knife. 

nabs (v.n.), Digging (a well or 
ditch) with the hands; uprooting (vege-
tables) ; anger, rage;—nabas, A mark, 
vestige. 

A nabj, Oakum. 
A j f t nabh (v.n,), Barking; bleating (a 

goat or deer). 
A oW î nabhd', Bleating (doe). 
A nabkh, Blisters on the hand from 

hard labour; root of the papyrus, which 
the Egyptians and others chew;—nabkh, 
nabakh, Small-pox. 

A-i na-bud (for na-bud), He (she, it) was 
not. 

A nabz (v.n.), Beating (as an artery 
or the pulse) ; throwing (anything) from 
the hand; making intoxicating liquors; a 
small quantity, some (money, herbage, 
rain) ;—nubaz (pl. of nubzat), Small por-
tions. 

A a W nabazdn (v.n. of i*J), The beating 
(of pulse, artery). 

A 6AJI nubzat, nubza, nubzi, Some-
what, a small portion, particle (of informa-
tion), brief sketch, glance at. 

Aft nabr (v.n.), Elevating, exalting, 
raising up; raising the voice, shouting; 
marking a letter with hamza L ;—nibr, A 
tick or any similar insect which infests 
cattle ; a gad-fly ; a granary, storehouse, 
warehouse ;—nubar, Large mouthfuls. 

A nibrds, A lantern, lamp, candle, 
l ight; a spear ; tbe iron head of spear. 

A nabrat, A raising of the voice from 
the bass to the treble notes in song; a 
shriek of terror ; the orthographical mark 
hamza —. 



^ nabard, naburd, Battle, engagement, 
war, contest; bold, valiant; [nabard kar-
dan, To contend;] — na-barad, He bears 
not, Ac. (3rd present sing, of the negative 
of burdan) •—na-burad, He cuts not, &c. 
(3rd present sing, of the neg. of buridan). 

Jy? nabard-dzma azmay), A 
veteran, warrior. 

A^H ndbard-pesha, Inured to war. 
fc1^ ^ nabard-gah, A battle-field. 

nabarda, Warlike, brave ; chosen. 
a ndbrij, for— 

na-burida, A castrated ram with 
wool unshorn. 

nabz (v.n.), Surnaming;—nibz, The 
upper bark of a palm-tree ;—nabaz, A sur-
name, a nickname;—nabiz, Contemptible, 
despicable. 

a nabza, A surname. 
A. nabs (v.n.), Speaking;-—nubus, 

Speakers. 
nabas, nabbas, A daughter's son or 

daughter. 
&—1> nabasa, nabbasa, A daughter's son 

or daughter; a son's son or daughter. 
A y M nabsh (v.n.), Digging up what has 

been buried (as treasures or dead bodies) ; 
stealing the grave-clothes, &c.;—nibsh, A 
species of very hard pine;—nabash, A 
camel having a mark on the sole of the 
foot, by which his impression is known 011 
the ground. 

nibisht, Writing ; he wrote. 
nibishtan, To write; to describe. 

fc-A.;,* nibishta, Written; a book;—ni-
bishta shudan, To be written or described. 

A ^ nabashlad, I t does not adhere (see 
yJuLA* p. 189). 

A (JA;I nabz, Y B I O nabazdn (v.n. of L/A), 
Beating, throbbing (as pulse or artery) ; 
making (a bowstring) vibrate or twang; 
flashing lightly (lightning) ; motion, the 
beating of an artery ; the pulse ; construed 
with the verbs drdmidan, jahidan, tapidan, 
&c.;—nabzi chize ba-dast awardan, To 
ascertain the true circumstances of a case 
(the passive being expressed by ba-chang 
uftadan or ba-dast amadan for ba-da8t 
awardan;—nabzi fchwurshed, The rays of 
tbe sun. 

A I-M ndbzat, One pulsation. 
a yS ^Ay ndbz-gir, Who feels the pulse; 

a physician ;—•ndbz-gir shudan, To feel the 
pulse. 

a nabati, A Nabathean. 
A nab1 (v.n.), Springing or bursting 

from a fountain (water); a kind of tree 
growing on the summit of a mountain, 
from which bows and arrows are made. 

A nab'at, A tree of the kind called 
nab'. 

A nabgh (v.n.), Appearing, becoming 
manifest; divulging; producing good poe-

try without being a poet by profession; 
being extended, diffused in the world. 

A nabq, Writing;—nabq, nibq, Fruit 
of the lote-tree. 

A nabiqat, nabiqa, A single fruit of 
the lote-tree. 

nabk, The oozing of water through 
the bank of a river. 

A nabk> nabak (pi. of nabkat, naba-
kat), Hills or tumuli -with sharp tops and 
reddish ; undulating grounds; — nabhi 
(1st. pi. of the apocopated aorist or jussive 
of Let us weep (see bukd', p. 194, 
and UJ qifa, p. 980). 

A nabkat, nabka, A hillock or tumulus 
with a pointed top, and sometimes reddish; 
a count ry of hill and dale, undulating. 

A J** nabl (v.n.), Darting, shooting (one) 
with an arrow; excelling (another) in the 
goodness of arrows, or in shooting them 
also in skill or genius; travelling hard; 
driving (a camel) violently; an Arabian 
arrow ;—nubl, Excellence, greatness ; in-
genuity, knowledge, genius;—nabal, Ex-
cellent, ingenious, skilful; generous; — 
nubal (pi. of wscfiZaJ), Affairs of import-
ance, events of consequence; gif ts ; —• 
nubbal (pi. of ndbii), Archers. 

A Ay nubald', Intelligent, clever (men). 
A nubldn (pi. of nabl), Arabian 

arrows. 
A nablat, One Arabian arrow; a pre-

sent ; (pi. of nabil) excellent, ingenious; 
—nablat, nublat, A thing of great mo-
ment;—nublat, A reward, requital, com-
pensation ; a g i f t ; apparatus, prepara-
tion, readiness; ingenuity, knowledge, 
genius;—nabala (fem. of nabal), Excellent, 
skilful, ingenious. 

oU-i nabndd, Circumspection ; innocence. 
A yA ndbw, nubuw, Ŝ+J nabwat (v.n. of yi), 

Retiring, receding; being distant, remote 
(one thing from another); becoming blunt 
(as a sword from a blow) ; being disagree-
able (mansion), inconvenient, uneasy (bed); 
being unable to rest (in bed) ; being re-
pulsive, disagreeable to behold ; — nubu' 
(v.n. of Being high, exalted, eminent, 
superior, or above (others) ; going from 
one country to another. 

A nabwat, nabwa, Higher part of 
ground;—nabwat, nubuwat, Prophecy. 

A nubut (v.n. of e ^ i ) , Appearing, 
beginning to swell (a girl's breasts). 

A nubuh, The clamour or noise of a 
crowd; the barking of dogs; a multitude, 
mob; glory. 

A iy> nubukh. (v.n. of Souring 
(leaven). 

nabur, The buttocks, podex. 
A TY-I nubut (v.n. of Ki), Springing up, 

bursting forth (water). 
A ZyA nubu' (v.n. of £<J), Springing up 

(water, tears, &c.). 
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nvbugh, Appearance, manifesta-

(pl. of nabkat), Pointed 

, A t f t 
tion. 

A d f t nubuk 
hills. 

a nabcmi, Prophetical. 
A M nabh (pl. of nabih), Known, cele-

brated ;—nubh, Intelligence, perception ; an 
awakening from sleep; vigilance, resisting 
sleep, watchfulness ;—nabah (v.n,), Recol-
lecting, perceiving, recalling to memory; 
understanding, comprehending; (cattle) 
lost, and found by chance or unlooked 
for ; anything discovered after an attentive 
search; a nobleman, a distinguished per-
sonage or personages; — nabah, nabih, 
Known, celebrated, notorious ; name of a 
freed-man of Muhammad. 

A nabah-an, Unexpectedly, unlooked 
for. 

a jy**1 nabahraj (from P. a ^ ) , Bad 
money. 

nabahra, Bad money; goods which 
will not sell; anything that does not pass 
current; low, vile, base; poor; a poor 
person, a pauper; great; covered, con-
cealed. 

nubl, nibi (probably for A. nubi'a 
" it has been announced,1' but cf. and 

Word of God, Qur'an. 
A yi nabiy (in P. nabi, fem. nabiyat, 

nabiya), A prophet ;—nubaiy , A minor 
prophet;—nubiy, nubl (pl. of nabi), High 
grounds. 

A nabii, The name of a tribe in 
Tainan. 

a c*** nabih (v.n. of Barking (a 
dog) ; bleating (a goat or deer). 

A nabikhat, nabikha, A bit of sul-
phur, or a sulphurous match for lighting a 
fire; papyrus, with which ships are caulked. 

nubed, Good news;'—nabid, and— 
A nabiz, A kind of drink made of 

dates or raisins; wine -,—nabizijau, (barley-
wine) Beer, ale, malt-liquor. 

jtrti nablr, A son's son, a grandchild. 
t f t nabira, A grandson, a grandchild, 

especially a son's child ; hidden, concealed. 
nabua, A son's child, a grandchild. 

A nablt, A Nabathean Arab; water 
springing from the bottom of a well. 

A nabil, fem. nabilat, nabila, 
Excellent, ingenious, skilful; generous; 
great, large, corpulent; good, beautiful. 

A nablyun (pl. of nabi'), Prophets. 
A nabih, Celebrated, famous, noble. 
A nabi', A prophet; a messenger 

from God. 
A nubaiyi'at (dim. of nubuwat), A 

paltry, insignificant prophecy, like that of 
Musailimah (see p. 1241). 

Asaj^i na-pukhta, Uncooked. 
nap-tez, q.v. above. 

naprdah, The faculty of resolving 
problems with ease. 

JM napaq, Ready-handed, dextrous. 
j f t napur, A kind of trumpet. 
ov5 nupe, nipe, Word of God, Qur'an (cf. 

yi nubl above). 
A nitdj (v.n. of GXJ), Helping (cattle) 

to bring forth ; birth ; breed. 
nitae, Good; healthy; cheerful, 

gay, merry, pleasant, courteous, polite, 
affable, kind. 

nitdsidan, To be well, happy, 
pleased, and contented; to pass one's time 
pleasantly. 

A ijU> nuidf, iiUi nutdfat, nutdfa, What 
falls when plucking out anything; hair 
plucked off. 

CjVaJ natdn (for na-tawdn), One cannot, 
it is impossible to. 

A natdnat (v.n. of Smelling 
badly; bad smell. 

illii na-tdnad (for Tia-tiiuxziwwi), He can-
not, is not able to. 

na-tdnist (for Tta-tuwanist), He 
could not, was not able to, 

A E^s* natd'ij (pl. of natijat), Births; 
conclusions, syllogisms, consequences, sub-
stances. 

A nai fit (v.n.), Perspiring, exuding, 
emitting any kind of moisture ; causing to 
sweat; sweat; moist (earth). 

A natkh (v.n.), Drawing, dragging, 
pulling; extracting (a thorn from the foot, 
or a tooth). 

Aft natr (v.n.), Piercing, stabbing with 
vehemence; harsh or passionate speech; 
severity, rigour, violence, force ;—natar 
Corruption, perdition, loss, ruin. 

A nairat, natra, One penetrating 
stroke; a speech which galls or pierces 
the heart. 

pWy* nutardam, The church of Notre 
Dame in Paris (m.c.), 

A fjnatsh (v.n.), Pulling out (a thorn) 
with pincers ; secretly injuring (anyone), 
slandering ; gain, acquisition ;—naiash, The 
first sprouting of plants; the tip or first 
point, either of the blade or root. 

A naif (v.n.), Pulling out, twitching 
(hairs or feathers); drawing smartly (a 
bow);—nutaf (pl. of nutfat), Whatever 
things are plucked or twitched with the 
fingers (as herbs). 

A AATF nutfat, nutfa, Whatever is plucked 
or twitched with the fingers (as herbage) ; 
a gif t ;—nutafat , nutaf a, One who is super-
ficially learned ; one who has culled a little 
knowledge. 

ftcj nitaftar, Name of the herb ft q.v. 
below. 

A natq (v.n.), Moving, shaking; pull-
ing out; having a numerous offspring (a 
woman); conceiving soon (the same); 
(fire) springing from the steel or touch-
wood. 



«*Xs> nath, A saddle-belt; a difficult 
thing; narrow. 

A J ^ natl (v.n.), Drawing forward or 
towards oneself; attracting; dragging 
along;—natl, natal, An ostrich's egg, filled 
with water, and buried in the desert. 

A natn (v.n.), Smelling badly ; stench, 
bad smell; funk. 

A of* nutu' (v.n. of Being exalted, 
eminent, superior, prominent; appearing, 
getting out, being produced ; growing up, 
being marriageable (a girl);—nutu', nutuw, 
Swelling (a wound or sore). 

natuwdn (for nd-tuwan hard), Un-
able to do (anything). 

A nutuh, v.n. of and = q.v. 
A nutug (v.n. of <JH>), Producing 

many children (a woman). 
A natljat, natija, A foetus, offspring, 

birth, of the same year with another ; sum 
or substance; result, issue, fruit, effect, 
consequence, what necessarily follows ; the 
conclusion (of a syllogism) ; retribution, 
reward ;—natija'i sang, Fire ; iron ; cop-
per ; gold; silver ; the ruby; — natija'i 
fu'dd, Intent of the heart;—natija'i haldm, 
Substance of a speech ; on the whole ; in a 
word ;—natija'i Idzimu 'Uihtiydj, A conclu-
sion drawn from undeniable premises ;— 
matlubi sahih u natija'i sarih, The real in-
tention and evident consequence. 

a A^-^xi natija-bakhsk, Fulfilling the 
desire, causing to succeed, giving a result. 

a natlji, Deductive, deducible. 
A natif, (A camel) whose hair has 

been pulled or fallen off (so as to require 
some pitch). 

natil, Fraud, imposture. 
A ^ nass (v.n.), Divulging, publishing. 
a fa* nisdr, Money which is thrown 

amongst the people at marriages or on 
other festive occasions ; (imp. of nisdridan, 
in comp.) scattering, strewing; [msor shu-
dan, To be killed;—nisdr hardan, To scat-
ter ; — jawdhir-nisari t ah gig shudan, To 
strew the gems of certainty and truth, i.e. 
to relate anything true;—dur (durr)-nisdr, 
Scattering pearls, i.e. eloquent;]—nusdr, 
Anything dispersed or strewn about. 

A SjUi nusdrat, nusdra, Crumbs falling 
from a table, which are picked up and 
eaten as an act of piety. 

a fa$ nisdr-chin, nusar-chin, One 
who catches or gathers the money thrown 
amongst the people at marriages and other 
festivities. 

afafai nisdr-gar, nusar-gar, A scatterer. 
a nisdridan, To scatter (money, 

Ac.). 
A J^ i nisal, Money or things scattered. 
A nasr (v.n.), Dispersing, scattering ; 

employing many words, being diffusive in 
speech; drawing off (a coat of mail) ; 
blowing with violence anything disagree-

able out of the nostrils; scattered ; an ora-
tion, prose-composition;—nasar, Anything 
falling or scattered;—nasir, Talkative, 
verbose. 

a fa nasr-dray, What adorns prose-
composition ; ornate prose. 

A nasrat, nasr a, A sneeze, sternuta-
tion, or coughing of animals; the division 
or space between the mustachios under 
the nose ; that part in a lion ; a large coat 
of mail easily put on ; two small stars, in 
the nose of the sign Leo forming the 
eighth mansion of the moon. 

A nasi (v.n.), Throwing earth (out of 
a well), cleaning (it) ; throwing off or put-
ting on (a coat of mail); voiding dung (a 
solid-hoofed animal) ;—nasal, A ditch, 
furrow from which the earth is dug. 

A AJL£I naslat, nasla, A large coat of mail; 
the division or space between the musta-
chios under the nose. 

A nasir (v.n. of YIS), Sneezing ; ster-
nutation in baasts being used for 
human beings). 

A nasil, Dung; a solid-hoofed ani-
mal. 

A na silat, nasila, Earth taken out of 
a well. 

naj, nuj. The inside of the mouth. 
A najj (v.n. of Running, producing 

matter (a sore) ; being quick, making 
haste. 

A V naj', A looking with a malignant 
eye. 

A naj a* (v.n. of f r ) , Escaping, being 
liberated, set free, emancipated; making 
haste, outstripping, being swift or expe-
ditious; an asylum, place of refuge;—• 
nijd' (v.n. 3 of yr), Doing (anything) 
privately (with another) ; telling a secret; 
(pi. of najw) clouds which have shed their 
rain ; (pi. of naji), Confidants. 

A najabat (v.n. of H-V) Being gene-
rous, liberal, high-minded; being excellent 
(a she-camel) ; generosity, nobleness, no-
bilitv. 

A S'V naj'at, A earnest or importunate 
look. 

A 2V najat, in P. uuV (v.n. of f r ) , 
Escaping; liberation,, freedom, salvation, 
escape, flight; avidity ; envy ; [najat shu-
dan, To escape, get to a place of safety; to 
obtain freedom ;—najat hardan, To set at 
liberty, save, rescue;] — najdh, A swift-
going camel; high ground to which the 
water does not reach; branch of a tree. 

A cV najdh (v.n. of Happening for-
tunately; being easy; being victorious 
and triumphant; success;—najdh sdkhtan, 
To gain a victory. 

A tW*' nujdkh, The sound of coughing. 
A j V nijdd, A sword-belt; (pi. of najd) 

high grounds ; carpets, mats, floor-cloths, 
| cushions, or anything similar ;—najjdd, A 



maker of cushions and beds ; one equal 
or superior to what he undertakes, who 
manages business with propriety and expe-
dition. 

A najddat (v.n. of ^r), Being bold, 
courageous, magnanimous ; fortitude, mag-
nanimity ; affliction, misfortune ; calamity ; 
terror. 

j V najdr, Bed paint for the face, rouge 
(probably from the meaning " colour " in 
the following article). 

AjW* nijdr, nujar, Root, origin; diver-
sity ; colour ;—najjar, A carpenter. 

A Sj^ nijdrat, Carpentry, the carpenter's 
craft;—nujdrat, nujdra, Wood-shavings. 

a najjdrl, Carpenter's craft, car-
pentry. 

A hft- najarlyat, najdrlya, Name of a 
sect. 

A najasat, A being dirty ; nastiness, 
dirt, 

a ^ W 5 najdshi, A title of the kings of 
Ethiopia. 

A nijaf (v.n. of «-kr), Tying a piece 
of leather under a goat's belly to prevent 
him gendering; the piece of leather itself; 
(pl. of najaf) high grounds to which water 
does not reach. 

A ftr najjdm, An astronomer, astrologer. 
A nijdmat, Consulting the stars, 

astrology. 
A najd'ib (pl. of najl6<xO>Excellent 

(she-camels) ; the chief passages (of the 
Qur'iin). 

A <h.\=r najdyat, A being liberated, escap-
ing, 

A najab, Bark or rind of, any plant, 
but especially that of the cassia of Arabia; 
—nujab (pl. of najlb), Excellent, noble 
(men). 

A "W' nujaba' (pl. of najlb), Excellent, 
noble (men); grandees; heroes. 

A l^r nujabai, nujaba, Noble, generous ; 
a hero; the flower of a nation. 

a ^ ^ najabl, (A bag) tanned with 
acacia-bark. 

A £=R nujh (v.n. of CFR), Happening for-
tunately, having one's wishes accomplished; 
being victorious and triumphant; being 
easy, expeditiously transacted; good suc-
cess, victory, triumph. 

A Jcr najd (v.n.), Overcoming, conquer-
ing ; flowing with sweat (the body) ; high 
ground ; an open or high road, especially 
to higher ground ; the higher part of Ara-
bia towards Babylon (also called najud) ; 
a carpet, cushion, pillow, couch, or such 
like furniture ; [.shaikhi najd, The devil 
(see ;]—victory, superiority;—najad 
(v.n.), Sweating with labour or anxiety; 
grief, anguish, fatigue, lassitude; sweat;— 
7tajid, najud, Bold, brave, strenuous, espe-
cially where others despond;—• ntijud (pl. 
of najd), High grounds ; (pl. of najud) 

1 lengthy, tall, and long-necked (she-asses 
and she-camels) ; elegant and intelligent 
(women); (pl. of najid) Bold, brave, 
strong. 

A SAST najdat (v.n. of ^ R ) , Being bold ; 
fortitude, boldness; magnanimity; a 
battle; affliction, misfortune; terror, 
flight; severity, 

a ^ ^ najdl, Bold, brave, strong; of or 
belonging to Najd, a native of Najd ;— 
najdl, shaikhi najdl, The devil. 

A najdiydt (pl. fem. of the pre-
ceding), Poems composed in praise of 
Najd. 

A f r najr (v.n.), Planing (wood) ; warm-
ing (water) by placing (it) upon or throw-
ing into (it) a hot stone; driving (camels) 
fas t ; nature, origin, root; dignity, esti-
mation ; colour; the territory of Mecca 
and Madlnah; — najar, That excessive 
thirst with which men are seized in Arabia 
from drinking sour milk; or cattle from 
eating a kind of wild bitter seed (which 
proves often mortal);—najir, fem. Syr na-
jirat, najira, Thirsty (camel). 

A (J>fr najrdn. The wood or socket in 
which the hinge of a door turns; thirsty ; 
name of a town in Arabia Felix, of another 
near Damascus, and of a third between 
Kufa and Wasit. 

Ay^ (v.n.), Performing (business), ful-
filling (a promise) ; being present, in rea-
diness;—najaz (v.n.) Being performed (a 
promise), being finished (a business or 
discoui'se) ; being at the end of a journey; 
perishing, being ruined ; vanishing. 

A v^r najs, najis, najas, Dirty, filthy, 
nasty, squalid ;—najas (v.n.), Being dirty, 
filthy; dirtiness, filth, dung. 

A YS^ najsh (v.n.), Rousing (game); 
raising the price of anythiug at a sale by 
praising or overbidding ; driving together 
(scattered camels) ; being swift, hastening; 
examination, investigation, extraction, 

A naj' (v.n.), Giving (to a camel) 
meal sprinkled with water to fatten it. 

A nuj'at, A feeding, foraging, or 
search for fodder. 

A najf (v.n. of Hewing out, 
smoothing, polishing (an arrow); being 
spacious;—najaf, High ground to which 
water does not reach ; a high ridge in the 
middle of a chanuel left dry by the stream ; 
a bill, hillock, tuinulas, or anything pro-
jecting above the level of the ground; 
name of a place in which is the tomb of 
'A l i ;—nu ju f , Old leathern bottles ; (pl. of 
najlf) broad-headed arrows. 

A nujfat, nujfa, A small quantity, 
a little ;—najafat , najafa, High ground to 
which water does not reach, especially long 
and steep; a bank, dam, or mound for im-
pounding water. 

najak, A kind of battle-axe. 



A J r naji (v.n.) Throwing; piercing with 
a spear, making a large wound; splitting ; 
skinning (an animal), beginning at the 
houghs; race, family, stock, progeny, son; 
—hujl (pi, of anjal), Long ; wide ; broad ; 
large-eyed; (pi. of najil) certain bitter 
plants ;—najal (v.n.), Having wide-opening 
eyelids; a great width of eye. 

A OSER naji a? (fem. of anjal), Long; (a 
stab) which makes a great wound; broad 
and spacious (area) ; large (eye). 

najm, A cloth spread out for catch-
ing the money thrown about on an occasion 
of public rejoicing;—najm, ^^ najma, 
Fruit of the tamarisk. 

A fer najm, A star, planet; the Pleiades ; 
the polar star; fortune; a prediction from 
observation of the stars ; horoscope, calcu-
lation of nativity; the star under which 
one iB supposed to be born; any plant 
without a stalk or trunk, as grass; root, 
origin ;—najmi azjiar, A beautiful star ;— 
najmi sani, Name given to an Emir of the 
king Isma'il Safawi, and transmitted to 
his descendants;—najmi sa'ir, A wander-
ing Btar, i.e. a planet (in opp. to the fixed 
staTs); also a comet. 

A IU r̂ najmat, najamat, Name of a plant 
or a grass ;—zu 'n-najmat, An ass. 

najand, Unhappy, sorrowful, mise-
rable ( = q.v.). 

A f r najw (v.n.), Communicating a 
secret to another, breathing m another's 
face; bidding anyone breathe in one's 
face to discover what he has been drink-
ing ; evacuating the body; skinning (a 
camel) ; felling (a tree), or lopping (the 
branches) ; excrement, 

y t ^ naj wan, Saffron. 
A FYR* najwat, rtajwa, High ground, a hill. 
A najud, A woman of an intelligent 

mind and elegant shape; (a wild ass) not 
conceiving; ['asim ibnu 'n-najild, Name of 
a celebrated Qur'an reader ;]—nujud (v.n. 
of Being manifest, clear; (pi. of najd) 
high countries or roads; household furni-
ture, carpets, couches, cushions, pillows, or 
floor-cloths. 

A £fr naju', Wholesome, salubrious 
(water); water mixed with flour or meal 
given to camels to fatten them ; [naju'u's-
sabi, The drink or aliment of infants, i.e. 
milk;]—nujiV (v.u. of Digesting well 
(victuals) ; agreeing (as medicine with 
men, and pasture with cattle) ; producing 
a good effect (an exhortation) ; taking the 
colour well (cloth); giving (a camel) water 
mixed with meal; going in quest of forage 
or water. 

A f.fF nujum (v.n. of ^r), Appearing, 
rising (a star) ; budding (a horn) ; coming 
up, appearing above the ground (wheat); 
(pi. of najm) stars -,—nujumu 'l-ajchz, Man-
sions of the moon, twenty-eight in number; 

—ahli nujum, An astronomer, astrologer; 
—'ilmi nujum, Astronomy, astrology. 

a nujuml, Astronomical; an astro-
nomer, an astrologer. 

A JSJT najivd (v.n.), Communicating a 
secret; breathing in anyone's face; a 
secret, any clandestine action or conver-
sation; a partner in a secret; tellers of 
secrets ;—najioa guftan, To whisper. 

A najly, in P. naji (v.n, of y^), Com-
municating a secret; a confidant, partner 
in a secret; a secret. 

A s - « = R najib, fem. najibat, najiba, 
Generous, excellent, noble, praiseworthy, 
honourable ; a hero; a volunteer; a cer-
tain class of Indian soldiers who are dis-
tinguished by a peculiar dress;—najibu 't-
tarafain, Noble on both sides (father and 
mother). 

A najih, fem. âse®* nujihat, najiba, 
Fortunate or sound (advice); just (opinion]; 
prosperous, successful (man). 

A najid, Bold, brave, strong; sad, 
vexed, in anguish. 

najlr, Starch or paste used by 
weavers, shoemakers, or bookbinders 
fruit of the tamarisk-tree. 

najirat, najira, Recompense; milk 
mixed with butter and flour ; water warmed 
with a hot stone; the roof of a house 
made of wood without any admixture of 
brick, reeds, &c.; a short plant; the frui t 
of the tamarisk-tree (see J ^ ' below). 

A fy+er najiram, Name of a quarter in 
Basrah, the birth-place of several learned 
men. 

AJJ;>=F najiz, Present, ready. 
A ij^r najis, Incurable (disease) ; dirty. 
A naji', A mixture of dry pounded 

leaves, flour, and water, which is given to 
camels; blackish blood from the interior 
part of the body ; wholesome, salubrious, 
agreeable. 

A najif, Broad-headed (arrow). 
najil, Fruit of the tamarisk-tree. 

i^U- nachds, The cork-tree, 
E nachalnik, Chief of a district. 
taW nachak, A kind of battle-axe. 
R nachalnik, =s q.v. 
r iv^-ii wAsA^ nachalnik-niehin, Seat of 

the chief of a district. 
A nahat, in P. A side, tract, 

quarter; — nukat, A large bow; (pi. oi 
nahi) inclined, tending towards; gram-
marians, (in P. also sing.) a grammarian. 

A nahariyat, nahdriya, Name of a 
sect. 

A jW nahaz, A long tract of country;— 
nuhdz, A disease in a camel's lungs;— 
nuhdz, nihdz, A root, origin, 

A ĵAc* nahas, nuhas, Sparks flying from 
iron or copper when hammering; brass, 
melted brass; fire; [ma'adini nahas (nu-
has), Copper-mines;]— nuhas, Smoke with-



out flame;—nuhas, nihds, Nature, origin; 
•—nahfrds, A worker in brass, a brasier; a 
coppersmith. 

a nihds, Bits of leather put between 
the soles of shoes, the better to exclude 
water (cf. A. below). 

a (j-*®* nahasl, Brazen, copper \—~mald-
dini nah&ed, Copper-mines, 

A nihdf (pl. of nah'tf), Thin, lean. 
A iiW nafidfat (v.n. of Being lean, 

thin and spare naturally • leanness, want 
of flesh, emaciation. 

A nuhdm, A reddish aquatic bird;— 
nahhdm. One who breathes hard, who sighs 
from the bottom of his heart; a raiser; a 
kind of red water-fowl; name of a horse. 

A jS^' nakd'ir (pl. of nahir), Slaughtered 
(camels). 

A)JW nahd'iz (pl. of nahizat), Natures. 
a s-f^' nahb (v.n.), Vowing, devoting, 

consecrating; walking, going, travelling 
(especially quick); crying, weeping aloud, 
wailing; death, fate, last breath; sleep; 
BOUI, spirit; a vow; design, aim, purpose ; 
grief, distress ; necessity ; vehemence. 

A iW*1 nahb at, Funeral laments, chants, 
dirges. 

A nuhhat (v,n. of £*), Having a hoarse 
voice. 

A naht (v.n.), Smoothing, planing, 
shaving, rasping, scraping anything to 
make it fit; sharp, clear, cold, keen frost; 
nature. 

A ft nahr (v.n.), Hurting the throat; 
slaughtering, cutting the throats of cattle ; 
standing erect with a stretched-out breast 
whilst at prayer, having the face turned 
towards the qiblah, and the right hand 
placed upon the le f t ; the throat, the 
upper part of the breast where the neck-
lace is fixed; beginning of the day, month, 
or new moon; [masjidu 'n-nahr, Name of 
a mosque at Mina;—yaumu 'n-nahr, The 
day of sacrifice, being the tenth of the 
month zu 'l-hijjah, when the pilgrims as-
semble at Mecca ;]—nihr, Industrious, in-
telligent, expert, skilful, knowing, expe-
rienced. 

A nuhard' (pl. of nahir), Slaughtered 
(camels). 

A Sjarf nahr at, The first day of the new 
moon; also the last;—sahrat-an nahrat-an, 
Before the eyes, clearly, plainly, visibly. 

A jtft nihrir, Industrious, intelligent, 
skilful, knowing, expert, experienced. 

A. ft nahz (v.n.), Shaking, striking, re-
pelling; pounding in a mortar; beating 
with the fist on the breast;—nah,iz, Cough-
ing (camel). 

Ay-s' nalis (v.n.), Oppressing; tiring, 
making miserable; a sinister aspect of the 
stars; a bad omen; misfortune ; dark and 
mysterious (affair); unlucky, bad, in-
auspicious y—nahas (v.n.), Being unlucky, 

ill-fated (a day) ;—nahis, Unlucky (day)' 
ill-fated (man) ;—nuhas, Three days after 
those called q.v., p. 512. 

A nahsan (du. of nahs), The two 
unlucky ones, namely the planets Saturn 
and Mars. 

A (j*** nuhs, Bottom of a mountain;— 
ashdbi nuhsi 'l-jabal, Those slain at the 
battle of nhud. 

A nahz (v.u.), Laying bare or strip-
ping (the flesh off a bone) ; urging, press-
ing, being importunate; flesh, especially 
when compact. 

A nuhafd' (pl. of nahif), Thin, lean, 
spare. 

A nahl (v.n.), Attributing, imputing 
(to one the verses or sayings of another) ; 
reproaching, reviling ; a free g i f t ; bees;— 
nuhl (v.n.), Presenting (a gift) ; granting 
(to a woman her marriage-gift, portion, or 
settlement), especially voluntarily; a gift, 
donative. 

A nuhldn, A present, gift, donative. 
A nahlat, nahla, One bee;—nihlat, 

nuhlat, An appointment of a marriage-
portion; a g i f t ; a lawsuit; pretension, 
claim; the religion of the Magi;—nifylat-an, 
Of one's own accord, voluntarily. 

nahla, (pl. of nahil), Lean (camels); 
—nuhld, A gift;—nahli, Keeper of bees, 
bee-master. 

A fp* nahrn (v.n.), Coughing; hemming 
and hawing ; groaning, sobbing ; growling 
(a leopard) ;—naham (for na'am), Yes. 

A nahmat, nahma, A cough, 
A nahnu, We;—nahnu nafeuna, We 

ourselves. 
A nahnahat (v.n. of Hemming, 

clearing the throat; grumbling (the belly); 
repulsing with contempt. 

A f t nahw (v.n.), Going towards (an-
other) ; seeking, aiming a t ; leaning on one 
side ; inclining over one's bow; changing, 
turning; aim, intent, design; way, path, 
t rac t ; mode, manner, sor t ; grammar, 
syntax; literal speech, according to the 
rules of grammar ; name of the father of 
a tribe;—nahw-a, As, like, about, towards, 
near. 

A jf* nuhur (pl. of nahr), Throats, 
places in which animals are slaughtered ; 
frontiers, approaches ; beginnings of days, 
months, or new moons. 

A nahus, Bad, ill, unfortunate. 
A nuhusat (v.n. of v**'), Being un-

fortunate, unlucky (the day) ; a bad pre-
sage, unhappy accident, misfortune; in-
auspiciousness; — ddruyi nuhusat, A scor-
butic medicine. 

A < f f * nahus, An ass having no colt, and 
without milk ; a she-cam el too fat to con-
ceive ;—nuhus (v.n. of y®^), Being very 
f a t ; paying (another) what is due. 



A JI**5 nuhul (v.n. of Being ema-
ciated, lean; leanness, dryness, 

a nahwl, Pertaining to grammar; 
grammatical; a grammarian, 

A nahy (v.n.), Cliurning (milk); 
putting to a distance; directing the eye 
towards;—-nihy, A leathern bottle in which 
butter is p u t ; an earthen vessel for hold-
ing milk ; a kind of soft, moist date, 

A sr^o* nahib (v.n. of s - ^ ) , Weeping ex-
cessively, crying aloud, wailing, shrieking. 

A nah.lt, fc-je** mftiiai, nahita, Na-
ture. 

A waAiA (v.n. of £•*), Bumbling (the 
belly). 

A faff nahir, (A camel) slaughtered, cut 
in the throat; the last night of the month. 

A Spjir- nahirat, nahira, The first or last 
day of the month; the last night of the 
month. 

A nahizat, Nature, disposition; way, 
mode, manner, habit, custom. 

A TR*^ nahis, Scarce, disastrous (year) ; 
unlucky (day). 

A (jV^ nahiz, Firm-fleshed, plump 
(thigh) ; emaciated, lean, fleshless; thin, 
sharp (spear-head), 

A V ' nahit (v.n. of W ) , Sobbing, cry-
ing secretly; sound, noise. 

A T-A^EC' nahif, Lean, spare, meagre, slim, 
weak, slender;—nahif Icardan, To make 
lean, attenuate. 

a LSAfifl=» nahlfi, Leanness, spareness. 
A J«=* nahil, Lean (camel) ; slender 

(waist). 
& nakh, A carpet beautiful on both 

sides, having a long pile ; a small carpet 
with a short pile; a raw thread of yam of 
any sort; a rank of soldiers and the like ; 
a little, few ; name of an evil spirit in Ma-
zandarin ; a ploughshare;—nukh, Follow-
ing one step by step, 

A nakhhh (v.n. of £>), Driving vio-
lently ; making (a camel) lie down by 
crying ikh ikh; the camels which are made 
to kneel before the officer appointed to 
collect the tithes of cattle for religious 
UBes ;—nukhkh, and— 

A nakh a khat, nakhdkha, Marrow. 
nakhdra, Pasting. 

A nakhds, A thong sewed betwixt 
two pieces of leather;—nikhds, A bit of 
wood with a hole in the middle inserted 
into an axle-hole which has become too 
wide from much wear ;—nakhkhas. A seller 
of captives, or cattle taken as plunder; an 
appraiser of cattle; a herd of horses, 
camels, &c. 

A nakhdsat, nikhdsat. The sale of 
cattle or of Blaves ;—nikhdeat, nikhdsa, A 
bit of wood hollow in the centre inserted 
into an axle-hole, which by wear had be-
come too wide. 

A nakhanukhd\ Spinal marrow. 

A nukhd'at, Phlegm, spittle, mu-
cous, snot. 

A nukhdlat, nukhdla, Grain, or any-
thing sifted; also what remains in the 
sieve, sittings; bran, 

a AJW nukhala-goy. Who talks rub-
bish. 

A -nukhdmat. Phlegm, mucus. 
A S - ^ nakhb (v.n.), Extracting, drawing, 

or tearing out; selecting, choosing; a 
copious draught, that especially which is 
drunk to the health of a friend;—nakhb, 
nakhab, nakhib, Timid, fearful, pusillani-
mous;—nulchab (pi. of nukhbat), Chosen, 
selected;—nukhub (pi. of nakhib, nikhabb, 
and nakhib), Cowards;—nikhabb, nikhibb, 
Timid, fearful ; a coward. 

A nakhbat. The buttocks ;—nukhbat, 
nukhba, A copious draught, that especially 
which is drunk to the health of a f r iend; 
chosen, selected ; better ; a good or chosen 
thing ; cowardly, dastardly. 

ya^ nakhtiz, = q.v,, for which it is 
probably misreading. 

^ nakhjad, Dross of iron ; iron; very 
hard bread made of millet; a bard stone 
with which anything is pounded or 
bruised; a tickling or scratching with the 
fingers, 

nakhch, Broom for making besoms. 
A^sfc5 nakfichaz, = q.v. above. 
J y ^ nakhchul, nakh chal, Pinching. 
JUflgjjp nakhchand, Slag or dross of iron. 

nakhchuwdn, Name of a city of 
Armenia. 

nakhchir, Hunting, the chase; prey, 
game, a wild beast; a mountain-goat; a 
hunter ; the place of hunters;—nakhchir 
afgandan (sdkhtan, kardan), To hunt, to 
throw game;—nakhchir shudan, To be 
hunted. 

nakhchir-joy, Eager for prey. 
Oj t^^ nakhchir-zan, A hunter; a brave, 

bold, strong man. 
•fa nakhchir-sdz, Who makes or 

takes a prey ; a hunter. 
^sfaf*^' nakhchir-sdzi, Capture of prey 

hunting. 
jy jtf^r^ nakhehir-soz, A consumer of 

prey. 
yXSpx^ nakhchir-gdn, ys^ nakh-

chir-gani, Name of the last note of Barbud. 
nakhchir-gdv, Name of a note in 

music. 
atf yt^A' nakhchir-gdh, Chase, hunting-

ground. 
ySnakhchir-gir, nakhkcir-

wan, ji^fc®^ nakhchir-wdl, A hunter;— 
sheri nakhchir-gir, A prey-hunting lion. 

y*^ nakhchiz, Twisted, contracted, 
shrunk; a twisting. 

nakhchil, Pinching. 
A yfc' nakhr, nakhar (v.n.), Being worn, 

putrefied, and scattered for which it 



is evidently a misreading;—nakhiry fem. 
nafc&irat, nakhira, Worn, rubbed to 

pieces;—7tu&hur (pl. of ndkkir), Hogs 
trained to hunt. 

V* na&hra, Trick, artifice, joke, waggery, 
coquetry, deceit, sham, pretence. 

y/r nukhrdz, A bellwether. 
nukhrds, A goat, kid. 

A nakhrat (v.n. of/*;), Blowing hard 
(the wind) ;—nuhfyrai, nukhra, A violent 
blast of wind ; storm; the nostril;—also 
nukharat, nufchara, Tip of the nose (of 
man, camel, horse, or dog). 

A nakhrub, A cell in a honeycomb. 
<sft naihiri. A first-born child. 
ft najchuz, First (cf. c ^ f below). 
^yfc5 nufchzar, nak&ssdn, A goat, kid. 
yift nakhuzin, The first, 
u-*' nakhs. Paleness from grief, loss of 

colour; leanness. 
A nakhs (v.n.), Pricking, pressing 

(with the finger); spurring, goading; 
mending a pulley by inserting a narrower 
ring (called a bush) into an axle-hole 
which has been worn too wide. 

na-ihast, He wounded not;—mi-
Beginning, principle; the first; at 

nuJshust-zad ( M j zada), Eldest 

_ __ —A* nukhutt-zddi. Primogeniture. 
nu&Jtustagi, First-fruits; priority. 

(JM—*^ nukhustin, nukhustin. The 
first. 

^UA nukhusiln-anddz, An extem-
pore speech. 

nakhshab, Name of a city in Tur-
kistau ;—chdhi nakhahab, A well at the foot 
of Mount Siyam near that city, whence 
the magician Muqanna' is said to have 
raised a fabulous appearance of the moon 
(see mdhi siydm and mdhi nakhshaJb, under 

p. 1145). 
a nakhshabi, Native of Nakhshab. 
A&jf nafchsha, Proof, demonstration. 
yAeA*' nakhshidan, To break the head, 

split the skull. 
A te* nakfet (v.n.), Blowing (the nose) ; 

T-nukht, The Bpinal marrow; the water 
contained in the membrane which encloses 
the foetus;—nukht. najtht, Men, mankind; 
nubhuf, Those who tilt with spears, as 
amusement or trial of prowess. 

A f f t nakh* (v.n.), Blowing the nose; 
thrusting the knife deep in order to draw 
the heart's blood; having a sincere affec-
tirn for (another), giving (him or her) 
excellent counsel; name of a tribe in Ya-
man ;—nukhit' (pl. of nakha', nukhd'), 
Spinal marrows. 

a nakh'i. Belonging to the tribe 
Nakh*; surname of several noted men. 

A nakhf (v.n.), Breathing aloud, as 

if sneezing (a she-goat); the noise made 
in blowing the nose; raising blisters (?). 

nakhkaltin, A l n a k h k a l a , A hard 
not ( s e e j j l ^ takhkaluz, &c. p. 288). 

nakhguluy, Narrow-necked (ves-
sel) ; a duck, a goose (this meaning un-
supported). 

A nakhl (v. n.), Sifting meal; separatin g 
or choosing the bes t ; filtering ; the palm-
tree (and often used for a young tree of 
any kind), a plant; (in P. also) a tree ; a 
festoon, thyrsus, rod upon which flowers, 
interspersed with paper of different co-
lours, are tied round to give it the appear-
ance of a natural branch; construed with 
the verbs bastan, parwardan, pechidan, 
nishdndan, &c.;—nakhli gurd (matam, mu-
harram) , A coffin. 

^ J ^ nakhl-drd. Adorned with palm-
trees. 

y-J-^ naMl-bun, A palm-tree. 
nakhl-band. A maker of artificial 

flowers; a gardener; one who moulds 
figures of trees or fruits in wax;—nakhl-
bandi ma'dni, Surname of the poet Khwaja 
Kir warn. 

ĵujJLfe- nakhlbandl. A plantation. 
A nakhlat, nakhla, One palm-tree ; 

name of a valley in Hijaz between Mecca 
and Tiiif ; — nakhla'i mahmud, Certain 
palm-trees in Mecca; name of a palm 
plantation ; \_zu 'n-nakhla, Jesus (as born 
under a palm-tree, according to the Qu-
r'an)]. 

a ^U-JL^ nakhlistdn, A palm-plantation. 
a Ai^' nakhla, A walking-staff of der-

vishes ; shoes. (See also above.) 
ft nakhm, nakham, A cloth supported 

by sticks, in which people catch sugar, 
sweetmeats, or money thrown amongst the 
crowd on marriage-ceremonies and other 
public festivities (cf. ^ above, which, 
however, like the present word itself, seems 
a misreading for q.v. p. 910). 

A ft? nakhm, nakham (v.n.), Blowing the 
nose, spitting ;—nakham, Fatigue, weari-
ness, lassitude. 

A nakhmat, Beauty, elegance; 
phlegm, spittle, mucus. 

ft nakji-u, Chief town in the district 
south-east of Tiflis (m.c.). 

A i f t nakhwat (v.n. of ), Boasting, 
carrying oneself haughtily; praising ; pride, 
haughtiness, consequential airs ; pomp. 

nakhwat-pesha, J^ft ^ f t nakh-
wat-farosh, nakhwat-kada, ft 
nakkwat-kash, nakhwat-kesh, 
Given to pride, proud, haughty, pompous, 
self-important. 

jy* nukhud, A vetch, pulse; — nulthudi 
qandi, Name of a fruit . 

^ft nukhud-ab, (vetch-water), A de-
coction of meat with vetches (given in 
cases of syphilis). 



yy nufchud-birez, y, Jf* nukhud-paz, 
One who roasts and sells vetches, &c. 

A ^ nakhur, (A camel) giving no milk 
unless her nostril be tickled. 

<nakhosh, A kind of wild vine. 
A tsyP nulchus (v.n. of U ^ ) , Becoming 

attenuated with age, emaciated, and shri-
velled. 

nakhu'l, A native or inhabitant of 
Nakhu (m.c.). 

I f e^ ' nakhu'i-ha, The people of Nakhu 
(m.c.). 

nakhuham (for nakhwdham), I won't. 
nakhl, — j<fc' q.v. 

A SR-Ŝ  nakhib. Timid, fearful, cowardly. 
nakhlr, Ignoble, mean, abject, base, 

worthless ; an ambush, lurking-place; a 
nursery-ground. 

A n a k h i r , A snoring, snorting; the 
noise itself. 

nakhlr-gdh, An ambuscade. 
f^fa** nakhiri, A first-born child (see 

f j f * above). 
nakhez, Defective ; coarse ; common, 

low ; an ambush; a branch stuck in the 
ground that it may take root. 

fclf^o^ nafchez-gah, An ambush, lurking-
place. 

A nakhls. A pulley whose axle-hole 
is worn too wide, and mended by inserting 
a narrower ring or bush ; the place of a 
horse round which the surcingle or belt is 
fastened. 

A J-j^ nakhll, A palm-tree; a palm-
grove ; (pi. of nakhl) palm-trees. 

A AUISH nu khay la t , nukhaila, nukhyala, 
Name of a place in Babylonian Irak where 
the caliph 'Ali was murdered by the schis-
matics ; name of a female slave liberated 
by Ayisha. 

AJ nad, Increase, abundance ; bent; good 
guidance. 

A Ji nadd, in P. also nad (v.n.), Flee-
ing, running away, scampering off; a 
perfume composed of musk, ambergris, 
and the wood of aloes; or simply of am-
bergris ; [_'udi nadd, or simply nadd, Aloes-
wood ;] — nidd, An image, idol; like, re-
sembling; an equal, peer, friend; an ene-
my, rival; scented with ambergris. 

A nad' (v.n.), Throwing (meat) into 
the fire ; putting (meat) under the ashes; 
abhorring ; making a furrow in hot ashes; 
—nidd' (v.n. of ^AJ), Calling to one, con-
voking, proclaiming; proclamation, edict; 
sound, voice, clamour; invitation ; a call 
or voice from heaven; [nidd dadan (kar-
dan), To make proclamation, proclaim, 
announce, divulge, publish; to convoke, 
invite, call together;—harfi nida, The inter-
jection of calling, the vocative;]—nuda', 
Vociferation. 

\Ji nidd, The sixth of a farsang; half a 
mile. 

a con-
(pi. of 

A nadddf, A cotton-dresser. 
a nadddjl, Business of a cotton-

dresser. 
A nidam (v.n. of Being 

fidential friend or boon companion ; 
nadim) penitents; (pi. of nadim) boon 
companions, good fellows at carousals; 
intimate friends;—nuddam (pi. of nadim) 
penitents. 

A AAAJ nadamat (v.n. of P ^ ) , Repenting J 
repentance, contrition, penitence, regret ; 
construed with the verbs uftddan, khwur-
dan, kardan, kashidan, &C. 

a naddmat-zan, Contrite, con-
science-stricken, repenting. 

A JJAAS nadamd (pi. of nadmdn), Boon 
companions ;—nudama (pi. of nadmdn), 
Penitents. 

L> U ^ sjkij na-ddnam ba-sar 
zinda-am yd ba-pd, I do not know whether 
I am living on head or foot, proverbially 
for I am utterly perplexed. 

A SjW nadawat, Moisture of ground. 
A ̂ AJ nada'id (pi. of nadldat), Equals, 

rival women. 
A nadb (v.n.), Lamenting or mourn-

ing (the dead); making a funeral-oration 
or encomium: (a man) active, expeditious 
in doing anything ; swift (horse) ; (pi. of 
nadbat) scars of wounds;—nadab (v.n.), 
Becoming covered with a scurf, scab, or 
cicatrice (a wound) ; danger; a bet, stake, 
wager; archery; name of a tribe. 

a s-*Ai nadab, A term at the game of 
nard (staking on seven rounds or throws, 
also called 'uzrd, while a higher stake up to 
seventeen is named wdmiq; see p. 
840 and t>Aj below). 

A O ĴJ nudabd' (pi. of nadb), Swift 
(horses). 

A nadbat, nadba, The scar of a 
wound;—nudbat, Plaint, lamentation; a 
funeral-oration, elegy ; name of a woman. 

A nadh (v.n.), Enlarging;—nadh, 
nudh, A spacious tract of country ; ampli-
tude, plenty, multitude;—nidh, Anything 
appearing high and seen from an emi-
nence ; burden, heaviness. 

A nudada' (pi. of nadid), Equals, 
rivals. 

A nadr (v.n. of Falling asunder ; 
remaining alone. 

A SJAS nadrat, nadra, One particle of gold 
in the mine; — nudrat, nudra, Oddness, 
singularity, rareness. 

A (J-JJ nads (v.n.), Piercing with a spear; 
nuds, nadis, nadus, Intelligent, sharp, crafty, 
cunning;—nadas (v.n.), Being intelligent, 
crafty; understanding, cunning, skill. 

A nadsh, Dividing, separating, card-
ing cotton. 

A £A» nadgh (v.n.), Poking or thrusting 
with the fingers ; piercing (with a spear 
or with words) ; acting wrong, injuring ;— 



<_JJJ ( 1894 ) 
nadgA, nidg/t, Wild marjoram; the best 
honey. 

A nadf (v.n.), Separating (cotton) 
with the string of a large bow, which is 
struck with a kind of hammer; striking (a 
lyre), playing on any musical instrument; 
(clouds) pouring down (rain) ; snowing; 
moving the feet quick (a horse, Ac.). 

A nadafdn (v.n. of Picking up 
(his feet) nimbly (a horse, Ac.). 

a 0**^ nadfi hardan, To divide 
(cotton). 

A JAI nadl (v.n.). Transporting from 
place to place;—nodal (v.n.), Being dirty 
(the hand) ;—nudul, Servants who attend 
a banquet. 

A (•>*» nadam (v.n.), Repenting; penitence, 
repentance, regret. 

A nudama* (pi. of nadim), Fami-
liars, boon-companions, royal favourites. 

A Y U J J nadmdn, fem. <£iUji nadmanat, 
nadmana, A boon companion; penitent; 
(pi. of nadim) boon companions, jolly 
fellows at a drinking-bout. 

A «A<Jwj(V.n.), Calling (a council), con-
voking ; assembling (a congregation) ; 
being present at an assembly; separating, 
being scattered; being liberal; being 
noble, excellent (camel); being pastured 
(camels) between two waterings ; a heavy 
thing, weight, burden. 

A <«R»JA» nudub (v.n. of V ^ ) , Being 
scarred (the back) ; (pi. ' of nadb) swift 
(horses) j (pi. of nadbat) scars. 

A nudubat (v.n, of Being 
scarred. 

A *>Y nadwat, A council, assembly, convo-
cation, congregation, mote,crowd;—nudwat, 
nudwa, A place where camels drink; — 
nuduwat, Moisture. 

A nadh (v.n.), Checking (camels) by 
crying to (them) ; also driving or collect-
ing (them) together. 

A ^ ^ nadd (v.n.), Being moist, humid, 
wet; moisture, rain, wetness (of ground), 
day-dew (sada denoting night-dew) ; mu-
nificence ; a gift;—nadi, fem. nadiyat, 
nadiya, Moist; [nadi 'l-haf, Liberal, gene-
rous ;]—nadiy, in P. nadi, A congregation, 
council, assembly; one who calls with a loud 
voice, who halloos ; liberal, munificent. 

A nadydn, Succulent, juicy (tree). 
A nadib, Scarred (back or wound). 
A nadid, fem, SĴ AJ nadidat, nadida, 

Like, equal; a rival. 
A CJBAI nadif, (Cotton) beaten or carded. 
A ^AI nadim, nadimat, nadima, A 

boon companion, intimate friend; privy 
counsellor, confidant; a king's favourite, 
jester, or buffoon. 

A SĴAJ nazdrat, Exhortation, dehortation, 
admonition with threat; fear, terror, dread. 

A J ^ nugzal (pi. of nazil), Mean, de-
spicable. 

A Am nazdlat (v.n. of J<i»), Being of the 
meanest rank, despicable j vileness, base-
ness. 

A fa nazr (v.n.), Vowing; devoting, pre-
senting, dedicating to God; frightening, 
alarming, warning, inspiring dread of an 
enemy; avow, promise made to God; a gift, 
anything offered or dedicated; a present or 
offering from an inferior to a superior j 
[nazr hardan, To vow; to make an offering;] 
—nazr, nuzr, nuzur, Dehortation, commina-
tion, warning, menace, advice accompanied 
with threats;—nazar (v.n.), Being aware 
of, and on one's guard;—nuzur, Terror; 
(pi. of nazr) vows, promises made to 
God; (pi. of nazir) devoted to God, 
Nazarites; prophets, preachers sent to 
alarm the wicked; bringers of news. 

A wizard' (pi. of nagir) Fear-
inspirers. 

a f»Ul jdf nazr-imam, Presents given in 
memory of the Imams Hasan and Husain. 

A nazrdna, Fees paid to govern-
ment as an acknowledgement for a grant of 
land or any public office; gifts offered or 
received when people of rank meet, or pay 
their respects to a prince; a kind of tribute. 

sVJjJ fa nazr-dargah, An endowment in 
land to places of worship among the Mu-
hammadans. 

A 43}^ nuzrd, Admonition, dehortation. 
A nazl, A low, mean, abject man. 
A nuzala (pi. of nazil), Vile, abject, 

men. 
A JJ^J nuzur (v.n. of fa), Vowing; (pi. 

of nazr) vows, promises made to God. 
A nuzul (pi. of nazl or nazil), Base, 

vile (men). 
A nuzulat (v.n. of J&), Being of the 

meanest rank, vile, and despicable. 
A nazir, A messenger of bad news ; a 

prophet or preacher (sent to terrify the 
wicked), an apostle, legate; devoted to 
God, a Nazarite; commination, dehorta-
tion, advice accompanied with a threat ; 
terrified ;—a'n-nazir, The admonisher, i.e. 
Muhammad. 

A nazirat, Anything dedicated to 
God in consequence of a vow, especially 
children (as the child Samuel or Sampson); 
the first line of an army (as devoting them-
selves), the forlorn hope. 

A nazil, A vile, abject man. 
y nar (S. nri, nara), Male, masculine; 

membrum virile; a stallion ; the middle 
branch from which others spring; a 
wave ; a hermaphrodite; rough; impu-
dent, abominable, ugly (used of beggars, 
beasts, demons, &c.) ; name of the father 
of Sam ;—nari asb, The yard of a horse ;— 
nar dadan, To give the male (to a female), 

nara, A small wall raised as a screen. 
A Ay narrad, A player at the game of 

nard. 
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•dty narak, Always, for ever. 
tjS-A&t y nar-angushti, The thumb. 
{j"**/ narjis, narjas (for P. nargis), The 

narcissus. 
J ^y narajul, A silken cloth made in 

Abyssinia. 
fcj> nirkh, narkh, Price, price-list, tariff; 

rate; tax, assize of provision, duty upon 
commodities; currency; beauty, elegance, 
grace; splendour;—nirkhi bdzdr, Market-
rate, i.e. the amount of any commodity 
given for a certain coin ; — nirkh bald 
(Jbulamd) kardan, To raise the price, &c. 
(in the case of market-rate, as explained 
above, the raising of the nirkh implies, of 
course, a cheapening of the goods, a pecu-
liarity of idiom, which requires particular 
notice) ;—nirkh bastan (kardan, guzdshtan, 
nihadan), To fix prices, &c.; to publish such 
regulation;—nirkhi jdri, The current price; 
—nirkh shikastan, To lower the price, &c. 

nirkh-bandi, Rate; price-current. 
Afcjj^ tf nirkh-ddroaha. Clerk of the 

market, who regulates the price of grain, 
&c. 

nirkh-nama, A price-current, 
^ y nirkhi, He who fixes the price-cur-

rent, an appraiser, assignor, assizer., 
nard, Chess, draughts, backgammon, 

tables, dice; trunk of a tree ; ( = A. nard) 
a kind of medical ointment;—takhti nard, 
A board for playing at nard;—muhraH 
nard, A chessman, tableman. 

jV ft nard-baz, A player at the game 
nard. 

( f t ft nardubdn, A staircase, steps, lad-
der, especially a scaling-ladder;—nardu-
bani har bam budan, To be confused;—nar-
dubdne ba-rah nihadan, To tell stories to 
beguile the tediousness of a journey. 

nardak, An enigma; dim. of »y q.v. 
t f t narda, A balustrade (m.c.). 
ajy narzad (for nay ar zad), I t is not 

worth. 
A <J*y nars, Name of a town in Baby- I 

Ionia where stuffs are made. 
«tL.y narask, A lentil, 
(j—y narsl, nursi (G. Na/xnjs), A name 

of several kings of Persia; the son of Gu-
darz, one of the Ashkaniyan kings. 

a ^ y narsi, A cloth made at Nars. 
narak, A bone found at the root of a 

tiger's tail, which, when brayed in a mor-
tar, is used for various medicinal purposes. 

•iSji narg, A ring formed by hunters for 
enclosing game. 

yVJjJ narragdn, Impudent, importunate 
mendicants, sturdy beggars. 

fty> nar-gav (gao), A bull. 
W y nar-gadd, Impudent, shameless, 

sturdy beggars ; audacious fellows ; outra-
geous. 

nargis, A narcissus (to which the 
poets frequently compare the eyes of beau- I 
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tiful women) ; also a kind of yellow flower 
—nargisi makhmur, An epithet applied to 
the eyes of a mistress (intoxicated narcis-
sus) ;—nargisi nim-kfiy>ab, The eye of a 
mistress (half asleep with languor) ;—nar-
gis u gul, The eye and ear of one's beloved, 

nargisdan, A pot in which a nar-
cissus is pu t ; a place where it grows. 

nargisa, The figure of a narcissus 
carved in ivory or bone and placed on the 
roof of a house ; the stars ; the Pleiades; 
—nargisa'i saqfi charkh, The Pleiades. 

nargisi, Belonging to a narcissus; 
a sort of cloth ; also of food. 

narga, A circle formed by hunters; a 
house, square tent; order, series, row, line, 
rank; an assembly. 

(•y narm, Soft to the touch; smooth, 
sleek ; mild, gentle, easy; silly; fine; de-
fective; the bass part of music;—norm 
raftan, To go softly, gently, pleasantly;— 
narm kardan, To soften, mitigate, soothe, 
reconcile, ps.dfy;—narm u durusht, Smooth 
and rough. 

y> nar-madagi, A bolt, kind of lock, 
y nar-mdda, Male and female; her-

maphrodite; a bolt, bar, and staple; a 
vice, screw; a hinge;—nar-mada'i dar, 
The bolt and staple of a door. 

th^T j»y narm-ahan, (soft iron) Lazy, in-
dolent, idle; weak, infirm, impotent. 

y ry narm-bur, Name of a carpenter's 
and blacksmith's tool; a flatterer, wheed-
ler. 

r y narm-biz (bez), A fine sieve. 
ft narm-pay, Name of a creature in 

India with legs thin and lithe, like leathern 
straps. 

ft narmyayan (pl. of the preced-
ing), Name of a fabulous people in India. 

ft narm-chashm, Of a gentle look. 
f- (*y narm-kho (khu), Soft-natured. 

i*y narm-khez, Producing gentle feel-
ings (?). 

narm-dast, A fine kind of stuff. 
Jo j»y narm-dil, Tender-hearted, gentle. 
^ j»y narm-rav, Gentle, tractable (horse). 
OH) narm-zaban, Smooth-tongued. 
ftZ»ji narm-sdr, Kind, meek, forbearing. 

rf narm-shdna, Weak, lazy; obe-
dient. 

ft-** r y narmshamshir, = j»y q.y. 
above. 

^uy narmaght, A swing, a see-saw. 
A <3*Y narmaq (for P. narma), Soft, 

smooth. 
o)Uy narmak (dim. of narm), Softly, 

gently;—narmak-narmak, Very softly and 
gently. 

( j jy py narm-gardcin, (soft-neck) Obe-
dient. 

ajj* ft narm-gurda, — ^^t j»y above, 
^ y j y j»y narm-gardanl, Submission, obe-

dience. 



tjfa py narm-goy, Soft-spoken. 
f narm-ligdm, Docile, tractable; 

obedient. 
a cV* («y narm-mizdj, Of a gentle dis-

position, of a yielding nature. 
f*y warm-warm, Softly, gently. 

narmud, Uyf narmuda, A swing, 
see-saw. 

yjyy narmudan, To swing ; to vacillate. 
narmura, ^yf narmula, Anything 

thick, coarse, rough, uneven, or untrimmed ; 
a walnut; a swing. 

A»y narma, Soft;—nar ma'i sari kudak, 
The soft part of the head of a new-born 
infant;—narma'i gosh, Lobe of the ear. 

narml, Softness, smoothness, sleek-
ness ; gentleness, mildness ;—narml namu-
dan, To behave meekly or tamely. 

a «narmlyat, Softness. 
\j»t+y nar-mesh, (male-sheep) A ram. 
O^y narwdn, Name of the intellect of the 

sphere of the planet Venus. 
naruk, Name of a root of which the 

tiger is very fond. 
J«y narul, An officer who takes charge of 

forfeited estates. 
ey nara, narra, Male ; penis ; trnnk of a 

t ree; a wave; wards of a key; a herma-
phrodite; a beggar; rough, rude; filthy, 
sordid; ugly, abominable; name of the 
father of Sam ;—narra'i db, A wave;—nara 
bar-awardan, To unsheath, to draw (a geld-
ing, stallion), 

y.^ sy narra-dev, An execrable demon, 
y j ty narra-gdv (gao), A bull, 
^ y narl, Penis ; virility, masculineness ; 

the masculine gender; a dressed sheep-
skin. 

narlm, vfaty nariman (S. nri-manas), 
Name of a famous hero of Persia, son of 
Qahraman, father of Sam, grandfather of 
Zal, and great-grandfather of Rustam : all 
champions in the ancient Persian histories, 
poems, and romances. 

Aoy narlna, Male, masculine; virility;— 
farzandi narlna, A male child, 

y naz (for jUi), Not of or from. 
A y nazz, Brisk, light, active (man), in-

cessantly on the move; acute, ingenious, 
witty; liberal, munificent; (an ostrich) 
running from place to place ;~nazz, nizz, 
Water springing up. 

A TY naz' (v.n.), Spreading dissensions, 
instigating men to fight; rushing upon; 
—nazd', A leap;—nazd', niza' (v.n. of yy), 
Leaping, mounting (as the male on the 
female) ;—nuzd' (v.n. of yfa, Leaping, 
making an assault; having a strong pro-
pensity, inclining towards; a disease inci-
dent to sheep, causing them to leap and 
blissom until they die ;—nazzd', Prone (to 
evil); one who assaults his boon-compa-
nions. 

ty nazd, A mound, enclosure. 

afaj> nizdr, Thin, slim, slender; lean, 
spare; flesh without f a t ; weak, distressed; 
—kilki nizdr, A slender reed or pen. 

A fay nizdr, Name of the father of an 
Arabian tr ibe; (pi. of nazr) little, few j 
insipid. 

A SYY nazdrat (v.n. of j)S), Being small, 
mean, vile ; smallness, exility ; gait. 

a (jjty nizarl, Leanness, slenderness; 
surname of a poet. 

A S)TY nazazat, March, gait. 
A £ty niza (v.n. of £y), Hastening (home-

ward or to any accustomed place) ; (v.n. 3 
ty), disputing, contending, litigating; 

dispute, contention, altercation, contro-
versy, litigation, law-suit; [qat'i nizd' kar-
dan, To decide a controversy ;]—nazzd', At-
tracting, drawing towards one another 
(kinship); — nuzzdf (pi. of nazi'), Fo-
reigners. 

A M y nazd'at (v.n. of Hastening 
(homeward or to any accustomed place) ; 
dispute, controversy, law-suit, litigation. 

A osJty nazzak, A defamer, slanderer. 
A nazakat (from P. ndzuk), Elegance, 

softness, tenderness, politeness ; construed 
with the verbs kardan, kashidan, guzashtan, 
&c.;—bi-nazdkat, Inelegant; ill-bred; ill-
dressed, slovenly, slatternly. 

A Jty nizdl (v.n. 3 of Jy) , Alighting 
from horseback, descending into the arena 
to fight (with another) ; combat, fight;— 
nuzdl, Sperm;—nuzzdl (pi. of nazil), Those 
who descend or dismount; valiant heroes, 
combatants. 

A nizalat, A journey; — nuzdlat, 
Sperma genitale quod emittur. 

A sty nizah (pi. of ndzih), Pure, chaste, 
temperate. 

A A&TY nazdhat, A^ty nazdhiyat (v.n. of 
sy), Being removed from all evil annoy-
ances ; pleasantness (of a place) ; solace, 
recreation; delectableness; spotlessness, 
purity of life. 

A nazd'i' (pi. of nazl'at), (Women) 
married into a foreign family; (horses or 
camels) brought from another country and 
pining to return, 

A Sy nazzat, nazza (fem. of nazz), Swift, 
brisk (she-camel) ',--nizzat, Desire, lust. 

ty nazaj, A city otherwise called Armani-
yah. 

A CY nazh (v.n.), Exhausting nearly (a 
well) of water; being nearly exhausted (a 
well) ; — nazah, A well emptied of the 
greatest part of the water. 

A Jy nazd (Z, nazda), Near, about, with 
(construed with the izdfah, showing it to 
be originally a noun); a side;—nazdi db 
amadan, To draw near to water;—nazdi 
man, My side, at my side, near or with 
me, in my possession; in my opinion. 

"A^y nazdlk, Near, neighbouring, hard 
by, close to; vicinity ;—nazdlk amadan, To 



come near, to approach, advance towards;— 
nazdik ast ki bi-raeand, They will soon be 
here (m.c.) ; — nazdik dwardan, To bring 
near, to apply, put together, lead towards, 
bring or present before ;—nazdik ba, Near 
to, in the neighbourhood of;—nazdik budan, 
To be near;—nazdiki tab (tap), Fit of ague 
or fever;—nazdik rasidan, To arrive, reach; 
— naadik-ash na-mi-rawad, He does not 
come near her, i.e. he does not hit it off 
with her (m.c.) ; — nazdik raftan, To go 
near;—nazdik shudan, To approach; to be 
near;—nazdik kardan, To lead towards, to 
cause to approach; — nazdik gashtan, To 
approach, to come near;—az nazdik, From 
or on account of the neighbourhood, from 
the proximity ; from near; — ba-khwud 
nazdik gardanidan, To call near oneself, 
to order one to approach ;—ba-nazdlk, Near, 
hard by, close to;—dar nazdik, Near, in 
the neighbourhood. 

y^toy nazdikan (pl. of the preceding), 
Relations, relatives. 

usX» usii^y nazdik-tak, Shallow (well or 
river). 

nazdik-ha (pl. of nazdik), Near 
(places or times) ; — dar in ndzdikhay, 
Shortly after this. 

i f t i f t nazdiki, Nearness, neighbourhood, 
vicinity, approach ; intimacy ; — dar in 
nazdiki, In these latter times, quite lately ; 
quite near. 

Wi^y nazdiki-hd (pl. of the preceding), 
Neighbourhoods;—dar in nazdiki-hd, hamin 
nazdiki-hd, In this neighbourhood, quite 
close by; a short time ago, quite lately. 

Ajy nazr (v.n.), Being importunate, im-
pertinently urgent; being quick and ex-
peditious ; being little, small, few; little, 
Bmall; moderate, low-priced, cheap;, taste-
less;—nazar (v.n.), Being little, small; 
cheap, low-priced ; mean, vile;—nuzur, A 
phantom, ghoBt, spectre ;—'an nuzur-in, 
Face to face. 

A gy naz' (v.n.), Removing, carrying off, 
pulling up, tearing out ; drawing (a bow) ; 
drawing water; resembling (a father); 
being in the agonies of death ; the agonies 
of death ; [naz'i jdn (rawdn, ruh), halatu 
*n-nazThe laBt breath ;] — naza' (v.n.), 
Being bald round the temples; baldness. 

A Jcy nuza'd' (pl. of nazi'), Foreigners. 
A fey naz'at, naz'a, A bald place round 

the temples ; a kind of herb;—naza'at, 
naza'a (pl. of nazi'), Archers drawing their 
bowB ; those who can redress themselves 
at law. 

A £Y nazgk (v.n.), Sowing dissensions; 
reproaching, taunting, stabbing (with 
bitter words). 

8A&y nazghada, nazaghada, Pain in the 
joints; a joint distorted by convulsions; 
gripes, colic (probably misreading for 
q.v., p. 295). 

A UY nazf (v.n.), Exhausting (a well) 
entirely of water; failing (as blood); be-
ing exhausted, dried up (tears) j being 
deficient (in mind), losing the senses, 
being stupefied, drunk; losing a cause, 
failing in an argument; [nazfu 'r-rahim, 
A flooding in women;]—nuzf, A failure of 
water in a well;—nazaf (v.n.), Being ex-
hausted, dried (tears) ;—nazif, Enfeebled 
by loss of blood ;—nuzaf (pl. of nuzf at), 
Small quantities of water, blood, or wine; 
—nuzzaf, (Veins) not emitting blood. 

A &y nuzf at, nuzfa, A small quantity of 
water, blood, or wine. 

A J>Y nazq (v.n.), Leaping (as a horse 
upon the mare); running fast, outstrip-
ping;—nazq, nazaq (v.n.), Being precipi-
tate, prone to anger, rash; levity, vola-
tility ;—naziq, Light, flighty, rash. 

A O»Jy nazk (v.n.), Piercing with a jave-
lin ; taunting, accusing falsely, reviling 
unjustly, defaming; — nizk, The hip or 
haunch-bone;—nazk, nizk, The male Lybian 
lizard ;—nuzak, A defamer, slanderer. 

nazag, A lentil. 
A J y nuzl, Anything provided for the 

entertainment of strangers ; hospitality ; a 
g i f t ;—naza l (v.n.), Being plentiful (an 
entertainment); being troubled with a 
catarrh ; rain ; abundance, gain, profit;— 
nazil, A hard soil, through which rain 
does not subside; (a place) where one 
often descends or goes ;—nuzul, Anything 
provided for a guest; increase, enlarge-
ment of food or bread when dressed; 
abundance, plenty, richness of agricultural 
produce; a g i f t ; a mansion, hospitable 
dwelling; a company of visitors; (pl. of 
nazil) strangers, foreigners; construed 
with the verbs burdan, parddk&tan, kashi-
dan, nihadan, &c.;—mahalli nuzul, An inn. 

A ijullly nazalat, Catarrhs, rheums. 
A nazlat, One descent;—nazlat, nuz-

lat, in P. also nazla, Descent or defluxion 
of humours, rheum, catarrh. 

f*y nazm, nizm, A mist, a fog, a vapour ; 
construed with uftddan, baridan, &c. 

A py nazm, A severe bite. 
a^yy nazmudan, To skim (doubtful). 
A jy nazw, nuzuw, y^y naza wan (v.n. of 

yj>), Leaping upon, assaulting; violence, 
vehemence, power. 

A oy nazuh., (A well) having little water, 
or one whose water has been exhausted; 
distant;—nuzuh (v.n. of ty), Exhausting 
nearly (a well) ; being far distant (home). 

A JJy nazur, Not prolific (woman), having 
little milk; (a camel) which conceives with 
difficulty, or will hardly take the male ; 
also one which has an affection for a strange 
colt, her own being dead;—nuzur (v.n.), 
Being little, small, and mean. 

A S^y nuzurat, A being, small, mean, 
vile. 



nmu\ Shallow (well), the water of 
which m a j be reached (by the hand) ;— 
nuzu* (v.n. of Coming to an end, re-
tiring, desisting (from anything); resem-
bling one's parents; drawing (a bow or 
bucket). 

A nazuf, (A well) whose water may 
be drawn by the hand. 

A J^Y nuzuq (v.n. of JY), Leaping on, 
mounting; running fast, outstripping. 

A J jy nuzul (v.n. of Jy) , Descending; 
alighting, sojourning (as a stranger) ; in-
habiting, encamping; happening, befalling 
(as misfortunes to mankind) ; going down, 
falling, perishing; arriving at Mina neaT 
Mecca, where sacrifices are offered up ; a 
descent, alighting; a cataract in the eye ;— 
nuziili ah, A swelling of the testicle;— 
darajdti nuzul, Degrees of descent (in con-
sanguinity). 

a J ; y nuzul-gdh, Place for alighting ; 
station; inn,caravansera; dwelling, abode. 

A fy nazji (v.n.), Restraining (oneself 
from anything improper); pleasant (place) ; 
spotleBsness, purity of life;—naz ft, nizfi, 
Pure, chaste, temperate; high-minded; 
— nazih, Par-distant (place); agreeable, 
pleasant, 

ty na«~h, The roof of a house; timber 
UBed for covering a bouse, shingle; a chink 
through which air may pass ; the oozing of 
water through a bank. 

A «»^>Y nuzahd' (pi. of nazih), Pure, 
chaste. 

A nuzfiat, Pleasure, delight, joy, 
chf .srfulness; pleasantness (of a place) ; 
ornament; purity, goodness. 

a ct-Ay nuzfiat-afza, Increasing de-
light. 

a wî s>y nuzjiat-pazlr, Recreated, 
pleased; adorned. 

a AAS ut*6Y nuzjiat-ltada, nuzjiai-
gdh, A pleasant place. 

a «j>J naziy, nazl, Prone (to evil) ; one 
who assaults his boon-companions. 

nazij, A horse of parade or state led 
before a great man. 

nazldan, To draw out, extract. 
A YY nazir, Small, moderate. 
A «Y naziz, Running or passing with 

rapidity ; also crying (a deer) ; rattling at 
rutting-time (a goat); vibrating (as a 
bow-string when shooting); full of desire, 
luBtful; brisk, active; light, volatile, 
movable; joyous, jovial; addicted (to 
evil). 

A £>Y nazl1, Shallow (well) ; foreign ; far 
dis tant ; a foreigner, stranger. 

A Wj nazi'at, nazl'a, A fine (woman) 
carried to he married amongst strangers 
(to improve the breed). 

A <-4>y nazl/, Debilitated by loss of blood ; 
inebriated, s tupid; parched with th i rs t ; 
feverish. 

A nazlq, Swift-paced, going rapidly. 
A J>y nazil, A stranger, foreigner; a 

visitor, guest; perfect; plentiful or mag-
nificent (entertainment). 

nazim, nizim, Cloud ; mist;—nizim, 
A deluge. 

A A>Y nazih, Far-distant (place) ; free 
from everything objectionable ; pure. 

A <^Y nazihat, nazlha, A country distant 
from marshes, fens, or foul air. 

y nazh, Who draws out, extracts; the 
wards of a key. 

nizhdd, Family, origin, root, or prin-
ciple; seed, descent, extraction; noble, 
born of a distinguished race;—asbi tazi-
nizhad, An Arab horse;—bad-nizhad, Ig-
noble, base-born ;—pdh-nizhdd, Of a good 
family, nobly born. 

sAy nizhdda, nazhada, Family, origin, 
root, principle; radical, original, generous, 
noble. 

nizhd, A great man; a master, pre-
ceptor ; sad, glum, 

yty nazhghar, Noise, shout, exclamation. 
f*y nizhm, nuzhm, Cloud ; fog, mist; a 

low-hanging vapour obscuring the surface 
of the ground ; darkness; noise, shouting, 
clapping of hands ; vexation, sadness, an-
guish ; inudation, deluge. 

nizhmand, Venerable; anxious, af-
flicted. 

<$Jy>*y> nazhmudan, To scum, to clarify. 
Aiy nizkand, nazhand, Formidable, ter-

rible, tremendous; venerable, revered; as-
tonished, stupid; altered, changed (by 
grief or age), sad, cast down; angry; a 
considerable merchant; a learned pre-
ceptor ; an old man of authority and ex-
perience, one that may be trusted; fa i thful ; 
turbid, muddy, obscure; ugly, lean, thin, 
withered; timid, weak, infirm; bearing 
or unable to repel an injury; an unjust 
person, wicked man, sinner; one who in-
jures cr oppresses ; abhorred, abominable ; 
low (ground); (in astronomy) the lower 
apsis in an eccentric orbit (opp. to q.v., 
p . 1 1 8 ) . 

^AJy nizhandi, Sadness, gloom, melan-
choly ;—nizhandi Icardan, To mourn, to be 
melancholy, 

nazhnak, A gin, trap, snare, 
sy nazhah, A very slender branch of a 

tree; a hunter's arrow; a thin plate of 
gold or silver cut in the form of the leaves 
of flowers, and occasionally sprinkled upon 
the heads of bridegrooms; name of a fixed 
star; wood with which the roofs of houses 
are covered ; — nizhah, Timid, troubled, 
vexed ; venerable, revered, awful. 

(jA>y nazhidan, To draw forth, extract, 
pull out, 

f*ty nizhim, Vapour, mist, darkness. 
u-J na», A shade, arbour, bower; a 

house; (for A. nam') a vein, a sinew;— 



nut, The oircumference or environs of the 
toouth; intellect, judgment, understand-
ing ; the beard; vulva; a slippery place. 

A ( 1 U 1 8 8 (v.n.), Driving, checking, or 
crying to (camels); being dishevelled 
(hair) ; being dry ; dryness ;—nas (v.n. 
of Throwing the month Muharram 
on into Safa r ; delaying, protracting, 
giving time; giving credit (for anything 
sold); selling on credit j generous wine 
promoting cheerfulness;—rats', nis\ nus\ 
A woman who fancies herself to be with 
child, or whose pregnancy appears;—wis', 
One who mixes or converses with ;—nis'u 
nisa'in, An entertainer of ladies, one fond 
of their society, a ladies' man. 

nasd, A place to which the sun's 
ray's never penetrate; dead ;—nisd, The 
flesh and bones of any dead animal; name 
of two cities in Khurasan. 

A T-J 77 aaa, A nerve or tendon extending 
from the hip to the heel; also a disease 
affecting i t ; sciatica;—nasd' (v.n. of EL~J), 
Granting a delay for the payment of a 
debt ; length (of life) ;—nisd\ Woman, 
the female sex ; a lady. 

A ni8db, Connection, relation;— 
nassab, Skilful in genealogies. 

A na88dbat, nassaba, Skilful in 
genealogies ; an able genealogist; a regis-
trar of pedigrees. 

A nus'at, Delay, a putting off the 
payment of debt. 

A na88dj, A weaver; a maker of 
coats of mail with iron rings ; a composer, 
inventor; a liar. 

A nisdjat, nisdja, The weaving art. 
fts nasar, A place impervious to the 

sun's rayB; an arbour, canopy, bower, 
shade, shadow. 

A nasd tir at, nasd tir a, NeBtorians. 
A JVMJ nisdq (v.n. 3 of J M ) , Arrange-

ment ; series, order. 
A —I nussdk (pl. of nasik), Religious, 

devout (men). 
A nasdkat (v,n, of Being 

religiouB, devoted to God; piety, morality, 
virtue. 

A Jt~> nusdl, Feathers or hairs falling 
from birds and animals; gossamer, down 
flying off from withered plants. 

A wL-i nusdlat, nusdla, Hairs or feathers 
falling from animals or birds when moult-
ing. 

A * nisdm (pl. of nasim), Gentle 
breezes, 

A nasdnis, A satyr; an ourang-
outang; she-marmosets, female chimpan-
zees. 

A SjV-J nisdwat (v.n. of Forgetting. 
A gfl—> nasd'ij (pl. of nasijat), Webs, 

wefts. 
A naed'ik (pl. of nasikat), Sacri-

fices. 

A ^ U J naed'im (pl. of nasim), Breezes, 
gales. 

A nasab (v.n.), Mentioning the 
lineage of anyone ; denominating him by 
his family-name; deriving (one thing 
from another); praising (a mistress) in 
verse; genealogy (especially in the pater-
nal line); lineage, race, stock, family, 
house ; a patronymic or family-name;— 
nasab u hasab, Genealogy and acquire-
ments ;—zu nasab, Related, a relation, one 
of the family ;—majhulu 'n-nasab, Of un-
known family. 

a yJu v*—* nasab-pazir, A pretender, 
claimant. 

a s-w-J nasab-paziri, Pretendership. 
A j nisbat (v.n. of s—>), Mentioning 

the lineage (of anyone); referring (to 
anyone), deriving one thing from another; 
relation, respect, regard, attribute, refer-
ence ; affinity, connection; a logarithm ; 
construed with the verbs budan, durust 
kardan, dddan, ddshtan, &c., and the pre-
positions az, bd, and ba; [nisbat ba-dn 
digardn, With regard to, or in comparison 
with, those other people (m.c.);—nisbat 
ba-md, As far as we are concerned (m.c.) ; 
—nisbati jaibija, Logarithmus of a sinus ; 
—nisbati zilliya, Logarithmus of a tan-
gent;—nisbat kardan, To ascribe, impute, 
refer to; — bd-nisbat, ba-nisbat, With re-
ference to, in respect of; — kaserd ba 
durogfe nisbat kardan, To accuse or charge 
a person with a lie;]—nasabat, Proportion. 

A ' I F — I nisbat-an, Relatively, in respect 
of, in regard to. 

a y**^ nisbati, Related, having refe-
rence to; related by marriage, connected; 
a wife's brother. 

nasab-nama, Pedigree, descent; 
a genealogical tree. 

j*—> nasbu, A slippery place; plain, 
smooth. 

IM^-J nasbut, Judgment, discrimina-
tion ; the faculty of judging between good 
and bad. 

A«—i nisba, A courae of bricks in a wall 
(see J below). 

a nasbi, fem. J nasbiyat, nasbiya, 
Related to, of the blood of, of the same 
race. 

> nasbil, = JsyAi q.v. below. 
jV- i naspar, Place where grapes are 

pressed. 
naspas (contraction of q.v.), 

Ungrateful. 
nispuh, A layer or course of bricks 

or clods in a wall. 
nastar, Name of the horse-keeper 

of the Qaisar of Rum. 
nistak, A twist of the guts, gripes. 

yuJ nastar, A narcissus; the dog-rose ; 
name of a monk of Persia cotemporary 
with Noshirwan. 



ntwitmZan, A narcissus. 
l nastaran, A narcissus; the dog-

rose ; the white rose of India ; a flower-
garden ; clover ; a kind of cloth, 

nastarun, A narcissus ; dog-rose. 
A ( J E U X W I nasta'llq (from naskh and 

ia'llq), A kind of Persian writing (or cha-
racters) ;—nasta'llq barf zadan, To speak 
with emphasis, to write correctly and in 
accordance with the best models, 

<3<fa (jM*s~J nasta'liq-goy, An emphatic 
and correct speaker. 

» nistak, Very fine spun cotton. 
fafa nistam, A place of sitting down or 

abiding; a nest. 
JJX-J nastur, A proper name (Nestorius ?). 

nastuh (for nd-sutuh), Brave, war-
like ; contentious, quarrelsome, pugna-
cious ; rude, harsh, rough, morose, 
churlish; name of a champion of Iran. 

nastahan, The brother of Piran 
Wisa. 

A nasj (v.n, of Weaving 
(cloth) ; lying, giving a false colouring; 
marking (as the wind does sand or water) 
with long furrows or waves (when blowing 
lengthwise and crosswise); composing, 
making verses ; texture ; [nasju H-ankabut, 
A cobweb ;—nasji maqal, Artistic or refined 
composition ;]—nusuj, Carpets on which 
people kneel at prayer. 

A J naskh (v.n.), Transcribing (a 
book), copying; cancelling; obliterating, 
defacing, abrogating (a law), repealing 
(one by another), annulling, rejecting, 
breaking, confuting; transforming into 
an ug]y shape; transmigration of the soul 
of a man into another man's body ; the 
modern Arabic character; [nashhu l-aya 
bi 'l-dya, Abrogation of one verse of the 
Qur'an by another;]—nusakh (pi, of nus-
kfiai). Examples, copies, &c.; '—ndsikhi 
nueakhi tawarikhi salaf, The writers of the 
exemplars or annals of ancient times, i.e. 
ancient historians, 

A nuskhai, nusjcha, Exemplar, pro-
totype, archetype, a copy or model whence 
anything is taken ; a manu script-copy; a 
physician's recipe; a prescription of ingre-
dients for any composition; an inventory ; 
an amulet;—nuskha burdan (bar-ddshtan, 
bar-girifian, kardan, niwishtan) az, To 
transcribe. 

a * nuskhajdt (pi. of nuskhai), 
Books. 

a <y iat—i nuskha-nawisi, Becipe-
riting. 
^ j i - ) naskhl, The Arabic mode of writing. 
A fa nasr (v.n,), Tearing (flesh) with 

the beak (a hawk) ; shaving, erasing, flay-
ing, denuding; a vulture ; an eagle; name 
of an Arabian idol;—nasri td'ir, The con-
stellation called the Eagle;—nasri tvaqi', 

The falling vulture, i.e. the Lyre (another 
constellation). 

nasar, Shade, shadow; the shadow 
of a mountain; also of a high cap; a hut 
or wooden shed on the top of a mountain; 
a shady place ; a place impervious to the 
sun's rays ;—nisar, A canopy. 

nasrud, nasurd, nusurd, A hunter. 
* nasram, Name of an idol, of a fe-

male figure, in a temple at Bamean. 
a nasri, Aquiline. 
a y^r-J nasrain (obi. du. of nasr used 

as nom.), The constellations of the Eagle 
and the Lyre. 

* nasrln, A wild rose; name of an 
island where amber is found. 

tfifa nasrln-nosh, Name of the king 
of Sclavonia, married to Bahram Gur. 

Aj^U-j nustur, Nestorius, who appeared 
in the time of the caliph Mamiin. 

a nasturi, Nestorian; a Christian. 
A h)fa~*s nasturlyat, nas^uriya, Nestorian 

sect. 
A nis1, nie'at, nis'a, A strap with 

which a camel's pack-saddle is tied. 
A nasgh (v.n.), Striking (with rod 

or lash) ; pricking with a needle, and rub-
bing the punctures over with indigo, <fec., 
tattooing; anything similar which makes 
an indelible impression; stabbing (with 
reproaches). 

A nasf (v.n.), Pulling down (an 
edifice) to the foundation; tearing up 
grass by the roots ; winnowing (corn) ;— 
nasaf, Name of a city also called Nakhashb 
(see ;—nisaf, nusuf (pi. of nasifat), 
Blackish pumice-stones used for cleaning 
the feet. 

A &UJ nasfat, nasfa, A kind of black 
pumice-stone used for cleaning the feet. 

a nasafl, Native of Nasaf. 
A nasq (v.n.), Putt ing in order, 

making (a speech) coherent, connecting it 
judiciously ; threading (pearls) ;—-nasaq, 
Order, method, series ; arrangement, ma-
nagement ; style, mode of writing, manner, 
habit ; well-connected (oration) ; conform-
able ; the constellation Orion; construed 
with the verbs bastan, dadan, sdkhtan, 
giriftan, gumdehtan, &c.; — nasaq shudan, 
To be fixed, established, d e c i d e d n a s a q 
kardan, To punish by cutting off the nose or 
ears, or otherwise mutilating the criminal; 
—hurufu 'n-nasaq, Conjunctive particles. 

A nasaq-an, In rows or ranks (as 
men or trees). 

a nasaq-band, Who orders, ar-
ranges, lays down foundations. 

a t c^-J—3 nasaqchl, The imperial body-
guard. 

nask, A lentil; name of a triangu-
lar thorny p lan t ;—nusk (Z. naska), A 
section or part of the Zand (of which there 
are twenty-one). 



A taLwi nask (y.n.), Cleaning (a garment), 
washing with water;—nusk, nash (v.n.), 
Being religious, devout; virtuous, dedica-
ting, or sacrificing to God ; divine wor-
ship, adoration, piety; everything due to 
God;—nusk, nusuk, A victim, sacrifice; — 
nasale, A frequented place ; — nusak, A 
kind of b i r d ; — n u s u k , The blood of a 
victim ; (pl. of nasikat), sacrifices, victims ; 
the fundamentals of divine worship. 

VX-J naska, The earth, ground. 
nask-ba, Lentil-broth. 

A naskat (v.n. of tat-J), Being re-
ligious, devoted to the worship of God. 

oft-* naskanj, A tickling, pinching. 
A nasi (v.n.), (An animal) begetting 

or bringing forth (many young); moult-
ing ; casting (the coat); running fas t ; 
slipping from off the shoulders (a cloak); 
offspring, progeny, lineage, pedigree ; rela-
tionship ; stock, race, breed, caste, family; 
[nasli adham, Wine made from black 
grapes;]—nasal (v.n.), Making baste, run-
ning fas t ; milk flowing spontaneously. 

A tpUi nasaldn (v.n. of J—1), Making 
haste (in running); slipping off the shoul-
ders (a cloak). 

a nasli, Of family. 
A nasam (v.n.), Blowing gently 

(wind), breathing (as odours) ; respira-
tion ; a gentle breeze; (pl. of nasamat), 
Souls, spirits; men. 

A YU-J nasamdn (v.n. of *), Blowing 
gently (wind), breathing (perfume). 

A nasamat (pl. of the following), 
Living beings, the human race, mankind, 

A nasamat, Breathing, respiration ; 
an asthma ; a man ; a purchased slave. 

nasmil, Congruous, agreeing, suit-
ing ; one who fixes his residence any-
where. 

A nasnds, nisnds, A monstrous 
race of men or demons who have only one 
leg and one arm, and move by leaping ; a 
kind of ape, a marmoset, an ourang-ou-
tang; satyr, faun. 

nasu, nisu, Slippery, smooth, bright 
(mirror, sword) ;—nasu kardan, To polish, 
smooth, brighten. 

A niswd.n, Women, ladies. 
a y f t niswdni, Feminine, womanly. 
ftyi nasubdr, (in Zand and Pazand) 

Fasting. 
A * naswat (v.n. of yi>), Forgetting; 

neglect or abandonment (of work);—nis-
wat, nuswat, Women. 

t f t nasud, Soft, smooth, slippery (see 
above). 

^ f t nasudi, The agricultural class, or 
the third of the four orders, into which 
Jamshed, king of Persia in ancient times, 
divided his subjects. 

A n u s u r (pl. of nasr), Eagles; vul-
tures. 

A nusus, Dryness, 
A t f t nusu' (v.n.), Being shrunk (the 

gums, so that the roots of the teeth be-
come visible); being loose (the teeth); 
having such teeth. 

A nasuf, (A camel) tearing up grass 
by the roots; (a horse) moving the feet 
near the ground when running;—nusuf 
(v.n. of i), Biting; mark of a bite. 

A Jj—J nusul (v.n. of Changing 
(the feathers), moulting; shedding his 
coat (a horse); dropping off; falling, 
slipping off (garments). 

A a f t nisun, Women, the female sex. 
a niswi, Womanly, feminine, fe-

malo. 
a nasahd, Veiny. 

nasftdnitan, (in Zand and Pa-
sand), To cook. 

A * nasy (v.n.), Hurting the nerve of 
the thigh called nasa'; striking upon the 
vein nasa';—nisy (v.n.), Forgetting; neg-
lecting, omitting ;—nisy, nasy, A thing 
forgotten or unworthy to be remembered; 
—nasa' (v.n.), Suffering in the nerve nasa', 
being troubled with sciatica ;—nasi, Trou-
bled with sciatica;—nasi', An embolism of 
a month, or rather the throwing on of one, 
as muharram into safar ;—nasiy, nasi, One 
who is not numbered with others, as de-
spised or unworthy ; forgetful; intercalary 
days of a lunar year. 

A nasyd', (A woman) pained in the 
nerve nasa,', troubled with sciatica. 

A ' nasy an, Forgetful;—nisy an (v.n. 
of ,j-J), Forgetting; leaving, abandoning; 
forgetfulness ; oblivion ; lethargy. 

(jW-^ nisydn, Opposition, contradiction. 
a (jj^s—i nisy dni, Forgetfulness. 
A s n a s i b (v.n. of s — C e l e b r a t i n g 

(a mistress) in verse ; conformable, corre-
sponding ; related to another; high in rank 
or birth; erotic, amatory poetry. 

a y>—1 nasibi, Author of an erotic poem ; 
fond of women. 

A } nus'at, nis'at. Purchase or sale on 
credit;—nusaiyat, nusaiya (dim. of nis-
wat), Little women. 

A * nasij, Woven; incomparable, sole, 
unique; a weaver. 

A nasijat, nasija, A web, anything 
woven; across (as one wind to another). 

a naslch, A kind of silken stuff em-
broidered with gold; weak in mind, fool-
ish ; pleased with oneself. 

> nasikh, Stupid, foolish, ignorant. 
yjka-J nasldan, To put, place, leave. 

nasiram, A place where the sun 
shines not; a window; a sky-light. 

A naslgh. Perspiration, sweat. 
A nasif, A secret, anything spoken 

in a whisper ; the mark of a bite of an ass ; 
the mark of a kick in the side;—also 
nasifat, nasifa, A kind of blackish pumice-
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feet are rubbed ; stone witb which the 

black burn t stones. 
A IJ-FR—J nasiq, Joined in order. 
A nasik, Gold and silver. 
A nasikat, nasika, A sacrifice, vic-

t im ; an ingot of gold or silver. 
A nasil, Melted honey separated 

from the wax; feathers or hairs fall ing 
from animals. 

A nasilat, nasila, Offspring; a wick ; 
honey. 

^ ncmla, wmila, A string or troop of 
horses (cf. A s l i p. 929). 

A nasim (v.n. of Breathing 
gently (wind, odours) ; gentle breeze, 
zephyr, f ragrant air, spicy gale; brea th ; 
perspirat ion; construed with the verbs 
dmadan, pechidan, jastan, jahidan, damidan, 
ruftan, gusistan, warzidan, &c,; — nasimi 
saJiar, Morning-breeze ;—nasimi 'ambar-
shamim, A gale sweet as ambergris. 

I***—* na8iman, (in Zand) Prayer, wor-
ship. 

a nasty a, naeiya, Delay, adjourn-
ment, respite, credit;—ba-nasiya kharidan. 
To buy on credit (see i above). 

A —i nasi', Delayed, deferred ; delay ; 
a Belling on credi t ; intercalary day of a 
lunar yea r ; a month which the Pagan 
Arabians kept holy instead of another, as 
safar for muharram, in order tha t three 
months, dur ing which they were prohibited 
from fighting, might not follow one an-
other. 

A nasi'at, Delay, respite ; credit, 
t r* nash, nush, Shade, a shady place; 

the shadow of a lofty cap ; alike, resem-
bling, equal ; phlebotomy; a wild pine-
tree. 

A nashsh, A weight of twenty dir-
hams, or drachmas. 

A BSI nasha' (pi. of ndshi'), Youths ; 
young women ; (pi. of nashdt) voungtrees; 
(for nashastaj) starch;—nasha' (v.n.) Grow-
ing, increasing; growing up (amongst) ; 
creat ing; starch ; an agreeable smell. 

A S - 1 ^ naehshab, An arrow-maker;—-
nushshdb (pi. of nushshdbat), Arrows. 

A J nashshdbat, nashshaba, Archers ;— 
nushshdbat, An arrow (especially a Persian 
arrow, made of wood, the Arabian reed-
arrow being called sahm). 

nishabur, J^LSJ nishapur, One of the 
capitals of Khurasan (see below) ; name 
of a note in music. 

A SUi nash'at, nashd'at (v.n. of 
Growing; appearing, being produced; 
crea t ing; anything produced, growing; 
creature ;—nashdt, A young tree. 

A wulU nashdt, A creature; anything 
produced or growing; appearing, growing. 

a ^UJ nashatain (obi. du. used as 
nom.), This world and the next. 

AJ nishakhtan, To fix in the g round ; 

to establish, strengthen, appoint, specify; 
—andar-nishakMan, dar-nishakhtan, To fix. 
in the ground. 

a JJA U j nasha-khymr, A person who 
takes intoxicating drugs, a drunkard. 

yj^&XAi nishakhidan, — q.y. above. 
A oUJ nishdd (v.n. 8 of AAI), Praying, 

•beseeching, conjuring. 
A j o U j nushddir, nishadir, Sal-ammo-

niac. 
A <ilti nishdd-arsdm, The name of 

the solar globe. 
A FYLAJ nushdrat, Sawdust ; rot ten wood 

fall ing to powder. 
g ^ U j nishdridan, To scatter, bestow 

gifts. 
AjbiJ nishaz (pi, of nashz), High places. 
A G I - L S J nishdstaj (from P . 

Starch. 
^jjuliJ nishastan, To cause to sit, place, 

seat. 
nishasta, S tarch; placed, seated. 

A (JOTU naehds, Persons of the same age ; 
a crowd of young gir ls ; equal herds (of 
horses or camels) ;—nishas, nashds, A high, 
towering cloud; a ful l leathern bottle. 

A TL&I nashdt (v.n. of ^ J ) , Being brisk, 
lively, sprightly; cheerfulness, gladness, 
glee, joy, exultation, t r iumph, briskness, 
pleasure ; construed with the verbs dadan, 
ddshtan, rekhtan. kardan, giriftan, ydftan;— 
nishdt (pi. of nashit), Brisk, cheerful, 
lively. 

a klii nashat-parast, aa* nashdt-
mand, Cheerful, glad, given up to pleasure 
or merriment. 

a (jjttAJ naehati, Cheerful, brisk, lively, 
saucy. 

( j l i i nishdf, Dryness in the mouth f rom 
extreme hunger ; folly, thoughtlessness. 

A nishdf (pi. of nashfat), Black 
pumice-stones for rubbing the feet;—nash-
shdf, One who dips bread into the pot, and 
eats it slily by himself ;—kdghizi nashshaf, 
Blotting-paper. 

A &WJ nushafat, Fro th of new milk; 
bilge-water; — nashshaf at, nashshaf a, A 
napkin. 

i l u nashdk, (in Zand and Pazand) 
Sugar. 

ylAi nishan, A sign, signal, mark, cha-
racter, seal, stamp, impression, annotation, 
index; a butt , target (for archers) ; a 
t ra i l ; an ensign, flag, banner, standard, 
colours; family-arms, armorial bearings; 
the letter of a prince ; a goal, term, boun-
dary ; a cicatrice, scar; part , portion, share ; 
chance, l o t ; (in comp.) fixing, planting, 
establishing, allaying, impressing; con-
strued with the verbs uftddan, anddkhtan, 
bar-afshdndan, bar-dashtan, dtdan, zadan, 
auturdan, kashidan, guftan, Ac.;—nishdni 
agdas, The most sacred order (of Persia) ; 
—niehdni igal nuwdr, The (Prussian) order 
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of the Black Eagle (aigle noir) ;—nishdni 
pahlawdni, An order of knighthood (m.c.) ; 
—nishdni timsal, The order of the (Shah's) 
Portrait (m.c.) ;—nishdn dadan, To indi-
cate, point out; to show (like the English 
verb used transitively and intransitively) ; 
to become apparent; to resemble;—nishdni 
dukkan, Sign-board of a shop;—nishdni 
zhartir, The order of the Garter (m.c. from 
Fr. jarretiere) ;—nishdni sant andra, (Rus-
sian) Order of St. Andrew (m.c.) ; — ni-
shdni sher u Jchwurshed, The order of the 
Lion and Svsn;—nishdni lazhiyun dunor, 
Order of the Legion d'honneur (m.c.) ;— 
nishdn hardan, To impress, make a mark, 
sign, or signal; to sign a letter; to make 
an annotation ; to resemble; — nishdni 
majidiya, (Turkish) order founded by 
Sultan 'Abdu T-Majid ; — nishdni mardi, 
The penis;—nishdn nihadan, To betroth, 
affiance, or marry a woman by giving her 
a ring ;—khdtir-nishdn, A memorial, re-
membrance. 

jtay ylts nishan-barddr, A standard-
bearer. 

> ^ r L u nishdnji, The tracer of the royal 
sign manual; keeper of the seals ( = ŷtL 
LT* tughrd-hash, or \ft> tugferd-nawis, 
which should be added p. 815. See Ad-
denda). 

ft yUJ nishdn-dar, A standard-bearer, 
ensign, cornet; marked, signed; possessing 
armorial bearings. 

^jfjjLii nishdndagi, Insertion, plantation. 
(jjjjUj nishdndan, To mark, delineate, 

place one thing upon another, in order to 
make an impression or ornament; to fix 
in the ground (a stone or stake) by way of 
signal; to insert; to plant (a tree); to shake 
(garments), to follow one, to attend, to dog; to 
quench {a fire) with water, to extinguish; to 
wipe, clean; to sit,or cause to sit; to prescribe 
business, to constitute, appoint; to put in 
order, place; to take aim ; to put aside, 
to imprison;—dil nishdndan, To Bet one's 
heart upon, to be obstinate in a matter. 

sjJlii nishdnda, Planted ; — nishanda'i 
dasti, Planted with (his) own hand. 

(j^A-JlAi nishanistan, To place, seat, make 
sit. 

fiV&Lii nishdn-gdh, A butt, target ; a 
goal. 

nishdngar, One who makes a mark; 
a pair of compasses ; keeper of the seals. 

AiUi nishana, A butt for archers; a 
mark, sign, impression. 

jtdit nishana-andaz, Hitting the 
mark, unerring ; a marksman. 

JJJLAJ nishdni, A mark, sign, token; 
signature ; a token of remembrance ; con-
strued with the verbs dadan, zadan, kar-
dan, «fec. 

(jjAjJLu nishanidan, To mark, impress; 
to quench thirst. 

yftJ nishdwar, Name of a river in Persia. 
jkjlAi nashayad, I t does not sui t ; it is 

disagreeable, improper, or inconvenient, 
a ^ W nashd'i, A maker or vendor of 

starch. 
A S n a s h b (v.n.), Sticking to, being 

necessary ;—nashab (v.n.), Adhering tena-
ciously, being fixed firmly; wealth in 
slaves, cattle, land, live or dead stock; a 
tree of which bows are made. 

fytJUi nishbara, Part of the food which 
cattle keep in their mouths to ruminate; a 
shade. 

nashbil, Laying one's hands on a 
thing ; suspending ; sewing or joining two 
things together. 

J ^ l i i nashpil, nishpil, A ne t ; a fishing-
hook ; a hook for hanging anything up ; a 
hooked pole for pulling down the boughs 
of fruit-trees. 

tjt^s msht (cf. S. nash fa), Destroyed, 
ruined, spoiled, lost, perished ; withered; 
weak, lazy, languid;—nisht, Well, good, 
healthy. 

ftj nishtar, A lancet, fleam; a trocar; 
a canine tooth;—nishtar zadan, To apply 
the lancet, to lance. 

SJj ftJ nishtar-zada, Lanced. 
^.XAJ nishtan, To sit; to remain ;—nish-

ian chun khdh, To sit quietly and at ease; 
to sit miserably with downcast head. 

ysA> nashtu, Name of a man. 
nishti, Goodness; weal; how are 

you ? 
A g-AJ nashaj, An aqueduct, canal, water-

course. 
jU-W nushkhar, nishkfoar, What rumi-

nant animals throw up to be chewed; the 
cud. 

jV^i-Ai nishkhwdr, nushkhwdr, jjaE-AJ nish-
khwur, nishkkwura, Chewing the 
cud; the cud ;—nushkhwdr zadan (kardan), 
To chew the cud, ruminate. 

i j j i j nishkhwar-zananda, Rumi-
nant. 

A nashd (v.n.), Seeking (anything 
lost); giving information to the owner of 
a thing lost; conjuring by the name of 
God; reciting poetry. 

A J nishddn, Seeking, searching. 
A SJJU nishdat (v.n. of A^J), Seeking 

(anything lost) ; asking, inquiring, be-
seeching for the love of God; a sound, 
noise, voice; verses which are desired to 
be repeated. 

A ft nashr (v.n.), Spreading (a table or 
carpets) ; expanding, extending, diffusing ; 
publishing (news) ; reviving, recalling to 
life; coming to life (one dead) ; being re-
freshed by rain and rendered verdant again 
(dry herbage); cutting with a saw; a fragrant 
smell; the smell of a woman's breath;—nashri 
khwdn kardan, To cover a table ;—hashr u 
nashr, (assembling and reviving) The 



resurrection\—nushr, nushur (pi. of nashur), 
Diffused (winds) scattering clouds and 
causing rain ; — nashar, Scattered (sing, 
and pi.) ; men scattered without a leader ; 
a nocturnal dispersion of sheep pasturing 
without a shepherd ; — nushur, Sponte 
effluens viri sperma. 

A FI^s.} nushrat, nushra, An amulet, pre-
ventive, charm to drive away madness or 
disease;—nushra1 i tifidn, Anything- written 
with saffron on the tablets of children for 
averting evil. 

pybi nashram, A place impervious to the 
sun. 

a naehri, Diffusive, dispersive. 
A YAI nashz (v.n.), Ascending, sitting, 

standing on a high place; a high place 
nashaz, A high place ; height of situation ; 
an old man, but sound in body;—nashiz, 
Soft and flaccid. 

nishast, He sat down; sitting; 
session;—nishast ddshtan (kardan), To 
converse with;—nishast kardan, To sit 
down ; to sink (a building) ; — shutur-
nishast, Sitting on or riding a camel; a 
riding-camel. 

j) uAJ nishast-bar-khasl. Good-
breeding, etiquette, politeness. 

—AJ nishast-gdh gah), A place on 
which one sits; the time or place of sit-
ting ; a dwelling, habitation, residence; 
buttocks. 

nishastan (S. ni + sad ~ ni-shad), 
To sit down, recline; to Bink, settle down, 
precipitate; to dwell, inhabit; to settle 
upon (as dust) ; to remain; to extinguish; 
to be extinguished; to eease fermenting 
(wine, <fec.) ; to sit out (as a dance, or acts 
in a play, m.c.) ; being seated, seat (m.c.) ; 
—nishastani tegh bar fasdn, The sharpen-
ing of a sword ;—nishastan u khdstan, To 
behave, to deport oneBelf;—bar dari dil-hd 
nishastan, To strive to win people's hearts ; 
—khana nishastan, To stop at home (m.c.) ; 
—dar khwud nishastan, To collect or recover 
oneself;—dar khwai nishastan, To be utterly 
ashamed (so as to perspire). 

61$^—nishastan-gdh, The place where-
on one sits ; the buttocks. 

^vu^&j nishastani, Whatever one is 
carried upon (as a horse, camel, vehicle, 
or ship) ; any place or thing in which one 
Bits. 

As—A> nishasta, Sitting; who sits or re-
sides ; (dust) settled upon (anything) ;— 
barham-nishasta, Collected together, accu-
mulated, heaped, piled up;—firo-nishasta, 
Low, depressed, humble ; sitting in a low 
place. 

A U&AJ nushus (pi. of nashas), Towering 
clouds. 

A î Ai nasht (v.n.), Carrying one from 
place to place (anxiety); going out, exit; 
pulling (a bucket out of a well) without 

the aid of a pulley; untwisting (a rope) ; 
biting (a serpent). 

A nashf (v.n.), Going away, perish-
ing; sinking into the ground (water) ; (a 
garment) imbibing (perspiration), or a 
cistern (water), or paper (ink); absorp-
tion ;—nashaf, Black, burnt-looking pumice-
stones ; ground imbibing water, or the 
water so sucked up. 

A nashfat, nashfa, A pumice-stone 
for rubbing the feet ;—nushfat , nushfa, A 
litt le remaining in the bottom of a vessel; 
froth of new milk ;—nashifat, nashifa, 
Ground which imbibes water. 

A nashq (v.n.), Smelling (anything 
f ragrant) ; snuffing up (medicine or per-
fume) ; being caught and entangled in a 
net (a deer); odour, perfume; [makruhu 
'n-nashq, Of a disagreeable flavour or 
smell;] — nashiq, One who embarrasses 
himself in affairs from which he cannot 
extricate himself. 

nashk, nashak, A wild pine ;—nashk, 
nashik, Dragons-wort, a herb ; a pomegra-
nate ; tooth of elephant, hog, or serpent. 

jj&Ai nashkardi gdzuran, A sponge. 
p^XAi nishkunj, Pinching; tickling, 

twitching. 
(jj-s^-A^-iJ nishkunjldan, To pinch, nip, 

twitch. 
nishgirda, nishgarda, A cobbler's 

knife. 
A JAJ nashl (v.n.), Pulling away or car-

rying off with violence ; taking (meat out 
of a cauldron) with the hands, with a 
flesh-hook, or anything but a ladle;— 
nashil, One who thus takes meat out of tbe 
pot. 

J-Ai nashal, Sticking, glueing; suspend-
ing, hanging up ; being h u n g u p ; suspen-
sion ; a fish-hook. 

(jAjjlAo nashlldan, To hang up, to sus-
pend ; to clutch, to snatch (in this mean-
ing apparently derived from A. nashl). 

A ̂ AI nasham (v.n.), Being marked with 
black and white specks; a kind of tree of 
which bows are made ;—nashim, (A bull) 
marked with black and white spots. 

nashman, Fortune ;—nishmin (for 
nisheman?), A seat; a throne; a people, 
nation, tribe, family. 

nashmln, A native country (see 
tf^Ai of which it is perhaps a misread-
ing). 

> nashnidanl, Unfit to be heard. 
nashnlda, Who hears not; un-

heard. 
A nashw (v.n.), Inquiring whence 

(news) comes ; being intoxicated nushu', 
nushu (v.n. of *̂A>>)> Creating; living; 
growing up;—nushu ydftan, To grow up ; 
—nushu u nam a, Growth and increase;— 
nushu u nama kardan, To grow and thrive. 

yte nushu, Plain, level, smooth, slippery, 



fyA* nashwd, Oxyacanth-fruit; wild plum. 
nashwad, Name of a hero of Turan. 

a -niBhwar (for P. y^afc^j q.v. above), 
Food which a ruminating animal keeps in 
the mouth to chew; a stall for cattle ; name 
of a man. 

nishwdra, Frankincense; a shade. 
A < f^ f t* nash wan, Intoxicated. 
A vy^i nushub (v.n. of Becoming 

fixed. 
nashur, (Wind) diffused, scatter-

ing clouds, and causing rain ;—*-nnshur (v.n. 
of ft*), .Rising from the dead, reviving ; 
receiving vernal showers and putting forth 
vegetation (ground) ; recalling to life; re-
surrection ;—ba's u nushur, The rising and 
reviving of the dead (on the day of judg-
ment) ;—yaumu 'n-nushur, The day of 
resurrection. 

niskwara, Frankincense. 
A jjAi nushuz (v.n. of y&j), Being disobe-

dient to her husband (a woman) ; being 
angry and ill-treating his wife (a man) ; 
refractoriness (of a wife) ; brutality (on 
the part of a husband) ; (pl. of nashz) high 
places. 

A \j>ft> naahus, Straight, upright (spear) ; 
—nushus (v.n. of w^), Being high (a 
cloud); being put out of its place, dis-
turbed ; being torn away from home or 
country; ( = refractoriness (of a 
wife) ; brutality (of a husband). 

A LOJR̂ J nashut, A deep well; a fish which 
is generally eaten salted. 

A GJAJ nashu', One who breathes ha rd ; 
—nashunushu', A medicine swallowed or 
snuffed up;—nushu' (v.n.of Suggest-
ing (a speech to another), putting it into 
his mouth ; teaching, making him under-
stand it. 

tjr^ nashuglt, A medicine swallowed or 
snuffed up. 

A nashuq, A medicine snuffed up, 
A JJAA nushul (v.n. of J-i^), Being lean 

(the thigh) ; drawing (a thing) out with 
haste; lying with. 

Ui nashw-numd, Growing up. 
a * ft nishwa, na»hv;a, Drunkenness, in-

toxication, hilarity produced by dr ink; 
inquiry into news; receiving of intelli-
gence, information; the mixture of any 
ingredients to form a composition, espe-
cially medicine, as antidotes against venom ; 
treacle; odours, perfumes. 

(jidp t f t nishwa-bahhsh, Inebriating, in-
toxicating, exhilarating. 

isft* nashivi, The city of Nakhchawan. 
naskl, A porcupine, hedgehog. 

A n ashy an, One who inquires after 
or learns any news; one who obtains the 
earliest information ; drunk, intoxicated. 

s-^yi-J ni&hib, A descent, declivity ; low, 
hollow;—nishibizamin, Lowness of ground, 

slope of any place;]—nishlb u fir&z, De-
scent and ascent. 

s-^Ai nishlb-fardz, Up and down ; the 
ups and downs of life; profit and loss ; 
the advantages and disadvantages of any 
affair. 

nishlb-gah, A descent; low place. 
,A nash'at, Growth. 
A XyAj nashid, Verses which people re-

cite alternately ; a raising of tbe voice; 
seeking for what is lost. 

nished, Song, poetry (see the pre-
ceding article). 

nishldan, To put, to place. 
nashlra, Frankincense. ^ 

A yi.*^ nashlsh (v.n. of -JM), Failing, 
drying up, being exhaled or absorbed in 
the ground (water); making a hissing 
noise (meat when roasting, or a hot iron 
immersed m water) ; the noise of anything 
boiling. 

A nashlt, Brisk, cheerful, frisky; 
name of a certain architect. 

A AL̂ U nashltat, nashita, Booty which a 
soldier plunders on his route before arriv-
ing at the destined place of expedition. 

nashil, Hanged, suspended. 
A J-FTJ nashil, Meat dressed alone, with-

out pot-herbs, spiceries, and the like; 
(meat) taken out of the pot with the hand 
or a fork. 

a nashila, Intoxicating. 
fnishem, A bird's nest; a resting-

place. 
nisheman, A seat, bench, stool, 

chair; a settlement, mansion ; one's native 
country; a bird's nest; construed with 
the verbs dashtan, hardan, giriftan, yala 
hardan, &c. 

5>j nisheman-dev (nishemand dev), 
The world. 

nashima, Raw hides used for sword-
belts and the like. 

nishln, The north pole ; the out-
ward covering of a cushion ; the skin in-
side the anus ; (in comp.) sitting, sitting 
down or along with ; an associate; a suc-
cessor \-suffa-nishin, Sitting on a throne, 
i.e. a reigning prince. 

8 n i s h l n a n d a , Sitting ; seated. 
AA-JU nishina, Place where birds or other 

animals sit. 
ftj nishiv, Steep; a declivity, descent. 
A nashl'at, Germ ; beginning, appa-

rition, origin, birth. 
A YAI nass (v.n.), Elevating, raising; 

going or driving fast ; manifesting, demon-
strating, exhibiting; causing (a bride) to 
sit on a bridal throne (see p. 1329) ; 
interrogating close, examining an evidence ; 
history, tradition; text, wording, demon-
stration, proof; the Qur'an ;—nassi harlm, 
The text of the Qur'an. 

A Lai nas' (v.n.), Raising, lifting u p ; 
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checking, crying out to (a camel);—also 
nt?a' (v.n. 3 of fa), Taking hold of (an-
other's) forelocks when fighting. 

A nisab (v,n. 3 of s - ^ ) , Returning; 
return; handle of a knife; root, origin, 
principle; capital, principal, property; a 
certain estate or number of cattle, for 
which legal alms or a tax (see SU) p. 619) 
are paid; rank, dignity; fortune; [nisabu 
'8.8tbydn, (the capital stock of children) 
Title of an Arabic vocabulary with a Per-
sian translation in rhyme;—ifadat-nisab, 
Learned (instructor) ; — sahib-nisab, High 
in dignity, fortunate ;]—nassdb, Sly, cun-
ning, ploiful. 

A { U nisah, A thread in a needle; name 
of a Qur'an-reader;—nassdh, A tailor ;— 
nus»dh (pi. of nasih), Councillors,advisers; 
Bin cere friends. 

A nisdhat, Ropes with nooses 
placed for catching monkeys. 

A nasahat (v.n. of £-»*), Advising, 
giving counsel; wishing well;—nisdhat, 
ntidha (pi. of nisah), Threads. 

A nasahiyat, An advising, giving 
counsel. 

A fai na?sdr, A name common amongst 
the Arabians;—nussdr (pi. of nasir), As-
sistants. 

A JJJ^ nasard (pi. of nasrdn), Christians, 
Nazarenes. 

A nisaf, AlUi nasaf at (v.n. of 
Serving (as a domestic). 

nasaf I, A ^ind of Egyptian stuff, 
half silk and half cotton. 

i nisal (pi. of nasi), Points of ar-
rows ; (in P. also sing.) an arrow-head ; 
B pear-heads. 

A nasd'ih (pi. of nasihat), Counsels, 
advices, admonitions ;—nasd'ihi pur masd-
lih, Salutary advice, admonitions full of 
safety ;—nasd'ihi saliha'i pirdn, The sound 
admonitions of tbe aged. 

A. naab (v.n.), Erecting, establishing, 
fixing, planting, elevating, exalting, rear-
ing; playing tricks upon, plotting; bearing 
hatred: travelling languidly ; marking a 
consonant with the vowel fatha — a as 
sign of the accusative ; this vowel itself as 
used in inflection, not in the formation of a 
word ; anything erected, as a statue, image, 
or idol; a milestone, direction-post; [nas-
bu 'l-'arab, A delicate species of Arabian 
music, softer than hida' ;—nasha 'l-'ain, 
In full view ;—nasb kardan, To settle, fix, 
appoint; to hoist (m.c.); — ahlu 'n-nasb, 
The enemies of 'Ali;]—nisb, Part, portion, 
lot ; good fortune ;—nush, nusub, A sign, 
military standard; an idol; evil, calamity; 
sickness, disease;— nasab, Grief, trouble, 
affliction, sadness; a aign-post; — nasib, 
Sick, diseased, pained; — nusub (pi. of 
nisab, Handles, hafts, hilta. 

A V** nasbat, Opposition, resistance to a 

hostile attack;—nusbat, nusba, A ship's 
mast; a raised column. 

A f f a nash, nush (v.n.), Advising, giving 
counsel; wishing well, being a sincere 
friend ; sewing (a garment) ;—nush (pi. of 
nisah), Threads in needles ready for sew-
ing ;—nussah (pi. of ndsih), Monitors; sin-
cere friends. 

A nusaha' (pi. of nasih), Fai thful ; 
faithful monitors or advisers. 

A nasr, in P. also tiasar (v.n.), Succour-
ing, helping; rescuing, delivering (from 
evil); assistance,aid; victory; a gift, present; 
construed with the verbs dadan, kardan, 
<fcc.; name of the founder of an Arabian 
tribe ; also of a chief in Mecca at the time 
of Iskandar ; also of a brother of Sultan 
Mahmud; (pi. of nasir) helpers, assist-
ants; [nasrun min alldh, Victory from 
God ;]—nusar, Helpers. 

A nusar a' (pi. of nasir), Assistants; 
defenders. 

A OV" nasrdn, fem. nasrdnat, nas-
rdna, A Christian, Nazarene; name of a 
village in Syria. 

a j W nasrdni-guddz, Destroyer of 
Christians. 

a nasrdni, fem. nasraniyat, 
nasrdniya, A Christian; belonging to 
Christianity;—a'n-nasraniyat, Christianity. 

A Ŝ aJ nusrat, Assistance, help, defence, 
efficient aid; victory. 

a f \ nusrat-asar, Victorious. 
a yt- nusrat-jo, Seeking victory, war-

like. 
a Qiji di^ nusrat-qarin, nusrat' 

gustar, Victorious. 
a isfa nasri, Triumphal, victorious. 
A nis', A kind of white cloth or 

leather;—nisa', A piece of leather on which 
people sit, or play at draughts. 

A nasf (v.n.), Reaching to the middle 
of anything ; taking tbe half ; arriving at 
middle-age ; being about mid-day ;—nisf , 
nusf, Tbe half ; (a man, men, or woman) 
of a middle stature or age; [nisfu'n-nahar, 
In the middle of the day; noon; — nisfi 
dd'ira, Semicircle; — nisfi ziyada-tar-ash, 
More than half of it (m.c.) ;—nisfi qutr, 
Radius (of a circle) ;—dar nisfu 'l-lail, In 
the middle of the night;—dar nisfi fariq, 
Iu the middle of tbe journey;] — nasaf, 
Justice, equity; middle-aged (man or 
woman) ; (pi, of ndsif) domestics, servants. 

A YUOI nasfdn, Half-full (vessel). 
a «_Ao>\Aaj nifs-a-nisf, Half, dividing in 

two, cutting through the middle, being in 
the middle. 

A SAai nasfat, Justice, equity ; an equi-
table transaction;—nasafat, nasaf a, Middle-
aged. 

a fa nisf-qutr, Radius (of a circle). 
A JJAci nasfa (fem. of nasfdn), Half-full 

(vessel). 
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_ft(jAoJ m's/i, A sort of wine-goblet; a 

kind of astrolabe; bad silver, base coin; 
name of a musical instrument. 

A nasi, The point of a spear, sword, 
or knife ; the crown of the head. 

A naslat, nasla, The crown of the 
head. 

A ft nasw (v.n.), Seizing (one), especially 
by the forelocks; extending and drawing 
out the forelocks; allowing the forelocks 
(of a dead person) to grow. 

A t f t nasuh, True, constant, sincere 
(repentance); a faithful friend; well 
sewed; [tauba'i nasuh, Sincere, unrelapsing 
penitence;]—nusuk (v.n. of ( f t ) , Being 
true, faithful, sincere. 

A nasur, A helper ;—nusur (v.n. of 
ft), Assisting, helping, succouring (the 
oppressed). 

A ^ f t nusus (pl. of nasi), Demonstra-
tions, proofs, evidences;—nususu'sh-shdfi'i, 
The institutions of Shafi'i (the great Mu-
hammadan lawyer). 

A t f t nusu' (v.n. of Being pure, 
lively (colour); being very white, snow-
coloured; being manifest, clear, evident, 
conspicuous. 

A i^ift nusuf (v.n. of Having 
dates partly red and partly green (a 
palm-tree). 

A nusul (v.n. of Losing (its) 
dye (the hand, hair, or beard) ; losing (its) 
head (a spear); falling off (a nail or 
hoof); being firmly fixed in anything (an 
arrow) ; (pl. of nasi) spear-heads. 

A nasib, A part, portion; chance, 
lo t ; good fortune ; fate, destiny ; a spread 
ne t ; a prize (in a lottery) 5 a fish-pond; 
[nasib shudan, To have the fortune (to gain 
anything), to be destined;—bi nasib shu-
dan, To be frustrated, to be deprived o f ; 
to be unfortunate;]—nusaib, Name of a 
poet. 

A nasibat, nasiba, Anything erected 
for a signal; a Btone wall round a cistern ; 
a part, portion, lot ; livelihood. 

a ^ A j ^ nasib-dar, A partaker; one who 
receives what he is entitled to by lot. 

a UMA*-̂  nasib-dash, A companion in 
fortune, having the same fate or lot. 

a nasiba, A lot, fortune (see also 
above). 

a nasibawar, Fortune. 
a nasibi, A native of Nasibin. 
A nasibin, Nieibis in Mesopotamia. 
a y&f^oi nasibini, Belonging to Nasibin. 
A nasih, Faithful, sincere; an ad-

viser, a monitor. 
A nasihat, Counsel, advice, exhorta-

tion, admonition, reprimand; a sermon ; 
an advertisement, precaution; moral;— 
nasihat hardan, To exhort, admonish. 

a nasihat-dmez, Mixed with 
good advice. 

a ys^j nasihat-pazir, Listening to 
advice. 

a ^Sut^Moi nasihatgar, Admonisher, ad-
viser. 

a ^ftnasihat-gari, The offering of 
advice, admonition. 

ncLsihat-guzdr, Who offers 
advice or counsel. 

a y f t nasihat-namun, Showing 
documents ; an adviser. 

a J^ft nasihat-niyosh, Who listens 
to advice. 

a Ate***} nasiha, An office for revenue-
papers. 

A ya-ai nasir, An assistant, defender, ally, 
helper;—nu&air, Name of a faithful ad-
herent to 'Ali, after whom the sect, men-
tioned in the following article, is called. 

a csy* nusairi, Of or relating to Nusair 
(see preceding article) ; one who believes 
in the divinity of 'All; one who sacrifices 
his life out of devotion;—nasiri, A superior 
kind of melon. 

A UL-AI nasif, Hal f ; a woman's veil; a 
man's turban, or any covering for the head; 
(a striped garment) of two colours; a 
certain measuring instrument or vessel 
containing half a mudd, q.v., p. 1199 ;—• 
nusaif (dim. of nasaf), A little middle-aged 
woman. 

A nasil, The joint under the jaw 
between the head and neck. 

A ( f t nazz (v.n.), Flowing gently (water) ; 
exuding (through any vessel); gold or 
silver money. 

A e ^ nazz ah, One who draws water by 
means of a camel, and drives hiin with it 
towards a palm-plantation. 

A na?zafyat, nazz aha, A kind of 
aromatic. 

A fcUi nizdhh (v.n. 3 of ( f t ) , Sprinkling 
water on one another;—nazzdhh., Copious 
(rain). 

A nazzdhhat, nazzahka, Plentifully-
flowing (fountain); a cameleopard, giraffe. 

A , U nazdr, G-old or silver;—nizar (pl. 
of na$r), Golds, silvers ;—nuzar, Gold; a 
bead of pure fossile gold; purest or best 
part;—nuzar, nizar, A wood of which ves-
sels are made;—qadahi nuzar (in P. also 
simply nuzar), A cup made of this wood. 

A 8jU* nazdrat (v.n. of ft), Flourishing, 
being green (as a tree) ; verdancy, ver-
dure; beauty, lustre, brightness, fresh-
ness, floridness, pleasingnesa; — nuzar a, 
The tamarisk-tree. 

a u&Ui nizdz, That which is distilled 
drop by drop ; a g i f t ; (pl. of naziz) small 
quantities of milk or water ;—-nuzdz, The 
best (sort of people) ;—nazzaz, nazza-
zat, nazzaza, (A serpent) in perpetual 
motion, whose bite is instant death. 

A u U nizdj, Performance of service. 



a nizdfat (for q.v.), Cleanli-
ness, neatness, purity. 

A J U nizdl (v.n. 3 of J ^ ) , Contending 
in throwing the javelin ; a battle;—nuzzdl 
(pi. of nazil), "Warriors. 

A T/IUi naza'iz (pi. of naziz), Small 
quantities of water. 

A nazzat, nazza, Gold or silver money. 
A GAI na,zj, nuzj (v.n.), Ripening (as 

dates); being near ready (meat to be 
dressed); suppuration. 

a g-u nazj-y&fta, (Meat) cooked, 
dressed. 

A f f i nazh (v.n.), Sprinkling; slightly 
quenching thirst, giving a sprinkling (to 
cool the tongue); drawing water, also 
watering (palm-trees) by the assistance of 
a camel, <fcc,; opening and putting forth 
its buds (a tree); removing; returning; 
—nazali, A watering-trough, a cistern;— 
nuzuh (pi. of nazih), Watering-troughs. 

A (M nazTsh (v.n.), Scattering, dispers-
ing, diffusing (odours); bursting (as 
water) from a fountain; boiling or bub-
bling up (water); remains of perfume 
upon garments. 

A J n a z d (v.n.), Spreading (carpets) 
one over another; — nazad, Carpets, 
cushions, or other similar furniture laid 
one upon another; a throne, bed, or couch 
covered with them; the best of such fur-
niture. 

A yA na?r (v.n.), Endowing with beauty 
and every ornamental excellence (God); 
gold or silver; name of the father of a tribe 
of Quraish ;—nizr, A wife (v.n.), 
Flourishing, being green (a tree) ; fresh-
ness of countenance ; brightness, beauty. 

A ifa nazrat, Brightness, splendour, 
beauty; freshness of countenance; opu-
lence, affluence, fortune; pleasure. 

a xjfa nazari, Of the Jewish tribe Nazir. 
A WAIF nazf (v.n.), Sucking the udder 

dry (camel-colt); serving (as a domestic) ; 
—nafaf, Wild marjoram;—nazif, TJnelean, 
nasty. 

A JA* nazl (v.n.), Darting, shooting with 
bow and arrow; conquering at that exer-
cise ;—nazal (v.n.), Being lean, fatigued 
(camel). 

a y&U-Af naznaz, = yiUi nazzaz q.v. above. 
A yi nazio (v.n.), Pulling (the garments 

off another),stripping;—na$w, nuzuuo (v.n. 
of yy), Going off from the beard, head, 
hands, or feet (dye) ;—nizw, fem. nix-
wat, nizwa, An emaciated camel or other 
beast; a worn, tattered garment; the 
wood of an arrow up to the point. 

A nuzuh (v.n. of s—ii), Flowing, 
running, descending, sinking (water in the 
ear th) ; dying ; being diminished, scarce 
(produce). 

A nazuh, A species of aromatic; any-
thing which is poured in the mouth, as 

medicine ;—nuzuh, A drawing of water by 
the assistance of cattle. 

A nuzur, Brightness, beauty. 
A naziy, nazi, An arrow without a 

head or feathers; a gaming-arrow newly 
polished; that paTt of a spear or arrow 
from the handle or feather to the head; 
the back of the neck with the bone or 
joints from the ears to the shoulders;— 
nuziy, nuzi (v.n. of Starting from a 
troop, outstripping other horses; going 
through, passing beyond (an arrow) ; pull-
ing off (a garment) ; drawing (a sword). 

A fra-TF nazij, Ripe (fruit); well-cooked 
(meat) ;—naziju 'r-rdy, Matured in judg-
ment. 

A nazih, A watering-trough. 
A A ^ nazid, Piled one upon another. 
A IAJAI nazidat, nazida, A cushion, a 

pillow. 
Aj-a-4} nazir, Gold or silver; florid, vivid, 

splendid, bright; name of a Jewish tribe 
that dwelt at Khaibar. 

A naziz (v.n. of J a ) , Flowing gently 
(water); exuding, sweating; oozing; a 
small quantity of milk or water; lean 
(man). 

A naziz at, naziza, A little rain ; 
water gliding softly. 

A SUai natdt, in P. Name of a for-
tress of Khaibar; also of a fountain at and 
pasture-ground of Khaibar. 

A fcUai nattah, Butting (ram). 
AjUai nut tar (pi. of ndtir), Keepers of 

vineyards or palm-gardens; a scarecrow. 
A nit drat, The charge of a vineyard 

or palm-garden. 
«-iUaJ nitaf, A falconer's glove. 
A nitaf (pi. of nutfat), Clear waters. 
A JUAI nitdq, A girdle, zone ; a kind of 

female garment, being a cloth fastened 
round the waist, the outer fold reaching 
to the knees, the interior to the ground; 
(in math.) arc (of a circle) ; the fourth 
part of the inhabited world; construed 
with bastan, gustardan, Ac.; [nitaqi Icah-
Jcashan, The milky-way ; — zdt nitdqain, 
Name of Asma1 daughter of Abu Bakr ;] 
—nattdq, A great talker. 

A natdnit (pi. of natnat, natnat), 
Tall (men) ; long (things). 

A <-J&MO» nata'if (pi. of nutfat), Small 
quantities of water remaining at the bot-
tom of a bucket or bottle; rivers, seas. 

A GLW nath (v.n.), Butting with the horns, 
goring;—a'n-na£h, The two horns of the 
ram, i.e. the two bright stars in the head 
of Aries. 

A fa natr (v.n. of fa), Keeping guard, 
watching a vineyard or palm-garden; the 
charge or care of a palm-garden. 

A otyoi nulara', ifa natarat, natara (pi. of 
ndtir), Keepers of vineyards or palm-
gardens. 



A tyfa nafrun, Nitre; natron ; borax; 
native alkaline salt. 

A nats, natis, vat us, Intelligent, in-
genious, learned, skilful, accurate;—natas 
(v.n.), Excelling in learning, intelligence, 
and ingenuity;—natis, Extremely careful 
in avoiding everything impure ;—nutus, 
Skilful physicians ; persons extremely nice 
and careful in keeping clear from all im-
purity. 

A GLW nat\ nata', nati', nita', A sheet of 
dressed leather, which is spread as a table 
or table-cloth; also one upon which people 
play at chess or draughts ; or on which a 
criminal sits to be decapitated; the fore-
part of tbe palate; also its corrugations ; 
construed with the verbs anddkhtan, gus-
tardan, &c. ;•—nati'i jawahiri, A sheet of 
leather on which jewellers put pearls and 
gems to be threaded;—nati'u tasht, A 
basin covered with cloth (brought forth 
when a king was to be beheaded). 

a g!=j natH-andaz, The spreading of 
a leather cloth. 

a nat'i, A cloth on which a horse, 
destined for the use of a king, was placed, 
to distinguish it from others; leather 
anointed with sesame oil of which the 
breeches of wrestlers were made ; a cham-
pion wrestler. 

a nat'l-posh, A champion wrest-
ler. 

A <-Ala> natf (v.n,), Flowing (water); 
accusing, suspecting, impeaching; emis-
sion ;—nataf (v.n.), Being suspected of, or 
tainted by, vice or crime; being spoiled 
(a thing) ; being hurt by a wound pene-
trating to the brain ; a vice, corruption, 
evil;—natif, Wounded in the head; un-
clean, impure ;—nutaf (pi. of nutfat), Sper-
mata genitalia; seas, clear waters; (pi. of 
nutafat) earrings. 

A YV&I nataf an, The flowing (of water). 
A nutfat, nut fa, Clear water, whether 

little or much, lymph; a little water re-
maining in a bottle; the Bea; Bperma 
horaiois; race, stock, descent (m.c.) ;— 
natafat, natf a, An ear-ring ; a small pure 
pearl. 

A nutq, in P. also nutaq (v.n.), Speak-
ing, pronouncing, articulating; a word, 
speech, articulation, pronunciation; \bas-
tagi'i nutq, Silence, speechlessness;] — 
nutuq, Parts of a mountain which overtop 
others; (pi. of nitdq) female drawers or 
trowsers. 

A UA> natnat, !aA>i natnat, Tall, long. 
A fa natw (v.n.), Drawing out, laying 

down (the warp) in a loom; being absent, 
far distant; being silent. 

A nutu' (pi. of nita'), Sheets of lea-
ther used as table-cloths ; the fore parts 
of the palate, 

A natuf, Rainy and dark (night), 
till morning. 

A nutufat (v.n. of Being sus-
pected of, or tainted by, vice. 

A j f i nutuq (v.n. of t ^ ) , Speaking; 
speech, articulation. 

A ^fa natiil, Warm water medicinally 
prepared, and poured from a vessel slowly 
over the head; an embrocation ;—nufiil 
(v.n. of J1B>), Pouring forth an embroca-
tion. 

a Ji natl, Distant (place). 
A natlh, (Game) coming in front of 

one ; butted by a ram; hateful, detestable, 
despicable ; (a horse) having two circular 
spots on his forehead (a blemish, while one 
such spot is not considered a defect). 

A natihat, natl ha, (A beast) gored 
to death. 

A nit tie, A physician; skilful. 
A natlsh, Motion. 
A jUii nizdr, Physiognomy, sagacity, pene-

tration ;—nazzdr, Noble-spirited, sharp-
eyed (horse); a scrutinizer; name of a 
tribe of Arabians;—nuzzdr, Spectators. 

nazdrat, nazara, Inspection, super-
intendency, administration ; a walking and 
looking about; construed with the verbs 
ddshtan (doh&tan, kardan, &c.) har\—nag-
zdrat, nazzdra, nazara, Spectators. 

nazzdragan, nazdragdn (pi. of 
nazzdra), Spectators. 

nazzdragi, Seeing, looking at j 
sight;—nazzdragi kardan, To look on. 

ylSfa nazzdragiydn (pi. of the preced-
ing), Spectators, beholders. 

a nazzdra, nazara, see Sj&J above. 
a yUi" 4j\Jo> nazdra-kunan, Showing. 
a nagara-gah, A pleasant pros-

pect. 
a-^jSifai nazara-gudaz, Causing the be-

holder to melt, i.e. to be consumed with 
longing (a face). 

a ^jfa* nazzdri, A superior kind of 
camel (bred by the Banu Nazzar). 

A nazdfat, Cleanness, neatness, pu-
rity. 

A pUa n'tzdm (v.n. of Joining in a 
row, stringing (pearls) ; arranging, govern-
ing, regulating; adorning, making verses ; 
a white line on the tail of -a crocodile, 
lizard, or fish ; order, disposition, arrange-
ment ; a string of pearls or beads, or that 
upon which they are strung; composition 
of verses; custom, habit, mode, way of life, 
institution; the right way, right line ; 
foundation, basis, constitution; construed 
with the verbs dadan, ddshtcm, giriftant 
yaftan, Ac.; [nizdmu 'l-'dlam, nigdmu 7-
mulk (or simply nizdm), The administrator 
(lit. the good order) of the world, of the 
empire (a title given by the king and 
people to the Grand Vizier);]—nagzdm, A 
stringer of pearls. 



A gUUbJ nizdmani (dual of nigdm), Two 
lines of a white colour running from the 
head to the tail of a crocodile, lizard, or 
fish. 

A nizdmai, Administration of jus-
tice, government, arrangement, regulation. 

a u^Utf nizdmi, Name of a famous 
poet. 

A nizdmiyat, nigamiya, A college in 
Damascus founded by the celebrated Niza-
mu '1-mulk, Vizier of Sultan Alp Arslan, 
A.D. 1056. 

A /VTI nagair (pl. of nagirat, nazurat), 
Those who are looked upon or revered 
above all others; eminent, venerable, or 
respectable men; nobles, grandees, chief 
men; like, similar; resemblances. 

A naza'if (pl. of nazifat), Clean 
(things). 

A ft nagr (v.n.), Expecting, waiting for; 
delaying, granting a delay or respite ; sel-
ling on c r e d i t n i g r , Like, resembling;— 
nagar (v.n.), Looking at, beholding, seeing, 
gazing upon, viewing, turning the eyes or 
the mind towards, scanning; attending to; 
considering, pondering, weighing, measur-
ing, rating, valuing, estimating; pride, self-
esteem; sight, vision, view; look, glance; an 
oversight; doubt, uncertainty, perplexity; 
construed with the verbs awardan (bar-
gumdshtan, paiwastan, dashtan, zadan, firo-
khtpurdan. kashidan, guzashtan, gumdshtan) 
ba, also with bdkhtan (budan) bd, in the sense 
of "to contemplate, behold, observe;" with 
anddkhtan bar, kardan dar, in the sense of 
" to glance at, cast the eyes upon;" with 
ddshtan ba or bar, in the sense of " to 
take care of, to look favourably upon;" 
with gardanidan (giriftan) az, in the sense 
of " to avert the eye from, to reject, to 
repudiate;"—nagar db dihdd, The eye sheds 
tears ; — nagari imldn, Attentive consider-
ation, a look of attention ; — nazari ba'id, 
A prospect; — nazari sdni, A review or 
second examination of recruits at which 
they are finally passed; revisal of a writing 
or book ;—nazar juft kardan ba, To fix the 
look upon; — nazari kase payi kase ast, 
One's curse or malediction takes effect 
upon another ;—nazari mukarrar, Review, 
revisal;—az nazar rdndan, To drive out of 
(one's) sight, to expel;—ahli nazar, Saga-
cious, penetrating ; — ba-nazari man, Ac-
cording to my view, in my opinion (m.c.) ; 
—haiyi nazar, A town or village closely 
adjoining to another ;—dar nazar, In sight, 
within eye-sight; in the sight of men;— 
dar nagar dashtan kase-rd, To expect or 
anticipate another's ruin; — dar nazar 
giriftan, To contemplate, to observe; — 
diwdni nazar, A council-board. 

A Aft nu$ara' (pl. of nazir), Equals, 
likes. 

A vtAft nagar at, Looks; appearances. 

A nagaran (v.n. of ft), Seeing, look-
ing at, viewing, scanning. 

ft nazar-anddz, Cast off, out of 
sight. 

p ft nazar-bdz, One who plays with or 
deceives the eyes; an ogler; a juggler. 

tSjW ft nazar-bazi, Ogling; illusion. 
ft nazar-band, Strictly watched (with-

out imprisonment), under surveillance; 
fascination of conjurors. 

^A*) ft nazar-bandi, Confinement. 
A Sft nazrat, nagra, One look, glance; an 

apparition; fascination, malignant eye, 
look of a demon; deformity, vice, defect; 
ugliness or change of countenance; pity, 
mercy; [nagra'i ula', The first glance, at 
first sight;]—nazirat, nazira, Delay, re-
spite, space granted; credit. 

ft nazar-gah, Place of sight; a 
theatre or place where any spectacle is 
exhibited; the tomb of a prophet or holy 
man. 

a f j f t nazari, Speculative, notional, 
ideal; not improvised (opp. to badihi " ex-
tempore "). 

A ^ nagm (v.n.), Joining (pearls) in a 
row; composing (verses); order, arrange-
ment ; a string (of pearls); poetry, verse 
(opp. to nasr " prose composition") ; a 
large flight (of locusts); three stars in 
Orion; construed with the verbs anddhhr 
tan, dadan, sanjidan, kardan, gustardan, 
&c.; [nazmi umuri bildd, Arrangement of 
affairs of state; — nazm bastan bar kase, 
To ascribe the authorship of a book to one; 
—nazm u naeaq, Order and arrangement; 
—ba-nazm awardan, To turn into verse 
(m.c.) ; —- nama dar nagm awardan, To 
compose a book in verse ;]—nuzum (pl. of 
nizdm), Strings of pearls; bases, consti-
tutions of things. 

a f ^ nazm-dray, Adorning, or 
adorned with, poetry. 

a fti nazm-guzarish, Composing 
poetry, verse-making. 

a Jyibi nagmi, A composer, arranger; a 
poet. 

A )ft nagur, One who attentively looks at 
another he likes; one who is looked upon 
or revered above all others, a venerable or 
respectable man; — nugur (v.n. of ft), 
Looking attentively at; — nugur kardan, 
To look after, to take care of (m.o.). 

A I j f t nazurat, nazura, First line or van 
of an army. 

A ft* nagir, Alike, resembling, equal to; 
—nagiru 's-samt (or simply nagir), The 
Nadir or point of the lower hemisphere, in 
opposition to the vertical point Zenith ;— 
majlisi jannat-nazir, An assembly resem-
bling paradise. 

A SjtfW nagirat, nazira, One who is looked 
upon or revered above all others, a vene-
rable or respectable man; the first line or 



van of an army ; a similitude, comparison, 
example, specimen. 

A nazlf, Pure, clean ; alkali or the 
ashes ;—nazlfu ' s-sarawil, Chaste. 

A fam nazwi, That to which syllables of 
similar endings answer; well-arranged 
(assembly). 

A vA** nu'ab, The croaking of a crow. 
A na'dtat (v.n. of Being qua-

lified, praised, celebrated. 
A ni'dj (pi. of na'jat), Ewes; wild 

cows, especially white. 
A Y»Ui nu'ds, Somnolency, drowsiness, 

lethargy;—na"ds, Sleepy, drowsy, coma-
tose. 

A nu'as-zada, Lethargic, coma-
tose. 

A j W nu'dq (v.n. of Calling out 
to, checking (sheep) ; croaking (a raven). 

A ni'al (pi. of na'l, in P. also used 
aB Bing.), Shoes, slippers; horse-shoes; 
clogs; pattens;—na"al, and— 

a J U i ni'dli, A shoe or sandal-maker. 
A PTO na'dm, An ostrich; the ostrich-

species; a direction-post set up in the 
desert; cross-beam of a well; sole of the 
foot; name of a place; yes. 

A na'amat, na'dma, One O B t r i c h ; a 
cross-beam over two upright posts, to 
which the bucket is suspended for draw-
ing water from a well; the sole of the 
foot; a deBert; name of a man; an ele-
vated banner; a direction-post erected in 
the deBert. 

A JS-U* nu'dmd, The south wind. 
A na'd'im, The twentieth mansion 

of the moon, being eight stars in a circu-
lar position, of which four are called sd-
dira, the other four wddira. 

A na't, Epithet, description; an 
adjective noun; praise, eulogium, enco-
mium ; the praise of the prophet (follow-
ing the praises of God at the beginning of 
books) ; a kind of invocation. 

A na'sal, The male (hyena) ; a doting 
old man; name of a man remarkable for a 
very long beard; hence applied to any 
man with such a beard, in particular to 
the caliph Othman; name of a certain Jew 
who lived in Madinah. 

A na'aj, na'j (v.n.), Being very white, 
shining bright; being fat (camels) ; being 
indisposed after eating mutton; — na'ij, 
Unwell from eating mutton. 

A na'aj at (pi. of na'jat), Ewes. 
A na'jat, na'ja, A ewe ; a wild cow, 

particularly a white one. 
na'r (v.n), Spirting out blood 

(vein); bursting from a vein (blood); 
flocking together in a tumultuous, disor-
derly manner; coming, approaching; tra-
velling about, roaming through cities; 
rising up to do anything, exerting oneself; 
—-na'ar (v.n.), Being infested with gad-

bees or horse-flies (especially in the nose) ; 
—na'ir, Unable to rest in a place ; (an ass) 
Btung in the nostril by a gad-fly ;—nu'ar, 
A blue fly, a gad-fly. 

A na'rat, na'ra, Clamour, cry, vocife-
ration, great noise, roar ; sound made by 
the nostrils ; [na'ratu *v-najm, The blow-
ing of a wind, with great heat, about the 
rising of a star;—na'ra bar-awardan (bar-
ddshtan, zadan, kardan, gushddan, To raise 
a cry;]—nu'ra\ nu'ara, The root of the 
nose, or the inside of it;—na'ara, nu'ara, 
An affair to which one gives attention; 
pride, selfishness, arrogance;—nu'ara, A 
large blue fly which infests asses and 
horses, the gad-bee, horse-fly, breeze. 

yUj na'ra-zandn (sing, and pi.), Ut-
tering loud cries, shouting at the top of 
the voice, 

A na's (v.n.), Sleeping, slumbering; 
somnolency. 

A na'sat, na'sa, One sleep, slumber, 
nap, snooze. 

A tj*} na'sh (v.n.), Lifting up ; a bier 
with a dead body (when empty it is called 
sarir) ; a litter in which a sick person is 
carried; a catafalque whereon a royal 
corpse is laid;—banati na'sh, The constel-
lation of the Bear, or rather the three stars 
out of seven which go in front of the other 
four, these being called na'sh " b ier ;" 
there are two constellations of the name, 
distinguished as Jeubrd " the greater," and 
sughrd " the lesser." 

ftleJUi na'shila, A fowl fricaseed with 
onions, vetches, and eggs (probably mis-
reading for q.v. below). 

A L/MJ na's (v.n.), Eating herbage (a 
locust);—na'as, A leaning from side to 
side ; curvature, crookedness ; inversion. 

A J*J na'l (v.n.), Shoeing (a horse); 
giving shoes; a shoe, sandal, or anything 
which defends the feet of man or beast; a 
woman's buskin, clog, patten; a horse-
shoe ; a hoof; hard and barren ground 
shining with sand and gravel; the ferule 
at the end of a sword-sheath, of silver or 
iron; a nerve twisted round the horns of 
a bow; the membrane which covers the 
whole back of a bow; a ploughshare; a 
kind of dumb-bells in shape of horse-
shoes swung by wrestlers to exercise their 
s trength; [na'l afgandan, To throw off the 
horse-shoe, i.e. to ride or run fas t ; to lag 
behind, break down;—na'l bar dtish nihd-
dan, To render restless, uneasy, perturb-
ated (from a superstitious practice of 
writing the name of a person over whom 
one wishes to obtain power upon a horse-
shoe, placing this in the fire and reciting 
incantations to the desired purpose;—na'l 
bar-zadan (bastan), na'l bar jigar (eina) 
buridan, To brand a mark upon the breast 
(done by lovers ; see na'l u dagh below) ;— 



na'li dar, A hook or staple to which a door-
chain is attached \—na'l dar dtish (charkh). 
Restlessness, perturbation, uneasiness ;— 
na'l dar dtish ddshtan (nihadan), — na'l 
lar atish nihadan above ;—na'li sham, The 
moon; the morning-breeze;—na'li kuhna 
ba-halwa dadan, To give an old shoe in 
exchange for sweetmeats (a custom which • 
prevails in Persia) ; — na'li wdzhgun, A 
matter kept secret from people ;—na'l u 
dagh, A mark branded upon the breast by 
enthusiasts and lovers ;—na'l nau kardan, 
To shoe a horse afresh;—bun-na'l, The 
lower mounting or ferule of a scabbard 
(cf. p. 679) ;—bi-na'l budan, To be 
utterly destitute ;] — na'al (v.n.), Being 
shod; putting on shoes. 

a JL^W na'l-band, A smith, farrier. 
a ^AUJ*} na'l-bandi, New-shoeing of a 

horse; a light tribute. 
a ^ J«J na'l-bahd, Money given to 

foreign troops to abstain from plunder 
and devastation. 

A na'lat, na'la, A shoe, slipper, 
^ y j * ; na'l-tarash (jL. sdz), A maker of 

buskins, shoes, clogs, or slippers. 
a na'lcha (dim. of na'l), A mark 

made on the forehead by Hindus ; an orna-
ment worn on the forehead; heel-plate or 
tip. 

a 8»>) J*> na'l-zada, Shod; a horse pre-
pared for a journey. 

a na'lak, ^ft** na'laki, A kind of 
goblet. 

a na'li, I n the form of a horse-
shoe. 

A na'lain (du.), A pair of shoes of 
a particular kind, i.e. with wooden soles ; 
a clog, patten;—na'lain az pd kashidan, To 
pull off the clogs ;—na'lain dar pa kardan, 
To put on clogs. 

a fc)*!** na'lain-doz, A clog-maker, 
a t i na'lain-hd (P. pl. formed from 

the A. du.), Pairs of shoes with wooden 
soles, or clogs. 

A na'm, na'am, Cattle (especially 
camels or sheep);—ni'ma, Hail! welcome t 
0 most excellent (man or woman) ; [ni'ma 
H-mu'in, Excellent the he lpe r ! ]—nu 'm , 
Prosperity, good for tune; delight; deli-
cacy, softness, gentleness ; name of a 
woman, Naomi;—na'am (v.n.), Being green 
and succulent (a branch) ;—na'am, na'im, 
Yes, thus, it is so, very well ;~fa-bihd wa 
na'am ammd, I t is all very well, but . . . 
(cf. WJ p. 906) ;—na'im, Soft, easy, conve-
nient, gentle; tender, delicate ; •— ni'am 
(pl. of ni'mat), Benefits, favours; plea-
sure, comfort, blessings (of life) ; meats, 
viands, victuals;—ni'ami gunagun, Meats 
of different kinds, every sort of good 
things;—wali'i ni'am (waliyu 'n-ni'am), A 
benefactor. 

A U*i ni'immd, Hail! 0 excellent!—na'-

md', A boon, blessing, favour; a helping 
hand. 

A ni'amdt (pl. of ni'mat), Conve-
niences ; riches. 

A na'man, Name of a river near 
Ta'if (also called na'mdnu 'l-ardk) ;—nu'-
mdn, Blood; name of the kings of Hi rah 
in Arabia, especially of the last, Nu'man 
bin Munzir; also surname of the celebrated 
lawyer Abii Hanifah; (pl. of na'am) 
Cattle ; — shaqd'iqu 'n-nu'mdn, The ane-
mone. 

A na'mat, Convenience, ease; af-
fluence, wealth ; tenderness, delicacy ; deli-
cate food, dainties ; construed with khwur-
dan, &c.; [wdsi'u 'n-na'mat, Abounding in 
riches —ni'mat, The hand; graciousness, 
beneficence, a benefit, boon, blessing, fa-
vour ; a kind, helping hand; riches, good 
things ; delight, pleasure, joy ; [wali'i ni'-
mat (wdliyu 'n-ni'mat), A beuefactor;— 
nu'mat, Pleasure, delight;—nu'mata 'aini 
kase, To the joy of one's eye. 

a ol}̂  ni'mat-dbdd, Name of a place. 
a ni'mat-afzun-tar, More in-

creasing in wealth or prosperity. 
a ON*** ni'mat-par ast, A Mam-

monist. 
a AAA. ni'mat-khdna, A dining-

room, refectory, banquet-hall. 
a jy*- u^am ni'mal-khwur, Enjoying fa-

vour. 
a ni'mat-kada, Paradise. 
a ni'mat-gustar, Liberal, gene-

rous, 
a ni'mati, Good things, comforts, 

riches; iron on the sole of a shoe. 
A nu'md, Graciqusness, beneficence ; 

a benefit; a kind, helping hand; delight, 
pleasure, joy; a thing which gratifies the 
eye ; ease, quiet. 

T na'nd, na'nd', na'na', nu'-
nu', Mint, spearmint. 

na'na'at, A hesitation in speaking; 
pronouncing na instead of la; limberness 
of the penis after erection; — nu'nu'at, 
nu'nu'a, Crop of a bird. 

A vtifi nu'itt (pl. of na't), Encomiums, 
praises; adjectives. 

A nu'uj (y.n. of Being very 
white. 

A OYO na'uzu bi'llah, Let us fly to 
God (from anything wicked) ! we seek re-
fuge in God ;—na'uzu bi'Uah mina 'sh-shai-
tdni 'r-rajim, God defend us from Satan 
the accursed!—na'uzu bi'llah min shururi 
anfusind, God protect us from the wicked-
ness of ourselves ! 

A JYW na'ur, A vein spirting out blood. 
A na'us, (A she-camel) giving much 

milk, milch camel. 
A TYW nu'uz (v.n. of TUI), Becoming stiff 

(penis). 
A na'umat, nu'uma (v.n. of (***), 



Being soft and flexible; affording repose ; 
softness, smoothness. 

A ^ na'y, nu'ydn (v.n. of ^fi), 
Announcing the death of anyone ; exposing 
(another's faults);—na'iy, na% A bearer 
of the tidings of anyone's death; news of 
anyone's death. 

A na'ib, Croaking. 
A na'ir (v.ij. of j*i), Making a sound 

through the nose ; clamour, shout, vocife-
ration (especially in a tumult or in battle). 

A <>**» ma'iq (v.n. of <3«i), Croaking (a 
raven) ; calling out to, checking (sheep). 

A. iL*i nu'ailat, nu'aila (dim. of na'l), A 
small shoe. 

A ft** na'im, EaBe, quiet, tranquillity, 
pleasure, affluence, delicate living, luxury, 
anything good which we enjoy; well-con-
ditioned, at ease, well off;—na'imu 'd-
dunya, The conveniences and luxuries of 
life;—na'irnu 'Lldh (na'imi ildhi), The 
benefits, favours, or graces of God -,-^an-
nati na'im (or simply na'im), Tbe paradise 
of delights;]—{abu) nu'aim, White bread. 

a na'im-pdk, Works of piety. 
A jUi nughghdz, Slanderers, seditious; 

breed-bates, mischief-makers. 
naghdgh, Rare and excellent things ; 

the joints of the neck; a drinking-vessel. 
nighdh, A blockhead, fool, stupid 

fellow; a rogue; a bastard. 
naghdm, Particles of dust floating 

in the air;—naghdm, nighdm, Ugly, ill-
favoured ; dark-complexioned. 

nigficha, A weasel; a kind of lizard. 
AJA* naghar, naghr (?), ytyU naghardn 

(v.n. of jAt), Boiling with rage, being in-
dignant, bursting with smothered passion; 
boiling (as a pot), boiling over;—naghir, 
Angry, passionate;—nughar, 5>A> nugharat, 
nughara, A small bird with a red beak. 

gjjAJ nughruch, A rolling-pin (cf. 
below). 

naghz, Beautiful, elegant; good, sin-
cere, excellent; pure, clear ; swift, nimble; 
rare, surprising. 

fyto naghztar, More rare; very un-
common. 

naghzah (dim. of naghz), Rather 
strange, somewhat rare ; the mango. 

iS<f y*5 naghs-goy, Elegant speaker, of 
rare eloquence; sweet spoken, 

^yu naghzi, Rareness, choiceness. 
gi^Ai naghzidan. To become good. 
A Ja** nagha? (v.n.), Being disappointed 

in one's hopes, disturbed in one's enjoy-
ment, unable to perform what was expected 
or is necessary ; disappointment; not being 
allowed to drink their fill (camels); — 
naphis, (Wine) which is cut off from the 
drinkers before they are satisfied. 

A (jAAJ naghaz, ^UA} naghazan (v.n. of 
y6*i), Shaking (the head in admiration); 

being moved, shaking, vacillating (a camel's 
pack-saddle); loose (as a child's teeth 
when near falling out). 

A JAS naghl, A bastard; (a man) of a 
mean race ; a skin spoiled in the tanning ; 
—naghal (v.n.), Being marred and spoiled 
(as leather whilst tanning); being low 
born; fomenting discord; discord (occa-
sioned by whispered slander);—naghil. fem. 

naghilat, nagjiila, A bastard; (a man) 
of a mean race; one who breeds discord, 
makes mischief between people; rotten 
leather. 

J*> naghil, An enclosure, fold for cattle 
not covered orev (cf. p. 77 and 
below); den (of a wolf), hole (of a fox). 

A £1A> nughlat. Rottenness of leather in 
tanning;—nughul, Deep (water); profound, 
deep, sagacious, penetrating (man). 

naghm, naghim, Making a hole, dig-
ging out, making hollow; excavation; a 
mine, a trench. 

A ^ naghm. nagham (v.u.), (Reading or 
singing) in a low voice; a low tone of 
voice;—nugham (pi. of nughmat), Single 
draughts of water. 

A U ^ U A J nagfymdt (pi. of the following), 
Songs, <fcc, 

A nagfamat. nagkma, A soft, BWeet 
voice; a musical sound or tone; melody, 
song, modulation, trill, shake; [naghma'i 
'anqd, Name of a note in music;]—nugh-
mat, One draught (of water). 

a naghma-parddz (<jj zan, jL. 
saz, tardy, hash), Singer, warbler, 
musician. 

naghan, The hollow of the navel; 
anise sprinkled over dough when making 
bread. 

(JL^AEJAI naghankhaldn, >i\f£JJti naghna-
khwad, (^^a^Ai naghnakhwdldn, naghan-
ichwdldn (this form doubtful), (^^ac^AS 
naghanhhwdyin, naghnkhwdyln, Anise. 

naghnagh, nughnugh. A large Trans-
oxanian measure containing four ass-
loada. 

naghanwidan, To be restless, not 
able to sleep. 

jAi naghu, Damascus plum-tree (unsup-
ported). 

A Syi naghwat, nagjhwa, A musical tone 
or sound; a song, ditty, melody. 

naghosa, Breaking the hear t ; con-
solation, solace. 

naghosha, nighoshd, tillfcytf nagho-
shak, A sect of infidels, applied chiefly by 
the Muhammadans to the Jews and fire-
worshippers, and their religious ceremo-
nies ; one who turns from one religion to 
another ; a Sabean; name of an idol. 

(jA-ilAtAi naghoshakidan, To change 
one's religion. 

AAjAi naghosha, A breaking of the heart ; 



Administration of comfort, solace; listen, 
ing, hearing. 

A nag&uz, A large-humped camel; 
>—nughuz, y.n. of, and = q.v. above, 

d f t nighok, A Jew; a fire-worshipper; 
an idolater. 

JjAJ naghol, An excavation made in the 
ground or side of a hill for sheltering 
cattle ;—nighol, A staircase ; the covering 
of a stair-case; a trap-door on the Toof of 
a house ;—nug\ol, Peep, hollow; a long 
way ; profoundly versed in any art. 

naghola, The curling locks of the 
fair ; the hair gathered in a coil on the 
top of the head. 

y j f t nugholi, Depth. 
A fti nughair (dim. of nugjiar and nu-

gharat), A small bird with a red beak, 
A <3«AJ naghlq (v.n. of <J*>), Croaking (a 

raven) ; (a camel) that brays in a low voice 
at intervals. 

•>)«Ai naghyud, Damascus plum-tree (un-
supported; see yu above). 

A ^ nafd% Refuse, worst pa r t ;—nufa \ 
Scattered parts of plants. 

A yi-ajfds, fem. naff ds at, naffasa, 
One who blows, a blower. 

A wwWtf naff as dt (pl, fem. of naff as), 
Fomale blowers;—a'n-naffdsdti f i 'l-'uqad, 
Females blowing on knots, witches, sor-
ceresses (Qur'an cxiii, 4). 

A nafdsat, Magic, incantation; — 
nvfdsat, Whatever is spit out of the mouth, 
especially after rubbing the teeth;—band 
nuf&sat, Name of a tribe. 

A TM> nufdh (v.n. of Diffusing fra-
grance (a perfume) ;—naff ah, Beneficent; 
fragrant; a husband. 

a naff akh, A proud, haughty man; 
one who blows or breathes hard ; flatulent. 

A JW nafad (v.n. of A&I), Vanishing, 
perishing; being without provisions or 
beast (traveller); exhaustion; death, de-
struction, annihilation ; in P. also = nafds, 
q.v. in the following article. 

A nafaz (v.n, of -iAi), Penetrating, 
pervading, piercing (anything aimed at) 
and coming out on the other side ; arriving, 
coming, being brought (as a letter) ; pass-
ing, leaving behind; being obeyed (an 
order); penetration; escape from an 
enemy; — naffdz, Whatever penetrates or 
passes; efficacious, efficient. (Cf. pre-
ceding article.) 

A fti nifdr (v.n. of ft), Being terrified, 
frightened, and running away (an animal) ; 
fugaciousness, fugacity; — naffdr, Scared, 
frightened. 

A nifds (v.n. of Being pre-
cious, esteemed valuable; child-birth, la-
bour, bringing forth ; a woman for forty 
days after child-birth;—nifds, nufas (pl. 
of nufa«a'), Travailing women. 

A nafdsat (v.n. of y-AJ), Being pre-

cious,exquisite; esteeming (a thing) highly, 
and being sparing of (it) ; envying (one), 
and deeming him unworthy; bringing 
forth (a woman) ; costliness ; parsimony; 
envy; child-birth. 

A IJEUI nufds, A diabetes incident to 
sheep, often mortal. 

A YIUI nafaz, The trembling of an ague 
or fever;—nafaz, nufdz, Scarcity of provi-
sions on a journey ;—ni fdz , Breeches worn 
chiefly by boys. 

A tUi nafdt, naff at, Naphtha, bitumen, 
or a place where it is round in great 
plenty ;—naff at, A preparer of naphtha; a 
fire-worker; — also naff at at, naff at a, 
A brazen warlike instrument, from which 
an explosion is made by means of naphtha. 

A nafa', Profit, advantage, utility, 
use ;—naf fd ' , Useful; one who does good. 

nifdgh, A large cup, especially made 
of the skull of an animal or of bone im-
precation, curse. 

A J T O nafdq (v.n, of < 3 * 0 , Being saleable 
(goods) ; being brisk (market) ;—ni fdq, 
Hypocrisy; expenses, disbursements ;— 
ahli nifdq, A hypocrite. 

a j W nifdq-anjdm, Hypocritical 
(speech), &c. 

A JUi nifdl (pi. of nafal), Plunders, 
spoils, especially those taken from the ene-
mies of the fa i th; gifts, presents. 

flu nafdm, Darkish, blackish; ugly, 
bad (in this meaning probably misreading 
for q.v. above). 

A ^Ui nufdyat, nufdya, Refuse, worst 
p a r t ; — n u f d y a ddshtan, To reject, discard. 

A y-fUi %afa is (pl. of nafisat), Precious 
things; delicacies;, much wealth;—nafa'-
isi bahiya, Exquisite viands. 

a nafaya, A dark colour; black, 
turbid. 

tf-Ai naft, nift, Naphtha; combustible 
matter. 

A i naft (v.n.), Being enraged, swel-
ling with passion; boiling (a pot), running 
over. 

i-jth naft-anddz, Firing artillery; a 
maker of fireworks ; an engineer. 

t naftaji, A collector of naphtha; 
a burner of naphtha. 

t f t naftagk, A measure (see of 
which it iB probably a misreading). 

nafti, Of a dark green colour (like 
naphtha), 

A CAJU nafs (v.n.), Blowing (as a necro-
mancer when making incantations or play-
ing tricks); spitting (especially venom as 
a serpent); pouving out blood (a vein or 
wound) ;—nafsu 'd-dam, A spitting of 
blood ;—nafsu 'sh-shaitdn, (devil's spittle) 
Poetry. 

A nafsat, nafsa, A magic puff ; whist-
ling of winds, 

nafj, Writing-paper. 



A ^fa nafj (v.n.), (A woman's breasts) 
heaving up (her shift) ; one who drivels 
when talking. 

nifja, nifcha (various readings 
for q.v.), A weasel; a kind of lizard. 

A ^ nafh (v.n.), Breathing or diffusing 
odour; kicking (a camel) ; blowing (the 
wind); striking (with a sword; giving, 
bestowing ; bleeding (a vein); — naj'hi 
nasim, Breathing as the zephyrs. 

A jp^t t nafahdn (v.n. of £*>), Breathing 
or diffusing odour. 

A nafhat, nafh a, One puff, gust, or 
breath of wind; a fragrant gale; reputa-
tion ; a g i f t ; — nafahati (pi.) nasd'imi 
chaman, The fragrant breezes of the mea-
dows. 

A nafkh (v.n.), Blowing, puffing (with 
the mouth); breaking wind; Bounding, 
winding (a horn) ; inspiring, breathing 
in to; pride, vain-glory; swelling, flatu-
lency ; rupture, hernia; inflammation; 
[nafkhi sur hardan, To sound a horn; to 
blow the last t rumpet;—zu-nafkh, Swelling 
(with pride), proud;] — nufukh, Full of 
juvenile vigour. 

A iafcW nafkhat, naffflia, One blow ; [naf-
kkatu 'l-ba's, The trumpet-blast of resurrec-
tion ;—nafkha'i ruh, The Holy Spirit which 
the angel Gabriel blew into the sleeve of 
Mary according to Muhammadan belief 
—mfkhat, nifjtha, A windy tumour ; a rup-
ture, hernia. 

.itf nafi (v.n.), Penetrating, pervading, 
j>asBing, piercing through; perception or 
intimate knowledge ;—nafaz, The penetra-
ting power; free course. 

Â W rtafr (v.n.), Being frightened and 
running awav ; dispersing of the pilgrims 
from the valley of Mina after the cere-
monies are completed ; victory; [yaumi 
nafr (nafar), The day on which the pil-
grims depart from Mina (12th of the 
month za 'l-hijjah) ;]—nafar, A number of 
men from three to ten; any corps or 
Bociety to which one belongs; a person, 
individual; a common soldier ; nafar 
kjiidmaikdr, One Bervantj]—nuffar, Fright-
ened (fawns or women). 

A nafar at (pi. of nafrat), Troops of 
soldierB. 

A nafaran (v.n. of fa), Running 
away terrified, shying (an animal). 

A nafrat, nifrat, Flight, terror, abo-
mination, aversion, horror; a crowd or 
body of men, especially fleeing or emigra-
ting from any place; a body of men from 
three to ten; [nafrat ddshtan, To abhor, 
hold in abomination ;—nafrat hardan, To 
flee f rom;]—nufra t , Dominion, command, 
authority, magistracy ;—nufrat , nufra, An 
amulet hung round the neck of a child to 
defend it against malignant eyes. 

A fyW nijrij, nifrijat, nifrija, Timid, 
cowardly. 

a y-A* fa nafar-zdmin, Bail for personal 
appearance. 

Jyfa na-farmud (neg. of farmud, in the 
sense of farmud hi na), He forbade. 

nafruj, nufruj, A kind of rolling-
pin. 

tS/j nafri, nifri, A curBe (see 
a ^jfa nafari, Service, profession (parti-

cularly that of a groom) ; a giant; a de-
mon. 

(£j>fa> nafridan, To execrate, curse, abo-
minate. 

i^ytf nafrin (for y i ^ 1* and further shor-
tened into ĵfa> q.v. above), Detestation, 
abhorrence, execration; imprecation, curse, 
opprobrious words, reproaches; treating 
with contumely or ridicule ; holding out 
the fingers at, either before the face or be-
hind the back; imprecating with held-up 
hands; terror; weeping, lamentation;— 
nafrin dadan (hardan, giriftan bar), To 
curse, execrate, imprecate ; to abomiuate ; 
to avoid nafrin giriftan az, To be fright-
ened ; to take offence at another's words 
and fly in a passion. 

^ izfifa nafrin-hund, One who execrates, 
yj^yti nafrinidan, To smell badly. 
Ay" nafz, nafazdn (v.n. of 

Bounding (a doe). 
A er-^ nafs, Breath, animal life ; soul, 

spirit, self; a person, individual, substance, 
essence, individual thing itself; (in P.) 
penis; concupiscence, carnal or inordinate 
desire, sensuality ; a malignant eye, catfcivo 
occhio; grandeur, magnificence, pomp; 
pride ; vice, fault, blemish; a certain quan-
tity of the herb qaraz, with which leather 
is tanned ; [na f su 'l-amr, Essence, pith, or 
foundation of anything; ( f i nafsi 'l-amr, 
" i n fact, in t ru th ;" )—nafs i ammdra (the 
commanding soul), Inordinate appetite, con-
cupiscence ;—nafsi saila, Flowing blood; 
-—nafsi sab'i, Irascibility or promptitude to 
the vindictive passions;—nafsi hull, The 
universal soul;—(met.) the throne of God; 
the tablets of divine decrees;—nafsi lau-
wdma (the reproaching soul), The soul 
struggling against evil passions, the voice 
of conscience ;—nafsi mutma'inna (ma lahi), 
Tranquil state of mind; serenity and bene-
volence ;—~nafsi ndtiqa, Reason ; — nafei 
nafis, The precious soul, dear life;—bi-
nafsi-hi, He himself;—halimu 'n-nafs, Of 
a meek spirit ;]•—nafas, Breath, respira-
t ion; the duration of a breath, a moment; 
articulated breath, word, speech; con-
strued with the verbs uftddan, bakhtan, 
tdza ddshtan, tdza hardan, damidan, didan, 
sokhtan, shumardan, firo-raftan, hashidan, 
gusistan, &c,; amplitude, ease, l iberty; 
[nafas az tihi dil ba-kfepsht u ba-fardghat 
awardan. To pass life pleasantly ana at 



ease ; •— nafas i an hardm-zdda, ba-shumd 
hhwurda ast, The talk of this rascal has 
made impression upon you (m.c.);—nafas 
bar-awardan, To speak, to talk; — nafas 
buland shawad, The talk is becoming long; 
—nafasat bi-girad, May your breath be 
taken away, may you cease breathing, may 
you choke (m.c.) ; hold your tongue (m.c.) ; 
—nafas durust (rdst) kardan, To take a 
little rest ; — nafas zadan, To breathe;— 
nafas sokhtan, To undergo great hardship; 
to suppress or restrain breathing; to be 
silent;—nafas shumdr zadan, To hold the 
breath a long time as a penance;—nafas 
kardan, To take breath, to pause ;—nafa si 
wapasln (dkhar nafas), The last breath;— 
tang-nafae, Difficulty of respiration, asthma 
(see zlqu 'n-nafas under P- 805) ;— 
zu nafas, Sufficient and agreeable (drink) ;] 
—nufus, nufs (pl. of niifasa'), Women in 
labour. 

A "L-tf nafs-an, Willingly. 
A nufasd', nafsd' nafasd', A woman 

in labour ; a woman who has borne a child 
within forty days, or one not yet recovered 
after child-birth. 

a o^L-ii nafas-abdd, The lungs, chest; 
the human body. 

a îU-A* nafsani, Lewd, sensual; spiri-
tual, vital; — 'ilmi nafsani, Knowledge 
which adorns the mind ;—lazzati nafsani, 
Sensual pleasures. 

A i J U i i nafsdnlyat, Sensuality, carnality, 
luxury, pride, pomp. 

a nafs-parwar, Sensual, carnal. 
A nufsat, nufsa, Delay, respite, 

breathing-time. 
a y^w nafas-iang, Twinkling of an 

eye. 
a nafas-khdy, What stops or 

interrupts breathing or talking. 
aft-* u-tt nafas-daraz, Long-winded, 

prolix. 
a f t nafas-zar, Prolix, 
a nafassokhta, Taciturn, 

silent. 
a ijftA nafasshumdrl, (counting of 

breathings) AgonieB of death. 
a f f t nafasshum, Of ill-omened 

speech. 
a nafas-gusista, Silent, taci-

turn. 
a J—J" <j«AJ nafas-gusil, What stops or 

interrupts breathing or talking. 
a y-Ai nafas-kush, (A candle) blown 

out. 
a JJ—W nafsl, Carnal, sensual; desirable; 

spiritual, vital;—nafaae, An instant. 
A jut na/sh (v.n.), Plucking or teasing 

(wool or cotton);—nafash, Wool; a plen-
tiful year. 

A JAW nctfz (v.n.), Shaking (a tree or gar-
ment) ; shaking or causing (one) to trem-
ble (an ague or fever); having many 

children, being prolific (a woman) ;—nafaz, 
Anything falling from a tree (as leaves or 
fruit) ;—-nufu$ (pl. of nifdz), Breeches. 

A AAAJ nufzat, nufza, The trembling of 
the body (in an ague). 

A KFC naft (v.n.), Being angry, boiling with 
rage;—naf t , nift, Naphtha-, bitumen, liquid 
"naphtha; gunpowder ;—naf f , nafat (v.n.), 
Being covered with pustules or blisters (as 
tbe hand through hard labour). 

a Ui nift-anddz, Casting forth naph-
tha (from fire-ships); a maker of fire-
works; engineer. 

a kAJ nift-anddzl, Fireworks. 
A niftat, nift a, Blisters ; pu&tules, 

pimples, small-pox;— nafitat, nafita, Blis-
tered (hand) ;—nufatat, nufata, A person 
soon angry ; apt to explode. 

a ^ f t ) naftl. Anointed with bitumen ; 
consisting of naphtha. 

A GFC nap (v.n.), Being useful, profitable, 
beneficial, availing; gain, profit, advan-
tage, emolument, interest; avail; — nuf 
(pl. of nafu'), Useful, good-doing (men). 

A naf'-an, For the benefit of. 
a naf'-rasdn, One who confers 

benefits. 
A nafaq (v.n.), Perishing, failing, 

dying (provisions, money, cattle), being 
deficient; a narrow, indistinct road; a 
hole, lurking-place; a mouse-hole. 

A nafaqdt, pl. of— 
A Sm nafaqat, nafaqa, The necessary 

expenses for living, expenditure, disburse-
ment ; stipend, salary, maintenance; [na-
faqa khwurdan, To expend;—nafaqa kar-
dan, To defray the expenses of living ; to 
maintain (a person), to give (him) a pen-
sion;]—nufaqat, nufaqa, The hole of a 
field-mouse or mole. 

A naft (v.n.), A voluntary act of re-
ligion, the observance of which is not pre-
scribed, a work of supererogation ; clear 
gain; a g i f t ;—nafal , Plunder, especially 
taken from the enemies of the faith, spoil, 
prey; a kind of clover-grass•,—nufal, The 
second three nights of the month, the first 
three being called ghurar. 

J& nufal, A place in the fields or desert 
where men and animals rest in the winter 
(cf. JAi of which it is probably a misread-
ing). 

A nafnaf, A valley between moun-
tains. 

A nafut, (A pot) boiling over. 
A t f t nafuh, (A camel) giving milk 

without being milked ; strong, far-shooting 
(bow). 

A t f t nafukh, A medicine which is blown 
into the nostrils. 

A nafuz, One who penetrates, passes, 
gets through, or executes (business) ;— 
nufuz (v.n. of Penetrating, piercing 
through, pervading. 



A nafur, Frightened, scared, fleeing; 
one who abhors or nauseates; averse; 
[bizdr u nafur shudan, To abominate, 
nauseate, fly from ;]—nufur (v.n. of fa), 
Being frightened and running away (an 
animal) ; departing from the valley of 
Mina after the performance of the cere-
monies at Mecca; going about (any busi-
ness) ; abhorring, shunning ;—yaumu yn-
nufiir, The day on which the pilgrims depart 
from Mina. 

A nafuz, Bounding (doe). 
A nufus (pi. of nafs), Souls, selves. 
A J*fa> ntifush (v.n. of Feeding iu 

the night-time without a keeper (camels or 
sheep). 

A nufuz, Recovery from siclniess, 
convalescence. 

A nafu'. Useful, beneficent (man). 
A JY^ nufuq (v.n. of Perishing, 

failing, or dying (provisions, money, or 
cattle). 

Jy^ naful, nuful, The leg, shank (un-
supported by examples). 

A nafh (v.n.), Being jaded, sluggish, 
and weak (a camel) ; being dull of under-
standing;—nafih, Lazy, s low;—nujfdh (pi. 
of nafih), Lazy, slow (camels). 

A nafy (v.n.), Prohibiting, interdict-
ing, proscribing ; denying, disowning, dis-
avowing ; driving away, banishing, exiling ; 
being rejected or banished; negation; non-
existence; the negative imperative; pro-
hibition, proscription ; [isbat (ijdb) it nahy, 
Affirmation and negation;]—nafly, nafi, 
Negative; rejected,disowned, exiled, aban-
doned, turned out of doors (by a father) ; 
rubbish blown about by the wind; gravel 
scattered by the feet of a galloping horse ; 
froth or scum of a boiling pot ; annihila-
tion, non-existence; part of an army scat-
tered or loitering about the wings or rear; 
camp-followers; the meaner sort of at-
tendants; a shield made of palm-leaves; 
a threat ; the negative attribute (in logic). 

a qW^ nafaydn (v.n. of (j4*), Driving 
about (as wind the dus t ) ; pouring forth 
its contents (a cloud) ; drops of rain ; dust 
or leaves blown about by the wind. 

A nafis, (Blood) poured from a 
wound. 

A AJW nafiz, Who or what pierces, pene-
trates, or pervades; (a royal edict) received 
and obeyed. 

nafir, A kind of musical instrument; 
a brazen trumpet; a fife, flute; the shrill 
note of the fife; sound in general, noise, 
clamour; construed with kardan, guzash-
tan, &c.;—tdbl u nafir, Drum and fife. 

A nafir, A body (of men), especially 
from three to ten; a crowd or "body of 
men, especially flying or emigrating from 
any place; [ n a f i r awardan, To make an 
unexpected attack or a s s a u l t ; — n a f i r i 

'amm, A general rising or expedition; the 
publishing of the Arriere-ban, a general 
summons of the nobility to appear in arms 
with their troops;—yaumu 'n-nafir, The 
day on which the pilgrims depart from 
Mina;]—nufair (dim. of nafar), A very 
small number of persons. 

nafirchi, A trumpeter; a fifer. 
nafir-ndma, A general order in 

writing for assembling an army. 
yjj^Ai nafirandan, To be good, beautiful. 

nafiri, A kind of trumpet. 
A nafis, fem. ^ — n a f i s a t , nafita, 

Precious, delicate, exquisite; a precious or 
wished-for object; great riches. 

A kjy aafit (v.n. of LAAI), Sneezing, or 
forcing anything out of the nose (a goat) ; 
being blistered; boiling over (as a pot) ; 
being enraged breaking wind. 

A nafi tat, nafita, Blistered (hand). 
A nafi'at, nafi1 a, Gain, profit, ad-

vantage, benefit. 
A As* naqd' (v.n. of Being good, 

pure, sifted, cleaned ; cleanness ; puri ty; 
innocence; pure, clean;—nuqd' (pi. of 
nuqdwat), The best or selectest parts of 
things; (pi. of naqiy) clean, pure, excel-
lent. 

A naqd'at (v.n. of ^ y ) , Being clean, 
sifted, good, excellent. 

A niqdb (v.n. of Meeting un-
expectedly ; finding by chance ; a woman's 
veil; a signal, sign, mark; a very learned 
man; [niqdbi fchazrd, The vault of heaven; 
—niqdbi nili (the sable veil), Night ; ]— 
naqqab, A sapper, miner ; an examiner, in-
quirer, scrutinizer. 

A naqdbat (v.n. of Being, be-
coming, or making chief, magistrate, or 
leader of the people ;—niqdbat, Tribunitial 
or magisterial dignity. 

A nuqakh, Cold, pure, sweet water; 
sweet and refreshing sleep;—nuqqdirft, The 
back part of the head towards the ears; a 
lump on the top of the ear. 

A J ÎI niqdd (pi. of naqad), Certain kinds 
of sheep of a bad sort;—naqqdd, A cam-
bist who knows at once good from bad 
money ; an assayed coin; prompt, ready; 
an adept; a shepherd of the.sheep called 
naqad. 

Ajifi niqar (v.n. 3 of j£>), Stabbing with 
reproaches, railing at, expostulating sharply 
with; bandying words; expostulation; (pi. 
of nuqrat) caverns, particles of gold or 
silver ;—naqqar, A piercer or a striker with 
the beak; whoever or whatever pecks or 
notches ; a carver of ivory, bone, &c. 

A 'ifaa nuqdrat, nuqara, As much as a 
bird takes up in its bill or pecks at once, a 
beakful. 

a t^ftfau naqarchi, A beater of the kettle-
drum. 

a fcU. fan naqar-hkdna, A band of music 
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the place at the porch of a palace where 
the drums are beaten at stated intervals. 

a tfti naqara, A kettle-drum ;—naqara'i 
dftdbi zard, The kettle-drum beaten at 
sunset at the royal porch;—naqara bar 
ndmi khwud zad, He assumed the royal 
title;—dar waqti naqara'i sahar, At the 
time of the morning-drum. 

y&ft naqdrajl, yj aft naqdra-zan, tjft* 
naqdri, A beater of the kettla-drum. 

A. ft nuqdz, An ulcerous distemper inci-
dent to cattle, which makes them jump till 
they die;—naqqass, nuqqaz, A species of 
b i rd; young sparrows. 

A niqasat, Reproach, ridicule, sar-
casm, irony ; a nickname. 

A naqqmh, A painter, limner, em-
broiderer, gilder (of books); a sculptor, 
carver, engraver; a draughtsman;—nuq-
qdski daur-numd, Tbe painter of a panorama 
(m.c.). 

A niqdshat, The art of painting, 
embroidering, sculpting, or engraving. 

a ^ U i naqqashi, Drawing, painting; 
engraving;—naqqashi kardan, To paint; to 
carve. 

A 1»U> niqdt (pl. of nuqtat), Points, dots, 
&c.;—naqqdt, Who marks with points or 
dots. 

A niqa' (pl. of naq'), Dusts; hard 
places where waters stagnate ;—naqqd 
Proud, conceited ; a vain boaster. 

A JTO niqdl (v.n. 3 of J®), Conversing, 
telling stories one to another; (pl. of na-ql, 
niql) mended boots; (pl, of naqlat) Short 
and broad-headed spears;—naqqdl, A trans-
porter ; a mimic, actor, player. 

a naqqdli, Acting, mimicking. 
A naqdwat, nuqdwat (v.n. of ), 

Being cleaned, sifted, good, and choice; 
purity, cleanness; the best or selected part 
of anything. 

A naqdhat, Recovery from disease, 
convalescence; weakness, feebleness, lan-
guor. 

A naqdyat (v.n. of Being 
cleaned, sifted; being good and excellent; 
the choicest part of anything. 

A yofte naqd'is (pl. of naqisat), Imper-
fections, bad qualities, vices, blemishes. 

A naqd'iz (pl. of naqizai), Contra-
dictions; damages, injuries; wresting or 
distorting the meaning of a verse. 

A naq&H (pl. of naqi'at), Camels or 
other cattle slaughtered for the entertain-
ment of strangers ;—naqa'i'u 'l-maut, The 
feasts of death, i.e. mankind. 

A naqb (v.n.), Digging (through a 
wall) ; a way through mountains; a hole; 
a rabbit's burrow; a subterraneous exca-
vation, a mine, tunnel, gallery ; an imple-
ment of miners or thieves for piercing 
walls; a crowbar, jemmy;—naqab (v.n.), 
Having the feet worn bare, smooth, and 

perforated below (a camel); being torn 
or worn (a boot). 

A nuqabd' (pl. of naqib), Princes, 
leaders, tribunes. 

a, tj&ti, na qb-afgan, A miner; a house-
breaker. 

A niqbat, A mode of veiling the face; 
—nuqbai, nuqba, A hole; a garment worn 
round the middle; breeches ; colour; the 
face. 

a wW naqb-khana, A subterranean 
dwelling. 

a 0) naqb-zan, ft naqb-gir, — 
q.y. above. 

A naqt, An extracting of marrow. 
A naqs. (v.n.), Making haste, doing 

anything expeditiously, going out quickly. 
A naqkh (v.n.), Smiting, piercing; 

striking (the head), penetrating to the 
brain. 

A naqd (v.n.), Glancing (the eye upon 
anything) ; separating the good from bad 
coin; counting out or paying (in ready 
money); ready money, prompt payment, 
cash ; (coin) of a just standard; [naqdi 
jdn (rawdn), The spirit; current coin;— 
naqdi shab dar miydn, False money ;—naqdi 
shash roza, The world with all it contains ; 
—naqd it jins, Money and goods, coin and 
kind ; — naqdi waqt (the ready money of 
time), Life;—bd wajhi naqd, With readv 
money ; — jpuli naqd, Ready money, cash 
(m.c.) ;]—naqad (v.n.), Being peeled, ex-
coriated (the hoof of a horse, Ac.) ; a 
species of ugly short-legged sheep (peculiar 
to Bahrain in Arabia; — ncaid Peeled 
(hoof) ; a boy not thriving on his food, 
checked in growth, stunted. 

A 3 ^ naqd-an, With ready money, in cash. 
a ^ naqd-d-naqd, Prompt payment. 
A Sifij niqdat, Caraway-seed (see t f t 

below). 
ftnaqd-gir, A bribe-taker; a world-

ling. 
a ^Afc naqdi, Ready (money); belong-

ing to ready money; a moneyed man. 
a sjubtUS naqdi-gumdshta, A subordi-

nate in a treasury. 
a naqdina, Ready cash. 
A naqz (v.n.). Saving, delivering, res-

cuing ; safety; rest; [naqz-an la-ka, May 
you have a lucky escape! (a formula pro-
nounced when one is slipping or falling) ; 
-—naqaz (v.n.), Fleeing, escaping; libera-
ted, rescued. 

A f i naqr (v.n.), Striking; snapping the 
fingers; clacking the tongue against the 
palate; pecking (grain) with the bill; 
blowing the trumpet naqur\ a smack with 
the lips, to make a horse quicken his pace; 
—naqar (v.n.), Growing angry, becoming 
enraged ;—naqir, Enraged, angry ;—nuqar 
(pl. of nuqrat), Caverns, small round 
cavities. 



A Syu naqrats One smack with the fingers ; 
—nuqrat, nuqra, A cavern, cavity, hollow 
(especially small); melted gold or silver; 
an ingot; gold or silver coin, money ;—ww-
qa/rat, A disease in the side of a sheep or 
goat. 

a y-yu niqris, Gout (especially with 
swelling in the feet or hands) ; death, de-
struction ; a calamity; an omen, portent; 
a skilful road-guide; an excellent physi-
cian. 

a niqra (prob. for A. q.v. above), 
Caraways ;—nuqra, Silver; a nnmbness in 
the limbs ; anything white ;—nuqra ba-
dhan rasad, Good turns into evil, prosperity 
into misery, &c.; good things and evil 
things turn up together ;—nuqra*i jamhur, 
Silver not up to the standard;—nuqra'i 
ihalis, Pure, unalloyed silver; — nuqra'i 
Jchdm, Pure, virgin silver; purity, softness, 
delicacy;—nuqra'i khing, A horse of silvery 
whiteness ;—nuqra'i khing zartushti, The 
Bun ;—nuqra'i zibaqi, Pure quicksilver ;— 
nuqra'i shdkhdar, Silver (pure) ; plate. 

a {$•>£ ays* nugra-gin, Silvery, all of silver. 
A niqris, A skilful physician ; an 

expert road-guide; a clever man in general. 
a J^i nuqra'i, Made of silver, silver. 
Ay& naqz, naqazan (v.n. of yy), 

Bounding (as a deer or kangaroo);—niqz, 
Tbe worst species of cattle ;—naqaz, A sur-
name, nickname;—naqiz, Pure, fresh, sweet 
water. 

A naqs (v.n.), Striking (especially 
the wooden gong naqiis) ; railing at, re-
proaching ; reproach, satire; vice, failing, 
fault;—niqs, Writing-ink. 

A (J&JU naqsh (v.n.), Painting, printing, 
staining of two or more colours; embroi-
dering ; carving, engraving; pulling out 
(a sting, thorn, hair) ; striking (clusters of 
dates) with thorns to make them ripen 
quicker; doing anything attentively and 
expeditiously; publishing, divulging, ex-
posing; a painting, embroidery; a picture, 
drawing, portrait, map, plan; character 
given to a man in the estimation of others ; 
a pip on a card; a dot on a die; a lucky 
throw at dice ;—naqsh ba-har am, A well-
made person, but good for nothing ; — 
naqsh bar db zadan, To write upon the 
water; (met.) to obliterate;—naqsh bar db 
kashidan, To draw figures on the water, 
(met.) to engage in unprofitable pursuits ; 
—naqsh bar dari hamdm, Anything useless, 
unprofitable, unreasonable;—naqsh burdan, 
To destroy, to demolish, to ruin;—naqsh 
bastan, To design, fashion, make, create; 
to limn, portray ; (met.) to lie prostrate 
and motionless on the ground (m.c.) ;— 
naqshi bi-ghubar, Cries of the oppressed ;— 
naqshi bi-ma'al, Writings without solidity, 
trifling;—naqshi pd, A footprint;—naqshi 
padid-na-padld, An apparition which has 

the mere resemblance of reality;—naqshi 
pargdrkun, All created thin gs ; — naqshi 
pa/rmur, The comb of honey, a bee-hive;— 
naqshi chize ddshtan, To be capable of doing 
a thing, to be up to i t ; —naqshi hardm, = 
naqsh ba-hardm above ;—naqshi khaki gau-
hari, The portrait, figure, or character of a 
noble and upright man;—naqsh dokhtan, 
To e m b r o i d e r n a q s h i dlwdr, Thunder-
struck, confounded (so as to appear like a 
picture on the wall) ; — naqsh zadan, To 
describe, to delineate ; to conquer, to win; 
—naqsh siturdan (shustan, shikastan), To 
destroy, to ruin; — naqshi fuldn na-darad, 
He is not an enemy or rival of such a one ; 
—naqshi qandahdr, An alluring ravishing 
object;—naqsh kardan, To draw, to paint; 
—naqshi kase ba-tir zadan, (met.) To enter-
tain the utmost hatred or enmity against; 
—naqsh ka 'l-hajar, Like an engraving on 
stone, i.e. indelible ; — naqshi kul, The 
throne of God ;—naqsh gasht kardan, To 
destroy ;—naqsh nishandcm (nishastan), To 
estimate;—naqshi nek, Happy but fleeting 
days pur naqsh u nigdr, Full of paint-
ings and ornaments;—dar abgina naqshi 
pari didan, To see the wine sparkling iu 
the cup; to see the reflection of the cup-
bearer in the same. 

a Atf (jS^i naqsh-dbad, Ardent spirits. 
d fa (jS^i naqsh-bdz, Who plays cautiously 

and skilfully. 
a naqsh-bazi, Cunning. 
a y(«-ftJW naqshiban, A city in Arran. 
a sAy tr-ai naqsh bar db, Anything futile, 

idle, useless, changeable. 
a naqsh-band, A painter, embroi-

derer ; one who adorns;—naqsh-bandi ha-
wadis, An epithet of God. 

a ^aly^fli naqsh-bandi, The art of paint-
ing 01* embroidery ;—naqsh-bandi, 
naqsh-bandiya, Certain rites or ceremonies 
of the Sufis. 

a tr-rf naqsh-blsh, Anything existing 
only in name, not found in existence; a 
technical term in the game nard. 

a u ^ naqsh-parddz, A painter. 
a Aijji naqsh -pa iw and, A limner. 
a naqshijihan, Name of a public 

square in Isfahan; also of a city in Ar-
menia. 

a {jr&> naqsh-ziydd, — (jiJU q.v. 
above. 

a fa naqsh-sdz, naqsh-tiraz, 
faji&i naqshgar, A painter, limner, sculptor, 

a naqshuwan, — q.y. above. 
A A&& naqsha, A portrait, model, map, 

plan;—naqsha'i daryd, A chart. 
a naqsha-kash, A cartographer. 
a A£.a> naqsha-kashi, Cartography. 
A YE** naqs, <YUFI} nuqsan (v.n. of yeto), 

Diminishing, injuring; being defective, 
damaged; defect, deficiency; wastage, 
diminution, decrease; detriment, damage, 



loss, want; blemish, injury, prejudice, mis-
chief; construed with burdan, bastan, rasi-
dan,&c.;—nuqsdn awardan, To cheat, de-
fraud, entail loss. 

A naqz (v.n.), Demolishing, dissolv-
ing, undoing, untwisting ; violating fan 
agreement), breaking (faith); dissolution, 
demolition; violation, rupture; [naqzi 
paimdn ('ahd), Violation of agreement, 
breach of treaty;]—niqz, fam. niqzat, 
niqza, A camel emaciated with fatigue; 
untwisted, undone; demolished; emaciated, 
ground broken into many hillocks by 
mushrooms piercing through ;—nuqz, Part 
of a demolished building;—naqaz,, Taken 
down, demolished (building) ;—nuqaz, A 
mode of wrestling. 

A !OSi Tiaqf (v.n.), Marking (a letter) with 
the diacritical points;—nuqa\ (pi. of nuq-
tat), Points, dots. 

A nuqtat, nuqta, A point, dot ; a geo-
metrical point; a spot, stain ; a dot, a pip 
or spot upon a die ; a diacritical point; a 
part of anything; choice wealth; con-
strued with zadan, nihadan, &c.;—nuqta i 
i'tiddl, Equinoctial colure ;—nuqtatu 'l-i'ti-
ddli 'l-fcharifi, Autumnal equinoctial point; 
—nuqtatu 'l-itiddli 'r-rabii, Vernal equi-
noctial point;—nuqta ba-nuqta, From point 
to point, punctually;—nuqta chidan, To 
put the dots in their proper places and 
accurately (as writing-masters in teaching 
child ren);—nuqta'i hissi, A tangible point; 
—-nuqta'i dd'ira, Point of a circle; Muham-
mad ;—nuqta rekhtan, To tell fortune by 
dots ;—nuqta'i roshantar-pargdr, The pole ; 
centre of the world; Muhammad;—nuq-
ta'i zarrin, Tbe sun ;—nuqta'i samt (samti 
'r-rds), The vertical point;—nuqta'i su-
waidd, Heart's core;—naqia'i sahw, An 
unnecessary dot placed by carelessness ;— 
nuqtai shakk, A dot or mark placed over a 
doubtful word to recognize it on rectifica-
tion ;—nuqta'i 'arazi, An imaginary point; 
—nuqta'i gil, Centre of the earth ; terres-
trial globe ;—nuqta'i muqdbil, An opposite 
point; an adversary;—nuqta'i mauhum, 
An imaginary p o i n t n u q t a ' i nuni khat, 
The dot in the nun (^j) to which the beard 
is likened, i.e. the mouth; — nuqta'i nuh 
dd'ira, Centre of the earth; Muhammad. 

a <datt» nuqta-ddr, Dotted; marked 
with a diacritical point. 

A naq' (v.n.), Flowing into any place 
and stagnating (water); steeping, soaking 
(in water), putting (anything medicinal) 
into (it), macerating ; a flat, level country ; 
raised dust; a cloud of dust ; a place 
where water stagnates, hard clay soil 
which it cannot permeate. 

A J a naql (v.n.), Transporting, carrying 
from one place to another ; transplanting ; 
translating (from oue language into an-
other); transcribing, copying; imitating, 

mimicking, acting; relating, telling; re-
pairing, mending (a boot); patching, 
mending (a garment); transportation ; 
translation; history, narrative, relation, 
report, account, theme, tale, story ; a copy, 
duplicate; whatsoever is carried; a bur-
den ; the transitive or active signification 
of a verb; affability, mildness, softness, 
easy good-nature ; [naqli asqdl kardan, To 
carry loads from one place to another;— 
naql ddshtan, To be worthy of remark or 
notice (m.c.) ;—naql kardan, To transport 
from place to place; to die; to translate; to 
relate ; to mend;—naqli mazhab, Change of 
religion;—naqli makdii, Emigration; the 
first stage of a journey, or halting-place at 
a very little distance, where tbe travellers 
remain some time to collect what may have 
been forgotten of the requisites for travel-
ling, and to wait for a projutious moment to 
commeuce their journey ;—shar dh naql kar-
dan, To pour wine from one vessel into 
another;]—nuql, Anything given at enter-
tainments along with wine, as fruits or 
sweetmeats; [nuqli bdddmi (pishta), Con-
fection of almonds ^pistachio) ; — nuqli 
khwdja,, A small grain resembling black 
pepper, but which within is white and 
sweet;—nuqli firingi, A particular kind of 
sweetmeat; — nuqli mdtam, Sweetmeats 
which are handed round at funerals;— 
nuqli majlis,A buffoon, fool, jester ; sport, 
play, pleasantry, b u f f o o n e r y n u q l i nau-
rozi, Dry fruit eaten with wiue ;]—naqal, A 
feather taken from one arrow and put on 
another ; a stony place with trees; volu-
bility of tongue, readiness of reply, repar-
tee ; a distemper in the sole of a camel's 
foot naqil, (A man) ready iu answer ;— 
nuqal, The three nights following the first 
three of a month. 

nuqul, A shelter for cattle made in 
the ground or on a hill's side; hollow, 
deep ; bottom. (Cf. JA> and .) 

A "̂ FII naql-an, Traditionally ; — 'aql-an 
u naql-an, According to reason and tradi-
tion. 

A SAAI nuqala' (pi. of naqil), Transporters; 
relators. 

a JU* J& naql-band, A compiler of narra-
tives. 

A naqlat, A short and broad-headed 
spear ; transport; migration ; — naqalat, 
naqala (pi. of naqil), Writers ;—naqala'i 
ahwdl, Historians. 

a nuqlddn, A fruit or sweetmeat-
plate; little artistically-adorned cupboards 
in the wall for keeping fruit and sweet-
meats. 

a Jo* nuql-farosh, A vendor of fruit 
and sweetmeats. 

a naql-nawisi, Copying. 
a naqli, Fictitious, imitated ; copied, 

transcribed;—nuqli, A vendor of dried fruit. 
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the preced-«t>yAJ naqliydt (pl. fern, of 

ing), Stories, traditions. 
a naqliya, Cost of transport, car-

riage. 
A ̂  naqm (v.n.), BeiDg angry ; chiding, 

reproving, checking, reproaching; taking 
revenge ; hating, disapproving;—naqam, 
Middle of the road;—niqam (pl. of niq-
vnat), Punishments, revenges. 

A naqimat (pl. of naqimat), Punish-
ments. 

A naqmat, niqrnat, naqimat. Punish-
ment, revenge, vengeance; hatred; vehe-
mence, hardness, severity. 

A naqw (v.n.), Extracting marrow 
from a bone; any bone containing mar-
row. 

A Sj* naqwat, nuqwat, The best, sifted, or 
selected part; siftings. 

A oyu nuqud (pl. of naqd), Sums of ready 
money;-—nuqudi nd-mahdud, Untold ready 
money. 

A nuqush (pl. of imqgh), Picturps ; 
engravings; inscriptions; dots on dice, pips 
on cards. 

A ( n u q i i z (pl. of niqz), Surfaces of 
grounds perforated by mushrooms. 

A naqit', Anything diluted or dis-
solved in water, to make medicines or 
drink, an infusion; a preparation of pure 
water and different kinds of perfumes; 
[naqri'i tabib, An infusion of raisins;}— 
nuqu* (v.n. of Plowing into one place 
and stagnating (water) ; abusing, defam-
ing; being raised (a noise or dus t ) ; be-
lieving ; killing a sheep or camel to enter-
tain a guest; (pi. of naq') raised (dusts). 

A nuqul (pi. of naqV), Narratives; 
copies. 

A naqak, nttqvh (v.n. of 
Recovering (from sickness), though still 
weak; understanding, perceiving ; listen-
ing to ;—naqih, Intelligent;—nuqqah (pl. of 
ndqih), Convalescents; intelligent (per-
sons). 

A naqy (v.n.), Taking marrow out (of 
a bone); giving marrow to eat;—niqy, 
Marrow; the fat part of the eye;—naqiy, 
naqi, Clean, pure, excellent, exquisite; 
finest and whitest flour. 

A naqib, A chief, leader ; an intelli-
gent person; one acquainted with the 
genealogies of a people; a servant whose 
business it is to proclaim the titles of 
his master, and to introduce those who pay 
their respects to him;—naqtbv, *l-ashraf, 
Chief of the descendants of the Prophet; 
supreme Sharif. 

<naqiban (P. pL of the preceding), 
Chiefs, leaders, Ac.;—naqibdni Mr, Angels. 

A &«*> naqibai, Soui, mind; intellect, 
u n d e r s t a n d i n g , p e n e t r a t i o n ; n a t u r e ; ( fo r 
niqdbat) tribuniiial or magisterial dignity. 

a naqibi, The chief magistracy. 

A naqiyat, naqiya (fem. of naqiy), 
Pure, clean ; a word, saying, discourse. 

A jJb naqir, Hollowed (wood or stone) ; 
a hollow dug in the ground, or in a stone; 
a canal, trough, tray ; a small groove in a 
date-stone, from which the stalk grows ; 
poor, mean, despised ; nature, origin, kind, 
species;—naqir u qitmir, Minutely (see 

p. 978). 
A naqis, Sweet or pure water; a 

fragrant aromatic, a perfume; defective, 
deficient, faulty, vicious;—shakhsi naqis, A 
vicious person. 

A ADJTT naqisof., naqisa, Imperfection, 
defect, vice, bad quality ; disgrace, slander ; 
—naqisa guftan, To disparage. 

A naqiz, Destruction of a work, 
demolition of a bwilding; contrary, oppo-
site, reverse; reversed, inverted, adverse, 
inimical; the sound made by a loose 
saddle or load upon a camel. 

A naqizai, A competition between 
two poets, when one repeats a line, or 
lines, to which the other makes an extem-
porary contradictory reply; contradiction; 
opposition in word or deed. 

A naqi\ A well overflowing with 
water; an infusion ; standing water; wine 
made of steeped grapes, raisins, or dates 
without boiling; cooled milk for drinking; 
clamour, loud voice. 

A naqmat, A camel or other 
cattle killed for the entertainment of 
strangers. 

A naqilT fem, naqilat, naqila, 
Foreign (man); a traveller; a torrent; a 
way ; a peculiar pace of a horse;—ibn 
•naqila-, A stranger, traveller. 

nak (for q.v. p. 133), Behold! 
green vitriol;—nuk, A bird's bill. 

A naV (v.n.), Taking the scab off a 
sore; killing or wounding (an enemy); 
paying (debt), performing (what is due). 

A nahdb, Green vitriol; vitriol in 
solution; — nikdb, A stocking, glove, or 
muff ; a falconer's glove; news, intelli-
gence; a figure drawn by a pencil or 
wrought with a needle;—mtkab, A swell-
ing about the lower part of a camel's 
ear. 

A ifbU nikdbf j (v.n. of Being set 
(over others) as leader or tribune. 

A nikat (pl. of nttkiei), Points, 
subtleties, conceit®, witticisms, qoainfc 
phrases, epigrams;—nakkdt , A reviler, 
detractor. 

A nikdh (r.n. of ft*), Marrying; 
matrimony, marriage; conjugal intercourse; 
a dowry; [nikdk ('aqdi mkdk) bastan (par-
dakhian, kardan), To many, take a wife;— 
hujjati nikdh, A marriage-contract signed 
by a judge;—mu'dhada i nikah, A marriage-
contract ;—nakkdk, One who marries many 
wires, a poly gain i s t ; potent in venery. 
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a nihdhi, Matrimonial; married 
woman. 

A naharat (v.n. of Being acute, 
clever, subtle; being hard, difficult; craft, 
cunning, skill. 

8jl£f nahara, Worthless, useless; invalid. 
nahas, (in Zand and Pazand) A 

look, glance. 
A nuhas, A relapse. 

nihdf, A falconer's glove. 
A nuhdf, A tumour rising in the 

throat of a camel (often fatal), also a lump 
behind the ear (cf. a above). 

A J ^ nakdl, fl^J nakdlat, nakala, Exem-
plary punishment, chastisement; a public 
and ignominious exposure. 

nikal, Coal. 
A nikayat (v.n. of ), Killing, 

wounding, injuring; a wound, injury, 
massacre, slaughter. 

J^i nikd'i, Goodness; welfare; beauty. 
A nakb (v.n.), Turning out of the 

way, declining from, inclining to; position, 
disposition ; misfortune, calamity ;—nukb 
(pi. of nakbd'), Winds blowing obliquely ; 
—nakab (v.u.), Having a pain in tbe shoul-
ders, being slip-shouldered; a hurt or 
disease in (a camel's) shoulder, which 
causes him to hal t ; crookedness, wryness, 
obliquity. 

A nahba', A wind blowing obliquely, 
a Bide wind, four iu number, which are 
called :—al-azyab, South-east wind ;—al-
jirbiya', North-weBt; — as-sq.biya, North-
east ;—al-hif (haif?), South-west. 

A nahab at, pi. of— 
A nahbat (v.n. of Breaking, 

injuring anyone (ill-fortune); adversity, 
calamity, misfortune,affliction; bad health; 
ignominy, contempt. 

a nahbat-khdna,' The residence of 
contempt, i.e. a mean habitation; a house 
full of disasters. 

a ifttti nahbait, Contemptible, miserable, 
wretched, worthless. 

A naht (v.n.), Poking the ground 
with the end of a stick and the like;— 
nukat (pi. of nuhtai), Witticisms, &c. 

A I IFC nuhtat, An impression made with 
the tip of the finger, or with a stick on 
the ground; a point; a subtle or quaint 
conceit, nice or metaphysical distinction, 
mystical signification, quaint saying, pithy 
sentence; construed with the verbs dmokh-
tan, khwdndan, ddshtan, zadan, surudan, 
guftan, &c.; — nuhta'i bddi, Agreeable, 
charming words, such as delight the 
heart; empty boast, falsehood ;—nuhtai 
pur har, A subtle and pleasing saying;— 
nuhta giriftan, To separate, make nice dis-
tinctions ; to take by the handle. 

a nuhta-ar ay, Adorned with 
subtle sayings. 

a nukta-amez, Pull of subtleties. 

a (^ti nuhta-bin, A caviller. 
a jta^j liSi nuhta-pardaz, ^ nuhta-

parwar, Acute, sagacious, of a subtle dispo-
sition of mind. 

a nuhta-paiwand, Subtle, inge-
nious. 

a t w nuhta-chin, A caviller, carper. 
a nukta-dan, Who understands 

and appreciates subtleties, &c.; a critic. 
nuhta-sanj, A weigher of words, 

an orator. 
a LSV- nuhta-sanji, The weighing, 

or nice distinction, of words or minute ob-
jects. 

a (J-UA ASXJ nuhta-shinds, Sagacious, 
understanding subtleties or mysterious 
meanings. 

a nuhta-guzar, Witty, clever. 
a nuhta-goy, Eloquent ; epigram-

matic ; mystical, abstruse. 
a yfa AX£> nuhta-gir, A caviller, carper, 

critic. 
A niks (v.n.), Loosing, uutwisting 

(a rope); breaking (an agreement) ; rebel-
ling ; name of a man. 

A ffai nakh, Genitale arvum ; venery ; a 
woman joined in matrimony ;—nxkh, nukh, 
A word used by women in betrothing a 
young girl; marriage;—nuhah, and— 

A nuhahat, nuhaha, One who marries 
many wives, a polygamist. 

A nakad (v.n.), Containing but little 
water (a well) ; trouble, wretchedness of 
life; importunity ; — nahid, Miserable, 
wretched, distressful. 

A y& nahr, nahar, Understanding, saga-
city, cunning;—nuhr, nuhur (v.n.), Not 
knowing or acknowledging, ignoring, deny-
ing; reprobating, rejecting, repudiating; 
—nahir, Au indefinite noun; ingenious r 
shrewd, crafty; ignorant. 

A nahrd', Subtlety of genius ;—na-
hara', Manner, mode ; affliction, calamity. 

A tfa nahrat, Subtlety of genius ;—naha-
rat, Ignorance ; — nahirat, nahira, nukra, 
Undetermined, unrestricted, indefinite 
(noun) ; evil, misfortune. 

A nakz (v.n.), Striking; driving 
away; repulsing; stinging; fixing the 
sharp point of anything in the ground;— 
nikz, Anything vile and worthless;—nahaz 
(v.n.), Being empty, dry (a well) ;—nukuz 
(pi. o£ nahuz), Empty (wells). 

nakazhda, An earthen cup or jar. 
A JJ-.& naks (v.n.), Inclining downward, 

inverting, placing topsy-turvy; reading 
backward (especially a chapter of the Qur-
'an) ; (food, &c.) causing a disease to re-
turn ;—niks, (An arrow) broken at the 
notch, and therefore turned so that the 
lower end becomes top and receives the 
bead; weak, poor, wretched (man); topsy-
turvy;—nuks, A relapse; — nuks hardan, 
To relapse into distemper. 



nahae (for nd-has), Vile, sordid. 
A ^ X i /tafeA (v.n.), Emptying (a well), 

taking out fetid mud ; finishing, bringing 
to a close, extirpating. 

nihsh, Slow, sluggish. 
A nahz (v.n.), Rendering (anyone's 

business} troublesome ;—nahaz, A causiug 
to make haste ; excessive hunger. 

A nah' (v.n.), Hurrying anyone to do 
a thing ;—nakai (v.n.), Having a reddish 
and excoriated nose; excoriation of the 
nose ; — n u k a A red colour. 

A nikl, A chain, fetter, manacle, col-
lar ; a bridle, reins ; the iron bit of a bridle ; 
a tried, bold, or experienced man ;—nuhl, 
An example, punishment; that which 
brings punishment ;—nakal (v.n,), Receiv-
ing chastisement; robust (man) of tried 
bravery ; excellent (horse) ;—a'n-nakal *aid 
'n-nahal, A brave man on a gallant steed. 

J & nihil, nahl, A youth whose beard 
begins to grow. 

A && nuhlat, An example, punishment; 
that which brings punishment. 

ft nihil, niko, Good, beautiful ; a good 
thing. 

A nukdb (v.n. of <-»-&), Straying, 
declining, turning away (from the right 
way); preceding, as a chief or leader; 
blowing obliquely (intermediate winds, as 
NE., BE,, NW., or SW. (see 

ft niku-Mpdh, A well-wisher. 
A nuhtir (v.n. of ft), Not knowing or 

acknowledging, ignoring, denying; repro-
bating, rejecting, 

a <»sl>nihil-ray, Of good judgment or 
counsel. 

A j f t nahuz, (A well) containing little 
water;—nukuz (v.n. of^&), Flowing down 
upon low ground, or sinking into the earth 
(water). 

a ft niku-siyar, Of good disposition 
or manners. 

A nugus, A departing, desisting 
from fear, 

A nukul (v.n. of J&), Retiring, fly-
ing through timidity from something good; 
retreating from an enemy ; abstaining, re-
fraining (from swearing) ; revoking a pro-
mise, taking one's word back (m,c.). 

fU ft niku-nam, Of good repute. 
ft niku-ndmi-andesh, Anxious 

to acquire a good name. 
if&ft nahunitan, (in Zand and Pazand) 

To kill. 
nahuh, One who hunts for faults, 

an evil-speaker; a false-accuser, slanderer. 
t j ^ f t nahuhieh, nihuhish, Reproach, 

chiding, rebuking, blame, scorn, contempt, 
rejection, 

ixubft nihuhanda, An accuser, traducer, 
despiser, blamer, contemner. 

a <j\) i x j t f t nihuhida-rdy, Of a blame-
worthy way of thinking ; ill-advised. 

^ X f j t f t nikuhidagl, Contempt, reproach. 
qjuj&ft nakuhldan, nikuhldan, To de-

spise, slight, reject, blame, treat with con-
tempt, speak ill of, slander, reproach, 
complain of another; to disregard reli-
gious duties. 

ij^jbft nakuhtda, nikuhida, Despised, re-
jected ; blamed, scorned ; spoken ill of;—• 
afali nikuhida, Unworthy actions, 

y f t nikul, Goodness; a good thing ;— 
lutf u nikul, Graciousness and goodness. 

A nakhat, in P. nukha, Smell of the 
breath ; odour, perfume. 

A^̂ J nakha, The string of a paper-kite 

A fti nahir (v.n. of Repudiating, 
reprobating ; denying ; hateful, detestable, 
odious, disagreeable ; companion angel of 
Munkar (see ^ p. 1334). 

A nahlrain (obi. du. of nahir, used 
as nom.), The two angels Nakir and Mun-
kar. 

A nahif, Glanders. 
nag, The roof of the mouth, palate. 
nigdr, (imp. of nigdshtan and nigdri-

dan) Paint thou; (in comp.) painting, 
painted; a picture, portrait, effigy,or idol; 
figures stained on the hands and feet with 
a dye extracted from the colouring shrub 
hind; dye, pa in t ; au idea; a beautiful 
woman, a mistress, a sweetheart; beauty; 
construed with the verbs bastan, chaspidan, 
ddshtan, shustan, hardan, guzashtan, nishdn-
dan, nihdndan, &c. ;—nigdri khdtir, An 
impression on the mind;—nigdri roz-gdr 
('alam), Idol of the world ; beloved by a l l ; 
a miracle of beauty ; — akhbdr-nigdr, A 
journalist (m.c.) ;—pur naqsh u nigar, Full 
of pictures and images. 

ftj nigdr-hhdna, A picture-gallery; 
the house (or book) of Mani (see 
p. 1 1 4 5 ) . 

8a» j nigdr-dlda, Dyed with hind, 
( f t ^ f t j nagdristan, A picture-gallery 

the house (or book) of Mani; title of seve-
ral celebrated works. 

nigdrish, Writing ; painting, draw-
ing ; imagination, fancy. 

i^jtsj nigdrish-ndma, A letter, epistle, 
a ^Ic^U-i nigdr-lalam, An elegant border 

or hem. 
nigar-harda, ~ tyft* q.v. below. 

jS fti nigdr-gar, A painter, designer, 
limner. 

^nigdr-gird, A round edge or bor-
der. 

a j \ i f t j nigaranda, A painter, limner, 
writer. 

Q^fti nigdrldan, To paint, embroider, 
draw, pourtray, delineate, write. 

nigdrln, Embellished; a beloved 
object;—nigdrin kardan, To adorn. 

^Vjj tfift* nigarin-zabdn, Who simulates 
love or friendship in his speech. 



nigdrin-naward, A written 
book, a manuscript. 

l^4*^"* nigdshtan, — q.v, 
nigdshta,Written, painted, stained ; 

embroidered ; pourtrayed. 
u^Si nigaf, A glove. 

nigal, Coal, live coal. 
nigdh, Look, aspect; a glance; ob-

servation ; custody, watch, care, caution; 
(as interjection) behold ) take heed! con-
strued with the verbs uftddan, anddkhtan, 
bakhtan, bar khipesh, pechldan, dar chize 
pechidan, duzdldan, rekhtan, zadan, &c. (see 

below) ;—nigdh ba-nigah anddkh-
tan, To look at continuously ;—nig dhi tund, 
A severe look, a frown. 

nigah-bdn, A guard, guardian, 
keeper; a petty officer of government. 

nigdhbdnl, Custody ;—nigdhbanl 
kardam, To guard, preserve, keep. 

nigdh-char an, One who goes 
with half-shut eyes, inattentive to sur-
rounding objects. 

nigdh-char dm, An empty look, 
star-gazing. 

jW nigdh-ddr, A guardian, keeper, 
custodian, conservator. 

nigdh-ddrl, Conservation, cus-
tody, care; maintenance (m.c.) ;—nigdh-
ddrl kardan, To maintain (m.c.). 

nigdh-ddskt, He guarded, &e.; 
observation, watch ; custody, preservation ; 
anything committed to care or guardian-
ship ; a keepsake. 

(jj^W nigdh ddshtan, To obse/ve, re-
gard; to keep, maintain, guard, preserve, 
look a f te r ; to enlist ; to withhold. 

<3 fa sift nigdh kardan, wigdhidan, 
To gaze at ; to deposit; to give into keeping. 

nagar,A grape-stone;—nigar (imp, of 
nigaristan), Behold, consider; look, sight. 

nigar an, One who lx)ks, beholds, 
expects;—nigardn bash, Be ready, prepare 
yourself;—nigardn shudan, To expect, to 
be on the look-out. 

nigar dni, Expectation; careful 
attention; anxiety. 

nigaristan, = q.y.;—ba-
kaee nigaristan, To look at anyone. 

,JS«J£> nigarish, Sight, look, observation. 
nigaridan, (j'^fa nigaristan, To 

view, see, look. 
•ijfa nagzirad, Jyrfa* nagzirad, There is no 

help for it, there is no remedy. 
6J3& nagazhda, An earthen drinking-cup. 

nagl, nigil, A youth whose beard be-
gins to grow. 

(jj-i^ nigandan, To quilt, to sew in an 
ornamental way. 

niganda, A particular kind of orna-
mental sewing, counterpoint, embroidery; 
anything hidden, particularly treasure;— 
niganda kardan, To sew with long stitches, 
baste, 

fa nigu-sdr, Inverted, turned upside 
down; ruined; one who hangs his head 
from shame ,- a low-bodied beast of burden. 

nigun, Turned, inverted, hanging 
down; upside down; construed with shu-
dan, kardan, <fce. 

nigun-bakht, Unfortunate, hap-
less. 

fa nigun-sdr, One who hangs tbe 
head from shame; inverted $—nigvn-sdr 
kardan,To overturn, to invert. 

^LjySo nigun-sdri, A hanging of the 
head. 

a y^j nigun-tdli', Unlucky. 
a Qj&i nigun-tasht, The sky. 

nigah, A look, glance ; observation; 
guardianship. 

nigahbdn, A keeper, guard, watch-
man ;—nigahbdni qal'a, Garrison of a castle. 

mgahbdnl, Guard, custody, guar-
dianship ; observation, watching. 

nigahddr, A guardian. 
&^>fa nigah-ddranda, A keeper. 
SjU && nicjah-ddra (shortened from the 

preceding), Guard, keeper, observer. 
nigah-dari, Observation; keeping 

(a secret). 
nigah-ddsht, He regarded; he 

observed ; anything committed to another's 
care. 

nigah ddshtan, <&> nigah 
kardan, To behold, to observe; to take 
eare of, 

t — n i g i s d , A musician of Khusrau Par-
wez. 

nigln, A ring, especially the seal-
ring of a prince ; a precious stone set in a 
ring, a bezel;—nigin bar angushtare zadan 
(nishdndan), nigln dar angushtare nishdn-
dan), To set a stone in a ring;—nigini 
piydda, A stone not yet set in the r ing;— 
nigini dudai, Two stones in one collet of a 
ring; — nigini suwdr, A stone set in the 
r ing; — nigini 'dshiq u ma'shuq, — nigini 
dti-ld'i above. 

nigin-khdma, A chisel for carv-
ing seals. 

iiU. nigln-khdna, niginddn, 
The collet, i.e. that part of a ring in which 
the precious stone is set. 

^L, (faZ* nigin-sdy, Au engraver of seals ; 
a polisher of gems. 

nigina, — q.v. 
A nal, Take, carry off (any thing good). 

nalch, Pus from a boil or wound. 
nilisk, nilishk, I n debt, a 

debtor. 
nalk, nilk, The medlar ; the medlar-

tree ;—nilk, A dried plum ; seed of fenu-
greek ; understanding, knowledge. 

v-Q nilkas, The coping of a wall. 
pb nalm, Good, fair, fine. 
AJL> naland, A spade or shovel. 

AJ nafo-rii, Wild spikenard. 



f* nam, Moisture; dew; tears; wet, 
moist; construed with the verbs bar-ddsh-
tan, reJchtan, zadan, shikastan, kashidan, 
&c.;—nam az rukhsdr chidan, To wipe tears 
from the cheeks; (met.) to console, to 
soothe;—nam birun na-dadan, To give little 
or nothing, to be stingy;—nami tak, (dew 
of the vine) Wine ;—nam giriftan, To get 
wet or moist. 

A ft namm (v.n.), Calumniating, pub-
lishing (the sayings or actions of others) 
in order to create animosities; telling or 
propagating falsehoods ; diffusing a smell, 
being fragrant (musk) ; motion ; breath; 
slander, calumny. 

namd, numd, (in comp.) Showing, 
pointing out ; an index ;—rah-numd, Show-
ing the way; a guide ;—kishwari khwush-
numa, A pleasant country. 

A namd' (v.n. of <jr*->), Growing, in-
creasing ; rising (water); rising (as the 
price of provisions) ; interests (of a capi-
tal). 

JW nomad, He showed ; one who shows 
or points out. 

a U) nama-ddr, Increasing, what 
grows, prospers, thrives. 

jUi namdr, numdr, A hint, glance,, inti-
mation. 

A ,Ui nimdr (pl. of namir), Leopards. 
namdran, Signs, hints, intimations. 

A BJUJ nimdrat, nimara (pl. of namir), 
Leopards, pards, panthers. 

A t j f t i namariq (pl. of numruq, nimriq), 
Pads placed between a rider and his 
saddle. 

(?), Black and white lines ; a place 
where a sheep is enclosed to decoy a wolf 
(see 

jUJ namdz, Prayers, those especially pre-
scribed by law (which are repeated five 
times a day); adoration, worship; devo-
tion, ministry, service ; obedience ;—na-
mdsi bdmdad, Morning-prayers said before 
dawn ;—namdz burdan, To show reverence 
or respect to; to say prayers ;—namdzi 
peshin, Mid-day prayers ;:—namdzi jamd'at, 
Friday's prayer, offered in common in the 
mosque ;—namdzi khuf tan, Prayers before 
going to bed, two hours or more after 
sunset;—namdzi digar, Afternoon-prayers; 
— namazi sham, Evening-prayers, vespers 
(immediately after sunset) ;—namdzi z.uhr, 
Midday prayer; — namdz kardan (guzar -
dan), To say one's prayers, to attend divine 
service ;— bar hire namdzi murda kardan, 
To subdue greed and avarice ;—panj waqti 
namdz, The five hours of prayers;—dar 
namdzi kase budan, To pray for a dead 
person ;—quddas-namaz, The holy prayers; 
mass, as celebrated by Christians. 

j -yo^ jUJ namdz-burdan-su, The direction 
which one takes in prayer ( = q.v. 
p. 953). 

etf jW namdz-gah, A place of prayer; 
public service is performed there chiefly 
on great occasions; the principal place in a 
mosque, where the priest prays with the 
people with his face turned towards Mecca. 

^.iSjUi namdz-guzdr, One who prays. 
i j f t j namdzi, A praying person ; relating 

to prayers; devout, or in the constant 
habit of praying; clean, pure, fit for 
prayer. 

A Y»Ui nammds, A calumniator, whis-
perer. 

A tW nimdt, Coverings, housings. 
namdk, Custom, habit, fashion; 

beauty, grace, elegance; ornament (cf. 
of which it is said to be the enlarged 
form). 

A JUi nimdl (pl. of naml), Ants;—nam-
mdl, A whisperer, slanderer, censurer. 

A f W nammdm, A calumniator, accuser, 
whisperer; an informer; a kind of wild 
thyme or betony ; a medicine. 

A namdmat, namdma, Mint. 
a ^'•Ui nammami, Calumniation. 
jUW na-mdnad, for which also AiW na-

manad is used, May he (she, it) not re-
main, i.e. may he perish! 

,jUi mumdy, namdy, A shower, exhibi-
tor. 

numdydn, namdy an, Appearing, 
apparent; bold (as a picture) ;—numdydn 
shudan, To appear, be shown, come in 
sight;—numdydn kardan, To show, demon-
strate. 

yi-iUi numdyish, namayish, Appearance, 
face, form, figure; vision, sight, develop-
ment ; an apparition, spectre, phantom ;— 
namdyishi db, Semblance of water on a 
sandy plain. 

A namd'im (pl. of namimat), Detrac-
tions. 

fiA^V+j numayanda, namdyanda, One who 
shows; showy, striking. 

namdya, A figure, image, represen-
tation, 

<y.u>UJ numdyidan, namdyidan, To show, 
exhibit. 

A nammat, namma, A female calum-
niator. 

namatk, A wild plum;—namtuk, 
numtuk, A medlar;—nUmutk, A red sub-
stance resembling coral. 

namj, Broom ; bulrushes. 
namch, Dew, humidity, moisture. 

namcha, Germany ; Austria (m.c.). 
nam-khwurda, Injured by mois-

ture. 
A*} namad, Fel t ; a garment of coarse 

cloth ; a cloak worn during rain ; a rug or 
coarse carpet on which people sit ; a thick 
veil; membrum virile ;—namad ba-gardan 
uftdda raftan, (met.) To complain of and 
seek redress for injustice;—namad dar db 
dashtan, To deceive, plot, lay snares;— 



namad dar bar, With a coarse cloak or 
garment over the shoulders;—az namadi 
chize kulah ddshtan, To be in the same 
condition as another. 

nam-ddr, Moist, humid. 
namddn, Vulva mulieris. 

•>+} namad-pdra, A piece of coarse 
felt. 

L^rt namad-posh, Clad in woollen or 
felt. 

( ^ j namad-zln, A coarse woollen 
saddle-cloth; a cushion stuffed with wool 
or sand; a saddle stuffed on the upper 
part, to prevent the rider being galled. 
(The modern name is ji&s tagaltu.) 

fa* namad-saz, fanamadgar, A felt-
manufacturer. 

J U .w namad-mdl, A felt-maker. 
nam-dlda, Bathed in tears, weep-

ing. 
namadln, Made of fe l t ; woollen;— 

huldhi namadln, A cap of felt. 
A fa namr (v.n.), Climbing (a moun-

tain) ;—nimr, Name of a man;—numr, nu-
mur (pi. of namir), Leopards ;—namar 
(v.n.), Being full of spots or spotted like a 
pard; being dappled (a cloud); being an-
gry, surly, growling, ill-humoured, of a 
bad disposition;—namir, A leopard; a 
panther ; name of the father of an Arabian 
tribe;—numar (pi. of numrat), Spots of 
divers colours. 

A numrat, A Bpot of any colour;—• 
namirat, namira, Spotted like a leopard; 
a dappled cloud; a kind of cloak marked 
with black and white lines; a woollen 
Arabian garment of different stripes; a 
net in which a sheep is enclosed to decoy 
a wolf; name of a place in Arafat near 
Mecca. 

A numruq, nimriq, numraqat, 
numraqa, A small cushion or pillow, espe-
cially placed between a rider and his 
saddle ; a horse or camel-cloth. 

namrud, numrud, Nimrod, a king, 
who is said to have cast Abraham into the 
fire. 

6j*J namar a, numr a, Number (m.c.). 
a namari, Resembling a leopard, 

leopard-like ; of the tribe of Namir. 
sj) ^ nam-zada, Wet, moist; tearful. 
A nams (v.n.), Concealing (a secret) ; 

making (one) a confidant;—nims, The 
ichneumon or Egyptian weasel, which kills 
the crocodile;—nam as (v.n.), Being spoilt, 
rancid (butter or oil). 

numus, A weasel (cf. A. nims 
above). 

&—>i namsa, Germany; Austrian (m.c. 
through T.). 

namsh, Fraud, deceit, artifice, cun-
ning ; a kind of food or dish made of 
milk ; whipped cream. 

A JUJ namsh, Lines conspicuous on the 

hands or face ; black and white spots;— 
namash (v.n.), Being marked with points 
of different colours ; spots or marks on the 
skin (as of leprosy, <fcc.); freckles; the 
lines in paintings or engravings ;—namish, 
Spotted with black and white, freckled j 
(a sword) marked with lines on the blade. 

namishta, Faith, belief, confidence. 
namshak, Coriander, pepperwort; 

—nimishk, Milk milked upon sour milk; 
cream; butter. 

namshidan, To succeed, obtain 
one's wish, prosper. 

A nams (v.n.), Pulling the hairs out 
of the face;—nims, A kind of plant;— 
namas, Small hairs like wool; fine pile or 
down ; thinness of hair. 

A W namat, A mode, manner of acting j 
a covering, blanket, coverlet; a woollen 
cloth or housing thrown over a camel-litter; 
a society, company of men, club;—'aid 
namat-in wdhid-in, In one manner, uni-
formly. 

a (j)* Ui namatshoy, A washer of bed-
clothes, &c. 

a (jta** namati, A bed, a covering; a 
maker or seller of coverlets. 

A (>*j namq (v.n.), Writing or dictating 
(a book);—numiq (pass.), I t has been 
written (indicating the place where a 
diploma, &c., has been issued); (as a 
noun) place for the seal or signature; a 
let ter ; a document. 

tiUi namak, nimak, Salt; spirit, anima-
tion ; wit, graces, elegance (cf. sales et 
lepores); bread, subsistence; construed 
with the verbs afgandan, anibdshtan, bastan, 
pashldan, randan, rekhtan, sudan, kardan, 
&c.;—namaki ashk, Bitterness of tears;— 
namak angekhtan (angezldan, rezldan), To 
shed tears ;—namak bar jigar ddshtan, To 
suffer a great calamity ;—namak tdza kar-
dan (namudan), To renew a compact;— 
namak dar dtish afgandan (guzdshtan), To 
raise a tumult;—namak dar jigar rekhtan, 
To torment;—namak zadan, To salt, sprinkle 
with salt; — namaki siyah (namaki hindi), 
Salt of bitumen;—namaki shlsha, Dross of 
glass;—ba-namak, Tasteful (m.c.). 

namak-db, Salt water. 
«A*i namak ba-hardm, — pty. 

q.v. below. 
JUJ «i!Ui namak-band, (A wound) sprin-

kled with salt and bandaged. 
<A*J namak-pdsh, Sprinkled with 

salt; who sprinkles with salt. 
jjjj namak-parwar, One who eats 

another's salt, i.e. a servant. 
e j ^ «Anamak-parwarda, Brought up 

or supported at the expense of another. 
namakt, Dew, moisture. 

yfi^i+J namak-chash, A taste, specimen; 
a small quantity, a minute part. 

^ ^ ctUi namak-chashi, The first feeding 



of a child about six months of age, attended 
with certain ceremonies. 

fAjp. namak-hardm, Untrue to salt 
eaten together, i.e. ungrateful, faithless, 
perfidious, disloyal; disobedient; evil, 
wicked. 

JSa. ud+J namak-haldl, Faithful, loyal, 
true. 

ULUJ namak-halali, Fidelity, loyalty. 
jTji namak-khwdr, Eating salt, 

ud+i namak-khwurda, Salt. 
ft" 

ifU> namak-k&wdragi, Gratitude, 
thankfulness (m.c.). 

namakdan, A salt-cellar; the 
mouth of a mistress;—namakdan shikastan 
(to break the salt-celler), To be ungrateful, 

o, u«W namak-rez, Scattering salt. 
namakzdr, A salt-pan; a salt-mine. 

5Jj tttL*i namak-zada, Salted. 
fjft+i namakzl, A dish made of honey, 

flour, and butter (or mutton-fat), with 
pistachio-nuts, sprinkled with white sugar-
candy. 

ft eluJ ncmaksar, A salt-pan; a salt-
mine. 

u«W namak-sang, Native salt; rock-
sand. 

Oy*. ufUi namak-sud, Salted; hung beef;— 
namak-sud kardan, To salt. 

y-Ua. ctU namak-shinas, Grateful; loyal. 
ft namak-glr, Who tastes a little of 

anything salt (to ascertain the quantity of 
salt put in it). 

namakln, Salted, salt, saline, 
brackish ; witty, poignant, sarcastic; hand-
some, beautiful. 

namaklna, A food prepared of 
soured curds, with salt, coriander-seeds, <fcc. 

namakinl, SaltnesB; agreeable-
nesB. 

nam-gira, (dew-catching) A canopy. 
(nam-gln, Moist, wet, humid. 
A fti naml (v.n.), Slandering, back-

biting ; an ant; a kind of St. Anthony's 
fire; blisters from burning;—namal (v.n.), 
Being asleep and helpless (the hand); 
quickness, haste, expedition ; — namil, 
Brisk, prancing, spirited (horse) ; quick, 
nimble, ready; slanderous; a new-born 
infant, in whose hand an ant is put (with 
a wish that he may be prudent and indus-
trious) . 

A £JUi namlai, namla, One ant ; an 
ulceration on the side of the body ; blisters 
from burning ; erysipelas ;—numlat, Ma-
lignant and clandestine whispering or 
defamation ; disquietude, restlessness ; in-
cessant motion;—namilat, namila, (A place) 
swarming with ants. 

a namla, Full (especially of trouble ; 
perhaps a metaphorical use of namila in 
the previous article). 

t fti namdu, Moist. 
<*Ju*i namnak, Moist, dank, damp ; dewy. 

namnakl, Moistness, humidity. 
numunk, A red substance like coral. 

A ft numiiw, in P. numu, numw (v.n. 
of ft), Growing, increasing; vegetation, 
growth, increase ;—namu yaftan, To grow 
up. 

^ f t namud, numud, He showed; an 
index, guide; appearance; proof; appa-
rent, public, glaring, shown, exhibited, 
famous, prominent;—sa'ddat namud, Happy, 
august. 

namudar, Exemplar, proof, symbol, 
specimen, representation, imitation, model, 
copy; appearing, exhibiting; argument; 
an astronomical artifice for verifying the 
exact date of a bir th; visible; noted, 
famed; like, after the manner ;—namudar 
shudan, To appear. 

^ f t f t namud dri, Publicity ; a compen-
sation for not having lands ascertained by 
actual measurement (an Indian phrase). 

ft namudaj, namudish, An 
exemplar, model, specimen. 

jlf namud-gdr, Who gives proofs of 
virtue or skill. 

y i f t numudan, namudan, To show, 
demonstrate, cause to appear, exhibit; to 
declare; to appear, seem; ( = kardan) to 
do, to perform, as:—mu'dlaja namudan, 
To cure, treat medically. (See bdz-numu-
dan under jn p. 144, and yJy** \) below.) 

namudani, An apparition. 
numuda, namuda, Exhibited, shown; 

appeared. 
^ f t namudl, Appearance, show. 
A j f t numur (pl. of namir), Pards. 

namuzaj, = s ^ f t q.y, above. 
tyft namuzaj, namuzash, A throne, 

seat. 
namusak, uA&ft namiishak, numu-

shak, A small kind of partridge. 
d f t namuk, A butt for archers. 
A f f t nam um, A calumniator; one who 

adorns a tale with falsehood. 
o f t namun, numun, A guide ; index. 

namuna, numuna, namuya, 
numuya, Sample, example, specimen, type, 
form, pattern ; a muster ; like, resembling; 
tasting before ; a taster; deformed, ugly ; 
inverted, upside down: incomplete, defec-
tive, useless; idle, slothful, worthless; 
construed with bastan, kardan, &c. 

yi naml, Coolness; moistness, damp-
ness. 

A y> namy (v.n.), Relating, allying 
(one to his father); attributing a thing 
(to anyone) as the author; lifting up 
and putting (one thing upon another) ; 
growing, increasing ; — numma, nummiy, 
numml, Anyone, anybody; money, coin 
(that especially in which there is brass or 
tin); fraud, perfidy; enmity; vice, defect; 
nature, genius (of mau), substance, es-
sence. 



A. namiyat (v.n. of Growing. 
namij, namich, A Beat, chair, 

throne (cf. 
namld, Moist;—numid (for nd-

umid), Hopeless; bad, wicked; miserable. 
namidan, To grow moist; to in-

cline towards, have an inclination or desire 
for;—numidan, To despair. 

narm da, Inclined, turned towards; 
moist with dew;—numida, Hopeless, de-
spairing. 

numidi, Hopelessness, despair. 
namir, Lazy, greedy, gluttonous. 

A namir, Wholesome (water), easy 
of digestion; pure (friendship, esteem) ; 
many, much;—numair, Name of the father 
of a tribe. 

namlrd, Explanation, interpretation, 
commentary. 

na-ml-shawad (3rd pres. sing, of 
shudan), I t is not possible, it cannot be. 

a u®*** namis, (Grass) cropped by cattle 
and growing again. 

a Aft-^ namlqa, A letter, writing. 
A namlmat, namlma, Detraction, 

slander, calumny; whispering in the ear; 
the sound of a pen when writing; a low 
whisper. 

a fa A n a m l m a - k d r , A slanderer. 
a namimi, Slanderous, sycophantic. 

jAsi nandar'khwurd (for na-andar-
hhyourd), Unworthy, unbeseeming, 

nang, Honour, reputation, estima-
tion ; disgrace, infamy, ignominy; base, 
shameful; battle, dispute; in these mean-
ings construed with the verbs Icardan, 
kashidan, &c.; a hermaphrodite; (in Zand 
and Pazand) a hen; — nang dmadan az, 
To appear preferable to ;—~nang ddshtan, To 
blush, be ashamed, disdain;— fyi fzi ndmus 
u nang Icardan, To defend one's honour and 
good name;— farigh az nam u nang, Desti-
tute of reputation and of honour ;—kuf fdr i 
bi ndmus u nang, Infidels without reputa-
tion or honour. 

jU^u nangsdr, Changing from a good to a 
worse form, transmigration, metamorphose. 

A*USUi nang-ndma, A history of wars; 
prose or verse written in the way of irony 
or satire. 

nangln, Ugly, deformed, faul ty; 
naked. 

A*J nangin-namad, Covered with 
an ugly cloak. 

nanam (for nana-am), My (dear) 
mother (m.c.). 

Asj nana, ^ nana-jdn, Mother, dear 
mother, "mamma"; an endearing name 
also used by mothers towards dear chil-
dren, and a frequent exclamation in the 
mouths of girls when they are startled, as 
the men say " 0 , Allah !" (m.c,). 

yA^ii nunhidan, To cover, hide, conceal, 

cA^a na-nihdda, Not laid down for, i.e. 
not destined. 

y nav, A hero, brave man; (imp. or root 
of nawidan) crying, weeping; motion, 
action, trembliug; name of a note in 
music;—nau, nav, nu, no, New, f resh;— 
nau ba-nau, Again and again;—hind nau 
kardan, To freshen up the dye with hen-
nab ;—qabd (na'l) nau kardan, To put on a 
new garment (new shoes) ;—mah nau kar-
dan, To see the new moon. 

A naw* (v.n. of "ty), Rising with diffi-
culty, striving to rise (with a heavy load); 
setting in the west (as a star) in the twi-
light, another rising opposite to it in the 
east. 

nawa, A sum of money sent to an 
invader to save the country from plunder; 
largest aud best of anything; the leg; a 
hop, skip, or jump; a name of the Moguls; 
name of a fire-worshipper; voice, sound, 
modulation, song ; a certain musical tone 
or mood; name of a musical instrument; 
riches, opulence, wealth, plenty; profit, 
advantage, gain, usefulness, interest; a 
happy l i fe ; a splendid situation; pros-
perity ; content; food, sustenance; provi-
sions for a journey ; apparatus, furniture, 
material; grief, pain; au army; point of 
a thing ; history ; separation, disunion ; 
wariness, caution; information; a pledge 
(either for a debt or wheu wagering); a 
wager, stakes; a pawned garment; fet-
tered ; a prisoner, captive ; a foot-band ; 
grains, seeds, or stones of f ru i t ; fortune, 
chance ; order, arrangement, constitution ; 
a parrot; writing; a son ; a grandson;— 
nawdyi jdn, A risking of one's life;—tia-
wdyi chakawak, Name of a note in music; 
—nawdyi khar-kan (khar-kand), Name of 
a note in music;—nawdyi murghan, Song 
of birds;—bl-nawa, Without food, help-
less, unfortunate ;—dar nawa awardan. To 
play a musical instrument. 

niwd' (v.n 3 of *ty), Disputing 
with, opposing, showing enmity against. 

A nauwdb, A guard of soldiers;— 
nuwdb (pi. of na'ib), Vicegerents, deputies, 
lieutenants, governors; (in P. also sing.) 
a vicegerent, &c.; a nabob ; Altesse, High-
ness (as title, m.c.). 

Atf y nau-dbdd, Newly peopled, recently 
colonized, or cultivated. 

A nawabit (pi. of ndbit), Plants, 
vegetables. 

A nawdbigh (pi. of ndbigfaat), Men 
of magnificence and rank; surnames of 
several poets. 

A nawdbik (pi. of ndbik), High 
(places). 

a nauwabi, Deputyship; a kind of 
cloth; relating to a nabob. 

nawdbin, A successful wish; dis-
posed ; flourishing, florid, gay; a flower. 



j H l t y nawd-pardaz, A singer; a player 
on a musical instrument. 

A. Sty nawdt, in P. uvty (v.n. of ^y ) , In-
tending, proposing ; a date-stone; a weight 
of five dirham ; also of three and of three 
and a half dirham. 

A g?TY nawdtij (pl. of ndtij), Fruitful, 
prolific; —. mawdshl'i nawatij, Prolific 
cattle. 

a nawdti (pi. of null), Sailors. 
A. -Mji nawajiz (pl. of ndjiz), Wisdom-

teeth. 
nawdjast, <u~«^ty nawdjasta, A 

vineyard newly planted. 
A ^ t y nawaji (pl. of ndjiyat), Swift 

she-camels running away with their riders. 
A CTY nuwah (v.n. of tyO, Mourning 

(one defunct); complaining; a complaint; 
—nuwal^, Environs, district, tract, coast, 
shore, side. 

A <£My nauwdhat, A hired female 
mourner. 

A nawdhl (pl, of nahiyat), Environs, 
borders, suburbs; coasts ; parts adjacent; 
territories. 

a ^ t y nawahi-niehin, Dwelling on 
a coast. 

iiU. ty na-wa-Jshdna, A prison. 
<»s-Aty nawdhht, He caressed ; caresses, 

blandishment; (in comp.) singing, trying 
or tuning the voice or an instrument; 
making an essay, tasting. 

t>*A.ty nawdkhtan, To soothe, caress, 
treat humanely or kindly, gratify, fulfil 
the wishes of another; to praise, flatter, 
extol, magnify by words or actions; to give 
presents; to use as a brother or friend ; 
to play upon any instrument; to sing, to 
strike up a loud noise; (with an instru-
ment of punishment) to chastise, to strike, 
to kill;—barbut nawdkhtan, To play on the 
lute;—burghu nawdkhtan. To blow the 
horn; — duhul nawdkhtan, To beat the 
drum ;—nai nawdkhtan, To play the flute. 

A&tty nawdkh,ta, Protected, reared, che-
rished, caressed; good works; presents, 
favours. 

A FIIITY nawdkhizai (pl. of ndkhuzd. <fcc.), 
Commanders of vessels ; supercargoes. 

ta.....Aty nawdkhasta, A garden or orchard 
newly planted. 

ytys. ty nawd'khwan, One who taunts 
another, imitates his voice, makes fun of 
him. 

^jrtji. ty nawd'khwani, Taunt, imitation 
of another's voice, fun made of another. 

*>ty nawad, A hole in the ground for 
concealing treasure; injury, loss; the 
tongue, speech ; calculation. 

Ajj ty nawddir (pl. of nddirat), Rare 
things, rarities, wonders; — nawddiru 'I-
kaldm, Unusual phraseology, uncommon 
language. 

A*»>ty naivadsha, Clay, rubbish. 

fioty nawdda, A grandson, a son's son j a 
dear child, 

ficity nawdda pisarina, A son's son. 
d ^ s i j Sjity nawdda dukhtarlna, A daugh-

ter's son. 
ft nawdr, nuwdr, A broad border round 

a tent ; also a piece sewed above a seam to 
strengthen i t ; a cable; a belt for man or 
beast; innocent. 

A JTY nawdr (v.n. of ft), Being terrified, 
fleeing away, abhorring, spurning; timid, 
dreading suspicion, modest (woman) ;— 
niwar (v.n, of ) f ) , Being frightened and 
fleeing away;—nuwdr, Flowers, especially 
white ; blossoms. 

a tyy niwdrd, A kind of boat; a boat, 
A Sjty nuwdrat, nuwara, One flower; a 

white blossom. 
u-;ty nuwdr is, A kind of long cucumber. 
a 6jty nawara, A boat; an establishment 

of boats kept up at Dacca for the defence 
of the coast (cf. \^ty above). 

yUjty nawdrahdn, A present made to a 
poet, musician, or messenger of good news. 

O^ijV nawarldan, To bolt without chew-
ing. 

jty nawdz (imp. of nawdkhtan in comp.), 
One who caresses, soothes, or flatters; a 
performer on a musical instrument; ca-
resses, blandishments; comfort, satisfac-
tion. 

ty nawd-zada, A grandson. 
yVjty nawazan, One who caresses, soothes; 

a performer on a musical instrument; a 
singer. 

ajjty nuwdzdah, Nineteen. 
nuwdzdahum, Nineteenth. 

\>jty nawazish, Caresses, blandishments, 
soothing, kindness, politeness, courtesy; a 
trying to sing, a tuning the voice ; beating 
or blowing a musical instrument; a musi-
cal instrument; — nawazish kardan, To 
caress, soothe. 

a wuUjty nawdziehat (A. pl. of nawazish), 
Caresses, &c. 

AA)V nawazishgar, One who caresses. 
csA^V nawdzishgari, Kind usage. 

jiijty nawdzish-ndma, Polite, com-
plimentary letters. 

A Jjty nawdzil (pl. of ndzilat), Misfor-
tunes, calamities ; cold, rheums. 

^ a i j t y nawdzandagi, The playing on an 
instrument; flattering, caressing. 

fijJjty nawdzanda, A flatterer, caresser; a 
player upon an instrument. 

<_s)ty nawazl, Clemency, courtesy, kind-
ness. 

y^jty nawazldan, To soothe, caress ; to 
play on a musical instrument. 

A Y-TY nauwds, Waving, agitated; pen-
dulous. 

L.ty nawasd, A grandson. 
ft ty nawd-sae, Making prisoner; a 

singer, a musical performer. 



nawfotan, To contend. 
^s-Jjij nuwdsta, Bricks laid close (in 

building) ; a brick wall; tiles; heaps or 
piles of them. 

gA* y nawd-sanj, A singer, a musician. 
A-ty nawdsa, A grandchild, daughter's 

child. 
ur^V nawdsi, A grand-daughter. 

nawdsir (pi. of ndsur), Running 
sores. 

nuwdsh, Melon, cucumber; garden-
fruit. 

nawdshtan, To labour, struggle, 
Btrive, exert oneself; to be wrinkled, con-
tracted. 

As*y nuwdehta, A brick wall; bent, 
crooked. 

A nawdsMr (pi. of ndshirat), Yeins; 
arm-muscles; wings;—nawa»h\ri nashira, 
Outstretched wings. 

y nawd-shinas, A singer, a mu-
sician. 

nuwasha, Clay or building-cement. 
A v A y nawasib, The enemies of 'All. 
A <-A®y nawdsif (pi. of nasif), Gutters, 

gullieB by which water runs down a valley. 
A (joty nawdsi (pi. of ndsiyat), Forelocks; 

eminent men (the forelocks of the nation). 
A C*V nawdzih (pi. of ndzihat), She-

camels trained to water ground. 
kjAf nawd?ir (pi. of nazir), Green. 
A PMY nawatih (pi. of ndtik), Advers> 

ties. 
a V nawa-tirdz, A singer, musician. 
A JWy nawdtil (pi. of ndtil), Wine-

measures. 
Aj«Uy nawdfir (pi. of natiir), Keepers 

of vineyards or palm-gardens; guardians 
of citadels. 

A nawdzir (pi. of nazir at), Eyes. 
A ytAf nawa'lr (pi. of nd'fir, Ŝ EU na-

4tirat), Water-mills ; water-wheels; water-
buckets. 

A nawdjis (pi. of ndjisat), Juggling 
tricks, 

A nawdjij (pi, of ndfijat), Beginnings 
or origins of anything. 

A Aiy nawajiz, The avenues whereby joy 
or grief are conveyed to the soul, as the 
ears, nose, mouth, &c. 

A nawdjis (pi. of nafs a', <fec.), 
Women m labour. 

A J i y nawdfil (pi. of ndfilat), Sponta-
neous acts of devotion not prescribed by 
law, works of supererogation. 

A JY nauwaq, Sagacious, experienced, 
fit for anything; a breaker in of camels 
(ndqat). 

A YFTY nawdqir, Reproaches, imprecations; 
striking, cogent, knock-down arguments. 

A Jf ly nawaqil (pi. of ndqilat), Vicissi-
tudes of fortune; tribes (of Arabs) roam-
ing from place to place; tribute carried 
from city to city. 

A nawdqls (pi. of naqua), Wooden 
gongs used by the Christians in the East 
instead of bells. 

a (j—tjSy nawaqlsi, Beater of the naqua. 
A)S\y nawdkiz (pi. of ndlciz), Wells emp-

tied ; nearly exhausted. 
A ij-ily nawdkis (pi. of ndkis), Hangers 

of the head. 
j f t y nawagar, A singer, musician; one 

who reads a book from beginning to end ; 
one who does a thing thoroughly. 

A j y nawdl, A present, gift, benefit; for-
tune ; a lot, portion; what is proper or 
convenient, the right way; office, duty, 
anything that ought to be performed;— 
lamma nawdlu-hu, His bounty is universal 
(God). 

a w\y nawdla, nuwdla, A part of any 
victuals kept for one absent, OT set down 
before an unexpected guest; a dish of 
meat; a mouthful, morsel; the wadding of 
a gun ; whatever one carries home from an 
entertainment; listening;—nawala bar, 
Carry away the dish or food (see also the 
following article) ;—dosti nawdla, A tren-
cher-friend, parasite. 

y i i y nawala-bar, One who carries away 
provisions ;—nawdla-bur, A knife ; carving-
knife. 

y ^ y nawalidan, To complain, cry; to 
shake, tremble. 

A r y nuwdm, Drowsiness; — nauwam, 
One who sleeps much, a great sleeper;— 
nuwdm (pi. of na'im), Sleepers. 

•>A*y nawdmand, Rich, wealthy, prospe-
rous, well off. 

y nau-dmuz (amoz), A learner, novi-
ciate ; inexperienced; a young falcon learn-
ing to hunt; fond of new things ; one who 
learns anything new, or from the begin-
ning ; one who comes to perfection in any 
study. 

y nau-dmozanda, A writing-mas-
ter. 

A j - V nawdml (pi. of ndmiyai), Growing 
things, 

A if***y nawdmla (pi. of ndmus), Hun-
ters' lurking-places. 

e ^ y nawdmin, First-fruits ; anything 
rare, new, and seen for the first time. 

©y nawan, One who walks with a wav-
ing motion, or who moves to and fro, 
whilst reading or meditating; tremulous; 
feeble, weak, lean ; the messenger of good 
news ; a horse between a cream-colour and 
a chesnut; intelligence, information; di-
rection ; prey, plunder ; reading ; a reader, 
writer, learned man, doctor; crying, weep-
ing, complaining; bent, crooked, doubled; 
old (opposed to new) ; aware, wary, pru-
dent, intelligent. 

fi^y nuwdnzdah, Nineteen. 
nawanldan, To cry, lament, weep; 

to cause to cry j to shake, tremble, be agi-
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tated j to cause to shake; to he aware or 
wary; to warn, inform, certify. 

y nftu-award, soj,^ y nau-awarda, An 
invention, new publication, anything new. 

a yt^y nawdwlr (pl. of nuwdr), White 
flowers. 

A *W>\Y nawdkid (pl. of nahid, nahidat), 
Swelling-breasted (girls). 

A nawdhiq (pl. of ndhiq), The 
places in the throats of asses which pro-
duce the braying sounds. 

A J * V nawdhil (pl. of ndhil), Hungry, 
thirBty (camels). 

A (JATY nawdhl (pi. of nahy, ndhiyat), 
Prohibitions, things forbidden by law. 

^ V nawdy, The side of tbe face, cheek. 
A Jj^y nu'a, A ditch or a trench cut 

round a tent to keep off the rain-water. 
A VFLY nawd'ib (pl. of nd'ibat), Acci-

dents, revolutions of fortune, adversities, 
troubles, calamities; extraordinary aids 
beyond the established contributions. 

a c*V nawd'ih (pl. of na'ihat), Weeping, 
wailing (women). 

A / \Y nwwa'ir (pl. of nd'irat), Enmities, 
hatreds; fires. 

u a ^ y nau-dyanda, A new-comer, 
^f ly nawd'i, Voice, sound, melody; 

riches, affluence, plenty, opulence ;—ahli 
nawd'i, One with a fine voice ; a good mu-
sician ; musical. 

tjJ^y nawdyidan, To cry, lament, weep, 
complain ; to walk pompously ; to swing to 
and fro. 

(^rtli y nau-dyin, Things newly made or 
never before seen; of a new kind, new-
fangled ; novelties, wonders; a new fashion; 
one who introduces a new fashion ; adorned, 
decorated; the decorations of a house; 
leader of an army. 

y (^drty nau-ayin~tar tarin), (compa-
rative and superlative of the preceding) 
Things more or most recently made, &c. 

A S>y naub (v.n.), Supplying the place 
(of another), being a vicar, vicegerent, 
lieutenant, or nabob ; being near; being 
converted to God; being obedient, per-
forming assiduously every religious duty ; 
nearness; event, accident; (pl. of nd'ib) 
vicegerents ;—nub, The Nubians in Ethio-
pia; (pl. of nd'ib) bees;—nuwab (pl. of 
naubat, nubat), Periods, turnB ; accidents 
of fortune. 

y nau-bada, New wine, 
y nau-bara, First-fruits. 

naubdmun, The ox of king Fari-
dun. 

nubdn, A king's son. 
ji nau-bdwa, First-fruits, early f ru i t ; 

anything new, curious, or agreeable to the 
eye;—nau-bdwa hardan, To eat first-fruits 
or early fruits ; to produce. 

A £»y naubat, nauba (v.n. of V>y), Sup-
plying the place (of another); a period, 

time, turn, revolution; anything done 
periodically ; a guard which is relieved; 
keeping watch, relieving guard; drums 
beating at the gate of a great man at 
certain intervals ; a sentinel, watchman; 
[naubati tab, Paroxysm of a fever;]—nubat, 
Accident, calamity, misfortune ; period, 
time, tu rn ; Nubia, part of Ethiopia. 

A "TY nubat-an, Alternately, successively. 
a naubat, nobat, A very large kettle-

drum, struck at stated hours; a musical 
band playing at stated times before the 
palace of a king or prince ; construed with 
the verbs dddan, rasldan, zadan, shikastan, 
guzdshtan, nawdkhtan, &c.; a large state-
tent for giving audience; security, safety ; 
opportunity ; guard, protection. (See also 
A. ty). 

a i i U ^ y naubat-fehdna, A watch-tower; a 
guard-house; the music-gallery. 

O) naubat-zan, A beater of the 
kettle-drum. 

a naubat-gdh, A^y naubat-gah, 
A place where a tent is pitched ; an orches-
tra, music-gallery ; a prison. 

a j\y «wy naubat-nawdz, A beater of the 
kettle-drum. 

a ^ y naubate, One t u r n ; one guard; 
at one time, once upon a time ;—naubati, 
He who beats the kettle-drum called naubat; 
the grand tent of audience; the tent in 
which the na,ubat is kept ; a led horse; the 
wife whose turn it is to be visited by the 
husband, or to wait on him. 

a ^ y naubdtl-ddr, The door-keeper 
of a tent of audience; a jailer; a head-
drummer. 

a s^t^y naubati-gdh, The place where a 
tent is pitched ; the tent of the wife whose 
turn has come (to be visited by the hus-
band) . 

ji y nau-bar, Fresh frui ts newly ripe ; a 
damsel whose breasts begin to show;— 
naubar hardan, To eat fresh f rui ts ; to pro-
duce, 

nubishtan, To preserve, spare. 
niibak, nobak, A vine-twig or shoot. 

^jU-Aijy naubandajdn, yLfx^y naubanda-
gan, A city in Persia. 

ty nauba, First-fruits ;—niiba, Com-
plaint, moan; bark of the wild pine; pith 
of a tree; Nubia. 

a nauba, Intermittent fever (see also 
ty and above). 

nau-bahdr, The spring-quarter; 
name of a fire-temple. 

ŜjL̂ i y nau-bahdri, Name of a note in 
music; name of the 27th note of Barbud. 

a d*y nauba-khana. Guard-house; 
music gallery. 

a ^ y nubl, A Nubian. 
£*ty naubikb, Ivy. 

nubidan, To roll, wallow (as a 
horse). 



O^y nupan, A wicker basket. 
jif nau-par, 'fay y nau-parwaz, Newly-

fledged, a fledgeling. 
Wi y nau-paida, New, newly produced, 

recent. 
U&toy nautdsh, Constant, eternal, ever-

lasting. 
/ y nautar, Newer, more recent. 
a ^yy nuti, A seaman, 
ty wiy, A pine-tree. 
<Wy naujaba, Inundation, flood; an 

angel. 
oVy nau-jawdn, Quite young; a young 

man, lad, youth. 
y nau-jawani, Prime of life, youth, 

sy nuch, ss gy q.y. 
o ^ y nauchagl, Newness, freshness. 

naucfca, A youth, a young man. 
A cy naub (v.n.), Lamenting, complain-

ing, moaning; mourning a deceased rela-
tive; plaint, moan; rhyme, rhythmical 
oration; a company of people uttering to-
gether a rhythmical oration ;—nauh, nuwah 
(pi. of nd'ihat), Female mourners;—nuh, 
Noah, 

cy nuh, Ivy. 
A I-Y naukat, nauha, Lamentation, moan, 

wail over the dead (by female mourners) ; 
—nauha Icardan, To wail (as hired mourn-
ers) ; to milk. 

a / ^ y nauhagar, One who laments; a 
hired mourner; one who milks. 

a isfs^J nauhagari, Lamentation. 
a ( jJ^y naukidLan, To weep, lament, 
ty nujch, Plaint, moan, lamentation (pro-

bably misreading for cy). 
y nau-khdsta, New-risen, i.e. a 

youth, young man; — dildwardni nau-
hhasla, Youthful warriors. 

a LA y nau-khat, A youth whose musta-
chios are just appearing. 

a nauTchatl, First appearance of a 
beaxd;—naukhatii 'diam, Early spring-
grass. 

naukhana, Kindness, beneficence 
(doubtful). 

naukMdan, To lament, weep (pro-
bably misreading for yA-^y). 

yA- y nau-khez, New-risen, fresh, tender. 
A JY naud, n&waddn (v.n. of JY), 

Being moved, agitated, waving, tottering, 
nodding (from drowsiness). 

•»y nud, A beloved son;—nawad, (S. na-
wati) ninety ; the posteriors ; he trembles; 
—nawad bar, Ninety times. 

naudardn, ij^fa^ nauddrdni, 
Brink-money, over and above stipulated 
wages ; anything given to a poet, or to the 
Servant who brings a present, or to a mes-
senger who brings good news. 

y nau-damdd, A young husband. 
gWUfo y nau-damadan (pi. of the pre-

ceding), A new husband and bride, a new 
couple* 

j j y naudad, A fold. 
jfa naudar, Anything new and strange ; 

name of a son of Minuchihr. 
o\)°y naudardn, Servants, apprentices 

(perhaps misreading for <j^/y). 
AJ^uy naudar ana, Drink-money. 
Sĵ y naudara, A beloved offspring; bold, 

warlike; folded up, rolled together,creased; 
a mode of stitching ; a border sewed on a 
garment. 

oUoy nudsdd, Any honourable profes-
sion or employ; a bias to the useful and 
praiseworthy. 

y nau-damlda, Newly sprung up, 
a fresh shoot. 

O^J y nau-danddn, A child that has 
newly-cut teeth. 

jl nau-daulat, An upstart, parvenu. 
&oy nauda, Air, atmosphere; bold;— 

nawada, A grandchild; beloved offspring. 
Aj,y naur (v.n.), Shining; being fright-

ened, flying in horror from anything; 
frightening (a female), causing (her) to 
run away with fear; questioning (?) ; the 
blossom of a tree, a flower (especially when 
white) ;—nur, Light, rays of light (con-
strued with the verbs uftddan, baridan, 
burdan, bekhtan, jastan, dadan, sokhtan, 
shustan, shikastan, gusistan, Ac.) ; splen-
dour, illumination; an epithet of God; 
one who enlightens (applied as an epithet 
to Muhammad) ; knowledge; truth ; quick-
silver ; (pi. of nar) fires; (pi. of na'wr, 
nawdr) timid (fawns) ; modest (women) ; 
—nuri Udhi, Divine light j — nuri imdn, 
Light of the faith;—nuri pasin, Muham-
mad ; — nuri tajalli, An illumination; — 
nuri chashm (dida), Light of the eyes ; a 
beloved child; — nuri sada, Pure light, 
without any mixture of darkness;—nuri 
*azrd, The light of Jesus and Mary;—nur 
gustaranidan, To display, lay open ; to turn 
to ; to do good;—nuri mubin (nakhuetin), 
Muhammad. 

a \>y nurd, Depilatory. 
a nur-ispahbud (jyvj-A ispahwud, 

A-^Ut isfahbud, isfahwud), Rational 
soul. 

a ^y nur-afshdn, Light-diffusing. 
a (j-^y nur dni, Serene, light, clear, 

bright, luminous (as the bodies of angels); 
serenity, brightness. 

a Q}yU nuraniydn (pi. of the preceding), 
Serene, bright, luminous (as angels). 

a nurdniyat, Light, splendour, 
brightness, luminousness. 

jfa? naurawar, A copper vessel. 
©Cfc^y naurdhan, A present, gift; good 

news. 
a u^y nur-bakjtsh, Light-bestowing. 
A S;y naurat, One blossom;—nur at, nura, 

A medicament made of quick-lime and 
arsenic for taking out hairs by the roots, 
a depilatory. 



naward, A ply, fold, wrinkle, twist; a 
crease; a scroll; anything folded and round; 
a burrow; the hem or anything sewed 
round the edge of a garment; ready money; 
a brute; battle, combat, quarrel, law-suit; a 
gift, present; a weaver's beam, upon which 
he rolls the cloth; worthy, convenient, 
proper, excellent; approved, acceptable, 
agreeable; like, resembling, equal, of the 
same stature, breadth, weight, or measure; 
(in composition) going round, surround-
ing, travelling over; a traveller; collected, 
gathered, gained; [andar naward, In ob-
scurity ;—•dar naward kardan (kashidan, 
nihadan), To roll up, to conceal, to oblite-
rate ; to place in a hole; —• samandi rah-
naward, A horse that can travel well;— 
saiyahi jahdn-naward, A traveller who has 
gone round the world ; — §ahra-naward 
shudan, To scour the country round;]— 
nord, Original name of the city of Gazirun. 

A nawardajat, nawardaja (from P. 
nawarda "plai ted") , Wicker-work. 

nawardan, To fold, twist; to crease; 
a weaver's beam, on which he rolls the 
cloth. 

j>y naward-mdnand, Resembling a 
weaver's beam (m.c.). 

tsSU^y nawardnak, Wrinkled, creased, 
s^y nawarda, A daughter's son; a shirt, 

shift; the body of a shirt; any written 
attestation signed by a judge; twisted, 
plaited, folded, coiled; creased ;—nawar-
da'i pirdhan, Any kind of border sewed 
round a shirt. 

nawardidan, To fold, crease; to 
twist; to travel, walk, wander, stray; to 
render nameless, to remove any mark of 
distinction; to omit, leave undone ; to pass 
by or over, to slight. 

nawardida, Folded; creased; 
twisted. 

y-;y nau- ras, You n g, f re sh, tender, 
recent; name of a celebrated preface by 
Zahuri to a work of the same name by 
Ibrahim 'Adil Shah. 

jU-jy nuristdr, pl. o ty^ jy nuristdrdn, A 
soldier ; the military order. 

As-jy nau-rasta, A young shoot, sapling. 
CJL^y nau-rasida, New, fresh, germi-

nating. 
jUij y nau-raftar, (A child) that has 

newly learned to walk. 
a ^ y nur-gustar, Light-diffusing. 
Arjy nauranja, A lake, pool; name of a 

city (this meaning doubtful). 
A}j,y nurand, A translation. 
jjj y nau-roz, New-year's day (according 

to the Persian calendar being that on 
which the sun enters Aries); — nau-rozi 
buzurg (khdssa), (great or special new-
year's day) The sixth day after the vernal 
equinox; name of a note in music;—nau-
rozi khar & {khnrda, kuchak), Name of a 

note in music;—nau-rozi sultdnl, The true 
astronomical vernal equinox; — nau-rozi 
'dmma, (general new-year's day) The day 
on which the sun enters Aries, initiating a 
week of festivities, which terminates with 
the nau-rozi buzurg, q.y. above;—nau-rozi 
'arab, Name of a musical note;—nau-rozi 
kaiqubddi, Name of a musical note. 

y nau-rozi, Belonging or referring 
to the new year ; a garment worn on new-
year's day. 

^j^y nauroziya, A new-year's gift. 
sjy naura, Wood for roofing;—nura, A 

depilatory unguent made of arsenic and 
quick-lime ; construed with the verbs kar-
dan, kashidan, malldan, nihadan, <fc6. 

yUj y na.u-rahdn, y nau-rahani, 
A present brought from a journey ; a poem 
recited by a strolling bard or minstrel; 
good news; a present made to a poet. 

a nUri, Splendid, bright, clear; an 
epithet of Abu '1-Husain, a celebrated 
preacher ; a proper name (m.c.). 

H ^ Y nuri, A kind of red parrot; a kind 
of apricot. 

As^y nurita, Imagined, conceived, 
thought. 

yijy nurain (obi. du. of nur used as 
nom.), Both lights, i.e. the sun and moon; 
also the eyes;—su 'n-nurain, Name of the 
caliph Othman (as having married two 
daughters of Muhammad). 

;y noz (for hanoz), Now; (for jy q.v, 
below); a pine-tree. 

jVj y nau-zad, Newly-born; name of a 
village in Khurasan. 

t ^ V nauzadagl, Being newly born; 
new birth. 

M j y nau-zada, Recently or lately born ; 
—nau-zddagdni chaman, Sprouts, shoots, 
buds, blossoms. 

ejattj y nau-zd'inda, y nau-zalda, 
Recently-delivered (female). 

8Jjy nuzdah, nuwazdah, Nineteen. 
nuzdahum, nuwazdahum, The nine-

teenth. 
nuzarun, Name of the angel in 

whose charge are placed the plane-trees. 
jf nozh, A pine-tree. 
(vjVjy nuzhan, A dreadful, terrifying 

voice; name of a river (this unsupported 
by examples). 

^jy nozhan, A pine-tree. 
8A>jy nauzhanda, Who or what produces 

an effect; who or what causes. 
fijy nozha, The collar of a garment. 
A U-y naus, nawasan (v.n. of <j*y), 

Driving (camels) ; being moved to and 
fro, shaken ; flowing down the back (hair). 

y-y nos, The rainbow; mimicry; the 
burlesque imitation of a person's voice; — 
niwis (for niwls, imp. of niwishtan), Write 
thou. 

0jL.y nausazi, Repair; renovation (m.c.). 



ufar* y nu-sipds (for Ungrate-
ful. 

(J^y nawistan, To groan;—nuwistan, To 
write (probably misreading). 

noeta, nawaeta, Noise in tbe throat 
by one crying. 

a fa y nau-safar, Who has travelled 
recently; new (i.e. inexperienced) in travel-
ling ; who undertakes his first journey. 

a JV~ j y nau-sinn-u-sal, A youth, 
y nau-suwdr, One who has recently 

learned to ride. 
noea, The mirage ; tbe rainbow. 

W nautHra, Debate, dispute, contro-
versy. 

A Jfcy naush (v.n.), Taking; seizing (the 
beard or the hair) ; searching, inquiring; 
deceiving; bringing anything good;— 
na'ush, Robust, Btrong, victorious; one 
who seizes anything forcibly. 

u V nosh, nush (imp. of noshidan), Drink 
thou; (in comp.) drinking; a drinker; a 
drink, draught ; anything drunk, espe-
cially sweet, agreeable, and wholesome; 
honey ; treacle; an antidote against poi-
son ; the water or life of immortality; life; 
sweetness; sweet; pleasing, agreeable; 
consonant, harmonious; the wild pine; a 
present, reward; name of a fire-temple j 
name of the fifth day of the month accord-
ing to the era of Yazdagird; [noshi jdn, 
What prolongs life; what rejoices the 
mind ;—nosh Icardan, To drink;]—noeh 
(for niyosh, imp. of niyoshldan), Hear 
thou ! harken! (in comp.) who hears, 
listens to; the sense of hearing ;—nawash, 
A present; a recompense;—nuwish, Writ-
ing ; predestination. 

V noshd, nusha, A drinker. 
noshaba, The water of life ; name 

of the queen of Barda'. ' 
naushad, Name of a city famous for 

the beauty of its inhabitants. 
naushadur, Sal-ammoniac (used in 

tinning and soldering). 
u V nosh-dzar, The second of the 

seven famed fire-temples in Persia; name 
of a champion; also of a son of Asfandi-
yar. 

U^yUy nosh-d-nosh, With full cups; 
with repeated bumpers, draught after 
draught. 

©.i^ilAy noshdnidan, To cause to drink. 
SIA y nau-shdh, A young king; a bride-

groom. 
iji>y nosh-bad, io^ ^ y nosh-bada, 

Name of a note in music. 
y u V nosh-bar, Honey. 
j9t nosh-bahr, Whose lot is pleasant. 

nocht, A draught, potation; a 
drinker;—nawasht, He twisted, folded, or 
creased; dragon-wort;—niwisht, He wrote; 
writing;—niwishti khudd. The prescience 
of God, divine predestination. 

ut>V*Ay nuwishtajdt, Writings. 
li-Ay niwisht-khwand, Epistolary 

correspondence, reading and writing. 
y j^y noehtan, nuehtan, To drink;—na-

waehtan, To fold, twist-, coil; [bar-nawash-
tan, To fold, twist, coil (see also ^ ^ a y ^ p. 
514);]—nawishtan, nuwashtan, To go far 
away ; to groan; — nawishtan, niwishtan, 
nuwishtan (S. ni +pieh), To write; to pre-
serve, to spare;—ba-niwishtan dmadan, To 
be described ; to be describable (m.c.). 

nawashta, Folded, coiled, twisted;— 
niwishta, Written, described; a writing. 

nosh-jam, A drinking-cup. 
j^sfcAy nushjs&wdr, Rumination, chewing 

the cud; cud. 
jjssAy nosh-lsjtyeur, The fifth day of the 

month according to the era of Jalalu 'd-
din. 

jj\AAy nosh-ddru, Treacle; antidotes of 
every kind; wine ; name of an electuary. 

fijiA y nau-shuda, New, recent, fresh ( = 
jfcy q.v. below). 

©\jjAy noshirwdn, noshlrwdn, 
Name of a king of Persia in whose reign 
Muhammad was born, A.D. 578 ; jus t ; the 
archangel Gabriel. 

Aj o^y nosh-zad, Name of a son of 
Noshirwan. 

fa* y nau-shikdr, A new hunter, a novice 
in hunting. 

y nau-shigufta, New-blown (rose) 
beginning to expand ;—nau-shigufta'i bam-
dad, Break of day, dawn j—ghuncha'i nau-
shigufta, A rose-bud. 

i^y nosh-giya, Name of an antidote, 
s-* u V nosh-lab, Sweet-lipped. 
U^A i_r-y nosh-labvna (WJ lapina), Name 

of a musical note. 
Aqp̂ Ay noshanja, Wholesome, digestable. 

oAy noshanda, A drinker; —noshanda'i 
sharbati mawaddat, A drinker of the nectar 
of love. 

yh y nau-shav, New, recent, fresh. 
y nau-ehah, A young king; a bride-

groom, son-in-law ; — nosha, Fortunate, 
happy, prosperous ; sweet, cheerful; sweet-
ness, goodness; affliction, sadness; dis-
tracting cares ; the rainbow ;—nosha kar-
dan, To flatter. 

^jl^Ay noshtjan, "May it agree with 
y o u " (said to a person who is eating or 
drinking). 

^jfA^y noshidagi, A drinking; a draught, 
y j ^ y noshidan, To drink, take; to 

digest. 
^ y noshln, Sweet, pleasant; easy of 

digestion ; (for niyoshin) to be listened to; 
audible. 

s»A> (j>*Ay noshin-bdda, Wine which flows 
pleasantly down the throat; name of the 
twenty-eighth note of Barbud. 

^L) ^^.y noshin-rawdn, Sweet life; king 
Noshirwan. 



noshlna, Pleasant wine; mine of a 
note in music. 

A <j>f naus (v.n.), Retiring, retreating, 
declining, shunning, flying from, escaping; 
remaining behind; delaying; taking re-
fuge ; a wild ass. 

A nau? (v.n.), Travelling, perambu-
lating; moving anything in order to draw 
it out (as a tent-pin), pulling out, uproot-
ing ; the rump-bone, root of the tai l ; the 
suture or joining-place of the buttocks 
with the back (especially in a camel). 

A TY naut (v.n.), Suspending, appending ; 
being troubled with a pestilential swelling 
(a camel); a parcel hung or placed be-
tween the two larger trusses or loads car-
ried on each side by a camel ; a hamper 
hanging to a camel's load in which dates 
are carried; the interstice between the 
buttocks and loins of bea-sta. 

A &>y nautat, naut a, A hamper in which 
dates are carried ; hatred, rancour, malice ; 
a kind of pestilential bubo on the breast 
to which camels are subject. 

A £Y nan', Species, kind, sort, manner, 
mode ; [nau'i insan, Mankind ; — nau'i 
bashar, The human race;—nau'i jafd, Any-
thing perplexing;—nau'i dlgar, Auother 
kind ;—nau'i firdgh, A little rest;—nau' u 
jins, Species and genus;—ba-chi nau', Of 
what kind? (m.c.) ;]—nu', Thirst. 

A nau'-an, Somewhat, in some 
manner. 

A ^Y mu'at, Fresh fruit . 
a y nau-'arus, A newly-married 

bride ;—nau-'arusani bahdr (chamin, roz, 
nau-roz), Young shoots, opening flowers. 

a yUc y nau-'indn, New to the bridle. 
a <jty nau'i, Constituting a species, spe-

cific. 
£y nogh, A place near the desert of 

Kipchak. 
A nauf, A camel's hump ; long. 
<-*y nof (imp. of nofidan), Cry aloud ; 

echo from a mountain; hollow place or 
cavern; noise of a multitude; howl of a 
dog. 

C^y nufagk, Name of a city. 
nuftam (for nayuftam), I may not 

fall. 
nufti (for nayufti), Thou mayest 

not fall, 
yy nufar, naufar, "Water-lily, nenuphar. 
A Jij* naufal, The sea; a munificent 

man; a present; a handsome youth ; male 
hyena; whelp of a wild beast; a jackal; 
adversity ; name of an Arabian king. 

<*iy nofa, A loud noise, clamour; the 
confused noise of a multitude of men or 
animals. 

tjA-iy nofidan, To resound, aa an echo 
or the confused noise of men and animals ; 
to cry with a loud voice, roar, bray; to 
move, stir, shake, wag; to be disturbed. 

A JY nuq (pl. of ndqat), She-camels. 
a y nau-qadam, (A child) that has 

newly learned to walk; a tyro, novice, 
beginner. 

t^y nauk, nok, A point, tip, end ; beak of a 
bird ; tips of eyelashes;—•naukikhdma. Nib 
of a pen ;—nauki zabdn, Tip of the tongue; 
—nauki qalam, Point or nib of a pen. 

A nuk (pl. of anwak), Foolish men 
or women ; — nuk, na uk, Folly ; —- nawale 
(v.n.), Being foolish, stupid, 

A sA£Y naukd' (fem. of anwak), Foolish, 
stupid (woman). 

ftf naukar, Young in business; a be-
ginner, tvro, novice. 

JvSy nukdl, Deception. 
jWy nauk-ddr, Pointed. 
Ui-tfy nau-kad-khudd. A new house-

keeper ; a bridegroom. 
y y naukar, nukar, A servant; a dependant; 

[naukari bdb, A government functionary 
(m.c.) ;—nukar, Name of a king. 

naukar da, A grandson, 
i^yy naukari, Service, attendance, infe-

riority. 
^ / y naukari-pesha, One who lives 

on employment; a servant, 
y.j oily nauk-rez, A dip of ink. 
jli^y nukfdr, nukfara, 

qq.v. (probably misreadings). 
A J^iy naukd (pl. of anwak), Foolish 

people. 
V y nokild, Sharp-pointed, 
e ^ y nugdn, naugdn, o^y j^ t 'idi naugdn. 

An anniversary, enc»nia, commemoration. 
jUSy naugufdr, ifi^y naugufara, A talka-

tive man. 
AiSy nogand, noganda, Newly 

sprung up, 
Bjiyy nauguwdra, A talkative fellow. 
Jbfty nugiyush, Name of the king of the 

island Tartaniyush, where 'Azra 
alighted and found a refuge. 

A J y naul (v.n.), Giving, presenting, 
being liberal; folding, twisting; a gift, 
present; manner, mode ; a weaver's beam ; 
office, duty, whatever one ought to per-
form ; a channel full of water; freight ;— 
nul, A race of negroes. 

J y not, The outer part of the mouth; a 
beak, bill; a spout; the "neck of a bottle; 
anything on which one leans or is sup-
ported; a whirlpool, vortex;—•noli murgh, 
The beak or bill of any bird, especially a 
goose. 

A naulat, naula, One largess or g i f t ; 
somewhat; a kiss; [a'n-naulat, The area 
of the temple of Mecca, that which sur-
rounds the haram, or sacred enclosure;]— 
nulat, nula, Anything obtained, a gift , 

a ^yy naulun, Freight. 
aJy nula, Speech, a word. 
A py nawrn (v.n.), Sleeping, falling 

asleep; sleep, slumber; (pl. of na'im) 



sleepers; [naumi da'im, A perpetual sleep 
—nuwam, Sleepy ; comatose ; — nuwam 
(pi. of nd'im), Sleepers. 

©ULw. y nau-musulmdn, One who sets 
about a thing properly. 

. y nau-muldzim, A raw recruit, no-
rice. 

ts^^* y nau-muldzimi, Noviciate. 
naumed, Hopeless ;—naumed shu-

dan, To be desperate, lose hope, despair;— 
naumed garddnidan, To drive to despera-
tion, render desperate. 

a ©J^y numldan, To sleep, doze, rest. 
u ^ f naumedi, Despair; disappoint-

ment, ill-luck. 
naumez, ^-V-y naumen, = 

^ S ^ y qq.v. above. 
oy nun, Dimple in the chin (cf. A. &y)> 

trunk of a tree; firm, fixed in a place ; the 
eyebrow; greatness, magnificence, opu-
lence, prosperity ; (for aknion) now. 

A T>Y nun, The letter ^ n; a fish ; the 
shai pest part of a sword; a sword; the 
eyebrow; ink; an ink-holder; name of a 
city;—nuni gjiunna, Nasal n (see A. 
p. 896) ;—nuni musa, A nun formed in the 
shape of a bow; vulva; — zu'n-nun, The 
prophet Jonah (as being swallowed by a 
fish) ; name of a famous sword. 

A &Y nunat, nuna, One fish; a dimple in 
a boy's chin ; name of a woman. 

A*y nawand, A courier, messenger, news-
man ; a well-going or ambling horse or 
mule ; a horse ; swift, quick-going; rue ; 
echo, loud noise; a searcher, seeker, in-
quirer ; a deceiver ; a man of quick con-
ception ; name of a place ; also a moun-
tain ; also of a champion of Iran. 

naunaddk, Suddenly, unexpectedly. 
J ^ y nawandul, A son's son. 
6A>y nawanda, A swift horse; swift, 

active, nimble ; one who moves or trembles; 
one who calls out for help; acute, inge-
nious, quick of apprehension ; rue ;—nu-
wanda, Anything newly produced. 

»Ady nunanda, Acute, ingenious, quick, 
y y nau-nau, Again and again (=. y* y 

q.v. under y). 
a Wy nuna, A dimple in the chin. 

y nav-nihdl, A young tree. 
fa* y nau-niydz, Anything newly pro-

duced ; a beginner, tyro, novice, 
/ y na'u, r/awu, A fresh date. 

na'ur, Timid (woman), dreading 
suspicion, modeBt, 

A yjstjY na'ush, Strong, robust; one who 
snatches or seizes a thing with violence. 

j y nau u kuhn, Young and old, 
everybody, all mankind. 

A |»YY na' um, Somnolent; one who sleeps 
much. 

A AY nauh (v.n.), Being exalted; being 
eminent, magnificent, generous; being 
strong, firm, courageous ; — nauh, nuh, 

Aversion, abstinence; — nuioah, Female 
mourners. 

sy nuh, Nine;—nawa, A grandchild; 
new. 

A Jsy nawa, Intention, purpose; mode, 
manner; the place of circumcision in a gir l ; 
(pi. of nawdt), date-stones ;—nu'a, A ditch 
round a tent to keep off the rain-water. 

oy nam, Newness, freshness, novelty ;— 
niwe, nuwe, The Qur'an (cf. jjA above). 

m (j^y nuydn, A prince, king's son 
(chiefly used by the Tartars and Turks). 

A s-*>y nuwaib (dim. of nab), A small 
dog-tooth. 

S-y nawech, Ivy, woodbine. 
Â y nuwed, nawed, Happy tidings, good 

news; (construed with the verbs awardan, 
dadan, rasldan, Jiristddan, <fcc.) ; the gos-
pel ; a present to the bringer of good 
news; reward, recompense; equity, jus-
tice ; vow, promise; entertainment, feast, 
hospitality; part of the provisions of a 
feast which the guests carry away; power, 
s t rength; reproaching, reviling; [nawed 
dadan, To promise ;]—nuwed, Mirth j good 
news; anything which affords pleasure; 
invitation to a feast; promise of a lucrative 
situation;—noyad, He trembles ; he com-
plains ; he weeps. 

fa^y nuwed-gar, Announcer of good news. 
O^y nawidan, To sleep, slumber, rest 

little or badly ; to move, especially when 
rising from a place; to shake, tremble, 
Btagger; to complain; to invite to a feas t ; 
to make or become new. 

nawlda, Tottering ; complaining. 
A nuwairat, nuwaira (dim. of ndr), 

A little fire. 
t r t y nawls, nuwle, Writing, describing; 

a writer ;—zud-nawis, A quick writer. 
^JiL-ay nawiedndan, ©j^L^y nawisdnu 

dan, To cause to write or describe, 
nawistan, nuwistan, To write, 

jy nawlsandagi, nuwisandagi, Writ-
ing. 

nawisanda, nuwisanda, A writer, 
scribe, clerk, accountant, 

a — n u w i s a , The rainbow. 
jjAjy nawlsh, (in. comp.) Wri t ing; a 

writer. 
nawishtan, nuwishtan, To write. 

AAiy nuwisha, Blandishments •,—nuwisha 
kardan, To caress ; to ask ; to deprecate. 

A,jojy nawis (v.n. of y»y), Moving oneself; 
strength ; the power of moving oneself, 

nuyah, A time, turn, period ; a pipe, 
flute ; a vine-twig or sucker. 

J*y nawil, The front, forehead. 
nawlm, Only, merely;—ba-nawimi 

didan ehindkM, By only seeing he knew. 
(^y nawin, nuwin, A prince, a king's 

son ; the most excellent of anything. 
6«u*y nuyanda, noyanda, Acute, inge-

nious, quick. 



**y nuya, noya, A sucker at tbe root of a 
tree ; a tender shoot; sap ; plaint, lamen-
tation, moan. 

O^y nuyidan, To cry aloud, lament. 
M (^y nuyin, Son of a king, prince; a 

commander of 10,000. 
« na (sometimes, in poetry, nah), No, 

not, neither, not ye t ; [na khair, No, not 
at all (m.c.) ;] — nih (imp. of nihadan), 
Place thou; suppose, take it for granted 
(m.c.); (in comp.) placing; one who 
places or applies; a town, city ; whence is 
said to be derived nishdpur for nihi sha-
pur, The city of Shapur; [qadam-nih, Fix-
ing or placing the feet;—qadam-nihi ziyd-
rat shudan, To visit;]—nuk, Nine ; the 
nine orifices of the human body;—nuh 
bdm (pdya, pidar, parda, hujra, hisdri mind, 

"kharas, rawd, sipihr, shahri bald, sahlfaH 
gardun, tdram, tabaq, qasr, kakh, rnuqar-
nas), The nine heavens ;—nuh pdya, A pul-
pit;—nuh pidar, The seven planets with 
the dragon's head and tail;—nuh hujra, 
haram of Muhammad;—nuh gauhar, The 
nine precious stones, i.e. turquoise (ftrom), 
hyacinth (yaqut), ruby (la'l), diamond (al-
mas), sapphire (nllam), emerald (zumurrud), 
cornelian ('aqiq), pearl (durr), and coral 
(marjdn) ;]—nai (fodna i), Thou art not, 

A nihdb (pl. of nahb), Spoils;—nah-
hab, A plunderer, spoiler ; the lion. 

A Y^J nahabir, nahdbir (pl. of nuh-
burat, nuhburat respectively), Dangerous 
places; hell; high sandhills. 

A nuhat, in P. (pl. of naM), Pro-
hibitors. 

nahdd, Manner, custom; — nihdd 
(3rd pers. pret. and verbal noun of niha-
dan), He placed ; placing, position, posture; 
foundation, structure ; nature, form, habit, 
constitution of the body ; stature; quality, 
essence; mind, hear t ; (other, but doubtful 
meanings given by Meninskv are: family, 
stock, race; dregs, dung; young, as a horse 
or cow ; fear; untamed, wild ;)—nihadi 
aihtardn, The disposition of the stars;—• 
sadiq-nihad, Good-hearted, sincere. 

^JV^ nihddagl, Habit, form, constitution, 
nature, quality; holiday-clothes ; the show-
bread. 

nihadan, To place, put, lay upon, 
collocate; to appoint; to apply, adminis-
te r ; to build; to copulate; — arra nihadan, 
To apply a saw;—asb u farzln nihadan, 
To win in chess, to vanquish, to conquer; 
—dyin nihadan, To institute ;—bar sahrd 
nihadan, To publish, make known or mani-
fest ; — band nihadan, To build ; — p a y 
birun nihadan, To go out, make an exit;— 
pdya nihadan, To appoint;—tardzu niha-
dan, To set up a balance;—luhma nihadan 
ba, To suspect \—jurm nihadan, To impute 
a crime, <fec.;—tegh bar sar nihadan, To 
strike the head with the sword;—khaya 

nih&dan, To lay eggs ;—khwdn nihadan. To 
spread the table-cloth, to lay the table ;— 
&Awud-rd ba masti nihadan, To counterfeit 
intoxication ;—ruy nihadan, To turn the 
face towards ; to contend with ;—sar niha-
dan, To submit, to obey ; to contend with 
(suy);—sham' (sharna') nihadan, To illumi-
nate, to light up a place ;—md'ida nih&dan, 
To lay the table •—gam nihadan, To step, 
walk, go;—gardan nihadan, To bow the 
neck. 

fiol^ nihada, Placed ; appointed, 
( ^ o l ^ nahddidan, To fear, to dread. 

nahdr, Much, many; diminution ; a 
goat; a black water-fowl with white spots 
on the head; (for ndhdr) fast ing; break-
fast; [naharkardan, To breakfast ;J—nihdr, 
An idol; detriment, loss ;—nihdr, nahdr, 
Fear, dread, apprehension; consumption, 
a wasting of the body. 

A j ^ nahdr, The day from sunrise to 
sunset; the diffusion of light, making 
things visible; name of a poet; a young 
bustard (or ^ qatd) ;—lail-an wa-nahdr-
an, By night and by day. 

nahara, A light breakfast. 
tsjV nahdri, Much, many ; breakfast ; a 

kind of bit or bridle. 
nahdridan, To breakfast;—nihdrl-

dan, nahdridan, To waste, decay, fall away; 
to be terrified, to be afraid (as boys of a 
schoolmaster). 

j V nihdz, Fear, dread ;—nuhdz, nahaz, A 
large castrated he-goafc, with spreading 
horns and long legs, that leads the flock j 
any person or animal followed by others, a 
prince, leader, antistes, &c. 

nihazldan, To dread, fear, appre-
hend. 

A j ^ i nuhdq (v.n. of <JV), Braying (an 
ass). 

A nihdkat (v.n.), Being strong, vigo-
rous, bold. 

J V nihdl, A young plant, shoot, sucker 
cut from a tree to be planted separately; 
any plant or herb transplanted; growing 
from the root of a t ree; carpet, cushion, 
mattress, bedding; chase, game ; construed 
with the verbs rustan, kardan, giriftan, 
nishdndan, nihadan, &c, 

nihdhha, A quilt ..wrapper, coverlet, 
fits J l y nihdl-gdh (&£ gah), A lurking-

place for hunters; a place for hunting. 
nihdla, A lurking-place for hunters ; 

a hunting-place; chase, game; a scarecrow 
set up to drive beasts into the hunter's 
toils ; a young shoot or sucker ; a carpet. 

nihdla-gah (iSgah), A hunting-
place ; a lurking place for hunters. 

nahall, nahdlln, A species of 
small carpet with a short pile; a mattress 
for sleeping on; a cushion ;—nihale, One 
young plant, &c. 

A f^y nahdm, nihdm, nuhdm, A black-



smith; a carpenter;—nuhdm, A kind of 
bird, an owl; a monk ;—nahhdm, A lion ; 
middle of an open road. 

a (j^V nahdml, ( j ^ V nahdmin, A black-
smith. 

t jV nihdn, Hid, concealed, occult; pru-
dently, secretly; the mind, soul, interior; 
—nihdn ddshtan, To conceal, hide, sup-
press ;—nihdn shudan, To be concealed;— 
nikan u dshJedra, (Things) private and 
public; — andar (dar) nihdn, Secretly, 
clandestinely. 

tfV^ nihan-paiharan, Angels, spi-
rits, invisible beings. 

nihdncha, A concealed, secret 
thing. 

nihdn-khdna, A cabinet, closet, 
private room; a hole dug in the ground 
for sitting in during the hot weather, or 
for storing up corn ; a place where rubbish 
or filth is thrown; a grave, sepulchre, 
tomb. 

jta © y nihan-dar, A concealer. 
nihdndan, A granary, warehouse, 

storehouse, cellar; a wardrobe, closet. 
ty o V nihdn-dara, = above, 
( j i y nihanl, Privately, secretly; a secret; 

concealment; secret, privy; occult, clan-
destine ;—ittifdqi nihanl, A .private con-
federacy, league; — anddmi nihanl, The 
privy member. 

nihdnicha, Privately, secretly. 
•tfjV nih-awand, nah-awand [town (nih) 

of pottery (awand), which was largely 
made there, or for J^U-j Noah's (nuh) 
throne (dwand), as alleged to be founded 
by him; see « above and p. 122], 
Name of a city in Persian Iraq ; name of 
a mountain near that city; a species of 
musical mode or Bong. 

^Jifa nihawandl, Relating to a native 
or inhabitant of Nih awand; name of a note 
in music. 

^JiyW nihdwandak, = q.v. above. 
O ^ V nihawidan, To be afraid, as boys 

of the master (probably misreading for 

ajV nahayat (v.n. of jV), Being very in-
telligent ;—nihdyat, nihaya, The extremity 
of a wooden curb put on a camel's nose ; 
end, extremity, term, goal, boundary, but t ; 
excesB; very much, extreme, exquisite, ex-
cessive, stupendous; remarkable, at the 
utmost;—nihdyatu 'l-amr, nihaya, The end 
of the matter, finally, on the whole, to 
conclude; but, however, notwithstanding, 
nevertheless ;—ild ghairi *n-nihayat, Ad in-
finitum ; —ahli nihdya, A circumspect per-
son, who looks to consequences ;—hi (bila-) 
nihdya, Infinite, without end, endless; 
excessive;—dar nihdyat, In short, finally, 
to sum up. 

A s-V nahh (v.n.), Seizing, snatching, 
spoiling, carrying off; rapine, plunder, 

spoil;—nahb (naKb u gharat) Icardan, To 
plunder and carry off. 

©^WV nuhbdnidan, To make beautiful. 
A nahhat, Rapine, spoil, plunder, 
sa^v nuhhat, The division of the signs 

of the zodiac into nine parts, and assigning 
of a star to each division; immensely 
great, exceeding measure. 

A jyetf nuhbuf, SJJ-JV nuhburat, A mountain 
of sand ; danger ; a dangerous place. 

nuhbah, The understanding. 
ijv^ na-bahra, Exceeding bounds or 

measure, excessive ;—nuh-bahra, The divi-
sion of the signs of the zodiac into nine 
parts, and the assigning of a star to each 
division. 

A nithbd, Plunder. 
A g^i nahj, in P. also ndhaj (v.n.), Point-

ing out (the way), making clear, prescrib-
ing, giving directions; the right way; a 
high road, beaten path j mode, manner; 
[ba-nahje hi, In a manner that;J—nahaj 
(v.n,), Breathing hard, being asthmatic; 
asthma. 

nahjlz, A fold, plait, twist ; a twist-
ing. 

a na-hhwush, The wild vine. 
A Â I nahd, Anything elevated; high, 

fleshy, well-shaped (horse); generous, 
well-born (man) ; a breast which begins to 
swell; name of a tribe in Yaman. 

8j nuh dak, (nine or ten, i.e. additional 
things) Ornament, decoration. 

a f j nahr (v.n.), Causing (a river) to 
run ; flowing; shouting, crying to, check-
ing (cattle); a river, stream, flowing 
canal; [nahru 'Lsaldm, The river Tigris;— 
nahri almas, Name of a river;—nahri ailag, 
Name of a river at Ailaq (see cW p. 
131);—nahri majnun, Name of a river;] 
—nuhr (pi. of nahr), Rivers ;—nahar , 
Amplitude, space, facility, convenience ;— 
nahir, One who does anything in the day-
time, especially making an excursion against 
the enemy; wide (river) ; [nahdri nahir, 
A clear day ;]—nuhur (pi. of nahr), Rivers; 
(pi. of nahar) days ; young bustards. 

(Ajr^ (?), Name of the angel in whose 
charge the stone ydgut is given (see ut>j3la 
below). 

A^^J nahrwala, The principal tract of 
Guzerat in India. 

nahrawdn, Name of a city in Meso-
potamia. 

fijV nahra, An instrument for separating 
butter from whey; a churn, whether of 
wood or skin. 

fijV nahra-hos, A churn-staff. 
a nahri, Fluviatic, belonging to a 

river. 
A y} nahz (v.n.), Moving or shaking 

(the head) ; rising to start on a journey 
(camel); striking with the head (the 
udder of the mother) ; quantity, number. 



JL nuhzat, nuhza, An occasion, an 
opportunity; plunder, booty. 

A (.r-^ nahs (v.n.), Biting, eating, or 
plucking out with the fore-teeth; biting 
(as a serpent) ; — nuhas, The sparrow-
hunter (a oird). 

A (ft*^ nihsdn (pl. of nuhas), Sparrow-
hawks. 

nihistan, To put, place ; to leave. 
A u^V nahsh (v.n.), Biting (a serpent) ; 

biting (especially with the front teeth) ; 
oppressing, reducing to poverty (misfor-
tune) ;—nahish (nahishu l-yadam), Swift, 
nimble-footed (a camel). 

A nahshat, A bite. 
yJs-H* nihashtan, To put, place ; to leave. 
a nahshal, A wild carrot. 
A J-H* nahshal, A wolf; a hawk; name 

of a man. 
nuh sad, Nine hundred. 

A u V nahz (v.n.), Raising »neself, rising 
up (to do anything against any person) ; 
sprouting up, growing (as a plant); crest-
ing up, and spreading the wings (a bird 
when about to fly) ; start, departure. 

A nahzat, A rising up, departure, 
march ; uphill road ;—nahzati sulfdn ba-
suyi dihli, The departure of the king to-
wards Dehli;—nah?at farmudan, To set off 
on the march. 

ct-V nihuft, He hid; concealment; 
covered, concealed; a king's private 
chamber; a secret place in a wall for 
hiding money ; a certain mode or species 
of music. 

nihuflagi, Concealment; anything 
occult or hid. 

nihuftan, To hide, conceal, cover; 
to conceal oneself, abscond, lie h id ; to 
be beautiful. 

ixA î nihufta, Covered; concealed, hid-
den ; private; privately, covertly, secretly. 

ft Asi^J nihufta-niydz, A private peti-
tioner. 

a JK* nahq, Parsley chiefly from fenny 
grounds. 

nahh, Less, least; lean, meagre; 
being given to wine; th i r s t ; quenching 
thirst. 

A nahk (v.n.), Committing excess in 
anything; wearing constantly the same 
garment; being worn by continual use 
(garment); weakening and emaciating 
anyone (disease) ;—nahah (v.n.), Fatiguing, 
attenuating, afflicting (as a fever) ; being 
emaciated, labouring under an unremitting 
malady. 

A iXyJ nahJcai, The pain of a disease; 
languor, weakness. 

JV nahl, Name of a champion of Turan. 
A JV nahal, Meat, any eatable;—nahal, 

nahl (v.n.), Drinking for the first time, 
taking his first draught (a camel) ; being 
thirsty; being saturated with drink. 

A nahm (v.n.), Making greedy ; 
checking (camels) by calling to them, or 
making them go faster; roaring (a lion); 
braying (an elephant) ; crying to, or threa-
tening; throwing pebble-stones, or any-
thing similar;—nuhm, Satan; name of an 
idol formerly worshipped by the tribe of 
Muzainat; also the worshippers of that 
idol;—naham (v.n.), Being gluttonous, 
voracious ; gluttony, insatiable appetite ;— 
nahim, Greedy ; a glutton. 

nuhum, The ninth. 
ft\) nahmdr, jU^i naJimdz (for na -f 

hamdr = shumdr), Countless, immeasur-
able ; great, large, immense, out of pro-
portion, endless ; a very wonderful thing; a 
serious and difficult affair; all, altogether. 

A nahmat (v.n. of Calling out 
(to camels) to mend their pace ; attaining 
one's object; being very keen (desire); 
great avidity or desire; necessity, need, 
lack ; a roar, loud cry. 

nuhum charjch. The ninth heaven. 
i f t ^ nuhumbdn, nahumban, nihatpban, 

nuhumban, nahumban, nihamban, Lid 
of a pot or furnace. 

nihairibidan, To cover, stop up. 
nihanfbida, Hid, covered, con-

cealed. 
g^J nihmj, A flour-sack of hair or wool. 

nihandara (for y V q.v. above), 
A store, warehouse, treasury. 

nahang, nihang (cf. S. nihaka), A 
crocodile, alligator; a shark; a water-
dragon or similar monster; a sword; a 
pen; the sky ; time, fortune, the world;— 
nahangi dashti, The land-crocodile, i.e. the 
skink; — nahangi ziri khaftdn, nahangi 
siyah, A glittering sword ;—nahangi falak, 
The signs Cancer and Pisces;—nahangdni 
niyam, Swords in the scabbard. 

y*~> nahang-sabz, An Indian sabre. 
nahang-fam, Having a mouth 

(voracious as that) of (the) crocodile. 
A ft nahim, nahu, A prohibitor, for-

bidder prudent;—nuhu\ I*ft nuhu'at (v.n. 
of "o-vO, Being half-raw, not sufficiently 
dressed (meat). 

A 4ft nuhud (v.n. of «V), Rising up or 
springing (upon an enemy) ; swelling (as 
the breasts of a girl) ; haying round, 
plump breasts (a girl); being tall and 
sleek (a horse). 

A Sjj^i nuhudat (v.n. of A^), Being full 
of flesh, tall, and beautiful (a horse). 

a 14ft nuhuda, Female ornaments, trin-
kets. 

nuhor, The eye; sight; an angry 
look. 

A j f t nuhur (pl. of nahr), Rivers. 
A jbft nahuz, One who rises up;—nuhuz 

(v.n. of u«V), Raising oneself, rising up 
(against anyone, or to do him honour) ; 
cresting up or spreading the wings (as a 



"bird preparing to fly); sprouting up, 
growing (a plant). 

A ^ nahy, in P. also nahi (v.n.), Pro-
hibiting, forbidding; arriving, reaching; 
prohibition, interdict; prudence, sagacity, 
knowledge; the prohibitive or negative 
imperative; [amr u nahi, Command and 
prohibition;]—nahy, nihy, A pond, ditch; 
—nahi, Intelligent;—nuhd, Intel lect; (pi. 
of nuhyat) understandings; interdicts ;— 
nahiy, nahi (pi. of anhiyd'), Intelligent; 
forbidden;—nuhiy, nuhi (pi. of nahy, nihy), 
DitcUes, ponds. 

a nahib, nihib, Fear, terror ; grief ; 
anxiety; anguish; haste, expedition; plun-
dering, a spoiler. 

a J) nahib-zad, Terror-stricken;— 
nahib ead shudan, To be horrified, terror-
Btricken. 

a nahiba, Fear ; spoliation (of in-
fidels). 

a nahibi, Plunder, spoil, booty. 
a nahibidan, To fear, dread ; to 

frighten. 
A Kr^ nuhyat, An interdict, prohibition; 

anything forbidden; intelligence, know-
ledge, prudence; end ; extremity;—nahi-
yat, nahiy a, Fat, bulky (she-camel). 

A nahid, Thick (butter). 
fc^A-V nahidan, nihidan, To place, put, 

lay, leave; to consider, reflect on; to 
grieve. 

A nahir, Affluent; copious, much, 
many. 

A Ŝ sV nakirat, nahira, (A camel) abound-
ing in milk. 

A (3«v nahiq (v.n ), Braying (of an ass). 
A nahik, Bold, strong, strenuous ; 

pains-taking ; sharp, penetrating (sword) ; 
fierce, fell (lion) ; of a handsome form or 
noble disposition. 

nuh-yah, A ninth part, one of nine. 
A ft*IF* nahim (v.n.), Roaring (a lion or 

elephant) ; chiding, threatening; a glut-
ton. 

fe^ nihiv, Fear, dread, terror (cf. s~s-v»). 
,_y nai, nay, A pipe, tube, flute, fife; a 

reed, cane, pen; the windpipe, throat, 
gullet; [netyi ustukkwdn, A pen or pen-
holder of bone; — nai dar buni ndkhun 
hardan, To break a sharp-pointed thin 
reed underneath the finger-nail (a kind of 
torture or punishment) ;—nayi shakar, A 
sugar-cane;—nayi 'araq-giri, A reed with 
which liquors are sucked;—nayi ghalyan, 
A hukkah-snake;—nayi qand, A sugar-cane; 
—nai nishdndan, To plant;—nayi niha-
wandi, Name of a medicinal plant dark-
coloured and bitter ;—nayi hindi, A bam-
boo ;]—nai, ne, No, not, neither, nor. 

A naiy, Fat, tallow, fatness;—niy, 
Raw (flesh); fatness. 

niya, A grandfather; maternal uncle; 
elder brother; a sheath; power, greatness. 

A niya (v.n. of \ y ) , Being raw 
(flesh) ; rawness, crudity. 

<-r»W niydb, A sheath, scabbard; a vessel. 
A nayabat, naydba, A time, turn, 

period; — niyabat, Vicegerency, deputy-
ship ; vice-royalty ; succession -,—^dydbat-
an, Virtually, really; in the right of an-
other. 

a fa uw^j niydbat-gar, A deputy, vice-
gerent; a viceroy. 

a fa ws^V niydbat-ddr, A lieutenant, de-
puty. 

A C ^ niyah, niydhat (v.n. of CY)« 
Bemoaning (a husband); lamentation 
complaint, moan. 

A fa niydr (pi. of ndr), Fires; name 
a man. 

ts-wjUi nay drast, He was not able;— 
nay drast sdhM> tie could not make (it) 
effectual ;~naydrast hard, He could not do 
(it). 

^ f a nuyari, A mistress with whom one 
is deeply in love. 

jW niydz, Indigence, poverty, necessity; 
petition, supplication, prayer ; inclination 
wish, longing appetite; greediness; dear 
nesB, scarcity ; a friend ; a gift, present; a 
thing dedicated; needy, wishful; a peti-
tioner; sound, whole ; rough —niydz har-
dan, To pray or beg submissively;—niydz 
guzashtan, To give, bestow. The word is 
also construed with the verbs dmadan, 
awardan, burdan, ddshtan, zadan, &c. 

eAj W niyd-zdda, A grandson. 
naydzdram, I will not or do not 

afflict; I will not or do not sorrow. 
jLi niydz- amez, Suppliant, begging. 

fai nujaz-pashi, Earnest supplica-
tion, 

A isijUi niydzih (pi. of nizah), Short 
spears. 

fafa niydzgdr, A suppliant, petitioner. 
A^jtJ niydzmand, Indigent, supplicating 

—niydzmand shudan, To want, to be in 
need; to petition, beg, supplicate. 

^AA^JLJ niyazmandi, Necessity, indi-
gence; supplication. 

jo-jjUi niydzumand, Indigent, a sup-
pliant. 

^jlsJ niydzi, A lover; a fr iend; a mis-
tress ; name of»a tribe of Afghans. 

(jjVijW niydziyan, The needy ; lovers. 
©jkjjLJ na-yazldan, Not to stretch out the 

hand to take ; not to throw ; not to com 
plain;—niyazidan, To ask, beg a thing 
necessary, supplicate; to observe. 

SAĴ LJ na-ydzida, One who does not 
stretch forth his hand (to anything); 
ill - discharged (arrow) ; inharmonious 
(voice) ; badly-told (Btory) ; — niydzida 
Who has asked, begged, Ac. 

AIAJ* niydt (pi. of naut), Things hung 
up or pendulous; parcels or baskets, car-
ried between the loads of a camel. 



a Jtl^i nay a til (pl. of ndtil), Wine-mea-
sures. 

A JiUi niydq (pl. of ndqat), She-camels ; 
(pl. of niq), tops, ridges of mountains. 

A niyaqat (pl. of niyaq), She-
camels. 

A naiydh, Much addicted to venery, 
libidinous. 

O^W niyagan (pl. of niya), Grandsires. 
(•W niydm, A sheath, scabbard, case ; 

the womb; a sinew; a bandage for a bro-
ken limb; the plough-tail or handle: the 
middle of a Bword ; the middle of any-
thing ; an amulet, charm against sorcery; 
—•niydmi chashm, The eye-lid. 

A ^ niyam (v.n. of FJI), Sleeping, fall-
ing asleep ; sleep, slumber;—niyam, nuy-
ydm, (pl. of ndbim), Sleepers, persons 
asleep. 

M t j nai-amba, A house made of reeds. 
nai-arribdn, A bagpipe. 

niydyish, Benediction, blessing; 
praise; friendship, affection. 

niydyishgarl, Praising. 
A naib (v.n.), Striking on the canine-

tooth ; breeding a canine-tooth. 
s-^ nib, A particle sometimes added to 

words without altering the sense, 
w—i nai-bast, A reed-fence. 
J W nepdl, naipdl (S. nepdla), Name of 

a country to the north of Bengal, whence 
good musk IB brought. 

t j ^ nepali, Of or referring to Nepal; 
musk brought thence. 

^ nai-panj, A horse under five years 
old. 

#>> ^ nai-pech, A flexible pipe-tube. 
I U niyat (v.n. of JsjO, Intending, pro-

posing, aiming a t ; intention, intent, pur-
pose, design ; resolution, will; desire, 
wish; object or end of deliberation; an 
institution; construed with the verbs dash-
tan, hardan, Ac. 

naicha, A tube, a small pipe; a 
hookah-snake. 

A** naicha-band, A maker of hookah-
Bnakes. 

^.u* 6-^.i naicha-bandi, The trade of a 
maker of hookah-Bnakes. 

naidar, Name of the city of Madina. 
Ai>V naidafa, The place in the waistband 

of the drawers through which the string 
passes which fastens them; a piece in-
serted between the thighs of the breeches. 
(See 4V below.) 

wjijixJ (?), Name of a general in Spain 
at tne time of Iskandar. 

A JAJ nidul, QSJ** naidulan, nldaldn, 
The nightmare. 

(J^JLJ naidulan, A pipe, flute, the night-
mare ; epilepsy. (Cf. the preceding ar-
ticle.) 

Avji nair (v.n.), Marking (cloth) with a 
border of a different colour;—nlr, A border 

of a different colour from the garment; 
the hem or fringe of a garment; the woof 
of a web; name of a mountain ; [nlru 
tariq, A road-mark; a rut;]—naiyir, Bright, 
clear; shining, luminous; a luminal^;— 
naiyiri asghar, The lesser luminary, i.e. 
the moon; — naiyiri a'zam, The greater 
luminary, i.e. the sun. 

^ nlr a, (in Zand and Pazand) Fire. 
A nlrdn (pl. of aar), Fires; hell; 

(pl. of niir) flames, lights, rays, flashes; 
(pl. of nlr) hems or fringes of garments; 
woofs of a web. 

t f t nlraj, neraj, Anything marcid or 
withered. 

A V nairamt (v.n. of j f t derived from 
the Persian nau-roz), Bringing a new-year's 
gift. 

V nayarzad, IB not worth. 
nlrah, Fascination, fraud ; talisman. 

f f t nairam, Nariman, father of Sam, 
® nlranj (for P. nlrang), Magic, 

necromancy, enchantment; a talisman; 
fraud, deceit, stratagem ; history; one who 
recites histories; an exorcist, a necroman-
cer ; fascination. 

a wwVjai nlr anj dt, Incantations, fascina-
tions. 

nairang, nlrang, Fascination, incan-
tation, magic, sorcery, deception; deceit, 
pretence; origin ; root; the first rude sketch 
of a picture ; a miracle; anything new; con-
strued with the verbs rekhtan, gusistan, 
&c.;—Jirangi pur nairang, The wily Franks. 

ft nairang-saz, Magician, juggler; 
a deviser of stratagems, a cunning deceiver. 

^ f t <£&ft nairang-sazl, Deceit, subtlety. 
i ^ f t f t nairangi, Magic ; deceitful ness. 

ft nirniid, Truth discovered by 
thought. 

nlrnudl, pl. (ft^^yti nlrnudiydn, 
Diligently searching for truth. 

i f t nlru, niro, Strength, power ; possibi-
lity, probability ; manure ;—nlru dddan ba 
sargln, To invigorate (land) by manure, 
to manure ; — nlru giriftan, To acquire 
strength, to wax powerful;—niruyi bazii, 
Strength of arm;—niruyi pindara, Faculty 
of thought; imaginative or cogitative 
power. 

i)^ niru-rdm, An argument or speech 
in accordance with reason. 

A j)ft nairuz (from P. nau-roz), New-
year'a day. 

ftysi nirufar, Nenuphar, the water-lily. 
nirumand, Powerful; rich, pros-

perous. 
^Ai^j nirumandi, Power, strength, 
u^tjpi* niruyish (?), Divine decree, fate. 
t f t nlr a, An earthen ch urning-vessel; a 

churning-stick. 
y f t nirlz, nerez, A town famous for the 

manufacture of muskets ; name of a note 
in music. 



A naiyirain (obi. du. of naiyir, used 
as nom,), Both luminaries, sua and moon. 

niz, Also, likewise, even, too; again ; 
afterwards. 

naizdr, A reed-bed; cane-plantation. 
A naizak (for P. neza), A javelin. 
Q) Jy nai-zan, A piper, fifer, flutist. 
fyi neza, A short spear, demi-lance, jave^ 

lin, dart, pike; a piece of reed from which 
pens are made; a standard, ensign ;—neza'i 
dtishin, The sun's rays when rising or set-
ting ;—neza dadan, To play with javelins 
or spears before engaging in fight;—neza 
idawanldan, To throw a javelin;—neza za-
dan, To brandish a spear ;—neza'i qalam, 
A reed for a pen;—neza'i khatti, A straight 
spear. 

jW fiy** neza-bdz, A spearman ; a j ouster, 
tsj^ ^ neza-b azl, A throwing of the 

Spear ; a sham fight with spears or lances. 
neza-bdla, As high as a spear. 

neza-barddr, A spearman. 
a c^J neza-ba-kaf, (lance in hand) 

The sun illuminating the world (with his 
rays compared to lances). 

fa s^fi neza-dar, Armed with a spear, 
spearman. 

U) neza-zan, A spearman. 
i-jj neza-guzar, A spearman. 

fafa nezagar, A spearmaker. 
fjjStyifi nezagarl, The art of making spears. 

neza-guzar, = jWsy-i q.v, above. 
&yti neza-war, Armed with a spear, a 

spearman. 
yj nlzh, Convolvulus ; ivy; ardent love. 

nlzha, Frankincense, perfume; a 
parasitical plant. 

( ^ j nis, Nice (m.c. from Fr.). 
jyLmi nlsdbur, The capital of Khurasan. 

—jJ nisdrl, A soldier; the military, or 
second of the four orders into which Jam-
shed divided his subjects. 

©L-^i naisan, Like, resembling ;—nis an, 
Discord, opposition; a false promise, a lie ; 
the time when a promise is broken. 

A YWI naisan, A Syrian month which 
corresponds with April;—qatardti naisan, 
Drops of spring ram, believed to produce 
pearls if they fall into shells, and venom 
if they drop upon serpents. 

nlsba, A layer, course of turf in a 
wall. 

nlst, I t is no t ; nought; annihila-
tion ;—nlst shudan, To perish, to be annihi-
lated ;—nlst kardan, To annihilate; to 
dissipate, squander;—nlst kase, There is 
nobody;—nisi garddnidan, To demolish, 
destroy, ruin, annihilate, kill;—nistld, You 
are not;—nistam, I am not. 

yVju^i nayistdn, A cane-brake, reed-bed; 
a sugar-plantation, field of sugar-cane. 

0i'^s^-.-i nist-kun, An annihilator. 
nista, Nought, nothing; there is 

not. 

(jr—nlsti, Nullity, non-existence; anni-
hilation, ruin, destruction, destitution; 
thou art not, 

y~*i nisu, A lancet. 
O* nai-suwdr, A child riding on a 

reed-cane. 
a naisuq, A plum, <fcc. 

dlucha, which read for alucha, p. 95) . 
A yysi nisun, Anise. 

nlsuya, A lancet. 
nesh, The sting (especially of a 

venomous animal) ; a sharp point; a 
lancet, scalpel, probe ; a puncture; a sign, 
signal, mark; an ensign, banner; a kind 
of date ; poison; a tooth ; — nesh zadan, 
To sting, prick. 

jiyU-i nishdbur, Name of a city in Khu-
rasan (see * above). 

vs^jAkaj nishdpurak, Name of a note in 
music. 

pUi^i nishdm, Name of the angel in whose 
charge lightning is given. 

jyLivj} nishdn, A sign, spot, mark, 
ys^jj neshtar, A lancet, fleam; a trocar; 

a canine tooth; construed with the verbs 
afshurdan, khalldan, khwurdan, rekhtan, 
zadan, shikastan, farsudan, firo-baridan, 
firo-burdan, kashidan, gusistan, gushddan, 
makidan, nishastan, noshidan, &c. The 
following compounds are, especially in 
poetry, frequently written with a short 
vowel in the first syllable, like i ^ j q . y . 
p. 1403. 

W f^t? neshtar-baha, Fee for lancing. 
y^jsjk^i neshtar-jchez, Beset with lancets. 
jV; neshtar-zdr, (j^y^s* neshtar-

istdn, Abounding in lancets (applied to the 
eyelids of a mistress, and their lashes). 

nishtan (for niwishtan), To write. 
Ojy- ji^fi nesh khyourd, Who has felt the 

sting, wounded. 
O) u 4 ^ nesh-zan, A stinger; an incen-

diary ; one who inflames disputes; a tell-
tale. 

0 i j nesh-zanl, The exciting of quar-
rels. 

IA^-J neshak, A debtor, 
j nai-shakar, Sugar-cane ;—nai sha-

kar i khadd, The first appearance of a 
beard. 

a Ai ^ nai-shakar-qad, With a stature 
like the sugar-cane (a mistress). 

(j^A^j nlshmin, (in Zand and Pazand) A 
woman. 

yi-ai nishu, A kind of plum; a lancet; a 
flute. 

naisha, A small reed; a pipe, flute, 
bagpipe;—nisha, A kind of plum. 

A M nait (v.n.), Being far off, distant; 
the last breath ; death; heart-strings. 

A Qjfai naitarun, Borax. 
a Jk-J jietal, A wine-measure; a weight 

of seven drachmas. (Cf. > U ) 
IV nefd, A breeches-belt, the part of the 
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the Btring runs to drawers through which 

tie them with. 
a naifaq (for P. nefa), Open or 

loose part of breeches. 
nefa, The part of the drawers 

through which the string passes which 
fastens them; a breeches-belt or s t rap; 
white cloth or fine linen ; a square wrapper 
in which wearing-apparel is folded u p ; 
belly-skin of any animal; fu r of any 
animal; a fox ;—ne fa i rubdh, Fox-fur;— 
nefa sust kardan (to loosen the waistband), 
To prepare to rest oneBelf. 

a (3a* niq, Pleasure, complacency; the 
summit of a mountain ;—naiyiq, One who 
lives delicately. 

A &-J nlqat, Delicacy in eating; elegance 
in clothes; neatness in executing anything. 

A naik, Coition. 
nek. Good, beautiful, excellent; 

lucky, much, many; very, exceedingly; 
[nek dashtan, To treat well;—nek u bad, 
Good and evil;]—nayak (dim. of nai), A 
small reed or pen. 

nek a, Good, beautiful, elegant. 
a nek-dsar, Of fortunate foot-

steps or signs, lucky. 
USA-J nek-akhtar, Of good star, lucky. 

t S / ^ nek-akhtari, Goodness of for-
tune. 

)ft\ nek-dmoz, Who teaches what is 
good, an adviser, admonisher. 

nekdn (pl. of nek), Good (men). 
vsLi nek-andesh, A well-wisher. 

p csl-J nek-baz, Virtuous, of good actions, 
vs-asrt̂ ti nek-bakht, Fortunate, august, 

happy, blest; of good disposition, 
udji nek-pak, Virtuous. 

nek-post, Of the best leather. 
Jd-i nek-pay, Of fortunate foot-steps, 

lucky ; illustrious ; auspicious. 
ftui nektar, Better. 

nektarin, Best. 
yS nek-tan, Sleek-skinned (horse). 
a ut-W ksX-i nek-khaslat, Of good habits. 
fi^t-i nek-khu (kho), isysft* nek-khuy 

(ihoy), Of good dispositions or habits; 
humane, polite, good-natured, well-bred; 
good-nature; debonairness, 

nek-khwdh, Well-wishing, bene-
volent, affectionate, friendly, faithful, 
grateful. 

j^b^atXjj nek-khwdhi, Benevolence, 
^fys- tad*} nek-khii'i, Kindness, humanity. 
J J nek-dil, Kind-hearted, benign, 

benevolent. 
a ut-i^j nek-diydnat, Pious, devout. 
a j nek-zdt, Of good origin, breed, 

or temper. 
a ^ nek-ray, Of good intention or 

counsel. 
jy nek-rav, Good-paced (horse). 
))) nek-roz, Who has a good day of 

it, happy, fortunate. 

ft neh-saz, Well armed, having a 
complete outfit; useful. 

(•W5^ neh-saranjam, Of happy issue. 
nek-sirisht, Good-natured. 

J u i X j i nek-sigal, Benevolent. 
a wsi-J nek-sirat, Virtuous, moral. 
a e^jJo nek-tinat, Good-natured. 
a <j£l»J nek-1 ahd, Faithful to a compact, 

Ac. 
a JU nek-fal, Of happy omen. 
fVy nek-farjdm, Of happy end. 
a J\5 IAJ nak-qdl, Well-spoken. 
ft nek-kdr, Well-doer; beneficent. 
fty isi^i nek-Jcirddr, Beneficent. 

nek-goy (guy), Eloquent. 
a nek-mahzar, Good-natured. 

usM nek-mard, A good man. 
a sty* nek-mizdj, Good-tempered, of 

pleasant disposition. 
a nek-ma'ash, Living a good 

or an honest life; one who earns an honest 
livelihood. 

a ft* <sW nek - manzar, Handsome, 
comely. 

nek-nam, A good name, celebrity ; 
having a good name, famous, renowned, 
celebrated. 

^UXjJ nek-ndmi, Reputation, a good 
name (said to be haydti saniya " a second 
l i fe") . 

a (j-Jii nek-nafs, Of a virtuous soul. 
jL î nek-nihdd, Of good disposition. 
a nek-niyat, Well-intentioned. 
ft-i neko, neku, Good; beautiful, ele-

gant ; much ; well; excellently, elegantly; 
—neku dmadan, To please, appear beauti-
ful ;—neku dashtan, To approve, esteem ;— 
neku kardan, To behave beneficently, do 
well;—zani neku-dahan, A woman with a 
charming mouth or sweet breath. 

a -A fts neko-addb, Well-mannered, 
polite. 

ta^fc-, ft* neko-bakht, Fortunate, happy. 
a JU. ftj> neko-hdl, In a good situation; 

in excellent health. 
a JLat ftj neko-khisal, Endowed with 

good qualities, of good dispositions. 
a neko-rdy, Well-advised, pru-

dent. 
a ft^ neko-rasm, Of good habits or 

customs. 
JJ ft* neko-rav, Fleet, going well;— 

neko-ru, Of beautiful countenance. 
^y ft^ neko-rawi, Fleetness. 

ftJ neko-sufchun, Well-spoken, 
eloquent. 

pWty. ftfi neko-saranjdm, Of happy 
issue. 

J^L. yLi nekosigdl, Benevolent, well-
wishing. 

a nekosiyar, Well-disposed; of 
good manners or habits. 

a jCi neko-'ahd, Faithful to one's 
compact or promise. 



fa fa^ neko-kdr, A benefactor; bene-
ficent. 

fast neko-kdri, Benevolence. 
fa* neko-guft, Praise, eulogy ; bene-

diction. 
a, fa^i neko-mu'amala, A fair dealer. 
^U ^Xji neko-ndm, neko-ndmi, — 

laAjj q q . v . 
fa^> neko-nihdd, Of good disposition, 

good-natured. 
a jS^J neko-niyat, Well-intentioned. 
a ^cA fa^ neko-niyati, Good intention-

nekuydn, Tbe good, the virtuous. 
^Jfa-e-1 neko'l, Elegance; goodness; a 

benefit, kindness, favour, gift;—neku'i ku-
nanda, Beneficent. 

nehi, Goodness, piety, virtue, pro-
bity • charitableness, beneficence; beauty, 
elegance;—nehi kardan u dar db anddkh-
tan, To confer a benefit without expecting 
a return. 

AS—i ^yCj* neki-pasand, Who approves of 
or appreciates goodness. 

^fas* neki-dihish, A bestowal or be-
stower of good; a benefactor; bounty, 
grace, favour. 

neki-shinds, Who knows what 
goodness means. 

(jjU^jX-i neki-gumdn, Benevolent, friendly. 
jAjSLi ne-gauhar, Accidental (non-essen-

tial). 
A J** nail (v.n.), Obtaining, acquiring, 

taking, reaching; being munificent, liberal; 
whatever one acquires; a g i f t ; [nail kar-
dan, To obtain, get a t ; to give, bestow;] 
—nil, The river Nile;—nili mubdrak, The 
blessed Nile ;—darya'i nil, The river Nile. 

nil (S. nili), The indigo-plant; a 
blue colour, indigo; a fumigation of wild 
rue; construed with the verbs zadan, 
kardan, kashidan, &c.;—nil bar chihra ma-
lidan, To rub indigo on the face of a child 
in order to protect it against the evil eye ; 
—nil ba-ziydn rawad, The indigo colour 
fades;—nili chashm-zathm (cha-shmi bad), 
A line drawn with indigo on the face of a 
child against the influence of the evil eye ; 
—nili khumi dsndn, nili falak, Blackness 
of the sky; a bad presage, sinister accident; 
—angushti nil kashidan bar, (met.) To re-
nounce a thing and suppress every desire 
for i t ;—dar nil zadan (kashidan),To colour 
blue (garments in sign of mourning). 

v^M nildb, The river Attock or Indus. 
^fa} Js* nil-andud, Azure, blue, ceru-

lean ; livid, obscure. 
jfai nilupar, The water-lily (see dSyfas, 

&c. below). 
A nailat, naila, Whatever anyone 

obtains. 
a gl-i nilaj (from P. nlla), The dried 

juice or sediment of the indigo-plant ; 
indigo. 

nil-ddgh, Blackness of a mark 
by branding. 

(Afa* nilram, Name of the angel in whose 
charge snow, rain, and hail are given. 

(M J** nil-fdm, = J*J q.v. above. 
y M nilufar, The water-lily (see 

<fcc. below). 
nilak (dim. of nit), A little blue, 

bluish; blue, as tbe fingers with cold; 
pinching. 

fa nil-kar, A maker of indigo colour, 
fa^J nil-gdv, The white-footed antelope 

of Pennant, and antelope picta of Pallas. 
fa Ja* nil-gar, = fa q.v. above. 

isfa^tJ nilgari kardan, To cause grass 
to grow. 

(jjj&Li nil-gun, A blue colour, cerulean ; 
the face of the heavens ; a cloud fraught 
with rain;—bahri (qulzumi) nilgun, The 
Black or Euxine Sea. 

u^Ljj nilgun-pardahd, pV-A. 
nilgun-khay dm, ^ nilgun-wita, The 
sky. 

nilam, A sapphire. 
tsSf.fai nilubarg, yfa-> nilupar, JfcjM nilu-

pal, yifa nilufar, J*jM nilufal, The water-
lily ;—nilufari mata-m, A water-lily worn by 
the mourners at a funeral;—jashni nilufar, 
A festival held on the seventh day of the 
month khurddd. 

t^j^fa nilufari, Cerulean, azure. 
a nilufari-taq, The sky. 

nlla, Dried juice or sediment of the 
indigo-plant; blue; a colour in horses or 
mules. 

a nili, Belonging to the Nile; blue, 
livid, blackish. 

f j f a nili-bahr, S^I riili-parda, <JHS* 
jUe- nili-hisdr, nili-huqqa, fay* 
nili-dawa'ir, The sky ; heaven. 

nay am (for na am), I am not;—nim 
(S. nema), A half; the middle; a sort of 
tree in India whose leaves are good in 
cases of wounds;—nimi taslim, Half a 
salutation, made by placing the hand on 
the breast and stooping the head (a com-
plete salutation, tamami taslim, being made 
by putting the hand to the ground and 
raising it to the forehead);—nimi shab, 
Midnight;—gandumi nim-birishta, Green 
wheat half-toasted in the ears. 

A nim, Anything good, the comforts 
or conveniences of l ife; a soft garment; 
velvet, satin; marks made by the wind on 
sand ; name of a tree of which arrows are 
made;—nuyyam, niyam (pi. of na'im), 
Sleepers. 

jWi nimdd, Judgment, discrimination, 
(̂ s—^ nim-astin, An upper robe with 

half-sleeves, often made of gold and silver 
tissue. 

^ nim-ishkanl, A kind of sweet-
meat. 



<h> ( 1 4 4 5 
a quarter in ^ nim-awar, Name of 

Isfahan. 
3V} f,t> nim-bdz, Half-open (eves, &c.). 
fl ft* nim-bar, Name of a wrestling-

tnck. 
^ nim-bidi&t, Half a span; the 

distance between the point of the thumb 
and tip of the extended fore-finger; a 
small pillow, 

uty ft* nim-birish (in India burueh), 
fn* nim-birisht (burusht), A poached 

egg (half-boiled). 
mm-bismil, Half-slaughtered 

(see v>~» p. 187). 
t^ft. ^ nim-parcha, Hemiplegy. 

pt* nim-pufcht, Par-boiled; half-
ripe. 

A**, ̂  nim-puihta, Par-boiled. 
ji nlm-pur, Half-full. 
yji j+sl nim-parlav, Half-shining, i.e. the 

moon or Btars when giving a feeble light. 
A W nlmat, Sleep, slumber; a night's 

lodging; a manner of sleeping; supiae-
ness, negligence. 

nlm-tdj, An ornamental head-
dress for a spouse. 

fs* nim-takht, A couch (m.c.). 
nlmtarh, A helmet;—nimtarah, A 

low voice. 
nim-tarang, A low voice. 

pft-3 nim-tadim, = nimi-ta&lim, q.v. 
under 

tf nim-toLn, ^ nim-tana, The 
Creator; a short garment or shirt ; a vest 
worn by the eastern monks, called Qalaa-
dars, which reaches to the lower part of 
the belly; a lady's jacket (m.c.);—rum-
tan, = ^ q.v. below. 

nlm-iih, Half a load; divided in 
two;—nim-tih hardan, To divide in two ; 
to halve. 

yW f** nim-jdn, Half-dead (with fright) . 
^ nim-jawdn, A middle-aged man ; 

an uubroke horse, 
^j i nim-jau-sang, The weight of 

half a grain. 
JS»J> ^ nim-joeh, Coddled. 

^ nim-chdsht, Breakfast, lunch. 
tfr f+tii nim-charkh, A kind of bow. 
***** nimcha, A short upper garment; a 

small, little, or short sword musket, or 
bow. 

i*** nim-chihra, A species of imagi-
nary being, having half a face, one eye, 
one arm, one foot: it is male and female ; 
the male having the right hand, foot, &c., 
the female the le f t ; when united they re-
semble one human figure; when separate 
they are supposed to run with amazing 
velocity on one foot, and are considered as 
very dangerous and cruel. 

f^i nim-kh&na'i mina, The sky, 
^ nim-khdya, A cupola, dome ; the 

vault of heaven. 

nlm-khand, Smiling with half-
parted lips, a smile. 

^V" nlm-khwdb, Half-asleep, dozing. 
nim-khwurd, ^ nlm' 

hhwurda, Half-eaten or gnawed, what is 
left on the plates after meals, the remains 
of victuals, orts ; toasted wheat. 

r+J nim-khez hardan, To salute 
with half-raised body. 

nim-dar, A garment worn but not 
yet discarded. 

^ nim-dast, A small cushion, pil-
low. 

a ft^ nlm-dlndr, The lip of a mistress. 
fn* nlm-rast, Name of a musical 

note. 
a {HJ nim-rdzi, Half-satisfied. 

(*>> nlm-rdh, Half-way, mid-way. 
t) ^ nlm-rukh, *ft±) nlm-rukhsdra, 

A half-face, a side-face, a profile. 
u-) ^ nlm-ras, Half-ripe; unfledged 

(bird); not quite reaching the mark 
(arrow). 

^ nlm-rang, A secondary or hetero-
geneous colour. 

p ft* nlm-ru, On one side round, on the 
other flat (a gem, pearl, <fcc.). 

j) nlm-ru-khdhi, Lying with one 
side of the face on the ground. 

nlm-roz, Mid-day; name of the 
province of Sistan; a species of money; 
name of a note in music; the twenty.ninth 
note of Barbud ;—pddshdhi nlm-roz, The 
sun ; Muhammad;—sultani nlm-roz, The 
prince of the meridian, i.e. the sun. 

nlm-roza, Of half a day. 
Ji) nim-zdl, A middle-aged woman. 
yW) nlm-zabdn, Who from bashful-

ness, stupidity, or any other reason, cannot 
speak or answer promptly. 

J U ft/ nim-sdl, A middle-aged man. 
pa' nim-sar, Half-headed, name giv^n 

to the Pre-Adamites (see p. 499). 
nim-sufta, Half-bored; an un-

finished speech; covered over, hidden; a 
gentle trickling or exudation. 

c^ij- nlm-sokht, ^ J nlm-sokhta, 
Half-burnt, a piece of burnt cloth. 

jy ft> tiim-soz, Half-roasted, scorched. 
ft* nlm-ser, Half-satisfied, 

(^jZ* nimshakarl, A sweetmeat. 
i nim-fusurda, Half-frozen. 

ft nlm-hdr, Half-used, worn. 
aft pJ nitn-hdra, An apprentice ; a hired 

servant; a thing unfinished, incomplete. 
pS nlm-kam, A kind of semi-globu-

lar wooden dish. 
nlm-hat, A sofa, couch ( = 

q.v. above, m.c.). 
(j^i.fj*^ nlm-husht, Half-killed (animal). 

nim-hashlda, Half-drawn 
(sword, &c-). 

-ft pA nlm-huz, Hump-backed (man). 
^ nim-garm, Milk-warm, lukewarm. 



nim-guna, " Half a crime," a small 
fault, a peccadillo. 

nim-ldtuiiya, Blue vitriol, 
a nim-lahza, Half a moment; an 

affair of a moment. 
nlm-ling, A case for a bow; a 

quiver ; a bow ; as much as a beaBt of bur-
den carries on one side, half an ass-load ; 
good, well, fair, handsome (this meaning 
doubtful). 

SJr" e*̂  nim-murda, Half-dead. 
nim-mast, Half-drunk. 

nayaman (for nay am), I am not. 
nim-neza, Short spear, demi-lance. 

nimu, A stone found in the gall-
bladders of cows; an y antidote taken out 
of animals. 

jj+ai mmur, Membrum virile. 
nima, A half ; hemiplegy ; a half or 

short under-garment; a lady's veil, through 
which only the eyes are seen;—nima'i 
dinar, The lip of a mistress; a kiss;— 
nima'i rdh, Midway;—nima Icardan, To 
half-fill;—ba-du nima shudan, To be parted 
in twain. 

(j^frM nima-dstin, Half-sleeved; a 
kind of jacket. 

jl nima-pur, Half-full. 
mma-rah, Midway; pavement; 

foot-path (m.c.). 
nima-roe, Midday, noon, 

^li, nima-shdm, Evening. 
a nima-qindil, The new moon. 
a^A*-* rcima-fcara, Half made or finished; 

half-used, worn (mm.cc.). 
cjji" iu^i nima-karda, Half-filled, half-

done. 
a nim-hildl, The lip of a mis-

tress a kiss. 
oL-j> ninad, Patience. 

naindk, Abounding in hollow reeds. 
A ninan (pi. of nun), Fishes. 
iV nai-nawdz, A piper, 
A nainufar, A water-lily, nenuphar. 
A J y ^ ninawd, Nineveh. 
ijfj^i ninuwi, Nineveh; fresh butter. 
iS^iW nai-nihdwandi, Name of a 

blick and bitter medicinal cane. 
^ ^ nai-nai, No, no; not at all. 
BY niniyd, Anise. 
yA nev, Intrepid, bold, brave, warlike ; a 

hero, champion ; a canal, aqueduct, mill-
dam ; the tube through which the meal or 
flour runs when grinding -,—nayu, Straight; 
—niyu, A kind of cinnamon. 

nevad, Courage, strength, bravery. 
j W niwdr, The sky, atmosphere. 
tjiyJ newara, A rolling-pin. 
A V^F1 nuyub (pi. of nab), Canine-teeth; 

princes, chiefs;—naiyub, An aged she-
camel ; the leader of the people; head of 
a family. 

fcjJtyWjs* nayaubaridan, Not to fill, throw 
in, or swallow. 

nivtash, Venery. 
•tfyA nivtur, Pride, arrogance, vain-glory. 

jyA niwar, Beings, creatures; the uni-
verse ;—niwari niwdr, Productions of the 
sky, such as rainbows, meteors, comets, 
snow, rain, and the like. 

nivrdd, Order, method, arrange-
ment. 1 

Aj yJ nev-zdd, Hero-born, son of a hero. 
JUJ-J niyusad, Eternal, perpetual. 
)y j** nev-soz, A destroyer of heroes. 
py*yA nivsum, An insatiable appetite. 

niyosh, Listen; a listener; atten-
tion. 

niyoshd, A listener; one who retains 
anything in bis memory; one who does 
anything of great importance. 

niyoshanda, niydshanda, A lis-
tener. 

dAjj niyosha, niyusha, Attention, listen-
ing ; weeping with sobbing; a listener, 
eavesdropper;—niyosha kardan, To listen, 
bear, play the eaves-dropper. 

yA^AjJ niyoshidan, niyushidan, To lend 
an ear, listen, hear; to weep and sob ; to 
read ; to hope for anything; to murmur, 
sob, cry silently ; to seek, investigate, exa-
mine. 

niyoshida, Heard; hearsay. 
(̂ tsAjfr' niyoshin, To be listened to. 
A j j- i nuyuq (pi. of naiq), Tops of moun-

tains. 
> niyuk, A bride. 

jy yj nev-mard, A warlike man ; pru-
dent, wise. 

ai^j niwand, Understanding 
maryam (or simply niwand), A 
wild rue. 

niyundidan, To mix; to rush 
upon, show courage. 

&ys> newa, Crying, lamentation, grief;— 
newa'i chamina, The power which the soul 
is credited with to quit the body and re-
turn to it. 

A V naih (v.n.), Being high; causing 
surprise; giving pleasure. 

<jai nayi, A player on the flute. 
J« i nayil, A flag, standard ; large and 

fa t ; good, handsome, elegant; prudent, 
intelligent. 

&& na'in,' Made of reeds, reeden, reedy ; 
(for not this. 

•niwandi 
kind of 

p w, in P. at the end of a word, or of a 
syllable not followed by a vowel, v, The 
twenty-sixth letter of the Arabic-Persian 
alphabet, denotes 6 in arithmetic, and 
serves in the Ephemerides as an abbrevia-



tion for Friday and the sign Libra. When 
used as a vowel for the A. u)a (see follow-
ing article), it takes the sound of u (in 
poetry, according to the requisites of the 
metre, frequently u), and it has the same 
pronunciation in certain monosyllables, as 
/ tu (tu) " thou," chu (chu) "when, as," 

du (du) " two," or when it is added to 
nouns, in order to form diminutives, as 
JJieeru (pieeru) "little son." When quies-
cent and preceded by $ammah (A) it is 
either pronounced u, as in old Arabic 
(hence ma'rHf" known,") or sounded o, as 
in " m o r e " (called majhul "unknown" to 
the Arabic invaders, although it has now in 
Arabic itself almost entirely superseded, the 
pronunciation u, whilst the latter, on the 
other hand, has become all but universal in 
Persia). Preceded by fathah ( - - ) , the 
quiescent ^ forms either the diphthong au 
or the syllable av. Between t and the 
letters «>, y*, and s it is 
not heard, and the t takes a short-vowel 
sound, mostly a or a sound intermediate 
between a and u;—wa is sometimes used 
for jl o, the pronoun of the third person, a s : 
wa-ra guftam, I said to him. 

A ) wa (in P. between two verbs having 
the same subject or between nouns co-
ordinate governed by the same verb, u, 
prosodically lengthened into u, which pro-
nunciation prevails even between Arabic 
nouns not preceded by the article, espe-
cially in poetry),And; too, also; or; by (in 
swearing) ; (followed by the oblique case) 
many, often;—wa 'l-hasil, Upon the whole; 
—wa-illd, But, besides;—wa 's-saldm, And 
may there be health, then farewell (a 
formula of salutation put sometimes at 
the end of letters) ; (after a tale) and here 
the story ends; (at the end of a book) and 
now good-bye to the reader !—wa 'lldh, By 
God!—wa 'Udhi 'l-'azim, By the great 
God; — wa-rabbika, By thy Lord ! — wa 
amma, But;—wa-lahin, But;—wa-yd, Or. 

wa (for the noun bd), A mess, dish, 
dressed victuals; [gandum-wa, A dish made 
with wheat;—mdst-wd, A dish made with 
whey;]—(for the preposition bd) With ;— 
(in composition with verbs for bdz), Back, 
again, open, off, like the Latin re-, [wd-dad, 
He gave back;—wd-guft, He spoke again ; 
— dar-ra wd-hun, Open the door; — wd-
buridan, To cut off or away;]—(for ^ 
q.v.) O! a h ! alas! woe! (exclamation of 
woe, pain, pity, Ac.) ; — wa-ioaild, Alas ! 
lack-a-day! 

A S wd, Holloa! hark ye ! alas ! 
©A&J\ \ j wd-isiadan, To stand back; to 

stop, cease, desist;—wa-istddan ba-chlze, 
To insist upon a thing;—wa-istddan bar 
chize, To be deficient in doing anything, to 
omit somewhat;—wd-istadan dar chize, To 
hesitate, to delay, 

©jUrt ^ wd-uftadan, To fall back, to 
lie back. 

t j wd-dmadan, To come back, to 
return. 

A ^ wd ummaydh, Alas ! 0 mother ! 
A wab (v.n.) Blushing, being 

ashamed ; a blush, modesty ; well-formed 
(horse-hoof); a lavga camel; a capacious 
drinking^cup;— wi'ab (v.n.), Being angry. 

W) wdbd, Intellect, understanding. 
wd bardzn, To flatten a lump of 

dough. 
yjfa ^ wa-birun hxrdan, To elevate. 

wd-buridan, To cut off. 
©AS. SJOjj ̂  wd-buriia shudan, To be cut 

off, end, finish. 
wdbas, Only ; — wdbis, Scarcely, 

hardly. (Doubtful.) 
©yU—} wd-bastagdn (pi. of wd-basta) 

Domestics, dependants, connections, adhe-
rents;—wd-bastagdni nizdmi, Military at-
taches (m.c.). 

wdbastagi Connection, obliga-
tion, 

^JA—J ^ wd-bastan, To tie back; to tie, 
fasten; to refer;—wd-bastan ba-qaumz, To 
refer (one) to a nation, i.e. to call (him) 
a native of such a country, 

t wd-basta, Bound restrained; re-
lated, connected, depending on ; a miti-
servant; a dependent, adherent; — wd-
basta budan, To be bound, depend upon, 
stand. 

A M j wabit, Weak, timid, cowardly. 
A J?\j wdhil, A heavy shower with large 

drops. 
A wdbilat, wdbila, The top of the 

shoulder-blade, the coracoid process; the 
head of the thigh-boue; top of any bone 
moving in the socket of another; knee-pan. 

wd-bosidan, To be averse, to 
sulk; to desist from an undertaking. 

^yjifi wa-birun hardan, — yrf 
Qjfa q.v. above. 

© j ^ * wd-pursidan, To ask again, in-
quire, examine. 

cr}\} wdpas, Behind, back, back again, 
afterwards, then,again; returning, refund-
ing; restitution; grief, torment;—wd-pas 
istddan, To stand back, loiter by the way ; 
—wd-pas uftdda, Fallen behind ; a loiterer; 
—wd-pas afgandan (anddkhtan), To pro-
crastinate, delay; — wd-pas amadan, To 
come back, return;—wd-pas burdan, To 
send or carry back;—wd-pas jastan, To 
leap back; to sit behind;—-wd-pas dadan, 
To give back ;—wd-pas ddshtan, To detain, 
retard;—wd-pas raftan, To retire, go back, 
recede ;—wd-pas firistadan, To send back 
to return ; —• wd-pas giriftan, To receive 
again, resume;—wd-pas mandan, To re-
main behind, stay back;—wd-pas nishastan, 
To sit down, to sit together; to agree, be 
well adapted. 



b u a.past an, To leap back; to sit 
behind. 

wd-pasta, Joined; a friend, com-
pan ion. 

t h T h e last, posterior, 
hindmost, or latter ;—rozi wa-pasin, The 
last day, the day of judgment;—saftari wa-
paein, The time after dawn ;—id darni wa~ 
pasin, Until ihe last breath, as long as life 
lasts, 

ti^^i wa-pahidan, To rover the mouth 
or face; to throw anything out of the 
mouth with violence, to squirt out water, 
or blow in derision. 

j f t ) wdpor, A steamer (m.c. from I t . 
vapore). 

wdt (cf. H . bat), A letter, word ; a 
fu r garment, 

jM* wa~tar, Further off. 
watgar, One who makes garments 

of skins, a fur r ier ; a poet, story-teller; 
name of a river. 

waiam (in Ispahan for guftam), I 
Baid (cf. above). 

A wdtin, Perennial, perpetual, fixed 
in a place; living or running (water), 

\> wd-tofflitan, To repay, weigh 
back. 

A wasiq, Confiding, secure, depend-
ing upon ; firm, solid, strong, robust. 

A wasin, Perennial, perpetual; 
water continually flowing. 

waj, Speak, say; extreme hunger. 
wdjdr ( = bazar), A market. 

A wajib, Necessary, obligatory, 
binding; expedient, proper, worthy, con-
venient, fit; right, due, just, reasonable; 
monthly pay ; — wdjibu *l-iitibd' (-iz'an, 
itd'at, imtisal), Worthy or necessary to be 
iollowed, obeyed, performed ;—wdjibu 'l-
add, Necessary to be discharged (duties); 
•—wdjibu 't-ta'zir, Punishable;—wdjibu 7-
ta'zlm, Worthy of respect and attention;— 
wdjibu 'r-ri'dyat, Deserving to be honoured 
or obeyed;—wdjibu'p-salb, Meriting the gal-
lows ;—wajibu *l-'arz, Fit or necessary to be 
represented; a written representation or 
petition;—wdjibu 7- qati, Deservin g death;— 
wdjibu 'l-qat% Deserving to be cut off (hand, 
&c.);—wdjibu 'n-nazar, Respectable, worthy 
of regard;—wajibu 'l-wujud, Whose exis-
tence is necessary, i.e. self-existent; — 
wajib shudan, To behove, to be incumbent 
or obligatory ; — bi 'l-wdjib, Necessarily, 
deservedly. 

A wajib at (pl. fem. of wdjib), 
Necessary things, whatever is proper, 
expedient, or requisite to be done; — 
ahammi wdjibdti diniya, The most neces-
sary or important points relative to religion. 

a ^y^t) wajibi, That which is expedient; 
salary, stipend. 

a wajid, An inventor, finder; peren-
nial, lasting, surviving; ivy. 

fc}0/ (5J«0 wd-juda (-juda) hardan, 
To separate, sort, distinguish. 

A uajiz, Brief ; epitomized (speech). 
A wdjis, (A thing) occurring to the 

mind. 
^ v ^ l j wa-justan, To inquire (after the 

absent), to eearch (for anything loBt). 
A T-M^ wdjif, fem. wdjifat, wdjifa, 

Palpitating (heart) ; trembling. 
A wajil, fem. wdjilat, wdjila, 

Timid, afraid, 
wd-chaspidan > To grow to, 

to adhere. 
W \j> \> (?). One part or portion 

(doubtful). 
t ) ^ wa-chldon, To pick out, collect; 

to remove wrinkles from the face;—wd-
chldani paipba, To separate or tease cotton. 

A .IOAJ wakid, One, individual, single, 
eole, unique, singular; pre-eminent; — 
watiidu fd-dahr ('l-'asr), Unique in his time, 
the phoenix of his age, incomparable;— 
wahid ba'da wdhid, One after another;— 
watydi haqlqi, The true unity (God) ;— 
wafyidu dahri-hi, = wahidu 'd-dahr above ; 
—wahid shdhid, God is my witness; (met.) 
giving, bestowing ;— f i mauza'i wdhid, In 
one and the same place;—kullu, wahid-in, 
Everyone. 

- W t j wahid-an, Apart, separately; — 
wdhid-an wahid-an, One by one, separately, 
singly, 

A wdhidiin (pl. of wdhid), Ones, 
units. 

a wdhide, Anyone. 
A wahidiyat, wahidiya, Name of a 

Muhammadan sect; unitarianism. 
A T_J wa hasratah, Alas 
A wdhif, Luxuriant, plentiful 

(herbage) ; full-feathered (wing) ; name of 
a man. 

waffli, Rectitude, verity, truth ; sure, 
true, certain, r ight; a conjecture, espe-
cially approaching to certainty ; the dawn; 
the east, or place of the dawn ; a transverse 
beam or bow, used (by wheelwrights) in 
boring or turning; a particle of applause 
or approbation, 

(jjAaiU. wd-hkdnldan, To cause to pick 
or tease cotton. 

wdihtar (for bdhMar), The east. 
wakhchi, A horse with a pack-

saddle; a despiser. 
wa-kharldan, To buy; to re-

purchase ; to redeem. 
(.wa-khwandan, To substitute one 

word metonymically for another, 
yjjjd. ^ wa-hhwurdan, To take care or 

think of; to perform by labour; to pity. 
^A^AA) wdkMdan, To beat or tease 

(cotton), to separate and clean i t ; to 
separate, pull to pieces. 

wad, A son (see O^A below) ; (for 
Md) air, wind. 



DL, ( 1449 ) FO 
A wa'd (v.n,), Pigging a grave, and 

burying a daughter alive (a pagan Arabian 
custom); producing a loud sound ; a loud 
sound or voice. 

A J wa-dad, "He gave back, he restored ; 
(= wdddr, q.v. below) despising, de-
nying, prohibiting. 

©JW ^ wa-dadan, To give back, restore, 
return. 

wdddr, Despising, denying, prohi-
biting (prob. imp. of wa-dashtan, idiomati-
cally used as a noun). 

wadarang, An orange. 
U-XAU tj wa-dashtan, To keep back, re-

strain, retain, check, prohibit, inhibit, 
oppose, avert; to hide, conceal. 

jjAj wddihh, A vine-bud. 
A wadis, (A plant) springing up. 
A gAj wddi1, Ono who leaves or lets 

alone; one who deposits; mild, gentle, 
tame, placid, quiet. 

A "tcotj wddi1-an, Placidly, tranquilly, 
without importunity or trouble. 

A j A j wadiq, I ron; sharp (sword). 
<wa-dohMan, To sew together. 

wd-dosidan, To adhere, stick, 
M j wada, Hoot, foundation, origin, 

source; loud in one's own praises. 
A ^Aj wad-in, wddi, A valley; low-

lying ground; an oasis, or green fertile 
spot in a desert; a desert (construed with 
the verbs buridan, paimudan, taiy hardan, 
&c.) ; river-bed; river; a reed-bed, cane-
plantation \—wadi 'l-hashr, The valley of 
the last judgment;—wddi 'l-kabir, (the 
Great River) The Gaudalquivir in Spain ; 
—wadi'i aiman, The wilderness through 
which the children of Israel were led;— 
wadi'i khamoshdn, The valley of the dumb, 
the grave ; a burial-ground ,—wadi'i 'arus, 
Name of a valley on the road to the Ka'bah; 
— wadi'i majnun, Name of the desert inha-
bited by Majnun. 

s ^ A j wddiydb, Killed, reduced to no-
thing. 

wadydn (for badyan), Fennel. 
JJAJ wddij, Large boots or stockings, 

such as couriers wear; a trellis, vine-prop ; 
a vine-bud, the place whence the grape 
sprouts; a place where grapes are hung 
up; a jar in which grape-vinegar is made. 

wdilikh, A vine-bud, the part where 
the grape shoots. 

©AJJ wd-didan, To gaze at, to regard, 
to look again. 

a csAj -wadi-sipar, Rising above a 
valley. 

a ( jAj wadi-naward, A traveller in 
the desert. 

wazarang, = tffi^Aj q.v, (unsup-
ported by examples). 

A JÔ J wdzir, One who leaves or relin-
quishes. 

fa war, (in comp.) Having, possessing, 

endowed with; like, resembling, in the 
manner of; fit, suiting, befitting; [umed-
wdr, Full of hope;—bi-hhwudwdr, Like 
one beside himself; — dewdna-wdr, Like 
one demeuted (m.c.);—zarra-wdr, Like an 
atom;—shdh-wdr, Befitting a king;]—(for 
bar), A time, turn, or portion of t ime; a 
load, burden; quantity, proportion, mea-
sure ; custom, mode, manner, rule, law, re-
gulation ; much; repeated, reiterated; 
love, 

A wa'r (v.n.), Terrifying, frightening; 
throwing into evil; making a hearth for a 
fire. 

todran, The elbow, 
y ^ b wd-ran dan, To till, to equal, make 

adequate; to drive off, repel, chase away. 
s\$jfa war at-gdh, The dawn ; the east. 
»A>J\J wdris, An heir; master, lord, owner; 

one who survives all his friends; one who 
manages another's affairs; a name of God ; 
—waHsi da'ud, David's heir, i.e. Solomon ; 
—wdris shudan, To inherit;—wdrisi shar'i, 
Heir-at-law, rightful heir \ — bi-wdris, Heir-
less. 

tj^) wdrakh. Beam; elbow; viper; li-
zard. 

warahhd, Weak, poor, miserable. 
A wdrid, One who comes, arrives, 

approaches; one who descends or enters 
into ; who goes to water ; (a fever) seizing 
one ; one who joins ; happening, occurring ; 
present; a bringer of tidings; a modern 
author; a guest; event; result;—waridu 
'sh-sha'r, Long-haired ;—waridu 'sh-shifat, 
Whose lip hangs down; —wdrid shudan, 
To arrive;—wdrid hardan, To make arrive, 
bring, produce (m.c.) ;—wdrid u sddir, A 
comer and goer ; a guest, a traveller. 

A UT^J^J wdriddt (pi. fem. of wdrid), 
Things coming in, i.e. produce, revenue, or 
rent; events, accidents, contingencies ; con-
juncture. 

^VMAJ ^ wdr-ddshtan, To raise up, exalt, 
©^jlj war dan, A rolling-pin; a large 

sack. 
A fojlj waridat, wdrida, A body of cattle 

or men at. a watering-place. 
wardan, A baker's rolling-pin; what-

ever a rolling-pin is wetted with that the 
dough may not adhere to i t ; a midwife. 

wardin, A midwife. 
A i&jfa wdridin (obi- pi. of wdrid used as 

nom.), Comers ;—wdridin u sddirin, Comers 
and goers. 

(^.jtx^j wdristadan, To rise or stand up. 
wd-rastagi, Liberation; humi-

lity. 
^ wd-rasta, Humble; escaped, saved. 

wd-rasidan, Qjfa ^ wd-rasi 
hardan (m.c.), To receive, attain, arrive 
at ; to obtain information. 

A J^fa wdrish, One who takes meat, eats, 
or comes uninvited to a feast. 



tfa wdragh, A trellis;—wdrigh, wdragh, 
wdrugh, A dam, dyke, weir; solder;—wa-
rught Belching, 

A wdrif, Ample, long, extensive; 
green, fresh, verdant. 

a <-*>\j waruf, A fan, ventilator; anything 
stuffed with straw to serve the purpose of 
a table. 

i^faj wa-raftan, To wander, walk about. 
A j f a urdriq, Becoming leafy; green, 

flourishing, verdant. 
a wdraqa, Leaf of tree or book; a 

letter. 
fafa warkdr, Melon-ground; kitchen 

garden ; part of a garden; a plant without 
an erect stalk (as cucumber or melon)„; a 
hut in a vineyard. 

a f t a wdram, A painful swelling. 
O-i^fa wdrmin, Name of a city in the 

province of Raiy (see Ay below). 
wdran, wdrin, The elbow ;—warun, 

Topsy-turvy. 
waranj, The elbow. 

war ang, A long crooked cucumber; 
a large lemon or orange-tree (cf. 

tj&fa wdrangi, Penetration of colour, 
leaving a stain (the colour of one thing 
upon another). 

jfa wdru, Anything stuffed with straw 
and made to answer the purpose of a table ; 
a fan. 

wdrugh, A belch, eructation. 
Vjfa warun, siyfa wdruna, Inverted, 

turned upside-down ; unfortunate;—warun 
(wdruna.) zadan, To turn upside down, to 
invert;—wdruna gashtan, To be or become 
upset, overturned (m.c.). 

wara, Like, resembling; lord, master, 
owner; a row, series; manner, custom; 
law, ru le ; time, turn, season, juncture; 
much, a large quantity. 

^ fa war-ha (pi. of war), Many times, 
often, repeatedly. 

(JJ^JUK ^ wd-rahanldan, To deliver, free, 
y^^fcj wd-rahidan, To escape, flee from. 

wdrl, Like i—gul-wdri, Rose-like. 
A ^fa wari, Fire-emitting (stick zand). 
^.fa wdrij, The part of the branch whence 

the grape grows. 
(gfa wdrikhf The elbow ; a vine-prop. 
y-iifa wdridan, To swallow, to stick to. 

wdrin, Going quick; the elbow. 
wdrina, Like. 

fa wdz, A desisting, giving over, suspend-
ing, relinquishing, letting alone, abandon-
ing, deserting, renouncing, taking no care 
o f ; (for baz) open; back; again. 

y j j wa-zadan, To cover, to hide; to 
beat, tease, or separate (cotton). 

AJ^J wdzir, wazirat, wdzira, One 
bearing a burden (wizr); laden with crimes, 
criminal. 

A w d z i \ A prince; a prefect, gover-
nor, magistrate; tbe leader of the line of 

an army; preventing confusion; a dog, 
especially the guardian of a house or of 
sheep. 

wazagh, Cuttings of palm-trees; a 
trellis;—wdeigh, Bread made from the 
fibrous integument of the palm-tree. 

ofafa wdzgun, Inverted. 
A wazin, (Money) of just weight. 

wazinj, A shout, a loud noise. 
e f a f ) wdzmj, A swing, see-saw, a common 

Persian amusement, especially on holidays. 
wdzij, A vine-branch; anything from 

which grapes are suspended; any place in 
which grapes are hung up ; a vine-prop ; a 
vine-bud, the place whence the grape 
sprouts (Cf. and of which it i» 
perhaps a misreading.) 

wazikh, Hot, scalding. 
wazidan, To declare one's condition 

to another. 
i/ijU wdzir a, Time. 

wdzinj, Crying out, crying hey hey 
to animals, vociferating. 

wdzh, Inverted; money extorted by a 
more powerful monarch from a weaker. 

wdzhagh, wdzhugh, Cuttings of palm-
trees;—wdzhugh, A rope made of palm-
tree fibre; coir. 

gfafa wdzhgun, wdzhguna, Inverted, 
preposterous, backwards, contrary, re-
versed, opposite ; unfortunate ;—wazhgun 
(wdzhguna) zadan, To invert, to turn topsy-
turvy. 

<Jfafa wdzhguni, Perversity, a sinister 
disposition. 

wazhun, awdzhuna, Inverted, 
turned upside down; unfortunate, un-
lucky. 

sijj wd-zhHna-kh°i Of a perverse dis-
position, wicked. 

sjS wazhah, (in Zand and Pazand) A 
word. 

wdzhydn, The great, upper ranks, 
yjuj^j wdzhidan, To tell one's condition, 

or state of health. 
<JAJ was, An ear of wheat or barley. 
yAs-U wd-sdkhtan, To supply one'a 

need. 
(jAiU- wa-satandan, To resume, take 

back. 
(jAs.y wd-sar shudan, To relapse. 

i) wd-sarankidan, To turn from, 
to repudiate, to refuse. 

A wasit., The middle ; a mediator; a 
brideman, marriage-broker, match-maker; 
name o£ a city between Kufah and Basrah j 
the fore-part of a camel's saddle. 

A wasitat, wdsita, The middle or 
largest pearl, jewel, or head in a necklace 
or bracelet; anything intermediate; a 
female mediator; motive, cause, reason, 
occasion; account, sake; means; the fore-
part of a camel's saddle;—wdsifia'i 'iqdi 
nujiim, The sun;—ba-ln wasita, Therefore; 



—ha-wdsita'i in ast, Hence it is ;—ba-wasi-
ta'i hardn, On account of the rain. 

a wdsfe, On account of;—wasiti, 
Belonging to the city of Wasit;—qalami 
wdsifi (for which vulg. wasti is used), The 
best sort of writing-reed from that city. 

A wasi', Ample, large, capacious, 
spacious, wide, roomy ; liberal; a name of 
God; — wasi'u *l-fazl, Of all-comprising 
beneficence, i.e. God. 

A S-AI* wasi*-mazhab, Of a wide 
conscience, i.e, lax in religious duties or 
morals. 

A wasiq, Pregnant (camel). 
A wdsilat, wdsila, Boyal favour, pa-

tronage ; dignity ; propinquity, affinity. 
y wd-sokht, An impassioned style. 

i^Lxd-yJlj wdsoihtagi, The gift of impas-
sionate style, vigour of expression. 

wd-sokhtan, To turn from, to 
repudiate, to renounce. 

wdsa, A butterfly; a moth flying 
about the candle; (vulg. for q.v. 
above) on account of, for (m.c.). 

wash, Forage, food for cattle. 
washdma, A veil; a t ia ra ; a kind 

of head-dreaB worn by Persian monks, 
made of white wool or camels' hair. 

A pjfcVj wdshij, Intermixed, interlaced. 
A washijat, An interwoven relation-

ship. 
wa-shudan, To be open ; to be 

free or clear; to be dissipated, to vanish ; 
to be separated or disjoined; to retire ; to 
go off (as grief) ;—wd-shudani tari, The 
dispelling of darkness;—asman az abr 
wa-shuda, The sky cleared of clouds;—pahn 
wd-shudan, To spread wide, extend in 
breadth; to be far-separated; having 
wide intervals. 

A fijMj washirat, wdshira, A woman 
whose profession is to thin and sharpen 
the teeth. 

A wdshiq, One who goes or passes 
by ; name of a man; also of a dog ; (for 
bdshiq) a sparrow-hawk. 

wd-shikdftan (followed by bai'), 
To act as broker. 

wdshkarda, Made, formed, pre-
pared, ready ; quick, light, active, brisk. 

wash-giina, Inverse, upside down. 
A washil, High (mountain), whence 

water trickles; one who receives a small 
portion, poor. 

wdshim, Name of a river and town. 
A washimat, wdshima, A woman 

who tattoos another woman (mustaushi-
mat being one who tattoos herself; both 
condemned by the fcadis). 

washing, A peace-officer; a watch-
chief of the watchmen. 

j wdsha, Darkness covering the fields 
q.V. p. 

man 

towards break of day; (for 
147) a sparrow-hawk or merlin. 

A wdshi, A whisperer, slanderer, in-
former; a cheat, liar, deceiver. 

A S—^ wasib, Eternal, everlasting (pun-
ishment), 

A "V*^ wasib-an, Perpetually, continu-
ally. 

A wdsibat, wdsiba, Extensive (de-
sert). 

A wasif, A praiser; a describer. 
a wdeifi, Name of a poet, author of 

an ode which can be read in four different 
metres. 

wasifdn (P. pl. of A. wasif), De-
scriber s. 

A wdsil, One who joins, meets, or 
arrives; arrived, met ; joined, connected, 
coupled ; name of a man;—wdsil kardan, 
To cause to arrive, to join;—wdsil gar di-
dan, To reach, arrive at. 

A wdsilat (pl. fem. of wasil), The 
total collected under every description (a 
revenue-form in India). 

J - \ j wdsil-bdqi, Collections and 
balanses. 

A wdsilat, wdsila, A woman who 
joins false hair to her own (cursed by the 
hadls or tradition). 

A wdsi, An executor of a will. 
A c ^ j wdzih, fem. wdzihat, wa$iha, 

Evident, manifest, clear, apparent, un-
doubted ; (adv.) clearly, evidently (m.c;) ; 
bright, resplendent; the morning star;— 
hujjati wa?iha, Evident proof, undeniable 
argument. 

A UDU^J wdzihat, Evidences, incontro-
vertibilities, things clear as noon-day. 

A wdzihat, The front-teeth which 
appear in laughing (see also p-sty above). 

A wazi' One who puts, places, 
establishes ; inventor, founder, author ; (a 
woman) without a veil;—wdzi'u 'l-qdnun 
(jiamws), A legislator. 

A wdziyat, wdziya, Ground covered 
with entangled herbage. 

watid, Firm, solid, steady. 

trampers; 
wati'at, watfa, 

a beaten road. 
Travellers, 

promises; (a 

(Ground) pro-

A ACTJ wa'id, One who 
cloud) portending rain, 

A Sdc^ wa'idat, wd'ida, 
mising a crop. 

a wd'ide, An appointed time, 
A YŜ  wd'ir, Rough, rugged, uneven 

(place). 
i M j wd'iz, Preacher, exhorter, admo-

nisher. 
A wd% fem. wd'iyat, wd'iya, A 

guardian; retaining anything by memory 
attentive (ear). 

A wagh.il, One who goes to a drink-
ing-p&rty uninvited; in P. also victuals 
ready dressed. 

^AgUis wa-ghfdtidan, To tumble, wal-
low, roll. 



OLJ ( 1452 ; SJTS 1, 
wdf, A nightingale; a singer. 

A Ai^ wcifid, An approacher, comer on 
a mission; an ambassador; one riding a 
noble steed ; a camel preceding the troop. 

A CJWI. wdfiddn (du. of the preceding), 
Tbe cheeks or their prominent parts which 
stick out during mastication. 

A j t f j wdfir, fem. Ŝ iVj wdfir at, ivafira, Abun-
dant, plentiful, exuberant, copious, luxu-
r iant ; much, many; rich, opulent, wealthy; 
ample, large (garment) ; name of a metre 
(muf(Palatini = ^ — ^ — six times 
repeated ). 

A wafir-an, Sufficiently, enough. 
\> tod-farokhtan, To sell, sell again. 

A ^YTFJ wdfi, fem. wdfiyat, wafiya, 
Sincere, honourable, faithful to promises 
or engagements; complete, perfect, entire, 
full ( weight), just (measure) ; plentiful, 
copious, numerous, many ;—altdfi wafiya, 
Many favours ; — zur ain 'l-wdfiyat, First 
chapter of the Qur'an. 

umq, A fabulous tree, blooming in 
the morning and withering at eventide, 
whose fruit resembles various animals 
which utter Bounds; a f rog ; the croak of 
a frog ; a kind of bird. 

A wdqi', fem. wdqi'at, wdqi'a, 
Falling; befalling, happening, arriving, 
occurring, appearing, intervening; real, 
t rue ; a bird descending from tb^ air ; 
necessary ; transitive (verb) ;—wdqi'i hal, 
State of the case;—wdqi' shudan (kar-
dan), To happen;—ghair-wdqi', Untrue, 
false ; a neuter verb. 

A wdqi-'an, In reality, as a matter 
of fact (m.c.). 

A wdqi'dt (pi, of the following), 
Accidents; occurrences; intelligence. 

A wdqi'at, wdqi'a, fem. of wdqi', 
Accident, misfortune ; a grievous calamity ; 
battle, encounter, conflict; death ; the day 
of judgment; occurrence, news, intelli-
gence wdqi'a shudan, To die. 

a <j~ip> waqi'-nawis, gify wdqi'-
nigdr, A news-writer, an intelligencer. 

a 6J4J <uj>\5 wdqi'a-dida, A man of expe-
rience. 

a wdqi'a-talb, Rebellious, sedi-
tious, mutinous, treacherous, villainous. 

a wdqi'i, Real, actual, true ; right, 
proper, completely; t ru th ; the essence, 
the soul, or foundation of anything. 

a waqi'iyat, Reality ; existence. 
A cJUrtj waqifi, One who stands, stops, re-

mains, or stays; informed, aware; know-
ng, sensible, intelligent, versed in, expe-

rienced, expert, skilful, learned; a testator, 
one who leaves anything by last will, 
especially for pious purposes ;—waqifi hal 
yd fear,Experienced,intelligent; an expert, 
connoisseur;—waqifi shudan (gashtan). To 
know, understand; to be informed. 

a ^tf wdqif-kari, Experience, know-
ledge. 

A waqifiyat, Experience, know-
ledge, intelligence, information. 

J V ^ wdqwdq, A fabulous tree said to 
grow in some of the Indian islands, to the 
height of about a hundred cubits, having 
leaves like shields, of a sea-green colour, 
and frui t resembling a human head. When 
agitated by the wind it bends its branches 
to the ground, uttering the sound " waq 
waq," whence it is named. 

A waqih, The minister of a church. 
A wdqi, fem. wdqiyat, waqiya, 

A preserver, defender, guardian, protector; 
(a saddle) not galling a beast's back; name 
of a bird otherwise called surad. 

wak, Name of a water-fowl. 
O^ifa t j wd-kawidan, To inquire, exa-

mine. 
A fa\* wdkir, A bird entering her nest. 

I? wd-kardan, To seize, carry off, 
lay waste; to shut up close, to cover; to 
open ; to remove, carry off ; to pull up, ex-
tract, draw away ;— juda wd-kardan, To 
separate, scatter. 

Ay^lj wakiz, A striker. 
yjVi^ IJ wd-kushadari, To open. 

VJ wd-kushdda, Open, plain ; — wa-
kushada shud dar sukhan, He was free-
spoken, he spoke openly. 

^ wd-kushtan, To kill in return. 
(.jjfiS wd-kushudan, To open (the head 

of a jar nr barrel). 
yjuAf ^ wd-kashidan, To pull back ; to 

protract; to extract; to stretch or hold 
ou t ; to stretch oneself on the ground, to 
lie down at full length (m.c.). 

A laSlj wakiz, One who beats off or drives 
away. 

wd-kafidan, To break, to burst 
open (as ripe fruit) . 

wa-koftan (preceded by ba-ham), 
To strike against one another. 

OA* wd-kofta shudan, To rub or 
cut (as the feet of a horse). 

wd-kawidan, To examine or search 
(either in disputing or in digging for a 
thing). 

Q^fa wd-guzdr kardan (namudan), 
To yield, to give way, to give over (m.c.). 

(̂ ^MJtf wa-guzdshtan, To leave ;—wa-
guzdshtani kdr ba-hhuday, Committing a 
business to God. 

fa\ ) wa agar, And if, but if, however;— 
wa agar na, Otherwise, if not. 

wa-garddnidan, To invert; to 
turn back. 

jfa wa-gardidan, To be inverted, re-
versed, turn the foreside backward; to 
return. 

i^fa wa-giriftan, To take away, re-
move. 

j wa agarna, Otherwise, if not. 



wd^guftan, To reproacfe, revile. 
yj^UJ ^ wd-g umdrldccni, To show the 

teeth in laughing, to smile, to grin. 
y f t j wdgun, Railway-carriage (m.c, from. 

G. wagen through Fr. wagon). 
wd-gir, Name of a wrestling-trick. 

J t j wdl, A whale, large fish; name of a 
river. 

A wa 'I (v.n.), Flying to, taking re-
fuge; escaping; a place of refuge. 

wdld, Exalted in dignity or in mind, 
eminent, respectable, high, sublime, majes-
tic, grave ; power; a friend ; friendship; a 
kind of silken stuff. 

A y\ $ wi-illd, If not, otherwise ; but, yet, 
still, however, nevertheless,, notwithstand-
ing; unless;—wa-iUd fa-Id, Otherwise not 
(m.c.). 

wdld-jdh, Of elevated dignity. 
J^j waldd, Incrustation or plastering' of 

a wall; its white or pictured superficies; a 
mud-building ; a large brick for building; 
a wall of brick or stone; a row of stones 
in a structure; a foundation; an edifice; 
also tbe front or side of i t ; roof or cover-
ing of a house; the form or framework of 
a dome or cupola. 

walddgar, One who lays rows of 
bricks or stones in a wall, a builder. 

A>J S^ wdln-didy Of exalted views. 
a f y wdldsarirf Of exalted throne, 

powerful (a king). 
a yU wdld-shdn,. Of elevated rank, 
a wald-qadr, Of high dignity. 
a vr-SV^ ̂  wdlu-mandqib, Of exalted vir-

tues. 
a k&Jyi- S), wdld-manzilat, Of high sta-

tion, sublime (applied to the Prophet), 
yii* wdld-manish, Of exalted nature. 

wdidn, F e n n e l a pack-saddle -r 
brave. 

waldna, A sor®, a wound, 
wdld'i, Exaltation, greatness. 

A walij, Who or whatever enters. 
A walijat, wdlija (fem. of the pre-

ceding), Grief sieaing one; inward pain, 
gripes ; an abscess ; adversity, misfortune; 
afflicted, tried by misfortunes, troubled 
with toothache. 

A J-WH j wa 'l-hdsil, Upon the whole. 
A wdlid, A parent; a fa ther ; a mo-

ther ; pregnant (sheep);—wdlidi biMsht-
dshydni, (His) father, whose nest is para-
dise, i.e. (his) deceased father. 

A waliddn, obi, also- used as nom^ 
walidain, Parents. 

A wdlidat, 6 w d l i d a , A mother ;— 
wdUda mltdny Queen-mother. 

A } wa yd-du'a, Adieu ! fa«rewelkl 
A YU-ATTJ wa 'z-zanidn 'alaiya, And I 

will stand security. 
A wdli\ A liar, teller ©̂  falsehoods, 
&A*J\» wdlghdna, wdlghuna, Rouge. 
A wa'lldh, And God; by God 

wa'llahu aflam, God is most wise, God 
knows best (frequently used when quoting 
different statements without wishing" to 
commit oneself to any of them); — was 
'lldh-hi 'l-mwtcafflqi 'l-mu'in, By the favour 
and assistance of God (placed after the 
exordium or prefaw of a book, praying for 
divine aid iti finishing the work). 

wd-lamldan, To pull back; to 
p r o t r a c t t o extract; to stretch or h^id 
out. 

(jvUtUjJ^ ivdluchdnidan, To mimic, to 
imitate the wards and actions of another. 

wdltL, A kmd of srilken eloth; cloth 
naturally white without bleaching'; the 
false appearance of water on a sandy plain ; 
lamentation; diligence in business. 

A AFTY v,\Uihr fem. H^? wdlihat, wuiika, 
Astonished, stupefied; confounded, dejected, 
dispirited, driven to despair, distracted 
with terror or grief, mad from love; an 
idiot; a lover;—wtilih kardan, To bewilder, 
to> put one beside oneself (m.c.). 

a wdli, A prince, governor of a pro-
vince;' oa« who exercises jwi-adictiou or 
authority,-a ehief magistrate; a friend, a 
near relation ;—wali'i sipikri panjum, The' 
planet Mars; — wdliydni qat-man, The 
princes' or governors of Gannanie&, 

(ts-^f wdfcg, Name of an intimate of 
Alexaw<<ier the Great. 

a ^ft^ywdUgari, Lordship,, authority. 
/Ay, wtim, Debt, loan; cit?dit; landing; 

borrowing-; the dawn;, (in comp. ftor fmnty 
of the colour, form, or likeness;— 
k&wiigt&n., To borrow, bo beg a loan ; —wdnt 
(Mdot-n^ To land, give credit —wdmi zamin, 
The. atoms ot earth of, which tlie hirm-an-
body is composed;—wdm guz&rideon, To 
pay a <iebt;.—warn ghriftxM, To borrow, 

A fa wi'dm (v.n. 3 of f\y), 
agreeing'; contending, vying with (i«< 
beauty,. Ac.}. 

A M- j As for.-
{yk&jL* n/dr- (H-d 7id&gdj)b (pl. of wti rtuinda,), 

Tiered; —wd-vvindwpmi bait,. Those wlw 
remain at home. 

wdmandkvgl, Openness, exposure. 
\y wdhmdndan, To remain, lag be-

hio-}, especially from fatigue ; to remain 
suspended in opinion, to hesitate, desist;', 
to lie open, to fee exposed, 

wd-mdnda, Fatigued and loitering 
behind ; open, exposed to view.. 

fcVjjt*^ ivkhwdh, A creditor, d-im, wsho 
demands or exacts payment of a deb t ; im-
portunate. 

warn-dar, A debtor; a creditor; 
wdmirdn, Smllow-wort, 

mam-sat an, A debtor ; a credi-
tor. 

A wtZmiq, Enamoured ; a l*>ver ; the 
lover of 'Azra ; technical term in the game 
of nard. 



wamx, In debt ; distressed, unfortu-
nate. 

fc>\> van, Like, equal; name of a city ; (an 
affix denoting) a keeper, guardian, as:— 
darwan, A porter, guard of a gate ;—raz-
wan, Keeper of a vineyard;— f i lwdn, An 
elephant-keeper -,—galawdn, A shepherd, 
herdsman. (See ^ p. 152.) 

A wa-in, Although, notwithstanding. 
wanj, A lentil. 

wansaz, SjL*.wdnsdza , A pair of 
compasses. 

^ L j t j wan-8 an, Of that sort or manner. 
t H 5 — w d - n i s h a s t a n , To sit down; to 

sit back. 
Q&y^) wanhunitan, (in Zand and Pa-

zand) To take. 
(^-jSAj wd-nigarietan, To look back; to 

stare. 
A fJ j wa-in lam, And if not, although 

not;—wa-in lam yakun, Although be were 
not. 

\> wd-nainvd, He showed again, &c.; 
declaration, confirmation, exposition. 

y d w d - n u m u d a n (namudan), To show 
again, to produce a confirmation; to show 
off. 

V wa-nihadan, To fix ; to put down 
the feet ; to replace. 

A. want, Torpid, languid, fatigued; 
cowardly, base. 

A. wdw, The name of the letter j ; the 
colour of water ; a large cloud ; according 
to others a camel stallion ;—wdwi *dtifa, 
The conjunction wa, and —a't-tashahhud 
bi-wawain, The attestation with the double 
w&w, i.e. the Muhammadan declaration of 
faith in God and Muhammad. 

aBij wd-wailah, AlaB 1 woe! 
8\j wdh, Fy ! pho ! bravo ! admirable ! 
A wdh, "Ife^ wah-an, (an interjection of 

admiration) O! wonderful! excellent! (also 
an interjection of pain) oh ! alas ! 

wd-hd (pi. of u'd). Meats, dishes. 
A wdhib, A giver, a bestower; libe-

ral, generouB, munificent;.—wdhibu 'l-amal, 
The granter of desires;—wdhibu 'l-fydjat, 
Bestower of necessaries, i.e. God y—wdhibu 
'l-wujud, Giver of existence;—wahibi bi-
minnat, Who giveth liberally and up-
braideth not. 

wa-hush amadan, To recover 
ebriety. 

o * ^ \> wd-hushi dmada, B.eco7ertd 
from intoxication. 

yjLfljfc ^ wa-hilldan, To dismiss, to send 
away. 

wa-ham (for Id.hdm), Together 
with, m one ; equally, in the same manner; 
backward; wrinkled, contracted; wrapped 
up, crooked; equipage, accoutrement; a 
badger, grey, or brock;—wa-ham amadan, 
To assemble together; to be spoiled;—wa-
ham jasta, Leaping backward; bent, curled. 

A wahim, fem. wahimat, tca-
hima, Who thinks, imagines, or fancies ;—• 
quwati wahima (or simply wahima), Ima-
gination, fancy. 

A wdhim-an, Erroneously. 
a wahima, Fear, awe, respect (see 

also A. above) ;—wahima Icardan, To 
feel alarmed, to be frightened (m.c.). 

a O^-vi wahima-paraeldn, Vision-
ary, speculative (persons) ; suspicious, jea-
lous. 

A o ^ j wdhin, fem. wahinat, wahina, 
Weak, silly, feeble, enervated. 

A wahl, fem. j wdhiyat, wdhiya, 
Weak, to rn ; easily dissolved or broken; 
without foundation in truth, false (m.c.) ; 
—muqaddamati wdhiya, Weak, ill-founded 
premises. 

A wdhiyat, Absurdities, fiddle-
faddle, trifles, nonsense. 

way, A well having a flight of steps 
down to the bottom; an interjection of 
pain or threatening; f y ! away! woe to 
you! alas!—way ba-wai, Woe be to him ! 

A wa'y (v.n.), Promising, being 
surety f o r ; a promise;—wa'a\ The onager 
or wild ass ; colt of an ass, horse, &c. 

wayd, The object of a wish, desire, 
or inclination ; necessary, wanted ; open. 

wa~ydftan, To understand. 
csV^J wdyaway, The uproar of combat-

ants. 
wdyij, A trellis, prop for a vine. 

Ay^j wd'ir, Timid, frightened, 
u^yi^ wayzaJc, A spark of fire. 
W^JIJ wdyist, Occasion, want. 

way a, A part, portion, lo t ; cheer-
fulness, delight, pleasure, tas te ; the 
mind; occasion, want, wish, desire; need, 
necessity; construed with the verbs bar-
dashtan, ddshtan, rasidan, 

yS waya-glr, One who participates 
in pleasure; want, wish, desire; clever, 
learned. 

wai, Necessary. 
ga>\3 wdyij, A trellis for training a vine. 

wdyidan, To be necessary, incum-
bent ; obligatory ; necessity, obligation. 

A waba* (v.n.), Being infected with 
the plague (a country);—waba\ waba\ 
Plague, pestilence; cholera; any epidemic 
disease. 

A fa wabar, Name of a sandy desert in 
Arabia into which the_ country formerly 
inhabited by the tribe 'Ad is said to have 
been converted; the third of the winter-
days called aiyami'ajuz. 

^JWJ wabardy, The planet Venus (unsup-
ported by examples, but cf. ^ f a ) ) . 

a Uj wabd-rasldagi, Visitation by 
plague. 

a SJkj-) wahd-rasida, Visited by plague. 
wabasak, Yawning. 

A JVJ wabal (v.n. of J i j ) , Being heavy 



and unwholesome (air) ; an unhealthy 
climata or atmosphere, anything painful; 
hsaviness; cholera; a crime, sin, faul t ; 
punishment; construed with the verbs 
awardan, budan, ddshtan, &c. 

A wdbdlat, A being heavy aud un-
healthy; unwholesoaieaeas, insalubrity (of 
food, climite, <fcc.). 

A lie-,) wabk&al, A reproof, reprimand. 
A Jj) wabd, wabad, A hollow or furrow 

on a mountain;—wabad (v.n.), Being en-
raged a t ; being indisposed; leading a 
miserable, laborious, or starving l i fe ; 
badly off; a large family in narrow circum-
stances ; shame, modesty ; anger;—waft id, 
Hungry, famished ; one who has a malig-
nant eye. 

A ji) wabr, A tailless animal smaller than 
a cat ; one of ths five days called aiydmi 
lajuz\—'vodbar (v.n.), Having much hair (a 
camel) ; the hair, wool, or flue of camels, 
goats, hares, or other animals o£ a soft 
kind ;—a\lu 'l-wabar, The Nomades, or 
wild Arabs (as living in tents of hair, opp. 
to ahlu 'l-madar "dwelling in houses of 
clay");—wabir, fem. &y>) w abir at, to abir a, 
Hairy, furry (camel, hare, <fcc.). 

dty) wabardak, A riddle, enigma. 
wabs, Resembling. 

A wabsdn, wubsdn, The Arabian 
month otherwise called rdbl'u 'UdJchar. 

A k>) wabt, wabat (v.n.), Being cowardly, 
timid, wavering, weak, undetermined; 
keeping back, restraining. 

A wabgh (v.n.), Reproaching, treating 
opprobriously ;—wabagh, Perishing; doing 
evil; sin, crime; foolish, stupid. 

A OTY wabaq (v.n.), Perishing, dying, 
A Ji} wdbl (v.n.), Pursuing ha,rd, hunting 

closely ; raining heavily; being.heavy and 
unwholesome ; a shower with large drops; 
—wnbul (pi. of wabil or wabilat), Unwhole-
some (pastures). 

A 81*) wabalat, Heaviness of air or meat, 
unwholesomeness, 

A wubiir (pi. of wabr), Animals 
smaller than cats, dusky-coloured, without 
tails. 

A kjt) wubut (v.n. of Wj), Being weak (an 
opinion), cowardly (the spirit). 

A Jjt) wubuq (v.n. of Perishing, 
dying. 

A wubul (v.n, of J?j), Being heavy 
and unwholesome (the air). 

A fy) wabh, Intelligence, prudence; mag-
nificence, greatness, pomp, pride;—wabah 
(v.n.), Considering attentively, perceiving, 
understanding, minding, regarding, attend-
ing to. 

A wabis (v.n. of 0**3), Plashing 
(lightning). 

A wabisat, wdblsa, Flame, fire. 
A wabll, fem. wabilat, wabila, 

Unhealthy, unwholesome; dangerous, hurt-

ful ; heavy, severe, vehement (blow, thwack, 
or torment) ; a thick staff; a stick with 
which the gong ndqiis is beaten (see 
p. 1376) ; a beetle used by bleachers or 
washers of clothes; a bundle of rods;— 
dbll 'aid wabll, Au aged man (leaning) on 
a staff. 

A Wabilat, wabila, A club, bludgeon; 
a bundle of rods, grass, or hay. 

wapdrdy, The planet Venus. 
\J*j\ywaprish, Colour. 

wapas, Like, resembling. 
Pur, peltry; fur-garment; (for 

wdt) a word. 
A wald, Pus, matter ; black viscous 

mud. 
A fa) witdr (v.n. 3 of j*)), Prosecuting or 

doing anything at intervals. 
A fas, watd'ir (pi. of watirat), Ways, 

tracks, or paths near mountains; modes, 
manners. 

A c>j wath (v.n.), Makiag a small pre-
sent ;—walk, watih, Small in quantity, 
low-priced ; low, mean, miserly. 

A watd (v.n.), Driving (a stake) ; a 
stake ;—watai, A stake or peg driven into 
tho ground or into a wall; a tent-peg ; the 
prominence within the e i r ; a tooth; (in 
prosody) a fo^ t consisting of three conso-
nants, of which two are moved by vowels, 
and one quiescent;— wata,di majmii', Afoot 
consisting of two movable letters followed 
by one quiescent, as qabal',—watadi maf-
r&q, A foot whose two movable letters are 
separated by the intervening quiescent one, 
as qabla. 

a.fa watr (v.n.), Prosecuting, terrifying, 
promoting evil, fomenting enmity, prompt-
ing to revenge ; defrauding ; offering spe-
cial and voluntary prayers;—-witr, Special, 
voluntary prayers repeated by the Muham-
madans ; the day on which the ceremonies 
of the pilgrimage are performed at mouufc 
Arafat; one, single, alone watar, String 
of bow, harp, lute; the string by which a 
bow is hung up; the chord of an arc, 
diagonal of a rectangle, hypotenuse of a 
right-angled triangle. 

A i f ) watarat, watara, The septum of the 
nose; also the edge of the nostril; the 
space between the tip of the nose and the 
mustachios ; cartilage; the choicest part of 
anything;—watira, A way, path, mode, 
manner. 

A (JTOJ watsh, Small, contemptible; the 
dregs of the people. 

watah, A quail. 
j£>) watJcazh, A grape-stone or seed. 
fa*} watgar, A furrier, maker of f u r 

garments. 
A tf) watn (v.n.), Hurting the heart-vein 

watln;—wutun (pi. of watln), Veins by 
which the heart is suspended, heart-strings. 

watang, A bunch of grapes. 



A yjSj wutun (v.n. of Being per-
petnal, running continually (water). 

A t f t ) watih, Small in quantity and low-
priced. 

A watirat, watira, A way, path, 
track (especially near a mountain); mode, 
manner, custom, habit; negligence, remiss-
ness in one's work or duties; the partition 
between the nostrils ; a white spot on the 
forehead of a horse; a ring employed as 
quintain to teach the use of a lance or 
spear;—'aid watlrat-in wahidat-in, In one 
and the same manner;—muwaddat-watfra, 
Amicable, friendly (letter, &c.) ; — nek-
watira, Of good disposition. 

A <ytfy watin, The vein by which the 
heart is suspended. 

A wisab (v.n. of Assaulting, 
assailing ; leaping, springing, rushing (on 
another);—wisab, Seats; a throne; a bed, 
couch ; mansions ; [wisabu 'l-mald'ika, The 
mansions of angels, i.e. heaven;]—wassab, 
A jumper, springer, caperer. 

A ty) wasabat, was aba, An assault, one 
attack. 

A wasdjat (v.n. of £»;), Being thick, 
dense ; abundance of flesh, fleshiness. 

Ajtfj wasdr, A soft carpet, pillow, or 
upper garment. 

A j t f j wasdq, wisaq, A ligature, chain, 
rope, or any fastening;—wisdq (v.n. 3 of 
&)) , Entering into a confederacy, stipula-
ting, pledging one's faith ; captivity; a 
camp ; (pl. of wasiq) firm, solid, constant. 

a j t f j wisdq, A house, lodge, hut, hovel; 
a chamber, lodgings ;—wisdqiplr-zan, The 
old woman'B cottage which she refused to 
sell, when Noshirwan, king of Persia, 
would have bought it for the adjustment 
of one of his palaces. 

A wasdqat, Firmness, fixedness. 
A wasd'iq (pl. of wasiqat), Trusts. 
A wasb, wasabdn (v.n. of 

Assaulting, assailing, leaping, or springing 
(upon another). 

A wasabat (pl. of the following), 
Assaults, attacks, irruptions. 

A wasbat, A spring, leap ; boldness; 
nobleness ; generosity ; multitude; depar-
ture. 

A &) u>asj, An animal with abundance of 
flesh; three thick points (as upon the 
letter 

A ft wasy (v.n.), Softening by beating, 
treading upon; covering frequently, but 
in vain (a camel) ; made sof t ; an outer 
garment; short breeches;—wisr, A soft 
bed or carpet; a saddle-cloth; [wasr-un 
*ald wisr-in, Coitus supra moiiem lectum ;] 
~-wasir, Made soft. 

A wasgh (v.n.), Breaking (the head) ; 
inducing a camel to suckle another's colt 
by the stratagem q.v. below. 

A wa$<b Confidence, trusting in. 

jumping, springing, 

A d ^ j wusqa (fem. of ausaq), Very firm. 
A wasal, A rope made of wasil (coir). 
A ^ wasm (v.n.), Running; breaking, 

bruising, pounding, treading upon; col-
lecting ;—wasam (v.n.), Producing but 
little vegetation (ground); scarcity, pau-
city. 

A wasan, An idol. 
a f f t ) wasani, An idolater, pagan, hea-

then, 
A wusub (v.n. of S - > J ) , Assaulting, 

assailing, ieaping, 
rushing on. 

A sSf) wusuq (v.n.), Confiding in, trust-
ing to ; confidence, dependence, reliance; 
strength, firmness, steadfastness. 

A wasib (v.n of S - > J ) , Assaulting, 
assailing, leaping, springing, rushing. 

A 574*5 wasij, Thick, dense ; firm-fleshed. 
A ft) wasir, A soft bed; a saddle-cloth; 

an upper outer garment. 
A wasighat, wasigha, A small quan-

tity (of ra in) ; a figure resembling a 
camel's colt, made of wool or cotton, and 
placed before her to make her give milk or 
suckle the young of another as her own 
(cf. the Scotch iulchan). 

A wasiq, fem. wasiqat, wasiqa, 
Firm, solid, strong, steady, constant;— 
wasiqa, A letter, a bond, an obligation;— 
hujjati wasiqa, A judicial decree;—'ahdi 
wasiq, Firm covenant. (See also the fol-
lowing article.) 

A wasiqat (v.n. of <3»J)> Trusting to; 
being firm, steady, solid; firmness, soli-
dity; confidence, fa i th ; confederacy, com-
pact, treaty, promise, engagement, writing, 
obligation, bond, written agreement. 

A Je^j wasil, The fibres of the trunk of 
the palm- tree ; a rope made of those fibres; 
coir; a staff or stick ; name of a man. 

A f,4j wasim, Firm-fleshed. 
A ^ wajj, Galangale; the yoke upon the 

neck of a ploughing-ox ; name of a valley 
in Ta'if. 

A V'W-J wajdb (for ijdb), Ratifying a pur-
chase, knocking (an article) down (to the 
buyer) -,— wijdb (v.n. 4 of s - ^ ) , Rendering 
necessary, making obligatory; (pl. of wajb) 
large bottles of goats' skins. 

A C^J wajdh, A quantity of water just 
covering the bottom of a reservoir;—wajdh, 
wujah, wijah, A veil, covering, 

A wijdz (pl. of wajz), Tarns, ponds. 
A ft) wajdr, wijdr, A den (of a hyena) ; 

a herd of hyenas; part of the banks of a 
river carried off by the water. 

^ W j wijarish, (in Zand and Pazand) 
Consumption, weakness, leanness. 

A wajdzat (\.ri. of y^) , Being ready, 
short, brief, laconic; readiness; agility. 

A fWj wija' (pl. of waja'), Pains, 
aches, 

A waja'a (pl. of waji'at), Pained, 



afflicted (women) ;—wujd'a (pi. of waji'), 
Pained, afflicted (men). 

A JWj wijdl (pi. of wajil), Timid. 
A SW) wijdh (v.n. 3 of &>j), Comparing 

one (thing) with another ; presence, oppo-
sition, fronting, face to face; measure, 
quantity;—wajdhu alf-in, Amounting to a 
thousand; — wijdhak, Fronting, facing 
thee. 

wijdh-an, Before, in presence of, 
fronting, face to face. 

A wajdhat (v.n. of Being 
honourable and high in authority; pre-
sence, aspect, appearance ; respect; posi-
tion; dignity, authority; beauty, comeli-
ness;—ba-wajdhat, Beautiful, handsome, 
comely (m.c.). 

A wajb (v.n.), Palpitating (the 
heart) ; timid, pusillanimous; foolish. 

s - ^ wajab, A span, nine inches;—wajab 
kardan, To measure by the span, to span. 

A wajab an, Palpitation (of the 
heart). 

A wajbat (v.n. of s-*^), Falling or 
stumbling with a great noise; the sound 
made thereby; eating or milt ing once a 
day. 

A wajd (v.n.), Being enraged at, 
taking occasion to quarrel with or chide 
(another) ; being melancholy , being trans-
posed, in an ecstasy of love; ecstasy, ex-
cessive love ; [wajd kardan, To move about 
in an ecstasy ;—ahangi wajd u samd', The 
harmony of love and music ;]—wijd (v.n.), 
Having enough, being wealthy, opulent, 
rich; opulence \—wajd, wujd (v.n.), Bis-
covering, procuring, finding, recovering 
(anything lost or searched for). 

A FC^^ji wajdan, Ecstacy;—wijddn (v.n. 
of o^) , Recovering (anything lost), disco-
vering, finding. 

A wijdat (v.n. of Having 
enough, being rich ; opulence, wealth. 

A W) wajz, A cavity in a mountain where 
water collects; a cistern, reservoir, pond, 
or trough;—wajiz, (A place) containing 
much water. 

A wajr (v.n.), Making (one) hear that 
which is disagreeable ; a cavern in a moun-
tain;—wajar (v.n.), Fearing, being afraid 
of;—wajir, fem. wajirat, wajira, Timid, 
trembling;—wujur (pi. of wajarj, Hyenas' 
dens. 

yty wajar, The decree of a judge. 
jSf*-) wajargar, A chief, interpreter of 

the law, a chief justice, mufti. 
Ayt-j wajz (v.n.). Being ready, short, 

laconic; nimble, active; epitome, compen-
dium ; abridged, epitomised, brief. 

a, <j\yr ) wa juz an, E t cetera. 
A U-*-} waji, A soft voice, a low sound 

(particularly the noise of a man with a 
gwl when overheard by another) ; tremor, 

terror (arising from any palpitation, 
sound). 

A waja' (v.n.), Being pained; dis-
ease, pain, ache; complaint, mourning) 
[waja'u 'l-azdn, Ear-ache; —waja'u'Z-asndn^ 
Tooth-ache; — waja'u 'z-zahr, Back-ache, 
lumbago;—waja'i maf asil, A pain in the 
joints, rheumatism;] — waji', fem. 
waji'at, waji'a, Full of pain, aching. 

A waj'a (pi. of waji'), Pained. 
A wajf (v.n.), Tottering, staggering, 

being iu commotion, palpitating; a parti-
cular pace (of a horse or camel). 

A J ^ j waji (v.n.), Exceeding in terror 
and alarm;—wajal (v.n.), Being afraid or 
cautious (of another) ; fear, terror, appre-
hension ',—wajil, fem. wajilat, wajila, 
Timid, fearful, cowardly. 

A FW-J wajm (v.n.), Being afflicted and 
silent; fixing the eyes upon the ground 
from pain, rage, or vexation; abhorring, 
detesting ;— wajam, Drowsiness, somno-
lency ; a lofty cairn, said to be the work 
of the tribe of 'Ad; anything erected in 
the desert aB a direction for travellers ;— 
wajim, Sad, grim ; afflicted, silent, and fix-
ing the eyes upon the ground. 

A wajdmat, Disgrace, ignominy, 
scorn. 

A wajn (v.n.), Beating (cloth, as a 
fuller or washor) < contusion, blow. 

A wajndt, pi. of — 
A wajnat, wijnat, wujnat, wajna, &c., 

The prominent part of the cheek ; cheek. 
wajnak, The bill of a bird, 

A <-r>fr) wujub (v.n. of Being neces-
sary ; being firm, fixed, settled, confirmed 
(a Bale); setting (as the sun); dying; 
necessity, obligation, duty ; debt. 

A hft) wujubat (v.n. of Being 
timid, cowardly; timidity, cowardice. 

A JJ+J vmjud (v.n. of Discovering, 
procuring, finding, recovering (anything 
lost or searched for) ; being found, exist-
ing, or beginning to exist; existence, sub-
stance, essence, body, person, individual; 
invention ; (pi. of wijd) riches ; (pi. of wajd) 
ecstasies;—wujudi ehumd g&animat ast, 
Tour presence is an unexpected pleasure 
(lit. a booty, m.c.) ;•—wujud na-ddrad, I t 
does not exist (m.c.) ;—bd umjud, Chiefly ; 
notwithstanding; through, in consequence 
of;—sahib-wujud, Existing; eminent. 

a yA». J f f ) wujud-pazir shudan, To 
come to light, to appear, be published or 
produced. 

a jL, wujud-eazi ma'adin, (pro-
ducing mines, i,e. precious stones) The 
sun. 

A wajur, A medicine (put in the 
month). 

A wujuz (v.n. of y+f), Being ready, 
short, brief, laconic (in speech) ; readiness, 
promptitude. 



A wujuf, A tottering, a staggering. 
A f f r ) vmjum (v.n. of p+f), Being afflic-

ted, vexed, silent with grief or anger; 
being sultry (the day). 

A iy?) wujuh (pl. of waft), Faces, as-
pects ; chiefs (of a country, city, or society) ; 
phases ;•—min kulli wujuh, In every shape, 
entirely, every way. 

A wajh (v.n.), Smiting on the face ; 
turning the face t o ; becoming more ho-
noured than aDother in the eyes of people ; 
face; visage; aspect, countenance; effigy; 
presence, appearance, shape, semblance, 
surface ; the side (of anything) ; mode, 
manner, phase, reason, ratio, method, 
cause, means, way, p lan; price; wages, 
salary, money; expenses, expenditure, dis-
bursements; obligation, debt ; honour, au-
thority ; veneration, respect; dignity, nobi-
lity, greatness, high rank ; a prince, chief, 
leader; the aspect of a star ; [wajhi ahsan, 
A good manner;—wajhi arz, Surface of 
the ground ;—wajhi iasmiya, Cause of giv-
ing any particular name, etymology of 
Words;—wajhi hal, Mode of living, state 
of c i r c u m s t a n c e s w a j h i kiraya, Ground-
rent, lodging - charges ;—wajhi kafdf, 
JJnough of provisions; — wajhi m-a'dsk, 
Maintenance, subsistence; — bar wajhi ij-
mdl, By way of abridgement;—bar wajhi 
ta'jll, Hastily, expeditiously ; — ba-wajhi 
shar'l, In a legal manner ;—ha-hech wajh, 
In no way, by no means, not at all (m.c.) ; 
— dar wajhi mashruh, In the manner 
(above) explained;— ' i lmi wajh, Physio-
gnomy ; — 'aid wajh, According to the 
mode;— 'aidwajhi 't-iafsil, In detail, cir-
cumstantially ;— f t wajhi ajmal, In an excel-
lent method ;—li-wajhi 'lldh, For God's 
sake ;]—wijh, wujh, A side ;—wajah, A 
little water;—wajuh, Respectable, digni-
fied. 

A viajhd, Allowance, pension, salary ; 
—wajh-an, Apparently, seemingly; [wajh-
an mina'l-wvjvh, In one way or other; (with 
negative) in no shape, by no means;]— 
wujaha' (pl. of wajlh), Princes, chiefs. 

.A wijhat, Side, pa r t ; direction of 
prayer (gi&Za) ; mode, manner. 

A wajd (v.n.), Having a worn hoof 
(a horse);—waji, (A horse) worn in the 
hoof. 

A S - ^ ) wajib (v.n. of Palpita-
ting. 

A wajlbat, wctjiba, Pension, stipend, 
daily allowance. 

A wajlh, Thick, stoutly - woven 
(cloth). 

Aj^ tvajlz, Brief, short, laconic; epi-
tomized;—kalami wajlz, A short, pithy dis-
course. 

A waji', fem. ^ ^ waji'at, waji'a, 
Painfu l ; pained; patient. 

a waji'a, Pain. 

wajim, Sultry, A pi?*) wajim, Sultry, intensely hot 
(day). 

A wajin, Hard, rugged ground; 
side or slope of a mountain; bank of a 
river. 

A wajlh, fem. ivajihat, wajiha. 
Of a noble presence, respectable and digni-
fied (man) ; handsome, comely ; specious} 
a prince, chief; beads worn as preserva-
tives against fascination (also he^j wajihat, 
tcajiha). 

wachar, Decree of a judge; a prophet. 
A /i^j wacharqar, A judge ; a prophet. 
A t> ioahh, Name of a poor man ;>—afqar 

min vialih, Poorer than Wahh (proverbial 
saying). 

A tvuhad, Ones, units;—umhad-a t 
One by one. 

A S^Uj wahadat, A being unequalled, 
unique. 

A wihaf (pl. of wahfai), Black 
stones. 

a JWj wahdl (probably for auhal, pl. of 
xoahV), Thin mud. 

A f^j wiham, wahdm (v.n. of /**•))> Longing 
(as a pregnant woman); being difficult 
and untractable (a pregnant animal) ; the 
longing of a pregnant woman for any par-
ticular food. 

A -Ae-j wahd (v.n.), Being single, alone, 
or incomparable; sole, alone, separate; 
solitary; (a person) of an unknown tribe 
or family; solitude; ['aid wahdi-hi, Sepa-
rately, alone, by himself;]—wahad, wahid, 
Sole, alone, separate; unique, incom-
parable. 

a yU&j wuhddn (pl. of wdhid), Ones, 
single (numbers or things) ; pre-eminent. 

a ^ i W j wahd dni, Referring to the one 
God. 

A wahddniyat, Unity, singularity; 
belief in the unity of God; unity (attri-
bute of God). 

A wahdat (v.n. of J ^ ) , Being single, 
alone, solitary ; unity (especially of God) ; 
solitariness, solitude; — wahidat, wahida 
(fem. of wahid), Alone, single (woman), 

a c^Afî  wahdai-hhana, Abode of a 
recluse, cell of a hermit. 

a Aiê  wahda (for wahdat), Unity;—wah-
dah (for wahda-hu), By himself, single, 
alone. 

A w a h r , Indignation, concealed hatred; 
—wahar (v.n.), Boiling with rage, fostering 
hatred and rancour; — wahar, noun of 
unity waharat, wahar a, A small venomous 
reptile, of a red colour, which poisons meat 
or anything it touches. 

A wahsh, A wild beast, a fierce, shy, 
untamed animal; game; wild, savage; 
desert, desolate; hungry, starved;—wahshi 
ismit, A desert, solitude. 
' A (ft^j wahsh an, Sad, melancholy;— 



wuhskdn (pi. of wahah), Wild, untamed 
animals. 

A. IAA-̂  wahshat, A desert, solitude, or 
dreary place; waste, desert, comfortless, 
gloomy (country) ; wildness, fierceness; 
fear, dread, terror, horror; sadness, soli-
tariness, dreariness; grief, care; construed 
with the verbs burdan, k&wvrdan, dadan, 
ddshtan, Icardan, kashidan, giriftan, &c. ;— 
wahshat hardan, To be alarmed (m.c.) 
nafrat u wahshat, Fear and horror. 

a y&A wahshat-dmez, Unpleasant. 
a UZ+AB*) loahehat-angez, Frightful . 
a *JSAwahshat-ndh, Frightful, dreary. 
a wahshi, fem. wahshiyat, 

wahshlya, Wild (man or beast) ; fierce, 
savage, untractable, uncivil; shy, timid, 
mild; untamed. 

A wahshiyat, Wildness, savageneas. 
a wahshi-sirisht, Of fierce or 

Bavage disposition. 
a j^A wafcshishikdr, A hunter of 

wild beasts. 
a cŝ â A u-ka-j wahshi'tabi'at, 

wahshi-mizdj, Savage ; misanthropic, shy, 
unsociable. 

a (^s-j wahshi-nigdh, Savage-looking, 
of a fierce aspect. 

a JW O^0^ wahshi-nihad, Of swage na -
ture or disposition. 

a wahshi-waz', Shy, untamed, 
savage. 

A <—wahf, wahaf, Much and beautiful 
(black hair) ; plentiful, luxuriant (herb-
age) ; abundant (wealth). 

A wahfat, wahfa, A. black stone. 
A J c j wahl (v.n.), Boiling (one) in the 

mire ; mud ;—ivahal (v.n.), Falling in the 
mire; black adhesive clay, mud, mire. 

A wahm (v.n.), Going towards, aim-
ing at, making for;—waham, wahm (v.n.), 
Longing (as a pregnant woman); the 
longing of a woman with child; also the 
particular thing longed for. 

A J s ^ j wahmd, Longing "(pregnant wo-
man). 

A cV"J wahwdh, E ^ wahwah, Nimble, 
agile, quick, active (man);—wahwah, A 
sort of bird. 

A unihud, wuhudat (v.n,. of AO»J), 
Being sole, unique, incomparable. 

A ^y-) wuhush (pi. of wahsh), Wild 
beasts ;—wuhushi biyaban, The wild beasts 
of the desert; savages ; satyrs. 

A wuhufat (v.n. of Being 
long and luxuriant (herbage or black hair). 

A Jje-j wuhul (pi. of wakal), Thin clays. 
A waky (v.n.), Indicating ; suggest-

ing; revealing; writing; revelation, any-
thing (divine) suggested, inspired, or re-
vealed (by vision or otherwise) < a book, 
writing, epistle (especially of a sacred cha-
racter) ; a sound; [wahyi rahbani, Divine 
revelation (that especially which Muham-

mad professed to have received by the angel 
Gabriel);—wahyi qalb, The (diviDe) inspi-
ration of the hear t ; — amlnu 'l-wahy, (en-
trusted with the revelation) The angel 
Gabriel;—hdtibu 'l~wahy (writer, i.e. col-
lector, of the revelation), The caliph 
'Umar;]—•-wahd, A sound, noise ; a great 
prince ; a king, monarch ;—wahiy, waki, 
Quick, swift, nimble; sudden (death);— 
wuhiy, wuhi (pi. of wafry), Things revealed, 
revelations. 

a ^JO-J wahy-dsa, Like inspiration, as 
if inspired. 

A wakid, fem. SA^ wahidat, wahida. 
Alone, unique, single, singular; sole, 
separated ;—wahidi dahr ('afr), Phoenix of 
the age. 

A ""Bjl^ wahidat-an, Only, singly. 
A wahim, Hot, sultry (day). 
ty wuhh, wah]k, t ) umhh (walsK) jdn, 

An exclamation of pleasure. 
A (•Uj wa%ham, An unhealthy country, 

one whose vegetation is unwholesome ;—• 
wi%hdm (pi. of wakfem), Heavy, disagree-
able men.; (pi. of wakhim, wak&um, wa-
khim) heavy, hurtful (meats); oppressed 
with indigestion. 

A. X.U; wafchtimat (v.n. of Having 
an indigestion, or the stomach overloaded 
(with meat) ; being heavy and indigestible 
(meat); iWigestion; discord, disagree-
ment ; hurtfulness, noxiousness, badness, 
injury, harm, evil. 

^s^Aj wakfecM, A date-stone. 
A wakhd, wakhaddn (v.n. of 

AS-J), Throwing out the feet in tbe manner 
of an ostrich (a camel); taking wide and 
quick steps ; that mode of walking. 

fy wak&ar, A place. 
A fy wakhz (v.n.), Striking slightly bu t 

not piercing (with a spear or similar 
weapon) ; pricking with a needle; mixing ; 
anything small or few. 

Lr^i wakksh, A beginning, commence-
ment ; name of a city ;—wak&ash, A dis-
ease in the feet of asses, which makes 
them lame. 

A t^-y wakhsh, (A person or thing) of 
the worst kind ; the dregs of the people. 

wakhshat, The fourth, according 
to others the fifth, of the five embclismal 
days formerly added to the Persian year. 

wahhshur, wukhshur, A prophet, an 
apostle (especially Muhammad). 

AT* jy^) wakhshur-band, J^AAJ waih-
8hur-pand, jI^ wakfashur-nihdd, Any 
law sstablished by divine authority. 

(jjAAj wakhshi, A garment of fine tex-
ture. 

^i-AAj wakjishirak, Khurasan worm-
wood. 

wakhshina, A white bird whifch 
appears in gardens in the spring j any-
thing white ; break of day. 



a 4/iAj wahhz (v.n.), Piercing (with a 
spear), but not penetrating mortally j 
(noariness) coming (upon one). 

A U j waftht (v.n.), Mixing, sprinkling 
(anyone) with a few white hairs (hoari-
ness); going quick; piercing or wounding 
deep. 

A T-At) wajchf (v.n.), Striking marsh -
mallows until they become viscous. 

A waikm (v.n.), Suffering from indi-
gestion ; heavy and disagreeable (man) ;— 
wa&hm, wakhim, Troubled with indigestion; 
heavy and unwholesome (meat). 

a waJskma, Bad unwholesome food. 
t) tp wafeh wajch, wufch wujch, Particles 

of exclamation, indicative of pleasure or 
surprise. 

A PYTJ wakhum. A heavy, disagreeable 
man; troubled with indigestion; an un-
healthy country;—wvMum, A suffering 
from indigestion. 

A imikkumat (v.n. of fty), Having 
an indigestion, or tbe stomach overloaded 
with meat; being heavy and indigestible 
(meat) ; indigestion. 

A wa&hy (v.n.), Intending, tending, 
going, or proceeding; — walshy, wa^hd, 
Aim, design, resolve ; a journey; a travel-
ler, a courier ; the right way ; any road by 
which one goes. 

A LA^ wa&hiz, Pierced, wounded. 
A iM-J wakhifat, Marshmallows beaten 

till they have become viscouB. 
A wakhim, fem. wakhimat, wa-

ihima, Heavy, unwholesome, noxious, 
hurtful, disastrous, injurious; a heavy, 
disagreeable man; pained with indiges-
tion ;—wa&hlm it shum, NoxiouB and un-
healthy. 

wad, Wise, intelligent, learned; warm, 
hot. 

A xpadd (v.n.), Loving, liking; a lover, 
friend; love, friendship ; (for watd) name 
of a mountain;—widd (v.n.), Love, friend-
ship, benevolence;'—vmdd (v.n.), Love, 
friendship; a lover, a friend; name of an 
Arabian idol. 

A e ^ widaj, The jugular vein in a 
horse. 

A wadad, wadddat, Love, friendship; 
•—wadud u ittihad, Love and concord;— 
shamamtu ruhi wadadi wa shimtu barqi 
wisal, 1 have inhaled the breath of love 
and spied the flash ^that announces the 
enjoyment) of union. 

A wad a', widd', Adieu, farewell; any 
benediction pronounced on taking leave, 
parting;—widd' guftan, To bid farewell;— 
al-wida', Farewell! adieu!;—majlisi widd', 
Audience for taking leave. 

a A»\i mdd'-ndma, Farewell letters. 
a ^ft ^ uridd'i, Valedictory. 

wadaght Fire. 

A widdq (v.n.), Wanting the male 
(=: jo , q.v.). . 

A widan (v.n. of y ^ ) , Moistening, 
steeping, soaking; paying great attention 
to (a bride). 

A gfUj wada'i* (pl. of wadi'), Agree-
ments, covenants; (pl. of wadi'at) depo-
sits. 

A t^i wadf (v.n.), Bleeding (a horse) in 
the neck; adjusting any difference;—tw»-
daj, The jugular vein of a horse, where it 
is generally bled ; cause, occasion, means. 

A uadajan (du. of wadaj), The two 
jugular veins ; two brothers, peers, equals. 

A wadh, Name of a drug, otherwise 
called zufd tar (cf. JJj) p. 629);— wadah, A 
ram who does not cover the female. 

wad&kin, A long-necked animal, 
having teeth, but no eyes, which is said to 
be fond of living in salt and dirty water. 

A wudada? (pl, of wa did), Friends, 
lovers. 

gU-jUj wadarastan, o^sAyOj iaad<ir$hitan, 
— (jU-.^ q.v. below. 

A wads (v.n.), Being hid, concealed j 
concealing; going away, departing; the 
first herbage covering the ground. 

A (JO^ (v.n.), Telling or talking in 
an indistinct, low, muttering voice. 

A wad' (v.n.), Placing, depositing; 
leaving at liberty, permitting, allowing 
one to do what he pleases; bidding adieu, 
taking leave; abandoning;—wada' (pl. of 
wada'at), Shells, conches veneris. 

A ICJY wada'at, wada"a, A small white 
shell (hung round the necks of children 
and cattle as a defence against fascina-
tion). 

A wadf (v.n.), Melting, falling in 
drops (fat) ; pouring in drops; giving 
little. 

A (J'JJ wadq (v.n.), Dropping, distilling 
(as the heavens), falling (rain) ; approach-
ing, drawing near; finding repose; being 
loose and purging (the belly) ; rain, espe-
cially incessant; face, aspect, aide; [zatu 
xcadqain, A misfortune attacking a man 
from two quarters;]—wadaq, wada-
qdn (v.n. of ti^j), Wanting the male. 

A ^ J j wadak (v.n.), Being fat, corpulent 
(man) ; the melted fat of meat, dripping ; 
name of the mother of Zahhak;—wadik, 
Fat (meat). 

A wadn (v.n.), Moistening, steeping, 
soaking; paying great attention (to a 
spouse), making (her) comfortable; bring-
ing forth a puny boy. 

wadut, Anger, rage (unsupported 
by examples). 

A JJJJ wadud, Loving, friendly, affec-
tionate ; beloved;—wadud u walud, Affec-
tionate and prolific (wife) ;—al-maliku 'l-
wadud, The loving king, i.e. God. 

A waduq, Libidinous (mare or ass) j 



•^-wuduq (v.n. of ^ j ) , Approaching, draw-
ing near,- being possible, feasible; rain-
ing. 

A wadvk, A fa t cock or hen. 
A wady (v.n. of ^gJj), Paying a mulct 

o>r a compensation for manslaughter; 
preparing to stale or cover (a horse); 
[wady andaihtan, To unsheath or draw (as 
a stallion) ;]•—wada, Death, destruction, 
murder;—wadiy, wadi, A young palm-tree 
or shoot. 

A wadiy at, wadiy a, Ope young palm-
tree or shoot. 

A wadid, A lover or friend. 
A wadi', Quiet, placid, obedient, 

mild, meek, tame; well-broke, manageable 
(horse) ; an agreement, covenant. 

A wadi'at, A deposit, trust, what-
ever is committed to another's charge; 
rain (as the deposit of the clouds) ; sub-

1'ects (aB committed to the charge of the 
:ing) ;—wadilati fyaydt sipurdan, To resign 

one's life, to die. 
A wadtf, Hastening; walking with 
swing, strutting. 
A Oi^j wadiq, (A mare or ass) wanting 

male. 
A wadik, A fat cock or hen, 
A (^JJ wadin, Steeped, wetted, soaked. 
A "Uj waz' (v.n.), Accusing, reproaching, 

treating opprobriously; checking, ehiding; 
being dim (the eye); a disagreeable 
speech. 

A fM) wizdm, Tripes with the intestines. 
A waza'il (pi. of wazilat), Pieces of 

nolished silver ; mirrors, looking-glasses. 
A wazd'im (pi. of wazimat), Offer-

ngs, especially of cattle sacrificed at 
Mecca. 

A wazh (v.n.), Collecting and driving 
(cattle);—wazah (v.n,), Having filth and 
sweat adhering to the fleece (a sheep) ; 
sweat or grease adhering to the wool of 
heep. 

A wazahat, waz aha, A little sweat 
and dung adhering to a sheep's groin and 
tail; somewhat, a little. 

A fay wazr (v.n. of j ^ ) , Letting go, let-
ting, allowing; abandoning. (See fa p. 
557.) 

A wazyat, Pain, disease ; defect, ble-
mish ;—ma bi-hi wazyat, He is faultless. 

A wazimat, An offering, especially 
of cattle, sacrificed at the temple of Mecca; 
the cattle so offered. 

ji war, Aboard uponwhich boys are taught 
to write; hea t ; (for wa agar) and i f ; (for 
bar) on, upon; the breast, chest; added to 
nouns, and then, to avoid an accumulation 
of consonants, frequently pronounced ur, 
it implies possession, as :—•peshawar, An 
artificer, one possessing ait;—ranjur (for 
ranj war), Sick, pained, grieved ;—eumjur, 
Houseless poor;—muzdur, A hireling, Ac. 

(See also fa-j) , , J^faj) below, where, 
like the A. s~<A*, i t is prefixed to the 
governed noun.) 

wa-rd (for o-rd), Him, to him. 
A ward (for Man, mankind ;— 

ward', What is behind or beyond; also 
what is before; the latter pa r t ; after, be-
hind ; beyond; besides, except;—ward'i 
parda, Behind the curtain;—ward'i jafyun, 
Transoxania;—dar ward'i parda'i Jchafa', 
Behind the veil of secrecy ; — dar ward'i 
zahri ahbdb, Behind friends' backs;—md 
ward'u 'n-nahar, The country beyond the 
river, i.e. Transoxania, Tartary, or Turan 
beyond the Ox us;—min ward'i, From be-
hind, on the hinder part. 

A wirdsat (v.n. of »±»y), Receiving by 
inheritance, inheriting; heritage, heredi-
tary right. 

A uly wirdd (pi. of ward), Roses ; rosy ; 
—warrdd, A gardener; one who waters 
cattle ;—wurrad (pi. of wdrid), Those who 
water cattle. 

A SAy warddat (v.n. of JJJ), Being of A 
bay colour (a horse). 

a Jy Vy ward-rod, Behind or beyond the 
river, Transoxania, Turkistan. 

jVy wuraz, warraz, A large hog ; a boar. 
a Jt] ward-zod, — q.v. above. 

warastdd, One's lot, portion from 
providence ; allowance of meat and cloth-
ing. 

yAAA ^ war-iitadan (for bar-istddan). 
To rise up or stand. 

A Uy wirdt (v.n. of Gathering toge-
ther scattered camels, in order to be num-
bered by the tithing man; separating 
those which are in a body; (pi. of war tat) 
precipices, places of danger; whirlpools ; 
also— 

A wiratat, Fraud, deceit. 
A ward', ward'at (v.n. of 

Being timid, terrified; being cautious; 
being moderate, pious, modest, temperate, 
continent;—warrd', Moderate, temperate; 
pious, devout. 

waragh,, Glow, light, flame of fire. 
A wardq, The surface of the ground 

verdant with herbage ;—wirdq, The season 
when trees come into leaf; (pi. of warq) 
stamped moneys ; — warrdq, A writer, 
copyist, transcriber; a cutter of paper; 
ful l of leaves. 

A wirdqat, The profession of a copy-
ist or transcriber; the art of cutting out 
paper. 

A wvrah, A cushion placed on the 
fore part of a camel's saddle and doubled 
under; the pari of a camel-saddle on which 
the rider rests his foot. 

waram, Any deficiency of weight or 
measure for which a deduction is made; 
light and easy; name of a city in Persia. 



wardrpbar, On that or the other 
side. 

A wardniyat, The backside. 
A Wi, warayd, The creatures of God. 

—a ) ^Ijj wardyi past u baland, 
The invisible world (lit. beyond low and 
high). 

A AFYJ ward'id (pl. of marid), Jugular 
veins. 

A warb, The den of a wild beast; the 
mouth of the hole of a field-mouse or 
scorpion; the space between the index and 
thumb ; an interpolation ;—wtrb, Industry, 
skill, ingenuity, art, cunning; — warab 
(v.n.), Being corrupt and degenerate 
(Btock) ;—warib, Corrupt. 

j) war-band, The poitrel of a horse. 
AAÂ  )} war-poshna, ^ war-posha, A 

woman's mantle or veil, 
wart, wurt, Naked ;-~war-at (for war-

tu or war tu-rd), If thou, thee, to thee. 
^ warta, (in Zand and Pazand) A rose. 
C^y wartdj, Great; mallows ; the nenu-

{>har; or a water-plant which turns its 
eaves always towards the suu ; a fire-

worshipper; a worshipper of the sun; a 
quail. 

)) war-taftan (for bar-taftan), To 
kick, tread on; to bend. 

wartaj, A quail. 
tft)) wartij, A quail; threshold, sill. 
ejAs-J^ wartasldan, To sit, to sit down. 
A «A»Y wars, Anything recent or fresh; 

—wirs (v.n.), Receiving by inheritance, 
succeeding as heir. 

A &)) war as at, war asa (pl. of wdris), 
Heirs;—warsat, warsa, A heritage. 

warj, An area round a house ;—warj, 
wiij (S. varchas), Greatness, largeness; 
grandeur, pomp; worth, value; office, 
dignity, charge, rank; step, degree; hard; 
a digging, rooting up;—wiraj, Galangale. 

warjaslagi, A pustulous erup-
tion. 

y ) ) warji, Name of a street (m.c. from 
R.?) . 

warchi (for wa agarchi), Although. 
warkk,, Name of a herb used in dis-

eases of the eye. 
A tjp warakh, Softness, thinness of leaven 

(from too much water). 
„ 

To rise, stand up. 
gAj, warakJjf, ^a^ warakhch. Impure, 

filthy, hideous, abominable, unsightly. 
»>5y®")? warakhchi, Foulness, ugliness. 

war khash, Beginning of a work; 
name of a city in the district of Balkh. 

war-khwurdan (for bar-khwur-
dan), To see ; meet, find. 

A T>Y ward, A rose; a flower; leaf of a 
flower, petal; any flowering tree or shrub; 
rosy; a roan-coloured horse; a tawny 
lion; name of one of the seven horses 

^ war-khastan (for bar-khdstan), 

which Muhammad is said to have pos-
sessed ; [wardu 'l-abyaz, White rose; nar-
cissus;—wardi chini, Rose of Jericho, or 
dog-rose;—wardi difld, Rododaphne-rosej 
—wardi muzd'af, The hundred-leaf rose;— 
abu 'I-ward (father of the rose), Penis ;]— 
wird, Continual motion or employment, 
incessant labour, daily use, practice ; a 
t ask ; approach, access (to water) ; water-
ing cattle; also tbe time and place of 
watering; a body of men or cattle at a 
wateriug-place; thirsty ; a halting-place, 
stage; a section of the Qur 'an; rosy; a 
fever, the day oo which it begins; [wirdi 
zabdn, Speaking perpetually, a fluency of 
speech ;]—•wird, ward, A tree; a legion, 
detachment, army;—wurd (pl. of ward), 
Roses; rose - coloured ; roan - coloured 
(horses). 

JJJ wird, A disciple, pupil, apprentice. 
O-AAU j) war-dashtan (for bar-ddshtan), 

To exalt. 
tijUjj warddn, A rolling-pin; an apart-

ment open in front;—wirdan,A wart; (pl. 
of wird) pupils, apprentices. 

warddna, A rolling-pin; an axle-
tree. 

A S ^ wardat, One rose ; a single flower ; 
(fem. of ward) rosy, roseate;—wurdat, 
Rose-colour; dun-colour. 

db^ wardak, Paraphernalia of a bride, 
what a woman brings to her husband's 
house. 

te^j) wardana, A rolling-pin; an axle-
tree. 

warduk, The effects of a bride ;— 
also Afjjjj warduka, A thatched house or 
hut. 

5 w a r d a , A pigeon living among 
rocks ; a pigeon-house, especially a tu r re t ; 
a stick with which pigeons are forced to 
take wing (on their flight being often laid 
great wagers). 

a wardi, fem. & w a r d i y a t , wardlya, 
Rosy;—wardiyatu 'sh-shamim, The odour 
of uttar of roses, of a rosy smell. 

wardij, A quail. 
warz, Gain, profit, acquisition; cus-

tom, habi t ; trade, art, c raf t ; art of tan-
ning; growing ^corn ; a sown field; agri-
culture ; a field having a raised border 
round i t ; minced meat; the river Oxus; 
Transoxania ; (in comp.) gaining, acquir-
ing ; learning; accustomed to, conversant 
with ; sowing ;—db-warz, A swimmer ;—• 
ijchlds-warzdn, Persons accustomed to sin-
cerity. 

ftx warzdv (contraction of warz-gdv), A 
ploughing-ox. 

warzad, He sows, &c. (see 
below). 

uaarzrod, The Oxus; Turkistan. 
warzi&h, Custom, habit, exercise, 



u«e, study, labour, exertion; gain; absti-
nence, sobriety. 

u^jy wcrzish-ttdna, A place for ath-
letic exercise, a gymnasium. 

warz-lcar, A farmer, ploughman. 
warzkun, A flagon of water (doubt-

ful ; cf. t^})) below). 
jVS jy warz-gdv, An ox for ploughing. 
/})) waregar, Workman; farmer, plough-

man. 
warzagan, A pitcher full of water. 

war azm, Fire. 
AJjy warzand, They sow, &c. (see 

below). 
warza, Acquiring, accomplishing; 

agriculture; art, trade, profession; a 
cultivator. 

warzl, A tiller of the land, la-
bourer; tillage; work, trade, exercise;— 
saldh-warzi, Exercise of arms. 

warzldan, To sow a field; to ac-
custom oneself, to acquire and cultivate a 
habit; to boast, glory; to labour, endea-
vour, study; to acquire, gain; to be a 
faithful observer of religious duties; to 
blow ; to ply; to exercise, perform, prac-
tise ;—inkiraf warzldan, To decline, avoid, 
turn away; to swerve, deviate, deflect; to 
rebel, to revolt;—taghaful warzldan, To be 
negligent, inattentive;—aukunat warzldan, 
To take up one's residence;—Tclna warzl-
dan, To cherish hatred. 

warzlda, Sown; assiduous, indus-
trious, laborious ; very experienced ; any-
thing which has been very much handled, 
and thereby become smooth (as leather). 

fa warazh, Galangale, or sweet cane. 
wars, waras, A blacksmith's or far-

rier's twitch ; a bit of wood put through a 
camel's nose; rope-fetters; a thread;— 
wurs, The wild cypress. 

A u+jj wars, Saffron; a plant resembling 
sesame, peculiar to Arabia Felix, of which 
a wash for the face is made;—waras (v.n.), 
Being covered with a green smooth moss 
(a rock in water). 

u-jU wirs, A verst = 3,500 feet (m.c. 
from R.). 

l~y warsd, A starling or Btare. 
Qj^Uy warsd]chldan, To lick. 
jUy warsdz, Ingenious, clever, acute; 

graceful, neat, elegant; a performer on a 
musical instrument; name of a place and 
of a country. 

JiUy warsdyil, Versailles (m.c.). 
warastdd, A stipend, a pension. 

yU-^j warastdn, waristdn, The disciples 
or followers of a prophet or saint. 

^ySi. (r1), The principal Arab 
foot-soldiers in a king's household (in the 
dialect of Gilan). 

warsan, Fetters ; a rope, a cord. 
«s£l*y warsang, Strange, wonderful, 

curious; respectable, worthy of conside-

ration ; esteem, honour, reverence, respect 
a makeweight. 

warelj, Ceiling, roof; floor; thresh-

v^y war-ash (wa agar o-r&), And if him or 
to him, and if his, according to context. 

A \J>% war8h, A dish made with milk; 
name of a Qur'an-reader. 

a <J>xJ war ash, A turtle-dove, wood-
pigeon. 

warashad, A stipend, pension. 
A wirshdn, pi. o f— 
A warashdn, A turtle-dove, wood-

pigeon. 
oVsAjj warashtad, Stipendium. 

warashtan, To wash. 
warehak, A bit of cloth, or little 

bag in which medicine and drugs are put. 
warshakast, A bankrupt;—war-

ahihast shudan, To become a bankrupt 
(m.c.). 

—warshikastagl, Bankruptcy 
(m.c.). 

ylsAjj warashndn, The disciples or fol-
lowers of any prophet, 

war shim, Sort; division, part, 
section. 

A war tat, warta, A precipice, laby-
rinth ; any danger or difficulty in which 
one is embarrassed ; a whirlpool; destruc-
tion, ruin ;—warta1 i hal&Tcat, The gulf of 
perdition; a fatal precipice. 

^Syty warturl, Name of a mountain-
plant with many medicinal qualities; wild 
leek. 

A war', wara' (v.n.), Being timid, 
cautious ; refraining from anything doubt-
ful (in religious points), being scrupulous 
and apprehensive cf doing wrong; being 
modest, pious, chaste, and temperate;— 
wur', wuru1 (v.n.), Being small, slender, 
and weak;—wara', Timidity, cowardice; 
abstinence from anything doubtful; the 
fear of God; temperance, chastity;—wari', 
Timid, scrupulous; one who fears God; 
cautious, chaste; small, slender, weak, 
deficient. 

A fejj war'at, wur'at (v.n. of £y), Being 
timid, cautious, continent; modesty, chas-
tity. 

wargh/. warigh, A mound, a dam, or 
weir for confining water; a ditch; a 
weasel; light, splendour ;—wurugh, Dark-
ness, obscurity ; agitation, mental distress, 
chagrin. 

Lfcy wargfad, wargfadra, An indolent 
swelling. 

—fey warghast. Name of a plant resem-
bling spinach growing on the banks of 
rivers. 

warghasht, Clear, open; a sort of 
herb. 

^warghalanldagi, Incitement, 
instigation j seduction. 



yi^ i i i ^ war-ghaldnldan, To seduce, in-
vite, debauch; to join; to desire; to pre-
vail. 

wargfaan, An indolent swelling; a n j 
round protuberance on the body. 

A CJJJ warf (v.n), Being broad, long, and 
extensive (a shadow); being fresh and 
verdant (a plant). 

war raf an, An intercessor, me-
diator. 

A j)) warq (v.n.j, Stripping (a tree) of 
its leaves; coming into leaf (a tree);— 
warq, wirq, wurq, waraq, wariq, Coin, 
stamped money -,—wurq, Years without 
rain ;—waraq, A leaf of a tree or of paper; 
paper cut out into any shape ; a playing-
card ; the parchment with which the body 
of a rebeck is covered; blood dropping 
from a wound, making a round or leafy 
figure on the ground; young men in the 
bloom of youth or prime of life; wealth 
in money or camels; [ waraq az sar wd-
hardan, To turn over the cards, to see 
which have been played;—waraqi dftdb, 
The cheek of a mistress; a playing-card 
with the image of the sun on it;—waraqu 
*t-tut, Mulberry-leaf; — waraqu 'l-khiydl, 
Name of an intoxicating drug (Cannabis 
sativus) ;—waraqi bad, The tongue;—wa-
raq bar-gar danldan, — waraq garddnidan 
below;—•waraqi chize khwdndan, To de-
scribe a thing;—waraq dar-nawishtan (ran-
dan, %ai hardan), To run over the leaves, 
to peruse; (met.) to wander through, to 
travel over;—waraq darldan, To tear the 
page; (met.) to abandon, to relinquish, to 
leave;—waraq siyah hardan, To fill a page 
with writing; — waraq garddnidan, To 
change (love for hatred, or the contrary) ; 
to turn over a new leaf;—waraq gashtan 
(bar-gashtan), Passive of the preceding;— 
waraqi nd-niwishta khwdndan, To know 
hidden or mysterious things ; — waraq 
waraq gashtan, To consider well, to read 
attentively;—ba-waraq burdan, To make 
a clean copy;]—wariq, Leafy; vile, ava-
ricious, low, sordid. 

A Al,. warqd', Brown, tawny, dusky-
coloured (she-wolf or pigeon) ; a she-wolf; 
a female pigeon. 

A waraqat, waraqa, One leaf; a 
letter, billet, schedule, paper ;—waraqa'i 
widad, Friendly letters ;—hdmili waraqa, 
The bearer of these presents. 

a waraq-ddgh, The number of a 
page. 

a JŜ j waraqi zlri nigln, waraq-
zlr-nigin, The foil of a precious stone. 

a (r
t~> waraq-sanj, An attentive reader, 

a careful peruBer. 
a ( j i ta j>y waraq-ddghl, Written paper. 
a JJJ waraq-nil, A plant, of which 

women make a decoction for dyeing the 
eyebrows black. 

warqa, Name of the lover of Gul-
shah. 

a (jSy waraqe, A single leaf. 
A d j j warh (v.n.), Placing (anything) 

near the haunch or hip; resting, reclining 
on one's haunch ;—warh, wirh, warih, The 
hip or haunch-bone ; buttocks, haunches. 

d j j warah, A thorn used for heating 
ovens;—warih, A falcon; a pigeon. 
(Doubtful.) 

Mj) warhd (for warhah?), A falcon; (A. 
Aiy q.v. above) a kind of pigeon. 

A P ĴJ warhd' (fem. of aurah), Large-
hipped (woman); name of Abraham's 
birth-place. 

fa)) warhdr, Busy, occupied ; every kind 
of frui t not produced from a tree, as 
melons, cucumbers, gourds, &c.; vulva. 

warhah, A rapacious bird of the 
kite species (iu Arabic called surad). 

S^^jj warhdhuj, t ^ ^ j j wdrhdluj, A 
broken finger. 

a warhdna, Large-hipped (woman). 
warhatd, (in 2and and Pazand) A 

bone. 
($<*fa j) war-hardan (for bar-hardan), To 

extol, exalt, raise high ; to pull up, tear 
out, extirpate; to throw away ; to prop, 
support; to burn, set fire to. 

ufa^ war-harda, Kindled, set on fire. 
warhah, A falcon which eats car-

rion. 
fa)) warho, &fa}) warhoh, Name of a city in 

Iraq. 
^JJ wargd, A black grain growing in corn, 
j%) wargar, Fruits produced twice a year. 

wargdh, A kind of hawk; a ditch, 
pool, or marsh ; a stove in a bath. 

{^sjaSj) war-gashtan (for bar-gashtan), To 
subvert; to be ruined. 

fax war-go (for bar-go), Speak thou; 
name of a city. 

\J*faj) wargosh, ^faj) wargoshl, An ear-
ring with a long drop; lobe of the ear. 

<s£j) wargah, A beam, joist, rafter. 
A J j ; waral, An animal of the lizard 

kind, with a broad head, a rough skin of a 
reddish yellow, swift of foot, with en-
venomed teeth, and a sting-tail. 

y-Sjj warlas, Name of the body of the 
planet Mercury. 

a waral-mdhl, A newt, eft, asker. 
warling zadan, To flee (unsup-

ported, but cf. bar lang zadan under 
p. 1129). 

ft) waram (for wa agar man or ma-rd), 
And if I , me, to me, <fcc. 

A f>}) waram (v.n.), Swelling, becoming 
inflate (the skin); being angry, enraged, 
being distended with rage (the nose) ; a 
tumour, swelling, imposthume ; (in P.) an 
inflammation. 

warmal zadan, warmdl 
hardan, To run away in terror. 



^jii^U jj war-mdUdan (for bar-mdlidan), 
To tuck up the skirt and sleeves of one's 
garment; to flee; to do anything shameful, 
and run away. 

^ . i iU^ warmdndagi, Colic from indiges-
tion or repletion. 

i f j ) war man, (in Zand and Pazand) He. 
warna, wumd (for barnd), A youth; 

good, fair; a turtle-dove, blue-coloured 
pigeon; wheat. 

u*^)) wurnas, Careless, indolent, sense-
less. 

wimQik, Name of a fountain in 
Kashmir. 

)) war-nam, A surname;-—war-ndm 
nihadan, To surname. 

j j war-nama, Superscription of a 
letter. 

O^)) warnan, warrandn, Useful, advanta-
geous ; a mediator. (See of which it 
is probably a misreading.) 

A warnat, Name of the month Zu '1-
qa'dah. 

waranj, Greedy, gluttonous, avari-
cious. 

0*?)} waranjan, waranjin, A ring 
of gold or of silver worn by women on 
their wrists and ankles; a bracelet or 
anklet. 

•kry waranja, Name of a famous general 
in the army of the RuBBians. 

Jjj) warand, A spider and its web. 
war and az, Sketching or doing any-

thing roughly ; taking the measure of gar-
ments. 

j) war-nishasian (for bar-nishastan), 
To mount on horseback, or in a carriage; 
to embark on board ship. 

warang, A patch ; a darning. 
^ war nam nihadan, To kill one, 

and bury him in the ground, growing 
flowerB over the grave (so that it should 
not be discovered) ; (met.) to disappear. 

warnush, Name of the soul of the 
lunar globe. 

jy war na (for wa agar na), And if not, 
otherwise. 

warwdr, SjVjy warwdra, A royal seat 
or throne; an open gallery or balcony on 
a house-top. 

A Jjyj wurud (v.n. of Arriving, being 
present, appearing, entering, descending, 
alighting, approaching (to drink) ; attack-
ing (as a fever) ; approach, entrance, de-
scent, arrival; a watering; (pl. of wand) 
the jugular veins on each side of the neck. 

A SAyj wurudat (v.n. of Being bay-
coloured (a horse). 

fin wirwir, wirauwir, ^ wirwir puf, 
Muttering magic incantations. 

*>JW warwara, Pontic mouse ; squirrel, 
A wurush (v.n. of J^J), Taking, de-

vouring (food) ; being greedy; going un-
invited to a feast. 

A warn', wuru* (v.n. of fa), Being 
timid, terrified, cautious, especially in 
doubtful points, fearing to do anything 
unlawful or sinful; being moderate, pious, 
modest, temperate, continent;—wuru' (v.n. 
of Being weak, small, slender. 

£))) wurogh, Eructation; darkness, ob-
scurity ; trouble. 

A YJ wurufc (v.n. of ^j j) , Lying on the 
side, the hip touching the ground; strik-
ing on the hip; remaining, staying, dwell-
ing ; turning the hip (warak) when going 
to dismount. 

A warah (v.n.), Being foolish, stupid ; 
being bewildered with fear; awkwardness, 
a want of skill; folly, stupidity ; insolence. 

warham, Harsh words, 
^jfc fi war ham nihadan, s= jy 

above (doubtful). 
warhamin, th*^ warhln, Hard 

bread ; bread baked of wheat and barley. 
A wary (v.n.), Corrupting, eating 

away (the inside of the body) ; emitting 
sparks of fire (tha stick zand); being 
kindled (a fire); being plentiful and thick 
(marrow) in a bone; being fat ; pus, 
corrupted matter in the body; a large 
ulcer full of, or running with, matter;— 
ward, Men, mortals ;—wariy, wari, A stick 
(zand) which emits sparks ;—wuriy (v.n.), 
Emitting sparks of fire (the stick zand). 

kjj waryd, A large iron hammer. 
sHi;; warib, Anything preponderating, as 

the load on one side of a horse; part of 
anything, especially prominent or project-
ing ;—wurib, wirib, Crooked, curved. 

A hjj waryat, warya, Tinder; touchwood. 
A •ijjj warid, The jugular vein on either 

side of the neck (also called hablu 7-
warid), 

)4JJ wiriz, A particular gum ; cassia. 
A fijijj warizat, wariza, A vein reaching 

from the stomach to the liver. 
A waris, Dyed with the plant wars. 
JU-̂ AJJ waristdd, A foot, footstep. 
A wari', fem. wari'at, wari'a, Absti-

nent, abstemious, chaste. 
warigk, Name of a place in the 

country of Rum. 
A warif (v.n. of <-*)}), Being long, 

broad, and widely extended -(a shadow); 
being fresh and green (a plant); a quick 
pace. 

A ijij) wariq, fem. wariqat, wariqa, 
Leafy. 

A wuraiyi'at, wuraiyi'a (dim. of 
ward'), A little before or behind; a little 
beyond. 

j j waz (for wa az), Again ; from hence. 
A )p wazz, A goose. 
A wizarat, waz drat, The dignity of 

vizier, minister, or privy counsellor, vizier-
ate, premiership;—wizarati 'uzmd, The 
office of prime minister or grand vizier. 



a wizdrat-khdna, Min i s t ry ;—wa-
rat-hhana sharqiya, Ministry for Eastern 
affairs (in Russia, m.c.). 

a, v»U wizdrat ma'db, Vizier. 
A wizdgh (pi. of wazagh at), Lizards; 

frogs. 
wazan, Blowing (wind) ; — bddi 

wazdn-dsd, Like a violent wind. 
A wizdn, Opposite, over against;— 

waxzdn, One who weighs, a weigher. 
A wazanat, Prudence, sagacity. 
A;)j wazr, wizr (v.n.), Bearing (a burden), 

supporting, sustaining; committing a 
crime, sinning;—wizr, A burden, load, 
anything heavy or oppressive; weight, 
heaviness ; a crime, sin, fault ; a bundle of 
clothes, arms, &c.;—wasar, A mountain or 
any place of refuge, an asylum; a fortifica-
tion. 

A wuzara' (pi. of wazir), Viziers, 
privy counsellors, ministers of state ;—wu-
zara i 'izdmi zawi 'l-ihtirdm wa wukald'i 
fikhami 'dli-makdm, Illustrious viziers en-
dowed with honour, and magnificent vice-
gerents of exalted dignity (titles given to 
ministers of state). 

t ^ j j j wazrdnitan, (in Zand and Pazand) 
To go. 

b wuzurg (for buzurg), Great, large. 
yj*}) wazish, The blowing of the wind. 
A waz' (v.n.), Restraining, checking, 

prohibiting ; bringing (soldiers) together, 
allowing the front to mix with the rear. 

A wassa'at, waza'a (pi. of wdzi'), Go-
vernors, prefects; captains, generals; 
guards, those whose duty it is to keep 
people off, and to prevent confusion. 

a wazagh, A species of lizard, which 
lives upon scorpions and is poisonous; a 
ohameleon ( = ^ v ^ f q.v. p. 79);— 
wazagM dbi (or simply wazagh), A frog; 
—wazagh dar dstin darad, He has a frog in 
his sleeve (said of a vile fellow). 

A wizghdn, pi. of— 
A wazaghat, wazagha. A kind of 

lizard; a frog. 
<-=—Aij; wazghasht, Name of a herb. 
a Jj}; wazaq, A f rog; galangale, sweet 

cane;—wazaq dar dstin, A vile fellow (cf. 
wazagh dar dstin darad under ;—wazaq 
dar zamin kardan, To practise sorcery; to 
make mischief in the world, to raise sedi-
tion. 

wazak, A f rog; a lizard; a towel; a 
particular tree which bears no fruit, of 
which it iB said that, if a man drinks some 
of the expressed juice of its leaves after 
swallowing a leech, the animal will imme-
diately be thrown up again. 

A wozm (v.n. of (•);), Eating only 
once a day; quantity. 

A*j; wazma, Winter. 
At wazma-bad, A wind which begins 

to blow about the end of winter. 

A wazn (v.n.), Weighing exactly 
weighing out (to anyone) money, telling 
(it) by just weight; examining; making 
(verses) according to just measure; weight, 
measure; a large measure of dates hardly 
to be lifted from the ground; metre, 
poetic measure; reputation, esteem, ho-
nour ; examination; proper mode, just 
proportion; name of a star which rises 
before Canopus ;—wazn bar fchwesh guzdsh-
tan, To fancy oneself great, to make much 
of oneself; — wazn ddshtan, To weigh 
(intr.). 

wazan, One who goes friskingly, 
briskly, cheerfully;—wizan, A tree of 
which bows are made. 

A waznat, wazna, A weight; a small 
balance; a powder-flask (m.c.) ;—wiznat, A 
certain mode of weighing; a measure or 
weight. 

a)\Aij; wazn-ddr, (Money) of just weight. 
a wazn-sang, Authority, power, 

gravity (of demeanour). 
wazang, A little bit of cloth, patch. 

a Mj) wazna, see above. 
a wazna-ji, <Uj; wazna-dar, A 

weigher, one who examines the justness of 
weight (m.c.). 

a <J>)) wazni, Heavy, weighty. 
A Ĵ J); wazwdz, Volatile, light, inconstant 

(man) ; nimble, active. 
A wazn1 (v.n.), Restraining, checking, 

prohibiting; exciting, urging; inspiring. 
A. wuzun (pi. of wazn), Large mea-

sures of dates. 
(jJ^j; wazidan (S. vah, Z. vaz), To blow 

as the wind; to grow (as herbage or hair). 
wazidan-gah, Airy site, windy 

place. 
yjj wazer, Turmeric. 
A jij) wazir, A vizier, counsellor of state, 

minister, vicegerent, or lieutenant of a 
king (as bearing the weight of govern-
ment) ; a helper, assistant; a porter;— 
waziri a1 zam, The grand vizier, prime-
minister — waziri amuri fcharija, Mi-
nister of Foreign Affairs (m.c.); — waziri 
bahri, Minister of Marine or Naval 
Affairs (m.c.); — waziri tijdrat u faldhat, 
Minister of Commerce and Agriculture 
(m.c.) ;—Waziri jang, Minister of War 
(m.c.) ;—waziri chap, An officer of govern-
ment ;—waziri ddkhila, Home Secretary 
(m.c.) ;—waziri ddri 'l-khildfa. Governor 
of the Capital (in Persia, m.c.);—waziri 
dar-bdr, Court Marshal; Lord Chamber-
lain ; Minister of the Palace (mm.cc.) ;— 
waziri duwuli kharija, Secretary of State 
for Foreign Affairs ;—waziri 'adliya, Presi-
dent of the Privy Council (m.c.) ;—waziri 
'ulum, Minister of Public Instruction 
(m.c.) ;—waziri fawd'id, Minister of Public 
Works (m.c.);—waziri mdliya, Minister of 
Finances (m.c.) ;—waziri mukht&r, Envoy 



Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten-
tiary. 

a tŝ JJ? woj&Jri, The office of minister of 
state, vizierate, viziership, premiership; a 
kind of fig; surname of an Indian poet ; 
—wazlrl namudan, To discharge the office 
of vizier. 

A wazif (v.n. of WIJJ), Making haste, 
travelling fas t ; a quick pace. 

A f*tjj wazlm, Meat dried, bruised, and 
eaten with anything fat (especially flesh 
of crocodiles and locusts) ; a bunch of 
pot-herbs; corpulent, fleshy, firm-bodied 
(man). 

A wazlmat, wazzma, A bundle of pot-
herbs. 

A wazin, Weighty, ponderous ; an 
accurate weigher ; [wazlnu"r-ray, Prudent, 
sagacious;]—wazzln, A goose. 

fy wazh, Auger, indignation, rage ; ma-
lice, malignity ; the herb galangale. 

tj) wazhkk, Galangale, sweet cane; a 
span. 

fiojj wazkda, Anything poured out. 
0$) wazhan, Density, grossness. 

wazhang, A fringe, edging; a little 
piece of cloth, patch;—wuzhang, A thin 
kind of bark of a liver-colour bound round 
that end of an arrow to which the point is 
made f a s t ; fringe, edge, ornament sewed 
to the border of a garment; a patch. 

J j j wazkal, — J ^ q.v. above (probably 
misreading). 

(j)-ify wazknln, Watery camel's milk. 
wuzhiil, Taste and relish of savoury 

food or soup; broth, soup; the shin-bone 
of a sheep, ankle-bone ; noise, uproar, tu-
mult ; violence; climate, country. 

Bjuljjj wuzhulanda, One who excites to 
mutiny or rebellion; a promoter of war 
and discord. 

t ) ^ wuzkulldan, To entice, instigate, 
seduce; to excite, to promote quarrels and 
disputes; to quench th i r s t ; to blow (as 
the wind). 

ifiy wazkuh, Dropping of rain from eaves, 
fijj wazha, A span. 

wazhidan, To measure with a span, 
u-j was (for q.v. p. 184), Enough, 

Sufficient; much ; how. 
A oU, wisad, SoU.J wisadat, wisada, A 

cushion, pillow, couch, or day-bed; a 
throne. 

A i t U j was at at, Mediation, arbitration ; 
medium; mediocrity in point of quality. 

A wasd', An excellent horse pacing 
with long s teps ;—wis a' (pl. of wasl'), 
Wide, roomy, ample, spacious (places); 
—wassdWide-stepping (camel). 

A JLcV-j was a1 at (v.n.), Going with a wide 
step, or with a cubit's space between each ; 
being of a generous creed. 

A j t - J wisdq (pl. of wasiq), (Camels) in 
foal. 

A wasam, wasamat (v.u. of 
(*»}), Being beautiful, nandsome, elegant 
—wisdm, A mark with which cattle are 
branded; (pl. of wasim, wasimat) Hand-
some-faced (men or women). 

A ) wasawis (pl. of waswasat), Sug-
gestions (especially evil ones); tempta-
tions ;—wasdwisi shaitdn, The temptations 
of the devil. 

A AJUJ wasa'id (pl. of wisad), Cushions, 
pillows. 

A wasa'it (pl. of wasl tat), Means, 
intermediate links. 

A JfWj was d'il (pl. of wasilat), Causes, 
means. 

A S—J wash (v.n.), Being grassy, abound-
ing in herbage (ground) ;—wish, Plants, 
herbs growing in abundance ; — ivasab 
(v.n.), Being dirty and filthy ; dirt, filth. 

wastd, Fire ; a commentary on the 
Zand or the book of Zoroaster; praising, 
glorifying God. 

j i jU- j wastdzand, A title of the Zand. 
CjU-j wastan, Sleeping on the back; one 

who sleeps on his back. 
^ U cf—j toast-fall, Westphalia (m.c.). 

EL^X-J wastrak, wastark, was trang, 
The red button of a rose, which remains 
after the leaves have dropped off ; marsh-
mallows. 

wastl, Translation, explanation. 
A wasajch (v.n.), Being dirty (a gar-

ment) ; dirt, nastiness; ear-wax; [wasa-
hhu 'l-kawdrir, Bees-wax ;]—wasi]ch, Dirty, 
nasty. 

a wasakhndk, Dirty, filthy. 
A A-J wusud (pl. of wisad), Pillows, 

cushions. 
wussad (for a—i q.v. p. 186), Coral. 

A wast (v.n.), Sitting amongst many 
people; penetrating into the middle of a 
crowd; [wasta ' l-qaum, In the midst of the 
people ;]—wasat (pl, ausat), Middle, 
centre; the waist; centrical; just, equit-
able ; magnificent, opulent;—dar wasat, In 
the middle or centre of ; amongst (m.c.). 

A Jjtu-. wuetd, Middle (finger) ; middling, 
neither long nor short (speech) ; the middle 
one of the five daily prayers appointed by 
the Muhammadan law. 

A was', wis', wusPower, abili ty; 
opportunity, ease, conveniency of doing; 
opulence ; capacity, capability of holding; 
eloquence -,—hattd 'l-was', To the utmost. 

A wu&'at, Latitude, amplitude, spa-
ciousness, space ; convenience, opportunity, 
ease, leisure. 

a wus'at-kada, wus'at-
gdh, A spacious and pleasant place, 

j wisfad, Much, many. 
A >) wasq (v.n.), Gathering together, 

heaping up, collecting, driving ; taking up 
a load ; conceiving, becoming pregnant, 
having the matrix closed ;— wasq, wisq, 



wasaq (?), A load of corn weighing 60 sd1; 
a camel-load; a freight. 

A wash, wush (v.n.), Hastening; 
haste, hurry. 

^jfa") w as kar da, wisharda, Active, expert, 
industrious ; one who does anything speed-
ily ; powerful, strong. 

A wasrn (v.n.), Marking with a hot 
iron, branding (man or beast) ; describing, 
delineating ; excelling in beauty ; the mark 
left by a hot iron; sign, mark, brand; 
a spring-rain (see ; below); a name; 
—wasm dadan, To brand, mark. 

A PU-J wusamd' (pi. of wasim), Hand-
some, comely, beautifnl. 

A wasmat, wasma, Leaves of woad 
or indigo-plant; also their juice; indigo, 
with which the skin or cloth is dyed. 

a wasma-posh, Dressed in 
clothes stained or dyed with wasma. 

a wasma-ddr, Stained with 
wasma. 

a wasml, Spring rain; spring-
grass. 

wasan, Dirty, filthy; filth, defile-
ment. 

A tf~)Wasan (v.n.),Slumbering,beginning 
to sleep ; fainting from the putrid exhala-
tion of a well; slumber, sleep; drowsi-
ness; a nap, snooze; need, want \~v>asin, 
fem, wasinat, wasina, Drowsy; indis-
posed from the noisome exhalation of a 
well. 

wasnd, ; wasnad, Many; full, 
abundant. 

A Y ^ ; wasndn, Sleepy, slumbering, 
dozing. 

A ; wasnat, wasanat, Sleep; slumber, 
drowsiness. 

wasang, Name of a plant or herb 
growing in rocky places and fragrant as a 
lemon. 

wasni, wusni, Two women married 
to one husband ; a rival wife. 

wusu, Leaning upon, supporting one-
self ; the circumference of the mouth. 

A waswds, Anything suggested to 
the mind; an evil inspiration; doubt, sus-
pense ; a low voice or sound (of hunters 
or dogs); the rattling of a necklace, jingle 
of earrings, or anything similar; the rus-
tling of silk; the noise of a tree moved 
by the wind; [ainoas-tms, Satan, the temp-
ter;] — wiswds (v.n. of (j*»y~;), Suggesting, 
hinting (one's own thoughts or the devil) ; 
a diabolical suggestion, black inspiration; 
temptation of the devil. 

a ^-V-i waswasi, Doubtful, distracting; 
apprehensive; melancholy, morbid. 

A l~*y*)waswasat,waswasa (v.n. of ^j- . ; ) , 
Inspiring, suggesting (one's own mind or 
Satan) ; a suggestion ; instinct; fear, an-
xiety ; conscience; temptation; construed 
with burdan, bastan, hardan, Ac. 

a)\<ii\ waswasa-andax, One who in-
jects evil suggestions ; suggestive of evil. 

A LA.*-; wasut, A kind of hair-tent; a she-
camel which fills the pail with one milk-
ing ;—wusut (v.n. of j), Entering the 
middle, going between, 

A wusuq (pi. of wasaq), Camels' 
loads. 

A pyy wusum (pi. of wasm), Marks burnt 
upon the skin, brands. 

A-.; wasa, Power ; wood ; a stick, staff. 
A GO-; wasij (v.n.), Travelling with a 

certain quick pace (a camel) ; a hasty step 
or pace. 

A waslt, Middle ; a mediator, arbi-
ter, umpire; highest in rank, dignity, or 
kind; (for wasit) name of a city between 
Kufah and Basrah. 

A wasp, Ample, wide, roomy, capa-
cious, extensive ; an excellent, fast-going, 
long-stepping horse ; name of a river. 

A A - j wasil, pi. of, and = to— 
A il*—; wasilat, wastla, Propinquity, 

affinity; cause, means, occasion, conjunc-
ture ; whatever conciliates the favour of a 
prince or other person, as a present, or 
merit; dignity, royal favour, patronage; a 
favourable opportunity; an excuse, pre-
text, pretence ; — ba-waslla, Through, by 
the intervention. 

a fa wasila-ddr, A client, dependant. 
a A?-; wasiladari, Clientage. 
A wasim, fem wasimat, waslma, 

Beautiful, handsome, elegant, comely ; dis-
tinguished by a scar or mark upon the 
body ; a mark. 

wash, Good, excellent, choice, beau-
tiful, fair; the end of a turban-sash hang-
ing loose; a rich kind of satin ; name of a 
city in Turkistan ; a particle of similitude 
added to nouns, as:—ghunchawash, Like a 
rose-bud ;—qamarwash, Moon-like. 

A wash a', Opulence, wealth ; (pi. of 
washy) certain kinds of stuffs. 

A SU.; wushdt, in P . ^VA*, Coiners of 
gold ; (pi. of washi) spies, whisperers. 

A CTFCJ wishdh, wushdh, A belt or girdle 
of leather adorned with jewels, worn by 
ladies round their waists; a string of 
pearls, and one of other jewels, plaited to-
gether; a baldrick. 

^.ilfc; wishadan, (in Zand and Pazand) 
To open. 

^ta.; wishaq, Good news, or any present 
made on that account; a single garment, 
without lining or quilting; a lynx or 
ounce ; an approved slave ; a pious son; an 
attendant on a mendicant; a female slave or 
servant; [wishdqdni (P. pi.) chaman, Rose-
bushes ; young plants, shoots, suckers;]— 
wushaq, A lad, a boy. 

a wishdh (v.n. 3 of »AA;), Going 
fast; quickness, expedition. 



A pUj wishdm (pl. of washm), Tattoo-
ings ; marks of tattooing. 

^ U j washdnl, Gold, three-tenths of 
which is alloy, formerly coined in Khura-
san. 

A wŷ VAj wish ay at, pl. of— 
A wishdyat (V.D. of Playing 

the spy, whispering, informing against, 
accusing ; calumny, slander. 

A washa'ih (pl. of wishdh, wushah), 
Belts of leather adorned with jewels and 
worn by ladies; baldricks. 

A ItfUy waehd'ig (pl. of washizat), Bits of 
Bolid bone ; refuse, useless remainders. 

A XFTAJ washd'i' (pl. of washVat), Reeds 
round which weavers roll their threads. 

waeht, Goodness ; good, beautiful; 
whistling, smacking, or making any noise 
with the lips contracted; the confines or 
marches of an enemy's country; the gall-
ing of horses' backs ; dancing ; a dancer. 

^SAJ washtd, Alive ; life. 
washtamunitan, (in Zand and 

Pazand) To eat and drink. 
( } washtan, To dance; a dance, espe-

cially a kind of circular motion peculiar to 
the eastern monks or dervishes. 

washti, Beauty, goodness; Esther. 
washtldan, To dance;—wushtldan, 

To make a sound with the lips (when 
watering horses). 

A J-AJ washj (v.n.), Becoming mixed 
together (as the roots or branches of 
trees) ; being complex, existing in various 
wayB (relationship) ; — wushj (from P. 
wushk), The gum of the plant badrdn. 

A wushh, wuehuh (pl. of wishdh), 
Belts or girdles of leather adorned with 
jewels, worn by the ladies round their 
waists. 

A washr (v.n.), Sawing ; sharpening 
(her) teeth (a woman);—wushur, Sharp-
ness or thinness of teeth ; teeth of a scythe 
or sickle. 

washr ok, A piece of cloth in which 
drugs and medicines are wrapped up. 

AjAj washaz, Any high place, a height, 
eminence. 

A washz (v.n.), Breaking a piece off a 
bone; making firm (an axe) by putting 
a piece of wood between the iron and 
handle. 

A wash' (v.n.), Mixing a medicine to 
be swallowed or snuffed up; growing up, 
shooting (green grass from the roots of 
dry grasB) ; going up, climbing (a moun-
tain) ;—wushu', A Bpider's web. 

A washgh, Small and moderate 
(thing). 

OCAA, washfang, Purslain. 
A (JAJ washq (v.n.), Cutting (parboiled 

meat) into oblong slices;—wanhaq, A fox-
like animal found in Turkistan, from 

whose skin fur-garments are made;—wttsh-
shaq, Gum-ammoniac. 

a ^JtfAj washaq-dar, waehaql, A 
leader of horses of state, without riders. 

a ^Aj washaq-nifa, The belly-skin of 
the fox of Turkistan. 

A washlc, wushh (v.n.), Being expe-
ditious . (business) ; proceeding rapidly ; 
despatch (of business), celerity, expedition. 

<«Uj wushh, Gum of the plant q . ^ 
p. 162. 

wushh-ddna, Juniper-berries. 
Qwashhardan, To labour diligently, 

work well, be industrious ; to die. 
uft&j washharda, wushhirda, One trusted; 

business committed to trustworthy people; 
experienced, expert, skilful; swift ; of 
bright or acute parts; quick at work; 
wealthy, having the thoughts centred in 
riches ; a petition; an assembly, congre-
gation ; residence in any place;—wish-
harda, Active, enterprising ; strong, power-
ful. 

washhardidan, g^ft*) washkarl-
dan, To execute with expedition. 

JXAJ wishhal, A ram. 
AliAj washhila, A grape-stone separated 

from the fruit . 
^A^lXiij washhulidan, To show dexterity. 

washhana, The penis. 
JJ^AJ wishhul, washhul, wushhul, Active, 

expert, dexterous; activity, dexterity, ex-
pertness. 

washhulidan, To execute 
promptly, skilfully, and well. 

iiSjb.) washgala, = AÎ Â  q.v. above. 
A J I , waskl (v.n.), Flowing, running, 

dropping slowly (water);—washal, A small 
quantity of water, especially running or 
dropping from a height; a few drops of 
tears; much water; many tears; reve-
rence, awe, fear ; name of a mountain in 
Tihamah. 

A washalan (v,n. of J*j), Flowing, 
running, or dropping slowly (water); being 
weak, poor, and needy; supplicating. 

p*) washm, Fog, mist, haze ;—wushm, A 
quail. 

A ft) washm (v.n.), Pricking figures on 
the hands and other parts of the body with 
a needle, and rubbing the punctures with 
woad, or indigo, which leaves an indelible 
impression, tattooing; tattooed figures on 
the body; a sign, mark; a picture, like-
ness, portrait. 

A imshmat, washma, One drop of 
rain; one word. 

tiVA) washmah, A leather shoe; a 
treadle. 

wushm-glr, (quail-catcher) Name 
of a certain king. 

washmamunitan, (in Zand) To 
hear. 

washn, Name of a reputed prophet;— 



washan, Stained, painted, bedaubed; stain, 
pollution. 

wishnab (for sA Cherry-
wine. 

AAA; washnad, Plenteous, abundant; a 
heap or abundance of anything. 

A CJUAJ washnan, wishndn, wushndn, The 
herb or ashes of alkali; barilla. 

washang, An iron instrument for 
extracting the seeds from cotton; a heap 
of cucumbers or melons. 

A&Aj washnaga, washanga, Penis. 
<UA; washna, Neighing of horses;— 

wiehna, A cherry. 
Kyi\ dAAj wishna-ab, Cherry-water. 
a wishna-lu'dbi, Cherry-jam. 

washni} Red, rouge used as a cos-
metic. 

A UMJAJ washwash, Slender, light, nimble, 
active (man, camel, or ostrich). 

A IFCJFCJ washwashat, washwasha (v.n. of 
\>;A;), Alacrity, levity, activity. 

a (̂ jAyfc; washwashl, Active (in the arm). 
A Zfaj waehu', washugji, A medi-

eine either swallowed or snuffed up. 
sify washuq, A kind of sewing, embroi-

dery. 
A Jjfcj waehul, Milch (she-camel) ; — 

wushill (v.n. of J-S), Being weak and 
needy (a man) ; weakness ; poverty. 

A wushum (pi. ot washm), Figures 
tattooed on the hand or body. 

a <J>JA; washawi, Signed, marked, stamped, 
printed (stuff). 

wu8ha, Gum-ammoniac, assafcetida; 
a sort of medicine. 

A fjL) washy (v.n.), Painting, printing, 
staining, dyeing (cloth or stuff) ; lying, 
colouring a Btory with falsehoods; report-
ing to the king, informing against ; the 
colour or painting of a garment; embroi-
dery. 

a washi, waahshi, Ruddiness, redness; 
a kind of silken stuff manufactured at 
"Wash (see J*) above). 

Q^A; washyan, Compensation, reward. 
A washij, Intermixture of relation-

ship ; a tree of which spears are made, the 
ash. 

A washiz, A mixed assembly ; people 
of different tribes; servants, followers; 
stupid, dull; harsh-tempered. 

A &-A; washizat, washiz a, A mob, rabble. 
A washi', A course of palm-leaves, 

or anything similar, laid on the top joists 
of a house ; a hedge of thorns or of other 
trees round gardens; a tree withered and 
fallen down; the embroidered border of a 
garment. 

A washi1 at, washi'a, The reed around 
which weavers roll their threads ; a clew; 
wool, or anything wound up into clews or 
hanks. 

A (j^Aj washiq, washiqat, washiqa, 

Meat parboiled and dried, or cut into 
Btrips and dried ; a rasher. 

washina, A cuirass. 
ieA) washy a, A jest, a joke. 
A S->U; wisdb (pi. of wasit), Sick, indis-

posed, ailing. 
A SU; wasdt, in P. A command, 

charge, will, testament; counsel, advice, 
exhortation. 

A wassdf, One who describes ably, 
or who praises ; one who writes a medical 
prescription; name of a celebrated his-
torian. 

A wasdfat (v.n. of Being of 
a proper age for a servant; serving; atten-
dance, readiness, activity in serving. 

A O'U; wassdfi, Related to Wassaf. 
A JU; wi'saZ (v.n. 3 of J - ; ) , Being united 

in friendship, society, or confederacy ; do-
ing (anything) without interruption; 
meeting, interview, conjunction, arrival, 
attainment, fruition, enjoyment of any 
desired object; collection ; death. 

a aJU; wassdla, A stripe patched to the 
lower edge of a tent-flap. 

A was§dl% The re-binding of an old 
book ; patching up of a garment. 

A U«;U; wasdwis (pi. of waswas), Small 
veils worn by girls. 

A WU; wasdyd (pi. of wasiyat), Precepts, 
commandments; testaments, wills ;—wasd-
yd'u 'llah, The commandments of God; 
the decalogue ;—wasdydyi haaana, Excel-
lent admonitions; the words of a last 
will. 

A wasayat, Whatever is ordered; a 
commandment, mandate, testament; coun-
sel, advice;—wusdyat, wisdyat, The office 
of administrator. 

A was a1 if (pi. of wasifat), Girls fit 
for service. 

A J f U j wasa'il (pi. of wasilat), Camels 
which, having borne ten colts, are exempted 
from all further labour; striped stuffs of 
Yaman. 

A S—; wash, The space between the fore-
finger and ring-finger;—wasab (v.n.),Being 
sick; disease, indisposition;—wasib, Sick. 

A A«; wusud (pi. of wasid), Thresholds. 
A f ) wisr, wasarrat, wasarra, A com-

pact, a contract; the title-deeds of an 
estate ; a writing or sentence signed by a 
judge; a voucher. 

A was' (v.n.), The chirping of a spar-
row or of the young ones ;—wasa', was-
'at, was'a, A certain bird Smaller than a 
sparrow. 

A <-A<>; wasf (v.n.), Describing, declaring, 
rehearsing; writing a medical prescription, 
prescribing; praising; description, narra-
tive, expression of qualities; praise, en-
comium ; attribute, epithet, quality, pro-
perty ; a medical prescription; merit, 
virtue, worth;—wasfi tar Mb, A compound 
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participle; the adjective of a compound 
noun;—wasfi mazmum, A blameable qua-
lity ;—iemi waif, An adjective ;—ba-wasf 
amadan, To be described; to be describ-
able (m.c.). 

A wusafd(pl. of wasif), Lads fit 
for service. 

A J«) wasl (v.n.), Joining together, 
coupling, fastening; giving; being united 
in friendship, society, or confederacy; re-
pairing, mending (a garment) ; meeting, 
union; conjunction, attachment, enjoyment 
of the society of friends; whatever joins 
or couples; a seam, joint, joining, articu-
lation, joint of bones; [ wasl budan, To com-
municate with one another (apartments), 
to be contiguous; — alifu 'l-wasl, The 
alif of union, the sign waslah (—) ;—karfu 
'l-wasl, The letter which follows the rawl 
or principal consonant of the rhyme ;—ra-
bi1 v. *l-wasl, The season of fruition, i.e. 
autumn;—lailatu 'l-wasl, The last night 
of the moon (the conjunction of the old 
with the new);]—wusal (pl. of wuslat), 
Hinges, joints, knuckles, seams. 

A waslat (v.n. of J*j) , Arriving; 
— wuslat, Conjunction; communion of 
f r iends; conjugal union; a link or bond 
of union; a hinge, joint, knuckle, seam ;— 
wuslat dddan, To arrive, to join ; to termi-
nate in. 

a wasla (for ALai fasla), Segment, 
section. 

a (J-) wasil, A piece of wood, paste-
board, slate, or parchment, on which chil-
dren learn to write ;—washy, wash, Copu-
lative, conjunctive; an era computed from 
the death of Muhammad. 

A wasm (v.n.), Breaking (without 
separation of parts), bruising; cleaving 
(wood); scorning, upbraiding, reproach-
ing, accusing; a rupture, crack, fissure; a 
knot in wood; reproach, disgrace, blemish ; 
—wasam, Disease. 

A wasmat, Keproach, disgrace ; a 
crime, sin, fault, blemish;—wmmai, Tor-
por, languor, weakness; one crack or fis-
sure. 

A sj^f*) was was, An opening in a veil 
through which a woman may peep; a 
small veil worn by girls; gravel upon hard 
ground. 

A VR*.? wusub (v.n. of Being con-
tinual, perpetual, perennial; managing, 
administering well. 

A U^J-J waswas, An opening in a veil 
through which a woman may see. 

A waswaqat, waswasa (v.n. of y j ' f f ) , 
Looking through an aperture in a veil; 
peeping through eyes nearly closed; veil-
ing (herself) closely (a woman) ; a veil. 

A wusul (v.n. of J - j ) , Arriving; 
arrival; union with, or enjoyment of, a 
wished-for object; collection acouisi-

tion;—*inda 'l-wusul, On (his) arrival, 
when (he) arrives. 

J y j wusul bag}, Arrear, uncollected 
balance. 

a wusiill, What may be realised or 
collected. 

A wusurn (pl. of wasm), Disgraces; 
knots in wood ; ruptures, secret cracks. 

A ^oy wasy (v.n.), Joining together, 
coupling ; — wasly, wasl, A testator; an 
executor, administrator; a guardian, 
tutor (of children or pupils) ; surname 
of Seth, son of Adam ; also 'Ali, as exe-
cutor of Muhammad's will. 

A wasly at, A precept, mandate, 
charge, command; a last will or testa-
ment ;—wasiyat kardan, To command by 
will, to devise, bequeath ; to charge. 

a wasly at-nama, Last will, 
testament; name of a work of Faridu 'd-
din 'Attar. 

A wasld, A threshold; a portico or 
area before a door; the cave of the seven 
sleepers (see p. 1066, and p. 584); 
a fold, enclosure. 

A SJ^J wa$idat, A stone enclosure or pen 
for cattle (kazlrat implying one constructed 
of wood or branches). 

A SJA-ej waslrat, q.v. above. 
A wa?i', The chirping of a sparrow ; 

a young sparrow. 
A C-AA-OJ wasif, fem. AL^J wasif at, wasif a, 

A lad fit for service; a servant boy or 
girl. 

A wasil, One who comes in and goes 
out with anyone ; intimate (friend) ;—aU 
wasil, A sergeant, lictor (hence alguazil in 
Spanish). 

A wasilat, A cause, anything which 
arrives, happens, or is productive of con-
sequences ; fertility, abundance, plenty, 
cheapness ; an extensive district; a sheep 
which, after bringing forth six times female 
twins, lambed a male and female, when she 
was set free, and no more milked (a practice 
of the time of ignorance forbidden in Is-
lam). 

A waza'at (v.n. of Being 
clean; cleanness, neatness; clearness of 
complexion. 

A zS*) wazdh, Evident, manifest, clear 
— wazzdh, Clean, fair, handsome (man) 
clear, evident, manifest; spotted with 
the leprosy; the day; a boy's game, in 
which they search for a white bone cast 
into a dark place;—bikri wazzdh, The first 
prayer in the morning. 

A wazza1, A compiler, composer. 
A iclAj waza'at (v.n. of £"*)), Becoming 

mean and low; being lowered, degraded; 
humiliation ; self-humiliation, humility. 

A wazd'i( (pl. of wazi'at), The car-
riages or baggage of people on a journey ; 
military stations or garrisons; soldiers 



marching (from place to place) ; hostages; 
books, the depositaries of the savings of 
the wise;—wazd'i'u 'l-mulh, Fixed taxes to 
be paid by the subjects. 

A wazah, wazh (?), A bracelet, neck-
lace, or ornament for the ankle or any 
other part of the body (particularly of 
silver or gold coins); good coin; light, 
lustre, splendour (of the dawn or moon) ; 
whiteness; leprosy; the best part of the 
road; the teeth ; f a t ; virtue, merit. 

A JAJ wazar (v.n.), Being greasy (a 
dish) ; being stained with saffron; the 
smell of tainted meat; the corrupted part 
of fat or milk;—wazir, Bedaubed with the 
fat of meat, greasy ; stained with saffron ; 
dirty. 

A waz' (v.n.), Placing or laying down 
upon; establishing or laying a foundation ; 
composing, writing (a book) ; inventing; 
depositing (anything with another) to 
keep; (a woman) laying aside (her veil) ; 
deposing (from any dignity), degrading; 
going fast ; bringing forth a child; situa-
tion, position, imposition, disposition, con-
dition, state, gesture, action, conduct, 
manner; mode of living or acting ; social 
institutions; operation, performance, pro-
cedure ; a literary composition; subtrac-
tion, deduction, abatement; [waz'i as as 
hardan, To lay a foundation;—waz'i aurdqi 
(bi-shiraza), An incongruous manner;— 
waz'i bindyi jami' hardan, To lay the foun-
dations of a mosque ;—waz'i pasandida, A 
laudable ac t ;—waz ' i haml, Childbirth, 
delivery ; abortion, miscarriage ; — waz'i 
haml hardan, To give birth, to drop young; 
—waz'i fehums, Fixing the fifth part (of 
the spoils as the property of the king);— 
waz'i qadm hardan, To place or fix the feet; 
—waz' hardan, To invent; to found, insti-
tute ;—waz'i minnat, The conferring of 
an obligation ;—waz'i nd-guwar, An unpa-
latable manner, a disgusting state of 
affairs ; — waz' u halat (harakat), Con-
duct and situation; action and motion; 
—waz'-an wa qaul-an, With gestures and 
words, in action and speech;—baiza waz' 
hardan, To lay an egg;—rahin waz1 har-
dan, To pledge, pawn, bet, wager;]— 
wuz' (v.n.), Conceiving a little before men-
struation ; a foetus thus conceived. 

A waz'at, wiz'ai, Situation, position, 
posture; childbirth, delivery. 

a (j**; waz'i, Relating to form, position, 
or posture ; positive. 

A wazm (v.n.), Placing (meat) on a 
mat or board that it may not be soiled; 
—waz am, A mat, board, or anything simi-
lar whereon meat is placed to be kept 
clean. 

A (j*} wazn (v.n.), Placing close toge-
ther or one upon another, doubling, inter-
lacing j plaiting, weaving a girth or sur-

cingle ;—wuzun (pi. of wazin), Girths, 
surcingles. 

A ty*) wuzuk (v.n. of £*>)), Being clear, 
evident, manifest; evidence, proof; clear-
ness, distinctness. 

A i f t ) wazuhh, Water filling a pipe or 
bucket; half a bucketful of water. 

a SIS' yby wuzu-gah, A place where people 
wash before prayer; a lavatory ; a piscina. 

A *yt>) wazu\ Water used for performing 
ablutions;—wazu, wtizH', in P. wuzu, A 
sacred ablution (performed before prayer, 
and which consists in washing, first the 
hands, then the mouth inside, then throw-
ing water on the forehead, washing the 
whole face, the arms, and lastly the feet) ; 
—wuzu dadan (sdkhtan, hardan, giriftan), 
To wash, to perform one's ablutions ;— 
wuzu ddshtan, To need ablution. 

A wuzuh (v.n. of C*4)), Evidence, 
proof. 

A wazih, Evident, manifest, plain, 
clear. 

A wazi', Ignoble, plebeian, mean, 
base, low; a deposit, anything given into 
the custody of another; moist dates pre-
served in earthen jars;—sharif u wazi', 
Noble and plebeian. 

A wazi'at (v.n. of Depositing 
(anything) with (another); losing (in 
trade, making a bad market) ; anything 
lowered, abated, or deducted; a military 
colony, frontier-garrison; tax, tribute, or 
toll paid to the king; any baggage belong-
ing to travellers; a book in which are 
inscribed the sayings of wise men; an il-
legitimate or adopted child; injury, con-
tumely. 

a wazi'%, Baseness, meanness. 
A wazimat, A body of men, from 

200 to 300 ; a funeral-banquet; a quantity 
or pile of forage. 

A wazin, Interlaced, entangled; 
folded, doubled; the girth, belt, or sur-
cingle of the haudah or camel-litter. 

A "{jo^ wazi?, Clean, neat, pure. 
A wat' (v.n. of *J°))> Trampling, 

treading (under foot); putting the foot to 
the ground, or making an impression with 
i t ; making (a bed) smooth and soft ; 
lying with ;—wata\ Low ground ;—watd\ 
witd', An uncovering, unveiling ;—witd' 
(v.n. 3 of \ > j ) , Rivalling, doing anything 
equal; consenting, agreeing (with an-
other) ; repeating the last syllable of a 
verse; the cloth placed over a haudah. 

A wat a at (v.n. of %TJ), Being equal, 
level, easy, and soft (the ground or a 
bed) ; a treading, a trampling; softness, 
smoothness (of a bed). 

A wat'at, A 
the foot; violence, 
wata'a, Travellers, 
path. 

footstep, impression of 
compulsion;—ioa&a'at, 
trampers; a beaten 



A wattds, A shepherd. 
A wata'id, The foundations (of a 

house) ; trivets for pots, pot-irons. 
A S-A; watb, A leathern bottle in which 

milk is p u t ; severe, hard-hearted, or inso-
lent (man). 

A ^iA; wats (v.n.), Treading firmly ; a 
violent stamp, tread, or kick on the 
ground. 

A C Ĵ watah, Filth which adheres to the 
cloven feet of cattle, or the claws of fowls. 

A AT; watd, watad (v.n.), Establishing, 
confirming ; consolidating, causing to 
stick; rendering heavy; treading upon, 
stamping, wearing down, kicking, tramp-
ling under foot; ramming hard, making 
(ground) solid; throwing violently on the 
ground ; — watid, Firm, steady, solid; 
strengthened. 

A fay watar, A necessary or important 
thing, a thing which lies at heart ; neces-
sity. 

A wats (v.n.), Striking hard with 
one's boot; breaking to pieces. 

A watf (v.n.), Hanging low (the 
skiTts of a cloud) ;—wataf, Much hair on 
the eyebrows or lids; the fruitfulness, 
softness, and out-pouring of a cloud. 

A icafy, (v.n.), Abiding, dwelling;— 
wa\tn, wafan, A country, dwelling, resi-
dence, abode, wherever one lives; native 
country, home;—watani asli (haqlql), A 
true, real, or native country ; the original 
country, i.e. heaven ;—wat an bastan (ddsh-
tan, sdkhtan, Icardan, giriftan), To make 
(any place) one's country, to fix one's 
residence, to make a home;—watan dadan, 
To assign one a place of abode;—watani 
ma'luf (ma'lufa), Fixed residence, accus-
tomed place of abode, one's dear native 
country ;—tarhi watan Icardan, To aban-
don one'B country;—hubbu 'l-watani mina 
'l-i'man, Love of country (is an article) of 
religion (a Muhammadan saying). 

a (jfaj wa fan-dushman, A traitor, 
a ( j i j watan-dost, A patriot; patri-

otic. 
a etfot; watan-gdh, Place of one's abode, 

home. 
a watani, Belonging to one's coun-

try. 
A watwdf, A mountain-swallow; a 

bat. 
a ^fay wafi, Trodden under foot; well 

broke in. 
A watid, Firm, fixed, steady; made 

heavy. 
A watie, A furnace, an iron oven; 

importance of business;—- hamiya 'I-wat is, 
The oven is heated, i.e, war is raging. 

A i^Aj wati at, A kind of sack in which 
a traveller carries dried flesh and biscuit; 
a dish made of bruised date-kernels with 
milk. 

A waza'if (pi, of wagifat), Pen-
sions ; stipends, rations, daily allowances; 
agreements, contracts ; duties, daily tasks ; 
—ahli wagaif, Pensioners, stipendiary sol-
diers. 

A wazf (v.n.), Shortening the leg-
bands (of a camel); following;—wuguf 
(pi. of wagif), Shanks, cannon-bones in 
horses; rations, daily allowances, stipends; 
agreements, contracts. 

A ^fa) wuguh (v.n. of s-A;), Being assidu-
ous, persevering. 

A wazlf, The thinnest part of (a 
horse's or camel's leg), the shank or can-
non, the pastern; (a man) strong in tra-
velling (especially over rough grounds). 

A wazlf at, wazifa, A pension, stipend, 
salary, soldiers' pay, allowance of provi-
sions, commons (by the day, month, —• 
year); anything stipulated or agreed, 
upon ; a task, religious duty; employment, 
post, office; use, purpose; construed with 
the verbs buridan, khwurdan, dadan, Ac.;— 
qat'i wazifa kardan, To withdraw a pension. 

a Jitft; wazifa-khpur, A pensioner, 
A Ac; wi'd', wu'd\ A Bbeath, case, reposi-

tory, or place where anything is laid up; a 
pod, capsule. 

A wu"d$ (pi. of wa'ig), Preachers. 
A Ĵ CJ wu'dq (v.n. of Making a 

noise in (his) belly or sheath (a horse); 
the grumbling noise of a horse's belly when 
trotting. 

A II-C; wa's (v.n.), Being difficult to 
travel on (a road); soft ground or sands 
into which the feet easily sink; a broken 
bone; — wa's, wa'is, A difficult road; — 
wa'as (v.n.), Being broken (the hand). 

A Ate; wa's a', Difficulty (in travelling). 
A AC; wa'd (v.n.), Promising; auguring 

or prognosticating anything good ; threa-
tening ; a promise; a threat. 

A 2AE; wa'dat, wa'da, A promise, vow; 
any determined, appointed, certain time or 
term; a stated period for the discharge of 
a debt, or the payment of a sum of money; 
agreement, bargain ;—wa'da khwastan, To 
solicit a promise (i.e. the visit of a person 
of consequence;—wa'da kardan (namu-
dan), To promise, agree, engage; — ba-
wa'da'i yak-sal, Falling due in a year's 
time (m.c.). Also construed with the verbs 
uftadan, dmadan, ba-sar shudan, dadan, 
didan, rasldan, raftan, giriftan, nihddan, 
<fcc. 

a SAC; wa'da-wafa, Keeping one's pro-
mise. 

a ^ji wa'da-hardy, The performance 
of an agreement. 

a SAC; xva'da-bandi, Stated dates on 
which to discharge a debt or pay money. 

a CAC; wa'da-jdy, Place of promise. 
a wi^A SJtft; wa'da-khildf, A false contract; 

one who does not keep his promise. 



J t P ; ( 1474 ) 
a J i Y* wa'da-ear-pul, Faithless to 

one's promise (see p. 670). 
a (ft* CJUSJ wa'da shab dar miydn, 

A promise made to-day and fulfilled on 
the morrow. 

a eacj wa'da-shihan, A promise-
breaker. 

a 6Ac, wa* da-far dmosh, Forgetful 
of one's promise, 

a 6\S wa'da-gdh, Time of promise, 
a "î c-j fiacj 

mi BE. 
wa'da-wa'id, Evading a pro-

A wa'r (v.n.), Prohibiting, prevent-
ing; being filled with wrath and hatred; 
rocky, unequal, uneven, rugged; a small 
matter, a little ; [wa'ru 'l-ma'ruf, Scanty 
in doing good;]—wa'r, wa'ar (v.n.), Being 
rough, difficult to ascend (a mountain or 
other broken ground) ; being intricate (a 
question); a rugged place, declivity, any-
thing rough. 

a.)*) wa'z (v.n.), Making a sign, nodding, 
beclconing, commanding, charging; ad-
vancing, stepping forward, setting an 
example. 

A wa'sa' 
high exposure, 
are eaten raw. 

A soft, sandy soil of a 
producing herbs which 

A be, wa'z (v.n.), Admonishing, exhort-
ing ; preaching; giving warning respect-
ing future punishment; advice, exhorta-
tion, admonition; a sermon, oration, 
homily ;—wa'z hardan, To preach, exhort, 
advice, sermonize. 

A i jcj wa'q (v.n.), Being quick, making 
haste;—wa'q, wa'iq, fem. wa'qat, wa'-
qa, wa'iqat, wa'iqa, Bad-tempered, morose, 
refractory, stubborn, touchy, capricious. 

A wa'qat, Moroseness, badness of 
disposition. 

A tflcj wa'h (v.n,), Weakening, emaciating 
(as a fever); febrile pain or debility; intense 
hea t ; a suffocating calm without a breath 
of wind ;—wa'h, wa'ih, Emaciated by fever 
or fatigue. 

A wa'hat, wa'ha, A fierce battle; a 
battle-field, amphitheatre, place of com-
bat ; intense heat without a breath of air. 

A wa'l (v.n,), Looking down from 
an eminence; an asylum ; the month shau-
wal;—wa'il, wa'l, fem. ilc, wa'ilat, wa'ila, 
The ibex or mountain-goat; the month 
sha'bdn ; noble, powerful (man) ; a prince, 
leader;—wu'ul (pl. of wa'il), Mountain-
goats. 

\ wa'm (v.n.), Addressing the in-
mates of a house morning and evening 
with " health and happiness to you ! " 

A wa'wd', A voice, sound, noise ; 
murmur of a crowd; a multitude ; howl 
of a dog, yell of a jackal; a man with a 
disagreeable voice. 

A wu'ur (v.n. of ys,), Being difficult 
to ascend (a mountain) ; checking, hinder-

rugged, steep, difficult 

fy), Being 
to ascend; 

ing; (pl. of wa'r) 
(places). 

A Sjjfij wu'ur at (v.n. of 
rough, rugged, and difficult 
Bteepness and ruggedness. 

A wa'wa', Eloquent, rhetorical; in-
genious, witty, clever v a jackal; a fox. 

A Jysj wu'ul (pl. of wa'l, wa'il), Moun-
tain-goats; nobles; princes. 

A ̂ CJ wa'y (v.n.), Preserving, collecting, 
treasuring, or laying up ; custody, pre-
servation ; remembering, retaining (any 
saying) ; being restored, set crookedly (a 
broken bone); collecting (as pus in a 
sore); pus, mat ter ; flight, escape; a 
place of refuge;—wa'd (v.n.), Calling 
aloud, crying out. 

A wa'ld (v.n. of Threatening, 
predicting anything bad ; promising any-
thing good; threat, commination. 

A wa'ir, Rugged, rough, uneven 
(place). 

wagh, A pleasant place. 
A waghd. wighd. War, battle, tumult ; 

rain; (perhaps for v ^ j q.v. below) a 
vessel (pot). 

A wighdb, pl. of— 
A wag&b, A large sack; pots, pans, 

dishes and other meaner kind of household 
furni ture; a large strong camel; foolish, 
s tupid; weak in body and mind (fem. 

waghbat, waghba). 
Afej waghd, A frui t called in India 

brinjal. 
A waghd, A servant, domestic, one 

especially who serves for victuals; a boy; 
one of the gamin g-arrows, especially a 
blank; the frui t of the brinjal (see pre-
ceding article) ; vile, base; weak in body ; 
a fool. 

A (JJ^J wughdan, wighdan (pl, of waghd), 
Servants, especially those who serve for 
victuals. 

Aft waghr (v.n.), Being sultry (as mid-
day) —waghr, waghar (v.n.), Being angry, 
enraged, indignant, having aprivate grudge; 
hatred, rancour, enmity; indignation, rage; 
a tumult, the noise of an armed host. 

A waghr at, wayharat, Scorching heat; 
hatred, rancour. 

wughmn. A burial-ground. 
t.) waghast, Apparent, visible, plain. 

waghastan, To make evident, 
clear. 

A , waghf (v.n.), Walking fast, run-
ning ; weakness in the eyes; a piece of 
leather tied under the belly of a he-goat 
(to prevent him from impregnating the 
female. 

A waghl (v.n.), Going into a company 
of wine-drinkers (especially uninvited); 
that which one drinks on that occasion; a 
man of a low condition; a vagabond, 
slave, silly fellow, unfit for anything; one 



who serves for food ; a place of refuge, an 
asylum ; flight, escape ;—waghil. One who 
takes bad nourishment. 

A wagfjm (v.n.), Telling (news) ill-
authenticated; malevolence, hatred, when 
deeply fixed in the mind ; force, violence ; 
war, battle. 

tfai wagfovagh, The croak of a frog. 
A J ^ j wughul (v.n. of J**), Penetrating, 

entering (into a thicket) and hiding; going 
to a distance. 

A J j t j waghd, wighd. Tumult, noise, 
clamour, especially of an army ; battle (see 
Uj above). 

E^j wagMj, A ditch, pool, marsh. 
A wa-ghairu-hu, in P. wa-ghair ah, 

Et cetera. 
{jr*i£p waqhfish, Many, much, abundant, 

large, broadTwide; grief, anguish. 
A OVIJ wafa' (v.n.), Performing a promise, 

keeping an engagement; good faith, fide-
lity, loyalty, sincerity ; consciensciousness ; 
fulfilment; conclusion, end, completion; 
length, duration ; sufficiency;—wafa jus* 
tan, To look out for good faith, to seek 
fidelity;—wafa ddshtan. To keep faith;— 
wafa Icardan, To perform a promise, satisfy, 
fulfil. 

a u*-*^ U} wafa-andesh, True-minded, 
faithful, loyal in one's thoughts. 

a Vij wafd-blgdna, Faithless. 
a ^ wafd-parast, Faithful, sincere. 
a Uj wafa-faiwast, Faithful, sin-

cere, constant, performing engagements. 
A wafal, in P. wwUj, Death, decease, 

demise;—wafal ydftan, To die. 
a tfjA Uj wafd-Jchtodhf Benevolent, affec-

tionate, a real well-wisher. 
iW U, wafa-dar, Trusty, true, faithful. 

a ^wd^ wafadari, Fidelity, sincerity. 
A 8Aij wifadat (v.n. of A^), Coming, 

arriving as an ambassador; the arrival of 
an ambassador. 

A wafdrat (v.n. of fa), Being full, 
complete, whole, entire; being much, 
copious, abundant; abundance, exube-
ranee, copiousness. 

wifdz (pi. of wafz, wafaz), Hastes. 
wafd-sigal, Benevolent, affec-

wafa-
a JX-

tionate, a real well-wisher;—yari 
sigdl, A sincere friend. 

a jSmS UJ wafa-gustar, Faithful, sincere ; 
a propagator of religion, a true believer. 

A wifaz (pi. of wafzat), Leathern 
quivers ; scrips;—i&dwi 'l-wifdz, Empty in 
wallet. 

A j U j wifaq (v.n. 3 of Consenting 
to, agreeing; suiting, becoming; meeting, 
encountering ; consent, assent, agreement, 
concord, harmony, good understanding, 
conformity; a plot, confederacy, con-
spiracy ;—wifaq, A suitable recompense. 

A wafdhai, The superintendence of 

a church; the daily allowance of a minister 
of a church. 

a wafd'l, Fidelity, sincerity;—hi 
wafal, Breach of faith, want of fidelity. 

waftuh, Tiger-Bkin spread over a 
throne. 

A AJJ wafd (v.n.), Arriving, coming (as 
an ambassador to a king); the top of 
a sandy hill; comers;—wuffad (pi. of 
wafid), Comers, ambassadors. 

A fa wafr (v.n.), Becoming full, com-
plete, entire, numerous, copious, abundant ; 
filling,completing,makingplentiful; plenty, 
abundance ; affluence, opulence; full, com-
plete, entire, numerous, copious, abundant. 

A 8JIJ wafrat, The hair reaching below 
the ear (see W p. 370, and W p. 1128) ; 
•—wafrat, wafirat, Plenty, abundance;— 
wafrat u hasrat, Superfluity and exube-
rance. 

wafra, A weaving-instrument (cf. 
ifa below). 

Ayij wafz, wafaz, Haste, expedition; a 
journey ; a high place. 

A Y I I J wafz, wafaz (v.n.), Making haste, 
running; expedition, despatch, haste. 

A wafzat, wafz a, A leathern quiver ; 
a shepherd's scrip or traveller's bag, in 
which provisions are carried. 

A wofq (v.n.), Finding (a thing) to 
be convenient and useful; useful, apt, 
convenient (thing) ; a sufficiency; oppor-
tunity, convenient season;—wafq hardan, 
To accommodate oneself (to the times) ;— 
bar wafq, In accordance with, agreeably to ; 
—'aid wafqi'l-murad, Agreeable to desire. 

A *>fa wufud (v.n. of AIJ), Coming, ar-
riving (as an ambassador to a king); 
arrival; (pi. of wafid) Comers; ambassa-
dors ; arrivals. 

A jfa wufur (v.n, of fa), Being full, 
complete, copious, abundant; multitude, 
plenty, abundance ; (pi. of wafr) full, com-
plete, universal. 

A wafh, The superintendence of a 
church. 

A ^HF*> wafhlyat, Prelacy, or high church-
dignity; ecclesiastical law, discipline, or 
precept. 

a wafl, Entire, whole, complete ; just 
(weight) ; full (measure) ; "faithful to an 
engagement; much;—wufly, wufl (v.n.), 
Being full, entire, abundant ; being equal 
to a misqal in weight (a dirham). 

A waflq, A companion, friend. 
A oUj waqd', wiqd', That by which any-

thing is kept or preserved; preserving, 
guarding; a shield; — lazimu 'l-waqd', 
Worthy of being preserved. 

A waqdh, Hard (hoof) ; shameless, 
brazen, unblushing ; — vmqdhu 'z-zamb, 
Daring in the perpetration of crime;— 
waqdhu 'z-zanab, Inured to much riding. 

A waqahat (v.n. of C*J), Being hard 



(a hoof) ; being impudent, barefaced ; im-
pudence. 

A wiqdd, Fuel for fire; name of an 
isle;—waqqdd, One who kindles ; skilful, 
knowing, intelligent; bright, lucid, burn-
ing; fiery. 

Aj t f j waqdr (y.n. of 4j), Being quiet, 
calm, modest, mild, sedate, grave; mo-
desty, mildness ; sedateness, gravity ; ma-
jesty, authority, dignity; prudent, modest, 
mild, sedate ;—ahli waqdr, bd-waqdr, Ma-
jestic, of authority;—bi-waqdri, Waut of 
gravity, unsteadiness. 

A -SJTFJ waqdr oA, Quietness, modesty, 
gravity. 

A wiqd' (v.n. of Rushing upon 
(an enemy), attacking (in battle), fighting ; 
copulation, coition ; (pl. of waql'at) cavi-
ties in which water collects, tarns;—waq-
qd\ Slanderous, malevolent (man);—wuq-
qd', Slanderous and malevolent (men). 

A -waqqaf, Tardy, dilatory; one who 
refrains from fighting. 

A waqdyd (pl. of wuqiyat), Weights 
of seven miskals; weights of forty dir-
hains. 

A waqdyat, wiqayat, A cloth worn by 
women to preserve their head-dress from 
being soiled by the unguent or pomatum of 
their hair (see below);—wiqayat (v.n. 
of Taking care of, preserving, keep-
ing (one's person or garments) clean; 
custody, guardianship, precaution ;—wiqa-
yat kardan, To guard, preserve, defend. 

A waqd'i' (pl. of waql'at), Accidents, 
events; engagements, battles; hollows in 
mountains wherein water collects;—waqd*i* 
u hawadis, Accidents and events. 

a LT^y waqa'i'-nawis,ft* waqd'i 
nigdr, Intelligencer, a government reporter. 

a waqd'i1-nigart, The office of 
an intelligencer. 

a waqd'i'-nawis, An imperial 
historiographer. 

a waqdya, A silken or linen veil which 
reaches to the feet (worn by the Eastern 
ladies when abroad; that which they wear 
at home does not hide the face, nor come 
lower than the knee). 

A waqb, A furrow, hollow, or well 
in a mountain or stone in which water 
collects; a canal;—waqb, waqbat (v.n. 
of s- i , ) , Entering; setting (the sun);— 
waqbat, The orifice of the ear ; the socket 
of the eye. 

A e^ij waqt (v.n. of Appointing a 
time ; time season, hour, especially fixed for 
doing anything; opportunity; adversity, 
distress ivaqt bar-khast, The time has 
come waqt ba-waqt, From time to time; 
—waqt ba-ham bar-%adan, To waste one's 
time ;—waqt bi-waqt, Constantly, perpetu-
ally ;—waqti roz, Time of battle ;—waqti 
sahar-gah (subh-gah), The time of the 

morning dawn;—wapi gurg u mesh, The 
first dawn, when black (the wolf) and 
white (the sheep) are mingled;—waqti 
ma'lum, Fixed time, i.e. the hour of death; 
—waqti nazuk, Delicate times;—waqt nd-
waqt, Occasionally, without any stated 
time, in season and out of season;—waqt u 
sd'at, A clepsydra; a sand-glass;—•waqt 
waqt, Sometimes ; — waqti, Some time or 
other (m.c.);—waqti ki, At the time when, 
when (m.c.);—an waqt, At that t ime; in 
former times, once upon a time (mm.cc.); 
—bi-waqti-hd, Presently, immediately;— 
bi-waqt, Untimely, ill-timed;—khaili waqt, 
A long time (m.c.) ; — dar waqt, Imme-
diately ; — dar waqti hdjat, In time of 
need ;—Mch waqt, At no time, never (m.c.); 
— li 'l-waqt (li waqti-hi), Opportunely, 
in time; — yatimi waqti ma'lum, The day 
of judgment. 

A "Uij waqt-an, Sometimes. 
a i^ti waqt-bina, Observing time. 
a ^ L a e^Sj waqt-shinds) An astronomer, 

an astrologer, one who knows times and 
seasous. 

a ^^ waqt-hd (P. pl. of A. waqt), At 
times, ever and anon. 

a waqt-yab, Finding an oppor-
tunity. 

A waqta'iz-in, Immediately, then. 
a ^jz*) waqte ki, Whensoever, at what 

t ime; — td waqte ki, As long as; until;— 
andak waqte-rd, After a short time. 

A wuqh, wuquh (v.n.), Being hard (a 
hoof); impudence ; — waqah (v.n.), Being 
hard (a hoof) ; being shameless, impudent 
(a man) ; impudence, arrogance, audacity ; 
—waqih, Impudent, immodest, shameless; 
—wuquh (pl. of waqah), Hard hoofs or 
nails. 

A JJj waqd, waqad (v.n.), Being lighted, 
burning (a fire) ; lighting a fire; the heat 
of fire;—waqad, Fire. 

A (jjlJJj waqdan (v.n. of ASj), Being 
lighted, burning (a fix-e). 

A Aî  waqz (v.n.), Beating with violence, 
almost to death; leaving (one) fatigued 
or sick; quenching, calming, quieting; 
overcoming one (as sleep). 

A ft waqr (v.n.), Burdening; heaviness; 
being deaf (the ear) ; making deaf; deaf-
ness ; splitting or breaking (a bone);— 
wiqr, Weight; a heavy burden (carried by 
an ass or a mule, wisq implying a camel's 
load) ;—waqur, Mild, modest, grave, sedate. 

waqra, A carving-instrument. 
A J Y I J waqra, Loaded (beast of burden) ; 

—waqari, A shepherd; rich in flocks, 
especially by bir ths; an owner of asses; 
a denizen of a large city. 

A waqs (v.n.), Excoriating, laying 
bare (a sore), taking off the scab; scab; 
obscenity, turpitude, baseness, the men-
tion of anything shameful. 



A YTLJ waqsh (v.n.), Becoming effaced 
(vestiges); motion; chips for lighting a 
fire; name of a town in Yaman ; also of a 
man. 

A waqs (v.n.), Breaking the neck (of 
anybody) ; being broken (neck) ; blemish, 
defect, detriment, decrease;—waqas (v.n.), 
Being short (the neck); shortness of 
neck; chips or sticks for burning; any 
intermediate number of cattle between 
two numbers subject to taxation, on which 
intermediate number no legal alms or 
taxes are to be paid. 

A. Srfj waqt (v.n.), Striking (one), and 
throwing him down; treading (a cock); 
a large hollow in a mountain or hard 
ground where water collects. 

A QUBJJ wiqtdn (pl. of waqit), Hollows 
in mountains or bard grounds where water 
collects. 

A gBj waq' (v.n,), Provoking, irritating ; 
leading or throwin g (one) into battle; 
sharpening (a sword, knife, or spear) ; a 
high place, a projecting part of a moun-
tain ; violence of heat ; talk of various 
kind; respect, regard ; [waq' nihadan, To 
esteem, to hold in consideration;]—waqa' 
(v.n.), Having (bare feet) hurt by stony 
ground; being worn thin (a horse's hoof); 
nakedness of feet; rocks, Btones ;—waqi', 
Foot-Bore from travelling over rough 
ground;—wuqqa', Falling, alighting (birds). 

A UWUIJ waqa1 at (pl. of the following), 
Aecidents; battles. 

A waq'at, waq'a, Battle, combat, en-
gagement, with shock succeeding shock; 
contingence, occurrence;—wiq'at, A (bird's) 
manner of alighting;—waqa'at, One stone. 

A waqf (v.n.), Standing, stopping, 
staying, halting, waiting; making a pause 
in reading; checking, stopping, pulling, or 
keeping back; endeavouring to understand, 
considering attentively; bequeathing for 
pious uses (as habitations for the poor, 
and books for the use of learned men) ; 
such bequest or legacy; continence, absti-
nence; firmness, constancy ; a prison, re-
straint ; punctuation ; a pause; a bracelet 
of ivory;—waqf dashtan, To hold as a be-
quest ;—waqf kardan, To dedicate, conse-
crate. 

A 8JS) waqfat, waqfa, Belay; stopping, 
retarding, respite, vacancy. 

a ^i) waqfi, Belonging to a pious 
bequest. 

A waqfiyat, waqflya, The book 
wherein bequests are registered. 

A JS, waql (v.n.), Climbing (a moun-
tain) ; a dwarf palm-tree (the fruit of 
which is called muql); also its fruit when 
dry (when fresh it is called bahsh) ;—waqal, 
A stone, rock; stones, rocks;—waqil, waqul, 
(A horse) going well over rocks or up a 
hill. 

( 1477 ) 
J j j wuql, A medicine otherwise called 

muql (cf. preceding article). 
A waqlat, A single dwarf palm-tree. 
A waqm (v.n.), Prohibiting, prevent-

ing, restraining, checking, drawing the 
rems; oppressing, afflicting, grieving; still-
ing (a boiling pot) ; treading down, tramp-
ling upon, subduing, subjecting; being 
trodden (ground) and making bare of 
herbage by grazing. 

A waqwdq, Name of an island ; also 
of a mountain where gold is said to be 
found in such abundance that the inhabit-
ants make all their utensila of i t ; where 
the monkeys are taught to fetch wood and 
sweep the houses ; and where there is a 
tree, the fruit of which resembles men and 
other animals ; timid, pusillanimous. 

A wuquh (v.n. of HR^), Setting, 
sinking below the horizon (the sun) ; being 
eclipsed (the moon); sunset; absence, 
concealment. 

A wuquhat (v.n. of ^y), Being hard 
(a hoof) ; being shameless, impudent, 
brazen-faced. 

A j y , waqud, Fue l ; anything with which 
a fire is kindled -,—wuqud (v.n. of aij), 
Being kindle^ burning (a fire) ; heat of 
fire; a burnt-offering. 

A fty waqur, Grave; prudent, modest, 
mild, sedate. 

A SjjjSj wuqurat, A sitting, remaining at 
home. 

A wuqu' (v.n. of GIJ), Falling (into, 
or from its place) ; falling, alighting (a 
bird); falling (a spring-shower); happen-
ing, coming to pass, occurring; accident, 
contingency, occurrence, event; death, de-
struction ; evidence ; — nddiru 'l-wuqu', 
Seldom happening, of rare occurrence. 

a wuqu'I, Reality. 
A <*Jyiy wuquf (v.n. of Standing 

still; remaining in the same place ; check-
ing, stopping, pulling, or keeping back ; 
knowing, being aware of ; informing, ap-
prizing ; making a pause (in reading or 
speaking); experience, knowledge, prac-
tice ; sense, understanding, wisdom ; notice, 
information; conflict, engagement; a pause; 
stagnation; (pl. of waqif) standers, by-
standers ; — wuquf yaftan, To obtain a 
knowledge, receive information;—ahli (sd-
hib) wuquf, Experienced, skilful, intelli-
gent. The word is also construed with 
uftddan, ddshtan, &c. 

a ft wuquf-dar, Informed of, know-
ing. 

A wuquflyat, Experience, know-
ledge. 

A &iy waqah, waqh (?) (v.n.), Listening 
to, obeying. 

A waqhat, Obedience, attention to 
duty. 



A j j l j waqy (v.n.), Taking care of, pre-
serving, protecting, keeping one's self or 
garments clean ; [waqa-hu 'lldh, Ma7 God 
preserve or protect him!]—waqiy, waqi, 
One who keeps (a thing) out of harm's 
way ; kept safe from injury or defilement; 
—umqiy, wuqi (v.n.), Being safe from in-
jury; protection, preservation; abstinence, 
chastity; (pi. of the following) ounces, &c. 

a waqiy at, waqiya, An ounce; a 
weight of 2f lbs.; a weight of seven 
misqdl and forty dirham. 

A waqlh, Impudent, barefaced. 
A AS*; waqid, Fuel. 
A waqiz, Prostrate, thrown down; 

slow, inactive; heavy, dull; weak, ema-
ciated. 

A waqlr, waqlr at, waqira, A 
large hollow on a mountain or a hole in a 
stone containing water; a mountain-tarn; 
—-faqir waqlr, Poor. 

A (JC^IJ waqla, One whose neck is broken. 
A woqit, A large hollow in a moun-

tain or hard ground where water collects; 
—yaumu 'l-waqlf, A day on which a memo-
rable battle was fought amongst tbe Banu 
Tamlm and Bakr bin Wa'il. 

A waqi', Sharpened, whetted (sword, 
knife); worn (as a hoof by the stones) ; 
(a place) having many hollows filled with 
water. 

A waqi'at, wdqi'a, An accident, ac-
tion, battle, combat, engagement, event; the 
shock or brunt of a batt le; any cavity in 
which water collects (less than q.v. 
above) ; Blander, disparagement;—waql-
'atu 'l-isnain, A fight between two, a duel. 

^ wak, A frog. 
A waV (v.n.), Leaning cn a staff;— 

wika (v.n. of Binding or stopping 
the mouth of a bottle; a chain, or anything 
fastening the mouth of a bottle or the 
cover of a vessel; any vessel whose head 
is covered over; (met.) a miser. 

A wakkab, One who mourns much 
and often; name of a poet of the tribe of 
Huzail. 

A wiJcad, A leathern strap or belt 
(especially one used to tie a cow when 
milking). 

A wiJcdf, wukdf, The stuffing of a 
pack-saddle (for an ass) ; a pack-Bad die ; 
—wakkdf, Dropping much; who commits 
a crime, is possessed of a vice; an oppo-
nent, adversary. 

A JVSj wikal (v.n. 3 of Trusting to 
one, having mutual confidence wikal, 
wakdl, Slowness, sluggishness (of a horse). 

A IITFJ wakdlat, wikdlat, Vicegerency; the 
office of substitute, agent, administrator, 
or plenipotentiary ; embassy, agency, de-
putation ; tbe business of a wakll, attor-
neyship; standing security, bail;—wikd-
lati 'uftmci, The office of grand vizier. 

a A*U wakdlat-ndma, A plenipoten-
tiary commission, full powers; an ambas-
sador's credentials; a power of attorney. 

wakdna, Part of a cluster of dates or 
bunch of grapes. 

A TFTFJ wakd'id (pi. of wikad), Thongs, 
straps for tying and fastening. 

A wakb (v.n.), Being erect, straight, 
standing upright; making a gradual pro-
gress ; being assiduous ; — wakab. Dirt, 
filth ; blackness of ripe dates. 

a wukta (probably for A. isSj and 
related to A point ox dot. 

A wakd, Anything which one wishes 
to do and is solicitous about;—wulcd, 
Study, endeavour; an act or deed ; power, 
strength. 

wakada, (in Zand and Pazand) A 
female. 

A fa 'wakr (v.n.), Entering its nest (a 
bird) ; prancing (a horse) ; jumping, leap-
ing (a boy); being swift of foot (a she-
camel) ; filling (a bottle or vessel) ; a 
bird's nest (in a tree) ;—wakar, A pranc-
ing or ambling pace; — wukar (pi. of 
wakr), Birds' nests. 

A fi^j wakr at, wakr a, A nest. 
A yy wakz (v.n.), Striking with the fist; 

piercing, stabbing; beating off, repelling, 
driving away, burning (?) ; a dance. 

A wake (v.n.), Being diminished, defi-
cient; losing (in trade) ; diminishing, injur-
ing ; defect, detriment, diminution ; tbe en-
trance of the moon into an unlucky con-
stellation ; the lunar mansion in which 
the moon is eclipsed. 

a ) wa kasre, And a fraction (speak-
ing of periods of time). 

wakshak, The maBtic-tree. 
Awakz (v.n.), Beating off, thrusting 

away; being intent on, persevering; ar-
ranging, setting in order, adorning. 

A wak' (v.n.), Striking, stinging (a 
scorpion), biting (a serpent) ; striking the 
udder of a sheep (with the hand when 
milking), or with the head (a lamb when 
sucking);—waqa', A deformity produced 
by the great toe overlapping the next one, 
or one finger another. 

A wak'a\ (A woman) deformed as 
described in the previous article. 

A wakf (v.n.), Running (as tbe eaves 
of a house with rain-water) ; event, acci-
dent, issue, success; a sheet of dressed 
leather, which is spread as a table or table-
cloth, or upon which people play at chess 
or draughts ;—wakaf (v.n.), Practising 
iniquity; being culpable, blemished, or 
vicious; injustice, partiality, deviation, 
excess ; crime, faul t ; stain, spot, blemish ; 
the side of a mountain. 

A JSj wakl (v.n.), Entrusting (one's af-
fairs to another); acknowledging one's 
own weakness, and confiding (in God); 



being -weak (a beast) ;—wakal, Weak, un-
equal t o ; one who commits his business 
to another to execute. 

A wukald* (pl. of wakil), Lieutenants, 
vicegerents, deputies, ministers, commis-
saries, delegates; attorneys ; — wukald'i 
daulat, Ministers of state ;—wukald'i tara~ 
fain, The plenipotentiaries of both sides; 
—wukald'i mu'rafa'a, Pleaders in a case 
(especially before a court of appeal);— 
wukcda'i millat, The deputies of the people, 
the Commons (m.c.). 

A fa wakm (v.n), Teasing, vexing, mak-
ing sad; becoming sad, afflicted, sorrow-
ful, vexed; treading down or eating up 
(pasture) ; subduing, taming; — waka/m 
(v.n.), Being sad ; solicitude. 

A wakm (v.n.), Sitting (as a bird 
upon her eggs) ; a Bitting, session ; a nest 
on a mountain or in a wall;—wukn (pl. of 
umknat), Bird's nests ; alighting places. 

A waknat, wakna, wuknat, wttkna, A 
nest on a mountain or in a wall; anything 
on which a bird perches. 

A wakwdk, Timid, cowardly (cf. 
above). 

A wakub, (A doe or a she-camel) 
going quick with stretched-out neck;— 
wukub (v.n. of v ^ ) , Being assiduous, at-
tentive (to business); gradual progress. 

A wuqud (v.n. of Fastening (a 
saddle). 

wukur (v.n. of ft), Entering its 
nest (a bird) ; jumping, leaping (a boy) ; 
filling (a vessel) ; (pl. of wakr) nests. 

A -Jft wakuf, (A she-camel) ful l of 
milk. 

d f t wakwale, The bark of a dog. 
A wukul (v.n. of Entrusting 

one's affairs to another, relying upon him. 
A. aft wukun (v.n. of ^ f ) , Sitting (as a 

bird upon her eggs); (pl. of wuknat), 
nests. 

A f f t s waki', A bellwether or leader of a 
flock ; hard, firm; strong, unleaky (bottle); 
hardy, unsweating (horse); name of a 
learned man ;—qalbi waqi', A mind atten-
tive to everything. 

A wakif (v.n. of <^p), Dropping (as 
the eaves of a house with rain-water); 
oozing (water from anything). 

A wakil, An ambassador, agent, de-
puty, vicegerent, lieutenant, commissary, 
factor, administrator, representative; an 
attorney, pleader, counsellor (at law) ; a 
governor, protector; God ;—wakilu fd-
aa'wa, An advocate, counsel, proctor, attor-
ney-at-law;—wakili kharj, Master of a 
house, host, purveyor;—wakili dar, Con-
fidential of a vassal at the court of his 
suzerain;—wakili saltanati 'aliya, The ad-
ministrator of the exalted empire, i.e. prime-
minister;—wakil kardan, To substitute, to 
declare one your representative, to appoint 

an ambassador; —wakili mutlaq, A pleni-
potentiary, procurator-general, absolute 
vicegerent;—imruz wakili khwud hast am, 
To-day I plead my own case, I take my 
business in my own hands (m.c.). 

a i f t f ) wakili, The office of a wakil. 
Jw, wugdl, A live coal. 
ft wagar (for wa agar), And if, al-

though. 
& f 3 wa gar na (for wa agar na), Other-

wise ; and if not. 
J j wal, A flower; a blossom; a vine-

bud ;—wil, Independent, one's own mas-
ter (see Ji* below) ;—wil shudan, To get 
loose, to become separated (m.c.);—wil 
guftan, To talk loosely or at random (m.c.); 
—wil kardan, To let loose, to let go, to 
dismiss (m.c.). 

a wild, waid, A thing, business time; 
—dar in wild, During all this time. 

A wald', Kindred, relationship ; assis-
tance ; authority, power; nearness; the 
right and power exercised over one lately 
set free; freedom, liberty; friendship, 
love ; assistants, friends ;—wild' (v.n. 3 of 
J j ) , Continuing, following without inter-
mission ; helping, befriending; friend-
ship ; continuation ;—'aid *l-unla', In unin-
terrupted succession, continuously. 

A iUSj wald'at, Friendship, love; rela-
tionship, alliance. 

A wuldt, in P. (pl. of wdli'), Go-
vernors, presidents ; judges; lords. 

A walldj, One who enters briskly. 
JS, waldd, Silken-stuff. 
A wildd, wiladat (v.n. of JJJ), 

Bearing children; b i r th ;—wiladi qafqaz, 
Vladikaukas (m.c.) ; — yaumu 'l-wilddat, 
Birth-day. 

wilada, A round bit of wood fas-
tened to a spindle's neck to prevent the 
thread coming off. 

A wallas, A wolf. 
A u&j wilaf (v.n. of Flashing in-

cessantly (lightning) ; running (as a horse) 
and putting down both the fore-feet at 
once ; coming one after another (people) ; 
becoming familiar, intimate ; being accus-
tomed ; being joined, united; claiming 
relationship; familiarity, friendship, so-
ciety. 

waldna, wilana, A wound. 
LjiSj wulani, New wine. 

wilav, Divided, scattered about, sepa-
rated. 

A ŴJ walayd (pl. of waliyat), Govern-
ments, jurisdictions. 

A ^ walayat (v.n, of ^ f ) , Helping, 
assisting \ governing ;—walayat, wildyat 
(v.n. of i^f), Being master of, controlling; 
government, jurisdiction, dominion, power, 
authority ; guardianship, tutelage, patron-
age ; sanctity, holiness • mystical union 
with God effected by self-denial; a pro-



vince;-—uril&yat, An inhabited country, 
dominion, district (in India, wilayat usu-
ally means Europe or England; also Per-
sia ;)—wildyati 'akd, Dignity of heir ap-
parent ; — wildyati qdlu bald, Faith, reli-
gious belief (in allusion to " ihey, i.e. 
mankind, said yes" to God's question "Am 
I not your Lord?" , by which answer bald, 
" yes," they bound themselves, according 
to a Persian conceit, to a life of toil and 
misery, " bald "). See p. 93, and rozi 
alast under w p. 592. 

a (jU- us-fcSj vnldyat'satdn, A friend of 
God, saint, prophet (one who takes the 
kingdom). 

a wilayat-naward, (a traveller 
through the land) A holy man, a saint. 

a CJ**̂  wildyati, European,foreign; Per-
sian ; civil (opp. to military, m.c.). 

a laA wildyati-khat, A kind of Per-
sian handwriting. 

A ATS; wald'id (pi. of wakdat), Girls; 
handmaids. 

A. wats (v.n.), Striking (with a 
stick) ; writing or ratifying (an agreement, 
especially one weak and not binding) ; an 
agreement, compact, confederacy (espe-
cially involuntary, accidental, and not 
durable) ; a faint promise. 

walaj, walj, wilj, A quail. 
A gJj walaj, A way through sands;— 

wulaj, A young eagle;—wuluj, Streets, 
squares; shores, coasts. 

A walajat, A cavern or similar place 
into which passengers retire to shelter 
themselves from rain. 

walach, walch, wilch, A quail. 
A walakh, Name of a plant. 
A Aj wold, wild, wuld, walad, A son, off-

spring; sons; [waladu 'z-zina\ A bastard ; 
a glow-worm; a moth;] —wuld (pi. of walad), 
Sons, children; (pi. of walud), prolific, 
teeming;—walad, The offspring (of the 
brute creation) so long as they are unable 
to feed themselves ;—mdl u walad, Sub-
stance and children ; things most highly 
prized. 

a -jS W Aj waladu 'z-zind'-kush, (glow-
worm killer) Canopus. 

A wilddn, wuldan (pi. of walid), 
Sons, children; servants. 

a (jj)A^ waladan (P. pi. of A. walad), 
Sons. 

A waV (v.n.), Telling a lie; restrain-
ing, hindering, prohibiting, forcing; — 
wuV, A lie, falsehood, deceit;—wala' 
(v.n,), Desiring eagerly; being given to, 
intent upon; the eager desire of one in-
tent upon anything. 

A walalat, wala'a (pi. of wali'), 
Liars ;—wula'at, Desirous, greedy of what 
does not belong to or concern one. 

ajyd) wulfffauna, Rouge used by ladies. 
A JJJ icoZg (v.n.), Being expeditious, 

active; being ready at falsehood; perse-
vering in a journey or a l ie; piercing 
slightly ; striking (with a sword). 

) wa Idkin, But, nevertheless. 
walmashk, Mastic-tree or f ru i t . 

fa J j toil-go (gu), Loose t a lk ; absurd 
speech. 

A y ) wa lau, At least; and i f ; even if, 
though, even should. 

A JlyJj walwdl, Anxiety; anguish, vexa-
tion ; the cry of one weeping or threaten-
ing ; — wilwdl (v.n. of Howling, 
lamenting, crying; wail, lamentation. 

walwdli, (in the dialect of Samar-
qand) Sheeps' chitterlings stuffed with 
meat and spices. 

A wulub (v.u. of S-Jj), Arriving at, 
reaching; entering; going quick, making 
haste. 

A zfa wuliij (v.n. of Creeping (into 
a hole), flying (to a den), entering;— 
wuluj u khuruj, Ingress and egress. 

A JJJJ walud, Prolific, teeming. 
A Sjpj wuludat, Generation ; nativity. 
A h^fa waludiyat, Littleness, tenderness 

of age. 
welosiped, "Velocipede (m.c.). 

A ty} u)alu' (v.n. of Desiring 
eagerly, being given to, intent on ; desire, 
avidity; greedy. 

A iljJj walwalat, walwala (v.n. of JJJJ), 
Howling, lamenting, crying; twanging (a 
bow-string); wail, lamentation; tumult, 
noise, confused murmur;—walwala'i tufa,ng, 
The explosion of a musket;—walwala'i kos 
u nafir, Clang of drum and trumpet. 

wala, walla, Force, violence; blan-
dishment ; anger, -rage; a distressed lover 
(cf. the following). 

A walah (v.n.), Being fr ightened; 
being sad, afflicted, sorrowful, distracted, 
or impatient from love or grief; fear ; 
terror, grief, perturbation of mind, stupor. 

A walhdn, Astonished, stupefied, 
confounded, dejected, distracted with ter-
ror or grief; mad with love;—walahan 
(v.n. of Being sorrowful, distracted, 
impatient from love or grief. 

ajj 6l} walah'Zada, A lover hardly used 
and ill-treated ;—wala-zada, Angry, pas-
sionate, furious. 

A ^ waliy, in P. also wali (v.n. of J j ) , 
Being near, neighbouring, contiguous, 
joining ; the falling of the second rain, i.e. 
following the wasmi or spring-rain; near-
ness ; (fem. Q) waliyat, waliy a) a favourite 
of God or the king; a sincere f r iend; a 
helper, guardian, defender; a prince, 
lord, president, governor, judge; a servant, 
slave; a saint, a holy man; a proper 
name;—waliyu 'l-jud, Lord of liberality, 
i.e. God;—waliyu 'd-dam, The next of kin 
(as blood-avenger) ;—wali'i ba'id, A guar-
dian of a more distant degree than a 



father, brother, or uncle;—wali'i jindyat, 
The next of kin entitled to exact retalia-
tion for offences ;—wali'i khudd, A friend 
of God, a holy man;—wali'i 'ahd, Heir-
apparent, destined or acknowledged suc-
cessor; a vicegerent; crown prince (m.c.); 
— wali'i 'ahd kardan, To nominate or 
declare a successor to a kingdom; — 
wali'i kdmil, A perfect saint; — wali'i 
ni'mat (waliyu 'n-ni'am), The lord of be-
neficence, i.e. the master of a feast, the 
landlord; a benefactor, lord, master; a 
title of respect by which a father is ad-
dressed ;—wall wali-ra shinasad, Friend 
knows friend, birds of a feather flock 
together. 

a^Jjwale (for wa-lek, wa-lekin), But, 
yet, however, for all that. 

A waliyat, Government, jurisdiction; 
a province. 

A G-Jj walij, Mixed up with things of a 
different kind. 

A walij at, walija, in P. also 
walicha, An intimate, confidential friend 
(especially not of one's own people) ; near, 
adjacent. 

A walih, pl. of— 
A waUhat, waliha, in P. also A^Jj 

(confounding the word with A corn-
sack ; a large basket or hamper. 

A AĴ  walid, A son, lad, child; a ser-
vant ;—ummu 'l-walid, The mother of chil-
dren, i.e. a hen. 

A walidat (fem. of walid), A girl; a 
handmaid ; born amongst the Arabians. 

walls, A ĴJJ wallsa, wilisa, Good, 
fair. 

A GFTLJ wall', TTnblown flowers of palm-
trees. 

a ^A^ J j wall *ahdi, Heritage, the 
state of being an heir-apparent; deputy-
ship. 

A ULJJJ walif (v.n. of «-AJj), Flashing in-
cessantly (lightning); running, and put-
ting down both the fore-feet at once (a 
horse) ; coming one after another (people) ; 
being familiar, intimate. 

a wa-lek, j wa-lekin, But. 
A walimat, A banquet; a marriage-

feast ;—wdllmatu '1-kh.itan, A circumcision-
feast. 

wilin, Ringworm, dry scab. 
a ly**J*l)wali-nitmatit Beneficence (m.c.). 
A warn' (v.n. of Making a sign; 

a nod, sign. 
A A*, wamad (v.n,), Being extremely hot 

(night) ; intense heat in a still, sultry 
n ight ; anger, pasiion, rage; nocturnal 
dew rising from the sea;—wamid, fem. 

wamidat, wawida, Hot, warm, aUo 
dewy (night). 

A EA-J wamadat, Intense heat of a still, 
sultry night. 

f ) waniar, Besides, moreover, 
A (JA Ĵ wamz, wamazan (v.n. of 

Gleaming, flashing slightly (light-
ning ; when spreading wide it is called 
khafw; when it seems to pierce the clouds 
in perpendicular bolts it is expressed by 
'aqigat). 

x&»)Wamq (v.n.), Loving, liking; love. 
A wamidan, To cut into small 

pieces; to splice or join a broken rope 
without a knot; to be hollowed, excavated, 
or dug out; to rub ; to blow into, puff up. 

A wamtz, Slight flash (of light-
ning). 

y j wan, Like; resembling; pure; sin-
cere ; a kernelled fruit called in Arabic 
al-fyabbatu *l-khazra,': but, yet, however; 
(in Kathay) ten thousand vears ; (S. vana) 
a wood, forest; a cymbal;—wann, in P . 
also wan, Weakness, languor, fatigue; a 
musical instrument played with the fin-
gers, cymbals, castanets ; name of a town. 

^ wand, A turtle-dove, wood-pigeon. 
A wand', Labour, tail; languor, lassi-

tude. 
wanana, A kind of round cake, 

gij wanj, A sparrow ;—wanaj, Ugly; un-
pleasant, morose. 

A wanaj, A stringed instrnment; a 
lute. 

a W } wanjnak, Sweet basil. 
^ wand, Experiment, proof; labour, 

toil ; praise; a vessel, vase, cup; (in com-
position = AA* q.v. 1325) possessed of, a s : 
—daulatwand for daulatmand, Rich, a rich 
man. 

wandd, (in Zand and Pazand) A 
wish, desire. 

wan-dana, The seed of the wan-tree 
(see above). 

JUJJJ wandsar, The centre of a circle. 
T tdJtXi, wanadik, Venice; Venetian state. 

wanda, Cresses. 
J^AJJJJ^ wandidad (Z. vi-daeva data " given 

against the demons "), Name of the twen-
tieth book of the Zand treating of the 
repulse and exorcism of evil spirits. 

yj^Aij wandldan, To labour, to toil, 
jyi, wan-zhad, Gum of the wa»-tree. 

Jj winsZn, Vincennes near Paris (m.c.). 
uiiij wanak, An animal smaller than a 

cat, of a dusty colour, without a tail ( s A. 
jij q.v.). 

wankul, Wanting, necessary, re-
quired. 

A w a n k i , Nay, but ( = a q.v. p. 198, 
wan probably being a dialectical form of 
bal, by the respective interchange of liquids 
and labials). 

wang, wing, Empty, empty-handed; 
poor, destitute; echo, noise (cf. p. 
152) ; ugly. 

toanmashk, Gum of the tree wan 
or ban. 



wanang, A line upon which grapes 
are hung; the top of a bunch of grapes; 
also the stalk ; the tendril of a vine. 

'_} wang-wang, wing-wing, A con-
fused noise, hum, buzz. 

A ̂ Jy wound, wa/ny, wunly (v.n.), Being 
sluggish, dull, heavy, slothful, listless; 
languor, lassitude, listlessness; labour, 
toil. 

A fy) wanyat, winyat (v.n. of Being 
torpid, languid, slothful, slow, fatigued; 
delay, slowness, languor, lassitude ;—-&i-Za 
winyat, Without delay. 

wanizad, wanlzhad, Gum of the 
tree wan. 

t f t ) wanlzha, Pure frankincense. 
wSnla, Venetia (m.c. from Pr. or E.). 

A fai) wanlm (v.n. of Muting (a 
fly) ; the excrement or mark of a fly. 

wawd, A good omen, happy presage. 
a ^J) ) wa-wale, But, yet, however ( = 

J ) q.v.). 
5j wah, Strange! would to God! alas! 

have a care ! (See above.) 
A wahhab, Ailfej wahhdbat, wahhaba, 

A giver, one who bestows; liberal, munifi-
cent ; an epithet of God. 

a wahhdbl, A follower of the sect 
founded by 'Abdu 'l-Wahhab (a very puri-
tanical body of Muslims). 

A wahhablyat, Extreme liberality; 
—wahhablya, The sect of the Wahhabis 
(see the preceding article). 

A gLfcj wahhdj, Burning, flaming, blazing, 
flashing; raging. 

A jLfcj wihad (pi. of wahdat), Valleys, low 
grounds ;—tildl u wihad, Hills and dales. 

A II'UFCJ wihdfai (v.n. of Having 
charge of a temple ;—wihdfat, wahdfat, 
The office of a person who has charge of a 
temple. 

A wahham, Suspicious, d is t rus t fu l ; 
a Bceptic, a doub te r . 

A S-^3 wahb (v.n.), Excelling in a con-
test concerning liberality ;—wahb, wakab 
(v.n.), Giving, bestowing; pardoning, for-
giving ;—wahab, A gift. 

a wahbi, Bestowed by God. 
g-fcj wahj, oW^j wahajdn (v.n. of 

Burning ; heat of fire, 
A AFEJ wahd, SATOJ wahdat, wahda, A valley, 

hollow, declivity. 
fy wakr, syfej wahra, Name of a country. 
A yfcj wahz (v.n.), Trampling upon, beat-

ing (a path) ; striking with the fist, strik-
ing hard ; repelling ; exciting, stimulating. 

A wahs (v.n.), Behaving haughtily 
or inj uriously to friends ; trampling, tread-
ing under foot; detraction, slander; ma-
chination, perfidy. 

Jt) wahshat (Z. vohu-hhshattra), Name 
of the fourth of the five embolismal days 
added to the Persian year. 

A YFITTJ wah? (v.n.), Breaking; treading 

under foot; throwing with violence, dash-
ing on the ground; castrating. 

A waht, Low grounds; name of a 
garden in Ta'if, formerly belonging to 
'Amr bin al-'JLs. 

A wahtat, wahta, Low ground. 
A loahf (v.n.)^ Putting forth leaves 

(a tree), flourishing (as plants); having 
the care of a temple; approaching, draw-
ing near; presenting itself, appearing; 
happening. 

wahift, Name of one of the embo-
lismal days added to the Persian year (evi-
dently misreading for o ^ A j q.v. above). 

A wuhflyat, wihiflyat, The office of 
one who has the charge of a temple. 

A (JJ&} wahg, wahaq, A noose thrown to 
catch men or animals, a lasso; a long rope 
for tethering cattle. 

A J ^ j wa hi, Applying one's mind to any-
thing, though wishing to do another; con-
jecturing, supposing; afraid, timid, fright-
ened ;—wahal (v.n.), Being weak, timid, 
terrified; committing an error, making a 
slip; forgetting, blundering; fear, terror; 
mistake; forgetfulness ;—wahil, Languid j 
weak, timid, frightened; trembling, 

wuhl, Any coniferous tree. 
A wahlat, wahla, Pear, terror;—au-

wala wahalat-in (wahla), First, before all, 
first of all. 

A {*&>) wahm (v.n.), Thinking, turning 
anything in one's mind, imagining, per-
suading oneself ; conceiving a false idea; 
mind, sense; opinion, conjecture; suspi-
cion, doubt, scruple, caution; fear, dis-
trust ; anxiety, apprehension; malevo-
lence; a wide or clear road, highway; 

hardan, To imagine, suspect;— 
wahm, The intellectual faculty, 
of imagination;]—waham (v.n.), 

Making a mistake (in reckoning) ; wishing 
ill;—wuhum (pi. of wahm), Highways. 

a A*jb) wahmad (from the obsolete verb 
wahmidan), He fancies, thinks, imagines. 

a wahmndh, Frightened, fearful, 
trembling; suspicious, scrupulous; ter-
rific. 

<jv+J*) wahmanish, (in Zand and Pa-
zaud) Anyone whose heart is right with 
God. 

a wahml, fem. wahmlyat, wah-
mlya, Imaginary, conjectural. 

A wahmlyat (pi. of the preceding), 
Uncertain or imaginary things, conjec-
tures, chimeras. 

a <JJAI?**) wahmidan (obsolete), To think, 
opine, fancy (see above). 

A wahn (v.n.), Weakening, enerva-
ting ; entering on the midnight hour; 
midnight, or the hour after i t ; a thick-
bodied camel;—wahn, wahan (v.n.), Being 
weak, unequal to; weakness, imbecility; 
baseness. 

[wahm 
quwati 
power 



wika/ng, A ring on a rope, by 
means of which burdens are fastened upon 
camels; a wooden st irrup; a noose for 
catching man or beast, a lasso ; a fatten-
ing grain which women eat ; a single 
draught of water. 

A S•>)*> wahvb, Liberal, munificent. 
A wuhum (pi. of wahm), Highways ; 

large tractable camels. 
A wahy (v.n.), Being broken, torn, 

burst, split (a leathern bottle); being 
weak, languid, listless ; being destitute of 
abilities or reputation, being or becoming 
worthless ; a rent, fissure, crack. 

A GÊ J wahij, Heat, sultriness ; a blaze. 
A «JLjjb_j wahif (v.a. of Producing 

leaves, flourishing (a tree). 
^sy wai, A part, quantity ; a fold ; woe ! 

ah ! alas! [dah-wai, Ten-fold ;—sad-wai, A 
hundred fold ;]—(for o), H e ; [waira, 
Him, to him ;]—wi, Boot, origin ; (for bi) 
without, as: wi-'aib, Faultless. 

A waib, Fy upon, woe to (you, 
Ac.) ! ( = J>j q.v. below). 

jk) waisar, waisir, A white rose. 
UAJCJ wijak, Pure, clear. 
A waifr, Oh! (in pity) ; woe be to 

(you) ! bravo ! well done !—waikak, Woe 
to you ! alaB for you! O fortunate! 

wid, waid, Lost; little, few, not 
much; aid, help, remedy ; anything of an 
astringent or styptic quality;—wed (S. 
veda), The Hindu Scriptures. 

wida, waidd, Little, not much, few; 
lost; found, recovered, come to light (cf. 

p. 264) ; pain, sorrow. 
wedandk, Unconnected; not 

brought to a conclusion. 
widastar, The beaver (cf. 

p. 218). 
tuidan, waidan, To seek for help, to 

apply a remedy ; to lose ; to seek. 
fiAty waida, wdda, One who seeks a re-

medy. 
widi, The leprosy, 

^j^jki^ waididan, To be lost; to diminish, 
injure ; to seek and apply a remedy. 

^Ajj wizi, Leprosy. 
fy wir, Mind, intellect, reason ; interro-

gation ; recollection; by hear t ; a friend ; 
a groan, lamentation ; custody, preserva-
tion; name of a village; [ba-wir ddshtan, 
To recollect;]—wer, A fool. 

wai-rd (for o-ra), Him, to him ;— 
wird, One who remembers, a learner; a 
lord; a keeper. 

wirdf, The father of the prophet 
Arda. 

t ) ^ wirdn, wairan, weran, Desert, deso-
late, ruined, depopulated;—weran kardan, 
To lay waste, destroy, depopulate. 

y^j wiran-shahr, Name of a place 
celebrated for its saffron. 

werdngar, Ruinous, destructive. 

wir ana, wairdna, wer ana, Desolate ; 
a solitude, a place full of ruins. 

A) wirana-zar, A place full of ruins. 
wlrana-nishln, Inhabiting a 

desert or desolate place ; a hermit. 
wlrdnl, wairdni, werdni, Desola-

tion, depopulation, delapidation, ruin. 
Zfo wiraj, Galangale, sweet-Bcented flag. 

wirdi, Given, bestowed. 
jjiy wiru, wir u-wir d, Recollection. 
fofo wirwir, Frequent interrogation. 
6^3 waira, Any plant not having an up-

right stem (as a melon) ; any parasitical-
plant, ivy ; fy ! 

t s / j wiri, The leprosy ; cloth, 
wezh, Sincere, unmixed ; pure, clear ; 

the purest part of anything; neat wine ;— 
dosti wezha, A sincere friend ;—raughani 
wezha, Purified fat or butter;— shiri wezha, 
Unmixed milk. 

wezhish, Sanctification, holiness, 
purity. 

wezhagdn, Intimate, chosen friends. 
Sjtj wezha, = q.v. above;—ba-wezha, 

Particularly, especially, 
(j^jij wezhagi, Purity. 
ySijjj wizhilan, The " Vigilant" (m.c.). 
yJki^ij wezhidan, To purify, clarify; to 

become purified. 
A wais, Indigence ; anything one 

desires ; contempt, exclamation of pity, or 
approbation, 

u- i j wis, Like ; name of the mistress of 
Ramin. 

wistul, The river Vistula (m.c.). 
wisa, Good; abomination ; like, re-

sembling ; name of the mistress of Ramin; 
also of the father of Pi ran, Afrasyab's 
commander-in-chief;—wisa dashtan, To 
detest;—wisa kardan, To render abomi-
nable. 

wesh, Much, more ; good, best, Ac. 
( = q.v. p. 221). 

^JL-ASOJ wishanidan, To assemble, con-
voke. 

waishal, Name of a disease. 
AAJJ wesha, A forest, wood (cf. 

p. 221;—wisha, Ivy. 
weshidan, To assemble; to make 

a bed, spread a cloth. " 
SA-J^J weshida, Spread out, made (bed) ; 

exalted, raised ; twisted, involved. 
a lAjj wik, Bravo ! f y ! out upon ! oh ! 

(an interjection of pity). 
a waikdn, Oh ! alas ! 
A J>j wail (v.n.), Paining, afflicting; 

woe to (you) ! fy upon (you)! an affliction, 
misfortune; punishment, torment; the 
gate of hell; also name of a valley, river, 
or well there ;—wailak, Woe to thee !— 
waila-hu, Woe to him!—waili, Woe is me ! 

Ji) wil, wail, Victory, success, happy 
issue ; superiority; bravo ! = J j q.v. above; 
—wil (pronounced wel) kardan, To let loose, 



let go, Bet free (m.c.) ;—ml-am hun, Leave 
m e alone (m.c . ) . 

weldn, Anything having a beginning 
and an ending, but no middle; incom-
plete. 

wailanj, Sweet. 
willd-hd, Villas (m.c.). 

A &kp wailat, waila, Woe ! alas ! disgrace, 
ignominy; cry, clamour. 

{jr* icail-hash, Vindictive. 
Alt) wila, Victory ; fortitude ; clamour, 

great noise; a clew of cotton-thread. 
pt) wim, A wash for walls. 
yly win, Black grapes ; colour. 

win, Vienna (G. Wien, m.c.). 
winad (for hinad), He sees. 

wenaddnah, A bladder of musk. 
yt.) wayo, wiyo, A bride. 
A. waih, Be of good cheer! come on! 

(a particle of invitation). 
AĴ J waihand, Name of a city in Kanda-

har. 
A ÂFY wa'id, A loud sound or voice; a 

slow, gentle pace. 
A wa'idat, wa'ida, (A girl) buried 

alive. 
ij~tti) wiyis, Like, resembling. 

d 

& h (called hd'i hauwaz or ha'i mudau-
wara " round ha"), the thirty-first letter 
of the Persian-Arabic alphabet, signifies 
five in arithmetic, and denotes in alma-
nacs Thursday and the sign Virgo, also 
the planet Venus and the moon when 
bright. I t is a slight aBpirate, like the h 
in " hope," either of guttural origin, as in 
mih, corresponding to the Greek /xeyas, or 
in dah, G. Se/ca, &c., whence the frequent 
change of the h at the end of Persian 
nouns into g before the plural termination 
an and the diminutive affix ah (a^j zinda, 
pl. tA&Jj zindagdn; jama, dim. 
jamagah), and the substitution of j in 
Arabic for the final fi in Persian (A. 
= P. Asi&>) ; or it is of dental origin, as in 

mdh " moon," S. mdsa ; fl»muhr "seal," 
S. mudrd i fi^gdh "place," Z. gdtu. Lastly, 
it is originally labial, as in i^hoh, compared 
with Zand-Pazand hop and A. qdf, 

in hufat. Accordingly we find it 
interchangeable with e , e , t, o*, J , 

, $, and . In Persian s is of two kinds: 
manifest or sounded (zahir), and concealed 
or mute (mahfifi). The former is enunciated 
whether preceded by fathah, zammah, or 
hasrah, as rah " a road," anduh " grief," 
farbih " f a t " (pl. rahha, anduhha, girihhd). 
In the diminutive it is marked with fathah, 

as roAafe" a little road," anduhak u a trifling 
sorrow," girihak " a small button." When 
taking the izdfah it is marked with hasrah, 
as rahi man " my road," anduhi man " My 
sorrow," girihi man " my button." Mute * 
occurs principally in four kinds of words; 
(1) in nouns bearing a resemblance or 
relationship to another object, as datta 
" a handle," from dasi " the hand," &c.; 
(2) in the past active participle, or the sim-
ple passive participle, as hushta " having 
slain " or " slain," &c.; (3) in adjectives, 
specifying time, which are formed from 
the words sal "year ," mdh "month," roz 
" day," and shab " night," as yah-sala 
" yearling," du-mdha " bi-monthly," har 
roza *' daily," ehahdr-shaba " quadri-noc-
turnal, every fourth n ight" ; (4) in all 
those Arabic feminineB, terminating in 8 .1, 
whose S has not in Persian changed to »a>, 
that is, roughly speaking, in feminine ad-
jectives, and such nouns as are not abstract 
substantives. In the plural of such words 
the h is generally, but by no means neces-
sarily, dropped before the termination ha, 
as hhdna-ha " houses," Ac.; while before 
the termination an it is changed to g, as 
ahu-bara " fawn," pl. dhu-baragan. When 
taking the sign izdfah the sign hamzah is 
placed over it, pronounced with hasrah, 
although the latter sign is not expressed 
in writing, as ^ hhana'i man " m y 
house." For further particulars consult 
the Grammar. 

\fi> hd, Have a care! be ready! here 1 
behold! whether ? is it so ? a slap on the 
face; white on a bird's face; the plural 
termination, formerly mostly of things 
inanimate, as sang " a stone," sang-hd 
" stones," while the plural of animated 
beings was generally (not exclusively) 
formed by an, as adami " man / ' pl. adami-
ydn " men, mankind." In modern Persian, 
however, the ending ha has almost entirely 
superseded an both for inanimated and 
animated beings. 

x'vbhd, (the 3rd pers. sing, of the affixed 
pronoun) Her, to, of, from, or by he r ; 
(referring to broken plurals) theirs, &c.; 
(interjection) lo! behold ! take ! (particle 
of swearing) by, as : [la ha'llahi, Not, by 
God!]—ha', Take! give! grant! name of 
the letter h. 

A hdbidat, hdbida, A woman who 
gathers colocynth or the seeds thereof. 

A habir, (A blow) which cuts asunder 
and divides, so that one part falls, or which 
cuts off a large piece of flesh. 

A (JS^U hdbish, One who collects much. 
A hdbishat, hdbisha, A crowd just 

assembled. 
A LATLFE habit, Falling, descending; a 

faller. 



ijt-tA^* hdbig&i, "Real, true. 
A Jtf l* hdbil, Abel, Adam'S son. 
A kati, Give ! grant! let it be so I 
A katif, One who cries aloud; an 

encomiast, praiser; a voice from heaven, 
or from an invisible speaker; a secret 
monitor, guardian angel. 

A hatil, Kdtin, (A cloud) rain-
ing incessantly, but in small drops. 

f j ^ hail, Name of a people in Turan. 
A hdjar, Hagar the mother of Ish-

mael;—hdjir, Elegant, excellent (thing); 
delirious, speaking foolishly or deliriously; 
emigrating ; name of a tribe. 

A 8/hU hdjirat (fem. of the preceding), 
Vain, foolish; obscene, profane, or malevo-
leet discourse; the sultry after noon-heat. 

a hajiri, A citizen of Hajar in 
Arabia Felix; good, excellent. 

A hdjis, (A thing) recurring to 
the mind. 

A hdji\ Asleep, sleeping. 
A hdjin, A girl married prema-

turely ; any animal brought too early to 
the male ; a tinder-box not striking fire at 
once. 

A hdjl, A satirist; one who spells. 
yĵ iU-Le, hdchanidan (caus. of the follow-

ing), To cause to Beize, wither, &c. 
yA^U, hdchidan, To seize, carry off; to 

dry, wither; to be or to grow cold. 
jyaAa hdkktur, Part, portion (doubtful; 

see below). 
A AA hadd, Sound, especially the roaring 

or murmuring of the sea. 
A haddat, hadda, Thunder. 

hadukht (Z. hadhaokhta), Name of 
the 22nd chapter of the Zand. 

AJAA> kadir, One who permits the effusion 
of blood with impunity ; vile, contemptible; 
useless; braying (camel) ; (milk) turning 
thick at top when it sourB. 

A hadirat, hddira, Braying (Bhe-
camel). 

u^ijj^ Lfc ha-dar wish, A desert in Turki-
stan. 

hddif, One who enters, who ap-
proaches. 

A hddif at, hddija, A body, crowd of 
people. 

A JJIA hadil, Pendulous (l ip); pendu-
louB-lipped. 

A FJLFE hadim, A demolisher, marrer, 
destroyer;—hddimu 'l-lazzdt, (Death) the 
destroyer of delights. 

^gyJVA hdduri, Name of a sect of beggars. 
yb^aUb haduriydn (pi. of hdduri), Bold, 

sturdy beggars, destitute vagrants whom 
the police keep off the roads. 

^JIA hddi, A kind of stone, which 
whoever keeps by him, the dogs will not 
bark at him. 

A ̂ AA hddi, A director, leader, guide ; 
one who enjoys rest or peace; the neck ; 

head or point of an arrow; an ox in the 
centre of a threshing-floor, round which 
the other oxen move when treading out 
the grain ; — hddi ' 8-sabil (tariq), The 
guide to the way (of salvation), i.e. God; 
—hadi'i subul, A guide of the ways, i.e. 
Muhammad ;—-hddl'i mahdl-ghuldm, Name 
of Muhammad. 

A SjAfc hddiyat, hadiya, The leader of a 
flock; a stick, staff. , 

A UV* hdzd, This. (See below.) 
JAA hdzil, Midnight; also the begin-

ning or remainder of the night. 
fa hdr (S. hdra), A row, rank, line, 

s t r ing; a string of pearls; a necklace; a 
wreath, chaplet; a pearl; anything well 
arranged; the neck; the bones in the neck 
of any animal; (perhaps contraction of A. 
mihdr) a piece of wood put through* a per-
foration in a camel's nose to guide him by; 
excrement; putrid flesh; astonished, stu-
pefied; unfortunate, distressed; foolish, 
weak, silly; silent;—hdr Icardan, To turn 
(a person's) head (m.c.). 

A. fa hdr, Weak with age or infirmity;— 
harr, The squalling of a cat. 

harp, A harp (m.c. from E.). 
A hdrdn, Haran, Terah's son, bro-

ther of Abraham and father of Lot. 
A ^ f a hdrib, F ly ing; a fugitive; one 

who returns from watering ;—hdrib shudan, 
To fly, to Bhun;—md la-hu qdrib wa Id 
hdrib, None approaches him and none 
shuns him, he is neither loved nor feared, 
he is of no account. 

U fa hdr-pd, Name of a prickly little fish. 
•>fa harad, Name of the 25th of the 

month. 
<J»fa harish, Vanity, vain-glory, boast-

ing. 
A pfa hartm, A camel feeding on the 

plant pyfc q.v, below, 
o 5fa haru, Hero, the mistress of Lean-

der (s«e p. 109). 
A ^ f a hdr id, Name of an angel, who, 

together with another named Marut, hav-
ing severely censured mankind before the 
throne of God, was sent with him down to 
earth iu human shapes to judge of the 
temptations to which man is subject. 
They could not withstand them: they 
were seduced by women, and committed 
every kind of iniquity; for which they 
were suspended by the feet in a well in 
Babylon, where they are to remain in great 
torment till the day of judgment. They 
are said to be teachers of magic to man. 
(See *>}fa p. 1140.) 

a unfato hdrut-fan, A skilful magi-
cian. 

a <J>)fa harute, A magician like Haru t ; 
—haruti, Magic, incantation, sorcery. 

harun, Aaron, brother of Moses; 
a refractory horse; chief, leader; a mes-



senger, courier; helplessness, indigence; 
aitonisbment; amazement;—hdruni asitd-
na>*i gardun, The courier of the court of 
heaven, (met.) the moon; — hdrunu V-
ra'hid, Name of the fifth caliph of the 
house of Abbas, and twenty-fourth from 
Muhammad. He reigned from A.D. 786 
till 808. 

hdrune, One like Aaron ;—hdruni, 
Watching, keeping guard (as Aaron in the 
absence of Moses). 

yAjjjjU hdrumdan, To be at a loss, con-
founded, distracted. 

^ f t hari, A doer of every kind of dirty 
work, a sweeper. 

ft ha2, A curling lock. 
A ĵFC hazz, Shining, glittering (Btar). 
A JjLfc hdzil, Facetious ; a joker, jester. 
A hdzim, One who depresses, op-

presses, or puts to flight. 
hazimat, hdzima, Misfortune, ca-

lamity. 
hdziya, — q.y. above, 

j k hazh, Clamour, loud exclamation, 
sound; afflicted, mournful, penitent; as-
tonished ; dumbfounded with amazement; 
stupid; poor; abject, vile, bad; ugly ; 
silent from love. 

j f t haiha, Astonished, stupefied ; abject, 
vile, poor; ugly. 

yjkeî Lfc hdzhuyidan, To be distracted, 
at a loss, confounded. 

fjLft hdzha, = f f t q.v. above. 
hazhidan, To weep, cry ; to look. 
has, Too, also, likewise; dread, 

fear. 
A hdshim, Who breaks bread into 

broth ; surname of an ancestor of Muham-
mad, on account of hiB doing so for the 
benefit of the poor at the time of a great 
famine. 

A hdehimat, hdshima, A wound or 
contusion breaking a bone without shiver-
ing it. 

A hazib, Wetting rain ; rain falling 
in large drops. 

A hdzim, Soft, loose; digestive; 
purgative. 

A f>ft£> hazum, Medicine, or anything 
promoting digestion ; one who puts up 
with an insult. 

u hdtil, Incessant and small (rain) ; 
a cloud raining continuously. 

A ̂ U hafi, Starving, famished (man). 
A J*U> hdqil, A male mouse, 
rfh* hah, (in Zand aud Pazand) A bird's 

egg-
A haha, Take ! 

hdhra, ^ ^ hdkla, A stutterer. 
hdkiil, Ratsbane. 

JU> hdl, Quiet, firmness, establishment; 
patience ; the goal in the game of bandy; 
the lesser cardamom. 

A hdl, Posterity. 

( 1486 ) 
A J\ VJLSb hdlibu 'sh-sha'r, The coldest 

days of winter. 
A hdlat, hdla, A halo round the 

moon; name of the wife of Abdu '1-mu-
tallib. 

A gS'VA hali\ Yery impatient, eager, 
greedy; swift-paced (ostrich). 

A hdliJc, Perishing, in the state of 
being destroyed or killed ; destructive;— 
haiik shudan, To perish. 

a halihi, A blacksmith ; a polisher. 
haliijln, A swing. 

A ^jJte hdluh, A mouse. 
hdla, A halo round the moon (see 

above, and cf. G. <JA.ws); construed 
with afgandan, bastan, zadan, &c. ; a bad 
fellow, corrupter, destroyer, author of evil; 
colour 5 at ease, at r e s t ; quiet, easy; a 
sort of wood of which lamp-wicks are 
made. 

ft hdlawdr, Circularly (like a halo). 
A ham, hdmm (i') (pl. of hdmat), 

Heads ; chiefs; owls. 
JUU hamdl, Of the same mind, unani-

mous, similar, uniform; a companion, 
equal, peer; concord, harmony. (See JWA 
below.) 

hdmdn, Name of Abraham's bro-
ther ; name of Pharaoh's vizier; name of 
a place in Kirman where Shah Ni'matu 
'll&h Wall is buried. 

Ĵ UIA hamdwar, ^ f t ^ A hamdvoaran, Sy-
ria ; Yaman. 

A W a hdmat, The head of any animal; 
the chief of a people, family, or t r ibe ; an 
owl;—hdmmat, hamim, A stinging reptile; 
beasts, cattle. 

A hdmid, fem. hdmidat, hdr 
mida, Worn; obsolete; black, changed, 
withered (plant) ; barren (place) ; extinct 
(fire). 

x f t j t hdmir, (A cloud) pouring down 
rain. 

s ^ l a hdm-rah, A companion, fellow-
traveller. 

^VA hdmarz, (in Pehlevi) Rise up. 
A hdmiz, A defamer (male or female) ; 

winking ; making a sign with the eye. 
A U^Ufc hdmish, Margin of a book. 
J ^ hdmil, Unanimous, like, uniform. 
A hdmil, (A camel) feeding at large 

night and day. 
A hdmilat (pl. of the preceding), 

Camels feeding at large night and day. 
hamun, A plain; hard level ground. 
hdmwdri hamwdra, Smooth, 

even, level; always, continually j eternity, 
perpetuity. 

a f y ^ hamum, The melted fat of a 
camel's bump ; hump of a camel. 

hamun, A plain ; level ground; a 
desert -,-^dasht u hamun, A desert and 
extensive plain. 



Or*^4 hamiin-naward, A traveller of 
tbe desert. 

ts'Afc haml, Distracted, astonished. 
oW*^ hdmydn, A long purse. 

han, Truly, yes; make baste know! 
have a care ! let it not be ! 

hdnjtur, = Ĵ SAU above, of which 
it 15 probably a misreading, or vice versa. 

A hdni', Hnmble, submissive. 
WU hana, Is it not? 

ham, (in Pehlevi) Sit down. 
fa hav, Used when charging an enemy. 
VJ5<AA hawueh, W f̂cjla hawusht, (in Zand 

and Pazand) A disciple or follower of a 
prophet; attached, dependent. 

^yjfc hawan, A mortar; vulva;—hdwin, 
(in Zand and Pazand) The first of the five 
daily prayers. 

AA-J yfa hdwan-dasta, Pestle and mor-
tar. 

v*^ &fa> hdwan-hob, A pounder in a 
mortar; a maker of ink; performing coi-
tion. 

a tyfa hawun (for P. hawan), A mortar. 
fa fa hdv-hdv, — fat q.y. above. 
A. fa hdwl, Fallen headlong ;—hdwiy, 

in P. aUo hdm, Aerial, airy, windy. 
A iifa hawiyat, hdwiya, The nethermost 

hell; a deep, dark place, gulf, pitfall ; air, 
sky. 

a AA* ii fa hawiya-band, Hell-closing. 
a hdwiya-misal, Hell-like, in-

fernal. 
A Ufclfc Kahuna, Here; hither. 
ij-* hay, 0 1 a h ! alas! Well done! 

strange 1 
^U^lfe haydhdy, The cries of mourners. 
^yjAj^ haydhuy, Shout of joy and festi-

vity. 
A s-^U hd'ib, Timid, timorouB, afraid, 

fearful. 
A gfl* ha'ij, Furious, raging, rutting 

(camel); anger, rage. 
A JTFLFR ha?id, Repentant, returning to 

duty. 
A ha'i', Liquid, melted (lead) ; dark 

(night) ; timid, languid, cowardly. 
A ha'i'at, ha'i1 a, A horrible noise, 

fearful sound. 
A Ukfljfe ha i f , Very thirsty. 
A ha'if at, hd'ifa, (Camels) turning 

their open mouths to the wind from in-
tense thirst. 

A Jftfc hail, fem. hd'ilat, hd'ila, Ter-
rible, horrible, f r igh t fu l ; huge, large;— 
waqi'a'i hd'ila, A dreadful accident. 

A hd'im, Astonished, confused, wan-
dering, distracted, furious, from love or 
any other cause. 

ij3\& hd'ina, = A ĴW q.v. below. 
A mA^U hdyahat, y V ^ hdyahdn, Off! 
fj^b hay hay, Quick, quick 1 cries of 

the distressed or perplexed;—bd hay hay 
mandan, To remain bewildered. 

jJ^Vft h&yihti'i, Lugubrious, mournful, 
sj^fe j hdy v huy, ^jA ^Ia hdy huy, 

Noisy mirth, festivity, conviviality; make 
haste 1 be quick ! hue and cry;—dar in hay u 
huy, In the middle of this uproar, tumult, 
hubbub (m.c.). 

hd'ina (for har a'lna), Always; 
certainly. 

Mb, (in Zand and Pazand) Leave 
alone. 

A hob (imp. of q.v. above), 
Grant it, allow it to be BO ; fear thou;— 
habb (v.n.), Awaking, rising (from sleep) ; 
blowing with violence (wind) ; being active; 
brisk, nimble, swift (a camel); being 
shaken or brandished (a sword); pene-
trating (the same); being routed, fleeing 
away. 

A habd', habd, habdb, Dust, es-
pecially the finer particles which fly about, 
and are only conspicuous in the sun's rays ; 
atom; (in P.) perished, dispersed, lost; 
construed with the verbs ddshtan, shudan, 
&c.;—habd hardan, To reduce to powder, 
fco annihilate ; to exhale, evaporate. 

A sAjJfc hibdb (v.n, of Being brisk, 
swift;—habbab, Violent, blustering (wind). 

A aLjjto habdt, Name of a place within the 
tribe of Ghatafan, where a battle wag 
fought. 

A uû FT hibat (pi. of hibat), Gifts. 
A fa* habbdr, Sharp (sword); a very 

hairy monkey; name of a place. 
A habbdsh, One who acquires or 

collects, who scrapes together for his 
family. 

A hubdshat, hubasha, A crowd; a 
herd. 

A gWfc hiba' (pi. of hubd'), Colts of 
the last birth. 

habah, Top of a mountain; crown 
of the head; the dyeing matter of gum-
lac. 

A jWfe hdbal, Name of a tree;—habbdl, 
One who searches or watches to catch or 
to deceive; a hunter ; one who lays 
snares for man or beast. 

A habdlat, Search, endeavour; peti-
tion. 

A hibab (pi. of hibbat), Rags, tat-
ters. 

A hibat (v.n. of s-Jfcj), Giving, bestow-
ing ; pardoning, forgiving; a gift , a 
present; [hibat hardan, To give, bestow;] 
—habbat, hibbat, An hour; a short time 
before dawn; any space of time; a year; 
the penetrancy of a sword ;—hibbat, A rag, 
tatter. 

A habt (v.n.), Striking, beating 
down; being stupid; being timid, cow-
ardly, indolent. 

A h^b habtat, Weakness of mind ; 
cowardice, baseness; dotage, madness, 
silliness; a stroke, blow. 



A habd (v.n. of «M>), Gathering, 
braising, or boiling the seeds of the colo-
cynth ; serving them up before anyone; 
the wild gourd, or its seed. 

A*A habad, A piece of board used to 
level the surface of a new-ploughed field. 

habr (v.n.), Cutting (meat), cut-
ting off (a piece) ; pausing at the begin-
ning of a verse in reading the Qur'an (a 
practice disapproved o f ) ; flesh ,• level or 
low ground or sands ;—hubr, Refuse which 
falls from flax; a grape-stone; (pl. of 
habr) level or low grounds or sands;— 
habar (v.n.), Being full of flesh (a camel) ; 
—habir, fem. habirat, habira, Very 
fleshy (camel) ;—hubur (pl. of habir). Level 
or low grounds, especially amongst hills. 

habar, The pus and matter of a sore. 
A habrat, habr a, A shell used to 

avert the effect of a malignant eye; a 
charm used by women to secure the affec-
tions of men; a piece of flesh without 
bone. (See also habir under .) 

a hibrm, Pure gold; a new gold 
coin; beautiful ; elegant Persian bracelet; 
handsome boot; a lion. 

A habrun, Hebron in Palestine. 
A habsh (v.n.), Collecting, scraping 

together; overtaking, reaching, finding; 
acquiring, carrying home. 

A YOJJFC habas (v.n.), Being brisk, cheer-
ful, active; lying eagerly in wait (for 
game) ; alacrity, cheerfulness ; haste;— 
habis, Brisk, active. 

A Jy^tA habasd, A brisk, quick pace. 
A WA habt (v.n.), Sending, letting, or 

throwing down, precipitating; lowering or 
beating down (a price) ; attenuating, ema-
ciating (as disease); decrease ; a fall into 
evil or misfortune. 

A £*A haba1 (v.n.), Coming suddenly 
from all quarters (men); stretching out 
the neck (as a camel or ass) when going 
quick ; beginning to do so (a colt);—hu-
ba', fem. £**A huba'at, huba'a, A camel's 
colt of the last birth, or end of the breed-
ing season (ruba' implying of the first 
birth, or beginning of the season). 

A hdbqa'at, habqa'a, A mode of sit-
t ing on the points of the toes, with the 
thighs joined together, and the legs di-
verging from each other. 

«eUfe habah, The palm of the hand. 
A K-A hubakat, hubaka, Foolish. 
A habal (v.n.), Being deprived by 

death (a mother of her children) ; bereave-
ment ;—hubal, Name of an ancient idol in 
the temple of Mecca; name of the father 
of the Kelibite tribe of Arabians. 

A hubalat, Descendants of Hubal. 
A ATTFCJYFC habnaqat, habnaqa, faiU; &» haban-

qa'a, = &K&*A q.v. above. 
A uUfA habmnak, Foolish, silly; weak, 

languid; one who acts fraudulently; who 
goes about whispering slander. 

A ^if^b hubnuqat, hubnuqa, A flute, pipe, 
psaltery. 

A habw, Name of a tribe;—hubuw, 
hubu (v.n.), Being raised and flying in 
the air (dus t ) ; going to rise; dying out 
(fire); running off. 

A V>J*A habub, A wind which blows hard 
and raises the dust;-—hubub (v.n. of 
Awaking, breaking from sleep ; blowing 
furiously (the wind) ; blasts or gales of 
wind. 

A habubat, habilba, Strong, dust-
raising (wind). 

A SYFA habwat, habwa, Dus t ; darkness. 
A habbud, Name of a place in the 

country of the Banu Numair; also of a 
man; of a horse belonging to 'Amr bin 
Ju 'a id; of a watering-place or river. 

A ««A habur, A spider;—hubur (pl. of 
habr), Low grounds or sands ; large stones 
on hills ;—habbur, A small ant. 

A T^A habut, A steep or sloping place; 
an emaciated camel;—hubut (v.n. of WA), 
Descending from a height; decreasing, 
falling (price); reducing, lowering prices; 
emaciating anyone (sickneBs); descent, 
declivity ; —• hubut kardan, To go down, 
descend. 

A hubugh (v.n. of £*A), Sleeping. 
A JM̂ A habul, Bereaved (mother). 
A OYJA habun, A spider. 
a A(A hiba, A gift (see above) ;—hiba 

kardan, To give, bestow a present. 
A S ^ A habhdb, The vapour called also 

tarab, mirage; swift. 
a hdbhabi, fem. habhabiyat, 

habhabiya, Quick-going, light, active (ca-
mel). 

a A«U AJJFE hiba-ndma, A deed of gift-; a 
legacy; a testament. 

A S - * « A habib (v.n. of V<A), Blowing 
(the wind) ; awaking, rising from sleep. 

A Â JA habid, The bitter gourd or its 
seed. 

A^-fc habir, (A blow) which divides, so 
that a part falls off; level or low ground 
or sands; pudenda. 

A hubairat, hubaira, A hyena; a 
hyena's whelp ; a man's name;—abu hu-
baira, The male frog;—ummu hubaira, A 
female frog. 

A W*A habit, Small, slender, meagre, 
emaciated by disease. 

A J**A habil, Abel, son of Adam. 
hahyun, Opium. 

tis^A hapak, Top or crown of the head. 
A-A hap ad, An agricultural implement 

for levelling ploughed ground, a harrow. 
jjt hapar, The pus or matter of a sore. 
^Jb hapu, A proper name (m.c.). 

hapyun, Opium. 
A halt (v.n.), Relating (anything) 



readily and with propriety ; talking much ; 
tearing (the garments); being torn (the 
same) ; breaking, dashing to pieces ; pour-
ing ou t ; laying or throwing down, de-
posing from any dignity; causing to lose 
rank or reputation; a fracture. 

a )i4,ta\ A fissure, rent, tear, crevice. 
A I*AXA> hattdt, Ready in speech ; talka-

tive. 
A hutaf (v.n. of Exclaim-

ing, calling to one; praising; compliment-
ing (a lady) on (her) beauty. 

A t^Ua. hattdlc, Violate!', ravisher, pro-
fan er. 

A hutdmat, hutama, Fragment, bit, 
broken piece. 

A YBLA hdtdn (du. of hdzih), These two; 
—hattan, Glib-tongued; ready speaker ; (a 
cloud) pouring forth small but incessant 
rain. 

A hair (v.n. of Tearing, cutting, 
breaking; tearing (one's) reputation, slan-
dering, defaming; impairing the intellect, 
making (one) a dotard (old age);—hitr 
A lie; an idle, foolish speech; a blunder, 
slip of the tongue, mistake; a wonderful 
thing, portent, omen, prodigy ; a misfor-
tune; [hitri haiir, The speech of a silly 
dotard; a wonder of wonders; — hitri 
ahtar, Cunning, Bhrewd, knavish;]—Attfr, 
Folly, mental aberration from age, disease, 
or grief. 

A hatrat, Ridiculous folly, stupi-
dity. 

AJuifc kataha, Ice. 
A U-TE* hatf (v.n.), Cooing (a dove) ; 

calling (to one), exclaiming ; — hataf, A 
noise, Bound. 

A ISUA hath (v.n.), Tearing (a veil or 
curtain), so as to discover those who were 
concealed; revealing, uncovering; vio-
lating, ravishing; dishonouring, disgracing, 
defaming; dissipation;—hathihijdbi 'ismat, 
A tearing of the veil of chastity;—hathi 
(ir? hardan, To defame. 

A huthat, hutha, A rent in a veil or 
curtain ; a torn veil; slander, defamation ; 
a reproach, disgrace. 

hatguft, hutguft, s= « q . v . 
below (probably misreading). 

A J«> hail, hatalan fv.n. of 
Raining incessantly (the sky), pouring 
down one gentle shower after another; 
flowing from the eyes (tears) ; — hatil, 
(A cloud) which drops a gentle rain;— 
huttal, (Clouds) letting fall a gentle but 
incessant rain. 

A hatm (v.n.), Smiting (one) on the 
mouth, and dashing out (his) front-teeth ; 
—hatam (v.n.), Losing the fore-teeth, 
having them struck out. 

A hatmd'y A woman whose front-
teeth have dropped out, edentate. 

A hatn, hatanan (v.n.), Pouring 

forth a continued rain (the sky); raining 
awhile, then ceasing, and afterwards re-
commencing ; raining gently but without 
interruption ; flowing (tears) ;—hutun (pi. 
of hatun), huttan (pi. of h&tin), (Clouds) 
which drop rain without intermission. 

a <-Jf*e> katnf, Twanging (bow-striug). 
A Jyub hutul, A raining gently but in-

cessantly. 
A hatun, (A cloud) dropping rain 

incessantly ;— hutun (v.n. of Drop-
ping without intermission (rain or tears). 

A hathdt, Ready, voluble, talka-
tive. 

A i^sft hathbtat, kathata (v.n. of 
Speakiag readiJy, mtb propriety; crying 
hat hat to (a camel) drinking ; a fracture. 

A GJ^TFC halaydn, Mean, contemptible 
men ; verboseness ; quilting, stuffing. 

A li^Jt katlhat, Disgraceful exposure. 
A hass, A lie. 
A LIAIFC has$d$, A liar. 
A ^ hasm (v.n.), Giviug frequently 

and liberally of one's property. 
J-A haj, A straight a ad erect position ; 

preparation for an expedition; erecting 
anything in tbe manner of a spear, holding 
it perpendicular; rectitude;—haj hardan, 
To erect, raise, set up. 

A j h a j , Used in calling to a dog;— 
hajj (v.n.), Demolishing (a house);—hujj , 
A yoke on the neck of a ox. 

A hijd\ hijd (v.n. of j**), Satirizing, 
ridiculing, railing at, lampooning, laughing 
to scorn; dividing into syllables, spelling; 
satire, bitter words, reproach ; mode, man-
ner;—hijd hardan, To connect the letters, to 
syllable, spell; to compose a satire, to 
ridicule;—hurufi hija\ The letters of the 
alphabet;—'aid hija'i hdzd, In this man-
ner. 

A SV̂ A hajat, A frog. 
AjW^ hijdr, A bow-string; a ring at 

which the Persians were used to shoot; a 
diadem; a rope which ties the foot of a 
camel to his gir th; a chain. 

A (j-Av41 hajdria (pi. of kijria), Foxes 
or their cubs. 

A hajd\ A conceited or stubborn 
man. 

A hijdl (pi. of haji), Large plains ; 
(pi. of hajil) low, level grounds. 

A yW* hijdn, Noble and excellent (wo-
man) ; good, fertile (ground); excellent 
white (camel or camels) ; (pi. of hajinat) 
the daughters of free fathers and slave 
mothers; — hujj an (pi. of hajij), Lines 
drawn by a conjurer on the ground. 

A hajanat, Goodness, excellence, 
nobility of birth ;—hijanat (v.n. of 
Being born of a slave mother from a free 
father; foulness, baseness. 

hajdwar, An assembly of people; 



name of a country famous for handsome 
people. 

A hajd'in (pl. of hijdn), White and 
noble (camels) ; (pl. of hajinat) the daugh-
ters of free fathers and slave mothers. 

<*> (j^*® hijd'i, Relating to the alphabet, 
alphabetical;—al-hurufu 'l-hijd'iya, The 
letters of the alphabet. 

A A^A hujjad (pl. of hajud), Those who 
pray by night. 

SÂ A hajdah (for hashtdah), Eighteen;— 
hajdah hazar, Eighteen thousand. 

^AA^A hajdahum, The eighteenth. 
A hajr (v.n.), Separating, dividing, 

or cutting off; leaving, abandoning, de-
serting friends or country; speaking deli-
riously (as a sick man) ; abstaining from 
venery during Ramazan; fastening one 
end of a rope round a camel's foot, and 
the other at the saddle-girth; separation, 
disjunction, desertion of country or friends; 
exile, banishment; absence; mid-day, or 
the more sultry time of the day which fol-
lows i t ; a halter, a bridle;—hijr, Superior, 
super-excellent; excellent (camel) ;—hujr 
(v.n.), Doting, raving, talking nonsense 
(in sleep or sickness); dotage; trifling 
conversation, idle garrulity; a foolish or 
improper speech;—hajar, Older name of 
Bahrain in Arabia; also of a tract cele-
brated for its dates, whence the proverb 
ha-rnubzi'i tamr-in ila hajar, " like one who 
carries dates to Hajar ";—hajir, Elegant, 
excellent;—hujur (pl. of hajir), Large cis-
terns for watering cattle. 

A hijrdn (v.n. of Cutting off; 
departing, being separated from, or not 
frequenting friends; leaving one's coun-
try; separation, disjunction, remoteness, 
distance from friends. 

A hajrat, One year ;—hijrat, hujrat, 
Departure from one's country and friends, 
separation of lovers or fr iends; in parti-
cular the flight of Muhammad from Mecca 
to Madina, which, in the reign of the 
caliph Omar, was ordered to be considered 
as the Muhammadan era (hijra);—sand'i 
hijra, The year of the Hijra (beginning 
July 16th, A.D. 622) ;—al~hijratdni (du.), 
The two flights or emigrations, i.e. the one 
above mentioned, and the other of early 
Muhammadans to Ethiopia;—zu 'l-hijra-
tain, One who made both these migrations. 

A hijrie, A fox, or the cub of a 
fox ; also another animal smaller than a 
fox, which prowls about in the night. 

A hajra', hijra', Foolish, insane; 
long, tall; thin, meagre; a light, swift 
hunting-dog, a greyhound. 

a hijrl, Of, or according to, the 
Muhammadan era; — hajari, Native of 
Hajar . 

A u"** % J ( T ' n 0 ' Coming into mind; 
whatever one recollects or thinks of; what-

ever passes iu one's mind ; instinct; a low 
unintelligible voice ; anything muttered. 

A hujja' (pl. of hdjif), Sleepers. 
A haj'at, A gentle sleep, a slumber 

in the beginning of tbe night; night-
watches ;—hij'at, A manner of sleeping;— 
huja'at, huja'a, Senseless, foolish, careless. 

A hajaf (v.n.), Being hungry; fal-
ling here and there by disease and death ; 
—hijaff, An old ostrich ; stupid, lazy, slow 
(man or ostrich); large-bellied. 

A hajl (v.n.), Looking slily askance; 
throwing, hurling (the cane-spear); a large 
plain, valley, or wood between mountains. 

A hajm (v.n,), Breaking down, over-
throwing, demolishing (a house); up-
rooting; exhausting (by milking) ; a cup, 
capacious bowl or goblet. 

A hajmat, Assault, onset, at tack; 
rigour or severity of winter; sultry heat 
of summer ; a herd of camels, from forty 
to a hundred. 

A hajn (v.n.), Being married too 
young (a girl) ; bearing frui t for the first 
time (a female palm-tree) ;—hujun (pl. of 
hajin, hajinat), Sons or daughters of free 
men by slave women. 

A eÛ FE hujand', hujndn (pl. of 
hajin), Men whose fathers are free and 
mothers slaves. 

A hujnat (v.n.), Having a free 
father and slave mother; turpitude, base-
ness, blemish; bad language. 

a Vy-i ut^j^A hujnat-jiza, Increasing in 
wickedness. 

JU^A hajand, A herb which, when boiled, 
is given to cattle ( = —ty q.v, p. 176). 

(+t*ti*> hajnam, (in Zand and Pazand) I 
give. 

A hajw, haju, (v.n.), Satirizing, lam-
pooning, reproaching, blaming; joining 
(letters) in syllables, spelling; satire, 
lampoon, pasquinade;—hajw (haju) har-
dan, To satirize;—hajwi mallh, Seeming 
praise, but real satire ; irony. 

A J ^ A hajud, One who says nightly 
prayers ;—hujud (v.n. of Sleeping in 
the night ; waking, watching; sleep; (pl. 
of hajud) sayers of nightly prayers. 

A hujur (v.n. of j*rJ>), Tying (a 
camel) with^ one end of the rope round 
(his) feet and the other to the saddle-
girth. 

A huju' (v.n. of Sleeping ; 
being satisfied (hunger) ; sleep, slumber; 
sleepers. 

A J h a j u l , A harlot;—hujul, Flowing 
(tears) ; (pl. of hajl) wide plains. 

A fty^to hajum, (Wind) blowing down a 
house; one who enters suddenly ; intro-
duced;—hujum (v.n. of Attacking, 
invading, charging, assaulting, rushing 
upon suddenly; falling (a house) ; enter-
ing without leave ; introducing; coming 



on (winter, or anything unpleasant) ; being 
deeply sunk in the socket (an eye); an 
assault, attack, effort; a crowd, an unruly 
mob; impetuosity;—hujum awardan, To 
scramble up to, to rush upon, to mob 
(m.c.). 

A hujunat (v.n. of Having 
a free father and slave mother; turpitude, 
deformity. 

a tAJ^ hajwi, Satirical. 
A WWLJ^A haj way at ( p i . f e m . o f t h e p r e -

ceding), Satirical writings, poems, <fcc. 
A Kujawir, Name of a village near 

Ghaznin. 
a hujawiri, Of or belonging to 

Hujawir ; an inhabitant or native of that 
place. 

A hajhaj, Used in calling to sheep. 
A l^spH hajhajat, hajhaja (v.n. of 

Shouting aloud to drive off (the lion), or 
checking (a camel) by calling out hlj ; tbe 
shout of the Kurds at the onset of a 
battle. 

a haji, Spelling. 
A ^ajij (v-n- Demolishing 

(a house) ; a deep valley ; heat (of fire); a 
line drawn by a conjurer on the ground. 

AoA hajed, (in Zand and Pazand) Give ye. 
hajidan, To grow dry. 

hajir, Name of the son of Qaran 
bin Kawa; also of a Bon of Gudarz;— 
hujir, Good, fair, select, choice. 

A^SA hajir, Meridian, noon, mid-day; 
mid-day heat; a large and capacious cis-
tern or trough for watering cattle ; dry 
herbs, of a salt and bitter kind, broken 
and left by cattle ; a large cup. 

A hajirat, The meridian ; mid-day ; 
mid-day heat;—hujairat, hujaira (dim. of 
hajrat), An entire year ;—kijjirat, Manner, 
custom. 

A haji', A third, a fourth, or a 
smaller part of the night. 

A hajil, Low level ground. 
A hajimai, hajima, Milk becoming 

thick before it is shaken ; whey. 
A tft^b hajin, A man born of a free 

father and a slave mother; a horse got 
by an Arabian Bire from a foreign dam ; a 
mean-blooded pack-horse ; base, sordid. 

A Kajinat, hajina, A woman born 
of a free father and slave mother. 

hack (huch), = q.v. above;—hack 
(huch) kardan, To fix anything in the 
ground ; to raise, erect, set up. 

hichkard, Useless, bad. 
ff*) K®' kach u mach, The sound pro-

duced by kissing, a smack. 
yA^yb hachidan, To vex, grieve, irritate, 

injure, molest; to gape, yawn; to reel, 
stagger (as sheep); to seize, carry off ; to 
flay a sheep. 

•ufc had, Name of a place in the province 
of Yazd. 

A hadd (v.n.), Breaking, demolishing, 
ruining; allay another's sorrow, alleviate 
his misfortune; praising one for strength 
and bravery; liberal, generous;— hidd, 
Weak, cowardly. 

A hidd1, Sending or bringing the 
bride to the bridegroom's house (?). 

A A^ATO huddbid, Very thick milk. 
A huddt (pi. of hddi), Guides. 
A J^AFC hadar, Name of the birthplace of 

Musailimat the pretender;—hadddr, A 
multitude plundering and committing 
every kind of enormity. 

A J^JUB Kaddi, Branches hanging down 
through unsoundness of the root;—Kidal 
(pi. of haddlat), Crowds. 

A haddlat, hiddla, A crowd; a 
species of tree. 

A (̂ATO Kiddn, Foolish; slow, lazy ; timid, 
cowardly. 

A hud anat, Peace, tranquillity ; a 
truce. 

A AFT̂ AFC l^dahid, Gentleness, courtesy; 
(pi. of hudhud), hoopoos, puets; (pi. of 
hadhadat) whispers, murmurs; cooings of 
doves;—Kudahid, A hoopoo, puet; name 
of a tribal branch. 

A ÛAA haddyd (pi. of hadiyat), Gifts, 
presents ;—Kaddydyi shdhdna, Royal gifts, 
presents worthy of a king;—hadayayi 
fdkhira. Costly gifts. 

A fcl A& hiddyat (v.n. of (.j*3^). Making 
known, guiding, directing; leading one 
into the right road (in a literal or religious 
Bense) ; guidance or direction to the right 
way or to the road of salvation; name of 
a celebrated law-treatise; a male proper 
name (m.c.). 

A hadb (v.n.), Milking (a camel) ; 
gathering fruit;—hadab (v.n.), Having 
long eye-lashes (the eye) ; the small hair-
like leaf of a plant (such as the tamarisk 
or cypress) ; \hadabu 'I-ain, The eye-lash;] 
—hudb, hudub, Eye-lashes ; fringed edges 
of garments. 

A SiAfc hudbat, hudba, One eyelash;— 
hadabat, hadaba, One leaf resembling hair. 

A AFAFC hudabid, Very thick milk ; a 
weakness of sight and running at the eye ; 
purblindness during the night; weak-
sighted. 

&}Ato kadba, A species of centipede. 
A SAS> haddat, Noise of a falling wall or 

the like. 
A ^J^ATO hadajan, Tremulous gait of an 

old man, or running of an ostrich, 
jjjk hadad, Name of a pirate king. 
A jA& hadr, hadar (v.n.), Being shed or 

allowed to be shed with impunity (blood) ; 
impunity for murder or manslaughter; 
slaughter, bloodshed ; unprofitable expen-
diture, useless effort, anything vain ; con-
strued with the verbs dashtan, shudan, 
kardan, &c. 



hadr-an, hadar-an, With impunity, 
unavenged. 

A SjAfc hadarat, hadara, Worthless (man, 
men). 

A hade (v.n.), Driving;—hadas, (in 
Yaman) A myrtle-tree. 

Û AA (?), Name of a place on the confines 
of Yazd. 

A <-JAJB had/ (v.n.), Entering ; approach-
ing (fifty) ; being weak, lazy, and torpid; 
—hadaf, A butt or mark for archers ; any-
thing elevated or placed high ; a moun-
tain, a hill of sand ; a lofty building ; an 
object aimed at, taken in by a telescope, 
Ac. 

ju^Ato hadkir, hadgir, An island in 
tbe Indian sea. 

A JAA hadl (v.n.), Allowing (anything) to 
hang loose; dropping (his) nether lip when 
ulcerated (a camel) ;—hadal (v.u.), Being 
long-lipped (a camel) ; hanging (a camel's 
lip) ;—hadil, Long-lipped (camel). 

A AAA kadld', JSSAA hadld, Pendulous, 
hanging (lip). 

J^ hadal-zangl, Turbith-root. 
A kadrn (v.n.), Ruining, demolishing, 

levelling with the ground, laying waste ; 
ruin, destruction, demolition ;—hidm, A 
worn or patched garment \~hadam (v.n.), 
Longing for the male (a she-camel) ; any-
thing falling into a well from the side ;— 
hadim, An old catamite ; a destroyer. 

yUjA hadmdn, Depriving oneself of a 
thing to bestow it upon another, a gift, a 
bounty. 

A hadmat, Small rain; part (of 
wealth) ;—hadamat (v.n. of Longing 
for the male (a she-camel) ;—kadimat, 
Libidinous (she-camel). 

A (JJAFE hidn, Plenty, fertility; quiet, rest, 
tranquillity;—hudun (pl. of hiddn), Fool-
ish ; lazy, slow. 

A hadnat, Small, gentle rain;—hud-
nat, Peace ; a truce ; quiet, tranquillity. 

giAfc hadanj, hadang, A white or 
gray horse. 

A haduw, hadu, A road-guide;— 
hudu' (v.n. of Resting or remaining 
in a place ; quiet, rest, tranquillity (espe-
cially of the night) ; part (of the night); 
a third (of it). 

A JJAFE hadud, Plain ground; the steep 
declivity of a mountain -,—hndud (v.n. of 
JA), Breaking, demolishing; a fracture. 

A hudfm (v.n. of ^AFC), Resting; 
quieting; soothing (aB a mother her child) ; 
living in affluence and quiet; quiet, tran-
quillity. 

SAfc Hilda, Just, true ; profit, advantage ; 
truth ; — bi-huda, False, vain ; speaking 
foolishly. 

A JVFCJUB hadhad, Name of the father of 
Bilkis. 

A JJBJJB hadhad, The noise or voice of 

demons;—hudhud, Any bird that calls out 
much ;—hudhud, hudahid, The hoopoo, or 
puet. 

A SJAJU6> hadhadat, hadhada (v.n. of AAAA), 
Cooing (as a dove) ; a whisper, murmur; 
a lullaby ;—hadhada raftan, To terrify, 
frighten, threaten. 

hadl, A corn-field watered by rain. 
A hady (v.n.), Guiding right, direct-

ing; pointing out the way (home, or to 
any other place) ; leading a bride home to 
her husband ; being directed in the right 
way; institution, mode of living, habi t ; 
cattle carried to Mecca to be sacrificed;— 
hudd (v.n. of Directing, guiding; 
direction into the right road, or into the 
way of salvation; the way of salvation; 
the Qur'an; a straight road, a day;— 
hadiy, in. P. hadl, Cattle carried to Mecca 
to be sacrificed; a captive; a bride con-
veyed to her husband's home ; anything 
honourable, venerable, precious. 

A hadyat, hadya, One aoimal offered 
in sacrifice at Mecca;—hidyat, Institution, 
custom; any situation in which one is, 
affair, business ;—hadiy at, in P. also ha-
diya, hadya, A preseut, especially one 
offered to superiors; an animal offered in 
sacrifice at Mecca; an offering on the 
al tar; a bride;—hadiyatu 'l-qudum, A 
present to a prince or a friend on 
their arrival;—hadiya'i danddn, Money 
distributed to tbe poor after a feast ;— 
hadiya hardan, To make a present. 

A ^AA hadid (v.n. of 2A), Falling with 
a crash (a wall); a disease of the eye 
which makes it water. 

A ĴAFC hadlr (v.n. of JAA), Cooing (a 
pigeon) ; braying (a camel). 

A hadil (v.n. of JAA), Cooing, 
mourning (as a turtle-dove) ; a pigeon, a 
dove. 

AUAA hadina, A ladder. 
A AA hazz (v.n.), Cutting or reading 

quickly; going quickly, hastening; who 
or what cuts quickly ; very sharp. 

A ÂFT haza% This ;—haz a 'l-yaum, To-
day, now, at present, in these times ;—li-
ajli hazd, On this account, wherefore ;—li-
hazd, Therefore, for that reason;—misl 
hazd, In this manner, thus, so. 

a jlii hazdz, A cutting quickly; reading 
fast;—hazzdz, Whoever cuts quickly; (a 
camel) which precedes or gets before 
others. 

A hazzdr, Delirious; a vain, idle 
talker. 

A hazarlf (pl. of huzruf), Quick, 
swift. 

A AFC hazzaf, Quick, expeditious; 
sharp. 

A hdzaka, H e ; that. 
A haz alii (pl. of huzlul), Hillocks. 



A. huzdm, Sharp (sword); bold, 
strong. 

A hdzdni (du. of hdzd), These two. 
A S->AA hazb (v.n.), Cutt ing; pruning 

palm-trees of the hairy fibres called lif\ 
cleaning, purifying, making free from 
admixture ; — hazah, Purity, integrity ; 
brightness. 

A hazaz (v.n.), Cutting or reading 
quickly; hastening, accelerating. 

A. hazr (v.n.), Doting, reasoning ab-
surdly, talking idly;—hazar (v.n.), Being 
pre-eminently nonsensical and frivolous 
(talk); delirium, insanity ; loquacity, fri-
volous garrulity, nonsense;—hazir, fem. 

hagirat, hazir a, Delirious, foolish in 
speech. 

A hazrafat, Celerity, expedition. 
A huzruf, Quick, swift. 
A ui^to hazif, Quick; sharp. 
A JIA hazq (v.n.), Breaking. 
A huzlul, A little hill, hiliock, heap 

of sand; fine sand; a small channel of a 
river; a thin cloud ; a nimble, active man; 
a light or slender arrow. 

a ^AA huzall, Pertaining to the tribe 
Huzail, or to the man of that name. 

A (AA hazrn (v.n.), Cutting quick; eating 
fast. 

A £1*».1A hazmalat, hazmala, A going with 
short steps. 

A J^a hazw (v.n.), Being delirious, raving 
in speech, from distemper or other cause ; 
shaking, brandishing (a sword); cutting 
quick. 

A hazuz, Quick-cutting, very keen 
(knife). 

A huzuf, A going fast, a making 
haste. 

\ 

A SAA hdzihiy She; this (referring to a 
feminine object). 

A ^^A hazy (v.n.), Being delirious, 
raving, talking nonsense, from disease 
or other cause;—hdzi, She; this ( = fi-iA 
q.v. above). 

A hazaydn (v.n. of CS^A), Being 
delirious, raving, talking nonsense; vain, 
useless wordB ; — hazaydni mahrur, The 
delirium of one in a fever. 

fcJ^Afc hazaydn-pdsh, Scattering non-
sense, Bpeaking idly. 

A iwU^jjb hazaydndt, hazydndt (pi. of 
hazaydn), Delirious ravings, &c. 

A Ji-IA huzail, Name of an Arabian tribe; 
also of a man. 

yfc har (S. sarva, Z. haurva), Every, all; 
each; any; (in the dialect of Shiraz) a 
noxious grain amongst corn ; [har ahad, 
Every one;— har an ja, Wherever;—har an 
chi, Everything that;—har an hi, Everyone 
who;—har bar, Every time, at all times, 
always, as often as, whensoever, at what-
ever time, for as much as, if so be;—har 

ja, har jd hi, Everywhere ;—karjins, Every 
kind, of all sorts ;—har chand hi, Although, 
notwithstanding, how much soever;—har 
chi, Whatsoever;—har chi bad bad, What-
ever must be must be, follow what will, 
whatever is the consequence;—har dd-
yima, Perpetually, always, continually;— 
har dam, Every moment, always;—har du, 
Both of them;—kar roz, Every day, daily ; 
—har zamdn, Every time, at all times, 
continually;—kar sal, Every year, annu-
ally ;—har shay, Everything ;—har fard, 
Everyone ; every b i t ; — har kas, Every-
one ;—har gdh hi, Every time that, when-
soever ;—har wa.qt, Every time, at all times, 
continually; — az har taraf, From every 
side ;] — hir, Used in calling sheep to-
gether ; cloud, fog; ice; a groan; a 
pimple, pustule;—hur. Fear ; departure. 

har, (in Zand and Pazand) An agent, 
a doer. 

AJA harr (v.n.), Abhorring, detesting; 
—harr, hirr (?), A driving or a calling of 
sheep, especially to water;—hirr, A ram-
cat ; name of a woman ;—hurr (v.n. of ^A), 
Being troubled with flux, or a distemper 
producing it (a camel); a lion. 

hard, A trifling, incoherent speech, 
foolish words; one who speaks indecently ; 
—hird, Name of the city of Herat;—harrd, 
The yellow myrobalau (Terminalia che-
bula); little gold and silver balls with 
which trappings are adorned (from their 
shape and colour);—harrd, hurra, Voice, 
sound ; the roar of a lion;—hirrd, Noise of 
trickling water;—hurra, Fear; splendour. 

A ÔJA harrd1, A vendor of cloths made 
at Herat. 

A SAJA hurrah (pi, of harib), Fugitives. 
A E^ya hardbizat (pi. of hirbiz), The at-

tendants on a fire-temple. 
hirdt, Good fortune; a man of 

good fortune; name of one of the capital 
cities in Khurasan, Herat ; — bddi hirdt, 
East wind. 

a hirada, A bludgeon, cudgel, 
stick (misreading for A. Sjt̂ A q.v.). 

g a haratiqi, A heretic. 
hirdr (v.n. 3 of J^), Detesting, 

expressing abhorrence of anyone before his 
face;—hurdr (v.n. of £A), Being troubled 
with a flux, or any distemper causing it 
(a camel) ; the flux itself; a tumour be-
tween the skin and flesh;—harrdr, Very 
noisy ; the star called the Falling Eagle; 
also the heart of the Scorpion; name of 
the first and last Syrian months, December 
and January;—al harrdrani, Both those 
stars and both those months. 

A ij\jJt> harrdrat, Overflowing with tears 
(eye). 

a sj j Jy* hurar-zada, (A camel) troubled 
with a watery humour between the skin and 
flesh; fluxed. 



\J>\\j*> hiraruk, Yomiting, vomit. 
o-,VB> hards, Name of a thorny tree;— 

hir as, hards, Terror, fear, dread; confu-
sion, amazement; a scarecrow placed in a 
garden to frighten away hirds or beasts; 
(imp. of the verb hirdsldan) fear thou, 
&c.;—hirds hardan, To terrify ;—'aldmdti 
hir as, Signs of fear. The word is also 
construed with the verbs uftddan, afgan-
dan, ddshtan, &c. 

A harras, A vendor or preparer of 
a sort of pottage called harlsat. 

L , ^ hirasd, Timid, fearful; a scarecrow. 
hirasdn, Frightened, fearing, 

dreading, timid ; frightening; — hirasdn 
shudan, To dread. 

Q\S±XJ\J*> hirdsandagdn, Penitents ; men 
endued with the fear of God, God-fearing 
men. 

hirdsa, hardsa, Terror; a scare-
crow ; anything used to cause fear. 

y V ^ hirdsidan, hardsldan, To fear, 
dread, be cautious; to defend, preserve ; to 
terrify. 

BXj^A hirdsida, Terrified, frightened. 
hardsh, A vomit, vomiting;—hu-

rash, Fallen off, offal, refuse (doubtful). 
A hardsh, The piece of wood put 

through the nose of a camel to guide him 
by;—hirdsh (v.n. 3 of \J>y*>), Setting (men 
or dogs) together by the ears ; romping, 

yCs^r^ harashidan, To vomit. 
g a AiÛ A haratiqat, hardtiqa, Heretics. 
A hirdqat, The act of pouring out 

(water). 
har ah, Fear ; a scarecrow. 

A p\j*> hir dm (pi. of haram), The pyra-
mids ; name of a man. 

A hardmxl (pi. of hur wil), (Hairs) 
fallen off, Bhed. 

har an, Every. 
^Ufc hardm, A cauldron, kettle. 
A h a r a n l d , True nature; truth, reality 

(probably misreading for Aitfyb q.v. below). 
^ j&> har-dwd,fij\ fa har-dwdz, A nightin-

gale, or rather a bird peculiar to the East 
which Bings all notes. 

A Bjy> hirawat, hirdwa, A staff, club, 
mace. 

Jjty* harawal, Vanguard ; running foot-
man. 

fa\y*> hirdhir, A cloud of dust raised by 
tbe wind ; the roaring of wild beasts. 

^ y b hardy, Religion, sect; (interjection) 
help! (m.c.). 

AAity* har ay and, True nature; truth, 
reality. 

AvT̂ f̂c har-d'ina, y> har-a'ma, Always, 
ever, in every way, by all means, at all 
events; destitute, helpless; doubtless, un-
doubtedly, certainly, assuredly, inevitably, 
infallibly, necessarily; clear, evident; fit, 
proper, necessarily. 

A hurb, The thin caul of fat cover-

ing the intestines of animals ;—harab (v.n. j, 
Flying, running away, absconding; flight. 

a yA har bdb, Every chapter, subject, 
or topic ; all sciences ; every circumstance. 

a^^j* harbdbi, Master of all knowledge, 
harbas, A wooden club, 

s— y& har bash, Each of the seven 
planets, i.e. Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the 
Sun, Venus, Mercury, and the Moon. 

A ( h a r b d n , A fugitive ; — haraban 
(v.n. of s^-*), Fleeing away, running off. 

A <xtyib hirbad, A priest or judge of the 
worshippers of fire; a servant who lights 
the fires in the tombs of tbe Magi. 

a hirbiz (for P. hirbad), The priest 
or keeper of a temple of fire; one of the 
chief priests or wise men of the fire-wor-
shippers. 

hurbang, A noxious weed found 
among wheat in the spring, said to stupefy 
those who eat it. 

harba, A chameleon. 
^VAJ har pdsbdn, The seven planets. 
A hirrat, hirra, A she-cat. 
A hart (v.n.), Tearing (a garment) ; 

being torn; dishonouring, defaming; well 
done (meat);—harat (v.n.), Being broad, 
wide (corners of the mouth) ; being burst 
(a woman). 

t̂ swUyb hartdsp, A devotee, monk, ascetic. 
•jfyk hartuz, Truthfulness, veracity. 

fiiya> karta, A sheath or vessel containing 
anything;—hartih, On all sides, every-
where. 

A W ^ harsamat, harsama, The tip of the 
nose (especially of a dog) ; the black divi-
sion between the nostrils of a dog; the 
space between the nose and the lip; a 
lion ; a man's name. 

B̂A harj, Confines of an enemy's country 
(misreading for sfa). 

A syfc harj (v.n.), Speaking a great deal 
confusedly and incoherently; being tu-
multuous, seditious, destroying one an-
other ; indulging in venery; running 
much or well (a horse); tumult, sedition, 
confusion -,—harj marj, harj u marj, Tumult, 
confusion, anarchy, chaos. 

I*. har jd, Every place, everywhere. 
W fa har ja hi, Everywhere that, 

wherever. 
J fa \+ har-jd-gard, A vagrant. 
^/Vyfe harj a'I, Of, belonging to, existing 

in every place; ubiquitous; unsettltd, 
variable, desultory, inconstant in love or 
friendship; a vagabond; stroller. 

harja'i-nihad, Ungrateful, in-
constant in love. 

A harjalat, harjala (v.n. of 
Travelling with a disordered step; a dis-
ordered pace. 

hatch (in poetry for What-
soever. 

A^ jjb har chand, How much soever, al-



though; whensoever ;—har chand hi, Not-
withstarding, although, how much soever 
that ;—har chand beshtar, The more, how 
much the more ;—har chand (angtar bihtar, 
The narrower the better;—har chand zud-
tar, As quick as possible, the sooner the 
better. 

Off jfi> har chun, In every way, howso-
ever. 

^ ft har chi, Whatsoever; whosoever;— 
har chi in mi-zanad an mi-raqsad, As this 
one pipes, so that one dances;—har chi 
bada bad, Let what will happen;—har chi 
tamam-tar, As complete as possible ;—har 
chi khyush-tar ast, I t is most welcome or 
agreeable j — har chi ziidtar, As quick as 
possible. 

a J^- ft har hdl, Howsoever. 
A hard (v.n.) Tearing (reputation or 

a garment); boiling or stewing (meat) ; 
being so stewed (meat) ; tumult, sedition ; 
rip and tear ;—hird, A man of the meanest 
sort ; a she-ostrich ;—hurd, Saffron; cer-
tain dyeing-roots; a kind of bole or red 
clay. 

harad (for Ar. hurd), Turmeric. 
hardd, (in the dialect of Isfahan) 

Name of a thorny plant ( = d f t q.v. p. 
1012). 

A *\<ij*> hirdd1, A species of plant. 
JjjA hardal, A small black plum; a 

small black grain growing amongst corn; 
darnel. 

a y i ^ JA y* har dil 'axis, Dear to every 
heart, beloved by all, popular. 

ft^ft har dafur, hardaqur, Name of 
an island in the Indian sea. 

^J jtt har dam, Every moment. 
a Iftst- f»i j*> har-dam-hhaydle, Whim-

sical ; capricious;—har-dam-fchaydli, Capri-
ciousness, fickleness. 

jjyfc har du, Both;—har du 'alam, Both 
worlds, this life and the next. 

ft* hardud, An island in the Indian 
sea. 

pjOjjfc hardum, The river Jordan. 
y-i har-du-yaki, Name of a wrest-

ling trick. 
A J^yfc hirdd, A kind of plant;—hurdi, 

Dyed with hurd or turmeric roots. 
^Sjjyfc har dege chamcha, (a spoon 

for every pot) A sponger, one who hangs 
on others for a maintenance ; a busybody. 

hirar (pl. of 8}*), She-cats, queen-
cats. 

A Ŝ yfc hirar at, hirara (pl. of hirr), Tom-
cats. 

har roza, Daily, quotidian. 
harz, Vain, futile, idle; a place where 

water stagnates. 
A ĵyb harzaja, A dish made of neats' fa t 

guts. 
harzawat, Trifles, falsehoods. 

harzagt, Absurdity, nonsense (m.c.). 

harza, Yain, futile, frivolous, absurd, 
nonsensical; trifles, bagatelles, nonsense; 
—badi harza, — ejyfc q.y. p. 140. 

J** harza-bil, Name of a place near 
Manjil. 

i^V harza-chdnagi, Babble, prate, 
a>')ytb harza-chdna, A babbler, chat-

terer. 
harza-khay,$f - harm-hhwar, 

A prating fellow ;—harza-hAdy&ni (pl.) 
namimat-shi'dr, The idle talkers accus-
tomed to slander, detractors. 

harza-hhand, Who laughs without 
reason. 

Birfe harza-dardy, A prater, bab-
bler, 

^JSYJO ftjyb harza-dara'i, Prate, babble, 
chatter, 

^ harza-duzd, Who commits petty 
thefts, who steals trifles neither of use to 
himself nor others. 

yi harza-dav, jy sjyb harza-rav, A 
loiterer, one who walks idly and aimlessly 
about; a gossip. 

SjjjA harza-zabdn, An idle talker. 
ft harza-hdr, A trifler. 
ft harza-gard, A gossip; a vagrant, 

harza-gardi, A gossiping about; 
vagrancy. 

Sjyfc harza-goy (guy), A foolish, 
prating fellow, an idle ta lker ;—harza 
goy dni (pl.) 'dlam, The babblers of the 
times. 

i3;jS> harza-go'i (gu'i), Babble, chat-
ter. 

^ »>yb harza-ldy, An idle talker. 
a <j*y fijyfc harza-marae, (whose rope has 

become an illusion) Roving about, astray 
(a dog). 

^ft* sjyfc harza-ma-ldy, Talk no nonsense. 
a t^t^j 8jy& harza-wahili, Who enters 

into any transaction without a sufficient 
reason. 

harzid, Aid, help, assistance. 
^Aijya harzhafdah, A kind of herb; 

castor. 
hare, The wooden roof of a house ; 

—hirs, Biestings in the udder. 
A hars (v.n.), Thumping, bruising 

violently ; contusion, severe blow;—har is, 
strong, voracious (lion) ; a cat. 

aJL. ft har-sala, Annual, yearly. 
j*> har su, Every side. 

ylels.oU M. ys har suya pddishahan, The 
dynasties which rose in Iran after Iskan-
dar's death. 

ya-a A-, yb kar sih dukhtar, (all three 
daughters) Three stars in the Great Bear. 

a gy A- har sih nau', The three king-
doms of nature, animal, vegetable, and 
mineral. 

hirsh, Poison;—harash, Biestings. 
a Wiyi hirshiffa, A sponge. 
ASyfc harsha, Ivy; convolvulus. 



A \j>j*> haras (v.n.), Being corroded with 
the scab; the scab; worms. 

a jA har.?urat, Every appearance, 
or way;—dar har surat, In any case. 

A y hart (v.n.), Detracting, slandering, 
tearing (reputation) to pieces; being care-
less and confused (in speech) ;—hirat (pi., 
of hirfat), Old sheep, 

A hirtdl, Long, tall. 
A S3yJb hirfat, Foolish, timid (woman) ; 

an old sheep. 
a jfa jto har tarz, Every manner; in every 

way or manner. 
a <->fa j* har-taraf, From or on every 

side. 
A Y U S A ^ hur tuman, hurtamdn, har taman, 

A grain betwixt wheat and barley, good 
for coughs and dysentery. 

a jfa jto har-taur, In every way or man-
ner. 

A hara' (v.n.), Flowing fast (blood, 
perspiration, Ac.); celerity, speed; a 
quick flux, a rapid stream ; a tremulous, 
hasty step ; — hari1, Hot, flowing fast 
(blood); (a man) prone to weeping. 

A ^jto harf (v.n.), Praising extravagantly 
(from wonder or ignorance); producing an 
early crop (a palm) ;—la takrif md Id ta 
rif, Praise not what thou koowest not. 

Oj^fay* harfuliyun (G. kfyirvAAos), Water-
mint ; mother of thyme ( = q.v. 
p. 716). 

A gjto hirq, Old or worn cloth or gar-
ment. 

A Jijfe hiraql, hirqil, Heraclius ; name of 
an ancient place of worship:—hirqil, A 
sieve, a searce. 

tj*fajto harqalus, fijlSyfc harqaluh, Wild 
endive. 

j^ jto kar hdr. Every business. 
A fytfyfc har-hdra, (of all work) A caul-

dron, a kettle, a cooking-pot; a bucket; 
an attendant upon men of rank in India; 
an out-door servant employed to go on 
errands; running footman, messenger, 
courier. 

^jto har hujd, Wherever. 
p\jJjto kar huddm, Whichever, whoso-

ever. 
\fa jto har hi-rd (for har hi o-ra), Every 

one whom or to whom. 
jto harkush, A sentinel, picquet. 

jto har hi, Whoever. 
iiSfa hurg, Idiot, fool, simpleton; mad-

cap. 
fi\Syto har gdh, Whenever, wherever ; con-

stantly. 
fajto hargiz, Ever, always; continually ; 

perpetually ; eternal, durable;—hargizna, 
Never. 

harqizi, Perpetuity ; eternal. 
*Ey> hargala, A herd of horses. 
tsfajto har giina, Every kind, 
^jifa JTO har-guni, Skilful, clever. 

A ftjto harm, Name of a plant of the species 
called hamz; purslain ; [yaumu yl-harm, A 
battle famous among the Arabians ;]— 
haram (v.n.), Being old and decrepit; old 
age, imbecility, decrepitude ; an Egyptian 
pyramid ; name of a place in Yaman con-
taining famous buildings erected by the 
Himyarite kings ; —harim, A decrepit old 
dotard ; soul; intellect, understanding. 

A (j*\*jto hirmds, A lion rushing upon 
men ; a young panther. 

yaUjA hurmds, A bad guide, an evil 
spirit. 

^Uyfc harumdn, Name of a fortress on 
the confines of Egypt ; also of a king of 
Rum ;—hirmdn, A long life, old age;— 
hurmdn, Ahriman, the evil spirit. 

A yL-JA hurmdn, Intellect;—md la-hu 
hurmdn, He has no understanding. 

A &>»jto harmat, harama, One plant of the 
kind called hamz;—ibnu harmaUin, The 
son of an old man or woman ;—harimat, 
harima, Old and decrepit (woman) ; a 
lioness. 

yjto hurmuz, Ormuz, a city and isle in 
the Persian gulf; name of a king of Per-
sia who reigned A.D. 272; the planet Jupi-
ter ; God; name of the first day of the 
month; also of the angel presiding over 
that day;—bahri hurmuz, The Persian 
Gulf. 

Jyjto hurmuzd, Hormuzd, the name of a 
king; God; name of the first day of the 
month; name of an angel; the planet 
Jupiter; Thursday. 

hurmizda, SJyjto hurmizda-
khudd, God. 

a i j f j t o hurmuzi, Pertaining to Ram 
OrmuB. 

(j**»jto hurmus, hurmust, Hermes 
Trismegistus ; the first day of the month ; 
name of an angel; the planet Jupiter. 

A harmasat, Austerity of counte-
nance ; tumult, confused noise, clamour. 

A '&L»jto harmalat, harmala (v.n. of J ^ ) , 
Being worn with age, and losing her facul-
ties (a woman) ; being spoiled and marred 
(work). 

Q*jto harman (or dbi harman), Name of a 
river in Sistan (see below). 

hurmuz, Name of a city in Kara-
mania ; also of an island and city in the 
Persian Gulf. 

A JJ^A hurmul, Some hairs or feathers 
remaining on the head; hair fallen off. 

^ jto har mahi, Of every night, nightly. 
a Jy-yfc harmd, Decrepit (woman) ; (pi. of 

harim, harimat) decrepit (men or women) ; 
dry wood. 

a fjy&'jto har nahwi hi, Whatsoever 
thing, in whatsoever way (m.c.). 

hirand, Name of a river in Georgia ; 
also of a town in the neighbourhood of 
Isfahan. 



^ftj* hamut, Fraud, deceit; evil-speak-
ing-

a harnuwa, The frui t of the aloe-
tree. 

ft -Myk harnid-sav, Name of a political 
treatise ascribed to the prophet Mah 
Abad. 

hirniz, (in Zand and Pazand) Esta-
blishment, stability ; appointment; con-
signment. 

karniya, A vessel shaped like a 
cucumber for warming water. 

harv, Brave, warlike, intrepid. 
AjpA harw, A striking with a stick. 

harwanagah, An hospital. 
harwana, An hospital pain, tor-

ture, the rack; name of a mountain, 
fftl* karotom, Seed of fleawort. 
a.)ft kurur, Grapes fallen from the 

bunch. 
A hurut (pl. of hirt), Old she-

camels. 
a yfc har-waqti, Common, of every-

day use. 
•^yfc harw ah, Name of Khusrau Parvez. 
QXzSjjJb hurukidan, To fear. 
Ĵ yfc hirwul, A grain like a French bean. 
A harwalat, harwala (v.n. of J j f t ) , 

Trotting, going moderately, especially after 
galloping ; a pace adopted by the pilgrims 
at Mecca ; making haste (to pay one's re-
spects). 

pft harum, Name of a wrestler; also of 
a city. 

JA^A harwahal, Sediment, caput mor-
tuum. 

f^jft hirawi, A native of Hera t ; name of 
one of the dialects of Persia, now obso-
lete. 

hurra, The backside; name of an 
intoxicating plant growing amongst corn. 

A harhar, The noise of running 
water. 

A harhar at, harhara (v.n. of JA^A), 
Calling (sheep) to water; moving, shak-
ing, agitating (anything); a vain, foolish 
horse-laugh; the confused noise which the 
natives of India used to make in battle. 

es^AA jA har haft, Seven things used by 
women in adorning their persons : privet, 
woad, rouge, ceruse, antimony, gold-leaf, 
and civet; or (according to some) a patch 
on the face; ornament, dress ; adorned, 
dressed; the narcissus. 

* ft wŝ kftyfc harhaft-karda, Adorned with 
the seven things mentioned in the pre-
ceding article. 

^yit hari, A field watered by the rain ;— 
hiri, The city of Herat, classically Aria. 

A ̂ yfc hiriy, hiri (pl. of hirdwat), Staves, 
clubs, walking-sticks. 

harydr, A redundant tooth. 
A vt^ift harit, Broad, wide (especially 

about the mouth) ; a blabbing fellow, one 

who tells every secret; one who speaks 
shamefully, improperly, or obscenely. 

f f t harer, A doer, maker (whence, ac-
cording to some, zam-harer " cold-produc-
ing," the A. t j v j zam-harir, q.v. p. 622)-

A harir (v.n. of jjfc), Abhorring, de-
testing ; whining (as a dog with cold) ; a 
dog's trhine. 

A Ŝ SA hurairat, huraira (dim. of hirrat), 
A little cat, a kitten;—abu huraira, Sur-
name of 'Abdu 'r-Rahman bin Sakhr, one 
of the companions of Muhammad, and 
eminent traditioner, so called from a fa-
vourite kitten which he used to carry about 
with him. 

a i f t } * harts, fem. harisai, harisa. 
Bruised. 

A harisai, harisa, A kind of thick 
pottage made of bruised wheat boiled to a 
consistency, to which meat, butter, cinna-
mon, and aromatic herbs are added (see 
also preceding article). 

a ji harisa-paz, fS harita-gar, 
A maker of the dish q.y. above. 

A harisat, A ditch, pool, pond. 
A hari', One easily given to weep-

ing or complaining. 
>.}*> har yqk, Everyone, each. 

(^A hurin, Awful sound; wild beasts' 
roar; —harrin, A voice, noise, sound. 

jijA hirev, The city of Herat. 
hirewa, Gold coin ; gold mixed with 

alloy ; an immodest woman ; belonging to 
the city of Herat. 

)*> hiz, Limber ; loose, flabby ;—huz, Tri-
bute; daily expense; provisions daily 
dealt out to servants. 

Ayfc hazz (v.n.), Shaking;—hat' (v.n.), 
Breaking; shaking, setting in motion; 
killing; dying;—huz' (v.n.), Laughing at, 
mocking, jeering ; ridicule, irony, satire. 

A^yfc hazdbir (pl. of hizabr), Lions. 
A S^A huz'at, huz'a, Ridiculous (fellow), 

anyone laughed at, laughing-stock, but t ; 
—huza'at, huza'a A wag, ridiculer. 

hazdr (S. sahasra, Z. hazanra), A 
thousand; a bird called the thousand 
voices, having an uncommon variety of 
melodious notes, a species of nightingale ; 
a term employed in the game of nard;— 
hazdr pirahani gosht giriftan, To grow ex-
ceedingly stout;—sandhill hazar-ddna, Ears 
containing a thousand grains, 

tyyfc hazard, = 8>\yA q.v, below, 
v — h a z d r - a s b asp), A fort in 

Khurasan. 
jlyA hazar-iepand (ajA-1 isfand), 

Wild rue, 
(^s^^-jjb hazdr-dstin, (thousand-sleeved, 

by "s leeve" meaning a bay or creek) The 
sea. 

<ftj\ hazar-afshan, Bryony. 
hazdr an, Thousands ; a thousand ; 

a nightingale; a term used in the game 



of nard;—hazardn hazar, Thousands and 
thousands. 

Vi J^y* hazdr-dtod, hazdr-awaz, 
(The bird) of a thousand notes; nightin-
gale. 

•jt hazdr-buz, Name of a fort in Khu-
rasan. 

hazdr-bisha, A case (for travel-
ling necessaries, &c.). 

^ hazar-pa, Scolopefldra, millipede, 
palmer-worm of a dangerous kind. 

hazar-pisar, Name of a medical 
grass. 

hazar-pieha, = q.v. 
above (m.c.). 

hazdr-taba, (thousand-ray) Sun. 
y hazar-to (^y toy), The second sto-

mach of beasts (as being in many divi-
sions). 

a s-st/j- ĵ yfc hazdr-jarib, Name of a place 
near Qazwin; name of a garden laid out 
by Abbas I. 

yU^ fajA hazdr-jashan ckashdn), 
White vine; bryony. 

ĵ yfc hazar-chashma, A cancer (dis-
ease). 

AiU-^ya hazdr-khdna, The second stomach 
of beasts, the tripe. 

yUii. hazdr-khashan, — q.y, 
above. 

hazar-]chwala, A somnolent eye. 
hazdr-dd8tdn, (Teller of) a 

thousand tales, i.e. the nightingale (some-
times preceded by bulbul). 

AiU fap hazdr-dana, The thou sand-grain 
(ear) ; the hundred-leaf (flower), a daisy; 
beads on which tbe praises, names, or attri-
butes of God are told. 

hazdr-darra, Name of a valley. 
(jjU-,̂  j\yb hazdr-dastdn, = q.v. 

above ; a wren. 
jVjA hazdr-rang, Of a thousand co-

lours, many-coloured, variegated ;—hazdr-
rang bar-dmadan, To adorn oneself in 
various wayB. 

^IAJ^^JA hazar-rakhshan, Bryony. 
hazdr-sutun, (thousand - co-

lumned) Name of a celebrated palace in 
PersepoliB. 

hazdr-isfand, Wild rue ; a kind of 
medicine. 

a y i j\yt> hazar-fann, Who knows a thou-
sand arts or artifices, a Jack-of-all-trades. 

jS hazdr-gaz, — q.v. above. 
hazdr-gd'ida, A common whore, 

jljjfc hazar-mekh, A dervish's habit 
closely stitched ; the Htarry firmament. 

o ® ^ jty^ hazdr-mek&i, A common strum-
pet. 

hazara, A double flower ; a divided 
stream or jet d'eau (like that of a watering-
pot) ; panel (of a wall, &c•; m.c.) ; a ba-
lustrade (m.c.); name of a tribe of Aff-
ghans. 

^ hazar-hd, Thousands. 
JIT6 hazar hazur, A million. 

OJV* hazdri, What relates to a thousand; 
the command of a thousand;—yak-hazdri, 
A man who receives a thousand rupees 
per month salary; a commander of gun-
men. 

o^i hazdr yoke, A thousandth part. 
hazdrina, Impure, unrefined gold; 

pure gold. 
A hizdz, Name of a tribe;—hazzdz, 

The wagtail. 
huzdk, hazdk, An idiot; unlearned, 

ignorant, foolish, stupid, mean, contemp-
tible ; anyone easily deceived by another's 
wordB ; proud, self-conceited; ugly; an ex-
tensive garden supposed to have formerly 
belonged to Kai Kawus, the second Persian 
king of the Peshdadian dynasty. 

A Jtyfc hazal, huzdl (v.n. of J)^), Being 
extenuated through age ;—huzdl, Lean j 
leanness ;—hazzdl, A droll, buffoon, jester. 

A huzdlat, huzala, A jest, joke, play j 
pleasantry, sprightliness, cheerfulness. 

A hizzdn, Name of a tribe. 
A y^jto hazdhiz, Seditions, tumults, intes-

tine wars ; onslaught, din of battle; (in 
P.) a quaking from fear. 

A hazd'im, (pi. of hazlmai), Wells 
overflowing; lean beasts; flights, routs, 
dispersions. 

A fyb hizdbr, A lion ; thick, strong, hard ; 
— hizdbr dni (P. pi.) waghd. The lions of 
the field, heroes. 

a j\Ai\ fy* hizabr-anddz, A thrower of 
lions, a hero. 

a utjtyfc hizabrana, Lion-like ; resembling 
brave warriors. . 

a hizabrl, Fierceness. 
huzba, Flower of the meadow-saffron. 

A Syk hizzat, Alacrity, cheerfulness, ex-
ultation ; the murmuring of a boiling pot; 
reverberation, peal of thunder; a pace 
peculiar to a camel. 

A EYFC hazaj (v.n.), Shaking, trilling 
(of a singer) ; modulation, shake, trill; a 
peal of thunder ; the singing of a kettle ; 
a metre (mafd'l lun — six times 
repeated). 

hazad, The beaver, 
jyb ' hazad-gund, Testicles of the 

beaver. 
AjjA hazr (v.n.), Striking with a stick, 

particularly in a violent manner on the 
back and sides; throwing prostrate; 
wounding; — hizr, Deceived, defrauded, 
cozened; foolish, simple; strong, vehe-
ment. 

A CAĴ A hazardt (pi. of hazr at), Blows. 
A hazrat, hazra, One blow, one beat-

ing. 
A <Jy*> hazf (v.n.), Easily blowing away 

(wind) ;—hizaf f , Swift, flying away; long-
feathered ; slow, heavy, stupid. 



A JY* hazaq, Alacrity, cheerfulness;— 
haxiq, Loud and repeated peals of thunder. 

A Jy* hazl (v.n.), Making lean, emaciat-
ing; joking, jesting; a jest, playfulness, 
sport; folly; capriciousness ;—hazal, huzl 
(v.n.), Being lean and emaciated with age; 
—hazil, Jocose, sportful. 

A "Syfc hazl-an, By way of joke, jest-
ingly. 

a y*A Jy* hazl-amez, Mingled with wit 
and humour, facetious. 

A hazlajat, hazlaja, Confusion in 
Bpeaking. 

f J>A hazl-gu (go), An idle talker. 
A LBA-JJA hazliyat, Jests, pleasantries. 
A [•)*> hazm (v.n.), Putting to flight, 

routing, dispersing; depressing, crushing; 
twanging (a bow-Btring) ; (pl. of hazmat) 
hollows made by pressure;—hazam, The 
sound or twang (of a bow-string) ;—hazim, 
Incessant (rain); (a pot) boiling furi-
ouBly; a tractable horse. 

fjb hizam, Wood (see ryJ* below). 
ofty* hatmdn (for kar zamdn), Every 

time. 
A î YK kazmat, haema, The pit in the 

stomach; any cavity made by pressure (as 
in an apple). 

A £yya> huznugh, A kind of esculent root 
resembling the plant tursus, 

A «VA hazio (v.n.), Travelling ; — huzu\ 
kuzw (v.n. of Laughing at, mock-
ing, jeering; derision, mockery, ridicule; 
irony. 

hazu, A courageous, valiant man. 
^yfc hazwdn, The tongue; speech. 
A hum' (v.n. of Making haste. 
A hazum, Twanging (bow-string) ;— 

huzum (pl. of hazmat), Hollows made by 
pressure, dents. 

hazhaz, Copious and 
bright, glittering, 

name of a dog. 
huzhuz, Copious and 

A 
(water) ; 
(sword) ; 

A 
(water). 

A SJFCYFC 
Moving; 

flowing 
waving 

flowing 

hazkazai, hazhaza (v.n. of yfcyfc), 
subduing, mastering, bringing 

into subjection ; sedition, tumult, intestine 
war. 

A yy* hazlz (v.n. of YFE), Blowing and 
Bhaking the treeB (wind) ; the whisper or 
murmur of the wind, especially through 
trees; the roll of thunder; singing to 
camels in order to make them travel 
briskly. 

A GIYFC hazl1, A third, fourth, or smaller 
portion of the night; foolish, ignorant, 
silly. 

A J*>A hasil, Thin and lean. 
A pijb hazim, Sound of thunder; inces-

sant, heavy (rain). 
A hazimat (v.n. of f f t ) , Routing, 

putting to flight; rout, defeat, dispersion; 
a well overflowing with w a t e r h a z i m a t 

khwurdan (yaftan), To experience a defeat, 
to be routed. The word is also construed 
with the verbs uftddan, burdan, dadan, 
giriftan, <fcc. 

a CAA v^^iyto hazlmat-shuda, Atil* 
hazlmaUydfla, Pu t to flight. 

a hazimati, Routed; a fugitive. 
hazina, Expenditure, disbursement, 

household expenses; daily, continual; a 
treasury. 

»«ne> kazhdak (for hashtdah), 
Eighteen. 

JIAJA hazhhdr, A superfluous tooth which 
prevents a horse from thriving on. his 
food. 

(jjAgyA hazhidan, To dry, wither. 
hazhir, huzhir, hazkira, Dignity, 

whatever commands respect; beautiful, 
good, agreeable, acceptable, praiseworthy; 
swiftness of foot; acuieness of genius; 
name of a champion of Iran. 

a^jA hazkina, = q.v. above. 
A hiadd (pl. of haaad), Lions. 
A kaadhis, Mutterings, whisper-

ings ; nocturnal walkings; voices or whis-
pers of demons. 

A s—A hash (for v — E n o u g h , suffi-
ciency. 

A hasbat, A foreigner; unknown. 
ctw-A hast, Is, exists, remains; existence, 

being ;—hast shudan, To be, become, hap-
pen;—hast hardan, To give being, to create, 
produce. 

hast-astd, A magician, con-
juror. 

yVxwA 

Dragon. 

hastan, Is, exists ; existence. 
hastabr, The star called the 

hasi-bud, (is-was) A rent-roll; 
present and past. 

iy—e> hastara, A kind of wallfct formed of 
wood and reeds, and put on a donkey's 
back to carry bricks, earth, &c. 

^ et^A hast-hun, The Creator. 
^—a> kastan, To be, exist, subsist. 

hastu, The stone of f ru i t ; t ruth, 
justice, rectitude; one who gives his con-
sent to, confesses or acknowledges, a 
thing. 

oy ) (js -̂Jb hast-u-bUd, (is and was) The 
present actual state of the revenue com-
pared with former years (an Indian phrase); 
rent-roll; present and past;—hast-u-bud 
hardan, To be content with things present. 

hastudan, Name of a king of 
Azarbaijan. 

hastwar, Lord of existence, i.e. 
God. 

—J J LZS—to haat-u-nist, All that one 
possesses. 

hast a, Fruit-stone or kernel; ex-
istent. 

^jS—a kasti, Thou a r t ; being, existence, 
entity, world, created beings; wealth, 



riches; self-conceit, self-love ;—hastl'i du-
roza (dah-rom), Fleeting life;—hastl'i sirf, 
Pure, independent, absolute existence ;— 
hasti'i mauhum (ndqis), Short and transient 
life. 

haatldan, To be, to exist; to 
agree, suit, be worth, turn to account. 

J k ^ jjSLib hastl-fiarosh, Who confides in 
an enduring life. 

A A-A hasad, A lion ; strong, strenuous. 
(See AA p. 57.) 

hasar, Ice. 
A » husrat, Affinity, kindred, uncles. 
uAlto hasak, hash, An instrument for 

separating corn from the chaff, a fan, 
ventilator. 

A (jAif—fc has fids, A butcher; (a shep-
herd) grazing sheep all night ; anyone who 
wakes all night in doing anything. 

L^^JT hasfiasat, hasfiasa (v.n. of 
Muttering, whispering; rustling; a whis-
pering tone; the rattling (of a necklace, 
of other jewels, or armour), tbe noise of 
(a man) moving in the night, especially 
when lying amongst leaves; the surface of 
water, which, being ruffled by a gentle 
breeze, flows like a chain. 

a> haeir, Ice. 
u^Jb hash, Motion, departure; mud, clay; 

—kish, The part of the plough to which 
the oxen are fastened; — hush (for 
q.v. below), Understanding, mind; care, 
attention, study; death;—hush ddshtan, 
To be intelligent, learned, prudent;— 
tabibi 'Isawx-hush, A physician skilful as 
Jesus. 

A y&A hashsh, in P. also kash (v.n.), 
Beating (the leaves) off trees with a stick, 
especially as food for cattle; (a horse) 
which perspires much; soft (bread); 
nimble, cheerful, brisk ; easy, polite, hu-
mane. 

A ^ I a a hashash, Joy, exultation, cheer-
fulness ; lightness ; soft (bread) ;—hash-
shash, Cheerful; easy, polite, humane. 

A lAU*to kashdshat, hashdsha (v.n. of 
yS-to), Being light, nimble, cheerful, brisk; 
being easy, polite, humane ; having plenty 
of milk (sheep or camel) ; gladness, joy, 
cheerfulness, tightness; softness. 

A |AAA hisham, Beneficence, liberality. 
a (ji^ cA® hashsh-bashsh, hash-bash, Cheer-

ful, easy-going, light-hearted. 
ueUL&A hushpulak, A Bound made with 

the ends of two fingers applied to the 
mouth by those who fly pigeons. 

hasht (S. ashtan), Eight;—hasht 
bihisht, The eight paradises;—hisht, A hiss, 
whistle, or noise made with the lips. 

hashtad, Eighty. 
AiJufc kashtdd-sdla, An old man of 

eighty; octogenarian. 
fjUjUb hashtddum, The eightieth. 

g[f ts^jjfc hasht bagh, hasht 
bustdn, The eight heavens. 

ijA&jt hashtdah, Eighteen, 
y l f c j u ^ hashtdahan, Aloe-wood ; ' mal-

lows. 
ffcOiJU. hashtdahum, The eighteenth. 
aJL, to hashtsala, Eight years old. 
y haeht'Su, Eight-sided, octangu-

lar. 
XaxJjb hasht-sad, Eight hundred, 
y\SjLijb hashtagdn, hashtagdna, 

Eight each ; in eights. 
hasht ganj, The eight treasures 

of Khusrau Parwez, namely: 1. ganji 
'arus ; 2. ganji bad-award ; 3. diba'i hhus-
rawi; 4. ganji afirdsydb; 5. ganji sokhta; 
6. ganji jehazra ; 7. ganji eh ad-award; 8. 
ganji bar. 

hasht-gosha, An octagon. 
f^Ajt, hashtum, Eighth. 
a ^fa* hasht-mdwa ( ^ y mar'a), 

The eight paradises or heavens, 
a fa^ hasht manzar, The eight hea-

vens *, the zodiac, with tbe orbits of Sa-
turn, Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mer-
cury, and the Moon. 

hashtumi, Eighth, 
t̂ a-̂ jto hishtan, To dismiss, leave, let f a l l ; 

to hang, suspend; to roll round, involve. 
y husht u musht, Wrestling 

and boxing. 
jtiyUjt hashtiwesh, Name of the fifth 

supplemental day added to the Persian 
year. 

AI^A hishta, Relinquished, let go ; hang-
ing loose;—faro-hiehta, Flowing (hair). 

^iyLAjb hashtidan, To whistle, hiss, or 
make any noise with the lips ; to kiss ; to 
preserve, keep. 

udj Ls^&Jb hasht-yak, An eighth, 
^xijss hush-ddr, Attend, be careful. 
8AAJ& hashdah, Eighteen. 

hashistan, To abandon, leave, 
dismiss. 

jAfiiA hashfilfiul, Wild carrot. 
A fAA hashm (v.n.), Breaking (any-

thing) not solid (as the nose, a bone, or 
an egg) ; breaking bread into broth;— 
hashim, Liberal, munificent. 

hashan, Care, study. 
hashangA poor helpless wretch. 

JAA hashu, Marrow ; — hushu, Under-
standing, ready wit, ingenuity ; a fortifi-
cation. 

hushwdr, Prudent, intelligent. 
A hashush, (A sheep) abounding 

in milk. 
Ai^y^jb hushumand, Prudent, intelligent. 
yijyLA hashunash, The fifth day added 

to the Persian year. 
A hashhashat, hashhasha, Put t ing 

in motion, shaking. 
jl^JUfc hushydr, Intelligent, prudent; cau-

tious, abstemious, sober. 



^AJB ( 1501 ) 
jV*Ji&tu* hushydr-edz, Rendering wise; 

restoring to one's senses (after being in-
toxicated). 

hushydri, Prudence. 
yViA hishidan, To dismiss, let fall, let 

go, leave ; to bang, suspend. 
a yfcsoAJfe hashish, Gentle, humane, af-

fable ; soft (bread); milch (sheep or 
camel). 

A hashilat, hashila, A horse or 
camel taken from the owner without his 
consent, but returned to him when the 
journey is over ; a thing pressed for public 
service. 

AJLyAjb hashila, Domestic or sea-fowls 
dressed with pease, beets, and eggs. 

ptA&hashim, Broken,bent; dry, withered, 
brittle ; dry forage, chips, stubble; weak, 
frail (maD). 

hushiwdr, hashiwdr, Intelligent, 
prudent. 

A. T/IJFE hass (v.n.), Bruising (particularly 
anything hollow) ; treading upon. 

AjLofc hassar, One who breaks; a prey-
crushing lion. 

hasr (v.n.), Bending (a branch) ; 
breaking; a fracture ;—hasir, husar, A 
lion tearing his prey. 

A hasm, A breaking ; — husam, A 
lion. 

A kushus, A strong black man ; a 
wolf. 

A hasis, Beaten, broken, bruised, 
trodden down; the tremulous light (of 
fire) ; name of the father of a tribe of Qu-
raish. 

A hazz (v.n.), Breaking ; pounding ; 
instigating, exciting; travelling fast (ca-
mels) ; a fracture, amputation, bruise. 

a s->laa hizdh (pl. of hazbat), Showers 
which consist of large drops; heights, 
hills, mountains. 

A (>Ufc hazzaz, One who breaks. 
A AAUA hazazat, hazdza, Anything bro-

ken. 
A fUjfc hazzdm, Digestive; medicine pro-

moting digestion ; liberal; a lion. 
A JJUA hazd'im (pl. of hazimat), Meats 

dressed for a funeral entertainment. 
A hazb (v.n.), Raining incessantly, 

and in large drops ; speaking much ; being 
loquacious and noisy; walking at a slow, 
Bluggish pace;—AV2ab(pl.of hazbat), Rains 
falling in large drops ; mountains, ranges 
of hills; — hizabb, (A horse) perspiring 
greatly ; strong, robust. 

A hazbat, Rain consisting of large 
drops; a high, steep, inaccessible moun-
tain, separated from all others; a moun-
tain consisting of a single rock. 
. A hazm (v.n.), Breaking; digesting 
(food) , concocting; being digestible (food); 
injuring, oppressing, defrauding, seizing 
the property of another; digestion; op-

pression, injury, loss; [hazmi auwal, The 
first concoction;—hazm hardan, To digest; 
to embezzle;—hazmi nafs, Suppression of 
passion ;—qdbili hazm, Digestible ; toler-
able ;]—hizm, A plain, extensive and lying 
low; the bottom of a valley, channel, or 
sea;—hazam (v.n. of ^viA), Being slender 
(the waist), being shrunk or collapsed (the 
belly); slenderness round the waist; a 
shrinking in the belly (of man or beast) ; 
a kind of aromatic substance ; a perfume ; 
—huzum (pl. of hazum), Liberal (hands). 

a hazmi, Digestible, digestive. 
A pyiA hazum, (Medicine) which helps 

digestion, peptic ; liberal, beneficent; — 
huzum (pi. of hizm), Plains; bottoms of 
valleys or of seas. 

A Y&IAA hazlz, Broken, bruised (thing). 
A hazim, Injured, oppressed; slen-

der-waisted (woman) ; first fruit of a palm-
tree ; a pipe or flute (especially of reed); 
contracted; (palm-flowers) wrapped close, 
not appearing from the buds. 

A hazimat, Injury, oppression; 
iniquity; wrath; meat dressed for a funeral 
entertainment. 

a ^ - i f c hazlmi, Fit for a funeral feast. 
A JUAA hattdl, Constantly dropping 

(cloud). 
A hat* (v.n.), Running in terror; 

looking at (anything) with fixed eyes. 
A Jkfc hatI -(y.n.), Raining incessantly ; 

raining at intervals, pouring out showers 
with large drops; flowing with tears (the 
eye) ; incessant and small ra in; an un-
interrupted flow of tears;—hitl, A wolf; a 
robber, th ief ; a fool;—hull, (Rain) which 
continues night and day;—hatil, Constantly 
dropping (cloud or rain) ;—huttal (pl. of 
hdtil), Incessant rains. 

A ylMafc haf.edan (v.n. of J ^ ) , Raining at 
intervals, shower following shower. 

A hutti' (v.n, of Running in 
terror ; looking at (a thing) with fixed 
eyes. 

A hu< hu', The noise made in 
vomiting. 

t-fcb haf, A weaver's shop, sley, or reed. 
A haff (v.n.), Whistling (as the 

wind) ;—h i f f , A cloud, without water; a 
comb without honey, or containing but 
little; a l i gh t or empty thing; an empty, 
shallow, insignificant fellow; com not 
reaped in time, the grains of which are 
shaken o u t ; — h a f f , h i f f , A species of small 
fish; a large kind of tadpole. 

A hafdt, Foolish, insane ;—-hufat 
(v.n. of Being depressed, lowered, 
set down ; being thinned, made small ; of 
little value, worthless, small; being scat-
tered. 

A TJUO h a f f d f , fem. SiUft haffdfai, haffd/a, 
Light, active, nimble; sprightly; light, fit 
for flight (bird or feather) ; cool, peaceful, 
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ba t not perpetual (shade) ; gentle (wind) ; 
thin, transparent (linen or rest) ; shining, 
splendid. 

A &A hiffat, One small fish ; a big tad-
pole. 

haft (S. saptan, Z. haptan), Seven ; 
—hift, The first degree of dryness after 
being wet —huft , A single gulp or draught 
of any liquor; foolish ; plain level ground 
(the latter meanings doubtful). 

A haft (v.n.), Being depressed, 
lowered, set down; being of little value, 
worthless, small; being scattered. 

a ^ cs-Afc haft aba, The seven heavens. 
a(fa&-\iA>4jbhaftukhtdn, Tbe seven planets. 
a ut-Ab haft akhgari naiydra, Tbe 

Beven partitions of hell; the seven cele-
brated fire-temples. 

JUAA haft ad, Seventy. 
^AAi' haftdd kushti, The seventy 

kinds of diseases incident, to living crea-
tures. 

,*AxAi> haftddum, Tbe seventieth. 
JO } OUAA haftdd u du shdkh, A phrase 

denoting the seventy-two nations and dif-
ferent forms of religion upon earth ; the 
seventy-two sects of Islam; also seventy-
two modes of chanting the Qur'an. 

^ji&ijj j haftdd a du kushti, Seventy-
two kinds of religion on earth; the seventy-
two sects. 

Ufcaĵ  haft azhdahd. The seven planets. 
l^Jf -ca^Afe haft asyd, The orbits in which 

the seven planets revolve. 
a e^Afc haft asl, (seven roots) The 

seven earths ; the seven climates. 
a Iaĉ  ut-AA haft a'zd, The seven members 

of the body ( = q.v. below) ; the 
body itself. 

a ij^ifc haft iqlim, The seven climates, 
a aa haft alwdn, Different kinds 

of meats; food sent ffem heaven for Jesus : 
bread, salt, fish, vinegar, honey, butter, 
and cresses. 

haft anddm, The seven mem-
bers of the body, namely, the head, breast, 
belly, hands, and feet; or, the head, hands, 
Bides, and feet ; the aorta or the great 
artery, called in Arabic nahru 'l-badan 
" the river of the body." 

a JW^ ^JUb haft auidd, The seven planets, 
vsft,^ haft aiiravg, The constellation 

of the Great Bear; the seven heavens. 
Au^ ut-Ato haft dyina, The seven planets. 

\ ut-ifc haft aiwdn, The seven heavens. 
haft-bdz, A kind of flag composed 

of seven streamers or pennons. 
ê Afc haft bam, The seven heavens, 

yW haft bdnu, The seven planets. 
c ^ j haft birddardn, The seven 

brothers, i.e. seven stars in the Great 
Bear. 

^ LS-AA haft-barg, Heptaphyllous; me-
zereon. 

a U» CS-AA haft bind bunydn), The 
seven heavens (lit. seven structures). 

tt-Afc haft pidar, (seven fathers) The 
seven planets ; the seven heavens. 

a f haft pari suraiyd, The smallest 
star in the Pleiades. 

CÔJ u^Jjb haft-parda, The seven heavens 
(also called haft parda'i azraq) ; tbe seven 
notes of the gamut; ~ j f q.v. 
below. 

fa^ Ĉ AA haft par gar, The seven heavens. 
ÛAA hajt post, The seven heavens. 

e^Ajfc haft pir, The seven masters in 
reading the Qur'an, ibn 'dmir of Damascus, 
ibn kasir of Mecca, abu 'amr of Basra, 
hamza, (or hamza'), 'dsim, kisa'i of Kufa, 
and ndfi' of Madina. 

haft paikar, The seven heavens; 
the seven planets. 

tf haft tan, The seven planets. 
^Ui' ut^Afc haft tandn, The seven sleepers ; 

certain pious individuals for whose sake 
the world is kept in existence. 

haft-josh, Seven times boiled or 
heated ; a metal compounded of iron, an-
timony, lead, gold, tin, copper, and silver. 

f-^ haft chatri ab-gun, The 
seven heavens. 

t^ fa^r t^-AA haft chashmi charkh, 
yAys- haft chashmi khar da, The pla-
nets. 

fa e^AA haft-chashma kamar, A belt 
studded with seven jewels as symbols of 
the seven planets. 

a J U et-AA haft hdl, Always, continually. 
a jy haft haji a' i nur, The seven 

tunics of the eye, namely, shdbakiya (reti-
form), salbiya (sclerotic), 'inabiya (uveous), 
'ankabutiya (arachnoid), qarniya (corneous), 
mashirniya (choroid), and multahima (con-
junctiva), 

a ta-AA haft harfi dbi, The seven 
watery letters: c jini, 3 zd, ^ kdf, <j* sin, 
j qdf, sd, and k zd. 

a haft harfi dtishi, The 
seven fiery letters : ^ alif, a he, k td, {• mim, 
<-J fd, shin, and ^ zdl. 

a ^AA haft harfi istild, The 
seven high letters : t kha, sad, zad, 
£ ghain, £ J qdf, and k zd. 

a haft harfi khaki, The 
seven earthy letters •. o dai, t bd, J lam, 
£ 'ain, j rd, i kha, and £ ghain. 

a UL-AA haft harfi hawa'i, The 
seven airy letters: v* bd, j wdw, ^ yd, 
(j nun, (j* sad, td, and tj> zad. 

a UJ-AA haft hikdyat, Seven stories 
told to Bahram Gur by seven damsels ; the 
seven principal members. 

haft khatun, The seven pla-
nets. 

d-Aa haft khar as, fa/* haft 
khar war kos, The seven heavens. 

a A ŷs- cî aa haft Jchazina, The seven inner 



parts, namely, the stomach, liver, lungs, 
heart, gall, spleen, and kidneys ; the seven 
heavens. 

a O-AA haft khazra, The seven hea-
vens. 

a hafi khat,. The seven lines (on 
the cup of Jam, viz. khati azraq, khati 
ashk, khati basra, khati baghdad, khati jaur, 
khati farodlna and kdsagar. 

a WkftLs- ctJiA hafi khalifa, The stomach, 
liver, lights, heart, gall, milt and kidneys; 
soul, reason, sight, hearing, taste, smell, 
and touch; forehead, palms of hands, 
knees, and points of the great toes (as the 
seven parts of the body which touch the 
ground in prostration) ; seven portions of 
the heart ; seven calamities. 

^ i^jjb haft khum, The seven heavens. 
haft hhwan, Seven places be-

tween Iran and Turan where tbe champion 
Rustam, and also Asfandyar, met with 
perilous adventures. 

haft dadaran, The seven stars 
in the Bear called bandtu 'n-na'sh. 

diW haft-ddna, A kind of dish com-
posed of seven different sorts of fruits 
and herbs dressed with syrup, which, on 
the tenth day of the month muharram, are 
distributed in Persia to neighbours and 
to the poor, in commemoration of the 
death of Husain. 

V4^ haft dukhtari khazrd, 
haft dur (^J durar), The seven 

planets. 
Û -aa j j c^Afc haft dar haft, The seven 

articles of a lady's toilet, namely, privet, 
antimony, woad, rouge, ceruse, gold-leaf, 
and eavet; the seven planets or seven 
climes; seven qualities in as many mem-
bers of the human body ; seven towns on 
seven different seas; seven by seven, forty-
nine. 

us^Afc hafi daryd, The seven seas. 
uuAfc hafi dukdn, The seven climates. 

a))<* haft daur, Seven revolutions or 
cycles, said to consist of 1,000 years each, 
and each depending on one of the planets. 

tx&to haftdah, Seventeen ; adorned;— 
haft dih, The seven heavens; the seven 
climes. 

haftdahum, The seventeenth. 
uuAa haft rdh, The seven tunics of the 

eye (see $ above). 
^ U ^ j Ĉ AA haft r akh shdn, Seven planets, 
a AOJ ÔAA haft rasad, The seven climates. 
a ts-sAA haft ruq'a'i adkan, The 

seven earths. 
haft rang, The seven colours 

which are referred to the planets, namely, 
black to Saturn, brown to Jupiter, red to 
Mars, yellow to the Sun, white to Venus, 
blue to Mercury, and green to the Moon ; 
a species of beautiful Indian rose of many 

colours; painting or embroidery; female 
ornaments. 

haft-rangi, Capricious ; artful. 
haft zarda, A kind of narcissus, 

o i i haft zamin, The seven climates. 
a o-Jufc haft saqf, The seven heavens. 
a pSu. haft saldm, Seven divine salu-

tations mentioned in the Qur'an. 
ayUaL. haft sultan, The seven princes, 

namely, the Sultan of Khorasan, Sultan 
ibrdhim adham, Sultan bayasid bastami, 
Sultan abu sa'id abu 'l-khair, Sultan mah-
mud ghazi, Sultan sanjar mdzi, and Sultan 
isma'll samdni; the seven planets. 

a ^ ^ (jVj^Ai. ca-Ato haft shddurwdni 
adkan, = above. 

a q+a to haft-shama', The seven pla-
nets. 

a haft-sad, Seven hundred. 
a haft tdram, The seven hea-

vens, 
a jq* ufc-Ato haft shahri tilsimi 

nimrod, Seven magic cities of Nimrod. 
a haft tabaq, (seven stories or 

strata) The seven heavens; the seven 
earths. 

aft* yW Jit uwiA hafi tifii jdn-shikar, 
The seven planets. 

a is^ito hafi 'alaf-khdna, The seven 
climates. 

a haft farsh, The seven earths ; 
the seven climates. 

a 6j&Jb "teAji cuAA haft farishtai aiydmi 
hafta, The seven archangels, uriya ll, jas-
diyd'il, shamail, raf d'il, 'ana'il, jabrd'il, 
a n d 'azrd'll. 

a *-t>ft J** haftfi'li qulub, The seven 
verbs of the heart, namely:—hasibtu, I rec-
koned ;—khiliu, I fancied;—ra'aitu, I saw; 
—za'amtu, I supposed;—zanant u, I thought; 
'alimtu, I knew ;—wajattu, I found. 

a haftaq (from P . hafta), A week. 
ay^A- haft qala'i khaibar. Seven 

fortresses of Khaibar. 
a U*- haft qal'a'i mina, The 

seven heavens. 
a ft* ŴAA haft qalam, The seven pens or 

styles of writing: suls, muhaqqaq, tauql', 
raihan, riqd', naskh, ta'liq. 

CUXAA haftak, A fourth of the Qur'an. 
haft kdr, Cloth of seven colours. 

a haft kuhll, The seven hea-
vens. 

haft kura, The seven heavens. 
jy&S u^Jito haft kishwar, The seven climes. 
ij^f haft kuhna, The seven old ones, 

viz. friend, associate, book, wine, bath, 
sword, china. 

haftgdna, In sevens. 
i\S vs-Afe haft gdh, The seven heavens; the 

seven climates. 
ĈAA haft gird, The seven planets. 

to haft girih, The seven heavens 
the seven planets; the seven climates. 



haft gumbad, The seven heavens; 
seven cupolas built by Bahrain Gur. 

haft gunjina, Gold, silver, tin, 
lead, iron, copper, and mountain-brass. 

*MjS wt-Afe haft-gosha, A heptagon. 
haft gisuddr, The seven hea-

vens ; the seven planets. 
haftum, Seventh, 

kaft-mdha, Seven months old 
(child). 

a haft majmara, Planetary 
orbits. 

a v>V»" haft mihr dbi falak, The 
seven planets. 

a haft muhit, The seven hea-
vens; the sea of China, Western Ocean, 
Mediterranean, sea of Tiberias, Euxine, 
Caspian, and sea of Khwarazm. 

hafi mard, The seven sleepers ; 
certain pious persons for whose sate the 
world is kept. 

a iUa** haft mash'ala, The planets. 
yyiS ftzA* haftum kishwar, The seventh 

climate, i.e. that of Hindustan. 
a haft millat, Seven original 

creeds from which all others are derived. 
xs^iA haft mundal, The seven hea-

vens. 
a Jy** haft marmi, The seven hea-

vens. 
kaft muJira'i xarrm, û AA 

utUi u^s hift noahddi falak, The seven 
planets. 

haftumin. Seventh. 
a haft nai1, The seven earths. 
a ^aa haft-nuqta^ The seven planets; 

decoration, 
a tjt sj**? haft naiibaii charkh, The 

seven planets. 
^ haft wm-khdya, tg^j 

hafi vodfaji kjiazrd, The seven hea-
vens. 

to haft-wad* (seven sons) Name of 
a man. 

£J\ySib hwftwdtm, A sort of food. 
Jvaftul (from A. iyufc hafwai), Error, 

blunder, crime, offence, fault . 
a ^Jy Jvt3.fi wujahi surf, The 

seven kinds of verbs in Arabic grammar, 
called sahih, Sound, as kataba, He wrote; 
mued'af, Be duplicated, as madda., He ex-
tended ; misal, Assimilated, as wajada, 
He found ; ndqis, Defective, as ghaza, He 
fought, or as mm,a, He shot; lafifDoubly-
imperfect, as waqa, He preserved, or shawa, 
He roasted; mahmm, Hamxated, as a mar a. 
He commanded ; ajwaf, Concave, as qdia 
(for qawala), He said, or bd'a (foT baya'a), 
He sold. 

^fyjyAto haft warang, Constellation of 
the Bear;—hufiwar&jtgi mihin, Ursa Major; 
—hafixo&rangi kihin, Ursa Minor. 

j haft u shash, The seven pla-

nets and the six sides, viz. below and 
above, right and left, before and behind. 

j haft u nufr, Seven and nine 
(articles of a lady's toilet and dress), 
namely, hinna, wasma, surma, surkhi, sa-

fedab, zarak, gkaliya ; and sar-aweza, gosh-
wdra, silsila, halqa'i bini, gulu-band, bdzu-
band, dast-baranjan, angushtar, and khal-
khdl. 

v^Ato y A& haft u hasht, High words, 
litigation; the howl of a dog. 

hafta, A week, ee'nnight, hebdomad. 
ASAA hafta dost, A week's acquaint-

ance, a slight acquaintance, inconstant 
friend. 

haft hazdri, The command of 
seven thousand. 

Jiaft-hasht, Abuse, idle talk. 
wa-AA haft haft, In sevens. 

Ji-A haft haiJcal, The seven hea-
vens ; the seven earths; amulets, charms. 

haft yak, One of seven, a 
seventh. 

Y^JASAA kaf josh, = \p*yt- q,v, above, 
AAe hafddna, A kind of food (see <s*tto 

"tflu above). 
saa, kaf dah (for haft-dah). Seventeen, 

BiAft kafda sdlagi, Seventeen years 
(of age), 

^toiito Jtafdahum, The seventeenth. 
^Aft kufn, A level place. 
A yte> hafw (v.n.), Being hungry; exces-

sive hunger;—hafw, OTYIA hafawdn (v.n. of 
yAto), Falling, slipping, blundering;—hufuw 
(v.n.), F ly ing; running; exulting, re-
joicing. 

A hafwai, Error, blunder, offence, 
fault. 

,ja.yia> hafwash, Rice cooked by steam. 
&ij 4Aib hafa raf a, Ornament, decoration. 
-ULfcte kafhaf, The bark of a dog ( = UbUte 

q.v. p, 856). 
A iÂ Aa hafkafat, hafhafa (v.n. of 

Being long and slender-bodied, like a 
branch. 

A d ^ kafif (v.n. of Whistling 
(as the wind); being tranquil, placid, 
quiet ; being light and active , going fast ; 
shining, flashing; a quick step, rapid pro-
gress. 

A h uq&*, Indolence, torpor, distrac-
tion of mind caused by grief or distemper. 

A haqKat, A circle of hairs on a 
horse's breast (considered as a blemish); 
three bright stars near one another in the 
head of Orion, which mark the fifth man-
sion of the moon;—hUqa'at, huqa'a, One 
who reclines much and maintains a recum-
bent posture amongst others. 

A Jto hiql,- A young ostrich; a tall, lazy 
fellow;—haqil, Hungry. 

A fito kaqam (v.n.), Being very hungry, 
starving;—haqim, Famished, starving;— 
hiqamm, A glutton ; the sea-



A S^fiA haqhaqat, haqhaqa (v.n. of (JH5*), 
Travelling fast ; a quick and a hard pace 
in travelling. 

hale, Full; hail. 
A hakk (v.n.), Striking (with a 

sword); wearing down by rubbing; fall-
ing in (a well) ; great rain ; dung of os-
trich or bustard. 

A hukd\ Cough ; sleep after toil; 
lust. 

a huka'i, Libidinous. 
A^&fc hukcha, Agitation of the throat in 

hysterics and the like; hiccough. 
A ^IXTE hdkazd, In this manner, thus. 

Jiakr, hikr, hakar (v.n.), Admiring, 
being filled with wonder; astonishment, 
wonder-,—hakr, hakar, A deep sleep; ad-
miration, amazement;—hakar (v.n.), Slum-
bering;—hakir, Wondering, astonished ;— 
hakir, hakur, Sleepy. 

hakirz, Never, &c. (corruption of 
q.v. above). 

hukrl, A field watered only by 
rain. 

hikak, A conveyance somewhat re-
sembling tbe camel-litter in which women 
travel \—hukak, hikak, hukkuk, Hiccough, 

hukal, A white egg-like fungus. 
A ftjb hakim, A malignant intermeddler, 

a mischief-maker. 
A £ftt> huku' (v.n. of Being quiet, 

lying down, taking rest, reposing ; reclin-
ing; falling flat on the ground, or lying 
upon i t ; diffusing darknesB (night); 
coughing (a camel); being broken again 
after having been set (a bone). 

A dftb hakuk, hakauwak, Impudent; 
hasty. 

hakwi, Distracted, distressed ;— 
hakuwi, Grape-wine; irresolution, hesita-
tion, fluctuation. 

hika, A kind of sling \-hukka, Hic-
cough, 

hukhuk, Hiccough. 
A haklk, Lessened, worn by rub-

bing ; effeminate, abject, infamous; the 
dung of a bustard. 

fi \SJb hag ah (particle of interrogation), 
Whether ? if ? is there ? 

hagal, A fungus or mushroom. 
A JA hal, (interrogation) Perhaps? 

Whether or not? indeed, aye, yes; it is 
not, there is not;—hala, (in comp. with 
tybiya) as: haiya hala 's-salat, Come to 
prayers ;—hall (v.n.), Appearing (the new 
moon); shouting for joy ;—hill, The begin-
ning of a month, the appearance of the 
new moon, 

JA hil (imp. of hilldan and hishtan), 
Leave alone ; cardamoms;—hul, The side 
under the arm ; the'embrace. 

A Sufc haid, Hola ! bravo ! well done ! take 
care ! let alone! beware ! come along 1 

draw near; yes, thus, it is so ; is it not P a 
word used to frighten horses, or to quiet a 
mare when taking the horse ;—halld, Come 
on ; why not ? 

A S^A halldb, Rainy (year) ; tbe coldest 
winter-days in the middle of January;— 
halldb, hallabat, halldba, A cold wind ac-
companied with rain. 

A hulas, Languor, feebleness. 
hildj, Cotton. 

haldjin, A swing or see-saw. 
A hulas, Consumption, phthisis, de-

cay. 
haldsham, An ugly, disagreeable 

thing. 
A haldk (v.n. of «*UA), Perishing; 

being lost; perdition, destruction, ruin; 
slaughter, death; lost, fatigued;—haldk 
shudan, To be ruined; to die, perish;— 
haldk kardan, To destroy, overwhelm, drive 
to destruction;—hulldk (pl. of halik), Lost, 
perishiug, 

A halakat, Perditiou, ruin, destruc-
tion, 

a 6-wt haldk'Shuda, Perished, ruined. 
^^ halaku, Name of a descendant of 

Zingis Khan, who overthrew the Abbaside 
Caliphate under Musta'sim A.D. 1258. 

a kaldki, Perdition, destruction, 
ruin. 

A haldl, hildl, The beginning of a 
Bhower;—hildl (v.n. 3 of J*>), Agreeing 
(with one) by the month, or from month 
to month, or new moon to new moon; 
the new moon; also the moon on the 
wane, especially the first and last two or 
three days (the moon being called qamar 
the rest of the month) ; the point of a 
spear; a two-headed hunting spear ; a mill 
or miil-stone broken in the middle or at 
the extremities; a little water, left in the 
bottom of a well, or a leathern bottle; a 
ring of wine at the bottom of a decanter, 
heel-taps ; a white semicircle at the root of 
the nails; a piece of iron or wood which 
connects the curved timber of a camel's 
saddle ; name of a tribe of the Banu. Ha-
wazin ;—hil dli mu'ambar, The eyebrow of 
a mistress. 

a hildl-abru, With eyebrows 
arched like the new moon, semilunar, cres-
cent-shaped. 

a ft* J ^ hildl-manzar, Moon-faced, 
beautiful, a mistress. 

a <4>Vj J^A hilalwari, Crescent-shaped. 
^jJJLe. hilalus, Fraud, deceit. 

halalush, Riot, clamour, squabble. 
a ^ftto hilali, Novilunar; belonging to 

or resembling the new moon; semilunar; 
crescent-shaped ; a kind of arrow with a 
crescent-shaped head; a segment of a 
circle ; name of a celebrated poet. 

yj^SA hildnidan, To abandon, dismiss. 



JASA fcaJafo'Z (S. haldhala), Mortal, deadly 
(poison) ; (cloth) of a thin texture; fine, 
delicate (Verses). 

A J A $ A huldhil, Abundant and limpid 
water. 

haldhald, Easy. 
JAJA haldhil-rez, Scattering poison or 

venom. 
( j f t ^ halahin, Up ! let us go! (excla-

mation). 
a S-1a halb (v.n.), Treating contume-

Hously, satirizing; severity of weather or 
climate; bard times; — hulb, Hairs of 
horses' tails; bristles of bogs or similar 
animals ; any kind of stiff and coarse hair; 
—halab, Hirsuteness, hairiness ; — halib, 
Surname of Abu Qabisa, who was bald, 
but whose hair is said to have grown again 
after Muhammad had rubbed his head. 

A hulbat, Severity of weather or 
climate; bard times, adverse fortune; a 
single horse-hair or bristle. 

A hi lb aus, Foolish, stupid; a stam-
merer. 

AJA hulba, Stature, posture, figure. 
A &A hillat, hilla, The beginning (of a 

month). 
A I^-ifc halt, Bark of a tree. 
4s)U> haltdk, Snow. • 
A <-*~La> huls, SJtlto hulsat, hulpa, J^A halsd, 

A noisy crowd. 
A GLA halj (v.n.), Telling incredible 

stories; —hulj, Confused, uninterpretable 
dreams ;—halij (for T. ps^), A medlar. 

•AAA hi lad (3rd sing. pres. of hildan, hill-
dan), He dismisses, abandons. 

hildan, To dismiss, abandon. 
SAA halda, A kind of corn. 
A JJ-IA hah (v.n.), Attenuating, ema-

ciating (as disease); being attenuated; 
leanness, meagreness ; consumption, 
phthisis; — hulus, (Persons) recovering 
from sickness, weakly. 

,jt.iA halsh, Name of a carrion-eating 
bird. 

A &1A halted, halta, Doubtful news. 
A GLA hala' (v.n.), Being extremely im-

patient, or dastardly; great impatience; 
shameful cowardice; avarice;—hali', Very 
impatient;-—hula', Greedy (wolf);—hilla', 
fem. hilla'at, hilla'a, A kid. 

A hilqamm, hulaqim, A glutton. 
A <UalA halqamat, halqama (v.n. of Z * 3 ^ ) , 

Swallowing a mouthful; eating much. 
A «£UA halh (v.n.), Ruining, leading to 

destruction;—hulk (v.n.), Perishing, dy-
ing; destruction, ruin, perdition; ship-
wreck;—halak (v.n.), Perishing, going to 
destruction; anything fallen down; a steep 
place, precipice; the carcase of a perished 
animal; the space between the top of a 
mountain and the bottom, or between two 
mountains; (pl. of hilkat) fallen crea-
tures ; (pi. of halakai) years of scarcity; 

—hullak (pl. of halik), Lost, ruined, pe-
rished. 

halak, hilak, The hiccough ;—hulak, 
A kind of sling for casting stones at an 
enemy ;—huluk, Juice of buckthorn ( = JIA 
q.v. below) 

a (jj^ilfc halkan, Confounded, tired, 
wearied. 

A hilkat, hilka, A low or fallen (crea-
ture) ;—halakat, halaka, Destruction, ruin; 
a year of great scarcity ; (pl. of halik) 
lost, ruined, perished. 

A J1A halal (v.n. of JA), Being timid, 
cowardly; fear, timidity, cowardice; the 
beginning of rain, or the noise of falling 
rain ; (pl. of hallat) rains. 

JIA hulul, Juice of buckthorn. 
A ,JA hilamm, Weak, relaxed ;—halum-

ma, Come on! approach ! draw near 1 — 
halumma jarr-an, And so on, and so forth, 
et ceetera;—halumma kaza, Tell me, show 
me, or grant me that. 

A £«-*JLA halmamat, halmama, A calling 
anyone. 

halman (or dbi halman), Name of a 
river in Sistan (see A^JUA below). 

halamut, A kind of wild beet-root. 
talUlA halndk, Snow; sour clotted milk, 

strained and sun-dried for winter-use. 
JJJUIA halandur, J^JUJA halanduz, Trefoil. 
JUAIA halanand, Idle, good for nothing. 
/A hulu, A kind of peach; a swing. 
A hilwd', <£c\j!ua> hilwd'at, hilwd'a, (A 

she-camel) travelling well and obedient to 
the driver. 

A V^A halub, (A woman) fond of, and 
often approaching her husband ; also dis-
liking him, and keeping at a distance. 

y^.Lfc huluchln, A swing or see-saw. 
^jjjlA halauzun, Painting, decoration on 

the walls of a house, fresco. 
A £J1A halu', Very impatient, f re t fu l ; 

greedy. 
A ACJIA halwa'at, A travelling fast. 
A CSJJIA haluk, A modest woman, obedient 

to her husband; an adulteress, lascivious 
woman;—huluk (v.n. of Perishing, 
dying ; falling down, dropping off. 

hala, Let alone! desist 1 be quiet 1 
have done ! but, still, vet; at length, how-
ever, whatever it is;—holla (for As-
sault, attack;—hala kardan, To advance, 
assail, storm. 

J l ^ halhdl, A sieve. 
a JÎ LA halhdl, (Cloth) of a thin texture; 

fine, delicate (verses). 
a J$1A halhal (for P. haldhil or halahil), 

Mortal poison or vencm ; cloth of a thin 
texture; delicate verses ;—hulhul, Snow. 

J^A halahil, Deadly poison. 
SHJIA halhala, Poison. 
A <SVA halhalat, halhala (v.n. of J^*) , 

Weaving (cloth) of a thin texture; pass 



ing (flour) through a fine sieve; calling 
out hala (to a horse). 

fl ALA hala lum, A game played by boys 
in Kirman. 

a halhala, Shrill cries of exultation 
in women, which they evince by calling out 
H It. 

Qyfato halhalyun, The medlar-tree. 
^fa hill, Leave alone, dismiss. 
tfllsU halyah, Thin milk, thickened by 

boiling, and hardened or dried. 
iilsfLto haiy ana, Fumitory. 

haliju, (in Zand and Pazand) A 
plum. 

(JAJA hilldan, To dismiss, abandon, quit, 
leave; to omit; to place. 

a—AA halls a, A n oar. 
hallsh, Name of a carrion-eating 

bird. 
^A-AA halek, (in Zand and Pazand) A small 

apricot. 
A-IA hallla, The myrobalan or citron-

tree;—hallla'i zard, Yellow myrobalans ;— 
hallla'i siyah, Black myrobalans ;—hallla'i 
kabuli, Chebulic myrobalans. 

ybthallv, halyu, hilyu, A rubbish-basket, 
(•jjlfe halyum, Asparagus. 
A (jjAfe hilyaun, in P. halyun, Asparagus 

(see preceding article). 
^SJAA hilevl, A boy's game with nuts. 

hulya, Stature ; woman ; fenugreek, 
f+b ham. (S. sam), Also, likewise, in the 

same manner, equally, even, same; to-
gether, with, both, one another, other; 
mutual; all; whether; either; (in comp.) 
fellow, as: ham-shahr"a. fellow-citizen";— 
ham andar (dar) zamdn, At this very time; 
at once;—dar ham rafta, Entangled. 

A hum (pi. of huwa " h e " ) , They, 
them ;—hamm (v.n,), Melting (fat) ; caus-
ing (one) to melt or waste away (as dis-
ease) ; hushing (an infant.) to sleep; grief, 
care, solicitude; purpose, design;—himm, 
A decrepit old man. 

UA hama, A shower, r a i n h u m a , A 
bird of Eastern fable, supposed to fly 
constantly in the air without touching the 
ground, and looked upon as a bird of happy 
omen, prognosticating a crown to every 
head it overshades; a bird of paradise, 
phcenix, large royal eagle, or pelican ;— 
humdyi baiza'i din, An epithet of Muham-
mad ;—humdyi la-makdn, The huma with-
out abode (as supposed to be always 
flying). 

dijU UA humd-pdya, Illustrious. 
OUA hamad, All, whole. 
^JUA hamddl, The whole ; completeness. 
(J^JUA hamadiyan (pi. of the preceding), 

All, every one, every thing ; the entire 
workB of an author. 

;WA hamar (Huzv. Number, 
quantity, measure ; (for ham-war) always, 
constantly. 

A ;UA hammar, Talkative. 
\JUA hamdrd, £>faJt> hamdra, Always, con-

stantly ; a plain, level ground; equal; 
number, quantity. (See )UA above.) 

A ;UA hammaz, A defamer. 
humds, Friend, partner, compa-

nion. 
A hammas, A lion tearing his 

prey. 
A hamdsh, Astonished; mean, base. 

ham-dshyan, Of the same nest, 
^jfc'i pi* ham-dghosh, Locked in each 

other's arras. 
^ ^ ,*A ham-dgoshl, Embrace. 
^UA hamak, An equal, associate, com-

panion ; a spouse ( — y~ ^A q.y, below). 
JUA hamdl, humdl, Alike, equal, resem-

bling ; coequal, contemporary; a com-
panion, equal, peer; a friend, confidant. 

A JUA himdl, Camels allowed to pasture 
at large night and day;—hammdl, Name 
of a companion of Muhammad ;—hummal, 
Loose, withered, flabby; a country left 
uncultivated on account of war. 

A fUA hamdm (v.n. of J»a), Making a 
hoarse noise in the throat;—humdm, A 
great king, a hero, magnanimous prince, 
liberal, magnificent man ; a lion;—ham-
mam, A slanderer, whisperer; the third 
of the days of cold. 

A *UA hummdm, Name of a poet. 
<uUjk humdma, A tree whose branches 

resemble gold, tbe fruit being of a musky 
flavour. 

a ^UA humdmi, Heroic, magnificent. 
yU&hamdn (for Only, solely; self-

same, all one, one and the same, even that, 
that very ; in this manner, exactly so, thus, 
equally; always, continually ; [hamdn chiz-
hd, The same things ; at the same time 
(m.c.);—-hamdn sd'at ki, At the same mo-
ment, when ;—haman lahza, Immediately, 
straightway, all at once, that very moment;] 
—human, Who contracts friendship with 
another. 

UUA hamdnd, Certainly, surely ; appa-
rently ; again, the same thing repeated, 
ditto, as before ; alike, resembling; imme-
diately, all of a sudden; a phantom, 
spectre ; opinion,imagination;—hamanaki, 
At the same time that. 

hamdndam, That very moment; at 
that moment, all at once, immediately, 
suddenly. 

CAJUAI hamdnast, I t is even that. 
a fa yUA haman taur, In the same 

manner. 
<S.&UA hamdngah, As soon as, or ever. 
jaiUA hamdnand (for ham-mdnand), Re-

sembling one another. 
^>UA hamdn-hd (pi. of haman), Those 

same persons. 
(jU-\ ^UA hamdni-dsmdn, The whole 

celestial sphere. 
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celestial spheres. 
J^UA ham-dwdz, Singing in tune or in 

unison with another; speaking in the 
same tone of voice; harmonious; of the 
same voice, sound, or note; consulting each 
other. 

JJUA kamdwar, Alike, equal, resembling, 
similar ; a school-fellow ; a fellow-servant 
(from ham " same," and awor "mas te r " ) ; 
Syria and Taman (see the following). 

CJ\;«UA hamawardn, Syria; Taman ; name 
of a King. 

J^UA hamdward, A rival; an adversary 
in a combat j able or ready to cope with, 
a competitor. 

OJUA hamdwan, A mountain in Iran. 
ytyUA ham-awez, An equal, rival. 
*S£AAUJ& hamdhang, ham-ahang, 

Agreeing, of the same inclination, har-
monious, concordant;—hamdhang shudan, 
To be in concord or tune. 

<_5hamahangi, Harmony, concord. 
^UA ham ay, Name of a boy's game 

played with nuts ; — humdy, Humay, a 
queen of Persia, grandmother to Darab II . 
or Darius Codomannus, overthrown by 
Alexander ; name of a sister of Isfandyar; 
name of a daughter of Bahman ; name of 
a daughter of the Emperor of Constanti-
nople married to Bahram Gur; name of 
the lover of Humayun; a standard bear-
ing a figure of the bird huma (phoenix or 
eagle). 

Atf ^UA humdy-dzad, Daughter of Bah-
man, married to her father, after the 
law of Zardusht. 

A ffUfc hamd'im (pi. of himmat), Efforts, 
endeavours, aspirations, &c. 

humdyun, Blessed, sacred, fortu-
nate, augusl, royal, imperial; name of 
several kings; name of the mistress of 
Humay ;—<alami humdyuni Js&aqdni, The 
august imperial standard;—ndma'i humd-
yun, Royal letters, commissions. 

a cyiUA humdyun-asdr, In whose 
tracks fortune follows. 

C#UA humdyun-gdh, The royal palace. 
gyUfc humdyun - ndma, Pil pay's 

fables (see ^ ^ p. 218). 
^/UA humd'l, Fortunate ; phoenix-like. 
A t>aiUfi> hamdyin (pi. of himyan), Long 

purses, scrips; large buttocks. 
JU*A ham-bdr, Who bears an equal bur-

den, or toils equally with another; a com-
panion in oppression, labour, or affliction. 

fa+Jb ham-bdz, A playmate; associate. 
ham-bdzi, Association. 

^ye-tA ham-bar, ham-bara, Like; a 
friend, companion. 

(jsjrtAA ham-bari, Conformity, equality, 
likeness; a fit, a match ; companionship. 

ham-bazm, Of the same society, 

associating together; a convivial compa-
nion, one who sits with others at a feast;— 
ham-bazm shudan, To live, eat, drink, or 
converse together. 

ham-bistar, Bed-fellow; of the 
same pillow. 

ham-bandi, Connection; subjec-
tion, confinement, government. 

ham-boy, Of the same disposition 
or habits; name of a woman who rescued 
her brother from the hands of Zahhak. 

f,A ham-pa, A companion; a protector; 
together, along with (m.c.). 

ham-pay, A fellow-traveller;— 
ham-pdyi dami saiydl, The companion of 
bloodshed (the devil), 

•JJV^+A ham-pay a, A colleague; of equal 
dignity and rank; illustrious. 

^U^A ham-pd'i, A social walk. 
ham-pusht, A companion, assist-

ant. 
^jSA^A ham-pushti, Aid; — ham-pushti 

hardan, To assist, back, second, support. 
ham-pila, Of the same weight. 

^ S a - j ^ f c ham-panjagi, Contest for equal-
ity ; wrestling. 

ham-pahlii, An equal, peer, partner. 
f*Jb ham-piyala, A boon companion, 

^l.i.jj^^jfc hampeshagi, Exercising the same 
handicraft. 

ham-pesha, Of the same craf t ;— 
ham-pesha ham-pesha-rd dushman ast, 
People of the same cr-,\ft are enemies of 
one another. 

ham-pila, Of the same weight. 
yU-j f j t ham-pahndn, Confederate. 
A himmat, Inclination, desire, reso-

lution, intention, design ; ambition, aspi-
ration mind, thought, attention, care; 
magnanimity; power, strength, ability; 
auspices, grace, favour;—himmat hardan, 
To endeavour, to design ;—himmat masruf 
garddnidan, To bestow great care upon, to 
use all one's endeavours;—himmat warzl-
dan, To show magnanimity, to be high-
minded, 

hamtd, Equal, resembling; a fellow, 
an equal;—bi-hamtd, Incomparable, peer-
less. 

ham-tab, Of equal power. 
'ham-taziydna, A companion at a 

horse-race, or on a marauding excursion. 
sbuA hamtdh = L̂ +a q.v. above. 
^UUA hamtd'i, Equality. 

ham-tarazu, Of equal weight. 
•A.*A ham-tah tag), A fellow-tra-

veller. 
t^te+A hamtahi (<_$£> tagi), Travelling in 

company. 
ham-talmiz, A schoolfellow. 

A harnj (v.n.), Drinking at one 
draught as much as satisfies thirst (a 
camel) ;—hamaj, Small gnats which infest 
the nostrils or eyes of cattle; old crippled 



sheep; leau sheep ; abject, low, or foolish 
men; hunger;—hamaji hdmij, Severe hunger, 
starving. 

hamja, Reproach; injury, oppres-
sion. 

ham-jay, ham-jd'i, A fellow-
citizen or countryman; friendship, nation-
ality. 

A hamajat, hamaja, One gnat ; one 
lean sheep. 

ham-jufti, Conjunction, union, 
equality. 

a ham-jamb, Sitting together ; 
friend. 

a v^jj^+to ham-jina, Homogeneous; con-
BubBtantial. 

hamjinsi, Homogeneousness. 
ham-jang, Battle-field; fellow-

soldier. 
kam-jiwdr, Townsman, neigh-

bour. 
hamji, A small fly ; a beetle. 

ham-chashm, One's equal. 
hamchashmi, Emulation, com-

petition ;—hamchashmi kardan, To contend, 
vie with. 

yU^jb hamchundn, In that manner, in 
the same manner; exactly like, so, still;— 
ham chunanchi, As, same manner as, in 
like manner;—hamchundnki, In the same 
manner as. 

•^rhamchand, Only, so many. 
hamchunin, In this manner, thus, 

in like manner, in the very same manner. 
hamchu, hamchun, 

hamchin, Lite, such, such like, as, thus, so, 
even as, aB if;—hamchu roz, Clear as day-
light. 

a ham-hdl, A companion, one in 
the Bame station of life, a partner;—ham-
hdl shudan, To be in partnership, or inti-
mate. 

a ham-hujra,Of the same chamber. 
ham-k£.dnagi, Cohabitation ;— 

ham-khanagi kardan, To live along with. 
ham-khdna. A fellow-lodger, com-

panion, partner ; a spouse, husband and 
wife ham-khdna'i maslh, The sun (whose 
place is the fourth heaven, or heaven of 
Jesus). 

d«s. ^ ham-khudawand. A fellow-
student or servant; contrary, adverse, ini-
mical; a large bench upon which people 
recline. 

a ham-khidmat, ham-
fchidmatgdr, A fellow-servant. 

ham-khwabagi, A sleeping to-
gether;—kam-khtydbagi kardan, To sleep 
together. 

ham - khwdb a, A bed-fellow ; 
spouse. 

ham-khwdh, One who asks the 
same thing, or at the same time; a fellow-
citizen. 

JkJjat+A ham-khwund, A fellow-student, or 
servant, &c. ( = AĴ AS- q.v. above). 

ham-khoy (Jchuy), Of the same 
disposition, temper, or habits. 

0U-.1LWJ& ham-ddstdn, Of the same advice ; 
telling the same story ; an intimate friend, 
an inseparable companion; a confidant, 
secretary; conformable, agreeable; obe-
dient ; contented, thankful; contentment, 
thankfulness. 

ham-ddsldni, Contentment, 
taxes, tribute. 

jWi tA ham-damdd, A son-in-law; each 
of those who have married two or more 
sisters; kindred by marriage. 

ham-daman, Married to the sister 
of another's wife. 

A hamddn, Name of a tribe in 
Yaman, 

hamaddn, A city and district in 
Persia. 

hamaddnl, Native of Ham ad an. 
^ ham-dabistan, A schoolfellow, 

A S>Ui> hamdat, Apoplexy, 
JjJ ^ ham-dard, A partner in sorrow, a 

fellow-sufferer; sympathetica!, 
^gjjj ham-dardi, Sympathy, 
o— j (jb ham-dast, A partner, compa-

nion, associate, accomplice; one who sits 
or converses with another; of equal 
strength, power, or greatness. 

^UM.O^A ham-dastdn, Hand in hand ; (for 
ham-dastan) of the same advice, &c.; (pl. 
of ham-dast) partners, associates. 

ft f»£> ham-digar, Together. 
ham-dil, Unanimous, of the same 

opinion; sympathetic; a cordial f r iend; 
unanimously. 

^^•Jh ham-dili, Sympathy. 
ham-dam, Breathing together, i.e. 

an intimate companion, friend, or spouse ; 
one (fisher for pearls) who can hold his 
breath for the same time as another; a 
goblet of wine. 

^yXtA ham-dami, Friendship, familiarity. 
u^j-UJb ham-dosh, An equal, companion. 
^toX+jb ham-dihi, Of the same village. 
ftj+jb ham-digar, Both, each. 
a (j4 j ham-din, Of the same fai th; co-

religionist. 
ft.<±+Jb ham-dlv/dr, Having the same 

wall, i.e. a neighbour, neighbouring. 
^JUJS ham-dihi, A fellow-villager. 
a ham-zdt, Co-existent, con sub-

stantial. 
A hamazdn, A mode of walking 

which leaves foot-marks on the ground; a 
city built by Hamazan, son of Peleg, son 
of Shem, son of Noah, the city of Hama-
dan in Persia. 

a Jiamazdni, Verbose, loquacious 
a confused, disordered pace ; a native or 
inhabitant of Hamadan. 

hamr (v.n.), Pouring out (water, 



milt, Ac.) ; milking out all that is in the 
udder; giving away part (of one's wealth) ; 
making a present, bestowing a gift. 

^jb ham-rdd, Of equal liberality, mu-
nificence, or courage. 

ham-rdz, Knowing each other's se-
crets ; a confidant, intimate friend. 

^ ham-rafta, Understood, per-
ceived. 

ham-rah, A fellow-traveller ; with, 
along with ;—ham-rdhi man, Along with 
me. 

hamrahi, Society on the road, fel-
low-travelling ;—hamrahi kardan, To travel 
in company. 

a ham-ray, Of the same mind, of 
equal opinion. 

A hamrat, hamra, A species of philtre 
or fascination ; one burst of passion. 

A hamarjal, fem. hamarja-
lat, hamarjala, Swift; fleet, excellent 
(camel). 

hamras, Money, specie, cash. 
teAj ham-rishta, Strung on the same 

thread. 
hamraf-shuda, (A horse) rising 

five years old. 
a yoV^-a ham.raqqds, Dancing together. 
a ham-rikdb, A' stirrup-fellow, 

ne who rides alongside of another. 
ham-rang, Of the same colour, 

omplexion, nature, or disposition. 
ham-rav, A follow-traveller ;—ham-

ru, Face to face;—ham-ru shudan, To 
appear before ; to be placed opposite, face 
to face ; to be of full age (as a horse five 
years old). 

ham-rozgdr, Cotemporary. 
FIATE ^ ham-ru shuda, — SAJ, t-iyA q.v. 

above. 
ham-royanda, Full-grown. 

ham-rah, Fellow-traveller. 
ramrahl, Fellowship in travel. 

Ay*Jb (v.n.), Squeezing (in the hand); 
making a sign with the eye, winking, 
beckoning; burning; striking, piercing, 
pricking, biting; marking (a letter) with 
the sign hamzah — ; accusing, defaming, 
detracting ;—hamzu 'sh-shaitan, Madness, 
demoniacal possession. 

A hamazdt,Instigations (of Satan). 
ham-zdd, Born together, congeni-

ta) ; twin, of equal age; a cotemporary, 
playmate; a jinn, or familiar spirit, said 
to be produced at the birth of every child, 
and to accompany him through l ife; a 
sharer of provisions on a journey. 

ham-zdnu, Sitting with another 
knee to knee; living together; a compa-
nion, associate. 

ham-zanu'l, Close intimacy. 
y W ham-zabdn, Of the same language. 
A hamzat, The sign hamzah (—) or ' c 

letter alif 0 ) ; [hamza i bain, A hamzah 

substituted for a ) or ^ ;—hamza'i mismdr, 
A crooked nail;]—hamazat, hamaza, A sug-
gestion of the devil;—humazai, humaza, 
One who defames or reproaches (especially 
a person present). 

ham-zada, Topsy-turvy (m.c.) ;— 
ba-ham-zada, In spite of (m.c.). 

ham-zulf, A wife's sister's husband. 
yUy+A ham-zam an, Cotemporary. 
a &»yy*Jt> ham-zamzama, A fellow-singer, 

a companion. 
^ y ^ A ham-zuli, A friend from childhood 

up. 
A T/M̂ A hams (v.n.), Chewing or talking 

without fully separating the teeth; a 
gentle noise; moving gently, or noise-
lessly. 

jVL*u& ham-sdz, Unanimous; a friend, 
correspondent, confederate; of the same 
family. 

ham-sdl, Of the same year or age; 
coeval. 

yL-^jb ham-san, Resembling each other. 
yl&L-^JS ham-sdyagdn, Neighbours. 

—»jfe ham-sayagl, Neighbourhood ; 
neighbourship, neighbourliness. 

—ut ham-sdya, Under the same shade, 
i.e. neighbouring, neighbour;—ham-sdya'i 
masih, The sun (whose seat is the fourth 
heaven, which is also the abode of Jesus 
according to the Mubammadans). 

^ y hamsdya-nawazl, Friendly 
terms with neighbours. 

a ham-sdbiq, Schoolfellow, class-
fellow. 

ham-sukhun, Who consents, 
unanimous. 

BA—hamsada, Name of a spirit which 
incites to good acts. 

ham-sar, Of the same head, i.e. 
equal in height, age, or of the same autho-
rity ; also of tbe same rank or profession; 
an associate; a spouse;—sar u ham-sar, 
Superiors and equals; elders and coevals 
(mm.cc,). 

^y^jt ham-sari, Equality, evenness. 
a pto ham-safar, A fellow-traveller ;— 

hamsafarani (pi.) jdhil, (ignorant fellow-
travellers) The human soul and body. 

^Jyu^A hamsufragi, Commensality, fel-
lowship of table;—hamsufragi kardan, To 
mess together. 

ham-sufra, Sitting at the same 
table ; messmate, fellow-commoner; a con-
vivial companion ; a boarder. 

a f,A hamsikka, Of the same coin or 
stamp. 

a ham-sin (sinn), Of equal age, a 
playfellow. 

ham-sang, Of the same weight. 
hamsud,. The red jujube ; the red 

button of a rose. 
ham-sauqand, Bound to one 

another by oath, confederate. 



A fc {J* 
j^^wkte hamslrdz, A translation. 

u2-*-* kamsh (v.n.), Entering 

( 1 5 1 1 ) 

(one 
(as a within another) ; swaying to and fro 

crowd of people) ; swarming up and down, 
or crawling one upon another (locusts) ;— 
hamish, hamsh (?), Dexterous, nimble, 
active (man). 

^A^JWA^A hamshpatamahdlm, The sixth 
period of the creation, 75 days, in which 
God created man. 

A TI^FC hamshat, The noise of locusts 
shut up and moving to and fro in a nar-
row place. 

a s-'V4"*6 ham-shardb, A boon-compa-
nion. 

a fJ* ham-ehakl, Like, resembling. 
ham-shikam, Uterine (brother), 

^•"•••fr ham-shuy, A rival wife. 
ijys&vtJb ham-shahri, A fellow-townsman ; 

a compatriot, a countryman. 
hamshir, Of the same milk, i.e. a 

uterine or a foster-brother or sister. 
ham-shlragi, A suckling with 

another. 
ham-shlra, A foster-brother; a 

sister (by the mother only, or a foster-
sister). 

foAjjfe ham-shir a zada, A nephew by 
the sister. 

hamshln (for ham-nisMn), One 
who Bits or converses with another, 

a ham-suhbat, Of the same so-
ciety, an associate;—ham-suhbat shudan, 
To converse, debate, associate. 

a ^yX-t^x^Jb ham-suhbatl, Fellowship. 
AWA hamt (v.n.), Defrauding one of his 

due, injuring, oppressing; taking indis-
creetly, taking all that comes to hand; eat-
ing voraciously; talking at random ; acting 
foolishly. 

a ham-tdbaq, A messmate, 
a ham-tawila, Of the same string, 

herd, or stable, a companion. 
A ham', (ft+Jb hama'an (v.n. of <**A), 

Shedding tears; flowing (as a liquid), 
falling (as dew) ;—hamt', (A cloud) pour-
ing out rain. 

a ham-'aqd, United, tied together. 
a ham-'indn, With equal reins, i.e. 

riding alongside of another; a companion, 
equal, associate, friend, peer. 

a ham-'ahd, Coeval, cotemporary ; 
joined, allied; adopted brother, united by 
friendship. 

a tJMJfc hamiq, hamaq (?), Soft herbage, 
easily eaten ; a great deal of dry herbs, 
grass, or hay;—himaqq, Foolish, disturbed, 
confused (of. p. 22). 

a hom-qad, Of equal stature. 
a gAJua ham-qadah, A boon-companion. 
a j^u-a ham-qadr, Equivalent, of an equal 

price, value, dignity, or power. 
a fJdU-a ham-qadam, A companion; an 

attendant; a footman. 

a gift* ham-qardn, i$iftA> ham-qarln, 
Associated with another. 

a ham-qary a, A fellow-villager. 
a ft* ^Jb ham-qitar, Of the same flock. 
a fte+A ham-qalam, A fellow-clerk; one who 

has control over the secretaries of a court. 
a pJb ham-qaum, Of the same tribe. 
jViia ham-kdr, A fellow-workman. 

ham-kdsa, A convivial or boon-
companion ; a fellow-oommoner, boarder. 

a ft ham-kufu, Of the same family. 
a pte ham-kaldm, Intercourse; en-

gaged in conversation. 
ham-kan, ham-kun, A companion 

in toil or travel. 
ftS pJb ham-kindr, Embracing. 
g f t ham-kunun, This very moment. 
a ham-kunyat, Of the same pa-

tronymic. 
iJ-a^Jb ham-kesh, A co-religionist. 

hamkln, Fellow-labourer, or tra-
veller. 

(hamagdn (pl. of hama), All. 
V^ ham-gap, A gossip. 
ft+& hamgar, A weaver; relation, affinity. 
&jb)ft*jb ham-guroha, In one body. 
yUx^jfe hamgindn, All; a company; ho-

mogeneous; equals. 
ham-gosha, Of the same species ; 

a neighbour. 
^jtoft+jb ham-gauharl, The being of the 

same essence, co-esaentiality. 
{mft*Jb hamagl, All, the whole; entirety; 

—az hamagl'i zandn, Of all women. 
ham-ylr, Meeting together; con-

curring with, 
A haml (v.n.), Shedding tears; 

raining incessantly; being left to them-
selves to graze where they please night 
and day (camels) ;—himl, An Arabian gar-
ment of coar&e stufE; mended clothes ; an 
old tent made of hair;— hamal (Cattle) 
allowed to feed at large night and day; 
(water) flowing freely without impedi-
ment and allowed to be partaken of by 
everybody ; the fibres called l l f , torn from 
the trunk of the palm-tree; coir;-—hum-
mal, (Cattle) feeding at large. 

A ĜUA himlaj, Tractable, going quietly 
or slow (a horse on the road). 

A hamalan (v.n. of J*A~), Shedding 
toars; raining incessantly. 

A i^tUjfc hamlajat, hamlaja, Easy pace of 
a pack-horse. 

C^^UA ham-lakht, A kind of shoe; the 
sole of a shoe. 

•jj c-̂ JU-to hamlakht-dsz, A cobbler. 
A I A U A hamlaqat, hamlaqa, Swiftness, 

celerity, haste. 
A himam (pl. of himmat), Intentions, 

resolves ; cares, anxious wishes ; favours ; 
decrepit old women. 

a pjb ham-mazhab, A co-religionist 
a Sr*ft* /*A ham-mashrab, Like-tempered 



a is. /•A ham-maslahat, Confederate. 
u, ^A ham-ma'na, Synonymous. 
a ^ ham-mahtab, A school-fellow, 

^fc ham-nam, A namesake. 
A hamambar, Alike, resembling; good. 

ham-nabard, A fellow-labourer, 
^ j j^ j^ fc ham-nabardi, Contest, compe-

tition. 
a ^ ham-nidd, Singing in concert. 
a ^A ham-nasl, Of the same breed. 

ham-nishdn, Of the same sign, 
mark, or token; in the same manner; to 
that effect, of that purport. 

ham-nishast, ham-nishin, 
One who sits or converses with another, a 
companion ; all living creatures. 

ham-nishini, A sitting together, 
converse. 

a ham-nafs, A friend, intimate 
companion ;—ham-nafas, Consonant, har-
monious. 

^ ham-namah, A messmate. 
a ham-nawala, A messmate. 

ham-naward, Travelling-compa-
nion, fellow-traveller. 

»*A hamo (for ^ He also. 
hamwd, Desire, intention, wish. 

hamwdr, Plain, equal, level; an 
even place or thing; lenient, behaving 
gently or tenderly to another ; clear, melo-
dious (intonation) ; proportionable, well-
made; suitable, worthy, fit; always, con-
stantly, continually ; perpetual;—hamwdr 
Icardan, To level, Bmooth, make plain ;—nd-
hamwar, Uneven; unsuitable, dispropor-
tioned, indecent, absurd, unworthy ; dis-
cordant. 

^ I j ^ f e hamwdragl, Eternity, perpetuity, 
hamwara, Always, continually. 

^^•A hamwdri, Evenness, levelness, 
flatness. 

a J^J+A ham-wisaq, Associated, confede-
rated, joined in alliance or conspiracy. 

EJ+A hamuj (himuj, humuj?), A lamp, a 
lantern. 

A humud (v.n. of A*A), Being extin-
guished (fire, together with all its heat) ; 
being worn, torn, or cut along the folds (a 
garment) ; being destitute of rain and 
vegetation, being dead, producing nothing 
at all (land) ; death. 

kamward, The joists of the roof. 
a a j j j** ham-wazn, Of the same weight. 
A U-Y*A hamus, Sol't-treading (lion when 

stealing upon his prey) ; one who travels 
much or fast at night. 

a hamwatan, A compatriot (m.c.). 
A hamu', Flowing, fluent -,—humu' 

(v.n. of £*A), Shedding tears ; flowing (as 
anything liquid) ; falling (as dew). _ 

a ham-waqt, At the same time ; of 
the same age. 

A J ^ A hamid (v.n. of J-*-^), Raining 
gently, but incessantly ; shedding tears. 

A humfilat, humula, (Camels) pas-
turing night and day without a keeper. 

A hamum, (A well) abounding with 
water ; (a cloud) raining copiously ; a reed 
shaken by the wind ; a she-camel pacing 
well;—hum-urn (pi. of hamm), Cares, afflic-
tions, anxieties. 

A humumat, A waxing old and 
frail. 

hamvn, In this manner, exactly so, 
thus. 

W- oy+A hamun-jd, That or in that same 
place. 

<UA hama, All, the whole, every, each, 
everything ; an assault, attack ; — hama 
tuyi ham, All of them together, indiscrimi-
nately ;—hama roz, All day long;—in hama 
nist, I t is all naught, i.e. nothing formid-
able, not much, only a slight thing, but a 
moment, &c.;—bd hama, With all; with 
all that, nevertheless. 

W- hama-jd, Everywhere. 
^(WA hamaji, A beetle. 
dJL. hama sala, Alway, for ever. 
A himhim, A lion. 
A hamhamat, hamhama (v.n. of 

Making a noise in the throat from hoarse-
ness; braying, bellowing (as an elephant, 
or ox); roaring (a lion); lamenting; a 
low voice, whiBper, murmur; (a mother) 
hushing her infant to sleep. 

A hamy, humiy (v.n. of <_y*A), 
Flowing (water or tears); weeping, shed-
ding tears; running away in fright 
(cattle); going to pasture (the same); 
letting (cattle) loose. 

<_y+A haml, Patient, modest;—harni, A 
particle expressive of continuance or du-
ration, and prefixed or affixed to some 
tenses of the Persian verb, more particu-
larly to the present and preter-imperfect, 
as:—haml jpursad, He keeps asking, 

j h a m y d z , A friend, companion. 
A <yW*A himydn, in P. hamydn, hamayan, 

A long purse or scrip, especially hung at 
the side ; a girdle, belt; a money-belt; the 
string of the breeches or drawers ; [lahu 
himyan, He has large buttocks ;]—hama-
yan (v.n. of ,JJ+A), Flowing (water or 
tears); shedding tears; going to pasture 
(cattle). 

hamlj, A young deer, slender-
bodied ; (a deer) having two lines on the 
back, of a different colour from the rest of 
the body; (a deer) troubled with the 
gripes or any other distemper which makes 
the face thin; tormented by gnats. 

yl^i^A hamijdn, In the same manner. 
A*+A hamid, Thus, in the same manner, 

in this way; a-fault, suspicion, accusation 
(especially false) ; foolish, stupid. 

A hamid, Tribute or tax, to be paid, 
as entered in the public books. 

hamidun, Now, at this moment, 



t^fcfe ( 1 5 1 8 ) JjLfe 
always, perpetually ; suddenly ; such, in 
this manner; at least; in the same place ; 
care, endeavour; favour. 

hamez, (in Zand) Summer. 
hamishak-jawdn, House-

leek. 
ift^-a+A hamlshagi, Eternity, perpetuity. 

hamisha, Always, continually, per-
petually ; anciently ; having DO beginning. 

ftt hamlsha-bahdr, Ox-eye, a spe-
cies of camomile. 

A himya', hamyagfa, himyagh. 
Sudden death. 

A hamtni, Small rain; sour milk 
kept in a bottle or churn for drinking, not 
for making butter; (pl. of hdmmat), rep-
tiles. 

A £ h a m i m a t , hamima, Small rain ; a 
gentle gale; anything about which one is 
anxious. 

hamen, (in Zand) Summer ;—ha-
min, Only, solely, neither more nor less, 
even this, this same, equally, so, in the 
same manner; — hamin-jd, In this very 
place;—hamin so1 at, This self-same hour ; 
—kamin taur, In the same manner, by a 
parity of reasoning; — hamin fardd, Not 
later than to-morrow (m.c.);—hamin hi, 
In the same time that (m.c.). 

isUa^jfc haminak, Behold now 1 lo here he 
is! this moment; all. 

han, Gratitute, obligation, thanks ;— 
hin (in the Shiraz-dialect for hast), Is, 
exists. 

A han, fem. <KFT> hanat, hana, Some, a 
certain (man) ; a thing, small matter, 
somewhat; pudendum ;-—kin (for ^ in), 
If ;—hann (v.n.), Weeping, deploring, cry-
ing lamentably ; crying to (her) colt in an 
affectionate manner (a camel) ;—hunna, 
They (fem.). 

A UA han', hin' (v.n.), Being wholesome, 
agreeing well with, digestible (food) ;— 
hin', A present; pitch for anointing a 
camel;—hannd, hund, Here; [min hannd wd 
hannd, Here and there, on every side;]— 
kind' (v.n. of Anointing (a camel) 
with pitch ; aiding, assisting ; liquid pitch 
for anointing a scabby camel. 

A Sfttjh hana'at (v.n, of ^ or 'YJFC), 
Being light, wholesome, and digestible 
(meat); happening, arriving without 
trouble or difficulty. 

A SLuk han'ai (v.n. of Preparing 
(fobd) well;—hana'at (v.n. of *im5L*> or *yA), 
Being light, wholesome, and digestible 
(meat) ;—kandt, in P. A calamity. 

A WULA kandt (pl. of hanat), Certain wo-
men ; small things; rimaa mulierum;— 
fi-hi hanat, In him there are bad qualities. 

A £~,JUA handdisat, handdisa (pl. of han-
dus), Skilful. 

<£1Ll£> hunaka, hanndka, kundlika, 
There, in that place. 

hundm, (in ancient Persian) Stature, 
figure, form of the body, symmetry, ar-
rangement. 

A hinndm, Name of a tribe of the 
Jinn. 

t̂ eJfcLA handhin, The noise of people talk-
ing together, or an army, horse and foot, 
on the march. 

,j£fUA kind'isk, hindyish, Effect, impres-
sion. 

A S-UA himb, Name of a catamite expelled 
by Muhammad from Madinah;—hdnab, 
Carelessness, simplicity, folly (applied 
especially to a woman). 

ftjb ham-bdz, A companion, partner. 
yW^b hambdn, A wallet; soft leather. 
j^Jt hambar, Pair, handsome, good. 
A J<-<A himbar, hinnahr, A hyena ;—aba 

'I'himbar, A male hyena;—ummu 'l-hirjibar, 
A female hyena. 

A hambalat, hambala (v.n. of J***), 
Going like a lion; the limping pace of a 
hyena. 

A &A hanat, hana, Aught; a certain 
woman; rima. 

gAA hanj, Extracting, drawing; casting, 
throwing, flinging; concord, harmony; 
riches; harmonious, agreed. 

hanjdr, hinjar, A mason's rule, 
any string or instrument used by builders 
in laying stones straight, a plumb-line, a 
level; a straight road; an unbeaten path, 
by-path; way, rule, law; habit, custom ; 
conduct; taking a cross-cut by a by-path; 
colour; vexation, grief; construed with 
burdan, zadan, &c.;—na-ba-kanjdr. Not in 
place, untimely; unfit, unworthy, unsuit-
able (cf.^^AA U p - 1338). 

hanjdra, Sad, afflicted. 
^jjjl^iA hanjdHdan, To travel on, by, or 

near the road, or on the side of it. 
P^JLA hanj dm, Out of employ ; a vagrant, 

lazy, idle, good-for-nothing fellow. 
cii^A hinjak, A pot-herb eaten boiled, 
ud^jjb hinjamak, A herb which is given 

to cattle boiled. 
hanjidan (shortened from dkan-

jidan), To draw out, bring for th; to pull 
up ; to yawn, stretch; to flay a sheep; 
to vex, grieve, molest, injure, irritate, try, 
tempt. 

Aufc hand (S. santi), They are; way, 
road, manner, law, custom, usage. 

A AIA hand (v.n.), Cutting;—hind, A 
hundred (camels), or a few more or less ; 
according to others, two hundred (of 
camels, &c.) ; India; the Hindu people ; 
a female proper name (in particular that 
of Mu'awiyah's mother) ;—Hindi hind, The 
blackness of hennah;—hindi gharbi, West 
Indies. 

A W&̂ jjufc hindat, Women of the name of 
Hind. 

A J^AIA hinddz, handaz (from P. and&za)t 



JUL® ( 1 5 1 4 ) > * 

A certain quantity or determinate mea-
sure. 

A J^AAA handarn (from P. anddm), Sta-
ture ; symmetry, just proportion. 

AAA hinddna (for <SJ\Y!UA q.y. below), 
A pumpkin ; a water-melon. 

A S-»AAA hindab, Endive, succory. 
A hindabd', hindiba', Endive;—hin-

daba'i barrl, Wild endive. 
A T^AIA hindabdt, hindabdh, A single 

endive. 
A ^ALA hindiba, Endive; — handabiy, 

Verbose, loquacious. 
A^AAA hindbed, Endive. 
A (J-AIA hindis, Skilful, experienced, sa-

gacious (man), 
yUjoA hindusdn (for yU-^JAA), Hindu-

stan. 
A &~AAA handasat, handasa (from P. 

andaza), Skill in the construction of sub-
terraneous aqueducts ; geometry ; — ahlu 
'l-handasa, Geometricians. 

yU~A*A hindistan, hindustan, India, 
a AAA hindisa, Numeration by the let-

ters of the alphabet; a cypher; arithme-
tic. 

a fa A*AAA hindisa-bdz, A cheat, a cun-
ning fellow, a plotter. • 

a (^j-AIA handaei, fem. <U-AAA handasiyat, 
handasiya, Geometrical; architectural; a 
geometrician ; an architect;—ddabi handa-
tiydn (pi.), The geometrical science. 

kindamand, Name of a river in 
Sistan [in P. {dbi) harman or halman; see 
( ^ a and y^lA above]. 

^<3AA hindu, An Indian ; black; a servant; 
a slave ; a robber; an infidel; a watch-
man ; a mole on the cheek of a mistress ; 
—hinduyi bdrik-bin (pir, charkh, sipihr, 
gurnbazi gardan),. The planet Saturn;— 
hinduyi jdn-bar-miydn, Obedient, submis-
sive ; a slave, a servant. 

^.SOJfa handawan, Name of the fort of 
Balk h ;—hinduwan, Indian ; (pi. of hindu) 
Indians. 

&»\jAAA hinduwdna, A pumpkin, water-
melon ; hard and round excrements of 
animals ; — hinduwdna az tars afgandan, 
To drop excrement from fear (proverbial 
to express the height of terror). Similar 
expressions will be easily understood from 
the context, and may, for decency's sake, 
here be omitted. 

a, hindawdni, hundawani, Made 
of Indian steel; (a sword) of an excellent 
edge. 

J ^ A A A hindubdr, Hindustan; an ink-
horn. 

yuA hindu-zdda, Of low or obscure 
birth. 

jty jAiA hindu-zar, India, Hindustan. 
A (JRÎ AAA hundus, Experienced, skilful. 
^.U-^AJLA hindustan, India, Hindustan. 
jjiUu.jAAA Hindustani, Belonging to Hin-

dustan; the language of that country, 
Hindustani. 

U I ^ U - J A A A hindust&niyat, Ease, indul-
gence. 

fiU, ÂAA hindu-shdh (£A shah), King of 
India. 

yUjAiA hinduwakan (pi. of hinduwak, 
dim. of hindu), Little Indians. 

jAJA hindu-nizhdd, Of Indian descent. 
JJ^AAA hinduwi, <^AAA hinduwi, An 

Indian; Indian; the Indian language, Hin-
di ;—hunduwi, A bill of exchange. 

<_5jAAA hinduwi-azhdahd, An Indian 
sword. 

ĵ W- hinduwl-jddu, One who prac-
tises magic over Indians. 

tS.r^4' hinduwi darya-nithin, 
Writing, manuscript. 

a fa ^AAA hunduwl-nazr, A bill of ex-
change. 

^AAA hinde, One Indian;—hindl, Any-
thing Indian, or belonging to India; a 
Bword of Indian steel; (met.) a sword-
blow;—hundl (H. A bill of ex-
change. 

LJAAA (?), Name of a town or country. 
^.AAA hundiydn, yfaxu* hundiydwan, 

Commission on bills of exchange. 
Ay ^AAA hindi-nizhad, Born in India. 
yA hunar, Skill, science, knowledge, in-

genuity, art, industry, excellence, virtue; 
profession; a bill of exchange;—hundr 
yaftan, To acquire skill, &c. 

^ji} yjb hunar-dfirin, Clever, skilful. 
JOJ YA hunar-band, Clever, skilful. 

•faj> yA hunar-parddz, yA hunar-
parwar, A lover, cultivator, patron, or en-
courager of science ; a virtuoso. 

yA hunar-parwarl, Cleverness, skil-
fulness, genius, abilities ; virtuososbip. 

yA hunar-pesha, Au artist; skilful. 
<ŝ \y- JAA hunar-kJiwdja, A possessor of 

skill, virtue, excellence; an artist, virtuoso. 
y j yA hunar-dar, Skilful, knowing, 

clever. 
^ y yjs> hunar-farosh, Who pretends to 

be ski If ul, &c-; who exhibits skill or clever-
ness. 

AÂ yA hunarmand, Learned, excellent, 
skilful, industrious ; an artist, virtuoso;—• 
milmdri hunarmand, A skilful architect. 

<sAAA*»jAA hunarmanddna, Skilfully. 
^AA^Ia huvarmandl, Skilfulness, skill. 
<5*»UyA hunar-ndma, A book of science 

or poetry. 
yyjtJb hunarwar, Skilful, clever. 
^yA hunare, A science, art, <fec,; any-

thing valuable. 
AXIU yua hunar-ydfta, Possessed of virtue, 

skilful, brave. 
yA hanuz, Yet, still, &c. ( = jyA q.y. 

below). 
A ̂ y A hinzamn (from P. anjuman), A 

crowd, a company. 



A hanashnash, Light, not heavy. 
A han' (v.n.), Bending, folding, 

doubling; submitting, humbling oneself 
unto; a shortness of neck of deer;—hana,' 
(v.n.), The natural bend of the body; the 
curve in the neck of a camel, or ostrich, and 
other long-necked beasts and birds;— 
hunna', Humble, submissive (men). 

A han'at, han'a, A mark burnt on 
the right side of a camel's neck ; five stars 
in the left shoulder of Orion, forming the 
sixth mansion of the moon ; also the name 
of several other stars in the Milky Way, 
and of eight in the form of a bow, called 
Brachium Leonis. 

ftjjt, hankdr, hankdrd, — ftjA, 
j^ftjjb q.v. below. 

hankaridan, — q.v. 
below. 

hang, "Understanding, intellect; 
majesty, authority ; dignity, gravity ; pur-
pose, design, institution ; a wave ; a ca-
vern, cleft in the rock; quantity or weight 
of anything; sympathy; strength, power, 
ability; many, much, abundant; keeping, 
guarding; acute, intelligent; a tribe, 
family ; an army, soldier; a stroke, blow, 
collision, wound, hur t ; defluxion, rheum, 
cold ; a draught of water ;—hing, Prospe-
rity, happy times ; a pain in the bowels ; 
aBsafoetida ; intellect;—hung, Provisions ; 
power, Btrength. 

ftJjb hangar, ÔXSUA hangard, Haste, 
speed; vehemence;—hangdrad (3rd sing, 
pres. of hangaridan), He exercises violence. 

y^iftUjb hangaridan (obsolete verb of 
which only the 3rd sing. pres. is mentioned 
in the dictionaries), To exercise violence, 
to be sharp or stringent. 

j»VSajs> hangam, Time, hour, season; an 
assembly ; construed with the verbs bdz 
chidan, bar-ham zadan, bastan, chidan, 
shikastan, nihadan, &c.; — hang ami piri, 
Old age;—hangdmi juwdni, The time of 
youth hangdmi fasila, Interlude (m.c.) ; 
—hangdmi gul, The season of roses;— 
hangdmi nang u nabard, Time of battle ; 
—az hangdmi sahar td hangdma'i sham, 
From morning until evening ;—an hangam, 
At that time, then ;—bi-hangdm, Untimely, 
ill-timed, out of season;—dar hangdmi 
sham, In the evening. 

iWl&tfc hangama, A convention, assem-
bly, meeting of merchants; a place for any 
kind of play or entertainment; noise, tu-
mult, hubbub, commotion, confusion, riot, 
disorder, crowd, throng ;—hangam bar chi-
dan, To shut out the noise and turmoil of 
the outer world, to retire from the bustle 
of worldly life ; — hangama'i tifian, The 
world ;—hangama kardan, To make a noise, 
to raise a disturbance (m.c.). 

ft hangdma-gir, A rope-dancer; 
clever in conjuring t r icks; tumultuous, 

uproarious; a seller of charms; a quack, 
a charlatan. 

^Alxfe hangdmi, Temporal; ephemeral; 
animals which shortly appear and disap-
pear, as insects. 

hanguft, hunguft, Thick, dense, 
coarse; much, abundant; cloth of a plain, 
equal, or firm texture; a kind of female 
upper garment; a bed counterpane q uilted 
with cotton. 

hanga, A place for any entertain-
ment. 

yx&xz, hangidan, To be troubled, muddy. 
hanmad, Green substance upon 

water. 
yjfc hanau, Something; pudenda (of man 

or woman) ;—hinw, Time, season. 
A hanawat (pl. of hanau), Small 

things; pudenda; (pl. of hanat) cala-
mities. 

hanwdr, for and = jty** q.v. above. 
•fiy-A hunubar, hunubara, A palm-

tree with one trunk. 
y-^yjfc hanutds, Angels which surround 

the throne of God. 
A hunud (pl. of hind), Indians, 

Hindus ; women of the name of Hind. 
hanuz, hanoz, Yet, still, further, just 

now, at present, hitherto, to this very 
time, until now; not yet;—hanuz waqt nigt, 
The time has not yet come. 

A oy-fc hanun (pl. of han), Small things, 
&c. 

jkJyLA hanwand, Shame, modesty, bashful-
ness. 

ha-na, Is it not? whether? 
A ĴUB hany (v.n.), Doing ;—hani', (Meat) 

light, easy of digestion, pleasant; any-
thing possessed or acquired without trou-
ble ; a gift;—kulu hani'an mari*an, Eat ye 
with a good digestion. 

huni, A funnel. 
JI^A hanydr, yW^ hanydn, A consort, 

spouse, partner. 
A hunaiyat, hunaiya, A small thing, 

a trifle. 
A Sĵ jjfc hunaidat, hunaida, A hundred 

camels ; a hundred of anything. 
hunir, Good, beautiful; excellence, 

beauty. 
ha-nez, Is it not yet? is it not also ? 

hitherto, thus far, as yet, until now;—dar 
hanez, Whilst yet. 

A hani', Crooked and short-necked 
(man). 

A hanin (v.n. of {ft), Crying affec-
tionately to (her) colt (a camel); weeping, 
wailing, lamenting ;—hunain (dim. of han), 
Small rima. 

a i^-J-te hunaihai, hunaiha (dim. of hanat), 
A trifle. 

A hani' = q.v. above. 
hau, White or red pus ; a bloody 

swelling; the moon; a cloud; fog, mist;— 



ho ! mind ! con-
afgandan, zadan, 
the parlance of 

hu, A sigh ; ah! alas! 
strued with the verbs 
&c.; — hui auwal (in 
wrestlers), The first time or turn. 

A jto huwa, iu P. hu, He ; he is ; a name 
of God;—also hui ndma, The name of 
God, generally accompanied by one or 
more of his attributes, written in front of 
a letter or book as an auspicious omen 
(construed with ddshtan, kashidan, &c.) ;— 
yd hu, O He ! my God or Lord ! 

hawd, Name of a village in Daraa-
ghan, where there is a remarkable well. 

A \jA hawa', in P. hawd, Affection, favour, 
love, mind, desire;—-hawd', in P. hawd, 
Air, atmosphere, ether, the space between 
heaven and ear th; wind, gentle gale; 
sound, voice, tone, air of music, a song ; 
anything empty; [hawd abr darad (there 
is a cloud in the air), A disturbing ele-
ment appears ;—hawd pukhtan, To cherish 
a fancy ;—hawd-shikasta ast, The air in-
clines to cold ;—hawd kardan (giriftan), 
To fly4;—hawdyi tund, A storm, tempest; 
ambition ; vanity ; a coivard ; — hawdyi 
k&aftan-posh (sinjdb-gun,sinjabi), A cloudy 
sky;—hawdyi nafsdni (or hawd u hawas), 
Lust, concupiscence, sensuality, luxury ;— 
ba-hawd raftan, To evaporate (m.c.) ;— 
posh-hawd, sumbul-hawd, A dark or cloudy 
atmosphere ;—kushada-hawd, An open or 
serene sky ;]—hiwd' (v.n. 3 of ^JA), Sooth-
ing, flattering, cajoling; playing, trifling, 
now offering a thing and now drawing it 
back. 

a ^ j A hawdbid (pi. of hdbidat), Women 
who gather colocynths or their seeds. 

a hawd-parast, A worshipper of 
the air, i.e. vain, given to vanity (ambition 
or sensuality). 

A hawat, hawdh, Air, ether, atmo-
sphere. 

A ^ J A hawdjir, Sultry afternoon-heats. 
A U-'Ayfc hnwajis (pi. of hdjisat), Thoughts 

occurring to the mind, suggestions ; carnal 
desires. 

A ^Ayto hawdjim, Assaults, shocks, 
brunts. 

hawdju, Endive. 
a csys-Vs hawa-joy (juy), A lover. 
a My- hawa-kkwdh, Vain, desirous of 

vanities, ambitious, fond of pleasure ; a 
friend, well-wisher. 

a imSto\fa\)to hawakhwdhi, Well-wishing. 
a fcJj^- \jto hawa-kjiwurda, Possessed of 

greed. 
a ^ hawd-khic uri, A pleasure-walk, 

an airing (m.c.). 
a^AjA hawa-dar, Airy, having or fol-

lowing the wind ; a friend ; a lover, well-
wisher; saucy; flighty; dispersed in air, 
given to the winds; the seat placed on an 
elephant to ride in ;—zulfi hawa-dar, Ring-
lets waving in the wind. 

a hawaddri, Affection, liking. 
a ^*to hawad, for— 

hawadat, hawdda (v.n. of JjA), 
Making peace; inclining; softness; in-
clination ; indulgence, licence, leave; that 
from which good is hoped for. 

A gAyb hawadij (pi. of haudaj), Camel-
litters. 

AjAjA hawddir, Braying camels ; cooing 
doves. 

A ̂ \jto hawddl (pi. of hddi), Beginnings 
of n ight ; necks of horses; the first that 
appear in sight of a herd of camels. 

hawd? (pi. of hauzat), Birds of the 
kind q.v. below. 

A haw drat, Destruction, annihila-
tion. 

A fj^jA hawdrim (pi. of harim), (Camels) 
feeding on the shrub harm. 

^ j A hawari, A large t en t ; an audience-
chamber ; unseasonable, ill-timed ; foolish, 
ignorant (this doubtful). 

a hawd-zad, Spring, force, impulse 
of air. 

a (jiAj hawa-zadagi, Chill, chilliness, 
cold. 

a >i)\yto hawd-zad, The percussion or re-
verberation of air. 

a hawa-zada, Chilled, cooled. 
ij^A hawdza, Suddenly, at once, un-

awares. 
A hawdzin, Name of a t r ibe; (pi. 

of hauzan) birds of the kind yjjA q.v. be-
low. 

csj\}A hawazi, hiwdzi, An audience-cham-
ber ; suddenly, all at once, without notice. 
(See ^ y t o above and 

A (JAJA hiwds, Lust, heat;—hauwds, Li-
bidinous; a lion. 

gXi^yto hawdsidan, To convene, as-
semble ; to have chapped or pale lips 
(from heat or fear). 

hawdsida, A pale, livid lip. 
A huwdshat (pi. of the following), 

Crowds; herds of camels mixed together ; 
ill-gotten riches. 

A huwashat, huwdsha, A crowd of 
men, or a number of camels, especially in 
confusion. 

A £\jA huwa1 (v.n. of Vomiting 
spontaneously; a vomit; anything vomited; 
name of the month zu 'l-qa'da. 

A hawdlik (pi. of hdlik), Perish-
ing. 

A. !*\)to huwdm, Excessive . th i r s t ; mad-
ness j—hauwdm, A lion ;—hawdmm (pi. of 
hdmmat), Reptiles; serpents; insects;— 
hawdmmu'l-arz, The reptiles of the earth ; 
—hawdmmi zarar-rasdn, Noxious reptiles. 

A J-»\JA hawdmil (pi. of hdmil), Camels 
feeding at large night and day. 

A hawdn (v.n. of (jfa), Being con-
temptible ; contempt, scorn; meekness, 
mildness; languid, 



A hawdwin (pl. of hawun), Mor-
tars. 
^ A hawahi, Trifles, ridiculous ac-

tions, sayings, or things. 
a tjfijA hawd'i, Airy, windy; idle, vain, 

capricious, licentious; a votary of plea-
sure ; ambitious; flighty ; vain, idle, rash, 
trifling talk ; a rocket; income not derived 
from any fixed source; blue, cerulean, 
afcure, sky-coloured. 

A V»JA haub, Foolish, loquacious; the 
heat of fire;—haub, hub, Distance, 

hobar, The shoulder, arm-pit, side ; 
aid. 

tyjA haubara, Distracted;—hobara, A 
bustard. 

hobasyd, (in Zand and Pazand) 
A tooth. 

jot y* hu-ba-hu, = q.v. below. 
hoba, The shoulder ; aid, protection, 

(̂ -wyfc hopman, (in Zand and Pazand) 
The face. 

A SJA huwat, huwa (v.n. of T5JA), Ascend-
ing, being raised ; air, atmosphere ; a deep 
valley, cavern, hollow, or ditch. 

A GJFC huj (pl. of haujd'), Winds blow-
ing down tents ;—hawaj, Extreme folly or 
levity; haste, precipitation ; being long ; 
length. 

A haujd', Violent (wind) blowing 
down tents or buildings. 

hujara, Shepherd's staff ; bugloss, 
A J^yfc haujal, Swift (camel) ; a skilful 

or active road-guide; a heavy, dull, tall, 
stupid man ; an immodest woman ; a soli-
tude, desert without direction-posts, or 
signs of a road; also having many uncer-
tain or perplexing paths; uneven ground. 

A IWfb haujalat, haujala (v.n. of J<^JA), 
Travelling over level or low-lying ground. 

ty** hokh, ^AjA kokht, The temple of 
Jerusalem. 

y-^jA hokhtan, ^x^yfc hokhidan, To draw 
out, unsheathe; to report; to prophecy; 
to singe; to labour; to receive justice. 

-^jA hok&st, The temple of Jerusalem. 
A JJA hand (v.n.), Repenting, returning 

toone 'Bduty; doing good; turning Jew; 
—hud (pl. of ha'id), Penitents; the Jews; 
name of a prophet (Heber of the Bible) ; 
also of a Surah of the Qur'an called after 
him ; [qaumi hud, The people to whom the 
prophet Hud was sent;]—hawad (pl. of 
hawadat), Camels' humps. 

hod, Tinder ; scorched, singed cloth. 
A £>>JA hawadat, ha wada, A camel's 

hump. 
A £>>}A haudaj, A litter carried by a 

camel, in which the Arabian ladies travel 
(it is made of wood, or cloth stretched 
upon a frame, and is either open or covered 
at top) ; also any canopy, veil, or curtain, 
which conceals women when travelling; a 
Beat to place on an elephant's back. 

A haudaj at, haudajah (v.n. of 
Being high (a camel's hump). 

a gjjA haudaj-nishin, Sitting or 
travelling in a haudah. 

haudar, Scab, mange; a pustule, 
pimple, felon, bile;—hodar, haudar, Ugly, 
ill-favoured. 

^Jyfc haudash, A pustule, a scab. 
Jjyfc hudil, Astronomical observations, 
juj J^JA hudil-band, A calculator of, or 

one who draws up, astronomical tables. 
hoda, Truth ; true, just, r ight ; old. 

A hauzat, A species of bird, the qata 
(one of the tetraonidse or grouse-family). 

j jyfc huzar, Ugly, ill-favoured. 
A fiiyfc hauzalat, hauzala (v.n. of J^y6), 

Being quick (in going); being shaken, 
vacillating in running (the body). 

jfto hor, The sun; the moon; a star ; 
name of a star which is seen once in a 
thousand years ; fortune; a horoscope, na-
tivity; red, ruddy; a cloud, fog; suffoca-
tion from the vapour of a well; (H. JJA , 
other ; also, moreover. 

^ j ^ i i ĵA hurd kashidan, To cry out 
hurrah (m.c.). 

A t^^^A haurdt, Dangers, destructions. 
A haurat, haura, A dangerous place; 

hurat, kura. Suspicion, thought. 
r j^jjA hordkhsh, The sun. 
jU-j^A huristdr, pl. horistdrdm, A 

priest of the Magi, a learned man, &c. 
( = ^y* q.v. p. 1340). 

(J^ya haurash, haurisk, A boil, felon, 
sore. 

horshed, The sun (cf. "M^a. p. 
484). 

y*)ye> hormuz, Jj^jA hormuzd, Name of an 
angel; the first day of the solar month; 
the planet Jupiter ; name of tbe grandson 
of Isfandyar. 

3JA huz, A sharp sound from metal; 
name of a place. 

A JJA huz, Creatures, men;—hauwaz, One 
of the artificial words composed of the 
letters of the alphabet (see abjad, p. 5) ; 
name of a Kimyarite king. 

O ĵjA hozdn, A narcissus in bloom. 
J ^ J J A hauzarish, A malignant boil OT 

sore. 
jjA huZ'tnashir, The province of Ah-

waz. 
A haumn, Dust ; name of a bird. 
tj)A hilza, huzha, A small bird (in 

A. sa'wa, but cf. also SĴ A above). 
A haus (v.n.), Bruising, beating; 

going about or wandering iu the night-
time (as cattle when pasturing) ; driving 
(camels) gently; eating voraciously; a 
mode of walking ;—hawas, in P. also kos 
(see next article), Desire, lust, concupis-
cence, inordinate appetite; ambition ; cu-
riosity ; madness; construed with the 
verbs uftddan, dmadan, bakhtan, burdan, 



puihtan, paimudan, ddshtan, &c. ; [hawas 
r&ndan, To indulge in pleasure;—hawas 
hardan, To desire eagerly, to endeavour 
to procure, to aspire, long, have a fancy 
for j]—kauris, fem. hawisat, hawiea, 
Libidinous. 

hog, Lust ;—hus, Intellect, mind. 
A hawasdn (v.n. of U - ^ ) , Going 

about or wandering in the night-time; 
going slowly, step by step (as a lion). 

a hawas-baz, Indulging inclina-
tion. 

a ĵjW o- j* hawae-bazi, Sensual indul-
gence. 

a hawas-pesha, Self-indulgent; 
ambitious. 

a hawas-dar, Desirous, longing 
for. 

ho8urub, (in Zand) A good name. 
a hawas-kdr ( f a gar), Inclined. 
a hawasndk, Wishful; curious; 

ambitious, 
(̂ s-yJt> husin, A die, dice. 

hau8h, Pomp, pride ;—hoeh, Under-
standing, judgment, intellect; the mind, 
the soul; destruction, perdition, ruin, 
death ; anything which causes death or 
ruin ; poison ;—hoeh burdan, To deprive of 
reason;—hash ddshtan, To notice, under-
stand, comprehend ;—ba hosh, Intelligent, 
judicious, prudent, wise; wary, sensible;— 
ba-hosh amadan, To return to one's senses 
(after intoxication or fainting);—ba-hosh 
budan, To lake care, to be provident, wary, 
cautious ; — bi-hosh, Foolish, insane; un-
wary, insensible;—bi-hosh shudan, To faint, 
to swoon away, to be deprived of sense;— 
wd-ho8h raftan, To faint, to swoon away, 
to be -deprived of sense. 

A haush, A crowd, immense multi-
tude ; a great number (of anything) ;— 
hawash (v.n.), Being tumultuous, mixed, 
confused ; being small (the belly). 

VÂA hosha, Idle, lazy, indolent, slow; 
fat of a sheep's tail; extended forward, 
s traight; perfect. 

Atf \Jtjto ho&Ji-dbad,Th%heavenly spheres. 
A «AAYFC haiuashat (pi. of haushat), Tu-

mults. 
fayt hoshdz, SjlAjA hoshdza, Excessive 

thirst of cattle. 
(jjAijUyb hoshdzidan, To be exceedingly 

thirsty (cattle). 
yAAUyb boshashudan, To move or tumble 

about, restless (as a sick person in bed) ; 
to be troubled in mind ; to recover from a 
swoon, from intoxication, or insanity ; to 
awake from sleep (cf. U^A above and 
y V ^ j A below). 

vsV- u^J6 hosh-afzay, Increasing the in-
tellect. 

yUyfc hushan, hushdni, The Epi-
phany. 

yAfciUjA hoshanidan, To move about, to 

disport oneself (as fish in the water) ; to 
return to one's senses, to recover (from in-
toxication, &c.). 

Aas-W ui»jA hosh-bdkhta. Senseless, silly. 
hosh-bar, Depriving of sense or 

understanding; — bada'i hosh-bar, Wine 
which deprives one of reason. 

A haushat, haueha,A tumult ; crowd, 
mob (as in a market-place); confusion, dis-
order; commotion; insurrection, sedition. 

u V hosh-rUbdy, Depriving of rea-
son. 

L^XAjA hosh-kaah, An inebriating elec-
tuary made of hemp-leaf; hence, wine, or 
anything which intoxicates or distracts the 
senses. 

AuAyfe hoshmand, Prudent, wary, wise, 
canny. 

^AuAjA hoshmandi, Understanding. 
ylfa ^JUUAJA hoshffiandi-guzin, Who 

chooses prudence for bis guide. 
80) bAjA hoshnd-zada, Exceedingly thirsty 

(cattle). 
hoshang, hushang, Name of the 

second king of Persia, of the Peshdadian 
dynasty; wisdom, prudence, intellect. 

hushni. Name of a herb used for 
washing purposes (cf. ( f a p . 67). 

^yfe hosh-wdzhan, A trance; reco-
very from intoxication, &c. 

jUAjA hosh-ydr, Prudent, wise, canny; 
sober, not intoxicated; wary, aware, cau-
tious, vigilant. 

^UAjA ho8hydri, Prudence, caution, 
vigilance, wakefulness, watchfulness; so-
briety. 

CjAjjAyb hoshidan, To understand. 
A T-JJA hauf, huf, A hot dry wind;—huf , 

An empty, slothful, good-for-nothing fel-
low ; a fool, an oaf ; a coward ; the skin of 
an egg. 

G ij-faiy* hufilus, Melilot; bugloss. 
huqdr, A heron. 

A hank, hiwakk, Silly, foolish, with 
a mixture of reason ;—hawak (v.n.), Being 
foolish, silly; folly. 

iAyfc haukand, Name of a country said 
to contain a river a hundred cubits deep. 

(j^jA haugan, hugan, A brass kettle or 

tA>jŜ A hoguyak, A bird which is said to 
suspend itself by the claws, and all night 
to cry haq haq. 

aMyfc hoguyak, An unripe melon. 
A Jyk haul (v.n.), Terrifying, striking 

with horror; fright, terror; anything ter-
rible attacking one; a figure in the shape 
of a human head close to the pyramids of 
Egypt, the sphinx (supposed by the unlet-
tered natives to have been placed there as 
a talisman) ; — hauli ha'il, A dreadful 
fright. 

Jyfc hoi, High, lofty ; true, j u s t ; straight. 
A ha'uld', These. 
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anything a fljfc haulat, haula, Terror 

terrible attacking a person. 
hulw, hulas, Life, soul, spirit. 

hulishk, A dense, contemptible, 
mean fellow ; one who habitually befouls 
himself. 

haulak, A blister on the hands or 
feet; ruin, destruction; a dried grape, 
raisin;—holak, A game with nuts. 

a iUJya haulndk, Terrible, dreadful, 
horrible, frightful, terrifying, dangerous, 
perilous. 

a haulnaM, Dreadfulness. 
hauli, A colt that has not been 

backed;—hull, Name of a Hindu festival. 
A ^ &bu 'l-huld, A sphinx; a talis-

man or charm for driving away spiders; 
name of a poet. 

j h u m (S. soma), Name of a tree re-
sembling the tamarisk ; name of a descen-
dant of Faridun;—horn (S. homa), A sa-
crifice offered to the fire, a burnt-offering. 

hiimdt, Dull, heavy, doltish, silly 
wlAjA of which it is probably a cor-

ruption). 
humakhus (from G. NtKO/xa^os), 

Name of the father of Aristoteles. 
gjUyfc human, The brother of Piran 

Wisa. 
A haumat, hauma, A desert, soli-

tude. 
(jy* haun, A ploughed field full of clods 

and stones;—hun, The gold coin called by 
Europeans pagoda, current at Madras ; an 
affirmative particle. 

A haun (v.n.), Being light, smooth, 
easy; resting, remaining quiet; giving 
rest, making easy; quiet, tranquillity; 
mildness, modesty, gentleness, tameness ; 
base, despicable ; smooth, easy ; — hun 
(v.n.), Being vile, mean, base, contemptible; 
baseness, meanness; a contemptible state; 
created beings, creatures. 

*aCJy& hawang, Bunches of fruit hung up 
to dry. 

huv, Either of two women engaged 
bj- one man ; a rival wife. 

A JJJA huwiil (pl. of haul), Terrors, 
frights ; frightful things. 

a huhat, A fool, a stupid fellow. 
8jJb hawah-juh, Melilot. 

jtyto huhu, The note of a bird ; an owl; 
a dove. 

A TSYFC hawy (v.n.), Gaping (a spear-
wound) ;—hawa (v.n.), Loving, desiring, 
wishing for, hankering after; desire, love, 
inclination, will, wish (good or bad); de-
sired, wished ; loved, a beloved object;— 
hawl, One who loves, desires, or wishes;— 
hauny, huwly (v.n.), Falling, descending 
from a height; flying downwards, pounc-
ing upon ; descent; part of the night. 

fjy* huy, Fear, dread; breath; a sigh ; 
a word used in exciting attention. 

A o^sy* hawayan (v.n. of Falling, 
descending from a height; a fall. 

A h)*> hawlyat, Desire; an object of 
desire;—huwlyat, (Divine) essence, sub-
stance. 

hawld, The territory of Samarqand ; 
—hawid, huwaid, Camels' pack-saddles. 

huwaida, Clear, evident, open, 
manifest, conspicuous ; pale ; clearly, pub-
licly ; — huwaida shudan, To appear, be 
evident;—huwaida kardan, To make ap-
pear; to publish, divulge. 

a huwaida-din, Who professes 
his creed openly, who makes no secret of 
his religious convictions. 

^ j f e huwaida-sukhun, Intelligible 
in speech, easily understood. 

( j f^ya huwaida I, Clearness, manifesta-
tion. 

hawaidak, Name of a heresiarch. 
yijb huwlr, One who hopes. 

huy a, A shoulder; aid, protection. 
hah, The sound of the breath;—hah 

kardan, To breathe in the face of another. i 
A U ^ hahuna, Here. 

holla! have a 
oh! alas! 

^ hai, Ho! hark ye 
care! softly! touch it not! 
bravo ! is, exists ; existence. 
. A hiya, She ; she is. 

A WA hay a, Ho ! holla ! hark ye ! 
A ha?at (pl. of hai'at), External 

forms. 
A SJW* haiy ah, haiydbat, haiy aba, 

Timid, fearful; feared, dreaded. 
A hai'at (v.n. of Being pre-

pared, ready; face, countenance, aspect, 
exterior form ; state, quality ; mode, style, 
fashion ; the form, figure, or aspect of the 
heavens; astronomy. 

a ilSL^A haydtila (A. pl. of q.v, 
below), The people of Khatlanand Badakh-
shan. 

A SWA hiydj (v.n. of Withering 
(plants); being withered; exciting, stir-
ring up; being thirsty; battle;—yaumu 
'l-hiydj, Day of carnage. 

hayasa, A girth, a surcingle. 
A UUA hiydt (v.n. 3 of W*), Crying, being 

noisy; approach, nearness. 
A J K L J B haydtil, haydtilat, haydtila, 

A Scythian or Indian race which,was for-
merly powerful; — haydtala, Name of a 
city. (Cf. above.) 

a A hiyd' liyd% Violent (wind). 
A hiyaf,huydf (v.n. of Open-

ing their mouths to inhale the hot wind 
h€f from excess of thirst (camels) ; violent 
thirst. 

hayak, Mind, soul, spirit, animal 
life. 

A J^LJFE haydkil (pl. of haikat), Giants, 
colossal figures; forms, spectres; palaces, 
temples. 



haydkidan, To run mad as a dog, 
to be seized with canine madness. 

y-MUfe haydlidan, To fear, to dread. 
A f^A haydm, huyam, Sand which one 

cannot grasp in the hand on account of its 
fineness ;—hiydm (pi. of haimdn), Thirsty 
(camels) fcuyam (y.n. of Thirsting 
exceedingly ; wandering about like a mad-
man, from love or any other cause; insa-
nity from love; excessive thirst;—huyyam, 
Lovers; mutfcerers to themselves, 

A Ô FE haiy an, A word used to designate 
anyone unknown;—haiydnu bnu baiydn, 
The unknown son of an unknown father. 

JAW* haydhu, Glamour, shouts in batt le; 
—hayahu anddfthtan> To raise shouts (m.c.). 

A haib (v.n.), Fearing, standing in 
awe of, dreading ;—-haiyib, Timid, fearful. 

heb, (in Zand) End of any busi-
ness. 

A haiban. Formidable; awe-inspir-
ing j majestic;—haiyabdn, Extremely timid; 
a coward. 

A haibat. Fear, timidity, panic; re-
spect, reverence, awe; awfulness, gravity ; 
sternness, severity; dignity, majesty, gran-
deur. 

a fir*** haibatwar, Venerable, awful, 
majestic. 

ftejiX** hipopofam* Marine horse, hip-
popotamus (m.c,). 

A &A hi'at, hi a, External form of any-
thing ; the form of the heavens; astro-
nomy ; carriage* bearing, manner, appear-
ance, aspect, feature. 

<-=-«A hit, Tumult, clamour, strife. 
A UFC-̂ A hit, Low ground; name of a city 

in Mesopotamia; also of an infamous 
catamite banished from Madlna by 
Muhammad; — haita, Come hither! ap-
proach \ 

JU^A haital, Free from taxes; strong, 
powerful j the countries Khatlan and 
Badakhshan; name of a town or country, 
also called î AxsA haitaliya. (Cf. < > a n d 

above). 
haitan, hitdn, A lie; false, untrue. 

A hais (v.n.), Giving a small quan-
tity, bestowing little; a small present; 
motion. 

A hais am, A young eagle or vulture. 
geA haij, Bight, straight; tearing up ; 

instigation; reverence, authority, majesty; 
—hij, A three-pronged corn-fork. 

A G«A haij (v.n.), Baising (dust) ; being 
in a rage ; boiling (blood) ; being raised 
(dust), excited (anger); thirsting (a ca-
mel) ; withering (a plant) ;—hij, Used in 
calling out to camels ; — haiyij, Raised 
(dust) ; roused (anger). 

A haijd', haijdy War, battle, com-
bat. 

A hayajan (v.n. of Being 
raised (dust), excited (anger); ebullition ; 

vehemence, violence ; a pain or swelling in 
the eye. 

hijdah (for SOJA), Eighteen (m.c.). 
heck, Nothing; a mere trifle; lost, 

annihilated; never, at no rate, on no 
account, at all ; some, any; not any, none 
(especially when accompanied by a nega-
tive) ;—hech na guft, He said nothing at 
all;—hech u pitch, Anything silly or futile. 

05*A hech asl-an, In no shape, in no 
respect. 

®sA hech-chiz, Nothing at all. 
®*A hech-ddn, Ignorant. 

hech-kdra, Unsuccessful in one's 
labours ;—hech-kdra'i hama kdr, Unfortu-
nate in everything. 

hech-kas, Somebody ; nobody ; 
low, vile. 

hech-gdh (&$ gah), At any place or 
t ime; (with negative) never, nowhere ;— 
hech-gahe garm na-bdshad khiydr. In no 
place, i.e. on no occasion precipitation 
(hot temper) is commendable. 

hech-giina, In any form or 
manner. 

hech-madan, Perfectly ignorant. 
hech-mard, Base, ignoble. 

a ^ufc hech-mufhim, Who under-
stands nothing. 

a hech-wajh, Not at all, in no way 
(m.c.). 

hehhtan, To draw, to unsheathe 
(a sword), 

ASSS-A hekhta, Drawn (sword). 
haid, An instrument for winnowing 

corn, also called haidi khirman. 
A A-A haid (v.n.), Moving, disturbing, 

driving off; frightening, oppressing the 
spirits; amending, correcting, restoring; 
turning, diverting; checking, chiding; 
propelling; disturbed. 

haidaj, feA^A haidakh. A fine spirited 
young horse, difficult to be broken in 
(especially about three years old); the 
bridle of a spirited horse. 

aAfrft haida, An instrument for winnow-
ing corn ( = AeA q.v. above). 

A haizdr, haizdrat, haizdra, A 
foolish talker. 

A ^JUA haizdm, Bold, strong; a glutton. 
^tb haizi khirman, A winnowing 

fan (cf. haidi khirman under above). 
A FIFRA haizam, Quick, swift. 
jt* her, F i re ; humility, obedience. 
H hir (S. hir ana, hiranya), Gold. 

hirdb, Name of an angel who has 
charge of the air as an element. 

hirdd, Appearing fresh and healthy. 
AJ j<jb her-bud, A priest of a fire-temple; 

a judge of the Magi; a fire-worshipper; 
an ascetic. 

jkj^jfc herbud-khdna, A fire-temple. 
U^A her&d, One who in the course of his 

life has had no connection with woman. 



djtto hir ah, A kid; a young camel. 
her-hada, A fire-temple. 

AA -̂A hermand, Humble, obedient; a 
priest of the Magi; name of a river in the 
country of Nzmroz ; a name of G-ushtasb. 

hlrun, A kind of cane, 
S^A Mr a, Nape of the neck, occiput (un-

supported by examples), 
hiri, A species of violet. 

yt>*> hiz, A utensil used in baths for 
drinking or pouring water on the body; 
an infamous boy. 

U^}jt> hizarmd, Mint (herb). 
CjTjsA hizdn, A beam, joist. 
A haizab, Sharp, strong ; fierce and 

strong (lion). 
hezam, hezum, hizum, Wood, tim-

ber ; a staff, a stick ;—hezam tar farolchtan 
(to sell moist fuel), To deceive, to cheat; 
—hezami sofshta/ni, Fire-wood, fuel. 

( jM^aA hezam-hash, A carrier of wood, 
woodman; one who sets wood in order on 
the fire;—hezam-hashi dev, A hireling of 
the devil, i.e. a mischievous person, a 
breed-bate. 

hlzan, A beam, joist. 
8)«a> hlza, A corn-fork. 
iii^Jb hizina, A cylinder or rolling-stone, 

for consolidating and smoothing the clay-
roofs of houses to keep out rain. 

A {j>t*> hais (v.n.), Walking, going ; dis-
persing, putting to flight (an army); 
knowing (?) ;—hais, hayas (?), A plough; 
any instrument for cultivating ground. 

A (J^A haish (v.n.), Being in commotion, 
roused; milking; collecting; being col-
lected ; a collection. 

(j^sA hesh (for Nothing; a kind of 
linen Btuff made in India; a ploughshare ; 
a huge elephant (male or female). 

A haishat, haisha, Tumult, sedition ; 
a mob ; a chameleon. 

o-t-jA hlsht, A lance, a javelin. 
hishtan, To dismiss, leave, let fall, 

or hang loose; to roll round, to revolve. 
a haishar, A wild artichoke. 

haishuwi, Name of a custom-
receiver and ferry-man of Rum. 

A ;U*A haisdr, haisar, A lion break-
ing his prey. 

A haisam, A lion breaking in pieces 
hiB prey ; a strong man. 

A haisur, A lion breaking his prey. 
A tjLs* haiz (v.n.), Breaking (a bone) 

again before (it is) quite consolidated; 
causing (one) to relapse into a distemper; 
(a propensity to sleep) rendering (one) 
lethargic ; muting (a bird) ; disease upon 
disease. 

A IIJJFC haifat, haiza (v.n. of yA&A), Being 
unwholesome and indigestible (food); a 
relapse; cholera morbus ; flux and vomit 
together. 
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j) AiftA haiza zadan, To vomit and a 

purge. 
A yU-ICA hizaman, Horse-radish. 
A hait (v.n.), Calling out, crying, 

vociferating, being tumultuous ; noise, up-
roar, tumult, commotion. 

A <SlI»i>A haitalat, haifala, A cauldron of 
brass. 

A haif (v.n.), Being melted (lead) ; 
flowing (water); being mean, feeble, or 
cowardly; fearing. 

A hay a'an (v.n, of Being 
timid, cowardly. 

A <£*SA haVat, The flowing of anything on 
the surface of the ground; anything ob-
scene ; meanness, baseness, cowardice ; any 
horrible voice or terrifying sound. 

A huyu* (v.n. of &*>), Being cow-
ardly ; fearing, being afraid. 

A S-IAA haif (v.n.), Running away (a ser-
vant) ; excessive thirst ; a hot, dry, south-
west wind blowing from Yaman;—hayaf 
(v.n.), Being slender round the waist;— 
hlf (pl. of ahyaf and haif a*), Slender-
waisted. 

A OU-A haif a' (fem. of ahyaf), Slender-
waisted (woman) ; gaunt-bellied (mare). 

A YVASA haif an', Thirsty;—hayaf an, Very 
thirsty. 

A haiq, A (male) ostrich. 
A JA-A haiqal, A (male) ostrich ; Lybian 

lizard. 
A p&Jb haiqam, A tall (male) ostrich; the 

vast ocean ; roar of the sea; noise of swal-
lowing, 

a JieA haihal, A figure, image, face, 
form, stature or shape of the body; a long 
or tall horse; anything large-sized; a 
giant; a tall p lant ; a temple of idolaters; 
a palace, stately edifice; a Christian 
church ; a monastery ; an amulet or talis-
man inscribed with magic figures, hung 
round the body, as a defence against fasci-
nation or misfortune ;—haihal bastan, To 
die;—haihali hhahl-gkubdr, The human 
body;—haihali rizwdn, The form of the 
heavens;— dilawardni qawi-haihal, War-
riors of formidable appearance. 

A haihalat, haihala (v.n. of J^c*), 
Being large and ta l l ; a tall, big woman ; 
in P. name of a herb. 

kaigar, haigir, A brown horse with 
black tail and mane. 

ft <JJA hai gir, An exclamation uttered in 
shooting off an arrow or letting loose dogs 
on game. 

A J*A hail (v.n.), Letting fall, or pouring 
out (flour or sand) without measure; sands 
poured out ; sand, earth, or flour rolling 
down ; great affluence, abundance, plenty. 

J-A hel (S. eld), The lesser cardamoms. 
^Jb haila, The sparrow-hawk, merlin. 

kaildj, The material body ( = 
q.v. p. 1018). 



A hayaldn, Sand or anything similar 
poured ou t ; a slip (of land, &c.) ; name 
of an Arabian tribe. 

A hailat, haila, Name of a goat that 
used to give milk to those who maltreated 
her, and to butt those kind to her;—hilat, 
Terrors; a fearful business. 

hailij, The master of a family. 
«ALA hailak, Small pebbles or gravel 

thrown amongst stones when building; the 
superficies of a wall; the interstices filled 
up with cement, between the rows of stones 
in a building. 

A hailalat (v.n. of JL^), Saying Id 
ilaha illa'lldh, No god but God. 

fa* hailu, ^ U d hailuy, A game played 
With nuts;—hiluy, A game in general. 

<AJA haila, Master of a family, house-
holder;—Mia, A hurricane; (probably for 
A. fraud, stratagem. 

gAjXjA hilidan, To dismiss, to leave. 
A ^ haim (v.n.), Falling iu love with a 

woman; turning the face towards ; swerv-
ing from the right way -—him, Thirsty 
(men or camels) ;—huyum (pi. of haydm), 
Sands which cannot be grasped in the 
hand by reason of their fineness. 

kayam, (I) am, exist, live. 
A haimd' (A she-camel) distempered 

from drinking bad water; the disease it-
self ; a desert without water. 

A ^W-A haimdn, Thirsty (camel) ; mad, 
insane ; enamoured ; — hayamdn (v.n. of 

Falling in love with a woman ; being 
bewildered; bewilderment. 

fc^a.hemistdn, A wood ; a wood-pile. 
A haimanat (v.n. of Saying 

Amen; attesting, giving evidence, witnes-
sing; guarding, protecting, watching over. 

haima, hema, Broth; soup made of 
minced meat ;—hema, Fire-wood, fuel; 
humble;—hema'i tar farokhtan, To sell wet 
fire-wood, i.e. to deceive, impose upon. 

hema-dan, A place where fuel is 
kept. 

yj; hema-res, A bit or piece of wood. 
hema-zaft, A thick plank or 

block (whereon butchers cut up their 
meat) ; the stocks. 

yXA hema-shiJcan, A breaker of wood, 
(jii" A+̂A hema~kaek, A carrier of wood. 
A haimd (fem. of haimdn), Thirsty. 
A (̂ JFC ham, haiyin, Quiet, easy, gentle; 

modest; vile, despicable; anything light 
and easy. 

0a* hin, Have a care! make haste ! lo! 
behold! (for ^>1) this, thus, in this 
manner; one, only ; a torrent, a flux of 
water; speaking. 

U-A hind, A sword of the finest steel 
(said to be a shortening of q.v. 
p. 597). 

(^AU^A hinahin, Haste, expedition; be 
quick. 

A hainat, hinat, Convenience, ease, 
facility. 

AA-JA hind, India;—hayand (for hastand), 
They are. (Cf. hayam above.) 

A hainuna (pi. of hain), Easy, quiet 
(men). 

A <~r>fn6> hayub, Formidable, dreaded; 
timid. 

A huyu' (v.n. of &*>), Being timid, 
cowardly. 

A hayuf, "Very thirsty. 
A hayul, A particle of dust seen 

floating in the rays of the sun. 
Ĵ yftA hayuld, haiyuld (G. ^ uXij), Matter ; 

the first principle of everything material; 
the first sketch of a picture or sculpture. 

g a haiyuldni, Material. 
A hayum, Astonished, wandering 

about as a madman from love or any other 
cause. 

hayun, A two-humped camel, a 
dromedary (used by express messengers); 
a runner, a swift messenger, an estafet; 
a camel of burden, the one that carries 
the haudah ; any large animal; a horse. 

JUJ-A hhoand, Purity, chastity, conti-
nence. 

hiwa, Renovation; change ; altera-
tion. 

A £*A hih, Away, away! begone! well 
done ! bravo ! encore! 

A W ĵaA haihdt, Begone ! away! (in P.) 
alas ! woe to me ! 

A hih hih, — q.v. above. 
(jA ^a hai-hai, A large goblet filled 

with wine which is drunk off at the end 
of a repast, 

hay 
i, ha'i (for hasti), Thou art (cf. 

ôA hayam and aa-̂ a hayand above). 
a is** hi'at, State, quality, form, exter-

nal appearance;—hi'ati asliya, The funda-
mental form of a word ;—zu 'l-hi'at, Hand-
some, comely, beautiful;— 'ilmi hi'at, Astro-
nomy. 

^ y (called yd'i huttl or yd'i musanna'i 
tahtani " yd doubly-dotted below "), The 
thirty-second and last letter of the Arabic-
Persian alphabet, denotes in arithmetic 
the number ten, and in almanacs the 
planet Jupiter and the sign Aquarius. 
Like the English y, it is sometimes a con-
sonant and sometimes a vowel; in the 
former case it has the sound of y in 
" youth." As a vowel, it serves, when 
preceded by hasrah (~), to form the long 
vowel % as sounded in " police," or e as 
sounded in " where "; and with fathah (A) 



the diphthong ai as sounded in " aisle." 
The first is called yd'i (ydyi) ma'riif 
"known yd," because the Arabian inva-
ders were acquainted with its sound; the 
second, yd'i (ydyi) majhul "unknown yd," 
because ignored by the Arabians; and 
the third, yd'i (ydyi) sdkini maftuh ma 
qabluh " quiescent yd with fathah on the 
preceding letter." (Cf. the remarks on the 
pronunciation of } p. 1447.) 

In Persian yd is sometimes substituted 
for ^ alif, as yarmaghdn for y U ^ 
armaghan " a present," and for a h, either 
zdhir or makhfi, as (j^Li. shayagan for 

shdhagdn "like a king," or nayd-
mad for na dmad " he came not." When 
the substantive verb am or its inflexions 
are combined with the words ki, ^ chi, 
or a na, the 8 h is often rejected, and the 
^ alif changed into <3 y, making klst 
for AS ki ast "who is i t ? " — c h i s t 
for chi ast " what is i t ? " nist 
for na ast "he (it, she) is not." 
(For further examples and particulars see 
any good grammar.) I t is also inserted be-
tween a noun terminating in \ alif or j w and 
the izafat, to denote the genitive, as inmewa-
hdyi shirin " sweet fruits," or in ruyi tu 
" thy face." In this case it is frequently 
superscribed by hamzah (L), as yi^fc ^Jtya* 
pronounced mewahd'i shirin, &c. 

V. yd, Or ; 0 ! if, unless; either ; (for A. 
ya,') the name of the letter ^ (see the fol-
lowing article) ;—yd bakht yd takhl, Either 
a throne or a winding-sheet! victory or a 
glorious death ! (like the saying of Nelson, 
" A coronet or Westminster Abbey") ;— 
ham chunin ast yd na, Is this so, or not ? 
(m.c.). 

A yd', yd, Name of the letter ^ y, of 
which the grammarians enumerate the 
following kinds, whereof the pronunciation 
is ma'riif, unless the majhul pronuncia-
tion is indicated in brackets: — i. yd'i 
(ydyi) istimrdri (being majhul), The yd 
of continued or repeated action, affixed 
to the preterite of verbs, to convey the 
idea of perpetuity or frequent occur-
rence, as zaid har roz nazdi man amade 
" Zaid used to visit, or kept visiting, me 
daily." With the optative or conditional 
conjunction hash, and agar, it may, but 
does not necessarily, dispense with the 
prefix me of the imperfect, the hypotheti-
cal or suggestive sense of which particle it 
enforces more strongly, as in these lines 
of Shaikh Auhadu 'd-din Anwari: 

gar munis u ham-dame dame yaftame, 
zo (for az 0) charaumarhame hame yaftame; 
az atishi dil sokhtame sar td pd, 
dar dida agar name name-ydftame. 
" If I had for a short time possessed an 

affectionate friend, I should have found 
in him a remedy and a balm. I should 

have been consumed from head to foot in 
the fire of my heart, if I had not found 
moisture in my eyes." Again, Jalalu 'd-
din Bum! says: 

nuqra v. zar gar na budande nihdn, 
parwarish kai ydftande zirakdn. 

" If silver and gold were not concealed 
(i.e. put by or hoarded up), how should 
the wise obtain the means of subsistence ? " 
Lastly, as an example of the optative, we 
read: 

kdsh ki sa'adati shahddat dar yaftame. 
" Would that I had obtained the happi-

ness of martyrdom !" 
ii. yd'i (ydyi) ishbd', The expletive yd, 

sometimes used to eke out the measure 
of a verse, as when kamdli is put for 
kamdli. 

iii. yd'i (ydyi) tankir, The yd (majhul) of 
indefiniteness, more or less emphatic, either 
in magnifying or minimizing, as marde "a 
man, one man, a man (i.e. eminent for all 
manly qualities) "; 'ishq afate ast " love is a 
bane (i.e. a very great bane) "; hast khdke 
ki ba-dbe na-kharad tufdn-rd " there is a 
(handful of) dust (i.e, God-fearing Noah) 
which does not care a (drop of) water for 
the deluge." Sometimes it implies com-
parison with regard to a prominent cha-
racteristic, as flraune " a (king overbear-
ing as) Pharaoh"; hatime " a (man gene-
rous as) Hatim. The silent 8 h is, in this 
case, superscribed by hamzah, pronounced 
*e, as SJ.̂  banda'e " a slave," &c. 

iv. yd'i (ydyi) khitabi, The yd of address, 
denoting the second person singular, as 
gufti " thou spakest," 'dlimi " thou art 
wise." With silent a h or the letter ^ y, it 
becomes a superscribed hamzah, pronounced 
'i, as ki'i " who art thou ? " adami'i 
"thou art a man," &c. 

v. yd'i (ydyi) za'id, Ya (majhul), redun-
dant after a quiescent 1 alif of the impera-
tive, as bukshd'e for bukshd " Open thou ! " 

vi. yd'i (ydyi) sifat, The yd (majhul) of 
qualification, implying the force of the 
demonstrative pronoun " that," and fol-
lowed by the relative & ki, as : 
dame ki ba qaddi dil-juyi tu nigah kunam 
zi pa dar uftam u bi ikhtiydr ah kunam 

" That instant, when I look upon thy 
heart-alluring form, I lose my foothold, 
and sigh without self-control." 

vii. yd'i (ydyi) fd'il, The yd of the agent, 
as jangi " a warrior," hikmati " a man of 
science." 

viii. yd'i (ydyi) mutakallim, The yd of 
the speaker, expressing in Arabic the pro-
noun of the first person singular, as rabbi 
"my lord," zarabani "he struck me." 

ix. yd'i majhul, The <3 y preceded by kas-
rah, and pronounced as e (see the introduc-
tory article above). 

x. yd'i (ydyi) mushabih, The yd expres-



sive of similitude or assumption of charac-
ter, as in these lines of Nizami : 

zdgh 6a-farri tu hamd'i kunad, 
sar ki rasad peshi tu pa'i kunad 

" The crow, from (i.e. seeing) thy mag-
nificence, imitates the huma; the head 
that approaches thee acts the part of a 
foot (i.e. humbles itself)." This yd is 
nearly related to the yd'i masdar. 

ii . yd'i (yayi) masdar, The yd of the 
verbal noun, forming abstracts, a s zar-
bafchshi " the act of bestowing gold," nehi 
" goodness," dana'i " wisdom," &c. 

xii. yd'i (yayi) ma'ruf, The y pre-
ceded by hasrah, and pronounced i (see 
the introductory article above). 

xiii. yd'i (yayi) maful, The yd of the 
object, expressing a thing taking effect, or 
the person being affected, by some act, as 
sanadi " established by authority," dast-
hhatti " signed," la'nati "cursed." 

xiv. yd'i (yayi) liydqat, The yd expressive 
of fitness, as hushtani " deserving of being 
killed," sohhtani" fit to be burned." 

xv. yd'i (yayi) nisbati, The yd of rela-
tion or connection, as hindi " belonging to 
India, Hindi," fdrsi "belonging to Persia, 
Persian." In Arabic the ^ y which forms 
the relative adjective requires the character 
tashdid (—) or sign of reduplication, as 
arziy "earthy," from arz "ear th," &c. 
But Arabic adjectives, when used by Per-
sian authors, are considered as Persian, 
and do not take tashdid; thus lutfun rab-
bdniyun " divine grace " becomes in Per-
sian lutfi rabbani, 

xvi. yd'i (yayi) wahad, The yd of unity 
(= yd'i tanhir, q.v. above). 

a yd', A nick at the end of a bow in 
which the string goes. 

sA* yah, Face, countenance; non-existent; 
lost, perished ; vain, futile, frivolous, fruit-
less, abortive, unprofitable ; (imperative of 
ydftan, in comp.) finding, as :-—bdr-ydb, Who 
finds access at court, admitted to the royal 
presence ; a courtier;—rdh-yab, Who finds 
his way;—rdh-ydb shudan, To find the 
way ;—nd-qa'r-ydb, Unfathomable; —ham-
ydb, Who finds what he desires, fortunate, 
happy, powerful. 

^ yabd, Finding. 
(-fa^i ydbdn, A deseit ; a place far from 

cities. 
yabdni, Wild, desert. 

fa. ydbir, A fee, a fief, charity-lands. 
A ydbis, Dry, naturally dry. 
A ydbis-mizaj, Of a dry tem-

perament. 
iĵ tV. yabish, Comprehension, understand-

ing, intellect, knowledge. 
6Jui\i yabinda, A finder, discoverer. 
yU yabu, A pony, nag, cob; a pack-

horse ; a draught-horse. 
y j y AtVl ydba hardan, To ask, to beg. 

CJÂ U ydbidan, To find; to get. 
ydiish, A guard stationed at a 

palace-gate. 
(JUU ydtish-khdna, A guard-house. 

ydj, The game of tip-cat. 
A S Y * * ^ yd'juj, One who kindles a fire ; a 

mover of sedition; Gog; the people of 
Eastern Scythia, beyond Imaus ;—yd ' ju j 
wa ma'juj, Gog and Magog. 

A jjqA yajur, A brick. 
yakhtan, To draw (a sword); to 

strike; to throw; to disclose to ask, 
inquire. 

^ ^ yakhta, Drawn (sword); taught, 
educated; a chamber; wine ; a small 
wine-jar; like, resembling. 

(jr^. ydkhti, He used to draw, or kept 
drawing, out, &c. (3rd. sing, of the con-
tinuative imperfect of yakhtan); thou 
drewest out, <fec. (2nd sing. pret.). 

jy- ^ yd-hhwud. Or;—yd khwud . . . 
yd kkipud, Either . . . or . . . 

ydd, Remembrance, recollection, me-
mory ; watching, watchfulness ; a picture, 
painting, figure, image; — ydd amadan, 
To come to mind, to conceive ;—ydd awar-
dan, To call to mind ; to recollect;—ydd 
budan, To remain fixed in the mind;—• 
yadi jandbi morula, Remembrance or invo-
cation of God ;—ydd dadan, To remind; to 
t e a c h ; — y d d ddshtan (hardan, giriftan), 
To remember, recollect, make mention, 
keep in memory, be mindful; to learn, 
get by heart;—az ydd burdan, To make 
forget, to forget;—ba-badi ydd hardan, To 
speak ill of, or recollect anything bad of 
another; — ba-ydd amadan, To come to 
mind ;—ba-ydd awardan, To recollect, call 
to mind ;—ba-ydd budan, To dwell on the 
mind, to remain fixed in the memory. 

fa\i ydddr (for ydd-dar), Remember, 
bear in mind. 

c A ^ l i yaddsht (for yad dasht), A memo-
randum, memorial, note; recollection. 

^jAAl jb yaddshti, ^jA^V yddashi, ^jA-AAJ 
yadamashi, Empty-handed, poor; avari-
cious, stingy. 

)$> ydd-dwar, Who remembers (m.c.). 
^ j f jQ ydd-dwari, Remembrance. 
Jy yad-bud, Anything given in re-

membrance/Ac. ( = f a ^ q.v. below). 
ali yad-ddr, Remember, keep in re-

membrance ; mindful, remembering; one 
who remembers or recollects. 

yad-ddsht, A memorandum, a 
memorial, a note; recollection. 

s j j b ydd-dih, A reminder; remindful. 
JG ydd-dihi, Reminiscence. 

yddar, The twelfth of the month Tir. 
Aj ydd-rafta, What has slipped from 

memory, forgotten. 
y ad-zisht (for yddizisht),Calumny, 

recollecting or relating anything bad of 
another. 



JIT ( 1525 ) A 
y&dast, It is remembered; a kind 

of game in which certain words are used, 
which if one person does not pronounce 
upon receiving something from another, 
he loses. 

ft*. yad-o.sh ba-khair, May his me-
mory be praised ! may God remember him 
graoiously (used in mentioning an absent 
friend). 

ydd-faramush, Name of a 
game. 

ft JVJ yad-kdr, ft yad-kard, ft^ ydd-
g&r, Anything given as a memorial, a 
valuable present to a mistress or friend ; 
a souvenir, keepsake; a monument, any-
thing memorable, worthy of remembrance, 
or which recalls a person or thing to 
memory. 

^fts^i yadgari, Remembrance. 
ob ydd-glranda, One who learns or 

retains anything by heart. 
yadanddn, All the kings of the 

world (see and below). 
ydda, A bribe to a judge ; whatever 

is given for the performance of any un-
lawful ac t ; tbe retentive faculty. 

jfe yar, A friend, lover, companion, com-
rade ; an assistant, defender; a mistress; 
equal; strength, power; a pestle ;—ydrijdn, 
An intimate friend ;—yar shudan, To con-
tract friendship to befriend ; — ydri ghar, 
A companion in a cave, i.e. an intimate 
friend, confidant (in allusion to Abu Bakr, 
who was hidden in a cave with Muham-
mad before setting out on their flight to 
Madlnah); hence, a name of Abu Bakr;— 
ydri wafa-dar, A sincere friend, constant 
lover. 

yard (vocative of ydr), 0 fr iend! 
(from the verb ydrastan) boldness, cou-
rage ; strength, force, power of resis-
tance ; occasion. 

T yard, A wound. 
yar aba, Rape-root; bread made 

of it. 
^ ydr-island, Atf-^ jb yar-isfand, 

Isfandyar, son of Gushtasb. 
(jjtjla ydrdn, A fr iend; a polite, well-

spoken man; a jovial, agreeable compa-
nion ; purposing, resolving ; (pl. of yar) 
friends ; followers, clients ;•—ydrdn shudan, 
To contract friendship, to be friendly ;— 
sulibati ydrdn, A jovial company, a meeting 
of friends. 

yardna, Friendly. 
ydrdy, 0 friend! 
yard'i, Help, remedv ; friendship. 

A W yd rabb, O Lord! O God! (in 
poetry) lamentation, plaint, wail, 

ŝ i ydr-bdz, A wanton woman. 
3rt>v» ydrpuz, Mint (herb). 

ydraj, The heart; a bracelet. 
* ft ydrad, (the third person sing. aor. 

of ydrastan) He is able; he inculcates good 

morals; what is in one's hand or power, 
whatever is possible or can be performed. 

T ydrdum, Assistance. 
Jo ydr-ras, A helper; aid, help, 

y^-jb ydrastan, ydristan, To be able, to 
have the power of, to dare ; to stretch out 
the hand; to tyrannize over; to inculcate 
good morals, teach politeness, educate well; 
to be modest or bashful. 

*~ft yarasa, A bat or rere-mouse. 
yarish, Friendship, love. 

T ydrshamshi, Peace, concilia-
tion, concord; adornment, attire. 

T j t f t ydrghu, Strife, contention, litiga-
tion ; whatever disturbance happens 
amongst men; a court of justice. 

^ ydrghiichl, A judge; an arbi-
trator. 

ydr-faroshi, Approval, assent. 
A ydraq (from P. A broad 

bracelet. 
ydrak, A little friend, a sort of 

fr iend; the membrane that encloses a 
foetus; a child's caul; an idle, boasting 
fellow; a mode of singing usual among 
debauchees in Badakhshan. 

uSjli ydraki, ^VJ ydragi, Power, strength, 
ability; boldness. 

T pjVi ydrum, A half. 
AÂ U yarmand, Friendly; an assistant; 

possessed of friends. 
^AU.JU ydrwandi, Aid, assistance ;—ydr-

mandi kardan. To render assistance. 
jU ydr-ndma, A good act, good 

name. 
J^i ydr and, Detestation, abhorrence; 

imprecation, curse ; contumely, ridicule; 
they are able. 

^ yard, A friend. 
ydrwar, A friend, a helper. 

JiA* ydruq, Name of a Turkoman chief. 
A ydruqiyat, ydruqiya, A village 

near Aleppo (called after Yaruq, mentioned 
in the preceding article). 

t ^ f t . yaruy, ydrway, A wound. 
ydra, A broad ornamental bracelet ; 

a collar for the neck; a glove, gauntlet ; 
the wrist; power, strength; measure, 
quantity; a certain aperient medicine ; a 
bold, also a shrewd man; friendship; ne-
cessity ; toll, tax, revenue. 

t yara, A wound. 
Aw 8.1> yarasa, = t~*ft. q.v. above. 
ftzfi ydra-gir, A tax-gatherer, collector 

of revenue ; a receiver of bribes. 
yare, A friend ; a certain friend ;•— 

ydri, Friendship, intimacy ; assistance, aid ; 
favour; power; the wives of two brothers ; 
two women engaged to the same man ; a 
rival wife;—ydri bakhshldan (dddan, kar-
dan), To assist, help, favour, benefit, serve, 
do good offices, befriend; to abet ; to be 
able. 

j^gjli ydrigar, A helper, ally, assistant. 



yarigari, Help, assistance. 
O'H)^ yaridan, To aid, help; to befriend, 

abet; to be able. (See yarl dadan under 
fa, and tjA-jlj above.) 

yari-dih, Who renders help, who 
aids, assists, abets. 

\J*J ydri-raa, Who comes to assis-
tance. 

ydz, A countryman, peasant, rustic; 
yawning, stretching; stretching out the 
hand to take anything; a tree extending 
its branches ; yawning ; growing • mea-
suring, mensuration ; a cubit, the distance 
from the elbow to the tip of the finger; a 
measurer; a step; intention, design; one 
who intends or purposes. 

T ydz, The spring. 
sA^i ydzdb, ydzdba, A kind of 

pickle. 
©ty* ydzdn, One who intends or endea-

vours to acquire anything ; a measurer ; of 
tall Btature. 

ydzidan, To extend the band to 
take anything; to long for ; to be exalted; 
to gape, yawn; to intend, endeavour, de-
sign. 

yazdah, Eleven. 
yazdahum, The eleventh. 

yazish, Gaping, yawning; desire, 
will, wish; growth, extension ; stature ; 
form, shape, figure; length, 

Mfa yuzand, Figure, form, appearance. 
yazanda, A purposer, resolver, 

wisher. 
yaza, Yawning, stretching; trem-

bling. 
ijfit yazi, A husbandman, peasant, rus-

tic. 
yazldagi, Oscitation, yawning, a 

yawn. 
ydzidan, To yawn, gape, oscitate, 

stretch out the arms ; to embrace; to grow 
up ; to wish, desire, long for, design, pur-
pose. 

fij^i ydzha, Foolish words, anything 
trifling, futile, vain; a vagabond; a foolish 
fellow that knows not what he does. 

A (j*8^ ya's (v.n.), Despairing ; despair, 
desperation, hopelessness, despondency ; a 
desperate thing ; fear, terror. 

yds, The jasmine ;—ydsi shlrwdnl, A 
Persian kind of lilac (m.c.) ;—ydsi firangl, 
Lilac (m.c.). 

M UV ydsd, A royal mandate, edict, pro-
clamation ; a law, code of .laws, those 
especially made by order of Changi z 
Khan ; capital punishment;—chubi (chobi) 
ydsd, The bastinado. 

M jAAt ydsdq, The Moghul code ; expla-
nation, investigation, arranging; drawing 
up an army; war-subsidies; explanation 
of a doubt, rectification of an error; pro-
hibition; chastisement;—ba-ydsdq rasani-
dan, To inflict capital punishment;—ba-

yasdq rasldan, To suffer capital punish-
ment ;—chobi (shamshlri) ydsdqy The staff 
or sword of correction with which crimi-
nals are punished by sentence of the 
judge. 

M ̂ jA^L.b yasdmlshl, Arrangement, ad-
ministration, disposition. 

(fa^t ydsdn, Fit, proper; name of a pro-
phet, 

A ya'sat (v.n. of Despairing ; 
despair, desperation. 

ydstan, Power, strength. 
©•A* ydsij, ĵ As ydsuch, A pointed arrow ; 

an arrow with the king's name on it. 
A fa* ydsir, The left side ; one who 

gambles with cards, dice, or the arrows 
called azldm; soft, easy, smooth; kind, 
humane ; a proper name. 

•̂A* ydsim, yasam, <;>«*«Ai ydsaman, Jas-
mine or jessamine. 

y V. ydsaman-bo (bu), Scented like 
jasmine. 

t/ji yasaman-bo'l (bu'i), Jasmine-
fragrance. 

yasamini, Of jasmine colour. 
yasam un, b. yasamln, Jasmine. 

(AA^m,^ yasamlnah, Little jasmine. 
T ydsur, Who arranges, disposes, 

puts in battle-array. 
AA> ydsa, Law, regulation; way, manner, 

custom ; will, wish, desire. 
A t>*«A» ydsln, A surname of Muhammad; 

Pharaoh. 
ydsk, A kind of jasper; age. 

JMAAA ydshdash, Contemporary, of the 
same age. 

ymhuq, Name of a tree. 
ydsha, A foolish, useless fellow. 

ydghma, Prey, plunder (see UA* 
below). 

A ydghuz, Name of a place, 
t j ^ yaghl, The ground, earth; an 

enemy. 
ydghlgarl, Enmity, hostility. 

ydf, Vain, foolish, futile. 
UVi ydf a, Jaffa (Joppa). 

yaft, He found ; discoverable, to be 
found \—ydfi shudan, To be found ;—nd-
yaft, Not to be found, non-existing. 

( ^ b yaftan, To find, discover; to ob-
tain, acquire, get, meet with, experience;— 
ittisal yaftan, To be joined, united ;—imti-
yaz yaftan, To obtain distinction, get pro-
motion ;—jardhat yaftan, To be wounded ; 
—dast ydftan, To prevail;—zafar yaftan, 
To obtain a victory. 

ydfta, Found, discovered; a finder; 
arrival; attainment; a receipt; a diploma 
or privilege of immunity from taxes; name 
of a herb;—raghbat ydfta'i Jcibar, Esteemed 
by the great;—sitam-ydfta, Oppressed. 

^ ydfta yazd, Name of a city in 
Persia celebrated for its college, the manu-
facture of aprons and rose-water. 



A ydfis, Japhet. 
ydfar, yajir, A dancer, mountebank. 

A gft yap, Tall; a young man about 
twenty years of age. 

A fyH* ydfukh, The middle or fore part 
of the head; the membranous part 
found in new-bom infants at the coronal 
and sagittal commissures, which, in time, 
hardens into bone. 

A OjiW yafuf, Timid, fearful; old corn ; 
active, nimble, quick. 

Art* ydfa, Vain, futile, frivolous, absurd ; 
a foolish speech; ribaldry, obscenity; one 
who speaks ridiculously or ludicrously ; 
a joke, jest, drollery, witticism, humour; 
scattered, dissipated, lost, missing; ab-
sent, invisible ; thus, in this manner. 

isft ^ yd/a-ddri, Idle talk. 
LSV ÂV ydfa-dardy, An idle talker. 
<J<? A>U ydfa-goy (guy), A babbler, an 

idle talker. 
A ydqut (G. vaKLvdo<s), A hyacinth, 

a ruby, a cornelian ; any precious stone;— 
ydquti ahmar, A red gem, ruby;— ydquti 
itkandarl, Precious stones gathered by 
Iskandar's companions when returning 
from the regions of darkness ; — ydquti 
Mam, Lip of a mistress ;—ydquti rum-
mani (ndrwdn), A precious kind of ruby;— 
ydquti rawdn, Tears of blood ; red wine;— 
ydquti zard, The sun;—yaquti sar basta, 
Mouth of a mistress; lips closed in silence; 
—yaquti saiyal, A precious stone of fine 
water; — ydquti kabud, A blue gem, 
Bapphire ;—yaquti muzdb, Red wine ; tears 
of blood; blood;—yaquti narm, A meaner 
kind of precious stones. 

a f t yaqut-bar, Raining rubies (red 
wine). 

a ydqut-posh, Covered with 
rubies or cornelians. 

a-yt) u^ft ydquUrez, Scattering rubies. 
a t f t ^ f t i ydqut-furogh, Resplendent, 

like rubies, &c. 
a s-J ydqut-lab, Ruby-lipped. 
a ydqut-nosh, Drinking cor-

nelian (i.e. red wine). 
a ydqut-wash, Ruby-like. 
Att* yaqa, Collar of a coat or shirt. 
T cs3^ y®9}> Burning; cautery. 
T ydqin, Near, nigh to. 
T (j^*5^ ydqichi, A burner. 
tfJ^i yak, Name of a king. 

yakand, A ruby; ruby-coloured. 
(Cf. like which it is related to G. 
va.KivQo<s.) 

J ^ ydl, The neck; root of the neck; a 
horse's mane ; a bird's comb or crest; a 
fringe (m.c.); the arm from the shoulder 
to the elbow; the hand, both hands; lust, 
rut ; stature, shape, posture ; corpulent, 
big, strong; power, strength; a hero, an 
athletic man ; drunk ; hurtful ; servants, 
household, family ; face, cheek ; the vault 

of heaven; one who plans anything;— 
ydl bastan, To behave insolently, proudly, 
arrogantly ;—ydl u kupal (gupdl), Body and 
strength ;—ba-yal amadan, To be in rut. 

JW Jt> ydl-bdl, Crest and wing. 
ft Jb ydl-ddr, Maned ; crested. 
t yaliglk, ydlighi, A cup made of 

rhinoceros-horn; a wooden drinking-cup. 
J^ ydl-murad (mardd, mir ad ?), A 

horse with a long mane. 
Aydlmand, The master of a family. 
J ^ ) J^- w bal, Crest and wing. 

ydl-wdna, A swallow ; small water-
fowl, 

yu ydlu, J f t ydlud, The sea-shore; a 
river-bank. 

t tp* yalugh, A cup of a rhinoceros' 
horn. 

ft ydlunik, A hero, Hercules, giant, 
renowned warrior; gestures or behaviour 
of lovers. 

dJVi ydla, A cow's horn. 
T ^VJ ydli, Sea-side residence (m.c.). 
T ydU-chirdghan, The water-

side residence of Chiraglian (near Constan-
tinople). 

A ^ yd lait, I wish, would that! 
A J J b ydlil, Name of an idol. 
f»V. yam, A post-horse; a relay-station, 

a post-house. 
A yam, Ham, the son of Noah; name 

of a tribe. 
ydmji, A keeper or herdsman of 

horses. 
ciU^U ydmjik, A messenger, a couricr. 
A ydmin, The right-hand side; 

happy, fortunate, prosperous. 
A*u ydma, A post-horse. 

ydn, Incoherent, unintelligible lan-
guage ; the reverie of a fanatic, or raving 
of one in a delirium ; a trance; (cf. S. ydna) 
a vehicle, a beast for riding. 

A ydni', Ripe (fruit); red, scarlet-
coloured. 

t yanahin, (^a&lj ydnqin, Conflagra-
tion. 

ydna, A mortar ; lint-seed ;—yd na, 
If not, otherwise, 

jgiî . yanich, A grave. 
iftydnzdah, Eleven. 
jMjVi yawash, Softly, gently^ (m.c.). 
ô U ydwad (for yabad), He finds or may 

find. 
ydwar, An assistant, coadjutor; a 

friend, companion ; assistance; a pestle ; 
the tenth day of every solar month. 

^ j f t . yawari, Assistance ; victory; bold-
ness, audacity ; power, strength ; society, 
company ; a wound ;—yawari kardan, To 
favour. 

^ f t yawari-bakjtsh, .a j ^sft yawari-
dih, Who gives aid, help, assistance. 

^ j U ydwagi, Loss, ruin; absurdity, vain 
talk. 



^fa yawand, A king; an obtainer, finder. 
yawandan (pi. of tbe preceding), 

The kings of the world. 
y&wa, Lost, ruined; vain, foolish, 

futile, absurd, stupid ; men or things whose 
origin is not known; fictions, foolish ex-
pressions ;—y&wa kardan, To lose. 

fa ydwa-tdz, An idle, worthless fel-
low. 

yaw a-dar ay, A vain, prating 
babbler. 

fa** *fa. ydwa-guftar, Empty talk. 
fa ^ ydwa-go, One who talks at random, 

an idle or silly talker. 
n.fatfa ydwagi, Plundering, pillage. 
a L$fa' yawl, fem. <kfat ydwlyat, ydwiya, 

Belonging to the letter y ; verses rhym-
ing in it. 

A AB ydh yah, CTsed by a shepherd 
in calling to his companion, or to his 
camel s. 

ydhu, Jehovah; Moses; adieu ;— 
ydhu kardan, To bid farewell. (Cf. also 
yd hu under above.) 

tsV. ydy, Sick, indisposed, unwell, un-
sound. 

A yd'is, fem. yd'isat, yd'isa, 
Despondent, despairing, hopeless. 

yaya, Silly, stupid. 
yayi, Sick, unwell, miserable, un-

sound. 
a ,_5?b yd'i, Containing the letter ^ y. 
s - i yah, A pointed arrow ; (in the dialect 

of Samarqand) also, likewise ; so much the 
worse. 

s-»W yabdb, A desert. 
yabdbgar, A destroyer, spoiler. 

yabdt, Waste, desolate, unculti-
vated. 

a u-Arf yabds, Pudendum, pubes ; shame, 
ignominy, dishonour; a bad- tempered 
woman. 

oW. yabdn, A desert. 
yabdnl, Waste, desolate, wild. 
yabrang, Root, origin, matter, 

Byrf yabruj, The mandrake. 
A cjyrf yabruh, The mandrake, 
A e^r^ yabrln, Name of a sandy tract in 

Arabia; also of a village near Aleppo. 
A yabs (v.n,), Being or becoming 

dry ; withered, dry ; (pi. of ydbis) dry ;— 
yubs (v.n.), Becoming dry; dryness; stiff-
n e s s ; — yahas, Dry (woman) producing 
nothing ; a wet place becoming dry;—ydbis, 
Dry; withered. 

ts^—-ti yabast, A herb like spinach. 
A. yubusat, Dryness, aridity, siccity. 
AAJ yaba, Injury, mischief; spoil, da-

mage. 
a tr*^- ydbis, Dry, withered (vegetable). 
T fa^f. yapanlu, A caravan ; merchandise. 
j W yatdq, yuiaq, Guard, care, watch;-— 

yatdq kardan, To guard, preserve. 
a jW yataq-ddr, A guard, watchman. 

a yataql, yutaqi, A guard, watch-
man. 

A yatdmd (pi. of yatlm), Orphans. 
A vy^ yatazab, Name of a place in 

Yamamah. 
A yutm, Solicitude, grief; — yatm, 

yutm (v.n.), (A child) being deprived of a 
father, (or a young animal) of its dam; 
being solitary, alone, unique, or incom-
parable ; — yutm, Separation; solitude ; 
orphanage ;—yatam, Becoming torpid, lazy, 
indolent, fatigued; loss of a father, 
orphanage;—yatim, Lazy, indolent. 

A yUjy yatrndn, An orphan; under age, 
pupil, ward, minor. 

A yatamat, ya tama (pi. of yatim), 
Orphans. 

A Zf*. yatu1, yattuS Any plant yielding 
a poisonous milky juice. 

A yatlm, fem. i ^ u yatlmat, yatlma, 
An orphan, pupil, ward ; an animal that 
has lost its dam; singular, unique, uncom-
mon, rare, incomparable; a servant; a 
robber, an assassin;—yatimi daryd (durri 
yatlm), A precious pearl. 

a ^^^ yatlm-khdna, Assassins' ren-
dezvous; a robber's den. 

a fa yatlm-dar, (A woman, a mo-
ther) having fatherless children. 

a A*-*** yatlma, Anything choice, unique, 
incomparable; a precious pearl. (See also 
^KJ above.) 

A s-̂ jr* yasrib, Ancient name of the city 
of Madinah. 

a yasribl, Of the city of Madinah. 
g?. yaj, The interior part of the cheek 

(probably misreading for g} q.v. p. 156). 
. a yahtcmil ki, I t is suspected 

t h a t ; it may be; it is possible. 
fa&i yahkam, according to others 

yahlam, A summer-bouse; a name giren 
to the Turks. 

A yahmur, A wild ass. 
A yahmitm, Black smoke; a dark 

night; surname of Nu'man bin Munzir; 
also of a horse. 

A W*. yahyd, St. John the Baptist ; John, 
£> yakh. Ice ;—yakh bastan, To freeze;— 

yakhi bisydr db shawad, Much ice turns to 
water (i.e. before a certain thing is done) ; 
—yakh dar bihisht, A kind of sweetmeat; 
—ah bar yakh zadan, To efface ;—bardt bar 
yakh (ba-sui yakh), Vain promises;—bar 
yakh zadan, To bury in oblivion, to forget 
or cause to forget, to obliterate;—bar yakh 
nawishtan, (to write upon the ice) To labour 
in vain. 

wA & yakh-db, fa„ yakhdv, Ice-water, i.e. 
cooled with ice. 

jfa- yakhdwar, Congealed, frozen. 
jti yakh-basta, Frozen, ice-bound. 

JUi yakh-band. Congelation, frost. 
Jt*\j> £> yakh-tarash, An instrument for 

bveaking ice. 



yakh-chdl, An ice-house ; any place 
or vessel in which ice is kept. 

*** yaj&cha, Hai l ; a hailstone. 
yathdan, A place for keeping ice, 

an ice-house; a travelling portmanteau or 
trunk. 

^jAaJLfcd* yakhshanidan (caus. of ya&fi-
thudari), To have a horse curried. 

{4 yatb-ddn-kaeh, The transporter 
of a portmanteau or trunk placed upon a 
camel (considered as one of the lowest 
menials). 

yakhshudan, To curry (a horse). 
(fxL.yakhsis, A larger kind of parsley. 
A yakhzur. A verdant spot. 

£> yakh-firosh, A seller of ice;— 
yakh-firoshi ni shapur f Nickname of a foolish 
beggar of Nishapur, who bought ice with 
the money which he collected each day, 
and carried it in a wallet for sale about the 
streets and markets, but allowed it to melt 
before he disposed of it. 
- m yakk-koby A breaker of ice. 

yakh-lakfrshak, A slide on the 
ice. 

yak&ni, Cooked, dressed; stored; a 
rich stew of meat; a store of food ; hot and 
cold ;—ya&fini nihadan, To lay up a store. 

j^t yakhni-pulav, A kind of pillau 
prepared with gravy. 

yjtft yakhni-faroeh, A seller of the 
dish yakhni. 

yakhni-kash. A servant, a do-
mestic. 

tji&i yakhni-nihdda, Stored, laid by. 
yafc&war, Frozen; icy. 

£* yakh yakh, A word used in making 
camels lie down. 

A JA yadd, yad, The hand; the arm from 
the shoulder to the tips of the fingers; fore-
foot in animals; wing of a bird; a handle ; 
horn of a bow; a branch, portion (of a 
tribe) ; end (of a piece of cloth), extre-
mity (of a garment) hanging down; a 
sleeve; assistance, aid,succour, protection, 
benefit, favour, service; power, vigour, 
s t rength; authority, dignity, grandeur, 
rank, office, sovereignty ; possession ; riches, 
wealth, affluence; baseness, meanness of 
spirit; a promise, pledge, engagement; 
length, extension of time;—yadu 'd-dahr, 
Ever ;—yadi baizd, A miracle (in allusion 
to the white hand of Moses) ;—yadi tasar-
ruf, The right of free disposal, possession; 
—yadi qudrat, Power ; omnipotence;— 
yadi wdhid, A monopoly (m.c.) ;—taqbilu 
'l-yad, Kissing hands ;—'an zahri yad-in, 
Gratis;—maqtu 'l-yad, Whose hand has 
been, or deserves to be, cut off ; a thief. 

A yudd\ A pain in tbe hand. 
A CD̂AJJ yaddk (du. with the pron. of the 

2nd person suffixed), Both thy hands;— 
tabbat yaddk, May both the hands wither 
(see A. i W p. 279). 

A (ji J4 yadan, obi. case yadain (before 
affix yadai), The two hands;—baina ya-
dai-hi, Between his hands, i.e. before him, 
in his presence;—zu 'l-yadain, Ambidexter, 
using both hands;—'aid yadai-M, By his 
assistance, under his auspices;—suqi^a fi 
yadai-hi, He repented. 

yadra, (Hedera) Ivy. 
a (jOjL. jkj yad tuld'i, (length of hand) 

Power, strength; skill. 
AS-ij yadaqa, The dwarf-elder. 

yadak, A led horse. 
o^A* yadakchi, One who leads a horse 

of state ; a groom. 
yadmin, (in Zand and Pazand) The 

hand. 
a ^^ yadawi, Manual, handy; posses-

sive, 
aaj yada, The magic production of an 

appearance of snow or rain by a certain 
stone; this stone itself. 

tj*. a î yada-ji, ^ s ^ yada-ehi, One who 
produces rain bv incantations. 

<3/ ij? a^i ya'da-chi-gari, The art of pro-
ducing rain by incantations. 

a ^^ yadi, fem. k<±i yadiyat, yadiya, 
Possessing, possessive, possessory; ready, 
manual, handy, nimble-handed; large; 
also narrow-sleeved (garment);—'aishi yadi, 
An easy, agreeable life ; also distress, nar-
row circumstances. 

t a yadi qal'a, The seven towers 
(fort at Constantinople). 

\ji yard, Because; a fold, wrinkle ;—yard 
giriftan, To shrivel, shrink, wither, con-
tract, pucker, be wrinkled. 

A yardW (pl. of yarbu'), Male jer-
boas. 

T ft yardr, Convenient, to the purpose; 
—yardr mi-shawad, That would be to the 
point, or agreeable (m.c.). 

AJJI yarasa, A bat, rere-mouse. 
A £\f„ yard', A reed, cane {either for writ-

ing or playing upon); a rod ; a fire-fly. 
A W/ . yard'at, yard% A single reed; a 

plantation of reeds ; a single fire-fly. 
yardgh, A well-trained saddle-horse ; 

a meeting, assembly, consultation. 
Aity. yardgfia, A reed prepared for writ-

ing (cf. My. above). 
T JLYT yaraq, Arms, accoutrements, wea-

pons ; jewels (m.c.) \—yaraqi asb, Horse-
trappings (m.c.) ; — fcdzir-yaraq, Armed, 
equipped. 

CĴ  yaraq-kada, Armament, equip-
ment. 

Axi^S \ji yard girifta, Shrunk, shrivelled. 
A yarami', Asparagus. 
A frji y arba ah, Name of a place between 

Oman and Bahrain. 
A gj*;* yarbu', The flesh of the back or 

loins ; an oblique descending muscle ; the 
jerboa, an animal much resembling the 
dormouse, which makes prodigious bounds 



by mean*? of its long hind legs; name 
of the father of a branch of the tribe of 
Tamim. 

T yurt, A resting-place, station, 
abode, mansion (see below). 

yartish, A fellow-citizen. 
^if&y yartaqchl, Merciful, compas-

sionate. 
yartaqan, The Creator. 

A aiM yarkamuJea 'lldh, God hare 
mercy on you! (said to a person sneezing). 

4 G 4 ^ yarkhafj, The night-mare. 
A ty yard, Name of tbe lather of Idris, 

yaraaqi, &~.y yaraa, A bat. 
A £j> yar', A calf;—yara', Cowardice ; a 

gnat. 
ty yaragh, A well-trained horse; a meet-

ing. 
t JU-fcy yarghamal, Hostage, security, 

bail. 
fay yarghu, A sergeant, bailiff; conten-

tion, dispute, litigation, quarrel; forbid-
den ; order, command. 

T 6±y yargha, A swift horse. 
T Jy yaraq, Sin, crime. 
A yarqdn, yaraqan, Blight, smut, 

mildew ; jaundice ; the king's evil;—yara-
qdni abyaz, Chlorosis;— yaraqani asfar, 
Yellow jaundice ;—yaraqani aswad, Jaun-
dice produced by black gall. 

a ijfa&y. yarqdnl, Yellow, mildewed, with-
ered. 

T yaraqsiz, Innocent, sinless. 
T gfay yaraqlugh, A raven ; a crow. 
t yaraqli, Sinful, a sinner. 
M yarlagfr, jfay yarligh, A diploma, 

letter patent or royal mandate, especially 
of the khan of the Tartars ; mercy, cle-
mency ; hopeless. 

f j i yarm, A musical instrument, a species 
of lute with a large belly, strung with 
brass wires, and struck with a bow; a 
player on this instrument. 

y*ji yar mar, Expectation, hope. 
T ! y a r a m s a q , A worthless fellow. 
A £*y yarma1, Small shining white 

atones, soft and broken. 
ofay, yarmaghdn, A curiosity or rarity 

brought from afar as a present to a great 
man (cf. p. 39). 

yarmaq, Money. 
a Vjy yarnd, yurnd (for A. yaranna' or 

yuranna'), Privet. 
jWj* yaranddq, A kind of white buck or 

doeskin, of which gloves are made; in-
testines. 

gJkiy yarandaj, A kind of black skin; 
blacking for boots and shoes. 

A yy yarannu', A dyeing with privet, 
^jyi yurup, Europe (m.c. from E.). 
A yariin, Brain of an elephant; per-

spiration of beasts of burden ; sperma ad-
missarii. 

^fay yarydn, The city of Samarqand. 

y yaz, A thorny plant set round tentB as 
a fence ; the plant sumdm.. 

yazbahdnitan, (in Zand and Pa-
zand) To mutter as the Parsis do at their 
meals. 

yasd, A city in the most eastern part 
of Pars or Persia Proper, famous for a 
manufacture of cloth called yazdi; God. 

yazdadi, Hashed meat dressed 
with yolk of egg, 

ytayi yazdan, God ; omnipotence 5 name 
of the spirit who is the principle of good, 
opp. to Ahriman, the originator of evil. 

J^. yazdan-bafchsk, Gift of God; 
Name of the wazir of Hurmuz, son of 
Noshiravan. 

yazddn-paraet, A worshipper 
of God; a name assumed by some fire-
worshippers. 

yazdanl, Divine. 
'ji <*y yazd-parasi, A worshipper of 

God. 
a ^yc^y yazdajird, P. yazdagird, 

Name of several kings of Persia of the 
Sassanian race, especially the grandson of 
Noshirwan, and last of the kings of Persia. 

t ^ y yazdi, Of or belonging to, or native 
or inhabitant of, Yazd; cloth produced in 
that city. 

ijiiy yazish-khtpdn. An intercessor; 
a high priest of the Magi. 

yazish-gah, Place of prayer, ora-
tory. 

Lj^y. yazishni, Divine; name of the 
seventeenth book of the Zand. 

yazghand, Name of a tree; a hunt-
ing dog; the cry of the lynx. 

<dy yazak, Commander of the night-
guard or watch; the advanced guard; a 
spy- , 

yazak-ddr, Commander of the 
advanced guard ; chief of the watchmen. 

&Sy yazla, Hurt, detriment. 
a ^Jy ya zali, Eternal. 
A yji yazan, Name of a place;—zii 1jazan, 

Name of a king of Yaman. 
&jy yazna, A sister's husband. 
a (jtyt yazanl, Of or belonging to Yazan ; 

a kind of spear produced in Yazan, or 
invented by Zu Yazan, king of Yaman. 
(See oy above.) 

A "ijys yazid, Name of three caliphs of the 
house of TJmaiyah ; name of an arch-here-
tic among the Muhammadans; wicked, 
cruel, cursed, execrable. 

yazidi, One of the sect of Yazid. 
a JCJ yasar, One of sinister aspect. 
a. fat yasar, Plenty, affluence, opulence; 

ease;—ya^ar, yisar, yassar, Lef t ; the left 
side; [dar jandbi yasar, In the left wing; 
—dasti yaadr, Left hand;—fdhib-yasdr, 
Wealthy, prosperous;]—yisar (v.n. 8 of 
j—4), Being mild and gentie. 

A *\fa^ yasar-an, Towards the left. 



A yasar at, yasar a, Prosperity, afflu-
ence; ease. 

J W yasdl, A garland of flowers, a chap-
let worn on festal days; a crowd, proces-
sion. 

T > yasdl, Wing of an army. 
yasdwur, yasawul, Horsemen, 

attendant upon a man of rank; a state 
messenger; a servant of parade carrying 
a silver or gold staff; a police officer 
(m.c.); — yasdwuli suhbat, Master of the 
ceremonies. 

v—4 yasb, Jasper. (See below.) 
a yastawl (the aorist of the 8th 

conj. of sawd " i t is equal," used as a 
substantive), Equality. 

i y yasr (v.n.), Bringing forth with 
ease (a woman); approaching from the 
left side; distributing the limbs of a 
slaughtered camel; twisting a cord to-
wards oneself; facility, lenity ; softness ; 
—yusr, (v.n.), Being easy; playing at 
dice, or with the gaming-arrows azlam; 
(pi. of yasar) left;—yasar, Facility, le-
nity, softness; easy, soft, gentle, humane ; 
ready, prepared; a gaming-party, a meet-
ing to play at dice or arrows ; the third 
gaming-arrow ; also he who draws i t ;— 
yusr, yusur, Facility; opulence; prospe-
rity, ease; (pi. of yasar) left \—dar hdlati 
yusur, In times of prosperity and affluence. 

a ut^^-i yasardt, Nimble hands and feet. 
A yasrat, yasra, The left side;— 

yusrat, Ease ; prosperity ;—yasarat, yasara, 
The lines on the palms of the hands; a 
mark burnt on the thigh. 

A > yasrat-an, To the left. 
A yusr a, The left hand, side, or 

part ; prosperous;—yasriy, yasri, Prospe-
rous, successful in one's undertakings ;— 
yasari, Easy, facile. 

A (?), Name of a prophet or apostle. 
A i yasaf, A fly, a gnat. 
T (3—I yasaq, Law, regulation (see 

above). 
T J—4 yasal, Wing of an army ( = 

q.v. above). 
A yasiir, A gamester. 
T (JY—I yusun, = YY-JI q.v. below. 
A yasir, Small, little ; easy ; a game-

ster ;—dar zamdni yasir, In a little time. 
a '\j~~i yasir-an, By little, by degrees. 
A (ji-j yashsh, Giad, rejoicing, 
a yashb, P. v ^ i yashp, Jasper, espe-

cially a whitish kind found on Mount 
Imaus. 

yasht, Name of a chapter of the 
Zand. 

yashtaram, Pimple, pustule, small-
pox. 

yashtan (S. yaj), (in Zand and 
Pazand) To pray in a low murmuring 
tone as the fire-worshippers do at meal-
time ; to beg, supplicate; to celebrate. 

te&i yashta kardan, To pray. 
A yashjuh, Name of the son of 

Ya'rab, son of Qahtan. 
yashf, Jasper. 
yashk, A lancet or similar instru-

ment; the projecting tusks of a wild 
beast; dew ; pure, unadulterated. 

a yashkur, Name of a prophet or 
apostle ;. also name of a tribe. 

yashkarda, A long-necked lute 
played with a long plectrum or bow. 

yashm, A sort of jasper or agate; 
one particularly which, according to Cas-
tellus, comes from China or India, and has 
the quality of diverting lightning from any 
place where it is laid, or from any person 
who wears it. 

A yashm, A gate. 
A»-£O yashma, Raw white leather. 
a s-~<>i yasb, yasf, Jasper. 
A S-s-W ya'dsib (pi. of ya'sub), King-

bees ; princes, chiefs of a nation. 
A ya'afir (pi. of ya'fur), Young 

deer. 
A M ^ i ya'aqibat, ya'aqiba (pi. of ya'qubi), 

Jacobites. 
A ya'aqib (pi. of ya'qub), Male 

partridges ; Jacobs. 
ya'dmir (pi. of ya'mur), Kids ; 

(pi, of ya'murat) certain kinds of trees. 
A ya'bub, A rapid river; also over-

flowing ; a cloud ; a swift and long horse. 
A ya'r, A kid ; especially one fastened 

in a ditch to decoy a lion ; any bait for 
entrapping wild beasts. 

A ya'rab, Ya'rab the son of Qahtan. 
A v y — y a ' s u b , The king of the bees ; n. 

prince or chief of a nation ; a sort of par-
tridge ; a kind of insect larger or smaller 
than a locust; name of a horse which 
belonged to Muhammad. 

A ya'fur, A young deer, a fawn; a 
division or hour of the night ; noise, 
motion, agitation; name of an ass on 
which Muhammad used to ride. 

A ya'qub, A male partridge ; Jacob; 
—ya'qub paigJiam-bar, The prophet (patri-
arch) Jacob. 

A ya'quba, Name of a village near 
Bagdad. 

a ya'qubi, A character like Jacob ; 
paternal affection; a Jacobite; a Euty-
chian. 

A ya'lamu 'lldh, God knoweth. 
A ya'mal, fem. ya'malat, ya'-

mala, A camel, patient, tractable, and fit 
for labour. 

ya'mur, A kid ; a lamb. 
A ya'murat, ya'mura, Name of a 

tree. 
A ya'ni, That IB to say, viz., to wit, 

namely ;—ya'ni chi (chih), For what rea-
son ? why ? what does it mean or signify ? 

A jj** ya'uq, Name of an idol supposed 



to have been worshipped in the time of 
Koah. 

yagh&m, A sylvan demon, 
er** yaghtaj. yagfrtanj, A beautiful 

harmless serpent found in gardens. 
ft. yaghir, Name of one of the Chinese 

emperors; a name for the emperor of 
China. 

vj** yaghrab, Sour, coagulated milk, 
w f t yaghrat. Coagulated milk ( = v^ft-

q.v. p. 365). 
yag/trush, Name of a king of Per-

sia. 
l ) ^ ! j J fti yagAfuru 'lldh li wa 

la-hum, God forgive me and you (uttered 
in return to a congratulation when sneez-
ing; cf. aW (sW-y above). 

yughld, yagfrla, yag&ldwi, A 
frying-pan. 

{ f t . yaghligji, A pointed arrow. 
fti yag&lav, isftt yaghlawi, A frying-

pan. 
fti yagham, = q.v, above, 
U*j» yagkmd, Prey, plunder, booty, spoil, 

pillage, sacking, ravishment; name of a 
city in Turkistan celebrated for tbe beauty 
of its inhabitants;—yaghma zadan (har-
dan, giriftan), To spoil or parry off plunder; 
•—yaghmayi auwal, Name of a city in 
Turkistan. 

FITF UA» yagfimd-adh, Place where plunder 
or booty is deposited. 

j*U±> yaghmdm. =• q.v. above. 
yaahmdndz, Name of the Emperor 

of China's daughter married' to Bahram 
Gur. 

yagAmd'i, A plunderer, ravisher. 
yaghmisd, Sorrel. 

yaghndgA, An embroidered cap. 
t £UA>. yigkndgh. .jUab yigfandq, An as-

sembly of men ; an assembled army ; place 
where men or soldiers assemble. 

(jy**?. yaghnl, Boiled meat (cf. above). 
A >±>YKI yagkus. Name of an old Arabian 

idol. 
A SW y®ffa'> A hill, high ground. 
uuĴ  yaft, A decrepit old man. 
g^fc yaftaj, yaftanj, A large harmless 

black snake found in vineyards. 
ft> yaftar, Pure wster (whose colour, 

stuell, and taste are unchanged). 
gAi yafj, Spittle. 

yafir, Emperor, monarch, Chinese 
emperor. 

A yaf (v.n.), Ascending (a moun-
tain) ; approaching twenty years of age (a 
youth) —yaf a', A hill; tall, well-grown 
(youth). 

A yufdn, yafa'at, yafa'a (pl. of 
yafi'), Young men approaching twenty 
years of age. 

A YJK* yufn, Old men ;—yaf an, A very old 
man, a decrepit old dotard. 

A t f r yufv'i High places. 

yaqd$at, Wakefulness, vigilance, 
yaqdza, (pl. of yaqzd), Vigilant, 

watchful, circumspect (women). 
A yaqdumiyat, A going before, a 

leading of the van. 
A yaqtiu, A gourd or similar 

creeper. 
A yaqtinat, yaqtina, One gourd. 
A !ofi> yaqaz (v.n.), Waking, being watch-

ful;—yaqiz, yaquz, Vigilant, wakeful, pro-
vident, circumspect. 

A yaqzdn, Vigilant, provident, 
awake;—abu 'l-yaqzan, Father Vigilant, i.e. 
the cock. 

A yaqazat, yaqaza, Night-watch, sen-
try ; vigils; watching, being awake; a 
watch of the night. 

A J^KAI yaqzd, Vigilant, watchful (woman). 
A yaqaq. Cotton ; pith of the palm-

tree ;—yaqaq, yaqiq, Very white. 
A yaqn, yaqan (v.n.), Knowing (any-

thing) for certain •,—yaqan, Certainty, the 
absence or removal of all doubt; anything 
certain;—yaqan, yaqin, yaqun, One who 
knows anything certainly, sure of ;—yaqin, 
Greedy, addicted. 

A yaqanat, yaqana, One who firmly 
believes what he bears ; credulous. 

A yaquqat (v.n. of l j i ) , Being intensely 
white; whiteness. 

is?, yaqqa, The collar of a garment; the 
seizure of anyone by the collar. 

A && yaqin, Certainty, assurance, sure 
knowledge, true faith, truth, infallibility, 
evidence; opinion, belief; death; true, 
sure ;—yaqin ddshtan, To hold true, to feel 
assured-,— yaqini durust, True belief;— 
ba'zi ashdbi yaqin, Some learned doctors ;— 
ba-yaqln budan, To be certain of;—haqqu 
(Hlniu) 'l-yaqin, Certain truth or know-
ledge ;—'ainu'l-yaqin, Experimental know-
ledge ; truth ascertained by evidence. 

A =U-5> yaqln-an, Certainly, truly, surely. 
a yaqin-dan, Who knows for a 

certainty, 
a yaqini, Scientific, certain, sure, 

infallible, belonging to truth or faith. 
A c w L y a q i n i y d t , Certainties, as arti-

cles of religion, demonstrations in geome-
try, truths. -

isij yah, One, everyone ; once ; an ace ; 
custom, habit; law, canon; noble; a frog; 
a flea. Placed after another numeral it 
forms a fraction, as chahdr yah " a fourth," 
dah yah "a tenth," <fcc.;—sih yah hardan, 
To make thirds, i.e. to divide into three 
(and so on with other numerals). 

yah-asba, Possessed of one 
horse ; one who rides alone ; the sun. 

taii ' yah-anddz, A small arrow fly-
ing far ; an arrow which, when discharged, 
is never sought fo r ; a double-headed 
arrow; a perpendicular precipice or river's 
bank; equal, even; of one standard. 



yfi yak-dwez, A short, broad sword. 
yak-d-yak, One by one; suddenly, 

all at once ; one opposed to another. 
faA yak-bar, Once, one time. 
i^fafa^i yak-bdragi, One time or turn ; at 

once, all at once ; wholly, universally. 
•d/J-s^i yak-basarak, At once, all together. 
^ yak ba-du, All at once, unex-

pectedly. 
a p faySi yak-bardbar u nusf, Twice 

and a half as much. 
ceAjt yak-barg, Better, best. 

«cl* y ait yak bar yak, One by one, suc-
cessively. 

o—* yak bast, One time or t u r n ; at 
once. 

J A { uAt yak-baghal, A SHKLU quantity 
(what can be carried under one arm). 

yak-bun, (single-rooted) Sweet ba-
sil. 

t*^ yak ba-yaJc, One by one, succes-
sively ; suddenly, all at once ; like ; sure. 

yak-pdrcha, yak-para, Solid, 
massive, all of a piece; one part or seg-
ment ; at one stroke, at once; one piece; 
a trifle, a pittance (m.c.). 

(j*"4"* (̂ k? ^ yak pahn kashti, The Ma-
h a mm ad an faith. 

^ yak-id. Single, simple ; unique, in-
comparable ; a garment without a lining; 
God. 

J o yaktd-dill, Amity, union of 
hearts. 

fa yak-taz, Who charges, the foe 
alone. 

yak-tdsh, A fellow-servant; name 
of a celebrated athlete, 

vjt^i. yak-tay, = q.v. above. 
^faf^i yaktarkard, One basket, especially 

a large one in which grapes are carried. 
yak-tak (*sS> tag), Running at the 

same pace. 
gaktamal, A place of worship. 

Atf yak-tana, Alone. 
^ yak-icbhl, A shirt, a shift. 
O^fa "A yak tegh kardan, To make 

level, to smooth. 
W** yak-jd, In one place, at the same 

time, together, equally. 
a fcjWA yak-jdn, One soul, a friend, 
a sr^W^i yak-jdnib, Of one, side, a parti-

san. 
a yak-jaddl, Of the same stock, 

descended from a common ancestor. 
fat yak-jalau, Swift-paced. 
a uKy*. yak-jihat, Of one accord, 

unanimous; determined, resolved; a 
friend. 

a yak-jihati. Concord, friendship. 
yah-ehaba, (for yak-shaba), Lasting 

one night, sufficient for one n igh t ; a little, 
a little while. 

p.lyfo. yak-chaakm, yak-chashma, 
Oae-eyed; single-eyed; purblind; who 

looks on, or only considers, the exterior; a 
hypocrite; one who professes to believe in 
one God. 

yakchashmi, One-eyedness. 
A-^AJ yak-chambik (for yak-sharpbih), 

Sunday, the first day of the week. 
AĴ ^S yak-ckand, Somewhat; a little. 
fa yak-chand bar, Sometimes, often; 

many burdens; a string of horses. 
^JU^J yak-chande, A little time, a 

while. 
»A> yak-choba, One-poled (tent), 

a A^is yak-habba, Tbe smallest part, the 
least trifle (m.c.), 

yak-dam, An incomparable gem; 
a string of pearls; a necklace, 

yak-dart, Ent i re ; whatever can 
be lifted- with one hand ; even (cloth) ; 
homogeneous—yak-dast jdma, A kind of 
garment reaching from the head, to the 
heels. 

yakdish, The rational sool; mix-
ture ; union ; a horse of a mixed breed a 
bastard, mongrel; a beloved object. 

a <A> yak Aaj^Oy At once, a i one 
blow, simultaneously. 

yakdak, Milk and water ; anything 
lukewarm. 

yak-difar, Owe another;—az yak-
digar, Prom each othe* yak-digar, 
In one another, 

< y&k-dil, tFaanimom ; ©tw-hearted; 
uniform ; anammouffly, with one accord;— 
yak-dil u yak-jikat s&utfart, To agree1 in aM 
things, to unite, consent, conspire. 

yuk-dila, Single-hearted; waiter m, 
cowsoiiant with; sincere. 

JA ĴT yakdUi,. Concord, unanimity. 
fJ^i yak-damr One m o m e n t o n e breath. 

yak-dama, Momentary ;—rtmqdra -
nati yak-dama, The society of a moment, 
a transient acquaintance. 

y yak du, One or two, 
fai>)£i yak-digar, 0rre another. 
a &fa tAji fah zarra, Ooe atom, tbe least 

part. 
(^fai fakran, A light bay, dun, chesnut, 

or flea-bitten horse ; a cbesmrt-etrloured 
horse with a white mane and tail; the 
colou? of myrtle and of the pistachio-nwt; 
likewise yellow and grey; a fat®, full-
grown, high-bred horse; a horse which 
takes a shorter step with one hind-foot 
than with, the other (one-tfeighed)-

ufĉ  yak-rah, Going en the same 
roaa-

ru%ki, A klnA of bo*. 
yak-msidan^ To arrive singly; to 

meet together, 
yak-riihta, Consenting, agreeing. 

yaitrakr Better, best. 
a tA^ yak-rikdbe, A companion ; a 

led horse of state;—yak-rikabl, A being 
prepared; companionship. 



° L T ^ ^ yak-rikebe (by Imalah for tbe 
preceding), A companion. 

yak-rang, Of one colour; sincere, 
faithful, true. 

t j ^ f t yakrangi, Sincerity, friendship. 
yft. yak-ru, Unanimous; sincere, pure; 

—yak-ru kardan, To give up an acquaint-
ance. 

yak-raza, Of one day;—yak-roza 
rdh, A day's journey. 

t sy f t . yak-ruy, Unanimously; of one 
face; single, simple, s incere;—yak-ruy 
kardan, To pacify, to make of one accord. 

yak-ruy a, Single-faced; clear, open, 
manifest; smooth, even, level; consenting, 
agreeing; pacificatory. 

\Jyfa ycik-ru'i, Unanimity; friendship; 
sincerity. 

t f t yak-rah, In one way; by one road ; 
at once, at one glance, at first look; sin-
cere, pure. 

yak-zaban, With one voice ; unani-
mous ;—yak-zaban shudan, To agree nem-
con. 

j*} ^ yak-za}[hm, Sam Nariman (be-
cause he killed a dragon at a single blow) ; 
also name of bis club or mace (for the same 
reason). 

yak-zada, By one rule; in one line. 
a y ^ f t yak-zaman, Contemporary. 
a u t - i i L y a k s a ' a t , yak-ed'a, Of an hour's 

duration, momentary, transitory ; — yak-
sd*at pardakhtan, To devote an hour;— 
tuhbati yak-sd'at, An hour's conversation. 

yak-sala, Of one year, yearling. 
yaksdn, The same, ditto, equal to, 

conformable, all one, uniform, similar; 
plain, level, parallel, of equal sides, of the 
same order, in the same series or manner, 
equally; alwayB, for ever ;—yaksdn shudan, 
To come to the same;—yaksdn kardan, To 
make equal, level. 

JL-^ yaks dni, Uniformity, parity, 
identity. 

yVU^t yaksdnidan, To be or make 
equal. 

yak-$ar, Under one bead, subject to 
one chief; together, in one body; at one 
stroke ; from beginning to end ; suddenly, 
at once; alone. 

yak-sura, Solitary ; without equal; 
a friend, having the same sentiments; at 
one time, all at once. 

^Aij^j, yaksarldan, To meet in one 
place. 

yak-su, On one side ; one side;— 
yak-su shudan, To go aside, to stray ;—yak-
su kardan, To separate;—yak-su nihadan, 
To put aside, to remove, to separate from. 

yak-su war, A single horseman, one 
who rides along fearing nothing; knight-
errant. 

B^j—Xi yak-suwdra, The sun. 
x yaksum, (A garden) full of 

herbs;—abu yaksum, Surname of Abrahah, 
the sdhibu 'l-fil " lord of the elephant," 
mentioned in the Qur'an. 

yaksiin, yaksuna, Plain, 
level, equal; always, for ever. 

yaksunidan, To level, make 
plain. 

yak-shaba, A thing one night old ; 
a sort of fine white linen embroidered with 
gold thread. 

«si> yak-shist, One who sits or con-
verses with another ; two companions. 

Aj^fcio yak-sharribih, Sunday. 
a yak-taraf, On one side (m.c.). 

yak-ghuncha, Of the size of a 
flower-bud. 

a fJ^ aJ ut\j yak-qadi adam, Of the height 
of a man. 

a ft yak-qardr, = ft>, q.v. above. 
a yak-qalam, Consistent (writer); 

together, at one stroke, at once, all, total. 
yakak, A lake, a pool. 

6̂ «£X> yak-girih, Like, resembling. 
udi yahgosha, In one corner;—yak' 

gosha kardan, To put on one side, to neglect. 
yak-guna, Of one colour, sort, 

kind. 
yak-lahM, Single-leathered (shoe); 

of one club or mace, i.e. most powerful, an 
emperor, commander-in-chief; of one key; 
in the piece ; in a body, en masse ; all at 
once. 

yaklu, Simple, single (thread). 
ftt. yak-am, The pronominal affix of the 

first person joined to yak, as in yak-am 
roz bar banda'e dil bisokht (for yak roz dil-
am, &c.), One day my heart burnt, i.e. was 
consumed with pity, for a certain slave ;— 
yakum, The first. 

<IAU£> yak-maha, Of a month, a month 
old. 

a yak-musallab, A sort of coin 
stamped with a cross. 

yak-nishast, Who sits or con-
verses with another. 

d ft& yak-nafar, One man, a certain 
person. 

yak-naward, One way, road, 
manner. 

a taX* yak na yak, One or other. 
yak-wajab, A single span; one 

span long. 
yak-wajabi, One span long, tiny, 

puny. 
o f t yakun (for yak-gun), Of one k ind ; 

a kind of silk stuff. 
a & ft. yakun, I t will be; sum total. 
jU ^ 44l> yak-u-nim-saz, A term or 

property of musical instruments; a kind 
of music. 

e^i yaka, yakka, One, singular, unique; 
at once,together; the first, former; every-
one, somebody; a one-horse carriage. 



fcjly*- i^i yaha-jawan, A single youth. 
yaha-suwar, A single cavalier, 

one unequalled in the army, a hero. 
a (W^t yah-toasl, Flagstone (m.c.). 

^UA. ASO yaka-shaban-roz, A day and 
night. 

i/afce, One, somebody, a certain one ; 
the one; [yahe az muluh, One of the kings ; 
a certain king;—yahe dar chand, How 
many folds or sorts;—yahe dar dah, Ten-
fold, ten times so much ;—yahe surk}i, One 
piece of gold; — yahe az yahe, One with 
another; — yahe yahe, One with another; 
singly; — an yahe, That one (m.c.);—in 
yahe, This one (m.c.);]—yahi, Unity, one-
ness ; concord, unanimity;—yahi budan, To 
consent, to be of one mind;—dast ba-yahi 
hardan, To make common cause, to act 
together (m.c.). 

^ ^ t yahita, A master, a teacher. 
tjAs^a yahidan, To be or become one. 

yahin, Name of a sweet and branchy 
herb. 

cA î yagdn, One, Bingle, alone, only; 
singular; incomparable, peerless; ortho-
dox, unitarians ; — yagdn yagan, Singly, 
one by one;—yagdn u dugan, By ones and 
twos. 

a > yaganagat, Unity. 
yagdnagi, Singularity, unity ; 

excellence, anything incomparable; union, 
conjunction ; solitude ; victory ; concord, 
unanimity;—yagdnagi ddshtan, To be un-
paralleled, inimitable, 

a yagdnagiyat, Unity ( = 
above). 

yagdna (for yah-gdna), One, single, 
sole, unique, singular, incomparable; 
alone; a person unequalled in anything; 
a conqueror ; a brother, a friend ; a pearl; 
—yagana'i a'sar, The phcenix, ornament of 
the age;—yagdna shudan, To be united ; 
to be alone ;—yagdna shudan ba-ra'y (ray), 
To be of one opinion. 

yagdni (for yagdnagi), Singularitv, 
&c. 

yagana-gtiy (goy), One who 
professes faith in one God. 

tofaiyaguna (for yah-giina, cf. above), 
Of one kind, same, equal to. 

v)?. yal, A hero, a brave athletic warrior ; 
a horse pasturing at large; corpulent, 
strong, robust; utility, profit; a heart 
free from sorrow ; released, liberated, al-
lowed to have one's own way ; (for ydl) a 
mane, a crest. 

yilabistdn, yb-^j yildpistdn, 
Name of a certain village. 

T yalagk, The bowl of a beggar (cf. 
the following). 

t a yaldq, A piece of broken crockery 
in which dogs and cats are fed;—yilaq, 
Name of a king. 

J ^ yaldl'baf, A kind of texture im-

printed with marks of the shape of the 
letter 

K yaldmi' (pi. of yalma'), Shining, 
glittering things (as armour or a helmet). 

A yaldmiq (pi. of yalmaq), Tartar 
garments. 

(yij yaldn, Name of a champion of Turan; 
(pi. of yal) heroes. 

yaldn-sina, Name of a champion 
of Iran who, together with Bahrain Cho-
bina, waged war against the Khaqan, 

yaldnshan, Name of a champion 
of Turan who was killed by the Iranian 
hero Bizhan, 

yald yald, Come along, come along. 
A s-k yalab, noun of unity Mi yalabat, 

yalaba, The skin of the back of a wild 
beast, of which shields, helmets, and other 
armour for the body are made; a shield or 
any defensive armour made of fel t ; a coat 
of mail. 

t yilchi, An ambassador, an envoy ; 
a guide, conductor (cf, p. 131). 

TAJ yalda, The longest night of winter; 
name of one of the attendants upon Jesus. 

«SJAJ yaldah, Milk-warm water. 
yalgkardn, Dressed food carried on 

a camel for a journey. 
yalghaz, Alone ; a horse. 

sytL yaighuza, The rind of a poppy. 
oV^ yalfchi, A shepherd, pastor. 
A yalaq, fem. yalaqat, yalaqa, 

White, clear. 
yalak, A sort of crown worn by 

kings. 
yallcan, A machine used in fortified 

places for throwing stones and dirt (cf. 
e&i p. 198). 

J i i yalal, Name of a place (unsupported 
by examples). 

A Jb yalal, Shortness of the fore-teeth, 
especially bent inwardly ; inequality of the 
teeth in shape and situation. 

yallali, ^Ua yalali, = ^k q.v. below ; 
—yalali wd-hardan, To renounce sensual 
pleasures. 

yalum, Isinglass, glue. 
Uij yalmd, A thing of great bulk, but 

light. 
(jjWli yalmdn, Stroke of a sword, 
A yalma', Lightning not followed 

by rain (proverbially, a vain promiser) a 
kiud of vapour called sardb, mirage ; (met.) 
a liar. 

a (jfcA* yalma'i, Ingenious, keen, shrewd, 
quick, clever, witty ; a liar. 

a yalmaq (for P. yalma), A Tartar 
garment quilted with cotton, which opens 
at the side from the arm-pits to the lower 
extremity ; a kind of four-sqnare cloak or 
mantle. 

A yalmalam, Name of a place where 
the pilgrims from Yaman don the ihrdm 
or cloak of pilgrimage. 



ydlma, A coat of mail made with 
rings of i ron; a kind of garment. (Cf. 

above.) 
yalma-rieh, A large or long 

beard (probably misreading for 
q.v. p. 198). ' 

a jg^i yalanjaj, sjV-k yalanjuj, ^y^A* 
yalanjuji, The wood of aloes. 

A J-uAi yalandad, A formidable adver-
sary. 

yalwaya, = Atfjl̂ a q.v. above. 
djk yaluk, Corpulent, strong, robust ; 

also taX-Jjlj yalulik, ciXJ^b yalulang, An ath-
letic man, warrior, hero, champion. 

yalwa, ^ f t yalwi, A woodcock; a 
ra i l 

yala, Deliverance, escape, release; 
turned loose, allowed to pasture at liberty ; 
a roamer, loafer, vagabond; crooked; a 
harlot; foolish, false, vain, trifling; alone, 
solitary ; running, rushing, making an as-
sault;—yala uftddan, To roam about, to 
rove (m.c.) ;—yala kardan, To let loose, to 
release ; to leave, to abandon, 

( j ) ^ ali yala amadan, To descend. 
jW Ali yala-dar, A scout, plunderer. 

yala-yasham, Name of a moun-
tain near Kazwin, where petrified animals 
may be seen. 

yali, yalli, Exclamation uttered in a 
state of intoxication or on receiving good 
news. 

<dJ yali-zan, A musician, a singer. 
Aieh yalyala, Corpulent, strong; a hero. 

yilim, Glue, isinglass (cf. ^ above). 
A yamm,, in P. also yam, The ocean, 

mighty deep ; EL BOOi with no shore in 
sight; a great river; a wood-pigeon. 

T m yum, Meat, food, forage. 
yamak, Name of an ancient king. 

A yamdm, The turtle-dove; the 
wood-pigeon; also the domestic pigeon; 
intention, purpose, design; before, in 
front of. 

A &-U* ycmdmat, yamdma, A single 
pigeon; intention, design; name of a blue-
eyed maiden who could see a person 
mounted at a distance of three days* jour-
ney, also called Zarqa' " the blue-eyed " 
(see p. 615) ; name of a large district 
in Arabia very frui t ful in palm-trees, and 
which comprehends Najd, Tib amah, Bah-
rain, and Oman. 

a (j-'t^i yamdmi, Of the province of Ya-
mamah. 

yaman, Light, splendour (doubtful; 
see following article). 

A yWa ynmdn, A native of Yaman ; name 
of the father of Hazifah, one of the com-
panions of Muhammad ;—teghi yumdn, A 
sword made in Yaman. 

a ,j>Ui yamani, fem. yamdniyat, 
yamdniya, A native of, or anything belong-
ing to, Yaman;—badi yamdm, A gentle or 

vernal breeze ; the words of Muhammad ; 
a saint ; the perfect soul. 

yamkbur, A horse or dog-flea. 
Ajjas,** yamkhur, yumkhur, Tall; long 

(neck). 
y°m rada, yamrad, j/M. yamru, 

The mandrake. 
yamrud, A man of delicate consti-

tution ; tender shoot of a t ree; an offset; 
name of a place. 

yamsu. Gunpowder. 
yamshan, The Egyptian lote-fruit. 

a f+e*' (*> yam-shiyam, A sovereign boun-
t i ful as the ocean. 

yamak, Name of a city and country 
celebrated for the beauty of its girls; 
name of the kings of Ighur (oriental Tar-
tary). 

a yamm (yam) haram, Bounteous 
as the sea. 

T yimak, Pood. 
A yumkinu, I t is possible ; possibly, 

perhaps. 
yumgdn, A town in Badakhshan. 

A yamam, A wood-pigeon. 
A yamn (v.n.), Taking (one) to the 

r ight ; approaching on the right side; 
being fortunate and happy; death;— 
yumn, Felicity, prosperity; a token for 
good;—yaman, The right hand or side; 
the south country; Arabia Felix, Yaman. 

A yamnat, yamna, The right hand or 
side; anything stretched or held out in 
the right hand ;—yumnat, Happiness, pros-
perity ;—yumna, A kind of Arabian striped 
cloth. 

A 'Zm* yamnat-an, On, or toward the 
right. 

A {mSi*i yumna,, The right hand;—ya ma-
nly, yamani, Belonging to Arabia Felix ; a 
kind of flowered or painted stuff made in 
that country, used as covers for bedsteads 
or footstools. 

A yumum (pl. of yamm), Shoreless 
seas, boundless oceans, vasty deeps, mighty 
waters. 

A yamin, An oath; the right hand, 
side, or par t ; strength, power; blessing, 
felicity, plenty; happy, prosperous, fortu-
nate ;—yamin kardan, To take an oath, to 
swear (bVlldh " by God ");—yamini laghw, 
An oath taken concerning an incident 
already past, when the swearer believes in 
his own statement, while the facta of the 
case are different;—yamini mun'aqid, An 
oath concerning a matter yet to come ;— 
yamin u yasdr, Bight and l e f t ; the two 
wings of an army;- -zu yamin u yasdr, 
Ambidexter;—'ani 'l-yamin, (Assistance 
came to us) from the right, or from an aus-
picious quarter;—hafi yamin, The right 
hand. 

A yamin-an, To the r ight; south-
ward. 



rolling, wallowing in the dirt, as horses; a 
hunting-dog. 

Jwt yuzal. A little dog, a puppy; a 
whelp. 

yiiza, The trunk of a tree ; a young 
panther ; a hunting-dog ; wallowing in the 
dirt; name of an importunate beggar; a 
beggar, a mendicant. 

Qtyyi yuzidan, To leap, spring, jump; to 
clean a well. 

A <j»"y ya'us, Despondent, despairing. 
M. yusdmish, Administration, 

arrangement of affairs, management ( = 
yiL^Ub q,v. above). 

A yusuf, Joseph, the patriarch; 
groaning, sighing; a groan, a sigh;—yu-
tv.fi sdni, A second Joseph, i.e. extremely 
beautiful (Joseph being the ideal of manly 
beauty in Eastern tales) ;—yusufi-roz (yu-
tvfi zarrin-rasan), The world-illuminating 
sun ;—yusufi zibaq-niqdb, The sun veiled 
by a cloud ;—yusufi gurgi mast, A beloved 
object. 

a J W ywuf-jamal, Beautiful as 
Joseph. 

a o4**^ yusufi, A demeanour like Jo-
seph's ;—yusufi Icardan, To play the part 
of Joseph (when refusing to be seduced), 
i.e. to make oneself small, to bend or twist 
one's body (m.c.) ; to reign, to rule (as 
Joseph ruled over Egypt). 

T YJ-Y. yusun, Custom, use, manner, 
yoea, A saw; a carpenter, 

^ j i yosh, Seeking, hunting for ;—yush, 
Dark. 

A yushaJoshua, the son of Nun, 
(jjAjAj* yushidan, To hear, to listen. 

yngh, yogh (S. yoga), A yoke for 
oxen ;—yogh arad bar sari man, He imposes 
a yoke upon my. neck, i.e. he makes me 
unhappy. 

(jjjisiy yughldan. To yoke oxen. 
yule, A roasting-spit; old clothes or 

rags sewed together whereon bread is laid 
to be baked. 

q\S]> yugdn, The womb; the membrane 
which enwraps the foetus in the womb ; 
sheeps' chitterlings not cleaned. 

t^yi yulakk, A sterile country without 
water. 

jj^Jy. yulchl, A road-guide. 
A yaum, A day, or twenty-four hours 

(day in contradistinction to night being 
called nahar) ; time; a battle, especially 
one that makes a day celebrated; [yaumi 
uhud, The battle of Uhud (in which Mu-
hammad was wounded);—yaumu 'l-isnain, 
(second day) Monday;—yaumu 'l-ahad, 
(first day) Sunday;—yaumu 'l-arba'd', 
(fourth day) Wednesday ;—yaumu 't-tanadd, 
The day of judgment; — yaumu 's-sala-
sa', (third day) Tuesday ;—yaumu 'l-jum-
'at, (day of congregation) Friday ;—yaumu 
*l-1th.amls, (fifth day) Thursday;—yaumu 

'd-din, The day of judgment;—yaumu '«-
sabt, Sabbath-day, Saturday ;—yaumu 'l-
'ashura', The tenth of Muharram (sacred 
as the day of Husain's martyrdom);— 
yaumun aiwamu, A disastrous day ;—yaumi 
badr, (the day of Badr) A celebrated 
battle gained by Muhammad, and decisive 
for the early fate of Islam ;—yaumi hasdd, 
Harvest-time ; — yaumi 'id, A festival; 
Easter;—yaum yaum, Each day;-—auwal 
yaum, The first day;—hull yaum, Every 
day ;] —yawam (v.n.), Being disastrous (a 
day). 

A yaum-an, On a certain day ;—• 
yaum-an fa-yaum-an, From day to day, 
without intermission, daily ; — yaum-an 
mina 'l-aiydm, One day amongst others ; — 
yaum-an wdhid-an, One, i.e. some, day, 
never. 

a yaumiy, fem. yaumiyat, yau-
miya, Daily, diurnal; every day's, for one 
day ; daily pay, provisions, or any other 
allowance per day ; — ikhrdjdti yaumiya, 
Daily expenses. 

A l yauma'iz-in, Then, on that day. 
yy yun, A felt or woollen saddle-cloth ; 

colour; a shell; an obolus, small coin; 
name of a river. 

A yun, yawan, Name of a son of 
Japhet;—yawan, Name of a village in 
Taman. 

A o^iji yundn, Ionia, Greece ; the Greek 
nation, from yun or yawan, son of Japhet; 
name of a village near Baa?bee; also of 
one between Barda'ah and Bilqsin ;-huha-
mdyi yundn, The sages of Greece. 

a yundni, One Grecian ; anything 
Greek, Grecian; Hellenist. 

a yunaniydn, The Grecians, 
Greeks. 

A yundniyat, yunaniya, A Greek 
word, a Grecism, Hellenism. 

t y u n a s , The prophet Jonah;—shudani 
yunas dar dahani mahi, The descending of 
Jonah into the fish's belly, (met.) sunset. 

jUfy yunghdr, A three-stringed Turkish 
lute. 

T JTOJI yunqar, String of a musical instru-
ment ; string, cord in general. 

yuniyus, June. 
a u-*yy ya'us, Despondent, despairing, 

desperate. 
Syj yuh, jAy, yuhar, Afe^j yuha, A kestrel, 

an inferior kind of hawk that cannot be 
trained. 

A i^ji yuwaiy, Name of a man. 
A yu'yu', A kind of sparrow-hawk, 

a merlin. 
yltf yahdn, (in Zand and Pazand) God. 
A alM CAJL^I yahdih 'alldh, God direct you I 

(said in answer to one who congratulates 
another when sneezing), 

yuhr, Desire, eagerness. 
yuhra, Desirous. 
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A yahfuf, Timid, cowardly ; bold, 

intrepid; foolish, Btupid; desert, unculti-
vated. 

A JJTF yahud, A Jew;—shurbu 'l-yahud, 
Drinking clandestinely (as the Jews are 
obliged to do their wine). 

A^Jjtf yahudd, Judah, Jacob's fourth son. 
yahudana, Judaical; a strip of 

yellow cloth which the Jews are obliged 
to wear in some Muhammadan cities. 

a yahudi, fem. h^yf. yakudiyat, ya-
hudiya, Hebrew, Jewish, Judaical; a Jew; 
a kind of sea-fish ;—yahudi shudan, To 
play the Jew, to be avaricious, to cheat. 

yahudiydn (P. pl. of yahudi), 
Jews. 

A yahudiyat, yahudiya, Judea; 
Judaism. 

) jjj<>i 
A ^ J J I R F yahudis, Judith. 
a yahuzi, Judaical; a Jew. 

t yuha, A kestrel-hawk. 
tjA-^j yahidan, To ruin, corrupt, destroy, 

demolish, erase. 
A yahyahat, yahyahah (v.n. of AHI>), 

Calling to camels yah yah. 
A ya'is, Despondent, despairing. 
A yvi'us, A district of moving sands 

in Arabia Felix dangerous to travel 
through. 

T yaild, yailaq, Summer-quar-
ters. 

A ^ yayan, Tbe time between the first 
dawn aud sun-rise; name of a place in 
Arabia Felix, and of a district near Madi-
nah ; also of a valley, a river, and a foun-
tain. 
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